
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Smith, DmVI <dsmith@glob~lnovations.com> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 2:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: NCAA RFP Starter deck.pptx 

NCAA RFP Starter deck.pptx 

Hi Debby, 

Truest this message finds you well. Please let me know if you have availability later today or tomorrow to discuss our initial plan of attack, I have to SME’s who can 

join the presentation telephonically, if required, 

I am h~ the office for the next severM days. 

I~’la ny thanks, 

F~= S~rna, Paul 
$eBtI Monday, September 24, 2052 $2:52 PN 

To= Smith, Dar~l 
$~bjeCt= NC~ RFP S~er deck.pp~ 

Hi Darryl, 

This is the BAC deck with some quick updates. The slides for AD I inserted go into quick hits on the modules, not sure if any would stay but transferred all from a 

deck to get the overview slMes. 

Thanks, 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Dm~l z<lsmith@glob~Jnovations.com> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 2:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA RFP Starter deck.pptx 

Wrapping up a call, Can you give me 5 minis? What number should 1 call? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 20:12 :t:26 PM 
To: Smith, Darryl 
Subject: RE: NCAA RFP Starter deck.pptx 
Can you chat bri~:_~fly now? 

From: Smith, Darryl [mailto:dsmith@qlobalnovations.coml 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 20:t2 2:04 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: NCAA RFP Starter deck.pptx 
Hi [)ebby, 

T~us[ Ibis message? ~:i[?~:~s you well. Pleas,-_! let n?~? know i~ you have availability la~:er today or ~:ornorrow ~:o discuss our ~nitial plan o~ attad~. ~ haw? to SN~E’s who can 

join the presen[ation [elephonicsl~y, H: required. 

~ am ~n the office for the next several days. 

Many thanks; 

F~m: S~rna, Paul 
Nent: Nonday, September 24, 20~2 12:52 PN 

T~: Smith, Dar~l 
Subject: NC~ RFP S~er deck.ppN 

Hi Darryl, 

This is the BAC deck with some quick updates. The slides for AD I inserted go into quick hits on the modules, not sure if any would stay but transferred all from a 

deck to get the overview slides. 

Thanks, 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Tilti~ny D <tilti~ny clarke@unc.edu; 

Monday, September 24, 2012 4:13 PM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: [ca.sdiversib~] Faculty Mentori ng Workshop Noon this Friday. 

CAS Departmental Diversity Liaisons: 

Pat Parker asked me to forward the email below to you, regarding a faculty mentoring workshop this Friday, Sep. 28ti~, and invite 

you to consider attending if your schedules allow. She would like to attend herself but already has committed to attend a diversity 

conference in Raleigh at that time. 

I[ you can attend, there is a registration link in the text o[ the email below. Please direct any questions about the workshop to David 

Kiet in the Center [or Faculty Excellence, at 962-9972 or .]_~_i__e_]:~i__~_Lq£:_@__~!. 

Kind regards, 

T~ff 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Faculty Mentoring Workshop Noon this Friday. 

Date:Mon, 24 Sep 2012 11:30:46 -0400 

From:Czerwinski, Laura Alise ;51_~_Lu_!&__.c_&ej:5~if:~__s_.!!i.(~tj.~_c.’_:e_~t_.u._-.~ 

To:David Kid £1l_g__e__l_(~__u__r_t_c_:_e___£t__u__2 

Please note there are still a few seats left for the following workshop in Carrofl Hall, this Friday, 

Becoming a More Effective Mentor for Early Career Faculty: A panel of experienced mentors from across the campus will 
share lessons learned and facilitate a discussion. This session is designed for faculty members who want to think about how 
they might be more effective mentors. This panel will be a good orientation to the task of being a faculty mentor. 

Perspectives from the Humanities, Health Sciences, and Natural Sciences, will be shared by Professors Michele Berger, 
Women’s Studies; Susan Girdler, Psychiatry; and Darin Padua from Exercise and Sport Sciences. 

Lunch is served. 

Please pass this notice to a colleague you think might benefit, or sign up at: 

If there are questions, please contact: 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center tbr Faculty Excellence 

308 Wilson Library 

UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

http:/icfe.unc.edu,’aN:~ut/ldel.hlanl 
kiel@unc.edu 

You are receiving this note because in the past you have signed up for CFE programs on leadership or mentoring or have expressed an interest in these topic& If you would 

prefer not to receive these notices just let us know via return emaiL 

You are currently subscribed to casdiversity as: dstro(~)unc~edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ht~p://~ists~m~c.edu~u?id=49927275.8eb86~8~:~3d2d276d1~8462~7e65a86e&n=T&~=~casdiversitv&~=32~ 97393 

(It may be necesmry m cut and paste the abxwe [JR[, if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 5:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

HUGE Thank You to Carolina Sports Business Club Students 

Dr. Stroman, 

] wanted to reach out to you and let you know that I greatly appreciated several members from the Carolina Sports Business Club stepping up & helping us distribute 

coupons, at the ECU game, on such short notice. We became short volunteers once groups found out they wouldn’t be compensated in payment to the group, instead by 

Outback Gift Cards.             and              are to be commended for their efforts prior to and during the distribution. 

Just wanted to pass along the praise! 

Thanks, 

Cat 
Catherine Greene 
Associate Director of Athletic Operations 
University of North Carolina 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-8627 
Fax: 919-843-5972 

catqreen@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stith, Thomas ~-~fhomasStith@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 8:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Teaching tier’the Future: Engineers pursue big projects USATODAY.com 

Thanks for sending. 

Thomas Stith ¯ Program Director, Economic Development, Frank Hawkins Kenan institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Campus Box 3440 . Kenan Center 306 . Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 
919962.8444, fax919.962-8202 ¯ thomas stith@kenan-flagler.uaac.edu ¯ w~v.kenan-flagler uric edu 

Shaping Leaders I Dr~ving Results 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 12:35 PM 
To: Birdwell, Natalie; Black, Nicholas; Goldstein, Buck; Cone, Judith (Oftice of the Chancellor); Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry); drharoon; Elia, Jean; Johnson, Geord,v; King, Gelmy; Napier, 
Mary (Biochemistly and Biophysics); Stith, Thomas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Zoller, Ted; Burton, Matthew; Charlotte Lindemanis; Friga, Paul; Love, Bayard 
Subject: FW: Teaching for the Future: Engineers pursue big projects USATODAY corn 

Hi All Front page story illustrating how entrepreneurship is being woven into the various academic disciplines. This KI strategic planning is very timely’.! 

h ttp://www.u s a today c om/newsina t i Old/storY/2012-~-24/teachin~-for-futur e-engineers/57821268/1 #.UGB 8NHlu 1 J©. email 

Carpe diem! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CIAJ 
Engage. E×plore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: email@ad&his.com [mailto:emailO~addthis.com] On Behalf Of debby@dstroman.com 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 11:29 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: Teaching for the Future: Engineers pursue big projects USATODAY corn 

Check it out! 

http://www.usatoday, c om/n ews/natior~,story/2012-09-24/teach in<-for-futur e-engineers/57821268/1 # UGB 8 Nt l[u 1 J Q em a il 

This message xvas sent by debby@dstroraan.com via http://addthis.com. Please note that AddThis does not verify email addresses. 

Make sharing easier with the AddThis Toolbar: http :/iwxvw.addthis. comigo/toolbar-cm 

To stop receiving any emails from AddThis please visit: http:i/w’a~.addthis.col~x/privacv/email-opt-out?e Z5sW1QbUHe’xrHyBGWSIH in your web broxvscr. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stith, Thomas ~homas Stith@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 8:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Teaching ti~r the Future: Engineers pursue big projects USATODAY.com 

VERY distant cousin - never was able to get any NBA tickets :). B13zant was from the same Stith family that originated in Virginia I believe. Our branch came to North Carolina - to Coolmore 
Plantation in Tarboro, NC. http:i/www.presnc.org/About-Us/Coolmore-Plantation-Tarboro. 

Look forward to working with you! 

Thomas Stith ¯ Program Director, Economic Development, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Campus Box 3440 . Kenan Center 306 . Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-3440 
919.9628444. 1hx919.962-8202 ¯ thomas stith@kenan-flagler unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 8:29 PM 
To: Stith, Thomas 
Subject: Re: Teaching for the Future: Engineers pursue big projects USATODAY.com 

Thanks. I meant to call you aRer the last meeting. Are you related to B~zant Stith, former UVA hoops star? ;) 

debby 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department -http://exss unc.edu/Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

(;hair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply Willing is not enough; we must do" 
(J. Goethe) 

On 9/24/12 8:12 PM; "Stith, Thomas" ---Thomas Stith@kenan-flagler uric edu> 

wro be: 

>Thanks [’or sending. 
> 

>Thomas Stith ¯ Program Director, Economic Development, Frank Hawkins 
>Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business 
>School Campus Box 3440 . Kenan Center 306 . Chapel Hill, NC 
>27599-~40 
>919.962.8444. faxg19.962-8202 ¯ thonras stith@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
>. www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
> 

>Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 

>From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro(d},,m~c.edu] 
>Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 12:35 PM 
>To: Birdwell, Natalie; Black, Nicholas; Goldstein, Buck; Cone, Judith 
>(Office of the Chancellor); Desinrone, Joseph (Chemistry); drharoon; 
>Ella, Jean; Johnson, Geordy; King, Genny; Napier, Mary (Biocheraistry 
>and Biophysics); Stith, Thomas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport 
>Science); Zoller, Ted; Burton, Matthew; Charlotte Lindemanis; Friga, 
>Paul; Love, Bayard 
>Subject: FW: Teaching for the Future: Engineers pursue big projects 
>USATODAY.com 
> 

>Hi All. Front page stot3~ illustrating how entrepreneurship is being 
>woven into the various academic disciplines. This KI strategic planning 
>is ve~ tinrelyt ! 
> 

>http ://www.usatoday. cam/news/nation/story/2012-09-24/teachin~-for-futur 
>e-e 
>ngineers/57821268/1 #.UGB 8 N~Hlu 1 JQ .email 
> 

>Carpe diem! 
> 

>Do Good 
> 

>Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>Engage Explore. Empower 
> 

>919.8430336 
> 



>"One woman can make a difference but 
>*w)men working together can change the world" 
> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 

>From: email@ad&his.com [mailto:email(a)addthis.com] OnBehalfOf 
>debby@dstroman corn 
>Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 11:29 AM 
>To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>Subject: Teachit~g for the Future: Engineers pursue big projects 
>USATODAY.com 
> 

>Check it out[ 
> 

>http :i/www.usatodav. comk~exvs/nation/stocgi2012-09-24Aeachina-for-futur 
>e-e 
>t~ginecrs/57821268/1 #.UGB 8N~IN 1 JQ .email 
> 

> 

>This message was sent by debby@dstroraan.com via http://addthis.com. 
>Please note that AddThis does not verify email addresses. 

>Make sharing easier with the AddThis Toolbar: 
>http:i/www.addthis.com/~oAoolbar-~n 

>To stop receiving any emails from AddThis please visit: 
>httl~:/iwww.addttxis.cotr~’l~rivacv/email-o~t-out?e Z5sWI(.~bUHeYHvBGD’SIH in 
>yottr web browser. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

For a Wahoo I am embarrassed to say how much we think a like! See my note below to the University Strategic Planning group: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 9:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Birdwell, Natalie <Natalie_Birdwell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Black, Nicholas 
<Nicholas_Black@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck <bucl<_goldstein@unc.edu>; Cone, Judith {Office of the Chancellor) 
<judith.cone@unc.edu>; drharoon <zishan_haroon@med.unc.edu>; Ella, Jean <Jean_ENa@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Johnson, 
Geordy <Geordy_Johnson@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; King, Genny <Genny_King@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Mary E 
<mnapier@email.unc.edu>; Stith, Thomas Andrew III <thomas_stith@ kenamfiagler.unc.edu>; Zoller, Ted <Ted_Zoller@kenan- 
fiagler.unc.edu>; Burton, Matthew <Matthew_Burton@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Charlotte Lindemanis 

@gmail.com>; Friga, Paul <Paul_Friga@kenamflagler.unc.edu>; Bayard_Love@kenamflagler.unc.edu 

Re: Teaching for the Future: Engineers pursue big projects USATODAY.com 

From: DeSimone, Joseph M. 
Sent; Monday, September 24, 2012 10:30 AM 

To; Entwisle, Barbara 
Cc: pgrauer@bloomberg.net; wharcjrove@brookspierce.com; slerner@bluehNIgroup.com;john.townsend@tigerfuncl.com; Rimer, Barbara K; Matson, Steve; Bulik, Cynthia M; 
Margolis, David M.; Johnson, James H Jr; Perez, Louis A; Friga, Paul (Paul..Friqa@kenamflaqler.unc.edu); Caudill, Walter Lowry; Beale, S. Mae; Lewis, Faye T; Haithcock, 
Vicki P; Schuettpelz, Edn C; Wilson, Betty L; ..E..r.[~-.F..aj~.k..e..n.~.s.~Ln.~.@..t.~.g..e£f..u.~£.d.~£~;~[#~£~#~£#~.£#.~ _e_£[[_c__e_.__l_2__@_b_[_o___o_m_b___e_[g_&_e_# Long, Louanne E; Riordan, Bridget 
S~bject; Re: Update: 21st Century Vision: Research to Solve the World’s Problems 

I encourage all to read today’s USA Today article about the role of engineering in a liberal arts context. They highlight Duke and Olin. 

To be cleaac I am not stating we need to do engineering I j ust think this group should be intbrmed about this aspect of"trying to solve the world’s problems". 

http l,’WV~,~ usatod~v com,’n~ws nat~on~ stor~,, ~01 ~-09-24/teaching- [or-f’ut,~re-eng.mccrs, 578~ 1268/l # I ~GB s~zRWyke4.mailto 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr~ Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http:!!www.chem.unc.edu!people!faculty!desimone! 

http://www.kenaninstitute.unc.edu/ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

/~i unk ..... 
png 

ILoilow me on Twitter 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, September 24, 2012 12:35 PM 

To: "Birdwell, Natalie" <Natalie Birdwell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Black, Nicholas" <Nicholas Black@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Buck Goldstein 

<buck goldstein@unc.edu>, Judith Cone <judith.cone@unc.edu>, Joseph DeSimone <desimone@email.unc.edu>, drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>, Jean 

Ella <Jean Elia@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Geordy Johnson <Geordy Johnson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Genny King <Genny King@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Mary 

Napier <mnapier@email.unc.edu>, Thomas Stith <thomas stith@kenan-fla61er.unc.edu>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>, Ted ZoNer <Ted Zoller@kenan- 

fla~ler.unc.edu>, "Burton, Matthew" <Matthew Burton@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu>, Charlotte Lindemanis ~ @gmail.com>, Paul Friga 

<Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Bayard Love <Bayard Love@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Teaching for the Future: Engineers pursue big projects - USATODAY.com 

Hi AIk Front page story illustrating how entrepreneurship is being woven into the various academic disciplines. This KI strategic planning is very timely!! 

h ttp://www~usat~da~~c~m/news/nati~n/st~ry/2~12~~9-24/teachin~~f~r-future-engineers/57821268/1#. U G B8 N H lu 1JQ.email 

Carpe diem! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world." 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: email@addthis.com [_mailto:email@addthis.comJ On Behalf Of debby@dstroman.com 

Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 11:29 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Teaching for the Future: Engineers pursue big projects - USATODAY.com 

Check it out! 



h ttp://www.usatoda y.cominewsina t ionistoryi2012-09-24/teaching-for-futu re-engineers/57821268/1#. U G B8 N H lu 1JO,.e m a i l 

This message was sent by debby~dstroman.com via http:iiaddthis.com. Please note that AddThis does not verify email addresses. 

Make sharin~ easier with the AddThis Toolbar: htt p:!!www.addt his.com/go/toolba r-era 

To stop receiving any emails from AddThis please visit: http:!/www.addthis~com!privacy!email-opt-out?e=Z5sW1QbU HeYHyBGI F81H in your web browser. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu~-- 

Monday, September 24, 2012 10:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: A little perspective... 

38D768BB-6D3F-45AB- 89E1-CC5275917EF2.png 

There is a better way 

Hey if you want to chat tomorrow re this weeks leadership assignment let me know. I see you are solely assigned so don’t feel overwhelmed as I can help. 

Joseph M DeSimone 

Director, t:rank Hawkins Kenan In stitute of Private Enterprise 
Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 
William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemist~ at UNC 

http://www.chemunc, edu/people/facuItv/desimone/ 

http://www, k enaninstitute uric. ed u/ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-%2-5467 

Follow me on Twitter 

On Sep 24, 2012, at 10:33 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> and many lessons. 
> 
> [cid:38D768BB-6D3F-45AB- 89E1-CC5275917EF2] 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> OSU president expenses in the millions 
> 

> By- Lattra A. Bischofi; Dayton Daily News, 9-22-12, 3,206 words 
> 

> http :/iwww. daytondailynews.com/news/newsistate-regional-govt-politics/expenses-of-o su-president-run-into-millions-for-tr/nSGkl4; 
> 

> 

> 

> COLL~¢IBUS E. Gordon Gee makes millions as president of Ohio State Universib’, but a Dayton Daily News investigation found the tmiversity spends ahnost as much for Gee to travel 
the globe, throw- parties, wine and dine donors, xvoo prospective faculb’, hang out with students and staff and maintain a 9,600-square-foot mansion on 1.3 acres. 
> 

> Since returning to Colttmbus as the university’s president in October 2007, the 68-year-old Gee has pulled in $8.6 million in salaq- and compensation, making him the highest paid CEO of a 
public universi~" in the count~-. 
> 

> But his expenses hidden among hard-to-get records that the university took nearly a year to release tally nearly as much: $7.7 million. 
> 

> Gee’s spending is kept out of the public eye because it can be tallied only by examining multiple reports, including the quarterly discretionaq- expense reports delivered to the trustees and 
not easily- obtainable by others. The Daily News first requested records docmnenting Gee’s work day, housing, American Express statements, travel expenses, discretionary spending 
reports and other data in September 2011. The university did not i~ally respond to the request until August 2012. 
> 

> Those records show- Gee stays in luxuw hotels, dines at countr,v clubs and s~vank restaurants, throws lavish parties, flies on private jets and hands out thousands of gifts all at public 
expense. 
> 

> The Daily News investigation found the university spent more than $895,000 for gatherings at the Pizzuti House, the president’s mansion, between April 2008 and June 2011 That works 
out to be about $23,000 a month a little less than the average cost of a wedding. 
> 

> The unlversi~z spends tens of thousands of dollars alone branding Gee around his signature bow ties Since 2007, Ohio State has spent more than $64,000 on bow ties, bow- tie cookies and 
O-H and bow tie pins for Gee and others to distribute, the newspaper found. 
> 
> "It’s a nice icebreaker The freshmen show up on campus and President Gee hands them a cookie. They love it. The students love it," OSU spokesman Jim Lynch said. He noted that 
people sho~v offtheir Buckeye pride with O-H lapel pins all across the countlT. 
> 

> Gee did not make himself available for an intelwiew 
> 

> In a statement, OSU said rigorous standards are used in reviewing Gee’s expenses. "A significant proportion of President Gee’s time, travel and use of the universi~z residence is devoted 
to resource-generation to suppolt the work of our students and faculty," the statement says. 
> 

> Other supporters of Gee, including JobsOhio President Mark Kvarmne, said his expenses are the cost of doing business for an institution that sel~zes as a major j ob engine for the state of 
Ohio. 
> 
> "In order to do everything that he does, he needs to be ever,v~vhere all the time," Kvamme said. "The way I look at it, every second of Gordon’s time is very, very valuable for the state of 
Ohio." 
> 
> Gee’s travel, entertainment and housing expenses are paid from endowment funds that have been donated to the university for general purposes OSU’s largest pool of unrestricted 
endowment money came from inventor Ralph Mershon, who graduated from the school in 1890 and bequeathed $11 2 million to his alma mater in 1952. Half of the Mershon giR was 
earmarked for civilian military education, the other halflk~r discretionary spending by universi~ trustees 
> 

> "No tuition or tax dollars are used to :fund the president’s travel and use of the residence," the university’s statement says 
> 

> 

> Lavish lifestyle 



> 

> Records released by the university show Gee is afforded the type of lifestyle rarely possible on a public salary. 
> 

> He was paid a base salary, bonus, deferred compensation and supplemental retirement that totaled $1 9 million :for the last :fiscal year At least twice during his tenure he has donated his 
bonns back to the university, which amounted to nearly $300,000 in 2010-11. 
> 

> Ohio State provides him with a Visa procurement card and a Platinum American Express Card, up to 100 hours a year of :[light time on private jets and authorization to :fly first class or 
business class when on commercial flights 
> 
> The university picks up tire tab for thousands of dollars for flowers Gee sends to politicians and staff nrembers, annual airline club memberships for the president to work in quiet when he 
travels, and concert, basketball and football tickets that he can use as he sees fit. 
> 

> His corrtract and nniversity policy provide him with up to $20,000 a year in financial planning and tax preparation, a car for business and personal use, a fully- staffed residence, and 
authority to charge to the nniversity the cost of business breakfasts, lunches and dinners. 
> 

> If he stays another five years, he’ll get a one-year paid sabbatical. 
> 

> Gee, divorced from his second xvife and widowed from his first, lives alone in the university-owned Pizzati House in Bexley, a 9,600-square-foot nransion that the nniversity remodeled for 
$1.3 million and then stocked xvith $673,000 in artxvork, decorations and furnishings. European antiques, Persian rags and a $532 shower cttrtain for the guest bath were arnnng the araenities 
purchased for tire house. 
> 

> He is expected to and does    entertain regularly. University records show Gee hosted 16,000 guests at275 events at the Pizzuti House over the last five years, up from 5,757 guests at 
138 events hosted there by former OSU president Karen Holbrook. 
> 

> Gee’s parties considered an essential aspect of the president’s outreach to the community and donors are first class events, complete with specially designed and printed 
invitations, shuttle buses and parking valets, musicians and photographers, decorations and fresh flowers. 
> 

> He throws receptions and dinners for ~vell-known sports, entertainnrent, media, and political figures, including cyclist Lance Armstrong, actor Sidney Poitier, the president of Bangladesh 
and CNN correspondents Sanjay Gupta and David Gergen. And Gee regularly hosts receptions for his Bexley neighbors, new OSU f:aculty, African-American nrinisters, state lawmakers and 
others. 
> 

> Off-campus, Gee entertains guests at tony restattrants in Colunrbus such as Lindey’s in German Village and Martini’s and Grisby’s in the Short North expenses he can charge to OSU if 
it irrvolves business. He also dines at one of the exclusive clubs where tire university pays his membership and expenses, such as tire New Albany Country Club, tire Coltnnbus Club and the 
University Club of New York. He hosts visitors in the president’s box at Ohio Stadimn and the university’s luxury suites at the Schottenstein Center and Nationwide Arena. 
> 

> "9,qaen he travels, Gee is bonnd by university policy, which says: "The President is expected to stay in accommodations similar to those used by executives of businesses and not-for- 
profit institutions; however, luxur,v hotels should be avoided." 
> 

> The Daily News investigation found that Gee often stays at modest hotels such as Courtyard and Holiday Inn Express when traveling in-state. But his out-of-state travel receipts sho~vs 
he often bills the university for more expensive accommodations: Le Meridien Bristol in Warsaw, The Taj Mahal Hotel in Mumbai, Loe~vs Hotel Vogue in iVlontreal, Hotel George and the 
Four Seasons in Washington, DC., and the Warwick in New York 
> 

> Gee, fbr example, billed his American Express card $905 fbr two nights at the Four Seasons in Washington after traveling there for meetings in April 2011. A similar trip in April 2009 cost 
the university $1,257 for tl~ree nights at the Fairmont Hotel in Washington’s Georgetown neighborhood 
> 

> The Daily Ne~vs also found that on at least 16 occasions bet~veen 2008 and 2010 Gee hired limo services to shuttle him within cities such as Washington, Boston, Chicago and New York. 
The tab was $10,132 or about $600 a trip. 
> 

> Gee has built a strong natural reputation in higher education, but he’s also had bumps along the way. At Brown Uinversity, ~vhere he served as president from 1998 to 2000, he was 
criticized after the umversity spent $3 million renovating a home for Gee, including $400,000 that paid for a conservatolT~’ that ~vas built in Great Britain and shipped to Providence. At 
Vanderbilt University, where he selwed as chancellor from 2000 to 2007, he was the subject of a Wall Street Inumal article that documented $6 million in renovations of the president’s 
residence and a $700,000 annual tab for parties. 
> 

> Gee’s tenure as president of Ohio State his second at the school has not been without blemish. The much-publicized fbotball memorabilia scandal last year raised questions about 
Gee’s oversight of the program after he said in a press conference that he hoped Coach Jim Tressel wouldn’t fire him Gee later fired Tressel 
> 

> Recent internal audits have dinged Gee for sloppy record keeping on his credit cards, such as not having properly documented business justifications or itemized receipts. 
> 
> Last month, the Ohio Ethics Comanission allowed Gee to file addenda to his 2007-2011 annual financial disclosure statements after it was discovered that he inadvertently failed to report 
more than $150,000 in travel expenses, including a second internatinnal trip paid for by King Abdulaziz University in Saudi Arabia, where Gee serves on an international board of advisers for 
the university. 
> 

> The 2011 trip cost $19,501, according to Gee’s supplemental report. 
> 

> 

> Paying dividends 
> 

> Gee is known for the ease with which he hobnobs with students taking them to movies, meals and concerts and stopping by birthday parties and late-night student events. He even 
appeared with Brutus the Buckeye in a flash mob dance video at the Ohio Union that got more than 5 million views on YouTube. 
> 

> He is just as comfortable in a university board room or Statehouse hearing room 
> 

> Gee is one of the nation’s most experienced university presidents, having led five of them since 1981 At Ohio State, he oversees a $5 billion a year operation with 65,000 students and 
40,000 employees. (OSU’s annual revenues exceed Yahoo’s.) Since returning to OSU in 2007, Gee has helped raise $1.6 billion and is striving to raise $2.5 billinn in gifts by June 2016. 
> 

> [)an Hurley, spokesman 12~r the American Association o17 State Colleges and Universities, said university presidents like Gee have to spend more time and energy fundraising to 
compensate for the decline in government support for higher education "Given the size, stature and reputation of Ohin State University, the glad handing that comes with being the 
university chief executive officer is a requirement of the job," Hurley said. "And it does pay quantitatively. Dollar for dollar, it pays huge dividends" 
> 

> Gov. John Kasich, who calls Gee’s "Ohio’s best politician," just named him to head an effort to develop a new :funding formula for the state’s colleges and universities. Last week Gee was 
also reappointed to the board of directors for JobsOhio, the Kasich administration’s economic development arm. 
> 

> Kvamme said Gee helps attract top students and talent to Ohio State, puts a focus on commercializing university-developed technologies, and raises endowment money. He noted that 
when Gee travels abroad, he meets with big businesses interested in investing in Ohio. 
> 

> "When he speaks, these companies listen because of the araazing capabilities that they have at Ohio State," Kvanmre said of Gee. "~2~nat I’ve really- seen with Gordon is a person that 
really carries the Ohio message and for lack of a better term the greatness of Ohio trot just in the United States but around the world. His ability- to raise capital for tire university, his 
ability to raise axvareness for Ohio and Ohio State has been utnnatched and I just really think what he has done is pretty exceptional." 
> 

> Lynch called tire last two years of fundraising at Ohio State "the most successful in tire university’s histolT. This past year, a record 211,000 alnnmi and friends corrmritted nearly $365 
nrillion to the urriversity. Private support has become increasingly important to our ability to provide accessible and exceptional education to our students," he said. 



> 

> But Richard Vedder, an Ohin University economics professor and director of the Center 12~r College At’fordability and Productivity, said general use endowments like the Mershon fund at 
Ohio State can and should be used to olivet other public expenditures 
> 
> "’]’hey" can take the money that is given to general university use and spend it on scholarships," he said "’]’hey" can use that money, if they want, to keep the tuition increases from being 
as high as they’ have been. r,[hey have chosen to use this to throw parties and travel luxuriously and so 12~rth." 
> 
> Undergraduate tuition and fees for in-state students rose from $2,856 in fall 2007 to $3,245 in fall 2011, a 13.6 percent increase. 
> 

> Vedder said he has attended catered parties thrown by Gee both at Ohio State and Vanderbilt. "He thinks he’s in a special category by himself," Veddcr said of Gee. "In public selwice, that 
is kind of grating and I would think it would be grating on the public if thcy knew about it." 
> 

> 

> Ahead of peers 
> 

> Gee’s discretionary spending a category that includes everything from foreign trips to tailgate parties before football games far outstrips that of his predecessors William Kirwan and 
Holbrook. Under Gee, discretionatTi spending leapt 68.5 percent over what Holbrook had been averaging during her five-year tenure. 
> 

> Gee also stands out when compared to his peers at other universities, though apples to apples spending comparisons are difficult because each institution lumps together different items 
in their presidential expense reports. Ohio State is bigger than most institutions too, further complicating comparisons. The size of the student body on the Columbus campus ranks behind 
only two other universities in Arnerica. 
> 

> But the University of Texas at Austin and the University- of Michigan do compare favorably to Ohio State in terms of academics, prestige and enrolhnent. In fact, both rank higher than 
O SU in the 2013 national universi~" rankings of best colleges by U.S. News & World Report. 
> 

> The presidents of I~rr-Austin and the University of Michigan appear to spend considerably less than Gee on entertaitwnent and travel. Both, too, earn less in compensation. 
> 

> Between 2007 and 2011, UT-Austin President Bill Powers spunt $310,560 on travel, wining and dining and other untertainruent on behalf of the university, records show. During a similar 
period, Gee’s travel bills alone totaled $1.1 million. Powers, who is midway through a $3 billion fundraising effort, makes $663,000 a year (compared to Gee’s $1.9 million), lives in his own 
house, has no car allowance and only flies first class if he has a doctor’s order. Powers does have access to state-owned planes. 
> 

> UT-Austin’s Chief Financial Officer Kevin Hegarty said people are surprised at how "plain vanilla" Powers’ compensation and benefits package is. "It’s better to be that way," he said. 
"The public expects it." 
> 
> At the Universi~z of Michigan, President iVlary Sue Coleman’s travel and enteltainn~ent expenses licom 2007 through 2010 totaled $410,235. Upkeep and utilities at the umversity-owned 
house runs an additional $100,000 a year and if Coleman takes someone to lunch or dinner, she pays the tab out of her own pocket, according to University- of iVlichigan spokesman Rick 
Fitzgerald. 
> 

> Coleman’s compensation package is $860,782 a year and includes housing and a car Her employment contract does not call for first class airline tickets or private jets, as Gee’s does In 
Michigan’s last endowment campaign she helped raise $32 billion the most ever by a public university at that time 
> 

> There are signs that OSU isn’t keeping pace nationally on the size of its endowment. OSU slipped from 27th in the four years preceding Gee’s return to Columbus to 31 st in 2010-11, 
according to the National Association of College and University Business Officers and the Commonfund Institute The Big 10 universities Northwestern, ivlinnesota, and iVlichigan all 
ranked above Ohio State for the size of their endowment 
> 

> OSU’s endowment stood at $2.12 billion at the end of the 2010-11 year, up from $1.08 billion in the 2001-02 year Last year the endowment’s market value increased 13.4 percent, compared 
with an average increase nationally of 179 percent, the NACUBO/Commonfund report said 
> 

> Vedder said the endowment rankings ptmch a hole in the argument that Gee’s spending is justified. 
> 

> "If the results show- they’ve moved from 30th to 10th in the endowments or gone up significantly’, you might make al’i argument that some of this is solt of justifiable," he said "You have 
to spend money’ to make money’. But if that’s the argument that they’re using, they’re doing avery inefficient job of it" 
> 

> 

> Celebrated homecoming 
> 
> When Gee returned to Ohio State for the 2007-08 academic year, the board of trustees celebrated the homecoming of a visionary leader who was "uniquely positioned to lead our great 
institution to even greater levels of achievement and national prominence," according to the job offer he was given 
> 

> The university says Gee has done that and more. 
> 
> Under Gee’s leadership, said Lynch, OSU has seen a 25 percent ~ncrease in new grants and contracts 12~r research prc~iects, opened offices in China and India and brought the average 
ACT score 12~r incoming students to 28 an all time high And Gee and his team raised $1.6 billion, in part by privatizing campus pa~king operations and issuing a 100-year bond, he said. 
> 

> "President Gee has strengthened relationships with key’ Ohio and national businesses and positinned Ohio State as one of the thought leaders in higher education today," Lynch said. 
> 

> But Dale Butland of [rmovatinn Ohio, a liberal think tank based in Columbus, said Ohin State’s trustees need to rein in (iee’s spending, which he called "breathtaking." 
> 

> "No one disputes that Gordon Gee is doing a good job as president That’s presumably why he’s earning $2 millinn a year in salary and bonuses," Butland said. "The question is whether 
his spending $77 million on food, drink, hotels and parties is excessive After all, presidents at other public universities whose academic ratings are even higher than OSU’s raise as much or 
more money than Mr Gee does yet somehow manage to spend only a fraction of what he spends. ! don’t expect Mr. (lee to live like a monk. [ just don’t think he should be hying like 
Donald Trump" 
> 

> Kevin tIoltsberp)~ of the Buckeye Institute, a Columbus-based conservative think tank, said there should be a higher level of scrutiny on discretionary spending at Ohio State, particularly’ 
in an economy where maW people are struggling. 
> 

> "Gee has a fundamental view that OSU has to spend what it needs to spend," tIoltsberry said. ~And I think that’s a great attitude if you’re in the private sector The punic, though, has to 
decide whether that’s working." 
> 

> Ohin State Umversity President E Gordon Gee’s discretionary spending from Oct 1 2/)07 through June 30, 2(i12: 
> 

> Travel: $1 09 million 
> 
> Tailgating: $813,000 
> 

> President’s special cvents: $2.17 million 
> 

> President’s office: $1.6 million 
> 

> Residence operation: $2.1 raillion 
> 



> (}rand To~al: $7.77 million 

> Source: OSU records 

> An apples tn apples comparison of universi~ presidents’ expenses is difficult because each institutinn lumps different items intn its reports tlere is a look at expenses and compensation 

for the leaders nf three large public universities. 

> 

> E. Gordon Gee, Ohio State University, $1.9 million a year compensation, plus a car, house and access to charter jets. Travel, housing, entertainment spending 2007-mid-2012:$7.7 rmllion 
> 

> Bill Powers, University of Texas at Austin, $663,000 a year in compensation, no car or house, access to state-owned aircraft. Travel and entertainment spending 2007 to 2011:$$310,360 
> 

> Mal?~ Sue Coleman, University of ~Michigan, $860,782 a year in compensation, plus a car and house, flies cotnmercial. Travel and entertainment spending 2007 to 2011: $410,235. Housing 

upkeep costs another $100,000 a year. 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 
> 

> Exercise and Sport Science Departrnent - http:i/exss.ar~c.edui 

> 

> 

> "Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we rnust do." (J. Goethe) 
> 

> 

> <38D768BB-6D3F-45AB-89E1-CC5275917EF2.pt~g> 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 10:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: A little perspective... 

Cool 

Joseph M DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 
Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 
William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at L~.-C 

http://www.chemunc, edu~’people/faculty/desimone/ 
http://www.kenaninstitute unc.edu/ 
Tel: 919-962-2166 
Fax: 919-%2-5467 
Follow me on Twitter 

On Sep 24, 2012, at 10:43 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@uaac.edu> wrote: 

THANKS I did a draft doc earlier tonight and spoke ~vith,       about my 
content. He is now- taking a look and should get back to me with his edits 
tomorrow. I will follow up and share with you next. 

>d 

On 9/24/12 10:36 PM, "DeSimone, Joseph M" <desimone@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> There is a better way. 
>> 

>> ttey if you want to chat tomorrow re this weeks leadership assignment let 
>> me know. I see you are solely assigned so don’t feel overwhelmed as I 
>> can help. 
>> 

>> Joseph M DeSimone 
>> 

>> Director, t;rank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 
>> Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 
>> William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at 
>> NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 
>> 
>> http ://www. chem. unc.edu/people/f acult54desimone/ 
>> http :i/www.kenaninstitute.unc. edu/ 
>> Tel: 919-962-2166 
>> Fax: 919-962-5467 
>> Follow- me on Twitter 
>> 

>> 

>> On Sep 24, 2012, at 10:33 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> and many lessons. 

>>> [cid:38D768BB-6D3F-45AB-89E1-CC5275917EF2] 

>>> OSU president expcnses in the millions 

>>> By Laura A. Bischofi; Dayton Daily News, 9-22-12, 3,206 words 

>>> http ://www. daytondailynews, comh~ews/newsistate-regional-g ovt-politics/exp 
>>> enses-of-o s u-president-run-into-millions-for -tr/nSGkK/ 

>>> COLI_2vlBUS < E Gordon Gee makes millions as president of Ohio State 
>>> University, but a Dayton Daily News investigation found the university 
>>> spends almost as much for Gee to travel the globe, throw- parties, wine 
>>> and dine donors, woo prospective faculty, hang out with students and 
>>> staff’and maintain a 9,600-square-foot mansion on 1.3 acres 

>>> Since returning to Columbus as the umversity~s president in October 
>>> 2007, flae 68-year-old Gee has pulled in $8.6 million in salary arid 
>>> compensation, making him the highest paid CEO of a public university in 
>>> the countly. 



>>> But his expenses < hidden among hard-to-get records that the university 
>>> took nearly a year to release < tally nearly as much: $7.7 million. 
>>> 

>>> Gee~s spending is kept out of the public eye because it can be tallied 
>>> only by examining multiple reports, including the quarterly 
>>> discretionary expense reports dehvered to the trustees and not easily 
>>> obtainable by others. ’]’he Daily News first requested records documenting 
>>> Gee’s work day, housing, American Express statements, travel expenses, 
>>> discretionary spending reports and other data in September 2011. The 
>>> universi _ty did not fully respond to the request until August 2012. 

>>> Those records show Gee stays in lt~xurTi hotels, dines at courxtry clubs 
>>> and swank restaurants, throxvs lavish parties, flies on private jets and 
>>> hands out thousands of gifts < all at public expense. 

>>> The Daily News investigation found the universi~" spent rnore than 
>>> $895,000 for gatherings at the Pizzuti House, the president’s mansion, 
>>> between @ril 2008 and June 2011. That works out to be about $23,000 a 
>>> munth < a little less than the average cost of a wedding. 

>>> The university spends tens of thousands of dollars alone branding Gee 
>>> around his signature bow ties. Since 2007, Ohio State has spent more 
>>> than $64,000 on bow ties, bow tie cookies and O-H and bow- tie pins for 
>>> Gee and others to distribute, the newspaper fotmd. 

>>> alt~s a nice icebreaker. The fieshrnun show up on campus and President 
>>> Gee hands them a cookie. The?, love it. The students love it,~ OSU 
>>> spokesman Jim Lynch said. He noted that people show- off their Buckeye 
>>> pride xvith O-H lapel pins all across the country. 

>>> Gee did not rnake hirnself available for an interview. 

>>> In a statement, OSU said rigorous standards are used in reviewing Gee~s 
>>> expenses aA significant proportion of President Gee’s time, travel and 
>>> use of the university residence is devoted to resource-generation to 
>>> support the ~vork of our students and facul~z,~- the statement says 

>>> Other suppolters of Gee, including JobsOhio President Mark Kvamme, said 
>>> his expenses are the cost of doing business for an institution that 
>>> serves as a major job engine for the state of Ohio. 
>>> 

>>> aIn order to do everything that he does, he needs to be every~vhere all 
>>> the time,~ Kvarmne said. ~The way I look at it, evei~’ second of Gordon’s 
>>> time is very, very valuable for the state of Ohio.~ 
>>> 
>>> Gee’s travel, entertainment and housing expenses are paid from 
>>> endowment funds that have been donated to the university- for general 
>>> purposes. OSU’s largest pool of um-estricted endo~vment money came from 
>>> inventor Ralph Mershon, who graduated from the school in 1890 and 
>>> bequeathed $11 2 milliun to his alma mater in 1952. Half of the Mershon 
>>> gift was earmarked for civilian military education, the other half for 
>>> discretionary spending by university- trustees 
>>> 

>>> aNo tuition or tax dollars are used to fund the president’s travel and 
>>> use of the residence,~ the university’s statement says. 

>>> I,avish lifestyle 

>>> Records released by the university" show Gee is afforded the type of 
>>> lifestyle rarely possible on a public salary 

>>> He was paid a base salary, bonus, deferred compensation and 
>>> supplemental retirement that totaled $1.9 million for the last fiscal 
>>> year. At least twice during his tenure he has donated his bonus back to 
>>> the university, which amounted to nearly $300,000 in 2010-11 

>>> Ohio State provides him with a Visa procurement card and a Platinum 
>>> American Express Card, up to 100 hours a year of flight time on private 
>>> jets and authorization to :fiy first class or business class when on 
>>> commercial fights. 

>>> The university picks up the tab for thousands of dollars for flowers 
>>> Gee sends to politicians and staff members, annual airline club 
>>> memberships :[’or the president to work in quiet when he travels, and 
>>> concert, basketball and football tickets that he can use as he sees fit. 

>>> tlis contract and umversity policy provide him with up to $20,000 a 
>>> year in financial planning and tax preparation, a car for business and 
>>> personal use, a fully staffed residence, and authority" to charge to the 
>>> university the cost of business breakfasts, lunches and dinners 

>>> If he stays another five years, he’ll get a one-year paid sabbatical. 

>>> Gee, divorced from his secund wife and xvidowed from his first, lives 
>>> alone in the universi _ty-owned Pizzati House in Bexley, a 
>>> 9,600-square-foot mansion that the university remodeled for $1.3 milliun 
>>> and then stocked xvith $673,000 in artxvork, decorations and furnishings. 
>>> European antiques, Persian rugs and a $532 shower curtain for the guest 
>>> bath were among the amenities purchased for the house. 



>>> tie is expected to ~ and does ( entertain regularly. University records 
>>> show Gee hosted 16,000 guests at 275 events at the Pizzuti House over 
>>> the last five years, up from 5,757 guests at 138 events hosted there by 
>>> former OSU president Karen Holbrook 
>>> 

>>> Gee~s parties < considered an essential aspect of the presidentls 
>>> outreach to the community and donors ( are first class events, complete 
>>> with specially designed and printed invitations, shuttle buses and 
>>> parking valets, musicians and photographers, decorations and fresh 
>>> flowers. 

>>> He throws receptions and dirmers fi~r well-known sports, entertainment, 
>>> media, and political figures, including cyclist Lance Armstrong, actor 
>>> Sidney Poitier, the president of Bangladesh and CNN correspondents 
>>> Sanjay Gupta and David Gergen. And Gee regularly hosts receptions fi~r 
>>> his Bexley neighbors, new OSU i~aculty, African-American ministers, state 
>>> lawmakers and others. 

>>> Oft’-campus, Gee entertains guests at tony restaurants in Columbus such 
>>> as Lindeyls in German Village and MartinPs and Grisby~s in the Short 
>>> North < expenses he can charge to OSU if it involves business. He also 
>>> dines at one of the exclusive clubs where the university pays his 
>>> merabership and expenses, such as the New Albany Country Club, the 
>>> Columbus Club and the University Club of New York. He hosts visitors in 
>>> the president’s box at Ohio Stadium and the university’s luxulN suites 
>>> at tire Schottenstein Center and Nationwide Arena. 

>>> YVhen he travels, Gee is bound by university policy, which says: ~The 
>>> President is expected to stay in accommodations similar to those used by- 
>>> executives of businesses and not-for-profit institutions; however, 
>>> luxury hotels should be avoided,z 

>>> The Daily News investigation figured that Gee often stays at modest 
>>> hotels such as Courtyard and Holiday Inn Express when traveling 
>>> in-state But his out-of-state travel receipts shows he often bills the 
>>> university for more expensive accormnodations: Le Meridien Bristol in 
>>> Warsaw, The Taj IVlahal Hotel in IVlumbai, Loews Hotel Vogue in Montreal, 
>>> Hotel George and the Four Seasons in Washington, D.C, and the Warwick 
>>> in New York. 
>>> 

>>> Gee, for example, billed his American Express card $905 for two nights 
>>> at the Four Seasons in Washington after traveling there for meetings in 
>>> April 2011. A sunilar trip in April 2009 cost the university $1,257 for 
>>> three nights at the Fairmont Hotel in Washingtonls Georgetown 
>>> neighborhood. 
>>> 

>>> The Daily News also found that on at least 16 occasions between 2008 
>>> and 2010 Gee hired lima services to shuttle him witdain cities such as 
>>> Washington, Boston, Chicago and New York. The tab was $10,132 < or about 
>>> $600 a trip. 
>>> 

>>> Gee has built a strong natural reputation in higher education, but he~s 
>>> also had bumps along the way. At Brown University, where he served as 
>>> president tlcom 1998 to 2000, he was criticized after the university 
>>> spent $3 million renovating a home for Gee, including $400,000 that paid 
>>> for a conservatow that was built in Great Britain and shipped to 
>>> Providence. At Vanderbilt University, where he ser~ed as chancellor from 
>>> 2000 to 2007, he was the subject of a Wall Street Journal article that 
>>> documented $6 million in renovatinns of the president’s residence and a 
>>> $700,000 annual tab for parties 

>>> Gee~s tenure as president of Ohio State < his second at the school < 
>>> has not been without blemish. The much-publicized football memorabilia 
>>> scandal last year raised questions about Gee~s oversight of the program 
>>> after he said in a press conference that he hoped Coach Jim Tresse[ 
>>> wouldnat fire him. Gee later fired Tresse[. 

>>> Recent internal audits have dinged Gee for sloppy record keeping on his 
>>> credit cards, such as not having properly documented business 
>>> justifications or itemized receipts. 

>>> Last month, the Ohio Ethics Commission allowed Gee to file addenda to 
>>> his 2007-2011 annual financial disclosure statements after it was 
>>> discovered that he inadvertently failed to report more than $150,000 in 
>>> travel expenses, including a second international trip paid fi~r by King 
>>> Abdulamz University in Saudi Arabia, where Gee serves on an 
>>> international board of advisers fi~r the university 

>>> The 2011 trip cost $19,501, according to Gee~s supplemental report. 

>>> Paying dividends 

>>> Gee is known for the ease with which he hobnobs with students < taking 
>>> them to movies, meals and concerts and stopping by birthday parties and 
>>> late-night student events. He even appeared with Brutus the Buckeye in a 
>>> flash mob dance video at tire Ohio Union that got more than 5 million 
>>> views on YouTube. 

>>> He is just as cor~ffortable in a university board room or Statehouse 



>>> hearing room 

>>> Gee is one of the nationls most experienced university presidents, 
>>> having led five of them since 1981 At Ohio State, he oversees a $5 
>>> billion a year operatinn with 65,000 students and 40,000 employees. 
>>> (OSUls annual revenues exceed Yahoo~s.) Since returning to OSU in 2007, 
>>> Gee has helped raise $1 6 billion and is striving to raise $2.5 billion 
>>> in gifts by June 2016 

>>> Dan Hurley, spokesman for the American Association of State Colleges 
>>> and Universities, said university presidents like Gee have to spend more 
>>> time and energy" fundraising to compensate for the decline in government 
>>> support for higher education. ~Given the size, stature and reputation of 
>>> Ohio State University, the glad handing that comes with being the 
>>> university chief executive officer is a requirement of the job,~ Hurley 
>>> said. ~And it does pay quantitatively. Dollar for dollar, it pays huge 
>>> dividends.~ 

>>> Gov. Jotm Kasich, who calls Gee~s ~Ohio~s best politician,~ just named 
>>> him to head an cffbrt to develop a new- funding formula for the state’s 
>>> colleges and universities. Last week Gee was also reappointed to the 
>>> board of directors for JobsOhio, the Kasich administration’s econotnic 
>>> development arm. 

>>> Kvamme said Gee helps attract top students and talent to Ohio State, 
>>> puts a focus on conm~ercializing university-developed tectmologies, and 
>>> raises endowment money. He noted that when Gee travels abroad, he meets 
>>> with big businesses interested in investing in Ohio. 

>>> ~\Vhen he speaks, these companies listen because of the amazing 
>>> capabilities that they have at Ohio State,~ Kvarmne said of Gee. ~What 
>>> Pve really seen with Gordon is a person that really carries the Ohio 
>>> message and < for lack of a better term < the greatness of Ohio not just 
>>> in the United States but around the world. His ability to raise capital 
>>> for the university, his ability to raise awareness for Ohio and Ohio 
>>> State has been unmatched and I just really think ~vhat he has done is 
>>> pretty exceptional.~ 

>>> Lynch called the last t~vo years of fundraising at Ohio State ~the most 
>>> successful in the university’s histoi~’. This past year, a record 211,000 
>>> alunmi and friends cornmit~ed nearly $365 million to the university. 
>>> Private support has become increasingly important to our ability to 
>>> provide accessible and exceptional education to our students,~ he said 

>>> But Richard Vedder, an Ohio Uinversity economics professor and director 
>>> of the Center for College Affordability and Productivity, said general 
>>> use endo~vments like the Mershon fund at Ohio State can and should be 
>>> used to offset other public expenditures 

>>> ~They can take the money that is given to general university use and 
>>> spend it on scholarships,~ he said. ~They can use that money, if they 
>>> want, to keep the tuition increases from being as high as they have 
>>> been They have chosen to use this to throw parties and travel 
>>> luxuriously and so forth~ 

>>> Undergraduate tuition and fees fbr in-state students rose from $2,856 
>>> in fall 2007 to $3,245 in fall 2011, a 13.6 percent increase. 

>>> Vedder said he has attended catered parties thrown by Gee both at Ohio 
>>> State and Vanderbilt ~tle thinks he~s in a special category by himself,~ 
>>> Vedder said of Gee. ~In public service, that is kind of grating and I 
>>> would think it would be grating on the punic if the?" knew about it~ 

>>> Ahead of peers 

>>> Gee~s discretionary spending < a category that includes everything fi-om 
>>> foreign trips to tailgate parties before football games < far outstrips 
>>> that of’his predecessors William Kirwan and Holbrook Under Gee, 
>>> discretionary spending leapt 685 percent over what Holbrook had been 
>>> averaging during her five-year tenure. 

>>> Gee also stands out when compared to his peers at other universities, 
>>> though apples to apples spending comparisons are difficult because each 
>>> institution lumps together different items in their presidential expense 
>>> reports. Ohio State is bigger than most institutions too, further 
>>> complicating comparisons The size of the student body on the Columbus 
>>> campus ranks behind only two other universities ~n America. 

>>> But the University of Texas at Austin and the University of Michigan do 
>>> compare lhw~rably to Ohio State in terms of academics, prestige and 
>>> enrollment. In fact, both rank higher than OSU in the 2013 national 
>>> university rankings of best colleges by U.S. News & World Report. 

>>> The presidents of UT-Austin and the University of Michigan appear to 
>>> spend considerably less than Gee on entertainment and travel. Both, too, 
>>> earn less in compensation. 

>>> Between 2007 and 2011, UT-Austin President Bill Powers spent $310,560 
>>> on travel, wining and dining and other entertainment on behalf of the 
>>> university, records show. During a similar period, Gee~s travel bills 



>>> alune tutaled $1 1 milliun. Puwers, whu is midway through a $3 billiun 
>>> fundraising e[’f’urt, makes $663,000 a year (compared to Oeels $1 9 
>>> million), lives in his own huuse, has no car alluwance and only flies 
>>> first class if he has a docturls urder. Powers dues have access tu 
>>> state-uwned planes. 

>>> UT-Austin ~s Chief Financial Ol![icer Kevin Hegarty said people are 
>>> surprised at how 3plain vanilla~ Powers1 cumpensatiun and benefits 
>>> package is ~Itls better tu be that way,~ he said 3tithe public expects 
>>> it.~ 

>>> At the Universi~ of Michigan, President Male/Sue Coleman~s travel and 
>>> entertainment expenses from 2007 through 2010 totaled $410,235. Upkeep 

>>> and utilities at the universib’-owned house runs an additional $100,000 
>>> a year and if Coleman takes someone to lunch or dinner, she pays the tab 
>>> out of her own pocket, according to University of Michigan spokesman 
>>> Rick Fitzgerald. 

>>> Colcman~s corapensation package is $860,782 a year and includes housing 
>>> and a car. Her employment contract does not call for first class airline 
>>> tickets or private jets, as Gee~s does. In Michigan’s last endowment 
>>> campaign she helped raise $3.2 billion < the most ever by a public 
>>> university at that time. 

>>> There are signs that OSU isnlt keeping pace nationally on the size of 
>>> its endowment. OSU slipped from 27th in the four years preceding Gee~s 
>>> return to Columbus to 31st in 2010-11, according to the National 
>>> Association of College and Univcrsit~- Business Officers and the 
>>> Commonfund Institute. The Big 10 universities Nolthwestern, Minnesota, 
>>> and Michigan all ranked above Ohio State for the size of their endowment. 

>>> OSU~s endowraent stood at $2.12 billion at the end of the 2010-11 year, 
>>> up from $1.08 billion in the 2001-02 year. Last year the endowment~s 
>>> market value increased 13.4 percent, corapared with an average increase 
>>> nationally- of 17.9 percent, the NACUBO/Commonfund report said 
>>> 

>>> Vedder said the endowment rankings punch a hole in the argument that 
>>> Gee~s spending is justified 
>>> 

>>> ~If the results show- theylve moved from 30th to 10th in the endo~vments 
>>> or gone up significantly, you might make an argument that some of this 
>>> is sort of justifiable,z he said. ~You have to spend money to make 
>>> money. But if that’s the argument that they’re using, theyare doing a 
>>> very inefficient job of itz 

>>> Celebrated homecoming 
>>> 
>>> ;Vhen Gee returned to Ohio State for the 2007-08 academic year, the 
>>> board of trustees celebrated the homecoming of a visionary leader who 
>>> was ~uniquely positioned to lead our great institution to even greater 
>>> levels of achievement and national prominence,~ according to the job 
>>> offer he was given 
>>> 

>>> The university says Gee has done that and more 
>>> 

>>> Under Gee~s leadership, said Lynch, OSU has seen a 25 percent increase 
>>> in ne~v grants and contracts for research projects, opened offices in 
>>> China and India and bruught the average ACT scure fur lncumlng students 
>>> to 28 < an all time high. ~md Gee and his team raised $1.6 billion, in 
>>> part by privatimng campus parking uperations and issuing a 100-year 

>>> bund, he said 

>>> ~President Gee has strengthened relatiunships with key Ohiu and 
>>> natiunal businesses and positiuned Ohio State as one uf the thought 
>>> leaders in higher education tuday,~ Lynch said 
>>> 

>>> But Dale Butland of Innuvation Ohio, a liberal think tank based in 
>>> Columbus, said Ohiu Statels trustees need tu rein in (iee~s spending, 
>>> which he called ~breathtaking.~ 
>>> 

>>> 3Nu une disputes that Gordun Gee is doing a guod jub as president 
>>> That’s presumably why he~s earning $2 million a year in salary and 
>>> bonuses,~ Butland said. ~The question is whether his spending $77 
>>> milliun un foud, drink, hutels and parties is excessive ~’d’ter all, 
>>> presidents at other public universities whuse academic ratings are even 
>>> higher than OSU~s raise as much ur inure money than Mr. Gee dues < yet 
>>> sumehow manage to spend only a l~action of what he spends I dun~t 
>>> expect N~. Gee to live like a monk. ! just donlt think he shuuld be 
>>> living like Dunald Trump.~ 
>>> 

>>> Kevin Holtsberry uf the Buckeye Institute, a Columbus-based 
>>> conservative think tank, said there should be a higher level uf scrutiny 
>>> on discretionary spending at Ohio State, particularly in an economy- 
>>> where many people are struggling. 

>>> ~Gee has a fundamental view that OSU has to spend what it needs to 
>>> spend,~ Holtsberry said. ~And I think that’s a great attitude if you’re 
>>> in the private sector. The public, though, has to decide whether that’s 
>>> Wol-king.~ 



>>> Ohio State University President E. Gordon Geels discretionary spending 
>>> from Oct. 1 2007 through June 30, 2012: 

>>> Travel: $1.09 million 

>>> Tailgating: $813,000 

>>> Presidentls special events: $2.17 million 

>>> President’s office: $1.6 million 

>>> Residence operation: $2.1 nrillion 

>>> Grand Total: $7.77 million 

>>> Source: OSU records 

>>> An apples to apples conrparison of university presidents~ expenses is 
>>> difficult because each institution lumps different items into its 
>>> reports. Here is a look at expenses and compensation for the leaders of 
>>> three large public universities. 

>>> E. Gordon Gee, Ohio State Universi~’, $1.9 million a year compensation, 
>>> plus a car, house and access to charter jets. Travel, housing, 
>>> entertainment spending 2007-mid-2012:$7.7 nrillion 

>>> Bill Powers, Universi~- of Texas at Austin, $663,000 a year in 
>>> compensation, no car or house, access to state-owned aircraft. Travel 
>>> and entertainment spending 2007 to 2011:$$310,360 

>>> Mary Sue Coleman, Univcrsi~" of Michigan, $860,782 a year in 
>>> compensation, plus a car and house, flies commercial. Travel and 
>>> entertainment spending 2007 to 2011: $410,235. Housing upkeep costs 
>>> another $100,000 a year 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> Deborah Stroman, PhD. CLU 

>>> Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc edu/ 

>>> "Knowing is not enough; we must apply Willing is not enough; we must 
>>> do." (J. Goethe) 

>>> <38D768BB-6D3F-45AB-89E1-CC 5275917EF2.png> 
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OSU president expenses in the millions 
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COLUMBUS -- E. Gordon Gee makes millions as president of Ohio State University, but a Dayton Daily News investigation found the 

university spends almost as much for Gee to travel the globe, throw parties, wine and dine donors, woo prospective faculty, hang out with students 
and staff and maintain a 9,600-square-foot mansion on 1 ~3 acres. 

Since returning to Columbus as the university’s president in October 2007, the 68-year-old Gee has pulled in $8.6 million in salary and 
compensation, making him the highest paid CEO of a public university in the country. 

But his expenses -- hidden among hard-to-get records that the university took nearly a year to release -- tally nearly as much: $7.7 million. 

Gee’s spending is kept out of the public eye because it can be tallied only by examining multiple reports, including the quarterly discretionary 
expense reports delivered to the trustees and not easily obtainable by others. The Daily News first requested records documenting Gee’s work 
day, housing, American Express statements, travel expenses, discretionary spending reports and other data in September 2011. The university 
did not fully respond to the request until August 2012. 

Those records show Gee stays in luxury hotels, dines at country clubs and swank restaurants, throws lavish parties, flies on private jets and hands 
out thousands of gifts -- all at public expense. 

The Daily News investigation found the university spent more than $895,000 for gatherings at the Pizzuti House, the president’s mansion, between 
April 2008 and June 2011. That works out to be about $23,000 a month -- a little less than the average cost of a wedding. 

The university spends tens of thousands of dollars alone branding Gee around his signature bow ties. Since 2007, Ohio State has spent more 
than $64,000 on bow ties, bow tie cookies and O-H and bow tie pins for Gee and others to distribute, the newspaper found. 

"It’s a nice icebreaker. The freshmen show up on campus and President Gee hands them a cookie. They love it. The students love it," OSU 
spokesman Jim Lynch said. He noted that people show off their Buckeye pride with O-H lapel pins all across the country. 

Gee did not make himself available for an interview. 

In a statement, OSU said rigorous standards are used in reviewing Gee’s expenses. "A significant proportion of President Gee’s time, travel and 
use of the university residence is devoted to resource-generation to support the work of our students and faculty," the statement says. 

Other supporters of Gee, including JobsOhio President Mark Kvamme, said his expenses are the cost of doing business for an institution that 
serves as a major job engine for the state of Ohio. 

"In order to do everything that he does, he needs to be everywhere all the time," Kvamme said. "The way I look at it, every second of Gordon’s time 
is very, very valuable for the state of Ohio?’ 

Gee’s travel, entertainment and housing expenses are paid from endowment funds that have been donated to the university for general purposes. 
OSU’s largest pool of unrestricted endowment money came from inventor Ralph Mershon, who graduated from the school in 1890 and 
bequeathed $11.2 million to his alma mater in 1952. Half of the Mershon gift was earmarked for civilian military education, the other half for 
discretionary spending by university trustees. 



"No tuition or tax dollars are used to fund the president’s travel and use of the residence," the university’s statement says. 

Lavish lifestyle 

Records released by the university show Gee is afforded the type of lifestyle rarely possible on a public salary. 

He was paid a base salary, bonus, deferred compensation and supplemental retirement that totaled $1.9 million for the last fiscal year. At least 
twice during his tenure he has donated his bonus back to the university, which amounted to nearly $300,000 in 2010-11. 

Ohio State provides him with a Visa procurement card and a Platinum American Express Card, up to 100 hours a year of flight time on private jets 
and authorization to fly first class or business class when on commercial flights. 

The university picks up the tab for thousands of dollars for flowers Gee sends to politicians and staff members, annual airline club memberships 
for the president to work in quiet when he travels, and concert, basketball and football tickets that he can use as he sees fit. 

His contract and university policy provide him with up to $20,000 a year in financial planning and tax preparation, a car for business and personal 
use, a fully staffed residence, and authority to charge to the university the cost of business breakfasts, lunches and dinner& 

If he stays another five years, he’ll get a one-year paid sabbatical. 

Gee, divorced from his second wife and widowed from his first, lives alone in the university-owned Pizzuti House in Bexley, a 9,600-square-foot 
mansion that the university remodeled for $1.3 million and then stocked with $673,000 in artwork, decorations and furnishings. European 
antiques, Persian rugs and a $532 shower curtain for the guest bath were among the amenities purchased for the house. 

He is expected to -- and does -- entertain regularly. University records show Gee hosted 16,000 guests at 275 events at the Pizzuti House over 
the last five years, up from 5,757 guests at 138 events hosted there by former OSU president Karen Holbrook. 

Gee’s parties -- considered an essential aspect of the president’s outreach to the community and donors -- are first class events, complete with 
specially designed and printed invitations, shuttle buses and parking valets, musicians and photographers, decorations and fresh flowers. 

He throws receptions and dinners for well-known sports, entertainment, media, and political figures, including cyclist Lance Armstrong, actor 
Sidney Poitier, the president of Bangladesh and CNN correspondents Sanjay Gupta and David Gergen. And Gee regularly hosts receptions for 
his Bexley neighbors, new OSU faculty, African-American ministers, state lawmakers and others. 

Off-campus, Gee entertains guests at tony restaurants in Columbus such as Lindey’s in German Village and Martini’s and Grisby’s in the Short 
Nor~ -- expenses he can charge to OSU if it involves business. He also dines at one of the exclusive clubs where the university pays his 
membership and expenses, such as the New Albany Country Club, the Columbus Club and the University Club of New York. He hosts visitors in 
the president’s box at Ohio Stadium and the university’s luxury suites at the Schottenstein Center and Nationwide Arena. 

When he travels, Gee is bound by university policy, which says: "The President is expected to stay in accommodations similar to those used by 
executives of businesses and not-for-profit institutions; however, luxury hotels should be avoided." 

The Daily News investigation found that Gee often stays at modest hotels such as Courtyard and Holiday Inn Express when traveling in-state. But 
his out-of-state travel receipts shows he often bills the university for more expensive accommodations: Le Meddien Bristol in Warsaw, The Taj 
Mahal Hotel in Mumbai, Loews Hotel Vogue in Montreal, Hotel George and the Four Seasons in Washington, DC., and the Warwick in New York. 

Gee, for example, billed his American Express card $905 for two nights at the Four Seasons in Washington after traveling there for meetings in 
April 2011. A similar trip in April 2009 cost the university $1,257 for three nights at the Fairmont Hotel in Washington’s Georgetown neighborhood. 

The Daily News also found that on at least 16 occasions between 2008 and 2010 Gee hired limo services to shuttle him within cities such as 
Washington, Boston, Chicago and New York. The tab was $10,132 -- or about $600 a trip. 

Gee has built a strong natural reputation in higher education, but he’s also had bumps along the way. At Brown University, where he served as 
president from 1998 to 2000, he was criticized after the university spent $3 million renovating a home for Gee, including $400,000 that paid for a 
conservatory that was built in Great Britain and shipped to Providence. At Vanderbilt University, where he served as chancellor from 2000 to 
2007, he was the subject of a Wall Street Journal article that documented $6 million in renovations of the president’s residence and a $700,000 
annual tab for parties. 

Gee’s tenure as president of Ohio State -- his second at the school -- has not been without blemish. The much-publicized football memorabilia 
scandal last year raised questions about Gee’s oversight of the program after he said in a press conference that he hoped Coach Jim Tressel 
wouldn’t fire him. Gee later fired Tressel. 

Recent internal audits have dinged Gee for sloppy record keeping on his credit cards, such as not having properly documented business 
justifications or itemized receipts. 

Last month, the Ohio Ethics Commission allowed Gee to file addenda to his 2007-2011 annual financial disclosure statements after it was 
discovered that he inadvertently failed to report more than $150,000 in travel expenses, including a second international trip paid for by King 
Abdulaziz University in Saudi Arabia, where Gee serves on an international board of advisers for the university. 

The 2011 trip cost $19,501, according to Gee’s supplemental report. 

Pavincl dividends 



Gee is known for the ease with which he hobnobs with students- taking them to movies, meals and concerts and stopping by birthday parties 
and late-night student events. He even appeared with Brutus the Buckeye in a flash mob dance video at the Ohio Union that got more than 5 
million views on YouTube. 

He is just as comfortable in a university board room or Statehouse hearing room. 

Gee is one of the nation’s most experienced university presidents, having led five of them since 1981. At Ohio State, he oversees a $5 billion a 
year operation with 65,000 students and 40,000 employees. (OSU’s annual revenues exceed Yahoo’&) Since returning to OSU in 2007, Gee has 
helped raise $1.6 billion and is striving to raise $2.5 billion in gifts by June 2016. 

Dan Hurley, spokesman for the American Association of State Colleges and Universities, said university presidents like Gee have to spend more 
time and energy fundraising to compensate for the decline in government support for higher education. "Given the size, stature and reputation of 
Ohio State University, the glad handing that comes with being the university chief executive officer is a requirement of the job," Hurley said. "And it 
does pay quantitatively. Dollar for dollar, it pays huge dividends." 

Gov. John Kasich, who calls Gee’s "Ohio’s best politician," just named him to head an effort to develop a new funding formula for the state’s 
colleges and universities. Last week Gee was also reappointed to the board of directors for JobsOhio, the Kasich administration’s economic 
development arm. 

Kvamme said Gee helps attract top students and talent to Ohio State, puts a focus on commercializing university-developed technologies, and 
raises endowment money. He noted that when Gee travels abroad, he meets with big businesses interested in investing in Ohio. 

"When he speaks, these companies listen because of the amazing capabilities that they have at Ohio State," Kvamme said of Gee. "What I’ve 
really seen with Gordon is a person that really carries the Ohio message and -- for lack of a better term -- the greatness of Ohio not just in the 
United States but around the world. His ability to raise capital for the university, his ability to raise awareness for Ohio and Ohio State has been 
unmatched and I just really think what he has done is pretty exceptional." 

Lynch called the last two years of fundraising at Ohio State "the most successful in the university’s history. This past year, a record 211,000 alumni 
and friends committed nearly $365 million to the university. Private support has become increasingly important to our ability to provide accessible 
and exceptional education to our students," he said. 

But Richard Vedder, an Ohio University economics professor and director of the Center for College Affordability and Productivity, said general 
use endowments like the Mershon fund at Ohio State can and should be used to offset other public expenditures. 

"They can take the money that is given to general university use and spend it on scholarships," he said. "They can use that money, if they want, to 
keep the tuition increases from being as high as they have been. They have chosen to use this to throw parties and travel luxuriously and so forth." 

Undergraduate tuition and fees for in-state students rose from $2,856 in fall 2007 to $3,245 in fall 2011, a 13.6 percent increase. 

Vedder said he has attended catered parties thrown by Gee both at Ohio State and Vanderbilt. "He thinks he’s in a special category by himself," 
Vedder said of Gee. "In public service, that is kind of grating and I would think it would be grating on the public if they knew about it." 

Ahead of peers 

Gee’s discretionary spending -- a category that includes everything from foreign trips to tailgate parties before football games -- far outstrips that 
of his predecessors William Kirwan and Holbrook. Under Gee, discretionary spending leapt 68.5 percent over what Holbrook had been averaging 
during her five-year tenure. 

Gee also stands out when compared to his peers at other universities, though apples to apples spending comparisons are difficult because each 
institution lumps together different items in their presidential expense reports. Ohio State is bigger than most institutions too, further complicating 
comparisons. The size of the student body on the Columbus campus ranks behind only two other universities in America. 

But the University of Texas at Austin and the University of Michigan do compare favorably to Ohio State in terms of academics, prestige and 
enrollment. In fact, both rank higher than OSU in the 2013 national university rankings of best colleges by U.S. News & World Report. 

The presidents of UT-Austin and the University of Michigan appear to spend considerably less than Gee on entertainment and travel. Both, too, 
earn less in compensation. 

Between 2007 and 2011, UT-Austin President Bill Powers spent $310,560 on travel, wining and dining and other entertainment on behalf of the 
university, records show. During a similar period, Gee’s travel bills alone totaled $1.1 million. Powers, who is midway through a $3 billion 
fundraising effort, makes $663,000 a year (compared to Gee’s $1.9 million), lives in his own house, has no car allowance and only flies first class 
if he has a doctor’s order. Powers does have access to state-owned planes. 

UT-Austin’s Chief Financial Officer Kevin Hegarty said people are surprised at how "plain vanilla" Powers’ compensation and benefits package 
is. "It’s better to be that way," he said. "The public expects it." 

At the University of Michigan, President Mary Sue Coleman’s travel and entertainment expenses from 2007 through 2010 totaled $410,235. 
Upkeep and utilities at the university-owned house runs an additional $100,000 a year and if Coleman takes someone to lunch or dinner, she pays 
the tab out of her own pocket, according to University of Michigan spokesman Rick Fitzgerald. 

Coleman’s compensation package is $860,782 a year and includes housing and a car. Her employment contract does not call for first class 
airline tickets or private jets, as Gee’s does. In Michigan’s last endowment campaign she helped raise $3.2 billion -- the most ever by a public 
university at that time. 



There are signs that OSU isn’t keeping pace nationally on the size of its endowment. OSU slipped from 27th in the four years preceding Gee’s 
return to Columbus to 31 st in 2010-11, according to the National Association of College and University Business Officers and the Commonfund 
Institute. The Big 10 universities Northwestern, Minnesota, and Michigan all ranked above Ohio State for the size of their endowment. 

OSU’s endowment stood at $2.12 billion at the end of the 2010-11 year, up from $1.08 billion in the 2001-02 year. Last year the endowment’s 
market value increased 13.4 percent, compared with an average increase nationally of 17.9 percent, the NACUBO/Commonfund report said. 

Vedder said the endowment rankings punch a hole in the argument that Gee’s spending is justified. 

"If the results show they’ve moved from 30th to 10th in the endowments or gone up significantly, you might make an argument that some of this is 
sort of justifiable," he said. "You have to spend money to make money. But if that’s the argument that they’re using, they’re doing a very inefficient 
job of it." 

Celebrated homecoming 

When Gee returned to Ohio State for the 2007-08 academic year, the board of trustees celebrated the homecoming of a visionary leader who 
was "uniquely positioned to lead our great institution to even greater levels of achievement and national prominence," according to the job offer he 
was given. 

The university says Gee has done that and more. 

Under Gee’s leadership, said Lynch, OSU has seen a 25 percent increase in new grants and contracts for research projects, opened offices in 
China and India and brought the average ACT score for incoming students to 28 -- an all time high. And Gee and his team raised $1.6 billion, in 
part by pdvatizing campus parking operations and issuing a 100-year bond, he said. 

"President Gee has strengthened relationships with key Ohio and national businesses and positioned Ohio State as one of the thought leaders in 
higher education today," Lynch said. 

But Dale Butland of Innovation Ohio, a liberal think tank based in Columbus, said Ohio State’s trustees need to rein in Gee’s spending, which he 
called "breathtaking." 

"No one disputes that Gordon Gee is doing a good job as president. That’s presumably why he’s earning $2 million a year in salary and bonuses," 
Butland said. "The question is whether his spending $7.7 million on food, drink, hotels and parties is excessive. After all, presidents at other public 
universities whose academic ratings are even higher than OSU’s raise as much or more money than Mr. Gee does -- yet somehow manage to 
spend only a fraction of what he spends. I don’t expect Mr. Gee to live like a monk. I just don’t think he should be living like Donald Trump." 

Kevin Holtsberry of the Buckeye Institute, a Columbus-based conservative think tank, said there should be a higher level of scrutiny on 
discretionary spending at Ohio State, particularly in an economy where many people are struggling. 

"Gee has a fundamental view that OSU has to spend what it needs to spend," Holtsberry said. "And I think that’s a great attitude if you’re in the 
private sector. The public, though, has to decide whether that’s working." 

Ohio State University President E Gordon Gee’s discretionary spending from Oct. 1 2007 through June 30, 2012: 

Travel: $1.09 million 

Tailgating: $813,000 

President’s special events: $2.17 million 

President’s office: $1.6 million 

Residence operation: $2.1 million 

Grand Total: $7.77 million 

Source: OSU records 

An apples to apples comparison of university presidents’ expenses is difficult because each institution lumps different items into its reports. Here 
is a look at expenses and compensation for the leaders of three large public universities. 

E. Gordon Gee, Ohio State University, $1.9 million a year compensation, plus a car, house and access to charter jets. Travel, housing, 
entertainment spending 2007-mid-2012:$7.7 million 

Bill Powers, University of Texas at Austin, $663,000 a year in compensation, no car or house, access to state-owned aircraft. Travel and 
entertainment spending 2007 to 2011 : $$310,360 

Mary Sue Coleman, University of Michigan, $860,782 a year in compensation, plus a car and house, flies commercial. Travel and entertainment 
spending 2007 to 2011 : $410,235. Housing upkeep costs another $100,000 a year. 
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OSU president expenses in the millions 

By Laura A. Bischoff, Dayton Daily News, 9-22-12, 3,206 words 
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COLUMBUS -- E. Gordon Gee makes millions as president of Ohio State University, but a Dayton Daily News investigation found the 

university spends almost as much for Gee to travel the globe, throw parties, wine and dine donors, woo prospective faculty, hang out with students 
and staff and maintain a 9,600-square-foot mansion on 1 ~3 acres. 

Since returning to Columbus as the university’s president in October 2007, the 68-year-old Gee has pulled in $8.6 million in salary and 
compensation, making him the highest paid CEO of a public university in the country. 

But his expenses -- hidden among hard-to-get records that the university took nearly a year to release -- tally nearly as much: $7.7 million. 

Gee’s spending is kept out of the public eye because it can be tallied only by examining multiple reports, including the quarterly discretionary 
expense reports delivered to the trustees and not easily obtainable by others. The Daily News first requested records documenting Gee’s work 
day, housing, American Express statements, travel expenses, discretionary spending reports and other data in September 2011. The university 
did not fully respond to the request until August 2012. 

Those records show Gee stays in luxury hotels, dines at country clubs and swank restaurants, throws lavish parties, flies on private jets and hands 
out thousands of gifts -- all at public expense. 

The Daily News investigation found the university spent more than $895,000 for gatherings at the Pizzuti House, the president’s mansion, between 
April 2008 and June 2011. That works out to be about $23,000 a month -- a little less than the average cost of a wedding. 

The university spends tens of thousands of dollars alone branding Gee around his signature bow ties. Since 2007, Ohio State has spent more 
than $64,000 on bow ties, bow tie cookies and O-H and bow tie pins for Gee and others to distribute, the newspaper found. 

"It’s a nice icebreaker. The freshmen show up on campus and President Gee hands them a cookie. They love it. The students love it," OSU 
spokesman Jim Lynch said. He noted that people show off their Buckeye pride with O-H lapel pins all across the country. 

Gee did not make himself available for an interview. 

In a statement, OSU said rigorous standards are used in reviewing Gee’s expenses. "A significant proportion of President Gee’s time, travel and 
use of the university residence is devoted to resource-generation to support the work of our students and faculty," the statement says. 

Other supporters of Gee, including JobsOhio President Mark Kvamme, said his expenses are the cost of doing business for an institution that 
serves as a major job engine for the state of Ohio. 

"In order to do everything that he does, he needs to be everywhere all the time," Kvamme said. "The way I look at it, every second of Gordon’s time 
is very, very valuable for the state of Ohio?’ 

Gee’s travel, entertainment and housing expenses are paid from endowment funds that have been donated to the university for general purposes. 
OSU’s largest pool of unrestricted endowment money came from inventor Ralph Mershon, who graduated from the school in 1890 and 
bequeathed $11.2 million to his alma mater in 1952. Half of the Mershon gift was earmarked for civilian military education, the other half for 
discretionary spending by university trustees. 



"No tuition or tax dollars are used to fund the president’s travel and use of the residence," the university’s statement says. 

Lavish lifestyle 

Records released by the university show Gee is afforded the type of lifestyle rarely possible on a public salary. 

He was paid a base salary, bonus, deferred compensation and supplemental retirement that totaled $1.9 million for the last fiscal year. At least 
twice during his tenure he has donated his bonus back to the university, which amounted to nearly $300,000 in 2010-11. 

Ohio State provides him with a Visa procurement card and a Platinum American Express Card, up to 100 hours a year of flight time on private jets 
and authorization to fly first class or business class when on commercial flights. 

The university picks up the tab for thousands of dollars for flowers Gee sends to politicians and staff members, annual airline club memberships 
for the president to work in quiet when he travels, and concert, basketball and football tickets that he can use as he sees fit. 

His contract and university policy provide him with up to $20,000 a year in financial planning and tax preparation, a car for business and personal 
use, a fully staffed residence, and authority to charge to the university the cost of business breakfasts, lunches and dinner& 

If he stays another five years, he’ll get a one-year paid sabbatical. 

Gee, divorced from his second wife and widowed from his first, lives alone in the university-owned Pizzuti House in Bexley, a 9,600-square-foot 
mansion that the university remodeled for $1.3 million and then stocked with $673,000 in artwork, decorations and furnishings. European 
antiques, Persian rugs and a $532 shower curtain for the guest bath were among the amenities purchased for the house. 

He is expected to -- and does -- entertain regularly. University records show Gee hosted 16,000 guests at 275 events at the Pizzuti House over 
the last five years, up from 5,757 guests at 138 events hosted there by former OSU president Karen Holbrook. 

Gee’s parties -- considered an essential aspect of the president’s outreach to the community and donors -- are first class events, complete with 
specially designed and printed invitations, shuttle buses and parking valets, musicians and photographers, decorations and fresh flowers. 

He throws receptions and dinners for well-known sports, entertainment, media, and political figures, including cyclist Lance Armstrong, actor 
Sidney Poitier, the president of Bangladesh and CNN correspondents Sanjay Gupta and David Gergen. And Gee regularly hosts receptions for 
his Bexley neighbors, new OSU faculty, African-American ministers, state lawmakers and others. 

Off-campus, Gee entertains guests at tony restaurants in Columbus such as Lindey’s in German Village and Martini’s and Grisby’s in the Short 
Nor~ -- expenses he can charge to OSU if it involves business. He also dines at one of the exclusive clubs where the university pays his 
membership and expenses, such as the New Albany Country Club, the Columbus Club and the University Club of New York. He hosts visitors in 
the president’s box at Ohio Stadium and the university’s luxury suites at the Schottenstein Center and Nationwide Arena. 

When he travels, Gee is bound by university policy, which says: "The President is expected to stay in accommodations similar to those used by 
executives of businesses and not-for-profit institutions; however, luxury hotels should be avoided." 

The Daily News investigation found that Gee often stays at modest hotels such as Courtyard and Holiday Inn Express when traveling in-state. But 
his out-of-state travel receipts shows he often bills the university for more expensive accommodations: Le Meddien Bristol in Warsaw, The Taj 
Mahal Hotel in Mumbai, Loews Hotel Vogue in Montreal, Hotel George and the Four Seasons in Washington, DC., and the Warwick in New York. 

Gee, for example, billed his American Express card $905 for two nights at the Four Seasons in Washington after traveling there for meetings in 
April 2011. A similar trip in April 2009 cost the university $1,257 for three nights at the Fairmont Hotel in Washington’s Georgetown neighborhood. 

The Daily News also found that on at least 16 occasions between 2008 and 2010 Gee hired limo services to shuttle him within cities such as 
Washington, Boston, Chicago and New York. The tab was $10,132 -- or about $600 a trip. 

Gee has built a strong natural reputation in higher education, but he’s also had bumps along the way. At Brown University, where he served as 
president from 1998 to 2000, he was criticized after the university spent $3 million renovating a home for Gee, including $400,000 that paid for a 
conservatory that was built in Great Britain and shipped to Providence. At Vanderbilt University, where he served as chancellor from 2000 to 
2007, he was the subject of a Wall Street Journal article that documented $6 million in renovations of the president’s residence and a $700,000 
annual tab for parties. 

Gee’s tenure as president of Ohio State -- his second at the school -- has not been without blemish. The much-publicized football memorabilia 
scandal last year raised questions about Gee’s oversight of the program after he said in a press conference that he hoped Coach Jim Tressel 
wouldn’t fire him. Gee later fired Tressel. 

Recent internal audits have dinged Gee for sloppy record keeping on his credit cards, such as not having properly documented business 
justifications or itemized receipts. 

Last month, the Ohio Ethics Commission allowed Gee to file addenda to his 2007-2011 annual financial disclosure statements after it was 
discovered that he inadvertently failed to report more than $150,000 in travel expenses, including a second international trip paid for by King 
Abdulaziz University in Saudi Arabia, where Gee serves on an international board of advisers for the university. 

The 2011 trip cost $19,501, according to Gee’s supplemental report. 

Pavincl dividends 



Gee is known for the ease with which he hobnobs with students- taking them to movies, meals and concerts and stopping by birthday parties 
and late-night student events. He even appeared with Brutus the Buckeye in a flash mob dance video at the Ohio Union that got more than 5 
million views on YouTube. 

He is just as comfortable in a university board room or Statehouse hearing room. 

Gee is one of the nation’s most experienced university presidents, having led five of them since 1981. At Ohio State, he oversees a $5 billion a 
year operation with 65,000 students and 40,000 employees. (OSU’s annual revenues exceed Yahoo’&) Since returning to OSU in 2007, Gee has 
helped raise $1.6 billion and is striving to raise $2.5 billion in gifts by June 2016. 

Dan Hurley, spokesman for the American Association of State Colleges and Universities, said university presidents like Gee have to spend more 
time and energy fundraising to compensate for the decline in government support for higher education. "Given the size, stature and reputation of 
Ohio State University, the glad handing that comes with being the university chief executive officer is a requirement of the job," Hurley said. "And it 
does pay quantitatively. Dollar for dollar, it pays huge dividends." 

Gov. John Kasich, who calls Gee’s "Ohio’s best politician," just named him to head an effort to develop a new funding formula for the state’s 
colleges and universities. Last week Gee was also reappointed to the board of directors for JobsOhio, the Kasich administration’s economic 
development arm. 

Kvamme said Gee helps attract top students and talent to Ohio State, puts a focus on commercializing university-developed technologies, and 
raises endowment money. He noted that when Gee travels abroad, he meets with big businesses interested in investing in Ohio. 

"When he speaks, these companies listen because of the amazing capabilities that they have at Ohio State," Kvamme said of Gee. "What I’ve 
really seen with Gordon is a person that really carries the Ohio message and -- for lack of a better term -- the greatness of Ohio not just in the 
United States but around the world. His ability to raise capital for the university, his ability to raise awareness for Ohio and Ohio State has been 
unmatched and I just really think what he has done is pretty exceptional." 

Lynch called the last two years of fundraising at Ohio State "the most successful in the university’s history. This past year, a record 211,000 alumni 
and friends committed nearly $365 million to the university. Private support has become increasingly important to our ability to provide accessible 
and exceptional education to our students," he said. 

But Richard Vedder, an Ohio University economics professor and director of the Center for College Affordability and Productivity, said general 
use endowments like the Mershon fund at Ohio State can and should be used to offset other public expenditures. 

"They can take the money that is given to general university use and spend it on scholarships," he said. "They can use that money, if they want, to 
keep the tuition increases from being as high as they have been. They have chosen to use this to throw parties and travel luxuriously and so forth." 

Undergraduate tuition and fees for in-state students rose from $2,856 in fall 2007 to $3,245 in fall 2011, a 13.6 percent increase. 

Vedder said he has attended catered parties thrown by Gee both at Ohio State and Vanderbilt. "He thinks he’s in a special category by himself," 
Vedder said of Gee. "In public service, that is kind of grating and I would think it would be grating on the public if they knew about it." 

Ahead of peers 

Gee’s discretionary spending -- a category that includes everything from foreign trips to tailgate parties before football games -- far outstrips that 
of his predecessors William Kirwan and Holbrook. Under Gee, discretionary spending leapt 68.5 percent over what Holbrook had been averaging 
during her five-year tenure. 

Gee also stands out when compared to his peers at other universities, though apples to apples spending comparisons are difficult because each 
institution lumps together different items in their presidential expense reports. Ohio State is bigger than most institutions too, further complicating 
comparisons. The size of the student body on the Columbus campus ranks behind only two other universities in America. 

But the University of Texas at Austin and the University of Michigan do compare favorably to Ohio State in terms of academics, prestige and 
enrollment. In fact, both rank higher than OSU in the 2013 national university rankings of best colleges by U.S. News & World Report. 

The presidents of UT-Austin and the University of Michigan appear to spend considerably less than Gee on entertainment and travel. Both, too, 
earn less in compensation. 

Between 2007 and 2011, UT-Austin President Bill Powers spent $310,560 on travel, wining and dining and other entertainment on behalf of the 
university, records show. During a similar period, Gee’s travel bills alone totaled $1.1 million. Powers, who is midway through a $3 billion 
fundraising effort, makes $663,000 a year (compared to Gee’s $1.9 million), lives in his own house, has no car allowance and only flies first class 
if he has a doctor’s order. Powers does have access to state-owned planes. 

UT-Austin’s Chief Financial Officer Kevin Hegarty said people are surprised at how "plain vanilla" Powers’ compensation and benefits package 
is. "It’s better to be that way," he said. "The public expects it." 

At the University of Michigan, President Mary Sue Coleman’s travel and entertainment expenses from 2007 through 2010 totaled $410,235. 
Upkeep and utilities at the university-owned house runs an additional $100,000 a year and if Coleman takes someone to lunch or dinner, she pays 
the tab out of her own pocket, according to University of Michigan spokesman Rick Fitzgerald. 

Coleman’s compensation package is $860,782 a year and includes housing and a car. Her employment contract does not call for first class 
airline tickets or private jets, as Gee’s does. In Michigan’s last endowment campaign she helped raise $3.2 billion -- the most ever by a public 
university at that time. 



There are signs that OSU isn’t keeping pace nationally on the size of its endowment. OSU slipped from 27th in the four years preceding Gee’s 
return to Columbus to 31 st in 2010-11, according to the National Association of College and University Business Officers and the Commonfund 
Institute. The Big 10 universities Northwestern, Minnesota, and Michigan all ranked above Ohio State for the size of their endowment. 

OSU’s endowment stood at $2.12 billion at the end of the 2010-11 year, up from $1.08 billion in the 2001-02 year. Last year the endowment’s 
market value increased 13.4 percent, compared with an average increase nationally of 17.9 percent, the NACUBO/Commonfund report said. 

Vedder said the endowment rankings punch a hole in the argument that Gee’s spending is justified. 

"If the results show they’ve moved from 30th to 10th in the endowments or gone up significantly, you might make an argument that some of this is 
sort of justifiable," he said. "You have to spend money to make money. But if that’s the argument that they’re using, they’re doing a very inefficient 
job of it." 

Celebrated homecoming 

When Gee returned to Ohio State for the 2007-08 academic year, the board of trustees celebrated the homecoming of a visionary leader who 
was "uniquely positioned to lead our great institution to even greater levels of achievement and national prominence," according to the job offer he 
was given. 

The university says Gee has done that and more. 

Under Gee’s leadership, said Lynch, OSU has seen a 25 percent increase in new grants and contracts for research projects, opened offices in 
China and India and brought the average ACT score for incoming students to 28 -- an all time high. And Gee and his team raised $1.6 billion, in 
part by pdvatizing campus parking operations and issuing a 100-year bond, he said. 

"President Gee has strengthened relationships with key Ohio and national businesses and positioned Ohio State as one of the thought leaders in 
higher education today," Lynch said. 

But Dale Butland of Innovation Ohio, a liberal think tank based in Columbus, said Ohio State’s trustees need to rein in Gee’s spending, which he 
called "breathtaking." 

"No one disputes that Gordon Gee is doing a good job as president. That’s presumably why he’s earning $2 million a year in salary and bonuses," 
Butland said. "The question is whether his spending $7.7 million on food, drink, hotels and parties is excessive. After all, presidents at other public 
universities whose academic ratings are even higher than OSU’s raise as much or more money than Mr. Gee does -- yet somehow manage to 
spend only a fraction of what he spends. I don’t expect Mr. Gee to live like a monk. I just don’t think he should be living like Donald Trump." 

Kevin Holtsberry of the Buckeye Institute, a Columbus-based conservative think tank, said there should be a higher level of scrutiny on 
discretionary spending at Ohio State, particularly in an economy where many people are struggling. 

"Gee has a fundamental view that OSU has to spend what it needs to spend," Holtsberry said. "And I think that’s a great attitude if you’re in the 
private sector. The public, though, has to decide whether that’s working." 

Ohio State University President E Gordon Gee’s discretionary spending from Oct. 1 2007 through June 30, 2012: 

Travel: $1.09 million 

Tailgating: $813,000 

President’s special events: $2.17 million 

President’s office: $1.6 million 

Residence operation: $2.1 million 

Grand Total: $7.77 million 

Source: OSU records 

An apples to apples comparison of university presidents’ expenses is difficult because each institution lumps different items into its reports. Here 
is a look at expenses and compensation for the leaders of three large public universities. 

E. Gordon Gee, Ohio State University, $1.9 million a year compensation, plus a car, house and access to charter jets. Travel, housing, 
entertainment spending 2007-mid-2012:$7.7 million 

Bill Powers, University of Texas at Austin, $663,000 a year in compensation, no car or house, access to state-owned aircraft. Travel and 
entertainment spending 2007 to 2011 : $$310,360 

Mary Sue Coleman, University of Michigan, $860,782 a year in compensation, plus a car and house, flies commercial. Travel and entertainment 
spending 2007 to 2011 : $410,235. Housing upkeep costs another $100,000 a year. 
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OSU president expenses in the millions 
By Laura A. Bischoff, Dayton Daily News, 9-22-12, 3,206 words 
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COLUMBUS ~ E. Gordon Gee makes millions as president of Ohio State University, but a Dayton Daily News investigation found the university 

spends almost as much for Gee to travel the globe, throw parties, wine and dine donors, woo prospective faculty, hang out with students and staff 
and maintain a 9,600-square-foot mansion on 1.3 acres. 
Since returning to Columbus as the university’s president in October 2007, the 68-year-old Gee has pulled in $8.6 million in salary and 
compensation, making him the highest paid CEO of a public university in the country. 
But his expenses -- hidden among hard-to-get records that the university took nearly a year to release -- tally nearly as much: $7.7 million. 
Gee’s spending is kept out of the public eye because it can be tallied only by examining multiple reports, including the quarterly discretionary 
expense reports delivered to the trustees and not easily obtainable by others. The Daily News first requested records documenting Gee’s work 
day, housing, American Express statements, travel expenses, discretionary spending reports and other data in September 2011. The university 
did not fully respond to the request until August 2012. 
Those records show Gee stays in luxury hotels, dines at country clubs and swank restaurants, throws lavish parties, flies on private jets and hands 
out thousands of gifts -- all at public expense. 
The Daily News investigation found the university spent more than $895,000 for gatherings at the Pizzuti House, the president’s mansion, between 
April 2008 and June 2011. That works out to be about $23,000 a month -- a little less than the average cost of a wedding. 
The university spends tens of thousands of dollars alone branding Gee around his signature bow ties. Since 2007, Ohio State has spent more than 
$64,000 on bow ties, bow tie cookies and O-H and bow tie pins for Gee and others to distribute, the newspaper found. 
"It’s a nice icebreaker. The freshmen show up on campus and President Gee hands them a cookie. They love it. The students love it," OSU 
spokesman Jim Lynch said. He noted that people show offtheir Buckeye pride with O-H lapel pins all across the country. 
Gee did not make himself available for an interview. 
In a statement, OSU said rigorous standards are used in reviewing Gee’s expenses. "A significant proportion of President Gee’s time, travel and 
use of the university residence is devoted to resource-generation to support the work of our students and faculty," the statement says. 
Other supporters of Gee, including JobsOhio President Mark Kvamme, said his expenses are the cost of doing business for an institution that 
serves as a major job engine for the state of Ohio. 
"In order to do everything that he does, he needs to be everywhere all the time," Kvamme said. "The way I look at it, every second of Gordon’s time 
is very, very valuable for the state of Ohio." 
Gee’s travel, entertainment and housing expenses are paid from endowment funds that have been donated to the university for general purposes. 
OSU’s largest pool of unrestricted endowment money came from inventor Ralph Mershon, who graduated from the school in 1890 and bequeathed 
$11.2 million to his alma mater in 1952. Half of the Mershon gift was earmarked for civilian military education, the other half for discretionary 
spending by university trustees. 
"No tuition or tax dollars are used to fund the president’s travel and use of the residence," the university’s statement says. 
Lavish lifestyle 
Records released by the university show Gee is afforded the type of lifestyle rarely possible on a public salary. 
He was paid a base salary, bonus, deferred compensation and supplemental retirement that totaled $1.9 million for the last fiscal year. At least 
twice during his tenure he has donated his bonus back to the university, which amounted to nearly $300,000 in 2010-11. 
Ohio State provides him with a Visa procurement card and a Platinum American Express Card, up to 100 hours a year of flight time on private jets 
and authorization to fly first class or business class when on commercial flights. 
The university picks up the tab for thousands of dollars for flowers Gee sends to politicians and staff members, annual airline club memberships for 
the president to work in quiet when he travels, and concert, basketball and football tickets that he can use as he sees fit. 
His contract and university policy provide him with up to $20,000 a year in financial planning and tax preparation, a car for business and personal 
use, a fully staffed residence, and authority to charge to the university the cost of business breakfasts, lunches and dinners. 
If he stays another five years, he’ll get a one-year paid sabbatical. 



Gee, divorced from his second wife and widowed from his first, lives alone in the university-owned Pizzuti House in Bexley, a 9,600-square-foot 
mansion that the university remodeled for $1.3 million and then stocked with $673,000 in artwork, decorations and furnishings. European antiques, 
Persian rugs and a $532 shower curtain for the guest bath were among the amenities purchased for the house. 
He is expected to -- and does -- entertain regularly. University records show Gee hosted 16,000 guests at 275 events at the Pizzuti House over 
the last five years, up from 5,757 guests at 138 events hosted there by former OSU president Karen Holbrook. 
Gee’s parties -- considered an essential aspect of the president’s outreach to the community and donors -- are first class events, complete with 
specially designed and printed invitations, shuttle buses and parking valets, musicians and photographers, decorations and fresh flowers. 
He throws receptions and dinners for well-known sports, entertainment, media, and political figures, including cyclist Lance Armstrong, actor 
Sidney Poitier, the president of Bangladesh and CNN correspondents Sanjay Gupta and David Gergen. And Gee regularly hosts receptions for his 
Bexley neighbors, new OSU faculty, African-American ministers, state lawmakers and others. 
Off-campus, Gee entertains guests at tony restaurants in Columbus such as Lindey’s in German Village and Martini’s and Grisby’s in the Short 
Nortq -- expenses he can charge to OSU if it involves business. He also dines at one of the exclusive clubs where the university pays his 
membership and expenses, such as the New Albany Country Club, the Columbus Club and the University Club of New York. He hosts visitors in the 
president’s box at Ohio Stadium and the university’s luxury suites at the Schottenstein Center and Nationwide Arena. 
When he travels, Gee is bound by university policy, which says: "The President is expected to stay in accommodations similar to those used by 
executives of businesses and not-for-profit institutions; however, luxury hotels should be avoided." 
The Daily News investigation found that Gee often stays at modest hotels such as Courtyard and Holiday Inn Express when traveling in-state. But 
his out-of-state travel receipts shows he often bills the university for more expensive accommodations: Le Meridien Bristol in Warsaw, The Taj 
Mahal Hotel in Mumbai, Loews Hotel Vogue in Montreal, Hotel George and the Four Seasons in Washington, D.C., and the Warwick in New York. 
Gee, for example, billed his American Express card $905 for two nights at the Four Seasons in Washington after traveling there for meetings in 
April 2011. A similar trip in April 2009 cost the university $1,257 for three nights at the Fairmont Hotel in Washington’s Georgetown neighborhood. 
The Daily News also found that on at least 16 occasions between 2008 and 2010 Gee hired limo services to shuttle him within cities such as 
Washington, Boston, Chicago and New York. The tab was $10,132 -- or about $600 a trip. 
Gee has built a strong natural reputation in higher education, but he’s also had bumps along the way. At Brown University, where he served as 
president from 1998 to 2000, he was criticized after the university spent $3 million renovating a home for Gee, including $400,000 that paid for a 
conservatory that was built in Great Britain and shipped to Providence. At Vanderbilt University, where he served as chancellor from 2000 to 2007, 
he was the subject of a Wall Street Journal article that documented $6 million in renovations of the president’s residence and a $700,000 annual 
tab for parties. 
Gee’s tenure as president of Ohio State -- his second at the school -- has not been without blemish. The much-publicized football memorabilia 
scandal last year raised questions about Gee’s oversight of the program after he said in a press conference that he hoped Coach Jim Tressel 
wouldn’t fire him. Gee later fired Tressel. 
Recent internal audits have dinged Gee for sloppy record keeping on his credit cards, such as not having properly documented business 
justifications or itemized receipts. 
Last month, the Ohio Ethics Commission allowed Gee to file addenda to his 2007-2011 annual financial disclosure statements after it was 
discovered that he inadvertently failed to report more than $150,000 in travel expenses, including a second international trip paid for by King 
Abdulaziz University in Saudi Arabia, where Gee serves on an international board of advisers for the university. 
The 2011 trip cost $19,501, according to Gee’s supplemental report. 

Paving dividends 
Gee is known for the ease with which he hobnobs with students- taking them to movies, meals and concerts and stopping by birthday parties 
and late-night student events. He even appeared with Brutus the Buckeye in a flash mob dance video at the Ohio Union that got more than 5 million 
views on YouTube. 
He is just as comfortable in a university board room or Statehouse hearing room. 
Gee is one of the nation’s most experienced university presidents, having led five of them since 1981. At Ohio State, he oversees a $5 billion a 
year operation with 65,000 students and 40,000 employees. (OSU’s annual revenues exceed Yahoo’s.) Since returning to OSU in 2007, Gee has 
helped raise $1.6 billion and is striving to raise $2.5 billion in gifts by June 2016. 
Dan Hurley, spokesman for the American Association of State Colleges and Universities, said university presidents like Gee have to spend more 
time and energy fundraising to compensate for the decline in government support for higher education. "Given the size, stature and reputation of 
Ohio State University, the glad handing that comes with being the university chief executive officer is a requirement of the job," Hurley said. "And it 
does pay quantitatively. Dollar for dollar, it pays huge dividends." 
Gov. John Kasich, who calls Gee’s "Ohio’s best politician," just named him to head an effort to develop a new funding formula for the state’s 
colleges and universities. Last week Gee was also reappointed to the board of directors for JobsOhio, the Kasich administration’s economic 
development arm. 
Kvamme said Gee helps attract top students and talent to Ohio State, puts a focus on commercializing university-developed technologies, and 
raises endowment money. He noted that when Gee travels abroad, he meets with big businesses interested in investing in Ohio. 
"When he speaks, these companies listen because of the amazing capabilities that they have at Ohio State," Kvamme said of Gee. "What I’ve 
really seen with Gordon is a person that really carries the Ohio message and -- for lack of a better term -- the greatness of Ohio not just in the 
United States but around the world. His ability to raise capital for the university, his ability to raise awareness for Ohio and Ohio State has been 
unmatched and I just really think what he has done is pretty exceptional." 
Lynch called the last two years of fundraising at Ohio State "the most successful in the university’s history. This past year, a record 211,000 alumni 
and friends committed nearly $365 million to the university. Private support has become increasingly important to our ability to provide accessible 
and exceptional education to our students," he said. 
But Richard Vedder, an Ohio University economics professor and director of the Center for College Affordability and Productivity, said general use 
endowments like the Mershon fund at Ohio State can and should be used to offset other public expenditures. 
"They can take the money that is given to general university use and spend it on scholarships," he said. "They can use that money, if they want, to 
keep the tuition increases from being as high as they have been. They have chosen to use this to throw parties and travel luxuriously and so forth." 
Undergraduate tuition and fees for in-state students rose from $2,856 in fall 2007 to $3,245 in fall 2011, a 13.6 percent increase. 
Vedder said he has attended catered parties thrown by Gee both at Ohio State and Vanderbilt. "He thinks he’s in a special category by himself," 
Vedder said of Gee. "In public service, that is kind of grating and I would think it would be grating on the public if they knew about it." 
Ahead of peers 
Gee’s discretionary spending -- a category that includes everything from foreign trips to tailgate parties before football games -- far outstrips that 
of his predecessors William Kirwan and Holbrook. Under Gee, discretionary spending leapt 68.5 percent over what Holbrook had been averaging 
during her five-year tenure. 
Gee also stands out when compared to his peers at other universities, though apples to apples spending comparisons are difficult because each 
institution lumps together different items in their presidential expense reports. Ohio State is bigger than most institutions too, further complicating 
comparisons. The size of the student body on the Columbus campus ranks behind only two other universities in America. 



But the University of Texas at Austin and the University of Michigan do compare favorably to Ohio State in terms of academics, prestige and 
enrollment. In fact, both rank higher than OSU in the 2013 national university rankings of best colleges by U.S. News & World Report. 
The presidents of UT-Austin and the University of Michigan appear to spend considerably less than Gee on entertainment and travel. Both, too, 
earn less in compensation. 
Between 2007 and 2011, UT-Austin President Bill Powers spent $310,560 on travel, wining and dining and other entertainment on behalf of the 
university, records show. During a similar period, Gee’s travel bills alone totaled $1.1 million. Powers, who is midway through a $3 billion 
fundraising effort, makes $663,000 a year (compared to Gee’s $1.9 million), lives in his own house, has no car allowance and only flies first class if 
he has a doctor’s order. Powers does have access to state-owned planes. 
UT-Austin’s Chief Financial Officer Kevin Hegarty said people are surprised at how "plain vanilla" Powers’ compensation and benefits package is. 
"it’s better to be that way," he said. "The public expects it." 
At the University of Michigan, President Mary Sue Coleman’s travel and entertainment expenses from 2007 through 2010 totaled $410,235. 
Upkeep and utilities at the university-owned house runs an additional $100,000 a year and if Coleman takes someone to lunch or dinner, she pays 
the tab out of her own pocket, according to University of Michigan spokesman Rick Fitzgerald. 
Coleman’s compensation package is $860,782 a year and includes housing and a car. Her employment contract does not call for first class airline 
tickets or private jets, as Gee’s does. In Michigan’s last endowment campaign she helped raise $3.2 billion -- the most ever by a public university 
at that time. 
There are signs that OSU isn’t keeping pace nationally on the size of its endowment. OSU slipped from 27th in the four years preceding Gee’s 
return to Columbus to 31 st in 2010-11, according to the National Association of College and University Business Officers and the Commonfund 
Institute. The Big 10 universities Northwestern, Minnesota, and Michigan all ranked above Ohio State for the size of their endowment. 
OSU’s endowment stood at $2.12 billion at the end of the 2010-11 year, up from $1.08 billion in the 2001-02 year. Last year the endowment’s 
market value increased 13.4 percent, compared with an average increase nationally of 17.9 percent, the NACUBO/Commonfund report said. 
Vedder said the endowment rankings punch a hole in the argument that Gee’s spending is justified. 
"If the results show they’ve moved from 30th to 10th in the endowments or gone up significantly, you might make an argument that some of this is 
sort of justifiable," he said. "You have to spend money to make money. But if that’s the argument that they’re using, they’re doing a very inefficient 
job of it." 
Celebrated homecoming 
When Gee returned to Ohio State for the 2007-08 academic year, the board of trustees celebrated the homecoming of a visionary leader who was 
"uniquely positioned to lead our great institution to even greater levels of achievement and national prominence," according to the job offer he was 
given. 
The university says Gee has done that and more. 
Under Gee’s leadership, said Lynch, OSU has seen a 25 percent increase in new grants and contracts for research projects, opened offices in 
China and India and brought the average ACT score for incoming students to 28 -- an all time high. And Gee and his team raised $1.6 billion, in 
part by privatizing campus parking operations and issuing a 100-year bond, he said. 
"President Gee has strengthened relationships with key Ohio and national businesses and positioned Ohio State as one of the thought leaders in 
higher education today," Lynch said. 
But Dale Butland of Innovation Ohio, a liberal think tank based in Columbus, said Ohio State’s trustees need to rein in Gee’s spending, which he 
called "breathtaking." 
"No one disputes that Gordon Gee is doing a good job as president. That’s presumably why he’s earning $2 million a year in salary and bonuses," 
Butland said. "The question is whether his spending $7.7 million on food, drink, hotels and parties is excessive. After all, presidents at other public 
universities whose academic ratings are even higher than OSU’s raise as much or more money than Mr. Gee does -- yet somehow manage to 
spend only a fraction of what he spends. I don’t expect Mr. Gee to live like a monk. I just don’t think he should be living like Donald Trumps" 
Kevin Holtsberry of the Buckeye Institute, a Columbus-based conservative think tank, said there should be a higher level of scrutiny on 
discretionary spending at Ohio State, particularly in an economy where many people are struggling. 
"Gee has a fundamental view that OSU has to spend what it needs to spend," Holtsberry said. "And I think that’s a great attitude if you’re in the 
private sector. The public, though, has to decide whether that’s working." 
Ohio State University President E Gordon Gee’s discretionary spending from Oct. 1 2007 through June 30, 2012: 
Travel: $1.09 million 
Tailgating: $813,000 
President’s special events: $2.17 million 
President’s office: $1.6 million 
Residence operation: $2.1 million 
Grand Total: $7.77 million 
Source: OSU records 
An apples to apples comparison of university presidents’ expenses is difficult because each institution lumps different items into its reports. Here 
is a look at expenses and compensation for the leaders of three large public universities. 
E. Gordon Gee, Ohio State University, $1.9 million a year compensation, plus a car, house and access to charter jets. Travel, housing, 
entertainment spending 2007-mid-2012:$7.7 million 
Bill Powers, University of Texas at Austin, $663,000 a year in compensation, no car or house, access to state-owned aircraft. Travel and 
entertainment spending 2007 to 2011 : $$310,360 
Mary Sue Coleman, University of Michigan, $860,782 a year in compensation, plus a car and house, flies commercial. Travel and entertainment 
spending 2007 to 2011 : $410,235. Housing upkeep costs another $100,000 a year. 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - !)_t__t_p___~/__/__e___x__s__s__._#_n___c_.__e___d__L_]/ 
"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 
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OSU president expenses in the millions 

By Laura A. Bischoff, Dayton Daily News, 9-22-12, 3,206 words 
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COLUMBUS m E. Gordon Gee makes millions as president of Ohio State University, but a Dayton Daily News investigation found the 

university spends almost as much for Gee to travel the globe, throw parties, wine and dine donors, woo prospective faculty, hang out with students 
and staff and maintain a 9,600-square-foot mansion on 1 ~3 acres. 

Since returning to Columbus as the university’s president in October 2007, the 68-year-old Gee has pulled in $8.6 million in salary and 
compensation, making him the highest paid CEO of a public university in the country. 

But his expenses -- hidden among hard-to-get records that the university took nearly a year to release -- tally nearly as much: $7.7 million. 

Gee’s spending is kept out of the public eye because it can be tallied only by examining multiple reports, including the quarterly discretionary 
expense reports delivered to the trustees and not easily obtainable by others. The Daily News first requested records documenting Gee’s work 
day, housing, American Express statements, travel expenses, discretionary spending reports and other data in September 2011. The university 
did not fully respond to the request until August 2012. 

Those records show Gee stays in luxury hotels, dines at country clubs and swank restaurants, throws lavish parties, flies on private jets and hands 
out thousands of gifts -- all at public expense. 

The Daily News investigation found the university spent more than $895,000 for gatherings at the Pizzuti House, the president’s mansion, between 
April 2008 and June 2011. That works out to be about $23,000 a month -- a little less than the average cost of a wedding. 

The university spends tens of thousands of dollars alone branding Gee around his signature bow ties. Since 2007, Ohio State has spent more 
than $64,000 on bow ties, bow tie cookies and O-H and bow tie pins for Gee and others to distribute, the newspaper found. 

"It’s a nice icebreaker. The freshmen show up on campus and President Gee hands them a cookie. They love it. The students love it," OSU 
spokesman Jim Lynch said. He noted that people show off their Buckeye pride with O-H lapel pins all across the country. 

Gee did not make himself available for an interview. 

In a statement, OSU said rigorous standards are used in reviewing Gee’s expenses. "A significant proportion of President Gee’s time, travel and 
use of the university residence is devoted to resource-generation to support the work of our students and faculty," the statement say& 

Other supporters of Gee, including JobsOhio President Mark Kvamme, said his expenses are the cost of doing business for an institution that 
serves as a major job engine for the state of Ohio. 

"In order to do everything that he does, he needs to be everywhere all the time," Kvamme said. "The way I look at it, every second of Gordon’s time 
is very, very valuable for the state of Ohio." 

Gee’s travel, entertainment and housing expenses are paid from endowment funds that have been donated to the university for general purposes. 
OSU’s largest pool of unrestricted endowment money came from inventor Ralph Mershon, who graduated from the school in 1890 and 
bequeathed $11.2 million to his alma mater in 1952. Half of the Mershon gift was earmarked for civilian military education, the other half for 
discretionary spending by university trustees. 

"No tuition or tax dollars are used to fund the president’s travel and use of the residence," the university’s statement says. 



Lavish lifestyle 

Records released by the university show Gee is afforded the type of lifestyle rarely possible on a public salary. 

He was paid a base salary, bonus, deferred compensation and supplemental retirement that totaled $1.9 million for the last fiscal year. At least 
twice during his tenure he has donated his bonus back to the university, which amounted to nearly $300,000 in 2010-11. 

Ohio State provides him with a Visa procurement card and a Platinum American Express Card, up to 100 hours a year of flight time on private jets 
and authorization to fly first class or business class when on commercial flights. 

The university picks up the tab for thousands of dollars for flowers Gee sends to politicians and staff members, annual airline club memberships 
for the president to work in quiet when he travels, and concert, basketball and football tickets that he can use as he sees fit. 

His contract and university policy provide him with up to $20,000 a year in financial planning and tax preparation, a car for business and personal 
use, a fully staffed residence, and authority to charge to the university the cost of business breakfasts, lunches and dinners. 

If he stays another five years, he’ll get a one-year paid sabbatical. 

Gee, divorced from his second wife and widowed from his first, lives alone in the university-owned Pizzuti House in Bexley, a 9,600-square-foot 
mansion that the university remodeled for $1.3 million and then stocked with $673,000 in artwork, decorations and furnishings. European 
antiques, Persian rugs and a $532 shower curtain for the guest bath were among the amenities purchased for the house. 

He is expected to -- and does -- entertain regularly. University records show Gee hosted 16,000 guests at 275 events at the Pizzuti House over 
the last five years, up from 5,757 guests at 138 events hosted there by former OSU president Karen Holbrook. 

Gee’s parties -- considered an essential aspect of the president’s outreach to the community and donors -- are first class events, complete with 
specially designed and printed invitations, shuttle buses and parking valets, musicians and photographers, decorations and fresh flowers. 

He throws receptions and dinners for well-known sports, entertainment, media, and political figures, including cyclist Lance Armstrong, actor 
Sidney Poitier, the president of Bangladesh and CNN correspondents Sanjay Gupta and David Gergen. And Gee regularly hosts receptions for 
his Bexley neighbors, new OSU faculty, African-American ministers, state lawmakers and others. 

Off-campus, Gee entertains guests at tony restaurants in Columbus such as Lindey’s in German Village and Martini’s and Grisby’s in the Short 
NorlJq -- expenses he can charge to OSU if it involves business. He also dines at one of the exclusive clubs where the university pays his 
membership and expenses, such as the New Albany Country Club, the Columbus Club and the University Club of New York. He hosts visitors in 
the president’s box at Ohio Stadium and the university’s luxury suites at the Schottenstein Center and Nationwide Arena. 

When he travels, Gee is bound by university policy, which says: "The President is expected to stay in accommodations similar to those used by 
executives of businesses and not-for-profit institutions; however, luxury hotels should be avoided." 

The Daily News investigation found that Gee often stays at modest hotels such as Courtyard and Holiday Inn Express when traveling in-state. But 
his out-of-state travel receipts shows he often bills the university for more expensive accommodations: Le Meddien Bristol in Warsaw, The Taj 
Mahal Hotel in Mumbai, Loews Hotel Vogue in Montreal, Hotel George and the Four Seasons in Washington, D.C., and the Warwick in New York. 

Gee, for example, billed his American Express card $905 for two nights at the Four Seasons in Washington after traveling there for meetings in 
April 2011. A similar trip in April 2009 cost the university $1,257 for three nights at the Fairmont Hotel in Washington’s Georgetown neighborhood. 

The Daily News also found that on at least 16 occasions between 2008 and 2010 Gee hired limo services to shuttle him within cities such as 
Washington, Boston, Chicago and New York. The tab was $10,132 -- or about $600 a trip. 

Gee has built a strong natural reputation in higher education, but he’s also had bumps along the way. At Brown University, where he served as 
president from 1998 to 2000, he was criticized after the university spent $3 million renovating a home for Gee, including $400,000 that paid for a 
conservatory that was built in Great Britain and shipped to Providence. At Vanderbilt University, where he served as chancellor from 2000 to 
2007, he was the subject of a Wall Street Journal article that documented $6 million in renovations of the president’s residence and a $700,000 
annual tab for parties. 

Gee’s tenure as president of Ohio State -- his second at the school -- has not been without blemish. The much-publicized football memorabilia 
scandal last year raised questions about Gee’s oversight of the program after he said in a press conference that he hoped Coach Jim Tressel 
wouldn’t fire him. Gee later fired Tressel. 

Recent internal audits have dinged Gee for sloppy record keeping on his credit cards, such as not having properly documented business 
justifications or itemized receipts. 

Last month, the Ohio Ethics Commission allowed Gee to file addenda to his 2007-2011 annual financial disclosure statements after it was 
discovered that he inadvertently failed to report more than $150,000 in travel expenses, including a second international trip paid for by King 
Abdulaziz University in Saudi Arabia, where Gee serves on an international board of advisers for the university. 

The 2011 trip cost $19,501, according to Gee’s supplemental report. 

Paving dividends 

Gee is known for the ease with which he hobnobs with students- taking them to movies, meals and concerts and stopping by birthday parties 
and late-night student events. He even appeared with Brutus the Buckeye in a flash mob dance video at the Ohio Union that got more than 5 



million views on YouTube. 

He is just as comfortable in a university board room or Statehouse hearing room. 

Gee is one of the nation’s most experienced university presidents, having led five of them since 1981. At Ohio State, he oversees a $5 billion a 
year operation with 65,000 students and 40,000 employees. (OSU’s annual revenues exceed Yahoo’s.) Since returning to OSU in 2007, Gee has 
helped raise $1.6 billion and is striving to raise $2.5 billion in gifbs by June 2016. 

Dan Hurley, spokesman for the American Association of State Colleges and Universities, said university presidents like Gee have to spend more 
time and energy fundraising to compensate for the decline in government support for higher education. "Given the size, stature and reputation of 
Ohio State University, the glad handing that comes with being the university chief executive officer is a requirement of the job," Hurley said. "And it 
does pay quantitatively. Dollar for dollar, it pays huge dividends." 

Gov. John Kasich, who calls Gee’s "Ohio’s best politician," just named him to head an effort to develop a new funding formula for the state’s 
colleges and universities. Last week Gee was also reappointed to the board of directors for JobsOhio, the Kasich administration’s economic 
development arm. 

Kvamme said Gee helps attract top students and talent to Ohio State, puts a focus on commercializing university-developed technologies, and 
raises endowment money. He noted that when Gee travels abroad, he meets with big businesses interested in investing in Ohio. 

"When he speaks, these companies listen because of the amazing capabilities that they have at Ohio State," Kvamme said of Gee. "What I’ve 
really seen with Gordon is a person that really carries the Ohio message and -- for lack of a better term -- the greatness of Ohio not just in the 
United States but around the world. His ability to raise capital for the university, his ability to raise awareness for Ohio and Ohio State has been 
unmatched and I just really think what he has done is pretty exceptionaL" 

Lynch called the last two years of fundraising at Ohio State "the most successful in the university’s history. This past year, a record 211,000 alumni 
and friends committed nearly $365 million to the university. Private support has become increasingly important to our ability to provide accessible 
and exceptional education to our students," he said. 

But Richard Vedder, an Ohio University economics professor and director of the Center for College Affordability and Productivity, said general 
use endowments like the Mershon fund at Ohio State can and should be used to offset other public expenditures. 

"They can take the money that is given to general university use and spend it on scholarships," he said. "They can use that money, if they want, to 
keep the tuition increases from being as high as they have been. They have chosen to use this to throw parties and travel luxuriously and so forth." 

Undergraduate tuition and fees for in-state students rose from $2,856 in fall 2007 to $3,245 in fall 2011, a 13.6 percent increase. 

Vedder said he has attended catered parties thrown by Gee both at Ohio State and Vanderbilt. "He thinks he’s in a special category by himself," 
Vedder said of Gee. "In public service, that is kind of grating and I would think it would be grating on the public if they knew about it." 

Ahead of peers 

Gee’s discretionary spending -- a category that includes everything from foreign trips to tailgate parties before football games -- far outstrips that 
of his predecessors VMIliam Kirwan and Holbrook. Under Gee, discretionary spending leapt 68.5 percent over what Holbrook had been averaging 
during her five-year tenure. 

Gee also stands out when compared to his peers at other universities, though apples to apples spending comparisons are difficult because each 
institution lumps together different items in their presidential expense reports. Ohio State is bigger than most institutions too, further complicating 
comparisons. The size of the student body on the Columbus campus ranks behind only two other universities in America. 

But the University of Texas at Austin and the University of Michigan do compare favorably to Ohio State in terms of academics, prestige and 
enrollment. In fact, both rank higher than OSU in the 2013 national university rankings of best colleges by U.S. News & World Report. 

The presidents of UT-Austin and the University of Michigan appear to spend considerably less than Gee on entertainment and travel. Both, too, 
earn less in compensation. 

Between 2007 and 2011, UT-Austin President Bill Powers spent $310,560 on travel, wining and dining and other entertainment on behalf of the 
university, records show. During a similar period, Gee’s travel bills alone totaled $1.1 million. Powers, who is midway through a $3 billion 
fundraising effort, makes $663,000 a year (compared to Gee’s $1.9 million), lives in his own house, has no car allowance and only flies first class 
if he has a doctor’s order. Powers does have access to state-owned planes. 

UT-Austin’s Chief Financial Officer Kevin Hegarty said people are surprised at how "plain vanilla" Powers’ compensation and benefits package 
is. "It’s better to be that way," he said. "The public expects it." 

At the University of Michigan, President Mary Sue Coleman’s travel and entertainment expenses from 2007 through 2010 totaled $410,235. 
Upkeep and utilities at the university-owned house runs an additional $100,000 a year and if Coleman takes someone to lunch or dinner, she pays 
the tab out of her own pocket, according to University of Michigan spokesman Rick Fitzgerald. 

Coleman’s compensation package is $860,782 a year and includes housing and a car. Her employment contract does not call for first class 
airline tickets or private jets, as Gee’s does. In Michigan’s last endowment campaign she helped raise $3.2 billion -- the most ever by a public 
university at that time. 

There are signs that OSU isn’t keeping pace nationally on the size of its endowment. OSU slipped from 27th in the four years preceding Gee’s 
return to Columbus to 31 st in 2010-11, according to the National Association of College and University Business Officers and the Commonfund 



Institute. The Big 10 universities Northwestern, Minnesota, and Michigan all ranked above Ohio State for the size of their endowment. 

OSU’s endowment stood at $2.12 billion at the end of the 2010-11 year, up from $1.08 billion in the 2001-02 year. Last year the endowment’s 
market value increased 13.4 percent, compared with an average increase nationally of 17.9 percent, the NACUBO/Commonfund report said. 

Vedder said the endowment rankings punch a hole in the argument that Gee’s spending is justified. 

"If the results show they’ve moved from 30th to 10th in the endowments or gone up significantly, you might make an argument that some of this is 
sort of justifiable," he said. "You have to spend money to make money. But if that’s the argument that they’re using, they’re doing a very inefficient 
job of it." 

Celebrated homecoming 

When Gee returned to Ohio State for the 2007-08 academic year, the board of trustees celebrated the homecoming of a visionary leader who 
was "uniquely positioned to lead our great institution to even greater levels of achievement and national prominence," according to the job offer he 
was given. 

The university says Gee has done that and more. 

Under Gee’s leadership, said Lynch, OSU has seen a 25 percent increase in new grants and contracts for research projects, opened offices in 
China and India and brought the average ACT score for incoming students to 28 -- an all time high. And Gee and his team raised $1.6 billion, in 
part by pdvatizing campus parking operations and issuing a 100-year bond, he said. 

"President Gee has strengthened relationships with key Ohio and national businesses and positioned Ohio State as one of the thought leaders in 
higher education today," Lynch said. 

But Dale Butland of Innovation Ohio, a liberal think tank based in Columbus, said Ohio State’s trustees need to rein in Gee’s spending, which he 
called "breathtaking." 

"No one disputes that Gordon Gee is doing a good job as president. That’s presumably why he’s earning $2 million a year in salary and bonuses," 
Butland said. "The question is whether his spending $7.7 million on food, drink, hotels and parties is excessive. After all, presidents at other public 
universities whose academic ratings are even higher than OSU’s raise as much or more money than Mr. Gee does -- yet somehow manage to 
spend only a fraction of what he spends. I don’t expect Mr. Gee to live like a monk. I just don’t think he should be living like Donald Trump." 

Kevin Holtsberry of the Buckeye Institute, a Columbus-based conservative think tank, said there should be a higher level of scrutiny on 
discretionary spending at Ohio State, particularly in an economy where many people are struggling. 

"Gee has a fundamental view that OSU has to spend what it needs to spend," Holtsberry said. "And I think that’s a great attitude if you’re in the 
private sector. The public, though, has to decide whether that’s working." 

Ohio State University President E. Gordon Gee’s discretionary spending from Oct. 1 2007 through June 30, 2012: 

Travel: $1.09 million 

Tailgating: $813,000 

President’s special events: $2.17 million 

President’s office: $1.6 million 

Residence operation: $2.1 million 

Grand Total: $7.77 million 

Source: OSU records 

An apples to apples comparison of university presidents’ expenses is difficult because each institution lumps different items into its reports. Here 
is a look at expenses and compensation for the leaders of three large public universities. 

E. Gordon Gee, Ohio State University, $1.9 million a year compensation, plus a car, house and access to charter jets. Travel, housing, 
entertainment spending 2007-mid-2012:$7.7 million 

Bill Powers, University of Texas at Austin, $663,000 a year in compensation, no car or house, access to state-owned aircraft. Travel and 
entertainment spending 2007 to 2011 : $$310,360 

Mary Sue Coleman, University of Michigan, $860,782 a year in compensation, plus a car and house, flies commercial. Travel and entertainment 
spending 2007 to 2011 : $410,235. Housing upkeep costs another $100,000 a year. 

Go Heels, 



Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
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OSU president expenses in the millions 
By Laura A. Bischoff, Dayton Daily News, 9-22-12, 3,206 words 
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COLUMBUS ~ E. Gordon Gee makes millions as president of Ohio State University, but a Dayton Daily News investigation found the 

university spends almost as much for Gee to travel the globe, throw parties, wine and dine donors, woo prospective faculty, hang out with 
students and staff and maintain a 9,600-square-foot mansion on 1.3 acres. 
Since returning to Columbus as the university’s president in October 2007, the 68-year-old Gee has pulled in $8.6 million in salary and 
compensation, making him the highest paid CEO of a public university in the country. 
But his expenses -- hidden among hard-to-get records that the university took nearly a year to release -- tally nearly as much: $7.7 million. 
Gee’s spending is kept out of the public eye because it can be tallied only by examining multiple reports, including the quarterly 
discretionary expense reports delivered to the trustees and not easily obtainable by others. The Daily News first requested records 
documenting Gee’s work day, housing, American Express statements, travel expenses, discretionary spending reports and other data in 
September 2011. The university did not fully respond to the request until August 2012. 
Those records show Gee stays in luxury hotels, dines at country clubs and swank restaurants, throws lavish parties, flies on private jets and 
hands out thousands of gifts -- all at public expense. 
The Daily News investigation found the university spent more than $895,000 for gatherings at the Pizzuti House, the president’s mansion, 
between April 2008 and June 2011. That works out to be about $23,000 a month -- a little less than the average cost of a wedding. 
The university spends tens of thousands of dollars alone branding Gee around his signature bow ties. Since 2007, Ohio State has spent 
more than $64,000 on bow ties, bow tie cookies and O-H and bow tie pins for Gee and others to distribute, the newspaper found. 
"it’s a nice icebreaker. The freshmen show up on campus and President Gee hands them a cookie. They love it. The students love it," OSU 
spokesman Jim Lynch said. He noted that people show off their Buckeye pride with O-H lapel pins all across the country. 
Gee did not make himself available for an interview. 
In a statement, OSU said rigorous standards are used in reviewing Gee’s expenses. "A significant proportion of President Gee’s time, 
travel and use of the university residence is devoted to resource-generation to support the work of our students and faculty," the statement 
says. 
Other supporters of Gee, including JobsOhio President Mark Kvamme, said his expenses are the cost of doing business for an institution 
that serves as a major job engine for the state of Ohio. 
"In order to do everything that he does, he needs to be everywhere all the time," Kvamme said. "The way I look at it, every second of 
Gordon’s time is very, very valuable for the state of Ohio." 
Gee’s travel, entertainment and housing expenses are paid from endowment funds that have been donated to the university for general 
purposes. OSU’s largest pool of unrestricted endowment money came from inventor Ralph Mershon, who graduated from the school in 
1890 and bequeathed $11.2 million to his alma mater in 1952. Half of the Mershon gift was earmarked for civilian military education, the 
other half for discretionary spending by university trustees. 



"No tuition or tax dollars are used to fund the president’s travel and use of the residence," the university’s statement says. 
Lavish lifestyle 
Records released by the university show Gee is afforded the type of lifestyle rarely possible on a public salary. 
He was paid a base salary, bonus, deferred compensation and supplemental retirement that totaled $1.9 million for the last fiscal year. At 
least twice during his tenure he has donated his bonus back to the university, which amounted to nearly $300,000 in 2010-11. 
Ohio State provides him with a Visa procurement card and a Platinum American Express Card, up to 100 hours a year of flight time on 
private jets and authorization to fly first class or business class when on commercial flights. 
The university picks up the tab for thousands of dollars for flowers Gee sends to politicians and staff members, annual airline club 
memberships for the president to work in quiet when he travels, and concert, basketball and football tickets that he can use as he sees fit. 
His contract and university policy provide him with up to $20,000 a year in financial planning and tax preparation, a car for business and 
personal use, a fully staffed residence, and authority to charge to the university the cost of business breakfasts, lunches and dinners. 
If he stays another five years, he’ll get a one-year paid sabbatical. 
Gee, divorced from his second wife and widowed from his first, lives alone in the university-owned Pizzuti House in Bexley, a 9,600-square- 
foot mansion that the university remodeled for $1.3 million and then stocked with $673,000 in artwork, decorations and furnishings. 
European antiques, Persian rugs and a $532 shower curtain for the guest bath were among the amenities purchased for the house. 
He is expected to -- and does -- entertain regularly. University records show Gee hosted 16,000 guests at 275 events at the Pizzuti House 
over the last five years, up from 5,757 guests at 138 events hosted there by former OSU president Karen Holbrook. 
Gee’s parties -- considered an essential aspect of the president’s outreach to the community and donors -- are first class events, 
complete with specially designed and printed invitations, shuttle buses and parking valets, musicians and photographers, decorations and 
fresh flowers. 
He throws receptions and dinners for well-known sports, entertainment, media, and political figures, including cyclist Lance Armstrong, actor 
Sidney Poitier, the president of Bangladesh and CNN correspondents Sanjay Gupta and David Gergen. And Gee regularly hosts 
receptions for his Bexley neighbors, new OSU faculty, African-American ministers, state lawmakers and others. 
Off-campus, Gee entertains guests at tony restaurants in Columbus such as Lindey’s in German Village and Martini’s and Grisby’s in the 
Short North -- expenses he can charge to OSU if it involves business. He also dines at one of the exclusive clubs where the university pays 
his membership and expenses, such as the New Albany Country Club, the Columbus Club and the University Club of New York. He hosts 
visitors in the president’s box at Ohio Stadium and the university’s luxury suites at the Schottenstein Center and Nationwide Arena. 
When he travels, Gee is bound by university policy, which says: "The President is expected to stay in accommodations similar to those used 
by executives of businesses and not-for-profit institutions; however, luxury hotels should be avoided." 
The Daily News investigation found that Gee often stays at modest hotels such as Courtyard and Holiday Inn Express when traveling in- 
state. But his out-of-state travel receipts shows he often bills the university for more expensive accommodations: Le Meridien Bristol in 
Warsaw, The Taj Mahal Hotel in Mumbai, Loews Hotel Vogue in Montreal, Hotel George and the Four Seasons in Washington, D.C., and 
the Warwick in New York. 
Gee, for example, billed his American Express card $905 for two nights at the Four Seasons in Washington after traveling there for 
meetings in April 2011~ A similar trip in April 2009 cost the university $1,257 for three nights at the Fairmont Hotel in Washington’s 
Georgetown neighborhood. 
The Daily News also found that on at least 16 occasions between 2008 and 2010 Gee hired limo services to shuttle him within cities such 
as Washington, Boston, Chicago and New York. The tab was $10,132 -- or about $600 a trip. 
Gee has built a strong natural reputation in higher education, but he’s also had bumps along the way. At Brown University, where he served 
as president from 1998 to 2000, he was criticized after the university spent $3 million renovating a home for Gee, including $400,000 that 
paid for a conservatory that was built in Great Britain and shipped to Providence. At Vanderbilt University, where he served as chancellor 
from 2000 to 2007, he was the subject of a Wall Street Journal article that documented $6 million in renovations of the president’s 
residence and a $700,000 annual tab for parties. 
Gee’s tenure as president of Ohio State -- his second at the school -- has not been without blemish. The much-publicized football 
memorabilia scandal last year raised questions about Gee’s oversight of the program after he said in a press conference that he hoped 
Coach Jim Tressel wouldn’t fire him. Gee later fired Tressel. 
Recent internal audits have dinged Gee for sloppy record keeping on his credit cards, such as not having properly documented business 
justifications or itemized receipts. 
Last month, the Ohio Ethics Commission allowed Gee to file addenda to his 2007-2011 annual financial disclosure statements after it was 
discovered that he inadvertently failed to report more than $150,000 in travel expenses, including a second international trip paid for by 
King Abdulaziz University in Saudi Arabia, where Gee serves on an international board of advisers for the university. 
The 2011 trip cost $19,501, according to Gee’s supplemental report. 
Paying dividends 
Gee is known for the ease with which he hobnobs with students -- taking them to movies, meals and concerts and stopping by birthday 
parties and late-night student events. He even appeared with Brutus the Buckeye in a flash mob dance video at the Ohio Union that got 
more than 5 million views on YouTube. 
He is just as comfortable in a university board room or Statehouse hearing room. 
Gee is one of the nation’s most experienced university presidents, having led five of them since 1981. At Ohio State, he oversees a $5 
billion a year operation with 65,000 students and 40,000 employees. (OSU’s annual revenues exceed Yahoo’s.) Since returning to OSU in 
2007, Gee has helped raise $1.6 billion and is striving to raise $2.5 billion in gifts by June 2016. 
Dan Hurley, spokesman for the American Association of State Colleges and Universities, said university presidents like Gee have to spend 
more time and energy fundraising to compensate for the decline in government support for higher education. "Given the size, stature and 
reputation of Ohio State University, the glad handing that comes with being the university chief executive officer is a requirement of the job," 
Hurley said. "And it does pay quantitatively. Dollar for dollar, it pays huge dividends." 
Gov. John Kasich, who calls Gee’s "Ohio’s best politician," just named him to head an effort to develop a new funding formula for the state’s 
colleges and universities. Last week Gee was also reappointed to the board of directors for JobsOhio, the Kasich administration’s 
economic development arm. 
Kvamme said Gee helps attract top students and talent to Ohio State, puts a focus on commercializing university-developed technologies, 
and raises endowment money. He noted that when Gee travels abroad, he meets with big businesses interested in investing in Ohio. 
"When he speaks, these companies listen because of the amazing capabilities that they have at Ohio State," Kvamme said of Gee. "What 
I’ve really seen with Gordon is a person that really carries the Ohio message and -- for lack of a better term -- the greatness of Ohio not 
just in the United States but around the world. His ability to raise capital for the university, his ability to raise awareness for Ohio and Ohio 
State has been unmatched and I just really think what he has done is pretty exceptional." 
Lynch called the last two years of fundraising at Ohio State "the most successful in the university’s history. This past year, a record 211,000 
alumni and friends committed nearly $365 million to the university. Private support has become increasingly important to our ability to 



provide accessible and exceptional education to our students," he said. 
But Richard Vedder, an Ohio University economics professor and director of the Center for College Affordability and Productivity, said 
general use endowments like the Mershon fund at Ohio State can and should be used to offset other public expenditures. 
"They can take the money that is given to general university use and spend it on scholarships," he said. "They can use hat money, if they 
want, to keep the tuition increases from being as high as they have been. They have chosen to use this to throw parties and travel luxuriously 
and so forth." 
Undergraduate tuition and fees for in-state students rose from $2,856 in fall 2007 to $3,245 in fall 2011, a 13.6 percent increase. 
Vedder said he has attended catered parties thrown by Gee both at Ohio State and Vanderbilt. "He thinks he’s in a special category by 
himself," Vedder said of Gee. "In public service, that is kind of grating and I would think it would be grating on the public if they knew about 
it." 
Ahead of peers 
Gee’s discretionary spending -- a category that includes everything from foreign trips to tailgate parties before football games -- far 
outstrips that of his predecessors William Kirwan and Holbrook. Under Gee, discretionary spending leapt 68.5 percent over what Holbrook 
had been averaging during her five-year tenure. 
Gee also stands out when compared to his peers at other universities, though apples to apples spending comparisons are difficult because 
each institution lumps together different items in their presidential expense reports. Ohio State is bigger than most institutions too, further 
complicating comparisons. The size of the student body on the Columbus campus ranks behind only two other universities in America. 
But the University of Texas at Austin and the University of Michigan do compare favorably to Ohio State in terms of academics, prestige 
and enrollment. In fact, both rank higher than OSU in the 2013 national university rankings of best colleges by U.S. News & World Report. 
The presidents of UT-Austin and the University of Michigan appear to spend considerably less than Gee on entertainment and travel. Both, 
too, earn less in compensation. 
Between 2007 and 2011, UT-Austin President Bill Powers spent $310,560 on travel, wining and dining and other entertainment on behalf of 
the university, records show. During a similar period, Gee’s travel bills alone totaled $1.1 million. Powers, who is midway through a $3 
billion fundraising effort, makes $663,000 a year (compared to Gee’s $1.9 million), lives in his own house, has no car allowance and only 
flies first class if he has a doctor’s order. Powers does have access to state-owned planes. 
UT-Austin’s Chief Financial Officer Kevin Hegarty said people are surprised at how "plain vanilla" Powers’ compensation and benefits 
package is. "It’s better to be that way," he said. "The public expects it." 
At the University of Michigan, President Mary Sue Coleman’s travel and entertainment expenses from 2007 through 2010 totaled $410,235. 
Upkeep and utilities at the university-owned house runs an additional $100,000 a year and if Coleman takes someone to lunch or dinner, 
she pays the tab out of her own pocket, according to University of Michigan spokesman Rick Fitzgerald. 
Coleman’s compensation package is $860,782 a year and includes housing and a car. Her employment contract does not call for first class 
airline tickets or private jets, as Gee’s does. In Michigan’s last endowment campaign she helped raise $3.2 billion -- the most ever by a 
public university at that time. 
There are signs that OSU isn’t keeping pace nationally on the size of its endowment. OSU slipped from 27th in the four years preceding 
Gee’s return to Columbus to 31 st in 2010-11, according to the National Association of College and University Business Officers and the 
Commonfund Institute. The Big 10 universities Northwestern, Minnesota, and Michigan all ranked above Ohio State for the size of their 
endowment. 
OSU’s endowment stood at $2.12 billion at the end of the 2010-11 year, up from $1.08 billion in the 2001-02 year. Last year the 
endowment’s market value increased 13.4 percent, compared with an average increase nationally of 17.9 percent, the 
NACUBO/Commonfund report said. 
Vedder said the endowment rankings punch a hole in the argument that Gee’s spending is justified. 
"If the results show hey’ve moved from 30th to 10th in the endowments or gone up significantly, you might make an argument that some of 
this is sort of justifiable," he said. "You have to spend money to make money. But if that’s the argument that they’re using, hey’re doing a 
very inefficient job of it." 
Celebrated homecoming 
When Gee returned to Ohio State for the 2007-08 academic year, the board of trustees celebrated the homecoming of a visionary leader 
who was "uniquely positioned to lead our great institution to even greater levels of achievement and national prominence," according to the 
job offer he was given. 
The university says Gee has done that and more. 
Under Gee’s leadership, said Lynch, OSU has seen a 25 percent increase in new grants and contracts for research projects, opened 
offices in China and India and brought the average ACT score for incoming students to 28 -- an all time high. And Gee and his team raised 
$1.6 billion, in part by privatizing campus parking operations and issuing a 100-year bond, he said. 
"President Gee has strengthened relationships with key Ohio and national businesses and positioned Ohio State as one of the thought 
leaders in higher education today," Lynch said. 
But Dale Butland of Innovation Ohio, a liberal think tank based in Columbus, said Ohio State’s trustees need to rein in Gee’s spending, 
which he called "breathtaking." 
"No one disputes that Gordon Gee is doing a good job as president. That’s presumably why he’s earning $2 million a year in salary and 
bonuses," Butland said. "The question is whether his spending $7.7 million on food, drink, hotels and parties is excessive. After all, 
presidents at other public universities whose academic ratings are even higher than OSU’s raise as much or more money than Mr. Gee 
does -- yet somehow manage to spend only a fraction of what he spends. I don’t expect Mr. Gee to live like a monk. I just don’t think he 
should be living like Donald Trump." 
Kevin Holtsberry of the Buckeye Institute, a Columbus-based conservative think tank, said there should be a higher level of scrutiny on 
discretionary spending at Ohio State, particularly in an economy where many people are struggling. 
"Gee has a fundamental view that OSU has to spend what it needs to spend," Holtsberry said. "And I think that’s a great attitude if you’re in 
the private sector. The public, though, has to decide whether that’s working." 
Ohio State University President E. Gordon Gee’s discretionary spending from Oct. 1 2007 through June 30, 2012: 
Travel: $1.09 million 
Tailgating: $813,000 
President’s special events: $2.17 million 
President’s office: $1.6 million 
Residence operation: $2.1 million 
Grand Total: $7.77 million 
Source: OSU records 
An apples to apples comparison of university presidents’ expenses is difficult because each institution lumps different items into its reports. 
Here is a look at expenses and compensation for the leaders of three large public universities. 



E. Gordon Gee, Ohio State University, $1.9 million a year compensation, plus a car, house and access to charter jets. Travel, housing, 
entertainment spending 2007-mid-2012:$7.7 million 
Bill Powers, University of Texas at Austin, $663,000 a year in compensation, no car or house, access to state-owned aircraft. Travel and 
entertainment spending 2007 to 2011:$$310,360 
Mary Sue Coleman, University of Michigan, $860,782 a year in compensation, plus a car and house, flies commercial. Travel and 
entertainment spending 2007 to 2011 : $410,235. Housing upkeep costs another $100,000 a year. 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
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EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li story, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-t~culty] Sp6ng Textbook Orders clue this Thursday 

Good morning! I wanted to remind you all that textbook orders for spring 203_3 are due by this Thursday, Thank you for those that have already let me know. 
-Ashley 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
UNC-CH 
9~.9-962-2022 
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To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinmma <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 9:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr~; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emml.unc.edu> 

Pa~gressive l?aculty liszt 

Hi, Debby: 

Kia Caktwell said you are interested in the Prog Faculty Network. 

If you want to be on the listserv/in the org, you need to go to the 
website for PFN and read the statement of principles. If you agree to 
the principles, and to being listed on the website, then email Karen 
Booth (kmbooth@email unc edu) in ~rMST to say you’ve read them and want 
to be on the listserv: 

http ://progfacunc.wordpress corn/ 

Best to you, 

Sherryl 
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Subject: 

Tresolini, Carol P <carol tresolini@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 10:19 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: A little perspective... 

Wow--this definitely provides some perspective! 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: Mort, 24 Sep 2012 22:33:31 -0400 
To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: A little perspective... 

and many lessons. 

OSU president expenses in the millions 

By Laura A. Bischoff, Dayton Daily News, 9-22-12, 3,206 words 
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COLU MBUS m E. Gordon Gee makes millions as president of Ohio State University, but a Dayton Daily News investigation found the 

university spends almost as much for Gee to travel the globe, throw parties, wine and dine donors, woo prospective faculty, hang out with students 
and staff and maintain a 9,600-square-foot mansion on 1.3 acres. 

Since returning to Columbus as the university’s president in October 2007, the 68-year-old Gee has pulled in $8.6 million in salary and 
compensation, making him the highest paid CEO of a public university in the country. 

But his expenses -- hidden among hard-to-get records that the university took nearly a year to release -- tally nearly as much: $7.7 million. 

Gee’s spending is kept out of the public eye because it can be tallied only by examining multiple reports, including the quarterly discretionary 
expense reports delivered to the trustees and not easily obtainable by others. The Daily News first requested records documenting Gee’s work 
day, housing, American Express statements, travel expenses, discretionary spending reports and other data in September 2011. The university 
did not fully respond to the request until August 2012. 

Those records show Gee stays in luxury hotels, dines at country clubs and swank restaurants, throws lavish parties, flies on private jets and hands 
out thousands of gifts -- all at public expense. 

The Daily News investigation found the university spent more than $895,000 for gatherings at the Pizzuti House, the president’s mansion, between 
April 2008 and June 2011. That works out to be about $23,000 a month -- a little less than the average cost of a wedding. 

The university spends tens of thousands of dollars alone branding Gee around his signature bow ties. Since 2007, Ohio State has spent more than 
$64,000 on bow ties, bow tie cookies and O-H and bow tie pins for Gee and others to distribute, the newspaper found. 

"It’s a nice icebreaker. The freshmen show up on campus and President Gee hands them a cookie. They love it. The students love it," OSU 
spokesman Jim Lynch said. He noted that people show offtheir Buckeye pride with O-H lapel pins all across the country. 

Gee did not make himself available for an interview. 

In a statement, OSU said rigorous standards are used in reviewing Gee’s expenses. "A significant proportion of President Gee’s time, travel and 
use of the university residence is devoted to resource-generation to support the work of our students and faculty," the statement says. 

Other supporters of Gee, including JobsOhio President Mark Kvamme, said his expenses are the cost of doing business for an institution that 
serves as a major job engine for the state of Ohio. 

"In order to do everything that he does, he needs to be everywhere all the time," Kvamme said. "The way I look at it, every second of Gordon’s time 
is very, very valuable for the state of Ohio." 

Gee’s travel, entertainment and housing expenses are paid from endowment funds that have been donated to the university for general purposes. 
OSU’s largest pool of unrestricted endowment money came from inventor Ralph Mershon, who graduated from the school in 1890 and bequeathed 



$11.2 million to his alma mater in 1952. Half of the Mershon gift was earmarked for civilian military education, the other half for discretionary 
spending by university trustees. 

"No tuition or tax dollars are used to fund the president’s travel and use of the residence," the university’s statement says. 

Lavish lifestyle 

Records released by the university show Gee is afforded the type of lifestyle rarely possible on a public salary. 

He was paid a base salary, bonus, deferred compensation and supplemental retirement that totaled $1.9 million for the last fiscal year. At least 
twice during his tenure he has donated his bonus back to the university, which amounted to nearly $300,000 in 2010-11. 

Ohio State provides him with a Visa procurement card and a Platinum American Express Card, up to 100 hours a year of flight time on private jets 
and authorization to fly first class or business class when on commercial flights. 

The university picks up the tab for thousands of dollars for flowers Gee sends to politicians and staff members, annual airline club memberships for 
the president to work in quiet when he travels, and concert, basketball and football tickets that he can use as he sees fit. 

His contract and university policy provide him with up to $20,000 a year in financial planning and tax preparation, a car for business and personal 
use, a fully staffed residence, and authority to charge to the university the cost of business breakfasts, lunches and dinners. 

If he stays another five years, he’ll get a one-year paid sabbatical. 

Gee, divorced from his second wife and widowed from his first, lives alone in the university-owned Pizzuti House in Bexley, a 9,600-square-foot 
mansion that the university remodeled for $1.3 million and then stocked with $673,000 in artwork, decorations and furnishings. European antiques, 
Persian rugs and a $532 shower curtain for the guest bath were among the amenities purchased for the house. 

He is expected to -- and does -- entertain regularly. University records show Gee hosted 16,000 guests at 275 events at the Pizzuti House over 
the last five years, up from 5,757 guests at 138 events hosted there by former OSU president Karen Holbrook. 

Gee’s parties -- considered an essential aspect of the president’s outreach to the community and donors -- are first class events, complete with 
specially designed and printed invitations, shuttle buses and parking valets, musicians and photographers, decorations and fresh flowers. 

He throws receptions and dinners for well-known sports, entertainment, media, and political figures, including cyclist Lance Armstrong, actor 
Sidney Poitier, the president of Bangladesh and CNN correspondents Sanjay Gupta and David Gergen. And Gee regularly hosts receptions for his 
Bexley neighbors, new OSU faculty, African-American ministers, state lawmakers and others. 

Off-campus, Gee entertains guests at tony restaurants in Columbus such as Lindey’s in German Village and Martini’s and Grisby’s in the Short 
NorlJq -- expenses he can charge to OSU if it involves business. He also dines at one of the exclusive clubs where the university pays his 
membership and expenses, such as the New Albany Country Club, the Columbus Club and the University Club of New York. He hosts visitors in the 
president’s box at Ohio Stadium and the university’s luxury suites at the Schottenstein Center and Nationwide Arena. 

When he travels, Gee is bound by university policy, which says: "The President is expected to stay in accommodations similar to those used by 
executives of businesses and not-for-profit institutions; however, luxury hotels should be avoided." 

The Daily News investigation found that Gee often stays at modest hotels such as Courtyard and Holiday Inn Express when traveling in-state. But 
his out-of-state travel receipts shows he often bills the university for more expensive accommodations: Le Meddien Bristol in Warsaw, The Taj 
Mahal Hotel in Mumbai, Loews Hotel Vogue in Montreal, Hotel George and the Four Seasons in Washington, D.C., and the Warwick in New York. 

Gee, for example, billed his American Express card $905 for two nights at the Four Seasons in Washington after traveling there for meetings in 
April 2011. A similar trip in April 2009 cost the university $1,257 for three nights at the Fairmont Hotel in Washington’s Georgetown neighborhood. 

The Daily News also found that on at least 16 occasions between 2008 and 2010 Gee hired limo services to shuttle him within cities such as 
Washington, Boston, Chicago and New York. The tab was $10,132 -- or about $600 a trip. 

Gee has built a strong natural reputation in higher education, but he’s also had bumps along the way. At Brown University, where he served as 
president from 1998 to 2000, he was criticized after the university spent $3 million renovating a home for Gee, including $400,000 that paid for a 
conservatory that was built in Great Britain and shipped to Providence. At Vanderbilt University, where he served as chancellor from 2000 to 2007, 
he was the subject of a Wall Street Journal article that documented $6 million in renovations of the president’s residence and a $700,000 annual 
tab for parties. 

Gee’s tenure as president of Ohio State -- his second at the school -- has not been without blemish. The much-publicized football memorabilia 
scandal last year raised questions about Gee’s oversight of the program after he said in a press conference that he hoped Coach Jim Tressel 
wouldn’t fire him. Gee later fired Tressel. 

Recent internal audits have dinged Gee for sloppy record keeping on his credit cards, such as not having properly documented business 
justifications or itemized receipts. 

Last month, the Ohio Ethics Commission allowed Gee to file addenda to his 2007-2011 annual financial disclosure statements after it was 
discovered that he inadvertently failed to report more than $150,000 in travel expenses, including a second international trip paid for by King 
Abdulaziz University in Saudi Arabia, where Gee serves on an international board of advisers for the university. 

The 2011 trip cost $19,501, according to Gee’s supplemental report. 



Paying dividends 

Gee is known for the ease with which he hobnobs with students- taking them to movies, meals and concerts and stopping by birthday parties 
and late-night student events. He even appeared with Brutus the Buckeye in a flash mob dance video at the Ohio Union that got more than 5 million 
views on YouTube. 

He is just as comfortable in a university board room or Statehouse hearing room. 

Gee is one of the nation’s most experienced university presidents, having led five of them since 1981. At Ohio State, he oversees a $5 billion a 
year operation with 65,000 students and 40,000 employees. (OSU’s annual revenues exceed Yahoo’s.) Since returning to OSU in 2007, Gee has 
helped raise $1.6 billion and is striving to raise $2.5 billion in gifts by June 2016. 

Dan Hurley, spokesman for the American Association of State Colleges and Universities, said university presidents like Gee have to spend more 
time and energy fundraising to compensate for the decline in government support for higher education. "Given the size, stature and reputation of 
Ohio State University, the glad handing that comes with being the university chief executive officer is a requirement of the job," Hurley said. "And it 
does pay quantitatively. Dollar for dollar, it pays huge dividends." 

Gov. John Kasich, who calls Gee’s "Ohio’s best politician," just named him to head an effort to develop a new funding formula for the state’s 
colleges and universities. Last week Gee was also reappointed to the board of directors for JobsOhio, the Kasich administration’s economic 
development arm. 

Kvamme said Gee helps attract top students and talent to Ohio State, puts a focus on commemializing university-developed technologies, and 
raises endowment money. He noted that when Gee travels abroad, he meets with big businesses interested in investing in Ohio. 

"When he speaks, these companies listen because of the amazing capabilities that they have at Ohio State," Kvamme said of Gee. "What I’ve 
really seen with Gordon is a person that really carries the Ohio message and -- for lack of a better term -- the greatness of Ohio not just in the 
United States but around the world. His ability to raise capital for the university, his ability to raise awareness for Ohio and Ohio State has been 
unmatched and I just really think what he has done is pretty exceptional." 

Lynch called the last two years of fundraising at Ohio State "the most successful in the university’s history. This past year, a record 211,000 alumni 
and friends committed nearly $365 million to the university. Private support has become increasingly important to our ability to provide accessible 
and exceptional education to our students," he said. 

But Richard Vedder, an Ohio University economics professor and director of the Center for College Affordability and Productivity, said general use 
endowments like the Mershon fund at Ohio State can and should be used to offset other public expenditures. 

"They can take the money that is given to general university use and spend it on scholarships," he said. "They can use that money, if they want, to 
keep the tuition increases from being as high as they have been. They have chosen to use this to throw parties and travel luxuriously and so forth." 

Undergraduate tuition and fees for in-state students rose from $2,856 in fall 2007 to $3,245 in fall 2011, a 13.6 percent increase. 

Vedder said he has attended catered parties thrown by Gee both at Ohio State and Vanderbilt. "He thinks he’s in a special category by himself," 
Vedder said of Gee. "In public service, that is kind of grating and I would think it would be grating on the public if they knew about it." 

Ahead of peers 

Gee’s discretionary spending -- a category that includes everything from foreign trips to tailgate parties before football games -- far outstrips that 
of his predecessors William Kirwan and Holbrook. Under Gee, discretionary spending leapt 68.5 percent over what Holbrook had been averaging 
during her five-year tenure. 

Gee also stands out when compared to his peers at other universities, though apples to apples spending comparisons are difficult because each 
institution lumps together different items in their presidential expense reports. Ohio State is bigger than most institutions too, further complicating 
comparisons. The size of the student body on the Columbus campus ranks behind only two other universities in America. 

But the University of Texas at Austin and the University of Michigan do compare favorably to Ohio State in terms of academics, prestige and 
enrollment. In fact, both rank higher than OSU in the 2013 national university rankings of best colleges by U.S. News & World Report. 

The presidents of UT-Austin and the University of Michigan appear to spend considerably less than Gee on entertainment and travel. Both, too, 
earn less in compensation. 

Between 2007 and 2011, UT-Austin President Bill Powers spent $310,560 on travel, wining and dining and other entertainment on behalf of the 
university, records show. During a similar period, Gee’s travel bills alone totaled $1.1 million. Powers, who is midway through a $3 billion 
fundraising effort, makes $663,000 a year (compared to Gee’s $1.9 million), lives in his own house, has no car allowance and only flies first class if 
he has a doctor’s order. Powers does have access to state-owned planes. 

UT-Austin’s Chief Financial Officer Kevin Hegarty said people are surprised at how "plain vanilla" Powers’ compensation and benefits package is. 
"It’s better to be that way," he said. "The public expects it." 

At the University of Michigan, President Mary Sue Coleman’s travel and entertainment expenses from 2007 through 2010 totaled $410,235. 
Upkeep and utilities at the university-owned house runs an additional $100,000 a year and if Coleman takes someone to lunch or dinner, she pays 
the tab out of her own pocket, according to University of Michigan spokesman Rick Fitzgerald. 

Coleman’s compensation package is $860,782 a year and includes housing and a car. Her employment contract does not call for first class airline 
tickets or private jets, as Gee’s does. In Michigan’s last endowment campaign she helped raise $3.2 billion -- the most ever by a public university 



at that time. 

There are signs that OSU isn’t keeping pace nationally on the size of its endowment. OSU slipped from 27th in the four years preceding Gee’s 
return to Columbus to 31 st in 2010-11, according to the National Association of College and University Business Officers and the Commonfund 
Institute. The Big 10 universities Northwestern, Minnesota, and Michigan all ranked above Ohio State for the size of their endowment. 

OSU’s endowment stood at $2.12 billion at the end of the 2010-11 year, up from $1.08 billion in the 2001-02 year. Last year the endowment’s 
market value increased 13.4 percent, compared with an average increase nationally of 17.9 percent, the NACUBOiCommonfund report said. 

Vedder said the endowment rankings punch a hole in the argument that Gee’s spending is justified. 

"If the results show they’ve moved from 30th to 10th in the endowments or gone up significantly, you might make an argument that some of this is 
sort of justifiable," he said. "You have to spend money to make money. But if that’s the argument that they’re using, they’re doing a very inefficient 
job of it." 

Celebrated homecoming 

When Gee returned to Ohio State for the 2007-08 academic year, the board of trustees celebrated the homecoming of a visionary leader who was 
"uniquely positioned to lead our great institution to even greater levels of achievement and national prominence," according to the job offer he was 
given. 

The university says Gee has done that and more. 

Under Gee’s leadership, said Lynch, OSU has seen a 25 percent increase in new grants and contracts for research projects, opened offices in 
China and India and brought the average ACT score for incoming students to 28 -- an all time high. And Gee and his team raised $1.6 billion, in 
part by pdvatizing campus parking operations and issuing a 100-year bond, he said. 

"President Gee has strengthened relationships with key Ohio and national businesses and positioned Ohio State as one of the thought leaders in 
higher education today," Lynch said. 

But Dale Butland of Innovation Ohio, a liberal think tank based in Columbus, said Ohio State’s trustees need to rein in Gee’s spending, which he 
called "breathtaking." 

"No one disputes that Gordon Gee is doing a good job as president. That’s presumably why he’s earning $2 million a year in salary and bonuses," 
Butland said. "The question is whether his spending $7.7 million on food, drink, hotels and parties is excessive. After all, presidents at other public 
universities whose academic ratings are even higher than OSU’s raise as much or more money than Mr. Gee does -- yet somehow manage to 
spend only a fraction of what he spends. I don’t expect Mr. Gee to live like a monk. I just don’t think he should be living like Donald Trump." 

Kevin Holtsberry of the Buckeye Institute, a Columbus-based conservative think tank, said there should be a higher level of scrutiny on 
discretionary spending at Ohio State, particularly in an economy where many people are struggling. 

"Gee has a fundamental view that OSU has to spend what it needs to spend," Holtsberry said. "And I think that’s a great attitude if you’re in the 
private sector. The public, though, has to decide whether that’s working." 

Ohio State University President E Gordon Gee’s discretionary spending from Oct. 1 2007 through June 30, 2012: 

Travel: $1.09 million 

Tailgating: $813,000 

President’s special events: $2.17 million 

President’s office: $1.6 million 

Residence operation: $2.1 million 

Grand Total: $7.77 million 

Source: OSU records 

An apples to apples comparison of university presidents’ expenses is difficult because each institution lumps different items into its reports. Here 
is a look at expenses and compensation for the leaders of three large public universities. 

E. Gordon Gee, Ohio State University, $1.9 million a year compensation, plus a car, house and access to charter jets. Travel, housing, 
entertainment spending 2007-mid-2012:$7.7 million 

Bill Powers, University of Texas at Austin, $663,000 a year in compensation, no car or house, access to state-owned aircraft. Travel and 
entertainment spending 2007 to 2011 : $$310,360 

Mary Sue Coleman, University of Michigan, $860,782 a year in compensation, plus a car and house, flies commercial. Travel and entertainment 
spending 2007 to 2011 : $410,235. Housing upkeep costs another $100,000 a year. 
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COLUMBUS -- E. Gordon Gee makes millions as president of Ohio State University, but a Dayton Daily News investigation found the 

university spends almost as much for Gee to travel the globe, throw parties, wine and dine donors, woo prospective faculty, hang out with students 
and staff and maintain a 9,600-square-foot mansion on 1.3 acres. 

Since returning to Columbus as the university’s president in October 2007, the 68-year-old Gee has pulled in $8.6 million in salary and 
compensation, making him the highest paid CEO of a public university in the country. 

But his expenses -- hidden among hard-to-get records that the university took nearly a year to release -- tally nearly as much: $7.7 million. 

Gee’s spending is kept out of the public eye because it can be tallied only by examining multiple reports, including the quarterly discretionary 
expense reports delivered to the trustees and not easily obtainable by others. The Daily News first requested records documenting Gee’s work 
day, housing, American Express statements, travel expenses, discretionary spending reports and other data in September 2011. The university 
did not fully respond to the request until August 2012. 

Those records show Gee stays in luxury hotels, dines at country clubs and swank restaurants, throws lavish parties, flies on private jets and hands 
out thousands of gifts -- all at public expense. 

The Daily News investigation found the university spent more than $895,000 for gatherings at the Pizzuti House, the president’s mansion, between 
April 2008 and June 2011. That works out to be about $23,000 a month -- a little less than the average cost of a wedding. 

The university spends tens of thousands of dollars alone branding Gee around his signature bow ties. Since 2007, Ohio State has spent more 
than $64,000 on bow ties, bow tie cookies and O-H and bow tie pins for Gee and others to distribute, the newspaper found. 

"it’s a nice icebreaker. The freshmen show up on campus and President Gee hands them a cookie. They love it. The students love it," OSU 
spokesman Jim Lynch said. He noted that people show offtheir Buckeye pride with O-H lapel pins all across the country. 

Gee did not make himself available for an interview. 

In a statement, OSU said rigorous standards are used in reviewing Gee’s expenses. "A significant proportion of President Gee’s time, travel and 
use of the university residence is devoted to resource-generation to support the work of our students and faculty," the statement says. 



Other supporters of Gee, including JobsOhio President Mark Kvamme, said his expenses are the cost of doing business for an institution that 
serves as a major job engine for the state of Ohio. 

"In order to do everything that he does, he needs to be everywhere all the time," Kvamme said. "The way I look at it, every second of Gordon’s time 
is very, very valuable for the state of Ohio." 

Gee’s travel, entertainment and housing expenses are paid from endowment funds that have been donated to the university for general purposes. 
OSU’s largest pool of unrestricted endowment money came from inventor Ralph Mershon, who graduated from the school in 1890 and 
bequeathed $11.2 million to his alma mater in 1952. Half of the Mershon gift was earmarked for civilian military education, the other half for 
discretionary spending by university trustees. 

"No tuition or tax dollars are used to fund the president’s travel and use of the residence," the university’s statement says. 

Lavish lifestyle 

Records released by the university show Gee is afforded the type of lifestyle rarely possible on a public salary. 

He was paid a base salary, bonus, deferred compensation and supplemental retirement that totaled $1.9 million for the last fiscal year. At least 
twice during his tenure he has donated his bonus back to the university, which amounted to nearly $300,000 in 2010-11. 

Ohio State provides him with a Visa procurement card and a Platinum American Express Card, up to 100 hours a year of flight time on private jets 
and authorization to fly first class or business class when on commercial flights. 

The university picks up the tab for thousands of dollars for flowers Gee sends to politicians and staff members, annual airline club memberships 
for the president to work in quiet when he travels, and concert, basketball and football tickets that he can use as he sees fit. 

His contract and university policy provide him with up to $20,000 a year in financial planning and tax preparation, a car for business and personal 
use, a fully staffed residence, and authority to charge to the university the cost of business breakfasts, lunches and dinners. 

If he stays another five years, he’ll get a one-year paid sabbatical. 

Gee, divorced from his second wife and widowed from his first, lives alone in the university-owned Pizzuti House in Bexley, a 9,600-square-foot 
mansion that the university remodeled for $1.3 million and then stocked with $673,000 in artwork, decorations and furnishings. European 
antiques, Persian rugs and a $532 shower curtain for the guest bath were among the amenities purchased for the house. 

He is expected to -- and does -- entertain regularly. University records show Gee hosted 16,000 guests at 275 events at the Pizzuti House over 
the last five years, up from 5,757 guests at 138 events hosted there by former OSU president Karen Holbrook. 

Gee’s parties -- considered an essential aspect of the president’s outreach to the community and donors -- are first class events, complete with 
specially designed and printed invitations, shuttle buses and parking valets, musicians and photographers, decorations and fresh flowers. 

He throws receptions and dinners for well-known sports, entertainment, media, and political figures, including cyclist Lance Armstrong, actor 
Sidney Poitier, the president of Bangladesh and CNN correspondents Sanjay Gupta and David Gergen. And Gee regularly hosts receptions for 
his Bexley neighbors, new OSU faculty, African-American ministers, state lawmakers and others. 

Off-campus, Gee entertains guests at tony restaurants in Columbus such as Lindey’s in German Village and Martini’s and Grisby’s in the Short 
Norl~ -- expenses he can charge to OSU if it involves business. He also dines at one of the exclusive clubs where the university pays his 
membership and expenses, such as the New Albany Country Club, the Columbus Club and the University Club of New York. He hosts visitors in 
the president’s box at Ohio Stadium and the university’s luxury suites at the Schottenstein Center and Nationwide Arena. 

When he travels, Gee is bound by university policy, which says: "The President is expected to stay in accommodations similar to those used by 
executives of businesses and not-for-profit institutions; however, luxury hotels should be avoided." 

The Daily News investigation found that Gee often stays at modest hotels such as Courtyard and Holiday Inn Express when traveling in-state. But 
his out-of-state travel receipts shows he often bills the university for more expensive accommodations: Le Meridien Bristol in Warsaw, The Taj 
Mahal Hotel in Mumbai, Loews Hotel Vogue in Montreal, Hotel George and the Four Seasons in Washington, D.C., and the Warwick in New York. 

Gee, for example, billed his American Express card $905 for two nights at the Four Seasons in Washington after traveling there for meetings in 
April 2011. A similar trip in April 2009 cost the university $1,257 for three nights at the Fairmont Hotel in Washington’s Georgetown neighborhood. 

The Daily News also found that on at least 16 occasions between 2008 and 2010 Gee hired limo services to shuttle him within cities such as 
Washington, Boston, Chicago and New York. The tab was $10,132 -- or about $600 a trip. 

Gee has built a strong natural reputation in higher education, but he’s also had bumps along the way. At Brown University, where he served as 
president from 1998 to 2000, he was criticized after the university spent $3 million renovating a home for Gee, including $400,000 that paid for a 
conservatory that was built in Great Britain and shipped to Providence. At Vanderbilt University, where he served as chancellor from 2000 to 
2007, he was the subject of a Wall Street Journal article that documented $6 million in renovations of the president’s residence and a $700,000 
annual tab for parties. 

Gee’s tenure as president of Ohio State -- his second at the school -- has not been without blemish. The much-publicized football memorabilia 
scandal last year raised questions about Gee’s oversight of the program after he said in a press conference that he hoped Coach Jim Tressel 
wouldn’t fire him. Gee later fired Tressel. 

Recent internal audits have dinged Gee for sloppy record keeping on his credit cards, such as not having properly documented business 



justifications or itemized receipts. 

Last month, the Ohio Ethics Commission allowed Gee to file addenda to his 2007-2011 annual financial disclosure statements after it was 
discovered that he inadvertently failed to report more than $150,000 in travel expenses, including a second international trip paid for by King 
Abdulaziz University in Saudi Arabia, where Gee serves on an international board of advisers for the university. 

The 2011 trip cost $19,501, according to Gee’s supplemental report. 

Paying dividends 

Gee is known for the ease with which he hobnobs with students- taking them to movies, meals and concerts and stopping by birthday parties 
and late-night student events. He even appeared with Brutus the Buckeye in a flash mob dance video at the Ohio Union that got more than 5 
million views on YouTube. 

He is just as comfortable in a university board room or Statehouse hearing room. 

Gee is one of the nation’s most experienced university presidents, having led five of them since 1981. At Ohio State, he oversees a $5 billion a 
year operation with 65,000 students and 40,000 employee& (OSU’s annual revenues exceed Yahoo’s.) Since returning to OSU in 2007, Gee has 
helped raise $1.6 billion and is striving to raise $2.5 billion in gifts by June 2016. 

Dan Hurley, spokesman for the American Association of State Colleges and Universities, said university presidents like Gee have to spend more 
time and energy fundraising to compensate for the decline in government support for higher education. "Given the size, stature and reputation of 
Ohio State University, the glad handing that comes with being the university chief executive officer is a requirement of the job," Hurley said. "And it 
does pay quantitatively. Dollar for dollar, it pays huge dividends." 

Gov. John Kasich, who calls Gee’s "Ohio’s best politician," just named him to head an effort to develop a new funding formula for the state’s 
colleges and universities. Last week Gee was also reappointed to the board of directors for JobsOhio, the Kasich administration’s economic 
development arm. 

Kvamme said Gee helps attract top students and talent to Ohio State, puts a focus on commercializing university-developed technologies, and 
raises endowment money. He noted that when Gee travels abroad, he meets with big businesses interested in investing in Ohio. 

"When he speaks, these companies listen because of the amazing capabilities that they have at Ohio State," Kvamme said of Gee. "What I’ve 
really seen with Gordon is a person that really carries the Ohio message and -- for lack of a better term -- the greatness of Ohio not just in the 
United States but around the world. His ability to raise capital for the university, his ability to raise awareness for Ohio and Ohio State has been 
unmatched and I just really think what he has done is pretty exceptional." 

Lynch called the last two years of fundraising at Ohio State "the most successful in the university’s history. This past year, a record 211,000 alumni 
and friends committed nearly $365 million to the university. Private support has become increasingly important to our ability to provide accessible 
and exceptional education to our students," he said. 

But Richard Vedder, an Ohio University economics professor and director of the Center for College Affordability and Productivity, said general 
use endowments like the Mershon fund at Ohio State can and should be used to offset other public expenditures. 

"They can take the money that is given to general university use and spend it on scholarships," he said. "They can use that money, if they want, to 
keep the tuition increases from being as high as they have been. They have chosen to use this to throw parties and travel luxuriously and so forth." 

Undergraduate tuition and fees for in-state students rose from $2,856 in fall 2007 to $3,245 in fall 2011, a 13.6 percent increase. 

Vedder said he has attended catered parties thrown by Gee both at Ohio State and Vanderbilt. "He thinks he’s in a special category by himself," 
Vedder said of Gee. "In public service, that is kind of grating and I would think it would be grating on the public if they knew about it." 

Ahead of peers 

Gee’s discretionary spending -- a category that includes everything from foreign trips to tailgate parties before football games -- far outstrips that 
of his predecessors William Kirwan and Holbrook. Under Gee, discretionary spending leapt 68.5 percent over what Holbrook had been averaging 
during her five-year tenure. 

Gee also stands out when compared to his peers at other universities, though apples to apples spending comparisons are difficult because each 
institution lumps together different items in their presidential expense reports. Ohio State is bigger than most institutions too, further complicating 
comparisons. The size of the student body on the Columbus campus ranks behind only two other universities in America. 

But the University of Texas at Austin and the University of Michigan do compare favorably to Ohio State in terms of academics, prestige and 
enrollment. In fact, both rank higher than OSU in the 2013 national university rankings of best colleges by U.S. News & World Report. 

The presidents of UT-Austin and the University of Michigan appear to spend considerably less than Gee on entertainment and travel. Both, too, 
earn less in compensation. 

Between 2007 and 2011, UT-Austin President Bill Powers spent $310,560 on travel, wining and dining and other entertainment on behalf of the 
university, records show. During a similar period, Gee’s travel bills alone totaled $1.1 million. Powers, who is midway through a $3 billion 
fundraising effort, makes $663,000 a year (compared to Gee’s $1.9 million), lives in his own house, has no car allowance and only flies first class 
if he has a doctor’s order. Powers does have access to state-owned planes. 



UT-Austin’s Chief Financial Officer Kevin Hegarty said people are surprised at how "plain vanilla" Powers’ compensation and benefits package 
is. "It’s better to be that way," he said. "The public expects it." 

At the University of Michigan, President Mary Sue Coleman’s travel and entertainment expenses from 2007 through 2010 totaled $410,235. 
Upkeep and utilities at the university-owned house runs an additional $100,000 a year and if Coleman takes someone to lunch or dinner, she pays 
the tab out of her own pocket, according to University of Michigan spokesman Rick Fitzgerald. 

Coleman’s compensation package is $880,782 a year and includes housing and a car. Her employment contract does not call for first class 
airline tickets or private jets, as Gee’s does. In Michigan’s last endowment campaign she helped raise $3.2 billion -- the most ever by a public 
university at that time. 

There are signs that OSU isn’t keeping pace nationally on the size of its endowment. OSU slipped from 27th in the four years preceding Gee’s 
return to Columbus to 31 st in 2010-11, according to the National Association of College and University Business Officers and the Commonfund 
Institute. The Big 10 universities Northwestern, Minnesota, and Michigan all ranked above Ohio State for the size of their endowment. 

OSU’s endowment stood at $2.12 billion at the end of the 2010-11 year, up from $1.08 billion in the 2001-02 year. Last year the endowment’s 
market value increased 13.4 percent, compared with an average increase nationally of 17.9 percent, the NACUBO/Commonfund report said. 

Vedder said the endowment rankings punch a hole in the argument that Gee’s spending is justified. 

"If Me results show they’ve moved from 30th to 10th in the endowments or gone up significantly, you might make an argument that some of this is 
sort of justifiable," he said. "You have to spend money to make money. But if that’s the argument that they’re using, they’re doing a very inefficient 
job of it." 

Celebrated homecoming 

When Gee returned to Ohio State for the 2007-08 academic year, the board of trustees celebrated the homecoming of a visionary leader who 
was "uniquely positioned to lead our great institution to even greater levels of achievement and national prominence," according to the job offer he 
was given. 

The university says Gee has done that and more. 

Under Gee’s leadership, said Lynch, OSU has seen a 25 percent increase in new grants and contracts for research projects, opened offices in 
China and India and brought the average ACT score for incoming students to 28 -- an all time high. And Gee and his team raised $1.6 billion, in 
part by privatizing campus parking operations and issuing a 100-year bond, he said. 

"President Gee has strengthened relationships with key Ohio and national businesses and positioned Ohio State as one of the thought leaders in 
higher education today," Lynch said. 

But Dale Butland of Innovation Ohio, a liberal think tank based in Columbus, said Ohio State’s trustees need to rein in Gee’s spending, which he 
called "breathtaking." 

"No one disputes that Gordon Gee is doing a good job as president. That’s presumably why he’s earning $2 million a year in salary and bonuses," 
Butland said. "The question is whether his spending $7~7 million on food, drink, hotels and parties is excessive. After all, presidents at other public 
universities whose academic ratings are even higher than OSU’s raise as much or more money than Mr. Gee does -- yet somehow manage to 
spend only a fraction of what he spends. I don’t expect Mr. Gee to live like a monk. I just don’t think he should be living like Donald Trump." 

Kevin Holtsberry of the Buckeye Institute, a Columbus-based conservative think tank, said there should be a higher level of scrutiny on 
discretionary spending at Ohio State, particularly in an economy where many people are struggling. 

"Gee has a fundamental view that OSU has to spend what it needs to spend," Holtsberry said. "And I think flqat’s a great attitude if you’re in the 
private sector. The public, though, has to decide whether that’s working." 

Ohio State University President E. Gordon Gee’s discretionary spending from Oct. 1 2007 through June 30, 2012: 

Travel: $1.09 million 

Tailgating: $813,000 

President’s special events: $2.17 million 

President’s office: $1.6 million 

Residence operation: $2.1 million 

Grand Total: $7.77 million 

Source: OSU records 

An apples to apples comparison of university presidents’ expenses is difficult because each institution lumps different items into its reports. Here 
is a look at expenses and compensation for the leaders of three large public universities. 



E. Gordon Gee, Ohio State University, $1.9 million a year compensation, plus a car, house and access to charter jets. Travel, housing, 
entertainment spending 2007-mid-2012:$7.7 million 

Bill Powers, University of Texas at Austin, $663,000 a year in compensation, no car or house, access to state-owned aircraft. Travel and 
entertainment spending 2007 to 2011 : $$310,360 

Mary Sue Coleman, University of Michigan, $860,782 a year in compensation, plus a car and house, flies commercial. Travel and entertainment 
spending 2007 to 2011 : $410,235. Housing upkeep costs another $100,000 a year. 
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Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
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To: 

Subject: 

Ehnira Mangum <em443@comelLedu~ 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 11:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: A little perspective... 

Thanks, How are you doing admist the changes in NC? This is all very sad news~ What lies beneath? Why did Bruce resign? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 20:12 :t0:36 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: N: A little perspective... 
and many lessons. 
Go ACC, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 
"Knowing is not enough; we rr~ust apply. Willing is not enough; we must do/’ (J. Goethe) 

From: <Stroman>, EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc,edu> 
Bate: Monday, September 24, 2012 10:33 PM 
To: EXSS Liaison <ds[ro@unc.edu> 
Subject: A little perspective... 
and many lessons. 

i,~,i Description: cid:38D768BB-6D3F45AB~9E1-CC5275917EF2 

OSU president expenses in the millions 
By Laura A. Bischoff, Dayton Daily News, 9-22-12, 3,206 words 

h ttp.//www, da ~on dailyn e ws. co rain e ws/ne ws/sta te-re ~io n a I-_c~o vt-po litics/e xpe n se s-of-o s u-p re s i de n t-ru n-in t o-m illi o n s-fo r-tr/n S G kK/ 
COLUMBUS ~ E. Gordon Gee makes millions as president of Ohio State University, but a Dayton Daily News investigation found the 

university spends almost as much for Gee to travel the globe, throw parties, wine and dine donors, woo prospective faculty, hang out with students 
and staff and maintain a 9,600-square-foot mansion on 1.3 acres. 
Since returning to Columbus as the university’s president in October 2007, the 68-year-old Gee has pulled in $8.6 million in salary and 
compensation, making him the highest paid CEO of a public university in the country. 
But his expenses -- hidden among hard-to-get records that the university took nearly a year to release -- tally nearly as much: $7.7 million. 
Gee’s spending is kept out of the public eye because it can be tallied only by examining multiple reports, including the quarterly discretionary 
expense reports delivered to the trustees and not easily obtainable by others. The Daily News first requested records documenting Gee’s work 
day, housing, American Express statements, travel expenses, discretionary spending reports and other data in September 2011. The university 
did not fully respond to the request until August 2012. 
Those records show Gee stays in luxury hotels, dines at country clubs and swank restaurants, throws lavish parties, flies on private jets and hands 
out thousands of gifts -- all at public expense. 
The Daily News investigation found the university spent more than $895,000 for gatherings at the Pizzuti House, the president’s mansion, between 
April 2008 and June 2011. That works out to be about $23,000 a month -- a little less than the average cost of a wedding. 
The university spends tens of thousands of dollars alone branding Gee around his signature bow ties. Since 2007, Ohio State has spent more 
than $64,000 on bow ties, bow tie cookies and O-H and bow tie pins for Gee and others to distribute, the newspaper found. 
"It’s a nice icebreaker. The freshmen show up on campus and President Gee hands them a cookie. They love it. The students love it," OSU 
spokesman Jim Lynch said. He noted that people show offtheir Buckeye pride with O-H lapel pins all across the country. 
Gee did not make himself available for an interview. 
In a statement, OSU said rigorous standards are used in reviewing Gee’s expenses. "A significant proportion of President Gee’s time, travel and 
use of the university residence is devoted to resource-generation to support the work of our students and faculty," the statement says. 
Other supporters of Gee, including JobsOhio President Mark Kvamme, said his expenses are the cost of doing business for an institution that 
serves as a major job engine for the state of Ohio. 
"In order to do everything that he does, he needs to be everywhere all the time," Kvamme said. "The way I look at it, every second of Gordon’s time 
is very, very valuable for the state of Ohio." 
Gee’s travel, entertainment and housing expenses are paid from endowment funds that have been donated to the university for general purposes. 
OSU’s largest pool of unrestricted endowment money came from inventor Ralph Mershon, who graduated from the school in 1890 and 
bequeathed $11.2 million to his alma mater in 1952. Half of the Mershon gift was earmarked for civilian military education, the other half for 
discretionary spending by university trustees. 



"No tuition or tax dollars are used to fund the president’s travel and use of the residence," the university’s statement says. 
Lavish lifestyle 
Records released by the university show Gee is afforded the type of lifestyle rarely possible on a public salary. 
He was paid a base salary, bonus, deferred compensation and supplemental retirement that totaled $1.9 million for the last fiscal year. At least 
twice during his tenure he has donated his bonus back to the university, which amounted to nearly $300,000 in 2010-11. 
Ohio State provides him with a Visa procurement card and a Platinum American Express Card, up to 100 hours a year of flight time on private jets 
and authorization to fly first class or business class when on commercial flights. 
The university picks up the tab for thousands of dollars for flowers Gee sends to politicians and staff members, annual airline club memberships 
for the president to work in quiet when he travels, and concert, basketball and football tickets that he can use as he sees fit. 
His contract and university policy provide him with up to $20,000 a year in financial planning and tax preparation, a car for business and personal 
use, a fully staffed residence, and authority to charge to the university the cost of business breakfasts, lunches and dinners. 
If he stays another five years, he’ll get a one-year paid sabbatical. 
Gee, divorced from his second wife and widowed from his first, lives alone in the university-owned Pizzuti House in Bexley, a 9,600-square-foot 
mansion that the university remodeled for $1.3 million and then stocked with $673,000 in artwork, decorations and furnishings. European 
antiques, Persian rugs and a $532 shower curtain for the guest bath were among the amenities purchased for the house. 
He is expected to -- and does -- entertain regularly. University records show Gee hosted 16,000 guests at 275 events at the Pizzuti House over 
the last five years, up from 5,757 guests at 138 events hosted there by former OSU president Karen Holbrook. 
Gee’s parties -- considered an essential aspect of the president’s outreach to the community and donors -- are first class events, complete with 
specially designed and printed invitations, shuttle buses and parking valets, musicians and photographers, decorations and fresh flowers. 
He throws receptions and dinners for well-known sports, entertainment, media, and political figures, including cyclist Lance Armstrong, actor 
Sidney Poitier, the president of Bangladesh and CNN correspondents Sanjay Gupta and David Gergen. And Gee regularly hosts receptions for 
his Bexley neighbors, new OSU faculty, African-American ministers, state lawmakers and others. 
Off-campus, Gee entertains guests at tony restaurants in Columbus such as Lindey’s in German Village and Martini’s and Grisby’s in the Short 
Nortq -- expenses he can charge to OSU if it involves business. He also dines at one of the exclusive clubs where the university pays his 
membership and expenses, such as the New Albany Country Club, the Columbus Club and the University Club of New York. He hosts visitors in 
the president’s box at Ohio Stadium and the university’s luxury suites at the Schottenstein Center and Nationwide Arena. 
When he travels, Gee is bound by university policy, which says: "The President is expected to stay in accommodations similar to those used by 
executives of businesses and not-for-profit institutions; however, luxury hotels should be avoided." 
The Daily News investigation found that Gee often stays at modest hotels such as Courtyard and Holiday Inn Express when traveling in-state. But 
his out-of-state travel receipts shows he often bills the university for more expensive accommodations: Le Meridien Bristol in Warsaw, The Taj 
Mahal Hotel in Mumbai, Loews Hotel Vogue in Montreal, Hotel George and the Four Seasons in Washington, D.C., and the Warwick in New York. 
Gee, for example, billed his American Express card $905 for two nights at the Four Seasons in Washington after traveling there for meetings in 
April 2011. A similar trip in April 2009 cost the university $1,257 for three nights at the Fairmont Hotel in Washington’s Georgetown neighborhood. 
The Daily News also found that on at least 16 occasions between 2008 and 2010 Gee hired limo services to shuttle him within cities such as 
Washington, Boston, Chicago and New York. The tab was $10,132 -- or about $600 a trip. 
Gee has built a strong natural reputation in higher education, but he’s also had bumps along the way. At Brown University, where he served as 
president from 1998 to 2000, he was criticized after the university spent $3 million renovating a home for Gee, including $400,000 that paid for a 
conservatory that was built in Great Britain and shipped to Providence. At Vanderbilt University, where he served as chancellor from 2000 to 
2007, he was the subject of a Wall Street Journal article that documented $6 million in renovations of the president’s residence and a $700,000 
annual tab for parties. 
Gee’s tenure as president of Ohio State -- his second at the school -- has not been without blemish. The much-publicized football memorabilia 
scandal last year raised questions about Gee’s oversight of the program after he said in a press conference that he hoped Coach Jim Tressel 
wouldn’t fire him. Gee later fired Tressel. 
Recent internal audits have dinged Gee for sloppy record keeping on his credit cards, such as not having properly documented business 
justifications or itemized receipts. 
Last month, the Ohio Ethics Commission allowed Gee to file addenda to his 2007-2011 annual financial disclosure statements after it was 
discovered that he inadvertently failed to report more than $150,000 in travel expenses, including a second international trip paid for by King 
Abdulaziz University in Saudi Arabia, where Gee serves on an international board of advisers for the university. 
The 2011 trip cost $19,501, according to Gee’s supplemental report. 
Paying dividends 
Gee is known for the ease with which he hobnobs with students- taking them to movies, meals and concerts and stopping by birthday parties 
and late-night student events. He even appeared with Brutus the Buckeye in a flash mob dance video at the Ohio Union that got more than 5 
million views on YouTube. 
He is just as comfortable in a university board room or Statehouse hearing room. 
Gee is one of the nation’s most experienced university presidents, having led five of them since 1981. At Ohio State, he oversees a $5 billion a 
year operation with 65,000 students and 40,000 employees. (OSU’s annual revenues exceed Yahoo’s.) Since returning to OSU in 2007, Gee has 
helped raise $1.6 billion and is striving to raise $2.5 billion in gifts by June 2016. 
Dan Hurley, spokesman for the American Association of State Colleges and Universities, said university presidents like Gee have to spend more 
time and energy fundraising to compensate for the decline in government support for higher education. "Given the size, stature and reputation of 
Ohio State University, the glad handing that comes with being the university chief executive officer is a requirement of the job," Hurley said. "And it 
does pay quantitatively. Dollar for dollar, it pays huge dividends." 
Gov. John Kasich, who calls Gee’s "Ohio’s best politician," just named him to head an effort to develop a new funding formula for the state’s 
colleges and universities. Last week Gee was also reappointed to the board of directors for JobsOhio, the Kasich administration’s economic 
development arm. 
Kvamme said Gee helps attract top students and talent to Ohio State, puts a focus on commercializing university-developed technologies, and 
raises endowment money. He noted that when Gee travels abroad, he meets with big businesses interested in investing in Ohio. 
"When he speaks, these companies listen because of the amazing capabilities that they have at Ohio State," Kvamme said of Gee. "What I’ve 
really seen with Gordon is a person that really carries the Ohio message and -- for lack of a better term -- the greatness of Ohio not just in the 
United States but around the world. His ability to raise capital for the university, his ability to raise awareness for Ohio and Ohio State has been 
unmatched and I just really think what he has done is pretty exceptional." 
Lynch called the last two years of fundraising at Ohio State "the most successful in the university’s history. This past year, a record 211,000 alumni 
and friends committed nearly $365 million to the university. Private support has become increasingly important to our ability to provide accessible 
and exceptional education to our students," he said. 
But Richard Vedder, an Ohio University economics professor and director of the Center for College Affordability and Productivity, said general 
use endowments like the Mershon fund at Ohio State can and should be used to offset other public expenditures. 



"They can take the money that is given to general university use and spend it on scholarships," he said. "They can use that money, if they want, to 
keep the tuition increases from being as high as they have been. They have chosen to use this to throw parties and travel luxuriously and so forth." 
Undergraduate tuition and fees for in-state students rose from $2,856 in fall 2007 to $3,245 in fall 2011, a 13.6 percent increase. 
Vedder said he has attended catered parties thrown by Gee both at Ohio State and Vanderbilt. "He thinks he’s in a special category by himself," 
Vedder said of Gee. "In public service, that is kind of grating and I would think it would be grating on the public if they knew about it." 
Ahead of peers 
Gee’s discretionary spending -- a category that includes everything from foreign trips to tailgate parties before football games -- far outstrips that 
of his predecessors William Kirwan and Holbrook. Under Gee, discretionary spending leapt 68.5 percent over what Holbrook had been averaging 
during her five-year tenure. 
Gee also stands out when compared to his peers at other universities, though apples to apples spending comparisons are difficult because each 
institution lumps together different items in their presidential expense reports. Ohio State is bigger than most institutions too, further complicating 
comparisons. The size of the student body on the Columbus campus ranks behind only two other universities in America. 
But the University of Texas at Austin and the University of Michigan do compare favorably to Ohio State in terms of academics, prestige and 
enrollment. In fact, both rank higher than OSU in the 2013 national university rankings of best colleges by U.S. News & World Report. 
The presidents of UT-Austin and the University of Michigan appear to spend considerably less than Gee on entertainment and travel. Both, too, 
earn less in compensation. 
Between 2007 and 2011, UT-Austin President Bill Powers spent $310,560 on travel, wining and dining and other entertainment on behalf of the 
university, records show. During a similar period, Gee’s travel bills alone totaled $1.1 million. Powers, who is midway through a $3 billion 
fundraising effort, makes $663,000 a year (compared to Gee’s $1.9 million), lives in his own house, has no car allowance and only flies first class 
if he has a doctor’s order. Powers does have access to state-owned planes. 
UT-Austin’s Chief Financial Officer Kevin Hegarty said people are surprised at how "plain vanilla" Powers’ compensation and benefits package 
is. "It’s better to be that way," he said. "The public expects it." 
At the University of Michigan, President Mary Sue Coleman’s travel and entertainment expenses from 2007 through 2010 totaled $410,235. 
Upkeep and utilities at the university-owned house runs an additional $100,000 a year and if Coleman takes someone to lunch or dinner, she pays 
the tab out of her own pocket, according to University of Michigan spokesman Rick Fitzgerald. 
Coleman’s compensation package is $860,782 a year and includes housing and a car. Her employment contract does not call for first class 
airline tickets or private jets, as Gee’s does. In Michigan’s last endowment campaign she helped raise $3.2 billion -- the most ever by a public 
university at that time. 
There are signs that OSU isn’t keeping pace nationally on the size of its endowment. OSU slipped from 27th in the four years preceding Gee’s 
return to Columbus to 31 st in 2010-11, according to the National Association of College and University Business Officers and the Commonfund 
Institute. The Big 10 universities Northwestern, Minnesota, and Michigan all ranked above Ohio State for the size of their endowment. 
OSU’s endowment stood at $2.12 billion at the end of the 2010-11 year, up from $1.08 billion in the 2001-02 year. Last year the endowment’s 
market value increased 13.4 percent, compared with an average increase nationally of 17.9 percent, the NACUBO/Commonfund report said. 
Vedder said the endowment rankings punch a hole in the argument that Gee’s spending is justified. 
"If he results show they’ve moved from 30th to 10th in the endowments or gone up significantly, you might make an argument that some of this is 
sort of justifiable," he said. "You have to spend money to make money. But if that’s the argument that they’re using, they’re doing a very inefficient 
job of it." 
Celebrated homecoming 
When Gee returned to Ohio State for the 2007-08 academic year, the board of trustees celebrated the homecoming of a visionary leader who 
was "uniquely positioned to lead our great institution to even greater levels of achievement and national prominence," according to the job offer he 
was given. 
The university says Gee has done that and more. 
Under Gee’s leadership, said Lynch, OSU has seen a 25 percent increase in new grants and contracts for research projects, opened offices in 
China and India and brought the average ACT score for incoming students to 28 -- an all time high. And Gee and his team raised $1.6 billion, in 
part by privatizing campus parking operations and issuing a 100-year bond, he said. 
"President Gee has strengthened relationships with key Ohio and national businesses and positioned Ohio State as one of the thought leaders in 
higher education today," Lynch said. 
But Dale Butland of Innovation Ohio, a liberal think tank based in Columbus, said Ohio State’s trustees need to rein in Gee’s spending, which he 
called "breathtaking." 
"No one disputes that Gordon Gee is doing a good job as president. That’s presumably why he’s earning $2 million a year in salary and bonuses," 
Butland said. "The question is whether his spending $7.7 million on food, drink, hotels and parties is excessive. After all, presidents at other public 
universities whose academic ratings are even higher than OSU’s raise as much or more money than Mr. Gee does -- yet somehow manage to 
spend only a fraction of what he spends. I don’t expect Mr. Gee to live like a monk. I just don’t think he should be living like Donald Trump." 
Kevin Holtsberry of the Buckeye Institute, a Columbus-based conservative think tank, said there should be a higher level of scrutiny on 
discretionary spending at Ohio State, particularly in an economy where many people are struggling. 
"Gee has a fundamental view that OSU has to spend what it needs to spend," Holtsberry said. "And I think hat’s a great attitude if you’re in the 
private sector. The public, though, has to decide whether that’s working." 
Ohio State University President E. Gordon Gee’s discretionary spending from Oct. 1 2007 through June 30, 2012: 
Travel: $1.09 million 
Tailgating: $813,000 
President’s special events: $2.17 million 
President’s office: $1.6 million 
Residence operation: $2.1 million 
Grand Total: $7.77 million 
Source: OSU records 
An apples to apples comparison of university presidents’ expenses is difficult because each institution lumps different items into its reports. Here 
is a look at expenses and compensation for the leaders of three large public universities. 
E. Gordon Gee, Ohio State University, $1.9 million a year compensation, plus a car, house and access to charter jets. Travel, housing, 
entertainment spending 2007-mid-2012:$7.7 million 
Bill Powers, University of Texas at Austin, $663,000 a year in compensation, no car or house, access to state-owned aircraft. Travel and 
entertainment spending 2007 to 2011 : $$310,360 
Mary Sue Coleman, University of Michigan, $860,782 a year in compensation, plus a car and house, flies commercial. Travel and entertainment 
spending 2007 to 2011 : $410,235. Housing upkeep costs another $100,000 a year. 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 



"Knowin~ is not enough; we r~ust apply. Willir~ is not enough; we n~£~st do." (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 12:37 PM 

Morrow, Prudence <pmorrow@ncaa.org> 

Morrow, Prudence (pmorrow@ncaa.org); Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: NC,AJ~ Diversib’ Education Presentation 

Thank you. Please provide anawers to the following queations: 

L Budget clarification --- Can you provide a guesstimate on the number of part~dpating schools for gundamenta~ and Advm~ced? Or a rm~ge? 

2. Budget clarification--Should we a~so ~ndude design costa ~n the budget (or stay focuaed on the trainh~g/fadHtat~on costs?) 

3, Our understanding o[ De~iw~ry (please confirm) - r:undarnentah Delivered by NCAA staff seiec~:ed trainers, Advanced: Dehw~red by ~dmary company 

trainers, 

4. Advanced Workshops clarification ---The NCAA desires further and deeper ex@oration around race~ gender, sexua~ oHentat~on~ cukure and dimste OR the 

NCAA desires add~tiona~ workshops on new topics, (Both?) 

We appreciate your haste attention to this request 

Do 6ood. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

’One woman cm~ make a difference but 

women working together c;m chm~ge the world," 

Fr~rm Morrow, Prudence [mailto:pmorrow@ncaa.or~] 
Sent: Friday, September 21, 2012 11:13 AM 
S~bjeet: NCAA Diversity Education Presentation 
Good morning, 

Attached is the document from internal staff members on what they would like addressed during your presentation. If you have any questions please let me 

know. 

Thanks 

Prudence Morrow 
Purchasing Coordinator 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
317/917-6586 

pmormw@ncaa.or,q 

Tkis emaii and ar:y attachments ma,! cor:tain NC~%~ coniidential aRd privileged iRfoz’matioR. If you ale 

not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return emaJi, delete this 

message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than 

the intended recipient is unauthorizei and may he illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Coop Elias <coope@carolinahumcanes.com> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 12:48 PM 

Hurricanes Volunteer Posting - Canes College Ambassador 

CollegeAmbassadorPostingUN C.doc 

Good afternoon, 

Attached is a posting for a volunteer opportunity’ with the Carolina Hurricanes for UNC students. The upportunity~ is to be part of a ’Canes College Ambassador group that will work with the 

HulTicanes marketing department to engage in grassroots marketing efforts for the College Night program 

Please post or pass along to your students as you see fit Any questions or applications should be directed to me. The deadline tu apply is Friday, Oetuber 12. 

Thank you, 

Coop Elias 
Marketing Courdinator 
NHL Carulina Humcanes 
919-861-7137 



Volunteer Posting- ’Canes College Ambassador (Unpaid) 

Description 

The Carolina Hurricanes are currently seeking qualified individuals for the Hurricanes 
2011-2012 season to be part &the ’Canes College Ambassador program. 

This position will serve as support for the development and execution of marketing and 
ticket sales initiatives for ~Canes College Nights. A position as a ’Canes College 
Ambassador will provide you with valuable experience planning and executing grassroots 
marketing efforts. 

This position is seasonal running from October to the end of the season and is unpaid. 
Ambassadors will receive a pair of tickets to a non-College Night game, an autographed 
item, and participate in Carolina Hurricanes grassroots marketing efforts. 

Sample duties: 

Finding popular events and locations on campus for promotional activities 

Brainstorm possible marketing ideas towards a college demographic 

Represent the Carolina Hurricanes organization as a professional ambassador at all 
times at marketing events 

Meet once a month to discuss goals and events and communicate weekly as a group 

about upcoming events and initiatives 

Promote College Night in at least 2 ways per week as a group (events, chalking, 
painting the tunnel) 

Hand out flyers and place advertisements around campus 

Assist in ~vorking select College Night games at PNC Arena 

Qualifications 

Must be a currently enrolled UNC-Chapel Hill student 
Excellent oral and written communication skills 
Passion to work in the sport industry 
Ability to work well with others 
Willing to work extended/unusual hours (i.e., game nights and special events) 
Ability to successfully multi-task and maintain organization 

All interested applicants should submit a cover letter, resume, and current class schedule 

to Coop Elias at coope@carolinahurricanes.com with the subj ect ’Canes College 
Ambassador. All submissions must be received by October 12th at 5 pro. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D ~Jncculle@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 12:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Spring 2013 Textbook Orders due September 27, 2012 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

9~9-962-2022 

E~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 

5e~t~ Tuesday, September 25, 2012 12:39 PM 

To~ McCullen, Ashley D 

S~je~t~ RE: Spring 2013 Te~book Orders due September 27, 2012 

~i Dr~ M. I don’t know what I am teachhs£... ;( 

Do Good. 

DehoPah L, StPoman, Pb,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

%-)he woraan ca~ make a differe~tce but 

worsen working logeiher ca~ chm~ge the world," 

Sent: Friday, September 14, 2012 8:52 AM 

To-" EXSS Faculty List 

Subject: [exss-faculty] Spring 2013 Textbook Orders due September 27, 2012 

It’s time to submit your textbook orders for the spring 2013 semester. You should receive your teaching schedule for the spring semester by Monday afternoon. I 

wanted to get this on your radar to be thinking about it. There is also a shorter period in getting your order in this time. I need to know the following information: 

Course number/Section: 

Author: 

ISBN: 

Edition: 

Title: 

Publisher: 

Copyright year: 

Quantity: 

Required/Recommended: 

Please provide me with as much of the information as possible, if you want the same book as last semester or last spring, then you can just tell me same text. Also 

please let me know if!when you place the order on-line yourself. If you do not need textbooks please let me know that as well. if you get your order in by 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 you will get a ~1.00 gift certificate to The Daily Grind for each course submitted up to 4 courses. Thanks. 

-Ashley 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

You are currently subscribed to exss- facul~ as: dslroman@emaiLt~nc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/,,’lists, tmc. edtvu?i d=55567102.4537814cd668D57e7eed9dd3a&4eSd&n=T&l =exss-facult~&o=32149138 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-32149138- 55567102.4537814cd668D57e7eed9dd3adc4eSd~2~[i_~t_}__e__*_Z:__u_!Lc__.__e___d___u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <~Jncculle@email.unc.edu~, 

Tuesday, 1:33 PM 

Atkms, Cynthia D <atkms@email.unc.edw~;                <       @email.unc.edu> 

Murray, Debra Jea~ Cote’ <murray@emaJl ~ nc edu>; Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Form for LFIT ? 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Atkins, Cynthia D 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Cc: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: RE: Form for LFIT 

Ashiey 

Can you respond to this student 

T h a n k s 

cindy 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Atkins, Cynthia D 
Subject: FW: Form for L~ ~ 

1:25 PM 

? 

1:22 PM 

From: House, Sharon P. 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: _d__s__t_E_o__@ e ma il. u n c .ed u 
Subject: Form for LFIT 

10:38 AM 

From: 

Sent: Sundae/, 
To: Murray, Debra Jean Cote’ 
Subject: Form for LFIT 

2:12 AM 

Hello 

I am planning to take LFFI                                            (1 credit hour) in 
I am a non-traditional student, age I have searched the website for a form I must have my doctor fill out so I can register for this course next week when registration opens tap 
Can you please tell me where I can get the form--or is there some other procedure I need to go through? 
I just want to have things ready when registration opens up, as I plan to graduate 

Thanks 
Pit; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Smith, DmVI <dsmith@globalnovations.com> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 2:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: NCAA RFP Starter deck.pptx 

image001 .j pg 

Thanks. Heading back to my oltice might run a few behind as well. 

Da~’l A. Smith 
VP Bnsiness Development 

Sent from Global Novations iPhone- please excuse typos 

On Sep 25, 2012, at 12:44 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <_d__~_t!:_o_~2~__u_!)__c_:__e___d_L!> wrote: 

Ni DarryI. I haven’t heard back from the NCAA on our questions yet... 

will be coming from a meeting at 2:30. I should be back at my desk though. If I miss you, I will call you back. 

Thanks! 

d 

DO Good. 
Debm~ab L. St~oman, ph~D. CLU 

919.843.0336 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

’One womm~ can make a difference but 

wome~t working together can change the worId. 

From: Smith, Dartyl [mailto:dsmith@globalnovations.com] 
Sent= Monday, September 24, 2012 2:27 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: NC~ RFP Sta~er deck.pp~ 
Wrapping tip a ca~l. Can you give me S minis? What number should I 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, September 24, 20~2 ~:26 PN 
To= Smith, Dar~l 
Subject= RE: NC~ RFP Sta~er deck.pp~ 

Can you cha~ bde[/y now? 

d 

From= Smith, DarwI [mailto:dsmith@globalnovations.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 20~2 2:04 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: N: RC~ RFP Sta~er deck.pp~ 

}{i Debby, 

Trust this message finds you we~L Please ~et me know if you have availaM~ity ~ater today or tomorrow ~o discuss our initial plan o[: attack. ~ have to 

SME’s who can jo{n the presentation telephonically, ~f required. 

~ am ~n the office for the next severa~ 

From: SWrna, Paul 
Sent= Monday, September 24, 20~2 ~2:52 PN 
To: Smith, Dar~l 
Subject= ~CM RFP SM~er deck.ppN 

Hi Darryl, 

This is the BAC deck with some quick updates. The slides for AD I inserted go into quick hits on the modules, not sure if any would stay but transferred 

all from a deck to get the overview slides. 

Thanks, 

Paul 



From: <~ @kenan- flagler.nnc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:17 PM 

To: < @live.unc.edu> 

Co: Stroman, Debx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

Subject: Re: CSBC next event 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

I’m sending a note to get the flyer made and a positing onto the website. Thanks’. 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

Please excuse any "t.5~pos 

On , at 2:13 PM, " " < @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Stro~nan’. See below. 

"Join the Carolina Sport Bnsiness Club on          as we tour Kenan Memorial Stadium. The tonr roll be led by Mr. James Spurling, Kenan Stadium 

Director, who roll oiler insight about career pat]~s in faciliU management. Come ont, get a behind the scenes look at Kenan, and network with your 

classmates. You won’t want to miss this event!" 

I don’t have access to the website so I won’t be able to post it. 

Let me know if this works tbr you’. 

Best, 

On , at 1:29 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi . Please send me a brief write up on the next event. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Lo Strorr~n, Ph,D, CLU 
~:plore. g~ga~e, ~mpowero 

~,e~s, unc,edu 
315 Woollen ~ C~ #8700 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

Kenan Stadium tour? Let’s also get this information on the website. 

"The best ability, is availability’." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu;" 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 2:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~ds~ro@unc.edtr>; Stewart, John F <~lfstewax~a emml.unc.edu>, ttall, Ishna < ashna.hall~unc.edu 

Get together 

Debby, John and Islum, 

We should probably get together and compare notes on fundmising for the Minor. I am in town for most of the semester. Tuesdays 
5 and Thursdays before or after our 12:~0-1:4. pm generally works best for me. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am looking to become involved in the Carolina Sports Business Club this year and saw you were the listed advisor. Can you possibly tell me more about the club 

and how to join? 

Thanks in advance, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <~Jncculle@email.unc.edtD 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 2:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gu@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring 2013 Textbook Orders due September 27, 2012 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat; Tuesday, Sep~mber 25, 2012 12:39 PM 
To= McCullen, Ashley D 
Sabject; RE: Spring 2013 Te~book Orders due September 27, 2012 

Hi Dr. M. ~ don’t know what l am teaching.. ;( 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19,843,0SS6 

’One woman can make a difference bu~ 

",vome~t working together can change lhe worId." 

From: McCullen, Ashley D [__r!D]]_t__o__:__a____m___££_u_J_[_e__@__e___r0_a__[[:__u__0_£:__e__d___u_1 

Seat; Friday, September 14, 2012 8:52 AM 
To-" EXSS Faculty List 
Subject: [exss-faculty] Spring 2013 Textbook Orders due September 27, 2012 

It’s time to submit your textbook orders for the spring 201~ semester. You should receive your teaching schedule for the spring semester by Monday afternoon. I 

wanted to get this on your radar to be thinking about it. There is also a shorter period in getting your order in this time. I need to know the following information: 

Course number/Section: 

Author: 

ISBN: 

Edition: 

Title: 

Publisher: 

Copyright year: 

Quantity: 

Required!Recommended: 

Please provide me with as much of the information as possible. If you want the same book as last semester or last spring, then you can just tell me same text. Also 

please let me know if/when you place the order on-line yourself. If you do not need textbooks please let me know that as well. If you get your order in by 

Thursday, September 27, 20~2 you will get a $1.00 gift certificate to The Daily Grind for each course submitted up to 4 courses. Thanks. 

-Ashley 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

You are currently sub~fibed to e~s- faculi3/&s: dslroman(@emedl.unc.e&L 

To unsubscribeclickhem: http://lists.utm.edw’u?id 55567102.4537814cd668f957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d&n T&I exss-facultT&o 32149138 

(It mW be necesmr3~ m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml m leave-32149138-55567102.4537814cd668D57e7eed9dd3adc4eSd@listserv,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bruce, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:23 PM 

<, @email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sakai Message 

Dear and Deb, 

By now you’ve probably received a sakai message informing you of your "enrollment" in three of our courses. Feel free to browse. 

Best, 

Rob 

Robert Bruce, PhD 
Directo~ 

The W~imu am~ ~da Fziday Cenl~r ~br Cm; Um;bg Educatkm 
Adj~ nct A~istant Proff~ssor 
Department of English a~d Comparative Literab)re 
The. 1 ~nivcrsKy of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 962,2646 direct] 919.962 2061 

Read our s~orites at 

(]ire to the FridW Ce.~ tin" at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bruce, Rob <rgbruce@emaN.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Re: Sakai Message 

@email.unc.edu> 

Deborah, 

I’ve heard Deb and now you’ve signed Debby. Maybe I’ll stick with Dr. Stroman. 

1:30 works for me. I look forward to hearing more about your conversation with Carol and Karen. 

Best, 

Rob 

]3L~ect,~r 

Adjunct A~Jstard: Pro~bssor 
Department of E~g][~;h and Comparatk,e Litera~ture 

(]haI~e] Hill, NC 27599 

9"J 9,962.2646 directI 919,962,2ti{,~ fax 
rob bruce@unc.edu i flJda~,’center.unc.edu 
Read our stories at 
fridaycenter.unc.edu/storie s 
{)Ne to the }.’riday Ce~ater at 
fr~daycen~r.unc.edu/giR 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday,                  4:01 PM 

To: Rob Bruce <.r_g_b___r__u___c__e____@.___e____m___a__!!=_u___9__c_:__e___d__u__>, " 

Subject: RE: Sakai Message 

thanks Rob, f ma~ have t:o push back on our date next week if possible. ~s 1:30 avaHakde? 

I had good conversations with Caroi Tresoiin~ and Dean Karen GH over the past week_. 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah ~_,1 Stronmn, PhlD~ CL[J 

9:19.843.0336 

’One woman can make a differe~ce bu~ 

women working ~oge{her can chm~ge fl~e world. " 

From: Bruce, Rob 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:23 Pb’l 
To-" ; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Sakai Hessage 
Dear       and Deb, 
By now you’ve probably received a sakai message informing you of your "enrollment" in three of our courses. Feel free to browse. 

Best, 
Rob 

Robert ~ruce, PhD 
]-)ii’ector 
The W~llimu a*~.d Ida F~:iday Cenl~r ~br Con tim) bg Educatkm 
Ad~) nct Assistant 
Department of Ex~gl[sh and Comparath,e Literatm’e 
The. 1 ~nk,crsKy o~’NorIk Carobna at Chape~ 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.962.2645 d~rect 
rob bruce@unc.edu 

6lye to the Friday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bruce, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Sakai Message 

I’ve been Robby, Robert, and Rob. And people call me "Bruce" at least once a week. Of course most of my friends call me Bruce anyway so that works. 

Cheers, 

Rob 

Robert Bruce, PhD 

DJrcclor 

Depm’tment of E~g]ish ant] Comparative ],[teratttre 

The U niveysity of North Carolilm at Chapel Hill 

Chapel HiK NC 27599 

919.962.2645 t:l]rect 
rob bruce@m~c.edt! i !~idaycentermnc.edu 

fl’~d~vcenter.tmc.edu!storie s 
Give to the Friday 

fl’~d~vce n te r.m~c.e d u!/lift 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <_d_..s_t__r_o._~_u_._n_..c_._~_d__u_.> 

Date: Tuesday,                  4:07 PM 

To: Rob Bruce <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Sakai Message 

LoL Early onset._ 
d (Here’s another one..,) 
Do Good, 
:Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

91%843.0336 

<)he woman can make a difference bu~ 

wome~ working ~ogether can c}mnge the woHd." 

From: Bruce, Rob 
Sent; Tuesday, 4:06 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: Re: Sakai Message 
Deborah, 
Fve heard Deb and now you’ve signed Debby. Maybe I’ll stick with Dr. Stroman. 

1:30 works for me. I look forward to hearing more about your conversation with Carol and Karen. 

Best, 
Rob 

Robert Bruce, PhD 
I3Jrcclor 

Tke. William a~d ’kta Fdday Ce~ ter ff~r Conl,i~ tting Educatio~ 
Adjunct Assi~;tant P 
Dep;~t’tment of E]~g]ish and (:omp;~ative ],[terature 
The U nive~sity of Not’tit Carolina at Chafe] 
C]~ape] Hill, N{: 27[599 

*~19,962,2(;46 dh’ect 
~ob bruce@unc.edu i fddagcenter.unc.edu 

frklayce nter.unc.edu/stoHe s 

fddagce n~r.unc.edu~ 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah k <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,                  4:01 PM 

To: Rob Bruce <~Nbruce@email.unc.edu>, " 

Subje~: RE: Sakai Message 

Thanks Rob. ~ may have to push back on our date next week if possible. {s 1:30 ava~laNe? 

~ had good conversations with Caro~ TresoHn~ and Dean Karen GH over the past week,.. 

debby 

~o Good. 

Dehorah L, St~omau, Pb,D, CLU 

" < #email.unc.edu> 



’One woman cm~ make a differet~ce but 

women working togeiher c;m chm~ge fl~e world," 

From; Bruce, Rob 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:23 PN 
To: ,; Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject= Sakai Message 
Dear       and Deb, 
By now you’ve probably received a sakai message informin~ you of your "enrollment" in three of our courses. Feel free to browse. 

Best, 

Rob 

Robert Bruce, PhD 

Adjunct A~stant 
Department of Et~glM~ a~d Comparatk,e I,itera~tut’e 
’]]x: l ~nkmr~;Ry o[’Nor~h (:aro[Jm~ at Chape~ 
{]haI~e] Hill, NC 27599 

{;I 9,962,2(;46 {tit’e{J: 
~ob bruce@unc.edu i fl:idaT’centermnc.edu 

frklavce nter.unc.edu/sto~ie s 
{]ire to [hc }"d{l~y 
fr~daycenter.unc.edu/gift 



From: < ~@ive.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:23 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ce: < @live.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Re: CSBC ne~ event 

Attach: i~nage001 .j pg 

"Join the Carolina Sport Bnsiness Club on           as we tour Kenan Memorial Stadium. The tour will be led by Mr. James Spnrling, Kenan Stadium Director, 

who will offer insight about career paths in facility management. Come ont. get a behind the scenes look at Kenan, and network with your classmates. Meet at 4:50pm 

o~ ts de Gate 2 ol Kenan Stadmm. You won t want t( miss th~s e~ ent. 

Thanks tbr the advice! 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On , at 4:00 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <&tro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Where and when do U~e students meet? 

Always do a "what, when, and where" on anrmuncements and flyers. 

Thanks. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:[ 9.84,3~0336 

<:imageOO:Ljpg> 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the world. 

F~m: [mailto: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 2:17 PM 
To~ 
~c~ Str~man, Deborah L; 
Subject~ Re: CSBC n~ event 
I’m sending a note to get the flyer made a~d a posting onto the website. Thanks~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse an)’ b,pos 

On , at 2:13 PM, " " < ~)Jive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Stroman! See below. 

"Join the Carolina Spoilt Business Club on as we tour Kenan MemoriaJ Stadium. The tour will be led by Mr. James Spurling, 

Kenan Stadium Director, who will offer insight about career paths in facili~ management. Come out, get a behind the seenes look at Kenan, 

and network ruth your classmates. You won’t wait to miss this event!" 

I don’t have access to the website so I won’t be able to post it. 

Let me know if this works for you! 

Best, 

On , at 1:29 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi . Please send me a brief write up on the next event. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Lo Stroma~, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore, El~gage, Empower. 

~_,. _e_. _Y~_. _s__,NB ~__, e_~. _u_ 
3:1S Woollea - CIB #8700 
Chape~ Hi~l~ NC 27599 

9:19,843,0336 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

Kenan Stadium tour? Let’s also get this information on the website. 

"The best obiHty is availability. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 25, 20:12 5:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: HUGE Thank You to Carolina Sports Business Club Students 

Dr. Stroman, 

You are welcome! ] wish ] would have thought of it sooner, so that ] could have reached out in a more timely fashion. Would there be interest from your group to distribute 

coupons post game for the Virginia Tech (10/6) and/or NC State (10/27) game? it would be very similar to this past distribution. The only thing different about these two 

games is how groups are compensated $10 per person instead of Outback Gift Cards. Please let me know if this would be of interest to the Carolina Sports Business Club. 

And yes, ~ have been super busy as of late. ~ am sure you have as well with the beginning (errr... almost middle) of the semester. Things are going well for me and [ hope the 

same is true for you, 

Thanks, 

Cat 

Catherine Greene 
Associate Director of Athletic Operations 
University of North Carolina 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 
Fax: 919-843-5972 

catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 9/24/2012 8:10 PM >>> 
Thank YOU for thinking of us! ] spoke to the Club leader and we are definitely interested in doing more of these projects for UNCAA. Please keep me posted, 

know1 see you from time to time on campus and we both are quite busy. ;) ~ pray all is well for you. 

Continued success! 

debby 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enougi~; we must apply. Wiiling is not enough; ’,,re must do." (J, Goethe) 

From: Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, September 24, 2012 5:25 PM 

To: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: HUGE Thank You to Carolina Sports Business Club Students 

Dr. Stroman, 

] wanted to reach out to you and let you know that ] greatly appreciated several members from the Carolina Sports Business Club stepping up & helping us distribute 

coupons, at the ECU game, on such short notice. We became short volunteers once groups found out they wouldn’t be compensated in payment to the group, instead by 

Outback Gift Cards.             and              are to be commended for their efforts prior to and during the distribution. 

Just wanted to pass along the praise! 

Thanks, 

Cat 
Catherine Greene 
Associate Director of Athletic Operations 
University of North Carolina 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NO 27515 
Phone: 919-843-8627 
Fax: 919-843-5972 

catqreen@uncaa.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 6:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

ULEAD Project 

Debbie, 

Hope all is well. You’ll remember that I’m currently participating in the campus’ ULEAD program. It’s been challenging to manage my time with my daily work 

schedule. However, I’m enjoying it quite a bit. We’re currently working on group projects. My group will present on "Diversity in Higher Education" with an 

emphasis on faculty & staff. We’ve identified quite a few mentorship programs at other institutions. I thought I’d ask to see if you knew of any similar programs 

here at UNC that pair UNC representatives with new hires or other personnel to get acclimated to the campus culture & community resources? Any names of 

programs or contacts will be helpful as we attempt to brainstorm some ideas. Thanks in advance for the help. 

Thanks Much, 

O.J. McGhee 

O.J. McGhee, Instructional Media Services Manager 

UNC Gilling School of Global Public Health 

212 Rosenau Hall, CB# 7400 

Chapel Hill, NC 

(919) 843 - 4149 

._o_j___m___c_~_h___e___e__@__u_~_c_:__e___d___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 7:29 PM 

Stewart, John F <jfstewar@emml.unc.edu-~; Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@emml.unc.edu-~; Stroman. Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Get ~together 

How about Tuesday, October 9 or Tuesday, October 23 at 2 pm? 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From: Stewart, John F 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 20:t2 7:07 PM 
T~: Caudill, Walter Lowry; Stroman, Deborah L; Stewar~, John F; Hall, Ishna 
Subject: RE: Get together 

I haw-’_~ class 9:30.-10:45 and on Tuesday again at 3:?;0 ~.:_~ f c.:_~uld m e~-’_d: at th~-’_~ non class ~:ime~L 

John F Stewart 

Departmen~ o[: Econornics 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Caudill, Walter Lowry 
Sent: Sep 25, 2012 2:42 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L, Stewart, John F, Hall, Ishna 
Subject: Get together 

Debby, John and Istma, 
We should probably get together and compare notes on fundmising for the Minor. I am in town for most of the semester. Tuesdays 
and Thursdays before or after our 12:30-1:45 pm generally works best for me. 
Lowry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 8:02 PM 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu>; Stewart, John F <jfstewar@email.unc.edu>; Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Get together 

Oct. 9 is fine for me. Meet in Fed Ex building? 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !)_t__t_p___[/__/__e___x__s__s_:_~_n___c_.__e___d__L_!i 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Hall>, Ishna <!.s_h__n_.a_._h__a_]_[._@__u__qc_:_@_._u_.> 

Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 7:28 PM 

To: "Stewart, John F" <jfstewar@email.unc.edu>, Walter Caudill <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>, EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Get together 

How about Tuesday, October 9 or Tuesday, October 23 at 2 pm? 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

Frem: Stewart, John F 
Sent; Tuesday, September 25, 2012 7:07 PM 
To; Caudill, Walter Lowry; Stroman, Deborah L; Stewart, John F; Hall, Tshna 
Subject: RE: Get together 

f have (:h~s~.~ 9:30-10:45 and on Tuesd~y again at 3:3,:3. so I could meet at the non (:h~s~.~ times 

John F Stewart 

Department of Economics 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

* ~Sent via RoadSync~; for Android’’~ 

From: Caudill, Walter Lowry 
Sent: Sep 25, 2012 2:42 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L, Stewart, John F, Hall, 1shna 
Subject: Get together 

Debby, John and Ish~ta, 
We should probably get together and compare notes on ftmdraising for the Minor. I am in town for most of the semester. Tuesdays 
and Thursdays before or after our 12:30-1:45 pm generally works best for me. 
Low~ 



From: < ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:32 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Co: < ~live.unc.edtr> 

Subject: RE: KI Strategic Plmming - Survey 

Thanks Dr. Stroman. 

I get out of class for the day soon and will incorporate my edits and re-drculate. 

Have a great day. 

~ MBA ~ Kenan institute Leadership) Fellow ¯ UNC’s Ken~n-Flagier Business School 

(M): @unc.edu "~w.kenan-flaqier unc.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                 4:47 PM 

SuBject~ RE: Kz strategic Planning - survey 

Hi Version 2. 

Thanks. 

Do Goo(L 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

’One womm~ can make a difference bu~ 

women working together can change 1he worId." 

@kenan-flagler.unc,edu] From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 12:33 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: 
Subject: RE: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 
That sounds great, thank you! 

- M~3A ~ Kenan Insl:itut,~! L.ead,~!r.<;ilip Fellow ~ UN(}’S Kenan-F:lagk~r [~dsiness School 

(M): @uric edu ~ wvv,,v ker~an-.fla~k~r.unc edu 

Shaping Leaders I Or~vi~g R~sults 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [ma~to:dstro@unc,edul 
Sent: Monday, 12:30 PN 
To: 

Subject: RE: K1 Strategic P~anning - Survey 
Thanks~ Please beg~n your research and draft of survey questions that answer the question of the need, ~mp~ementation and!or evah~at~on of entrepreneursh~p, 

innoval:h:m, and economic derek)preen[: on campus Let"s se[: a dead~k~e of Wednesday at 3:00 p.m. to send a draft documet~t She can then start 

popuh~tingidesignh}g the survey. Our next: dead]h}e will be Friday at 3:00 p.m. to edR and gain add}{:io[]al feedback. 

Let me know ff you have any questions when we chat tonight. 

Do Good. 

Deborat~ L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

EngiNe, Explore, Ernpowen 

919,843,0336 

woman can make a difference but 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 12:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Deborah, 

My cell phone number is            . This is the best number to reach me, 

What: ca~ I do g)rior ~:o our co[wersat~on t:h~s e~e]l[n~ to preg)are? 

Best 

women working together can change the world. " 

@. kenan-flaNer,unc,edu] 

" MBA " Kenan Institute Leadershio Fellow ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagier Business School 

(M): ~@urlc edu ~ www ker~u,r>[laqier.unc edu 

~: Stroman, Deborah L [O_0!]~2~_g£9_~_~:_~] 

Sent: Monday, 11:31 AM 

To~ 



Subject: K1 Strategic Planning - Survey 

Hi . Please let me know your phone number. Are you available to chat this evenin8 between 8:00 and 9:30? 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman, 

9~9,843,0336 

"The bes~ ability, is availabili~~." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 8:58 PM 

Love, Bayard <Bayard_Love@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Birdwell, Natalie <Natalie_Birdwell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Black, 

Nicholas <Nicholas_Black@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck <buck_goldstein@unc.edu>; Cone, Judith (Office of the 

Chancellor) <judith.cone@unc.edu>; DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; drharoon 

<zishan_haroon@med.unc.edu>; Ella, Jean <Jean_Elia@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Johnson, Geordy <Geordy_Johnson@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; King, Genny <Genny_King@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stith, Thomas Andrew III <thomas_stith@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Zoller, Ted <Ted_Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Burton, Matthew 

<Matthew_Burton@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Charlotte Lindemanis. @gmail.com>; Friga, Paul 

<Pa ul_Friga @ kena n-flagler.unc.ed u> 

work streams and breakfast suggestions 

Hi all! Hope you are having a great evening. Wanted to check in with everyone to make sure that the work stream teams are moving forward and have not run into any issues. I 

know the benchmarking and impact opportunities teams had a great meetings today and are making good progress. Please let me know if you have run into any roadblocks and 

together we can figure a way around them. 

if we are going to get you out of bed early Monday morning, I would like to make sure that I am providing something you like for breakfast. I have noticed the pastries do not move 

too well (although the KI staff like the leftovers), and the yogurt, fruit, bagels seem to be more popular. I am happy to provide whatever you like (as long as it is available at 6:15 

am) and welcome your suggestions. 

Thanks again for your willingness to work with us! 

Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:30 PM 

< ;@unc.edu> 

Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr~; 

KI Draft Sup~’ey 

Survey draft notes DS v3 GJ edits.docx 

~unc.edu> 

Hi      . Thanks again for your insightful feedback today. As I mentioned, I am on the strategic planning committee for the Kenan Institute. 

Here is the draft document specific to content. We have someone who will design the survey for Qualtrics. (certainly not at your level of expertise though...) 

I appreciate any, and all, additional comments. 

Thanks for ALL you do for our campus!! 

Debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we mus[ do." (L Goethe) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 9:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 324 - Fall 2012 

Awesome! I’m so glad this is moving forward. 

Barbara Osborne 

Associa [:e Prof~?ssor 

E>:erdse and Sport Sdence 

University o~: North Carolina 

30£ Woollen Gyrn 

CB 8505 

Chapel H~, NC 27519 

Phone: 93.9.952.5173 

Ernaih sportlsw@unc.edu 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 9:32 PN 

T0: Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: EXSS 324 - Fall 2012 

Let’s chat tomorrow. Thanks. 

P.S. Kevin approved Sport E/P for the spring. So I will teach the FYS, 327, and 328. Thanks again for your assistance and insight. ;) 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - h[~2[/~99:_~9~_:~_~9./ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowing is not enough; we must spolg. Wi~lh~g is not enough; we m~st doY (J. Goethe) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks-Nobles, Patricia I <patricia.i.brooks@baml.com> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 10:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Call me asap! Thai~s. 

Ohhh._. genan ._. As in Kenan Flager. It was just too early for me to be connecting those dots! 

Patricia Brooks-Nobles I Senior Vice President & Market Executive 
Public Sector Banking - Southeast I Public Sector Banking & Markets I Bank of America, N.A. 
730 15th Street NW,10th Floor, Washington, DC 20005 I Office: 202-442-3955 I Cell: 
Email Address: r2_a__!r__[_c_j_a__:j:_b___r_g_g_k_.__s__@!?_’_a__r_[~:__c__o__[~ 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 9:42 PM 

To; Brooks-Nobles, Patricia T 
Subject; Re: Call me asap! Thanks. 
After 7:30 on Tuesday should be fine. 

Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise - http:!!www.kenan-.flagler.unc.edu!kenan-institute 
I am on the strategic planning committee. We are developing our advisory board. HELP!! ;) 

Thanks. 

d 
Current names (not to be shared at this point in time) include: 

Board of Trustees members 

Agnes Beane 

Amit Singh, CEO Spectraforce 

Ping Fu, CEO Geomagic 

North Carolina State University 

Ruben Carbonell, Professor and Director, William R. Kenan, Jr. Institute for Engineering, Technology and Science 

Research Triangle Institute 

E. Wayne Holden, President 

Research Triangle Foundation 

Bob Geolas, President and CEO 

Dick Daugherty, Board of RTF 

Rex Healthcare 

David Strong, President 

Regional Entrepreneurs 

Neal Fowler, CEO Liquidia 

Bill Starling, CEO Synecor 

Joe Davy, CEO Buystand 

Jud Bowman, CEO Appia 

Venture Capital 

Art Pappas, Pappas Ventures 

Steve Nelson, Wakefield Group 

Christy Schaffer, Venture Partner, Hatteras 

Government 

Don Hobart, Chief of Staff for Governor Perdue 

Others 

Kimberly Jenkins, former Senior Advisor to the President and. Provost for Innovation and Entrepreneurship at Duke 

Eric Toone, Principal Deputy Director of the Advanced Research Projects Agency - Energy (ARPA-E) 

Charles Merritt, founder Parish Capital 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !)_t__t_p___~/__/__e___x__s__s_:_#_n___c_.__e___d__L_!/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: <Brooks-Nobles>, Patricia Brooks Nobles <patricia.i.brooks(~baml.com> 

Date: Tuesday, September 25, 20:[2 7:46 AM 

To: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Call me asap! Thanks. 

In Raleigh on :[0/9 and :[0. ~.et me know if Vo~ are available the evening or :[0/9 or morning of :[0/:[0. Hope to see ya ! 

Sent from my Blac:kB~-:~rry Wireless Handhold 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 20:[2 08:04 PM 

To: Brooks-Nobles, Patricia 1; Patricia Brooks Nobles < 
Subject: Call me asap! Thanks. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !?_t__t_p__;_/__/__e__x__s__s_:_#__n__c__.__e__d___d 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

_@_ _v_ _ _e_ [ j__z__o_£L:__n__e__t_ > 



"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Wiilir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

This message w/attachments (message) is intended solely for the use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or proprietary. If you 

are not an intended recipient, please notify the sender, and then please delete and destroy all copies and attachments, and be advised that any review or dissemination of, or the 

taking of any action in reliance on, the information contained in or attached to this message is prohibited. 

Unless specifically indicated, this message is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of any investment products or other financial product or service, an official confirmation of any 

transaction, or an official statement of Sender. Subject to applicable law, Sender may intercept, monitor, review and retain e-communications (EC) traveling through its 
networks/systems and may produce any such EC to regulators, law enforcement, in litigation and as required by law. 

The laws of the country of each sender/recipient may impact the handling of EC, and EC may be archived, supervised and produced in countries other than the country in which you 

are located. This message cannot be guaranteed to be secure or free of errors or viruses. 

References to "Sender" are references to any subsidiary of Bank of America Corporation. Securities and Insurance Products: * Are Not FDIC Insured * Are Not Bank Guaranteed * 

May Lose Value * Are Not a Bank Deposit * Are Not a Condition to Any Banking Service or Activity * Are Not Insured by Any Federal Government Agency. Attachments that are 

part of this EC may have additional important disclosures and disclaimers, which you should read. This message is subject to terms available at the following link: 

http:!!wwwbankofamericacom!emaildisclaimer. By messaging with Sender you consent to the foregoing. 

This message w/artachments (message) is intended solely tbr the use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain intbm~ation that is privileged, confidential or 

proprietal7. If you axe not an intended recipienk please notif?~ the sender, and then please delete and destroy all copies and attachments, and be advised that any 

review or dissemination o£ or the taking of any action in reliance on, the i~ffonnation contained in or attached to this message is prohibited. 

Unless specifically indicated, this tnessage is not an oiler to sell or a solicitation of any investment products or other financial product or service, an official confirmation 

of any transaction, or an official s~atement of Sender. Subject to applicable law, Sender may intercept, monitor, review and retain e-communications (EC) traveling 

through its networks/~’stems and may p~oduce any snch EC to regulators, law enforcement, in litigation and as required by law. 

The laws of the country, of each sender/recipient may impact the handling of EC, and EC may be archived, supervised and p~oduced in countries other than the conntry 

in which you are located. This message cannot be guaranteed to be secure or free of errors or viruses. 

Ret~rences to "Sender" are ret~rences to any snbsidiary of Bank of America Corporation. Securities and Insurance Products: * Are Not FDIC Insnred * Are Not 

Bank Guaranteed * May Lose Value * Are Not a Bank Deposit * Are Not a Condition to Any Banking Service or Activity * Are Not Insured by Any Federal 

Government Agency. Attaclmaents "that axe pext of this EC may have additional imtx~rtant disclosures and disclaimers, which you should read. This message is subject 

to terms available at the lbllowing link: 

http://u~,.ba~ofan~erica.con~/etnaildisclaimer. By messaging with Sender you consent to the foregoing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherryl Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 10:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; overton@psafety.unc.edu; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emml.unc.edu-~; Race, William 

<whrace@email .unc.edu-~ 

Fac. Assembly resolution re: panel 

2012-03 UNC Strategic Plan Input Resolution.pdf 

The Faculty Assembly passed the attached resok~tion on Friday, Tom Ross received it. 



2012-03 
UNC Strategic Plan Input 
Approved by the UNC Faculty Assembly 
September 21, 2012 

WHEREAS 
The UNC System is initiating strategic planning process for 2013-18 to set current 
and future priorities, resource planning and allocation, program planning, review 

and refinement of academic missions reflecting the University’s deep commitment 

to help North Carolina respond to changing state needs and economic challenges, 
and 

WHEREAS the Faculty of the UNC system have responsibility for developing, 
delivering, and assessing the curriculum, and 

WHEREAS the Faculty develop, pursue, and publish original research expanding the 
knowledge foundation on which our future depends, and 

WHEREAS the Faculty advise, mentor, and engage students in the activities that lead 

directly to their future occupations and improve their quality of life, and 

WHEREAS all these components contribute immensely to both current job creation 
and our citizens’ preparedness for the future, and 

WHEREAS the Charter of the Faculty Assembly provides "The Assembly shall, 
through appropriate channels, advise the Board of Governors of the University of 
North Carolina, the General Assembly, and other governmental agencies and officers 
on matters of University-wide importance, and 
The Assembly shall advise and communicate with the President of the University of 
North Carolina with regard to the interests of the faculties and other matters of 
university-wide importance." 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Faculty be informed of strategic planning 

activities and a mechanism be created to solicit input at the campus level 
throughout the process so as to achieve effective outcomes and the strong faculty 

buy-in, and 

RESOLVED that in order to define and support measures that advance the quality of 

the University system representatives of the Faculty Assembly be informed during 
the strategic planning process, and that the President of the University, in 

collaboration with the Chair of the Faculty Assembly, create a faculty group to 

interact and collaborate with the Business/Political community advisory committee 
for the University’s strategic planning. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eke, Kimberly J <kim_eke@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 9:19 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Your video -- finally! 

Dear Debby, 

I hope you’re having a great semester -- and enjoying this fabulous weather. Are you ready to go viral?! ;) 

Below is a clip for your review and approval: 

http://youtu.be/XH9yyEnm3 M E 

I’ve got to fill in the description and refine the title but if you wouldn’t mind taking a peek at this GREAT video, I’d appreciate it. 

If you think it’s ok for us to use, we’d love to highlight it on the biog. 

:) Thanks very much and have a good day, 

Kimberly Eke, Ph.D. 

Interim Director, ITS Teaching and Learning 

Director, Teaching and Learning Interactive 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.445.9472 I kim_eke@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 10:09 AM 

cbcchai@unc.edu 

CANCELLED: Dr. Leonard TODAY at 12:00 

CBC Scheduled Calendar 2012-13 Updated.docx 

Reminder: The event with Dr. Joseph Leonard, of the Obama Administration, has been cancelled today. 

E-News to be released soon... 

Next meeting -Wednesday, October 3rd at 11:30 a.m. (Union 3411) 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.eduicbc 

"When the root is deep, there is No reaso~ to fer~r the 

Ni Description: Carolina Black Caucus 542with tag 



CBC Scheduled Calendar- 2012-13 

(L/I~:-,’,~.’,,Io Lo~s.’,,le - %li8} 

October 3 - Monthly Meeting 

November 7 - Monthly Meeting 

November 15 - Tenure and Promotion Workshop with Office of Postdoctoral Affairs (Toy Lounge - Dey) 

November 19 6:00 p.m. - "Giving Thanks" Reception at the Chancellor’s Home 

December - No scheduled meeting 

December 14 - Holiday Social 

January 9 - "State of the U" meeting with Chancellor Thorp 

February - No scheduled monthly meeting 

February 26 - "An Arts Night Out" with Alvin Alley American Dance Theater 

February 7 - CBC "Read-In" 

March 6 - Monthly Meeting 

April - Spring Social (TBD) 

Student Ambassadors: and 

www.unc.edu/cbc cbdnfo@uncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 11:11 AM 

Campbell, Lazry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra 

<sha~draj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edu>; Robertson, 

Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> 

I~E: Evite Invitation: BSM - Throughout the Yems 

Hi. Please let me know by tomorrow at 5:00 p.m. if you are inteFested in attending. I will Fepty to the EviLe t:or us. 

Thanks! 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

’One woman car~. make a differe~me bnt 

women working together car~. cha~ge the world." 

From: BLACK STUDENT MOVEMENT [mailto:info@mailva.evite.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 .tO: 52 AM 

To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject; Evite Invitation: BSM - Throughout the Years 

BLACK STUDENT MOVEMENT invited you to 

Sat, Oct 5, 2012 from 8:00 RM 
ie Sun, Oci 7, 20t2 ai 12:00 

211 Pit~sboro Sireet 
C.h~pei Hill NC 27516 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 11:13 AM 

Littlejohn, Ursula<Ursula IStflejohn@kenaJ~-flagler.unc.edu-~ 

Campbell, Lain.~ <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFfieda <vhammett@emml.unc.edu-~; Jones, ShaJ~dra 

<:shm~draj@etnail.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohu@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@uuc.edu>; Robeflso~ 

Nakenge <uakenge.robelntson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Evite Invitation: BSM - Throughout the Ye~Jcs 

Excellent! Thanks, They certainly need to see more of us... 
Remember, we are at crisis stage for our Black rnafes. 
d 
Do Good, 
:Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

woman can make a difference bu~ 

women working together can change ~he world. 

F~m= Uglejohn, Orsul~ [m~ilto:Orsu~_U~lejohn@ken~n-fi~gMr.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 11:12 AN 
T~: Stroman, Deborah L; Campbell, Larw; Hamme~, Victoria LaFrieda; Jones, Shandra; NcGhee, Oj; Robe~on, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Evite Invi~tion: BSM - Throughout the Years 

~ got an ~ndiv~dual ~nv~te and have a~ready responded._qu~ck on the draw for once 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
~ent= Wednesday, September 26, 20~2 ~:~ AN 
Te= Campbell, Lar~ (Chemist~); Hamme~, Victoria (School of Pharmacy); Jones, Shandra; Li~lejohn, Ursula; NcGhee, ~; Robe~son, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise 
& Spo~ Sdence) 
Subject= RE: Evi~ Invi~t[on: BSN - Throughout the Years 
lm~o~anee= High 
Hi. Please let me know by Lornorrow at 5:00 p.m. ~f you are interested ~n attending. [ will reply to the Ev~te for 

Tha~iks! 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9] 9,843,0336 

woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the world. 

From: BL~CK STUDENT NOVENENT 

Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 10:52 AN 

To: 
Subject: Evite Tnvitation: BSM - Throughout the Years 

BLACK STUDENT MOVEMENT invited you to 

THIS INVITATION 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:46 PM 

David Oestreicher <david@gomsba.com> 

david@gomsba.com; Stroman, Deix)rah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Sport Business Club 

Hi Davi& I hope you are having a great day, 

[ am following up regarding the g:].O00 sponsorship payment. Please advise, Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~{9~843~033(~ 

’One woman caf~ make a differeuce 

women working together caf~ chauge the world." 

From: @gmail.com [mailto: ~gmail.com] On Behalf ~ David Oestreicher 
Sent-" Monday, 3:43 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Ben S~urner; ; Dr. Deborah S~roman (theclub@unc.edu) 
SubjeCt: Re: Carolina Spo~ Business Club 

Thanks Debby. 

My best, 

David 

::N:: Description: 
....... h tt p://w~,,,,, go m s bs corr#images/I 

of 4o prig 

David Oestreicher 
Managing Director 
Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

On Mort, at 3:28 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(d4unc.edu> wl~ote: 
[’ba~ks again! 

debby 

From; Ben Sturner [mailto:_b___e_~__s_@J_e_.__v__e_._D_g__e__a__9_e_._0__c_X:_c_9_m__] 
Sent: Monday,                 3:13 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; davi¢~gomsba com 

Cc: r’Javid(i~gomsba.com; theclub@unc.edu; 

Subject: RE: Carolina Sport Business Club 

l"]ease change t[~e invoice to reflect entirely MSBA. Thanl, you and we Io~¢ lbrward ~) the p~tne~s[dp~ 
~en Stumer 

New Yolk, NY 10".’0f,~ 
IOffk:e: 1 212.752.2500 

bens@leverageagency.corn 
~v.levera#ea#enc%com 

F~m: Stmman, Beborah L [maiito;dstm@unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday,                 12:23 PM 

C¢= david@gomsba.com; Ben Sturner; Dr. Deborah Stroman (theclub@unc.edu); 
Subject; RE: Carolina Spo~ Business Club 

}[i David. See aUache& Thank you~ 

Dr~ 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

En,ga,9~, L~p[um, L;mpowe~: 

919.843.0336 .................................... 



’One woman can make a difference but 

wome~t working togett~er can change ihe world." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 4:5~ PM 
To: ’david~gomsba.com’ 
Cc: ’david@qomsba.com’; ’Ben Stumer’; Dr. Deborah Stroman (thedub~unc.edu) 
S~bject: Carolina Sport Business Club 
Hi David. Ben asked that I co~mect with you regarding our new ~ne~hip. The s~dents are ve~T excited to have Leverage ~ a m~ior s~nsor. We have already 

begun to adveNse such. ;) wvxav.csbcunc.com 

I write to follow up with the s~ms of the sponsorship check and how we c~ fresher engage Leverage and MSBA this year. I am hoping to SkTpe Ben in for onr first 

meeting, Monday, for a few minutes. 
Thanks again’. 

Dr. Stroman 
Debora~ L, Str~ma~, P~,~. CLU 
E~ore, En~age, Empower, 

919,843,0336 

Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 

Problems 

This email communication by Leverage Agenw may contain 

infomaation that is proprietau, privileged, confidential or legally 

exempt from disclosure. If yon are not a named addressee, you 

are notified that you are not authorized to real, print, retain, coW 

or disseminate this communication mthout the consent of the 
sender mad that doing so may be unlawful. If you have received 

this communica’don in em)r, please notify the sender. 

For more informalion, please visit 3?_3_?_3_?_~_:I__~e_z__e_!:~_e__~_~_g_e_!~_c__y_:_c_£~! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eke, Kimberly J <kim_eke@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 1:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Your video -- finally! 

You’ve been SPOTLIGHTED! :) ........................................................ 

Thank you so much!!! I think you look fabulous! :) 

Kim 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <_d_..s_t__r_o._@_u__q.£._#_d__u_.> 

Date: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 10:14 AM 

To: Kim Eke <kim eke@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Your video -- finally] 

Thanks Kim! It made me smile. ;) 1 still think I had a bad hair day though. 

debby 

:Do Good. 

Deborah L. St~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

From= Eke, Kimberly 3 

Sent= Wednesday, September 26, 2012 9:19 AM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Your video -- finally! 

Dear Debby, 

I hope you’re having a great semester -- and enjoying this fabulous weather. Are you ready to go viral?! ;) 

Below is a clip for your review and approval: 

http://youtu.be!XH9yyEnm3 M E 

I’ve got to fill in the description and refine the title but if you wouldn’t mind taking a peek at this GREAT video, I’d appreciate it. 

If you think it’s ok for us to use, we’d love to highlight it on the biog. 

:) Thanks very much and have a good day, 

Kim 

Kimberly Eke, Ph.D. 

Interim Director, ITS Teaching and Learning 

Director, Teaching and Learning Interactive 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.445.9472 I kim_eke@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Styma, Paul <psUrna@globalnovations.com> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 1:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Diversity Education RFP 

This is a follow up to the voicernail I left on yo~Jl" office #, DarryI asked me to schedule a call for use tomorrow to discuss the design of the presentation for Oct 2. 

We wou~d be av~i~abh~ after ~.pm EDT. Please ~tvise if you’l~ be ava~l~d)le to meet am~ I will forward a co~feret~(:e ~i~e, 

Pau~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D ~Jncculle@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 1:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Spring 2013 Textbooks 

Listed below are the books that have been ordered in the past for your classes. Let me know if you want to make any changes or stay with these by Thursday. 

Thanks. 

-Ashley 

EXSS 51: 

None Required 

EXSS 327: 

POWER OF NICE 

THALER 

97803855~18925 

Pub: 679, Edition: 

Year:, Next Ed: 

Status: REQUIRED 

SUCCESSFUL INTERNSHIP 

SWEITZER 

9780495385004 

Pub: 534, Edition: 

Year:, Next Ed: 

Status: REQUIRED 

SUCCESSFUL INTERNSHIP(EBOOK) 

SWEITZER(EBOOK) 

9780495695899 

Pub: COURSESMA, Edition: 

Year:, Next Ed: 

Status: OPTIONAL CHOICE EBOOK 

EXSS 328: 

???? 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steele, Jane <jwsteele@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 3:07 PM 

Steele, Jane <jwsteele@live.unc.edu> 

Lithgow, Hilary Edwards <lithgow@email.unc.edu>; Curtis, Shawn M <smcurtis@email.unc.edu>; Amaral, Patricia Matos 

<pamaral@email.unc.edu> 

Pre-Graduate Education Advising Program 

pgeap flyer.pdf 

Good afternoon- 

I am the new coordinator for the Pre-Graduate Education Advising Program. This year we have relocated to our new office in Hanes (with Career Services) and have 21 incredible 

volunteer advisors representing 18 different departments on campus. We have started out slowly this semester, with fewer appointments than we expected, so we are trying to 

spread the word on campus about our program and let students know that it’s never too early or too late to start thinking about graduate school. I am attaching our flyer to this 

email for you to distribute as you see fit. Additionally, if you would like to set up a brief (10 minute) meeting with me to talk more about the program, or would like to me to come 

speak to students, please let me know and I am happy to do so. Please feel free to contact me with any questions about the program. Thanks so much for your help! 

Best, 

Jane V~ Steele, J D. 

MSLS Candidate, School of Information and Library Science 

Graduate Advising Coordinator, The Graduate School 



What’s Next? 
If you’re considering attending graduate school, come visit Pre- 

Graduate Education Advising. our graduate student 

advisors will help you with: 

¯ Understanding each component of the application process 

¯ Learning the difference between a Master’s and a PhD (and 

which is appropriate for you) 
° Learning what graduate student life is like 

° Deciding whether to go straight to graduate school or take 

time off 

¯ Understanding and preparing for the GRIZ (or other 

admissions test) 
° ..and more! 

Location: 236 Hanes Hall 

Office Hours: Tuesday and wednesday, 

12:00-5:00 

walk-ins are welcome, or make an 

appointment by calling Career Services at 

962-6507 

Visit our website at pregrad.unc.edu 

For more information, email Jane Steele at 

pgeap@unc.edu 

Every student who visits our office for an 

appointment will be entered in a monthly 

drawing to win an iTunes gift card! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robmlson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 3:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Evite Invitation: BSM - Throughout lhe Yeaars 

Hi Debby, 

Unfortunately 1 will not be able to attend the event either. 

7hanks, 

N akenge Robertson 

FPG Child Deveh:~pment ~nst~tute 

UNC ChapN HiH 

9~9-.966-9722 (office) 

9:[9-966-7532 (fax) 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat= Wednesday, September 26, 20~2 ~$:~3 AH 
To= U~lejohn, Ursula 
¢¢= Campbell, Lar~; Hamme~, Victoria LaFr~eda; Jones, Shandra; Li~lejohn, Ursula EuNce; McGhee, Oj; Robe~on, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Evite [nvihtion: BSM - Throughout the Years 
Exce~lent~ Thanks, They certam~V need [o see more of us.,, 

Remember, we are at crisis stage for ou~ Nack rna~es. 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

EngiNe, Explore, 

9:19.843.0336 

woman can make a differe~lce but 

women working together can chm~ge the world. " 

From: kittlejohn, Ursula 
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 ~1:12 AN 

To; Stroman, Deborah L; Campbell, Lar~; Hamme~, Victoria LaFrieda; Jones, Shandra; NcGhee, Oj; Robe~on, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje~t= RE: Evite Invi~tion: BSN - Throughout the Years 
f got an individual ~nv~te and have air’early responded., qu~d~ on the draw for once 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
SeBt= Wednesday, September 26, 20~2 ~:~ AM 
Tol Campbell, Lar~ (Chemist~); Hamme~, Victoria (School of Pharmacy); Jones, Shandra; Li~lejohn, Ursula; McGhee, ~; Robe~son, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise 
& Spo~ Science) 
S~jett~ RE: Evite Invi~tion: BSM - Throughout the Years 
lmp~aBce~ High 

Hi, Please ~et me k]low by Lomorrow at 5:00 p,m. ~f you are ir~eresl:ed ~rt attending, ~ wi~ reply to the [v~te for 

Thanks! 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the world. 

From: BLACK STUDENT NOVEMENT 
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 10:52 AN 

Subject: Evite Invitation: BSM - Throughout the Years 

BLACK STUDENT MOVEMENT invited you to 

S;~t: Oct ~, 2012 fl<m~ 8;00 PM 
to Sun, Oct 7, 2012 ~t 12:00 AM 

211 Pittsbore Sbeel 
Ci:ap~;i Hiil NC 275t~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robe~son, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 3:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC Membership 

Hi Debby, 

I hope all is well and that you are keeping your head above water. Things are pushing along over here and I am staying busy which is good. I am in the process of 

drafting an email to members who have not renewed their CBC membership to date. Have the finalized that the bags will be the 2 year membership promo gift? 

Just want to be sure I can include that in the emaik As of now, I don’t think we have any upcoming "members only" events on the calendar to entice members to 

renew. I also need the information to deposit the one membership check I have received. Do I need a deposit slip? Acct number? Etc. I don’t like holding on to 

someone’s check for a long time© 

Take Care, 

Nakenge Robertson 

FPG Child Development Institute 

UNC Chapel Hill 

919-966-9722 (office) 

919-966-7532 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <ancculle@email.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 3:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: REMINDER - FYS!! 

Yes, I remembered. I will limit the e~ollment each hour to only so many students in at a time Thanks. 

-Ashley 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
UNC-CH 
919-962-2022 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 3:40 PM 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: REMINDER - FYS!! 

It just hit me -- remember to not let the athletes have the priori~ eurolhnent m the FYS 51 without my permission. ;) 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all" Aristotle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 10:43 PM 

Sta~m-gottt?ied, Kim <stromgot@emaJl.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Responses to UNC-System Panel 

Dear Kim and Debby, 

I’m writing to see if the Carolina Black Caucus and Association of Women Faculty and Professionals are planning to write letters to the Board of Governors about the Blue 
Ribbon Panel that has been formed for the UNC system. Another faculty mentioned this idea to me and suggested that a joint letter might be particularly effective, especially 
given the low representation of women and people of color on the panel. I thought I would contact both of you, since I’m a member of the CBC and the AWFP. I’m also sending 
a link to a DTH article about student responses to the panel: 

http :/ /www.dailytarheel.com/article/2O l2/O9 /people-plan-examinedpat-meetinq 
Best, 
Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 26, 20:~2 ~L0:55 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Strom-gottfried, Kim <stromgot@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Responses to UNC-System Panel 

Thanks Kia. Our next CBC meeting is Wednesday and I am planning to have this entire discussion as an agenda item. We have to increase awareness of this situation AND be 

mindful of using consistent language from all concerned. Otherwise, we run a very high risk of being dismissed or pitted against one another ("divide and conquer"). 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss~unc.edu! 

"Knowi~-~g is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Caldwell>, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, September 26, 20:~2 ~.0:42 PM 

To: "Strom-gottfried, Kim" <stroml~ot@email.unc.edu>, EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Responses to UNC-System Panel 

Dear Kim and Debby, 
T’m writing to see if the Carolina Black Caucus and Association of Women Faculty and Professionals are planning to write letters to the Board of Governors about the Blue 

Ribbon Panel that has been formed for the UNC system. Another faculty mentioned this idea to me and suggested that a joint letter might be particularly effective, especially 
given the low representation of women and people of color on the panel. I thought I would contact both of you, since I’m a member of the CBC and the AWFP. I’m also 
sending a linkto a DTH article about student responses to the panel: 

http ://www,dailytarheel,com/article/2012/Og /people-plan-examinedpat-meetinq 
Best, 
Kia 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taylor Smith ~gmail.com~ 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 7:23 AM 

Taylor Smith < ~gmail.com> 

Thank You from the Downtown Chapel ttill Incubator Team 

Social Venture Chapel Hill Participants, Thank you so much for demonstrating your support for entrepreneurship in Chapel Hill by attending the first- 
ever Social Venture Chapel Hill event. It was incredibly exciting to see so many people from different parts of the Triangle under one roof and it is our 
hope that you will all continue to participate in the Chapel ttill entrepreneurship ecosystem. We would like to take the time to remind you of LAUNCH 
Chapel Hill, the incubator mentioned during SVCH that is opening in downtown Chapel Hill later this year. L~_UNCH is the first of its kind in Chapel 
Hill and we are excited to take in our first class of ventures and help entrepreneurs create incredible companies in Chapel Hill’s baekyard. If you would 
like to receive periodic updates and notes from the LAUNCH team, we encourage you to reach subscribe to our newsletter. You can also contact Taylor 
Smith for more information on the program. Additionally, if you or awone that you know is interested in office or desk space at the incubator, please 
reach out to us. Again, thank you for your support of Chapel Hill entrepreneurship, and we look forward to seeing you the next Social Venture Chapel 
ttill meetup in October! Sincerely, The L~UNCtt Team 

Taylor Walker Smith 

~gmail.com 

@taylor w smith 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 9:50 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Strom-gottfried, Kim <stromgot@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Responses to UNC-System Panel 

Great point, Debby. It looks like they added State Senator Flyod McKissick to the panel. He is an African American, however I don’t think there’s any Latina/o representation, 
which is major problem given the state’s changing demographics. Also, I’m not sure if a letter to the BOG and!or Tom Ross would work best. 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694- 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu/ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Wednesday, September 26, 2012 10:55 PM 
To; Caldwell, Kia L; Strom-gottfried, Kim; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Re: Responses to UNC-System Panel 

Tha~ks Kia. Our next CBC meeting is Wednesday aJ~d I am planning to have this entire discussion as an agenda item. We have to increase awaJceness of this situation 

AND be mindthl of using consistent language ti~om all concerned. Otherwise, we run a very high risk of being dismis~d or pitted against one m~other ("divide and 

conquer"). 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss~unc.edu! 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we mus~ do," (J. Goelhe) 

From: <Caldwell>, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, September 26, 20:!2 :~0:42 PM 

To: "Strom-gottfried, Kim" <stromgot@email.unc.edu>, EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Responses to UNC-System Panel 

Dear Kim and Debby, 
I’m writing to see if the Carolina Black Caucus and Association of Women Faculty and Professionals are planning to write letters to the Board of Governors about the Blue 

Ribbon Panel that has been formed for the UNC system. Another faculty mentioned this idea to me and suggested that a joint letter might be particularly effective, especially 
given the low representation of women and people of color on the panel. 3[ thought 3[ would contact both of you, since 3i’m a member of the CBC and the AWFP. rm also 
sending a linkto a DTH article about student responses to the panel: 

http://www.dailytarheel.com/article/2012/Og/people-plan-examinedpat-meeting 
Best, 
Kia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strom-gotlfried, Kim--~stromgo@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 9:59 AM 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaiLunc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Responses to UNC-Sys~tem Panel 

We sent an initial letter. I’m in a meeting but can share a coW later. We are open to collaboration. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Sep 26, 2012, at 10:42 PM, "Caldwell, Kia L" <klcaldwe~b~emaAl.m~c.edu> wrote: 

Dear Kim and Debby, 
I’m writing to see if the Carolina Black Caucus and Association of Women Faculty and Professionals are planning to write letters to the Board of Governors about 

the Blue Ribbon Panel that has been formed for the UNC system. Another faculty mentioned this idea to me and suggested that a joint letter might be particularly 
effective, especially given the low representation of women and people of color on the panel. I thought I would contact both of you, since I’m a member of the 
CBC and the AWFP. I’m also sending a link to a DTH article about student responses to the panel: 

http ://www.dailytarheel.com/article/2012/Og /people-plan-examinedpat-meeting 
Best, 
Kia 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:03 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Institute for Responsible Citizenship - Now Accepting Applications 

This looks great. I actuaJly heaacd about it last year. I’d be curious what the internships entail since the flyer doesn’t specify. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

OI at 8:39 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

What do you think? 

DLS from ~ny iPhone. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "John T. Saunders III" <isaunders~i4rc.org> 

Date: 8:01:09 AM EDT 

To: <ds~tmman@emaJd .unc.edu> 
Subject: Institute for Responsible Citizenship - Now Accepting Applications 

The Institute for Responsible Citizenship is Now Accepting Applications 
The Institute is a two-summer leadership program for high-achieving black maJe college ~)phomores. Studems receive high-level mtemslups, 

pa~Acipate in rigorous acadelnic selnina:rs, a~ld meet influeiNaJ leaders. 

Ad,nitted students join a network of talented leaders. Please shaace the news with anyone interes~ted in applying. 

Questions? Contact John Saunders at              or i saunders(gbi4rc.org 

Please visit our website for more info: www.i4rc.om. 



i4RC i !227 25ti; Stieel: N\;’,{ Si<ib Fbcr I Washing[cq. DC 20037 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, :10:48 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu> 

Re: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

This is terrific...certainly in good enough shape for us to discuss on Monday...that’s the plan, right? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http:i/www.kenaninstitute.unc.edui 

Teh 929-962-2266 

Fax: 929-962-5467 

png IFoIIOW me on Twitter 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <ds[ro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,                  :10:39 AM 

To: Joseph DeSimone <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Joseph DeSimone <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

971 9.843,0336 

’One woman ca~ make a diffe[’e[~ce bul 

women working logeiher ca~ cha[~ge tt~e world," 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Thursday, 9:49 AM 
To; DeSimone, Joseph M. 
Subject; FW: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 
Hi Joe. Let’s chat tomorrow or Friday. Thanks! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://exss.unc.edu/ 
"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From~ <Stroman>, EXSS Liaison <ds[ro@unc~edu> 

Date: Wednesdav. 10:54 PM 

To: ~gmail.com>," .a) kena n-flagler.u nc.edu" ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Hi.         please use this version # 5 to begin the design of the survey. (I also thought about using the Delphi Method so I have attached a possible first or second round version. 

I will check in with Joe about the use of this concept now or in the future.) 

please continue to provide feedback if any other ideas come to mind. Do check in with Bay about the programs vs. services definition. I will check in with Joe and other 

survey experts in my network. 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - ~tp:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: ~gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday, 6:34 PM 

To: ~kenan-fla~ler.unc,edu" < tZgkenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: EXSS Liaison <dstro@._ unc.edu> ................... ~_[!._v_#_:..u_n__c_.__e_d__9.> 

Subject: Re: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Hi Dr. Stroman an{: 
Thank you for keeping me posted on the progress of revising the survey questions. Would you like me to use this most recent draft (V4) to begin crafting the survey or would you 

like to look over it once more? 
Thank you, 

On Wed, 3:27 PM, @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 



UNC’.s Ke!~an-Flagler Bu.qness School 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah k [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                   9:26 PM 

To: Johnson, Geordv; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject: Re: KI Strategic Plannin~- Survey 

Hi. ThaWs fo~ your edJB. Here is version 3. Please read the commenB and provide ~edbac~ JfpossiMe, ~e£ore noon tomorrow. 
Go tleels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Deborah L, Stroman~ Ph,~, CLU 

919.843.033~ ................................. 

"The best abiliO, is availabiliO:o" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tresolini, Carol P <carol tresolini@med.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 10:54 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

IAAR Search 

Hi Debby-- 

Thanks for the conversation just now and for any help you can give with regard to publicizing the IAAR search. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tresolini, Carol P <carol tresolini@med.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 10:56 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: IAAR Search 

Oops--accidently hit the send button while I was switching between open windows! 

You can find links to the position announcement here: http://provost.unc.edu/announcements/open-positions 

From: Carol Tresolini <ctres@ad.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 27 Sep 2012 10:53:48 -0400 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: IAAR Search 

Hi Debby-- 

Thanks for the conversation just no~v and for any help you can give with regard to publicizing the IAAR search. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tresolini, Carol P <carol tresolini@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 10:57 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: INFORMATIONAL: Director, Institute of Afifican-Americm~ Research 

And here’s a message that Ken Jal~en sent out. 

Thanks so much, Debby! 

Carol 

...... Forwarded Message 
From: "no reply@unc edu" <noreply@unc edu> 
Reply-To: "noreply@unc.edu" <noreply@unc edu> 
Date: Wed, 12 Sep 2012 20:16:41 -(M00 

To: Carol P Tresolini <carol tresolini@med.unc edu> 
Subject: IN~FORMATIONAL : Director, Institute of African-American Research 

I am Kelmeth Janken, and I chair the search cormnittee for the Director 
of the Institute of African American Research (IAAR) I am writing to 
ask you to encourage interested faculty in your units to apply for this 
position The IAAR facilitates, supports, and promotes disciplinary and 
interdisciplinary research by scholars of Atlcican American and Diaspora 
research across the Universi~z, including the College, health affairs, 
and the professional schools 

’]7he new director must be a tenured member of the facul~ The 
successful applicant will have a wonderful chance to further the mission 
of’the Institute ~n encouraging and helping to create opportunities ]2~r 
irmovative, interdisciplinary interactions and collaborations across the 
UNC campus and in line with the Umversity’s academic plan. 

’]7he full position announcement is available here: 
http : //provost. unc. edu/announcements/open-positions/IAAR%20Director%20Positi 
on%20Announcement pdf. An ovep~iew of the IAAR is available here: 

http : //provost. unc. edu/announcements/open-positions/iaar-over~dew htmb 

Review of applications begins this month. If you or interested faculty 
members that you know have questions about the position or the search, 
please contact me at (919) 962-1519 or krjanken@email.unc.edu 

Sincerely 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle tlal[, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and 
Provost 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into iX~IyUNC at http://r~w.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 

...... End of Forwarded Message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eke, Kimberly J <kim eke@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 11:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Your video -- finall!! 

That is so wonderful -- you just made my day! :) Thank you!!! 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-’ Thursday, September 27, 2012 11:03 AM 
To,, Eke, Kimberly 3 
Subject-’ RE: Your video -- finally! 

Hi Kim, The response has been super! I even had one faculty member CALL me stating that he will now investigate Sakai more now because of the video and what 

particular benefits t mentioned. ;) 

H~ve ~ gre~M: day~ 

d 

Do Good. 

Beborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~9~84&0336 

’One woman can make a difference 

wome~ working together can change the world. 

From-" Eke, Kimberly J 

Sent-’ Wednesday, September 26, 2012 1:19 PM 

To,, Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-’ Re: Your video -- finally! 

You’ve been SPOTLIGHTED! :) ........................................................ 

Thank you so much!!! I think you look fabulous! :) 

Kim 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, September 26, 20:12:10::14 AM 

To: Kim Eke <~L_m___e__~_e____@___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> 

Subject: RE: Your video -- finally! 

Thanks Kirn! It made me smile. ;) 1 still think I had a bad hair day though. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLLI 

£~N¢qe, ,£xplore, .gmpower, 
9’] 9,84-3.0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change ihe world." 

From-" Eke, Kimberly J 
Sent-’ Wednesday, September 26, 2012 9:19 AM 

To,, Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-’ Your video -- finally! 
Dear Debby, 

I hope you’re having a great semester -- and enjoying this fabulous weather. Are you ready to go viral?! ;) 

Below is a clip for your review and approval: 

httpj/youtu.be/XH9yyEnm3ME 
I’ve got to fill in the description and refine the title but if you wouldn’t mind taking a peek at this GREAT video, I’d appreciate it. 

If you think it’s ok for us to use, we’d love to highlight it on the biog. 

:) Thanks very much and have a good day, 

Kimberly Eke, Ph.D. 

Interim Director, ITS Teaching and Learning 

Director, Teaching and Learning Interactive 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

[ kim_eke@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday 11:18 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Club Twitter 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Sorry for responding so late, Fve been extremely busy the past two days I’ll talk to about this, as I thought 

was mainly in charge of ~:his. It seems that sorneone go~: the message though because ~ saw a coL@e tweets yesterday. I a~so noticed ~ never responded to 

your last ques~:~on about the website we used ~or con~:act m~o at ~MG. The one I mainly used was https:iithelistonlh~e.com/~og-in.php?m=sessionexpired. Th~s has 

a~most every executive of any big time company, so Ws a resource we can use ~[: anyone gets stuck during {he contact database project. 

Thanks and hope sl~ is welH 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, .t2:15 Ah’l 

To-" 
C¢~ 
Subject; Club Twitter 

Hi. What has happened to our Twitter posts? Please assign more students, if necessary. We should have at least seven tweets per day with a Club as large as ours... 

#marketingmatters 

We need to be CONNECTED. Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stron~an~ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore. En~Jage, Empower° 

w~.,.exss, unc,ed u ............................................. 

31S Woo~en - C~B #~700 
Chape~ Hill~ NC 27599 

"The best ability is availability. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:19 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

DEFINITIONS RE: KI Strategic Planning - Su~ey 

,Joe, please think about how you want the terms economic development, entrepreneurship, and innovation to be defined,fog K! #U~lOOSes, Let me know if you want 

to chm~ge these definitions for the fina~ document for Monday. 

d 

Do Good. 

Dehorah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

g~]ug~e. ~xplore, Empov~er. 

919,843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women working {oge{her can chm~ge the world," 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 11:11 AN 
To: DeSimone, Joseph M. 
Cc: Napier, Ma~ E 
Subject: RE: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Thanks~Yes, we win dean ~t up and have a draft for Monday. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, StPol~la]l, Ph,D. CLU 

9198843~0336 

is also preparing the content for the QuNtrics instrumenL 

’One womm~ can make a difference but 

wome~ working together can change the world." 

From: DeSimone, Joseph N. 
Sent: Thursday, 10: ~ AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
~c= Napier, Ma~ E 
S~bjeet= Re: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 
This is terrffic_.certainly in ~ood enough shape for us to d~scuss on Monday...that’s the plan, right? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

D~rector, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

W~lliam R. Kenan Jr~ D~stin~uished Professor o~ Chemical En~ineerin~ at NC State University and o~ Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.kenaninstitute.unc.eduf 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

~NI~W me ~n Twitter 

From: <Stroman> Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,                  ~0:39 AM 

T~: Joseph DeSimone <desimone@email.unc,edu> 

C~: Joseph DeSimone <desimone@emaH.unc.edu> 

5ubje~: FW: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’&q~N~, g~plor’~, Empower. 

919,843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference bu~ 

wonten working together can change lhe worId." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 9:49 AM 
To: DeSimone, Joseph M. 
Subject: FW: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 
Hi Joe. Let’s chat tomorrow or Friday. Thanks! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 



"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we must do." (L Goethe) 

From: <Stroman>, EXSS Liaison <dstro~unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 10:54 PM 

To: ~gmail.com>, .kenan-fiagler.unc.edu" ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc~edu>, ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Hi.         please use this version # 5 to begin the design of the survey. (I also thought about using the Delphi Method so I have attached a possible first or second round version. I 

will check in with Joe about the use of this concept now or in the future.) 

please continue to provide feedback if any other ideas come to mind. Do check in with Bay about the programs vs. services definition. I will check in with Joe and other 

survey experts in my network. 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (L Goethe) 

From: ~gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday, 6:34 PM 

To: ........................................ ~ .k__e_.n_ .a__n_.-_f_[_a_g[.e_ _r.:~__n_.c_:_.e_ .d__u_" ._@, _15_..e_ .q_a__.n_:.t[ .a_~d .e_ _r_ : . _u_ . .n_ .c_: .e__d_.u_. > 

Cc: EXSS Liaison <d__s_t__r.o__@ .u_n__c_.__e_d__u_.>                                        ~]_[v__e_.._u__n_c_:_.e_d__u_> 

Subject: Re: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 
Thank you for keeping me posted on the progress of revising the survey questions. Would you like me to use this most recent draft (V4) to begin crafting the survey or would you like 

to look over it once more? 
Thank you, 

On Wed, at 3:27 PM, @kena n.-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

UNC’s Ke!~a!~-Flagler Bushqess School 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:O~to@~:~O~] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:26 PM 

To:. Stroman, Deborah (Exerdse & Sport Science) 

Co: 

Subject: Re: KI Strategic Plannin~- Survey 

Hi. ThaWs for your edit. Here is version 3. Please read the commen~ and provide t~edbac~ if possible, before noon tomorrow. 

Go tteels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Deborah L, Stro~na~ Pb,D, CLU 

919.843,0336 ................................. 

"The best abiliO, is availabiliO:o" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaJl.com on behalf of 

David Oestreicher z<lavid@gomsba.com> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 11:23 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Ca~rolina Spoilt Business Club 

Thanks Deborah. We’re working on this now and appreciate your patience. Best, David 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Wed, Sep 26, 2012 at 12:46 PM, Stromm~, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi [)~4(t I hop~-_~ you are h~4ng ~ gre~t day. 

f am fo~k~wing up regarding the ~1000 ~;pon>:?r~;Np pi~yrnent Pb~ase advizse. Thi~t~ks[ 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L~ Stroman, Ph,D, CLO 

919.843.0336 

From:              @qmail.com [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 3:43 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Ben Sturner; 

’One woman can make a differe~ce but 

women working together can change tt~e world. 

@qmail.com] on Behalf ~ David Oestreicher 

Dr. Deborah Stroman (theclub@unc.edu) 

Subject: Re: Carolina Sport Business Clnb 

Thanks Debby. 

My best, 

David 

i~i De’scriP~i°n 
il ttp :,’,’>,,>,,w ,13o rr;s be. co m,’i rn a ~1 asiI 
ogo prig 

David Oestreicher 

Managing Director 

Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

513-460-7431 

www.goMSBA.com 

On Mon, Sep 10, 2012 at 3:28 PM, Stroman, Deborah L < dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Tha~ks again! 

debby 



From: Ben Sturner [mailto:bens@leverageagency.corn] 
Sent-" Monday, September 10, 2012 3:13 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; davi&~)gomsba.com 

Cc: david@gomsba.com; theclub@nnc.edu; 

Subject: RE: C~solina Sport Business Club 

Please change the in~ oice to reflect entirely MSBA. Thank you and we lo~k lbrward to the p~tne~ship’. 

Ben Stumer 

Descrip’tion 

Description. 

New York, NY 
Oflice: 1 212,752,2500 

Fax: 1 212.223.6982 

bens~levemqea~encv.com 

~,levemgeagenc%com 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, September 10, 2012 12:23 PM 
To: david@qornsba.corn 
C¢: david@gornsba.corn; Ben Sturner; Dr. Deborah Strornan (theclub@unc.edu); 
Subject; RE: Carolina Sport Business Club 

Hi Dasid See attached. Thank 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stromm~, Ph,O, CLU 

919.843.0336 

’One womm~ can make a difference b~d 

women working together c;m ch;mge the worldo" 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Thursday, August 30, 2012 4:51 PM 

To: ’david@cjornsba.corn’ 
Co: ’davidCc~qornsba.corn’; ’Ben Sturner’; Dr. Deborah Strornan (theclub@unc.edu) 
Subject-" Carolina Sport Business Club 

Hi David. Ben asked that I connect with yon regarding our new partnership. The students are veu excited to have Leverage as a major sponsor. We have already 
begun to advertise such. ;) www.csbcnnc.com 

I write to tbllow up with the status of the sponsorship check and how we ca~ further engage Leverage and MSBA this yea~-. I am hoping to Skype Ben in for our tirst 
th meeting, Monday, September 10 for a few minutes. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroma~, Pb,D, CLU 

~L~plore, E~gage, gmpower, 



~Ki Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 

Problems 

This email communication by Leverage Agency may contaSm 

intbrmation that is proprietary, privileged, contidential or legally 

exempt ti-om disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you 

are notified that you axe not authorized to read, print, retain, coW 

or disse~ninate this co~nmunication without the consent of the 

sender and that doing so may be unla~vful. If you have received 

this com~nunication in enor, please notif?~ the sender. 

For more i~fformalion, please visit w~-.LeverageAgencv.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, :1:1:43 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu> 

Re: KI Strategic Planning- Survey 

Cool! Thanks! 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http:i/www.kenaninstitute.unc.edui 

Tel: 959-962-2566 

Fax: 959-962-5467 

1]~ unl ....... png IFoIIOW me on Twitter 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,                  1:1::1:1 AM 

To: Joseph DeSimone <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Mary Napier <mnapier@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Thanks! Yes, we will clean iL up and have a draft t:or Monday. 
d 
Do Good, 

919.843.0336 

is also preparing the content for the Qualtrics ir~strument. 

’O~e woman cm~ make a difference but 

women working together can chinese the world." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Thursday, 
To; DeSimone, Joseph M. 

9:49 AM 

women working toge{her ca~ cha[kge the world," 

’One woman ca~ make a diffe[’e[tce but 

From; DeSimone, Joseph M. 
Sent; Thursday, 10:48 AM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc; Napier, Mary E 
Subject; Re: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 
This is terrific...certainly in good enough shape for us to discuss on Monday_.that’s the plan, right? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

~ ~__mj_!_~_~:s_~g_m__._g_~_._~O_d_p__g_o__p__kd~_~!~__~_LO_g~!m_o__~_d 
htt:p://www.kenaninstit:ute.unc.edu/ 
Tel: 919-9~2-21~ 

Fax: 919-9~2-54~7 

h~Follow me on Twitter 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,                  :10:39 AM 

To: Joseph DeSimone <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Joseph DeSimone <desirnone@ernail.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

~)o Good, 

Dehorah L. St~om~m, Ph,D, CLU 

£’ngu~,e, ~:xplore. £mt:,.ower. 

919.84-3.033(; 



Subject: RN: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 
Hi Joe. Let’s chat tomorrow or Friday. Thanks! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iie×ss.unc.edu! 
"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Stroman>, EXSS Liaison <dstro~unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 10:54 PM 

To: ~gmail.com>, @kenan-fiagler.unc.edu" ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Hi.         please use this version # 5 to begin the design of the survey. (I also thought about using the Delphi Method so I have attached a possible first or second round version. 

I will check in with Joe about the use of this concept now or in the future.) 

please continue to provide feedback if any other ideas come to mind. Do check in with Bay about the programs vs. services definition. I will check in with Joe and other 

survey experts in my network. 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: ~gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday 6:34 PM 

To: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu" ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu>                                        ~]_[v__e_.._u__n_.c_:_.e_d__u_> 

Subject: Re: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 
Thank you for keeping me posted on the progress of revising the survey questions. Would you like me to use this most recent draft (V4) to begin crafting the survey or would you 

like to look over it once more? 
Thank you, 

~kena n.-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

.INC’s Kenan-Flagk.~r Bushqes.~ School 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@~nc.e6~] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:26 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Co: 

Subject: Re: KI Strategic Plannin~- Survey 

Hi. ThaWs for your edit. Here is version 3. Please read the commen~ and provide t~edbac~ if possible, before noon tomorrow. 

Go tteels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Deborah L, Stro~na~, Pb,D, CLU 

919.843,0336 ................................. 

"The best abiliO, is availabiliO:o" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:44 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: DEFINITIONS RE: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Will be good to have this to be explicitly discussed on Monday...a key topic with lots of nuances.. 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

.b~t..t..n.~JLw....w....w.....~@~.e.~m...n~.c..~¢.:Ln.~:e.~..#~df:.a.~c...u.~[t..~Lg~.e.~!m~d 

_h___t _t n_W___w____w____w___.__k_e___n___a___nj__n4_t !Lu__t_e__:__u___G_C:__e__d__~j 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

[~iI unk ....... pn.q i~ollow me on Twitter 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,                  11:18 AM 

To: Deborah Stroman <_d___s__t__£Q_@__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.>, Joseph DeSimone <._d___e__s_]___m____o___n___e___@___e____m___a__!]_=__u___q_c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Subje~= DEFINITIONS RE: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Joe, pfease think about how you want the terms economic development, entrepreneurship, and innovation to be defined ]~or K~ p#~#oses. Let rne know if: you 

want to change these definitions for Lhe fina~ documenL for Monday~ 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, St~’OItl~lrl, Ph,D, CL!J 

E~W~(m, &~xplor~:~. ~’mpower, 

9:19~343,0336 

’One woman can make a difference bnt 

women working together can change the world." 

’One woman can make a difference 

women working together can change ihe world." 

From: DeSimone, Joseph M. 
Sent:: Thursday, 10:48 AM 
To:: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co-" Napier, Mary E 
Subject; Re: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 
This is terrific...certainly in good enough shape for us to discuss on Monday...that’s the plan, right? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http:!!www.chem.unc edu!people!facuky!desimone! 
[~t~’.~jwww.kenaninstitut e.unc.edu/ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-9624467 

~Follow me on Twitter ...................................................... 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,                  10:39 AM 

To: Joseph DeSimone <.d_._e_s_j_n_!..o_.q_e_._@.__e_.n_!.a__[[._9_O__c_..__e_.d__.u_.> 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent:: Thursday, 11:11 AlVl 
To:: DeSimone, Joseph M. 

Cc-" Napier, Mary E 
Subject:: RE: KT Strategic Planning - Survey 
Thanks! Yes, we will clean it up and haw:~ ~ draft: for Monday. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, St~*oman, Ph,D, CLU 

g’n,q~,q~, g~plor’~, E’mpower. 
9119,843.0336 



Cc: Joseph DeSimone <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

’One womm~ can make a difference but 

wome~ working together can change the world." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 9:49 AM 
To-" DeSimone, 3oseph M. 
Subject-" FW: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 
Hi Joe. Let’s chat tomorrow or Friday. Thanks! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 
"Kno~,ing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From= <Stroman> EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 
Date= Wednesday, [0:54 PM 

To; ~)gmail.com>, @kenan-flagler.unc.edu" < ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Hi.         please use this version # 5 to begin the design of the survey. (I also thought about using the Delphi Method so I have attached a possible first or second round version. 

I will check in with Joe about the use of this concept now or in the future.) 

~lease continue to provide feedback if any other ideas come to mind. Do check in with Bay about the programs vs. services definition. I will check in with Joe and other 

survey experts in my network. 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: ~gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday, 6:34 PM 

To: ....................................... ~ .k__e_.n_ .a__n_:_f_!_a_gJ_9 r. u n c. e d u" .~ k e n a n - f l a g ! .e__r__.. _u_..n_ ~:_._ .e__d_.u_.> 

CC: EXSS Liaison <dstro@_ unc.edu>                                        ._@_J_!v__e_:_u_p_.c_:_.e_d__u_> 

Subject: Re: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 

Thank you for keeping me posted on the progress of revising the survey questions. Would you like me to use this most recent draft (V4) to begin crafting the survey or would you 

like to look over it once more? 
Thank you, 

On Wed, at 3:27 PM, 

My comments are in ~b~ a~cb~d. 

Tba[~k you 

_~kena n.-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

UNC’.~ Kenan-Flagk.~r Bu.~iness School 

~unc edu¯ ’~ww kena r!-flaqler.ur!c e Ju 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah k [mailto:O~ti~_M~_~:RO_M] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:26 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

SubjeCt: Re: KI Strategic Planning- Survey 

Hi. ThaWs for your edit. Here is version 3. Please read the commen~ and provide l~edbac~ if possible, before noon tomorrow. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Deborah L, $troman, Pb,D, CLU 
E~lore, Engage, Empower, 

3~5 Wool~en - ~B #8700 

919.843,0336 

"The best ability is availabiliO,o" 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vocus <reply@vocus.com> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 12:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Deborah, tbllow up on our laser correspoudence 

Reach and Influence Journalists and Bloggers Online, Offline... Everywhere 

Dear Deborah, 

We wanted to follow up on our earlier correspondence to see if you have any questions about 
Vocus. As we said before, journalists aren’t just waiting for you to pitch them--they’re finding 
stories on the Web and social networks as well as in their inboxes. Vocus software helps you 
connect with them everywhere they look, and it helps you connect directly with your public too. 

¯ Reach the journalists and bloggers who matter through our 1.4 million-record database 
¯ Engage the public directly through social media and easy online content 
¯ Track and record every interaction, tweet, email, news release and media mention 
¯ Analyze your results with quick and easy reporting 

Take a look at what Vocus can do for you and we’ll send you an iPod Shuffle® when you’re 
done - just to say thanks,* 

Get started today! 

¯ Terms and conditions apply. Offer expires October 31, 2012. 

Apple, iPod and shuffle are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. All rights reserved. Apple is not a participant or 

sponsor of this promotion. The iPod Shufflec~ will be sent 6-8 weeks after the demo is completed. 

12051 Indian Creek Court, Beltsville, MD 20705 

1.800.345.5572 I Unsubscribe 

Copyright (C) 2003-2011, Vocus Inc. All rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Styma, Paul <psUrna@globalnovations.com> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 3:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Diversity Education RFP 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

We have set up a conference line, Call-in: 1-877-~5~-4493 Attendee code: 231644.98 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From: Stroman, Deborah k [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2012 3:26 PN 

To: SNrna, Paul 
Subject: RE: NC~ DiversiN Education RFP 

Hi. Please ca~i me at 3:35. Thanks~ 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, S~roman, ~}LD, CLU 

919,843,0336 

woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the woHd." 

From: Styrna, Paul [mailto:psb/rna(@globalnovations.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, September 26, 2012 l:41 PM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ RE: NC~ Diversi~ Education RFP 

Dr. S~roma~ 

TNs ~s a follow up to the voicema~ ] ~eft on your office #. DarryI asked me to schedule a call for use tomorrow to discuss the design of the presentation for Oct 2. 

We wou~d be available after tpm ~DT. Please advise if you’ll be available to meet and I will forward a conference fine. 

Best regards, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 4:33 PM 

@gmaJl.com; jswottbrd@theacc.org; amd@virginia.edu 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Reference 

Hi, I hope you are doing well. 
Update: We are a finalist for the NCAA RFP. I will make a presentation in lndy on Tuesday. Thanks 
debbv 
:Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, P}~,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women working togett~er can change the woHd." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Tuesday, August 28, 2022 22:~ PH 
To’,            }gmail.com’; ’jswofford@theacc.org’; ’amd@virginia.edu’ 
~¢= Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU 
Subject; NCAA Reference 
Impo~ance: High 

Hi Friends. I hope you are doing well. I am submitting a response to a NCAA RFP to provide diversity training for our member institutions. Leaning on our 

friendship, I am listing you as a character reference. ;) 

I am partnering with Global Novations (~/~:~va~s.~zht~) and the CEO and managing partner is Otis Stuart, a Wahoo. ;) 

Our other references are: 

1. David P. Thomas - Chief Mission Development Officer of the YMCA of Greater Kansas City 

2. Jim Robinson - Executive Director, Center for Excellence in Municipal Management in the DC State Education Office 

3. Bernard W. Franklin - EVP, Membership & Student-Athlete Affairs of the NCAA 

My understanding is that a final decision will be made by the end of September 2012. 

Thanks for your support~ Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Hugs, 

debby 

Debora~ L, Stroma~ P~,D, CLU 
E~ore, En~age, Empower, 

v~,ex~,unc,edu ............................................. 

9~9,843=033~ 

Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 

Problems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 7:57 AM 

~triad.rr.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtc ~mindspring.com 

For Eamestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 

Dear Earnestine, 

Your associate Jane Tucker has recommended you highly for a project here at UNC Chapel Hill. Jane did a successful workshop on negotiation skills for early career faculty 
women scientists at Carolina in May of 20:~I. The project T want to discuss with you involves doing a similar workshop adapted to the needs of the black faculty and staff 
CAUCUS. 

http://www, u nc.edu!cbc! 

I have been asked by 

Prof. Deborah Strohman, chair of the caucus 

http://exss.unc.edu/faculty-and-staff/lecturers/deborah-stroman/ 

to talk with you about your interest and availability for such a program. 

I serve as leadership coordinator here at the Center for Faculty Excellence, 

http: !/cfe.u nc.ed u/a bout!kiel.html 

It is my job to help create leadership development opportunities for faculty groups on campus. Our organization also will likely contribute to the budget for the program. 

Is there a good time I can call you next week to discuss this possibility? 

I have heard many good things about you from Jane who is a long-time friend and colleague and I look forward to talking with you~ 

Best wishes, 

David Kiel 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Faculty Excellence 

308 ~Vilson Library. 
UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

http://cfe.unc.edu/abont/ldel.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 8:56 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu~; 

Re: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

~live. unc.edu-~ 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I got your voicemaJl. I had class and meetings until 11 last night. I have started the qualtrics and should have a draft by this a~emoon/evening. Have we started 

discussing who we want to complete this survey? 

Thank yore 

On Wed,            at 10:54 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro,@~nnc.edn> wrote: 
Hi.         please use this version # 5 to begin the design of the survey. (I also thought about using the Delphi Method so I have attached a possible first or second round 

version. I will check in with Joe about the use of this concept now or in the future.) 

please continue to provide feedback if any other ideas come to mind. Do check in with Bay about the programs vs. services definition. I will check in with Joe and other 

survey experts in my network. 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J, Goethe) 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday,                   6:34 PM 

To: pkenan-flagler.unc.edu" @kenan-flaNer.unc.edu> 

~: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu>, " plive.unc.edu> 

Subjeet: Re: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 

Thank you for keeping me posted on the progress of revising the survey questions. Would you like me to use this most recent draft (V4) to begin crafting the survey or would you 

like to look over it once more? 

Thank you, 

On Wed, at 3:27 PM, 

My comments are in the attached. 

@kenan-flagler~unc.edu> wrote: 

~hank¥ou 

UNC’s Ker!~n-Fiagler Business 8ahooi 



From; Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:26 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Cc: 

Subject: Re: KI Strategic Planning- Survey 

Hi. Thanks for your edits. Here is version 3. Please read the comments and provide feedback, if possible, before noon tomorrow. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: Dkena n-flagler.unc.edu" ¯ 

Date: Tuesday, 8:32 PM 

To: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: _~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: KI Strategic Planning- Survey 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu > 

t:hmk this looks w.,~y good. You cl(!aned up all of d-re [extual edits i noticed during our conversation last night:. 

think it is a good idea to provide some definitior~lcontext for the terms: er~trepreneurship, innova~or~, economic deve[opment. ~r’ou have done this. 

l:hinl~ we should consider building ou[ Quest:ion ]0 to allow rY:ore feedback unless that: is disruptive to the survey. 

10) There are ways for the Kenan Institute for Private Enterprise to become more of an integral part of the greater U NC Chapel Hill campus. 

feel it: is some of the most valuable feedback that we can get. We could insert a short answ(}r section witl-t .::orrlments on how KIPE couM be a more integral pm’t o[ 

campus, if we are not relevant here, than how are we goir~g to be relevant regionally, r~ationally, interna~or~ally? Most students are r~ot aware of the 

Additionally, shouk:~ we think of some Idnd of short answer sectionicorY:ment section or does that ext:ra time t:urn people off? I would be interest:ed to hear di~[erertt 

constituents writter~ ideas on how we can make the KI a greater force in ecor~omic development, er~treprer~eurship~ and innovation. We very well may gain some valuable 



insights. 

haw? not 8ddod any new quesldor~s to your w~rskm of the survey. I made a low commen[s in Track Chan~es but: I haw.~ ir~t:k]ded n]osl: of th(.~n] if~ this emait (file atta.,’:hed). 

~ UNC’s KenamFiagler Business Schooi 

@uric edu~ www kenan-fiagieF unc edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:47 PM 
To: 
C¢: 
Subject: RE: K~ Strategic Planning - Survey 

Version 2. 

Do Oood. 

St]’oman, Ph.D. 

Empower. 

919.843.0336 

’©he woma~i cart make a difference but 

womett workb:~g together cm~ chm~ge the woHd." 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 12:33 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

C:¢: 

S,,bject: RE: I(I Strategic Planning - Survey 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Thal: sound:~ grest, 



~ UNC’s KensmFiagbr Business School 

@uric edu~ www kenan-fiagier unc edu 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent-" Monday, 12:30 PM 
To-" 
(::¢-" 
Subject-" RE: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Thanks! Please be~in your research and draft of survey questions that answer the quesJon o~ the need, hT~plementa [km and!or evaluation of enl:~ep~eneu~sh~p, irmovatiorb 

and econonJc development on campus. LeFs set a deadline of Wednesday at B:O0 p.m. to send a draft document. She can then start populaJn~idesign~n[~ the 

survey. Our next deadline w~ be F~iday at: 3:00 p.m. to edk and gak~ add~lJona[ feedback. 

Do 6eod, 

;r)e])o~ah L. Stronmn, Ph,D, (~LU 

919.843.0336 

"O~m woman cm~ make a difference b~t 

women wo~’kin3 together’ ca~}. c}~auge the world. 

From-" 

Sent-" Monday, 12:03 PM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 

~¢-" 

Subject-" RE: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

~kenan-flagler,unc.edu] 

Debo~’ah, 

My .::ell phon(} number is ]his is the best number to ~each me. 

What can I do prior to our conversation this evenin~ to prepare? 



~ UNC’s Kenan..Fiagk~!r ~3us)ness School 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, 11:31 AM 

To." 
Subject; K~ Strategic Planning - Survey 

Hi Please let me know your phone number. Are you available to chat this evening between 8:00 and 9:30? 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

www.exss, unc,ed u 

919,843,0336 

"The best abifity is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~triad.rr.com 

Friday, September 2g, 2012 10:05 AM 

Kiel, David <kJel@email.m~c.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> ~mindspriug.com 

Re: For Ea~nestiue Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 

Good morning David 

I would be happy to discuss an opportunity to work with Jane. 

Available Oct 2 12:30 or Oct. 5 9:00 or 10:00. Pls conIirm 

Emesfine 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Sep 28, 2012, at 7:57 AM, "Kiel, David" <ldel(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Earnestine, 

Your associate Jane Tucker has recommended you highly for a project here at UNC Chapel Hill. Jane did a successful workshop on negotiation skills for early 
career faculty women scientists at Carolina in May of 20:tL The project I want to discuss with you involves doing a similar workshop adapted to the needs of the 
black faculty and staff caucus. 

http://wwvv, u nc.ed u!cbc/ 

I have been asked by 

Prof. Deborah Strohman, chair of the caucus 

http://exss.unc.edu/faculty-and-staff/lecturers/deborah-stroman/ 

to talk with you about your interest and availability for such a program. 

I serve as leadership coordinator here at the Center for Eaculty Excellence, 

http:!/cfe.unc.edu/about/kiel.html 

It is my job to help create leadership development opportunities for faculty groups on campus. Our organization also will likely contribute to the budget for the 
program. 

Is there a good time I can call you next week to discuss this possibility? 

I have heard many good things about you from Jane who is a long-time friend and colleague and I look forward to talking with you. 

Best wishes, 

David Kiel 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Factflty Excellence 

308 Wilson Library 
UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

http://cfe.unc.eduiabout/kiel.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 10:21 AM 

@triad.rr.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>          ~mindspring.com 

RE: For Earnestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 

Dear Earnestine, Thanks for you quick response. Actually Jane thought you would be a better fit than her for this group and Deborah also said that it makes sense to her for 
the consultant to be a person of color who is familiar with the relevant issues both from a professional and personal perspective. This, in addition to your strong credentials 
and track record would bring considerable credibility to your work with the group. I can call you on Oct. 2 at 12:30. What would be the best number to reach you? Or if you 
want to call me, I will be at 919-962-9972. Thanks, David 

Fro~r        @triad.rr.com [       ~triad.rr.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 10:05 AM 

To: Kiel, David 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L;         ~mindspring.com 
Subject: Re: For Earnestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 

Good morning David 

I would be happy to discuss an opportunity- to work with Jane 

Available Oct 2 12:30 or Oct. 5 9:00 or 10:00. Pls confirm 

Emes~ne 

Sent fro,n my iPhone 

On Sep 28, 2012, at 7:57 AM, "Kiel, David" <ldel(~e,nail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Earnestine, 

Your associate Jane Tucker has recommended you highly for a project here at UNC Chapel Hill. Jane did a successful workshop on negotiation skills for early 
career faculty women scientists at Carolina in May of 2011. The project I want to discuss with you involves doing a similar workshop adapted to the needs of the 
black faculty and staff caucus. 

http: !!www. u nc.ed u/cbc/ 

I have been asked by 

Prof. Deborah Strohman, chair of the caucus 

http://exss.unc.edu/faculty-and-staff/lecturers/deborah-stroman/ 

to talk with you about your interest and availability for such a program. 

I serve as leadership coordinator here at the Center for Faculty Excellence, 

http://cfe.unc.edu!about/kiel.html 

It is my job to help create leadership development opportunities for faculty groups on campus. Our organization also will likely contribute to the budget for the 
program. 

Is there a good time I can call you next week to discuss this possibility? 

I have heard many good things about you from Jane who is a long-time friend and colleague and I look forward to talking with you. 

Best wishes, 

David Kiel 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 
Leadership CooMinator 

Center for Faculty- Excellence 

308 Wilson Librm31 
UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

http://ct~.unc.edu/abx~ut/kiel.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~triad.rr.com 

Friday, September 28, 2012 10:24 AM 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> ~mindspring.com 

Re: For Earnestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 

Please call me at 
Have a good weekend 
Ernestine 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 28, 2012, at 10:20 AM, "Kiel, David" <kiel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Earnestine, Thanks for you quick response. Actually Jane thought you would be a better fit than her for this group and Deborah also said that it makes 
sense to her for the consultant to be a person of color who is familiar with the relevant issues both from a professional and personal perspective. This, in 
addition to your strong credentials and track record would bring considerable credibilibl to your work with the group. I can call you on Oct. 2 at 12:30. What 
would be the best number to reach you? Or if you want to call me, I will be at 919-962-9972. Thanks, David 

From:       @triad.rr.com        @triad.rr.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 10:05 AM 

To: Kiel, David 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L;         ~mindspring.com 
Subject: Re: For Earnestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 

Good morning David 

I wo~dd be happy lo discuss m~ opportunil.3, to work with Jane. 

Available Oct 2 12:30 or Oct. 5 9:00 or 10:00. Pls confirm 

Ernes~dne 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 28, 2012, at 7:57 AM, "Kiel, David" <~el(~email.m~c.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eamestine, 

Your associate Jane Tucker has recommended you highly for a project here at UNC Chapel Hill. Jane did a successful wor~hop on negotiation skills 

for early career facul~ women scientisN at Carolina in May of 2011. ~e project I want to discuss with you involves doing a similar wor~hop 
adapted to the needs of the black facul~ and s~ff caucus. 

h~p://~.unc.edu!cbc! 

I have been asked by 

Prof. Deborah Strohman, chair of the caucus 

hED://exss.unc.edu/faculN-and-staff/lecturers/deborah-stroman/ 

to ~Ik with you about your interest and availabiliN for such a program. 

I serve as leadership coordina~r here at the Cen~r for Facul~ Excellence, 

hEp:!!cfe.unc.edu/about/kiel.html 

It is my job ~ help create leadership development opportunities for facul~ groups on campus. Our organization also will likely contribute ~ the 
budget for the program. 

Is there a good time I can call you ne~ week ~ discuss this possibili~? 

I have heard many good things about you from Jane who is a long-time friend and colleague and I look fo~ard to talking with you. 

Best wishes, 

David Kiel 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Facnl~ Excellence 
308 Wilson Library, 
UNC Chapel Hill (919- 962- 9972) 

http://cIie .unc.edt~abonl/ki el.html 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:39 AM 

StromaJ~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: KI Strategic Plmming - SuP~ey 

@gmaJl.com> 

Hi Team, 

[ thought the version that you circulated on Wednesday evening looked good, You refined the K[ opportunities and including some things I had overlooked 

(h~duding KILF), ~ thought it was good. 

Do you wsn~ me to work on preparing someo~the s~ides? How can I be of assistance. 

f hall the safrH~ ku?derstandh~g regarding survey constkuents. I [:hmk we should see~ guklance on Monday. 

Best, 

PS I am in class 8-5 today and tomorrow but have a :1. hour break both days at lunch and am available via email or cell. 

UNC’s Ken~r!-Fla,(~ie! R_.usiness School 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:12 AN 
To= 
Cc: : 
Subject: RE: KI S~raM~Jc PiannJo~ - Survey 

]’harlks ~or your u~x~ate. 

do you have any final comments? I am pre0adng the final document and s[ide(~;) for Monday ~f t don’t hear from you by 3:0(} [:odav, I w~[~ move forward. 

Thanks~ 

My understanding from [he last meetb~g ~s that we are going [o d~stdbute interna~lv to random facuky, staff, and students across campus. I suggest we 

feedback on Monday from the group as to the 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CL!3 

gn~]uL~e, ~xplore, En~pov~er. 

9:19,343,0336 

’One woman cari. m:~ke a differe~ce b~t 

women working together car~ cha~ge the world," 

@gmail.com] From: 

Sent; Friday, 8:56 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Re: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Hi Dr. Stromm~, 

I got your voicema~l. I had class and meetings until 11 last night. I have started the qualtrics and should have a draft by this akemoon/evening. Have we started 

discussing who we want to complete this survey? 

Thank you, 

On Wed, at 10:54 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro,@m~c.edu> wrote: 

Hi. please use this version # 5 to begin the design of the survey. (I also thought about using the Delphi Method so I have attached a possible first or second round version. I 

will check in with Joe about the use of this concept now or in the future.) 

please continue to provide feedback if any other ideas come to mind. Do check in with Bay about the programs vs. services definition. I will check in with Joe and other 

survey experts in my network. 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we mus[ do." (J. Goethe) 

From: ~g0!#_[1:_~2~.> 

Date: Wednesdaw 6:34 PM 

To: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu ~)kenan-flagler4~nc,edu> 

Co: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 

Thank you for keeping me posted on the progress of revising the survey questions. Would you like me to use this most recent draft (V4) to begin crafting the survey or would you like 

to look over it once more? 
Thank you, 

On Wed, at 3:27 PM, 

r~,f5 commen[s are in 1he mlached. 

~kena n-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 



UNC’.s Ke!~an-Flagler Business Scho,q 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah k [mailto:dstro¢unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:26 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Cc: 

Subject: Re: KI Strategic Planning- Survey 

Hi. ThaWs for your edit. Here is version 3. Please read the commen~ and provide ~edbac~ if possible, before noon tomorrow. 
Go tleels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:/iexss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Adm~istrafion Professor and Academic Advisor 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 
"~owiug is not enoug)~; we must appIy. Willing is not euough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

Date: Tuesday, 8:32 PM 

To: EXSS Liai~n <dstro(?~unc.ed~ 

Cc: @live.unc.edu> 
Subj~t: ~: ~ Strategic PlanNng - Suwey 

Dr. Stromm~, 
] lNnk this looks very good. You cleaned up all of the tcxtua~ edits I uoticed during our co~vemat~o~ ~sl nig~L 

] lNnk it is a good idea 1o provide some definitio~’conlext t~r l~e lem~s: ent~p~earship~ innovatio~ eco~omic devdopmenL You have done this. 

] lNnk we s~oald consider building out Qaesdon 10 lo a~ow more feedback unless fl~a~ is disruptive 1o fl~e stmzey. 

10) There are ways for fl~e Kenan Institute lbr Private Ente~fise to become more of an integraJ pa~ of the grea~r I~C Cha~l Hill campus. 

l t)el ~t is some ~fthe mo~t v~Juable t)edback that we can get. We could insert a short ~mswer section wJt]~ comments ~m how K[Pg c~m]d be a m~m integr~ pal1 of 

the campus. If we arc not mlev~mt ]~erc, than how am we g~mg to be ~elevm~t regionally, nati~ really, intematJon~Jly? Most students ae not awa~e of the 

Additionally, should we t]~ink of ax~e kind of s]~o~t answer ~ction&omment section or does flint extra time turn people off? I ~ould be interested to hea~ 

constituents written ideas on 1~o~ we can make the K[ a greater fi~e m ec~ momic development, entmpmr~eurshJp, arid i~mo~ ation. We veU wall may gain some 

I hlavg llot ;added any new queslions to your versiot} of flue suts’ey. I made a Few commenls m Track Changes bat I have inc[uded rues1 offlaem in this emai[ (file 

almched). 
I am now It) hlg to thhlk o.(what elements could 1~ missing from this sm~%, that we wmxt to 

That~ks 

UNC’.s Ke!~an-Flagler Business School 

Fmm~ Stroman, Deborah L [ma~l~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday,                 4:47 

Subject: RE: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 
H~ Geordy. Version 2. 

Th~mks. 

Do Good, 

])eborah L, Strornart, Ph,O, CLU 
Engage, t~p!ot>, 

919.843.0336 

’One woman car~. make a differe~tce b~t 

women working together car~. cha~tge the world." 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] From: 

Sent: Monday, 12:33 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: KT Strategic Planning - Survey 
Tha~ sounds great, thank you’. 

° UNC’s Kenari-Flagle! [Susir~e.ss School 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~l~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                 12:30 PM 

Subject= RE: KI Strategic Planning - Survey 
Fhanks~ House tx:gm ?~x~r re~<:mv.h and drali of survey queslions flaat m~swer fl~e question oflhe ~eed, imp~ementafio~ and,’or evaluation ofenttvprenemsbip, 
hmovalion, and economic developme~t on campus. [ ,et’s set a deadline of Wed~es&~y at 3:00 p.m. to send a draJ~ documenL She can then start 

pop@almg~designing d~e survey. Our ne~ deadline wi~ ~ Fri&~y at 3:00 p.m 1o edit and gum additional 



~ ,et me kr~ow if you have ar~y questions when w~ chat ~on~hL 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

woman can make a &ifference but 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 22:03 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc:l 
Subject: RE: K= Strategic Planning - Survey 

Deborak 

M3 eel] phoue number is This ~s the be’,s~ m~mber 

What can I & pdor to o~r couvemation this evening > p~epam? 

women workfng togett~er can change the wovld." 

~kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 

UNC’s Kenan-F]agleF Business School 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [ma~lto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:31 AM 
To= ~ 
Subject= ~ Strategic Planning - Suwey 

Hi Please let me ~ow your phone number. Am you available ~ chat t~s evening t~veen 8:00 and 9:30? 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Exp~oreo E~J~ge, Empower, 
www,exss, unc,ed u 
315 Wo~Ren - ~ #87~0 

9~9,843,0336 

"The best ability is availability." 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 11:44 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Thinking of You 

A~tach: imageO01 .j pg 

That works for me. Just let me know where you would like to meet. 

Thanks, 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On at 10:15 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <£t._stj29.@u__r_l.c_: .e_d_._t~> wrote: 

Wednesday, kmch at 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, St-roman, Ph,D. cLu 

~’n,q~qe. Exp[nre, 

919,843.0336 

<im~eOOl.jp~> 

’One woman can. make a difference b~t 

women working together can change the world." 

From:, 

Sent= Thursday, 6:43 PH 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
SubjeCt= Re: ~inking of You 

Hi Dr. StromanH 

I sent you an email about two weeks ago but I figured your schedule was pretty buw. I am free any day for lunch. Football is away that week so this 

gives me a lot of flexibility with my schedule, ket me know day works best for you~ I have so much to catch you up on... 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:39 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Time for lunch ora chat... 

What is your availability the week of 

Hugs, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L Stron~n, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. En0~geo Erepower. 

3~5 Woollen - C~ #8700 
Chape~ H~R~ NC 27599 

<ima~eOOLjp~> 

l I teach MWF at 9:00. 

"The best ability is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis, Angela (amd) <amd@eservices.virginia.edu> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 12:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Reference 

Good luck. 
Angola 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2012 4:32 PM 
To:           .~gmail.com; jswofford@theacc.org; amd@virginia.edu 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: NCAA Reference 

Eli. I hope you are doing welt. 

Update: We are a finalisL for the NCAA RFP. I will make a presentation in b~dy on Tuesday. Thanks again! 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, P~,D, CLU 

’One woman car~. make a differe~tce b~t 

women working together car~. cha~ge the world." 

N:: Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 

...... Problems 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:46 PM 
To:            ~gmail.com’; ’jswofford@theacc.org’; ’amd@virginia.edu’ 
Co: Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU 
Subject: NCAA Reference 
Importance: High 

Hi Friends. I hope you are doing well. I am submitting a response to a NCAA RFP to provide diversity training for our member institutions. Leaning on our 

friendship, I am listing you as a character reference. ;) 

I am partnering with Global Novations (http:i!www.globalnovations.comiHome.h[ml) and the CEO and managing partner is Oris Stuart, a Wahoo. ;) 

Our other references are: 

1. David P. Thomas - Chief Mission Development Officer of the YMCA of Greater Kansas City 

2. Jim Robinson - Executive Director, Center for Excellence in Municipal Management in the DC State Education Office 

3. Bernard W. Franklin - EVP, Membership & Student-Athlete Affairs of the NCAA 

My understanding is that a final decision will be made by the end of September 20]_2. 

Thanks for your support! Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Hugs, 

debby 

Deborah L Stron~an~ Ph,D. CLU 
E~plore. En~Jage, Empower° 

Chape~ Hill~ NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 1:17 PM 

~kenan-llagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

KI Strategic Plmming Survey 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 

Below is a link to the survey. Please do NOT circnlate the link as it is still a work in progress and set to "open," so sharing the link allows access. I reviewed the 

questions ruth Dr. Friga this morning and incorporated his feedback and thoughts. Please share yonr thoughts and any changes that you would like to see. 

RE: IRB: I was told to wait on venturing down that avenue as it could bring scnNny upon our entire project and push back deadlines. This is definitely an issue that we 

can discuss further and possibly at Monday’s meeting. 

Let me know if you have any questions or tro~ble with the survey, 

Thank you, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazel~in@email.uuc.edu~ 

Friday, September 28, 2012 1:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Econ 325 Syllabus, The I.atest 

Thanks to you for making this possible, Glad Sports is an official track! 

Happy weekend! 

kizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 1:39 PM 
To: Hazeltine, LJzzy 
Subject: RE: Econ 325 Syllabus, The Latest 

Thanks! Have a great weekend. 

FYI - The course was approved as Sport Business Venture~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

g~]ug~e. ~xplor¢,. Empower. 

9119,843,0336 

From: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 1:37 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Ce: Napier, Mary E 
Subject: RE: Econ 325 Syllabus, The Latest 

[ certainh., can. It’s on mv oak_radar] 

Lizzy 

’One woman car~. m;~ke a differeuce b~t 

women working together car~. chauge the world," 

woman can make a difference but 

women workiug together can change the woHd." 

From: Hazeltine, kiz~ 
Sent: FrMay, S~ptem~r ~8, ~0~ ~:~ ~H 
To: DeSimone, Joseph H.; S~roman, D~orah L 
Co: Caudill, Walter Low~; Stewa~, John F; Napier, Ma~ E; Napier, Ma~ E 
Subje¢tt RE: Econ 325 Syllabus, The Latest 

Certa~n~y. ~’H be sure Debbh~b Mary, and [ are a~ on the same page 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 1:14 PM 
To: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
C¢: Napier, Mary E 
S,,bjeet: RE: Econ 325 Syllabus, The Latest 

How about Friday, Oct. :1.2th at ~0:307 Can you come to rny office ---Woollen 3152 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Sh’oman, Ph,D, CLU 

Engug,~, Exptore, Empow~r, 

919,843,0336 



200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824- 
unceminor.org 

From: DeSimone, .1oseph M. 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 11:41 AM 
To: Hazeltine, Lizzy; Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢: Caudill, Walter Lowry; Stewart, .1ohn F; Napier, Mary E; Napier, Mary E 
S..bject; Re: Econ 325 Syllabus, The Latest 
Great...let’s keep Mary in this loop too 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http:!!www.chem.unc.edu!people!faculty!desimone! 

h~p://www.kenaninstitute.unc.edui 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

UFoHow me on Twitter ...................................................... 

From: <Hazeltine>, Lizzy Hazeltine <hazeltin@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Friday, September 28, 2012 11:39 AM 

To: Deborah Stroman <_d_._s_t__r_o___@.__u_._n_c__=£d___u_.> 

�:c: Joseph DeSimone <desimone@email.unc.edu>, Lowry Caudill <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>, John Stewart <jfstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Econ 325 Syllabus, The Latest 

Yay, hurray! 

I’ll took forward to meeting wiLh you soon to tall< about the internship programming for this group. Vm generally most available MiF (studenL meetings T-R most o1: 

the day)~ What would suit you best? 

Talk soon! 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2012 10:59 AM 

To: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
C¢: DeSimone, Joseph M.; Caudill, Walter Lowry; Stewart, 3ohn F 
Subject: RE: Econ 325 Syllabus, The Latest 

Hi Lizzy. Let’s schedule a time to thai: about the k~ternship to]lout for the sport ventures course. ~1: was approved yesterday. Yes~ 

At our ~ast rneet~ng, we made a derision that Lhe two of us should figure out the best way to manage Lhe b~ternsMp part. I coordinate the internships for all of the 

EXSS Sport Administration students. 

What is you~ ava~laMl~tv over the next two weeks fo~ 45 mh~s.? ~ teach MWF at 9:00, 

Thanks~ 

d e b b V 

Do Goo(L 

Debo~’ah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~19,843.0336 

’One wontm~ can make a difference but 

wome~ working together can change lhe world. 

From: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 3:10 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Econ 325 Syllabus, The Latest 

Hi Debbie! 

Here’s the syllabus. Great to see you- I’II hope it happens often! 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 2:26 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: advising help 

Dr. Stroman, 
Thanks for gettign back to me, I am done with class at :tl:50 on Friday the and am free all afternoon. I would love to meet with you at whatever time works best for you. 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:26 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: advising help 

Hi         rh~mks h:~r ¥ot~r note. Did you try to schedt~le with me throt~gh academk: advising on Monday ~ffternoons? 

h t tps://a dvsched.oasis.unc.eduia dvsch ed/app~jsessionid=3D498CODOC9534ACD2 FAB69AB7E74052 

Otherwise, I can meet w~th you in my oK~ce ~n Woo~en 315. What ~s yo~r availability on Friday, Oct. 5 betwee~ I0:00 and 12:007 

Dr. Sbomsn 

Do Good, 

Dcborat~ L. Stro~a~, PiLD~ CLU 

9:19.$43.0336 

’©no woman can make a differe~ce but 

women working togettmr can chm~ge the world. 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 11:04 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: advising help 

Dr, Stroman, 
rm a sophomore EXSS student here at UNC and am hoping to attend physical therapy school after graduation. I was wondering if I could set up a time to meet with you to 
discuss my future plans and potential. Thank you for your time. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rhuma-NCPA <rhuma@ncpanow.org> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 2:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSRI Conference 

Thank you’. 

Ramogi Huma, President 
NCPA 
PO BOX 6917 
Norco, CA 92860 
Ofiice: 951-898-~85 
Fax: 951-359-3329 

Twitter:    twitter com/NCPANOW 
Facebook: facebook com/NCPANOW 
Web Site: ncpanoworg 

This message may contain confidential and/or privileged information 
If you are not the addressee or authorized to receive this for the 
addressee, you must not use, copy-, disclose, or take an?- action based 
on this message or any information herein. If you have received this 
message in error, please advise the sender immediately by reply 
e-mail and delete this message Thank you J2~r your cooperation. 

On Sep 28,. 1., at 11:31 AM. Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

> CONGR~.TULATIONS! 

> Galatians 6:9 

> 

> Continued success, 

> 

> debby 

> 

> Do Good 

> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

> EngiNe F.xplore Empower. 

> 

> 919.8430336 

> 

> "One woman can make a difference but 

> women working together can change the world." 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Ramogi Hmna [mailto:rhuma(d~,,ncpanow.org] 

> Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2009 1:37 PM 

> To: Stroman, Deborah Lytm 

> Subject: RE: CSRI Confe*ence 

> 

> Hi Deborah, 

> 

> Please let Richard know that I will be m~able to attend this year’s conference due to a prior corcanitment, but I ~vish him the best of luck on this year’s conference. I am, however, still 

committed to participating on the advisory board so please keep me in the loop about that. Thank you. 

> 

> 

> Ramogi 

> 

> .... Original Message .... 

> From: dstroman@emaihunc.edu 

> To: patrick.byrne@libcr~’bowhorg, info@ncpanow.org, malekof@guilford.edu 

> Subject: CSRI Corfference 

> Date: Fri, 20 Feb 2009 15:36:03 -0500 

> 

>> Hi Patrick, Ramogi and Bob! I look for~vard to meeting you. Attached 

>> find a DR~a.FT of the conference speakers. The AdvisolN Committee will be 

>> meeting on Friday- at 5:30 p.m. Stay tuned for more details. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Visit http ://www.csriconference.orgi for more information on the 

>> conference. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Let me know if I can be assistance! 

>> 

>> 

>> 



>> Regards, 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CI,U 
>> 

>> UNC -Exercise and Sport Science 

>> 

>> Sport Administration 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 

>> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> dstro@unc.edu 
>> 

>> http:i/www.unc.eduideots/exercise/sport administration 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> "Everybody can be great.., because anybody can serve. You don’t have to 

>> have a college degree to serve. You don’t have to make your subject and 

>> verb agree to ser,~e. You only need a heart full of grace. A soul 

>> generated by love." M.L. King Jr. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> *Please note, our location and contact information have changed... 

> 

> 

> Ramogi Huma, President 

> NCPA 

> PO BOX 6917 

> Norco, CA 92860 

> 

> Office: 951-898-0985 

> Fax: 951-898-5f~2 

> 

> Visit us at www.ncpanow org 

> 

> 

> This message may contain conihdential and/or privileged ilfformation. 

> If you are not the addressee or authorized to receive this for the addressee, you must not use, copy, disclose, or take an?, action based on this message or any information herein If you 

have received this message in error, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and delete this message. Thank you for your cooperation 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.tmc.edu’- 

Friday, 5:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu) 

Re: CSBC Tar Heel Spo(t Alumni Database 

ilnage001 .j pg 

Thursday at 4pm and Tuesday at 4pro work for me. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 4:45 PM~ "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

HI Heels. Thanks for your input. Please chat and find two optional dates for us to have our first meeting. (I will use this time to further gauge who can 

"stay" on this semester project.) 

Consider the next two weeks -any time after 4:00 p.m. after for a 75 minute meeting. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Lo Stror~n~ Pb,D, CLU 

Chapel Hi~l~ NC 27599 

<image001.j~g> 

"The best abifit , is availabilitF." 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Edwards, Teresa P <teresa edwards@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 5:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: KI Dmlt Suwey 

Deborah 

I have had a quick look at your survey. First a few simple things: 

1. f would mow? the demographics I:o t:he end~they are boring and you want to get: people right ~nto the toph:: t:hat you%e told t:hem ~t wH~ be around ~r~ your 

re~:r ui[n~ et~ [. 

. _ectton IH, get rid of the "D~sagree" category. Currendy, you have 3 categories on the disagree side and only 2 on the agree side. 

Now, a few more genera~ concerns: 

3, What happens for people who say they haven’t heard of the Kenan Institute, ~t says the sMp to "XX" but what is XX? Do they skip the who]e rest of the Survey? 

{::erta~nly they need to sMp all the [l:ems that refer to 

4. Ewm for people who have heard of K[, there are quest:~ons I’m not sure you can e>:pect ~)e.:)pk~ to be able to answer. }:or example, K:em I1: Even ~f I"w~ heard of 

K~; ~ don’t necessarily know the degree to wffich innovation is a major ~nit~ative~ H: ~’ve never been personally ~nvo]ved w~[f~ [f~e ~nst~tute~ And QI6: ~f ~ haven’t 

been ~nvo]ved with Iq, how would ~ be expected to know the answer to tMs? Same for Q4~ In general, we only want [o ask survey questions that our respondent 

can reasonaMy be expected to know the m~swers 

5. And finally, my b~ggest concern: why would anybody ever say "no" or "d~sagree" to these statements? They aH sound Hke good Meas, so why not )Jst say ’agree.’ 

A~ of the "shouk~"’s ma]~e ~t even more so--~"m not even eva~uat~ng whether we’re curr :mtlv doing something, jusL whether R sounds I~ke a good ~dea thai: we 

"should" do. f think your survey wil~ be w?ry w~h~erable to what we call "a~:quiescet~ce bh~s"~the tendency for respondents to agree w~th statements ~mt ~n front 

of them wi[hout bwest~ng s~gn~ficant effort to actually consider [heR1. And [he ~onger the ~isL and the more similar the items sound to each other (which many 

yours do), the higher the Hsk of acquiescence. If you want to make an appointment to brainstorm abou[ ways around [his, we can do so, but ~ don’t have any short 

and sweet answers I can send you ~n ema& At the moment, my first avaHaMe appoh~t is Oct 9. 

Good luck. 

Teresa 

Assistant D#eetor for Sur~’ey ~eseareh and Devel.opmerfl: 

H, W. Odum ~nst~tuLe for ~esearch in Social 

University o~ North Carolina - Chapel 

CB# ~355, 24 Manning HaK 

Chapel Hit{, NC 27599..3355 

Phone: (919) 843-0253 

Fax: (919) 962-4777 

ema~[: ~AF.~9...gdwa rd s@ u n c. ed u 

http://~.odum.uRe.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 20~2 9:30 PN 
Te; Edwards, Teresa P 
Ce= Stroman, Deborah L; Edwards, Teresa P 
Subject: ~ Dra~ Su~ey 
Hi Teresa. Thanks again for your insightful feedback today. As I mentioned, I am on the strategic planning committee for the Kenan Institute. 
Here is the draft document spedfic to content. We have someone who will design the survey for Qualtrics. (certainly not at your level of expertise though...) 
I appredate any, and all, additional comments. 

Thanks for ALL you do for our campus i[ 
Debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Smith, DmVI z<lsmith@glob~lnovations.com> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 7:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: NCAA updated deck 

NCAA RFP Starter deck v4.pptx 

Hi Debby, 

[ will reach out tomorrow early ~,fternoon to touch base. 

Best, 

From= Small, Jamie 
Sent= Friday, September 28, 2012 4:14 PM 

To~ Smith, Dar~l 
Subject= NCM updated deck 

Hel~o Darry~, 

Happy Friday! @ 

Attached you will find the updated deck for the NCAA presentation. A few points: 

* Alan will have the Evaluation slides no later than Monday 

* Slide 9 - In my notes for the T3 s~ide, I have "show 1 day version, plan for 2 days, max out at 3 days". Please let me know if I should alter the title if my notes 

were incorrect. 

Slide 24-please let me knowif this slide (or any others) need to be deleted. 

Thank you and ~ await your feedback. 

Have a great weekend! 

(5i3) 3dd-39dd t)t) I            MOB1LE 

i sm alI#~)~Iob Nnovahon s .cottl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Juliam~e Schrnidt <j dschmid(@unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 12:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS Advising Class Visits 

Debby, 

Any day next week (MV~T EXSS 188 @ 8AM) will work for my class. Just let me l~ow which day so that I can plan for a short lecture. 

Julianne Schmidt, MA, ATC 
Doctoral Research Assistant 
Matthew Gfeller Sport-Related Traumatic Brain Injury Research Center 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
jdschmidt@unc.edu 
(919)962-0409 

The information contained in this electronic message is legally privileged and confidential information intended solely for the 
use of the individual(s) named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that 
any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication 
in error, please notify me immediately by telephone, and return the message to me. 

On Sep 28, 2012, at 5:03 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi All. It is that time again--Meredith, Sherry and I make our mandatory rounds to share a brief 10-12 minute presentation on EXSS 

curriculum "details." 

Thanks for your patience. This effort helps to make our department one of the most informed and accurate for student registration purposes. 

Please advise which day over the next 10 days is best for YOUR schedule. (Consider at the beginning or end of class.) I have identified you as the 

instructor of record for one (or more) of the following classes: 

TR 12:30-- 175 

MWF 8--188 

TR 8-- 188 
TR 8-- 220 

TR 9:30-- 220 

MWF 10-- 221 

MWF 10-- 276 

MWF 11-- 221 

TR 9:30-- 380 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks in advance! 

debby 

Deborah L, Stro~ PhoD, CLU 
~plOreo Engageo Empoveer, 

3~5 Woollen - CB #~700 
Chapel Hi~i~ NC 27S99 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"The best ability is availability. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 20:12 9:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Help 

Deb...is there a concise view or perspective prevailing among people that you are aware of regarding needed changes at the NCAA in regards to student athletes? Topics like: how 

sports programs needed to be self-funded; or challenges implementing remedial courses for students coming from socio-economically depressed high schools; compensating 

student athletes. Etc....stuff that a great university president should be pushing? Like title IX applying to all faculty slots, etc? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http:!!www.chem.unc.edu!people!facuEy/desimone/ 

http://www.kenaninstitute.unc.edui 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

I.~ii unk ...... png I~OIIow me on Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 8:41 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Help 

B97E55A0-AC 15-41 F7- 80EF-7F57503CA734 [44].png 

Would love to discuss if you don’t mind on a Sunday. When would be convenient to you? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Proi~s~r of Chemist~ at UNC 

Willimn R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Proi~ssor of Chemical Engineering atNC State University a~d of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.chem.rmc.edtv’people/Faculty/de simoue/ 

http://,~v, ke nanin s~titute, unc .edu/ 
Tel: 919- 962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

Follow me on Trotter 

On Sep 30, 2012, at 12:23 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~,unc.edu> wrote: 

Concise?! ;) Let’s chat later today, if you have a quick moment. 

This issue is as old as the NCAA (1906) and there are many voices, critics, and pundits. 

Applying the "Where you stand depends on where you sit" philosophy, I can give you views from the NCAA "kool-aid" drinkers, NCAA haters, and 

NCAA retbrmers. 

I will share with you some of my ~nore basic and most importantly, re~Jistic solutions that I (m~d others) chmnpiou. Let me know if you want ~ne to 

concisely ;) write thegn up for you. 

academic-help.html 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Spo(t Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is r~ot enough; we mus~ appIy. Willing is r~ot enough; we must do." (.!. Goethe) 

From: <DeSimone>, "Joseph M." <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, September 29, 2012 9:22 PM 

To: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Help 

Deb...is there a concise view or perspective prevailing among people that you are aware of regarding needed changes at the NCAA in regards to student athletes? 

Topics like: how sports programs needed to be self-funded; or challenges implementing remedial courses for students coming from socio-economically depressed 

high schools; compensating student athletes. Etc....stuff that a great university president should be pushing? Like title IX applying to all faculty slots, etc? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.chem.unc.edu/people/faculty/desimone/ 

http:!!www.kenaninstitute.unc.edu/ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

<Bg7E55A0-AC15-41 F7-80EF-7F57503CA734144].png>FoIIow me on Twitter 

<B97E55A0-AC 15-41 FT- 80EF-7F57503CA734144].png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 30, 20~L2:20:29 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Fitzsimon’s Take... 

h t t p :/iwww 2 j o u r n a ln o w.co m in e ws/2012ise pi23icolu m n-fitzsim on-re a l-t h r ea t-u n c-a r-2630797/? re fe re r= h t t p :/it.co/C29 n q 2X m &s h o rt u r I= h t t p :!!bit.ly! RSJ H N 2 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a 2763d6&n=T&l=faculty--athletics-forum&o=32224513L 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32224511-48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 10:35 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Help 

How about ha~ftime of eagles giants tonight? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distingnished Professor of Chemical Engineering atNC State University and of Chemist~ at UNC 

http://www.chem.unc.edu/peopleifaculty/desimone/ 
http:/iwww.kenaninstitute, unc.edu/ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

Follow me on Twitter 

On Sep 30, 2012, at 10:30 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~,~unc.edu> wrote: 

Anytime after 5:00. Headed to the office, running some errands, and then to check in with the Field Hockey game. ;) 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Knowing is not enough; we mus[ apply. Willing is not enough; we must do," (J. Goethe) 

From: <DeSimone>, "Joseph M." <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, September 30, 2012 8:41 AM 

To: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Help 

Would love to discuss if you don’t mind on a Sunday. When would be convenient to you? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 
Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 
William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http:!/www.chem.unc.edu/people/faculty/desimone/ 
http:!/www.kenaninstitute.unc.edu! 
Tel: 919-962-2166 
Fax: 919-962-5467 
Follow me on Twitter 

On Sep 30, 2012, at ~L2:23 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Concise?! ;) Let’s chat later today, if you have a quick moment. 
This issue is as old as the NCAA (1906) and there are many voices, critics, and pundits. 
Applying the "Where you stand depends on where you sit" philosophy, I can give you views from the NCAA "kool-aid" drinkers, 

NCAA haters, and NCAA reformers. 

I will share with you some of my more basic and most importantly, realistic solutions that I (and others) champion. Let me know if 

you want me to concisely ;) write them up for you. 

From the "Can we catch a break?" files!! http ://www. newsobserver, com/2012/09/29/2379206/unc- 

playe ns- needed- ac adem±c- he~p. htm~ 

d 

Go Heels, 



Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must appi’¢. Willing is not enough; we must do," (J. Goethe) 

From: <DeSimone>, "Joseph M." <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, September 29, 20:~2 9:22 PM 

To: EXSS Liaison <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Help 

Deb...is there a concise view or perspective prevailing among people that you are aware of regarding needed changes at the NCAA in regards to 

student athletes? Topics like: how sports programs needed to be self-funded; or challenges implementing remedial courses for students coming from 

socio-economically depressed high schools; compensating student athletes. Etc....stuff that a great university president should be pushing? Like title IX 

applying to all faculty slots, etc? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http:!!www.chem.unc.edu!people!facultyidesimone! 

htt p://www.kena ninstitute.unc.edu/ 

Tel: 9:[9-962-2:[66 

Fax: 9:[9-962-5467 

<B97E55A0-AC15-41 F7-80EF-7F57503CA734144] pn.q>Fo~ow t~e on Twitter 

<B97E55A0-AC15-41F7-80EF-7F57503CA734144].png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 11:03 AM 

Love, Bayard <Bayard_Love@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Ragan, Ronda <Ronda_Ragan@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Update and expectations for Monday’s (10/1) TF Meeting 

will go into the office today and print these for everyone. They will be ready for Monday morning. 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 . fax (919)962 8202 . mnapier@unc.edu 

From: 
Bayard Love <._B___a_k’__a__r___d" Love@kenan-flag!__e__r_:__u___n___c_:__e___d__u__> 

Date: Fri, 28 Sep 2012 21:29:17 -0400 

To: "Ragan, Ronda" <Ronda Ragan@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>, Mary Napier <mary...napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Update and expectations for Monday’s (10/1) TF Meeting 

Hi Ronda and Mary--- 

Will som~-_~.:_~ne be around to print out copies of this on Monday morning? 

f[ not, ~ can bring a printout and make cop~es, no problem, 

Bay 

~= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~l~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Seat~ Friday, September 28, 2012 2:36 PM 
To= Love, Bayard 
$~bject= RE: Update and expectations for Monday’s (10/1) TF Meeting 

Hi Bay. Can you have s.:~meone (Mary or Ronda?) make copies [or everyone [or the rneet~ng? Thanks 

Please advise ~f that ~s not: possible. 

debby 

~o Good, 

9:19.843.0336 

woman can make a differe~ce but 

women working together can chm~ge the world. " 

From: Love, Bayard [mailto:Bayard...LoveOkenan-flaqler.unc.edul 

Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 9:37 AM 
To: Birdwell, Natalie; Black, Nicholas; Goldstein, Buck; Cone, -ludith (Office of the Chancellor); DeSimone, -loseph M.; drharoon; Ella, .lean; .lohnson, Geordy; King, Genny; 
Napier, Mary E; Reifsnider, Cynthia; Stith, Thomas Andrew 111; Stroman, Deborah L; Zoller, Ted 
Co: Burton, Matthew; Charlotte Lindemanis; Fdga, Paul 

Subject: Update and expectations for Monday’s (10/1) TF Meeting 
Hi Task Force and Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows - 

The primary purpose of Monday’s meeting is to review process and content updates from each of the workstream teams. 

Please continue to work with your consultant liaison (Matt or Charlotte) to develop slides and presentation plan to reflect your work thus far. 

Please be prepared as a workstream team (or a representative from your team) to present on your slides. Matt and Charlotte can support~ but TF members and 

KILFs should drive the presentations. 

Each workstream team (Benchmarking, Impact opportunities, Survey, and Key Constituents) will have ~20 minutes to present the following: 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->l) <!--[endif]-->Process update: work done to date and next steps planned for the coming week 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2) <!--[endif]-->Process issues: Issues / concerns / areas where the workstream team needs input from the TF 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3) <!--[endif]-->Content update: Key insights / so what’s / hypotheses based on work to date 

We’re set for an dynamic meeting on Monday! Thanks to all for your work thus far. 

Bay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 1:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

BAR Updates :: September 2012 

::~:e;i BAR Header 

HOMECOMING WEEKEND :: NOV° 8 ~ 11, 2~)12 

REGISTER BEFORE THE DEADLINE AND SAVE 
Registration for this year’s reunion is now available online, or you can download the brochure. Please take a moment to review the 

registration guidelines before submitting your registration. The deadline to register is 5 p.m= (EDT}, Friday, Oct= 19. Pricing for most 

reunion events will increase after the registration deadline (2.!9~..~’~,~.!~.~£.r..1.~.~’~j.’:t). Please remember your GAA member discounts are 

not valid for on-site registration or on tickets purchased at the door. 

EVENT SPOTLIGHTS 

Open to all alumni and friends, join us as we hear from alumni who were Carolina’s earliest African-American students, the U NC Black Pioneers 

(1952-72). This year’s keynote speaker is Dr. Phil Clay ’68, a UNC Black Pioneer and former chancellor at Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

(MIT). Dr Clay, a professor in MIT’s Department of Urban Studies and Planning, also serves as secretary on the UNC Board of Trustees In 
attendance will be noted civil rights attorney Julius L Chambers, Esq. ’62 (LLBJD) and Howard Lee ’66 (MSW), Chapel Hill’s first black mayor We’ll 

recognize pioneers celebrating 55th, 50th ,45th and 40th reunion anniversaries (1957, 1962, 1967 and 1972). Do not miss this opportunity to hear 

from alumni who paved the way for our access and success at Carolina. 

Join us for the 2012 Student Alumni Dinner and connect Carolina’s past, present and future This year’s keynote speaker is Bomani Jones ’05 (MS), 

media personality, ESPN columnist and contributor and a regular panelist on ESPN’s "Around the Horn" and "Jim Rome is Burning" He will share his 

journey to becoming a successful media personality in the areas of sports, music, culture and politics. 

TAR H~I~L CA,~IP 

Spend a little extra time with your classmates and take advantage of Tar Heel Ca mp on Friday and Saturday nights from 6 pm. - 2 a.m. each night. 

Tar Heel Camp provides a safe, enjoyable and exciting experience for children with parents, family members or friends participating in Homecoming 

activities. Tar Heel Camp activities are designed for kids ages 6 - 12. 

Past camp activities have included UNC sporting events, Morehead Planetarium shows, movies, pizza parties, arts and crafts and various student 

group performances. Camp activities will vary depending on weekend activities available. The activities of Tar Heel Camp are led by trained UNC 
students under the advisement of the General Alumni Association. Tar Heel Camp registration fees are $55 per child per day for GAA members and 

$75 per child per day for nonmembers. Tar Heel Camp registration is part of the online registration form. 

Thank you for being a GAA member. Affinity reunions and support for GAA scholarship programs for current Carotina students are made possible 
by dues paid by you and more than 67, 000 other GAA members Receive special pricing for reunion activities and vaiu~tble discounts t~’om ~.{’..[.e..~’:t...C..~#[Le.]..~!][.Z~#2~.e.Z~lt..s." 

by showing your GAA membership card. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 3:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS 322 Exaln I F12 .docx; EXSS 322 Exam I F12 DS.doc; LASER Brochure 2012b.pdf; Introducing LASER Advocate Letter2.docx 

"The best ability is availabilitF." 



KI SURVEY 

Permissible? Incentive to complete - raffle for iTunes $50 gift card? 

Introduction: The UNC Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise (KI) is a not-for-profit 
entity established in 1986 to "have a substantial and lasting impact on the business 
and commercial community of North Carolina, the United States, and eventually, the 
international markets as well; encouraging cooperative efforts among private 
enterprise, academics and government." We are undergoing a maj or strategic 
planning initiative for KI that will guide the future direction of this important arm of 
the University of North Carolina. We cannot do this process wi:~i~::.!nput from the 

UNC community and thank you very much for your particip.~!gn i~his survey. 
There are only 27 questions and expect the survey to tak.~::ii~::~i~iN~re than 10 minutes. 

We are particularly interested in your qualitative comca~ts ~i~ll as your 

quantitative responses. This survey roll ag~egate ~:~51N~0n an 5::~gymous basis 

and is completely voluntary. ~ank you again~:.::~:~::::~fo~::::~nput. .... ’::~::::~ 

[checkbox for compliance and entry to surveNl~::~::~::::~::.. :~{~?:::~ .... 

Position!Title - student, facR!~ure-track, t~}:~ f!:xed term, staff 

............................................................................ ..................... 
...... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .... ====================== .... ::~::~ .... 

II. Introduction: K~:Institu~:: 

. Have you ever hg::~:~g thg:~Ng~N:~pel Hill Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of 
Pri~g~p ris e 7:~ No~ 

================================= .............. 

. 
Mission: ~?:::gena~I’nstitute offers research, consulting services and educational 

Increase understanding of the dynamic forces shaping the world around 

US. 

> Prepare business and community leaders to act effectively in today’s 

globally connected marketplace. 

> Help clients develop and pursue competitive strate~es that are 

knowledge-driven, market-based and sustainable. 



Please check all the KI services and programs that you recognize, are familiar 

with or have participated in over the past five years 

o Aerotropolis development 
o Business Across Borders 
o Business Growth Initiative 
o Carolina Challenge 
o Eastern North Carolina Economic Development 
o Launching the Venture .... ~::::ii~ii::::~ .... 
o Next Generation .... 
o Global Scholars Academy .... ~::::ii~ii::::~::::ii~ii~ii~ii::::~ .... 
o Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows .... ~::::iiiiiiiii~ ...... ~::::ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii::::~~ .... 

o Center for Air Commerce ............. ii:. ’::~::::ii~i~i~i~i~i~ii::::~ .... 
o Carolina Center for Competitive Econom!~i~ii:::#~<::::::iiii~ii: ’::~::::ii~ii~i~i~i~ii~ii::::~ ............... 
o Center for Logistics and Digital Strate~ii~i~ii::::~ ........ ..:,,~ 
o UNC-Tsinghua Center for Logistics a    ii   !   .rPri   i iii  svelopment#   .... 
o Urban Investment Strategies Center .... 

~::::ii{{ii{{iiiiiiii~ii~@ii~ii::::~::~::.. ............. 
~" 

Please identify any KI service~iiiii):~:::~::~s that y  f ecognize, are familiar 

ruth or have participated in ov~::~yhe ~::~::~fS that was not listed in the 
previous question...~.~ke this q~se~ an "~N~’ button to the previous 

III. ~e KI is undergoing a stra~c planni~bcess. Please select the response that 
best describes whet~d ~:.~~2:~u a~ee or disagree to each statement. 

Strongly Di~::~::::::::~::~:~::.. Mod~::~y Disagree Disagree     Neither 

Ent~:~urship is ~proces~::::~5f developing, organizing and managing a new 

enterp~:[~lly mtN~onsider able...........~:, creativiV, initiative and risk. 
1. Entr~:~:~ur~::) is a major initiative at UNC Chapel Hill. 
2. I am a¢~Nays to become engaged ruth entrepreneurship programs at 

UNC Chap:~gHill. 
3. l am aware of ways to become engaged ruth entrepreneurship pro~ams at 

the Kenan Institute for Private Enterprise. 
4. UNC Chapel Hill should become a national leader in entrepreneurship 

...... .... 
5. UNC Chapel Hill should become a national leader of an entrepreneursh~p 

curriculum for undergraduate students. 

6. UNC Chapel Hill should become a national leader in entrepreneurship 

J 



7. UNC Chapel Hill undergraduate students should enroll in at least one 

entrepreneurship course prior to graduation. 

8. UNC Chapel Hill is well positioned to be a national leader in 

entrepreneurship. 

How can the Kenan Institute for Private Enterprise be a national force in 
entrepreneurs’hip? 

9. There are ways for the Kenan Institute for Private Ente~i~..e to become 
more of an integral part of the greater UNC Chapel 

How can the Kenan Institute for Private Enterprise bq:~::~ii~i~.re of art integral 

Innovation is the strategy or act of introduc~{iiiiii~i~ethf~ii~iii~ew to a pro~Ct, process 
or service in an effort to make organizations gfS~::::~ ......... 

10. Innovation is a major initiat~:~t UNC 
11. Innovation is a major initia~{{~:~ Kenan In~or Private Enterprise. 
12. Innovation should be a part 

UNC Chapel Hill.       ::::{~{~:~::~ .... ~:~:~{~{~:~::::::::~::~::~::~::::~:~ 
13. UNC Chapel Hill is well position{~..~::ge a fi’Ngii~al leader in innovation. 

How can the Kenan I.~:’~d{~grivate E~{~prise be a national force in innovation 

Economic d:~g~::{::~ment i~::::~{~process BY which a communi~ uses government, 
academ~:g~:~:~8::~::~g~:..sect6:~Dgrships to create, retain, and reinvest wealth to 

14. :R{~mic development is a major initiative at UNC Chapel Hill. 
15. I a~are of ~s to become engaged with economic development 

prog~:~g¢t ~:~e Chapel Hill. 

16. There a~:g{~::~us ways to become engaged ~th economic development 
programs~{{ the Kenan Institute for Private Enterprise. 

17. UNC Chapel Hill should become a national leader in economic development 
programs. 

18. UNC Chapel Hill should become a world leader in economic development 

19. UNC Chapel Hill is well positioned to be a national leader in economic 
development. 

How can the Kenan Institute for Private Enterprise be a national force in economic 
development? 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmal.com> 

Sunday, 9:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Tar Heel Stx)rt Alumni Database Project 

Thank you for the email. See you Thursday. 

On Sun,            at 3:41 PM, <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 
To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stmman 

tti tteels! You have been selected to be a part of this very ambitious semester long project. The first 90 minute mandatory meeting is this TIiURSDAY, 

4:30 p.m. sharp in Woollen 310 (tIyatt Library). No exceptions. No excuses. 

I am looking for dedicated and AV,&ILABLE team members. If you are already "overbooked" with studies and e~acurncula~ projects, feel fiee to decline this 

invitation. There will be many other oppollunities this year to work on CSBC activities aid events. 

are the team leaders. This firs~t meeting is critical to establish the pe~ameters and assignlnents for this important research. 

Thanks again for your commitment to success. 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this 

message click this link to access Mes~ges tbr this site: Carolina Slx~rt Business Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Booth <l~nbooth@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 9:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Progressive l?aculty list 

Hi Debby, 

That’s great. I’ll get you added pronto 

I assume you want to use your unc address? That’s what I’ll use unless 

I hear otherwise 

Thanks, 

Karen 

On 9/30/2012 6:52 PM. Stromar~ Deborah L wrote: 
Hi Karen I read the statement of principles and agree. I wish to be 
included on the listsel~’. Thanks 
debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, PhD. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.uaac edu/ 
Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." 
(J. Goethe) 

On 9/25/12 9:35 AM. "Sherryl Klemman" <kleinman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Hi, Debby: 
>> 

>> Kia CaldweH said you are interested in the Prog. Faculty Network. 
>> 

>> If you want to be on the listserv/in the org, you need to go to the 
>> website for PFN and read the statement of principles. If you agree to 
>> the principles, and to being listed on the website, then emai[ Karen 
>> Booth (kmbooth@email unc edu) in WMST to say you’ve read them and want 
>> to be on the listserv: 
>> 

>> http ://progfacunc wordpress.com/ 
>> 

>> Best to you, 
>> 

>> Sherrvl 
>> 

*Associate Professor and Director of Undergraduate Studies, 

*Depaltment of Women’s and Gender Studies (womensstudies.unc.edu) 

*Universi~- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

*209 Smith Building, Campus Box 3135 

*Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 

* TEL: 919-962-3908 FAX: (919) 962-5839 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Great Faculty Spotlight Video! !! 

Hello Professor Stroman! This is (I took your first year seminar class in the spring- Exss . I just watched your faculty spotlight video and loved it. I miss 
you and hope you are doing well! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 9:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CSBC Website 

Debbie, 

I haven’[: had an opportt~rli[:y to change [:he slide show on the ho[T~e page, However, I thought ] efrH~]ed you Thk~rsday afterrloon thai: ~ had upk~aded photos from 

both the Recep~:~on & Case of Race events in the Photo Gallery. Sorry, I mus~: haw~ forgot~:en,       also came by my of[~ce ~ast week to get me the videos from the 

Case of Race event. Vve been slowly up~oadk~g the v~deo(s). Un[:ortunsLe~y, when the students videotaped Lhe event, they created 7 b~d~vidual [:~es. And the 

taping is not very good {camera framing, composition, etc). gel:ore the next event they are assigned w~th taping, ~’~1 need to take some t~me to go over some basics 

to help enhance the ~ook of some of the tap~ngs for the future. In the mem~th~e, Iql attempt to make changes to the home page slide show Monday and ~ hope to 

haw? the videos pos~:ed by Tuesday evening. Sorry for ~:he delay. 

--OJ 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent: Sunday, September 30, 2012 6:08 PN 

To: NcGhee, ~ 
Subject: CSBC Website 
Hi OJ. Can you please upload some pictures from "A Case of Race" and remove the Dr. Leonard flyer? 

Thanks. 

D 
Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.ed~/cbc 

cbcchai[@unc.edu     919.843.0336 
"Forth Ls ]earrHn~ to ]et God ke{~p you s~eody and to be ruled ]ess ~nd !ess by your emotions and c~rcums~onces. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 10:33 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progt~c] elephant in the room 

http://www ncpolicywatch corn/2012/09/27/the-elephant-in-the-roorrd 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-32225631-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56felebgb@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 10:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Fwd: KI Strategic Planning Survey 

@kenan- flagler, unc.edtr~ 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 

This is the emaJl that I sent on Friday. Given the lap in communication lap regai~ting the revised questions. I’m not sure you received this email. I apologize--I should 

have stressed the revisions more. I roll be sure to do so in the furore. 

Thank you, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: 

Date: Fri, at 1:16 PM 

Subject: KI Strategic Planning Suiwey 
To:~ 

,@gmoJl.com > 

@kenan-fl~ler.unc.edu>, "Stroma~, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro~?unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 

Below is a link to the survey. Please do NOT circulate the link as it is still a work in progress and set to "open," so shaaJng the link allows access. I reviewed the 

questions with Dr. Friga this morning a~d incorporated his t~edback and thoughts. Please share your thoughts and any changes that you would like to see. 

RE: IRB: I was told to wait on venturing down that avenue as it could bring serutiny upon our entire project and push back deadlines. This is definitely an issue that we 

can discuss further and possibly at Monday’s meeting. 

Let me know if you have any questions or trouble with the sur~’ey. 

Thank you, 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friga. Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:59 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Napier, MaU E <mnapie@email.unc.edu> 

RE: KI Task Force Deck for tomorrow 

Thanks. 

Sorry if there was confusion as to the process. We will get the process kinks worked out soon! 

Forgot about your 8:35 dep,~rture. Let me guess --teaching? Where are your priorities? Just kidding. We win likely want to move your section to be before Key 

Cot~ stit~et~ [:s. 

~:N~ Description Description: STAR logo tagline slogan w-Mu~, background 

Associate Prdessor of Strategy a~d EntrepreneursNp 
D~rec~or of S.T,A.R. DBP and Consulting Concenh-ations 
The University’ of Ne~th Carolina a~ Chape~ Hill 
Kenan-F~agler Business Schoo~ 

NcCo~ Bu~k~h~ - CB 3490 
Chape~ Hill, Noah Caro~h~a 27599 
9~9~962-3786 ~ 

moNle 
pnf~unc.edu 
wv~.paulfriga.com 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L [maH~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Sunday, 10:33 PN 
Tol FF~ga, Paul 
Subjeet~ Re: ~ Task Force Deck for tomorrow 
H~ Paul. I didn’t know that Charlotte sent our information to you for incorporation. ~ had prepared a separate ppt for the SuFveg update. ~ can report ~FO~ gout sl~de deck. 
FYI- I have handouts and a friendly reminder that I have to leave by8:35 a.m. 
Thanks. 
debbg 
Go Heels, 
Deborah StFoman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Sdence Department - http:!!oxss.unc.edu/ 
"Knowh~g is not enough: we must apply. WUling is not enough; we must do." O- Goethe) 

From: <FFiga>, Paul FFiRa <Paul FHga@kenan--fla~ler~unc.edu> 
Date: Sunday,                  i0:00 PM 
To: "Napier, Mary E" <mna£(er@ema(k~Jpc.edq>,             ~kenan-flaglerAJnc.edu",            ~kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>, 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>,                            ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Goldstein, Buck" <buck .gNdstein@unc.edu>, Judith Cone 

<judith.cone@unc.edu>, "DeSimone, Joseph M." <desimone~gema~l.unc.edu>, drharoon <zishan haroon@rned.unc.edu>, Jean Elia <Jean El~a~gkenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>,                @kenan.-flagler.unc.edu" <               ~kenan-.flagler.unc.edu>,                       ~kenan.-flagler.unc.edu>, 

"Stith, Thomas Andrew II1" <thomas stith@kenan-flag]_#£=9_D_~:_#_~_~.>, EXSS Liaison <.~#~_[_9_@_£~:_#_~_~.>, Ted Zoller <Ted Zoller@kenan-flag~AD_#_~_£:A~>, 

Subje~: KI Task Force Deck for tomorrow 

All, 

Att~ched ~s the deck for tomorrow’s meeting. ~ hope I got the latest slides from each workstre~m ~ncorporal:ed~ 

Look ~:orward to seeing you a~l 

Pau~ 

::~ Desc[iption Description: STAR logo tsgl~ne slogan w-Mu~, background 

Associate Professor of Strategy and EnttepreneursNp 
INfector d s.r.A~R. DBP and Consulting Concentrations 
The Un~vers~ d NolCh Carolina a~ Chape~ Hill 
Kenan-F~agler Business Schoo~ 

NcCo~ Bu~k~h~ - CB 3490 
Chapel H~II, No[th (:aro~h~a 27599 
919.-962-.3786 .- 

- moNle 

wv~.pau~friga.com 

F~mt Napier, Fla~ 
Se~[~ Tue~d~v. September 2g. 2012 8:58 PM 
To: Buck Golds~[n; Cone, Judith (~[ce of the Chancellor); Des[mone, Joseph (Chem[st~); drharoon 
<zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>; Ella, Jean; St[th, ~omas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science); Zo[ler, Ted; 

Fr[ga, Paul 
Subject: work streams and brea~ast suggestions 
Hi all[ Hope you are having a great evening. Wanted to check in with everyone to make sure that the work stream teams are moving forward and have not run into any issues. 



know the benchmarking and impact opportunities teams had a great meetings today and are making good progress. Please let me know if you have run into any roadblocks and 

together we can figure a way around them. 

If we are going to get you out of bed early Monday morning, I would like to make sure that I am providing something you like for breakfast. I have noticed the pastries do not move 

too well (although the KI staff like the leftovers), and the yogurt, fruit, bagels seem to be more popular. I am happy to provide whatever you like (as long as it is available at 6:15 

am) and welcome your suggestions. 

Thanks again for your willingness to work with us! 

Mary 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Edwards, Teresa P <teresa edwards@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 9:49 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: KI Draft Survey 

Debby, 

Does 2:30 on Oct 9 work for you? I’ve got you penciled in there. 

?eresa 

Teresa go Edwards 

assLstant D,rector for Survey Research and Devetopment 

H, W. Odum ~nsUtuLe for Research in SociM 

University o~ North Carolina - Chapel 

CB# ~355, 24 Manning HaK 

Chapel HiK, NC 27599-3355 

P hone: (919) 84 ~-0253 

Fax: (919) 962-4777 

emafl: ~A[~#.=gdwards@ u nc.ed u 

F~mi Strom~n, Deborah L 
Senti Friday, Beptember 28, 20t2 5:~ 
To: Edwards, Teresa P 
Su~ject: RE: KI Dra~ 
TEIANKS SO MUCH for your feedback. ]he document I sent is for talking points to our s[rategk: ph~nn#~g commitLee. (not the format fix" q Eallrics) Yes 

demographics should go at the end. 

~ wH~ reread ~our no~e snd also ask these questions of the coram~ttee~ They are exceHenL 

~ would love to take that OcL 9 appo~ntmen~ (euen 

~ wH~ be in touch as we meet at 7:00 a.m. on Mondays. 

Haw~ a great weekend~ 

de~y 

Deborat~ L, StromalL Pb,Ek CLU 

EngiNe, Explore, 

9719.843.0336 

woman can make a difference but 

women working together can cha~ge the world. 

From= Edwards, Teresa P 
Sent= Friday, September 28, 2012 5:42 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: KI Dra~ Su~ey 

Deborah, 

~ have had a quh::k Jook at your surw~y, First, a few s~r~[)~e things: 

1, I would move the demograpMcs to the end----they are boring and you want to get people dgh~ h~to the ~opic that you’ve told them i~ wfl~ be around m your 

recruitment. 

2. Section IH, get rid of the "Disagree" category. Currently, you have 3 categories on the disagree side and oMy 2 on the agree s~de~ 

Now, a few more general concerns: 

3. WhaL happens for people who say they haven’L heard of the Kenan Insth:ute. It says the skip Lo"XX" but what is XX? Do they s[dp the who~e real o[ the survey? 

Certa#~lV Lhey need Lo s[dp all the Reins that refer to KI .... 

4. Even for people who have heard of 

KL [ don’t necessarily know the degree to which innovation is a major ~nit~ative, ~f We never been personMIy h~vobed w~th the ~nst[tute. And Qt6: ]f ~ haven’t 

been h~vob, ed with KL how would [ be expected to know the answer to tNs? Same for Q4~ In general, we only want to ask survey questbns that our respondent 

can reasonably be expected Lo know the answers to. 

5. And finally, my b~g~est concern: why would anybody ever say "no" or "d~sagree" to these statements? They aH sound I~ke good ~deas, so why not: ~ust say ’a~ree ’ 

A[~ of the "shouM"’s make ~t even more so----.~’m noL even evMuadng wheLher we’re currently doin~ something, just whether ~t sounds Hke a ~ood ~dea that we 

"should" do. [ think your survey wi[~ be very wflneraMe to whaL we call "acquiescence ~as"---- the Lendency for respondents to agree w~th statemenLs put ~n front 

of them w~thout ~nvesth~g s~gnff[cant effort to actually consider them. And the ~onger the list, and the more similar the items sound to each other (which many of 

yours do), the higher the risk of acquiescence~ If you want to make an appointment to brainstorm about ways around th~s, we can do so, but ~ don’t have any short 

and sweet answers 

Good luck. 

Teresa 

Teresa P. Edwards 

Assistant D~rector ~or Survey Research and Devetopment 

H. W. Odum Insti~ute for Research m Social Science 

University of North Carolina - Chapel 

CB# 3355, 24 Mannin 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599-3355 

Phone: (919) 843-0253 

Fax: (9191 962~4777 

ema~[: Teresa_Edwards@ unc.edu 



http://www.odum.une.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 9:30 PM 

To: Edwards, Teresa P 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L; Edwards, Teresa P 

Subject: K1 Dra~ Survey 

Hi Teresa. Thanks again for your insightful feedback today. As I mentioned, I am on the strategic planning committee for the Kenan Institute. 

Here is the draft document specific to content. We have someone who will design the survey for O.ualtrics. (certainly not at your level of expertise though...) 

I appreciate any, and all, additional comments. 

Thanks for ALL you do for our campus!! 

Debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough~ we must do" (J. Goethe) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clayton, Taffye Benson <taffye@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 11:02 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus - October E-News! 

Debbie, 

Thanks so much for producing this communications piece. I look forward to it! Keep up the good work. 

7a frye 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 20[2 J.0:59 AN 
T~: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - October E-News! 

Hi All. There is SO much going on... please stay!get engaged. We need your voice. This Wednesday’s meeting is important to discuss our position and strategy. 

Please read this newsletter and links. ;) 

Congrats to Dr. Rumay Alexander, Clinical Professor and director of the School of Nursing Office of Multicultural Affairs, who will lead the Faculty Committee for 

Community and Diversity. I have been appointed to direct the Faculty Welfare Committee. (Appointments made by Dr. Jan Boxill, chair of the faculty). 

This E-News is also being sent to all Black faculty. Apologies for duplicate emails. 

Have a blessed day! Galatians 6:9 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

929.843.0336 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 

Description: D~rolin~ Bl~ck D~ucus 542 with t~g 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sims Evans. Charletta <simsevan@email.unc.edtc> 
Monday, October 1, 2012 11:03 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
RE: Carolina Black Caucus - October E-News! 

Deborah, 

Thank you so much for the awesome work you do for this organization! I have yet to attend a meeting due to maternity leave and a hectic schedule, but ~ wan{ 

you ~o know how a~x~xrJc:Ja~:ive ~ am of the information you share. Ho~)e to meet you soon. "" Char~etta 

/kss{~;ta~l Dean K~r Stt~dents/kfthJ~s 

UNC Gillings School ol Global Public tleal~ 

263 Roscam~ Hall, CB# 7400 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7~)0 

Td: 919-9{~-2499 
Fay 9 ~ 9-966-.6352 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent= Nonday, October 01, 2012 10:$9 AN 

T~= cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject= Carolina Nack Caucus - October E-Ne~s~ 

Hi All. There is SO much going on... please stay!get engaged. We need your voice. This Wednesday’s meeting is important to discuss our position and strategy. 

Please read this newsletter and I~nks. ;) 

Congrats to ~r. Rumay Alexander, C~inical Pro~essor and director o~ the School o~ Nursing Office o~ Multicultural Affairs, who will lead the ~acu~ty Committee ~or 

Community and Diversity. I have been a~ointed to direct the ~aculty WeKare Committee. (A~ointments made by Dr. Jan goxill, chair o~ the ~aculty). 

This E-News is also being sent to all Nack ~acultg. A~ologies for du#icate emails. 

Have a blessed day! Galatians 6:9 

Regards, 

debby 

~eborah L Stroman, Ph.d. CkO 

www.unc.edu/cbc 
"When the root is deep, there is no reason to;fear the wind." 

.~i Description: Carolina BlackCaucus 542with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Edwards, Teresa P <teresa edwards@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 11:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: KI Draft Survey 

How about lIam? 

Teresa P. Edwards 

Assistant Director ior Survey Research and Devetepment 

H. W. Odum Institute for Research m Socm~ Sdence 

University of North Carolina - Chapel 

CB# 3355, 24 Manning 

Chapel HiU, NC 27599<}355 

Phone: (919) 843-025; 

Fax: (919) 962-4777 

emafl.: Teresa_Edwards@ unc.edu 

http://w~<odum.unc.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Nonday, October 0i, 2012 l[:01 AN 

Te= Edwards, Teresa P 
Subje¢t= RE: KI Draft Su~ey 

;( No. 8efore t2:30 or after 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stromam Ph,D. CLU 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women working togelher can chm~ge fl~e world," 

Frorm Edwards, Teresa P 
Sent~ Nonday, October 01, 2012 9:49 AN 

T~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject: RE: KI Draft Su~ey 

Debby, 

Does 2:30 on Oct 9 work for you? Fve got you pend~ed in there. 

Teresa 

"reres~ P. Edwards 

Assistant O~rector for Sum, ey Research and Oevetopment 

H. W. Odum ~nstit:ute for Research ~n ,xx:b[ 5cfence 

University of North Carolina - Chape~ Hil.[ 
CB# 3355, 24 ~,,~anning Hag 

Chapel H~U, MC 27599-~355 

Phone: (919) 843-0253 

Fax: (919} 962-4777 

emait: T~.E9.~¢=gdwards@ u nc.ed u 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Friday, September 28, 2012 5:~ PN 

Te= Edwards, Teresa P 
Subject= RE: KI Draft Su~ey 

THANKS SO MUCH for your feedback, The document I sent b for ta~king po~n~s to our strategic phmning c~mmittee. {not d~e format for qualtrics) Yes, I do agree 

demographics shouM go at the end. 

~ w~l~ reread your note and ~lso ask these questbns of the committee. They are excellent 

~ would Jove to take that Oct 9 appoh~tment (even ~f the committee wrests to move forward). I tNnk we should do it right and not rush. ;} 

~ w~ be in touch as we mee[: at 7:00 a.rn. on Monday~;. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Str~ man, Ph.D. CLU 

En,(m,q~. g~plor~, Empower. 
919,843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

From: Edwards, Teresa P 
Sent= Friday, September 28, 2012 5:42 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 

wome~ working together can change the world. 



Subject: RE: K]: Draft Survey 

Deborah, 

f haw? had a quicl~ look at your survey. First, a ~ew simple things: 

~. ~ would move the dernograph~cs to Lhe end----.they are boring a~d you want to ~et people Hght k~to the topic Lhat you’ve told them ~t wH[ be around ~n your 

recruitment. 

2. Section IH, get rid of the "D~sagree" category. Currently, you have 3 categories on the disagree side and only 2 on the agree side. 

Now, a few more 8enera~ concerns; 

3. What happens [or peopk~ who say Lhey haw~n’t heard of the Kenan Institute. it says the amp to "XX~; but what is XX? Do they amp the who~e rest of the survey? 

Certainly they need to amp al~ the ~l:ems d~at refer ~o 

4. Even for people who have heard of KL there are questions I’m not sure you can expect people to be able to snswer~ For example, ~Lem ~1: Even ~: I’ve heard of 

K~, ~ don’t necessarily know the degree to wMch innovation is a rnajor ~nit~ative, H: ~’ve never been personaily ~nvoived w~Lh Lhe ~nst~tute. And QI6: ~f ~ haven’t 

been ~nvo]ved with K], how would i be expected to know the answer to tMs? Same for Q4. In general, we only wm~t to ask survey questions that our respondent 

can reasonaMy be expected to know the m~swers 

5. And finally, my M~gest concern: why would anybody ever say "no" or "d~sagree" ~o d~ese s~atemen~:s? They aH sound Hke good k~eas, so why not just say ’agree.’ 

Ai~ of the "shouid"’s make ~t even more so----~"m not even evaiuatb~g whether we’re currently doing something, jusL whether ~t sounds I~ke a good ~dea thsL we 

"should" do~ ~ think your survey wii~ be very vuh~erab~e to what we call "acquiescence b~as".----the tendency for respondents to a~ree w~th statements put b~ front 

of them w~thout h~vest~ng s~gn~ficant effort to actually consMer them. And the ~onger the list, and the more similar the items sound to each other (which many of 

yours do)~ the higher the r~sk of acquiescence. If you want to make m~ appointment to brainstorm about ways around th~s~ we can do so, but ~ don’t have any short 

and sweet answerslcansendyou~nema~L At [he momenL, my first avaHaMe appo~nt is Oct g. 

Good luck. 

Teresa 

Teresa P~ Edwards 

Assistant D#ector for Suf~’ey Research and Devel.opment 

H. W. Odum lnst]tuLe for Research in Socia{ Science 

University of North Caro{lna .. Chspet 

CB# 3355, 24 Mannin~ Ha{t 

Chapel H~kL NC 27599-3355 

Phone: (9i9) 843-0253 

Fax: (919) 9~}2~4777 

emai[: Teresa_Edwards@ unc.edu 

http://~.odum.u£c.edu 

Emm= Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat= Tuesday, September 25, 2052 9:30 PM 
Te= Edwards, Teresa P 
¢¢; Stroman, Deborah L; Edwards, Teresa P 
Subject= ~ Draft Su~ey 
Hi Teresa. Thanks again for your insightful feedback today. As I mentioned, I am on the strategic planning committee for the Kenan Institute. 

Here is the draft document specific to content. We have someone who will design the survey for Qualtrics. (certainly not at your level of expertise though...) 
I appreciate any, and all, additional comments. 

Thanks for ALL you do for our campus!! 
Debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
"Know~ng is not enough; we must apply. Willh~g is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming <candicef@email.unc.edup 

Monday, October 1, 2012 11:18 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: New Article on Race in Higher Education 

Dr.S~oman, 

Interesting alticle ..thought of the CBC. Hope you are well! 

Best, 
Candice 

Candice Powell, MEd. 
Retention Specialist 
Office of Und ergraduate Education 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3017 Steele Building, CB# 3504 
919843.6443 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: sharperl@upenn.edu [mailto:sharperl@upenn.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 1:31 PM 
To: Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming 
Subject: New Article on Race in ttigher Education 

RACE WITItOUT RACISM: HOW ttI(i tIER EDUCATION RESEARCttERS MINIMIZE RACIST INSTITUTIONAL NORMS 

AVAILABLE AT: 

http://wor ks.bepress.com/sh arper/48 

ABS’~{ACT: 
Presented in this article are examples o:[’how higher education researchers undertake the study of campus racial climates; racial differences in access, outcomes, and attainment; and the 
experiential realities of students, faculty, and administrators of color on predominantly white campuses without explicitly considering racism or attributing quantified racial ineqmties to racist 
institutional practices. Articles on these topics (n 255) published in seven peer-reviewed higher education, student affairs, and community college journals over a 1 ()-?’ear period comprise 
the data source for this paper. Analyses of article titles and abstracts, as well as discussion and implications sections, reveal three consistent trends: (1) racial disparities and experiential 
differences are overwhelmingly attributed to :[’actors other than racism, (2) scholars opt for a range of semantic substitutes :[’or the words ’racism’ and ’racist,’ and (3) Critical Race Theory is 
rarely used for concep tual sensemaking in race-related higher education studies 

I hope you find these standards useful. Please feel free to share this article with others. 

Cordially, 
Professor Shaun R ttarper, Phi). 
Umversity of Pennsy[vaina 
Center for the Sturdy o:[’Race & Equity in Education 

Start your own SelectedWorks to get more readership http://works bepress com/sw user setup.cgi 

If you do not wish to receive these notifications, please click the link below: 
http://works.bepress.com/cgi/user subscribe.cgi?action unsubscribe&err~ 95023&context sharper 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 1, 2012 11:30 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus - October E-News! 

Hello Debby, 

Not sure that you heard, but Dr. Pare Love the only black physician at our Student Health Services is retiring after 20 years. Thought you might want to mention this 

in an upcoming ed~:~on of the newsletter and a~: the next meeth~g. 

She has expressed her STRONG desire to see U NC repk~ce her w~th ano~:her mk~.:x~tv phys~dan. S~nce that’s a um~: that ult~ma~:ely reports to Vk:e-Chance~lor {::dsp, I 

thought the Caucus m~ght be interested in communicating with h~m about the importance o1: mk~or~ty representation in that posit~on. 

Thanks. 

Harold 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, October 0~, 2012 ~0:59 AM 

To= cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject; Carolina Black Caucus - October E-News[ 
Hi All. There is SO much going on... please stay/get engaged. We need your voice. This Wednesday’s meeting is important to discuss our position and strategy. 

Please read this newsletter and links. ;) 

Congrats to Dr. Rumay Alexander, Clinical Professor and director of the School of Nursing Office of Multicultural Affairs, who will lead the Faculty Committee for 

Community and Diversity. I have been appointed to direct the Faculty Welfare Committee. (Appointments made by Dr. Jan goxill, chair of the faculty). 

ThB E-News is also being sent to all Black faculty. Apologies for duplicate ema~ls. 

Have a blessed day! Galatians 6:9 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to,ear the wind." 

Description: Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:49 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Opportunities 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

My name is                and I am a senior this year at UNC-CH. I just finished an advising appointment with Dr. Gidi Shemer and he 
recommended that I email you, I am a biology major and plan on finishing with a BA in the field, I expressed my interest in business to Dr. 
Shemer and that is when he told me to contact you. 

I am looking for opportunities to gain a feel for the science/business field. I took an entrepreneur class freshman year and loved it, but I had 

to devote my years to biology to graduate on time. Is there any information you can provide me on career opportunities for after I graduate 
or courses I could take my last year? 

Anything you can provide me will be greatly appreciated. I have no problem meeting you personally if you would prefer that. 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.nnc.edu> 

Monday, 2:58 PM 

@gmail .corn> 

Stroman, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu~; @live.unc.edw~ 

Re: Kenma Tour Flyer 

This looks great. If you can please take off the second to last sentence that has the time and location repeated. Thanks! :) 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

On at 12:58 PM, ?~Inail.com> wrote: 

Hey 

Just fixed the flyer for the tour of Kenan. I’m not sure if it was little ~epetitive to put the dates on there twice. If m~ytl~ing needs to be fixed let me know! 

< Kenan Tour.docx> 

<Kenan Tour.lxtf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McCullen, Ashley D <aJncculle@email.tmc.edw, 

Monday, October 1, 2012 3:48 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li stserv, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-[i~cul~] FW: summer school interest letter 

faculty summer school interest letter 2012.docx 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
UNC-CH 
919-962-2022 

From: Smith, Michael 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 3:33 PM 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: FW: summer school interest letter 
Ashley; 

Would yeu please forward the message below and the attachment to the faculb’ listserv? I have been denied access! 

Michael Sn-dth 

Accountant 

UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science 

mkhael smithCoaanc.ed~ 

919-962-0017 (w) 

919-962-0489 (f) 

From: Smith, Michael 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 2:42 PM 

To: _e__x___s__s__-_f__a___c__u_ J~_@_![_s___N___e_ ~:__u__n___c_=__e__d__~ 
Subject: summer school interest letter 

To EXSS Facul~: 
Attached is a letter from Kevin concerning summer school. Please return to me by October 22. 

Thank you, 

Michael Smith 

Accotmtant 

UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science 

michael smith@unc.edu 

919-962-0017 (w) 

919-962-0489 

You are currently sub~fibed to e~s- faculb; as: dstro,@~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.eduiu?i&55567101.548a982f~02a2aT15ee00e34blbec32a&n T&I exss-tSculty&o 32231032 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is breken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32231032-55567101.548a982f302a2a~ 15ee00e34bl bcc32a(g~)listserv.unc.edu 



To: EXSS Faculty 

From: Kevin Guskiewicz 

October 1, 2012 

Re: Summer School 2013 

Summer school planning for 2013 has started. A full teaching load is six hours (two academic courses 
or one academic class and two activity classes.) While ever5, effort will be made to accommodate 
faculty preferences on course selection, session and time, financial restrictions and prior assignments/ 
preferences will dictate this year’s assignment. As always, class enrollments with less than ten 
students will be canceled by the Summer School. 

One change that has been announced by the Summer School Office is that they will need to know any 
days in which a contracted faculty member will not be available to teach their course. The Summer 
School Office will request the name of the alternate instructor who will teach the course that day and 
will contract directly with them to cover the course. This will result in a prorated amount being 
deducted from the faculty member’s summer school salary to pay the alternate instructor. This will 
obviously create additional paperwork for our staff, so as you are giving thought to accepting a 
Summer School assignment - please consider how you would coordinate this around any conference 
travel you may have during this time. Teaching by Skype or offering research or recitation days in 
place of a class meeting is not permitted for these compressed summer school schedules. 

THIS MUST BE RETURNED TO MICHAEL SMITH BY Monday, OCTOBER 22, 2012. 

Summer School Yes No 

Please rank order session (Session 1:5/15 to 6J79 or Session 2:6/21 to 7/27) 

1st Session: 
21~1 Session: 

If either is NOT an option, please state this. 

If only one course can be offered, do you still wish to teach summer school? 

Yes No 

Possible Courses and times 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Styma, Paul <ps~rna@globalnovations.com> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 3:48 PM 

StromaJ~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Smith, Darryl <dsmith@globa]novations.com> 

Small, Jamie ~i small.int@globalnovations.com> 

NCAA SOS Presentation DIL~’d:’T v5.pptx 

NCAA SOS Presentation DRAFT v5.pp~ 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Per Darryl’s direction we have made additional updates to the deck. 

Please let me know if there are changes I can make. 

Best regards, 

Paul 

~;i..¢~i:,i.. ~ O ,~.:’.’.r iO :~ ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 1, 2012 6:52 PM 

SouthaJl, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edtr~; Southa]l, Deborah Joy ~dj sothll@email.unc.edu>; Stromml, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu-~; Weight, Eri~ne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu-~ 

Summer school classes 

Hi All, 

We did get course approval on the international sport course (EXSS 223?) so we can offer that in summer school if anyone is interested. Do we need to coordinate 

offerings for this summer so that we cover all of our required courses as well as provide our electives to guarantee that classes make enrollment? Or is this 

something that we can just share by email? 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.eduv 

Monday, October 1, 2012 7:16 PM 

Mihalik, Jason P <jmihalik@email.unc.edu>; Stroma~L Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: FYS course syllabi 

2012 fail syllabus.docx 

Hi Jason, 
Here’s my syllabus, but rm not stare that it ;vill be particularly helpful to you Have you checked out the information for faculty on the FYS ;vebsite: I}’s unc.edu 

The FYS program is infinitely flexible, and your idea sounds terrific Check the listing of courses that are already oIt’ered to get a feel for what kinds of topics are being covered and the 
descriptions of what those courses include. The key is to provide an experience that differs from the typical 200 students in a room listening to a lecture - they love interactive, hands on, in- 
depth, thought provoking, challenging courses I’m happy to talk more ;vith you as you start to outline a proposal 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carulina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919962.5173 
Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: MJhalik, Jason P 

Sent: Munday, October 01, 2012 4:36 PM 

To: Osbume, Barbara; Struman, Deburah L 

Subject: FYS course syllabi 

Barb & Deb - 

Would you be so kind as to ~2~rward tu me your FYS syllabus that yuu’ve employed? I’m trying to get a fee[ for what has been cuvered and at what level I have sume thoughts fur what I 
believe has the potential to be a very interesting uffering that is entitled (in my head anyway) as "Brain Matter: The tluman Computer." 

Thaaks ladies, 
Jason 



EXSS 050 -- First Year Seminar -Discrimination and Sport 

Contact information: Barbara Osborne, Associate Professor, Exercise and Sport Science, Woollen Gym 
309, sporUaw@unc.edu, 919/962-5173 

Course Description: Americans love sports. Columbia University historian Jacques Barzun wrote: 
"Whoever wants to know the heart and mind of America had better learn baseball, the rules and realities 
of the game."1 Sporting metaphors pepper our everyday speech and it is said that sport is a metaphor for 
our society. Sport also celebrates the elite: the strongest, the fastest, and the most skilled. But "elite" 
by definition is exclusionary. This course will examine the American ethos by looking at those who have 
been discriminated against in sport because of race, gender, sexual orientation, or disability. The broad 
goal for the course is to use the comfortable and familiar arena of sport to introduce students to the 
complex social issue of discrimination. Secondary goals are to integrate fundamental historical and legal 
concepts into the students’ knowledge of sport. 

Text: There is no required text. Readings will be posted on Sakai and include essays and chapters from 
the following books: 

Sports and Inequality (2005) Michael Cozzillio and Robert Hayman, Jr., Carolina Academic Press. 
Forty Milfion Dollar Slaves (2006) William Rhoden, Three Rivers Press. 
In Black and White: Race and Sports in America (1996) Kenneth Shropshire, New York University 
Press. 
The Stronger Women Get, the More Men Love Football (1994) MaFiah Burton Nelson, Harcourt 
Brace and Company. 
Sport, Men and the Gender Order (1990) Michael Messner and Donald Sabo, Human Kinetics. 
Strong Women, Deep Closets (1998) Pat Griffin, Human Kinetics. 
Cult of Power (2005) Martha Burk, Scribner. 

Films: Glory Road (2006) Walt Disney Pictures 
Gracie (2007) Picturehouse 
Murderball (2005) THINKFilm 

Course Requirements: 
Race and Sport Power Point Project 

--individual power point 
--group presentation 
--peer evaluation 

10% 
10% 
5% 

Reaction paper 25% 

Debate 
--written paper 20% 
--oral presentation 5% 
--peer evaluation 5% 

Evaluation of debate 10% 

Class Participation 10% 

Honor Code: 
All students are required to complete the "Honor System Module". It can be accessed at: 
http :/iwww .atschoolorientation. netiu nc/honor?stage=true 

Grading Scale: 
A 95 and above 
A- 92-94 

B+ 89-91 C+ 80-82 D+ 71-73 
B 86-88 C 77-79 D 64-70 
B- 83-85 C- 74-76 F 63 and below 

a Barzun, J. (1954) God~~ Country andMine: A Declaration of Love Spicedwith a Few ttarsh Words, p. 159. 



Reaction Paper: A reaction paper is not a research paper - it is your personal reaction to a particular 
question which is designed to relate the course materials more personally relevant to your own life 
experience. You may write in the first person. You are encouraged to make connections to the readings, 
movies, and class discussion whenever possible. Be sure to properly cite references. 

Debate: There will be two debates during this course. You will be assigned to a debate team and will 
research and argue the assigned position (either for or against). Every member of the team is required to 
research the problem and write up your findings (you will individually submit a written report of your 
research preparation). The team will then meet to discuss findings and strategize to make the strongest 
arguments. Each member of the team will be required to speak for at least 3 minutes. After each side 
has presented their arguments, there will be a small period for rebuttal and closing statements. Class 
members not assigned to a team for that particular debate will judge their classmates (the evaluation). 
Points will be awarded based on preparation, presentation, and strength of rebuttal. 

Note: Students may be videotaped by instructors through the use of classroom or handheld monitoring devices 

during class, including any exams or graded assignments taken in class. 

Daily syllabus 
Tue 8/21 Welcome and Introductions 
Th 8/23 Sport as a Microcosm of Society Reading 1 
Tue 8/28 What is Discrimination? The Myth of Legal Equality? Reading 2 

Th 8/30 
Tu 9/4 
Th 9/6 

Race 
Glory Road 
fi nish Glory Road; Deseg regation!Integ ration 
Stephen Fletcher, Photographic Archivist, Wilson Library 
We will meet in the Pleasants room at Wilson Library, 

Reading 3 

Tue 9/11 
Th 9/13 
Tue 9/18 

Th 9/20 
Tue 9/25 

Darwin’s Athletes 
The NCAA, the SAT, and the Construction of Race 
Contemporary Inequality: Racial Report Card 
http :!!web. bus. ucf.ed u/sportbusi hess/? page = 1445 
Native American Mascots 
Power Point Presentations: Race and Sport at UNC 

Reading 4 
Reading 5 

Reading 6 

Th 9/27 
Tue 10/2 
Th 10/4 
Tue 10/9 
Th 10/11 
Tue 10/16 
Th 10/18 
Tue 10/23 

Sex 

Gender, Sports and the Law 
Leagues of their Own 
Sex Discrimination and amateur sport 
Gracie 
Gracie 
The Theory behind Title IX 
No clas~.s - Fall %eak - Er~;joy! 
The Invisible Woman Athlete 

Reading 7 
Reading 8 
Reading 9 

Reading 10 

Reading 11 

Th 10/25 
Tue 10/30 
Th 11/1 
Tue 11/6 

Th 11/8 
Tue 11/13 

Sexual Orientation 
Sports, Sexual Orientation and the Law; Reaction paper due Reading 12 
The Gay Athlete Reading 13 
Lesbians in the Locker Room Reading 14 
~/eCtJO~ ~ay - dof?~’~ ~"oFge~ to vo~e/ 
Coaches and Homophobia Reading 15 
Debate: Should transgender and!or intersex athletes be allowed to compete? 
Transgender and Intersexed athletes                  Reading 16 

Th 11/15 
Tue 11/20 
Tue 11/27 

Disabilities 
Murderball 
Civil Rights for Special Athletes 
Americans with Disabilities Act 

Reading 17 
Reading 18 



Th 

Tue 

11/29 

12/4 

Debate: Should physically disabled athletes compete alongside 
their ablembodied peers? 
Wrap up 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 20:12 7:26 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy 
<djsothll@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte 
<cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer school classes 

Hi All. Thanks Barbara [ I spoke to Jan Yopp (SS director) last week and she told me that all 12 month faculty can teach SS (including Maymester) and many do. (I am now a 12 

month employee.) It is the departmental chairperson’s decision. 

I trust and believe we were ALL told upon hire by Kevin that SS would be a possibility to supplement our salaries. I trust and believe that we all still need or desire the SS income. ;) 

I welcome the discussion on how we best make this puzzle work in every one’s best interest, in light of the growth of our specialization and with spring registration coming up 

soon, I think we should start planning as soon as possible. The students certainly have started asking me what is going to be offered in the summer. 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is no[ enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we mus[ do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Osborne>, Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, October 1, 2012 6:51 PM 

To: Richard Southall <.s___o___u__t___h__a__[L_@___e___m____a_]_[_.__u___n__£.___e___d__u__>, Deborah Southall <_d_.[_s___o__t___h_]_[__@__.___e___n_3_a__!]_.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_.> 
<_e____w___e__[gh t @ e m a i l. u n c. e d u >, Co yt e Coo p e r < £g_£9_9_p__e___r___@__e_m____a_jJ_:__u_q_c__.__e___d___u_. > 

Subject: Summer school classes 

"Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d___s__t__r__o____@___u___n__£:__e__d___u_.>, Erianne Weight 

Hi All, 

We did get course approval on the international sport course (EXSS 223?) so we can offer that in summer school if anyone is interested. Do we need to coordinate 

offerings for this summer so that we cover all of our required courses as well as provide our electives to guarantee that classes make enrollment? Or is this 

something that we can just share by email? 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Emaih _s_p___o__[_t_[_a____w____@___u___n__£:__e__d___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.eduv 

Monday, October 1, 2012 8:29 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu:~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

Southall, Richaxd Michaxd <southall@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <dj sothll@emaJl.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 
<dstro@unc.edu>; Weight, Erialme A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer school classes 

Thanks for Lhe updaLe, Debb% I’m glad thaL you are eligible for SS~! Since Richard volunteered me to coordinate, would everyone be comfortable sharing their 

preferences with me? 1 w~J~ compile the information and get it back to everyone. If ~t looks ~ke we need to get together to discuss we cm~ meet next Wednesday at 

2:00pro? 
garb~ra Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Science 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolb~a 

309 Woollen Ggm 

CB 8605 

Chapel H~H, NC 27519 

Phone: 929.9625173 

Emaik sportlaw@unc,edu 

F~m= Cooper, Co~ 
Se~t: Nonday, October 01, 2012 7:37 PM 

Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
¢¢~ Osborne, Barbara; Southali, Richard Nichard; Southall, Deborah Joy; Stroman, Deborah L; Weight, Erianne A. 
SuBject: Re: Summer school classes 

So, should we plan a meeting soon? Seems like it would be the most efficient way to proceed. Hope you all are well! 

Coyte 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 7:26 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi All. Thanks Barbara! I spoke to Jan Yopp (SS director) last week and she told me that all 12 month faculty can teach SS (including Maymester) and 

many do. (I am now a 12 month employee.) It is the departmental chairperson’s decision. 

I trust and believe we were ALL told upon hire by Kevin that SS would be a possibility to supplement our salaries. I trust and believe that we all still 

need or desire the SS income. ;) 

I welcome the discussion on how we best make this puzzle work in every one’s best interest. In light of the growth of our specialization and with 

spring registration coming up soon, I think we should start planning as soon as possible. The students certainly have started asking me what is going to 

be offered in the summer. 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we mus[ apply. Willing is not enough; we mus[ doY (J. Goethe) 

Frem= <Osborne>, Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Date= Monday, October 1, 2012 6:51 PM 

To= Richard Southall <southall@emaiLunc.edu>, Deborah Southall <djsothll@email.unc.edu> "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, 

Erianne Weight <_e___w____e_!K_h__t___@_.___e____m___a__!b___u__n___c__.__e___d___u_.>, Coyte Cooper <_c_Kc___q__qR_e__r___@_.___e___n_za__[!_.__u___n___c__.__e___d__u__> 

Subjeet= Summer school classes 

Hi All, 

We did get course approval on the international sport course (EXSS 223?) so we can offer that in summer school if anyone is interested. Do we need to 

coordinate offerings for this summer so that we cover all of our required courses as well as provide our electives to guarantee that classes make 

enrollment? Or is this something that we can just share by email? 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaiLunc.edu> 

Monday, 8:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS Advising Class Visits 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

The only day that does not work for me is this Wednesday, 

Thanks so much, 

Hy class has an exam that day. Otherwise, all other days are great. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 5:03 PM 
To: 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: EXSS Advising Class Visits 

Hi All. It is that time again-                and I make our mandatory rounds to share a brief 10-12 minute presentation on EXSS curriculum "details." 

Thanks for your patience. This effort helps to make our department one of the most informed and accurate for student registration purposes. 

Please advise which day over the next 10 days is best for YOUR schedule. (Consider at the beginning or end of class.) I have identified you as the instructor of 

record for one (or more) of the following classes: 

TR 12:30-- 175 

MWF 8--188 

TR 8-- 188 

TR 8-- 220 

TR 9:30-- 220 

MWF 10-- 221 

MWF 10-- 276 

MWF 11-- 221 

TR 9:30--380 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks in advance! 

debby 

Deborah L, Strorna~, Ph,Do CLU 
Explore. IEn~jage, Er~powero 

~,exss, unc,ed u ............................................. 

3~5 Woollen - Cg #~700 

9~9,843~0336 

"The best ability is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, October :1, 20:12 9:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Smith, Darryl <dsmith@globalnovations.com> 

Darryl Smith <dsmith@globalnovations.com> 

Re: NCAA SOS Presentation DRAFT vS.pptx 

NCAA SOS Presentation FINAL.pptx 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__tj£_j__Li__e__x__s__s__.__u__n___c_.__e___d__u_./ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: <Styrna>, Paul Styrna <~-~-s~-t~y--r--n---a----@--~L~---b--a--L-q--~--v---a--t-!--~---q-s--~.-c---~---m--.> 

Date= Monday, October 1, 2012 3:48 PM 

To= "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Darryl Smith <dsmith@globalnovations.com> 

Cc= "Small, Jamie" <jsmall.int@globalnovations.com> 

Subject: NCAA SOS Presentation DRAFT vS.pptx 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Per Darryl’s direction we have made additional updates to the deck. 

Please let me know if there are changes I can make. 

Best regards, 

Paul 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~-- 

Monday, October 1, 2012 9:12 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Mihalik, Jason P <jmihalik@email.unc.edtr~; Stromm~, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FYS course syllabi 

EXSS 89 FYS Entreprenuership S 12 Syllabus.pdf 

Hi Jason. Ditto to Barbara’s comraents. 
Let me know how I can assist. Building the course is fun. I am going to 
try to help brainstorm possible topics for others in the department too. 

d 

Gu Heels, 

Deburah Struman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Spurt Science Department -http://exss unc.edu/ 

"Knuwing is nut enuugh; we must apply Willing is nut enuugh; we must do" 
(J. Goethe) 

On 10/1/12 7:16 PM; "Osburne, Barbara" <spurtlaw@unc edu> wrote: 

>Hi Jason, 
>tlere’s my syllabus, but I’m not sure that it will be particularly helpful 
>tu yuu. Have yuu checked uut the information :[’or faculty un the FYS 
>website: fys unc.edu 
> 

>The FYS program is infinitely flexible, and yuur idea suunds terrific 
>Check the listing of cuurses that are already offered tu get a feel fur 
>what kinds of topics are being covered and the descriptions of what those 
>courses include. The key is to provide an experience that differs from 
>the typical 200 students in a room listening to a lecture - the?" love 
>interactive, hands on, in-depth, thought provoking, challenging courses. 
>I’m happy to talk more with you as you start to outline a proposal. 
> 

>Barbara 
> 

>Barbara Osborne 
>Associate Professor 
>Exercise and Spolt Science 
>Univelsi~- of North Carolina 
>309 Woollen Gym 
>CB 8605 
>C’hapel Hill, NC 27519 
> 

>Phone: 919.962.5173 
>Email: spottlaw@unc.edu 
> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Mihalik, Jason P 
>Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 4:36 PM 
>To: Osborne, Barbara; Stroman, Deborah L 
>Subject: FYS course syllabi 
> 

>Barb & Deb - 
> 

>Would you be so kind as to forward to me your FYS syllabus that you’ve 
>employed? I’m trying to get a feel for what has been covered and at what 
>level. I have some thoughts for what I believe has the potential to be a 
>very interesting offering that is entitled (in nay head anyway) as "Brain 
>ivlatter: The Human Computer." 
> 

>Thanks ladies, 
>Jason 
> 

> 

> 



Time: 

Location: 

First Year Seminar: Entrepreneurship in H uman Performance and Sport 

12:30 p.m. - 1:4_5 p.m. T/R 

Fetzer 104 

Credit Hours: 3 

Semester: Spring 2012 

Faculty: Dr. Deborah Stroman 

Woollen 315 - CB# 8700 

Phone: (919) 843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

Twitter - drstroman 

COURSE OVERVIEW: 

This First Year Seminar (FYS) will provide students an introduction to the practical entrepreneurial business tools for 

starting a new business (or for use in an existing organization) in the human performance and/or sport business 

industry. 

"Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower." Steve Jobs (co-founder of Apple, Inc.) 

Creativity and courage are key characteristics for individuals willing to develop and seek out profitable opportunities 

and/or serve as social entrepreneurs whose goal is to make a difference in the solving of world problems. These small 

business owners are critical to America’s economic engine as they represent 99.7% of all employer firms and pay 44% of 

total U.S. private payroll (SBA, 2010). The appeal of athletics drives many passionate sports-minded persons to inquire 

and search out opportunities to apply their passion and business acumen in this dynamic S300B+ industry. There is an 

endless customer base of sports aficionados, customers, fans, patients and spectators willing to pay for a quality product 

and/or service. So if you love sports, whether it is a career in athletic training, health and fitness, or sport management, 

there are unlimited possibilities of entrepreneurship in human performance and sport. Entrepreneurship study affords 

those willing to "blaze their own trail" an interdisciplinary experiential learning environment. The following course 

concepts are specifically applied to human performance and sport entrepreneurial opportunities: the characteristics of 

entrepreneurs, identifying and evaluating ventures, writing business plans, developing the business model, 

entrepreneurial marketing, sales and the elevator pitch, financing the venture, technology usage, finance and fund- 

raising, building a successful team, and exit strategies. The FYS will use lectures, group activities, case study analysis, 

problem-solving scenarios, videos, and mini-presentations. Guest lecturers will visit to provide expert and real-life 

knowledge and insight on entrepreneurship. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

Entrepreneurship students in human performance and sport should seek: 

To investigate the process through which individuals identify opportunities, allocate resources, and create value 

To gain insight into the field of entrepreneurship by understanding the characteristics and mindset of 

entrepreneurs 

To introduce various business structures and types 

To introduce fundamental marketing and professional sales skills necessary for entrepreneurship 

To develop an ability to identify and evaluate opportunities (new ventures and/or within existing organizations) 

To develop the tools necessary to write a business plan, leverage technology, build a team, finance the 

opportunity, and exit from the venture 



¯ To discover varied successful entrepreneurial strategies and challenges from current and former entrepreneurs 

¯ To further develop the skill of thinking entrepreneurially in business 

COURSE MATERIALS AND TEXTS: 

The instructor will provide the necessary readings throughout the semester. (Distribution channels include class 

handouts, Sakai postings, and internet links.) 

Harvard Business Review Entrepreneurship articles 

Entrepreneurship Magazine articles 

New Venture Creation: Entrepreneurship for the 21st Century, 7th edition - Timmons-Spinelli 

Fortune & Freedom: The Entrepreneur’s Guide to Success -Jim Hirshfield 

CNN Money- Small Business (http://money.cnn.com/smallbusiness/) 

E n t re p re n e u r - http ~//www~entre preneur, c o m/mag 

Inc. - http://www~inc.com/ 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS: 

Note: This course will use Sakai. Please contact ITS (http://its.unc~edu/) for Sakai training, as necessary. The 
instructor will communicate through your unc.edu email address. All non-university email accounts are 
disregarded for this course. 

Business Plan 35% 

Reaction paper (2) 30% 

Quizzes/Assignments (5) 25% 

Class Participation 10% 

Business Plan: This group assignment builds off of the Idea Generation I workshop. Students will submit a business plan 

for a hypothetical product or service in the human performance or sport industry that includes the following 

components: Executive Summary, Company Description, Product or Service, Market Analysis, Strategy and 

Implementation, Web Plan Summary, Management Team, and Financial Analysis. 

Reaction Paper: A reaction paper is not a research paper - it is your personal reaction to a particular question which is 

designed to relate the course materials more personally relevant to your own life experience. You may write in the first 

person. You are encouraged to make connections to the readings, case studies, and class discussion whenever possible. 

Be sure to properly cite references (APA style). 

Quizzes/Assignments: There will be a total of 5 quizzes/assignments given throughout the semester, with each 

assignment counting for 5% of your entire grade, equaling a total of 25% of your total grade. Assignments and/or quizzes 

may be given at the beginning of class, and if you are late to class, you will not be allowed to complete the assignment. 

If an assignment is due the next class period, it is up to you to contact a classmate or the professor to determine the 

assignment. 



Participation makes for a much more enjoyable and interesting class; but discussion is also crucial to understanding and 

reasoning. Participation grades will be heavily influenced by disruptive behavior in the class, including talking, text 

messaging, reading newspapers, and non-class related computer screens. Please do not bring your smart phones or 

MP3’s to class. If they ring, beep, buzz or disturb the classroom environment, you will be asked to leave the class. It is 

expected that all students will participate in class discussion and answer when called upon. (If applicable, students who 

wish to use their laptops for note taking are required to sit on the first two rows.) 

The following grading rubric illustrates the criteria upon which your class participation will be evaluated: 

A+ A B C D F 

Actively supports, Actively supports, Makes a sincere Limited interaction Virtually no No interaction with 

engages and listens engages and listens effort to interact with with peers interaction with peers peers 

to peers (ongoing) to peers (ongoing) peers (ongoing) 

Arrives fully prepared Arrives fully prepared Arrives mostly, if not Rarely prepared Never prepared 

at every session at almost every fully, prepared 

session (ongoing) 

Rarely participates Never participates Plays an active role in 

discussions (ongoing) 

Comments advance 

the level and depth of 

the dialogue 

(consistently) 

Group dynamic and 

level of discussion are 

consistently better 

because of the 

student’s presence 

Plays an active role in 

discussions (ongoing) 

Comments 

occasionally advance 

the level and depth of 

the dialogue 

Group dynamic and 

level of discussion are 

often better because 

of the student’s 

presence 

Pa rticipates 

constructively in 

discussions (ongoing) 

Makes relevant 

comments based on 

the assigned material 

(ongoing) 

Group dynamic and 

level of discussion are 

occasionally better 

because of the 

student’s presence 

Preparation, and 

therefore level of 

participation, are 

both inconsistent 

When prepared, 

pa rticipates 

constructively in 

discussions and 

makes relevant 

comments based on 

the assigned material 

Sometimes makes 

relevant comments 

based on the 

assigned material 

(ongoing) 

Group dynamic and 

level of discussion are 

not affected by the 

student’s presence 

Comments generally 

vague or drawn from 

outside of the 

assigned material 

Group dynamic and 

level of discussion are 

harmed by the 

student’s presence 

Demonstrates a 

noticeable lack of 

interest in the 

material (ongoing) 

Group dynamic and 

level of discussion are 

significantly harmed 

by the student’s 

presence 

Grading Scale: 

A 94 and above 

A- 90- 93 

B+ 87- 89 

B 84 - 86 

B- 80- 83 

C+ 77- 79 

C 74 - 76 

C- 70- 73 

D+ 66 - 69 

D 60- 65 

F 59 and below 



HONOR CODE AND CAMPUS CODE: 

UNC’s Honor Code and recommendations for academic misconduct will be strictly enforced in EXSS FYS. For more than 
131 years, Carolina students have pledged not to lie, cheat, or steal. Students enjoy a great amount of freedom at 

Carolina and have been entrusted to hold each other accountable for maintaining a just and safe community. As such, 

students hear and decide all alleged cases of conduct and academic integrity violations. Students may be videotaped by 

instructors through the use of classroom or handheld monitoring devices during any exams or graded assignments taken 

in class. If you have questions, it is your responsibility to ask me about the Code’s application. PLEDGE: The Instrument 

of Student Judicial Governance requires that you sign a pledge on all written work. ("On my honor, I have neither given 

nor received unauthorized aid on this assignment.") This includes all papers, exams, quizzes, and written projects. If 

you are not familiar with the complete Instrument of Student Judicial Governance, you can pick up a copy in the Office 

of the Dean of Students or review it online at: http~//honor.unc.edu/index.htm/. Please examine your rights and 

responsibilities of the Carolina Honor Code. It shall be the further responsibility of every student to abide by the Campus 

Code; namely, to conduct oneself so as not to impair significantly the welfare or the educational opportunities of others 

in the University Community. 

All EXSS 89 - Entrepreneurship students must complete the Plagiarism Tutorial found at 

http://www.l!b~unc.edu/instruct/plagiarism and submit a copy of the certificate to the instructor by due date (see 

Sakai). 

Week 1 

Week 2 

Week 3 

SEMESTER CALENDAR 

First Day - Welcome 

Introductions and Expectations 

Syllabus & Course Schedule 

What is Entrepreneurship ? 

What is Human Performance and the Sport Business Industry? 

Idea Generation I 

The Entrepreneurial Mind and Society 

The Entrepreneurial Process 

Business Structure and Types - Consultant, Franchisee, Direct Marketing/Sole 

Proprietorship and Corporation 

New Venture Analysis 

Business Model- Timmons 

Reaction Paper f - Assigned 

Week 4 

Week 5 

The Business Plan 

Business Plan Project- Assigned 

The Entrepreneurial Leader 

Marketing 

Group Work/Research Day for Business Plan Project 



Week 6 

Professional Selling Strategies and Skills 

Group Work/Research Day for Business Plan Project 

Week 7 

Tax Information 

Legal Issues 

Reaction Paper t - Due 

Week 8 

Idea Generation II 

Franchising 

Field Trip-TBD 

Reaction Paper tt - Assigned 

Week 9 

Business Risk 

Fund-raising and Financing Entrepreneurship 

Group Work/Research Day for Business Plan Project 

Week 10 

Leveraging Technology 

Group Work/Research for Business Plan Project 

Week 

Organizational Effectiveness 

Social Entrepreneurship 

Week 12 

Managing Rapid Growth 

Exit Strategies 

Group Work/Research Day for Business Plan Project 

Reaction Paper tt - Due 

Week 13 

You - the Consultant 

Government Contracting 

International Business and Exporting 

Group Work/Research Day for Business Plan Project 

Week 14 

Business Plan Project - Due 

Presentations 

Week 15/16 

Presentations 

Semester Wrap Up 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Merritt. Lee (Student Stores) <jlmem@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 9:07 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Memtt, Jmnes L <jlmem@emaJd.unc.edtr~ 

AppleCare ÷ Documentation 

Deborah, 

Apple sere me the AppleCare+ documentation for the iPad you recently purchased. I have it in my office at the RAM Shop if you want to stop by and pick it up. If 

that convenient, I can drop it in the campus mail, I just need to know your CB#. 

[~ee Merritt 
Apple Sales Manager 
RAM Shop Computers 
UNC Student Stores 
(919) 962-0232 
(919) 962-4523 (Fax) 
jlmerritt@store.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 9:30 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CSBC Website 

I need to do a much better job of prepping. Probably before the day of the event. After we review once, they should have it down. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: IVlonday, October 01, 2012 7:17 PM 
To: McGhee, Oj 
Subject: Re: CSBC Website 
Thanks OJ. If you can figure out a better way to make this happen -- I’m all ears. I don’t want you bogged down (like me) with CBC work. Lol 

When we chatted prior to the beginning of the " A Case of Race" event, I thought you were going to prep them on filming. ;) Oh well... 

Lessons lea rned... 
Stay dry! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. W~]ling is not enough; we mus[ do." (L Goethe) 

From: <McGhee>, OJ McGhee <oj..mcghee@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, September 30, 2012 9:49 PM 

T~: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: CSBC Website 

Debbie, 

I haven’t had an opportunity to change the slide show on the home page. However, I thought I emailed you Thursday afternoon that I had uploaded photos from 

both the RecepLiot~ & Case o~ Race everRs in the Photo Gal~er~. Sorry, I musL haw~ forgotLen,       also came by my offk;e ~ast week [o get me the videos from the 

Case of Race event. Vve been slowly upfoadk~g the v~deo(s). Un[:ortunsLefy, when the students videotaped Lhe event, they created 7 individual hies. And the 

taping is not very good (camera fram#~g, composition, etc). ge~:ore the next event they are assigned w~th taping, Iql need to take some th~~e to go over some basics 

to help enhance the look of some of the tap~ngs for the future. In the meanth~e, Iql attempt to make changesto the home page slide show Monday and ~ hope to 

have the videos posted by Tuesday evening. Sorry for the delay. 

--OJ 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, September 30, 2012 6:08 PN 

To= NcGhee, ~ 
Subject= CSBC Website 
H~ O~. Can you please upload some pictures from "A Case of Race" and remove the Dr. Leonard flyer? 

Thanks. 

D 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

cbcchairOunc.edu     919.843.0336 
"FaitL is ]earning zo ,ez God keep you steady and to be ruied less ond !ess by your emotions and circumstonces." (T Paris) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@ive.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:28 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fxent Marketing Analysis Question 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I would just like to say my original plan for the Event Marketing Analysis assignment was to do an extremely detailed paper of the Bank Of America Stadium and the Carolina 
Panthers on        because I had already purchased the tickets. I had planned this originally because I thought it was due        along with our Marketing Plan since we 
are also doing it on the Panthers. Having said that I have no excuse for not checking the due date of the assignment, and I accept full responsibility of my mistake and would 
like to find a different route if possible. 

I recently went to our Men’s Soccer game against Duke as well, although I did not take notes of the sponsors nor pay a great deal of attention to marketing details. 

In conclusion, would you prefer me to recall as much as I can from the soccer game and see if I can find some details about the stadium and their sponsors, or is there 
another alternative I can take? I’m sorry for the inconvenience and for not being better prepared and aware. 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 11:44 AM 

Litflejohn, Ursula <Ursula I ,ittlejohn@kenaJ~-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroma~, Debora]~ L <dstro@unc.edtr~; Cmnpbell, LalD’ 
<lecmnp@email.unc.edu>; Ha~nmett, Victoria La2’rieda <vhammett@email.unc.edw~; Jone~ Shandra <shandraj@email.unc.edu>; 
Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertsou@unc.edu> 

CBC Website Updates 

I’ve updated the website to include photos from both the Case ot: Race town half meeting & the Welcome Back reception. I’ve also included the video(s) from the 

Case of Race event on the v~deo vau~t page as well as th~s month’s newsletter. 

I’d Hke to add both t.arry & V~ctoria to the committee Hating. ff they can send me a spedfic photo and a quote about "Why they enjoy working at UNC~’, ~’~ post 

them as soon as possiMe 

Thanks Much, 

OA, McGhee, Instructional Media Services Manager 

U NC {:-:iiling School of Global Public Health 

212 Rosenau Ha~, CB# 7400 

Chapel Hill NC 

(9t9) ~43 --. 4:t49 
oj...mcghee@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bruce, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 1:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Reschedule Request 

Deb and Erianne, 

I apologize for the late notice but is it possible to reschedule tomorrow’s meeting to next week? I have a meeting on Thursday that will help us in our analysis of a certificate. 

Thanks, 

Rob 

Robert Bruce, PhD 
Directo~ 

Adj~ nct A~istant Proff~ssor 

Department of English a~d Comparative Literat~)re 

The. 1 ~nivcrsRy of North Carobna at Chape~ Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 962,2646 directI 919.962 2061 

t,’.e.ad our s~ories at 

Give to the }"dday Ce.~ tel" at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 1: 58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~tfiad.rr.com 

RE: For Earnestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 

Dear Deborah, 

T had a very good conversation with Earnestine Taylor today describing the project and possibilities. She wants to explore working with us and we agreed the following: 

:t) We would have a three way conversation (You, me, and her). In this conversation you would discuss the interests and needs of the Caucus and she would suggest ideas. 
(no charge) 

2) Earnestine would send us a cost proposal based a scope of work you two decide, including a preliminary focus group in Chapel Hill, and a half day workshop. 

3) We would work here to find funding~ (CFE will likely contribute.) 

4) Assuming this goes well, we would schedule a luncheon meeting (focus group) with a cross-section of individuals to narrow down and focus on the key issues and interests 
to be covered in a half day workshop and perhaps subsequent programs. 

5) We would hold the workshop, evaluate and then take any folllow-up steps that were warranted. 

Earnestine suggested the following time blocks in which she could talk for one hour. I have a free conference line we can use. 

Oct. 23, 9-~. 
Oct. 24, 2-5 
Oct. 25 2-5 

As luck would have it, I am also free during these times, wl-~,~ ,,.,v,:,~k-:; ~l; y,:~,~~ We need one hour. 

Please get back to me ASAP, because Earnestine is engaged in a coaching project and she :t6 has coaching interviews she needs to schedule this month as well, so these 
hours may fill up. 

Thanks, David 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center for FaculF Excellence 
308 Wilson Library 

UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

http://cfe.unc.edu,’atx~ur’kiel.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bruce, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:10 PM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Madill, Valerie S <madill@email.unc.edu>; Ritter, E Tyler <etritter@email.unc.edu>; Sanford, Timothy R. <tim_sanford@unc.edu> 

Re: Reschedule Request 

20121OO2143217681.pdf 

Erianne and Deb, 

Many thanks for the reschedule. I’ll ask Val Madill to set up a time for us~ I think it would be helpful if we could all meet together with Tyler Ritter (Friday Center Instructional 

Design) and Tim Sanford (Friday Center Credit Programs). Tyler and Tim asked a lot of questions that I simply could not answer, and I believe they’ll be able to respond to your 

questions about course design and administratiom I’ve cc’d Tyler and Tim. 

In the meantime, we’ve posed a few questions to colleagues around campus. We’re waiting to hear back from the finance office about the possibility of creating an "off-model" 

certificate that would allow us to charge market rate. If it’s an on-model program, I’m hopeful that your dept (perhaps this is a college decision as well) would consider allowing 

faculty to teach in-load thus reducing the overall costs. Either of these financial models could be set up as pilots, and we can certainly brainstorm other models. 

I’m also waiting to hear back from the College about restrictions on undergraduate certificates. At this point I do not believe they are allowed. I’ve attached some policy docs on 

graduate certificates, and I’ve contacted the Graduate School to get a better grasp on the timeline of the approval process. 

Finally, you may have mentioned this but is there current market research on the this type of program and student demand? I found a few Universities offering some type of credit 

Sports Marketing certificate but none with UNC reputation and rank. 

Best, 

Rob 

Robert Bruce, PhD 
D[!’ector 

Ad~tmc~: Assi~;~:ant P 

Chapel Hill, N{] 27599 

9 J 9,q 62.2646 direct ] 91 q.962,2 {} 61 fax 
rob bruce<dmnc.edu i ~dagcente[’.unc.edu 

l>idaycente r,tmc.edu/s torte s 
(;ivc to the Friday {]e~k:r at 
~>idavcente [’.unc.ed u/gift 

From: <Weight>, "Erianne A." <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 2:02 PM 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu>, Rob Bruce <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Reschedule Request 

I’ll be in D.C. on Mond%v mad Tuesday, but my availabilib’ after Thursday and next week is as follows. If it turns out that it would be most convenient for you two to 

meet. that would be fine. I’m anxious to hear what you’ve learned and developed! 
-Efianne 

Thurmtay (Oct 4): 4:00 - 5:00pm 

Friday (Oct 5): 9:30am - 12:30pm 

Wednesday (October 10): 9:30am - 1:30pm 

Thursday (October 11): 2:30 - 4:30pm 

Friday (Oct 12): 8:30 - 9:15a~< 10:15 - 5:00pm 

Eriarme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistmat Professor~ Sport Administsation 

The Universib’ of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 1:52 PM 
To; Bruce, Rob; Stroman, Deborah L; Weight, Erianne A, 
Subject: Re: Reschedule Request 

No problem. The morn intb, the better. I spoke to Carol Tresolini and she meutioned that you had some new data to help in this regayd. 

Tuesday anyiime before 11 ? 

debby 
Go Heels, 



Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Cancus 

Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply, Willing is not enough; we must do." (J, Goethe) 

From: <Bruce>, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 1:38 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Erianne Weight <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Reschedule Request 

Deb and Erianne, 

I apologize for the late notice but is it possible to reschedule tomorrow’s meeting to next week? I have a meeting on Thursday that will help us in our analysis of a certificate. 

Thanks, 

Rob 

Adjunct 
Department of gt~glb;h and Comparative Litcratut’e 
The 1 ;n~versRy of North 
{:[~at~e] H~]I, NC 27599 

9] 9,962.2~546 direct] 919,962,2t)~d fax 
rob bruce@unc.edu i flidaycenter.unc.edu 
Read our sto]’~es at 
fr[daycenter.unc.edu/stode s 
()Ne to the },’riday Ce~ater at 
fr~daycen~r.unc.edu/giR 



Certificate Programs - Graduate School Handbook                                          http:Yhandbook.unc.edu/certificate.html 

GraduateISchoot  

Certificate Programs 

Certificate Programs are intended for matriculated, degree-seeking students or for 
non-matriculated students at UNC-Chapel Hill whose objective is the development of 
specialization in the field of the certificate program. These programs signify accomplishment, 
specialization, and achievement. 

Students may be interested in gaining both a graduate degree and a Certificate credential. 

Students must be admitted to both programs. The following transfer guidelines will apply. 

Transfer to Certificate Prograt~ts 

The student’s Director of Graduate Studies and the Director of the Certificate Program 
sponsoring unit have discretion in allowing course credit transfer within these guidelines. 
All students must apply and be accepted to Certificate Programs. Certificates will not be 
awarded "after the fact". 
Students may be working toward a Certificate and degree concurrently, but under this 
policy, the total number of academic credits transferred shall not exceed 40 percent of the 
total required for a Certificate. Total credits allowed to transfer may be less as determined 
by the Certificate Program. 
The courses to be transferred must be graduate level courses taken at UNC-ChapeI Hill 
using the regular graduate grading scale: H, P, L. 
All grades earned in the transferred courses will be included in the calculation of academic 
eligibility in the Certificate Program. 
Transferred credit shall not be included in the residence credit calculation, if required by 
the Certificate Program. 

Transfer to Degrees 

The student’s Director of Graduate Studies and the Director of the Certificate Program 
sponsoring unit have discretion in allowing course credit transfer within these guidelines. 
All students must participate in and be accepted through a competitive application and 
admissions process to the degree program. 
Under this policy, the total number of academic credits transferred shall not exceed 40 
percent of the total required for a master’s degree. Total credits allowed to transfer may be 
less as determined by the degree program. 
Courses must be taken as part of an approved, formal Certificate Program. 
The courses to be transferred must be graduate level courses taken at UNC-Chapel Hill 
using the regular graduate grading scale: H, P, L. 
All grades earned in the transferred courses wil! be included in the calculation of academic 
eligibility in the degree program. 

I of 2                                                                                               9/24/12 8:05 AM 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

GUIDELINES FOR CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS 

This document supersedes all other guidelines, policies, and procedures concerning 
certificates. All Certificate Programs that award academic credit, regardless of intended 
audience, are governed within the Graduate School. Language formerly used to identify big 
"C" Certificates and little ’%" certificates is no longer valid. Certificates composed of non- 
academic-credit-bearing courses are not covered by these guidelines. 

Definition 

A Certificate Program is a formal program of courses and other related experiences in a field 
of specialization. In some disciplines, a Certificate is akin to a professional credential, while 
in others, a Certificate is recognition of competence in a given skill, practice, or field of study. 

Like an academic degree, a Certificate Program is offered by a host academic school, 
department, or curriculum and is related to an academic area of study. It carries academic 
credit. The campus encourages interdisciplinary and inter-institutional Certificate Programs 
where appropriate. 

Certificate Programs are intended for matriculated, degree-seeking students in graduate 
programs or in one of the professional schools for undergraduate students, or for non-degree- 
seeking students at UNC-Chapel Hill whose objective is the development of specialization in 
the field of the certificate program. These programs signify accomplishment, specialization, 
and achievement. 

Coursework and Other Program Requirements 

A minimum of 9 credit hours of coursework is required for a Certificate Program. All courses 
counting toward a Certificate Program are courses approved by regular procedures, and 
together they must form a coherent program of study. The courses may be part of an 
academic degree program; howe~cer, courses may also be created specifically for the 
Certificate. 

Additionally, non-course activities are expected to be part of a Certificate Program. For 
example, co-curricular activities such as attendance at lectures, seminars, discussion groups 
and seminar series, creation of a portfolio, and completing a practicum, field study, or 
research requirements may be appropriate to include in the Certificate. 

Certificate Programs will necessarily vary in the scope Of the credential depending on the 
discipline and audience. All Certificates awarded after successful completion in a Certificate 
Program will result in an official remark on the student academic transcript. 

Updated: Ju|y 20, 2010 



b. The Office of institutional Research and Assessment will report changes in the 
list of active Certificate Programs to UNC General Administration, and 
maintain internal documentation for accreditation purposes. 

9. All approved Certificate Programs must be reviewed on a five-year schedule. 

The Administrative Board of the Graduate School will perform the review 
based on a Certificate Program self-study of up to five pages that reports on. 
enrollments, faculty in+olved, goals, strengths, weaknesses, student learning 
outcomes, resource utilization, and future plans. 

b. If the Administrative Board of the Graduate School notes any concerns, they 
will be transmitted to the Office of the Provost. 

Administrative Considerations 

1) Admissions 
Matriculated, degree-seeking students who wish to pursue a Certificate Program must be 
admitted to the Certificate Program by the unit which offers it. There is no need to admit the 
students to the University as they have already been admitted through their degree programs. 

Non-degree-seeking students must be admitted to the University through the stand-alone 
admissions process used by the unit offering the Certificate Program. The application process 
will be handled within the Certificate Program and follow established .procedures within each 
unit. Tuition considerations must be taken into account when establishing Certificates for 
non-degree-seeking students. 

2) Course Credit Transfer Guidelines 
Students intending to earn both a degree and Certificate credential - consecutively or 
concurrently - must ensure they meet ai! admissions and enrollment requirements for both 
programs. Course credit transfer guidelines will apply, as only a limited amount of 
coursework can apply to both credentials. Please see the Graduate School Handbook and 
relevant undergraduate documents, including the Undergraduate Bulletin, for course transfer 
policies. 

3) Tuition and Financial Aid Eligibility 
Established University tuition and fees across schools will apply for coursework in Certificate 
Programs. Proposals should address the tuition rates that will apply, including on and off 
campus rates as appropriate. If new tuition rates are to be established, they must be identified 
and approved as part of the proposal application process. 

The Office of Scholarships and Student Aid will determine if students participating in 
Certificate Programsare eligible for financial aid using their own guidelines and federal 
policies. To be eligible for financial aid, Certificate Programs must first be approved through 
the US Department of Education and listed on the Federal Program Participation Agreement. 
Financial aid may not be awarded to any student in any Certificate Program without prior 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt 
Certificate Program Application Form 

Please use this application form as a guide for your Certificate Program proposal. 

Name of Proposed Certificate Program: ~ 

Sponsoring Academic Unit: ~ 

Administering Unit, if different: ~ 

Primary Contact Name: __ 

Address and CB #: 

Phone Number: Emaih 

First Term the Certificate Would be Offered: 

1. Describe the Certificate Program and provide a statement of educational objectives. 

Include a statement about the need forsuch a Certificate Program, and specifically why 
there is a need to offer this Certificate at UNC-Chapel Hill. Is the Certificate offered at 
other universities or community colleges? 

Describe the demographics of the target student population for the Certificate 
Program, Double click each box that applies and describe the intended audience. 

[~] Undergraduate Students 

[~] Graduate Students 
[-] Professional Students: ~ 
[~ Degree-seeking, Matriculated Students 
[-] Non-Degree-Seeking Students 

4. Why is the Certificate Program necessary beyond offering the program as a minor, 
supporting area, or specialization/concentration/track? 

5. Provide specific courses and other requirements for the Certificate Program. Separate 
listings of courses may be included with the proposal. 

Completed and approved applications should be submitted to: 
Stephm~ie Schmitt, Associate Dean for Academics, sschmitt~ email.uncledu 

Updated," July 20, 2010 



Provide a statement on the relationship of the Certificate Program to degree programs 
within the unit(s). To what extent will requirements for the Certificate overlap with 
requirements for bachelor’s, master’s or doctoral degrees? Confirm how course credit 
transfer policies wil! be applied to students° 

7. Will the Certificate Program be offered jointly with another university? If yes, describe 
the relationship with the joint unit. 

8. Will the Certificate Program be offered on campus, as a distance education program, or 
a combination? Describe any distance education components in detail. 

Describe the admissions criteria and process in detail Differentiate between processes 

for degree-seeking students and non-degree-seeking students, where applicable. 
Include information about residency for tuition purposes as needed. 

I0. Provide ~,three-year, semester-by-semester projection of enrollments and course 
offerings. 

11. Provide a three-year projection of the Certificate Program’s financial plan. Include the 
impact on campus resources, such as classrooms and instructional faculty/personnel. 
Also include plans for tuition and billing, if separate from standard rates across schools. 

12. List all faculty members who will be responsible for planning and participating in the 
Certificate Program. Programs are encouraged to provide advising for students 
through the identification of one faculty member as the director of the Certificate. 

13. Describe the evaluation plans for the Certificate Program. 

14. Appropriate letters of support should be included with the proposal. All units 
sponsoring and participating in a Certificate Program should approve the proposal and 
provide support letters, including letters from units supporting the Certificate through 
resources (e.g., faculty time, course slots). Approval letters from the home school 
should accompany the proposal submitted to the Graduate School for final approval. 

2 



OPTIONS FOR SPECIALIZED STUDY 

Programs have various options when developing specialized studies for post-baccalaureate, 
graduate, and professional students. Please consult with The Graduate Sehoot early in the 

planning process to discuss" the necessary procedures and documentation. 

Track - A broad term used to indicate a course of study to which students are assigned or select 
according to ability, needs, or interest. Tracks are typically identified prior to admissions to a 
degree program or early in a student’s career. They are not typically identified on student 
transcripts or formal academic records, but the Registrar’s Office can be petitioned to do so. 

, Example: PhD in Education in the Culture, Curriculum and Change track 

Specialization, Concentration, or Supporting, Area - A collection of coursework in a specific 
field related to the degree program. Specializations and concentrations are focused within the 
major, while supporting areas are usually course requirements beyond the major and may or may 
not grow into a formal minor. They are not typically identified on student transcripts or formal 
academic records, but the Registrar’s Office can be petitioned to do so. 

Examples: Degree in Public Administration with a specialization in local government 
management; Aging supporting area for the PhD in Nursing 

Minor - A formal secondary field of academic concentration governed by guidelines in the 
Graduate School and departmental policies. Minors are reflected on student transcripts. 

From the Graduate Handbook, Sections 2. 5 and 2. 7: 

"With the approval of both the major and minor programs, a student 
may elect to declare a formal minor in...any program that offers a 
degree. If a student does elect a formal minor, it must comprise at 
least [9 credit hours beyond the major - Master’s] [15 credit hours - 
PhD]. To count toward the minor, all credits must be f+r courses 
listed (or cross-listed) in programs other than that of the major, and 
cannot also be counted toward the major. A minor may consist of a 
set of related courses, some of which are listed by one program and 
some of which are listed by another. In most cases, the minor would 
not include courses from more than two programs. Only one program 
name will be listed as granting the minor, and the director of graduate 
studies in the minor program must agree to accept any coursework 
from outside the minor program offerings." 

Example: Major in English and Minor in Religious Studies 

Certificq~e~ - A formal program of courses and/or other work (i.e. practicum, seminars, field 
study) in a field of specialization. In some disciplines, a certificate is akin to a professional 
credential, while in others, a certificate is recognition of competence in a given skill, practice, or 
field of study. A formal admissions process is required. Official campus documents will be 
provided upon completion. 

Examples: Certificate in Latin American Studies; Certificate in Developmental 
Psychology; Certificate in International Development and Social Change 
For additional information, please see the Graduate School’s Guidelines for 
Certificate Programs. 



Certificate Programs - Program Development - Faculty and Staff,., 
http://gradschool.unc,edulpoticies!faculty-staff/program-devel... 

Search 

~udents l’..!~_ctive.htm~ ~ Curren~t Students~t.html) I ~aff~(..l, l,~ff b~m!) 

Certificate Programs 
Programs have various optfons when developing specialized studies for 
post-baccalaureate, graduate, and professional students, The Graduate S~hool 
encourages programs to review the 

~_Dec!a!izedS~ before beginning their proposal, 

A Certificate Program is a formal program of courses and other related experiences in a 

field of specialization. In some d!sciplines, a Certificate is akin to a professional 
credential, while in others, a Certificate is recognition of competence In a given skill, 
practice, or ~ield of study. 

Like an academic degree, a CerDficate Program Is offered by a host academic school, 

department, or curriculum and ts related to an academic area of study, It carries 
academic credit. The campus encourages interdisclplinan/and inter-institutional 
Certificate Programs where appropriate, 

All Certificate Programs that award academic credit, regardless of intended audience, are 
governed within the Graduate School, 

Guidelin.es for C~ficate Programs ~~Guide nes~tes201~ 

Proposals to create a Certificate Program should use the Certifi~cate P.ro~Fam__%A_pj~l&aUon~ 

F_.q.rmj~B~ l~,,i,,!~nts/CertifiC~mApp icatfonForm20100720 doe). 

Download the most updated llstlng of 

~NiCActive.Ce~~ams091 Q 12_~jZ~ 

Prior to beginning any formal planning, programs should consult with the Graduate 

School to discuss the proper procedures and documentation necessary for a ~uccessful 
academic planning process, Please contact the Associate Dean for.Academics 

(mafftp;.ssch~!_l.~nc..edu) for further information. 

Key Dates 

(~, Last day to apply to graduate 

/,,~a~el~mber 

!ra~our~ources/g~ddead~In~,btml) 

Igmdd~adlln~tm~, 

day-das~lvers~-d~y-dass~- 

~ncelle~nce~l~-f~om- ~DOD~OD/) 

(h~pT//r~~ft Pass/YaWl 

/~t D~da~ttons 

day~for~ 

g~aateand-~erg~duates-to-submit- 

and 
t~ 

~t~:llreg~mr.unc.edu!event 

/~1i- /~-r~ess/) 

r~ess/) 

The Graduate SchooI 

Campus Box #40t.O, 200 Bynum Hell 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel H~II NC~ 2"/599-4010 

{919) 966~2~11 
gradlnfo@~n¢.edu 
(maitto:g~d}nf~@une.e~u) 

Academic Calendars 
( http : / /rag~strar.unc,ed~/aca~emtc- 

calendar/) 

(h~p;//www .U nc,edu/a -a/~(}ex,htm) 
DireCtory of Classes 
{h~P;//re~istrar,unc,edg/cou~es 
/scheduIe-oFc~asses/dire~o~- 
oFclass~/) 

Maps a~ D~re~lons (, ,/.,/,,/about 

Graduate Schoo~ 

(http :tlhaadbook.une.edui} 
About the Graduate School 
l..labour.!) 

~IC Residency { ,J,,J,./studentltfe 

irasource~/rasldency/) 

Admissions 

(~Ps:llapp.appl~ou~J~.com 

!?td=unc<h) 

G~duate StUdent Center 

~aduate 

Hake a Gift 
(http=//giving,unc.edu 
/gift/grad) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com on behalf of 

David Oestreicher z<lavid@gomsba.com> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Ca~rolina Spo~l Business Club 

Deborah - We will nmJ~ce this payment tomorrow. M~ay thanks, David 

On Thn, Sep 27, 2012 at 11:23 AM, David Oestreicher <david(~gomsba.com> wrote: 

Thanks Deborah. We’re working on this now and appreciate your patience. Best. David 

Sent fi-om my iPhone 

On Wed, Sep 26, 2012 at 12:46 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro,@~nnc.edu> wrote: 

Hi David, I hope you are having a gre,~t day. 

I am following up regarding the $1000 sponsorsMp p~yment, Please advise. Thanks~ 

Do Good, 

Deborah L~ Stroman, PhZ). CL~J 

919.843.0336 

Sent: Nonday, September 10, 2012 3:43 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Ben Sturner; Robinson, Myles .]ames; Dr, Deborah Stroman (theclub@unc,edu) 

’One woman cm~ make a differe~tce but 

wome~ working Iogether can change 1he world." 

~qmail.com] On Behalf Of David Oestreicher 

Subject: Re: Carolina Stx~rt Business Club 

Thanks Debby. 

My best, 
David 

h tip:L%",^,",^/9o m s ba .com,q nq u 9~.s~q 

ogo png 

David Oestreicher 

Managing Director 

Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

513-460-7431 

www, goMSBA,com 

On Mon, Sep 10, 2012 at 3:28 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

l?l~aa ks again! 



debby 

From: Ben Sturner [mailto:bens@leveracleaqency.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 3:13 PM 

To: Stroma~, Deborah L; david(~gomsba.com 

Cc: david,@~omsba.com; theclub~)unc.edu; Robinson, Myles Jmnes 

Subject: RE: Carolina SIx~rt Business Club 

change lhc invoice to t~:flect entirc~y MSBA. Thanl.: you and x~c look forward to flae pmt~aership! 

Description: 

888 Sevenlh Avenue I 
..New York, NY 
Offic÷: 1 212.752.2500 

l]}obiie: 

..’- ~ :4 1 212.223.6982 

bens@leverageagencv.com 
www.leveraqea.qenc¥.com 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 12:23 PM 
To: david@gomsba.com 
~c: david@gomsba.com; Ben Sturner; Dr. Deborah Stroman (theclub@unc.edu); Robinson, Myles James 
Subject: RE: Carolina Sport Business Club 

]{i DmJd, See attached. Thank you’, 

Dr. 

Do Goo& 

Deborah L. Srroman, PhZ?~ CLU 

919.843.0336 

woman can ruake a difference but 

women worki~g together cau cha~ge the world." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 4:51 PM 
To: ’david@gomsba.com’ 
~¢: ’david@qomsba.com’~ ’Ben Sturner’; Dr. Deborah Stroman (theclub@unc.edu) 
Subject: Carolina Sport Business Club 

Hi David. Ben asked that I connect with you regarding our new partnership. The students are very excited to have Leverage as a major sponsor. We have already 
begun to advertise such. ;) ~wvw.csbcunc.cotn 

I write to follow up ruth the stares of the sponsorship check and how we can further engage Leverage and MSBA this year. I am hoping to Skype Ben in for our 
th first meeting, Monday, September 10 for a few minutes. 

Thanks again! 



Dr. Stroman 

~,ex~,unc,edu 

315 ~o~l~n - 

919.843,0336 

Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 

Problems 

’][’his ema~l communication by Leverage Agency may contain 

infom~ation that is proprieta~?’, privileged, confidential or legally 

exetnpt from disclosure. If you me not a named addressee, you 

axe notified that you are not authorized to read, print, ret~fin, copy 

or disseminate this communication mthout the consent of the 
sender and that doing so may be tmlawful. If you have received 

this communicalion in error, please noti~ the sender. 

For more intbrmation, please visit www.LeverageAgency.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bruce, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Ritter, E Tyler <etdtter@email.unc.edu>; Sanford, Timothy R. <tim_sanford@unc.edu> 

Re: Reschedule Request 

Debby, 

I heard the same about undergrad certificates from my colleague Tim Sanford and from Grad Assoc Dean Stephanie Schmitt. 

I saw your Goethe quote in a DeSimone presentation yesterday. He also had a picture of you on the screen at one point. 

Here’s to the Friday Center being the right partner for both the "easy" and "big" win. 

Best, 

Rob 

Robert Bruce, PhD 
D,i!’ector 

The W~]iam ap.d Ida }"~iday (:e~:~" ~br Conti~uin~ Educat~o]~ 

Adjunct Assistaut Professor 

Department of E~:g]ish and Compm’ativc ~,Rerature 

The {fui~’sity of North Ca~’oli~m at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

~iI 9 962,2646 dh’ec~:I 919.~i62 2061 

Read our s~o~Jes a~: 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:37 PM 

To: Rob Bruce <rgbruce@email.unc.edu>, "Weight, Erianne A." <eweight@email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Ritter, E Tyler" <etritter@email.unc.edu>, "Sanford, Timothy R." <tim sanford(~unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Reschedule Request 

Hi Rob. I met with Dean Karen Gil and she clearly articulated that undergraduate certificates are NOT permitted in the College at this time. 

Erianne and I (with peer consultation) need to strategically decide on which path to pursue (based on, but not limited to, profitability, efficiency, and the "easy win" for a grad or 

undergrad pilot. Once we get buy-in with proven metrics, we can then go for the bigger win. ;) 

The other option is to carefully design and price the innovative offering and then push-back on the College for the opportunity to be a game changer. Yes, my personality is coming 

out... Iol 

Innovation rules! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Bruce>, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:09 PM 

To: Edanne Weight <eweight@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Madill, Valerie S" <madill@email.unc.edu>, "Ritter, E Tyler" <etritter@email.unc.edu>, "Sanford, Timothy R." <tim sanford@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Reschedule Request 

Erianne and Deb, 

Many thanks for the reschedule. VII ask Val Madill to set up a time for us. I think it would be helpful if we could all meet together with Tyler Ritter (Friday Center Instructional 

Design) and Tim Sanford (Friday Center Credit Programs). Tyler and Tim asked a lot of questions that I simply could not answer, and I believe they’ll be able to respond to your 

questions about course design and administration. I’ve cc’d Tyler and Tim. 

In the meantime, we’ve posed a few questions to colleagues around campus. We’re waiting to hear back from the finance office about the possibility of creating an "off-model" 

certificate that would allow us to charge market rate. If it’s an on-model program, I’m hopeful that your dept (perhaps this is a college decision as well) would consider allowing 



faculty to teach inqoad thus reducing the overall costs. Either of these financial models could be set up as pilots, and we can certainly brainstorm other models. 

I’m also waiting to hear back from the College about restrictions on undergraduate certificates. At this point I do not believe they are allowed. I’ve attached some policy docs on 

graduate certificates, and I’ve contacted the Graduate School to get a better grasp on the timeline of the approval process. 

Finally, you may have mentioned this but is there current market research on the this type of program and student demand? I found a few Universities offering some type of credit 

Sports Marketing certificate but none with UNC reputation and rank. 

Best, 

Rob 

Robert Bruce, PbD 

"£he William ar.,d Ida Iq~day Center ~b~" Continuing Educa~io~ 
Adjuuct Assistant Professor 
Departmeut of E~g]ish and Comparative Literature 

Clmpe] [tfll, NC 27599 

919.962.26.4~5 directI 919.962.2t.’,(,1 fax 
rob bruce@unc.edu i ffidaycenter.unc.edu 

Read our stories at 
fr~davcenter.unc.edu]storie s 
()Ne to the },’t’iday Ce~ater at 
fr~davce n ~ r.unc.e du!giff 

From: <Weight>, "Erianne A." <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 2:02 PM 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu>, Rob Bruce <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Reschedule Request 

I’ll be in D.C. on MondW and Tuesday, but my availability after Thur~tay and next week is as lbllows. If it turns out that it would be most convenient tbr you two to 

meet, that would be tine. I’m anxious to hear what you’ve learned and developed’. 

- Eri~llne 

ThursdW (Oct 4): 4:00 - 5:00pro 
Friday (Oct 5): 9:30ran - 12:30pro 
Weduesday (October 10): 9:30am - 1:30pm 
Thursday (October 11): 2:30 - 4:30pm 
Friday-(Oct 12): 8:30 - 9:15am; 10:15 - 5:00pro 
Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 
Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 
The Universib~ ofNortk Caacolina - Chapel Hill 
(919) 448-4870 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 1:52 PN 
To: Bruce, Rob; Stroman, Deborah L; Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: Re: Reschedule Request 

No problem. The morn iufo, the better. I spoke to Carol Tmsolini and she mentioned that you had some new data to help iu this regard. 

Tuesday an~ime before 11 ? 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chah; Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Kmovx.iug is not enough: vx.e must apply. W]lling is not euough; vx.e musi do2 (J. Goefhe) 

From: <Bruce>, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 1:38 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Erianne Weight <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Reschedule Request 



Deb and Erianne, 

I apologize for the late notice but is it possible to reschedule tomorrow’s meeting to next week? I have a meeting on Thursday that will help us in our analysis of a certificate. 

Thanks, 

Rob 

Robert Bruce, l~hD 
D[!’ector 

Ad~tmc~: Assi~;~:aut P 

9 ] 9.~; 62.264.6 direct I 9 
rob bruce(,,~unc.edu i ~Hdagcenter.unc.edu 

~>idaw:ent:el’.tmc.edu/s torte s 
(;ivc to the Frid~y {:e~k:r 
~>idavce rite [’.nnc.e d u/g~ft 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:59 PM 

Littlejohn, Ursula <Ursula_Littlejohn@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj_mc~hee@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Jones, 

Shandra <shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC Website Updates 

Great work O !! Thanks for keeping the Caucus "front and present"! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !)_t__t_p___~/__/__e___x__s__s_:_~_n___c_:_e___d__L_]/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J, Goethe) 

From: <Littlejohn>, Ursula Littlejohn <--U-~-r-s-~-u-!--a--~-L!~-t--t!~-e-~L~---h---n----@--[£-e--n---a---n--~-f--!-a--g[-e---r-~--u---q-c--.--e---d---u-.> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 11:47 AM 

To: OJ McGhee <oj...mcghee@unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Larry Campbell <lecamp@email.unc.edu>, "Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda" 

<vhammett@email.unc.edu>, "Jones, Shandra" <shandraj(~email.unc.edu> Nakenge Robertson <nakense.robertson@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CBC Website Updates 

I love the pics._especially the one of Victoria and myself, Diva fabulous dahlings 4© 

SN: I will not be at tomorrow’s meeting._coincides witl~ my staff meetin8 but please keep me informed. 

Thanks, 

Ursula 

E~= McGhee, ~ [ma~lto:otmc~hee@unc.edu1 
Se~t= Tuesday, Oc~ber 02, 2052 ~$:44 AN 
To= Li~lejohn, Ursula; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science); Campbell, Lar~ (Chemistry); Hamme~, Victoria (School of Pharmacy); Jones, Shandra; Robe~on, 
Nakenge 
S~bjeet; CBC Websi~ Updates 

Fve updated the webs~te to include photos from both the Case of Race town hall meetin~ & the Welcome Back reception. Fve a~so i~duded the v~deo(s) from the 

Case of Race event on the v~deo vau~t pa~e as well as th~s month’s newsletter. 

Fd like to add boi:h Larry & V~cl:oria i:o i:he commiti:ee li~d:~ng. ~[ they can aend me a sped~ic photo and a q~.u:~l:e about "Why they en~oV workin~ aL UNC", ~q~ post 

them as soon as possibh~. 

Thanks Much, 

O..k McGhee, fnstructional Media Services Mana~?:~r 

UNC Gillin8 School ot: Global Public Health 

212 Rosenau Haft, CB# 7400 

Chapel Hill, NC 

(9:19) 843 --- 

oj mc~hee@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bruce, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 4:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Reschedule Request 

I brought him in to give a keynote for a continuing ed conference we hosted yesterday. The crowd wondered why I recommended him until he started speaking. They hung on 

every word and now want him for the national conference in boston. 

So who do you root for_.UVA or UNC? And what’s your golf handicap? Mine has tripled over the past 10 years in direct relation to the 3 kids running around my house. 

Cheers, 

Rob 

Robert Bruce, PhD 
Director 
Tke. William a~d kta Fdday Ce~ ter ~or Conti~ t~ing Educatk~ 
Adjtmct Assistant Professor" 
Depm’tment ot E~g~ish and Comparatiw~ l ,[terai:t~re 
The University of North Caroli~m at Chapel Hill 
Ckape~ Hi~I, NC 27599 

919.962.2646 d~rect ] 91q,962.2067~ l’ax 
rob bruce@unc.edn i !~N!-a-3L-c--e--IxLe-_Cd-L~-~_g:-e--d-_-t-~ 

! ~j~{_a_ +v___c_ ~ S~ _~__e,_~:_t _~S~ _c_:_e__d___u_ l__s_!_c_t ~! ~ _s_. 
Give to the Friday Cenk,.r at 

! ~j~ La_ +v___c__e__~ D_C: L~!_Lc_:_e__d___t Ug Lf_t_ 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:54 PM 

To: Rob Bruce <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Reschedule Request 

;) I am very blessed to be considered a partner with Joe. We connected ~ 8 months ago and are now champions for one another. He is an efficient and purposeful "mover and 

shaker" in academia and that is SO refreshing for me. 

I am on his Kenan Institute Strategic Planning Committee. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Knowir~g is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Bruce>, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:50 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Erianne Weight <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Ritter, E Tyler" <etritter@email.unc.edu>, "Sanford, Timothy R." <tim sanford@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Reschedule Request 

Debby, 

I heard the same about undergrad certificates from my colleague Tim Sanford and from Grad Assoc Dean Stephanie Schmitt. 

I saw your Goethe quote in a DeSimone presentation yesterday. He also had a picture of you on the screen at one point. 

Here’s to the Friday Center being the right partner for both the "easy" and "big" win. 

Best, 

Rob 

Robert Bruce, PhD 

rl,.e W]lliam ap.d Ida Friday (;enter lbr Continuing Educatio]t 
Adjunct Assistaut Professor 
Department of E~:g]ish and Con:parativc l,Reratm’e 
"the [Jui~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Chapel H{I]~ N{] 27[i9q 

919.q 62.264,6 direct I 919,962.2061 fax 

rob bruce@unc,edu ~ ~Hdaycentenunc.edu 

~>idavcente r,tmc.edu/s torte s 

~>idavcente r.unc.ed u/gift 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:37 PM 

To: Rob Bruce <rgbruce@email.unc.edu>, "Weight, Erianne A." <eweight@email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Ritter, E Tyler" <etritter@email.unc.edu>, "Sanford, Timothy R." <tim sanford@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Reschedule Request 

Hi Rob. i met with Dean Karen Gil and she clearly articulated that undergraduate certificates are NOT permitted in the College at this time. 

Erianne and I (with peer consultation) need to strategically decide on which path to pursue (based on, but not limited to, profitability, efficiency, and the "easy win" for a grad or 

undergrad pilot. Once we get buy-in with proven metrics, we can then go for the bigger wire ;) 

The other option is to carefully design and price the innovative offering and then push-back on the College for the opportunity to be a game changer. Yes, my personality is coming 

out... Iol 

Innovation rules[ 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Wiilir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: <Bruce>, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:09 PM 

To: Erianne Weight <eweight@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Madill, Valerie S" <madill@email.unc.edu>, "Ritter, E Tyler" <etritter@email.unc.edu>, "Sanford, Timothy R." <tim sanford@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Reschedule Request 

Erianne and Deb, 

Many thanks for the reschedule. I’ll ask Val Madill to set up a time for us. I think it would be helpful if we could all meet together with Tyler Ritter (Friday Center Instructional 

Design) and Tim Sanford (Friday Center Credit Programs). Tyler and Tim asked a lot of questions that I simply could not answer, and I believe they’ll be able to respond to your 

questions about course design and administration. I’ve cc’d Tyler and Tim. 

In the meantime, we’ve posed a few questions to colleagues around campus. We’re waiting to hear back from the finance office about the possibility of creating an "off-model" 

certificate that would allow us to charge market rate. If it’s an on-model program, I’m hopeful that your dept (perhaps this is a college decision as well) would consider allowing 

faculty to teach in-load thus reducing the overall costs. Either of these financial models could be set up as pilots, and we can certainly brainstorm other models. 

I’m also waiting to hear back from the College about restrictions on undergraduate certificates. At this point I do not believe they are allowed. I’ve attached some policy docs on 

graduate certificates, and I’ve contacted the Graduate School to get a better grasp on the timeline of the approval process. 

Finally, you may have mentioned this but is there current market research on the this type of program and student demand? I found a few Universities offering some type of credit 

Sports Marketing certificate but none with UNC reputation and rank. 

Best, 

Rob 

Robert Bruce, PhD 
Director 
The. William a~d kta Fdday Ce~ let tot Conti~ t~ing Educatk~ 
Adjtmct Assistant Profcssor 
De[mt’tmen{: of E]~g]ish mid (]ompatatJvc 

(’,hape~ Hi]], NC 27599 

919.q 62.264.6 direct ] 919,9 (;2.2061 fax 
rob bruce@unc.edu i ~daycenter.unc.edu 

~>idaycente r,tmc.edu/s rode s 
(;ivc to the Friday {:e~k:]" at 
~>idaycenteFnUnc.edu/g~ft 

From: <Weight>, "Erianne A." <eweight@email.unc.edu> 



Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 2:02 PM 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu>, Rob Bruce <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Reschedule Request 

I’ll be in D.C. on Monday aJ~d Tuesday, but my availability after Thur~tay and next week is as Ibllows. If it turns out that it would be most convenient tbr you two to 

meet, that would ~ tine. I’m anxious m hear what you’ve learned a~d &veloped’. 

Thur~ay (Oct 4): 4:00 - 5:00pro 

Friday (Oct 5): 9:30ran - 12:30p~n 

Weduesday (October 10): 9:30am - 1:30pm 

Thursday (October 11): 2:30 - 4:30pm 

Friday (Oct 12): 8:30 - 9:15~m; 10:15 - 5:00pm 

Efi~e A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assis~nt Professor, S~ AdmiNsgation 

The UNversi~ ofNoOh Ca, olina - ChaNl Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Tuesday, October 02, 2012 1:52 PM 
To-" Bruce, Rob; Stroman, Deborah L; Weight, Erianne A, 
Subject; Re: Reschedule Request 

No problem. The more iufo, the better. I spoke to Carol Tresolini and she mentioned that you had some new data to help iu this regard. 

Tuesday an~ime before 11? 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chafi~; Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty, Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Kn~wing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Bruce>, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 1:38 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Erianne Weight <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Reschedule Request 

Deb and Erianne, 

I apologize for the late notice but is it possible to reschedule tomorrow’s meeting to next week? I have a meeting on Thursday that will help us in our analysis of a certificate. 

Thanks, 

Rob 

tRobe~t Bruce, PhD 
Direct.or 
The William a~d ]{ta F~Jday Ce~] ter R~r C{mti~] t~ing Educatk~ 
Adjtmct Assistant Profcssor 
Department of E~g]is/~ and Comparative l Jteral:t~re 
TEe University of North Caroli~m at CEapel Hill 
Chape~ }qi~], NC 27599 

919.962.2646 d~rect 191~i,962.2067~ 
rob bruce@m~c.edt~ i !?kta_ycenterJ.mc.edu 

ll?’~d~vcenter.unc.edu/storie s 
G~ve to the Friday Ce*~&:.r at 
llk~daycenterm~c.ed u/gift 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Campbell, La~ <lecamr@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 7:47 PM 

StromaJ~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula <Ursula l,ittlejohn@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~; McGhee, Oj 

<ojmcghee@unc.edu>; Ha~nmett, Victofa LaFfeda <vhmnmetV~:email.unc.edu>; Joues, Shandra <shmadraj@email.unc.edu>; 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertsou@unc.edu> 

1722 CBC Website Updates 

O J, I can only echo wha[ has been said, great job on the website with the photos. 

Also CBC leadership, I am delighted to join the team of the CBC~ I really believe in what you are doing and 1 am happy to be part of it. Unfortunately, I will not be in 

attendance at our meeth~g tomorrow. My morn has not been doh~g we~l and ~ promise myself that once I got out of the mNtary that ~ would be there for her, when 

cailed upon. f w~i be traveling ~:o Lvnchburg, V~rginh~ tomorrow morning and return on Thursday. Haw~ a great meeting as aiways. Thanks Debb~e for allowing me to 

be part of the C:BC [:eam 

Larry 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Nent= Tuesday, Oc~ber 02, 2012 3:59 PN 
Te~ Li~lejohn, Ursula; NcGhee, ~; Stroman, Deborah L; Campbell, Larry; Hamme~, V~ctoria LaFrieda; Jones, Shandra; Robe~son, Nakenge 
SubjeCt~ Re: CBC Website Updates 
Great work OJ~ Thanks for keeping the Caucus "front and present"~ 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facultg Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Know~ng ~s not enough; we must apply. W~IIMg is Rot enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

Frem: <kittlejohn>, Ursula kittlejohn <Ursula L~tfleiohn@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Bate: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 11:47 AM 

Te: OJ McGhee <oj mcghee@unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CkU" <dstro@unc.edu>, karry Campbell <lecarnp@emaiLunc.edu>, "Hammett, Victoria kaFrieda" 

<g_~_~_~_~_~_~_~_¢_~_~)_[:_M_~A~_9.>, "Jones, Shandra" <A~_~_~_~£gj_@~_~!J_:ME~z_9_~_M.>, Nakenge Robertson <E~_~_Bge.robertson@unc.edu> 

5ubje~: RE: CBC Website Updates 

~ Jove the pics_.espeda]~y the one of V~ctoria and myself. D~va fabulous dah]ings ~) 

SN: I will not be a~: tomorrow’s mee~:mg ..comck~es w~:h my staff meeting but #ease keep me m[ormed 

Thanks, 

Ursula 

F~m= NcGhee, ~ [ma~lto:oj...mcqhee@unc.edu] 
8ent~ Tuesday, October 02, 2012 1~:~4 AM 
Te~ Li~lejohn, ~rsula; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise N Spo~ Science); Campbell, Lar~ (Chemistry); Hamme~, Victoria (School of Pharmacy); Jones, Shandra; Robe~on, 
Nakenge 
Su~je;t~ CBC Website ~pdates 
~%,e updated the webs~te to include photos from both the C~se of Race town hal~ meeting & the Welcome Back reception. ~%,e a~so included the v~deo(s) from the 

Case of Race ew~mt .:)n the ~kleo vm~H: page as well as th~s month’s newsletter. 

~’d ~ike to add both Larry & Vk:toria to the committee ~istmg. ~f they can send me a spedfic photo a[ld a quo[e abou[: ’~Why they enjoy working at UNC", f’]~ post 

them as soon as possiMe. 

Thanks Much, 

C) J. McGhee, h]structional Media S~-_~r~ices Manager 

UNC Giflin~ School of Global Public Health 

212 Rosenau Ha~, CB# 7400 

Chapel HN, NC 

(9t9) ~43 ---4:t49 

oi mcghee@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 9:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: For Earnestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 

Debby, You certainly can discuss this with her and see what she thinks. However if I were her [ would want to interact with the group representatives my self and not get 
information through an intermediary. Not that you would not be a good liaison but there would be no opportunity for her to probe answers, etc., no non-verbal information, no 
possibility to test out alternative ideas, etc. Tf, when we get her proposal, we find we cannot raise sufficient funds, then we could try to cut corners, but T would not do that 
unless I had to-- for fear of reducing the effective targeting of the workshop. This is an opportunity to educate the consultant in more depth about your needs and interests. 
David 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 02, 2012 3:42 PIv] 

To; Kiel, David 
Subject-" Re: For Earnestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 

Thanks David. I am out of town and will get back to you with tJ~e best time for the call. We can certaMy be more efficient and remove the focus gronp luncheon (#4). 

I can get the necessary feedback through Caucus channels to identi~ our interests much earlier in the process. I would mtber use funding and the time spent on 

working on solu’dons, if possible. That is, we taJk a lot on campus. I try, to lead and manage ti~om a tx~sition of solutions. 

Please advise if this change is possible. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss~unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina SIyort Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we mus~ do," (J. Goelhe) 

From: <Kiel>, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 1:57 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: ’                               @triad.rr.com> 

Subject: RE: For Earnestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 

Dear Deborah, 

I had a very good conversation with Earnestine Taylor today describing the project and possibilities. She wants to explore working with us and we agreed the following: 

1) We would have a three way conversation (You, me, and her). In this conversation you would discuss the interests and needs of the Caucus and she would suggest ideas. 
(no charge) 

2) Earnestine would send us a cost proposal based a scope of work you two decide, including a preliminary focus group in Chapel Hill, and a half day workshop. 

3) We would work here to find funding. (CFE will likely contribute.) 

4) Assuming this goes well, we would schedule a luncheon meeting (focus group) with a cross-section of individuals to narrow down and focus on the key issues and interests 
to be covered in a half day workshop and perhaps subsequent programs. 

5) We would hold the workshop, evaluate and then take any folllow-up steps that were warranted. 

Earnestine suggested the following time blocks in which she could talk for one hour. I have a free conference line we can use. 

Oct. 23, 9-1 
Oct. 24, 2-5 
Oct. 25 2-5 

As luck would have it, I am also free during these times, ,.~.t~ wo~l<s %i ~:o~.~ ’ We need one hour. 

Please get back to me ASAP, because Earnestine is engaged in a coaching project and she ~.6 has coaching interviews she needs to schedule this month as well, so these 
hours may fill up. 

Thanks, David 



David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Faculty Excellence 

308 Wilson Library 

[5NC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

http:i,’ cl’e. unc.edt ~al~u~/kiel.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 11:28 PM 

Prudence Morrow <pmorrow@ncaa.org> 

Prudence Morrow <pmorrow@ncaa.org>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Spectrum of Sport Deck 

NCAA SOS Presentation 10.1.12 FINAL.pdf 

Hi Prudence. Thanks again for your coordination. Attached find a copy of our presentation. Please share with your colleagues. 

Also, can you please send me the names of the attendees? 

Have a BIG Wednesday! 

Regards, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



"THE SPECTRUM OF SPORT" 

Dr. Deborah Stroman and Global Novations 



Agenda 

Introductions 

Fundamental Diversity Education 
Overview 

o Appreciating Differences 

o Cultural Competency in Sports 

o T~ainothe-T~ainer Model 

Advanced Di~fersity Education Overview 

o Diverse by Design Teams 

o Collaboration Across Generations 

o Vectors 

Managing Inclusion 

Sustainability and Reinforcement 

Our Technology Solutions 

Our B/aluation Solutions 

Q&A 

2 

2012 GLOBAL NOVATiONS, ~.LC 





~;Great things are done when men and mountains meeL ’~ 
~ Wifliam Blake 

o Darry~ Smith - Vice President- Business Development, Global Novations 

Deborah Stroman- Sport Administration Professor, University of North Carolina 

4 

2012 GLOB/~L NOVATiONS, LLC 





Training Solution: Appreciating ifferences TM 

workshop explores attitudes toward differences and links those to 
behaviors that support an environment where people can achieve their 
full potential. 

OUTCOMES: 

d Recognize diversity extends far beyond age, ethnicity, and gender, to include 

work style, geographical location, education, tenure, physical abilities, family 
status and more 

d Increase productivity by minimizing barriers to teamwork and engagement 

¢ Achieve greater results through innovation and creative problem-solving 

d Maintain an inclusive environment where all people are valued and appreciated 

¢ Create a competitive advantage through a leveraged, diverse workforce 



Training Solution: Cu tura  Competency Sport 

o The purpose of CCS is to understand and engage key team and campus 
relationships to increase trust, accelerate problem solving, and minimize 
conflict. 

o Case Study Design 

o 3R’s 

> Research - Describe the issue; provide an overview 

i~ Respond - Examine the issuel what is the challenge? 

>. Reflect- Impact and significance of the issue? Solutions? 

o Consistency with NCAA mission of safety, fairness, and equitable 
competition 

7 
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Certifying a Team of Internal Champions: 

Our Trainer Certification Process effectively 
prepares trainers to deliver programs that are 
most likely to cause real behavior change. 

Train-the-Trainer Process: 

Trainer Selection 
Welcome Packet and Pre-Work 
Train-the-Trainer Session 
Observation/Co-Training 
Certification 
Post-Certification Support 

8 

2012 GLOBAL I~IOVATiONS, ~.LC 



One-Day Delivery Option: Train-the-Trainer 

"Learn it" Pre-Work 

~ Overview of the TTT process, trainer competency requirements, logistics, 
subject matter reading, and a self-assessment 

"See it" 

> Trainer participation in the workshop 

*Train-the-trainer is most effective using a furl three-day process. We strongly 
recommend this necessary preparation for optimal results. 

9 

2012 GLOBAL I~IOVATiONS, ~.LC 



One-Day Delivery Option: Train-the-Trainer 

"Practice it" 

> Trainers practice modules and receive Master Trainer feedback 

"Deliver it" for Certification 

Trainers deliver "mock workshop" demonstrating ability to facilitate content, 
land key learnings, and manage the group° The Master Trainer meets with 
each trainer and evaluate the mastery of "Learn it" competencies and skills 

*Train-the-trainer is most effective using a full three-day process. We strongly 
recommend this necessary preparation for optimal results. 

10 

2012 GLOBAL I~IOVATiONS, ~.LC 







Training Solution: Diverse by Design Teams 

Defined Purpose: 

¯ Solve most difficult problems 

¯ Take advantage of most complex 
opportunities 

High-trust, relevant}y diverse team 

Members from within and outside the 
organization 

Specific team co-culture, team tools, and team 

processes to view situations differently 

High Performing Diverse Teams 

Marked incremental improvement and 

disruptive breakthrough outcomes 

13 
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2012 GLOB/~L NOVATiONS, LLC 



Drive creativity and 
innovation 

DbyD focused on 
difficult problem or 
complex opportunity 

Aligned with strategic 
business goal(s) 

Challenge existing 
paradigms 

Breakthrough and 
incremental outcomes 

2012 GLOBAL NOVATiOHS, LLC                                                                                         ~!:, :2005 }ieI~i",,/:~I",,I",, 



we 

we 
co~! be uninten " 

often with il 
ly " ! 

effects." 
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Training Solutions: Co~aboratin Across Generations 

Identify the various generations that exist in the organization and compa,e!contrast 
the different generational perspectives 

Identify behaviors that ~ontdbute to gene~ational stereotyping, leading to conflict 



Training Solutions: Vectors TM Solutions 

OUTCOMES: 

Gaining a deeper understanding of the challenges one faces for not fitting into the 
team or o~ganizational norm, 

Create shared responsibility for creating a positive environment 

Enhance across-the-board performance by identifying and removing barriers to 
contribution and engagement 

University administrators, athletic department staff and coachesl and student- 



Training Solutions: anagin 

improvement, and impact the organization’s bottom line. 

Participants wi~: 
- Learn ways to bypass bias 
- Find how to do more with more by maximizing productivity 
- Beat the competition 

Inc,ease p~oductivity and pe~fomsance 

Establish fair and effective~ people management 

Understand the value and case for diversity and inclusion 





Campus Contact 

Identify person(s) to serve as the campus contact for the Spectrum of Sport 

.> Proven leader (administrator or coach) 

> Successfully incorporates and champions inclusion and respect values within the 
organization 

.~ Embraces technology and efficiency 

Participates in ½ day training to review process and SOS learning from own 
institution’s campus/organization/team climate 

Utilizes virtual account (GN Connect) to communicate feedback 

Shares diversity best practices with working group and other member 
institutions 

21 
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GN Connect 
Features and Benefits 

>Cioudobased global delivery 

>Interface support 39 languages 

>End to end curriculum deployment 

>-Virtual classroom 

>Support self-service (SSO) 

>-Support Mobile Devices 

:>Provide social media tools 

>Sales and marketing tool 

>. 

Distribute courses to administrators/ 
coaches/students 

Allow learners to self pace or branch out 
into learning new skills (Pull) 

Provide the ability to use interactive 
features such as threaded discussions, 
video conferencing, and discussion forums 

Manage training logistics, fulfillment and 
training records 

Monitor participation and assess overall 
performance and completion 

28 
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Isolate the effects of 

training solution 

Convert data to 

monetary value 

Capture solu~on costs 

Calculate the ROI 

Measurement P~an~ing Data 

2012 GLOB/~L NOVATiONS, LLG 



Lowest 

Value of 
Information 

Participants, 
Administrators 

& Coaches 

Stakeholder 
Focus 

Fre~j,uency Difficulty 
or IJSe 

2012 GLOB&L NOVATiONS, LLC 



Evaluations 

Level 1 -Training Evaluation 

Learning Validation Survey 

360°/180° Feedback Assessment 

Scorecard 

33 
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Global Novations Pilot Delivery (Maximum 2 workshops per day) $3,500 per workshop 

Program Materials (Production and Shipping - Per set of 25) $325 per workshop 

Train-the-Trainer Workshop (3 days facilitation, 6 participants) $11,500 

Program License (for future delivery) Enterprise License 

Delivery Full Day Program ( GN Facilitator and License Fee/Participant) $4,750 per workshop 

Virtual Program Delivery (90 minute webinar delivery) $1,700 per workshop 

Blended Learning Solution Delivery $1,700 - $4,750 

Program Materials ( Production and Shipping - Per set of 25) $235 per workshop 

34 



Appreciating Differences Toolkit or similar reinforcement and sustainment modality $50 per participant if packaged with ILT session 

35 
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Summary- The Spectrum 
"Every winner has scars~ ’" ~ Ro Nix 

Sport 

o Energy and Passion 
o Experience 
o Knowledgeable 
o Flexible 

Efficient 

36 
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Q & A- The Spectrum of Sport 

201 ~9 GLOB/~L NOVATiON$, LLC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 6:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: For Earnestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 

Deborah, I appreciate your willingness to flex on this pending a discussion with her. Having a pre- meeting may be more for and the relationship with her than for us, and you 
two may decide that it could be dispensed with.....all t am saying is that t don’t want to start the conversation by taking one of her main requests off the table, particularly if 
you are looking to build a long-term relationship. On the $ side, t hear you loud and clear, but it maybe we can afford the additional time, if not we can negotiate down, or 
perhaps get her to throw in the session free. David 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Tuesday, October 02, 2012 9:57 PM 

To-" Kiel, David 
Subject; Re: For Earnestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 

Okay. Ijusl wanted to avoid paying for i~fformation that can be obtained without a formal session. ;) 

IMHO life for Black academics on predominately white campuses is not rocket science. The challenges are quite common for all people of color. The nuances can be 

determined by a phone call and our own Caucus meetings. 

Nonetheless, I will discuss with her. Thanks again. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - .h__t__t_~j_Z_e__x__s__s__:_u___n__c__:_e__d___u_./ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculb~ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"}Q~o~x.ing is not euough: ~x.e must apply. Willing is not enough; ~x.e musl do2 (J. Goefhe) 

From: <Kiel>, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 9:53 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: For Earnestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 

Debby, You certainly can discuss this with her and see what she thinks. However if I were her t would want to interact with the group representatives my self and not get 
information through an intermediary. Not that you would not be a good liaison but there would be no opportunity for her to probe answers, etc., no non-verbal information, no 
possibility to test out alternative ideas, etc. If, when we get her proposal, we find we cannot raise sufficient funds, then we could try to cut corners, but I would not do that 
unless I had to-- for fear of reducing the effective targeting of the workshop. This is an opportunity to educate the consultant in more depth about your needs and interests. 
David 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 02, 2012 3:42 PM 

To: Kiel, David 
Subject-" Re: For Earnestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UN¢ chapel hill 

Thanks David. I am out of town and will get back to you with tlm best time for tlae call. We can certainly be more efficient and remove the focus gronp luncheon (#4). 
I can get the necessary l}edback through Caucus chaimels to identit’.5~ our interests much earlier in "the process. I would rather use funding and the time spent on 
working on solu’dons, if possible. That is, we talk a lot on campus. I try, to lead and manage ti-om a position of solutions. 

Please advise if this change is possible. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair. Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we musl do," (J. 



From: <Kiel>, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 1:57 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: ’                               @triad~rr.com> 

Subject: RE: For Earnestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 

Dear Deborah, 

had a very good conversation with Earnestine Taylor today describing the project and possibilities. She wants to explore working with us and we agreed the following: 

1) We would have a three way conversation (You, me, and her). In this conversation you would discuss the interests and needs of the Caucus and she would suggest ideas. 
(no charge) 

2) Earnestine would send us a cost proposal based a scope of work you two decide, including a preliminary focus group in Chapel Hill, and a half day workshop. 

3) We would work here to find funding. (CFE will likely contribute.) 

4) Assuming this goes well, we would schedule a luncheon meeting (focus group) with a cross-section of individuals to narrow down and focus on the key issues and interests 
to be covered in a half day workshop and perhaps subsequent programs. 

5) We would hold the workshop, evaluate and then take any folllow-up steps that were warranted. 

Earnestine suggested the following time blocks in which she could talk for one hour. I have a free conference line we can use. 

Oct. 23, 9-1 
Oct. 24-, 2-5 
Oct. 25 2-5 

As luck would have it, I am also free during these times, ,.~.f~,,’~ ’~,o~l<~ i=~i Vo~.~ ’ We need one hour. 

Please get back to me ASAP, because Earnestine is engaged in a coaching project and she 16 has coaching interviews she needs to schedule this month as well, so these 
hours may fill up. 

Thanks, David 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Faculty Excellence 

308 Wilson Library 
UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

!~ttp:/,’ cl’e. unc.edt ~al~u~/kiel.html 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 7:29 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS visit--fall 2012 DS.ppt 

"The best abiiity is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:04 AM 

@ ive unc edu> 

Stroma~L Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn>; 

Re: EXSS Advising Class Visits 

ilnage001 .j pg 

~live. unc.edt# 

Hi . Please advise. 

Sent farm my iPad 

"Educating the mind without e&~cating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

011 at 5:03 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi All. It is that time again--Meredith, Sherry and I make our mandatory rounds to share a brief 10-12 minute presentation on EXSS curriculum 

"details." 

Thanks for your patience. This effort helps to make our department one of the most informed and accurate for student registration purposes. 

Please advise which day over the next 10 days is best for YOUR schedule. (Consider at the beginning or end of class.) I have identified you as the 

instructor of record for one (or more) of the following classes: 

TR 12:30-- 175 

MWF 8--188 

TR 8-- 188 

TR 8-- 220 

TR 9:30-- 220 

MWF 10-- 221 

MWF 10-- 276 

MWF 11-- 221 

TR 9:30-- 380 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks in advance! 

debby 

Deborah L, Stroman, Pb.D, CLU 

wy~v.exss, un¢,ed u 

315 Wooilen 

9~9,843,0335 

<image001.jpg> 

"The best abigty is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Ellen D <edbrooks@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 8:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

checking in... 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Please place me on CBC mailing list!listserve~ 

I’d like to receive ren~inders of all meetings so that ~ may ~rn~rove m~, a~:tendance and partk:ipat~on. 

Thank ~,ou, ~n advance, 

E~le~ do~na brooks 

966-.4791 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bruce, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 8:37 AM 

Madill, Valerie S <madill@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ritter, E Tyler <etritter@email.unc.edu>; Sanford, Timothy R. <tim_sanford@unc.edu> 

Re: Reschedule Request 

Val, 

If we need to move a few things around to make this happen earlier let’s do it. 

Thanks, 

Rob 

Di~’ector 

Adjm~ct Assistant 
I) eparl,~ent of E*~gl[sb a~d Comparative Literab)re 
The. 1 ~nivcrsKy of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
{;Eapel Hill, NC 27599 

~i’J 9 962,2646 di~’ec~: ] 919Si62 2061 li~.x 

rob bruce@unc.edu i fridavcenter.unc,edu 
Re.ad our s~or~es a~: 
fr[dayce nter.unc.edu/stoHe s 

fr[dayce n~r.u*u:,edu/gifl: 

From: <MadiN>, Valerie S <._m_._a_ .d_j[[ .@__ .e_m_a_!J_.__u_._n_c__._9_d__u_.> 

Date: Wednesday, October 3, 2012 8:33 AM 

To: Rob Bruce <rgbruce@email.unc.edu>, "Weight, Erianne A." <eweight@email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Ritter, E Tyler" <etritter@email.unc.edu>, "Sanford, Timothy R." <tim sanfordC~unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Reschedule Request 

Hi All--- Rob is available to meet during the following times in the Mengel Conference Room at the Friday Center: 

Thursday, Octob~:_~r 18, from 9 to 11 

Tu~-:~sday, Oct.:_~ber 23, fl’om 2:30 to 4:30 

Please let me know your availability at [hose [imes~ 

Thank you, 

F~m= Bruce, Rob 

Sent; Tuesday, Oc~ber 02, 2012 3:10 PM 

To= Weight, Erianne A.; Stroman, Deborah L 

~= Hadill, Valerie S; Ri@er, E Tyler; Sanford, Timothy R. 

Subject~ Re: Reschedule Request 

Erianne and Deb, 

Many thanks for the reschedule. I’II ask Val Madill to set up a time for us. I think it would be helpful if we could all meet together with Tyler Ritter (Friday Center Instructional 

Design) and Tim Sanford (Friday Center Credit Programs). Tyler and Tim asked a lot of questions that I simply could not answer, and I believe they’ll be able to respond to your 

questions about course design and administration, l’ve cc’d Tyler and Tim. 

In the meantime, we’ve posed a few questions to colleagues around campus. We’re waiting to hear back from the finance office about the possibility of creating an "off-model" 

certificate that would allow us to charge market rate. If it’s an on-model program, l’m hopeful that your dept (perhaps this is a college decision as well) would consider allowing 

faculty to teach in-load thus reducing the overall costs. Either of these financial models could be set up as pilots, and we can certainly brainstorm other models. 

l’m also waiting to hear back from the College about restrictions on undergraduate certificates. At this point I do not believe they are allowed, l’ve attached some policy docs on 

graduate certificates, and l’ve contacted the Graduate School to get a better grasp on the timeline of the approval process. 

Finally, you may have mentioned this but is there current market research on the this type of program and student demand? I found a few Universities offering some type of credit 

Sports Marketing certificate but none with UNC reputation and rank~ 

Best, 

Rob 

Robe[t Bruce, PhD 

Adjm’~ct AssJstaut 

Department of E]~g]ish and {:omparativc ],Ret’ature 

The. 1 ~nk~crsKy of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

{;Eapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.962.2645 direct 
rob b~ace@unc.edu 

6lye to the Friday 

From: <Weight>, "Erianne A." <eweight@emaH.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 2:02 PM 



To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu>, Rob Bruce <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Reschedule Request 

I’ll be in D.C. on Mouday and Tuesday, but my availabili .ty after Thursday aud ue:a week is as follows. If it tams out that it would be most convenient for you two to 

meet, that would be fine. I’m anxious to hear what you’ve learned and developed’. 

- Etienne 

Thursday (Oct 4): 4:00 - 5:00pm 

Friday (Oct 5): 9:30am - 12:30pm 

Wednesday (October 10): 9:30am - 1:30pm 

Thursday (October 11 ): 2:30 - 4:30pm 

Friday (Oct 12): 8:30 - 9:15am; 10:15 - 5:00pm 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistaalt Professor, Sport A&ninistration 

’][’he Universi .ty of North Cmolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 02, 2012 1:52 PN 
To; Bruce, Rob; Stroman, Deborah L; Weight, Etienne A. 
Subject; Re: Reschedule Request 

No problem. The more iufo, the better. I spoke to Carol Tresolini and she mentioned that you had some new data to help iu this reg~xd. 

Tuesday an~ime betbre 11 ? 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss~unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair. Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculb~ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 
"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we musl do," (J. 

From: <Bruce>, Rob <rgbruce@ema~l.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 1:38 PM 
To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Erianne Weight <eweight@emaiLunc.edu> 
Subje~: Reschedule Request 
Deb and Erianne, 

I apologize for the late notice but is it possible to reschedule tomorrow’s meeting to next week? I have a meeting on Thursday that will help us in our analysis of a certificate. 

Thanks, 
Rob 
Robert Brace, PhD 
E)hec~or 
’Tl~e W~Nam aad Ida F~lday (:enter N~" Coatinn~ag Educa~oa 
Adjnnct Assistant Professor 
Department of Eagl~h aad Comparative L~terattu’e 
"flee University of Nortl~ (;aro~ina at (;laape] 
Cl~ape] Hill, NC 27599 

rob bmce@unc.edu ~ fHdaycenter.unc.edu 
Read our sk~ries at 
fridaycenter.unc.edu/stor~e s 
GNe to ~t~e FHday {;e~r a~ 
frJdaycenter.m~c.edu/g~R 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Honeycutt ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 9:03 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: LASER website 

Good morning, Dr. Strolna~l - 

I hope you are doing well. I am available by phone most evenings bnt I would assume yon would rather meet face to face. If that is the case, we can definitely set up 

some time on the weekend to meet where there is Wi-Fi. Let me know which would make you more comfortable. I am interested to hear how things are going at 

UNC. Have a good day! 

Best, 

Michael Honeycutt 
Marketing Specialist 

@Gmail.com 

can accept failure, everyone fails at something. But I can’t accept not trying" - Michael Jordan 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 7:18 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Michael. I hope all is going well for you. You should be running your department by now... ;) 

Let me know your availability to meet face-to-face. I need to get the Honeycutt quick training to become more comfortable with website changes and edits. 

Thanks. 

I am available on the weekends too if that works better. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must: apply. Willing is no~ enough% we must do/’ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS Advising Class Visits 

Sounds great. See yon then’. 

On at 7:58 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~)unc~edu> wrote: 

Hi Thanks. I will stop by Friday, Oct. 5th at 10:00. 

Sent t~om nay iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On at 8:55 PM, ~email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Strornan,. 

The only day that does not work for me is this Wednesday, October 3rd. My class has an exam that day. Otherwise, all other days are great. 

Thanks so much, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, £03 PM 
To: 
Cc: Stroman, DebOrah L; 
Subject: EXSS Advising Class Visits 

Hi All. It is that time again--Meredith, Sherry and I make our mandatory rounds to share a brief 10-12 minute presentation on EXSS 

curriculum "details." 

Thanks for your patience. This effort helps to make our department one of the most informed and accurate for student registration 

purposes. 

Please advise which day over the next 10 days is best for YOUR schedule. (Consider at the beginning or end of class.) I have identified 

you as the instructor of record for one (or more) of the following classes: 

TR 12:30-- 175 

MWFS--188 

TR8--188 

TR8--220 

TR 9:30--220 

MWF 10-- 221 

MWF 10-- 276 

MWF 11--221 

TR 9:30--380 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks in advance] 

debby 

Deborah L Stron~n, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore, Eno~geo Empower. 

Chapel H~L NC 27599 

<imageOOi.jpg> 

"The best abifity is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Covalt, Carolyn S <coval@email.unc.edu:, 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 10:37 AM 

Academic Advi sing Paxt- Time Advisors Li story ~’advi singpaxttime@li skserv, unc.edu> 

RE: [advisingparttime] XR3 Service Indicators - post Term Activation 

UPDATE: this is being worked on and progress is being made! If you advise a FYS student for the first time, DO feel free to lift BOTH of the XR3s on them. 

More updates to come later on today, but progress is being made and hopefully this will not be a ~ong-term proMem. 

7baulk you i~ga~n [or your pat~e~lce, 

Carolyn 

T~e ~i~et~ity ~f N~ C~t~li~ ~t C~el .ill 

F~m= Covalt, Carolyn S 
Sent~ Tuesday, October 0Z, 2012 10:01 

Te~ PT Advisors Listserv (advisingpa~ime@lisNe~.unc.edu) 

$ubjeCt~ XR3 SeNice Indicators - post Term Activation 
Colleagues, 
It appears that the XR3 Service Indicator has re-appeared, post Term-Activation, for students for whom we had already removed it. I have already reached out to 
people in the Registrar’s office and will work with them to get this fixed as quickly as possible. 

In the meantime, please keep a list of students who should have the XR3 lifted and once we know that nightly runs are not re-placing them on students for whom 

they have already been removed, I will let you all know and we can proceed normally. 

Thank you for your patience with this, 
Carolyn 

~a~lyn ~qalt, Undergraduate A¢adem 

ACademiC Ad~i~ing Program in the ~ollege ~ A~ ~ $¢ien~e~ 

The Uniyernity ~ N~h ~arolina at ~hapel Hill 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

advisingpa~ltime as: dstro,@.unc.edu.To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu,’u? 

id 39934318.6195342dl 8346be8ca12e69t~47d23d9&n T&I advisingparttime&o 32242339 or send a blank email to leave-32242339- 

39934318.6195342d18346be8cal 2e691"a47d23d9~;listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 10:43 AM 

Campbell, La~ <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra 
<shaJadraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edu>; Robertson, 

Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edtv~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@anc.edu> 

Did you receive my fiiendly retninder email? rm checldng my system. Tks. 

Deborah Lo Stroman~ Ph,D, CLU 

Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 

"The best abilitF is availabilit}/." 



From: ’~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:27 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Paper 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I really need some extra time to do that paper. ~ really didn’t have any time to go to another sporting event for this assignment due to my 

~’ve caused any trouble~ 

schedule. I apologize if 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Max, Katherine Angeli <kama~email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 11:36 AM 

Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline <renee.alexander.craft@unc.edu>; Carrillo, Juan Femando <jt~aml@ema~l.unc.edu:~; Hughes, Sherick 

Andre <shughe@emml.unc.edu-~; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J <eakemc@ema~l.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Price, 

Charles R <cpricel @email.unc.edu>; Noblit, George W <GWN@unc.edu> 

Minori~ Male Mentoring Course Design Opportunity for Faculty 

3mR proposal-fin~ sent (2).docx 

Good Afternoon All, 

Please check your schedules for availability to attend a meeting on Monday, October 8, 2012 from 3:30- 4:30pm if not, please send available dates. 

Attached is the 3mp proposal for your review. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you, 

Katherine 

Katherine A. Max 

Executive Assistant 

To The Vice Provost for Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9L South Bldg. CB# 9125 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-0202 

.k_~_n_~ ~_x_.@~._m_~_!!_._ .u_n__c_ :9_.d_ u_. 



Introduction and Purpose 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to helping each student reach his or her full 

academic potential. Undergraduate men of color, including African American, American Indian and 

Latino male students are less likely than non-minority males to persist and graduate from Carolina. In 

alignment with the goals of the University of North Carolina Tomorrow Initiative, the Chapel Hill campus 

seeks funding from the College Access Challenge Grant to support a Minority Male Mentoring Program 

(3MP) and to encourage the academic success of minority males at Carolina. The Office of Diversity and 

Multicultural Affairs in partnership with Undergraduate Education will lead this effort with a team of 

campus partners. 

The program, tentatively named the Carolina Millennial Scholars Program (CMS), is designed to retain a 

cohort of traditional first-year and transfer minority male students and with the goal of having them 

graduate within eight semesters from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Special efforts will 

be made to recruit minority male transfer students from North Carolina community colleges to 

participate in the program. For the purposes of the CMS proposal, minority male is defined as males of 

Latino, African American and American Indian heritage. 

Rationale 

Retention and graduation rates are important indicators of undergraduate student success. The 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has strong undergraduate graduation rates (80% of the 2007 

cohort graduated within 4 years). However, according to the 2010 Retention Study, significant 

differences were observed by race and sex in the proportions of students who graduated from Carolina 

and those who did not. In particular, four-year graduation rates were lower for males and 

underrepresented minorities. Transfer students were more likely than native students to be ineligible, 

end up on academic probation or to withdraw by the end of their first semester. Junior transfer students 

from community colleges are among the least likely to graduate from Carolina with only 44% graduating 

in four years. Students who have been on academic probation are more likely to have the following 

characteristics compared to their peers who have not been on probation: male, black, first generation 

and low-income. 

Successful programs that support minority male student success are tailored to meet their unique needs 

in a purposeful and strategic manner (Brown and Dobbins, 2004; Chiang, Hunter and Yeh, 2004; 

Caberera and Nasa, 2001; Cuyjet, 2006). Frequently, the general student success strategies employed 

for all students will not meet the needs of many minority males. In particular, minority males are more 

likely than other demographic groups to be hindered by financial challenges and are less likely to access 

existing social and academic resources (Cujet, 2006; Harper & Harris, 2010). 

Outreach and Selection Methodology 

All newly admitted students who identify as minority and male according to the Office of Undergraduate 

Admissions will receive an invitation to apply to the Carolina Millennial Scholars Program. The 

personalized invitations will include information about the program’s mission, goals, activities and 

benefits. Thirty students will be selected from the applicant pool by the campus team before the first 



week of August. Fifteen of the thirty students will be transfer students. The selection criteria will take 

into consideration grade point average (high school or transfer institution), academic ranking of their 

high school, test scores, and responses to open-ended questions on the application. Preference will be 

given to students who come from underserved communities and/or whose high-school performance, 

opportunities or experiences indicate that they may benefit from a transition program with a cohort of 

peers and a network of caring professionals much like the UNC Covenant Scholars, C-STEP and Carolina 

Firsts programs which celebrate students from low-income, first generation backgrounds and transfer 

students. The program will be developed and promoted as a point of pride for the University. 

Proposed Program Components 

Experiences will be designed to connect students to University resources, enhance their academic 

growth and set their path to graduation. CMS will encourage students to identify their individual 

strengths and give thoughtful consideration to their academic and personal goals leading them to take 

responsibility for their education, choices and decisions. 

Welcome and Retreat 

Students will be welcomed to the University by key faculty, administrators and current minority male 

student leaders. Faculty and staff mentors and CMS staff will provide an orientation ensuring that 

students understand the mission of the program as well as build relationships over a two-day retreat 

near campus. 

Academic Teams and Block Scheduling 

Students will be assigned to 5-7 smaller cohorts or academic teams. These academic teams will be 

broadly defined around students’ major or major interest (i.e., social sciences, natural sciences and 

mathematics, arts and humanities, business, communication and journalism). Each academic team will 

be assigned to the same academic advisor and block scheduled for their first and second semester at the 

University. Block scheduling puts together a small group of students who are intentionally registered for 

two to five of the same courses. For example, five cohort members all interested in majoring in biology 

will be registered for the same First Year Seminar, Biology 101, and Introductory Writing Course. The 

Lumina Foundation recently funded a cohort and block scheduling model for low-income, college-ready 

students (Fuller, 2010). Block scheduling can be a powerful practice encouraging persistence in 

academically rigorous courses. The cohort/block scheduling model allows students to use each other as 

resources and to hold one another accountable as they successfully complete their course work. 

Academic Team Mentors 

Each academic team will be assigned a faculty mentor. This mentor will meet with the full academic 

team at least once per month to discuss the team’s progress in their block courses, resources to 

encourage their success in the courses, and additional academic guidance and tips for success. Academic 

Team Faculty Mentors will receive a small supplemental stipend. Each cohort will also be assigned a 

student mentor. Student mentors will be Carolina third- or fourth-year minority males who have 

achieved a 3.0 cumulative GPA or better and who have participated in academic enrichment 

opportunities outside of the classroom. 



The focus of the mentor/mentee relationship will be to help students navigate the activities of the 

program that promote academic success and to encourage participation in high-impact educational 

opportunities. Professional mentors will be given a small supplemental stipend. Student mentors will 

not be paid, but may count time spent with scholars as hours of volunteer service. 

High-Impact Academic Opportunities 

Carolina Millennial Scholars Program participants will be encouraged to participate in high-impact 

educational opportunities at Carolina. Research on undergraduate retention has demonstrated that 

students who engage in high-impact educational activities are more likely to graduate. At Carolina, high- 

impact educational opportunities include: 

-First Year Seminars 

- Study Abroad 

- Service Learning 

- Undergraduate Research 

- Internships 

- Living-Learning Communities 

- Leadership Development 

Carolina Millennial Scholars Program participants will receive in depth information on how to participate 

in these activities, will understand the benefit of participating in these activities, and will be highly 

encouraged to take advantage of these opportunities. Direct pathways to participation will be shared 

with participants. For example, participants will learn about pre-existing on-campus research funding 

opportunities such as SURFs (summer undergraduate research fellowships) and when to consider 

studying abroad, how to look into an internship, and how to take a service learning course. Students will 

also attend a networking event to engage with administrators and faculty who work with high-impact 

academic opportunities. 

As part of their block schedules, all CMS Scholars will engage in a First Year Seminar or the Junior 

Transfer Seminar course offered at Carolina. Students will also be required to identify an additional high- 

impact academic opportunity that they will apply for by the end of their first academic year at Carolina. 

Support for accessing these opportunities will be provided. 

Workshops 

Scholars will engage in six workshops per semester addressing topics such as: accessing high-impact 

educational opportunities, exploring strengths-based leadership and academic pathways, academic 

advising, positive decision making, tools for academic success, health and wellness, as well as academic 

and professional and networking. 

Service Project 

Scholars will collectively engage in a service project that relates to minority male student success. 



End-of-the-Year Celebration 

Scholars will share their stories of personal and academic development and receive individual 

recognition for their achievements in front of their peers and University staff, faculty and 

administrators. Students will receive a pin designed exclusively for CMS Scholars to recognize their 

membership in the program and completion of requirements. Students will be encouraged to wear the 

pin often as a motivating reminder of their academic aptitude, achievements and responsibility to 

maximize their undergraduate experience. 

Early Warnings 

If students receive an early warning, they will be notified in ConnectCarolina as well as through their 

official University email account. They are encouraged to meet with the faculty member as soon as 

possible, to set an appointment with an academic advisor and to utilize campus resources. To 

supplement this system, instructors who have scholars enrolled in their class will receive a 

communication at the beginning of the semester to let the program coordinator know (via email or 

phone) if a scholar is exhibiting signs of academic or personal challenges at any time during the semester 

(not just through the fourth through seventh week of the semester). 

Tutoring and Academic Advising 

Scholars will be encouraged to use the existing University tutoring program with the Center for Student 

Success and Academic Counseling. Tutoring sessions will be required of all students who fall below a 2.5 

cumulative GPA after the first semester. All students will also be required to meet with an academic 

advisor at least twice a semester. 

Assessment 

Program staff will partner with assessment experts on campus to develop a plan to assess the outcomes 

of the program. 

Cost-Sharing Match Outline 

Office space for a program coordinator will be provided at the Carolina Latina/o Collaborative and in 

South Building on campus. Print materials, design and staff hours will be provided by the Office of 

Diversity and Multicultural Affairs and Undergraduate Education. 

Campus Team 

Josmell Perez and Cookie Newsom - Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs 

Cynthia Demetriou, Candice Powell, Harold Woodard, Marcus Collins - Undergraduate Education 

Anna Li - Office of Institutional Research & Assessment 

April Mann - New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

Rebecca Egbert- Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

Fred Clark and Michael Highland - Office of Student Scholarships and Financial Aid 

Tony Patterson, Kate Kryder and Eric Hunter - Student Affairs 

Paul Cuadros and Deborah Stroman - Faculty 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:17 PM 

Southall, Richaxd Michard <southall@emaJl.unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. 

<eweigh@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Detx~rah L ~<ts~tro@unc.edu> 

summer school 

2013 Summer School teaching preferences.docx 

So, attached is the compilation of your preferences, and then my proposal for what could work? If you don’t like my suggestions, no worries! We can just get 

together to discuss on Wednesday. 

In the meantime, could you please complete the information that is missing in the table and return so that I can compile this for everyone? 

Thanks! 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Emaik sportlaw@unc.edu 



Summer School 2013 

Need to offer each of our required courses: 
¯ EXSS 221 Introduction to Sport and Recreation Administration 
¯ EXSS 322 Fundamentals of Sport Marketing 
¯ EXSS 323 Sport Facility and Event Management 
¯ EXSS 324 Finance and Economics of Sport 
¯ EXSS 326 Legal Aspects of Sport 

Teaching preferences: 

Coyte: 

1. 322 

2. LFIT 
AIt. 324 

Richard: 

1. 224 

2. 322 Air. 223 (International Sport Mgt.) 

Deb Southalh 

1. 221 

2. 181 (sport psych/soc) Air. 323 

Erianne: 

1. 740 (online) SS1 

2. 324 (online) AIt. 2 LFIT (Zumba?) either SS 

Debby Stroman -      SS1 

1. 221, 322, 323, 324, or 328 

Barbara- SS1 

1. 260 

2. 326 

So, this is what everyone requested. We need to know which session everyone prefers - I indicated 

those that I knew. If we have a significant imbalance between the sessions we will have to spread out 

the course offering times so that we’re not cannibalizing each other’s potential enrollment, but we will 

also have to come up with a way to find some balance because students’ are only able to register for 

two classes each summer session .... 

We know that Debby Stroman is eligible for at least one class and are waiting to find out if she may be 

eligible for the full load of two. Erianne’s 740 online class does count toward summer school, but we’re 

not sure if offering 324 online would be through summer school (which counts) or Friday Center (which 

wouldn’t). 



Given all that - here’s my proposal as far as the course offerings and who teaches the course (don’t 

stress - if you don’t like it we’ll just have to meet and hammer it out). Please fill in the blanks as far as 

your class time preference and session and I’II collate all of that and get it back out to you. 

(FYI - right now I’m locked into summer session I because Cristian is tracked out in July [the 4 weeks of 

July is his entire summer vacation - so teaching second summer session would eliminate half of our 

summer vacation together]. When he hits middle school and is back on a traditional school calendar I 

can start taking my turn in second summer session.) 

Name Course Time Offered Session 

Barbara 260 8:00-9:30am 1 

326 9:45-11:15am 1 

Coyte 322 

2 LFIT 

Deb Southall 221 

181 

*323 if 181 not available 

Debby Stroman 324 1 

328 1 

( or could do 323 if Deb teaches 181?) 

Erianne 740 (online) 1 

2 LFIT (Zumba?) 1 

Richard 224 

223 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc .com> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 1:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Most Small Business Owners Refu~ 1,) Expand 

Thank you for usin9 Decstoc 
To erasure y~u receive updates ~rem Docstec; please add Lr)_e_22A.q_e_~._c_t_,2_c_s_t__o_~=~_c_![!",_ to yo~:r address book i Unsubscribe 

Pi{.m s to o--o Too Ecor  .omie 

A majority of small business owners are of the opinion that there is too much economic 
uncertainty for their company to expand, grow or hire new workers. 

~;] Small Busi ..... Rock Nearly Two-Thirds of Small 
..... Business Owners Say there is 

Too Much Economic Uncertainty 
to Expand 

When a recent survey from the NFIB and NAM asked 

small business owners for their opinions about the 

state of the economy and how that will impact their 

plans to expand, grow or hire new workers, 64% 

agreed with the statement that "there is too much 

economic uncertainty in the market today for my 

company to expand, grow or hire new workers." Only 

35% agreed with the statement that "my company is 

now operating from the standpoint that there is 

enough economic opportunity in the market today to 

expand, grow or hire new workers." One percent did 

not know 

Source: NFIB and N,a,M Si,lP,~ey of Sr!lall Business Owners, 

Share this article with your friends: 

Now the Right Time to Start a 
Business? 

Small business owners are almost evenly split when 

posed the question of whether they would start a 

business today given what they know and the current 

economic climate. A slight edge goes to those small 

business owners would not start a business today, 

with 51% saying "No" and 49% saying "Yes". 

To read more Docstoc art{c{es click here >> 

We send this emaii to members of do~ts~oc,e.om per our Privacy Policy . You can msnage your em,3il preferences and other 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 3:08 PM 

Hollomon, Curtis <chollomon@ncaa.o~>; Ford, Kimberly <klbrd@ncaa.o~> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~NV: Spectrum of Spoil Deck 

NCAA SOS Presentation 10.1.12 FINAL.pdf 

Hi Kirn and Curtis, I have not heard back from Prudence (con[:i~madon of ~eceip[), so I thought it pruden[ to send th~s kffornlat~on directly to you. ;) 
Thanks again 1:o~’ the opportunity [o p~esent the ~%pectrum o[: Sport" proposak 
Do Good. 
Cot~tJm~ed Success, 
debby 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

91{9~843~0336 

’One woman can make a difference 

wome~ working together can change the world." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 11:28 PM 

To: Prudence Morrow 
Cc: Prudence Morrow; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Spectrum of Sport Deck 

Hi Prudence. Thanks again for your coordination. Attached find a copy of our presentation. Please share with your colleagues. 

Also, can you please send me the names of the attendees? 

Have a BIG Wednesday! 

Regards, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__t~LiZe__x__s__s_:__u__n___c_:_e___d__u_./ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not en.:)ugh; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



"THE SPECTRUM OF SPORT" 

Dr. Deborah Stroman and Global Novations 



Agenda 

Introductions 

Fundamental Diversity Education 
Overview 

o Appreciating Differences 

o Cultural Competency in Sports 

o T~ainothe-T~ainer Model 

Advanced Di~fersity Education Overview 

o Diverse by Design Teams 

o Collaboration Across Generations 

o Vectors 

Managing Inclusion 

Sustainability and Reinforcement 

Our Technology Solutions 

Our B/aluation Solutions 

Q&A 

2 

2012 GLOBAL NOVATiONS, ~.LC 





~;Great things are done when men and mountains meeL ’~ 
~ Wifliam Blake 

o Darry~ Smith - Vice President- Business Development, Global Novations 

Deborah Stroman- Sport Administration Professor, University of North Carolina 

4 
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Training Solution: Appreciating ifferences TM 

workshop explores attitudes toward differences and links those to 
behaviors that support an environment where people can achieve their 
full potential. 

OUTCOMES: 

d Recognize diversity extends far beyond age, ethnicity, and gender, to include 

work style, geographical location, education, tenure, physical abilities, family 
status and more 

d Increase productivity by minimizing barriers to teamwork and engagement 

¢ Achieve greater results through innovation and creative problem-solving 

d Maintain an inclusive environment where all people are valued and appreciated 

¢ Create a competitive advantage through a leveraged, diverse workforce 



Training Solution: Cu tura  Competency Sport 

o The purpose of CCS is to understand and engage key team and campus 
relationships to increase trust, accelerate problem solving, and minimize 
conflict. 

o Case Study Design 

o 3R’s 

> Research - Describe the issue; provide an overview 

i~ Respond - Examine the issuel what is the challenge? 

>. Reflect- Impact and significance of the issue? Solutions? 

o Consistency with NCAA mission of safety, fairness, and equitable 
competition 

7 
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Certifying a Team of Internal Champions: 

Our Trainer Certification Process effectively 
prepares trainers to deliver programs that are 
most likely to cause real behavior change. 

Train-the-Trainer Process: 

Trainer Selection 
Welcome Packet and Pre-Work 
Train-the-Trainer Session 
Observation/Co-Training 
Certification 
Post-Certification Support 

8 
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One-Day Delivery Option: Train-the-Trainer 

"Learn it" Pre-Work 

~ Overview of the TTT process, trainer competency requirements, logistics, 
subject matter reading, and a self-assessment 

"See it" 

> Trainer participation in the workshop 

*Train-the-trainer is most effective using a furl three-day process. We strongly 
recommend this necessary preparation for optimal results. 

9 
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One-Day Delivery Option: Train-the-Trainer 

"Practice it" 

> Trainers practice modules and receive Master Trainer feedback 

"Deliver it" for Certification 

Trainers deliver "mock workshop" demonstrating ability to facilitate content, 
land key learnings, and manage the group° The Master Trainer meets with 
each trainer and evaluate the mastery of "Learn it" competencies and skills 

*Train-the-trainer is most effective using a full three-day process. We strongly 
recommend this necessary preparation for optimal results. 

10 

2012 GLOBAL I~IOVATiONS, ~.LC 







Training Solution: Diverse by Design Teams 

Defined Purpose: 

¯ Solve most difficult problems 

¯ Take advantage of most complex 
opportunities 

High-trust, relevant}y diverse team 

Members from within and outside the 
organization 

Specific team co-culture, team tools, and team 

processes to view situations differently 

High Performing Diverse Teams 

Marked incremental improvement and 

disruptive breakthrough outcomes 

13 
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Drive creativity and 
innovation 

DbyD focused on 
difficult problem or 
complex opportunity 

Aligned with strategic 
business goal(s) 

Challenge existing 
paradigms 

Breakthrough and 
incremental outcomes 

2012 GLOBAL NOVATiOHS, LLC                                                                                         ~!:, :2005 }ieI~i",,/:~I",,I",, 



we 

we 
co~! be uninten " 

often with il 
ly " ! 

effects." 
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Training Solutions: Co~aboratin Across Generations 

Identify the various generations that exist in the organization and compa,e!contrast 
the different generational perspectives 

Identify behaviors that ~ontdbute to gene~ational stereotyping, leading to conflict 



Training Solutions: Vectors TM Solutions 

OUTCOMES: 

Gaining a deeper understanding of the challenges one faces for not fitting into the 
team or o~ganizational norm, 

Create shared responsibility for creating a positive environment 

Enhance across-the-board performance by identifying and removing barriers to 
contribution and engagement 

University administrators, athletic department staff and coachesl and student- 



Training Solutions: anagin 

improvement, and impact the organization’s bottom line. 

Participants wi~: 
- Learn ways to bypass bias 
- Find how to do more with more by maximizing productivity 
- Beat the competition 

Inc,ease p~oductivity and pe~fomsance 

Establish fair and effective~ people management 

Understand the value and case for diversity and inclusion 





Campus Contact 

Identify person(s) to serve as the campus contact for the Spectrum of Sport 

.> Proven leader (administrator or coach) 

> Successfully incorporates and champions inclusion and respect values within the 
organization 

.~ Embraces technology and efficiency 

Participates in ½ day training to review process and SOS learning from own 
institution’s campus/organization/team climate 

Utilizes virtual account (GN Connect) to communicate feedback 

Shares diversity best practices with working group and other member 
institutions 

21 
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GN Connect 
Features and Benefits 

>Cioudobased global delivery 

>Interface support 39 languages 

>End to end curriculum deployment 

>-Virtual classroom 

>Support self-service (SSO) 

>-Support Mobile Devices 

:>Provide social media tools 

>Sales and marketing tool 

>. 

Distribute courses to administrators/ 
coaches/students 

Allow learners to self pace or branch out 
into learning new skills (Pull) 

Provide the ability to use interactive 
features such as threaded discussions, 
video conferencing, and discussion forums 

Manage training logistics, fulfillment and 
training records 

Monitor participation and assess overall 
performance and completion 

28 
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Isolate the effects of 

training solution 

Convert data to 

monetary value 

Capture solu~on costs 

Calculate the ROI 

Measurement P~an~ing Data 

2012 GLOB/~L NOVATiONS, LLG 



Lowest 

Value of 
Information 

Participants, 
Administrators 

& Coaches 

Stakeholder 
Focus 

Fre~j,uency Difficulty 
or IJSe 

2012 GLOB&L NOVATiONS, LLC 



Evaluations 

Level 1 -Training Evaluation 

Learning Validation Survey 

360°/180° Feedback Assessment 

Scorecard 

33 
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Global Novations Pilot Delivery (Maximum 2 workshops per day) $3,500 per workshop 

Program Materials (Production and Shipping - Per set of 25) $325 per workshop 

Train-the-Trainer Workshop (3 days facilitation, 6 participants) $11,500 

Program License (for future delivery) Enterprise License 

Delivery Full Day Program ( GN Facilitator and License Fee/Participant) $4,750 per workshop 

Virtual Program Delivery (90 minute webinar delivery) $1,700 per workshop 

Blended Learning Solution Delivery $1,700 - $4,750 

Program Materials ( Production and Shipping - Per set of 25) $235 per workshop 

34 



Appreciating Differences Toolkit or similar reinforcement and sustainment modality $50 per participant if packaged with ILT session 

35 
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Summary- The Spectrum 
"Every winner has scars~ ’" ~ Ro Nix 

Sport 

o Energy and Passion 
o Experience 
o Knowledgeable 
o Flexible 

Efficient 

36 
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Q & A- The Spectrum of Sport 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 4:37 PM 

Campbell, La~ <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra 

<sha~draj@email.unc.edtr~; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edu>; Robertson, 

Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edtr~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

l:W: Hey!!’. 

FYI. I said "yea~ as it requires no money o~ major effort. I will send an emait out to faculty. 

Great discussion today~ Thanks Nakenge for telling them that the bags will have CBg’s logo. Lmbo 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g~]ug~e. ~xplore, Empower. 

919,843,0336 

women working together car~ cha~ge the world," 

Fr~ra: Anderson-Thompkin% $ibby 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 20:1.2 3:40 PM 

T~: Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject: Hey!!! 
Hey Debbie, 

Got your voice message. I’m intrigued. Busy as usual, but things are going well. Susan will be leaving OPA in September (moving to Academic Personnel Office) and 

I’m excited about plans to move forward with the CPPFD position. Will be hiring in fall. 

Wondered if the Black Caucus would be interested in partnering with OPA on a session on tenure for postdocs and junior faculty with Ron Strauss? Scheduled for 

afternoon on Nov. 15th in Toy Lounge. 

Hope you are well! 

Sibby 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 4:46 PM 

Kim Ford <ktbrd@ncaa.org>; Curtis ttollomon <chollomon@ncaa.org> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~NV: Spectrum of Spoil Deck 

Looks like the file may be too big for’ our’ server. Here’s another way to review the SOS: 

Please confirm receipt. 

Thanks again! 

Do Good, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Wednesday, October 03, 2012 3:08 PN 
T~: Hollomon, Curtis; Ford, Kimberly 

Ce; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: Spectrum of Sport Deck 

Hi Kim ~nd Curtis. { h~ve not heard back from Prudence {confirmation of receipt), so 

Thanks again for the opportunity to present the "Spectrum of Sport" 

Do Good. 

Cor~tbmed Success, 

debby 

Deborah L, S1r’oman, Ph,E)~ CLU 

939.843.0336 

woman can make a difference bu~ 

women working ~ogether can change ~he world. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Tuesday, October 02, 2012 1:1.:28 PPI 
To; Prudence Morrow 
C¢; Prudence Morrow; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Spectrum of Sport Deck 
Hi Prudence. Thanks again for your coordination. Attached find a copy of our presentation. Please share with your colleagues. 

Also, can you please send me the names of the attendees? 

Have a BIG Wednesday! 

Regards, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hollomor~ Curtis <chollomon@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 4:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Ford, Kimberly <kford@ncaa.org> 

RE: Spectrum of Sport Deck 

Received and forwarded over to the right people. 

CH 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 4:46 PM 
To: Ford, Kimbedy; Hollomon, Curtis 

C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: Spectrum of Sport Deck 
Looks like the file may be too big for our server. Here’s another way to review the SOS: 

http://~.m~c.ed~depts/exercise/Smmmn- lxtlYindex]~tm 

Please confirm receipt, 

Do 6oDd. 

F~m: Stroman, Oeborah k 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 3:08 PN 
To: Hollomon, Cu~is; ~rd, Kimberly 

C¢: Stroman, Oeborah k 
Subject: ~: Spectrum of Spo~ Oeck 

Hi Kim m~d Curt~s~ I h~ve not heard back from Prudence (confirmation of receipt}, so ~ thought ~t prudent to send tNs h~format~on directly to you, ;) 

Thanks again [or the opporhmity to present the "Specl:rt]~r~ of Sport" proposal 

Do Good, 

Cont~nm@ Sm:cess, 

debby 

Dehorah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
gn~]u£~#. ~plore, Empov~r. 

919,843,0336 

woman cmi make a difference but 

women working toge*her cmi chm~ge the world," 

From: Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 11:28 PM 
To: Prudence Morrow 
C¢: Prudence Morrow; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Spectrum of Sport Deck 
Hi Prudence. Thanks again for your coordination. Attached find a copy of our presentation. Please share with your colleagues. 

Also, can you please send me the names of the attendees? 

Have a BIG Wednesday! 

Regards, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

This emaii and an,/ attachments may coRtain NCAA confidential and p~’_viieged ’_nformation. If %~ou are 

not the intended recipient, please notify the sender ir~nediately by rethrn emaii, delete this 

raessage and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than 

the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

cnab@unc.edn 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 4:56 PM 

CUAB Events <cuab events@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[cuab events] CUAB Upcoming Events’. 

Hi Carolina! 

Wanted to remind you about some great stuff CUAB’s got coming up soon! 

Friday, October 5 & Saturday, October 6 

Free Films in the Union Auditorium 

This weekend, we’ve got The Lorox (Friday at 7pm, Saturday at 9pm) and Moonrise Kingdom (Friday at 9pm, Saturday at 7pm)! As always, the films are free with 

your UNC OneCard. 

Saturday, October 6, 8pm 

Live in Memorial Hall: D~PLO 

We’re super excited to be bringing this awesome DJ to campus] There are still some tickets left at the Memorial Hall Box Office, so get them while you can! 

Sunday, November 4, 8pm 

Live in Carmichael Arena: J.COLE 

We’ve got about 150 upper level (SIS) tickets left for the show! We’re not holding any tickets back for later sales or the public, so get these tickets while you can! 

Tickets are being sold through the Carolina Union Box Office (M-F 9am-5pm, 919-962-1449). 

We hope to see you out there] 

Love, 

CUAB 

You axe currently subscribed to cuab events as: dstro(?~uuc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.m~c.edu,’u?id=45222850.b6el 0be0ad29a~b74623ea8b93ea7724&n=T&l=:cuab events&o=32245114 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-32245114-45222850.b6el 0be0ad29a~74623ea8b93ea7724(~)listse~7.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, DmVI z<lsmith@globalnovations.com> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 4:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Spectrum of Sport Deck 

Hey Debby, 

I trust your return flight was uneventful and you managed to grab some rest upon your return home. 

What’s was Kim’s feedback? Can you forward the final presenLatkm to me pk~ase, fL is takmg an extremely long tkne to downk~ad, 

Many thanks~ 

~ "~ "?;’g 538 O’~8g L’:C’ ~ 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [mailM:dstro@unc,edu] 
~entl Wednesday, October 03, 20~2 3:49 PN 
To: Smith, Dar~l 
Subject: ~: Spectrum of Spo~ Deck 
Hi D~rryL I spoke to Kh~ on Facebook ~ast night and by phone todW. ;) 

FYI. 

[ Mso serl[ [he that~k you ]~o[:es ~rom 

Have a super’ even~ng! 

debby 

Do Good. 

Dcborab L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the world." 

From: Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 4:~ PN 

To= Kim Ford ; Cu~is Hollomon 
Cc= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~: Spectrum of Spo~ Deck 
Looks Hke the fi~e may be too b~g for our server, Here’s another way to review the SOS: 

http:i/www.unc.edwdepk~’exercise,’Stroman-~tTi~dex.htm 

Please confirm receipt. 

Thanks aga~n~ 

Do Good~ 

~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat: Wednesday, October 03, 2052 3:08 PN 
Te; Ho[[omon, Cu~is; ~rd, K~mberly 
C~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~: Spectrum of Spo~ Deck 

Hi Kim and Curtis. I haw~ not heard back from Prudence (confirmation of re(:e~pL), ~;.:~ f thought ~t ~rudenL to ~;end tb~; kfformat[on directiy to you. ;) 

Tha~ks again for the o~portunity t:o present the "S~ectrurn o~ Sport" proposal 

Do Good. 

Cor~thmed Success, 

debby 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919£143.0336 

’One woman can make a difference bu~ 

women working together can change 1he worId." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 11:28 PM 

To: Prudence Morrow 
Co: Prudence Morrow; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Spectrum of Sport Deck 
Hi Prudence. Thanks again for your coordination. Attached find a copy of our presentation. Please share with your colleagues. 

Also, can you please send me the names of the attendees? 

Have a BIG Wednesday! 

Regards, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - hLtp://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Larnbda 



"Knowin~ is not enough; we r~ust apply. Willir~ is not enough; we n~£~st do." (J. Goethe) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 

Revised KI Survey 

?}gmail.com> 

6:24 PM 

@kenan-flagler.~mc.edu-~; Sta~maJ~, Deborah L -~dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 

I jus~t want to check in and make sure our goals for this week are clear given that the survey has been repurposed. I think the ultimate goal of the survey will be to 

collect feedback on the process that the KI Task Force eventually creates (as opposed to the original goal of obtaining a systematic overview of KI). 

Our new set of questions should still include some high level questions on im~ovatior~’entrepreneurship but also gather input on attempts to take new ideas to market (i.e. 

have you ever tried to move forward with creating a new idea or company? did you utilize UNC resources in the process? Did you utilize extema] resources? what 

were bamers? what wa~s helpful?). These a~e just a few thoughts that I think might spur the conversation. 

We don’t need to put these new questions in a qualtrics. However, we should have a revised set for Monday’s meeting. Please let me know your thoughts. 

Thank yo~ 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:13 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Paper 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Even though it was offseason we still had mandatory practices and conditioning test that gave me no time to attend another sporting events. Is there anything I can do to make 
up for this? 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 9:24 PM 
Tol 
Subject= RE: Paper 

Treat me as a futufe employer and e’,q:}lain your h~ck o~ attenL~ot~ to this assignment. [ need a much better reason,, 

DF. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

I am very confused by your rK)te. You can’t blame offs~-:~asof~ wofkouts for missing at1 assigrmlerR You had over a m.:_~nLh Lo do this work. 

’~)ne womm~ can make a difference b~,t 

wome~l working together can change tt~e world." 

From= 

Sent; Wednesday, 11:27 All 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Paper 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
I really need some extra time to do that paper. I really didn’t have any time to go to another sporting event for this assignment due to my 
I’ve caused any trouble. 

schedule. I apologize if 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:32 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting 

Hello, 
My name is and I am very interested in majoring in EXSS. I would like to schedule an appointment or walk-in to talk with you sometime very soon. In fact, if 
you have the time tomorrow (Thursday ~ i would love to have a meeting with you discussing some of my goals, planning and just some general questions and information. 
Will you please send me an email as soon as you get the chance so we can meet? 
Thank You 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:39 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: He Aifft tteavy 

Debby, 

Thanks for sharing information about He ain’t heavy.. I passed it on to our CUAB film committee and our Carolina MALES group. 

MALES thinks it is interesting but they are not in a position to financially support events like this. If it came to campus they would help promote it as well as attend. They felt it ~vas a little 
directed towards our Greek cormnmaity but we did discuss how the issues are generalizable. 

I have not heard specifically from CUAB. If you have other students on ?’our end let me know and I can connect them with CUAB to come to a meeting and talk about it with the film 
con~mittee. CUAB often collaborates with groups to bring films and speakers. 

thought MALES would jump on it but the?’ are just focusing on a different direction at the moment. I am connecting MALES - engagement coordinator ~vith CUAB to see ~vhat happens. 

will keep you updated! 

mobile 

On at 2:20 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Any word on progress? If it is okay, I will pass your email to my contact. 

Thanks again for today!! 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Expbre. Empower. 

919843.0336 

"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:30 PM 
To: 
SubJect: RE: He Ain’t Heavy 

Excellen!! Thanks again. 

>d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:11 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: He Ain’t Heavy- 

> Thanks and I’ll work on this to see what can happen naturally from the student perspctive. 
> 

> mobile 
> 

> On at 2:28 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>>Hi Here is the information on the movie. I will definitely suppolt this event. Let me kno~v if there is awthing else for me to do on my end. I think doing this event with NCCU and 
Duke will be veW positive. 
>> 

>> Thanks! 
>> 

>> debby 
>> 

>> Do Good 
>> 

>> Deborah L. Stroman, PhD. CLU 
>> Engage Explore Empower. 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 



>> [Description: Description: Description: Description: Twitter2]<http://twitter.com/#!/drstroman> 
>> "One woman can make a difference but 
>> women working together can change the world." 
>> 

>> From: Stephanie Cathey [mai[to (@~mail corn] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, 10:01 PM 
>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>> Sut~iect: He Ain’t Heavy 
>> 
>> Greetings, 
>> 

>> 

>> My narue is Stcphanie Cathey and I am the booking manager for He Ain’t Heavy. Please accept this packet for the film. If you have any questions please reply to this eruail or give me a 
call. 
>> 

>> 

>> Thank you so much, 
>> 

>> Stephanie Cathey 
>~ 
>> <HAHCampusPacketReduced.pdL~ 
>> <image001.jpg> 



Tlle Future of~he    ~i 
Outer Banks 

Noah Carolina’s barrier islands 
are on the move. 

[~ read .... ] 

FEATURES 

’I’[~cv, Robols l"or Ci[i~¢s Sake 

The future where robots Debunking a long-held Where did the oil and gas 

inhabit the each is already theory about how our from BP’s spill go, and 

here. lungs function, what did it do to the sea? 

Q~INIQN B EQG~OS~S 

fhe Decay ol the Great 

[~a!rier [-~eef C~IL<~ for ~ 

Reckon:~g There is a 

myth that Aust~lia’s Great 

Barrier Reef is immune to 

climate change. ~by John 

~~ockh;g [he "~7o[e: Do the day-to-day foibles and follies along 

the campaign trail really matter? {[,,,1~rk My Wolds) 

([liea:q ! i[)~.’o~l~’ "~’l’J I.~nl?,: Watch out for these pieces of verbal 

clutter. (Blargon Jog) 

t~;t~.-][,ovj~]~ t~]]’y[]i~)!]t~s: What do gut bacteria have to do with 

the amount of calories we digest? (Mad,: My Words] 

"The nature of the South is changing faster than the stereotypes 



and I guess I do, I’d say just about the Rappahannock River 

when you’re going south. When you get 50 miles from 

~ breast ...... t .... Washington, you’re probably in the South." 

--John Shelton Reed, in Where the Sodih [-3i.~gi!~s, Washington 

Pos t 

E S~R 

Cancer ~to Four Types: 

The findings "are 

fundamentally reshaping Diseases of aging map to a few ~otspots o~ the huKqa~ genome 

the scientific (UNC H~d~ Care) 
understanding of breast 

cancer." (Ne~,~ YoN~ 7]’me.s)         ~::~:~:~ 

. Weight Worries (UNC home page) 

GETCONNEGTED 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 3:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

6 Things You Must Know Beii~re Registering a Trademark 

Thar~k you for usir~g Docstoc 

To e~su~e }’ou rsceive updates ~rem Docstec; please add ,_’_%?~_.q_e_£@_c_t_¢_c__s_t__o_£:_c_’£~_!",_ to yot:~ address book i U~subscribe 

6 Thin,,~.,s You .’.:.’.lust K~~ow Be£}re Re}i£erk4}: a 
Trademark. 

Befere you start filling out an application to register your 

~rademark with the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
("USPTO"), there are six things you need to know ... 

Sure, you’tt oenside~ their quafifioa~km.s, Bu[ admi~ it: "[’hk<~ is 
what you’re really looking for during intervbws ._ 

Works for ~. 

Figaring ou~ what is best for your company% social sharing 

accounts can be tough. Not only do you have to figure out what 

to share, bu~ you Nso need ~o know how and when to say ~t 

- Compendk~m.com 

Goo@e Apps Ior Business is a popular s~a~ting point for 

companies making the jump to cloud computing. And for good 

reason. Googte Ap~s m~ght be as ctose to an a~tdn-one s~arlu~ 

package for small bus~ness as there ~s ,.. 

Stud-s,x 5 :}c~ai Media Just ,~. o~sr~ ~ So11 

A new stady finds just I% of sales come ~hrough social si~es~ 

Are you spending k~o much ~ime en making your brand bok 

grea~ on social med~a? 



*Disclaimer: I.egal information is not iegsi advice. Read 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 4:02 PM 

Campbell, La~ <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra 

<shandmj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edu>; Robertson, 

Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@anc.edu> 

FW: Introduction and Minority Male Can~pus Team 

~-Ii Team. Please send (or cNI) a hole to Marco to welcome him Lo Carolina. Thanks! 
d 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, P~,D, CLU 

9:19.$43.0336 

’1:)-ne woman can make a difference but 

wome~t working togett~er can c}mnge the world. 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 3:29 PM 
To: Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; Woodard, Harold; Collins, Marcus L; Li, Anna; Mann, April Selena; Egbert, Rebecca A; Clark, Fred M; Highland, 
Michael; Patterson, Tony; Jackson Jr, Curtis; Kryder, Kate Elizabeth Ann; Hunter, Erik; Stroman, Deborah L; Cuadros, Paul F 
Co: Clayton, Taffye Benson; Wilson, Ada K; Perez, Josmell 
Subject: Introduction and Minority Male Campus Team 
Hello Campus Partners, 

First, I wanted to introduce myself to all of you--some of you I have met and others I plan to schedule a time to meet. I ann thrilled to be part of the 

Carolina family and the Diversity and Multicultural Affairs team l am glad to finally be at UNC and excited by the opportunity to assist in leading the 

Carolina Millennial Scholars Program. I know we have not had the chance to update you and this has been due, in part, to mytransition. However, I 

wanted to touch base with the campus team on what is on the horizon and possible next steps; 

Item ~: Carolina Millennial Scholars Program - we have begun the application process for CMSP. If you know of a first-time, entering student (i.e., 

freshmen or transfer), please encourage them to apply for the program by visiting: Lv_Lv_Lv_=u__rj__c_=#__d____u~___d__!_g__e__L_s_!_tj~ and selecting the application at the bottom 

of the page. We intend to host a welcome reception and orientation for the inaugural cohort of Millennial Scholars and would love to have the 

campus team attend--Thursday, October 25 @ 5:30pm - 6pm The location will be confirmed in a follow-up invitation. 

Item 2: Minority Male Campus Team - the creation of the Carolina Millennial Scholars shows dedication and commitment to this work and I would 

love for us to build on this energy. Later this month, I would like to convene the campus team, with possibly 2-3 more people, to begin conversations 

on how we bring an institutional focus and response to recruiting, retaining, graduating, and engaging minority males across the pipeline (pre-college 

through graduate school) CMSP represents an immediate, direct impact, but changing campus and departmental culture will take campus-wide 

conversations and ownership, if you have any questions or feel that :t) you do not have the time availability and wish to have a member of your office 

serve on the Campus Team or 2) need to withdraw from the Campus Team, please replyto .b_~_r_.k_e__r_~.u__n__c_=~_d_._u_. Otherwise, I will be sending a meeting 

request in the next few days. 

Additionally, you may receive an invite to serve as a presenter and/or mentor or resource for CMSP Scholars. Members of the Campus Team may also 

serve as mentors so please feel free to express interest by replying to the mentor invitation. 

I look forward to working with all of you. Have a great afternoon! 

--Marco 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
Sr Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 

})i~v~!:,!;i~;,¯ ::~ni:i L~it~{!:i¢: uib.i~::~i /\i i:! :~,~ 

South Building, Campus Box 9:L25 

Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9525 

barker@unc.edu (email) 

9:L9-962-6962 (phone) 

919-962-5063 (fax) 

www.unc ed u/diversity 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu; 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 4:06 PM 

F.XSS Faculty List <exss-I~culty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Marshall, Steve <smarshall@unc.edu>; Casteel, Carri H <ccasteel@email.~mc.edw~ 

[exss-facul~] EXSS ~:acul~ searches posted 

UNC-CH Epidemiology-Reseaxch Methods & Statistics Facul~ Announcement.pdf, UNC-CH AT-Anatomy Tenure Track Facul~ 
Armouncement.pdf 

TO: EXSS Faculty 

FROM: Kevin Guskiewicz 

Our two faculty positions (see attached) are now posted on the University’s HR website. We are now in the process of posting these on several listserves and 

mailings to peer departments across the country. Please feel free to send them along to any of your colleagues at other universities or others who may be 

interested. 

I will be meeting with the two search committees in the next two weeks to set a plan for recruitment. They must be posted for 45 days before candidates are 

selected for interviews. The search committee will begin reviewing and evaluating applications on November 18th, and I hope we will narrow the search to 3-4 top 

candidates for interviews by mid-December. My guess is that we will begin interviewing in mid-January. It will be a busy time, but I am confident that we will work 

hard to secure two excellent people to join our faculty. 

Thanks for helping the search committees during this important recruitment period. 

Kevin Gusldewicz, PhD, ATC 

Kenan Distinguished Professor 

Chair, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-5175 

You are currently subscribed to exss-I~culty as: dstro@nnc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edtiu?id=55567101.548a982t302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a&n=T&l=exss-t?acult~,&o=32250817 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to !.e..9.~2e..-.~.2..~..5..!.)..8..1..7...-.~.~..5..(.}.7..~.~.~-~..~..5..4-8..’.a.~.~..8..~..~3.(.!..2..@..’.a.~.~.~!)~!.~1.b.~@~.~2~1~:.~~ 



Announcement of Faculty Position 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Specialization: SPORTS EPIDEMIOLOGYiRESEARCH and STATISTICAL METHODS 

Rank: Associate/Assistant Professor 

Tenn: Nine-Month Tenure Track Appointment with Possibility of Summer School 

Salary: Commensurate with qualifications and experience 

Starting Date: July 1, 2013 

Qualifications 
* An earned Doctorate with emphasis in Epidemiologic Research or Statistical Methods 
, Minimum of four years of experience in a faculty position teaching college courses in at least one of the following: 

epidemiology, biostatistics, research methods and statistics, injury surveillance; and mentoring gradnate student research 
Demonstrated record of research publication, preferably with an emphasis in at least one of the following: sports injury 
prevention, injury surveillance, injury epideraiology, injury control and prevention, epideraiologic methods, clinical trials 
for sports and/or unintentional injury prevention interventions 
Record of im~olvement in externally funded research grants leading a successful research program with demonstrated 
public health or sports medicine impact and continuity of funding 
Demonstrated ability and interest in advising graduate student research projects 

Responsibilities 
* Assume a leadership role within the National Center for Catastrophic Sport Injury Research at UNC-Chapel Hill 
* Initiate and conduct stmTeillance research of catastrophic sports injuries in collaboration with the National Federation of 

State High School Associations, National Collegiate Athletic Association, and the American Football Coaches Association 
Teach courses & workshops related to epidemioloD; research methods and statistics, and grant writing in the Department 
of Exercise and Sport Science, Department of EpidemioloD; and UNC’s Injury Prevention Research Center 
Collaborate on research initiatives hosted by the UNC Injury Prevention Research Center, one of the 11 CDC/NClPC- 
funded Injury Control Research Centers 
Collaborate with faculty and mentor students in the Human Movement Science Doctoral Program, a joint curriculum 
between the departments of Exercise and Sport Science and Allied Health Science 
Collaborate with faculty and students in the Department of Exercise and Sport Science and Department of Epidemiology 
on a variety of research initiatives related to injury surveillance and injury prevention 
Pursue grant funding and development efforts to sustain the research efforts for the National Center for Catastrophic Sport 
Injury Research 

, Participate collegially in departmental and university service and governance functions 

The successful applicant will be expected to play a pivotal role in the work and future development of the National Center for 
Catastrophic Sport Injury Research. S/he will hold a primary appoimment in EXSS, with the possibility of a secondary 
appoimment in Epidemiology. S/he will also be closely affiliated with the UNC Injury Prevention Research Center. The 
successful applicant will likely be an epidemiologist with demonstrated research skills in injury" prevention and/or injury 
surveillance. Prior research experience in exercise and sports science, particularly sports injury" surveillance, is an advantage. 
Applicants who lack a degree in epidemiology or statistical methods are welcome to apply if they possess significant research 
expertise in exercise and sport science and injury surveillance. 

Application--Candidates should apply online at http://unc.peopleadmin.com/postings/8652 and electronically submit a letter of 
application, curriculum vitae, and the names, mailing addresses, email addresses, and telephone numbers of four references. 

For additional information, please contact one of the search committee co-chairs: 
Dr. Darin Padua, Professor of EXSS and Director, UNC’s Sports Medicine Research Laboratory (dpadua~!email.unc.edu) 
Dr. Steve Marshall, Professor of Epidemiology and Director, UNC’s Injury Prevention Research Center (snmrshall~!unc.edu). 

Review of applications will begin November l & 2012 and continue until the position is f!lled. 

For additional ilfformation, see the following UNC websites: Exercise & Sport Science at: .[!.~.~]../.~.~.~...1Ln...c.:...e..c..~.~..d....d...e.~t.~../..e...x....e.Lc.j.‘.%~../.; 
National Center for Catastrophic Sports Injury Research at: !1.t.!.p.]../.~’.~’.~’A~N:..~...d..~.c..~..c.‘.l?.~.~./.~!..c...c..‘.s..i../.; InjulT Prevention Research 
Center at: _h__t__t__p_;_i__i_~:_i__p!~c___:~N___:_c_c_!~; and Epidemiolo~ at: !~t_t_p_;i_i_~’_:_~p__[!:__t_kn_c_:__c_d_~_c_p~_c_t_. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is an Equal Opportunity Employer 



Announcement of Faculty Position 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science (EXSS) 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Specialization: ATHLETIC TRAINING and HUMAN ANATOMY 

Rank: Assistant Professor - Tenure Track Appointment 

TelTII: Nine-Month Appointment with PossibiliU of Summer School 

Competitive - commensurate with experience 

Starting Date: July 1, 2013 

Qualifications 
An earned doctorate in a discipline related to Attfletic Training / Sports Medicine (e.g. Kinesiology, Human 
Movement Science, etc) 

* Certification as an Athletic Trainer (ATC; BOC) and eligible for licensure in North Carolina 
* Demonstrated record of research publication in areas of sports medicine and/or sport injury. 
* Collegiate-level teaching experience in athletic training, human anatomy, and/or biomechanics courses 
* Record of involvement in internally and/or externally funded grants; fundable research interests 
* Demonstrated ability and interest in advising undergraduate and graduate research projects 
* Experience as undergraduate Athletic Training Clinical Coordinaitor/Program Director preferred 
* Certification as a Clinical Instruction Educator (CIE) preferred 

Responsibilities 
* Teach courses in athletic training, human anatomy, and biomechanics 
* Conduct research in areas of sports lnedicine and/or sport injupy 
* Pursue external grant funding individually and as part of interdisciplina~ research team 
* Serve as a research advisor for undergraduate honors students and masters students in EXS S 
* Serve as an advisor to students in the Undergraduate Athletic Training Education Progrmn 
* Participate as a faculty member and ~nentor in the Human Move~nent Science Doctoral Program 
* Assist the Program Director and Clinical Coordinator with administrative responsibilities and duties of the 

Undergraduate Athletic Training Education Program 
Participate collegially in departmental and university service and governance functions 

, Perform other responsibilities and duties as raay be assigned by the Chair of the department 

Application: 
Candidates should apply online at http:iiunc.peopleadmin.comipostingsi8489 and electronically submit a letter of 
application, curriculum vitae, and the names, mailing addresses (including email addresses), and telephone numbers 
of four references. 

Questions can be directed to search coramittee chair Joseph B. Myers, PhD, ATC at joemyers@email.unc.edu. 

Deadline: Review of applications will begin on November 18, 2012 and continue until the position is filled. 

General Inforn~ation: 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is a nkajor research University in the North Carolina state system 
with enrolhnent of over 29,000 students. The Department of Exercise and Sport Science is housed in the College of 
Arts & Sciences and enrolls over 700 undergraduate and 60 graduatc students. The undergraduate and graduate 
programs in Athletic Training are nationally accredited and highly recognized programs. These programs arc highly 
selective, admirting only 9 graduate students and 15 tmdergraduate students per year. Students and faculty work 
closely with the UNC Division of Sports Medicine within Campus Health Services, Department of Orthopaedics, 
School of Public Health, and Division of Allied Health Sciences. Please see our website at http://exss.unc.edu/. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is an Equal Opportunity Employer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Thursday, 5:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Summer internship funding tbr students 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

We met the other day at the rally and I’ve been meaning to get in touch with you. I am e-mailing to set up a time to talk with you about summer internship funding. Currently, 
there are few opportunities for funding summer internships if they are unpaid, leading to many students not being able to take internships that could potentially be greatly 
beneficial to their educational and professional experience. 

This stems from discussions my team and I had this summer when we were thinking about what ideally we’d love to improve at Carolina if there were no constraints. After 

discussions with some other administrators and faculty I have been told you would be a great person to talk to about this. Below is my class schedule. I am generally free 
outside those times, please let me know if there are any times you’re free in the next few weeks. 

Thanks, 

Fall 2012 Class Times: 

Mondays: 10-11am, 12-1pm, 3:30-5pm 

Tuesdays: 11-5pro 

Wednesdays: 10-1 lain, 12-1pm, 3:30-5pm 

Thursdays: 12:30-3:15pm 

Fridays: 10-11 am, 12-1 pm 



From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: RE: Revised KI Survey 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

5:49 PM 

~gmaJl.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@anc.edtv~ 

thanks for reacMng o~ and following up w;Lt~ us. Honesdy, t am a bit contused as to what exactiy we are supposed to be doing on ti~e s~rvey this week. 

Yesterday I had iunch with             as part o[ a broader KILF group. In a side conversation      [mpiied she thought we were putt[rig the survey on 

hoid Lmtil we got farther down tt~e road with the rest of the strategic pian so we could identify what realiy needed to be inciL~ded and avoid running 

multiple surveys. 

However, your emaii below makes sense. What exactly are we s~pposed to be doing this week? Creating a new set of s~rvey q~estions geared at how 

enbepreneurs can bring their ideas to market and leverage the gJiUNC fn their efforts ~o accomplish tha~ goal? 

Piease advise. 

~ Kenan Insl:i~ut,~! Lead,~!rsi~ip Fellow ¯ UNC’s K~mamFlag[er [~dsiness School 

(M): @unc edu ~ w,,,’Tw ker!s~r!-.flao.ier.unc edu 

Shapin~ Lea~ers I brivil~g Results 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:12 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: Re: Revised KI Survey 

Hi All 

I just want to check in and see if we’re on track to have a revised set of questions by Friday (Saturday afternoon at the latest). Please let me know the status or if you 
have any questions or concerns. 

Thanks! 

On Wed, at 6:24 PM. 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 

I jusl want to check in and make sure our goals for this week are clear given that the survey has been repurposed. I think the ullimate goal of the survey will be to 

collect feedback on the process that the KI Task Force eventually creates (as opposed to the original goal of obtaining a systematic overview of KI). 

Our new set ofqueslions should still include some high le~zel questions on innovatiowentrepreneurship but aJso gather input on attempts to take new ideas to maacket (i.e. 

have you ever tried to move forward with creating a new idea or company? did you utilize UNC resources in the process? Did you utilize external resources? what 

were barriers? what wa~s helpful?). These a~ce just a few thoughts that I think might spur the conversation. 

We don’t need to put these new questions in a qua~trics. However; we should have a revised set for Monday’s meeting. Please let me know your thoughts. 

Thank yot~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’dstro@unc.edtC~ 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 6:31 PM 

Salyer, Sher~’ L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dsta~@unc.edu>; Tufl~ Amy Z <atufts@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Victor L <techguy@email.unc.edu> 

The Club 

Kenan Tour DS.pdf 

Hi Sherry. Please send out to the listserv: 
The Carolina Sport Business Club is a great student-run organization for all students (regardless of major) interested in careers in the sport industry. (EXSS is the 

home department and Dr. Stroman is the faculty advisor.) Whether it’s youth, interscholastic, college, international or professional -The Club seeks to connect 

you to information and experiential education. We try to create or find out about activities and events to help you get more prepared for a career in this very 

competitive industry. EXSS Sport Administration majors are strongly encouraged to participate. Please visit the Club site to learn more and to get involved. 

www.csbcunc.com 

Next Event: Kenan Memorial Stadium Tour 
Join the Carolina Sport Business Club members on Monday, October 8th as we tour Kenan Memorial Stadium. The tour will be led by Mr. James Spurling, Kenan 

Stadium Director, who will offer insight about career paths in facility management. Come out, get a behind the scenes look at Kenan, and network with your 

classmates. You won’t want to miss this event[ Non-members may join the Club at this event. 

Deborah L, $~roman, Ph,D, CLU 

E~lore, Engage, Empower, 

"The best abiiffy is availability." 



Kenan Memorial Stadium Tour 
Join the Carolina Sport Business Club members on October 8th as we 

tour Kenan Memorial Stadium. The tour will be led by Mr. James 
Spurling, Kenan Stadium Director, who will offer insight about career 

paths in facility management. Come out, get a behind the scenes look at 
Kenan, and netx, vork with your classmates. You won’t want to miss this 

event! Non-members may join the Club at this event. 

When: October 8th - 4:50 PM 
Where: Kenan Memorial Stadium, Gate 2 
Contact: theclub@unc.edu 
Or Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 
Visit our website! 
www.csbcunc,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Event Reminder: BSM - Throughout the Years 

Dr. Stroman, 

The ball is cocktail style. I did not know SPPAR invited faculty as well but I hope a few of you do try to attend! T was just thinking of sending you an email to see how you were 
doing. 

The 2012 Slack Student Novement Coronation Ball 
Saturday_, October 6 j~__j The Carolina 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:05 PM 
To: 
Subject: FW: Event Reminder: BSM - Throughout the Years 

Hi What is the d[’ess atti[’e ? 

Thanks, 

:Do Good, 

Deborah L, Sh’on]an, Pb,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

’One womm~ can make a difference but 

women working together can change the woHd." 

From: Evite [mailto:in~o@mailva.evite.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 20:t2 7:39 AH 

To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: Event Reminder: BSM - Throughout the Years 

Don’t forget to snap + share 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shertyl Kleinman < "_c}nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 6:40 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progthc] WRAL story about the Advisory Panel/BOG Comm. 

http:/A~a~, wral. corn/group -plalmmg -for-unc - s¥ stem- future -draws -criticism/11626723 / <ul> 

<li> -- You are curreutly subscribed to 

</ul:~ 

proglhc as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJ~l to ~a href "mailto:leave- 32251544- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56t~ 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">l eave- 32251544- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b561~ 1 eb9b@listserv .unc .edu</a-~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~@liYe .unc 

Thursday, 6:48 PM 

.~live.unc,edu~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~- 

Exec Bomd Golf Outing 

I hope all is well! Dr Stroman and I ;vere talking today and golf and it’s importance in the business world came up. We thought that it might be a good exec board outing to head to the 

driving range for the afternoon one day. 

What do you think? 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 7:05 PM 

Campbell, Lazry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra 

<sha~draj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edu>; Robertson, 

Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

l:W: [progi~ac] WRAL sto~y about the Advisory Pauel/BOG Comm. 

From: Sherryl Kleinman [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 6:40 PM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: [progfac] WRAL story about the Advisory Panel/BOG Comm. 

’©he woman can make a differe~ce but 

women working toge{her can cha~ge the world. 

@nc.rr.com] 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

progfac as: <a hreD"mailto:dstro,@x~nc.edu’~-dstro(a)unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~" mailto:leave-32251544-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481b56f~ 1 eb9 b(a)listserv.unc~edu">leave-32251544- 
56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe I eb9b(i~listserv.unc.eduv~a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:12 PM 

StromaJ~, Deborah L <dstro@tmc.edtv~; 

RE: Revised KI Survey 

@gmaJl.com> 

Dr. Stroman and Charlotte, 

l just got off the phone with Bay, and he gave me a bit of guidance. 

He said no~: to spend a great dea~ o[ ~Jme designing new survey questions because they w~l~ Hkely change again on Monday. However, he dk~ suggest spending-15 

30 rn~nu~:es era[ring a few representa~:~ve questkms iHus[ral:~ng the ~ of quesl:h:ms we would wan[ ~:o ask, He wants [o have something to put in front of lasI~ 

Force thsL’s rnov~n~ ~n the d~rect~on we wahl to go so Lhe Team can react to 

Exampfe: "Have you ever tried to build a business? What resources are ava~lsbie to you?" 

What type of questions could we ask to help us get a sense of what the KI should be? We could survey a bu~ch of students m~d faculty who have a business idea 

bu~ don’t feel I~ke they have the e>:perl:~se to Iaunch an idea Do peopk~ in the community have great: h]eas but don’t know how ~:o you trans[er them in~o ~he 

rnachmery or techr~oh:~gy to make ~t happen? 

These types o[: questions shouk~ be less about vision o[: KI and more about what Iq can provide to make entrepreneur~a~ ventures successful 

Charlotte--does thb coindde with your understanding of what we are supposed Lo be 

Best 

~ MR_.A 

(M): @unc edu ~ w,,,vw ker!s~r!-.flaek~r.unc edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 6:2~ PM 
To= 
Subject= RE: Revised K] Su~ey 
Thanks for you~ notes. ~ also thought we were on ho~d, ;) ~ was 

~uned. 

Do Good, 

91 

~ Kenan institute LeadersMp Feiklw ¯ UNO’s Kenan-Fla.qier Business School 

earlier today and he didn’t mention anything. I will chat with him again and get clarity. Stay 

woman can make a differe~ce but 

From: . [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 5:49 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Revised KI Survey 

women working together can chm~ge the world. " 

~kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu] 

Thanks for reaching out and following up with us, Honestly, I am a bit confused as to what exactiywe are supposed to be doing on the survey this week, 

Yesterday I had lunch with             as part of a broader KII.F ~roup, In a side conversation     implied she tt~ougt~t we were putting the survey on 

ho~d und~ we got fm"d)er down d~e ~oad wfd) the rest o[ the strategic p~an so we coLHd ~denfify what really needed to be ir~duded arid avoid rm)n~ng 

muWple surveys, 

However, your em~H below makes sense, Wha~ exactiy ate we supposed to be doing thfs week? Creating a new set o[ surve~ questions geared at how 

enbeprene~rs c~n bring their ideas to mm"ket and leverage the K~iUNC fn their efforts ~o accomplish tha~ go~lP 

P~ease advise, 

Best 

Shapiag Leaders ) Drivi~g Results 
From: [mailto: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:12 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: Re: Revised KI Survey 

Hi All, 

I just want to check in and see if we’re on track to have a revised set of questions by Friday (Saturday afternoon at the latest). Please let me know the status or if you 

have any questions or concerlls. 

Thanks! 

On Wed, at 6:24 PM, t~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 

I just want to check in and make sure our goals for this week are clear given that the survey has been repurposed. I thi~k the ullimate goal of the survey will be to 

collect feedback on the process that the KI Task Force eventually creates (as opposed to the original goal of obtaining a systematic overview of KI). 

Our new set of questions should still include some high level questions on innovatiowentrepreneurship but aJso gather input on attempts to take new ideas to maarket (i.e. 

have you ever tried to move forward with creating a new idea or company? did you utilize UNC resources in the process? Did you utilize external resources? what 

were barriers? what was helpful?). These aare just a few thoughts that I think might spur the conversation. 

We don’t need to put these new questions in a qualtrics, ttowever, we should have a revised set for Monday’s meeting. Please let me know your thoughts. 



Thank yo u, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC - Outreach 

I’m sending a note to Dylan now, I’ll cc you on it to keep you in the loop. Once we hear back from Dylan we’ll asses the idea and run it by you Dr. Stroman and go from there, 

(C) t(~ unc.edu 

Minutes Away J Ahead 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 6:41 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu>, 

Subject: FW: CSBC - Outreach 

Resent-From: (~live.unc.edu> 

Resent-Date: Thursday, 6:42 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Hi. Plei~.;e s~-_~e if this offer is legit 

Do Good, 

Dehorah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Eng~je, Explore, 

919,843,0336 

From: Dylan Fox [mailto:dylanfox@gwmail.gwu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:46 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CSBC - Outreach 
How’s it going, 

’One woman c;m make a difference but 

women working iogeiher c;m cha~[ge the world," 

I’m a student at the George Washington University and I wanted te reach out to share a fundraising method that I think would help your organization with fundraising this 
know that student organizations coukt always use extra funds, so if this is the correct centact, I’d love to send you ever more details abeut this fundraising suggesti )n; 

If you’re no longer on the executive board, would you mind passing along the contact information Ior one of the current execs? Thanks, talk 1o you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:55 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Exec Board Golf Outing 

I think it’s definitely an idea worth exploring, I’m assuming we would try Findley Golf Course? I know Dr. Stroman plays a lot but I wonder if we could get one of the golf LFIT instructors 

to accompany us? 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 6:48 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Exec Board Golf Outing 

I hope all is well! Dr. Stroman and I were talking today and golf and it’s importance in the business world came up. We thought that it might be a good exec board outing to head to 

the driving range for the afternoon one day... 

What do you think? 

Best, 

Sent from rny iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 9:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Yes deb survey team on hold 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank tlawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 
Chancellor’s Eminent Professor o17 Chemistry at UNC 
William R. Kenan Jr Distinguished Professor o17 Chemica[ Engineering at NC State Umversity and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www chem unc edu/peopie/faculty/desimone/ 

http://www.kenaninstitut e.unc edu/ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

Follow me on Twitter 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheriyl Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, 10:20 PM 

The progl?ac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progthc] DTH: UNC system’s strategic plan receives criticism (t~om thculty & students) 

http:/!wx,~7, dailytarheel.com/article; /unc -sv stems- strategic-plan-receive s-criticism 

UNC sy stem’ s strategic plan receive s criticism 
By             I The Daily Tar tteel 

The COlnmittee tasked with developing the UNC-system’s path for the next five years has been criticized by students and faculty for its 
lack of representation. 

But UNC-system administrators have expressed interest in hearing student and faculty voices on the Advisory. Committee on Strategic 
Directions to renew the system’s five-year strategic plan. 

Both students and faculty members are womed about the lack of their voice on the co~mnittee, said Catherine Rigsby, chairwoman-elect of 
the l rNC-system Faculty Assembly, in an email. 

The five-year strategic plamfing committee -- composed of members of the system’s Board of Governors, state legislators and business 
leaders -- met for the first time last week to discuss how to make UNC-system universities more efficient, affordable and globally 
competitive. 

The committee intends to recommend a plan to l JNC-system President Thomas Ross by January. 

Rigsby said implementing academic changes will not be effective unless facul~ are involved from the beginning, due to their direct 
involvement with students. 

North Carolina Student Power Union members are concerned that the committee is Republican-dominated, said Alam~a Davis, a member 
of the organ~ation. 

And she said the group is womed business leaders will work to tailor education to corporate interests, promoting business and sciences 
while ignoring liberal arts and the humanities. 

"We’re concerned with those who are tlying to change the face of public higher education," she said. 

The union is asking that the coImnittee create student forums where concerns can be heard. The previous five-year committee had student 
forums, Davis said. 

"Our demand is instituting a concrete forum with opportunities to give feedback. Our one concrete demand for removal is the removal of 
Art Pope," she said. 

Tensions have been mounting between conservative donor Art Pope, CEO of the retail stores conglomerate Variety Wholesalers Inc., and 
the union. N.C. Student Power protested Pope’s position on the committee outside the Civitas Institute Luncheon, where Pope 
spoke. 

Davis, who met Pope at the luncheon, said the meeting was less than friendly. 

"He is convinced that we think he’s part of some ’right wing conspiracy to defnnd higher education,’" she said. 

Although system administrators have yet to address the union’s demand for Pope’s removal, progress has been made, Davis said. 

Ross expressed interest in instituting the student forum, though nothing concrete has been established she said. 

Board chairman Peter Hans and Ross also responded positively to including faculty voices on the committee, Rigsby said. 

Joni Worthington, spokeswoman for the system, said in an email that the specifics haven’t been worked out yet, but the committee is open 
to working with faculty and students. 

Faculty and students met at the Lq’,IC-Ctt Campus Y Monday to work together to accomplish their goals. 

"We’ll make the people that make up the cormnittee realize how serious the faculty and workers are, and that we won’t be backing down," 
Davis said. 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed 



proglhc as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emafil to ~a bref "mailto:leave- 32251941 - 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56t~ 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">l eave- 32251941- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56t~ 1 eb9b@listserv .unc .edu</a-~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She,ll Kleinnran ~(}nc.rr.com> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 8:50 AM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progti~c] Calling Ii~r (short) emails to be sent to Fac. Council ASAP - please read 

Everyone, 

David Ayers, prez ofNC AAUP, emailed all members of AAUP at UNC, CH last night, asking fac. to encourage Fac. Council to pass the 
resolution that passed at ECU and UNC-Pembroke (see the resolution, below) re: the panel. Basically, the resolution at ECU and UNCP is 
to accept the system-wide Fac. Assembly resolution, though it goes father (asking for representation on the panel). (UNCG is also m 
process of putting fOla~/ard such a resolution.) If every campus would do that it would show not only support of the FA resolmion, but that 
fac. members on every campus are aware of what’s going on and pushing back. 

If anyone is going to the Fac. Council mtg. THIS AFT at 3 p.m., and is willing to bring it up there, please do so. A fac. member is on the 
agenda to talk about the "strategic plan" coman. But even if not, please email Jan Boxill (imboxill@email.unc.e&~) to put this resolution 
forward (she’s chair of Fac. Council). If it’s next month that the resolution is passed, that’s still OK. I encouraged this idea to Jan before the 
FA passed their resolution (among other things), so we need lots of other people to send emails. I think it will be experienced as much less 
"risky" to endorse what the Fac. Assembly passed than to have written a resolution before FA did it. 

Sarah (Shields), you’re on the Exec. CoiIma. of Fac. Council, so perhaps you can put it forward? Andy Perrin said he’d also lend his 
support on Fac. Council (though he’s on leave). I think an outpouring of requests to Jan is a good idea. And awone else you know who’s 
on FC. 

THE RESOLUTION that passed at ECU/message from David Ayers: 

ECU and UNCP have both passed resolutions related to this panel, and faculty at UNCG are writing one over the weekend. I’ll paste the ECU resolution below this 

message. 

Do you know if the faculU senate at UNC Chapel Hill has considered a resolution similar to this one? I think it would make a powerful statement if faculU at all UNC 

constituent institutions passed similar resolutions. Of course, that may not be something facnlty are interested in doing, but I wanted to encourage it nonetheless. 

The next meeting of the panel is late October. At UNCG, we are making a special ettbrt to get our resolution passed mad sent to Presidem Ross betbre then. 

This is a terribly important issue. We have to assert ourselves or UNC (system) may be unrecogn~ed a decade t?om now. I do not believe additional faculty will be 

added to the panel, but I ana optimistic that President Ross will convene a scholar’s panel or other mechanism to engage tZaculty in this plmming process. This will be 

much tnore likely if we organize and advocate for faculty interests. 

Thanks for supporting AAUP. 

Respectfully, 

David F. Ayers 

President, NC Chapter of the AAUP 

As~ciate Prot~ssor of Higher Education 

UNCG 

~me.com<mailto &me.com:~ 

East Carolina University Faculty Senate Resolution # 12- 85 

Approved by the Facnlty Senate: October 2, 2012 Approved by the Chancellor: not applicable 

Resolution on the UNC Strategic Plan 

WHEREAS, the UNC System is initiating strategic planning process tbr 2013-18 to set current and future priofitie~ resource planning and allocation, program 

planning, review and refinement of academic missions retlecting the Universi ,ty’s deep commitment to help North Carolina respond to changing state needs and 

economic challenges, and 

WHEREAS, the Faculty of the UNC syfftem have responsibility for developing, delivering, and assessing the curriculum, and 

WHEREAS, the Faculty develop, pursue, and punish original research expanding the knowledge foundation on which our future depends, and 

WHEREAS, the FaculF advise, mentor, and engage students in the activities that lead directly to their future occupations and improve their quali~ of life, and 

WHEREAS, all these comIx~nents contribute immensely to both current job creation and our citizens’ preparedness for the future, 

TttEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that, the Faculty of East Carolina Universi~ fully endorses the Resolution on the UNC Strategic Plan passed by the IYNC Faculty 

Assembly on September 21,2012, and 



BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that, to fully embrace the University of North Carolina mission "to discover, create, transmit, and apply knowledge to 

address the needs of individuals and socieU," the FaculU of East Carolina UniversiU request that the membership of the UNC Advisory Committee on 

Strategic Directions be expanded to include faculU representation from this universiU specifically and from the other UNC h~stitutions in general. 

Disposition: President of the UNC Sys~tem via UNC Faculty Assembly Chair 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

proglhc as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu~a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emafil to <a h~e~"m~filto:leave- 32253541- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave- 32253541- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<)’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman -~ ~(}nc.rr.com> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 9:02 AM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] Diane Leonard is AAUP delegate for Fac. Council at UNC, CH 

[she emailed David Ayers et al. the following] 

Dear All, 

As the AAU~ delegate to the Facul~z Council, I’ve sent the recommendation to Jan Boxill with the request that she present it to the Council for a vote tomorrow If anybo@ wants to weigh 
in to Jan with an endorsement of that request, that would be great. 

best, 
Diane Leonard 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-32253618-56223020 18abcb43200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 5, 2012 10:02 AM 

Stmman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edn>; Southall, Deborah Joy ~djsothll@email.unc.edu>; Southall, RichaJcd Michard 

<southall@emaJl.unc.edu>; Weight, Eria~ne A. <eweighV~:email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@emml.nnc.edu-~ 

summer school - revised plan 

2013 Summer School teaching preferences.docx 

Hi All, 

I’ve attached a new plan-please respond to the group whether it is OK or whether we need to MEET. 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



Summer School 2013 

Need to offer each of our required courses: 
¯ EXSS 221 Introduction to Sport and Recreation Administration 
¯ EXSS 322 Fundamentals of Sport Marketing 
¯ EXSS 323 Sport Facility and Event Management 
¯ EXSS 324 Finance and Economics of Sport 
¯ EXSS 326 Legal Aspects of Sport 

Proposed schedule: 

Name Course Time Offered Session 

Barbara 260 8:00-9:30am 1 

326 9:45-11:15am 1 

Coyte 322 any either 

2 LFIT any either 

Deb Southall 221 9:45-11:15 1 

181 11:30-1:00 1 

*323 if 181 not available 

Debby Stroman 324 11:30am- l:00pm 1 

328 9:45-11:15am 1 

( or could do 323 if Deb teaches 181?) 

Erianne 740 (online) On-line 1 

2 LFIT (Zumba?) 1 

Richard 224 1:15 - 2:45 1 

223 11:30 - 1:00 or 1 

3:00-4:30 

If everyone is good with this, please respond to everyone indicating affirmation. If ANYone is not good 

with it, let’s meet Wednesday at 2:00pm to find the best solution for the individuals as well as the 

program overall. 

If everyone is good, I’ll forward this to Michael and we can all fill out the individual forms as well. 

To refresh, this is the original information that everyone provided on preferences: 

Coyte: 

1. 322 Air. 324 

2. LFIT 



Richard: 

1. 224 

2. 322 Alt. 223 (International Sport Mgt.) 

Deb Southall: 

1. 221 

2. 181 (sport psych/soc) 

Erianne: 

1. 740 (online) SS1 

2. 324 (online) Alt. 

Alt. 323 

2 LFIT (Zumba?) either SS 

Debby Stroman -      SS1 

1. 221, 322, 323, 324, or 328 

Barbara- SS1 

1. 260 

2. 326 

So, this is what everyone requested. We need to know which session everyone prefers - I indicated 

those that I knew. If we have a significant imbalance between the sessions we will have to spread out 

the course offering times so that we’re not cannibalizing each other’s potential enrollment, but we will 

also have to come up with a way to find some balance because students’ are only able to register for 

two classes each summer session .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Myron G. Burney <mgbnrney@northcamlina.edn> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 11:45 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Beat ya’ 

Thursday after :12 could work or Tuesday we could meet at 2:30 or 3pro. I will have already had hmch on Tuesday but if in-person does not work for coffee (tea for 

me!) then we couM ta~k by phone Tuesday afternoon? 
MGg 

Myroe G. Burney 

Director of Student Success & OuLresch 

U NC General Administration 

:140 Friday Center Drive, Rm 262 

Chapel H~, NE 27515 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc,edu] 
N~ntl Friday, October 0S, 20~2 ll:l~ AN 
T~ Myron G. Burney 
Subjeet~ RE: Beat ya’ 

Let’s look at the following week or chat by phone. ;} 

Mondays aren’t good for me, Th~s Friday is University Day and ~ wH~ attend the ceremony. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

g~]ug~e. ~xplore. Empower. 

9:19,843,0336 

’One woman cm~ make a difference but 

women working ~toge{her c;m chm~ge the world," 

From: Myron G. Burney 

Sent= Friday, October 0~, 2012 11:07 AN 

T~= Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject: RE: Beat ya’ 

Hey Oeb~ 

Monday or Friday are my available days next week, E~ther :1.2, 12:30, 1, I:30, or 2 could work for me. ~ am not sure of your class schedule but ~et me know~ 

Thanks, 

Myron 

Myron G. Burney 

Director of Student Success & 

UNC General Administration 

~.40 Frk~ay Eenter Drive, [~m 262 

Chapel Hi~, NE 27"515 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah 
Sent= Friday, September 28, 20~2 5:B6 PM 
T~= Myron Burney 
Subject: Beat ya’ 
Hi Myron. I beat you to the contact so I guess you owe me lunch~ ;) 

How is your availability the week of October 8th? 

Thanks. 

debby 

420.206.2939 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLD 

............................................. 

9~9,843=033~ 

"The best abifity is availability," 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 11:46 AM 

Campbell, LarD’ <lecamp@emai 1. unc. edu> 

Haanmett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhaanmetV~,,email.unc.edu-*; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 

<ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj Incghee@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, 

Deborah L <dstro@unc.edt~- 

RE: Introduction and Minori~" Male Canipus Team 

Thanks. These notes REALLY do make a difference in how we are perceived as a Caucus. "Make everyone feet welcome" policy. ;) 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qcN~, g,~plor~:~, E?~power, 

’One woman can make a difference 

wome~ working together can change the world." 

From: Campbell, Larry 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 9:07 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Introduction and Minority Male Campus Team 
I sent him a ~ote and welcome hir~ to the area and to t h~-’_~ ku~iversity, Bei~g good. Hav~-’_~ a great weeket~,’t. [arrv 
Larry E. Campbell 
Colonel, US Army (Retired) 
OPT-ED Program Director and Alliance Coordinator 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Chemistry 
Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 
lecamp@email.unc.edu 
PHONE: (919) 843-6903 
FAX: (919) 962-2388 
www.unc.edu/opt-ed 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Thursday, October 04, 2012 4:02 PM 
Te: Campbell, Larry; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda; Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula EuNce; McGhee, Oj; RoberLson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: Introduction and Minority Male Campus Team 
Hi Team. Please send (or call) a note to Marco to welcome him to Carolina. Thanks! 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
gn~]ug~e. ~xplor¢,, Empower. 
9T19.843,0336 

’One woraan can make a difference but 

woraen working ltogelher can chm~ge the world." 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 3:29 PM 
To: Demetriou, Cynthia; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming; Woodard, Harold; Collins, Marcus L; Li, Anna; Mann, April Selena; Egbert, Rebecca A; Clark, Fred M; Highland, 
Michael; Patterson, Tony; Jackson Jr, Curtis; Kryder, Kate Elizabeth Ann; Hunter, Erik; Stroman, Deborah L; Cuadros, Paul F 
Cc: Clayton, Taffye Benson; Wilson, Ada K; Perez, Josmell 
Subject: Introduction and Minority Male Campus Team 
Hello Campus Partners, 

First, I wanted to introduce myself to all of you--some of you I have met and others I plan to schedule a time to meet I am thrilled to be part of the 

Carolina family and the Diversity and M ulticultural Affairs team. I am glad to finally be at UNC and excited by the opportunity to assist in leading the 

Carolina Millennial Scholars Program. ~ know we have not had the chance to update you and this has been due, in part, to mytransiti~n However, I 

wanted to touch base with the campus team on what is on the horizon and possible next steps: 

Item $: Carolina Millennial Scholars Program - we have begun the application process for CMSP. If you know of a first-time, entering student (i.e., 

freshmen or transfer), please encourage them to apply for the program by visiting: www.unc.edu/diversity and selecting the application at the bottom 

of the page We intend to host a welcome reception and orientation for the inaugural cohort of Millennial Scholars and would love to have the 

campus team attend--Thursday, October 25 @ 5:3Opm - (Jpm The location will be confirmed in a follow-up invitation. 

Item 2: Minority Male Campus Team - the creation of the Carolina Millennial Scholars shows dedication and commitmentto this work and I would 

love for us to build on this energy. Later this month, I would like to convene the campus team, with possibly 2-3 more people, to begin conversations 

on how we bring an institutional focus and response to recruiting, retaining, graduating, and engaging minority males across the pipeline (pre-college 

through graduate school). CMSP represents an immediate, direct impact, but changing campus and departmental culture will take campus-wide 



conversations and ownership. If you have any questions or feel that $)you do not have the time availability and wish to have a member of your office 

serve on the Campus Team or 2) need to withdraw from the Campus Team, please replyto barker@unc.edu. Otherwise, I will be sending a meeting 

request in the next few days. 

Additionally, you may receive an invite to serve as a presenter and/or mentor or resource for CMSP Scholars. Members of the Campus Team may also 

serve as mentors so please feel free to express interest by replying to the mentor invitation 

I look forward to working with all of you. Have a great afternoon! 

--Marco 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
Sr. Director for Education, Operations, and initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9&25 

Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NO 27599-9&25 

barker@unc edu (email) 

9&9-962-6962 (phone) 

9&9-962-5063 (fax) 

www unc.edu/diversity 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 12:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Request: FW: [progt~c] Calling tbr (short) emails to be sent to Fac. Council ASAP - please read 

Hi Debbie 

I need to pay my dues~ To whom do we send them? Beca~se I have a standing meeting on Wednesdays in Durham from ~t:O0-:].:O0~ I’m ~mable to make the 

scheduled C~3C meetings th~s yea~. However, t w~H try ~:o attend events and become ~t~vo~ved in activities as best as ~ can. Re-entry is a b~t cha~kmg~t~g blot t hope 

ne>:t year ~ w~H be able t:o resume cor~sistent k~w)lverner~t. 

Have a great weekend. 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 12:08 PN 

To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: CBC Request: ~: [progfac] Calling for (sho~) emails to be sent to Fac. Council ASAP - please read 

Reed your w~ce and sup~ort. W~th aH due respec[ ]:o~ your t~me and in[erests, ~ doR~t send out ~e~uls~ emN~s aRd commuR~cations [o non--membe~s. For example, 

Ibis at[ached progressive ~:acu~ty ema~ ~s ~efe~encing an important diaiogue and resolution regard~R~ facuiW support for the new UNC ~dv~sory Commit[ee 

Strategic D~rections. (~ explained the UNC-CH progressive faculty ~stserv at the ~ast meeting. P~ease ~et me know ~f you a~e ~nterested in joining this 

Great visual of the breakdown of the comm~ttee: 

ht[p://www.wraLcom/news/education[video/22627266/#/vid1~627266 

You can joi~ the CgC by v~siting the webs~:e - www.unc.edu/cbc a~d selecting the payment: op~:io~ of your choice. 

Regards, 

Deborsh L Stromsn, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.eduicbc 

"Whe~ ~he roo~ is deep, ~here is ~o re~so~ ~o ~e~r ~he 

From: Sherryl Kleinman [mailto: @nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 8:50 AM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: [progfac] Calling for (short) emails to be sent to Fac. Council ASAP - please read 

Everyone, 

David Ayers, prez of NC AAUP, emailed all members of AAIYP at UNC, (2;tt last night, asking fac. to encourage Fac. Council to pass the 
resolution that passed at ECU and UNC-Pembroke (see the resolution, below) re: the panel. Basically, the resolution at ECU and UNCP is 
to accept the system-wide Fac. Assembly resolution, though it goes father (asking for representation on the panel). (UNCG is also m 
process of putting forward such a resolution.) If every campus would do that it would show not only support of the FA resolution, but that 
fac. members on every campus are aware of what’s going on and pushing back. 

If anyone is going to the Fac. Council mtg. THIS AFT at 3 p.m., and is willing to bring it up there, please do so. A fac. member is on the 
agenda to talk about the "strategic plan" comm. But even if not, please email Jan Boxill (j_a_!!_b__~,_i__l_!_@_?_._m__a__i_Lu__l_!~:_~__d__u_) to put this resolution 
forward (she’s chair of Fac. Council). If it’s next month that the resolution is passed, that’s still OK. I encouraged this idea to Jan before the 
FA passed their resolution (among other things), so we need lots of other people to send emails. I think it will be experienced as much less 
"risk?," to endorse what the Fac. Assembly passed than to have written a resolution before FA did it. 

Sarah (Shields), you’re on the Exec. Comm. of Fac. Council, so perhaps you can put it forward? Andy Perrin said he’d also lend his 
support on Fac. Council (though he’s on leave). I think an outpouring of requests to Jan is a good idea. And anyone else you know who’s 
on FC. 

THE RESOLUTION that passed at ECUimessage from David Ayers: 

ECU and UNCP have both passed resolutions related to this panel, and faculty at UNCG are writing one over the weekend. I’ll paste the ECU resolution below this 

message. 

Do you know if the faculty ~nate at UNC Chapel Hill has considered a resolution similar to this one? I think it would make a powerful statement if l?aculty at all UNC 
constituent infftitutions passed similaJc resolutions. Of course, that may not be solnething faculty, are interested in doing, but I wanted to encourage it nonetheless. 

The ne:d meeting of the panel is late October. At UNCG, we are Inaking a special effolnt to get our resolution passed and sent to t resident Ross before then. 

This is a terribly important issue. We have to assert ourselves or UNC (system) may be unrecognized a decade from now. I do not believe additional faculF will be 



added to the panel, but I an~ optimistic that President Ross will convene a scholaJc’s panel or other mechanism to engage tZaculty in this plmming process. This will be 

much more likely if we organize and advocate tier faculty interests. 

Thanks for supporting AAUP. 

Respectfully, 

David F. Ayers 

President, NC Chapter of the AAUP 

Associate Professor of Higher Education 

UNCG 

&me.com<mailt~:~ ~me.com> 

East Carolina University Faculty Senate Resolution #12- 85 

Approved by the Faculty Senate: October 2, 2012 Approved by the Chancellor: not applicable 

Resolution on the UNC Strategic Plan 

WHEREAS, the UNC System is initiating s~trategic planning process for 2013-18 to set current and future priorities, resource planning and allocation, progrmn 

planning, review and refinement of academic missions reflecting the Universily’s deep commitment to help North Cm~olina respond to changing state needs and 

economic challenges, and 

WHEREAS, the Faculty of the UNC system have responsibili~, tbr developing, delivering, and as~ssing the curriculum, and 

WHEREAS, the Faculty develop, pursue, and punish original resea, ch expanding the knowledge tbundation on which our future depends, and 

WHEREAS, the FaculW advise, mentor, and engage s~dents in the activities that lead directly ~o their future occupations and improve their quality of life, and 

WHEREAS, all these components contribute immensely to both current job creation and our citizens’ prepexedness for the future, 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that, the Facul~, of East Carolina Universi~’ fully endorses the Resolution on the UNC Strategic Plan passed by the UNC Facul~ 

Assembly on September 21, 2012, and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that, to full)" embrace the Uulversity of North Carolina mission "to discover, create, transmit, and apply l~owled~e to 
address the needs of individuals and society," the Faculty of East Carolina University request that the membership of the UNC Advisory Committee on 
Strategic Directions be expanded to include faculty representation from this university specifically and from the other UNC Institutions in general. 

Disposition: President of the UNC System via UNC Faculty Assembly Chair 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

progfac as: <a hre~"ma~lto:dstro(?~unc.edu’%dstro({~uuc.edu<,’a~. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "mailto:leave-32253541- 56223020A 8abcb43200370a7c12481b56feleb9b(a)]istserv.nnc.edn’~>leave-32253541- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe I eb9b(a)]istserv.unc.edn<Ta:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~-- 

Friday, October 5, 2012 12:21 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu->; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsotl~ll@email.unc.edu>; 

Southall, Richm-d Michaard <southall@email.unc.edtr% Stromm~, Deborah L q:tstro@unc.edu>; Turner, Robert W. 

<r~lurner@emaJl.unc.edu>; Weight, Eria~ne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu-> 

I:W: Sports Busi Club 

Kena~ Tour DS.pd£ Rick Steinbacher.docx; Fred Whitfield.docx 

FYI on the next few events. 
d 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
gn,qgN~, g,~ptor~:~, g~mpow,n’, 
9~{9~843~0336 

’One womm~ can make a difference 

wome~ working together can change the world. 

From: Salyer, Sherry k [ma~to:salyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, October 04, 2012 8:44 PN 
To: E~S Undergrad list 
Subject: [undergraduate] Spor~ Busi Club 
The Carolina Spo~ Business Club is a great student-run organization for all students (regardless of major) interested in careers in the sport industry. (EXSS is the 

home department and Dr. Stroman is the faculty advisor.) Whether it’s youth, interscholastic, college, international or professional -The Club seeks to connect 

you to information and experiential education. We try to create or find out about activities and events to help you get more prepared for a career in this very 

competitive industry. EXSS Sport Administration majors are strongly encouraged to participate. Please visit the Club site to learn more and to get involved. 

www.csbcunc.com 

Next Event: Kenan Memorial Stadium Tour 

Jo~n the Carolina Sport Business Club members on Monday, October 8th as we tour Kenan Memoria~ Stadium. The tour w~ll be ~ed by Mr. James SpuMing, Kenan 

Stadium Director, who will offer insight about career paths in facility management. Come out, get a behind the scenes look at Kenan, and network with your 

classmates. You won’t want to miss this event! Non-members may join the Club at this event. 

Sherry SaWyer, Ed.D. 
Master I_ecturer, Director o[ 

Department of Exerdse and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 25~ ~etzer 

UniversiW of NorLh Carol#~a at Chape~ H~I 

Chapel H~, NC 27.599 

9:19-962%947 

Fax: 919--952-0489 

Spring Advising/Office hours: 

Mondays--2:00-4:00 

Tuesdays--I l:~- t2::[5 

Wednesdavs--t::l.5-; 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
undergraduate as: ._d_~O)__t_Ln__c_’_:_e_$t___u_. To unsubscribe send a bla~k 

emaJl to !.e..~a.~Le..~.~.~..5...~..7..6...6..-...2..Q.7~2~5.~.4..~.~7..£~.(.!..b..@..@~3..4-b..~..~..44a.£~}.~.~}.~!.~.[[@.!~£~2u~.~.u 



Kenan Memorial Stadium Tour 
Join the Carolina Sport Business Club members on October 8th as we 

tour Kenan Memorial Stadium. The tour will be led by Mr. James 
Spurling, Kenan Stadium Director, who will offer insight about career 

paths in facility management. Come out, get a behind the scenes look at 
Kenan, and netx, vork with your classmates. You won’t want to miss this 

event! Non-members may join the Club at this event. 

When: October 8th - 4:50 PM 
Where: Kenan Memorial Stadium, Gate 2 
Contact: theclub@unc.edu 
Or Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 
Visit our website! 
www.csbcunc,com 



Presents: 
Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director fbr External Commtmications 

When: October 22nd- 5:30 PM 
Where: Fetzer 109 

Contact: theclub@unc.edu 
Or Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 

Visit our website! 
www.csbcunc.com 

Rick Steinbacher is the University of North Carolina’s Senior 

Associate Athletic Director for External Communications. He 
manages all of UNC Athletics external communications including 

marketing, new media, game day customer relations and 
communications, including UNC Athletics’ website, the recently re- 

named GoHeels.com. Rick is also responsible for direct contact with 

various constituent groups, including Learfield Sports, our multi- 
media rights holder. Steinbacher spent five years in sales and 

marketing with Procter and Gamble, based in Charlotte. Steinbacher 
then joined Tar Heel Sports Marketing, where he was a Vice President 

for Account Development. 



Presents: 
Fred A. Whitfield 

Charlotte Bobcats President, Chief Operating Officer & Alternate Governor 

When: October 22nd- 5:30 PM 
Where: Fetzer 109 

Contact: theclub@unc.edu 
Or Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 

Visit our website! 
www.csbcunc.com 

Fred Whitfield was named President and Chief Operating 

Officer of Bobcats Sports & Entertainment in July 2006. In 
this role, Whitfield oversees all business operations for the 

Charlotte Bobcats and Time Warner Cable Arena. A 

graduate of Campbell University, Whitfield was an all- 
south, team MVP and captain basketball player and was 

inducted into the school’s Sports Hall of Fame in 1995. He 
earned a B.B.A. degree in economics and an M.B.A. at 

Campbell in marketing. He also earned a Juris Doctorate 

degree from North Carolina Central University School of 
Law. In his professional career, Whitfield has a portfolio 

that includes the Jordan Brand, a division of Nike, Inc.; the 
Washington Wizards; Nike Basketball; Falk Associates 

Management Enterprises (F.A.M.E.); and a private law 

practice. 

Exercise and ence 
Universi{y of North C~_rotina at. Chapel Hill 

Shaping Your Success! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.nnc.edu> 

Friday, 12:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC - Outreach 

image001 .j pg 

Sounds good. I’ll have the other $200 ready when it comes in. 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

On at 12:23 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <d_._stj29.(~U__r_Lc_=.e_d_._t~> wrote: 

FYI -- Leverage says they sent the check, I hope to receive it next week. 
Do Good, 
E)ebora~ L, St-roman, P]~.D~ CLU 

919,843,0336 
<image001~jpg> 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: Re: CSBC - Outreach 
i’m sending a note to Dylan now, 

from there. 

7:41 PN 

’One woman can make a difference b~t 

women working together can change the world." 

(@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

I’ll cc you on it to keep you in the loop, Once we hear back from Dylan we’ll asses the idea and run it by you Dr. Stroman and go 

(c) I 

Minutes Away I Ahead 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah <dstro@unc,edu> 

Date: Thursday, 6:41 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu>, " 

Subject: FW: CSBC - Outreach 
Resent-From: ~@live.unc.edu> 

Resent-Date: Thursday, 6:42 PM 

Hi. Please see if this oft:er is legit and worth our time. ;) 

Do Good, 

Debm’ah ]_,, S~rommL Ph.D, C]_,U 

919.843.0336 

<irnage001.jpg> 

’One woman can make a difference 

~live.unc.edu> 

wome~ working together can change the world." 

From; Dylan Fox [mailto:dylanfox@gwmail.gwu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, i0:46 AM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CSBC - Outreach 
How’s it going, 

Vm a student at the George Washington University and I wanted to reach out to sham a fundraising method that I think would help your organization wi~h 
fundraising this fall. I know that student organizations could always use extra funds, so if this is the correct contact, I’d love to send you over more details about 
this fundraising suggestion! 

if you’re no longer on the executive board, would you rnind passing along the contact inlorrnation for one of the curren~ execs? Thanks, talk ~o you soon! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman -~ "_c}nc.rr.com> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 12:29 PM 

The progtZac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

The progthc mailing list <progt~@lisk~erv.unc.edtr~ 

[progfac] Fac Council mtg at 3 today in Stone Center, Hitchcock room ( ~ Trotter hashtag) 

Twitter hashtag: #FacCouncil 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<)’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emafil to <a h~e~"m~filto:leave- 32254812- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave- 32254812- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu-~’a;, 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She,ll Kleinman < ~(}nc.rr.com> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 12:37 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progt~c] The resolution is on fac. council website 

http:!/faccotm, unc. edu!facult57-cotmcil/meetin.a-materials-2012 - 13 !october-5-2012/ 

DISAPPOINTING, in my view. Doesn’t have the extra part about fac. having representation and not just input. 
<ul > 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

progfac as: <~a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email m <a hre~"mailm:leave-32254849- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32254849- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu<a> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tillman, Linda Carole <ltillman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 12:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~msub~fibe 

Linda C. Tillman, Ph.D. 

Professor 

Educational Leadership 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

CB#3500, Peabody Hall, Room 121-F 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-843-1998 

Fax: 919-962-1693 

"Bringing the gifts that my ancestors gave, I am the dream and the hope of the slave." 

"Let us march on til victory is won." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She,ll Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 1:03 PM 

The progtZac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progt~] Will you join me? (is it worih it?) 

I am thinking about attending the fac. council mtg to recommend that the resolution be changed to include the last parag, from ECU (about 
representation of faculty, not just input), ttowever, is it worth it? Will it just make faculty look divided? 

Will alLvone join me? 

I am not hopeful about fac. council voting to change it. Please email me individually. I need to leave here by 1:40. 

Thanks, Shei~.’l 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul:~ 
progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<)’a>. To nnsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emafil to <a hte~"m~lto:leave-32254976- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32254976- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<)’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman -~ @nc.rr.com> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 1:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [progfi~c] Will you join me? (is it worth it?) 

Can you be in the room and speak if need be’? Can you contact others (I don’t te~’d!) to attend. I don’t think it’ll look good if the fac. council just squashes it. 

On 10/5/12 1:30 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

I support you with that change. 
debby 

Do Good, 
Deborah L, SU’oman, Ph,D. CL[J 

9I 9,84.3~0336 

woman can make a differe~ce bu~ 

women working ~oge~her can chm~ge the world. 

~rom: Sherryl Kleinman [mailto: ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 1:03 Pb’l 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject-" [progfac] Will you join me? (is it worth it?) 

I am thinking about attending the fac. council mtg to recommend that the resolution be changed to include the last parag, from 
ECU (about representation of faculty, not just input). However, is it worth it? Will it just make faculty look divided? 

Will awone join me? 

I a,n not hopeful about fac. council voting to change it. Please email me individually. I need to leave here by 1:40. 

Thanks, Sherryl 
<ul> 

<li> -- Yon are currently subscribed to 

</ul > 

progfac as: <a hreD"mailto:dstro(a)unc.edu’>~dstro([gunc.edu</a>. To nnsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email m <a hreD" mailto:l~ave- 32254976- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 ebgb@listserv~ unc. edu">leave- 32254976- 

56223020.18abcbA3200370a7c 12481 b56t} 1 ebgb@listserv atnc 



Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tnfts, Amy Z <atufts@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 2:04 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li stscrv, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-thculty] Student Athlete Academic Progress Report 

Student Athlete Academic Progress reports are in your mailboxes. These are due back by Oct, 12th.~ Please put them in a campus mail envelope and mail to CB# 3107 
(Harold Woodard, Interim Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 
Becca- I will send to the TAs as well but you might want to plug it to them as well. 

Thanks, 
Amy 
Amy Z. Tufts 

209 Fetzer Hall, CB 8700 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2021 

You are currently subscribed to exss- faculty as: dstro,@~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edw’u?i~55567101.548a9821302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-t:acultv&o~2255351 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32255351-55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a(~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 2:54 PM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara 
<sportlaw@unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@ernail.unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michard 
<southall@ernail.unc.edu>; Turner, Robert W. <rwturner@ernail.unc.edu> 

Re: Sports Busi Club 

Yeah, kudos Debby! I hear nothing but great things about the club experience. Thanks for investing so much into it! 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC - Chapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 919.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success if the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

From: "Weight, Erianne A." <eweight@ernail.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 5 Oct 2012 14:31:00 -0400 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <.d___s__t__r__o____@___u___n__c__.__e___d___u__>, Coyte Cooper <_c_g_c__o___o__p__e___r___@____e___m____a_!_[_.__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.>, "Osborne, Barbara" <_s_p___o___r__t_[_a____w____@____u___n___c_:__e__d___u_.>, "Southall, Deborah Joy" 

<djsothll@email.unc.edu>, "Southall, Richard Michard" <southall@email.unc.edu>, "Turner, Robert W." <rwturner@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Sports Busi Club 

Wow, Debby! 

What an incredible line-up - I’m so impressed your facilitation of this club...on and off of your birthday :). I think the email address for the club fits what yon have done. 

Under your direction it is THE UNC club to join. 

Onr stadents axe ve~’ luck?~ to have you leading this! 

- Eriamle 

Efianne A. Weight. Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The Universi~ of North CaJcolina - Cha~l Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Friday, October 05, 2012 12:21 PM 
To= Cooper, Coyte; Osborne, Barbara; Southall, Deborah Joy; Southall, Richard Nichard; Stroman, Deborah L; Turner, Robert W.; Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject= FW: Sports Busi Club 

FYI on the next few events, 
d 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CL!3 
gn,qcN~, k2,vptor~:~. 
9~{9~84&033(~ 

women working together car~. cha~ge the world," 

From= Salyer, Sherry L [mailto:salyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, October 04, 2012 8:44 PN 

To~ E~S Undergrad I~st 

Subject= [undergraduate] SporN Busi Club 

The Carolina 5po~ Business Club is a great student-run organization ~or all students (regardless of major) interested ~n careers in the sport industry. (EXSS is the 

home department and Dr. Stroman is the faculty advisor.) Whether ~t’s youth, ~nterscholastic, college, international or professional -The Club seeks to connect 

you to information and experiential education. We try to create or find out about activNes and events to help you get more prepared for a career in this very 

competitive industry. EXS5 Sport Administration majors are strongly encouraged to participate. Please visit the Club site to learn more and to get involved. 

www.csbcunc.com 

Next Event: Kenan Memorial Stadium Tour 

Join the Carolina Sport Business Club members on Monday, October 8th as we tour Kenan Memorial Stadium. The tour will be led by Mr. James Spurling, Kenan 

Stadium Director, who will offer insight about career paths in facility management. Come out, get a behind the scenes look at Kenan, and network with your 

classmates. You won’t want to miss this event! Non-members may join the Club at this event. 

Sherry SaJyer, ~{d.D. 

Department of Exerdse and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer H~tl 

University of North Carolhla at Chape~ Hill 

Chapel H~J~, NC 27B99 

919-9(52-.6947 

Fax: 919--952-0489 



Spring Advisin~,,iOffice hours: 

Mop, days--2:00-4:00 

Tuesdays- 

Wed ~esd aVs--t::].5- ~, 

¯ -- You ~xe currently subscribed to 

undergraduate as: ._d_~i__t_Ln__c_’_:_%t___u_. To unsubscribe send a bla~k 

em~]l to ~.e.~.a..~.e..:.~;.;..5..~...7~6~6~-..2~(.~.7~2~5..~.4..~.~7...~.!.(.~..@.~.~)~.2.~:a~.~.2?~2£~1~]i~2~£~.~!~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Patterson, Tony <Ton?, Patterson@unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 5, 2012 4:06 PM 

tony.patler~m@unc.edu 

Snpport tbr student organization prqiects 

Friends, 

Happy Friday and I hope this finds you well. I wanted to make you aware of a new website initiated by a student organization called Carolina Creates. One function 

of the site is to allow crowd funding for student organization projects. The premise behind crowd funding is that large numbers of people can contribute small 

amounts of money online (e.g, ~5 or ~:~0) to help an organization reach their goals. 

Please go to....._h__t__t_p_~i_i_www.ca rolinacreates.u nc.edui__c___r__o___w____d__=_f___u___n___d__L_n_g to view two specific projects. 

Building Bonds, Breaking Bars (B4) and BSM’s Northside Community Scholarship are terrific projects that need help. 

Regardless of if you give or not please spread the word about this new platform to friends as a way to raise awareness about work these students are doing. These 

projects will go off the site on NOVEMBER 30, 20:~2, so let’s help them reach their goals. Anyone is allowed to donate. 

If you are considering giving, please note your gift runs through the UNC Development Office and is tax deductible. 

in the spirit of Carolina, 

Tp 

Tony Patterson I Senior Associate Director 

Student Life & Activities 
Frank Porter Graham Student Union 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NO 27599-5210 

919.962.0290 (Ph.) I 919.962.3719 (Fax) 
carolinaunion.unc.edu 

What is happening at the LJnion? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks-Nobles, Patricia I <patriciazbrooks@baml.com> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 5:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Call me asap! Thanks. 

Do you ~eed me to source c~,ndidates for this Institute? I’ve bee~ covering too much road I~,tely a~d am just geNng focused o~ your 

Patty 

Patricia B[ooks-Nob~es I Senior Vice President & Market Executive 
PuNic Sector Banking - Southeast ~ Public Sector Banking & Markets I Bank of America, N.A. 
730 15th Street NW,10th Floor, Washington, DC 20005 I Office: 202-442-3955 I Cell: 

Emai~ Address: patricia.i.brooks@baml.com 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, September 25, 2022 9:42 PH 

To; Broo~-Nobles, Patricia Z 
Subject: Re: Call me asap~ Than~. 
After 7:30 on Tuesday should be fine. 

Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise - http://www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu/kenan.-~nstitute 

I am on the strategic planning committee. We are developing our advisory board. HELPU ;) 

Thanks. 

d 

Current names (not to be shared at this point in time) include: 

Board of Trustees members 

Agnes Beane 

Amit Singh, CEO Spectraforce 

Ping Fu, CEO Geomagic 

North Carolina State University 

Ruben Carbonell, Professor and Director, William R. Kenan, Jr. Institute for Engineering, Technology and Science 

Research Triangle Institute 

E. Wayne Holden, President 

Research Triangle Foundation 

Bob Geolas, President and CEO 

Dick Daugherty, Board of RTF 

Rex Healthcare 

David Strong, President 

Regional Entrepreneurs 

Neal Fowler, CEO Liquidia 

Bill Starling, CEO Synecor 

Joe Davy, CEO Buystand 

Jud Bowman, CEO Appia 

Venture Capital 

Art Pappas, Pappas Ventures 

Steve Nelson, Wakefield Group 

Christy Schaffer, Venture Partner, Hatteras 

Government 

Don Hobart, Chief of Staff for Governor Perdue 

Others 

Kimberly Jenkins, former Senior Advisor to the President and. Provost for Innovation and Entrepreneurship at Duke 

Eric Toone, Principal Deputy Director of the Advanced Research Projects Agency - Energy (ARPA-E) 

Charles Merritt, founder Parish Capital 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - ~[~£}_[/~[[:_££~_=#_~./ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must spoly. Wi~lh~g is not enough; we must do.’~ (3. Goethe) 

From: <Brooks-Nobles>, Patricia Brooks Nobles <patricia.i.brooks@baml.com> 

Date: Tuesday, September 25, 20~2 7:46 AM 

To: EXSS Liaison <.~.~.[R.@££~:#_~.~.> 

Subje~: Re: Call me asap] Thanks. 

~ Raleigh on ~.0/9 and lO. Let me know ~ you are svsi~able the evenh~g or I0/9 or morning of ~10/I0~ Hooe to see ya ! 

Sent from my B~ackBerry Wke~ess Hat~dheld 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 08:04 PM 
To: Brooks-Nobles, Patricia 1; Patricia Brooks Nobles < 
Subject: Call me asap! Thanks. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - ~t!p://exss:u[~c4",du] 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

~..v_e_r_[z_p_D_:D e__t. > 

Please forgive me. 



Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we musi: apply. Willing is n.:)~ enough; we must do/~ (J. Goethe) 

This message w!attachments (message) is intended solely for the use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or proprietary. If you 

are not an intended recipient, please notify the sender, and then please delete and destroy all copies and attachments, and be advised that any review or dissemination of, or the 

taking of any action in reliance on, the information contained in or attached to this message is prohibited. 

Unless specifically indicated, this message is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of any investment products or other financial product or service, an official confirmation of any 

transaction, or an official statement of Sender. Subject to applicable law, Sender may intercept, monitor, review and retain e-communications (EC) traveling through its 

networks/systems and may produce any such EC to regulators, law enforcement, in litigation and as required by law. 

The laws of the country of each sender/recipient may impact the handling of EC, and EC may be archived, supervised and produced in countries other than the country in which you 

are located. This message cannot be guaranteed to be secure or free of errors or viruses. 

References to "Sender" are references to any subsidiary of Bank of America Corporation. Securities and Insurance Products: * Are Not FDIC Insured * Are Not Bank Guaranteed * 

May Lose Value * Are Not a Bank Deposit * Are Not a Condition to Any Banking Service or Activity * Are Not Insured by Any Federal Government Agency. Attachments that are 

part of this EC may have additional important disclosures and disclaimers, which you should read. This message is subject to terms available at the following link: 

-h--t--t-RL/--/---w-~-w----w--~-b-~-a-!-~-k--~---f-a-~--m-~-e--r-!-c---a~-c---o-!~-/--e-~-n--~--a~[!--d-[-s--c-!-a-~!!~-e--r-.. By messaging with Sender you consent to the foregoing. 

TNs message w/attachments (message) is intended solely for the use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or 

proprieta~. If you are not an intended recipient, please noti~ the sendec and then please delete and destroy all copies and attachments, and be advised that any 

review or dissemination o£ or the taking of any action in reliance on, the information contained in or attached to this message is prohibited. 
Unless specifically indicated, this mes~ge is not an oiler to ~11 or a ~licitation of any investment products or other financial product or service, an otticial confirmation 

of any transaction, or an otticial s~tement of Sender. Subject to applicable law, Sender may intercept, monitor, review and retain e-communications (EC) traveling 

through iks networks/s)~stems mad may produce any such EC to regulators, law entbreement, in litigation and as required by law. 

The laws of the count~ of each sender/recipient may impact the handling of EC, and EC may be archived, supervised and produced in countries other than the coun~a-y 
in which you axe located. This message cannot be guaranteed to be secure or free of enors or viruses. 

References to "Sender" are references to any subsidia~ of Bank of America Corporation. Securities and Insurance Products: * Are Not FDIC Insured * Are Not 

Bank Guaranteed * May Lose Value * Are Not a Bank Deposit * Are Not a Condition to Any Banking Service or Activi~ * Are Not Insured by Any Federal 
Government Agency. Attachments that are part of this EC may have additional important disclosnres and disclafimers, which you shonld read. This message is subject 

to terms available at the follomng link: 

http:/%~v.bankofamerica.com/emaildisclaimer. By messaging with Sender yon consent to the foregoing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Friday, 5:36 PM 

~kena~-flagler.unc.edu>i ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck 

<buc~goldstein@unc.edu>; Cone, Judith (Oltice of the Chancellor) <judith.cone@unc.edu>; DeSimone, Joseph M. 

<desimone@email.unc.edu>; drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>; Elia. Jean <Jea~Elia@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>;                       ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Mmy E 

<mnapie~@email.unc.edt~-; Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cynthia Reifsnide@kenaaa-flagler.unc.edu>; Stith, Tho~nas Andrew III 

<thomas slith@kenan-flagler.unc.edtc,; Stroman, Deborah L <ds~tro@unc.edu:>; Zoller, Ted "q’ed Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu:> 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com>; Friga, Paul 

-<Paul Friga@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

3 items re: Monday’s meeting - please respond 

Thanks all, 

Hi everyone- 

1) Please send draft SWOT analysis (2 - 3 priority strengths, 2 - 3 priority weaknesses, etc.) given our continued conversation from this past week. Submit to 

. .@_. _.u__~_c_._b_..u_~_!_n_._e_.s__s_.__n_~ ~. 
2) Be prepared to present slides on take-aways for your work this week 

3) Below is a draft agenda for Monday to give you a sense of where we’re headed: 

* Recap 

* Mission discussion - work on agreement about what’s in and out of scope for the KI 

* Workstream Report-outs 

o Benchmarking -summaries of insights from new benchmarking and deeper dives in prioritized organizations as discussed in last meeting 

c~, Impact opportunities -additional insights from new research or deeper dives on material from last week 

e~ Key Constituents - process and content update on new interviews as well as key take-aways from listening tour 

o Survey -high-level thoughts on how to redesign / reorient survey given last week’s discussion 

Draft SWOT Analysis - review items sent in from TF and KILF as compiled by Consulting Team 

Next Steps 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 5:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [progfi~c] Will you join me? (is it worth it?) 

I just got this email now. THANKS for spealdng. 

So, I can’t even remember if they took out "be it further resolved..." Did they? 

I felt it had to pass or things would be worse (UNC, CH fac. would look divided; we’d look like we’re not allies of other campuses, etc.). I didn’t mind (too much) 
taking out "the," but I hope that "be it further resolved" stayed in. 

On 10/5/12 1:42 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

I am new to the list and don’t know much of the particulars. (nor do I have people’s text addresses), I am in the middle of a "must-do~ pro~ect, I can 

meet you there and discuas {}rior, if r~ec:essary. 

debby 
D~ Good, 
Deb~rab [. St~oman, ph,D, CLU 

919,843.0336 

’One womm~ can make a difference but 

women working together can change 1he worId." 

From: Sherryl Kleinman [__m___a_j_[D~ %n_g_&r_&q___m_] 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 1:40 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: [progfac] Will you join me? (is it worth it?) 

Can you be in the room and speak if need be? Can yon contact others (I don’t text!) to attend. I don’t think it’ll look good if the fac. council j ust squashes 
it. 

On 10/5/12 1:30 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

I support you with that change, 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919.843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference b~t 

women working toge*her can change the world." 

From: Sherryl Kleinman [mailto: ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent-" Friday, October 05, 20:[2 :[:03 PM 
To-" The progfac mailing list 
Subject-" [progfac] Will you join me? (is it worth it?) 

I am thinking about attending the fac. council Intg to reco,ranend that the resolution be changed to include the last 
parag, from ECU (about representation of faculty, not just input). However, is it worth it? Will it just make faculty 
look divided? 

Will awone join me? 

I am not hopeful about fac. council voting to change it. Please email me individually. I need to leave here by 1:40. 

Thanks, Sherryl 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
--~ul> 
progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro({gunc.edu’%dstro,@~unc.edtv#a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a hre~" mailto:leave-32254976-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1eb9b@listserv.unc.edff%leave-32254976- 
56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu</g~> 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rodgers, Shielda Glover <srodgers@email.unc .edu~ 

Friday, October 5, 2012 7:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Request: FW: [progt~c] Calling tbr (short) emails to be sent to Fac. Council ASAP - please read 

I am interested in the listserv and the group, however I have had other School of Nursing obligations during tile time the meetin@ are held. 
Shielda Glover Rodgers, Ph,D,, RN 
Clinical Associate Professor 
School of Nursing 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-843-2478 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 12:08 PM 

To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: CBC Request: FVV: [progfac] Calling for (short) emails to be sent to Fac. Council ASAP - please read 

Hi Faculty Member~ I am writing to strongly encourage your membership (or renewal) in the Caucus. Things are truly heating up on campus and beyond, and we 

need your voice and support. With all due respect for your time and interests ~ don’t send out regular emai~s and communications to non-members. For example, 

~:his ate:ached ~)rogress~ve faculty ema~l ~s referencing an important d~ak)gue and resolution regardk~g fac:u~ty su~)~x)rt for the new UNC Advisory Comrmt~:ee for 

Strategic D~rections. (~ explained [he UNC-CH progressive [:acu~W Hstserv at the ~ast meedng. P~esse ~et Rle know ~[: you are ~nterested in joining this ]istserw) 

Gres[ visual o[: [he breakdown of the committee: 

http:!/www.wral.com/news/education/video/].1627266/#/vid:[1627266 

You can join the CBC by v~siting the webs~te - www.unc.edu/cbc and selecting the payment option of your choice. 

Regards, 

Debor~h L. Sl:rommL Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0335 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

"When the root ~s deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 

From: Sherryl Kleinman [mailto: ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 8:50 AM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: [progfac] Calling for (short) emails to be sent to Fac. Council ASAP - please read 

Everyone, 

David Ayers, prez ofNC AAUP, emailed all members of AA[YP at IYNC, CH last night, asking fac. to encourage Fac. Council to pass the 
resolution that passed at ECU and UNC-Pembroke (see the resolution, below) re: the panel. Basically, the resolution at ECU and UNCP is 
to accept the system-wide Fac. Assembly resolution, though it goes father (asking for representation on the panel). (UNCG is also m 
process of putting fOla~/ard such a resolution.) If evew campus would do that it would show not only support of the FA resolmion, but that 
fac. members on every campus are aware of what’s going on and pushing back. 

If anyone is going to the Fac. Council mtg. THIS AFT at 3 p.m., and is willing to bring it up there, please do so. A fac. member is on the 
agenda to talk about the "strategic plan" coman. But even if not, please email Jan Boxill (imboxill@email.unc.edu.) to put this resolution 
forward (she’s chair of Fac. Council). If it’s next month that the resolution is passed, that’s still OK. I encouraged this idea to Jan before the 
FA passed their resolution (among other things), so we need lots of other people to send emails. I think it will be experienced as much less 
"risky" to endorse what the Fac. Assembly passed than to have written a resolution before FA did it. 

Sarah (Shields), you’re on the Exec. Comm. of Fac. Council, so perhaps you can put it forward? An@ Perrin said he’d also lend his 
support on Fac. Council (though he’s on leave). I think an outpouring of requests to Jan is a good idea. And anyone else you know who’s 
on FC. 

THE RESOLUTION that passed at ECU/message from David Ayers: 

ECU and UNCP have both passed resolutions related to this panel, and faculty at UNCG are writing one over the weekend. I’ll paste the ECU resolution below this 

message. 

Do you know if the faculty senate at UNC Chapel Hill has considered a resolation similar to this one? I think it would make a powerful statement if thculty at all UNC 
constituent institutions passed similar resolutions. Of course, that may not be something faculty are interested in doing, but I wanted to encourage it nonetheless. 

The ne~ meeting of the panel is late October. At UNCG, we are making a special effort to get our resolution passed and sent to President Ross before then. 



This is a terribly important issue. We have to assert ourselves or UNC (system) may be unrecogn~ed a decade t~om now. I do not believe additional faculty will be 

added to the panel, but I an~ optimistic that President Ross will convene a scholaac’s panel or other mechanism to engage tZaculty in this plmming process. This will be 

much more likely if we organize and advocate tier faculty interests. 

Thanks for supporting AAUP. 

Respectfully, 

David F. Ayers 

President, NC Chapter of the AAUP 

Associate Professor of Higher Education 

UNCG 

~me.com<mai~to: ~n~e.com-- 

East Carolina University Faculty Senate Resolution #12- 85 

Approved by the Faculty Senate: October 2, 2012 Approved by the Chancellor: not applicable 

Resolution on the UNC Strategic Plan 

WHEREAS, the UNC System is initiating s~trategic planning process for 2013-18 to set current and future priorities, resource planning and allocation, progrmn 

planning, review and refinement of academic missions reflecting the University’s deep commitment to help North Cm~olina respond to changing state needs and 

economic challenges, and 

WHEREAS, the Faculty of the UNC system have responsibility tbr developing, delivering, and as~ssing the curriculum, and 

WHEREAS, the Faculty develop, pursue, and punish original reseaacch expanding the knowledge tbundation on which our future depends, and 

WHEREAS, the FaculW advise, mentor, and engage s~dents in the activities that lead directly to their future occupations and improve their quality of life, and 

WHEREAS, all these components contribute immensely to both current job creation and our citizens’ prepeacedness for the future, 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that, the Faculty of East Carolina University fully endorses the Resolution on the UNC Strategic Plan passed by the UNC Facul~ 

Assembly on September 21, 2012, and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that, to fully embrace the University of North Carolina mission "to discover, create, transmit, and apply knowledge to 
address the needs of individuals and society," the Faculty of East Carolina University request that the membership of the UNC Advisory Committee on 
Strategic Directions be expanded to include faculty representation from this university specifically and from the other UNC Institutions in general. 

Disposition: President of the UNC Sys~tem via UNC Faculty Assembly Chair 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul-~ 
progthc as: ~’a href "mailto:dstro(cbunc.edu’-~dstro@unc.edu<~ig~>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJd to <a href "mailto:leave-32253541- 56223020A 8abcb43200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu’~>leave-32253541- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fe leb9b@listserv.unc.edu<~ia~> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherryl Kleinman -~ @nc.rr.com> 

Saturday, October 6, 2012 11:52 AM 

The progt:ac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] UNC, CH Fac. Council passed revised version of resolution! 

Res 2012-14 on Strategic Plan.pdf 

Hey, eye.one: 

Yesterday afternoon I decided to atlend the Fac Council tneefing to put fo~’ard a slightly revised version of tile ECU resolution l revised it only for clarity. (I proposed to add the "Be it fi~riher resolved" part 

of the ECU resolution, edited). Attached is what passed. Thanks to Debby Slronlan (in PFN) who spoke out du~4,tlg the discussion. 

Here’s what I proposed to add: 

Be it fitrther resolved that, to fiflly embrace tile UniversiPy of North 

Carolina tnission "to discover, create, transmit, and apply knowledge to 

address tile needs of individuals and society," the ~ac~llty of UNC-Chapel 

Hill request that tile nlembership of tile UNC AdvisoIy Committee on 

Slrategic Directions be expanded to include ~ac~fl~ representation fi-otn 

this mliversi~ and fronl THE other UNC campuses 

Anyway, one FC tnenlber suggested taking out tile last "tile" and I agreed to it - obviously it wasn’t in CAPS in what I presented. 

So, it’s sotnettling, at least. I just emailed the N&O, tile Din-ham Herald, and tile Independent about it. I thillk any pushhack sho~tld be out there. Oh, I’ll fo~xard to DTH. 

As I mlderstand it, David Ayers (prez of NC Conference of AAUP) is emailing AAUP members of several? each? UNC campus to ask them to make a resohltion that not ollly accepts tile resolution of tile Fac. 

Assembly but ADDS to it. If you are connected to l~actfl~ at other campuses, you tnight encore-age that to happen. 

Best, Sheiayl 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progthc as: <a href "mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu%’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJl k) <a hre~"mmlk~:leave- 32258161- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe I eb9b@listserv, unc.edu">leave- 32258161 - 
56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu%’a> 



Resolution 2012-14. On the UNC Strategic Plan 

The Faculty Council resolves: 

The faculty of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill fully 

endorses the Resolution on the UNC Strategic Plan passed by the UNC 

Faculty Assembly on September 21, 2012. 

Be it further resolved that, to fully embrace the University of North 

Carolina mission "to discover, create, transmit, and apply knowledge to 

address the needs of individuals and society," the faculty of UNC-Chapel 

Hill request that the membership of the UNC Advisory Committee on 

Strategic Directions be expanded to include faculty representation from 

this university and from other UNC campuses. 

Submitted by the Faculty Assembly Delegation. 

Comment: The Faculty Assembly of The University of North Carolina 

adopted the following resolution on September 12, 2012. 

UNC Strategic Plan Input 

Approved by the UNC Faculty Assembly 

September 21, 2012 

WHEREAS, The UNC System is initiating strategic planning process for 2013-18 to 

set current and future priorities, resource planning and allocation, program 

planning, review and refinement of academic missions reflecting the University’s 

deep commitment to help North Carolina respond to changing state needs and 

economic challenges, and 

WHEREAS, the Faculty of the UNC system have responsibility for developing, 

delivering, and assessing the curriculum, and 

WHEREAS, the Faculty develop, pursue, and publish original research expanding the 

knowledge foundation on which our future depends, and 

WHEREAS, the Faculty advise, mentor, and engage students in the activities that 

lead directly to their future occupations and improve their quality of life, and 

WHEREAS, all these components contribute immensely to both current job creation 

and our citizens’ preparedness for the future, and 



WHEREAS, the Charter of the Faculty Assembly provides "The Assembly shall, 

through appropriate channels, advise the Board of Governors of the University of 

North Carolina, the General Assembly, and other governmental agencies and 

officers on matters of University-wide importance, and The Assembly shall advise 

and communicate with the President of the University of North Carolina with 

regard to the interests of the faculties and other matters of university-wide 

importance." 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Faculty be informed of strategic planning 

activities and a mechanism be created to solicit input at the campus level 

throughout the process so as to achieve effective outcomes and the strong faculty 

buy-in, and 

RESOLVED, that in order to define and support measures that advance the quality 

of the University system representatives of the Faculty Assembly be informed 

during the strategic planning process, and that the President of the University, in 

collaboration with the Chair of the Faculty Assembly, create a faculty group to 

interact and collaborate with the Business/Political community advisory committee 

for the University’s strategic planning. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 1:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

LASER research stu@ 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

This is              I met with you sometime last week to discuss volunteering for your research study. I just wanted to send a follow up email just in case there is 
anything else you would like to discuss with me. 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Saturday, 2:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn>; 

@gmail.com> 

I~NV: 3 items re: Monday’s meeting - please respond 

@kenan- flagler, unc.edtr~ 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 
I am planning to talk with Dr Strornan tomorrow to ~mt together a couple s~h~es to move the Survey conversatkm forward Below ~s some input fl’om 

potenda~ survey questions (she was on impact Opportunities team, who was tasked w~th making recomnlendsdot~s from their point of v~ew). 

Here are some potential questions the survey team could ask regarding unmet needs: 

:1. What entrepreneurship related resources do you think are missing on UNC’s campus? (Many people will not have a response, but those that do may share some substantive 

suggestions. We could offer a drop down menu here, but also don’t want to plant seeds that may skew responses.) 

2. If you have an entrepreneurial idea you would like to pursue, but have not launched it yet, what are the obstacles stopping you? (Again, we could offer a drop down menu 

here, but also don’t want to plant seeds that may skew responses.) 

3. What statewide issues would you like to UNC tackling related to entrepreneurship, innovation, and/or economic development? 

Thanks all, 

ping Leaders l Driving Results 

From: "Stith, Thomas" <Thomas Stith@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat,          08:56:04-0400 

To: "Goldstein, Buck" <Buck Goldstein@kenan.-flagler.unc.edu>,                           @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, 

._@_____~_e__n___a___n__:f__[_a_g]_e___r__.__u___n__c__=e___d___u__.>, "Reifsnider, Cynthia" <-C--y---n--t---h-!-a---R---e--!-f--s--n--Ld--e---r---@-.--~-t-e---n--a---n-~-t.La-g~er~u nc.ed u> 

Subject: FW: 3 items re: Monday’s meeting - please respond 

My thought would be to cover the slide on the Energy Institute concept that was not reviewed due to time constraints during our last meeting~ We can also provide 

~:he Benchmarking Group th~-:~ infl:~rmation tha~: Cindy identified covering Utah"s energy commercialization center. 

As I men~:ioned to Gemw, I can meet during the w~-_~ek afl:er ~:he Monday meeting if necessary. 

Thanks, 

Thomas 

Thomas Stith :::: Program Director, Economic Development, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ::: L%’C’s Kenan Flagler Business School 
Campus Box 3z[~0 ::: Kenan Center 306 ::: Chapel Hill, 1"~C 27599 3440 
919.962.8444 :::: fax 919.962 8202 :::: thomas stith@kenan flagler.unc.edu ::: www.keuan~]a~ler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: 
Sent; Friday, 5:36 PM 
To: Suck Goldstein; Cone, Judith (Office of the Chancellor); Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry); drharoon <zishan haroon~E)_e_.__d_:__u___n__c_:__e__d___u_.>; Elia, 

Jean;, . ; Napier, Mary; Reifsnider, Cynthia; Stith, Thomas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Zoller, Ted 
Co: Friga, Paul 
S~bject: 3 items re: lvlonday’s meeting - please respond 

Hi everyone- 

:1) Please send draft SWOT analysis (2 - 3 priority strengths, 2 - 3 priority weaknesses, etc.) given our continued conversation from this past week. Submit to 

t~guncbusiness.ne[ 

2) Be prepared to present slides on take-aways for your work this week 

3) Below is a draft agenda for Monday to give you a sense of where we’re headed: 

¯ Recap 

¯ Mission discussion - work on agreement about what’s in and out of scope for the KI 

¯ Workstream Report-outs 

o Benchmarking -summaries of insights from new benchmarking and deeper dives in pdoritized organizations as discussed in last meeting 

o Impact opportunities -additional insights from new research or deeper dives on material from last week 

o Key Constituents - process and content update on new interviews as well as key take-aways from listening tour 

o Survey -high-level thoughts on how to redesign / reorient survey given last week’s discussion 

Draft SWOT Analysis - review items sent in from TF and KILF as compiled by Consulting Team 

Next Steps 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Saturday, 3:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com> 

l~Ng: Ne~ steps for KI Planning week of 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edtr~ 

Mere are 3 more potential questions from Thomas Stith_ 

From: Stith, Thomas 
Sent: Friday, 2:18 PM 
To: 

Goldstein, Buck;              Reifsnider, Cynthia 
Subject: RE: Next steps for KI Planning week of 10/1 

Mere are a few thoughts: 

Sur~ey Questions: 

:L Does your work lead to potential entrepreneurial ventures that could be commercialized? 

2, How do you envision KI!UNC fadl~tating entrepreneursMp and economic development in NC and g~oba~y? 

3. fdent~fv one thing tha~: the I(~ can do to create jobs? 

SWOT Ana~gs~s: 

St~en~hs: 

¯ UNC brand 

¯ ~]xperie[~ce in entrepreneursh~p, economh:: deveh:~pmer~t a]ld innovation 

¯ Our human capitM 

Weaknesses 

¯ Lack o[ ex~:ernMim~:ema~ collaborative sp#it between key stakeholders 

¢ Numerous groups that focus on entrepreneurshipieconomic devek)pmenL on the UNC campus 

¯ Lack of support [or "big" vision idea - un~versil:yipubHc secl:oripdvate sectorie~ected .af[ic~Ms 

Serve as a resource on economR: deveh:)pment p.a]icy [or slate leaders 

~}s[:abhsh K~ as the vehicle to at[:ract/grow / create new ventures 

Lead Lhe collaborative e[h:~rt to implement RTP 2.0 

Threats 

Thanks, 

Unwillingness of I~ey stal~eholders - uniw?rsityipublic s~-:~ctoripriw~te sectorieh:_~ct~:_~d officials - ~:o be h:_~d 

Funding 

USC, B~y area, NYC, Austin, fn~erna~ional publicipriw~:e partnerships, etc. 

ThoRlas 

Thomas Stith :::: Program Director, Economic Development, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ::: Ub:C’s Eenan F]agler Business School 
Campus Box 3440 :::: Kenan (;enter 306 ::: Chape] Hill, NC 27599 34~) 

919.962.8~4 :::: fax 919.962 8~)2 :::: thomas stith@kenan flagler.unc.edu :: www.kenan {lagler.unc.edu 
Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

Sent: Monday, 8:58 PN 
To= : Buck Golds~in; Cone, 3udith (Office of the Chancello0; Desimone, 3oseph (Chemist~); drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>; Elia, 

3ean; Napier, Ma~; Reifsnider, Cynthia; Stith, ~omas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science); Zoller, Ted 
Co: Friga, Paul 
Subject= Ne~ s~ps for ~ Planning week of 20/2 

Dear Task Force and KILFs- 

Another excellent meeting today. Thanks for your patience and diligence; we worked through a lot of material in a short amount of time this morning~ 

Below is a list of "homework" for next week: 

Teams and Individuals 

Benchmarkin8 Team 

o Prioritize to select smaller number of organzations and begin deeper-dive benchmarks 

o Add additiona~ orgs for high-level or deep-dive as necessary based on today’s meeting (Matt documented the ideas in the minutes for today and wil~ 

also send to your group separately - tech transfer is a place that needed more di~gin~ - Nebraska Med center; Wharf; Utah and Imperial College are examples. 

Ako want to dig deeper and understand IC2 @ UT-Austin.) 

Key Constituent Team 

o Use input from Joe to prioritize 4 -5 interviews that we would like to conduct during this assessment phase, and conduct interviews 

o Put other interviews on hold for now 

Joe 

o Provide input in terms of a list of high priority interviews for unique perspectives for the Key Constituent Team interview - DONE 

o Work with Mary to also provide a list of suggested topics to cover (high level script) - DONE 

SuweyTeam 

o Revamp survey at a high-leve~ to reflect changes discussed in meeting (e.g. most likely eliminating questions just on "innovation" and "economic 

development") 

o Survey will be conducted later in the process (toward the end of Phase 2 or in Phase 2), and will undergo further iterations beforehand as we shape 

the findings from assessment and move into visioning 

Impa~ Oppo~unitiesTeam 

o Continue to prioritize and gather findings distinct from benchmarking team -work to identify creative ways that we could serve our key constituent 

base at UNC-CH 

o Formulate a few questions that you would like to ask of the faculty/staff/students from the perspective of your team’s angle and send to the survey 



team 

Cynthia 

o Work with KI research team to catalog and summarize current KI activities (including programs, staffing, funding, structure, etc.) 

o Prepare synthesized slides and submit to consulting team. (NOTE: This piece of work is no longer the responsibility of the Key Constituents team) 

c~ Continue to find and share relevant articles with the task force with some insights at a high level of the "so what!relevant insights for our project" 

Everyone 

Send me draft SWOT analysis of KI as a whole given our stated mission as articulated today (taking collective and innovative ideas from UNC-CH and moving them 

along toward and through entrepreneurial activity) and our collective conversation thus far. (Again, this is a summary SWOT, so pulling out 2 - 3 priority strengths, 

2- 3 priority weaknesses, etc. will be sufficient). Please submit by COg Friday to 

celt) 

~uncbusiness.net 

~ Begin to synthesize findings and submit to consulting team.                    ro[e on each team should primarily be to support your process and 

gather your synthesized take-aways to create slides. Please submit all findings / data from each workstream to your consultant liaison by COB on 

Friday 

Please contact me if you have any questions / additions. There was a lot of ideas being thrown around towards the end so if this in confusing on doesn’t match up 

with your understanding, please contact me to clarify. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gill, Emmett <egiIII@NCCU.EDU> 

Saturday, October 6, 2012 3:15 PM 

Billy J Hawkins <bhawk@uga.edu>; Akilah Carter Francique <arcarte@hlkn.tamu.edu> 

Albert Bimper <abimpe@mail.utexas.edu>; A-hart2@mu.edu; Culp, Bria~ O <bricult~iupui.edu>; C. Keith ttarrison 

<kharrison@bns.ucf.edu>; Charles L. CroMey (crowley@calu.edu); Corbett, Doris <dcorbett@Howard.edu>; 

(constance.carte@cobbkl2.org); Cornell Foo ~           ~byahoo.com>; Courtney Snell-Flowers (cflowers@westga.edu); Darren 

Kelly (da~ren.kelly@mail.utexas.edu); Darren Kelly (danen.kelly@austin.utexas.edu); Stroman, Deborah L <~tstro@unc.edu:>; Demetrius 

Peaxson (dpeaxson@uh.edu); Polite, Fritz G <fpolite@utk.edu>; Ginikachi Nwosu <nwosug@unlv.nevada.edu:>; (jmcd@illinois.edu); 

Cavil, Jafus <caviljk@TSU.EDU>; Jasmine Hamilton ~hami23@tigers.lsn.edu>; John N. Singer <singmjn@hlkn.tamu.edu>; Joseph 

Nehemiah Cooper -~oeycoop@uga.edu>; JOYCE OLUSHOLA ~            @gmail.com>; Chaplin, Kenneth Scan 

<kchap@neo.tamu.edu~; Ketra Am~strong (karms~tr2@csulb.edu); Hylton, Kevin <K.Hylton@leedsmet.ac.uk~; 

(leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu); Louis Harrison, Jr. <lharrison@mail.utexas.edu~; Malia Lmvrence <slawrence@apu.edu>; Michelle 

Tou~n (MTou~n@unm.edu); Othello Harris [harriso@muohio.edu]; May, Reuben A <rmay@neo.tamu.edu>; Roy McCree 
<Roy.McCree@sta.uwi.edu>; Sailes, Gary A. [gsailes@indiana.edu]; Jolmson, Waxdell <Wardell.Johnson@EKU.EDU> 

Abolish NCAA Amateurism Petition Please Sign & Forward 

Abolish NCAA Amateurism Bylaws 

The Student-Athlete’s Human Rights Project created a petition to The United States House of Representatives, The United States Senate, and President Barack Obama which says: 

"To urge Congress to mandate that the NCAA abolish all bylaws, under section 12, that prohbit all student-athletes from earning income that is based on their status as a student-athlete 
(i.e, doing a chip and dip commercial)." 
Will you sign this petition? 

Click here: 

http://signon.org/sign/abolish-ncaa-amatuerism?source c.em.cp&r bv 5404331 
Thanks’. 

This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service 
For more information please visit http ://www.svmanteccloud.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, October 6, 2012 4:14 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] money and Loudermilk 

Thank you Jay for articulating what I believe to understand as your two solutions for big-time college athletics at UNC. If not, please indulge us. :) 

Regardless, I remain disgusted by the lack courage and apathy displayed on this campus and this listserv around "the cloud" the hangs over us. In particular, faculty members 

lacking full understanding of the complexity of college sport (understandable) that continue to spout rumors, attacks on our athletic department staff and players, and negative 

commentary about the intentions of our leaders and academic administrators. 

What is my concern? Why don’t you (if the glove fits...) attend and speak up (or write) at Faculty Council meetings? We even had open time yesterday to talk about ANYTHING. 

Why aren’t you present at faculty athletics committee meetings and share your disappointment with how we are handling this matter? (I know there are people on this forum who 
don’t believe in the mission and membership of that committee, but why not attend and share that philosophy with them?) Why aren’t you requesting an open forum and/or 

attending efforts by the Carolina Black Caucus to have a campus-wide dialogue? Why aren’t you asking those responsible for these programs and activities to share their 

perspective and solutions such that you can further learn and consequently agree or disagree? (My request to directly speak to the Chancellor, senior administrators, Dean Gil, Jan 

Boxill, and our AD about matters has always been well-received. They DO listen and I believe they reflect on our discussions. This situation is not easy and if one comes to the table 

with a spirit of positivity -- we all gain.) What are your solutions? Where is your effort of engagement? 

guess it is much easier to sit back and be upset with what THEY are doing to our great university. We just can’t have much progress if we continue to operate in silos. 

Yes, I do appreciate this forum, but I would certainly feel better if we had real activism and people who would talk to one another (versus at one another). See my Goethe quote 

below. 

Thanks for reading my ramblings. It’s been a long week~ ;) 

debby 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowir~g is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, October 6, 2012 11:40 AM 

To= discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Cc: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] money and Loudermilk 

If I’m not mistaken, Wayne et al, the academic counselors and other staff in Loudermilk will still be paid, at least indirectly, by the athletics department, even though their 

reporting lines have been redefined in a cosmetic way. So they will no longer report to an associate AD. But...who among us imagines that they won’t be communicating regularly 

with AD’s and coaches? Who imagines that their priorities will suddenly shift away from "eligibility" to "providing good educations"? This is simply a shell game that the university is 

playing at this point. Anyway, changing reporting lines and elevating admissions standards will do nothing to change the dynamic of corruption. As long as we’re determined to 

recruit the nation’s best athletes to come win championships for us, the athletics people are going to do everything in their power to keep the talented players on the field. They 

will be outfitted with the disguise of ’student,’ and we academics will continue to look like saps or co-conspirators. 

I like the modifications Wayne proposes, especially their symbolism, but there is an even deeper contradiction we must confront. As long as we keep insisting, along with the Knight 

commission, that athletics programs must be self-sustaining, it’s hypocritical of US to condemn the athletics depts for their commercialism and orientation to big money (especially 

if we’re still rooting for the teams and want them to compete for national titles.) We already scream--and rightly-when student fees are used to support athletics. Even if we cap 

coaches’ salaries, AD’s are still going to have to find their money somewhere. To get out of this hypocritical bind, I’d say we have only two options. 1) Radically downsize and adopt 

a sort of "Division II1" model [not happening], or 2) Set the basketball and football teams free as commercial enterprises. We can still take a cut of their revenues, thus helping us 

finance much more modest programs in volleyball, swimming, lacrosse, etc. 

Of course, I don’t really think either option will be followed. We’ll wallow in our institutional hypocrisy until the end t~mes. 

On 10/6/12 10:56 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

See the message from Wayne Lee, which appears not to have gone to the list as intende& (We’ve been having email address problems.) Glad to hear Wayne’s voice 

on these issues... 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] where are the reforms in Loudermilk? 

Date: Sat, 5 Oct 2012 10:50:49 -0400 
From: Wayne Lee <welee@email,unc,edu> 



To: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

CO: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

We, as faculLty, have now been subjected to quite a iLong ]5st ef polLicy 

changes on our side, designed to prevent abuses associated with 

independent studies and unsupervised department chairs. None of those 

policy changes are unreasonable in and of themselves, but taken as a 

whole~ they represent a set of assur~ptions (or conclusions) that it is 

OUR behaviox that needs modiiJcat:ic.n, CoKKectio.n, and oversight. What 

seems clear from this most recent set of documents (if it wasn’t 

aikeady) i s that the reloitins ~eaily need to occur Jn two o%heK 

ways/places. One is in Loude~milk. I am aware that some changes have 

been pubi~icized, and that the chain of coK~r~and has shilted tc. th} Dean 

of A&S, and T have no doubt that will help. But I~d like to hear a lot 

r~oxe IKom the UniveKsJ ty ]ead}xship about how that mess is going to b} 

policed.    Procedural (and perhaps personnel) refosK’s in Loudermilk, 

however, will only be temporarily effective as long as the 2nd problem 

is unaddressed, and that is the profound warping effect that athletics 

money has on university systems and procedures. The money sports 

athlLetics prc.g~rn, and the ai~urnniibooste:ts behind them, now} through th} 

university like a planetary mass, shifting ever!~<hing around them--they 
create a culLture of exception, in which people exp}ct to get away with 
things (see recent tweet by OSU quarterback). Without some clear 
statements that the unJ versity will no Ji c.nggx be swdyed by that money 

and by that constituency, these problems will simmly come back or recur 

in modified ways. i propose three examples of "clear" statements, that 

are both s%mbolic and real, and would represent a profound 

acknowledgment of the culture of exception. 

I. Cap coaches~ salaries at some multiple of the chancellors. Don’t 

wai ve th} cap; no bc.nuse’s for bowiis, o£ anything ~lLse. 
2. Set policy that no football games will be scheduled (except a bowl) 
on any day oth~ than Saturday. Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday games 

are motivated entirely by money; are bad for the players and bad for the 

st:udents who Walt%t: to. attend the gang. 
3. Acknowledge and end the h}~ocrisy of allowing alcohol sales in the 
Blue Zone. This is beyond a ridiculous kowtowing, and profoundly 
s~TrA, oiizes the culture of exception. 

was added to the listserv, but I thought it time to chime in. 

Wayne E. Lee 
Professor of HJstery 
Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

On 10/6/2012 10:20 _~i, Jay SK&th wrote: 

> Obsessing as usual, I reread the N&O’s latest and, on the second read, 

> absorbed this: 

> 

> ’One doc’ioent shows that, as a 20-page paper csrle due, one player 

> apparentlLy gaw~ up with more t:han i8 pages dc.ne, and what: was 

> completed needed work. A tutor, }9~itney Read, expressed frustration 

> The next day, in an emaii message to a staff counselor, the tutor 

> wrote that another staff counselor was going to "surprise" the player 

> with "an extra session to fix the mistakes." Read has declined to 

> One paper, Read wrote, had been "worked on" by her and another 

> st:affer, then given to the player.’ 

> We now have evidence that a second tutc.r did precJ seiiy what: that 
> "rogue" Jennifer Wiley did--the one whose behavior was said to be so 
> egregious (despite working Jn the football ceach’s house, but I 
> digress) that the University instantly severed relations with her, 
> naughty tutor that she ~vdS. And Read performed her work in 2010, AFTER 
> Wiley had left the program. But it’s worse. Read had pangs of 
> conscience, she didn’t like having to do this sort of thing. But her 
> superiors said, hey, this Js the way it Jr. it’s to be expected. 

> Faculty wi th pitchforks shoultd be gathering at the Lc.uderrt~ilk center 
> today. But i guess we wouldn’t be able to find parking, what with the > game and all. 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
> wlee@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 



> click here: 

> http://listsoUnCoedu/u?id 55814421.ecOO6ie393dOf272ea3fe8abld658666&n T&I faculty--athletics-forurl&o 3225809b 

> or send a bi[ank eK~J] to 

> leave-32258095-55814421.ecOO61e393dOf272ea3fe8abid658656@listserv.unc.edu. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc~edu/u?id=4~699857~65997791b4b45b3~d9f69522ac99~ca9&n=T&~=facu~ty--ath~etics-f~rum &o=32258:~20 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above U RL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32258120-48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro@unc.edu. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 4:33 PM 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com> 

Re: 3 items re: Monday’s meeting - please respond 

I like these questions for the internal survey. I will try to reword them for survey purposes~ 

I am meeting with the Odum Institute on Tuesday at :[1:00 a.m. to discuss the survey~ Please let me know if you are interested in attending this informative meeting. Teresa 

Edwards is the university’s research expert for survey design and has been very helpful with her initial feedback for our survey. 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss~unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowieg is not enough; we musi apply. Willing is noi enough; we must do." 

From:. @kenan-flagler.unc.edu" 

Date: Saturday, 2:55 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@un_c__.___e__d___u_.>, ’ 

Cc:                                      @gmail.com> 

Subject: FW: 3 items re: Monday’s meeting - please respond 

@kenanIIflagler.unc.edu> 

~_[£_e__n___a___n_:_f_!_a__g[_e___r_:__u___q_c_:__e___d___u_.’ ’ < 

Hi Dr, Stroman and 
I am planning to talk with Dr. SLrornan tomorrow to put together a couple slide~.~ t.:_~ mow? the Survey conversation forward. Below is ~.a_~nle input 

on potenLia] survey questions (she was on Impact Opportunities team, who was tasked with rnakir~g recomn~endaLions from their point of view). 

Here are some potential questions the survey team could ask regarding unmet needs: 

What entrepreneurship related resources do you think are missing on UNC’s campus? (Many people will not have a response, but those that do may share some substantive 

suggestions. We could offer a drop down menu here, but also don’t want to plant seeds that may skew responses.) 

2. If you have an entrepreneurial idea you would like to pursue, but have not launched it yet, what are the obstacles stopping you? (Again, we could offer a drop down menu 

here, but also don’t want to plant seeds that may skew responses.) 

3. What statewide issues would you like to UNC tackling related to entrepreneurship, innovation, and/or economic development? 

ping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: "Stith, Thomas" <Thomas Stith@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat,          08:56:04-0400 

To: "Goldstein, Buck" <Buck Goldstein@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>,                           @kenan-rlagler.unc.edu>, " 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> "Reifsnider Cynthia" <_C__ynthia Reifsnider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: 3 items re: Monday’s meeting - please respond 

My thought would be to cover the slide on the Energy h~stitute concept that was not reviewed due to thee constraints during our ~ast meeting. ~e 

provide the Benchrnarkh~g Group the h3form~t~on that C~ndy identified covering Utah’s energy commercialization center. 

As ~ me~:~o~ed to Gem~y~ ~ can meet dur#~g the week afl:er ~:he Mond~y meeting i~ necessary. 

T~anks, 

Thomas 

Thomas Stith :. Program Director. Economic Development, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise :.: UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :.: Kenan Center 306 :. Chapel Hill. NC 27599-3440 

919.962.8444 :: fax 919.962-8202 :: thomas stith@kenan fla61er.unc.edu :. wM~.keRan-flaqler unc.edu 
Shaping Leaders I Drivin# 

F~m= 
Sent= Friday, 5:36 PN 
To= Buck Goldstein; Cone, Jud~th (O~ce of the Chancellor); Desimone, Joseph (Chemistw); drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>; Elia, 

Jean; Napier, Naw; Re~fsnider, Cynthia; Stith, ~omas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Sdence); Zoller, Ted 

Co= , . , Fr~ga, Paul 
Subject= 3 items re: Nonday’s meeting - please respond 

Hi everyone- 

<I--[if !supportLists]-->~) <]--[endif]-->Please send draft SWOT analys~s (2 - 3 priority strengths, 2 - 3 priority weaknesses, etc.) 8iven our continued 

conversation from this past week. Submit to           ~_#_££~_#&~QA~:_q_#.~ 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->2) <~--[endif]-->Be prepared to present slides on take-aways for your work this week 

<I--[if !supportLists]-->3) <F-[endif]-->Below is a draft agenda for Monday to give you a sense of where we’re headed: 

<I--[if ]support Lists]-->- <]--[end~f]-->Recap 



<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Mission discussion - work on agreement about what’s in and out of scope for the KI 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Workstream Report-outs 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Benchmarking -summaries of insights from new benchmarking and deeper dives in prioritized 

organizations as discussed in last meeting 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->: <!--[endif]-->Impact opportunities -additional insights from new research or deeper dives on material from last week 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Key Constituents - process and content update on new interviews as well as key take-aways from 

listening tour 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Survey -high-level thoughts on how to redesign / reorient survey given last week’s discussion 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Draft SWOT Analysis - review items sent in from TF and KILF as compiled by Consulting Team 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Next Steps 

Thanks all, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wayne Lee <welee@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Saturday, October 6, 2012 5:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [tZaculty--atnietics-lbmm] money and Loudermilk 

Hmm. I’m not sure if this was directed at me, but if it was: I have actudlly spoken to almost all of the people you mention, expressing Iny concerns (to three demas, plus 

Jan Boxill) and I attended tile August Faculty Council. I have in ihct suggested to Jan that it may be ti~ne for a "town hall" call for faculF to discuss these issues (she told 
me that such a call was made before, but generated linie response. I think conditions have changed). As for "solutions" I have now ofl~red my suggestions for the first 

time. As for "apathy," I think there are two problems. 

1. The various revelations have rolled out over time. ~Vhere before some might have said, oh, a rogue individuaJ. Now the evidence begins to mount about the role of 

and assumptions by the academic advisers to athletes. Thus where Jan’s town hall call before may have not met much response; it pl~obably roll now. 

2. There are now in place a whole series ofinvesligative committees M~ose efforts we want to trnst, and M~ose reports we will want to read. Until they finish, we tend 

to want to let them work. 

As for attending the Facul~ Athletics Committee meetings, it would never have occurred to me that those were open meetings. Are they? Their web l~ge does not so 

indicate. If they axe, I will absolutely be at the next one. 

Final155 none of my co~nments, nor my suggestions were intended to criticize universi .ty leadership (except the decision to sell alcohol ill the Blue Zone, which I saw 
then, as now, as an appalling hypocritical concession to destrnctive boosterism--on pal with denying alcohol to 18-year olds and then sending them to war, but I 

digress). My point was that the amount of money involved exerts a warping effect on eve%ything around it. and until we address that waxping effect, tinkering with 

policies on the edges, however well intentioned, and however necessary, will only be a band aid on a much larger wound (sore/to mix metaphors). 

Professo~ of History 

Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

www. uric. edu/~welee 

www. amazon, comiWayne-E.-Leeie/B001KHRX~@/ref ntt athr dp ~el i 

On 10/6/2012 4:13 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Thank you Jay for articulating what I believe to understand as your two solutions for big-time college athletics at UNC. If not, please indulge us. :) 

Regardless, I remain disgusted by the lack courage mad apathy displayed on this cmnpus and this listserv around "the cloud" the hangs over us. In 

pe~ticular, t~cnlty members lacking lull understanding of the complexiU of college sport (understa~dable) that coatinue to spout rumors, attacks on our 

athletic departtnent staff and players, and negative commentaly about tile intentions of our leaders and academic administrators. 

What is my concern? Why don’t you (if the glove fits... ) attend and speak up (or write) at FaculU Council meetings? We even had open titne yesterday 

to talk about AN’TfHING. Wily aren’t you present at thculty athletics committee tneetings and share your disappointment with how we axe handling this 
matter? (I know there are people on this fornm who don’t believe in the mission and membership of that committee, but why not attend and share that 

philosophy with them?) Why aren’t you requesting an open forum and/or attending efforts by the Carolina Black Caucus to have a campus-wide dialogue? 

Why- aren’t you asking those responsible for these programs and activities to share their perspective and solutions such that you can further learn and 

consequently agree or disagree? (My request to directly speak to the Chancellor, senior administrators, Dean Gil, Jan Boxill, and our AD about matters 
has a]ways been well-received. They DO listen and I believe they reflect on our discussions. Tfiis situation is not easy and if one comes to the table with a 

spirit of positivi~, we all gain.) What axe your solutions? Where is your ettbrt of engagement? 

I guess it is nmch easier to sit back and be upset with what THEY are doing to our great university. We just can’t have much progress if we continue to 
operate in silos. 

Yes, I do appreciate this formn, bm I would certainly feel better if we had real activism and people who would ta~k to one another (versus at one 

another). See my Goethe quote below. 

Thanks for reading my ramblings. It’s been a long week. ;) 

debby 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sig~na Alpha Lambda 

"K~owi~g is not enough; we retest appIy. Williug is not e~ough: we mus~ do?’ (J. Goethe) 



From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, October 6, 2012 11:40 AM 

To: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Cc: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] money and Loudermilk 

If I’m not mistaken, Wayne et al, the academic counselors and other sIaffin Loudermilk will still be paid, at least indirectly, by the athletics department, 

even though their reporting lines have been redefined in a cosmetic way. So they will no longer report to an associate AD. But...who among us imagines 

that they won’t be communicating mgnlaady with AD’s and coaches? Who itnagines that their priorities will suddenly shift away from "eligibilib," to 

"providing good educations"? This is simply a shell ganm that the university is playing at this point. An~va~; changing reporting lines and elevating 

admissions standards will do nothing to change the dynamic of com~ption. As long as we’re determined to recruit the nation’s best athletes to come win 

championships for us, the athlefics people are going to do everything in their power to keep the talented players on the field. They will be outfitted with the 

disguise of’student,’ and we academics will continue to look like saps or co-conspirators. 

I like the modifications Wayne proposes, especially their symbolism, but there is an even deeper contradiction we must confi-ont. As long as we keep 

insisting, along with the Knight commission, that athletics programs must be ~lf- sustaining, it’s hypocritical of US to condemn the athletics depts tbr their 

commercialism and orientation to big money (especially if we’re still rooting Ibr the teams mad want them to compete tbr national titles.) We already 
scmaa~--and rightly--when student fees are used to support athletics. Even if we cap coaches’ sab~es, AD’s are still going to have to find their money 

somewhere. To get out of this hypocritical bin& I’d say we have only two options. 1) Radically downsize and adopt a so~t of"Division III" model [not 

happening], or 2) Set the basketball and football teams free as commercial enterprises. We can still take a cut of their revenues, thus helping us finance 

much more modest programs in volleyball, swim~ning, lacrosse, etc. 

Of course, I don’t really thimk either option will be followed. We’ll wallow in our institutional hypocrisy until the end fimes. 

On 10/6/12 10:56 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

See the message ti’om Wayne Lee, which appears not to have gone to the list as intended. (We’ve been having email address problems.) 
Glad to hear Wayne’s voice on these issues... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: I facnlty--athletics-forum] where axe the reforms in Loudermilk? 

Date:Sat 6 Oct 2012 10:50:49 -0400 
From:Wayne Lee <welee(~email.unc.edu-- 

To:Jay Smith <iavsmith(~email.unc.edu> 
CC:discussion <faculW--athletics- forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

We, as faculty, have now been subjected to quite a long list of policy 

changes on our side, designed to ~revent abuses associated with 

independent studies and unsupervised depart~’ent chairs.    None of those 

whole, they represent a set of assumptions (or conclusions) that it is 
ONR behavior that needs modification, correction, and oversight. What 

already) is Lhat the referms really need Lo occur in two other 

ways/places. One is in Loudermilk. i am aware that some changes have 

been publicized, and that the chain of command has shifted to the Dean 

ef A&S, and I have no doubt that will help.    But I’d like tlc) hear a lot 
more from the University leadership about how that mess is going to be 
policed.     Procedu<al (and perhaps personnel) <efor~’s in Loude<mi]H, 
however, will only be temporarily effective as long as the 2nd problem 
is unaddressed, and that Js [:he prefekH~d warping effect [:hat: athletics 
money has on university systems and procedures.    The money sports 
athletics p<ogra~% and the alm~’ni!booste<s behind them, move through the 
university like a planeta£y ~ass, shifting everyLhing areund them--they 
create a culture of exception, in which people expect to get away with 
things (see recent tweet by OSN quarterback). Without some clear 
statements that the university will no longer he swayed by that money 
and by that const:[tuency, Lhese p£ehlems will s:[~ply <:<)me back er recur 
in modified ways. I propose three examples of "clear" statements, that 
are both symbolic and real, and would represent a profound 
ackrK)wledgment ef [:he culture ef exception. 

i. Cap coaches’ salaries at some multiple of the chancellors. Don’t 

waive the cap; no bonuses for bowls, or anything else. 

2. Set pelJcy that ne feetba]i games wJ]] be scheduled (except a bew]) 

on any day other than Saturday. Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday games 

are motivated entirely by money; are bad for the playe<s and bad los the 

studenLs who want~ to at:tend the game. 
3. Acknowledge and end the hypocrisy of allowing alcohol sales in the 
Blue Zone.    This is beyond a ridiculous kowtowing, and profoundly 
s~Nllholizes the culture of exception. 

i am sure there are others.    Perhaps some of these even came up before I 

was added to the listserv, but I thought it tlme to chime ln. 



Professor of History 

Chai< of the Curriculm~’ in Peace, War, and Defense 

wiee@unc.eduwww.uno.edui~-weleewww.a~aze~.com/wayne-8.-Lee/e/B001KHRX~/ref ntt athr dp pel 

On 10/6/2012 10:20 AH, Jay Smith wrote: 

> Obsessing as usual, I reread the N&O~s latest and, on the second read, 

abse rbed thi s : 

~One document sPows that, as a 20-page pape~ came due, one player 

apparently gave up with more tha:~ 18 pages d)ne, and what: was 

completed needed work. A tutor, Whitney Read, expressed frustration 

that the player "wanted to write no mo~e and do no more corrections." 

The next day, in an email message to a staff counselor, the tutor 

wKR:e that anether staff ceunse]or was geing to "surprise" the player 
with "an extra session to fix the mistakes." Read has declined to 

One paper, Read wrote, had been "worked on" by her and another 

staffer, then given to the player.’ 

We now have evidence that a secend tutor did precisely what that 
"rogue" Jennifer Wiley did--the one whose behavior was said to be so 
eg<egious (despite working in the football coach’s house, but I 
digress) that the University instant]y severed relations with her, 
naughty tutor that she was. And Read performed her work in 2010, AFTER 
Wiley had left the program. But it’s worse. Read had pangs of 
conscience, she didn’t like having to do this sort of thing. But he< 
superiors said, hey, this is the way it is. It’s to be expected. 

Faculty with pitchforks .should be gathering at the Loudermilk center 

today. But: I gu~’ss we weu]dn’t be able te find parkJ[zg, what with the > game and a] ]. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, October 6, 2012 5:31 PM 

Lee, Wayne E <wlee@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu> 

Re: [faculU--athletics- forum] money and Loudennilk 

Hi Wayne. My comments were directed to "if the glove fits..." 

Self- identification philosophy. 

DLS Ikom my iPhone. 

On Oct 6, 2012, at 5:21 PM, "Wayne Lee" <welee@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hmm. I’m not sure if this was directed at me, but if it was: I have actually spoken to almost all of the people you mention, expressing my concerus (to 

three deans, plus Jan Boxill) and I attended the August Faculty. Council. I have in thct sugges~ted to Jan that it may be time for a "town hall" call for faculU 

to discuss these issues (she told Ine that such a call was Inade before, but generated little response. I think conditions have changed). As for "solutions" I 

have now offered my suggestions for the firs~t time. As for "apathy;" I think there are two problems. 
1. The various revelations have rolled out over time. Where before some might have said, oh, a rogue individual. Now the evidence begins to mount about 

the role of and assumptions by the academic advism~ to athletes. Thus where Jma’s town hall call before may have not met much response; it probably will 

now. 

2. There are now in place a whole series of investigative committees M~ose elTorts we want to trust, and whose reports we will want to read. Until they 

finish, we tend to want to let them work. 

As for attending the Faculty Athletics Committee meetings, it would never have occurred to me that those were open meetings. Are they? Their web page 

does not so indicate. If they are, I roll absolutely be at the next one. 

Finally, none of my com~nents, nor my suggestions were intended to criticize univemity leadel5hip (except the decision to sell alcohol in the Blue Zone, 

which I saw then, as now, as an appalling hypocritical concession to destructive boosterisln--on pax ruth denying alcohol to 18-year olds and then sending 

them to war, but I digress). My point was that the amount of money involved exerts a warping ell’ect on ever~thing around it, and until we address that 

warping ell’ect, tinkering with policies on the edges, however well intentioned, and however necessary., will only be a band aid on a much larger wound 

(sorry to mix metaphors). 

Prolessor of History 

Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

www.unc.edu/~welee 

www.amazon.com!Wayne-E.-Lee!e/B001KHRXKW/ref ntt athr dp pel 1 

On 10/6/2012 4:13 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Thank you Jay for articulating what I believe to unders~nd as your "avo solutions for big-time college athletics at UNC. If not, please indiflge 

US. ~) 

Regardless, I remain disgusted by the lack courage and apathy displayed on this campus and this listserv around "the cloud" the hmags over 

us. In particular, thculW members lacking thll understanding of the complexity of college sport (unders~tandable) that continue to spout 
rumors, attacks on our athletic department stalt’and players, and negative commentoq~ about the intentions of our leadels and academic 

administrators. 

What is Iny conceru? Why don’t you (if the glove fits... ) attend and speak up (or write) at Faculty Council meetings? We even had open 

time yesterday to talk about ANYTHING. Why aren’t you present at faculty, athletics committee meetings and share your disappointment 

with how we are handling this matter? (I know there are people on this forum who don’t believe in the mission and membership of flint 

committee, but why not attend and share that philosophy’ with them?) Why aren’t you requesting an open forum and/or attending efforts by 

the Carolina Black Caucus to have a campus-wide dialogue? Why aren’t you asking those responsible for these programs and activities to 

share their perspective and solutions such that you can thrther learn and consequently agree or disagree? (My request to directly speak to the 

Chancellor, senior administrators, Dean (hil, Jan Boxill, and our AD about matters has always been well-received. They DO listen and I 

believe they reflect on our discussions. This situation is not easy mad if one comes to the table wifl~ a spirit of positivity we all gain.) What 

are your solutions? Where is your ellbrt of engagement? 

I guess it is much easier to sit back and be upset with what THEY are doing to our great university. We just can’t have much progress if we 

conti~me to operate in silos. 

Yes, I do appreciate this forum, bm I would certainly feel better if we had real activism and people who would talk to one another (versus at 
one another). See my Goethe quote below. 

Thanks tbr reading my ramblings. It’s been a long week. ;) 

debby 



Respectfully, 

Deborah Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexssmnc.edui 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lmnbda 

~Knowing is r~ot enough; we mus~ apply, Willing is m~ enough; we mus~ do." (J, Goethe) 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, October 6, 2012 11:40 AM 

To: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Cc: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] money and Loudermilk 

If I’m not mistaken, Wayne et al, the academic counselors and other staffin Loudermilk will s~till be paid, at least indimctb; by the athletics 

departjnent, even though their mpoNng lines have been redefined in a cosmeric way. So they will no longer report to an associate 

But...who among us imagines that they won’t be communicaring regularly ruth AD’s and coaches? Who imagines that their priorities roll 

sudde@y shift away from "eligibility" to "providing good educations"? This is simply a shell game that the university is playing at this point 

Anyway, changing reporting lines and elevating admissions standa~-ds will do nothing to change the dynmnic of corruption. As long as we’re 

determined to recruit the nation’s best athletes to come mn championships for us, the athletics people am going to do eve~thing in their 

power to keep the talented players on the tield. They will be outfitted with the disguise of’student,’ and we academics roll conrinue to look 

like saps or co-conspirators. 

I like the modifications Wayne proposes, especially their symbolism, but them is an even deeper contradiction we ,nust confront. As long as 

we keep insisting, along with the Knight commissior~ that athletics pmgraans must be self- sus~taining, il~s hypocritical of US to condemn the 
athletics depts for their commercialism and orientation to big money (especially if we’re still rooting for the teams and want them to compete 

for national rifles.) We already ~ream--mld righfly--when student fees are used to support athletics. Even if we cap coaches’ salaries, AD’s 

are still going to have to find their money somewhere. To get out of this hypocritical bind, I’d say we have only two options. 1) Radically, 

downsize and adopt a sort of"Division III" model [not happening], or 2) Set the basketball and football teams free as commercial 

enterprises. We can still take a cut of their revenues, thus helping us finance much more modest p~ogranls in volleyball, smmming, lac~osse, 

etc. 

Of course, I don’t really think either option will be followed. We’ll wallow in our institutional hypocrisy until the end times. 

On 10/6/12 10:56 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

See the message from Wayne Lee, which appems not to have gone to the list as intended. (We’ve been having email address 

problems.) Glad to hear Wayne’s voice on these issues... 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] where are the reforms in Loudermilk? 

Date:Sat, 6 Oct 2012 10:50:49 -0400 
From:Wayne f.ee <welee@emaJl.unc.edu> 

To:Jay Smith <jaysmith(tb~email.unc.edu> 

CC:di~ussion <t~cults~--athletics-Ibrum(a)listserv.unc.edu> 

We, as faculty, have now been subjected to quite a long list of policy 

]ndep~’ndent studies and LH~superv~s~’J department chairs. None }f those 
policy changes are unreasonable in and of themselves, but taken as a 
whole, they <epresent a set of assumptions (or conclusior’s) that it is 
OUR behavio:l that needs nodificatJe[~, co:irgction, and ov}rsight. What 
seems clear from this most recent set of documents (if it wasn’t 
already) is that the reforms really need to occu< in two other 
ways/places. One is in Loudermilk. I am awa:~e that some chang}s have 
been publicized, and that the chain of command has shifted to th} Dea~ 
of A&S, and I have no doubt that will help.    But I’d like to hear a lot 
more from the University leadership about how that mess is going to be 
policed.     P:ocedura] (and p}rhaps personn}l) referms in LoudermJlk, 
however, will only be temporarily effective as long as the 2rid problem 
is unaddressed, and that is the p<ofound warping effect that athletics 
money has on university systems and procedures.    The ~’oney spo<ts 
athl}tics pregran, and the alumni/boosters behind them, move th:ough the 
university like a planetary mass, shifting everything around them--they 
create a culture of exception, in which people expect to get away with 



things (see recent tweet by OSU quarterback), without seme clea~ 

statements that the university will no longer be swayed by that money 

and by that constituency, these problems will simply come bach or recu~ 

in medJ~ied ways. I propose three examples of "c]ear" stateme[R~s, that 

are both symbolic and real, and would represent a profound 

acknowledgment of the culture of exception. 

waive the cap~ no bonuses for bowls, or anything else. 

2. Set policy that no football games will be scheduled (except a bowl) 

on airy day other tha[~ Saturday. Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday games 

are metivated entire]y by money; are bad for the players and bad for the 

students who want to attend the game. 

3. Acknowledge and end the hypocrisy of allowing alcohol sales in the 

Blue Zone. This is beyond a rJdiculotJs kewtowing, and profoundly 

s~rtbolizes the culture of exception. 

I am sure there are others.    Perhaps some of these even came up before I 

was added to the iistsep¢, but i theught it time te chimB 

Wayne E. Lee 

Professor of History 

Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

wlee@unc.eduw~sw.unc.edui~weleewww.amazon.com/Wayne-E.-Lee/e/B001KHRXIiW/ref ntt athr d~ pe] 1 

Oi~ 10/6/’2012 10:20 AM, Jay Smith wrete: 

> Obsessing as usual, I reread the N&O~s latest and, on the second read, 
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absorbed this: 

~One document shows that, as a 20-page paper came due, one player 

apparently gave u~ with more than 18 pages done, and what was 

completed needed work. A tutor, Whitney Read, expressed frustration 

The next day, in an email message to a staff counselor, the tutor 

wrote that another staff counselor was going to "surprise~ the player 

with "an extra session t:e fix t:he ~istakes.~ Read has declined to 

One paper, Read wrote, had been "worked on" by her and another 

st:affer, then giver~ te the player.’ 

We now have evidence that a second tutor did p<ecisely what that 
"rogue" Jer~r~i~er Wiley did--the one whese behavior was said to be se 
eg:egious (despite worki~g in the footba]] coach’s house, but I 
digress) that the University instantly severed relations with her, 
naughty tutor that she was. And Read pe<for~’ed her wo<k in 2010, A~’TER 
Wi]ey had left the p~ogram. But it’s worse. Read had pangs of 
conscience, she didn’t like having to do this sort of thing. But her 
supe<iors said, hey, thls is the way it is. It’s to be expected. 

Facultywith pitchforks sheu]d be gathering at; the Loudermilkceni:er 
today. But I guess we wouldn’t be able to find parking, what with the > game and all. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
wlee@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: 
httD://iists.unc.edu/u?id 558i4421.ec0061e393d0f272ea3feSabid658656&n T&i facultv--athietics-forum&o 32258095 
or send a blank email to 
ieave-32258095-55814421.ec0061e393d0f272ea3fe8abld658656@listserv.unc.edu. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--atNelics- forum as: iavsmith~Zemail.unc.edu. 

To unsub~ribe click here: http:/ilists.nnc.edu/u?i~48699857.65997791 b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&~T&l t?acult-/-- 
athletics-tbrum&o 32258120 

(It may be necessa~7 ~o cut and paste the above UILL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32258120-48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9(~]istserv.unc.edu 

You are cnrrently subscribed to faculty--atNetics- forum as: dstro~unc.edn, 



To nnsub~ribe click here: http:i/lists.nnc.edwu?id~8699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742~2763d6&n T&l facnlty--athlet~cs- 

~rum&o 32258155 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and pas~te the above UI~L if the line is b~oken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32258155-48699886.7678768854671bebe23d57742a2763d6(~listse~.unc.edu 

Yon are currently subscribed to faeul~--athlelics- forum as: welee~em~l.unc.edu, 

To unsubscribe clickhere: htlp:#lists.unc.ed~u?id 55814421 .ec0061e393d0~272e~3~8abld658656&n T&I faculty--athletics- 

forum&o 32258416 

(It may be necessary to cnt and pas~te the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32258416-55814421 .ec0061e393d0£272ea3fe8abld658656~listse~-v.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherryl Kleinman < ~(}nc.rr.com> 

Sunday, October 7, 2012 11: 56 AM 

The progt:ac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] UNC-Pembroke’s Fac. Senate resolution re: Advisor Comm. 

UNCPFacultySenateResolution.docx; Attached Message Part 

Hi Sherryl, 

The resolution is on the Senate website under 10/3 agenda, but it was slightly amended at the meeting. I attached the final version. 

sc 

Susan M. Cannata, PhD. 

Faculty Senate Chair 

Professor of English 

Department of English andTheatre 

University of North Carolina at Pembroke 

Pembroke, NC 28372 

910/521-6806 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

proglhc as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.e&¢’>dstro@unc.edu~a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

ema~l to <a h~e~"m~lto:leave-32259885- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32259885- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<)’a> 



UNCP Faculty Senate Resolution to President Tom Ross and the UNC Board of Governors 
Passed unanimously on October 3, 2012 

\VHEREAS The UNC system is initiating a strategic planning process for 2013-18 to set current and 
future priorities, resource planning and allocation, program planning, review and refinement of academic 
missions reflecting the University’s deep commitment m help North Carolina respond to changing state 
needs and economic challenges, and 

\VHEREAS the UNC Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions fails to give fair and equal 
representation and participation by faculty and administration of the University’s only historically Native 
American university, and 

\VHEREAS the Advisory Committee fails to give fair and equal representation and participation by 
faculty and administration of smaller UNC campuses; 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that, the Faculty of the UniversiW of North Carolina fully endorses the 
Resolution on the UNC Strategic Plan passed by the UNC Faculty Assembly on September 21, 2012, and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that, in order to define and support measures that advance the quality of 
the entire University system, the Faculty of the University of North Carolina at Pembroke request that the 
membership of the UNC Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions be expanded to include both 
faculty and administrative representation from this university specifically and from other smaller UNC 
campuses, including Historically Minority-serving Institutions. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She,ll Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Sunday, October 7, 2012 12:11 PM 

The progtZac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[proglhc] Meeting tomorrow (MONDAY) at noon re: BOG advisor" pm~el 

Hey, everyone: 

Last Monday, about 20 faculty, students, and staff met to discuss ideas re: the infamous panel. 

Please consider joining us (between noon and 1:30--if you can’t be there the whole time, that’s fine) in Campus Y, rm. 207-208 

The meeting was an energizing experience[ 

Best, Sherryl 

<li~ -- You are cunently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progihc as: <a href "mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJl to <a hre~"mmlto:leave-32259908- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32259908- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edtr~ 

Sunday, 2:21 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-t~cul~] Fwd: Another Way of Learning (AWOL)Application 

FYI... 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @live. unc.edtr> 

Date: 1:36:14 PM EDT 

To: Undisclo~d recipients:; 

Subject: Another Way of Learning (AVVOL) Application 

Dear Depa(tment Administrators, 

I am writing on behalf of the Academic Aft’airs Colnmittee of the Student Government regarding an opportuni~ for professors in your depaxtment to 
extend learning beyond the classroom. It would be greatly appreciated if you conld forward this information to professors in your departmant. 

This year, funds are available through the Another Way of Learning (AWOL) program for professors and adminis~trators to host academically-enriching 

events of their design. Each month, nntil the end of the year, proposals will be approved by members of the Academic Affairs Committee to receive 
funding with those not selected remaining eligible for approval in tbllowing months. Each project will be allotted about a $100 stipend per professor (with 

a maximum of two professors) tbr tl~e hosting of an event of his or her choice. The~ events do not need to directly relate to a specific class or subject but 

are intended to involve students and thculty in an intellectually-stimulating and engaging environment (wifl~ a maximum ratio of twenty students per 

professor). 

For ~nore information and to access the application, please follow this li~. 

Please do not hesitate to contact ~ne with any questions or concerns at 

Regards, 

You are currently sub~ribed to exss-lhculty a~s: dstroman(a)email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http://lists.unc.edw’u?id 55567102.4537814cd668f957eTeed9dd3adc4e5d&n T&I exss-facults~&o 32260072 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32260072-55567102.4537814cd668PO57e7eed9dd3adc4e5d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Draft Sur~Tey Slide - Can you call once you get it? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

I will not be at NASSS this year but please know I am always with all of you in spirit. The family dinner is always great. K. Harrison 

C. Keith Harrison <ldmrrison@bus.uc£edu> 

Sunday, October 7, 2012 4:28 PM 

Akila~h Carter Francique <arcarte@hlkn.tamn.edu> 

Albert Bimper <abimpe@mail.utexas.edu>; A-hart2@wiu.edn; Billy Hawkins <bhawk@uga.edu>; Culp, Bria]~ O <bricul~iupui.edu~; 

Charles L. Crowley (crowley@caln.edu); CorbetL Doris <dcorbett@Howard.edu>; (constance.carter@cobbkl2.org); Cornell Foo 

~ya]~oo.coln>; Courtney Snell-Flowers (cflower@westga.edu); Darien Kelly (darren.kelly@ma~l.utexas.edu); Da~ren Kelly 

(darren.kelly@aus~in.utexas.edu); Strolnan, Deborah L <~tstro@unc.edu>; Demetrius Pearson (dpearson@uh.edu); Polite, Fritz G 

<fpolite@utk.edu>; Oinikachi Nwosu <nwosug@unlv.nevada.edu>; (hncd@illinois.edu); Cavil, Jafus <caviljk@TSU.EDU>; Jasmine 

Hamilton ~hami23@tigers.lsu.edu>; John N. Singer <singerjn@hlkn.tamu.edu~; Joseph Nehemiah Cooper <joeycoop@nga.edu~; 

JOYCE OLUSHOLA <             ~gmail.com~; Chaplin, Kenneth Sean <kchap@neo.tamu.edu>; Ketra Armstrong 

(karmstr2@csulb.edu); Hylton, Kevin <K.Hylton@leedsmet.ac.nk>; (leonardmoore@mafil.utexas.edu); Louis Harrison, Jr. 

<lh~rrison@mail.utexas.edu>; Malia Lawrence <slawrence@apu.edu~; Michelle Tonson (MTouson@unm.edu); Othello Harris 

[hamiso@muohio.edu]; May, Reuben A <nnay@neo.tamu.edu>; Roy McCree <Roy.McCree@sta.uwi.edu>; Sailes, Gary A. 

[g~iles@indiana.edu]; Johnson, Wardell <Wa]~dell.John~@EKU.EDU>; Gill, Emmetl <egilll @NCCU.EDU> 

RE: NASSS - Family Dinner 

From: Akilah Carter Francique [arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu] 

Sent: Friday, October 05, 2012 12:44 PM 
Cc: Albert Bimper; A-hart2@wiu.edu; Billy Hawkins; Culp, Brian O; C. Keith Harrison; Charles L. Crowley (crowley@calu.edu); Corbett, Doris; 
(constance.carter@cobbk12.org); Cornell Foo; Courtney Snell-Flowers (cflowers@westga.edu); Darren Kelly (darren.kelly@mail.utexas.edu); Darren Kelly 
(darren.kelly@austin.utexas.edu); Deborah Stroman (dstroman@email.unc.edu); Demetrius Pearson (dpearson@uh.edu); Polite, Fritz G; Ginikachi Nwosu; 0mcd@illinois.edu); 
Cavil, Jafus; Jasmine Hamilton; John N. Singer; Joseph Nehemiah Cooper; JOYCE OLUSHOLA; Chaplin, Kenneth Scan; Ketra Armstrong (karmstr2@csulb.edu); Hylton, Kevin; 
(leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu); Louis Harrison, Jr.; Malia Lawrence; Michelle Touson (MTouson@unm.edu); Othello Harris [harriso@muohio.edu]; May, Reuben A; Roy 
McCree; Sailes, Gary A. [gsailes@indiana.edu]; Johnson, Wardell; Gill, Emmett 
Subject: NASSS - Family Dinner 

Greetings NASSS Family, 

In preparing for the upcoming NASSS conference in [~ EW 0t~ I.EAN ~; and our annual family dinner, Dr. Polite asked me to inquire: 

a) if you will be present at NASSS, b) if you plan to attend family dinner, and c) when you (ond your students) will arrive. This 

information will help us determine the day/date and approximate number of people when making reservations. 

Thank you all and hope to see you in ~.,, for some gumbo, 

Akilah R. CarteroFrancique, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor in Sport Management 
Department of HeNth and K~nes~ology [ Texas A&N Umversi~" 
4243 TANU ] College Station, Tex~s 77843 
~I~{#_Dg_[~[#~_bJ_~D_~_~#_&~#. ~ 979.458.39~1 office number ~ 979.862.3682 fax number 
~ ~, .::~i~.~ ~’,~ ~,~ ...... 

I]~R~[!~]_~£~:_££g" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collovedo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 7, 2012 9:56 PM 

discussion <thculty--athletics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [lhcul .ty--athlefics-tbrum] about our listserv 

Hi Jay and other members of this list, 
I find it encouraging that this list is up and running and there is the making of a dialog. I have recently spoken up at the faculty conncil and I have followed up sending an email to Jan (I 
have pasted that below). The response I got from Jan promised a follow up communication and indicated that some ~vider discussion was planned. Debby’s message to this list indicates a 
lot is already going on. I have to say I still tEel in the dark about where, when and how one can be heard on this issue. 

After I spoke at the special faculty council meeting to support the chancellor, two faculty members came tap to talk to me and they both indicated that there ~vas a lot I did not know and that 
there was a lot alrea@ going on to address athletic problems They implied that one had to earn the right to speak up about sports and its effects on students and our campus. Well, sure, 
we owe it those who have been tackling these problems to hear them out and become as reformed as possible. But athletic expertise, or more to the point, athletic administrative expertise 
should not be a qualil~ing condition to speak on behalf of students and teaching Clearly on this campus, one of the challenges is to bring as many instructors as possible into this 
discussion. Another ~vill be to create a spirit of openness. 
Best, 
Rudi 
Dear Jan, 
I am writing to tbllow up on my comments at the special faculty meeting and nay concern that the faculty is not facing up to the deeper problems that the growth of the sports enterprise pose 
to the university. 
I think this campus needs a broader discussion about the appropriate limits on the UNC sports franchise. The regular expansion of the ACC is worrying The demands on the athletes 
increase along with the escalation of the salaries of coaches and administrators. The athletics department is adept at pushing the full set of commitments on the "athlete" side of the 
"student-athlete" label: why isn’t there a stronger defense of the "student" side by their teachers? I think the goal of the discussion is not to come up with yet more policies about tutoring 
or managing sports-class conflicts or oversight of academic eligibility, but to affirm the guiding principles that should orient strategic decisions about athletics~imilar to the way the 
Belmont report guides human subjects policy and regulation. Perhaps such principles aheady exist and the discussion can reaffirm them explain what has put them at risk and make clear 
what further threatens them 
’]7he public scandals that we have had over the past couple of have sports as a common theme; they have made it look as if the university its classes, its fundraisers, even its emergency 
medical flights-- are here to serve a privileged world of sports. The faculty has admirably spoken up in defense of the chancellor. I think we need to now speak to the problems that drove 
him out. 
Best, 
R~di 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Snnday, October 07, 2012 12:44 PM 
To: discussion 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] about our listserv 

I’m about to turn to a stack of bluebooks, but before I do so I wanted 
to respond to Debby’s passionate email from yesterday. I apologize to 
Debby (and others) for my own contributions to "negativity." These are 
big and emotional issues, and overstatements will sometimes happen. But 
it seems to me that one of the potentially useful things about this 
listsep~--which has subscribers of both the "pro-athletics" and 
"athletics skeptics" persuasion, to use very broad terms--is that we 
have the chance to engage in mutually enlightening argument from time to 
time IfI or ochers con~nunicate a basic misunderstanding of an issue, 
I’d like to invite others to correct me/us[ I’m not averse to argument 
and I am definitely not averse to learning. One of tW chief grievances 
for two years running has been that the university has resisted opening 
up the can of ~vorms that is "big time sport" and has insisted, through 
deed and ~vord, that our problems are limited, localized, and temporal~. 
Big discussions, crafted for a purpose, therefore seenr unnecessary to 
the university leaders who are handling the "problem." If our leaders 
won’t do it, can’t we, at least, do it in our tiny corner of the ether? 

As for the specific charge about apathy, I also want to point out that I 
have had repeated and extensive one-on-one conversations ~vith the 
univ-ersity’s "leaders" over the past two years (I’ll give detailed blow 
by blows of each of my seven conversations for anyone who’s 
interested-for some of thenr I even have docunrentation), and I have been 
consistently disappointed by the results. They listen politely, to be 
sure, but they have repeatedly passed the buck, nrade vague promises, 
or--even worse-have shown a shocking inability or unwillingness to 
grasp the large issues at stake. Jan and the Faculty Executive 
Comnrittee stand out as the exceptions to this rule because of their 
actions this past surrmrer. But with their exception, I make absolutely 
no apologies for impugning the leadership of the nniversity. And I’m 
talking about nrany people. If any of you are wondering about the reasons 
for the depth ofnry own anger and frustration, this would be a good 
place to start. 

Finally, on the news reports and bad press, here’s where I stand: given 
all the incriminating information that has come to light in the past 14 
months, the pressure should not be on critics like meAas to be always 
fair-minded and generous Rather, the pressure should be on the 
athletics program(s) to prove that our suspicions are exaggerated or 
untbnnded The ball is in their court. It’s been sitting there for a 
long time. They can prove that the N&O has distorted reality? They can 
prove that they communicate to athletes that they must be students 
first? They can prove that they don’t game the system to keep star 
revenue-sport athletes eligible? The?- can prove that academic 
counselors act independently of the wishes of coaches and AD’s? Then 
why on God’s green earth haven’t they done so? Do they think we’re not 
interested? Here’s what I say. As soon as the?’ allay all of my silly 



suspicions, I promise to pack it in and to give French history my 
undivided attention again. -Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: collored@email unc edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ht~p://listsuncedu/u?id 56378608.d5e258f994f240dc7b76849651e6e185&n T&[ facu[t~/--athletics-forum&o 32259943 or send a blank email to leave-32259943- 
56378608.d5e258f994[240dcTb76849651 e6e 185@listserv.unc.edu. 
-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscr}be 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&[ :[’acult¥--athletics-forum&o 32260828. or send a blank email to leave-32260828- 

48699886.7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6@listserv.unc.edu. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:22 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

l~xent Marketing paper 

sports mmketing anaJysis.doc 

Dr. Stroman, 

Here is my Event Marketing paper. I am sorp/for the delay once again, it wont happen again. I finished my "Dreams worksheet and I hope we can meet tomorrow after class. 

See you tomorrow, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 6:31 AM 

Ernesfine Taylor <        @triad.rr.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: For Earnestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 

Earnestine, 

T think you are saying that the list of times you are available to talk with Debby and me has been changed to 

Oct. 23, 9-2 

Oct. 24, 2-5 

Oct. 26 2-5 (From Oct. 25, 2-5) 

is that correct? 

Thanks, David 

From: Ernestine Taylor        @triad.rr.com] 
Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2022 9:08 PM 

To: Kiel, David 
Subject: RE: For Earnestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 

David 

Hope you had a fun and relaxing weekend. 

David my c~lendar l’u~s changed - what else is new - i w~H be at Center for C~eal:~ve [.eadersb~p a~l day on Oct.:)ber 25 We need to remove this date as an o~tion I 

am avai~abk~ from 2:00 - 5:00 on October 2(~, Hopefu~lV th~s does not cause too much o~ a ~)roblem. With a~ of our schedules so busy, ~: wouM be he~pK~ ~f you 

couk~ let me know by Wednesday, the $0u~ wNch dateiL~me will work for you and Deborah. 

Talk with you soon. 

F~m~ Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email,unc,edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, October 02, 2012 1:58 PM 

To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
~triad,rr,com 

Subje~t~ RE: For Earnestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 
Impo~ance: High 

Dear Deborah, 

I had a very good conversation with Earnestine Taylor today describing the project and possibilities. She wants to explore working with us and we agreed the following: 

2) We would have a three way conversation (You, me, and her). In this conversation you would discuss the interests and needs of the Caucus and she would suggest ideas. 
(no charge) 

2) Earnestine would send us a cost proposal based a scope of work you two decide, including a preliminary focus group in Chapel Hill, and a half day workshop. 

3) We would work here to find funding. (CFE will likely contribute.) 

4) Assuming this goes well, we would schedule a luncheon meeting (focus group) with a cross-section of individuals to narrow down and focus on the key issues and interests 
to be covered in a half day workshop and perhaps subsequent programs. 

5) We would hold the workshop, evaluate and then take any folllow-up steps that were warranted. 

Earnestine suggested the following time blocks in which she could talk for one hour. I have a free conference line we can use. 

Oct. 23, 9-2 
Oct. 24, 2-5 
Oct. 25 2-5 

As luck would have it, I am also free during these times, w/~..,,[: ~,(,rk~ ~{~,~ y~>~? We need one hour. 

Please get back to me ASAP, because Earnestine is engaged in a coaching project and she 26 has coaching interviews she needs to schedule this month as well, so these 
hours may fill up. 

Thanks, David 

David Kiel, Dr. P,H. 

Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Faculty Excellence 

308 Wilson Library 

UNC Chapel Hill (9~_9-962-9972) 

http:/icfe.unc.edu!aboutikiel.html 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Demetriou, Cynthia <cyndem@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 10:02 AM 

Barker, Marco J <barker@unc.edu>; Powell, Candice Sheilds Fleming <candicef@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Li, Anna <lianna@unc.edu>; Mann, April Selena 
<asmann@email.unc.edu>; Egbert, Rebecca A <regbert@admissions.unc.edu>; Clark, Fred M <fred_clark@unc.edu>; Highland, 
Michael <michael_highland@unc.edu>; Patterson, Tony <Tony_Patterson@unc.edu>; Jackson Jr, Curtis 
<cjjunior@email.unc.edu>; Kryder, Kate Elizabeth Ann <kryder@email.unc.edu>; Hunter, Erik <erikh@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, 
Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Cuadros, Paul F <cuadros@email.unc.edu>; Clayton, Taffye Benson <taffye@unc.edu>; Wilson, Aria 
K <adaw@email.unc.edu>; Perez, Josmell <josmell@email.unc.edu>; Eaker-Rich, Deborah J <eakerric@email.unc.edu>; 
McDiarmid, Bill <bmcd@email.unc.edu>; GrawOzburn, Kara Allison <kara@unc.edu>; Academic Advising Full-Time Advisors 
Listserv <advisingfulltime@listserv.unc.ed u> 

FW: Grad Prep Academy 

Please share the information below Black male juniors, 

Thanks, Cynthia 

From: SHAUN R HARPER [sharper2@upenn.edu] 

Sent= Monday, October 01, 2022 20:57 AM 
Subject= Grad Prep Academy 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

Greetings from Penn! Applications are now being accepted for our third cohort of Grad Prep Academy scholars. We aim to identify 10 Black ma le 
undergraduates WHO ARE PRESENTLY IN THEIR JUNIOR YEAR for participation. The Academy prepares Black men for admission to graduate programs IN 
THE FIELD OF EDUCATION. Here is the link to a recent report about the project: https://www.gse.upenn.edu/equity/gradprepreport 

Please forward this link to Black male juniors on your campus: https://www.~;se.upenn.edu/equityicontent/Rrad-prep-academy-apply. Also, feel free to 
share this announcement with others in your network. All application materials must be submitted via the website by November 5, 2012. Again, the 
Academy is only for Black men who are presently in their junior year and will graduate with bachelor’s degrees in Spring 2014. All inquiries should be sent 

to 8radprep@sse.upenn.edu. 

Many thanks, 

Prof. Shaun R. Harper, Ph.D. 

Director, Center for the Study of Race & Equity in Education 

Co-Director, Grad Prep Academy Project 

University of Pennsylvania 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 10:29 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

lack of diversi ty on chancellor ~avch 

hi, debby: 

with all the attention i’ve been giving to the Big Panel, i haven’t focused as much on the chancellor comm. (though it came up last monday 
at the mtg. of fac., staff, students), the two COl~maittees are li,~ked, of course. 

any chance that the car. black caucus and awfp would write a letter about that to the press? If they’ve written Ross, then it doesn’t exist-- 
i.e., it’s not really out there, or maybe a letter about the make-up of both panels/co,ranittees? I could (or you could) ask PFN to sign it as 
well, or any other group, anyway, an idea. It could go to N&O or DTH. 

see you soon! 
S. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman < ~(}nc.rr.com> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 10:34 AM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[proglhc] N&O: "UNC opens search tbr chancellor" 

Notice the composition (in a varie~7 of dm~ensions) of this committee: 

http ~ //ww~.ne ws~bser~ er. c~m&~ l 2/ ~ ~/~7 /2 3 97 86~/unc-ch-~pens-search-f~r-its-next.htm~ 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

-~’ul > 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe send a blank <b~> 

email to <a href "malto:leave- 32263182- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave- 32263182- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman -~ @nc.rr.com> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 10:37 AM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[progti~c] DTH on Chancellor search 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe send a blank <b~> 

email to <a href "malto:leave- 32263199- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave- 32263199- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 11:51 AM 

discussion <tSculty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [liicul~--athlelics-fbrum] about our listserv 

Thanks Jan. 

Jan wrote " Rather than categorizing, why don’t we start by finding our con~mon grounds and building tap, rather than dividing tap and then tlTing to come together" I suggested this action 
at my first folqam meeting, we need to know where people stand on positions. And those positions need to be shared with other formal channels on this campus No silo philosophy in 
effect. 

I remember reading an email suggestion that I should use this forum to inform others since I am a member of the EXSS Sport Administration faculty.., that is the veQz mission of the faculty 
athletics committee (Part II of the mission: (b) The con~mittee is concerned ;vith INFOPd~IlNG the FACULTY and advising the chancellor on any- aspect of athletics, including, but not limited 
to, the academic experience ofvarsitT athletes, athletic opportunities for members of the University community, and the general conduct and operation of the University’s athletic program.) 

Kudos to Richard (and others) for his effort. However, the administration and management of sport is an academic discipline Let’s be realistic. One can’t teach Biology, English, the War of 
1812, Civil Rights or even a sub-discipline through a listselw. Can issues be raised and information disseminated? Yes, but that in itself lends itself to the issues we are currently facing 
regarding communication and understanding of intention, actions, and policy. We all lcaow the limitations of email-based communication. 

I encourage your attendance at the next Faculty Athletics Committee on tomorrow, Tuesday, at 4:30 p.m. South Building (105). Perhaps, if this committee doesn’t satisfy your/our needs, 
there needs to be a proposal set forth to reform such or create another formal be@. ??? 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Boxill, Jan [mailto:IMBOXILL(a)emailunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 12:19 ~M\~I 
To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] abont our listserv 

Hi All, 
This has been a very intense and interesting exchange 

I did respond to Rudi a while back; there have been some discussions going on in various venue. I know a recent one that was advertised to this group, sponsored by the Black Caucus and 
B lack Students Movement. It featured a panel of faculty, students, and staff and candidly addressed some of the concerns we have. The Athletic Director attended; he appreciated hearing 
the different voices. There is an upcoming Knight Commission discussion. I don’t have the details right no*v, but the DTH will have them. 

Also keep in mind Chat anyone can attend the Faculty Athletic Cowanittee; and *ve specifically le:[’t time :[’or open discussion at this past Faculty Council meeting [’or anyone to speak about 
whatever they had in mind. [Rudi specifically asked me to do this] No one spoke up! . Given that the Chancellor, Prow~st, many Deans, and the Athletic Director were all present, [and they 
come regularly] this would have been a gnnd opportunity’ to share concerns. We had many faculty attending who had earlier spoken up about the resolutions that were put forth, especially 
on the Strategic Planning Committee and faculty input, and also on male minority retention. 

One thought I have is to wait to hear frora the Governor Martin report and then once the Hunter Raxvlings cormnittee is set, to have an open forum with a panel of i:acul~, students, and 
administrators. One thing as I read all the comments is that we need to keep in mind that the athletes are as diverse as our student be@, and we are talking about real people, many of xvhom 
work vein hard both on their academics and their sport. Lumping all 800+ athletes together does a disservice. Many of us likely have athletes in our classes, and given the atmosphere on 
campus, do not want to be identified. 

I thoroughly agree with Rudi, and I also echoed at the Faculty Council meeting--we came together in defense of the Chancellor, xve now need to address the problenrs that brought him 
down. He is ready to assist us. We need to operate from facts and knoxvledge, not sinrply front perceptions and news stories. I stand tea@ to assist as well. 

One last corrmrent for tonight: I agree with Andy, that categorizing people into pro-athletics and skeptics doesn’t fit eveiTone. Rather than categorizing, why don’t we start by finding our 
coromon grounds and building up, rather than dividing up and then trying to conre together. Interestingly I just had a conversation with one ofnry brothers [who I seldonr see] and we are 
polar opposites when it comes to politics, but we xvere agreeing that there are lots of things xvrong with our goverm’nent. His solution was to disnrantle and "et’s stwart over." My 
recormnendation was that we be realistic and be ready to take a serious and objective look at the causes, systemic or otherwise, and not just assume our perspectives are the right ones. We 
need these to work frol~L but we nmst be willing to listen to the other-for us [my brother & rrm] this was a major step!! ! So perhaps there is hope that we can solve the issue that may not 
satisfy everyone--no policy will--but at least agree to a solution that will retain the cormnon grounds that we all wanted to support. 

Thanks all--it’s late but hope there’s not too many ~pos or gran~’natical mistakes[ 

Jan 

Front: Colloredo-_Mansfeld, RudoK J [collored@email.unc. edu] 
Sent: Sunday-, October 07, 2012 9:56 PM 
To: discussion 
Sul~iect: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] about our listserv 

Hi Jay and other members of this list, 
I find it encouraging that this list is up and running and there is the making of a dialog. I have recently spoken up at the faculty council and I have followed up sending an email to Jan (I 
have pasted that below) The response I got from Jan promised a follow up cormnm~icatinn and indicated that some wider discussion was planned. Debby’s message to this list indicates a 
lot is already going on. I have to say I still feel in the dark abont where, when and how one can be heard on this issue 

After I spoke at the special faculty council meeting to support the chancellor, two faculty members came up to talk to me and they both indicated that there was a lot I did not kno~v and that 
there ~vas a lot already going on to address athletic problems. They implied that one had to earn the right to speak up about sports and its effects on students and our campus. Well, sure, 
we owe it those who have been tackling these problems to hear them out and become as informed as possible. But athletic expertise, or more to the point, athletic a&ninistrative expertise 
should not be a qualifying condition to speak on behalf of students and teaching. Clearly on this campus, one of the challenges is to bring as many instructors as possible into this 
discussion. Another will be to create a spirit of openness. 
Best, 



R~di 
Dear Jan, 
I am writing to follow up on my comments at the special faculty meeting and my concern that the faculty is not facing up to the deeper problems that the growth of the sports enterprise pose 
to the university. 
I think this campus needs a broader discussion about the appropriate limits on the UNC sports franchise. The regular expansion of the ACC is won2"ing The demands on the athletes 
increase along with the escalation of the salaries of coaches and administrators The athletics department is adept at pushing the full set of cotmnitments on the "athlete" side of the 
"student-athlete" label: why isn’t there a stronger de:tense of the "student" side by their teachers? I think the goal of the discussion is not to come up with yet more policies about tutoring 
or managing sports-class conflicts or oversight of academic eligibility, but to al!firm the guiding principles that should orient strategic decisions about athletics-similar to the way the 
Belmont report guides human subjects policy and regulation. Perhaps such principles ahea@ exist and the discussion can reaffirm them explain what has put them at risk-and make clear 
what further threatens them. 
The public scandals that we have had over the past couple of have sports as a cormnon theme; they- have made it look as if the university-its classes, its fandraisers, even its emergency 
medical flights-- are here to setwe a privileged world of sports. The faculty- has admirably spoken up in defense of the chancellor. I thitf~ we need to now speak to the problems that drove 
him out. 

Best, 
Rudi 

From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@cmaihanc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2012 12:44 PM 
To: discussion 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] about our listsetw 

I’m about to turn to a stack of bluebooks, but before I do so I wanted to respond to Debby’s passionate email from yesterday. I apologize to Debby (and others) for my- own contributions to 
"negativity." These are big and emotional issues, and overstatements will sometimes happen. But it seems to me that one of the potentially useful things about this listserv--which has 
subscribers of both the "pro-athletics" and "athletics skeptics" persuasion, to use vely broad terms--is that we have the chance to engage in mutually enlightening argun~ent from time to 
time. If I or others communicate a basic misunderstanding of an issue, I’d like to invite others to correct me/us! I’m not averse to argument and I am definitely not averse to learning. One of 
my chief grievances for two years running has been that the university has resisted opening up the can of worms that is "big time sport" and has insisted, through deed and word, that our 
problems are limited, localized, and temporary. 
Big discussions, crafted for a purpose, therefore seem utmecessaly to the tmiversity leaders who are handling the "problem." If our leaders won’t do it, can’t we, at least, do it in our tiny 
corner of the ether’.’ 

As for the specific charge about apathy, I also want to point out that I have had repeated and extensive one-on-one conversations with the university’s "leaders" over the past two years (I’ll 
give detailed blow by blows of each of my seven conversations for anyone who’s interested--for some of them I even have docmnentation), and I have been consistently disappointed by 
the results. They listen politely, to be sure, but they have repeatedly passed the buck, made vague promises, or--even worse--have shown a shocking inability or unwillingness to grasp the 
large issues at stake. Jan and the Faculty Executive Committee stand out as the exceptions to this role because of their actions this past summer. But ~vith their exception, I make absolutely 
no apologies for impugning the leadership of the university. And I’m talking about many people If any of you are wondering about the reasons for the depth of my own anger and 
frustration, this would be a good place to start. 

Finally, on the news reports and bad press, here’s where I stand: given all the incriminating inibrmation that has come to light in the past 14 months, the pressure should not be on critics like 
me/us to be always fair-minded and generous Rather, the pressure should be on the athletics program(s) to prove that our suspicions are exaggerated or unibunded The ball is in their 
court It’s been sitting there for a long time. They can prove that the N&O has distorted reality? They can prove that they communicate to athletes that they must be students first? The?’ can 
prove that they don’t game the system to keep star revenue-sport athletes eligible? They can prove that academic counselors act independently of the wishes of coaches and AD’s? Then 
why on God’s green earth haven’t they done so? Do they think we’re not interested? Here’s what I say. As soon as they allay all of my sill?- suspicions, I promise to pack it in and to give 
French history my undivided attention again -Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: collored@emaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http://lists unc.edu/u? 
id 56378608.d5e258g)941240dc7b76849651e6e185&n T&l~’acultv--athletics-fomm&o 32259943 or send a blank email to leave-32259943- 
56378608.d5e2581~)941240dc7b76849651 e6e 185@listserv.u~c.edu. 
-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jmboxill@email uric edu To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.va~cedu/u? 
id~8699895.743a27fe2ca6a6720a4d40981ef5b593&n T&I facultv--athletics-ibmm&o 32260828. or send a blank email to leave-32260828- 

48699895.743a27fe2ca6a6720a4d49981 ef5b593 @listser~ u~c .edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc edu/u? 
id 48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&I thcultv--athletics-forum&o 32261499 or send a blank email to leave-32261409- 

48699886 7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6@listserv.unc edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&I faculW--athletics-forum&o 32263851. or send a blank email to leave-32263851- 

48699886.7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Stadmm Tour Today 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just spoke with Mr Spurling about the stadium tour today and he said we should reschedule it because of the weather I relayed this info to 
wanted to make sure club members had enough notice that the event was cancelled for today. 

Let me kno~v if you have any- questions! 

but I haven’t heard back yet. I just 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: dstro@unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 

To: 

Subject: 

12:59 PM 

The Club - Kenan Tour CANCEI,LED 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stmman 

Hi Heels. Unfom~nately, the weather has cramped our best intentions. 

Stay tuned tbr the new date tbr this incredible opportunity to tour one of the best stadiums in the country’! 

Remember, we have Mr. Steinbacher and Mr. Whitfield coming to vi sit with us thi s month. 

Stay dry’, 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to tl~s message 

click tNs link to access Messages for this site: Carolina Sport Business Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L ~:dstro@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:00 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@emaJl.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu-~; Soathall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu-~; StromaJ~, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; Turner, Robert W. 

<r~’~umer@emafil.unc.edu>; Weight, Eria~ne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu-~ 

I:W: The Club - Kenan Tour CANCELLED 

From: dstro@unc.edu lmailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,              12:59 PM 
Subject: The Club - Kenan Tour CANCELLED 
To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels. Unfortunately, the weather has cramped our bes~t intentions. 

Stay tuned for the new date for this incredible oppor’mnity to tour one of fl~e best stadiums in the country! 

Remember, we have Mr. Steinbacher and Mr. Whittield coming to visit with us this month. 

Stay dry., 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message 

click this link to access Messages for this site: Carolina S port Business Club. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaJl.com> 

Monday, 1:03 PM 

Sherryl Kleinman ~ ,~nc.rr.com>; Stroma~, Deborah L -~dstro@unc.edu> 

Faculty Statement at Press Conference Tomorrow! 

Great Ineeting today! Just wanted to follow up and ask if you all had any faculty in mind who might be able to speak at our press conference tomolrow at 2pm at the 

Old Well. Or if not if we could possible receive a statement to the effect of highlighting how faculty axe discontent with the lack of representation and input on the 

Adviso~ Committee. 

Last but not least--We are having a Student Power Assembly on the steps of Wilson Library, at 12pm on University, Day this Friday          maother great 

opIx~Vanity for faculty to speak to their concerns and involve students/build solidariu. Let me know if either of you would be able to/interested in speaking or if you 
think another thculty member would like to speaJ~ at the assembly on Friday. 

Thanks so much tbr your help! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’dstro@unc 

Monday, October 8, 2012 1:17 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li stscrv, unc .edu-~ 

RE:[exss-t~culty] Please Give! Help us reach 100%! 

Hi All. I know 1 am breaking all t~orn~s of EXSS email etiquette but I am imploring you to please consider giving to the Boys & Girls Club of Eastern Piedmont (Chapel 

[ didt~’t h~;v*-’_~ i~ BG(: hi my hometown, but we did have a comrmmH:y center. ~t made a MAJOR di[ference m my ]i[e becaus;e my Morn worked and f needed ~; 

and engaging place to go until she got home. ~ am on the BG{:: Chapel I-t~1I board a]id we ~;re trying [:o break ground ~r~ Now~m~ber for our cen[:er, Many do no[: know 

[hat we do have poverty here and chiMren need an option that has been Jested and proven effective over the years. Also, the wNting ~bt [:or the YMCA a[:terschoo~ 

program ~s in the IO00s. The BGC only costs ~" ~lO/yesr’ [:or a chil!! 

http://www.chape~hi~news~c~m/2~-:[/~6/~-/64723--b~s-and-gir~s-c~ub-kicks-~ff.htm~ 

ht[p://chapelboro.com/Boys-And-G~rls-Club- Kicks-O [f--Fundra~sing-SeasonilO040813 

Thanks for yot~r consh~erat~on 

Debby 

P.S. We are hosting ou~ second snnua~ "Dsndng with the Sts~s" gala event this April and ~[: you are up for beb~g a dancer, PLEASE ~et me know. ;) 

F~m~ Ba~aglini, Rebecca L [mailto:bba~@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, October 08, 2012 9:30 AN 

Te~ EXSS Facul~ List 
Subject~ [exss-facul~] Please Give[ Help us reach 100%[ 

Hello my fellow co-workers~ 

I hope that you each had a wonderful weekend, and you are gearing up for a great week~ We are now on week #2 (of 4) of the State Employees 

Combined Campaign. 

So far, we have had 11 people give (out of 57). If we continue at this pace, we will NOT reach our 100% pa~icipation goaH But never fear - I know we 

can do it~ Remember that all who donate to the Carolina Cares Carolina Shares campaign are eligible to win one of three terrific Trek bicycles~ 

Why wait? Just click here: GIVE NOW~ 

Thank you to those who have already given - and thank you to all for even considering~ 

Have a great week~ 

Becca 
Becca Ba~glini, N.A. 
Director, Lifetime Fitness! Physical Activities Program 
Depa~ment d Exercise and Spo~ Science 
Universi~ of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

215 B Woollen ~m, CB #8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

You are currently subscribed to exss-t~cnlty as: ds~roman@eraail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ._h__t_t_ p_ ] ,_/_!i_~ .t..s~..u..r.Lc.~..e..d...t~...u.~.i..d......5..~.6..7..~.~.~...2.~.4..5~.7...~.L4...c...d..(~..(,~.t.}L~2.e..7..e...e...d2.d.~.~.1~:.a..d.~.c..4...e.~@~E@L~g~i~.~!~z@~8~?~. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32262743-55567102.4537814cd668~q)57e7eed9dd3adc4e5d(~)listserv.unc~edu 

You are currently subscribed to exss-lhculty as: dstro(a) unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edtvu?id=:55567101.548a982f302~2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a&n=:T&l=exss-tSaculty&o=32264,406 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~Jl to 1~.e..a.5:.e~-~‘.3.~.2~.2.~.6~.4~.4~.~.6~:..5~.5~5.~.7.~.~(.!.!~:~4.~.~.~.9.~.8.~.~.~?~)~.~i~:5~.:u~.~s~u 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 8, 2012 2:49 PM 

discussion <thculty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [lhcul~--athlefics-tbrum] about our listserv 

Hi Jay I am not suggesting "regularly attend." There are many other ways to become engaged and share input on this matter Certainly, attending a few meetings during the year would help 
though 

Potver? That is a powerful word ;) Do you (and others) want to be decision-makers? Be in the limelight? Have your voice heard? Influence decisions? 

I have learned over the years that influence is gained through relationships Those relationships can’t be built and strengthened tl~rough emails I am cunfident that everyone on this listserv 
knows how- to build and maintain healthy relationships on this campus. 

Yes, there have been inaccuracies in the N&O that quite possibly, our official response could have addressed I am disappointed that we haven’t had a better media/PR strategy to offset 
public opinion that we are like those who "look away" from illega lities. 

Again, with all due respect, to ask anyone to monitor comments (accurate or inaccurate) on this listserv is unrealistic I have enough on nay plate just trying to Ii"~’OR1~ my sport 
administration students and the Caucus -- let alone another campus population 

thought my suggestion in my original email was clear and direct, l£not, let’s meet for a cup ofyonr favorite beverage and discuss. ;) 

debby 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:iagsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 2:13 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] about our listserv 

Debby--you make reasonable suggestmns, but it’s not realistic to expect that people will regularly attend Faculty Athletics Committee meetings (I, for one, teach until 4:45 and always have 
~ssues after class that keep me tied up until close to 5). And those of us who are not elected members--what power do we really have? What power *should* we have? I prefer to just be told 
when I’ve got something wrong. Or when a relevant bit of info could change my thinking about something. 

I’ve heard many times this past year that rm uniN2~rmed about x, y, or z. I wish someone would tell me what it is that I need to know. If rm not supposed to be believing, say, Dan Kane, it 
would be great to have someone instruct me about the error of his ways. If I’m not supposed to conclude that the UNC athletics scandal makes us look a whole lot like Auburn and Michigan 
and Minnesota and Ohio State and Memphis, and.., I’d like to be told why it’s so very, very different here. I know many people around UNC just detest the N&O But I can’t remember 
hearing anyone from UNC directly refuting the basic findings of Kane, Curliss, and company If they’re lying, shouldn’t we be suing them? 

Email is imperfect, true, but direct democracy is impractical. Face to face communication is extremely time consuming, and also sometimes inefficient. Even Athens eventually got tired of 
direct democracy! 
So.let me know what I’ve said that shows my ignorance! Really! -Jay 

On 10/8/12 11:50 AM, Stroman, Deborah L *vrote: 
> Thanks Jan. 
> 

> Jan wrote " Rather than categorizing, why don’t we start by :finding our common grounds and building up, rather than dividing up and then trying to come together." I suggested this 
action at my :first forum meeting., we need to know where people stand on posiuons And those positions need to be shared with other J2mnal channels on this campus. No silo philosophy 
in effect 
> 
> I remember reading an email suggestion that I should use this forum to 
> inform others since I ant a menrber of the EXSS Sport Adnrinistration 
> facul~.., that is the very mission of the facul~ athletics 
> conm~ittee. (Part II of the mission: (b) The committee is concerned 
> with INFORMING the FACkPLTY and advising the chancellor on an?" aspect 
> of athletics, including, but not limited to, the academic experience 
> of varsity athletes, athletic opportunities for nrenrbers of the 
> University communi~, and the general conduct and operation of the 
> University’s athletic program.) 
> 

> Kudos to Richard (and others) for his effort. However, the administration and management of sport is an academic discipline. Let’s be realistic. One can’t teach Biology, English, the War of 
1812, Civil Rights or even a sub-discipline through a listserv. Can issues be raised and irdormation disseminated? Yes, but that in itself lends itself to the issues we are currently- facing 
regarding corrmmnication and understanding of intention, actions, and policy. We all know the limitations of email-based conm~unication. 
> 

> I encourage your attendance at the next Facul~ Athletics Committee on tomorrow-, Tuesday, at 4:30 p.nr. South Building (105). Perhaps, if this committee doesn’t satisfy your/our needs, 
there needs to be a proposal set forth to reform such or create another fornral body. ??? 
> 

> Do Good. 
> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> "One woman can make a difference but 
> women working together can change the world." 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Boxill, Jan [mailto:~vIBOXILL@email unc edu] 
> Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 12:19 AM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: RE: [facul~z--athletics-forum] about our listserv 
> 

> Hi All, 
> This has been a very intense and interesting exchange. 
> 

> I did respond to Rudi a while back; there have been some discussions going on in various venue. I know a recent one that was advertised to this group, sponsored by the Black Caucus 



and Black Students Movement. It :Featured a panel of faculty, students, and staff and candidly addressed some of the concerns we have. ’]?he Athletic Director attended; he appreciated 
hearing the different voices. There is an upcoming Knight Commission discussion. I don’t have the details right now, but the DTH will have them 
> 

> Also keep in mind that anyone can attend the Faculty’ Athletic Committee; and we specifically left time for open discussion at this past Faculty Council meeting for anyone to speak about 
whatever they had in mind. [Rudi specifically asked me to do this] No one spoke up! . Given that the Chancellor, Prow~st, many Deans, and the Athletic Director were all present, [and they 
come regularly] this would have been a gund opportunity’ to share concerns. We had many faculty attending who had earlier spoken up about the resolutions that were put forth, especially 
on the Strategic Planning Committee and faculty input, and also on male minority retention. 
> 

> One thought ! have is to wait to hear from the Gnvernor Martin report and then once the Hunter Rawlings committee is set, to have an open fi~rum with a panel of faculty, students, and 
administrators. One thing as I read all the comnmnts is that we need to keep in mind that the athletes are as diverse as our student bo@, and we are talking about real people, many of ~vhom 
work vein hard both on their academics and their sport. Lumping all 800+ athletes together does a dissel~’ice. Many of us likely- have athletes in o~tr classes, and given the atmosphere on 
campus, do not ~vant to be identified. 
> 

> I thoroughly agree ~vith Rudi, and I also echoed at the Faculty Council meeting--we came together in defense of the Chancellor, we now need to address the problems that brought him 
down. He is ready to assist us. We need to operate from facts and kno~vledge, not simply from perceptions and news stories. I stand tea@ to assist as welh 
> 

> One last comment for tonight: I agree with Andy, that categorizing people into pro-athletics and skeptics doesn’t fit evelNone. Rather than categorizing, why don’t we start by finding our 
corcarmn grounds and building up, rather than dividing up and then trying to come together. Interestingly I just had a cunversation with one of my brothers [who I seldom see] and we are 
polar opposites when it comes to politics, but we ~vere agreeing that there are lots of things ~vrong with out govertwnent. His solution was to dismantle and "et’s stwart over." My 
recormnendation was that we be realistic and be ready to take a serious and objective look at the causes, systemic or otherwise, and not just assume our perspectives are the right ones. We 
need these to work from, but we must be willing to listen to the other--for us [my brother & rae] this was a major step!! ! So perhaps there is hope that we can solve the issue that may not 
satisfy everyone--no policy will--but at least agree to a solution that will retain the cormnon grounds that we all wanted to support. 
> 

> Thanks all--it’s late but hope there’s not too many typos or grarmnatical mistakes! 
> Jan 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J [collored@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2012 9:56 PM 
> To: discussion 
> Suhiect: RE: [faculty--athletics-forutn] about our listserv 
> 

> Hi Jay and other members of this list, I find it enco~traging that this 
> list is up and l~ilming and there is the making of a dialog. I have recently spoken up at the faculty council and I have followed up sending an email to Jan (I have pasted that below) The 
response I got from Jan promised a follow tip con~munication and indicated that some ;vider discussion was planned. Debby’s message to this list indicates a lot is already going on. I have 
to say I still feel in the dark about where, when and how one can be heard on this issue 
> 

> After I spoke at the special faculty council meeting to support the chancellor, two faculty members came up to talk to me and they both indicated that there ;vas a lot I did not know and 
that there was a lot already going on to address athletic problems. The?- implied that one had to earn the right to speak up about sports and its effects on students and our campus. Well, 
sure, we owe it those who have been tackling these problems to hear them out and become as informed as possible But athletic expertise, or more to the point, athletic administrative 
expertise should not be a qualifying condition to speak on behalf of students and teaching Clearly un this campus, une of the challenges is to bring as many instructors as possible into 
this discussion Another ;vill be to create a spirit of openness. 
> Best, 
> Rudi 
> Dear Jan, 
> I am writing to follow tip on my cormnents at the special faculty meeting and my concern that the faculty is not facing up to the deeper problems that the growth of the sports enterprise 
pose to the university. 
> I think this campus needs a broader discussion about the appropriate limits on the U~x,’C spolts franchise The regular expansion of the ACC is wor~ing The demands on the athletes 
increase along with the escalation of the salaries of coaches and a&ninistrators. The athletics department is adept at pushing the full set of conrmitments on the "athlete" side of the 
"student-athlete" label: why isn’t there a stronger defense of the "student" side by their teachers? I think the goal of the discussion is not to come up with yet more policies about tutoring 
or managing sports-class conflicts or oversigN of academic eligibility, but to affirm the guiding principles that should orient strategic decisions about athletics-similar to the ;vay the 
Behnont report guides human subjects policy and regulation Perhaps such principles already exist and the discussion can reaffirm them explain what has put them at risk-and make clear 
what further threatens them. 
> The public scandals that ;ve have had over the past couple of have sports as a conrmun theme; the?’ have made it look as if the university-its classes, its fundraisers, even its emergency 
medical flights-- are here to serve a privileged world of spolts The faculty has admirably spoken up in defense of the chancellor. I think we need to now speak to the problems that drove 
him out 

> Best, 
> Ru& 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email unc edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2012 12:44 PM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forutn] about our listserv 
> 

> I’m about to turn to a stack of bluebunks, but before I do so I wanted to respond to Debby’s passionate email from yesterday I apologiz~e to Debby (and others) for my own contributions 
to "negativity" These are big and emotional issues, and overstatements will sometimes happen But it seems to me that one of the potentially useful things about this listserv--which has 
subscribers of both the "pro-athletics" and "athletics skeptics" persuasmn, to use very broad terms--is that we have the chance to engage in mutually enlightening argument from time to 
time If I or others communicate a basic misunderstanding of an issue, I’d like to invite others to correct me/us[ I’m not averse to argument and I am definitely not averse to learning One of 
my chief grievances fi~r two years running has been that the university has resisted opening up the can of worms that is "big time sport" and has insisted, through deed and word, that our 
problems are limited, localized, and temporary. 
> Big discussions, cra~ed for a purpose, there:tore seem urmecessary to the university leaders who are handling the "problem." If our leaders won’t do it, can’t we, at least, do it in our tint’ 
corner of the ether? 
> 

> As for the specific charge about apathy, I also want to point out that I have had repeated and extensive one-on-one conversauons with the university’s "leaders" over the past two years 
(I’ll give detailed blow by blows of each of my seven conversations for anyone who’s interested--for some of them I even have documentation), and I have been consistently disappointed 
by the results. ~I1ney listen politely, to be sure, but they have repeatedly passed the buck, made vague promises, of-even worse--have shown a shocking inability or unwillingness to grasp 
the large issues at stake. Jan and the Faculty Executive Committee stand out as the exceptions to this rule because of their actions this past summer But with their exception, I make 
absolutely no apologies fi~r impugning the leadership of the university And I’m talking about many people. If any of you are wondering about the reasons for the depth of my own anger 
and :Frustration, this would be a good place to start. 
> 

> Finally, on the news reports and bad press, here’s where I stand: 
> given all the incriminating information that has come to light in the 
> past 14 months, the pressure should not be on critics like me&s to be 
> always fair-minded and generous. Rather, the pressure should be on 
> the athletics program(s) to prove that our suspicions are exaggerated 
> or unfounded. The ball is in their court. It’s been sitting there 
> for a long time. They can prove that the N&O has distolted reality? 
> They can prove that they communicate to athletes that they must be 



> students first’? They can prove that they don’t game the system to 
> keep star revenue-sport athletes eligible? They can prove that 
> academic counselors act independently of the wishes of coaches and 
> AD’s? Then why on God’s green earth haven’t they done so’? Do the?’ 
> think we’re not interested? Here’s what I say As soon as they allay 
> all of my silly suspicions, I promise to pack it in and to give French 
> history my undivided attention again. -Jay 
> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculb’--athletics-lk~rum as: collored@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id 56378608.d5e258f994f240dc7b7684965 le6e185&n T&l~’acul~’--athletics-fot~dm&o 32259943 or send a blank email to leave-32259943- 

56378608.d5e258fP94f240dc7b76849651 e6e 185@listscrv.~mc.edu. 
> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty---athletics-forum as: jmboxill@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.tmc.edu/u? 
id~48699895.743a27fc2ca6a6720a~140981cf5b593&n T&I i~acult~--athletics-fol~m~&o 32260828. or send a blank email to leave-32260828- 

48699895.743a27fe2ca6a6720a4d40981 ef5b593@listse1~.unc.edu. 
> 
> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to facul~--athletics-forum as: dstro@~mc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id~48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&I facult~--athletics-forura&o 32261409 or scnd a blank email to leave-32261409- 
48699886.7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6@listser~.unc.edu. 
> 
> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty---athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699857.65997791b4645638d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I facult~--athletics-fol~m~&o 32263851 or send a blank email to leave-32263851- 
48699857.65997791 b4b45638d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: httl~:i/lists.unc.edv.’u?id 48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&I facult~---athletics-folmn&o 32264997. or send a blat~k email to leave-32264997- 
48699886.7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6@listser~.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sikora, Dina <dsikora@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 8, 2012 5:26 PM 

Access to applicant materials on PeopleAdmin 

Search Committee Chair(s) and Members: 

To access the applicant materials, please go to https:!/unc.peopleadmin.com/hr See the note in the top of sign in box, if you have an ONYEN account click here to 

log in. Continue Iogin to PeopleAdmin with your ONYEN and password. 

On the Welcome page once you are logged in, hover over the "Postings" menu item (top of the page) and click on the correct position type: Permanent 

Instructional/Research/Executive (EPA NF) or Permanent Faculty. The posting(s) will be listed under Position Title. In the right column, hover over "Actions" and 

click on either "View Posting" or "View Applicants". You may click on any of the links to review the candidates’ documents or hover over the "Action" link and click 

on "View Application" to see their actual application, which includes supplemental questions. 

NI3! If you have multiple roles in PeopleAdmin, make sure that your role in the drop down menu (top right corner) is ’Search Committee Member’. If not, please 

select this role and click the refresh button to the right of the drop down menul =<i L 

Search Committee Chairs and Members must complete the Online Training Module before beginning the search process. The module can be accessed at 

http]/[www:unc.edu/depts/eooada[sct/index.htm or from the Equal Opportunity/ADA Office website by clicking Online Training. 

If you have any questions please contact me using the information below. 

Dina Sikora 

Documents Coordinator 

Equal Opportunity/ADA Office 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 East Franklin Street, Unit 110 

Campus Box 9160 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

dsikora @ernail.unc.edu 

Tel: 919-537-3405 

Fax: 919-962-2562 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~; 

Monday, October 8, 2012 5:38 PM 

Ronda Ragan@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Meeting ruth Joe 

Hi Ronda. Can you check Joe’s calendar the week of Oct. 29th for 45 mins.? We will be discussing a global health offering for minority college students from NC 

universities. I will bring a guest, Rick Copeland. 

Note: Wednesday, Oct. 31 after 10:30 a.m. is wide-open for me. 

debby 

Thanks. 

DeborM~ L, ~;~roman~ PhoDo CLU 

9~9,843,033~ 

"The best abifit , is availabilitF." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’dstro@unc.edu-’- 

Monday, 6:44 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: getting my degree 

I arn looking into your situation. Stay [uned, Thanks. 

women working together can cha~1ge tt~e world." 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 9:16 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: getting my degree 
Hello Dr. Stroman, 
My name is and I went to school at UNC in . I was on the team and was even in one of your classes. I was drafted last year to play 

baseball professionally, but I have yet to finish my schooling. I need to look at my worksheet in order to see what courses remain for me to graduate. I currently live in Atlanta, 
GA so depending on what courses remain, hopefully I can complete some online. I’ve been in contact with Sherry Salyer as well but she gave me your email. If you could 
respond with any helpful information I would be more than grateful.. Thanks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 8, 2012 6:59 PM 

Campbell, La~ <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra 

<sha~draj@email.unc.edu:~; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edu>; Robertson, 

Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu:~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fmaner on Diversity. 

d 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to,ear the wind." 

Description: Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 8, 2012 7:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cone, Judith (Ottice of the Chancellor) (j udith.cone@unc.edu); Napier, Mary E <mnapie@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Education Sta~rtups 

ilnage001 .j pg 

I hope these fit into our field of influence... 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institme of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Profes~r of Chemis~, at UNC 
William R. Keuau Jr. Distiuguished Professor of Chemiced Engineering at NC State University, mid of Chemistry at UNC 

http://wu~,.chem.unc.edu/peopleifacult~/desimone/ 

http:/i~v.keuanius~titute.unc.edu/ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

Follow me on Trotter 

On Oct 8, 2012, at 7:14 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Another area of interest and growth - 

http://w~a~.entrepreneur.conv’article/224565?cmn Dev&ctp Coxousel&cdt 15&cdn~24565 

d 

Deborah L. 5~ro~ Ph.D. 

~,ex~.unc,edu 

<image001 d Pg~ 

"The best ability is availability." 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wayne Lee <welee@emaih~nc.eduv 

Monday, October 8, 2012 9:18 PM 

discnssion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbmm@listserv.~mc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-tbmm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] the fight to talk about teaching 

Debbie, 
I believe slrongly that your statistics are misleading and even disingenuous. I don’t think that many of us are worried about the vasl majori~ of s~dent athletes (I 
regularly find olympic sport athletes to be among fl~e ve~’ best students). The really damaging aspects of the culture of exception exist for the money sports, and the 
percentages there would change dramatically. And even if it was .08%, the damage done was all out of proportion, no? 

Wayne E. Lee 
Professor of History 

Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

www. amazon, com/Wayne-E .--Lee/e/B0 %IKHPXKW/rei=ntt athr dp ~el i 

On 10/8/2012 6:00 PM, Stromam Deborah L wrote: 

Yes, PH!A5[ speal~ up... engagement: is SO 

~ w~sh we co@d have everyone on tMs I~stserv (and more faculty) show up and partidpate ~t facukv cound~ and FAC meetb~gs. We only have one 

sport adoJnist~at~on professor on the FAC commktee, so there certa~n~y ~sn’t a dooJnance of experts there. And as informed as she ~s -- she st~ll has 

he~ own perspective at that.. 

Do we need another formal university committee to address these issues ~f FAC ~s not the one? 

Addk~ona~ work~ Thaffs a great d~scuss~on question. 

Over 800 athletes ~n the system. ~ 200 newbies per year for 28 sports and ~ 15 speda~ admits per year across ALL sports. So we are LalMng about .08% of 

a~arm on our campus. Mercy. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, S~’oman, PLD. CL[] 

919,843.0336 

’One woman car~. make a differe~me 
women working together car~. chm~ge the world, 

F~m~ Jay Smith [mailto:jaysm~th@email.unc.edu] 

Sent~ Nonday, October 08, 2012 3:51 PN 

T~ dbcussbn 

Subjett~ Fwd: Re: [Ncu~N--athlet~cs-forum] the Hpht ~ ta~k about teachin9 

Meant tNs for the list... 

........ OfiginN Message ........ 

Subj~t:Re: [facNb’--atNefics- forum] the figN m talk a~ut teacNng 

Date:Mon, 08 Oct 2012 15:50:31 -0400 

From:Jay Smith qaysmifl<a)emml.unc.ad~: 

To:Collow&-Mansf~l& Rudolf J ":4olloredf~emml.unc.edu; 

Rudi--quick follow-up just to say, hear hear!           Every one of us, 
.s~’ztain]y evezy one of us in the College of Azts and Scieno~s, ca~ tell 

presence of athletes.            Sometimes it’s great, sure, but at other times we 
have additional work c<eated for us (must fill out these ~id-semester 
check-up forms), additional strains on our time (how do i cerrect: that 
sentence without rewriting it for him?), and unwanted change to the 
dynamics of classroo~’ interactions.            So yeah, we the faculty have a 
<ight to speak.           Not because we know what percentage of athletes are 
special admits o5 because we know how many tutors werk on subject X, but: 
because we are supposedly in charge of our own classrooms and the 
management of our relationships with our students.            No other 
qua] ifi cation is requized.           -Jay 

On 10/7/12 9:56 PH, Colloredo-Hansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

> Hi Jay and oth~’r members of this list:, 

> I find it encouraging that this list is up and running and there is themaking of a dialog, i have recently spoken 

> 

> Aftez I spoke at the special faculty council meeting t:o suggozt the charK:ellx, two faculty members came up to talk to 
> Best, 

> Rudi 

> Dear Jan, 

> I am wrJ t:ing t} foilew up on my comments at the special faculty meetingand my concezx %hat the faculty is 
> I think this campus needs a broader discussion about the appropriate limits on the UNC sports franchise. The regular exg 
ar what further threatens the"~’. 



> The public scandals that we have had over the past cnupie of have sports as a common theme; they have made it look as 

> Best, 

> 

> 

> From: Jay SmitP [jaysmith@email~unc.edu] 

> Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2012 12:44 PH 

> To; discussion 

> Subject: [2dculty--atPletics-fo~uHd about our iistserv 

> 

> I~m about to turn to a stack of bluebooks, but before i do so i wanted 

> to respond to Debby’s passionate email from yesterday, i a~ologize to 

> Debby (and others) for my own contributions to "negativity. " These are 

> big and emotional issues, and overstat@nents will sometimes happen. 

> it seems to me that one of the potentially useful things about this 

> listse~v--which has subscribers of ~oth the "pro-athletics" and 

> "athletics skeptics" persuasion, to use very broad terms--is that we 

> have the chance to engage in mutually enlightening argument from time to 

> time.           if I or others communicate a basic misunderstanding of an issue, 

> I’d like to invite others to correct me/us! I~m not averse to argument 

> and i am definitely not averse to learning. One of my chief grievances 

> for two years running has been that the university has resisted opening 

> up the can of worms that is "big time sport" and has insisted, through 

> deed and word, that our problems a~e limited, localized, and temporary. 

> Big discussions, crafted for a purpose, therefore seem unnecessary to 

> the university leaders who are handling the "p~eblem."           if our leaders 

> won’t do it, can’t we, at least, do it in our tiny come~ of the ether? 

> 

> As for the specific charge about apathy, I also want to ~oint out that I 

> have had repeated and extensive one-on-one conversations with the 

> university’s "leaders" over the past two years (I~11 give detailed blow 

> by blows of each of my seven conversations for anyone who’s 

> interested--for some of them I even have documentation), and i have been 

> consistently disappointed by the results.            They listen p~itely, to be 

> sure, but they have repeatedly passed the buck, made vague promises, 

> or--even worse--have shown a shocking inability or unwillingness to 

> grasp the large issues at stake.            Jan and the Faculty Executive 

> CoK~ittee stand out as the exceptions to this rule because of their 

> actions this past summer.           But with their exception, I make absolutely 

> no apologies for impugning the leadership of the university.           And I ~m 

> talking about many people. If any of you a~e wondering a~out the reasons 

> for the depth of my ewn anger and frustration, this would be a good 

> place to start. 

> 

> Fiscally, on the news ~eports and bad press, here’s where I stand: given 

> all the incriminating information that has come to light in the past 14 

> months, the pressure should not be on critics like me/us to be always 

> fair-minded and gener@is.           Rather, the pressure should be on the 

> athletics program(s) to prove that our suspicions are exaggerated or 

> unfounded. The ball is in their court. It’s been sitting there for a 

> long time. They can prove that the N&O has distorted reality? They can 

> prove that they communicate to athletes that they must be students 

> first? They can prove that they don’t game the system to keep s%ar 

> revenue-sport athletes eligible? They can prove that academic 

> counselors act independently of the wishes of coaches and AD’s? Then 

> why on God’s g~een earth haven’t they done so? Do they think we~e not 

> interested? Here’s what ~ say. As soon as they allay all of my silly 

> suspicions, i ~romise to pack it in and to give French history my 

> undivided attention again. -Jay 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: collored@emiil.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

>            click here: htlp~iiiists.unc.eduiu?id 56378608.dSe258f99,~f240dcTb768~9651e6ei85&n ~&i faculty--ithletics-forum&o 

> -- You are currently subscripted to faculty--athletics-forum as: ~aysmith@email.unc.edu. TO unsubscri~e 

> click here: http://iists.unc.e@u/u?il 48699857.6599779164645638d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&] faculty--athletics-forum&o 

> 

You ~xe currently subscribed to facul~--athlelics- forum as: ._c_~_~t_!2R@__u__r!_c__.__e__d_% 

(It may be necessm3~ to cut and pas~te the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32205449-48699886.Tb78%8854bT1 bebc23d57742a2763d6<iYlistserv.unc.edt~ 

You axe currently subscribed to thculty--athletics-thrum as: welee(a)email.unc,edu. 



(It may be necessary to cut mid paffte the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-32266238-55814421 .ec0061e393d0f272ea3fe8abld658656~listserv.tmc.edt~ 

You axe currently subscribed to l?acul~--athlefics-tbrum as: dstro(~unc,edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: !altp:i/lists.unc,edtr’u?id=48699886.Tb78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6&n=T&l=Iiacult~~--athlelics-t~)mm&o=32266724 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~fil to leave-32266724-48699886.7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742~u2763d6(~listser~,.nnc.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Campbell, La~ <lecaml~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 9:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhmnmetV~:email.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra 
<sha~draj@email.unc.edtr~; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edu>; Robertson, 

Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@ unc.edu> 

ILE: Fainter on Diversity 

Great ardde. Thanks [:or sharing. I am from Virginia and I was one of the first Blacks to attend an all-white school in ~_966. Another story to tell. I am proud of our 

V~ce Chance~[or for Enrollment and Admissions for speaMng out and taking the thee to do the article. Just my thoughts. Larry 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat= Monday, October 08, 2052 6:59 PM 
To= Campbell, Lar~; Hamme~, VictorJa LaFrJeda; 3ones, Shandra; Li~lejohn, Ursu[a EunJce; McGhee, Oj; Robe~on, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Farmer on Diversi~ 

Hi Team. Please pass the word~ 

d 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

~:_~_~_~:~/~_~_~ 
"When the root is deep, there is no reason to,ear the wind." 

Description: Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. z<tebby@dstroman.com> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 9:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

aa~fi cle 

htto://ami .aom .orp2comenV’54i6/1141 .full 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain inner peace" 

www.dstroman.com 

w~vw laser10.co/ 

Twitter - drstroman 

888668.8403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wayne Lee <welee@emaila~nc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 10:05 PM 

discnssion <thculty--atNetics-lbmm@listserv.~mc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-tbmm@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] the right to talk about teaching 

Perhaps a bit s~trong, but again, even if it was only .08%, the implications have been extraordinary: coach gone; dept. chair gone; Af-Am Department unfairly besieged 

and then renamed; vice-chancellor gone; chancellor gone; oversight policies proliferating; academic reputation and standing with legislature deeply impugned. Further 

implications possibly pending. And by focusing in on the .08% let me be clear: I hold the s~deut-athletes in these cases almost entirely blameless. The system, warped 

by money, has failed them and has corrupted just enough of the system to condemn us all by association--even if only in the pe~veption of the public. Unfortunately, 
perception rules. 

Wayne 

On 10/8/2012 9:43 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

I don’t know about disingenuous (Wayne you’re really bringing it!), but I do think that this gets at a very interesting bone of contention among us--and 

really, among "sports IZans" everywhere. 

We hear all the time, from the NCAA most obnoxiously, that "studeut-athletes" play dozens of ditt~rent sports, that they graduate at higher rates, that they 

make dean’s lists, and "that they roll "turn pro in ~mething other than sports," etc etc. In other words, the NCAA is as wholesome as apple pie and 

motherhood. (Debby, I’~n sure she won’t mind ~ny pointing out,. is herself one of the wholesome products that the NCAA loves to represent as the totaliF 

of the college spo(t experience--she played basketball at UVA.) 

But...the great majority of the problems that afflict college sport arise from the peculiar pressures created through the recrnitment process ibr the revenue 
sports, the sports that make all the money by which we float the good ship "college athletics." So we persist in talking past one another, pretty much all the 

time. When I talk about the proNems of college athletics, my eyes are trained on football and basketball. When others celebrate college sports, they 

usually have in mind all the OTHER athletes. (Mind you, I don’t suppose that all football players are ’dumb jocks,’ and I acknoMedge that there is great 

social value in providing educations for guys who would otherwise be completely adrift.) All the metrics the NCAA loves to talk about get reversed 
dramatically if you tbcus on tbotball m~d basketball mad exclude the others. We all thereibre need to be clearer what it is we’re talking about And we 

need to be honest with one another about the statistics that matter. It’s one reason I object to the category "stadent-athlete." Let’s keep the apples and the 

orm~ges separate, please. Whether "college athletics" cm~ and should survive and prosper is a difl~reut question, intellectually speaiing, from Maether 

football and basketball need radical relbnns. -Jay 

On 10/8/12 9:17 PM, Wayne Lee wrote: 

Debbie, 
I believe strongly that your s~tis~tics are misleading and even disingenuous. I don’t think that maw of us are worried about the vast majority 

of studeut athletes (I regularly find olympic sport athletes to be among the very befit students). The really damaging aspects of the culture of 

exception exist for the money sports, and the pementages there would change dranmtically. And even if it was .08%, the danmge done was 

all out of proportion, no? 

Proiessor of History 

Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

wx~w.amazon.com/Wayne--E.--Lee/e!BOO1KHRXKW/ref=ntt athr dp pel 1 

On 10/8/2012 6:00 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Yes, PHASE speak t~p.. engagement h; 50 neces~.;ary. 

I w~sh we co@d have everyone on this Hstserv (and more f~cukV) show up and partidp~te ~t f~cu~ty counci~ m~d FAC 
meetings, We only h~qe one sport administration professor on the FAC committee, so there certah~ly isn’t ~ dominance of 
experts there. And ~s informed as she is -- she still has her own perspective at that,., 
Do we need ~nother formal university committee to ~ddress these issues ~f FAg is not the one? 
Additional work? That’s a grea[ d~sc~ss~on question. 
Over 800 athletes ~n the system. ’~ 200 newNes per year for 28 sports and " 15 speda~ admits per year across ALL spor[s. So 
we are talking about .08% of ahm~~ on oar campus. Mercy. 
debby 
Do 6ood. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

’One woman can make a difference bu~ 

wome~ workin$ ~ogether can change the world." 
From: Jay Smith [ma~to:iaysmith@ema~Lunc,edu] 
Sent: Nondag, October 08, 2012 3:Sl PH 



To: discussion 
Subject: Fwd: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] the right to talk about teaching 
Meant this for the list... 
........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: [facul~- -athletics- fomm] the right to talk about teaching 

Date:Mon, 08 Oct 2012 15:50:31 -0400 
Frown:Jay Smith <ja-~smitl~ema£unc.edu:, 

To:Colloredo- Mansfeld, Rudolf J < collored(tbemail.unc.echz-~ 

Rudi--quick follow-uD just to say, hear hear!           Every one of us, 

certainly every one of us in the College of Arts an@ Sciences, can tell 

a s%ory or stories about how our classrooms have been affected by the 

presence of athletes.           Sometimes it’s great, sure, but at other times we 

have additional work created for us (must fill out these mi@-semester 

check-up forms), additional strains on our time (how do I correct that 

sentence without rewriting it for him?), and unwanted change to the 

dynamics of classroom interactions.           So yeah, we the faculty have a 

right to speak.            Not ~ecause we know what percentage of athletes a~e 

special admits or because we know how many tutors work on subject X, but 

because we are supposedly in charge of our own classrooms and the 

management of our relationships witP our stu@ents.           No otPe~ 

qualification is required.           -Jay 

On ~0/7/12 9:56 £~M, Colloredo-Mansfel@, Rudolf J wrote: 

> Hi Jay and other members of this list, 

> i find it encouraging that this list is up and running and there is themaking of a dialog. I have recent 

> 

> Afte~ I spoke at tPe special faculty council meeting to support the chancellor, two faculty me’~’bers came up tc 

> Best, 

> Rudi 

> Dear Ja~, 

> i am writing to follow up on my comments at the special faculty meetingand my concern that the faculty is not 

> i think this campus needs a broader discussion about the appropriate limits on the UNC sports franchise. The r 

cle 

ar what further threatens them. 

The public scandals that we have had over the past couple of have sports as a colrsrlon theme; they have made it 

Best, 

R~di 

From: Jay Smith ijaysmith@email.unc.e6iu] 

Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2012 12:44 PM 

TO: discussion 

Subject: ifaculty--athietics-forum] about our listserv 

i~m about to turn to a stack of bluebooks, but before I do so I wanted 

to ~espond to Deb~y’s passionate emaii from yesterday. I apologize to 

Debby (and others) for my own contributions to "negativity." These are 

big and emotional issues, and overstatements will sometimes happen. But 

it seems to me that one of the potentially useful things about this 

iistserv--which has subscribers of both the "pro-athletics" and 

"athletics skeptics" persuasion, to use very broad terms--is that we 

have the chance to engage in mutually enlightening arg’~me:K from time to 

time.            If I o~ others communicate a basic misunderstanding of an issue, 

i~d like %o invite others to correct me/us! ~’m not averse %o argul~oni 

and I am definitely not averse to learning. One of my chief grievances 

for two yea~s running has ~een that the university has resisted opening 

up the can of worms that is "big time sport" and has insisted, through 

deed and w?rd, that our prl)le’ms are limited, localized, and temporary. 

Big discussions, crafted for a purpose, therefore seem unnecessary to 

the university leaders who are handling the "p~oble’~’."           If our lea@ers 

won’t do it, can’t we, at least, do i% in our tiny corner of the ether? 

As for the specific charge about apathy, I also want to point out that I 

have had repeated an@ extensive one-on-one conversations with the 

university’s "leaders" over the past tw? years (I~1i give detailed blow 

by blows of each of my seven conversations for anyone who~s 

interested--for some of them I even have @ocumentation), and I have been 

consistently disappointed by the results.           They listen politely, to be 

sure, but they have repeatedly passed the buck, made vague promises, 

or--even worse--have shown a shocking inability or unwillingness to 

grasp the large issues at stake.            Jan and the maculty Exe@ative 

Committee stand out as the exceptions to this rule because of their 

actions this past summer.            But with their exception, i make absolutely 

no apologies for impugning the leadership of the university.           And I~m 

talking about many people. If any of you are w~ndering about the reasons 

for the depth of my own anger and frustration, this would be a good 

place to start. 

Finally, on the news reports and bad press, here’s where K stand: given 

all the incriminating information that has come to light in the past 14 



montPs, the pressure should not ~e on critics like ~’e!us to ~e always 

fair-minded and g~’nereL1s.           Rather, [:he p:E~ssure should b~ en the 
at:hl}tics progi~an(s) te preve that eL~r suspicions are exaggerated er 
unfounded. The ball is in their court, it’s been sitting there for a 
long time. They can prove that the N&O has @isto<ted reality? They can 
preve that they cemmunicat} te athletes that they must he students 
first?           They can prove that they don’t game the system to keep star 
revenue-sport athletes eligible?           They can prove that academic 
counselors act independently of the wishes of coaches and ADds?           Then 
why on Ged’s gi[een earth haven’t they deice so?           De they think we’re not 
interested?           Here’s what i say. As soon as they allay all of my silly 
suspicions, I promise to pack it in and to give French history my 
undJ vi ded attentie[~ agai n.           -Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: co:[iored@emai] .unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 56378608.dSe258f994f240dc76768496ble6e185&n T&l faculty-.-.athletic 

-- You are currently subscribed to facLNty--athletics-foruii as: jaysmith@email.L]nc.eGu. To unsubscribe 
click here: []:!=!=i~: //] ] sts. ::~c.edu/u?id 48699857. 599779164645b38dg:[6952~ac ~98e~g&n T&:L facu] tv--ath:Letic 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--atNelics- forum as: dstro¢~m~c.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i,’lists.m~c.edu,’u?i~48699886~7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&l facults~-- 

atNelics- forum&o 32265449 

(It may be necessary k) cut and paste the above URI, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32265449-4 8699886.Tb78768854671bebc23d57742a2763d6(~listserv.unc.edu 

You axe currently subscribed to facul~’--athlelics-tbmm as: 5~_e__!_e__e_£e__r_~_~b_~__n_c__:e_d__~_!. 

To unsubsedbe click here: http:iilists.unc.edu/u?id 5581442kec0061e393d0f272ea3fe8abld658656&~ T&I faculg~-- 

athlelics- forum&o 32266238 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email m leave- 32266238- 55814421 .ec0061 e393d01"272ea3tb8ab 1 d658656(a;listserv amc.edu 

You axe currently subscribed to facul~- -athletics-forum as: i’_a2f_~_r__n_i_t__l~.~@_e__tr_~!aj_l_:_%n__c_’_:_e_d!~.. 

To unsubseribe click here: http:/4ists.unc.edu,’u?idM8699857.65997791 b4M5638d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&l t:ac@tv--atNetics- 

forum&o 32266724 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32266724-48699857.65997791 Mb45b38d9f69522ac998ca9(tblistserv.mac.edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athlelics-fomm as: dstro~tmc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.tmc.edu,’t~?idM8699886.Tb78768854671bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&l t:ac@tv--atNetics-fi:~rum&o 32266834 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-32266834-48699886.7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6(a;listserv,mac.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Sherryl Kleinman -~ @nc.rr.com> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 10:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dslro@unc.edu> 

Re: lack of diversity on chancellor ~a~cch 

IfI draft one more letter, I think I’ll go crazy. So...would you or you with others draft a letter? It’s gotta go to the pless or it doesn’t exist... 

Great to see and hear you at the mtg. today! 

On 10/8/12 10:56 AM, Stroman, Delx~rah L wrote: 

Hi Shervl. I like t h*-’_~ idei~ of ~; h-:d:ter signed by various gf’ot~)s, We need to show more ~mity on th~s ~sst~es I cer~:ain~y beHew? that ~:he two (:omrnittees 
should be more representative o~: its cor~stituer~ts~ 
debby 
Do Good, 
Deborat~ L. StrommL Ph.D. CLU 

919.k~43.0336 

woman can make a difference 

wome~l working together can change ti~e world." 

From: Sherryl Kleinman [mailto: @nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 10:29 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: lack of diversity on chancellor search 
hi, debby: 

with all the attention i’ve been giving to the Big Panel, i haven’t focused as much on the chancellor comm. (though it came up 
last monday at the mtg. of fac., staff, students), the two committees are linked, of course. 

any chance that the car. black caucus and awfp would write a letter about that to the press? If they’ve written Ross, then it 
doesn’t exist--i.e., it’s not really’ out there, or maybe a letter about the make-up of both panels/committees? I could (or you 
could) ask PFN to sign it as well, or any other group, anyway, an idea. It could go to N&O or DTtt. 

see you soon! 
S. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 8, 2012 10:24 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-t~culty] Oct 17th EXSS Faculty Meeting Canceled 

TO: EXSS Faculty 

FROM: Kevin Guskiewicz 

Given that fall break starts Wednesday afternoon and several of you are traveling, I have decided to cancel the scheduled faculty meeting. Since we have a lot of 

committee work underway (searches, tenure & promotion, PR, and curriculum) please plan to meet with your committees before the November 14th faculty 

meeting, and send me updates for the agenda. This will obviously be a packed meeting, so we will need to be organized and efficient. In preparation for that 

meeting, please send me ideas for Blyth Lecture speakers and First Year Seminar topics. 

Thanks. 

Kevin Guskiewicz, PhD, ATC 

Kenan Distinguished Professor 

Chair, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9:19-962-5:175 

You are currently sub~ribed to exss-lhculty as: dstroman(~ema~ilatnc.e&,. 

To unsubscribe click here: .I.i.t.1p2/./.~1.i.~.~.~..u..~L%.e..~.~-u.~..t.t~is~.-..5...5-5.~.1~!~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.7~.~.~.~.~.~.~.!L..]~.~.!-.~u1~y&~ 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32266861-55567102.4537814cd668f957e7eed9dd3adc4eSd(d~listser<unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu; 

Monday, October 8, 2012 10:24 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-t~culty] Oct 17th EXSS Faculty Meeting Canceled 

TO: EXSS Faculty 

FROM: Kevin Guskiewicz 

Given that fall break starts Wednesday afternoon and several of you are traveling, I have decided to cancel the scheduled faculty meeting. Since we have a lot of 

committee work underway (searches, tenure & promotion, PR, and curriculum) please plan to meet with your committees before the November 14th faculty 

meeting, and send me updates for the agenda. This will obviously be a packed meeting, so we will need to be organized and efficient. In preparation for that 

meeting, please send me ideas for Blyth Lecture speakers and First Year Seminar topics. 

Thanks. 

Kevin Guskiewicz, PhD, ATC 

Kenan Distinguished Professor 

Chair, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9:19-962-5:175 

You are currently sub~ribed to exss-lhculty as: dstro(tbunc.edn. 

T o unsubscri be click here: _l!t_!l?_; ,_/_/_’ !_i_ _s__t__s_:__u__~ 9__.__e_ _d__~i’__u__’ ~i~t______5_ __5_ __5_ ~_7__ _1_ __0_ _1_~:__5_ _4__ _8___a_~)_ __8_ ~__~3_(_ !__2_ ~__2_ j_a_ _7__ _1_ __5___e_ 9__(_ !__0__e_~ __4_ __b_ _l_ __b_c_ 9_-_? __2_ ~ __n_ ___i !i__&__ [ ____e_x_s_~ _-f_’_a__c_’__t_t_! _t.~ __&__ ~?____._? __2_ __2_ __6_ ~_S_’__6__!~ 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32266861-55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a(?~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherryl Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 11:05 PM 

The progt:ac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progti~c] Teach-in re: Art Pope THURS at 7 p.m. 

314209 4703568467406 1278657342 n.jpg 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Date:Mon, 8 Oct 2012 11:51:02 -0700 (PDT) 

From:Student Power at UNC Chapel Hill <m~cchstudentpower@googlegroups.com> 

Reply-To: uncchstndentpower@googlegronps.com 
To:uncchstudentpower(~googlegroups.com 

THURSDAY Oct 11: 

¯ ART POPE TEACH-IN 7pro ~ Dev 305 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are cnnently subscribed to 

progfac as: <a hreD"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu-q’a>, To nnsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hreD"mailto:leave-32266944-56223020.18abclM3200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32266944- 
56223020.18abcM3200370a7c124gl b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu~’a> 



YDAY 

Wilson Library 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman -~ @nc.rr.com> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 11:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

looking for a quote tbr press release 

Debby: 

(great student, involved in all this), asked ira faculty member would feel comfortable signing the following (to be put on a press release/read at 
press conf. tomorrow). I already gave a few sentences with my name. I have no idea if you’d feel comfortable using your name or not, or would want to write 
a few of your own sentences. The press conf. is at 2 p.m. tomorrow (Tues), so this is last minute. And that means: don’t feel you have to do this at all! 
Another option, of course, is to edit what’s below to what you’d feel comfortable signing I also emailed Bill Race (from today’s mtg; prof in classics) to see if 
he’d want to sign this. Anyway, if you want to sign it (or not), let me know. If you sign, obviously they’d need your ’signature’ (official titles, etc.). Thanks for 
considering it. Best, Sherryl 

"We continue to call on this committee to follow the example of the UNC Tomorrow commission five years ago and hold public forums across the state to 
hear from the people about what we need and want from our public higher education system." Said... "So far, they have refused to do so. This is 
unacceptable, and it’s becoming clearer and dearer that this board would prefer to conduct their business behind closed doors than hear from the people 
their decisions will directly impact." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shertyl Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 11:35 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progti~c] VVRAI, on chancellor seaJcch 

http:/A~aYw.wral.com/news/education/video!11637767!#/vid116o 776 / 

Note the mention of "confidentiality." 
<ul > 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

progfac as: <~a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
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From: Sherryl Kleinman ~(_}nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Monday, 11:55 PM 

To: Jacob Lemer- @gmail.com> 

Co: @yahoo.com; @earthlink.net; 
~z~gmail.com>; Genevieve Taylor 

~gm~l.com>; 

~gmail.com; Stmman, Deborah L --~dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject:       Pubbing        event 

~gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

~aol.com>; ,~@ive.com; @live.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com>; Race, William H <whrace@email.unc.edu>; 

I’ve included Debby Stroman on this emai[ (Communications working group): 

Once we come up with a title [’or the teach-in, would be good to have it 
listed in Independent Weekly in Community Calendar. I think that has to 
be done well in advance But maybe if we have a title aRer working 
group meets on Wed., it wouldn’t be too [ate to put in next week’s In@. 
Sometimes the?" give a ’star’ next to an event I could see if Lisa Sorg 
at In@ would consider that 

And someone could write a letter to the ed at I)TtI plugging the event (a 
day or two be~2~re it happens). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Woodard, Harold -<harold woodard@unc.edtc> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 12:42 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Athletics Academic Position - Filled 

image001 .j pg 

No, it is not yet filled. It was posted on the Human Resources web page for new and vacm~t positions. 

Haacold 

Sere ti~m my iPad 

On Oct 8, 2012, at 7:17 PM, "Stroman, Deborah I." <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Harold. Is the director position filled yet? If not, where is it posted? Thanks. 

d 

Deborah Lo 5~ro~ Ph.D. CL~ 

~,ex~.unc,edu 

<image001 d Pg> 

"The best ability is availability." 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 8:34 AM 

Campbell, LarO’ <lecamp@emai 1. unc. edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammet~email.tmc.edu-~; Jones, Shandra 
<~shmidmj@elnail.nnc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu>; Robe(tso~ 

Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Re: Fmaner on Diversity 

image001 .j pg 

Thanks. Let’s make sure we ALL send a note of appreciation to him. If we don’t speak up, we may appear uninformed or not respectful of his courage. 

DLS ficom nay iPhone. 

On Oct 8, 2012, at 9:21 PM, "Campbell, Laro"’ "-qecaml0@iemai!.unc~du> wrote: 

Great article. Thanks for sh,~ri~g~ I am from Virginia a~d I was one of the first Blacks to attend a~ all-white school i~ :1.956, Another story to tell [ am 

proud of our Vice Chancellor for Enrollment and Admissions for speaking out and takh~g the Lime to do the article, h~st my thot~ghts. Larry 

F~m; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Nonday, October 08, 2012 6:59 PN 
Te= Campbell, Lar~; Hamme~, Wctoria LaFrieda; Jones, Shandra; Li~lejohn, Ursula Eunice; NcGhee, Oj; Robe~on, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Farmer on Diversi~ 

Hi Team. Please pass the word! htt~;//thehi~c~m/b~gs/c~ngress-b~g/educa~i~n/26~747-~sher-v-texas-i~s~wr~n~-~-curb-diversit~- 

d 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

~_~_~:_Y_O_£ :_~_~ Y [~_~_£ 
"When the root is deep, there is no reason to,ear the wind." 

<imageOOl.jpg> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shenyl Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 9:12 AM 

The progt:ac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[progthc] FILM, Vv%D: "Harvest of Empire" (Latin Am. & Ca~bbean immigratiou m U.S.) 

FYI. 

This Wednesday, ours will be the first NC screening 

of HARVEST OF EMPIRE, a beautifully produced documentary 
7years in the making. 

,Juan Gonzalez, co-host of Democracy Now!, was inletwiewed 

by Amy Goocbnan recently along with a producer of the documentary. 

Viewers were treated to extremely dramatic clips from the film. 

http://www, democracvnow.org/2012/9/25/hamest qf empire new~lm recounts 

It’s based on Juan Gonzalez’ recently updated classic on Latin American 

and Caribbean immigraiion to the US... and its causes. 

WEDNESDAY, October ~0, 7:30pro at the 
Community Church of Chape~ H~I, Unitarian Universalist 
i0G Pa~efoy Road, Chape~ 

HARVEST OF EMPIRE 
The Untold Story of Latinos ir~ America 
Principa~ narration by Juan Gonza~ez 

Trailer: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XS3uWS-p018 

US media skate around the surface of immigration 
issues, failing utterly to examine the displacement 
and destabilization of Latin American and Caribbean 
cultures and economies by aggressive alliances 
between Washington power centers and local 
privileged elites in the target countries. 

This powerful documentary based on Democracy Now! cohost 
Juan Gonzalez’ book of the same name, presents the history 
of Latinos’ arrivals in the US, and the actions by Washington 
and multinational corporations that have caused millions to 
flee their home countries. Rare documentary footage illustrates 
this history. 

A review on http:/imoviereviewintelliqence.com comments: 

With the immigration debate currently consuming much of the current 
political climate, there’s no better time for the release of Harvest of Empire. 
... In individual sections devoted to each locale, the ~lm methodically 
explains and dissects the roles played by U.S. military and economic interests 
in Mexico, the Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Nicaragua, El Salvador, 
Puerto Rico and Cuba. These brief history lessons -- featuring a mixture 
of archival footage, facts and figures, and talking heads ranging from 
the well-known (best-selling author Junot Diaz, Jesse Jackson, 
Geraldo Rivera, Nobel Prize-winner Rigoberta Menchu) to academics 
and ordinary citizens -- are presented with an uncommon cogency. 
The current anti-immigrant climate -- about which one commentator 
makes the point that those descendants of immigrants who arrived 
long ago are all too quick to criticize our more recent arrivals -- is 



on ample display here, thanks to the commentary seen in clips from 
various cable television news and talk shows in which the language 
is far from civil. 

Directors: Peter Getzels, Eduardo Lopez 
Producers: Wendy Thompson-Marquez, Eduardo Lopez 
Director of photography: James M. Felter 
Editors: Catherine Shields, James M. Felter 

DIRECTIONS TO THE COMMUNITY CI--fLIRCt-t OF CHAPEL HILL: 

106 Purefoy Road, i~ Chapef Hill 

FRO~,’I EI"rHER DIRECTION ON [HE CHAPEL HILL BY-PASS: 
Exit al the 15~501 P~ttsboro ex~L 
As you exit~ TURN al the traffb I~{]ht toward Chape~ 
In hanna Mock, TURN R~GHT jast sho~t d the convenience store, 
that’s PUREFOY ROAD, and yeu la~e ~t a~mosl a hail 
passing sk~e streets and cul~’ing ~efl up the h~ past speed bumps and 
an extra s~op s~gn [unt~t you can jast see the s~op s~gn a~ the %in~ersectbm] 
~ia~c~ fo~ a dr~ve~,ay e~ 1he ~e~l w~lh a wMte.-pain~ed curb 

arEd a 1a~1 ae~o~ed s~1 ler ~he 

that driveway takes you 1o the parki~N ~ot asd the Commu~ty Church, 

<li~ -- You are cunently subscribed to 

progf~c ~s= ~:~ hre~"m~ilto=dstro@un~.edu">dstro@unc.edu-~’~>. To unsub~ send ~ bl~nk 

em~Jl ~ ~ hm~"ma~l~xleave- 32268675- 56223020.18abcMB200370aTc12481 b56fel eb9b@listsen~.unc.edu">leave-32268675- 
56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481 b561~1 eb9b@listsemunc.edu~’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 20:12 9::15 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Thanks 

Of course, Debby, please share my ruminations with anybody you think might be interested. -Reg 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2012 7:52 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F; Boxill, Jan; cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: Re: Thanks 

Wow! Thanks for sharing such a moving and eloquent piece~ I know writing often helps me "get through" and so I understand how you may feel a bit more relieved. 

Please let me know if I may shaxe this document with the Caucus members. You remain in my prayers. 

Stay stroug. Stay eucouraged. 

Hugs, 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

FaculU Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply, Willing is not enough; we must do/~ (J, Goethe) 

From: <Hildebrand>, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, October 7, 2012 6:17 PM 

To: Jan Boxhill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu>, cbcchair <cbcchair@unc.edu> 

Subject: Thanks 

Dear Jan and Deborah, 
This is just a belated personal note of thanks for your le~ers and resolutions, and for your alert, strong, principled leadership. I was alienated and in a pretty deep funk, until 
you offered support and encouragement for our department. The standing ovation was moving, and a moment I will always remember. You make a real difference. 
I have attached an essay that I wrote to try to make sense of what was happening to AFRI/AFAN and why. Writing it was a kind of therapy for me....which may account for 
its length. There is no need to read this anytime soon, or respond to it....ever. Both you know a whole lot more about this subject than I do, and ~ can only imagine how busy 
both of you are. But I thought it might it might be of some interest to get one more perspective on AFRI/AFAH and athletics. (I did send a copy to the chair of the FC Athletics 

Committee). 
All the best, (and try to rest) -Reg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Campbell, La~ <lecaml~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 9:18 AM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions.unc.edtr~ 

RE: FW: Faculty Statement at Press Conference Tomorrow! 

Steve, I appreciate you for taking the time to write a response to the issue of diversity in education that is ongoing at our institutions. Great article, l, too was 

raised in a small town in Virginia, called Bedford. I was one of the first Black students to integrate the all white high school in 1966. Thanks for sha~ng. Proud of you 

for telling it like it is mad how we should be moving lb~-ward ~ld not backwards. 

Steve, do you lmow anyone by tile name of Major General (Retired) Kenneth Farmer’? He is a physician who served as the Deputy Smgeon General of the Aimy 

MedicaJ~ Dep~:rtment. Just curious. 

Have a great day. Larry 

Fisher v. Texas: It’s wrong to curb diversity 
By Stephen F~aqner, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill - 10/08/12 12:30 PM ET 

http:/iw~vw, wral.com/news!education/videoi11627266/#Add11627266 
Larry E. Campbell 

Colonel, US Army (Retired) 

OPT-ED Program Director and #alliance Coordinator 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Chemistry 

renan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 

lecamp@email.unc.edu 

PHONE: (919) 843-6903 

FAX: (919) 962-2388 

www.unc.edu/opt-ed 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She,ll Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, 9:47 AM 

The progl?ac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progtkc] "Faculty critique 5-yeax plan" (DTtt) 

[NOTE: No mention of the resolution passed last Fri. at FC, at UNC, CH--I emailed it to the DTH Fri. evening] 

http:/iu~,w.daily tarheel.com/article/ ’507392ac4d8b0 

Faculty critique five-year plan 
By            I The Daily Tar Heel 

As the [YNC system’s five-year plan comes to an end and a new one is in the works, the University’s Faculty Executive Committee 
expressed concerns about possible changes to the plan. 

Proposed changes to the new five-year strategic plan dominated discussion at the committee’s Monday meeting. 

The committee was responding to a report issued by the system’s Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions, a group that analyzes the 
UNC system’s progress and creates ncw goals for the system. 

The report outlined goals for the new five-year plan. 

At the Monday meeting, IINC-CH faculty members discussed the appropriate path the system should take. 

"The next five years will be hard," comrmttee member Gregory Copenhaver said. 

With potential for future budget struggles in mind, committee members realized the chance to influence the next five-year strategic plan is 
an opportunity that cannot be missed, commattee member Jo Anne Earp said. 

Committee members discussed suggestions they can make to system’s advisory committee. 

The advisory committee, which has not yet solicited faculty input, is working to reach a consensus on recotranendations that should be 
included in the next five-year plan. 

The report is a precursor to the final five-year plan, which the advisol)i committee aims to submit to UNC-system President Thomas Ross 
in January,. 

One of the goals outlined in the report involves tailoring degree offerings to the state’s workforce needs. 

UNC-CH faculty members emphasized ensuring that the underlying principles defining the University’s curriculum will not be changed in 
the efforts to achieve this goal. 

Several facult5~ committee members said the University’s liberal arts cumculum -- one that fosters critical thinking and problem solving -- 
will be important m meeting the state’s workforce needs. 
"The key is the importance of liberal arts," committee member Joseph Ferrell said. 

The lack of diversity within the system’s advisoly committee was also discussed during Monday’s Faculty Executive Committee meeting. 

With only seven females on the 31-n~ember advisoo~ committee, faculty Inelnbers questioned if the committee could represent the needs of 
all the state’s constituents as it works to develop these comprehensive plans. 

Laurie Maffly-Kipp, chairwoman of the department of religious studies, said diversity is key in ensuring all perspectives are fairly 
represented. 

"There is value in diversity, in having diverse opinions and voices," Maffly-Kipp said. 

Contact the desk editor at 
universit¥@dailytarheel.com. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Campbell, La~ <lecamp@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 9:58 AM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarme@axtmissions.unc.edu~ 

RE: FW: Faculty Statement at Press Conference Tomorrow! 

Thanks Steve, Appreciate you for what you do and for what you stand for, 

critical to all of 

Haw:_~ a good day, [.srry 

Larry E. Campbell 

Colonel, US Army (Retired) 

OPT-ED Program Director and ~li~nce Coordinator 

~ni~er~it~ of 

~partment of Chemistry 

Kenan Lab~, Suite A207, 

Chapel ~ill, ~C 27599-3290 

lecamE@ema~Lunc.edu 

PHONE: (919) 843-6903 

FAX: (919) 962-2388 

www.unc.edu/op~-ed 

F~m: Farmer, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, October 
To: ~ampb~ll, Larr~ 
Subject: RE: ~: Facul~ Statement at Press ~onference Tomorrow~ 

Larry, thank you for this kind messase. I didn’t know you’re from Bedford. I’m from Rustbur8 one county over. 

It is amazin8 to me how far we have come. But we are not there yet, by a Ion~ shoL 

I don’t know Kenneth Farmer but am proud to share his last name. 

Than~ ~ou a~ain fo~ ~our note an~ ~or all ~ou~re ~oin~ to help our students move ~orwa~d in ~our department and in the sciences more ~enerall~. I hope ~o~ are 

otherwise well. 

Steve 

Fr~: Campbell, Larry 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2012 9:18 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen IVl 
Subject: RE: FVV: Faculty Statement at Press Conference Tomorrow! 
Steve, I appreciate you for taking the time to write a response to the issue of diversity in education that is ongoing at our institutions. Great article. I, too was 

raised in a small town in Virginia, called Bedford. I was one of the first Black students to integrate the all white high school in 1966. Thanks for sh~zing. Proud of you 

for telling it like it is oa~d how we should be moving lbrward ~ld not backwards. 

Steve, do you lmow anyone by the name of Major General (Retired) Kenneth Farmer’? He is a physician who served as the Deputy Srageon General of the Aimy 

Medical Department. Just curious. 

Have a great day. Larry 

Fisher v. Texas: It’s wrong to curb diversity 
By Stephen F~zmer, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill - 10/08/12 12:30 PM ET 

http:/iwww, wral.com/news!education/videoil 1627266/#Add11627266 
Larry E. Campbell 

Colonel, US Army (Retired) 

OPT-ED Program Director and Alliance Coordinator 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Chemistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 

lecamR_@ email, unc.edu 

PHONE: (919) 843-6903 

FAX: (919) 962-2388 

www.unc.edu/opt-ed 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtv~ 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 10:00 AM 

discussion <thcalty--athletics-lbmm@lis~serv.unc.edu> 

RE: [lhcal~--athletics-tbrum] and race 

Hi Wayne, Disingenuous? Wow! I guess that reflects the level of passion (informed or not) you have for this important matter, It is also enough to make me 

discontinue my attempt to get more people engaged on this forum in the forma~ outlets on the campus. 

Poss~b]y due to my communication, ] guess Wayne (and others?} did not understand my note of "statistics." I apologize for such. My assumption for this forum was 

perhaps too ambit~ous~ Thank you Joyfo~ t~,]bflow up. To clarify my point, ~ suggest that many [olks are nl~ss~ng {or refuse to d~scuss) the rada~ element, ~n 
addition, everyone appears more worked up about what tNs small number of athletes did "wrong" versus the ~mplementation of solutions to he~p them succeed 

once they get here. 

Nonetheless, I move on to more productive efforts of making a d~fference for them IN and OUTSIDE the classroom. 

Have a warm and dry day, 

debby 

P,S. Wayne writes, " ~ don’t think that mat~y of us are worried about the vast majority o[ s[:udent atMetes (~ regularly find o]ympk: %~ort athietes to be among the 

very beat sLudents)." ~ have SO many follow up questions on these ~osded and Mased statements Lhat we could have s town hall just on [h~s topic. I find your 

comment d~sturb~ng for a faculty member. 8est w~shes on your strategic actions to reduce Vo[J[ worry for revenue-producing sport athletes~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

’One woman car~ m:~ke a differeiice b~,t 

women working togefl~er car~ chaiige file world." 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, October 08, 20~2 10:06 PM 
To; discussion 
C¢; discussion 
S~bject; Re: [faculty--athletics4orum] and race 
And, ifI may quickly respond to my own message, there is of course the other great divide that too often gets ignored, and that’s race. As Richard has pointed out 

belbre, the NCAA uses "most of them will go pro in something other than sports" as a lightly coded reminder that not all beneficiaJdes ofNCAA ~holarships aye...you 

know, black. And thi~ to me, is yet another reach to be suspicious of the catch-all category "stadent- athlete." Some (present company excluded) very much want to 

use that label as a means of diluting and distracting t?om important issues of race, privilege, and power. If they’re all jusl "student-athletes" having the same basic 

experience, then we don’t want to worry too much about the thct that the tbotball players aren’t necessarily getting real educations, that the field hockey players (what, 

90% white?) aJ:e flying around the country to compete and getting first rate educations on the backs of the basketball team (Mani invitational!), and that lb and bb 

players risk careeP ending mad income-deslroying injuries eve~ week to keep the whole ~nachine humming. The racial politics of all this aye really complicated, but let’s 

face it--the NCAA would prefer that you didn’t notice. 

Totally self-indulgent aside: as a grad student at Michigan, I went to football games regularly. In the late ’80s there was a super-talented running back nanrcd Tony 

Boles who was absolutely electri~ing as a freshman. I remember thinking--that guy’s going to win the Heisman. Junior year, he blew out his knee and never played 

again. I’ve thought of Tony Boles a lot for 25 years (maialy because, as a Michigan fan, I regretted that he never won all those games he was going to win!) But these 

last two years I can’t get him off my mind. We need to reform this stinking system for the Tony Boles of the world. (Google the guy if you want to get depressed before 
bedtime.) -Jay 

On 10/8/12 9:43 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

I don’t know about disingenuous (Wayne, yon’re really bringing it!), but I do think that this gets at a ve~ interesting bone of contention among us--and 

really, among "sports thns" eve ,rywhere. 

We hear all the time, from the NCAA most obnoxiously, that "student-athletes" play dozens of different sports, that they graduate at higher rates, that the5’ 

tnake dean’s lists, and that they will "turn pro in sotnething other than sports," etc etc. In other words, the NCz’u~k is as wholesome as apple pie and 

~notherhood. (Debby, I’m sure she won’t mind my pointing out, is herself one of the wholesome products that the NCAA loves to represent as the totalib~ 

of the college sport experience--she played basketball at UVA.) 

But...the great majori~ of the problems that afflict college sport arise from the peculiar pressures created through the recruitment process for the revenue 

sports, the sports that make all the money by which we float the good ship "college athletics." So we persist in talking past one another, pretty much all the 

time. When I talk about the problems of college athletics, my eyes are trained on football and basketball. When others celebrate college sports, they 
usually have in mind all the OTHER athletes. (Mind you, I don’t suppose that all tbotball players are ’dumb jacks,’ and I acknowledge that there is great 

social value in providing educations tbr guys M]o would otherwise be completely adrift.) All the metrics the NCAA loves to talk about get reversed 

dramatically if you focus on football and basketball and exclude the others. We all therefore need to be clearer Mint it is we’re talking about. And we 

need to be honest with one another about the statistics that matter. It’s one reaaon I object to the category "student-atlflete." Let’s keep the apples and the 

oranges setmrate, please. Whether "college athletics" cma and should survive and prosper is a different question, intellectually spealdng, from whether 

football and basketball need radicdl refornis. -Jay 

On 10/8/12 9:17 PM, Wayne Lee wrote: 

Debbie, 

I believe strongly that your slatistics axe misleading and even disingenuous. I don’t think that many of us axe WOlried about the vast majori .ty 

of student athletes (I regularly find olympic spofft athletes to be among the vely besl stadents). The really damaging aspects of the culture of 

exception exist for the money sports, and the percentages there would change dramatically. And even if it was .08%, the damage done was 

all out of proportion, no? 



Professor of History 

Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

w~w. amazon, com/Wayne-E~ -Lee/e!B001KHRXKW/ref~ntt athr !P Pg~ 1 

On 10/8,"2012 6:00 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Yes~ PLEASE speak up_. engagement is SO nece~s~r,/. 
~ w~sh we co@d have ew~ryone ot~ this Hstserv (and more fi~c@tv) show up and partidpate ~H: fac:uky courK:i] and FAC 

meetings, We only have one sport administration professor on the FAC committee~ so there certainly isn’t a dominance of 
e>:perl:~ there, A~K~ as informed as ~he b - - she still has her ow~ perspec~h~e at that,, 

Do we need another [orr~a~ university comnJtLee to address these bauer ff FAC is noL the one? 

Addil:km~l work? "]’h~H:’s a great (hscuss~o~ questio~, 

Over 800 atNetes ir~ Lhe system, "" 200 newsier per year for 28 sports and ~ 15 speda~ admits per year across ALL sports. So 
we are talking about .08% of a~m’rn on our campus. Mercy, 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

E&q£q~. Expk~r’~, Empower, 

9:19,843,0336 

’One woman car~. make a differe~me b~t 
wome~t working ~ogether can change {he world." 

From: Jay Smith [__m___a_!!_t__o_j_a__y_s___n__~!_t__h__~_e____m___a_!Lu___n__c_:__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 3:51 PM 
To: discussion 
Subject: Fwd: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] the right to talk about teaching 
Meant this for the list... 
........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: [fi~cul~--athletics- foPdm] the right to talk about teaching 

Date:Mon, 08 Oct 2012 15:50:31 -0400 
From:Jay Smith :jaysmith~email.unc.edu> 

To:Colloredo-Mansfeld, RudolfJ :collored(?~email.unc~edu> 

Rudi--quick follow-up just to say, hear hear!           Every one of us, 

certainly every one of us in the College of Arts and Sciences, can tell 

a story or stories about how our classrooms have been affected by the 

have additional work created for us (must fill out these mid-semester 

check-up forms), additional strains on our time (how do I correct that 

sentence witheut rewriting Jt ~or him?), a~d unwanted change to the 
dynamics of classroom interactions.            So yeah, we the faculty have a 
right to speak.            Not because we know what percentage of athletes are 
special admits or because we know how many tutors work on subject X, but 

management of our relationships with our students.          No other 
qualification is required.            -Jay 

On 10/’7/12 9:56 PH, Colloredo-Hansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 
> Hi Jay and other members of this list, 
> i fired it: ~’ncetlragJng that this ]is[: is up and running and there is themakJ~g of a diaieg. I have recent 
> 
> Afte< I spoke at the special faculty council meeting to suppo<t the chancellor, two faculty me’~’bers came up tc 
> Best, 
> Rud:[ 
> Deal Jan, 

> i am writing to follow up on ~’y comments at the special faculty meetingand my concern that the faculty is not 

> i think this campus needs a hreader d~scussie[~ about the appre~r~at~ limits on th~ UNC sperts f~anchise. The ~ 
le 

ar what further threatens them. 
> The public scandals that we have had ever [:he past ceup]e of have sperts as a ceir~rle[~ theme; they have ma.de it 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Best, 

Rudi 

~’rom: Jay Smith [javsmith@emaii.unc~edu] 

Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2012 12:44 PH 
To: discussion 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] about our listserv 

> big and emetiena] issues, and ov~’:statements will semetimes happen. 
> it seems to me that one of the Dotentiallv useful things about this 

i’m about to turn to a stack of bluebooks, but before I do so I wanted 

to respond to Debby’s passionate emaii from yesterday. I apologize to 

Debby (and others) for ~’y own contributions to "negativity." These are 

But 



i i sts~’rv--whi ch has subscrJ bers )f both the "p£)-ath] eti cs" anti 

"athletics s~eptics" persuasion, to use very broad terms--is that we 

have the chance to engage in ~"utually enlightening argument from time to 

i’d like to invite others to correct me/us! I’m not averse to argument 

and I am definitely not averse to learning. One o1 my chief grievances 

fo~ two years running has been that the university has resisted opening 

up the can e~ woitms that Js "big time spert" anJ has JnsJsteJ, threugh 

deed and word~ that our problems a~e limited, localized~ and temporary. 

Big discussions, crafted for a purpose, therefore seem unnecessary to 

the unive:~sity leaders wh) are harzdl~ng the "preblen."          If ouiE leaders 

As for the specific charge about apathy, I also want to point out that I 

university’s "leaders" over the past two years (I~11 give detailed blow 

by blows of each of my seven conversations for anyone who’s 

interested--for some of them T even have docm"entation), and I have been 

censJst:ent:ly disappointed hy the results. They listen pe]it:eiy, te be 

sure, but they have repeatedly passed the buck, made vague promises, 

or--even worse--have shown a shocking inability or unwillingness to 

grasp the large issues at stake.            Jan and the Faculty Exeoutive 
Committee stand out as the exceptions to this rule because of their 
actions this past summer. But with thelr exception, T make absolutely 
no apologies for impugning the leadership of the university.           And I 
talking about many people. If any oE you are wendering ahek]t the reasons 
for the depth of my own anger and frustration, this would be a good 
place to start. 

Finally, on the news reports and bad press, here’s where I stand: given 
all the incriminating information that has come to light in the past 14 
¯ "onths, the pressure should not be on c<itics like me/us to be always 
fair-minded and generous.           Rather, the pressure sheuld be on the 
athletics program(s) to Drove that our suspicions are exaggerated or 
unfounded. The bail is in their court, it’s been sitting there for a 
long time. They can p~ove that the N&O has disterted reality? They can 
prove that thev coK~aunicate to athletes that they must be students 
first?           They can prove that they don’t game the system to keep star 
revenue-spo<t athletes eligible?           They can prove that academic 
ceunselors aot independently ef the wishes ef ceaches and AD’s?           Then 
why on God’s green earth haven’t they done so?           Do they think we’re not 
inte<ested?           Here’s what I say. As soon as they allay all of ~"y silly 
suspi[oiens, I promi[se t:e pack it :in and to give French histo:y my 
undivided attention again.           -Jay 

-- You are currently subsc<ibed to faculty--athletics-form" as: collored@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

ciiok here: htt:p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 56378608.dbe258f994~24Odc7h76849651e6e18b&n T&] faculty--athletic 
-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: Ji~i[[~!_!=k!_!~!~SJ:J:_:i£A£:_~!!!i. To unsubscribe 

cilck here: http:iilists.unc~eduiu?id 48699857.6599779164645b38dgf69522ac998cag&n T&l faculty-.-.athletic 

You are currently subscribed to facNty--athlelics- forum as: dstro(~)tmc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: hltp:i/lista.unc,eduh~?id=48699886.Tb78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6&~a=T&l=Iiaculh~-- 

atNetics- forum&o=32265449 

(It may be necessa~ to cul and paste the above URE if the line is broken) 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--atNelics- forum as: welee~emaiLunc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click hem: http:i:listsmnc.edn/u?id 55814421.ec0061e393d0t272ea3fe8abld658656&n T&I facNN-- 

athletics- tim m~&o =32266238 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URI, if the line is broken) 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--atNetics- forum as: ia’~smitb%email.unc.edu. 

To unsubseribe click hem: http://listsmnc.edu/u?id~8699857.65997791Mb45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&l faculW--athletics- 



forum &o=32266724 

(It may be necessaD’ to cut and paste the above URI, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank etnail to leave-32266724-48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9~b]istser~,.nnc.edn 

You axe cu~emly snbscfi~d to faculb~--atNefics- forum as: jaysmith~)emai[.uu~.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: h~p://lists.uuc.edu~’u?id~8699857~65997791MM5b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I t;acul~--atNe~cs-fomm&o 32266782 

(It may be neces~ to cut and pas~e the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank email to leave-32266782-48699857.65997791 MIM.5b38d9f69522ac998ca9(a;listse~’,unc,edu 

You axe cu~ently subscribed ~ ~aculW--a~efics-fomm as: O~F~?~unc.edu. 

T~unsnbsc~c~ickhere:h~p:/~’~ists.uuc.edu~u?id~8699886~7b78768854b7~bebc23d57742~763d6&n T&l faculg/--atNetics-fomm&o 32266836 

(It may be neces~ m cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank emafil to leave-32266836-48699886.Tb78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6(?~listserv.unc.edn 

You axe cunently subscribed to facul~’--a~efics-tbmm 

(It may be neces~D- to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank email m leave-32268997-48699886~7b78768854bTI bebc23d57742a2763d6(F~listse~w.unc~edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

She,ll Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 10:01 AM 

The progtZac maling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[proglhc] Fwd: Ross to Rigsby letter attached 

Rigsby 10.8.12.pdf; ATT00001.htm 

FYI, here’s concrete evidence of the new FaculF Adviso~ Council (a letter ficom Ross). I ho~ to have "the Couucil Roster filled out by the end of the week. 

Feel free to share, 
Catherine 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe seud a blank <bi> 

em~fil to <a href "mailto:leave- 32269010- 56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listseiw.unc.edu">leave- 32269010- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<ia> 



The University of North Carolina 
General Adnti.~istra tion 

Post Office Box 2688, Chapel [,HII, NC 275! 5--2088 

qMephone: (919) 962~1000 ¯ Fax: (919) ~45-9695 ¯ E-maih ~omross@northearolina,edu 
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and Mathematics 

October 8, 2012 

Dr. Catherine Rigsby 
Chair, UNC Faculty Assembly 
Department of Geological Sciences 
East Carolina University 
Greenville, North Carolina 27858 

Dear Dr. Rigsby: 

Thank you for working with me to establish a framework for engaging UNC faculty 
in the UNC Board of Governors’ strategic plmming process for 2013-2018. In 
addition to your active participation as a member of the Advisory Committee on 
Strategic Directions, I am pleased that you or your designee also will attend 
meetings of the Strategic Directions Committee. As you know, the Strategic 
Directions Committee is gaflaering and synthesizing data and information and 
drafting documents for the Advisory Committee, and it will benefit from your 
perspective and involvement. 

I also appreciate your willingness to create and chair a Faculty Advisow Council to 
help support the work of the Strategic Directions Committee. As we have 
discussed, our mutual goal is *br you to provide a conduit for crucial academic input 
into the strategic planning process. To be effective, the Faculty Advisor), Council 
should be representative of faculty across the UNC system, with special 
consideration given to the geographic spread of the campuses, as well as the breadth 
of academic disciplines resident within the University. I hope that you will meet 
regularly throughout this process. 

I understand that you are already working closely with my staff to prepare for the 
October 9, 2012, meeting of the Strategic Directions Committee. We will continue 
to provide you and the Faculty Advisory Council advance notice of all meetings, as 
well as access to the Strategic Directions Committee pre- and post-meeting 
materials. As our work moves forward, I "know that you will communicate regularly 
with the UNC Faculty Assembly Executive Committee, which will be responsible 
for ensuring effective communications arnong the Faculty Advisow Council, the 
Faculty Assembly, and the faculty at large. We will make every effort to make the 
Spangler Center is available to you for Faculty Advisory Council meetings, and, 
when available, we can also offer the use of video- or tele-conference services to 
facilitate full member participation. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 10:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Athletics Academic Position - Filled 

I understand that last Friday was likely the deadline for submitting applications~ That would explair~ why it has been taken down. Let me confirm and get back to 

you. 

Harold 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Tuesday, October 09, 20~2 9:~2 AM 

To: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: Athletics Academic Position - Filled 

SPA? ~ don’t s~e the posit~om 

https:!!~tsapps.unc~eduiRAMS4/searchCriteria.do?type=S 

Deborah L, St~omaa, Pb,f3, CLU 

9~] 9~8~3,0336 

woman cm~ make a differe~tce but 

women working ltoge{her c;m chm~ge tt~e world," 

From; Woodard, Harold 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2012 12:42 AM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Athletics Academic Position - Filled 

No, it is not yet filled. It was posted on the Human Resources web page for uew and vacant positious. 

Haold 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 8, 2012, at 7:17 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro([gunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Harold. Is the director position filled yet? If not, where is it posted? Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L, Stron~an, PboD, CLU 

~NW’~M, eXS$. unc,ed u 

3~.5 Woollen = CB #8700 

<image001 .j pg> 

"The best ability is" availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:32 AM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Campbell, Larrj, <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; 

Hammett, Victoria LaJFrieda <vhammet~email.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email.unc.edtr>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 

<ursnla littlej ohn@ unc.edu> 

ILE: Facul~ Statement at Press Conference Tomonow! 

I agree also. 

From: Robertson, Nakenge 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:40 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Campbell, Larry; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda; Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj 
Subject: RE: Faculty Statement at Press Conference Tomorrow! 
f ~gr~-_~e with pr~-_~s~:_~ting a statement as well. 

Thanks, 

N a kerige 

FPG Child Development I~stitute 

UNC Chapel Hill 

9:].9-966-9722 (office) 

9_t9-.96{?-7532 (fax) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday,              6:07 PM 
To: Campbell, Larry; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda; Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula EuNce; McGhee, Oj; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: Faculty Statement at Press Conference Tomorrow! 
~’~l~ortance: High 

HL Are you all okay with my dra[ting a short sta[ement of concern aroused the make-up o[ [he commit[ee? I need a majoriW vo[e~ ;) 

bttp:/!www.wm].co~dn~wsi~ducation/Yideo!] ] 6 27 266!# /vJ d ] 1627266 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

919.843.0336 

woman can make a differe~ce bu~ 

women working ~oge~her can chm~ge the world. " 
From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, i:03 PM 
To: Sherryl Kleinman; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Facul~ SMtement at Press Conference Tomorrow~ 
Great meeting today~ Just wanted to follow up a~d ask if you all had any facnlb’ in mind who might be able to speak at our press conference tomo~ow at 2pm at the 

Old Well. Or if not if we could possible receive a statement to the ett~ct of highlighting how Facul~ are di~ontent with the l~k of represenkation and input on fire 

AdvisoD, Commit’me. 
Last but not least--We are having a Student Power Assembly on ~e steps of Wilson LibraU at 12pm on University Day this Friday           another great 

op~Vtunity lbr t~ulty to speak ~ flreir concerns m~d involve studentg build solidarity. Let me know if eiflrer of you would be able to/interested in speaking or if you 

thi~ a~oNer facul~~ member would like ~ sNak at the assembly on Friday. 

Than~ so much for >~ur help~ 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wayne Lee <welee@emaila~nc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 10:56 AM 

discussion <t~ulty--athletics-lbmm@listserv.~mc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-tbmm@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [facul~--athletics-foruml and race 

Let me again repeat: I hold the students entirely blameless. My concern is ruth the culture in academic advising for athletes and the overall influence of money sports on 

the Universi~’s mission. I might have an opinion about exceptional admissions, but as yet I do not, since general facul~ kmowledge about that process is very limited 

(as it is about admissions in general). I objected to your citing of the presumably dny number of exceptional admits as not worth worodng about, when in fact, 

appaarently, the consequences of those admissions, given the c~dtttre in advising, have been so large. 

It was not clear at all to me that by introducing statistics you were introducing the issue of race and admissions. That is a separate and worthy discussion, but not one 

that I was awaare that I was partaking in. 

Wayne E. Lee 

£~rofessor of History 

Chair of Lhe Curriculum in P~’aoe, War~ and Defense 

wiL e e @ u r~ c. 6 du 

www. uric. edu/~-we lee 

www. amazon, comiWayne-E .--LeeieiB@@iKHRXKW/ref ntt athr dp ~el i 

On 10/9/2012 9:59 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

HI Wayne. Disingetmous? Wow! f guess ~:hat r~-’_~flecl:s the level of passion (informed or no~:) you haw~ for l:h~s ~mportant matter. ~1: is a~so enough to 

make me d~sconth~ue my attempt to get more people engaged on th~s forum in the forma] outlets on the campus. 

Possibly due to my c.:?mmut~icati.:?n, I guess Wayne {and others?) dkt not understand my no~:e of "statistics," f a~x)log~ze for such, IVly asstm~p~:R)n for 

this return was perhaps too ambkious. Thank youJ~y~or ~ha, jbflow up. To clarify my point, ] suggest thsL many folks are missing (or refuse to d~scuss) 

the racial e~emenl:. In addil:km, everyone ap~ears more worked up abot~t what th~s small number o~ athletes did "wrong" versus the m~p~ementation 

of solutions to help them succeed once they get here, 

rqonethe~ess, I move on ~:o more productive efforts o[ making a difference h:~r them IN and OUTSH)E [:he dsssroom, 

Have a warm and dry day, 

debby 

P.S. Wayne wrkes, "] don% th~nk that rnany of us are worded about the vast rnajodty of student athletes (I reg@ady find olympic sporL athletes to be 

among the very best students)Y I have SO many fo~ow up questions on these loaded and Mased statements that we co@d have a town hall just on 

this to@c, ~[ind your commen~: disturbing [or a facuky member. Best ~vishes on your strategR: ¢2c~[ot?s [:o reduce your worry for rever~ue-~)rodudng 

sport atMetes~ 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stromau, Ph,D. CLB 

9:[ 9,84.3~0336 

woman can make a difference but 

women working togett~er can change the world." 

From= Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmN~@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, October 08, 2012 10:06 PN 
To: discussion 
Co: discussion 
Subject: Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] and race 
An& if I may quickly respond to my own message, there is ofcour~ the other great divide that too often gets ignore~L and that’s race. As Richard has 

pointed out belbm, the NC~ uses "most of them roll go pro in something o~er than spo~s" as a lightly coded reminder that not all beneIiciafies of 

NC~k scholarships a,e...you M~ow, black. And this, to me, is yet another reason to be suspicious of the catch-dl categoW "s~dent- atNete." Some 

(present company excluded) very ,nuch want m use that label ~ a means of diluting and distracting fro,n im~nt issues of race, privilege, and power. If 

they’re a]l just "s~dent-atNetes" having the same basic experience, then we don’t want to wony too much about the fact that the football players aren’t 

necessa~ly ge~ng real educations, that ~e field hockey players (what. 90% white?) am flying axound the count~" to compete and geRing first rate 

educations on the backs of the basketball temn (Maul invimtional~), and that ~ and bb playem risk career-ending ~d income-deslroying iNufies eveD~ 

week to keep ~e whole macNne humming. The raciaJ politics of all tNs am redly complicated, bnt let’s face it--the NC~ would prefer that you didn’t 

notice. 

Totally self-indulgent aside: as a grad student at Michigan, I went to football games reg@arly. In the late ’80s there was a super-taleuted running back 

named ToW Boles who was absolutely electrifying as a freshman. I remember thinking--that guy’s going to win the tleisman. Junior year, he blew out his 

knee and never played again. I’ve thought of Tony Boles a lot tbr 25 years (mainly because, as a Michigan fan, I regretted that he never won aJl those 

games he was going to win!) But these lasl two years I can’t get him offmy mind. We need to reform this stinking system tbr the ToW Boles of the world. 
(Google the guy if you want to get depressed before bedti,ne.) -Jay 

On 10/8/12 9:43 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

I don’t know about disinge~mous (Wayne, you’re reaJJy bringing it!), but I do think that this gets at a very interesting bone of contention 

an~ong us--and really, among "sports fans" eve~3~here. 

We hear all the time, from the NCAA most obno~ously, that "student-athletes" play dozens of different sports, that they graduate at higher 

rates, that they make dean’s lists, and that they will "turn pro in something other than sports," etc etc. In other words, the NCAA is as 
wholesome as apple pie and motherhood. (Debby, I’m sure she won’t mind my pointing out, is herself one of the wholesome products that 



the NCAA loves to represent as the totalit.5, of the college sport expefience--she played basketball at UVA.) 

But...’the great majofity of the problems that attlict college sport arise ti~om the peculiar pressures created through the recruitment process for 

the revenue sports, the sports that make all the money by which we float the good ship "college athletics." So we persist in talking past one 

m~othe~; pretb" much all the time. When I talk about the problems of college athletics, tny eyes are trained on football aaad basketball. When 

others celebrate college sports, they usually have in mind all the OTHER athletes. (Mind you, I don’t suppose that all football players are 

’dumb jock~’ m~d I acknoMedge that there is great social value in providing educations for guys who would otherwise be completely adfift.) 

All the ~netrics the NC.A~\ loves to talk about get reversed dramatically if you focus on football m~d basketball and exclude the others. We all 

therefore need to be clearer what it is we’re talking about. And we need to be honest with one another about the statistics that matter. It’s 

one reason I object to the categoo~ "student-athleteJ’ Let’s keep the apples and the oranges separate, please. Whether "college athletics" can 

and should survive and prosper is a different question~ intellectually speaking, from whether football and basketball need radical reforms. - 

Jay 

On 10/8/12 9:17 PM, Wayne Lee wrote: 

Debbie, 
I believe strongly that your statistics axe misleading and even disingenuous. I don’t think that mmay of us are worfied about the 

vast majofity of studeut athletes (I regularly find olympic sport athletes to be among "the very best students). The really 

damaging aspects of the cultare of exception exist tbr the money sports, axed the percentages "there would change dramatically. 

And even if it was .08%, the damage done was all out of proportion, no? 

Wayne E. Lee 

Professor of History 

wlLee@urK:. 6du 

www. amazo:].com!Wavno-E.-Lee!e/B@@lKHRKK’~4!re~ nt:t athr dp ~e] 

On 10/8/2012 6:00 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Ye~;, ~’[EASt? speak up.. ar~gagemant is SO r~ecassary. 
] wiah we could have everyone on th~s ~s~sarv {and more f~c@W) ahow u~ and part~dpa~e ~t faculty couadl and 
~:A{:: meetings. We or@ have one sport ~dmimstration ~rofem;or (m the FAC committee, so there certainly ist~’l: 
a dominance of experts there. And as h~formed as she is -- she still has her own persoectbe at that.. 
Do we need another forma~ university committee to address these issues ff FAC is not the 
Addk~onal work? That’s s great d~scuss~oR question. 
Qver 800 athletes ~ the system. ~ 200 newb~es per year for 28 spor~:s and "~ 15 speda~ admits per year across 
sporLs. So we are tNkk~g about .08% of a~srm oR our campus. Mercy. 
debby 
Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

9~ 9.843.0336 

’One woman cm~ make a differe~ce but 

wome~ working ~oge~her ca~ change 1he world." 

F~m~ Ja~ Smith [mail~:]aTsmlth@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Nonda~, October 08, 2012 3:S1 PN 
T~ discussion 
Subjeet~ Fwd: Re: [facul~--athletics4orum] the right to ~lk about teaching 
Me~t this for the list_ 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Re: [t~ul~--a~letics-tbmm] ~e fight m talk a~ut roaching 

Date:Mon, 08 Oct 2012 15:50:31 -0400 
From:Jay Smith qaysmifl<a)emml.unc.edu~ 

To:Colloredo-Manst~ld, Rudolf J <coIlored(i~emmlamc.ed~; 

Rudi--quick follow-up just to say, hear hear!           Every one of us, 

oertain]y every one of us in the Co]]ege of Arts arid Seienoes, car~ tell 

a story or stories about how our classrooms have been affected by the 

presence of athletes.            Sometimes it’s great, sure, but at other times we 

have additional work c~eated for us (must fill out these mid-semester 

cheek-up forms), additional strains on otlr time (how do i correct that 

sentence without rewriting it for him?), and unwanted change to the 

dyna~’ics of classroo~’ interactions~            So yeah, we the faculty have a 

£ight 126) speak.            Not beoause we know what percentage of ath]etes are 

special admits or because we know how many tutors work on subject X, but 

because we are supposedly in charge of our own classroo~’s and the 

management of our relationships with our students.           No othe~ 

qua]~f~oation Js requi~ed.           -Jay 

On 10/7/]2 9:56 PH, Co]]oredo-Ha:]sfe]d, Rud)lf J wrote: 

> Hi Jay and other members of this list, 

> I find it encouraging that this list is up and running and there is themaking of a dialog. I have 

> 

> A[te:E I spoke at th} specia] [acuity oot][K:i] iiegtii]g LO support the chaneellx, LWO faculty K~eK~bers (:aiie 
> Best, 



> Rudi 

> Dear Jan, 

> I am writing to follow up on my comments at the special faculty meetingan@ my concern that tPe faculty is 

> I think this campus needs a broader discussion about the appropria%e limits on the UNC sports franchise. 

ke c 

le 

ar what further threatel~s them. 

> The public scandals that we have had over the past couple of have sports as a collrr~on theme; they have mac 

> Best, 

> Rudi 

> 

> 

> 

> Sent: Sunday, Octobe2 07, 2012 12:44 PH 

> To: discussion 

> Subject: [facultp-a%hletics-fo~um] about our iistserv 

> 

> I~m about to turn to a stack of bluebooks, but before i do so I wanted 

> to respond to Debby’s passionate email from yester@ay. ~ apologize to 

> Debby (and others) for my own contributions to "negativity." These are 

> big and emotional issues, and overstatements will sometimes happen. But 

> it seems to me that one of the potentially useful things about this 

> listsevv--which has subscribers of ~oth the "pro-athletics" and 

> "athletics skeptics" persuasion, to use very broad terms--is that we 

> have the chance to engage in mutually enlightening argument from time to 

> time~            If I or others communicate a ~asic misun@erstanding of an issue, 

> ~’d like to invite others to correct me/us! I~m not averse to arg’~men% 

> and i am definitely not averse to learning. One of my chief grievances 

> for two years running has been that the university has resisted opening 

> up the can of worms that is "big time sport" and Pas insisted, tPrough 

> deed and word, that our problems are limited, localized, and temporary. 

> Big discussions, crafted for a purpose, therefore seem unnecessary to 

> the university leaders who ave handling tPe "problem."           ~f our leaders 

> won’t do it, can’t we, at least, do it in our %iny corner of the ether? 

> 

> As for the s~ecific charge about apathy, I also want to ~oint out that I 

> have Pad repeate@ and extensive one-on-one conversations with tPe 

> university’s "leaders" over the past two years (I~11 give detailed blow 

> by blows of each of my seven conversations for anyone who~s 

> intereste@--for some of them I even have documentation), and ~ have been 

> consistently disappointed by the results.           They listen politely, to be 

> sure, but they have repeatedly passed the buck, made vague promises, 

> or--even worse--have shown a shocking inability or unwillingness to 

> grasp the large issues at stake.            Jan an@ tPe Faculty Executive 

> Cn~k~kittee s%and out as the exceptions to this rule because of their 

> actions this past suK~aer.            But with their exception, I make absolutely 

> no apologies for impugning tPe leadership of the university~           And I’m 

> talking about many people. If any of you ave wondering a~out the reasons 

> for the depth of my ewn anger and frustration, this would be a good 

> place to start. 

> 

> Finally, on the news reports and bad press, here’s where I stand: given 

> all the incriminating information that has come to light in the ~ast 14 

> months, the pressure should not be on critics like me/us to be always 

> fair-min@ed and generous.            Rather, tPe pressure should be on the 

> athletics program(s) to prove that cur suspicions are exaggerated or 

> unfounded. The ball is in their court. It’s been sitting there for a 

> long time. They can prove tPat the N&O has distorte@ reality? They can 

> prove that they co~k~m~nica%e to athletes that they must be s~idents 

> first?           They can prove that they don~t game the system to keep star 

> revenue-sport athletes eligible?           They can ~rove that academic 

> counselors act indepen@ently of the wishes of coaches and AD’s?           TPen 

> why on God’s green earth haven’t they done so?           Do they think we’re 

> interested?           Here’s w!’~at I say. As soon as they allay all of my silly 

> suspicions, I promise to pack it in and to give French history my 

> undivided attention again. -Jay 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athietics-forum as: coiiored@6£nil.uno.edu. To unsubscribe 

>            click Pete: http~!!lists~unc.e@u!u?id 56378608.dSe268f99412~@dcTh76849651e6ei85&n 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: javsmith@e’~’ail.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

> click here~ 

> 

You are cunently subscribed to facully--athletics-forum as: dstro(~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilis~s.u~c.edt~,’t~? 

id 4869988(~.Tb78768854bTIbebc23d57742a2763d6&~ T&I faculW--atNetics-forum&o 32265449 



(It may be necessary to cut aJ~d paste the above URL if’the line is broken) 

or ~nd a blmak email to leave-32265449-48699886.7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6(tblistserv.unc.edu 

To unsnb~fibe click here: h~:/ilis~s~unc.edw’u? 

id 55814421.ec0061e393d0~72ea3tk:8abld658656&n T&I faculB~--afl~letics-fomm&o 32266238 

(It may be necessa~’ to cnt ~d p~te the above U~ iftbe line is broken) 

or ~nd a blm~ email to leave-32266238-55814421 .ec0061e393d0t272ea3fe8abl d658656(~listse~z.unc,edu 

To unsub~fibe click here: ht~p://lists.unc.edWu?i~48699857.65997791MM5b38dgtt39522ac998ca9&~T&l l~acuItv-- 
atNefics- fomm&o 32266724 

(It may be necessa~ m cut ~d paste the above U~ if the line is broken) 

or ~nd a blank emml m leave-32266724-4 8699857.65997791 IM.b45b38dgf69522ac998ca9(a)listserv,nnc.edn 

lbrum&o 32266782 

(It may be necessao~ m cut and pas~e the above U~ if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-32266782-48699857,65997791Mb45b38d9N9522ac998ca9~;liatserv,unc.edu 

You ~xe cunently subscfi~d to facN~--aflflefics- forum as: dstro~unc.edu. 

(It may be neces~), to cut aM pas~e the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank emNl to leave-B2266836-48699886.Tb78768854bT1 bebc23d57742a2763d6(?~listse~a,.unc.edu 

You axe cu~ently subscfi~d to thcNty--aflflefics-tbmm as: welee(tbemail.m~c,e&~. 

To unsubscfibe click here: http://lists.unc.edWu?id 55814421.ec0061e393d0t272ea3tE8abld658656&n T&I thculty--aflfletics-forum&o 32268997 

(It may be neces~O" to cut m~d pas~e fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or send a Nank emNl to leave-3226899% 55814421 .ec0061e393d0~72ea3fe8abld658656~listse~’.unc.edu 

Yon axe currently subscribed to l?acnlU--athlefics-tbrum as: dstro(~unc,edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: hltp:i/lists.unc,edtr’u?id=48699886.Tb78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6&n=T&l=liacult~,--athlelics-t()mm&o=32269462 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: ?}live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:09 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Blog 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am emailing you because I was unable to complete my blog entry last week.                                                          I wanted to let you 
know so that maybe it would not count against me. I have kept in touch with the NCHSAA and they have worked with me great in my recovery. Thank you for you time and 
help on this matter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gill, Emmett <egiIII@NCCU.EDU> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 12:22 PM 

Gill, Emmett <egilll@NCCU.EDU>; Billy J Hawkins <bhawk@uga.edu>; Akilait Carter Fra~cique <a~-carter@hlkn.tamu.edtr> 

Albert Bimper <abimpe@mail.utexas.edu>; A-hart2@wiu.edu; Culp, Bria~ O <bricultf~iupui.edu>; C. Keith Harrison 

< kharrison@bns.ucf.edu>; Charles L. Crowley (crowley@caln.edu); Corbett, Doris <dcorbett@Howard.edu>; 

(constance.carter@cobbkl2.org); Cornell Foo <           ,~byahoo.com>; Conrtney Snell-Flowers (cflowers@westga.edn); Darren 

Kelly (dairen.kelly@mail.utexas.edu); Darren Kelly (danen.kelly@austin.utexas.edn); Stroman, Deborah L <~stro@nnc.edu>; Demetrius 

Peaacson (dpeaacson@uh.edu); Polite, Fritz G <fpolite@utk.edn>; Ginikachi Nwosu < nwosug@unlv.nevada.edu>; (jmcd@illinois.edu); 

Cavil, Jafus <caviljk@TSU.EDU>; Jasmine Hamilton @mmi23@ligers.lsn.edu>; John N. Singer <singmjn@hlkn.tamu.edn>; Joseph 

Nehemiah Cooper -~oeycoop@uga.edu>; JOYCE OLUSHOLA             @gmail.com>; Chaplin, Kenneth Sean 

<kcha~neo.tamu.edu>; Ketra Am~strong (karms~tr2@csulb.edu); Hylton, Kevin <K.Hylton@leedsmet.ac.uk~; 

(leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu); Louis Harrison, Jr. <lharrison@mail.utexas.edu>; Malia Lawrence <slawrence@apu.edu>; Michelle 

Tou~n (MTou~n@unm.edu); Othello Harris [harriso@muohio.edu]; May, Reuben A <rmay@neo.tamu.edu>; Roy McCree 

<Roy.McCree@sta.uwi.edu>; Sailes, Gary A. [gsailes@indiana.edu]; Jolmson, Waacdell <Wardell.Johnson@EKU.EDU> 

RE: Abolish NCAA Amateurism Petition Please Sign & Forward 

Dear Colleagues: 

If you have not signed the petition below and believe that the bylaws need to be abolished, please sign. 

I am thankI~al that I have the opportunity- to study sport as a profession and believe that we should all transform our interests into activism. 

Your support is needed and appreciated. 

Best 

Emmett 

From: Gill, Emmett 
Sent: Saturday, October 06, 2012 3:14 PM 
To: Billy J Hawkins; Akilah Carter Francique 
Cc: Albert Bimper; A-hart2@wiu.edu; Culp, Brian O; C Keith Harrison; Charles L Crowley (cro~vley@calu.edu); Corbett, Doris; (constance carter@cobbkl2 org); Cornell Foo; Courtney 
Snell-Flowers (cflowers@westga edu); Darren Kelly (darren.kelly@maihutexas.edu); Darren Kelly (dan-en.kelly@austin utexas.edu); Deborah Stroman (dstroman@emaihunc edu); Demetrius 
Pearson (dpearson@uh.edu); Polite, Fritz G; Ginlkachi Nwosu; (jmcd@illmois edu); Cavil, Jafus; Jasmine Hamilton; John N. Singer; Joseph Nehemiah Cooper; JOYCE OLUSHOLA; Chaplin, 
Kenneth Sean; Ketra Armstrong (karmstr2@csulb.edu); Hylton, Kevin; (leonardmoore@mail utexas.edu); Louis Han-ison, Jr; Malia Lawrence; Michelle Touson (iVITouson@uuna.edu); 
Othellu Harris [harriso@muohio.edu]; May, Reuben A; Roy McCree; Sailes, Gary A. [gsailes@indiana edu]; Johnsun, Wardell 
Sutzject: Abulish NC2~t Amateurism Petition Please Sign & Furward 

Abolish NCAA Amateurism Bylaws 

The Student-Athlete’s Human Rights Pruject created a petition to The United States Huuse uf Representatives, The United States Senate, and President Barack Obama which says: 

"To urge Cungress to mandate that the NCAA abolish all byla~vs, under section 12, that pruhbit all student-athletes from earning incume that is based on their status as a student-athlete 
(i.e., duing a chip and dip commercial)." 
Will you sign this petition? 

(;lick here: 

http:i/signon.ur~/si~nJabolish-ncaa-amatuerism?source cemcp&r by 5404331 
Thanks! 

This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service 
For more information please visit http :i/www.sv, manteccloud.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 20:[2 :[:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Farmer on Diversity 

Proud of UNC!!! 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.kenaninstitute.unc.edu! 

Tek 959-962-2566 

Fax: 9~9-962-$467 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <ds[ro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 9, 2012 :[0::[3 AM 

To: Joseph DeSimone <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Farmer on Diversity 

Did yO~.E se~-:~ this article? 

d 

Do Goo(L 

Oeboral~ L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:~ 9,843,0336 

’~)ne womm~ cm~ make a difference 

working togeti~er can c}~ange the world." 

"When the root is deep, there is ~0 reason to [e#r the wind°" 

Description: Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Monday, October 08, 20~2 6:59 PN 
To= Campbell, Larry; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda; .]ones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; NcGhee, Oj; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Farmer on Diversity 

Hi Team. Please pass the word! h ttp :iith e hill.comiblogs!congress-.blogieduca[ioni260747--fish e r--v-texas-i[s-wron~-to-curb--d i versity- 

d 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

93_9.843.0336 

www.unc.eduicbc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:32 PM 

Shertyl Kleinma~ < ,~nc.rr.com> 

Campbell, Lain/<lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFfieda <vhammett@emml.unc.edu-~; Jones, Shaa~dra 

<~shmidraj@elnail.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohu@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@uuc.edu>; Robe(tso~ 

Nakenge <uakenge.robe(tson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: looking for a quote for press release 

Hi Sherryl. Stuff and life happens. ;) 
OJ - Can you please add this note to our website? Thanks. 
If it isn’t too late for the press conference, here is our statement: 

"The Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black Faculty and Staff Caucus) at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill expresses our 

concern with the lack of diversity on the Board of Governor’s UNC Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions. It is our 

understanding that the 31-person committee charged with providing vital input and recommendations for the strategy of our 17- 

campus university system over the next five years is comprised of only one faculty member and one student. Clearly, this omission 

of a greater number of faculty personnel can be perceived as lack of respect for academic interests. The Caucus will continue to 

monitor actions that do not support the interests of Black employees at UNC-Chapel Hill. We stand in alliance with the UNC-Chapel 

Hill American Association of University Professors and UNC Student Power chapters. In addition, we endorse the UNC-Chapel Hill 

Faculty Council Resolution        that requests an expansion of the BOG Advisory Committee to "include faculty representation 

from this university and the other UNC campuses." 

Respectfully, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

cbcchair@unc.edu 
www.unc.edu!cbc 

From: Sherryl Kleinman [mailto 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: looking for a quote for press release 

Debby: 

"Zombies beIieve me are more ierrifyit,.g than colo~ds{s." Fran~z Fanot,. 

@nc.rr.com] 
11:23 PM 

(great student, involved in all this), asked ira faculty member would feel comfortable signing the following (to be put on a press release/read at 
press conf. tomorrow). I already gave a few sentences with my name. I have no idea if you’d feel comfortable using your name or not, or would want to write 
a few of your own sentences. The press conf. is at 2 p.m. tomorrow (Tues)., so this is last minute. And that means: don’t feel you have to do this at all! 
Another option, of course, is to edit what’s below to what you’d feel comfortable signing. I also emailed Bill Race (from today’s mtg; prof in classics) to see if 
he’d want to sign this. Anyway, if you want to sign it (or not), let me know. If you sign, obviously they’d need your ’signature’ (official titles, etc.). Thanks for 
considering it. Best, Sherryl 

"We continue to call on this committee to follow the example of the UNC Tomorrow commission five years ago and hold public forums across the state to 
hear from the people about what we need and want from our public higher education system." Said... "So far, they have refused to do so. This is 
unacceptable, and it’s becoming clearer and clearer that this board would prefer to conduct their business behind closed doors than hear from the people 
their decisions will directly impact." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaJl.com on behalf of 

David Oestreicher z<lavid@gomsba.com> 

Tuesday, 2:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Payment from MSBA 

Debby, 

We’ve made this payment and should be all set. Please confirm as s~on as possible. Then we can ,schedule a few minutes to chat about optimizing our partnership per 

your note below. 

Many thanks, 

David 

David Oestreicher 

Managing Director 

Manhattan Sports Busine 

On Tue,            at 3:37 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. Let’s chat next week about what particular opportunities you may have that will allow our students to help your business profitability objectives. ;) 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. % illing is not enough; we must do." (]. Goethe) 

from: "david @gomsba.com" <david@gomsba.com> 

Date: Tuesday,               3:35 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Carolina Sport Business Club 

Deborah - We will make this payment tomorrow. Many thanks, David 

On Thu,            at 11:23 AM, David Oestreicher <david@gomsba.com> wrote: 

Thanks Deborah~ We’re working on this now and appreciate your patience. Best, David 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Wed, at 12:46 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi David, I hope you are having a great day~ 

am following up regarding the $I000 sponsorship payment Please advise. Thanks! 

Do Good, 

Deborah L S~roman, Ph,D, CLU 

&~Im,ge, ~:2xp]or,°, gmpow~r. 

9~9.843.0336 



From= ~qmail.com [mailb~: 
Sent: Monday, 3:4,3 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Ben Sturner; 

Subject: Re: Carolina Sport Business Club 

Thanks Debby. 

My best, 

David 

http:i/’,^,~’w, gonqsb~, com!imagesll 
ogo.r-~ng 

’©~e w’oma~ cm~ m~tke 3 differe~ce 

wome~ wo~’ki~L<~ togetl~er can ct~a.nge lhe world." 

~] on Behalf Of David Oestreicher 

Dr. Deborah 8troman (theclub@unc,edu) 

David Oestreicher 

Managing Director 

Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

5i 3-460-743i 

www,~!oMSBA.com 

On Men, at 3:28 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

l-h,~i rlks u> ~ u>in ! 

debb7 

From: Ben Sturner [mailto:bens@leverageagency.com] 
Sent: Monday,                 3:13 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; david@gomsba.com 

Cc: david@gomsba.com; theclub@unc.edu; 

Subject: RE: Carolina Sport Business Club 

Please char~ge the invoice to reflect entirely MSBA. ]hank you and we look forward to the partnership! 

888 Seve~t.h Ave.mJe 16ti: 

N<÷w Ye.~k, DIY 10106 
O ~ ce: 1 212.752.2500 

Description:           ] 

F~b" : 1 212.223.6982 

bens@levera~eaffencv.com 
~.leverageagency.com 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:23 PM 

To: david@gomsba.com 



C¢," david@clomsba.com; Ben Sturner; Dr. Deborah Stroman (theclub@unc.edu); 

Subject-" RE: Carolina Sport Business Club 

Hi Da~,id. Soe :~ tt:~chc!d. Zh:~ nk you ! 

Do Good, 

Del’~o*’ah L. Stt’oman, Ph~I). 

919,843.0336 

women working togeth.e,~ ca~t ch.a~tge the woHd." 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent," Thursday, 4:51 PM 

To: ’david@gomsba.com’ 
C¢-" ’david@qomsba.com’; ’Ben Sturner’; Dr. Deborah Stroman (theclub@unc.edu) 
Subject-" Carolina Sport Business Club 

Hi David. Ben asked that I connect with you regarding our new partnership. The students are very excited to have Leverage as a major sponsor. We have already begun to 

advertise such. ;) www.csbcunc.com 

write to follow up with the status of the sponsorship check and how we can further engage Leverage and MSBA this year. I am hoping to Skype Ben in for our first 

meeting, Monday, for a few minutes~ 

Thanks again! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Lo Stron~a~ Ph,D, CLU 

~:plore, Engage, 

www, exss,unc,edu 

919.8~,0336 

Description: Description: Description: Einstein Solve 
Problems 

This email communication by Leverage Agency may contain 

information that is proprietary, privileged, confidential or legally 

exempt from disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you 



are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy 

or disseminate this communication without the consent of the 

sender and that doing so may be unlawful. If you have received 

this communication in error, please notify the sender. 

For more information, please visit www.Levera8eA8ency.com 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maggie Georgieva, HubSpot <ma~rkeling@hubspot.com> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 2:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

100 Ideas That Changed Marketing 

HubSpot 

Hi Deborah, 

Marke4ing has gone [hrough many transformatk)ns. Just m the fast 

couple of yea~s, we sh~ed our focus from prin~ med~a ~o online 

med~a, ~rorn d~rec~ mall [o socia~ media, from trade[kraal PR to 
guerrilla techNques. 

Don’t you fees ~ike you have missed some of the key ideas that 

have shaped our industry? 

~,~.,"~.,,’e,~ ,,~%’,,~’,d the e,,~e~-<:I,,~,~’.,!~i.,’,,!~ ~’P,a,’~kefi,~,,!~ w<,,rid "[’o help ske4ch 
out [he reinvention ef marke[ing and put in a larger context, we 

compile, d 109 ideas tha~ have, changed the indushy 

Download the Ebook Now 

This ebook features ideas from recognized historical figures, 

marketing thought leaders and practicing marketing professionals. 

Grab it today and join us in this journey of 100 marketi~xg ideas. 

Ebook Download: 100 Ideas that 

Changed Marketing 

Chee, ts, 

Inbound Marketing Manager 

HubSpot 

p.s. Find ou~ hew you can implemen[ only the good ideas in 

marketin,( ¯ Get a live demo of the HubSpot marketin.q software. 

Try HubSpot Today with a 30-day Trial 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: looking for a quote for press release 

I’ve attached how it will look as a .pdf. [:ill free to make any revisions and send back to me, in the meantime, i’ll post it under the CBC Spotlight section on the 
Home page. Do you have an appropriate title (i.e Letter of Concern --- UNC Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions). VII attempt to post it by the end of the ~k, ork 
day. 
--OJ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday 1:32 PM 
To: Sherryl Kleinman 
C¢: Campbell, Larry; Hammett, Victoria LaFdeda; Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula EuNce; McGhee, Oj; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: looking for a quote for press release 
Hi Sherryl. Stuff and life happens. ;) 
OJ - Can you please add this note to our website? Thanks. 
If it isn’t too late for the press conference, here is our statement: 

"The Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black Faculty and Staff Caucus) at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill expresses our 

concern with the lack of diversity on the Board of Governor’s UNC Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions. It is our 

understandin8 that the 31-person committee charged with providing vital input and recommendations for the stratesy of our 17- 

campus university system over the next five years is comprised of only one faculty member and one student. Clearly, this omission 

of a 8rearer number of faculty personnel can be perceived as lack of respect for academic interests. The Caucus will continue to 

monitor actions that do not support the interests of Black employees at UNC-Chapel Hill. We stand in alliance with the UNC-Chapel 

Hill American Association of University Professors and UNC Student Power chapters. In addition, we endorse the UNC-Chapel Hill 

Faculty Council Resolution        that requests an expansion of the BOG Advisory Committee to "include faculty representation 

from this university and the other UNC campuses." 

Respectfully, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

~_.b_ .c_ _c_ . .h_ a_ ! r_ . _@. __u_.n_ .c_: .e__d_.u_. 

From: Sherryl Kleinman [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: looking for a quote for press release 
Debby: 

*Zombies, believe me, are more Ierrifyi~g ~han colo~fists." Fran~z Fano~ 

.~nc.rr.com] 
11:23 PM 

(great student, involved in all this), asked if a faculty member would feel comfortable signing the following (to be put on a press release/read at 
press conL tomorrow). I already gave a few sentences with my name. I have no idea if you’d feel comfortable using your name or not, or would want to write 
a few of your own sentences. The press conf. is at 2 p.m. tomorrow (Tues)., so this is last minute. And that means: don’t feel you have to do this at all! 
Another option, of course, is to edit what’s below to what you’d feel comfortable signing. I also emailed Bill Race (from today’s mtg; prof in classics) to see if 
he’d want to sign this. Anyway, if you want to sign it (or not), let me know. If you sign, obviously they’d need your ’signature’ (official titles, etc.). Thanks for 
considering it. Best, Sherryl 

"We continue to call on this committee to follow the example of the UNC Tomorrow commission five yeats ago and hold public forums across the state to 
hear from the people about what we need and want from our public higher education system." Said_. "So far, they have refused to do so. This is 
unacceptable, and it’s becoming clearer and clearer that this board would prefer to conduct their business behind closed doors than hear from the people 
their decisions will directly impact." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 3:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Black male retention at predominantly white institutions 

"The most cormnon ~vay people give up their power is by thinking they don’t have any." 

- Alice Walker 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African and Atim-American Studies 

LrixTC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-261~ 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http ://afriafamunc.edu/ 

From: tI-NET I)iscussion List for African American Studies [H-AFRO-AM@H-NET.MSU.EDU] on behalf of Abdul Alkalimat [mcworter@II.LINOIS.EDU] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2012 8:35 AM 

To: H - AFRO - AM@H-N[~7[’. MSU. E DU 
Subject: Black male retention at predominantly white institutions 

From: trena sanders@wmich edu 

I am currently working on a dissertation topic which focuses on Black 
Male Undergraduate Retention at Predominantly White Institutions(PWIs) 

I have conducted an initial review of retention strategies. I would like 
to know if anyone has additional information that pertains to successful 
models of retention which addresses the distinct components and/or 
unique cultural aspects that are needed in order to adequately construct 
effective models of retention for Black male undergraduate student who 

attend PWIs. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:29 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;_                   ~live.unc.e&~; 
< @live.uuc.edu>; @unc.edu-~; 

~live.unc.edu>;                            ~)unc.edu>; 

<dstro@uuc.edu>;                        @live.uuc.edU> 

Cc: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Let’s go to work’. 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@emml.unc.edu>: 

@live.unc.edu>; 

i@live.unc.edu:>; Stroman, Deborah L 

Hi Heels. Thanks again for your willingness to serve on this pioneering work group. We WILl. identify 100 Tar Heels by 

SAD Action Items and Updates: 

1. I spoke to our AD, Mr. Bubba Cunningham, and he is very excited about this project. 

2. Send your ideas for a project name to ’~Gold) or ’~Blue). 

3. Please create a Facebook private group page. 

4. Gold - Define your work strategy for the professional sport industry over six regions. 

5. Blue - Define your work strategy for the college sport industry over six regions. 

6. Beginning -We will switch efforts. 

7. Beginning until - Both groups will work on the non-USA market. 

please create a Google Doc (or whatever) that populates an Excel sheet by Monday, 

"ask." Keep me informed so I may drop names into the doc too! ;) 

Here are the fields (need the other group’s info) for the document: 

Their information will NOT be made public. 

When the document is ready, we can begin our 

Last Name, First Name, Nickname 

Busiuess EmmA1 Address - Tell them that only Dr. Stroman roll use this addres~ as necessa~. 

Personal Email Address 

Company Entrepreneur (Y/N) 

Mobile Phone Tell them that ouly Dr. Stmman will u~ this phone number, as necessau. 

Year Graduated Undergrad, Grad, Both 

Primary Majoffs) 

Degree 

9. Job Title 

10. Job Description 

11. UNC Campus Activities 

12. Favorite Quote or Job Advice 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

EVERYONE - Please give advice and feedback at any time to anyone! 

Together Everyone ~chieves t%/Iore! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, $iroraan~ Ph,D, CLU 
g~lore, Engage, g~ower, 

919,~43.033~ 

"The best abiJity is avai/abiJity." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~}live.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 6:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Let’s go to work! 

image001 .j pg 

Dr. Stroman, 

Jnst to clarify, am we contacting the alumni as we find them? Or am we making the list and then going through and contacting the individuals? 

Thanks! 

P.S. When are your otticial ottice hours? I stopped by this afternoon but you weren’t there :( 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:29 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Heels. Thanks again for your willingness to serve on this pioneering work group. We WILL identify 100 Tar Heels by 

SAD Action Items and Updates: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->:L 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->5. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->6. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->7. 

~lease create a Google Doc (or whatever) that populates an Excel sheet by Monday, 

begin our "ask." Keep me informed so I may drop names into the doc too! ;) 

Here are the fields (need the other group’s info) for the document: 

Their information will NOT be made public. 

<!--[endif]-->l spoke to our AD, Mr. Bubba Cunningham, and he is very excited about this project. 

<!--[endif]-->Send your ideas for a project name to      (Gold) or      (Blue). 

<!--[endif]-->Please create a Facebook private group page. 

<!--[endif]-->Gold - Define your work strategy for the professional sport industry over six regions. 

<!--[endif]-->Blue - Define your work strategy for the college sport industry over six regions. 

<!--[endif]-->Beginning -We will switch efforts. 

<!--[endif]-->Beginning until - Both groups will work on the non-USA market. 

When the document is ready, we can 

<!- - [if ! suppo~tLists]- -> 1. <! -- [endif] --:>Last Nmne, First Name, Niclcname 

<!- - [if ! suppo~tLists]- ->2. <! -- [endil] --:>Business Email Address - Tell them that only Dr. Strotnan will use this address, as necessa~. 

<!- - [if ! supportLists]- ->3. <! -- [endif] -->Personal Email Addmss 

<!--[if!supportLists]-->4. <!--[endif]-->Company Entrepreneur(Y?N) 

<!-- [if !suppor’dAsts]-->5. <!--[endif]-->Mobile Phone Tell them that only Dr. Stroman roll use this phone number, as necessary. 

<!--[if!suppor’dAsts]-->6. <!--[endif]-->YearGraduated Undergrad, Grad, Both 

<!-- [if ! supporflLists]-->7. <! -- [endiI] -->Prima~y Maj o~(s) 

<!-- [if ! supporflLists]-->8. <!-- [endif]-->Degme 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->9. <!--[endif]-->Job Title 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->lO. <!--[endif]-->Job Description 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->11. <!--[endif]-->UNC Campus Activities 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->12. <!--[endif]-->Favorite Quote or Job Advice 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

EVERYONE - Please give advice and feedback at any time to anyone! 

Together Everyone Achieves More! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
E~plore. Engage. Eropower, 

www.exss, unc,edu 

3%5 Woolle~ - CB #8700 

<ima~eOO~.jp~> 

"The best abifity is availabi/itF." 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She,ll Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, 7:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Campbell, Lam., <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; ttammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@ema~J.unc.edu-~; Jones, Shandra 
<shaidmj@elnail.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.eda>; Robe(tso~ 

Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Re: looking for a quote for press release 

Hi, Debby: 

It was too late, ~rry. I just received it now. They didn’t use nay quote, either, they used the quote ficom David Ayers he’s President of the NC Cont~rence of the Amer. 

Assn. of Univ. Profs., at UNC-G. But there’s plenty of room/time for your statement! 

I think your statement is great. Consider sending it to the N&O, DTH, or Durham Herald Sun. More stories will appear there. 

As you know now, Ross agreed to have a faculF advisoly council that will give "input" to the BOG committee. I have sent quotes to a few newspapers saying that this 

is NOT enough; that "giving inpat" is not the sane as being at the table. And lack of divelsity on the main comm. is still present. Feel tree to email Ross’s letter to 

Rigsby to CBC (I sent it over PlaN). 

Thanks again, Sherryl 

On 1:32 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Sherryl. Stuff and life happens. ;) 
OJ - Can you please add this note to our website? Thanks. 
If it isn’t too late for the press conference, here is our statement: 

"The Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black Faculty and Staff Caucus) at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

expresses our concern with the lack of diversity on the Board of Governor’s UNC Advisory Committee on Strategic 

Directions. It is our understanding that the 31-person committee charged with providing vital input and 

recommendations for the strategy of our 17-campus university system over the next five years is comprised of only one 

faculty member and one student. Clearly, this omission of a greater number of faculty personnel can be perceived as lack 

of respect for academic interests. The Caucus will continue to monitor actions that do not support the interests of Black 

employees at UNC-Chapel Hill. We stand in alliance with the UNC-Chapel Hill American Association of University 

Professors and UNC Student Power chapters. In addition, we endorse the UNC-Chapel Hill Faculty Council Resolution 

that requests an expansion of the BOG Advisory Committee to "include faculty representation from this 

university and the other UNC campuses." 

Respectfully, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

cbcchair~unc.edu 
www.unc.edu!cbc 

~Zombies, beiieve me, are more ~evrif,yi,~g 

From: Sherryl Kleinman [mailto: @nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, 11:23 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: looking for a quote for press release 
Debby: 

(great student, involved in all this), asked if a faculty member would feel comfortable signing the following (to be put on a press 
release/read at press cont tomorrow). I already gave a few sentences with my name. I have no idea if you’d feel comfortable using your name 
or not, or would want to write a few of your own sentences. The press conf. is at 2 p.m. tomorrow (Tues)., so this is last minute. And that 
means: don’t feel you have to do this at all! Another option, of course, is to edit what’s below to what you’d feel comfortable signing. I also 
emailed Bill Race (from today’s mtg; prof in classics) to see if he’d want to sign this. Anyway, if you want to sign it (or not), let me know. If you 
sign, obviously they’d need your ’signature’ (official titles, etc.). Thanks for considering it. Best, Sherryl 

"\&ie continue to call on this committee to follow the example of the UNC Tomorrow commission five years ago and hold public forums across 
the state to hear from the people about what we need and want from our public higher education system." Said... "So far, they have refused to 
do so. This is unacceptable, and it’s becoming clearer and clearer that this board would prefer to conduct their business behind closed doors 
than hear from the people their decisions will directly impacU’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: looking for a quote for press release 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: Sherryl Kleinman (aJnc.rr.com> 

Date: Tuesday, 7:24 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Larry Campbell <lecamp@ernail.unc.edu>, "Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda" <vhammett@email.unc~edu>, "Jones, Shandra" <shandrai@emaiLunc.edu>, Ursula 

Littlejohn <ursula little]__o___h___n___@__.___u___n___c_:__e___d___u_.>, OJ McGhee <_o_j___m___qg__h___e___e____@____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, Nakenge Robertson <_n___a__~_e___n_ge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: looking for a quote for press release 

Hi, Debby: 

It was too late, sorry. I just received it now. They didn’t use my quote, either; they used the quote from David Ayers he’s President of the NC Conference of the Amer. Assn. of Univ. 

Profs., at UNC-G. But there’s plenty of room/time for your statement! 

I think your statement is great. Consider sending it to the N&O, DTH, or Durham Herald Sun. More stories will appear there. 

As you know now, Ross agreed to have a faculty advisory council that will ~ive "input" to the BOG committee. I have sent quotes to a few newspapers saying that this is NOT 

enough; that "giving input" is not the same as being at the table. And lack of diversity on the main comm. is still present. Feel free to email Ross’s letter to Rigsby to CBC {I sent it 

over PFN). 

Thanks again, Sherryl 

On 1:32 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Sherryl. Stuff and life happens. ;) 

OJ - Can you please add this note to our website? Thanks. 

If it isn’t too late for the press conference, here is our statement: 

"The Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black Faculty and Staff Caucus) at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

expresses our concern with the lack of diversity on the Board of Governor’s UNC Advisory Committee on Strategic 

Directions. It is our understandin8 that the 31-person committee char~ed with providin8 vital input and 

recommendations for the strategy of our ].7-campus university system over the next five years is comprised of only one 

faculty member and one student. Clearly, this omission of a ~reater number of faculty personnel can be perceived as 

lack of respect for academic interests. The Caucus will continue to monitor actions that do not support the interests of 

Black employees at UNC-Chapel Hill. We stand in alliance with the UNC-Chapel Hill American Association of University 

Professors and UNC Student Power chapters. In addition, we endorse the UNC-Chapel Hill Faculty Council Resolution 

that requests an expansion of the BOG Advisory Committee to "include faculty representation from this 

university and the other UNC campuses." 

Respectfully, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 
cbcchair~unc.edu 

www.unc.edu!cbc 

~Zor~bi.es, believe n~e, a.~e r~o~:’e te.~Tifying ’d’~.~ colonists,~ E~a~z }~.~on 

From: Sherryl Kleinman [mailto:: ~_r_}_c__.__r_E.__c__o_£oJ 

Sent= Monday, :LD23 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject= looking for a quote for press release 

Debby: 

(great student, involved in all this), asked if a faculty member would feel comfortable signing the following (to be put on a press 
release/read at press conf. tomorrow). I already gave a few sentences with my name. I have no idea if you’d feel comfortable using your name 
or not, or would want to write a few of your own sentences. The press conf. is at 2 p.m. tomorrow (Tues)., so this is last minute. And that 



means: don’t feel you have to do this at all! Another option, of course, is to edit what’s below to what you’d feel comfortable signing. I also 
emailed Bill Race (from today’s mtg; prof in classics) to see if he’d want to sign this. Anyway, if you want to sign it (or not), let me know. If you 
sign, obviously they’d need your ’signature’ (official titles, etc.). Thanks for considering it. Best, Sherryl 

"We continue to call on this committee to follow the example of the UNC Tomorrow commission five years ago and hold public forums across 
the state to hear from the people about what we need and want from our public higher education system," Said,,, "So far, they have refused to 
do so, This is unacceptable, and it’s becomin9 clearer and clearer that this board would prefer to conduct their business behind closed doors 
than hear from the people their decisions will directly impact," 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kia Caldwell ~’iahoo.com~ 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 9:05 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[progthc] Fisher v. Univ. of TX 

Hi All, 

I’m sending some interesting articles about the Fisher v. University of Texas Supreme Court case. It’s a special interest of mine, as a UT alum and 

someone who saw an earlier iteration of affirmative action dismantled at the university in 1996 as a result of the Hopwood case. 
http://www.theroot.com/views/affirmative-actions-true- pu rpose 
http://www.theroot.com/views!history- matters-affirmative-action-case?wpisrc =obinsite 
Best, 
Kia 

<ul> 

~di> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<)’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-32273140-56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32273140- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu-~’a;, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu’- 

Tuesday, 9:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Lefs go to work! 

Dr. StrommL 

Sounds great. I’ll create the google doc spreadsheet now! I have a list already made with email/phone mlmber of Tar Heel alnms working for the Rains Club that I am 

ready to contact whenever. I was thinking of waiting until we had a name chosen .so it sotmds official. 

I roll share this ruth 

I would have texted you but I don’t have your cell phone number’. An entrepreneurship meeting is a good rea~n to step out though ;) 

Take care’. 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On at 8:49 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro({~unc.edu~-- wrote: 

Hi       1) get the document ready so we can inpnt names. 2) start contacting alums "wherever, whenever" we find them based on the Blne/Gold group 

strategy. 3) eye,body should access to populate the document with the names mad information. 

Just because you may be working on Blue (college), don’t hesitate to add someone who is currently in the pros or overseas though 

Let kmow too. 

I stepped away for m~ Entrepreneurship ineeting during office hours. ;( 

Text me next time if you are on your way. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ht:tp://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply~ Willing is not enough; we mus~ do." (J~ Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, 6:34 PM 
To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Let’s ~o to work] 

Dr. Stroma~, 

Just to clarify, are we contacting the alumni as we find them? Or are we making the list and then going through and contacting the individuals? 

Tha~ks! 

P.S. When aJce your official office hours? I stopped by this afternoon but you weren’t there :( 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:29 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc~edu> wrote: 



Hi Heels. Thanks again for your willingness to serve on this pioneering work group. We WILL identify 100 Tar Heels by 

SAD Action Items and Updates: 

<!--[if !support Lists]-->1. 

<!--[if !support Lists]-->2. 

<!--[if !support Lists]-->3. 

<!--[if !support Lists]-->4. 

<!--[if !support Lists]-->5. 

<!--[if !support Lists]-->6. 

<!--[if !support Lists]-->7. 

please create a Google Doc (or whatever) that populates an Excel sheet by Monday, 

ready, we can begin our "ask." Keep me informed so I may drop names into the doc too! ;) 

Here are the fields (need the other group’s info) for the document: 

Their information will NOT be made public. 

<!--[endif]-->l spoke to our AD, Mr. Bubba Cunningham, and he is very excited about this project. 

<!--[endif]-->Send your ideas for a project name to      (Gold) or      ’~Blue). 

<!--[endif]-->Please create a Facebook private group page. 

<!--[endif]-->Gold - Define your work strategy for the professional sport industry over six regions. 

<!--[endif]-->Blue - Define your work strategy for the college sport industry over six regions. 

<!--[endif]-->Beginning We will switch efforts. 

<!--[endif]-->Beginning until - Both groups will work on the non-USA market. 

When the document is 

<’.- - [if ! supportl,i sts]- -> 1. <!-- [endit]-->Last Name, First Nmne, Nickname 

<!- - [if ’. supportJJsts]- ->2. <!- -[endifl- ->Business Emafil Address - Tell them that only Dr. Stroman will use this address, as necessary. 

<!- - [if ’. suppor~£ists]- ->3. <!--[endifl- ->Pm5onal Email Address 

<!--[if’.suppo~Lists]-->4. <!--[endit]-->Company Entrepreneur(Y/N) 

<!- - [if ’. suppo~Lists]- ->5. <!- - [endit]- ->Mobile Phone Tell t]~em that only Dr. Stroman roll use this phone number, as necessaD~. 

<!--[if’.suppor~2~ists]-->6. <!--[endif]-->YearGraduated Undergrad, Grad, Both 

<!- - [if ’. support2~ists]- ->7. <!- - [endiI]- ->Primary Maj or(s) 

<’.-- [if ! supportJgists]--> 8. <!--[endifl-->Degree 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->9. <!--[endif]-->Job Title 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->10. <!--[endif]-->Job Description 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->ll. <!--[endif]-->UNC Campus Activities 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->12. <!--[endif]-->Favorite Quote or Job Advice 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

EVERYONE - Please give advice and feedback at any time to anyone! 

Together Everyone Achieves More! 

Dr. Stroman 

~eborah L Stromal~, P~oDo CLU 

~%~N, ~XSS, I.I I’t¢, ed ILl 

3~5 Woo~Ien - CB #$700 
Cl~ape~ Hilb NC 27599 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"The best ability" is availability,." 



Froill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stith, Thom&s ~fhomas Stith@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:35 PM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Friga, Paul <PaulFriga@ken~m-llagler.unc.edu>; Coue, Judith 

<jacone@email.unc.edu>;                         @kenan-llagler.unc.edu>; drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>; Napier, 

MaU E <mnapie@email.unc.edu>; Elia, Jean <Jean Elia@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~; Zoller, Ted <Ted Zoller@kenoa~-llagler.uuc.edu>; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck--~Buck Goldstein@keuan-flagler.unc.edu> 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <~tesimone@email.unc.edu> 

RE: BOG Strategic Plamfing for UNC 

,Joe~ 

Congratulations on your positive reception from the BOG Strategic Plannir~g Cornmittee. Clearly articulating how yo~r vision wift translate into innovative 

economic development in NC will solidify KI as the visionary organization to level this effort, 

Thomas 

1’boreas Stith : l-~-ogr~m Director, Economic Developmettt, F’ISI~ HawkSns Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise :: UNC’s Keltan-Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center 306 : Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3440 

919962.8444 :: Fax 919.962-8202 :: thomas stith@kenan flagler.unc.edu . v,~v kenan-fla~ler Ulic.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

Frem: DeSimone, Joseph M. [mailbJ:desimone@email.unc.edu] 

Sent-" Tuesday, 5:09 PM 

To; Friga, Paul; Cone, Judith; drharoon; Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics); Elia, Jean; ZoNer, Ted; Stith, Thomas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport 

Science); Goldstein, Buck 

C¢; Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry) 

Subject; BOG Strategic Planning for UNC 

I sought out Fred Eshelman a few weeks ago at the advice of Paul Fulton after I shared with Paul some of our emerging plans here at KI, in particular the regional play with NCSU 

and engineering. In parallel Mary and Z and I have been meeting with Ruben Carbonell head of the Kenan Institute at NCSU on Engineering, Technology and Science. At my 

meeting with Fred, I pushed him to consider what the BOG was doing on research in regards to strategic planning. From that meeting he asked me to come and discuss this with 

the BOG strategic planning group. I worked with Ruben in pulling together the following slides and I presented them this morning to the BOG group and we fielded great questions. 

It was an awesome meeting for us. Attached are the slides. 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha nceNor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr~ Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

~.t.t..p.:.~LL~c..b.~m~m?~c..~a..~L~.~.~.~!~Lf.a.~c..~1t.z~.~@s. ~.~n..~L 
http://www.kenaninstitute.unc.edui 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

L~follow me on Twitter 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(Google Drive) < 

Tuesday, 10:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~live. unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.uuc.edu>; 

Tar Heel Sport Alumni Network (dstro@unc.edu) 

@gmail.com> 

@live.unc.edu-~ @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.uuc.edu>; ~unc.edu>; 

,~!live.uuc.edu>; ~,@ive.unc.edu>; 

@emaAl.unc.edu> 

Click to open: 

Tar Heel Sport Alumni Network 



From: @live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:43 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Co: @live. unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@nnc.edu>; 

~unc.edu>; 

Subject: Re: Let’s go to work! 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@emaJl.unc.edu>; ~)live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edt~-; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

Hey Team, 

I sent out the Google Doc where yon will put a]l of the alnmni intbrma6on into. I jnst called it the Tax tteel Stx~rt Alumni Network nntil we decide on a~ official name. 

Let me know ify’all are having tronble accessing the document or if you have any questions/concerns. 

100 Tar Heels by .. Let’s do this’.!! 

Best, 

O11 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

at 5:28 PM, Stromml, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Heels¯ Thanks again for your willingness to serve on this pioneering work group¯We WILL identify 100 Tar Heels by 

SAD Action Items and Updates: 

1. I spoke to our AD, Mr. Bubba Cunningham, and he is very excited about this project¯ 

2. Send your ideas for a project name to IGold) or iBlue). 

3. Please create a Facebook private group page. 

4. Gold - Define your work strategy for the professional sport industry over six regions¯ 

5. Blue - Define your work strategy for the college sport industry over six regions¯ 

6¯ Beginning -We will switch efforts. 

7. Beginning until Both groups will work on the non-USA market. 

please create a Google Doc (or whatever) that populates an Excel sheet by Monday, 

begin our "ask." Keep me informed so I may drop names into the doc too! ;) 

Here are the fields (need the other group’s info) for the document: 

Their information will NOT be made public. 

¯ When the document is ready, we can 

Last Name, First Name, Nickname 

Business Email Address - Tell them that only Dr. Stroman will use this address, as necessary. 

Personal Email Address 

Company - Entrepreneur (Y/N) 

Mobile Phone - Tell them that only Dr. Stroman will use this phone number, as necessary. 

Year Graduated - Undergrad, Grad, Both 

Primary Major(s) 

Degree 

9. Job Title 

10. Job Description 

ill. UNC Campus Activities 

12. Favorite Quote or Job Advice 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

EVERYONE - Please give advice and feedback at any time to anyone! 

Together Everyone Achieves More! 

Dr. Stroman 

E~pio~, Engage. Empower. 
~,ex~.u~c,edu 

3%5 Woolle~ - CB #8700 



<imageOOl.jpg> 

"The best ability is availability," 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She,ll Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 10:45 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progthc] Durh~un Herald Sun: "UNC Committee Meets Amid Protest" 

http:/!wx~7.heraldsun.com/view!full story/20417738!article-UNC-committee-meets-amid-protest 

UNC committee meets amid protest 
By C~ego~y Childress 

gchil&ess(b)heraldsun.com; 919-419-6645 

CHAPEL HILL - A committee charged with helping the University of North Carolina system set a course for the next five years began its 
work Tuesday against a backdrop of student protest over its makeup. 

About an hour after a subcommittee of the IYNC Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions finished a work session where it discussed 
degree attainment goals, a group of students calling itself the North Carolina Student Power Union met at the Old Well to voice its 
complaint about the lack of student input in the strategic planning process. 

"The currem composition of the advisoo~ committee does not reflect the diversity of the LrNC system with respect to race, socio-economic 
class or gender," said Zaina Alsous, a UNC student who is a member of the group. "Additionally, the committee lacks meaningful 
representation of stafl; faculty and students." 

She said one student, one faculty member and a single staff member is not sufficieut represeutation for the thousands of students, workers 
and faculty members throughout the system. 

Last week, the UNC Faculty Assembly, which represents the faculty of the institutions that make up the 17-campus UNC system, passed a 
resolution asking system leaders to create a mechanism through which the faculty can have more say in the strategic planning process. 

With President Tom Ross’ blessing, the Faculty Assembly has created such a mechanism, a Faculty Advisory Council, to support the 
Strategic Directions Commattee in its work. 

"As we have discussed, our mutual goal is for you to provide a conduit for crucial academic input into the strategic planning process," Ross 
said in a letter to Catherine A. Rigsby, a professor at East Carolina University who chairs the Faculty Assembly. 

On the UNC campus, Sherlyl Kleimnan, a professor in the Department of SociologT, applauded the creation of the Faculty Advisory. 
CoiImfittee but said it does not go far enough. 

"It is one thing to give input, and another to sit at the table," Kleinman said. "Faculty from across UNC campuses should be on the main 
committee, large in number, representing a variety of fields, and reflecting the diversity of people in the state." 

She noted that the Faculty Council of UNC-Chapel Hill passed a resolution that asks for increased representation of faculty on the 
Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions and that East Carolina Universi~ and UNC-Pembroke passed similar resolutions. 

Meanwhile, Alsous said there is already precedem for including public input in the system’s strategic planning process. 

"’(YNC Tomorrow was the last advisory committee tasked with producing a strategic plan for the system," Alsous said. "UNC Tomorrow 
conducted a yearlong process in contrast with the three-month time ~?ame of this committee and held 11 commu3aity forums and 11 faculty 
and student forums across the state as well as an online survey that solicited thousands and thousands of responses." 

The strategic planning committee includes mostly business, education, government and political leaders who have been asked to help assess 
the state’s current and future WOlkforce needs and recotlnnend degree attainment goals and strategies to respond to those needs and the 
state’ s changing demographics. 

Ross has outlined five broad goals for the committee to tackle, which in addition to setting goals for degree attainment, include 
strengthening academic quality, better serving the people of thc state, maximizing efficiencies and ensuring an accessible and financially 
stable universi~ system. 

The comrmttee’s end product will be one of the tools university officials take to Raleigh next year when they begin to make a case for 
funding. 

"I do believe they will be open to a well-reasoned, innovative strategic plan that will advance the ball in this state," said Fred Eshelman, a 
member of the UNC Board of Governors and chamnan of the subcommittee. 

At Tuesday’s meeting, Eshelman led a robust session about degree attailmaent, specifically about what goals the state might set as it works 
to increase the number of undergraduate degrees prodrlced. 



Educational attainmem is linked to the health of a state’s economy with those states having highly educated populations tending to have the 
most pro&~ctive economies. 

The subcomrmttee will likely reconm~end a degree attainment goal in line with those adopted by such organizations as the Lumina 
Foundation, which has set a goal to increase the percentage of Americans with degrees and other credentials to 60 percent by the year 
2025. 

Currently, 28.1 percent of North Carolina residents have bachelor’s degrees or higher degrees. The average of the nation’s top 10 states 
with hi ~ghly educated populations is 33.8 percent. 

The advisor7 committee will attempt to determine the right mix of programs to meet the need of the existing economy and needs of the 
state’s future economy. 

Eshelman said the committee will also look at other sources of revenue to help fund higher education in North Carolina. 

~We’re going to look at development. Can we pull in money from donors? Eshelman said. ~We’re going to have to look at the tuition issue, 
of course. We’re going to have to look at the financial aid issues. All of this stuff together, we’re going to have to boil it down to something 
that we can say here is the base plan. Here is what it’s going to cost and here’s who’s got to pay for it, and I don’t know what that’s going 
to look like." 

Read more: The tlerald-Sun - UNC cotranittee meets an~d protest 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<Ya>. To nnsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emafil to <a h~e~"m~filto:leave-32273392- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32273392- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<)’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu-~ 

Tuesday, 2012 11:07 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edt~; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Team Blue Game Plan 

@live.unc.edtr~;                         ~live. unc.edu~; 

~unc.edu~;                  ~live.unc.edu> 

Hey Guys, 

Sony for blowing up your email inbox tonight but I just wanted to make sure that we are all on the same page. We are going to be tackling the college sport indus~D~ 

until             searching fbr UNC alunmi. 

Since there are seven of us and tbur regions... ~ e ll have two pex~ple responsible for each region, and then one region will have one person. If anyone needs a 

refresher on the diitbrent regions then don’t hesitate to ask! We will do it on a tirst come, first serve basis ~ let me know which region you would like. 

Of course, feel free to add contacts from different regions, professional sports, etc if you find them as you go along. 

Great job so far everyone, and as always feel free to contact me with anyone questions. Go Team! 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Siedentop, Nicholas J <nicksiedentop@unc.edn> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 8:58 AM 

The fysins~ructors spring2013 mmling list. <~/sinstructors sprin~013@listserv.unc.edu> 

[fysinstmctorsspring2013] Would you like to ]yost your FYS @labus? 

Dear FYS instructors, 

The spring 2013 First Year Seminar brochure is now posted, http:!/fys.unc.edt,icourses!spring-2013!. We’re trying something new this year with the spring 

brochure. Instructors have the option of providing a sample syllabus to help students learn more about the content, topics, and assignments of the seminar. We 

will post the sample syllabus on the FYS website, directly below the course description. 

If you are interested in posting your syllabus, please send a PDF or Word version to nick siedentop@., unc.edu by Friday O~ober 26. Please be sure to remove any 

information from the syllabus that you don’t want published online. Also, please contact me if there are any changes to your seminar (e.g., time change). 

Best wishes, 

Nicholas Siedentop 

Curriculum Director 

Office of Undergraduate Curricula 

Campus Box 3504 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 1T 919.962.5819 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 

You are currently subscribed to fysinfftructors spring2013 as: ~__s_’t__~_}.~_t_Lr_Lc_:__e__d___t!. 

To unsubscribe click here: .~1t.~[?.~!~.].i.~.t.‘.s.:..u.!)..c.:..e~d.~(..u.~.i~d.~..5.~:.3...~...3~7..4..~.~.4~9...b~d.~.~.~..d..’.a..~.~..[?..b~c..d...[?~..~.~.~..~...[?..6.~!.):.3..(.!.~.~..9...6.~.~..&.’.!).~ ]~___&__]__l~_~ smstructors _._s_E_n__!i~__2__(_!_]~:3____&__~___3__2__~_7___5_0__2_4__ 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave- 32275024- 56313746.49bd92daf2 bbcd bd621 b6a0301 f396atZ¢~listserv.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stith, Thom&s <ThomasStith@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:12 AM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Friga, Paul <PaulFriga@ken~m-llagler.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith 

<jacone@email.unc.edu>;                         @kenan-llagler.unc.edu>; drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>; Napier, 

Ma~ E <mnapie@email.unc.edu>; Ella, Jean <Jean Eli@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~; Zoller, Ted <Ted Zoller@ken~m-flagler.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck <Buck Goldstein@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <~tesimone@email.unc.edu> 

RE: BOG Strategic Plamfing for UNC 

E×cellent coverage of your comments in today’s N&O. 

Thomas 

Thomas Stith : Program Director, Economic Development, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private EnteI])rise .:. UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center 306 : Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 

919.9628444 : fi~x 919.962-8202 : thomas stith@kenan fia#er.unc.edu . wv,~vkenan-flag_lc~-ul~c.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: DeSimone, Joseph M. [mailto:desimone@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:09 PM 
To: Friga, Paul; Cone, Judithl drharoon; Napier, Nary (Biochemistry and Biophysics); Ella, Jean; Zoller, Ted; Stith, Thomas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport 
Science); Goldstein, Buck 
C¢: Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry) 
Subject: BOG Strategic Planning for UNC 

I sought out Fred Eshelman a few weeks ago at the advice of Paul Fulton after I shared with Paul some of our emerging plans here at KI, in particular the regional play with NCSU 

and engineering. In parallel Mary and Z and I have been meeting with Ruben Carbonell head of the Kenan Institute at NCSU on Engineering, Technology and Science. At my 

meeting with Fred, I pushed him to consider what the BOG was doing on research in regards to strategic planning. From that meeting he asked me to come and discuss this with 

the BOG strategic planning group. I worked with Ruben in pulling together the following slides and I presented them this morning to the BOG group and we fielded great 

questions. It was an awesome meeting for us. Attached are the slides. 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http ~!’www.che!~q.u nc:ed u!’peop!e!’facult¥idesimonei 

http://www.kenaninstitute.unc.edu/ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

L2_JFol[ow me on Twitter ...................................................... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:52 AM 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Debor~ah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Let’s go to u, ork! 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu) 

Okay.., here’s my brains[orm. Please be honest if it sounds stupid. (Iol) 

Project C.A.S.P.E.R~ --- "Hi, I am a member of Project CASPER_. do you know of any Tar Hee~s working in the sport h~dustry?" 

h~ Spor~ Project--E~h one, Reach one 

You probably don’t remember the cartoot~ chi~rac:[:er (:asper. He was nice, helpful, ~md hied [:o mi~ke fliends. ;) 

ht[p://www.youtube.comiwatch?v=dlTs5OCwUJY 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

9eborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9119~84&0336 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: 

’One woman cal~ make a difference b~,t 

wome~l working together can change tt~e world." 

10:43 PM 

Subject: Re: Let’s goto work! 
Hey Team, 

I sere out the Google Doc where you will put all of the alumni information into. I jusl called it the Tax Heel Sport Alumni Network until we decide on an official name. 

Let me know ify’all are having trouble accessing the document or if you have a~y questions/concerns. 

100 Tar Heels by .. Let’s do this’.!! 

Best. 

¯ at 5:28 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Heels. Thanks again for your willingness to serve on this pioneering work group.We WII.L identify 100 Tar Heels by 

SAD Action Items and Updates: 

1. I spoke to our AD, Mr. gubba Cunningham, and he is very excited about this project. 

2. Send your ideas for a project name to (Gold) or (Blue). 

3. Please create a Facebook private group page. 

4. Gold - Define your work strategy for the professional sport industry over six regions. 

5. Blue - Define your work strategy for the college sport industry over six regions. 

6. Beginning -We will switch efforts. 

7. Beginning until - Both groups will work on the non-USA market. 

please create a Google Doc (or whatever) that populates an Excel sheet by Monday, 

"ask." Keep me informed so I may drop names into the doc too! ;) 

Here are the fields (need the other group’s info) for the document: 

Their information will NOT be made public. 

When the document is ready, we can begin our 

Last Name, First Name, Nickname 

Business Email Address - Tell them that only Dr. Stroman will use this address, as necessary. 

Personal Email Address 

Company - Entrepreneur (Y/N) 

Mobile Phone - Tell them that only Dr. Stroman will use this phone number, as necessary. 

Year Graduated - Undergrad, Grad, Both 

Primary Major(s) 



Degree 

9. Job Title 

10. Job Description 

11. UNC Campus Activities 

:12. Favorite Quote or Job Advice 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

EVERYONE - Please give advice and feedback at any time to anyone! 

Together Everyone Achieves More! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Str~ma~ PI~,Do ~LU 
Explore, E~ge~ 
w~,exss, u~c,edu 

9~9,8~3,0336 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

"The best ability is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D ~Jncculle@email.tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 11:00 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li stscrv, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-t~cnl~] Time OffNext Week 

Good morning! I wanted to let you all know that I will be leaving on Tuesday, October 16th at noon and will be out the rest of the week. If you need anything from 
me then please see me Monday before 4pm. Thanks. 
-Ashley 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
UNC-CH 
919-962-2022 

You are currently subscribed to exss-t~cnlty as: dstromaa@email.mac.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists, unc.edu/u?id=55567102.4537814cd668[t)57e7eed9dd3adc4e5d&n=T&l=:exss-t?~culty&o=32275968 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-32275968-55567102.4537814cd668t957eTeed9dd3adc4e5d(a)listserv.nnc.edn 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 11:32 AM 

Southall, Deborah Joy ~<tjsothll@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

snmmer school teaching 

Hi. To prepare for our SPAD faculty meeting today and confirm our summer teaching requests, were you able to get answers!clarification from Kevin about: 

Deb -whether the new sport psychology guy will be teaching 181 in summer school? 

Debby -whether Kevin will let you teach 1 or 2 courses? 

Thanks! 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:19 

Phone: 9:19.962.5:173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 11:40 AM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gu@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~W: smnmer school teaching 

Hi Kevin. Can you answer the following summer school question? Jan Yopp told me that 12 month employees do teach summer school and that it is the 

departmental chair’s decision. As you know, there are other Lect-Adv who do (and will continue to) teach in the summer. Thanks. 

Also, I would like to chat with you about my meeting with Development, Lowry Caudill, and John Stewart about fundraising for the E!P Minor and Sport Business 

Ventures. They are very excited about having me "share my prospects" to assist their efforts. ;) It was suggested that I check in with Joe DeSimone about additional 

funding for this semester’s class. Is it wrong for me to assume that you are NOT providing any financial support (~51500) for the EXSS 328 Sport Business Venture 

course? 

d 

Do ~ood. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~{9~843~033(~ 

wome~ working together can change tt~e world." 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 Ii:32 AN 
To= Southall, Deborah Joy; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= summer school teaching 

Hi. To prepare for our SPAD faculty meeting today and confirm our summer teaching requests, were you able to get answers/clarification from Kevin about: 

Deb -whether the new sport psychology guy will be teaching 181 in summer school? 

Debby -whether Kevin will let you teach 1 or 2 courses? 

Thanks! 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 275~9 

Phone: 9~9.962.5173 

Email: s~ort~aw@tmc#d~ 



From: 7(}live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:20 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Exam 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

I was just wondering if you have got my exam back yet, I was just curious as to what my grade was and it has yet to appear on sakai. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman Nask DeVetta <dholman@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 12:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Lundy, Rae Nicole <mlundy@emaJJ.~mc.edu> 

Introducing Rae’ Lundy 

Hi Debby, 

Hope that all is well. I would like to introduce Rae Lundy to you. She is new to our staff at CHS; please add her to our listserve. I will make sure that she knows 

Carolina Black Caucus meetings are the first Wednesday of each month @ :Ll:3Oa. Take care ..... 

Kindly, 

DeVetta 

i:~i Description: unc mailsignature 

DeVetta Holman Nash, MPH, NCAP$-III 

Counseling and Wellness Services 

Campus Health Services 

U NC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone: 919-966-3658 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure 

or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

F~m~ Lundy, Rae Nicole 
Sent~ Wednesday, October lO, 20~2 12:07 PH 
To= Holman Nash, DeVe~ 
Subject: ~: [chs] Introducing Rae’ Lundy 

Here’s the bio. Thar~k you fo~ passir~g my ~nfo a~ong ~ 

Ti%: Psychologist 
Ci[S i)<:,~,:.t~l?~,.’,~:~:~l: Counsding and Wellness Services 
.," re:r:: Jonesboro, Georgia 
.,," ~i1~ My Morn, LaVerne, and dad, Raymond, live in Atlanta, Georgia. My partner is in the military and is currently stationed in El Paso, Texas. 
i ’i ,lh~:~io~ ~d ii!&~c,~i~i~:~a~ ~ ’<~:~i~..ro~i~d: I received my BS from Xavier University of Louisiana and my MA and PhD from the University of Notre Dame. 
i:i~:~t.,bi:~g Modern interpretive dance. 
i:~’voii~ ~’~o~ The Alchemist; The N lVord: V~7,o can Say It, Who Shouldn’t, and V~7,y. 

i~~.~li~ ~:a~:~:~: Favorite color is purple; danced in the Super P~)wl Pregame Show with Tina Turner. 

Phone- 6-3658 

E,nail- __m__]N)__d_?:!~L_e__r_~_LU_L_u_!)__c_:__e__@_ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper. Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 2:24 PM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@emaJl.unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu-~ 

TuPB, Amy Z <atuft@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy ~<tj ~thll@email.unc.edu>; 

Strotnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Erimane quoted in axtjcle re: Knight Cotnmission 

Here is the Google Doc for the Sport Administration alumni database. 

https://d~cs.g~~g~e.c~m/spreadsheet/viewf~rm?f~rmkey=dDd~RnpCR~5saU5nNkhDS~tvZSnF~S~E6MQ#gid =0 

Coyte 

From: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 :t2:00 PM 
To: Southall, Richard Michael 
�::¢: Tufts, Amy Z; Cooper, Coyte; Osborne, Barbara; Southall, Deborah Joy; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Re: Erianne quoted in article re: Knight Commission 

Thanks Richard! This was from a presentation Coyte mad I did yesterday - I wish she cited both of u!! 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor ] Sport Administration 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.448.4870 

On Oct 10, 2012, at 11:46 AM, "Southall, Richard Michael" <southa~l(a)emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Congratulations to Erianne being quoted in the article about college sport culture a~d values. Great work! 

http:,%wvw.newsobserver.coln/2012,/10/’09/’2402033/knight- commission- repo(ts- collep, es.html 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 9~9.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919~962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~- 

Wednesday,                2:50 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <stx~rtlaw@unc.edtc~; Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edtr~; Southall, Debora]~ Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edtr~-; 

Cooper Covte ~cgcooper@email,unc.edu-~; Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edtr> 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edtc-; Stmmaaa, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CASPER 

Hi. As per our facul~ meeting, here are the t~vo outstanding students who are my team captains            ~ 
(undergradigrad/any major) working the sport industry. The project will cease at the end of semester..we believe. ;) Thanks! 

debby 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at a~l" Aristotle 

Please send them ANY names of Tar Heel alurnni 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

?}live.tmc.edu-- 

Wednesday, 2:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Let’s go to work! 

image001 .j pg 

Dr. Stroman, 

I found 8 alumni in the Ram’s Club to contact... Do you think it would be better to go down to their office Friday and tO’ to meet with each one individually? Or just 

send ma initial ema~l? 

Thanks 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On at 1:52 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" zmlstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Super!      that tells me I am not as old as I thought. ;) 

Let’s start branding that name then on all our docs and communications. 

Thanks! 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, SL-roma~L Ph,D. CLU 

En,g~O’e, Exp[nre, Empow~:m 

919,843.0336 

<imageOO:Ljpg> 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

’One woma:n car~ m:~ke a differe~ce b~t 

women working together car~ cha~ge the world," 

12:43 PM 

Subject: Re: Let’s go to work! 

I used to love Casper! I like the idea... It gives a little stoD~ to tell at the beginning. 

Sent farm my iPhone 

On at 10:51 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay.., here’s my brainstorm. Please be honest if it sounds stupid, (Iol) 
Project C.A,S,P.E.R,---"Hi; I am a member of Project CASPER,,. do you know of any Tar Heels working in the sport industry?" 

in Sport Project---Each One, Reach One 

You probably don’t remember the cartoon ch~;racter Casper, He was race, hel~ffu], and tried to make friends. ;) 
~Ri[/www:yout ube.com/watch ?v=dlTsSOCwUJY 
Dr. Stroman 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stromma, Ph.D. CLU 
En,q~ge. £Wt)iore, Empower: 
919~843,0336 
<imageOO~.jpg> 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

~©ne woman can make a differe~ce but 

women working together can cha~ge the world. " 

10:43 PM 

Subject: Re: Let’s go to work! 
Hev Team, 

I sent out the Google Doc where you will put all of the alumni information into. I just called it the Tar Heel Sport Alumni NetwoN until we 

decide on an official name. Let me know ify’all are having trouble accessing the document or if you have any questions/concerns. 

100 Tar Heels by .. Let’s do this!!! 

Best. 



at 5:28 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Hi Heels. Thanks again for your willingness to serve on this pioneering work group.We Wll.l. identi~ 100 Tar Heels by 

SAD Action Items and Updates: 

1. I spoke to our AD, Mr. Bubba Cunningham, and he is very excited about this project. 

2. Send your ideas for a project name to ’,Gold) or (Blue). 

3. Please create a Facebook private group page. 

4. Gold - Define your work strategy for the professional sport industry over six regions. 

5. Blue - Define your work strategy for the college sport industry over six regions. 

6. Beginning -We will switch efforts. 

7. Beginning until - Both groups will work on the non-USA market. 

please create a Google Doc (or whatever) that populates an Excel sheet by Monday, 

ready, we can begin our "ask." Keep me informed so I may drop names into the doc too! ;) 

Here are the fields (need the other group’s info) for the document: 

Their information will NOT be made public. 

¯ When the document is 

Last Name, First Name, Nickname 

Business Email Address - Tell them that only Dr. Stroman will use this address, as necessary. 

Personal Email Address 

Company - Entrepreneur (Y/N) 

Mobile Phone - Tell them that only Dr. Stroman will use this phone number, as necessary, 

Year Graduated - Undergrad, Grad, Both 

Primary Major(s) 

Degree 

9, Job Title 

10. Job Description 

11. UNC Campus Activities 

12. Favorite Quote or Job Advice 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

EVERYONE - Please give advice and feedback at any time to anyone! 

Together Everyone Achieves More! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L Stroma~ PboDo ~LU 

www, exss, un¢.ed u 

<image001.jpg> 

"The best ability is availability." 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman -~ @nc.rr.com> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 4:25 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] N&O and Charlotte Observer on panel comm. meeting 

http://~w char~tte~bserver c~rn/2~2/~ ~/~/3587828/unc-~ks-at-h~w-t~-~r~w-the-number htn~ 

Note: I did not say that "Ross suggested the Fac Advisory Panel" As if 
it ;vere his idea and wasn’t a response to pressure? Any;vay, the rest of 
my quote is correct (in the side-bar). 

Identical article and side-bar appeared in N&O today. 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-32278195-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.onc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 4:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

debby@dstroman.com 

DS Sales 

DS Sales 10.10.12.ppt 

Deborah Lo Stroman~ Ph,D, CLU 

WWW,eXSS, Ui~¢,ed U 

3~.5 W~le~ - CB #~700 
Chapel Hi~ NC 27599 

"The best ability is availability." 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:41 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu-~; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu-~; Sta~maJ~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Turner, Robert W. 
<r~lumer@emafil.unc.edu>; Weight, Eria~ne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu-~ 

I:W: BOG Strategic Planning for UNC 

Good article to read to gel an overview on rnany things .... 

BOG Advisory Committee progress, Joe’s vision, faculty and student push back on the BOG Advisory Committee, etc. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn~]ug~e. ~xplore. Empower. 

’One woman carl~ make a differeuce b~t 

women working together carl~ chauge the world," 

From; Stith, Thomas [mailto:Thomas_Stith@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday,              9:12 AM 

To; DeSimone, Joseph M.; Friga, Paul; Cone, 3udith; drharoon; Napier, Mary E; Ella, Jean; Zoller, Ted; Stroman, Deborah L; Goldstein, Buck 

Cc; DeSimone, 3oseph M. 

Subject; RE: BOG Strategic Planning for UNC 

Joe~ 

Excetlen~ coverage of your commen~s in today’s N&O. 

._h__t__t_p_i[i__w__~ ~:__n_e_w_s_9_b___s_9__r__v_9__r=_c_9__m__z __2_4_0__l___5___6_4J__u___n___c_:_L_o_o__k___s_:__a__t_=_h__9__~:~_gz[r o w- t h e- n u m b e r. h tm I 

Thomas 

Thomas Stlth : l-~-ogram Director, Economic Development, Fi-atfl( Hawkins Kenan hlsfitute of Private Enterprise :: UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Cenler 306 : Chapel tlill, NC 27599-3440 

919962.8444 :: l:ax 919.962-8202 :.: tlnomas stith@kenan flagler.unc.edu . v,~v kenan-flagler tmc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: DeSimone, Joseph M. [._n__~_a__[Lt__o__:__d___e__s_j£LLqE_e__~__e_m___a_jJ_:_U__LLC_:_e___d__u_] 

Sent; Tuesday, 5:09 PM 

"1[’o; [:riga, Paul; Cone, 3udith; drharoon; Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics); Ella, Jean; ZoNer, Ted; Stith, Thomas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport 

Science); Goldstein, Buck 

Cc; Desimone, 3oseph (Chemistry) 

Subject: BOG Strategic Planning for UNC 

I sought out Fred Eshelman a few weeks a~o at the advice of Paul Fulton after I shared with Paul some of our emer~in~ plans here at KI, in particular the regional play with NCSU 

and engineering. In parallel Mary and Z and I have been meetin~ with Ruben Carbonell head of the Kenan Institute at NCSU on Engineering, Technology and Science. At my 

meetin~ with Fred, I pushed him to consider what the BOG was doin~ on research in re~ards to strategic planning. From that meetin~ he asked me to come and discuss this with 

the BOG strategic plannin~ ~roup. I worked with Ruben in pullin~ to~ether the followin~ slides and I presented them this mornin~ to the BOG ~roup and we fielded ~reat questions. 

It was an awesome meetin~ for us. Attached are the slides. 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical En~ineerin~ at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

h.t.t..p. ~..~LL~cJ~.~m~u..~?~c..~a..d.~.~.~.~!~Lf.a.~c..~1t.~/.~a..~s.im.~...~L 
http://www.kenaninstitute.unc.edui 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

LJFollow me on Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman <: "_c}nc.rr.com> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 5:10 PM 

The progtZac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] PLEASE MARK YOUR CALENDARS: Oct 23rd, 5-6 p.m. Stone Center 

EveN-one: 

Students, faculty, and staff arc putting together a forum/teach-in about the future of UNC on Tues., Oct 23rd, at 5 p.m. at the 
Stone Center. 

It’s IMPORTANT to have a good turnout, so please commit to attending if you can, and bringing others with you. The media are likely to 
be there, and a bad turnout is a failed event, regardless of what goes on (from media viewpoint). 

There’ll be 20 lninutes of speakers, 20 minutes of small-group brainstorming, aM 20 minutes of reporting back from small groups. So y’all 
will be engaged and have meaningful fun! 

More details next Monday, but please show up. Or else...I’ll stop sending you so many emails[ (Wait, that might not be a ttueat.) 

The next meeting to discuss this event and future organizing is on Monday, Oct. 15th, noon-l, at Campus Y, rm. 207. More 
facul~ presence would be wonderful. 

Best to y’all, 

Sherryl 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progt~c as: <a href "mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

em~fil to <a l~f "mailto:leave-32278464- 56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listse~w.unc.edu">leave-32278464- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<ia> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 5:37 PM 

Campbell, I,a~ <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhamme@emM.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra 

<sha~draj@email.unc.edtr% Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edu>; Robertson, 

Nakenge <nakenge.robe(tson@unc.edtr% Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: [progfac] PLEASE MARK YOUR CALENDARS: Oct 23rd, 5-6 p.m. Stone Center 

woman can make a differe~ce bu~ 

women working ~ogefl~er can cha~ge ~he world. 

From-" Sherryl Kleinman [mailto:         @nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 5:10 PH 
T~: The pro~fac mailin~ list 

Subject: [pro~fac] PLEASE HARK YOUR CALENDARS: Oct 23rd, 5-6 p.m. Stone Center 

Eveuone: 

Students, faculty, and staffare putting together a forum/teach-in about the future of UNC on Tues., Oct 23rd, at 5 p.m. at the 
Stone Center. 

It’s IMPORTANT to have a good turnout, so please commit to atteMing if you can, and bringing others with you. The media are likely to 
be there, and a bad turnout is a failed event, regardless of what goes on (from media viewpoint). 

There’ll be 20 minutes of speakers, 20 minutes of small-group brainstorming, and 20 minutes of reporting back from small groups. So y’all 
will be engaged and have meaningful fun! 

More details next Monday,, but please show up. Or else...I’ll stop sending you so many emails! (Wait, that might not be a "threat.) 

The next meeting to discuss this event and future organizing is on Monday, Oct. 15th, noon-l, at Campus Y, rm. 207. More 
faculty presence would be wonderful. 

Best to y’all, 

Sherryl 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

progfac as: <a hre~"mMto:dstro(F~unc.edu’%dstro({~unc.edu<,’a~. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emml to <a href" mail to:leave-32278464-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c124.81b56fe I eb9b@listserv.unc.edu’~>leave- 32278464.- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c124.81 b56fe leb9b@listserv.unc.edu<ia:~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Young, Jaclyn <Jaclyn Young@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 9:26 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; enrico@ghcimernational.org 

Ragan, Ronda <Rond%Ragan@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: (Debby Stro~nan) CONFIRMED: Wed., Nov. 28, 3-4pro @ the Kenan Institute -- t~E: Meeling with Joe mid Rich Copelmid re: global 

health oit~rings for minority college students fiom NC universilies 

KC 11 28 12.pdf 

Good Morning, 

Per Ronda, here ix Voter parking pass for Wed, Nov 28~h. 

Please fen free to contact me should you need additional directions. 

Thanks so much, 

~a~ Ye~Bg ¯ Kenan Center Parking Coordinator and Marketing Specialist ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 
CB# 1550, Kenan Center. Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1550 
919962.0228 ¯ Fax 919962.2787 ¯ ~aclvn.veun~unc.edu ¯ ~ww. kenancenter unc.edu 

~ Like the Kenan Center on Facebook! 

From: Ragan, Ronda 
Sent: Wednesday, October ~0, 20~2 4:27 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 
Co: Kenan Mgmt 
Subject= RE: (Debby Stroman) CON~RMED: Wed., Nov. 28, 3-4pm @ the Kenan Institute -= RE: Meeting with Joe and Rich Copeland re: global health offerings for minori~ 
college studen~ from NC universities 

Jaclyn, 

Please send an e-.perrn~L rasps and wd[ten directions fforn RNeigh 

Thanks~ 

Ronda 

Ronda Rajah : Executive Assistant, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise : UNC’s Kenan Flakier Business School 

Carnpus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

9~9.962.820~: fax 9~9.962.8202 :: ronda_rasan~_~_[]~_:~_~: ~_~_:~_[]~_[[:~[~_~[~:_~_~_:~_~. 

Shapin~ Leaders ~ ~rivi~ Results 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~to:dstroC~unc~edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, October ~0, 20~2 4:23 PN 
To= Ragan, Ronda 
C¢= Napier, Na~ (Biochemist~ and Biophysics); Haithcock, Vicki (Comprehensive Cancer CenteO; Desimone, Joseph (Chemist~); Kenan Hgmt 
Subject= RE: (Debby Stroman) CON~RHED: Wed., Nov. 28, 3-4pm @ the Kenan institute -- RE: Neeting with Joe and Rich Copeland re: global health offerings for minori~ 
college studen~ from NC universities 

Thanks. Yes~ Mr. Copeland wi~ need a permit too. 

Send ~o: 

de~y 

~o Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

9:] 9.843.0336 

woman can make a differe~ce but 

women working together can chm~ge the world. " 

From: Ragan, Ronda [mailto:Ronda Raqan@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, October :[0, 20:[2 4:2:[ PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Co= Napier, Mary E; Haithcock, Vicki P; DeSimone, Joseph M.; Kenan Mgmt 
Subject= (Debby Stroman) CONFIRMED: Wed., Nov. 28, 3-4pm @ the Kenan Institute -- RE: Meeting with Joe and Rich Copeland re: global health offerings for minority 
college students from NC universities 

Debby, 

Vm glad we finally found a date that works. 8y copy of this email, Vm asking Jadyn at genan Management to send you an e-permit for Wednesday, November 28th, 

Please let me know if Mr, (;op~:_~h~nd will m-:~ed a permit, as well 

Best, 

Ronda 

Ronda Ragan : Executive Assistant, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise : UNC’s Kenan Fiagier Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

9~.9.962.820~: fax 92~9.962.8202 : ronda_ragan@unc.edu : www.kenan flaBler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, October :[0, 20:[2 4:07 PM 
To= Ragan, Ronda 
Cc= Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics); Haithcock, Vicki (Comprehensive Cancer Center) 
Subject= RE: (Debby Stroman) RE: Meeting with Joe and Rich Copeland re: global health offerings for minority college students from NC universities 

Looks great! Thanks. 3:00 p.m. 



’One woman can make a difference bu~ 

wome~t working together can change 1he worId." 

From= Ragan, Ronda [mailto:Ronda Ra~a~(@ke[~amfiag]er,unc,edu] 

S~nt; Wednesdag, October 10, 2012 1:52 PH 

To= Stmman, Deborah k 

C¢= NaNer, Ma~ E; Haithcock, Vicki P 
Subject= (Debby Stroman) RE: Meeting with Joe and Rich Copeland re: global health offerings for minori~ college students from NC universities 

Debby, 

How does Wednesday, November 28, between 3-Spin ~ook [:or a rneet~ng a~ the Kenan ~nstitute? 

Also, if you don’t mh~d, please copy Vicki Ha~thcock on al~ ema~s since my daughter ~s expecth~g any day now and Vicki will make sure the loop ~s closed on 

fina]~zh~g th~s appointment. 
g es 

Ronda 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~to:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Oc~ber 09, 2012 5:38 PN 
Te~ Ragan, Ronda 
~¢~ Napier, Ma~ (Biochemist~ and Biophysics) 
Subject~ RE: (Debby Stroman) RE: Meeting with Joe and R~ch Copeland re: global health offerings for minori~ college studen~ from NC universities 

Any other days besMes Mondays? Thanks. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En~juL~e. ~xplore, Empower, 

9:19,843,0336 

’One woman car~. make a differe~tce b~t 

women working together car~. chmtge the world." 

Fmm= Ragan, Ronda [mail~:Ronda Raqan(@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu] 

Sent= Tuesday, October 09, 2012 3:22 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah k 
C¢= Stroman, Deborah k; Napier, Na~ E; Ha[thcock, Vick[ P 

Subje¢t= (Debby Stroman) RE: Neetin~ with Joe and Rich Copeland re: ~lobal health offerings for m[nofiN college students from NC universities 

Debbv, 

Joe’s calendar ~s pretty ful~ on both of those days. Do you have any other options in m~d to ~ate November? Joe has some openings on November 12, 19, and 26. 

Best, 

Ronda 

Roada RagaB : Executive Assistant, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise : UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

959.962.8205: fax 959.962.8202 :: ronda_ragan~_9_[]~_:~#_M: ~_~_:~£[1~_[[:~[~_~[~£:_£~_~_:~_~. 

Shapiag Leaders I Brivi~g Results 

E~m= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~to:dstro~@unc.edu] 
Seat= Monday, October 08, 20~2 5:38 PN 
To= Ragan, Ronda 
C¢= Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 
Subject= Meeting with Joe 
lm~e~aBee= High 

th           3 Hi Ronda. Can you check Joe’s calendar the week of Oct. 29 for 45 rains.. We will be discussing a global health offering for minority college students from NC 

universities. I will bring a guest, Rick Copeland. 

Note: Wednesday, Oct. 31 after 10:30 a.m. is wide-open for me. 

debby 

Thanks. 

Deborah L, Stroma~ P~,D= CLU 
E~ore, En~age, Empower. 

3~5 Woollen - CB #8700 
~hape~ H~II, N~ 27599 

9~9,843,033~ 



Permit Instructions 
; 

1. This is a one-day parking permit for the Kenan-McColl parking lot. It should be 
printed, completed and properly displayed for one-day only. 

After printing this form, use a black or blue ballpoint pen to complete the vacant 
information with the date the permit will be used, accurate vehicle license plate 
information and the name of the event. If you are not attending an event and are 
attending a meeting, print "Meeting" and the location of the meeting (i.e., Business 
School or Kenan Center). If you are staying as a visiting guest and not attending a 
meeting or special event, record "Guest" and the location. 

Display the completed permit on the dashboard facing upward. It must be clearly 
visible and readable by the Parking Control Staff. 

4. Please note that features of our electronic one-day parking permits are associated 
with specific dates. Use of this permit template for times other than those 
approved by the Department of Public Safety is in direct violation of the UNC 
Traffic and Parking Ordinance and subject to ticketing and/or towing ($200 ticket 
and/or $90 to $100 tow fee). 

Hovemlier 20|2- 
-_n-IRcCo!! 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 9:45 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

LitE After Sport: Career Transition Reseaacch 

Hello Dr. Stroman 

My name is and I am really interested in working/volunteering on your research team involved in working with 

athletes’ lives after sports. I’m not sure what qualifications are required from this but I definitely know that I can relate to the research. I was an 

elite soccer player from the time I was five years old till 16. I played on the                                   and was on a premier club 

soccer team. But I have                                     three times. All I knew was sports and soccer so when I was thrown into the 

real world without it, it was an extreme change. I can relate to your research subjects because I guess I could technically be one. If you could give 

me some more information on what you need from me that would be great. 

Thanks 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pamela Vaughau, HubSpot <marketing@hubsIx~t.com> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 10:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

[FreeEbook] How to Grow and Scale Your Business Blog 

HubSpot 

Hi Deborah, 

Wouldn’t it be 9rear if you co~dd ~_~(:aR; the impact ef your hie9 ae ~t 

makes an even b~gger, be[ter, and more powerful dent ~n your 

matket~n9 tea[all:s? We think so --. it’s t~me to take you[ busif~ess 

blessing to the next level 

Grab our latest ebook How to Grow and Scale Your Business 
Bl~q, to unveil the most advanced business blogging tips you’ve ever 

Download the New Ebook 

tn [hia ebook, yOLE’II learn how to: 

* Rethink the role of your business blog in your overall marke[ing 

strategy 
~ Get di.,~cover~;d by brand n~;w 

* Conve~ new v~s~tors ~nto dedicated Me9 readers and subscribers 

* Leverage your evangelis~s ~e a[l:rac~ new aLEd~eR~;ea Of bk3~ ~’eade~’s 

Enjoy, 

Download the 101 CTA Examples 

Ebook Here 

Try HubSpot Today with a 30-day Trial 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Enrico Copeland <enrico@ghcintemational.org> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 10:18 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: (Debby Stroman) CONFIRMED: Wed., Nov. 28, 3-4pm @ "the Kenan Institute -- RE: Meeting with Joe and Rich Copeland re: 
glolm] hea]th ofl~rings for minority college students fiom NC mfiversities 

PPMG IWT Presentation 8 October 2012(2).ppt 

TNs is one of the great gems that roll transform lives around the globe. 

On Thu, Oct 11, 2012 at 10:13 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <ds*ro~unc.edu> wrote: 

This o~x~rtunity is gr,-_~3t: and Iknow you will present w,-AI... 

Fightin’ the good l:ighL 

Do Good, 

Deborah k Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

"One woman can make a difference 

women working together car~. char~ge ~t~e world." 

From: Enrico Copeland [mailto:enrico@ghcinternational.org] 
Sent-" Wednesday, October lO, 2012 6:11 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
$,,bject; Re: FW: (Debby Stroman) CONF~RMED: Wed, Nov. 28, 3-4pm @ the Kenan ~nstitute -- RE: Meeting with 3oe and Rich Copeland re: global health offerings for 
minority college students from NC universities 

GOT IT!!! 

You’ve got me eggcited! [] 

On Wed, Oct 10, 2012 at 4:23 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, PkD. CLU 



919.843.0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

~vomen working togeiher c;m ch;mge the worldo" 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Wednesday, October :tO, 20:t2 4:23 PM 
To: ’Ragan, Ronda’ 
~:c; Napier, Mary E; Haithcock, Vicki P; DeSimone, Joseph M.; Kenan Mgmt 
Subject: RE: (Debby Stroman) CONFIRMED: Wed., Nov. 28, 3-4pro @ the Kenan Institute -- RE: Meeting with Joe and Rich Copeland re: global health offerings for minority 
college students from NC universities 

Send k~: endco@ghcintemafionaJ.org 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Strornar~, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

’One womm~ can make a difference but 

women working foge{her can change the world." 

From: Ragan, Ronda [mailto:Ronda Raqan@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, October :tO, 20:t2 4:2:t PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
C:c: Napier, Mary E; Haithcock, Vicki P; DeSimone, Joseph M.; Kenan Mgmt 

Subject-" (Debby Stroman) CONFIRMED: Wed., Nov. 28, 3-4pro @ the Kenan Institute -- RE: Meeting with Joe and Rich Copeland re: global health offerings for minority 
college students from NC universities 



I’m glad we finally tbu~d a date ~hat x~orks. By coi~y of this email, I’m asldng Jaclyn a~ Kenan Ma~mgement lo se~d yon aa e-permit tbr We&~esda}., November 

:2glt~. Please let me k~ow if Mr. Copeland sill need a permit, as ~elL 

Rends 

Rends Ragan ::: Executive Assistant, Frank Hawkins I{enan Institute of Private Enterprise ::: U?AC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box ;~440 .... Kenan Center .... Chapel Hill, NC 2’/599 [~440 

919.962.8201:::: fax 919.962.8202 .... ronda ragan@unc.edu .... www.kenanfflagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 10, 20:t2 4:07 Plvl 
To; Ragan, Ronda 
Co-" Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics); Haithcock, Vicki (Comprehensive Cancer Center) 
$object-" RE: (Debby Stroman) RE: Meeting with Joe and Rich Copeland re: global health offerings for minority college students from NC universities 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

’O~e woman can make a difference but 

women working together car~. char~ge tI~e world." 



E. Rick Copelm~d 

Presidenl~/CEO 

Office 919.844.7329 

Mobile 

http:/iwww.ghcintemational.org/ 

Confidentiality Notice: the information contained in this email and any attachments may be legally privileged and confidential. If you are 
not an intended redpient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is stricth.] prohibited. If 
you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender and permanently delete the e-mail and any attachments immediately. You 
should not retain, copy or use this e-mail or any attachments for any purpose, nor disclose all or any part qf the contents to any other 
person. 

E. Rick Copelm~d 
President/CEO 
Office 919.844.7329 
Mobile 

http:/i~x~x~v,ghcinternational.org/ 

Confidentiality Notice: the information contained in this email and any attachments may be legally privileged and confidential. If you are 
not an intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited, lf you 
have received this e-mail in error, please no@ the sender and permanently delete the e-mail and any attachments immediately. You 
should not retain, copy or use this e-mail or any attachments for any purpose, nor disclose all or’ any part of the contents to any other 
person. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shertyl Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 10:20 AM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] UNC as Online U? 

http://w~¥.news~bserver.c~m/2~ ~2/~/~/24~375~/b~ard-~ks-at-new-pathways-t~.htm~ <~ul> 

<li> -- You are curreutly subscribed to 

</ul:~ 

proglhc as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@uuc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJ~l to ~a href "mailto :leave- 32281401 - 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56t~ 1 eb9b@l istserv .unc .edu">l eave- 32281401 - 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b561~ 1 eb9b@listserv .unc .edu</a-~ 



~om" 

Sent:. 

To: 

Subject:. 

Ho, Je~nifer A <jho@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, O;~ober 11, 2012 10:38 AM 

The progfac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [progfac] More on Fisher vs. UT Austin 

For folks following Fisher, this is a good piece about the nuts & bolts of the case, especially regarding the crux of Fisher’s case: that she was de~t~ied a spot 

due to her race-see this last paragl’aph: 

Jei~ffer Ho 

Associate Professor 

Department of English & Comparative Literature 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Greenlaw Hall, CB#3520 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

919-962-8478 (office) 

919-962-3520 (fax) 

j ho@em,~il.va~c.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are cm’rently subscribed to 

progfac as: <a href="nlaflto:dstro@unc.ed u">dstro@unc.edu<!a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href="mail to:leave-32281519-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32281519- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~-- 

Thursday, 10:38 AM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu:~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~V: CASPER 

Hi Barbara Can you please send me the most up-to-date list you have for grad sport alums? I want to make sure these people are added to CASPER ;Vhen the current cohort finishes their 
work, I will cross reference 

Thanks 

d 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:50 PM 
To: Osborne, Barbara: Weight, Erianne A; Southall, Deborah Joy; Cooper, Coyte; Southall, Richard Michael 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CASPER 

Hi As per our faculty meeting, here are the two outstanding students ~vho are my team captains: 
(undergrad/grad/any major) working the sport industry. The project will cease at the end of semester...we believe. ;) Thanks! 

debby 

Sent from m’>’ iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

Please send them ANY names of Tar Heel alumni 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherod Kleinman -~ @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 10:53 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [progfac] PLEASE MARK YOUR CALENDARS: Oct 23rd, 5-6 p.m. Stone Ceuter 

Some of us worked on a title. It’ll be presented on Monday and others will chime in ruth their ideas, for sure. The few of us talked about a relatively benign name to get 

a wider audience. WEll, they did. I, for one, wmated something like "Threats to UNC?....." Others thought it’s too....tl~reatening. 

You could send to the large list (or I can do it for you, but better to have ’new names’ on the list speak up!) Do you see an emaJl that looks like it has about 40 names 
on it? 

You can just say that you croft make Man mtg and here are some suggestions. 

I kept it vague on PFN b’c we don’t have a name. Everyone on progihc should know it won’t be benign. 

THANKS. 

On 10/11/12 10:31 AM, Stromm~, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Sherryk We r’ealf¥ need to craft a name for the forurniteach--in asap. We don’t want to lose Lhe power of consistent commurfication, 

Brainstorms: 

<!--[if!supportLists]-->l. <~--[endifl-->The Dangers of Blind Exploration: A Forum for IJnderstsnding UNC’s Futur’e 

<~--[if ~sup~aListsl-->2. <~--[endifl-->The Mo~ehil~ is Now The Mountak~: The People Speak on the Attack on UNCs Future 

<~--[if ~sup~agistsl-->~. <~--[endifl-->Sink or Swim: Navigating [he Stop’my Seas of UNC’s R~ture 

<~--[if ~sup~Listsl-->4. <~--[endifl-->Nav~gating Stormy Seas: Options for the Future of UNC 

<~--[iflsupp~Cists]-->s, <~--[enN~-->lg,)aMng R Plain: A Teach-in for Under’standing UNC’s 

<~--[if~sup~gLists]-->(~, <~--[enN~-->People or Profits: UNC’s Future at s; Crossroad 

<~--[if ~sup~Lists]-->7, <~--[en~-->The Future St~3rts Todi~y: A Forum for the Ne>:t UNC 

Just some thoughts, }:ee~ free to edit, (:ofr~b~ne or disci~rd. 5) }:ee~ free to sh~3re ~:oo 

~ am guest lecturing on Monday, so ~ probably woR’t be able to attend Lhe rneetb~g. 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, S~’oman, Ph£~. CLU 

9:[ 9.84.3~0336 

woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the world." 

From: Sherryl Kleinman [maHto:         ~@nc,rr,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October ~0, 20~2 5:~0 PM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: [progfac] PLEASE MARK YOUR CALENDARS: Oct 23rd, 5-6 p.m. Stone Center 

Eve~one: 

Students, faculty, and staffare putting together a forum]teach-in about the future of UNC on Tues., Oct 23rd, at 5 
p.m. at the Stone Center. 

It’s IMPORTANT to have a good turnout, so please conmait to attending if you can, and bringing others with you. The media 
are likely to be there, and a bad turnout is a failed event, regardless of what goes on (from media viewpoint). 

There’ll be 20 minutes of speakers, 20 minutes of small-group brainstouning, and 20 minutes of reporting back from small 
groups. So y’all will be engaged and have meaningful fun! 

More details next Monday, but please show up. Or else...I’ll stop sending you so many emails! (Wait, that might not be a 
threat.) 

The next meeting to discuss this event and future organizing is on Monday, Oct. 15th, noon-l, at Campus Y, rm. 207. 
More facul~ presence would be wonderful. 

Best to y’all, 

Sherryl 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

pr~gIhc as: <a href "m~i~ilt~:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu-<,’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emadl to ~za href "mailtt~:leave- 32278464- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b561"el eb9b(~listserv.unc.edu’5*leave- 32278464- 
56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b561"e I eb9b(~listset~.unc.edu<~’a> 



Sent:. 

To: 

Subject:. 

Ho, Je~nifer A <jho@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 10:56 AM 

The progfac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [progfac] More on Fisher vs. UT Austin 

Sorry folks-Kia just reminded me that I forgot to send the link to the piece! (classic move). Here it is: 

http://www.edmediacommons.org/m/dis~ssion?id=6379475%3ATopic%3A22982 

Jennifer Ho 

Associate Professor 

Department of English & Comparative Literattu*e 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Greerdaw Hall, CB#3520 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

919-962-8478 (office) 

919-962-~20 (fax) 

jho@emafl.unc.edu 

From: <Ho>, Jennifer A <jho@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Ho, Jennifer A" <jho@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, October 11, 2012 10:37 AM 

To: The progfac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: [progfac] More on Fisher vs. UT Austin 

For folks following Fisher, this is a good piece about the nuts & bo] ts of the case, especially, regarding the crux of Fisher’s case: that she was denied a spot 

d ue to her race-see this last paragraph: 

Jennifer Ho 

Associate Professor 

Department of English & Comparative Literature 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Gree*tlaw Hall, CB#3520 

Chapel Hill NC 2,599-3520 

919-962-8478 (office) 

919-962-3520 (fax) 

jho@ematl.m~c.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
progfac as: <a href= matlto:iho@emaiLunc.edu >iho@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href="matlto:leave-32281519-43308 H 1.35de4af6ae83a9844bf9a730a59ea064@listserv.tmc.edu">leave-32281519- 

4~c~308111.35de4af6ae83a9844bf9a730a59ea064@listserv.unc.edu</a> 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<!ul> 
progfac as: <a href="mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.ed u</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href=’’ma~t~:~eave-32281673-56223~2~.18abcb432~37~a7c12481b56fe1eb9b@listserv.tmc.edu’’>~eave-3228167~ 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.ttnc.edu<ia> 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Conrtney Knowling <cknowling@sIx~rtsbusinessjoumal.com> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 11:17 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Seasonal Part-Time Position ruth SBJ Resource Guide & Fact Book 

Do you know of anyone in the Charlotte area who may be a good fit? 

Resource Guide & Fact Book Researcher 

Start Date-ASAP 

End Date-Dec. 7 

Pay-10/hr, 29 hrs a week 

Foreign Language preferred 

Let me know what you think! I hope you are doing well!! 
Courtr~ey A, I{nowling 
Coliege & U!~ivers[ty Progra!~’l Mar!ager i 5tree[ & Snr~[th’s Sports Group I 120 West Morehead S[reet i Suite 310 
Charlotte, NC 28202 i p.704.973.1420 I f. 704.973.11401 i cknowiing@sportsbusinessjournal.com 



From: ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:21 AM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Cc: @live.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Panthers Tickets 

be sure to include a slide for the tickets. Did you ever get anymore word about whether or not we can do a stadium tour or meet with a team representative? 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

On at 9:57 AM, (a)live. unc.edu> wrote: 

He,/ 

In preparation for our meetin9 on Monda,/, I was wonderin9 if we could have a slide talkin9 about the Panthers 9ame. I have the tickets alread,/and for pricin9 
was thinkin9 $30 or $35 for members and $40 for non-members. The tickets cost $32 each. Also, we would carpool to the 9ame. 

Best, 

@live.unc~edu ] mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Campbell, La~ <lecamp@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 11:22 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhmnmetK~:email.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra 
<sha~dmj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edu>; Robertson, 

Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@ unc.edu> 

ILE: [progfac] More on Fisher vs. UT Austin 

I[ is all about who is witling to make the tough calf and living with the consequences. When there is a reluctance to make a decision, it is bet[er to send the 

information forward and ~et someone else make the tough ca]l, ~ agree, tNs should have been stopped at the state judicial level Of course, you know that money 

ta~ks, Just some thoughts, 

Larry 

Larry E. Campbell 

Colonel, US Army (Retired) 

OPT-ED Program Director and Nli~nce Coordinator 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of C~emistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 

Chapel Hill, ~C 27599-3290 

PHONE: (919) 843-6903 

FAX: (919) 962-2388 

www.unc.edu/opt-ed 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, October ~, 20~2 ~0:49 A~ 
To: Campbell, Lar~; ~amme~, Victoria LaFrieda; ~ones, Shandra; Li~lejohn, ~rsula Eunice; ~cGhee, ~; Robe~on, Hakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~: [progfac] Nore on Fisher vs. UTAustin 

Unbe~vaMe~ ~ ca~t even see how tMs case made it to the Supreme Court._ ~ 8uess ~ need more und~standin~ of ou~ ~e~l system. ;) 

Mercy. 

Do 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

wome~ working together can change the world." 

From: Ho, Jennifer A [m~llto;jho@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 10:38 AN 
To= The progfac mailing list 
Subject= Re: [progfac] Note on Fisher vs. UT Austin 

For fo~s follow~g Fisher, this is a good piece about the nuts & bolts of the case, especiaUy regarding the crux of Fisher’s case: that she was de~ed a spot 

due to her race-see this last D~a~aph: 

Je~i~el" Ho 

Associate Professor 

Dep~en~ of Eng~sh & Comparative Li[era~e 

UNC Chapel H~ 

Gree~aw Ha~, CB#~20 

Chapel Hill, NC 2,599-3520 

919-962-8478 

919-962-3520 (fax) 

jho@em~.m~c.edu 
<~> 

<li> -- You are cttrrenfly subscribed to 

</u]> 

progfac as: <a href="mai]to:dstro@m~c.edu">dstro@m~c.edu</a>. To m~subscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href=’’maflto:leave-32281519-56223020. [ 8abcb43200370a7c [ 248 lb56fel e b9b@lJs tserv.unc.edu">leave-32281519- ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481b56feleb9b@]istserv.unc.edu<! a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

opa@unc.edu 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 11:30 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CPPFD Faculty Mentor Luncheou 

!eceiw.~ ail mail from The O~fice oF Posk.’;ocl:oral Affairs al~ time irl l:?le Ful:;.l!e. The delivery af 

[ii~iI Click to View Card 

View invitation: 
www.pa perlesspost.com/events/2489384- 

df5e323d/re plied51755277-3cb4f811 
View guest list 
View on map 

Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 
Calendar 

Access event on the move: Get the iPhone app 
now 

CPPFD Faculty Mentor Luncheon 
Thursday, November 8th at 12:00 PM 

Carolina Inn 
211 Pittsboro Street, Chapel Hill, NC 

Block this sender from yaur Paperless Posi maii 

Create a~d 5e~d yOUr OW~ c~sto~11 cards at paperlesspost corn or from the iPhone app 

~dd paperiesspost@paperlesspost corn ~ your address book te ensure that you:~ receive a~ future Papedess Po~ ma~l ia your 

@ 2012 Paper~ess Post, ! 5~ V’&st 25tb St, 9th Fioor. New York, N¢ ~000 ~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, 2:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan- tlagler.unc.edu) 

Re: GA Alumni database 

I tried to do a search on the GAA website, but you have to be a GAA member in order to use their database. I can contact one of the stalt’members though and see if 

they can make a special exception. 

On . at 1:47 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi. Also, check with General Alumni Association to see if you can do a search on alums (keywords sport, athletics, etc.). 
Dr. Stroman 
Deborah L. Stroman, PhoD, CLU 
Explore= Engage° Empower. 

Chapel Hill~ NC 27599 

<image001.jpg> 

"The best abifit , is availabilitF." 



From: @live.tmc.edu’- 

Sent: Thursday, 2:04 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: CASPER 

Dr. Stroman, 

Was there supposed to be an attacl~nent for the previous email? I did not receive anything 

Will you be in your office around 3:15 today? 

On , at 1:41 PiV~ Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Thanks. 

please add these names to CASPER. You may want to assign the list to various members on your team. My mobile is 

Dr Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919843.0336 

"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Thursday, ; 12:46 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CASPER 

This is not really up to date. Hopefully the info the grad students complete by the end of the month will get us up to speed. 

>:) 

Barbara Osborne 
Associate Professor 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
309 Woollen Gym 
CB 8605 
Chapel till1, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 
Email: sportlaw@tmc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 10:38 AM 
To: Osborne, Barbara 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: (-’ASPER 

Hi Barbara. Can you please send me the most up-to-date list you have for grad sport alums? I want to make sure these people are added to CASPER. YVhen the current cohort finishes their 
work, I xvill cross reference. 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

>d 
> 

> Do Good. 
> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

> "One woman can make a difference but 
> women working together can change the world." 
> 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Sent: Wednesday, 2:50 PM 
> To: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Eriaune A.; Southall, Deborah Joy; Cooper, Coyte; Southall, Richard M~chael 
> Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: CASPER 
> 

> Hi. As per our facultT meeting, here are the two outstanding students who are my team captains: Please send them ANY names of Tar Heel alumni 



(undergrad/grad/any major) working the sport industry. The project will cease at the end of semester...we believe. ;) Thanks! 
> 

> debby 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 
> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Thursday’, 2:10 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Re: GA Alumni database 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu) 

I’m a member. See if that helps. Or I’ll give you my password. ;) 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 2:03 PM, ’ (a)live.unc.e&~> wrote: 

I tried to do a search on the GAA website, but you have to be a GAA member in order to use their database. I can contact one of the sta£f members 

though and see if they can maJ~e a specia] exception. 

~-David Fox 

at 1:47 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi. Also, check with General Alumni Association to see if you can do a search on alums (keywords sport, athletics, etc.). 

Dr. Stroman 

D~borah Lo Stror~n, Ph,D, CLU 

3~5 W~o~len - CB #~700 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"The best ability/is availabi/itF." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 2:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: [l~ul .ly--athlefics-tbmm] money and Loudermilk 

Dear Debby, 

Thank you very much for the cop?" of your email to the UNC facul~ discussion group. I ce(tainly appreciate the insights and need to figure out a way that I can 

become a part of the faculty dialogue as I think we are fftriving for the same thing. We want outstanding students attracted to the Universi~ who can compete 

atNelically and academically. Personally. I do not believe they are mutually exclusive, but I h~ow ruth some, we may disagree. However, that roll not s~top my pursuit 

of excellence in both. 
Thanks again. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Deborah L Stroman [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent-" Saturday, October 06, 2012 4:14 Plvl 

To-" Cunningham, Bubba; Smith, .lay M; discussion 

Subject; Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] money and Loudermilk 

Thank you Jay for articulating what I believe to understand as your two solutions for big-time college athletics at UNC. If not, please indulge us. :) 

Regardless, I remain disgusted by the lack courage and apathy displayed on this campus and this listserv around "the cloud" the hangs over us~ In particular, faculty members 

lacking full understanding of the complexity of college sport (understandable) that continue to spout rumors, attacks on our athletic department staff and players, and negative 

commentary about the intentions of our leaders and academic administrators. 

What is my concern? Why don’t you (if the glove fits...) attend and speak up (or write) at Faculty Council meetings? We even had open time yesterday to talk about ANYTHING. 

Why aren’t you present at faculty athletics committee meetings and share your disappointment with how we are handling this matter? (I know there are people on this forum who 

don’t believe in the mission and membership of that committee, but why not attend and share that philosophy with them?) Why aren’t you requesting an open forum and/or 

attending efforts by the Carolina Black Caucus to have a campus-wide dialogue? Why aren’t you asking those responsible for these programs and activities to share their 

perspective and solutions such that you can further learn and consequently agree or disagree? (My request to directly speak to the Chancellor, senior administrators, Dean Gil, Jan 

Boxill, and our AD about matters has always been well-received. They DO listen and I believe they reflect on our discussions. This situation is not easy and if one comes to the table 

with a spirit of positivity -- we all gain.) What are your solutions? Where is your effort of engagement? 

I guess it is much easier to sit back and be upset with what THEY are doing to our great university. We just can’t have much progress if we continue to operate in silos. 

Yes, I do appreciate this forum, but I would certainly feel better if we had real activism and people who would talk to one another (versus at one another). See my Goethe quote 

below. 

Thanks for reading my ramblings. It’s been a long week. ;) 

debby 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we mus~ do." (J. Goethe) 

From: Jay Smith < j_ _a_ [i_ _s_ _ _m_ _ ]_ _t_ _h_ _ _ _@_,_ _ _ _e_ _ _m_ _ _ _a_ !_ [ : _ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _ : _ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ _ > 

Reply-To: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, October 6, 2012 11:40 AM 

To: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@lis[serv.unc.edu> 

C;c: discussion <racul[y--.athletics--forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] money and Loudermilk 

If I’m not mistaken, Wayne et al, the academic counselors and other staff in Loudermilk will still be paid, at least indirectly, by the athletics department, even though their 

reporting lines have been redefined in a cosmetic way. So they will no longer report to an associate AD. But...who among us imagines that they won’t be communicating regularly 

with AD’s and coaches? Who imagines that their priorities will suddenly shift away from "eligibility" to "providing good educations"? This is simply a shell game that the university is 

playing at this point. Anyway, changing reporting lines and elevating admissions standards will do nothing to change the dynamic of corruption. As long as we’re determined to 

recruit the nation’s best athletes to come win championships for us, the athletics people are going to do everything in their power to keep the talented players on the field. They 

will be outfitted with the disguise of ’student,’ and we academics will continue to look like saps or co-conspirators. 

I like the modifications Wayne proposes, especially their symbolism, but there is an even deeper contradiction we must confront. As long as we keep insisting, along with the Knight 

commission, that athletics programs must be self-sustaining, it’s hypocritical of US to condemn the athletics depts for their commercialism and orientation to big money (especially 

if we’re still rooting for the teams and want them to compete for national titles.) We already scream--and rightly--when student fees are used to support athletics. Even if we cap 

coaches’ salaries, AD’s are still going to have to find their money somewhere. To get out of this hypocritical bind, I’d say we have only two options. 1) Radically downsize and adopt 
a sort of "Division II1" model [not happening], or 2) Set the basketball and football teams free as commercial enterprises. We can still take a cut of their revenues, thus helping us 

finance much more modest programs in volleyball, swimming, lacrosse, etc. 

Of course, I don’t really think either op~on will be followed. We’ll wallow in our institu~onal hypocrisy until the end times. 

On 10/6/12 10:56 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

See the message from Wayne Lee, which appears not to have gone to the list as intended. (We’ve been having email address problems.) Glad to hear Wayne’s voice 

on these issues... 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] where axe the reforms in Loudermilk? 

Date: Sat, 6 Oct 2012 10:50:49 -0400 

From: Wayne Lee 2~_?_Le__l_9_e__@_e__n_j_a__~_l_=u_j!c__:_e_d_3E2 

To: Jay Smith 

CC: discussion <lMultv--athletics-tbmm(~listserv.unc.ed~c> 



We, as faculty, have now been subjected to quite a long list of policy 

changes on our side, designed to prevent abuses associated with 

independent studies and unsupervised department chai~s.            None of those 

policy changes are unreasonable in and of themselves, but taken as a 

whole, they represent a set of assumptions (or conclusions) that it is 

OUR behavior that needs modification, correction, and oversight. What 

seems clear from this most recent set of documents (if it wasn’t 

already) is that the reforms really need to occur in two other 

ways/places.          One is in Loudermilk.           I am aware that some changes have 

been pur~licized, and tPat the chain of command has spirted to the Dean 

of A&S, and i have no doubt that will help.            But I’d like to hear a lot 

more from the University leadership about how that mess is going to be 

policed.            Procedural (and perhaps personnel) reforms in budelmilk, 

Powever, will only be temporarily effective as long as the 2nd problem 

is unaddressed, and that is the profound warping effect that athletics 

money has on university svstems and procedures.            The money sports 

athletics program, and the alumni/boosters behind tPem, move througP the 

university li~<e a planetary mass, shifting everything around them--they 

create a culture of exception, in which people expect to get away with 

things (see recent tweet by OSU @uarterback). Without some clear 

statements that the university will no longe~ be swayed by that money 

and by that constituency, these problems will simply come back or recur 

in modified ways.            I propose three examples of "clear" statements, that 

are botP symbolic and veal, and would ~epresent a p~ofound 

acknowledgment of the culture of exception. 

1. Cap coaches’ salaries at some muitiDle of the chancellors. Don’t 

waive the cap; no bonuses for r~owls, or anytPing else. 

2. Set policy that no football gaKles will be scheduled (except a bowl) 

on any day other than Saturday.           Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday games 

are motivated entirely by money; are bad for the players and bad for the 

students who want to attend the game. 

3. Acknowledge and end the hypocrisy of allowing alcohol sales in the 
Blue Zone.           This is beyond a ridiculous kowtowing, and profoundly 
symbolizes the culture of exception. 

I am sure there are others.            Perhaps some of these even came up before I 

was added to the listserv, but I thought it time to chime in. 

Wayne E. Lee 
Professor of History 
Chair of the Cu<<icuium in Peace, War, and Defense 
w~ee@unc.eduwww.unc~edu/,.we~eewww~a~‘~z~n.c~k~/W~y~e-E.-~‘e/e/B~K~RX~W/ref ntt athr dp r~el ~ 

On 10/6/2012 10:20 AM, Jav Smith wrote: 

> Obsessing as usual, I reread the N&O~s latest and, on the second ~ead, 

> absorbed this: 

> 

> ~One document shows that, as a 20-page pape~ came due, one player 

> apparently gave up with more than 18 pages done, and what was 

> corrlpleted needed work. A tutor, Whitney Read, expressed frustration 

> that the player "wanted to write no more and do no more corrections." 

> The next day, in an email message to a staff counselor, the tuto~ 

> wrote that another staff counselor was going to ~surprise" the player 

> with "an extra session to fix the mistakes." Read has declined to 

> conpent. 

> 

> One paper, Read wrote, had been "worked on" by her and another 

> staffer, then given to the ~layer.’ 

> 

> We now have evidence that a second tutor did precisely what that 

> "rogue" Jennifer Wiley did--the one whose behavior was said to be so 

> egregious (despite working in the football coach’s house, but i 

> digress) that the University instantly severed relations with her, 

> naughty tutor that she was. And Read performed her work in 2010, AFTER 

> Wiley had left the program. But it’s worse. Read had pangs of 

> conscience, she didn’t like having to do this sort of thing. But her 

> superiors said, hey, this is the way it is. It’s to be expected. 

> 

> Faculty with pitchforks should be gathering at the Loudermilk center 

> today. But I guess we wouldn’t be able to find parking, what with the > game and all. 

> 

> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

> wlee@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

> click here: 

> http:iilists.unc~eduiu?id 5581442 ~. eoi~’061e393dOf272eaife~abld658656&n~&l fao~lty--.--.at~ let~ cs--~orum&o~2258095, 

> or send a blank eKlail to 

> leave-32258095-55814421, ec0061e393d0f272ea3fe8abld658656@listserv, unc. edu. 



You are currently subscribed to faculty-athletics-forum as: ]_a_y__s__n_z!_t__h___~__e___m____a_!!:__u_!!_c_:_e___d___u_. 

To unsubscribe dick here: http ://lists. u nc.ed u/u ’?i d=48699857 i"; 5997791 b4b45 b38dgf69522ac998ca 9&n=T&l=facu I ty--ath let ics-foru m &o=32258120 

(it may be necessary to cut and paste the above U RL if the line is broken) 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstrq~)unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u ?id=48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a 2763d6&n=T&l=faculty--athletics-forurn&o=32258155 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 2:53 PM 

Lindemmm, Erika <ulinde@emaJ 1. uric .edu-~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~: URGENT - RESEND ILL: EXSS 328 - E/P Minor 

Erika, 

Could you please send me an example of the language I should use to submit a change in the course requirements for the Minor in Entrepreneurship? 

Thank you, 

,John 

3ohn F o Stewart: 

Pro-f:essoP of: ~conom±cs 
DirectoP o~ [ntrepreneuPship Minor 

~ Departmeot o-f Economics 

~ Univers~d:y of NoPth Carolina 

~ Cha~e]. Hill, NC 27599-33@5 

~ Vo:[.(e: (919) 966-5345 
~ Fax: (9~9) 966-4986 
~ ~ohn steNantl~unc.edu 

~ http:ii~.unc.edui.~j~ste~aP/ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 9:55 AM 

To: Stewart, John F 
C¢: Caudill, Walter Lowry; Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: URGENT- RESEND RE: EXSS 328 - E!P Minor 
Importance: High 
Hi John. Here’s the note that I had not heard back from you on._ 

Let me k[low if ] can assist. 

Thanks. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

919.843.0336 

’©he woman can make a difference but 

women working togelher can change fl~e world. " 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 1:54 PM 
To: Stewart, John F 
Cc: Caudill, Walter Lowry 
Subject: EXSS 328 - E/P Minor 

Hi John. I was chatting wltb Erika Lindenmnn and she mentioned that it is prudent to send in the request ]ett:er for b2XSS 328 (aP~er early September approva]) 

"earlier than later" to be added to the entrepreneurship minor for spring 2013. She said that she can assist you xvith the ~rmat and appropriate language. The 

official deadline is October 15. The request has to be on departmental letterhead sigxaed by the ECON chair (and you, if desired) and include the be{-ore/a~¥er 

language for the undergraduate bnlletin. 

I just wanted to provkte you wlt:b this heads up. ;) Let: me know ifI c~n be ~ssist~nce. 

Have a great week’. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

315 Woollen CB~ 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919,843,0336 

Twitter cirstroman 

http:/iexss.unc.edui 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 3:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Time to talk 

@triad.rr.com 

Dear Debbie and Eamestirte, Let’s go for Tuesday, Oct. 23r~1~ ::t0:00 a.m, I will send conference calf # and pass code tomorrow, David 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, 4:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Project CASPER Invitation 

Here is the basic format that I used in my emaAl. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:            @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Project CASPER Invitation 
Date:               9:46:27 PM EDT 
To: Ken Mack <kmack@unc.edu> 

I hope this ema~l finds you well. IVly name is         and I am a          at UNC. I am spearheading a project called Project CASPER, which is 

an acronym for "Caxolina Alumni in Sport Project- Each one, Reach one." It is an eflbrt to create a database of all UNC alnmni who are working in the 

sport industry, for the benefit of current students and alumN. 

We would love to have you be a part of this database! If this sounds like something you would like to "take part in, please emml me back and I c~m 

provide you with additional information. If you would pretEr, I am also available to meet with you in person to timher discuss this project. 

Let me know what works best for you. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday’, 4:19 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu> 

RE: P1Rject CASPER Invitation 

I hope this entail finds you well. My name is             and I am a member of the Carolina Sport Business Club (www.csbcunc.com). Under the leadership of 

Dr. Deborah Stroman (Exercise and Sport Science Depaxtment and Club faculty advisor), I am a team member of a new project called C a~lim AI~ ~ Sport 

Project Each One, Reach One, which is an acronym for "Carolina Numm in Spo~ Project- Each one, Reach one." It is an e~b~ to create a database of all ~C 

alumm (unde~rad~te or graduate) who am wor~ng in the spo~ indus~y for fl~e ~nefit of cu~nt s~dents and a]umni. 

We would love to have you ~ a pa~ ofNis da~ba~ If this mnbifious project sounds like something you would like to have your con~ct data listed in, please emM 

me back a~d I can pmvi& you with additional information. If you would prefer, I am a]so available to meet ruth you in ~r~n or by phone to fu~er discuss ~is 

project Note: This da~base will not ~ public a~d only ce~n fields ~xe even accessible to all team p~ject member. 

Let me ~ow what works best for you. 

Res~c~flly. 

Do Good, 
Dehorah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
g~]ug~e. ~xplore, Empower. 
9719.843,0336 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 4:12 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Project CASPER Invitation 
Here is file basic format that I used in my emM. 

’One woraan cm~ make a differe~me but 

woraen working ~toge{her c;m chm~ge fl~e world," 

Begin forwaMed ,nessage: 

From: 
Subject: Project CASPER Invitation 
Date:               9:46:27 PM EDT 
To: Ken Mack <kmack@unc.edu> 
Mr. Mack, 
I hope this email finds you well. My name is and I a:m a at UNC. I am spearheading a project called Project CASPER, which is an acronym for 

"Ca~rolina Alumni in Sport Project- Each one, Reach one." It is an eflbrt to create a database of all UNC alumni who axe working in the sport industry for the benefit of 

cunvnt s~dents and edumni. 

We would love to have you be a part of this database! If this sounds like something you would like to take pea~t in, please email me back and I ca~ provi& you with 
additional information. If you would prefm: I am also available to meet with you in person to further discuss this project. 

Let me know what works best for you. 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, 4:25 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Email Template When Contacting Alumni 

~live.unc.edu> @unc.edu>; 

,~@ive.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu-~ 

Hey team, 

I hope y’all are having a great week and finding early success ruth Project CASPER. Pasted below is the template that y’all should use when contacting alumni. Please 

use this template in all of your communications ~ that our team will maintain a consistent, professional rune. 

As alway~ don’t hesitate to contact me ify’all have any questions’. 

I hope this email finds you well. Ivly name is             and I am a member of the Carolina Sport Business Club (~vw.csbeunc.com). Under the leadership of 

Dr. Deborah Stroman (Exercise and Sport Science Departlnent and Club facul .ty advisor), I am a team member of a new project called C ~:rolina Altmmlin Sport 

Project Each One, Reach One, which is an acronym for "Carolina Alnmni in Sport Project- Each one, Reach one." It is an effort to create a database of all 

UNC alumni (undergraduate or graduate) who are working in the sport industly for the benefit of current s~dents and alumni. 

We would love to have you be a part of this database! If this ambitious project sounds like something you would like to have your contact data listed in, please em~l 

me back and I can provi& you with additional information. If you would prefer, I am also available to meet ruth you in person or by phone to further discuss this 

project. Note: This database will not be public and only certain fields are even accessible to all team project members. 

Let me know what works best for you. 

Respectfully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sher64 Kleinnmn < @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 4:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [progfac] PLEASE MARK YOUR CALENDARS: Oct 23rd, 5-6 p.m. Stone Center 

Progi:ac isn’t putting this together; it’s the group (mnong others) that attended last Monday’s meeting. I’ll just fora,ard it (though you should be on it). Jason Lemer has 

sent the larger list (it’s about 40 people) a few emails in the last few days. Let me know if you see one. I’ll wait, and send it to that list, later. 

On 10/11/12 10:58 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

I am leaning [:oward less benign as well, ;) 

I don’t see a list of " 40 names. I can definitely forward ~t but can you share ths~ Ibt again? (or how best to do ~t?) Are you rel:erdng to the ~s~serv 

name (The progfac mailing lis9 and just dick ’rep~y all? 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the world." 

From: Sherryl Kleinman [maHto::         9nc,rr,com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 10:53 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: [progfac] PLEASE MARK YOUR CALENDARS: Oct 23rd, 5-6 p.m. Stone Center 
Some of us worked on a title. It’ll be presented on Monday and others will chime in with their ideas, for sure. The few of us talked about a relatively 

beNgn name to get a wider audience. WEll, they did. I, for one, wanted something like "T~eats to ~C?....." ~hem thought it’s too....tNeatening. 

You could send to the large list (or I can do it for you, but berter to have ’new names’ on the list speak up!) Do you see a~ email that looks like it has 

about 40 names on it? 

You can just my that you can’t make Mon mtg mad here are some suggestions. 

I kept it vague on PI:N bic we don’t have a name. Everyone on progl:ac should know it won’t be benign. 

THANKS. 

On 10/11/12 10:31 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Sherr% We really need to craft a name for the forum/teach-in asap. We don’~ want to iose the power of consistent communication. 

Brainstorms: 
<’.--[if~supp~Lists]-->l. <~--[endi~-->The Dangers of Bl~nd Exploration: A Forum for Understanding UNC’s Future 

<’.--[if [sup~nLis~s]-->2. <~--[endi~-->Yhe MoRhil~ ~s Now The Mountain: The Peopie Speak on the Attack on U NC’s Future 
<’.--[if [supp~Lists]-->3. <[--[endi~-->Sink or Swim: Navigating the Stormy Seas of U NC’s Future 

<’.--[if [supp~Lists]-->4. <[--[endi~-->Nav~gatk~g Stormy Seas: Options for the Future of UNC 

<’.--[if [sup~Lisls]-->5. <[--[endi~-->Mak~ng k Plain: A Teach-in for Understanding UNC’s Future 

<’.--[if[sup~Lisls]-->6. <[--[endi~-->People or Profits: UNC’s Future at a Crossroad 

<’.--[if[supp~Lisls]-->7. <[--[endi~-->The Future Sti~rt:s Today: g Forum for the Ne>:t UNC 
.Just some thoughts }:ee[ tree to edit, combine or d~scard. ;} Fee[ tree to share too. 
I arn guest [ec[urb~g on Monday, so [ probaNy worf[ be aMe [o attend the meedng. 
debby 

Do Good. 
Deborah L Stroman, 

9:~ 9.843.033(5 

’One woman can make a difference but 

wome~ working together can change the world. 

From: Sherryl Kleinman [mailto:         @nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 20~2 5:~0 PM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: [progfac] PLEASE MARK YOUR CALENDARS: Oct 23rd, 5-6 p.m. Stone Center 

Eve~’one: 

Students, facul~, and staffarc putting together a forum!teach-in about the future of UNC on Tues., Oct 
23rd, at 5 p.m. at the Stone Center. 



It’s IMPORTANT to have a good turnout, so please commit to attending if you can, and bringing others with you. 
The media are likely to be there, and a bad turnout is a failed event, regardless of what goes on (from media 
vie~vpoint). 

There’ll be 20 minutes of speakers, 20 minutes of small-group brainstorming, and 20 minutes of reporting back from 
small groups. So y’all will be engaged and have meaningful fun! 

More details next Monday, but please show up. Or else...I’ll stop sending you so man?, emails[ (Wait, that might not 
be a flueat) 

The next meeting to discuss this event and future organizing is on Monday, Oct. 15th, noon-l, at Campus Y, 
rm. 207. More faculU~ presence would be wonderful. 

Best to y’all, 

Sherryl 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently snbscribed to 
<!nb 
progfac as <a hre~ m~ iltodstro ~ nc edu’%dstro@~ nc edu< ~ > To unsubscribe send a blank <bg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 4:34 PM 

@unc.edu 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu:~; 

CSBC Request 

@live. unc.edu>; ;@uuc.edu 

Hi     I hope your semester is going well. 

Please create an excel spreadsheet of all the UNC athletic department head coaches and email addresses. I will be notifying them about a new Club project. 

Fields: Last name, first name, sport, email address. 

Thanks! Let me know when you think you could finish this project. 

Dr. Stroman 

DeborM~ L, ~;~roman~ Ph,Do CLU 
Explore, En0age, Empower° 
~w,exss.un¢,ed u 

315 Woollen 

"The best ability is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, 4:50 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progfac] Fwd: Assembly TOMORROW 12pm Steps of Wil~n 

Hi, everyone: 

The students would love to have facul~~ presence, so FYI. I can’t be there. 

Best. Sherryl 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [UNC SAVV] Student Power Assembly TOMORROW 12pm Steps of Wilson 

Date:Thu. 12:04:55 -0400 

l;rom: @gmail.com> 
Reply-To: saw- announce,@googlegroups.com 

To:saw-announce,@googlegroups.com, sawsecure(~googlegroups.com, unc-eia(dbgooglegroups.com, uncchstudenlpower(dbgooglegroups.com, 

fsu’,~!listserv.unc .edu. nc fellows(~listserv.unc.edu 

**Please share widely** 

\Vhat do YOU want from your University? Now’s the time to 

We are in the midst ofturb~dem and changing times here at Caxolina, and throughout the state. In the spirit of engaging our campus community in an important 

conversation aIx)ut the future of the Universi~: Student Power UNC Chapel tlfll is hosting a Student Po+~’er Asse~Mfly (m University D~++-- Friday 

a* 12pro on the steps of Wi~lson Library. 

We roll be raising on-campus issues mound racial justice, environmentaJ+ sustainabili~, sexuali~ and gender equip, and discussing our sqmtewide organizing eftb(ts to 

push for more democratic and representative leadership in the UNC sys+tetn; but most itnportantly we roll be having an open space for com~m~ 

for YOUR input on what YOU would like to see happen at our Universi~! 

Join us! 

- Student Power at UNC Chapel Hill 

<ul> 

<li> - - You are cmrently subscribed to 

</ul > 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a+. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "mailto :leave- 32284166- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv :unc .edu">leave- 32284166- 

56223020~18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listserv:unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

She,ll Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 4:57 PM 

The progl:ac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[progfac] PLEASE READ: Newly tbrmed FACULTY ADVISORY COUNCIL advisor to the UNC Strategic Directions Committees 

Ross-RigsbyLetter 08Oct2012.pdf; FACULTY ADVISORY COUNCIL Roster and Functions 2012Octl 1 .pdf 

From Catherine Rigsby, chair of Faculty Assembly (for UNC system): 

From: Rigsby, Catherine 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 11:38 AM 
To: ’achavis@uncfsu.edu’; ’ahk@eos.ncsu.edu’; ’anblower@uncc.edu’; ’andersnse@appstate.edu’; ’affreita@uncc.edu’; ’aspnes@unity.ncsu.edu’; ’bachlab@med.unc.edu’; 
’_b__c__s__Lm___s__~_n___c__a__t_:__e__c_l__u_.’; ’__b__e_£_n__t~__a__t:@_E~__c__s__u__~_e__c_l__u_.’; ’._b__e__~_=__b_tL_o_~y__n__,%u__n___c_p_:__e__c_l__u_.’; ’_b___k__c__o___s__t__e__s__,%e_En___a_!J_#__t~__c__~_e__c_l__u_.’; ’__b__o_~__s~!_c__@__a_p_~__s__t__a_N_~_e__c_l__u_.’; ’__b__u_£_t_tL@__u___n__c___w__=_e_.__d___u_’; ’.c_N_c_l__a_~__~__u__t~__c__f__s__u__=_e_~!_u_.’; 
’dcribar@uncq.edu’; ’dennis daley@ncsu.edu’; ’dqreen@nccu.edu’; ’dhancock@uncc.edu’; ’dohse@unca.edu’; ’domermuthdhCoappstate.edu’; ’dsarclyro(.Oncsu.edu’; 
’dswain@nccu.edu’; ’eabarber@ncat.edu’; ’eakerric@email.unc.edu’; ’e~erniqn@uncc.edu’; ’ellen jones@uncg.edu’; ’ellistb@appstate.edu’; ’esouffra@uncc.edu’; 
’fbuskey@email.wcu.edu’; Felts, Mike; ’fiames@ncat.edu’; ’~claskil!@mai!.ecsu.edu~; ’clo~alanh@wssu~ed~!’; ’qwilson@nccu.edu~; ’hdkellne@ncs~Ledu’; ’hhh@ncsu.edu’; 
Holloway, James; ’j_d___m___a_r_tj__n_~£LC_S___u_:__e_d___u_i; ’j_e__f__f_=_b___o_lJ__e__s_f~__q~__c_p__&c_l__u_.’; ’j__e__ff___e__r_~_=g_e_!_l__e__r_~_u__0_c_D_=e__d___u_7; ’jjJ__e_p__0__~__u__t~__c_g=e__d___u_7; ’i__m__b__o__x__[t!f~__e_En___a_j!_#__t~__c__&c_l__u_.’; ’j__o_b_tL__s_p_jJ_t_a__n___~__U__E~_C_9_=e__d___u_7; Kevin Lowe; 
’k~acksoY(.Ouncfsu.edu’; ’klhomsb@ncat.edu’; Knickerbocker, Dale; ’kocham@appstate.edu’; ’kpkaur@mail.ecsu.edu’; Kulesher, Robert; ’lholland@unca.edu’; 
’lkramer@email.unc.edu’; ’luc~o@uncw.edu’; ’lwilsondones@uncNu.edu’; ’maria.pereira@uncp.edu’; ’mario.paparozzi@uncp.edu’; ’mburchar@unca.edu’; 
’ __m__g_gr__e___e__n__@__u___n__c__c__#__c_!_u_.’; ’ ._t!_~[Le_y__z_o_g_@__e____m___a_!!=w_c___u_=e__d___u_j; ~En..En~c..~.-.u.~.s.-.~..n..-...c-La.r..k.-@-t.n.-.a.1~-&.c-.s..u.-:.e..c.~..u.-’; More head, And few; ’ ._t! _~_s___a__n__g _s__t__e_ y__~__n__c__c___u__.__e__d___u_.’; ’ _n___h _o_u__s___t 9____n__~__s__o_ g ~_u__t~__c__#__c_l__u_.’; 
’pagiavlasno@wssu.edu’; ’paul williams(.Oncsu.edu’; ’pollockd@uncsa.edu’; ’psink@triad.rr.com’; ’rcminor(.Oncat.edu’; ’reeves@uncw.edu’; ’reillyc(.Ouncw.edu’; 
’rlasher(,~email.wcu.edu’; ’rosenberge@uncsa.edu’; ’rffieldiCc0. uncc.edu’; ’Russell@ncssm.edu’; Scott, Ralph; ’sens@wssu.edu’; ’sleonard(,~email.unc.edu’; 
’smroc~ers@nccu.edu~; Sprague, Mark; ’staubsc@al~pstate~edu’; ’stevens@unca~edu’; Taggart, Mark Alan; Theurer, Britton Edwin; ’v~lNdman@nccu.edu’; 
’._w_a___k__e__f_gy__d__En__~_U__E~__c__s__a_=e__c_l__u_.’; ’k_v_[[_e_~_~_n___c__s__s_g)_.__e__d___u_.’; Zoller, Christine 
Ce: tomross@northcarolina.edu; Kevin FitzGerald; Suzanne T. Ortega; Kelley Gregory; Kimrey Rhinehardt 
Subject: Newly formed FACULTY ADVISORY COUNCIL - advisory to the UNC Strategic Directions Committees 
Dear Faculty Assembly Delegates and Alternates, 
As I am sure most of you have read in the press, President Ross and Chairman Hans both responded positively to our resolution concerning faculty input into the 
Strategic Planning Process. That resolution asked that "a mechanism be created to solicit input at the campus level throughout the process" and that "the Faculty 
Assembly be informed during the strategic planning process, and that the President of the University, in collaboration with the Chair of the Faculty Assembly, 
create a faculty group to interact and collaborate with the Business!Political community advisory committee for the University’s strategic planning." All of these 
requests are being honored. 
As outlined in the attached letter, President Ross and I have agreed to establish a "Faculty Advisory Council" that will work to ensure that faculty are informed 
during the process and that the voice of the faculty is heard through the process. The Faculty Advisory Council, which I will chair, will be the main conduit for 
faculty input in the strategic planning process. It will work in cooperation with the Faculty Assembly Executive Committee (FAEC) to provide input to the UNC 
Strategic Directions Committee (the "working group"). I and!or members of the Faculty Advisory Council will attend o1! of the Strategic Directions working group 
meetings. In addition, we will make working group documents and data available to both the Council and to the faculty at large. 
The Council will report to the FAEC. The FAEC and I will work to ensure that there is transparency in the process and that there is ample opportunity for input from 
faculty on all of the campuses. A major conduit of information exchange with the campuses will be FA’s Senate Chairs group. There are 4 Senate Chairs and one 
Chair-elect on the Council and one Senate Chair is a member of the FAEC; this should help speed the information exchange between GA and the campuses. All 
campus Faculty Chairs, aided by their association with the FA’s Chairs Group, will be responsible for communicating the activities of the Council and the working 
group to their respective campuses and for funneling information and input back to the FAEC. 
I have attached the Council roster and a list of the Council functions to this message. Although communications have been slow because it is Fall Break season on 
our campuses, all of the faculty listed on the roster have been invited to serve and they all fully understand both the time constraints (this is a very short strategic 
planning process!) and the importance of openness and of providing coherent and clear recommendations to the working group - recommendations that are based 
on broad faculty input. Putting together the roster was more difficult than I expected. The group needed to relatively small, but also needed to cover all of the 
major geographic sectors of the state and include a reasonably wide range of academic disciplines. I put together the Council roster with these constraints in mind 
and after consultation with the FAEC. I appreciate the suggestions made by the FAEC (and others) and am grateful that we have faculty willing to serve. 
I urge all FA delegates to spread the news that we now have a "Faculty Advisory Council" that will provide a faculty voice in the strategic planning process. If all 
goes as planned, we will also soon have a web-based feedback site where all faculty can provide written feedback to the Council. 
Please feel free to share the attached letter from President Ross, the attached Council Roster and functions sheet, as well as any other information that you 
receive about the strategic planning process with your colleagues. Do not forget that all of the materials distributed to the Strategic Planning Advisory Committee 
are available on the GA web site (there is a link to these materials on the FA home page: http:/!www.northcarolina.edu!facultyassembly!index.htm). When new 
working group materials become available I will forward them as well. All of these materials are public documents and should be treated as such. 
To-date~ the topics around the working group and Strategic Directions Advisory Committee tables have focused on degree attainment goals (how many citizens 
should we expect to obtain post-secondary education and at what level); the jobs outlook for NC and the types of skills that those jobs are likely to require; 
measuring "competencies" of our graduates; and using new ("disruptive") technologies to make the "business" of higher education more efficient (reaching more 
students at a lower cost cost). Please discuss the strategic planning materials and topics with your colleagues and formulate feedback that the Faculty Advisory 
Council can use to make recommendations to the working group. Providing concrete, usable feedback is the only way we have to participate in the process. As the 
University’s academic and disciplinary experts, we must take advantage of this opportunity to help shape our students’ educations and to maintain the outstanding 
(and deserved!) reputation of the UNC system. 
Processes like this one are rarely perfect. Nevertheless, this is a big step and a significant opportunity for faculty voices to be heard. It is also a very good indication 
that President Ross, the General Administration, and the Board of Governors understand the importance of faculty voices in shaping the future of our university 
system. Thanks for helping to make this happen. I look forward to the dialogue and to everyone’s efforts as we move forward! 

Catherine 

Catherine A. Ri~shy 

Professor of Sedimentology and Chair of the UNC Faculty Assembly 

Department of Geological Sciences 

East Carolina University 

Greenville, NC 27858 

919-328-4297 

www.ecu ed u/geolo, g~/ 

htt p~J’/www, northcaro[[na~ed ujfac u It~asse mbl~Z[ndex, ht m 
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The University of North Carolina 
General Adnti.~istra tion 

Post Office Box 2688, Chapel [,HII, NC 275! 5--2088 

qMephone: (919) 962~1000 ¯ Fax: (919) ~45-9695 ¯ E-maih ~omross@northearolina,edu 
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Ce:ntral University 
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University of 
North Carolina 
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University of 
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University of 
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at Charlotte 

University of 
North Carolina 
at Greensboro 

University of 
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at Peru broke 

University of 
Nortt~ Carolina 
a t Wilmington 

15niversi~" of 
North Carolina 
School of the Arts 

Western Carolina 
L:niversity 

Winston-Salem 
State University 

Constituent H&h &:hool 

North Carolina 
School of Science 
and Mathematics 

October 8, 2012 

Dr. Catherine Rigsby 
Chair, UNC Faculty Assembly 
Department of Geological Sciences 
East Carolina University 
Greenville, North Carolina 27858 

Dear Dr. Rigsby: 

Thank you for working with me to establish a framework for engaging UNC faculty 
in the UNC Board of Governors’ strategic plmming process for 2013-2018. In 
addition to your active participation as a member of the Advisory Committee on 
Strategic Directions, I am pleased that you or your designee also will attend 
meetings of the Strategic Directions Committee. As you know, the Strategic 
Directions Committee is gaflaering and synthesizing data and information and 
drafting documents for the Advisory Committee, and it will benefit from your 
perspective and involvement. 

I also appreciate your willingness to create and chair a Faculty Advisow Council to 
help support the work of the Strategic Directions Committee. As we have 
discussed, our mutual goal is *br you to provide a conduit for crucial academic input 
into the strategic planning process. To be effective, the Faculty Advisor), Council 
should be representative of faculty across the UNC system, with special 
consideration given to the geographic spread of the campuses, as well as the breadth 
of academic disciplines resident within the University. I hope that you will meet 
regularly throughout this process. 

I understand that you are already working closely with my staff to prepare for the 
October 9, 2012, meeting of the Strategic Directions Committee. We will continue 
to provide you and the Faculty Advisory Council advance notice of all meetings, as 
well as access to the Strategic Directions Committee pre- and post-meeting 
materials. As our work moves forward, I "know that you will communicate regularly 
with the UNC Faculty Assembly Executive Committee, which will be responsible 
for ensuring effective communications arnong the Faculty Advisow Council, the 
Faculty Assembly, and the faculty at large. We will make every effort to make the 
Spangler Center is available to you for Faculty Advisory Council meetings, and, 
when available, we can also offer the use of video- or tele-conference services to 
facilitate full member participation. 





FACULTY ADVISORY COUNCIL - advisory to the UNC Strategic Directions Committees 

Chair: Catherine A. Rigsby, Professor of Geological Sciences, ECU, and Chair of the UNC Faculty 

Assembly 

Council Members: 
1. Susan Cannata, Professor of Literature and Composition, UNCP 

2. Georgie Donovan, Assistant Professor and Associate Dean of Libraries, ASU 

3. Vidyaranya B. Gargeya, Professor and Director of the MBA Program, Department of 
Information Systems and Operations Management, Bwant School of Business and Economics, 

UNCG 

4. David A. Green, Professor, School of Law, NCCU 
5. Scott Imig, Associate Professor of Educational Leadership, UNCW 

6. T~-ady F. C. MacKay, William Neal Reynolds iDistinguished UniversiW Professor of Genetics, 

College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, NCSU 
7. Purificacirn Martinez, Associate Professor of Spanish, IECU 

8. Erin McNelis, Associate Professor, Department Mathematics and Computer Science, WCU 

9. Brian Sims, Assistant Professor, Department of Psychology, NCA&T 

10. Eddy M. Souffrant, Associate Professor, Ethics, Department of Philosophy, UNCC 

11. Rachel Willis, Bowman and Gordon Gray Distinguished Associate Professor of American Studies 

and an Adjunct Professor of Economics, UNC-CH 

12. Linda Wilson-Jones, Professor and Director of Research Initiatives, FSU 

Overview of Council Function: 

- The Faculty Advisou Council will be the main conduit for faculty input to Working Group. 

- This Council, chaired by Catherine Rigsby (Chair of the UNC Faculty Assembly), will work in 

cooperation with the full Faculty Assembly Executive Committee to provide faculty input into the 

work of the UNC Strategic D~rect~ons "Working Group". 

- Rigsby (or her designees) will attend all Strategic Directions working group meetings and will 

make all working group public documents and data available to the Council and to the faculty at 

large. 

- The Council will report to the Faculty Assembly Executive Committee, who will work with the 
Chair to ensure that there is transparency in the process and that there is ample opportunity for 
input from faculty on all of the campuses. 

- A major conduit of information exchange with the campuses will be Faculty Assembly’s Senate 

Chairs group. There are 4 Faculty Chairs on the Council and a campus Faculty Chair is on the 

Faculty Assembly Executive Committee. The Faculty Chairs will be responsible for 
communicating the activities of the Council and the Working Group to their respected campuses 

and for funneling information and input back to the Faculty Assembly Executive Committee. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 5:42 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progt~c] Article l]com 2011: Cautionary tale? 

http:!/wx~a¥.newsobserver.com/2011/02/12/984188!60-unc-programs-chopped.html <ul> 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She,ll Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 9:46 PM 

The progtZac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progfac] VOTING ON THE LETTER, AGAIN 

Hey, everyone: 

Our letter didn’t appear in the N&O, so I emailed the editor of the opinion page. Anyway, someone was filling in for him for a while. I suggested we write an updated 
letter, and he said to do so, and he’ll look for it. I think that’s a good sign. 

IF YOU STILL WANT TO VOTE YES, DON’T DO ANYTHING. 
IF YOU WANT TO CHANGE YOUR VOTE TO NO, EMAIL ME. 
IF YOU DIDN’T GET TO VOTE AND WANT TO VOTE NOW, EMAIL ME. 

I couldn’t tell if the letter changed enough to ask ti~r your re-vote, so I decided to err on the side of caution, and ask. 

PLEASE Inake a decision by Friday at 8 p.m. 

THANKS, 

Sherryl 

As members of the Progressive Faculty Network, we are glad that pressures from students and from faculty councils at East 
Carolina University, LrNC-Pembroke, and UNC, Chapel ttill--in resolutions asking for representation on the Advisoly 
Committee on Strategic Decisions--led to some progress. President Ross agreed to the creation of a separate 12-person Faculty 
Advisow Council to provide input to the five-year plalming committee. 

But input is not representation. And the committee remains dominated by administrators, politicians, and CEOs, including those 
who are against public higher education. 

The 2007 committee, while low in faculty representation, had a 14-member Scholars Advisol)." Council from its inception. 
Faculty conducted research and prepared briefs on student diversity, environmental challenges, and economic inequality. 
CoiImaittee members visited all campuses; held 22 public forums; and conducted a statewide survey to which 6,700 people 
responded. 

President Ross and the Advisoo~ Committee on Strategic Decisions should institute ongoing public, faculty, staff, and student 
forums; take a year--not a few months--to prepare the report; and add faculty, students, and staff to the committee who 
represent the diversity of the state and embrace the mission and public character of UNC. Otherwise, the future of UNC is at 
risk. 

<ul> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 12:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: URGENT - RESEND RE: EXSS 328 - E/P Minor 

Debby, 

I need the title of [×ss 328 as it was approved to put in the catalog copy. 

Thanks, 

John 

~ John R Stewart 
~ Professor of Economics 

* Director o[ Entrepreneursh~p Mh~or 

~ Department of EconorNcs 
~ Universky o[ North 
~ Gardner Ha~l CB# 

* Chape~ HHL NC 27599-3~05 

* Voice: (919) 956-.5:~5 

~ Fax: (919) 965-4986 

~ john_stewsrt@unc.edu 

* htt p:!!www.u nceminor.org 

~ http://www.unc.edu/"jrstewar/ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 9:55 AM 

To: Stewart, John F 
Co: Caudill, Walter Lowry; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: URGENT- RESEND RE: EXSS 328 - E/P Minor 
Importance: High 
Hi John. Here’s d~e note that I had not heard back from you oru,. 

Let me know if I can assist. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

gn~]uge. ~xploro,, Em.po’,ver. 

919.843.0:336 

’One woman c;m make a difference but 

women working logeiher c;m chm[ge the world," 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 20:t2 :t:54 PM 
To: Stewart, John F 
l:::c: Caudill, Walter Lowry 
Subject: EXSS 328 - E/P Minor 

Hi John. I ~vas chatting with Erika Lindemann and she mentioned that it is prudent to send in the request letter for EX88 328 (after early September approval) 

"earlier than later" to be added to the entrepreneurship minor for spring 2013. She said that she can assist you ~vith the format and appropriate language. The 

o ffk:ial deadline is Oct:oher 15. The request has to be on depart:ment:al letterhead signed by the ECON chair (and you, if desired) and include the heforeiafler 

language for t:he undergraduate bulletin. 

I just wanted to provide you ~vith this heads up. ;) Let me kno~v if I can be assistance. 

Have a great week’. 

debby 
Deborah Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
315 Woollen CB# 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919,843,0336 
Twitter drstroman 

htIp:/iexss,~mc.edu/ 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn °~ mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 12, 2012 3:49 PM 

Prentice, William E Jr <prentice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Smith-Ryan, Abbie <abbsmith@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Universi~ Day - Molivation! 

Hi. I have a brainstorm (oh no!) around the university’s water initiative after chatting with Dr. Jamie Bartram (our water guy leader), the University Day address 

speaker. I think you two would be IDEAL to discuss this opportunity with... ;) 

Let me know if you ~ 10 minutes on Monday or Tuesday. We can meet in the lobby of Fetzer. 

I can meet between 10:15 and 10:45 on Monday. 

I can meet between 10:30 and 12 or 1:00 and 3:00 on Tuesday. 

Preettyyy Pllleeezzee. THANKS! 

debby 

Deboral~ L, Stror~a~, Ph,Oo CLU 

v~,ex~,unc,edu ............................................. 

9~9,843~033~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 3:52 PM 

discussion <t~ulty--atbletics-lbmm@listservxmc.edu> 

RE: [l~ul ,ty--athlefics-tbrum] USA today 

Caimsltr.docx 

Sylvia, 

Not ’interesting’----devastating! 

I am attacbir~g my Lel~er to the Editor. 

From: Silvia Tom~gkov~ [mailto:tomas@unc.edu] 
Nent= Friday, October ~2, 20~2 22:0~ PN 
To= discussion 
~e= discussion 
Subject= Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] USA today 

Dr. Brace Cairns writes to the N&O: 

http://~vw.newsobserver.com/2012/lO/11/2405652/the- posilive- side- of- unc- athletes.html 

(the responses below his letter are interesting) 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32287770-54562879.d37ef12dff~5e61b6907f4f42ala2fl~v4,@]istserv.unc~edu 

You a~e currently subscribed to l~acul~--athlefics-ti)rum as: dstro@unc.edu. 

(It may be necessaU to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32288902-48699886.Tb78768854bT1 bebc23d57742a2763d6(~listserv.t~nc.edu 



To the Editor, 

Bruce A. Cairns’ letter would be laughable if he did not speak with such claimed 
authority. He writes that "while many support athletics, most faculty do not define their 
success by what happens on a field or a court." I am confident that no faculty are hired, 
promoted, or define their professional success by athletic wins or losses. 

It gets worse. He rhapsodizes about the military accomplishments of Lt. Brian Lubitz, 
who sounds like an excellent selection to teach naval weapon systems to NROTC 
cadets who may become future officers. Chancellor Thorp has called the resulting 30 of 
38 students in the class a "cluster", but such a term disguises that Lt. Lubitz recruited 
athletes for a course that was being taken not by the NROTC students for whom it 

presumably was originally designed but by athletes who will do their service in quite 
different battle arenas. In fact, when the commanding officer of the NROTC unit learned 
of the situation he changed the course requirements, a clear acknowledgement that 
quite elemental mistakes were made. 

E.W. Brooks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 12, 2012 4:20 PM 

@earthlink.net; Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Itertel@~mc.edu-~; Stroman, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

People of Color Unified Collaboration Notes.docx 

Hi Friends. (Amy, thanks for the quick chat today!) 

Here’s a recap of the possible slate for collaboration for 2012-13. 
Let’s try to meet after fall break. I will send a doodle out. Is there a particular day during the weeks of Oct. 22 or Oct. 29 that does NOT work for anyone? (Or a time 

block) 

Have a super weekend. 

debby 

Deborah L, S;troman~ Ph,D, CLU 

31.5 ~o~l~n ~ CB #~700 
Chapel Hi~ NC 27599 



"People of Color" (POC) Unified Collaboration 

(in no particular order) 

1. BOG Advisory Committee of Strategic Directions - lack of diversity 

Joint statement and/or monitoring 

2. POC Speaker Series 

o One per semester? Start spring 2013 

~ Hot topic - speaker, panel, town hall?? 

3. Silent Sam Issue-status? 

Diversity and Multicultural Affairs (DMA) 

1. Diversity Incentive Fund- status? 

2. Minority Males retention crisis 

What does the data say? 

~ What is the strategy? (Deliverables by what date?) 

~ How can we assist you? Promote partnership 

3. Diversity Report- status? 

Other - 

At some point, chat with LBGTQ (Terri Phoenix) and Asian association 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 4:57 PM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Napier, Mary E 

<mnapier@emaJl.unc.edu>; Stroman, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@gmail.com>; Friga, Paul <Paul Frig@kena~-flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: KI - Review & prepmv for discussion: KI SWOT Analaysis: RE: Follow up from Monday, October 8’s TF meeting 

Joe, Paul, arid Team; 
The MBA program will be on Fall Break this coming week. I am in California w~th my parents and wilt ~ot be present for Monday’s meetff~g. My apofog~es. 

If other people plan to d~a~-~] a~]d drcu~ate a conference ca~ number, please let me know and ~ wi~{ par~dpate. 

~ am reading the book and enj.:)Ving it. 

Thank you 

From: Reifsnider, Cynthia 
Sent: Friday, 3:34 PM 
To: Buck Goldstein; Cone, Judith (Office of the Chancellor); Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry); drharoon 
<zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>; Ella, Jean; . Napier, Mary; Stith, Thomas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Zoller, Ted 

. Friga, Paul; Reifsnider, Cynthia 
Subject: KI - Review & prepare for discussion: KI SWOT Analaysis: RE: Follow up from Monday, October 8’s TF meeting 

Importance: High 

Please read through the attached SWOT analysis, select your top 3-5 in each bucket, and come prepared to discuss and prioritize as a TF on Monday 

The SWOT bucket items are prefaced with a new view of the Kenan Institute as it would be operationalized at multiple levels - it’s an interesting and exciting look 

the potential of KI moving forward! See attached Word document for Venn diagram. 

Also, please remember Paul’s request to read Holden & Buck’s book Engines oflnnov~tion. 

Thanks, 

The Consulting Team 

The Kenan Institute plays an important role at multiple levels 
k National 

o Secure federal funding 
o Inform national conversation on entrepreneurship 

I~ State 

o Secure state funding 

o Educate and inform state legislators about UNC e-ship activity and statewide impact thereof 

o Foster UNC ideas for NC economic development 
~ Region 

o Actively connect local entrepreneurs with the UNC community 
o Encourage UNC ideas going to market to leverage local incubators 

~ RTP Research Institutions 
o Share best-practices with UNC, Duke, NC State, and RTI 

o Form research partnerships 
~ UNC-CH 

o Educate faculty, staff, and students about entFepreneuFship 

o Facilitate the transfeF of UNC-CH Intellectual PFOpeFty to the maFket 

~ KFBS 
o Oversee the KFBS CenteF for EntFepFeneuFship 

o Boldly connect UNC-CH ideas to the world through high impact entFepFeneuFship 



SWOT: Select top 3-5 in each of the SWOT buckets & be prepared to discuss 
SWOT: Strengths 

Strong core staff 

Physical building 

Endowed funding source 

Energetic, talented, and visionary leadership with entrepreneurial experience 

Talented student engagement 

Kenan name and reputation (good if/when known) 

Openness to change 

Long-term relationships with legislators, companies, and entrepreneurs 

Current economic development activities in NC 

Clean sheet of paper to define the mission/vision 



SWOT: Weaknesses 
Current economic development activities in NC (weakness?) 
Lack of collaboration & systemic integration of KI centers & programs 
Lack of a clear vision / direction & alignment of activities thereof 
Ties to old structures & ways of thinking 
Physical building (location at Business School out of way from main campus) 
Limited resources related to ambitious goal 
Lack of clarity around scope of KI (overly ambitious?) 
Lack of transparency around budget & policy decisions 
KI brand unclear to many 
Center for Entrepreneurial Studies has one leg in & one leg out of the KI 
Tension between teaching & other activities for key staff 
Board minimally engaged 
Lack of robust partnerships among Duke, UNC, NC State, & RTI 
KI perceived close association with KFBS limits potential relationships elsewhere 



SWOT: Opportunities 

Serve as a resource on policy & ideas for enhanced 
economic development for the region 

Participate in the collaborative effort to implement RTP 

2.0 

Accelerate commercialization of UNC-CH ideas 

Leverage Strong graduate school programs {e.g. School 

of Public Health, Medical School, KFBS) 

Strong & committed teaching faculty 

Research university - #9 in federal funds 

Geographic location near with RTP, RTI, Duke & NC State 

Supportive dean 

Leverage & facilitate existing entrepreneurial activities 
on campus &in the region 

Leadership changes on the UNC-CH & in state 
government 

Convener of thought leaders in entrepreneurship 

Align with Kenan Trust & its philanthropic goals 

Grow & leverage our partnerships with Duke, NC State & 
RTI & beyond 

Leverage funding from foundation, private, federal & 

state sources 

KFBS 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

UNC- 

CH 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

RTP 

Research 

institutions 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Region 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

State 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

National 

X 

X 



SWOT: Threats 

KFBS UNC- 

CH 

Resistance to change from many sectors; new vision & X X 

activities of KI 

Those who feel threatened by the vision & realignment X X 

Failure to align with key stakeholders X X 

Funding 

Competition nationally 

Perceived competition locally X X 

Politics (within UNC, between universities, & across the X X 

state) 

Leadership changes on the UNC-CH & in state X X 
government 

Big vision & expectations not realized X X 

Big vision requiring big resources X X 

Lack of academic rigor X X 

New vision & leadership tied too closely X X 

Inability to concisely define the vision & mission X X 

UNC reputation tarnished X X 

RTP Research 

Institutions 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Region 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

State 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

National 

X 

X 

X 

X 

From-" 

Sent: Monday, 11:09 AM 
To: Buck Goldstein; Cone, .Judith (Office of the Chancellor); Desimone, 3oseph (Chemistry); drharoon <zishan_haroon@med.unc.edu>; Elia, 
3ean~ Napier, Mary; Reifsnider, Cynthia; Stith, Thomas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Zoller, Ted 
C:c: : Friga, Paul 
Subject-" Follow up from today’s TF meeting 

Hi all- 

Thanks for another great meeting today. 

Next steps: 

SWOT Priodtization: 

o The Consulting Team will reduce our list of SWOTs to 8 or 10 in each buckets and further break down the SWOTs into Kl/UNC/Region as appropriate. 

o IN THE MEANTIME: if you have additions, changes, or comments on the current list of SWOTs (included below), please send them to me before COB 

Thursday and we will incorporate them. 

o By Friday at 12AM, we will send the reduced SWOT analysis for your review. Please read through, select your top 3-5 in each bucket, and come 

prepared to discuss and prioritize as a TF on Monday 

Review slide deck from today’s meeting 

Many thanks, 

In addition to the slides below (you may also find them in today’s deck in the dropbox), we added: 

Lack of engineering at UNC (T) 

Unknown on national level (S, W) 

"Nobody owns E-ship" language will be changed to reflect a service leadership mindset of facilitation, leadership, and motivation (Other) 

All of our money is committed (W) 

~2.6 B of federal research dollars in the region (0) 

Rich competitive culture between the Universities (0) 

History of RTP (0) 



i.~.i Description: cid:image001.png@01CDA888.289DEEF0 

i.~.i Description: cid:image002.png@01CDA888.289DEEF0 

Description: cid:image003.png@01CDA888.289DEEF0 



i.~.i Description: cid:image004.png@01CDA888.289DEEF0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:43 PM 

@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

KI Survey 

KI Survey Draft v7.docx 

@gmail.com> 

Hi. I spoke to Joe again and he asked that we continue to hold off on survey work. 

Attached find an update "for our eyes only." ;) I am trying to stay ahead while continuing to listen to the important feedback. Feel free to review and provide input on this 

document. The SWOT review on Monday should be very helpful to our work. 

Enjoy your weekend! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 



KI SURVEY 

Key question? Attempting to collect data to receive more robust and diverse ideas for 
strategic planning OR to educate and confirm the "greatness" of the institute 

~ Will offer iTunes $50 gift card to incentivize 

~* Demographic questions moved to the end of the survey 

;~ Two surveys: I) Internal - UNC 2) External - Triangle 

~ Introduction: The UNC Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise (KI) is a not-for-profit entity established 
in 1986 to "have a substantial and lasting impact on the business and commercial community of 
North Carolina, the United States, and eventually, the international markets as well; encouraging 
cooperative efforts among private enterprise, academics and governmentY KI is undergoing a 
strategic planning initiative that will guide the future direction of this important arm of the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. We cannot do this process without input from the UNC~iangle 
community and thank you very much for your participation in this survey. There are only 27 
questions and expect the survey to take no more than 10 minutes. The last day to complete this 
survey is      . This survey will aggregate results on an anonymous basis and is completely 
voluntary. Thank you again for your input ........................ 

Mission: 

> Increase understa!}:~i~i~i~ii~i~e dynaNiiii~!i:i;~orces s[~aping the world around us. 

) Prepare busine~:~ii~d coN:~#nity lead’~ to act effectively in today’s globally connected 

Help clients devei:~iiiii~::~iiiii~N:~¢~{tive strategies that are knowledge-driven, 
market-based and sti::~NiiAable. ’’:::::~*~ .... 

2. Pfg~:~i~.eck all the:~!iiii~i~ervic~s and programs that you recognize, are familiar with or 

o Aero trop olis ’::~@~!:9£N~nt 
o Business Across::~ii~ers 
o Business growth~lhitiative 

o Carolina Challenge 

o Eastern North Carolina Economic Development 

o Launching the Venture 

o Next generation 

o global Scholars Academy 

o Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows 

o Center forAir Commerce 

o Carolina Center for Competitive Economies 

o Center for Logistics and Digital Strategy 



o UNC-Tsinghua Center for Logistics and Enterprise Development 

o Urban Investment Strategies Center 

3. Please identify any KI services or programs thatyou recognize, are familiar with or have 
participated in over the past five years that was not listed in the previous question. 

4. Which of the following phrase(s) best describes the KI? Select all that apply. 

¯ Leader of entrepreneurial programs off campus .... ~::::ii~i~i~i~i~i~ii::::~ .... 
¯ Connects Triangle entrepreneurs,vim UNC Chapel..~{!i{st~::~ 
° Connects Triangle entrepreneurs with UNC Chal~:~J:~{ii!i!~.facul~{i~i~i~i~i~ii::::~ .... 
° Informs nationalconversation onentreprene~::,{~{~::~:.::~:~ ....... ....... 

~.::~::::~::~ ¯ Offers innovative programs .... 
¯ Leader of economic development in Nor~R~olina~::~:~:~:~:~:~.~::.:: ..... 

¯ 
¯ Recipientofs~te funding 

Shares best-pra~gs w*m~{~gsearch T~:~g~.e Institute (RTI) 

5. please.::~{~ct the res~::~¢ mat B::~g~ escr~bes whether, and how strongly, you agree or 

Strongly Disagree M~91y Disagrd::~:::::::.~ Disa~ee Neither Moderately Agree Strongly Agree 

5a. Entrepreneurship is a major initiative at UNC Chapel Hill. 

5b. I am aware of ways to become engaged with entrepreneurship programs at UNC Chapel 
Hill. 

5c. I am aware of ways to become engaged with entrepreneurship at the Kenan Institute for 
Private Enterprise. 

5d. UNC Chapel Hill undergraduate students should enroll in at least one entrepreneurship 
course prior to graduation. 



6. How can t!~e Kenan Institute for Private Enterprise be a national force in entrepreneurship? 

Z How can the University of North Carolina be a national force in entrepreneurship? 

& How can the Kenan Institute for Private Enterprise become more of an inte~qral pare of the ~qreater 

UNC Chapel Hill campus7 

9, How can the Kenan Institute for Private Enterprise be a national force in innovation? 

10. Please select the response that best describes whether, and how strongly, you agree or 
disagree with each statement. 

Strongly Disagree Moderately Disagree Disa~ee Neither M o d e r a t e ly A g c ~ ~:#iii:.i:::.::::::::::::::::::::ii~:: Strongly Agree 

lOa. I am aware of ways to become engaged with ecg~N~2{ii9 {lgvelopn~:~{~ii~::fograms atUNC 

ChapelHill. .... 

10b. There are various ways to become engag4a::  i i    con  $i   developm~nt programs at the 

11, How can the Kenan Institute for Private E~r~?~g:..nation~orce in economic development? 

lI. Demo~’aphic     :~{~"::~::.. 

12. [Internal] Wha.[:~g~O~.f posi~g:f title atthe Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill7 

Part-ti~{~udent ~{~ 

Staff 

~2. [External] ~at~s your pos~t~on or t~tle? Selectall thatapply. 

Business Owner 
Employee at a for-profit company 
Employee at a non-profit organization 
Full-time Student 
Part-time Student 
Full-time Faculty 
Part-time Faculty 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, $0:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

KI Survey 

KI Survey Draft v7.docx 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!/exss.unc.edui 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowin~ is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’: (J. Goethe) 



KI SURVEY 

Key question? Attempting to collect data to receive more robust and diverse ideas for 
strategic planning OR to educate and confirm the "greatness" of the institute 

;~ Will offer iTunes $50 gift card to incentivize 

~ Two surveys: 1) Internal - UNC 2) External - Triangle 
~ Introduction: The UNC Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise (KI) is a not-for-profit entity established 

in 1986 to "have a substantial and lasting impact on the business and commercial community of 
North Carolina, the United States, and eventually, the international markets as well; encouraging 
cooperative efforts among private enterprise, academics and government." KI is undergoing a 
strategic planning initiative that will guide the future direction of this important arm of the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. We cannot do this process without input from the 
community and thank you very much for your participation in this survey. There are only 27 
questions and expect the survey to take no more than 10 minutes. The last day to complete this 
survey is . This survey will aggregate results on an anonymous basis and is completely 
voluntary. Thank you again for your input. 

~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii)~ : ’::~::::ii~iiiiiiiiiiii 

1. Please rank your familiarity with the misg~6:~iiii~i~::::~KI ::~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii::::~ .... 

Not at all Somewhat    Reasonably ~ .... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .... 

Mission: 

) Increase understandin.g:.:~f fl~e dyna~g~::::g~)ces ~::ing the world around us. 
> Prepare business ~:~:~:~:pni~ led~s to ac~:::~ffectively in today’s globally connected 

Help clients d~::..and p~.~.g~ compe’~e strategies that are knowledge-driven, 

2. Pl~:.:.check all ~i~. se~i~::~:;d programs that you recognize, are familiar with or 

o Aerotrop oIN~elop ~t 
o Business 

o Business 
o Carolina Challengg 

o Eastern North Carolina Economic Development 

o Launching the Venture 

o Next Generation 
o Global Scholars Academy 

o Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows 

o Center forAir Commerce 
o Carolina Center for Competitive Economies 

o Center for Logistics and Digi~l Strate~ 

o UNC-Tsinghua Center for Logistics and Enterprise Development 



o Urban Investment Strategies Center 

3. Please identify any KI smwices or programs thatyou recognize, are familiar with or have 
participated in over the past five years that was not listed in the previous question. 

4. Which of the following phrase(s) best describes the KI? Select all that apply. 

Leader of entrepreneurial programs on campus .... ~::::ii~iiiii:~i::::~ .... 
Leader of entrepreneurial programs off campus .... 
Connects Triangle entrepreneurs with UNC Chapel 
Connects Triangle entrepreneurs with UNC Chapel..:~i~{ fa$~ .... 
Informs national conversation on entrepreneurg:~::{{{{{{{{~):~: ’::~::::~?:::~ .... 
Offers innovative programs .... :~:.::~:~:~:~{~::~: ::~ ........ ~::::~?:::~ .... 
Leader of economic development in Norfl~ G~::i~01ina .... 

F~£~ UNC Chapel Hill ideas for Norm .~N{~{~::~a ec~:.~::~ic develop~{~nt 
Encourages UNC potential entrepreneurs to"~R~{::~{::~iness incubators 
Recipient of federal funding ’~:~:.::::~{~::::~ .... 
Recip lent of s~te funding :~::::~:~?:~::::~ ........ "::~:::::{~::::~ .... 
Shares best-practices with UNC ~{{~::~:1.. 

Shares best-practices wire Duke ~{{~{~e~::~::{~?~?:~::::~ ....... :~?:::~ .... 
Shares best-practices with NC Smtd~::~::~{g~iaSi~:::.{{{{~::::~: 
Shares best-pract~c.~:~?~esearch:~{{~ngle In:.~{~tute (RTI) 
Educates faculW.a~g~t e~preneursRi~ 
Educates stude::~?:about e~epreneur~~ .... 

whemer, ana how strongly, you agree or 
disagree.::~i~h each s~~a~t. ’::~::::{~::~::~:: 

Strongly Disagree ’::~::::~Re r at e ly D i s ag ~::~::::::::::~ Disawee Neither Moderately Agree Strongly Agree 

5a. Entrepreneurshi~"is a major initiative at UNC Chapel Hill. 

5b. I am aware of ways to become engaged with entrepreneurship programs at UNC Chapel 
Hill. 

5c. I am aware of ways to become engaged with entrepreneurship at the Kenan Institute for 
Private Enterprise. 

5d. UNC Chapel Hill undergraduate students should enroll in at least one entrepreneurship 
course prior to graduation. 



How can the Kenan Institute for Private Enterprise be a national force in entrepreneurship? 

How can the University of North Carolina be a national force in entrepreneurship? 

How can the Kenan Institute for Private Enterprise become more of an inte~qral part of the ~qreater 

UNC Chapel Hill campus? 

How can the Kenan Institute for Private Enterprise be a national force in innovation? 

O. Please select the response that best describes whether, and how strongly, you agree or 
disagree with each statement. 

Strongly Disagree Moderately Disagree Disa~ee Neither M o d e r a t e ly A g ~ ~ ~:#iii:.i:::.::::::::::::::::::::ii~:: Strongly Agree 

lOa. I am aware of ways to become engaged with ecg~N~2{ii~ ~gvelopm:~{~ii~::fograms atUNC 

ChapelHill. .... 

10b. There are various ways to become engag4a::  i i    con  $i   developm~nt programs at the 

11. How can the Kenan Institute for Private E~r~~g:..nat~on~orce ~n economic development? 

lI. Demo~’aphic     ’~{~"::~::.. 

12. [Internal] Wha.[:~&~O~.f posi~{~g:f title attEe Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill7 

Part-ti~{~udent ~{~ 

Staff 

~2. [External] ~at~s your pos~t~on or t~tle? Selectall thatapply. 

Business Owner 
Employee at a for-profit company 
Employee at a non-profit organization 
Full-time Student 
Part-time Student 
Full-time Faculty 
Part-time Faculty 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Graduate School <saine@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 14, 2012 6:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Message t~m "the Graduate Dean at Carolina 

Dear Friend of Graduate Education at Carolina: 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Graduate School is pleased to share the fall 2012 issue of our newsletter, 
the Grad School News, with you. We hope you enjoy reading our publication - and we are always looking for new story 
ideas. Please share your comments and thoughts on future stories with newsletter coordinator Deb Saine at any time. 

View the fall 2012 Graduate School Newsletter 

Best wishes and many thanks for your interest, 

Steve 

Steven W. lviatson 
Dean, The Graduate School 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

::~:: UNC Graduate School 

You are receiving this email because you are a graduate alumnus of UNC-Chapel Hill or donor/friend of the Graduate School. 
Not interested? Unsubscribe. 

The Graduate School - The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 4010, 200 Bynum Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010. 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friga. Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:03 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; @kenan- tlagler, unc .edtr~ 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edtr~; ~kenm~- llagler.unc.edu>; 

@gm~Jl.com> 

RE: KI - Review & prepare for discussion: KI SWOT Analaysis: RE: Follow up from Monday, ; TF meeting 

Sounds good. We will likely include the plans t:or the survey in the AC meeting for input. 

::::~:::: Description Description: D~scription: STAR Io9o taglin~ slogan w-blu~ background 

Pau~ N. Friga~ Ph,Do 

Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

Director of S,T,A,R, Program and Consulting Concentrations 

The Universibi of No[th Carolina a~ Chape~ Hill 

Kenan-F~ler ~us#~ess Schoo~ 

NcCo~ Building - CB 3490 

Chape~ H~II, Noah Caro~h~a 27599 

919-962-3786 - off~ce 

pnf@unc.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Saturday, 9:49 PN 

To= Fri~a, Paul; 

Subject: FW: IG - Review & prepare for discussion: KI SWOT Analaysis: RE: Follow up from Monday, TF meeting 
Importance= High 
Re: Survey Slide for Monday, 10.15 

As per Joe’s recommendation, no update needed for the survey work group as we need to focus on the SWOT discussion. 

I can speak to the key questions that need to be addressed before further survey revision, IF necessary. 

Enjoy the rest of your weekend! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://exss.unc.edu/ 
"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: <Reifsnider>, Cynthia <Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 3:34 PM 

T o:’ _@. _15_ _e_n___a___n_: _f_!_a__ g_[_e___r_:__u_ _n_c_ :__e___d___u_. ’ ’ . ........................... L@_k___e___n_a___n__:_f]__a_~ Le_r_ :_ _u_ _ _n_ _£ : _e_ _d_ _u_ >, @ k e n a n - f la .g)__e___r_:_u___n___c_:__e___d___u_. >, 

_@__[£_e_n___a___n_z_f_!_a__g_[_e___r_.__u__n_c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Goldstein, Buck" <buck Ko_Ld_s_t__e_Ln___@__u__n_c_:__e___d___u_.>, Judith Cone <j__u___d_!_t___h_:__c__o_n___e___@.__u___n___c_:__e__d__u_>, "DeSimone, Joseph M." 

<desimone@email.unc.edu>, drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>, Jean Elia <Jean Elia@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>,’               @kenan-flagler.unc.edu" 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Napier, Mary E" <mnapier@email.unc.edu>, Thomas Stith 

<thomas stith@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Ted Zoller <Ted Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, @gmail.com>, Paul Friga <Paul Friga@kenan.- 

.f_!__a_gler.unc.edu>, "Reifsnider, Cynthia" <._C_!inthia Reifsnider@kenan-flag!_e_._r._.u__.n._c_.._e_._d_..u_.> 

Subject: KI - Review & prepare for discussion: KI SWOT Analaysis: RE: Follow up from Monday, TF meeting 

Please read through the attached SWOT analysis, select your top 3-5 in each bucket, and come prepared to discuss and prioritize as a TF on Monday 

The SWOT bucket items are prefaced with a new view of the Kenan Institute as it would be operationalized at multiple levels - it’s an interesting and exciting look 

the potential of KI moving forward! See attached Word document for Venn diagram. 

Also, please remember Paul’s request to read Holden & Buck’s book Engines oflnnovotion. 

Thanks, 

The Consulting Team 

The Kenan Institute plays an important role at multiple levels 



National 
? Secure federal funding 
? Inform national conversation on entrepreneurship 

State 
Secure state funding 
Educate and inform state legislators about UNC e-ship activity and statewide impact thereof 

? Foster UNC ideas for NC economic development 
Region 

? Actively connect local entrepreneurs with the UNC community 
? Encourage UNC ideas going to market to leverage local incubators 

RTP Research Institutions 
? Share best-practices with UNC, Duke, NC State, and 
? Form research partnerships 

UNC-CH 
? Educate faculty, staff, and students about entrepreneurship 
? Facilitate the transfer of UNC-CH Intellectual Property to the market 

KFBS 
? Oversee the KFBS Center for Entrepreneurship 

? Boldly connect UNC-CH ideas to the world through high impact entrepreneurship 



SWOT: Select top 3-5 in each of the SWOT buckets & be prepared to discuss 
SWOT: Strengths 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

Strongcore staff 
Physical building 
Endowed funding source 
Energetic, talented, and visionary leadership with entrepreneurial experience 
Talented student engagement 
Kenan name and reputation (good if/when known) 
Openness to change 
Long-term relationships with legislators, companies, and entrepreneurs 
Current economic development activities in NC 
Clean sheet of paper to define the mission/vision 



SWOT: Weaknesses 
&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

&#8226 

Current economic development activities in NC (weakness?) 

Lack of collaboration & systemic integration of KI centers & programs 

Lack of a clear vision / direction & alignment of activities thereof 

Ties to old structures & ways of thinking 

Physical building (location at Business School out of way from main campus) 

Limited resources related to ambitious goal 

Lack of clarity around scope of KI (overly ambitious?) 

Lack of transparency around budget & policy decisions 

KI brand unclear to many 

Center for Entrepreneurial Studies has one leg in & one leg out of the KI 

Tension between teaching & other activities for key staff 

Board minimally engaged 

Lack of robust partnerships among Duke, UNC, NC State, & RTI 

KI perceived close association with KFBS limits potential relationships elsewhere 



SWOT: Opportunities 

Serve as a resource on policy & ideas for enhanced 
economic development for the region 

Participate in the collaborative effort to implement RTP 

2.0 

Accelerate commercialization of UNC-CH ideas 

Leverage Strong graduate school programs {e.g. School 

of Public Health, Medical School, KFBS) 

Strong & committed teaching faculty 

Research university - #9 in federal funds 

Geographic location near with RTP, RTI, Duke & NC State 

Supportive dean 

Leverage & facilitate existing entrepreneurial activities 
on campus &in the region 

Leadership changes on the UNC-CH & in state 
government 

Convener of thought leaders in entrepreneurship 

Align with Kenan Trust & its philanthropic goals 

Grow & leverage our partnerships with Duke, NC State & 
RTI & beyond 

Leverage funding from foundation, private, federal & 

state sources 

KFBS 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

UNC- 

CH 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

RTP 

Research 

institutions 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Region 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

State 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

National 

X 

X 



SWOT: Threats 

KFBS UNC- 

CH 

Resistance to change from many sectors; new vision & X X 

activities of KI 

Those who feel threatened by the vision & realignment X X 

Failure to align with key stakeholders X X 

Funding 

Competition nationally 

Perceived competition locally X X 

Politics (within UNC, between universities, & across the X X 

state) 

Leadership changes on the UNC-CH & in state X X 
government 

Big vision & expectations not realized X X 

Big vision requiring big resources X X 

Lack of academic rigor X X 

New vision & leadership tied too closely X X 

Inability to concisely define the vision & mission X X 

UNC reputation tarnished X X 

RTP Research 

Institutions 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Region 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

State 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

National 

X 

X 

X 

X 

From-" 

Sent: Monday, 11:09 AM 
To: Buck Goldstein; Cone, Judith (Office of the Chancellor); Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry); drharoon <zishan haroon@_[9__e__d__=_u__E_£=_e_.__d___u_>; Elia, 
Jean; Napier, Mary; Reifsnider, Cynthia; Stith, Thomas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Zoller, Ted 
C:c: Friga, Paul 
Subject-" Follow up from today’s TF meeting 

Hi all- 

Thanks for another great meeting today. 

Next steps: 
.9 SWOT Prioritization: 

o The Consulting Team will reduce our list of SWOTs to 8 or 10 in each buckets and further break down the SWOTs into Kl/UNC/Region as appropriate. 

o IN THE MEANTIME: if you have additions, changes, or comments on the current list of SWOTs (included below), please send them to me before COB 

Thursday and we will incorporate them. 

o By Friday at 12AM, we will send the reduced SWOT analysis for your review. Please read through, select your top 3-5 in each bucket, and come 

prepared to discuss and prioritize as a TF on Monday 

.9 Review slide deck from today’s meeting 

Many thanks, 

Bay 

In addition to the slides below (you may also find them in today’s deck in the dropbox), we added: 

Lack of engineering at UNC (T) 

Unknown on national level (S, W) 

"Nobody owns E-ship" language will be changed to reflect a service leadership mindset of facilitation, leadership, and motivation (Other) 

All of our money is committed (W) 

~2.6 B of federal research dollars in the region (0) 

Rich competitive culture between the Universities (0) 

History of RTP (0) 



i.~.i Description: cid:image001.png@01CDA888.289DEEF0 

i.~.i Description: cid:image002.png@01CDA888.289DEEF0 

Description: cid:image003.png@01CDA888.289DEEF0 
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The Kenan Institute plays an important role at multiple levels 

o 

State 

o 

o 

o 

National 

o Secure federal funding 

Inform national conversation on entrepreneurship 

Secure state funding 

Educate and inform state legislators about UNC e-ship activity and statewide impact thereof 

Foster UNC ideas for NC economic development 

Region 

o Actively connect local entrepreneurs with the UNC community 

o Encourage UNC ideas going to market to leverage local incubators 

RTP Research Institutions 

o Share best-practices with UNC, Duke, NC State, and RTI 

o Form research partnerships 

UNC-CH 

o 

o 

KFBS 

o 

KI 

Educate faculty, staff, and students about entrepreneurship 

Facilitate the transfer of UNC-CH Intellectual Property to the market 

Oversee the KFBS Center for Entrepreneurship 

Boldly connect UNC-CH ideas to the world through high impact entrepreneurship 



SWOT: Select top 3-5 in each of the SWOT buckets & be prepared to discuss 

SWOT: Strengths 
Strong core staff 

Physical building 

Endowed funding SO urce 

Energetic; talented; and visionary lea dership with entrepreneurial e×pede n ce 

Talented student engagement 

Ke na n na me and reputation (good if/when known) 

Openness to change 

Long-term relationships with legislators, companies, and entrepreneurs 

Current economic development activities in NC 

Clean sheet o~ paper to define the missio n/vision 



SWOT: Weaknesses 
Current economic development activities in NC (weakness?) 

Lack o f coil ab o ra tion & sy ste mi c integra rio n o f KI ce n ters pro g ra ms 

Lack of a clea r vis ion/d i r e cti o n & a I ignm ent of activi ties thereof 

Ties to old structures & ways of thinking 

£hysica bu cling (oca~ on a~ Business School out of w f~om ain ca mpus) 

Limited resources related to ambitious goal 

Lack of clarity around scope of KI (overly ambitious?) 

Lack of transparency around budget & policy decisions 

KI brand unclear to many 

Center for Entrepreneurial Studies has one leg in & one leg out of the 

Tension between teaching & other activities for key staff 

Board minimally engaged 

Lack of robust partnerships among Duke, UNC, NC State, & 

KI pe ~ceived close association with KF BS limits potential tel ationships elsewhere 



SWOT: Opportunities 

KFBS UNC- 

CH 

RTP 

Research 

Institutions 

Region State National 

Serve as a resource on policy & ideas for enhanced economic X X X 
development for the region 

Participate in the collaborative effort to implement RTP 2.0 X X X 

A~ele~a~e ~omme~iali~a~ion of UNC CH idea~ X X X X X X 

Leverage Strong graduate school programs (e.g. School of Public X X X X X X 
Health, Medical School, KFBS) 

Strong & committed teaching faculty X X X X X X 

ResearCh uni#ersity #9 in federal funds X X X X X 

Geographic location near with RTP, RTI, Duke & NC State X X X X X 

Supportive dean X X X 

Le#erage & facilitate e~is~i~ entrepreneurial ac~i£ities on campus ~ X X X X X 
in the ~egion 

Leadership changes on the UNC-CH & in state government X X X X X 

~on#en e~o~ ~h o u g h le a dens in en~ ~ep~en e u~ship X X X X X X 

Align with Kenan Trust & its philanthropic goals X X X X 

Grow & leverage our partnerships with Duke, NC State & RTI & X X X X X 
beyond 

~eve ~a ge ~undi~g~ rom foun d a ~io n i p~i~a ~ e fe d e~al & s~ a ~e So u~e s X X X X X 



SWOT: Threats 

KFBS UNC- 

CH 

RTP 

Research 

Institutions 

Region State National 

Resistance to change from many sectors; new vision & activities of KI X X X X X 

T hose who fe el ~ Ere a ~ e n e db h e ~ i si o n& ~e a l i g n me~ ~ X X X X X 

Failure to align with key stakeholders X X 

Funding X X X X 

Competition nationally X 

Perceived competition locally X X X X X 

Poli~i~s (within UNCi between unive~sitiesi & ac~oss ~he s~a~e} X X X X X 

Eeade~hip ~hange~ on ~he UNC ~H in ~a~e go~emmen~ X X X X X 

Big vision & expectations not realized X X X X X 

Big £ision #equiring big resou~e~ X X X X X 

Lack of academic rigor X X X 

New vision & leadership tied too closely X X X X X 

Inability to concisely define the vision & mission X X X X X X 

UNC reputation tarnished X X X X X X 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper. Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 14, 2012 1:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Tomorrow’s Guest Talk 

Awesome -Thanks D! It’s a 75 mimate course, but no big deal if~ve are a little shorter. Looking forward to it! 

Coyte 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 14, 2012, at 1:33 PbL "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Coyte. 10:30 a m. start. "¢,qaat time is the class over? 

Debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

Exercise and Spolt Science Department - http://exss unc.edu/ 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." 
(J. Goethe) 

On 10/14/12 7:57 AM, "Co oper, Coyte" <cgc ooper@ email uric edu> wrote: 

> Hi D! I wanted to write to see if you had any fle×ibility in your 
>> schedule tomorrow morning While the class session technically starts at 
>> 11:00, I usually give them a 15 minute break a~er the f~rst class and 
>> start at 10:30. It’s no problem at al[ ffyou are unable to, but I wanted 
>> to check just in case it would work Thanks D! 
>> 

>> Coyte 
>> 

>> Coyte 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu,; 

Sunday, October 14, 2012 4:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Haithcock, VickJ P <vph@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Conflict of Interest Docmnent 

I was vefemng to the universifiy’s sIandmd COI declaration. Can be found somewhere on the website. If you have t~onble finding this Vicki cm~ help. 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Proi~s~r of Chemist~ at UNC 

Willimn R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Proi~ssor of Chemical Engineering atNC State University aJ~d of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.chem.rmc.edtv’people/l?aculty/de simone/ 

http:/,%’v~’vv.kenanins~titute.unc.edu/ 

Tel: 919- 962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

Follow me on Trotter 

On Oct 14, 2012, at 2:57 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" ~<lstro~nnc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Joe. You mentioned way back that you had a "conflict of interest" document I could review for my EXSS 327 Internship course. I would like to take a 

look because I now have a colleague’s business that I have a few students working in this semester. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

"Knowing is not enough; wc must apply~ Willing is not enough; wc mus~ do." (J~ Goethe) 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday,, 8:52 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Stocks 

Dr. Stroman, 
Can I meet with you whenever you have free time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Meeting- 

Sounds good. I’ll put it on my calendar and send a note over to and to put it on the website. Just curious, who all were you thinking about inviting? 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: Sunday, 8:44 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: CSBC Meeting- 

Resent-From: @live.unc.edu> 

Hi . Black Alumni Weekend is . I am thinking about having a panel of former student athletes speak to the Club. How about a meeting on Thursday, 

p.m. 

http:!!alumnkunc~edu!a rticle~aspx?SI D=1623 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

at 5:00 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu; 

Sunday, October 14, 2012 9:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS visiks 

I agree, Thanks for doing the visitations. Hope you had a good weekend. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 3:37 PM 
Te: Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
Subject; FW: EXSS visits 

Hi Kevin. I don’t think there is a need for me to stop by your class on Oct. 23rd. The last two classes ~ v~s~ted ALL the students had akeady seen the presentation. ;) 

let me know ~f you th~nk otherwise though_. 

~ hope all ~s well for you, 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9[[9,343,0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

womext working together can change ihe world." 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent; Tuesday, September 18, 2012 12:58 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Petschauer, Meredith A; Salyer, Sherry L 

Co; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
Subject: EXSS visits 

Time for the EXSS visits. 

A bit later this year, but might actually be even more appropriate. 

Can you do the following EXSS visits? Go ahead and start scheduling. I am working on the ppt and send asap. Will be concentrating more on courses, sequence, 

registration. 

SS {eaching schedule----8 and 9:30 TR and 11-1 MWF 

TR 8-- 101--SS’s class 

TR 9:30-- I01--SS’s class 

MWF 1-- 188 

TR 2-- 273 

MWF 9--276--DS in class 

MW 9--376-- DS in class 

TR 5-- 376 

TR 11--385 

DS 

DS teachir~g schedule--9-10 MWF 

TR 12:30-- 175 

MWF 8--188 

TR 8--188--SS in class 

TR 8--220--SS in class 

TR 9:30--220--both SS and MP in class 

MWF 10--221--SA class 

MWF 10--276--MP in class 

MWF 11--221--SA class; SS in class 

TR 9:30--380-- both SS and MP in class 

M P t:eaching schedule--9:30 TR and 10-11 

MWF 11--175--SS in class 

TR 12:30-- 273 

MWF 10--385-- MP’s class 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Senior t.ect:urer, Director of Undergraduate Studk~s 

Department of £xerdse and Sport Sdence 

CB#8700, 2~ Fetzer HNI 

University of North Carolh~a at Chapel 

Chapel H~, NC 27,599 

919-9(~2-.6947 

Fax: 919..952-0489 

Spring Advb~ng/Office hours: 

Tuesdays--11:CO-I2:15 

Wednesdays-<~b-I 1:15 and I:I5-2:45 

Thursdays- -11:(>3-12:15 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan - flagler.unc .edu> 

Re: CASPER Update 

Dr. Stroman, 

We have four names in the database as of now, I mn currently waiting for five or six more alunmi to send me information! I haven’t run into may obstacles yet except for 

the fact that some team members axe finding it difficult to locate alumni. That roll come ruth time though. 

Did you want me to forward the spreadsheet to everybody? Or was that a private document? 

There is a LinkedIn UNC sport industry. It currently has 32 members; however, the group is private. I requested admission but I’m not sure if I’ll get accepted since 

I’~n not yet an alumni. I’ll posl the link below. 

http://~wwv.~inkedin.c~nv~gmups/UNC-A~um~-Sp~(ts~ndus~-Pr~fessi~nals-4387~86/ab~ut?rep~rt% 2Esuccess iZ3aOzlOHQAFGv9YQVW- 

RQomK4iiV0nh7tANLYk4W4b8fJOaa3t2oakmZFoDAdQ2MX4aWWhmWG903HOtM8- goxidb9u715ptiieaK- 
OVmzsDdCkUN3WCqB~V4~E9B95nUMkt2PMfAZJ6sGfGRB3Z2qW6mK3wDdC3ta9A2PquFoA sL95HaTaRZrQIPlwszpkRwslCQesm~VG9ufziRrXVCQB 

64q4sBdJ3C24mTmr4 

Let me know if you need m~Uthing else! 

Best. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
Carolina Sport Business Club 

Cell: 

On at 9:09 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Captains. I hope you had a nice weekend. Please send me a joint CASPER update (how many names recorded so far? Any challenges? Any team members really 
focused or not so focused?) on Wednesday by 2:00 p.m. Thanks. 

Please ask everyone on your team to start tweeting our request. You can copy and edit my tweet, if necessary. I heard there was already a Linkedln UNC sport 

industry group. ??? Please let me know. 

Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe} 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hey all, 

IVly email is 

Thanks! 

Regards, 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~live. unc.edu>; 
flagler.unc.edu>; 

Re: CSBC Website - CASPER 

@live.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edtr~; 

:~live.unc.edu. It always gets autocorrected to .... Just wanted to clarify! :) 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
Carolina Sport Business Club 

Cell: ’ 

On, , at 10:06 PM, Stromau, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi. Please add to the home page of the website: (If it makes sense to add a short statement and then make a hot link, please do so.) 

CSBC Special Project! Project C.A.S.P.E.R. (Carolina Alumni in Sport, Each one, Reach one) needs your help!The Club is creating a database of ALL Tar Heel graduates 

(undergrad or grad) who are currently working in the sport industry. Please send an email to ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu) or 

@live.unc.edu.), if you have a contact to add or have questions about this important effort. Thank you. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.eduv 

Monday, 1:37 PM 

StromaJ~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-*; Weight, Erimme A. <eweight@emM.unc.edu>; Southall, RiclmM Michael 

<southall@emaJl.unc.edu>; Cooper. Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu>; dsouthall@email.unc.edu 

Dablic Speaking Plan... 

I agree with Debby --.Toastmasters has an excellent reputation. Other than that, there’s lust the regular public speaMng classes (he would be Nigible to take an 
extra class next semester if he was ~nterested), 
Barbara Osborne 
Associate Professor 
Exerdse and Sport Science 
UniversiW of Nord~ Carolb~a 
309 Woo~en Gym 
CB 8605 
(:hapel H~IL N<: 27519 
Phone: 919.9625173 
EmMk sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Se~t= Monday,              12:08 PN 
Te: Weight, Erianne A.; Osborne, Barbara; Southall, Richard Michael; Cooper, Co~e; dsouthall@email.unc.edu 
SuBject~ RE:      Public Speaking Plan... 
Easy answer] ff f had to p~ck from ALL of my experiences and known resources regarding public speaking -Toastmasters, This camptl5 has a chapter, it was one of 
Lhe best derisions of nW life. 
H~GHW recornmended and he wi]~ benefiL ~remende#~#y, 
http:!!www.unc.edu/bellttmi! 
d 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

women working together car~. chauge the world," 

From: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Monday, ::t:t: 56 AN 
To: Osborne, Barbara; Sou}hall, Richard Michael; Cooper, Co~e; Stroman, Deborah L; ~o~hal!~iL~o~,ed~ 

Subject:     Public Speaking Plan... 

Hi Everyone, 

I’ve had a really great exchange with      about his public speaking challenges and I would love to be able to come up ruth a plan for him to tackle this (see his email 

below). I’m not very fiamiliar with campus re~)urces, so I thought I’d check with everyone. I think it would be reaJly meamngful if we can collectively create a pla~ tbr 

him to work on this because as of now it’s a signiIicant detriment fl~at will hold him back. No need to reply-all as flais could be a lengthy discussion mad is likely best 

suited for a t2f discussion, but if you could s"tart to think about some ideas or processes you may have utilized mfl~ prior students, I’d love to hear about them. 

Hapw Monday! 

- Erianne 

Eriam~e A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:20 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: Re: Byron S. West Point Dossier and Job Description 

I couldn’t agree with you more. Working on my public speaking is one of the main reasons I wanted to join this program. I kwe a challenge aJ~d I’m very interested in 

making a plan to help my issue. 

Please let me know what I/we need to do to get started. I really appreciate this email Dr. Weight. 

Thank~ 





From: dstro@nnc.edu 

Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 3:05 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: The Club - Rick Steinbacher TODAY 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Don’t forget to come hear our veo, own sports marketing leader, Mr. Rick Steinbacher. today at 5:30 p.m. 

Learn about his career path, updates with UNC athletics, a~d tips for your fnmre! 

Intbrmation will also be available on business cards, membership, Caxolina Panthers trip, and C.A.S.P.E.R. (Carolina Alumni in Sport Project, Each one, Reach one) 

Collaborate and Connect! 

Fetzer 109 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Cm~olina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message 
click this link to access Messages for this site: Caxolina Sport Business Club. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 3:48 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: club idea 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

Just wanted to follow up on what we talked about after class today I thil~ it would be great to try and put together a panel of EXSS grad students for the club to hear from. Let me know if 
there’s anything I can do to help organize this - I would love to see this happen. 

See you at the meeting tonight’. 

@live.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steiner. NikJaus Andmas <nsteiner@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 5:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Kutchma, Beth-Ann <bkutchm~@email.unc.edu> 

RE: opening access to global education 

Debby, 

Thanks so much for the quick reply. How does week of Nov 5 work for you? I’m wide open Monday before 130, Tuesday before 2, and Wed 

before 330 so let me know if anything in there works for you. 

I really look forward to it. 

Best, Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. l Director 
............................................................................. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt 

Description: http://cgi.u nc.ed u/ima ges/migration -horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http:!/amzn com/0415772990 

Fr~ro: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 3:19 PM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
C¢: Kutchma, Beth-Ann 
Subject: RE: opening access to global education 

Hi Nik. You know Vou can count me ~n~ As ~ mentioned to you, when ~ first got my bearings here I ventured over to the Study Abroad office (with no agenda) just to 

learn and he~p find sok~t~ons to the engagement of more minority students._ 

Let’s k)ok at ~ date after r:a~l Break. I took a cursory look ~nd Lhe documerR ~s ~t~ ouLsLandh~g sl:arter~ 

My mobile is i[: you want to chat alter hours or on the weekend. 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

EngiNe, Explore, 

9:19.843.0336 

woman can make a differe~lce but 

women working together can chm~ge the world. " 

From: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 2:54 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Kutchma, Beth-Ann 
Sabject: opening access to global education 
Hi Debby, 

I saw the story in yesterday’s DTH about retention issues and thought of our past conversations about opening access to global education for 

students traditionally underrepresented in the field. The DTH article made me think about the importance of advising and making students feel 

comfortable and engaged with global opportunities, but how do we best do that? My colleague Beth-Ann {who I think you met at the "teaching 

race" forum at the beginning of the year) and I have been thinking a lot about this issue lately and we’d very much like to hear your thoughts as 

we look ahead. 

To give you a sense of our initial thoughts, she and I have drawn up a preliminary workplan (attached). Let me stress that far from being a 

roadmap or a strategic plan, it is rather a living, breathing document that will constantly evolve as we bring more people into the conversation. 

It is therefore really meant to be a conversation starter. 

Please let us know if you have time to meet in the weeks ahead. We look forward to hearing your thoughts on how best to proceed, what have 

we overlooked, and where do you see strengths and gaps. 

Many thanks, Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 
............................................................................. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt 



i.~.i Description: http://cgi.unc edu/images/migration-horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http://amzn corn/0415772990 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper. Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:06 PM 

Stroman, Debora]~ L <dstro@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Southall, 

Richard Michael <southall@emaJl. unc.edu> 

I~E: Webs:to Meeting Follow-up 

Hi Everyone, 

I thought you would enjoy this piece on concussion awareness. Our own is quoted in this piece about 

http:!/www.insidehighered.com/news/ ’action concussions comes all sides lack uniformity#disqus thread 

Coyte 

,. Very nice! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 3:46 PM 
To: Cooper, Coyte; Weight, Erianne A.; Anderson, Victor L; Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: RE: Website Meeting Follow-up 

Grea[ poin[ Coyte! Vic[or, can we see the pdf before posting? 

From: Cooper, Coyte 
Sent: Monday, 3:3~ PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Weight, ErJanne A,; Anderson, Victor L; Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: Re: Webs:re Meeting Follow-up 
I agree with E here as well. If we must go to the PDF route, we need to make sure that it has a visually appealing format. I would be willing to help with this if 
needed. I would rather have the content on the page though :-) 
Coyte 
Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC - Chapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 919.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 
"Success if the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

From= "Stroman. Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Mon, :14:4:1:05-0400 

To: "Weight, Erianne A." <ewe!~ht@email.unc.edu>, "Anderson, Victor L" <tech~uy@email.unc.edu>, "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Cc= Coyte Cooper <£g_£_o___o_p___e___r___@____e___m____a_!!_:__u___q_c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Subje~= RE: Website Meeting Follow-up 

Hi All. I agree with E’s responses. 

Victor, here ar~-_~ sorne edits for FAC).. 

From: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Monday, $2:25 PM 
To: Anderson, Victor L; Osborne, Barbara 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L; Cooper, Coyte 
Subject: RE: Webs:to Meeting Follow-up 

Hi Victor, 

I believe the "useful links" on the UG site is acttmlly helpful and should remain for our UG page which is much more organized than the grad page. 

I support the dual degree and FAQ being moved and included as PDFs. As long as they are on the overview page I think they roll be prominent. 

That’s great news we’ll have the pictures npdated - having the Ixtfis fine, but I would prefer having them on the page itself if that isn’t too much work. I don’t mind 

sc~olling down, and with only ~10 in each cohort i~s not too k~o many. If in your professional opinion you think the PDF is a better option, I think that will be fine. 

Just my two cents! 

-E 

From: Anderson, Victor L 
Sent-" Monday, J.:t:09 AM 

To: Osborne, Barbara 
Co: Weight, Erianne A.; Stroman, Deborah L; Cooper, Coyte 
Subject; Website Meeting Follow-up 

Hello All, 

A few questions and notes: 

-"Useful Links" shows up in Graduate and Undergraduate Sport Administration. Is it to be deleted from both? 
¯ "Dual Degree..." and "FAQ" were to be moved to the "Overview" page and deleted from the sidebar. Due to the length of these pages, is there any objection 

to putting them into PDF’s and then posting the links to these on the "Overview" page? 

has finished the Current Students PDF with pictures and bios. Since all of these pictures and bios are updated for both 1st and 2nd year students, I’m going 
to post 2 sections of PDF’s with the updated information under the students group photo. This will require less scrolling for someone visiting the page. If 

there are any concerns about this, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Victor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper. Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:15 PM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Southall, 

Richard Michael <southall@emaJl. unc.edu> 

research... 

I am on board with making sure we package this for Victor to get it up on the site¯ Do you think we need an actual press release or are we talking a summary (e.g., discussing 
research and implications) with a link to this press release? We should probably decide on a format so that we are consistent moving forward. Let me know what you think. 
Thanks E! 

Regardless, I will ask to do this so we can get it up on the site soon. 

cwte 

From: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Monday, 6:11 PM 
To: Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Southall, Richard Michael 
Subject: I      research... 

That is awesome! 

After conferring with Victor today, I think a lot of the problem with getting info posited to the website has been with the transfer of infom~ation into press releases. I got 

the feeling ifwe really want stuffput up we need to package it on our own...which is kind of frustrating, but I understand. Coyte, do you want to askl     to write a 

short press release about tiffs mid we can ask Victor to put it on our site’? In the spirit of publicity, I think citing our student’s work in the press is really neat and 

impressive_.and it would be great if we conld get in the rh~hm of having 2-3 pieces/month rather than l/year :)...although it has been good having up there for 

so long :) 

Thanks for passing it along! 

-E 
Erimme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Stx)rt Admiiffstration 

The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From: Cooper, Coyte 
Sent: Monday, 6:05 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Southall, Richard Michael 
Subject: RE: Website Meeting Follow-up 

Hi Everyone, 

I thought you would enjoy this piece on concussion awareness¯ Our own i s quoted in this piece about 

b_Lt_p_W!~_~3_L~_s2_d___e_L~i~h_e__r__e__#_=_C__Q_r_~ir_!#_~ Z ~.-a---c--~L~--n--:--c--~--~--c--u--s--s-~--Q-r-!-s-::-c---~--E!--e--s-::-a-~-:#~-#-##-:~-~-£ k_:9_[2_[£4 E E[~Z £#j_~_&M ~ thread 

¯ Very nice! 

Coyte 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 3:46 PM 

To: Cooper, Coyte; Weight, Erianne A.; Anderson, Victor L; Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: RE: Website Meeting Follow-up 

{:-:r,:_~a[: poi[~[: Coyt,:_H Vic[:or, ca]] w,-_~ se,-_~ the pdf before i:~osl:ing? 

From: Cooper, Coyte 
Sent: Monday, 3:31 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Weight, Erianne A.; Anderson, Victor L; Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: Re: Website Meeting Follow-up 
I agree with E here as well If we must go to the PDF route, we need to make sure that it has a visually appealing format. I would be willing to help with this if 
needed: I would rather have the content on the page though :-) 
Coyte 
Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC - Chapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 919,962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 
"Success if the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Mon,           ~4:4:1:05-0400 

To: "Weight, Erianne A." <eweight@email.unc.edu>, "Anderson, Victor L" <techguy@email.unc.edu>, "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Cc: Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Website Meeting Follow-up 

Hi All. I agree with E’s responses. 

Victor, here are some edits for FAG. 

From: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Monday, 12:25 PM 



To-" Anderson, Victor L; Osborne, Barbara 
(::¢: Stroman, Deborah L; Cooper, Coyte 
Subject-" RE: Website Meeting Follow-up 
Hi Victor, 

I believe the "useful links" on the UG site is actually helpful m~d should remain for our UG page which is much more organized than the grad page. 

I support the &tal degree and FAQ being moved and included as PDFs. As long as they are on the overview page I think they will be prominent. 

That’s great news we’ll have the pictures updated - having the pdfis tine, but I would pret}r having them on the page itself if that isn’t too much work. I don’t mind 

scrolling down, and with only ~-10 in each cohort it’s not too too m~ny. !fin your professional opinion you think the PDF is a better option, I think that will be fine. 

Just my two cents! 

-E 

From: Anderson, Victor L 
Sent-" Monday, : .tI:09 AM 

To: Osborne, Barbara 
~:~; Weight, Erianne A.; Stroman, Deborah L; Cooper, Coyte 
Subject-" Website Meeting Follow-up 

Hello All, 

A few questions and notes: 

-"Useful Links" shows up in Graduate and Undergraduate Sport Administration. Is it to be deleted from both? 

-"Dual Degree..." and "FAO," were to be moved to the "Overview" page and deleted from the sidebar. Due to the length of these pages, is there any objection 

to putting them into PDF’s and then posting the links to these on the "Overview" page? 

has finished the Current Students PDF with pictures and bios. Since all of these pictures and bios are updated for both :1st and 2nd year students, I’m going 

to post 2 sections of PDF’s with the updated information under the students group photo. This will require less scrolling for someone visiting the page. If 

there are any concerns about this, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Victor 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 15, 2012 6:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Summer Event Management & Olympic Sporks Internship Opportunity 

Event.j ob.description. 12.6.2011 .docx 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Uniw:~rsit¥ o~ North Carolina 
309 Wooilen Gym 

CB 8805 

Chspel H~L NC 27519 

Phone: 

Ema~: sportlaw@unc.edu 

E~= Spo~ Nanagement [maiI~:SPORT~@L[S~ERV.UNB.CA] O~ Behalf ~ eric pfeifer 
Seat= Nonday, October $5, 2052 4:~ 

To= SPOR~@L[S~ERV.UNB.CA 
$~bject= Summer Event ~anagement & Olympic Spor~ [nternship Oppo~uni~ 

Dear Sports Management & Recreation Colleagues: 

I know students wait until the last minute, so I wanted to encourage everyone to please disseminate this to their students. Thanks] 

Please disseminate this to your students, careers centers (if possible) and to anyone who deals with students needing internships at your school. Positions filled 

quickly last year and we anticipate them going even quicker this year. We are seeking the following positions: 

¯ January through early May 20~3 - 6 intern positions (heavy marketing oriented, event planning, graphic design, & website) Housin6 & partial Board 

available~ 

Acceptin~ January positions now. 

May through early August 20~3 - ~8 intern positions (heavy event implementation, heavy marketing/promotions, Public Relations, some graphic design, 

website, photography & logistics positions) Housin~ & pa~ial Board available~ 

Acceptin~ applications be~innin~ December 

We are greatly seeking to fill our January slots as soon as possible and will begin telephone interviews shortly. 

To Apply: Go to www~eor~ia~ames~or~ under internships and complete an: 

&) Application 

2) Sports questionnaire 

~) Resume and 

4) Cover letter 

The Georgia State Games is one of the ~argest Amateur O~ympic-Style Sports Festivals in the country. We rely HEAWLY on top quality interns to operate many of our 

sporting Events Projects and Programs. It is a tremendous experience and we had a ton of interns from across the country last year. The interns get a GREAT, 

HANDS-ON experience. No fetching coffee. Real life planning AND implementation of activities and programs in what they will experience. 

Requirements: 

~) We are seeking top level, organized, team oriented, talented, aggressive, outgoing and innovative interns to assist in the preparation and implementation for 

this year’s events. ~nternship opportunities are offered in both paid and unpaid positions depending on intern’s experience & skills, time commitment availability, 

academic credit ability and semester sought. Housing is also available semester. 

2) This internship is NOT for the student looking to get by, be a social butterfly or to party for the semester. 

All applicants must have strong writing skills and knowledge of Microsoft Word and Excel. 

Potential Benefits of a Georgia Games Internship: 

¯ Paid Stipends (limited number available for those not utilizin~ the housing option) 

~ Housing & meal reimbursement 

¯ Earn academic credit 

~ Real life on-the-job experience with BIG time responsibilities that other internships do not provide. 

~ Free parking 

¯ Individual office work stations and lap top computers 

~ Internships include semester-long positions 

¯ Full available. 

Internship History: 

¯ Internship program has been offered for over ~9 years 

¯ Students have come from the followin~ States: AK, AL, AR, CA, ~, DC, FL, GA, IA, IL, IN, KY, LA, MA, ME, MI, MS, MN, NC, ND, N J, NY, OH, OK, PA, RI, SC, TN, TX, VA, 

Wl and WV and from the countries of Canada, England, Germany, Hungary and Africa just to intern with the Georgia Games. 

¯ Internships are first offered to students completing the internship for academic credit. 

~ Interns have turned down the United State Olympic Committee, Professional and College programs to intern with the Georgia Games. 

Placement: 

¯ Priority will be given to those students completing the internship for academic credit and!or for a graduation requirement. 

~ Priority will be given to students currently enrolled in college. 

To Apply: Go to www~eor~ia~ames~or~ under internships and complete an application, sports questionnaire and submit along with a resume and cover letter. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Pfeifer 

Executive Director 

Georgia State Games Commission 

PO Box 2043, Kennesaw, GA ~0~56 

Direct 770-528-3~ 

~_~_~_:~#_R[A~_~&~_#_&:£[~ 



Georgia State Games 
Event Management Internship - Position Description 

Organizational Description 
The Georgia State Games is one of the largest Amateur Olympic-Style Sports Festivals in the country. We rely 
HEAVILY on top quality interns to operate many of our sporting Events Projects and Programs. It is a 
tremendous experience and we had a ton of interns from across the country last year. The interns get a GREAT, 
HANDS-ON experience. No fetching coffee. Real life planning AND implementation of activities and 
programs in what they will experience. This is a NOT-FOR-PROFIT experience, much different than any 
college sports, pro sports or corporate setting being offered to date. 

Student Requirements: 
We are seeking top level, organized, team oriented, talented, aggressive, outgoing and innovative interns 
to assist in the preparation and implementation for this year’s events. Internship opportunities are 
offered in both paid and unpaid positions depending on intern’s experience & skills, time commitment 
availability, academic credit ability and semester sought. Housing is also available. 
This internship is NOT for the student looking to get by, be a social butterfly or to party for the 
semester. 
All applicants must have strong writing skills and kno~vledge of Microsoft Word and Excel. 

~ All applicants MUST be strong and willing to market, promote and attract athletes to various sports. 

Potential Benefits of a Georgia Games Internship: 
* Paid Stipend (limited number available; max $1000 for semester) OR 
~ Housing & partial meal reimbursement (limited number available) 
o Earn academic credit 
* Real life on-the-job experience with BIG time responsibilities that other internships do not provide. 
~ Free parking 
~ Individual computers 
* Internships include semester-long positions 

Internship History: 
o Internship program has been offered for over 21 years 
¯ Students have come from the following US States: AK, AL, AR, CA, CT, DC, FL, GA, IA, IL, IN, KY, 

LA, MA, ME, MI, MS, MN, NC, ND, NJ, NY, OH, OK, PA, RI, SC, TN, TX, VA, WI and WV and 
from the countries of Canada, England, Germany and Hungary just to intern with the Georgia Games. 

~ Internships are first offered to students completing the internship for academic credit. 
Interns have turned down the United State Olympic Committee, Professional and College programs to 
intern with the Georgia Games. 

Placement: 
* Priority will be given to those students completing the internship for academic credit and/or for a graduation 

requirement. 

* Priority will be given to students currently enrolled in college. 

To Apply: 
Go to www.georgiagames.org under internships and complete an: 
1) Application 
2) Sports questionnaire and 
3) Resume and 
4) Cover letter. 
5) We recommend that, at least one recommendation letter or email be submitted from your most recent 
employer(s) that can discuss your dependability, work ethic and integrity. Not a family member or professor! 



General Description 
The Intern will assist the Executive Director in the planning and implementation of the Georgia State Games 

Olympic Style Sports Festival. Intern duties will vary between sports but will oversee and coordinate all aspects 
of assigned sports from A to Z to assisting with minor sports. Specific responsibilities include, but are not 

limited to the following: 

Activities/Tasks 

Position Details: 

The Intern will assist the Executive iDirector in the planning and implementation of the Georgia State Games 
Olympic Style Sports Festival. Intern will oversee and coordinate all aspects of assigned sports from A to Z. 

Specific responsibilities include, but are not limited to the following: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Production and distribution of event promotional materials, entry forms; 

Huge amount of face to face and telephone marketing to attract participants. 

Develop events sponsorship proposals and promotional materials; 

Solicit and obtain sponsors, venders and VIK gifts; 

Communication with the Sports Chairs, venues, Support Services committees, sponsor 
representatives, event chairpersons, and national governing bodies; 

Assist in the planning, preparation, and presentation of sponsorship and operational logistical 

meetings 

Conduct all registration and financial reporting for assigned sport; 

Assist in the execution of all events of the Georgia Games Championships; 

Working with the sports coordinators of the team sports to ensure that their requirements for 
competition are met; 

Marketing, coordinating and overseeing the Georgia Games sports; 

Overseeing the distribution of Games individual sport entry forms; 

Coordinate all on-site venue preparations and breakdowns; 

General troubleshooting and problem solving during the Georgia Games Championships; 

Providing an in depth evaluation and after action report. 

iDevelop and distribute press releases and human interest stores for assigned sports; 

Conduct marketing campaigns for all assigned sports to develop interest in and encourage 

registration by deadline dates for each sport; 

Recruit and manage all necessary personnel, officials, volunteers, etc to operate assigned events; 

Solicit and obtain athletes and teams for events through whatever means necessary. 

Ensure that all accotmts receivables and accounts payables are completed within one week after 
events completion. 

Develop necessary list of industry publications to submit post event articles for succeeding years 

event; 

All other duties as assigned. 

All other tasks, duties and responsibilities necessary to ensure a successful event is operated meaning increased 

participation numbers from previous year, quality customer service, within assigned budget, increased 

sponsors/venders and a positive evaluation from participants. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 8:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Presentation Request 

Greetings Dr. Stroman, 

My name is              and I am a      EXSS-EP major. I am also the            for the NC-HICAP Health Careers Club on campus. I am in the process of planning 
our Undergraduate Majors Exploration meeting on           and I’d love it if your would be available to attend and speak on the plethora of opportunities in the field of 
Exercise and Sport Science, especially as many overlook the field and it’s close ties to health care. I remember you coming to speak at a HOSA meeting a year or so ago in 
addition to advising presentations in my EXSS classes and thought you’d be a great resource for advertising the department. 

If you’re available on           between 6:30-7:30pm, we’d like for you to provide either a brief speech or presentation on the EXSS major and concentrations available 
here at UNC for about :t5-20 minutes. We plan to have a few departments represented, so you wouldn’t necessarily have to sl~eak at 6:30. If you cannot attend, I completely 
understand. If you have any questions about the meeting or what we’d like to be discussed, feel free to email me at        @email.unc.edu 

Thanks in advance for considering this invitation! 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
NC-HCAP Health Careers Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, I0:17 PM 

EXSS Faculty List <exss-faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

exss-faculty@ listserv.u nc.edu 

[exss-faculty] FW: Website, Facebook and Videoboard 

Wow! Here,s a photo too. L ~ imgres JPg1 

interned with the Bobcats last year. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

"Kn,:)wieg is not erP:)agh; we mast apply. Willing is not enough; we must do/’ (J. Goethe) 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 8:34 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: <no subject> 

Good Evening, 

I apologize for emailing you so late! I just thought you might like to see this. I guess a lot has happened since the last time I stopped by 
your office. Sorry! I will be by the office soon. 

http://www.daih~tarheel.com/l~,~olog/pit tallc, 

I hope all is well! 

Kind Regards, 

507blba07484a 

University of Norfla Carolina at Chapel Hill Class of 

Exercise and Sports Science: Sport Administration 

National Pan-Hellenic Conncil: 

You are currently subscribed to exss-faculty as: dstroman@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists~unc.edu/u?id=~55671~2.45378~4cd668f957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d&n=T&~=exss-facu~ty&~=3229956~ 

(it may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32299560-55567102.4537814cd668f957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She,ll Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 10:24 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[progfac] PLEASE MARK YOUR CALENDARS: FORUM ON THE FIVE-YEAR VISION OF UNC, OCT. 23rd 5 p.m. STONE 

CENTER 

Dear Progressive People: 

Please spread the word about this forum, far and wide (feel free to edit or cnt the las~ parag.). Bring a friend (or 5). Tell your classes, if appropriate. Turnout is crucial’. 

THANKS. 

Shenyl 

I¢OI¢.U3/I ON THE FIVE-YEAR VISION OF UNC 

Every ~ive years, the UNC sys~.em is charged with des’eloping a ~ive-year vision. The UNC Board ~ffGovernors has convened an Advisory Commi~.tee ~m Strategic Directkms ~.o provide 

recommendations for that five.-year plan. Stt~denk% faculty, and stall’are coming together ~o host a forum t~ highlight what we ~’alt~e most about, ot~r uni~’ersity and what it should look like 

moving ~’orward. Sharing your unique experiences is cri~.ical ~o creating a vishm tha~. works ~br all. Please join t~s ~m Tuesday, October 23 at ~:{~tt PM in the Son.ia Ilaynes St~me Center 

at UNC, Chapel Hill. 

Facul .ty, staff; students, & commtmity members will speak briefly; then we’ll have break-out groups; then report-back to the large group. It ~vill be 
meaningful fmL Make your voices heard! 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<)’a>. To nnsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-32299564-56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32299564- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c 12481b56fe 1 eb9b@listsela~.unc.edu-~’a;, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman ~(}nc.rr.com> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 11:21 PM 

The progtZac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[proglhc] DTH Editorial says MORE FAC. INPUT NEEDED on system-wide adv. comm. 

http:/!wx~7. dailytarheel, corn/articl!!2012/10/edit 1 1015 1014 

Plan needs faculty input 

By Editorial Board I The Daily Tar Heel 

The University’s faculty executive committee has voiced concerns about the IYNC system’s five-year plan. 

As the UNC system’s Advisow Cormnittee on Strategic Directions drafts the plan, members need to take these faculty critiques into 
account. 

While the advisory cormnittee has yet to reach out for facul~ input, Universi~ faculty met to identify concerns specific to the institution. 

One of the main concerns lies in the advisory conmaittee’s goal to tailor degrees to the needs of the future state workforce. 

The University’s liberal arts curriculum is alrea@ catered toward success in students’ future careers by fostering critical thinking and 
problem solving. 

If this goal is realized by teaching students only the technical skills their future jobs might require, these degrees lose the ethos of a higher 
education. 

Additionally, the executive committee is concerned about the lack of diversity on the advisol)." committee. 

Of the 31 advisory conmaittee members, only seven are female. Since the committee represents all people colmected to the UNC system, it 
is important to have a diversity of opinions. 

The best plan will be created when the concerns of people from all backgrounds are voiced. When all of these opinions are taken into 
account, a compromise can be reached that benefits the largest group of people. 

The last five-year planmng committee engaged a variety of people, including faculty, using forums and surveys across the state. 

The use of this method demonstrated the committee’s commitment to public opinion. 

Faculty are major stakeholders in the future of the University, and it is with their input that the best plan for the system can be created. 

Published October 14, 2012 in Opinion 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

proglhc as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emml to ~a bref "mailto:leave-32299653-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56tMeb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32299653- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<)’a> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Website, Facebook m~d Videoboard 

Did we post that on our News? 

Barbara Osborne 

Associa [:e Profe~sor 

E>:ercise and Sport 

University o[: North 

309 Woollen Gyrn 

CB 8505 

Chape{ t-fi~, NC 27519 

Phon~," q ~ ~ "" 5wB_.].9,952.,_1,2 

Erna~[: sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Nonday, 10:17 PN 
T~t EXSS FaculN List 
~: exss-facul~@lisNe~.unc.edu 
Subject: [exss-facul~] ~: Website, Facebook and Videoboard 

...~ ¯ .. 
~ ~greslp 

WOWl Here’s a photo too. 

interned with the Bobcats bast year. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

"Knowieg is not enoagh; we mast apply. Wi~lh~g is not enough; we mast do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @[ive.unc.edu> 

Bate: Monday, 8:34 PM 

Te: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: <no subject> 

Good gvening, 
I apologize for emailing you so ]ate[ I just thought you ~ght like to see this. I guess a lot has happened since fl~e last time ~ stopped by 
your office. So~’[ I will be by the office soon. 
http:/,ws~v.&ilytarheel.com, m/blo~pit #~lk. 507blba07484a 
I hope all is we]l~ 
Kind Regards, 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Class ot 

Exercise and Sports Science: Sport Administration 

National Pa~- Helleni c Council: 

You are currently subscribed to exss-faculty as: _s_p___o__r__t_[_a___w____(~__LLn__c_:__e__d___L1. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.aec.eda/u ~ id=55567090.l:~[9bSgb23f79572a6c4c12a27e654e2&n=T&l=exss-facalt:y&o=32299560 

(it may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32299560-55567090.13fgb83623VI9572a6c4c12a27e654e2& listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fa~n Roy <froy@sportsproperties.com> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:20 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sports & Properties Spring Internship 

Deborah, 

We are beginning to accept applications for our spring internship program at Sports & Properties, Inc~ 

Interested students should email me with a resume and cover letter by October 31st for consideration. 

Full details on our internship program can be found at ~h~t~t~p~[/~/~w~w~w~s~r~t~s~r~o~/?~e~£~t~j~e~s~c~o~m~/~s~!/~5~1~1~/~9~5~/~!~n~t~[D~[b~!R~L~ 

Best regards, 

Faryn 
Faryn Roy 
Dilector of Events & Operations 
Spoils & Properties, Inc. 
froy@sportsproperties.com 
919.678.1652 phone 
919.678.1655 fax 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Egbert, Rebecca A <regbert@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 12:25 PM 

Petranka, Jeremy M <petranka@email.unc.edu>; Hogan, Kelly A <leek@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~" 

Egbert, Rebecca A <regbert@admissions.unc.edu>; Shemer, Gidi <bishemer@email.unc.edu-~; Woodard, Brian Franklin 

< bfwoodm-d@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Almnmace CC visit 

Good afternoon Professors Hogan, Petranka, and Stroman, 
We can’t thank you enough for taking time out of your day to talk with transfer students interested in Carolina. We are looking forward to our 1:00 visit at 

Alamance CC on Thursday, October 18, 2012. 

Our visit is scheduled for 1:00. Let’s plan to leave Jackson Hall at 12:45. Iql drive us all over. 

I’ll see you on Thursday. 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior Assistant Director of Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 office 

919-962-3045 fax 

htt 0://w,a~,.admissions.unc.edt~/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles, Roy Anthony <rac@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 2:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Restarting Sister Circle Program; a~d L~mch Availabili~ 

Hey there. 

I hope all is well. 

I am beginning work to bring back a program that existed a few years ago called Sister Circle. It was a group for graduate women of color as well as faculty and 

staff. Here is a brief description of the group. 

A collaborative program between The UIVC-Chapel Hill Graduate School and The Carolina Women’s Center, Sister Circle is a networking forum that brings 

together women of color (.faculty, staff, graduate students and postdoctoral ,fel!ows) ,from the University to discuss issues relevant to women in the academy 

and in the broader society. 

Were you involved with Sister Circle before? Would you be interested now? 

Also, at the CBC reception a few weeks ago I met a member who was short, dark brown complexion, and I believe had several earing loops on her ear, and possibly 

nose jewelry. I did not catch her name, but she indicated that she had been involved with the program before. Does that rather simple description bring anyone 

to mind? 

I am planning to host an interest meeting on October 29th during lunchtime and want to invite a select group of folks to discuss getting the program back up and 

running. Then in November we would host a larger meeting on November 2~h with the intention of really trying to kick things off by next semester with 

speakers, etc.! 

Lastly, I have one more trip this week and then I am back for a few weeks. We have talked about grabbing lunch for too long, so what does lunchtime look like for 

you on the following days October 26th, 30th, 31st, or Nov. 1st? I will hold 12-2 for those days till I hear from you, barring meeting requests from the higher ups. 

Hope to hear from you soon. 

Roy 

Roy Anthony Charles ¯ Director of Diversity, Recruitment, and Retention 

The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Graduate Student Center, 211A W. Cameron Ave., Room 102, CB# 5492, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5492 

(919) 966-2613 ¯ rac@unc.edu 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friga. Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:05 PM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Reit~nider, Cynthia <Cynthia Reit~nider@kenau-flagler.unc.edu>; 
< kenan- flagler.unc.edu-< ~keua~- tlagler.unc .ed u~; 
< @keuan-flagler.unc.edu-~; Goldstein, Buck<Buck Goldstein@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith (Otfice of the 

Chmicellor) <judith.cone@unc.edt~-; drhamon <zishan h~xoou@med.unc.edu>; Eli& Jean <Jean Elia@kenau-flagler.unc.edu>; 

3!kenau-flagler.uuc.edt~-; King, Geuuy < Geuuy King@kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Mau E 

<mnapier@email.uuc.edu>; Stromon, Deborah L <ztstro@unc.edu>; Zoller, Ted -q’ed Zoller@kenau-flagler.unc.edu>; 

<               ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>;                                    @gmail.com >; Stith, Thomas Andrew III 

<thoma~s~ith@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Preparation for Advisoly Meeting 

Hello Task Force, 

I wanted to thank you for the powerful meeting on Monday. We greatly appreciate your active input. As I mentioned to Buck afterwards, much better than the 

dreaded silence due to lack of passion/interest (we never see that in our students!). 

I apologize about not doing a better job of facilitating the meeting. In particular, I got things off on the wrong foot by not more clearly articulating the goal of 

sharing a very rough draft of slides to test out flow and high level organization concepts, rather than presenting and discussing "ready for delivery" slides. I should 

have done a better job of keeping our conversation on the key issues at hand and gaining your input throughout. 

Plan Forward: 

* Our consulting team has been quite busy redesigning the storyline and deck based upon your feedback. 

* We anticipated having a version through Joe and ready for your review by tomorrow (Wednesday - most likely early afternoon). It will still be rough on the 

slide design and look but should be close as to flow and content. 

If each of you could review it and send any suggestions for changes to the Consulting Team (Paul, Mary, Bay, Matt, Margaret and Cindy) by Thursday at 9 am, 

we plan to work the rest of the day on cleaning it up and making it look great. 

We will shoot the next version to everyone one more time by Thursday afternoon at 4 pm and ask for any last suggestions before Friday at 9 am, as we will 

finalize and send to the Advisory Committee by Friday noon. 

Sound good? We welcome input as to process as well. 

Paul 

PS - don’t forget our planned celebration at my house next Monday to celebrate surviving Phase :l. The gathering will be from 6:00-8:30 PM and we are located in 

- 2 miles south of Southpoint Mall on 75:1 S. Bay sent and invitation and directions - please RSVP to him if you haven’t already. I hope that you can all 

make it! 

Description: Description: STAR logo tagline slogan w-blue background 

Pa~l N, Fri#a, Ph,D. 

Associate Professor og Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

Director of S,T.A,R, Program and Consulting Concentrations 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Kenan-Flagler Business Schoo~ 

McColl Building - CB 3490 

Chape~ Hill, NoAh C~rolina 27599 

9~9-962~3786 - office 

~ moNle 

pnf@unc.edu 

~v.pau#Na.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tufts, Amy Z <atufts@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 4:27 PM 

Weight, Eria~ue A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu-~; Osborne, Barbara <sporflaw@unc.edu:~; Southall, Debora]~ Joy <djsothll@emaAl.unc.edu:~; 

Cooper, CoyOte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu>; Turner, Robert W. <rwturner@email.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.e&~; 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@emml.unc.edu> 

Sport Administration Display Boa~rd Pos~er- Please proof 

Sports Administration Facul~~ Display Board.ppt 

Finally! Here is the updated display board for the Woollen Lobby. Sorry this has taken so long. I’m still waiting for one more student bio but for the most part it is done. Please 
proof your bio and if there are any corrections please mark them on paper and give it to me in person or email the corrections, Do not change on the document and send the 
edited version back to me because I will likely get confused on which is the most current version coming from multiple people. Please also proof the students and let me know 
if there are any issues with theirs as well. If you could get to this before Monday I would really like to get this project off my desk and poster printed and on display by next 
Tues, 
Thanks so much for your help! 
Amy 
Amy Z. Tufts 

209 Fetzer Hall, CB 8700 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2021 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC & Under Armour 

image001 .j pg 

Hello professor Stroman, 

I’m son)’ for the delay in this process, we are currently understaffed so things are taking a little longer than expected. Normally we order Under Armour tech tee’s and 

have them embroidered separately. This is my manager I’m speaking to here, I also receive feedback from human resources providing me the contact information ruth a 

local sales rep. If you would like to speak I the sales rep to get a better understanding of what exactly you would like to order and you could either order through him 

or relay the order to me and I can give it to my specific department where eveD~thing would be 50% 

I’m looking forward to hearing back t?om you. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hightower, Christopher" <chightower@underarmour.com> 

Date: 4:09:17 PM EDT 

To: ’ $~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: UNC & Under Armour 

If they are looking to purchase product, they can at a discount. I would be willing to give them 50% of[~ Let me know how they want to proceed. 

Thx~ 

CH 

From: ~live.unc.edu<maJlto:: ~live.unc.edu>> 

Date: Thursday, ’. 11:39 AM 

To: Under A~Inour <chightower~underamiour.com<m~lto:chightowe ~r~undel~anour.co~n>> 

Subject: FW: UNC & Under Armour 

This is the professor that wanted me to reach out to the people at Under Armour to supply sNrts for her organizations. I’m not sure what department this 

would specifically fall nnder. She wants shirts for the Carolina Sports Business Club for sure and I believe she has some other opportunities 

(olgm~izations) in mind also. 

If you or anyone would like to con’tact her via phone her number is 

Thanks for everything, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [m~lto:dstro(~unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 6:09 PM 

To: 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: UNC & Under Armour 

hnportance: High 

HI       Thanks again tbr the quick chat. I am a facul~, member in EXSS Sport Administration (www.exss.unc.edu<http://www.e~css.unc.edu>), chair 

of the Carolina Black Caucus (www.unc.edu/cbc<http://www.unc.edu/cbe>), and advisor tbr the Carolina Sport Business Club 

(w~’.csbcunc.com<http:/iwww.csbeunc.com>). 

I think there is a wonderful marketing opportaniu for UA on this campus thiough these influentidl groups. 

Please let me know next s~eps. I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Regards, 



Dr. Slroman 

Deborah L. Stmman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

w~wv.exss.unc .edu <http:i/w~v.exss.unc .edu/> 

315 Woollen CB #8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

[cid:image001.i pg~01 CD9823.67C7B 130 ] <http:i/iwitter.com/# !/drstroman> 

"The best ability is ava~laNli~’." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She,ll Kleinman <SKlemrnanl @nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:19 PM 

The progt:ac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[progthc] From Pope Center website re: "Identity Studies" 

http:/!x~a~7.popecenter.or~/commentaries!article.html?id=2739 

Need more motivation to attend the Forum on Tues? 

Forum for the Five-Year Vision of UNC 

Every five years, the UNC system is charged with deveioping a five-year vision. The UNC Board of Governors has convened an Advisory Committee on 

Strategic Directions to provide recommendations for that five-year pian. Students, faculty, and staff are coming together to host a forum to highlight what 
we vakJe most about our university and what it shouid look like moving forward. Sharing your experiences is critical to creating a vision that works for ail. 
Piease join us on Tuesday, October 23 at 5:00 PM in the Sonja Haynes S~one Center. 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-32305259-56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32305259- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu<a~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Egbert, Rebecca A <regbert@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 8:12 AM 

Petranka, Jeremy M <petranka@email.unc.edu>; Hogan, Kelly A <leek@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Shemer, Gidi <bishemer@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Brian Franklin <bt~,oodard@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Alaa~ance CC visit 

Good morning All, 

I wanted to send ot~t a correction for our Al~m~nce CC visit set for tomorrow- we need to meet at l~ck~on H~II at 12:00 tomorrow and not :12:45. The presentation 

starts ~t :~.:00. 

Please send me a quR:k ema~l to Iet me ~now you rece~w~d l:h~s new ema~L 

Thank you, 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior ~sistant Director of Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

O~ce of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 

919-962-3045 fax 

http:i / wu~x,.admissions.unc.edn/ 

F~m= Egbe~, Rebecca 
Sent= Tuesday, OcDber 
ge= Petranka, Jeremy N; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢= Egbeg, Rebecca A; Shemer, Gidi; Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Subject= Namance CC visit 

Good afternoon Professors Hogan, Petranka, and Stroman, 

We can’t thank you enough for taking time out of your day to talk with transfer students interested in Carolina. We are looking forward to our 1:00 visit at 

Alamance CC on Thursday, October 18, 20~2. 

Our visit is scheduled for ~:00. ket’s plan to leave Jackson Hall at ~2:45. I’ll drive us al~ over. 

I’ll see you on Thursday. 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 
Senior ~gsistant Director of Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

O~ce of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 o~ce 

919-962-3045 fax 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:34 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Promote )’our Organization’. 

Hello Friend! 

Carolina’s homecoming is quickly approaching! And why not take advantage of all the excitement! Showcas e your organization, congratulate an outstanding 

alumnus or celebrate },our organization’s milestone anniversary by placing an ad in the      Black Alumni Reunion Souvenir]ournal. Ads may be placed by alumni, 

family, friends, small businesses, large corporations, vendors of goods/services, campus departments, etc (vi<,w-     i<~m’~a~), 

In     approximately 1000 attendees received physical copies of their journals and 9000 alumni received an electronic copy. It’s a great way to remind alumni 

what your business or organization has to offer to the Chapel Hill Community! 

l-ilalf Page $.’35 $130 $] ] I) 

~uarl:er Page $65 $105 

**llpgrade y~ur ad ~ full c~r fm~ a~ additkmal $150. 

For more mformatkm please ~=~o to the %]~owmg website: 

>>AD CONTRACT FORM<< 

~y questions please email 

DEADLINE FOR CONTI~’~UI’S 

O~ganizal:ima 

$4o 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:43 AM 

Campbell, La~ <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.uuc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra 

<sha~dmj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursul%littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Qi <oj mcghee@unc.edu>; Robertson, 

Nakeuge <nakenge.robertson@uuc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Promote your O~gmfization! 

Hi Atl. I hope all is well for you. 

I think we should place a 1,4 page advertisement ofwelcomeY Agree? Disagree? 

debby 
Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

gnguge. ~xplm’e, Empov~er. 

919,843,0336 

’One womm:~ car~. make a differe~ce bnt 

women working together car~. chm~ge the world," 

From: 

Sent: 9:34 AM 
To: 
Subject: Promote your OrgaNzation! 
Importance: High 

Hello Friend[ 

Carolina’s homecoming is quickly approaching[ And why not take advantage of all the excitement[ Sbowcas e your organization, congratulate an outstanding 

alumnus or celebrate your organization’s milestone anniversary by placing an ad in the     Black Alumni Reunion Souvenir]ournal. Ads may be placed by alumni, 

family, friends, small businesses, large corporations, vendors of goods/services, campus departments, etc (,c-~,-,P,:-     j,~m’n,@ 

In     approxilnately 1000 attendees received physical copies of their journals and 9000 alulnni received an electronic copy, It’s a great way to relnind alulnni 

what your business or organization has to offer to the Chapel Hill Community! 

,~,~ Pridag 

Ad GAA Open UNC Campus 

Size Member l/ale Depa~:men~ 

Frill Page :~;:[ 30 $190 $I 60 

Half Page $85 $1:30 51 I0 

;; Upv_~’ade your ad to full co,or f~r an add~fio~al $1 

Fop more ~nf’orrnat~on please go to the fb]low~ng website: 

BAR AD Website 

Piease cI~ck below to download tl~e address 

Any questions please emai] ~live.unc.edu 

DEADLINE FOR CONTRACTS 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:43 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Roundtable a~d seminar for minodU students 

Debby. 

f have been asked to ~)artk:i~)at~:, on 

wouldn"t be available until about 

Also, given the top~c, ~ believe you and CBC [:am~y g~ght be interested ~n the scheduled speaker. I have requested an of[:ida~ aRROU~?Ce~T~eRt fro~T~ N~S. Simmons. 

Once ~ gel the armouncement, ~ wH~ forward Lhe ~n[:ormation Lo you as we~L 

Let me know about kmch. 

Ho~e you are havk~g a gfeat 

From-" 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:07 AM 
To; 
Subject; Roundtable and seminar for minority students 
Good Morning, 

The cardiovascular disease epidemiology group in the school of public health has invited Herman Taylor, P1 of the .lackson Heart Study to speak at their seminar on 

at :~2:30 pro. The 3ackson Heart Study is the largest study in history to investigate the inherited factors that affect high blood pressure, heart disease, strokes, diabetes 
and other important diseases in African Americans. We are planning to hold a roundtable discussion specifically targeting minority health, underrepresentation of minorities in 
research and the minority student experience as a recruitment tool prior to the seminar at :[:~:00 am in Rosenau Hall - 228. Refreshments will be provided. We are inviting 
undergraduate and graduate students interested in public health from UNC and surrounding schools to attend the discussion. I thought that you might be interested in sitting on 
the panel, if you’re available, to offer your perspective. Would you have time and be interested in participating? Additionally, do you have any ideas for advertising to minority 
undergraduates on campus? 

Best, 
MPH, CPH 

PhD Student 
Department of Epidemiology 
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

@live.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman ~}nc.rr.com> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 2:41 PM 

The progl?ac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] Important Report by UNC-G chapter of AAUP 

Even if you read only the abstract (SItORT), it’s worth doing--camiona157 tale? 

http ://nc-aaup.org/UNCG_AAUP_Report.pdf 
<ul > 

<li> -- You are cunently subscrit-ed to 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email m <a hreD"mailm:leave-32308855- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32308855- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu<a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 2:48 PM 

The progtZac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] Facebook link tbr FORUM on Oct. 23 

For those who use facebook... 

Please let others know. 

https://www, facebook.com/events!288754991235966/ 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<)’a>. To nnsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emafil to <a h~e~"m~filto:leave- 32308912- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave- 32308912- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu-~’a;, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bryan Lawson <bryanl@brandfuel.com> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 2:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr> 

Ursula I ~ittlejolu~kenaJ~- fl agler.unc.edu 

Braud Fuel: SALES ORDER #7734 - Revised 

o~ter.html 

Deborah, 
I am sending to you a revised sales order ~2~r your review. It has the lower price and we removed the PMS charge as the standard is PMS2925. I_,et me if this is going to work ]-[~ not, the last 

thing I can think ,:~f is to remove a few pieces to get the total cost down. 

Senior Account Executive 
ph 919/447.4913 



Kenan Flagler MBA Career Svs - Sales Order #7734 
Neoprene Laptop Brief - Carolina Black Caucus 

Octobel ~ 7, 20 ~2 

SHIPPING ADDRESS 

bScCoii Buildi~i,~ 

Suite 2122 

Chapel }-iiU NO 27599 

U nKed States 

BILLING ADDRESS 

Spor~s Science 

OB# 8700 
Chapel Hill, NO 27599 

IN HANDS DATE 

October 31. 2012 

CUSTOMER PO 

Credit Csird Prepsiy 

TERMS 

ITEM                                          QTY         PRICE       AMOUNT 

Size: OLd. Colo:: 81~:G ~’2 ~:13.95 $1.00,! 40 

Setsp Cos[- St’a~dar~ 

ARTWORK DETAILS 

Click to enlarqe 

Click to enlarqe 

SERVICE QTY PRICE AMOUNT 

Sub~o~ak $1 ,t 44,40 

~’~0 S;:41es Tax ~xempt: $0,00 

,$1 ,I 44,40 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

:@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Roundtable m~d ~mina~r tbr minority stndents 

Debby. 

OK. t.et’s go with for lunch. Is there some place you would like Lo go? 

Also, I sent an emaH yes~:erday regarding a program ca~ed Sister (Src~e. P~ease ~et me know if you are interested (t know you have a rni~l~on things to do) and also ~f 

the person ~ am describing comes to mb~d. 

Thanks 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:49 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Roundtable and seminar for minority students 
Thanks.                 are much better kmch dates t:or me. I hope to send ouL a CBC e-news within Lhe nexL two days. ~f ~ don’t receive the officia~ info on Mr. 

prior.,, I wi]~ make do. ;) 

Thanks for the heads up] 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

’One woman can make a difference bu~ 

wome~t working together can change 1he worId." 

Sent: Wednesday,               11:4~ ~H 

To= Stmman, Deborah ~ 
Subject= ~: Round.hie and seminar for minodW studeng 

Debbg, 

i haw~ been asked to partidpate on a pane~ on . As [ had given that date to you as a poten~:~a[ date for u~; to haw~ kmch [ wan~:ed to let you know that ~ 

wouldn’t be ava~h~ble until about 1.2:4Spm. 

Also, given the top,c, ~ believe yo~ and CBC [:am~y m~ght be b~terested ~n the scheduled speaker. I have req~ested an of[:ida~ aRRounce~T~eRt fro~T~ Ms. Simmons. 

Once ~ get the announcement, ~ wH~ forward the ~nformation to you as we~L 

Let me know about kmch. 

Hope you are hav~t~g a great day~ 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:07 AM 
To: 
Subject: Roundtable and seminar for minority students 
Good Morning, 

The cardiovascular disease epidemiology group in the school of public health has invited Herman Taylor, P1 of the 3ackson Heart Study to speak at their seminar on 

at 12:30 pm. The 3ackson Heart Study is the largest study in history to investigate the inherited factors that affect high blood pressure, heart disease, strokes, diabetes 
and other important diseases in African Americans. We are planning to hold a roundtable discussion specifically targeting minority health, underrepresentation of minorities in 
research and the minority student experience as a recruitment tool prior to the seminar at :[:[:00 am in Rosenau Hall - 228. Refreshments will be provided. We are inviting 
undergraduate and graduate students interested in public health from UNC and surrounding schools to attend the discussion. I thought that you might be interested in sitting on 
the panel, if you’re available, to offer your perspective. Would you have time and be interested in participating? Additionally, do you have any ideas for advertising to minority 
undergraduates on campus? 

Best, 

PhD Student 
Department of Epidemiology 
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

@live.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Matt Wo~nn <mw~nn@tarheelsports.com> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 3:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

NC State distribution 

Dr. Stroman, 

Here is my contact information. Looking forward to meeting you and thanks again for your assistance! 

Matt Wrynn 
Account Executive 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 
6350 Quadrangle 
Suite 135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919419-8100 ext. 2075 (Phone) 
(Mobile) 

vvww.lea r[ield~pods.com 

[II~ 
II Descript’On: 

A property of Learfield Sports 



Fl’Olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:02 PM 

Stronmn, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Promote your O~amzaliou! 

Sounds great! If you need any assistance between now and Friday with this just let me know! 

Enioy the rest of your week, 

Best 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 3:08 PM 
To; 
Subject-" RE: Promote your Organization! 
Thanks Taylor! The Caucus will do a !A page. 

Dr, Stromat~ 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
gn~]ugw. ~xplm’~, Empower. 

9:19.843,0336 

’One woraan cm~ make a difference but 

woraen working ltoge{her c;m cha~ge the world," 

From; 

Sent-" Wednesday, 9:34 AN 
To; 
Subject; Promote your Organization! 
Importance; High 

Hello Friend! 
Carolina’s homecoming is quickly approaching! And why not take advantage of all the excitement! Sbowcas e your organization, congratulate an outstanding 

alumnus or celebrate your organization’s milestone anniversary by placing an ad in the.    ’ Black Alumni Reunion Souvenir Journal. Ads may be placed by alulnni, 

family, friends, small businesses, large corporations, vendors of goods/services, campus departments, etc (v.,,~,,~. 

In     approximately 1000 attendees received physical copies of their journals and 9000 alumni received an electronic copy. It’s a great way to remind alumni 
what your business or organization has to offer to the Chapel Hill CommunRT! 

kd P ri<’ing 

Ad GAA Open UNC Campus 

Size Member I{al:e Depa~n~ent 

F~lI Page 5130 $190 $160 

Hail Page 585 $131) $110 

huarter Page ~465 $105 $85 

For more ~forrnatio~ please go to ~he tbllow~g websi~e: 
BAR AD Website 
PIea,s~ dic/c below ro download the ~ddr~:ss tbrm, 
>>AD CONTRACT FORM<< 
Any questions please email @live.unc.edu 
DEADLINE FOR CONTt~&CTS [ 

UNC Studel~t 

Organization 

$ )_’, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: RestaJdJng Sister Circle Program; a~d Lunch AwJlability 

GREAT Debby, 

I will i~eep you posted See you on the 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:03 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" RE: Restarting Sister Circle Program; and Lunch Availability 

Hi I    I am interested in Sister Circle even with my hectic ~.~cheduh:_L ;) Dep~:_~nding on how often you meet, t am not sure ~[ I can be a regular attendee. Keep me 

posted. ~ arn ~n advisin8 s~a~t~n~ at ~:00 p.m. on the 

~ don’t rernember the name of the person you are speakk~8 of.,. ~ can ask the Caucus steerb~8 committee if they rernember her 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,D. CLU 

9~{9~843~0336 

women working together car~. cha~ge the world," 

From-" 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:~5 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject= Res~ing Sister Circle Program; and Lunch AvailabiliW 

Hey there. 

I hope all is well. 

I am beginning work to brin~ back a program that existed a few years a~o called Sister Circle. It was a ~roup for ~raduate women of color as well as faculty and staff. 

Here is a brief description of the ~roup. 

A collaborative program between The UNC-Chapel Hill Graduate School and The Carolina Women’s Center, Sister Circle is a networking~orum that brings 

together women of color (faculty, staf~ graduate students and postdoctoral fellows) ~rom the University to discuss issues relevant to women in the academy 

and in the broader satiety. 

Were you involved with Sister Circle before? Would you be interested now? 

Also, at the CBC reception a few weeks ago I met a member who was short, dark brown complexion, and I believe had several earing loops on her ear, and possibly 

nose jewelry. I did not catch her name, but she indicated that she had been involved with the program before. Does that rather simple descrip~on bring anyone 

to mind? 

I am planning to host an interest meeting on ~ during lunchtime and want to invite a select group of folks to discuss getting the program back up and 

running. Then in November we would host a larger meeting on ’with the intention of really trying to kick things off by next semester with speakers, 

etc.~ 

Lastly, I have one more trip this week and then I am back for a few weeks. We have talked about grabbing lunch for too long, so what does lunchtime look like for 

you on the following days ? I will hold 12-2 for those days till I hear from you, barring meeting requests from the higher ups. 

Hope to hear from you soon. 

The Graduate School. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Graduate Student Center, 211A W. Cameron Ave., Room 102, CB# 5492, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5492 

(919) 966-2613 ¯ ,_~u nc.ed u 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.nnc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 5:35 PM 

Friga, Paul <PaulFriga@kena~-flagler.unc.edu~; DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Reifsnider, Cvnthia 

<Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan- flagler.unc.edu-~; @kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 
< ~kenan-tlagler.unc.edu-~; @kenan-tlagler.~mc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck 

<Buck Golds~ein@kenan-flagler.unc.edt~-; Cone, Judith (Office of the Chancellor) <judith.cone~!unc.edu>; drharoon 

<zishan h~zoon@med.unc.edu>; Ella, Jean <Jem~ Elia@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu>; ~kenan- 
flagler.unc.edu>;                         ~kenan-flagler.nnc.edu>; Napier, Mms~ E <mnapier~)elnail.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debordti L 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Zoller, ’Fed -q’ed Zolle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>;                              ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com~; Stith, Thomas Andrew III <thomasstith@kenan- flagler.unc.edu:, 

RE: Latest Deck For Monday - We ~Velcome Your Thoughts! 

Judith Cone i I Judi[.l’l.cone@unc,edu 

F~m: Friga, Paul [mailto;PauhFriga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,              5:24 PM 
To: DeSimone, Joseph N.; ReifsNder, Cynthia; 

Napier, Na~ E; Stroman, Deborah L; Zoller, Ted; 
Subject: Latest Deck ~r Monday - We Welcome Your ThoughN~ 

Hello Friends, 

Goldstein, Buck; Cone, Judith (Office of the Chancellor); drharoon; Elia, Jean; 
Stith, Thomas Andrew III 

The Consulting Team has been working hard this week to revise and revamp the slide deck for Monday based upon your input. 

Highlights: 

1. Revised the storyline to be much cleaner- past, present and future 

2. Removed many slides that may come across as "lecture" or not serving an important purpose in framing the situation, complication and resolution - they 

were moved to the appendix 

3. Restructured the past and present slides to be very brief (to be covered in 20 minutes) thereby allowing more time for quality discussion with Advisory 

4. Inserted an "imagine" hook at the beginning to get the group engaged 

5. Redesigned the mission slide to be cleaner and build systematically - actually serving as a worksheet for input 

6. Decided to put the AC into small groups based upon their constituent perspective to give them 20 minutes to brainstorm ideas (facilitated by a Task Force 

member) and then report out at plenary for 60 minutes 

We hope you like how this has progressed and we welcome your thoughts. We will be continuing to clean up and redesign some of the slides to make them tight 

(especially the appendix) all day tomorrow. Please send your input when you can and it would be especially helpful before 10 am tomorrow if possible. We will 

not be presenting the appendix but it will be sent out ahead of time should any AC members want to glance at the tremendous amount of work and analysis this 

fantastic task force has done during Phase 1. Let us know if anything there seems inappropriate or if we are missing anything. 

Thanks much -gonna be a great meeting on Monday! 

Paul 

i.~.i Description: Description: STAR logo tagline slogan w-blue background 

Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

Director of $.T.A.R. Program and Consulting Concentrations 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

Kenan-F[agler Business Schoo~ 

HcCoH BuHdhlg - CB 3490 

Chapel Hill, Noah Carol#~a 27599 



919-962-3786 - effice 

, mobile 

pr~f@ur~c.edu 

www,paulfriga,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Goldstein, Buck <buck goldstein@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:39 PM 

Friga, Paul <PaulFriga@kena~-flagler.unc.edu~; DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Reifsnider. Cvnthia 

<Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan- flagler.unc.edu-~; ~kena~- flagler.unc.edu>; 
< ~kenan-tlagler.unc.edu-~; @kenan-tlagler.tmc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck 

<Buck Goldstein@kenan-flagler.unc.edt~-; Cone, Judith (Office of the Chancellor) <judith.cone~!unc.edu>; drharoon 

<zishan ha~:oon@med.unc.edu>; Ella, Jea~ <Jem~ Elia@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu>;                              @kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>;                         ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Mmy E <mnapie@e,nail.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debordt~ L 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Zoller, ’Fed -q’ed Zolle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>;                              ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com>; S~th, Thomas Andrew III <thomasstith@kenan- flagler.unc.edu;> 

RE: Latest Deck For Monday - We ~Velcome Your Thoughts! 

Nice work. This is quite a vision. It will be a [abulous meeting. 

Buck 

From: Friga, Paul [mailto:Paul Friqa@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent= WednesdaT,              S:24 PN 
To: DeSimone, Joseph M.; Reignider, Cynthia¢                                        : Goldstein, Buck; Cone, Judith (~ice of the Chancellor); drharoon; Elia, Jean; 

Napier, Maw E; Stroman, Deborah L; Zoller, Ted; Stith, Thomas Andrew III 
Subject= La~st Deck Br Monday - We Welcome Your ThoughN[ 

Hello Friends, 

The Consulting Team has been working hard this week to revise and revamp the slide deck for Monday based upon your input. 

Highlights: 

~. Revised the storyline to be much cleaner-past, present and future 

2. Removed many slides that may come across as "lecture" or not serving an important purpose in framing the situation, complication and resolution - they 

were moved to the appendix 

3. Restructured the past and present slides to be very brief (to be covered in 20 minutes) thereby allowing more time for quality discussion with Advisory 

4. Inserted an "imagine" hook at the beginning to get the group engaged 

5. Redesigned the mission slide to be cleaner and build systematically - actually serving as a worksheet for input 

6. Decided to put the AC into small groups based upon their constituent perspective to give them 20 minutes to brainstorm ideas (facilitated by a Task Force 

member) and then report out at plenary for 60 minutes 

We hope you like how this has progressed and we welcome your thoughts. We will be continuing to clean up and redesign some of the slides to make them tight 

(especially the appendix) all day tomorrow. Please send your input when you can and it would be especially helpful before ~0 am tomorrow if possible. We will 

not be presenting the appendix but it will be sent out ahead of time should any AC members want to glance at the tremendous amount of work and analysis this 

fantastic task force has done during Phase 1. Let us know if anything there seems inappropriate or if we are missing anything. 

Thanks much -gonna be a great meeting on Monday~ 

Paul 

Description: Description: STAR logo tagline slogan w-blue background 

Paul N, Friga~ Ph,Do 

Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

Director of S,T,A,R, Program and Consulting Concentrations 

The University of North Carolina a[ Chape~ Hill 

KenamF~agler Business Schoo~ 

McCo~ 8u~dmg - CB 3490 

Chape~ H~II, Noah Caro~h~a 27599 

919-962-3786 - 

- moNle 

pnf@unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steiner. Niklaus Andreas <nsteiner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Kutchma, Beth-Ann <bkutchm~@email.unc.edu> 

RE: openiug access ~o global educatiou 

Perfect. I’m happy to come to your place so just let me know where. Best, Niklaus 

I Director 
CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 I Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 
tel: +1 919 962 6855 I fax: +1 919 962 5375 I skype: niklaus_steiner 
._h_!_t_E;!L£g_{:_U__L~__c_=__e__d___u_ I .b_!_t_E;!/_f__a__£#__b_£9__k_=c_9_Ln__/__u__[!£_c_’g[ I _h__t_!#_;/!!__v_~_j!_t_#_[:_£_o__t~!_U__L~_£_c_’flj 

Description: http://cgi.u nc ed u/ima ges/migration-.horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http:i/amzn.com!0415772990 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 5:03 PM 

To; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Co; Kutchma, Beth-Ann 
Subject; RE: opening access to global education 

Nov. 7 at I :[:00 a.m2 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:19,34&0336 

’One woman car~. make a differe~tce b~t 

women working together car~ chm~ge the world," 

From; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Sent; Monday, October 15, 2012 5:21 PM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Co; Kutchma, Beth-Ann 
Subject; RE: opening access to global education 

Debby, 

Thanks so much for the quick reply. How does week of Nov 5 work for you? I’m wide open Monday before :130, Tuesday before 2, and Wed 

before 330 so let me know if anythin8 in there works for you. 

I really look forward to it. 

Best, Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt 

i.~.i Description: http://cgi.unc edu/images/migration-horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http://amzn corn/0415772990 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Friday, October 12, 2012 3:19 PM 

To; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
I::c; Kutchma, Beth-Ann 
Subject; RE: opening access to global education 

Hi Nil(. You know you can cogent rne in! As I rnentioned to you, when I firsL got rny bearings here I ventured over to the Study Abroad office (with no agenda) just to 

learn and he~p find sok~t~ons to the engagement of more minority students._ 

Let’s ~ook at a date after Fa~l Break. I took a cursory look and the document ~s an outstandh~g starterl 

My mobile is ~f you want to chat after hoars or on the weekend. 

debby 



"One womm~ can make a difference but 

working together can change 1he worId." 

From-" Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Sent; Friday, October 12, 2012 2:54 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢-" Kutchma, Beth-Ann 
Subject-" opening access to global education 
Hi Debby, 

I saw the story in yesterday’s DTH about retention issues and thought of our past conversations about opening access to global education for 

students traditionally underrepresented in the field. The DTH article made me think about the importance of advising and making students feel 

comfortable and engaged with global opportunities, but how do we best do that? My colleague Beth-Ann (who I think you met at the "teaching 

race" forum at the beginning of the year) and I have been thinking a lot about this issue lately and we’d very much like to hear your thoughts as 

we look ahead. 

To give you a sense of our initial thoughts, she and I have drawn up a preliminaryworkplan (attached). Let me stress that far from being a 

roadmap or a strategic plan, it is rather a living, breathing document that will constantly evolve as we bring more people into the conversation. 

It is therefore really meant to be a conversation starter. 

Please let us know if you have time to meet in the weeks ahead. We look forward to hearing your thoughts on how best to proceed, what have 

we overlooked, and where do you see strengths and gaps. 

Many thanks, Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Dire~tor 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt 

Description: http://cgi unc.edu/images/migration-horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http:,lamzn.com/0415772990 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bryan Lawson <bryanl@braudfuel.com> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:48 AM 

Stroman, Deborah I,/-ds~tro@unc.edu> 

Ursula Li ttlej ohn@kenaJ~- fl agler.unc.edu 

Braud Fuel: SALES ORDER #7734 - Shippiug Revised 

o~ter.html 

P(ease see revised shipping instructions and let us know if approved to proceed thanks! 

Bryan Lawson 
Senior Account Executive 
ph 919/447.4913 

m~ 



Kenan Flagler MBA Career Svs - Sales Order #7734 
Neoprene Laptop Brief - Carolina Black Caucus 

October ~8. 20~2 

SHIPPING ADDRESS BILLING ADDRESS 

Spor~s Science 

8700 
Chs~pel Hill, NO 27599 

IN HANDS DATE 

October 31. 2012 

CUSTOMER PO TERMS 

ITEM                                          QTY PRICE AMOUNT 

:L:ize: OLd. Co:o:: SK:~.~ :’2 ~: 13.95 $1.00,! 40 

Setsp Cos[- St’andm~ 

ARTWORK DETAILS 

~mp~’i,~t "Fy[:,e: Fr;dlsf.sr Prin[ 

Logo S~Ze: Af.[:,:.:)>:~ma~e:y 8" W:de 

Click to enlarqe 

Click to enlarqe 

SERVICE 

’,N,~.o:k~n Gym - #~ : 5 

Hill NC 27599 

QTY PRICE AMOUNT 



Bryan Lawson Brand Fuel 

brys~i@brandfuel col:~ 9001 Aerial Center Pkwy, Ste 100 

(919) 447-4913 Morrisville, NC 27560 

United States 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Be~’ Kenan <bkenan~kminc.net> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:49 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: RSVP - UNC v. Duke Breald’ast 

I look forward to seeing you. 

getty Kenai~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, October 17, 2012 5:17 PM 
To; Betty Kenan 
Subject: RSVP - UNC v. Duke Breakfast 

Hi. I believe I am already listed.., but just in case, I do plan on attending this wonderful event. © 

Thank you. 

Regards, 

Deborah L, S~roman~ Ph,Do CL~ 

31S Woo~Jet~ - C~ #~700 

"The best ability is availability." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lawson-Williams, BerNadette <blmlliams~jcsu.edu> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 10:02 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Greetings ti~om JCSU’s Department of Health and ttuman Performance 

eOO2.jpg 
@o~cs7 
875.78E HHP E Greeting 

Good Morning Dr. Strolnan: 

I hope you are doing well. I wanted to inform you that our Department is in the process of organizing a Graduate School Field Trip on 

Friday, November 9~. Naturally, we have several students who are interested in obtaining more information regarding the Sport 
Administration graduate program at your institution. Please let me know if you will be available on this day to speak with students 
regarding the program. I look forward to hearing back from you. Thanks in advance, take care! 
Dr. BerNadette Lawson-Williams 
Johnson C. Smith University 
Chairperson, Dept. of Health and Human Performance 
100 Beatties Ford Road 
Charlotte, NC 28216 

(704) 330 - 1436 Office 
(704) 378 - 1170 Fax 
"Success Occurs When Opportunity Meets Preparation" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

B~-an Lawson <bryanl@brandfuel.com> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 11:56 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ursula l ,i ttlej ohu@keuaJ> fl agler.unc.edu 

RE: Braud Fuel: SALES ORDER #7734 - Shipping Revised 

Perfect We will get it moving! 

Kind regards, 

Bryan La~vson 

Senior Account Executive 

Brand Fuel Promotions 

919-447-4913 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro(~unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Octnber 18, 2012 11:42 AM 
To: B~an l,awson 
Cc: Ursula Littlejohn@kenan-flagler uric edu 
SubJect: RE: Brand Fuel: SALES ORDER #7734 - Shipping Revised 

Looks good Thanks! 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bryan Laxvson [mailto:bts, anl(&brandfuel.com] 
Sent: Thttrsday, October 18, 2012 8:48 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: UrsulaLittlej ohn@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
Subject: Brand Fuel: SALES ORDER #7734 - Shipping Revised 

Please see revised shipping instructions and let us kmow if approved to proceed, thankst 

Bryan Lawson 

Senior Account Executive 

ph 919.447.4913 

nlo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tnfts, Amy’ Z <amfts@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday’, October 18, 2012 1:42 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-thculty] Upcoming 5K race...Check it Out! 

UNC Campus Recreation is hosting the Veterans Day Turkey Trot 5K on Sund&v, Nov. 1 lth at 10:00am. It’s a 3.1 mile i\ln run OR a 

stroller-friendly 1 mile ~valk around the UNC campus. Instead of a registration fee, weYe asking all pm-ticipants to bring cmaned/dry 

goods to be donated to local homeless veterans through the Durham Rescue Mission. We’ve teamed up ~vith our local VFW and 

American Legion, and l~’leet lq’eet is sponsoring the event. The first 1OO people to register receive a free t-shirt...BONUS! If you 

want more information on the event, including how to register, visit 

I really hope you will be able to make it...or at least help spread tile word! Together, let’s celebrate the season of giving while 

honoring local veteranst 

-~Karen 
Karen Cunningham 
Director of Marketing & Special Events 
Campus Recreation 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
~_0~ Student Recreation Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9~9.843.4767 (o), 9:19.962.362:1 (f) 

You are currently sub~ribed to exss-lhculty &s: dstro(tbunc.edn. 
T o unsubscri be click here: _l!t_!p_; ,_/_/_’ !_i_ }_t_~:__u__~ 9__.__e__d__~i’__u__’ ~i~t______5_ __5_ __5_ ~_7__ _1_ __0_ _1_=_5_ _4__ _8_a__?_ __8_ ~__~}_(_ !__2_ ~__2_ La_ _7__ _1_ _~_?_ 9__(_ !__0_9_} __4_ __b_ _l_ __b_c_ _@_ __2_ ~ __n_ ___i _!_i__&__ !_____e_x_s_~ _-_ ~_l__tX __&__ ~?___:~_ __2_ __3_ _1_~_3___2_ __4_ _?_ 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste tile above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc .com> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 2:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Top 5 Most Interesting Business Stats 

Thai~k you for usii~g Docstoc 

TO e~su~e ~’ou rsceive updates ~rem Docstec; please add ,_’_LLe_~_~_e_~£~._c_t_q_c__s_t__o_£:_c_’£~_!",_ to yot:~ address book i Unsubscribe 

Tablets 
According to the June 2012 Mobile Content Study b’y Magid 

Associates, ~ablat use by American consumers increased from 

zero to 34% in iust the past twe years ,., 

In 2011,54% of employets whose businesses employ between 

2 and 499 employ{.’es Iel~ tha~ their employees ~eel a w~ty strong 

sense o~ loyalty to their’ employer ,_ 

¯ - ~OC~O¢,CO~D 

Ow~er of a SmalI Bu si~.:~ess 
A mcan~ Wells Fargo-GNklp Small Basiness Index poll I0und 

that 84% ol stoat1 btl1:sine’,=’.s owners ~i~et at has{ some levet e~ 

satisfaction (eN]er extremely, very or somewhat) ~n being a 

8ma~ briskness owner .,. 

- Docstoc,com 

Wor-{]:~ at Least $~.o® 

Stw,*ey says? - Fo~’ 95% of small business owners who 

responded to a recent eVoice suls’ey the value d one mote 

predacfive hoar in a working day is at leas~ $100 

o Docstoc,com 

?    Bu,,3_mu~s ()wr~ers Create Jobs and Economic 
Growth 



believe fl~at entrep~eneu~ who start sma~ businesses do 

most to c~’ea~e jobs aR~J economic g~o~/¢th .,. 

- ~ntrep~eneu~,co~ 

ensure yoga continue to receive our e-mails please add nlessagas@docsto,t.co~l~ to yo~Jr Address Book 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patterson, Tony <Tony Patterson@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 4:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hawkins, C. <c hawkins@unc.edu> 

Art ExlfiNt 

Debby - Would you please let the CBC know about this one? I think you know Renee but if not she is an African American faculty member in Communication 
Studies as well as an alumna. 
C,---would you please share with local ahmls or maybe we can add the e×hibit to g,’kR info as well, It will be up for during that week, 

i.~.i Description: https://uncstudent~rgsc~~~egiate~ink.net/images/W46~xL6~~/~/n~shad~w/Event/45196a3933a84c~~a86e569c~b9~6734.jpg 

Please join Renee Alexander Craft and fl~e Carolina Union Activities Bo~xd on October 24th from 6-9pro in the g~lle~y office Co~rolina Student Union for the opening 

of"I Will Love Yon Eve~3~-here Always," a month-long exhibition of aw~xd-winning mlist Cosmo Whyte’s beautififl illuslrations from Cr~£t’s debut children’s book. 

The exhibition, like the book~ is dedicated to fom~er CUAB president Maleikka Hardy Williams m~d her amazing daughters, Sydni mad Makayla. Maleikka’s fierce 

battle ruth brec~st cancer may have ended in 2008, but her legacy lives on through 

those of us fortunate enough to have been influenced and inspired by her. 

In honor of Breast Ca~cer Awareness month, this gorgeous exhibition features a special 32 x 27 inch canvas edition of the book’s axtwork and is meant to give viewers 

the tEel of slepping into the slory. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:07 PM 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSBC Fred Whitfield on Monday 

So Mr. Whitfield is coming this Monday, and his secretary (or I don’t actually know her exact position), Ms. Clagon is emailing me an outline of what Mr. Whitfield 

will talk about and what the format will be. Ms. Clagon suggested having one of us be an emcee and introduce Mr. Whitfield and facilitate discussion and questions 

in a Q&A format. Let me know what you think about this (I will also forward the email to you when I receive it) and who should be the emcee. 

Thanks, 

B.S. Business Administration I B.A. Biology 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class of 

Carolina Sport Business Club 

Carolina Fever 

~@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shemer, Gidi <bishemer@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:53 PM 

Egbert, Rebecca A <regbe¢(~:admissions.unc.edu~; Petranka, Jeremy M <petran~email.unc.edu>; Hogan, Kelly A 

<leek@email.unc.edu-~; Stromaa~, DeN)rah L <dstro@unc.edu"~ 

Woodard, Bria~n Frm~klin < bfwoodard@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Alm~ance CC visit 

SO, 

How did it go, everyone? 

Gidi 

From: Egbert, Rebecca A 
Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 2022 8:22 AM 

To: Petranka, .leremy IVl; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Shemer, Gidi; Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Subject: RE: Alamance CC visit 
Good morning All~ 

I wanted to send ou~ a correction for our Abmance CC v~s~t set for tomorrow- we need to mee~ at Jackson I-ta~l at 22:00 tornorrow and not 12:45. The presentation 

starts at 1:00, 

Please send me a qu~ck emaH to ~et me know you ~ece~ved tNs new ema~L 

Thank you, 

Becky 

Rebecca A. ~gbe~t 

Senior z~sistant Director of Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 office 

919-962-3045 fax 

http://www.admissions.unc.edu/ 

F~m: Egbe~, Rebecca A 

Sent: Tuesday, OcMber 16, 2022 12:25 PN 

To: Petranka, Jeremy N; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah L 

C¢: Egbe~, Rebecca A; Shemer, Gidi; Woodard, Brian Franklin 

Subject: A]amance CC visit 

Good afternoon Professors Hogan, Petranka, and Stroman, 

We can’t thank you enough for taking time out of your day to talk with transfer students interested in Carolina. We are looking forward to our l:O0 visit at 

Alamance CC on Thursday, October 18, 2012. 

Our visit is scheduled for l:O0. Let’s plan to leave Jackson Hall at ~2:45. Iql drive us all over. 

I’ll see you on Thursday. 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior Assistant Director of Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 office 

919-962-3045 fax 

http:i / w~,~admissions.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:51 PM 

~kenan-flagler.unc.e&~> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Fred Whitfield on Monday 

Sounds great. I can find someone to help moderate and facilitate the discussion. Looking forward to hearing back fi~om you, 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

On at4:07 PM,"I .~ _k_e_ _~ _a_ _ _n_ _-_ _t_ !j_a.g_l_ _e_ !_._ _u_ ! )_ _c_ : _ _e_ _@_ > wrote: 

So Mr. Whitfield is coming this Monday, and his secretary (or I don’t actually know her exact position), Ms. Clagon is emailing me an outline of what 

Mr. Whitfield will talk about and what the format will be. Ms. Clagon suggested having one of us be an emcee and introduce Mr. Whitfield and 

facilitate discussion and questions in a O.&A format. Let me know what you think about this (I will also forward the email to you when I receive it) and 

who should be the emcee. 

Thanks, 

B.S. Business Administration I B.A. Biology 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Carolina Fever 

@unc.edu 

Carolina Sport Business Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:14 PM 

@ kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Fred Whitfield on Monday 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Hi Were you planning to ask someone on the leadership team? 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !~_t_t_~_~/_/_e_x_s_s_:_~_n_c_:_e_d__L_!/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’~ (1 Goethe) 

From: ~kenan- flag!er.unc:edu> 
Date: Thursday, 9:50 PM 

To:~ @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CSBC Fred Whitfie[d on Monday 

Sounds great. I can find someone to help moderate and facilitate the discussion. Looking forward to hearing back from you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

On at 4:07 PM, ’ ~__k__e___n__a___n_i_f!__a_g! e r. u n c. e d u > wrote: 

So Mr. Whitfield is coming this Monday, and his secretary (or I don’t actually know her exact position), Ms. Clagon is emailing me an outline of what 

Mr. Whitfield will talk about and what the format will be. Ms. Clagon suggested having one of us be an emcee and introduce Mr. Whitfield and 

facilitate discussion and questions in a Q&A format. Let me know what you think about this (I will also forward the email to you when I receive it) and 

who should be the emcee. 

Thanks, 

B.S. Business Administration I B.A. Biology 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class of 

Carolina Sport Business Club 

Carolina Fever 

@unc.edul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 11:15 PM 

Shemer, Gidi <bishemer@email.unc.edu>; Egbert, Rebecca A <regbert@admissions.unc.edu>; Petranka, Jeremy M 

<petranka@email.unc.edu>; Hogan, Kelly A <leek@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Woodard, Brian Franklin <bfwoodard@admissions.unc.edu> 

Re: Alamance CC visit 

Excellent! The drive to and fro were just as exciting. Hello G PS. Woof Woof. (Inside joke...) 

Thanks for the coordination. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Shemer>, Gidi Shemer <bishemer@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:53 PM 

To: "Egbert, Rebecca A" <.r---e-g-b-.-e-~-t----@---a---d----m--!--s--s-!--~---q-s-:.-u-.-n-.£-.--e---d-~->~ "Petranka, Jeremy M" <p__e__t_£_a___n___k___a____@____e___m___a__!]_._9__n___c_:__e___d___u_>, "Hogan, Kelly A" <Le___e__k____@___e____m___a__[!:__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_>, "Deborah 

Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Woodard, Brian Franklin" <bfwoodard@admissionsamc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Alamance CC visit 

SOp 

How did it go, everyone? 

Gidi 

From: Egbert, Rebecca A 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 8:12 AN 
To: Petranka, Jeremy N; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah L 

Cc: Shemer, Gidi; Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Subject: RE: Alamance CC visit 

Good mornin~ All, 

I wanted to send out a correction for our Alamance CC visit set for tomorrow- we need to meet at Jackson Hall at $2:00 tomorrow and not $2:45. The presentation 

starts at :1.:00, 

Please send m~-_~ a quick ernail to Iet me I~now you receiw-:~d this new ernail. 

Thank you, 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior Assistant Director o£Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

Office of Undergradua~te Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 office 

919-962-3045 fax 

htt p:i / w,~,.admissions.unc.edn/ 

From: Egbert, Rebecca A 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 12:25 PN 
To: Petranka, Jeremy M; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Egbert, Rebecca A; Shemer, Gidi; Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Subject: Alamance CC visit 

Good afternoon Professors Hogan, Petranka, and Stroman, 

We can’t thank you enough for taking time out of your day to talk with transfer students interested in Carolina. We are looking forward to our $:00 visit at 

Alamance CC on Thursday, October $8, 2012. 

Our visit is scheduled for $:00. Let’s plan to leave Jackson Hall at $2:45. I’ll drive us all over. 

YII see you on Thursday. 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior Assistant Director ofAd~nissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



CB #2200, Jackson Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-966-3984 office 
919-962-3045 fax 

htt p ://w~v. adtnis s io n s .nn c. e du/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Egbert, Rebecca A <regbert@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 8:17 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Alamance CC visit 

Good morning Dr~ Stroman, 

Thank you once again for taking the time to visit Alamance CC, I enjoyed the trio! 

,Just wanted I:o lel: you know ~:hat the sDsit to Ws;ke recht~ci~l CC is next Friday, October" 2{5 at 3pm Just an FYF no pressure. 

~so w~m~:ed you to h~w~ the website for ~:he Caro~it~a Tiger Rescue in P~t~:sboro 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior ~ssistant Director of Admissions 

C-STEP Program Director 

O~ce of Undergraduate ~dmissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapd Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel ItiH, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 o~ce 

919-962-3045 fax 

http:i / w~,~admissions.unc.edtW 

F~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sentl Thursday, October 
T~ Shemer, ~idi; Egbe~, Rebecca 

C~ Woodard, Brian FrankJJn 
Subje~t~ Re: ~lamance CC visit 
Excellent! The drive to and fro were just as exciting. ~ello ~ PS. Woof Woof. (Inside joke...) 

Thanks for the coordination. 

d 

~o ~eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss~unc.edu/ 

Sport ~dminJstration Lecturer and Academic ~dvisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facult~ ~dvisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowMg is not enough; we must apply. WiNing is not enough; we mus~ do." (1. ~oethe) 

From: <Shemer>, ~idi Shemer <bishemer@email.unc.edu> 

~ate: Thursday, October ~8, 20~2 8:B3 PM 

T~: "Egbert, Rebecca A" <regbert@admiss~ons.unc.edu>, "Petranka, Jeremg M" <petrank~@emaH.unc.edu>, "Hogan, Kelly A" <leek@emaikunc.edu>, "Deborah 

Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

C~: "Woodard, Brian Franklin" <bfwoo~ard@admissions.unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Alamance CC visit 

~ow di6 it go, everyone? 

F~m~ Egbe~, Rebecca 
Sent~ Wednesday, October 17, 2012 
T~ Petranka, Jeremy 

~e~ Shemer, ~idi; Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Subje~t~ RE: ~lamance CC visit 
Seed morning 

~ w~nted to send out ~ correction for our ~J~m~nce ~ v~s~t set for tomorrow- we need ~o meet ~t l~ckson H~I a~ 12:00 tomorrow and not :1.2:4B. The presentation 

s~rts st 

Please set)d me i~ quick email to let me l~tlow you receiw~d this flew ernaiL 

Thank you, 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior ~sistant Director of Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 o~]ce 

919-962-3045 fax 

htt p:i i w~,.admissions.unc.edn/ 

F~m~ [gbe~, Rebecca 

Sent~ Tuesday, Oc~ber 

T~ Petranka, Jerem7 N; Hogan, ~elly ~ 5troman, Deborah k 

~ [gbe~, Rebecca A~ Shemer, G~d~ Woodard, Br~an FrankNn 

Su~jeet~ A]amance CC 



Good afternoon Professors Hogan, Petranka, and Stroman, 

We can’t thank you enough for taking time out of your day to talk with transfer students interested in Carolina. We are looking forward to our 1:00 visit at 

Alamance CC on Thursday, October 18, 2012. 

Our visit is scheduled for 1:00. Let’s plan to leave Jackson Hall at 12:4S. I’ll drive us all over. 

FII see you on Thursday. 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior Assistant Director of Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 office 

919-962-3045 fax 

._h_~ ~ ~__;/____/___~_,_.:_~_,_.:_~:_a___a___m___i~_~_i__o_~__~__._u__~ ~_:~_~___u_2. 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hogan, Kelly A <leek@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 8:59 AM 

Shemer, Gidi <bishemer@emaJl.unc.edtr~; Egbert, Rebecca A <regbert@admissions.unc.edu>; Petranka, Jeremy M 

<petranka@email.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Woodard, Brian Frm~klin < bfwoodard@admissions.unc.edtp- 

RE: Alm~ance CC visit 

I think it went well, and it was good for advisors!faculty to hear what we have to say. There weren’t any science majors in the crowd though (small crowd). They don’t offer 
organic chem at Alamance, so getting chemistry out of the way wouldn’t be possible there for a junior transfer. I encouraged them to take physics and any other science/math 
they could take at ACC. rm not sure we had a "good cop- bad cop", maybe I was the bad cop .... 

You better work on your accent, Gidi. UNC MAY have a reputation for putting foreign instructors with accents in front of a class, based on an odd question we had from an 
advisor .... 

I also learned that my friend that rescues turtles off of roads is not alone. She would make a great friend to Becky and Jeremy. 3eremy and Becky made a solid attempt to 
rescue a loose dog on 54. Not sure what we would have done if Jeremy did catch it and get it on his lap. Memorable ride home anyway! I also learned about the amazing 
amount of service Becky has done for many animals in shelter. Kudos to her. 

Kelly 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
Biology Advising: twitter.corn/Hogan Shemer 

https: !/www.facebook.com/UNCBioloqyUndergrads 

From: Shemer, Gidi 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:53 PM 
To: Egbert, Rebecca A; Petranka, .leremy M; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah L 
~c: Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Subject: RE: Alamance CC visit 

SO, 

How did it go, everyone? 

Gidi 

From: Egbert, Rebecca A 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 8:12 AM 
To: Petranka, Jeremy M; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah L 

Co: Shemer, Gidi; Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Subject: RE: Alamance CC visit 

Good morning 

I wanted to send out a correction for our ,’klamance CC visit set for tomorrow- we need to meet at Jackson Hall at I2:00 tomorrow and not :[2:45. The presentation 

starts a[ _~:00. 

Please send rne a quick email to h-:d: rne know you received d3is new 

Thank you, 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior Assistant Director of Admissions & 

C-ST]~;P Program Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University o£North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel tlill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 of[ice 

919-962-3045 fax 

http://www.admissionsamc.edu/ 

From: Egbert, Rebecca A 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 12:25 PM 
To: Petranka, .]eremy M; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Egbert, Rebecca A; Shemer, Gidi; Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Subject: Alamance CC visit 

Good afternoon Professors Hogan, Petranka, and Stroman, 

We can’t thank you enough for taking time out of your day to talk with transfer students interested in Carolina. We are looking forward to our 1:00 visit at 

Alamance CC on Thursday, October 18, 2012. 

Our visit is scheduled for :1:00. Let’s plan to leave Jackson Hall at !2:45. I’ll drive us all over. 

I’ll see you on Thursday. 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior Assistant Director of Admissions & 



C-STEP Program Director 

Office of Undergraduate Adtnissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 office 

919-962-3045 fax 

htt p://w~a,.admissions.unc.edu/ 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Egbert, Rebecca A <regbert@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 10:03 AM 

ttogan, Kelly A <leek@email.unc.edtr~; Shemer, Gidi <bisheme@email.unc.edu-~; Petmnka, Jeremy M <petra~ka@email.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Woodard, Bria~n Frm~klin < bfwoodard@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Alaa~ance CC visit 

Good morning All, 

Thank you all once again for taking the time to participate in the community college visits. 

Your work is much appreciated, 

~ thought yesterday wen~: w~rv we~l though we only had a few fo~ks show. That part was (hsappointing, 

f~: was a h.En tr~p~ 

Have a great weekend. 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior ~sistant Director of Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

O~ce of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel IIi~l 

CB #2200, Jackson IIall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

91%966-3984 o~ice 

91%962-3045 tSx 

http://www.admissiOnSuUnc.edu/ 

From= Hogan, Kelly A 
Sent~ Friday, October ~9, 2012 8:59 AM 
To= Shemer, GiN; Egbe~, Rebecca A; Petranka, Jeremy N; Stroman, Deborah L 

C¢= Woodard, Bflan Franklin 
Subjeet~ RE: Alamance CC visit 
I think it went well, and it was good for advisors/facul~ ~ hear what we have to say. ~ere weren’t any science majors in the crowd though (small crowd). They don’t offer 
organic chem at Alamance, so geeing chem~st~ out d the way wouldn’t be possiNe there for a junior transfer. I encouraged them to take physics and any other science!math 
they could take at ACC. I’m not sure we had a "good cop- bad cop", maybe I was the bad cop .... 

You better work on your accent, Gidi. UNC MAY have a reputation for putting foreign instructors with accents in front of a class, based on an odd question we had from an 
advisor .... 

I also learned that my friend that rescues turtles off of roads is not alone. She would make a great friend to Becky and Jeremy. Jeremy and Becky made a solid attempt to 
rescue a loose dog on 54. Not sure what we would have done if .]eremy did catch it and get it on his lap. Memorable ride home anyway! I also learned about the amazing 
amount of service Becky has done for many animals in shelter. Kudos to her. 

Kelly 
Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
Biology Advising: twitter.cam/Hogan Shemer 

https: !/www.facebook.com/UNCBiologyUndergrads 

From: Shemer, Gidi 
Sent-" Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:53 PM 

To-" Egbert, Rebecca A; Petranka, Jeremy M; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah L 
~e; Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Subject; RE: Alamance CC visit 

So~ 

How did it go, everyone? 

Gidi 

From: Egbert, Rebecca A 
Sent-" Wednesday, October :~7, 2012 8:12 AM 

To-" Petranka, Jeremy IVl; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢-" Shemer, Gidi; Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Subject; RE: Alamance CC visit 

Good morning 

f want~-:~d to s~-:md ou~: a c.:_~rrection for o~r Alamance CC visit set for tomorrow- we ne~-_~d to m~-_~e~: at Jacl~son Hall at I2:00 tomorrow and not _12:4~, Th~-’_~ presentation 

starts at 1:(}0, 

Please send me a quick email to let me know you received this new 

Thank you~ 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior Assistant Director of Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 



Office of Undergraduate Adtnissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 office 

919-962-3045 fax 

http://w~,.adtnissionsamc.edu/ 

From: Egbert, Rebecca A 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 12:25 PM 
To: Petranka, Jeremy M; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah L 
~:c: Egbert, Rebecca A; Shemer, Gidi; Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Subject: Alamance CC visit 
Good afternoon Professors Hogan, Petranka, and Stroman, 

We can’t thank you enough for taking time out of your day to talk with transfer students interested in Carolina. We are looking forward to our 1:00 visit at 

Alamance CC on Thursday, October :lg, 20:12. 

Our visit is scheduled for 1:00. Let’s plan to leave Jackson Hall at 12:45. I’ll drive us all over. 

I’ll see you on Thursday. 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior Assistant Director of Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 office 

919-962-3045 fax 

http://www.admissionsamc.edu/ 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shemer, Gidi <bishemer@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 10:39 AM 

Hogan, Kelly A <leek@email.unc.edu>; Egbert, Rebecca A <regbert@admissions.unc.edu>; Petra~ka, Jeremy M 

<petranka@email.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Woodard, Bria~n Frm~klin < bfwoodard@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Alm~ance CC visit 

Kelly, 

I decided to give up on trying to "americanize" my Israeli accent after I got my first student evaluations. There were quite a few students that claimed that" it takes 

time to get used to his accent, but it actually makes you focusing even more in lecture to make sure you don’t miss anything" © 

Gidi 

From: Hogan, Kelly A 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 8:59 AM 
To: Shemer, Gidi; Egbert, Rebecca A; Petranka, Jeremy M; Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Subject: RE: Alamance CC visit 
I think it went well, and it was good for advisors!faculty to hear what we have to say. There weren’t any science majors in the crowd though (small crowd). They don’t offer 
organic chem at Alamance, so getting chemistry out of the way wouldn’t be possible there for a junior transfer. ~ encouraged them to take physics and any other science/math 
they could take at ACC. I’m not sure we had a "good cop- bad cop", maybe I was the bad cop .... 

You better work on your accent, Gidi. UNC MAY have a reputation for putting foreign instructors with accents in front of a class, based on an odd question we had from an 
advisor .... 

I also learned that my friend that rescues turtles off of roads is not alone. She would make a great friend to Becky and _leremy. 3eremy and Becky made a solid attempt to 
rescue a loose dog on 54. Not sure what we would have done if Jeremy did catch it and get it on his lap. Memorable ride home anyway! I also learned about the amazing 
amount of service Becky has done for many animals in shelter. Kudos to her. 

Kelly 
Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
Biology Advising: ~[~_e__r_=c__o__&~ZH___o_g__a__n__ Shemer 
https: //www.facebook.com/UNCBiologyUndergrads 

From: Shemer, Gidi 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:53 PM 

To: Egbert, Rebecca A; Petranka, _leremy M; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Subject: RE: Alamance CC visit 

SO, 

How did it go, everyone? 

Gidi 

From: Egbert, Rebecca A 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 8:12 AM 
To: Petranka, Jeremy [,1; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Shemer, Gidi; Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Subject: RE: Alamance CC visit 

Good morning All, 

I wanted [o send out a correction for our Alarnance CC v~s~[: se[: For [ornorrow-- we need to meet a[: Jackson Ha~l at 12:00 tomorrow and not 12:45. The presentatkm 

starts at 1:00. 

Please send me a qu~ck ema~l to ~et me know you received th~s new ema~L 

Thank you, 

Becky 

Rebecca A, Egbert 

Senior ~sistant Director ofAd~nissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

O~ce of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB ~2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 o~ce 

919-962-3045 fax 

F~m= EgbeR, Rebecca A 
Sent; Tuesday, October ~6, 20~2 ~2:25 PN 
To= Petranka, 3eremy N; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢= EgbeR, Rebecca A; Shemer, Gidi; Woodard, Brian Franklin 
$~bject= Alamance CC visit 

Good afternoon Professors Hogan, Petranka, and Stroman, 

We can’t thank you enough for taking time out of your day to talk with transfer students interested in Carolina. We are looking forward to our ~:00 visit at 



Alamance CC on Thursday, October 18, 2012. 

Our visit is scheduled for 1:00. Let’s plan to leave Jackson Hall at 12:45. I’ll drive us all over. 

FII see you on Thursday. 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior Assistant Director of Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 office 

919-962-3045 fax 

http://www.admissionsamc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.nnc.edu> 

Friday, 10:42 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Fred Whitfield on Monday 

Yes. Did you have anyone in parlicular you’d like for me to ask’? I was thiifldng about 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

On , at 10:14 PM, "Stromm~, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Hi i Were you planning to ask someone on the leadership teaa~’? 

Dr. Stromm~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Cancus 

FacnlF Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Siglna Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we mast appb2. Wit~ing is not enough; we nmst do." (3. Goethe) 

From: @kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 9:50 PM 

To: .__@___~_e___n___a___n_:_f_La__gJ__e___r_:__u__n___c_:__e___d___u_.> 

cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CSBC Fred Whitfield on Monday 

Sounds great. I can find someone to help moderate mad facilitate the discussion. Looking forward to hearing back fiv)m you, 

Sere from my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

On at 4:07 PM, ’ ~;kenm~- flagler, unc.edu> wrote: 

So Mr. Whitfield is coming this Monday, and his secretary (or I don’t actually know her exact position), Ms. Clagon is emailing me an 

outline of what Mr. Whitfield will talk about and what the format will be. Ms. Clagon suggested having one of us be an emcee and 

introduce Mr. Whitfield and facilitate discussion and questions in a Q&A format. Let me know what you think about this (I will also 

forward the email to you when I receive it) and who should be the emcee. 

Thanks, 

B.S. Business Administration I B.A. Biology 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class of 

Carolina Sport Business Club 

Carolina Fever 

@unc.edul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <IVla~ Napier@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Friday, 11:16 AM 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.tmc.edu-~; Zoller, Ted <Ted Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stith, Thomas Andrew III 

<thomasstith@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Elia, Jean <Jean Elia@kenm~-llagler.unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck <Buck Goldstein@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
< ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; ~kena~- flagler.unc.edu>; 
< ~z)kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; .~!kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Reifsnider, Cynthia 

<Cyntl~a Relt~nide@ken~- flagler.unc.edu> 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.tmc.edu~; Friga, Patti <PaulFriga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

<            ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>;                                ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu~;, 

breakout facilitation 

@gmail.com 

At the strategic planning meeting, we will host 6 breakout groups assigned to different constituent perspectives. The sessions will occur at the end of the present section about 30 

minutes into the meeting and will last for only 20 minutes. The constituent groups and facilitators are listed below. The Leadership Fellows, will float and can 

be available to act as additional facilitators, note taking, whatever you feel you might need them for. 

Each group should assign someone to report out- TF Facilitator is appropriate. 

Global (our call in group) - facilitators, Bay Love and Mary Napier 

Nation - facilitator, Buck Goldstein 

State - facilitator, Thomas Stith 

Region - facilitator, Judith Cone 

Research Triangle University - facilitators, Z Haroon and Jean Ella 

UNC-CH - facilitators, Ted Zoller and Deb Stroman 

We are going to ask each group to react to the three questions below: 

Reaction to the role proposed by us. Other roles? 

What challenges will we face when implementing? 

Recommended actions that will help ensure success. 

We will have worksheets available for each group and note cards along with a copy of the slide which we define the role Kenan Institute could play at each level. Is there anything 

else that would be helpful? 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 . fax (9~_9)962 8202 . mnapier@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 19, 2012 11:18 AM 

Southall, Richard Michael <~uthaJl@email.unc.edu-~; Weight, Erianne A. ~eweight@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Co,,de 

<cgcoope@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CALS Leadership Symposium 

Did any of you know this was happening here? Maybe I’m the only one who’s clueless, but I’m a little irritated that none of us are involved (and I’m sure the "Title 

7 and Title 9" portion is going to be great since they don’t even properly cite the statute names!). 

This would be/have been? an awesome networking opportunity for the grads students as well... 

Let me know what you know, and what, if anything, we might do about it... 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 19, 2012 11:20 AM 

Southall, Richard Michael <~uthaJl@email.unc.edu-~; Weight, Erianne A. ~eweight@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Co,,de 

<cgcoope@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

folgot to attach the link 

http;iiwww.a dsym pos!um.usiindex~htm! 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 275119 

Phone: 9:19.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 12:15 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. 

<eweight@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CALS Leadership Symposium 

Wow! I am flabbergasted. ;) I don’t fault them/him for being entrepreneurial. (The title is very similar to my symposium with the ACC back in 2008 though!) I am surprised that we 

(students or faculty) weren’t even asked to be a pa rt. What does that say about our brand and connections?? And we a re the only program focused on college sport? 

I think we need to do something. Can we chat on Sunday early evening? I can set up a free conference call. 

ignore my response if there is someone on our faculty who is participating._ My only suggestion would be for that person(s) to share educational opportunities so we don’t look 

blindsided. ;) 

In his role as Vice President Will manages the day to day operation, strategic planning~ and 

business development for NextLevel. He also serves as the head of client development and 

marketing. 

A former coach~ Will brings a unique understanding of the demands and pressures that our 

clients face every day. He has broad experience in working with administrators, search 

firms and major stakeholders in the world of college sports. With extensive experience and 

endless research Will has built an expertise pertaining to everything from employment and 

endorsement contracts to trends in job placement to managing each clients brand. 

In 2007 Will merged his successful sports marketing firm, NextLevel Consulting, into what 

is now NextLevel Sports. Founded by Will in 2004, NextLevel Consulting has worked with 

over loo clients and businesses. Will has established himself as an authority on personal 

branding for coaches and other sports professionals He has provided consulting services for 

coaches, administrators, front office personnel, and sports entrepreneurs on personal 

branding and marketing 

A sought aller speaker, Will has presented keynote addresses to numerous professional and 

charitable organizations. He has spoken at numerous clinics and conventions to high 

school, collegiate and professional coaches and administrators. One of his most popular 

presentations is titled, Taking your Career to the NextLevel, Career Management and 

Advancement in Athletics. tie has also been published in national coaching and sports 

management publications. 

With 15 years of experience as a highly successful coach, administrator and educator, Will 

was honored with several state and regional "Coach of the Year" awards l~’om coaches and 

media. Following his coaching career he was had a brief stint in the financial services and 

insurance industry prior to eofounding NextLevel. tie graduated from the University of 

Central Oklahoma with a Bachelor of Arts in History and also obtained a Masters of 

Education from East Central University. Will and his wife have two daughters. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !T!t£~/exss4Jq~(~t~/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Wiilir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: <Osborne>, Barbara Osborne <_s_p_9__r__tJ__a___w___@__u_q_c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Friday, October :19, 20:12:1:1::17 AM 

To: Richard Southall <southall@email.unc.edu>, Erianne Weight <eweight@email.unc.edu>, Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. 

CLU" <dstro@unc~edu> 

Subject: CALS Leadership Symposium 

Did any of you know this was happening here? Maybe I’m the only one who’s clueless, but I’m a little irritated that none of us are involved (and I’m sure the "Title 

7 and Title 9" portion is going to be great since they don’t even properly cite the statute names]). 

This would be/have been? an awesome networking opportunity for the grads students as well... 

Let me know what you know, and what, if anything, we might do about it... 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 



Chapel Hill, NC 275~.9 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

E mail: ._s~__o___r_t_]__a_~___@____u__n___c__.__e___d___u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She,ll Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 12:20 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progti~c] Agenda fi~r Strategic Directions Comm mtg OCT 24th 

WILL ANYONE ATTEND? I was told there are lots of seats for the public. 

From Daniel Gitterman, Public Policy, UNC, CH (he’ll speak in the afternoon): 

AGENDA 

http://www.northcaroli na.edu/strategic direction/meeting ~index.php 

Daniel P. Gitterman 
Assoc. Professor, Public Policy 
Director, Graduate Studies 
UNC-CH 
via IPhone4 

AGENDA 
UNC Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions 
UNC General Administration Boa~l Room 
October 24, 2012 
9:30am 3:00pro 
9:30 a.m. Call to Order 
President Tom Ross 
9:40 a.m. Setting the Stage: Forces Affecting Higher Education 
Kimmy Rhinehalflt 
Vice Pmsidem for Federal Relations 
UNC General Administration 
9:55 a.m. Education Attainment Goal Options 
Daniel Cohen- Vogel 
Senior Director of Institutional Reseamh 
UNC General Administration 
10:30 a.m. Panel Discussion: Perspectives farm Government and Business on Attuinment 
Keith Crisco, Secretary, 
North Caacolina Department of Commerce 
Madhn Beriwal 
Chief Executive Officer, IEM 
Other Pandis~ts Invited: To be Confimmd 
11:30 am Break 
11:45 a.m. Discussion on Setting Education Atta~,mmnt Goal 
Fred Eshelman 
Committee on Strategic Directions 
12:30 p.m. Lunch 
1:00 p.m. "Toward Plato, PowerPoint and Placement" 
Daniel P. (?ittennan 
Public Poliw, Global Reseaacch Institute 
UNC Chapel Hill 
2:15 pm Discussion, S umma~ and Wrap Up 
3:00 p.m. Adjourn 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed m 
</ul> 
progti~c as: <a href "mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu%’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
emaJl to <a hreD"mmlto:leave- 32317760- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe I eb9b@listserv, unc.edu">leave- 32317760- 
56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<ia> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: breakout facilitation 

Meeting in Kenan Center dining room, 7-9 am with the entire AC. Final slide deck will be going out in a few hours. 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday,                12:20 PM 

To: Mary Napier <mnapier@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: breakout facilitation 

Hi Mary. I may have missed this part as I leave for class each Monday. We are meeting downstairs with the AC on Monday at what time? 7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.??? 

Thanks! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

",’Zmowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Napier>, Mary <Mary Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday                11:16 AM 

To: "Cone, Judith" <jacone@email.unc.edu>, Ted Zoller <Ted Zoller@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>, Thomas Stith <thomas stith@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Jean Ella 

<Jean Elia@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Buck Goldstein <Buck Goldstein@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. 

D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, ’ @kenan-flagler.unc.edu" < ~kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu>, @kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>, @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Cynthia Reifsnider 

<Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "DeSimone, Joseph M." <desimone@email.unc.edu>, Paul Friga <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>,             @kenan-flagler.unc.edu" 

_a)kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, @gmail.com> 

Subject: breakout facilitation 

At the strategic planning meeting, we will host 6 breakout groups assigned to different constituent perspectives. The sessions will occur at the end of the present section about 30 

minutes into the meeting and will last for only 20 minutes. The constituent groups and facilitators are listed below. The Leadership Fellows, will float and can 

be available to act as additional facilitators, note taking, whatever you feel you might need them for. 

Each group should assign someone to report out - TF Facilitator is appropriate. 

Global (our call in group) - facilitators, and Mary Napier 

Nation - facilitator, Buck Goldstein 

State - facilitator, Thomas Stith 

Region - facilitator, Judith Cone 

Research Triangle University - facilitators, Z Haroon and Jean Ella 

UNC-CH - facilitators, Ted Zoller and Deb Stroman 

We are going to ask each group to react to the three questions below: 

Reaction to the role proposed by us. Other roles? 

What challenges will we face when implementing? 

Recommended actions that will help ensure success. 

We will have worksheets available for each group and note cards along with a copy of the slide which we define the role Kenan Institute could play at each level. Is there anything 

else that would be helpful? 

Mary Napier, Ph.D~ ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Carnpus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 . fax (919)962 8202 . mnauier@unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 12:23 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edtr~; Southa]l, Richard Michael <~uthall@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Efanne A. 

<eweigh@emml.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

I~E: forgot to attach the link 

Yeah, it seems like this would have been useful for us to at least know about. Interesting. It looks like Shelley is involved in some capacity. I’m surprised she didn’t mention it to 
one of us. 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 11:i9 AM 
To: Southall, Richard Michael; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: forgot to attach the link 

http:!!www.adsymposium.us!index.html 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.nnc.edu> 

Friday, 2:02 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~NV: Fred Whitfield’s speaking engagement 

Hey 

This is the email Ms. Clagon sent me with suggested questions for the emcee to ask Mr, Whitfield, Supposedly these are questions that he essentially has 

answer~:_~d before and fee~s comfortaMe answering, f was thinking we can ask some of these questions and then open the floor to questions from the audh~nce. 

From: Elizabeth Clagon [mailto:eclagon@bobcats.com] 
Sent; Friday, 1:47 PM 
To; 
C¢; 
Subject-" RE: Fred Whitfield’s speaking engagement 
Tmporta~¢e; High 

It was great talking with you last night. Per our conversation, I put together the below for your review. Let me know what you think 

Introduction (let me know if you need his bio) 
Ivloderator can start the session by welcoming or thanking Fred for coming or can just jump into the below questions: 

:L Fred, tell us about yourself and your career. Where did you start your professional career and when did you become involved in professional sports? 

2. You have both an MBA and a .JD - how" important has education been to your success? Why did you pursue both the MBA and JD, and would you 

recommend that path to others? 

3. In your current role, what has been the greatest chNlenge you had to overcome and how did you overcome it? 

4. h~ the McColl School, we focus on leadership and personal developmenL How would you describe your leadership style and who served as a major 

influence in you creating your style? 

5. In thinking back over your career, can you discuss a mistake you made? What happened, what would you have done differently today, and what learning 

did you take away from that event? How do you now incorporate that learning into your leadership now? 

There’s great discussion today about resiliency -great leaders bounce back from setbacks and disappointments in order to thrive and excel. Could you tell 

us about a setback or disappointment in your professional career? What happened, and how did that make you a better leader? 

7. Given the current economic state and your close ties to the Charlotte community, where do you see our greatest opportunity for greatness as a city? 

8. What non- profit Boards do you serve on and how important is Community Service and involvement for leaders in your opinion? 

9. Tell us about Achievements Unlimited Basketball School and the HoopTee Celebrity Golf Classic. Why did you start each of them and what have they meant 

to you and the communities you grew up in (Greensboro) and now Charlotte, your new hometown? 

10. There are many students -undergraduate and graduate -in the audience tonighL What advice would you give them? 

11. Finally, if you still have time, feel free Lo open up the [Ioor quesLions from the sLudents. 

Again this is just a suggestion; please tailor this to fit your format, Also, Fred normally has an intro video that gives an overview of what Bobcats Sports and 

Entertainment is all about~      copied here can give you a rundown of what equipment you will need. 

[.~?t me k]Iow if you have? any qu*:_~stions 

Thanks, 

ELIZABETH Y. CLAGON 

Senior Director, Cats Care 

BOBCATS [ SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT 

333 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

T 704.688.8967 

F 704.688.8733 
.e___cJ_a__~_o___n____@._b___o___b___c__&t__s_:_c___o____m__ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Elizabeth Clagon 

Sent: 4::~8 PM 

To: @unc.edu’ 

Subject: Fred Whitfield’s speaking engagement 

Hello I hope all is well. I work with Fred and wanted to loop in with you regarding his visit. When you get a moment, please give me a call. 

Thanks, 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

She~yl Kldnman <          "@nc.rr.com> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 2:34 PM 

The pa~gl?ac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progti~c] Meeting of A&. Com. on Strategic Directions will be STREAMED LIVE (on Wed). 

2012- l 0-24 Agenda Advisor’ Group Meeting 10-24-12 FINAL 1 .pdf 

So please check out some of it when you can! (details, below) 



9:30 a.m. 

A GENDA 
UNC Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions 

UNC General Administration Board Room 
October 24, 2012 
9:30am - 3:00pm 

Call to Order 

President Tom Ross 

9:40 a.m. Setting the Stage: Forces Affecting Higher Education 
Kimrey Rhinehardt 
Vice President for Federal Relations 
UNC General Administration 

9:55 a.m. Education Attainment Goal Options 
Daniel Cohen-Vogel 
Senior Director of Institutional Research 
UNC General Administration 

10:30 a.m Panel Discussion: Perspectives from Government and Business on Attainment 
Keith Crisco, Secretary 
North Carolina Department of Commerce 

Madhu Beriwal 
Chief Executive Officer, IEM 

Other Panelists Invited: To be Confirmed 

11:30 am Break 

11:45 a.m. 

12:30 p.m. 

1:00 p.m. 

2:15 pm 

Discussion on Setting Education Attainment Goal 
Fred Eshelman 
Committee on Strategic Directions 

Lunch 

"Moving Beyond Plato Versus Plumbing" 

Daniel P. Gitterman 
Global Research Institute 
UNC Chapel Hill 

Discussion, Summa~ and Wrap Up 

3:00 p.m. Adjourn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She,ll Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 2:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

REQUEST to speak on TUES. at FORUM 

Hey, Debby: 

Are you willing to speak for 3-5 minutes on Tues.’s Forum, as Chair of Carolina Black Caucus...and whatever other identity/identities 
you’d like? Some of us are still dealing with who will speak, who no longer answers emails about speaking, etc., etc. I kmow you’d be great, 
and you could be introduced (in part) as the chair of CBC, which represents black staff and faculty. If you’re willing, let me know. 

Best, Sherryl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 19, 2012 3:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

l~: CALS 

Shelley’s response below. The seconcl years appear to be involved (which makes me wonder if Richard knows).,, I will ask Bubba about it the next time I bump into 

him. 

Barbara Oabor~e 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Science 

UniversiW of Nor{h Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

C8 8605 

Chapel H~H, NC 27519 

Phone: 

Ema~k 3portlaw~Junc.edu 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Eriday, October ~9, 2012 ~:19 PN 

To: Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: RE: CALS 

f don’t know much more [:hart you do. f was asked to speak about:leadership [or 5 minutes during the wek:ome. They asked me a week ago, so they are getting one 

o[ my stock ~esdership stories. This ~s only the second year of the symposium, gubba "hosLed’~ ~t at Tulsa last year, and the event company then h~tched ~ts wagon 

to him so thsL they could bring it Lo UNC. As far as ] am aware, gubba and UNC are hosLs in name oR]y. ] believe the secoRd years are working registration on Sunday 

.... ~f not more Monday and Tuesday. 

F~m: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 11:33 AN 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: CALS 

Hi Shelley, 

Dan Satter just sent me an email saying that he is attending the CALS program here this week. 

http:!!www.adsymposhJm.us!~ndex.html 

I had never heard of the program, so I looked it up and saw that you are speaMng. Congratulations! 

Can you tell me more about this company/program? I have to admit that I was a little irritated that this sort of tNng ~s happening here and I didn’t know about it. 

Since both you and Bubba are involved, is this something that our graduate students know about? It would appear to be an awesome learning and networking 

opportunity for them (even if they only went to the opening reception). 

I’ll also admit I am also a little irritated that there’s a "Title 9" program and I wasn’t invited to speak. @ (my bruised ego-but I’m also not too impressed with 

whoever ~s speaMng since they couldn’t even include the proper reference to Title VII or T~tle IX in the program). Can you share how you became ~nvolved with all 

of this? 

Please don’t take anything I’ve written to take anything away from your awesome-hess -I am really proud and impressed that you are speakingl 

All the best, 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 3:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CALS 

I totally agree with you, and also hope that it is just an oversight... 

Barbara Osborne 

Associa te Professor 

E>:ercise and Sport 

University o[: North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gyrn 

CB 8505 

Chapel t-fi~, NC 27519 

Phone: 919,9{52.5173 

Ema~h sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Friday, October ~9, 2012 3:12 PN 
T~= Osborne, Barbara 
Subject= RE: CALS 

~ st:i~l don’t thkt~ that speaks to well for our commut}icatiot}. How can our second-years be hwo~w!~d and {poss~My) only ONE faculty member {who ~s on research 

leave) know about their partidpatb:3n. If Rhi:hard is not aware, that makes it even more sad.. 

~ guess athletics can be perceived as primarily "runNng our program" h~ the second year. 

Let’s hope ~t is just a rninor oversight by ??? 

d 

Do Good= 

Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 

k’ngu#e, Explore, 

93%843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women working togett~er can change the woHd." 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Friday, October ~9, 20~2 3:09 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: CALS 
Shelley’s response below. The second years appear to be ~nvolved (which makes rne wonder ~: R~chard knows)~.. I will ask gubba about ~t the next time ] bump b~to 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

Univers~W of Nor[h Carolb~a 

309 Woo~en Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel H~, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.9~2 5173 

Ema~h sportlaw@unc~edu 

~= Johnson, Shelley H 
Se~t~ Friday, October ~9, 2012 ~:[9 PM 
Te~ Osborne, Barbara 
S~bject~ RE: CALS 

f don’t know much more than you do. f was asked to speak about leadership h:~r 5 mim~tes during ~he wek:ome. They asked me a week ago, so they are gett~n~ one 

o[ my stock k~adersh~p stories. ]his ~s only ~he second year o~ ~he symposhm~. Bubba "hosted" ~t a~ Tulsa ~as~ year, and the event company then h~tched Rs wagon 

to hirn so thai they could ~dng ~t [o UNC. As far as ] am aware, Bub~a and UNC are hos[s ~n name oMy. ] believe the second years are workin~ registration on Sunday 

.... ~: not more Monday and Tuesday~ 

~= Osborne, Barbara 
Se~t~ ~riday, October ~9, 20~2 ~:33 AM 
Te= Johnson, Shelley H 
S~bject~ CALS 
Hi Shelley, 

Dan Satter just sent me an email saying that he is attending the CALS program here this week. 

htt~://www~adsym~os~ urn. u s/~ndex, htm/ 

I had never heard of the program, so I looked it up and saw that you are speaking. Congratulations~ 

Can you tell me more about this company/program? I have to admit that I was a little irritated that this sort of tNng ~s happening here and I didn’t know about it. 

Since both you and Bubba are involved, is this sometNng that our graduate students know about? It would appear to be an awesome learNng and networking 

opportunity for them (even if they only went to the opening reception). 

I’ll also admit I am also a little irritated that there’s a "Title 9" program and I wasn’t invited to speak. ~ (my bruised ego-but I’m also not too impressed with 

whoever is speaking since they couldn’t even include the proper reference to Title VII or Title IX in the program). Can you share how you became involved with all 

of this? 

Please don’t take anything I’ve written to take anything away from your awesome-ness - I am really proud and impressed that you are speakingl 

All the best, 



Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Emaih sportlaw@unc.edu 



Flu)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stith, Thomas ~fhomas Stith@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 3:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow Up 

Debby, 

Sorry for ~:he delay in responding. 

ThBnks for Lhe information, I look forward to our collBboration in the ~:uture. 

Have a great weekend, 

T~omasStit~ : Program Director, Economic Development, Frank Hawkins Kenan Ins~tute of Private Enterprise: UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center 306 : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

9~9.962.8444 : fax 9~9,962 8202 ::thomas stith@ kenan flagler.unc.edu , www,kenan flagler.uncedu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro~unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October ~7, 30~2 4:~ PN 

To: Stith, Thomas 
Subject: Follow Up 

Hi Thomas. Thanks again for a super lunch. 

Attached find copies of previous Caucus e-news. You can ~oin online, www.unceduicbc 

Have a super evening] 

Hugs, 

debby 

Deborah L ~t~man~ Pi~,D, CLU 

"The best abifity is availability. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 3:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Carolina Black Cancus - October E-News! 

Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
Eng~fe, Ex~:~,lore, 
9:19.843.0336 

woman can make a differe~ce but 

women working together can chm~ge the world. " 

From: Woodard, Harold 
Sent: Monday, October 0~, 20~2 ~:30 AM 

To: S~roman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus - October E-News~ 

He~h:~ Debb% 

Not sure thaL you heard, buL Dr, Pare Love the only b~ack phys~dan aL our Student Hea~Lh Services ~s retiring after 20 years, ThoughL you might want to mention th~s 

in an upcoming edition of the newsletter and at the next meetk~g, 

She has expressed her STRONG desire to see UNC replace her w~th another mh~or~ty physician. S~nce that’s a unit that ultimately reports to V~ce-Chance]lor Crisp, I 

thought the Caucus m~ght be interested in communicating with him about the importance of m~nodty representation in that posit~on. 

Thanks. 

Harold 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Monday, October 0~, 20~2 $0:59 AN 

Te= cbcchah’@unc.edu 
$ubjett= Carolina Black Caucus - October E-News[ 

Hi All. There is SO much going on... please stay!get engaged. We need your voice. This Wednesday’s meeting is important to discuss our position and strategy. 

Please read this newsletter and links. ;) 

Congrats to Dr. Rumay Alexander, Clinical Professor and director of the School of Nursing Office of Multicultural Affairs, who will lead the Faculty Committee for 

Community and Diversity. I have been appointed to direct the Faculty Welfare Committee. (Appointments made by Dr. Jan Boxill, chair of the faculty). 

This E-News is also being sent to all Black faculty. Apologies for duplicate emails. 

Have a blessed dayl Galatians 6:9 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.eduicbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to[ear the 

Description: Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, ~:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: BSM’s 45th Anrdversary Blurb tbr the CBC 

I read your mind! Thanks as always. I’ll have to come see you soon! 

~ N._C__ _BJ.a_ .c__k_ _S_t__u_c.l_e_._n_t__ Ho_y_ e_t .n__e_ _n_t. 
Movement of Youth 

i UNC Student Television 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:34 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: BSM’s 45th Anniversary Blurb for the CBC 

Wow! What timing, I was about to hit the button to send out our next newsletter. 1 will add this.,, 
:Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, P}L13, CLU 

919,843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the woHd." 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 4:33 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: BSM’s 45th Anniversaw Blurb for the CBC 

Dr. Stroman, 
I hope all is well[ It seems the AFAM Department drama has finally died down and hopefully it will not arise any time soon. 
As you know, BSM will be 45 years old in November and we have a full week of events planned for the anniversaw and a program on the actually anniversaw, 
was hoping you could send the below blurb out to the CBC so if any members are BSM alums they can a~end: 

Greetings Carolina Black Caucus members, 
My name is          and I am the current        of the Black Student Movement. 
As you may know, BSM will be 45 years old on Wednesday, ~e students of BSM are excited to have this celebration overlap with UNC’s 
Homecoming Week in hopes that many BSM alumni will be in town. 
I am inviting each of you to a~end the BSM Histow Exhibition in the Stone Center Hitchcock Room on            from 5-7p. The event will feature past BSM 
presidents, Mr. and Miss BSMs, central commi~e members and Minori~ Student Recruitment Commi~ee On-Campus CoordinaMrs. ~e event will also have 
posters of BSM archived photos and archived issues of Black Ink Magazine. 
I encourage you to come even if you did not a~end Carolina during your undergraduate or graduate years as the Black facul~ at Carolina significantly shape the 
Black students and the Black Student Movement. We would appreciate your a~endance. 
There are also multiple other ~[}__~[}_N~_¢E2~[Y__~_¢~_~. occurring throughout the week. 
If you have any questions, or would like to speak at the event, please do not hesitate to email me at }unc.edu[ 

Thank you! 

.I 

UNC Black Student Movement 

i MovemenL of Youth 
U_N. _C___S_ t__u_ .d_ e__n_ t__ T_e_[_e_v_is_[o_._n_ 

http:// 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ella, Jean <Jean Elia@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday,                4:52 PM 

Napier, Ma~./E <mnapier@email.unc.edu>; @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Friga, Paul <PaulFrig@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Zoller, Ted <Ted Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith 

<jacone@email.unc.edu>; drharoon <zishan haJcoon@med.unc.edu>; Reii~Nder, Cynthia <Cynthia Reit?snider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>;                               ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

,~!kenan-flagler.unc.edt~; ~gmaJ.com); Stroma~ Deborah L 
~lstro@unc.edu>;                       @kenan-flagler.unc.edt~; Golds~ein, Buck <Buck Golds~ein@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stith, 

Tho~nas Andrew III <thomas stith(b!kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: slide deck 

http:iiwww.ncruralcenter.org/index.php?option=com content&view=article&id=171&ltemid=27c4 

b _t_ _t_ p_U Z ~_~_~_: _n__ _c_ r_ __u_ _r_ ~_{ _c_~ __n_ _t ~_r_: _o__ _r_ g Z_t _n__ g_ ~__x_: p_ b P__ 7__o_ p_ _t_ L o___n_ __--_-_c___o____rO___c_ _o__ _n___t~__n_ _t_ __s__ _v j_ ~__w____--_-~_ _r__t L c_ ]_~__S__Lc! __5 ! _7__ ~_;~ 0__t_r_~ = _a__!! }_~ __n_ _c_~ ~__c_ ~ __t L d___-_-__4_ _7__ ~_t _t ~___rO__[ _ci_ 5_7__4_ _a__ 
h_t__t__p_:._L Z_w____w____w___:_n___c__~_o_t__r_~_s__y__m____m__j_t_:__o__r_d 
Perhaps too late to suggest, but should the NO Rural Center be listed on slide 7cO? They have sponsored the "tYntrepreneurship Summit" for several years (6OO in 

attendance this past September)+ They are significant in the state and receive recurring funding from the legislature. Billy Rav Hall is the president (founding 

pr,-_~sident, I beli,:_we}. "Entrepreru:_~urship" is one of t:heir four program ar,-_~as. 

Frem; Napier, Mary 
Sent: Friday, 4:37 plVl 

To: Fri~a. Paul: Desimone. -loseoh/Chemistry); ZoNer, Ted; Cone, -ludith; Ella, .lean; drharoon; Reifsnider, Cynthia; 
@gmail.com); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Goldstein, Buck; Stith, Thomas 

Subject: slide deck 
Slide deck for Monday. I did split the deck into main and appendix for the group because I was afraid I would get a lot of bounce backs as a result of the size of the deck. It is pretty 

big even in pdf. 

You are getting it in powerpoint so you can run it if you want. 

See all of you on Monday morning. 

Mary 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, N(2 27599-3440 
(919)843-7553 ¯ ~ax (919)962-8202 ¯ ~_~_tA~_~2i_~L.~_t_u_Lc_~c_l_~_t_ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CMSP <cmsp@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 4:53 PM 

Carolina Millennial Scholars (h-aduate Mentor 

Please forward 

Warm greetings Carolina graduate and professional students! I wanted to invite you to participate in a wonderful mentoring opportunity’ We are 

pleased to announce the upcoming launch of the Carolina Millennial Scholars Program (CMSP), a retention-persistence and mentoring program for 

minority males at UNC--Chapel H ill, CMSP is designed to provide our promising first-year African American, American Indian, and Latino freshmen 

and transfer males with academic, social, and cultural support in an effort to increase the number of minority males who not only graduate but are 

also engaged leaders, A critical aspect of CMSP is the ability for our Scholars to successfully connect with graduate and professional students 

mentors who would serve as a role model 

We need your help in supporting our Scholars and hope that you would consider serving as a Carolina Millennial Scholars Mentor As a mentor, you 

would be agreeing to: 

¯ Attend an Opening Reception (October 25) and a CMSP Mentor Seminar 

¯ Engage up to five first-year or transfer students (your Scholars team) 

¯ Share your knowledge, expertise, and advice with your Scholars 

¯ Be available to meet with your team (as a group and/or individually) 

¯ Provide feedbackto the CMSP staff 

¯ Have at least four individual or group encounters with your Scholars team 

While the Scholars will be required to log mentoring encounters during their first year in the program, the mentoring relationship will be informal in 

thatthe mentor develops her or his own approach, if 

survey If yo~ have any c1:~e::;~.~ons, please ~ep~yio crnsp@unc.edu the deadiine 1:o~ oornpi~i~r~gthe ::;~rvey ~s Tuesday, Ootobe~ 23 

Mentors will be selected based on the selected coho~ of Scholars’ background, interests, majors, and aspirations. We will make every attempt to 

notify’ selected mentors prior to the October 25 welcome reception and orientation for Scholars and Mentors 

Thanks in advance, 

CMSP Staff 

A Minority Male Initiative at UNGOhapel Hill 

South Building, Campus Box 9~25 

Ca meroo Avenue 

Ohap~l Hill, NC 27599-9~25 

om~p@unc.~d~ (email) 

www.une edu/diversity 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 4:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Napier, Mary E <mnapie@email.unc.edu>; 

Re: Mission draft 

ilnage001 .j pg 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edtr~ 

Good catch. Mus~t be from the current website (the one we inherited?) 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Profes~r of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University, mid of Chemistry at UNC 

http://wu~,.chem.unc.edu/peopleifacnlt~/desimone/ 

http:/i~v.kenanins~titute.unc.edu/ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

Follow me on Trotter 

On, at 4:50 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Joe. I know it is still work in progress... 

Current Stated Mission (2012): Promote collaboration mnong business, government and academia to promote the grouCh of private ente~fise 

wofldmde and u~ private-sector resoui~es to sere the public interest. 

But for Mon~hy should we at leas~ delete the double usage of"promote" in ~e slide? 

Advance? Propel? Foster? 

d 

Deborah L~ Stron~n~ Ph,D, 

~,~x~,~c,e~u 

Chapel HN~ NC 27599 

919.843,033~ 

<image001 d Pg> 

"The best ability is availabiliO,o" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 19, 2012 6:36 PM 

SouthaJ1, Richard Michael <soathall@emml.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, 

Cosrie <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Re: CALS Leadership Symposium 

Barbara found out that our 2nd years are involved on the first day (?), IMHO I find that problematic if NO one on our team knew about it. I agree with you and will 

add that if our brined were stronger perhaps the profit- seeking would still check-in ruth us since they are in our back~/ard... 

DLS tkom my iPhone. 

On Oct 19, 2012, at 5:32 PM, "SouthaJ1, Richard Michael" <soathall@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Debby & everyone else: 

I seem to remember this from last year. Didn’t we discuss this? 

To Debby’s point, I think this says much less about our brand and connections, and more about the mind-set of practitioners and those involved. You have to 
understand that this for-profit entity clearly looks to position itself with prospects; our program (and all of us) add little to their branding. 
The folks involved with this symposium care little about college-sport researchers or faculty; they want names who are big in the industry. I would bet, attendees 
primarily about the next job to which attending this symposium will lead. 

I would not lose too much sleep over this, to be honest with you. We need to continue doing what we do best and not chase after every facet of the college sport 
market. But, then again, I could be wrong and would enjoy learning what all of you think about this and other challenges. 

Enjoy your breaks! 

Richard 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 20:~2 12:15 PM 
To-" Osborne, Barbara; Southall, Richard Michael; Weight, Edanne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CALS Leadership Symposium 

Wow’. I am flabbergasted. ;) I don’t fault then~/him tbr being entrepreneurial. (The title is vety similar to my symposium with the ACC back in 2008 
though!) I am surprised that we (students or thculty) weren’t even asked to be a part. /4/h at does that say about our brand and connections? ? And 

we are the only program tbcused on college sport? 
I think we need to do something. Cm~ we chat on Sunday early evening? I cm~ set up a ti~ee conference call. 

Ignore my response if there is someone on our faculty who is pa~icipatlng... My only suggestion wonld be for that person(s) to share educational 
oppoi~nities so we don’t look blindsided. ;) 

In his role as Vice President Will manages the day to day operation, strategic planning, and 

business development for NextLeveh He also serves as the head of client development and 

marketing. 

A former coach, Will brings a unique understanding of the demands and pressures that our 

clients face every day. He has broad experience in working with administrators, search 

firms and major stakeholders in the world of college sports With extensive experience and 

endless research Will has built an expertise pertaining to everything fronl employment and 

endorsement contracts to trends in job placement to managing each clients brand 

In 2007 Will merged his successful sports nlarketing firnl, NextLevel Consulting, into what 

is now NextLevel Sports. Founded by Will in ~oo4, NextLevel Consulting has worked with 

over loo clients and businesses. Will has established himself as an authority on personal 

branding for coaches and other sports professionals. He has provided consulting services for 

coaches, administrators, front office personnel, and sports entrepreneurs on personal 

branding and marketing 

A sought after speaker, Will has presented keynote addresses to numerous professional and 

charitable organizations. He has spoken at numerous clinics and conventions to high school, 

collegiate and proI~ssional coaches and administrators. One of his most popular 

presentations is titled, "Faking your Career to the NextLevel, Career Management and 

Advancement in Athletics. Fie has also been published in national coaching and sports 

managetnent publications. 

With 15 years of experience as a highly successful coach, adnlinistrator and educator, Will 

was honored with several state and regional ’ Coach of the Year" awards from coaches and 

nledia. Following his coaching career he was had a brief stint in the financial services and 

insurance industry prior to eofounding NextLeveh He graduated from the University of 

Central Oklahonla with a Bachelor of Arts in History and also obtained a Masters of 

Education from East Central University. Will and his wife have two daughters. 



Go HeeJs, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigtna Alpha Lambda 

"K~o~,ing is not e~o~@~; ~,e m~st apply. W~lliug is not eno~@~: ~,e m~st doY (J. Goethe) 

From: <Osborne>, Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, October :19, 20:12 1:1::17 AM 

To: Richard Southall <southMl@email.unc.edu>, Erianne Weight <eweight@email.unc.edu>, Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah 

Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_..s_t__r_o._~_u_._n_.(~_._~_d__u_.> 

Subject: CALS Leadership Symposium 

Did any of you know this was happening here? Maybe I’m the only one who’s clueless, but I’m a little irritated that none of us are involved (and I’m 

sure the "Title 7 and Title 9" portion is going to be great since they don’t even properly cite the statute names!). 

This would be/have been? an awesome networking opportunity for the grads students as well... 

Let me know what you know, and what, if anything, we might do about it... 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 93L9.962.5:173 

Emaih sportlaw@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:53 PM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu>; @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Mission draft 

Thanks! I fixed the slide deck for Monday. 

Emails have gone out unfortunately. Maybe only a few will have eagle eyes like you do ;-) 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 . fax (919)962 8202 . mnapier@unc.edu 

From: <DeSimone>, "Joseph M." <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday,                4:53 PM 

To: "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Mary Napier <mnapier@email.unc.edu>. 

Subject: Re: Mission draft 

@kenan-flagler~unc.edu> 

Good catch. Must be from the current website (the one we inherited?) 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www~chem.unc.edu/people/faculty!desimone! 

http:iiwww.kena ninstitute.unc.edui 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

Follow me on Twitter 

On , at 4:50 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Joe. I know it is still work in progress... 

Current Stated Mission (2012): Promote collaboration among business, government and academia to promote the growth of private enterprise worldwide and use 

private-sector resources to serve the public interest. 

But for Monday- should we at least delete the double usage of "promote" in the slide? 

Advance? Propel? Foster? 

d 

y~v.exss. M R¢,e~ U 

<ima~e00~.jp~> 

"The best ability is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc .edu> 

Saturday, October 20, 2012 11:11 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Mid-October E-News 

image003.jpg 

Thanks for folavarding this information I knew our faculty representation on campus was bad but I did not know it ~vas this bad I wonder among the numbers presented ho~v man?’ faculty 
are close to or past retirement age? YVhen I look at these nunabers it is conceivable to have a UNC faculty with no Black faculty, especially in the tenure-lines, in approximately 20 ?’ears. 

Did you for~vard this information to Provost Carney, Chancellor Thorpe and Taf~e? I’m shocked by these numbers. In some ways, it COl~firms that the struggles I have endured since here is 
not a figment of my imagination. 

Eieel 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PhD 
Associate Prnfessor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
Science Policy Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (f) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 4:40 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CBC Mid-October E-News 

Hi Heels! There is SO much going on and I hope that you stay informed and engaged. Advocacy has heated up and we need your voice and presence. (We especially need more Black 
males to assist with the our Black male students We are in crisis mode!) Special thanks to Dr Kia Caldwell for her leadership and dedication to the challenges that lie before us! 

Note: The BIG meeting to discuss and collaborate a strategy regarding the university’s future is this Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. at the Stone (;enter. 

Forum ~2~r the Five-Year Vision of UNC 

Every five years, the UNC system is charged with developing a five-year vision. The UNC Board of Governors has convened an Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions to provide 
recommendations for that five-year plan Students, faculty, and staff are coming together to host a forum to highlight what we value most about our university and what it should look like 
moving ~2~rward. Sharing your experiences is critical to creating a vision that works for all. 

And most important (early, if possible) VOTE and jom,’renew your Caucus membership! \\re have real nice bags for the first 48 renewals. Thar~ks Ursula Littlejol’m! 

Also, we are considering possible speakers NOW for the Caucus 40th anniversary celebration in 2014. Any ideas? Names already shared include Dr. Cornel West Dr. E. Michael Dvson 
Oprah Wirffrey, Dr. Johnetta Cole, Ben Jealous, Gov. Deval Patrick, Michelle Obama, Denzel Washington, and Samuel Jackson or one of the six current Black CEOs of a Forttme 500 company 
http:/iw~’.blackentrepreneurprofile.com,’foltune-5OO-ceos). 

Please share this email with UNC Black associates and encourage them to join the Caucus. 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
919.843.0336 
www. unc. edu/cbc<http :/iwww. unc. edu/cbc> 

"\\~en the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 

[Carolina Black Caucus 542 xvith tag] 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 11 : 18 AM 

/@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edtr~; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Extort ( 

@live.unc.edtr~; . @live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu-~; 

@live.unc.edu>;" @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~,@ive.unc.edu:>; i 

~live.unc.edu>; ,@~n nc .edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~)e~nail.nnc.edu>; @live.nnc.edu> 

~earthlink.net); Weight, Efianne A. <~eweight@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, CoMe 

<cgcooper@email.unc.edu~; Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <dj sothll@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Richard 

Michael --%outhall@ email.tmc.edtc, 

D~m Satter visiting 

Hi All, 

Dan Satter, the Senior Associate Athletics Director for External Relations at Akron (and an alumnus) will be on campus on Tuesday, Dan is 

willing to meet with y’all and share his career journey, insights on working in DI, and advice for your job search (as well as answer any questions you have 

for him). We will be meeting on Tuesday,           at 2:00pro in the Sport Administration Conference room. I realize that this may be a conflict for 

some of you with LFIT or internship obligations, but I hope that you can do everything possible to make it on Tuesday. 

VII bring a camera for pictures © -- which is also a reminder to all of you: whenever we have guests or you meet alumni or other VIPs, send us the picture so we can 

put it on the website. You can also post those pictures and comments to the UNC GRAD SPAD facebook page -this small gesture in itself may remind other alumni 

to make the effort to meet with y’all when they are in the area! 

Have a terrific weekend! 

Go Heels! 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:19 

Phone: 9:19.962.5:173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, October 20, 2012 1:32 PM 

Lee, Karin <kalee2@bsu.edu> 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Karin Lee guest lecture 11/1 12:30 

Hi Karin. Glad to read that you will be back on campus. I don’t teach on Thursday, 11.1, but please make sure you give me a call when you get to town. I want to update you on 

life’s happenings and the climate of UNC. Lol 

Hugs, 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowir~g is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Weight>, Erianne Weight <.e__A_e__!g_h__t____@___e__n__!_a__[!:__u___n__c__:_e___d___u__.> 

Date: Friday, October 19, 2012 10:07 PM 

To: Karin Lee <kalee2@bsu.edu> 

Cc: Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu>, Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Karin Lee guest lecture 11/1 12:30 

Hi Kazin, 
Thank you for looking into that! No problem that the others axen’t able to come - having you colne to campus is wonderful in mid of itself a~d I know the students will 
be delighted to heaar from you! I tlfink we will likely not be able to have a lmmh, but if you ca~ s~till plan on coming to the Sport Administration conference morn just to 
the fight as you walk into the Woollen front doors (on the 2nd floor), the students will be them to greet you at 12:30. I hope several facul~ membem will be them as 
well...but that won’t include me, sadly...as I hope I have my baby between now and then! 
I will have the students come prepared with questions for you - so you don’t need to prepare anything unless you have a message that you think wonld be valuable for 
them. They am mally groat at keeping a discussion lively and always have lots of questions for guests. If anything happens to come np or you need anything, Barbara 
will likely be the befit contact. I’ve cc’ed her on this email. 
Thm~k you, again, for following up with Ly~m m~d being willing to sham your knowledge with us’.! 
- gfi~llne 

Efimme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 
Assistant Prot}ssor, Sport A&ninistration 
The Universi~ of North Caacolina - Chapel Hill 
(919) 448-4870 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Karin <~kalee2@bsu.edu> 

Saturday, October 20, 2012 2:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Karin Lee guest lecture 11/1 12:30 

Great~ I.ook forward to speaking with you. 

Karin 

Frenm Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Saturday, October 20, 2012 J.:32 PM 

To= Lee, Karin 
Ce= Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L; Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject= Re: Karin Lee guest lecture ~.J.!~. 12:30 
Hi Karin. Glad to read that you will be back on campus. I don’t teach on Thursday, 11.$, but please make sure you give me a call when you get to town. I want to update you on 

life’s happenings and the climate of UNC. Lol 

Hugs, 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ht~p:!!exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

I=rom: <Weight>, Erianne Weight <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, October :19, 20:12:10:07 PM 

To: Karin Lee <kalee2~bsu.edu> 

Co: Barbara Osborne <.s__p__9_r_t_]_a__w___@_u__n__c_:__e__d__u_>, Coyte Cooper <cf~coop_.er@email.unc.edu> "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" < .d_s_.t_r_._o_..@._.u__r!c_:_e_._d_..u_> 

Subject: Karin Lee guest lecture :1:1/:1:12:30 

Hi Kmin, 

Thank you for looking into that! No problem that the others aren’t able to come - having yon cotne to campus is wonderful in mid ofitselfm~d I know the students will 

be delighted to he~:r from you! I think we will likely not be able to have a lunch, but if you cm~ slill plan on coming to the Sport Administration conference room just to 

the fight as you walk into the Woollen front doors (on the 2nd floor), the s~mdents will be there to greet yon at 12:30. I hope several faculty tnembers will be there as 

well...but that won’t inclnde me, sadly...as I hope I have my baby between now and then! 

I will have the students come prepared with questions for you - so you don’t need to prepare anything unless you have a message that you think wonld be valuable for 

them. They are really great at keeping a discussion lively and always have lots of questions for guests. If anything happens to come np or you need an~lhing, Barbara 

will likely be the best contact. I’ve cc’ed her on this email. 

Thank you, again, tbr li~llowing up with Lym~ and being willing to share your knowledge with us’.! 

- Efiaame 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistam Prot~ssor, Sport Administration 

The Universi~ of Norfl~ Carolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Karin <~kalee2@bsu.edu> 

Saturday, October 20, 2012 3:00 PM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.uuc.edu> 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Cooper, Co~e <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Karin Lee guest lecture 11/1 12:30 

Great. I look forward to speaking on November :].st at 12:30pm in Woollen, 
Please don’t worry/about lunch. Since 1 will be visiting my parents, 1 am sure they will have plenty of food for me to eat while I am home, 

Congratul~ti.:_~ns on ~,our baby and ~ook forward to meeting yot~ next l:~me I ~m in town fake 

~[ar~r~ kee 

From= Weight, Erianne A. [mail~:eweight@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, October ~9, 2012 ~0:07 PM 

Te~ Lee, Karin 
~¢~ Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Karin Lee guest lecture ~/~ ~2:30 

Hi Ka~n, 

Think you for looldng lute that’. No problem that ~e others axen’t able to come - haviug you come to campus is wonderful iu and ofi~elfand I b~ow the smdeuts will 

be delighted to hear kom you~ I t~ we will likely not ~ able m have a lunch, but if you cm~ slill plau on coming to the S~ Administration conference morn just to 

the fight as you walk into the Woollen frout doo~ (on the 2nd floor), file s~dents will be there to greet you at 12:30. I hope several faculb~ membe~ will be them as 

well...but that won’t include me, sadly...as I ho~ I have my baby bemeen now and thenl 

I will have the students come preNred with questions for you - so you don’t need to preNre anything unless you have a mes~ge that you t~nk would be val~ble for 

them. They are really groat at keeping a discussion lively and always have lots of questions for guests. If anything hapNus to come up or you need an?~Nng, Bar~ra 

will likely be the besl contr. I’ve cc’ed her ou this email. 

Thank you, again, ~r tbllowing up wi~ Lynu and being willing to sham your knowledge with usl~ 

Efimme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assis~t Pm[~sso~; S~ Admimst~atiou 

The Umve~sib" ofNo~ Cazolina - Cha~l ~11 

(919) 448-4870 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 21, 2012 12:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Summer School 

Thought you’d like to see this fio~n Kevin. 

Sent from my iPhone 4s 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gnskiewicz, Kevin M" <gn(a)~email.~mc.edu> 

Date: October 21, 2012, 9:08:31 AM EDT 

To: "Osborne, Barbara" <sv)r~l~w@unc.edu~"~ 

Cc: "Smi~ Michael" 
Subject: ~: Smnmer SchoN 

Barbara, 

Thanks for sending this. Michael and I will be working on the summer school schedule this weel<. We will do our best to try to get everyone two 

classes, but unfortunately, we were not able to do this last year for everyone, Also - Debby Stroman is aware of this, but advisor lecturers (12 month 

contracts} are not: e~gibh!~ to teach summer schoo~ this vear. 
gevb~ 

T~e Sport ~dministration faculty met to discuss summer school course offerings and w~ic~ faculty are interested and available to teac~ t~ose classes. 

Here is our unanimously a~reed upon request: 

~ame Course Time Offered Session 

Barbara 260 8:00-9:30am 1 

326 9:45-11:15am 1 

Coyte 322 any either 

2 LFIT any either 

Deb Southall 221 9:45-11:15 1 

181 11:30-1:00 1 

*323 if 181 not available 

Debby Stroman 324 11:30am- 1:00pro 1 

328 9:45-11:15am 1 

{ or could do 323 if Deb teaches 1817) 

Erianne 740 (online) On-line 1 

2 LFIT (Zumba?) 1 

Richard 224 1:15 - 2:45 1 

223 11:30 - 1:00 or 1 

3:00 - 4:30 

Thanks for your consideration, 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 21, 2012 1:11 PM 

Carney, Bruce William <bruce@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Summer School Teaching 

Hi Bruce. I hope you are doing well. I am leaning on our friendship to gain clarity on an important and timely issue because there appears to be a lot of miscommunication or lack 

of transparency. ;) I hope you don’t mind. 

As you may recall, I am now a lecturer-advisor with a 12-month appointment. Although SS is never a guarantee for faculty, I was hired with a statement that I would have an 
opportunity to do so. Over the past four years, I (and my peers) have been told "yes/no" each summer. (i.e., some years we have taught and some we have not.) 

I recently spoke to Jan Yopp and she said that she is okay with 12-month employees teaching SS and it is up to each department chair. Since we also "report" to Bobbi Owens, she 

has shared over the years her sentiment to allow us to teach as it does not interfere with our advising responsibilities. And now, another lecturer-advisor has told me that it is the 

Provost who is not supportive and has blocked our opportunity. 

I respect you and your decision either way. I just want to remove the ongoing con.fusion within the lecturer-advisor group as to what is or is not the policy AND who made the 

.final decision. We are finalizing SS decisions now. 

Please feel free to call me too! 

"Communication reduces stress." 

Thanks. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss~unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



From: dstro@nnc.edu 

Sent: Sunday, October 21, 2012 1:36 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: EXSS 322 - Monday - Research Day 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels! I hope yon had a restful break. 

Monday, Oct. 22 - No lecture. Use this time to meet with your group ands/or work on your blog mad social media assignment. Please reflect on your participation grade 

too. (The grading rubric is listed in the syllabus.) 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Also, Mr. Fred Whitl]eld, the president of the NBA’s Ch~xlotte Bobcats, is speaking at the Carolina Business Club meeting at 5:30 p.tn. in Fetzer 109. 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded message was sent via The U~iversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS322.001 .FA12" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS322.001 .FA12. 



From: dstro@nnc.edu 

Sent: Sunday October 21, 2012 1:43 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: The Club - Charlotte Bobcats president 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels! FRIF~NDLY REMINDER - Mr. Fred Whitfield, Charlotte Bobcats president, is speaBng tomorrow at 5:30 p.m. in Fetzer 109. 

If you are inl~rested in prot~ssional sports, law and spork basketball or entrepreneurship -- don’t miss this unique optx~rtuni’ry! 

Tell your tiiends and classmates. 

Dr. Stroman 

This f~rwarded message was sent via The University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To ~vply to tl~is message 

click tNs link to access Messages for this site: Carolina Sport Business Club. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 21, 2012 3:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CSBC - Whitfield Monday 5:30 

Remember to take pictures and post them!H 

Barbara Osborne 

Assoc:ia [:e Profe,.~sor 

Exercise and Sport Sdence 

University o[: North Carolina 

309 Wooften Gym 

CB 8505 

Chapel Hi~, NC 27519 

Phone: 9].9.952.5173 

Erna~k sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Sunday, October 2[, 2012 1:4~ PN 
T~ Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A4 Cooper, Coyte; Southall, Deborah Joy 
Subjeet~ CSBC - Whi~ield Nonday 5:30 
Hi All. Just a friendly reminder to tell your students that Fred Whitfield, Charlotte Bobcats president, is speaking tomorrow in Fetzer 109. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowh~g is not enough; we must apply. Wi~lk~g is not enough; we mus[ do." (J. Goethe) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 21, 2012 3:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Summer School 

Sorry ---was at Cristian’s soccer game, and I’m obviousb~’ reading these in reverse order... 

Asking the Provost was fine~ I think I would send Kevin a note tomorrow (or see if he’s around) and remind him of your previous conversations, that the 

haformation that you’d received was that you were eligible, arid thaL all of ~.~s spread out the required arid elective classes so thaL everyor[e ca~a gel 2 classes unless 

they don’t ma~e.. 

~ truly don’t understand h~s, I’H try Lo get everyone 2 classes comment sL aft. 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

Univers~Ly of NorLh Carolina 

309 Woo~en Gym 

CB 8505 

Chapel H~[, NC 27519 

Phone: 9:[9.962~5173 

Ema~k sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, October 21, 2012 ~2:50 PM 

To= Osborne, Barbara 
Subject= Re: Summer School 
Well, that tells you what he wants to tNnk... 

Advice? 
Call me when you can... 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do/’ (J. Goethe) 

Frem: <Osborne>, Barbara Osborne <.s_12__o__r__t_!_a____w____@___u___n__£_.__e___d___u_> 

Bate: Sunday, October 21, 2012 12:47 PM 

T~: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Summer School 

Thought you’d like to see this from Kevin. 

Sent from my iPhone 4s 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Guskiewicz, Kevin M" <B_#_s____@__e___n_!_a_!!:__~Ln__c__.__e__d___~].> 
Date: October 21, 2012, 9:08:31 AM EDT 

To: "Osborne, Barbara" <.s_Rg__r_t_!_a___w___~_#__n__c_:__e__d__#.> 

Cc: "Smith, Michael" <michael smith~;3unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Summer School 

~.~a rbara~ 

Thanks for sending this~ Michael and I will be working on the summer school schedule this week. We w~H do our best to try to get everyone Lwo 

classes, but unfortunately, we were not able to do Lh~s last year for everyone. ~so --- Debby Stroman is aware of th~s, but advisor ~ecLurers (~2 moRth 

contracts} are not e~gib~e to teach summer schoo~ this year~ 

Kev~n 

~ Osborne, Barbara 
~eBt~ Tuesday, October ~6, 2012 3:28 PM 

T~ Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
~e~ Smith, Michael 
~bjeet~ Summer School 

The Sport Administration faculty met to discuss summer school course offerings and which faculty are interested and available to teach those classes. 

Here is our unanimously agreed upon request: 

Name Course Time Offered Session 

Barbara 260 8:00-9:30am 1 

326 9:45-11:15am 1 

Coyte 322 any either 

2 LFIT any either 

Deb Southall 221 9:45-11:15 1 

181 11:30-1:00 1 

*323 if 181 not available 

Debby Stroman 324 11:30am- l:00pm 1 

328 9:45-11:15am 1 

( or could do 323 if Deb teaches 1817) 

Erianne 740 (online) On-line 1 

2 LFIT (Zumba?) 1 



Richard 224 

223 

Thanks for your consideration, 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 9:[9.962.5:1_73 

Email: s~Lortlaw@unc.edu 

:i::15 - 2:45 

:1:1:30 - :i:00 or 

3:00 - 4:30 



FJ~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clayton, Taffye Benson ~-~taffye@unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 21, 2012 4:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ma~-;, Katherine Angeli <kamax@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Mid-October E-News 

Deb, 

I think I’ve told you this before, but I really applaud your approach to the written communication strategy for CBC I am asking my assistant, by way of this email, to place all 
the dates on the upcoming agenda on my calendar. I have asked that our office have representation at these events. When I cannot be present, I now have others who can 
represent the unit. T will ask Katherine to make sure that representation is coordinated. 

The process for hiring our two new team members, has taken longer than I anticipated. However, I should be find out of our newest finalist accepted the offer. Once this is 
confirmed, I will let you know and you can hopefully include our three new team members in your announcements soon. 

Thanks for all you do. (I’m still nursing my hurt feelings from last night’s game.) 

Best, 

Taffye 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Friday, October 19, 2012 4:40 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; CBC Mid-October E-News 

Hi Heels! There is SO much going on and I hope that you stay informed and engaged. Advocacy has heated up and we need your voice and presence. (We especially 

need more Black males to assist with the our Black male students. We are in crisis mode!) Special thanks to Dr. Kia Caldwell for her leadership and dedication to 

the challenges that lie before us! 

Note: The BIG meeting to discuss and collaborate a strategy regarding the university’s future is this Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. at the Stone Center. 

Forum ~for the Five-Year Vision of UNC 

Every five years, the UNC system is chorged with developing o five-yeor vision. The UNC Board of Governors h~s convened on Advisory Committee on Strategic 

Directions to provide recommendations for th~t five-ye~r p/~n. Students, f~culty, ~nd stiff,re coming together to host ~ forum to highlight wh~t we v~lue most 

~bout our university ~nd what it should look like moving forward. Sharing your experiences is critical to cre~ting ~ vision that works ~for all 

And most important (early, if possible) -VOTE and join/renew your Caucus membership! We have real nice bags for the first 48 renewals. Thanks Ursula Littlejohn! 
th Also, we are considering possible speakers NOW for the Caucus 40 anniversary celebration in 20:14. Any ideas? Names already shared include Dr. Cornel West, Dr. 

E. Michael Dyson, Oprah Winfrey, Dr. Johnetta Cole, Ben Jealous, Gov. Deval Patrick, Michelle Obama, Denzel Washington, and Samuel Jackson or one of the six 

current Black CEOs of a Fortune 500 company http~//www=~!~ck~ntr~r~n~urprofi!~:con][~ortu~5~). 

Please share this email with UNC Black associates and encourage them to join the Caucus. 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.eduicbc 

"When the root is deep, there ~s ~o reaso~ to[ear the w~nd." 

"~ii Carolina Black Caucus 542 with ta9 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clayton, Taffye Benson <taffye@unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 21, 2012 5:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ma~-;, Katherine Angeli <kamax@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Mid-October E-News 

Deb, 

We need to set aside time to discuss the article, "Plato vs. Plumbing". My initial reactions were---let’s say---interesting. I also need to bounce a few other thoughts I’ve been 
having. I think I may have Katherine set me, you, Reg Hildebrand and Brenda Malone up for a lunch in the next 2-3 weeks--or sooner. We will see what can work. 

Best, 

Taffye 

From." Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Friday, October 19, 2012 4:40 PM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" CBC Mid-October E-News 

Hi Heels! There is SO much going on and I hope that you stay informed and engaged. Advocacy has heated up and we need your voice and presence. (We especially 

need more Black males to assist with the our Black male students. We are in crisis mode!} Special thanks to Dr. Kia Caldwell for her leadership and dedication to 

the challenges that lie before us! 

Note: The BIG meeting to discuss and collaborate a strategy regarding the university’s future is this Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. at the Stone Center. 

Forum ~or the Five-Year Vision of UNG 

Every five years, the UNC system is charged with developing a five-year vision. The UNC Board o[ Governors has convened an Advisory Committee on Strategic 

Directions to provide recommendations for that five-year plan. Students, faculty, and staff are coming together to host a ~orum to highfight what we value most 

about our university and what it should look like moving ~orward. Sharing your experiences is critical to creating a vision that works ~or all 

And most important (early, if possible) -VOTE and join/renew your Caucus membership! We have real nice bags for the first 48 renewals. Thanks Ursula Littlejohn! 

Also, we are considering possible speakers NOW for the Caucus 40th anniversary celebration in 2014. Any ideas? Names already shared include Dr. Cornel West, Dr. 

E. Michael Dyson, Oprah Winfrey, Dr. Johnetta Cole, Ben Jealous, Gov. Deval Patrick, Michelle Obama, Denzel Washington, and Samuel Jackson or one of the six 

current Black CEOs of a Fortune 500 company http://www.blackentrepreneurprofile.cornifortune-5OO-ceos). 

Please share this email with UNC Black associates and encourage them to join the Caucus. 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc~eduicbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the 

~i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 21, 2012 7:21 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <salye@email.unc.edtr~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Southall, 

Richard Michael <southall@emaJl. unc.edu> 

Re: Sport Management Interns Needed 

Hi Sherry. I am not familiar with his program. I will give him a call this week and check it out for our students. 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

".’Z, nowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Salyer>, Sherry Salyer <salyer~email.unc~edu> 

Date: Sunday, October 2:1, 203[2 5:32 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu>, Richard Southall <southall@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Sport Management Interns Needed 

Have any of you heard about this organization? Haven’t sent it out yet 

From= Justin Freeman [mailto:~ustin@iustinfreemanrecruiting.com] 
Sent= Friday, October :t2, 20J.2:1~.:57 PM 
To= Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Sport Management Interns Needed 
Dr. Salyer. 

My name is Justin Freeman, President of Justin Freeman Recruiting (JFR), an upstart football recruiting and sport management service based out of North Carolina. 

My company oflErs a free service to high school student-athletes and college coaches in North Carolina. We have created a website that allows prospecfive student- 

athletes to create a web profile showcasing their abilities to college coaches in a ve~ user-friendly format. This service comes at no cost to the coaches or the student- 

athletes. We are also in the planning stages of a 7-on-7 statewide summer passing league. The entire goal of the business is to give student-athletes in North Carolina a 

platfi~rm to improve "their recruitment. 

Since we are gromng, I would like to otI~r a t~w exciting internship possibilities to the Sport Management students at UNC. I have attached the descriptions of these 

positions to the "Internship" flyer on this e-mail. I would greatly appreciate it if you could publicize these openings to your students. If there are any further procedures 

that I should follow in order to register these internships ruth the univeisiF, please let me know and I would be happy to oblige. AddifionaJly, if you axe aware of any 

other sport management i:aculb~ me~nbers who may find this oppoltuniF to be intriguing, please forward the message along to them. 

I am excited for the oppoltunity to work ruth your school and I look forwmd to hearing from you. Also, check us out online at 
Thanks so much for your time, 

Juslin Freeman 

President 
Justin Freeman Recmifing 

www.JnstinFrcemanRecruiting.com 

Justin@JuslinFreemanRccruiting.com 

(252) 287-9750 

311 Baker St W 

Ahoskie, N C 27910 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 21, 2012 7:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Summer School 

I totally understand (I had the same response when I decided to work with Ice Miller). Bemember that you have to have the permission of the chair (and fill out the 

outside employment forms) before you can e~gage h3 any outside ac~vi~es. ~ asked Kevh~ about teach~ng for another ~ns~tu~o~and he n~xed it (b~g 

surpriae). You don’t want to do anything that wHI keep you fiom havirlg your contract renewed... 

Chir~ up, 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Scier~ce 

Univers~:y of Nor~:h Carolma 

309 Woo~en Gym 

CB 8505 

Chapel H~H, NC 27519 
Phone: 9:[9.952~517g 

Ema~k s~)ortlaw@unc,edu 

E~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
$emt= Sunday, October 21, 2012 7:$3 PN 

To= Osborne, Barbara 
S~bje~t= Re: Summer School 
Remember, I already sent him a note prior to our scheduling grid. He never responded. So, I don’t know what is up. I hope the Provost responds tNs week so we can get finality. 

This decision will further prompt me to just "let go" and be more entrepreneurial. E.g., my own consulting and go for online teaching at other institutions. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
"~nowh~g ~s not enough; we must apply. W~]l~ng is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

~rom: <Osborne>, Barbara Osborne <sport~aw@unc.edu> 

Bate: Sunday, October 21, 2012 3:12 PM 

Te: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <~.~E~M_E~:_@.~M> 

Subje~: RE: Summer School 

Sorry -was at Cr~st~an’s soccer game~ ~nd I’m obviously read,rig these in reverse order... 

~ski~g the Pro~ost was ~ne. I ~:h#~k I wouM send Kevin a m~te tomorrow (or see ~f he’s around) and rem#~d him o~ your prevk)us com~ersa~:k)ns, that the 

h~formation that you’d rece~w?d was that you were eIig~bh?, and tha~: all of ua spread out the required and eh~ctive classes ~;.:~ tha~: everyone can ge~: 2 classes tmless 

they don’t make... 

~ truly don’t understand his, Iql try to get everyone 2 classes comment at all. 

Barbara Osborne 

~ssociate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Scier~(:e 

UniversiW of NorLh Carolina 

309 Woo~en Gym 

CB 8~05 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Ph(me: 919.962.5173 

Ema~l: sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
$ent= Sunday, Oc~ber 21, 2012 12:50 PN 

Te= Osborne, Barbara 
Subject= Re: Summer School 
Well, that tells you what he wants to think... 

Advice? 
Call me when you can... 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__tp_Li__i__e__x__s__s_:__u__n___c_:_e___d__u_./ 
"Kn.:)wir~g is not enough; we must apply. WiUing is not enough; we must do/’ (J. Goethe 

From: <Osborne>, Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Bate: Sunday, October 21, 2012 :[2:47 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Summer School 

Thought you’d like to see this from Kevin. 

Sent from my iPhone 4s 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Guskiewicz, Kevin M" <gus@email.unc.edu> 
Date: October 21, 2012, 9:08:31 AM EDT 

To: "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Smith, Michael" <michael smith@unc.edu> 



Subject: RE: Summer School 

Barbara, 

Thanks for sending d~is. Michael and I will be workin8 on the summer school schedule this week. We w~l do our bes~ to try to get everyone two 

classes, but unfortunately, we were not able to do th~s last yea~ for everyone. A~so --- Debby Stroma~ is aware of tMs, but advisor ~ectu~ers (12 month 

contracts) are not e~gib~e to teach summer schoo~ this year. 

F~m= Osborne, Barbara 
$e~t= Tuesday, October ~6, 2012 3:28 PN 

To= ~uskiewicz, Kevin N 
Co: Smith, Michael 
Subject: Summer School 

The Sport Administration faculty met to discuss summer school course offerings and which faculty are interested and available to teach those classes. 

Here is our unanimously agreed upon request: 

Name Course Time Offered Session 

Barbara 260 8:00-9:30am 1 

326 9:45-11:15am 1 

Coyte 322 any either 

2 LFIT any either 

Deb Southall 221 9:45-11:15 1 

181 11:30-1:00 1 

*323 if 181 not available 

Debby Stroman 324 11:30am- l:00pm 1 

328 9:45-11:15am 1 

( or could do 323 if Deb teaches 181?) 

Erianne 740 (online) On-line 1 

2 LFIT (Zumba?) 1 

Richard 224 1:15 - 2:45 1 

223 11:30 - 1:00 or 1 

3:00 - 4:30 

Thanks for your consideration, 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 7:35 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

coaching@triad.rr.com 

10 AM call tomorrow 

Look forward to our 3 way conversation 10 AM tomorrow. 

The call in procedure for tomorrow is as follows 

Dial 605 562 3000, 

At the prompt enter 753381# 

From-" Kiel, David 
Sent; Tuesday, October 02, 2012 1:57 PM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢; coaching@triad.rr.com 
Subject: RE: For Earnestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 

Dear Deborah, 

I had a very good conversation with Earnestine Taylor today describing the project and possibilities. She wants to explore working with us and we agreed the following: 

1) We would have a three way conversation (You, me, and her). In this conversation you would discuss the interests and needs of the Caucus and she would suggest ideas. 
(no charge) 

2) Earnestine would send us a cost proposal based a scope of work you two decide, including a preliminary focus group in Chapel Hill, and a half day workshop. 

3) We would work here to find funding. (CFE will likely contribute.) 

4) Assuming this goes well, we would schedule a luncheon meeting (focus group) with a cross-section of individuals to narrow down and focus on the key issues and interests 
to be covered in a half day workshop and perhaps subsequent programs. 

5) We would hold the workshop, evaluate and then take any folllow-up steps that were warranted. 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Facul~ Excellence 
308 Wilson Library 

UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

http://cfe.unc.edu/atx~ur’kiel.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carney, Bruce William <bruce@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 10:23 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Summer School Teaching 

This is the first that I have heard of this issue, Debby~ I’ll look 

into it. 

-- [.} r k~¢::e 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Sunday, October 2J., 20:12 ~.::tl PN 

To: Carney, Bruce William 

C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject= Summer School TeacNng 

Impo~ance: High 

Hi Bruce. I hope you are doing well. I am leaning on our friendship to gain clarity on an important and timely issue because there appears to be a lot of miscommunication or lack of 

transparency. ;) I hope you don’t mind. 

As you may recall, I am now a lecturer-advisor with a i2-month appointment. Although SS is never a guarantee for faculty, I was hired with a statement that I would have an 

opportunity to do so. Over the past four years, I (and my peers) have been told "yes/no" each summer. (i.e., some years we have taught and some we have not.) 

I recently spoke to Jan Yopp and she said that she is okay with 12-month employees teaching SS and it is up to each department chair. Since we also "report" to BobM Owens, she 

has shared over the years her sentiment to allow us to teach as it does not interfere with our advising responsibilities. And now, another lecturer-advisor has told me that it is the 

Provost who is not supportive and has blocked our opportunity. 

I respect you a nd you r decision either way. I lust went to remove the o~oin~ ~on#usio~ within the le~urer-edvisor ~reup es to whet is or is net the poling AND who mede the#inel 

de~isiom. We are finalizing SS decisions now. 

Please feel free to call me tool 

"Communication reduces stress." 

Thanks. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fred Whittleld <~,vhitfield@bobcats.com> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 11:00 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Club meeting - Monday 5:30 p.m. 

Og,, looking forward to being there and seeing you, as welk Thanks 

Fred A, Whitfield 

President & COO 

Bobcats Sports & Enter~:ak~ment 

T#~e Wsrne~ CaMe &rens 

333 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

704 588 8881ph 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~lto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, October 21, 2012 1:35 PN 
T~= Fred WNffield 
Subject= UNC Club meeting - Nonday 5:30 p.m, 
Thanks again Fred for speaking to my students~ 

I hope to chat with you for five minutes before or after... 

Give me a buzz when you get to town so I can make sure you are all set. If you come before 5:00 p.m. I can get you a parking pass. If not, you should be able to find a spot. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we rr~us[ do." (J. Goethe) 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Monday, 11:14 AM 

~kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck 

<buck goldstein@unc.edu>; Cone, Judith (Office of the Chmacellor) <judith.cone@unc.edu>; DeSimone, Joseph M. 

<desimone,~email.unc.edu>; drharoon <zishan haroon~med.unc.edu>; Elia, Jean <Jean Elia@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

<               ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu:>;                         ~kenm~-flagler.unc.edu:>; Napier; Mmy E 

<mnapie@email.unc.edt~-; Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cynthia Reifsnide@kenma-flagler.unc.edU>; Stith, Tho~nas Andrew III 

<thomas slith@kenan-flagler.unc.edtc,; Stroman, Deborah L <zts~tro@unc.edu:>; Zoller, Ted ~q’ed Zolle@kenan-flagler.nnc.edu:> 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; @gmail.com;; Friga, Paul 

<PaulFriga@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Strategic Planning for this week - Time Sensitive 

Dear Task Force - 

Thanks for a great meeting this morning! Next week’s TF meeting will be primarily devoted to synthesizing, incorporating, and reacting to information we gathered 

at the AC meeting as we begin Phase II (visioning). 

Tasks for this week 

TF and KILFs 

1) Break-out facilitators submit notes from break-out groups to ~uncbusiness.net) by Tuesday night 

a. List of groups and facilitators in table below 

2) Submit additional thoughts and personal reactions to @uncbusiness.net) by Tuesday night. Add’l thoughts and reactions may 

include: 

a. Top take-aways from AC meeting 

b. Add’l learnings from i on i conversations during breaks or after meeting 

c. Feedback on what went well so we can continue in the future 

d. Feedback on what we could do better in the future 

Consulting team: 

1) Synthesize notes from AC meeting as well as additional feedback from TF, KILFs, and AC members 

2) Conduct additional research if needed and synthesize finding to present to TF 

Table of Break-out groups and facilitators: 

2 Region Judith Cone 

4 State Thomas Stith 

6 Global (phone in group) and Mary Napier 

Thanks all, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:22 AM 

Friga, Paul <PaulFriga@kena~-flagler.unc.e&t>: Reifsnider. Cynthia <Cvnthia Rei[imider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 
< ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu-~; ~kena~- flagler.unc .ed u~; 
< @kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~; Goldstein, Buck <Buck Goldstein@kenaa~-flagler.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith (Otfice of the 

Chmtcellor) -~iudith.cone(~unc.edt~-; drhamon <~ishmt h~xoon@med.unc.edu>; Ella Jean <Jemt Elia@kenan-flagler.unc.edtc,; 

3!kenmt-flagler.unc.edt~-; King, Genny <Genny King@kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; Napier, MaLN E 

<mnapie@email.unc.edtc,; Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu:>; Zoller, Ted -q’ed Zolle@kenmt-flagler.unc.edu>; 

<               ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>;                                     ~gmail.com>; Stith, Thomas Andrew III 

<thomassfith@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~; DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu~ 

Great Meetin!! 

Congrats to ALL! And a special thanks to Paul for his coordination. 

I just read this important letter in today’s DTH and I am reminded of our work to make sure that students (here at UNC and beyond) are educated about the various 

interpretations and perspectives of research. Entrepreneurship is a form of applied research and certainly, the Entrepreneurship Minor is a demonstration of the 

importance of instruction. I hope everyone is informed about this larger conversation (battle??) on campus regarding the future planning of the UNC system. There 

is a big forum tomorrow: 

Forurn on the Five-Year Vision for UNC 
Every five years, the UNC system is charged with developing a five-year vision. The UNC Board of Governors has convened an Advisory Committee on 
Strategic Directions to provide recommendations for that five-year plan. Students, faculty, and staff are coming together to host a forum to highlight 
what we value most about our university and what it should look like moving forward, 
Sharing your unique experiences is critical to creating a vision that works for all. Please join us on Tuesday, at 5:00 PM in the Sonja Haynes 

Stone Center. 

UNC focus on research does come at a cost 
By Letter to the Editor I Letters 

Updated: 10 hours ago 

TO THE EDITOR: 

My Interdisciplinary Studies 195 class had an engaging discussion with an incredible professor, one of whom I have been fortunate enough to have for two 
previous classes. 

He walked into a room of undergraduates and boldly stated that college is not the titne for research; it can really only be undertaken once a student cotnmands a 
sufficient mastel7 of a suhjecL 

We then had an energetic bac’k-and-forth about the value of undergraduate research. It was by far the best class we’ve had; our TA even sent out an email telling 
us as much. What struck me, however, was the fact that this brilliant, inspiring professor will be leaving UNC after this fall. 

While his idea of the purpose of an undergraduate education -- to foster intellectual conversation and create educated citizens -- may seem antiquated or 

idealistic, it is a noble goal, one that should be considered against UNC’s apparent aim: to churn out students who are marketable in vocational capacities, be it 

laboratories or businesses. 

While, yes, undergraduate iesearch sla’engthens the bond between students and faculty, I don’t think that professors who build this kind of relationship with 
students in the elassrooin should be penalized when their publications aren’t quite as prolific as rabbits. 

This ptx~fessor changed me -- the books I choose to i~ad, how I form opinions, the way- I frame arguments. 

He is an exemplal$" instructor and mentor, and it’s a shatne that UNC’s focus on research means losing out on extraordinai7 teaehels. 

Deborah L, Stro~nan, Ph,D, CLU 
E~lore, Engage, Empower, 
w~,.exss.une.ed u ............................................. 

3~5 W~le~ - CB #8700 

"The best abifity is availability. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friga. Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:34 AM 

~kenan - tlagler.nnc.ed u~; ~kenan- fl agler.nnc.edu>; 

@keuan-flagler.unc.edu>; Goldslein, Buck <buck goldstein@unc.edu>; Cone, Judith (Office of the Chancellor) 

<judith.cone@unc.edu>; DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>; Elia, Jean 

<Jean Elia@kenm~- flagler.unc.edu>;                              ~keuau- flagler.unc.edt~;                        ~kena~- 

flagler.uuc.edt~-; Napier, Mmy E <muapie@email.uuc.edt~-; Reifsnider, Cyuthia <Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stith, 

Tho~nas Andrew III <thomas stith@kenau-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edu>; Zoller, Ted/Fed Zolle@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu> 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com> 

RE: Strategic Planning for this week - Time Sensitive 

Tha~ll~s 

One more thought - s~n,::e we had multiple facilitators and Kenan Inst~[:ute Student Leaders m the mee[:mg~ you do NOT need to meet to co-documentisum~dze 

your notes. Just send them b~div~dua~ly, we wil~ synthesize them. 

A~so --- can’t wa~t to host you tonight to cede#rate our progress to date] Stop maMng excuses and come have s g~ass of w~ne and some exceflenL ~tsl~an food. A~I are 

welcome, ~nclud~ng guests. O~e ~u~e --- no shop tslk!feedback. Just hanging out and getth~g to k~ow each other (and my 

Best, 

iN i Descrip[ion: Desc!iption: STAR logo tagline slogsn w-biue background 

Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

Director of S.T.A.R. Program and Consulting Concentrations 

The University of Nol±h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

McColl Building - CB 3490 

Chape~ H~II, NoAh CarN~na 27599 

919-962-3786 - office 

- moNle 

pnf@unc.edu 

~v.pau~friga.com 

Sent; Monday, 

Jean; 

Subject= Strategic Planning for this week - Time Sensitive 

Dear Task Force - 

11:14 AM 
Buck Goldstein; Cone, Judith (Office of the Chancellor); Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry); drharoon <zishan_haroon@med.unc.edu>; Elia, 
Napier, Mary; Reifsnider, Cynthia; Stith, Thomas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Zoller, Ted 

Friga, Paul 

Thanks for a great meeting this morning! Next week’s TF meeting will be primarily devoted to synthesizing, incorporating, and reacting to information we gathered 

at the AC meeting as we begin Phase II (visioning). 

Tasks for this week 

TF and KILFs 

1) Break-out facilitators submit notes from break-out groups to @uncbusiness.neO by Tuesday night 

a. List of groups and facilitators in table below 

2) Submit additional thoughts and personal reactions to ~uncbusiness.net} by Tuesday night. Add’l thoughts and reactions may 

include: 

a. Top take-aways from AC meeting 

b. Add’l learnings from I on I conversations during breaks or after meeting 

c. Feedback on what went well so we can continue in the future 

d. Feedback on what we could do better in the future 

Consulting team: 

1) Synthesize notes from AC meeting as well as additional feedback from TF, KILFs, and AC members 

2) Conduct additional research if needed and synthesize finding to present to TF 

Table of Break-out groups and facilitators: 

2 Region Judith Cone 

4 State Thomas Stith 

6 Global (phone in group) and Mary Napier 



Thanks 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robe~son, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 11:55 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC Membership Renewal Draft 

Please see the draft membership email. Please edit as you see fit. Thanks. 

Hello CBC Member, 

The 20:~2-2013 year is off to a great start. We had a successful Welcome Event and great attendance during the first 2 meetings in September and October. We want 

to thank you for your service and being an active member with the Carolina Black Caucus. The Carolina Black Caucus would not be the organization it is today 

without your involvement in the campus community and with the caucus. 

Over the last year, as an organization we have challenged the campus community on issues related to athletics, black male graduation rates, and faculty/staff 

diversity. We have also begun to partner with the Black Student Movement on various events. 

This year we will continue our involvement and challenge issues that impact our community. We have some exciting events planned for the remainder of the 

academic year. The next members only event will be in November when we fellowship with Chancellor Thorpe. 

Be sure to renew your membership today! I and 2 year memberships are available at 525 and 540 respectively. With a 2 year membership, you receive a wonderful 

bag similar to the attached picture with an imprint of the Carolina Black Caucus. You may renew online at -h---t--tp--:-/-/---W----W----W---.--u---n---c--.--e---d---u-/--c---b---cj]--~-!--n---f--~-£--m---~---h--t---m--!. or send a check 

to Nakenge Robertson, CBC Steering Committee Member, CB 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a great day! 

Your CBC Leadership Team 

Nakenge Robertson 

FPG Child Development Institute 

UNC Chapel Hill 

9:~9-966-9722 (office) 

9:19-966-7532 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 12:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: An example... 

I know = I have been reading the N&O and I loved his little piece last week about how this isn’t focused on UNC ...... 

Live and learn, but we won’t have a deck this comprehensive again and we will be able to keep the message focused. 

I too enjoyed talking with you! Will we see you tonight? 

Mary 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Carnpus Box 3440 : Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 
(9:[9)843 7553 . fax (9:[9)962 8202 ° mnapier@ur~c.edu 

From; <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date; Sunday, October 2:1, 20:12:12:40 PM 

To; Mary Napier <mnapier@email.unc.edu> 

Subject= An example... 

Hi Mary. It was really fun chatting with you and getting to know you better. 

I live in this world of sport and I just wanted to provide you with an example of what is going on almost daily with the negative attention to UNC athletics (if you aren’t already 

aware...), http://www~news~bserver~c~m/2~12/1~/21/2425386/m~re-p~agiarism-questi~ns-haunt.htm~ The N&O and Dan Kane have been on this subject for the past ~ two years 

and it is an ugly matter to say the leasL There are MANY in the Triangle who still want major change in our leadership, the trustees, and the BOG. 

IMHO, to have us draw unnecessary attention to the athletic department (whether it is a NEW strategic plan or otherwise) is just not worth iL ;) If it is critical to acknowledge this 

strategic work with athletics to receive buy-in about the process from the advisory board (which I doubt), it could be verbalized.., just my two cents. 

As Buck stated, I am trusting that very few will read through the appendix. Iol 

Enjoy your Sunday! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’~ (1 Goethe) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 12:38 PM 

Grofl; Dia~e G <grofl@emaJJ.unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@emaJJ.unc.edu>; Smith-Ryan, Abbie ~abbsmith@email.unc.edu-~; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I:W: CFE Faculty Showcase ~d large classes 

Hetlo Ladies, 

I know this is our day to meet for lunch, but this looks like a really good program (and it includes free hmch!). 

http://cfe.unc.edu/e-.learning/showcase.html 

~nyo~e w~nt to go wRh me? 

Barbara Osborne 

~ssociate Pro~:essor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolh~a 

309 Woollen Gym 

{::B 8605 

Chspel H~H, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962~5173 

Ema~k sportl~w@unc.edu 

E~m= Henshaw, Bob 
$ent= Monday, October 22, 20~2 ~2:23 PN 
Subject= CFE Facul~ Showcase and large classes 

U NC instructors, 

The Center for Faculty Excellence is reaching out to you because you have taught at least one large enrollment course section this year. We want to make you 

aware of two upcoming professional development opportunities related to teaching large classes. 

CFE Faculty Showcase 

On Friday, November 2, the CFE is hosting its tNrd annual Faculty Showcase event at the Carolina Club. TNs is a chance to interact w~th colleagues who are 

experimenting with new teaching methods and pick up ideas for your own courses. There are several sessions being offered this year that may appeal to those of 

you teaching large classes: 

Less Lecturing, More Learnin~ 
Studies show that replacing traditional lectures with structured learning activities can enhance student engagement and may improve pe#ormance Br at-risk students. 
UNC faculty membeB describe this phenomenon and share their experiences implementing structured learning in large classrooms. 

Let’s Hear from the Entire ClasM 
Classroom response systems are being used effectively by many Carolina instructors to increase student engagement. Some systems use third-pady devices known 
as clickeB, while others allow students to use their cell phones or laptops. Panelists share their experiences as novice and seasoned users of response systems 
with a broad range of instructional goals. 
Why Not Let Students Teach Each Other? 
Pa~icipato~ learning and peer assessment have both been suggested to help students develop higheForder learning skills. Learn about two interactive tools that offer 
a platBrm Br Mudents to generate muNple choice questions (Peer~se) or essays (Sword) and provide feedback to each other using a defined rubric. Both are being 
piloted in large enrollment classes. 
Short and ~weet - Creating Effective Video Lectures 
Learners are quickly becoming devotees of the sho~ v~deo lecture and faculty membeB are expressing greater interest in producing them. In this session, we w~ll 
explore planning and recording your own mini-lectures. 

For the full program and information on how to register for this free event, visit b_~_~#_~ZZ_£[_#:_9_B_~:_#_~MZ_~:~A#_EB_[E~b_AA~#_~A:_~$B_[. You do NOT need to be there the 

entire day in order to attend a session, but we do ask that you take a minute to register. 

100+ Large Course Redesign Grants 

Next month we will be announcing the second call for proposals for the CFEIO0+ Large Course Redesign Grants program. This small grants program is designed to 

support faculty members who are ready to make some significant enhancements to a large lecture course they are teaching. Be thinking about courses you will be 

teaching during e~ther the Fall 2013 or Spring 2014 semesters that may be a good fit with tNs program. For more ~nformation on the grants and other CFEIO0+ 

support options, visit http://cre.unc.eduilOOplusi. 

Let us know if you have any questions. Thanks. 

Bob Henshaw 

ITS Liaison to the Center for Faculty Excellence 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

bob henshaw@unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MacMillan, Julie <JulieMacMillan@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 1:03 PM 

Zoller, Ted <Ted Zoller@kenan-flagIer.unc.edtr~; Stroman, Deborah L ~<~s~ro@unc.edu> 

Dear Ted and Deb, 

Thanks for your wonderful chairing of our breakout session today...and thanks for organizing my remarks for me! In case, it’s helpful, here are my notes from the 

breakout session and my best efforts at attribution. 

[] Diversity/Inclusion: J.Resnick: this is a public university; the effort needs more diversity. C.grown noted that campuses such as ECSU and WCU know their 

regions’ needs and should be included somehow. B.Nouin said we assume the "regions" group will take up this point, but other voices need to be heard. 

R.Resnick: include School of Government and public policy. 

[] Recruiting: B.Blouin: potential role [Page 32] is to "educate faculty,..., about entrepreneurship." We also need to recruit more entrepreneurs, not just 

educate. 

[] Models and similar initiatives: Institute for the Arts and Humanities (J. Evans); Office of Research Development (J.Resnick); NCSU’s Springboard (C.Brown). 

[] History: L.Caudill noted that the Chancellor’s Innovation Circle heard clearly the need for more entrepreneurs available on campus. Ditto the need for 

access to information. The Roadmap was decentralized on purpose and did not tackle the issue of having one place as home for [resources]. Judith Cone 

has been the catalyst, and now perhaps KIPE’s role can become bigger. [We noted that Judith will have an office in KIPE.] 

[] Economic development: J.Evans said a challenge and an opportunity is the fact that "economic development" was in Tony Waldrop’s title but is not in 

Barbara Entwisle’s. Now is an opportunity to redefine how UNC-CH does economic development. 

[] Roles: A couple of people (at least J.Evans and J.Dean) said that UNC-CH / KIPE hadn’t been "assigned" this broad entrepreneurship role. How, then, can 

KIPE make sure its offering is helpful but not too heavy-handed. 

[] Incentives to faculty: a brief discussion of incentives for promotion and recognition---how different schools reward service, patents, new companies in APT 

matters (C.Brown, L.Caudill, B.Blouin) 

[] Some of the terms used to describe useful roles for KIPE: meta-role, Switzerland, aspirational [generating enthusiasm and vision], integrated processes, 

better IP and tech transfer, navigator, coach, clarifier, one-stop shop, good faith broker, aligner of goals and processes across schools, source of more 

effidencies, economies of scale. S.King said there’s a vacuum, and KIPE can help fill it. 

[] Overall tone of discussion: enthusiasm for clearer, larger, and even more helpful role for KIPE. Excellent ideas. Commitment to more service to NC and the 

world. 

[] Facilitators: excellent! 

Julie MacMillan, MPH 
Managing Director 

Research and Innovation Solutions 

U NC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

Campus Box 7415 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 USA 

+i 9:19-843-3952 
julie_macmilla n @unc.edu 

www sph.unc.eduiaccelerate 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Max, Katherine Angeli <kama~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 3:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; ttildebrand, Reginald F <hildebv~r@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Meeting with Dr. Clayton 

Good Afternoon All, 

Dr. Clayton would like to schedule a lunch meeting with you on Nov. ist or 2nd to discuss the "Plato vs Plumbing" article. Please check your schedules for 

availability. 

Thank you, 

Katherine 

Katherine A. Max 

Executive Assistant 

To The Vice Provost for Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9L South Bldg. CB# 9125 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-0202 

kamax@email.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collo~edo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 22, 2012 3:39 PM 

discussion <thculty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [lhcul~--athlelics-tbrum] Bubba etc 

Hi All, 
In the coming months, it seems there will be a lot in play: the Martin report on the on the actual education this university has enabled for its athletes, a (potentially)new set of priorities for 
undergraduate education articulated by this external committee, a new- chancellor, and a new provost. 

Strongly articulating the values of liberal arts study can be a way to think across these issues As for the athletes, part of the way up from the depth of our academic scandals is to think 
about what it would take to really deliver the wide set of liberal arts academic oppoltunities to athletes: a firm four year scholarship commitment, a richer financial stipend that reduced money 
WOlTies, a first year free of varsity level competition, academic support that truly introduces all the majors and so on. 

On uther fronts, such as the push fur more jub-relewmt studies (if’this is where the blue ribbun panel is heading), I do think it is impurtant that we all be more thoughtful and practical abuut 
the ways Liberal Arts studies links tu careers. I was directur of Undergraduate Studies in Anthrupulog~. at Iowa for six years, and I had to think abuut this a lut. tIere at UNC, must ufmy 
culleagues seem tu give this [itt]e thought Or perhaps we a[] du, but nune uf us talk abuut it. 

My point in raising this here is to suggest that if faculty gut invulved in earlier and richer discussions ofhuw students develup meaningful careers, then we wuuld have yet more ways to 
connect academics and athletics. A savvier take un careers can break down the apparent polarizatiun that pits an academic view uf college life against the specialized spurts view of college, 
which, ]2~r many (and nut just in fuotball and basketball) seems practical because it uffers professiunal netwurks fi~r future job opportunities. 

But again, with all going on, I wuuld hupe that the athletic issue dues nut get neglected. Rather we need tu get tu the point where a much stronger cummitment to rich academic oppurtunity 
fi~r athletes would be part uf making a strunger case for liberal arts study in general 

Rudi 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Buxill, Jan [mailto:IMBOXILL(a)emailunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, Octuber 19, 2012 11:57 AM 
Tu: discussiun 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] Bubba etc 

Hi All, 
In response tu Willis, I alsu have been proposing this for years. I talked abuut it with Bubba un his radiu shuw and he agrees There is a lut uf discussion around this, with some peuple 
advocating limiting it tu Chose with an Academic Index uf lower than 2.5. Fur several years Dean Smith suppurted the idea, as did Bill Friday. Speaking of’Bill Friday, as the speakers at the 
memorial all said, we all have our stories, and Richard said this as well. I met with him several times over the past many years discussing the Knight Commission, arms race, issues of 
athletics and integrity. He was so supportive of what we all do who are concerned with the issues of athletics on campus. This didn’t mean he agreed with evet3~thing anyone said, but 
encouraged people to carry- on the discussion. He was a big supporter of the Parr Center for Ethics and our programming particularly on athletics. We sponsored several discussions with 
him, the most recent with him and Amy Perko. Six years ago we had a public panel discussion, "The Challenge of Ethics in Sports"; he was featured w-ith panelists including Coaches Phil 
Ford and Charlotte Smith, the Faculty Athletic Rep fiom Duke, Dick Baddour, two athletes, and Bob Ehrmann [former pro Baltimore Colt, who has ~vritten on coaching]. The eligibility came 
up then too, but Friday mainly talked about the arms race. 

I want to set up a f~aculty forum, but was thir~:ing it best to wait until the Martin report; in the raeantirae the discussions should still take place in smaller groups. I ~vould definitely include 
Hodding Carter in this. 

Right not the main concerns are the BOG’s Strategic Planning Committee and the Chancellor’s search. On Tuesday, there is a public forum regarding the first. The recommendations that will 
come out of this "Blue Ribbon Conm~ittee" will be crucial to UNC-CH. The assaults on liberal arts education are real. 

We will be arranging a public forum, likely more than one, for the Chancellor’s search. Our sub-conm~ittee, comprised of students, staff, and faculty, of the Search Corrm~ittee is meeting next 
Friday to discuss these. Athletics on campus will play a role in this search. 

It is interesting you say you want to meet with "real flesh and blood athletes." Some of us meet and interact with them regularly, and many of them are deeply affected about all that is 
being said about them on this campus. Many are afiaid to acknowledge to faculty any connection with athletics. Some of course are unmistakable, so we third:! Some of you may even have 
some "real athletes" in your class but are una~vare. I could help in the venture to get some of these athletes. 

Speaking again of Bill Friday, he was instrumental in the passage of NCAA’s ]-rop 48. UN~ admitted one player under this -- 
and graduated in the four years. He went on to play pro, became an assistant coach for ~ and and is now 
you may ~vant to meet. I kno~v him welh Another is fom~er who is back here finishing up his 

did not play his          year, 
as the coach. He is someone 

Jan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smit2a [mailto:jaysmith@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 10:20 Abl 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Bubba etc 

I’ve been communicating with Richard about getting us a meeting ~vith some real flesh and blood athletes. More ne~vs when I have it ..... 

On 10/19/12 10:11 A2CL Brooks, E&vin W wrote: 
> In our meetings I proposed that first year students not be eligible to play, but I didn’t hear a lot of support. Now we have Bubba suppolting the idea I propose that we invite Hodding 
Calter to talk to the group--after we [think we] agree on an agenda of specific goals--~vhich ~vould include getting past and present chancellors on board to advocate freshman ineligibility 
and to push the idea in the ACC (if not beyond). When is our next meeting, Jay? We need to work on practical items as well as guiding principles 
> 
> Willis Brooks 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [mailto:javsmith@emaihunc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 9:59 AM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Bubba etc 



Lots of interesting comments in this piece--both by Bubba and by the writer. 

http ://chapelboro com/pa~esi14560361.php? 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: ewbrooks@live uric edu. To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.eduiu? 
id 54562879.d37ef12dff35e61b6907f4f42ala2:Po4&n T&I facultv--athletics-forum&o 32317161 or send a blank email to leave-32317161- 
54562879 d37ell 2dJ’[’35e61 b6907f41:42al a2fb4@listsep~ uric edu. 

-- You are ctarently subscribed to faculty---athletics-forum as: jaysmith@emaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699857.65997791b4645638d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I facultv--athletics-fol~m~&o 32317235 or send a blank email to lea’,~e-32317235- 

48699857.65997791 b4b45638d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.anc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to facult’y--athletics-forum as: jmboxill@emaihunc.edu. To tmsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.~mc.edu/u? 
id~48699895.743a27fe2ca6a6720a~.140981ef5b593&n T&I i~aculty--athletics-fol".m~&o 32317265. or send a blank email to leave-32317265- 

48699895.743a27fe2ca6a6720a4d40981 cf5b593@listse1~.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to facult’y--athletics-fomm as: collored@emaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.eduiu? 
id 56378608.d5e258f994f240dc7676849651e6e185&n T&l~’acultv--athletics-for~&o 32317688 or send a blank email to leave-32317688- 
56378608.d5e258f994f240dc7676849651 e6e 185@listserv.anc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro@unc.edu. To ansubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists.unc.edv.’u?id 48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&I facult~---athletics-folmn&o 32327975. or send a blar~k email to lea’,~e-32327975- 

48699886.7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6@listserv.anc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evans. Jack <EvansJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 4:53 PM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. ~desimone@email.unc.edu-~; Robert Bonczek <rbonczek@b3bio.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Caudill Lowry            @gmaJl.com> 

Napier, Mary, E <mnapie@email.unc.edu>; Haithcock, Vicld P <vph@email.unc.edu>: Ragan, Ronda <Ronda Ragan@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Swanson, Margaret <Margaret Swanson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Sport 

I have rio LravN planned for between now and Thanksgiving. I would be interesLed in this discussion arid would be glad to have sorneone propose a t~rne and 

venue for a meeting. Thanks~ 

Jack 

.John P~ Evans 

Hettleman Professor of B~siness t)medtus 

Kenan-.}qag~er gusmess Schoo~ 

UNC--ChapN H~N 

4706 McCoN, CB 3490 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-.962 -4602 

F~m= DeSimone, Joseph N. [mail~:desimone@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Sunday, October 21, 2012 2:04 PN 
Te~ Evans, Jack; Robe~ Bonczek~ Stroman, Deborah (Exercise ~ Sport Science); Caudill Low~ 
¢¢= NaNer, Nary (Biochemist~ and Nophysics); Haithcock, Vicki (Comprehensive Cancer Center); Ragan, Ronda; Swanson, Nargaret 
Subject: Spo~ 
Hello Jack, Bob, Debby and Lowry, 

Following a dinner that Jack, Bob, Mary and I had recently it seems like it would be good to get together to discuss the opportunities and needs we have in regards to providing 

student athletes all of the support they need to be successful in life after college. I have taken the liberty to invite Debby and Lowry to this discussion too as they also have 

significant interest in this topic. Hopefully we can schedule thB discussion sometime in the near future. 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

ChanceNor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

h~m_LL~:_~!~_m~:_m~_s:~_~d~Lf~_s~J~zt_~_~_m_~_~Z 
http://www.kenaninstitute.unc.eduf 
Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

~FOIIow me on Twitter ...................................................... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 5:00 PM 

Campbell, Lany <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra <shaJ~dmj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 

<ursula litflejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@~mc.edu>; Mumll, Verita L <vefita mumll@~mc.edu>; Robert~m, NaI, enge 

<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Forum on the Five-Year Vision for UNC at the Stone Center, Tues at 5p~n 

Hi Atl. We really need you ther’e.,, hope you can a~tend tomorrow at 5:00 p.m. 
debbg 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Str’oman, P~,13, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

woman can make a difference bu~ 

women working ~ogett~er can c}mn,ge the world." 

From: The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History [mailto:stonecenter=unc.edu@maill4.us4.mcsv.net] On Beh~l[ Ol~The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for 
Black Culture and History 
Sent; Monday, October 22, 2012 12:36 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Forum on the Five-Year Vision for UNC at the Stone Center, Tues at 5pm 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 22, 2012 6:12 PM 

Croft; Dia~e G <grofl@emaJl.unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweighV~@emaJl.unc.edu>; Smith-Ryan, Abbie ~abbsmith@email.unc.edu->; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

ILL: CFE Facul~ Showcase and large classes 

I’m happy to reschedule for the 9th, © 
Barbara Os bo m~:_! 

Associa[:e Professor 

Exercise and Sport Sdence 

University o[: North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8505 

Chapel t-Hll, NC 27519 

Phone: 93.9.952.5173 

Erna~h sportlsw@unc.edu 

F~m= Croft, Diane G 
Sent; Monday, October 22, 2012 12:42 PM 

To= Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Smith-Ryan, Abbie; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: CFE Facul~ Showcase and large classes 
Hey, 

~L does look I&e a good session buL ~ can’t make ~t. Two classes. Are we reschedLding the mextmgr Maybx for the 9th? 

Diane 

F~m= Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2052 12:38 PM 
To= Croft, Diane G; Weight, Erianne Aj Smith-Ryan, Abbie; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= N: CFE Facul~ Showcase and large classes 

Helfo Ladies, 

I know this is our day to meet For hmch, but this boks Hke ~ rea~y good progrm~ (m~d it includes free lunch,). 

http:!!cfe.unc.edu!e-learning!showcasmhtml 

Ailyone wa[~[: to ~o w~th 

BaFbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Spo~t Sdence 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel H~I, NC 27519 

Phone: 919~962.5~73 

Ema~h s~ortlaw~upc.edu 

F~m= Henshaw, Bob 
Sent= Monday, October 22, 20~2 ~2:23 PM 
Subject; CFE FaculN Showcase and large classes 

U NC instructors, 

The Center for Faculty Excellence is reaching out to you because you have taught at least one large enrollment course section this year. We want to make you 

aware of two upcoming professional development opportunities related to teaching large classes. 

CFE Faculty Showcase 

On Friday, November 2, the CFE is hosting its third annual Faculty Showcase event at the Carolina Club. This is a chance to interact with colleagues who are 

experimenting with new teaching methods and pick up ideas for your own courses. There are several sessions being offered this year that may appeal to those of 

you teaching large classes: 

Less Lecturing, More Learnin~ 
Studies show that replacing traditional lectures with structured learning activities can enhance student engagement and may improve pe~ormance Br at-risk students. 
UNC faculty membem describe this phenomenon and share their experiences implementin9 structured learning in large classrooms. 

Let’s Hear from the Entire ClasM 
Classroom response systems are being used effectively by many Carolina instructors to increase student engagement. Some systems use third-pa~y devices known 
as clickers, while others allow students to use their cell phones or laptops. Panelists share their experiences as novice and seasoned usem o[ response systems 
with a broad range of instructional goals. 
Why Not Let Students Teach Each Other? 
Padicipatoty learning and peer assessment have both been suggested to help students develop higher-order learning skills. Learn about two interactive tools that offer 
a platBrm Br students to generate multiple choice questions (Peer~se) or essays (Sword) and provide feedback to each other using a defined rubric. Both are being 
piloted in large enrollment classes. 

Short and Sweet - Creatin~ Effective Video Lectures 
Learners at~ quickly becoming devotees of the shott video lectu~ and faculty membem at~ expressing greater interest in producing them. In this session, we will 
explore planning and recording your own mini-lectures. 

For the full program and information on how to register for this free event, visit http:/icfe~unc.eduie--leamingishowcase.html. You do NOT need to be there the 

entire day in order to attend a session, but we do ask that you take a minute to register. 

lO0+ Large Course Redesign Grants 

Next month we will be announcing the second call for proposals for the CFEIO0+ Large Course Redesign Grants program. This small grants program is designed to 

support faculty members who are ready to make some significant enhancements to a large lecture course they are teaching. Be thinking about courses you will be 

teaching during either the Fall 2013 or Spring 2014 semesters that may be a good fit with this program. For more information on the grants and other CFEIO0+ 

support options, visit http:iicfe.unc.edu/lOOplus/. 

Let us know if you have any questions. Thanks. 

Bob Henshaw 



ITS Liaison to the Center for Faculty Excellence 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

bob henshaw@unc.edu 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:31 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Appointment 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is             and I was in your office a couple weeks ago asking about the Sports Administration majoL I am following up my email from last week because 
know how hectic that week is for the Advising department. I would like to set up an appointment with you to discuss changing my major to Sports Administration. My PID is 

. Thank you. 

Best Wishes, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clayton, Taffye Benson <taffye@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 6:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: CBC Mid-October E-News 

Deb, 

Please move ahead with Marco and Ada’s announcements respectively, You can ask you for a bio directly also, 

Best, 

Ta [~ye 

From; Barker, Marco J 
Sent; Monday, October 22, 2012 ~0:06 AN 
To: Cla~on, Ta~e Benson 
Subject= ~: CBC Mid-October E-News 

~-~ Taffye, 

See Deborah’s note below. Wou~d you I~ke for her t.o st.il~ hokJ tight9 Please advise amJ I can respor~d accordi~g~y 

Maroo J Barker. PhD.. Serfior Director 
Dive rsi ty a ~sd M u I~icuitu ra I Aria irs 

University of Nollh (}arolins at Ohapel Hill 

~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
8e~t~ Friday, October ~9, 20~2 4:50 PM 

Te~ Barker, Marco a 
5u~ject~ RE: CBC Mid-October E-News 

www.unc,eduicbc (You can jo~n onfine,) 

Thanks~ ~ am st~l wail:~ng for [:hat Mo so ] may formally introduce you... ~ wro[:e Taffye a month ago or so I [:h~nk she was wa~t~ng for your other office hires. 

d 

~o Good, 

Deborat~ L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CL{J 

9:19.843.0336 

woman can make a differe~ce but 

women working together can chm~ge the world. " 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent; Friday, October 19, 20~2 4:49 PM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ RE: CBC Mid-October E-News 

I-~i Deborah, 

Thankst:o~ the update I@d not see where/howto.loir~andam~nterested Howdoljo~n9 

Have a grea: weekend 

Marco 

Marco.L Barker. Ph.D Se~ior Director 

Dive rsity a nd M u iticui~u rs I Affa irs 

Unive¢sit;/of North Csrolk~a at Chapel 

www.unc edu/diversit~ 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L 
5e~t= Friday, October ~9, 20~2 ~:~ P~ 

Toi Stroman, Deborah L 
5~bject~ CBC Mid-October E-~ews 
~i ~eeis~ There is $O much ~in~ ~n and I h~pe that f~u star informed and en~a~ed. Ad~¢a¢~ has heate~ up and we need ~ur ~i~e an~ ~resence. (We es~edallf 

need more ~la¢R males t~ assist with the ~ur ~la¢R male students. We are in crisis ~del} S~e~ial thanks t~ ~r. ~ia Caldwell f~r her leadershi~ and dedication to 
the challenges that lie before uM 

Note: The BIG meetin~ to discuss and collaborate a stratesy resardin8 the university’s future is this Tuesday at 5:SO p.m. at the Stone Center. 

Forum for the £ve- Ye~r Vision o/UNC 

Every five years, the UNC system is charged with developing ~ five-ye~r vision. The UNC Board o~ Governors h~s convened ~n Advisory Committee on 

Directions to provide recommendetions ~or th~t five-yeer plan. Mudent& ~culty, ~nd stiff,re coming together to host ~ ~orum ~o highlight whet we v~lue most 

~bout our university ~nd wh~t it should Ioo~ like moving ~orw~rd. 5h~ring your experiences is crit£~l to cre~ting ~ vZsion that works ~or ~11. 

And most important (early, if possible) -VOTE and join/renew your Caucus membership~ We have real nice ba~s for the first 48 renewals. Thanks Ursula Littiejohn~ 
th Also, we are considerin~ possible speakers NOW for the Caucus 40 anniversary celebration in 20~4. Any ideas? Names already shared include Dr. Cornel West, Dr. 

E. Michael Dyson, Oprah Winfrey, Dr. Johnetta Cole, Ben Jealous, Gov. Deval Patrick, Michelle Obama, Denzel Washington, and Samuel Jackson or one of the six 

current Black CEOs of a Fortune BOO company h~tp://www.blackentrepreneurprofile~comi[ortune-B~-ceos}. 

Please share this email with UNC Black associates and encourase them to join the Caucus. 

Resards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~9.84S.OSS6 

www.unc.eduicbc 

"When the root is deep, there ~s no reason to[ear the w~nd." 



Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She~,l Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 7:11 PM 

The progthc mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[progthc] from Della Pollock 

Della receives messages but hasn’t been able to send. See her message, below. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Re: Letter in Dnrham Herald Sun (on the strategic dir. comm.) 

Date:Mon, 22 Oct 2012 15:13:39 +0000 
From:Pollock, Della <pollock@b~ema£unc.edu> 

To:Cat Warren (~:eartblink.net-~ 

CC:Sherryl Kleinm~m < @nc.rr.com>, The pmglhc mailing liszt <progfac@listserv.nnc.edu~. Michael Schwalbe~ 
Ayers" < ~)me.com>, [ ~mail.com" < b~mail.com>, "spnc(a)duke.edu" <spnc(~duke.edu>, Jacob Lemer 

_~ ~mo£com>, "Race, Willimn H" ~vhrace(dbemo£nnc.edtP 

.a~nc.rr.com~~, Da ~d 

Dear colleagues:    I just wanted to let you know that the Southern Oral History Program/Southern Historical Collection at UNC hc 

Best, with thanks, Della Pollock 

Interim Director, SOHP 

Executive Director, The @ackson Center for Saving and Making History 

DP from my phoP~e 

On Oct 22, 20~2, at 1@:59 P~.~, "Cat Warren" < 

Brilliant! Thank you, Sherryl! 

The tone is perfect. Plus, of course, you’re right. 

Cat 

Assoc. Prof. Cat Warren 

Department of English 

BO:~ 8105 

TompkJns Hall, 201 

North Carolina State University 

Raleigh, NC 27695-810b 

On Oct 22, 2012, at 10:39 AM, Sh~’~yl KieJnman w~ete: 

p> http : iiwww. Peraid-sun. com/view/full sto~v/20563322/article-Letters--Oct--22 ? 

>> 

>> Letters, Oct. 22, 2012 

>> 

>> How to fill Bill F~iday’s shoes? 

>> 

>> As a member of the faculty at UNC, Chapel Hill, for 32 years, I am saddened by the death of Bill Friday, someone who consist 

p> 

>> Friday last served on the" Advisery Conmittee fer St~ategic Directions, charged w~th planr~Jng the" nex~ five yea~s ef UNC~s 

>> In a discussion of who ~ight fill the voi@ left by Friday, Hannah Gage who serves on the co~’~ittee said, "I @on~t think 

>> Sh~’~yl KieJ [~man 

>> Professor of Sociology 

p> UNC-Chapel Hill 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are cnrrently snbscribed to 

progfac as: <~a hm~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<a>. To nnsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "mailto:leave-32329105-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32329105- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu<a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?}live.unc.edu> 

Monday,                7:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Jesse Jackson at UNC 

Dr. Stroman, 

Jesse .lackson will be at UNC on Friday to talk about Early Voting. BSM, NAACP and Carolina MALES are hosting his visit. I will get you more information in the next 24 hours 

(he just told us today) but please let the Caucus know! 

Thanks, 

i UNC Black Student Movement 
~ Movement of Youth 

~~.~i?liciIi~. <ii-~ail- I UNC Student Television 

http:// 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Campbell, La~ <lecam~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 9:08 PM 

Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.e&~>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Ennice 

<ursula litflejohn@unc.edn>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@~mc.edu>; Mumll, Verita L <vefita mnmll@~mc.edu>; Robert~m, NaJ~enge 

<naJ~enge.robertson@unc.edu> 

I~E: Forum on the Five-Year Vision for UNC at the Stone Centre; Tues at 5pro 

See you there. Larry 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 5:00 PM 
To: Campbell, Larry; Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita L; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: Forum on the Five-Year Vision for UNC at the Stone Center, Tues at 5pm 

Hi All, We really t~eed 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

EngiNe, Explore, 

919,843,0336 

woman can make a differe~ce but 

women working together can chm~ge the world. " 

From: The Sonja Haynes Stone Center ~or Black Culture and History [mailto:stonecenter:::unc.edu@maill4.us4.mcsv.net] ~n Beh~lt’ Of The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for 
Black Culture and History 
Sent-" Monday, October 22, 20J.2 :t2:36 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Forum on the Five-Year Vision for UNC at the Stone Center, Tues at 5pm 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu> 

Monday, 10:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Get Real and Heel Event 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is        , and I am a member of a group putting on a Get Real and Heel event for Dr. GroWs RECR    class. Seeing as the event is coming up on Wednesday, 
we are looking for volunteers to participate in helping us make sure the event runs as smoothly as possible. That being said, I was wondering if you wouldn’t mind sending out 
some information over the Sport Business Club listserv so that more people will not only be aware of the event, but also to possibly solicit volunteers. I have included the 
information below, and please feel free to contact me if you need more information to send out along with this, or with any other questions. Thank you very much. 

Best Regards, 

UNC 

Jump!: UNC Helps Breast Cancer Survivors Bounce Back! 

When: Wednesday, from 1 lam-3pm 

Where: Rains Head Plaza, next to Rams Head Dining Hall 

This program is a FREE ca~’nival for UNC studems that promotes both recreation and stress relief, in addition to raising awaxeness and donations for the Get Real and 

Heel Breast Cancer Program and Breast Cancer Awareness month. Come and reconnect ruth your childhood by jumping in inflatable!! There roll be drinks donated 
by Pepsi m~d food from Q’doba’. 

We are looking Ibr volunteers ficom 10am-4pm to help not only with the event, but with setup a~d cleanup at~ter the event. Volunteers will help in maintaining that the 

event is run s~l’ely by managing the m~ount of student that are jumping on the inflatables at the same time to m~ke sure that no one is hurt during the event. Volunteers 

will also be needed to help ha~d out drinks that we will be providing frown Q’doba to those who come to the event. 

If you are interested in volunteering for any amount of time at the event, please email at @live.unc.edu, and we hope to see you at the event! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 6:25 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Michelle Bolas ( @gmaJl.com) 

hmovator’s report 

Hi Debbie, As I mentioned last night, I want to include a short call out on you in the report. Please send me bio, pictures in action (high res if you have them), head 

shot if you don’t have the other, stories written about you, bio, and most importantly, what you are doing at UNC re entrepreneurship! We are going to press 

tomorrow probably, so if you could send that today, that would be great. Thanks, Judith 
Judith Cone I 816.305.1073 I Judith.coneC~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lowry Caudill @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 8:09 AM 

Evans Jack <FxansJ@kenan-tlagler.unc.e&~ 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Robert Bonczek <rbonczek@b3bio.com>; Stroman~ Deborah L <dstro@~mc.edu>; 

Napier, Mau E < mnapie@email.unc.edu>; Haithcock, Vicld P <vph@email.unc.edu>; Ragan, Ronda <Ronda Ragan@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Swanson, Margaret <Margaret Swm~son@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Sport 

I look forward to the conversation. The first couple of week of November work best for me. Low~ 

On Mon, Oct 22, 2012 at 4:52 PM, Evans, Jack <EvansJ@kenan-flaglerxmc.edu> wrote: 

f haw:, n.:_~ tr~ve[ pianned for between now ~m~t Thard~sg~ving. [ wouM be ~nt:erested [n this d[s(:ussh:m and I wou~d be g~ad [:o have ~;omeone propose a [:~me 

venue for a meet:rag Thanks. 

Jack 

John P. ~vans 

Nettlernan Professor of gusineJs Emeritus 

Kenan-.F]ag~er gus~ness Schoo~ 

UNC-ChapN 

4706 McCo~l, CB 3490 

Chapel H~], NC 27599 

919-.962-4602 

From: DeSimone, Joseph M. [mailto:desimone@email.unc.edu] 

Sent; Sunday, October 2:t, 20:t2 2:04- PM 
To; Evans, Jack; Robert Bonczek; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Caudill Lowry 
Cc; Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics); Haithcock, Vicki (Comprehensive Cancer Center); Ragan, Ronda; Swanson, Margaret 
Subject: Sport 

Hello Jack, Bob, Debby and Lowry, 

Following a dinner that Jack, Bob, Mary and I had recently it seems like it would be good to get together to discuss the opportunities and needs we have in regards to providing 

student athletes all of the support they need to be successful in life after college. I have taken the liberty to invite Debby and Lowry to this discussion too as they also have 

significant interest in this topic. Hopefully we can schedule this discussion sometime in the near future. 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http:!!www.chem.unc.edu!people!faculty/desimone/ 

http://www.kenaninstitute.unc.edui 
Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-$467 

~Follow me on Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Turner <tmrner@collegiatesportsassociates.com> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 9:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Follow- up 

Debbie, 

It was timely to run into you at the Carolina Caf~ last week. Our paths continue to cross, so there must be some reason to it a rlrrl going to be flying out of RDU 

tomorrow afternoon and wondered if you might be available to sit down for a few minutes and catch-up. There may be some synergies there that we should 

explore. 

Interested? 

todd 

TODD TURNER 

Coiiegiate S~;o,’t s As,.ocJates 

3~ $5 Se~,’e~t Lakes West 

Wesl i!} ~d, N C 27376 

Rh.m:: 9] 0-722,-4222 

~ Iogo3615080 sm 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

?}live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                9:57 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Spring Internship 

Dr. Stromm~. 

I have a quick question about internships, but if you’d rather talk about it in person, I can come by your office hours. 

Are we at UNC allowed to do Spring internships? I have seen mm~y listed and would love to do one but I didnt knox if we were allowed to do this and not take 

classes that semester, or if we received some sort of class credit for completing the internship. Any insight you can give me would be much appreciated. 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Turner <tmrner@collegiatesportsassociates.com> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 10:21 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow-up 

I should be there at about 3:O0.,,need to be at the airport by 4.:15. How about our favorite meeting spot.,,the Carolina Caf~ in Meadowmont at 3:00? 

t 

TODD "l’~J RN El~ 

Coiiegmte ~ports Associates 

West End. NC27376 

::;:.:;:: ~ogo3615080 sm 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 23, 2012 9:57 AM 
To; tturner@collegiatesportsassociates.com 
Subject-" RE: Follow-up 
So true! 1 have a window after :[:30, I can move my 2:I5 appointment, if necessary, What time can you swing through? 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

gn~]uL~e. Explore. Em.po’,ver. 
9::tg,g43,0:3:36 

’One woman c;m make a difference but 

woraen working ltoge{her c;m chm~ge the world," 

F~ma Todd Turner [mail~:~umer~g~eg}ate~porgassociatesxom] 
Sent= Tuesday, October 23, 2012 9:0~ AN 

T~= Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject: Follow-up 

Debbie, 
It was timely to run into you at the Carolina Caf~ last week. Our paths continue to cross, so there must be some reason to it a~ going to be flying out of RDU 

tomorrow afternoon and wondered if you might be availaMe to sit down for a few minutes and catch-up. There may be some synergies there that we should 

explore. 

Interested? 

todd 

TODD TURNER 

Presidcn~ 
Coiiegiate Spc, r~s A~a<,cia ~es 

West E~d, NC 27376 

tt urner 

P tion~ 9Iu-. ,zz-422z ~o ~ 

(c) 
i:N~ Iogo3615080 sm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Turner <tmrner@collegiatesportsassociates.com> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 10:47 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow-up 

Deb._l made a mistake on my flight schedtfle, I need to be at RDU at 3:30, so 1 would prefer getting together with you at 2:30, if you can rearrange your schedule. If 

not, VII adiust. Let me know and sorry for the confusion. 

~: o d d 

Coiiegiate Sports A:~sociates 

3185 Seven Lakes Wes~ 

~turner%collegiates~><~r~sass<~cia~es corn 

Phone: 910~722~4222 (o) 

[~.~ ~o9o3615080 sm 

From: Todd Turner [mailto:tturner@collegiatesportsassociates.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 10:21 AH 
To: ’Stroman, Deborah L’ 
Subject: RE: Follow-up 

I s[~ould be there at about 3:00,,,need to be at the airport by 4:15. How about our law)rite meeting spot,,,the Carolina (:a~ in b! ~adowrnont at 3:00? 

t 

TODD TVRNE~ 

P resident 

(:oiiegiate Spo~ts Associates 

West End. NC 2737{? 

t t u rner(a) collegiat esport sassociat es.com 
Ph-ne: 910-722~4222 (-) 

(c ~ 

~ ~o9o31~15080 sm 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 9:57 AM 

T~: ~umer~@co!!eg!atesportsassociates.com 
Subject: RE: Follow-up 
So true! t have a wi[)dow after 1:30. f cat} [T~ove my 2::[5 app.:)~nl:[T~e]~t, i[ necessary. What time ca[) you swi[)g through? 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

919,843,0336 

woman can make a difference but 

women working togefl~er can change the world. 

From: Todd Turner [mailto:ttumer@colleqiatesportsassociates.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 2012 9:0~ AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Follow-up 

Debbie, 
It was Omely to run into you at the Carolina Caf~ last week. Our paths conOnue to cross, so there must be some reason to ~t aB~ going to be flying out of RDU 

tomorrow afternoon and wondered if you might be available to sit down for a few minutes and catch-up. There may be some synergies there that we should 

explore. 

Interested? 

todd 

TODD TURNER 

Co~icgiate Sports Associates 

3195 Seven I st.:ca West 

West End. NC2737{~ 

t t urner(i~collegiat esport sassocia t es.com 

Phone: 91(b722-4222 



i.~.i Iogo3615080 sm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~’- 

Tuesday, 10:59 AM 

Campbell, Lany <lecmnp@email unc edu>; Jones, Shm~dra <shm~draj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 

<ursula litflejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu~; Murrill, Verita L <vefita murdll@unc.edu~; Robert~m, NaJ~enge 

<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu-~ 

FW: Jesse Jackson at UNC 

It’s on now[ tol 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

’One womm~ can make a difference bnt 

women working together ca,~ change the world. 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 7:28 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Jesse Jackson at UNC 

Dr. Stroman, 
Jesse Jackson will be at UNC on Friday to talk about Early Voting. BSM, NAACP and Carolina MALES are hosting his visit. I will get you more information in the next 24 hours 
(he just told us today) but please let the Caucus know! 

Thanks, 

i UNC Black Student Movement 
i Movement of Youth 

I ._u__~__c____s__t_g__d_e_0_LT__e_._Le__v__Ls_Lo_r_~_ 

http:/ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Brandi Leigh <blbrooks@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 11:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~<lstro@unc.edu>; 

RE: Unity 

~earthlink.net; Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu-~ 

Debbv, 

have replied to the doodle on Arny"s behalf. 

Best, 

Brandi 

Brandi L Brooks ’07 

Program Coordinator ¯ Arnerican Indian Center ,The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

l13A Abernethy Hall, CB# 3457 . Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3457 919.843.4189 
(W) ¯ 919.843.4024 (F) ¯ _b__[__a_n_d_L@_u_n__c_:__e___d___u_., .h.~.t..tEi/./..a.~..m.-e..r.!.c.~.a.~.nj~.n.~.dj~.a.~.n..c.~.e.~.n..t-e.[~gE~.~" 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 5:00 PM 
To:          ~earthlink.net; Hertel, Amy Locklear 
Cc: Brooks, Brandi Leigh; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Unity 

h ttp:/[dood le.comitgbrcfs94h9686~]h 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Sb’oman, Pb,D, CLU 

En~]uL~e. ~xplor¢.. En~power. 

9:19.843.0336 

’©ne woman can make a differe~ce but 

women working together can cha~ge the world. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 4:20 PM 
To: !_~__e__a__~[jj_tLk_=_n___e__tj Hertel, Amy Locklear; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Unity 

Hi Friends. (Amy, thanks for the quick chat today!) 

Here’s a recap of the possible slate for collaboration for 2012-13. 

Let’s try to meet after fall break. I will send a doodle out. Is there a particular day during the weeks of Oct. 22 or Oct. 29 that does NOT work for anyone? (Or a time 

block) 

Have a super weekend. 

debby 

Deborah L 5troman, Ph,D, CLU 

#8700 

"The best ability is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tnfts, Amy Z <atufts@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 11:37 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lgc ulty@li story, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-thcnl~] Phone Message Light Memo 

We have two different telecommunications issues going on as a result of some glitch that happened last week with multiple departments campuswide. In order to rectify your 
issue, decide which one of the following is your issue and follow the direction given to me by Sandra Studivant in Communications Technologies. 
Problem#i: 1. Your message indicator light is not working because when you go into the system to check, you have messages waiting. 
What io do: Call 2-6200 and Clear out ALL messages. Delete any saved messages so that there are no messages at all in your box. This will hopefully reset the light to work 
like it is supposed to. 
Problem#2: Your message light will not go off even though you’ve checked your messages and cleared them out. 
Whal to do: These have to be manually reset so email Amy Tufts your phone number with subject heading: Message light will not go off. I will send these to Sandra so she 

can manually reset these. (Ones I already have on this list (you do not need to respond again): Fred Mueller, Eric Ryan, Darrell Kidd, Joe Myers, Meredith Petschauer. 
As always, if after following this protocol, you are still having issues, please let me know right away. 

Thanks, 
Amy 
Amy Z. Tufts 
209 Fetzer Hall, CB 8700 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2021 

Y o u are c urrently sub~ribed to exss- lhc ulty a.~: dstro~b~ uric. edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:http://~ists.unc.edtv~u?i~55567~.548a982f3~2a2a7~5ee~e34b~bcc32a&n T&I exss-l?acnltv&o 32332592 

(It may be necessa~ m cut mad paste fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or send a blank emsil to leave-32332592-55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a@listserv.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 11:49 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Michelle Bolas ~gmaJl.com) 

RE: Innovator’s report 

Thank you. I am excited about this[ 

.Judith Cone i              [ .~udith.cone@unc.edu 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 20~2 ~:28 AM 
To: Cone, Judith 
¢c~ Michelle Bolas @gmail.com) 
$ubject: RE: [nnova~r’s repo~ 

Hi Judith. 

~ don’t keep the stories on me~ ;) Here are some ] pu~ed from Goog]e. 

1. http://b~ueandwhRemag.c~m/issues/v~ume.14.Bsue..4.february.2~12/be~.[~..we~/a~umnus.pr~[~e-deb~rah.str~man/ 

Z h t [p:/ilos~ngtowin.wfu.ed uispea kersid ebora h-.stroma n.-ph--d-.clui 

UNC Entrepreneursh~p Activities 

* Developed and taught [he first spot[ entrepreneurship course for the College of Arts & Sciences F~rst-.Year Seminar program 

* Developed the ~:~rst sport entrepreneurship course for the College of Arts & Sdences 

* Coordinator o~: [he Department of Exerdse and Sport Sdence (Sport Admb~strat~on) ]n[ernship 

* ~:acu~tv Advisor for one o[ ~:he university’s largest student-run orgamzs~:~oo, Carolina Sport Business Club. The Chub works w~th eo~repreoeurs on speda~ 

projects and irw~tes them to ~e guest speakers 

~ Owner of Li~:e After Sports Wi[h Effective ResultsTM (see attache~ov~ding service to help professional s[h]etes [ransk~on from their sport career 

e PartidpsoL UNC Enl:repreneursh~p ~:acu~tv BooLcamp (finalist in busi]less crealJon compeL~tion) 

e ~nstructor and advisor, ~o~repreoeurshi~) M~oor program (Sport Bus~oess Veo~:ures) 

e Member, Keoan InslJtute o[ Pdval:e ~}o~erpr~se Sl:ra~eg~c P~ann~og Committee 

~ did w~n the Sl:a~e of IV~ary~sod (2006)Top 100 M~noriW Bus~ness Enterprise Award. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the world." 

F~m= Cone, Judith 
Sent; Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 2012 6:25 AN 
ge= Stroman, Deborah k 

Cc: Nichelle Bolas @gma&com) 
Subject: Innovator’s repo~ 

Hi Debbie, As I mentioned last night, ~ want to include a short call out on you in the report. Please send me bio, pictures in action (high res if you have them), head 

shot ~f you don’t have the other, stories written about you, bio, and most importantly, what you are doing at UNC re entrepreneursNp] We are going to press 

tomorrow probably, so if you could send that today, that would be great. Thanks, Judith 
Judith Cone I              I Judith.cone@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’dstro@unc.edu~; 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 11:50 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Forum on the Five-Year Vision [br UNC (Stone) 5:00 p.m. 

FRIENDI.Y REMINDER--- WE NEED TO SHARE OUR OPINION! 

5:00 p.m. TODAY at the Stone Center 
R~-’_~ga r d s, 

debb¥ 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

~Zombi.es~ believe .me, are more terrifying ~]’~a~ colonists,~ Era~z Fa~on 

F~m; The SoNa Haynes Stone tenor for Black Culture and Histo~ [mailto:s~necenter=unc.eduOmaill4.us4.mcsv.net] On Behal[ O[The SoNa Haynes Stone Center for 
Black Culture and Histo~ 
Sent~ Nonday, October 22, 2012 12:36 PN 
T~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje~t~ Forum on the Five-Year Vision for UNC at the Stone Center, Tues at 5pro 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 11:54 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Innovator’s report 

Serendipity and you making things happen! 
Judi[h Cone i [ Judith.cone@~nc.edu 

[ ~ Descdpt~ ..... ] 

~1 Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat; Tuesday, October 23, 2052 $$:55 AN 
Te= Cone, 3udith 
Sabject= RE: Innovator’s repo~ 
Thanks] Jus~:~iF oJ’ rne ~:@n~to make a difference, t keep tMnkin8 backto when we first rne[ and sat on [he bench in South Bu~Jdm8 ;) 

Do Goo(L 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9119,843,0336 

’One womm~ can make a difference bu~ 

wome~t working together can change 1he worId." 

From: Cone, Judith 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 11:49 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢: Michelle Bolas I ;@qmail.com) 
Subject," RE: Innovator’s report 
Thank you. I am excited about this! 

Judith Cone i              [ Jud[th.cone@~nc.edu 

<~;~i,.’<.:’~i~? 9!: No;~h C~:!!_’.ii;~a a~ !:2i:~:~5¢i 

[ 

i~i Descdpt, ..... ] 
....... DescrJpIior: 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Tuesday, October 23, 2012 1~:28 AN 
Te~ Cone, ~udith 
~¢~ Nichelle Bolas ( @qmail.com) 
Subject= RE: Innovator’s repo~ 

Hi 

J don’t keep the stories on me. ;} Here are some ~ pu~ed from Goog~e, LoJ 

L ht~p://b~ueandwh~temag.c~m/issues/v~ume..14..bsue.&february..2~2/be~bt~..we~/a~umnus..pr~e.deb~rah..str~man/ 

2. htt p:i!~os~n~towin:wfu.edu!spea kers/deborah.-stroma rv.~h-d-c~u[ 

U NC Entrepreneursh~p Activ~tbs 

* Devefoped and taught the first sport entrepreneur’ship course for the Co]fege of Arts & Sciences FksbYear Seminar program 

* Devefoped the first sport entrepreneurship course for the Colbge of Ar~s & Sdences 

* Coordinator of the Department of Exercise ar~d Sport Sdence (Sport Adm~nbtrafion) Internship program 

* FacufW Advisor for one of the unbersiW’s larges~ student-run organkat]on, Carolina Sport Business Club. The Club works with entrepreneurs on spedaf 

projects and invites d~em to be guest speakers 

* Owner of Life After Sports With E[fective Resuf~s’*~ (see at[ache~}ovMing service to help professional athletes trm~Mt]on from d~eir spor~ career 

* Participant, UNC Entrepreneurship FacufW gootcamp (fir~a~is~ in business creation competition} 

¢ instructor and advisor, Entrepreneurship IV]k~or program (Spor~: guskH?ss Ventures) 

Member, I(enan Insti~:ute of Private Enterprise Strategk: P~annktg Committee 

~ did win the State o[: Maryhmd (2006) Top 100 M~nority Business ~nterprise Award. 

Hope t~b ~nl:ormaho[~ helps~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

E~NgN~, E.vplor~:~, gk~power, 

9:19~843,0336 

’One woman car~. make a differe~me b~t 



women w’orkix~g k*geiher c~x chaxkge the world," 

F~m= Cone, Judith 
S~nt~ Tuesday, October 23, 20~2 6:25 AM 

l~ Stroman, Deborah L 
¢~ Michelle Bolas ~_g_~_ql]~_~_~) 
S~bje~t~ Innovator’s repo~ 

Hi Debbie, As I mentioned last night, I want to include a short call out on you in the report. Please send me bio, pictures in action (high res if you have them), head 

shot if you don’t have the other, stories written about you, bio, and most importantly, what you are doing at UNC re entrepreneurship] We are going to press 

tomorrow probably, so if you could send that today, that would be great. Thanks, Judith 
Judith Cone j              I Judith.coneC~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Turner <tmmer@collegiatesportsassociates.com> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 12:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow-up 

That works for me. Should I come to your office to get the pass or is there a gate somewhere? 

tt 

TODD "l" L" R N El~ 

P r e si d e 

Coiiegmte ~ports Associates 

3185 Seven lakes West 

West E~:~d, NC 27376 

::;:.:;:: ~ogo3615080 sm 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 11:53 AM 
To: tturner@collegiatesportsassociates.com 
Subject: RE: Follow-up 
2:30 is good. Can you stop by campus? I can get you a pass to park behind Fetzer (go down Stadk~m Dr~ve). 

Woollen 315 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9119,843,0336 

’One womm~ can make a difference but 

wome~t working together can change 1he worId." 

From: Todd Turner [E).a.~[Lt..~..:~.u.~tLn..e.~.@.~.c..~JJ~.e.gLa..t..e.~.sR.~£N.a.~R¢[~D~g~] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 10:47 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Follow-up 
Deb.,J made a mistake on my flight schedule. I need to be at RDU at 3:30, so 1 would prefer getting together with yo~ at 2:.~0, if yo~ can rearrange your schedule. If 

not I"ll ~diust. L~?t me k[~ow aqd sorry for the confusio]l. 

1’ODD TU RNEI[~ 

Coiiegia~ Sport s A ssocia tea 

3195 S~ven Lakes West 

West ~-. ~d, .’~C ,: ,. 7< 

t t urner(d~collegiat esport sassociat es~com 

~1~1~ ~%103615080 sm 

From: Todd Turner [mailto:tturner@colleqiatesportsassociates.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 10:21 AM 
To: ’Stroman, Deborah L’ 
Subject: RE: Follow-up 
I s~rK)LEId be there at ab{mt 3:00, ,need to b~-:~ at the airport by 4:15. How about ouF favorite meeting s{xxt, ,the CarolkH~ (:a h~ in b!eadowmont at 3:00? 

t 

TODD TVRNER 

Collegiate Spo~ts Associates 

31 g5 Svve~ Lakes West 

West gr~do NC 273?6 

Pbo~a<:: 910W22~4222 ~o) 

(c) 



i.~.i iogo3615080 sm 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 9:57 AlVl 

To: ttu r ner@collegiatesportsassociates.com 
Subject: RE: Follow-up 

So true! I have a window af[er 1:30, I cae move my 2:15 appoin[ment, ff necess~ry, What l:~rne can you sw~n~ l:hrou{~h? 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9] 9,843,0336 

’One womm~ cal~ make a difference b~t 

wome~ working together can change the world." 

From: Todd Turner [mailto:tturner@colleqiatesportsassociates.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 9:05 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Follow-up 

Debbie, 

It was ~mely to run into you at the Carolina Caf~ last week. Our paths con~nue to cross, so there must be some reason to it a~ ~oin~ to be flyin~ out of RDU 

tomorrow afternoon and wondered if you might be available to sit down for a few minutes and catch-up. There may be some syner~ies there that we should 

explore. 

Interested? 

todd 

TODD TURNER 

Coiieg{ate Spo~ts AssocJak’s 

We~;t b. ~d, NC 2’7376 

tt uruer@~col]e~iatespor t sa ssociates.com 

}>hose: 9] 0-722~4222 

~.~.~ Iogo3615080 sm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman Nasl~, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 12:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Forum ou the Five-Year Vision tbr UNC (Stone) 5:00 p.m. 

Description: unc mail signature 

have never met a broken child. I’ve met broken systems that fail our children" --~Alberto Caravalho 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure 

or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 11:50 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~: Forum on the Five-Year Vision for UNC (Stone) 5:00 p.m. 

FRIENDLY R}?N!INDER -WE N}?ED 70 SHAR}? OUR OPINP:i}N~ 

5:00 p.m. TODAY at the Stone Center 
Regards, 

debbv 

Deborah [. Stroman. Ph.D. CLU 

~Zombies. believe me. are more terri[yi~g than colonists.~ ~rm~tz Fa~o~ 

F~m= The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histo~ [mailto:stonecenter=unc.edu~ma~l~4.us4.mcsv.netl On ~ehalf Of The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for 

Black Culture and Histo~ 
Sent~ Nonday, October 22, 2012 12:36 PN 

Te~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ Forum on the Five-Year Vision for UNC at the S~ne Center, Tues at 5pm 





From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:54 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Jesse Jackson 

American civil rights activist Jesse Jackson will be at UNC on Friday at 2p in Genome Science Building G100 to discuss Early Voting. 

Press Release to be released soon. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse typos 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Turner <tmmer@collegiatesportsassociates.com> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 1:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow-up 

Will do! See you tomorrow. 

t 

TODD T{JRNE~ 

Coiiegmte Sports Associates 

3185 Seven lakes West 

West End. NC 27376 

t ~ ~rner~col~egia~esport 

::::*:::: ~o903615080 sm 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 12:46 PM 
To: <ttumer@collegiatesportsassociates.com> 
Subject: Re: Follow-up 
I will meet you in the back of Fetzer with the pass. Look for the hot pink signs for EXSS visitors. No gates. 

Call or text when you get close. 

debby 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Oct 23, 2012, at 12:04 PM, "Todd Turner" <tturner@collegiatesportsassodates.com> wrote: 

]h~;[: works for me Should I come to your offic,-:~ to get [:he pas;s or ~5; there a glare somewhere? 

t 1: 

TODD 

[) resident 

~I85 S~ven iak~ W~t 

W(~s[ gnd~ NC 27376 

t t urner(/gcollegiat esport sassociat es,com 

P [~ o~} e: 9 ~ 0-? 22-4222 (o) 

(c) 
<imi~ge003.jpg> 

[~m= Stroman, Deborah k 
N~nt= Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 20~2 11:53 AN 

T~= ~urner(@cN~eqiatesporNassociates.com 
Subject: RE: Follow-up 

D~ Good, 

Deborah I.,, Stromar~, Ph,D, CI.,U 

919,843.0336 

<knageO04.jpg> 

’~)ne womm~ can make a difference but 

women working ~ogether can change 

F~m: Todd Turner [ma~l~:gumer@cNle~ates~orNassodates.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 10:47 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Follow-up 
Oeb..3 made a m~stake on my fl~ght schedule. I need to be at RDU at 3:30, so ~ wouM prefer getting together w~th you at 2:30, ff you can rearrange your 

scheduk~, ff not, ["~ adjust. Let me know ~md sorry for the confush:m. 

todd 

TODD 

Collegiate Sports Associates 

3185 Sv~en Lab:s Wvst 

W~s* End, NC 2737{; 

t t u rner~co]legJatesport sassociat es.com 



Phone: 9~Ib722~4222 to) 

<image00S.jpg> 

From-" Todd Turner 
Sent= Tuesday, October 23, 2022 ~0:2~ 
To= ’Stroman, Deborah L’ 
S~bjeCt= RE: Follow-up 
should be there at about B:OO._need to be at the airport by 4::[5+ How about our favorite meetin8 spot,the Carolina Oaf6 in Meadowmont at 3:00? 

Pr+:sid~nt 

3I $5 Seven Lakes West 

W6s~ f,,nd~ NC 27376 

t t u~n e~(d~collegJat espor t sassodat es.com 

PDoue: 9 ~(~-722-,-1222 

<imageoosdpg> 

F~m= stroman, Deborah L [mailto;dstro@unGedu] 
$e,t= Tuesday, October 23, 20~2 9:57 AH 
Te= ~urner@colleqiatesporgassociates.com 
Subject= RE: Follow-up 

So true! I have a wl~dow after t:gO+ I can move my 2:15 appointment if necessary+ What time ca~ you swing through? 

d 
Do good, 

Debora{~ L, S~roman, PI~.D~ CLU 

En,g~O’e. ,£xpior~’, Empow~:m, 

9ff 9,843.0336 

<imafieOO4dpfi> 

’One woman can m:ake a difference bnt 

women working together can ct~ange the world," 

Frem: Todd Turner [maNto:tturner@collegiatesportsassociates.com] 
tent; Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 2012 9:05 

To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
8~ject; FoNow-up 

Debbie, 

It was timely to run into you at the Carolina Car6 last week. Our paths continue to cross, so there must be some reason to it alt~ ~oin~ to be fl~in~ 

out of RDU tomorrow afternoon and wondered if you might be available to sit down for a few minutes and catch-up. There may be some synergies 

there that we should explore. 

Interested? 

todd 

TODD TURNER 

P r~si d~ 

Co]l~gh~ts Sports Associates 

3185 S+:~ en Lal,+:s W+:st 

West ]{nd~ NC 2737~i 

Pl~ono: 910-7224222 

<imateOOB.jpt> 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kia C~ldwell < ~yahoo.comv 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 1:30 PM 

Tbe progiZac totaling list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progfac] The Bain Report and UNC’s Future 

Hi All, 

As we consider tl-’~e future of UNC, it would probably be a good idea to look at the BaJn report that 

was produced several years ago by Romney’s wonderful firm. Perhaps there will ~e a ~ay to challenge 

s~me of the report’s recommendations, although many have already been put into place. I a~ sending 

the report below. 

htt~:/iwww.unc.ed~kide~tsitrusteesiPP%20709%20Bain%20Re~ort.pdf 

Best, 

Kia 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@uuc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<Ta>. To unsubscribe send a blank <%r> 

email to <a h~e~"m~ilto:leave-32333336- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32333336- 

56223020.18abcM3200370 aTc 12481 b56re 1 eb9~listserv .unc .edu<~/a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 1:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Minor in Entrepreueurship Case Statelneut Draft 09122008.doc; Miuor Actual and Proj ections as of Feb 2012.pdf 

Debbie, 

I hope all is well. My apologies for the delay in sending this follow up information. I have been traveling back-to-back. 

We discussed several items when we met and I have tried to list them below. Please let me know if I have missed something. 

The Minor in Entrepreneurship: 

Case Statement - Attached 

Budget Projections from Spring 2012 -Attached 

Dean’s Working Group Meeting: 

We will meet on Friday, November 30 from 8:30 - J.2:30 in the Institute for Arts and Humanities (Hyde Hall) 

Role in the Minor: 

I spoke with Jonathan Hartlyn about you receiving an additional stipend for teaching in the Minor and he indicted you would need to discuss that with John 

Stewart. As I mentioned, typically we do not pay professors a stipend above their salary, but do give the department course release money for the professor’s 

time. 

Fundraising for the EXSS Track: 

As discussed, before you contact anyone about potential funding for this track we need to have agreed upon priorities and I would like to know if you are 

considering approaching someone, so that we are not crossing other schools or units. Though as I have indicated, I doubt your potential prospects will have a lot of 

cross over. 

Thanks again for your work on behalf of the Minor and I look forward to working with you and seeing you at the meeting! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:14 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-253:1 (fax) 



9-12-08 

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES MINOR IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

CASE STATEMENT 

Background and Mission 

Established three years ago as part of one of the largest grants ($3.5 million) ever awarded by 
the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation to further the study of entrepreneurship at a university, 
the College of Arts and Sciences’ minor in entrepreneurship provides enterprising students ;vith the 
skills and knowledge base they need to engage in successfifi venture creation. The program is 
housed in the department of economics and enables students in the liberal arts and sciences to com- 
plement their major course of study. 

Since the "Introduction to Entrepreneurship" course was first offered in fall 2005, the pro- 
gram’s growth has been dramatic. Undergraduate enrollment nearly doubled over the course of 
years--from 46 in 2005-06 to 88 in 2007-08--and is currently capped at 100 each year. Students are 
excited about the opportunity to learn from world-renowned entrepreneurs, like Wendy Kopp and 
Ted Turner, and pursue internships at start-ups and new ventures across the U.S. and around the: 
world in the United Kingdom, Thailand, and China. 

Currently, the minor in entrepreneurship consists of four tracks--commercial, social, scien- 
tific, and artistic entrepreneurship--and requires five courses: "Principles of Economics," "Intro- 
duction to Entrepreneurship," a course in the student’s chosen entrepreneurship track, an elective:, 
and an internship, along with its accompanying capstone course. In addition to visiting instructors 
xvho are successful entrepreneurs, students are taught by faculty- in the departments of economics, 
public policy, chemistry, and communication studies, among others. 

The College of Arts and Sciences will raise $9.5 million in endowment and $3.1 million in 
expendable funds over the next five years to maintain and expand this highly innovative and exciting 
program. These new funds will endow professorships for tenure-track and visiting faculty, support 
entrepreneurs-in-residence for the programmatic tracks, and provide internships and other real- 
world opportunities to students enrolled in the minor. 

{ PAGE } 



PRIORITIES AND STRATEGIES 

Priority 1: Recruit and retain outstanding teacher-scholars in the field of entrepreneurship. 
To secure the scholarly foundation of the minor, endow four t~acul~7 positions in entrepreneurship. 

S#uiegies: 

Establish an eminent professorship to enable the College to recruit or retain a nationally 
renowned teacher-scholar in entrepreneurship. Total endowment: $3 million. 

Establish three endowed professorships to recruit or re, tain additional outstanding teach- 
er-scholars. Total endowment: $4.5 million. 

($~ millio~ i~2d~,~/e gifis, glm $500,000 i~ 

Priority 2: Recruit and support the Entrepreneurs-in-Residence who also direct the minor 
and team-teach courses. Four Entrepreneurs-in-Residence are needed for the minor, one in each 
track. Of the four, one Entrepreneur-in-Residence will se~e as the overall coordinator and play a 
major role in student advising. 

Endow a distinguished visiting professorship in entrepreneurship to be held by the’, Lead 
Entrepreneur-in-Residence or by other visitors who come to campus to participate in the 
program. Total endowment: $1 million. 

Provide stipends for Entrepreneurs-in-Residence. Total expendable: $700,000. 

Priority 3: Expand the reach of the program beyond the core faculty to increase the number 
of courses and involved faculty, and to introduce students to innovative faculty and ideas 
from across campus. 

Enable existing College ffaculty, through funded departmental release from the normal teaching 
load, to offer courses in enrrepreneurship, thereby exposing students to new ideas and perspec- 
tives beyond those of the core ffaculU. Total endo~wnent: $1 million. 

Secure private funds for the Director of the Minor in Entrepreneurship to use in support 
faculty research, travel, and research assistants. Total expendable: $700,000. 

($~40,000 a year:) 

Provide course: development awards. Total expendable: $250,000. 
($50,000 a yea~:) 
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Priority 4: Provide support for the Summer Internship Experience. 

Support internship stipends and related costs [-or 100 students to complete summer in- 

ternships each summer. Total expendable: 81,150,000. 

Priority 5: Support the speaker series that brings ~vorld-renowned entrepreneurs to campus 
to interact with faculty and staff. 

Host one or two speakers each year t-or the minoFs speaker series. 

Total expendable: $100,000. 

(g20,O00 

Priority 6: Enable the director to respond quickly and creatively to emerging opportunities 
as they arise. 

Provide annual discretionary "venture" ~unding [-or the Director of the Minor in Entre- 

preneurship. Total expendable: $225,000. 
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Undergraduate Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Five Year Operating Budget Projection 

Beginning Balance 

Revenue 
Gifts/Pledges in Hand (see Note) 

Instructional Salaries 
Internship Program 
Discretionary 

Special Receipts 
Institute of Arts & Humanities 
Kauffman Residual 

Investment & Other Income 
Endowment Income 
Money Market 

Total Revenue 

Expenditures 
Instructional Salaries 

Entrepreneurs In Residence 
Other Instructional Support 

Internship Program 
Administrative 
Domestic Intern Program 
Beijing Program 
NY Fellows 

Speaker Series 
Administrative and Development 

Total Expenditures 

Ending Balance 

Actual Projections 

09/10 10/11 11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16 

$ 364,256 $ 227,792 $ 128,626 $ 93,376 $ (15,694) $ (145,074) $(279,546) 

125,000 
45,000 57,100 
17,000 69,781 

75O 
190,643 23,500 

1,456 1,042 
$ 254,849 $ 276,423 

92,420 91,853 
117,189 76,589 

49,549 51,217 
51,536 47,525 
63,982 54,885 

30,000 
4,236 6,488 

12,402 17,032 
$ 391,313 $ 375,589 

125,000 
68,500 47,580 47,500 47,500 20,000 

124,651 149,749 129,020 123,929 97,580 

8,600 28,600 29,100 29,100 29,100 
= 

$ 326,751 $ 225,929 $ 205,620 $ 200,529 $ 146,680 

92,000 92,000 92,000 92,000 92,000 
86,000 86,000 86,000 86,000 86,000 

45,000 45,000 45,000 45,000 45,000 
46,000 46,000 46,000 46,000 46,000 
40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 
27,000 
10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 
16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000 

$ 362,000 $ 335,000 $ 335,000 $ 335,000 $ 335,000 

$ 227,792    128,626 $ 93,376 $ (15,694) $ (145,074) $ (279,546) $ (467,866) 

3/13/2012 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Wo,nn <mwo,nn@tarheelsports.com> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Update on numbers 

Yes, we will be able to work through that as the meeting time is 2 hours after kickoff and I can work with facilities to create a pass list if need be, Other than that 

concern, do you have the full 30 to assist? 

Matt Wry~m 
Tar Heel Sports Pro#eft{ca 

91941943100 ext. 2075 (Phone) 
(Mobile) 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
SeBt~ Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 20~2 ~:~S PM 

To~ Ma~ W~nn 
~bje~t~ Re: Update on numbers 

HI Matt. Some students are concerned because they didn’t win the raffle for a game ticket. The students can still assist without having a game ticket, correct? 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Oct 22, 2012, at 3:44 PM, "Matt Wrynn" <~-m--~--w-~-r~y---n--n----@--.-~-t~-a---r--h---e--e--Ls-~2--~--r--t--s-~~-c-9~--m--> wrote: 

S.:_~ut~ds good, Thanl~s! 

Mat~ Wrynn 

Tar Heel Sports Properties 

919-419-8100 ~,~>;t. 2075 (Phene) 
(Mobile) 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Nonday, October 22, 2012 3:04 PN 

Te= Na~ W~nn 
Subject= RE: Update on numbers 

H~ Matt. We have a meeting today at 5:30 p.m, with Fred WNtfie~d of the Charlotte gobcats~ I w~ check in w~th the students today, 

Thanks, 

Dr, Stromat~ 

F~m= Na~ W~nn [mNIto; mwrynn@~rheels#orN.com] 

Sent= Nonday, October 22, 2012 2:06 

Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Update on numbers 

Dr. Stroman, 

When is a good day this week to get an update from you on how many students you think you’ll have for Saturday? Do you have another CSBC 

meeting this evening? Thanks! 

Na~ Wrynn 

Account Executive 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 

6350 Quadrangle Dr. 

Suite 135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919419-8100 ext. 2075 (Phone) 

(Mobile) 

v~.leaffieMspo~s.com 

<image001 .jpg> 
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From: dstro@unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:36 PM 

To: 

Subject: EXSS 322 - Social Media Assignment 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels. The first #EXSS322chat has been posted. 

Due Thursday, 10.25.12 - 7:00 a.m. - Please send me your tweet (to @drsia’oman) so that I can confim that you are signed up and ready m go, and add 
you to the EXSS322 list. 

IfI do not receive your first tweet by "this clue date, your assignment grade will be automatically reduced 50%. 

Let me lmow if you have m~y questions! 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS322.001 .FA12" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS322.001 .FA12. 



From: dstro@nnc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:41 PM 

To: 

Subject: The Club - NCSU Game 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stmman 

Hi Heels! The Clnb needs membership support! 

As posted earlier, 

Volunteers Needed for NC State Game on Saturday! 

¯ We need 19 club members interested in handing out coupons during the 4th qua(ter of the NC Skate Football game tiffs Saturday 

¯ The CSBC can raise $500 through this effo(t and can help defray costs on club events and trips 

¯ If you or your friends axe interes~ted please email              @unc.edu 

Note: Club members who help in this effort will receive access to the game. The meeting time for this work is two hours after kickoff and a pass list will 

be created for everyone. 

Please send a note to by midnight today if you can help ont! 

A BIG thank you. 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded message was sent via The University. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this ~nessage 

click this link to access Messages for this site: Carolina Sport Business Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt WD,nn <mwD,nn@tarheelsports.com> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 3:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Update on numbers 

Thank you, Dr. Stromam I know it’s tough to get these kids to commit! A midnight deadline is great b!c we can readjust if need be~ The last group said they’d have 

20 and only 8 students showed up...that was a mess ~ don’t want to dupHcate~ 

Matt Wry~m 
Tar He~l Sports Pro#eft{ca 

9~94~9¢100 ext. 2075 (Phone) 
~ (Mobile) 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
SeBt~ Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 20~2 2:~3 PM 

To~ Ma~ W~nn 
S~bje~t~ RE: Update on numbers 

Hi MstL I ~ust sent the update to the Ck~b, ~ asked that the Hst be ~:inaHzed by m~dn]~ht, 

Note: You ~re ~sk~[~g for ~ m~r~cle. Most students don~t finalize their p~ns unt~ hours before an event, t.oL The Club w~H step up though, ;) 

Deborah L. Stroman, Pb.D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

woman can make a difference but 

women working togefl~er can chm~ge the world." 

From: Matt Wrynn [mailto:mw~nn@~rheelspo~s,com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 20~2 2:00 PH 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ RE: Update on numbers 

Yes, we wH~ be abk~ to wor~ through that as the meeting t~r~e is 2 hours afl:er kk:koff and I can wod~ w~l:h faciht~es to create a p~s iist i~ need be. Other ~:han th~: 

concern, do you have the ~:uH 30 to assist? 

Matt 
Ta~ Heel Spo~ts Properties 

919419¢ 100 exL 2075 (Phone) 
(MobHe) 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Merit= Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 20~2 ~:$5 PN 

To= Na~ W~nn 
Subject= Re: Update on numbers 

HI Matt. Some students are concerned because they didn’t win the raffle for a game ticket. The students can still assist without having a game ticket, correct? 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Oct 22, 2012, at 3:44 PM, "Matt Wrynn" <mwrynn@tarheelsports.com> wrote: 

Sounds good. Thanks! 

Mat~ Wry~)~) 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 
919-41 g-8~ O0 ext. 2075 (Phone) 

I (Mobile) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 3:04 PN 

T~ Na~ W~nn 
Subject: RE: Upda~ on numbers 

H~ MaLL We have a meeL~ng today at 5:30 p~m. with Fred Wh~tfie~d of the Charlotte Bobcats. I w~H check in w~th the sLudents today. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

F~m= Na~ W~nn [mailto: mw~nn@~rheelsporN.com] 
Sent= Monday, October 22, 20~2 2:06 PN 

Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Update on numbers 

Dr. Stro~an, 

When is a good day this week to get an update from you on how many students you think you’ll have for Saturday? Do you have another CSBC 

meeting this evening? Thanks! 

Na~ Wrynn 
Account Executive 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 
6350 Quadrangle Dr. 
Suite 135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919419-8100 ext. 2075 (Phone) 
(Mobile) 

~Jea~ields#o[ts.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper. Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 3:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

KERR, JAMIE <jk5971 @at~t.com> 

Gues~t Lecture (Jmnie Ke~) 

Hi D! I talked to ]amie and he would be happy to talk to you class at 9:00am on November 9th. Would you please give him the information on the class meeting location? He 

has a nice talk put together on naming rights and venue sponsorships so hopefully that will work for you. Thanks to you both for coordinating to give our students a great 

experience! 

Coyte 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper. Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 3:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L -~dstro@uuc.edu>; Southa]l, Debora]~ Joy <djsothll@emml.unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy 

<dj sothll@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@emaiLunc.edu~; Osborne, Barbara <sl~ortlaw@unc.edu> 

FW: Trainee- ship Oppo~uuity 

Hi Everyone, 

I am including an opportunity that have been presented by a former SA student that may be of interest to other current students. Please feel free to pass this on to anyone that 
you know who may be intrigued by this opportunity. I appreciate you helping to spread the word! 

Coyte 

From: Arnold, Sara [Sara.Arnold@braves.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, October :t7, 20:t2 4:59 PM 
To: Cooper, Coyte 
Subject: Trainee-ship Opportunity 

Hi Dr. Cooper, 

Hope you’re doing great! I wanted to reach out and see if you had any possible candidates for our trainee program we do seasonally. It is similar to an internship 

but a little more detailed. They are paid hourly, and my department, Corporate Partnerships, has one sales trainee and one service trainee, who each manage a set 

of their own accounts, while helping out in the department with whatever they can. The service trainee helps more with handling and implementing the contracts 

of our partners, while the sales trainee helps with research based data, and putting together proposals, renewals, and sales efforts. 

I think we are looking to hire someone relatively soon (by Halloween), and I know they keep recruiting from GA Tech, and local area schools. I know how strong our 

program is at UNC. Typically, we look to those who have graduated, either from undergrad or graduate programs, and who have strong prior experience. 

If you have anyone in mind, let me know. If not, please keep it in mind for next year, and you can always send me any candidates throughout the year or resumes 

you might think are beneficial. 

Regards, 
Sara Arnold 
Partnership Service Coordinator I Atlanta Braves 
p: 404.614.1510 I f: 404.614.1326 
Turner Field I 755 HankAaron Drive 1 Atlanta, GA 30315 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(~live.unc.edn> 

Tuesday,                4:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Spring Internship 

I aln a Sports Admin major. I was just looking on various websites and for example, the Bobcats had spring internships as well as other organizations, none of which 

were local. They mostly ro~ from That was what I didift know, were we allowed to "take a semester off’ so to speak, in order to do a spring 

internship? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstroCoSunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :t:27 PM 

To: 
Subject: Rel Spring Internship 

Hi     Yes, s~dents do spring internships but it depends on each particular situation. What is your major? These s~dents are usually seniors. How long is the 

internship? Is the internship local or does it require you to be absent from school? 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no edncation at all." Arifftotle 

On at 9:57 AM, "1 ~e.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have a quick question about internships, bat if you’d lather talk aboat it in person. I can co~ne by your office hours. 

Are we at UNC allowed to do Spring internships? I have seen many listed and would love to do one but I didn’t know if we were allowed to do this and 

not take classes that semester, or if we received some sort of class credit ibr completing the internship. Any insight you can give Ine would be much 

appreciated. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live .uric .edu> 

Tuesday, 6:04 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

<1 ~email.unc.edu-~; StrommL Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edt~>; 

~unc.edu> 

Jesse Jackson to visit UNC 

JesseJamesPub.jpg 

@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu> 

Hello All, 
Attached you will find the pub for the event. I ask that you encourage your listservs to share the publication. Also, below you will find some information about the event. Please, 

encourage your listservs to join the facebook event[ I have made you all hosts so you can invite your members!! We need to fill 450 seats[![ Please help us accomplish this 
task!! 

Best, 

On Friday,               . Reverend Jesse Jackson St., will visit UNC-Chapel Hill to meet with students, faculty, and community members in the 

Genome Science Building Room G-tO0, at 2:00 pro. Rev. Jackson will be discussing the importance of early voting and the impact young voters will have in 

determining the outcome of the upcoming Presidential election. Joining Jackson will be the members of the North Carolina Legislative Black Caucus. 

Rev. Jesse Jackson is an American civil rights activist and Baptist minister. He was a candidate for the Democratic presidential nomination in 1984 and 

~L988 and served as a shadow U.S. Senator for the District of Columbia from :~99:1 to 1997. He is the founder of the organizations that merged to form 

Rainbow/PUSH. 

This event is sponsored by UNC Black Student Movement, Carolina Men Advocating for Empowerment and Success, Carolina Hispanic Association, Campus 

Y, National Pan-Hellenic Council, and a number of other student organizations. 

Political Science & Afro-American Studies B.A 
The University of North Carolina, Dec. 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 
email and destroy all copies of the original message. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 6:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Internship Opportunities 

Ba rb,sra Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Universil:y of Norl:h Carolina 

309 Woo~en Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel H~, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.9825173 

Ema~k sDortlaw@unc,edu 

F~m~ B~an Spisak [mailto:bspisak@indyindians.com] 
5ent~ Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 2012 2:~ PN 
T~ Indians Internships 
Subje~t~ Internship Oppo~unities 

The Indianapolis Indians are currently accepting applications of qualified candidates interested in pursuing a career in sports. Each year the Indians look to fill 

full time internships in 4 different departments. This internship program is a great experience for anyone passionate about working in the sports industry. The 

Indians provide monthly compensation along with complimentary housing for all interns. 

Please feel free to pass this email along to any students currently looking for internships. Below is a link that will direct those interested to these opportunities. 

Please let me know if you have any questions regarding the program. 

Indianapolis Indians internships 

Thank you, 

B~an S~isa~ I Ticket Services Manager 

Indianapolis Indians at Victory Field 
501 W. Maryland Street, Indianapolis, IN 46225 

(317) 532-6944 
www,Indy~ndians,com 
B~EBALL Up C~ose 

Follow the Indians on Twitter @lndylndians and on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/Indianapolislndians 



From: @liv¢,unc.ed~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:31 PM 

To: Stroman, Detx~rah L <dstro@anc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I emailed you Sunday’, but haven’t gotten a response to my message. Will you be available after class tomorrow to meet with me? If not, pedmps maother day’ this 

week? Please let me know what time is best, s~ that I can plan accordingly. 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michelle Bolas < ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 8:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Innovator’s report 

No problem, this is great. Many thanks, 

Michelle 

On Oct 23, 2012, at 8:54 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" z<lstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Ooops! I thought t a~-:mt you 

Sorry, if you already went to prinL 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. S~oman, Ph£~. CLU 

9:[9.843.0336 

<imsge002.jpg> 

woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the world. " 

From: Cone, Judith 
Se~t-" Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 2052 6:25 AM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Michelle Bolas ( ~mail.com) 
Subject= Innovator’s repo~ 
Hi DebNe, As I mentioned last night, I want to include a short call out on you in the report. Please send me bio, pictures in action (high res if you have 

them), head shot if you don’t have the other, stories written about you, bio, and most importantly, what you are doing at UNC re entrepreneurship] 

We are going to press tomorrow probably, so if you could send that today, that would be great. Thanks, Judith 
Judith Cone I 815.305.~073 I Judith.cone@unc.edu 

<Stroman- and- Iman-Wilkermu- 300x229.j pg> 
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~-~ &:~.s~ry Expe~~e~.ce 
Ernestine has worked more than 20 years at the executive level in human resources and 
organizational development with Fortune 500 companies such as Ortho-McNeil Pharmaceutical 
(Johnson&Johnson), Avon Products, Inc., Continental Can Company and Ford Foundation. 
She has taught management and business communications courses at EIon University, Bennett 
College for Women and several community colleges in New Jersey, New York and Connecticut. 
She also conducts Negotiation Workshops for COACH (Committee on the Advancement of 
Women Chemists) and APS (American Physical Society - Women Physicists). 

In 2003, she established ETConsulting, an organization with a focus on Leadership 
Development, Executive Coaching and Team Building. Clients include aerospace, energy, 
telecommunications, educational institutions, pharmaceutical companies, Governmental and 
non-profit agencies. 

Cu.rre-~ ~ Role 
Ernestine is an adjunct faculty and certified coach at the Center for Creative Leadership (CCL) 
headquartered in Greensboro, NC. In addition to training custom and open-enrollment 
programs, she is certified in a number of psychometric and 360-degree instruments. (MBTI, 
FIRO-B, Skillscope, Benchmarks, WorkplaceBig5, Conflict Dynamics Profile). Senior 
Consultant with The HRGroup, Inc. 

Ed.uca.t~o~-~.a.~. 
She holds a M.A. in Industrial Psychology and Organizational Behavior (With Distinction) from 
Columbia University-New York, an Advanced Management Certificate from Northwestern 
University- Kellogg School of Business and a B.S. in Business Administration from Texas 
Southern University - Houston, Texas. 

Triad Coaching Connections (Executive Coaches). An active member of the community 
serving on the following boards: Goodwill Industries-immediate past chair; Board of Visitors- 
Greensboro College; Advisory Board- Women and Gender Studies-UNC-Greensboro; United 
Methodist Campus Ministry. 

Lifetime Member of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority and advisor for undergraduate chapter at 
Bennett College for Women. Member of The Links Incorporated. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patterson, Tony <Tony Patterson@unc¯edu~ 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 8:50 AM 

Watkins, Debra <watkmsd@emaiLnnc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Rev. Jesse Jackson to visit [5NC-CH 

Hopefully you’ve both seeI~/been a part of this but just in case. 

T. Patterson mobile 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: " ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: ; 8:04:34 PM EDT 

To:’ .. ~live.unc.edu>, " 
< ’~live.nnc.edu>, "Patterson, Tony" <Tony Patterson(Eunc.edu>, " 

<:i 
~ 

~ema~l.unc.edu>,"i ~ema~l.unc.edu>, 
< @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Rev. Jesse Jackson to visit UNC-Ctl 

Hey Everyone, 

Could you please send this information out to people you know!! 

Best, 

¯ @email.unc.edu>, 
?~email.unc.edu>, " 

~live.unc.edu>, " 

Hello All, 

On Friday,                Reverend Jesse Jackson Sr., will visit UNC-Chapel Hill to meet with students, faculty, and community 
members in the Genome Science Buildin9 Room G=100, at 2:00 pro. Rev. Jackson will be discussing the importance of early voting 
and the impact young voters will have in determining the outcome of the upcoming Presidential election¯ Joining Jackson will be the 
members of the North Carolina Legislative Black Caucus¯ Spread the word! 

Rev. Jesse Jackson is an American civil rights activist and Baptist minister. He was a candidate for the Democratic presidential 
nomination in 1984 and 1988 and served as a shadow U.S. Senator for the District of Columbia from 1991 to 1997. He is the founder 
of the organizations that merged to form Rainbow/PUSH. 
This event is sponsored by UNC Black Student Movement, Carolina Men Advocating for Empowerment and Success, Carolina 
Hispanic Association, Campus Y, National Pan-Hellenic Council, and a number of other student organizations. We hope to see you 
there! 

Facebook Event: https:iiwww.facebook.comievents/546842755333010 

Political Science & Afro-American Studies B.A 

The University of North Carolina, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. I[you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 

sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Carolina Club eNewsletter <Conlactus@caxolina-club.co~n> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 9:01 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The Carolina Club Monthly eNewsletter has a New Look 

View the Web Version of this email 

Please add Contac us~carolina-club.com to your address book to ensure that our emails reach your inbox 

Dear Deborah (Personal), 

We’re happy to announce that you will soon be receiving the new and improved version of the monthly Carolina Club eNewsletter. The updated eNewsletter will include integrated social 

media links, an article rating tool, and a more reader-friendly layout 

We hope that you continue to find this to be a valuable resource, a owing you to fully take advantage of all the wonderful offerings that you have access to as a member of Carolina Club. 

Be sure to check your inbox tomorrow for the new and improved eNewsletter! 

- Your Club Staff 

Published by VCT 

This email was sent to cbccha r(~,unc edu from Carolina Club 

Unsubscribe I Receive in Plain Text I _Report Misuse 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 9:54 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus Membership 

CBC Bag:ipg 

Hello CBC Member, 

The 2012-2013 year is off to a great start. We had a successful "Welcome Back" Event and great attendance during the first two meetings in September and October. 

We want to thank you for your service and being an active member with the Carolina Black Caucus. The Carolina Black Caucus would not be the organization it is 

today without your involvement in the campus community and with the Caucus. 

Over the last year, as an organization we have engaged and challenged the campus community on issues related to athletics, black male graduation rates, and 

faculty/staff diversity. We have also begun to partner with the Black Student Movement on various events. 

This year we will continue our advocacy and challenge issues that impact our community. We have some exciting events planned for the remainder of the 

academic year. The next members-only event will be November 19th when we fellowship at the home of Chancellor Thorp. 

Be sure to renew your membership today! i and 2 year memberships are available at ~;25 and ~;40 respectively. With a 2-year membership, you receive a wonderful 

bag similar to the attached picture with an imprint of the Carolina Black Caucus. 

You may renew online at ~h~t~t~p~/~/~w~w~w~:~u~n~c~e~d~u~/~c~b~c~/~j~!~n~f~o~r~m~:~h~t~m~[ or send a check to Nakenge Robertson, CBC Steering Committee Member, CB 8180. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a great day! 

Your CBC Leadership Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Brandi Leigh <blbrooks@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:54 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~earthlink.net; Hertel, Amy Locklear -~Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Debby, 

I have updated Amy’s calendar. She will plan to meet you in room 315 of Woollen Gym at 4pro. 

Best, 

Brandi 

Brandi L Brooks ’07 

ProBram Coordinator ¯ American Indian Center .The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

:{:13A Abernethy Hall, Ca# 3457 . Chapel H~I, NC 27599-3457 

9~%84K4189 (W) ¯ 919.84K4024 (F) ¯ brand~@unc.edu ¯ http:iiamedcanind~ancenter.unc.edu 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Wednesday, October 2% 2012 10:51 A~ 
To= Broo~, Brandi Leigh 

@earthlink.net; He~l, Amy Locklear 
Subject: RE: Uni~ 
If it i~; possible, can we meet m my office? Woollen 315 Thanl<s. 

Maria and I have planned for such. 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,q~N~, gkplor’~. Empower. 

91{9~843~0336 

’One womm~ can make a difference b~,t 

wome~l working together can change tt~e world. 

From: Brooks, Brandi Leigh 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:34 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
~earthlink.net; Hertel, Amy Locklear 

Subject: RE: Unity 
Debby, 

Amy i~.; available to meet at 4:00 p.m. ~:omorrow We are happy to host ~:he meeting here at th~-_~ American India~ Cem:er in Aberneth¥ Hall if that woukt work for 

your schedule. 

Best, 

Brandi 

Brandi L Brooks ’07 

Program Coordinator ¯ American Indian Center ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

113A Abernethy Hall, Ca# 3457. Chapel Hill, NC 27599.-3457 
919.843.4189 

(W) ¯ 919.843.4024 (F) ¯ _b__r_a___n___d_)__@_.___u___n___c_:_e__d_9- ¯ ~.h~t~t.p.j./.~.a.~.m~.e.~.r)~.c~a.~.n.~L.n~d.~!.a.~.n.~.c~.e~n.~.t.~[~9~G~.~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:02 AN 
To: Brooks, Brandi Leigh 

~, earthlink.net; Hertel, Amy Locklear 
Subject: RE: Unity 
Thanks Brandi. I)~st spoke to Maria and she is not available. How about tomorrow, Thursday~ at 4:00 p.m.? 

d ~-’_~ b b ¥ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLLI 

9:19£143,0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change ihe world." 

From: Brooks, Brandi Leigh 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 9:48 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

~_e___a___fl:_~d!_n___k_:__n__e_,_t_; Hertel, Amy Locklear 
Subject: RE: Unity 

Dear Debby, 

Good morning! I wanted to check in with you to see i1:1 should stifl keep a hold for a potendat meeting this al:~ernoon on Amy’s Calendar. 

Please let me know if I can be of any assistance. 

Brandi 



Brandi L Brooks ’07 

Program Coordinator ¯ American Indian Center .The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

113A Abernethy Hall, CB# 3457 . Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3457 

919.843.4~g9 (W) ¯ 919.843.4024 (F) ¯ brandi@unc~edu ¯ http://americanindiancenter.unc.edu 

From= Brooks, Brandi Leigh 
Sent; Tuesday, October 23, 2012 11:24 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; ~__e__a__~_h_Jj__q_k__,_n___e__L.; Hertel, Amy Locklear 

Subject; RE: Unity 
Debby, 

have replied to the doodle on Amy’s behalfl 

Brandi 

Brandi L Brooks ’07 

Program Coordinator ¯ American Indian Center .The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1.].3A Abernethy Hall, CB# 3457 . Chapel HiN, NC 27599-3457 

919.843.4189 (W) ¯ 919.843.4024 (F) ¯ brandi@unc.edu ¯ h[[p://americanindiancenter.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Wednesday, October 17, 2012 5:00 PN 
To:          ~ea~hlink.net; Hertel, Amy Locklear 
Co: Broo~, Brandi Leigh; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Uni~ 

Do 

Oebo:ah b. St~’~a]~, Ph.D. CbU 

’One woman] cal~ make a difference 

wome~ working together caz~ change the world." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday. October 12, 2012 4:20 PN 

To: @ea~Nink~net~ He~l, Amy Locklear; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Un~ 

Hi Friends. (Amy, thanks for the quick chat today~) 

Here’s a recap of the possible slate for collaboration for 2012-13. 

Let’s try to meet after fall break. I will send a doodle out. Is there a particular day during the weeks of Oct. 22 or Oct. 29 that does NOT work for anyone? (Or a time 

block) 

Have a super weekend. 

debby 

Deborah L> Stro~a~ Ph<D. CLU 

w~,exss, uBc,e~ u 

"The best ability is availability." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hammett. Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 11:51 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: [progfac] DTH article on fl~e thrum last night 

Thank you! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:18 AM 

To: Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda 
Subject: FW: [progfac] DTH article on the forum last night 

;) 
Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

’One womm~ can make a difference b~,t 

wome~ working together can change the world." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 9:~7 AN 
T~: Campbell, Larry; Jones, Shandra; Li~lejohn, Ursula EuNce; NcGhee, ~; Nurrill, Verita L~ Robe~son, Naken~e; Stroman, Deborah L 
Su~jeet~ ~: [pro~fac] DTH article on the forum last night 

Summ~ry flom yesterday .... 

Very good atter~dance and m~x of studenLs, faculty, and staff. 

The next sLep ~s to take s~l Lhe ~deas and create a £]atform to £resent to the gOG ~dv~sory CommJtLee. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

From: Sherryl Kleinman [mailto 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 9:05 AM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: [progfac] DTH article on the forum last night 

Thanks to all who attended and participated in the break-out groups! 

’One woman can make a difference 

wome~l working together can change tt~e world." 

@nc.rr.coml 

Students, faculty worried about diversity in UNC system’s strategic plan 

University students and faculty gathered Tuesday to take advantage of their first opportunity to formally provide input for the UNC system’s new strategic 

plan. 

They echoed a familiar concern: a lack of diversity on the plan’s advisory committee. 

The system’s Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions is drafting the plan, which will determine budgetary and academic priorities, and will submit it to 

UNC-system President Thomas Ross in January. 

At the forum, which was held in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History, attendees raised concerns that the plan’s priorities will be 
misguided. 

Attendees broke up into groups at the end of the forum and discussed goals they want included in the plan. The results of these discussions will 

contribute to a platform to be submitted to the system’s advisory committee, said Deborah Stroman, a lecturer and academic adviser in the Department of 

Exercise and Sport Science. 

William Race, a classics professor, said at the forum that he’s concerned the committee has a narrow perspective, leaving the committee ill-equipped to 

address the vast needs of higher education. 

"A report is one thing -- a living voice on the committee is another," he said. 

Race also criticized the three-month time frame of the plan’s development. He said the most recent five-year plan, which was drafted over a longer one- 
year period, was more effective in meeting student and faculty concerns. 



Maria DeGuzman, an English professor, agreed that the brief time frame would be detrimental. 

"{The short planning period) leaves the faculty and others concerned and suspicious," she said, adding that the time frame is too focused on efficiency, 

which will result in the loss of certain programs and positions. 

"The liberal arts education should not be made subservient to the notion of ’getting a job’," she said. 

One of the goals listed in the committee’s preliminary report is tailoring degree offerings to the state’s workforce needs. 

Art Pope, a committee member and conservative political figure, attended the forum to express his willingness to discuss these issues. 

He has faced criticism from the N.C. Student Power Union a group that is concerned Pope would cut education funding. 

"There is documented support that I have defended public eduction," he said, adding that the student power union’s perception is incorrect. 

"It will provide momentum to share with the 16 schools of the UNC system," Stroman said. 

Joseph Jordan, Stone Center director, said the forum shouldn’t sit back while the plan is created. 

"We don’t have to be so concerned that someone is going to bring on a vision that we don’t share -- we have a vision," he said. 

Contact the desk editor at university@dailytarheel.com. 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progthc as: ~’a href "mailto:dstro(t~unc.edu’%dstro(a)~unc.edu<’~"~. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

ema]l to ~a hre~" !:n..~!~?2~.~b2e..-.~2..:~.:~.~7..~.7...8..-...5..~}.2..%.!)..2-(.!:.~..~:a-b..c-b-4..~.%:?~?~?~Lb.~£~.~b2~b£q2~!i~y~:~L~:~~’~@_::a_~:_e__-_3__2__~:3___7_3___7___8_-_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Egbert, Rebecca A <regbert@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 12:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Alamance CC visit 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are well. We would love to have you on Friday though for this visit I will not be able to drive folks there. We will be meeting at Wake Tech’s north 

campus. I wH~ be (:omk~g from another dkection and will not be ~r~ Chape~ ~-I~] on Fdday I am most (:ertak~ that you would not want to be ~n the car ~[ we had to stop 

on ~4(} [o rescue a dog~ 

Please leL me know if you would Hke to attend and I"fl send you the detach. 

Thank you[ 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior Assistant Director of Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

O~ce of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Ch@el Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 o~ce 

919-962-3045 fax 

http:i / w~,.admissions.unc.edu/ 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Sunday, October 21, 2012 7:39 PN 
To= Egbe~, Rebecca A 
Subject= Re: Alamance CC visit 
Thank YOU ~ I can make the Wake trip if you have space. I enjoyed getting to know you. I will add the Tiger rescue to my bucket list for this year. ;) 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Sdence Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and S~gma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowh~g is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

~rom: <Egbert>, Rebecca A <[A&~_¢[$_@g_#_~_~_&[R£f!:_#_£_£:A~A> 

Date: Friday, October ~9, 2012 8:~6 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

5ubje~: RE: Alamance CC visit 

Good morning Dr Stroman, 

Thank you once agah~ for taking the time to vbiL A~amance CO. ~ enjoyed the trip! 

Just wanted Lo let you know that the visit to Wake Technical CC is next FHday, October’ 26 at 3pro. Just an FYF no pressure. 

A~so wrested you to have the website for the Caro~h~a Tiger Rescue in P~ttsboro. 

http:i!www.carolinatigerrescue.org/default.asp 

H~ze ~ gre~t day. 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior ~sistan[ Director of Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

O~ice of Undergraduate Ad[nissions 

The U£iversity of North Carolina at Ch@el Hill 

CB ~2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 o~ce 

919-962-3045 fax 

btt£] / w~,.admissions.nnc.edu/ 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Thursday, October 18, 2012 11:$5 PN 
Te= Shemer, Gidi; Egbe~, Rebecca A; Petranka, Jeremy N; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah L 

C~= Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Subject= Re: Alamance CC visit 
Excellent~ The drive to and fro were just as exciting. Hello G PS. Woof Woof. (Inside joke...) 

Thanks for the coordination. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - ~[~£}_[Z~[[:£BA:#_~M/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is Rot enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

~rem: <Shemer>, G~di Shemer <bishemer@email.unc.edu> 



Date: Thursday, October :18, 20:12 8:53 PM 

To: "Egbert, Rebecca A" <~r~e~b~e~£~t~@~a~d~m~Ls~s~Lo~n~s~:~u~n~c~.~e~d~u~>~ "Petranka, Jeremy M" <p__e__t_£_a___n___k___a____@____e___m___a__!J_.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_>, "Hogan, Kelly A" <!_e___e___k___@____e____m____a__!!:__u___n__c__:_e___d___u__>, "Deborah 

Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

~2c: "Woodard, Brian Franklin" <bfwoodard@admissions.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Alamance CC visit 

So, 

How did it go, everyone? 

Gidi 

From: Egbert, Rebecca A 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 8:12 AN1 
To: Petranka, .leremy M; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah L 
(:c: Shemer, Gidi; Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Stsbject: RE: Alamance CC visit 
Good morning All, 

f wanb-:~d to s~-:md oul: a correctk)n for our Ah~m~nce CC visit set for tomorro~v- we ne~-:~d to [~’~-_~e~: at .h~cl~son Hall ~t I2:0C’ tomorrow and not 12:45, Th~-:~ present~tion 

starts at 1:00. 

Please send me a quick email to let me know you received this new emaif, 

Thank you, 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior .Assistant Director of Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

Office of Undergradnate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 office 

919-962-3045 fax 

http://www.aclmissionsamc.edu/ 

[~r~ra; ggbert, Rebecca ~ 

Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 12:2[; PN 

T~; Petranka, Jeremy M; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah k 
12¢: [-gbert, Rebecca ~; Shemer, Gidi; Woodard, Brian Franklin 

Subject: Namance ¢C visit 

Good a~ternoon Pro~essors Hogan, Petranka, and Stroman, 

We can’t thank you enough ~or taking time out o~ your day to talk with transfer students interested in Carolina. We are looking forward to our :1:00 visit at 

Alamance CC on Thursday, October :18, 20:12. 

Our visit is scheduled ~or :1:00. ket’s plan to leave Jackson Hall at :12:45. I’ll drive us all over. 

I’ll see you on Thursday. 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior Assistant Director of Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 office 

919-962-3045 fax 

htt p:i / wu~,.admissions.unc.edn/ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman Nasb, DeVetta z-dholman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 12:44 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus Membership 

Am I still current or do I need to pay? I cannot remember. Thanks, much! 

i.~.i Description: unc mail signature 

DeVetta Holman-Nash, MPH, NCAPS-III 

Counseling and Wellness Services 

Campus Health Services 

U NC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone: 919-966-3658 

Email: d holman@emaih unc.ed u 

have never met a broken child.. I’ve met broken systems that fail our children." ~Alberto Caravalho 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use. disclosure 
or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 

From; Robed:son, Nakenge 
Sent; Wednesday, October 24, 2012 9:54 AM 
C¢-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Carolina Black Caucus Membership 

Hello CBC Member, 

The 2012-2013 year is off to a great start. We had a successful "Welcome Back" Event and great attendance during the first two meetings in September and October. 

We want to thank you for your service and being an active member with the Carolina Black Caucus. The Carolina Black Caucus would not be the organization it is 

today without your involvement in the campus community and with the Caucus. 

Over the last year, as an organization we have engaged and challenged the campus community on issues related to athletics, black male graduation rates, and 

faculty,/staff diversity. We have also begun to partner with the Black Student Movement on various events. 

This year we will continue our advocacy and challenge issues that impact our community. We have some exciting events planned for the remainder of the 

academic year. The next members-only event will be November 19th when we fellowship at the home of Chancellor Thorp. 

Be sure to renew your membership today! i and 2 year memberships are available at $25 and $40 respectively. With a 2-year membership, you receive a wonderful 

bag similar to the attached picture with an imprint of the Carolina Black Caucus. 

You may renew online at httpiiiwww.unc.eduicbcijoinform.html or send a check to Nakenge Robertson, CBC Steering Committee Member, CB 8180. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a great day! 

Your CBC Leadership Team 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:40 PM 

To: ~unc.edu> 

Subject: Rev. Jesse Jackson m visit UNC-Ctt’.!! 

Al~ach: JesseJmnesPub.jpg 

Hello All, 

Here is some excitin~ news! Please forward to students, colleagues, and community members. 

On Friday,                Reverend Jesse Jackson Sr., will visit UNC-Chapel Hill to meet with students, faculty, and community members in the 

Genome Science Building Room G-IO0, at 2:00 pm. Rev. Jackson will be discussing the importance of early voting and the impact young voters will have in 

determining the outcome of the upcoming Presidential election. Joining Jackson will be the members of the North Carolina Legislative Black Caucus. 

Rev. Jesse Jackson is an American civil rights activist and Baptist minister. He was a candidate for the Democratic presidential nomination in ~L984 and 

1988 and served as a shadow U.S. Senator for the District of Columbia from ~L991 to 1997. He is the founder of the organizations that merged to form 

Rainbow/PUSH. 

This event is sponsored by UNC Black Student Movement, Carolina Men Advocating for Empowerment and Success, Carolina Hispanic Association, Campus 

Y, National Pan-Hellenic Council, and a number of other student organizations. 

Best, 

Political Science & Afro-American Studies B.A 
The University of North Carolina, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy all copies of the original message. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu) 

Re: CASPER check-in 

Dr. Stroman, 

As of now w-e hm~e 8 completed entries in the database. There are about five more names waiting for the rest of the contact information. 

and I met brieily last night to discuss the project progress so far. We talked about possibly creating a separate sheet on the google doc tbr contacts that are not 

necessarily aJumni, but would be great resources to have. Is that an option! Did you want to wait until after December to do that? 

Let me know if you hmze any more questions! 

Best, 

On at 1:25 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi. Please provide an update on team progress and the number in our database by noon tomorrow. Do we need to do anything differently? What is 

working? What isn’t? 
Thanks! 
Dr. Stroman 
Debora~ L, Strotnan, PI~.D, CLU 
~ploreo Engage. Empower, 
~,ex~.uRc,~du 

3~5 Woolle~ = CB #870~ 

<imageOO~.jpg> 

"The best ability is availability," 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:30 PM 

[~vhittiel@bobcaks.com 

sbennetV~.,bobcats.com; akunak@ix)bcats.com; Elizabeth Clagon (eclagon@bobcats.com); Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thank You From the CSBC 

Dear Mr. Whitfield, 

On behalf of the Carolina Sport Business Club, I would like give a sincere thanks to you for taking time and energy to come out to Chapel Hill, as well as everyone 

else who made this visit possible. CSBC members approached me after the meeting to tell me how interesting and informative they found the dialogue Monday 

night, and I too was impressed with your acumen and advice. I truly hope the CSBC can maintain ties with the Bobcats and continue to develop a mutual 

relationship with the organization. I wish you and the team the best of luck this coming season. 

Thanks again, 

Charlie Shapiro 

B.S. Business Administration I B.A. Biology 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class of 

._~unc,edu I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Egbert, Rebecca A <regbert@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 8:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Alamance CC visit 

Good morning. The two faculty that will be going to WTCC tomorrow are Dr. Elizabeth .Jordan and Dr. Stephen ~.ich-Tyler. 

I do not think they plan on carpooling b~t I am unsure. We are all meeting at WTCC. 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior Assistant Director ofA&nissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 office 

919-962-3045 fax 

http] / w~,~admissions.unc.edu/ 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2022 4:47 PM 
To: Egbe~, Rebecca A 
Subject: RE: Alamance CC visit 
Thanks. Do yo~ know ~f anyone is carpoolh~g from Chape~ H~H? ~ o~ly persona~ly know G~dL Is he goh~g? 

debby 

Do Oood~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919£143.0336 

woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the world. 

F~m= E~be~, Rebecca A 
Sent= Wednesday, October 24, 2012 12:13 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject: RE: Alamance CC visit 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

~ hope you are well We would Jove to have you on Friday though for tMs visit I wi~ not be aMe to drive fo~ks there. We will be meeting at Wake Tech’s north 

campus. ~ wN be comh~g from another d~rection m~d will not be ~n Chape~ H~ on Fdday~ I am most certain that yoLa woLald not want to be h~ the car if we had to stop 

on 540 to rescue a dog~ 

Please le~: me know ~f you would Hke to attend and I"H send you the deta~s 

Thank 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior Assistant Director of Admissions 

C-STEP Program Director 

O~ce of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel ItiH, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 

919-962-3045 fax 

http:i / w~,~admissions.unc.edu/ 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Se~t~ Sunday, October 21, 2012 7:39 
Te~ Egbe~, Rebecca A 
Subject= Re: Alamance CC visit 
Thank YOU ~ I can make the Wake trip if Sou have space. I enjoyed getting to know ~ou. I will add the Tiger rescue to m~ bucket list for this gear. ;) 

debb~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facultg Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowh~g is not enough; we m~st appl~. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Egbert>, Rebecca A <regbert@admissions.unc.edu> 

Bate: Friday, October 19, 2012 8:16 AM 

Te: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

5ubje~: RE: Alamance CC visit 

Good morning Dr Stroma]% 



Thank you once again For [airing l:he time to visit Alarnance CC. t enjoyed the trip! 

Just wanted to let you know that Lhe visit to Wake Technical CC is next Friday, Octo#er 26 aL 3prn. Just ar~ FYF no pressure~ 

Also wanted you to have Lhe website for the Carolina Tiger Rescue in Pittsboro. 

http:/!www.carolinatigerrescue.orgidefault.asp 

Have a great day~ 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior Assistant Director of Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 office 

919-962-3045 fax 

._h__t__t_#__;/____/__:_,_.::_,_.:_~:_a_~ ~_i~_._,__i__o__,_~__~__._u__~ ~_:~_~__~!_. 
From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Thursday, October :[8, 20:[2 :[:[::[5 PM 
To; Sherner, Gidi; Egbert, Rebecca A; Petranka, Jererny M; Hogan, Kelly A; Strornan, Deborah L 
Cc; Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Subject; Re: Alarnance CC visit 
Excellent! The drive to and fro were just as exciting. Hello G PS. Woof Woof. (Inside joke_.) 

Thanks for the coordination. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: <Sherner>, Gidi Sherner <bisherner@ernail.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, October :18, 20:12 8:53 PM 

To: "Egbert, Rebecca A" <regbert@adrnissions.unc.edu>, "Petranka, Jererny M" <petranka@ernail.unc.edu>, "Hogan, Kelly A" <leek@ernail.unc.edu>, "Deborah 

Strornan Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Woodard, Brian Franklin" <bfwoodard@admissionsamc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Alarnance CC visit 

So, 

How did it go, everyone? 

Gidi 

From: Egbert, Rebecca A 
Sent; Wednesday, October :[7, 20:[2 8::[2 AM 
Te-" Petranka, Jeremy M; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah L 

Cc-" Shemer, Gidi; Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Subject: RE: Alamance CC visit 
Good morning All, 

f want~-:~d to s~-:md ou~: a correction for our A[arnance CC visit set for l:ornorrow- we ne~-:~d to rn~-_~e~: at Jacl~son Hall at I2:00 tomorrow and not :[2:45. Th~-’_~ presentation 

starts at 

Please send rne a quick ernail to let rne know you received this new ernaif. 

Thank you, 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior .Assistant Director of Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 

Office o£ Undergraduate Admissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

CB #2200, Jackson 11all 

Chapel tlill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 office 

919-962-3045 fax 

http://www.admissionsamc.edu/ 

From; Egbert, Rebecca A 

Sent: Tuesday, October :[6, 20:[2 :[2:25 PM 

To: Petranka, Jeremy M; Hogan, Kelly A; Stroman, Deborah L 
Co; Egbert, Rebecca A; Shemer, Gidi; Woodard, Brian Franklin 
Subject; Alamance CC visit 

Good afternoon Professors Hogan, Petranka, and Strornan, 

We can’t thank you enough for taking time out of your day to talk with transfer students interested in Carolina. We are looking forward to our 1:00 visit at 

Alarnance CC on Thursday, October :18, 20:12. 

Our visit is scheduled for :1:00. Let’s plan to leave Jackson Hall at :12:45. I’ll drive us all over. 

I’ll see you on Thursday. 

Becky 

Rebecca A. Egbert 

Senior Assistant Director of Admissions & 

C-STEP Program Director 



Office of Undergraduate Adtnissions 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-966-3984 office 

919-962-3045 fax 

htt p ://w~,. admis s io n s am c. e du/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Craig Douglass <craig@sportstmvelacademy.com> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 9:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Rob Jones ~ @gmail.com>; Southall, RichaJ’d Michael <~athall@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Re: Australia 

Hi Deb 

Thanks for passiug Rob’s details aloug to us. I have also copied Richard and Barbara simply because I would like pass on the info re: SPECIAL SIVIA 

CONFERENCE OFFER below. Thauks, Craig 

Rob, 

Thanks for your interest in Sports Travel Academy aM our Australia program. There aJ’e a couple options tbr Australia that you can check out at: 

http://sportstravelacademy.com/destination~’australia 

There is briefintb on the above link about these programs. Please let me know if any of these progran~s interest you? If yes I can send more substantial inli) including a 

daftly itinerary, full progrmn package etc. 

In a nutshell there are 3 programs to Australia for Sport Business next July. Two are ~’pical study abroad prograJns with Syracuse U and Miami of Ohio and you can 

apply to these prograJns and with approval from your advisor you could transfer credit back to UNCCH. Alternatively the third progran~ is a P~afessional 
Development Program which is a non-credit bearing program. Often times this program attracts Grad s~dents or others not needing/wanting credit. This may interest 

you more than a credit bearing progran~? Info on this program is at: http://spo(tstrave~academv.c~m/destinati~ns/pr~fessi~nal-deve~pment-pr~gmms/ans~ra~ia 

SMA CONFERENCE OFFER 

I am currently at the Sport Mm-keting Assn Cont}rence in Orlando. In conjunction with Sport Business International Magazine (oat of the U.K) we are rnnning a 

Special Conference oIt}r where you can download the October edition of the magazine lbr t?ee (It is worth $35-$40USD per month tbr this mag). This is a great deal 

that you can get the current issue tbr free!! Details are also at the above link. Scroll down to the section that reads: SPECIAL SMA CONFERENCE OFFER and get 

yourself a free coW of this really great mag~ine. This offer is only valid lbr about another 48 hours M~ilst the cont}rence is on. Be sure to read page 13!!’. 

Let me know if you have any questions and I hope that you can join us in Australia next summer, Craig 

Craig Douglass 
Sports Travel Academy 
122 Wheatsbury Drive 
Cap/, NC 27513 
+ 1 (919) 465 2320 office 

mobile 
craig@sportstravelacademy.com 
www.sportstravelacademy.com 
www.facebook.com/SportsTravelAcademy 
www.twitter.co m/SportRavAcade my 
At the Sports Travel Academy the World is Your Classroom! 

On Oct 24, 2012, at 5:58 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <Mstro~,~uuc.edu> wrote: 

Rob. 

Mr. Craig Douglass 

Sports Travel Academy 

122 Wheatsbury Drive 

Cary, NC 27513 

(919) 465 - 2320 office 
mobile 

www. sportstravelacadem,~-.com 

www.facebook.com/sportstravelacadem¥ 

craig~sportstravelacademv.com 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 



919.843.0336 

"One womaJ~ can maJae a difference but 

women working together can change the world." 

..... OriginaJ~ Message ..... 

From: Rob Jones [mailto: ~,mnaJl.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 4:55 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Anstmlia 

Hello Dr. Stromm~, 

Can you please send me the contact intbrmation tbr the stx)rks business trip to Australia next summer? 

Thm~k you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robe~son, Nakeuge <nakenge.robertson@uuc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 9:54 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC Membership (~iPLs 

Hi Debby, 

Once the bags come in, do you want me to take some so I can deal with distributing them to the people who signed up for 2 years? Since I am getting the 

membership info as well now, I might as well take another task off your list. It would keep us from having to coordinate for me to pick up the bags from you to give 

to someone else. Just let me know or we can distribute during the meetings. 

Thanks, 

Nakenge Robertson 

FPG Child Development Institute 

UNC Chapel Hill 

9:19-966-9722 (office) 

9:19-966-7532 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:58 AM 

#live.unc.edu>; 
< ~email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
< #live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Re: Concerning Reserved Seating for Jessie Jackson Event 

_~email.unc.edu>; 

~unc.edu>; 
_~live.unc.edu>; 

Mr~ Jackson should be fired up after this arrest._ ;) 

htt p://www.yourblackworld.net/ tblack-news/the-fight-continues-rev-jesse-jackson-a rrested! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Wiilir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: < .91ive.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 9:42 PM 

To: " ~email.unc.edu>, ". 

@live.unc.edu>, ’ 

@live.unc.edu>, "                    #live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Concernin8 Reserved Seatin8 for Jessie Jackson Event 

~email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, " 

@email.unc.edu>, "                         @unc.edu>, " 

Hello Everyone, 

I hope all is well. Thank you so much for your willingness to sponsor this event. I ask that you plea~ continue to enconrage your members to attend the event. 

For you hard work I would like to oiler speci~1 seating to you and a guest for the event. I ask that you please send tne you name and the n~:me of your guest 

tomon~w,            by 11:00 a~. IfI do not get this name I cmmot guarantee rese~wed seating. I greatly appreciate your cooperation. Thank you in advance for 

your response. Enjoy the rest of your evening. 

Respeclfully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:16 AM 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; @ kenan-fiagler.unc.edu> 

Re: NCSU 

Wow! Okay. I will ask my students and we will have to give them some type of Club discount to an event or gift (I.e., share of the money). 

Thanks for your effort. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !)_t__t_p___[/__/__e___x__s__s__._#_n___c_:_e___d__L_]/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J, Goethe) 

From: < ~kenan-fla~!er.unc.ed u> 

Date: Wednesday. 11:57 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: NCSU 

Besides the 9 thai I had at Monday’s meeting I only have one more, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 4:24- PM 
To: 
Subject: NCSU 

Any update on names? I would think more students would be interested since they get on a pass list. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deboral~ L, Stror~a~ Pb,Do CLU 
Ex-~oreo I~ngage, Empower. 

3~5 Wool~e~ - C~ #8700 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

< ~email.unc.edu>; 

< ’ @live.unc.edu> 

RE: Concerning Reserved Seating for Jessie Jackson Event 

~email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@unc.edu>; _ @live.unc.edu>; 

Just got word back from the camp. We are all set. You can talk about his activist move, it should garner more interest to attend! 
Best! 

Pc~litical Science & Afro-American Studies B.A 
The University of North Carolina, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 
email and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 10:56 AlVl 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: RE: Concerning Reserved Seating for’J~ssie Jargon Even~c 

Hello All, 
I just wanted you to know that I am in contact with Rev. Jackson’s camp as [ write this message. As of now he is still set to come. Please realize that there may be a lot of 
press because of these recent events. I will send you some information as it comes. Tf people are tempted to go to social media about this, I would first ask that you don’t. But 
if you must, please make sure you keep this event in context and demonstrate how he was acting in protest. 

Best, 

P~litical Science & Afro-American Studies B.A 
The University of North Carolina, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, ( 9:58 AM 
To: 
Subject; Re: Concerning Reserved Seating for Jessie Jackson Event 

Mr. Jackson should be fired up after this arrest... ;) 

http://’www.vourblaclavorld.net black- news/the- ftg!~t- continues- rev-lesse-iackson- anested/ 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculb~ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we mus~ do," (J. 

From: < @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 9:42 PM 

To: " ~email.unc.edu>, " ~@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, " 



~live.unc.edu>, "1 

.... @live.unc.edu>, " @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Concerning Reserved Seating for Jessie Jackson Event 

~email.unc.edu>, " @unc.edu>, " 

Hello EvelTone, 

I hope all is well. Thank you so much for your willingness to sponsor this event. I ask that you please continue to encourage your members to attend the event. 

For you hard work I would like to offer special seating to you and a guest for the event. I ask that you please send me you name and the name of your guest 

tomorrow,            by 11:00 am. IfI do not get this name I carmot guarantee reserved seating. I greatly appreciate your cooperation. Thm~ you in advance for 

your response. Enjoy the rest of your evening. 

Respectfully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Swauson, Margaret <MargametSwanson@kenau-flagler.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 11:59 AM 

Evans Jack <FxansJ@kenan-flagler.uuc.edu>; Robert Bonczek <rbonczek@b3bio.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Caudill 
Lowly <           ~gmail.com> 

HaithcocL Vicld P <vph@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sport 

Good Morning, 

In checking the calendar, it seems that Nov, :1.3 from .,3-:[0 is open as wen as anytime in the morning of Nov. :[5. 

Please let me know what will work for you and we’N narrow a time down. The meeting can be at the Institute and I can arrange to have visitors permits emailed, 

Margy 

From: DeSimone, Joseph M. [mailto:desimone@email.unc.edu] 

Seat: Sunday, October 2~, 20:[2 2:04 PM 

To: Evans, Jack; Robert Bonczek; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Caudill Lowry 

Co: Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics); Haithcock, Vicki (Comprehensive Cancer Center); Ragan, Ronda; Swanson, Margaret 

Subject: Sport 

Hello Jack, Bob, Debby and ~owry, 

Following a dinner that Jack, ~ob, ~ary and I had recently it seems like it would be good to get together to discuss the opportunities and needs we have in regards to providing 

student athletes all of the support they need to be successful in life after college. I have taken the liberty to invite Debby and Lowry to this discussion too as they also have 

significant interest in this topic. Hopefully we can schedule this discussion sometime in the near future. 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

~.t.t..p. ~..~LL~:~c..b.~m~..~u..~?~c..~a..d.~.~.~.~!~Lf.a.~c..~1t.z~.~@s. ~.~n..~ 
http://www.kenaninstitute.unc.eduf 

Tel: 9:[9-962-2:[66 

Fax: 9:[9-962-5467 

LJFollow me on Twitter 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steiner. Niklaus Andmas <nsteiner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 12:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Kutchma, Beth-Ann <bkutchm~@email.unc.edu> 

RE: opening access ~o global education 

Sure thing. Please remind me where your office is. 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt 

Description: http://cgi u nc.ed u/ima ges/migration -horizonta Ljpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http:/lamzn.corn/0415772990 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 11:~1 AM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Kutchma, Beth-Ann 
Subject: Re: opening access to global education 

Hi Nik. Can we chan~e to 10:00 a.m.? 
debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ~ttp’.iiex~:u~£:edu/ 
"Kn.:)w}r~g is net enough; we must apply. Willing is not eneugh; we mast do/’ (J. Goethe) 

From: <Steiner>, Niklaus Andreas <nste~ner@unc.edu> 

Bate: Thursday, October ~8, 2012 8:24 AM 

Te: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

~: "Kutchma, Beth-Ann" <bkutchma@ema~l.unc.edu> 

5ubje~: RE: opening access to global education 
Perfect. rm happy to come to your place so just let me know where. Best, Niklaus 

N~k~a~.~S S~:e~~e~~, P~%~)~ ~ Director 
CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
Univemity of Nodh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 ~ Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 
tel: +1 919 962 6855 I fax: +1 919 962 5375 I s~pe: niklaus_steiner 

http://cgi.unc.edu [ http://facebook.com/unccqi ~ http://twitter.com/uncc#i 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http:,lamzn.corn/0415772990 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 5:03 PM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Cc: Kutchma, Beth-Ann 
Subject: RE: opening access to global education 

Nov. 7 at 11:00 a~m.? 

d ~-:~ b b ¥ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

’One wontm~ can make a difference but 

wonte~ working togett~er can change lhe world. 

From: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 5:21 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Kutchma, Beth-Ann 
Subject: RE: opening access to global education 

Debby, 

Thanks so much for the quick reply. How does week of Nov S work for you? I’m wide open Monday before :130, Tuesday before 2, and Wed 

before 330 so let me know if anything in there works for you. 



I really look forward to it. 

Best, Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

i.~.i Description: http://cgi.unc edu/images/migration-horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http://arnzn com/0415772990 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, October :!.2, 2012 3:19 PM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
C¢: Kutchma, Beth-Ann 
Subject: RE: opening access to global education 

Hi Nil<. You know you can count rne in! As I rnentioned to you, when ~ firsL 8or rny #earinss here I ventured ove~ to the Study Abroad oK~ce (with no a~enda) just to 

learn and he~p find solutions to the engagement of more minority studentm_ 

Let’s ~ook at a date after ~a~l Break. I took ~ cursory look and the document ~s an outstandh~ started 

My mobile is if you wa~t to chat after hours or on the weekend. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, St~omau, Ph,D, CLU 

’One woman ca~ make a diffe~’ence but 

women working logeiher ca~ cha~,ge the world," 

From: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2022 2:54 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢: Kutchma, Beth-Ann 
Subject: opening access to global education 
Hi Debby, 

I saw the story in yesterday’s DTH about retention issues and thought of our past conversations about opening access to global education for 

students traditionally underrepresented in the field. The DTH article made me think about the importance of advising and making students feel 

comfortable and engaged with global opportunities, but how do we best do that? My colleague Beth-Ann (who I think you met at the "teaching 

race" forum at the beginning of the year) and I have been thinking a lot about this issue lately and we’d very much like to hear your thoughts as 

we look ahead. 

To give you a sense of our initial thoughts, she and I have drawn up a preliminaryworkplan (attached). Let me stress that far from being a 

roadmap or a strategic plan, it is rather a living, breathing document that will constantly evolve as we bring more people into the conversation. 

It is therefore really meant to be a conversation starter. 

Please let us know if you have time to meet in the weeks ahead. We look forward to hearing your thoughts on how best to proceed, what have 

we overlooked, and where do you see strengths and gaps. 

Many thanks, Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Director 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

i.~.i Description: http://cgi.unc edu/images/migration-horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http://arnzn com/0415772990 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 12:02 PM 

Swanson, Marsaret <Marsaret_Swanson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Evans, Jack <EvansJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Robert Bonczek 
<rbonczek@b3bio.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Caudill Lowry @smail.com> 

Haithcock, Vicki P <vph@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Sport 

Thanks Margy. Either date is fine for me. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - .h__t__t_#__]_/__/__e__x__s__s__.__u___n__c__.__e__d___u_./ 

"Knowin~ is no[ enouBh; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we mus~ do." (L Goethe) 

From: <Swanson>, Margaret Swanson <Margaret Swanson@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, October 25, 2012 11:58 AM 

To: Jack Evans <EvansJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Robert Bonczek <rbonczek@b3bio.com>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <ds~ro@#D£~A~u>, Caudill Lowry 

<            ~_g_n_~_a__[!:__c___o___m__. > 

Cc: "Haithcock, Vicki P" <vph@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Sport 

Good Morning, 

In checking the calendar, it seems that Nov. 13 from %:[0 is open as well as anytime in the morning of Nov. :[& 

Please let me know what will work for you and we’ll narrow ~, time down. The meeting can be at the ~nstitute ~nd I can arrange to h~ve visitors permits ema~led, 

Margy 

E~= DeSimone, 3oseph N. [mai~to:desimone@email.unc.edu] 

Seat= Sunday, Oc~ber 2~, 20~2 2:04 PN 

To= Evans, Jack; Robe~ Bonczek; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Caudill Low~ 

C¢= Napier, Nary (Biochemist~ and Biophysics); Haithcock, Vicki (Comprehensive Cancer Center); Ragan, Ronda; Swanson, Nargaret 

Subject: Spo~ 

Hello ~ack, Bob, Debby and Lowry, 

Followin~ a dinner that Jack, Bob, ~ary and I had recently it seems like it would be ~ood to ~et to~ether to discuss the opportunities and needs we have in re~ards to providin~ 

student athletes all of the support they need to be successful in life after college. I have taken the liberty to invite Debby and Lowry to this discussion too as they also have 

significant interest in this topic. Hopefully we can schedule this discussion sometime in the near future. 

Joseph ~. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr~ Distinguished Professor o~ Chemical Engineerin~ at NC State University and o~ Chemistry at UNC 

http:iiwww.kenaninstit~te.unc.edui 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

~Foliow me on Twitter 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Swanson, Margaret <MargaxetSwanson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 12:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Great --. I’ll wait until I hear from the others and we’ll narrow it down further. If you would, please hold the dates/times for now. 

Thank 

rvla rgy 

~ Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Seat= Thursday, October 25, 20~2 ~2:02 PH 
Te= Swanson, Nargaret; Evans, Jack; Robe~ Bonczek; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Caudil[ Low~ 
C~= Haithcock, Vicki (Comprehensive Cancer Center) 
Subject: Re: Spo~ 
Thanks Mar~y. Either date is fine for me. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - ~]~_[[[~:_~_~:_~_~ji 

"K~owM~ ~ not e~ou~h; we mu~t ~pply. W~li~ is ~ot enough; we mus~ do." (J. Goethe) 

From: <Swanson>, Margaret Swanson <Margaret Swanson@kenan-fla~ler.unc~edu> 

Date: Thursday, October 25, 20~2 ~:58 AM 

To: Jack Evans <EvansJ@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu>, Robert Bonczek <rbonczek@b3bio.com>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Caudill Lowry 

Co: "Haithcock, Vidd P" <~_~_~]_:~9:_~_~_~.> 

Subje~: RE: Sport 

Please ~et me know what w~l work fo~ ~ou and weqt n~r~ow a time dowm The meetin~ c~n be at the ~nsdtu~e a~d I can ~r~a~e ~o have visitors perm~t~ emailed. 

Mar~y 

From: DeSimone, ~oseph ~. [mail~:desimone~ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday~ October 2[~ 20~2 2:04 PN 
To: Evans, ~ack; Robe~ Bonczek; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Caudill Low~ 
Co: Napier, Hary (Biochemist~ and Biophysics); Haithcock, Vicki (Comprehensive Cancer Center); Ragan, Ronda; Swanson, Nargaret 
Subject: Spo~ 
Hello Jack, Bob, Debby and Lowry~ 

Followin~ a dinner that Jack, Bob, Mary and I h~d recently it seems like it would be ~ood to ~et to~ether to discuss the opportunities and needs we have in re~ards to providin~ 

student athletes all of the support they need to be successful in life after college. I have taken the liberty to invite Debby and Lowry to this discussion too as they also have 

significant interest in this topic. Hopefully we can schedule this discussion sometime in the near future. 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical En~ineerin~ at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www~chem.u~c.edu!people!~aculty!desimone! 

Tel: 9~9-962-2~66 

Fax: 9~9-962-5467 

~Follow me on Twitter 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 3:20 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Hello’. 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

My apologies for the delayed response. I hope all is well. 

You asked me to check in with you? 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

B,A, Business Administration 

Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Cx~nceming Re~rved Seating tbr Jessie Jackson Event 

image001 .j pg 

They may video tape but not in the alleys. 

Sent fi~)m my iPad 

On at 3:20 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dsto@u ac edt > wrote 

H~ 

Please contact Mr, McGhee, if not. 

Thanks, 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, S~roman, Ph.D, CLU 

919,843.0336 

<irnageOOl.jpg> 

Are you okay with the videotape concerns? (See attached note} 

’One womm~ can make a difference but 

wome~ working together can change the world." 

From: McGhee, ~ 
Sent= Thursday, 1:11 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: ~ones, Shandra; Campbell, Larw; Robe~son, Nakenge; Ursula Li~lejohn; Hamme~, Victoria LaFrieda; Murrill, Verita L 
Subject: RE: Concerning Resewed Seating for Jessie ~ac~on Event 

Oebbie, 

V~ not sure ~’~ be able 1:o come through. However, ~f the students are planrdr~g to videotape the evet~L, p~ease have then] contact me Lodav to go over 

some p.Nnters. Vd also recommend using an audbi) kit that [ have here ~n the school 

-OJ 

[~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday,               ~: ~3 AM 
Te= NcGhee, ~; Campbell, Lar~; Robe~son, Nakenge; Ursula Li~lejohn; Nurrill, Verita L; Hamme~, Victoria LaFrieda 

C1= ~ones, Shandra 
S~bjett= N: Concerning £ese~ed Seating for ~essie Jackson Event 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Know~ng is not enough; we must appJy. Willing is not enough: we must do/’ (J. Goethe) 

Date: Thursday,                10:56 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, " @ema~l.unc.edu>, " @emaiLunc.edu>, 

"Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, " ~live.unc.edu>, " 

< ~emaiLunc.edu> "[ ~unc.edu>, " @live.unc.edu>, 

Subje~: RE: Concerning Reserved Seating for Jessie Jackson Event 

Hello All, 
I just wanted you to know that I am in con~ct with Rev. Jac~on’s camp as I write this message. As of now he is still set to come. Please realize that there may 
be a lot of press because of these recent eveng. ] will send you some information as it comes. If people are tamped to go to social media about this, I would 
first ask that you don’t. But if you must, please make sure you keep this event in cont~ and demonstra~ how he was acting in pro~st. 

Best, 

P~litical Science & Afro-American Studies B.A 
The University of North Carolina, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [_d___s__t_r_9___@__U__D_%e_~_u_] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:58 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah; 



Subject: Re: Concerning Reserved Seating for Jessie .lackson Event 

Mr. Jackson should be fired up after this rarest... ;) 

http:i/www.vo urblackwofld.net, black- news’the- light- continues- rev-i~sse:iackson- a~rested/ 
Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Ch~Jr, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Spo~t Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

~Knowing is ~o~ enongh; we nmst apply, Wil~ing is ~ot enongh; we mnst d~." (J, G~ethe) 

From: < ,@live.unc.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, 9:42 PM 
To: " @email.unc.edu>, " 
"~ @live~unc.edu>, " 
<~ ~unc.edu> "~ ~live.unc.edu> " 
Subject: Concerning Reserved Seating for Jessie Jackson Event 

Hello Everyone, 

53ernail.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, 
@email.unc~edu>, " 

@_[1 .v__e_:_u_._n_.c_:_~_d___u_. > 

I hope all is well. Thank you so much for your willingness to sponsor this event. I ask that you please continue ~o encourage your metnbers to attend the 

event. 
ResNcffully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: NCSU 

So far the names I have gotten are: 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday 11:30 AM 

To: 

Subject: R~: NCSU 

Hi Please provide the names. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: < @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 11:57 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: NCSU 

Besides the9 that I had at Monday’s meeting I only have one more. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:24 PM 
To: 
Subject: NCSU 

Any update on names? I would think more students would be interested since they get on a pass list. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L Stroman~ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower° 
www,exss, unc,edu 
31.5 W~o~len - CB #8700 
Chapel Hi~ NC 27599 

"The best abifity is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt WD~nn <mwD~nn@tarheelsports.com> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 4:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Update on numbers 

I was basically checking to see how the list was looking and if there were questions on the meet up time and location. If you can send me the names, I can get with 

facilities for a check-in list for those who d~d not receive t~ckets ~n ~he student ~ottery. ~f they are w~H~ng to do some work for fadHt~es h~ the pre-game (starting a~ 

~0:30), Lhev can check ~n., work from 3.0:30 to about kh::kof[, enjoy the game until 2:30 and Lhen he~p with the d~stributkm 

ff you want [:o give me a call my (:e~ phone ~s best ~ rhanks~ 

Matt Wrynn 
Tar Heel ~por~s P~perdes 

9~9-4~9-~]00 ext. 2075 (Phone) 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L [mall~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:43 PN 

T~ Na~ W~nn 
Subjeet~ RE: Update on numbers 

Hi Matt. I just sent the update to the Club. I asked that the Hat be finalized by midnight. 

No~:e: You are askm8 h:~r a rmracle. Most students don’t finalize ~hek ~ans un~:~ hours before an ew~nL LoL The Club w~H ste~ up though. ;) 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference bul 

wome~t working together can change 1he worId." 

From: Hart W~nn [mai]to:mwwnn@~rheelspo~s.com] 
S~nt= Tuesday, October 2~, 2012 2:00 PH 

To= Stmman, Deborah k 
S~bj~¢t= RE: Update on numbers 

Yes, we wH~ be aMe to work through that as the meeting tkne is 2 hours after kickoff and I can work w~th facHk~es to create a pass Hat if need be. Other than that 

concern, do you have the full 30 to assist? 

Matt Wrym~ 
Tar Heel 8perts Pro#ert{es 

919419¢100 ext. 2075 (Phone) 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 2012 1:15 PN 

g~= Nag W~nn 

Subject= Re: Update on numbers 

HI Matt. Some students are concerned because they didn’t win the raffle for a game ticket. The students can still assist without having a game ticket, correct? 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Oct 22, 2012, at 3:44 PM, "Matt Wrynn" <~-m--~--w-~-r~y---n--n----@.-~-t~-a---r--h---e--e--Ls-~2--~--r--t--s-~~-c-9~--m--> wrote: 

Sounds good. Thanks! 

Mat~ Wrynn 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 
919-419-81 O0 ~,~>:t. 2075 (Phen~9 

(Mobile) 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Nonday, October 22, 2012 3:04 PN 

Te= Na~ W~nn 
Subject~ RE: Update on numbers 

H~ Matt. We have a meeting today at 5:30 p.m. with gred WMtfie~d of the Charlotte Bobcats~ I wi~ check in w~th the students today. 

"1"banks. 

Dr. Stromat~ 

$ent~ Nonday, October 22, 2012 2:06 

Te~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= ~pdate on numbers 

Dr. Stroman, 

When is a good day this week to get an update from you on how many students you tNnk you’ll have for Saturday? Do you have another 

meeting thB evening? Thanks! 

Na~ Wrynn 
Account ~xecutive 
Tar Neel Sports Properties 
6350 Quadrangle Dr. 
Suite 135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919~19-8100 ext. 2075 (Phone) 



(Mobile) 
www.lea rfieldsrpo[ts.com 

<imageO01 .j 

A property of Learfield Sports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Major Change 

Would it be possible for me to set an appointment tap with you on Monday to do the major change? 

at 4:49 PJV~ Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

> Hi I only do declarations when I am in Steele on Monday afternoons You may be able to go by Steele walk-in hours and make the change sooner. 
> 

> Dr Stroman 
> 

> Do Good. 
> 

> Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> 

> "One woman can make a difference but 
> women working together can change the world." 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Wednesday 11:13 AM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Major Change 
> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> Hello my name ~s . I am in your Sport Marketing class and am wanting to schedule meeting with you regarding switching majors I am currently a basic EXSS major and would 
like to switch to the sport administration focus I didn’t know if we could do that during your office hours or if that should be done when you are at the Steele building. 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Wo~nn <mwo~nn@tarheelsports.com> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 6:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Update on numbers 

No worries. Talk tomorrow! 

On Oct 25, 2012, at 6:49 PiV~ "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu<mailto:dstroCa)unc.edu>> wrote: 

Okay. rm still in a meeting ;( 

DLS Iicom my iPhone 

On Oct 25, 2012, at 4:39 P2~L "Matt W~zlm" <mWlTlm@tarheelsports.com<mailto:m~vrvrm@tarheelsports corn>> ~Vl-ote: 

I was basically checking to see how- the list ~vas looking and if there were questions on the meet up time and location If you can send me the names, I can get with facilities for a check-in list 
for those who did not receive tickets in the student lottery If they are willing to do some work for facilities in the pre-game (starting at 10:30), they- can check in, work from 10:30 to about 
kickofI; enjoy the game until 2:30 and then help with the distribution .... 

If you want to give me a call, my cell phone is best . Thal"~ks! 

Matt Wr,vnn 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 
919-419-8100 ext. 2075 ~Phone) 

(Mobile) 
From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro(a)unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:43 PM 
To: Matt Wrynn 
Sutziect: RE: Up&~te on numbers 

Hi Matt I just sent the update to the Club. I asked that the list be finalized by midnight. 

Note: You are asking [’or a miracle Most students don’t finalize their plans until hours before an event. Lol. The Club will step up though ;) 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 

Engage. Explore Empower. 

919 843.0336 
<imageO01 .jpg><http://twitter.corn/!!/drstroman> 
"One woman can make a difference but 
women working together can change the world" 

From: Matt Wrynn [mailto:mwrvrm@tarheelsports.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:00 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Update on numbers 

Yes, we will be able to w-ork tl-lrough that as the meeting time is 2 hours after kickoff and I can work with facilities to create a pass list if need be. Other than that concern, do you have the full 
30 to assist? 

Matt Wrynn 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 
919-419-8100 ext. 2075 (Phone) 

(Mobile) 
From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro(~,unc. edn] 
Sent: Tuesday-, October 23, 2012 1:15 PM 
To: Matt Wrynn 
Subject: Re: Update on nunlbcrs 

HI Matt. Some students are concerned because tl-lcy didn’t win the raffle fi~r a game ticket. The students can still assist without having a game ticket, correct? 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Oct 22, 2012, at 3:44 PM. "Matt Wrynn" <rrlwwnn@tarheelsports.com<mailto:mwrvm~tarheelsl~orts.com>> wrote: 

Sounds good. Thanks[ 

Matt Wrynn 
Tar Heel Spolts Properties 
919-419-8100 ext. 2075 (Phone) 

(Mobile) 
From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: iVlonday, October 22, 2012 3:04 PM 
To: Matt ;Vrynn 
Subject: RE: Update on numbers 

Hi Matt. We have a meeting today at 5:30 p.m. ;vith Fred ;Vhitfield of the Charlotte Bobcats I will check in with the students today-. 

Thanks 

Dr. Stroman 



From: Matt Wrynn [mai[to:mwr~’rm(a)tarheelsports.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 2:06 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: Update on numbers 

Dr. Stroman, 
When is a good day this week to get an update from you on how many students you think you’ll have Jk~r Saturday? I)o you have another CSBC meeting this evening? Thanks! 

Matt Wrynn 
Account Executive 
Tar Heel Spolts Properties 
6350 Quadrangle Dr. 
Suite 135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-419-8100 ext. 2075 (Phone) 

(Mobile) 
www.learfieldsports.com<http ://w,~v.learfieldsports. corn> 
<imageO01 .jpg> 
A proper~" of Learfield Sports 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Turner <tmmer@collegiatesportsassociates.com> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 7:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow-up 

Debbv, 

Thanks. I’ve ah-ead¥ heard from David and responded with a few names, 

Great Lo see you yesterday, Let’s keep it moving ah:mg. Wouk~ ~ove to be engaged wRh the enLrepreneuda~ program~ 

A~ the best, 

TODD T~ RNE[~ 

Coiiegia~ Spo;q s A ’,<~ocia ~es 

31~5 S~ven Lakes West 

West End, NC 27376 

~:~ k~go3615080 sm 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 3:3:1 PM 
To: ttumer@collegiatesportsassociates.com 
Subject: RE: Follow-up 

Thanks again! David Fox, a CASPER leader, should be in contact with you for any names of Tar’ Heel grads who work in the sport industry. 

Here ~s the Hnk for the ~-sNp minor - 

and the Kenan ~nsdtute - http:!/www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu!kenan-institute 

[ attached the e-copy of [J~SER so you may forward it to any fo~ks you know who are 

Sah!~ travels] 

debby 
Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

EngiNe. Explore, 

91 9,843.0336 

woman can make a differe~ce but 

women working {oge{her c;m chm~ge the world," 

Frem: Todd Turner [mailto:tturner@cNleqlate~portsassodates.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 2012 1:02 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Follow-up 

WIll do! See you tomorrow, 

t: 

TODD T[~RNER 

Coiiegiate Sports A:~sociates 

3185 Seven Lakes West 

West ~-, ~}d, .’~ C ,: ,. /< 

t t u[neff@colie~iat esport sassociat cs.com 

~1~1~ ~0go3615080 sm 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 20:[2 :[2:46 PM 

To: <ttumer@collegiatespor~sassociates.com> 
Subject: Re: Follow-up 

I will meet you in the back of Fetzer with the pass. Look for the hot pink signs for EXSS visitors. No gates. 

Call or text when you get close. 

debby 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Oct 23, 2012, at 12:04 PM, "Todd Turner" <ttu rn er @colle~[a_.t_ .e__s_p_9__r_t__s_a._s_.s_9__c_j._a_t__e_.s__...c_o__m_> wrote: 



That works for me, Should I come to your’ office to get the pass or is there a gate somewhere? 

tt 

P r<~si de 

West End~ NC 27376 

])~>:m<c 9i0-722,-4222 (o) 

<irna[eOOS,jp[> 

~ Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
$e~t= Tuesday, October 23, 2012 ~:53 AN 

Te~ ~urner~cN~egiatespor~associates.com 
$~bje~t~ RE: Follow-up 
2:30 ~s 8oDd Can you stop by csmpus? ~ can ge~: you a psss to perk behind }:etzer (8o down Stadium Driw~) 

Wooflen 3Z5 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. S~’oman, PhZL CLU 

9I%843,0336 
<imaseOO&jps> 

’©no woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the world." 

From= Todd Turner [mailto:tturner@colleqiatesportsassodates.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, October 23, 2012 ~0:47 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Follow-up 
Deb., ~ made a m~stake on my fl~ght schedule, I need to be ~t RDU at 3:30, so ~ woukt prefer getl:~ng together w~:h yo~J at 2:30, ~[ you ca~ rearnmge your 

schedule. I[: noL ~’~ adjust. Let me know and sorry for d~e confusion, 

todd 

Presiden~ 

@lJegJate Spor~s Associates 

31 g5 Seve~ [ ,akes 

Wvst End, NC 27376 

t t u rn e r ~O2_~21~R~2¢!_g_~2£U_£@_~Rg~{L,_£~:_~Rg 

P hone: 9 ~ 0..?22..4222 

<image005.jpg> 

From= Todd Turner [mail~:Rurner@collegiatesporNassodates.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, October 23, 2012 10:21 AN 

To= ’Stroman, Deborah k’ 
Subject= RE: ~ollow-up 

~ should be there at about 3:00 ,.need to be at the air0ort by 4:].5. How about our favorite meet:ing spot, ,the Caro~ina C~ [~ k~ Me~dowrnont at 3:007 

t 

TODD TVR 

Collegiate Sports Associates 

3185 Sv~en Lakvs Wvst 

West End, NC 27376 

])l>:m<c 9i0-722.-4222 (o) 

<irna[eOOS,jp[> 

~] Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
$e~t= Tuesday, October 23, 20~2 9:57 

Xe~ ~urner@collegiatespor~assodates,com 
$~bject~ RE: Follow-up 

So true[ t have ~ wh~dow after I:30. t can move my 2:].5 appok~tment, [[ necessary. Wh~: ~:[me can you swin8 ~:hrough? 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah I.,. Stromarb Ph.D. CI.,U 

Eng~qe, Expiore, ErnDOW~n 

919,843.0336 

<irnageOO4,jpg> 

’One womm~ can make a difference but 

women working together can change the world. 

From= Todd Turner [mailto:tturner@colleOatesportsassociates.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 9:05 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 



Subject: Follow-up 

Debbie, 

It was timely to run into you at the Carolina Caf~ last week. Our paths continue to cross, so there must be some reason to it al1[ri going to be flying 

out of RDU tomorrow afternoon and wondered if you might be available to sit down for a few minutes and catch-up. There may be some synergies 

there that we should explore. 

Interested? 

todd 

TODD TURNER 

West End, NC 27.~7~ 
ttur ~er(&co leg atesportsassocmtes.com 
Phone: ")i 0~722~,¢222 

<imageOOS.jpg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

She,ll Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 7:28 PM 

The progtZac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] Chris Fi~simon to speak on "The Real Threat to IYNC" OCT 30, 12:30-1:30 103 Stone Center 

Fitzsimon Flier 10.25.12.docx 

Plus this artficle from NC Policy Watch about the Strategic Directions mtg yesterday: 

http:i/pulse.ncpolicvwatch.o~/2012/10/25iunc - committee- continues- to - de bate- higher- eds- role - ia- state,’ 

<li~ -- You are cunently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progihc as: <a href "mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu%’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJl to <a hre~"mmlto:leave-32346505- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32346505- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu%’a> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:55 PM 

, ~email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>: 

<    " ~unc.edu>;                        @live.unc.edu>; 

I~E: Concerning Reserved Seating for Jessie Jackson Event 

~emaJl.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hello All, 

You and your guest please look for the reserved seating up front in the auditorium tomorrow. If you have any problems please let the house staff know you are a program 
sponsor. 

Best, 

Political Science & Afro-American Studies B.A 

The University of North Carolina, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy all copies o.f the original message. 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, ~ 9:42 PM 
To: dstroman@email.unc.edu; 
Subject: Concerning Reserved Seating for Jessie Jackson Event 

Hello Everyone, 

I hope all is well. Thm~k you so much for your mllingness to sponsor this event. I ask that you please continue to encourage your members to attend the event. 

For you hard work I would like to offer special sealing to you and a guest for the event. I ask that you please send me you name and the name of your guest 

tomorrow,            by 11:00 am. IfI do not get this name I cannot guarantee reserved seating. I greatly appreciate your cooperalion. Thank you in advance for 

your response. Enjoy the rest of your evening. 

Respectfully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman < ~(}nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 9:54 PM 

The progfiac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[progtgc] Humanities missing? Social Sci. tbr ttomeland Security? (in N&O on mtg of strategic direction comm.) 

And tiffs: 

Peter Hans (on the comm., and chair of Bd. of Gov) "suggested that UNC campnses publish more data [on] maj ors and earnings of graduates so that students can 

make well-i~ffo~rned decisions." 

Please consider writing letters to the editor. 

http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~2/~/24/2436247/unc-~roup-~ks-at-emp~ers-needs.htm~ 

Printed fi’om tim News & Observer - www.NewsObserver.com 
Published Wed, Oct 24, 2012 07:39 PM 
Modified Wed, Oct 24, 2012 07:39 PM 
UNC group looks at employers’ needs 
By Jane Sta~cill - is~ncill~newsobserver.com 

CHAPEL HILL A UNC system strategy group is straggling with the imprecise task of figuring ont how many more college graduates the s~te needs to meet the 
workforce needs of tomorrow. 

But more important than the number of new degree holders may be "the quality of the education they receive, experts told the UNC Advisory Committee on Strategic 
Directions. 

National and state surveys of employers show that they want workers who are good communicators, effective collaborators and creative problem solvers. Employers 
generally say they can train employees to do the tasks they need; what they want are people who can learn and adapt easily. 

"It’s all about lifelong learning," said Kdth Crisco, state commerce secretaU, who serves on the panel. 

Madhu Beriwal, president and CEO ofa IEM, a firm specializing in emergency management and homeland security-, moved her company to North Carolina in 2009, 
she said, because she saw that education, business and government seemed to collaborate well here. 

She said her company screens a potential worker based on the ham skills outlined on the rdsum6, but "the true test is the caMidate’s soft skills. 

"It really comes down to "the ability "to think, the abifity to tbm~ solutions, the abili~ to work," she said. 

Written and oral communication skills are key; she added. "If they have not learned to write in 16 years of instruction, we can’t teach them that." Beriwal said. ’%Ve 
give them a writing test. If they tail, that’s it. We’re done." 

Dan Gitterman, a punic policy professor at UNC-Chapel Hill, said a four-year college degree should be abont more than imparting knowledge. Students must also 
lea~’n skills, including the ability- to think critically and independently write, reason and communicate clearly. They must also learn how to apply their skills to real world 
environments such as job internships. 

So, for example, nniversities should place more importance on writing centers, with individual tutoring. 

"If we do it for athletes, we should do it for eveubody," Gitterman said. 

Also, he said, facul .ty get no reward for helping s~dents gain internship experience or networking skills, so it Fpically doesn’t happen. Students have to seek out the 
campus career office, which is typically a secondaU university function. "We’ve got to work on this," GLrte~Inan said. 

The panel debated the pros and cons of the current intense focus on so-called STEM education science, technology, engineering and mathematics. 

Beriwal snggested adding an "S" to the acrowm to represent social sciences such as psychology and sociology. Those skills are needed in today’s world’orce as never 
before. She cited the defense industry, where the battle against tenor is abont winning hearts and minds as much as high-tech weaponry,. 

The UNC committee is studying fire workforce of the thture in order to come np with a five-year plan tbr the nniversity system. A blueprint from the panel is due early 
next year. 

Part of the group’s task is to come tip with degree attainment goals tbr the state’s population. That is a tricky estimation. 

In 2010, 28 percent of North Carolina residents ages 25 to 64 had four-year degrees or higher. 

Projecting the minimum ently-level edncation for the worldbrce in 2020, the state actually would only need 23 percent four-year degree holders. Another projection, 
based on trends on education and current jobs, would suggest the state needs 32 percent of its citizens to have four-year degrees. And yet another estimate, based on 
competing with the top five most educated states, would require about 41 percent of North Carolina residents to have college degrees. 



But such projections are itt~ at best in an environment of rapidly changing teclmology and an uncertain economic climate. 

"You want to put your supply and demand pretty much in equilibrium," said Jack Cecil, president of Biltmore Farms and a member of the committee. 

Co~nplicating the picture is that people who ~nove to North Carolina tend to be more highly educated. In 2008-2009, North Carolina imported more college graduates 

than the UNC systetn produced. Among those born in North Carolina, 18.5 percent had at least a four-year degree, versus almost 35 percent of those born elsewhere. 

’][’he caJculation must ~21so take into account that many in the state have some college or an associate’s degree from a community college. The equation is not only about 

four-year degrees, said Bob Ingrain, former executive ruth GlaxoSmitlk,Kline. 

"Our future is knoMedge-based workers," he said. ’q~hat doesn’t mean that they all come out of a four-year m~ive~i~." 

Peter Hans, chafirman of the UNC Board of Governors, pointed out that too many students choose the wrong path or drop out of college altogether. He snggested that 

[5NC campuses publish more data majors and earnings of graduates so that students can make well-informed decisions. 

"We all realize that higher education is more than the pursuit of job credentials," he said. "Education is crucia3 to our culture and our democracy, not just our economy. 

But it isn’t an either- or choice. We can and should do both." 

Stancill: ~ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</av. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "mafilto :leave- 32346791 - 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv .unc .edu">leave- 32346791 - 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56tE 1 eb9b@listserv .unc .edu</a-~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Tifihny D <tifihny clarke@unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 26, 2012 8:12 AM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[casdiversity] FW: Diversity in Higher Education Seminar November, 13 2012 

Dear College diversity liaisons: 

Please see the announcement below of a diversity seminar Nov..1.3th. Terry Rhodes and Pat Parker in the Dean’s Office encourage 

you all to attend if you are able~ 

Kid regards, 

Tiff 

Diversity Education Seminar 

Tuesday~ November :~3, 20:~2 

i::.::::~~ ii:.::~:~:.~.~f~i~!:,~ .::~:~::di 

8:00 a.m. Check-in * Student Union Auditorium 

Diversity and Multicultural Affairs is pleased to announce the first in a series of seminars engaging national thought leaders in discussions based on 
the Chancellor’s 2ist Century Vision through the lens of Diversity. 

"Diversity in Higher Education: Inclusive Excellence in the Academy" will feature a plenary keynote address given by Dr. Patricia Gurin, Nancy Cantor 
Distinguished Professor Emerita of Psychology and Women’s Studies at the University of Michigan. Following Dr. Gurin’s lecture, panelists Dr. Jeffrey 
Milem, Dr. Thomas Nelson Laird, Dr. Abigail Panter, and Professor Charles Daye will discuss the role of diversity in higher education. 

Starting at 2:00 p.m., two concurrent sessions will be held in Student Union Rooms 3408 and 3411: "Supporting Student Engagement from Multiple 
Angles" and "Leveraging Diversity in the Classroom." Participants will have the opportunity to engage in one of these sessions with Dr. Jeff Milem of 
the University of Arizona or Dr. Thomas Nelson Laird of Indiana University. 

Faculty and staff registration at http:[/go.unc.edu[So4iS 

i:: .::-::~- :!;!::~. :~..~.::~J ::::: ~-~ t .~: 

2:00 pm ¯ Student Union Room 3206 

What does it mean to be (fill in the blank) at UNC? It means that you have a different experience of your environment based on how you self 
identify, and how others perceive your identity. Are you comfortable with the climate at UNC? Why, or why not? Join this dynamic intergroup 
dialogue for a candid, constructive discussion about the role student identity plays in developing the academic and social climate at UNC. 

This session will challenge you to examine your personal identity, how you express it, and how it is perceived by those around you. All students are 
invited to engage in this transformative discourse facilitated by staff from Diversity and Multicultural Affairs and Carolina Leadership Development. 

Read more about the student seminar 

Student registration at http://tinyurl,com/Sr2gvbm/ 

[see attachment: "image001.gil", size: 26560 bvles] 

Attachments: 

image001.gif 

TNs automatic notification message was sent by The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc~edtVportal) from the Facul .ty Council site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 

You are currently subscribed m ca~liversi~ as: dstro(i~unc~edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: h tip://lists, unc .edu/ u?id=49927275.8eb8608I:$3d2d276d 10846207e65a86e&n=T&l=:ca sdiversitv&o=32348146 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Byars, Queenie Arlethia <qbyars@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 8:57 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC FLASH News! 

Hello Deborah, 

Thanks for sharing this valuable information. It highlights your support and special advocacy for faculty, staff and students. I will miss the Jesse 
Jackson speech while preparing to go out of town for a funeral, but my thoughts will be the Caucus and BMS students. 

I will follow-up on the other events. I serve on the Center for Faculty Excellence Advisory Board and really like their outreach to helping Black staff 
and faculty. 

Best wishes, 

Queenie 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 25 Oct 2012 21:11:35 -0400 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: CBC FLASH News! 

Hi Caucus! Just a few updates and news of interest: 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->ReVo Jesse Jacksonspeaks at UNC. - Friday, Oct. 26th 2:00 p.m. (Genome G-IO0) Come out and support the 

message of "early voting" and community engagement for political justice. (See attachment.) He was recently arrested at a Bain-owned company 

so his insight on this additional matter should be interesting. Our BSM students are "begging" for us to show up to this event too. ;) 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->NC Policy Watch Director, Chris Fitzsir~oa, speaks at UNC. - Tuesday, October 30th 12:30 p.m. Stone Center {See 

attachment) Sponsored by the Employee Forum. Advocacy links: 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Summary of the BOG Advisory meeting: http://pulse.ncpolicywatch.org/2012/10/25/unc-committee- 

continues-to-debate-higher-eds-role-in-statei 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Videotape of Tuesday’s Five-Year Forur~ Meeting. Art Pope makes his statement at the ~ 34 minute 

marl<. Dr. Maria DeGuzman makes an impassioned speech on the importance of staying vigilant in this struggle. 

http:!/www.youtube.com!watch?v=YdrslvB9fa0&feature=youtu,be 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Fascinating read: How Higher Education ir~ the US Was Destroyed in 5 Basic Steps- 

<]--[if 
!supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->New Chancellor - The _s__e_a___r__c__~3___c_o_m____r__n_!__t_t_-__e___e- seeking Chancellor Holden Thorp’s successor invites the Carolina family 

to share suggestions about characteristics they hope to see in the next chancellor. Please communicate your ideas directly to _c___b__c___c__~_a__[£__6_~__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_ 

or please bring your thoughts to the next Caucus meeting on Nov. 7th, We plan to develop collaborative statement with the American Indian 

Center and the Latina/o Studies program. 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->4. <!--[endif]-->Professional Development - Please share your ideas for the type of workshops YOU need to assist in your 

development as an instructor, advisor, project leader, manager or administrator on campus. We are partnering with the Center for Faculty 

Excellence to create a customized offering to help Black staff and faculty. Send to infocbc@unc.edu. 

Time to go home!! ;) Hope to see you tomorrow! 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear fhe wind." 

~i: Carolina BlackCaucus 542with tag 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 26, 2012 10:21 AM 

Salyer, Sher~, I, <salye@email.unc.edu-~; Weight, Eriam~e A. <eweigh@emaJd.unc.edtr~ 

Osborne, Barbara <sportl aw@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 324 issue 

Sherry, 

I think this might be setting a bad precedent~ 

On another note, following our CC meeting from 

cannot find in any documentation from our meetings on the major/core revisions that t?XSS 273 was not to be required? Denise has looked into it, and all of our 

meeting m~nutes suggest that it was supposed to be a part of the SA track curdcukarn. 

Can you check on this. 

Thanks, 

Kevh~ 

F~m= Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent= Thursday, October 25, 20~2 8:20 PN 
To= Weight, Erianne A. 
C¢= Osborne, Barbara; Stroman, Deborah L; Guskiewicz, Kevin N 
Subject= EgS 324 issue 
I received an email from one of our EXSS-SA and Busi double majors. She is lacking EXSS 324 for the spring--and she is graduating in the spring. 

She asked if we could substitute the attached Busi class for the 324 class. 
408 ~orporate Fiaaa~e {~}. Theoretical foundations of optimal financial policy. Problems and cases provide application of theory to financial decisions involving cash flow, capital 

structure, capital budgeting 

We have never made any substitutions before (although we have certainly taken courses ~n transfer for SA majors), but tNs case ~s a bit different. 

Do we want to even consider this proposal? 

F~rst step: Erianne, can you review? Is it equivalent to our EXSS 324 class (or reasonably = that you would be okay with it). Big issue I would see would be the 

sporting orientation that 324 offers. If not =, then we would stop the process. If it is = (or close), then we must decide if we want to do this. In the past we have had 

kids transfer in 324 (I think; 322 definitely). 

ConsidersLJon: If ~t is = (or close), then she could possible just have a 9 course SA major, insLead of the i0 course SA major I~ke everyone else. She decided to do the 

New curriculum~ ~f we approve, we could ask her to also take another EXSS SA course so that she has 10 EXSS-SA courses and not 9 in the dept. Given that we really 

should be offering this class ~n the spring--and ~n most semesters wou~d be---- we probably should be a ~ittle more flexible than we m~ght normsl~y be. If she had 

not had this Busi course, 

Second step: If approved, then I would write a letter to Steele Building and grant approval for a substitution. 

She is brining by her worksheet tomorrow (I will be out of town tomorrow and will look at it on Monday) 

Sherry Salver, 

MssLer Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Sdence 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Ha~l 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ H~I 

{::hapel ~-f~], NC 27599 

919-.962- 6947 

Fax: 919-962--0.~9 

Spring Adv~singiO[:fice hours: 

Tuesdays- 

Wed nesdays----I:15-.:¢ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:27 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sport Administration Major 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am a sophomore and am considering changing my major to Sport Administration next semester. I am currently enrolled in RECR , which I know is not required for the 
major, but I really enjoy the class and feel that the Sport Administration major would suit my interest tremendously. Is it too late to switch to this major? If there is any chance 
that we could meet and discuss the possibility of switching to this major as well as the track that should be taken to meet the requirements needed that would be great. Let me 
know the steps to take in scheduling a meeting with you if that is possible. Thanks. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 26, 2012 10:29 AM 

Campbell, Larry <leca~np@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dm <shaJ~dmj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 

<ursula litflejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@~mc.edu~; Mumll, Verita L <vefita mumll@~mc.edu~; Robert~m, NaJ~enge 

<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<istro@unc.edu-~ 

Jackson event 

Hi. Who is attending? I am. 

d 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

__w____w____w__:__u_n__c_:_~__d__yZ__c__b_c_ 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to,fear the wind." 

Carolina E~lack Caucus 542 with ta~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Wo~nn <mwo~nn@tarheelsports.com> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 10:34 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Update on numbers 

Dr. Strom.~n, 

Sorry for the multiple emails, but do you think you can send me your list of students by around 2 PM? 

Matt Wrynn 
Tar Heel Sports Pro#ert~es 

919419~100 ext. 2075 (Phone) 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 2012 2:43 PM 

To: Ma~ W~nn 
Subject: ~£: ~pdate on numbers 

Hi Ma~t. I just sent the update to the C~ub. ~ asked that the ~ist be [:b~aHzed by m~dn~ght. 

Note: You are asking for a miracle. Most students don’t finalize their p~ans unt~ hours before an event. LoL The Club will step up though. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

9:19.$43.0336 

woman can make a difference but 

women working together can chm~ge the world. " 

From: Matt W~nn [mailto:mw~nnO~rheelspo~s.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 2012 2:00 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject= RE: Update on numbers 

Yes, we wH~ be aMe to wod~ through that as the meeting tkne is 2 hours aft:or kickoff and I can wod~ w~l:h faciht~es to create a pa~s iist i[ need be. Other t:han 

concern, do you have the [:uH 30 to assist’? 

Ratt 
Ta~ Heel 8po~ts 

919419~100 exL 2075 (Phone) 
(MobHe} 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~to:dstro@unc.edu] 
Merit= Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 20~2 ~:$5 PN 

Te= Na~ W~nn 
Subject= Re: Update on numbers 

HI Matt. Some students are concerned because they dMn’t win the raffle for a game ticket. The students can still assist without having a game ticket, correct? 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Oct 22, 2012, at 3:44 PM, "Matt Wrynn" <mwrynn@tarheelsports.com> wrote: 

Sounds good. Thanks! 

Mat~ Wrynn 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 

919-419-81 O0 ext. 2075 (Phone) 
(Mobile) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 3:04 PM 

To: Matt Wrynn 
Subject: RE: Update on numbers 

Hi Malt. We have a meedng today at 5:30 p.m. with Fred Whitfield of the Charlotte Bobcats. I wilt check in with the s[udents today. 

Thanks. 

Dr, Stroman 

From: Matt Wrynn [mailto: mwrynn@tarheelsports.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 2:06 plVl 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Update on numbers 

Dr. Stroman, 

When is a good day this week to get an update from you on how many students you think you’ll have for Saturday? Do you have another CSBC 

meeting this evening? Thanks! 

Matt Wrynn 
Account Executive 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 
6350 Quadrangle Dr. 
Suite 135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919-419-81 O0 ext. 2075 (Phone) 
(Mobile) 

www Jea rfieldsports.corn 



<imageO01 .j pg> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:30 AM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbmm@listserv.~mc.edu> 

RE: [l~ul~--athletics-tbmm] meeting with MaU Willingham 

Today’s NYTimes has two articles of note, one about athletes’s diets and a second about an ethics class being taught at Penn State In the latter piece I was particularly struck by the 
statement referring to "David Luban’s theoW of contl-lved ignorance, how one chooses to ignore wrongdoing in order to feel less responsible." 

-- You are currently subscribed to facul~z--athletics-fomm as: dstro@unc.edu To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists uric edu~’u?id 48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 32349209 or send a blank email to leave-32349209- 
48699886 7b78768854b7 lbebc23d57742a2763d6@listserv.unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carney, Bruce William <bruce@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 11:43 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thurman, Stephanie J <s~hurman@email.unc.edu-*; Carney, Bruce William <bruce@unc.edu> 

RE: Summer School Teaching 

Deb --- 

With Stephanie’s help, 1 w~s able to see the University’s policy on overloads for 

:l.2-rnonth employees. The policy is very clear that :l.2-month employees may do 

ow-_@_~a d work of up to 20%. But the work cannot be done on behMf of the 

home ~rfit, at~d the ~r~i[: ~eader must a~rove ar~ overload for ar~ol:her 

The policy was waived for one year, b~L ~t ~s now in fult effecL 

--Bruce 

Fmm~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Sunday, October 21, 2012 l:ll PN 
T~ Carney, Bruce William 

¢¢~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Su~jeet~ Summer School Teaching 

Impo~ance: High 
H~ Bruce. I hope you are doing well. I am leaning on our ~riendship to gain clarity on an ~mportant and timely issue because there appears to be 

transparency. ;) I hope you don’t mind. 

As you may recall, ~ am now a lecturer-advisor with a 12-month appointment. Although SS is never a guarantee for faculty, I was hired with a statement that ~ would have an 

opportunity to do so. Over the past four years, I (and my peers) have been told "yes/no" each summer. (i.e., some years we have taught and some we have not.) 

~ recently spoke to Jan Yopp and she sam that she is okay with ~2-month employees teaching SS and it is up to each department chair. Since we also "report" to Bobbi Owens, she 

has shared over the years her sentiment to allow us to teach as it does not interfere with our advising responsibilities. And now, another lecturer-advisor has told me that it is the 

Provost who is not supportive and has blocked our opportunity. 

I respect you and your decision either way. I just wont ~o remove the ongoing con]usion wffhin the leaurer-odvisor group os ~o whet is or is not the policF AND who mode the]inol 

decision. We are finalizing SS decisions now. 

Please feel free to call me too~ 

"Communication reduces stress." 

Thanks. 
debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"KnowhN is not enough; we must apply. WiJling is not enough; we mus[ do." (J. Goethe) 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fred Whitfield <g:vhitfield@bobcats.com> 

Friday, ~                 11:46 AM 

@kena~- flagler.unc.edu> 

Seth Bennert <sbennett@bobcats.com>; Am~ Kunak <akunak@bobcats.com>; Elizabeth Clagon <eclagon@bobcats.com>; Stroman, 

Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtP- 

RE: Thank You From the CSBC 

Many thanks to VoL~ for your note and for yoL~ and Dr Stroman inviting me down to join the CSBC Monday Night, I enjoyed being there and enjoyed the dialogue 

with everyone, I do hope and the club will stay closely connected with our Bobcats organization, Take care and hope to see yo~ and the club at a Bobcats game th~s 

£est-- 

Fred A. Wffitfie~d 

President & COO 

Bobcats Sports & Entertainment 

Time Warner CaMe Arena 

32~3 East Trade Street 

Chadol:te, NC 28202 

704 688 888Iph 

Descri~t 

F~m: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
$ent; Wednesday, 3:30 ~N 
To= Fred Whi~ield 
~= Seth Benne~; Ann Kunak; Elizabeth Clagon; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 
$~bjeCt= Thank You From the CSBC 

Dear Mr. Whitfieid, 

On behalf of the Carolina Sport Business Club, I would ~ike 8ive a sincere thanks to you for takin8 time and enersy to come out to Chapel Hi~l, as well as everyone 

else who made this visit possible. CSBC members approached me after the meetin~ to tell me how interestin8 and informative they found the dialogue Monday 

nisht, and I too was impressed with your acumen and advice. ~ truly hope the CSBC can maintain ties with the Bobcats and continue to develop a mutual 

relationship with the orsanization. I wish you and the team the best of ~uck this comin8 season. 

Thanks again, 

Charlie Shapiro 

Charles & Shapiro 

B.S. Business Administration I B.A. Biology 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class of 

lunc.edu I 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <~Jncculle@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, October 26, 2012 12:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: [scheduling office] New submission from Room Request Form 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Speagle, Allison M 
Sent: Friday, October 26, 2012 11:$9 AM 
To: IVlcCullen, Ashley D; Scheduling Office Distribution List 
Subject: RE: [scheduling_office] New submission from Room Request Form 

Hi Ashley, 

Below is your event confirmation, Please let us know if you need anything else. Thank you. 

Eve[~L Con [irma Lio[~ 

ConfirmaLion Request Date : Friday, October 2{~ 203.2 

~ Went information * 

Event : EXSS ~27 

Scheduled By : A~fison Spe~g~e 

5[:art T~me : 9:{}0 AM 

End Time : 12:00 PM 

SLart Date : 12/6/2012 

End Date : ]2/6/2012 

Days Met : R 

Room    : 030:[ 

~mm= Ashley McCullen [mallb:amcculle@email,unc,edu] 
SeBt~ Friday, October 26, 20~2 ~:S4 AM 
To~ Scheduling ~ce Distribution List 
S~ject~ [scheduling_office] New submission from Room Request ~rm 

Contact InBrmation 

Full Name 

Ashley McCullen 

Phone Number 

(919)962-2022 

Email 

_a__~]__c_~_u__[Le__@__e___m___aJ_Lu___n__o_:__e___d__u_. 

Status 

Staff 

Sponsor Dept./Group 

EXSS 

How many are expected to attend? 

25 

Event Meeting Pattern Information 

Event Type 

Meeting 

Event Title/Description 

EXSS 327 



Request Meeting Date 

12/06/2012 

Start Time 

09:00 am 

End Time 

12:00 pm 

Will this be a recurring reservation or will it involve multiple meeting times? 

No 

Please give us detailed information about your recurring event, including the Times, Dates, and Days requested, 

We would like to reser,/e WG 301 or any room in Woollen Gym if not available 

Alternate Meeting Information 

Request Meeting Date 

12/06/2012 

Start Time 

09:00 am 

End Time 

12:00 pm 

Eveot Location Informalion 

Request Room Capacity 

Seats 20-49 

Multimedia Status 

Multimedia - Yes! 

Please List any Additional Equipment or Features Needed (DVD, document camera, seating type, wheelchair accessible, etc...) 

We would like to resewe WG 301 or any room in Woollen Gym if not available 

<ul> 

<li> =-You are currently subscribed to 

<iul> 

scheduling_office as: <a href=~’~-m---a-~[[t-~--~-s--9---e-~a--g~e---~)--e-~[~a--[j~u---n-~c--~-e-~d---u-~>s--9---e-~a--g~-e-~-e-~[~-a-~[[:-u-~-n--c-~-e--d-~-u-<-~a--->--~£> 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to <a h ref=~-m----a.[Lt--~-.~e---a.~-e--:.-3--.-2--~-~.-4:2.-3-.-6.-S-’-:.-3--~-.-2---4.-S-’-.~-6-..-5-=.~-d-.~.-a--b-.-8-~.~Z~.[;~.~.~.~.~}.~.~5.@.L[~;.~.~.~.~.~=~.~[‘’>[~.~}.~}.t}2~].~z 

30248365. ~. d 39 a b 82 a 7 ~_ a f c 3 f 3 a f75 b 8 e 239 a c 83 c_@_j_i__s__t__s__e__r_~=~Ln___c_=_e___d___u__<_/__a_.> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman <SKlei~maanl @nc.rr.com> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 12:14 PM 

The progl?ac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progfac] Forum tbr fac. tbr CHANCELLOR search (THURS., NOV. 8th) 

Hey, evelyone: 

I think it’s important for fac. to attend and say what we want and do NOT want. Members of the BOG and adv. COlrm~. for strategic 
decisions have said that they’d like a CEO (from outside academia) to be the next chancellor. 

The date: 
. Faculty~ 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m., Lecture ttall (3202, Murray ttall. This room is located next to the brick archway where Mm~ay ttall and 
Venable Hall meet. Both are part of the Carolina Physical Science Complex, bordering South Road and South Colmnbia Street. 

http :!/wx~a¥.unc. edu/campus -update s/Chancellor-search-Nov7 -7 

Please also notes date and time for other forums. 

- Sherry 1 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</av. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "mafilto :leave- 32349470- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv .unc .edu">leave- 32349470- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56tE 1 eb9b@listserv .unc .edu</a-~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Promote your O~8~atiou! 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are enjoying your Friday! 

How would you like to purchase this ad? You can pay by check or money order payable to GAA/BAR or by Credit Card. 

.>__>__A_D__C_.O___N32.~___C_J_’__EQR_N_<_.<__ This link will send you to a page where you can quicMy fill out the information needed about payment. 
Enjoy your weekend! 

Best, 

From: Stroman. Deborah L rmailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, ~ ’. 11:35 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Promote your Organization! 
Hi       If it is not too h!re, here is our ad copy. We would like to do a ]4 page ad for $ii0. Please advise. Thanks! 
Dr. Stroman 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
gn,qcN~, E,~plore, E’mpower, 
9:{9~843~0336 

’One woman caf~ make a difference bnt 

women working together can change tim world. 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:34 AM 
T~: 
S~bject: Promote your Organization! 
Importance: High 

Hello Friend[ 

Carolina’s homecoming is quickly approaching[ And why not take advantage of all the excitement[ Showcas e your organization, congratulate an outstanding 

alumnus or celebrate your organization’s milestone anniversary by placing an ad in the     Black Alumni Reunion Snuvenirfl)urnal. Ads may be placed by alumni, 

family, friends, stnall businesses, large corporations, vendors of goods/services, campus departments, etc (’/.-v., 2t} i i i,,m-n.@ 

In     approximately 1000 attendees received physical copies of their journals and 9000 alumni received an electronic copy, It’s a great way to remind alumni 
what your business or organization has to offer to the Chapel Hill Community! 

A~ Pridr’~g 

Ad GAA Open UNC Campus 

Size Member Rate Department 

Full Page $I30 $190 $160 

$.x $130 $110 HaK Page -o,-~ 

Quarter Page $(35 $105 $85 

**Upgrade your ad [o full co,or tnr an additional $I 50. 
For more ~ngorn]atb:~n pbease go to the [o~Iow~ng website: 
BAR AD WebsiEe 

>>AD CON’I’~CT EORM<< 
~y questions please email @live,unc.edu 
DEADLINE FOR CONTI~’~CTS OCT 19th 

UNC Student 

Orga~lizatinn 

$60 

$40 

$20 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Friday, 4:34 PM 

Homecoming Banner Ideas? 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

F~om: 

Hello fellow Heels! 

I hope this message tinds you having at a great moment, uonetheless it’s Friday so SMILE :) 

This email is to iufonn everyone that         will be getting started on the Homecoming Banner more fl~an likely this weekend. She is looking for as much l}edback as 

possible to make this yem-s banner look amaziug. We have to have fl~e name of the Club and "Exterminate (GA) Tech" on it, bnt oilier than that we can be as creative 
as we want. The canvas is a Mfite twin bed sheet. If you have any suggestions feel fiee to coutact her at ~)live.unc.edu or myself at b)live.unc.edu 

and I will be sure to forward ideas onto her imlnediately. 

Thanks iu advance for everyone’s help and great ideas. 

Go Heels’.!! 

This tbrwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages ficom the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message 

click this link to access Messages for this site: Cm-olina Sport Business Club. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 12:32 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edt~> 

Subject: ThaJlks! 

Thanks for coming today! Wish it would have been more people but I guess it was expected for a Friday. Hope to see you soon. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday,               8:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr> 

A Couple of Questions 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have btvo questions for you. 

The first one is related to class. The blog assignment for Monday is based off an article that I have not found posted on Sakai. Do we have to search for the article ourselves? 

The second one is related to class scheduling. What do I need to do to receive department consent to enroll in EXSS    and EXSS    Although sports administration is my 
concentration, I am applying to graduate programs related to teaching physical education. These classes are critical for my applications to come through. 

Thanks in advance, and God Bless!!! 

With Peace, 

Exercise and Sport Science - Sports Administration 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live,unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:04 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Classes tbr Physical Therapy 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is                  and I am a freshman at U2",!C m~ioring in EXSS. I aspire to become a physical therapist, and I was wondering if I could come in and talk to you one day about 
which classes I should take next semester. 

Respectfully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live a~nc.edu~ 

Sunday, 1:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sports Management Meeting 

Hello, Dr. Stroman, 

My name is             and I am a member of the                                  . I listened to you introduce yourself at the meeting this past thursday. I know- you work with the 
Sports Management department here at U~,~’C, and I am interested in that field. I’m a business major and I have been playing sports since I ~vas five years old, so a job in Sports Management 
could be a great opportunity for me to combine both these interests. I wanted to kno~v if we could meet sometime to discuss the field and ~vhat it entails. 

Let me know/[’you are available, 

Thanks, 



From: l ~liveamc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 2:17 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: F~xss advising 

Hi Dr Stroman, 
This is the who met with you on 2vlonday in order to change my major to EXSS. I am hoping to meet with you again soon to declare for Athletic Training and discuss 
how I should go about applying to the program and doing obsel~’ation hours since I kno~v the application deadline for this fall has alrea@ passed 
I have scheduled an appointment at your Steele office but its not until              and i am hoping to get moving as quickly as possible. I know you said to contact you to meet during the 
week at your Wollen office and I am hoping you might be able to schedule me in this week or earl?’ next ~veek? Please let me know when you would be available, thanks so much!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

#live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 4:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Sports Management Meeting 

E)r. Stroman, 

I’m in class l?om 9:30-12:15 and again from 2:00-3:15 on Tuesday Do you have any openings on Monday, Wednesday, or Friday? I only have one class (at 3:00) on those days If you’re 
busy, we can meet another time. 

Thanks again, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Sunday, 4:08 PM 
To-" 
Subject: Re: Sports Management Meeting 

Hi ’I’h~ks tbr your follow up note. What is your schedule between 10 and 12 on Tuesday? 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: < ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 1:51 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Sports Management Meeting 

Hello, Dr. Stroman, 

My name is             md I am a member of the                                   I listened to you introduce yourself at the meeting this past thursday. I know- you work with the 
Sports Management department here at E,~qC, and I am interested in that field. I’m a business major and I have been playing sports since I ~vas five years old, so a job in Sports Management 
could be a great opportunity [’or me to combine both these interests. I wanted to know if we could meet sometime to discuss the field and what it entails. 

Eet me know if you are available, 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Sports Management Meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 

10:30 am on Wednesday is fine. See you then 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:28 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: ~ports l~anagement Meeting 

Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.? Woollen 315. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is imp.:)ssible." 

From: < @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 4:53 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Sports Management Meeting 

Dr.S~oman, 

I’m m class from 9:30-12:15 and again from 2:00-3:15 on Tuesday Do you have an?- openings on Monday, Wednesday, or Friday? I only have one class (at 3:00) on those days If you’re 
busy, ~ve can meet another time. 

Thanks again, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:08 PM 
To: i 
Subject: Re: Sports Management Meeting 

Hi Thanks for your follow up note. What is yonr schedule between 10 and 12 on Tue~tay? 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until realiW is ~tefine~t, progress is impossible." 

From: < @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 1:51 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Sports Management Meeting 

Hello, D~. Stroman, 

My name is             and I am a member of the                                   I listened to you introduce yourself at the meeting this past thursday. I know- you work with the 
Sports Management department here at L,J~.’C, and I am interested in that field. I’m a business major and I have been playing sports since I ~vas five years old, so a job in Sports Management 
could be a great opportunib, for me to combine both these interests. I wanted to kno~v if we could meet sometime to discuss the field and ~vhat it entails. 



Let me know ~i’yoa are available, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stith, Thom&s ~fhornasStith@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Sunday, October 28, 2012 9:03 PM 

Friga, Paul <PaulFriga@kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith 

<jacone@email.unc.edu>; Love, Bayard <BayaJrd I,ove@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Birdwell, Natalie <Natalie Birdwell@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edtr~; Black, Nicholas <Nicholas Black@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Goldslein, Buck <Buck Goldstein@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~; 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edu>; drharoon <zishan hamon@med.unc.edu>; Ella, Jean <Jea~ Elia@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

Johnson, Geordy <Geordy Johnson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; King, Genny <Geimy King@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Mary. E 

<mnapie@email.unc.edt~; Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cynthia Reifsnider(~lcena~-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Zoller, ’Fed <’Fed Zolle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Burton, Matfl~ew -~Matthew Bmnton@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Charlotte Lindelna~is 

<charlottelindeman@gmaJl.com> 

RE: Slides for Task Force Meeting 

Paul~ 

Ha~e we decided [:o eliminat~-:~ any refi?rence to economk: de~elopment? When I review slide I5 ~t seems the m~ssion statemet~[ wou~d ~nclude th~s ~[) some way as 

the end product of "innovative e~Lr’epreneursh~p"~ 

"Force accelerator for ~nnovaflve entrepreneL~rsh~p and economic deveJopment ~n North Carolina and beyon¢.?P?P (Not very creative on my part ._just a place 

holder.) 

Thanks, 

7~or[~as 

Thomas Stith : Prograrn Director, Economic Development, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise : UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center 306 : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.962.8444 :’: fax 919.962 8202 :" thomas stith@kenan flagler.unc,edu ¯ www.kenan fla6ler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders ~ Driving Results 

F~m= Friga, Paul 
Sent~ Sunday, October 28, 2012 8:05 PN 
To~ Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry); Cone, Judith (~ice of the ChancelloO; Love, Bayard; Birdwell, Na~lie; Black, Nicholas; Goldstein, Buck; Cone, Judith (~ice of the 
ChancelloO; drharoon; Elia, 3ean; 3ohnson, Geordy; King, Genw; Napier, Maw (Biochemistw and Biophysics); Reifsnider, Cynthia; Stith, Thomas; Stroman, ~borah (Exercise 
~ Spo~ Science); Zoller, Ted; Bu~on, Ma~hew; Charlo~e Lindemanis 
Subject~ Slides for Task Force Meeting 

Good Evening Everyone~ 

Ready to rock and roll into Phase 27 Here we go. Attached are the slides for our Task Force meeting tomorrow morning. We look forward to seeing everyone again. 

Paul 

Description: Description: STAR logo tagline slogan w-blue background 

Paul N, Friga~ Ph,Do 

Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

Director of S.T.A.R. Program and Consulting Concentrations 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

Kenan-F~agler Business Schoo~ 

McCo~ Building - CB 3490 

Chape~ H~II, No~ll Caro~h~a 27599 

919-962-3786 - 

- moNle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ernestine Taylor < ~triad.rr.com--- 

Sunday, October 28, 2012 9:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 10 AM call tomorrow 

Good Morning Deborah 

Hope you had a nice, relaxing weekend. 

A friendly folk_~w-u~) I:o make s~re you received what yo~ need flom me. gtease k~t rne know how you want to ~)roceed from this poh~t on. 

f gave my fdend arid colleague, (l:}r Treana Bowling), Voter rmrnber to d~scuss your idea abot~t a grant wdting module. 

Peace[ 

Ernestine Taylor 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Seat: Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 20~2 ~:32 AN 

Te; Kiel, David 
Cc’,        @triad.rr.com 
Subject= RE: l0 AM call tomorrow 

Thanks for the super cal~[ ~ am e>:dted about tMs op~x)rtun~tv, See attached 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.8~3.0336 

’One woman cm~ make a differe~ce but 

women working together c;m cha~ge tt~e world," 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 7:35 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
~triad.rr.com 

Subject: 10 AM call tomorrow 
Importance: High 
Look forward to our 3 way conversation 10 AM tomorrow. 

The call in procedure for tomorrow is as follows 

Dial 
At the prompt enter 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 1:57 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
~triad.rr.com 

Subject: RE: For Earnestine Taylor: Discuss a project at UNC chapel hill 

Dear Deborah, 

I had a very good conversation with Earnestine Taylor today describing the project and possibilities. She wants to explore working with us and we agreed the following: 

1) We would have a three way conversation (You, me, and her). In this conversation you would discuss the interests and needs of the Caucus and she would suggest ideas. 
(no charge) 

2) Earnestine would send us a cost proposal based a scope of work you two decide, including a preliminary focus group in Chapel Hill, and a half day workshop. 

3) We would work here to find funding. (CFE will likely contribute.) 

4) Assuming this goes well, we would schedule a luncheon meeting (focus group) with a cross-section of individuals to narrow down and focus on the key issues and interests 
to be covered in a half day workshop and perhaps subsequent programs. 

5) We would hold the workshop, evaluate and then take any folllow-up steps that were warranted. 

David Kiel, Dr. P.tt. 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center tbr Faculty Excellence 

308 Wilson Library 

UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

http:/’/’cfe, unc.edu/atx~u~kiel.btml 





From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 9:40 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: thanks 

Hello Professor Stroman i been meaning to come see you and have our weekly talks i been slacking. I will stay focus and keep working hard thanks for the support 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Sunday, 11:4-3 AM 
To-" 
Subject: Nice play! 

You looked like me out there. ;) 

Great job and keep focused’. 

Dr. Stromm~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lamb& 

"Knowing is not enough; we mu~t apply~ Willing is not enough; we mu~’t do." (J~ Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinnran < @nc.rr.com> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 8:18 AM 

The progt:ac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progt?ac] DTH: "State legislators will advise on the UNC’s direction" 

http://¥wwv.dailvta~heel.com/article/2012/10/leaislators-to- advise- on- uncs- direction 

State legislators will advise on the UNC systetn’s direction 

The UNC system is seeking to open up new channels of commtmication with state legislators in a novel way. 

But the commitment of those legislators to higher education af[b~lability has been questioned ever since they assumed power in Raleigh. 

In a move that signaJed a desire to become more intimate with the legislative powers that be, the system included legislators on its Advisory Committee on Strategic 

Directions. The group is cha~ed with helping President Thomas Ross and his s~taff develop a five-year strategic plan tbr universities by Janua~.. ~. The plan aims to 

ma~ximize tmiversities’ efficiency while maintaining academic quality mad af[brdability. 

After Republicans won control of both chambers of the N.C. General Assembly for the first time in more than 100 vears in 2010, legislators faced a budget shortfall as 

large as $3.7 billion. 

The GOP leadership opted to enact spending cuts rather than raise taxes in a sputtering economy that included a $414 million budget cut for the UNC system 

last year. 

The wstem’s Board of Governors responded by approving an 8.8 percent tuition increase ~’stemwide to of[set the cuts. 

Joni Worthington, spokeswoman for the system, said in an email that including legislators on the committee could maJ~e them better informed abx~ ut budget decisions. 

She said including legislators on "the committee was not a lobbying tool. 

But Jay Schalin, director of s~tate policy analysis for the fight-leaning John Willimn Pope Center for Higher Education Polic55 said the system might be trying to influence 

the state’s political leadership. 

Both N.C. House Speaker Thom Tillis, R-Mecklenburg, and Senate President Pro Tempore Phil Berger, R-Guilford, are members of the committee and voted for the 

budget cuts last year. 

"There is far too much lobbying by the UNC system already," he said. ’q~he legislature should be in control rather than the UNC Ws~tem trying to control the 
legislature." 

Sen. Floyd McKissick, D-Durhan~, is al~ serving on the committee. 

The system could be trying to gain the political leaders’ support so the legislature will pass the s~_rategic plan without any changes, said Rep. Hugh Blackwell, R-Burke, 
chairman of the N.C. House Appropriations Subcomtnittee on Education. 

"Their suppo(t is crucial," he said. "lt’s a good political tnove on tile pa~t of UNC." 

Jordan Shaw, spokesman for Tillis, said he didn’t think having three legislators on the committee was a way for the UNC system to lobby for more money. 

"This is more than someone asking for money," he said. ’%:e all understand the state is not flush with cash." 

SchaJin said including legislators in’the committee would still be beneticial to reflect taxpayers’ interests. 

"It’s time to look at the cost and see where the university system can find savings rather than always demanding money," Schalin said. 

But Chris Fi~zsilnon, executive director of liberal think tank N.C. Policy Watch, said Berger and Tillis are not advocates for public education. 

"It’s interesting that they are helping plan the future of a university that they made the biggest budget cuts to in histoiy," he said. 

Fi~zsimon said there needs to be broader representation of students, faculty and professors on the committee in order to prevent budget cuts. 

Shaw said legislators would seek to restore funding to the UNC ustem if the economy and tax revenue improves. 

He said recent actions by the legislature, including a reduced tax rate, lessened regulations and a balanced budget, would stimulate the economy. 

But Fi’~simon said he is not confident "the legislature will restore the budget cuts made to the system. 

"Their track record oil the university system is troubling," Fitzsilnon said. ’~fhey need to be asked about that as part of this process." 

Contact the desk editor at state~dail ,vtarheel.com. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hawkins, C <c hawkins@unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:42 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~unc.edu 

RE: Promote your Organization! 

BAR Souv Journ Ad Coutractpdf 

Dr. Stroman, 
I need a completed Ad Contract (see attached). Please return the ad contract securely via fax to (919) 843-4144 today. 
C. 

Mr. C. Hawkins ’00 
Student Programs 

UNC General Alumni Association 
George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB# 9180 

106 Stadium Drive, P. O. Box 860 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660 

c_hawkins@unc.edu I alumni.unc.edu/forstudents 
(919) 962-7054 (P) I (919) 962-0010 (0 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:37 AM 
To: @unc.edu 
Subject; RN: Promote your Organization! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Str’oman, Pb,D, CLU 

9:1%843,0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the world." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Friday, $$:35 AM 
Te; 
Subject= RE: Promote your Organization~ 

Hi      , H: ~t ~s not too bLe, here ~s our ad copy~ We would ~ike to do a ~i page ad [or ~110. P~ease advise, Thanks[ 

Dr, Stroman 
Do good, 

Deborah L, Stronmn, Ph,D~ CLU 

Enga~Te, Explore, Empow~r, 

9:19.843.0336 

’©no woman can make a differe~ce but 

women working together can chm~ge the world. " 

From= 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:34 AM 
To; 
Subject-" Promote your Organization! 
Importance; High 

H ello Frien d [ 

Carolina’s homecoming is quickly approaching[ And why not take advantage of all the excitement[ Showcase your organization, congratulate an outstanding 

alumnus or celebrate your organization’s milestone anniversary by placing an ad in the     Black Alumni Reunion $ouvenir]ourna!. Ads may be placed by alumni, 

family, friends, small businesses, large corporations, vendors of goods/selMces, campus departments, etc 

In     approximately 1000 attendees received physical copies of their journals and 9000 alumni received an electronic copy. It’s a great way to remind alumni 
what your business or organization has to offer to the Chapel Hill Community! 

Ad &4A Open UNC Campus UNC Stedent: 

Size Member Ra~e Depa~men~ O~gan~za~ion 

Full Page $130 $190 $160 $60 

Half Page $85 $130 $110 $40 

Quar[er Page $65 5105 $85 $20 

**Upgrade y~ur ad to hdl color for an additional $15(L 

For more information please go to the lbllowing website: 

BAR AD Website 



e 
Any questions please email ~live,unc.edu 
DEADLINE FOR CONTRACTS OCT 19th 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Wo,nn <mwo,nn@tarheelsports.com> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 10:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Update on numbers 

Dr. gtror~3 a~, 

I hope you enjoyed the weekend._big win for Carolina on Saturday! To update you on the student turnout on the distfibut~on._.~t was a struggle. Only about t0-I2 

students arrived and a coupe fell bit they were under the knpress~on we only needed their assistance for 30 m~m~tes We de[~nfl:e[y had to ~o wRh a plan B w~Lh 

setl:[r~ up the gift cards out on tames for fans to p~ck up themselves with the students that showed up he[p~n~ to replenish the boxes AH ~n all a bit of a mess but 

we found a way to get ~t done, Thank you for your help in getting some students from the CSBC out to assist 

[ hope you understand~ but ~ can’t fully pay the group the full ~500 when only abou~ a d~rd of the students showed uu~ [ think 5~50 ~s a fair number based on the 

attendance. The students who dM assist us d~d a~ exceptional job_, 

were greaL (~ probably left off a name or two, but that’s abouL ew~ryone who was there), 

f think Lhere is poLential for ~his to go more smood~ly ~n the Kin.Ere, but ~ know getting college studef~[s to commR [o [hose types of events, insLead of aL~endk~ 

Lhe game with their friends, ~s dfl:ficuk. Please ~et me know fl: you are ~n a~reement w~Lh the ~150 and ~’1~ sLart the process of paymenL I will need some sort of 

officia~ dub kfformafion, whether that ~s s W9 or some other dub documentatiorL 

Once we get th~s all squared away, I’d ~ove to get together for a cup of coffee one day and talk about how we can work together more efficiently. 

Thank you again for your he~p. 

M~tt W~ynn 
Ta~ Hee~ Spo~ts Properties 

919-~19-8100 exL 2075 (Phone) 
(MoM~e# 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
$ent= Friday, October 26, 20~2 $$:42 AN 

To= Na~ W~nn 
$abject= RE: Upda~ on numbers 
Hi Matt. Here ~s the ~isL ~ expect them to show up. ;) Thanks for your follow up. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 
Deborah ~, Streman~ Ph,D, CgU 

9:{9~84&0336 

’One woman cari. make a differe~ce b~t 

women working together car~. chm~ge the world," 

Fmra: Natt W~nn [mailto:mw~nn@mrheelspo~s.com] 
Sent~ ~riday, October 26, 2012 10:34 AN 

To= Stroman, Deborah k 
Subje¢t~ RE: Update on numbers 

Dr. 

Sorry for the multipie emafls, bu{ doyou think you can send me your fist of students by around 2 PM? 

Matt Wrynn 
Ta~ Heel Spo~ts Properties 

919~19~I00 ext. 2075 (Phone) 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [mam~:dstro@Lmc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:43 PN 

To: Na~ W~nn 
Subject: RE: Update on numbers 

Hi Matt. ~ j(~s[ sen[ the update Lo the Chub, ~ asked thai [he H~;t be fina~ked by m~dn~ght, 

NoLo: Yo(~ are a~;kmg h:~r a rmra(:le. Mo~;t students don’t finalize thek p~ans um:fl hours before an ew~m:, LoL The Cl(~b will step up tho(~gh. ;) 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9119,843,0336 

’One womm~ can make a difference bu~ 

wome~t working together can change 1he worId." 

From: Hag Wwnn 

$~nt= Tuesday, October 2~, 2012 2:00 

To= Stmm~n, Deborah k 
S~bj~¢t= RE: Update on numbers 

Yes, we w[l~ be aMe to work through that as the meeting t~me is 2 hours after kickoff and I can work w~th facflk[es to create a pass Hst if need be. Other than that 

concern, do you have the fuji 30 to assist? 

Matt Wrynn 
Tar Heel Sports Propert{es 
919419¢100 ext. 2075 

E~= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~dst[o@unqedu] 



Sent-" Tuesday, October 23, 2012 1:15 PM 
To: Matt Wrynn 
Subject-" Re: Update on numbers 

HI Matt. Some students are concerned because they didn’t win the raffle for a game ticket. The students can still assist without having a game ticket, correct? 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Oct 22, 2012, at 3:44 PM, "Matt Wrynn" <mwrynn@tarheelsports.com> wrote: 

Sounds good. Thanl~s! 

Mat~ Wrynn 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 

919-419-8100 ~,~>:t. 2075 (Phene) 
(Mobile) 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [E)_a__[[_t__q~__d__s_~_r__o__#~__u__n___c_~__e__d___u_] 
Seat-" Monday, October 22, 2012 3:04 plVl 
To-" Matt Wrynn 
Subject." RE: Update on numbers 

Hi Matt. We have a meeting today aL .5:30 p.m, with Fred Whitfield of Lhe CharlotLe Bobcats~ I will check in with the students Loda% 

Thanks, 

Erom; Matt Wrynn [E)_a__[Lt__o_~_[[L_W___ry__q_n___@_~_r__h___e__e_._[_s_p___o__r___t&&o__[~] 
Seat-" Monday, October 22, 2012 2:06 PM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject." Update on numbers 

Dr. Stroman, 

When is a good day this week to get an update from you on how many students you think you’ll have for Saturday? Do you have another CSBC 

meeting this evening? Thanks] 

Matt Wrynn 

Account Executive 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 
6350 Quadrangle Dr. 
Suite 135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919-419-8100 ext. 2075 (Phone) 
(Mobile) 

v~w.lea ffieldspo~ts.com 

<imageO01 j p~> 

A property of Cearfield Sports 



From: ~email.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Monday, 11:55 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Presentation Request 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks again for agreeing to speak with our club members tomorrow, especially with your prior commitments. I wanted to update you on the meeting location. We will be in 
room 209 of the Stone Center. The meeting begins at 6:30pm and we will have you presenting first after the welcome address so that you may be finished and able to leave 
by 6:50. 

Also, If you have any powerpoints, websites or other digital media you’d like uploaded by the time you speak you can email them to me by tomorrow at 6pm and I can make 
sure they’re ready. 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:33 PM 
To:l 
Subject: RE:        Presentation Request 

Thanks again for stopping by. I will represent EXSS o~ Tuesday, I need to leave by 5:50 though, 

’One woman cm~ make a difference but 

women working together c;m cha~ge the world," 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 8:52 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject:        Presentation Request 
Greetings Dr. Stroman, 
My name is and 1 am a Senior EXSS=FP major. I am also the on campus. I am in the process of planning 
our Undergraduate Majors Exploration meeting on           and I’d love it if your would be available to attend and speak on the plethora of opportunities in the field of 
Exercise and Sport Science, especially as many overlook the field and it’s close ties to health care. I remember you coming to speak at a HOSA meeting a year or so ago in 
addition to advising presentations in my EXSS classes and thought you’d be a great resource for advertising the department. 
If you’re available on October 30th between 6:30-7:30pm, we’d like for you to provide either a brief speech or presentation on the EXSS major and concentrations available 
here at UNC for about :15-20 minutes. We plan to have a few departments represented, so you wouldn’t necessarily have to speak at 6:30. ff you cannot attend, I completely 
understand. If you have any questions about the meeting or what we’d like to be discussed, feel free to email me at ~email.unc~edu 
Thanks in advance for considering this invitation! 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dignity and Respect Campaign <campaigmnmaage@digni~madrespect.org> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 1:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Are You Treated With Respect? Tell Us! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Encourage others to Take the Dignity & Respect 

Pledge and D&R Survey this month. 

Here’s how: 

1. Take the __D___&____R____S__u__E_v___e_~___h___e___r__e_. 

2. Email, post on your Facebook page, or Tweet a link 

to the Dignity & Respect Campaign website, and 

encourage your con[acts, Friends, and Followers to 

take the D&R Survey. 

3. Here’s sample language: 

I’ve taken the D&R Survey. Have you? 

Take the D&R Survey at 

htt p:/!www.dignitya n drespect.org!ta keS_survey.ph p or 

www.facebook.com/dignityandrespectcampaign 

THANK YOU! 

You Helped Reach Our Goal of 125,000 P~edges 

Take The Pledge Today! 

Take the D&R Pledge 

Make a D&R Video 

Request a D&R Month 

Proclamation 

Nominate a D&R 

Champion 

Take the D&R Survey 

Contact information 

Email Us 

or call 855-222-8211 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to dstro@unc,edu by campaiqnmanaqer@diqnib/andrespect.orq :: 
_U_9__d__a__t__e___P__r_o__fiL_e]_E__rj!"_a_LL_A__d__d_z_e__s__s. Instan~ r~rnaval with ._S_’_a__g_e___U__n_&u__b__s_’_c_’LL_b__e_~" ._Pj-L_v_’_a_£y___P__o_Jj£y_, 



UPMC Center for Inclusion Dignity & Respect Campaign :: 239 Fourth Avenue :: Suite 1201 Pittsburgh :: PA 15222 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt WD~nn <mwD~nn@tarheelsports.com> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 5:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

message 

liust got your message._.sorry I missed your talk I’m ok with .5200 and 1 think an invoice wil] be ok for payment as long as it has all your dub information, 

I’m definitely w~H~ng to come Lalk to the dub ~md also ta~k w~th you about work#~g togeLher on Lhese disLr~buL~ons for future events Iql be around tomorrow ffyou 

w~nL Lo giw~ me a call. Thanks Dr, SLroman~ 

Bqatt Wrynn 
Tar Heel Spor~s P~perdes 

9~9-4~9-8100 ext, 2075 (Phone) 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [mailM:dstro@unc.edu] 
$~nt: Friday, October 26, 20~2 ~:42 AM 

Tot Ma~ W~nn 
Subject: RE: Update on numbers 
Hi Matt. Here ~s the ]ist, ~ expect them to show up. ;) Thanks for your fo]~ow 

Dr. Stroman 

Do 6ood~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919£143.0336 

’One woman can make a difference bu~ 

wome~t working together can change 1he worId." 

From: Hart W~nn [mai]to:mwwnn@~rheelspo~s.com] 
S~nt= Friday, October 2~, 20~2 10:~4 RN 

To= Stmman, Deborah k 
S~bj~¢t= RE: Update on numbers 

Dr. Strom~ 

Sorry for the multiple ema~ls, but do you th~nk you can send me your ~ist of students by around 2 PM? 

K~att Wrym~ 
Tar Heel Sports Pro#ert{es 

919419¢100 ext. 2075 (Phone) 

E~= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~l~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Seat= Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 2052 2:43 PN 

Te; Na~ W~nn 
Sabje~t= RE: Update on numbers 
Hi MsLL I just sent the update to the C~ub. ~ asked that the ~ist be ~:b~aHzed by rn~dn~ht. 

Note: You are ask~n~ for a m~racle. Most sLudents don’t finalize their p~ans unt~ hours be~:ore an event. LoL The Club w~H step up though. ;) 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Pb.D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

woman can make a differe~ce but 

women working together can chm~ge the world." 

From: Hart Wrynn [ma~lto:mw~nnOtarhee~spo~s.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 2012 2:00 PN 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Update on numbers 
Yes, we wH~ be aMe to work through that as the meeting tkne is 2 hours afl:er kk:koff and I can work w~l:h faciht~es to create a p~;s iist ff need be. Other t:han theft: 

concern, do you have the ~:uH 30 to assist? 

~att Wrynn 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 

919419¢100 exL 2075 (Phone) 
............... (MobHe) 

~= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~to:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 20~2 ~:$5 PN 

Te= Pla~ W~nn 
Subject= Re: Update on numbers 

HI Matt. Some students are concerned because they dMn’t win the raffle for a game ticket. The students can still assist without having a game ticket, correct? 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Oct 22, 2012, at 3:44 PM, "Matt Wrynn" <mwrynn@tarheelsports.com> wrote: 



Sounds good. Thanks! 

Tar Heel Sports Properties 

919-419-8100 ext. 2075 (Phon@ 
(Mebile) 

I=rer~-¯ Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Se~t= Monday, October 22, 2052 3:04 PN 

Te= Na~ W~nn 
S~bject= RE: Upda~ on numbers 

N~ MaLL We have s meeL~n8 today ~t 5:30 p.m. with ~red Wh~tfie~d of the Charlotte Bobcats. I w~ c~eck in w~th the sLudents today. 

Dr. Stroman 

~= Na~ W~nn [mailto: mw~nn@~rheelspor~.com] 
Se~t= Monday, October 22, 2052 2:06 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
SubjeCt= Update on numbers 

Dr. Stroman, 

When is a good day this week to get an update from you on how many students you think you’ll have for Saturday? Do you have another CSBC 

meeting this evening? Thanks] 

Ma~ Wrynn 
Account Executive 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 
6350 Quadrangle Dr. 
Suite 135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919419-8100 ext. 2075 (Phone) 
(Mobile) 

~.lea dieIds#o[ts.corn 
<image00 ] j 

A property of Learfield Sports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dslro@unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 29, 2012 8:42 PM 

~aol.com 

,~aol.com 

Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 

Good evening Mr. Pope. We met briefly at the Five Year Forum at the Stone Center last week. I kindly invite you to visit with the Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black Faculty and Staff) 

at our next 90 minute meeting, Wednesday, Nov. 7 at ll:30 a.m. I agree with you that there should be more dialogue between all parties interested in the future of the U NC 

system. Your leadership in NC politics, business, education is greatly respected by many; thus, I believe an open conversation on UNC Chapel Hill whereby you can freely share your 

perspective and goals would be meaningful. 

Please advise if this date is convenient for your schedule. If so, I will follow up with more details. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu!cbc 

cbcchair~unc.edu 919.843.0336 

"Foith is learning to let God keep you stead’y and to be ruled less dnd less by your emodons and circumstances." (7 Paris) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJLcom> 

Tuesday, 2:51 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Summer internship funding tbr students 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am so so sony’ to do this but I am swamped ruth classwork and am overwhelmed with some major assigmnems due in the next two days. I hope it’s not too 

inconvenient with you to postpone onr meeting. Below I’ve again posted my course schedule for the semester¯ Maybe sometime in mid-November we can talk? 

Class Times: 

Mondays: 10-11am, 12-1pm, 3:30-5pm 

Tuesdays: 11-5pm 

Wednesdays: 10-11am, 12-1pm, 3:30-5pm 

Thursdays: 12:30-3:15pm 

Fridays: 10-11am, 12-1pm 

Thanks tbr your understanding, I still really look Ibrward to talking wifl~ you! 

Best, 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

B.A. Environmenta] Studies 

On , at 10:10 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Yes, Woollen 315. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, S~-roman, Ph,D. CI,U 

919,843,0336 

<imi~ge001 jpg> 

’One woraan cm~ make a difference but 

woraen working together can cha~tge the world." 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:09 AM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject= Re: Summer internship funding for students 
Great, I look fo~wmd ~ meeting with you then~ 

Should we just meet in your o~ce, and if ~ could you tell me where that is? 

Best, 

I UNC-Chapel Hill 

B.A. Environmental Studies’ 

On at 10:02 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi 9:00 a,m. is fine. Thanks, 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good. 

Debora~ L, Stromau, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843,0336 
<:imageOO:L]pg> 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women working together can change the woHd." 

Froro: ~ g__m___aj!_&o__t_n_]. 
Sent: Monday, 9:38 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Summer internship funding for students 
Dr. Stroman, 
That week is not too late, however I already have plans that day 

week? If not I’ll see ifI can move the brunch around. 

Thanks. 

¯ Could we do 9am instead or another time that 



I UNC-Chapel Hill 
B.A. Environmental Studies 

at 6:29 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi     I hope the week of Oct. 28 is not too late. ;) 

How is your’ availability on Tuesday, Oct. 30 at 10:00 a 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, SL-romat~, PB,D. CLU 

En,g~qe, Exp[nr~’, Empow~:m 

9~ 9.843.0336 

<imageOOl~jpg> 

’One woman car~. make a differe~tce b~t 

women working together car~. cha~tge tt~e world." 

From: ~ gma![:corn] 
Sent-" Thursday, 5::L5 PN 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
S,,bject-" Summer internship funding for students 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
We met the other day at the rally and I’ve been meaning b~ get in touch with you. I am e-mailing to set up a time to ~alk with you about summer internship 

funding. Currently, there are few opportunities for funding summer internships if they are unpaid, leading to many studen~ not being able to ~ake internships 
that could potentially be greatly beneficial to their educational and professional experience. 
This stems from discussions my team and I had this summer when we were thinking about what ideally we’d love to improve at Carolina if there were no 
constraints. After discussions with some other administrators and faculty I have been told you would be a great person to talk to about this. Below is my class 
schedule. I am generally free outside those times, please let me know if there are any times you’re free in the next few weeks. 

Thanks, 

[ UNC-Chapel Hill 
B.A. Environmental Studies 

Class Times: 

Mondays: 10-11am, 12-1pm, 3:30-5pm 

Tuesdays: 11-5pm 

Wednesdays: 10-11am, 12-1pm, 3:30-5pm 

Thursdays: 12:30-3:15pm 

Fridays: 10-11 am, 12-1 pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:48 AM 

l ~kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Michigan Sports Business Conference 

Not sure if you have seen this or not, but one of my roommates in the Journalism school told me about John Skipper coming to tall< at the Carolina Inn at I0 am on 

Nov :1.I, It might be something our members wo~ld like to know though it is short notice (RSVP by Here’s the link: 

http:!/jomc.unc.edu/events/homecoming. 

From: @kenan-fiagler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, 6:09 PM 

Subject; Re: Michigan Sports Business Conference 
No problern man! Yeah I’m really excited to tune in rnyself! 

From: < ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 4:57 PM 

To: " .@_.e__n2a_.[[_.__u_.n_ .c_: .e__d_u__" < ~_.e_ ..m__.a__[!:_v__n_..c_:..e_d__u_> 
Subject: RE: Michigan Sports Business Conference 

Thanks for sharing man! Those are some big-time speakers that they are having come in, I will definitely watch some of these panels and hope maybe years from 

now the CSBC could do something as big as this, Hop~:_~ ~-:~very~:hit~g is 

From:       @email.unc.edu [mailto:      @email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday,              4:32 PM 
Subject; Michigan Sports Business Conference 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From:: 

Hi Heels, 

I sent a message out a tbw weeks ago about vaJdous upcoming sports business contbrences aJcound the count~. A repre~ntative t?om Michigan’s conference is giving 

our club members access to watch the con[brence live online tbr those that are interested. See his message below: 

Michigan Sport Business Conference (MSBC) 

Dear 

On Friday,                  the Universily of Michigan will be hosting the inaugural Michigan Sport Business Conference (MSBC), Developed by a group of 

Michigan undergraduates, the vision of the MSBC is to bring in top sport industry leaders to educate and develop the future business leaders of the world. Our goal is 

to develop an action based forum for industry leaders and students to discuss the major topics progressing and eflhcing the sport industry. 

This yeax’s event tbatures indust~ leaders ti~om IMG, Octagon, ESPN, Gatorade, Adidas, any many more blue chip companies. Key speakers include: 

Stephen M. Ross: Chairman, Founder Related Coinpanies and O~vner Miami Dolphins 

Rohan Oza: Principal, Idea Merchants Capital and Former CMO Glaceau Vitaminwater 

Dave Brandon: Universi~’ of Michigan Athletic Director 

Mark Silverlllan: President of the Big Ten Network 

Darren Roveil: ESPN Sport Business Reporter 

Mike Tirico: ESPN announcer 

A lull list of speakers can be found at ~.(:’__r~?__s_E:_c__:a__r!sp__t_[Eg__r£__u_EE:£~?~!!_Lr_@~ 

The conference is colnpletely SOLD OUT, but our committee wanted to introduce ourselves and extend an invite for your University to watch the event live online at 

http:/inewJivestream~com/SBEN/MSBC. We look forward to hosting students from tmiversities across the country, as the event grows. 

For more information about the conference feel free to follow us at facebook~com/umsbc or on twitter @umsbc. Feel free to contact me, Joshua Kadden, MSBC 
Committee Member, at iskad(~)umich.edu or (516) 567-2548 if you have any questions. Thank you! 

"The Changing Faces of Sport" 



This tbrwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message 

click this link to access Messages for this site: Carolina Sport Business Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <~Jncculle@email.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 11:03 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, unc .edu> 

[exss-t~culty] FW: Removal ofVCR’s betbre Fall 2013 Semester 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Younger, Sherry R [mailto:syounger@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 30, 2012 10:59 AM 
To: departmental course scheduling officers 
C¢; Townley-~lson, Karla A; Platz, Gina B 
Subject: [course_scheduling_officers] Removal of VCR’s before Fall 2013 Semester 
Importance: High 

Please see the message below that I’m sending out for Gina Platz, iTS Classroom Hotline Manager. Feel free to forward this to your faculty or anyone else that you 

feel should be aware of this. I know that Gina sent out a similar message to the faculty in August, but it could not hurt to share this information again. Please keep 

this in mind when you begin scheduling,lrequesting classrooms for Fall 2013. Best, Sherry 

Hi Scheduling Officers, 

Just a reminder to you all about our plan for removing the remaining VCR’s from the GPC pool during the summer of 2013. We currently plan to remove the units 

after Summer Session #2 ends (between 8/5/13 -8/16/2013). After this date in August, there will no longer be VCR’s available for use in the GPC pool. 

if you have faculty who do rely on VHS tapes for instructional purposes, they can work with my team to get their material digitized. We are able to digitize VHS 

tapes that you own, but we cannot digitize items that are checked out from the libraries. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

gina 

Gina Platz 

ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 

http:!ihotline.unc.edu 

9219.962,21450 (v) 

9I _9,9(-~2,8 349 (f) 

08 Peabody Hall, 

gina@unc.edu 

Sherry Younger 

Construction Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC- Chapel Hill 

Suite 3202, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919 962-6093 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

coursesche&ding otficers as: <a href "maJlto:amcctdle@email.unc.edu’7~amcculle(tbemail.unc.edu-~Ja>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

You are currently subscribed to exss- faculU as: ds~u’oman(a)emaiLunc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click hem: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 55567102.4537814cd668gO57e7eed9dd3adc4eSd&n T&I exss-facultv&o 32364079 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-32364079-55567102.4537814cd668~957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d(/~lisIserv.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 1:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

#1 Reason Entrepreneurs Do What They Do 

Thank you for using Decstoc 

To ensure y~u receive updates ~rem Docstec; please add Lr)_e_22A.q_e_~._c_t2,2_c_s_t__o_~=~_c_![!",_ to Veer address book i Unsubscribe 

67% Say Passkm is Top 
to Start a 
Personal passion is by far the number one reason why small business owners started their 
business according to survey; "a way to pay the bills" is a distant second. 

ibi~ s~, ~.~i .... ~ock                    Passion is a Necessity as Small 
Business Owners are Working 
Longer Hours 

Working longer days and on weekends is becoming 

more common for small business owners. According 

to a Sage survey, 72% of small business owners 

report working longer days and more weekends than 

5 years ago, and 40% are taking less vacation. 

Without personal passion, would so many small 

business owners be willing to increase their work 

hours and decrease their vacation time? 

Wearing Multiple Hats is 
Commonplace for Small Business 
Owners 

Share this article with your friends: 

Working longer hours and more on weekends makes 

sense when you consider how many different roles a 

small business owner must fill to run their business. 

According to the results of an eVoice survey, on any 

given day nearly half (46%) of all small business 

owners are filling 3 to 4 different employee roles. In 

fact, 45% report filling at least 5 roles (30% 5 to 6, 6% 

7 to 8, 4% g to 10, and 5% filling a whopping 11 or 

more roles). 

To read more Docstoc art{c{es click here >> 

We send this emaii to members of do~tstoc,e.om per our Privacy Policy . You can msnage your em,3il preferences and other 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McCullen, Ashley D <~Jncculle@email.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 2:13 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li stscrv, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-t~culty] t~f: November 9th Academic Luncheon 

November 9 Academic Luncheon.docx 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
UNC-CH 
919-962-2022 

From: Richardson, Wally 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 2::[J. PM 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject-" November 9th Academic Luncheon 
Ashley, 

Attached is the invitation for faculty for the luncheon Friday, November 9th. Thanks for getting this out to faculty. 
Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919 962 9893 (VV) 

(C) 

You are currently subscribed to exss- faculty as: 5_t0.t_!x~._u_!!c_:_e_.d___t!. 

T o unsubscri be click here: _l!t_!l?_i ,_//_’ !_i_ _s__t__s_:__u__~ 9__.__e_ _d_ £’__u__’ ~i~t____5_ __5_ __5_ ~_7__ _1_ __0_ _1_::__5_ _4__ .8___a_~)_ __8_ ~__~3_(_ !__2_ £_2_ f_a_ _7__ _1_ __5___e_ 9__(_ !__0__e_~ __4_ __b_ _l_ __b_c_ 9: ._3__2_ ~ __n_ ___i !i__&__ L __e_x___s_~ _-f_’_a__c_’_Lt_! _t.~ __&__ A___-_3_ __2_ __3_ __6_ _5___5_ __2_ 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32365529-55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a(?~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(Google Drive) 

Tuesday, 3:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Project CASPER (dstro@unc.edu) 

@gmail.com> 

i’ve shared an item with you, 

~ Project CASPER 



From: "@ive.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:13 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu-~; 

Co: ,@kenan- flagler.unc.edtt> 

Subject: Project CASPER Update 

@live.unc.edu-~; 

~live.unc.edu> 

Hey Team, 

I hope y’all are having a great week so far and that your hell week’s are over for now. I just wanted to let everyone know that we are 25% to our goal as of today with 

25 names! Great job everyone! 

As an added incentive to continue to inspire hard work, we are going to be having a little competition’. Whoever acids the most contacts to the database between now 

and Monday at 8am will receive a $25 iTunes gift caJcd! A couple specifications: 1) The entry must have at least 7 of 10 tields completed and 2) You must add at least 

three contacts to be eligible for the prize! 

Good luck to all and be sure to send me the names of the contacts you add before Monday at 8am so that I can verify them with Dr. Stroman 

Thanks and keep worldng hard! One more month to get 75 nmnes!! 

All the bes~t, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@ive.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Project CASPER Update 

http:/7~wwv.iomc.unc.edw’cunent-s~mdents-content-itemsisports-commurficaf~on 

That is the link for tl~e SIx~rts Comm certificate in case you wanted it for future! 

On , at 5:13 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity,’* 

5:13 PM 
From-" 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To-" 

C¢-" 

Subject," Project CASPER Update 
Hey Team, 

I hope y’all are having a great week so fay and that your hell week’s are over for now. I just wanted to let everyone know that we are 25% to our goal as 
of today with 25 names’. Great job evelyone! 

As an added incentive to continue to inspire hard work, we are going to be having a little competition! Whoever adds the most contacts to the database 
between now and Monday at 8anl will leceive a $25 iTunes gift card! A couple specifications: 1) The ently must have at least 7 of 10 fields completed 

and 2) You must add at least three contacts to be eligible for the prize! 

Good luck to all and be sure to send me the names of the contacts you add betbre Monday at 8am ~ that I can veril}’ them with Dr. Stroman 

Thanks and keep working ha~cd! One more month to get 75 names!! 

All the best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Love, Bayard <Bayard Love@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 6:29 PM 

Birdwell, Natalie <NatalieBirdwell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu% Black, Nicholas <Nicholas Black@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck 

<buck goldstein@uuc.edu>; Cone, Judith <jacone@email.uuc.edu>; DeSimone, Jo~ph M. <desimone@email.uuc.edu>; drharoon 

<zishan haxoon@med.unc.edu>; Elia, Jean qlean Elia@kenan-llagler.unc.edu-~; Johnson, Geordy <GeordyJohuson@keuan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; King, Getmy <Getmy King@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Mary E --~mnapie@etnail.unc.edu>; Reifsnider, Cynthia 

<Cynthia Reifsnide@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stith, Thomas Andrew III <thomas stith@kenan-flagler.unc.edtc,; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Zoller, ’Fed -q’ed Zolle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Burton, Matthew <IVlatthew Burton@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Charlotte Lindemanis @gmail.com~; Friga, Paul 

<PaulFriga@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

TF Update and Action Steps for this week 

Dear Task Force, 

Please take a minute to read through this email. In contains: 

:[) New Potential Mission, Vision, Metrics and Priorities for you to review and react to. 

2) Action Steps for this week. 

1) New Draft Mission, Vision, Metrics and Priorities 

Background: 

o AC meeting reveled significant challenges in meta-university concept with respect to disagreements among potential partners regarding 

credit/recognition, power/control, and funding. 

¯ NCState 

[] Duke 

[] RTP 

[] RTI 

[] Kenan Trust 

[] Holden 

[] UNC Arts and Sciences 

[] Government 

[] KFBS 

Thoughts: 

o How can we successfully effectuate change at UNC and in the state? 

o How do we increase our focus and impact without upsetting!potentially alienating others who are also invested in the collective vision? 

o What should our ongoing mission statement be (that goes beyond the next 3 years and multiple vision timeframes)? 

Draft Mission Statement {we continue to iterate) 

o A force accelerator of innovative entrepreneurship at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Draft Vision Statement (new - presented as food for thought and a way to pull out some elements of our core mission that may cause negative 

reactions) 

o Champion of entrepreneurial activity at UNC and beyond 

c> Key contributor to the creation of the most innovative entrepreneurial state in the nation 

Draft Metrics 

o UNC-CH 

[] Funding {esp. matched by external sources) 

[] UNC patents 

¯ # companies launched from UNC Intellectual Property 

o State 

[] Federal research funding brought into the State 

[] NC patents 



¯ # of companies launched and sustained in NC... 

Draft Priorities 

c~ UNC- CH: 

[] Publicize and recognize all things entrepreneurship at UNC-CH 

[] Share entrepreneurial best practices throughout UNC-CH (education, tech transfer, entrepreneur networks, faculty reward structure for 

entrepreneurship) 

[] Identify additional funding for entrepreneurial activities 

o State: 

[] Develop cross-university tech-transfer 

[] Create new faculty and student coordination plans 

[] Increase joint research applications 

[] Be a relentless advocate for statewide collaboration 

2) Action steps for this week 

1) Hold UNC Faculty Focus group (Joe and Mary} 

2) Continue discussion with Board of Governors proposal (Joe and Mary} 

3) Present to NC Board of Science and Technology Board (Joe and Mary} 

4) Increase engagement of Duke and NC State administrators and faculty in process (Joe and Mary} 

5) Update KI Employees (Mary, Jean, Thomas} 

6) Meet with Karen Gil (Joe and Buck} 

7) Continue to research TUCASI (Ted - Charlotte will support with slide creation as needed} 

8) Continue deeper dive in tech-transfer best practices include review of processes at U NC, Duke, and NCState (7 -Matt will support with slide creation as 

needed} 

9) Flesh out inventory of UNC innovation and entrepreneurship activities (Judith and Cindy} 

10) Continue to develop survey and how it might play role (Jean, Deborah, Geordy) 

11) Iterate and think about creative ways to differentiate and organizational level metrics (Buck -Bay will support with slide creation as needed} 

12) Draft overview of other KIs (Ethics, Art, Engineering) plus Kenan Trust (KI Leadership Fellows} 

13) Send any additional comments on mission to consulting team (ALL) 

14) Follow up with AC members not able to participate (ON HOLD} 

Please submit slides with finding to me (bayard...Iove@uncbusiness.net) by Thursday at 5:00 PM. 

Also please contact me if you have any questions. Many thanks all, 

Bay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Byars, Queenie Arlethia <qbyars@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:30 PM 

Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: two UNC Students News Piece on Voting in N.C. 

Hello Cookie & Debby, 

Please see link on nice balanced news piece that 
proud to see talented students doing their thing:) 

Best, 

Queenie 

and did for the website, It makes you 

From: "Hefner, III, James Russell" <jrhefner@email,unc,edu> 

Reply-To: "Hefner, III, James Russell" <i[_h___e___f__n___e__r____@____e___m___a__!!_:__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Tue, 14:47:57 +0000 

To: JOMC Faculty 

Subject: [jomcfac] 

All, 

g report by and , two of the ar~chors t:or , is ~ein~, featured o~ the ’ website. They were 

asked to participate in a national project involving student journalists in battleground states -- to ~ook ~nto issues that may p~ay a ro~e i~ decidh~g who whys North 

Carol~a~ The I~nk below ~s to that report. 

Jim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kid, David <kiel@enmil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 9:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: tbllow up t?om 

Debby, will call at 2pro. Thanks. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 4:56 PN 

To: Kiel, David 
Subject: RE: follow up from 

Thanks David. Can you chat tomorrow between 2:00 and g:00 

d ~-’_~ b b ¥ 

:E)o Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, P[~.D. CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ~g~orance and conscientious stupidity,’* 

F~m: Kiel, David 
Sent: Tuesday, OcMber 30, 20:!.2 2:59 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: follow up from 

I am back in town, want to talk about where we go from here with our project? 

Please give me a call or let me know when I can call you. 

David Kiel, Dr. P. H. 

Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Facul~ Excellence 

318 ~lson Libra~ 

Campus Box 3470 

Chapel Hill, NC27599-3470 

(m 9) 962-9972 
http:i!cfe.unc.edu!abouVk~e]~html 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wyrick, Marilyn J <vWrick@email.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 10:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: getting my degree 

Deb, 

I never received your original emaJJ. Since this student just wants a worksheet update, refer him to one of the advisors on NSM. Anyone can do EXSS. Have him email 
Mike Jahn and tell him to let me know if he doesn’t get a response. 

Mailyn 

g arilyn J Wyriek 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 

2011 Sleele Bldg, 214 Easl Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of N 0rth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 http:advisin~.uncedu 

From: Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent: Wednesday, :[0:21 AM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn J 
Subject: FW: getting my degree 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

EngiNe, Explore, Ernp, owe~t 

9719,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: getting my degree 

Hi My gue~.u; is your email just: got k)st: in her inbox! I have copied her on t:his ernaH. (:dad you are strivk~g t.a firdsh your degree. Enjoyed watching t:he 

rnaybe ~ will see you there .ane day soon~ 

Sent= Tuesday, 9:58 PH 
To= Salyer, Sherry L 
~ject= RE: geeing my degree 
Hello again, Doctor Stroman never replied with any inBrmation. ] unders~nd you are e~remely busy with eve~hing. If there is a number or someone else ] can get in touch 
with in order to see my worksheet, ] would be more than grateful. Thank you 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiWo" 

:[0::[0 PM 

From: Salyer, Sherry L [salyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:20 PM 
To: Mr 
~c: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: RE: getting my degree 

Sounds good, Dr. Stroman will be in much. 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 9:09 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: RE: getting my degree 
I am just training at home for the off-season. Thank you so much for getting back with me. I completed Anatomy and Physiology at UNC before I left. I guess I just need to find 
out what is remaining on my worksheet. I’ll be in contact with you soon. Thanks 

From: Salyer, Sherry L [salyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 20::[2 PM 
To: Mr 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:21 AM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L; 
Subject: RE: getting my degree 

Hi      As per my other nol:e t:o you, I arn ~.d:ill waiting t:o hear back from Dean Wydd~ (Steele Academh:: Adv[sh~g) regarding your ~tu~t:ion. When I hear more, 

wH[ be in Rmch, ~ wH~ reach out: t:(~ her agmn today. 

Dr, Strornan 
Do good, 

Deborat~ L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 



Co: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: RE: getting my degree 

Good luck ! Are you playing          anywhere? 

I have copied Dr. Stroman on this email. She can pull your t:older, update it it: needed and communicate with both of us a~out what you have rernab~ing~ 

Did ‘lou take              and                before you left? That could be proMemat~c if you haven’t taken it ‘let. ~ haven’t seen any on ~h~e classes h~ that 

and I doubt if any wou~d be equivalent to ou~ UNC courses. You could potentially transfer ~t in from a 4 ’tear co~leAe w~th an EXSS program sh~ilar to ours. I have 

attached that k~fo [oo (jus[ ~n case.} 

fn the past., some SA majocs have taken some SA courses on.-I~ne. We’ll have ~o review 8~y to be suce, A~%~me Vou war~t us ~:o review a course for trsns[er, we 

need a course svf~a~us before we can make that dec~siom 

Gen Ed requirements a~d electives hours a~e the easiest thh~s to take on-line. 

Dr, Stroma~ w~ do some checking. Know that th~s may take a few 

Se~t~ Tuesday, 4:47 PM 
To~ Salyer, Sherry L 
S~bject~ RE: geeing my degree 
Miss Salyer, 
Thank you for your quick response. I am doing well and I just finished my summer league training with the      Thank you for asking~ 
~ am E~S-Spo~ Administration major and believe ~ have less than 20 hours ~ complete. ~ have not looked at my wor~heet in a while. How would you suggest ~ get in 
con~ct with the Steele Building to get my wor~heet? 
Thank you again for your help~ 

From: Salyer, Sherry L [salyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:30 PM 
To: Mr 
Subject: RE: getting my degree 

Are you still playing? 

The EXSS department doesn’t have any onqine classes. It is possible to take Gen Ed classes on-line. You possibly could b’ansfer in some classes. BIJT 24. of you last 

30 hours MUST be UNC classes. 

I don’t know what your worksheet looks like, so we would have to do some work with Steele Buildins~ Were you in EXSS-Sport Administration? 

From: 
Se~t: Tuesday, ~.:47 PM 
Te: Salyer, Sherry L; Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: getting my degree 

Hello Miss Salyer0 

My name is             . I attended UNC from         and also played on the       team. :[ was actually in one of your classes. Anyways, 3[ majored in EXSS but 
haven’t finished because I was drafted professionally to play baseball. ][ have looked at my transcript but still do not know exactly which classes :[ need in order to graduate. ]: 
currently live in          so I need to figure out if there is any way T can take my remaining classes online because that is the only way I will be able to be a student at this 
time. If you have any information on this T would be so grateful. Thank You 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:17 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Pics 

Attach: ~,5).JPG; (10).JPG 

Good Norning 

[ remember sharing with you that my aunt and [ met Presidents Clinton and Obama, and [ finally got the pictures! [ attached a couple to this 
email. 

Ny life has been consumed with preparations for the , but [ will definitely be by as soon as possible! 

Have a great day! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Class of 
Exercise and Sports Science: Sport Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin York <kyork@bobcats.com> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 1:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Contact Intbmmtion 

Dr. Stroman- 

will be the new point of contact here with the Bobcats for the Carolina Sports Business Club. Please let me know if you have any quesgons. 

KEVIN YORK 
Account Executive, Seaso~ [icket Sales 
BOBCATS i 

333 East Trade 5~.reet 
Chariotte, NC 2B202 
~ 70~.688.9015 
C 336.953A519 
~ 70~.688.8733 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edup, 

Wednesday, 2:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wine & Design Girls Night Out 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is              and I’m one of the students of Dr. Groff’s          class, working with a group of other students 

to put on a programming event. We are really excited to invite you to the November                 event that is taking 

place at Wine and Design! This local studio in Carrboro allows you to come and enjoy a glass of wine with friends while being 

instructed by a professional artist to paint the night’s beautiful painting! 

This is going to be a wonderful night,             at 6:30pm, in which a portion of the proceeds will go directly back to 

! There will even be a silent auction with wonderful prizes. 

To find all the information you need you can go to this website: http://, 

I know this is late notice and I’m sorry for the inconvinience, our event was meant for the participants in the 

program but when we did not receive the responses we expected we are opening the event to women professors in the 

EXSS department who may be interested. I hope you decide to join this event and bring a friend if you wish. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. I can come by your office anytime, you just list the time you 

are available. 

Hope to hear from you soon 

Thankyou 

~live.unc.e&~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 3:10 PM 

StromaJ~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Mafia DeGuzmaJ~ < 

RE: Ellie Kinnaird Mid yes 

@earthlink.net> 

That makes sense to me as well 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 3:09 PM 
To: Maria DeGuzman; Hertel, Am?’ Locklear 
Subject: RE: Ellie Kirmaird said yes 

Thales Maria! Yes, that makes sense to me. I can also share our collaboration with the Caucus, BSM, AYVFP, NC Student Power, Employee Forum, and Vision Coalition If that’s okay... 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the ~w)rld is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maria DeGuzman [rnailto: ~earthlink.n et] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31,2012 3:01 PM 
To: ttertel, Amy Locklear; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: Re: Ellie Kinnaird said yes 

:figured we had better send it via email. I could send it to Catherine Rigsby who is the one faculty on the AdvisoW Committee for Strategic Directions What do the two of you think about 

that ? 

Sent li’om my iPhone 

On Oct 31,2012, at 2:55 PM, "Hertel, ~Mny Locklear" <~Mny Hertel@unc edu> wrobe: 

> I am not sure of the best way to send the letter I welcome Deb’s input 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Maria DeGuzman [mailto: ~)earthlink.net] 
> Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 7:10 PM 
> To: Hertel, ~M:ny Locklear 
> Subject: Ellie Kinnaird said yes 
> 

> Hi, .a~q~y and Deb, 
> 

> Ellie Kinnaird said she’d be happy to have us endorse her letter and add in the stats for Native Americans in the system. So, I’ll get the letter ready. Can we send it by email to the proper 
channels and if so, what’s the best way? I hear the Adviso~ Corrm~ittee on Strategic Directions will be drafting their plan Nov. 7 of not sooner. Cheers, Maria 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3:1, 20:12 9:34 PM 

Stith, Thomas Andrew Ill <thomas_stith@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Love, Bayard <Bayard_Love@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Birdwell, 

Natalie <Natalie_Birdwell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Black, Nicholas <Nicholas_Black@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck 

<buck_goldstein@unc.edu>; Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edu>; drharoon <zishan_haroon@med.unc.edu>; Elia, Jean 

<Jean_Elia@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Johnson, Geordy <Geordy_Johnson@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; King, Genny 

<Genny_King@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu>; Reifsnider, Cynthia 

<Cynthia_Reifsnider@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Zoller, Ted <Ted_Zoller@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu> 

Burton, Matthew <Matthew_Burton@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Charlotte Lindemanis < ~gmail.com>; Friga, Paul 

<Paul_Fdga@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu> 

Re: TF Update and Action Steps for this week 

I totally agree. 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.chem.unc.edu/people/faculty/desimone/ 

http~//www.kenaninstitute.unc.edui 

Tel: 9:19-962-2:166 

Fax: 9:19-962-5467 

[~iI unk ...... 
pn9 

l~ol.ow me on Twitter 

From: <Stith>, Thomas Stith <thomas stith@kenan-fla_g!__e___r_.___u___q_c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 9:17 AM 

To: Bayard Love <Bayard...Love@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>, "Birdwell, Natalie" <Natalie Birdwell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Black, Nicholas" <Nicholas Black@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>, Buck Goldstein <buck goldstein@unc.edu>, Judith Cone <iacone@email.unc.edu>, Joseph DeSimone <desimone@email.unc.edu>, drharoon 

<zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>, Jean Elia <Jean Elia@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Geordy Johnson <Geordy Johnson@kenan--flagler.unc.edu>, Genny King 

<--G---e---q--q~t-.-K-!--n-g--@---k---e---q-a---n-.---t.].-a-g!--e--r--..-u-.-n--£.---e---d---u->~ "Napier, Mary E" <__m____n___a_p__!__e_£___@____e___m____a_!!_.___u___q_c__.__e___d___u_.>, Cynthia Reifsnider <__C_ynthia Reifsnider@kenan-flag!__e_£:__u___n__£_.__e___d___u_>, Deborah 

Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> Ted Zoller <Ted Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Burton, Matthew" <Matthew Burton@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Charlotte Lindemanis < @gmaiLcom>, Paul Friga <Paul...Friga@kenan- 

flagler4Jnc.edu> 

Subject: RE: TF Update and Action Steps for this week 

If we don’t include the terminology economic impact!development, etc. within one of the categories Mission!Vision!Metrics!Priorities then I believe we are 

igr~.:_wing the changing Bmdscape within ~:he state. The t~rneiy note from Fred ~she~nlan during our last meeting ~s reflectiw~ of the ~:hought process that ~s driving 

many policy leaders now. We are strategically managing and acknowledgh~g on campus challenges and [ suggest we utilize this same approach ~n engaging 

externa~ ~eaders as we~L 

Thanks, 

Thomas 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center 306 : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

F~m: Love, Bayard 
Se~t: Tuesday, October 30, 20~2 6:29 PH 
Te: Birdwell, Natalie; Black, Nicholas; Buck Goldstein; Cone, Judith (O~ce of the ChancelloO; Desimone, Joseph (Chemist~); drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>; Elia, 
Jean; Johnson, Geordy; King, Genny; Napier, Ha~; Reifsnider, Cynthia; Stith, ~omas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise a Spo~ Science); Zoller, Ted 
C¢t Bu~on, Ha~hew; Charlo~e Lindemanis; Friga, Paul 
Subject: TF Update and Action Steps for this week 

Dear Task Force, 

Please take a minute to read through this email. In contains: 

<P-[if !supportLists]-->:1) <!--[endif]-->New Potential Mission, Vision, Metrics and Priorities for you to review and react to. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2) <!--[endif]-->Action Steps for this week. 

1) New Draft Mission, Vision, Metrics and Priorities 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <P-[endif]-->Background: 

<F-[if !supportLists]-->o <F-[endif]-->AC meeting reveled significant challenges in meta-university concept with respect to disagreements 

among potential partners regarding credit/recognition, power/control, and funding. 

<!--[if BupportLists]-->. <P-[endif]-->NCState 



<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Duke 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->m <!--[endif]-->RTP 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->RTI 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->m <!--[endif]-->Kenan Trust 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Holde~ 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->UNC Arts and Sciences 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Government 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->KFBS 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Thoughts: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->How can we successfully effectuate change at UNC and in the state? 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->How do we increase our focus and impact without upsetting/potentially alienating others who are also 

invested in the collective vision? 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->What should our ongoing mission statement be (that goes beyond the next 3 years and multiple vision 

timeframes)? 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Draft Mission Statement (we continue to iterate) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->A force accelerator of innovative entrepreneurship at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]->Draft Vision Statement (new - presented as food for thought and a way to pull out some elements of our core 

mission that may cause negative reactions) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Champion of entrepreneurial activity at UNC and beyond 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Key contributor to the creation of the most innovative entrepreneurial state in the nation 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Draft Metrics 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->D <!--[endif]-->UNC-CH 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->m <!--[endif]-->Funding {esp. matched by external sources) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->UNC patents 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!-[endif]--># companies launched from UNC Intellectual Property 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->State 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Federal research funding brought into the State 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->NC patents 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->m <!--[endif]--># of companies launched and sustained in NC_. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Draft Priorities 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->UNC - CH: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!-[endif]-->Publicize and recognize all things entrepreneurship at UNC-CH 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->¯ <!--[endif]-->Share entrepreneurial best practices throughout UNC-CH {education, tech transfer, entrepreneur 

networks, faculty reward structure for entrepreneurship) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->ldentify additional funding for entrepreneurial activities 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->State: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->¯ <!--[endif]-->Develop cross-university tech-transfer 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->m <!--[endif]-->Create new faculty and student coordination plans 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->lncrease joint research applications 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Be a relentless advocate for statewide collaboration 

2) Action steps for this week 

<!--[~l~!sup]po~].is~s]-->l) <!--[om~cli~]-->Hold UNC Faculty Focus group {Joe and Mary} 

~<!--[if!s~lp~tL~s~sl-->2) <<!--[oncl~:[’J--:>Continue discussion with Board of Governors proposal {Joe and Mary} 

~!--[~f !s~lp~L~s~sl-->3) ~<!--[~clifJ--:>Present to NC Board of Science and Technology Board (Joe and IVlaryI 



<!--[if [supportLJs~ts]-->4) <!--[endifJ-->lncrease engagement of Duke and NC State administrators and faculty in process (Joe and Mary} 

<!--[if [ supportLJs~ts]--:~5) <!--[endJfJ-->.Update KI Employees (Mary, Jean, Thomas) 

<!--[Jf [supjyartI,ists]-->6) <!--[enc|JfJ--:~Meet with Karen Gil (Joe and Buck) 

<!--[J~’[sup]yartI,ists]-->-7) <!--[enc|ifJ--:~Continue to research TUCASI (Ted - Charlotte will support with slide creation as needed) 

< !--[if [suppollLJs~ts]-- >8) < !--[e~ldi~]-->Continue deeper dive in tech-transfer best practices include review of processes at UNC, Duke, and NCState (Z -Matt 

will support with slide creation as needed) 

~<!--[J~’[suJo]yart~ists]-->-9) ~<!--[en~|JfJ--:~Flesh out inventory of UNC innovation and entrepreneurship activities (Judith and Cindy) 

<!--[Jf [sup]yartI,ists]-->-lO) <!--[enclifJ--:~Continue to develop survey and how it might play role (Jean, Deborah, Geordy) 

< !--[if [suppollLJs~ts]-- >11) < !--[endJ~]-->lterate and think about creative ways to differentiate and organizational level metrics (Buck-Bay will support with 

slide creation as needed) 

<!--[Jf [supjyartI,ists]-->-12) <!--[enctifJ--:~Draft overview of other KIs (Ethics, Art, Engineering) plus Kenan Trust (KI Leadership I~ellows) 

<!--[if [suppo~lLJs~ts]-- >13) < !--[endJ~]-->Send any additional comments on mission to consulting team (ALL) 

< !--[if [suppo~lLJs~ts]-- >14) < !--[endJ~]-->Follow up with AC members not able to participate (ON HOLD) 

Please submit slides with finding to me (~b~a~y~a~r~d~-L~o~v~e~u~n~c~b~y~’~3~!~r3~e~s~s~r3~e~) by Thursday at 5:00 PM. 

Also please contact me if you have any questions. Many thanks all, 

Bay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 11:19 PM 

Maria DeGuzman < @earthlink.net>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Hertel, Amy Locklear 

<Amy_Hertel@unc.edu> 

Re: POC Letter to the Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions 

LettertoACSD DS.doc 

Thanks Maria. I sent the attached draft to my steering committee to approve~ Let me know your thoughts. 

Is Amy the one we met at the Five Year Forum? That person (Amy?) who is on the committee told me she would make sure that the letter was read and addressed_. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: "Maria net>" < @earthlink.net> 

Date: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 10:24 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Hertel, Amy Locklear" <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Subject: POC Letter to the Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions 

I think we should send this letter via Catherine Rigsby who is the 

sole faculty member actually on the ACSD. I have attached the letter. 

Please amend it as you see fit -- include your titles as you wish them 

to appear or make other changes. Once I hear from both of you, I will 

make the changes send the semi-final version back to you, wait for 

your approval, and send the letter to Catherine Rigsby. I think we 

should get this done by this Friday, if we can. 

See attached draft. 

Best, Maria 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 11:20 PM 

StromaJ~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Ma~ia DeG~man < 

Re: I~C Letter to the Advisor Committee on Strategic Directions 

@earthlink.net>; ttertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

It’s late... I meant Catherine. ;) 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 11:18 PM 

To: "Maria net>" <           @earthlink.net>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Hertel, Amy Locldear" <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: POC Letter to the Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions 

Thanks Maria. I sent the attached draft to my steering committee to approve. Let me know your thoughts. 

Is Amy the one we met at the Five Year Forum? That person (Amy?) who is on the committee told me she would make sure that the letter was read and addressed... 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Un~iJ reaJi~y i.,; defined, progress is impossibk~." 

From: "Maria net>" <           @earthlink.net> 

Date: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 10:24 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Hertel, Amy Locklear" <Amy. Hertel@unc.edu> 

Subject: POC Letter to the Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions 

I think we should send this letter via Catherine Rigsby who is the 

sole faculty member actually on the ACSD. I have attached the letter. 

Please amend it as you see fit--include your titles as you wish them 

to appear or make other changes. Once I hear from both of you, I will 

make the changes send the semi-final version back to you, wait for 

your approval, and send the letter to Catherine Rigsby. ~ think we 

should get this done by this Friday, if we can. 

See attached draft, 

Best, Maria 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Art Pope, Raleigh, NC < @aol.com> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 5:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 

Dear Doctor Stroman, 

Thank you for your invitation. At this point I have a major conflict on Thursday and Friday, and will be out of state the following week. If the conflict changes, I may be able to 
come by on short notice, letting you know on Wednesday. 

I do very much appreciate your interest in a sincere dialogue. Let me know when is a good time to telephone you today to discuss in general, Other than a mid-day lunch 
meeting, I am fairly flexible today. 

Yours truly, 
Art Pope 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
Sent: Wed, Oct 31, 2012 11:30 pm 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus -You’re Invited! 

@aol.oom> 

H i. I realize that the Advisory Committee meeting is on Nov. 7th. If the Caucus switched the meeting to 11:00 a.m. on Thursday, Nov. gth would you be available? Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, October 29, 20:12 8:42 PM 

To: " @aol.com" < @aol.com> 

Cc: " ~aol.com" < @aol.com> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus -You’re Invited] 

Good evening Mr. Pope. We met briefly at the Five Year Forum at the Stone Center last week. I kindly invite you to visit with the Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black Faculty and Staff) 

at our next 90 minute meeting, Wednesday, Nov. 7 at 11:30 a.m. I agree with you that there should be more dialogue between all parties interested in the future of the U NC 

system. Your leadership in NC politics, business, education is greatly respected by many; thus, I believe an open conversation on UNC Chapel Hill whereby you can freely share your 

perspective and goals would be meaningful. 

Please advise if this date is convenient for your schedule. If so, I will follow up with more details. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.eduicbc 

cbcchair@unc.edu 919.843.0336 

"Feith is !eorning to !et God ke~’.p you steedy and to be ru!ed /e:a; and/ess by your emotion,.; and circumstunce,.;." (T Paris) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, 9:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [tZac ulty- -atNetics- lbrum] 

You’re right some people just don’t ~vant others to succeed Vely unfortunate 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
Universi~z of North Carolina 

On at 1:10 PM. "Deborah L Stroman" <dstro@unc edu> ~vrote: 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On 1:08 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Yuu just can’t win. If, does well in schuol and is a goud athlete -- 
>> leave. Go play in the ! If does pourly in school and is a goud 
>> athlete -- leave You dun’t belong here! 
>> 

>> Mercy. 
>> 

>> d 
>> Gu }{eels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
>> 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss unc.edui 
>> Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 
>> 

>> (;hair, Carolina Black Caucus 
>> Facul~ Advisur, Carolina Spurt Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 
>> 

>> "Until reali~ is defined, progress is impussible " 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On 1:03 PM. "Struman, Deborah L" <dstru@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Can you believe this response? Another example of why I choose to just 
>>> "shake nay- head" versus trying to find conmaon gro~d. 

>>> d 
>>> Go Heels, 

>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dcpartment - http ://exss.unc. edu/ 

>>> Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
>>> Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

>>> "Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

>>> On 1:00 PM. "Jay Smith" ~iaysraith@eraail.~mc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> That was a tl~illing win for the Tat Heels yesterday. But here’s my 
>>>> (inevitably sour!) reaction to it: anyone who professes to care about 
>>>> our athletes should feel, and say out loud, that it’s time for 
>>>>         to go sit on the bench and wait patiently until the first 
>>>> draft for which he is eligible (this year’s?) The man has millions 
>>>> waiting for him at the end of the rainbow-, if only he can survive long 
>>>> enough to collect his jackpot He’s already had to sit out games with 
>>>> injuries this year, and he was injured again yesterday. It is an 
>>>> immoral system that requires him to continue playing roulette and to 

>>>> risk the talent for ~vhich he was recruited to this Universi~. For 
>>>> whose benefit will he be playing next ~veek? Certainly not his own. 

>>>> ~amd if          gets suspended over the plagiarism, which may well yet 

>>>> happen, it ~vill be a tragic farce. Not because we can or should ever 



>>>> accept plagiarism in our classrooms. But because he wasn’t brought here 
>>>> to be in a classroom And everyone knows it. 

>>7,> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

>>>> dstro@unc edu. To unsubscribe 
>>>> click here: 
>7,>7, http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 486998867b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T& 
>>7,> 1 

>>>> facul~’--athletics-forum&o 32354654, or send a blarfa email to 
>>>> lea-,~e-32354654-48699886.7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6@listset,<unc.ed 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

She~,l Kleinnmn @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 9:16 AM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] ATTACHMENT: COMM on STUDENT CONDUCT - FRIDAY at I (PLEASE READ" 

COSC Proposal (Firfft Amendment Ombuds Resolutions) 10-23-12.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [progfac] Proposal on tomorrow’s COSC agenda 

Date:Thu, 01 Nov 2012 06:21:30 -0400 

From:Andrew Perrin <andrew perrin@b~unc.edu> 

Reply-To:Andrew Perrin <andrew perrin@b~unc.edu> 

To:The proglhc mailing list <progthc@listserv.unc.edu> 

Dear Colleagues, 

Zt has come tomy attenLion that the Committee on SLudent Conduct (COSC) 

will take up the attached proposal at its Friday meeting at 1:00. In my 

view, this proposal goes way too far in eliminating protections for 

sLudents, sLaff, and faculty ~rom harassme[R: and discrimJ[~aLion :in the 
service of an unnecessarily and unreasonably broad idea of freedom of 
expression. The current protections are reasonable and constitute 
necessary protection of the rights of members of the NNC community to 
particJpaLe fully in [:he universiLy. 

My strong recon~aendation is that COSC should reject the proposal until 

(a) it can be demonstrated thaL the exisLJE~g language actually threateE~s 

free expression; AND (b) the protections can be rewritten to provide 

adequate protections against inti~idation and harassment. 

This Js a major decision on educatJor~al and campus policy and should be 
made for substantive policy reasons, not dictated by university counsel. 
For those of you who are voting members of COSC, I hope you will 
consider voLJ[~g against the proposal. For the rest of you, I encourage 
you to consider attending the meeting (which is open: Friday 11/2, i:00 
pm, UDendo Room, SASB North) and/or contacting colleagues on COS(: to 
voice your views. 

Best wishes, 

Andy Perrin 

Andrew J Perrin - andrew perrin@unc.edu - http:/!perrin.socsci.unc.edu 

AssocJaLe Professor of Sociology - +1 (919) 962-6876 

University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 2"7599-3210 USA 

emaii to leave-32Y74645-49846192.948d3c248883b354691d06b3cf6cdf29@listserv.unc.edu 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe send a blank <bi> 

em~]l to <a href "mailto :leave- 32375213- 56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listseiw .unc .edu">leave- 32375213- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<ia> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 9:17 AM 

Maria DeGuzmaJ~ < @earthlink.net>; Stroman, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

RE: POC Letter to the Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions 

From; Naria DeGuzman [mailto:          ~earthlink, net] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31., 20J.2 10:2~ PM 

T~; Stroman, Deborah L; Hertel, Amy Locklear 
Subject: Poe Letter to the ~dvisor,/Committee on Strategic Oirections 
I think ~ve should send this letter via Catherine Rigsby who is the 
sole faculty member actually on the ACSD. I have attached the letter 
Please amend it as you see fit -- include your titles as you wish them 
to appear or make other changes. Once I hear from both of you, I will 
make the changes send the semi-final version back to you, ~vait for 
your approval, and send the letter to Catherine Rigsby. I think we 
should get this done by this Friday, if we can. 

See attached draft 

Best, Maria 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 20:[2 9:55 AM 

Friga, Paul <Paul_Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stith, Thomas Andrew III <thomas_stith@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Love, Bayard 

<Bayard_Love@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Birdwell, Natalie <Natalie_Birdwell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Black, Nicholas 

<Nicholas_Black@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck <Buck_Goldstein@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith 

<jacone@email.unc.edu>; drharoon <zishan_haroon@med.unc.edu>; Elia, Jean <Jean_Elia@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Johnson, 

Geordy <Geordy_Johnson@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; King, Genny <Genny_King@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Mary E 

<mnapier@email.unc.edu>; Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cynthia_Reifsnider@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Zoller, Ted <Ted_Zoller@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu> 

Burton, Matthew <Matthew_Burton@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Charlotte Lindemanis < @gmail.com>; Ruben 

Carbonell <ruben@ncsu.edu>; Margaret Swanson <Margaret_Swanson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

That other Kenan Institute! 

Ruben Carbonell (copied here) has graciously agreed to visit with our strategic planning group on Monday November 12 (not this Monday, but the following)...he agreed to spend 

about half an hour going over how they operate, how they make decesions and how they spend their monies...Thanks Ruben! Margy, can you arrange for parking information to 

be sent to Ruben...thanks 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http:!!www.chem.unc.edu!people!facuEy/desimone/ 

http://www.kenaninstitute.unc.edu/ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

[.~iI unk ....... png !Follow me on Twitter 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maggie Georgieva, HubSpot <ma~rkeling@hubspot.com> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 10:18 AIVI 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

[New Ebook] The Ultimate Guide to Using Surveys in Your MaJrketing 

HubSpot 

Hi Deborah, 

weuld certainly mvok, e toeking at reliable da~a, wouldn’t 

Well. online marketing surveys are great tools for revealin9 i~)sig~tful 
data. They can help you build up your bwer personas, optimize your 

marke[ing assets and channels, 4,’.~’~{.~ ~.,"o~.’,~ 

Download our latest ebook to understand the Iundamen[als of us~n~ 
on~ne surveys ~or marke~ng ~n your company. Ensure tha~ you are 

using the rigM methedolegy before you jump into surveys, 

Download the Guide Today 
This 43~page ebook covers: 

^ }:-~roble[’r~.~; online .%Llrvey.% car~ help you solve 

* The 5-slop methodology to ImmcNng marketing surveys 

* How to build your survey queationa 

* ~at too~s you need to launch an on~ne survey 

Download the Guide Today 

P.S. Stad making your marke[ing surveys actionable: get a live demo 

of the HubSpot marketing software tailored for eCommerce 
businesses and learn how you can in~eg~a[e survey insights in[o your 
lead inlelligence. 

Try HubSpot Today with a 30-day Trial 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 11:01 AM 

Ernestine Taylor < @triad.rr.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Follow up 

NegotiationSkills.pdf 

Dear Ernestine, 

Debby and I talked yesterday, and she would like to follow up on our plan to offer a negotiation skills workshop early this spring for the Black Faculty and Staff Caucus. 

Since the workshop Jane did for us was highly targeted-- toward early career women faculty in science (not post docs, not senior faculty, not staff) it will necessarily need to be 

repurposed and somewhat modified for this group, which includes staff and faculty, men and women. Such a workshop would also need to captures elements of the topic ythat are 

of particular interest and value to African Americans in the university setting. We agree with you that to achieve a good focus in the workshop and to customize for this audience, 

a face to face meeting between you and a representative group of participants would be of value. Debby has agreed to poll her executive committee or others she thinks could 

represent the entire group well about a time to meet with you. We could cater in a lunch here at the CFE, I am sure, and I would be glad to help Debby facilitate the meeting. 

In order to proceed, I think we need a bit more detail on the workshop than you sent originally. I am attaching a copy of the flyer that I put together for Jane. I could put together 

one for you as well so we could present the program in the best light initially for the committee. {This would only be a draft, of course ,and would represented as such to the 

committee you meet with.) One of the goals of the meeting would be to focus the workshop further on the basis of the committee’s feedback. )" 

So please give us some lunch times in December that would work for you and also please send me some more extensive copy on the proposed workshop and I will create a draft 

flyer for you to review and when you are comfortable with the flier, Debby can share with her folks in advance of our meeting. 

Thanks, David 

David Kiel, Dr. P. H. 
Leadership Coordinator 
Center for Faculty Excellence 
318 Wilson Library 
Campus Box 3470 
Chapel Hill, NC27599-3470 
(919) 962-9972 
http://cfe.unc.edu/about/kiel.html 

PS. On the flyer, we would put your picture and bio; we would say co-sponsored by CFE and the Carolina Black Caucus 

We might title the workshop "NegotiationS for African American Faculty and Staff in Predominately VVhite institions" 

For the text we might say something like: 

About the Workshop (DRAFT) 

This workshop is focused on the needs of African American Faculty and Staff in Predominantly White Institutions, Topics covered in this workshop might include 

X (please supply some preliminary topic we can test with the group) 

Y 

Z 

Successful negotiators experience better career outcomes and are better able to be role models for others Groups with strong negotiation skills are better able to build and maintain enduring partnerships 

across campus. 

PartJcipan[s in this worKsi~op will learn the fundamentals of iesponsibie nego[ia[ions and confiic[ iesolu[ion Tiley will learn how to unders[and and make use of points of view, ielevant data~ and aspirations of 

all parties invoived. Attendees will consider the importance of developing alternatives iF,’ preparation for a negotiation, work with prepared case studies that address relevant situations, and practice 

negotiation skills and meti~ods. Participants will be asked to complete a standardized form to assess negotiation and conflict style and to bring problem situations for the group to discuss 

About 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jijordan@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 11:31 AM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

The progthc mailing list <progthc@liskserv.unc.edtr~ 

Re: [progfac] Proposal on to~norrow’s COSC agenda 

Point well taken Sheriyl 

On Nov 1, 2012, at 9:46 AM, Sherryl Kleinman wrote: 

Avoiding law suits, as I understand it, is part of the job of univ. lawyers. I unders~nd that. I agree with Andy that that should not determine policies. And 
sometimes universities do go to court. 

It worries me that "this is nnconstitutional" is wlitten in the document, as if "unconstitutional" is role on its thce and not ~mething that is debated in the 

courts by human beings (don’t we have lawyers becau~ of interpretation?). 

I think it’s important that law profs on this list attend, or at least write a sentence or two that could be read at the meeting about "unconstitutiondlity" (of 

anyihing) as DEBATABLE. I will make sure that that sentence gets to someone who will attend the meeting. 

On 11/1/12 9:34 AM, Neal Caren wrote: 

ttiall, 

Thanks ibr bringing this to our attention Andy. Since I didn’t know the background of this specific proposal, I did some quick Googling, 

Milch led me to this: 

http:i/uncliberta~Jans.com/open-letter-to-dean-sauls/ 

The letter if from a UNC s~dent who had recently interned at the Foundation for Individual Rights in Education (FIRE). The author objects 

to several UNC policies, inclnding those on sexual harassment and harassment more generally--specifically the one that Andy highlighted-- 

on libertariardcons~titutional gronnds. Looking at UNC libel~ian website, there is no evidence that they followed np on this or that they are 

planning to attend the meeting, which suggests to me that the university counsel’s office has since taken the lead. 

Neal 

On Thu, Nov 1, 2012 at 6:21 AM, Andrew Pemn <andrew pemn~)unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

It has come to my attention that the Committee on Student Conduct (COSC) 

will take up the attached proposal at its Friday meeting at 1:00. In my 

view, this proposal goes way too far in eliminating protections for 

students, stall; and facnlF from harassment and discrimination in the 

service of an unnecessarily and unreasonably broad idea of freedom of 

expression. The current protections are reasonable and constitute 

necessary protection of the rights of members of the UNC commnnity to 

participate fully in the university. 

My strong recommendation is that COSC should reject the proposal until 

(a) it can be demonstrated that the e:ds~ting language actually threatens 

free expression; AND (b) the protections can be rewritten to provide 

adequate protections against intimidation and harassment. 

This is a major decision on educatioual and campus policy and should be 

made for subs~ntive policy ~easons, not dictated by nniversi~ counsel. 

For those of you who are voting members of COSC, I hope you will 

consider voting against the proposal. For the rest of you, I encourage 

yon to consider attending the meeting (which is open: Friday 11/2, 1:00 

pm, Upendo Room, SASB North) and/or contacting colleagues on COSC to 
voice yonr views. 

Best wishe~ 
Andy Perrin 

¯ ~.~xi:~:’,:~ .1 ~:r~i~’~- andrew perrin,@~nnc.edu - http:i/perrin.socsci.unc.edu 



(919) 962-6876 
~). ( }>f,ci ~{{ill. ~( 

cr~>sl ~, leave-32374645-47538220.2249e6be840253a29e5f78t7507ala93,@]istserv.unc.edu 

Neal Caren 

Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology 

Book Review Editor, Social Forces 

Universi~ of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 

nealcaren.web.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<vii> -- You are cunently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progfac as: <a href "mailto: @nc.mcom" > ~nc.rr.com<Ta>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a hm~’’mailt~:~eave-323753~7-49846~92.948d3c248883b35469~d~6b3cf6cd~29(~]istserv.unc.edu’’>~eave-323753~7- 
49846192.948d3c248883b354691 d06b3cf6cdf29~listserv.unc.edu<,’a> 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
progfac as: --~a hreD"mailto:i~qordan(c))emafil.unc.edu’t>if!ordan~email.unc.edu<Ta>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <;a hreD" nm~lto:leave-32375375-48984172.032d7774f793b6d8136a8e46764089a5(gblistse~w.unc.edu’~->leave-32375375- 

48984172.032d7774f793b6d8136a8e46764089a5(gblistsmw.unc.edu--~/a> 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiorda n(~email u nc.ed u 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<)’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emafil to <a hmD"ma~lto:leave-32376098- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32376098- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<)’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1,2012 11:48 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: You’re Invited! Carolina Sport Business Club 

Debby, 

Thank you for the opportunity. VII be mor~ than glad to sit on the panel next week if there is space for me. 

Michael 

Michael Beale 
Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing 

University of North Carolina 

Ernie Williamson Athletics Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-5193 (W) 

(c) 
919-962-1653 (Fax) 

>>> "Shaman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 10/26/12 5:46 PM >>> 
Hi Heels. As you may know, The Carolina Sport Business Club (www.csbcunc.com) is a great student-run organization for all students (regardless of major) 

interested in careers in the sport industry. It is one of the most popular groups on campus and it is housed in the EXSS department. Whether it’s youth, 

interscholastic, college, international or professional -The Club seeks to connect students to information and experiential education. We work to create or find 

out about activities and events to help students get more prepared for a career in this very competitive industry. 

You are invited to serve as a panelist for our next meeting, Thursday, November 8th (5:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.) on campus. The theme for the meetin~ is "Life After 

Sports: Career Tips from Athletes." 

Your background and career progression is valuable to youn~ people. Please advise if you can share your time with us~ 

Thanks for your consideration. I’ve attached a list of some of our previous speakers. (Our ~ast two meetings were fantastic as Rick Steinbacher, UNCAA Marketin~ 

Director, and Fred Whitfie~d, NBA’s Charlotte Bobcats president, spoke to the students.) 

Have a super weekend] 

debby 

Debora~ L, Stro~a~, P~.D. CLU 

~,ex~,unc.edu ............................................. 

9~9.~43.033~ 

"The best ability is availability," 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attada: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 4:44 PM 

Campbell, Lany <leca~np@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dm <shaJ~dmj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 

<ursula litflejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@~mc.edtr~; Murrill, Verita L <vefita murrill@~mc.edtr~; Robert~m, NaJ~enge 
<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu-~ 

Mazia DeGuzman < @earfl~link.net>; Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

I~NV: Diversity Seminar November, 13 2012 

Black Report v3.pdf 

Hi Team. t am wrRing to you [:o [ormally share my concern wi[:h the attached note. 

1) ~ don’t think UNC-.Chapel Hitl needs more external people to come ~eH/enHghtenishsre with us about diversity. Our issues are weir--established and 

understood by everyone--administrators, faculty, and staff. Pius, I believe we have peopie on this campus who are exper[s ---cer[ain~y enough [o address 

any new d~vers~ty data. ~MHO, we are stuck on ~mplementat~on and climate change. ~n particular, ~ tMnk we need more 5o~Jt~oss for faculty framed by a 

collaborative effort of UNC people that are empowered and that have access to resources. Perhaps, Prof. Daye and Dr, Painter could lead THAT d~scuss~on. 

am very curious as to who will a~:tend th~s event 

2} ~ find it very disturbb~g to ask facuity and sta[:f to volunteer at s DMA hosted event. I pray that this outreach ~s a sincere overs~gh[ or ~t possibiy appears [o be 

a ma~or ~ack of understandk~g of our roles, respons~MHt~es, and worMosd. WouMn’[ it be more appropriate to have studen[s serve as they [hen have the 

opportunity to meet faculty and staff and learn? 

Thanks for readH~g my note. ~ need yo~Jr feedback as to how best to respond ~n a professiona~ manner. [.o~ 

~ am a~ways (and remain} suppor~:~ve of th~s important offR:e~ but~ am getting real concerned... 

Chat with you soon. 

d 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.eduicbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to,ear the wind." 

Carelina Black Caucus 542 with tag 

From: Barker, Marco .1 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 4:55 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co-" Kersgard, Mary Louise 
Subject; Diversity Seminar November, 13 2012 

Helle Debby 

I weuid iove to extend twe great oppertunities to the Careiina Biack Caucus network of f’r~eulb_/r~nd staff, i_JNC DiversiLy and IViultie.ulturai Af:f’airs (DMA) 

is glad te present our first diversity edueatien e>::perience "Diversity in H igher Education: inclusive Excelience in the Academy ’ This seminar, ene of a 

three-park series brings n~3kionally renowned schoiars on divers~ky ~n higher educ~3hon to UNC-Ch~3pei 

First. l would like te invite CBC to attend this series--thereisa mo~ningkey~]oteipane~/’Q&,.Asegmenkandafl.emoonco~]curre~]tsT~alle~_ . ~dr~ue.. 

sessiens, which prevlde faculty and staff twe optiens fer attending Please feel free to forward the e-netice belew. 
FaculW and staff registration at h~p://go.unc.edu/So4i8 

Secend, DMA ell:era the oppertunityl:erfaculty and staff interested to volunteer for the diversity seminar. We ~re seeMngf’acu~ty and st~d’f 

who me_/be H]terested ~r~ volunteering w~th Divelisty and Multicultura~ Affairs (eg. registration tables, event guides, Iogisitics, et:.) Interested 

veiunteer~ng? P~ease .~J_[q~__~.~EA er visit: .b~#[~!~.9#_g_[~,_~_~]~.L]9#)~_2~_~_~P_~g 

See you aL the November meeting. 

~’an automatic reminder is set fo[ Novembe/ 7. 

~ ~ E-N otice~’z PLEASE FO RWAR D TO FACLJ LTT AN D STAFF 

::~ Diversi~ and Multicultu~l Affairs Education Seminar 

Diversity Education Seminar 



Tuesday, November 13, 2012 

8:00 a.m. Check-in o Student Union Auditorium 

Diversity and Multicultural Affairs is pleased to announce the first in a series of seminars engaging national thought leaders in discussions based on 
the Chancellor’s 2:!.st Century Vision through the lens of diversity. 

"Diversity in Higher Education: Inclusive Excellence in the Academy" will feature a plenary keynote address given by Dr. Patricia Gurin, Nancy Cantor 
Distinguished Professor Emerita of Psychology and Women’s Studies at the University of Michigan. Following Dr. Gurin’s lecture, panelists Dr. Jeffrey 
Milem, Dr. Thomas Nelson Laird, Dr. Abigail Panter, and Professor Charles Daye will discuss the role of diversity in higher education. 

Starting at 2:00 p.m., two concurrent sessions will be held in Student Union Rooms 3408 and 3411: "What is Inclusive Excellence and How Can We 
Get There?" and "Leveraging Diversity in the Classroom." Participants will have the opportunity to engage in one of these sessions with Dr. Jeff Milem 
of the University of Arizona or Dr. Thomas Nelson Laird of Tndiana University. 

Read more about the faculty and staff seminar 

Faculty and staff registration at http://go.unc,edu/So4i8 

2:00 pm ¯ Student Union Room 3206 

What does it mean to be (fil! in the blank) at UNC? Tt means that you have a different experience of your environment based on how you self 
identify, and how others perceive your identity. Are you comfortable with the climate at UNC? Why, or why not? Join this dynamic intergroup 
dialogue for a candid, constructive discussion about the role student identity plays in developing the academic and social climate at UNC. 

This session will challenge you to examine your personal identity, how you express it, and how it is perceived by those around you. All students are 
invited to engage in this transformative discourse facilitated by staff from Diversity and Multicultural Affairs and Carolina Leadership Development. 

Read more about the student seminar 

Student registration at bttp://tinyurl,com/Sr2gvbm! 

Malco ~, Barker, PhoDo 
S~ Di~ecto~ for Education, Operations, and initiatives 

South Bui~dinS, Campus ~3ox 91.25 

C~sapel Hiil, NC 27599-9£25 

barker@unc.edu (emai~) 
9£9-982-6962 (phone} 

9:L9-982-5063 (fax) 

D~VERS[’[Y MAT’~"ERS~ww~v unc edu/diversity 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 4:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [New post] A Deeper Look Into The Potential Damages In The O’Bannon Case 

Dr. Stroman, 

It was great to see yon as well. Since our last meeting, I have looked at ,some programs that I would like to talk to you about and also wanted your thoughts on the 

Kenan-Flagler business certificate. 

Looking forwa~t to hearing from you, 

O11 , at 1:27 PM, Stromml, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi. Great seeing you last night! (Sorry I missed you ...) 

Dr, Stro~li~t~ 

De Goed. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiW," 

Fmm~ ~(~?.{~;[~.L~:.~?.{g?. [mailto:donotreply@wordpress.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 10:45 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ [New post] A Deeper Look Into ~e Potential Damages In ~e O’Bannon Case 

~A O~e er Look ~nto The Potent~a~ Dame es ~-~ T~-~e O’Banr~o~ Case 

The O’Bannon case has recently been ~n the news agahs. TMs time the focus has been on the release of the plaintiffs’ class 

ce,t~ficat~or~ e:<pert report In the repo~t, Stanford ecor~om~cs professor Roger Nell attempts to show that the plaintiffs w~ll be 

aMe to prove theh" case against the NO.~ ush~g evidence that is common to the putative class membe,s d.e, current and 

former Division I basketball #ay’ers and FBS football players). If plaintiffs cannot make tMs showing, the~, case wi~] not be 

certified as a class action end the case wHI Hke~y fade away. So the report is one of the most ~mpo~tant documen[s that will be 

filed in the case. 

2009-10 school year wou~d share $61.5 million of live broadcast revenue, SEC basketball players $42.5 million, Pac-lO 

footbNI players $26.3 million, and Pac-lO basketba~ Nayers $30.4 m~l~on. The media repoils don’t explain how No~l reached 

o~e warning though ~f you don’t like math you might waist to skip the ne>:t few paragraphs. 

The first step ~n No~l’s form,Ja ~s determining the amount of ~ive television revenue a conference’s football and basketbal~ 

teams generated ~n a gk, en year. According to Nol~’s figures, ~n 2009-10 the SEO’s football teams generated S123,096,376 ~n 

I~ve teJev~sk>n revenue arid its basketbal~ teams generated $85.043,590. The Pac-1 O’s footba~ teams (lenerated $52,506,327 

and ~ts besketba~ teams generated $60,480,04e. (On a side nolo, the huge gap it, [he amount of TV revenue ea,ned by the 

SEC and the Pac-.10 po~nts out jus[ how ~ar the Pec-10 was fa~ling behind the other BCS conferences ~n revenue generation. 

Luridly, the Pac-lO members hhed Larry Scott es their commissioner end hove now dosed [he gap). 

No~’s formula assumes that this revenue ~s shared equa~ly among conference members. That leaves us w~th the fo~]owing per- 

team revenue numbers: 

¯ 2009-10 SEC basketball teams earned between $6,991,974 and $7,205,685 in Hve broadcast revenue (the basketball 

calculations a~so include a smal~ amount of schoo~ specific I~ve television revenue). 



¯ Each 2009-10 pacol 0 football team earned $5,250,633 in live broadcast revenue. 

¯ 2009o10 PacolO basketball teams earned between $5,519,602 and $7,142,893 ~n ~ve broadcast revenue. 

No,,’s fo,mu,a a,eo assum~e that year,y We broadcast revenu~ ,s sp,it even,y between a schoo,’s ~th,etic department and the 

members of the men’e basketbal~ and footbal~ teame. So. each of the per-team numbere above is divided in half to calculate 

the p~ayers’ share of the ~ive broadcast revenue. Here are those numbers: 

¯ 2009-.I0 Pac-.10 basketball p~ayefs’ share per school: bet~,een $2.744,750 and $3.551,969 

p~avers on a team’s fos~er. Because the roster s~ze ~s different at each school the amoun~ of per-.athlete damages vades bv 

school Here ~re the per-athlete damage numbers: 

¯ Per-atMete damages for ~ Pac-I 0 basketball player on a 2009-I0 roster va[y from $171,547 to $253,171. 

Fhst, a~though footba~ generates more total b[oadcast revenue, basketbal~ p~ayers w~l~ be entitled to more money ~nder Noel’s 

damages calculation than football players. Thole is one reason for tMs: because of the ~arge d~fference ~n roster s~zes thole 

are fewer players on a basketball team to spl~t the revenue w~th. 

The per-atMete basketball and football numbers are so skewed by roster e~zes that a basketball p~aye, at a mid-major Hke 

Buckne~] would be entitled to more ~ve broadcast revenue than a football player at USC. Using Nol~’s formula, a basketbal~ 

p~ayer on Buckne~]’s 2009-10 team wou~d be entitled to $34,903 (TMs revenue comes so~e~y from the broadcaet dghts to the 

NC/%~ men’s basketba~ tournament). A membe, o~ the 2009-.10 USC footbal~ team ~s only entk~ed [o $28,229, 

Second, ~n many instances, a BCS ~ootbal~ p~aver’s Hve broadcast damages wou~d not even be equa~ to the value of Ms 

atNe~c scho~a~sMp. For example, the per-atMete number for Stanford’s 2009-.I0 footba~ team is $36,463. The value era ful~ 

atNet~c scholarsMp at Stanford in 2009-10 was over $50,00& 

Lastly, wh~le the O’Bannon case ~s st~l~ a brig way from resolution, ~f it results ha a system Hke Nol~’s being ~mplemented ~f w~l~ be 

a shock to the collegiate atNet~cs model DMs~on ~ members w~]l ~ose a large chunk of the~ athletics budgets. As a result, 

colleges a~e paying close attention to the case~ For example, the B~g 12 has ~e~ed a task force to study what the 

The NCAA w~l also lose the vaet majodty of its revenue if the ~)~a~nt~ffs prevail Neady 889 of the NCAA’s revenue comee from 

the sa~e of the broadcast dghts for the NCAA men’s basketba~ tournament. But, ~n a post O’Bannon wodd, a~ of that money 



Llnsubscribe or change your emaif settings at 

Trou#le c~ck~ng? Copy a~d paste this URL into you~ b~owser: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 5:51 PM 

Maria DeGuzma~ <          @earthlink.net>; Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy~tertel@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu> 

RE: POC Letter to the Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions 

Hi, The Caucus team is very supportive of the letter and do want Carolina Nack Caucus name on the signature line with mine. 

One suggestion I received: "The only thing I would add are the actual percentages a~ongside the numbers for Native Americans. Just to stay consistent w~th the 

o~:her ~gures provMed." 

Thanks. 

debby 

Bo Good. 

Dcborat~ L. StromalL PiLD~ CLU 
Erwu~]e, Explore, 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent-" Wednesday, October 31, 2012 11:20 PP1 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; Naria DeGuzman; Hertel, Amy Locklear 

Subject; Re: POC Letter to the Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions 

It’s late... I meant Catherine. ;) 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d_._s_~__rg_ .@._ .u__n_c__.__e_~_u_.> 

Date: Wednesday, October 3:1, 20:12:1:1::18 PM 

To: "Maria net>"             @earthlink.net>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Hertel, Amy Locklear" <Amy. Hertel@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: POC Letter to the Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions 

Thanks Maria. I sent the attached draft to my steering committee to approve. Let me know your thoughts. 

Is Amy the one we met at the Five Year Forum? That person (Amy?) who is on the committee told me she would make sure that the letter was read and addressed... 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Un[il reali[y is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: "Maria net>" < @earthlink.net> 

Bate: Wednesday, October 3:1, 20:12:10:24 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Hertel, Amy LocMear" <Am,! Hertel@unc.edu> 

Subject: POC Letter to the Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions 

I think we should send this letter via Catherine Rigsby who is the 

sole faculty member actually on the ACSD. I have attached the letter. 

Please amend it as you see fit--include your titles as you wish them 

to appear or make other changes. Once I hear from both of you, I will 

make the changes send the semi-final version back to you, wait for 

your approval, and send the letter to Catherine Rigsby. I think we 

should get this done by this Friday, if we can. 

See attached draft. 

Best, Maria 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 6:57 PM 

Beale, Michael <mbeale@email.unc.edu>; Berry, Marcus D <berrym&~email.unc.edu>; 

St~ltbrd-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu~; ~ya~hoo.com 

Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Thanks for your agreement to join our panel. We have a super lineup of panelists! We are still waiting on confirmation from Eric Montross and Phil Ford. 
¯ Michael Beale - U NC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 
¯ Marcus Berry - UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 
¯ -former UNC athlete 
¯ -former UNC Women’s athlete 

¯ Trisha Stafford-Odum - U NC Assistant Coach (Women’s Basketball) 

Sample Questions: 

:1. What did you want to do when you were a child? 

2. What was the best thing about being a college athlete? 

3. What is one of the best things a coach ever advised you to do or not to do? 

4. Knowing what you know now, what would you have done differently in college? 

5. What is the big project (personal or professional) that you want to accomplish ONE day? 

6. How did you end up in your current position? Do you want to retire doing this work? 

7. if you started your career over, what would you do differently? (job search, job declinations!acceptances, networking, investments, etc.) 

8. Should students go to graduate school right away or get a job? 

9. Tell us three career tips for students interested in the sport industry. 

The room location is being finalized. It will either be Woollen or Fetzer. A Club leader will be in touch with you. 

The Club website is www.csbcunc.com 

debby 

Deborah L Stron~an, Ph,D, CLU 
E~plore, En~Ja~e, Empower. 

............................................. 

Chape~ Hill~ NC 27599 

"The best ability is availability. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [New post] A Deeper Look Into The Potential Damages In The O’Bannon Case 

image001 .j pg 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:22 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

t 1:hough1: f had your rrK!bile. What is your number? © 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, S[-roman, Ph,D. CI,U 

919,843.0336 

"NotNng ~n the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and co~sdent~eus 

Sent= Thursday, 4:50 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: [New post] A Deeper Look Into ~e Po~ntial Damages In ~e O’Bannon Case 

Dr. Stroman, 

It was groat to see you as well. Since our last meeting, I have looked at some programs that I would like to ~lk to you about and also wm~ted your 

thougNs on the Kenan-Flagler business ceNficate. 

Loo~ng fo~¥a~d to hearing fm~n yo& 

Oil , at 1:27 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi. Great se~-_~ing you last night! (Sorry I missed you ...) 

I wifl call you Lo discuss this case. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, StrommL Ph.D~ CLU 

919,843.0336 

"NetNng ~n the w~rld ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent~us 

Fmm: WordPress.com [ma~to:donotreNy@wordpress.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:45 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje¢t: [New post] A Deeper Look Into ~e Potential Damages In ~e O’Bannon Case 

by Mit 

The O’Bannen case has recen[fy been in the news again. This time [he focus has been on the release el the plaintiffs’ class cer[ification expert report. 

tn the reperL Stanford economics professor Roger Nell at[empts [e show that the plain[ifls wilt be able to prove their case agak~st [he NCAA using 

evidence thai is common to the putative class members O.e., cutren[ and Iermer Division I basketball players and FB8 football players). If pfak~tiffs 

cannot make this showing, their case will not be certified as a class action and the case will likely fade away. So the report is one of the most important 

documents that will be filed in the case. 

Most of the media’s coverage of the report has focused on NolFs live broadcast revenue damages calculations. Specifically, it has been repolted by a 

number of media outlets that under NolYs formula SEC football players on team rosters during the 2009q0 school year would share $61.5 million of 

live broadcast revenue, SEC basketball players $42.5 million, PacolO footbal~ players $263 milk,on, and Rac-lO basketball players $30.4 m~]lion The 

med~a reports don’t explain how No~l reached these numbers. But, because you have the good sense to read ~:~£[~)_~4}~:~)_[~:~)_[~&~)_~5_J~bS:~, you w~ 

now ~earn ~ must g~ve one warnh~g though. ~f you don’t ~ike math you might want to skip the next few paragraphs. 

[he first step in Noft’s Iermula is determining the amount el live television revenue a confetence’s Iootbaft and basketball teams generated in a given 

year. According to Nell’s figures, in 2009-10 [he SEC’s football teams generated $I 23,096,376 in live television revenue and its basketball teams 

generated $85,043,590. The Rac-lO’s football teams generated $52,506,327 and its basketball teams generated $60,480,049. (On a side note, [he 

huge gap in the amount of TV revenue earned by the SEC and the Pac-lO points out just how far the PacqO was falling behind the other BCS 



conferences in revenue generation. Luckily, the Pat-.10 members hired Larry ScotC as their commissioner and have now closed the gap). 

Nell’s formula assumes that this revenue is shared equally among conference members. "fhat leaves us with the following per-team revenue numbers: 

Each 2009-.10 SEC football team earned $10,296,733 in live broadcast revenue. 

,2009-10 SEC basketball teams earned between $6,991,974 and $7,205,685 in five broadcast revenue (the basketball calculations also include a 

small amount of school specific live television revenue). 

Each 2009-10 Pac-I 0 football team earned $5,250,633 in live broadcast revenue. 

2009-10 Pac-10 basketball teams earned between $5,519,602 and $7,142,893 in live broadcast revenue. 

Nell’s formula also assumes that yearly live broadcast revenue is split evenly between a school’s athletic department and the members of the men’s 

basketball and football teams. So, each of the per-team numbers above is divided in half to calculate the players’ share of the live broadcast revenue. 

He~e a~e those numbers: 

2009ol 0 SEC football players’ share per school: $5,129,016 

2009ol 0 Pace10 feotball players’ share per school: $2,625,31 

2009o10 SEC basketball players’ sha~e pe~ school: between $3,490,836 and $3,597,328 

2009o10 Pace10 basketball players’ share per school: between $2,744,750 and $3,551,989 

Lastly, to calculate the per-athlete damages, Nell divides the players’ share of the live broadcast ~evenue by the numbe~ of players on a team’s roster 

Because the roster size is different at each school, the amount of peroathlete damages varies by school. Here are the per-athlete damage numbers: 

o Pe~-athlete damages fo~ an SEC football player on a 2009-10 roster vary from $46,627 to $66,610 

~ Per-athleCe damages for a Pac.-10 fooCbalf player on a 2009-.10 roster vary flom $26,253 Co $44,497. 

~ Per-athleCe damages for an SEC basketball player on a 2009.-I0 rester vary Irom $177,860 to $295,475. 

~ Per-athleCe damages for a Pac.-10 basketball player on a 2009-10 roster vary from $I 71,547 to $253,171. 

couple of interesting observaCions can be made by examining Che per-.aChlete numbers and Noft’s model in general. 

r-:irst, although Iootbaft generates more total broadcasC revenue, basketball players witl be entitled Co more money under Noft’s damages calculation 

than footbatl players. There is one reason for this: because el Che large difference in rosCer sizes Chore are fewer players on a basketball team to split 

the revenue with. 

The per~atMete basketball and football numbers are so skewed by roster sizes that a basketball player at a mid-major like Bucknell would be entitled 

to more live broadcast revenue than a football player at USC. Using [qell’s formula, a basketball player on Bucknell’s 2009-10 team would be entitled to 

$34,903. (This revenue comes solely from the broadcast rights to the NCAA men’s basketball tournament.}. A member of the 2009-10 USC football 

team is only entitled to $28,229. 

Second, in many instances, a BCS football player’s live broadcast damages would not even be equal to the value of his athletic scholarship. For 

example, the peroathlete number fo~ Stanford’s 2009-10 football team is $36,463 The value of a flail athletic scholarship at Stanford in 2009o10 was 

over $50,000. 

Lastly, while the O’Bannen case is still a long way Irom resolution, if it results in a system like Nell’s being implemented if wilt be a shock to the 

collegiate athletics model. Division I members wilt lose a large chunk of their aChletics budgeCs. As a result, colleges are paying close aCtentien to the 

case. For example, the Big 12 has reoer~tlv convened a task force to study what the college sports landscape will look like if the O’Bannon plaintiffs 

are successful. 

The NCAA will also lose the vast majority of its revenue if the plaintiffs prevail. Nearly 88% of the NCAA’s revenue comes from the sale of the 

broadcast rights for the HCAA men’s basketball tournament. But, in a post O’Bannon world, all of that money will be distributed to Division I men’s 

basketball players and the schools, not the NCAA. Despite this, the NCAA will net be as affected as the schools. The NCAA already distributes 96% of 

its annuaJ ~evenue to NCAA member schools. The loss of NCAA revenue will most hu~l the schools that are reliant on the NC.AA distributions. 

In the end, the O’Bannon case has the potential to be as impo~lant as the U.S. Supreme Cou~t’s NCAA v. University of Oklahoma Board of Regents 

decision. That decision granted schools the abi~ky to se~l the broadcast dghts to their athletic events. Rr~o~ to the decision, the NC.~ controlled and 

so~d the television r~ghts. ~Nlth schools a~lowed to se~ the~ television rights~ money began to flow directly into the school’s atMet~cs coffe~s. ~f the 

O’Bannon plaintiffs are successful, some of that money wi~] beg~n to flow directly into the hands of the s~uden~-.ath~etes. 



Uns~bscribe or change yo~ email settings at M~n~a S~bscriptio~s, 

~oubte ctiet<i~g? Copy and paste this LIRL into yo~r browser: 

~t~p L,b~sir~essofco I le<~os~)e ~ts,c(~r~i2012/10/31 ia. doe p o~. IoaR..ir~te .tha. pota~i~ I..d~ m~es..ir~..[~e..o b~ n nora c~sei 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherryl Kleinnran @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 10:00 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] Fwd Faculty Forum on the UNC System Strategic Plan 11/12 (PLEASE NOTE) 

20121031Facul .tyFomm.pdf 

PLEASE ATTEND. And it is exactly when I teach my grad. seminar! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [wmst] Faculty Forum on the UNC System Strategic Plan 11/12 

Date:Thu, 1 Nov 2012 17:02:55 +0000 

From:Turner, Katie <~katie turner@tmc.edtv- 

Reply-To:The wmst mailing list <wmst,~;list~rv.m~c.edn> 

To:The wms~t mailing liszt ~2~!~_t2~)_l_i__s_t_~_e___r2:N)__c_:__e__d__ktE~ 

Greetings: 
Please see the attached fffformation regardirg; the *Faculty Forum on the UNC System Strategic Plan on November 12, 2012 from 8-Spin in the 
Anne Queen Faculty Commons (Campus Y Building)*. We would be delighted to have an excellent fact~ty ttm~out despite the sho~t, notice. Please 
send circulate to other factflty who in,hi be interested. A fomml arlt~otu]cerner~t will be sent over the general faculty listserv in the next few days. 
With g~eat appreciation, 
Katie Turner 
Office of Faculty Governance 
204 Cart Building 
CB 9170 
Phone (919) 962-2146 
Fax (919) 962-5479 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

progfac as: <a hreP"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu-o’a>. To nnsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hreD"mailto:leave- 32379129- 56223020.18abcM3200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32379129- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherryl Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 10:04 PM 

The progtZac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] Fwd: NC-AAUP Fall Workshops at UNC, Chapel Hill 

NC AAUP December 1 st.pdf 

FYI. 

Attached is inlbrmation about Pall workshops co-sponsored by the UNC FaculU Assembly and "the NC Chapter of the AAUP. Please share with colleagues--we have 
two great presenters lined up with t~vo great workshops. Even better, this yem- we’re holding our workshops on your campus. I hope to see you them. 

David 

David F. Ayers 
Associate Professor of Higher Education 
School of Education 
The University of North Carolina at Greensboro 

dfayers@unc,q.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 
</ul > 
progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blauk <br> 
email to <a href "mafilto :leave- 32379135- 56223020.18abcM3200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv .unc .edu">leave- 32379135- 
56223020.18abclM3200370a7c 12481656fe leb9b@listserv.ttnc.edtt</a> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 10:11 PM 

Maria DeGuzman <          @earthlinknet>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; ttertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Re: Fina] version pending your approval 

Hi Maria. This final version did not rcflect my edik~ sent in my previous c~lail. Did you not review the followhng letter (now with yore" updated numbers)?: 

We, "People of Color United" stand in collaboration to endorse Ellie Kinnaird’s letter copied below. In addition, we kindly submit figures for Native American 

(American Indian) students in the UNC system as a whole: 1,735 undergraduates and 392 graduate students or 2,127 Native American students total. According to 

these figures, Native American students comprise 1.03% of the student body. Once again, we urge much greater diversity and equiF on the Advisory Committee and 

in relation to any deliberations about the future of the UNC sysntem. Thank you for your careful consideration of this importm~t request. 

My signature is Deborah L. Stroman, Faculty Member and Chairperson of the Carolina Black Caucus 

Please advise. I left you voice messages. Let’s chat. 

As per my previous email, my CBC team did NOT approve the original version. Thanks! 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss~unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: "Maria net>" <           @earthlink.net> 

Date: Thursday, November 1, 2012 7:43 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Hertel, Amy LocMear" <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Subject: Final version pending your approval 

Dear Debby and Amy, 

I have amended the letter to include our respective titles and the percentage of the total students represented by the total number of Native American students. If you look at 

Ellie’s letter, she tells us that there are 124,948 female and 95,357 male students in the UNC system. Combining these two numbers (and assuming that all students have been 

counted under one or the other of those designations -- that’s already an assumption), there are 220,305 students total in the UNC system. The total number of American Indian 

students is 2,127 and that is approximately 1.03% of the total number of students. 

Once I receive approval from both of you, I will send this letter as a pdf as well as copied into an email to Catherine Rigsby and tell her to please forward it to the appropriate ACSD 

channels~ 

See attached letter. 

Best, Maria 

On Nov 1, 2012, at 5:50 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi. The Caucus tearn is very supportive of the teLter and do want Carolina Black Caucus name on Lhe signature I~ne with m~ne. 
One sufigest~on ~ received: ’The only th~ng I wou~d add are the actua~ percentages a~ongside the numbers for Native Americans. Just to stay 
consistent w~th the other figures provided." 
Thanks. 
d e b b y 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, S[-rcman, I h,D. CI,U 
Eng~qe, Expiore. Empower, 
9~ 9,843.0336 
<image001.jpg> 

"NotNng ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ~gnorame and ¢o~sdent~ous stupidity." 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Wednesday, October 31, 2012 11:20 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Naria DeGuzman; HeRel, Amy Locklear 
Subject= Re: POC Le~er ~ the Adviso~ Commigee on Strategic Directions 
It’s late... I meant Catherine. ;) 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 11:18 PM 

To: "Maria net>" < ............................ .~_r£~J_[~_:~_~_~>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Hertel, Amy kocklear" 
Subject: Re: POC Letter to the Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions 
Thanks Maria. I sent the attached draft to my steering committee to approve. Let me know your thoughts. 



Is Amy the one we met at the Five Year Forum? That person (Amy?) who is on the committee told me she would make sure that the letter was read and addressed... 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt~0:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reaJity is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: "Maria net>"< .@.._e__a_ _r_t_ .h_!~__n_~._.n__e__t_> 

Date: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 10:24 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Hertel, Amy Locklear" <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Subject: POC Letter to the Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions 

I think we should send this letter via Catherine Rigsby who is the 

sole faculty member actually on the ACSD. I have attached the letter. 

Please amend it as you see fit -- include your titles as you wish them 

to appear or make other changes. Once I hear from both of you, I will 

make the changes send the semi-final version back to you, wait for 

your approval, and send the letter to Catherine Rigsby. I think we 

should get this done bythis Friday, if we can. 

See attached draft. 

Best, Maria 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 11:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Follow up 

Debby, Earnestine proposes Dec. J.0 or ~.:t for her meeting with caucus representatives. David 

From: Ernestine Taylor [       _~triad.rr.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 0:t, 20:t2 J.i:00 PM 
To: Kiel, David 
Subject: RE: Follow up 

Good Morning 

Nk:e to chat with you today. 

[ am l:raveiing l:he we~-A o~ Dec~:,mb~:,~ 3. The best dates h:~r rne are De(:embe~ 10 ND 11 (open al~ day), For pianrdng purposes, pleurae confirm as soot~ as possible, 

I w~H review [he ~:fyer and re[urn [o you nex[ week. 

Ernestine 

~m~ Kiel, David [mailto;kiel@email.unc.edu] 

Se~t~ Thursday, November 0~, 20~2 ~;0~ AM 

To~ Ernestine Taylor 

6~ Stroman, Deborah L 

S~je~t~ Follow up 

Dear Ernestine, 

Debby and I talked yesterday, and she would like to follow up on our plan to offer a negotiation skills workshop early this spring for the Black Faculty and Staff Caucus. 

Since the workshop Jane did for us was highly targeted-- toward early career women faculty in science (not post docs, not senior faculty, not staff) it will necessarily need to be 

repurposed and somewhat modified for this group, which includes staff and faculty, men and women. Such a workshop would also need to captures elements of the topic ythat are 

of particular interest and value to African Americans in the university setting. We agree with you that to achieve a good focus in the workshop and to customize for this audience, a 

face to face meeting between you and a representative group of participants would be of value. Debby has agreed to poll her executive committee or others she thinks could 

represent the entire group well about a time to meet with you. We could cater in a lunch here at the CFE, I am sure, and I would be glad to help Debby facilitate the meeting. 

In order to proceed, I think we need a bit more detail on the workshop than you sent originally. I am attaching a copy of the flyer that I put together for Jane. I could put together 

one for you as well so we could present the program in the best light initially for the committee. (This would only be a draft, of course ,and would represented as such to the 

committee you meet with.) One of the goals of the meeting would be to focus the workshop further on the basis of the committee’s feedback. )" 

So please give us some lunch times in December that would work for you and also please send me some more extensive copy on the proposed workshop and I will create a draft 

flyer for you to review and when you are comfortable with the flier, Debby can share with her folks in advance of our meeting. 

Thanks, David 

David Kiel, Dr. P. H. 
Leadership Coordinator 
Center for Facul~ Excellence 
318 ~lson Libra~ 
Campus Box 3470 
Chapel Hill, NC27599-3470 
(m 9) 962-9972 

P8. On the flyer, we would put your picture and bio; we would say co-sponsored by CFE and the Carolina Black Caucus 
We might title the workshop "Negotiations Br African American Facul~ and Staff in Predominately ~ite institions" 
For the text we might say something like: 

About the Workshop (DRA~T) 
This workshop is focused on the needs of African American Faculty and Staff in Predominantly White Institutions~ -topics covered in this workshop might include 
X (please supply some preliminary topic we can test with [he group) 
Y 
Z 
Successful negotiators experience be~er career outcomes and are be~er able to be role models for others. Groups with strong negotiation skills are be~er able to build and maintain endurin9 ps~nerships 
across campus 
Participants in this workshop will learn the fundamen~ls of responsible negotiations and conflict resolution They will learn how to understan~ an~ make use o~ points of view~ relevant da[a, and aspirations of 
all parties involved Attendees will consider the importance of developing alternatives in preparation b~ a negotiation~ work with prepared case studies that address relevant siNations, and p~actice nego[iation 
skills and methods. Pa~icipants will be asked to complete a s~ndardized form to assess negotiation and conflict style and to bdn9 problem situations for the group to discuss. 

About 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 8:50 AM 

Maria DeGuzma~ <          @earthlink.net>; Stroman~ Deb~rah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Final version agmn (pending your approval) 

F~m: Maria DeGuzman [mailto:          @ea~hlink.net] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 20~2 ~:43 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; He~el, Amy Locklear 
Subject: Final version again (pending your approval) 
Hi, Debby and ~ny, 

I must have missed an email. So, hcre is the final version again with 
Debby’s edits. Let me kno~v if everything is okay-. If so, I will send 
to Catherine Rigsby so she gets it by tomorrow evening (Friday Nov. 2). 

Best, Marla 

See attached letter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 8:59 AM 

Maria DeGuzma~ < @earthlink.net>; Stmman, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Let~ter to UNC AC on Strategic Decisions 11.2.12 

Letter to UNC AC on Strategic Decisions 11.2.12.doc 

I have a l~w suggested changes. 

Thank you! 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 9:23 AM 

Maria DeGnzma~ < ~emcthlink.net> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Letter to UNC AC on Strategic Decisions 11.2.12 

%res, my tk]e {[!![~ t:t~e use o~Nm:i~e ?,xnen.:;’an ve;~ms Axner~.:;~t~ Indian. 

Also, fl~e most ~:ece~t UNC :~ystem fi~a~:es [ h~,,~e ar~ ~r 2011. ~ou can review th~ d~ta ~t h~p:/’/’~ax~,,r.northcarolina.edu/’about/’f~cts.hm~ an~J search by demogr~ph;c 

,<ccocdin~ to t}qs :~ite, ~ }NC to~q et~ro]h~efu sys~:em wid~ ~r 2011 is 

F~m= Narb DeGuzman [mail~: @ea~hlink.net] 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 9:01 AN 
Te= He~el, Amy kocklear 

C¢= Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject= Re: ke~er to ONC AC on Strategic Decisions 11.2.12 

To your title, right? I’ll make them. More in a while. Best, Maria 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 2, 2012, at 8:58 AM, "Hertel, Amy Locklear" <Amy t-lertel@unc,edu> wrote: 

I have a t;cw suo~ested changvs. 

Thank you! 

Amy 

<Letter to UNC AC on Strategic Decisions 11.2.12.doc> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:55 AM 

@kena~- tlagler.unc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Contact 

Hi       This note is a formal request to meet with me asap. You are in jeopardy of failing this course by lack of course participation and group project feedback. 

One of your group project members met with me today to express their disappointment in your communication. 

I need to hear from you today. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, $iroraan~ Ph,D, CLU 
E~plore, Engage, Em~ower, 

w~,exss.unc,edu 

919,843,033~ 

"The best abiJity is avai/abiJity." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 10:47 AM 

Maria DeGuzma~ < @earthlink.net>; Stromart Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Here’s the letter again (Friday Nov. 2, 2012) 

Letter to UNC AC on Strategic Decisions 11.2.12.doc 

Best, 

AL} t 

F~m= Nar~a DeGuzman [mail~: @ea~hlink.net] 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 9:54 AN 
To: Hertel, Amy Locklear; Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject: Here’s the le~er again (Friday Nov. 2, 2012) 
Hello, ~y and Debby, 

Here is the letter again with Amy’s changes. I kept the demographics 
the same so we xvould align xvith Ellie’s letter. I think we should send 
it offtoday. I have to go to Duke U to give my talk. Will be back in 
the late afternoon and will send letter then. Please review one more 
time and give me the okay if all is relatively well. I hope someone 
reads it. Frankly-, it may just go into the ACSD’s vacuum, but it’s 
worth a try, I guess. 

All best, 

Maria 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dstro@nnc.edu 

Friday, 4:02 PM 

November Special Club Meeting - Thnrsday 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Come meet fonner college athletes now working in the sport industo~[ See the attachment and tell a friend! 

Michael Beale UNC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 

Marcus Berry UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 

former UNC          athlete 

tbm~er UNC Women’s athlete 
Plfil Ford former UNC Men’s Basketball athlete 

Trisha Stafford-Odmn UNC Assistant Coach (Women’s Basketball) 

Life After Sports .pdf 

This tbrwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages ficom the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply k~ this message 

click this link to access Messages for this site: Caxolina Sport Business Club. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:04 PM 

Beale, Michael <mbeale@email.unc.edu>; Berry, Marcus D <berrym&~email.unc.edu>; 

Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu>; @ya~hoo.com 

Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FLYER RE: CSBC - Life Atter Sports Meeting - 

Life After Sports .pdf 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Phil is ~;till finalizing his scfu:_~duh:_~ but he is optimistic. 

Trish and Marcus .-- please share with your #aVers. Thanks~ 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9198843~0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

"The best abigty is availability." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, 6:57 PM 
To= Beale, Michael; Berry, Marcus D; ; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L; @yahoo.corn 
Co= Deborah £troman Ph. D. CLU 
Subject= CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

Thanks for your agreement to join our panel. We have a super lineup of panelists! We are still waiting on confirmation from Eric Montross and Phil Ford. 
¯ Michael Beale - U NC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 
¯ Marcus Berry - UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 
° -former UNC athlete 
¯ -former UNC Women’s athlete 
¯ Trisha Stafford-Odum - U NC Assistant Coach (Women’s Basketball) 

Sample Questions: 

1. What did you want to do when you were a child? 

2. What was the best thing about being a college athlete? 

3. What is one of the best things a coach ever advised you to do or not to do? 

4. Knowing what you know now, what would you have done differently in college? 

5. What is the big project (personal or professional) that you want to accomplish ONE day? 

6. How did you end up in your current position? Do you want to retire doing this work? 

7. If you started your career over, what would you do differently? (job search, job declinations!acceptances, networking, investments, etc.) 

8. Should students go to graduate school right away or get a job? 

9. Tell us three career tips for students interested in the sport industry. 

The room location is being finalized. It will either be Woollen or Fetzer. A Club leader will be in touch with you. 

The Club website is www.csbcunc.com 

debby 

Deboral~ L, Stroman~ P~,Do CLU 
Ex-’~oreo Engage, Empower, 

www,exss, unc,ed u 
3:t5 WooRen - CB #8700 
Chapel Hil~, RC 27599 

959,843°0336 



Career 
 fter Sports: 

from  thietes 

Special Guests include: 

Michael Beale - UNC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 

Marcus Berry - UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 

- former UNC          athlete 

- former UNC Women’s athlete 

Phil Ford - former UNC Men’s Basketball athlete 

Trisha Stafford-Odum - UNC Assistant Coach (Women’s Basketball) 

Thursday, - 5:00 p.m. 
Fetzer 109 

Find out answers to these questions and more! 
¯ How didyou end up inyour currentposition? 
¯ lfyou startedyour career over, what wouldyou do differently? 
¯ Should students~to to ~traduate school right away or~tet a job? 

Contact: theclub@unc.edu 

Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 

Visit ourwebsite! www.csbcunc,com 
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From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 1:39 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Hello’. 

Hi Dr. Stro~nan, 

This , hope you remember me, How is everything going for you? Are your new crop of students as tim and engaging as our classy 

I arn curren[ly in                    has a pro leagued called the     short for                       I am tried ou[ for a team in this league called the 
and recently found out that they have decided not to sign me to a contract. However, I was lucky enough to find a job at an Amedcan School in a neighboring city where they 
offered me the opportunity to tutor english, teach PE, and be assistant basketball coach for their high school team. It wasn’t my ideal plan when I first embarked on this trip, 
but I guess life works in mysterious ways. 

I was just thinking about you, and wanted to see how you were doing, How is everything in your life? Any new and exciting endeavoi~;? Hope you are doing well doc. 

Best wishes, 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Saturday,                2:05 PM 

Ella, Jean <Jea~ Eli0@kena~l-flagler.unc.edu>; @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; drharoon 

<zishan haroon@med.unc.edu> 

Stromma, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu>; Friga, Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.e&~" 

RE: Checking in re: Survey Design updates 

KI Snrvey Draft vT.docx 

The most recent versio~ of Dr. Stroman’s survey is attmched to this emmiL 

I think Dr. Haroon is now on the survey team as weU so ~ arn copying him as well. 

Regards 

¯ UNC’.s KenamFlagier [~usiness School 

~#}urlc edu ~ www ker~arv.~la,c)ie~.unc edu 

From: Elia, Jean 
Sent: Friday, 11:52 PM 

To: 
¢c: S~roman, Deborah (Exercise & Spor~ Science); 
Subject: Re: Checking in re: Survey Design updates 

; Friga, Paul 

Deborah and let me know if I need to be doing something with the survey. Is it in the Dropbox? 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 10:21 PM, " @kenan-flagler.u nc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jean, Dr. Stroman, and 

Do you all have any updates on the survey design action item? 

"Continue to develop survey and how it might play role (~ean, Deborah, }" 

Thanks, 



From: @med.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 3:00 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Hello 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

It was very good seeing you earlier this week. I was glad to see that the EXSS department had excellent representation at the NC-HCAP Health Career’s Club meeting! 

I spend a lot of time on campus, mostly on the medical school side, but I would still love to hear about all the great events the department is holding. I remember in 
undergrad, I would go to some of the sports business club’s meeting when it hosted great speakers open to nonmembers. 

Also, I know that the sports administration major has an internship component. During my gap year between graduating and PT school, I did a semester long internship with 
the United States Olympic Committee. They have internships from sports medicine (my position) to marketing, communications, and more. I’m sure you are aware of this 
internship program already, but I just thought that I would mention that it was an amazing experience for me and I’d be happy to talk about my experience to you, if you would 
like more information regarding it. 

Have a Great Weekend, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kia Caldwell < ~’,,ahoo.com~ 

Sunday, 1:45 PM 

The progt:ac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[progthc] Fw: Please sign this letter about Colombian ex-president Uribe’s visit to Duke this Monday 

Letter iUribe Visit Duke.pdf 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 8:l0 PM 
To: Social Movements Working Group 
Subject: [smwg0:~] Attn. UNC and Duke facul~, students & alumni! Please sign this letter about Colombian ex-president Uribe’s visit to Duke this Monday 

Dear Duke and UNC colleagues, 

Please consider signing the attached letter regarding the upcoming visit ofAlvaro Uribe, the ex-president of Colombia, to Duke. Uribe will be giving a talk at Duke’s 

Fnqua School of Business this Monday,            entitled, "Leadership Lessons and Grow~th Oppo~nities for Latin America: Learning fi~om Colombia’s 

Economic and Social Transformation." For more information on the event, see htlp:L,’w~x~vi~qua.duke.edu/news event~’releases/uribe-talk/#.UJV-LGk-nWU 

In this letter to Fnqua’s Latin American Student Association, the organization hosting the event, Duke and UNC faculU and students express our deep concern ruth 

the intellectual dishonestly of presenting Uribe as a model leader. We include details about his administtation’s involvement in corruption scandal s and complicity with 

paramilitaD, groups. We urge the Fuqua School to consider inviting speakers who c~m expose Uribe’s full record and speaJa to the eltbrts that are being made by 

others to achieve growth based on the respect tbr democratic processes and human rights. 

If yon would like to add your name to tl~e letter (which is botl~ attached and pasted below), please e-tnail leigh.campoamo ~r~duke.edu and include your name, your 
position(professor, graduate student alumni, etc.), and your institutional al’filiation. We need all signatures by 2:00pm on MONDAY so that we can submit tl~e 

letter at the event. 

Please also help spread the woM by forwarding the message to your departments and other colleagues as you see fit. Be miMful that some listservs may not allow 

petitions. 

Thank you, in advance, for your support. 

Dear Fuqua School of Business latin America~n Student Association, 
As thculty, students, and alu~nni concerned with hu*nan rights in Colombia and Latin ~erica, we strongly question the decision by the Latin Atnerican Student 
Association (LASA) at the Fuqna School of Business to invite former Colombian president Alvaro Uribe to speak at the IV Business Symposium at Duke University on 
Monday, It is intellectually dishonest tbr the organizers of the event to present Uribe as a model leader. Instead of sustaining the democratic ideals he 
was elected to uphold, Uribe administered Colombia with a poisonous mixture of public accountability and behind-the-scenes savage~’. Uribe’s eight-year administration 
left a legacy of human rights violations, internal displacement, a~nd corruption that is reprehensible as a model for leaclership, economic gowiJa, or social tra~nsformation in 
Colombia and the region at large. Members of the U.S. Congress and international organizations such as Human Rights Watch have repeatedly expressed their concerns 
about the Uribe administration’s disregard for huma~n rights, democracy, and the rule of law. 
Uribe’s gove~ranent is tmown tbr the illegal prosecution of the political opposition, members of the Supreme Court, union leaders, and other critics of the administration. 
’Nhese actions endangered lives, promoted human rights violations, and involved extensive illegal phone tapping, email interception, and surveilla~nce. Uribe’s administration 
was involved in *nultiple instances of corruption and also co*nplicit with paramilitary groups, the armed gangs responsible for many of Colo*nbia’s politically-motivated 
massacres, selective assassinations and brutality against ordinary citizens. There are immmerable examples. In a tragedy known as the "false positives" scheme, more 
than 3,000 innocent young *nen accused of being guerrilla.s were *nurdered by soldie~ who were financially rewarded by the Uribe government. More than 70 of Uribe’s 
allies in Congress are currently under criminal investigation for links to paramilitary groups and corruption. Recently, Manricio Santoyo, Uribe’s former chief of security, 
was tried in a US court and plead guilty for having links to parmnilitaries. Furthermore, Uribe’s economic model for the ago-industr¢ entailed environmental devastation, 
the destruction of domestic production due to the importation of cheap, highly subsidized food and industrial goods from flae United States and other wealthy countries, and 
the forced displacement of thousands of peasants, Afro-Colombian and indigenous communities fi’om their la~nds and territories by paraJnilitary groups. 
By framing Alvaro Uribe’s visit to Duke University as a lesson in leadership and growth, the Fuqua School of Business is sending the wrong message to its students, to 
Duke’s larger academic community, and to the national and international audience. This message is that it is legitimate for economic growth and leacle~hip to entail 
corruption, displacement and intNfidation, at the expense of human rights and political ffeedo*ns such as the right to unionize and to free speech. We consider Uribe to be 
exactly the opposite of the kind of leadership that Colombia a~nd Latin America need. We urge you to consider inviting other distinguished speakers who can speak to 
Uribe’s full record, such as Gustavo Petro, the current *nayor of Bogotfi, Carlos Gaviria, a tbrn~er member of the Constitutional Court of Colo*nbia, or Josd Miguel 
Vivanco, the director of Human Rights Watch’s _~maericas division. We also urge you to support the work being done by human rights and civil society organizations in 
Colombia to continue to investigate the human rights abuses ~Jaat took place under Uribe’s presidency. 
Sincerely, 

<ul > 

<lb -- You are currently subscribed to 

%/ul> 

anthro as: <~a hief "mailto:I        ~live.unc.edu">         ~live.unc.edu</a>. To nnsubscribe send a blank ~r> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-32384934-48139875.c74b73d68b14517c0cd5ea53c4491037@listserv.nnc.edu">leave-32384934- 
48139875.c74b73d68b14517c0cd5ea53c4491037@listserv.unc.eduWg~ 



¯ -- You axe currently sub~ribed to 

smwg01 a~s: klcaldwe(a)email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32384939-5886908.830d649343f55tbe70e865ecbdd8dca2~b~listserv.unc.edu 

--~li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

progfac as: <~a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to ~:a hre~"mailto:leave-32386400-56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32386400- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<a;, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~; 

Sunday, 2:58 PM 

@kenan-llagler.unc.edu>; Elia, Jean <Jean Elia@kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; drharoon <zishan haJroon@med.amc.edu:~ 

Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu>; Friga, Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edt~- 

Re: Checking in re: Survey Design updates 

KI Snrvey Draft v8.docx 

Hi All. Approximately three weeks ago, it was agreed that we would "postpone" the survey work. The latest draft is attached. The most important discussion to drive the next 

steps should be around the following question: 

Are we attempting to collect data to receive more robust and diverse ideas for Kenan Institute strategic planning OR to educate and confirm the "greatness" and 

awareness of the newly defined Kenan Institute? 

The answer to this important question will help frame the type of questions and respondent pool. It is very difficult (and an example of poor survey design) to do 

both. 

suggest that we start here... 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

Date: Saturday,                 1:04 PM 

To: Jean Ella <.Jean Elia@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, @kenan-flagler.unc.edu"< ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, drharoon 

<zishan haroon@med.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Paul Friga <Paul Friga@kenan--flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Checking in re: Survey Design updates 

J ea n~ 

The most rece~lt version o[ Dr. !~tromat?’s survey ~s at[:ached to th~5 ema~[, 

~ think Dr. Haroon ~s now on d~e survey team as we~f so ~ am copying him as wefl. 

R e ga r d s 

~ M[~A , UNC’s Kel~:mFlagier [~dsiness School 

(M): ~unc.edu= wetw. kenya n-fiaqler u nc.edu 

F~m: Ella, Jean 
Sent: Friday, 11:52 PN 

Cc= Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & SpoR Science); ; Friga, Paul 
Subject: Re: Checkin9 in re: Su~ey Design upda~s 

Deborah and ~et me know if I need to be doing something with the survey. Is it in the Dropbox? 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 10:21 PM, ’ @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jean, Dr. Stroman, and 

Do you all have any updates on the survey design action item? 

"Continue to develop survey and how it might play role (Jean, Deborah, i" 

Thanks, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~; 

Sunday, November 4, 2012 4:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: UNC Sports Medicine - Student-Assis~x~t Position 

Hi Debby, 

I will share with my classes, but perhaps you can share this with the Carolina Spor~s Business Club students as well? 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Pro~essor 

Exercis~-_~ ~nd Sport Science 

University of North Carolir~a 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chape~ H~IJ, NC 27B:].9 

Phone: 9~9.96Z 53.73 

Ems~l: sport~sw@unc.edu 

From; Doug Halverson [mailto:sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, November 04, 20:12 4-:22 PM 

To-" Osborne, Barbara 
C¢: Kevin King 
Subject: UNC Sports Medicine - Student-Assistant Position 

Barbara, 

We are looking to hire a student-assistant in the sports med office at football and wanted to see if you would forward this to 

your undergrads in sports admin. Because the work of this position are not medically directed, the most successful students we 

have hired in the past have been someone with a sports admin focus who just wanted to find ways to be involved with athletics 

and see how other departments worked. [ have listed the positions description below. 

Sports Medicine Student-Assistant Position 

The Sports Medicine Office at UNC Football is looking to hire a student to fill student-assistant position for the Spring and Fall 

2053 (Jan 0S-Dec 31). This is a stipend based position that typically requires 20-35 hours/week. Hours vary based on the time of 

year. This position is focused on assisting the Sports Medicine office in a wide range of technical and labor intensive tasks 

needed in the day to day functioning of providing medical care to our student athletes. The position pays       per semester 

total. [f interested, please contact Doug Halverson at sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Let me know if you have any concerns. 

Thanks, 

Doug 
S. Doug Halverson MA, LAT, ATC, CSCS 

Staff Athletic Trainer 

Football and Women’s Lacrosse 

University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

PO Box 2:]_26 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9~9 962 2602 (O) 
(c) 

9~9 843 9~21 (F) 
Gonfidentialib/Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: @live.tmc.edu-- 

Sent: Sunday, 6:19 PM 

To: @gmail.com~ 

Subjet’t: Re: Project 

Thank you for your email! I appreciate your honesty- and I’m soro’ that you will no longer be able to work on the project. 

Academics do take number one priority, and it is good that you are able to self-evaluate and realize that you need to be giving your studies more time. 

Let me know if you need anything in the future in regards to academics, extracul~ciculars, etc. 

I wish you all the best and hope to see you at some Club meetings in the future! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 5:58 PM. " @gmail.com> wrote: 

> Hi 

> Thank you again for your leadership and organization ~vith PROJECT . I’ve been really stressed lately - it’s tough balancing school and extracurriculars in a college setting. Being a 
freshman, I’m still figuring it all out. 

> I love Pruject         mission but l am guing to have to stop participating. I have tu be realistic - I really want to contribute but time is nut un my side right nuw. Instead of cuntinual[y 
trying tu tell myself I will get started and telling yuu I’m guing tu get guing ..I need to take a step back. 

> I still think this idea is awesume and ! wish y’all the best of tuck! 
> 

> I hope y~)u can understand, 

> UNC (;lass of 
> Cell phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper. Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 4, 2012 7:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <spo~daw@unc.edu-~; Southall, Deborah Joy <~djsoth|l@emai|.unc.edu>; 

Southall, Pdchaxd Michael <southall@email.unc.edw~; Weighl, Erimme A. <eweight@email.unc.edu-~ 

SA Meeting 

Hello Everyone, 

With Erianne now officially being on            , it is now my job to coordinate our grad initiatives for the rest of the semester. I am going to do my best to not goof up the 
momentum she has built :-) With this being the case, I wanted to follow up with each of you about the meeting time we have scheduled this Wednesday at 2:00pro. After 
talking to Debby, she mentioned wanting to get over to Duke for the event being held by their business school. Would any of you be available prior to 2:00pro that day? If not, 
we will plan on meeting at 2:00pro and trying to keep it short so she can make it over there. 

Also, there are two items that will be on the agenda for the meeting: (1) online program update and (2) website progress update. If you have anything else you would like on 
the agenda, please let me know and I will be sure that it gets added. Hope you all had a great weekend! 

coyte 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 4:04 PM 
To: Cooper, Coyte; Osborne, Barbara; Southall, Deborah Joy; Southall, Richard Michael; Stroman, Deborah L; Turner, Robert W.; Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: CSBC meeting - Thursday 

Deborah L, S[roman, PhoOo CLU 
Explore, Engage, ErnpoWero 

wn~w.exss.une.ed u 

315 Woollen - C~ #8700 

"The best abilitg is availabilitF." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper. Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 4, 2012 9:26 PM 

Southa]l, Richard Michael <southall@emml.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; 

Southa]l, Richard Michael <southaJ~l@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edt~- 

Re: SA Meeting 

Hi Richard, 

Thanks for the update. I am able to noon on Wednesday as well. I will wait to see what Barbara and Debby say about the time. Thanks for your response! 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On Nov 4, 2012, at 9:22 PM, "Southa31, Richard Michael" <~__o__~!t_!)_~_[@_e_~!~_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e_~t____~ wrote: 

Deb & I are leaving for NASSS this Wednesday @ 2:00pm. We can meet earlier, but have leave for the airport by 2:00pro, for a 4:00pm flight. Deb is 

done teaching @ noon, & I can be on campus to meet then too. 

Sony for the conflict. 

Richard 
Sent ti~om my iPhone 

Richard M. Southall 

On Nov 4, 2012, at 19:16, "Cooper, Coyte" <cgcoope(d;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Everyone, 

With Erianne now officially being on            , it is now my job to coordinate our grad initiatives for the rest of the semester. I am going to 
do my best to not goof up the momentum she has built :-) With this being the case, I wanted to follow up with each of you about the meeting time 
we have scheduled this Wednesday at 2:00pm. After talking to Debby, she mentioned wanting to get over to Duke for the event being held by their 
business school. Would any of you be available prior to 2:00pm that day? If not, we will plan on meeting at 2:00pm and trying to keep it short so 

she can make it over there. 

Also, there are two items that will be on the agenda for the meeting: (1) online program update and (2) website progress update. If you have 
anything else you would like on the agenda, please let me know and I will be sure that it gets added. Hope you all had a great weekend! 

coyte 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 4:04 PM 
To: Cooper, Coyte; Osborne, Barbara; Southall, Deborah Joy; Southall, Richard Michael; Stroman, Deborah L; Turner, Robert W.; Weight, Erianne 

A. 
Subject: CSBC meeting - Thursday 

l~xpiore, Eno~geo Empower. 

............................................. 

3~.S Woollen - C~ #8700 

9~9,843,0336 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"The best ability is availability. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:02 AM 

@kena~- tlagler.unc.edu 

@kenan-flaglerxmc.edu 

Your Actions 

Hi      . I have attempted to reach you by phone and email over the past week. You have not responded. You did not show up for our appointment and you never 

called back to explain. You don’t even attend class. Your classmates question your ability and commitment. I had to ask the Dean of Students Office to "find you" to 

let me know that you are alive and well. I am very concerned about you and what seems to have you acting in a very abnormal way. Your behavior is very disturbing 

and unprofessional. You are truly not demonstrating the characteristics of a Club leader or a future successful businessman. 

If I don’t hear from you today by 5:00 p.m. by phone, I will take action to make changes with the Club leadership position. I have been proud to work closely with 

all my Club over the years to ensure success and I am not going to make any changes with your style. In addition, your academic work is less than 

average. 

What is causing your distress or lack of professionalism? Again, I am trying to help you but your lack of communication is very troubling. 

Dr. Stroman 

E~lore, Engage, E~ow~r, 

919,843,033~ 

"The best ability is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Petree, Liz <liz~petree@unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 5, 2012 11:25 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

November 19 Reception 

Hi, Deborah- 
I am checking in on the reception at the Chancellor’s house on Monday, November 19, at 6:00pm. Do you have a list for that yet? I’d like to get nametags made. 

Just to be sure that everyone knows how to get to Quail Hill, I am including directions for you to share with attendees below. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 

Liz 

Directiolls to Quail Hi~l: 

*Please follow these directions carefully, as GPS devices and mapph~g websites are often ~ncorrect when ~ocating Gua~ M~IL 

Quai~ H~I~ ~s located off of csmpus on Raleigh Road, next to the UNC Genera~ AdnlJnistratJon Building, 

From ~-.40: 

P40 West to exit 273A / East to e:dt 273. 

Right off ramp on[:o Hwy 54 for 3 rn~les. 

Psss under Hwy 15-.50I bridge, 

~ake second ~el:~ ~nto a private driveway. 

Follow parking s~gns. 

From Campus: 

Take South Roa~ headhlg away from campus 

After you cross Country C~ub Road, South Road turns into H~ghway 54/Ra~e~gh Road 

Get h~to the right ~ane, then aNer appx. ’& mile 

"l’~rn right into the driveway direcl:JV be[o~e the UNC GeneraJ Administration building. 

There ~s a s~gn that says "Private DH~e" and large bou~ders on each sh:h~ of the drhee. 

Foik)w the parking s~gns to the parking Jot on the Jeff hand side of the house. 

Liz Petree 

Office of University Events 

UNC- Chapel Hill 

919.962.1996 Office 

Cell 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan-flagleramc=edu> 

Monday, 12:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

An~- Racism Training in 

Anli- Racism registration .doc 

Hi Dr. Stroman! 
Great talking with you this morning. 
I want to invite you to an Undoing Racism ! Community Organizing workshop this year. There is a lot of info in here - it will give you some background 
on this workshop and how it is different from your typical ’diversity’ workshop - and it’s very different! 
We’ve got a handful of folks from the MBA program who are si.qned up and ready to go. I would be thrilled to have you come as well. 
The next workshop is scheduled in Chapel Hill in             (Thursday and Friday all day). Below is a description of the workshop and some links for 
more information. The registration form is attached. There are only 15 of 40 spots left (after the first 2 weeks of registration!) so if the dates could work for 
you, and you think this could be worth your time, let’s get you registered. (I’d encourage you to reach out to Shandra Jones and Wanda Hunter - I know 
they’ll share positive reviews) 
Decription: 
The People’s Institute is a national, multiracial, anti-racist network dedicated to ending racism and other forms of institutional oppression. Over the last 31 
years, we have provided training, consultation, and leadership development to more than 500,000 people in organizations nationally and internationally. 
Graduates of the Undoing Racism Workshop say that racism often stands in the way of effective organizing and that the workshop helped them deal with 
both cultural competence and racial dynamics in their work and in community. 
The People’s Institute mo ves beyond a focus on the symptoms of racism to an understanding of what it is, where it comes from, how it functions, why it 
persists and how it can be undone. The workshop’s systemic approach stresses learning from history, developing leadership, maintaining accountability to 
communities, creating networks, undoing intematized oppression, and understanding the role of organizational gate-keeping in perpetuating racism. 
My Personal Plu,q (Dr st~oma~ ~ th00gh~y0u might ~eto ~e ho~ mpt~hing~h St0 my MBA~a~ma~eS) 
Caveat: I don’t want to force my view on anyone so please understand that the next paragraph is my view only - if there is any truth about how to cause 
social change, I haven’t figured it out yet]... 
For sustainability immersion folks, I think that this workshop is 110% relevant, especially as we will be doing significant chunks of our work in Eastern North 
Carolina and on the continent of Africa. For KILFs, it’s 110% relevant because we are aiming to spur entrepreneurship economic development in NC, a 
state which is still largely segregated (eg. Durham vs. Chapel Hill, ENC, vs. the rest of state). I have come to feel that having a common understanding the 
history of institutionalized racism and how it has fundamentally shaped power and wealth distribution in the U.S= is necessary to be effective if we want to do 
economic development and entrepreneurship that is truly transformative. 
Useful Links 

1. The co-founder and Director, Ron Chisom, won an Ashoka Fellowship for his work (~h~t~t~R:~/~/~w~:~a~s~k-a~[g~f~e~!~-w~r~n-~c~h~!~s~@ 
2. The People’s Institute Website (._h__t_t_p_:_,,_’_/_w__~:_p__Ls_a___b__:__o__r_fl,_") 
3. The Aspen Institute did an analysis of Racial Equity Triainings around the country and recommends the PISAB as one of the top training 

organizations (http://wwv~aspeninstitute‘~rg/sites/defau~t/~es/c~ntent/d~cs/rcc/training‘pdf) 
4. REI is the sister organization to the PISAB. REI is located in NC and we’d likely get trained through them. The workshop is 90% the same so you 

can really think of them as the same thing (http://rei.racialequityinstitute.or.qi) 
5. Camara Phyllis Jones, MD MPH PhD (Research Director on Social Determinants of Health and Equity, Division of Adult and Community Health for 

the CD) recommends the PISAB as part of an intervention to address institutionalized racism in any institution in the U=S. 
(htt p://v#vw=jsto r.o rg/sta ble/4149999) 

6. The network of PISAB organizers in NYC has put together a site with lots of additional resources and testamonials if you want more! 
( b.t..t.p.~L~.‘..w..~.a.~.n..t.jr..a-.c.Ls..t-a.~]j~.a.~.n.~.c.~.e.~&~.~..m..~./) 

References from MBAs we know and love: 
(There are others, but I was able to talk to all of these folks and get permission to include them as references. Please call them and get their take!!) 

We should get folks signed up ASAP. These do fill up, but more importantly, so do our calendars!! 
Please forward to others who might be interested= 



From; 

Sent: Monday, 

To: 

Subjet’t: Ben Sturner’s CSBC Visit 

,@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

2:34 PM 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroma~a, Debora~h L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Dear Dr. Stroman and 

I spoke on the phone yesterday with Mr. Sturner from Leverage Agency, and he is very excited to come speak with the CSBC He had a few requests 

however, that I wanted to bring up with you. First, he asked if the club would cover some of his travel costs (he made it sound like it would be fine if we didn’t, but 

just wanted to ask). Second, he suggested that he get lunch with myself, both of you,                   and some guy named      who I don’t know on Monday 

before the meeting. Lastly, he wanted to make sure the event would be well-publicized and a big draw for our members. I’m relaying this message to you because 

I don’t know who are the proper people to handle these things on the executive team. 

Thanks, 

B.S. Business Administration I B.A. Biology 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class of 

@unc,edu I 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 3:11 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Event 

Attach: .lxtf 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
My name is and 1 am a UNC senior EXSS/Journalism-Advertising double-major. I am currently an intern with . I recently met with 

(who raved about you) and I wanted to reach out to you about an event that     is hosting at the Fuqua School of Business at Duke on Wednesday. I know this is 
short notice but we wanted to get the word out to other area schools in the hopes that          can develop relationships at other univerisities. 

This event is open to all and will be a great chance to hear from people who have found success working in the sports industry. A reception will follow the panel discussion. 
would like to generate and maintain relationships with every school. Please feel free to circulate the attached flyer and invite all to attend this event. 

will take place in Geneen Auditoriom on Wednesday,               from 3:00pm - 5:00pm. Parking instructions will be displayed via on-site 
signage. 
Regards, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication -Advertising 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Class of 

@live.unc.edu 

cell: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Interview Report 

Interview Repo(t.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

I misread the syllabus and thought the paper was due by 5:00 P.M. I have it completed but I cannot find a way to submit it online. 

Thanks, 



BOG Advisory Committee for Strategic Directions Update Notes 

From: Lesley A. Cates [mailto:lacates@nor~hcarolina.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, November 04, 2012 7:01 PM 
To: Sen. Ellie Kinnaird; Eleanor Kinnaird 
Subject: Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions 

Senator Kinnaird, 

I hope you are well. l’m providing the most recent version of our strategic directions advisory 

committee below. I think there have been two other appointments since we spoke a few weeks 

ago. There are four African Americans in total on the committee including Cynthia Marshall, Brett 

Carter, Senator McKissick, and Chancellor Martin. 

Thank you, 

Lesley 

UNC Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions~ 
Tom Ross, President, University of North Carolina 
Peter Hans, Chairman, UNC Board of Governors 
Fred Eshelman, Member, UNC Board of Governors 
Phil Berger, President Pro Tempore, North Carolina Senate 
Tholn TilEs, Speaker, North Carolina House of Representatives 
Steve Ballard, Chancellor, East Carolina University 
Madhu Beriwal, President and CEO, IEM 
Peaches Blank, Member, UNC Board of Governors 
Linda Brady, Chancellor, UNC Greensboro 
Charles Brink, Chair, UNC Staff" Assembly; Staff Member, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Kevin Kimball, UNC Association of Student Governments Designee; Student, UNC-CH 
Brett Carter, President, Duke Energy Carolinas 
Jack Cecil, President, Biltmore Farms 
Janet Cowell, State Treasurer 
Keith Crisco, Secretaiy, North Carolina Department of Commerce 
Lawrence Davenport, Member, North Carolina State University" Board of Trustees 
Lew Ebert, President, North Carolina Chamber 
Don Flow, Owner and CEO, Flow Automotive Companies 
William Friday, President Emeritus, University" of North Carolina 
Paul Fulton, Member, UNC Board of Governors 
Hannah Gage, Immediate Past Chair, UNC Board of Governors 
Frank Grainger, Vice Chairman, UNC Board of Governors 
Robert Ingram, Retired Executive, GlaxoSmithKline 
Leroy Lail, Member, UNC Board of Governors 
Cynthia Marshall, President, AT&T North Carolina 
Harold Martin, Chancellor, North Carolina A&T State University 
Floyd McKissick, North Carolina Senate 
Ken Peacock, Chancellor, Appalachian State University 
Art Pope, CEO, Variety Wholesalers 
Scott Ralls, President, North Carolina Community College System 
Catherine Rigsby, Chair, UNC Faculty Assembly; Faculty Member, East Carolina University 



Jeff Tarte, Health Care Consultant 
Holden Thorp, Chancellor, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Strategic Directions Committee 
Fred Eshelman, Member, UNC Board of Governors (chair) 
James Anderson, Chancellor, Fayetteville State University 
Leslie Boney, UNC Vice President for International, Community, and Economic Engagement 
Scott Braswell, UNC Director of New" Media 
Lesley Cates, UNC Director of State Government Relations 
Phil Dubois, Chancellor, UNC Charlotte 
Gary, Miller, Chancellor, UNC Wilmington 
Suzanne Ortega, UNC Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Charlie Perusse, UNC Vice President for Finance 
Kimrey Rhinehardt, UNC Vice President for Federal Relations 
Randy Woodson, Chancellor, North Carolina State University 

Interested in getting involved with the UNC group committed to 
having a voice? 
Meetings are held with faculty, staff, and students on Mondays, 12:00 
p.m.-l:00 p.m. at Campus Y Rm. 208. 

The following video is from an event birthed from these meetings: 

From: Sherryl Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 
Reply-To: Sherryl Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 
Date: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 9:09 PM 

To: progfac list <progfac@listservounc.edu> 

Subject: [progfac] Videotape of the Forum yesterday evening 

http ://www.yo ut u be.co m/watch ?v=Yd rs IvB9fa O&fe atu re =yo utu. be 

Thanks to Maria DeGuzman for an excellent speech (she is the first speaker). 

Art Pope sat in front of the podium and, as I understand it, asked for speaking time. 

Bill Race (moderator) explained to him that the forum did not have a Q&A, but that 

he could speak during the break-out groups (like everyone else). He did not. If you 

want to see and hear his response, etc., start at around 34 minutes and listen until 

41 minutes. 



BOG Advisory Committee for Strategic Directions Update Notes 

From: Lesley A. Cates [mailto:lacates@nor~hcarolina.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, November 04, 2012 7:01 PM 
To: Sen. Ellie Kinnaird; Eleanor Kinnaird 
Subject: Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions 

Senator Kinnaird, 

I hope you are well. l’m providing the most recent version of our strategic directions advisory 

committee below. I think there have been two other appointments since we spoke a few weeks 

ago. There are four African Americans in total on the committee including Cynthia Marshall, Brett 

Carter, Senator McKissick, and Chancellor Martin. 

Thank you, 

Lesley 

UNC Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions~ 
Tom Ross, President, University of North Carolina 
Peter Hans, Chairman, UNC Board of Governors 
Fred Eshelman, Member, UNC Board of Governors 
Phil Berger, President Pro Tempore, North Carolina Senate 
Tholn TilEs, Speaker, North Carolina House of Representatives 
Steve Ballard, Chancellor, East Carolina University 
Madhu Beriwal, President and CEO, IEM 
Peaches Blank, Member, UNC Board of Governors 
Linda Brady, Chancellor, UNC Greensboro 
Charles Brink, Chair, UNC Staff" Assembly; Staff Member, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Kevin Kimball, UNC Association of Student Governments Designee; Student, UNC-CH 
Brett Carter, President, Duke Energy Carolinas 
Jack Cecil, President, Biltmore Farms 
Janet Cowell, State Treasurer 
Keith Crisco, Secretaiy, North Carolina Department of Commerce 
Lawrence Davenport, Member, North Carolina State University" Board of Trustees 
Lew Ebert, President, North Carolina Chamber 
Don Flow, Owner and CEO, Flow Automotive Companies 
William Friday, President Emeritus, University" of North Carolina 
Paul Fulton, Member, UNC Board of Governors 
Hannah Gage, Immediate Past Chair, UNC Board of Governors 
Frank Grainger, Vice Chairman, UNC Board of Governors 
Robert Ingram, Retired Executive, GlaxoSmithKline 
Leroy Lail, Member, UNC Board of Governors 
Cynthia Marshall, President, AT&T North Carolina 
Harold Martin, Chancellor, North Carolina A&T State University 
Floyd McKissick, North Carolina Senate 
Ken Peacock, Chancellor, Appalachian State University 
Art Pope, CEO, Variety Wholesalers 
Scott Ralls, President, North Carolina Community College System 
Catherine Rigsby, Chair, UNC Faculty Assembly; Faculty Member, East Carolina University 



Jeff Tarte, Health Care Consultant 
Holden Thorp, Chancellor, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Strategic Directions Committee 
Fred Eshelman, Member, UNC Board of Governors (chair) 
James Anderson, Chancellor, Fayetteville State University 
Leslie Boney, UNC Vice President for International, Community, and Economic Engagement 
Scott Braswell, UNC Director of New" Media 
Lesley Cates, UNC Director of State Government Relations 
Phil Dubois, Chancellor, UNC Charlotte 
Gary, Miller, Chancellor, UNC Wilmington 
Suzanne Ortega, UNC Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Charlie Perusse, UNC Vice President for Finance 
Kimrey Rhinehardt, UNC Vice President for Federal Relations 
Randy Woodson, Chancellor, North Carolina State University 

Interested in getting involved with the UNC group committed to 
having a voice? 
Meetings are held with faculty, staff, and students on Mondays, 12:00 
p.m.-l:00 p.m. at Campus Y Rm. 208. 

The following video is from an event birthed from these meetings: 

From: Sherryl Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 
Reply-To: Sherryl Kleinman < :~nc.rr.com> 
Date: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 9:09 PM 

To: progfac list <progfac@listservounc.edu> 

Subject: [progfac] Videotape of the Forum yesterday evening 

http ://www.yo ut u be.co m/watch ?v=Yd rs IvB9fa O&fe atu re =yo utu. be 

Thanks to Maria DeGuzman for an excellent speech (she is the first speaker). 

Art Pope sat in front of the podium and, as I understand it, asked for speaking time. 

Bill Race (moderator) explained to him that the forum did not have a Q&A, but that 

he could speak during the break-out groups (like everyone else). He did not. If you 

want to see and hear his response, etc., start at around 34 minutes and listen until 

41 minutes. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Your Actions - CONFIDENTIAL 

Dr. Stmman, 

I’m crazy busy with homecoming week, but I saw this and was very concerned. Did you and      talk things out today? I’m hoping nothing serious 
has happened that will affect the standing of our club and more importantly our leadership team. Additionally I have forwarded the event on 
Thursday to the GAA to add to our homecoming calendar of events for additional PR. 

Sent via DroidX2 on Verizon Wireieser~’t 

..... OriginaJ message ..... 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: @live.unc.edu>, 
Sent: Mon, 16:02:39 GMT+00:00 
Subject: FW: Your Actions - CONFIDENTIAL 

@live.unc.edu> 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidityo" 

"The best ability is availability." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 11:02 AM 

To: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
Cc: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
Subject: Your Actions 
Tmportance: High 

Hi       I have attempted to reach you by phone and email over the past week. You have not responded. You did not show up for our appointment and 

you never called back to explain. You don’t even attend class. Your classmates question your ability and commitment. I had to ask the Dean of Students 

Office to "find you" to let me know that you are alive and well. I am very concerned about you and what seems to have you acting in a very abnormal way. 

Your behavior is very disturbing and unprofessional. You are truly not demonstrating the characteristics of a Club leader or a future successful 

businessman. 

If I don’t hear from you today by 5:00 p.m. by phone, I will take action to make changes with the Club leadership position. I have been proud to work 

closely with all my Club over the years to ensure success and I am not going to make any changes with your style. In addition, your academic 

work is less than average. 

What is causing your distress or lack of professionalism? Again, I am trying to help you but your lack of communication is very troubling. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman~ Ph,D, CLU 
~plore, Enga~3e, Empower, 

w~v, exss,unc,edu 

3~.5 Woollen - CB 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Mol~day,                 6:55 PM 

Stroman, Detx~rah I, <dstro@unc.edu> 

Internship Porttblio 

Practitioner Interview Report.docx 

I just tried to submit my internship portfolio but was unable to. I am attaching it to this email. Please let me know if I need to do anything. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu> 

Monday, 7:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re,arch Assistant 

Hello Doctor Stroman, 

I am a senior at UNC Chapel Hill and found your 
research study on the undergraduate research page. 
It looked very interesting and I was wondering if you 
were still looking for help and if I could get more information 
on the volunteer position? 
Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: @|ive.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:23 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

My name is and I am a senior on the ~vomen’s 
team. I have been emailing wit2a Dr. Salyer because the last requirement I have for my- Sport Administration major, EXSS 

is no 

longer being offered in the Spring. I am tlying to see if 1 can substitute the finance courses I ha’, e taken for my second major Business for the Sport Finance class I need to complete my 
Sport Administration ma. or. She is not sure if the substitution will work, but she told me I still need to take one more EXSS c~urse to complete the required amount of courses for the mNor. 
She recommended I take your class, EXSS     in the Spring I am registering for classes tomorrotv, and I would like to sign up for your class, but I need to get your consent to sign up for it. 

I am wondering if I can please get your consent to take this class in the Spring. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherryl Kleinman < ~(}nc.rr.com> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 10:43 PM 

The progthc mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[progthc] ~Chancellor Seaxch Forum for FACULTY on TItURS. 

murray is here:ipeg 

Please make a point of attending. I’ll be there. 

Thursday, Nov. 8 

¯ Factd~: 3:30 to 5:00 PM m Murray G202 

I’ve attached a map that highlights the location of Murray Hall. The entrance to Murray G202 is located at the bottom of the outdoor stairs that lead up to Carroll Hall, 

and to the right of the bike racks. 

The people who attend will be given a list of key points from the Oct 23rd Forum. When they ask for onr input, we can announce some of the key points on the lis~--it" 

you wish. I should be gerdng the highlights of the list tomorrow (Tues). 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are cnrrently snbscribed to 

progfac as: <~a hm~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<a>. To nnsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-32392908-56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32392908- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu<a~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE:Anti-Racism Training in Jan ua~ 

Hi Dr. Stroman --- 

know you have a lot coming across your desk and that this workshop is pretty far out. 

do want 1:o quickly let you know th~: ~f you c~m mi~ke ~:, we shouM have you reg~s~:er ASAP - it is getL~ng V~?RY dose to being full 

hope a~ ~s we~L See you soot~, 

From: 

Sent: Monday, :!.2:19 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) (dstro@unc.edu) 
Subject: Anti-Racism Training in January 
HI Dr. Stroman! 
Great talking with you this morning. 
I want to invite you to an Undoing Racism I Community Organizing workshop this year. There is a lot of info in here - it will give you some background 
on this workshop and how it is different from your typical ’diversity’ workshop - and it’s very different! 
We’ve got a handful of folks from the MBA program who are si,clned up and ready to go. I would be thrilled to have you come as well. 
The next workshop is scheduled in Chapel Hill in             (Thursday and Friday all day). Below is a description of the workshop and some links for 
more information. The registration form is attached. There are only 15 of 40 spots left (after the first 2 weeks of registration!) so if the dates could work for 
you, and you think this could be worth your time, let’s get you registered. (I’d encourage you to reach out to Shandra Jones and Wanda Hunter - I know 
they’ll share positive reviews) 
Decription: 
The People’s Institute is a national, multiracial, and-racist network dedicated to ending racism and other forms of ins#tutional oppression. Over the last 31 
years, we have provided training, consultation, and leadership development to more than 500,000 people in organizations nationally and intemationally. 
Graduates of the Undoing Racism Workshop say that racism often stands in the way of effecdve organizing and that the workshop helped them deal with 
both cultural competence and racial dynamics in their work and in community. 
The People’s Institute mo ves beyond a focus on the symptoms of racism to an understanding of what it is, where it comes from, how it funclfons, why it 
persists and how it can be undone. The workshop’s systemic approach stresses learning from history, developing leadership, maintaining accountability to 
communibes, creating networks, undoing internalized oppression, and understanding the role of organizational gate-keeping in perpetuating racism. 
My Personal Plug! (Dr St~oma~ I thOUght y0~ ~ight !i~e tO ~e bow !i~ pit#N~g tNsto ~y MBA #!assuages) 
Caveat: I don’t want to force my view on anyone so please understand that the next paragraph is my view only - if there is any truth about how to cause 
social change, I haven’t figured it out yefl... 
For sustainability immersion folks, I think that this workshop is 110% relevant, especially as we will be doing significant chunks of our work in Eastern North 
Carolina and on the continent of Africa. For KILFs, it’s 110% relevant because we are aiming to spur entrepreneurship economic development in NC, a 
state which is still largely segregated (eg. Durham vs. Chapel Hill, ENC, vs. the rest of state). I have come to feel that having a common understanding the 
history of institutionalized racism and how it has fundamentally shaped power and wealth distribution in the U.S. is necessary to be effective if we want to do 
economic development and entrepreneurship that is truly transformative. 
Useful Links 

1. The co-founder and Director, Ron Chisom, won an Ashoka Fellowship for his work (http://www.ashoka.orq/fellow/ron-chisom) 
2. The People’s Institute Website (http:!/www.pisab.or.q/) 
3. The Aspen Institute did an analysis of Racial Equity Tdainings around the country and recommends the PISAB as one of the top training 

organizations (http://www.aspeninstitute~~rg/sites/defau~t/~~es/c~ntent/d~cs/rcc/trainin~q~pdf) 
4. REI is the sister organization to the PISAB. REI is located in NC and we’d likely get trained through them. The workshop is 90% the same so you 

can really think of them as the same thing (.h..t..t~?~L/./.r..e.~Lr...a..c..[.aJ.e...q.u..Ltyj~.n...s..tj.t..u...t..e.~.~.~.r~./.) 
5. Carnara Phyllis Jones, MD MPH PhD (Research Director on Social Determinants of Health and Equity, Division of Adult and Community Health for 

the CD) recommends the PISAB as part of an intervention to address institutionalized racism in any institution in the U.S. 
( b-t--t-p--:-/-/-~--w--~£-s--t~-~-~-r:~-~-~-/--s--t---a---b-~--e--/--4--~-4---9-~-9-~-9-~-9-~) 

5. The network of PISAB organizers in NYC has put together a site with lots of additional resources and testamonials if you want more! 
(http:i/www.antiracistalliance.com/) 

References from MBAs we know and love: 
(There are others, but I was able to talk to all of these folks and get permission to include them as references. Please call them and get their take!!) 

We should get folks signed up ASAP. These do fill up, but more importantly, so do our calendars!! 
Please forward to others who might be interested. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 2:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Myth: Small businesses [~Jl 9 out of I 0 times 

Thank you for using Decstoc 

To erasure ~’~u ioceive updates ~rem Docstec; please add Lr)~22~_~_e_~.~t_’_q_c__s_t__o_~=~tt!",_ to yo~:r address book ~ Unsubscdbe 

A:m   .ve:r sary Also Reaci{:   tt .e S Year 
Milesto ae 
Sta~-ups Fail, Fail, Fail]- Well, not exactly. According to Ne Bureau of Labor Statistics, Ne 
su~ival rates for business sta#-ups not as grim as common perception suggests. 

k:~ s~, ~u,i .... ~ook Business Su~ival Rates Tracked 
..... By Bureau of Labor Statistics 

from 1994-2010 Do Not Seem So 
Grim 

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics (Busi;~ess Employment 

Dyna mics) 

Share this article with your friends: 

It is not uncommon to see the statthat"9 out of 10 

businesses fail" splashed across small business 

headlines foretelling doom for all but one fortunate 

entrepreneur who will succeed when nine of his or her 

contemporaries will fail But, the "survival" percentage 

for business start-ups is much better than the 

doomsayers suggest, at least according to the Bureau 

of Labor Statistics (BLS) According to the data 

collected by the BLS from 1994 to 2010, approximately 

three-quarters of businesses that were in business 

for one full year stayed in business for another year, 

more than half stayed in business for a total of five 

years and over a third kept their doors open at least 10 

years That is a fa r cry from only one out of every 10 

But, 9 Out of 10 Businesses 
Eventually Fail, Right? 

The BLS data tracked business survival rates for 17 

years (1994-2010), and the "9 out of 10" stat does not 

hold true to the result. For those businesses that were 

in business for one-year in March of 1994 nearly 25% 

were still in business 17 years later (550,308 were in 

business for one year in March 1994 and 135,380 of 

those were open in 2010) Moreover, the survival rates 

were quite consistent over the years tracked, no 

matter what year the business was started in. In other 

words, no matter whether a business was started in 

1994, 1999 or 2002, the stats show that approximately 

55-60% of businesses were still operating four years 

later, 45% survived at least seven years and 36% saw 

a 10 year anniversary. These stats are not presented 

to suggest that there is anything easy about starting a 

business, and there are no guarantees any business 

venture will last even two months, let alone 10 years, 

but they certainly present a much more optimistic 

picture of opportunity for future entrepreneurs than the 

doom and gloom projections that are too often offered 

as the inevitable fate that the vast majority of start-u ps 

are predicted to meet. 

To ~ead mo~e Doc.,toc a~ticles click f~ere >> 





Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KERR, JAMIE < @att.com> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 3:06 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edtr~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

KERR, JAMIE < @atl.com> 

RE: Guest Lecture (Jmme Kerr) 

Thanks, Coyte. 
Deb, looking forward to catching up in Chapel Hill. Can you provide ~he details of the class? 
Coyte, any k~ck on rounding up any ol the.~ grad students Iot kmch or .so~’~ething l:~a[ al~;rnoon? 

Jamie Kerr 
Director, Corporate Sponsorships 
AT&T 
1055 Lenox Park Boulevard 
Suite D389 
Atlanta, GA 30319-5309 
(o) 404-986-1543 

(m) 
Email:lg_mes.kerr@att.com 

AOL IN: 

From: Cooper, Coyte [mailto:cgcooper@email.unc.edu] 

Sent; Tuesday, October 23, 2012 3:37 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah k 
C¢; KERR, .]AMIE 
Subject-" Guest Lecture (3amie Kerr) 
Hi D! ~ talked to .lamie and he would be happy to talk to you class at 9:00am on November 9th. Would you please give him the information on the class meeting location? He 

has a nice talk put together on naming rights and venue sponsorships so hopefully that will work for you. Thanks to you both for coordinating to give our students a great 
experience! 

Coyte 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@wmgllc.com’- 

Tuesday, 3:10 PM 

@wmgllc.com>; 

flagler.unc.edu); Stroman, DeIx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Business School Co~mection 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu) ( @kenan- 

-thanks so much [:or making this introduction. 

Dr. Stroman and ---it’s a pleasure meeting you (via email)! I just looked through ,/’our website, and ~t sounds I~ke the m~ssion of the is very much a~igned 

with the miss~o~ of the at Ken~n-F~ag~er. h~ fact, ma~y of the speakers a~d events you had I~st yea~ overlap with the speakers we’ve 

had at Kenan-.}t~ag~er in ~:he past. It seems ~ke there are a h:~t of ways we could wor~ together ~:o h~prove e~fidenc~es and make ~:he most of both o[ our dukis 

efforts. 

[ would tore the opportunity to meet w~th you ~n person to ~et ~o know you and brainstorm ways we may be aMe ~o work together 1:o~ the ~emainder of the year 

(~nduding a case competition w~th Wasserman, as     mentioned). ~f k~terested, please let rne know a few times that work with you over d~e next [:ew weeks. I’m 

at Wassermao on Tuesdays and Thursdays, but have a faMy open schedule Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. 

Thanks again, , and ~ look forward to meeth~g you Dr. Strom~n and 

A~ the best, 

From-" 

Sent-" Tuesday, 2:59 PM 
To-" @kenan-flagler.unc.edu) ( @kenan-flagler.unc.edu); dstro@unc.edu 
C¢: 
Subject; UNC Business School Connection 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 

I hope everything is going well for both of you! I have been thinking about you both a lot this fall and hope everything with the club is going well. I am sure the 

club is thriving and reaching new heights. 

I wanted to introduce you to                (copied).         is working at our Wasserman Raleigh office and is an MBA student at KFBS. She is also the 

at KFBS. I wanted to connect you so that you can collaborate on future events and speakers between the two clubs. 

, also mentioned a case study competition in the spring, so I thought this was a natural fit! 

, please feel free to check out the                          website in the meantime to get a feel for what the club does: 

Please let me know if you need anything else on my end! Always happy to help! 

P: 212-710-8074 1 C: 
www.wmqilc.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Osborne, B~xbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 

Could we put together online for the spring? 

Sent from my iPhone 4s 

On at 8:00 Plb~ ~’ Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

> Mercy Another one.. 
> 

> I believe this student is a different une fi~um the others we identified. 
> 

>d 
> 

> Du Guod. 
> 
> Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Expbre. Empuwer. 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> 

> "Nuthing in the world is mure dangeruus than a sincere ignorance and cunscientiuus stupidity." 
> 

> 

OriginM Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Monday, 9:23 PM 
> Tu: Stroman, Deburah L 
> Sut~iect: EXSS 
> 

> Hi Dr. Struman, 
> 

> My name is and I am a on the women’s team I have been emailing with Dr. Salyer because the last requirement I have lbr in?’ Spurt A&ninistratiun majur, EXSS is no 
longer being offered in the Spring. I arn trying to see if I can substitute the finance courses I have taken for my second rnajor, Business, for the Sport Finance class I need to complete nry 
Sport Adrninistration nrajor. She is not sure if the substitution ~vill work, but she told rne I still need to take one more EXSS course to cornplete the required amount of courses for the major. 
She recorrmrended I take your class, EXSS     in the       I ant registering for classes tonrorrow, and I would like to sign up for your class, but I need to get your consent to sign up for it. 
I am wondering if I can please get your consent to take this class in the Spring. 
> 

> Thank you, 
> 



BOG Advisory Committee for Strategic Directions Update Notes 

From: Lesley A. Cates [mailto:lacates@nor~hcarolina.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, November 04, 2012 7:01 PM 
To: Sen. Ellie Kinnaird; Eleanor Kinnaird 
Subject: Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions 

Senator Kinnaird, 

I hope you are well. l’m providing the most recent version of our strategic directions advisory 

committee below. I think there have been two other appointments since we spoke a few weeks 

ago. There are four African Americans in total on the committee including Cynthia Marshall, Brett 

Carter, Senator McKissick, and Chancellor Martin. 

Thank you, 

Lesley 

UNC Advisory Committee on Strategic Directions~ 
Tom Ross, President, University of North Carolina 
Peter Hans, Chairman, UNC Board of Governors 
Fred Eshelman, Member, UNC Board of Governors 
Phil Berger, President Pro Tempore, North Carolina Senate 
Tholn TilEs, Speaker, North Carolina House of Representatives 
Steve Ballard, Chancellor, East Carolina University 
Madhu Beriwal, President and CEO, IEM 
Peaches Blank, Member, UNC Board of Governors 
Linda Brady, Chancellor, UNC Greensboro 
Charles Brink, Chair, UNC Staff" Assembly; Staff Member, UNC-Chapel Hill 
Kevin Kimball, UNC Association of Student Governments Designee; Student, UNC-CH 
Brett Carter, President, Duke Energy Carolinas 
Jack Cecil, President, Biltmore Farms 
Janet Cowell, State Treasurer 
Keith Crisco, Secretaiy, North Carolina Department of Commerce 
Lawrence Davenport, Member, North Carolina State University" Board of Trustees 
Lew Ebert, President, North Carolina Chamber 
Don Flow, Owner and CEO, Flow Automotive Companies 
William Friday, President Emeritus, University" of North Carolina 
Paul Fulton, Member, UNC Board of Governors 
Hannah Gage, Immediate Past Chair, UNC Board of Governors 
Frank Grainger, Vice Chairman, UNC Board of Governors 
Robert Ingram, Retired Executive, GlaxoSmithKline 
Leroy Lail, Member, UNC Board of Governors 
Cynthia Marshall, President, AT&T North Carolina 
Harold Martin, Chancellor, North Carolina A&T State University 
Floyd McKissick, North Carolina Senate 
Ken Peacock, Chancellor, Appalachian State University 
Art Pope, CEO, Variety Wholesalers 
Scott Ralls, President, North Carolina Community College System 
Catherine Rigsby, Chair, UNC Faculty Assembly; Faculty Member, East Carolina University 



Jeff Tarte, Health Care Consultant 
Holden Thorp, Chancellor, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Strategic Directions Committee 
Fred Eshelman, Member, UNC Board of Governors (chair) 
James Anderson, Chancellor, Fayetteville State University 
Leslie Boney, UNC Vice President for International, Community, and Economic Engagement 
Scott Braswell, UNC Director of New" Media 
Lesley Cates, UNC Director of State Government Relations 
Phil Dubois, Chancellor, UNC Charlotte 
Gary, Miller, Chancellor, UNC Wilmington 
Suzanne Ortega, UNC Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Charlie Perusse, UNC Vice President for Finance 
Kimrey Rhinehardt, UNC Vice President for Federal Relations 
Randy Woodson, Chancellor, North Carolina State University 

Interested in getting involved with the UNC group committed to 
having a voice? 
Meetings are held with faculty, staff, and students on Mondays, 12:00 
p.m.-l:00 p.m. at Campus Y Rm. 208. 

The following video is from an event birthed from these meetings: 

From: Sherryl Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 
Reply-To: Sherryl Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 
Date: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 9:09 PM 

To: progfac list <progfac@listservounc.edu> 

Subject: [progfac] Videotape of the Forum yesterday evening 

http ://www.yo ut u be.co m/watch ?v=Yd rs IvB9fa O&fe atu re =yo utu. be 

Thanks to Maria DeGuzman for an excellent speech (she is the first speaker). 

Art Pope sat in front of the podium and, as I understand it, asked for speaking time. 

Bill Race (moderator) explained to him that the forum did not have a Q&A, but that 

he could speak during the break-out groups (like everyone else). He did not. If you 

want to see and hear his response, etc., start at around 34 minutes and listen until 

41 minutes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dstro@unc.edu 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 11:47 AM 

EXSS    - Great class today’. 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stmman 

Thanks for your wonderful participation today. I enjoyed hearing your reflections on the elections. Consider blogging on your feelings and learnings. 

Remember, on Friday, blog responses are due on Friday, and the CSBC meeting at 5:00 p.m.in Fe~er 109 on Thursday! Bring a friend. 

Have a super day! 

Dr. Stroman 

"Never lose sight of the ~:act that the most impol~nt y~xdstick of your success will be how you treat other people." B. Bush 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS .001 .FA12" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS .001 .FA12. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CMSP <cmsp@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:49 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Meet your Mentor 

Hello 

I am pleased to introduce you to your Carolina Millennial Scholars Program Mentor: 

Deborah Stroman, PhD, Lecturer/Academic Advisor 

Exercise and Sport Sciences 

300 South Road, CB# 8700 

dstroC_)unc edu 

9~L9-843-0336 

Please be sure to connect with Dr. Stroman prior to the end of the semester Remember to record interactions (and obtain signatures) when you have 

interactions with your mentor There are few recommendations when embarking on your mentoring relationship: 

Establish good days or dates that work for both of your schedules. Regularly scheduled days may provide a great framework (e.g., every third 

Wednesday). 

¯ Consider asking your mentor about her/his background (hometown and how they arrived at UNC-Chapel Hill). 

¯ Be willing to share your experiences. Your interactions with your mentor should be a confidential and safe space to share concerns and ask 

questions. 

¯ Articulate your goals and objectives so you can obtain feedback from your mentor. 

¯ Respect your mentor’s time--arrive on time for appointments and communicate with your mentor if you cannot make a meeting. 

Your mentor should work with you to establish how and when you interact You are not restricted to meeting in an office Any public space where you 

both feel comfortable may serve as meeting location (e.g., Union, coffee shop, library, Carolina Club, etc.) 

Good luck and I know your mentor is looking forward to meeting you. 

Carolina Millennial Scholars Program 
£_Ln___s_P____@___u___r)__c__: f~__d__~. 

N~ CMS logo FINAL hires 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

gmaiLcom on behalf of 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thesis Committee 

Ration~J~e .docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

TNs is             writing to you from the                             I am in the process of looking for members for my thesis committee and Dr. Marks 

and I agreed that you would be a good committee member tbr my study. I am sure that you are super bus?, this semester and I completely understand if this is 

too much of a time commitment tbr you but if you are interested I was hoping ~,e would be able to set up a time ~o talk about it. I have attached a rationale of m,¢ study for 
you to look at, 

Thanks! 

] UNC Chapel Hill 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

E: Cb~live.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HaithcocL Vicki P <vph@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, ~ 3:29 PM 

¯ @unc.edu>; Spivey, Kay Ti]ley <kay spivey@kenan-flag]er.unc.edtr"~ Stroman, Deborah L ~<~s~tro@unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; ’Evans Jack’ (EvansJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu) 

Swanson, Margaret Cohn (margaret swanson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu) 

Sport 

Hello Everyone: 

Joe DeSimone would like to try and schedule a meeting regarding the interest in student athletes. 

Here are dates that hopefully will work out on your calendars. 

8-10 

10-11 

8-9 or 11-12 

10-12 

8-9 

9-12 

Hopefully one of these will work out, if not we will start with the New Year. 

Thanks Vicki 

Vicki P. Haithcock 

Administrative Assistant 

For Dr. Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

vph@email.unc.edu 

919-962-5468 

919-962-5467 FAX 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evans. Jack <EvansJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 3:34 PM 

ttaithcock, Vicki P <vph@email.unc.edu~; Zoller, Ted <Ted Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~; Spivey, Kay Tilley <kay spivey@kenan- 

llagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

@email.unc.edu> 

Swanson~ Margaret <Margme[ Swanson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Sport 

Hi Vicki, 

Of the times that you propose, only 

Jack 

,John P, Evans 

Hettlernan Professor of [~usit~ess Em~-:~ritus 

Kenan-.Flagler gus~ness Schoo~ 

UNG-Chapei 

4706 McCoU, CB 3490 

Chapel HUL NC 27599 

919-.962-4602 

F~m: Haithcock, Wcki P [mai[to:vph@email.unc.edu] 
Senti Wednesday,                3:29 P~ 
To: ZN~er, Ted; Spivey, Kay; Stroman, Deborah (Exerdse & Sport Science); 
~m: Swanson, Hargaret 
Subject: SpoR 

Hello Everyoo~: 

Joe DeSimone would like to try and schedule a meeting regarding the interest in student athletes. 

Here are dates that hopefully will work out on your calendars. 

8-10 

10-11 

8-9 or 11-12 

10-12 

8-9 

9-12 

Hopeful~ one of these will work out, ff not we will start with the New Year. 

Thanks Vick~ 

V~cki P. Haithcock 

Administrative Assistant 

For Dr. Joseph M. DeSimone 

Directoc Frank Hawkins Kenan institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State UNversitF and of Chemistry at UNC 

919-962-5468 

919-962-5467 FAX 

will NOT work for me. Each of the others could work as things stand now. Thanks. 

Evans, Jack 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HaithcocL Vicki P <vph@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 3:35 PM 

Evan~ Jack <EvansJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~; Zoller, Ted ---Ted Zo]ler@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu>; Spivey, Kay Tilley 

<ka~%spivey@kenaa~-flagler.unc.edu>; Stromm~, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu:~ 

Swanson, Margaret <Margmet Swanson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Sport 

Thank you, I witl be getting back with you soon with a confirmation. 

Vicki 

From: Evans, -lack [mailto:Evans-l@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday,                3:34 PM 
To: Haithcock, Vicki P; Zoller, Ted; Spivey, Kay Tilley; Stroman, Deborah L; 

~c: Swanson, Margaret 

Subject: RE: Sport 

Hi Vicki~ 

Qf the? t~mes [:hat you propose, only 

Jsck 

John P. Evans 

Hettleman Professor of Bush~ess EmedLus 

Ken~n-Flagler Bus~ness School 

UNC-Chape~ 

4706 McCo~l, CB 3490 

Chapel H~ll, NC 27599 

919-962-4602 

F~m= Haithcock, Vicki P [mailto:vph@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday,      "          3:29 PM 
Te; Zoller, Ted; Spivey, Kay; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Ce= Swanson, Margaret 
Subject: Spo~ 

H~llo Everyone: 

will NOT work for me. Each of t:he others could work a~.; things stated t~ow Thanks. 

Evans, .lack 

Joe DeSimone would like to try and schedule a meeting regarding the interest in student athletes. 

Here are dates that hopefully will work out on your calendars. 

8-10 

10-11 

8-9 or 11-12 

10-12 

8-9 

9-12 

Hopefully one of these will work out, if not we will start with the New Year. 

Thanks Vicki 

Vicki P. Haithcock 

Administrative Assistant 

For Dr. Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

vph(~email.unc.edu 

919-962-5468 

919-962-5467 FAX 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@wmgllc.com> 

Thursday, 9:35 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Business School Connection 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

It was a pleasure meeting you yesterday at the Business of Sport event at Fuqua. I’m hoping we can organize a similar event at g, enan-Flagler later this year or ne×t 

year. At ~:he very ~east, ~’d ~ike to boh~ a smal~ case o:~mpet~tion w~:h Wasserman (lille the one they’re doing with Fuqua students in a few weeks) -open to 

undergrads, the MMS program and the Business School - maybe sometime in ? ~"~1 work with as you suggested, 1:o see if we can se~: something ~ike 

th~s up. 

b~ the meantkhe, ~ wsn~ed to follow up to ~et some sdd~tiona~ de~a~s abou~ the speaker you’re havb~8 b~ you~ class tomorrow. We’d love to meet with h~miher if 

it works w~th our schedule. 

thanks so mucM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:53 PM 
To: @kenan-flaNer.unc.edu) @kenan-flagler.unc.edu) 
Cc: ,@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); 
Subject: RE: UNC Business School Connection 

We are happy to work with the K-F Club to find commor~ ways to assist one anoLher. I am asking 

the formal liaison between organizations. 

Please connect with him and see what we make happen ! Let me know if you need anything from my end. Thanks again 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiWo" 

@wmqllc.com] 
3::t0 PM 

Cct)kenan-flagler.unc.edu) (~kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Stroman, Deborah L 

~unc.edu 

¯ to be 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 

Subject: RE: UNC Business School Connection 

---thanks so much for making this introductiom 

Dr. Stroman and --it’s a pleasure meetinR you (via email)! I just looked through your website, and it sounds like the mission of the CSBC is very much a~igned 

with the missk~n of the at I(enat~-Fk~g~er. in fact, many o[ the speakers and events you bad last year overlap with the speakers we%e 

had at Kenan-F]ag~er in the pasL ft: seems l~ke there are a lot: o[ ways we could work to~ether to ~mprow~ effic~endes and make the most of both of our club’s 

efforts. 

~ wo~ld ~ove the opportunity to meet with you h~ person to get to know you and brah~storm ways we may be able to work together for the remainder of the year 

(h~duding a case competition wkh Wasserman, as     mentioned), ff ~nterested, please let me know a few times that work with you over the next few weeks. Fm 

at Wasserman on Tuesdays and Thursdays, but baw~ a fa~dy open schedule Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. 

Thanks again, and ~ look fl)rward to meet~n~ you Dr. Sl:roman and 

A~f the best, 

From: 

Sent: I uesclay, 2:59 plVl 

To: ._@__k__e_._t~__a__t~__-__f La_ g Le__r_,__u___n _c_,__e__d___u_) ._@__k___e_ 0__a__n__-__f_!_a__g !_e_._tt~_u___n__c_ =e_ ~ _u_ ); _d__s__t_ r__o__C___u__n___c_ = _e__d___u_ 

Subject: UNC Business School Connection 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 

I hope everything is ~oing well for both of you! I have been thinking about you both a lot this fall and hope everythin~ with the club is going well. I am sure the 

club is thrivin~ and reaching new hei~:hts. 

I wanted to introduce you to is working at our Wasserman Raleigh office and is an MBA student at KFBS. She is also the 

I wanted to connect you so that you can collaborate on future events and speakers between the two clubs. 

also mentioned a case study competition in the spring, so I thought this was a natural fit! 

please feel free to check out the Carolina Sport Business Club website in the meantime to get a feel for what the club does: http:iicsbcunc~comi 

Please let me know if you need anythin~ else on my end! Always happy to help! 

R: 212u710-8074 I C: 
www.wmqllc.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:55 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <mbeale@email.unc.edu>; Berry, Marcus D <berrymd@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu>; 

Re: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

See you later today! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !)_t__t_p__~/__/__e___x__s__s_:_~_n___c_:_e___d__L_]i 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is de[ined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d_.&t__rcL@u__n_c__.__e_~_u_.> 

Date: Thursday,                 5:56 PM 

To: "Beale, Michael" <mbeale@em~!!:!~!3c:ed~!>, "Berry, Marcus D" <berrymd@email.unc.edu>, 

L" <tsodom @email.unc.edu>, 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc~edu> 

Subject: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting - 

@live.unc.edu>, "Stafford-Odom, Trisha 

Thanks for your agreement to join our panel. We have a super lineup of panelists! We are still waiting on confirmation from Eric Montross and Phil Ford. 
¯ Michael Beale - U NC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 
¯ Marcus Berry - UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 
o 

o 

¯ Trisha Stafford-Odum - U NC Assistant Coach (Women’s Basketball) 

Sample Questions: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->5. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->6. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->7. 

investments, etc.) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->8. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->9. 

<!--[endif]-->What did you want to do when you were a child? 

<!--[endif]-->What was the best thing about being a college athlete? 

<!--[endif]-->What is one of the best things a coach ever advised you to do or not to do? 

<!--[endif]-->Knowing what you know now, what would you have done differently in college? 

<!--[endif]-->What is the big project (personal or professional) that you want to accomplish ONE day? 

<!--[endif]-->How did you end up in your current position? Do you want to retire doing this work? 

<!--[endif]-->lf you started your career over, what would you do differently? (job search, job declinations/acceptances, networking, 

<!--[endif]-->Should students go to graduate school right away or get a job? 

<!--[endif]-->Tell us three career tips for students interested in the sport industry. 

The room location is being finalized. It will either be Woollen or Fetzer. A Club leader will be in touch with you. 

The Club website is www.csbcunc.com 

debby 

Deboral~ L, Stroman, Pb,Do CLU 
Ex-~oreo Engage, Empower. 
wv~e.’,exss, u nc,ed u 
3~5 Woo~en - CB #8700 

"The best ability is availability," 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.uuc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:03 AM 

@emml.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Roster for Sports Track 

Debbie just called needing the roster for the Sports Track. Would you please send it her way? She needs it for advising purposes in advance of Friday’s registration 

date. 

Thank you, 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

unceminor.org 

Schedule An Appointment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 11:04 AM 

The prog:fac mailing: list <prog:fac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [prog:fac] Fwd: Re: TALKING POINTS: Key points from forum on five-year vision - Della P’s comments 

Thanks Della! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: Sherryl Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 
Reply-To: Sherryl Kleinma~- @nc.rr.com> 

Date: Thursday, November 8, 20:12:10:50 AM 

To: progfac list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [progfac] Fwd: Re: TALKING POINTS: Key points from forum on five-year vision - Della P’s comments 

(I think Della is still having trouble sending to PFN, though she can receive emails). 

I noticed the "businessmen" problem, but in haste...and that can be easily fixed. Della has other comments on the summary of points 

from the Forum, so please read, below. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: TALKING POINTS: Key points from forum on five-year vision (Oct 23/2012) 

Date: Thu, 8 Nov 2012 15:22:47 +0000 

From: Pollock, Della <pollock@email.unc.edu> 

To: Sherryl Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

CC:    @duke.edu~ @duke.edu> 

Friends: a quick thought: I wonder whether siting "businessmen" as a lump sum isn’t a little dangerous. First, of course, it reiterates the albeit prevailing but shifting male 

prevalence in business. Second, while I certainly agree that curricular and scholarly decisions should not be made by people who have not been trained by profession to make those 

decisions, I trust we all know some great people in the business of business who are not so short-sighted or narrow-minded as to think that the role of the public university is to 

train students for jobs that don’t exist--OR that it should be structured by business models that are far less than current, imaginative, driven by leaders who know that creativity 

and a moral imagination are critical to corporate success. Some of these folks have been great friends to the U-and should be recognized and cultivated as such, at the risk of 

losing what could be their powerful voice in defending faculty and student leadership. Rhetorically, this could also reduce polarization with "businessmen" and split the corporate 

agents to which "businessmen" refers, ideally then focusing on the problem of the KIN D of leaders and business models that would assume filling or obtaining (vs. e.g. creating) 

jobs and preparation for work in an allegedly free market are the goals of a great public university. Fact is, "business" is shielding for a particular politics to which I, for one, don’t 

want to give more weight especially by not claiming the savvy and wisdom of for- and not-for-profit leaders whose politics differ significantly. Divide and conquer?? Or at least show 

up the leading business interests for what they are. 

2 cents 

Della Pollock, UNC 

DP from my phone 

On Nov 7, 2012, at 10:30 PM, "Sherryl Kleinman" @nc.rr.com> wrote: 

Everyone: 

One member of the growing coalition of faculty, students, and staff at U NC summarized ideas that came out of the working groups at the forum on Oct. 23rd/12 at 

UNC, CH, attended by 140 people (two people counted how many attended). Feel free to use these. 

AN D, feel free to share across depts, and universities in the U NC system and AAU P chapters, and to anyone who cares. If there are forums at other universities in the 

U NC system, please let me know, and I hope you will share the points that emerge. 

Best, 

The university is first of all accountable to its students not simply that it owes its students jobs at graduation, but that the 
university owes its students unfettered access to the best teachers the school has to offer in whatever area of study they 
choose to pursue. 



In this way, and only in this way, can the university be serve the people "who live in North Carolina, those who fund the 
university through their labor and their tax dollars. The people of [’4orth Carolina are those who benefit from the long-term 
returns on public investment in education returns that are not calculable in terms of profitability, maximized efficiency, and 
the logic short-term gains that influences the private sector. The private sector cannot by its very nature make the kinds of 
long-term investments that lead to an educated, free, and engaged citizenry necessary for a future of broadly shared 
prosperity. 

The third group the university is accountable to is the faculty and staff of the university, ,who should be encouraged 
and supported, not demoralized and exploited. Faculty should be encouraged to develop their respective fields ,without 
interference from administration. Staff should be able to work without fear of reprisal, having benefits slashed, or having 
their employment status determined at the whim of an unaccountable administration. 

The mission of the University of North Carolina and its 16 institutions of higher education, as articulated in its 
mission statement, is "to address the needs of individuals and soeiety," and it does this through instruction, which imparts the 
skills and values needed "to lead responsible, prodnetive, and personally satisfying lives." The university has pledged in its 
mission statement to "seek an efficient use of available resources" only in order "to ensure the highest quality in its service to the 
citizens of the State," that that service is defined as "teaching and instruction," which we believe should be determined and guided by 
teachers and instructors and not by administrators. 

The university’s purpose is to create a well-informed and critically engaged public through its curriculum and through 
a productive engagement with the community. 

The university serves the state by graduating the brightest citizens and residents of North Carolina, by serving as a 
cultural hub for the public, by- sharing cutting-edge research, by increasing the public’s access to education and health care, 
and by promoting respect for the diversity of North Carolina the varied cultural backgrounds and cultural practices of its 
citizens and residents. 

The university serves its students by giving them a ,wide range of options for study; for cultivating an atmosphere of 
collaboration and mutual respect among fields of study; for emphasizing well-rounded, critical, and adaptable skills, skills 
that assist students in attaining a fulfilling and engaged presence in their communities (not just to score a job). 

The university should protect its vulnerable programs, such as those in the liberal arts, ethnic studies, and gender 
studies. The university should foster more cross- and inter-disciplinary work on its campus to prepare students for a 
challenging and volatile future. The university must provide more financial support for students and more support for 
graduate teaching assistants and adjunct instructors. The future of the university should be decided not by politicians and 
businessmen, but by teachers, students, and staff who have a vested interest in the future of this institution. 

<u[> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
progfac as: <a href="mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href=~mailt~:~eave-324~665-56223~2~.:[8abcb432~37~a7cI248~b56fe~eb9b@~istserv.unc.edu">~eave-324~66~- 
56223020.18a bcb43200370a7c1248 lbS6feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<ia > 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
progfac as: <a href="mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href="mailt~:~eave~324~577~56223~2~.:[8abcb432~37~a7cI248:Ib~6fe:[eb9b@~istserv.unc.edu~>~eave~324~577~ 
56223020.:18a bcb43200370a 7c~248:lbS6fe:~ebgb@listserv.unc.edu</a > 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 11:32 AM 

Sta~ma~a, DdxTah L <dslso@unc.edu>; 

RE: Roster for Sports Track 

EXSS pdf 

@emml.unc.edu> 

Debby, 

Only four signed up fo~ Lhe SporL cl~,ss, The list is 

The two EXSS major in Econ    both signed up for the commerci,~l track, 

@live.unc.edu EXSS 

~live,unc,edu EXSS 
John 

* John F. Stewart 
~ Pro#essop of Economics 
~ Dir’ect:oP of Erfl:r’epr’eneuPship Mirror’ 

* Dep~rt:merfl: of Ec.:}nom:[cs 

* University o@- Ne~th Carolina 
~ 6aPdner’ Hi~].l CB~ 33~5 

* Vo2ce: (919) 966-$~45 

~ Fax: (9].9) 966-4986 

~’ john stewaPt~unc.edu 

~ http:iiwww,unceminor.org 

~ http:/!www,unc, edu/~:~fstewari 

Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2012 1203 AM 

To: Stewart, John F 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Roster for Sports Track 

John, 

Debbie just called needing the roster for the Sports Track. Would you please send it her way? She needs it for advising purposes in advance of Friday’s registration 

date. 

Thank you, 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

unceminor.org 

Schedule An Appointment 



Student to enroll in EXSS 
Spring 

name sid email 

, Sports 

Venture 

@live.unc.edu Sports 

@live.unc.edu Sports 

@live.unc.edu Sports 

@email,unc.edu Sports 

major 

ECON 
JOMC 
ECON 
PLCY 

Thursday, November 08, 2012 Page 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, 2:07 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L --~dstro@anc.edu>; 

Project CASPER Update- Time to Switch! 

@live.m~c.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu:~ 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu;> 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Hey Team, 

I hope y’all are having great weeks! Thank goodness it’s almost Friday’. It’s that time in Project CASPER that our group is switching over to the professional sport 
industry! ttopefully y’all have tbtmd a good strategy tbr locating and contacting alumni a~d can implement it in protEssional sports. 

Great work ~ thr everybody m~d as always if you have any question~ don’t hesitate to ask’. 

Hope to see you all tonight at the CSBC meeting’. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.uuc.edu~ 

Thursday, 4:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Roster for Sports Track 

Done. http:!!www.u nceminor.orgia bout!t racks/sports 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

unceminor.org 

Schedule An Appointment 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 3:53 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Roster for Sports Track 

Thanks! 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

EngiNe, Ex~:~.lore. 

919.843,0336 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Roster for Sports Track 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

3:52 PM 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

unceminor.org 

Schedule An Appointment 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 3:52 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Roster for Sports Track 

I appreciate your extra effort! (1 just added one more.) 

Did we update the website with sport w~nh~re? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19,843,0:3:36 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Roster for Sports Track 
Thanks for the update, Debbie. Glad you got the roster today’! 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

3:51 PN 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

unceminor.org 

Schedule An Appointment 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 3:50 PM 
To: Stewar~, John F; 
Subject: RE: Roster for Sports Track 

I have enrolled I:[ more students (total :1.5 now) and will hold several more for tomorrow’s students scheduled for registration. I declined a few who I did not deem 



capable or truly interested in the field. 

Thanks. 

debby 

bo Good, 

Dcborah L, Stro~a~, Ph,D~ CLU 

,{’ngu~Te, Exptore. 

9:19.843.0336 

From: Stewart, John F 
Sent: Thursday, 11:32 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; " 

Subject: RE: Roster for Sports Track 
Debby, 

Only four signed up for the Sport class~ The list is attached. 

The two EXSS major in Econ    both signed up for the commercial track, 

@live,unc,edu EXSS 

@live.unc.edu EXSS 

Johr~ 

]ohn F~ Stewart 
Pro#essop o~ Economics 

Dir’ect:or of Entrepr’enet~rship Minor’ 

# Dep~pt:ment of Eco~ol’fl:[(:5 

* Unkversity of Noeth Carolina 
~ Gardner Hail CBg 3305 
~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-33~5 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 
~ Fax: (919) 966-4986 
~ john stewar’t@unc.edu 
~ http:ii~ww.unceminoc.org 

* http:/!www,unc.edu/~jfste~ari 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 11:03 AM 
To: Stewart, John F 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Roster for Sports Track 

John, 

Debbie just called needing the roster for the Sports Track. Would you please send it her way? She needs it for advising purposes in advance of Friday’s registration 

date. 

Thank you, 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

unceminor.org 

Schedule An Appointment 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@wmgllc.com> 

Thursday, 6:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Business School Co~mection 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I won’t be at Wasserman tomorrow, so I wanted to make sure you have my UNC email address 

you have about the speaker tomorrow from AT&T. 

@unc.edu), so you can send me any information 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 9:35 AN 
To: ’Stroman, Deborah L’ 
Subject: RE: UNC Business School Connection 

Hi [;’r Stroman, 

It was a pleasure mee[:ing you yes~:erday at the Busk~ess of Spor~: ew~nt at Fuqua. Hm hopmg we can orgamze 8 sknHar event at Kenan-.F~agh~r later this year or next: 

year. At the very ~esst, i’d Hke to hoM a snlal~ case compet~Lion w~th Wasserman (~ike the one they’re doin~ with Fuqua students in a few weeks) --.open to 

m~dergrads, the MMS program and the Busk~ess School--maybe sometime b~ March P ~’~1 work w~Lh        as you suggested, to see if we can set sometMng iike 

~n the meantime, ~ wanted to follow up to get some add~tiona~ details about the speaker yo~’re hav~ng ~n your class tomorrow. We’d love to meet with hh~/her if 

it works wRh our s(:hedu~e. 

Thanks so much~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:53 PM 
To: ~@ kenaD-fiag!er~ u nc ~edu) ~kenan-flagle[~unc.edu) 
Co: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu); 
Subiect: RE: UNC Business School Connection 
Hi          We are happy to work with the K-F Club to find common ways to assist one another. ~ am asking 

the formal liaison between organizal:h:ms. 

Please com~ect: with hkn and see what we rnake happen[ Let me know ff you need anything from my end Thanks agak~ Nk:M 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Goo(L 

9eborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9119.843~0336 

"Nothing in the world is mote dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

~wmgllc.com] 
3:10 PM 

._@_k__e_tLa_t}_-_f_La_g]_e_._t2_u___n_c_:__e_d___u_)             _@_k_e_D__a_D_:_f]_a__gLe_[=g_tK#_c_!_u_.); Stroman, Deborah L 

unc,edu 

to be 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: UNC Business School Connection 

-thanks so much for making this introducti.:_~n. 

Dr. Stroman and      -H:’s a p~easure meeting you (v~a ema~l)[ I just looked through your website, and ~: sounds I~ke the rmssion of the CSBC is very much aligned 

with the mission of the Sports & Entertainment Ck~b at Kenan-.F~ag~er. h~ fact, many of the speakers and events you had last year overlap with the speakers we’ve 

had at Kenan-.F~ag~er in Lhe past. ~t seems ~ke there are s ~ot of ways we could work together Lo h~lprove effic~enc~es and nlake Lhe most of both o[: our club’s 

efforts. 

~ would Mve the opportunity to meet w~th you ~n person to get to know you and brainstorm ways we may be aMe to work together for the remainder of the year 

(~nduding a case competil:h:m wRh Wasserman, as     mentioned), tf h~l:erested, please le~: me know a few ~:~mes that work with Vou owner the he’,d: few weeks. 

at Wasserrnan on Tuesdays and Thursdays, but have a faMy open schedule Mondays, Wednesdays and Fr~days~ 

Thanks a~sin, and ] ~ook ~:orward to meedng you Dr~ Stroman and 

AH the best, 

From[ 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:59 PM 
To: @kenan-fla(ller.unc.edu) @kenan-flagler.unc.edu); dstro@unc.edu 

Subject: UNC Business School Connection 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 
I hope everything is going well for both of you! I have been thinking about you both a lot this fall and hope everything with the club is going well. I am sure the 

club is thriving and reaching new heights. 

I wanted to introduce you to is working at our Wasserman Raleigh office and is an MBA student at KFBS. She is also the 

at KFBS. I wanted to connect you so that you can collaborate on future events and speakers between the two clubs. 

~lso mentioned a case study competition in the spring, so I thought this was a natural fit! 

please feel free to check out the Carolina Sport Business Club website in the meantime to get a feel for what the club does: ._h_t_t_p_[L’_/__c_s__b_c___u__n_c_:__c__o__m_Z 

Please let me know if you need anything else on my end! Always happy to help! 



444 Msdison Avenue, 10th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
P: 212-710-8074 I C: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hillau Omala <hillau@carolina£orkibera.orgv 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 7:06 PM 

prvs 653dde028 dstro@unc.edu 

OUT OF OFFICE RE: meet with a great thculty 

I will be out of office from 29th October to 13th November 2012. 
My access to email will be intermittent and responses might be 
delayed. For any urgent issues, please contact Patrick Maina 
(patrick@carolinaforkibera.org). 

*ii **Hilla~z Omala* 11 *Executive Director* 11" Carolina for Kibera* 
Tel: +254 (0)20-8040633]] Cell:            II Skype: 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:19 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

I was actually considering applying fbr an internship at the Durham Performing Arts Center, but I wasn’t really sure if" I ~vould be able to fit it in to my schedule during our       season I 
didn’t know exactly what the requirements were for this class; I just wanted to talk to you about it since Dr. Salyer suggested it. I can also keep looking fbr other internships in the area that 
can work out with my schedule. 

Thanks, 

On at 8:00 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi 
but we need to make sure you are capable of fulfilling the requirements. 
> 

> Dr Stroman 
> 

> Do Good. 
> 

> Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> 

> "Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: i 
> Sent: Mi)nday, 9:23 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah I. 
> Subject: EXSS 
> 

> tli Dr Stroman, 
> 

EXSS is an internship for academic credit. Are you able to fit in an internship during your athletic competition? Let’s chat. We have time to e~oll you (up until classes start) 

> My name is and I am a semor onthe women’s tennis team Ihave been emailing with Dr Salyer because the last requirement I have for my Sport Administration m~ior, F, XSS isno 
longer being offered in the Spring I am trying to see ifI can substitute the finance courses I have taken Jk~r my second major, Business, for the Sport Finance class I need to complete my 
Sport Administration major She is not sure i:[’the substitution will work, but she told me I still need to take one more [iXSS course to complete the required amount of courses :[’or the major. 
She recommended ! take your class, BXSS     in the Spring. I am registering Jk~r classes tomorrow, and I would like to sign up :[’or your class, but ! need to get your consent to sign up for it 
I am wondering i:[’ I can please get your consent to take this class in the Spring. 
> 

> Thank you, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:37 PM 

@email.unc.e&~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.e&~; 

Weight, Etienne A. <eweight@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Meeting tomorrow? 

@email.unc.edu> 

You guys are killing me] IL appears that another day will be more convenienL 

In the meantime, I am happy to report that the text book, Teacher’s Manual and exam bank are all done. The book will be coming off the press on 

This month I need to finish a presentation for next week, finish the Governance chapter for Edanne’s book and finish a paper on lega~ ~ssues re~ated to student- 

at hlet,-:~ pregnancy. 

Barbara OS bo rn~:_~ 

Associa [:e Profe~;sor 

Exercise and Sport Sdence 

University o[: North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel H~, NC 275:[9 

Phone: 9:19.962.5173 

Erna~h sportlsw@unc.edu 

Sent; Thursday,                7:~2 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; 
C~= Weight, Erianne A, 
N~bje~t= RE: Meeting tomorrow? 
~ can also do something quick- but wou~d prefer to do ~t another day. 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, 3:03 PN 
To= Osborne, Barbara; 
Ce= Weight, Erianne A, 
Nubje~t= RE: Meeting tomorrow? 
~ can do a quick meeting but wou~d prefer not._ 

~ am tourh~g a group at 1:1:00 ~nd want to stoo in on 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

919.843.0336 

defense at 12:30. 

"Nothing i~ the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

2:30 PM 
Stroman, Deborah L 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: 
C¢: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: Meeting tomorrow? 
Just checking to see if we are meeting tomorrow at noon to report our progress? 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:19 

Phone: 9:19.962.5:173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



From: @live.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:25 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Presentation 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for coming to our class today to sit in on our presentations. We all appreciate you taking the time to stop by. I hope you enjoyed them! I have 

come up with my list of things I did well and didn’t do well and figured I’d pass it along to you. If you happen to have any feedback to share, I would love to hear it. 

If not, no worries, I know you are busy. I will be sure to go over this with one of my classmates as well. Thanks and have a good weekend! 

Things I did well: 

-Didn’t read off a paper or the screen, maintained eye contact with the audience during presentation. 

-Explained how each real-life example related back to Covey’s seven habits. 

-Provided relevant photographs/visuals in the powerpoint that related to what I was discussing 

Things I didn’t do well/Could improve upon: 

-Could have encouraged more interaction with the audience by asking questions and getting them involved. 

-Could have spent more time explaining Covey’s definition of each of the seven habits. 

-I think I may have spoken a little too fast and would have benefitted by slowing down a bit. 

Sport Administration 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:12 AM 

@wmgllc.com> 

@unc.edu>; Stroma~L Deborah I~ <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Business School Connection TODAY 

linage001 .j pg 

Hi                   is speaking to some of our grad students at 1:00 p.m. in Woollen (sIx~rt adminislration suite - first floor). We are inviting you and other MBA 

Club students to come over have pizza and chat ruth him. 

Thanks tbr sharing with your Hers. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sere froln my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the hea(t is no education at all." Afislotle 

On at 6:00 PM, (~)wmg~llc:com> wrote: 

Hi Dr’. Stroman, 

I won’t be at Wasserman tomorrow, so I wanted to make sure you have rny UNC email address 

information you have about the speaker tomorrow from AT&T. 

Thanks again~ 

@unc.edu}, so you can send me any 

From-’ 

Sent-’ Thursday, 9:35 AN 
To: ’Stroman, Deborah L’ 
Subject-’ RE: UNC Business School Connection 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

tt was a pleasure meeting you yesb-:~rday at the Business of Sport event at r:uqua. ~’m hopk~g we can organize a similar ew~n~: at Kenan-g~ag~er h~ter 

year or next year. At the very h~asL, f’d I~ke to hokt a smMI case competit~ot~ w~th Wasserma[) fl~ke the one ~:hey’re d.Nng w~th Fuqua stude~ts in a few 

weeks) ---open to undergrsds, the M MS program and the gush~ess School---maybe sometkne in March? ~"~ work with as you suggested, to see 

ff we can set something I~ke this 

~n the meanth~e, I wanted to follow up to get some additional details about the speaker you’re hav~ng ~n your class tomorrow~ We’d love to meet 

w~th him/her ~f k works w~th our schedule. 

7’ha~l~s so 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Tuesday, 3:53 PM 
To,, @kenan-flagler.unc.edu) @kenan-flagler.unc.edu) 
Co,, ,@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu); @unc.edu 
Subject: RE: UNC Business School Connection 

Hi          We are happy to work with the K-F Club to find common ways to assist one another. I am asking               a KF student and CSBC 

~eader, to be the formal I~a~son between organizations. 

~tease connect w~:h h~m and see what: we make happen[ Let me know if you need anything from rny end. Thanks again Nick~ 

Dr, Stromat~ 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

919.843.0336 
<irnageOO:Ljpg> 

From-’ 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To’, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidib/." 

@wmqllc.com] 
3:10 PM 

<@kenan-flagler#nqedu) @kena[~-flag!er.unc.edu); Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: UNC Business School Connection 
-thanks so much for making this introduction. 

Dr. S~:roman and      -it’s a pleasure me~-_d:ing you (via ema~])~ ~ust looked through your webs~te, and it sounds ~ike the m~sskm of the CSBC ~s very 

much a~igned wRh ~:he rn~ss~on of ~:he Spor~:s &. ~?n~:ertainment Ck~b at Kenan--F~ag~er. In fact, many of the speakers and events you had ~ast year overlap 

wiLh the speakers we’ve had at Kenan--Ftag~er b~ the past. ~t seems ~ike there are a lot of ways we could work together to improve efhciendes and 

make the mosL of both of our club’s efl:orts. 

~ would love the opportunity to meet with you in person to get to know you and brainstorm ways we may be aMe to work together for the remainder 

of the year (~nduding a case cornpetition with Wasserman, as     mentioned). If ~nteres~:ed, please le~: me know a few t~mes tha~: work w~fl~ you over 

the he’,d: few weeks. Fm at Wasserman on Tuesdays and Thursdays, but haw? a fairly open schedule Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. 

Thanks again, and I look forward to meeting you Dr. Stroman and 

All the best, 

From-’ 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:59 PM 
To: ._@__k___e_t)_a__ L~_-__f_ La_ g Le_._tLu___n__c_ =e__d___u_ ) 



Subject-" UNC Business School Connection 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 

I hope everything is going well for both of you! I have been thinking about you both a lot this fall and hope everything with the club is going well. I am 

sure the club is thriving and reaching new heights. 

I wanted to introduce you to (copied). is working at our Wasserman Raleigh office and is an MBA student at KFBS. She is 

also the at KFBS. I wanted to connect you so that you can collaborate on future events and speakers 

between the two clubs, also mentioned a case study competition in the spring, so I thought this was a natural fit! 

please feel free to check out the Carolina Sport Business Club website in the meantime to get a feel for what the club does: 

http://csbcunc~com/ 

Please let me know if you need anything else on my end! Always happy to help] 

P: 212-710-8074 1 C: 

www,wr~gl~c.co~’n 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@msn.com> 

Friday, $0:59 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Youth Scholar Academy for Aspiring Black Male Educators - Accepting Applications 

Hello Dr. Stroman - 

Hope you are well. Below you will find an internship announcement for talented black males sophomores. The program that is sponsoring it is founded by 
a UNC graduate - William Keyes, the founder of Institute of Responsible Citizenship. If you know a student or if you know an UNC administrator who 
touches students who them, please pass it along. 

Meanwhile, have fun this homecoming weekend! 

Take care, 

From: eheyward@i4rc.org 

To: @msn.com 

Date: Fri, 08:30:23 -0500 

Subject: Youth Scholar Academy for Aspiring Black Male Educators - Accepting Applications 

The Youth Scholar Academy is Now Accepting Applications for 
The Inffdtute for Responsible Citizenship is now accepting applications for the Youth Scholar Academy (YSA). This program enables talented black maJe college 
students who aspire to careers in teaching to operate a summer enrichment program for high school boys. We encourage s~udents interested in education to apply. 

YSA scholars spend into summers in Washington, DC interning at youth serving organizations. They also participate in challenging academic seminars, and meet 

i~uential leaders. 

Students join a neavork of talented leaders. Please share the news with anyone interested in applying. The deadline is Friday, 

Questions? Contact Elijah Heyward, III at (202) 659-2832 or eheyward@i4rc.org. 

Please visit our website tbr more info: .=~::~:.=~::~:.=~::~:..:~:i:::::.%:! %. 



This message was sei-~t to dacbelton@l:qsr= corn fi-om: 

i,tRC == 1227 25fl~ 8i!~et NW 8i>:l:h Floor i ’,N~shi!Xqtor!, DC 20037 ii ~:~ iI iContact - Try It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:25 AM 

Ernesline Taylor <coaching@triad.rr.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Draft flyer for workshop 

Dear Earnestine, 

I spoke with Debby, and she told me that they work through the Office of Post Doctoral Affairs to provide services for post docs so they will not be included in this program. 

Here is a link to the steering committee membership of the UNC Black Caucus. 

h~-UL~:~-u-~--c:~e---d-~-u-j--c~---c~-e-~-m--Ngte--~L-2-~--~-~--~e--r--~.g:.t&-m--! 

It provides a good sampling of staff roles, represented in the group. I hope Debby will corrrect me if I am wrong on this. 

Faculty across campus are also involved and eligible to join. 

David 

From: Ernestine Taylor [coaching@triad.rr.com] 
Sent: Friday, 11:16 AM 
To: 
Subject: Draft flyer for workshop 

Good Morning 

I am in the process of drafting the flyer and realize I do not know how we are defining "staff." What positions are on the staff side; and, did we agree workshop 

would be open to post docs. That info would be helpful. 

Ernestine 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; 

FW: ECON    Question 

@unc.edn 

Debby, 

This in a student who missed the workshop last sprin~ because of study abroad. Can you fit him into E XSS 

@email.unc.edu 

Thanks, 

J.:_~h n 
************************************************ 

* John F. Stewart 

* Professor of Economics 

* D~rector of Entrepreneursh~p Minor 

* Department of Economics 

* University of North Carolk~a 

* Gardner Hall CB# 3305 

* Chape~ H~I~, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 

* Fax: (919) 966-4986 

* john_stewart@unc.edu 

* http:/A~.¢rw.uncemhqor.or9 

* http:iiww~, u n c.ed W"]fstewa ri 

EIOm; 

Sent; Friday, 1:05 PM 

Co: Stewart, John F 
Subject: RE: ECON    Question 

Dr. Stewart, 
Do ][ need to enroll myself in the course? ][ would like to join the sports section if that is still a possibility? 
-Thanks, 

From; @email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 3:19 PM 

Cc; Stewart, John 
Subject: RE: ECON    Question 

I’ve [orwarded your email to Dr. Stewart (cc’d), who handles enrollrnent for Econ    . Please follow up with him directly! 

I-{ope that heips! 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

unceminor.org 

._S__c___h___e___d__u__!__e____A___n____A__p_p o i n t m e n t 

From-" 
Sent; Thursday, 3:02 PIvl 

Subject; ECON Question 
Hey 
~ need to get into ECON    since ~ was in DC last semester. ~ hear that there is a new sports section! if there are any spots available please fill me in there? If ~ need to 
register for the course myself let me know, ] have tried to do so online however 1 am being blocked from doing so. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College of Arts & Sciences <college-new@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 9, 2012 5:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC College News 

Carolina Arts and Sciences Newsletter 

As colorful leaves fall across the Carolina 
campus, we bring you news about innovative 

learning opportunities in the College of Arts 

and Sciences, made possible by a combination 
of public and private tends. Learn more about 
the College and how you can help, in this 

newsletter. 
view full story >~ 

Dean Karen Gil 

UNC archaeologist Jodi Magness is breaking new ground in more ways than one. Last 

summer, she and a team of students on a dig in Galilee discovered a mosaic tile floor 

from an ancient synagogue, making international news. Next .]une, Professor Magness 

will be the Featured scholar in ".]erusalem,"a major Film coming out on giant screens 

in IMAX-3D. Learn more. 

NIAK.~N~ A ~.L~’t::~ CL&,*~,*~ ~:ggL ~J;NALL 

Kelly Hogan teaches a Biology 101 section with nearly 400 students. But the award- 

winning senior lecturer and biology adviser has found innovative ways to make that 

big class seem small. Learn more. 

COASTAL 

Marine Scientist Marc Alperin says, "You can’t study the environment without being in 

the environment." So he took his students to the North Carolina coast for an intensive 

three-week course, including two days on a boat, to learn first-hand about estuaries. 

Learn more. 

IN THP? NP?WS CON[N3 SOON 51©RP? Nf?.WS 

Read about College Search our events Read about all of our 

faculty, students and calendar >. current News and 

alumni on the web Events or browse our 

archives ::. 

:id Visitthe CAS ii~iI Visit the UNC 
Website Website 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 10, 2012 6:38 PM 

~emaJl.unc.edu>; Stroman, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: ECON Question 

Debby ~,nd 

I tried to forward this, but got a rness~,ge that it didn’t go throL~gh. This is one of our current mh~or who m~ssed the workshop last spring because of study 

wo~id be great ~ Debby could ta~e h~m, I-{~s pk~ ~s 

* John F. S[ewart 

* Professo~ of Economics 

* D~r~ctor of Entrepreneursh~p Mino~ 

* Department of Economics 

* Unwersity of Nor[h Carolina 

* Gardner Hal~ CB# 3305 

* Chapel H~ll, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 

* Fax: (919) 966-4986 

* john__.stewart@unc.edu 

* http:/%~, unceminor.org 

* http:/i~#,.unc.edui*’jfstewar/ 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 3:20 PM 
To: 
Co: Stewart, John F 
Subject: RE: ECON    Question 

Hunter, 

Vve forwarded your em~il to Dr. Stewart (co’d}, who handles enrollment for Econ 

Hope that helps! 

Please follow up with him directly! 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

unceminor.org 

Schedule An Appointment 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 3:02 PH 
To: 
Subject: ECON Question 
Hey 
T need to get into ECON    since T was in DC last semester. T hear that there is a new sports section! if there are any spots available please fill me in there? Tf T need to 

register for the course myself let me know, ][ have tried to do so online however I am being blocked from doing so. 

Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Graduate School <saine@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, November 10, 2012 7:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Did you kuow that radar m~d MRIs are products of graduate schools? 

Dear Friend of Graduate Education: 

As you well know, the most important resource we can provide graduate students is time - time to learn, time to 
complete research, time to transition new discoveries for the public good. Here are two important ways The Graduate 
School at Carolina accomplishes this aim: 

Graduate Fellowships give high-achieving students funding - for a summer, a semester or a year - so they can focus 
fully on their research and complete their dissertations in a timely manner. 

Summer Research Fellowships give graduate students in the humanities and social and behavioral sciences who would 
normally need to put their research on hold during the summer the ability to spend that time pursuing their research 
without interruption. 

One 2011-12 Dissertation Completion Fellowship recipient told us she was able to focus on her research "without having 
to worry about securing outside funding or spending valuable time teaching courses during my last year. I was able to 
finish my research projects, write and defend my dissertation and graduate on time so that I could start my career." 

Make a gift to support graduate education today 

The Graduate School and the graduate students we serve are deeply grateful for the generous private support that 
makes these fellowships possible. Every gift makes a difference, and we have several options at our website for you to 
consider. Thank you for your support of graduate education at Carolina. 

Steve 

Steven W. lv]atson 
Dean, The Graduate School 
Professor of Biology 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

::X:: UNC Graduate School 

You are receiving this email because you are a graduate alumnus of UNC-Chapel Hill or donor/friend of 

The Graduate School. 
Not interested? Unsubscribe. 

The Graduate School - The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 40:[0, 200 Bynum Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@email.unc.edu;" 

Sunday,                  10:00 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L/<lstro@unc.edu> 

Question abxmt soulful golf 

Hello Dr. Stroman 

I hope you are doing well. My name is and I’m a student in the school of Ed. I’m interested in starting a golf game. I’,~e been looking for oppommities I 

~,~’anted to see if you had any suggestions. I saw you started Soulful golf in Ma~land, is it here in NC also? Thank you for your time’. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~,~4?N’s John Skipper with CSBC 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com~ 

Sunday, 1:46 PM 

,@~mc.edu; @live.unc.edu>; 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

Photos from ESPN Skipper Branch 

@live.unc.edu>; Stroma~, Deborah L 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com~ 

Sunday, 2:05 PM 

Stromm~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
<techgny@emaJd.~mc.edu> 

Photo from CSBC Life After Sports Meeting 

@live.unc.edu>; Tnfts, Amy Z ~atufts@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Victor L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sport Marketing Pla~ Group Struggles 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I created a google document where each person is to sign up for 2 different topics of the marketing plan and then we work together from there. I created this around 2 weeks 
ago and at this time, only 2 other people have even done this and one of them I have not seen in class since the beginning of the semester. I don’t like to create controversy, 
but I’m trying to guide this group and just simply advise them on what we need to do to complete this assignment, but only one person has even responded to my emails. As of 
now, it is basically myself and     working on it. I have no problem completing this assignment nearly on my own because this is exactly what I hope to be doing in the 
future, but it is more of a trouble for me to try and contact and make people be responsible for their work than it would be for me to simply accomplish it myself. 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Love, Bayard <Bayard Love@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Sunday, November 11, 2012 8:51 PM 

Birdwell, Natalie <NatalieBirdwell@kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; Black, Nicholas <Nicholas Black@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck 

<buck goldstein@unc.edu>; Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edu>; DeSimone, Jo~ph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; drharoon 

<zishan haJcoon@med.unc.edu>; Elia, Jean Morton <jean elia@unc.edu>; Jolmson, Geordy <Geordy Johnson@kenan-llagler.unc.edu>; 

King, Ge~my <Ge~my King@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Mary E <mnapie@e~nafil.unc.edu>; Reifsni&r, Cynthia 

<Cynthia Reifsnide@ken~-flagler.unc.edu>; Stith, Thomas Andrew III <thomas stith@kenan-flagler.unc.edtc,; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Zoller, ’Fed -q’ed Zolle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Burton, Matthew <Matthew Burton@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Charlotte Lindemanis < ~gmail.com~; Friga, Paul 

<PaulFriga@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Slide Decks for tomorrows meeting 

Correctior~ - please�? bring YOUR t.:_~p 3 g~rioritized vah.~:,:; to the meeting. 

Best, 

F~m: Love, Bayard 
Sent: Sunday, November 2~, 20~2 8:~ PM 
To: Birdwell, Natalie; Black, Nicholas; Buck Goldstein; Cone, Judith (~ice of the Chancellor); Desimone, 3oseph (Chemist~); drharoon <zishan_haroon@med.unc.edu>; Ella, 
Jean; 3ohnson, Geordy; King, Genny; Napier, Ma~; Reifsnider, Cynthia; Stith, ~omas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science); Zoller, Ted 
Cc: Bu~on, Ma~hew; Charlo~ Lindemanis; Friga, Paul 
Subject: Slide Decks for tomorrows meeting 

Hi a~- 

Pl~as~ find 2 ~ide decks attached 

~.) T~e TF d~ck for our 

2) Th~ DRAFT &C deck that we will review a~ part of tomorrow:~ meetiog 

See Vo~ 

Best, 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 9:48 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Hi- checking in 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

Are you iicee any time this week to catch up? As you warned me, I have been overwhelmed this semester! Sor~ I haven’t met with you sooner! Hope all is well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hillau Omala <hillau@carolina£orkibera,orgv 

Sunday, November 11, 2012 10:19 PM 

prvs 65641c9b9 dstro@unc.edu 

OUT OF OFFICE Re: OUT OF OFFICE RE: meet with a great faculU 

I will be out of office from 29th October to 13th November 2012. 
My access to email will be intermittent and responses might be 
delayed. For any urgent issues, please contact Patrick Maina 
(patrick@carolinaforkibera.org). 

*ii **Hilla~z Omala* 11 *Executive Director* 11" Carolina for Kibera* 
Tel: +254 (0)20-8040633]] Cell:            II Skype: 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 10:26 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: EXSS 

Hi Professor Stroman, 
I am currently a 

Thanks, 
and Exercise and Sports Science major. I am hoping to get into EXSS What steps do I need to take to enroll in the class? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, :/L0:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <mbeale@email.unc.edu>; Berry, Marcus D <berrymd@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@emaikunc.edu>;             @aokcom; 

@yahoo.corn> 

Re: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting 

THANK YOU SO MUCH! The students are still buzzing about your comments. I appreciate you and your sharing of your journey. 

Continued success to you! Let me know if I can assist YOU in any way. 

Hugs, 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.e~.~u/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is de[ined, progress is imp.:)ssible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,                 :[0:54 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Beale, Michael" <rnbeale@email.unc.edu>, "Berry, Marcus D" <berryrnd(c~ernail.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc~edu>, "Stafford-Odom, Trisha L" <tsodom@email.unc.edu>, @yahoo.corn" @yahoo.corn> 

Subje~: Re: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting 

See you later today! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - _h__t__t#_]__i__i__e__x__s__s_:__u__n___c_:_e___d__u_./ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Ur~til reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_s__t_r__o_._@__u_.n__c__._e__d_._u_> 
Date: Thursday,                 5:56 PM 

To: "Beale, Michael" <mbeale@email.unc.edu>, "Berry, Marcus D" <berrymd@emaiMmc.edu>, 

L" <tsodom @emaiMJnc.edu>,          @yahoo.corn"           @yahoo.corn> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: CSBC - Life After Sports Meeting 

@live~unc.edu>, "Stafford-Odom, Trisha 

Thanks for your agreement to join our panel. We have a super lineup of panelists! We are still waiting on confirmation from Eric Montross and Phil Ford. 
¯ Michael Beale - U NC Assistant Athletic Director (Marketing) 
¯ Marcus Berry - UNC Director of Recruiting (Football) 

o 

° Trisha Stafford-Odum - U NC Assistant Coach (Women’s Basketball) 

Sample Questions: 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->:[. 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->2. 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->3. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->5. 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->6. 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->7. 

investments, etc.) 

<F-[endif]-->What did you want to do when you were a child? 

<F-[endif]-->What was the best thing about being a college athlete? 

<F-[endif]-->What is one of the best things a coach ever advised you to do or not to do? 

<!--[endif]-->Knowing what you know now, what would you have done differently in college? 

<!--[endif]-->What is the big project (personal or professional) that you want to accomplish ONE day? 

<F-[endif]-->How did you end up in your current position? Do you want to retire doing this work? 

<F-[endif]-->lf you started your career over, what would you do differently? (job search, job declinations/acceptances, networking, 



<!--[if !supportLists]-->8. <!--[endif]-->Should students go to graduate school right away or get a job? 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->9. <!--[endif]-->Tell us three career tips for students interested in the sport industry. 

The room location is being finalized. It will either be Woollen or Fetzer. A Club leader will be in touch with you. 

The Club website is www.csbcunc.com 

debby 

Deborah L, Strom~ PI~,Do 
Ex-~or~, E~ge, 
w~,exss, g~c,e~ u 
315 Wool~e~ = C~ #87~0 

"The best abi/it7 is avaiiabi/it~." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu; 

Sunday, ~ 11:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Reminder Emml- RECR 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for asking about RECR I really appreciate it :) 



From: @live.tmc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:07 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah I,/-dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: [,FIT 

Dear Professor Stroman, 

I am not sure if you are the right person to contact about this, but I am a 
however the class is not letting me in because of restrictions, i’m guessing to 

Thank you, 

and I am trying to register for an LFIT class. I was not told there would be any trouble, 

Can you help me ~et the penmssion I need to take an LFIT class? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:07 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS    Interview 

EXSS F12 Interview.docx 

Thanks so much! 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <~Jncculle@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 10:57 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS Enrolhnent 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, 11:09 PM 
To: McCulMn, Ashley D 

Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS    Enrollment 
Hi Ashley. Please add the following students: 

EXSS 

]. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

8. 

9. 

]0. 

]]. 

]2. 

]3. 
I may have a few more. ;) 
Thanks! 
d 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Practitioner Interview Report 

Practitioner Interview Report.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

At-~ached is my practitioner interview report. I realize that this is a week late and I apologize. I have talked to          and we both had a misunderstanding about when the 
assignment was due. I know there is no excuse for turning in a late assignment but it is my hope that I will still be able to get some credit. I had a great experience with my 
interview and found it to be very enlightening. Once again, I am sorry that it is late. 

Thanks, 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 2:16 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: F~’;ss 

Professor Stroman, my name is               I am an EXSS Sports Administration M~ior, and I am interested in taking exss    and realized that I need permission. I have heard that the 
class is great, and my advisor recommended I take it. I appreciate your consideration and time, thanks! 

Sincerely, 



From: ~live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Monday, 2:47 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Hello Dr. Stromar~ 

I was wondering if I could get consent to take the EXSS 
class. 

Thank you for your time, 

class I am a Sports Administration major, and with all other EXSS classes closed I figured now- would be a great time to take this 

Class 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(}gmail.com> 

Monday, 2:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Course Approval from 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope this message finds you well. I have heard that registration time is making life a bit hectic for you, so apologies in advance for adding one more thing to your plate! 

For the past few weeks, I have been looking to get a 3 credit hours approved from a course I took this past summer¯ These 3 credit hours will sela~e as my final hours 

for graduation, and I have been anxiously awaiting their app~oval. The official transcript has been received by advising, and these may be elective hours since my other 

requirements have been met¯ In the meantime, Lara Wind, from Graduate Advising, went ahead and sent me the Graduation Application for December, which I will 

send in as ~on as a cour~ equivalent is found. I do have a job lined up in Asheville which is dependent upon the completion of my degree, and I will need to send 

them my transcript this December. I would greatly appreciate your assistance in helping me get this approved in time, and I ~un sure that UNC is all tbr another 

graduate with a job, as well. 

I have been in touch with the Business School, and they asked that I consult you at the EXSS department for receiving general elective credit for this coarse. I do have 

employment dependent upon the approval of these hours, and would greatly appreciate your assistance. Here’s a bit of information regarding what the class consisted 

of. 

The conrse I completed provided a nnique experience in marketing and leadership through my work at a musenm and through written assignments. It is listed as "Retail 

Marketing Level 1,                             that oll’ered 3 credit hours for my work as the Assistant Manager at Philmont Museum, Gift Shop, and Seton 

Memorial Librmy-. This work involved receiving training from my Director and Manager, documenting this training and all responsibilities, training the 4 shop clerks who 

were trader my supervision, evaluating how I was trained, and putting into practice what I’d learned through completion of special projects¯ Throughout the snmmer, I 

regularly collaborated with the Museum Director,               on my observations while training and working, and submitted a full, written report of my 

ob~rvations and suggestions m this training, which also served as the course’s tinal. 

My regular responsibilities included: 

- Training the 4 Shop Clerks on customer service, use of register, and pertinent knoMedge of Ernest Tholnpson Seton, the Boy Scouts of Atnerica, Philmont Scout 

Ranch, and New Mexico 
- Oversight of the invento .iT at the neighboring Kit Cmson Museum 

- Creating the summer schedule for the Clerks 

- Attaining sales goals for the shop 

- Assisting the Manager in purchasing of hand-made, Native American jewel~ 

- Closing out the register each evening (balancing cash, generating reports on taxed/tax exempt sales and credit card transactions) 

- Research Assistance 

- Locating historical documents 

- Scanning historical documents 

- Supplying the Kit Car~)n Museum with goods from the Backcotmtty Warehouse 

- Other tasks, time permitting 

Special projects which I personally took on, aad were ongoing throughout the summer, include: 

- One project I designed, designed, and rewaxded was the initiation and rewarding of sales challenges. Each clerk was tasked with a dill’erent sales challenge, 

something that I assigned to them, with the intention of increasing overall sales¯ Each clerk completed and was rewarded for their challenge with a prize of their 

choosing (for exmnple, I planned an Ice Cream Social at Ashley’s request, and took my stalt’on a trip to the historical ghos*-town Dawson Cemetery at Patrick’s 

reqnest). By the end of the summer, we had achieved a 35% increase in net sales as compared to the previous summer. 

- For our book signing of"Images of America: Cimarron and Philmonl," I took on responsibilities tbr the marketing and logistical preparations tbr the event (made the 

fliers, posted all ads, arranged all catering ~md reii-eshments, set up equipment day-of). 

The course is listed as ¯ From the listing in course catalogue, they consider this a general studies course: 

I directly collaborated with my Museum Director, 

@,scouting.orq. The course coordinator at 
necessary information to He may be reached al 
may be reached at 

in the completion of my assignments, and his contact information is 
was            who was also responsible for finalizing grades and submitted the 

@scoutincl.orcl. has also informed me that contact at , who 

Lara Wind told me that I did not need to send you the transcript personally, since it was already sent to UNC, but if you need any more information from me, please don’t 
hesitate to ask. As I’ve already said, I do have a wonderful career opportunity in Asheville that is dependent upon this, so I appreciate all you can do for me. The past few 
months have been full of unanswered phone calls from advising, and emails that take weeks for a response, and it would be wonderful to have this resolved as quickly as 
possible. 

Thanks so much for your time, and please do not hesitate to ask for more information, 



@.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt WD,nn <mwD,nn@tarheelspol~s.com> 

Monday, November 12, 2012 3:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Check tbr NCSU dislfibution 

Dr. Stroman, 

Following up on the distribution, can you send rne an invoice for 8200 from your club will all contact information so we can process it for p~yment? Thanks! 

~att Wrynn 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 

919419~100 ext. 2075 (Phone) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, October 26, 2012 11:42 AM 
To= Matt Wrynn 
Subject= RE: Update on numbers 
Eli Matt~ Here is the list. I expect them to show up. ;) Thanks for your" l:otlow tip. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

’One woman can make a difference but 

women working together can chm~ge the world. " 

From= Matt W~nn [mailto:mw~nn@~rheelspo~s.com] 
Sent~ ~riday, October 26, 2012 10:34 AN 

Te~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ ~E: ~pdate on numbers 

Dr, St:roman, 

Sorry for the rnultip~e emails, but doyou think you can send me your ~is~ of students by around 2 PM? 

~att 

919419~100 exL 2075 (Phone) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:43 PN 

To= Matt Wrynn 
Subject: RE: Update on numbers 
Hi Mat:t I .jug, d: sent the updab:_~ to the Ch.d?. ~ asked that the ~ist be finalized by mh~n~ght. 

Note: You are asMng for a rrdracle, Most s[:udents don’t finMize their plans until hours before an event, b:d rhe {::h~b w~il step up though, ;) 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

EngiNe, E,~:ffore. 

919,843,0336 

’One woman cm~ make a difference but 

women working together c;m chmkge the world," 

From: Matt Wrynn [__m___a_[J_t__o__:___r[Lw__~tE_n__@D_r_~Le___e_Ls_p__o__~_s_:_c___o___r[)] 
Sent: Tuesday, Oc~ber 23, 2012 2:00 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Upda~ on numbers 
Yes, ~,e ~,ili be able to work through that as the meeting t~me is 2 hours after kickoff and I can work wkh faciiities to create a pass list if need be. Other than that 

concern, do you have the [uH 30 to assist? 

Ma~tt W~ynn 
Ta~ Heel Spo~ts Properties 

919-~19-8100 exL 2075 (Phone) 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [ma!!to:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, October 23, 2012 1:15 PM 
To= Matt Wrynn 
Subject= Re: Update on numbers 

HI Matt. Some students are concerned because they didn’t win the raffle for a game ticket. The students can still assist without having a game ticket, correct? 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Oct 22, 2012, at 3:44 PM, "Matt Wrynn" <..m..~.r2Ln.~.n....@...t..a...r..h...e...e.!..s.p...~.~.r.t..s.:~.c...~...m...> wrote: 

Sounds good. Thanks! 



Matt Wrynn 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 

919419-8100 exl, 2075 (Phon@ 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [ma!!to:dstro~@unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, October 22, 2012 3:04 PM 
To= Matt Wrynn 
Subject= RE: Update on numbers 

Hi Matt. We have a r~eeting today aL 5:30 p.m. with Fred Wh~t~:~Nd o~: Lhe CharlotLe Bobcats~ I w~N check in w~th the students Loday. 

Thanks. 

Dr. S~:roman 

Sent= Monday, October 22, 2052 2:06 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Update on numbers 

Dr. Stroman, 

When is a 8ood day this week to set an update from you on how many students you think you’ll have for Saturday? Do you have another CSBC 

meetin~ this evenins? Thanks~ 
Ma~ Wrynn 
Account Executive 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 
6350 Quadrangle Dr. 
Suite 135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919419-8100 ext. 2075 (Phone) 

A J _e__’_a__r_!_i__e_! g__s_l?__o__r_ Ls_’_&o__[ ~ 

<imageO01 .j pg> 

A property of Learfield Sports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@ive.tmc.edu; 

Monday, 4:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Next meeting 

image001 .j pg 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Week of the definitely. I feel like the week of the will have poor attendance because of finals week and I will already be home for break! 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On , at 4:33 PM, "Strolnan, Deborah L" < _d__~_t__rs~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Leaders. I am looking to put together a "Bulls, Hurricanes, and Railhawks" meeting before the semester ends. This panel will close us out for the 

year. 

Your thoughts before Tuesday noon. Thanks! 

Week of ? 

Or no meeting and end the semester with the Panthers? 

Dr. Stroman 

w’w’w,exss, u~¢,ed u ............................................. 

3~5 Woollen - CB #8700 

"The best abifity is availability. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu; 

Monday, 4:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Next meeting 

image001 .j pg 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 4:44 PM, "Stromm~, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edw~ wrote: 

What is your 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

Enga,ge. Explore, 

919,843.03~6 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"Nothing in the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

Sent~ Nonday, 4:35 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ Re: CSBC Next meeting 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Week of the    definitely. I feel like the week of the     will have poor attendance because of finals week and I will already be home for bream 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:33 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Leaders. I am lookin8 to put together a "Bulls, Hurricanes, and Railhawks" meeting before the semester ends. This panel will close us 

out for the year. 

Your thoushts before Tuesday noon. Thanks! 

Week of 

Or no meetin8 and end the semester with the Panthers? 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Lo Stroma~, Ph,D, CLU 
Explore, E~gage, Empower. 

www, exss, lan¢,edl.l 

3~,5 W~o~len - CB #~700 

<image001.jpg> 

"The best ability is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Monday,                  4:47 PM 

Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G <hedgpeth@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS ADD 

Hi Elizabeth. Big favor. Will you please add one of my favorites who can’t seem to find one open EXSS course? ;) 

He is an outstanding student and will be a pleasure in your course. Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L, Stroraan~ Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

"The best abifity is availability." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hinton, Reggie <hinton@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:08 PM 

Stronmn, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Pomera~, Martin R <maztyi~a)unc.edu> 

RE: Outstanding CSBC bill 

Dr. Stroman: 

Hello! I received this email from Mart3~, m~d I never charged you lbr this event Since you said you’d be there, I just dec~ded ~o[ [o charge you 

Have a great day~ 

Regina~ S. Hinton 

Direc[or, Facilities & Operations 

Campus Recreation, UNC Chape~ Hill 

PH: 919.9623301 EMA~L: 

F~m= Pomeran~, Martin R 
Sent~ Wednesday, lO: 21 AN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu) @kenan-flagler.unc.edu); @unc.edu; Hinton, Reggie 
Subject: RE: Outstanding CSBC bill 

Deb: If you have the ofigh~al invoice from Regg~e, just have a check made pavaMe to: Campus Recreation, or, ~f the funds are h~ a SAFO account, you can do an 

~ccount transfer from your ~ccount to Campus Recreal:h:m, accL 01-14L 

Let me know ~f you need furt:her d~rect:ion. Thanks;. Marry 

Marry Pomerantz, Director 

Campus Recreation, Cg 8610 

:tO4 Student Recreation Center 

UNC-Chape~ H~I 

Chapel ~-i~, NC 27599.-8610 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Merit: Tuesday, 7:49 PM 
Te: Pomeran~, Martin R 
COl @kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu) @kenan-flagler.unc.edu); @unc.edu 
Subje¢t: OuN~nding CSBC 

Hi Marty. Our sponsorship check came ~n today. Please let me know how to complete this transaction. Thanks again~ 

Carolina Sport Business Club 

Ropes experience 

debby 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
EN~lore. Engage. Empower. 

www,exss, unc,ed u 

3:1.5 ~Nool~en - CB #8700 

"The best abifty is availability." 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 5:56 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS 

have class on Tuesday until 1:45 pm, but I can come straight after and be there between 2 and 2:15 p.m. if that will work for you 

On 

wrote: 
, at 10:07 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

What is your availability to chat this week? Tuesday or Wednesday after 
10:30 a.m.? The course is fbr experiences in sport-related 
companies/organizations 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

Exercise and Spolt Science Department - http://exss unc.edui 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculb" Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until realib" is defined, progress is impossible" 

On 8:19 PN% ~)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Ill Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> I was actually considering applying for an internship at the Durham 
>> Performing Arks (;enter, but I wasn’t really sure if I would be able to 
>> fit it in to my schedule during our      season. I didn’t know exactly 
>> what the requirements were for this class; I just wanted to talk to you 
>> about it since Dr Salyer suggested it I can also keep looking for 
>> other internships in the area that can work out with my schedule 
>> 

>> Thanks, 

>> 

>> On at 8:00 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi EXSS is an internship for academic credit. Are you able to 
>>> fit in an internship during your athletic competition? Let’s chat. We 
>>> have time to enroll you (up until classes start) but we need to make 
>>> sure you are capable of fulfilling the requirements. 

>>> Dr. Stroman 

>>> Do Good. 

>>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>>> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> "Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and 
>>> conscientious stupidity." 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: 
>>> Sent: Monday, ’. 9:23 PM 
>>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>>> Subject: EXSS 

>>> Hi Dr. Stroman, 

>>> My name is      and I am a ~                                     I have 
>>> been emailing with Dr. Salyer because the last requirement I have for my 
>>> Sport Administration major, EXSS     is no longer being offered in the 
>>> Spring I am trying to see if I can substitute the finance courses I 
>>> have taken for my second major, Business, for the Sport Finance class I 
>>> need to complete my Sport Administration major. She is not sure if the 
>>> substitution will work, but she told me I still need to take one more 
>>> EXSS course to complete the required amount of courses for the major 
>>> She recommended I take your class, EXSS     in the Spring I am 
>>> registering for classes tomorrow, and I would like to sign up for your 
>>> class, but I need to get your consent to sign up for it. I am wondering 
>>> if I can please get your consent to take this class in the Spring. 



Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hedgpet~, Elizabeth G <hedgpet~@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    ADD 

This class is closed for minors until 

Elizabeth Hedgpeth, RN, EdD 
Adjunct Assistant Professor 
Sport Psychology 
103 Fetzer Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8700 

(o) 919-962-6214 
(c) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS    ADD 

but I am keeping a waiting list. What year is he? e 

Ambition is the path to success. 
Persistence is the vehicle you 
arrive in. Wm. Eardley IV 

4:47 PM 

Hi Elizabeth. Big favor. Will you please add one of my favorites who can’t seem to find one open EXSS course? 

He is an outstanding student and will be a pleasure in your course. Thanks. 

d 

Deboral~ L, Stroman, Ph,Do CLU 
Exp~oreo Engage, Empower. 

~IAr!~v~v,ex~, U nc, e(l u 

3~5 ~ooR~n - Cg #~700 

"The best abilitF is availability,." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G <hedgpeth@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G <hedgpeth@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    ADD 

Not sure he will get in as he does have 2 years to get in. Not least bit worried about his ability to do the work. e 

Elizabeth Hedgpeth, RN, EdD 
Adjunct Assistant Professor 
Sport Psychology 
103 Fetzer Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8700 

(o) 919-962-6214- 
(c) 

Ambition is the path to success. 
Persistence is the vehicle you 
arrive in. Wm. Eardley 1V 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G 
Subject: Re: EXSS    ADD 

6:12 PM 

2nd year. He is a and will be fine with an upper level class. 

Thanks for the consideration. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - .h__t__t_~_]!_Z_e__x__s__s__:_u___n__c__:_e__d___u_./ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Ur~til reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Hedgpeth>, Elizabeth Hedgpeth <hedgpeth@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,                  6:09 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS    ADD 

This class is closed for minors until 

Elizabeth Hedgpeth, RN, EdD 
Adjunct Assistant Professor 
Sport Psychology 

103 Fetter Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8700 

(o) 919-962-6214- 
(c) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G 

(:c: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS    ADD 

but I am keeping a waiting list. What year is he? e 

Ambition is the path to success. 
Persistence is the vehicle you 
arrive in. Wm. Eardley 1V 

4:47 PM 

Hi Elizabeth. Big favor. Will you please add one of my favorites who can’t seem to find one open EXSS course? 

He is an outstanding student and will be a pleasure in your course. Thanks. 

d 

Debora~ L, Stro~nan, P|~,D, CLU 
E~’plOreo Engage, Empower, 
. _w_. _w~. _ _~.,_e_.~. _ss_.,_ qD~,~ 

9~9,843,033~ 

"The best abifity is availability," 





Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: In case you missed it... ;) 

Thanks! 
Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.chem.unc.edu!people!faculty!desimone! 

I’!!~!j:)://www.ke na n instit:ut e.u nc.ed u/ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

p,lg :O~lOW rne on Twitter 

...................................................... 

From: <Stroman> Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,                  2::1:1 PM 

To: Joseph DeSimone <desimone@email.unc.edu>, 

@med.unc.edu> 

Subject: In case you missed it... ;) 

@email.unc.edu>, @unc.edu>, 

htt~s://www~chr~nic~e~st~re.c~m/Pr~ductDetai~s.aspx?~D=79968&WG=35~&cid=diversity12cr 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science - exss.unc.edu 

Twitter- @drstroman 

L "To be in world that is make else is the Wa(do Emerson ~o you ~re~test R~Iph 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:26 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Posters 

Hi Dr. Stroman,    from the marketing department handed me a stack of UNC Football posters to deliver to you. I think he said you requested them for some 

alumni function or something, but l’m not really sure. Hopefully you know what they are for. You weren’t in your office this morning so I left them on the chair 

outside of your office. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks! 

University of Nortl~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:59 PM 

5troman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Deck with changes PLUS next steps 

930ish on Thursday....when is the task force presentation to the faculty? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

~t.~t..P-~7~.w..~.w..~.w..:~.c.~b..e-m~:.9~.n.~.c.:~.e.~.d.~u..LP-~e..~..~L e..L~1~.~1m~ 
httP:l/www.kena ninstitute.unc.edul 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,                  2:57 PM 

To: Joseph DeSimone <.d_._e_s_!_n_!..o_.q_e_._@.__e_.n_!.a__[!_._9_.n__c_:__e_.d__.u_.> 

Subject: RE: Deck with changes PLUS next steps 

No. t was referring to our Task Force strategy presentati.:)n to UNC faculty ;) 

Do you know whsL time are you speakin~ on Thursday though? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:19.84&0336 

From= DeSimone, Joseph M, 
Sent= Tuesday, 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Deck with changes PLUS next steps 
You mean the BOT meeting on Thursday? Absolutely! 

Joseph rvL DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.chem.unc edu/people/facuky/desimone/ 
h___Lt_P___~LL_w____w___w___:_k_~p__~p__Ln_~_t_!_Lg_Le__:_u___n__£:_e__¢u_j 
Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

~Follow me on Twitter 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,                  9:00 AM 

To: Joseph DeSimone <.d_._e_s_!_.n__l_.o_ .n_ _e_ . _@. _ _e_ .n_ l_a_ _ ! ! _._ #_ 0_ _c_ ._ _e_ .d_ _ .u_ . > 

Subject: Re: Deck with changes PLUS next steps 

Thanks Joe. Is it possible for me to sit in on the session when receive faculty feedback? 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous tha~ a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

11:27 AlVl 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 9:39 PM, "DeSimone, Joseph M." <desimone@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Slide 18 needs to say "partner" instead of "force" below 

Slide 23 says "force" 

And I think Debbie hit the nail on the head with "partner".. 

I like the slides for my intro as shown in the attached...and I plan to use the inclusive words judith used today to describe the last slide...I think this will work well.. 

Also, I an] back on the schedule for the BOT meeting (apparently Gov Martin is not yet ready...)...so I can’t meet then with you 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http:!!www.chem.unc.edu!people!faculty!desimone! 

!!t__t_P__~//Xv___w_w_:_k__e__!:ta__!![!!s__t_Lt__u__t__e__.__u__!!£:#__d__u__i 
Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 



From: ~_~ ~__n__~_~_~_f_!_a__~!_~__r:__u__~_~_._~__d___u_.> 

Date: Monday, 12:43 PM 

To: Cynthia Reifsnider <Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>,                                  @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, 

~3~rnail.com>, Paul Friga <Paul Fri~a~kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu>, "Napier, Mary E" <rnnapier~ernail.unc.edu>, Joseph 

DeSimone <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: Deck with changes PLUS next steps 

Hi everyone- 

I wanted to send out a deck with a few chan~es from our consultin~ meeting. 

Joe -we’ve added slides 4 -8 to help you frame the national context discussion. We are to~ether as a complete consultin~ team on Wednesday and 

Thursday from 9a-~2p. Let us know what times work for you to join. We can also schedule time outside of that if that’s better for you. 

~a~, ~indy, are all ~oin~ to think about and recraft the initiative prioritization discussion and come with ideas about how to restructure 

that section. 

Paul - Please provide ~eneral or specific comments as you see fit. l’d like to do some thinkin~ about this before we ~et to~ether on Wednesday. 

Thanks all, 

<KIPE External Advisory Committee DeSimone Intro SLides.pptx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:53 PM 

Stroman, Debora]~ L <dstro@unc.edtr~ ; 

CSBC Meeting 

t@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Dear Dr. Stroman and 

Regarding Mr. Sturner’s visit to campus on . I contacted the EXSS department and they said Fetzer 109 is unavailable but we can hold the meeting in 

Fetzer :i06 instead, which holds 68 people. Will this be big enough? Also, have you contacted Mr. Sturner since we last spoke, Dr. Stroman? I haven’t heard 

anything from him. 

Thanks, 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class of 

@unc,edu I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:40 PM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@emaikunc.edu> 

Re: Deck with changes PLUS next steps 

Not scheduled yet. Barbara Entwisle asked that the co-chairs meet with her first, discuss and then plan the larger faculty focus meeting. 

Meeting of all of the co-chairs is 11:30-1:00. 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 . fax (919)962 8202 . mnapier@unc.edu 

From: <DeSimone>, "Joseph M." <desimone~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,                  2:59 PM 

To: "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Mary Napier <mnapier@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Deck with changes PLUS next steps 

930ish on Thursday....when is the task force presentation to the faculty? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http:/iwww.chem.unc.eduipeopleifacultyidesimone/ 

http:i!www.kena ninstitute.unc.edui 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

J "~iii ...... prig 
_ :ollow me on Twitter ...................................................... 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro¢~unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,                  2:57 PM 

To: Joseph DeSimone <desimone@email.unc~edu> 

Subject: RE: Deck with changes PLUS next steps 

No. I was referring to our Task Force strategy presentation to UNC faculty. 

yOU kr~ow what time are you speaking on Thursday [hough? 

Good. 

Dehorah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9,843,0336 

From: DeSimone, 3oseph M. 

Sent-" Tuesday, 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Re: Deck with changes PLUS next steps 
You mean the BOT meetin~ on Thursday? Absolutely! 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr~ Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineerin~ at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.che!~q.unc:edu/peop!e/faculty/desimone/ 

http:iiwww.kenaninstitute.unc.edui 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

~Follow me on Twitter 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro¢~unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,                  9:00 AM 

To: Joseph DeSimone <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Deck with changes PLUS next steps 

Thanks Joe. Is it possible for me to sit in on the session when receive faculty feedback? 

"Nothing in the worid is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

11:27 AM 

DLS from my iPhone. 



On at 9:39 PM, "DeSimone, Joseph M." <d_._e_s_!!~o__n_ .e_C..~_e_!q_a_~_[:9_n_.c_._.e_d__u.> wrote: 

Slide 18 needs to say "partner" instead of "force" below 

Slide 23 says "force" 

And I think Debbie hit the nail on the head with "partner".. 

I like the slides for my intro as shown in the attached_.and I plan to use the inclusive words judith used today to describe the last slide_.l think this will work well.. 

Also, I am back on the schedule for the BOT meeting (apparently Gov Martin is not yet ready...)...so I can’t meet then with you 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

htt:p://www.chem.unc.edu/people/faculty/desirnone/ 

http:!!www.kenaninstitute.unc.edu! 
Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

<B97E55A0-AC15-41 F7-80EF-7F57503CA734141].png>Fol~ow me on Twitter 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 12:43 PM 

To: Cynthia Reifsnider <__C_ynthia Reifsnider@kenan-fl~gLe__r_:__u___n__£_.__e___d___u_>,                                _@__k___e__n___a___n__:_f_!_a__g[e___r_:__u__n___£.__e___d___u__>, 

@gmail~com>, Paul Friga <Pau! Friga@kenap-flag!er.!Jnc~edu>, "Napier, Mary E" <mnapier@email~unc.edp>, Joseph 

DeSimone <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Deck with changes PLUS next steps 

Hi everyone- 

I wanted to send out a deck with a few changes from our consulting meeting. 

Joe -we’ve added slides 4 -8 to help you frame the national context discussion. We are together as a complete consulting team on Wednesday and 

Thursday from 9a-12p. Let us know what times work for you to join. We can also schedule time outside of that if that’s better for you. 

Mary, Cindy, are all going to think about and recraft the initiative prioritization discussion and come with ideas about how to restructure 

that section. 

I~aul - Please provide general or specific comments as you see fit. I’d like to do some thinking about this before we get together on Wednesday. 

Thanks all, 

<KIPE External Advisory Committee DeSimone Intro SLides.pptx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"_{~)live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Follow-up from Branch on 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

My name is and I had the pleasure of meeting you at the Sunday Brunch hosted by the UNC School of Journalism. We only spoke briefly but I do 

recall you mentioning that you are a member of , Incorporated. As your schedule permits, I would appreciate the opportunity to meet with 

you and converse further. Please let me know if this is a possibility. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:09 PM 

@gmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@ kena n-flagler.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

Re: CSBC Meeting 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thanks Fetzer 106 is fine. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Ur~til reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, 7:27 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Cc:                              @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>,                        ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject; Re:         CSBC Meeting 

@live.unc.edu>, 

Dr. Stroman, 

Of course, if you have a bio and a headshot I’ll start putting it together. Would it be at 5:00 or 5:30? 

I’II make sure to email it to you when l’m finished as well. 

Thanks, 

@live.unc.edu>, 

On Tue, at 4:25 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for your reminded No, I haven’t: spoken to h#~ but w~l[ reach out: tomorrow. 

Let’s ~et a flyer drafted, can you please work w~th 

Dr. Stroman 

])o Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D, 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; 

Subject:        CSBC Neeting 

Dear Dr. Stroman and 

@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 

Regarding Mr. Sturner’s visit to campus on               I contacted the EXSS department and they said Fetzer 109 is unavailable but we can hold the meeting in Fetzer 106 

instead, which holds 68 people. Will this be big enough? Also, have you contacted Mr. Sturner since we last spoke, Dr. Stroman? I haven’t heard anything from him. 

Thanks, 



B.S. Business Administration I B.A. Biology 

Kenan-Fla~ler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class of 

, Carolina Sport Business Club 

Carolina Fever 

@unc.edul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@gmail.com 

s~dent advising ques~tion 

Dear Dr. Stroman: 

My son             is a          in the sports administration track of Exercise and Sports Science. He is having trouble registering for any of the :tOO or 200 level 
required courses for spring semester. Can you offer any guidance on how to get into these classes so that he can stay on schedule with the graduation requirements, or 
alternate courses he might consider that would supplement his undergraduate program in sports administration? I admit he has been frustrated with the general education 
advising he has received so far and the registration process. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

@duke.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:09 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 
My name is and rm a freshman here at UNC The EXSS class says that it is closed but registration has not been open to fresl~man yet I register before other freshman 
because I am an athlete at 8:15 and I don’t understand how it could be closed? Thank you in advanced and have a great day! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evite <info@mailva.evite.com > 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 8:58 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Event Reminder: ULEAD Team Pre~ntations 

’Wiliia m Frey 

}:’..’iday, No~embe~ t6, 20t2 
8:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

Friday Ce~ter, S~r~flower Room 

t00 ~:dday Ce~ter 

Don’t forget to snap ÷ share 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Creates <CarolinaCreates@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11:28 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Course Ideas, TEDxUNC Launch & MEDIUM Art Show 

NOVEMBER UPDATE 

Fostering creation through connectio~ 
Carolina Creates is a student organization at the University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill sponsored by ~nnovate@Ca~olina and UNC 

Student Affairs fostering creation through connection with five 

initiatives: Carolina C~eates Global {TED×UNC), Music, Visual A~ts, 

Writers {Should Does), and On{ine. 

www,caro  nacreates, u nc,edu 

Courses. Professors. Research. t3rants, 

Student Organizations. Events, 

TNs online ptatform proqdes the Carolina commuNty w~th an opportunity to 

explore the many resources retated to your pass~ons~ Check out courses and 

professors for Spr~n~ 2013{ 

November 14th: TEDxUNC Theme Launch 

From 11:30-1:30~ TEDxUNC wi[[ collaborate w~th Carolina Creates Music and 

Carolina Creates Visuat Arts for an afternoon launch party of the I-EDxUIqC 2013 

theme and -[EDxUtlC Student Speaker Contest. Music wilt be plaNng ~n the Union 

West: Lounge, Come check out the musicians i[~ ~:he Union and an art insi:al[ation 

~n the Pi~: whi~e recebing reg~stratbn fffformation about TEDxU~C 2013. 

TEDxU[~C wit[ be herd on Saturday, February 9th in Memofia[ HaIL Check us out 

Student _~eaker Contest for TED~UNC 

Want to speak at -[EDxU[tC 2013? ~e’re [ookin~ for a talented student to give a 10 

minute, al~.original TED Talk. Give us your pitch by poslJn~ a 45 second video on 

Wednesday~ Hovember 28th at 5:00pro. FinatisB w~tl be no~fied by the TEDxUilC 

OrganiNn~ committee. Good [ucM 

NEDIUN Art Show - brought to you by: 



Combining the feel of a c[otMn!] and sneaker boutique with a fine art !]allery~ 

MEDIH~’~ is a two week exhibit on Franklin Street, epening on Hovember 16. The 

werk of five art students ai: UNC w~[[ be en display atong the walls ~n the gatlery~ 

and accompanying them w~[[ be five separate racks filled with ~hirts and 

sweatsM~s created by incorpora~n~ those same designs. Uve music witt be 

provided by Ever Vida, a UNC student and house DJ. A poRion of the sales 

benefit Commm~ity Empowerment Fund and Blue Ribbon Mentor-Advocate. 

With our new crowd-funding p[atforrn~ support fellow student’ mnova~ve ideas 

and projects. Student organizations have set targets fer up(:emJn~ prejed:s and 

events, At~ don~ons are tax-deductible. Get your organ~za~on re~k~tered [edaz~ 

...... B~ rs: Sook Ddv~, for Youth rED>:UNC: Conuect UNO 

Development Ce=~tre 
~aaders~ 

can’t wait to continue sharing these exalting opportunities and Carolina 

traditions with you. Hark the Sound! 

Creates == 209 Sou[i; Rcad j Chapel Hiil, NC 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ! l 1:41 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sports Entrepreneurship 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

My name is and I am currently a here at Carolina. I heard you speak at FCA earlier in the year and was excited to see that you were leading a 

First Year Seminar. I am emailing you in regards to your seminar. I am currently undecided but am very interested in the Sports Administration concentration of 

Exercise and Sports Science. I believe that your seminar would benefit me greatly in determining whether it is the right major for me. Therefore, I was wondering 

if you had any additional spots available in you seminar or a waitlist of some sorts. If not, that is perfectly understandable and maybe I could get a 

recommendation of classes to take that would give me an glimpse of the Sport Administration concentration. Thank you for your time and I am looking forward to 

your next message at FCA. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Connecting with Dr. Sta~mm~ and retbrence li)r Undoing Racism workshop 

Hi Dr. Stroman --- 

fiust wan~:ed to put in a another quick plug for you ~:o ~:h#~k about: j.Nrdng u~; on for the Radal Equity work~;hop. 

[ iow~ Shandra’s ~dea of taH<ing t:o the Dean at some poh~t (see below) With a mu~t:i-racia~ base o[ students, facu~t:y, and st:aft, f think we could haw~ a really upfront 

conversation about wheLher and how th~s conversation would be usefut / relevant to MBA sLudents and the greaLer UNC community. (I have rny opk~ons @, but 

many of rny white colleagues who have attended the workshop and found ~t worthwhile have helped me understand how to pos~t~on iL to peopie who have noL 

been engaged h~ race work h~ the way I have). 

WouM iow~ to haw~ you come and to be abie to th~nk rnore through how to move the conversatkm forward UNC-w~de, 

A~ best, 

From: Jones, Shandra 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Connecting with Dr. Stroman and reference for Undoing Racism workshop 
Hey there~ Bay: 

Apologies for my late response, bu~:l can absolutely be a re~erra~ for you, ~ th~nk m~ght be interested~ and she ~s also a member of the Carolina B~a(:k Caucus 

Dean Dean has been a great supporLer of the Caucus to-date ss well; have you ever spoken w~Lh him about the workshop? I don’t know how rea~bt~c it is thsL he 

would be avai~aMe--espedaHy for Lwo fuji days --. ~ut ~: you are ever do~ng the abbreviated version, could be worth a shot. Just a thou~hL_ 

As for my participation, that’s a tough one these days. But send me the dates and ~ can check; ] just can’t make any promises. Between work, school~ family and 

pendk~g baby, my schedule [~l]s up quh::My. 

A]~ the bes~, Shandra 
ShaBdra Je~es ¯ Assoch~e Director ~ MBA Admissions ¯ UNC’s Kenan.-Fiagler Bushiness Schoo~ ¯ 919 962 0558 

Sent: Monday, 12:22 PM 
To: 3ones, Shandra 
Subject: Connecting with Dr. Stroman and reference for Undoing Racism workshop 
I didn’t know you were on the UNC Black Caucus.. 

I am working with Dr. Stroman on a project at the Kenan Institute~ 

i’ve invited her to the Undoing Racism workshop in January. I’m also hoping to get some folks from AMBS. Could I use you as a reference? 

Do you think      would be interested? Or any chance you could come for 2 full days to get the full workshop in? 

Thanks~ Will stop by and visit soon. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:58 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: A&Tis~ng 

Ms. Stroman, 
I am a EXSS major and would like to know if there is any way to receive permission to enroll in 18 hours before open enrollment begins. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

@live.unc.edu> 

We dne sday,                  2:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah 1, <dstro@unc.e&~ 

First Year SeminaJc 

Hey Nits. Streman, 

My name is I alr~ a here at UNC. I was really looking forward to taking the 

become available would you please let me kno~v? I would love to take that class, 

Thank you! 

seminar (EXSS : ) with you but it closed beibre my registration time[ If any spots 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:33 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Posters 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I don’t have much availability on those days until after Thanksgiving. I could meet Tuesday. or Wednesda} at 3:I5 in the afternoon if either 

l:im~-_~ works for you. lu~-_~sdays and [hursdays I have some free time ~r~ the morning before our first class a~: 11:00 (e>:cept on       I have a meeting). Vm also done 

with [.FIT by 3:00 each day., and r:ridays are genera~lV pretty open for me because I don’[: have class I_et me know what works best. rhanks[ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:31 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Posters 

I_et"s ~.~c h ~-’_~d u I e 

I teach MWF at 9:00 a.m. Tuesdays and Wednesdays are best. 

Do Goo(L 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9119,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiw," 

9:26 AM 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Posters 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

David Theby from the marketing department handed me a stack of UNC Football posters to deliver to you. I think he said you requested them for some 

alumni function or something, but l’m not really sure. Hopefully you know what they are for. You weren’t in your office this morning so I left them on the chair 

outside of your office. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks! 

University of N~rtl~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

No virus tbund in this mes~ge. 

Checked by AVG - ~wvw.avg.com 

Version:     0.2221 / Virus Database: 2441/5392 - Release Date: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

I wanted to see about meeting with you on Friday to talk about a class that would help me graduate next semester, lvly classes are done at :t:t:OOam on Friday so if you have 
any time that we can meet after that would you please let me know? If Friday doesn’t work then please let me know when you are free. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@wmgllc.com> 

Thursday, 9:28 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Business School Com~ection TODAY 

This is great! I witl tall< with the rest of my team and come up with a list of ideal speakers, and let you know about the case cornpetidon, but I’nl 99%we’H want to 

enter a team ~nto the case competition. Thanks for ~nv~ting us, and ~ wH~ be ~n touch. 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:43 PM 
To: 

Subject: ~E: UNC B~Jsiness School Connection TODAY 

Thanks          I think we should took to do at least one formal joint meedng in the spr~ng. H:you a~ could come up with a fist of the top three speakers you’d 

like to have come on campus, that wouM be great~ 

A~so, ~et me know your thoughts on a case study competition. We have one each year at our CSR~ conference with grad and undergrad competitions. We wou~d 

Iow~ to haw~ a tearn [rom KFBS part~dpateH 

ht[p:/icsriconference.or~/index.html 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

9eborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9119~843~0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

@wmgllc.com] 
:10:39 AM 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: UNC Business School Connection TODAY 

Hi Dr Stroman, 
Thanks so rnuch for inviting us ~:o            talk Unh:~rtunate~y ~ was ~n class aH day so ~ couldn’t a~:~:end., but I sent the h~format~on out to the members o[ our 

club so hopefully we had some represenLation there. 

On another note, Fm goh~g to meeL w~th next week ~o discuss ways our clubs can work together. Thanks again for putting us in touch, and we will 

let you know what we come up w~th. 

Thanks again and ~ hope you had a nice weekend~ 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:12 AM 
To: 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: UNC Business School Connection TODAY 
Hi                    is speaking to some of our grad students at :l:O0 p.m. in Woollen (sport administration suite - first floor). We are inviting you and other 

MBA Club students to come over have pizza and chat with him. 

Thanks for sharing with your peers. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On , at 6:00 PM, @wmgllc.com> wrote: 

Hi D,r. Stroman, 

] won’t be at Wasserman tornorrow, so I wanted to make sure you have my IJNC email address 

information you have abouL the speaker tomorrow from AT&T. 

Thanks again~ 

~unc.edu), so you can send ~T~e any 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 9:35 AM 
To: ’Stroman, Deborah L’ 
Subject: RE: UNC Business School Connection 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

It was a pleasure meeting you yesterday at the Business of Sport event at Fuqua. Fm hoping we can organize a similar event at Kenan-Flagler later th~s 

year or next year. At the very ~east, Fd I~ke to hoM a small case competk~on w~th Wasserman (~ke the one they’re doing w~th Fuqua students in a few 

weeks) -open to undergcads, [:he M MS p¢o~ram and [:he gus~ness School - maybe somel:h~e ~n March? FH work w~fl~ as you suggested, to see 

i[: we can set something Hke this 

~r~ the rneanfime, I wanted to follow up ~o get sorne additional details about the speaker you’re hav~ng ~n your class ~ornorrow. We’d love to meet 

w~th him!her ~f ~t works w~th our schedule. 

Thanks so much[ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper. Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:34 PM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu-~; 

@live.unc.edu-~; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@earfldink.net>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; i 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu-~; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; @live. unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edt~-; i@uuc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.uuc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu> 

Osborne, Barbaxa <sportlaw@uuc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Somhall, Richard Michael <southall@email.uuc.edu;, 

Upcoming Thesis Proposals 

Hello Everyone, 

I wanted to write to provide you with some updates on our upcoming thesis proposal schedule. First, please put on your schedule that        will be proposing on Monday, 
at :t:00pm (room TBA). Second,       will be proposing on Wednesday,             at 7:00am. Please do your best to make it to these presentations. I 

hope you all are well! 

co~te 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~/_~yahoo .conl~ 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:47 PM 

The progtZac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progthc] Pope Center Article on General Education and W. Civilization 

Here is the link to a recent article on the Pope Center’s website, it advocates the teachinq of a 

Western Civili×atlon-based curriculum and says that foreign languages, literature, and art 

appreciation are not essential parts of a general education curriculum. 

http:/iwww.popecenter.org/commentaries//article.html?id=2763 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</av. To unsubscribe send a blauk <br> 

email to <a href "mafilto:leave-32436381-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32436381- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:36 PM 

Campbell, Larry <leca~np@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dm <shaJ~dmj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 

<ursula litflejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@~mc.eduq Mumll, Verita L <vefita mumll@~mc.eduq Robert~m, NaJ~enge 

<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu-~ 

FW: [progfac] Pope Center Article on General Education and W. Civilization 

Do 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CUJ 

Eng,@e, E,~?,lore, 

"NotNng ~n the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent~ous stupidiW/’ 

@yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:47 PN 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: [progfac] Pope Center A~icle on General Education and W. Civilization 

Here is the link tc a recent a~ticle on the Pope Ce:~ter’s weksite, it advocates, the teac~ing 

Western Civilization-based curriculum and says that foreign languages, literature, and art 

appreciation are not essential parts of a general edhcation cb.rric~Lium. 

htt~r):/i~,,n,,~,~.pcpecente~ .o~qiccmm6ntarJ6s/artic]6 .htm] %id= :V63 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

</ul > 

progfac as: <a hre~"n~ailto:dstro@unc.e&~’b-dstro¢~)unc.edu~J~>. To unsubscribe send a blm~k <b~ 

email to <a hre~"mailto:lcave- 32436381- 56223020A 8abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b(d~listserv.unc.edu’Meave-32436381- 

56223020~ 18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b([~listserv.unc.edu<,’a~ 

o f a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:38 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <dj sothll@email.unc.edu>; 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu>; StromaJ~, Deborah L q:tstro@unc.edu>; Turner, Robert W. 

<n~lumer@emml.unc.edu>; Weight, Eria~ne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC Business School Cormection TODAY 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

@wmgllc.com] 
9:28 AM 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: UNC Business School Connection TODAY 
This i~ great! f wili taik wi~:h ~:he rest of my te~m and come up with ~ ~is~: o~ ideal %~eakers, and k~t you know about: ~:he case c.:~mpet~tkm., but ~"m 99% we’H want to 

enter a team k~to the case compe~:~tion. lh~t~ks [or h~v~tirlg us, ~t~d ~ wH~ be h~ touch. 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 5:43 PM 
To: 

Subject= RE: UNC Business School Connection TODAY 

Thanks          t think we shouk~ look to do ~;~: h:,as~: one ~orrnal ~ok~t meeting in ~:he spdng. ~f you a~ couk~ come up with ~; ~is~: o~ ~:he top three speakers you’d 

Hke to have come on campus~ that woukt be great~ 

A~so, ~et me know your thoughts on a case study competition. We have ore each year st our CSE~ conference with grad and undergrad cornpetitions~ We woukt 

love to have a te~m from KgBS part~dpate!! 

http:!!csHconference.orgiindex.html 

Dr. Sl:roman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
gn~]ug~e. ~x~lore, Empower. 

9:19,843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorat~ce and cot~scientious stupidit~o" 

~__w__m_gN~_c___o_ml 
10:39 AM 

Ell)m: 

Sent; Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject; RE: UNC Business School Connection TODAY 

Hi Dr~ Stroman, 

Thanks so much for inviting us to            talk. Unfortunately 1 was in class all day so ~ couldn’t attend, but I sent the ~nforrnatk3n out to the members of our 

club so hopefully we had some representation there~ 

On ~mother note, Frn gok~g to meet w~th next week to discuss ways our clubs c~m work together. Thanks agam for putting us m touch, and we wiil 

let you know what we come up w~th~ 

Thanks again aRd ] hope you had a nice weekend~ 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC -- Blas~ from the past! 

Deb, 

Uve removed Shandra from the Pay Pal confirmation emails. I thought I had added Nakenge this summer. I remember she was having issues using her UNC email. 

I’ll (:hecl~ to see ~f she’s been ge~ing any of the ernm~s. ~ just noticed that ~: sak~ her ema~I was unconfirmed’.l~ ~l:~:ernpt to add her again. She shouk~ receive an 

emai~ asl<~ng her to click on a confirmation 

OJ 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Wednesday, November 1% 2012 11:58 AN 

To: McGhee, ~ 
Subject: ~: CBC -- Blast from the past[ 

Thanks~ 

d 

Do toed. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing ~n the world 

F~m; Jones, Shandra [mail~:Shandra Jones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, November 14, 2012 11:16 AN 

Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjett: CBC -- Blast from the past[ 

I am emailing about membership payments. I have been getting the online membership payment!registration confirmations from the website. I still save them in 

my membership folder, but I haven’t been sending you all an updated list. I know you said previously that the team would take care of these, but let me know if 

you need anything from me on this at all. Also, I just cleaned off my desk and have three (3) physical checks that were sent to me for membership dues from: 

Whitney R. Robinson (dated 9/10/2012), Fatimah Jackson (:10/5/20:12), and Vickie Suggs (10/17/2012). I can deposit these checks into the account tomorrow at SECU, 

but again, let me know if you need anything more from me. 

Oh! Last thing, I don’t get any Caucus emails anymore. ® Can I be added back to the distribution list? 

Best wishes, Shandra 

Shandra Jones ¯ Associate Director. MBA Admissions. UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ 9:19.962.0558 ¯ fax 9:19.962.0898 ¯ 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:20 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

A Couple Quick Notes 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hope all is well! Just a couple quick things I wanted to bring up: 

- I spoke with          who ~vas a huge help to            last year with "Hoops for Homeless" and he said that he would be more than happy to help with it again Do we want to form a 
cormnittee and start planning? 

- Have you spoken with Professor Hedgepeth yet about RECR    ? I ~vas going to stop by her office yesterday and introduce myself but I wasn’t sure if you had said anything yet. 

Thanks and rll see you Sunday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:27 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: A Couple Quick Notes 

Yes I agree. I think the latter palt of the week after Thanksgiving would be great 

Okay! Thanks a lot for the good word :) 

On at 10:22 AM. Stroman, Deborah L ;vrote: 

> Hi       I think we need to have a board meeting before the semester is over to go over potential projects for the spring I would like to see the Hoops event continue, but we need full 
buy-in from evewone. 
> 

> Yes, I did speak to Dr. Hedgepeth She thinks you will have no problem with admission Do go by and introduce yourself though. Don’t send an email ;) 
> 

> Dr Stroman 
> 

> Do Good. 
> 

> Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 
> 919843.0336 
> 

> "Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 
> 

> 

..... Original Message ..... > 

> }groin: 

> Sent: t;riday, 10:20 AM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: A Couple Quick Notes 
> 

> I)r Stroman, 
> 

> Hope all is wellt Just a couple quick things ] wanted to bring up: 
> 

> - I spoke with who was a huge help to last year with "Hoops for Home]ess" and he said that he wou]d be more than happy to help with it again. Do we want to form 
a committee and start planning? 
> 

> - Have you spoken with Professor Hedgepeth yet about RECR ? I was going to stop by her office yesterday and introduce myself but I wasn’t sure if you had said awthing yet 
> 

> Thanks and I’[] see you Sundayt 
> 

> 



From: ~yahoo.com> 

Sent: Friday, 10:59 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Catch up 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you’re doing well[ I’d love to catch up with you soon. Let me know if you’re free for a phone call sometime next week. :) 

Happy Thanksgiving season[ 



From: @yahoo.com> 

Sent: Friday, 11:20 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Catch up 

That’s funny! I will give you a call in the next few days :) 

Regarding I’m not sure what my holiday travel is going to be exactly but I may be around. I’ll keep you posted and would love to help out! 

Have a great weekend! 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: @yaheo.cem> 
Sent: Friday, 11:16 AM 
Subject: Re: Catch up 

GMTA! I jnst spoke about you in class today. ;) Call me on Sunday or Tuesday a~emoon. In fact, I may need your help. Are you in Charlotte on Saturday, 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind widaout educating the heart is no edncation at all." Arislotle 

On at 11:00 AM, ~b~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

hope you’re doing well! I’d love to catch up with you soon. Let me know if you’re free for a phone call sometime next week. :) 

Happy Thanksgiving season! 



From: @live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 12:50 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: RE: EXSS    - Social Media 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:03 AM 
Subject: EXSS - Social Media 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Detx~rah Stroman 

Reminder - Please emafil me your Trotter hm~dle. Thanks! 

dstro@unc.edu 

This forwmded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS .001 .FA12" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS .001 .FA12. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@NCCU.EDU> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 2:39 PM 

@yahoo.corn; @yahoo.com 

Albert Bimper <abimpe@mail.utexas.edu>; A-hart2@mu.edu; Culp, Briaa~ O <bricult~iupui.edu>; C. Keith Harrison 

<kharrison@bns.ucf.edu>; Charles L. CroMey (crowley@caln.edu); Corbett, Doris <dcorbett@Howard.edu>; 

(constance.carte@cobbkl2.org);                       ~@yahoo.com>; Conrtney Snell-Flowers (cflowers@westga.edn); Darren 

Kelly (da~ren.kelly@mail.utexas.edu); Darren Kelly (danen.kelly@austin.utexas.edn); Stroman, Deborah L <~stro@unc.edu>; Demetrius 

Peaxson (dpeaxson@uh.edu); Polite, Fritz G <fpolite@utk.edn>; Ginikachi Nwosu <nwosug@unlv.nevada.edu>; (jmcd@illinois.edu); 

Cavil, Jafus <caviljk@TSU.EDU>; Jasmine Hamilton ~hami23@tigers.lsn.edus,; John N. Singer <singe~jn@hlkn.tamu.edu>; Joseph 

Nehemiah Cooper -~oeycoop@uga.edu;,;                                 @gmail.com>; Chaplin, Kenneth Sean 

<kchap@neo.tamu.eduT; Ketra Am~strong (karms~r2@csulb.edu); Hylton, Kevin <K.Hylton@leedsmet.ac.uk~; 

(leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu); Louis Harrison, Jr. <lharrison@mail.utexas.eduT; Malta Lawrence <slawrence@apu.edu~; Michelle 

Tou~n (MTou~n@unm.edu); Othello Harris [harfiso@muohio.edu]; May, Reuben A <rmay@neo.tamu.edu>; Roy McCree 

<Roy.McCree@sla.uwi.edu-~; Stoles, Gary A. [gsailes@indiana.edu]; Johnson, Wardell <Wardell.Johnson@EKU.EDU>; Billy J Hawkins 

<bhawk@uga.edu~; Akila~ Carter Francique <arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu-~ 

Activism 

Dear NASSS Family: 
An opportunity to engage in activism has presented itself. Please read the story below. After reading the story, if you are interested in participating please email me. I plan to 
send the NCAA a letter on lvlonday and would love as many Black scholars as possible to sign on. In general the letter will speak to the disparate impact on enforcement on 
Black males and request a hearing!investigation into the issue. 

Best, 

PS... Regardless of the outcome of UCLA’s appeal today NCAA enforcement is still problematic. 

This email has been scmmed by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service. 

For more intbrmation please visit http://~’w.sym~mteccloud.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 3:32 PM 

@yahoo.corn; @emai[.unc.edu; Car[a.Fu[ton@uscm.org; @att.net; Emai[_Address; 

@durhamnc.gov; Kathy@CoachKathyWi[son.com;       @wsfcs.k12.nc.us;              @yahoo.corn; 

aberenato@ath[etics.pitt.edu;         @hotmail.com;          @yahoo.corn; 

:@email.unc.edu;         @gmail.com;        @gmail.com; 

bjc@randolphhospitaLorg; bmcglade@atlanticl0.org; catherine@ati-ia.com; 

@email.unc.edu;       @hotmaiLcom;       @yahoo.corn; 

@gmail.com; cindy.newnam @saintand rews.net; 

@aol.com; cmckee@ppunitedway.org; cmmapp@salisbury.edu; 

@email.unc.edu >;         @hotmail.com;       @aol.com; 

@live.corn; dawn.cooper@usg.edu;         @yahoo.corn; 

@embarqmail.com;           @aol.com; doug herm @canisius.edu; 

@yahoo.com; @lycos.com; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@hotmail.com; @nc.rr.com; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@elon.edu; @com cast.net; 

@hotmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; 

drichardson@at[anticl0.org; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu >;        @twcny.rr.com;            @nc.rr.com; 

@hotmaiLcom;       @aoLcom;          @qmail.com;          @cms.k12.nc.us; 

@verizon.net; @hotmail.com; gearlori@shu.edu; ~ @yahoo.corn; 

@aol.com; @outerbanksbeach.com; @yahoo.corn; 

@yahoo.corn; @yahoo.corn; @email.unc.edu; Demail.unc.edu >; 

@yahoo.corn; @earth[ink.net; jalley@nacwaa.org; @gmail.com; 

@email.unc.edu >; @yahoo.corn; .@alum ni.unc.edu; @alum ni.unc.edu; 

@alum ni.unc.edu; @gmail.com;~ @mindspring.com; @pacbell.net; 

@gmail.com; @bridge.bel[south.com; @yahoo.corn;_ 

@mindspring.com; @ed.org; @gmail.com; @earthiink.net; 

DaoLcom;          @hotmail.com;       @comcast.net;        @aol.com; 

@carolina.rr.com;        @bellsouth.net;        @earthlink.net;      @yahoo.corn; 

@email.unc.edu>; @gmail.com; @adelphia.net; 

@email.unc.edu >; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

~ . @gmail.com; [ori.mcbride@uvm.edu; @comcast.net;                                                                                              _ 

@email.unc.edu >; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; @yahoo.corn; 

@gmai[.com; @rcsdk12.org; @bel[south.net; @nc.rr.com; 

@email.unc.edu>; @emaiLunc.edu>; @mac.corn; 

@cox.net; @hotmail.com; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu >; @yahoo.corn; @gmail.com; @midsouth.rr.com; 

@hotmail.com; @earthlink.net; @dmu.edu; 

s@gmail.com; @gmail.com; @hotmail.com; @aol.com; @gmaiLcom; 

@aol.com; @aol.com; @yahoo.corn; ~aol.com; 

@email.unc.edu >; @aol.com; @fsdl.org; @abss.k12.nc.us; 

@triangleortho.com; @aol.com; @comcast.net; Dyahoo.com; 

@[ive.unc.edu >; @yahoo.com; @yahoo.corn; @capstone-dev.com; 

’@nc.rrX-Mplus-Spam-Scanned: mp[usversion: 5.1.Release; Fri; XCFSPAM4 Engine; 

6.1.5/2012.11.12.20.49.47/2005.02.11.04.44.13/; success; XCFSPAM1 Engine; Not Available; success; none 

Fwd: WN]T Championship 

@earthlink.net; 

@yahoo.com; 

@charter.net; 

@loyno.edu; 

@yahoo.corn; 

@yahoo.com; 

@hotmail.com; 

I need your help!! I am sorry that we are not playing Sunday @ 4:00 in Carmichael for the WNIT Championship. I just got off the phone with Triple Crown 
Sports who are the owners and operators of the WNIT. The only reason we are not hosting the Championship is because our attendance for the three 
previous WNIT games leading up to the Championship were lower than Iowa’s. Basically, it came down to what school had the best atmosphere and the 
best fan attendance that got to host the Championship game. 

Once again, I am sorry that we are now in preparation for leaving early Saturday morning to travel to Iowa and it is embarrassing for me and the players to 

have to admit that we are traveling and not hosting because Iowa had better and more fan support than we did. This should not be happening and we need 

your support. 

For those of you who were at one of our WNIT games, thanks for attending and if you were there, you saw just how hard our players were working and 
competing to represent the fans and The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The bottom line is, we must put more people in Carmichael and our 
current players are working extremely hard and deserve to have more fan support and people in the stands. 

As I close, just know that as we go to Iowa, we will compete extremely hard to bring back the WNIT Championship trophy to North Carolina. To all our loyal 
fans who did support us with your attendance, THANK YOU! 

Sylvia R. Hatchell 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Basketball 

919 962 5187 Office 

919 962 2506 Fax 
Donna Cheek 
Dep ~a’t men~ of A~hletics 



Women’s Basket,ball Office 

Phone: (919) 962-2902 

Fax: (919) 962-2506 

Go H~,els.~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Art Pope, Raleigh, NC          @aol.com> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 6:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 

Actually, Monday, Nov. 26th will work for either lunch or breakfast. VVhere and when precisely, and what will be the format, an informal group discussion? 

Thanks, Art 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: Art Pope, Raleigh, NC @aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, Nov 16, 2012 11:32 am 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus -You’re Invited! 

Hi Art. I left you a voice message. Please advise your availability the week of Nov. 26 for breakfast or lunch. Congrats on your selection of Thomas Stith. I have been working 
with him on the the Strategic Planning Committee for the Kenan Institute. He is bright and thoughtful. 

Have a relaxing weekend. 

debby 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the head is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Nov 1,2012, at 5:12 AM, "Art Pope, Raleigh, NC" @aol.com> wrote: 

Dear Doctor Stroman, 

Thank you for your invitation. At this point I have a major conflict on Thursday and Friday, and will be out of state the following week. If the conflict changes, 
may be able to come by on short notice, letting you know on Wednesday. 

I do very much appt~ciate your interest in a sincere dialogue. Let me know when is a good time to telephone you today to discuss in general, Other than a mid- 
day lunch meeting, I am fairly flexible today. 

Yours truly, 
Art Pope 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu> 
To: Strornan, Deborah L <dstroCb, unc.edu>; artpopenc 
Sent: Wed, Oct 31,2012 11:30 pm 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus -You’re Invited! 

Hi. I realize that the Advisory Committee meeting is on Nov. 7th. If the Caucus switched the meeting to 11:00 a.m. on Thursday, Nov. 8th would you be available? Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, October 29, 203_2 8:42 PM 

To:          @aol.com"           @aol.com> 

Cc: @aol.com" @aol.corn> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited] 

Good evening Mr. Pope. We met briefly at the Five Year Forum at the Stone Center last week. I kindly invite you to visit with the Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black 

Faculty and Staff) at our next 90 minute meeting, Wednesday, Nov. 7 at 11:30 a.m. I agree with you that there should be more dialogue between all parties 

interested in the future of the U NC system. Your leadership in NC politics, business, education is greatly respected by many; thus, I believe an open conversation on 

U NC Chapel Hill whereby you can freely share your perspective and goals would be meaningful. 

Please advise if this date is convenient for your schedule. If so, I will follow up with more details. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

cbcchair@unc.edu 919.843.0336 



"Faith is learning to !et God keep you steady and to be ruled !ess and less by your emotions and circumstances." (7 Paris) 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 16, 2012 6:22 PM 

Art Pope, Raleigh, NC          @aol.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 

Thanks again. I am working on a room in the Union. 

Format: Informal chat with Caucus (faculty and staff) members. My thought is for us to give you the opportunity to share your senth~ents on public education, the 

future of UNC~ and to dar~fy myths, gossip, etc. ;) 

An open Q&A w~th no students., media, press, journalists, etc. 

Any other ideas? Let me ]~now ~[ ~:here is anyone in parl:~cu]ar tha~ you want me to invRe. 

~ wil~ have kmch for everyone too. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~19~84&0336 

"NetNng ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and ~o~sdent~eus 

F~m= A~ Pope, Raleigh, NC @aoLcom] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 6:06 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje¢t= Re: CarNina Black Caucus - You’re Invi~d~ 

Actually, Monday, Nov. 26th will work for e~ther lunch or breaNaN. ~e~ and when precisely, and what will be the format, an ~nformal group discussion? 

Thanks, A~ 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: Art Pope, Raleigh, NC @sol.cam> 
Sent: Fd, Nov 16, 2012 11:32 am 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus -You’r~ Invited! 

Hi Art. I left you a voice message. Please advise your availability the week of Nov. 26 for breakfast or lunch. Congrats on your selection of Thomas Stith. I have been working 
with him on the the Strategic Planning Committee for the Kenan Institute. He is bright and thoughtful. 
Have a r~laxing weekend. 
debby 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Nov 1,2012, at 5:12 AM, "Art Pope, Raleigh, NC" @__a___o_[,_c___o_~ > wrote: 

Dear Doctor Stmman, 
Thank you for your invitation. At this point I have a major conflict on Thursday and Friday, and will be out of state the following week. If the conflict changes, I 
may be able to come by on short notice, letting you know on Wednesday. 
I do ve[y much appreciate your interest in a sincere dialogue. Let me know when is a good time to telephone you today to discuss in general, Other than a mid- 
day lunch meeting, I am fairly flexible today. 
Yours truly, 
Ar~ Pope 
.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: Stroman, Deborah L <_d___s_[r__o__@__u_!?_£:__e__d_~!>; artpopenc @_a___o_J_&o__Ln_> 
Sent: Wed, Oct 31,2012 11:30 pm 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus -You’re Invited[ 

Hi. I realize that the Advisory Committee meeting is on Nov. 7th. If the Caucus switched the meeting to 11:00 a.m. on Thursday, Nov. 8th would you be available? Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro~unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, October 29, 2012 8:42 PM 

To: @sol.cam" @aokcom> 

CC: @sol.cam". ._~aol .cool> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 

Good evening Mr. Pope. We met briefly at the Five Year Forum at the Stone Center last week. I kindly invite you to visit with the Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black 

Faculty and Staff) at our next 90 minute meeting, Wednesday, Nov. 7 at I1:30 a.m. I agree with you that there should be more dialogue between all parties 

interested in the future of the U NC system. Your leadership in NC politics, business, education is greatly respected by many; thus, I believe an open conversation on 

U NC Chapel Hill whereby you can freely share your perspective and goals would be meaningful. 

Please advise if this date is convenient for your schedule~ If so, I will follow up with more details. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc c__b_ 
c__c_.h_ a_[[. _@_. _u_0_c_:_e_ .d_ u- 919.843.0336 

"Faith is learning to let God keep you steady and to be ruled less and !ess by your emotions and circumstances." (r Paris) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~; 

Friday, November 16, 2012 6:26 PM 

Campbell, LarO, <lecmnp@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Shm~dm <sha]~dmj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 

<ursula litflejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@tmc.edu~; Murrill, Verita L <vefita murrill@tmc.edu~; Robert~m, NaJ~enge 

<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~Mstro@unc.edu-~ 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emafil.unc.edu>; overton@psa£e .ty.unc.edu 

I~W: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 

Get ready y’atH! It’s on. ;) 

Ne just called me and I t:oltowed up with this note. Please read up on the issues so we are ready1! This opportunity is unique and we want Lo be prepare& 

I will try to email the membership this weekend. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn~]ug~e. ~x~lore. Empower. 

9:19.343.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 6:22 PN 
To: Art Pope, Raleigh, NC 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 
Thanks again. I am working on a room in the IJnion~ 

Format: Informal chat with Caucus (faculty and staff) members. My thought is for us to g~ve you the opportunity to share your sentiments on public education, the 

future of UNC, and to clarify myths, gossip, etc. ;) 

An open Q&A w~t:h no students, media, press, journalists, etc. 

Any other ideas? Let me know if there is anyone in partk:u~ar Lhat you want me to invite. 

[ wH~ have lunch for everyone too. 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent~ous stupidity." 

F~m: Art Pope, Raleigh, NC @#_#J_:gR[3] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 6:06 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited[ 
Actually, Monday, Nov. 26th will work for eifl~er lunch or breaMast. ~ere and when precisely, and what will be the format, an informal group discussion? 

Thanks, A~ 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: Art Pope, Raleigh, NC ,~.aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, Nov 16, 2012 11:32 am 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus -You’re Invited! 

Hi Art. I left you a voice message. Please advise your availability the week of Nov. 26 for breakfast or lunch. Congrats on your selection of Thomas Stith. I have been working 
with him on the the Strategic Planning Committee for the Kenan institute. He is bright and thoughtful. 
Have a relaxing weekend. 
debby 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Nov 1,2012, at 5:12 AM, "Art Pope, Raleigh, NC" @_a___o_[:£_O__Ln_.> wrote: 

Dear Doctor Stmman, 
Thank you for your invitation. At this point I have a major conflict on Thursday and Friday, and will be out of state the following week. If the conflict changes, I 
may be able to come by on short notice, letting you know on Wednesday. 
I do very much appreciate your interest in a sincere dialogue. Let me know when is a good time to telephone you today to discuss in general, Other than a mid- 
day lunch meeting, I am fairly flexible today. 
Yours truly, 
Art Pope 
.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: Stroman, Deborah L <._d__s_’_t_[’__o_@_u__r_Lc__:&_d__u_.>; artpopenc @_’_a_£!:_c___o__r_[_~> 
Sent: Wed, Oct 31,2012 11:30 pm 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus -You’re Invited[ 

Hi. I realize that the Advisory Committee meeting is on Nov. 7th. If the Caucus switched the meeting to 11:00 a.m. on Thursday, Nov. 8th would you be available? Thanks. 

Go Heels, 



Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossib[e." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, October 29, 2012 8:42 PM 

To: @aol.com" @aol.com> 

Cc: @aoLcom". @aol .corn> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 

Good evening Mr. Pope. We met briefly at the Five Year Forum at the Stone Center last week. I kindly invite you to visit with the Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black 

Faculty and Staff) at our next 90 minute meeting, Wednesday, Nov. 7 at 11:30 a.m. I agree with you that there should be more dialogue between all parties 

interested in the future of the U NC system. Your leadership in NC politics, business, education is greatly respected by many; thus, I believe an open conversation on 

U NC Chapel Hill whereby you can freely share your perspective and goals would be meaningful. 

Please advise if this date is convenient for your schedule. If so, I will follow up with more details. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc c__b_ c__c_.h_ a_[[. _@_. _u_o_£:_e_ .d_ u- 919.843.0336 

"FMth is ie~rnin9 to Jet God keep you steady and to be ruled Jess and iess by your emotions and circumstances." (T Paris) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Overton, Jaclde (Public Safety) <ovm~on@psafety.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 6:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 

You go 

Prol:essional Development Mmmger 

Employee Forum Chair 

CB# 1600 Public Safe~~ Building 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1600 

(919) 962- 5029 phoneivoicemml 

(919) 962-2572 
The straightest path to our greatest potential is straight [hro~gh om~ greatesl f~ar, 

.~w~r make someone a,~ieri& in your l~r when tk~ey have only made you an qption in theirs. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 26, 2022 6:26 Plvl 
To: Campbell, Larry E.; Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula EuNce; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Vedta; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L. 
C¢: Caldwell, Kia L40verton, Jackie (Public Safety) 
Subject: FW: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Tnvited! 
Importance: High 

Get ready y’all!! Ws on. ;) 

H*-’2 jus[: called rne and I folk)w,-2d up with this note Ph-_~;se read up on the issues so we are ready]! This .:_~pportunity is unique and we want t.:_~ b,-:~ prepan:_~d. 

f will try to email [:he men’~b~-:!rship this w~-:!ekend. 

d 

Do Good, 

:Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,TJ, CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, November 26, 2012 6:22 PM 
To: Art Pope, Raleigh, NC 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 
Thanks again. I am workingon a room in the Union. 

Formic[:: hfformal chat w~th Caucus {[acuity lind staff) members. My thought is for us to g~ve you the opportunity 1:o share your sent:~ments .an pub~k: edu(:at[on, the 

[:uture o1: UNC, and to c~aH[:y myths, gossip, etc. ;} 

~n ogen Q&A wl[h no students, media, press, journalists, etc. 

Any other ideas? Let me know [[ there is anyone in particular that you want me to ~nv~te. 

~ will have lunch for everyone too. 

d e b b V 

Do Good= 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

Fmm= Art Pope, Raleigh, NC @aN.corn] 
Sent= Friday, November 26, 2022 6:06 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje~t= Re: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited~ 

Actually, Monday, Nov. 26th will work for either lunch or breaMast. ~ere and when precisely, and what will be the format, an informal group discussion? 

Thanks, Art 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: Art Pope, Raleigh, NC @_’_a___o_Lc__g_r_[!> 

Sent: Fri, Nov 16, 2012 11:32 am 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 

Hi Art. I left you a voice message. Please advise your availability the week of Nov. 26 for breakfast or lunch. Congrats on your selection of Thomas Stith. I have been working 
with him on the the Strategic Planning Committee for the Kenan Institute. He is bright and thoughtful. 
Have a relaxing weekend. 
debby 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Nov 1,2012, at 5:12 AM, "Art Pope, Raleigh, NC" ~aol.com> wrote: 



Dear Doctor Stroman, 
Thank you for your invitation. At this point I have a major conflict on Thursday and Friday, and will be out of state the following week. If the conflict changes, I 
may be able to come by on short notice, letting you know on Wednesday. 

I do very much appreciate your interest in a sincere dialogue. Let me know when is a good time to telephone you today to discuss in general, Other than a mid- 
day lunch meeting, I am fairly flexible today. 
Yours truly, 
Art Pope 
.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <_d__~!_r__o__@_U__L~__c_=_e___d_~!> 
To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; artpopenc @aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Oct 31,2012 11:30 pm 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus -You’re Invited! 

Hi. I realize that the Advisory Committee meeting is on Nov. 7th. If the Caucus switched the meeting to 11:00 a.m. on Thursday, Nov. 8th would you be available? Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, October 29, 20:12 8:42 PM 

To: .@._ a__o_L.£_o_n_l-" _@..._a_.o__[;c_.o__.m_.> 

Cc: .@_..a_ .o_!:.£ .o__m. _" @.a__o_L:.c__o_._m. _> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 

Good evening Mr. Pope. We met briefly at the Five Year Forum at the Stone Center last week. I kindly invite you to visit with the Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black 

Faculty and Staff) at our next 90 minute meeting, Wednesday, Nov. 7 at ~.~L:30 a.m. I agree with you that there should be more dialogue between all parties 

interested in the future of the U NC system. Your leadership in NC politics, business, education is greatly respected by many; thus, I believe an open conversation on 

U NC Chapel Hill whereby you can freely share your perspective and goals would be meaningful. 

Please advise if this date is convenient for your schedule. If so, I will follow up with more details. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

cbcchair@unc.edu 959.843.0335 
"Feith h:. /eerning to tet God keep you ,.;reedy r~nd to be ru/ed tess ond !e.s.s by your ~.rnodons ond circumstr~nces., (T Pori.s) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Art Pope, Raleigh, NC         @aol.com> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 7:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 

Below sounds fine. Art 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: Art Pope, Raleigh, NC           @aol.com> 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Sent: Fri, Nov 16, 2012 6:22 pm 
Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus- You’re Invited! 

Thanks again. I am working on a room in the Union. 
Format: Informal chat with Caucus (faculty and staff) members. My thought is for us to give you the opportunity to share your sentiments on public 
education, the future of UNC, and to clarify myths, gossip, etc. ;) 
An open Q&A with no students, media, press, journalists, etc. 
Any other ideas? Let me know if there is anyone in particular that you want me to invite. 
I will have lunch for everyone too. 
debby 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 
919.843.0336 

~ Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity. ~ 
From: Art Pope, Raleigh, NC @aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 6:06 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus -You’re Invited! 
Actually, Monday, Nov. 26th will work for either lunch or breakfast. Where and when precisely, and what will be the format, an informal group discussion? 
Thanks, Art 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: Art Pope, Raleigh, NC L~,aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, Nov 16, 2012 11:32 am 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus -You’re Invited! 

Hi Art. I left you a voice message. Please advise your availability the week of Nov. 26 for breakfast or lunch. Congrats on your selection of Thomas Stith. I have been working 
with him on the the Strategic Planning Committee for the Kenan Institute. He is bright and thoughtful. 
Have a relaxing weekend. 
debby 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at alL" Aristotle 

On Nov 1,2012, at 5:12 AM, "Art Pope, Raleigh, NC" @aol.com> wrote: 

Dear Doctor Stroman, 
Thank you for your invitation. At this point I have a major conflict on Thursday and Friday, and will be out of state the following week. If the conflict changes, I 
may be able to come by on short notice, letting you know on Wednesday. 
I do very much appreciate your interest in a sincere dialogue. Let me know when is a good time to telephone you today to discuss in general, Other than a mid- 
day lunch meeting, I am fairly flexible today. 
Yours truly, 
Art Pope 
.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(i~,unc.edu> 
To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; artpopenc ~aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Oct 31,2012 11:30 pm 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus -You’re Invited! 

Hi. I realize that the Advisory Committee meeting is on Nov. 7th. If the Caucus switched the meeting to 11:00 a.m. on Thursday, Nov. 8th would you be 
available? Thanks. 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, October 29, 2012 8:42 PM 

To:          @aol.com"          @aol.com> 

Cc:         @aol.com"          @aol.com> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 

Good evening Mr. Pope. We met briefly at the Five Year Forum at the Stone Center last week. I kindly invite you to visit with the Carolina Black 
Caucus (aka Black Faculty and Staff) at our next 90 minute meeting, Wednesday, Nov. 7 at 11:30 a.m. I agree with you that there should be more 
dialogue between all parties interested in the future of the U NC system. Your leadership in NC politics, business, education is greatly respected by 



many; thus, I believe an open conversation on UNC Chapel Hill whereby you can freely share your perspective and goals would be meaningful. 
Please advise if this date is convenient for your schedule. If so, I will follow up with more details. 
Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
vvww.unc.edu/cbc 

cbcchair~.unc.edu 919.843.0336 
"Faith is learning to let God keep you steady and to be ruled less and less by your emotions and circumstances." (T Paris) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith Payne <bkpayne@email.unc.edw, 

Saturday, 12:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Life Atter Sport: Career Ta~sition Research 

Hi Debby. 

I’~n a little confused -- I’m not sure who Jessica is. I wouder if there is some mistake? 

Keith 

On 4:25 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Keith. Plei~s~-’_~ give me ~; call at your convenience, t would like to chat briefly wRh you id)ou~: Jessica. She is ~nteres~:ed ~n working w~:h me in an 

b~dependen[ study pro#ect next semester. 

Th a n ks ~ 

My mobile ~s 

debbv 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, S~-roman, P]~,D. CLU 

919.f~43,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupiditVo" 

I:01 PM 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Life After Sport: Career Tansition Research 
Hi, Dr. Stroman, 
I hope all is well! I apologize for just finally sending this information regarding participation in your research next semester. It has been a very busy couple of 
weeks! 
I have attached a copy of the PSYC    application and Supervisor Orientation Form with the student portions already filled out. We can meet to complete these 
at your convenience if you would like! I have also attached a syllabus proposal for the course. The parts in red are areas I wanted to ask you about, (i.e. meeting 
times and grades). Please feel free to make changes, ask questions, or let me know if you are having difficulty finding a mentor from the Department of 
Psychology. 
Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. 

Saturday, November 17, 2012 12:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

ht~p://www.isagenixhealth.nel/blogi2012/09/20/study- finds-i~genix- superior-to-leading- heart- heaNay- diet/ 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain inner peace" 

w~vw laser10.co/ 

Twitter - drstroman 

888668.8403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@NCCU.EDU> 
Sunday, November 18, 2012 9:16 AM 

@NCCU .EDU>;. @yahoo.corn; ~ya~hoo .corn 

Albert Bimper ~4abimpeg@nail.utexas.edu>; A-hart2@wiu.edu; Culp, Bria~ O <bricultf~iupui.edu>; C. Keith Harrison 
<kharrison@bus.ucf.edu>; Charles L. Crowley (crowley@calu.edu); Corbett, Doris <dcorbett@Howard.edu>; 
(constance.carter@cobbkl2.org);                       @yahoo.corn >; Courtney Snell-Flowers (cflowers@westga.edu); Darren 
Kelly (dairen.kelly@mail.utexas.edu); Darren Kelly (danen.kelly@austin.utexas.edu); Stromm~, Deborah L <~tstro@unc.edu>; Demetrius 
Peaacson (dpeaacson@uh.edu); Polite, Fritz G <fpolite@utk.edn>; Ginikachi Nwosu <nwosug@unlv.nevada.edu>; (jmcd@illinois.edu); 
Cavil, Jafus <caviljk@TSU.EDU>; Jasmine Hamilton ~hami23@ligers.lsn.edu>; John N. Singer <singmjn@hlkn.tamu.edu>; Joseph 
Nehemiah Cooper -~oeycoop@uga.edu>;                                 @gmail.com>; Chaplin, Kenneth Scan 
<kchap@neo.tamu.edu>; Ketra Am~strong (karms~r2@csulb.edn); Hylton, Kevin <K.Hylton@leedsmet.ac.uk>; 
(leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu); Louis Harrison, Jr. <lharrison@mail.utexas.edu>; Malia Lawrence <slawrence@apu.edu>; Michelle 
Toumn (MToumn@unm.edu); Othello Harris [harriso@muohio.edu]; May, Reuben A <nnay@neo.tamu.edu>; Roy McCree 
<Roy.McCree@sta.uwi.edu>; Sailes, Gary A. [gsailes@indiana.edu]; Johnson, Wardell <Wardell.Johnson@EKU.EDU:~; Billy J Hawkins 
<bhawk@uga.edu>; Akilah Carter Francique <arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edw~ 

I~E: Aclivism 

Fellow Scholar Activists: 

In follow tap to my email and some folks expressing interest, I do not intend to solely focus on the UCLA athlete, but briefly reference his case as a symptom of a larger problem - the 
disparate impact of NCAA policies on Black males. 

Best, 

From: Gill, Emmett 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 2:39 PM 
To: allsportsissues2@ahoo.com; studentathleteshumanrights@ahoo corn 
Cc: Albert Bimper; A-hart2@wiu.edu; Culp, Brian O; C Keith Harrison; Charles L Crowley (cro~vley@calu.edu); Corbett, Doris; (constance carter@cobbkl2 org); Cornell Foo; Courtney 
Snell-Flowers (cflowers@westga edu); Darren Kelly (darren.kelly@mail.utexas.edu); Darren Kelly (dan-en.kelly@austin utexas.edu); Deborah Stroman (dstroman@email.unc edu); Demetrius 
Pearson (dpearson@uh.edu); Polite, Fritz G; Ginikachi Nwosu; (jmcd@illinois edu); Cavil, Jafus; Jasmine Hamilton; John N. Singer; Joseph Nehemiah Cooper; JOYCE OLUSHOLA; Chaplin, 
Kenneth Scan; Ketra Armstrong (karmstr2@csulb.edu); tlylton, Kevin; (leonardmoore@mail utexas.edu); Louis Han-ison, Jr; Malia Lawrence; iVhchelle Touson (MTouson@umn.edu); 
Othello Harris [harriso@muohio edu]; May, Reuben A; Roy McCree; Sailes, Gary A. [gsailes@indiana.edu]; Johnson, Wardell; Bill?" J Hawkins; Akilah Carter Francique 
Sutziect: Activism 

Dear NASSS Family: 

An opportunity to engage in activism has presented itsel:E Please read the story below. After reading the story, if you are interested in participating please email me. I plan to send the 
NCAA a letter on Monday and would love as many Black scholars as possible to sign on. In general the letter *viii speak to the disparate impact on enk)rcement on Black males and request 
a hearing/investigation into the issue. 

Best, 

http ://ar ti c les.l atimes, c one,2012/n ov/l 4/sports/la-s p- 1115 -uc la-shabazz-nc aa-20121115 

PS.. Regardless of the outcome of UCLA’s appeal today NCAA erfforcement is still problematic. 

This el:nail hasbeen scannedby the Symantec Emall Securl~Tcloud service. 

For more information please visit http ://www.symanteccloud corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(~hotmafil.com> 

Sunday, November 18, 2012 10:10 AM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edtr~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu-~; Southall, 

Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; WeighL EriaJme A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

UNC tolerated cheating, says insider Mary Willingham - UNC scandal - NewsObserver.com 

In this morning’s N & O. 
http://wv~v.news~bse~er.c~r~2~ ~2/~1/~ 7/249~476/insider-unc-t~erated-cheating.htm~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

Richard M. Southall 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. 

Sunday, November 18, 2012 11:00 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Isagenix Study 

Hi Abbie. If you ever come up for air, I would love to replicate this study with you. ;) 

ht~s://media01.isagenix.com/corporate/ww/pdfs’Isagenix Clinical Research Summar¥.pdf 

d 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain inner peace" 

Twitter - 

888.668.8403 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

{@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                  12:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@nnc.edtr> 

Sport Marketing Pre~ntation 

Dear Dr, Stroman, 

Is the sport marketing powerpoint due tomorrow even though ~ve are not present~ng t{{{ after thanksgiving? Because on sakai it still says this monday. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:55 PM 

Walker, Victoria Ward <v~¥alker@email. unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<~stro@unc.edu> 

I~W: Entrepreneurship Minor Track Change 

Vicki, 
Please move 

@five.unc.edu 
From Econ        (commerda[) to Exss    (Sport 

* John F. Stewart 
* Professo~ of Economics 
* D~r~ctor of Entrepreneursh~p Mino~ 

* Department of Economics 
* Unwers~ty of North Caro~#a 
* Gard#er Hal~ CB# 3305 
* Chap~ H~I~, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 
* Fax: (919) 966-4986 
* john__.stewart@unc.edu 

* http:ii~#,.unc,¢dui*’jfstewal7 

From: 

Sent: Friday, :~0:06 AM 
To: Stewar~, John F 
Subject: Entrepreneurship Minor Track Change 
Dr. Stewart, 
I’m currently a student in the entrepreneurship minor and was hoping I could make a switch in my track. As of now I’m in the Commercial Track and I would like to switch into 
the Sports Track if possible. 
Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjed: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday                  9:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah 1, <dstro@unc.edu> 

Meeting Time tomorrow 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hello Dr. Stroman I know you are really busy right now I just wanted to see if you had anytime tomorrow to catch up and chat tomorrow after class. Just to catch up on how 
you were doing, talk about class and just about life. If you have anytime tomorrow that would be great or if you don’t I understand as well. 

I hope you are doing well, see you tomorrow. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu-- 

Sunday, 10:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Football Chmnpionship - Project Touchdown 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am interested in volunteering at the ACC Championship game because it would be a great experience and also allow me to network with sport professionals. I would 

be an asset because I am experienced in game-day settings through my current position with Tar Heel Athletic Hospitali ,ty. 

If necessa~ I could s*ay at home but it would be more conveNent to stay at the hotel because I live an hour from downtown. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon and I am really excited lbr this opportunity! 

Best, 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On at 10:25 PM, "dstro~unc.edu" <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

HI Leaders. Plea~se send me a note if you are interested in volunteering to work the ACC Football Championship game in Charlotte. You mus~t be 

available on the morning of and all day Friday,            and all day Satmvlay,           Gmne day is Saturday, 

The ACC roll provide hotel accommodations and meals. (If you can secure your own housing on Friday mad Saturday5 please let me know.) 

Send me a note by tomorrow, Monday 1:00 p.m. ruth a statement of your interes~t and why. 

Dr. Stroman 

dstro@unc.edu 

This lbrwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Mes~ges from the "Caacolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply "to 
this message click this link to access Messages tbr this site: Carolina Sport Business Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Overton, Jaclde (Public Safety) <overton@psafety.unc.edtP 

Sunday, November 18, 2012 10:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 

Debby, 

No problem with the support. You do the same for me. 

Folks need to remember The Art of War: keep your friends close, and your enemies closer. 

Jackie 

Sent farm my iPad 

Ou Nov 18, 2012, at 10:01 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L." <dstro(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Jackie. I had a little push back from a faculty member who stated that we shouldn’t ~neet with him. I believe we should. We ueed to have open 

dialogue especially siuce the Blues own Raleigh for the next four years. Thin,ks for your support. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !:Lt_t_p__i_i__i__e___x__s__s_._~__n__c_:__e__d___L[i 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is de[ined, progress is impossib{e." 

From: <Overton>, Jackie Overton <overton@psafetymnc.edu> 

Date: Friday, November 16, 2012 6:53 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <ds[ro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus- You’re Invited! 

You go gif!!!!! 
Professional Development Manager 

Employee Forum (~air 

CB# 1600 Public Safcb~ Building 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1600 

(919) 962- 5029 phone/voicemail 

(919) 962-2572 thx 
The stn:dghtesl palh 1o o~tr greatest pole~tial is straight t/~rough our greatest j~ar, 
~er ma~e someone a.~iority in your {~b wk~en t~ey Gave on~j madb you an qption in Z~eirs~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [.[#__a_jJ~_.’__d___s__t_r__o___@__u__[)_c__,_e_$!_u_.] 
Sent; Friday, November :[6, 20:[2 6:26 plVl 
To; Campbell, Larry E.; 3ones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj; IVlurrfll, Verita; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L. 
Co; Caldwell, Kin L.; Overton, 3ackie (Public Safety) 
Subject: FW: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 
Importance: High 

Get ready ,/all !! t(s on. ;) 

fie just called me and I [:oflowed up with this note. [,’lease read up on the issues so we are ready[! This opportunity is unique and we want to be 

prepared. 

I will try to email the membership this weekend, 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, St-roma[L Ph.D~ CLU 

.~nS~qe, Ezp~o~’e. 

919.843.03.?.6 

<imageOOI.jpg> 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorat~¢e and ¢ot~scientious stu£idityo" 

I=rem; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Friday, November :[6, 20:[2 6:22 plVl 
To; Art Pope, Raleigh, NC 
Co; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 

Thanks again. I am working on a room in the Union. 

[:ormat: Informal chat with Caucus (faculty and staff) members, My thought is for us to give you the opportunity to share your sentiments on public 



education, the futare o[ UNC, and to clarify my~:hs, gossip, e~:c. ;) 

An open Q&A w~th no sLudents, med~a, press, journaHsLs, etc. 

Any other ~deas? Let me know if there ~s anyone ~n pa~tku~ar that you want me ~o inv~e. 

~ wN have hmch for everyone too~ 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stronmn, Ph,D, CLU 
En~]~:~ije. ~xpIore. Empower. 

919,843,0336 

F~: Art Pope, Raleigh, NC [maUto: @aol.com] 
Se~t: Friday, November E6, 20~2 6:06 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited~ 
Actually, Monday, Nov. 26th will work for either lunch or breakfast. Where and when precisely, and what will be the format, an informal group discussion? 

Thanks, Ad 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <_d___s_t__r__o__@_u__B__c_=_e___d__~> 
To: Art Pope, Raleigh, NC < ~aN.com> 
Sent: Fri, Nov 16, 2012 11:32 am 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 

Hi Art. i left you a voice message. Please advise your availability the week of Nov. 26 for breakfast or lunch. Congrats on your selection of Thomas Stith. I have 
been working with him on the the Strategic Planning Committee for the Kenan Institute. He is bright and thoughtful. 
Have a relaxing weekend. 
debby 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Nov 1,2012, at 5:12 AM, "Art Pope, Raleigh, NC", @aN.corn> wrote: 

Dear Doctor Stroman, 
Thank you for your invitation. At this point I have a major conflict on Thursday and Friday, and will be out of state the following week. If the conflict 
changes, I may be able to come by on short notice, letting you know on Wednesday. 
I do very much appreciate your interest in a sincere dialogue. Let me know when is a good time to telephone you today to discuss in general, 
Other than a mid-day lunch meeting, I am fairly flexible today. 
Yours truly, 
Art Pope 
.... Original Message .... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu> 
To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; artpopenc, ~aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Oct 31,2012 11:30 pm 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re invited! 

Hi. I realize that the Advisory Committee meeting is on Nov. 7th. If the Caucus switched the meeting to $$:00 a.m. on Thursday, Nov. 8th would you be 
available? Thanks. 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Urd:il reNit:y is defined, p~ez~ess is impossible." 

From; <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro~unc.edu> 

Date= Monday, October 29, 20~2 8:42 PM 

To: ’ ~9aol.corn" < ~aol.com> 

Cc: " @aol.com", @aol.com> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re lnvited~ 

Good evenin~ Mr. Pope. We met briefly at the Five Year Forum at the Stone Center last week. I kindly invite you to visit with the Carolina Black Caucus 

(aka Black Faculty and Staff) at our next 90 m~nute meeting, Wednesday, Nov. 7 at $~:30 a.m. I aBree with you that there should be more dialogue 

between all parties ~nterested in the future of the U NC system. Your ~eadership in NC politics, business, education is ~reatly respected by many; thus, I 

believe an open conversation on UNC Chapel Hill whereby you can freely share your perspective and ~oals would be meanin~fuk 

Please advise if this date is convenient for your schedule. If so, I will fN~ow up with more details. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

cbccha~r@unc.edu 9~9.84~.0336 
"Feith is/eerning to iet God keep you steody end to be ru/ed iess ond less by your emotions ond circumstances." (T Poris) 

<imageO01 .j pg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:48 AM 

@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
#kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Re: Tomorrow’s CSBC Meeting 

Thanks Please send a note out to everyone that today’s meeting is cancelled. Use Sakai. We will meet on the 26th. Do not send emails to 

and instead. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

~nymore. CC 

From: < @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 12:17 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, 

Subject: Tomorrow’s CSBC Meeting 

@kenan- flagler,unc.edu> 

Dear Dr. Stroman and 

Livis Freeman just emailed me tonight saying we will have to cancel his appointment to speak with the CSBC tomorrow. I don’t know if we should cancel the 

meeting or do something else, but Mr. Freeman will not be there. 

@unc.edul 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:30 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Good Mornin!! 

Hi Dr. StrommL 

I hope you had a great weekend! 

Wanted to let you know that I reded about meeting and I for lunch last Friday’ m~d he didn’t respond. Have you heard any’ more from him? 

Please let me know if you need ANY help with The Club! I still want to meet with you and chat about LASER, I’ve got some new ideas. Can we plan a meeting after 

Thanksgiving break’? This past week got away ti~om me tbr meetings :) 

Have a wonderful week and a relaxing break, 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tnffs, Amy’ Z <atufts@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 9:39 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, unc .edu> 

[exss-thculty] FW: GET FIT with H.I.I.T. - List~rv Intbrmadon Add 

Amy Z. Tufts 

209 Fetzer Hall, CB 8700 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2021 

From: Bray, Dustin Niles 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 4:31 PM 
To: Zanzonico, Jenifer; Cain, Brian; Patterson, Tony; Turtle, Tripp; Crandol, Kerrenda Tumeeka; Mangili, Lauren M; Salyer, Sherry L; Tufts, Amy Z; Blue, Laura; Barth, Alaina 
T; Bryant, Kathy; Rosenberg, Jane E; Ford, Justin G; Cawley, Tom; Battaglini, Rebecca L; Murray, Debra Jean Cote’; Ingram, Adara Jewel; Army Enrollment; 

@gmail.com; Carlock, Jacqueline S; Sayre-McCord, Rob; Curtis, .]on; Adams, Jenny Cobb 
Subject: GET FIT with H.I.T.T. - Listserv Information Add 

ttappy Friday’. 

Below is information on GET FrF With H.I.I.T., a High Intensity Interval Training program that Campus Recreation, EXSS, and Counseling & Wellness Services are 

sponsoring. If’you could kindly add this to your listserv that would be excellent! 

Th a~nk you’. 

tlave a great day! 

Dustin Bray 
Marketing & Special Events Coordinator 

UNC Camp~as Recreation 

University o[ North Carolina 

Office: Student Recreation Center, 203 

Mailing Address: 101 Student Recreation Center, CB #8610 

Chapel Hill~ NC 27599 

Phone: {919) 843-6784 

GET FIT with H.I.I.T (High Intensity Interval Training) 
The goal of UNC’s GET FIT with H.I.I.T. is to help pa~rticipants achieve an optimal state of health through modification of diet, exercise and lifestyle. Through this 

program you will maximize your physical activity, learn your body colnposition and lit~s~le choices, maJ~e healthier eating choices, and have fun! 

What is GET FIT with H.LI.T.? 

Get Fit with H.I.I.T. is a 10-week healthy- lifestyle/weig, ht loss/physical activity program sponsored by Campus Recreation, EXSS and Counseling & Wellness Services. 

There m’e MANDATORY cacdio/strength training workouts each week and nutrition modules to support lifestyle modifications. 

Who is this program for? 
This program is designed for currently inactive individuals who aye in need of a lifesbde change to help lose weight and improve health and quality of lit’e (inust be between 

the age of 18 and 55; have a body mass index of 25- 50 or at least 20 lbs over your ideal weight). 

How much of a time commitment is fills progPam? 

Plan to pa~icipate in two 1-hour workouts per week (at the veiT least). Remember, this program was designed for YOU! You’ll get out of the program what you put into 

How do I register for tiffs program? 
Visit http://campusrec.unc.eduiget-fit to obtain the application. You may be asked to obtain physicima’s consent before you paJ~ticipate in the program. Applications aye 

available beginning Wednesday, November 14, 2012. Space is limited. Participants will be selected on a I st come 1 st serve basis. 

What are the costs? 
There is a nonrefundable $100 registration fee (includes heart rate monitor, t-shirt and nutrition modules). It’you a~e facultyista~" you must have a Recreation Membership. 

This can be purchased at the UNC One Card office tbr $90 (Januaw 1 - July 31). 

When will applicators be notified and what happens next? 
Program participants will be notified as applications are received/reviewed. Payment will be due within 72-hours of being notified of acceptance into the program. 

All participants will then have their pre-program measurements the week of Janua~y 14th and the workouts will begin the week of JanuaQ" 21, 2013. 

You are currently subscribed to exss- faculF as: ds~roman(a)email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edwu?id 55567102.4537814cd668f957e7eedgddJadc4e5d&n T&I exss-facultv&o 32447377 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32447377-55567102.4537814cd668i~)57e7eed9dd3adc4e5d(~)listserv.unc~edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 9:40 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

social media prj 

exss title page.docx; soc media reflec.docx 

Hi Professor, 

I am unable to submit my reflection for the        Twitter social media assignment on sakai. T received an email saying we could submit the assignment on Nonday. T 
brought a hard copy to class but am also attaching a copy to this email. 

Thanks, 



From: dstro@unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 

To: 

Sub.ject: The Club - NO meeting today 

11:29 AM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Happy Thm~lcsgiving! 

Next meeting, Monday at 5:30 with Mr. Ben Stumer - The Leverage Agency 

b 
This forwarded message was sent via The University of North CaJcolina at Chapel t h 1 Messages from the Caro ma Sport Business Clu site. To reply to this message 

click this link to access Messages for this site: Caxolina Sport Business Club. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gill, Emmett <egilII@NCCU.EDU> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 11:43 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Activism 

Deb: 

will. Would you like to be included? 

IYLG 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, November 18, 2012 12:43 PM 
To: Gill, Emmett 
Subject: Re: Activism 

Thanks Emmett. Should you consider creating a listserv for all Black 
scholars interested in the plight of the Black athlete (college or pro)? 

d 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc edu/ 

"Until reali~ is defined, progress is impossible." 

On 11/18/12 9:15 AM. "Gill, Emmett" <egilll @NCCU.EDU> wrote: 

>Fellow Scholar Activists: 
> 

>In follow up to my email and some folks expressing ~nterest, I do not 
>intend to solely ~2~cus on the UCLA athlete, but briefly reference his 
>case as a symptom of a larger problem - the disparate impact of NCAA 
>policies on Black males. 
> 

>Best, 
> 

>[~ ,G 
> 

>~om: Gill, Emmet~ 
>Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 2:39 PM 
>To:              ~@yahoo.c om;                        ~@y ahoo. corn 
>Cc: Albert Bimper; A-hart2@~viu. edu; Culp, Brian O; C. Ke~h Harrison; 

>Charles L. Crowlcy (crowlcy@calu.edu); Corbett, Doris; 
>(constance. carter@cobbk 12. org); Cornell Foo; Couttney Snell-Flowers 
>(cflowers@westga.edu); Darren Kelly- (datien.kelly@mail.utexas.edu); 
>Darren Kelly- (darren.kelly@austin.utexas.edu); Deborah Stroman 
>(dstroman@email.unc.edu); Demetrius Pearson (dpearson@uh.edu); Polite, 
>Fritz G; Ginikachi Nwosu; (jmcd@illinois.edu); Cavil, Jafus; Jasmine 
>Hamilton; Jol-m N. Singer; Joseph Nehemiah Cooper; JOYCE OLUSHOLA; 
>Chaplin, Kenneth Sean; Ketra Armstrong (karmstr2@csulb.edu); Hylton, 

>Kevin; (leonar&noore@mail.utexas.edu); Louis Hamson, Jr.; Malia 
>La~vrence; Michelle Touson (MTouson@unm.edu); Othello Harris 
> [harriso@muohio. edu]; May, Reuben A; Roy McCree; Sailes, Gaty~ A. 
>[gsailes@indiana.edu]; Johnson, Wardell; Billy J Hawkins; Akilah Carter 
>Francique 
>Subject: Activism 
> 

>Dear NASSS Family: 
> 

>An opporttmity to engage in activism has presented itself. Please read 
>the stoty~ belo~v. After reading the story, if you are interested in 
>participating please email me. I plan to send the NCAA a letter on Monday 
>and would love as many Black scholars as possible to sign on. In general 
>the letter will speak to the disparate impact on erdorcement on Black 
>males and request a hearing/investigation into the issue. 
> 

>Best, 
> 

>ELG 
> 

>http://articles.latimes.com/2012/nov/14/sports/la-sp-1 ll5-ucla-shabazz-nca 
>a-20121115 
> 

>PS. Regardless of the outcome of UCLA’s appeal today NCAA enforcement 
>is still problematic 
> 

> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:44 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Good Morning’. 

HaJ~a, I got it! Just let me know what time yoffd like to taJk tonight. 

@kenan-fla.qler.unc.edu 

On at 11:27 AlVl, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

No. I ~:;l~ed to scrod ~:he r~ot~-’_~ OtEt yesterd~y,, but I will m)w. ;) 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, S~-roman, Ph,D. CL{J 

9I 9,843,0336 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s more dangerous th~n ~ sincere ignorance and consdent~ous stupidity/~ 

F~m: [mailto: @kena n-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Nonday, 11:27 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Good Norning~ 

Sounds gmafl Do we have a CSBC meedug tonighr? Ifs the thi~t Monday, but I wasn’t sure with Thanksgiving and all 

If there’s no meeting I am flee tbr a phone call any time be~re 7 or a~er about 8:30. 

Thank yo~ 

@__k_e___n____a__n_-__fl__a__g I e r. u n c. e d u 

On Nov 19, 2012, at 11:03 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

(:)kay, [ do waist to chs~: with you, [.e(s chat tonight stud discuss scheduh[~s. 

Thanks! 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, S~’oman, Ph£~. CLkJ 

9I 9,843,0336 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere [gno[ance and consdent~ous stupidity/’ 

F~m~ [mail~: ~kena n-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Hon~ay, 8:30 AN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Good Homing[ 

Hi Dr. Stmman, 

I ho~ you had a great weekend[ 

Wa~ted to let you ~ow that I tex~ed      a~ut meeting      and I for lunch last Fri~y and he didfft res~nd. Have you he~d any morn from Nm? 

Plebe let me know if you need ANY help with The Club[ I still want to meet wifl] you and chat about lASER, rye got some new ideas. Can we plan a 

meeting aider Tha~sgiving break? This Nst week got away [h~m me [br meetings :) 

Have a wondefl~l week and a rela~ng break, 

@kenan-flactler.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Re~axch Assistant 

Dear Doctor Stroman, 

apologize for the late response, it has been a crazy week. 
Is there any time next week you could schedule an appointment 
on Tuesday? I am free all that day except for from 12 to 2. 

Sincerely, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:11 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Research Assistant 

Hi Thank you for your inquiry. Yes, I am still looking for assistants. Feel free to email me for an appointment next week. Trying to get through advising week. 

I teach MWF at 9:00 a.m The best tknes are Tuesdays and Wednes~tays. 

Dr. S[roma~] 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

From: 

Sent: Monc~y, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Research Assistant 

Hello Doctor Stroman, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

7:27 PM 

I am a     at UNC Chapel Hill and found your 
research study on the undergraduate research page. 
Tt looked very interesting and ~ was wondering if you 
were still looking for help and if I could get more information 
on the volunteer position? 
Thank you for your time, 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Emmett Gill @yahoo.cam> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 2:38 PM 

Student Athletes ~yahoo.com> 

Albert Bimper ~4abimpeg@nail.utexas.edu>; A-hart2@wiu.edu; Brian OCulp <briculp@iupui.edu>; C. Keith Harri~m 
< khamson@bus.uc£edu>; Charles L. Crowley (crowley@caJu.edu); DorisCorbett <dcorbett@Howard.edu>; 
(constance.carter@cobbkl2.org); Comell Foo <           ~0)yahoo.com >; Courtney Snell-Flowers (cflowers@westga.edu); Darren 
Kelly (dairen.kelly@mail.utexas.edu); Darren Kelly (danen.kelly@austin.utexas.edu); Stroman, Deborah L <~tstro@nnc.edu>; Demetrius 
Peaacson (dpearson@uh.edu); Fritz GPolite <fpolite@utk.edu>; Ginikachi Nwosu <nwosug@unlv.nevada.edt~>; (jmcd@illinois.edu); 
JafusCavil <caviljk@TSU.EDU>; Jasmine Hamilton <jhami23@tigem.lsu.edu>; John N. Singer <singeljn@hlkn.tamu.edu>; Joseph 
Nehemiah Cooper <joeycoop@uga.edtc>; JOYCE OLUSHOLA            @gmail.com>; Kenneth Sem~Chaplin 
<kcha~neo.tamn.edu--; Ketm Am~strong (kazmstr2@csulb.edu); KevinHylton K.Hylton@leedsmet.ac.uk>; 
(leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu); Jr.Louis Harrison <lhamson@mail.utexas.edu>; Malia Lawrence <slawmnce@apu.edu--; Michelle 
Touson (MTouson@unm.edu); Othello Hams [hamso@muohio.edu]; Reuben AMay <rmay@neo.tamu.edu>; Roy McCree 
<Roy.McCme@sta.uwi.edu>; Ga~, A. [gsailes@indiana.edu]Sailes; WardellJohnmn <Wa~-dell.Johnson@EKU.EDU> ; Billy J Hawkins 
<bhawk@uga.edtr>; Akilah Carter Francique <arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu> 

Shabazz Muhmmnad 

11202012MuhammadUCLANCAA.doc 

Dear Colleagues: 

The attached letter is a draft the SAtlRP intends to send to the NCAA on Tuesday If you have recommendations (including editing:) please return as soon as time allo~vs. Likewise, :[’or 
those who have expressed interest in supporting please send an affirmation after your review 

Best 

PS. Please feel free to forward this information to other scholars. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gill, Emmett <egilII@NCCU.EDU> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 2:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Activism 

will do. if you know of any folks I should add please let me kmow 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 l 1:47 AM 
To: Gill, Emmett 
Subject: RE: Activism 

Definitely! Thanks. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. [~xplore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

..... Original Message ..... 

t;rom: Gill, Emmett [mailto:e~iIll(~NCCU.]b;]-)U] 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 11:43 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Activism 

Deb: 

will. Would you like to be included? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro,~unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, November 18, 2012 12:43 PM 
To: Gill, Emmet~ 
Sublect: Re: Activism 

Thanks Emmett. Should you consider creating a listserv for all Black scholars interested in the plight of the Black athlete (college or pro)? 

d 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/exss.unc.edu/ 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

On 11/18/12 9:15 AM, "Gill, Emmett" <egill 1 @NCCU.EDU> 

>Fellow Scholar Activists: 
> 
>In follow tip to my email and some folks expressing interest, I do not 
>intend to solely focus on the UCLA athlete, but briefly reference his 
>case as a symptom of a larger problem - the disparate impact of NCAA 
>policies on Black males. 
> 

>Best, 
> 

> 

>From: Gill, Emmett 
>Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 2:39 PM 
>To:              @yahoo.corn;                        ~yahoo.com 
>Cc: Albert Bimper; A-hart2@wiu.edu; Culp, Brian O; C Keith Harrison; 
>Charles L Crowley (crowley@calu.edu); Corbett, Doris; 
>(constance. carter@cobbk 12. org); Cornell Foo; Courtney Snell-Flowers 
>(cflowers@~vestga edu); Dan-en Kelly (darren kelly@mail.utexas edu); 
>Darren Kelly (darren kelly@austin.utexas edu); Deborah Stroman 
>(dstroman@email.unc.edu); Demetrius Pearson (dpearson@uh edu); Polite, 



>Fritz G; Gmikachi Nwosu; (imcd@i[linois edu); Cavil, Jafus; Jasmine 
>Hamilton; John N. Singer; Joseph Nehemiah Cooper; JOYCE OLUSHOLA; 
>Chaplin, Kenneth Sean; Ketra ~mstrong (kannstr2@csulb edu); Hylton, 

>Kevin; (leonarNnoore@mail mexas.edu); Louis Harrison, Jr.; Malia 
>Lawrence; Michelle Touson (]VITouson@unm.edu); Othello ttarris 
>[harriso@muohio edu]; May, Reuben A; Roy McCree; Sailes, Gary A. 
>[gsailes@indiana.edu]; Johnson, Wardell; Billy J Hawkins; Akilah Carter 
>Francique 
>SubJect: Activism 
> 

>Dear NASSS Faraily: 
> 

>An opportunity to engage in activism has presented itself. Please read 
>the story below-. After reading the story, if you are interested in 
>participating please email me. I plan to send the NCAA a letter on 
>Monday- and would love as many Black scholars as possible to sign on. In 
>general the letter will speak to the disparate impact on enforcement on 
>Black males and request a hearing/investigation into the issue. 
> 

>Best, 
> 

>ELG 
> 

>http:/,,’articles. latimes, corn,’2012/nov/14/sports/la-s p-1115-ucla-shabazz- 
>nca 
>a-20121115 
> 

>PS... Regardless of the outcome of UCLA’s appeal today NCAA enforcement 
>is still problematic. 
> 

> 

>This email has been scanned by- the Symantec Email Security.cloud sel~ice. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attadl: 

Emmett Gill ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 3:01 PM 

A-haxt2@wi u.edu; crowley@calu.edu; ctlowers@westga.edu; darren.kelly@mail.utexas.edu; StrommL Detx~rah L ~<tstro@unc.edu~; 

dpearson@uh.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu; leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu; MTouson@unm.edu; hamso@muohio.edu; gsa~les@indiana.edu; 

briculp@iupui.edu;           @yahoo.corn; dcorbetk~@Itoward.edu; fpolite@utk.edu: jhami23@tigers.lsu.edu; cavi|jk@TSU.EDU; 

nwost~g@unlv.nevada.edu; singerjn@hlkn.tamu.edu; joyce.olushola@gmail.com; kchap@neo.tamu.edu; slawrence@apu.edu; 

Roy.McCree@sta.um.edu; W~xdell.Johnson@EKU.EDU; bhaw~uga.edu; arca~,e@hlkn.tamu.edu; rmay@neo.tamu.edu 

Student Athletes <studentathleteshummmgihts@y~oo.com>; studentathleteshmnatmght@yahoo.com 

Marquess Wilson 

MarquessWilsonSAHRPLettertoWSU[ 1 ].pdf 

Dear Colleagues: 

Attached is a letter sent to the Washingten State athletic director regarding Marquess Wilson. Today, AJ Barker made an allegation of abuse against Minnesota head coach Jerry Kill. My 
perspective is that.., at the very least schools need a transparent review. Any additional ideas on how we can help address this issue are appreciated. 

Best 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kescheler Nix < @gmail.com> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 4:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Interest in the LASER program 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I mn doing well! I will give you next week to chat! 

Best, 

Ke~heler Nix 

On Man, Nov 19, 2012 at 2:17 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

Twitte~- @drstroman 

"The journey is the reward. " Chinese Proverb 

From: Kescheler Nix [mailto: ,~. gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 11:51 AM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: [nterest in the LASER program 

Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman, 

My name is Kescheler Nix and I was given your card by Ms. Malia Mack who attended a co,florence in North Carolina in which you spoke at. I am a trainee at the 

Atlanta Braves and Malia was introduced to me through a job shadowing program she recently sat in on. As we were talking about cm’eer goals I mentioned to her 

that mine included working with college and NFL players after their caaceers had plateaued. She thought would be an excellent person to reach out to becau~ of 

your LASER program and passion tbr helping athletes. I wanted to connect ruth you as I’m still early in my career and am trying "to tind the best way to begin 

working in my passion. Any advice you could give would be greatly appreciated. I look forwazd to hem-ing l}om you. Thanks so much for your time. 

Kescheler Nix 

Best Regards, 

Kescheler S. Nix 

(c) 

~m ail.com 

Best Regards, 

Kescheler S. Nix 

(c) 
~m ail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: LASER research study 

Yes, that works great. See you then! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:18 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: LASER research study 

thanks, 

Do Good, 

Dehorah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9719.843,0336 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: LASER research study 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Here is my schedule for next week. Thanks and have a great Thanksgiving too! 
Monday: 2:30-5 
Tuesday: 1-4:30 
Wednesday: 2:30-6 
Thursday: 1-5 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

3:59 PM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:16 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: LASER research study 

Hi          ~.et’s chat ne×t week. I want to make sure you are getting something out of this experience. ;) 

Please let me know your availability. 

Have a nice Than~sgiv~ng. 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0338 

~ "The is the reward." Chinese Proverb J journey 

Sent= Sunda~, 2:~7 PM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: ~SER research study 
Yes, I was able to watch a quick tutorial on youtube. It Ioo~ user friendly and doesn’~ require you to know ~ML code. Do you already have a ~oomla accoun~ or would you like 



me to make one? 
Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 4:35 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: lASER research study 

Thanks for the follow up. Were you able to take a look at any Joomla training videos? 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"K aowi ag s not eno~ g a; we must apply, Willing is not enough; we must do? (J, Goethe) 

F ro m :. ~ [[y_.e_ :.u__p_c_:_e_._d_..u_ > 

Date: Saturday, 1:18 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: LASER research study 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
This is              1 met with you sometime last week to discuss volunteering for your research study. 1 just wanted to send a follow up email just in case there is 
anything else you would like to discuss with me. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail,com> 

Monday, 9:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

we met at UNC journalism brunch 

Dear Dr. StfoIllan, 

Hapw Holiday~ I hope you a~d your fmnily are well! 

My name is               We met at the UNC journalism branch during Homecoming. 

I wanted to email you and say how great it was to meet you and talk ruth you about your work! 

I didnt get a chance to talk with you as much about what you do professionally -- but I see that you’re on campus. 

Could you share more about what you do? 

I have lived in Carrboro for "the past three years and have worked at       for two. I just finished organizing with the 

I’m interested in healfl~ communication, and merging my training in PR and journalism with public health. I’m potentially considering "the MPH prograan at UNC. 

Wanted to say again that it was nice to meet you. I hope you had a great Homecoming and enjoyed Mr. Skipper’s talk. I look tbrward to your response - feel t?ee to 

do so at your convenience. Enjoy Thanksgiving! 

Best, 



From: Sarah Seely ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 9:49 PM 

To: (a) gmail .com; @live.unc.edu-~; ~email. unc .edu>; ~gmail.com; 

@med.unc.edu-~;                 @gmml.com;                @gmail.com; Stromm~, Debora~h L 

<dstro@unc.edu>; ,~live.unc.edu>; ~unc.edu>; @gmail .corn; 
mbasports@ken~- flagler.unc.edu; ~kena~- flag~er.unc.eau; ~g~nafil.com; ~live.unc.edu:>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@unc.edu>; ~gmail.com 

Subject: Fundraising Opportuni~ this Saturday 

Good Evening- 

Show Pros Event Services of Chapel Hill provides security and event staff personnel for UNC Football games. We often partner with local campus groups to provide 

fundraising opportunities. Do to the holiday we are currently in need of some students to help scan tickets and apply bag tags at the upcoming football game this 

Saturday vs. Maryland. We pay ~10 an hour per person, and an average shift usually lasts for approximately 5 hours. If you have some folks staying around Chapel 

Hill, and are interested in raising some money please let me know. 

The only requirement is that each person wear khaki pants or shorts and closed toed shoes [such as tennis shoes.] If your group is interested in making some extra 

money this weekend please contact me directly. The report time for this Saturday’s game vs. NC State is 1:00 PM at Gate 5 of Kenan Stadium. I will pass along 

further information upon hearing from you. 

Thank you in advance. 

Sarah Seely 

Sarah Seel¥ I Show Pros Event Services of Chapel Hill, Inc. 

Cell:               Email:         ~ g__m____a_! J_:_c___o____m__ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 1:56 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Internship class lbr credit 

Dr. Stroman, 

My PID is 

I am interning as an                                                                             . I feel fl~is counts an a great internship because I am 

hoping to be a graduate assistant next year at the Division 1 level and fl~is is a great test to my commitment to basketball and to learning the ropes of the coaching 
world. 

Thanks, 

On Man, 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

EngiNe, ~;~t:~,lare, 

919.843.0336 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

at 4:27 PM, Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro(&unc.edu> wrote: 

Where is your ir~tert~ship? What is your PlO? 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

~qmail,com] 

9:32 PM 

Subject: Internship class for credit 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: (a)gmaJl.com> 

Date: Sun,             at 5:41 PM 

Subject: Internship class lbr credit 

To: stroman~unc.edu 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope this email finds you well. I am interested in taking the internship in EXSS class in the spring, and wanted to see ifI could be eraoiled in the class. I wonld love 

to meet ruth you and talk about my internship that I have and the details of the program. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hillau Omala <hillau@carolina£orkibera.orgv 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 6:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: OUT OF OFFICE RE: meet with a great l?aculU 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from Kenya! I arrived home safely on Nov 13th. Thank you for taking time to meet me on Nov 9th. Your valuable insights and experience in 

sports; mentorship, leadership development, self realization, resource mobilization and entrepreneurship really widened my scope of thinking around 
sports. I realized that there existed lots of unexplored opportunities for program expansion. I would appreciate your technical guidance in our next 
planning session especially on program design and resource mobilization. 

I mentioned our meeting to Rye Barcott. He may reach out to you and ask for a meeting. Rye is one of the CFK co-founders and sits on the CFK Inc. 
Boa rd. 

I will keep in touch and inform you about the progress. Have a great day! 

Regards, 

Hillary 

On Sun, Nov 11,2012 at 8:18 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 
Thin,ks again for the wonderful chat on Friday. Continued success to you 

and please s~ay in touch. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://e~ss.tmc.edu/ 

Sport Administration ProtEssor and Academic Advisor 

Ch~fi~; Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is itnpossible." 

On 11/8/12 7:05 PM, "Hilla~ Omala" <hillary@caxolinalbrkibera.org> wrote: 

>I will be oat of ottice from 29th October to 13th November 2012. 

>My access to ema~l will be intermittent ~d responses might be 

>delayed. For m~y urgent issues, please contact Patrick Maina 

>( patrick(& c~xolinaforkibera.org ). 
> 

>*11 **Hillary Omala* II *Executive Director* ]i* Carolina for Kibera* 

>ii Tel: +254 (0)20-804063311 Cell:                 ] Skype: homala01]] 

*ii **Hilla~ OmaJa* *Executive Director* I1" Co~rolina for Kibera* II 
II Tel: ~254 (0)20-8040633il Cell:                 II Slope: ho~nala01il 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~triad.rr.com 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 11:15 AM 

Kiel, David <kie]@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Flyer tbr Negotiations skills workshop--edits 

Thanks David tbr your good ideas. 

Again, wish you and Debby a happy and fulfilling Thanksgiving (not in the caloric sense) 

Ernestine 

.... "Kiel "vvrote: 

> Dear Debby and Earnestine, 

> 

> I hope plans tbr the holidays are shaping up well for both of you. Please find attached the draft flyer which I have edited slightly from the text you both sent, and Laura Czerwinsk)’ at the 

CFE has produced. 

> 

> This particular version is intended tbr distribution to the Black Caucus focus group that Debby is pulling together for December 11 here at the CFE so they have an idea of what we are 

proposing and then can help us customize for the larger group This description can certainly be edited further 

> 

> Please note that the time and place are not specified in this draR but will be wofl;ed out later 

> 

> 

> Debby, Assuming this is OK, then I would ask you to distribute the flyer to the Dec. 11 attendees and to ask them to think about the following questions in advance of the meeting (or 

some other set of questions you prefer, but please copy us on the email so we know what is in people’s minds when they come )My suggested questions include the following: 

> 

> Assuming we can do two versions of this program on a given day should we do one for staff and one [’or facul~’? 

> 

> If we do something for faculty would we focus on junior faculty or both junior and senior facul~’, or just junior facul~’? 

> 

> If we do something for staff would we focus both on SPA or EPA or would there be another grouping, e.g. black staff in health sciences. 

> 

> Should one of the programs have a special focus on black women? 

> Would we invite others on campus who are not members of the caucus to participate’? If so who and why? 

> 

> Once we meet with the group on Dec. 11, we can finalize our workshop design, set the budget and move forward. 

> 

> 

> Please let me know if there any changes you want to make relative to the plan I have laid out above, or any questmns and concerns, and we can talk on the phone and resolve, or if" this 

OK, we can plan to see each other on Dec 11 I suggest we gather a half hour before the session to plan how the meeting will go 

> 

> Again, have a great holiday. 

> 

> 

> David 

> 

> 

> David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 

> Leadership Coordinator 

> Center for Faculty Excellence 

> 308 Wilson Library 

> LEqC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

> http ://cfc.m~c.edu/aboutikiel.html 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Czel~’inski, Laura Alise 

> Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 2:34 PM 

> To: Kiel, David 

> Subject: Re: Flyer for Negotiations skills workshop-edits 

> 

> Hi David, 

> Attached is the updated version of the flyer. 

> 

> 

> [cid:74DD3D4E-9B65-49FF-BCOB-OCBD78681F34] 

> 

> From: Laura Czerwinski <kiel@email.unc.edu<mailto:kiel@email.u~c.edu>> 

> Date: Mon, 19 Nov 2012 14:24:21 -0500 

> To: "Czelavinski, Laura Alise" <laura czerwinski@unc.edu<mailto:laura czerwinski@unc.edu>> 

> Sukject: Re: Flyer for Negotiations skills workshop--edits 

> 

> Laura, Some changes for the next version-- thanks. David 

> 

> Please Change "UNC Black Facul~ Staff Caucus" to" Carolina Black Caucus" 

> 

> 

> ALSO CHANGE 

> 

> " In&viduals who develop and maintain warm, cooperative,collaborative relationships, and are effective at managing conflict and open to influence are usually more adept at negotiating 

effectively." 

> 

> 

> TO 



> 

> 

> "Individuals who develop and maintain warm, cooperative, and collaborauve relationships, who are open to influence, and who are efl’ective at managing conflict 
> 

> are also more adept at negotiating efl’ectively" 
> 

> 

> Ct I~NGE 
> 

> 

> "They will practice the power of 
> 

> exchange: taking ideas different flom their own and negotiating to accomplish a successful tradeoff such as promotion, work assignment or leadership opportunities." 
> 

> 

> TO 
> 

> 

> "They will practice the po~ver of exchange: incorporating ideas different from their o~vn, but also making tradeoffs and negotiating successful outcomes in important areas such as 
promotions, ~vork assignments or leadership opportunities. 
> 

> Please also make the following changes. 
> 

> 

> She has presented negotiations workshops in universities as a facult7- member of COACH (Cormnittee on the 
> 

> Advancement of Women Chemists) and for the American Physical Society-Women Physicists. In 2002, Taylor established ETConsulting with a focus on executive coaching, leadership 
development and team building (add period) 
> 

> 

> 

> Ernestine holds a M.A. (with distinction) in Industrial Psychology from Columbia University (rrmke semicolon into a cormna) an Advanced Management Certificate from Northwestern 
University (add a comma) and B.S. in Business Administration from Texas Southern University. She was featured in Ebony Magazine (1990) (delete cormna) as one of Best and Brightest 
Black Women in Corporate Arnerica. 
> 

> 

> From: "Czerwinski, Laura Alise" <lauraczerwinski@unc.edu<mailto:laura czerwinski@unc.edu>> 
> Date: Thu, 15 Nov 2012 09:41:28 -0500 

> To: David Kiel <kiel@email.tmc.edu<mailto:kiel@email unc.edu~’-~ 
> Cc: "Bienvenu, Trisha" <trisha@email uric edu<mailto:trisha@email.tmc.edu>> 
> Subject: Re: Flyer tbr Negotiations skills workshop 
> 

> Hi David, 
> Here is a drai~ of the flyer. I ~vill have Trisha proofread it, just send me the date and location when you have it. 
> 

> Laura 
> 

> 

> From: Laura Czerwinski <kiel@email.unc.edu<mailto:kiel@email.tmc.edu>~ 
> Date: Wed, 14 Nov 2012 14:10:21 
> To: "CZela~’inski, Laura Alise" <laura czerwinski@unc.edu<mailto:laura czerwinski@unc.edu>> 
> Subject: Flyer for Negotiations skills workshop 
> 

> Please use the picture here, the attached text, and the model you did for the Jane Tucker workshop in 2011, to give me a new- draft flyer; you can leave the date and place blank 
> 

> For a provisional title lets say that the UNC Black Faculty Staff Caucus in cooperation with the Center for Family Excellence presents a ;vorkshop 
> 

> On negotiation, conflict resolution and building partnerships across the campus 
> 

> For Bio let’s try this 
> 

> 

> 

>[~rnestineTaylor]EmestineT.Taylorhasw~rkedm~rethan2~yearsattheexecutivelevelinhumanres~urcesandorgani~ti~na~developmentwithfortune5~companies She has 
taught management and business communications courses at Elon University, Bennett College ~2~r Women and several community colleges in New Jersey, New York and Connecticut, and 
the (;enter for Creative Leadership She has presented negotiauons workshops with umversities as a faculty member of COACH (Committee on the Advancement of Women Chemists and 
the American Physical Society 
> 

> In 2002, Taylor established ETConsulting with a :Focus on executive coaching, leadership development and team building As an independent consultant, she is a facilitator and executive 
coach ll~r healthcare orgamzauons, aerospace, energy., telecommunications, educational institutions and govermnental agencies. 
> 

> Ernestine holds a M.A (With Distinction) in Industrial Psycholog?" from Columbia University (New York); an Advanced Management Certificate fi-om Northwestern University (Kellogg 
School of Business) and B.S. in Business Administration from Texas Southern Umversity She was featured in Ebony Magazine (1990), as one of Best and Brightest Black Women ~n 
Corporate America. 
> 

> 

> 

> Thanks for your help on this! And all else! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:38 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Internship Porttblio 

image001 .j pg 

Alright. I have class on TR ruth a break from 12:15-2 so it roll probably be one of those days during that time. Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:35 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(tbunc.ed~> wrote: 

Hi Next w~:’ek will b~:" bett*:_~r. I teach MWF ~;~: 9:00 am. Mon&;ys ar~:" ~;Iways; crazy so ~y other day. 
Do Goo~l, 
Deborah L, S[-roman, Ph,D. CI,U 

919,843.0336 

"NotNng ~n the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and co~sdent~eus 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:0i AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: In~rnship Po~olio 
Dr. Stroman, 
Would it be possible for me to stop by and look over a %w internship po~olios in your off~ce today be~een 12:30-2:00? 
Than~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hollomon, Curtis <chollomon@ncaa.o~> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 12:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fluker, Jaime <jtluker@ncaa.org> 

RE: NCAA Diversity Education 

Debby, 

I have copied Jaime Fluker on this reply. She roll be in touch about the facilitator process. Happy Holiday to you and your family as well... 

Curtis J. Hollomon 

Director of Leadership Development 

Student-Athlete Atthirs Department 

317-917-6324 work 

cell 

From: Stroman, Deborah k [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 20.t2 11:23 AM 

To: Hollomon, Curtis 
Subject: NCAA Diversity Education 
Hi Curtis. Thanks again for the consideration of the "Spectrum of Sport" proposal to provide diversity education for the membership. 

As per our conversation, I would like the opportunity to be a diversity facilitator for the NCAA. Please let me know if there is an application process or if there is 

anything else you need for further consideration. 

Have a restful and blessed Thanksgiving! 

debby 

Deb~ra~ L, 5troman~ Ph,Do CLU 

www.exss.une.edu 

3~5 Woollen - C8 #8700 
Chape~ Hill~ NC 27599 

"The best abigty B availability." 
Tkis emaii and any attachments ma,/ contain NC~%~ ~’onfidential and privileged information. If you a~e 

not the intended recipient, please notify tke sender immediately by return emaJi, delete this 

message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or lise of this information by a person other than 

the intended recipient Js unauthorized and may be Jileqa~ . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dean. Jim <~JimDean@kenan-flagler.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 12:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Convo yesterday 

Debbie - I would appreciate any flavor you can give me of the faculty discussion about the online program you mentioned yesterday. Thanks. Jim 

James W. Dean, Jr. : Dean .:. U NC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School .:. 919.962.3232 .: cell .... fax 919.962.1300 :.: james_dearl@unc, edu .: www. kenan-flaqler unc.edu/ 

Shaping Leaders - Driving Results 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:40 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: Pell Crram tbr Incarcerated Students 

tti! 

I jt~st signed the petition "][he U.S. Senate: Introdt~ce a Bill to Restore Pell Grant Eligibili~l to Incmcerated Students" on Chm~ge.olg. 

Will you sign it too? Hem’s the li~: 

h~p:i/www.change.orN~tifio~as,’the-w a-~aate-introduce-a-NIl-k~-restore-NIl-grant-digqNli~~- m-incarcerated-students 

Thanks~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dough~, Allison--~adoughb@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, 11:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Football - Project Touchdown! 

r3ebby, 

Solry for missing you. We can have Angelica and David. I wiil plan on the fh!ee roorns, 
If you could send me their travel plan;; and logistics - I will make suFe ttsey are aH set, 

I am in the office ~ornorrow unt~i the a~temoon but, ernail w~ll be best ove~ the next few days. 

Thanks & Have a wonde~fui ttnank;;g~vfng, Allison 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~: 20 AM 
To: Dough~, Allison 
Cc: Dough~, Allison 
Subject: RE: ACC Football- Project Touchdown~ 

Hi A~H>:?n. As per my wbice message, can we "configure" ? (Two outstandk~g students~ [) 

Thanks. 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing ~n the world ~s m~re dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent~o~s stupidit%" 

From: Kelly, Michael [ma~lto:mkelly@theaccorg] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:25 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Dough~, Allison 
Subject: RE: ACC Football- Project Touchdown[ 

~ ~s really late this year so ~ wasn’~ sure H:you had interested students this year or not. ~:you th~nk you can get the normal Mgh-qua~[W students for us at this ~ate 

date, please forward the names to Allison esap. We would prefer no more than 2 end ~t wou~d be idea~ ~]:it wou~d be the same sex so ths{ we can confine our 

expenses to one s~eep~ng room. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

M~chael Kelly 

Sen~or Assoaate Commissioner (groadcasflngiComm~n~caflonsiFootbaH) 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Direct: 336-.369-1219 

Mobile: 

Email: mkelly(a3theacc.orq 

Twitter: MKetlyACC 

i.~.i ACC 2012 EmailSignsture 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:05 PM 
To: Kelly, Michael 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ACC Football- ProJect Touchdown! 

Hi Michael. I hope all is well for you. 

As per my voicemail message, are we okay with providing 2-3 students this year? 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
E~plore, En~Jage, Empower° 

3~5 WooRe~ - C~ #8700 

9~9,843,0336 

"The best abifity is availability." 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D ~Jncculle@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday,                  9:34 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS ADD 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:30 AM 

To: IVlcCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: EXSS ADD 

Hi Ashley. Here are my students so far.., three credit hours. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

d 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,Do CLU 
Exp~oreo Engage, Empower. 

3~5 Woollen - ~g #8700 

"The best ability is availability." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Football Chmnpionship - Project Touchdown 

Dr. StrommL 

Great’. I’m excited! Are we all riding together or driving separately? 

Thanks again for this opportuniF! 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 8:58 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~)unc.edu> wrote: 

You axe in’.!! I will be touch. We must be Charlotte on Thursday night by 9:00 p.m. We depart Sunday Inoming. 

tile ACC football site mid s~tart researching the game logistics. Chat with you soon. Congmts! 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On 

will be joining us. Go to 

at 10:34 PM, ’ ~live.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Stromm~, 

I am interested in volunteering at the ACC Championship gmne because it would be a great experience and also allow me to network ruth 

sport professionals. I would be an asset because I am experienced in gmne-day settings through my current position with 

If necessa~ I could stay at holne but it would be more convenient to stay at the hotel because I live all hour from downtown. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon and I am really excited for this opportuniU’. 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:25 PM, "dstro(~unc.edu" < dstro(~unc.edu > wrote: 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

HI Leaders. Please send me a note if you axe interested in volunteering to work the ACC Football Championship game in 

Charlotte. You must be available on the morning of and 811 day Friday, and aJ, l day Saturday, 

Gmne day is Saturday, 

The ACC will provide hotel accommodations and meals. (If you can secure your own housing on Friday m~d Satarday, please 

let ~ne know.) 

Send me a note by tomorrow, Monday 1:00 p.m. with a statement of your interest and why. 

Dr. Stroman 

dstro(~unc.edu 

This Ii~rwavded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Mes~ges ti~om the "Carolina Sport 

Business Club" site. To reply k) this message click this link to access Mes~ges for this site: Carolina Sport Business Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC website 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I just removed everything, I believe. Is there anything else that needs to be altered on the site? 

[-{i~ve a hi~ppy "llhanksgivit~g! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, :[2:24 PM 

To: 

Subject: CBC website 

Importance: High 

Please remove all references to      (including his bio and picture) from the site asap. 

For contact information, change to and his email address. 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until realiW is defined, progress is impossible." 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:42 PM 

csbcexec board@listserv, unc.edu 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Lunch with Mr. Sturner 

Hey everyone, 

I hope you had a wonderful and are still full from all of the food you ate yesterday. Dr. Stroman wanted me to set a lunch together on Monday 

’ with Mr. Sturner for everyone that was available and interested. Follow this link and mark down the times you are available, so I can let Mr. Sturner what time 

will be the most convenient http:i[dood!~com~y~a~bn~,dk6wu~2. Also if you have any recommendations on where to eat let me know (l’m thinking somewhere 

on Franklin). 

Thanks! 

704.726.5503 Direct 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:51 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~; 

(a~live.unc.edu~; 

~live.unc.edu>;~ 
~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu~; 

~live.unc.edw’; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.ed~ 

Lunch with Mr. Smmer 

@live. unc.edu>; @unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>: @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edtc’; ~live.unc.edtC’; 

,~}live.unc.edu>; ,~)live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu> 

Hey everyone, 
I hope you had a wonderful Thanksgiving and are still full from all of the food you ate yesterday. Dr. Stroman wanted me to get a lunch together on Monday 

with Mr. Sturner for everyone that was available and interested. Follow this link and mark down the times you are available, so I can let Mr. Sturner what time 

will be the most convenient ht__tP:iidoodle.comiv3agbnycydk6wuz2. 
Also if you have any recommendations on where to eat let me know (I’m thinking somewhere on Franklin). 

Thanks! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Saturday, November 24, 2012 2:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [t~aculty--athletics-forum] Athletes and admissions: UNC-Chapel Hill’s procedures 

Ugh. Only these guys could contoll that commento~, in that way. And Richard should know that headlines are created by editors, not the opiEd writer. 

Sent from my iPhone 4s 

On Nov 24, 2012, at 2:29 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~,~unc.edu;, wrote: 

DLS ti~om my iPhone. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "SoutlM1, Richald Michael" <southall(~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Date: November 24, 2012, 10:44:05 AM EST 
To: discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm~listserv.unc.edu> 

Cc: discussion <faculty--athletics-fomm~listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [faculty-athletics-forum] Athletes and admissions: UNC-Chapel Hill’s procedures 
Reply-To: "Soutlm]l, Riclm~d Michael" <south~31@email.m~c.edu> 

Colleagues, 

At the outset I want to apologize ~o~ the lengthy nature o~ thls post. Havlng spent 
the past three months (and ~eally the past 13 yeaes) conducting content analyses o~ 
NEAA natlonal o~lce, association and membee university documents, speeches, op-ed 
pleces, etc., I wanted to call youe attention to Steve Farmer’s (Vlce Provost ~o~ 
enrollment and undeeg~aduate admissions) oplnlon piece in today’s N & O 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2O12/11/24/2499222/athletes-and-admlsslons-unc- 
chapel.html 

~hile in a previous discussion of Steve Kirschner’s oplnion piece, I noted he ls hlred by the university 

(through our athletlc department) to engage in public relations on behalf of athletics, Steve Farmer is 

not specifically hlred to engage in public relations activities on behalf of UNC-CH. As a result, I found 

it interesting that the title of his piece has little if anything to do wlth the substance of his oplnlon 
piece. 

In addition, there are several interesting highlights to Hr. Farmer’s editorial. I thlnk a discussion of 

several points ls worthwhile and consistent wlth a macro examination of the institution of college sport 

and of the situation on our campus specifically 

A close reading of his essay reveals Mr. Farmer does not specifically identify the number of "special 

admissions" the admissions offlce makes each year (upon the recommendation of the Advlsory Committee on 

Undergrad Admissions and the Subcommittee on Special Talent). However, hls statement "A small share of 

these cholces - an average of 2@ students each year since 2005 -lnvolve prospective student-athletes" 

suggests there are at least a hundred or hundreds of such admissions each year. In addition, he does not 

ldentlfy if there is a speclflc sport that garners the majority of these 20 yearly speclal admissions. 

Thls subtle use of language deflects attention from a discussion of the use of special admissions as a 

strategy to lncrease the athletlc talent pool for a speclflc sport. Nor does it allow for a determination 

of EXACTLY how many (or the percentage) of such "special admissions" that athletics (or any speclfic 

sport) been granted each year slnce 2005. 

A second sfgnlffcant element wfthln his edltorfal is a plea that such specfal admission students not be 

"stigmatized." 

most of these students have either graduated or made progress towards their degrees, and they have done so by working incredibly hard - perhaps 

harde~ than most of us will ever work at anything in our iives. ]hese students, in my view~ deserve to be celebrated~ not disparaged as ’exceptions" or 

s[igrnatized by the poor cheices of ol:her.~;. 

Tbe riuanced language of the pbrase "most of tbese students bave either graduated or made progress towards 

thelr degrees should not be overlooked, since "progress towards tbeir degrees" is indicative of the 

practice oF keeping athletes eligible in order for them to leave in good academic standard, but without a 
degree, a situation clearly identified by Nary ~illingham. This practice is statistically abetted by the 
use of the NCAA’s Graduation Success Rate (GSR), ~hich removes from a graduation rate denominator any 
athlete who makes progress toward a degree and ].eaves a university in "good academic standing" (i.e~ 
eligible to compete according to NCAA standards). In this phrase Steve, intentionally or’ coincideritally) 
uses the term "most" to lump those who actually graduate (leaving aside any discussion of the quality o~ 



their education) with those wbo simply retain their eligibility prior to leaving a university 
Dropping out, transferring, etc.). This process by which athletes are kept in good academic standing and 
make progress toward a degree is the very practice Mary Will~ngham has i.dent~fied. 

Also, at the end of the paragraph, is the phrase "the poor’ choices of others," While allowing for’ poor’ 

choices having been made, Mr. Farmer fails to identify the "others." Are the others the UN¢ admissions 

office, the Advisory Committee, the coaches who recruit them, the NCAA national office, the media, the 
Tans? 

Are the poor’ choices made within the very admissions process he is defending? Throughout his piece he 

fails to acknowledge the existence and effect on the admissions process of a commercialized college-sport 

enterprise that relies upon athletically-talented football players. 

Finally, he iustifies our 53 special, admissions by saying: 

Ofthe53footbsllpiayersrecommended ~radmissi~nbythef~cu~tyc~mmittee~vertheiast~veyears~m~rethanha~fwere~eredsc~arshipsbyt~p-3~ 

pubiic~rprivateuniversities.~.hree-f~uRhs~ere~eredsch~arshipsby~ne~fthesesch~s~rby~therpub~icuniversitiesin No£hCaroiina. 

This is ’begging the question,’ (a logical fallacy) by referring to the admissions practices of other 
members of the college sport enterprise in order to justify our admissions policies. An example of this 
fallacy might be an eight-year old saying to his mom~ "3ohn’s mom lets him eat pizza and drink beer for 
breakfast, why can’t I?" 

Simply put, Mr. Farmer refers to the efficacy of UNC’s special admissions standards in relation to that 

of other universities, but does not identify if these players who were recommended for admission "offered 

scholarships" were offered such scholarships through a special admissions process. If the other top 3~ 

public or private universities also ~ield big-time FBS football programs, they may we].l utilize a special 

admissions process just like ours. That does not mean any o~ the admissions processes are rigorous or 

legitimate. It simply means they have similar’ processes. This pizza and beer analogy is specious at best 

and disingenmous at ~oPst. "Everyone else has special admissions, so omr process must not be questioned, 

Referring to other admissions processes, that may or may not be compromised, as a justification for one’s 

own admissions process is clearly begging the question. 

Finally, be subtly accuses any critics of not "standirig behind these students." This subtle attack on 

Sack’s (2@99) "intellectual elftists" paints concerned faculty critics as not caring about these students 

who "deserve to be celebrated, not disparaged as ’exceptions’ or stigmatized." Criticizing the status quo 

is therefore equated with not caring about students. This subtle reframing of the discussion is very 

effective, since Mr. Farmer and the unidentified ’we’ who are "always working hard to improve," are 

placed in stark contrast to those who would tear down the integrity of a system that led the struggling 

aspiring student--athletes to join ’us.’ This aspirational iariguage is very effective at painting the 

institution (ONC & college sport) as providing educational opportunities to these "student-athletes." 

This use of language was used repeatedly by Myles Brand to place the NCAA and college sport as 

descendants of the civil r~ghts movement, 

I welcome the opportunity to discuss my reading of Mr’, Farmer’s letter, with any of you on this list. I 

also plan to seek an opportunity to discuss this with Steve at a time convenient for’ him. I do not seek 

this dialogue to - in ]ay’s words - "fight fire with fire." Nor do I bare contempt for this process or 

the tactics employed. However, the tactics and language employed should be subject to critical scholarly 

examination. 

I apologize if there are grammatical, spelling, or syrYtactic errors iri this post, but I have to begin 

watching football today. By the way, during the telecasts count up the number of "educational" references 

during the telecastso Makes for interesting viewing of these educational sporting events:) 

Cheers~ 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

AssoJate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The Lirdversitv of North C:~rolin:~ at Chapel Hill 

Director-, College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 9:19.962-3507 

(:ell - 

Fax - 919,962-6235 

UNC Spor~ Admh~istrabon webs~te: 

CSR~ Conference on College Sport website: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 



You ~re currently subscribed to t~culty--athletics- forum as: dstro(~unc.edn. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists,unc.edu/u?id~8699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&I faculW--athlelics- 

fomm&o 32461607 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32461607-48699886.Tb78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6(~a)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 6:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSBC monday meeting? 

Hi my names         and I’m currently a         I just found out about CSBC so I’m not a current member but I was wondering if can I come to the Monday meeting 
anyway. If you could just let me know that would be awesome. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 6:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Business Administration maj or 

Hi Dr. Stroman I hope you had a wonderful Thanksgiving. My names          and I’m currently a                                           major. I was 
wondering if you had any recommendations of what I should be getting myself involved with for this field outside of classes or just any words of advice. 

Thanks so much, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:49 PM 

~live.unc.edw~; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; 

~01ive.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edtc,; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

RE: Lunch with Mr. Smraer 

@live.unc.edu>; @unc.edu; 

@live.unc.e&t>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edtc’; ~live.unc.edtc’; 

~)live.unc.edu> @ive.unc.edu~; 

~live.unc.edu> 

Hey ever¥one~ 

f talked to Mr. Sturt~er yesterd~¥ and we decided thi~t I pm would work be~.;t with everyot~e~.; schedules. We will be meeting ~t 5u~:ton’s for all of tbo.~;e who ~re 

interested and free from :1-2. Thanks and let me know i[: y’alt have any questions! 

Chris 

Sent: Friday, 2:~1 PM 

To: @unc.edu; @unc.edu; @unc.edu; 

Cc: ’Stroman, Deborah L’ 
Subject: Lunch with Mr. Sturner 

Hey everyone, 
I hope you had a wonderful Thanksgiving and are still full from all of the food you ate yesterday. Dr. Stroman wanted me to get a lunch together on Monday Nov 

26th with Mr. Sturner for everyone that was available and interested. Follow this link and mark down the times you are available, so I can let Mr. Sturner what time 

will be the most convenient .h...t..t#.~../..d..~..9..d..[.e..:.c..9...m..~.y...~..@..b...n.y..c..~..d..[~.~A#.a~.. 
Also if you have any recommendations on where to eat let me know (I’m thinking somewhere on Franklin). 

Thanks! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Sunday, November 25, 2012 6:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC - SPECIAL MEETING MONDAY 

ttey Deb, 

I am so glad you all are meeting Art Pope (g~eat idea)~ I met him a £bw years ago when doing that fellowsNp with the John Locke Foundation. 

On Sun, Nov 25, 2012 at 4:17 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~b~unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Caucus members. We are having a special meeting with Art Pope tomorrow, Monday, Nov. 26 from 11:30 - 12:45. (Union 3102) Lunch will be served. 

The state of North Carolina has "gone red" and it is important to have dialogue with those who share and do not share our majority opinion on key issues~ As you are aware, Mr~ 

Pope, is very influential and currently serves on the BOG Advisory Committee for Strategic Directions. This conversation is very informal and no media or students will be 

present. I will have a few opening questions to guide our discussion, as necessary. 

Thanks for your attention to this invitation. We hope you can join us. 

** SPEClALTHANKS to all who joined us at the Chancellor’s home on last Monday. What a wonderful way to start the Thanksgiving holiday break. Great fellowship, food, and 

drink! 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.eduicbc 

cbcchair@unc.edu 919.843.0336 

"Foith i~_; !earning to !et God ke~’.p you steod~ ond to be ru!ed /~_a; and/ess by your emolions and circumstonces," (T Paris) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kern. ,A~m@ FacultyDiversity.org 

Sunday, November 25, 2012 7:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The Early Bird is About to Fly’. 

Dear Deborah, 

This is just a quick message to remind you that the Faculty Success Pro.qram early bird discount expires this Friday (November 30th)! If you are planning to join us for our 

15-week boot-camp during the Spring Term (January through May, 2013), why not register this week and receive $500 off your tuition? 

We’ve received lots of questions about the Faculty Success Pro.qram[ Here are the most common questions we’ve received, along with the answers. I wanted to make sure 
you had them before the early bird discount expires on Friday: 

Question: What is the Faculty Success Program? 

Answer: It is a 15-week intensive mentoring program for academics who want to increase their writing productivity, improve their work-life balance, and learn how to thrive in 
the Academy. You can learn more about the program by clicking here: http://bit.ly/YB7tUv 

Question: Who can participate in the Faculty Success Proqram? 

Answer: Any academic writer can participate in the program! The only criteria is that you are committed to increasing our t~search productivity, work=life balance, and job 
satisfaction. 

Question: i’m a (graduate student, post-doc), will this program be helpful to me if Fm not quite a faculty member yet? 

Answer: Yes. The sooner that you master the productivity and time management skills taught in the program, the easier your transition from graduate student to professor will 
be. We cluster our small groups according to rank so you’ll be connected with other people who are in similar places in their careers. 

Question: I’m a TENURED faculty member, will this program be helpful to me? 

Answer: Yes. The program focuses on figuring out what you want and howto get it. No matter what it is that you want, we help you identify the steps, select role models and 
mentors who have done it, and support you in re-structuring your work life so you can finally move in that direction. We often have small groups that are just tenured faculty 

members (in our last session we had Associate Professors, Full Professors, and an Endowed chair). 

Question: I barely have time to sleep! How could I possibly carve out more time to participate in a program?!? 

Answer: It’s counter-intuitive, but spending time figuring out what’s holding you back, planning your week, and holding yourself accountable will increase your productivity AND 
give you more time to enjoy your life. Most participants start out working 60+ hours a week, but once they employ our strategies and techniques, their work week shrinks to 
40 houra and they suddenly find themselves with mot~ time to enjoy their life off-campus. 

Question: This sounds great, but I work in 
program probably can’t help people like me. 

(insert your discipline} and our work is completely different than any other academic field so this 

Answer: The Faculty Success Program is designed to address the foundational challenges that underlie academic work, such as: 

aligning your time with how you will be evaluated, 

breaking the binge-and-bust cycle of writing, 

balancing work and family, 

learning when, why and howto say "no", 

setting and holding your own agenda, 

developing healthy and supportive professional relationships on campus, and 

developing a research profile that enables choice and mobility, 

Because we focus on the deeper issues that are common across all disciplines, faculty from a wide variety of fields find the program transforms their professional and 

personal life. For example, in the past year our participants have been in Biology, Physics, Medicine, Dance, Computer Science, Nursing, Public Health, Sociology, 
Psychology, Social Work, Philosophy, Education, English, Gerontology, Public Administration, Geo-Sciences, Anthropology, Information Systems, Political Science, 
Engineering, History, Pharmaceutical Sciences, Business, and various Language Departments. 

Question: My department/college/university moves slowly. I want the discount AND I want to be invoiced for the tuition, is that possible? 

Answer: Sure! As long as you let us know by Friday that you want to be invoiced, then we will provide you with both the invoice and the discount. All you need to do is call us 
up and request an invoice (313-347-8485). Jamillah Watkins will be happy to assist you, Monday through Friday, between 9:00am - 5:00pm ET. 



Question: I would love to participate in this program, it’s EXACTLY what I need! But I don"t have any money?! How do people pay for this? 

Answer: Over 95% of participants in the Faculty Success Program are supported by their Department, College, University, Graduate School, Chief Diversity Officer, 
professional development and/or start-up funds. If you want to participate and don’t have your own professional development funds available, try asking someone at your 
university. In fact, we’ve designed an entire training to walk you step-by-step through a process that has helped many faculty members raise the funds to participate in the 
program. And, we’ll be happy to supply you with templates and contact information for Faculty Success Program alumni on your campus who can help you. The training can 

be downloaded here: http://bitly.com/SEbF43 

Question: if this program is so great, why isn’t it free for everyone who wants to participate? 

The reason that 93% of participants become more productive in the Faculty Success Proclram is because we provide the most intensive coaching and mentoring experience 
you’ll experience over an entire academic semester. It’s NOT a weekend boot-camp where everyone comes together, works really hard for a few days, and then goes home. 
We are committed to walking with you through the day-to-day struggle of managing your time, your conflicts, your professional challenges, and your writing because it’s the 
daily decision-making that separates productive from struggling faculty members. To that end, the program includes: 

a dedicated mentor you can call anytime (Kerry Ann Rockquemore), 

a curriculum of highly specialized, empirically4ested strategies, 

a small accountability group of four people facilitated by a professional coach (a faculty member who has been through the program and has trained in the NCFDD 

method of coaching academic writers), 

a specialized software platform that is custom-designed to for the program 

accountability for meeting your daily, weekly and monthly writing goals. 

We’re not just interested in you finishing a paper or two. We’re interested in figuring out what’s keeping you from living your full potential and moving through whatever 
obstacles exist. In other words, the reason we’re successful is because we don’t rely on over-worked and exhausted volunteers. We hire professionals and (just like you), they 
don’t work for free. 

Here’s the bottom line... 

If you: 1) didn’t accomplish your writing goals in 2012, 2) are walking into 2013 feeling disappointed, frustrated, exhausted, and panicked that time is flying by without 
manuscripts leaving your desk, and/or, 3) you can’t afford to have another semester go by without significant progress on your writing projects, then consider joining us. I 
wouldn’t normally be this audacious over email, but I see one transformation after another in the Faculty Success Program: explosive productivity, breaking through 
psychological blocks, important projects resurrected from the dead, mentoring networks expanded, grants won, articles accepted for publication, book 
manuscripts completed, and weekends reclaimed for pleasure. 

Ultimately, I’m inviting you to make significant change in your academic work-life. If you’re ready to have a break-through, click here to register: http://bit.ly/ZVNbgK And if 
you’re not, no problem (just please consider forwarding this email to someone who would benefit from participating in an intensive community of support and accountability! 

Warmly, 
Kerry Ann 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:47 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.ed~>; 

5)live.unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu>; 

@earthlink.net>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu> 

@live.~nc.edu>;                       @live.unc.edu>; 

@unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; _ @live.unc.edu>; 

~live=unc.edu>;- 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michael 
<southall@email.unc.edu> 

Weekly Schedule (Thesis Proposal Updates) 

Hello Everyone, 

I wanted to write to provide everyone with an update on this week’s thesis proposal schedule. As I mentioned in a previous email        will be proposing on 
Wednesday morning at 7:00am. In addition, we will now have our first ever "double header" as        will propose after this at 8:00am. For the second 
years, this will be the weekly course meeting(s). For the first years, please do you best to attend these as well. Hope you all had a great holiday 
break! 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC - Chapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 919.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success if the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

@live.unc.edu> 

@Eve.unc.edu>, 

@Eve.unc.edu>, ’ 

............... ___@____e__a___r__t__h__[ Ln__k__-___n___e__t. >, 
._@_.__!j__v___e_:__u___n__c__:_e___d___u_.>, 

@live.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu> 

From: <Cooper>, Coyte Cooper <c~co~p~[~rn~!~c:~d~> 

Date: Monday, 12:10 PM 

To:’ ~emaiMmc.edu>, ’ ~live.unc.edu>, ~ ve unc ed J>, ’ 

~live.unc.edu>, @l~ve.unc.edu>, ’ 

@l~ve.unc.edu>, ’ @~ive.unc.edu>, ~Eve.unc.edu" 

@email.unc~edu>, ’ ~unc.edu>, 

@~X~:.~.~ q_:~_~.> @l~ve.unc.edu> @l~ve.unc.edu> ’ 

@live.unc.edu> I ~live.unc.edu> ~live.unc.edu> ’ 

@live.unc.edu>,                         @live.unc.edu>, ’ 

Cc: "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Southall, Richard Michael" <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re     This week & next week 

Hello Everyone, 

In Dr. Weight’s absence, I will be filling in for the rest of the semester. I wanted to let you know that we will not have a thesis proposal this week - and will not 
meet as a result. I will keep you posted once we get           proposal date and time finalized. Enjoy your week! 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC - Chapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 919.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success if the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

From: "Weight, Erianne A." <e_._w__e_.!g.h_t_.__@.__e_._m_._a_j_[_...u_£_c_:_e_d__9_> 

Date: Mort,           07:28:33-0400 

To @live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, 

< ~live.unc.edu>, ’ @live.unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu" @live.unc.edu>, 

~email.unc.edu>, ~unc.edu>, ~earthlink.net>, ~live.unc.edu>, 
< ...................... __@___[!__v__e__.__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_>, ~! i v e. u n c ~ _e___d___u_>, @ l i v e. u n c. e d u >, __@.__!!__v__e__:__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.>, 

@live.unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edu>, ’ 

@live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, ’ @email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu>, Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@ernail.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Southall, Richard Michael" 

<sou ~hall@email.unc.edu> 

Subject:    - This week & next week 



This week there are three proposals at dilt~ring times throughout the week. As such, we roll not be meeting on Wednesday morning tbr ~minaz but rather we 

encourage you to catch several of the proposals as they work ruth your schedule. This week we have: 

Monday @ 1:00 - (Fe~er 26) 
Tuesday, @ 2:00 - (TBA) 
Thursday; @ 7:30am - (201 Fetzer) 
Next week, we will meet on Wednesday at 7:30 to hem from ’. 

As I’ll soon be on ,natemi .ty leave, the reset of the semestets tentative schedule is attached. Dr. Cooper will be handling any schedule changes from here on out. 

I look fo~-vvard to seeing you at several of the proposals this week! 

- Dr. Weight 
Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The University ofNoNa Caacolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Art Pope "_c}aol.com> 

Sunday, November 25, 2012 8:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus - You’re Invited! 

Got it. Thales. Art 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 25, 2012, at 4:07 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi Art. See you tomorrow at Union 3102. Lunch ~vill be serx~ed. Thales! 

> 

> 

> debby 

> <image001 .jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, 7::[8 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

docx; Be Someone.jpg; Best Teachers.jpg; Bigger Circles.jpg; Free Market Cartoon.jpg; Life Design.jpg; Why 

Humanities,jpg 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Ur~til reality is defined, progress is irnp.:)ssible." 



1. Going to other classes? - 

2. KFBS admittance - finish prereqs? 

3, Pogue scholarship - when evaluated again? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:11 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~cia] media 

SocialMediaPaper.docx 

wanted to make sure that you had my twitter handle, i sent you the initial tweets but i just read through my old email and figured i’d resend you my paper and handle just to 
make sure you could access them, 

thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, 10:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Meeting With You 

Hi Dr. StrommL 

Are you avaJlable an.vtime today for me to stop by your office for 30 rains or so? I’m free until 2pm 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.tmc.edu> 

Monday, 1:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting With You 

image001 .j pg 

rll stop by at 3! 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

On at 11:10 ANI, "Stroman, Deborah L" <¢_t_~.t_!2@..u__r!_c_=_e_..d__~_~~, wrote: 

Hi       I will be in Steele (2017D) from :1.:00 --. 4:00. My only gap (in Woollen} was today after class, I am headed to a lunch meeting, If you want to 

wall< with me to Steele at :[2:50~ meet me outside of Union 3102. Otherwise, we can chat later today~ 

gtease don~t feel obligated to come to the (:h.Eb meeting today, ;) 

~)r, Stromat~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CL~J 

919,843.0%6 
<in~ageOOl.jpg> 

From-" 

Sent-" Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting With You 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Are you avaJlable anytime today tbr me to stop by your once for 30 mins or so? I’m tiee un’fil 2pm 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

J.0:33 AM 

Sere from my iPhone 

Plea~ excuse any typos 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:40 PM 

@live.unc.e&~; .~live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, DeIx~rah L ~<]stro@unc.edu>; GuskJewicz, Kevin M <gus@emml.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu-~ 

ACC Project Touchdown! 

1~I" Inte~wiews doc 

Hi 

Congratulations on your selection to the ! team. It is a little crazy due to the last class days, but this experience is worth it. I look 

forward to working with you on this unbelievable experience! As athletic administrators, one learns very quickly to be "nimble and quick." You must be 

ready[or change and always be [lexible! 

We have a strong track record of being the most polite and hardest working staff members and I expect no less from you. ;) We will be joining a team of 

professionals - ACC employees -- who come together to put on this incredible game. You will be asked to perform different tasks - sometimes with little 

notice or preparation. Working with Mr. Kelly is invaluable as he is known as "one of the best in the business" having administered Super Bowls and other 

college bowl games. (He recently was named as the Commissioner to the new college football playoff system.) 

Here are some answers to questions you may have and my requests: 

1. Address - Please send me home AND U NC. 

2. Phone - Please send me your mobile #. 

3. Interview Project - Meet with each other individually. See attachment. I will have one other assignment for you upon your return. 

4. Begin to journal about how you are feeling about this selection and the upcoming experience. You will appreciate this request later. ;) 

5. Get VERY familiar with the ACC Website - Football section and the Football Legends for each school. (theacc.com) 

6. Learn the ADs and this year’s Legends in the ACC. 

7. Learn about Mike Kelly, the ACC Football Commissioner. 

8. Dress- Casual work clothes on Friday. No jeans and no sneakers] Dress up for Friday night. -nice dressl,pant suit. -Jacket and tie. Saturday 

Game Day Uniforms (ACC shirt and black pants). Advice -Travel lightly. I will have my computer and you will have access to computers there. 

9. We have hotel rooms on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights. Meals are provided. 

10. Bring your camera ! 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

C- 

Be ready to collaborate and connect! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science - exss.unc.edu 

Twitter- @drstroman 

yourself in a constantly trying to you something greatest accomplishment. Ralph Emerson be that is is the Waldo 



PT Interviews 

This experience also affords you the opportunity to work closely with successful peers. In 
the future you may work with and/or for one another! You may need a peer 
recommendation or advice. Make 0~ot ~ake) time ~o connect and get to kn~, each 
other. 

Spend time together before we arrive in Charlotte and discuss the following: 

1. Hometown 
2. Career Interests 
3. UNC Major - best and worst academic experiences - lessons learned? 
4. Favorite foods, music, and movies 
5. Hobbies 
6. If you were president of the US, what would be your priorities? Why? 
7. What is right and wrong with college football today? 
8. What is right and wrong with sports in America today? 
9. Who is your hero/heroine? Why? 
10. If money and time were no issue, what would you be doing right now? 

(Opportunity cost) 

Dr. Stroman- e3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Prqiect Touchdown! 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you very much for this oppo~lunity! I’m super excited! 

1. Home Address: 

School Address: 

2. Mobile Number: 

See you tonight! 

at 2:39 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi 

Congratulations on your selection to the _ ! team. It is a little crazy due to the last class days, but this experience is 

worth it. I look forward to working with you on this unbelievable experience! As athletic administrators, one learns very quickly to be "nimble 

and quick." You must be ready[or change and always be flexible! 

We have a strong track record of being the most polite and hardest working staff members and I expect no less from you. ;) We will be joining 

a team of professionals - ACC employees -- who come together to put on this incredible game. You will be asked to perform different tasks - 

sometimes with little notice or preparation. Working with Mr. Kelly is invaluable as he is known as "one of the best in the business" having 

administered Super Bowls and other college bowl games. (He recently was named as the Commissioner to the new college football playoff 

system.) 

Here are some answers to questions you may have and my requests: 

1. Address- Please send me home AND U NC. 

2. Phone - Please send me your mobile #. 

3. Interview Project - Meet with each other individually. See attachment. I will have one other assignment for you upon your return. 

4. Begin to journal about how you are feeling about this selection and the upcoming experience. You will appreciate this request later. ;) 

5. Get VERY familiar with the ACC Website - Football section and the Football Legends for each school. ( _t_ _h_ _ _e_ _a_ _ _c_ _c_ :_ _c_ _ _o_ _ _m_ _ . ) 

6. Learn the ADs and this year’s Legends in the ACC. 

7. Learn about Mike Kelly, the ACC Football Commissioner. 

8. Dress- Casual work clothes on Friday. No jeans and no sneakers! Dress up for Friday night. - nice dress/pant suit. -Jacket and 

tie. Saturday Game Day Uniforms (ACC shirt and black pants). Advice -Travel lightly. I will have my computer and you will have access to computers 

there. 

9. We have hotel rooms on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights. Meals are provided. 

10. Bring your camera! 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

C- 

Be ready to collaborate and connect! 

6o Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science - exss.unc.edu 

Twitter - @drstroman 

"To be in world that is make else is the Waldo Emerson I yoursel[ tryinN to you greatest Ralph 

<PT Interviews 20~ 2.do¢> 



From: Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.eduv 

Sent: Monday, 3:40 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

Hi 

Thanks for your note. is a prerequisite for    , so you shouldn’t have been allowed to take the class without havi~g satisfied the requirement. Were 

one of the stu&:_~nts that added the class th~s semester because it ~sn"t offered in the spr~ng? 

As a pre--req, ~t is considered a requirement for graduation, therefore you need to take the class ~n the spring. As for your sc:ho~arsh~p and pavmen~: [or the (:lass - 

am not pr~v7 to the terms o[: your finanda~ aid agreement, but scholarships w~ll generally cover required classes. That ~s somethh~g that you w~] likely have to work 

out with the athletics department and/or Bnanda~ aid. I’m sorry if th~s ~s not the response you were hoping for. 

but I have not taken I was a general I 
I currently have a 98 in        , I only need 7 hours to graduate therefore my scholarship 

I will have to pay for it myself. Please let me know what I should do, 

¯ and recently changed to 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Project Touchdown! 

Thank you so much for your leadership on this incredible experience for our students! 

Barbara Osborne 

Associa l:e Profi?ssor 

E>:erdse and Sport 

University o~: North Carolina 

309 Wooften Gyrn 

CB 8505 

Chapel H~, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Erna~k sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Nonday,                2:40 PN 

C¢~ Stroman, Deborah L; 6uskiewicz, Kevin N; Osborne, Barbara 
Subjeet~ ACC Project Touchdown[ 

Hi 

C~ngratulatiens on your selection to the _ ~ team. It is a little crazy due to the last class days, but this experience is worth it. I look 

forward to working with you on this unbelievable experience~ As athletic administrators, one learns very quickly to be "nimble and quick." You must 

ready[or change and always be Bexible! 

We h~ve a strong tr~ck record o~ being the most pol~te ~nd h~rdest working st~ff members ~nd ~ expect no less from ~ou. ;) We will be joining ~ te~m of 

~ro~essionols - ACC employees - who come together to put on this incredible g~me. You will be asked to perform different tasks - sometimes with little 

notice or preparation. Working with Mr. Kelly is invaluable ~s he is known ~s "one of the best in the business" h~ving ~dministered Super Bowls ~nd other 

college bowl g~mes. (He recently was n~med ~s the Commissioner to the new college football pl~Voff sVstem.) 

Here ~re some ~nswers to questions Vou m~v have ~nd mv requests: 

1. Address - Please send me home AND U NC. 

2. Phone - Please send me your mobile #. 

3. Interview Project - Meet with each other individually. See attachment. I will have one other assignment for you upon your return. 

4. Begin to journal about how you are feeling about this selection and the upcoming experience. You will appreciate this request later. 

5. Get VERY familiar with the ACC Website - Footbal~ section and the Football Legends for each school. (theacc.com) 

6. Learn the ADs and tNs year’s Legends in the ACC. 

7. Learn about Mike Kelly, the ACC Football CommBsioner. 

8. Dress- Casual work clothes on Friday. No jeans and no sneakers~ Dress up for Friday night. - nice dress/pant suit. -Jacket and tie. Saturday 

Game Day Uniforms (ACC shirt and black pants). Advice -Travel lightly. I will have my computer and you will have access to computers there. 

9. We have hotel rooms on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights. Meals are provided. 

10. Bring your camera 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

C- 

Be ready to collaborate and connect~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science - exss.unc.edu 

Twitter- @drstroman 

that ~he W~ldo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Farrell ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 4:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Catch up 

Good afternoon Dr. Stmman, 

I hope you had a great Thanksgiving! Let me know if you’ll have any free time this week to catch up! I work from 9:00 am to 5:30 pm, but if a time during office hours works 
best for you let me know! 

I hope the Club’s meeting tonight goes well! Tell everyone hello from me! :) 

Jen 

From: Jennifer Farrell,        ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstm@unc.edu> 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 11:19 AM 
Subject: Re: Catch up 

That’s funny! I will give you a call in the next few days :) 

Regarding November 24, I’m not sum what my holiday travel is going to be exactly but I may be around. I’ll keep you posted and would love to help out! 

Have a gr~at weekend! 
Jen 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: Jennifer Farrell ,.       ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 11:16 AM 
Subject: Re: Catch up 

GMTA’. I just spoke about you in class today. ;) Call ~ne on Sunday or Tuesday ~£ernoon. In fact, I may need your help. A~e you in Charlotte on Saturday, Nov. 24? 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind mthout educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Nov 16, 2012, at 11:00 AM, "Jennifer Farrell" < ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you’re doing well! I’d love to catch up with you soon. Let me know if you’re free for a phone call sometime next week. :) 

Happy Thanksgiving season! 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 6:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

F~r: 

Let’s talk again about     . I know her circumstances are different (she changed tracks vs~ others being on the old curricukm~} but from where she sits she’s being 

treated differently when she’s doing better than they are._ ~ 
garb~ra Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Science 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolb~a 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel H]H, NC 2751.9 

Phone: 9~9.962.5~73 

Enla~k sportlaw@unc.edu 

Sent~ Monday, 3:58 PN 
Te~ Osborne, Barbara 

Professor Osborne, 
I did add the class mid-semester. ] have talked with a graduation advisor and they did not mention anything about not satiating the pre-req. I was just wondering if it showed 
up as a red-flag for graduation? Also, I have talked with others that added the class mid-semester and they have said they do not have to ~ke . I have a higher 
grade then them at this moment, is there an~ay you can reconsider? 
Than~ for eve~Nng, 

From: Osborne, Barbara [sportlaw@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 4:40 PM 
To: Blake, Ally 
Subject: RE: 

H~ 

Thanks for your note. is a prerequisite for so you shouldn’t have be*:_~n Mlowed to t~ke t h*-’_~ class without ll~ving satisfied the requir,-_~menl:. \Ner,-_~ you 

one of the stud~-’_~nts that adch:_~d the class this semester becaus~-_~ it isn"t offered in the spring? 

As a pre--req, it is considered a requirement for graduation, therefore you need to take tile class in tile spring. As for your scholarship and paymenL t:or the class ---I 

am not privy to the terms o[: your financial aid agreement, but scholarships will generally cover required classes. That is something that you wilt likely have to work 

otJt with the athletics department and!or financial aid~ I’m sorry if this is not the response you were hoping for. 

Sincerely, 

Barbi~ra Osbor~le 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UniversiW of North Carolina 
309 Woollen Gym 

Chapel H~H, NC 2751.9 

Phone: 9~9.962.5~73 

Enla~k sportlaw@unc.edu 

Sent~ Monday, 2:59 PN 
Te~ Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: 
Professor 
~ was told by Dr= S~ro~an to con~c~ you. ~ a~ currenUy taking 

will oNy p~y for ~e to ~ke 7 hours in the spring. ~f ~ haw to 
Than~, 

but I have not taken I was a general and recently changed to I 
I currently have a 98 in        . I only need 7 hours to graduate therefore m~l scholarship 

I will have to pay for it myself. Please let me know what I should do. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:03 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Football Internships 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I spoke with you briefly after the CSBC meeting earlier today (which was awesome, by the way!) about exploring internships with UNC football. As I mentioned, both Mr. Berry 
and Mr. Spurling referenced you as a person to see when I asked about working with them. 

I would like to set up a meeting with you to discuss these potential options. On Monday/Wednesday, I’m in class from 9:30-3:15, and on Tuesday/Thursday from 11-12:15 and 
2-3:15. I believe you mentioned that you had a class MWF at 9:00. I have no Friday classes, so if you were available to meet this Friday     at 10:00am or so that would 

work well for me. Otherwise, we could try to set up a time between 8am-10am or 3:30pm-on on a Tuesday/Thursday or 3:30-on on a Monday!~Vednesday. I’m not sure what 
your schedule looks like on Tuesdays & Thursdays. 

If this Friday morning works for you, that would be great. If you would prefer to meet at another date!time, just let me know and we can arrange that, too! Thanks a lot for 
your help and for everything you do with the CSBC and the EXSS department! 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenma-flagler.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:38 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSBC New Members 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

There were two students that paid membership dues that need to be added to Sakai. The students are 

Best, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matson, Jmfis Evelyn <jematson@email.nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 11:47 AM 

Prentice, William E .lr <prentice@email.unc.e&t>; Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu-~; Petschauer, Meredith A 
<mbusby@email.unc.edtp; Aguilar, Alton J <alaguil~emml.unc.e&t> 

FW: 2013 Coaching Vacancies in the area!! 

I~ Cas~ VOU k~’~ow someone w~1o needs wont. Please pass ~o~. 

Janis 

dan~s E Matson~ Spo~ Medicine 919-966-3655 
Campus Health Se~ces 

C@ 7470 James A Taylor Bldg. 

Chapel Hi~l, ~¢3 27599-T470 
Confidentiality Notice: lh~s e-mail mess~ge~ ~nc~ud~ng any a~achments, is for the so~e use of intended reci@ent(s) and may contain conf~dentia~ ~nd privileged information. Any unauthorized review~ use, 

a~sdosure o~ distribution ~s prohibited I[ you ale not the k~te~d~d redpie~t~ ~l~se contact the sende~ by re#y e-mail and desbey ~H co~i~s of th~ original message. 

..... Forwarded ~essage .... 

~m= ~elissa Knight <mel~ssa.knight@orange.k~Z.nc.us> 

8e~t~ Tue, November 27, 20~2 M:06:5~ A~ 

S~jeCt~ 20~ Coaching Vacancies in the areaH 

Updated as of 11/27/2012: 

2013 Spring Sport Coaching Vacancies: 

~.) GRAVELLY HILL Middle School: 

- Needs a LACROSSE Coach. 

[Contect Joe Weaver, AD: # (Ext.#32700)] 

~.) CARDINAL GIBBONS: 

- Needs an Assistant SOFTBALL Coach. 
(Contact Todd Sehuler, Ab: Cell # ) 

~.) SOUTH GRANVILLE: 

- Needs a Boy’s Tennis Coach. 
{Contact Do~ ¢olgan - 

4.) ORANGE HIGH SCHOOL: 

- Needs 2 Women’s Soccer Assistant Coaches,_. 
& Needs 2 Softball Assistant Coaches. 
(Contact Ear~ie Price: - Ce~ # ) 

53 GRANVILLE CENTRAL: 

- Needs a Men’s Ten~s Coach .................................................................................................... 

(Cen~d John H~mmet~: - 

6.) East Wake Academy: 

(Contact Bret Bystricky: -- Cel~ 

Melissa Knight 
OHS & CRHS Athletic Dept. 
500 Orange High School Road 
Hillsborough, NC 27278 - Cell #919-883-6551 

OHS ~919-732-6133 (Ext. #20091) 

CRHS #919-245-4000 (E×t #21091) 

NOTICE:            This e-maii message may contain information that is coniidential under iederal or state law, and si’~ould not be re 

E-mail correspondence to and from this sender may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ben Sturner <bens@leverageagency.com> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 4:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CSBC Photos from Nov 26, 2012 

Thanks post on Facebook and twitter. Love the picture! What a great time too. Enioved dinner and seeing you and all the students. 

Nice energy you h~w:_~ ~nd a gr~-’_~ [: grouI] this y~-]ar W~s much bett-’_~r talking to this grouI] ~s they seemed to be more h:~cused. 

Best, Ben 

Be~ Stumer 

888 Seventh Avenue 1 
N(~w Yo~k. NY 1Oi0(S 

i~i Description: 

....... cid.image00.i.jr~9@01 
J~:;~>: : t 212.223.6982 

bens@leverageagency.com 
~.leverageagenw.com 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 27, 2012 8:47 
Te~ Ben Sturner 
Su~ject~ N: CSBC Phons from Nov 26, 20~2 
Thanks agaiM You are the best. 

Chat with you soon. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Unti~ reality is defined, progress is impossiMe." 

~mm: "<Deborah Stroman>", "Deborah Stroman, Ph.DY <debby@dstroman.corn> 

Date: Tuesday, November 27, 20~2 8:36 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CkU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: CSBC Photos from Nov 26, 20~2 



~~i .... 
l~,s emall commumca’aon by Leverage Agency may contaan 

intbrmation that is proprietary, privileged, contidential or legally 

exempt t?om disclosure. If you are not a named addressee, you 

are notified that you are not authorized to read, print, retain, coW 

)r disse~ninate this communication without the consent of the 

~ender and that doing so may be unlawful. If you have received 

Ihis com~nunication in enor, please notif?~ the sender. 

~’or more information, please visit w~-.LeverageAgency.com 





From: dstro@nnc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subje~’t: EXSS Presentations 

4:45 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels. 

Gronps 1-4 - Wednesday: 

Gronps 5-8 - Friday, 

Thanks! 

This forwarded ~nessage was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSSI 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS 

’ site. To reply to this message click 



Figaro: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:15 AM 

@live. unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Project Touchdown! 

@live.unc.edu> 

Good morning. The host hotel is the Westin. Arrive bet:ore 9:00 p.m. [o scout the ha[el Dyout and get checked ~n. ;) 

htt p:!iwww.westinch a Hottehotel.com! 

Please de NOT be late to the Thursday night meeting. F~nd the lO:O0 p.m. meeting room (~ast year it was the Tryon Room) and arrive at ~east :IS mh~utes early. Take 

a seat together on the side (not at t:he big conference room table), Take the time to network and approach people gEFORE the meeting begins 

No~:e: M~ke k:eHy runs the meeting and Ailbon Doughty ~s the assistant commisskmer. It ~s important: [or you to persona~lV h~troduce yourself to Mr, k:eHy and 

Doughty before or after [he meeting, Thank theR~ ~:or the opportuNty. 

One of the b~ggest takeaways from PT~ is to meet other people and make connections. Don’t waste tNs t~me. Be prepared to h~troduce yourself the entke staff 

too. 

"Representing U NO-Chapel HH~ Projec~ Touchdown~ w~th Dr, 5troman 

f want ~o see you both (~:oge~:her) before you depart. Chat wi~h each other and let me know the bes~ ~:~me. 

Please send me a note that you have received this emaH, 

Thanks~ 

Dr. Stroman 

Do toad, 

Deborah L, Sh’oman, P}LD, CLU 

9:1 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 
To: 
¢c: Stroman, Deborah L; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: ACC Project Touchdown! 

Hi 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

2:40 PM 

Congratulations on your selection to the . team. It is a little crazy due to the last class days, but this experience is worth it. I look 

forward to working with you on this unbelievable experience! As athletic administrators, one learns very quickly to be "nimble and quick." You must be 

ready,or change and always he flexible! 

We have a strong track record of being the most polite and hardest working staff members and I expect no less from you. ;) We will be joining a team of 

professionals - ACC employees -- who come together to put on this incredible game. You will be asked to perform different tasks - sometimes with little 

notice or preparation. Working with Mr. Kelly is invaluable as he is known as "one of the best in the business" having administered Super Bowls and other 

college bowl games. (He recently was named as the Commissioner to the new college football playoff system.) 

Here are some answers to questions you may have and my requests: 

:l. Address - Please send me home AND U NC. 

2. Phone - Please send me your mobile #. 

3. Interview Project - Meet with each other individually. See attachment. I will have one other assignment for you upon your return. 

4. Begin to journal about how you are feeling about this selection and the upcoming experience. You will appreciate this request later. ;) 

5. Get VERY familiar with the ACC Website - Football section and the Football Legends for each school. (theacc.com) 

6. Learn the ADs and this year’s Legends in the ACC. 

7. Learn about Mike Kelly, the ACC Football Commissioner. 

8. Dress- Casual work clothes on Friday. No jeans and no sneakers! Dress up for Friday night. - nice dress/pant suit. -Jacket and tie. Saturday 

Game Day Uniforms (ACC shirt and bDck pants). Advice -Travel lightly. I will have my computer and you will have access to computers there. 

9. We have hotel rooms on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights. Meals are provided. 

10. Bring your camera ! 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

C- 

Be ready to collaborate and connect! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science - exss.unc.edu 

Twitter- @drstroman 

"To be in world that is make else is the Waldo Emerson yourself a constantly trying to you something greatest accomplishment." Ralph 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:58 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting Time 

Okay. 4:45 would be great let me touch base with and see if that works for her 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:55 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <d stro@unc.edu> wrote: 

;( I have a meeting across campus at 2:00 I will be in my ofi)ce between 4:45 and 5:15 today I am doing the radio for WEB at 7:00. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

..... Origina[ Message ..... 
};rOll1: 

Sent: Wednesday 9:50 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: 

Subject: Meeting Time 

Dr. Stroman, 

Vv%uld 2:30 today work for a meeting time? 

> 

Sent from my ;Phone 



From: ?}live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:03 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: questions 

Dr. Stroman, 

With the semester coming to an end I have looked to see what needs to be done to complete what has been a very successful internship. While looking through the checklist I 
have noticed that I have some questions about when certain things. 

When should I turn in the evaluations in? (Final internship eval, final supervisor eval, and the sealed final eval of intern) 

What should I do about the mid year evaluations since the date is TBD? 

Would it be possible for me to come by tomorrow and glance over a few internship portfolios? (from :L2:30-2) I have mine together but I would like to view a few others 

just to make sure T haven’t overlooked anything that may be useful. 

Also, I assume we are still meeting as a group on the first reading day, to present our Internship Summaries? 

I would also like to thank you for allowing me the opportunity to participate in the internship class. It has provided me with a great deal of experiences and opportunities that 
feel will certainly help me in my future as a sport administrator. 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3: 5 6 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Need your Help 

Dr. Stroman, 
I was looking for business cards and I know that they are available for purchase through the CSBC. That being said, I was unable to find any info via the Sakai page and was 
wondering if you could help? I was looking to buy about 50 or more if possible especially with the AFCA conference coming-up. Any help you could lend would be greatly 
appreciated! 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dogma- Marie Wim~ ~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 5:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

University of North Carolina - Males Convening 2 

Universi~l of North Caxolina - Ma]es Convening 2.doc 

FYI 

All the best-- 

Donna-Marie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~; 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 6:27 PM 

Campbell, Larry <lecaJnp@email.unc.edu>; Jones, ShaJ~dm <shaJ~draj@emaJl.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 

<ursula littJejohn@unc.edn>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@tmc.edw~; Mumll, Verita L <vetita mnmll@tmc.edw~; Robert~m, Nal:enge 

<nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu-~ 

FW: University of North Carolina - Males Convening 2 

University of North Cazolina - MaJes Convening 2.doc 

FYL I just found out about this meeting~ It isn’t open to the public though, 

Good stut:f._ s~dly, we just don’t communicate well on th~s c~mpus, ~) Nopefu~y, we wi~ get some serious ~esu~s from the d~a~ogue, 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

F~m: Donna-Marie Winn [mailto:        @yahoo,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 5:36 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Universi~ of Noah Carolina - Hales Convening 2 
F~ 

All the best-- 

Donna-Marie 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 10:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Litb After SIyort: Career TaJ~sidon Research 

Hi, Dr. Stroman, 

I hope that you had a nice Thanksgiving break! I wanted to get back in touch with you regarding the Life After Sport research opportunity, rm looking forward to your feedback 
on the application and guidelines. Please let me know what other information ~ can provide or if you would like to meet in person. ~ look forward to hearing from you! 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:09 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Life After Sport: Career Tansition Research 

T hail ks 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

g’n,qcN~, Explore, E’mpower. 

9119,843,0336 

will review Ph:_~ase connect with me ~fft~-_~r the rhanksgiving bre~k, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, I<01 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Life After Sport: Career Tansition Research 

Hi, Dr. Stroman, 
I hope all is well! I apologize for just finally sending this information regarding participation in your research next semester. It has been a very busy couple of weeks! 
I have attached a copy of the        application and Supervisor Orientation Form with the student portions already filled out. We can meet to complete these at your 
convenience if you would like! T have also attached a syllabus proposal for the course. The parts in red are areas T wanted to ask you about, (i.e. meeting times and grades). 
Please feel free to make changes, ask questions, or let me know if you are having difficulty finding a mentor from the Department of Psychology. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

i@live.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:26 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CMSP Mentor 

Hello, 

Yes, I had a nice Thali.zsgiving break I hope you did too! I would imagine that you’re busy grading assigmnents. ~new! I am available to chat next week. If you could tell me when you’re 
available, I will be able to plan my studying and other stuff around that. (Next week I start my tMl-time j ob as a professional studier. Haha!) My last exam is on 

Until then, 

On at 6:30 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi       Yes, I remember you!! I hope you had a nice Thanksgiving break. I am busy grading as we wind down the semester. ;) 
Are you available to chat next week? Let me know your availability to stop by my office in Woollen 315 for -- 30 minutes to talk more. 

Also, when is your last exam? 

I look forward to learning more about you and your career goals! 

Dr Stroman 

l)u Guod. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. ]b;xpk)re. Empuwer. 

919843.0336 

"Nuthing in the world is mure dangeruus than a sincere ignorance and cunscientiuus stupidity." 

..... Origina[ Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
Tu: Stroman, Deburah L 
Subject: CMSP Mentor 

I)r Struman, 

Good affemuun! My name is 
me being the only 

Best, 

] 2:54 PM 

and ] am apart of the Caro]ina MaHennia] Scho]arship Program ’];hey assigned yuu to be my advisur for this year You may ur may nut remember 
uut of everyone. I’m ]ouking lk)rward tu meeting you in the near future 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:39 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Need your ttelp 

Th~ziks. I will follow up with him. 

(c) I ~, v, ,,,, ~e~ 

Ou at 5:19 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(a~unc.e& > wrote: 

Please contact him as he is a Carolina Sport Business Club member. Thanks! 

DLS fiom my iPhone. 

Begiu forw~:rded ~nessage: 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: 3:55:36 PM EST 

To: "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro~unc.edu> 
Subject: Need your Help 

Dr. Stroman, 
~ was looking for business cards and ~ know that they are available for purchase through the CSBC. That being said, ~ was unable to find any info via the Sakai 
page and was wondering if you could help? ~ was looking to buy about 50 or more if possible especially with the AFCA conference coming-up. Any help you could 
lend would be greatly appreciated! 

@live.unc.edu 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

_ @live.mac.edu> 

Thursday,                  12:36 PM 

Stroman, Detx~rah I, <dstro@anc.edu> 

Branding Through Blogging Assigl~nent 

Hey’ Dr. Stroman I ust ;vanted to be sure I understood what is expected for our blogging assignment due tomorrow I have all nay blogs on Word Press but wasn’t sure if you wanted us to 

print them off to turn in tomnrrow in class, or if there was another ;vay you’d like it done. Thal~ks tbr the help! 

Sincereb~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday, 12:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

pleasure to meet you 

Dr. Stroman, 

It was nice to meet you (for the second time) at the Sister Circle meeting a few weeks back. I have been meaning to email you ever since and it just seems to have gotten 
away from me. In any case, I hope to see you at future meetings. Also, I may be interested in being a part of the Black Caucus as well. If you have any information that you 
think might be helpful, I’m all ears. 

Sincerely, 

@unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 3:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

To Increase Sales, Small Busines~s Must SEE the Future 

Thar~k you for usir~g Docstoc 

To e~su~e you rsceive updates from Docstec; please add £%e_~A~_e_~££c_tq_c__s_t__o_£:_c_’£[!",_ to yot:~ address book i Unsubscribe 

Insreasin._q sands in 2013 is likely one of the goals of every sma~ 

business owner. ~t~t, as consumer M.@ng habits and trends 

change ftem year k~ year, eRen l:~mes what worked laat year will 

not werk aga~ fl~e next year ._ 

MobiIe Sales. Boost.. E-oCommerce               ~.. ~.arb-upS_S on          Cvbe_r 

Cbse te 13% of purchases on Cyt~er Menday were mobib. That 

~r~nslated to increases ~n moMb sales for e~commerce s~a~- 

ups from Etay to G~t Groupe, For e<x)mmeroe s[a~%LEpS, Cyber 

Monday msy soon ~ake on a second mo@ker: "MoMb 

Monday/’ ._ 

] 

Can Rad.ical Transparency Work figr Your Business? 

V~nen a staitup is just getting offthe ground, them are only a 

few employees, and they know everything about the business, 

They have to, As the company grows, that dynamic [ends to 

shgt unti~ only those at the top ate fully informed _, 

- ~treprenmmcom 

Cvber Mond.av BinAs MoNle Sho/~i Boom° And 

Cyber Monday sales were up an esfinlated 30%, according to 

the Wall Street Journal. Most of the buyers favored mobile 

payments ow;r seciat, semelMng ~hat fita dght ff~ w~lh Marissa 

MayeCs philosophy fer Yahoo ... 

-FastOompany.com 

] 

Be Loud Or~ Twkter ()r Don~t Bother Trvk~g 
For a brand with a voice and something to say’ Twitter acts as a 

powerful communioalion medium allowing you ~o put your 

s~amp on th~ngs and get youmelf heard. Bu~ bt’s face if: Twitter 

~s a~so kind of no~sy ._ 

- SmallB~zTrends,com 

] 



Have an innovative product idea that you’re ready 1o t~rn into 

reality? B{~iidi~Xg ~ physisal product sa~ bo ~ ~Jaunt~ng ~ask, but 

h~ 1Ms course we break down the process ste~ by stop ,_ 

*Disclaimer: Legal h~formation is not ieg~i advice. Read 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Entwislle <~KEntwistle@s~udentl~ousing.org> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 4:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Meeting Request 

Dear Deborah, 
I am going to be visiting UNC in December and would truly appreciate a few minutes of your time to introduce myself. 
As you may know, EHS www.studenthousing.org, has become the foremost resource for quality, privatized intern housing, serving more than 
5,0oo students and interns annually in New York City. Each year we receive frantic phone calls from students and parents in search of last 
minute internship housing. Usually by the time they reach us we have limited availability. AlZhough ~ou ma9 noZ deal with housing, weji’nd 
that students turn to facul~ and stqff jOr guidance and resources. 
Several students from your school have stayed in our residences. I would like to share/exchange information about how to best serve your 
students. Please let me know if you have five minutes to chat any day from 1’)/~o-1~/13. 
I look forward to hearing from you! 
Sincerely, 
Karen 

~.:.: KEntwistle@studenthousing org ",,"v www studenthousing org 

O (212) 977-9099 ext3095 D: F: (646) 417-5003 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc,edu> 

Thursday, 5:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CMSP Mentor 

That works! rll see you then! Thank you! 

On at 1:33 P2~ "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

Hi How- is Tuesday at 11:00 a.m.? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: Re: CMSP Mentor 

12:26 AM 

Hello, 

Yes, I had a nice Thanksgiving break I hope you did too! I would imagine that you’re busy grading assigrunents. Whew{ I am available to chat next week. If you could tell me when you’re 
available, I will be able to plan my studying and other stuff around that. (Next week I start my full-time job as a professional studier. Haha! ) [v~y last exam is on i 

Until then, 

On at 6:30 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi       Yes, I remember you!! I hope you had a nice Thanksgiving 
> break. I am busy grading as we wind down the semester. ;) Are you available to chat next week’? Let me know your availabilib" to stop by my ol!fice in Woollen 315 for ~- 30 minutes to talk 
more. 
> 

> Also, when is your last exam? 
> 

> I l onk forward to learning more about you and your career goals{ 
> 

> Dr. Stroman 
> 

> Do Good. 
> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> "Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidib’." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CMSP Mentor 

Dr. Stroman, 

Good aRernoon[ My name is 
nre being the only 

Best, 

12:54 PM 

and I ara apart of the                                      They assigned you to be ray advisor for this year. You nray or may not remunrber 
out of every-one, rm looking forward to nreeting you in the near future. 



From: ~live.unc.edu:, 

Sent: Thursday 10:48 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CSBC 

Okay, great! Thanks so much. I’ll definitely keep posted and stay in touch. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:35 PM 
To: 

Subject: RE: CSBC 

Hi         We had our last meeting on this past M.:_~nday. ;( 

Feel free to foll.:_~w us through our website,        w~H be ~n touch ~:o wek:ome you at~t to answer any quesUot~s. Stay $LH~e~t for our next meeth~g [r~ the spring~ 

The Carolina Sport Bus~ness Ciub ~s a great s[udent-r’un organization for’ ai[ students (regardless of major) interested ~n careers in U~e sport indus[ry. Whether’ 

youth, interscholastic, coi[ege, ~nternational of pro[essionai ---The Club seeks to connect you to ~nformation and experiential educatioru We try to create or find 

out about activities m~d events to help you get more prepared for a career ~n tNs very competitive ~ndustry. PJease visit the ChJb site to ]earn more and to get 

i~volved, www~csbcunc.com 

Dr. Stromat~ 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

’*Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity.’* 

8:29 PM 
From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
My name is and I am a at UNC. In Fetzer gym today, I saw a TV advertisement for the Carolina Sport Business Club. I’m interested in applying to 
Kenan-Flagler eventually, and I have a serious passion for sports, so I thought I would try and get in touch with this club as soon as I saw the advertisement. 
I just wanted to e-mail you to find out if it was too late to join the CSBC and maybe receive more information regarding the club. Thanks for any help! 
Sincerely, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:19 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: - WovdPress Blog Link 

Hello Prof. Stroman 
Sorry to bother you but tomorrow morning I will undergo 
on Nonday morning. Thank You and have a blessed day. 

Best, 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:30 PM 
Subject: - WordPress Blog Link 

Please forgive my abscence and I hope to see you 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

As per students’ request, please post the address or link to your WordPress site. This effort will enhance student learning aM reflection. It’s a great way to stay in touch 

after the semester too! 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded ~nessage was sent via The UniversiF of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the" 

this link to access Messages for this site: 

site. To reply to this message click 



From: @live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 1:11 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: A&Tis~ng 

Hello, 

I was ~vondering if I could meet up ~vith you to discuss studying abroad next fall and general course planning for both this spring and the upcoming year. Ifyour’e not the right person to 
talk to about either of these things, could you direct me to the correct advisor? 

Thank you so much! 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 1:20 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Professor Stroman, my name is                and I am a                                              I have had trouble getting into a lot of the EXSS classes, and I uaaderstand that this 
is not uncommon, especially ibr sophomores However, I was hoping that I could get permission to el~roll in because I noticed that both were open and applied to my major. 
would be happy to meet with you in the near future whenever works best for you. Thanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Final Assignments Questions 

Dr. Stroman, 

As I was putting my portfolio together last night I sa~v in the field manual that 50% of our grade comes from final evaluations and the presentation in class. 

Are ~ve supposed to turn in our evaluations of the internship and our supervisors evaluations of us on the day of our final presentations? How- detrimental will it be if we never had our on- 
site instructor evaluation? 

Sorry for the questions but as I said earlier this ~veek I am on track to graduate in December and move to Atlanta in Janualy and don’t want to mess around and fail this class and not 
graduate because I missed turning something important in. 

Thank you for the help, 

~email uric edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow-up ficom Brunch on 

Dr. Stroman, 

Please excuse the delayed respot~se. Would you be available on t~ext Wednesday, 

~ac~Rate a mee~:~ng ~:~me during one of the exam reading days. 

Thank you, 

, some[:inle after 1 pro? If this does not w.:_wl~, maybe we could 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 9:08 PM 
To; 
Subject; Re: Follow-up from Brunch on 
Hi          Thanks so much for your follow up. I look forward to meeting with you. Let’s connect after Thanksgiving. I teach MWF at 9:00 a.m. My best days are Tuesdays and 

Wednesdays. Please send me a few dates and options for you. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://e×ss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: plive.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 8::25 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_.s_t__r_o.__@___u_._n_£._.e_d__u.> 

Subject: Follow-up from Brunch on 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

My name is                and I had the pleasure of meeting you at the Sunday Brunch hosted by the UNC School of Journalism. We only spoke briefly but I do 

recall you mentioning that you are a member of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Incorporated. As your schedule permits, I would appreciate the opportunity to meet with 

you and converse further. Please let me know if this is a possibility. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 10:39 AM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu-~ 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; SouthaJl, Richard Michael 

< southall@email.unc.edtc>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edw, 

Re: Wednesday Semin~r 

Works for me. I think the first and second years wanted to do photos for the website after the meeting as well, so hopefully Richard can join us when he’s done with 

Elizabeth’s class. 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 4s 

On at 9:43 AM, "Cooper, Coyte" <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sure, I will follow up on these things. Enjoy your weekend everyone’. 

Co.vte 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:14 AM, "Weight, Efianne A." <eweight(daemedl.unc.edu> wrote: 

The second years all pret~r to meet at noon and I’m guessing that would be the case with the 1 st years as well. I think a pizza/salad lunch 

meeting would be nice. I wish you could be there, Richard. but rm leaning toward a noon meeting. 

Coyte - could you let the I st and 2nd years know, find a room to meet in, and have the 2nd years come prepared to address the questions 

in #1 below and order the pizza/salad? 

Barbara - could you come prepared to discuss the process of interviewing / placement / prelimin~cy discussions about interview weekend? If 

it has changed in tile last sevelal years perhaps you could discuss with RichaM before Wednesday. 

I’ll come to i:acilitate the discussion of # 1 below. 
Thank you, RichaM and Barbara for brainstorming!! 

Sound good? 

-E 
Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Saturday, 7:47 AM 
To: Southall, Richard Michael 
Co: Osborne, Barbara; Southall, Richard Michael; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Wednesday Seminar 

Efianne (and Coyte) - 

Back at you guys. Do you want to survey the students? 

Sere from my iPhone 4s 

at 10:31 PM, "Southall, Richard Michael" <.s_sLu_t__l)_~J__l_~L~_e___n_)_~a__l_:__u_!)__c_:_e___ql__u_> wrote: 

If that wouldn’t inconvcniem the s~.~dents & factflF I’d be hapw to come in early. 

I appreciate Barbara’s offer to meet @ 0730. 

I’m also perfectly okay with Erianne & Barbara coMucting the seminar @ noon. We’ve been fairly consistent with much of the 
internship interview process over the years, so if it maJaes tbr a more eNoyable (i.e. noon is more enjoyable than 0730:) ) last 

seminar of the semester tbr eveDone el~, I won’t be worried or l~el excluded by not being there. 

Sent froln my iPhone 

Pdchard M. Southall 

On at 21:16, "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw(d~unc.edu> wrote: 

Ifyoffd rather go in the morning so you can be there I’m ok with that. We’ll just bring breaJd’ast instead of pizza. 

Sent from my iPhone 4s 



On at 5:29 PM, "Southall, Richard Michael" <~?uthaJ!@iemaJl.~mc.e&~> wrote: 

In fo~nately I have a guest lecture in Felzer 109 @ 1200 in Elizabeth Hedgepetlfs class already on 

my calendar. Barbara can offer her perspective in ~ny absence. So~ for already having something 
on my calendar. 

Richard 

Sent from my iPhone 

Richard M. Southall 

On , at 16:28, "Osborne, Barbara" <slx)fllaw,~;unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Michael si~ys he (:ar~ scr~;pe up some $ ~or pizza, so 
garb~r~ Osb.:~rne 

~ssodate Pro[:essor 
Exerdse and Sport Science 
University of North C~ro~h~ 

309 Woollen Gym 
{1:~ 8605 
Chapel I-t~H, NC 275].9 
Phone: 919.962.5173 
EmaH: sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m~ Weight, Erianne A. 
N~Btl Friday,                4:23 PN 

T~ Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Co~e; Southall, Richard Michael; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjeet~ Wednesday Seminar 
Hi gve~?-one, 
I aplogke abut the Friday afternoon timing of this email, but I was hoping to confer 
about the seminar this Wedne~ay which is lis~d as an intemsNp seminar tbr the 1 
and 2nd years. 
My hope tbr this seminar when I drafted the syllabus was to get the 1st and 2rid yeaB 
together ~ discuss ~e lbllowing: 

1. Have the 2nd years share internship experiences/lessons learned this 

setnester/goals they are working on/things they wished they knew when they 

were in the 1 st year student’s shoes. 

2. Have 2nd years help the 1 st yeaB coordinate internship interviews to be 
conducted in January. 

3. Have 1st and 2nd years discuss interview weekend. 

Initially I had hoped to coordinate this at 7:30, but I think it’s a little too early for me to 

be able to tZacilitate this, and in all hones~ I don’t know that much about the 

interviewing/placement process as I haven’t handled it in the past... 

So, I have a t~w options/questions: 

1. Barbara or Richard, ruth your experience with this process, could you facilitate 
this or be there to answer any questions’? 

2. Might we have it at noon aaad provide end-of-the-setnester pizza~salad on 

EXSS? Do we have a budget for this? 

I hope everyone is doing well!’. 

-E 
Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professoc Sport Administration 

The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

I am currently a 

Thanks, 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 9:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

lesume! .pdf 

I am hoping to get into . What steps do I need to take to enroll in the class? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Andmzzi ~ ~gmail.com~ 

Sunday, December 2, 2012 10:12 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tweet t~m YFS Mag~ine (@YFSMagazine) 

Debbi, 

I think you will like this article for youlself and s~dents. Hope all is well. 

Cathy 

Cathy Andmzzi 

Follow me on Twitter 

http:/it~vitter.cona/CathvAndruzzi 
’PEP’ Passion- Energy- Perseverm~ce 

Sent frown my iPad 

Begin forw~rded Inessage: 

From: Catherine Andn~zzi <          ~me.com> 

Date: December 2, 2012, 9:37:08 AM EST 

To: Andruzzi Catherine          ~gmafil.com> 
Subject: Tweet frnm YFS Mag~ine @YFSMag~ine) 

~ YFS Magazine (~YFSMag~ine) 

12/2/12, 7:35 AM 

Lifestyle: 5 Reasons Why Fitness Should be a Priority for Entrepreneurs - #smallb~ #startups tinyurl.com/6u2qg6g 

Download the official Trotter app here 

Cathy Andruzzi 

Follow me in Twitter 

http://twitter.com/CathyAndmzzi 

Sent tix~m my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:30 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.-edu>; 

5Nive.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>;                    @live.unc.edu>; 

~@live.unc.edu>;                      @live=unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edL~>; 

@earthlink.net>; @live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu> 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michael 
<southall@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

- This Week’s Seminar Meeting 

Hello Everyone, 

I wanted to write to follow-up about this week’s          Seminar that will include both the 1 st and 2nd year cohorts. After discussing the session with the 
faculty, the decision has been made to have a lunch "internship seminar" at 12:00pro where we will have pizza for everyone who is able to attend. I am in the 
process of finalizing a room and will let you know as soon as I have it. I just wanted to write to make sure that you put it on your calendar. For the second year 
cohort, I will follow up with a list of topics that we would like you to think about for the session. I hope you all had a great weekend! I will be in touch on the final 
details for this tomorrow. 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC - Chapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 919.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:33 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu> 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michael 

<southall@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

. This Week’s Seminar Meeting (Areas Covered) 

Hello Again, 

For the seminar, please be sure you are ready to discuss the following areas: 

1. Information on internship experiences (touch on key areas) 
2. Lessons learned this semester 
3~ Goals you are currently pursuing 
4. Things you wish you would have known if in 1st year student’s shoes 

Thanks so much for your help with this! See you Wednesday! 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC - Chapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 919.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

From: <Cooper>, Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 10:29 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu>, ’ 

~live.unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edu>, " 

@live.unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edu>, 

~email.unc.edu>, @unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu> _~live.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, 
~ ~live.unc.edu>, ’ @live.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, ’                               @live.unc.edu>, 

_~live.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu",         @live.unc.edu>, ’ 

@earthlink.net>,                      @live.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, " 

~email.unc.edu> 

�3c: "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Southall, Richard Michael" <southall@email.unc.edu>, "Weight, Erianne 

A." <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Subject:          This Week’s Seminar Meeting 

Hello Everyone, 

I wanted to write to follow-up about this week’s          Seminar that will include both the 1 st and 2nd year cohorts. After discussing the session with the 
faculty, the decision has been made to have a lunch "internship seminar" at 12:00pm where we will have pizza for everyone who is able to attend. I am in the 
process of finalizing a room and will let you know as soon as I have it. I just wanted to write to make sure that you put it on your calendar. For the second year 
cohort, I will follow up with a list of topics that we would like you to think about for the session. I hope you all had a great weekend! I will be in touch on the final 
details for this tomorrow. 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC - Chapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 919.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 1:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fxent Analysis 

NCState Soccer.doc 

Dr. Stroman, 

I apologize for sending you my assignment in the incorrect format, I had not realized that I had done so. Attached is my assignment in a word document. How will this affect 
my grade? Again, I am sorry for the inconvenience. 



From: ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 6:45 PM 

To: @emaJl.unc.edu>: 

_ @live.unc.edtw; ~live.unc.edtr>; 

Cc: Stroma~, Deborah L <~tstro@unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: CASPER Updates 

~ke ~an- tlagler.unc.edu~; 
@unc.edu> 

Hello Gold Team! 

I hope you all had a great weekend and are gearing up for final!! As of today, we have 40 names on our CASPER list. I know our initial goal was to have 100 by the 

end of the semester, so if you have a~y leads that you think you cm~ clo~, plea~ keep working’, l was hoping to squeeze in another meeting bdbre finals, bu’t I know 

we’re aJJ bnsy studying m~d finishing np projects. 

I appreciate everyone’s eltbrts this semester and how open you a]l were communicating ruth me troubles and successes flm~ughout this project. 

If you have some tree time over break be thinking on how we can regroup next semester ~d keep increasing our contacts and nm]dng co~mections! 

Good luck on exams and I hope you all enjoy the holidays ruth your th~nily! If you have o~y questions/concerns, please don’t hesitate to ask! 

I will be in touch about our next meeting in Jantkary’, 

Thank ~,’ou all, 

~kenan-fla.~ler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9::14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Re: ACC Project Touchdown! 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

What a weekend! 

Thanks again for a wonderful trip and experience! You were dedicated and represented the best of the university, EXSS, EXSS-Sport Administration, and 
the Club. I received great feedback about about both of you. 

As I mentioned in our close out meeting, I have the following expectations of you: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->Thank you notes (Send to them before - Handwritten to Dr. Kevin Guskiewicz, chair of EXSS; Mr. John 

Swofford, commissioner of the ACC; Mr. Michael Kelly, associate commissioner of the ACC; and Ms. Allison Doughty, Associate Director Football 

Operations. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->Summary report of PT! - Consider the Thursday night meeting and game day: What worked? (+) What needs to 

be improved? (A) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->Quote (Send back to me before - Please respond to the following in five sentences or less: What did 

you learn from participation in PT!? How or why did you enjoy the experience? 

The sooner you do these assignments while it is fresh on your mind.., the better! I hope to see you before you go home for holiday break but if not -- 

here’s a big hug! 

Have a super restful holiday break! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - hLtp://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Ur~t[I reality is de[ined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,                  8:15 AM 

To:                   @live.unc.edu>,                ~live.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: ACC Project Touchdown] 

Good morning. The host hotel is the Westin. Arrive bet:ore 9:00 p.m. Lo scout the hoLel layout and get checked in. ;) 

htt p:!!www.westincha Hottehotel.comi 
Please do NOT be late to the Thursday n~ght meeting,Find the 10:00 p,m. meeting room (Dst year ~t was the Tryon Room} and arriw~ a~: least 15 minu~:es early. Take 

a seat together on the side (not at the b~g conference room table}, Take the time to network and approach people BEFORE the meeting begins, 

Note: M~ke Ke~y runs the rneel:k~g and A~l~son DoughW ~s the ass~stam: cornm~ss~oner It ~s import:ant for you ~:o persona~ly introduce yourself to Mr, Ke~y and Ms. 

Doughty before or after Lhe meeting, Thank them ~:or the oppo~tun~W. 

One o[ ~:he b~ggest takeawavs from PH is to meet other people and make connections, Don’t was~:e ~:h~s tkne, Be prepared to introduce yourself the entire s~:aff 

too, 
"Representing U NC-Chape~ H~ Project Touchdown~ w~th Dr, Stroman 

~ want to see you both (together) before you depsrL ChsL with each other and let rne know the best t~me. 

Please send me a note that Vou have received this ema& 
Thanks~ 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Debora[~ k Sh’eman~ PtuD, CSU 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 

To: 

Co: Strom~n, [~eborahL~ Gt~skiewicz, Kevin M; Osborne, Barbara 

Subject: ACC Project Touchdown! 
Hi 

"NotMng in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdentious stupidity." 

2:40 PM 



Congratulations on your selection to the                        team. It is a little crazy due to the last class days, but this experience is worth it. I look 

forward to working with you on this unbelievable experience! As athletic administrators, one learns very quickly to be "nimble and quick." You must be 
ready for change and always be flexible! 

We have a strong track record of being the most polite and hardest working staff members and I expect no less from you. ;) We will be joining a team of 

professionals - ACC employees -- who come together to put on this incredible game. You will be asked to perform different tasks - sometimes with little 

notice or preparation. Working with Mr. Kelly is invaluable as he is known as "one of the best in the business" having administered Super Bowls and other 

college bowl games. (He recently was named as the Commissioner to the new college football playoff system.) 

Here are some answers to questions you may have and my requests: 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
Game Day Uniforms (ACC shirt and black pants). Advice -Travel lightly. I will have my computer and you will have access to computers there. 

9. We have hotel rooms on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights. Meals are provided. 

Address - Please send me home AND UNC. 
Phone - Please send me your mobile #. 

interview Project - Meet with each other individually. See attachment. I will have one other assignment for you upon your return. 

Begin to journal about how you are feeling about this selection and the upcoming experience. You will appreciate this request later. ;) 

Get VERY familiar with the ACC Website - Football section and the Football Legends for each school. (theacc.com) 

Learn the ADs and this year’s Legends in the ACC. 

Learn about Mike Kelly, the ACC Football Commissioner. 

Dress- Casual work clothes on Friday. No jeans and no sneakers! Dress up for Friday night.       - nice dress/pant suit.      -Jacket and tie. Saturday 

10. Bring your camera ] 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

C- 
Be ready to collaborate and connect! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science - exss.unc.edu 

Twitter- @drstroman 

"To be iz~ world that is m~ke else is the Waldo Emerson I your~el[ you ~re~te~t 
J 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 9:38 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edtr% Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu-* 

Weight, Efianne A. <eweigh~email.unc.e&~>; Southa]l, Richard Michael <southa]l@emaJl.unc.edtr% Stroman, Deborah L 

<~stro@unc.edu> 

Re: Wednesday Semina~r 

Thanks for the communication and coordination! I have a meeting that I need to attend and if my schedule changes I will stop by... 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

"Until re~liW is ~tefine~t, progress is impossible." 

From: <Osborne>, Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday,                 :10:39 AM 

To: Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Erianne Weight <eweight@email.unc.edu>, Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu>, Richard Southall <southall@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

Subject: Re: Wednesday Seminar 

Works for me. I think the first and second years wanted to do photos for the website after the meeting as well, so hopefully Richard can join us when he’s done with Elizabeth’s 

class. 

Sent from my iPhone 4s 

On at 9:43 AM, "Cooper, Coyte" <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sure, I will follow up on these things. Enjoy your weekend everyone! 

Coyte 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:14 AM, "Weight, Erianne A." <eweight@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

The second years all prefer to meet at noon and I’m guessing that would be the case ruth the 1 st years as well. I think a pizza/salad lunch 
meeting would be nice. I wish you could be there, Richard, but rm leaning toward a noon meeting. 

Coyte - could you let the I st and 2nd years know, find a room to meet in, and have the 2nd years come prepared to address the questions 

in #1 below and order the pizza/salad? 

Barbara - could you come prepared to di~uss the process of interviewing / placement / preliminary di~ussions about interview weekend? 

If it has changed in the last several years perhaps you could discuss ruth Richard before Wednesday. 

I’ll come to i:acilitate the discussion of # 1 below. 
Thank you, Richard and Barlmra for bra~ns~tonning! ! 

Sound good? 

-E 
Efianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor. SIx~rt Administration 

The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From’- Osborne, Barbara 
Sent’- Saturday, 7:47 AM 
To,, Southall, Richard Michael 
Cc." Osborne, Barbara; Southall, Richard Michael; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject’- Re: Wednesday Seminar 

Efimme (and Coyte) - 
Back at you guys. Do you want to survey the s~udents? 

Sent from my iPhone 4s 

On at 10:31 PM, "Southall, Richard Michael" <~S!.u_t_!~a.J__l_@.e_n_2~a_l_:_uj_~.c_:e_._c_l..u_> wrote: 

If that wouldn’t inconvenient the s~dents & faculty, I’d be hapw to come in early. 

I appreciate Barbara’s offer to meet @ 0730. 



I’m also perfectly okay with Erianne & Barbara conducting the seminar @ noon. We’ve been fairly consistent with much of the 

internship interview process over the yeaacs, so if it makes for a more enjoyable (i.e. noon is more enjoyable than 0730:) ) last 

seminar of the semester for everyone else, I won’t be womed or feel excluded by not being there. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Richard M. Southall 

On , at 21:16, "Osborne, Barbara" < N?_9__r_t_!_&~:_~:@__uj!_c_:__e__d_t!> wrote: 

Ifyoffd rather go in the morning so yon can be there I’m ok with that. We’ll just bring breakfast instead of pizza. 

Sent from my iPhone 4s 

On at 5:29 PM, "Southall, Richard Michael" <.~uthall~;emailatnc.edn> wrote: 

In tbrtunately I have a guest lecture in Fe~er 109 @ 1200 in Elizabeth Hedgepeth’s class alma@ on 
my calendaac. Barbara can oltEr her perspective in my absence. So~ for already having something 
on my calendax. 
Richm’d 
Sent from my iPhone 
Richaacd M. Sonthall 

On at 16:28, "Osborne, Barbara" <s~)Naw,@x~nc.edu> wrote: 

Michael si~ys he (:ar~ scr~;~)e up some $ ~or ~)izza, so t s~;y we go ~;t: t~oon~ 

Barbara Osborne 

~ssodate Pro~:esso~ 

Exercise and Sport Sdence 

U~ivers~ty of North C~ro~h~ 

309 Woollen Gym 

{::~ 8605 

Chapel H~I], NC 27519 

Phone: 9:].9.962.5173 

EmaH: sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~= Weight, Erianne A. 
$eBt= Friday,                 ;:23 PN 
To= Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Co~e; Southall, Richard Michael; Stroman, Deborah L 
$~bje~t= Wednesday Seminar 

Hi gvm~-onc, 

I aplogk~ a~nt the Friday afternoon dining of this email, but I was hoping to confer 

about the seminar t~s Wcdne~ay which is listed as an intcms~p seminar for ~c ] st 

and 2rid years. 

My hope [br this seminar when I drafted the syllabus was to get the 1st and 2nd yeaB 

together’~ discuss ~e lbllomng: 

1. Have the 2nd years share internship experiencesqessons learned this 

se,nester/goals they are working on/things they wished they knew when they 

wem in the 1 st year studenfs shoes. 

2. Have 2nd yeaacs help the 1 st years coordinate internship interviews to be 

conducted in Ja~uazy.. 

3. Have 1st and 2nd years diseuss interview weekend. 

Initially I had hoped to coordinate this at 7:30, but I think it’s a little too early for me to 

be able to facilitate this, m~d in all honest’ I don’t know that much about the 

interviewing/placement process as I haven’t handled it in the past... 

So, I have a t}w options/questions: 

1. Barbara or Richard, with your experience with this process, could you facilitate 
this or be them to a~swer any questions? 

2. Might we have it at noon mad provide end-of-the-semester pizza~salad on 
EXSS? Do we have a budget tbr this? 

I hope everyone is doing well!’. 
-E 
Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 
Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 
The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
(919) 448-4870 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:49 PM 

McGhee, Oj <oj_mcshee@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice 

<ursula_littlejohn@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L <verita_murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC Holiday Social 

CBC Scheduled Calendar Updated.docx 

Thanks OJ. No, we are finished (and I am worn out) with monthly meetings this semester. (Refer to our calendar._) ;) 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <McGhee>, OJ McGhee <oj mcghee@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday,                  2:36 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d._s_.t_r_o__.@_u__~?_c_.__e_.d__u._> 
Cc: Larry Campbell <lecamp@email.unc.edu>, "Jones, Shandra" <shandrai@email.unc.edu>, Ursula Littlejohn <ursula littleiohn@unc.edu>, Verita Murrill 

<verita murrill@unc.edu>, Nakenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CBC Holiday Social 

I’ve posted picLures from the Chancellor’s Reception on Lhe site’s photo gallery, When you hsve the information t:or the upcoming Holiday Social, I can post 

the slide show. in the meantime, are we convening next week Wednesday for the monthly meeting? 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat: Friday, ~.2:35 PN 
To; Robertson, Nakenge 
C¢; Campbell, Larry; Stroman, Deborah L; .]ones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; NcGhee, Oj; Nurrill, Verita L 
S,,bject; Re: CBC Holiday Social 

Thanks! Typo error as I had just sent the Read-In date email. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 9:14 AM, "Robertson, Nakenge" <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> wrote: 

Carolina Club works w~-:~ll Did you say ? I thought you had announced th~-_~ da~:e of earlier. That does not g~ve us rnuch time to send 

~nvites and get RSVP’s. 

Thanks, 

Nakenge Robertson 

FPG CM~d Development Institute 

UNC Chape~ 

9:[9--96~-9722 (office) 

959-9~6..7532 (~ax) 

~= Campbell, Larry 
Seat= Thursday,                5:3$ PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Jones, Shandra; Li~lejohn, Ursula Eunice; NcGhee, Oj; Nurrill, Veri~ L; Robe~son, Nakenge 
S~bje~t= RE: CBC Holiday Social 

~ I~ke this ~dea. ~ don’t think I hsve met Dr. Low~ but ~ [h~nk if wo~.dd be great for ~.~s to recognize her slon8 w~:h Dr. Newsom Great chok:es. Go#~8 back 

to the Carolina Ck~b ~s fine w~th rne I_arrv 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Se~t= Thursday,                5: $$ PN 
To= Campbell, Lar~; Jones, Shandra; Li~lejohn, Ursula Eunice; NcGhee, ~; Nurrill, Verita L; Robe~son, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
$~bjeCt= CBC Holiday Social 

Hi Team. Our last activity for the year is here] 

I was thinking we should recognize Dr. Pam Love (retired after 20 years and the only Black doctor in Campus Health) and Dr. Cookie Newsom. Is there 

anyone else that we should acknowledge? 

I think we should go back to the Carolina Club since that is easy. Thoughts? 

I need your feedback. 

Thanks. 

d 

Regards, 



Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

__w____w____w___.__u___n__c__;_e___d___u_/__c___b__c_. 
"When the root i~ deep, there is no reason toofear the wind°" 

<imageOO2.jpg> 



CBC Scheduled Calendar- 

¯ loldaV Social 

- =’State ~f the U= meeting with Chanceflor Thorp 

- No sch~dui~I monthlv 

¯ "A~ Arts Night Out= wi~h Alvin Ailev American Dance Theater 

- CBC "Read-In= 

- ~onthly Meeting 

- Spring Social (TBD) 

Student Ambassadors: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Flickr Account 

Good Evening Dr. StrommL 

I ho~ you had a great weekend. I loved all the photos you have and I think they’re e~remely valuable to showcase your talent on the LASER twitter account. At best 

we can show between 4-6 on a background. So, I looked into alternate ways of sharing photos. Have you heard of Flickr? It’s an online account you can upload 

photos too. You can then share that link on trotter. It could be pretty advm~tageous! If you’re on board, I’d be happy to o~anize that over break! 

Have a great week, 

~kenan-fla.qler.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

.,@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 10:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~gmml.com:~ 

Re: Freshman Se~ninar 

Thanks Will do 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:41 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Great! Have him send me a note with his PID. 

>d 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:/iexss unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible" 

On 7:16 PM, 

>> Debbie, 
>> 

>> Our son is interested in talking your class this semester. He may 
>> be contacting you to see ifa spot opens up. 
>> 

>> Thartks. 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 

))email.unc.edu> wrote: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.tmc.edu’- 

Sunday, 11:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Project Touchdown! 

image001 .j pg 

Dr. Stmman, 

1. Thanks again for providing the opportunity". Thank you notes ale aheady written for the ACC! Do you have the address for Mr. Guskiewicz? Or is there somewhere 

to drop it off? 

2. (+) Mr. Kelly was great alx~ut making sure eve~one was organized aJ~d ready to go tbr game day. Al~% the experience was ve~ hands on which was really great. 

It was great to lbel all of that responsibility that I had for such a big event. 

(-) It was probably because we didn’t make it to the Greensboro meeting but at tilnes I felt like I was just an extra and didn’t have a role. But that is just me being 

nitpicky because it was aa overall amazing experience. 

3. "Through my experience at P-f I learned all of the behind the scenes work that is required in order to put on a huge event like the ACC Championship game. It was 

great to play a huge role in helping organize the event and facilitate the game day operations. PT is also a great way to network within the ACC community’ and make 

com~ections. PT was one of; if not the best weekends of my life." 

Let me know if you need anything else’.! 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On at 9:14 PM, "Strolnan, Deborah L" <_d__~_t!:_o_@__UlLC_:__e_d_u_> wrote: 

What a weekend! 

Thanks again for a wonderful trip and experience! You were dedicated and represented the best of the university, EXSS, EXSS-Sport 

Administration, and the Club. I received great feedback about about both of you. 

As I mentioned in our close out meeting, I have the following expectations of you: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->Thank you notes (Send to them before I - Handwritten to Dr. Kevin Guskiewicz, chair of EXSS; 

Mr. John Swofford, commissioner of the ACC; Mr. Michael Kelly, associate commissioner of the ACC; and Ms. Allison Doughty, 

Associate Director Football Operations. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->Summary report of PT! - Consider the Thursday night meeting and game day: What worked? (+) 

What needs to be improved? (A) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->O.uote (Send back to me before - Please respond to the following in five sentences or less: 

What did you learn from participation in PT!? How or why did you enjoy the experience? 

The sooner you do these assignments while it is fresh on your mind.., the better! I hope to see you before you go home for holiday break but if 

not-- here’s a big hug! 

Have a super restful holiday break! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d__s_.t__r_.o._ .@_..__.u__n_._c_:._e_~l_N.> 
Date: Wednesday,                  8:15 AM 

To:                   l@live.unc.edu>,                @live.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: ACC Project Touchdown! 



Good morning. The host hotel is l:he Westin, Arrive before 9:00 p.m. to scou~: ~:he hote~ kWou~: and get checked in. ;) 

htt P:iiwww.westincha rlott ehotel.com/ 
P~ease do NOT be ~ate to the Thursday n~ght meeting, F~nd the :K):O0 p,m, mee~:~ng roorn 0ast year ~: was ~:he lryon ~¢oom) and arrive a~: leas~ 

mk~utes early. Take s seat to,edger on the s~de (not s[ the b~g conference room tame). Take the time to network and approach people BEFORE the 

rnee~mg begins, 

Note: M~ke Keily runs the meedng and Ai~ison Doughty ~s the assistant commissioner. ~t is knportant for you to personsl~y k~troduce yourself: to 

Ke~y and Ms, Doughty before or after the meet~ng~ Thank them for the opportunity, 

One of the M~gest takeawsys from PT[ is to meet other people and make connections. Don’t waste tMs Lime. Be prepared to ~ntroduce yourself the 

entire staff too, 
"Representh~g U NO.Chapel H~II Pro.jeer Touchdown~ with Dr, Strornan 

] want to see you both (together) before you depart. Chat w~th each other and let me know the best time, 

P~ease send me a note l:ha~ you have received l:h~s ernaiL 

Thanks~ 

Dr. S~:rornan 

Deborah L. S[roman, Ph.D. CI,U 

919,84~£0336 

<ima[eOO1.]p[> 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Honday, 2:~0 PH 

¢¢= Stroman, Deborah L; Guskiewicz, Kevin H; Osborne, Barbara 
$ubject~ ACC Project Touchdown~ 
Hi 

Congratulations on your selection to the team. It is a little crazy due to the last class days, but this experience is 

worth it. I look forward to working with you on this unbelievable experiencel As athletic administrators, one learns very quickly to be "nimble 

and quick." You must be reedy for ¢henge end elweys 

We have a strong track record of being the most polite and hardest working staff members and I expect no less from you. ;) We will be joining 

a team of professionals - ACC employees -- who come together to put on this incredible game. You will be asked to perform different tasks - 

sometimes with little notice or preparation. Working with Mr. Kelly is invaluable as he is known as "one of the best in the business" having 

administered Super Bowls and other college bowl games. (He recently was named as the Commissioner to the new college football playoff 

system.) 

Here are some answers to questions you may have and my requests: 

1. Address- Please send me home AND U NC 

2. Phone - Please send me your mobile #. 

3. Interview Project - Meet with each other individually. See attachment. I will have one other assignment for you upon your return. 

4. Begin to journal about how you are feeling about this selection and the upcoming experience. You will appreciate this request later. ;) 

5. Get VERY familiar with the ACC Website - Football section and the Football Legends for each school. (~_~_~k%:_~2~.) 

6. Learn the ADs and this year’s Legends in the ACC. 

7. Learn about Mike Kelly, the ACC Football Commissioner. 

8. Dress- Casual work clothes on Friday. No jeans and no sneakerM Dress up for Friday night. - nice dress!pant suit. -Jacket and 
tie. Saturday Game Day Uniforms (ACC shirt and black pants). Advice -Travel lightly. I will have my computer and you will have access to computers 

there. 

9. We have hotel rooms on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights. Meals are provided. 

10. Bring your camera~ 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

C- 

Be ready to collaborate and connecH 

Go Heels, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science -~E{~:~_O_G_q.~g. 

Twitter- @drstroman 

"To be in world tha~ is make el*e is ~he ~rying grea~est Emerson 
J 

<imageO01 :iPg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}gmail.com> 

Monday, 12:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Daily Tar Heel Story 

Hi Ms. Stroman. 

My name is            and I am a                           hoping to write a stoo~ about the sports entrepreneurship minor track and was wondering when 

would be a good time for me to give you a ca]l today (Monday) would be. 

Thank you! 

The Daily Tar Heel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bruce, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 10:52 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Missed Your Call 

Cell is 

Cheers, 

Rob 

Robert Bruce, PbD 
Dhecb~r 

Adjunct A~;~;;stard: Pro~bssor 
Department of Eag]M~ and Comparath,e Litera~tu~’e 

(]haI~e] Hill, NC 27599 

*;19,962,2(;46 d]t’ecL ] 919,*;62,2061 
rob bruce@unc.edu i fddaycentermnc.edu 

frklayce nter.unc.edu/stoHe s 
{]ire to the }"d{]~y C{:p, te~’ at 

frklayce nter.unc.edu/gift 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, December 3, 2012 10:43 AM 

To: Rob Bruce <.r_g_b___r__u___c__e____@___e____m___a__!!=_u___n___c_:__e___d__u__> 

Subject: RE: Missed Your Call 

No problem. WhaL’s your mobile for future reference? 

debby 

C- 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Str’oman, Ph,D, CLU 

939,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Bruce, Rob 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 8:18 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Missed Your Call 
Debby, 

So sorry I missed your call on Friday. Thanks for thinking of me. 

Cheers, 
Rob 

Robert Bruce, PhD 

The W]]][am a~ad Ida FrW, ay Center lbt" Con [Jnu[ng Educat]oa 

Department of gag]M~ and Comparatk,e Litera~tu~’e 

Chape] Hill, NC 27599 

919,9 {,2,264~, dh’ect ] 919,962,2 {} 61 l~x 
rob bruce@unc.edu i fddaycentermnc.edu 
Read our sg~ries at 

fddawenter.unc.edu/storie s 
Give to ti~e Friday {:e~t~r at 
fridaycenter.unc.edu/g~R 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:12 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS    Final Presentation 

Recruiting Specialist SS.ppt 

Here is my final presentation! Tried to keep it short and sweet! 

Recruiting Specialist 

@live.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 11:29 AIvl 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu> 

Event Marketing Analysis 

Hey Professor Stroman I just checked my grades and saw that I received a °ut of 20 f°r the evem marketing analysis and wanted t° kn°w what I did ~vr°ng I kn°w I turned it in s° I just 

wanted to double check with you. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:34 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fxent Marketing Ana]ysis 

:Jacksonville J aguoxs.docx 

Sorry I forgot to include the paper just incase there was an issue when I submitted it. 



From: @live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 1:03 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Study Abroad 

Hello, 

I was ~vondering if I could meet up ~vith you to discuss studying abroad next fall and general course planning for both this spring and the upcoming year. Ifyour’e not the right person to 
talk to about either of these things, could you direct me to the correct advisor? 

Thank you so much[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: UNC Football InternsNps 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are doing well and enjoying this unexpected warm weather! Last week I spoke with you after the CSBC meeting regarding internships with UNC football and my 
desire to learn more about these opportunities. I’m not sure if the email below reached you or not, and I’m sure you are very busy heading into the home stretch of this 
semester, but I wanted to reiterate my interest in meeting with you to discuss the aforementioned opportunities. 

I would love to do this before the holiday break, and am willing to accommodate your schedule to do so. Please let me know when would work best for you! 

Sincerely, 

UNC-Chapel Hill, 
B.S. in Business Administration 
B.A. Exercise and Sport Science - 

From-" 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To-" Stroman, Deborah 
Subject-" UNC ~otball Internships 

12:03 AM 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I spoke with you briefly after the CSBC meeting earlier today (which was awesome, by the way!) about exploring internships with UNC football. As I mentioned, both Mr. Berry 
and Mr. Spurling referenced you as a person to see when I asked about working with them. 

I would like to set up a meeting with you to discuss these potential options. On Monday!Wednesday, I’m in class from 9:30-3:15, and on Tuesday!Thursday from 11-12:15 and 
2-3:15. I believe you mentioned that you had a class lvlWF at 9:00. I have no Friday classes, so if you were available to meet this Friday 11/30 at 10:00am or so that would 
work well for me. Otherwise, we could try to set up a time between Bam-10am or 3:30pm-on on a Tuesday/Thursday or 3:30-on on a Monday!Wednesday. I’m not sure what 
your schedule looks like on Tuesdays & Thursdays. 

If this Friday morning works for you, that would be great. If you would prefer to meet at another date/time, just let me know and we can arrange that, too! Thanks a lot for 
your help and for everything you do with the CSBC and the EXSS department! 

Best regards, 

UNC-Chapel Hill, 
B.S. in Business Administration 
B.A. Exercise and Sport Science - 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmafil.com> 

Monday, 3:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Daily Tar Heel Stoly 

Hey Dr. Stroman! 

Thank you so much for helping me today. I jus~ have a follow up question that I wanted to ask you to make sure I am accurate. 

So the students apply for a specific track in the Entrepreneurial minor and then once they are accepted they start taking the general classes that is required of all of 

them. Is that correct? 

Once they get into their specific track of the minor how may classes would they take j ust for their own specific track’? How many specifically slyorts entrepreneurial 

classes will these students ta]~e once they get in the track? 

Thank you! 

On Mon,           at 7:22 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~,%unc.edtc, wrote: 
Hi      . Thank you for your inqui~. I will be available after 10:20 a.m. Dr. Stroman 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 12:14 AM, @gmail.com> wrote: 

> Hi Ms. Stroman, 
> 

> My name is and I am a reporter for The Daily Tar Heel hoping to write a story, about the sports entrepreneurship minor track and was wondering 

when would be a good time for me to give you a cdll today (Monday) would be. 

> Thank you! 

> The Daily Tar Heel 

The Daily Tar Heel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS Internship 

Pro£ Stroman, 

My name is player at the universi~. I have completed all of my regular class hours necessaly to graduate, but I need to complete my RE 
requirement Due to an opportum~ to continue playing in the I will be training iF ~uring the spring semester and ~vill not be on campus to take a normal class. Beth Bridger 
recommended that I meet with you and brainstorm some ideas as to what I could do internship wise to meet the EE requirement--whether it involve me ~vorking at my training facility API, or 
with my sports agency. Graduating with my degree from UNC is veW important to me, and I would greatly appreciate an opportunity to meet with you this week and discuss some 
possibilities. When and where would you be available? 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

~lh, e.unc.edu;- 

Monday,                3:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah I,/-dstro@unc.edu> 

First Year SeminaJc 

Professor Stroman, 

Hello, I am 1W dad, 

I look forward to talking to you soon 

, emailed earlier you and teld you I would be in contact with you soon. He told me I needed to give you my P1D. My PID is 

Thank ,~,ou, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Monday, 3:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Daily Tar Heel Stoly 

Wonderful! Thank you so so much for all of your help today. I am so grateful to have gotten to talk to you to get all of this infom~ation. 

On Mon, 

This spring! ;) 

EXSS 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

Twitter- @drstroman 

at 3:31 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

"The journey is ~he reward. " Chinese Proverb 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 3:29 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Re: Daily Tax Heel Sto~ 

Thank you so much! And is the sports class being ottEred this upcoming spring or next thll tbr the firs~ time? 

On Mon, at 3:06 PM, ~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi . Thanks for your h~terv~ew. 

The students first apply to the Entrepreneurship Minor. Upon acceptance, they w~[] enro]~ in ECON                                    ---k~ the fall semester~ 

In the spring semesLer they wfli select ~rom fiw~ venture courses (social artistic, commercial, sc:iet~L~fic, and now sporL business}. The only course that ~s specffk: 

to their career kRerest is t:his spring semest:er course. There is only one sport entrepreru?urship course ()~sL like the other venLure courses). 

Total Entrepreneurship Mitlor courses: 5 

L ECON 20~ ---pra’req 

2. ECON 325 

3. Venture Course (choose from 5) 

4. One elective 

5~ Capstone Course-- ECON 328 

6. Entrepreneursh@ h~ternship 

Note: Business majors are noL eligible [or this minor 

Let me know ~ you baize a]W oLher questkms. 

Dr. Stronla n 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 



Twitter- @drstrorn~m 

"The journey is ~he reward. " Chinese Proverb 

From-" ~qmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, 3:00 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: Daily Tar Heel Story 

Hey Dr. Stroman! 

ThaJ~k you so much tbr helping me today. I just have a follow up question that I wanted to ask you to make sure I aJn accurate. 

So the students apply for a specific track in the Entrepreneurial minor and then once they are accepted they start taking the generaJ classes that is required of all of 

them. Is that correct? 

Once they get into their specific track of the minor how may classes would they take just for their own specific track? How many specifically spo~ entrepreneurial 
classes will these students take once they get in the track’? 

Thank you! 

On Mon, at 7:22 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@)unc.e& > wrote: 

Hi Thank you for your inquiry. I will be available alter 10:20 a.m. Dr. Stroman 

DLS from tny iPhone. 

On at 12:14 AM, ~gma~l.com> wrote: 

> Hi Ms. Stroman, 
> 

> My name is mad I am a reporter for The Daily Tar Heel hoping to write a story about the sports entrepreneurship minor track and was wondering 

when would be a good time tbr me to give you a ca]l today (Monday) would be. 

> Thank you! 

> ’][’he DaJdy Tar Heel 

The Daily Tax Heel 

The Daily Tar Heel 

The Daily Tar Heel 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday,, 10:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sports Business Minor 

Dr. Stroman, 

Good morning - please allow me to introduce mysel£ I am a freshman from Indianapolis, Indiana, and a                     Last year, I was put into contact with 

becanse of his sports business experience. He has become a mentor and good friend...and we have kept in touch since his graduation. This morning I was 

reading the DTH and found the article about the upcoming sports business minor. I am e~xemely interested in this opportunity, and would welcome the oppormniF to 

have a conversation with you about applying. 

Just a t~w weeks ago, I had the privilege of meeting Jim Tamer and Graham Boone. In our conversation, I becmne extremely inspired by their eflbrts in the sports 

industry. Their words were motivating in regards to UNC and sports business. 

Again, I would welcome the chmace to talk with yon about this minor. Thank yon veiy Inuch for your time. 

Best, 

UNC Class of 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:42 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS    - Blog Submission 

Sorr I just realized your email and posted my address just now. Please forgive my tardiness. 

Best, 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:58 PM 
Subject: EXSS - Blog Submission 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stmman 

Hi Heels. Most of you colnpleted the Blog Sublnission request on SakaJ correctly. 

For those of you who did NOT follow directions: I am going to give you ONE Inore opportunity, to go back and posnt all of your blogs AND the address of your blog 

site. The address of your blog site MUST be in the first entl3~. You can do a reply or edit of your first blog to complete this assignment. 

I roll start reviemng aJl of your blogs tomorrow a£ternoon. Note: You roll receive zero credit if this assignment is posted incorrectly. (P.S. Ask for help from a 
classmate if you are unsure...) 

Thankyou’. 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 

this link to access Messages t~r fl~is site: EXSS 

site. To reply to this message click 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

CSRI <csri@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 2:21 PM 

Case Study Cover Letter 2013.doc; CaseStadyTeamApplicatioit2013.pdf 

Past CSRI Conference on College Sport Attendees, 

With the 2013 Conference edging closer and closer, we are wanting this years conference to be the best one yet. And with that being said, there are a few remaining slots 
open for OUr Undergraduate and Graduate Case Study Competitions. 

If you are interested in the competition, please see the Cover Letter and Team Application that are attached to this email. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSBC individual meeting 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

Just got your email. My last final is on Tuesday the so I would be available to sit down and meet anytime Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday Let me know what works best for you! 

Also, in terms of the CSRI case study team, I participated on the team last year. While I’m not sure I’ll have the time to compete again this year, I would be happy to help out by advising or 
answering any questions our team might have. 

See you in class tomorrow! 

,~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 10:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Martin [,uther King Jr. Week 

Deb, 

I am wondering if he could also be a Nyth Lecture speaker, then we would have funds to cover part of his visit? 
Kevit~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Tuesday, December 04, 2012 8:06 PN 
T~ Guskiewicz, Kevin N 
Su~jeet~ ~: Matin Luther King Jr. Week 
Hi Kevh~. Can we support th~s wonderful effort? ~ood or the ~odging? 
d 
Do Good~ 
Deborah L, Stroman, P~,D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing i~ the world ~s m~re d~geroas than a sincere ~g~orance and c~nscie~tioas 
F~m: Campus Y FNALs [mailto: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 S:27 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject: Matin Luther Kin9 Jr. Week 
Hello Dr. S~oma~ 

We wanted to follow up on the email we ~nt you last week regaJcding the Campus "r% event that we are planning tbr Martin [,uther King Jr. Week of Celebration. We 

have attached the overview and budget to this mesmge. 

We were inspired to contact you because our event this year is going to focus on upholding the legacy of Dr. Martin Lnther King Jr. through the legacy of sports and 

sport teams in transforming communities. We hope to accomplish this by hosting Herman Boone, the coach of the 1971 T.C. Williams High School football team. This 

is the team po(trayed in the 2000 film, Remember the I’itar~s, where Coach Boone was played by Denzel Washington. 

We macbed out to you because of the nature of our event m~d how we believe it will tmite the s~dents of this university through a fairly common interest SlX~rts. We 
hope that you wotfld consider cosponsoring fl~is event and helping us promote the teachings of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. We hope to hear fl~om you soon! 

tlave a wonderftd day, 

Anna Thi)rnton and Brandon Wong 

Bra~don Wong & A nr~a Thornton 

carnpt~s-y.tmc.edu 

@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edw- 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 9:11 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Martin [,uther King Jr. Week 

We could._A am meeting with the group tomorrow, so 1 will run it past them. We would need to move quickly 

Froro: Stroman, Deborah L 
Se~t~ Wednesday, December 0S, 20~2 8:46 AM 

To~ 6uskiewicz, Kevin M 
S~bject~ ~E: MaRin Luther King ~r. Week 

Great idea! Can we have Nyth in January? 

d 

Do Good. 

Dcborat~ L. Strm~alL Pb,D~ CLU 

9:19.$43.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

From: Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 10:19 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Martin Luther King Jr, Week 

Deb, 

I am wondering if he could also be a Blyth Lecture speaker, then we would have funds to cover part of his visit? 

Kevin 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 8:06 PM 
To: Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
Subject: FW: Nartin Luther King Jr. Week 
I-ti gevin. Can we support this wonderfu~ error’S? Food or the ~odging? 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919=843~0:3:36 

"NetNng ~n the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and 

F~m: Campus Y ENALs [m_~Jgg_; 

Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 5:27 PN 

T0: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Matin Luther King Jr. Week 

tlello Dr. Stroman, 

We wanted to follow up on the email we sent you last week regarding fl~e Campus Y’s event that we are plmming for Maxtin Luther King Jr. Week of Celebration. We 

have attached the overview and budget to this message. 

We were inspired to contact you because our event this year is going to focus on upholding the lega%v of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. through the legacy of sports and 

sport teams in transforming communities. We hope to accomplish this by hosting Hernmn Boone, the coach of the 1971 T.C. Willians High School football team. This 

is the team portrayed in the 2000 film, Remember the Titans’, where Coach Boone was played by Denzel Washington. 

We reached out to you because of the nature of our event and how we believe it will unite the students of this aniversi~ through a tidily common interest, stx)rks. We 
hope that you would consider cosponsoring this event and helping us promote the teachings of Dr. MarlJn Luther King Jr. We hope to hea~; from you soon! 

Have a wonderful day, 

A,ma Thornton and Brandon Wong 

Brandon Wong & Anna Thornton 

cam pu s-v.unc.edu 

~b)grnai!.com 





From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:14 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Exss 

My email has been acting up so I am not sure if this email has gone through or not. I apologize if you receive two of these emails. 
Professor Stroman, my name is                and I am a sophomore Exss- Sports Administration major. I have had trouble getting into a lot of the EXSS classes, and I understand that this 
is not uncommon, especially for sophomores. Ho~vever, I ~vas hoping that I could get permission to e~oll in Exss because I noticed that both were open and applied to my major I 
would be happy to meet with you in the near future ~vhenever ~vorks best for you. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stith, Thomas ~fhomasStith@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 8:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Con’tact 

image001 .j pg 

Debby, 

I mn doing fin!! Miss working ruth you. Pleas~ call 

Thomas 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 5, 2012, at 4:51 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@~mc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Thomas. I hope you are having fun and all is well. ;) We miss your voice! 
What is your mobile #? 
debby 
410.206.2939 
Deborah L. Stro~r~n, PhoD, CLU 
Explore, ~g~eo Empower, 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"Nearly all me~ ca~ stand r~cDersily, b~r~ if yo~ wan~ to tes~ a man’s ck~arac~er, gNe l~irn power." Abrahan~ I,i~coln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:26 PM 

Little, Mark <Mark I,ittle@kenan-flagler.unc.edtr~; ~kenaa~-flagler.unc.edu>; 

~kenan-tlagler.unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck <buck goldslein@unc.edu>; Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edu-~; 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@emml.unc.edu-~; drharoon <zishan haroon(~med.unc.edu>; Elia, Jean Morton <jeaneli&@unc.edu>; 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Ma~ E 

<mnapie@email.unc.edt~-; Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cynthia Reifsnide@kenaaa-flagler.unc.edu>; Stith, Tho~nas Andrew III 

<thomas slith@kenan-flagler.unc.edtc,; Stroman, Deborah L <dslro@unc.edu:>; Zoller, Ted ~q’ed Zolle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu:> 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com;; Friga, Paul 

<PaulFriga@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Revised Priorities m~d Action Items for this week 

Hello everyone- 

f’ve gotten a few questions on acLkbns items for Lh~5; week and ~ don’t th~rd~ ~ was clear about where we hope to be for Monday’s meeting. 

Action ~tems to complete by Next Meeting 

~ Each Team create objectives for your priority and organize your ~nit~atives into those objectives. P~ease send me the PrierR Ob&~t~ ~nit~at~ves fer 

:].) Add or remove initiatives (or make initiatives into objectives) where appropriate. 

2) Yo~ may enAage your team ema~L phone~ or by meeting ~n pe~so~ Regardless, each team w~ have :[0 mhsutes to report out to the entire TF on Monday. 

Please set~d me your 

3} ~f there are ~nitiatives that you see as imporLant but do not fit in your prioriW, p~ease connect w~th the appropdaLe Priority Team or bring the ~nitiatives to 

Monday’s n~eet~ng. 

4} You do not have to reach out to your AC members Lhis week, urfless you [:ee~ that ~s approprisLe 

~ Send sdd~tiona~ cornments or suggestions about Lhe revised strategy stsLernents 0nc. Lhe priorities we discussed last meetb~g). 

7he de~veraMes h~ the s~de deck from Monday are for Phase ~1 and do not al~ need to be completed this week. (Le. ~t ~s not ~mperat~ve to reach out to your AC 

members this week) You can begin to analyze h~it~ativ~s on h~psct, staff req’s, fundh~g req’s etc, but we w~ d~g more ~nto that next week. 

?hanks for [:he questkms everyone! [.e~: me know ~f there are more or ~f you have trouMe connecting w~th your team. 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:17 PM 
To: Little, Mark; Buck Goldstein; Cone, .Judith (Office of the Chancellor); Desimone, .]oseph (Chemistry); drharoon 
<zishan_haroon@med.unc.edu>; Ella, Jean; Napier, Mary; Reifsnider, Cynthia; Stith, Thomas; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Zoller, Ted 
Co: Friga, Paul 
Subject: Revised Priorities and Action Items for this week 

Hello Task Force - 

We were able to sit down with Joe and Mary redefine the priorities based on our conversations yesterday. I think I speak for Joe, Mary, and the consulting team 

when I say that we’re getting excited about how this is shaping up -thanks for your continued work. 

Please find the following in this emaih 

:I) Changed deck attached 

2) Articles related to Phase III attached. They are also available in Dropbox>Kl Strategic Planning>Articles>Phase 3 Articles 

3) List of changes to note in the deck below 

4) Table of TF assignments pasted into this email. 

5) Next Steps 

List of items to note in the deck 

I) New summary strategy statements including the updated priorities (slide 15) - please look this slide as it will have an impact on how you organize 

initiatives. 

2) Word by word breakdown of the new mission and vision in appendix 

3) Remember to use the Carolina Athletics strategy statements in the appendix as an example of how Priorities, Objectives, and Initiatives fit together. 

a. Some of our current initiatives may become objectives, others may need to be bucketed together under objectives you will create. 

4) Slides :~8-2:1 include breakdown of initiatives and AC feedback on each. 

Task Force Assignments for beginning of Phase 3 



Next Steps: 

Task Force 

Create objectives and bucket initiatives under each objective 

See Carolina Athletics example in appendix 

Analyze and rank initiatives on impact, staff, and funding requirements 

Add or remove initiatives as appropriate 

Engage AC members 

Work on funding and benchmarking decks 

Consulting Team 

Support TF teams 

Thanks everyone! Your consulting team representative will check in with you, but we intend for you all to organize and begin working in teams (Jean -you should 

feel free to touch base with Matt) on your own. 

Let me know if you have an questions. 

In addition, please find the following attached: 

:1) Deck from Monday meeting updates with new priority groups and action steps. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Thursday, 12:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

NFL social media infogmphic 

Good afternoon Dr. Stmman, 

I found a cool infographic that I wanted to pass along to you! A research firm (Unmetric) evaluated the social media efforts of every NFL team. They found some really 
interesting information on which teams are most influential, what types of posts receive the highest engagement and how NFL teams are interacting with fans. You can find 
the study here: http://mashable.com~          ’dallas-cowboys-nfl-social-info.qraphic/ 

I really enjoyed working with you on my social media independent study. Feel free to pass this along to other students that are also interested in social media! 

I hope everything went well in Charlotte this past weekend! VII be in Chapel Hill for the men’s basketball game Saturday night; I’m excited to cheer on the Heels! :) 

Have a great day, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday,                2:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Dinner - next Friday 

Dr. Stroman, 
You mentioned earlier that you wanted to 8rab lunch next Friday, but unfortunately I have a banquet that the athletic department invited me to and real~y wants 

me to attend. Because of that are you free to grab dinner either Thursday or Friday night? VII be free after 5 both days so I can work around your schedule. Thanks 

again for everything and I really enjoyed the presentations today, it’s amazing all that everybody does! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

B.A. EXSS- 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Final Presentatious 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’m sorpz I had to leave earlier today I was able to email my professor and rearrange our meeting, however, I did have to leave for work. 

I work for the athletic department and I had to be at a work thing at 12:30 PM 

If there is anything else I need to send you regarding my final presentation please let me kno~v. 

Thank you. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live uric ed~ ] C: 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:33 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS    - Marketing Plan 

Attach: G7Durha~nBullsF docx 

Thank you for giving me a second chance Dr. Stroman. I apologize that I missed this in the instructions. 

Oil at 11:17 PM, <dstro~unc.edn> 

To: Undi~lo~d Recipients 

From: Debora]~ Stroman 

Hi. Have one person resubmit the paper directly to my email address with the proper format (Wo~] doc) by Friday, 10:00 a.m. to receive credit. 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded message was ~nt via The UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSSI 

message click this link to access Mes~ges liar this site: EXSS       .FA 

.FA site. To reply to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:48 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Meeting Next Week 

Hi Dr. StrommL 

I hope you’ve had a wonderful week. Sorry I’ve been slow in responding/not on Twitter much fllis week. My accounting exam is tomorrow, so it’s safe to say I’ve 

been stadying all week for that :) ~rould you be able to meet sometime on Tuesday to chat before break? I have an exam at the B school at 8. I should be out by 11. I 

am going to work at the football office, but I can come see you before or after work. Just let me know if that works for you! 

Thank yo~ 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, 

.~.kenan-fla.qler.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@livex~nc.edu;, 

Friday, 9:58 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

First Yeas Seminar EXSS 

Professor Stroman, 

I know it is a vel5’ hectic time, to say the least, but I was just checking to make stare you got my previous email about my interest in your first year seminar. Just in case you did not, my PID 
id           I look for~vard to talking with you sometime soon. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livea~nc.edu;, 

Friday, 10:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: First Year Seminar EXSS 

Dr. Stroman. 

Thank you so much! 

On 

wrote: 
, at 9:59 AM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@nnc edu> 

Hi Yes, I received your note. It is a vel)’ busy time and you ;vill receive notification on your Connect Carolina. ;) 

Dr Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all" Aristotle 

On ] at 9:58 AM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Professor Stroman, 
>> 

>> I know it is a very hectic time, to say the least, but I was just checking to make sure you got my previous emai[ about my interest in your first year seminar Just in case you did not, my 
PID id I look fi~rward to talking with you sometime soon. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Campus Y FMALs < ~gmail.com> 

Friday, 11:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: MaJtin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hi Dr. Strolnan, 

My name is , number 

also ~live.unc.edu. 

For email, I roll be checking this currem accoum fiequently in the coming day’s, however my personal email is 

I just heard back from Herman Boone’s agem that Boone roll choose to fly in on the day of the evem and cannot do evems before the later evening or aYternoon. We 

were able, however, to slot a schedule tea talks with Coach Boone t~om 4- 5 m~d we would deiinitely be able to reserve many of the spots available tbr the EXSS 

department. Furthermore, we can allocate a portion of his tea talk to address some of the specific questions from the EXSS department. 

Tha~ks, 

On Thu, at 7:46 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~,~unc.edu> wrote: 

~-Ii. Please cot~tact me asap and provide your mobile phone mm~ber. 

EXSS is considering funding a part of Lhis M LK Jr. pro~r’arn if we can also have Mr. Boone visit on Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday sometime between I:1:30 and 

:1:30 to speak to our department. It is our preference thaL he speak to our deparLrnent and then speak for Lhe MLK Jr. pr’ogrsm that same evening. 

We need to know if Mr. Boone is available during the day. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,c:lcN~, gxplor~:~. E’mpow~r, 

9~[9.843.0336 

From: Campus Y FMALs [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:14 plVl 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Mlartin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hello Dr. StrommL 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

@c~mail.com] 

Attached you roll find a brief overview s~ld budget for our event. The event is based on the speech "A Time to Break Silence", given by Dr. King on April 4, 1967. 

We sze extending an invitation to Herman Boone, the former football coach of T.C. Willimns High School in Alexmidri& Virginia; he is the football coach portrayed 

by Denzel Washington in the 2000 fihn, Remember rite Titans. We will host a moderated Q & A ruth Coach Boone in the Nelson Mmidela Auditorium. 

We wanted to reach out to the Department of Exercise and Sport Science in hopes that you would consider helping us sponsor this event as we t~ to spread the 

words and intentions of Dr. Martin Luther King through the cultivation of an educated dialogue between Coach Boone. the moderator, and the audience, kVe would 

enjoy meeting with you and discussing the event further. If you have any questions feel flee to email us at             ~gmaJl.com 

Have a wonderful day! 

Sincerely, 

We are the two First-yeaz Members At Large (FMALs) on the executive board at the Campus Y, whose mission is the pursuit of ~cial justice through the 

promotion of pluralism. As FMALs, we sit on the planning committee of the MariAn Luther King Jr. Week of Celebration as the representatives of the Y. We are 
nd planning an event which will occur during the 32 Annual Week of Celebration, which is being recognized 



campus-y.unc.edu 

@ffmail.com 

campus-¥.unc.edu 

~naail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Junk, Cheryl <meeter@email.tmc.edu~-- 

Friday, 12:56 PM 

Junk, Cheryl <tweete@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu-~; Salyer, Sherry L 

<salyer@email.~mc.edu> 

I:W: Your Undecided acadelnic worksheet 

pdf 

Hi 
It was good to talk to you today Here is the website to apply for probation if your GPA is a 1.9 or above after this semester, and you decide to apply for re-admission for spring: 
http ://advising.unc edu/polici es-and-procedures/eligibilitv/academicprobation 

Attached above is your academic worksheet for the Undecided program 

I found out from talking to a Natural Sciences and Math advisor that there is no required major for Physical Therapy School But there are prerequisites for most schools, including basic 
biology, physics, chemistry, and anatomy classes. But many programs do require a GPA of at least 3.0, and maW have higher requirements [’or applicants. The most important thing is for 
you to make a telephone advising appointment with Dr. Sherry Salyer or Dr Deb Stroman in the EXSS department. Make the appointment for early in the spring semester at advising.unc edu 
[’or Dr. Stroman For Dr. Salyer, email her directly and ask for an appointment at salyer@email.unc.edu. If you are taking CCO classes and not on campus, you can request a phone appt. ~Ihey 
will help you sort through your ideas and compare that to the facts about how to do what you want to do. 

If you decide to take two more CCO courses, just choose anything that looks of interest, and fax me the form to sign. There are no WMST classes offered online, un~2~rtunately. 

WMST might be a good major for graduate study in an area of women’s health Drs. Salyer and Stroman can help you know what is out there and realistic for you 

Happy holidays, and please let me know you got this email 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner~unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:42 &M 
To: Junk, Cheryl 

Sutziect: 

This E-mail *vas sent :from "R10963" (Aficio MP 2510) 

Scan Date:          10:42:20 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Elia, Jean <~Jean Elia@kenan-flagler.nnc.edu> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 2:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu-~ 

.~kenan- flagler.anc.edu~ 

Kenan Institute priorities and initiatives 

Connect 2 Priority DILAJiT 12-06-12.docx 

Deborah and Mary, since I had part of the Connect priority, I wanted to share what I have so far in case it overlaps with Deborah’s part. Let me know if I should cc: 

Buck, too. 

Will work on this a bit more this afternoon, so please let me know if you think I am off course with what is developed here. 

Thanks. Jean 

Jean Morton Elia 

Associate Dean for Strategy and Administration 

UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

McColl Building, CB# 3490, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3490 USA 

Office: 919-962-2624 Fax: 919-962-:1300 Email: jean_elia@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ella, Jean <Jean Elia@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 2:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu-~ 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Kenan Ins~dtute priorities and initiatives 

(~:~ No problem. Have fun. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 2:29 PN 
To: Elia, Jean; Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics) 

Subject: RE: Kenan Institute priorities and initiatives 

d 

Dcborrd] L. gtroman, P[LD~ CLU 

9:19.843,0336 

"NotNng ~n the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiW/’ 

F~m: Ella, Jean [mailto:Jean E~a@kenan-flaqMr.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 2:14 PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Napier, Na~ E 

Subject: Kenan Institute priorities and initiatives 

Deborah and Mary, since I had part of the Connect priority, I wanted to share what I have so far in case it overlaps with Deborah’s part. Let me know if I should cc: 

Buck, too. 

Will work on this a bit more this afternoon, so please let me know if you think I am off course with what is developed here. 

Thanks. Jean 

Jean Morton Ella 

Associate Dean for Strategy and Administration 

UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

McColl Building, CB# 3490, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3490 USA 

Office: 919-962-2624 Fax:919-962-1300 Email: j_~_~ elia@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 5:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - ppt summary Ibr Faculty Cotmcil today 

I just found a report written by the reform group I noticed that the group is a subgroup of the Faculty Executive Committee appointed by Jan and consisted of 3 people at the time the report 
was written 

On Tuesday, students will submit papers as my final exam I have a couple of publication deadlines that I’m trying to meet. It’s veW difficult when you’re tired but hey I believe God will give 
me the strength to do what needs to be done Good luck on managing your finals. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PItD 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching (JRST); 
Science Policy Fello~v, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (~) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 5:08 PM 
To: Parsons, Eileen R 
Subject: RE: Joy - ppt summalT for Faculty Council today 

Thanks Let’s chat soon. I have an exam in the morning I will give you the backdrop on the reform group. I attended the meeting yesterday and Joy was there too 

We/UNC is making this effort so much harder than it needs to be ]N/2HO ;) 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Phi). CLU 

Engage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the *w)rld is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Parsons, Eileen R 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 5:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sutzject: FW: Joy - ppt summaW [’or Faculty Council today 

Hi Debbie, 

To get the gist, please read from the bottom up This is just for you 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PhD 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PIeD in Education 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching (JRST); Science Policy Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
(919) 843-9133 ~) 
(919) 843-2614 

From: Parsons, Eilecn R 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 4:55 PM 
To: Rcnner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy - ppt summary for Faculty Council today- 

I was a little concerned by the included slides as part of a public update to the Faculty Council. I think it went a little beyond listening and inadvertently provided a folxlrfl for a particular 
perspective. It may be interpreted by other groups on campus xvho are passionate about these issues as privileging certain voices over others. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PIeD 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching (JRST); Science Policy Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (I) 

From: Rennet, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 4:41 PM 
To: Parsons, Eileen R 
Subject: Re: Joy - ppt summary for Faculty Council today 

More info to come 
For no~v I am treating them as I would an?’ faculty member who brings something to our attention. Hopefully FAC ~vill be the voice of the faculty more so with intention 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 7, 2012, at 4:36 PM. "Parsons, Eileen R" <rparsons@email unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 

> Could you also provide more reformation at a later date about the Athletic Reform Group? ;Vho comprises this group? Is it representative of the University connnm~ity? Is this a group 
appointed by some office on campus? YVhat is the mission or role of this group? Because I’m not familiar with this group, I’m not quite clear of the role/influence of the input of this group If 



the input of various groups will be incorporated or considered by FAC then is this public knowledge? 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> Eileen R Carlton Parsons, Phi) 
> Associate Professor, Science Education Program Affiliation: PhD in 
> Education Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
> (JRST); Science Policy Fellow, American Association for the 
> Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
> ¢19) 843-9133 (p) 
> (.o19) 843-2614 
> 

> From: Remmr, Joy J [JoyRenner@med.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 2:07 PM 
> To: facultyathletics@sakai.unc.edu 
> Subject: Joy - ppt sumrnaU for Faculty Council today 
> 

> Greetings! 
> Attached you will find the ppt sunmmW of the update I will give to Faculty Council today-. The last three slides are requests from the Athletic Refom~ Group that seem appropriate for us 
to consider more on this later. 
> 

> Hope evewone has a lovely weekend. 
> 

> Joy 
> 

> Joy J. Remmr, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 
> Associate Professor and Director 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Medicine CB 
> #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 321-A South Columbia St. 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 
> 

> 919-%6-5147Desk 
> Cell 
> 919-%6-6951 Fax 
> 
> -CONFIDENTL4LITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only- for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
prMleged material. An,,, ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 
> 

> Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law al’~d may- be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 
132) Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 
> 

> 

> [see attacl~ment: "FAC Fac Council Update Dec 2012 pptx", size: 212976 
> bytes] 
> 

> Attachments: 
> 

> FAC Fac Council Update Dec 
> 2012.pptx<https:i/sakai.unc edu/access/content/attachment/a 659078 e-0e2 
> e4c5b-bf04-7e0a274a6349/ anon /e568568f-3a71-4063-ac07-510b0e290dla/F 
> AC%20Fac%20Council%20Update%20Dec%202012 pptx> 
> 

> 

> 

> This automatic notification message was sent by The University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill (https ://sakai.unc.edu/portal) from the Faculty Athletics Committee site 
> You can modify- how you receive notifications at iVly Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 5:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - ppt summary lbr Faculty Council today 

I’ll keep hangin’--you do the same. 

If this group dilt’ers from the one appointed by Jan Boxil then I find it interesting that they used the same name. I need to learn more about this group. Some things are "sliding" into the 
Faculty Athletics Committee and I think it is mafair that other groups do not have the same access. I look forward to hearing what you lcaow about this group. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PhD 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PloD in Education 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching (JRST); 
Science Policy Fellow, ~merican Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (i) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 5:23 PM 
To: Parsons, Eileen R 
Subject: RE: Joy - ppt SUlnmary for Faculty Council today- 

think that subgroup is a different group This group of faculty (12) that met yesterday- is the one lead by Jay Smith. 

Hang in there., we will su~’ive this week! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empo*ver 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity’." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Parsons, Eileen R 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 5:21 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Jny - ppt summary for Faculty Council today 

I just found a report *vritten by the reform group I noticed that the group is a subgroup of the Faculty Execuuve Committee appointed by Jan and consisted of 3 people at the time the report 
was written 

On Tues&u, students will submit papers as my ]final exam I have a couple of publication deadlines tha I’m trying to meet. It’s very difficult when you’re tired but hey I believe God will give 
me the strength to do what needs to be done. Good luck on managing your finals. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PIeD 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching (JRST); Science Policy Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (t) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, Decernher 07, 2012 5:08 PM 
To: Parsons, Eilecn R 
Suhject: RE: Joy - ppt summary for Faculty Council today 

Thanks. Let’s chat soon. I have an exam in the morning. I will give you the backdrop on the reform group. I attended the meeting yesterday- and Joy was there too. 

We/UNC is making this effort so much harder than it needs to be L’vIHO. ;) 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Ernpoxver. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Parsons, Eileen R 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 5:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: Joy - ppt summary for Faculty- Council today 

Hi Debbie, 



To get the gist, please read from the bottom up This is just for you 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PhD 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PloD in Education 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching (JRST); Science Policy Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 

From: Parsons, Eileen R 
Sent: t"riday, December 07, 2012 4:55 PM 
To: Rennet, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy - ppt summary for Faculty Council today 

I was a little concerned by" the included slides as part of a public update to the Faculty Council. I think it went a little beyond listening and inadvertently provided a forum for a particular 
perspective. It may be interpreted by other groups on campus who are passionate about these issues as privileging certain voices over others 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PhD 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program A[’filiation: Phi) in Education 
Associate Editor, Journal o:[’Research in Science Teaching (JRST); Science Policy Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (f) 

From: Rermer, Joy J 
Sent: I~’riday, December 07, 2012 4:41 PM 
To: Parsons, Eileen R 
Subject: Re: Joy - ppt summary for Faculty Council today 

More info to come 
For now ! am treating them as I would any :[’acuity member who brings something to our attention. Hopefully FAC will be the w~ice of the faculty more so with intention 

Sent li*om my iPhone 

On Dec 7, 2012, at 4:36 P,N{ "Parsons, Eileen R" <rparsons@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Could you also provide more information at a latex date about the .athletic Reform Group’? Who comprises this group? Is it representative of the University corc~tmity? Is this a group 
appointed by some office on campus? ~2~nat is the mission or role of this group? Because I’m not familiar with this group, I’m not quite clear of the role/influence of the input of this group. K 
the input of various groups will be incorporated or considered by FAC then is this public knowledge? 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PttD 
> Associate Professor, Science Education Program Affiliation: PttD in 
> Education Associate Editor, Jottrnal of Research in Science Teaching 
> (JRST); Science Policy Fellow-, American Association for the 

> Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
> (.919) 843-9133 (p) 
> (.o19) 843-2614 (f) 
> 

> From: Remxer, Joy J [JoyRenner@med.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 2:07 PM 
> To: facultyathletics@sakai.unc.edu 
> Subject: Joy - ppt summary for Faculty Council today 
> 

> Greetings[ 
> Attached you will find the ppt sunmxary of the update I will give to Faculty Council today-. The last three slides are requests from the Athletic Refom~ Group that seem appropriate for us 
to consider more on this later. 
> 

> Hope everyone has a lovely weekend. 
> 

> Joy 
> 

> Joy J Renner, iVI.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 
> Associate Professor and Director 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Medicine CB 
> #7130 LrNC-CH Bondurant Hall 321-A South Columbia St. 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 
> 

> 919-%6-5147Desk 
> Cell 
> 919-966-6951 Fax 
> 

> -CONFIDENTL4LITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 
> 

> Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 

132) Student educational records are su~iect to FERPA. 
> 

> 

> [see attacl~ment: "FAC Fac Council Update Dec 2012 pptx", size: 212976 
> bytes] 
> 

> Attachments: 
> 

> FAC Fac Council Update Dec 
> 2012.pptx<https://sakai.uncedu/accessicontent/attachment/a659078e-Oe2 
> e~4c5b-bf04-7e0a274a6349/ anon /e568568f-3a71-4{)63-ac07-510b0e290dla/F 
> AC7;20Fac ~A~20Council o20Update ~520Dec ~5202012 pptx> 



This automatic notification message was sent by The Universit?’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https ://sakai.unc.edu/porta[)from the Faculty Athletics Committee site. 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:24 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Social Media Grade 

Attach: EXSS    Reflection paper.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

Attached is my assignment. I am sorry for in inconvenience again. Thank you for all of your help. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:11 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Social Media Grade 

Again, you were to eFnail the documellt to me, I will accept it now, but it will have a late deductiol% 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g~]u~e, ~xplm’e, Empov~er. 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

~live.unc.edu] 
8:10 PM 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Social Media Grade 

Dr. Stroman, 
I printed my document out to give you because there was no place for me to submitted on Sakai. I am looking at it now and there still is no place below to submit it. I would 
have sent it to you if there was a place but i did not see one and that is why i gave it to the day it was due. I am sorry for bothering you this evening but i really want to make 
a good in this class. Because there is no way for me to send it on Sakai is there anyway that I can send it to you to your email address. Thank you so much 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:03 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Social Media Grade 

Hi     As per the assignment directions, the reflection was to be submitted through Sakai. There is no record of your submission, Handing a document to me in 

class is not acceptable. If students hand me a document, I then tell them to send me the document by ema~l, ~ don’t grade non-electronic papers, 

Dr, S~roman 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

E~N~qe, Explore, Empowe~ 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidRy.’* 

8:00 PM 
From: 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Social Media Grade 

Dr. Stroman, 
I was looking at my grades and say that i made a 25 on the Social Media project. I was just wondering if this was incorrect or if this is my actual grade. I know i turned it in 
when it was due and I followed the instructions as where presented to me on the assignment. If you could please email me when you have a chance. Thank you and have a 
good night. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@ad.unc.edtc, 

Friday, 9:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Social Media Project 

Twitter Paper.docx 

Thalzks, Dr Stroman! 

Let me know if this doesn’t work. 

Evan 

On at 8:55 PM, Stroman, Deborah 32, wrote: 

Hi      The document should be in the Word format. You may send me 
the paper directly (reply) 

I)r Stroman 

I)o Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. (TLU 
Engage. Exp[ore. Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and 
conscientious stupidity." 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (a)ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:11 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Social Media Prc~ject 

Dr Stroman, 

I received a on my Social Media project and the corament said that 
you couldn’t open the paper as it was not saved in the right file 
type. I ~vas able to open the file off of Sakai on ray coraputcr, so, 
I’m not sure what exactly happened. Is there a way I can send ray 
paper to you over email or something similar? I can stop by your 
office after the exam tomorrow, too. 

Thanks, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <IVla~ Napier@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Saturday, December 8, 2012 8:48 AM 

Ella, Jean Mot’ton <jean eli@unc.edu-~; Stroman, Debora]~ L <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

@kena~- flaglerxmc.edu> 

Re: Kenan Institute priorities and initiatives 

I think this looks great. Absolutely what we are looking for. 

I would not share with Buck. He has been clear that he has no thne for strategic planning until his book deadline is complete. He will see the slide deck. 

Mary 

From: <Elia>, Jean <Jean Elia@kenan-flaglerAmc.edu> 

Date: Friday, December 7, 2012 2:13 PM 

To: "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <clA~ro@u~c.~du>, Mary Napier <mary napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc:                                _@_k___e___q_a___n__:_t]__a_g!__e_r_:__u___n__£:__e_d_u_> 

Subject: Kenan institute priorities and initiatives 

Deborah and Mary, since I had part of the Connect priority, I wanted to share what I have so far in case it overlaps with Deborah’s part. Let me know if I should cc: 

Buck, too. 

Will work on this a bit more this afternoon, so please let me know if you think I am off course with what is developed here. 

Thanks. Jean 

Jean Morton Elia 

Associate Dean for Strategy and Administration 

UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

McColl Building, CB# 3490, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3490 USA 

Office: 919-962-2624 Fax:919-962-1300 Email: jean elia@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Elia, Jean <Jean Elia@kenan-flagler.nnc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:16 AM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.e&~> 

Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; 
<mnapie@emaJL unc.edu> 

I~NV: Kenan Institute priorities and initiatives 

Connect 2 PrioriF DRAFT 12-06-12.docx 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Mary E 

Attached is my contribution to Monday’s assignmer~t. Have vetted with 

Jean 

Jean Morton Ella 

Associate Dean for Strategy and Administration 

UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

McColl Building, CB# 3490, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3490 USA 

Office: 919-962-2624 Fax:919-962-1300 Email: jean elia@unc.edu 

Mary and Deborah, Le~ me know if you need more from me before Monday~ Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Saturday, 10:28 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Revised Priorities and Action Items for this week 

Hi Dr. Strolnan, 

I want to check in and find out if you’ve had a chance to look at the initiatives/priorities. I know we lost Buck for the next few weeks, so a bit more of the work has 

fallen on us. However. I’m here as a sounding board and to help in any way you may need. Please let me know what I can do. 

Good luck with extorts. 

Thank 

On Thu,           at 8:00 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu > wrote: 

tli Bt~ck and          Looks like the week is ahnost over! ;( 

I have an exam on SatuNay and ana super busy guiding ~o end ~he semester~ Do yon ~n~ t~ tU a conference call or meet fhce- to-face somedme beR~re Snnda? at 

4:00 p.m.? 

Anolher option is ~ do our owt~ h~dividtml draft doc and fl~en come togeflier (b? phone or l~ceqo-l~ce) to make a final doc? 

Do good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

’"Nothing h~ the world is more danger~ms than a sincere ignorance and consdentious stupidity," 

From: [mailto: }kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:17 PM 

To: Little, Mark; Goldstein, Buck; Cone, Judith; DeSimone, Joseph M.; drhamon; Ella, Jean Morton; 

Napier, MaD’ E; Reifisnider, Cynthia; Stith, Thomas Andrew III; Sta~man, Detx)rah L; Zoller, Ted 

Cc:                                     Friga, Paul 

Subject: Revised Priorities and Action Items for this week 

Hello Task Force 



We were able to sit down with Joe and Mary redefine the priorities based on our conversations yesterday. I think I speak for Joe, Mary, and the consulting team 

when I ~y that we’re getting excited atx~ut how this is shaping up thanks fi~r your continued work. 

Please find the following in this emafil: 

1) Changed deck attached 

2) Articles related to Phase III attached. They are also available in Dropbox>KI Strategic Planning>Articles>Phase 3 Articles 

3) List of changes to note in the deck below 

4) Table of TF assignments pasted into this email. 

5) Next Steps 

LisZt of items to note in the deck 

1) New snmmary s~trate~- s~tements including the updated priorities (slide l5) please look this slide as it will have an impact on how you organize initiatives. 

2) Word by word breakdown of the new mission and vision in appendix 

3) Remember to use the Caxolina Athletics strategy statement, s in the appendix as an example of how Priorities, Objectives, and Initiatives tit together. 

a. Some of our current initiatives may become objectives, others may need to be bucketed together under objectives you will create. 

4) Slides 18-21 include brea£down ofinitiafives and AC feedback on each. 

Task Force Assignments for beginning of Phase 3 

Next Steps: 

Task Force 

o Create objectives and bucket initiatives under each objective 

¯ See Carolina Athletics exan~ple in appendix 



o Analyze and rank initiatives on impacl, slain; and fimding requiremen’Ls 

¯ Add or remove initiatives as appropriate 

o Engage AC members 

o Work on funNng and benchtn~acking decks 

Consulting Team 

c, Support TF teams 

Thanks everyone! Your consulting team representative will check in with you, but we intend for you 831 to organize and begin working in temns (Jean you should 

t~el free to much base with Matt) on your own. 

Let ~ne know if you have an questions. 

In addition, please find flae tbllowing attached: 

1 ) Deck from Monday meeting updates ruth new priority, groups and action steps. 

Undergraduate Law Jouma] 
UNC Chapel Hill,, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@ive.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 10:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sports Business Venture 

Hello! 
My name is and I am currently in Econ :t25, Introduction to Entrepreneurship, and recently heard about the Sports Business Venture course through this class. I 
believe the course sounds very interesting and I would love to have the opportunity to learn more about it/enroll in this course. However, I understand that I must have 
permission to do so. I wanted to know how that process worked because I am very interested in enrolling in the course!! I look forward to hearing from you. 

Thankyou! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Love, Bayard <Bayard Love@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 10:02 AM 

Little, Mark <Mark I,ittle@kenan-flagler.unc.edtr~; Bivdwell, Naialie <NaialieBirdwell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Black, Nicholas 

<Nicholas Black@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck <buck golds~tein@unc.edu>; Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edu-~; 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@emml.unc.edu-~; drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>; Elia, Jean Morton <jeaneli~r@unc.edu>; 
Johnson, Geordy <Geordy Johnson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; King, Genny <Ge~my King@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Ma~ E 

<mnapie@email.unc.edt~-; Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cynthia Reifsnide@kenaaa-flagler.unc.edu>; Stith, Tho~nas Andrew III 

<thomas slith@kenan-flagler.unc.edtc,; Stroman, Deborah L <zts~tro@unc.edu:>; Zoller, Ted-q’ed Zolle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu:> 

Burton, Matthew <IVlatthew Burton@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Charlotte Lindemanis < @gmail.com~; Friga, Paul 

<PaulFriga@kenan- flagler.uuc.edu> 

Next steps for this week 

Hi Task Force: 

Thanks for the lively meeting today! 

Please see next steps related to calendar, Funding Slidedeck, and Objectives and Initiatives below: 

1) Calendar 

I will have Matt Lebold update all of the calendar invites to reflect the remainder of our schedule (Note- disregard dates in today’s deck as there 

were some errors): 

i. TF meetings: 1/8, 1/14, 1/22 (7am -9am) 

ii. Final AC meeting: 1/28 (7am-9am) 

iii. FollowupTFmeeting:2/4(7am-gam) 

iv. Final celebration: 1/31 (6pm -8:30pm) @ Joe’s house 

2) Funding Slidedeck 

a. KI Leadership Fellows send research questions to Joe and Mary 

b. Joe and Mary verify questions, add or subtract as needed 

c. TF upload relevant documents to Dropbox folder entitled "Funding Deck" by COB Wednesday, 12/12/12 

3) Objectives and Initiatives 

a. All review objectives and initiatives in today’s deck. 

b. Consulting team will draft matrix of priorities, objectives, and initiatives and send to TF by COB Wednesday, 12/12/12 

4) Enjoy the Holidays! 

The Consulting Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’dstro@unc.edu.; 

Monday, December 10, 2012 10:10 AM 

Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu>; Ma~ia DeGuzma~ 

Diversi .ty - POC Collabx~ration 

@earthlink.net>; Stroman, Deborah L ~Mstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Amy and Maria. Amy, were you able to find or initiate a date for us to meet with Dr. Clayton? 

There is a growing buzz on campus regarding DMA and I think it is prudent that the three of us chat asap. 

Can we do a three-way call tonight or meet for 30 minutes this afternoon? (I am in my office now until :1:1:40 if we can chat now.) 

Thanks! 

debby 

P.S. Amy - Congrats on the great spotlight on the UNC website]! Fabulous!] 

3~5 Woo~e~ - C~ #8700 

9~9,843,033~ 

"Nearly all me~ ca~ stand r~cDersil-y, b~r~ if yo~ wan~ to tes~ a man’s character, give l~irn power." Abrahan~ I,i~coln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:40 AM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edw~; 

@kenan- flagler, unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu-~; 
@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edt~-; 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edtP,; 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Conflict of Interest 

~kenan- fl agler.~mc.edtr~; 

~unc.edu>; ?b~email.unc.edu-~; 

@med.unc.edu>; @unc.edu>; 
@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

[@cen~aa- flagler.unc .edu>; 

~unc.edu>;                      ~kenm~- flagler.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com~; 

The controversial issue of th,-_~ day for p~blic policy comn~ittee that f chair for the Geological Society of America is the conflict of ~nl:erest around hvdraufic 
fracturing The article below gives an ~dea of the fall Ol.lt when yocl do it the wrong way... 

Leaders at Texas energy institute resign amid conflict-of-interest 
controversy 

Published: Monday, 
ht~p://w~.eenews.net/ew/ 

A Feb~ lepo~ from the UmversiF ofTex~ ~at concluded hydraulic fracturing for natural g~ is ~fe was maid by a conflict of interes~ involving ~e smdy’s lead 

invesfigatoc according to an independent ieview. 

The "sin@ falls sho~ of the generally ~cepted rigor mqui~d for the publication of scientific work" the panel saJd in its repot. "Primal- among the sho~comings was 

the failure of the pfinciNl investigator m disclose a co~ict of interest." 

After ~eing the finNngs. UT Ener~, Institute Director Raymond Or~ch said he would "~sume thll responsiNlity" and stepped down l}om his ~sition at ~e institute, 

although he remains on ~e l~ulty. 

Lead invesligamr Charles "Chip" Groat left the umversity las~ month tbllowing news that the slu@ he over~w had been mthdrawiL according to a s~tement from ~e 

uifiversiF yesterday. 

Nonprofit watchdog Public AccounmbiliF hfifiative (PAI) in    reposed fl~at ~at was on fl~e booxd of Houston-b~ed gas drilling comply PlaJns Exploration & 

Production Co. (~?!£r~}~, Nthough ~at previously disclo~d Ns industo~ oNliatio~ ~e relationship w~ not noted in the        study. 

The UT findings follow ~veml controversies concerning relationsNps behveen indus1~ and academia. Industo~ group the M~cellus Shale CoMifion ~is year canceled 

a s~dy on fr~iring aBer faculb- mem~rs at Pemlsylvania State Unive~i~ &clined ~ Ni~icipate, and fl~e State Universigj of New York at Buffalo l~t month 

shu~ered its Shale Resources and Socieb’ Institute a~er the college president said there was a "cloud of unce~iW" over its work (2)~e~gFWire, 

"It sends a strong s~gnal to the industry that our universities are not for sale," said PAl Director Kevin Connor (Drajem/Efstathiou, Noomberg, -- PK 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clark~ Fred M <fred clark@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 11:39 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow Up 

Hey! It is . Fred 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Friday, December 07, 2012 10:15 PM 

To: Clark, Fred M 
Subject: Follow Up 

Hi Fred. What is your mobile? Thanks. 

debby 

Chapel Hiil~ NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu; 

Monday, 12:24 PM 

Blake, Chase <cbblake@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSRI Case Study Competition Application 

CSRI Case Study Competition Application.docx 

Attached, please find our appiication for the CSRI Case Study Competition. 

if you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask, 

Thanks! 

¯ . MBA Candidate, Class of     .. UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 
~kenan-flafller unc.edu .. ~^A~v. kenan-fla!~ler.unc.edu 

UNC Business. Shaping Leaders ] Driving Resul~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [.~_~g;_~_~9_@~_£~:_~g.] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:04 PN 
To: @wmql~c.com); 
Cc: Dean, 
Subject: ~: CSR[ Case Study Competition 
Impo~ance: High 

Hi . Here"s the 

great. 

Previous CSRI speakers ~nclude college presMents, conference commissioners, athletic d~rectors, ~tMet~c admh~istr~tors, NCAA employees, Knight Commission 

members, sport media executives and personalities, f~culty, and student ~thletes. 

Let me know ~f I can he o[ [urther assistance, 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9119,843,0336 

From: CSRI 
Sent: Tuesday, 
Subject: 
Past CSRI Conference on College Sport Attendees, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

2:25 PM 

With the     Conference edging closer and closer, we are wanting this year’s conference to be the best one yet. And with that being said, there are a few remaining slots 
open for our Undergraduate and Graduate Case Study Competitions. 

If you are interested in the competition, please see the Cover Letter and Team Application that are attached to this email. 

Sincerely, 

Chase Blake 

CSRI Office Manager 



CSRI Case Study Competition 

Team Application 
Contact Information 
University: UNC Kenan Flagler Business School - Full Time Program 
School Address: 300 Kenan Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Faculty Sponsor: Mike Schmidt 

Faculty Phone Number: 919.962.3333 

Faculty Email: michael_schmidt@unc.edu 

Participant Information 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 



The Carolina Club Proposed Function Sheet Page:     i 

EVENT: Black Caucus Holiday Party DATE: 
ROOM: Dowd TIME IN: 

Harris 
SETUP: see instructions PPL: 
TYPE: RS Reception Social MEMBER#: 

12/14/12 Friday 
4:30pm TIME OUT: 6:30pm 

60-    60 GUAPANTEE: 60 
XS750 BILL TO #: XS750 

TAX EXEMPT: Y 

CONTACT: Dr. Stroman 843-0336 
MEMBER: Deborah Stroman 
ADDRESS: UNC-CH 

Exercise & Sport Science 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PHONE: (919)843-0336 
WORK: (919)843-0336 
HOME: 

MENU BEGIN: 4:30pm MENU 

HORS D’OEUVRES 
BUTLER PASSED: 

1 Spanakopita @ $135 per 50 pieces 135.00 

1 Petite Crab Cakes @ $185 per 50 pieces 185.00 

i BBQ Shrimp Skewer - red onion, yellow peppers 
mushroom drizzled with Carolina Club made 
bbq sauce @ $185 per 50 pieces 

185.00 

per 50 pieces 

!35, O0 

1 Chicken Satay with peanut sauce 
@ $160 per 50 pieces 

160.00 

1 Chicken Saltimbocca Skewer wi Pesto 
@ $160 per 50 pieces 

160.00 

BAR BEGIN: 

STATIONS: 
i Assortment of Tortilla Chips & Pita Bread 

serves 50 @ $225 with black bean dip, french 
onion dip and roasted red pepper dip 

60 Viennese Station @ $2.50++ per person 
(i piece per person) 

4:30pm BAR 

Water and Iced Teas Station Included 

Signature Chardonnay 
Signature Merlot 
Signature Cabernet 

Signature White Zinfandel 
@ $22++ per bottle 

225.00 

150.00 

44.00 
66.00 
44.00 

44.00 

3 Riesling BEX Qualitatswein, Pfalz, Germany 84.00 



EQUIP/SEPCgICES: 

@ $28++ 

MISCELLANEOUS 

- provided complimentary to stay 
within budget 

Podium without microphone 

Easel 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

food in center, water/iced tea station on credenza, wine service in corner 
4 cocktail rounds and 4-5 chairs (ONLY) around the perimeter. 
Podium placement - TBD 

* Member * XS740 * Tax-Exempt * Table 301 * 

Guaranteed Count Due 3 Working Days Prior to Event. All details 
must be finalized 2wks prior to event. All prices subject to 
NC tax & service charge. Call 919.962.1101 or Email 
Tracy. VanNostrand@ourclub.com or Liz. Dabrowski@ourclub.com 

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE: DATE: /    / 



Event: 
Date: 

The Carolina Club Proposal Summary 

Black Caucus Holiday Party 
12/14/12 Friday 

Page:    3 
Date 12/04/12 

Service 
Price Charge Tax Total 

Menu: 1,335.00 267.00 .00 i, 602.00 

Bar - Beer: 
Wine: 
Liquor: 
Other: 

282.00 56.40 .00 338.40 

Equip/Services: 

Misc. Charges: 

Room Rental: 

Subtotal: 

Balance Due: 

.00 

.00 

.00 

1,617.00 

.oo 

323.40 

.00 .00 

.00 

.00             .00 

.00 1,940.40 

1,940.40 



The Carolina Club Proposed Function Sheet Page:     i 

EVENT: Black Caucus Holiday Party DATE: 
ROOM: Dowd TIME IN: 

Harris 
SETUP: see instructions PPL: 
TYPE: RS Reception Social MEMBER#: 

12/14/12 Friday 
4:30pm TIME OUT: 6:30pm 

60-    60 GUAPANTEE: 60 
XS750 BILL TO #: XS750 

TAX EXEMPT: Y 

CONTACT: Dr. Stroman 843-0336 
MEMBER: Deborah Stroman 
ADDRESS: UNC-CH 

Exercise & Sport Science 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

PHONE: (919)843-0336 
WORK: (919)843-0336 
HOME: 

MENU BEGIN: 4:30pm MENU 

HORS D’OEUVRES 
BUTLER PASSED: 

1 Spanakopita @ $135 per 50 pieces 135.00 

1 Petite Crab Cakes @ $185 per 50 pieces 185.00 

i BBQ Shrimp Skewer - red onion, yellow peppers 
mushroom drizzled with Carolina Club made 
bbq sauce @ $185 per 50 pieces 

185.00 

1 Chicken Satay with peanut sauce 
@ $160 per 50 pieces 

160.00 

1 Chicken Saltimbocca Skewer w/ Pesto 
@ $160 per 50 pieces 

160.00 

BAR BEGIN: 

STATIONS: 
i Assortment of Tortilla Chips & Pita Bread 

serves 50 @ $225 with black bean dip, french 
onion dip and roasted red pepper dip 

60 Viennese Station @ $2.50++ per person 
(I piece per person) 

4:30pm BAR 

Water and Iced Teas Station Included 

i Signature Chardonnay 
2 Signature Merlot 
i Signature Cabernet 
2 Signature White Zinfandel 

@ $22++ per bottle 

225.00 

150.00 

22.00 
44.00 
22.00 
44.00 

3 Riesling BEX Qualitatswein, Pfalz, Germany 84.00 



EVENT: 

BAR BEGIN: 

Black Caucus Holiday Party 

4:30pm BAR 

EQUIP/SEPCgICES: 

The Carolina Club Proposed Function Sheet 

DATE: 12/14/12 Friday 

Page: 

@ $28++ 

MISCELLANEOUS 

provided complimentary to stay 

within budget 

Podium without microphone 

Easel 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

food in center, water/iced tea station on credenza, wine service in corner 

4 cocktail rounds and 4-5 chairs (ONLY) around the perimeter. 

Podium placement - TBD 

* HeK@er * XS740 * Tax-Exempt * Table 301 * 

Guaranteed Count Due 3 Working Days Prior to Event. All details 

must be finalized 2wks prior to event. All prices subject to 

NC tax & service charge° Call 919.962.1101 or Email 

TracyoVanNostrand@ourclub.com or LizoDabrowski@ourclubocom 

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE: DATE: /    / 



Event: 
Date: 

The Carolina Club Proposal Summary 

Black Caucus Holiday Party 
12/14/12 Friday 

Page:    3 
Date 12/10/12 

Service 
Price Charge Tax Total 

Menu: 1,200.00 240.00 .00 1,440.00 

Bar - Beer: 
Wine: 
Liquor: 
Other: 

216.00 43.20 .00 259.20 

Equip/Services: 

Misc. Charges: 

Room Rental: 

Subtotal: 

Balance Due: 

.00 

.00 

.00 

1,416.00 

.oo 

283.20 

.00 .00 

.00 

o00             o00 

o00 1,699.20 

1,699.20 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Andruzzi < @gmail.com> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 3:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Yahoo Stx~rts and NBC Sports Announce Online Alliance - NYTimes.com 

DS - media pm~nership and social media engagement is hot...., eveiyone is looking for more eyeballs ..... 

http://me~adec~der.bl~gs.n~imes.c~m/2~2/~2/~9/in-Nd-f~r-sp~rts-d~minance-yah~-and-nbc-make-web-dea~/?n~ business&emc edit at 20121210 

Cathy Andruzzi 

Follow me on Twitter 
h ttp ://twitter.cor!!Cathy Andruzzi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 3:31 PM 

Stroman, Detx~rah I, <dstro@unc.edu-~; Maria DeGuzman < 

RE: Diversity - POC Collaboration 

@earthlink.net> 

t~mkir~g? 

’]Th~nks ~o~: y~r commems o~ the a:ticle. I realized w}~en d~e sb~ry -,~,as o~ th~ ,szebpagc tha~ my ~onito~: ~s too big~ 

A[,H 

F~m~ $troman, Deborah k 
Sent: Nonday, December 10, 2012 10:I0 AN 
T~: Nertel, Amy kocklear/ Nar~a OeGuzman; Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject: Oiversi~ - POC Collaboration 
Impo~ance~ High 
~i Amy and Maria. Amy, were you able to find or initiate a date for us to meet with Dr. Clayton? 

There is a growing buzz on campus regarding DMA and I think it is prudent that the three of us chat asap. 

Can we do a three-way call tonight or meet for 30 minutes this afternoon? (I am in my office now until ~:40 if we can chat now.) 

Thanks! 

debby 

P.S. Amy - Congrats on the great spotlight on the UNC website!! Fabulous!! 

~15 ~ool~en - C~ #8700 
Ch~e~ H~II~ NC 27599 
9~9,843,033~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:52 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu-*; Southall, Deborah Joy <dj sothll@email.unc.edu>; 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu>; StromaJ~, Deborah L q:tstro@unc.edu>; Turner, Robert W. 

<r~lumer@emml.unc.edu>; Weight, Eria~ne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu> 

FW: CSPd Case Study Competition Application 

Yes!! Building bridges... ;) 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Sh’ornan, P~LI:}. CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Monday, 5:52 PM 
To: ’              ’; Blake, Chase 
Subject: RE: CSRI Case Study Competition Application 

Super! Let me know if I can assist as we get closer ~o d~e date. I hope your examsipro~ec~s are going 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn.qcN~, g,~plor~:~, g~mpower, 

9:{9~843~0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

@kenan-flagler#nqedu] 
12:24 PM 

From: [.mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Blake, Chase 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CSRI Case Study Competition Application 
Tmportance: High 

C h a s ~-’-b 

Attached, ph:_~ase find our" application for the CSRI Case Study Compet~tkm. 

if: you have any questions, please don’L hesitate to ask. 

Thanks! 

¯ : MBA Candidate, Class of     .: UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 
@ kenan-fla~ler u nc.edu :. ~¢~Jv. ke na n41aqler.u nc.edu 

UNC Business. Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:04 PM 
To: .@__w_m gtLc_,__c__o__m); 
Cc: Dean, ~im 
Subject: FW: CSRI Case Study Competition 
Importance: High 

Hi . Here’s the information on the case study competition. Please share with your peers! I hope you can have a team. The networking and learning is 

great. 

htt~J/csriconference:o 

Previous CSRI speakers include college presidents, conference cornmissioners, athletic d~rectors, adflet~c administrators, NCAA ernployees, gnigh~ Commission 

members, sport media executives and personalities, faculty, and student atMetes. 

Let me know ff I can be of further assistance. 

Dr. Strornan 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

From: CSRI 
Sent: Tuesday, 
Subject: 
Past CSRI Conference on College Sport Attendees, 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

2:21 PM 

With the     Conference edging closer and closer, we are wanting this yea(s conference to be the best one yet. And with that being said, there are a few remaining slots 
open for our Undergraduate and Graduate Case Study Competitions. 

If you are interested in the competition, please see the Cover Letter and Team Application that are attached to this email. 



Sincerely, 

Chase Blake 

CSRI Office Manager 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting Next Week 

image001 .j pg 

Sounds great! See you then’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:21 PM, "Stmman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

12:30 tomorrow? Meet me at my office. Thanks! 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, St-roman, P]~,D~ CLU 

9~ 9d~43.0336 
<im~geOOl.jpg> 

"NotNng ~n the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and consdent~eus stupiditg/’ 

Sent~ Friday, 9:~ AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah k 
Subjeet~ Meeting Ne~ Week 
Hi Dr. Stmman, 

I hope you’ve had a wondmN1 week. So~ I’ve ~en slow in mspondinginm on Twi~er much this week. My accounting ex~ is tomonow, so it’s sat~ m 

say I’ve been sm@ing N1 week for that :) Would you be able to meet sometime on Tuesday to chat before break? I have m~ e~m at ~e B school at 8. I 

should be out by 11. I am going m won at the foot~ll once, but I can come see you before or a~er woN. Just let me ~ow if that woNs for you’. 

Thank yo~ 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.col < 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 7:11 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fw: McLeod-CIAA.com story 

Dr Deb 

I hope all is well. Check out the information below. This puts a period at the end of the CIAA sentence for me. I hope the entrepreneurship class is 
going well. Let’s catch up soon, 

Jeff 

Connected by DROID on Verizen Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: " @aol.col" < @aol.com> 
To: @aol.com 
Sent: Sun, Dec 9, 2012 10:31:48 GMT+00:00 
Subject: McLeod-CIAA.com story 

Here is the link: www.theciaa.com/news/2012-13/releases/121207 mcleod step~down 

Connected by DRO~,D on Verizon W#e!ess 



From: @li~e.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:39 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have a question regarding the EXSS    course I just completed this semester. To earn a C in this course, my final grade needed to be at least a 72.5 and 
unfortunately, I earned a 72.32. Being only 0.18 Ix~ints away fi~om a C, I went to talk to my professor to see if there was mry~thing I could do to earn the extra poi~ts 

and he said that there was nothing that could be done. However, he did seem to think it might be a good idea to talk to one of the advisors within EXSS to see if there 

was any way I could be given permission to continue without having to retake the course, seeing as I was so close. And since I am planning on continuing with Sports 
Administrati on, my protEssor and I did not think it was vital fl~at I reloke anatomv.~ If there is anTy~2aing~ that you could do to help me regarding this situation or anvthing~ I 

should do, please let me know. Thank you l[br taking the time to listen to my concern, I greatly appreciate it. 

Thank yo~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 3:27 PM 

Maria DeGuzma~ < @e~hlink.net> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Friday Dec. 14 or Monday Dec. 17 

I roll check with Taffye. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 11, 2012, at 10:43 AM, "Maria DeGuzman" < @earthlink.net> wrote: 

How aIx)ut Friday Dec. 14 or Monday Dec. 17 in the early afternoon somewhere near or on campus? Cheers, Mafia 

On Dec 10, 2012, at 3:31 PM, Hertel, Alny Locldear wrote: 

6:45. %;1-~a1: ~:i~e ~’ere yot~ 

Tha~k:~ [c,r your commef~ts o~ th~ ~rtJcle. [ ~ca]iz~ d whe~ ~)~e s~:oV w~s ot~ ~J~e webp~g~ that my mof~i~c,r is ~:oo big’. 

BesL 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Nonday, December 10, 2012 i0:10 AN 
T~: He~e[, Amy Locklear; Naria DeGuzman; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Diversi~ - POC Collaboration 

Impo~nce: High 

Hi Amy and Mafia. Amy, were you able to find or iNtiate a date for us to meet with Dr. Clayton? 

There is a growing buzz on campus regarding DMA and I think it is prudent that the three of us chat asap. 

Can we do a three-way call tonight or meet for gO minutes this afternoon? ([ am in my office now until ~:40 if we can chat now.) 

Thanks[ 

debby 

P.S. Amy - Congrats on the great spotlight on the U NC websiteH Fabu[ousH 

3~$ Wool~e~ - C~ #8700 

<imageOO~.jpg> 

"Nearly all me~] cmt stand adve:~’sJty, blot :if you want to t~st a man~’s c}m:~’acte:~’, 5;:ive ltJ:m power." A})rahan~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith Payne <payne@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Lit~ After Sport: Career Tansi’don Research 

Hi Debby, 

Sorry I got deluged with end of selnester s~fI: 

As for your request, i use the class for studems collecting data in my lab. I wouldn’t feel comfortable being a mentor on paper for a s~dent who is not working 
directly under my supervision. For IRB reasons I want to make sure I can be directly responsible for the conduct of research and any risks entailed. 

All best, 

Keifl~ 

On 5:42 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

No hope? 

debb¥ 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Sb’oman, Ph.D. CLU 
Eng~9’~, ,~2xpior,°, Empow~:~r. 
919,843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiw," 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 4:25 PM 
To: Payne, Brian K 
Subject: FW: Life After Sport: Career Tansition Research 

Hi Keith. Please give rne a call at ,/our convenience. I would like to chat brieflv with ,/ou about 

independent study pr~ect next semester. 

My rnob~le ~s 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, S~’oman, Ph£L CL~J 

91[ 9,843,0336 

¯ She is interested in working with me in an 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 1:0t PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Life After Sport: Career Tansition Research 
Hi, Dr. Stroman, 
I hope all is well! I apologize for just finally sending this information regarding participation in your research next semester. It has been a very busy couple of 
weeks! 
I have attached a copy of the PSYC    application and Supervisor Orientation Form with the student portions already filled out. We can meet to complete these 
at your convenience if you would like! I have also attached a syllabus proposal for the course. The parts in red are areas T wanted to ask you about, (i.e. meeting 
times and grades). Please feel free to make changes, ask questions, or let me know if you are having difficulty finding a mentor from the Department of 
Psychology. 
Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

B.A. Public Policy and Psychology 

Keith Payne, Ph.D. 

Department of Psychology 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Webpag ~" h t tp : / !www. uno. edL] i’b k~ avne/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@emaiLunc.edu; 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 5:29 PM 

Parker, Patricia S <psparker@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Parker, Patricia S <psparker@email.unc.edu~>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RI{ODES@email.unc.edu> 

RE: planned workshop for i~acul~/slmJt’development 

Debby 

Yes, thank you for letting us know and for your great leadership on this! 

Best, 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 

Dean~ College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pede~sen Dis~mguished P~ofesso~ of Psyc:hok)g~, 

Urfivers~t:y o[ Nort:h Ca~o~h-~a a[ Chape~ I-t~] 

Chapel bHl~, NC 27599-.33.00 

From: Patricia Parker [mailto:psparker@ad.unc.edu] 

Sent-" Tuesday, December :l:t, 2012 12:01 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc; Gil, Karen M; Parker, Patricia S 
Subject-" planned workshop for faculty/staff development 
Hi Debby, 

Thank you for letting me know about your plan to host a leadership workshop for Black faculty and Staff, in coordination with David Kiel and CFE. I look forward to 

hearing more about this effort and seeing how it might be integrated into the College’s work on Faculty Diversity initiatives. 

Very best, 

Pat 

On 12/10/12 6:35 PM, Stroman, Deborah Lwrote: 

FYI. A project I have been working o~ for a while.., we are making great progress a~d are close to the final development to support Black faculty a~d 

staff. 

Pat, let’s cormect in January to see how this effort can be ~n~:egrated into your work and m~sskm, 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. S~-roman, Ph.D. CI,U 

9:[ 9,843,0336 

"Nething in the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere igne~ance and ¢onsdentieus stupidiW/’ 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Nonday, December 10, 2012 6:31 PN 

Te= Campbell, Lar~; Jones, Shandra; Li~lejohn, Ursula Eunice; NcGhee, ~; Nurrill, Veri~ L; RoberNon, Nakenge; Fall, Alassane; Unah, Isaac J; Penn, Ann E; 

Caldwell, Kia L; Hamme~, Victoria LaFrieda; Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU 
Subje¢t~ FRIENDLY REMINDER - ~ESDAY 12:00 P.M. 

Hi All. Remember, we have an important meeting tomorrow, Tuesday, Dec. 11th from 12:00- 2:00, to further develop a professional development 

workshop for Black faculty and staff. The facilitator, Ernestine Taylor, will be in attendance too. 

Lunch is served. 

Location: Center for Faculty Excellence (CFE) - 316 Wilson Library Conference room which despite its room number is en the ground fleer. 

THANKS! 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, St-roman, Ph,D, CLU 

91%843.0336 

"Nething in the werld ~s more dangereus than a sincere ignerance and ¢onsdentieus stupidity." 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Tuesday, November 13, 20~2 2:~0 PN 

Subjeet~ CBC - Possible Workshop Facili~tor NEED RESPONSE 

Im~e~an¢e= High 

Hi Team. Are you available on Tuesday, December 11 (12:30 - 2:00) to meet with Ernestine Taylor (see attachment)? We will have a working lunch to 

chat with her about her services and continue to design the BEST leadership training workshops for Black faculty AND staff. 

I have been speaking to David Kiel at The Center for Faculty Excellence over the past month and it is now time to meet with Ms. Taylor. CFE is very 



interested in supporting this effort. Plus, we don’t have the money for such. ;) 

Please respond before tomorrow noon. 

Ann, Kia, Alassane, and Isaac - I would love if you could attend as well. 

debby 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

"When the roo~ i~ deep, there is no reason toofear ~he wind°" 

Carolina 

Black Caucus 542 with tag 

Patricia S. Parker, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Comnuni oa tion S Ludi es 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Mill 

llb Bingham Hall, CB #3285 

Chape~ Hi I i , NC 27713 

(o) (9~9} 962-2311 

(i) (919) 962-3305 

The Ella Baker Women’s Center 

http : iive~,w, eilabakerwomenscenter ~ 

Academic Leadership Program Fellow 

Ka u f fmarz Facul ty Fel] ew fo:t Entreprerzeu:t ship 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

aol.com 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 8:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Alumni calenda~ 

Dr. M. Cookie Newsom 

"Be Ashamed to die until you have won some victory for mankind"...Horace Mann 

From: "Dibber[, Doug" <dougdibbert~,unc.edu> 
Date: December 6, 2012, 11:08:27 AM EST 
To: "Melva Newsom" < @aol.com> 
Subject: RE: Alumni calendar 

Cookie - Thanks for sharing your concerns with us, and thank you for 
your contributions to our university. We are comforted that when the 
full body of work of the GAA is considered, our long record for 
inclusion remains a model for others. We regret that you were 
disappointed with the calendar. We wish you well in your retirement. 
Thanks again. 

Douglas S. Dibbert ’70 
President 
The University of North Carolina 
General Alumni Association 
George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB 9180 
Stadium Drive 
P.O. Box 660 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660 

dou.q dibbert@unc.edu 
(919) 962-7050 - phone 

(919) 962-0010 - fax 
http://alumni.unc.edu 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Melva Newsom [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2012 10:38 AM 

To: Dibbert, Doug 

Subject: Alumni calendar 

Good Morning; 
Hope you are well and happy. I received my beautiful calendar from GAA 
yesterday. I was dismayed however to see absolutely no racial diversity 
represented in any of the pictures. I am saddened that as I leave UNC, 
I am retiring, I evidently have failed to make sufficient impact on the 
Importance of inclusion, of insuring that every publication reflect the 
entire campus community. I felt I had to bring this to you attention. 
Please enjoy your holiday season. Best wishes, 
Cookie 

Dr. Cookie Newsom 



The Carolina Club Proposed Function Sheet Page:     ! 

EVENT: 
ROOM: 

SETUP: 
TYPE: 

Black Caucus Holiday Party DATE:    12/14/12 
Dowd TIME IN: 4:30pm 
Harris 
see instructions PPL: 60-    60 
RS Reception Social MEMBER#:    XS750 

CONTACT: Dr. Stroman 843-0336 
MEMBER: Deborah Stroman 
ADDRESS: UNC-CH 

Exercise & Sport Science 
Chapel Hi~l, NC 27599 

Friday 
TIME OUT: 6:30pm 

GUARANTEE: 60 
BILL TO #: XS750 
TAX EXEMPT: Y 

PHONE: (919}843-0336 
WORK: [919)843-0336 
HOME 

MENU BEGIN: 4:30pm MENU 

HORS DIOEUVRES 
BUTLER PASSED: 

i Spanakopita @ $135 per 50 p±eces 

1 Petite Crab Cakes @ $185 per 50 pieces 

I BBQ Shrimp Skewer - red onion, yellow peppers 
mushroom drizzled with Carolina Club made 
bbq sauce @ $185 per 50 pieces 

1 Chicken Satay with peanut sauce 
@ $160 per 50 pieces 

135.00 

185.00 

185.00 

160.00 

i Chicken Saltimbocca Skewer wi Pesto 
@ $160 per 50 pieces 

160.00 

BAR BEGIN: 

STATIONS: 
1 Assortment of Tortilla Chips & Pita Bread 

serves 50 @ $225 with black bean dip, french 
onion dip and roasted red pepper dip 

60 Viennese Station @ $2.50++ per person 
(i piece per person) 

4:30pm 

Water and Iced Teas Station Included 

Signat~.~re Chardonnay 
Signature Her] ot 
Signature Cabernet 
Signature White Z"~nfandel 
@ $22++ per bottle 

3 Riesling BEX Qua]Jtats~{ein, Pfalz, Getmany 

225.00 

150.00 

22.00 
44.00 
22.00 
44.00 

84, O0 



The Carolina Club Proposed Function Sheet Page: 

EVENT:    Black Caucus Holiday Party 

BAR BEGIN: 4:30pm BAR 

DATE: 12/14/12 Friday 

@ $28++ 

MISCELLANEOUS 

EQUIP/SERVICES: provided complimentary to stay 
withinbudget 

Podium without microphone 
Easel 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

food in center, water/iced tea station on credenza, wine service in corner 

4 cocktail rounds and 4-5 chairs (ONLY) around the perimeter. 

Podium placement - TBD 

Member * XS740 * Tax-Exempt * Table 

Guaranteed Count Due 3 Working Days Prior to Event. All details 
must be finalized 2wks prior to event, A!l prices subject to 
NC tax & service charge. Call 919.962o1101 or Email 
Tracy. VanNostrand@ourclub.com or Liz.Dabrowski@ourc!ub,com 



Event: 
Dates 

The Carolina Club Proposal Suramary 

81ack Caucus Holiday Party 
12/14/12 Friday 

Page:    3 
Date 12/!0/i2 

Service 
Price Charge Tax Total 

Menu: 1,200.00 240°00 .00    1,440.00 

Bar - Beer: 
Wine: 
Liquor: 
Others 

216.00 43.20 .00 259.20 

Equip/Services: .00 .00 .00 

Misc. Charges: .00 .00 

Room Rentals .00 .0O .00 .00 

Subtotal: 1,416.00 283.20 .00 1,699.20 

Balance Due: 1,699.20 



Description of Event: 

Total in Party: 

Member Number: 

EXHIBIT 5 

In order to con~tply with the provisions of IRS Revenue Procedure 71-17, the IRS requires the club staff to obtain and 
file the following information on this form for all parties of more than 8 persons or all parties at which no member is 

present. Please assist the Club in maintaining its tax-exempt status by completing all appropriate questions 

and signing and dating this form. 

Cheek only one of the following: 
Yes    No 

This party is for my personal or business socia! use and I will be paying all charges. 

I will not be reimbursed by anyone. (If yes, stop here and sign below.) 

I have or wil! be reimbursed by my employer for all or part of the charges or my 

employer will pay the club directly. If yes, please answer the following: 

Name and Address of Employer: 

Member’s Position with Employer: 

Amount of Reimbursement from EmpIoyer: 

Purpose of Function: 

Serves my personal purposes 

Serves my direct business objectives 

Estimate number of Nonmembers Attending:__ 

Serves my social purposes 

Serves none of these 

have or will be reimbursed by nonmembers other than my employer for all or part 

of the charges. 

Estimate Number of Nonmembers Attending:. 

Amount of reimbursement ~om nonmembers: 

I have or will be reimbursed by a nonmember, other than my employer, who is 

gratuitously (i.e. as a gift !o member) paying the charges for nay benefit. 

(Examples: Party/Wedding of member paid by family members or friends) 

Describe the Non-member’s name and relationship to the member: 

Reason why gratuitous (how benefiting member): 

(Must be signed by member, not member’s representative) 

Catering Director: Date:._~Club Manager:__ Date: 
Revised 6/18/96 

FOR CLUB USE ONLY: 

~ 
Non-Member Income 

iVIember Income 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:50 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS    Fina] Grades 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

I believe I handed in my evaluation when I gave my SUlnmar,v presentation last week. If there’s a problem I could put you in touch with Eric, and maybe he could send you a written 
evaluation over email 

I’ll see you tomorrow morning for our meeting! (Still on for 10, right?) 

Thanks, 

@live unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:23 PM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: EXSS Final Grades 

Stroman, Deborah 

Hi Heels. I am finalizing grades and I do not have your final supervisor evaluations. That is, the sealed evaluation from your supervisor -Appendix D. I will submit 

grades in the morning. 

Please advise status. 

Thank you. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,Do CLU 

~,exss, unc,edu 

315 Wo~l~e~ - ~ #8700 

"Nearly all men ca~ st~md adversity. ~u~ if yo~. v~,~m~ to tes~ a ~r~ar~’s c~aracter, gNe I~N~ pc~wer?’ Abrak~am Li~cc~lr~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

Joe Nocem <nocer~nytimes.com> 

Tuesday, December 11,2012 8:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: next week 

thanks, got the directions to your building and will meet you there. I’ll call as I get close, looking forward to it. 

On ’rue, Dec 1 l, 2012 at 7:10 PM:, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Joe. Sorry for the delay. 

Friday at :].:~0 is fine, We can meet at my office or in my bu~Mh~g (Woollen). 

Thanks, 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L gtroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

9~9.843.0336 

From-" 

Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2012 9:42 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: next week 

how about 1:30 somewhere on campus? thanks. My mobile is 

On Thu, Dec 6, 2012 at 7:35 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~onc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Joe. Good t:o hear from you, f pray all is well for you and yours. 

Yes, I will be here on campus. Friday be[ore 3:00 p.m. is a betLer day t:or me. My mobile is 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

g’n,q~N~, gkplor’~, g’mpower. 

9! 9.843.0336 

From; 

Sent; Wednesday, December 05, 2012 9:3i AN 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= next week 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

@qmail.com [mailto:. @qmail,com] On Behalf Of Joe Nocera 

Joe Nocera 

The New York Times 

212-556-8940 (office) 

Deb- I am going to be at UNC next thursday and friday, to do reporting for my book on college sports. Would you have time to meet with me? I 
would be grateful if you did. best, Joe Nocera 

"Nothing in the worm is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiWo" 

@qmail.com [mailto: @qmail.com] On Behalf Of Joe Nocera 



(cell) 

,%gm~l.com 

nocera@nv~Jm~es.com 

Joe Nocera 

The New York Times 

212-556-8940 (oNce) 

(cell) 

(~a)gmail.com 

nocera~b~nyfimes.com 

Joe Nocera 

The New York Times 

212-556-8940 (office) 

(cell) 
(~gma~l.com 

nocera~b~nyfimes.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ernestine Taylor < @triad.rr.com~ 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 10:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; Kiel, David <kJel@email.unc.edu> 

lbcus Crroup meeting 

Good Morning 

It was great to meet you face2face. I believe the meeting was a success. We are off to a good start and I look forward to working with you and the entire Caucus 

The two African-American faculty women I am working with in Maternal Child Health are Drs. Vijaya Hogan and Diane Rowley. Wondering if they are a part of your 

Caucus. 

Until we meet again, have a wonderful, peaceful and fun holiday. 

Ernestine 



The Carolina Club Proposed Function Sheet Page:     ! 

EVENT: 
ROOM: 

SETUP: 
TYPE: 

Black Caucus Holiday Party DATE:    12/14/12 
Dowd TIME IN: 4:30pm 
Harris 
see instructions PPL: 60-    60 
RS Reception Social MEMBER#:    XS750 

CONTACT: Dr. Stroman 843-0336 
MEMBER: Deborah Stroman 
ADDRESS: UNC-CH 

Exercise & Sport Science 
Chapel Hi~l, NC 27599 

Friday 
TIME OUT: 6:30pm 

GUARANTEE: 60 
BILL TO #: XS750 
TAX EXEMPT: Y 

PHONE: (919}843-0336 
WORK: [919)843-0336 
HOME 

MENU BEGIN: 4:30pm MENU 

HORS DIOEUVRES 
BUTLER PASSED: 

i Spanakopita @ $135 per 50 p±eces 

1 Petite Crab Cakes @ $185 per 50 pieces 

I BBQ Shrimp Skewer - red onion, yellow peppers 
mushroom drizzled with Carolina Club made 
bbq sauce @ $185 per 50 pieces 

1 Chicken Satay with peanut sauce 
@ $160 per 50 pieces 

135.00 

185.00 

185.00 

160.00 

i Chicken Saltimbocca Skewer wi Pesto 
@ $160 per 50 pieces 

160.00 

BAR BEGIN: 

STATIONS: 
1 Assortment of Tortilla Chips & Pita Bread 

serves 50 @ $225 with black bean dip, french 
onion dip and roasted red pepper dip 

60 Viennese Station @ $2.50++ per person 
(i piece per person) 

4:30pm 

Water and Iced Teas Station Included 

Signat~.~re Chardonnay 
Signature Her] ot 
Signature Cabernet 
Signature White Z"~nfandel 
@ $22++ per bottle 

3 Riesling BEX Qua]Jtats~{ein, Pfalz, Getmany 

225.00 

150.00 

22.00 
44.00 
22.00 
44.00 

84, O0 



The Carolina Club Proposed Function Sheet Page: 

EVENT:    Black Caucus Holiday Party 

BAR BEGIN: 4:30pm BAR 

DATE: 12/14/12 Friday 

@ $28++ 

MISCELLANEOUS 

EQUIP/SERVICES: provided complimentary to stay 
withinbudget 

Podium without microphone 
Easel 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

food in center, water/iced tea station on credenza, wine service in corner 

4 cocktail rounds and 4-5 chairs (ONLY) around the perimeter. 

Podium placement - TBD 

Member * XS740 * Tax-Exempt * Table 

Guaranteed Count Due 3 Working Days Prior to Event. All details 
must be finalized 2wks prior to event, A!l prices subject to 
NC tax & service charge. Call 919.962o1101 or Email 
Tracy. VanNostrand@ourclub.com or Liz.Dabrowski@ourc!ub,com 



Event: 
Dates 

The Carolina Club Proposal Suramary 

81ack Caucus Holiday Party 
12/14/12 Friday 

Page:    3 
Date 12/!0/i2 

Service 
Price Charge Tax Total 

Menu: 1,200.00 240°00 .00    1,440.00 

Bar - Beer: 
Wine: 
Liquor: 
Others 

216.00 43.20 .00 259.20 

Equip/Services: .00 .00 .00 

Misc. Charges: .00 .00 

Room Rentals .00 .0O .00 .00 

Subtotal: 1,416.00 283.20 .00 1,699.20 

Balance Due: 1,699.20 



Description of Event: 

Total in Party: 

Member Number: 

EXHIBIT 5 

In order to con~tply with the provisions of IRS Revenue Procedure 71-17, the IRS requires the club staff to obtain and 
file the following information on this form for all parties of more than 8 persons or all parties at which no member is 

present. Please assist the Club in maintaining its tax-exempt status by completing all appropriate questions 

and signing and dating this form. 

Cheek only one of the following: 
Yes    No 

This party is for my personal or business socia! use and I will be paying all charges. 

I will not be reimbursed by anyone. (If yes, stop here and sign below.) 

I have or wil! be reimbursed by my employer for all or part of the charges or my 

employer will pay the club directly. If yes, please answer the following: 

Name and Address of Employer: 

Member’s Position with Employer: 

Amount of Reimbursement from EmpIoyer: 

Purpose of Function: 

Serves my personal purposes 

Serves my direct business objectives 

Estimate number of Nonmembers Attending:__ 

Serves my social purposes 

Serves none of these 

have or will be reimbursed by nonmembers other than my employer for all or part 

of the charges. 

Estimate Number of Nonmembers Attending:. 

Amount of reimbursement ~om nonmembers: 

I have or will be reimbursed by a nonmember, other than my employer, who is 

gratuitously (i.e. as a gift !o member) paying the charges for nay benefit. 

(Examples: Party/Wedding of member paid by family members or friends) 

Describe the Non-member’s name and relationship to the member: 

Reason why gratuitous (how benefiting member): 

(Must be signed by member, not member’s representative) 

Catering Director: Date:._~Club Manager:__ Date: 
Revised 6/18/96 

FOR CLUB USE ONLY: 

~ 
Non-Member Income 

iVIember Income 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 11:39 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Maria DeGnzman < @eaxthlink.net>; Stroman, Debora]~ L <dstro@unc.edu-- 

Re: Friday Dec. 14 or Monday Dec. 17 

Sorry I have been slow to respond. I am in the hospital and have been unavailable. I have heard rumors of administration being aware. We can talk more when I get a 

little stronger. Will be in touch. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 11,2012, at4:15 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

CBC Holiday party on Friday. ;( I spoke to Rumay. "The cat is out of the bag now" That is, some some "administrators now know about the concerns 
with the otfice. I still think we should meet with her though. 

DLS frown my iPhone. 

On Dec 11, 2012, at 10:43 AM, "Maria DeGuzman" < (~eaxthlink.net~; wrote: 

How about Friday Dec. 14 or Monday Dec. 17 in the early afternoon somewhere near or on campus? Cheers, Maria 

On Dec 10, 2012, at 3:31 PM, Hertel, Amy Locklear wrote: 

~amily ~rou~d (i:45. W~a~ time w~r~ you 

or s~ouid w~ ~t ~x~;et}~e~: do:ing t~e ,vorkday? [ can do eifl~e:. Now fl~at t}~e holidays ar~ upot~ us, l)~e ,vo:k day may be t}~e easi~ :~t. 

Best, 

ALt t 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, December ~0, 20~2 ~0:~0 AM 
To: He~el, Amy Lockiear; Maria DeGuzman; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Diversi~ - POC Collaboration 
Impo~nce: High 

Hi Amy ~od M~i~. Amy, were you ~Ne to find o~ iNti~te ~ d~te for us to meet with Dr. 

There ~s ~ growing buzz on c~mpus reg~rdiog DMA ~ ~ think it is pm~eot that the three of 

C~o we ~o ~ three-w~y c~l tooight or meet for BO mioutes this ~fteroooo? (~ ~m io my office oow uot~l ~:40 if we c~o ch~t 

Yh~oksl 

debby 

P.S. Amy- Coogr~ts no the gre~t spotlight no the U~C website~l F~buiousH 

~plore, E~gag~, 

3~5 W~en ~ CB #8700 

9~9,843.033~ 
<ima[eOO~.jp[> 

"Nearly all met] crm stand sdversfly, b~r~ if yo~ warn to tes~ a ~nan’s cL~aracter, f~ive lfim power." AbraL~aru 

Lincoll~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazellin@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Student Interested in Sports Law 

Hi Debby, 

is a student in the Minor and a new member of your upcoming sports track. She came to see me this morning to talk about internships and her 

interest in sports law. Not only is she on the ball in her Public Policy major and the Minor, but she’s a thoughtful young woman who is open to mentoring from 

someone in her field. 

~ mentioned your name to her, and I expect that she will be in touch with you in the new year. 

Hope all’s well with you! 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 

Schedule An Appointment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS    Interview 

Debby: 

Wow, not sure what I said that was insightful enough to be quoted. I enjoyed meeting with . He’s a really bright guy with a great future ahead of him. 

What did I say that was so good? 

And thank you for the kind words. That’s nice to hear. 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <._d__s__t__r_o_@__9__n___c__.__e___d_u_> 

Date: Tuesday,                  7:13 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS    Interview 

Hi Steve. I am grading now and just listened (and read)       interview with you. Very powerful insights!! I really enjoyed hearing your reflections and 

commentary on the challenges within sport communications. With your permission, the next time I am teaching Sport Marketing, I would like to share excerpts. 

Thanks again for your openness and advice for . We are blessed to have you working here at UNC. 

Regards, 

debby 

De#arab L, 5troman, Ph,Do CLU 
Explore. En~Jage, Empower° 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~-- 

Wednesday, 7:34 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS 

@live.unc.e&~ 

Hi. You have until to adjust your spring schedule or I will not add you to the class. (I will go to the waiting list.) 

- You need to drop a class. 

-fix your time conflict 

Thank you. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, 5troman, Ph,Do CLU 

www,exss.une,edu 

315 Woollen = C~ #8700 
Chap~ H~II~ NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Final Grade 

Yes mam ill be there arouaad 1:30. See you then. 

On , at 8:17 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi I ~vould like to chat with you Are you available tomorrow, Thursday, between 1:00 and 2:00 or at 2:30? 
> 

> Dr Stroman 
> 

> Do Good. 
> 

> Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> 

> "Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity’." 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Tuesday, 1:10 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Su[liect: Final Grade 
> 

> I)r Stroman, 
> 

> ] know this is an extremely bus)’ time of year :[’or you, but I was wondering if you had any time avai]able in the next day or two to meet. I was a bit caught o:ffguard by my fina] grade and 
was hoping to see exactly where I fell so short. ] apologize :[’or the annoying inconvenience and understand if it is to late of a notice. 
> 

> Thanks again, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jolley, Jason <:Jason Jolley@kenan-flagler.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 8:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: my contact inIb 

Thanks Debby. I really appreciate it. 

On a more light hearted note, you will appreciate this. I went to the same high school as David Thompson. When my wife went in for a scheduled C-section for our second 
daughter, her OB-GYN was Dr. Thorpe at UNC hospitals. Dr. Thorpe was making small talk with us as he did the c-section. When I told him I was from Shelby we started 
talking about David Thompson. Dr. Thorpe is from Rocky Mount and went to the same high school (maybe at the same time) as Phil Ford. I have never lived down talking about 
basketball during the birth of our daughter. Yet, this same daughter is four years old now and might be the only four year old who knows who Tommy LaGarde is. We play 
basketball on her mini goal in our toy room and I’m Phil Ford and she’s Tommy LaGarde! 

Thanks again and do stay in touch. 

Jason 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 7:19 PM 
To: Jolley, Jason 
Subject: RE: my contact info 

Thanks Ji~son. Your comm~:_~nts really moved me as you artR:u~ated i~ very, very ~mportant ~ssue so we~l .... 

Be blessed and do stay in touch~ 

debby 

Do ~ood. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919~843~0336 

"Nothing in the world ~s mote dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiw." 

From: Jolley, ~ason [mailto:Jason_Jolley@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 1:26 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: my con~ct info 

Deborah, 

It was nice meeting you today. As promised, here is my cell phone number: 

Thanks, 

Jason Jolley 

6. Jason 3oZZey, Ph.b. ~ Sen~or’ Resea~"ch D~r’ector, Car’o~na Cen£e~" -~of Co~pet2£2ve Econo~es (C3E) and Adjunct Assistant 

P~-o£esso~, Kenan-F~ag].e~ Bus~ness Schoo]. ¯ F~-ank Ha~k~.ns Kenan ]:nstJ.tute o£ ~’rJ.vate Ente~-pt-~se , UNC’s Kenan-F].agle~- 8usJ.ness 

Schoo?_ ¯ Ca~pus Box 3440 . Kenan Cenker’ . Chape?_ Hi.Z]., NC 27599-.3440 ¯ (919) 843-6287 . ~ax 9t9.962.-8292 ¯ 

jason jolley@unc.edu ¯ ~.c3e.unc.edu 
5hap:Lng Leader’s [ Or’:[v:[ng Resu:].t:s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu.; 

Wednesday, 8:30 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: My @ude 

Assignments F .lxtf 

. I enjoyed our’ chat today, You are a special young man. Continue to inquire. The human mind and body is just not that sknple, ;) 

Attached find your EXSS assignn~ents. Let me know if you have any questions, 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: My Grade 
Okay! I have no practice tomorrow so when is a good time for you? 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

11:45 PM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:38 AM 
To: Mr 
Subject: Re: My Grade 

Hi Let’s chat tomorrow. I was disturbed to see the final calculation as well. I will ~vcheck the numbers. 

Note: I did not see your work for the Social Media assignments (Twitter/WordPress blog). 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - .h__t__t_p_]_Z_e__x__s__s__:_u_n__c__:_e__d_u_/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is ddined, progress is impossibk!." 

From: < >, . _@_]_[.v_ e__._~_n_. _c_:. _e_ .d_ u_ > 
Date: Tuesday, :1:1:23 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: My Grade 

Hello Professor Stroman, 
I was just wondering how did I earn a D+ in your class. Last time I checked I had a B- in your class. How did it go from that to a D+ ? Did ~ do horrible on the exam? Please 
contact me back and let me know. This really hurts my gpa and Tm scared ~m not going to be eligible to play the rest of the season. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 6:52 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Murfill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc.edu>; Emesline Taylor< 

Report froln Dec. 11 focus group 

12-11-2012CBC focus group.doc 

@tfiad.rr.com> 

Please review, add, correct as needed. When I have your feedback T will produce a final and we can begin to build further organizational support. Great meeting. Let’s make it 
happen. I spoke with Eric about the plans underway and he is very supportive and wants us especially to include as many faculty as possible. 

Debby and Verita, I hope to see you at the CBC social this afternoon. I am doing a workshop for a small group of Psychiatry Faculty involved with Autsim programs out at the 
Sheraton Imperial at R-I-P from noon to 3:30 and will come by if I am not too tired after, 

Best, David 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <aJncculle@email.unc.edu:, 

Thursday, 8:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:22 PM 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: FW: EXSS 

Thanks! 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, StromaiL Ph,D~ CLU 

91%843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity.’* 

7:37 PM 
From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 
I have dropped my class a few weeks back that was at 11am, just checked my schedule on connect carolina and it is all cleared up. Let me know what I can do to help you out. 
-Thanks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 11:12 AM 

discussion <thculty--atNetics-lbmm@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [liicul~--athlelics-tbrum] Temple’s president... 

Jay, I agree. Just bringing together two heads of universities is a good thing; maybe the group could be expanded into a panel that could have national/news potential greater than the sum 
of the parts. But please note a big diIt’erence: he is worried about developing a program in which tblks turning pro after completion/near completion of their degrees, while UNC seems to 
seek those who may go pro after half that time 

Willis 

-- You are currently subscribed to facul~z--athletics-fomm as: dstro@unc.edu To unsubscribe 
click here: http://listsuncedu~’u?id 48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 32534199 or send a blank email to leave-32534199- 
48699886 7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6@listserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 11:28 AM 

Murrill, Verita L <verita_murdll@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ernestine Taylor < @triad.rr.com> 

Re: Report from Dec. 11 focus group 

Thanks for filling in the missing way. By the way Collin Rustin is a great guy and terrific consultant. He and I have worked together in the past on some challenging projects, both in 

UNC and in industry. 

http:!!www.changingwork.com!pdfs!CollinRustin.pdf 

From: "Murrill, Verita L" <._v__e___r_[_t__a____m____u___r__r!_[h@_.____u___q_c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Thu, 13 Dec 2012 10:55:56 -0500 

To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Ernestine Taylor <        @tria&rr.corn> 

Subject: RE: Report from Dec. 11 focus group 

Good Morning, David: 

Thank you for Lhe nob-:~s from our meeting this week. 

The m~ssmg name you asked about is Nakenge Robert:son. She is m the ~:PG Child Devek~prnent Insl:~tul:e. 

Ernesdne: The name ~ was trying to remember when we chstted ~s Colin Rusdn, ] don’t recall how long he worked ~:or CCL 

Take good care, 

Vedta 

Sen~or Mm~ager!Sen~or Consultant 

Training & ]a~ent Develo~m~enL 

Office of Hurnan Resources 

University o~: North Carolina 

:[04 A~rport Drive 

CB# 1045 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

(919) 962.-9683 OfFice 

(9%9) 843-9850 Fax 

F~ Kiel, David 
~eBt~ Thursday, December 13, 2012 6:52 AM 

To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
C~ Murrill, Veri~ L; Ernestine Taylor 
S~bje~t~ RepoR from Dec. 11 Bcus group 
Please review, add, correct as needed. When [ have your feedback [ will produce a final and we can begin to build fuRher organizational suppoR. Great meeting. Let’s make it 
happen. [ spoke with Eric about the plans unde~ay and he is very suppoRive and wants us especially to include as many facul~ as possible. 

Debby and Verita, I hope to see you at the CBC social this afternoon, I am doing a workshop for a small group of Psychiatry Faculty involved with Autsim programs out at the 
Sheraton ]Imperial at RTP from noon to 3:30 and will come by if :[ am not too tired after, 

Best, David 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Final Grade 

Yea I apologize I wish I had known but this is my only way of getting back to            and she was ready before she initially said she would be. I will be in the car for the next 6 hours 
though so if you ate available to talk by phone at some point please let me know. Again I am really sorLv for the confusion and look for~vard to speaking with you at your earliest 
convenience 

Sincerely, 

On , at 12:23 PiV~ "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay. I ~vish you would have checked ~vith me earlier as I would have tried to accommodate your schedule. ;( 

Have a super break[ 

Dr Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:05 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: Re: Final Grade 

Hey Dr Stroman I wont be able to make our meeting today as my ride home can not wait to leave that late, and unfortunately she is my only ride home. Sorry for the inconvenience and 
en)oy your break. 

Thanks, 

On 

>> Thanks! 
>> 

>> Do (3 ood. 
>> 

>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
>> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

, at 8:20 PM, Stroman, Deborah I, wrote: 

>> "Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: 

>> Sent: Wednesday, 8:20 PM 
>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>> Subject: Re: Final Grade 
>> 

>> Yes mare ill be there around 1:30. See you then. 
>> 

>> 

>> On at 8:17 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@tmc.edu> xvrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi . I would like to chat with you. Are you available toraorrow, Thursday, betxveen 1:00 and 2:00 or at 2:30? 

>>> Dr. Stroman 

>>> Do Good. 
>>> 

>>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
>>> Engage. Explore. Empo~ver. 

>>> 919843.0336 
>>> 

>>> "Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~z." 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, 1:10 PM 
>>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 



>>> Subject: Final Grade 

>>> Dr. Stroman, 
>>> 
>>> I know this is an extremely busy time of year for you, but I was wondering if you had any time available in the next day or two to meet I was a bit caught of[‘guard by my final grade and 
was hoping to see exactly where I [’ell so short. I apologize ~2~r the annoying inconvenience and understand if it is to late of a notice 

>>> Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 12:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: FRIENDLY REM1NDER - TUESDAY 12:00 P.M. 

~ ThmJks for asking, look forward to seeing you tomorrow. Much Love! 

O J 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, December 13, 2012 12:25 PM 
To= McGhee, Oj 

Subject: RE: FRIENDLY REMINDER - TUESDAY 12:00 P,M. 

Hi O.I, How is Mom? I pray all is well. 

d 

:Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2012 6:31 PM 
To= Campbell, Larry; Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita L; Robertson, Nakenge; Fall, Alassane; Unah, Isaac J; Penn, Ann E; Caldwell, Kia L; 
Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda; Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU 
Subject= FRIENDLY REMINDER - TUESDAY 12:00 P.M. 

Hi All. Remember, we have an important meeting tomorrow, Tuesday, Dec. 11th from 12:00- 2:00, to further develop a professional development workshop for 

Black faculty and staff. The facilitator, Ernestine Taylor, will be in attendance too. 

Lunch is served. 

Location: Center for Faculty Excellence (CFE) - 316 Wilson Library Conference room which despite its room number is on the ground floor. 

THAN KS ! 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 2:10 PM 
Subject= CBC - Possible Workshop Facilitator NEED RESPONSE 
Importance= High 

Hi Team. Are you available on Tuesday, December 11 (12:30 - 2:00) to meet with Ernestine Taylor (see attachment)? We will have a working lunch to chat with her 

about her services and continue to design the BEST leadership training workshops for Black faculty AND staff. 

I have been speaking to David Kiel at The Center for Faculty Excellence over the past month and it is now time to meet with Ms. Taylor. CFE is very interested in 

supporting this effort. Plus, we don’t have the money for such. ;) 

Please respond before tomorrow noon. 

Ann, Kia, Alassane, and Isaac - I would love if you could attend as well. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From= McGhee, Oj 
Sent= Tuesday, December 11, 2012 9:29 AM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: FRIENDLY REMINDER - TUESDAY 12:00 P.M. 

Debbie, 

Morns was admitted to the hospital early this morning for obserw~t:ions. 5.:_% i’ll be w.arkmg fr.am home today ~s I [oHow up w~th the d.act.ars & fi~mi~y, ~ don’t: t:hmk 

ffH be on campus in l:~me to rm~ke t.aday’s workshop. 

OJ 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Monday, December ~0, 2052 6:34 PN 
To: Clayton, Ta~e Benson; Barker, Marco J 
Cc= Campbell, Lar~; Jones, Shandra; Li~lejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, ~; Murrill, Verita L; Robe~son, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= ~: FRIENDLY REMINDER- ~ESDAY ~2:00 P.M. 

FYL This ~n~tiat~ve was my brah~storm ~ one year ago, ~ rekindled the work and now we are at a very good poh~t in execution. 

Let me know i[ you want: a debrief and/or engagement at sorne point, 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

gn~/uL~e, Explore, Empower. 

9719.843,0336 



debby 

Regards, 

Deborah LStroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reoson to fear the wind." 

Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Bryant <Bryant@sta.usta.com> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 10:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Tarheel Greetings 

Hi Debbie, 

If you can hold offtill January, we’ll have a full write up to sham. 

Look forward to slaying in touch. 

Regards, 

Bob Bryant 

Tournament Director 

BB&T Atlanta Open 

Sent frown iPhone: 

(404) 985-9823 

Bryaut~a) sm.USTA.corn 

On Dec 12, 2012, at 7:13 PM "Stroman Deborah L" <dstro,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi [{ob, Thanl~s for your not*-:~. I am the faculty advbor for the CSBC too and w~] definitely promote thb wonderful opportunity, Please ~e~: me know 

when you are ~n town so ] can invite you to speak Lo Lhe C~ub and/or classes. 

www.csbcunc.com ........................................... 

~f you have a flyer or spedfic Murb, p~ease forward, Otherwise ~ w~H "cut & paste" the opportunity and share w~th our students, How best do you 

want them to communicate ~nterest? E.g., send resume and cover ~etter to whom? 8y what date? 

Go Heels~ 

debby 

D< Good, 

Deborah l.,, Strom~B, P]LD, CJ.,U 

Engage. Ext:ffore, Ernpow~m 

919,843.0336 
<irnageOOl.jpg> 

"NotNng ~n the world b mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance and ~nsdent~ous stuNdi~." 

~m: Southall, Richard Michael 
Sent: Wednesday, December ~2, 20~2 3:45 PM 

Te: Robe~ B~ant 
~e~ Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bjeCt~ Re: Tarheel Greetings 

Bob, 
Thanks for reaching out to us and getting us this information about this great opportunity for our students. I’m cc:ing Dr. Debbg Stroman (EXSS-Sport Administration 

Internship Coordinator) and Ms. Deb Southall (Sport Administration Fadlitg and Event Management Lecturer) so they can spearhead getting this information to our 

students. I know both of them would enjoy visiting with you in greater depth on this. 

I’ll look forward to the chance to visit the next time we’re in Atlanta. We had actuall~ talked about attending the event, since both Deb and I are big tennis fanM 

Wishing ~ou the happiest of holidays and a great new ~ear. 

Take ca re, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hil~ 

Director ,- College Spot[ Research k~stkute 

WoNlen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax -- 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: www.unc,edu/csd 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fullg. 

From: Robert Bryant <Bryant@sta.us[a.com> 

Date: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 2:49 PM 

To: Richard Southall 

$ubje~: Tarheel Greetings 

Hello Richard, 

I wanted to reach out and introduce myself. I run the BB&T Atlanta Open and manage sales and marketing with the USTA Southern Section. Attached is 

a brief recap of the 2012 event. 

We utilize interns throughout the year for USTA business and add at least 4 interns each Summer specific to the tennis tournament. We do require 



that interns have Atlanta housing arrangements and provide a ~;400/month stipend with small bonus at end (May-August). Our intern details are 

posted on our web site by mid-January. I am always looking for talented individuals and we have significant responsibilities for our interns that make 

for a great learning experience. 

I also have the good fortune of being a UNC alumnus and serve on the JAFA (Journalism Alumni and Friends Association) board associated with the 

U NC School of Journalism and Mass Communication. Always happy to help out U NC students. So, if you ever have anyone with Atlanta connections in 

the program that needs a good internship, I am happy to assist. 

Let me know the appropriate place to follow up with your department to ensure our intern information is getting posted. If ever in Atlanta, let me 

know and we can meet formally. 

Hope you have a great holiday season. 

Warmest regards, 

Bob Bryant 
BB&T Atlanta Open I July 22-28, 2013 

USTA Southern 

Office: 770.368.8200 x.109 I Mobile: 

5685 Spalding Drive, Norcross, GA 30092-2504 

bryant@sta.usta,com 

www.SouthernTennis~com 

www.BBTAt~antaOjpen.com 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 9:51 AM 

discussion <thculty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [lhcul~--athlefics-tbrum] more from Michigan 

Miles’ question should be answerable by Joy and should include Lissa Broome. I can certify that lots of generosity was offered in the 90s--all the way to the head of Faculty Council--but I 
have no knowledge of recent years 

Willis 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Fletcher, W Miles [mailto:~vm[letch@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 1:09 AM 
To: discussion 
Su~iect: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] more from Michigan 

Dear Jay and An@, 

It simply seems commonsensical to me that if one is a member of the University of Michigan’s Advisory Board for Intercollegiate Athletics or the I~’C Facul~ Athletics Committee and if 
those committees are supposed to play some sort of watchdog role one cannot accept an?- special privileges from that university’s Department of Athletics. Such an action not only seems 
improper, but it also creates an avenue for improper imquence and hence an increased possibility of improper influence Organizations usually do not bestow- generous treatment to select 
people just because of pure generosity 

Do members of the UN(? FAC receive any "perks" from the UNC Athletics Department? 

Miles 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: AndrewPerrin [mailto:andrew perrin(a)unc.edu] 
Sent: ~I1nursday, December 13, 2012 9:56 PM 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Sut~iect: Re: [facutty--athletics-forum] more fi-om Michigan 

Sure, maybe he would, maybe he wouldn’t. But the point is that the wrong he did had to do with compromising his integrity, not accepting sporting tickets "Follow the money" is just a 
convenient way of making an ad hominem argument without seeming like you’re doing so. 

ap 

On 12/13/2012 09:36 PM; Jay Smith wrote: 
Compromised integrity always a bad thing, agreed. But lay point is 
that, you know, maybe he would have had a little more backbone, maybe 
he would not have been so eager to "help" those students, if he had 
not had such a cozy relationship with athletics (which, I admit, I’m 
only guessing at--! don’t know all the details on that.) I would think 
that it’s easier to keep your perspective if you’ve kept at arm’s 
length the people who will be affected by the enfi~rcement or 
n on-enforcement of the rules. 

As for the students themselves-that’s a tough one, I’ll admit. We 
always want to be supportive, encouraging, etc. But I always make it a 
point not to be the students’ friend. 
On 12/13/12 9:01 PM. Perrin, Andrew J ~vrote: 

>> So here’s the thought experiment. If your exemplar Michigan prof 
>> hadn’t had good seats at the games, would his compromised integrity 
>> have been any worse? I say- not. And that’s why I think it’s far more 
>> important to practice and enforce real integrity instead of worrying 
>> about the appearance of impropriety: to be rather than to seem. There 
>> can be irapropriety where the appearance thereof is absent, and vice 
>> vcrsa. 
>> 

>> Andy 
>> 

>> Andrew- Perrin, l~2XlC Sociology 
>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> OnDec 13, 2012, at 8:41 PM, "Jay Smith" njaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> I’m with Miles on this one. Faculty enjoying college athletics is 
>>> fine, sure. And when the athletics dept gives *all* faculty and 
>>> staff discounts on tickets (when we’re playing East Idaho State), 
>>> it’s fine to take advantage of it if you enjoy that sort of thing. 
>>> But the faculty athletics corrm~ittee is supposed to be our ~vatchdog. 
>>> I ~vould like to think of it as a regulatory agency of sorts. The 
>>> regulators can’t be in bed with those regulated, no matter how 
>>> subtle and seemingly harmless the inducements offered. In the 
>>> Michigan case, why did those faculty have to be flown out to LA and shown a good time? 
>>> There’s only one reason: athletics (and the univ administration, 
>>> undoubtedly) wanted to promote the right kind of "sympathy" for the 
>>> enterprise, should that sympathy be needed at some point. As it 
>>> happens, the very year this controversy arose in Aim Arbor (2008), 
>>> it ~vas revealed that a veiN friendly faculty member in Psyc was 
>>> handing out easy credits by the bushel. He also had choice seats 
>>> right behind the bench at UM basketball games Think that was a coincidence? 
>>> And--the biggest scandal of all--a faculty committee reviewed the 
>>> practices of this guy and said, ah, no big deal He sure loves his 



>>> students! I’ll never think the same way about the Universi~" of 
>>> Machigan again. The tipping point has tipped for me. rIlae facuhy 
>>> have been co-opted (though maybe they’re beginning to emerge from 

>>> hypnosis.) 

>~> ttere at UNC, we now have reasons to think that many people at this 
>>> University, including some facul~, may have had reason to wonder 
>>> what was going on in Julius’s classes in 2006 or thereabouts Are we 
>>> to suppose that the athletics dept’s ability to cultivate so many 
>>> people in so many ways over so many years had nothing whatever to do 
>>> with the failure of faculty and staffto be appropriately- suspicious 
>>> (or to act on their suspicions)? 

>>> Let’s just avoid the appearance of improprie~. You want to go to a 
>>> game? Buy your ticket like anybody else. And *especially* if you 
>>> exercise some function of "value" to the athletics dept (FAR, FAC 
>>> rnembcr, Dean, Dept chair, etc.), refuse all favors and blandishments 
>>> unless they" are made available to everyone else. I’m sure that 
>>> Cincim~atus, Robespierre, Hairy Trun~an, and Ralph Nader ~vould all 
>>> agree on this common sense position. 
>>> On 12,’13/12 8:01 PM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 
>>>> There is no inherent conflict of interest in facul~ enjoying 
>>>> college athletics, and even being given discounted or free tickets, 
>>>> as long as they do not compromise academic integrity- (and are not 
>>>> pressured to do so). Presun~ably most of us have enough of a 
>>>> commitrr~ent to the intellectual enterprise to resist that. But then 
>>>> again I’ve never been much of a "follow the money" guy: 

>>>> httl~://scatter.wordpress, corn/2011/01 i02idont-follow-t he-money/ 
>>>> http:i/scatter.wordpress.com,’2011i09i02/tea-l~artv-research-and-the- 
>>>> public-sphere/ 

>>>> On 12/13/2012 06:31 PM, Fletcher, W Males wrote: 
>>>>> Dear Jay, 

>>>>> I have just started to read this alticle and notice that it 
>>>>> mentions Teresa Sullivan as the provost at Machigan in 2008 who 
>>>>> refused to change the policy of the Athletic Department paying tbr 
>>>>> members of the Advisory Board on Intercollegiate Athletics to 
>>>>> travel to Michigan’s bowl games Is this the same Teresa Sullivan 
>>>>> who is currently the president at UVA? 

>>>>> This perk creates obvious comqicts of interest lbr the members of 
>>>>> the Advisow Board. Even just one page into the article, the 
>>>>> rationalizations given for the perks are disappointing if 
>>>>> predictable Of course the members of the Adviso~ Board want to 
>>>>> keep their privileges Then, we have to keep in mind that, as we 
>>>>> read before, this is the same institution where a faculty 
>>>>> con~mittee several years ago cuncluded that a psychology professor 
>>>>> teaching dozens of independent study courses to athletes per 
>>>>> semester was not only an acceptable practice but that it also 
>>>>> represented an ideal approach to higher education. 

>>>>> As someone on the listserv wrote weeks or months ago, the 
>>>>> University of Michigan has an excellent academic reputation. 
>>>>> Perhaps a universi~" can tolerate a certain amount of this kind of 
>>>>> faculty behavior without having the overall quali~ of academic 
>>>>> programs being compromised. Flagship public umversities are, 
>>>>> after all, large and complicated organizations with multiple purposes 
>>>>> One can speculate, though, if there is a tipping point. 

>>>>> Miles 

>>>>~" ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: Jay Smith [mailto:ia~/’smith(~email unc edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2012 12:28 PM 

>>>>> Sublect: [facul~’--athletics-forum] more li~om Mrchigan 

>>>>> Another Michigan Daily article, from 2008, highlights an issue I 
>>>>> think we need to confront openly at UNC: how faculty impartiality 
>>>>> can be preserved in a context of sport boosterism (and 
>>>>> questionable perks doled out to involved facul~ ) 

>>>>> http://www.michi~andaily, com/content/na/athl-dept-perks-prac tice-r 
>>>>> aises-conflict-interest-questions?page 0,0 

>>>>> -- You are currently- subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>> wmfletch@emaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>>>htrp://lists.unc.ed~,’u?id 48699893.07ca~43763 f69abbbb 8526663985856e 
>>>>> c&n T&I faculty-athletics-folum&o 32534565, 
>>>>> or send a blat~ email to 

>>>>> leave-32534565 -48699893.07ca43763f69abbbb8526663985856ec@listse1~’.unc.edu. 



>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty-athletics-forum as: 
>>>>> andrew perrin@unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>>> http://lists.unc edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868 
>>>>> d&n T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 32536161, 
>>>>> or send a blank email to 

>>>>> leave-32536161-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv unc.edu. 

Andrew J Perrin - andrew~perrin@unc.edu - http:/iperrin.socsci.unc.edu Associate Professor of Sociology - +1 (919) 962-6876 Universi~" of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 
3210USA 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: wmfletch@eruail.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists.unc.edv.’u?id 48699893.07ca43763f69abbbb8526663985856ec&n T&I faculty--athletics-foruru&o 32536369. or send a blank eruail to leave-32536369- 
48699893.07ca43763f69abbbb8526663985856ec@listsep<~mc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: ewbrooks@live.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
clickhere: http:i/lists.unc.edv.’u?id 54562879.d37ef12dff35e61b6907f4f42ala2Po4&n T&I facult’y--athletics-fol~m~&o 32536696 or send a blankemailto lea’,~e-32536696- 
54562879.d37efl 2dfi35e61 b6907f4i:42a 1 a2~4@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are c~trrently subscribed to faculty--athletics-fol~ara as: dstro@unc.edu. To ~msubscribe 
click here: httl~://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&I facult’v--athletics-forurn&o 32537574. or send a Nat& eruail to leave-32537574- 
48699886.Tb78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6@listsep<~mc.edu. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 2:22 PM 

discussion <thculty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Renner, Joy J ~\loy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

I~W: [faculty,--athletics-forum] more from Michigan 

At Joy’s request, I forward her response to nay con~aent about perks at FAC in the 90s. 

Thank you for the reassurance. 

Willis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Renner, Joy J [mailto:JovRenner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 10:26 ~M 
Tu: Brooks, Edwin W 
Subject: RE: [l’aculty--athletics-formn] 

Yuu must have cume thruugh during the generuus years and when this was very common practice and almost expected un all cullege campuses. UNC discuuraged the practice probably 
shurtly after you left as others who have preceded my time on the FAC alsu have said there were nut "perks" associated with pamcipation on this cummittee 

Jny J. Renner, MA., RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Prufessur and Directur 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill Schuol ufMedicine CB ~7130 UNC-CtI Bundurant Hall 321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CON[V;Dt:.NTIAL[TY NO,lICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended unly [’or the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain cunfldential and/ur 
privileged material. Any ---unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies ufthe original message. 

Email currespundence to and from this address ma’~’ be subject tu the Nurth Carulina Public Recurds law and may be disclused tu third parties by an authurized state official (NCG S. ch. 132). 
Student educatiunal records are subj ect tu FERPA 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Brooks, Edwin W [mailto:ewbrooks(&live.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 9:51 .~xSvi 
To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] more from 2vfichigan 

Miles’ question should be answerable by Joy and should include Lissa Broome. I can certify that lots of generosity was offered in the 90s-all the way to the head of Faculty Co~cil--but I 
have no knowledge of recent years. 

Willis 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Fletcher, W Miles [mailto:wr~fflctch(&email.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Friday-, December 14, 2012 1:09 AM 
To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] more from Michigan 

Dear Jay and Andy, 

It simply seems commonsensical to me that if one is a member of the University of Michigan’s Advisory Board for Intercollegiate Athletics or the L~’~’C Faculty Athletics Cormnittee and if 
those committees are supposed to play- some sort of watchdog role one cannot accept any special privileges from that m~iversity’s Department of Athletics. Such an action not only seems 
improper, but it also creates an avenue for improper influence and hence an increased possibility of improper irNuence. Organizations usually do not bestow- generous treatment to select 
people just because of pure generosity. 

Do members of the UNC FA~ receix e any "perks" from the UNC Athletics Department? 

Miles 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Andrew Pel~m [mailto:andre~v~errin@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2012 9:56 PM 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] more from Michigan 

Sure, maybe he would, maybe he wouldn’t. But the point is that the wrong he did had to do with compromising his integrity, not accepting sporting tickets "Follow the money" is just a 
convenient way of making an ad hominem argument without seeming like you’re doing so. 

ap 

On 12/13/2012 09:36 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> Compromised integrity always a bad thing, agreed. But my point is 
> that, you know, maybe he would have had a little more backbone, maybe 
> he would not have been so eager to "help" those students, if he had 
> not had such a cozI~ relationship ~vith athletics (which, I admit, I’m 
> only guessing at--I don’t know all the details on that.) I would think 
> that it’s easier to keep your perspective if you’ve kept at arm’s 



length the people who will be affected by the enfi~rcement or 
n on-enforcement of the rules. 

As :for the students themselves--that’s a tough one, I’1l admit. We 
always want to be supportive, encouraging, etc. But I always make it a 
point not to be the students’ friend. 
On 12/13/12 9:01 PM, Perrin, Andrew J wrote: 

>> So here’s the thought experiment. If your exemplar Michigan prof 
>> hadn’t had good seats at the games, would his compromised integrity 
>> have been any worse? I say- not. And that’s why I think it’s far more 
>> important to practice and enforce real integrity instead of worrying 
>> about the appearance of impropriety: to be rather than to seem. There 
>> can be irapropriety where the appearance thereof is absent, and vice 
>> versa. 
>> 

>> Andy 
>> 

>> Andrew- Perrin, IJ2,1C Sociology 
>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> OnDec 13, 2012, at 8:41 PS{ "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> I’m with Miles on this one. Faculty enjoying college athletics is 
>>> fine, sure. And when the athletics dept gives *all* faculty and 
>>> staff discounts on tickets (when we’re playing East Idaho State), 
>>> it’s fine to take advantage of it if you enjoy that sort of thing. 
>>> But the faculty- athletics corrm~ittee is supposed to be our xvatchdog. 
>>> I would like to think of it as a regulatolT agency of sorts. The 
>>> regulators can’t be in bed xvith those regulated, no matter how 
>>> subtle and seemingly harmless the inducements offered. In the 
>>> Michigan case, why did those faculty have to be flown out to LA and shown a good time? 
>>> There’s only one reason: athletics (and the univ administration, 
>>> undoubtedly) wanted to promote the right kind of "sympathy" for the 
>>> enterprise, should that sympathy be needed at some point. As it 
>>> happens, the ve~ year this controversy arose in Aim Arbor (2008), 
>>> it ~vas revealed that a veiN friendly faculty member in Psyc was 
>>> handing out easy credits by the bushel. He also had choice seats 
>>> right behind the bench at UM basketball games Think that was a coincidence? 
>>> And--the biggest scandal of all--a faculty committee reviewed the 
>>> practices of this guy and said, ah, no big deal He sure loves his 
>>> students! I’ll never think the same way about the University of 
>>> Michigan again. The tipping point has tipped for me The faculty 
>>> have been co-opted (though maybe they’re beginning to emerge from 
>>> t2aeir 
>>> hypnosis) 
>>> 

>>> Here at UNC, we now- have reasons to think that malay people at this 
>>> University, including some faculty, may have had reason to wonder 
>>> what was going on in Julius’s classes in 2006 or thereabouts. Are we 
>>> to suppose that the athletics dept’s ability to cultivate so many 
>>> people in so many ways over so many years had nothing whatever to do 
>>> with the failure of faculty and staff to be appropriately suspicious 
>>> (or to act on their suspicions)? 
>>> 

>>> Let’s just avoid the appearance of impropriety. You want to go to a 
>>> game? Buy your ticket like anybody else And *especially* if you 
>>> exercise some ti~nction of "value" to the athletics dept (FAR, FAC 
>>> member, Dean, Dept chair, etc.), refuse all favors and blandishments 
>>> unless they are made available to everyone else. I’m sure that 
>>> Cinciunatus, Robespierre, ttarry Truman, and Ralph Nader would all 
>>> agree on this common sense position. 
>>> On 12/13/12 8:01 PM, 2mdrew Perrin wrote: 
>>>> There is no inherent conflict of interest in faculty enjoying 
>>>> college athletics, and even being given discounted or free tickets, 
>>>> as long as they do not compromise academic integrity (and are not 
>~>> pressured to do so) Presumably most of us have enough of a 
>>>> commitment to the intellectual enterprise to resist that. But then 
>>>> again I’ve never been much of a "follow the money" guy: 

>>>> http:i/scatter.wordpress.com/2011/01/02/dont-follow-the-monev/ 
>>>> http://scatter wordpress com/2011/09/02itea-parW-research-an d-th e- 
>>>> public-sphere/ 

>>>> On 12/13,’2012 06:31 PM; Fletcher, W Males wrote: 
>>>>> Dear Jay, 

>>>>> I have just started to read this article and notice that it 
>>>>> mentions Teresa Sullivan as the provost at Machigan in 2008 who 
>>>>> refused to change the policy of the Athletic Department paying :for 
>>>>> members of the Advisor,f Board on Intercollegiate Athletics to 
>>>>> travel to Michigan’s bowl games. Is this the same Teresa Sullivan 
>>>>> who is cmrently the president at UVA? 

>>>>> This perk creates obvious corfflicts of interest for the members of 
>>>>> the Advisory Board. Even just one page into the article, the 
>>>>> rationalizations given for the perks are disappointing if 
>>>>> predictable. Of course the rnembcrs of the Adviso15, Board want to 
>>>>> keep their privileges. Then, we have to keep in mind that, as we 



>>>>> read beJk~re, this is the same institution where a faculty 
>>>>> committee several years ago concluded that a psychology professor 
>>>>> teaching dozens of independent stu@ courses to athletes per 
>>>>> semester was not only an acceptable practice but that it also 
>>>>> represented an ideal approach to higher education. 

>>>>> As someone on the [istsep~ wrote weeks or months ago, the 
>>>>> University of Michigan has an excellent academic reputation. 
>>>>> Perhaps a university can tolerate a certain amount of this kind of 
>>>>> faculty behavior without having the overall quality of academic 
>>>>> programs being compromised. Flagship public universities are, 
>>>>> after all, large and complicated organizations with multiple purposes. 
>>>>> One can speculate, though, if there is a tipping point. 

>>>>> Miles 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: Jay Smith [rr~ailto:iaysrr~ith(~eraail.unc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2012 12:28 PM 
>>>>> To: discussion 
>>>>> Subject: [faculW--athletics-fot~m~] more from Michigan 

>>>>> Another Michigan Daily- article, from 2008, highlights an issue I 
>>>>> think we need to corffront openly at UNC: how faculty irapartiality 
>>>>> can be presel~’ed in a context of sport boosterism (and 
>>>>> questionable perks doled out to involved faculty.) 

>>>>> http://www.raichi~andailv, com/content/naiathl-dept-perks-l~ractice-r 

>>>>> aises-confiict-interest-questions?page 0,0 

>>>>> -- You are currently- subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>> wmfletch@email.anc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>>> ht~://lists.uaac.eduiu?id 48699893.07ca43763f69abbbb8526663985856e 
>>>>> c&n T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 32534565, 
>>>>> or send a blank email to 
>>>>> leave-32534565 -48699893 07ca43763f69abbbb8526663985856ec@listserv unc.edu. 

>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-fola.Un as: 
>>>>> andrew pen-in@uric edu To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>>> ht~://lists.uaac.edu/u?id 48699881 dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868 
>>>>> d~;ri T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 32536161, 
>>>>> or send a blank email to 

>>>>> leave-32536161-48699881 dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listse1~z.unc.edu 

Andrew J Perrin - andrewj~errin@unc edu - http://perrin socsci.unc.edu Associate Professor of Sociology - +1 (919) 962-6876 University of Nort2a Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 
3210 USA 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: wmfletch@email.uaac.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists unc.eduiu? 
id 48699893.07ca43763f69abbbb8526663985856ec&n T&l~’acultv--athletics-ibrum&o 32536369 or send a blank email to leave-32536369- 

48699893 07ca43763 f69abbbb8526663985856ec@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: ewbrooks@live.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.uncedu/u? 
id 54562879.d37ef12dff35e61b6907f4f42ala2:Po4&n T&[ facultv--athletics-fnrum&o 32536696 or send a blank emai[ to leave-32536696- 
54562879 d37~l 2dJi’35e61 b6907f41:42al a2fb4@lisksep~ uric edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: Joy Renner@med.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.uncedu/u? 

id 58571604.229eT17e31d387e13836b56d20alcSa5&n T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 32537574 or send a blank email to leave-32537574- 

58571604.229e717e31 ck387e13836b56d20al cSa5@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro@unc.edu To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists uric edu/u?id 48699886.7b78768854bTlbebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&I faculty--athletics-formn&o 32538920 or send a blank email to leave-32538920- 

48699886 7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6@listserv.unc edu 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 6:08 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Hey Deb 

I just got a chance to finish reading "State tbr Sale" (bout A~t Pope). It is one of the most infommtive al~ticles 

I have ever read!! Thaaaks so much for including this in the CBC readings. 

CDF 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:13 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li stscrv, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-ihculF] Basketba]l tickets 

I am looking for tickets to the 

rll be glad to travel to get them! 

basketball game with McNeese State. My son and his fiance are coming in from Chicago and they are both Carolina grads. 

You are currently subscribed to exss-ihculty as: dstro@unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.e&~u?id55567101.548a982t302a2a715eeOOe34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-thculty&o 32543670 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-32543670-55567101.548a982I’302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a~b~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Monday, 10:42 AM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. ~<tesimone@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

A potential com~ection related to Sports and Entrepreneurship 

Hi Dr. Stroman and Joe- 

I’m wondering if you’d like to connect with someone I met this past weekend? 

The husband of a colleague is a former Dallas Cowboy who is interested in developing opportunities for athletes to become entrepreneurs and business leaders. 

I was at a racial equity conference sharing about my interest in looking at entrepreneurship and business with a racial equity and diversity lens when she 

mentioned the work her husband is trying to get into. I immediately thought of KIPE and some of the conversations l’ve had with you all about Sports and 

Entrepreneurship. As I began to share some of what l’ve heard from you all, she lit up because it sounded so similar to what her husband is committed to. 

You all may have a surplus of athletes interested in that kind of work, but I thought l’d offer to make the connection, in case it might be of use (and since that is 

one of our organizational priorities - ;) ). 

My colleague        is talking with her husband as well. I’II let you know when I hear back from her. 

All best for a great start to the holidays, 

¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School, www.kenan--flagler.unc.edu 

, Duke’s Sanford School of Public Policy ¯ www.sanford.duke.edu 

Kenan-lnstitute Leadership Fellow 

(cell) 

@uncbusinessmet 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.nnc.edu> 

Monday, 11:28 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Updates 

Good Morning Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you had a great weekend! 

I have been seriously brainstorming some big ideas that I’d like to discuss ruth you! I’m getting ve~ excited abont moving forward ruth the club and I l~ow we can 

organize ,some great projects’. 

Have you heard ti~om yet or has there been any decisions made about his tx~sition? 

Let me know if you have ~me time this week Ii~r a call! 

Thanks~ 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Academic Tronbles 

In most cases, students who earn a D in PIIYS    often retake tl~e course if they plan to be successihl in P} P?S            can retake 

PNYSK;S l%r a beret grade --- both grades wi~] st.amd on his record amd bo@ will be earle@areal i~to t~is o~,era][ grade point average. 

Best, 
A~drea 

F~m: Stroman, ~eborah L 
Sent: Monda7, 4:36 PN 
To: Caldwell, Andrea L 
Subject: Fwd: Academic Troubles 
tti Andrea. Can yon help me with me mfl~ fl~is one? Thanks. 

DLS Ikom my iPhone. 

Begin ibm’axded message: 

From: Z~live.unc.edt~> 

Date: 1:45:25 PM EST 

To: "dstroman(d~email.unc.edt~" <dslroman~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Academic Troubles 

Hi, my name is            and I have met once with you before about academic advising¯ I just received a D in my physics 
for next semester but I was wondering if it would be advisable for me to take it, seeing as my grade was very low in physics 

again change/negate my previous score and replace it with the one I receive after completing it a second time? 
Thank you, 

class¯ I am enrolled in physics 
¯ Will taking physics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu.; 

Tuesday, 1:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Hopeful Graduate 

image001 .j pg 

Thanks Dr. Stroman! That is good news. Have a great holiday. See you soon. 

Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

, at 1:09 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Efi . I am sorry to hear about your final grades this semester. You have prnven that you excel in the courses that reflect your career interests sport administration. ;) Attached find 
the curriculum for the OLI) sport achninistration track. 
> 

> As long as you have SIX EXSS courses (18 hours) with a ’C’ or better you are fine. You had to take and , but you do not have to have a ’C’ or better in those courses. (Note: The 
new curriculum requires a ’C’ or better in    ) 
> 

> I agree with you that you must decrease your leadership role this spring Be a mentor and use technology @ersus showing up in person) to guide and direct activities 
> 

> Have a blessed Christmas and we can chat at the beginning of the semester. 
> 

> I)r Stroman 
> 

> I)o Good. 
> 

> Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> [Description: Description: I)escription: Twitter2]<http://twitter.com/#t/drstroman> 
> "Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 
> 

> From: 
> Sent: Tuesday, 11:47 AM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Hopeful Graduate 
> 

> Good Morningt 
> 

> I hope you are enjoying the beginning of this winter break. I ara emailing you with a bit of bad ne~vs. My semester was in tact when ~ve last ruet but finals did not go well and has left me 
with around a 1.7 fi~r the semester. While I am disappointed about this, it is not ray ruain concern. My main concern is turning things around from here. I am under the impression that I am on 
track to graduate on tirue, in May. I have gone through each semester and looked at the grades I have earned in each of my EXSS classes. I have a C or better in the follo~ving classes: 
> 

> 101 -B 
> 175 - C 
> 181 -B+ 
> 188 - B- 
> 221 - A- 
> 322 - B- 
> 324-B- 
> 326 - B+ 
> 

> Urffortur~ately, this semester I received a D in and . My question to you is whether or not I will have to retake these two classes or if I have already fulfilled the required aruount of 
hours of a C or better within my major classes. 
> 

> I have talked things over with ray mom and she has been very supportive and, as usual, has helped me to focus on the good instead of the bad. I have decided to step away frora a few of 
my on campus responsibilities in this final semester to ensure that I can take care of me. We believe that ray dowrffall ~vas being over cormnitted leaving me ~vith minimal time to focus on my 
studies. Everything happens for a reason, and this is no exception. Thus, I ~vill continue to smile and get through this collegiate journey. Please let rue l~ow if I will need to retake these 
classes. 
> 

> Have a great day[ 
> 

> Kind Regards, 
> 

> 

> Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Class of 
> Exercise and Sports Science: Sport Administration 
> 

> 

> 

> <image001 .jpg> 
> <EXSS SA Old Cumculum pdf> 



From: @live.unc.edup- 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:34 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: EXSS 

Attach: image001 .j pg 

I took care of that hold on my accomat. Thanks for letting me know 

Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

On , at 2:37 PM, "Stmman, Deborah L" <dstro~;unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, 
Do 
Deborah L, St-tomato, Ph,D~ CLU 

9~ 9.843.0336 
<imageOOldpg> 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Ok. Once Itake care of that hold will I be able to be added? 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

2:32 PM 

Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

On , at 2:22 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi      . You can’t be added because you have a hold on your account. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroma~ PboDo CLU 

~,e~g~i;s, unc,e~ u 

<image00i.jpg> 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSRI Speakers 

image002.jpg; image003.jpg 

Hi Dr. Stroma]~, 

I sent you an email ruth m~ attached word document a while back. I’m traveling home right now so once I get to my compnter I’ll check m~d send it to yon again. 

ttope you’re having an enjoyable and relaxing break! 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On , at 2:05 t M, Stroman, Deborah L ._d__s__[_rS_?2a_LkLn_c_:_e___@_. wrote. 

Hi Korie. Any hope? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 
<irna[eOO2.]p[> 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

5:02 PM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Subject: CSRI Speakers 

Hi     . I think it would help with marketing and to document history to have a listing of previous CSRI (keynote and panel) speakers. Let me know if 

you or someone in your cohort can make that happen... ;) 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman~ Ph.D, CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower, 

www, exssouncoedu 

3%5 Woolle~ - CB #870t) 
Chapel Hi~l~ NC 27599 

<imageOO3.jpg> 

’t~ea rIy aJl :men can stm~.d adversib~, b~t ~l’ yo~ ,:vm~.t to test a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:42 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

LASER photo gallery 

How about this module? http://www.j~h~pia~c~m/j~m~a-m~dules/34~b~slide~m~du~e.htm~?advert=slidesh~w joomlafan 

I can send you the 10 photos to have them in a slide show format. 

Let me know if I need to pay for anything. 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Cooper. Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 10:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC atUNC 

image001 .j pg 

Gness not :-) Oh well. I’ll double check old messages to make sure, but I don’t remember it. Keep up the solid work D! 

Cos~e 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. [ Assistant Professor in Sport Administration ] UNC - Chapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) [ 919.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robhi Sharma) 

On Dec 18, 2012, at 10:46 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~)unc.edu > wrote: 

I guess he just didn’t remember to thank yon and follow up with you to let you know that dialogne has begnn... ;) 

Thanks! 

d 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu! 

"Until reNit¥ is defined, progress is hT~possible." 

From: Beth Grupsmith <beth.grupsmith@sbenlive.org> 

Date: Tuesday,                  10:18 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: @gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: CSBC at UNC 

Deborah, 

Thanks so much! I’ve actually been going back and fo(th with Richa~rd for about a month now trying to set up the besl time ~o discuss slreaming CSPd. 

Once the spring setnester s~s up please t~el flee to reach out ~ me with any speakers or panels you bring in for both the club m~d program that you 

wonld want to ~ streamed on SBEN and we can then begin nex~ step. 

Have a great holiday~ 

Best, 

Beth 

On Tue,            at 2:00 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.ed~ wrote: 

Thanks Beth and       rh~s opportunity ~ooks very promising. 

Beth, we are currently identifging our CSgC speakers for the spr~ng semester. However, ~ th~nk you may be interested in our College Sport Research 

tnstil:ute Con[erence ~n      ~ wH~ connect: you w~:h my colleague and d~rec:~:or [or the cotfference, Dr. R~chard SouthalL 

http:/icsricon ference.org/ 

TMngs i~re quiet: now as the semester is over so I look [orwi~rd to speaking with you in early January. 

Regards, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CL~J 

919,843,0336 



From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Beth Grupsmith 
�3c: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CSBC at UNC 

5:39 PM 
@qmail.com] 

Beth, 

Thank you so much for contacting me. It was a pleasure tneeting you last night via Twitter as well. 

I’m excited about what you all offer thiough your network. I’ve cc’ed our club advisor, Dr. St~oman, to inform her of eve ~rything m~d hopefully keep this 
conversation going this spring. I know specifically we have a Celebration Week of speakers we bring in in every year, but our club would be 

interested in live streaming one of our meetings before then as well. 

Let’s stay in touch! In the mematime I hope you and your team have a Merry Christmas and a ttappy New Year! 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

On at 2:18 PM, Beth Grupsmith <beth.gmpsmith@sbenlive.og> wrote: 

It was a pleasure to meet you through Twitter! I am actually the person who runs our Twitter site as well as l~asically all of SBEN. I have 

been looking to com~ect with your sport management club and see how we can work together so rm glad I paNcipated in last nights 

#sbchat! I a]so work veW closely with Brian Rosen & Josh Lagan who I think yoffve been in touch with regarding Spo~¢s Business 

UniversiW. 

Any who, let me tell you a bit more atx~ut SBEN and what we do and how working with CSBC is a good fit. SBEN is a platform that 

brings the sport indust~ into the classroom We work with companies, universities, and associations in ~he sports industry who are staging 

events where experts are gathered to address an audience. On our network (new.livestream.com/SBEN) each organization we work with will 
receive their own individual and customized channel branded as much as desired for said organization. We help promote ~he organization and 
look to extend their reach through whatever marketing effods we can provide. Therofore, if CSBC has a speaker series or conducts a conference 
or brings in panels, we would work with you to stream the event live on the network. The feed can then be embedded onto the club’s website or 
any other location you would like. 

I should also mention, it does not cost any money to work with use or use our seP¢ices. Livestream, the platform in which we stroam from, is 

also cost free fer anyone to sign up and join. All of our "followem" on LS are then notified once we go live so currontly that is about 750 people 

and growing by the day. 

you have any questions for me please don’t hesitate to ask! 

Best, 

Beth 

Beth Grupsmith 

Managing Di~vctor 

Sports Business Education Network 

(o) 617-398-7236 

(c) 

(e) beth.gmpsmith@sbenlive.o~,g 

(w) ~-w.new.live stremn .com/sben 



@SBENLive 

Beth Grupsmith 

Managing Director 

Spo~ts Business Education Network 

(o) 617-398-7236 

(c~ 

(e) beth.grupsmith(~ sbenlive.org 

(w) w~x~v.new.live stream.com/sben 

@SBF~NLive 

<image001 .jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@uga.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:56 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

WeighL E6anne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu"~ 

RE: Monday Lunch 

Good evening Dr. Stroman, Dr. Cooper, and Dr. Weight. It was a pleasure meeting with you all yesterday for lunch. I appreciate everyone taking time out of your schedules to 
meet with me. I hope you all have a great holiday break and spring semester. 

From: Cooper, Coyte [cgcooper@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, i0:41 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: ; Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: Re: Monday Lunch 

Great seeing you aJl as well! Have an outstanding holiday break! 

Co~e 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC - Chapel Hill 

CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) [ 919.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

On , at 3:31 t M, Stroman. Deborah L dstr%a2unc.edu wrote: 

Thanks again everyone for a super hmch! Have a great holiday break, 

d 

D~ Good, 

Debor’ah L, Stronmu, Ph,D, CLU 

En,gu~je,. ~pIore, Empower. 

919,843,0336 
<:imageOO2.]pg> 

"Nothing i~ the world b more dangerous than a sincere ~g~orance and c~nscie~ious stup~diw." 

Sent: Friday,                3:24 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Co~ 
Subject: RE: Monday Lunch 
Good afternoon Dr. Stroman, Dr. Weight, and Dr. Cooper. I hope you all are doing well. I will plan to meet you at i2:00pm on Monday, December 17, 20~2 at the 
Ci~ Kitchen res~urant in the Universi~ Mall. I look fo~ard to meeting with you then. I hope evewone has a great weekend. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:44 PM 
To: ; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Monday Lunch 

Hi All. Let’s meet on Monday at 12:00 p.m. at City Kitchen (University Mall next to Southern Season). 

Okay? 

d 

Deborah L. Stro~r~n~ Ph.D, CLU 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 

~#tW~M, eXS$. U he, ed u 

<imageOOB.jpg> 

~’NearIy all men can stand adversity, but if you v¢,an~ to tes~ a ~nan’s character, give h~a power?’ Abraham Lincoln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:04 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CSRI Speakers 

CSRI Conference Past Speakers and PmMists .docx; CSRI Conference Past Speakers and Panelists .docx 

The Universi~ of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

c: 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: " 

Subject: Re: CSRI Speakers 
Date:                11:23:39 AM EST 

To: "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> 

tti Dr. Stroman, 

ttere is a list of previons CSRI Speakers ti-om the 

send it to you ASAP ifI tind it. 

Thanks again for the speakers yesterday! 

@live.unc.edu> 

, and cont~rences. I cannot find the program bnt I will keep seaJcching and will 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel t 1ill 

c~ 

On at 5:01 PM, Strolnan, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi     . I think it would help with marketing and to document history to have a listing of previous CSRI (keynote and panel) speakers. 

Let me know if you or someone in your cohort can make that happen ~ ;) 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Lo Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

<imageOOI.jpg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William A. Keyes <wkeyes@i4rc.org> 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 6:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Con’tact 

Debby, 

Good to hear from you. Pleas pardon my delay in replying. I have been on the move since early Friday morning, when I drove down to Pinehurst for the weekend 

came back through Middleburg, VA on Sunday and left early Monday morning for New York. Heading back from NY now. 

My traveling is done for the year, so I will probably be free to talk whenever it is conveniem for you. rm around all of next week. When would you prefer for me to call 
you? 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On Dec 18, 2012, at2:43 t M Stroman Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Bill. Happy Holiday Season] Let me know your availability to chat over the next two weeks. Things have slowed down a bit for me as school is over. I 

have thought of you quite a bit the past three weeks as I have been engaged with two high-achieving students who have "hit the wall." I remember 

your passionate message of not forgetting those who seemingly have all the tools for success. ;) 

Thanks! 

debby 

Deborah Lo Sfcron,~a~, Ph.D, CLU 

315 Wooi~en 

919,843,033~ 

<imageOO1.jpg> 



From: @live.tmc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:22 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: EXSS 

Dear Doctor Stroman, 

My name is and I am a senior this year at UNC. I was told and of the understanding 
that EXSS could be taken in place of EXSS    as a choice of students entering UNC 
before fall . I learned this at the multiple course planning presentations given by EXSS faculty 
during classes. I am just contacting you in order to make sure that this is unchanged as the 
wording on the EXSS undergraduate site does not clearly describe this. 

Sincerely, 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:46 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: My Grade 

Hey Professor Stroman, 
I know it’s super late but I just realized T have practice tomorrow around the time you want to meet with me. TS there any chance we can reschedule the meeting? Please let 
me know! 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, 6:18 PM 
To; Mr 
Subject; RE: My Grade 

Hi      . Giad to hear that you are enjoying the book. Learning is about discovery~ There are always "two sides" (and sometirnes many morel) to issues. Our job is 

Lo explore, listen, read, and engage in healthy discussion~ Who knows? One day you may end up ~n the pkdpit[! ko~ 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah ~, Streman, 

9~19,84&0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

12:18 AM 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:29 AM 
To; Mr 
Cc; Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: RE: My Grade 

Hi       , I enjoyed our chat today. You are a special young man. Continue to inquire~ The human mind and body is just not that simple. ;) 

"Judge a man by his questions rather tha~ by Ns answers." Voltaire 

Attached find your ~XSS ~ss~gnments. Let me know ~f you have any questions. 

Dr’, S[roman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

93%843,0336 

From; 

Sent; Tuesday, 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: My Grade 
Okay! I have no practice tomorrow so when is a good time for you? 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

:1.1:45 PM 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 4:38 AlVl 
To; Mr 
Subject; Re: My Grade 

Hi . I ,et’s chat "tom(~rrow. I was di sturbed to see the finaJ caJ culalion as well. I will recheck the nnmbers. 

Note: I did not see your work for the Social Media assignments (Twitter, Wordt ress blog). 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Adrninistration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Larnbda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: < (O)live.unc,edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 11:23 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <.d_s_.t_r__o_ ._@_u__Qc_:_e_._d_ .u_> 
Subject: My Grade 

From; 

Sent; Tuesday, 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: My Grade 
Hey Professor Stroman, 
It’s late and I don’t expect you to reply now but I just wanted to let you know that Im really enjoying this book you gave me. I decided to read more then just chapter 8, very 
interesting! My assgniment you gave me to do will be done by    ! Thank you so much! See you Friday! 



Hello Professor Stroman, 
I was just wondering how did I earn a D+ in your class. Last time I checked I had a B- in your class~ How did it go from that to a D+ ? Did I do horrible on the exam? Please 

contact me back and let me know. This really hurts my gpa and Irn scared Im not going to be eligible to play the rest of the season. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 4:53 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: RE: My Grade 

Im truly sorry about today, so we started practice a little later then we was suppose to. Im just getting home 
from the gym! Did you get my assignment I sent you? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,                8:30 PM 

Subject: RE: My Grade 

Dr, Stroman 

:Do Good, 

:Deborah L. Stroman, P~.I:), CLU 

EnSa~Te, Exptore, Empow~r, 

93%843,0336 

Where are you? I am still here waiting~ ;( 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: 

Sent: Friday, I 8:4~ AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: My Grade 
Well after practice would be best. Im guessing 3pm is good? I will not be here Monday, I’ll be home for 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,                1:24 PM 

Subject: Re: My Grade 

Hi What time axe yon available today? I will check my schedule. I will also be available on Monday. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On , at 1:46 AM, ({~live.unc.e&]> wrote: 

Hey Professor Stroman, 
I know it’s super late but I just realized I have practice tomorrow around the time you want to meet with me. Is there any chance we can reschedule the 
meeting? Please let me know! 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [ . _d_ _s_ _t_ E _o_ _~_ _u_ _n_ _ _c_ =e_ _d_ _ _u_ ] 
Sent: Tuesday,                6:28 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: My Grade 

Glad to hear that you are enjoying the book. Learning is abou[ discovery. There are always "two sides" {and sometimes many rnore~) to 

~ssues. Our ~ob ~s to explore, ~sten, read, and engage ~n healthy discussion. Who knows? One day you may end up ~n the pulp~t!~ [.o~ 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

E)ebora~ L, St-tomato, Ph,D, CLU 

En,gqqe. Exp[ore, Empow~;m 

9~ 9.843.0336 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

12:18 AM 
From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: My Grade 
Hey Professor Stroman, 
Tt’s late and I don’t expect you to reply now but I just wanted to let you know that Im really enjoying this book you gave me. I decided to read more then just 
chapter 8, very interesting! My assgniment you gave me to do will be done by    :! Thank you so much! See you Fdday! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:29 AM 
To: 
Co: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: RE: My Grade 

Hi Dexter. I enioved our chat today. You are a special young man. Continue to inquire. The human mind and body is iust not that simple. 

"Judge a r~an by his questions rather than by his answers," Voltaire 
A~:tached find your EXSS as~;~gnments. Let me know if you have any questions, 

Dr, 

Do Good. 



Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:[9,843,0336 
<imageOOl~jpg> 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: My Grade 
Okay! T have no practice tomorrow so when is a good time for you? 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

11:45 PH 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [_d___s__t_r__o___@_u__[)_c__&c_l__u_] 
Sent." Wednesdav. 4:38 AN 
To: 
Subject: Re: IVly Grade 

Hi Let’s chat tomorrow. I was disturbed to see the final calculation as well. I will recheck the numbers. 

Note: I did not see your work for the Social Media assigmnents (Twitter/WordPress blog). 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department -_h__t__t~2_i__i__e__x__s__s__.__u_!)__c_:_e___d__u__/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Un,il reali,y is de[ined, progress is impossib{e." 

F ro m :, ~ J_Lv__.e_: ~_ n_ _c_ :_ _e_ . .d_ .u_ > 

Date: Tuesday, 11:23 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: My Grade 

Hello Professor Stroman, 
I was just wondering how did I earn a D+ in your class. Last time I checked 1 had a B- in your class. How did it go from that to a D+ ? Did I do horrible on the 
exam? Please contact me back and let me know. This really hurts my gpa and Im scared Im not going to be eligible to play the rest of the season. 



From: Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~; 

Sent: Friday, 5:06 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu"~ 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Attach: EXSS    FESA S Syllabus.pdf; EXSS S FESA Guidebook.doc.pdf 

Hi     . Merry Christmas season! Please give me a call immediately after Christmas so we can discuss the next steps for your work in EXSS    . Thanks. 

Read this syllabus and guidebook carefully and have your questions ready as we review the course. 

Dr. Stroman 

Explore, I~neja~je, Empower, 

v~,ex~,unc.edu ............................................. 

9~9,843~033~ 



From: @live.tmc.edtp 

Sent: Friday, 6:08 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: ttello! 

Attach: imageO01 .j pg 

Hi Dr. Stromm% 

Take a break! You deserve it. rm not by my computer right now bnt I believe I have abont 7- 8 at this moment. 

I will add Spiracle Media! 

Mer~y Christmas :) 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On at 5:33 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc~edu~ wrote: 

Hi     . I am sitting here cleaning up files in the office. ;( How is your CSBC list of possible speakers, projects, and trips going? ;) 

Please add Spiracle Media. I would like to have them speak to us. 

Have a blessed Christmas and holiday season. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Strorr~ Ph.D. CLU 
~ploreo Engage° Eropower, 

www, exssouncoedu 

Chapel Hi~l~ NC 27599 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

’¢qearI5, aJl :men can ~tm~.d adversitS,, b~t ~f 5,ot~ wm~.t to test a n~’s character, g~ve him ~ower" Abraham l.,~ncoh~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 10:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Advising Meeting 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
I hope you are having a nice I was ~vondering if we could meet sometime soon after we return to school to plan out which courses I should be taking now and my future in the 
EXSS department. Looking at the classes I have yet to take, and need to for graduation, for both of my majors is extremely over~vhelming I want to make sure I’m not in too deep with 
aspirations and should maybe consider an EXSS minor instead of major I will be back at school anytime after 
Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje¢~: 

Roy Flood < ~aol.com> 

Saturday, December 22, 2012 11:54 AIvl 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Martin Report - video 

Thanks and mer:9~ Christmas’. 

Roy Flood 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 22, 2012, at 11:43, "Stromm~, Deborah L" <dstro(i~unc.edu~~ wrote: 

From the "In Case You Missed It"file - 

http://www.wral.com/news!video/:l1897303/#/vid:11897303 

I am sure the articles and comments in Sunday’s N&O will be interesting. 

Merry Christmas and Happy Holiday Season! 

d 

<image002.jpg> 

~,ex~.unc,edu 

3%5 Wo~lle~ - CB #8700 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Artis, Teresa +~qYArtis~cbc- raleigh.com> 

Saturday, December 22, 2012 6:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cha~ge ofemail address 

Hi and Merry Christmas, 

Thank you for sending the link. It was good to watch since it gave fuller context to news reports. Please update my email address to 

get your m~-:~ssages. 

Thanks! 

Teresa 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, December 22, 2022 22:43 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Martin Report - video 

From the "In Case You Missed It" file - 

h_t__t_n_;l/__w____w__~_.__w__r__a__L._mo___n_£__n__e____w___sl~Ld___e__o_Z £ ~_~ 2 Z Eo__~ L#Z_vj__d__~_~ ~__n__7__~__o_~. 
I am sure the articles and comments in Sunday’s N&O will be interesting. 

Merry Christmas and Happy Holiday Season! 

d 

Deborah L, Strornan~ Ph<D, CLU 

E~lore, Engage, Empower, 

@rash.corn so I can still 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow-up ficom Brunch on 

Dr. Stroman, 

I would love to meet with you during the first week of classes. If you like, I can follow-up with you in early January to solidify a date and location, unless you already have one 
in mind. 

Our on-campus advisor is Ms. Lois Douglass from the Office of Scholarships & Student Aid. Our graduate advisor is Brother Courtney Fauntleroy from the Delta Zeta Sigma 
alumni chapter. 

Best, 

UNC- Chapel Hill 
Class of 
B.A. Global Studies 

@live,unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:34 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from Brunch on 

Hi         , Are you still in town? If not, let’s connect the first week of classes, if possible, 

Also, who i’.; the advisor ~or th~-:~ chapter? 

Tha~ks, 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

g’n,q~N~, gkplor’~, E’mpower, 

9:19,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 2:11 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Follow-up from Brunch on : 

Dr, ,5[:rornan, 

Please excuse the delayed response. Would you be available on next Wednesday, 

facilitate a meeting time during one of the exam reading days. 

Thank you, 

’, sometime after I pro? If this does not work, maybe we could 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [__m___ajJ___b__LCs__t£9__@__u__D__c_=e__d___u_] 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:08 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Follow-up from Brunch on 
Hi          Thanks so much for your follow up. I look forward to meeting with you. Let’s connect after Thanksgiving. I teach MWF at 9:00 a.m. My best days are Tuesdays and 

Wednesdays. Please send me a few dates and options for you. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__t~Li__i__e__x__s__s_:__u__n___c_=_e___d__u_./ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: ~J_[.v_ e__._u. _n_. _c_:. _e_ .d_ u_ > 

Date: Tuesday, 8:25 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Follow-up from Brunch on 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

My name is                and I had the pleasure of meeting you at the Sunday Brunch hosted by the UNC School of Journalism. We only spoke briefly but I do 

recall you mentioning that you are a member of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Incorporated. As your schedule permits, I would appreciate the opportunity to meet with 

you and converse further. Please let me know if this is a possibility. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Best, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 3:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS-AT 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I’m            a second semester freshman. I’m an EXSS Athletic Training major and I know that in order to apply for the Athletic Training program at UNC i need a 
considerable amount of observation hours. The only problem, I am unaware of how to go about commencing those hours. I was hoping you could point me in the right 
direction. 

Thank you for your help, 

Undergraduate University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:07 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS 

Ok Hope you Had a Great Christmas and i will call you on 

Thanks 

if thats good for you i leave to go to Fla on the 2nd but i will be sure to give you a call. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:05 PM 
To: 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi      Merry Christmas season! Please give me a call immediately after Christmas so we can discuss the next steps for your work in EXSS Thanks. 

Read this syllabus and guidebook carefully and have your questions ready as we review the course. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman, PhoDo CLU 
Explore. E~0a0eo 

:315 Wo~l~e~ - ~ #8700 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ker~ymm@faculUdiversity.org 

Friday, December 28, 2012 9:04 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

NCFDD Membership Discount ENDS TOMORROW 

Good Morning Deborah, 

I received so many questions after yesterday’s email inviting you to upgrade your NCFDD Membership! So I thought I would send a quick note to describe all the exciting 
benefits we will be offering in 2013. If you’ve ever thought about upgrading from a free to a paid ~N~C~F~D~D~!~n~d~j~v~[~d~a~M~e~m~b~r~s~h~[p~ doing so before tomorrow at midnight will give 
you access to all the amazing NEW opportunities we have planned for 2013 at a 25% discount. 

Here’s the link if you want to upgrade your membership: 

(Iogin, select the "Securely renew your membership now" link, and use promo code 3DAYD[SGOUNT) 

NEW BENEFITS [N 2013 

In addition to the great benefits we offered our members in 2012 (the N_o___n___d___a_g____~___o__t__i__v__a___t__o_[, monthly .t__r__a__l_n_j__n_g___w___o__[_k__&_h__o__p___s_., monthly g_g__e___s__t___e___x_R_e__r__t, workshops, and our 
professionally moderated monthly writing challenges), here’s what we have planned for 2013: 

FACILITATED LEARNING COMMUNITIES: Individual members will now have open access to our brand new facilitated learning communities (no registration fees, no 
extra tuition, it’s all included in your annual membership). These are multi-week courses, given by subject matter experts, on the topics of greatest need: 1) Howto 
Develop, Write and Submit Your Article in Nine Weeks, 2) How to Craft and Submit Your Book Proposal, 3) How to Succeed on the Academic Job Market, 4) How to 
Write a Winning Grant Proposal, 5) Howto Win Fellowships in the Humanities, and 6) Howto Become an Academic Entrepreneur. 

THE NCFDD CAREER CENTER: We have just opened the beta version of our new Career Center as a place where our individual members can seamh and post jobs, 
and where universities can find amazing job candidates. We’ll also be adding guest expert workshops on: 1) Writing Winning Cover Letters, 2) Preparing Application 
Materials, 3) How to Succeed on a Campus Visit, and 4) How to Negotiate an Academic Job Contract. 

A WHOLE NEW CROP OF GUEST EXPERT WORKSHOPS. By popular demand, we’ll be offering our core workshops each month as well as a new slate of guest 
~__x_R&r_L_vy_o__[__k_&h__9_~_~ during 2013! 

And just in case a deadline, a 25% discount, and enhanced offerings aren’t enough to entice you to become an NCFDD Individual Member, I’m also throwing in an 

i::.:::::~::.~:~: that is only available until Saturday at midni.qht: 

BONUS: Pay your annual membership in 12 installments. 

That’s right[ A year’s worth of our award-winning trainings, resources, guest experts, and community can be yours for $15 per month for graduate students and $30 per 
month for faculty. This bonus is designed especially for those of you whose college or university is in the process of considering an NCFDD Institutional Membership 
and you’ve been holding off from a paid membership until that decision is made. Go ahead and upgrade[ Just choose the installment plan and when your university 
becomes an Institutional Member, we’ll cancel the remaining installments. That way you won’t miss any of our resources while your college is makes a decision. The 
installment payment option expires on Saturday at midnight! 

Here’s the link so you can join the career=changing community that has helped graduate students, post-docs, and faculty members just like YOU to move from surviving to 
thriving in the Academy. 

http:flbitJy/YKaKnt 

Warmly, 

Kerry Ann Rockquemore 

President, National Center for Faculty Development & Diversity 

vcww.FacultyDiversity.org 

This emait was sent to ’dstro@unc.edu’ from National Center for Faculty Development & Diversity. 

tf you wish to stop receiving emafl from us, you can simply remove yourself by visiting: http./A~ww.facuttydiversity.org/members/EmailOptPreferences.aspx 
id=13689046&e=dstro@unc.edu&h=f33c3d4cfbf4ffeb675bOO8cdb8b597c2f09095c 



From: 
~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday. 9:20 AM 

To: Stroman~ Deborah L ~zdstro@unc.edu> 

Sub.jet’t: enrollment 

Hi! My name is 
and I am in need of being in an EXSS class      I would love to learn more about this kind of sports education because I have an interest in 

the business side of it too. Could I have permission to join your class for Connect Carolina? 

Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hi M~ria, 

Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 28, 2012 9:35 AM 

Maria DeGuzma~ < ~e~xthlink.net> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Jam. 2 at 5:30 PM with Taffye 

Thank you for your email I am slowly recovering from 
will work for me Let me know where you would like to meet. Thank you for organizing 

Best, 
ALH 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maria I)eGuzman [rnailto ~earthlink.n et] 
Sent: ~Ihursday, December 27, 2012 4:50 PM 
To: Hertel, Amy Locklear 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Jan. 2 at 5:30 PM with Tat’fye 

Hi, >hny, 

I hope you are feeling better. Let us know. 

Looks as if we have an appointment with Taf[~,e at 5:30 PM on Jan. 2 
Location to be decided 

Cheers, Maria 

I am looking forward to a new year! The date and time you have listed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 28, 2012 9:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Jan. 2 at 5:30 PM with Tafl},e 

Thanks for your calls. I am doing much better. Give me a call when you have time if you would like to talk. Happy New- Year! 

Best, 
ALH 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maria DeGuzman [rnailto: b~earthlink.net] 
Sent: Thursday, December 27, 2012 4:50 PM 
To: Hertel, ~vny Locklear 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sulziect: Jan. 2 at 5:30 PM with Taffye 

Hi, Amy, 

I hope you are feeling better. Let us know. 

Looks as if we have an appointment ~vith Taf~e at 5:30 PM on Jan. 2 
Location to be decided 

Cheers, Maria 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 28, 2012 9:50 AM 

Maria DeGuzma~ ~e~xthlink.net> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Jma. 2 at 5:30 PM with Taffye 

Good to know I ~vill look into it. Thank you! 

Best, 
ALH 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maria DeGuzman [rnailto 
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2012 9:49 AM 
To: Herte[, Amy Locklear 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Jan. 2 at 5:30 PM with Taffye 

@ealthlink.net] 

Hi Amy. 

Good to hear from you 

seeing you. 

Cheers, Maria 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 28, 2012, at 9:35 AM. "Hertel, Amy Locklear" <Amy Hertel@unc edu> wrote: 

> tli Maria, 
> 
> ’]"hank you ~2~r your email I am slowly recnvering from 
listed will work for me. Let me know where you would like to meet Thank you for organizing. 
> 

> Best, 
> AI.tt 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Maria DeOuzrnan [mailto:          ,~,eatthlirf~.net] 
> Sent: Thursday, December 27, 2012 4:50 PM 
> To: Hertcl, Amy Locklear 
> Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Jan. 2 at 5:30 PM with Taffye 
> 
> Hi Amy 
> 

> I hope you are feeling better. Let us know. 
> 

> Looks as if ~ve have an appointment with Taff)e at 5:30 PM on Jan. 2. 
> Location to be decided. 
> 

> Cheers, Maria 
> 

> 

Read about it on Internet and see what you think. Look forward to 

I am looking forward to a new year[ The date and time you have 



From: ~live.tmc 

Sent: Friday, 3:32 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L/-dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Quick Note 

Dr. Stroman, 

hope you had a great Christmas~. I was just ernailing to let you know that 
Ha-~e a great New Year and I will see you in a couple weeks! 

All the best, 

so if you try to contact me and I do not respond that is why 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturdw, 3:23 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RECR 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am an EXSS Sport Administration major and a Recreation Administration minor. In the most recent version of the undergraduate bulletin, it says that RECR    may also be 
used towards the six additional credits that must be earned in EXSS courses at the 200 level or above. 

I have already completed RECR    and I was wondering if it would count toward my major, as three of the six required hours over the 200 level (in addition to counting 
toward the minor). 1 provided a link to the webpage just to ensure that we are looking at the same version of the bulletin. 

Let me know, thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Entwisle, Barbara <~entwisle@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 31, 2012 8:34 AM 

Tresolini, Caxol P <carol tresolini@med.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~W: U.S. Stud~v Shows Unconscious Gender Bias in Academic Science 

I am not ~ure who is leading up the next ADVANCE application, if indeed anyone is, but thought that this might be of interest. 

I hope you’ve had a wonderful break. Happy New Year~ 

Barba ra 

F~m~ Schoenbach, V~ctor J 
Sent," Sunday, December 30, 2012 5:15 PM 
To= Clayton, Ta~e Benson; Sims Evans, Charle~a; Barker, Marco J; En~isle, Barbara; Rimer, Barbara K; @aol.com 
Co= Beale, S. Nae 
Subject; U.S. Study Shows Unconscious Gender Bias in Academic Science 

I believe that several months ago I sent several of you a link to a blog post about this study. I’ve now come across an email I meant to send with a news article from 

Science. The article itself is published in PNAS. 

Best wishes for 20~3, 

Vic 

go.unc.eduivjs/ 

"Last year, a team at Yale University asked 127 professors at six U.S. research universities to judge the merits of a recent college graduate who was hoping to 

become a lab manager before heading to graduate school. The participants were sent identical resumes, except that half were ostensibly from a female candidate 

and the other half from a male applicant. The participants--tenured or tenure-track faculty members in the departments of biology, chemistry, and physics--were 

significantly more likely to hire the man, pay him a higher salary, and see him as more worthy of mentoring. That bias was equally strong among female and male 

scientists, and did not vary by age, race, or discipline." 

More at... 

Jeffrey Mervis 

Science 28 September 2012: 

VoL 337no. 5102p. 1592 

http:[[www.sciencemag.org[content/337[6iO2[:159Zful~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Wednesday, Janua~ 2, 2013 9:32 AM 

Hertel, Amy Locklear <Amy ttertel@unc.edu>; Maria DeGuzmaJ~ 

Meeting Agenda 

@earthlink.net>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Amy and Maria. I think we should review our consensus platform from our first meeting and then give her direct feedback as to how her unit is being perceived 

on campus. Amy, I will give you a call later to share the update. Let’s remain hopeful that she is receptive to our offer to assist in any way possible. 

My notes from the POC ("People of Color") Collaboration: 

:l. BOG Strategic Directions Committee - DMA position? (We collaborated on the letter supporting Sen. Kinnaird’s position.) 

2. DMA Incentive Fund- No longer available? 

3. Silent Sam- DMA position? 

4. Minority Males Retention Crisis - strategy and current actions? Timetable? (areas of need: social, curriculum, professional development, support system, 

tutoring, mental health, etc.) 

5. DMA Diversity Report -status? 

We need DMA to be "urgent" in nature and to reflect the crisis nature of UNC. Overall, we represent employees who are very concerned with the lack of 

communication (written or oral). There is an appearance of "admiring the problem." ;) We want to assist you and need increased communication and a real 

partnership. 

We also agreed to look into having our own POC Speaker Series. 

Did I miss anything? I am available to do a 3-way chat now until :12:00 p.m. 

d 

Debora~ L, ~troman~ P|~,D, CLU 

v~v~v,exss, unc,ed u ............................................. 
3~5 Woollen - CB #8700 

9~9,843~033~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clayton, Tat~’e Benson <taffye@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 3, 2013 7:29 PM 

Stroraan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hertel, Amy Locklear <Aray Hertel@tmc.edu>; Ma~a DeGuzman 

RE: Chat 

~earthlink.net> 

Thanks to each one of you also. Looking forward to working together. 

Best, 

Taffye 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 20:t3 11:30 AM 
To: Clayton, Taffye Benson 
Co: Hertel, Amy Locklear; Maria DeGuzman 
Subject: Chat 

Thanks again for the opportunity to chat last night. We enjoyed the fellowship and important dialogue. We look forward to meeting with you during the semester 

as an advisory group and your attendance at our scheduled events and/or meetings. 

We welcome this open exchange and partnership to make UNC-Chapel Hill a healthier and warmer environment for all. 

Regards, 

Amy, Debby, and Maria 

Deborah L, Stroraan, Ph,D. CLU 
E Iore. En a e, Era ower, 

::~:: Christmas Kitt,! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Belton ~ @msn.com> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 11:39 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Scholarships for Economically Disadvantaged Students 

Da vid 

Subject: Scholarships for Economically Disadvantaged Students 

From:       @ymail.com 

Date: Fri, 4 Jan 2013 06:02:19 -0500 

To: ca rlenia.ivory@ cms.k12.nc.us 

Hello. 

Please review this and pass it on so that we can provide these scholarships. 

Thankyou. 

Barry 

LSAT Preparatory ClassScholarship ForEconomically Disadvantaged Students:http:Hwww,indiegogo.com/lawschoolprepplus? 

key=9678alSa02082a7c19cd53bdedS0225b85a4fff2 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 8:01 PM 

Subject: 
Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: NASSM Job Summary for 

]~ssociate Pro~:essor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolh~a 

309 WooHer~ GVn~ 

CB 8605 

Chspel H~H, NC 27519 
Phone: 919.962.~17g 

Ema~: sportlaw@unc.edu 

E~m= bu~@teamworkonline.com [mailto:bu~@teamworkonline.com] 
SeBt= Friday, 3anua~ 04, 2053 5:28 PN 
To= bu~@teamworkonline.com 
Subject= NASSN 3ob Summa~ for 01/04/20~3 

Featured Jobs: 

Happy New Year! I wanted to make sure you were aware of the National Sales Center, a very 
successful sales trainee program mn by the MLS. ’]’his is a great chance for your students to learn 
from some of the best trainers in the industry with the opportunity to be placed with an MLS dub. 
The January 2013 session will only be taking new applicants for a few more days. Send them to the 
[ink below to apply now! 

Sales Trainee (Session XI) - MLS Natioual Sales Ceuter (Blaiue, 

http:L’mls.teamwod~online.comJteamwork~r.cfm?i 49432 

Title: Account Executive - Auburn IMG College Sports Marketing (Auburn, AL) 
URL: http ://imgworld.~earnworkoulme com,~eamwodc, t cfm?i 5101g 

Title: SPONSORSHg) COORDINATOR, CORPORATE SALES - Frout Row Marketing Sorvices 
(Portland, 2,fig) 

Title: Account Executive - IMG Learfield Ticket Solutions - University of Texas at San Antonio (San 
Antonio, TX) 
URL: -~--~-~2/~-~g2-~-~--r-~!~d-~-t-~t1-E-~w--:9---r--k--?~!j-t~-c--~-~-~-~t1-1T-~-~:):~Z~2~! 

Title: MARKETING AND SALES COORDINATOR - Primetime Sports & Entertainment (Los 
Angeles, Ca) 
L~L: .t_~__t_t~ :_/_&i:~_e__e_~,__c._t_~__ti?__b__s_:_t__e_~_~_~_,_( ~Z~!~Z~ ~:~Zr~ ~ ~ m~5:~r,~:~L_~_!_~ 2 

The following jobs were posted in the last 7 days by clients licensing TeamWork Online as their 

recruiting sollware: 

Acc~m~i~g a~d I,’inanc~ 

gYe~ Munagemea~: 



Title: Accounts Payable A~h~dIfishator - NASCAR (Daytona Beach, FL) 

Title: Se~fior Accountant- CNcago Cubs (CNcago, IL) 

Title: Accounts Payable Analyst- Honston As~os Baseba]l Club (Honston, TX) 

URL: 

Title: AGM / DIRECTOR OF MARKETING - Cross Insurance Center (Bangor, ME) 

Title: Adminis~afive Assistant - Legends (Bloomtield, N J) 

Title: Part-Time Receptionist ~ Union Station Lobby - Honston Astros Basebal] C]ub (Houston, TX) 

URL: };t!~: ,’b a::e b ai~ obs cl~r:?~::51024 

Title: Admi~fis~afive Assistant, Competitive Tennis - USTA (~1fite Plains, NY) 

URL: 

Title: GenerN Manager- Arkansas IMG College Spots Marketing (Faye~eville, WA) 

Title: Adminis~afive Assistant - UNversity of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) 

Title: Execulive Assistant, Community AftSirs - C}~cago Cubs (C}~cago, IL) 

Title: News Production Assistant - NASCAR MeNa Group (Charlo~e, NC) 

URL: bu?: ’nascar ~,amwerk(~n~h~e.cem’:ean;werk x.e~i~;?;::5 [ bd 

Title: Co~orate CommuNcafions Manager - Minnesota Timberwolves and Lynx (Mi~meapolis, MN) 

URL: k tq?: ’,’rib tie tn~cbs ieam,orlc.::,nlinec,:.n~,ieam ,orlc,’r ,:~}n ?i:::5 i 032 

Title: In-Arena Host- C]eveland Gladiators (Cleve]and, OH) 

Title: CommuNty Relations Assistant- New HampsNre Fisher Cats (Manchester, NH) 

Title: Olympic Education Program Lead - US Anti-Doping Agency (COLO~DO SPRINGS, CO) 

Title: Olympic Education Coordinator- US Anti-Doping Agency (Colorado Springs, CO) 

Title: Max Pack - Manchester Monarchs (Manchester, NH) 

Title: Public Relations Manager- Bellator MMA (Newport Beach, CA) 

Title: Coaching CeNficafion Coordinator- USA Triattflon (Colorado Springs, CO) 

Title: Special Events Coordinator - Joliet Slammers Pro~ssionN BasebN1 Club (Joliet, IL) 

Facl~ty Ope~at~o~s,~ve~t St~ff Jobs 

Title: Se~onal-Access Coorr~nator- Cincinnati Reds (Cincinnati, O~) 

Title: Stadimn Operations Laborer- Sacramento River Cats Baseball Club, LLC (West Sacramento, CA) 

Title: Se~onN-Fan Zone Fun Team - Cinci~mafi Reds (Cincinnati, OH) 

Title: Director Event Operations and Fan Experience - Kansas City RoyNs (Kansas Cil~, MO) 

Title: Se~onN-Elevator Operator - Cinci~mafi Reds (Cincinnati, OH) 

Title: Seasonal Guest Relations Representative - Cinci~mafi Reds (Cinci~mafi, OH) 

Title: Operations Mmtager - Calder Casino & Race Cm~se (Miami Gardens, FL) 

Title: Part-Time: Guest Services - Houston Ashos BasebN1 Club (Houston, TX) 

Title: Football Afltletic TrNner - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 



Title: Guest Attendant- Portland Timbers (Portland, OR) 

URL: ,’utq~:,’ind~ le rnwc;-k,,n]i~te~on¢le~1nwori~i~n’i:=5~~999 

Title: Seasonal Event Staff- Cincinnati Reds (Cincinnati, OH) 

Title: SeasonN Ticket Taker - Cincilmafi Reds (Cincilmafi, OH) 

Title: SeasonN Reds Sec~Nty- Cincirmafi Reds (Cincinnati, OH) 

Title: Seasonal Seating Usher- Cincinnati Reds (Cincinnati Reds, OH) 

Title: SeasonN Stfite Amb~sador- Cincilmafi Reds (Cincilmafi Reds, OH) 

~ood a~"~d Bevelage Jobs 

Title: 
FOOD VENDOR - Mil~ankee Spo~tservice al Miller Pa~k (Milwaukee, WI) 

Title: 
INSEAT WAITSTAFF - Milwaukee Spmlse~ice al Miller Park (Milwaukee, WI) 

URL: 

Title: 
DISHWASHER - Milwaukee Sportselwice at Miller Park (Mil~vaukee, WI) 

URL: 

Title: 
INSEAT PANTRY COOK/WORKER - Mil~vaukee Sportservice at Miller Pmk (Mil~vmlkee, WI) 

URL: 

Title: BARTENDER - HOMEPLATE BAR/CLUB PORTABLES - Mihvankee Sportse~wice at Miller Park 

(Milwaukee, WI) 

URL: 

Title: 
SUITES RDNNER - Mil~vankee Sportselwice at Miller Park (Mil~vmtkee, WI) 

URL: 

Title: 
DESSERT CART ATTENDANT - Mil~vmdcee Sportservice at Miller Park (Mil~vankee, WI) 

URL: 

Title: 
COMMISSARY ASSOCIATE - Mil~vankee Sportservice at Miller Park (Mil~vaukee, WI) 

Title: 
HOST - NYCE CLUB - Mil~vaukee Sportse~wice at Miller Park (Mi]~vm~kee, WI) 

URL: 

Title: 
BUS PERSON - Mi]~vm~kee Sportse~ice at Miller Pmk (Mil~va~tkee, WI) 

Title: 
SERVER-BARTENDER - GEHL CLUB - Milwaukee Sportsetwice at Miller Park (Mil~vaukee, WI) 

URL: 



Title: 
SERVER - N YCE CLUB - MiRvalikee Spol~selwice at Miller Pmk (Milwaukee, WI) 

Title: 
BARTENDER - NYCE CLUB - Milwatlkee Sportservice at Miller Park (MiRvaukee, WI) 

URL: 

Title: 
COOK- NYCE CLUB, SUITES, CATERING - MiRvaukee Sportservice at Miller Park (Milwaukee, WI) 

Title: CLUB CONCESS ION STAND ATTENDANT - Milwaukee Spo~tservice a1 Miller Park (Milwaukee, 

WI) 

URL: 

Title: 
INSEAT RUNNER - Milwaukee Sportservice at Miller Park (Milwaukee, WI) 

URL: 

Title: 
SUITE SUPERVISOR - Milwaukee Sportse~wice at Miller Pmk (Milwmflcee, WI) 

URL: 

Title: 
BEER VENDOR - Milwaukee Sportselndce at Miller Park (Milwaukee, WI) 

URL: 

Title: 
CONCESSION STAND ATTENDANT - Milwaukee Sportseladce at Miller Park (Milwaukee, WI) 

URL: 

Title: 
PORTER-DAY CREW - Milwaukee Sportseiwice at Miller Park (Milwmtkee, WI) 

URL: 

Title: 
WAREItOUSE PORTER-EVENT CREW - Milwaukee Sportsel~dce at Miller Park (Milwaukee, WI) 

Title: 
CATERING ATTENDANT - MiRvankee Sportservice at Miller Park (MiRvankee, WI) 

URL: 

Title: FOOD RUNNERS / BUSSERS - SPORTSERVICE at RANGERS BALLPARK IN ARLINGTON 

(ARLINGTON, TX) 

Title: 
Concessions Mm~ager - Rexall Place (Edmonton, AB) 

URL: 

Title: 
In-Seat Food/Beer Vendor (2013 Season) - Indians SportserviceiCleveland Indians (Cleveland, OH) 

Title: 
Baker/Pastry Position (2013 Season) - Indians Spoi~selvice/Cleveland Indians (Cleveland, OH) 

URL: 

Title: 
Part-time Concessions Cook - Ca~olina Humcm~es (Raleigh, NC) 

Title: 
Part-6me Concessions Stand Leader - Ca~olina Hurricanes (Raleigh, NC) 

URL: 
htq~:i,’ho~ ke~i.:4x n}~] ao~u/le rnwcri,’r ~ i~n ’i:::5i029 

Title: 
CONCESSIONS CASHIER- Legends - York Revolu~on (York, PA) 

Title: 
CONCESSIONS STAND SUPERVISOR!MANAGER - Legends - York Revolution (York, PA) 

URL: 

Title: 
COOK/GRILL COOK - Legends - York Revolution (York, PA) 

URL: 

Title: EXPERIENCED ~rAITSTAFF / SERVERS - SPORTSERVICE at RANGERS BALLPARK IN 



ARLINGTON (ARLINGTON, TX) 

Title: 
EXPERIENCED COOKS - Sportse~:ice at Rangers Ballpark in Arlington (Arlington, TX) 

URL: 

Title: 
DISHWASHERS - SPORTSERVICE at RANGERS BALLPARK IN ARLINGTON (ARLINGTON, TX) 

Title: 
BARTENDERS - SPORTSERVICE at RANGERS BALLPARK IN ARLINGTON (ARLINGTON, TX) 

URL: 

Title: 
EXECUTIVE CHEF - Clovis Civic Center (Clovis, NM) 

Title: H~ Resomces Assistm~l - Columbus Blue Jackets (Columbus, OH) 

URL: ht~p:,’i}~,<c]e~+~cbsn~on~Meamwor]zr ,:Jm;i::~1055 

Title: HR Assistant- USTA (FlusNng, NY) 

URL: };l!~J://us~,@jobs.team,~orko~l:n~:com/zea;~?work/;.olb~?J 51020 

Title: StaNng Recr~ter: Facility Operations Recruiter - Team US Open, USTA (NusNng, NY) 

Title: 
IMG Academy Summer ANletic Trm~dng Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

Title: 
IMG Academy S~mimer Business, Sports Management Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

Title: 
IMG Academy Summer Leadership Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

Title: 
IMG Academy Summer Mental Conditioning Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

Title: 

URL: 

IMG Academy Summer Nutrition Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

Title: 
IMG Academy Snmmer Football Video Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

Title: 

URL: 

IMG Academy Summer Football Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

Title: 
IMG Academy Summer Footbal] Operations Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

Title: 

URL: 

IMG Academy Summer Physical ConditJo~ting Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

Title: 
IMG Academy S~m/mer Basketball Operations Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

Title: 
Clubhouse Manager - Gateway GrizNies (Sauget, IL) 

Title: 
IMG Academy S mnmer Maiketing and Social Media Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

Title: 
IMG Academy Summer OubeacIWSales Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 



Title: 
IMG Academy Summer IGNITE 360 Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

Title: 
IMG Academy Summer Sponsorship Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

Title: 
IMG Academy Slimmer Event’s Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

Title: 
IMG Academy Slimmer Soccer Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

Title: 
Ticket Sales Department Internship - F~dsco RoughRiders (F~dsco, TX) 

Title: Stammer Ticket Sales, Smwice & Operations Internship - The Aspire Group Inc & LA Tech Athletics 

(Ruston, LAd 

[JR[,: 

Title: 
2013 Spring Intern-Social Media - Major keague Soccer (Ne~v York, NY) 

URL: 

Title: 

URL: 

Spring Intern -Pacilities and Office Sm~ices - Major League Soccer (Ne~v York, NY) 

Title: 
Spring Intern-Consumer Products - Major League Soccer/Soccer United Mmkehng (Nmv York, N Y) 

URL: 
~_.._~j2:iimi:~ zea,~worb,nlv.:~:.<on~/teamwer~ir dhP’i 51u-l.7 

Title: 
IMG Academy Summer Marketing Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

URL: 
[D’_’:_ ~ £_/_]_,_’it g wor] d team work c;~]ine ,: <.nP’tesm wor]:/r ,: iin ?i=5 i 03 F 

Title: 
Reds Commmfity Fm~d Events Intern - Cincinnati Reds (Cincinnati, OH) 

URL: 

Title: 

URL: 

Mmkefing Internship Spring/Summer 2013 - Camden Rivershmks (Camden, N J) 

Title: C~-aphics - Production Artist Intern - STADIUM MANAGEMENT COMPANY, LLC/DENVER 

BRONCOS (Denver, CO) 

URL: i;t~> :.’i.::,ci baiii.::,bs le~mwcrk,,n]i~te com.’le mwcrk.’~ cih~ ’J:::510 i ~ 

Title: 

URL: 

Reds Commtmity Ftmd Outreach Intern - Cincirmati Reds (Cincmnah, OH) 

Title: 
Reds Commmlity Fmld Game Day Staff- Cincinnati Reds (Cincilmati, OH) 

Title: 

URL: 

Ticket Sales Internship - S]mm~er 2013 - River City Rascals (O’Fallon, MO) 

Title: 
Mascot & Community Intern - Omaha Store] Chasers (Omaha, NEd 

Title: 

URL: 

Media Relations/Marketing Internship - Stockton Ports (Stockton, CA) 

Title: 
Graphic Design Internship - Stockton Ports Baseball Team (Stockton, CA) 

Title: 
H]mmn Resources Internship - Spring 2013 - TD Garden/Boston Brains (Boston, MAd 

URL: 



Title: 
Entertaii~ment Intern (Gamedays) - Lansing Lugnuls (Lansing, MI) 

URL: 

Title: 
Commmfily Responsibility Intern - Spurs Sports & Entertainment (San Antonio, TX) 

Title: 
Inside Sales Internship - Springfiald Falcons (Spxingfiald, MA) 

URL: 

Title: 
HospitaliE~/Food Se~Mce Internship - West Virginia Power (Charleston, WV) 

Title: 
Video Production Inteniship - New York Islanders Hockey Club (Uniondale, NY) 

[JR[,: 

Title: 
Game Operations Internship - Ne~v York Islanders Hockey Club (Uniondale, NY) 

Title: 

URL: 

Customer Se~Mce Internship - Ne~v York Islanders Hockey Club (Uniondale, NY) 

Title: 
IMG Academy Summer Ghost Se~-~ices Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

URL: 

Title: 
IMG Academy Summer Lacrosse Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

Title: 
IMG Academy Smnmer Baseball Sports Management Intent - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

URL: 

Title: 

URL: 

Starbum Operations Internship: Spring - Summer 2013 - Asheville Toutists Baseball (Asheville, NC) 

Title: Promotions and Comnmnity Relations Internship: Spring-Smmner 2013 - Asheville Toutists Baseball 

Clnb (Asheville, NC) 

URL: 
i:~i,: ;,s o.:. ~ha ~i nlj ale a~.:.e tea~uwo~l,:oMinec,,mtea~uwo~l,:/rcJ’;~;~i=~09S9 

Title: 

URL: 

Box Ofl~ce Intemslfip: Sp~ing-Snmmer 2013 - Asheville Tomists Baseball Club (Asheville, NC) 

Title: 
General Internship - West Virgirda Power (Charleston, WV) 

Title: 
IMG Academy Summer Temfis Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

Title: 
2013 Multimedia and Video Prodnction Internstdp - D.C. United (Washington, DC) 

URL: 

Title: 
IMG Academy S~mm~er Campus Life Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

Title: 
Stadi~m~ Operations Assistant (Intemstfip) - Bowie Baysox (Bowie, MD) 

Title: 

URL: 

Stadi~m~ Operations Internship - Normal CornBelters (Normal, IL) 

Title: 
Sales and Marketing Intern - The Bmalays/PGA TOUR (Jersey CiE4 N J) 

[JR[,: 

Title: 
Promotions and Merchandise Intern - Lancaster JetHawks Professional Baseball (Lancaster, CA) 



Title: 
Guest Setzdces Intern - Levy Restaurmlts at the Amway Center (Orlmldo, FL) 

Title: 
IMG Academy Slmuner Public Relations Intern - IMG Academy (Bradenton, FL) 

URL: 

Title: RETAIL INTERNSHIP DNC SPORTSERVICE TARGET FIELD - MINNESOTA SPORTSERVICE 

TARGET FIELD (MINNEAPOLIS, MN) 

Title: 
Internship - Basketball Analytics - Cleveland Cavaliers (Independence, OH) 

URL: 

Title: Daytona International Speedway Teammate Networking Event (Febmmy 16, 2013) - Presented by 

TeamWork Online (Da~ona Beach, FL) 

URL: 

Title: 

URL: 

New Orleans Hornets Teammate Networking Event (February 6, 2013) - Presented by TeamWork 

OiJine (New Orleans, LA) 

Title: Minneso ta Timbep,volves and Lymx Internship & Career Fair - Minnesota Timberwolves!Lynx 

(Mim~eapolis, MN) 

URL: 

~/tar ketils{~ Jobs 

Title: Motion Graphics Designer - Toyota Center/Houston Rockets (Houston, TX) 

URL: }~lJp:/mbstesmjob ~e m~,,,~l.oniJse ccm/~e n~,,,~l./r cfiu?i=Si O39 

Title: PA Annom~cer - Cleveland GlaNNors (Cleveland, OH) 

Title: MARKETING AND SALES COORDINATOR- Primefime Sports & Entertainment (Los Angeles, 

Title: Marketing Communications Coordinator - USA Field Hockey (Colorado Springs, Co) 

Title: Marketing Coordinator - ChJcagoland Speedway / Route 66 Raceway (Joliet, IL) 

Playe~ Operation, s Jobs 

Title: Minor League Clubhouse Manager - (Locations: Reno, Mobile, Visalia, m~d South Bend) - Arizona 

Diamondbacks (Phoenix, AZ) 

URL: 
}~tio:,’ib eballi.:4x te ~mv, .x konib~e c.)m,’tea;n worb; ,: f}r~ ’i ::5n971 

Title: 
Executive Director/Youth Development OfIicer - Boise, ID - Rugby Idaho (Boise, ID) 

Title: 
Out~dder - Calder Casino & Race Course (Miami Gardens, FL) 

URL: 
}?tis:’,’c}mrchiildc ,;~sJ;~cc;].,,ssied teamwod,:o;fline c,,m,tea;nwor]:,r,xf};~?i::5091S 

Title: 
YouJh Rugby Development OfIicer - West Jordan, UT - Utah YouJh Rugby (West Jordan, UT) 

Title: 
Clubhouse Manager - Noimal CornBelters (Nom~al, IL) 



RETAIl. WAREHOUSE ASSOCIATES - DNC SPORTSERVICE - Rangers Ballpmk in Arlington 

(Arlington, TX) 

Title: 

URL: 

Title: 

URL: 

Title: 

URL: 

Title: 

URL: 

Title: 

Game Day Progrmn Vendor - Senators Sports & Entertainment (Otta~va, ON) 

Partner Services Coordinator - IMG Academy (Canollton, TX) 

htqu ,hug~,,ri.l t~.am~,,~konl~e c~.m/tean~ori /r.~:~iu~i 51040 

Retail Staff- Customer Se~x-ice, Cashiers and Wmehouse - America’s Cup (San Francisco, CA) 

RETAIL CASHIER - MINNESOTA SPORTSERVICE AT TARGET FIELD (MINNEAPOLIS, MN) 

Title: DIRECTOR OF CORPO~TE SALES - Front Row Marketing Services (Portland, ME) 

Title: CNcago Sky ClieN Se~wices Coordinator- Chicago Sk~ (Chicago, IL) 

Title: Account Executive - Aubm~t IMG College Spm~s Markefi~q (Aub~mg AL) 

Tit~e: Corporate Se~wices Coordinator - Senators Sports & Entertainment (KanNa, ON) 

Title: Acco~mt Executive - Xavier Sports Prope~ies (Cincinnati, OH) 

URL: 

Title: 
SPONSORSHIP COORDINATOR, CORPORATE SALES - Front Rosy Marketing Services (Portland, 

ME) 

Title: Acco~mt Representative - Charlo~e Stone Crabs{ (2012063) - Chmlo~e Stone Crabs (Port Charlo~e, 

FL) 

Title: A/V MANAGER- Tsongas Center N Ne U~fiversity of Massachuse~s-Lowell (Lowell, MA) 

Title: SYSTEMS ENGINEER- Paciolan (h~ine, CA) 

Tit~e: Se~ice Desk Technician (Part-time) - CNcago Cubs (Chicago, IL) 

Title: CRM Bus~ess ~Nyst - SNes Sb-ategy & Operations - IMG College (Winston-SNem, NC) 

URL: bl~:/iimqworld tea~uwo~konl~ne (~,,mz ~amwodczk 

T~cket O#erat~o~s Jobs 

Title: Ticket Opera~ons Coordinalor- ~bany Devils (~bany, NY) 

.~lgels BasebNI - Part-Time Ticket Seller - Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim (.~laheinl, CA) 

URL: 

Title: 
Club Concierge Assistant (Part Tinle) - Portland Trail Blazers (Portland, OR) 

URL: 
htq~:/ blazer tea~u wo~ ko~din e <,.:~m,’tea~u wo~k,’r <~J’;~ ~i::~ 1075 

Title: 
Part-time Inside Sales Representative (2013 Bay to Breakers Project Focus) - AEG (Los Angeles, CA) 

Title: 
Sales Associate - Nashville Predatms (Nashville, TN) 

URL: 

Title: Ticket Sales Consultant - University of Alabania at Bimdngham (UAB) Athletics- The Aspire Group 

(Birmingham, AL) 

URL: 

Title: 
Preminm Concierge Part Time/Event Staff- Mianfi HEAT (Miami, FL) 

URL: 



Title: Ticket Sales Account Executive - Full Tinle & Part Ttine Available - San Francisco Bulls Hockey (Daly 

City, CA) 

URL: 

Title: 
2013 Gameday VIP Concierge - San Jose Earthquakes (Santa Clara, CA) 

URL: 

Title: 
Ticket Sales Consultant - The Aspire Group - Western Michigan Athletics (Kalamazoo, MI) 

URL: 

Title: Account ExecuJive - IMG Learfield Ticket Solutions - Uldversity of Texas at San Antoldo (San 

Antonio, TX) 

URL: 

Title: 
Group Sales Accomlt Manager - Brooklyn Nets (Brooklyn, NY) 

httpil~b~te~miobs tem~,,orkonli~,,:.,:,,m/tem~,,ork,’r,:fi~il 510g:, 

Title: 
Fever Sales and Service Cons~fltant - Indiana Fever (Indianapolis, In) 

URL: 

Title: 
New Business Development Executive - New Orlemls t!oi~lets (New Orleans, LA) 

Title: 
Ticket Sales Associate - Charlotte Hounds (Chm-lotte, NC) 

Title: 
Toledo Walleye/Toledo Mud Hens Guest Relations - Toledo Walleye/Toledo Mnd Hens (~f’oledo, OH) 

URL: 

Title: .NET Developer / Programmer Analyst- Mimni HEAT (Miami, FL) 





If you wish to be removed from this mailing, please contact me at the email address below. 

Buf~ Filippell 
TeamWork Online 
22550 McCauley Road 
Shaker Heights, OH 44122 
o) 216.360.1790 
f) 216.2929265 

The infom~ation transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential 

and/or privileged materiah Any review, transmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking any action in reliance upon, this 

infm~rnafion by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If yon received this in error, please contact the 

sender and delete the material from any computer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive.tmc.edtr-- 

Friday, 8:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Exec Board Meeting 

Glad to hear that he is better! I will include him in the email. 

Thanks and let me know if you need anything else! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 4, 2013, at 7:04 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> ~vrote: 

> He is doing much better. I don’t want to put an?’ extra stress on him though. Let’s keep him on the emails, but I want to continue to run the leadership of CSBC through you, 

Thanks ! 

Do Good 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage Explore Empower. 

919.8430336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~ " 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday 7:02 PM 
To: Stroman, t)eborah l, 
SubJect: Re: Exec Board Meeting 

Great[ Will do[ Is back in the m~x yet7 

Sent from my ;Phone 

On , at 6:30 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Okay Send a note to the board. We can work on the agenda next week. Thanks[ 
>> 

>> Woollen 310 - 4:00 - 5:00 p.m. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Do (3 ood. 
>> 

>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> "Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: 
>> Sent: Friday, 6:30 PM 
>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>> Subject: Re: Exec Board Meeting 
>> 

>> Indeed they do[ Jan. 14 at 4pm sounds great! 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On at 6:27 PM, "Stroraan, Deborah L" <dstro@tmc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Welcome back[ I was going to set a meeting so GMTA at work here[ 

>>> Monday, 4:00 pm. - 5:00 p.m. ? 

>>> Do Good 
>>> 

>>> Deborah L. Stroman, PhD. CLU 
>>> Engage. Explore Empower. 
>>> 

>>> 919.843.0336 
>>> 

>>> "Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity" 



>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> Sent: Friday, 5:22 PM 
>>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>>> SubJect: Exec Board Meeting 

>>> Dr. Stroman, 

>>> Should we set up an exec board meeting in the first couple weeks of the semester in order to discuss our plans and goals for the upcoming semester? V~’nat day/time would be best for 
you? 

>>> I hope you had a great holiday- and I’m looking forward to seeing you back at school[ 

>>> All the best, 

>>> Sent from ray iPhone 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday,              8:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Enrollment in EXSS 

I will be out of the office Thursday through Monday. I will have limited access to email, but will respond as soon as possible upon my return. 

For urgent matters that need immediate attention, please contact me on my cell, 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Dear Professor Stroman, 
My name is and I am very interested in your first year seminar on Entrepreneurship in the Sports Industry. Unfortunately, it said it was closed from the very first 
day I went to register. I was wondering if there was anyway that I could possibly get in your class. Please let me know. Thanks. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:26 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edw~; 

@live.unc.edtr~; ~live.unc.edtr~; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edtr~; 

@live.unc.edu:>; ~live.unc.edt~-; 

~)live.unc.edu>; ,~!live.unc.edu>; 

Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Exec Board Meeting - Monday, 

@live.unc.edu-~; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu-~: 

(@ive.unc.edtc,; 

@live.unc.edtc, 

ttey CSBC Leadership Team, 

I hope you all had a wonderful holiday break and a hapw New Year! It’s about that time to start gearing up and planning ahead for the semester. 

We are going to have an Exec Board meeting on ~’~(;~~d~}2~          ~k~ ~Ji)~c)~Kg 3 ~(,~. The meeting will last ti~m 4:00pro to S:00pm and we 

will be discussing plans for the spring semester such as speakers, club trips, and a possible fundraiser. Please come ready with ideas and suggestions! 

If you have any question~concems or will not be able to attend the meeting, please contact me by email or phone t ). Enjoy your last couple days of 

break a~d I look forward m seeing you a]l next week’. 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 10:49 PM 

me.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
RE: EXSS 

Soil,~, but I added 20 seats at the end of registration. I will not be adding any more. As a first year, you are not behind though. Come 
see me or Dr Stroman and we can chat about the major. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: EXSS 

4:14 PM 
~;me.com] 

tlello Ms. Salyer, 
My name is ~ and I am a at UNC. I have a strong feeling that I want to be a EXSS major, but I 

was hoping to take EXSS    to ekplore the major before I signed up. My advisor said that if I emailed you and went on the first day, 
you might add me to the class even though it is full. I would really appreciate that and would love to really understand EXSS before 
committing to it! Do you think that I could join the class? Please let me kno;~, if you need anything t¥om me! 



From: 

Sent: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday,              10:53 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

I believe the class is full. You could try to go the first day, but unless you are graduating in May, you probably witl not get in. 

Have you spoken with me or Dr, Strorn~,n this fall’?? Are VoL~ on our ~istserv? Why not come by and talk with either of us--once classes start. 

Sent: Friday, 10:49 AN 

To; Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: EXSS 
Dear Ns.Salyer, 

Ny name is and I have ~lked ~ you previously because I 
I am a and I am t~ing ~ get into EXSS    this 

ne~ semester and I am having a hard time. I have emai~ed Barne~ Frank about geeing into his class, but I have received no response. I am just not sure about what to do 

because I really need to get in~ that class. I was wondering if you have any advice on what to do? 

Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Campbell, La~ <lecaml~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, JanuaD, 5, 2013 7:25 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Seeking Your Advice on Education Approp 

image001 .jpg; image001 .jpg 

Sounds great. We can meet based on your schedule. 

Sent Iicom my Samsung EpicTM 4G 

"Stroman, Deborah U’ ~<lstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Great networking {arty! You are truly a gem for us all. 

Let’s chat he’,d: week as t hope ~:o provide my insight. ~ am ~:eaching M-F between 1~1:00 at~d 1:0(} p,]~ We cat~ a~s() ]~ee~: a~ter ~:he Caucus meeting on Wednesday 

Hugs, 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Campbell, Larry 

Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 2:31 PM 
To: McDiarmid, Bill 
Cc: Ashby, Valerie S; Eaker-Rich, Deborah 3; Ayers, Patricia 
Subject: RE: Seeking Your Advice on Education Approp 

(~reat, Look forward to it. Haw:~ a gr~-:~at day and thank~.~. Larry 

Larry E. Campbell 

Colonel, US Army (Retired) 

OPT-ED Program Director and Alliance Coordinator 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Chemistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 

Chapel Hill, NO 27599-3290 

PHONE: (919) 843-6903 

FAX: (919) 962-2388 

www.unc.edu/opt-ed 

From: NcDiarmid, Bill 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 20:13 2:24 PH 
To: Campbell, Larry 
C¢: Ashby, Valerie S; Eaker-Rich, Deborah .1; Ayers, Patdcia 
Subject: Re: Seeking Your Advice on Education Approp 
Larry -- Thanks for the message. I’ll ask my admin ass’t Patricia to find a time for us to meet before 1/15. 

Happy New Year to you, as well. 

--Bill 

Bill McDiarmid 
Dean & Alumni Distinguished Professor 

School of Education 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27599 
9:19-966-7000 

From: <Campbell>, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, January 2, 20:13:1:53 PM 

To: Bill McDiarmid <bmcd~email.unc.edu>, Deborah Eaker-Rich <eakerric(~email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Ashby, Valerie S" <_a___s__h___b__y___@_.___e____m___a__!J_.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> 

Subject: RE: Seeking Your Advice on Education Approp 

Bill and Deborah, Happy New Year. I hope you all had a relaxing and enjoyable holiday~ See the email below. I met Representative Hall at my educational 

confer,:_mce that I had in October, 2012. As of today, f am scheduh:_~d to meet with him on JamJary :1}:~th. t would like to discuss his comments below with you or with 
sorneone wiLhin the SOE. 

Thanks~ Bill, it was good to see you at Lhe Carolina Black Caucus end of year’ banquet. 

Again, Happy New Year[ 

Larry 

Larry E. Campbell 

Colonel, US Army (Retired) 

OPT-ED Program Director and Alliance Coordinator 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Chemistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 

lecamp@email.unc.edu 

PHONE: (919) 843-6903 

FAX: (919) 962-2388 

_w____w____w___:__u___q__c_:__e___d___u___/_Q£_t__-__e___d__ 

Froll’l-" Rep. Craig Horn [mailto:Oraiq.Horn@ncleq.net] 

Seat; Friday, December 28, 20:[2 :[:[:44 AM 
To; Campbell, Larry 
Subject; Seeking Your Advice on Education Approp 

Dear Mr. Campbell, 

As you may know, I will be chairing the House Appropriations Sub-Committee on Education in the coming Session of the General Assembly. I would appreciate the 

opportunity to speak with you again about your experiences and views on how to promote a sound education for students across North Carolina and, in particular, 

for students with both special and exceptional needs. 

Please call me on Mobile at at your convenience or call my office to advise a convenient time and place for us to chat. 

Very respectfully, 

Cra ig 

D. Craig Horn 

Representative, District 68 

North Carolina General Assembly 

1010 Legislative Building 

16 W. Jones Street 

Raleigh, NC 27601-$096 

Telephone: 919-733-2406 

Emaih Craig.Horn@ncleg.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordPress.com Upgrades <upgrade@wordpress.com> 

Saturday, Januao, 5, 2013 12:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> 

[WordPress.com] Domain csbcunc.com roll be auto-renewed 

csbcunc.com is about to be automatically’ renewed on Ma,ch 7, 2013. 

You w~l~ be charged US$18 fo, tMs upgrade i,~ 60 days, on March 7, 2013. 

If you don’t want to ret~ew tMs upgrade, you can disable automatic renewal under ~;}~.t~.~2 i~ ~:¢~:!.. in your dashboard 

P~ease rep~y to tMs ema~ with any questions. 



From: ~live.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 3:31 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: UNC Honored Tomorrow! 

Will see u there and no formal email went out. Talked to coach alley on thins. 

"Stromm~, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Heels! Happy New Year! I am not sure if the 

jersey honored tomorrow. We play        at 2:00 p.m.; 

if you can’t attend, please send her a note of "Congrats!" 

@hotmail.com 

Hope to see you in Chapel Hill this year! 

Hugs, 

debby 

Explore, En~Ja~Je, ErapoWero 

office sent any formal communication out to alums.., but I want you to know that 

will be celebrated and her jersey hung from Carmichael. She is also the 

is having her 

www,exss, unc,ed u 
3~5 ~oo~le~ - CB #8700 

919,843,0336 



From: ~live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 6:31 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS 

Dr. Stmman, 

First oil; I just wanted to say that I hope you had a great break and eNoyed the holiday season. I know I did and I’m looking forvvayd to starting the second semester 

this upcoming week. I just wanted to follow up on an email that I had sent you at the end of last semester prior to us leaving for break. Basically what had happened 

was that my final grade in EXSS    turned out to be slightly less than what was needed for me to receive a in the class. 

I went and talked to my professor who said that unfortunately there was nothing that he could do for me; however, he suggested 
that I should talk to you about the matter. With second semester rapidly approaching, I am in someM~at of a bind. Betbre I knew my final grades, I had already 

enrolled in classes without considering the possibility that I may need to retake this court. So I was wondering M~at advice you may be able to provide me with 

regarding whether or not I should try, to take the course again this semester or I should keep the classes I am already in. I would greatly appreciate any advice you may 

be able to oiler on this situation. 

Thank you, 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS 

:L0:38 AM 

Dr. Stmman, 

I have a question regarding the EXSS    course I just completed this semester. 

and he said that there was nothing that could be done. However, he did seem to think it might be a good idea to talk to one of the advisors within EXSS to see if there 

was any way I could be given permission to continue mthout having to retake the course, seeing as I was so close. And since I an~ planning on continuing with Sports 

Adminis~tration, my professor and I did not think it was vital that I               If there is an~laing that you could do to help me regarding this situation or an~hing I 

should do, please let me know. Thank you for taking the time to listen to my concern, I greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Saturday, 11:28 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

Stroroan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UPDATE! ! 

Delete 
Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroroan, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

No need to enrolf her.,, thanks. 

Frooro: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Cc: Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU 
Subject: ADD 

EXSS 

1. 

2. 

3. 

EXSS 

Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L, S~roro~n~ PI~,Do CL~ 
Explore, Engage, Eropower, 

iNi Christmas 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

8:34 PM 

315 WooRe~ - CB #8700 
Chape~ Hill~ NC 27599 

"Nearly all men cm~ stand scDersfl-y, bu~ if yo~ warn to tes~ a man’s character, gNe l~irn power." Abraham I,iucoln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Zoller, Ted ~fed Zolle@kenan-flagler.unc.edtD 

Sunday, January 6, 2013 12:47 AM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Napier, Mary E <mnapie@email.unc.edtr~; Zoller, Ted <Ted Zolle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Cone, Jndith <jacone@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>; Stroman. Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck <Buck Goldstein@kenan- 
flagler.unc.edu>; Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@elnaJl.nnc.edu> 

Re: Andreesen Horomlz on January 29 

Joe 

I conld put out an emaJd or hand pick a handful that fit this criteria. Judithj ust had a hack event that may also be a sonrce. We could also invite the LaunchPad teams 

ti~m Renci. 

All "the best, 

Ted Zoller 

On Jan 5, 2013, at 1:31 PM, "DeSimone, Joseph M." <desin~one(daemedl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Read below... Any thoughts who we could send? 

From: Bill Brown <_B_!J_!_.__B_r_o_w__n__~_8__[Lv___e_r_s___c_a_p_!__t__a_J=_c_o___m_.> 
Date: Saturday, January S, 20:13:1:24 PM 
To: Joseph DeSimone <desirnone@ernail,unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Andreesen Horowitz on January 29 

Joe, 

I promised Scott this would be a studeat event, so I need to keep it that way. You could come sit with us tbr the 8 Rivers meeting bdbrehand, m~d I will 

figure out how to work yon in. 

So let me know if there are IT student types. And plan on coming yourself. 

Best regards. 

Bill 

Bill Brown 

8RIVERS where new ideas come to market 

8 Rivers Capital, LLC 

300 Fuller Street ...................................... 

!__)__u_~_!r_a_~_~___N___~___2_2_7___Q!= 

÷ 1 919-667-1800 

wv~v. 8RiversCapital.com 

This message is confidential. It is intended only for the addressee(s). We do not waive confidentiality, by mistransmission. If you are not an 

intended recipient, please delete this message from your system and notify me immediately. Any disclosure, copying, distribution or action 

taken or omitted to be taken by an unintended recipient with respect to this message is prohibited and may be unla~,ful. 

On Jan 3, 2013, at 12:37 PM, "DeSimone, Joseph M." <desimone~)em,dl.unc.e&D wrote: 

Thastks Bill....I a~l just getting my arms around the emerging entrepreneurs around here beyond the obvious ones I know in the life 

sciences.., is Kupor open to sectors outside oftech (like life sciences)? How about closely related newco ideas but not necessarily students 

(e.g I am launching a 3D printing compm~y with a local entrepreneur)? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 



William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State Universitv and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.chem.unc.edu/people/faculty/desimone/ 

http:iiwww.kenaninstitute.u nc.edui 

Teh 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

From: Bill Brown <BilI.Brown@Sriverscapital.com> 

Date: Thursday, January 3, 2013 12:16 PM 

To: Joseph DeSimone <.d_.e__s_jm.__o._n__e_~_e__.m__.a__!!:_~_n_c__.__e__.d_u_> 

Subject: Andreesen Horowitz on January 29 

Hey Joe, 

Looking for a handful of students who are actively working: on fundable ideas in the IT/e-commerce/enterprise 12.0 space. 

Scott Kupor from Andreesen Horowitz will be in town for dinner with students on the evening of January 129, and this would be a great 

opportunity to get fundable students in front of him. Maybe 10 or so from UNC (only 1 or 12 per company)? 

Let me know. Thanks so much. 

Bill 

Nil 

8 Rivers Cap[tel, LLC 

-~]. 9 J.94~67-i 800 
www.SR~ver sCa~Ttal corn 

<B97E55A0-AC 15-41 F7- 80EF-7F57503CA73413 I.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.tmc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:08 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: TV spot 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg 

Thanks! 

Let me give you my persons] em~Jl address because I will trm~sidon away from my KI em~l at some point .... 

Take care. 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On at 11:29 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Looldng good.., just was the NBC-I7 news broadcast. ;) 
Exciting times, indeed. 
Happy New Year! 
Continued success, 
debby 
Deborah Lo S~ron~n~ Ph~D, CLU 
Explore, ~gage, Empower° 
<imageOO~.jpg> 

............................................. 

Chape~ Hi~l~ NC 27599 

<ima~eOO2jp~> 
"Nearly all men ca~ stand r~dversity, b~r~ if yo~ wan~ to tes~ a ~nan’~ c~arac~er, ~ive l~i~n power." Abraham I,i~celn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:23 AM 

Walker, Victoria Ward <v~’alker@email. unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

]~NV: Spring workshop - E Minor 

Vicki, 
Please move from Econ 
Thanks, 

~ Johr~ F, Stewart 
~ Professor of Ecor~oR~ics 
* Director of EntrepreneursNp Mh~or 

* De~a rtmerR of Economics 
* Un~versRy o[ North Carolina 
~ Gardner Ha~l CB# 3305 
~ Chape~ Hilf, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (9~9) 956-5~45 
~ Fa>;: (9~.9) 966-4985 

~ ~]tt p;!iwwwon c. edui~j fst ewar/ 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, :[:t:03 PM 
To: Stewart, John F 
Subject: Spring workshop - E Minor 
Dear Professor Stewert, 
I hope you had a rel~2dng break and a hapw New Year. I would like to see if it is possible for me to switch course sections for this              ~ourse in the 

entrepreneurship ~ninor sequence. Currently I mn enrolled in your section, and I’d like to switch to the section if possible. I 

somehow missed that option when the preference sheets were distributed - rm son7 for my oversight. If you could point me in the right direction or let me know if 

switching is not an option, I would appreciate it. 

Thm~k you! 

Best, 

UNC Chapel Hill School of Journalism and Mass Communication Class of 
BA Public Relations 

~live.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:08 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC meeting 

can do any time al’~er 3:15 and/or 1:00-1:45 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:59, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks ! Yes, let’s try to meet How is your schedule Wednesday afternoon? Between 1:00 and 4;00? 

Dr Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Sunday, 10:58 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CSBC meeting 

Hey Dr Stromant 

So over break, I’ve been relaxing and catching up on a few school things. I just started to go through my overlooked emails that I received during finals, and I saw the one you sent all of 
us about meeting up one-on-one I know my reply is late; however, if it’s possible, I’d love to meet up with you one day this week! 

Also,        discussed the partnership with                 in late December. I’ll forward you the email! 

I hope you had a great Christmas and a wonderful breakt 

Sent from my 1Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

Sunda%              2:41 PM 

~live.~mc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

l~2c;: EXSS lister," 

we’ll add you. I-lave you ~alked with Dr. Stroman about ~he [XSS-.SA major? 

From-" 

Sent~ Saturday, 9:27 PM 

To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: EXSS listerv 
Dear Prof. Salyer, 
I am an EXSS-SA major looking to get on the EXSS listserv. If you could let me know how to do that or help me in any way I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 3:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

transt~r 

-- to Stmman; pdf 

Debby could you review for possible transfer? Thanks 

Sherry Salver, Ed,D~ 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

D~:_~partrnent of E>:erdse and Sport Sci~:_~nc~:_~ 

CB#8700, 211 r:et~er 

University o[: North Carolina 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

9:[9-962-6947 

Fax: 

Spring Adv~s~ngiO[fice hours: 

M on ds ys----2:00-.4:00 

Tuesdays----II:~-I2:~5 

Wednesdays--I::[5-3 



From: ’@ahoo.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 8:44 PM 

To: Stroman, Deb~rah l J <dstro@unc.e&t> 

Subject: Appoinlment 

Dr. Stroman, 

I was wondering if there is a time this week I can come to you to talk aleut planning out the courses I need to take for the EXSS-Athlelic Trai~ling major. It would be 

great if I could come by before classes start on Wednesday. 

Thanks, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ernestine Taylor @triad.rr.com~ 

Sunday, Januao~ 6, 2013 9:16 PM 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Focus Group Meeting - December 11 

UNC Black Caucus (Facul~ and St~lt).docx 

Wishing both of you a 2013 FULLOF HAPPINESS! 

Now that the hectic holiday season has come to an end, I can refocus and get back to work. Some work includes submitting an invoice for our meeting in 

December. © 

David attached is the invoice we agreed to. Please make check payable to ETConsulting and Coaching. 

I have begun to think about the first two modules- or should I say workshops. The first will be about Building and Maintaining Relationships. I am convinced that it 

should be sooner rather than later for the team -faculty and staff- to develop skills in giving and receiving feedback. This would be the second workshop; and, will 

enable everyone to create an individual action plan to address the issues discussed at our initial meeting. 

I am traveling next week and the 4th week in January; therefore, I will submit a draft proposal of the two modules the first week in February for your review. 

David you and I should talk about how to proceed from this point in developing a contract with estimated services and costs. Available to chat on Wednesday, 

January 9 after 3:30 (or) January 14 before 12 noon. 

Excited about beginning this work with the CBC. 

Be well! 

Ernestine 



E TCONSUL TING AND COACHING 

404 QI;TCKSIL VER CT. - GREENSBORO, NC 27455 

(CELL) (336) 545-7789 (HOJVIE) 

PROFESSIONAL FEES: 

December 11, 2012 

UNC Black Caucus (CBC) 
Focus Group Meeting 

Mileage ($0.55 per mile) 
Greensboro to UNC Campus 

TOTAL 

$500.00 

32.79 

$532.79 

Male check payable to: 

Ernestine Taylor 

01/06/13 

ETConsulting and Coaching 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Janual3~ 7, 2013 5:26 AM 

Ernesline Taylor ~        ~triad.rr.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Focus Group Meeting - Decelnber 11 

Earnestine, Happy New Year to you and yours as well. 

Re: Talking about the contract for the work with the CBC. I need to have a conversation with Debby and get back to you with some guidance. I want to be sure I want to move 
in concert with her and the CBC on this, and we haven’t spoken since we broke for the holidays. 

Once I am able to speak with Debby I will be back in touch. 

By the way I notice there is no address on the invoice. Please add my contact information below as an address and re-send otherwise it won’t go through the Business Center 
here which serves many units besides our office. 

Thanks, David 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Facul~ Excellence 
318 Wilson Librmy 

UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

http://ct~.unc.edu/abo u~’kiel .html 

From: Ernestine Taylor        @triad.rr.com] 

Sent: Sunday, January 06, 2023 9:26 plVl 
To: Kiel, David; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Focus Group Mleeting - December 22 

Wishing both of you a 2013 FULL OF HAPPINESS! 

Now that the hectic holiday season has come to an end, I can refocus and get back to work. Some work includes submitting an invoice for our meeting in December. 

David attached is the invoice we agreed to. Please make check payable to ETConsulting and Coaching. 

I have begun to think about fl~e first two modules- or should I say workshops. The first will be about Building and Maintaining Relalionships. I am convinced that it 

should be sooner rather than later for the team faculty and staff- to develop skills in giving and receiving feedback. This would be the second workshop; and, roll 

enable eye,one to create an individual action plan to address the issues discussed at our initial meeting. 

I am traveling next week and the 4th week in January; theretbre, I will submit a &aft proposal of the tw’o modules the tirst week in February for your review. 

David you mad I should talk about bow to proceed ficom this point in developing a contract with estimated services and costs. Available to chat on Wednesday, January 

9 after 3:30 (or) January 14 before 12 noon. 

Excited about beginning this work ruth the CBC. 

Be well! 

Emes~ine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 6:51 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Draft Deck for Monday Meeting 

ilnage002:ipg; ATT00001 .htm; image003.png; ATT00002.htm; DeSimone Proposed Initiatives.pptx; ATI’00003.htm; Title IX Compliance 
and the Tie to Federal Support for Research.docK ATT00004.htm; Joint Kenan Institute Concept Paper Final.pdf, ATT00005.htm 

Debbie see attached. Look forward to discnssing with yon the various elements as well as best way for you to have a "position" with us post strategic planning. 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institme of Private Enterprise 
Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Che~nis~y at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Dis~tinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State Universi~ and of Chemist~ at UNC 

http://wu~,.chem.unc.edu/peopleifacnlW/desimone/ 

http:/iwww.kenanins~titute.unc.edu/ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

Follow me on Trotter 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Frown: "DeSimone, Joseph M." <desimone~emaAl.unc.edu> 

To: "Friga, Paul" <Paul Friga(~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, 

~email.unc.edu> 

Cc:                                ~kenan- fla~ler.unc.edu>, 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Draft Deck for Monday Meeting 

~kenan- fla~ler.unc.edu>, 

,~g~nail.com>, 

Attached please find some initiatives I’d like to see integrated / considered.., and a one pager describing one of them that has s~me traction.., and then a 

full deseription of another 

From: <Friga>, Paul Friga<Panl Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu<mailto:Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>> 

Date: Sunday, 7:19 AM 

To: ~@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu<ma~lto: ))kenan-flagler.unc.edtv~>, Joseph DeSimone 

<desimone~em~fil.unc.edu<ma~lto:desilnone(~email.unc.edt~>, "Napier, Mar,:" E" <mnapie~(~email.unc.edu<mailto:nmapie~(~ema~l.unc.edu ~> 

Cc:                                  ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu<mailto:               2?kenan- flagler.unc.edu>>, 

2~ma~l.com<m~lto: @~ma~l.com> ~, ~kenan- 
flagler.unc.edu< mailto                 i~kenan- fla~ler.unc .edu>> 

Subject: RE: Draft Deck for Monday Meeting 

All ofthis sounds good. I roll available for the call. Since the consulting team didn’t meet las~ week in full why don’t we invite the whole consulting team 

to fl~e plmming call if available. I miss working mtla eveD~one! 

Topics: 

1. Work done since our last meeting 

2. Phase 3 objectives and plans 

3. Slide deck for Tuesday 

4. Fellows benchmark reseach/deck/reporting 

[Description: Description: STAR logo tagline slogan w-blue background] 

Paul N. Friga, Ph.D. 

Associate ProtEssor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

Director of S.T.A.R. Program and Consulting Concentrations 

The University of North Cmolinn at Chapel Hill 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

McCall Building- CB 3490 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

919-962-3786 - once 

- mobile 

p~ff(~nnc.edu<ma~lto: pnf(~unc.edu> 



~,.paultiiga.com<http://~,.paulfiiga.con"> 

Shaping Leaders ] Driving Results 

Sent: Saturday,               2:48 PM 

To: Desi~none, Joseph (Che~nistry); Napier, Mar}, (Biochemistry and Biophysics); Friga, Paul 

Cc:                                  Reifsnider, Cynthia 

Subject: RE: Draft Deck for Monday Meeting 

4pm works for me. 

On the org chart: We could take the bottom piece of the org-chart out and leave jufft the first tier. potentially. I DO think it helps imagine how the center 
can be organized. 

On the Conneck Create, Accelerate: I see your point, MAD. Let’s leave that in for now. I DO think we could develop some dynamic and useful metrics 

aroand the objectives you guys set up maybe we have the TF work on that next week? We can discuss on Sunday. 

From: DeSimone, Joseph M. [mailto:desimone(~email.unc.edu| 

Sent: Saturday,               11:42 AM 

To: Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics); 

Cc:                                  Reifsnider, Cynthia 
Subject: Re: Draft Deck tbr Monday Meeting 

Sunday 4 PM works tbr me 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Friga, Paul 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished ProtEssor of Chemical Engineering atNC State UNversiU and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://~wvw.chem.unc .edtt/people/faculWide simone/ 

http:/~wwv.kenaninstitute.unc.edu/ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax:919-962-5467 

[unknown.png]Follow me on Twitter<http://t~vitter.comiioseph desimone> 

From: <Napier>, Mary <Mary Napier~kenan-flagler.anc.edu<mailto:Mary Napier~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>> 
Date: Saturday, 11:16 AM 

To: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu< ,nafilto: {~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>>, Joseph DeSimone 

<desi~none(~ema~l.unc.edu<~na~lto:desimone~e~nail.unc.edu>>, Paul Friga <Paul Fri~a,’,~)kenan-flagler.unc.edu<ma~lto:Paul Ffiga~kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu> > 

Cc:                                 ~kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu<m~filto:              ~t)kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu>>, 
~gmail.com<mailto: ~gmail.com>>, Cynthia Reifsnider <Cynthia Reifsnide~.~kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu<~mailto :C,~’nthia Rei£snider~kenan- flagler a~nc .edu>> 

Subject: Re: Draft Deck for Monday Meeting 

great! When Joe, Paul and I taJked on Friday we discussed leaving the org chaxt out of the slide deck as I may be best to keep all reorg discussions 

within the consulting rerun. If we want to leave slide 18 in there I suggest we remove the retErence to anyone’s name. If run in slide show you will see that 

Joe and I had included                       names under the third objective economic development. If we remove anyone’s names we can can 

present slide 18 as a mechanism for o~anizing around objectives. 

Does Sunday at 4 work for a phone call for Paul,    , Joe and me? 

Mary 

Mary Napier, Ph.D.. Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise. UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 . Kenan Center ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 



(919)843-7553. t?ax (919)962-8202. mnapier(a)unc.edu<mailto:mnapie~unc.edu> 

From: ~kenan- flagler.unc.adu<mailto: ~kenan- tlagler, unc.edu>> 

Date: Saturday, 2:52 AM 
To: Joe Desimone <ztesimone~unc.edu<mailto:&simone~)unc.edu>>, Mm.~ Napier <mary napier~)kena~- 

fla~ler.unc.edu<mailto:marv napie~)kenaaa-flagler.unc.edn>>, "Friga, Paul" <Paul Fri~a~)kenan-flagler.unc.edu<mafilto:Paul Friga,@,kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu> > 

Cc:                                ~kenan-flagler.nnc.edn<mafilto:              ~kena~-flagler.nnc.edn>>, 

~gmail.com<mailto ~gmail.com>>, "Reifsnider, Cynthia" <C’~’nthia Reifsnider(~kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu<~mailto :C,~’nthia Reifsnider~kenan- flagler a~nc .edu>> 

Subject: Draft Deck for Monday Meeting 

Hey Team 

Please see a dratt deck attached. Paul, Mary, m~d Joe - I am avaJdable a~y time this weekend to discuss. 

Joe an Mary I ~eally like how you’ve organized the initiatives into objectives! 

I also like the O~g chart. By leaving the °’Core Support Stafl" as a separate bucket, yon still leave yourselves significant flexibili~ to determine which 

individual positions may be kept or eli~ninated. 

In addition~ I would make the following suggestions. We can take or leave them: 

1) We make metrics to measure our progress against OBJECTIVES, not priorities. 

a. With the way you have the org set up, those metrics cm~ also guide the work of each objective director 

b. We would remove the metrics as outhne in slide 12, and add new metrics to slide 14. 

c. We would divide the TF into OBJECTIVE-based (rather than priority-based) teams to analyze the resources and actions necessaxy for each 

initiative. (would need to adjust slides 6 and 20 accordingly) 

2) Combine values and priorities. 

a. I don’t see significant added value in the connect>create>accelerate continuum. If our goal is to follow the ~oy_ shirt Theo~" and create strategy 

statements that are truly memorable, less is more. 

b. I think the bullets next to connect, create, m~d accelerate ca~ be added to and captured in the values. 

c. This would mea~ we get rid of the matri~ which to me also adds lihie value. 

Happy New Year~ all, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <~Jncculle@email.onc.edu;, 

Monday, 8:37 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS gnrollment 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, 11:09 PM 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: RE: EXSS    Enrollment 

Hi Ashley. Please try again. Thanks. 

EXSS 

Do Good, 

9:19,8~:~3,0336 

From: McCullen, Ashley D 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    Enrollment 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
SeBt: Sunday, $$:09 PN 
Te: McCullen, Ashley D 

; Stroman, Deborah L 
$~bject= EXSS    Enrollment 
Hi Ashley. Please add the followin~ students: 

EXSS 

]. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

6. 

7. 

9. 

]0. 

]]. 

]2. 

]3. 

~ may have a few more. ;) 
Than~ 
d 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until r~a~ty is d~fined, progress ~s impossible." 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

10:57 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <~Jncculle@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 9:08 AM 

Salyer, Sheny I, <salye@email.unc.edu-~; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS lislerv 

@live.unc.edu> 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 

Sent: Monday,              8:57 AM 

Co: McCullen, Ashley D; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS listerv 

We’ll add you to the lisl:serv. Yes, I wouk~ discuss the ~XSS-SA rna~or w~th Dr. Stroman. 

Seat; Sunday, 11:55 PM 
Te: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: RE: EXSS liste~ 
Thank you vew much. No, [ declared the major in the counseling office but have not talked ~ Dr. Stroman yet. Do I need to? 

From: Salyer, Sherry L [salyer@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday,. 2:41 PM 
To: 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: RE: EXSS listen/ 

we’ll add you. Have you talked with Dr. Stroman about the EXSS-SA maior? 

From: 
Sent: Saturday, 9:27 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: EXSS listerv 
Dear Prof. Salyer, 
1 am an EXSS-SA major looking to get on the EXSS listserv. [f you could let me know how to do that or help me in any way 3[ would greatly appreciate it. 
Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roxanne Neumann < @gmaJl.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 7, 2013 10:18 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Follow Up 

Will do! I’ll be in touch about coming by to chat with you sometime soon’. 

Roxanne 

On Fri, Jan 4, 2013 at 6:44 PM, Stroman, Deborah L z<lstro~nnc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Roxanne (superstar graduate). Please connect ruth Jay and Evan to share your thoughts on SC master’s program. 

Networking matters’. 

’I’h~lks! 

Dr. Strolnan 

Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 

Chape~ Hill~ NC 27599 

919,843,0336 



F~m: @ive.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:21 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I noticed that I was unable to take your EXSS    class. I was wondering if you think it would be possible to stand-in in the class in hopes that someone will drop it or is it too 

high of a demand of a class. I really enjoyed your class and feel like this one will benefit me greatly in my future. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jessica Wronker ~essica~5starathletes.com> 

Monday, 11:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Internship 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I am contacting you from agent Todd France’s office. I am working with Athletes Performance Institute to try to get set up to complete 

his internship with them. What information do they need in order for him to complete the internship? Also, what are the requirements (of , for the 

internship to be completed? Is there any paperwork that needs to be filled out or that API will need? Please let me know all the details so we can get everything 

worked out for 

Thanks! 

Jessica Wronker 

Jessica Wronker 

Client Services Intern 

Five Star Athlete Management 

3500 Lenox Road, Suite 575 

Atlanta, GA 30326 

(P) 404.8:16.2722 

(F) 404.8:16.3722 



E TCONSUL TING AND COACHING 

404 quicksilver Ct. Greensboro, NC 27455 
coaching@triad.rr.com 

~CELL) (336) 54.5-7789 (HOME) 

David Kid, Dr. PhD 
Leadership Coordinator 
Center for Faculty Excellence 
318 Wilson Library 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3470 

Dear David: 

Outlined below is an invoice for services rendered to CBC on December 11, 2012. Please process 
and make payable to ETConsulting and Coaching 

PROFESSIONAL FEES: $500.00 

December 11,2012 
UNCBlackCaucus (CBC) 
Focus Group Meeting 

Mileage ($0.55 per mile) 
Greensboro to UNC Campus 

32.79 

TOTAL $532.79 

Ernestine Taylor 
01/06/13 



Frol~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, January 7, 2013 4:03_ PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Hello All Women’s Basketball Alumni 

debby, stephanie’s home address is: 

Donna Cheek 
Dep ~’trnen[, of A~h] etics 

Women’s Basket,hall Office 

Phone: (919) 969-2902 

Fax: (919) 962-9506 
(]o Heels.I 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 12/21/2012 4:05 PM >>> 

Thanks Oom~a. Do you have bet borne address.," 

debby 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

From: Donna Cheek [mailto:dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 4:03 PM 

Subject: Hello All Women’s Basketball Alumni 

Hello All Women’s Basketball Alumni 

Attached is information about the Jack Yelton Memorial Fund. 

Donna Cheek 

Dep a~%men~ of Athletics 

Women’s Basket,ball Of~[1ce 

Phone: (,919) 96~-~90S 

Fax: (919) 96S-$506 

Go H~els.I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS Cour~ Availability 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

My name is         and I changed my major to EXSS prior to my Spring registration appointment, when I registered, there were no available classes in the major that I 
was qualified to take. I wait listed a class until the wait lists were purged. My advisor told me to watch and wait on Connect Carolina to see if any classes open up. I do, but 
when classes open up it still says "Department Consent Required" and a professor told me a class was closed even when CC said there were 2 open spots. I am a 

and would like to begin taking classes in this major. I am not sure if you are the appropriate person to contact about this, but is there any chance of the 
department adding more enrollment spots at the beginning of the semester? 

Happy New Year, 



E TCONSUL TING AND COACHING 

404 quicksilver Ct. Greensboro, NC 27455 
coaching@triad.rr.com 

(CELL) (336) 54.5-7789 (HOME) 

David Kid, Dr. PhD 
Leadership Coordinator 
Center for Faculty Excellence 
318 Wilson Library 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3470 

Dear David: 

Outlined below is an invoice for services rendered to CBC on December 11, 2012. Please process 
and make payable to ETConsulting and Coaching 

PROFESSIONAL FEES: $500.00 

December 11,2012 
UNCBlackCaucus (CBC) 
Focus Group Meeting 

Mileage ($0.55 per mile) 
Greensboro to UNC Campus 

32.79 

TOTAL $532.79 

Ernestine Taylor 
01/06/13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <ancculle@email.unc.edu:, 

Tuesday, 8:23 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    ADD 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: EXSS    ADD 

11:55 PM 

Thanks! 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,Do CLU 
Explore, Engage, EmpoWe~o 

~.~.~ Ghri~mss KiW 

............................................. 

3:15 W~oRe~ - CB #~700 

9~9,~43,0336 

"Nea:dy alI me~ ca~t stand adve:~’sffy, b~at if you want to test a man~’s c}~a:~’acte:~’, g:ive 1Kin power." Abrahatn IS~coln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 8:34 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: RECI~ 

Actually ~ve say that Ob,~ Y Recr can be counted. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 

To: 
Subject: RE: RECR 

11:05 PM 

Hi I am unclear as to your question. You are an EXSS-SA major wifla two minors 
Attached find the requirements for the completion of the SA major. There is no longer a Recreation major at UNC-Chapel Hill. The RECR courses now- "belong" to EXSS Thus, any EXSS or 
RECR courses above 200 level can be used as an elective. 

Let me know if you have any additional questions. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

DeborahL Stroman, Phi). CLU 
Engage. E×plore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: FW: RECR 

5:48 PM 

Just wanted to get in touch with you in regards to this previously sent emaih 

Sent: Saturday, [2 3:23 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah 

Su[~iect: RECR 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am an EXSS Sport Administration major and a Recreation Administration minor. In the most recent version of the undergraduate bulletin, it says that RECR may also be used towards 
the six additional credits that must be earned in EXSS courses at the 200 level or above. 

I have already completed RECR    and I was wondering if it ~vould count toward my maj or, as three of the six required hours over the 200 level (in addition to counting toward the minor). I 
provided a link to the webpage just to ensure that we are looking at the same version of the bulletin. 

Let me know, thanks! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Friga. Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, l: 18 PM 

Subject: 

Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cyuthi%Reifsnide~@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Burton, Matthew <Matthew Burtou@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~; Charlotte 

Liudemanis @gmaJLcom> 

Eutrepreneurship at UNC CH 

What a wonderful entrepreneurial environment we have here~..let~s continue to connect, create and accelerate it! 

http:i!www.u nc.ed u!spotlight/vent ur es.-ha tchin~.-across.-ca rnpusi 

iN i Description: Desc!iption: STAR logo tagline slogan ~-biue background 

Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

Director of S,T,A,R, Program and Consulting Concentrations 

The University of Nol±h Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

Kenan-F~agler Business School 

McCoH Building - CB 3490 

Chapel H~II, NoAh Carolina 27599 

919-962-3786 - office 

moNle 

pnf@unc.edu 

~v.pau~friga.com 

F~m= Love, Bayard 
Sent= Monday, 3:56 PM 
Tol 

Cc: Reifsnider, Cynthia; Burton, Ma~hew; Charlotte Lindemanis; Friga, Paul 
Subject; Deck for tomorrow’s meeting 

Hi everyone- 

We hope you had a restful break and we’re looking forward to seein8 you all tomorrow. We will review strategy statements and spend the bulk of our time vetting 

priorities, objectives, and initiatives. We also have an update on the funding deck being prepared by the Leadership Fellows. 

7am -9am. Breakfast provided at usual (Thank you Mary!). 

Please find the deck for tomorrow’s meeting attached. 

The Consulting Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edtc> 

Tuesday, 2:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: RECR 

They can--at least if they aren’t a senior on the old curriculum, then they must take it 

According to the Bulletin, RECR counts f,ar the SA major Only 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Salyer, Shen5’ L 
Subject: Re: RECR 

10:59 A2vl 

Let’s chat. I ;vant to make sure I understand. I tell our SA majors that they can use EXSS Or are you referring to the RECR courses and that is the only one that counts from that 
group group? 

Sent Iicom my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On at 8:34 AM. "Salyer, Sherry L" <salyer@email.uaac.edu> wrote: 

Actually we say that ONLY Recr can be counted 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Struman. Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 11:05 PM 
Tu: 
SubJect: RE: RECR, 

> Hi         I am unclear as tu yuur questiun You are an EXSS-SA major with twu minors. 
> Attached find the requirements [’or the cumpletion of the SA majur. There is no longer a Recreatiun majur at UNC-Chape[ Hill The RECR cuurses nuw "belong" tu EXSS Thus, any EXSS 
ur RECR cuurses abuve 200 level can be used as an elective. 
> 

> Let me know ifyuu have any additional questiuns 
> 

> I)r Struman 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Do Goud 
> 

> Deburah L. Struman, Ph.D. CLU 
> EngiNe Explore Empower. 
> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> "Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidi~’." 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Monday, 5:48 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: FW: RECR 
> 

> Just wanted to get in touch with you in regards to this previously sent email. 
> 

> 

> 

> From: 

> Sent: Saturday, 3:23 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah 
> Subject: RECR 
> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> I am an EXSS Sport Administration major and a Recreation Administration minor. In the most recent version of the undergraduate bulletin, it says that RECR may also be used towards 
the six additional credits that must be earned in EXSS courses at the 200 level or above. 
> 

> I have already completed RECR and I was ~vondering if it would count toward my major, as tl~ree of the six required hours over the 200 level (in addition to counting toward the minor). 
I provided a lili.: to the webpage just to ensure that we are looking at the same version of the bulletin. 

Let me know, thanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:04 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edw~; 

~live.unc.edtr~; @live.unc.edtr~; 

~live.unc.edu>; ,~live.unc.edtr~; 

@live.unc.edu:>; ~live.unc.edt~-; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~!live.unc.edu>; 

Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Exec Board Meeting TIME CHANGE - 5:00pm 

,~live.unc.edu-~; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu-~; 

(@ive.unc.edtc,; ’ 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Hey Eve~one, 

I hope y’all axe all settled m~d ready tbr classes to begin tomorrow! Due to class conflicts, the Exec Board meeting on Monday 

5 : 0 (~ p ]~, The meeting will still be located in Woollen 310. 

ttave a great week and see you all on Monday’. 

Regards, 

will now be at 

On at 10:25 PM, wrote: 

Hey CSBC Leadership Team, 

I hope you all had a wonderful break and a happy ! It’s about that time to start gearing up and plmming ahead tbr the spring semester. 

We are going to have an Exec Bo~Jcd meeting on ~?~¢,~Kgd~}?~          ~i~ ~7¢,~0~[~2g4 fl ~t~. The meeting will la~st t?om 4:00pro to 

$:00pm and we will be discussing plans tbr the spring semester such as speakers, club trips, and a possible thndraiser. Please come ready with ideas 

and suggestions! 

If you have any questions/concerns or will not be able to attend the Ineeting, please contact me by email or phone ). Enjoy your last 

couple days of break and I look forward to seeing you all next week! 

All the best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:51 PM 

Campbell, Lazry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra 

<shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Lirtlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edw~; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edw~; Murrill, Verita L 

<verita murfill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.mbertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Mmlin Luther King Jr. Week 

Mercy. Stay in prayer... ;) 

d 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Str’oman, Ph.[). CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 
I think I forgot to include Dr. Stroman’s email. 
Marco 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
Sr Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9~25 

Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NO 27599-9:L25 

barker@unc.edu (email) 

9~_9-962-6962 (phone) 

919-962-5063 (fax) 

DIVERSITY MA~R,~ I www. u n c. ed u/dive rsity 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

4:30 PM 

Froro: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:51 PM 
To: 
Subjecti RE: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hello 
I have reached out to a colleague in Athletics to see what may be the best way to connect with Coaches Fedora or Cunningham Possibly start with 
an administrative assistant contact for both of them or try an associate director or assistant coach that may work with them. Additionally, I have cc’d 
Dr. Deborah Stroman who works closely with Athletics (I think I may have referenced her in regards to Exercise and Sports Science) and who may 
know another resource for reaching the coaches in an effort to have them involved with Herman Boone. I will keep you posted as I hear more so I 
may be the most supportive. 
--Dr. Barker 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
Sr. Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9~25 

Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NO 27599-9&25 

~ 9 Z]f_& [_~ #_~ #:_t ~_~). (e m a i I) 
9&9-962-6962 (phone) 

9&9-962-5063 (fax) 

D~VERS}TY MA-F~-ERS ~www unc edu/diversity 

From: #gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:49 PM 
To: Barker, Marco .1 
Subject: Re: Martin Luther King Jr. Week 

Hi Dr. Barker, 
Happy New Years! We hope that you have had a wonderful winter brea),c. 

Thank you so much for your suppoll thus faar and your feedback has really’ helped us shape the event tlms far. Specifically, right now, we are tlying to finalize our 

moderator to be on stage with Coach Herman Boone. Our first choices are Coach Fedora, or Bubba Cunningham, but we are open to others. Do you know how we 

could possibly leach them and tell them about our event? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, :10:27 PM 

Dean, James W Jr <james_dean@unc.edu>; Shannon McKeen <Shannon_McKeen@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Bradley Sharer 

<Bradley_Shafer@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Ella, Jean Morton <jean_elia@unc.edu> 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu>; @kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Ted Zoller <Ted_Zoller@kenan-fiasler.unc.edu> 

Colleagues, 

On Brent Jones has agreed to visit to lecture in my entrepreneurship class. Brent, a three time Super Bowl champion with the 49ers. is a founder and Partner at 
Northgate Capital, an extremely successful fund of funds with over .~5 Billion under management 

It would be awesome if we could arrange a very special lecture at the KFBS that same day. I can vouch that his lecture / story is a whole lot of fun and 

inspiring. Possible? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http:!!www.chem.unc.edu!people!faculty/desimone/ 

http://www.kenaninstitute.unc.edui 
Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

I.~ii unk ....... png II:OIIOW me on .rwitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <aJncculle@email.unc.edu:, 

Wednesday, 8:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    ADD 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: FW: EXSS ADD 

Resubmit, Tha~ks! 

Do Good. 

Debor~ah L, Stroman, P~,D. CLU 

4:11 PM 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    ADD 

Dr. Stroman, 
I just dropped a class. I apologize for any inconvenience and I will see you tomorrow. 
Best, 

~’Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

12:08 PM 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <~Jncculle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS ADD 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: IVlcCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: EXSS ADD 

3:58 PM 

Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L, Strornan, Ph,D. CLU 
Explore° Engage, Empower, 

i~i Chri~mas Kit~/ 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:48 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 

I switched my schedule arouaad and my last class ends at 1:50 PM. Would you prefer to meet at 2 instead? If not I can still meet at 3:30 

Looking forward to seeing you! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~)live.unc.edu ] C: 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dear~ Jim <JimDean@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 9:07 AM 

DeSimone, Joseph M./<lesimone@email.unc.edn>; McKeen, Shannon <Shannon McKeen@kenm~-llagler.unc.edu>; Shafer, Bradley 

<Bradle~Shafe@kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; Ella, Jean Morton <jean elia@unc.edtr~; Conrad, Jennit~r <jco~ra~kenm~-flagIer.unc.edu-~ 

Napier, Mary E <rnnapie@email.unc.edu>;                                    @kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debordt~ L 

<~tstro@unc.edu>; Zoller~ Ted <Fed Zolle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Brown, Grego~y W <gregwbrown@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Joe .-- Senior Associate Dean Jennifer Conrad and Finance Professor Greg Brown are in the best position to help with this. IL would be great if Brent could speak to a 

class in investment mar~agemer~t, or maybe the managers from d~e sLudent-managed t:unds~ 

Jim 

From: DeSimone, Joseph I~1. [mailto:desimone@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday,               10:27 plVl 

To: Dean, Jim; McKeen, Shannon; Sharer, Bradley; Ella, Jean 

C¢: Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); ZoNer, Ted 

Subject: 

Colleagues, 

On        , Brent Jones has agreed to visit to lecture in my entrepreneurship class. Brent, a three time Super Bowl champion with the 49era, is a founder and Partner at 

Northgate Capital, an extremely successful fund of funds with over $5 Billion under management. 

It would be awesome if we could arrange a very special lecture at the KFBS that same day. I can vouch that his lecture / story is a whole lot of fun and 

inspiring. Possible? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William P,. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

h.t.t..p.:.~LL~:~cJ~.~m..~u..~?~c..:~a..d.~.~.~.~!~Lf.a.~c..~1t.~.~d-~s. ~.~n..~L 
http:llwww.kenaninstitut e.unc.eduf 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

I " Ifollow me on Twitter 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hedgpefl~, Elizabefl~ G <hedgpefl~@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 9, 2013 9:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hedg~th, El~abeth G <hedg~th@email.unc.edu~; delTreeze@email.unc.edu 

Way cool, I will put it in my office, would you be available to speak in Rec 430 group dynamics class on multiculturism on any of the following dates (you said Friday was best): 
April 12 or April 19 or April 26? Thanks, Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Hedgpeth, RN, EdD 
Adjunct Assistant Professor 
Sport Psychology 
103 Fetzer Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8700 

(o) 919-962-6214 
(c) 

Ambition is the path to success. 
Persistence is the vehicle you 
arrive in. Win. Eardley IV 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 i0:23 PM 
To: EXSS Faculty List 
Subject: [exss-faculty] Welcome Back EXSS Colleagues! 

Happy New Year to the best professors on campus! We don’t often get rewarded or shown appreciation for ALL we do each and every day, so here’s my shout out 

to YOU. 

Thanks for your inspiration! 

Have a super semester. 

debby 

Deborah L, $iroraan, Ph,D. CLU 
E~lore. Engage, Empower. 

~,exss, un¢,edu 

You are currently sub~ribed to exss-lhculty as: hedgpeth@emaJl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists, unc .edu/u?i d=55567107.3d456b2abe09e5c28751409714.d9a99f&n=T&l=:exss- tiac ul t’v&o=:32598363 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-32598363-55567107.3d45662abe09e5c28751409714d9a99~a;!istserv.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Gregory W. <Gregoiy Brown@kenan-flagler.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 9:22 AM 

Dean, James W Jr <james dean@unc.edu-~; DeSimone, Joseph M. ~<tesimone@email.unc.edu>; McKeen, Shannon 

<Shannon McKeen@kenan-ilagler.unc.edu>; Shafer, Bradley <Bmdle~Shafe@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Elia, Jean Morton 

<jean elia@unc.edu-~; Conrad, Jennifer <jconmd@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Napier, Mary E <rnnapie@email.unc.edu>; @kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debordt~ L 

<~tstro@unc.edu>; Zoller, Ted <Fed Zolle@kenan-flagler.unc.edtc, 

RE: 

.Joe~ 

Unfortunately, ’is duri[~g MBA so the students will not be in cl,~sses. I would be happy to meet with Brent while he is here, as well as try to 

find ,~ time for him to speak to stude[~ts perhaps later in 

Best, 

Greg 

Prof. Gregory W. Brown 
Sarah Graham Kenan Distinguished Scholar of Finance 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3490, IVlcColl Building, Room 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-34-90 USA 

(919) 962-9250 
Research: htl:p: !!ssrn.com/a uthor = 250945 

Frem: Dean, Jim 
Se~t-" Wednesday,              9:07 AN 
To; Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry); PlcKeen, Shannon; Shafer, Bradley; Ella, ,lean; Conrad, Jennifer 
¢:c; Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Zoller, Ted; Brown, Gregory W. 
Subject; RE: 

Joe .-- Senior Associate Dear~ Jet, hirer Conrad and Finar~ce Professor Gre~ £row~ are i~ the best position to help with this. IL would be ~rest if Brent could speak to a 

class in i~vestmer~t r~ar~seement, or maybe the rear, seers from Lhe sLudent-mana~ed funds~ 

Jim 

I=rera-¯ DeSimone, Joseph M. [mailto:desimone@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t: Tuesday,              :10:27 plVl 
To; Dean, 3im; McKeen, Shannon; Sharer, Bradley; Ella, .lean 
¢:c; Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Zoller, Ted 
Subject: 

Brent Jones has agreed to visit to lecture in my entrepreneurship class. Brent, 

Northgate Capital, an extremely successful fund of funds with over .~5 Billion under management. 

It would be awesome if we could arrange a very special lecture at the KFBS that same day. I can vouch that his lecture / story is a whole lot of fun and 

inspiring. Possible? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr~ Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 
~.t.t..~.:.~LL~.:~c..b~:~?~c..:?.~a..~[~.~.~.~.~Lf.a.~c..~1t.z/.~@~?~ 

http:[[www.kenaninstitute.unc.edu/ 
Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

~dFollow me on Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:48 AM 

Brown, Gregory W <greBwbrown@unc.edu>; Dean, James W Jr <james_dean@unc.edu>; McKeen, Shannon 

<Shannon_McKeen@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Sharer, Bradley <Bradley_Shafer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Ella, Jean Morton 

<jean_elia@unc.edu>; Conrad, Jennifer <j_conrad@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu> 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu>; @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Zoller, Ted <Ted_Zoller@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Thanks Greg_.. It was really tough finding a time for Brent to be here since he lives in California so it won’t be convenient for him to come back at that time. Is there any other 

options that we can think of where we can get a broader audience in the KFBS on March 7? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.chem.unc.edu/people/faculty/desimone/ 

http://www.kenaninstitute.unc.edu/ 

Tel: 9~L9-962-2!66 

Fax: 9:29-962-5467 

[.~iI 
unk ........ 

pn9 !Follow me on Twitter 
...................................................... 

From: <Brown>, "Gregory W." <Gregory...Brown@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,              9:22 AM 

To: "Dean, James W Jr" <iames dean@unc.edu>, Joseph DeSimone <desimone@email.unc.edu>, Shannon McKeen <Shannon McKeen@kenan-rlagler.unc.edu>, 

Bradley Sharer <Bradley ShaferC~kenan--flag!er.unc.edu>, "Ella, Jean Morton" <iean e!ia@unc:edu>, Jennifer Conrad <i conrad@kenan-fla~!er.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Napier, Mary E" <__m____n___a_p__!__e__r____@____e___m____a_!!_.___u___q_c__.__e___d___u_.>, __@__l_£_e__n___a___n__:_f_!_a__g[_e___r_.___u___q_c__.___e__d___u_.>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>, Ted Zoller 

<Ted Zoller@kenan-fiagler.unc.ed u> 

Subject: RE: March 7 

Joe, 

Unfortunately, is during MBA so the students will not be in classes. I would be happy to meet with Brent while he is here, as well as try to 

find a tirne [or h~m to speakto students perhaps ~ater in March or 

Best, 

Gre~ 
Prof. Gregory W. Brown 
Sarah Graham Kenan Distinguished Scholar of Finance 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
The Universi~ of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3490, NcColl Building, Room 4115 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 USA 

(9~9) 962-9250 
Research: h~p:!!ssrn.com/author=250945 

F~m: Dean, Jim 
Sent: Wednesday,              9:07 AN 
To: Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry); NcKeen, Shannon; Sharer, Bradley; Ella, Jean; Conrad, Jennifer 
Co: Napier, Naw (Biochemistw and Biophysics); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science); Zoller, Ted; Brown, Gregory W. 
Subject: RE: Narch 7 

Joe .-- Sen~or Associate Dean Jennifer Conrad and Fk~ance Professor Greg Brown are ~n the best position to help with this. 

class in ~nvestment management, or maybe the m~nagers from the strident-managed 

Jim 

F~m: DeSimone, Joseph N. [mai~to:desimone@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,              $0:27 PN 
To: Dean, Jim; NcKeen~ Shannon; Sharer, Bradley; Ella, Jean 

Co: Napier, Naw (Biochemistw and Biophysics);. Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science); Zoller, Ted 
Subject: 
Colleagues, 

On        , Brent Jones has a~reed to visit to lecture in my entrepreneurship class. Brent, a three time Super Bowl champion with the 49era, is a founder and Partner at 
North~ate Capital, an extremely successfu~ fund of funds with over $5 Billion under management. 

It wou~d be awesome if we could arrange a very special lecture at the KFBS that same day. I can vouch that his lecture / story is a whole lot of fun and 

inspiring. Possible? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemica~ Engineerin~ at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.d~em.unc.edu/people/fiacu~ty/des~mone/ 

http:iiwww.kenaninstitute.unc.edui 
Te~: 959-962-2566 

Fax: 959-962-5467 



[]Follow me on Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hackney, Anthony C <’thackney@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:04 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; Guskiemcz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Teaching EwJuations 

Thanks Deb for the info, I will be assigning two people to do this review very soon 

Also, Denise informed me that you have had Coyte Cooper do a teaching evaluation on you - while that is fine, our policy set tap by Kevin has been for me as assistant chair to solicit and 
schedule teaching evaluations on faculty member and not they set up such things on their own - in that ~vay there is a yew clear and independent transparency of the review process. Kevin 
has not reformed he that he has changed this policy or made ari exception for you in this review- process (Kevin, if you have please inform me). 

Thus, ~vhile we will accept Coyte’s review, I will be assigning two different reviewers to you nonetheless. 

Sincerely, 

Tony 

A.C Hackney, PhD, DSc 
Professor Exercise Physiology & Nutrition 
Assistant Chair Exercise & Sport Science 
University of North Carolina - Chapel IIill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 9:22 AM 
To: Hackney Anthony C 
Sut~ject: RE: Teaching Evaluations 

tIappy New Year! 

]X,P~,rF - 11:00 a.m. Woollen 303 (EXSS 328) 
T/R - 12:30 pro. Woollen 302 (EXSS 51) 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Hackney, Anthony C 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 4:46 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Teaching Evaluations 

As part ofyo~ current am~ual review it is necessary for me to have two teaching evaluations performed on you. Please send me your teaching schedule and I will assign faculty to do so in 
the near future. 
Sincerely, 
Tony 

A.C. Hackney, PhD, DSc 
Professor Exercise Physiology & Nutrition Assistant Chair Exercise & Sport Science University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:32 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Dr, St~oman, 
T just left your EXSS    class because 3[ wasn’t on the list of names you called out. 3[ looked online when registration opened and I tried registering for this class but it said that 

your permission was required first. So 3[ thought showing up on the first day would be how T could get your permission. Was there some other way 3[ should have done it? Also, 
3[ am looking at it now and it says there are still seats available. Can people still not get in at this point? rm a                and he thought ~hat if I showed up today then 
I would be able to get in also, rm just a little confused and if you wouldn’t mind explaining it to me 3[ would greatly appreciate it. Thanks so much. 

UNC-Cha~)el Hill 
Phone: 
E-mail: @live,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 1:26 PM 

SouthaJl, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debora]a L -~dstro@unc.edu> 

Email Address Chmage 

Hi, 

I just wanted to let you know that I need to change my email address from 

Thanks! 

@live.unc.edu to edkeith@alumni.unc.edu 



Fl~lm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 2:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Litb After Slx~rt: Career TaJ~sition Research 

Dr. Stroman, 

I sincerely apologize, somehow this message was marked as read and it was not until I went back to email you again that I realized it was overlooked. This seems terribly 
irresponsible, and I assure you it was a mistake. If you are still willing to work together I would be happy to speak or meet with you as soon as tomorrow any time after 
:1:00PM. Please let me know what is best for you, and I apologize again. 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
B.A. Public Policy and Psychology 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:37 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Life After Sport: Career Tansition Research 

Le(s chat by phone next week. I plan on bein~ in ~:he office on 

Do you have any particular PSYC profs thsL you Hke ;) or wou~d like to have as a contacL ~:or this study? 

Dr, Stromsn 

Do Good, 

[)eboE~t] L, St~’o~alL Pb,D~ CLU 

9.}343.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

1:0:1 PM 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

B.A. Public Policy and Psychology 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Life After Sport: Career Tansition Research 

Hi, Dr. Stroman, 
I hope all is well! I apologize for just finally sending this information regarding participation in your research next semester. It has been a very busy couple of weeks! 
I have attached a copy of the PSYC    application and Supervisor Orientation Form with the student portions already filled out. We can meet to complete these at your 
convenience if you would like! I have also attached a syllabus proposal for the course. The parts in red are areas I wanted to ask you about, (i.e. meeting times and grades). 
Please feel free to make changes, ask questions, or let me know if you are having difficulty finding a mentor from the Department of Psychology. 
Sincerely, 



From: ~(}aol.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:34 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Greeting 

Hello Dr. Stroman how are you doing? It’s been a while since we’ve 
talked. I’ve been thinking about possibly making nay m~jor EXSS but on 
the sports side instead of the medicine side. Would love to sit down 
and talk sometime if you’re free Look forward to hearing back from you 
Dr. Stroman. Happy Ne~v Years :) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?}live.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Possible CSBC Events for 

Dr. Stroman, 

Attached is the list of possible trips, prqiects, and speakers for the semester. Let me kno~v what you think and if you have anything that you would like to add. 



From: ((}live .unc .edtv’- 

Sent: Wednesday’, 8:25 PM 

To: Stroman~ Deborah I, ~dstro@unc.edu> 

Sub jet-t: Forgot to Attach the FiDe 

Attach: CSBC Events - docx 

Here is the attachment :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?}live.tmc.edu; 

Thursday, 12:44 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Possible CSBC Events for 

Dr. Stroman, 

Outline looks good. The only changes I ~vould consider making are things that ~ve would need to discuss as a board before changing. 

Looking forward to Monday! 

at 10:46 PiN~ Stroman, Deborah L ~Vl-ote: 

Hi       Great work! I will try to add this doc as a Wiki on Sakai fbr 
certain executive board members to review and edit. For now, please take a 
look and edit. 
Thanks. 

Dr Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, PhD. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/exss.unc edu/ 
Sport Acffninistration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

On 8:24 PM. @live uric edu> wrote: 

>> Dr Stroman, 
>> 

>> Attached is the list of possible trips, projects, and speakers for the 
>> semester. Let me know what you think and if you have awthing 
>> that you would like to add 
>> 

<CSBC F.vents - .docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 9:39 AM 

discnssion <t~ulty--athletics-lbmm@listservxmc.edu> 

RE: [l~ul .ty--athlefics-tbrnm] 2012 CSRI Men’s m~d women’s basketball adjnsted graduation gap (AGG) report 

Jay, could you elaborate on your last point a little more. "Graduation is of course critical, but there is one other issue to consider: the content of the degrees earned. I 

would submit that degrees earned through following paths of least resistance, paths cleared for the athletes by their full-time counselors, do not have the same value as 
degrees earned the old-fashioned way." 

The content of a deg~ee earned is determined by the UNversi~ and is any true for any student receiving that degree. 

How are paths cleared for athletes by their fifll-time counselors? Ifa student completes degree requirements as set-forth by the Universi~ what is meant by degrees 

earned the "old-fashioned" way? 

Would a student who balanced her ,schedule with a mix of courses she had required for her major and courses that peaked her interests with a t~w classes she heard 

from classmates and saw on Pick a Prof a~d were easier than others bnt till requirements have a °less valued" degree? 

Joy 

JoyJ. Refiner, M.A., R](R), FAE~R5 

Assodate Professor and Dh’ector 

Universib~, of North Carolina a[ Chapel FIq~ 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

B21-A 5ou[h Columbia St, 

Chape~ HHI, NC 27599-7130 

................................ 
919-gg6-.5147Desl< 

Cel~ 

919-9 ~; 6-.t~95~ Eax 

-CON~IDENY~AMTY NOTICE: This e--mad message, [ncludh-~g attachments, [f any, is intended en~y for the -person or entity to which [t is addressed and may ce~tain confident~a~ and/or 

pdwleged mater[ai, Any -----unauthorized rewew, use, disclosure or d~stdbut[on ~s prohibited, If you are net the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mad and 

destroy all copies of the or~gh-~al message 

authorize8 ~ate efficia[ (NCGS, ch, ~32), Student educational records are s~bject to F~RPA, 

F~m= Jay Smith [mail~:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, ]anua~ t0, 2013 9:19 AN 
To= discussion 
C¢= discussion 
Subje{t= Re: [faculW--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Nen’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) repo~ 
Richard, one would think that yonr comment on the boom of ~ge 4-~p of Nge 5 in tNs document would a~iculate ~e principled psition of UNversib- faculb~ 
across the l~d, including those at ~C-CH. It’s so sad that that will probably never be the c~e. -Jay 

PS Graduation is of course critical, but "there is one other issue to consider: the content of the degrees earned. I would submit "that degrees earned through follomng 

paths of least resistance, paths cleared tbr the athletes by their lull-time co~mselors, do not have the sa~ne value as degrees earned the old-fashioned way. 

On 1/10/13 2:56 AM, Sonthall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Hello all, 
Attached please find a coW of the 2012 College Sport Research Institute (CSPd) Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) report for NCAA men’s and 

wome~f s Division I basketball. 

I would be happy to discuss the report with any of you. 

Best regards, 

Richa~l 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Director - Co~ege Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax -- 919.962-.6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

http://exss‘unc~ed‘4~graduate~pr~grams/Speciali~ati~n~/Sport~administrati~n~verview/ 

CSRI website: www.unc.edu/csri 

CSRI Corfference on College Sport website: wwwX:sricomr,’-m~mce.oq;~ 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You axe cunently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: j_~_~2:~_E&t..h_@.e__n_!a.4_l_:._u__r!c_:_e_.~t_u_. 

To nnsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.eduiu’~ id=48699857.65997:91 b4M5b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n=T&l=faculty--atlfletics- fornm&o=32604462 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



or send a blm~k ema~l to leave-32604462-48699857.65997791MbA5b38d9tB9522ac998cag(&listser~7.unc.edu 

(It may be necesmD- to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank email m leave-32605259-58571604~229e717e31 d387e13836b56d20alc8a5(/~listset~.unc,edu 

You axe cu~e~Ny subscribed ~ #acul~--a~lefics-tbmm as: dstro(&unc,edu. 

(It may be necesmu to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or seM a Nank emNl to leave-32605399-48699886.Tb78768854bT1 bebc23d57742~763d6~listsen’.t~nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 11:08 AM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbmm@lis~servxmc.edu> 

RE: [l~u1.1y--athletics-thrum] 2012 CSRI Men’s m~d women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) report 

Thank you .Jay for theclarificat~on. ~ think what you are hearing is a word of caution on the wording and tone of remarks that can be interpreted and 

misinterpreted in a variety of ways that was not your intent~ 

Jo~/J. Re~qer, M.A., r~T(R), FAE~RS 

University o[ North Carolina at Chapel HHI 

School of Medicine 

CB #7~30 UNC-CH Bondurar~[ Hall 

B 21-A South Colum bia SL 

Chapei FI[H, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 
Celi 

919-965-5952,’ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This em~aH message, iqcludh~g attachments, if aqy~ is inEer~ded only for the -person or entiw to which [E is addressed and may cor~tain corffident[a~ and/or 
privileged ma[er[aL Aqy --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution is prohibi[ed, If you are not the intended rec[p[enL please coqtact the sender b~, reply e-mall and 
destroy" all copies of the or[~[nal message. 

F~m= Jay Smith [mailto:jaysm~th@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 10:00 AN 

Te~ discussion 
~¢~ discussion 
Subject= Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball aCusted graduation gap (AGG) repo~ 

To be cleat l’m not disparaging any CHOICES. None. 

On 1/10/13 9:54 AM, Shustec glizabeth O wrote: 

] agree w~th the report that the disparities in graduation rates are d~sturb~ng, bu[ ~’m very concerned s[ [he thought that certab~ ma~ors are considered 

~ess worthy than others. ~ deal with many, many students who start out in the sdences but find them too challenging and!or~ time consuming. I’ve 

seen these students sw~tch to other fie~ds (including Mstory) --. ~n some (not al~ cases) the sw~tch is to make more t~me for other pursu~ts~ Does th~s 

mean that any student who falls to complete a BS m Chem~strv, Biology or Physics ~s following a path o[ least res~stan(:e? There are many non-athkd:es 

~n all o[ [he ma~ors ot~ campus -8re [:heir degrees of less value? 

Again, ~ understand that there are issues w~th the demands pbced on sdfletes and ] would love to see a ma~or reform in [he NCAA rules 

goverNng/constrab~ng atMetes. However, we need to be very careful about d~sparagh~g academic choices avaHsNe to a]~ students. 

Elizabeth O. Shuster 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

2002 Steele Building 

Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 27599-3~10 

eshuster@email.unc.edu 

ph: 9~9-843-8918 

fax: 919-962-6888 

advising.unc.edu 

F~m: Rennet, Joy J 

Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 9:39 AN 

To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [NculW--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball aNusted graduation gap (AGG) repo~ 

Jay, coutd you e{aborate on your tast point a t~ttle more. "~ad~tion is ofcour~ cfificM, bN them is one other issue to consider: the content office 

degrees earned. I would submit that &gmes earned through following Nths of least resistance, Nths cleared ibr the athletes by their full-time counselors, 

do not have the stone vMue as degrees earned the old-Nshioned way." 

The content of a degree earned is &te~ined by the UNversi~ and is any tree for oay sm&nt receiving that degree. 

How are paths clewed for atNetes by ~eir full-time cotmselors? Ifa student completes degree mqNmments ~ set-fo~h by ~e UnNersib, what is 

meant by degrees earned the "old- f~Noned" way? 

Would a s~dem who bManced her schedule with a mix of courses she had required for her major and courses that peaked her interests with a few classes 

she heard from classmates ~d ~w on Pick a Profand were easier than others but fill mqmmments have a "less vMued" degree? 

Joy 

JoyJ. Rennet, M.A,, R-[(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Schooi of Medicine 
CB #7).30 UNC-.CR gondurant Rail 

32 J.-.R South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5 J.47Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951~ l:ax 

--CONI:ID~NTIALI]h~ NOiIC~: [I~,L e-mail message, ~ncluding attachments, ~f any, ~s intended only for the -person or entity, to which ~t is addressed and ma~, conta~ n 

confidential and/or privdeged ;llatel’ial, An~’ --.-unautholfized review, use, disclosure or d[str~but~on is prohibited. If you are not the ~tended redpient, please contact the 

sender b~ reply e-mail and destro~ aH cep[es of the original message. 



F~m: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 9:19 AM 
To: discussion 
Gc: discussion 
S~bjeCt: Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] 2012 CSRI Men’s and women’s basketball adjusted graduation gap (AGG) repo~ 

Richard, one would think that your comment on the bottom of page 4-’~p of~ge 5 in ~is docnment would a~culate the principled ~sition of Unive~ity 

facnlF ~ross the la~d, including tho~ at I~C-Ct£ It’s so sad that that will pro~bly never be the case. -Jay 

PS Graduation is of course critical, but there is one other issne to consider: the content of the degrees earned. I wonld submit that degrees earned through 
follomng paths ofleas~t resistaxice, paths cleared for the athletes by their full-ti,ne counselors, do not have the same vaJue as degrees earned the old- 

fashioned way. 

On 1/10/13 2:56 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Hello all, 
Attached please find a coW of the 2012 College Sport Research Inslitute (CSRI) Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) report for NCAA 

men’s and women’s Division I basketball. 

I would be happy to discuss the report with any of you. 

Best regards, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen I-tall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919,962-6235 
southall@ema[I.unc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration websRe: 

hti:p:/~exss‘u~c~edu/gradu~i:e~programs/spe~ai~z~:k~ns/sport~.a(~m~n~s~:rat~uerv~ew~ 

CSRI website: 

CSRJ Conference on College Sport website: www,csdconference,orB 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are cnrrently subscribed to faculty---atNetics- forum as: ia’/smitb,%emedl.unc.edu. 

To nnsubseribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.eduht?id=48699857.65997791 b4M5638d9f69522ac998ca9&n=T&l=facnlty--athletics- 

fbnm~&o=32604462 

(It may be necessau to cut and pasle the above UI~L if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to l..e..~y..e..-..~3...2..~.(.!.4...4...~.2~-..4...8~..}~.8..~.7~.9...c.)..7..7.~.N.b~.~.~j.~1~2~.~.~.~9.~j.~.~i~ku~£:~j.u. 

You are currently subscribed to faculU--athletics-forum as: Joy Rem~er({hned.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc .edt~’n?i d=58571604.229e717e31 d387e 13836b56d20al c8a5&n=T&l =fact@v--athletics-tbrnm&o=32605259 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema]l to l..e..{bie.~2~6~(.!.5~2...5..2-...5...8~5..Z.~..~.(.!.4..~:.2.~2..~9..~e..Z.~..7.e..~.~.~.d.~S.~.~7~e~.~S.~.~.b~5..~!:a~£~.@~rZ:~,u 

You axe currently snbscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eshus~ter~enm~l.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.eduiu?id 48737285.009bdbbeeb5344a8a694becb968e2cf2&n T&I faculW--athletics-forum&o 32605399 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32605399-48737285.009bdbbeeb5344.a8a694becb968e2c12~;listserv.unc.edu 

You axe currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jgy}!__r!_i_[_h_@_e___n!_aj_l_=_u__rLc_:_e_j__u_. 

To nnsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu:u?idM8699857.65997791b4645b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I faculW--athletics-forum&o 32605510 



(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blm~k email to leave-32605510-48699857.65997791MbA5b38d9tE9522ac998cag(~listser~7.unc.edu 

You axe cunently subscribed to faculty--athlelics- forum as: ._J_~_?y___I_~_e__~3!)__e_!;{i~_~__r_~__e__d__:__u__r!_c_:__e__d_t!. 

To unsubscfibe click here: http:iilists.unc.edu:u?id 58571604.229eT17e31d387e13836b56d20alc8a5&u ][&l t~acultv--atNetics-forum&o 32605551 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-32605551-58571604.229e717e31 d387e13836b56d20al c8a5(a~listserv,unc,edu 

You axe currently subscribed to ~:aculU--athletics- forum as: dstro(~unc.edu. 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32606061-48699886.Tb78768854bT1 bebc23d57742a2763d6(~listserv.unc.edu 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Thursday, 1:33 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS advising 

Dr Sla-oma n, 

Hi my name is and I am a tlceslwnan at Carolina. I believe professor Shemer copied you to his email but I just have some general questions about courses 

If you have an?- time before Monday that you could meet with me that ~vould be so great. 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 2:07 PM 

The progl?ac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

Campbell, Lain., <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; ttammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emml.unc.edu>; Jones, Shm~dra 

<shmidraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L 

<verita mumll@unc.edu:>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: [progfac] The scan stuff& a response 

Hi Sherryl. Happy New Year! The Carolina Black Caucus held its annual "State ot: Lhe University" meeting with Chancellor Thor£ yesterday. (Note: ~ asked the 

Chancellor to add a glad( one to the Provost’s Search Committee. He apologized for the oversight and agreed to do such.) We discussed the Strategic D~rect~ons 

Initiative and our concerns regarding d~vers~ty and "effidency/’ ] suggested a response letter from the Caucus as an option. 

~ am confident that my steerh~g committee would be ~n agreement of a joh~t-response with PFN and!or other Uke-minded associat~ons~ 

Please advise, 

d 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
Faculty, gxerdse at~ Sport Sdet~ce Deparkmet~k 
Chair, Carolina B[ack Cauct~s 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiW." 

F~m= Sher~l Kleinman [mailto:         @nc.rr.com] 
Sent= Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 1~:38 AN 
To= The progfac mailing list 
Subjemt= [progfac] ~e scary stuff & a response 

Evevone: 

What’s not being reported on is the fact that two key sections of the strat, plan will not appear in draft (or other) form until Wed. Jan 16th, 
which gives the Faculty Assembly (and faculty,, period) just about no time to respond. I listened to some of the video of the Adv. Comm. 
on Strat. Directions last night. Under "l~mXilnizing efficiencies" (one of the 2 sections not available until next week), the person from the 
Gen. Adm. spoke about looking at "low enrollment and low productivity programs"; also, at the open meeting of the working group the 
week before, "consolidation of programs" was referred to. And I ~btmd out from someone "that "section size" was on one of the slides 
yesterday (though it didn’t appear in the video), which refers to classroom size. The overall language used for the "education bucket" (yet 
another term) is "active portfolio management strategy" (what they can do re: programs, etc. to increase "efficiency"). 

These are curricular matters, and should have faculty involved--and at the very least time to give feedback to the FA members before they 
meet on the 18th, and giving them more time to respond to the final draft. 

My concerns have had no uptake with reporters, so how about a letter from PFN? Anything to get this out there. The latest pieces in the 
N&O and Durham Herald are about other things. 

Please email if you have other ideas, 

Sherryl 
<ul> 

<li~ -- You are currently subscribed m 
<"ul> 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clayton~ Taffye Benson <taffye@onc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 2:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: [progt~c] The scao~ stuff& a response 

Deb, 
For now, why don’t you send those concerns to me. Yes----I have a facuKy appointment h3 the School of Education, I will also share with Marco, 
Best, 

Yaffye Benson Clayton, EdD 

Vice Provost t:or Diversity and Mukicul~ura~ Affaks and Chie[ Divers~y Officer 

University of North Carolina 

Offh::e o~ Diversity and MuRi(:uitura~ .AffaFs 

9K South 

Chapel FH[[, NC 27599--92~5 

9~9.962.0202 p 

taffye@unc.edu 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Se~t: Thursday, January ~0, 20~3 2:09 PM 
To: Cla~on, Ta~e Benson 
Subject: ~: [progfac] The sca~ stuff & a response 
Hi Taffye. Who ~s directly responsible in your office [or faculty retention and concerns? Does he/she have a faculty appointment? [f so, [ Mndly suggest d~at he/she 

jo~ns this [~stserw 

~ can send d~rect~oms on the process, if requested. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah ~, Stremau, Ph,D. 

En~juL~e. ~xplore, Empower. 

9:19,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°°’ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 2:07 PM 
To-" ’Sherryl Kleinman’; The progfac mailing list 
C¢: Campbell, Larry; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda; Jones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj; IVlurrill, Verita L; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: [progfac] The scary stuff & a response 

Hi Sherryl. Happy New Year’! The Carolina Black Caucus held its annual "State of the University’° meeting with Chancellor Thorp yes[erda% {Note: I asked 

Chancellor to add a Black male to the Provost’s Search Committee, He apologized for the oversight and agreed to do such.) We discussed the Strategic Directions 

Initiative and our concerns regarding diversity and "efficiencv." 1 suggested a response letter from the Caucus as ai~ option. 

f am confident that my steering commii:~:ee would be in agreement of a .[.a~nt-.response with PFN and/.ar other ~ke-minded associa~:~ons. 

Please advise. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, ?h.D. CLU 
Faculty~ Exercise arid Sport Scier~ce Departmer~t 

Chair, Carolina B~ack Cau cus 
g’rwu~e, Explore, Empower, 

9719,843.0336 

F~: Sher~l Kleinman [maH~: ~nc,rr,com] 
Se~t~ Thursday, ~anua~ ~0, 20~3 ~:38 AM 
Te: The progfac mailing I~st 
$u~jeCt: [progfac] ~e scary stuff & a response 

What’s not being reported on is the fact that two key sections of the strat, plan will not appear in draft (or other) fo~n until Wed. Jan 16th, 

which gives the Faculty Assembly (and faculty, period)just about no time to respond. I listened to some of the video of the Adv. Comm. 

on Strat. Directions last night. Under "maximizing efficiencies" (one of the 2 sections not available until next week), thc person from the 

Gen. Adm. spoke about looking at "low enrollment and low productivity programs"; also, at the open meeting of the working group the 

week before, "consolidation of programs" was referred to. And I fotmd out from someone that "section size" was on one of the slides 

yesterday (though it didn’t appear in the video), which refers to classroom size. The overall language used for the "e&~cation bucket" (yet 

another term) is "active portfolio management strategy" (what they can do re: programs, etc. to increase "efficiency"). 

These are curricular matters, and should have faculty involved--and at the very least time to give feedback to the FA members before they 
meet on the 18th, and giving them more time to respond to the final draft. 

9 My concerns have had no uptake with reporters, so how about a letter from PFN~ Anything to get tiffs out there. The latest pieces in the 
N&O and Durham Herald are about other things. 



Please email if you have other ideas, 

Shercyl 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Thursday, 4:45 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <saJyer@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS 

EXSS    Proposal.docx 

Hi Sherry. I am here until 6:15 if you want me to come by. 
Thanks. 
d 

Explore, En~a~e, Empower° 

i.~.i Best Teachers2 



Media Contact" 

nagel@sc.edu 

Dr. Mark S. Nagel, College Sport Research Institute 

(ce11)/803-777-3751(office) 

Adjasted Graduatio  Gap: 

NCAA Div s o o  Me ’s Women’s Basketball 

Chapel Hill, NC-January 10, 2013... The College Sport Research Institute (CSRI) at The 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill released the third annual installment of its NCAA 

Division-I men’s and women’s basketball Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) report today. The 

2012 report indicated the overall AGG between NCAA D-I men’s basketball players and the 

general full-time male student body is once again sizable (-20.0), with the gap for "major" NCAA 

D-I conferences (-30.1) decreasing 2.3 points from the 2011 Report but essentially on par with 

the initial 2010 Report’s benchmark gap of -30.8%. 

The 2012 AGG for NCAA D-I women basketball players (-9.2) is only slightly less than last year’s 

AGG (-9.4) but is greater than the 2010 AGG of -8.9. However, the AGG for "major" NCAA D-I 

women’s conferences fell slightly to -13.4 from the 2011 and 2010 AGG’s of -14.6. For both men 

and women NCAA D-I basketball players, "mid-major" conference AGGs are consistently smaller 

in all three annual reports. This may be the result of some "mid-major" conferences being 

comprised of schools that have lower entrance standards or are drawing more students from 

lower socio-economic backgrounds. CSRI associate director and AGG report coauthor Dr. Mark 

S. Nagel noted that a variety of factors may result in larger "major-conference" AGGs, "Any 
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analysis of the quality of an education afforded any student is complex and requires a multitude 

of research approaches; the AGG continues to provide statistical evidence that many D-I 

basketball players (who - according to NCAA policy - must be full-time students) do not 

graduate at rates comparable to full-time students at their respective universities. This 

deserves further examination." Dr. Richard Southall, CSRI director, discussed a possible reason 

for the graduation gaps, "Could athletes’ arduous practice and travel schedules impact their 

opportunity to study and graduate? It would not be surprising since Division I basketball 

schedules are travel intensive and often require extensive missed class time." 

The 20:12 Division-I Basketball AGG Report utilizes the published 4-class average Federal 

Graduation Rates (FGR) for the 200:1-2004 cohort (the latest available when the data were 

compiled) and adjusts the student-body FGR to remove the FGR’s "part-time bias." This allows 

for a more realistic comparison of reported NCAA Division-I basketball players’ federal 

graduation rates with adjusted full-time student graduation rates. 

Results of the men’s report included: 

All 30 NCAA D-I men’s basketball conferences have negative AGGs meaning all men’s 

basketball player graduation rates are less than the estimated full-time male student- 

body rate. 

¯ The difference in the men’s basketball AGG between "major" and "mid-major" 

conferences is :14.5 points. The significantly lower graduation rates and larger AGGs for 

major D-I men’s basketball players, strongly suggests these athletes are not as well 

integrated into the general student body as their mid-major counterparts. 

¯ The sixteen NCAA D-I conferences with the smallest AGG for men’s basketball players 

are all "mid-major" conferences. Eighteen out of the "Top 20" NCAA D-I conferences (as 

measured by AGG) are "mid-major" conferences. Seven out of the "Bottom :10" 

conferences are "major" conferences. 

° Three men’s conferences posted double digit AGG improvements vs. their 20:10 AGG: 

Mountain West (MWC) (+:10), Patriot (+:1:1) and Southland (+:1:1). For 20:12 the MWC had 
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the smallest "major" conference gap (-21), and Southwestern had the most favorable 

gap (0) of any NCAA D-I men’s basketball conference. Since 2010 the AGG has narrowed 

for fifteen conferences, expanded for fourteen and remained the same for one. 

The AGG for black basketball players (26.7) is significantly greater than that of white 

players (14.6) not only overall but also for "major" conferences (35.2 vs. 21.5) as well as 

for "mid-major" conferences (22.7 vs. 11.3). 

Results of the women’s report included: 

Five women’s basketball conferences, all "mid-majors", have positive AGGs. The 

women’s basketball players’ graduation rates in these conferences exceed the 

estimated full-time female student-body rates. 

The nine NCAA D-I conferences with the smallest AGGs are all "mid-major" conferences. 

Fifteen out of the seventeen conferences with the smallest AGG’s are all "mid-major" 

conferences. 

The average AGG for all NCAA D-I women’s basketball conferences is -9.2 percentage 

points. For the 21 mid-majors the average AGG is -7.5, 5.9 percentage points smaller 

than the -13.4 average for the "majors" (N=9). 

Four "mid-major" conferences are among the bottom five in greatest AGGs among 

women’s NCAA D-I basketball. 

The Southeastern (12 points) was the only conference that had a decrease in their AGG 

larger than 10 points from 2010 to 2012. Since 2010 thirteen conferences have 

narrowed their AGG while it has expanded for sixteen and remained the same for one. 

Contrary to the men’s situation, the difference in AGGs between black and white 

women basketball players is not statistically significant. 

Summary NCAA Division-I Adjusted Graduation Gap Tables for NCAA Division-I conferences are 

in the Appendix. 
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Nagel noted, "In light of NCAA commentary, which proclaims college athletes graduate at rates 

higher than the general student body, this report’s findings concerning men’s and women’s 

basketball need to be openly and honestly discussed. Gaps this large indicate that men’s 

basketball players, particularly those in "major" conferences are not graduating at a similar rate 

as their full-time student colleagues. The college basketball season stretches over two 

semesters, which is potentially problematic in regards to a basketball player obtaining a 

meaningful education and graduating at rates comparable to other full-time students. These 

athletes are asked to ’work’ extensively at their sport. In addition to the physical demands, the 

travel and missed class time that NCAA D-I basketball players (both men and women) must 

endure is bound to negatively affect many of the players’ educational pursuits and their 

graduation rates." The AGG results raise several questions for NCAA and university 

administrators: 

Do these basketball entertainers, who work nights and weekends to fill arenas and 

attract media consumers, have the interest, abilities, and - most importantly- time to 

also be full-time college students? 

Are these athletes afforded less of an educational opportunity than other full-time 

students? 

What policy changes at the NCAA, conference, or university level would help close these 

large and growing gaps? 

Southall remarked: "Multi-million dollar television contracts, which form the backbone of this 

entertainment industry, are negotiated by networks, athletic departments, and conferences 

with little or no regard for players’ academic workloads. A player’s opportunity to be educated 

is not a primary consideration for the other college sport stakeholders. Players must organize 

their full-time academic course loads and study time between practice schedules, conditioning, 

film-study, media requests, games and travel. The 2012 AGG results suggest players need help 
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in addressing their schedules and their forced priorities. Those responsible should advocate for 

meaningful and realistically enforceable policies to limit the time athletes are required to 

devote to their athletic ’avocation.’ Since athletes cannot negotiate the terms of their de facto 

employment, it is up to university administrators and faculty to advocate for such policies and 

their strong enforcement. If an education is the quidpro quo within the collegiate model, then 

any barriers that impede athletes’ equal access to a meaningful education need to be 

addressed." 

The authors of the study (CSRI Director Dr. Richard M. Southall, CSRI Associate Director Dr. 

Mark S. Nagel, CSRI Project Manager Mr. Christopher S. Exton, Dr. E. Woodrow Eckard, Mr. 

Chase Blake) commented: "The AGG report suggests the need for additional research into how 

socio-economic status, educational background, cultural diversity, and athlete-migration 

patterns may reveal themselves in these data. Everyone involved in intercollegiate athletics 

should welcome research that seeks to answer these difficult questions." 

A66 R.e ort 

In 1990, Congress mandated full disclosure of graduation rates at schools that award 

athletically-related aid and receive federal financial aid. The Federal Graduation Rate (FGR) 

reports the percentage of students (including athletes) who graduate within six years from the 

school they entered as freshmen. As a result, the FGR provides a measure of the extent to 

which colleges and universities retain and graduate students, thus providing one measure of 

whether schools are fulfilling the NCAA’s mission of maintaining athletes as an integral part of 

the student body. The strength of the FGR is its focus on student retention. 

Another measure of graduation rates for athletes is called the Graduation Success Rate 

(GSR). The GSR, a creation of the NCAA, excludes from its calculation athletes--primarily 

transfers--who leave a particular school prior to graduating (i.e. early), but in good academic 

standing. The NCAA methodology includes athletes who transfer into an institution in a 

school’s GSR. The GSR is a useful adjunct to the FGR, in that it recognizes athletes (based at 



least partly on their interests and abilities) may take a different path to graduation than other 

full-time students. Similar to many part-time students who must work a full-time job while in 

school, athletes may transfer from one school to another. However, the degree to which such 

transfer activity takes place or whether athletes’ transfer rates are comparable to such activity 

among other full-time students is an area for further research, since data regarding the 

migration of the general student body is not currently tracked. For this reason a major 

limitation of the GSR is the inability to compare athletes’ GSR to a similar rate for the general 

student body, since none exists. In addition, at times NCAA athletes’ Graduation Success Rates 

and Federal Graduation Rates for the general student body are intermingled in discussions of 

graduation rates. Unless clearly delineated, such comparisons often confuse the general public 

and result in a more favorable impression regarding the retention and graduation of college 

athletes from the university to which they initially enrolled. As long as the purpose and scope 

of the GSR is clearly delineated, and its limitations are clearly identified, it is a useful indicator 

of college athletes’ persistence in making progress toward a degree. 

The Adjusted Graduation Gap was developed to address a limitation of the FGR and provide a 

context to examine retention rates among various student populations on college campuses. 

The AGG compares an adjusted graduation rate (AGR) for full-time students and the reported 

FGR for college athletes from the following NCAA Division-I sports: football - Football Bowl 

Subdivision (FBS) & Football Championship Subdivision (FCS), men’s and women’s basketball, 

softball and baseball. Reports regarding each sport are released at various times during the 

year. Just as the FGR and GSR have limitations, the AGG is not intended to be used in isolation 

or intended to refute FGR or GSR analyses. 
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The College Sport Research Institute believes all measures pertaining to college athletes’ 

graduation rates should be utilized in any such discussion, since no one measure is "perfect," 

"better," "more accurate" or somehow "fairer" than another. They simply measure different 

things. The FGR focuses on an institution’s ability to retain the students (including athletes) it 

initially admits, while the GSR attempts to account for athletes who leave a school that initially 

admitted them. The AGG’s fundamental premise is that contrary to most full-time students, 

college athletes (especially those in revenue sports) work a full-time job (athletics) while in 

school. The AGG examines the gaps in graduation rates between these dissimilar students: 

athletes who work full-time at their sport and those full-time students who may not hold down 

a full-time job. 

Historically, standard evaluations of NCAA athlete graduation rates have involved comparisons 

with general student-body rates presumed to pertain to full-time students. However, at many 

schools general student body rates include a significant number of part-time students. This is 

problematic because athletes must be "full-time" and should therefore be compared with other 

full-time students. The downward "part-timer bias" in the student-body rate distorts the 

comparison. Because part-time students take longer to graduate, this significantly reduces the 

measured general student-body graduation rate (FGR). CSRI’s Adjusted Graduation Gap 

addresses this "part-timer bias" using regression-based adjustments for the percentage of part- 

timers. These estimates then become the basis for the AGG comparison of graduation rates 

among full-time students. I 

This 20:12 men’s and women’s basketball AGG report is the latest College Sport Research 

Institute (CSRI) Adjusted Graduation Gap Report. In spring 20:13, CSRI will publish AGG data 

concerning NCAA D-I softball and baseball. It is hoped ongoing AGG reports will encourage 

research and dialogue regarding not only graduation rates, but also the quality and type of 

educational opportunities afforded college athletes. 

i Technical details of the AGG can be found in E. Woodrow Eckard, "NCAA Athlete Graduation 

Rates: Less than Meets the Eye," Journal of Sport Management, January 20:10, pp. 45-58. 
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CSR[ 

The College Sport Research Institute is dedicated to conducting and supporting independent 

data collection and analysis related to college-sport issues. CSRI is one of eight laboratories and 

institutes within the Department of Exercise and Sport Science at The University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. As of fall 20:12, CSRI has over :100 supporting members from across the 

United States, including current and former students, faculty, college and professional athletes, 

athletic administrators, and the general public. 

In keeping with its mission and goals, the institute sponsors an annual conference dedicated to 

providing college-sport scholars and intercollegiate athletics practitioners a forum to discuss 

issues and research related to pressing college-sport issues, publishes a peer-reviewed scholarly 

journal: JournM oJ: lssues in Interco!legi~te Athletics (JflA), releases periodic research reports 

related to college-sport issues, and provides graduate and undergraduate research 

opportunities for students interested in college-sport research. 

For more information regarding CSRI or to offer financial 
support, please visit www.unc.edu/csri or call (919) 84:3-9627. 

Dr. Southall is Director-College Sport Research Institute, Associate Professor of Sport 

Administration, and Graduate Sport-Administration Program Coordinator, Department of 
Exercise and Sport Science, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Dr. Mark Nagel is Associate Director- College Sport Research Institute and Associate Professor, 
Department of Sport and Entertainment Management, University of South Carolina. 

Mr. Christopher S. Exton is CSRI Project Manager 

Dr. Woodrow Eckard is Professor of Economics, Business School, University of Colorado Denver. 

Mr. Chase Blake is CSRI Office Manager 
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Appendix 

(AGG) Summary- [200i 2004 g-class Cohort} 

Ranking Conference 2012 

AGG* 

2010 

AGG* 

2011 

AGG* 

0 -5 

-5 +1 

-5 -6 

-6 -5 

-6 -13 

-7 +6 

-13 -30 

-14 -16 

-14 -22 

-16 -11 

-16 -11 

-16 -13 

-18 -15 

-19 -21 

-21 -14 

-21 -15 

-21 -19 

-22 -14 

-24 -23 

-25 -22 

-25 -30 

-26 -38 

-27 -34 

-30 -38 

-32 -27 

-32 -32 

-32 -33 

-35 -27 

-36 -40 

-36 -41 

Change from 

2010 to 2012 

Major or 

Mid-Major 

1 Southwestern -3 +3 MM 

2 Metro Atlantic -2 -3 MM 

3 Big South -8 +3 MM 

4 Southern -3 -3 MM 

S Patriot -17 +11 MM 

6 Northeast -5 -2 MM 

7 Southland -24 +11 MM 

8 Colonial -21 +7 MM 

9 Horizon -15 +1 MM 

10 Missouri Valley -18 +2 MM 

11 Ohio Valley -16 0 MM 

12 Mid-Eastern -15 -1 MM 

13 Mid-American -12 -6 MM 

14 West Coast -22 +3 MM 

15 American East -14 -7 MM 

16 Atlantic Sun -12 -9 MM 

17 Mountain West -31 +10 Major 

18 Summit -11 -11 MM 

19 Big West -28 +4 MM 

20 Conference USA -20 -5 Major 

21 Big Sky -21 -4 MM 

22 Big 12 -27 +1 Major 

23 Atlantic 10 -34 +7 Major 

24 Western Athletic -25 -5 MM 

25 Sun Belt -23 -9 MM 

26 Big Ten -34 +2 Major 

27 Southeastern -31 -1 Major 

28 Big East -26 -9 Major 

29 Pac-12 -38 +2 Major 

30 Atlantic Coast -41 +5 Major 
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AGG : {BB Fed Rate)- {Adjusted Male Student-body Fed Rate)* 

* Adjusted for part-time students 

Notes: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

MM = Mid-major per Collegeinsider.com 

-20.0 = mean AGG all D-I conferences (N=30) 

-30.:1 = mean AGG for majors (N=9) 

-:15.6 = mean AGG for mid-majors (N=2:1) 

Conferences in IIOII) had significant (>9) narrowing of their AGG since 20:10 

The Ivy League is excluded because of unreported BB graduation data for both men and women. 

Air Force, Army, and Navy are excluded because of unreported BB graduation data for both men 

and women. 

The following schools are excluded because they are either independent or their graduation rate 

reports are not posted on NCAA.org: Cal State-Bakersfield, Centenary College, Houston Baptist 

and New Orleans. 
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Ranking 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

Conference 

Southwestern 

Mid-Eastern 

Southern 

Metro Atlantic 

Northeast 

Patriot 

Mid-American 

Big South 

Missouri Valley 

Southeastern 

Horizon 

West Coast 

Ohio Valley 

Atlantic 10 

Colonial 

Southland 

American East 

Mountain West 

Big 12 

Atlantic Coast 

Pac-12 

Summit 

Big West 

Big Ten 

Big East 

Atlantic Sun 

Conference USA 

Big Sky 

Sun Belt 

Western Athletic 

2012     2011      2010 

AGG*     AGG* AGG* 

+11 +4 +8 

+3 +2 -4 

+2 +2 +1 

+2 -1 +1 

0 +5 +5 

-1 0 +1 

-1 +1 +1 

-1 -4 +4 

-2 0 +1 

-3 -7 -15 

-3 -3 -2 

-8 -10 -6 

-9 -3 -4 

-9 -16 -11 

-12 -12 -7 

-12 -14 -16 

-12 -10 -9 

-13 -17 -16 

-13 -9 -10 

-13 -14 -16 

-14 -9 -16 

-14 -17 -21 

-15 -14 -15 

-17 -15 -12 

-18 -18 -19 

-20 -18 -11 

-21 -18 -17 

-21 -20 -20 

-21 -24 -22 

-24 -22 -16 

Change 

from 

2010 to 

2012 

+3 

+7 

+1 

+1 

-5 

-2 

-1 

-5 

-3 

+12 

-1 

-2 

-5 

+2 

-5 

+4 

-3 

+3 

-3 

+3 

+2 

+7 

0 

-5 

+1 

-9 

-4 

-1 

+1 

-8 

Major or Mid- 

Major 

MM 

MM 

MM 

MM 

MM 

MM 

MM 

MM 

MM 

Major 

MM 

MM 

MM 

Major 

MM 

MM 

MM 

Major 

Major 

Major 

Major 

MM 

MM 

Major 

Major 

MM 

Major 

MM 

MM 

MM 
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AG(3 = (BB Fed Rate) - {Adjusted Female Student-body Fed Rate)~ 

Adjusted for part-time students 

Notes: 

MM = Mid-major per Collegeinsider.com 

1. -9.2 = mean AGG all D-I conferences (N=30) 

2. -13.4 = mean AGG for majors (N=9) 

3. -7.5 = mean AGG for mid-majors (N=21) 

4. Conferences in IIOII) had significant (>9) narrowing of their AGG since 2010 

5. The Ivy League is excluded because of unreported BB graduation data for both men and women. 

6. Air Force, Army, and Navy are excluded because of unreported BB graduation data for both men 

and women. 

7. The Citadel and Virginia Military do not have women’s basketball. 

8. The following schools are excluded because they are either independentor their graduation rate 

reports are not posted on NCAA.org: Cal State-Bakersfield, Centenary College, Houston Baptist 

and New Orleans. 
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Conference Men’s Women’s M vs. W 

AGG AGG Gap 

Southeastern -32 -3 -29 

Pacific-12 -36 -14 -22 

Atlantic Coast -36 -14 -22 

Mid-Eastern -16 +3 -19 

Atlantic 10 -27 -9 -18 

Mid-American -18 -I -17 

Big East -35 -18 -17 

Big Ten -32 -17 -15 

Missouri Valley -16 -2 -14 

Big 12 -26 -13 -13 

Horizon -14 -3 -11 

Southwestern 0 +11 -11 

Sun Belt -32 

Big West -24 -15 -9 

American East -21 -12 -9 

Western Athletic -30 -22 -8 

Southern -6 +2 -8 

IVlountain West -21 -13 -8 

Summits -22 -14 -8 

Ohio Valley -16 -9 -7 

Northeast -7 0 -7 

Metro Atlantic -5 +2 -7 

Patriot -6 -I -5 

West Coast -19 -24 -5 

Big Sky -25 -21 -4 

Conference USA -25 -21 -4 

Big South -5 -1 -4 

Colonial -14 -12 -2 

Southland 

Atlantic Sun 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Meeting with You 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you’re having a great week thus far. Per our phone conversation, I wanted to schedule a time to meet with you next week. I’m available anytime after 12:30 on Tuesday and 

Thursday, and anytime after 3pro on Wednesday and Friday. 

Please advise on a good time in your schedule. I look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 10:42 AM 

Campbell, Lazry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra 

<shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Lirtlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@anc.edtr>; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edtr>; Murrill, Verita L 

<verita murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.mbertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: [progfac] VOTING on a LETTER from PFN 

Hi. I need your vote TODAY to support or not to support Lhis letter by the Progressive FacufW Network at LiNC-Chapel Hill. I personally endorse this letter. (Majority 

will w~n. We may not have the Ca~cus name attached to tMs letter, so ~ w~l~ draft something s~mHar and more bdeL) 

Thanks, 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843.0336 

"Nothing i~ the world ~s more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupMitg." 

F~m: Sher~l Kleinman [mailto:         @nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 10:49 PN 

To: The progNc mailing list 

Subject: [progNc] VO~NG on a L~ I I ~R from PFN 

Fxe~one: 

I emailed several of you for colnments; the latest version is below. If you want to make slight edits, emaJl me individually. If you have a bigger pmbleln, email the list. 

Send votes to me by Sunday at noon. It’s 254 words, which should work for the DTH. 

If you’re willing to sign the letter with me, email me individually. I prefer our letters to have two signatories. As was the case in the fall, we could list two names 

and slate "plus X other members of the Progressive Facul~ Network." 

Best, Sherryl 

To the editor: 
The UNC Advisory Committee for Strategic Directions is largely made up of politicians, CEOs, administrators, and only one faculty member. As of their January 9th meeting, 
two key sections of the plan "Maximizing efficiencies" and "Ensuring an accessible and a financially stable university’Lwere unavailable. 

The full draft will appear on January 16th, just two days before the system-wide Faculty Assembly meets to examine it and provide feedback. That is the only meeting of the 
FA before the plan is brought for a vote before the Board of Governors in February. And this schedule leaves no time for the FA to gather responses from their constituents. 

On January 9th, Charles Perusse (Chief Operating Officer of UNC) gave hints of what’s to come. He spoke of increasing "efficiencies"with regard to education, including class 
size and "low enrollment and low productivity programs." Mr. Perusse has spoken earlier of consolidating programs. 

Increasing class size, putting programs together, and getting rid of programs with a low number of degrees would have far-reaching consequences for teaching and curricula, 
and hence are matters in which faculty should be centrally involved. What is most efficient may not be the best for teaching and learning, or for having a university with 
intellectual integrity. 

President Tom Ross and Board Chair Peter Hans should direct the Advisory Committee to present the final draft to the Board of Governors in April. That timetable will allow 
faculty to read the document and respond. The current haste itself reflects the problem of valuing efficiency over education. 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progfac as: <a hre~"maJlto:dstro(?~)unc.edu’>dstro(d~uuc.edu<,’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJl to <a href" mail to:leave-32609755-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c1248 lb56fe I eb9b(a)~listserv.nnc.edn">leave-32609755- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fe leb9b@listserv.unc.edn<ia> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hackney, Anthony C <thackney@med.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

H EXSS Proposal.docx 

Debby, I did get it, jus[ have been busy today. This looks like a really interesting, well conceived research assignmenL I can tell you have really guided her on this. 

~ have attached a couple ofconcerns/rev s ons Tory and ~ conferred about th~s, so ~ have copied Nm on this emaiL 

Sherry 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 4:45 PM 
To= Salyer, Sherry L 

~¢= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Impo~ance: High 

Hi Sherry. I am here until 6:25 if you want me to come by. 

Thanks. 

d 

Debarah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

::X:: Best Teachers2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 5:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Barker, Marco J <barker@unc.edu> 

Re: Week 

Keynote Moderator CoachFedora.pdf 

Hi Dr. Stroman! 

We have not been able to reach Coach Fedora, or find any contact intb tbr his oliice. Would you be able to help us pass along the attached proposal to Coach 

Fedora? 

Thai~ you for your time, 

On Tue, 

Hi Dr’. Barker. 

Dr, Strom~,n 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

at 9:49 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

! I know each gentleman personatly~ Did you not receive any comnmrfication [rom their office regarding your l:orm~l request? 

"Nothing in the world is mere dangerous than a sincere ignorance ~d conscientious stupidity,’* 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Campus Y FMALs 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L 

4:30 PM 

Subject: fiE: Week 

I think I forgot to include Dr. Stroman’s email. 

Marco 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 

St. Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9125 

Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9125 

barker@unc.edu (email) 

919-962-6962 (phone) 

919-962-5063 (fax) 

D Wf! RS I"[Y MA"[’I"[32 RS I www. u n c. e d u/d i ve rs ity 



From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:51 PM 
To: Campus Y FMALs 
Subject: RE: Week 

Hello 

I have reached out to a colleague in Athletics to see what may be the best way to connect with Coaches Fedora or Cunningham. Possibly start 
with an administrative assistant contact for both of them or try an associate director or assistant coach that may work with them. Additionally, I 
have cc’d Dr. Deborah Stroman who works closely with Athletics (I think I may have referenced her in regards to Exercise and Sports Science) 
and who may know another resource for reaching the coaches in an effort to have them involved with Herman Boone. I will keep you posted as I 
hear more so I may be the most supportive. 

--Dr. Barker 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 

Sr. Director for Education. Operations. and Initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9125 

Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9125 

barker@unc.edu (email) 

919-962-6962 (phone) 

919-962-5063 (fax) 

DIVERSITY MA~ER,~ I www. u n c. ed u/dive rsity 

From: ~qmail,com] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:49 PM 
To: Barker, Marco J 
Subject: Re: Week 

Hi Dr. Barker~ 

Thank you so much for your support thus t:~r and your t~edback has really helped us shape the event thus far. Specifically, right now, we are trying to finalize our 

moderator to be on stage with Coach Herman Boone. Our first choices are Coach Fedora, or Bubba Cunningham, but we are open to others. Do you know how 
we could possibly reach them and tell them about our event? 

Thanks, 





MLK Celebration Week 
Role: Speaker Moderator 

Dear Mr. Fedora, 

On behalf of the Campus Y, we would like to invite you as the keynote moderator of 
our MLK Jr. Event this year titled, "A Time to Break Silence with Herman Boone." 

For the upcoming MLK Jr. Celebration Week, the Campus Y has invited Mr. Herman 
Boone to come to speak at UNC on Wednesday              Mr. Boone, a long-time 
Carolina native and the legendary coach portrayed in Remember the Titans by Denzel 
Washington, will be sharing lessons and anecdotes from the 1971 football season at 
T.C. Williams High School that "saved the city of Alexandria." 

We are currently seeking a moderator to lead and facilitate a one-on-one discussion 
with Mr. Boone on stage. The topic of our program is the role that sports, particularly 
football, play in transforming the lives of players and the communities around them. 

From your own leadership as head football coach at UNC-Chapel Hill, we strongly 
believe that your conversation with Mr. Boone on stage would be powerful for 
Carolina students. You have transformed not only our own sports community of Tar 
Heels, but also how we see the Carolina Way as students. Your presence would mean 
so much for all of us to commemorate the legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King together. 

The event will take place in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium from 7:00-8:15 p.m. on 
Wednesday, _             If you are available, we sincerely hope that you will consider 
serving as the keynote moderator. 

Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:37 PM 

Campbell, ][.a~ <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra 

<sha~draj@email.unc.edu>; I ~irtlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursul%littlejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu% Mumll, Verita L 

<verita mumll@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah I~ <dstro@unc.edu> 

l:W: Week 

A bit harsh but this message was meant for Dr~ Barker as well,,, 

I am so filled regarding DMA stuff that perhaps I vented on the students indirectly, Keep praying for me! 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:19,843,0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorat~ce and cot~scientious stupidity," 

5:35 PM 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 
To: 
Cc: Barker, Marco J 
Subject: RE: Week 
Hi , As Carolina students(??), I am sure you have been taught the toots to identify and commurficate w~th any employee at tMs university, Your 

note ~s very surpdsh~g. ~ am disappointed that I need to even write this note and that you have asked me to do "your" work. As a servant to a~l students (and one 

who teaches students to be serf-sufficient), I wi~ take the thee to ’qnstruct" you for future s~tuations~ let me start w~th the fo~owing: 

1. The footbal~ office is pr.amment on tMs campus, They have emai~s, phone t~umbers, a~d Twitter accoum:s. What: was your response from them after y.aur 

initial contact? 

2. The football office has re[u~ar of Bce hours, O~d you "walk" your inv~Lat~on to Ns office? What was the response? 

9, The Go Hee~s athletics webs~te (accessible for eve[yone ~r~ the world on the ~nternet) lists his phone number, Did you csl~ and what was the [esponse2 

~t ~s not necessary for you to send me s ~esponse to these questions, ~ only hope they tr~88e~ your activity. Professional development ~esson: ff you receN, e zero 

less than satisfactory) response, only then ~s it appropriate to ask a faculty member or someone who may have s persona~ relationship with the Coach (or 

whomever) to asses[ you, 

A~d~ou[h tNs note may "pinch/’ it ~s vak~sble to help you be success[u~ ~n the future and not one who is ~abe~ed as ~azy and incompetenh 

Let me know ff you st~ need my sss~stancel 

Dr, Stroma~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gn,qtN~, E,~ptor~:~, Empow,~r, 

919,843~0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 
.~_g___m___a_!!=c__o____m_] 

5:04 PM 
From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Barker, Marco J 
Subject: Re: Week 

Hi Dr. Stroman! 

We have not been able to reach Coach Fedora, or find any contact info for his office. Would you be able to help us pass along the attached proposal to Coach 

Fedora? 

Thank you for your time, 

O11 THe, 

[-fi Dr, Barker, 

Dr, Stromat~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

EngiNe, Ex~:ffore, Emt:~owe~t 

919.843.0336 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
~c: Stroman, Deborah L 

at 9:49 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
! I know each gentleman p~:_~r~.;.:_~nally. B’.id you not receiw:, any communication From their office regarding your formal r~-_~quest ? 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

4:30 PM 

Subject: RE:                   Week 

I think I forgot to include Dr. Stroman’s email. 
Marco 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 



Sr. Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9125 

Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NO 27599-9:1_25 
barker@unc.edu (eraail) 

919-962-6962 (phone) 

919-962-5063 (fax) 

D IV E R S }TY M A -/--T E R S I !’:_v_zv_Z"_’_:__~_Lr_!__c_’_:__e_-___d___~£Z__dJ_z_e_-__E:~_!:_t:,v_. 

From: Barker, Marco J 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:51 PM 
To: 
Subjecti RE: Week 

Hello 
I have reached out to a colleague in Athletics to see what may be the best way to connect with Coaches Fedora or Cunningham. Possibly start with 
an administrative assistant contact for both of them or try an associate director or assistant coach that may work with them. Additionally, I have cc’d 
Dr. Deborah Stroman who works closely with Athletics (I think I may have referenced her in regards to Exercise and Sports Science) and who may 
know another resource for reaching the coaches in an effort to have them involved with Herman Boone. I will keep you posted as I hear more so I 
may be the most supportive. 
--Dr. Barker 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
Sr. Director for Education. Operations. and Initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9:L25 

Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NO 27599-9125 

barker@unc edu (email) 

~_~_~::~_6_.2_: .6_’~_6_’_~. (phone) 

9_19..962..5063 (fax) 

DIVERSITY MRf TEAS I www. unc.edu!diversity 

From: #gma!!.com] 
Seat: Saturday, 2:49 PM 
To: Barker, Marco J 
Subject: Re: Week 

Hi Dr. Barker, 
! We hope that you have had a wonderful 

Thm~k you so much tbr your support thus t?~x and your t~edback has really helped us shape the e~zent thus far. Specifically, right now, we are trying to finalize our 

moderator to be on stage with Coach Herman Boone. Our first choices are Coach Fedora, or Bubba Cunningham, but we are open to others. Do you know how we 

could possibly reach them and tell them about our event? 

Tha~ks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:52 PM 

Salyer, Sherry, L <saJyer@email.unc.edu> 

Hackney, Anthony C <thackney@med.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc e& > 

RE: EXSS 

Thanks. Yes, we are both exci[ed abou[ this project. 

let nH:a ~,;now ir you tlee¢3 arwtr~tl~ else, 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Hackney, Anthony C 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity°" 

4:06 PM 

Debb% I did get it, just have been busy today. This looks like a really interesting, well conceived research assignment. I can tell you have really guided her on this. 

f haw:" ~t:tach~-’_~d a couple of concerns/revisions. Tony and f conferred about t:h~s, so ~ have copied h~rn on this emaii. 

Sherry 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 4:45 PN 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Impo~ance: High 

Hi Sherry. I am here until 6:~5 if you want me to come by. 

Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L Stromant Ph,D, CLU 
Explore, En~age, Empower. 

~N~ Best Teachers2 

vg,~,q,exss, u nc,ed u 
............................................. 



From: @live.tmc.edu’- 

Sent: Sunday, 6:12 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: E~mcbment fired 

Attach: imageO01 .j pg 

Hi Dr. Stroman! That sounds great. I would love to apply and attend’. 

Thin,ks for thinking of m!! 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On at 6:04 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <st_._s_tj29.(_a~_~_Kkc_: .e__d_._t_g- wrote: 

Hi       I want ’,,’ou and another 

the possibilities, 

"l’l’u~ tl ks, 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. S~roman, Ph.D. CI,U 

919,f~43,0336 

<image001 jpg> 

to apply for this fund and attend the TPG conference in Charlotte next semester. Contact them and see 

’One woraan cm~ make a differe~tce but 

woraen working k, geiher cm~ chm~ge the world," 

From: Salyer, Sherw L [t~_~Jlgg_;~_~g_¢E~_m_~!!,_u_~g,_~_u.] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:24 PN 
To= E~S Undergrad list 
Subject= [undergraduate] Enrichment fund 

Want to be enriched? Apply for a grant with the Jon Curtis Student Enrichmem Fund! This micro grant between $200-$400 
allows UNC students to explore "their passions! With the Student Enrichment Fund you can do awthing you can imagine and 
when you’re done you get the opportunity, to bring what you’ve learned back and enrich the Carolina community as a whole. 
Previous recipients have used their grant [’or various things, from attending an academic conference to learning stand up come@ 
to perform at the North Carolina Children’s ttospital! 

For more information please visit http:!/sef.unc.edu! 

Applications are due on the 1 st of eveU month, so "the next application deadline is October 1. 

If you have aW questions, feel free to contact: 

Carter NlcCormick 

cartem~c@live.unc~edn 
Sherry Salyer, 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

CB~8700, 2t:1. Fetzer Hal~ 

Un~vers~l:y of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599 

919--962-6~.7 

Fax: 9~9-962--0,~9 

Spring Advising!Office hours: 

Mondays--2:00-4:00 

Tuesdays-- 

Wedn e~;d~;ys.-.-l:I5--3 

¯ -- You am currently subscribed to 
undergraduate as: dstro(a)unc~edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email "to leave-32215714-20725646.67d0b60a634b194ace5322a39307c2ttl?~listserv.unc,edu 

<image001 .j pg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 6:19 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- 1~ ulty@li story, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-ihcnlF] to ng on -siyort a~alyst positions 

Krossover - Job opportunity 
Krossover takes game film from basketball, lacrosse, and football games, marks every statistical event on their software program and sends the game film back to the coach. 
They have clients on the high school, college and professional level. They have recently been featured in the Wall Street Journal, Wired, TechCrunch and Fastcompany. 

Krossover is currently hiring Sports Analysts to review and breakdown film to keep up with their increasing demand. It’s a great job for students since it’s a part-time job, with 
flexible scheduling, and students are able to breakdown games on their computer. Interested applicants can learn more about the position and apply through this link. Thanks 
to CSBC member and Carolina Sports Debate Club, founder - 

Sherry Salver, Ed,D~ 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

D~:_~partrnent of E>:erdse and Sport Sdence 

CB#8700, 2211 r:et~er Ha~l 

University o[: North Carolina a~ Chape~ 

Chapel H~L NC 27599 

9:[9-962-6947 

Fax: 

Spring Adv~;~ngiO~fice hours: 

M or~da ys----2:00-.4:00 

Tuesdays----I~:~-~2:15 

Wednesdays--I::[5-B 

You are currently subscribed to exss-faculty as: .d_~_t__r~?2;~2_t_~n__c_:_e_~t_u_. 

To unsubscfibe click here: l~ttp:/ilists.unc.edu,’u?id 55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-facultv&o 32617576 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-32617576-55567101.548a982tJ02a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a,~;,listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 13, 2013 8:01 PM 

@gmail.com; Catherine Andruzzi <          @gmail.com>; craig@sportstravelacademy.com; eric@aesconsultantsllc.com; 

dlevy@wmgllc.com; Steve Mills <s.mills@sportsmedia.com> 

Livis Freeman <livisfreeman@4ourfans.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Sport Entrepreneurship - Invitation of Participation 

EXSS 328 Entrepreneurship in Sport Syllabus.pdf 

Hi All. I have spoken to you over the past year regarding UNC’s Entrepreneurial Initiative (htt~://entre~reneuredu~rg/artic~es/item/6~-car~ina-entrepreneuria~-initiative.turning- 

ideas-into-enterprises) and the opportunity to infuse the sport industry. I am happy to announce that the effort now includes the new Exercise and Sport Science {EXSS) 328 course: 

Sport Business Venture. I developed and am teaching this course this spring semester and have 22 enthusiastic junior and senior students. One-third of the students have also 

completed the application-only Entrepreneurship Minor that is only offered to College of Arts & Sciences students. 

At this time, I am seeking your participation in the course as a wonderful "real world" resource. Whether you have/had your own business or used your entrepreneurial spirit as a 

project leader at a sport-related company, your advice will be invaluable. EXSS 328 meets MWF at 11:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m. In Woollen 303. The last day of classes is Friday, April 26 

and spring break is March 8-17. 

Options for you include: 

1. Guest Lecture - Present a particular topic of your choice to the students. We are flexible and your topic doesn’t have to match the semester calendar. See attached 

syllabus. 

2. Entrepreneur-In-Residence - Sit in on a dass{es) and offer your perspective. 

3. Project Resource - Be willing to be interviewed by students on how you became an entrepreneur and tips for success. 

Thanks for your consideration and all you do to serve young people! I will give you a call this week. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Umil reality is defined, progress is impossible." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Sunday, JanuaD, 13, 2013 9:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: FW: [progfac] VOTING on a LETTER l]rom PFN 

Sorry for the late reply. Like Larry, if the dates and facts are correct, I’d support the premise that it doesn’t give much time for a well thought out reply. 

OJ 

Fr~rm Campbell, Larry 

Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 3:57 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda; Jones, Shandra; Li~lejohn, Ursula Eunice; NcGhee, Oj; Hurrill, Veri~ L; RoberNon, Nakenge 
Subject: Re: ~: [progfac] YOUNG on a L~ I ~ ~R from PFN 

Got my suppo~ as long as the facts are co~ect. La~ 

Sent Iicom my Samsung EpicTM 40 

"Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.e&t> wrote: 

Hi, I need your vote TODAY to support or not to support this letter by the Progressive Faculty Network at UNC-Chapel Hill, I personally endorse this letter, (Majority 

will win. We may no~: haw:~ the Caucus name ~:tached to tMs let~:er, so f w~li draft something s~mHar and more bdeF) 

Th a~ks. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,q~,q~, gkplore, g’mpowe~: 

9119~843~0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidiw." 

F~m: Sher~l Kleinman [~ai~to:         @nc.rr.com] 
Senti Thursday, January 10, 2013 10:~9 PH 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: [progfac] VO~NG on a L~ ~ I ~R from PFN 

I emailed several of you tbr comments; the latest version is ~low. If you want to maJ~e slight ediks, emml me individually. If you have a bigger problem, email the list. 

Send votes to me by Sunday at noon. It’s 254 words, which should work tbr the DTH. 

If you’re willing to sign the letter wifli me, em’,fil me individually. I prefer our letters to have ~,o signatories. As was the case in the fall, we could list two nmnes 

and slate "plus X other members of the Progressive Faculty Network." 

Best, Shenyl 

To the editor: 
The UNC Advisory Committee for Strategic Directions is largely made up of politicians, CEOs, administrators, and only one faculty member. As of their January 9th meeting, 
two key sections of the plan "Maximizing efficiencies" and "Ensuring an accessible and a financially stable university’Lwere unavailable. 

The full draft will appear on January 16th, just two days before the system-wide Faculty Assembly meets to examine it and provide feedback. That is the only meeting of the 
FA before the plan is brought for a vote before the Board of Governors in February. And this schedule leaves no time for the FA to gather responses from their constituents. 

On January 9th, Charles Perusse (Chief Operating Officer of UNC) gave hints of what’s to come. He spoke of increasing "efficiencies"with regard to education, including class 
size and "low enrollment and low productivity programs." Mr. Perusse has spoken earlier of consolidating programs. 

Increasing class size, putting programs together, and getting rid of programs with a low number of degrees would have far-reaching consequences for teaching and curricula, 
and hence are matters in which faculty should be centrally involved. What is most efficient may not be the best for teaching and learning, or for having a university with 
intellectual integrity. 

President Tom Ross and Board Chair Peter Hans should direct the Advisory Committee to present the final draft to the Board of Governors in April. That timetable will allow 
faculty to read the document and respond. The current haste itself reflects the problem of valuing efficiency over education. 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

progfac as: <a hre~"maJlto:dstro(?~unc.edu’bdstro(d~unc.edu<,’a~. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~" mailto:lcave- 32609755- 56223020~ 18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b(d~listserv.unc.edu’Lqeave- 32609755- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c124.81 b56fe leb9b@lis~serv.unc.edn<ia;~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Andmzzi < @gmail.com’- 

Sunday, JanuaD~ 13, 2013 9:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Sport Entrepreneurship- Invitation of Participation 

Count Ine in! 

Cathy Amdruzzi 

Follow me in Twitter 

http:/?n~-itter.com/CathyAndmzzi 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Jm~ 13, 2013, at 8:01 PM, "Stromm~, Deborah L" <dstro(a)unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Hi All. I have spoken to you over the past year regarding UNC’s Entrepreneurial Initiative (http://entrepreneuredu.org/articles/item/60- 

carolina-entrepreneurial-initiative-turning-ideas-into-enterprises) and the opportunity to infuse the sport industry. I am happy to announce 

that the effort now includes the new Exercise and Sport Science (EXSS) 328 course: Sport Business Venture. I developed and am teaching this 

course this spring semester and have 22 enthusiastic junior and senior students. One-third of the students have also completed the 

application-only Entrepreneurship Minor that is only offered to College of Arts & Sciences students. 

At this time, I am seeking your participation in the course as a wonderful "real world" resource. Whether you have/had your own business or 

used your entrepreneurial spirit as a project leader at a sport-related company, your advice will be invaluable. EXSS 328 meets MWF at 

a.m. - 11:50 a.m. In Woollen 303. The last day of classes is Friday, April 26 and spring break is March 8-:17. 

Options for you include: 

1. Guest Lecture Present a paNcular topic of your choice to the students. We a~:e flexible and your topic doesn’t have to match the selnester 

calendar. See attached syllabus. 

2. Entrepreneur-In-Residence Sit in on a class(es) and oiler your perspective. 

3. Proj ect Resource Be willing to be interviewed by students on how you became an entrepreneur and tips for success. 

Thanks for your consideration and all you do to serve young people! I will give you a call this week. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edui 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossibleY 

<EXSS 328 Entrepreneurship in Sport Syllabus.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, :10:03 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>;                         @live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Re: Exec Board Meeting TIME CHANGE -5:00pm 

Hi Heels. I look forward to seeing you tomorrow. We have lots of good stuff to ponder for a great semester¯ Many students have emailed me regarding our plans, so your effort to 

connect all over campus is working!! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

"Ur~tfl reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 8:04 PM 

To: @kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjed:: Exec Board MeetingTIME CHANGE - 5:00pro 

Hey Everyone, 

~live.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu> 

I hope y’all are all settled and ready for classes to begin tomorrow! Due to class conflicts, the Exec Board meeting on Monday 

meeting will still be located in Woollen 310. 

Have a great week and see you all on Monday! 

Regards, 

~live.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, 

5"OOpm will now be at ¯ . The 

On at 10:25 PM, wrote: 

Hey CSBC Leadership Team, 

I hope you all had a wonderful holiday break and a happy New Year! It’s about that time to start gearing up and planning ahead for the spring semester~ 

We are going to have an Exec Board meeting on Mo#dey,            in W{,~O~Je~~ 3~0. The meeting will last from 4:00pm to 5:OOprn 
and we will be discussing plans for the spring semester such as speakers, club trips, and a possible fundraiser. Please come ready with ideas and suggestions! 

If you have any questions/concerns or will not be able to attend the meeting, please contact me by email or phone (i I. Enjoy your last couple days of 

break and I look forward to seeing you all next week! 

All the best, 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CSRI <csri@unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 14, 2013 10:00 AM 

CSRI Conference Website Fixed 

Dear CSRI Constituents, 

Our regular CSRI Conference Website www.csriconference.orq is back up and running! You can find all information regarding the conference on this 
website. 

Don’t forget, we have extended the call for papers deadline to this Friday, January 18 (midnight), and the early registration date to Friday, March 1. 

Once again, we apologize for the technical issues, and we thank you for your patience during this process. 

Tim Kelly and Korie Sawyer 
CSRI Conference Co-Directors 

Chase Blake 
Office Nanager 
College Sport Research Institute 
C: 

cbbfa ke@email.~ nc,ed~ 
cs~i@unc,edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kessler. Jim @m kessle@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 11:01 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

Student in Class 

Professor Stroman -                  is enrolled in your EXSS 1 class for the                    and has a medical condition 

that may require some assistance and consideration for absences (medically based) that may exceed the noi~nal allotment for the class 

(within a reasonable amount to be determined by the facul~" member), and if possible an opportuni~ to make up missed assignments, 

quizzes and examinations due to medical absences. Please note guidelines on class attendance at: 

htto:/iaccessibilit’~.unc.edu,’students’academic- access/class- attendance 
This should not alter the manner in which you nom~ally conduct your course. 

Onr office is p~epared to assist by being available to proctor any quizzes or examinations if the s~mdent is unable to complete lhis activity ruth the rest of tl~e class. It is 

the student responsibility to contact you in a timely manner about re-scheduling any make-up examinations. 

As a courtesy, we ask fl~at you respect fl~e confidentiaJity of the student in this matter. If you have a~y qnestion~ concerns or suggestions, please t~el free to contact us 

at 962-8300 or stop by our office, located on the second floor (Suite 2126) in the Student Academic Services Building (SASB) at your earliest convenience. 

Thank you tbr your time a~d consideration regarding this matter 

Jim Kessler Director 
’I’illhaay Bailey Assist~xit Director 

Cynthia Hopkins Adininis*~ative Assis~aat 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Life After Sport: Career Tansition Research 

Hi, Dr. Stroman, 

I apologize for taking your time during this busy beginning of the semester! I was really hoping that I would get to work with you, as I am extremely interested in your project. 
However, [ am taking a consulting capstone course for my Public Policy major that is extremely time intensive outside of class. After speaking with my professor this morning [ 
think that it is best for me to focus most of my outside attention on this project. 

[ wish you the best of luck with your work, and thank you for the opportunity to meet with you. If there is any way I can help in the future I would be happy to! 

Sincerely, 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 6:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Life After Sport: Career Tansition Research 

tti Let’s chat tomorrow. I will have a break between 9:30 and 10:30 and atter 12:00 p.m. 

Dr. Stromma 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: @_[! .v__e_.__u_n__.c__._ e__d_. _u_. > 
Date: Wednesday, 2:26 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Life After Sport: Career Tansition Research 

Dr. Stroman, 

I sincerely apologize, somehow this message was marked as read and it was not until I went back to email you again that I realized it was overlooked. This seems terribly 
irresponsible, and I assure you it was a mistake. If you are still willing to work together I would be happy to speak or meet with you as soon as tomorrow any time after 
:t:00PM. Please let me know what is best for you, and I apologize again. 

Sincerely, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Sunday, 4:37 PM 
To: 
Subject; RE: Life After Sport: Career Tansition Research 

Hi. Let’s chat by phone next week. I plan on being in the office on Tuesday. 

Do you have any particular PSYC profs that you like ;) or would like to have as a contact for this study? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gigs84&0336 

From-" 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Life After Sport: Career Tansition Research 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignoranee and conscientious stupidity." 

J.:0:[ PN 



Hi, Dr. Stroman, 
I hope all is well! I apologize for just finally sending this information regarding participation in your research next semester. It has been a very busy couple of weeks! 
T have attached a copy of the PSYC    application and Supervisor Orientation Form with the student portions already filled out. We can meet to complete these at your 

convenience if you would like! I have also attached a syllabus proposal for the course. The parts in red are areas I wanted to ask you about, (i.e. meeting times and grades). 
Please feel free to make changes, ask questions, or let me know if you are having difficulty finding a mentor from the Department of Psychology. 
Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: URGENT - Today 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg 

Hello Dr. Stroman 

I will be able to meet with you at 4:15 today. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:41 PM 
To: 
Subject: URGENT-Today 

~!k enan-flagler.unc edu); 

Who can meet me at my office at 4:15 today? I won’t be able to make today’s CSBC meeting, so I need to debrief you on my thoughts ;( 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah I.. Stroman. Ph.D 
Explore. Engage. Empower 

[BestTeachers2] 

www.exss.unc, edu< http:/iwww exss.unc edu~,> 
315 Woollen C;B #8700 
Chapel t lill, NC 27599 
919843.0336 
[Description: I)escription: Description: Twltter2]<http:i/twitter.conm,#!/drstroman> 
"Nearly all men can stand adversi~’, but if you want to test a man’s character, give him power" Abraham Lincoln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eric D. <eric@aesconsultantsllc.com> 

Monday, Januao, 14, 2013 3:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Sport Entrepreneurship - Invitation of Participation 

Hey Debby. Congrats on getting tile Sports Business Venture course approved and off-the-ground. I’d be more than happy to serve in any/all roles listed below. If 

you would like me to guest lecture and!or be an Entrepreneur ~n Residence, ~et me know best ava~laMe dates. As for Project Resource, assuming that can be done 

on a per reqLbE~st bas~s, that s[:t~der~t a~ld I wot~ld schedule sepsrate~y. 

Let me know how t can best serve you ~n making l:h~s course an overwhelm~r~g success for the s~:t~denl:s. 7hanks for thk~k~ng of me and Iql await word back from you 

as to NeW Steps. 

Best regards, 

Eric Douglass 

Managing Partner 
************************************************** 

AES Consultants, LLC 

Airs, En~Aainment & Sports 

StrateNc MarkeBng & Sponsorship Consul~nts 

510 Meadowmont Wllage Circle 

Sui~ 272 

Chapel Hill, NC 275~7 

(phone) 
(9~9) e42-3304 (fax) 

er~c@aesconsuRantsllc.com 

Save paper. Do you need to print this ernail? 

The ~reced:i.ng e--rr~aJ_], message (:~tnc_’.’_ud:i.rtg any attachments) .::ontaJ_ns :].rWo~-ma!:2ton that tt~ay be conf:].dent:[a2 or may const::[!:t~te non- 

pub].~.c ~nformatJ.on, ]t ~s ~ntended to be conveyed on2y to the designated rec~.p~ent(s) named above. ]:f you a~e not an J.ntended 

r’ec:Lp:[en!: of th:].s tt~essage, p].ease no!:~t~y the sender- by rep].y:Lng t:o !:hJ_s ~nessage and then deiLet:e a[[ cop:].es o~ ~t~: fr’o~n yom- 

co~pute~ system. Any use, disse~instion, distr~ibution, of r~ep~oduction of this message by unintended r~ecipients is not 

at~!:hor’J.zed ~ld r~ay [~e Ur~].~wful[. 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, Janua~ 13, 2013 8:01 PN 
To: ’@gmail.com; Catherine Andruzzi; craig@spo~stravelacademy.com; eric@aesconsultanLsllc.com; dlew@wmgllc.com; S~ve Ni~s 

Co: Livis ~reeman; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: U~C Sport Entrepreneurship - Invitation of Pa~[cipation 
Hi AIk I have spoken to you over the past gear regarding UNC’s Entrepreneurial Initiative (htt~://entre~reneuredu~rg/ar~k:~es/item/6~car~k~a~entrepreneuria~init~a~ive-t:umk~g~ 
ideas-~nto.-enterpdses) and the opportunity to infuse the sport industry. I am happy to announce that the effort now includes the new Exercise and Sport Science (EXSS) 328 course: 
Sport Business Venture. I developed and am teaching this course this spring semester and have 22 enthusiastic junior and senior students. One-third of the students have also 
completed the application-only EntrepreneursNp Minor that is only offered to College of Arts & Sciences students. 
At this time, I am seeking your participation in the course as a wonderful "real world" resource. Whether you have/had ~our own business or used your entrepreneurial spirit as a 

project leader at a sport-re~ated company, your advice will be invaluable. EXSS 328 meets MWF at 11:00 a.m. - 11:50 a.m. In Woollen 303. The last day of classes is Friday, April 26 
and spring break is March 8-17. 
Options for Sou include: 

1. Guest Lecture - Present a particular topic of your choice to the students. We are flexible and your topic doesn’t have to match the semester calendar. See attached 

syllabus. 

2. Entrepreneur-In-Residence - Sit in on a dass(es) and offer your perspective. 

3. Project Resource - Be willing to be interviewed by students on how you became an entrepreneur and tips for success. 

Thanks for your consideration and all you do to serve young people! I will give you a call this week. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edu:, 

Monday, 8:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE:    transfer 

From the student: 

For the Interview Project we were required to conduct a :tO- minute interview with a sports management professional, then write a concise analysis about the interview. The 
interview consisted of questions about topics discussed in class, such as the economics of sport, ethics of sport, facility management, technical management, leadership, 
managerial responsibilities, etc. I conducted an interview with the owner                   The analysis was to be 6-:10 pages of an analysis about what was interesting 
and what the owner of the did in the specific areas of sport management mentioned earlier. 

Let me know if ::: to 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, 9:58 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Re:    transfer 
This course is acceptable as a transfer provided the student provide an explanation of the Interview Project (28% of the final grade). There is no mention in the syllabus. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - !)_t__t_p__L/__/__e__x__s__s_:_~__n__c_:__e__d___~]i 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Salyer>, Sherry Salyer <sa!yer~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday,              3:32 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject:    transfer 

Debby could you review for possible transfer? Thanks 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director ot: Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

UniversitV of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-.6947 

Fax: 919--952-0489 

Spring Advising!Office tlours: 

T u e s d a ys---- 11.:I_’L’. - 1.2:_’[5 

Wednesdavs- 



From: @icloud.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:25 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hope all is well. I was talking to       and he mentioned he ~vas in this sport business class that you were teaching this summer. It seems like a course that could help me in the future. In 
order for me to enter the class I need your permission Would it be possible for you to add me to the course? 

Best, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sherw L <salyer@email.unc.edtc> 

Tuesday, 8:51 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hackney, Anthony C <thackney@med.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Thanks. Wilt take a look and gel back to you. 

We added       yesterday. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 5:52 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
(::c: Hackney, Anthony C; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

"i’hank~.L Yes, we ~re both e>:cited about this project. 

Let me know if you need anythh~g else. 
d 
:Do Good, 
Deborah L, Str’ornan, Pb,D, CLU 

91%843,0336 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Hackney, Anthony C 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

"l~othing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

4:06 plVl 

Debby, I did get it, just have been busy today. This looks like a really interesting, wetl conceived research assignment. I car] Lefl you have really guided her on this. 

I have attached a couple of concerns/revisions. Tony and I conferred about this, so I have copied him on this email. 

Sherw 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 4:45 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Impo~ance: High 

Hi Sherry. I am here until 6:~5 if you want me to come by. 

Thanks. 

d 

Debo~a~ L, ~troman~ Pi~,D. CLU 
E~lore~ En~age. Empower. 

:: ::~:] :: Best Teachers2 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Cover Letter aM Resume 

Thank you. I appreciate your help 

I look forward to hearing your opinions and what advice you have for me! 

Best, 

On at 12:02 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 

Thali, Zs I enjoyed chatting ~vith you I will take a look at your 
documents. 

EXSS     serves as an EXSS elective over 200. The course can only count 
once though. ’]Nat is, you can’t have six hours of EXSS to fulfill this 
requirement. You need two different courses. 

I)r Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Phi). CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/exss.unc edu/ 
Sport A~ninistration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Unti[ reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

On 4:04 PM, ~))live uric edu> wrote: 

>> Dr Stroman, 
>> 

>> Thank you again for meeting with me last week. I feel much more 
>> cornfottable about the upcoming year and nry decision to apply to grad 
>> school. 
>> 

>> You had mentioned that you would be willing to look at my cover letter 
>> and resmne, so I’ve attached both below. If you have any words of advice, 
>> I am looking for as much constructive criticism as possible. 
>> 

>> My last question is concerning EXSS You said I could retake the 
>> class, should I receive an offer to intern somewhere this surcaner, but I 
>> was wondering if taking again would cour~t as another > 200 elective 
>> towards my major? 
>> 

>> That~zs again for all of your help! I greatly appreciate it. 
>> 

>> Best, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

"(}live.tmc.edu; 

Tuesday, 10:38 AM 

~kenan- flagler.anc.edu-~; 

,~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Last Night’s Meeting 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Hey all, 

Here is jus~t a quick summm)~ of last night’s meeting for you guys! 

We determined that we want to still keep our meetings on Mondays, dependent on speaker availabiliW. We axe aiming lbr Livis Freeman to speak at our first 

meeting of the ,semester, which will be determined by when we can book Fe~er (     has already contacted the lady) 

Some other speaker goals tbr the semester include: Hubert Davis, Stuart Scott, a UNC Sport Admin Grad Panel, a 15NC Athletics panel, Wasserman, IMG, a 
triangle sports area panel (Durhmn Bull~ C~xolina Railhawks, etc), and possibly a Skype date or m,o with solne bigger no~mes. 

We decided on a Charlotte Bobcats trip and a Carolina Hurricanes trip for the semester (Allison if you could begin researching these that would be great’.) 

The 2nd Annum Hoops for Homeless Toumo~ment is in the begilming s~ages, so if anyone would love to help out that would be great. Let me know o~nd I cain put 

you in contact with 

Also, mark your calendars for a collaboration with UCS for a Sport Marketing night on       at 5:30pm 

That is all and let me know if you have any questions’. 

Have a wonderful day, 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <ancculle@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    ADD 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:55 PM 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: RE: EXSS ADD 
Importance: High 

I lied. I have one more. He is now going to check his overload situation. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L1 St~’omalL Pi]l~_}, CLI.J 

Endu,qe. Exptore. Empower. 

9:19.843.0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: RE: EXSS    ADD 

2:30 PM 

I think I am okay. I just checked my ernai[m I had a few requests from [hose who aren’t interested in sport administration/management {~ndud~ng our general 

majors) but just want EE, so [ told them it was dosed. ;) 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

E~W~qe, E,~plore, ~’mpower, 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

11:09 AM 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday,, 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: RE: EXSS    ADD 

Mercy. He just told me had done so. Sorry. 

d 

Do Good. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

12:04 PM 

From: McCullen, Ashley D 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    ADD 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

9:19-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:58 Alvl 
To: McCulMn, Ashley D 
Subject: RE: EXSS    ADD 

He is here in mv office now and says everything is fine. (for the 3rd time} 

Please add~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

E~W~qe, E,~plore, ~’mpower, 

919~843,0336 



From: McCullen, Ashley D 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS    ADD 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 10:47 AM 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: EXSS    ADD 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity." 

10:54 AM 

Thanks. 

d 

Ex-~ore, 

315 WooRer~ - ~ #~700 
Chape~ HiR~ NC 27599 
919,843,0336 

"Nearly all me~ cm~ stand acNersil-y, b~~ if yo~ wan~ to tes~ a ~nan’s character, give l~im powe~’." Abrahan~ Li~coln 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <aJncculle@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Request lbr Academic Overload Submitted 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:05 PM 
To: IVlcCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: FW: Request for Academic Overload Submitted 

What should ~,e do? Just wait? 

d 
:Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, P~,E), CLU 

919£{43.0336 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

~qmail,com] 
3:00 PM 

Subject: Request for Academic Overload Submitted 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I just finished submitfiug my request tbr a~ academic overload this semester. Plea~ let me know if you have any problems enrolling me in the course! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 15, 2013 5:56 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- 1~ ulty@li story, unc .edu> 

[exss-fhculty] FW: [progfac] Letter in DTH by Prog. Fac. on Strategic plan 

Hi All. 

:1.. I want to make sure that everyone is aware of a very dedicated group of colleagues on campus who are "staying on top" of the BOG and university issues 

tha~: are critical for a h,-_~althy faculty worMng environment. There are many the ~rnportan~: d~scussb:~ns taking place regarding the fu~:ure of UNO-Chape~ ~-I~1 

and ( wat~[: [:o share the PFN re>:~urce wRh you, 

Progressive Faculty Network: If you want to be on the listserv/in the org., you need to go to the website for PFN 

and read the statement of principles. If you agree to the principles, and to being listed on the website, then email 

Karen Booth (kmbooth@email.unc.edu) in WMST to say you’ve read them and want to be on the listserv: 

http://progfacunc.wordpress.com[ 
~ote: There are zero face-~o-fsce meetings that I am aware of for P~N, It is a I~stserv comrnunity for communication purposes, I have certa~n~y LEARNED and gained 

an ~mporta~t perspective from the notes. 

2. As yo~ know the Strategic Directions h~ti~t~ve ~s causing ~ots of tension across the state o~ many campuses. The PFM recently se~t th~s ~etter to the DTH 

and to Pres. *¢oss. *¢ead beh)w. 

F~m= SherwI Kleinman [ma~lto: @nc.rr.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Januaw ~5, 20~3 ~0:~2 AH 
To= The progfac mailing list 
Subject= [progfac] Le~er ~n DTH by Prog. Fac. on Strategic plan 

Note: John and I added ~e following ~ the le~er: 

Because faculty are the ones who best understand our conceiais, we think it crudal to have the Facul .ty Assembly receive cominents mid respond. In 

addition, there should be a public fox,in with President Ross and members of file workillg group who wrote the document. 

http://w~v w~dails,tarheel.com,’article/2013/01/strategic- plan- draB- needs- faculty- input 

Strategic Plan Dealt Needs Facul~ Inpnt 

TO THE EDITOR: 

’][’he UNC Advisory Com,nittee for Strategic Directions is laargely made up of politicians, CEOs, administrators and only one facnlb’ member. 

As of their Jan. 9 meeting, two key sections ofthe plan "Ma.’dmizing efliciencies" and "Ensuring an accessible and a financially stable university" were unavailable. 

The full draft will appear on Wednesday, just two day-s before the system-wide Faculty Assembly meets to provide feedback. 

That is the only meeting of the assembly before the plan is brought for a vote before the Board of Govemom in FebruaU. And this schedule leaves no time for the 
assembly to gather responses fi’om its constituents. 

Because faculty are the ones who best understm~d our concerns, we think it cmcM m have the Faculty Assembly receive comments and respond. 

In addition, them should be a pnblic Ibrum with President Ross and members of the working gronp who wrote the document. 

This would give faculty’, students, staff and committee members a chance to discuss plans that will al’fect us a]l. 

On Jan. 9, ChMes Perusse, chief operating officer of UNC, gave hints of what’s to come. 

He spoke of increasing "efliciencies" with regard to education, inclnding class size and "low enrollment and low productivity~ programs." 

Mr. Perusse has spoken earlier of consolidating programs. 

Incma.sing class size, putting programs together and getting rid of programs with a low number of degrees would have faar-maching consequences fbr teaching and 
curricula, and hence am matters in which tgculty should be centrally invoNed. 

What is most efficient mw not be the best for teadling and leoaaling, or for having a univeBity" with intellectual integrity’. 

The Progressive Facul .ty Network calls on President Tom Ross a~ld Board Chairman Peter Hans to direct the AdvisoU Committee to present the final draft to the 



Boa~’d of Governors in April. 

That timetable roll allow thculty to read "the document mad restx)nd. The cu~ent has~ itself reflects the pmNem of valuing efficiency over education. 

This leRer was endorsed by 46 members of the Progressive FaculU Ne~vork of UNC-Cha~I Hill. 

Shew1 ~ei~a~ 
Professor 
Sociology 

JoM McGowan 

Professor 
F~lg~sh 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progfac as: <a hre~"ma~lto:dstro(?~)unc.edu’>dstro(r-~unc.edu<,’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to --~a hre~"mailto:leave- 32625780- 56223020~ 18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b(c-~listserv’.unc.edu’Meave-32625780- 

56223020~ 18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fo 1 eb9b(r-~listse rv’.u nc .e du<,’a> 

You are currently subscribed to exss-ti~culty as: ds~roman(a)~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ._h__t_t_ p_ ] ,_/_! j_~ .t..s~:..u..rLc.:~.e..d~t~.u.~.i..d......5.~.6~7..~-~2.~:.4..~.7..8~...4..c~d..~.~.~.~.)..5..~e~7..e..e~d..~.d..c.1~‘.a~d..c~4..e...5~d..~.n.....~I.i~.~.....e~x..~i~.~!~:~.~...~.g.~.~ 

(It may be necessmT to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32629469-55567102.4537814cd668iO57e7eed9dd3adc4e5&a)listserv.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ernestine Taylor < ~triad.rr.com~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 15, 2013 7:07 PM 

Kiel, David <kM@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC Modules 

Hi David 

Since January 14 has passed and we did not have a chance to schedule a conference call with Deborah, what are some good dates for us to chat. 

I do not want to get too immersed in the development of a module(s) until we can chat about a contract with estimated costs. Also, perhaps the workshop 

priorities might have changed. 

I am traveling the week of January 28. My February calendar is more flexible. 

Ernestine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Symtx~sium Updates 

Yes! 

I get out of class at 1:45 and teach Muscle Cut at 5:45. I head up to campus at 5 for that. Can you meet at 2 or 4? 

On , at 5:31 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Tuesday a f[:err~oo~l? 

Also, UCS and the Athlet:~c Deoartment as a ~;ponsor. 
D~ Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

91%843,0336 

~kena n-flagler.unc.edu] 
10:49 AM 

Subject: Symposium Updates 
Good Morning Dr. Stroman, 

The meeting went great last Nght-team loved the plan! 

Right now tny main focus is to get sponsors on campus tbr the event I would like the following depmlments to be sponsors: 

- The Club 

- EXSS Depa~ment 

- Kenan- Flagler Business School 
- Campus Recreation 

I am writing the business pimp/proposal to share ruth the business school. 

If you could let me know a good time maybe ne~ week to sit down and chat, I think going over the proposal in person would be much betteff 
Have a great day! 

Tha~k you, 

at 1:42 PM, Stromm~, Deborah L wrote: 

Okay. Share your concept today and gel [eedback. Maybe we should reduce d~e amount of activities and focus the bull( o[: our ex[ra eft:err on this 

Symposium? See what the team says._ 

TNs week ~s crazy~ We can by phone ~n the evening~ ;) 

Dr, Stromat~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

En~]u~je, ExpIor~ Empower, 

919,843,0336 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"Nothing ~ the world b m~re dangerous than a sinaere [g~oranae and a~nsde~t~ous stup[diw," 

F~m: ~kena n-flaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 1:~5 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 



Subject-" Meeting 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Sounds great! Excited about mentioning it to the faculU! I have made serious moves with initia] plmming m~d have many ulxtates that I would love to chat 

about in person! Can you tneet amy days this week? I can’t tneet today because I have class until 4:45 and then roll sprint to our meeting haha. 

Wednesday I’m busy until 4:45, but have a break from about 12:30 to 3. Thursday I am free after 2 and Friday I’m free all day! 

Let me know-:Fhm~ks, 



~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Office Hours Today 

Dr, S~omarb 

I know you have office hours this afternoon from :~-4 and I am curious if you’re avai~aNe at 2 to discuss a possiNe coaching education minor and what that entails. I am 
currently a Sports Administration major and feel as though your insight would be very helpful. I met with .lamie Samples in Steele this morning and have an updated 

worksheet. 

Thanks for your time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Office Hours Today 

Next week I am available during your office hours on Tuesday and Thursday, as well as the afternoon hours on Wednesday. Whichever works best for you, works for me. 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :tO: 23 AM 

To: 
Subject: RE: Office Hours Today 

I h a ve a ~poi n t m e nt s l:h i s a f l:er n oo n a I r ea dy sch ed ul e d. W ha t i s yot~ r a va ila bili ~:y n ex t we ek ? 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Office Hours Today 

Dr. Stroman, 

8:32 AM 

I know you have office hours this afternoon from :t-4 and I am curious if you’re available at 2 to discuss a possible coaching education minor and what that entails. I am 
currently a Sports Administration major and feel as though your insight would be very helpful. I met with 3amie Samples in Steele this morning and have an updated 
worksheet. 

Thanks for your time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Athletic Depaztment Internship Opl~ortunities 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for your advice and helpful information for getting an Athletic Department internship. I will continue to keep putting energy in to seeking an internship in the Athletic 
Department, and will contact them shortly about any opportunities. 

I look forward to another great semester in CSBC as I will definitely get involved as a leader. 

Regards, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:46 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: UNC Athletic Department Internship Opportunities 

Hi     . f am the faculty advisor to the Carolina Sport Busk~ess Club and send out ob/irRernsh~p opportunitk~s (w~th~n the athle~:ic depar~:met~: and r~on--UNC 

organizations and cornpardes) to th~s pooi of students We a~so h~w~ athle~:~c dep~rtment adrnmistrator come spe~k and they make dkect reques~:s to the Club. 

too inefficient to respond to the numerous ~ndiv~dusl requesLs made by students to me. In sdd~L~on to our contk~ued efforts to assist our EXSS sport sdrn~nisLrat~on 

ma~ors w~th career h~fom~at~on and ~nternships, tNs method is the best way to gain information and a "heads up" on those competing for opportunities in the 

sport industry. 

Thus, I only refer studem:s to the athletk: departme~t if: f know theh academh:: and work e~:h~c on a more famHh~ bas~s. Most non--EXgS sp.art admh~btrati.an 

students are pr.aact~ve and klentffv and corn:act ~:he partk:ular uni[ within the athletic department that they are h~terested ~n interning wK:h. Contact: k~dudes Fall 

Fest sign-up, "walk--~n" Lo Lbeir office, phone csl~s, and a "show up" during sLh]et~c events where they then make the ask of the sdrn~nisLrator. 

Please get ~nvo]ved with the Club as a leader or ~ suggest that you contact the athletic department direcL]y regarding your’ request. 

~ hope this h~formation hNps~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, P~uD, CLU 

9:{9~843~0336 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: UNC Athletic Department Internship Opportunities 
Dr. Stroman, 

"Nathing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignarance and conscientious stupidity." 

8:23 PM 

My name is             and I’m a Freshman member of CSBC. Right now, I am actively searching for internships and jobs this summer. I’ve seen a lot of great 
opportunities through Careerolina and the links that have been sent through the CSBC listserv. More than anything though, I want the opportunity to intern within the UNC 
Athletic Department. Learning the inner-workings of the best collegiate athletic program in the country would be a dream come true. However, after doing research online, I’m 
still having trouble pinpointing specific internships within the Athletic Department. Do you have any advice for learning more about this type of opportunity and finding what is 
available within the department? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaiLcom on behalf of 

?}live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Thesis Proposal Date 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks for getting back to me! I’m still waiting to hear from Dr. Shields about his availability but hopefully I roll l, mow soon and I can send you when works best for all 

of u!! 

On Tue, at 6:19 PM, Stroman, Deborah <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for the follow uO! 1 teach MWF ~11:00 --. 12:00 a~d on T/R at ~1.2:B0-~1.:45, 

Monday, ~s booked~ 

[ aR1 o~}ert oft the other days. 

Do Good= 

Deborah L~ S~roman, Ph,D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

From: ~qmail.com [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:09 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co-" Marks, Bonita L 
Subject; Re: Thesis Proposal Date 

Dr. Sta~man, 

Martin Luther 

@qmail.com] On Behalf Of 

Sony to e-tnail you again but Ijusl wanted to make sure that you received my e-tnail the other day regarding my proposa~ date. Dr. Maxks and I were hoping for 
sometime during the last week of       preferably around Thursday the 31 st. I have attached a copy of my thesis going into the proposal for you to take a look at. 

ThaNes again! 

On Fri, at 2:21 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Stmman, 

Dr. Marks and I have just about finished editing my thesis and are about ready to head into the proposal phase of the process. I know you are busy "this semester 
with a variety of things but Dr. Mmks asks if you would be OK with a seven-work-day mmaxound rather than a ten-day mmarom~d to review my thesis. This would 
put us at the second to last or last week of       tbr my proposal (or potentially the week betbre that if that works better for you). Thursdw the     Friday the 

, or Thursdw the    axe the ideaJ~ dates for Dr. Marks and myself, however if these days do not work for you let me know if any of the dws during those last 
couple weeks of       will work better. In the event that those are just two bad weeks for you or you wish to have more time to look at my thesis betbre going 
into the proposal we can re-evaluate and find another date. Thanks so much and please let me know! 

Thin,ks again’. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Stx~rt Administration Update 

This was the letter Kevin sent to the first year grad students. 

Barbara Osborne 

Associa [:e ~rofe~sor 

Exercise and Sport Sdem:e 

University o[: North Carolina 

309 Wooften Gym 

CB 8505 

Chapel Hi~, NC 27519 

Phone: 9].9.952.5173 

Erna~k sportlsw@unc.edu 

F~m= Guskiewicz, KevM N 
Sent; Tuesday,              2:08 PN 

C¢: Shields, Edgar W; Cooper, Coyte; Weight, Erianne A.; Osborne, Barbara 
$-bject; Sport Administration Update 
TO: EXSS First-year Sport Admin Graduate Students 

FROM: Kevin Guskiewicz 

Hi all....I enjoyed meeting with you at the end of last semester in Erianne’s class. I was very impressed with your interest and your thoughtful questions. I hope all 

of you had a good semester break and that you are heading into the new semester with new energy] I am guessing that Richard Southall’s recent announcement 

that he has accepted a new faculty position may have cause you some alarm. I want to reassure you that your experience here at Carolina is very important to us. 

We are committed to you receiving the kind of experience that you signed on to receive. 

As a faculty and administration, we are looking at several options for how to best replace Richard for next year and beyond. Please trust that we have you in mind, 

and we know you have theses projects to get started (and finishe!!) and jobs to secure. There are a lot of people within and outside EXSS who are ready to help. 

Everything will be fine, so hang tight and stay the course. We will keep you posted. In the meantime, I am happy to talk to any of you who may wish to meet with 

me. You can arrange a meeting through Amy Tufts. 

Thanks for all you do, and best wishes for a successful semester. 

Kevin Guskiewicz, PhD, ATC 

Kenan Distinguished Professor 

Chair, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-5175 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: SBEN Ambassador Program 

Looking forward to it, Do you have anyone in mind that might be interested in becoming an on campus ambassador for SBEN? Maybe one of your sport admin students? The lady that’s 

over the program really wants to get connected to UNC, 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 4:2:[ PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: SBEN Ambassador Program 

Yes[ We finalized it last week. Let’s chat about this visit. 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On , at 4:09 PM, ,~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

No worries at all. I respect your decision and will happily agree. Just saw on EXSS site that is coming to UNC on 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, 3:59 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 
5ubje~: Re: SBEN Ambassador Program 

Hi        I don’t recommend that you take on anything new. This role would require you to take time to meet new people and learn new processes. Focus on your 

academics and your current activities (as minimal as they are). 

You don’t need anything else to add to your resume or learning base at this time. 

You can ramp back up this fall semester. Please do not accept this offer. 

Let’s chat if you strongly disagree. 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On at 1:56 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

What do you think about this opportunity? I was thinking it could compliment my role this semester with CSBC. Plus it could prove mutually beneficial 

giving our club and CSRI more exposure. If you recall from over the break, SBEN reached out to you and I about streaming some of our CSBC meetings for 

free online. 

Questions or concerns? 

From: Beth Grupsmith <beth.grupsmith@sbenlive.org> 
Subject: SBEN Ambassador Program 
Date: 1:37:44 PM EST 
To: ~.qmail.com> 

Hi 

Hope you had a great new year[ I wanted to reach out to you about an opportunity with SBEN. It’s a new initiative we are creating and 

would love for you to get involved! It’s not easy for me to reach every campus with a sport management program so I have created an 

Ambassador Program to be my direct contact between the university to get events on SBEN as well as help the campus community learn 

about us as well. Below is information about the program for you to consider. 

The SBEN Ambassador Program will start for the spring semester and depending where SBEN goes and how the representative 
feels can continue to the fall semester. 

® Roles and responsibilities will include: 

1. Direct contact between university and SgEN 
2. Inform SBEN of events are taking place at university i.e. ads career fair, panels, etc. 
3. Assist with marketing, promotion, and production of events 

1. Marketing and promotion will include working with organizations (campus clubs putting on events) as well as 
SBEN 

2. Will include social media (tweets, fb posting in different spod management and university groups) 
4. Help university learn about SBEN, it’s initiatives, and content 

1. Direct tralfic to SBEN websites (lives~ream and wo[dpress) and social media 
5. Participate in bi-monthly calls with SBEN for updates 

Input, ideas, suggestions and feedback from the Ambassador will play a pivotal role in the program as well. We want the 



Ambassador to help SBEN grow a~d contribute in a~y way possible. For SeEN communication is key. 
Time commitment does not include sper~ding 10 or so hours a week doing work for St3EN, Time sper~t or~ SBEN initiatives 
is as the projects arise on campus as well as the amount of time needed to promote SE~EN and it’s events to campus 
increasing viewership. We are looking fer Anqbassador’s to enjoy the work they are doin,~j and want to spend time on 
spreadi~g the word as well as helping to contribute, 
We are a r~on-prefit organization and are unable to provide compensation. This program is meant to help studen[s get 
further experience in the indust[y befere graduating. 

If you have any questions please feel free to ask me! Would love for you to come on board with us! 

Best, 

Beth 

Beth Grupsmith 

Managing Director 

Sports Business Education Network 

(o) 617 398 7236 
(c) 
(e) beth.grupsmit h@sbenlive.org 
(w) www.new,livestream.comisben 
@SBEN_Live 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Zoller, Ted <Ted_Zoller@kenan41agler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 16,2013 10:06 PM 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edu>; Zoller, Ted <Ted_Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Spivey, Kay Tilley 
< kay_spivey@ kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Link to applications 

Judith, 

Just go to https:I!unc.peopleadmin.com/hrl and type in your onyen, and then click on the tab "postings" and select the position. That should do the trick. 

All the best, 

Ted 

Ted D. Zoller PhD 

Director, Center for Entrepreneurial Studies 

Associate Professor 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Fellow, 

Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation 

zoller@unc.edu 

919.962.3103 p 

m 

Shaping Leaders, Driving Results 

From: "Cone, Judith" <j_a___c___o___n___e___@__.___e____m___a__!!_.__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> 

Date: Thu, 17 Jan 2013 02:40:30 +0000 

To: "Zoller, Ted (Ted Zoller@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu)" <Ted Zoller@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu>, "Spivey, Kay Tilley" <kay spivey@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu> 

�:c: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Link to applications 

I have not been able to find the link for the applications. HELP. 

Judith Cone I 816.30S,$073 I Judith.cone@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Enrico Copeland <enrico@ghcintemational.org> 

Thursday, 11:56 AM 

ttertel, Amy Locklear <Amy Hertel@unc.edu>; Buffer, JenNtbr W <jennitbr batle@unc.edu> 

GHCI Looking Forward tI20 Meeting 

GHCI Looldng Forward H20.pptx 

Amy, 

HAPPY NEW YEAR! 

A great year this will be and I am very excited about the many opportunities to make a difference in the lives of young people. 

On next Fdday, I look forward 1o exploring possible synergies and opportunities for collaboration. It would be awesome to add Native American students to the team to join 
three (3) UNC African- American students:                                                and two (2) NCCU students who will serve as mentors and tutors for Looking 
Forward H20. We also have a        student, a female medical doctor who is studying at Duke’s Fuqua School on our team. One other UNC student (football player) has 
been identified and I expect to meet wi~h him in the nex~ couple of weeks. As an adult, this ~ype diversity would be long remembered and I can’~ imagine what ~his would do for 
6~h graders and college students! 

For onr meeting, I niter the follomng discnssion items: 

Program goals a~d internal snpport tbr activities. 

Deeper understanding of issues and outreach att~cting UNC Native American mad African-American students. 

Student feedback m~d what they want to see from UNC. 

SWOT a~alysis. 

Building the next generation of minori~ professionals for globo] STEM oppollunities - what is needed? 

AIns~ I am excited about reconnecting with you. Have a great weekend, retreat next week and see you on the 25th at 1:30. 

All The Best, 

Rick 

E. Rick Copela~d 

President/CEO 

Ottice 919.844.7329 

Mobile 

Confidentialit!j Notice: the b~formation contained in this email and any attachments may be legallg privileged and confidential. If gnu are 
not an intended recipient, gnu are herebg notified that ang dissemination, distribution, or copging of this e-mail is strictlg prohibited. If gnu 
have received this e-mail in error, please no@ the sender and permanenthj delete the e-mail and ang attachments immediatelg. You 
should not retain, copg or use this e-mail or ang attachments for ang purpose, nor disclose all or ang part of the contents to ang other 
person. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Emily Bumll < ~gmail.com~ 

Friday, January 18, 2013 11:17 AM 

The progtZac totaling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[proglhc] draft of open letter 

open letter draft pfn.doc× 

Hello all, 
Ariana and I ~vorked on the draft, which is attached and pasted belo~v. 
As you will see, w are mainly urging the administration to respond 
justly and seriously to the OCR complaint. At this point it does not 
include some of the things that Sherr,vl has suggested, but please take 
a look, suggest edits and additions, and let us know what you think. 
Ariana and I will ~vork on re-drafting over the weekend, based on your 
input. 

To Chancellor Thorp, Vice Chancellor Crisp, and Provost Carney: 

We are concerned by the recent student and staff allegations of 
wrong-doing in regards to the handling of cases of sexual misconduct 
by members of the universi~’. In particular, we are alarmed by claims 
that certain departments and individuals at the universi~ have 
knowingly or unknowingly violated assault sup¢ivors’ rights through 
complacency, lack of proper education or training, or intentional 
intimidation. Based on the brea&h and scope of the claims, we, the 
undersigned faculty, urge you to respond promptly and respectfully to 
the allegati~ms that the university has failed t~ properly address 
sexual assault and harassment cases at the Unlversi~" of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill 

As faculty, we strive to ~2~ster a supportive and safe learning 
environment for all. Such an envirorunent must include individuals, 
policies, and procedures that are equipped to insure the physical, 
psychological, and emotional well-being of all universi~ affiliates. 
We therefore urge you to take the Olfice of Civil Rights complaint 
seriously We are committed to ensuring that Carolina continues to be 
a model of quality public higher education for all students, as well 
as a just employer for staff and faculty. We know that you share the 
same coramitment. 

Signed, 

-- You are cm*ently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-32642885-56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56felebgb@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, ii:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

FW: [msrc_ ] MLK Celebration Discussion w/Kevin Powell 

I was thinking of emailing 

Thoughts? 

and using CSBC as one of the organizations. I was going to invite to accompany me as well. 

From: _~live.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 11:28 AM 

To: Volunteers <msrc _~[istserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [msrc_ ] MLK Celebration Discussion w! Kevin Powell 

Greetings, 

I hope that this email finds you in good spirits. This year’s speaker for the MLK Celebration Lecture will be gevin Powell (activist, writer, and public speaker). He is offering the 

opportunity for males, especially minorities, to engage in conversation with him by participating in a discussion to be held before the lecture at 4:00 pm on Tuesday,               Please 

forward this message to the rest of your respective organizations and email me back at         @live.unc.edu as soon as possible to sign up for this opportunity. We have allotted 2 3 

spots for each organization, respectively. This will be a great networking opportunity so you do not want to miss out! I look forward to seeing you there[ 

Humble Regards, 

You are currently subscribed to msrc_ as: ~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:iilists.unc.edu!u?id=42471019.482666a12a8685e322c6e2dd8fee401d&n=T&[=msrc 20112012&o=32642941 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ernail to leave 32642941 42471019.482666a12a8685e322c6e2ddSfee401d@listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:05 PM 

Nicholas Lennon <nlennon@wmgllc.com:~; Michael Pizza 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Checking In - 

~gmail.com> 

I’m assuming you guys know Lindsay LaBennett, right’? Was she who you [x~th went through to get your intemship/iMl otter at WMG? 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

Fr~n: Elizabeth Lindsey <._e_[i__n_d_N.~!@_~:_~:!Ln_g!_l__c_:_c_’~?E!> 

Date: 11:57:59 AM EST 

To: ~?~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: Lindsay LaBennett <llabem~et~wmgllc.com> 

Subject: RE: Checking In - 

Thanks for checking in .,. appreciate it. Glad to hear you’re kicking off . _ semester on a positive note. And it’s a really good idea to keep attending 

those conferences. Things are well here .,. busy as ever. But, o[: course, don’t heskate to reach out if you need anything for [he club again this year. 

Spe~king of that, I wanted to use this chance to also h~troduce you to Lindsey [.agennett in our office ._. [indsey coordinates our internship progrm~ 

for us and coordinates other Ioca~ o~treach ac~vi~es wkh universi~es, etc. Figured’~be ~ good contact for yo~ to keep ~p w~th for dub 

opport~mities kindse~s copk~d here. You two shouh~ connect 

Thanks again h:~r reaching o{s~, 

EBL 

From: ~kenan-flaqler,unc,edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, ~:38 PM 
To= Elizabeth Lindsey 
Subject~ Checking In - 
Hi Mrs. Lindsey, 
This is                  from UNC. I trust this email finds you well and everything is going well up in New York, I saw in the SBJ this week that Wasserman is getting 

involved in helping potentially launch a new network for the ACC. 
I’m really exceed to start I’m really excited to get started with this spring semester, as I’m planning on attending on a few sports conferences (CSRI Conference in Chapel 

Hill & TPG Sports Career Conf. in Charlotte) and continuing to expand my network~ 
Just wanted to drop you a line and check in and see how everything was going. Hope you have a great rest of the day] 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick Lelmon <nlennon@w-mgllc.com> 

Friday, 12:12 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Michael PiTza <             @gmml.com>; Sta~mml, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Checking In - Myles Robinson 

Hey 

Yes, Lindsay is tke one that helps ruth the internship program. Will Pleasants (VP in Raleigh) is the one who really oversees the intern/new hire process. Lindsay 

conducts the informational interviews and runs the p~ocess. I would just follow up witk Lindsay and let her know that she can keep you and the club informed on furore 
timelines mad openings for interns and events’conferences. 

We can discuss plmming a spring Was~rman CSBC meeting that Mike and I can attend as well! 

Have a great weekend! 

Nick 

On at 12:04 PM, ~_~__e__r!’_a_4)__-__{!_gNJer.unc.edu> wrote: 

I’m assnming you guys know Lindsay LaBennett, right? Was she who yon both went through to get yonr internship/full ofi}r at Vv2vlG? 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

Plea~ excuse may ~pos 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Elizabeth Lindsey <._e_!~_rL@__c_:__c_~_?E!> 
Date: 11:57:59 AM EST 

To: (~ kenan- flaglerxmc.e&~> 

Cc: Lindsay LaBennett <llabennett~wmgllc.com> 

Subject: RE: Checking h~- 

rl-tanks tor checking in ... appreciate it:, Glad t:o hear you’re kicldng off spring semest:er on a positive note, And it’s a really good idea to 

keep attending those conferences. Th~ngs are we~l here. busy as ever. But, of course, don’t hesitate Lo r’each out i[: you need anything 
for the dub again th~s year. 
Speakh~g of that, ~ wanted to use th~s chance to a~so ~ntroduce you to IAndsey I.aBennett ~n our office .._ kindsey coordh~ates our 
~nternsh~p program for us and coordinates other loca~ ou[:reach act~vkies wkh umversil:~es, etc F~gured’[h~ a good contact for you 
to keep up with for Ch.Eb opportunities. [.indse’~ copied here, You t:wo should connect. 
Thanks again fo~ reacNng out. 
EBL 

F~m: @kenan-flagler,unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~:38 PH 
To= Elizabeth Lindsey 
Subject= Checking ~n - 
Hi Mrs. Lindsey, 

This is                  from UNC. I trust this email finds you well and everythin~ is ~oin~ well up in New York. I saw in the SBJ this week that Wasserman 
is ~ettin8 involved in helpin~ potentially launch a new network for the 

I’m really exceed to start I’m really excited to ~et started with this sprin~ semester, as I’m plannin~ on attendin~ on a few sports conferences (CSRI 

Conference in Chapel Hill & TPG Sports Career Conf. in Charlotte) and continuin8 to expand my network. 

Just wanted to drop you a line and check in and see how everythin8 was ~oin~. Hope you have a ~reat rest of the day! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Emily Bumll < @gmail.com> 

Friday, Jmmary 18, 2013 12:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [progthc] draft of open letter 

Deborah et al, 
You are right - the complaint has been submitted to the regional 
office, but at this moment the Dean of Students at L,~’C has not 
received it in hand yet (~vhich is one of the reasons Sauls cites for 
his lack of response/comment at this time). Ho~vever, we do know at 
this point that the DTH has read a copy of the OCR complaint, 
according to the article that they published late last night citing 
Manning’s complaints. Further, based on the series of DTH 
articles/letters to the editor and the reporting of the Hul’fington 
Post -- palticularly the article by Annie Clark, one of the main 
signatories -- we kno~v that they have filed a complaint with the OCR 
that will be sent to the university. 

I think in light of these things, we can submit a letter that calls 
upon the administration to take the OCR report that they will be 
receiving seriously Perhaps we should change some of the 
wording/tense in the letter. 

On Fri, Jan 18, 2013 at 12:45 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu> wrote: 
> I was just told that the complaint has not been submitted. I think it is prudent to check in with the OCR to cor~firm the official submission. Debby Stroman 
> 

> r)LS li*om my iPhone. 
> 

> On Jan 18, 2013, at 11:17 AM; "Emily Burrill" < @gmail cam> wrote: 
> 

>> Hello all, 
>> Ariana and I worked on the draft, which is attached and pasted below. 
>> As you will see, w are mainly urging the administration to respond 
>> justly and seriously to the OCR complaint. At this point it does not 
>> include some of the things that Sherryl has suggested, but please take 
>> a look, suggest edits and additions, and let us know what you think 
>> Ariana and I will work on re-drafting over the weekend, based on your 
>> input. 

>> To Chancellor Thorp, Vice Chancellor Crisp, and Provost Carney: 
>> 

>> We are concerned by the recent student and staff allegations of 
>> wrong-doing in regards to the handling of cases of sexual misconduct 
>> by members of the university In particular, *ve are alarmed by claims 
>> that certain departments and individuals at the university have 
>> knowingly or unknowingly violated assault su~’ivors’ rights through 
>> complacency, lack of proper education or training, or intentional 
>> intimidation. Based on the breadth and scope of the claims, xve, the 
>> undersigned faculty, urge you to respond promptly and respectfully to 
>> the allegations that the universi~ has failed to properly address 
>> sexual assault and harassment cases at the University of North 
>> Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

>> As facul~, xve strive to foster a suppoltive and safe learning 
>> envirorwaent for all. Such an enviromnent must include individuals, 
>> policies, and procedures that are equipped to insure the physical, 
>> pwchological, and emotional well-being of all university affiliates. 
>> We therefore urge you to take the Office of Civil Rights complaint 
>> seriously. We are cormnitted to ensuring that Carolina continues to be 
>> a model of quality public higher education for all students, as well 
>> as a just employer for staff and faculty. We know- that you share the 
>> same conm~itment. 
>> 

>> 

>> Signed, 
>> 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu. To nnsubscribe send a blank 

>> email to leave-32642885-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481656feleb9b@listserv.~c.edu 
>> <open letter draft pfn.docx> 

Emily Bnn{ll 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s and Gender Studies 
Uinversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sarah Shields <sshields@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, Janumy 18, 2013 12:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The progthc mailing list <progthc@liskserv.unc.edu"~ 

Nation blog on UNC 

John Cox just sent this lilzk: 
http://~v,a~v.thena tion. c Ol~’bl og/172299/no-justice-college-rape-victims# 

Puts UNC in its broader context 

Bo~vman and Gordon Gray Distinguished Term Professor 
Department of HistoW 
CB 3195 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919 962-8078 
Fax: 919 962-1403 
https://t eachin gthemiddleeast.wordpress.com 

On 1/18/2013 12:45 PN{ Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 
> I was just told that the complaint has not been submitted I think it is prudent to check in with the OCR to confirm the official submission Debby Stroman 
> 

> DLS from lay iPhone 
> 

> On Jan 18, 2013, at 11:17 ANt, "Emily BurriH" < ~)gmail.com> wrote: 
> 

>> Hello all, 
>> Ariana and I worked on the draft, which is attached and pasted below 
>> As you will see, w are mainly urging the administration to respond 
>> justly and seriously to the OCR complaint. At this point it does not 
>> include some of the things that Sherryl has suggested, but please take 
>> a look, suggest edits and additions, and let us know what you think. 
>> Ariana and I will work on re-drafting over the weekend, based on your 
>> input. 
>> 

>> 

>> To Chancellor Thorp, Vice Chancellor Crisp, and Provost Carney: 
>> 

>> We are concerned by the recent student and staff allegations of 
>> wrong-doing in regards to the handling of cases of sexual misconduct 
>> by members of the university, h~ palticular, we are Manned by claims 
>> that certain departments and individuals at the tmiversity have 
>> l~mwingly or unknowingly violated assault sttrvivors’ rights through 
>> complacency, lack of proper education or training, or intentional 
>> intimidation. Based on the breadth and scope of the claims, we, the 
>> undersigned faculty, urge you to respond promptly and respectfully to 
>> the allegations that the university- has i~ailed to properly- address 
>> sexual assault and harassment cases at the University of North 
>> Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
>> 

>> As faculty-, we strive to foster a supportive and safe learning 
>> envirol~ent for all. Such an cnvironment must include individuals, 
>> policies, and procedures that are equipped to insure the physical, 
>> psychological, and emotional well-being of all tmiversity affiliates. 
>> We therefore urge you to take the Office of Civil Rights complaint 
>> seriously. We are committed to ensuring that Carolina continues to be 
>> a model of quality public higher education for all students, as well 
>> as a just employer for staff and faculty. We know that you share the 
>> same cormnitment. 
>> 

>> 

>> Signed, 
>> 

>> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank 

>> email to leave-32642885-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.u~c.edu 
>> <open letter draft pfn.docx> 
> 

> --- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: sshields@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

> email to leave-32643407-155013.16821620026c57c549be71db6dc9e575@listserv.unc edu 
> 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 11:26 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: ~gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: resume 

The call earlier was not for an urgent matter Just wanted to remind you that I am done with school. Finished my degree in 35, but decided to walk in May, that way my family could come. 
Also I convinced        to pay for an online class, Financial Accounting, just so I could get a feel for business classes So, I am in Nashville training and I will be back in Chapel Hill for Pro 
Day, which is sometime in       I will also apply for the MSBA program just in case plan A does not work out I saw the costly tuition, but I figured I would fight that battle when time 
comes. Again, thanks fur eveuthing! 

On at 7:25 PM, Stroman, Deburah L wrote: 

’]’hanks. I will definitely take a [uok. I hope yuur semester is gumg well Let’s meet next week. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Goud 

Deburah L. Struman, Ph.D. CLU 
[~ngage F.xplore [~mpower. 

919.8430336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: 
Sent: Thursday, 12:30 AM 
To: Struman, Deborah L 
Cc: 
Subject:     resume 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have attached my resume and would appreciate it if you looked it over. At~xious to talk to you about your thoughts about the playoffs! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 1:24 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~NV: SBEN Ambassador Program 

Happy Sunday everyone, 

I wanted to pass along the below opportunity, Beth is really interested in staying in contact with our Club and is looking for a campus ambassador for the Sports Business Education 

Network (SBEN). 

If anyone’s interested please let me know and I’ll put you in contact with Beth. 

Hope everyone’s having a great weekend! 

(C) ~unc.edl~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

On at $:37 PM, Beth Grupsmith wrote: 

Hi 

Hope you had a great new year! I wanted to reach out to you about an opportunity with SBEN. It’s a new initiative we are creating and would love for you to get involved! It’s not easy 

for me to reach every car[lpus with a sport manager[lent prograrn so I have created an Ambassador Program to be my direct contact between the university to get events on SBEN as well 
as help the campus community learn about us as well. Below is information about the program for you to consider. 

The SBEN Ambassador Program will stad for the spring semester and depending where SBEN goes an(] how the representative feels can continue to the fall semester. 

Roles and responsibilities will include: 

1, Direct contact between university and SBEN 
2. Inform SBEN of events are taking place at university i.e. ads career t~ir, panels, etc. 

3. Assist with marketing, promotion, and production of events 
I. Marketing and promotion will include working with organizations (campus clubs putting on events) as well as SBEN 
2. Will include social media (tweets, Ib posting in different sport management and university groups) 

4. Help uNvetMty leam about SBEN, it’s initiatives, and content 

1. Direct traffic to SBEN websites (~iveNream and wordpress) and social media 

Pa~icipate in N-monthly calls with SBEN ~or updates 

Input, ideas, suggestions and feedback from the Ambassador will play a pivotal role in the program as well. We want the Ambassador to help SBEN grow and 

contribute in any way possible. For SBEN communication is key. 

Time commitment does no~ include spending 10 or so hours a week doing work for SBEN. Time spent on SBEN initiatives is as the projects arise on campus as 

well as the amount of time needed to promote SBEN and it’s events to campus increasing viewership. We are looking for Ambassador’s to enjoy the work they are 
doing and want to spend time on spreading the word as well as helping to contribute. 

We are a non-profit organization and are unable to provide compensation. This program is meant to help students get further experience in the industry, before 
graduating. 

If you have any questions please feel free to ask me! Would love for you to come on board with us! 

Best, 

Beth 

Beth Grupsmith 

Managing Director 

Sports Business Education Network 

{o) 617 398 7236 

(c) 
{e) bet h,F~ru ps mit h (~ s benlive.org 

(w) www,new.livest tea re.corn is ben 

@SBEN_Live 

Beth Grupsmith 

Managing Director 

Sports Business Education Network 

(o) 657 398 7236 
(c) 
(e) beth.grupsmith@sbenlive.org 
(w) www.new.livest ream.comisben 
@SBEN_Live 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu;, 

Sunday, 1:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: SBEN Ambassador Program 

Meant to send that to the Leadership Tealn not just you sorry! ;) 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

On , at 1:24 PM, ~live.mac.edu> wrote: 

Happy Sunday everyone, 

I wanted to pass along the below opportunity. Beth is really interested in staying in contact with our Club and is looking for a campus ambassador for the Sports 
Business Education Network (SBEN). 

If anyone’s interested please let me know and I’ll put you in contact with Beth. 

Hope everyone’s having a great weekend! 

(C) I ~mlc.edu 

Begin forwarded message: 

On at 1:37 PM, Beth Grupsrnith wrote: 

Hi 

Hope you had a great new year! I wanted to reach out to you about an opportunity with SBEN. It’s a new initiative we are creating and would love for you to get involved! 

It’s not easy for me to reach every campus with a sport management program so I have created an Ambassador Program to be my direct contact between the university to 

get events on SBEN as well as help the campus community learn about us as well. Below is information about the program for you to consider. 

The SBEN Ambassador Program will start Iot the spring semester and depending where SBEN goes and how the representative feels can continue to the fall 

semester. 

Roles and responsibilities will include: 

1. Direct contact between university and SBEN 

2. Inform SBEN of events are taking place at university i.e. ads career fair, panels, etc. 
3. Assist with marketing, promotion, and production of events 

1. Marketing and promotion will include working with organizations (campus clubs putting on events) as well as SBEN 
2. Will inck~de social media (tweets, fb posting in different spod management and university groups) 

4. Help univetsity learn about SBEN, it’s initiatives, and content 
I. Direct traffic to SBEN websites (livestream and wordpress) and social media 

5. Participate in bi-montMy calls with SBEN for updates 

Input, ideas, suggestions and feedback from the Ambassador will play a pivotal role in the program as well. We want the Ambassador to help SBEN 

grow and contribute in any way possible. For SBEN communication is key. 

Time cornmitmen~ does not include spending 10 or so hours a week doing work for SBEN. Time spent on SBEN initiatives is as the projects arise on 

campus as well as the amount of time needed to promote SBEN and it’s events to campus increasing viewership. We are looking for Ambassador’s to 
enjoy ~he work they are doing and wan~ to spend time on spreading the word as well as helping to contribute. 

We are a non-profit organization and are unable to provide compensation. This program is meant to help students get further experience in the 

industry before graduating. 

If you have any questions please feel free to ask me! Would love for you to come on board with us! 

Best, 

Beth 

Beth Grupsmith 

Managing Director 

Sports Business Education Network 

(o) 617 398 7236 

(e) beth.grupsmith@sbenlive.orF, 
(w) www.rlew.livest rea re.corn !s ben 
@SBEN_Live 



Beth Grupsmith 

Managing Director 

Sports Business Education Network 

(o) 617 398 7236 

(c) 

(e) beth.grupsrnith@sbenlive.org 

(w) www.new,livestream.com/sben 

@SBEN_Live 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KERR, JAMIE ~k5971 @attcom> 

Monday, Januao~ 21, 2013 11:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

KERR, JAMIE <jk5971 @atl.com> 

Coming to Chapel Hill 

swin9 by and s~y he~o~ ~a addNon, weu~d offe~ up my se~Aces ~s a guest ~ect~rer ~f yo~ h~ve a c~ass tha~ day. 

Jamie Kerr 
Director, Corporate Sponsorships 
AT~T 
1055 Lenox Park Boulevard 
Suite D389 
Arian,, GA 30319-5309 
(o) ~0~-986- 25~3 
(m) 
Email:james.kerr@a~.com 

AOL ~N: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

.9 kena n-fiagler.u nc.edu> 

Monday, 8:43 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBC) 

Hi 

I really enjoyed talking to you on the phone tonight. Per our conversation, [ wanted to introduce you to Dr. Stroman, our CSBC club advisor and EXSS Sport Admin Professor. I’ve cc’ed her 

and hope you all can connect soon and discuss how you can help us this sernester. We’re really looking forward to the start of a great partnership! 

Thanks again for your interest in our Club, I look forward to staying in contact with you. 

Kind Regards, 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Mingte$ Away I Ahead 

From: ~)live.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, 5:36 PM 

To: ~unc.edu" 

Subject: CSBC 
_~unc.edu> 

Hi 

Hope all is well - my name is a PhD student in the Journalism/Mass Comm school. 

I was wondering if you had a few minutes to chat - I come from 

see if I could somehow be of help to the club. 

Please let me know when you get a chance - both email and phone are great. 

Thanks, 

and was curious to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Club - First Meeting 

Will do! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Or 

onthe    ... 5 or 5:30? 

at 8:55 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi All. Please connect and let’s get the first meeting on the website betbre Wednesday. 

ca~ you please maJ~e the flyer? 

Thin,k!! 

Dr. Stromm~ 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is de[in:x], progress is impossib{e." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ragan, Ronda <Ronda Ragan@kenan-flagler.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 1:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; Penn, Aim E <annpenn@email.anc.edu> 

Haithcock, Vicki P <vph@email.unc.edu>; Napier, Ma~.. ~ E <mnapie@email.unc.edu> 

(Aa~n Penn & Debby Stro~nan) re: RESCHEDULED TO: Men., Feb. 25, 10:15-10:45am phone conference-- CANCEL: Fri., Feb. 8, 

2:30-3pm -- Phone Conference 

Dear Debby and Ann, 

I would like to apologize for the inconvenience in having to reschedule this meeHng. It turns out Friday is Feb. ~ and Joe is out that day. Is it possible to move 

this ~hone conference to Monda% February 25, from 3.0:3.5-10:45~m~? Le~: me ~now ~nd ["~ send a conf~rm~:~on em~ so we’re MI in the s~me 

Please c~l~ the cotfference phone number ~s I ., and enter the conference code: . f’1~ p~n to open the Iku~ ~ minute ~mor t:o t:he 

conference call beginning. 

Regards, 

Ronda 

F~m~ Ragan, Ronda [mailto:Ronda Raqan~kenan-flagler~unc~edu] 
Nent~ Tuesday, January 22, 2013 3:54 PN 

T~ Stroman, Deborah L; Penn, Ann E 
~e~ Napier, Na~ E; DeSimone, Joseph N.; Haithcock, Vicki P; Lebold, Na~hew 
Subje~t~ (Ann Penn N Debby Stroman) re: CONFIRMED: Fri., Feb. 7, 2:30-3pm conference call with Dr. DeSimone and Dr. Napier 
Dear Debby and Ann, 

~’m happy to confirm your conference call w~th Joe and MaW for Friday, FebrusW 7, from 2:30-3pm. 

Please cal~ the conference 9hone number ~s , and enter the conference code L ~’1~ 9~an to open the ca~l a m~nute prior to the 

beginning. 

Please ~et me know if I c~n be of any further assistance. 

Best 

Rot~da 

R o n d a R a g a n :::: Executive Assistant, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Priv ate Enterprise :::: I~C’s Kenan~lagler Business Echool 

Campus Box 3440 ::: Kenan Center :::: Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3~ 

919.962.8201:::: fax 919.962.8202 :::: ronda ragan@unc.edu :::: www.kenan {lagler.unc.edu 
Ehaping Leaders I Driving Results 

F~m~ Stroman, Oeborah L [ma~l~;dst[o~unc,edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, January 22, 2013 2:$3 PN 
T~ Ragan, Rends 
Subjeet~ RE: (Ann Penn ~ Oebbg Stroman) re: Look~n9 [or a date!t~me for a con%fence call w~th Dr. DeS~mone and Dr. NaMer 

Hi Ronda. I am avaHable on both days, The t~me on the 25th has to be before 10:45 aJ-m ] teach at l:].:O0 

Thanks. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
gn~]ug~e. ~xplore, Empov~er. 

9:19.843.0336 

"Our lives begin to end the da~ we become silent about thin~s that matter." 

Ma~n Luther King, 

Sent: Tuesday, January 22, 2013 2:51 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= ~: (Ann Penn & Debby Stroman) re: Looking for a dab/time for a con%fence call with Dr. DeSimone and Dr. Napier 

Debby, 

Would you be available m do a 30 minnte coherence call on either of~e &tes and times below? 

o Ffi., Feb. 7, 2:30-3:30pm 

o Men., Feb. 25, 10:30-11:30am 

Thanks, 
Ronda 

From: Penn, Ann E [mailto;annpenn~email.unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 5:28 PM 
To: Ragan, Ronda 
Ce: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics); Haithcock, Vicki (Comprehensive Cancer Center) 
Subject: Re: (Ann Penn & Debby Stroman) re: Looking for a date!time for a conference call with Dr. DeSimone and Dr. Napier 
I am available for the times on Feb. 7th or the 25th. I am not available on the 26th. 

Thanks 

Ann Penn 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Jan 17, 2013, at 4:35 PM, Ragan, Ronda ~- !~91£d_a____I_~_a_a._~Ln_Lq:_l_!_e___r_ktaj!:__fl__~_~N]e~.anc.edu> wrote. 

Dear Ms. Penn and Dr. Stroman, 
Dr. Napier and Dr. DeSimone have requested I find 30 minutes for the four of you to talk via a co,florence call. Please let me know if you have 30 



minutes during the ti311owing dates and times: 

c~ Fri., Feb. 7, 2:30-3:30pm 

c~ Mon., Feb. 25, 10:30-11:30ran 

Tues., Feb. 26, 2-3pm 

Once I hear back, I’ll send a confimmtion email with tile conference call number and password. If these dates don’t work, I’m happy to circle back and 

find new dates. 

Have a wonderful evening! I’m praying for snow. 

Thanks. 

Ronda 
R o n d a R a g a n :::: Executive Assistatlt, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute o f Private Enterprise :::: UbrC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :::: Kena~l (?enter :::: Chapel Hill, NC 27’599 ~3440 

919.962.82!31:::: fax 919.962.8202 :::: ronda ragan@unc.edu :::: www.kenan ’{laNier. tmc.edu 

Shapit~g Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Internship Intbrmation and Availabilities 

Thank you for your understanding and desire to help me. I do tend to exude emotion and though I am good at controlling it, I tend to only show it when I think about it first and 
the other day I was in a hurry and frantic so I didn’t show that side of me... BUT! :) I know now that I need to be more aware of this in situations among people of authority. 

As for Tuesday at 2, that is perfect! Thanks again, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :~:09 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Internship Information and Availabilities 

Hi       . Yes, I received your emait. Thanks for the note. I appreciate your words and restart. 

You appeared rather emotional and frantic; I was attempting to calm you down and help you make a good impression. ;) 

I do assist our EXSS students w~th h~ternsh~p guidance. Let me know your availability next week. ~ teach M-F :lI:O0 -- 2:00. Tuesday at 2:007 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

Luther King, Jr, 

From: 

Sent; Wednesday, I 12:16 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S..bject; FW: Internship Information and Availabilities 
Its been a long weekend and a lot has been happening so just in case you may not have received my email or maybe just overlooked it, I provided it underneath just one more 

time! 

Thanks for your help, 

From: 

Sent-" Friday,. 6:07 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah 
S,,bject: Internship Information and Availabilities 

Professor Stroma n, 

My name is             I am a junior majoring in EXSS-Sports Administration and I knocked on your door this morning to ask you about internships. Before I continue I do 
want to apologize for my clumsy behavior and for interrupting your work; next time I’ll read everything on your door before disturbing you! 

In reference to internships, I have been informed by Ms. Southall that you are the leader in knowing what ways I can become involved with any internship(s). If you have any 
time to help me learn more about who to contact and how to go about receiving such an opportunity then that would be great! I’m free MWF after l:t:50am and TR after 
1:45pm and email works best for me when contacting, however whatever works best for you rll try to make work for me because I’d really like to do this. 

Thank you so much and I hope we can start off of the right foot this time! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ernestine Taylor < ~triad.rr.com~ 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 11:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Connecting 

Hi Deborah 

Hope all is well with you! 

Since I have not heard from you and/or David, I have not begun to design any work for the CBC workshop(s). Thus, I cannot meet the February 1 deadline we 

initially talked about. 

I am doing some work for Maternal & Child Health Department. 

I am traveling most of next week. Would love to chat with you. Do you have any time on Friday, Feb. 25th? I am home on the 31st and available before 10:00 and 

after 2:30. Hopefully we can connect. 

Ernestine Taylor 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Emily Bumll ~ ~gm~l.com> 

Thursday, ~ 9:17 AM 

The progtZac mmlmg list <pmgfac@l~stserv.unc.edu> 

[progfac] I,et~er to PFN t?om 

-E 

asked me to pass this message along to everyone. 

Dear Facul~z Allies, 

Letters like the ones in the DTH today are examples of why, despite 
everything, I still proudly call myself a Tar Heel. Thank you for 
standing                ~, and for evewone else who has attended or 
will attend Carolina. I know speaking out isn’t easy, particularly for 
non-tenured faculty and for staff; so I thank you, and appreciate 
it-more than you’ll probably ever know-. The gravitas of faculty 
support calmot be underestimated in the eyes of the university, and I 
look forward to working with you as we move folavard. Thank you for 
believing in my school as much as I do; together, we are and will do 
better. 

In the meantime I hope you continue to support your students, 
particularly                   on campus. Educate yourself, sign 
and share the petition, and reach out to at least one other faculty 
member, whose name was not on any of the letters, and have a 
conversation about this. 

Please feel free to reach out to me individually with questions, 
concerns, or ideas. (           , this yahoo address, or 

.2))gmail.com). You’ll hear more soon, and again, a personal 
and sincere THANK YOU. 

Basically-I cannot emphasize this enough- y’all rock[ 

Sincerely, 

Emily Bumll 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s and Gender Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

-- You are cmrently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-32663223-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c1248 lb56fel ebgb@listsel~,’.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ragan, Ronda <Ronda Ragan@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 24, 2013 9:48 AM 

Penn, Ann E qa~npenn@email.unc.edtv~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Haithcock, Vicki P <vph@emaJl.unc.edu>; Napier, Ma~ E <mnapie@email.nnc.edu>; DeSimone, Jo~ph M. 

<desimone@emaJl.unc.edu> 

(As~n Penn & Debby Stromm0 re: CONFIRMED RESCHEDULED TO: Mon., Feb. 25, 10:15-10:45am phone conference-- CANCEL: 

Ffi., Feb. 8, 2:30-3pm -- Phone Conference 

Dear Debby and Ann, 

Thank you t:or accommodating the change of date for the phone cont:erence. We are confirmed for Monday, February 25, from lO:I~0:4.Sam. 

Please cam the following conference number and enter the conference code: , Iql plan to open the Hne a mim~te prior to the 

conference call beginning. 

Regards~ 

Rot~da 

F~m~ Penn, ~nn E [ma~lto:annpenn@emaKunc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursdag, Janua~ 24, 2013 8:S4 AN 
T~ Ragan, Ronda 
Ce~ Stroman, Deborah (Exercise ~ Sport Sdence); Nalthcock, V~ckl (Comprehensive Cancer CenteO; Napier, Na~ (Nochem~stq and Nophgs~cs) 

Subjeet~ Re: (~nn Penn ~ Oebb7 Stroman) re: RESCHEDULED TO: Non., Feb. 2S, 10:15-10:45am phone conference-- CANCEL: FrL, Feb. 8, 2:30-3pm -- Phone 

I ~m avNlable. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 23, 2013, at 1:51 PM, "Ragan, Ronda" <Ronda R~an~kenan-flagler.unc.edu~ ww~te: 

D.ear D.ebby and Ann, 

I would like to apologize for the inconvenience in having to reschedute this rneeting. It turns out Friday ~s Feb. 8th and Joe is out thsL day. Is it possiMe 

to move this phone conference to Monday, February 25, from 10:15--10:45am ? Let me know and Iql send a confirmation emai~ so we’re aH ~n the same 

~oop. 

P~ease ca~ the conference phone mm~ber is , and enter the conference code: ]ql p~an to open the ~ne a mim~te prior to 

the conference call beginning. 

Regards, 

Ronda 

~m= Rajah, Ronda [mailto:Ronda Raqan@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, Januaw 22, 20~3 3:S4 PN 
T~= Stroman, Deborah L; Penn, Ann E 
Co= Napier, Mary E; DeSimone, Joseph H.; Haithcock, Vicki P; Lebold, NaRhew 
Subject= (Ann Penn & Debby Stroman) re: CONERNED: Fri., Feb. 7, 2:30-3pm conference call with Dr. DeSimone and Dr. Napier 
De~r Debby and Ann, 

~’m ha~)py to confirm your conference call w~th Joe and Mary for grMay, }february 7, from 2:30--3pn~. 

Please call [he con[:erence phone number is , and enter the con[:erence code: ,. ]ql plan to open the call a rninu[e prior to 

the call beginning. 

P~ease let me know ~f I can be of any ff~rther assistance. 

Best, 

£onda 

~e~a ~aga~ ::: Executive Assistant, Fn]I~ Hawkins Kenan Institute of ~ivate EnteI~)iise ::: UNC’s KNlan-F]ag]er Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 

919.9d2.820] ::: ~x 919.9d2.8202 ::: ronda mgan@m~c edu ::: ~,m~w.kenan-fl agler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders [ Driving Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3anua~ 22, 20~3 2:53 PN 
To: Ragan, Ronda 
Subject: RE: (Ann Penn & Debby Stroman) re: Looking for a date/time for a conference call with Dr. DeSimone and Dr. Napier 

Hi Ronda. [ am available on both days. The dine on the 25th has to be before 10:45 a.m. I teach st 11:00 a.m. 

Thanks. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, St-romatL Ph.D, CLU 

9~ 9.843.0336 

<image001 jpg> 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about thin~s thor m~tter." 
Martin Luther Kin#, dr. 

From; Ragan, Ronda [mail~:Ronda Ragan@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 3anuaW 22, 2053 2:55 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
SubjeCt= ~: (Ann Penn & Debby Stroman) re: Looking for a dab!time for a conference call with Dr. DeSimone and Dr. Napier 

D~bby, 

Would you bc availabl~ to do a 30 minute confc~ncc call on tither oftlm &tes and trams ~low? 

o Ffi., F~b. Z 2:30-3:30pm 

o Mort., Feb. 25, 10:30-11:30am 



Thank~ 

Ronda 

From: Penn, Ann E [mailto:annpenn@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, .lanuary :~7, 201~3 5:28 PM 
To; Ragan, Ronda 
C¢; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Napier, Mary (BiochemistPl and Biophysics); Haithcock, Vicki (Comprehensive Cancer Center) 
Subject-" Re: (Ann Penn & Debby Stroman) re: Looking for a date/time for a conference call with Dr. DeSimone and Dr. Napier 

I am avaJdable for the times on Feb. 7th or the 25th. I am not available on the 26th. 

Thmaks 

A~m Pe~m 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 17, 2013, at 4:35 PM, Ragan, Ronda ._R__R_r!_@_,!~La_g_’_a__~@__k__e_n_~__n__-___l_]__a_g!__e__r=~9=~kff- wrote: 

Dear Ms. Penn and Dr. Stroman, 
Dr. Napier and Dr. DeSimone have reques~ted I find 30 minutes for the four of you to talk via a conference call. Please let me know if you 

have 30 minutes during the tbllowing dates a~d times: 

c2 Fri., Feb. 7, 2:30-3:30pm 

~ Mon., Feb. 25, 10:30-11:30aan 

Tues., Feb. 26, 2-3pro 

Once I hear back, I’ll send a confirmation email with the conference call number and password. If these dates don’t work, I’m happy to 

circle back and find new dates. 

Have a wonderful evening! I’m praying for snow. 

Thanks, 

Ronda 

Ronda Ragan ::: Executive Assistant, Frank H~wkfl~s Ken~n Institute of P~Jvate Ente~])~Jse :: UNC’s Kenan-Fl~gler Business School 

C,~mpus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center ::: Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 

919.962.8201:: 1~x919.962.8202 ::ronda ragan~@anc.edn:: wwwken~n-.fl~%ler~mcedu 

Shaping Leaders ] Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:19 PM 

.~live.unc.edtr>; 

Stroman, Detx~rah I, <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Re: CSBC Janualy Meeting - Freeman 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.anc.edu> 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

right them is a B-School session on 

what I had planned on doing). 
from 5-8. However, those that can’t make the date can also go in Thursday, from 5-8 (which is 

If it’s too much of a conflict I don’t mind moving the meeting but I can make the CSBC meeting if we were to end up settling on that date. 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

On at 12:20 PM, 

The meeting lasts from 5- 8. 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

On at 12:18 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

What time is the meeting? We can change our start time, 
Do Good. 
Debora~ g. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

gn~g(ge, ~:2xp]ore. Empower, 
9:19.843,0336 
<image001 

"Our lives begin to end the day we became silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 12:18 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Re: CSBC      r Meeting - Freeman 

There’s a B-school meeting that day so I know that I won’t be able to attend along with others who have been accepted. 

Just something to consider! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:24 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc,edu> wrote: 

Thanks 

Also, I have s speaker t:or 
5:~0 p.m, 
Do Good, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

That d,-_~ck is [:he one to edit fi_w e,-_~xt week 

Let me know if that is a good date for everyone for the next standing Club meeting at 

"Our lives begin to end the day we became silent about things that matter. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 8:42 AM 

To: 

¢c: Stroman, Deborah L; 

Subject: Re: CSBC Meeting - Freeman 

Hey 
Attached is the most recent slide deck I have on my computer. I’m not sure if Dr, Stroman or anyone else has made a more updated one yet, 

Thanks in advance for all vour helrM 

From: CSBC Exec Board @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday 8:35 AM 



To: "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edu>, @kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu> @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> @live.unc.edu> 

~_[!_v_.e__:._u_..q c_:_ ~__d_.u_.> @ l i v e. u n c. e d u > 

" @live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, . .~live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, 

t~live.unc.edu>, ~live~unc.edu>, @live~unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, plive.unc.edu> 

Cc:’ ~_[!._v_..e_:..u_ .n__c_:_e_.d__~. > 

Subject: RE: CSBC Meeting- Freeman 

Does anyone have the most recent PowerPoint so 1 can make the necessary changes? Thanks! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [[3_a_j_[t__9_Lc_l__s__t_L9_~@__u_E£=_e__d___u_] 
Sent: Tuesday,              6:54 PM 

Subject: CSBC. Meeting - Freeman 
Importance: High 

See attached. (Thanks 

Please share with friends. -please add to the website. 

I will open the meeting. , can you please update the last slide deck for this meeting? 

- Introduce Mr. Freeman 

Expo 

CASPER 

- Road Trips 

can you please be in attendance to sign people up for business cards? 

THANKS TEAM ] 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph,O, CLU 
E~p~ore. Engage. 

<ima~eOO4.jp~> 

315 Wo~Re~ - C~ #8700 

<imageOOS.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:39 PM 

Elia, Jean Morton <jean_elia@unc.edu>; @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Zoller, Ted <Ted_Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; drharoon <zishan_haroon@med.unc.edu>; Little, Mark 

<Mark_Little@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck <Buck_Goldstein@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cynthia_Reifsnider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

@ kenan-flagler.u nc.edu>; 

<desimone@email.u nc.edu>; 

_~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

breakout sessions - instructions for moderators 

AC3 breakout groups and instructions.pptx 

_~ kena n-flagler.u nc.edu>; 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; DeSimone, Joseph M. 

@gmail.com>; 

Instructions for the breakout group facilitators. Attached are instructions and table assignments. 

We will have 6 breakout groups. Each group will be discussing each objective responding to the following questions for each. The group constituencies are very diverse respecting 

the fact that they will be discussing all three objectives 

1. Issues we will face in implementation 

2. Additional actions needed to be successful 

3. Partnerships required to be successful 

Facilitators and Leadership Fellows will be responsible for moderating the discussion, recording the discussion, collecting notes from the AC participants. The groups will be given 10 

minutes for each objective for a total of 30 minutes of discussion. Following the discussion they will return to their places for wrap up. 

Logistical Notes for Facilitators and KILFs 

The breakout tables will be the round tables at the edges of the room. They will be numbered and will accommodate 8~ Some of my groups have I or 2 more than 8. Within each of 

the groups though there is at least one person I am questioning will show up or not. If an extra chair is needed please grab one from the main table arrangement. Collect all notes 

made by AC and hand into Charlotte or Matt. 

Any thing I have missed? 

Mary 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 . fax (919)962 8202 . mnapier@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 24, 2013 3:10 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@tmc.edu-~; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Penn, Ann E 
<annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Shuford, Bettina C. <bcshutb@emml.unc.edu>; Law, Bernard S <blaw@email.unc.edu>; ’Cobb, Bemadine 

(Bemadine.Cobb@ncsecu.org)’; Patterson, Tony ~5fonyPatterson@unc.edu-~; Taylor, Vergie A <VATAYLOR@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; 

’Dia~ne Pledger         @gmail.com)’; ’       @~nindspring.com’ 

Watldns~ Debra < watkinsd@emal.unc.edu> 

Give My Poor Heart Ease - An Evening Event at the Friday Center! 

Bill Ferris Flyer.pdf 

Good Afternoon, 

In celebration of Black History Month, the Friday Center is hosting a reception, presentation, and art exhibit featuring photographs 

from Give My Poor Heart Ease, Voices of the Mississippi Blues by Bill Ferris on Friday, February 15, 2013. The pictures and lcrlusic by 

blues musician, Ben Wiley Paton, and Spoken Word by the Black Student Movelnent, truly tell the story of the blues experience, a 

powerful component of American histoI.w and the black experience - we believe the stories, the photographs, and the Inusic will be a 

wonderful event the community will want to be a part off 

The event is free and open to the community. Attached is a flyer; please share with others, including the Black Caucus. 

I look lbi~al-d to seeing you on Februai~~ 15, 2013. 

Debra 

Debra g. Watkins 

Associate Director for the Conference Center 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB 1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Telephone: 919-962-2591 

Fax: 919 962-2061 

watkinsd @email.unc.edu 

fridaycen[_er.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Murrill, Verita L <verita mnmll@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:18 PM 

Brook~ Camille A <camille brooks@unc.edn>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc 

Read-In Message & List of Readers 

Read-In Contribut~rs.xlsx 

Debby & Camille: 

Below is the draft message to be distributed to the CBC listserv and to last year’s distribution list. Please review the message, make changes or additions and send 

out. 

Camille: Attached is the current list of readers for along with readers from The invitation should be sent to everyone who was invited to 

participate last year. 

Debby: Following up on the the former , said he has no sway over the group as he is no longer a 

member. He also said that he doubts they (the would participate without a concert fee. has a new band now but I’ve not heard them and 

did not ask my friend to invite band to participate. 

Thanks, 

V 

Dear, CBC Community and Friends: 

The Carolina Black Caucus (CBC) is pleased to host the Third Annual Black History Month Read-In to celebrate the literature, culture and cuisine of the African 

Diaspora. The event will include readings by students, faculty and staff along with live music and dance performances. The Read-In will take place on Thursday, 

from 6:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. in the auditorium at the Sonja Hayes Stone Center for Black Culture and History. A reception will follow from 8:00 p.m. -9:00 

p.m. in the Hitchcock Room. 

The CBC is encouraging and inviting you to attend as well as participate as a reader during the program. Works by writers of the African Diaspora as well as your 

original work would be a welcomed contribution to the program. If you elect to participate as a reader, please respond by Wednesday, 

to Camille Brooks at Camille brooks@unc.edu and be sure to include the title and author of the work you will offer during the program. The CBC will collect 

the list of works and include it in the program’s bibliography. All readers will be selected on a first come, first served basis. The variety of readings offered during 

the     Read-In made the program a tremendous success and this year will be even better! 

The Carolina Black Caucus looks forward to hearing from you and working with you. Be sure to spread the word about the Read-In throughout your departments 

and other campus organizations. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request. 

Verita Murrill 

Senior Manager!Senior Consultant 

Training & Talent Development 

Office of Human Resources 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

104 Airport Drive 

CB# 1045 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-9683 Office 

(919) 843-9850 Fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pete Philo ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 24, 2013 6:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Lefs connect soon! 

Absolutely! I just amved to vtech vs uva gaane.... I hope you axe still good to go for the conference. We want you back as a panel advisor! We have some outstanding 

speakers and probably double the anount of colnpmfies represented to meet with the students. This is growing fas~t. We appreciate your suppo(t as always! 

On Jan 24, 2013 6:42 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L, S~rom~n~ P~,Do CLU 

i~i htt p://t 1.9static.com/im ages? 
q=tbn:ANd9GcTAtXucMF4wmCRkzopDgbMOq 
NwSFNsKQM FatYDfDcritku6-01UYQ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pete Philo ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 24, 2013 6:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Let’s connect soon! 

Hahal~. I have some more one liners for you if you need haha..., ur boy’s do play’ D bm not much talent.., gotta check this green ldd and see what hes got. 

On Jan 24, 2013 6:55 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Count me in! I still use your "small area quickness" on the radio too. 

You better check out my Wahoos and ~ook away from those ~okies. Iknow they have a good scorer, but my boyz play DEFENSE! 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L~ Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

919.843.0336 

"Our lives begin ta end the da~ we became silent about things that matter." 

Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From: Pete Philo [mailto:     ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 6:52 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Let’s connect soon! 

Absolutely! I just arrived to vtech vs uva game.... I hope you are still good to go for the conference. We want you back as a panel advisor! We have solne 

outstanding speakers and probably double the amount of cotntmnies represented to meet with the students. This is growing fast. We appreciate your support as 

always! 

On Jan 24, 2013 6:42 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Explore, Engage. Empower, 

iNi htt p:l/t 1.gstatic.comlim ages? 
q=tbn:ANd9GcTAtXucMF4wmCRkzopDgbMOq 

Nw5FNsKQM FatYDfDcritku6-01UYQ 

www,exss, unc,edu 

3/.5 Woollen - C~ #8700 

919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@ kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:33 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Brian Rosen <brosen@umail.iu.edu> 

Social Media Marketing on CSBC Website 

@live.unc.edu> 

Good morning ladies, 

I hope this email finds you both well on what I hope was a busy yet productive week. This is very random but I woke up this morning and I was thinking of ways we could better market 

our club to new mernbers, existing members and the general public on our website. 

This may not be possible but do either of you know how to put social media widgets on WordPress?l was thinking we could have our Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Email at the top 

right hand corner of the site similar to how the Bobcats do theirs. 

I’ve cc’ed Brian Rosen, the guy frorn Indiana whom you both were virtually introduced to over the summer when we were first getting the site up and running. Brian can you offer any 

insights? The website is you ali’s baby I know and I don’t want to overstep my boundaries as simply an overseer but it was just a thought I had this morning and wanted to run it by you 

both. Thoughts? 

Have a great weekend, 

Ketlatl-F’lagler BusJ~less School’ 
U~fiversity of Noxth Carol~xa at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@ kenan-fiagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:49 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Social Media Marketing on CSBC Website 

~live.unc.edu> 

Just for clarification - I had the wrong email for Brian on the original message. It’s berosen,~umail.iu.edu 

Kenan-Hagler Buslxless School 
University of No*lh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <_d_..s_t__r_o._@_u__q.£._#_d__u_.> 

Date: Friday, 9:43 AM 

To: @kenan-Flagler.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu> 

Cc: Brian Rosen <brosen@urnail,iu.edu> 

Subject: RE: Social Media Marketing on CSBC Website 

@live.unc.edu>, 

Thanks       If we don’t know how, Jet’s learn! (Great for resume credentials!) 

Can someone contact our computer studies department or IT and ask for assistance? 

Dr, Sl:rof~a n 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stromau, Ph,D, CLU 
En~juL~e. ~xp~ore, Empow{?r. 

9:19,343,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 
Marlin Luther King, Jr, 

&.k_e_a ~_~_.:!t_a__~le__r_,__u_£c,~#_u_] From: I 
Sent: Friday, 6:33 AM 
To-" 
Co-" Brian Rosen 
Subject-" Social Media Marketing on CSBC Website 
Good morning ladies, 

I hope this ernail finds you both well on what I hope was a busy yet productive week. This is very random but I woke up this morning and I was thinking of ways we could better market 

our club to new members, existing members and the general public on our website. 

This may not be possible but do either of you know how to put social media widgets on WordPress?l was thinking we could have our Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Email at the top 

right hand corner of th~ site similar to how the Bobcats do theirs. 

I’ve cc’ed Brian Rosen, the guy from Indiana whom you both were virtually introduced to over the surnrner wherl we were first getting the site up and running. Brian can you offer any 

insights? The website is you ali’s baby I know and I don’t want to overstep my boundaries as simply an overseer but it was just a thought I had this morning and wanted to run it by you 

both. Thoughts? 

Have a great weekend, 

Kenan-Hagler Business School 
U~xiversity of Noith CaroFaxa at Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clms Faison @gmail.com~ 

Friday, January 25, 2013 10:04 AM 

Tying Financial Aid to Stale F~xams 

Good Morning, 

Check this a(ticle out when you get a quick momem: 

http://~w.indvstar.c~m/ar~c~e/2~ ~3~ ~24/NEWS~5/~3~124~42/Bi~-~m~s-b~st-c~ege-readiness-~w-~5~ng-~nzncia~-aid-state-exams?nc~ick chec~l 
I’d love to hear your thoughts about this concept. 

SW Warm : ) 

CDF 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 25, 2013 10:55 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Sport Entrepreneurship 

What do Vou think of any of these guys: 

Kevin Avers (at Western Carolina) -econ!finance guy 

Chip Smith -alumnus and former AD, have no idea if he would be interested in teaching but he has guest lectured and the students loved him 

Jason Winfree - econ/finance sport management at U Michigan 

Is Stephen Shapiro an associate professor yet? 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UniversK:y of Nor~:h Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8~05 

Chapel H~H, NC 27519 

Phone: 9:[9.9~Z5175 

Ema~l: sportlaw@unc,edu 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, Janua~ 25, 2013 10:~4 AM 
TO: Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: RE: Spo~ EntrepreneursNp 
Yes, we have been talking._ that’s why ~ moved k to the next step ~n havh~g Mm reconnect wkh Keu~n, 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En~]ug~e. ~plore, Empower. 

9:19,843,0336 

Martin Luther King, Jr, 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2023 9:47 AM 
To: Btroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Sport Entrepreneurship 
From Todd% perspective or Kevin’s? Also, is that Todd’~,~ pr.:)po~,u~l for a Center (or where did you lind that?) 

Barbara Osborne 

AssociaLe Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

"Our lives begin to end *he day we become silent about ~hings that 
Martin Luther King, dr. 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Friday, 3anuary 25, 2023 20:48 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Sport Entrepreneurship 
Have you reached ouL to him now? Maybe collaborating on a Center idea would be more attractive? And nothing stops him [rom consulting, especb]ly H: he ~s a 

"professor of the practice" and not tenured~ne.,. 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercbe and Sport Science 

UniversiW of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel H~H, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.9625173 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Senti Friday, 3anua~ 25, 2023 9:53 AM 

Tha(sTodd’s Cen~e~ ~dea._ he had been work~n[ on ~t [:o~ ye~s~ We thou@hi ~t w~s [unny w~th the [hlJn~ o[ us ~o~n{ CSR~ and our ~n[erest ~n do~n{ sonle[h~n{. He 
{and ~ am sure other~) had ~ sh11Ha~ concep[ ~n ~n~nd. He ~ha~ed h~s Cente~ concept w~[h 
d 
Do 
Deborah L, S~roman~ Ph,D~ CLU 
¯ B’ndu~7~, ,~;xptore. Empow~r, 

9:19.843.0336 



Uniw:,rsitv o~ North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gyrn 

CB 8~05 

Chapel Hill, NC 27S:19 

Phone: 919,962.5173 

Emaih sportlaw@unc.edu 

E~= Stroman, Deborah L 
$emt; Friday, ~anua~ 25, 2013 9:46 AN 
Te= Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: RE: Spo~ Entrepreneurship 
Y~s~ that ~ what ~ sh~red w~th Kevin last y~ar. Todd wa~’t ~r~ady’~ then. 

d 

Do Good~ 

919.843.0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day w,e became silent about things that matter," 
Martin Luther King, ]r. 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 20:13 8:23 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Sport Entrepreneurship 
He looks like an excellent possibility t:or a "professor of the practice" type of position .... 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

Univers~W of Nor[b Carolb~a 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel H~, NC 27519 

Phone: 919,962 5173 

Ema~h sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Se.t= Thursday, January 24, 2013 6:53 PH 
T~= Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A4 Cooper, Coyte 
S~bje~t= ~: Spo~ Entrepreneurship 

FYi. I a~so shared this h~[ormatk~n wRh Kevin. We chatted about some stuff today and then ~ mentioned 1odd. (I introduced Todd to Kevh~ h~st, 

back to our days at UVA.) 

d 

Do Good. 

9eborah L Stro~nan, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,q~,q~, g~plor’~, E’mpower. 
9119,843,0336 

,ear. Todd and 

"Our lives begin to end the day we became silent about things that matter. 
Marti~ Luther King, dr. 

~!jve.com] From: Todd Turner [mailto 
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 1:03 PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Sport Entrepreneurship 
Debby, 

Enjoy~:_~d our conversation earlier today Attached are several documents tha~: wi~ be o[ interest 

The first b my very preliminary draft of a th~M<-tank concept that ~ call "The Center for the Study of ~nterco~e~ate Sports ~n America". ][s premise ~s that 

pracdtioners~ as opposed to tbeorbts, are best positioned to know the challenges, provide the ~nsighL and devebp workaMe solutions that will define 

intercollegiate athletics ~n the years ahead, ~t needs to have groundhog h~ an academic setth~g_.Le, a home and someone cred~Me enough to lead the effort, but ~t 

is reliant upon a8 advisory group of Mgh leve~ h~dustry thinkers/practitioners that can transform good tMnking h~to practical applications. Carolina shouM ~ead this 

e~fort, 

The other two documen[:s describe rny professk)nal background. 

[ wH~ give you a cal~ wbeR I’ve got a better idea about my needs for a student worker(s). My bus~ness has rne [raveling over the speed limit which is a good thing as 

far as bus~ness is concerned, bu[ challenges me to manage ~t ef~:~dent~y. 

And, congratulations on moving your sports entrepreneurship program forward, Very exciting, Weql tall< soon, 

All the best, 

TT 

~m= Stroman, Deborah L [.~k~[~2~_g£9_~_~g,_g~.] 

Se.t= Thursday, 3anuaw 24, 2013 11:09 AH 
To:        @live.corn; Todd Turner 
Subject: Sport Entrepreneurship 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:45 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu>; Stromm~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-% bero~n@umail.iu.edu 

Re: Social Media Marketing on CSBC Website 

linage001 :iPg; image002.png 

Heyall, 

I have a feeling that the COMP/IT department is cloud today (or at least right now), so I can look into it next week. It seems like a good idea, so we should definitely 

consider it or something similar. 

I cc’d the new email you gave us for Brian. Bfim~, I’m not sure how to create widgets, mad we’re considering creating one tbr ~cia] media interaction on the CSBC 

website. Do you have may suggestions? 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On . at 9:48, ?~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Just for clarification I had the wrong email for Brian on the original n~essage. It’s ber: sen(~uma~l.iu.edu 

Kenan-Flagler Bnsiness School 

U*~iversiD of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(C)           ] htqx//ab out.m c, 

.~3unc.edu 

Minutes Away [ Ahead 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <d__s_t__r_o._@u__n_.£:._e_J_q> 

Date: Friday, 9:43 AM 

To: @kenan-Flagler.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu> 

Cm Brian Rosen <brosen@umail.iu.edu> 

Subject: RE: Social Media Marketing on CSBC Website 

~live.unc.edu>, (Exercise & Sport Science)" 

Thanks       II: we don’t know how, let’s learn! (Great for resume credentials[) 

Can someone contact our cow.purer studbs department or ~T ~nd ask for ~ss~stance? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stromar~, Ph,D. CLU 

Eni]~:~ije, ~xpIore, Empower. 

919,843,0336 
<:image001.]pg> 

"Our lives begin to end the day w,e became silent about things that matter," 
Mar~in Luther King, Jr, 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
6:33 AM 

From:: 

Sent:: Friday, 

Ce-" Brian Rosen 

Subject:: Social Nedia Marketing on CSBC Website 
Good morning ladies, 
I hope this email finds you both well on what I hope was a busy yet productive week. This is very random but I woke up this morning and I was thinking of ways we could 

better rnarket our dub to new members, existing members and the general public on our website. 

This may not be possible but do either of you know how to put social media widgets on WordPress?l was thinking we could have our Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and 

Email at the top right hand corner of the site similar to how the Bobcats do theirs. 

<image002.png> 
I’ve cc’ed Briaa Rosea, the guy from Indiana whom you both were virtually introduced to over the sumrner when we were first getting the site up and running. Brian can you 

offer any insights? The website is you ali’s baby I know and I don’t want to overstep my boundaries as simply an overseer but it was just a thought I had this morning 

and wanted to run it by you both. Thoughts? 

Have a great weekend, 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

UMversity of Noxth Carolina at Chapel 

(C)            ] hrrp:]]ab ou t.me~ 

.~)unc.edu 

Milmtes Away [ M~ead 

<image001 =jpg> 

<image002.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Andruzzi < @gmail.com> 

Friday, Jannary 25, 2013 3:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The Power of Who 

Hi Debby. 

Earlier today I Inentioned Bob Beaudine, of Eastman-Beaudine, one of the top spo(ts executive sealeh fim~s in the countly. He is solneone you might warn to meet. 

His book the Power of Who is simple and very good. A great book for your yonng aspiring entreprenenrs. I would like to give a 10 minute talk on the Power of Who 

to your class whenever it works in your schednle. Building their business/personal "Who" network would be valuable for them in this stage of their career. Thanks agaAn 

for allowing me to partAcipate in your class. 

Cathy 

http:/iea.s’tman - beandine.com 

Cathy Andruzzi 

Follow me on Twitter 
http://twitter.conv’CathyAndruzzi 
PEP! Passion-Energy-Perseverance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ben Smmer <bens@leverageagency.com> 

Friday, Jannary 25, 2013 4:17 PM 

royce.wolt~@wellst?~’go.com; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> 

UNC Guest Speaker Introduction to Royce Wolfe Sponsorship of Wells Fargo 

Dr. Stroham, 

I wanted to introduce you to an excellent guest speaker for you. Royce Wolfe is sponsorship manager for Wells Fargo -which sponsors UNC. Royce is well versed 

on sports ethics and sponsorship as well. Great guy too. 

He would be a wonderful guest speaker this semester for the sports business club. 

Cheers and very best, Ben 

Description: 
cid:imageOOl.jpg@01 

212 7522500 

~.leverageagencv,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brian Rosen <berosen@umail.iu.edu> 

Friday, 4:29 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; i 

<~tstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Social Media Marketing on CSBC Website 

@live.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

All depends what parts of your theme are widgetized. I am snre there is ,some sort of a solution out there and I will take a look. You may be able jnst to add some 
code to what you have now to have it. All the social media sites will generate HTML buttons for you. Let me search wp for widgets like this tonight. 

- Brian 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On , at 3:45 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey all, 

I have a feeling that the CaMP/IT depamnent is closed today (or at least right now), so I can look into it next week. It seems like a good idea, so we 

should definitely consider it or something similar. 

I cc’d the new email you gave us for Brian. Brian, I’m not sure how to create widgets, and we’ve considering creating one for social media interaction on 

the CSBC website. Do yon have any suggestions? 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

On at 9:48, ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jus~t for clm-ification I had the wrong email for Brian on the original message. It’s berosen(dbuma~l.iu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weight, Erimane A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, Januao~ 26, 2013 9:26 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Stx~rt Entrepreneurship 

image003.jpg 

Hi Debby’. 

He looks like an incredible person to have on our team and the concept is right up our alley I get the feeling everyone is a little overwhelmed with all of the possible moving targets right 
now, but this looks like a great avenue to pursue!! 

Have a great ~veekend! 

Erialme A. Weight, Ph.D, M.BA. 
Assistant Professor [ Sport Administration 
University of North Carolina at Chapel ttiH 

On Jan 24, 2013, at 6:53 PM, "Stroman, Deborah I2" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> FYI. I also shared this information with Kevin We chatted about some stuff today and then I mentioned Todd. (I introduced ’]?odd to Kevin last year. Todd and I go back to our days at 
UVA ) 
> 

>d 
> 

> l)o Good. 

> I)eborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Expk~re. Empower. 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> [Description: Description: Description: Twitter2]<http://twitter.com/#!/drstroman> 
> "Our ]1yes begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter" 
> Martin Luther King, Jr 
> 

> 

> From: Todd Turner [mailto: @hve.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 1:03 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: RE: Sport Entrepreneurship 
> 

> Debby, 
> 

> Enjoyed out conversation earlier today. Attached are several documents that will be of interest. 
> 

> The first is my rely preliminau draft of a think-tank concept that I call "The Center for the Study of Intercollegiate Sports in America". Its premise is that practitioners, as opposed to 
theorists, are best positioned to knoxv the challenges, provide the insight, and develop xvorkable solutions that will define intercollegiate athletics in the years ahead. It needs to have 
grounding in an academic setting., i.e. a home and someone credible enough to lead the effort, but it is reliant upon an advisory group of high level industu thinkers/practitioners that can 
transform good thinking into practical applications. Carolina should lead this effolt. 
> 

> The other two documents describe my professional background. 
> 

> I will give you a call when I’ve got a better idea about my needs for a student worker(s). My business has me traveling over the speed limit which is a good thing as far as business is 
concerned, but challenges me to manage it efficiently. 
> 

> And, congratulations on moving your sports entrepreneurship program folsvard. Very exciting. We’ll talk soon. 
> 

> All the best, 
> TT 
> 

> From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 11:09 AM 
> To         @live.com<mailto:        ~_&live.com>; Todd Turner 
> Subject: Sport Entrepreneurship 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> <The Center for the Study of Intercollegiate Sports in America.pdf> 
> < TL,]ZiN~ER Professional Profile 2013.docx> 
> <TODD TU]~NER PROFESSIONAL RESUME.docx> 
> <image003.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TEDxUNC ~gmaJl.com> 

Saturday, January. 26, 2013 12:32 PM 

TEDxUNC: Name of Guest Attending Needed 

Hope this email finds you wmrn and safe indoors! Jus~t two weeks from today, TEDxUNC roll be in fifll swing in Memorial Hall. We axe so excited that yoffll be 

joining ns for our conference of"ideas worth spreading." 

At this point, we have not received the name of the guest who will be accompmaying you to the coni’erence. Please respond to this email ASAP with your 
guest’s name a~d we will ensure that both tickets are sent to you. If you no longer have a guest joining you, please let us know so that we may open np fl~e ticket to 

one of the 500+ Tax tteels on our wmt list. 

Thank you and we look forward to seeing yon at TEDx[YNC 2013 ! 

Best, 

The TEDxUNC Organizing Committee 



From: ~}live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 8:19 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CBC Read-In 

Dr. Stroman, 

I will spread this info~ I also plan on setting up a meeting w/you once I meet with Dr. Clayton this week. Her secretary has not responded to my request yet. 

Thanks, 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:20 PM 
To: 
Subject: CI3C: Read-In 

Hi Please share with and ask them to save-the-date. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stror~an, Pb,Do CLU 
E~oreo l~ngage, Empower. 

i~i htt p:llt I gstatic corn/images? 

q=tbn:ANd9OcTAtXucM F4wmCRkzopDgbMOq 

NwSFNsKQM FatYDfDcritku6-01UYQ 

315 Wool~e~ - ~2~ #~700 
Chape~ H~II~ NC 27599 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kia Caldwell ~}yahoo.com~ 

Sunday, Januao~ 27, 2013 3:17 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] AFAM Sponsors DU BOIS CONFERENCE at UNC 

Iu light of recent events, it would be great to see Pl:2q colleagues at our conference this weekeud. Please ibl-vvaxd this announcelnent widely. 

110 years ago, W.E.B. Du Bois wrote: ’q-he problem of the 20th century is the problem of the color line, - the relation of the darker to 
the lighter races ...in Asia and Africa, in America and the islands of the sea." 

50 years ago, Du Bois died on the eve of the historic March on Washington. 

IN 2013 THE DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN AND AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES WILL HOST A CONFERENCE ON," 

"W.E.B. DU BOIS AND THE PROBLEM(S) OFTHE 21st CENTURY" 

JANUARY 31st - FEBRUARY 2nd 

Click on link to departmental website for more information and free registration http://afriafam,unc.edu/ 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@uuc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<)’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaAl to <a hte~"ma~lto:leave-32674884- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32674884- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listsen~.unc.edu-~’a;, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Zoller, Ted <Ted_Zoller@kenan41agler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 27, 2013 3:55 PM 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edu>; DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Friga, Paul 
<Paul_Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu>; drharoon <zishan_haroon@med.unc.edu>; Zoller, Ted <Ted_Zoller@kenan- 
flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: N&O.com: Hoping to connect an inspiring North Carolina 

It sounds like Bob Geolas is running for office.. He needs to build a strong Research Triangle Park, and connect the corporate giants there with the high-growth entrepreneurial 

projects we have coming up If he doesn’t do that job (that’s so sorely needed), perhaps we should.. 

Ted 

Ted D Zoller PhD 

Director, Center for Entrepreneurial Studies 

Associate Professor 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Senior Fellow, 

Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation 

zoller@unc.edu 

919.962.3103 p 

m 

Shaping Leaders, Driving Results 

From: "Cone, Judith" <jacone@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 27 Jan 2013 :[5:33:54 +0000 

To: "DeSimone, Joseph M." <desimone@emaiLunc.edu>, "Friga, Paul" <Paul Friga@kenan-.fla~ler.unc.edu> 

Co: Mary Napier <._n_!_n___a_#_[_e___r__@_____e___m___a__[!:__u___n__£:_e__d__u_>, drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>, "Zoller, Ted" <Ted Zoller@kenan-fla~he_r_:__u___n_c__:_e_d___u__>, "Stroman, Deborah L" 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: N&O.com: Hoping to connect an inspiring North Carolina 

Sounds very familiar I ~vill tie this in in my section. Thanl~s for sending. 
Judrth (~one ~ 8~6.305~].073 ~ k~d~h.cone~)ur~c.edu 

From= DeSimone, 3oseph ~. 
Sent; Sunday, 3anua~ 27, 2053 8:35 AN 
To; Friga, Paul 
Co= Napier, Nary E; Cone, 3udith; drharoon; Zoller, Ted; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: N&O.com: Hoping to connect an inspiring Noah Carolina 
This is the oped I mentioned yes~rday. Geolas is expec~d to be in a~endance Mon@ morning 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director; Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of ChemistD- at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State Universi~ and of Chemist~ at UNC 

http:/iww~,, che m~ unc. edu,’peo pleifacu it-z/de simone/ 

http:/i~¥.keua~Ji~slitute~unc.edu,’ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

Follow me on Twitter 

On Jan 27, 2013, at 8:31 AM, "Friga, Paul" <Paul !:rig~!keuan-llag!er:unc~du> wrote: 

Check this a~ticle out. Language sounds familiar. It is a),l good’. 

Paul 

A sto~ fiom N&O.com: 

Hoping to connect an inspMng North Caroliua 

Download the N&O corn app for your iPhone from the App Store today[ 



Sent from my iPad 



From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 7:32 PM 

To: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Austin Hunt @gmail.com> 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBC) Subject: 

Hi Austin. Thanks for your inquiry. Please let me know if I can assist. Try to identify an active faculty or staff member or your campus to provide you with guidance. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club 

"until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: 

Date: Sunday, 9:35 AM 

To: Austin Hunt @grnail.corn> 

Cc: "Deborah Strornan Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBC) 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, .#live.unc.edu> 

Austin, 

It was great talking to you on the phone yesterday afternoon. I know you’re going to succeed creating your sport business club at Illinois. By you only being a sophomore you’re 

putting yourself in a great position for success in the industry through your initiative and passion to help your fellow students. 

Per our conversation yesterday, I wanted to virtually introduce you to our faculty advisor, Dr. Stroman. I mentioned to you she’s very knowledgable about the industry and has 

been nothing short of amazing for all us heavily involved with the CSBC. I’m sure she’ll be more than happy to help you in any way she can, as we both love to collaborate and 

connect with other universities. I’ve also cc’ed my two closest friends in our club, I’m sure they’ll be willing to help in any way 

they can too. 

I’ve also attached a recap of what we talked about as well as some documents I use to run our club, which I’m sure you can find useful as you plan to launch yours in the fall. If you 

have a any questions or concerns please do not hesitate to call or email me or contact our Club! 

Best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farrow, Christopher J. <CHRISTOPHER.J.FARROW@espn.com> 

Sunday, Januao, 27, 2013 7:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: You’re Invited! CSBC 

I won’t be able to make the trip up. I am much better out of basketball season to do these kinds of things. Keep in touch. Are you on twitter? I might be following 

you, "chrisjfarro~/’ 

Charlotte, NC 282?7 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [mail~o:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 20~3 2:29 PH 
To: Farrow, Christopher 3. 
Co: Farrow, Christopher 3.; S~roman, Deborah L 
Subject= You’re Invi~ed~ CSBC 

Hi Chris. As per my vmsg, are you available on Monday, Feb. ~8th at 5:30 p.m.? 

I am thinking of having "ESPN Night" with the Club. www.csbcunc.com 

Thanks for your consideration~ 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L, 5troman, Ph,D. CLU 
Explore. En~age, Empo~er. 

~.ex~.unc.eau 

315 Woollen = CB #8700 

"Nearly all men ca~ st~md adversity, ~u~ if yoa v<,~m~ to tes~ a ~r~ar?s character, gNe I~N~ pc~wer," AbraI~am Li~cc~h~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edt~> 

Sunday, 8:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC Read-In 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg 

Thanks. Looking forward to attending ! ;) 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

On . at 7:49 I?M, "Stroman, Deborah L" @_._s_tj29.(_a~£~.[_t.c_: .e__d_._t_~- wrote: 

Hi I have you down as a reader this year. ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department -h___t_t__p__’_._/__/__?__x__s__s_:_u__!?_c__:_e___d__u__/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until r’el,’lity is defined, progress i.,; h~possible." 

From: ~unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, 8:18 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CBC     Read-In 

Dr. Stroman, 

I will spread this info. I also plan on setting up a meeting w! you once I meet with Dr. Clayton this week. Her secretary has not responded to my request yet. 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:20 PM 
To: 
Subject: CBC Read-In 

Hi Please share with BSM and ask them to save-the-date. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Lo Stroman, Pb.D, CLU 

<image001.jpg> 

~&r’W~N,eXSS. unc,ed u 

3:15 Woolle~ - CB #8700 

<imageOO2.jpg> 

"Nearly a~l mer~ <:a~l st~md adversity, ~u~ ~f yo~. 



<imageO01 .j pg> 

<imageOO2.jpg> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erianne A. <~eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Januao~ 27, 2013 8:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Sport Entrepreneurship 

would love that! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, Janualy 27, 2013 8:14 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: Re: Sport Entrepreneurship 

Thanks Hope to chat this week ;vith you Yes, LOTS going on~ 

d 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc edu/ 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impussible." 

On 1/26/13 9:26 AM, "Weight, Erianne A." <eweight@emaikunc.edu> wrute: 

>Hi Debby! 
> 

>He louks like an incredible person tu have un uur team and the cuncept is 
>right up uur alley. I get the feeling everyune is a little uverwhelmed 
>with all ufthe possible muving targets right nuw, but this luoks like a 
>great avenue to pursue[[ 
> 

>Have a great weekend! 
> 

>Erianne A. Weight, Phi)., M.B.A. 
>Assistant Professur i Sport Administratiun 
>University of North Carulina at Chapel Hill 

> 

>On Jan 24, 2013, at 6:53 PM. "Stroman, Deburah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrute: 
> 

>> FYI. I also shared this infurmatiun with Kevin. We chatted abuut some 
>>stuff today and then I mentioned Todd. (I introduced Todd to Kevin last 
>>year. Todd and I go back to our days at UVA.) 
>> 

>> d 
>> 

>> Do Good. 
>> 

>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> [Description: Description: Description: 
>>Twitter2]<http ://twitter.cam/#! idrstroman> 
>> ~Ota lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that 
>>raatter.~ 

>> Martin Luther King, Jr. 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Todd Turner [mailto ~live.com] 
>> Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 1:03 PM 
>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>> Subject: RE: Sport Entreprcnetaship 
>> 

>> Debby, 
>> 

>> Enjoyed our conversation earlier today Attached are several docun~ents 
>>that will be of interest 
>> 

>> The first is my very preliminaw draft ofa think-talS: concept that I 
>>call 3The Center ik~r the Stu@ of Intercollegiate Sports in America~. 
>>Its premise is that practitioners, as opposed to theorists, are best 
>>positioned to kno~v the challenges, provide the insight, and develop 
>>workable solutions that will define intercollegiate athletics in the 
>>years ahead. It needs to have grounding in an academic setting.~i.e, a 
>>home arid someone credible enough to lead the effort, but it is reliant 
>>upon an advisoW group of high level industry thinkers/practitioners 
>>that can transf,arm good thinking into practical applications. Carolina 



>>should lead this effort. 
>> 

>> The other two documents describe my professional background. 
>> 

>> I will give you a call when Pve got a better idea about my needs J2~r a 
>>student worker(s) My business has me traveling over the speed limit 
>>which is a good thing as far as business is concerned, but challenges me 
>>to manage it efficiently. 
>> 
>> And, congratulations on moving your sports entrepreneurship program 
>>forward. Ve~ exciting. Wc!ll talk soon. 
>> 

>> All the best, 
>> TT 
>> 

>> From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro(~m~c.edu] 
>> Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 11:09 AM 
>> To: (a~live.com>; Todd Turner 
>> Subject: Sport Entrepreneurship 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> <The Center for the Study of Intercollegiate Sports in America.pdf~ 
>> <TL~d’~’E R Professional Profile 2013.docx> 
>> <TODD TL~x!ER PROFESSIONAL RESU2~fl~.docx~ 
>> <irnage003.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglas Freeman <info@virtcomconsulling.ccsend.com> 

Monday, Jmmary 28, 2013 8:34 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> 

re : FinaJly- DIVERSITY RECRUITMENT/RETENTION TRAINING!!! 

i i~ VC ba ..... 

Click Here to Re~istcr and Learn More 

Virtcom diversity-TALENTTM Black Belt 
Training: 
1 day Session and 6 weeks of Follow-up Support 

Sessions 
(7 Training Sessions in Total) 
Overvie~v: 

TM Virtcom Consnlting will be offering a one of kind diversib’-TALENT i training session to DiversiF 

and HR leaders. The clear and explicit goal of the course is: 

® [~ To enable course participams to develop and complete a custom diversi~ - 

T.A~LENTTM Recruitment/Retention Assessment Report for their organization, complete 

with diversi~-TALEN TTM Metrics 
Tuesday March 19, 2013- New York, NY: Kickoff Session 
Thursday April 4-Thursday May 9,2013:6 Weekly Virtual Sessions 

In order to complete this task, Villcom will provide proven fftrategies, techniques, data gathering 

tools, templates, excel spreadsheets, PPT analUtics and example reports that will equip the 

participant to become a d-TALENTTM Black Belt. 

Click Here to Register and Learn More 
Kickoff Session Agenda and Topics: 

The Session will take place i?om 8:30a~n to 5:30pm EST March 19th in NYC, and will be a truly 

impactful ~ct interactive learning experience. Topics for the day will include fl~e tbllowing: 



Learning the Diversity ROI Pa:rtnership Value Ranldng Model 
Unders~J~ding the Competitive Diverse Pipeline 
Understanding how to audit HR policies, processes and procedures 
Understanding the end-to-end HR recruitment process 
Review of diverse talent representation at all levels 
Learning how to baseline diverse talent with projected imp~ovement goals 
Learning how to analyze recruitment costs 
Recognizing diverse ta] ent ttmaover "dispa~ties" 
Understanding Talent evaluation criteria 
Learning ett~ctive recruitment branding and outreach techniques 
Dialogue around best practices and case studies 
Learning Talent maacke~ing communications and branding s~mategy 
Managing Partnerships, conferences, events and social media 
Unders~nding passive recruitment models such as "invita~ionals" and social capital builders 
Driving eti~ctive Onbomding models 
Leveraging Emplwee Resource Groups for recruitment, onboarding, professional 
development and mtenlion 
Driving Inclusive leadership behaviors 
Just- h- time learning for Unconscious Bias in the interviewing, hiring, talent management and 
evaluation processes 
Learning ett~cfive diversity recruitment tbr himg managers 
Understanding ett~ctive diverse talent development and retention tools 
Effective coaching and mentoring models and training 
Learning how to drive diverse talent sponsorship 
Integrating diversity into the succession planning process 
Understanding cost- elt}c~ive diversity recruitment of senior executives 

Click Here to Register and Learn More 
Questions: 
For further i~ffonnation, ema~l Shay Scott at slscot~,~drtcomconsulling.com. 

Forward email 

[ 

This email was serl[ to dstro@ur~c,edu by dfreemarl@virtcoraconsultinct.com :: 

Update Profile/Email Address [~stan~ removal with SafeUnsubscribez’~ Privacy Policy, 

Virtcom Consulting 152 Madison Avenue 20th floor New York NY :: 10016 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday,. 3:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBC) 

~iPg 

Hi Deborah, 

As promised here is a short bio and an attached headshot. I currently have        in my calendar to meet with the club so please let me know the time/place whenever you can 

or if the schedule happens to change. Also, if you have any other ideas on how I might be able to contribute (guest lecture, advisory board, etc.), please don’t hesitate to ask. 

Looking forward to ge~ng involved. 

Thanks, 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 8:53 PM 

To: ’ ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>. 

Cc: "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBC) 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thanks for the e-connection. 

Welcome to UNC and I hope you had a very productive first semester. We have our first Club meeting this semester on the 28th. Let’s try to chat later this week as I am 

very interested in your background and possible work with the Club. 

teach M-F 11:00 = 1:45. 

Please give me a call on Wednesday or Thursday. 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

919.843.0336 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: 

Date: Monday, 8:42 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Co: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBC) 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Hi 

I really enjoyed talking to you on the phone tonight. Per our conversation, I wanted to introduce you to Dr, Stroman, our CSBC club advisor and EXSS Sport Admin Professor. I’ve cc’ed her 
and hope you all can connect soon and discuss how you can help us this semester, We’re really looking forward to the start of a great partnership[ 

Thanks again for your interest in our Club. I look forward to staying in contact with you. 

Kind Regards, 



U niversity ofN o11h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

’,~unc edu 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 5:36 PM 

To: ’ 

Subje~: CSBC 

~unc.edu> 

Hi 

Hope all is well - my name is PhD student in the school. 

I was wondering if you had a few minutes to chat - I come from 

see if I could somehow be of help to the club. 

where I spent seven years working on both the domestic and international sides of ESPN and was curious to 

Please let me know when you get a chance - both email and phone are great. 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Eria]~ne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 28, 2013 4:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CC lbr BS 

You’re awesome. 

Eriam~e A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor ] Sport Administration 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

On Jm~ 28, 2013, at 3:55 PM, "Stromm~, Deborah L" <dstro(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. I like the revisions, 

Th.:_~ught: Ther~:_~ are zero required classes from SA. We do ha~e EXSS 22I as an e~ective seb(:~:~on. ~: makes me think that we are bmsed towards the 

natura~ sdence vs. bus~nessisoda~ sdences. Indeed, Lhat may be the case for this proposal 

Is SA vabed as a sport sdence? H: noL or ff so, does ~t reflect good, bad or indHTerenL on us as a department and how we are sLrucLured (facu~W, 

courses offered, enrollments, etc~) and this h~portant consideration of the B.S. degree? 

As of S~ring 2013 "snapshot": 

560 EXSS Genera~ Majors 

233 EXSS S~ Majors 

77 EXSS FP Majors 

60 EXSS AT Majors 

d 

Regards, 

Deborah L. S~:roman, PhD. CLU 

9&9.843.0336 

TwirLer- @drstroman 

"The journey is the rew~rd. Chinese Proverb 

F~m; Guskiewicz, Kevin N 
Sent-" Monday, Janua~ 28, 2013 ll:08 AN 
To= Salyer, Sher~ L; Prentice, William E Jr; Agullar, Alain J; Ba~glini, Claudio Luiz; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara 
Co: Petschauer, Meredith A 
Subject= RE: CC for BS 
Good meeting today. See attached rev~sions._.give this more thought and send bad< to the group - "rep~y slF. ~ wi~ d~scuss with Meredith the ~des 

about possibly adding an AT class h~to the "300 or Ngher" w~th Hm~ted se~ts ~vaHable to BS (non AT students). 

Th~nks, 

E~= Salyer, Sher~ L 
Seat= Saturday, 3anua~ 26, 2053 $0:$7 PN 
To= Prentice, William E 3r; Aguilar, Alain 3; Ba~aglini, Claudio Luiz; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara 
C~= Guskiewicz, Kevin N; Petschauer, NereNth A; Salyer, Sher~ L 
S~bje~t= CC for BS 
Hi all, Sorry that I can’t be with you for Monday’s meeting at 10. I am not sure of the location, as I was going to have us meet in my office--which you 

still can. Kevin will be joining you. Meredith has a class. I suggest gathering in the lobby around 209 and finding a location. 

For help with this process, I have attached several current BS majors. I think it is instructive to compare other BS majors. If you compared majors which 

have both the BA and BS you will notice that the BS is just MORE of the dept’s classes AND more science/math classes. 

Link to all worksheets: h[t~://adv~s~n~.unc.edu/w~rksheets/w~rksheets/new-curricu~urn-w~rksheets/new-curr~cu~um-w~rksheets 

BS Math: http:!/advising.unc.edu/worksheets/new-curriculum-worksheets!Mathemat~csgS20~2 

BS Physics: http://adv~s~ngAjnc.edu/w~rksheets/new-curricu~um-w~rksheets/PhysicsStandardBS2~:[2 

BS Psyc: http:iiadvis#~g~unc.edu/worksheetsinew-curr~cu[um-worksheetsiPsycho[ogygS20~2 

BS Applied Sdences (Biomedical engr): htt~//adv~sin~unc:edu/w~rksheets/new..currku~um.w~rksheets/App[iedSc[enceBME2~2 

Attached is the document that Kevin previously shared with us. This was what we had previously proposed and the faculty approved. 

In the interim, I have some concerns (these are my own). See attached document. 

My comments are in ~r~. ~.~. Category headings are in re~. Original BS proposals are in black. 

Sherry 

Sherry SaWyer, Ed,D, 

Master Lecturer, Director of URdergrsduate Studies 

Department of Exercbe aRd Sport Sdence 

Cg#8700, 2I:[ Fetzer HaI~ 

Unbersity of North Carolina at Chapel 

Chapel HIll, NC 27599 

919-962--6£~7 
Fax: 919--962-0489 
SprhlZ Advising/Office hours: 

Wednesdays--l:15-3 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

MIT Sloan Sports Conference <marketing@sloansportsconference.com> 

Monday, Jmmary 28, 2013 5:04 PM 

MIT Sloan Sports Analytics Conference 

MIT Sloa~ Spo~ts Analytics Conference Brochure.pdf 

The 7th Am~ual MIT Slom~ Sports Analytics Conference is quickly approaching. Get your tickets now for March 1st and 2nd! See the attached brochure for exciting 

details regarding the conference history and the 2013 lineup. 

See you there! 

Best, 

MIT Sloan Sports Analytics Orgm~izers 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 7:04 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sub.iet-t: Class 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’m sending this as a rermnder that I would like to add your entrepreneurship in sport class. I feel it will be very beneficial to my future in the sport business world Also, i wot ld like to meet 

this week anytime you’re free to discuss some things. 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kia Caldwell < ~’iahoo.com~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 29, 2013 8:14 AM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progthc] hnp. Chfs Fi~simon Commenta .ry on Pope 

Fitzsimon Pope.PDF 

Dear All : 
i am sending a scanned version of a piece that Chris Fitzsimon wrote about Pope’s increasing 
influence in the state, it was pub~isl-’~ed in ~he Herald-Sun last weekend, i wasn’t able to find it 

c niine . 

Best, 
Kia 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

progfac as: <~a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email m <a hre~"mailm:leave- 32682571- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32682571 - 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu<a> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 9:19 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu-~; 

CSBC Photos from Laser Niglffs Meeting w/ 

~live. unc.edu> 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

gnichol <gnichol@email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 29, 2013 3:39 PM 

The progtZac totaling list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [progi~] Imp. Chris Fi~simon Commen~’y on Pope 

Kia, I had a hard time with the scanned piece, so I asked Chris to send the link. Here it is: 

Gene 

http:/’/www, ncpolicywatch, corn/2013/’01 i25ithe - follies- 166/’ 

From: Kia Caldwell         @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 8:14 AM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: [progfac] Imp. Chris Fitzsimon Commentary on Pope 

Dear All : 
i am sending 
influence in 
oni ine . 
Best, 
Kia 

<ul> 

a scanned version of a piece that Chris Fitzslmon ~rmte abmut Pope’s 

the state, it was published in The Herald-Sb.n last weekend, i wasn’t 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:gnichol@email.unc.edu">gnichol@email.unc.edu~’a>. To unsubscribe send a blanc <br> 

email to <a hle~"m~filto:leave- 32682571- 57972735.ba8cba8bf481 d805070ddfa8e44aad93@listserv.nnc.edu">leave- 32682571- 

57972735.ba8cba8bf481 d805070ddfa8e44aad93@listserv.nnc.edn~’~> 
<ul > 

<li> -- You are cnnently subscribed to 

progfac as: <~a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<a>. To nnsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-32686247- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32686247- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu<a> 

increasing 

able to fiRd it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 4:13 PM 

Ernestine Taylor. @triad.rr.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Spring Program 

Dear Earnestine, 

Sorry for the delay, good news though. We have budget for a spring program as part of the broader series we have discussed that will continue into the next two semesters as 

well. Debby and I need to touch base to finalize the RFP for the spring event and then will be in touch, hopefully no later than the beginning of next week. 

Best, David 



From: "@ive.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:27 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Oltice Hours 

Hi Dr. Strotnan, 

I was wondering when you would be available to talk! Anytime Friday morning before 12:30, I am free. But if there is a better time for you, let me know’. 

Best Regards 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, g: 12 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: USA Baseball 

Dr. Stroman, 

Here is Lindsay Robertson’s information from USA Baseball. She is the one that has been communicating back and forth with me. 

Lindsay Robertson 
Director, Communit!/Relations 

USA BASEBALL 

403 Blackwell St 

Durham, NC 27701 

Work: (919) 474-8721 x236 
Fax: (919) 474-8822 
Email: lindsayrobertson@usabase ball corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:00 PM 

Shuster, Elizabeth O <eshus~ter@email. unc.edt~ 

Stroman, Debx~rah L <dstro@nnc.edu>; 

Re: Verification of Add 

@live.nnc.edu-~ 

Thanks Beth! you were to finish filling in the top portion when we were meeting in my office. ;) Yes, he is approved. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 5:05 PM, "Shnster, Elizabeth O" <eshuste(d;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Debby, 

brought an add form signed by you for 

was not on it). In the interest of being sure we ’trust but verify’, could you please confirm that you approve adding 

Thanks] 

Beth 

Elizabeth O. Shuster 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

2002 Steele Building 

Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 27599-3110 

eshuster@email.unc.edu 

ph: 919-843-8918 

fax: 919-962-6888 

._a___d__v__[_s_!__n_g: u n c. e d u 

<image001.png> <image002.png> 

The only problem is that the rest of the form was blank (ie, his name 

to your    course? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 10:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Possible CSBC Speaker 

Have you he~:rd of this guy? He contacted Ine on twitter and said that he spoke to the Club two yeaxs ago. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: Craig Douglass <craig(~sportfftravelacadem,~’.coln> 

Date: 9:49:41 PM EST 

To: " ~unc.edu> 

Subject: Hey 

Hey 

We are a 4th year sponsor of CSRI so look fola~-ard to seeing there. Also hapw to chat at CSBC meeting too. 

My most comfortable topics are: 

- European Sports Club System 

- Sport & it’s Intluence on Social Change 

- Compare and Contrast European & US model of Sport 

If you don’t need anymore speakers at the Business Club Ineetings all is good!’. Just thought I would oiler my services again. 

Later, Craig 

Craig Douglass 

Sports Travel Academy 

122 Wheatsbury Drive 

Cal3~, NC 27513 

+ (1) 919 465 2320 office 

mobile 

www.sporkstravelacademy.com 

www.ihcebook.com/SportsTravelAcademv 

wu~,.twitter.con~/Spo(tRavAcademv 
At the Sports Travel Acade~ny the World is Your Classroom! 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:50 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Checking In... 

Dr. Stroman, 

How are you doing? I hope you remember me! 

I thought about you tonight (’Tuesday) while watching the UNC vs. Boston College game. The announcers congratulated the research that your department is doing around 
concussions, 

Thank you, again, for evep/thing that you do for Carolina students, There are few faculty members who will go to the extent that you have to make sure that students (and 
student organizations) succeed, and your service is greatly appreciated. 

How are things at ODMA? The Black Caucus? T do hope that you are doing well 

Talk soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 7:21 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Possible CSBC Speaker 

Okay great I’ll reach back out. Our speaker schedule see~ns to be set. Thoughts on how he cm~ help us out this semester? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

On at 7:01 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~b~unc.edu> wrote: 

Ye~ I know hi~n. 

DLS from tny iPhone. 

On , at 10:22 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Have yon heard of this guy? He contacted me on twitter and said that he spoke to the Clnb two years ago. 

Sere t~om my iPhone 

Please excuse m~y typos 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Craig Douglass <cmig,@~sportstravelacademy.com> 

Date: 9:49:41 PM EST 

To: ~unc.edn> 

Subject: Hey 

Hey 

We are a 4th year sponsor of CSRI so look tbrward to seeing there. Also happy to chat at CSBC meeting too. 

My most comfortable topics are: 

- European Sports Club Systeln 

- Sport & it’s Influence on Social Change 

- Colnpare and Contrast Europem~ & US model of Sport 

If you don’t need anymore speakers at the Business Clnb meetings all is good’.! Just thought I would offer my services again. 

LateL Craig 

Craig Douglass 

Sports Travel Academy 

122 Wheatsbury Drive 

Cary, NC 27513 

~ (1) 919 465 2320 office 

mobile 

www.sportstravelacadetny.com 

www.facebook.comiSportsTravelAcademy 

ww~-.twitter.com/SportRavAcademv 

At the Sports Travel Academy the World is Your Classroom’. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:49 AlVl 

The prog~ac maJling list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE:[progthc] [progihc]: More on McCrory 

http://www.insidehigher÷d‘com/news/2~‘:3/0:~./3~/n~rth-c~r~Iin~-g~vern~r-i~ins-ch~rus-repuNic~ns-critic~-~iber~-~rts 
g~rbar~ Osborn~ 

ASSOCi~ [:~ ~rofe~sor 

University o[: North Carolina 
309 Woollen Gym 
CB 8605 
Ch~pel H~, NC 27519 

Phon~," q ~ ~ "" 5"r~_.3.9,952.._1,2 
Ernaik sportlsw@unc,edu 

F~m: @nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:09 PM 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: [progfac] Fwd: Speak Out for a SAFER Carolina WED. at ~ a.m. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:[fsu] Speak Out for a SAFER Carolina 

Date:Tue, 22:41:54 -0500 

From: ......................... ~%n_ )__aj_[:__c__?__r_~A ~2 
Reply-To: ~&_n_!_a__i_[:_£9__r_~2 

To:Feminis~t Students United! <fsu(?~listserv.unc.edu> 

If you can make it, please come to the speak out tomorrow morning at eleven in front of the South Building. Attendance would be a gleat expression of solidarity with 

our on-campus survivor and ally communiF. 

Here is a link to the Facebook event: 

https://www.facebook.comievents, 328139023963096/?fiet~=ts 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

progt~ as. a hreI madt ~.sportla~a÷anc.edu -~sp ~rtlaw(a!unc.edu<~ a>-. To unsubscribe send a blank <br:~ 

emml to <a href" mailto:lcave-32688313- 59127271 .d2bc67dd32cf5e0eb251 b0014167896&@listserv.unc.edu":4eave-32688313- 

59127271 .d2bc67dd32cf5e0eb25 lb0014167896&@listse rv.unc.edu~:!a> 

<ul> 

-di> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<)’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-32690953-56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32690953- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu-~’a;~ 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:19 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS 

Altach: .pdf 

Dr. Stroman, 

T attached my intern advisor worksheet with the contact info for my supervisor. The specific duties related to the internship are also on there. 

Thank you, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:16 PM 
To: 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Thanks      1 was just thinking of you, 

Please h:~rw~;rd to me a Ib.d: of the ~;pec~fk: du[:~es you are doing rebated [:o your internsMp, ~ also need the name of the site superv~;orimam;ger and h~s phone 

r~um bet, 

~ hope you are getting quicker and stronger for a super year 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9119~843~0336 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Martin Luther King, 

1:14 PM 

I wanted to apologize for not being in touch. I have had some internet problems being away from Chapel Hill. I have attached to this email my resume, cover letter, and proof 
of my SB.1 subscription. I wrote a blog for last week and I am writing one for this week too but because of the internet I could not post to sakai. I found a way to have internet 
now so I will post these to sakai. I hope that this will be ok and I wanted you to know that I am keeping up with the class. Let me know if there is anything else you need from 
me. 

Thankyou, 



Appendix B - Internship Contract Form 

The University of North Carolina 
Sport Administration Undergraduate Program 

Intern Contract Form 

Internship Supervisor Information 

Sport Organization: 

Functional Area: 

Supervisor Name: 

Title: 

’ Ad~’~’~: 

’ City, State, Zip: 

Phone: 

Email: 

Internship Information 

Internship Name: 

Internship Title: 

Intern Sport 

,o., 
Start Date: 

Hours/week: 

Holidays: 

~ Other: 

Please provide in writing and discuss the following elements with the intern: 

Internship Description: describe the primary responsibilities and duties of the intern (location, 

travel requirements, office/work space available and compensation) 

Benefits for Intern: what skills perspectives, contacts or other benefits can the intern expect to 

derive from the experience? 
¯ Specific Expectations: what final set of’deliverables" do you expect to see? 

¯ Sk,ills: what special skills must the intern have in order to be competitive and successful 

throughout the experience? 

Intern Supervisor’s Signature: 

Intern’s Signature: 



Appendix C - Learning Agreement 

The University of North Carolina 
Sport Administration Undergraduate Program 

Learning Agreement 

The objectives to be gained through the internship experience differ based on the functional unit within the Sport 

Organization. Due to this variance, a written contract between the intern and supervisor is a useful communication tool. 

Establishing learning goals ahead of time will help the intern gain more from the experience because s/he will better 

understand what and how s/he is learning from the internship, it also serves as the basis for mutual understanding and 

expectations between the intern and internship supervisors. It is important that an intern is de.at about why s/he is pursing 

an internship while being flexible and open to opportunities that may arise during the internship. 

Learning Agreement Information 

Intern: 

Functional Unit: 

Please review/complete the subsequent items as the basis for the Learning Agreement. 

[~/1. Responsibilities and Duties of intern as prescribed in the Internship Contract. 

[~. Details of Supervision (describe how the intern will be guided, mentored, supervised to 

enhance the quality of the learning experience): 

/J ~"    Establish Monthly Supervisory Confereff’ce’~iith intbrn 
Day of week: 

~ 
Tues 

~ 
Thurs 

~ 
Month 

Month 

Time of day: 

Identify possibilities for Outside Readings (books, newspapers, magazines, journals, 

websites): 

[~5. Complete the Learning Agreement on the following page in consultation with your Intern 

Supervisor. It should include an intern’s mission, goals and action plans. What do you 

hope to gain from your internship experience? In short, what is your mission? What types 

of goal will you need to attain in order to accomplish the mission? How will the goals be 

achieved? 

16 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chala Jones ~onesc@redskins.com> 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 2:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Opportunities tbr CSBC Members 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

This is Chala Jones from the graduating leadership board. First and foremost, I want to thank you and The Club 

I am currently enrolled at Georgetown University in the Sports Industry Management Masters program 

and interning as a Strategic Marketing Intern with the Washington Redskins. Also, I just wanted to make sure I keep up with you all periodically to forward any 

opportunities that I think the club members would benefit club members. 

For one, I HIGHLY recommend Georgetown’s Sports Industry Management program for any student (especially seniors) either looking into graduate school or those 

who are still unsure of what path they want to take within the industry. Such an amazing program and faculty, not to mention the many opportunities offered in 

the DC-Maryland-Virginia area. 

http:iiscs.geor~etown.edu/departmentsi14isports.-indus~ry-mana~ement 

I mainly wanted to send you a link to an upcoming Sports, Event and Marketing Experience (SEME) Conference (which you personally may have already be aware 

of) being hosted by Georgetown and held at Nationals Park in D.C. Mar 22-23. The price is a little more expensive than the trips we planned to Charlotte, but they 

have both student and group discounts so if anyone is interested and willing to travel to Washington, I think it would be a great experience! 

http:!/seme-now.com/index2.php?page=register 

Best, 

Chala Jones 
Strategic Marketing Intern 
21300 Redskin Park Drive 
Ashburn, VA 20147 



From: @live.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subjet~: Re: EXSS - Assignments Due 

8:41PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: ~ 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

here, I was just looking at my blogs and I saw that only one blog has been tx~sted under my name. I’ve completed eve~ single blog and have received an 

email confirmation eve~ time I tam one in. I just wanted to make sure that it is going through to you and to ma~e sure it does not look like I am not completing my 

assig~maenks. 

Thank you, 

On at 3:O0 P~IL Stroman, Deborah (dstroman) wrote: 

Hi Heels! Most of you have already learned how to "cnt & paste" or take a snapshot. Great! 

For those of you M~o don’t know how, please call ITS or ask a classmate for assistance on how to post your confirmations. Emails with attachments sent directly to my 

inbox will NOT be approved for credit. 

College is an opporttmity to learn and explore. 

Teaching to fish, 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwaxded message was sent via The UniversiW of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 

link to access Messages tbr this site: EXSS      S~P 

site. To reply to this message click this 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday 12:33 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CBC Read-In 

rm following up with some people because I know some students said they did intend to read it. Also, the read in is on the BHM calendar which is going out on Friday. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:48 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: CBC: Read-In 

Okay. Are we still going to do the joint read? Did any BSM members read "Some of My Best Friends Are Black"? 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: .~_u_. _n_ ~_: .e_ d__u_> 

Date: Saturday, 8:18 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CBC     Read-In 

Dr. Stroman, 

I will spread this info. 1 also plan on setting up a meeting w! you once I meet with Dr. Clayton this week. Her secretary has not responded to my request yet. 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:20 PM 
To: 
Subject: CBC Read-In 

Hi Please share with BSM and ask them to save-the-date. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 



ii~iI http://t 1.gs~a~i~.¢om/irnages? 
q=tbn:kNd~GcTktXudVIF4wm~RkzopDgbh/lOq 
Nw5FNsKQM FatYDfDcritku6-01UYQ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patterson, Tony <Tony Patterson@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:55 AM 

~kena~- fl agler.unc.edu 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sports Business / Finm~ce i 

sent your email to me. Would you please share your proposal with me? 

Have you connected with the Carolina Sports Business organization that Dr. Stroman advises? 

You will need a connection with a student organization to reserve space I have not seen your plans yet but want to make sure you are a~vare of that. 

Looking forward to seeing the proposal. B School and EXSS are two of my favorite academic departments on campus! 

Best, 

Tony Patterson 
Student Life & Activities 
Carolina Union 

T. Patterson mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: QuickNote about ChMotle Knights 

Thanks’. I’ll shoot him an email later today! I was looking at the staff and saw his bio and figured that you might kno~v him! 

Thanks again! 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 12:10 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Lol. Yes, he is one of mentees. 
> 

> I forgot to tell you that he took a recent position with the Knights. Tell him that you work closely with me. I will text him. 

Dr Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Our hves begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter" 
Martin Luther King, Jr 

..... Original Message ..... 

Sent: Thursday, 12:09 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Quick Note about Charlotte Knights 

I)r Stroman, 

Do you know Adrian Pringle? He graduated l~;om here in 

Sent fi-om my iPhone 

as an EXSS major. He now works for the front ol!fice of the Charlotte Knights. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Siteco~eECM@sitecore.net on behalf of 

Carol Rough, Sitecore <SitecoreECM@sitecore.net~ 

Thursday, January. 31,2013 12:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Selecting a new web CMS that drives business results: ~ objective guide 

~ea~ un~s vvn~e ~-’aper 

£ white pep~, 
that deliver a seamless, multichannel experience ....... 

aoMevmg top- and bo~omqme ~mprovements. ~a~’s the 

key to tMs success? Embracing the d~sc~p~ne of customer 

experience management 

To de~iver the experience your customer expects, your web 

CMS sok,t~on must: 

ana~3~Jcs into one integrated toNset 

u Be more robust and fex b e than ever before               *-     ~    ¯ web C~’~S ~or 

~ Seam~essiy integrate with core systems such as your    Exp~denc~ M~r~ageme~t: A 

CRM software G@d~ fix Both ~vi~rkete~ 

Developers 
~ccess tMs guide for an objective look into the complex 

process of choosing the web CMS that best fits the needs 

and goa~s of your orgaNzation. Use the check~s[s for both 

marketers and dew~opers to help ensure your CMS is pint of 

broader customer experience management strategy, i ..... I ...... I ..... I .......... I 

Opt-Out / Unsubscribe Instructions: If you don’t want to receive any more of these e-mails, click this link: 

Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday,. 12:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Appointment to discuss EXSS major and plans 

Hi Dr. Stromma - 

I know it’s been awhile since we’ve spoken, bm I was hoping I could schedule an appointment to come by your office and speak with you one day soon about the 

EXSS degree and future plans. I know our last talk left me feeling much more positive, so I am looking forwa~:d to hopefully talking to you again! Please let me know if 

you’re able to meet, and when! 

Thank .yo~ 



From: @ad.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Thursday, 12:5 8 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Research 

Dr Stroman, 

I hope your semester has started well! I came across your post in the 
Undergrad Research Database tbr athletes transitioning into 
retirement I would be interested in helping ~vith research over the 
summer. Could you send some more reformation about ~vhat you’ve been 
doing to research this and ~vhat I need to do to begin helping with the 
research?? 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Stx~rt Business & Fitness Expo 

Dr. Stroman, 

I think it is best that we talk today if you have time for a phone call later. It has come to my atteution that my/our email couversations were shared with my peers 

without my knowledge. This is completely embarrassiug for me, especially when this was completely taken out of context 

I have done NOTHING but eat, sleep, and breathe this expo for the past mouth. I have busted my butt this week getting people on board to support this mission and 
the email you sent to my peers just shoots me ten steps back ~md undermines my leadership abilities. 

I have the utmost respect tbr you. You are my favorite advisor/prot~ssor/person on campus and I am so upset and really put out by our conversations today. 

Please, lets talk today, 

@kenan-fla,qler.unc.edu 

On at 12:02 PM, Stromau, Deborah L wrote: 

I am not upset. Just disappointed. I see your note and understand that you communicated your intentions. Lesson learned .-- Perhaps, you 

should repea~ CSBC ~n the beg~rm~ng and at d~e end of your communications?? 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroma~L P]~,D, CLU 

En,gqqe, Exg)[ore, Empower, 

91~9,843.0336 

<imageOO~jpg> 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From: [mailto: ~kena n-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: ThurSday, 12:01 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah !~ 
Subject: Fwd: Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo 
Hi :) 
This is the exact message that I seut to the uNon two days ago. I was unaware of who was when I sent this email. I received tim Student Union 

Club/Organization page t?om      because this was the process he went through to legitimize his own club. There was a page on how to legitimize a 

club, but since this was a~ event I figured the process would be difl~rent. I emaJled activities@union (or something like that) it was a generic email asking 

what the process was to legitimize an event. Apparently my email was received by a who then passed it on to emaJled me today asking 

tbr the plan and I just tbrwarded that on. 

I mn just having trouble understanding how rm in the wrong here. I did mention you in the initial enmJl and CSBC is mentioned in my business plan ~nm~y 

times. 

I’m sorry, you were upset about this, but I think eveLwthing should be fine, 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Begin tbm-arded mesmge: 

Date: 3:57:59 PM EST 

Subject: Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo 
Good Aftemoon, 
My name is              I a~n a and I write to you today to express my interest in applying tbr olIicial university 



recognition t[~r this event (to take place in the fall of     ,. I ret~rred to the union web site for this process, but since this is an evem and not a 

club’organization I’m wondering if the process is may difl~rent. 

I already hmTe a campus a&Tisor, Deborah Stroman fiom the EXSS Department and I have gained Kenan-Flagler’s suptx~rt as well. I am a full-time 

student and I have an 11 -page business plan of our progress thus t~r (beginning stages). 
Would you be so kind ~o let me know where I should go fio~n here’? 

Thank you so ~nuch, 

_@___k___e___n____a____n___-__fl____a__g I e r. u n c. e d u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

United States Sports Academy 

http:iiwww.ussa.edu 

Not sure if you knew about this but it might be helpful to seniors or anyone who has interest in higher education in sports. 



From: dstro@unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subje~’t: Wiki Trotter 

10:14 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels. Please visit the Wiki link and add your Twitter handle. 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill Messages farm the" 

link to access Messages tbr this site: 

site. To reply to this message click this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 1, 2013 5:22 AM 

Angela Bryant ~ @mindspring.com> 

RE: UNC Black Caucus 

Angela, Feb 8 would work. I am free 8Am to 11 Am 2pm-2:45 pm. Early next week I should have an RFP to sho~v you, that could be the basis of our conversation. David 

From: Angela B~’ant       @mindspring.com] 
Sent: Thursday, JanuaW 31, 2013 10:24 PM 
To: Kiel, David 
Subject: UNC Black Caucus 

David: Thanks for thinking of me for this engagement. ~en can we talk? Would some time on Feb. 8th work or would it need to be sooner Let me know. 

Angela R Blyant 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Murrill, Verita L <verita mumll@unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:50 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Brooks, Camille A <camille~rook@unc.edu> 

l~g: Read-In Message & List of Readers 

Read-In Contributors.xlsx 

Hi, Debby: 

Have you sent the CBC Read-In announcement below to the CBC listserv? I didn’t receive it if you did. I don’t have access to the listserv otherwise I would have 

sent it mvself. 

V 

Sen~or M~nageriSen~or Consultant 

Training & Talent Development 

Office of ~uman Resources 

University o[ North Carolina a~: Chape~ 

104 A~rpor~: Dr~ve 

CB# ~0~15 

Chapel Hi~t, NC 27599 

(919) 962-9683 Office 

(919) 843-9850 Fax 

F~m= Nurrill, Veri~ L 
Sent= Thursday,              3:~8 PN 
To: Brooks, Camille A; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Read-In Nessage ~ List of Readers 

Debby & Camille: 

Below is the draft message to be distributed to the CBC listserv and to last year’s distribution list. Please review the message, make changes or additions and send 

out. 

Camille: Attached is the current list of readers for along with readers from . The invitation should be sent to everyone who was invited to 

participate last year. 

Debby: Following up on the said he has no sway over the group as he is no longer a 

member. He also said that he doubts they (the would participate without a concert fee. has a new band now but I’ve not heard them and 

did not ask my friend to invite band to participate. 

Thanks, 

V 

Dear, CBC Community and Friends: 

The Carolina Black Caucus (CBC) is pleased to host the Third Annual Black History Month Read-In to celebrate the literature, culture and cuisine of the African 

Diaspora. The event will include readings by students, faculty and staff along with live music and dance performances. The Read-In will take place on Thursday, 

from 6:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. in the auditorium at the Sonja Hayes Stone Center for Black Culture and History. A reception will follow from 8:00 p.m. -9:~ 

p.m. in the Hitchcock Room. 

The CBC is encouraging and inviting you to attend as well as participate as a reader during the program. Works by writers of the African Diaspora as well as your 

original work would be a welcomed contribution to the program. If you elect to participate as a reader, please respond by Wednesday, 

to Camille Brooks at Camille brooksNJunc.edu and be sure to include the title and author of the work you will offer during the program. The CBC will collect 

the list of works and include it in the program’s bibliography. All readers will be selected on a first come, first served basis. The variety of readings offered during 

the     Read-In made the program a tremendous success and this year will be even better! 

The Carolina Black Caucus looks forward to hearing from you and working with you. Be sure to spread the word about the Read-in throughout your departments 

and other campus organizations. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request. 

Verita Murrill 

Senior Manager/Senior Consultant 

Training & Talent Development 

Office of Human Resources 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

104 Airport Drive 

CB# 1045 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-9683 Office 

(919) 843-9850 Fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 1, 2013 1:53 PM 

Collin R us~fin @gmml.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Reconnect 

Collin, great to talk to you today As soon as we have our RFP in hand, 
will send and then arrange a meeting with you, me and Debby who is a 
Professor in Exercise and Spolts Science and Chair of the Black (Facul~ 
and Staff) Caucus David 

David Kiel, Dr. P. H 
Leadership Coordinator 
Center for Facul~ Excellence 
318 Wilson Libra~ 
Campus Box 3470 
Chapel tliH, NC27599-3470 
(919) 962-9972 
http ://cfe.unc.eduiabout/kiel html 

On 2/1/13 11:06 AM, "Collin Rustln" @gmail.com> wrote: 

>HI DAVID, 
> 

>Thanks for your call and our reconnection. Congratulations on your 
>reemployment at UNC. I look forward to hearing more about your work with 
>the Carolina Black Caucus and meeting your colleague, Debbie Stroman. 
>N{y mobile is , which is the best way to contact me 
>Be well! 
>Collin R~stin, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:59 PM 

ttolma]~ Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: performers for Carolina Black Caucus Read-In 

Hello! 

You’re looking for dancers right? Any singers or poets? 

~"~,~i~lid~,~,~ <:hail I UNC Student Television 

From: Holman Nash, DeVetta [dholman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, :t2:27 PM 
To; 
~¢; Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: performers for Carolina Black Caucus Read-ln 

Dear Alexis, 

Dr. Debby Stroman asked that I contact you to see if you would identify some performing arts groups to participate in our annual Read -In for Black History Month. 

Will you check and get back to me at your earliest convenience? 

Thanks, much! 

i’~i unc mail signature 

DeVetta Holman-Nash, MPH, NCAPS-III 

Student Wellness Services 

Student Affairs - Office of the Dean of Students 

U NC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone: 919-966-3658 

"I have never met a broken child. I’ve met broken systems that ti~il our children." -~Alberto Caravalho 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure 
or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@emaJl.unc .edn> 

Friday, February 1, 2013 2:55 PM 

Baldwin, Geott?ey V <gbaldwin@unc.edu> 

Gold, Austin J <ajgold@email.unc.edn>; Aldridge, Gny <galdrid@email.unc.edu>; Singer, Joe ~singer@unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah L 

<~Jstro@nnc.edu>; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 

Thanks, Geoff. I am out of the office beginning Tuesday, February 5th, through the :1.5~h. If you prefer to do the walk-thru next week Iql get someone on the 

planning committee to meet you. ~%’e copied several folks so hopefully, someone will respond soon. 

Thanks~ 

Debra 

Debra g. Watkb~s 

Assodate Dkector for the Conference Center 

7he WNiam and ~da Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

100 Friday Center Dr~ve, CB I020 

Chapel H~H, NC 27S99-1020 

Telephone: 9~9-962-.2~9I 

Fax: 919 

watk~nsd @email.unc.edu 

fridaycenter.unc.edu 

~= Baldwin, Geoffrey V 
$eBt~ Friday, Februa~ 0~, 20~3 2:45 PM 
Te~ Watkins, Debra 
~¢~ Gold, Austin ]~ Aldridge, Guy; Singer, Joe 
~jeCt~ RE: 20~3 Read-In nudge 
D~bra~ 

Debra. 

[ can’t believe iffs Friday~- Yes [ did read your em ail and I w~l make sure ~bal the AVM~s fi~alize the paperwork & equipmenl by Mo~da?. ’ISis week has fl~st been insa~e 

~ ~lJ~ a thousand little and Bot so little ~hJngs popping up on us on wha~ was supposed to be a quiet, get ~l~ead of the plant~iBg eu~Ye week. 

I don’t aJ~ticipate difficulty doing the show- we can get into the hail at 2:00pro so being ready ~br mn-tt~’ough ~md ~en doo~ o~ your time line shouM work out. Just so you 

kBow, Fve also got High Seboo] Jazz Fest~Yad tim1 da~" h~ the [ ~rdon so F]I be boune~ng back at~d :t;)[th between the two events 

"II~aJfl~ a~d ~ets find a time we can walk through the space next week.just so I can dia~j’~m~ where to put the screen, podium, etc. %r the staff. My schedule still has lots of 

holes in it so ]et me kt~ow wha:~ works ~br you~ Ch~sses seem to be done m there by arotmd 2pro mos~ days ~bis semester~ 

S~cerely, 

Carolina Union Events 
3103e }:P(? Sadden[ 1_5~1o:1 CB # 52 ] 0 
Chape] Hi]] North (?aro[ir~s 27599-5210 
O. (919) 962-6887 ~ F. (9] f>) 962-37] 9 ~ C. 
gbaldwin@unc,edu 

F~m: Watkins, Debra 
Sent: ~riday, Februa~ 
To: BaMwin, Geoffrey V; Aldridge, Guy 

¢c~ Watkins, Debra 
Subject: RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 

Hi Geoff, 

~’m no[ sure if you read this emai~ sen[ 1/24/I3, but wanted [o see H: you and Guy have questions. 

Thanks! 

Debra 

Debra B. Watk~ns 

Assoda~e Dkector for the Conh~rence Cen~er 

The W~Ham and ~da Friday Center for Cont~nu~n~ Education 

University o[ North Carolina 

:[OO Friday Center Drive, CB I020 

Chapel H~, NC 27599<[020 

Telephone: 9].9-962-.2591 

Fax: 919 952 2(~61 

fridawenter.unc.edu 

F~ Watkins, Debra 
SeBtl Thursday, January 
Te~ ’Geoffrey Baldwin 
S~bjeCt~ ~: 20~3 Read-[n nudge 

Hi Geoff~ 

Attached ~s the progrsm and below b infom~at~on about the Caucus Read--In program. This shoukt he~p you p~an snd schedule sts[f. Let me know ~f you need 

anything e~se and when you wouM ~ke to do a waH<-thru. 

Debra 

Debra [;. Wa~:Mns 

Assodate D~rec:~:or k)r the Conference Center 

The WH~iam and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Univers~W of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel 

:].00 Friday Center Drive, CB 1020 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599.-:]£.2g. 

Telephone: 919-962-259I 

Fax: 9~9 962-206~ 

watMnsd @email.unc.edu 

fridaycenter.unc.edu 

F~: Stroman, Deborah L 
~e~tt Thursday, January 24, 2013 [2:~9 PH 
T~: Watkins, Debra; Holman Nash, DeVe~a; Blair, Wayne A; Hurr[ll, Veri~ L; Brooks, Camille A; Collier, Shauna D; Stroman, Deborah L 
~ubjeet~ RE: 2013 Read-]n nudge 

Thanks Debra! Attached find the 20:[2 ~rogram. We w~ ~ust add the new readers/performers~ Our goa~ set at the b~t meetin~ was to have :[8 rea~ers~ Is everyone 

st[[~ okay with that? ~ tMnk we should Ao w~th I5 readers provided we have the same number of performers. I have not heard back from P~erce Freelon yet, ~ w~[[ be 

adding the flyer to the next Caucus e-.newskd:ter. 

Camille and Verita are ~n charge of Lhat solich:atkm. (Please let me know ~ you need any he~p~) ~ know Ann Penn, Brenda Malone, Barbara R~mer, Taffye ClayLon, 

Mytes Robinson, Maria DeGuzman, and myself Wahl Lo read. Anyone ebe? (Ro#ert Nash is sLron~ly requested too.) I will send a note to HerHson Ch~cas for the 

spoken word. The Chancellor m~ht want to read too. 

DeVetta -can you assist w~th the reminder of last year’s set up. I can’t remember. ;) 

d 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Sly’on, an, Ph,D, CLU 

91%843.0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day w,e became silent about things that matter," 
Martin Luther King, Jr, 

From: Watkins, Debra 
Sent= Thursday, January 24, 2013 11:41 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Holman Nash, DeVetta; Blair, Wayne A; Murrill, Vedta L; Brooks, Camille A; Collier, Shauna D 
Subject= RE: 2013 Read-Tn nudge 

Hi Team, 

How soon can I get a copy of the program? The Union needs a copy asap to schedule staff based on the needs of the program~ Will there be a PowerPoint 

presentation? I need some guidance as to hove" the room was set-up for the vendors and for dinning~ I was not involved last year but am willing to work with the 

Stone Cen~:er to get this done, I"nl out of the office from February 5-15 and would lille to complete this before I leaw:,. 

Thanks! 

Debra 

Debra B. Watkins 

Associate Director for the Conference Center 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Con~:mumg Educatkm 

Universh:y of NorLh Carol#~a at Chape~ H~H 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB ~020 

Chapel H~H~ NC 27599-1020 

Telephone: 9~9-962-259I 

Fax: 919 962-206I 

watkh~sd @email.unc.edu 

frida~center.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenma- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 5:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

New Members 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

The following people are new dues paying members and should be added to Sakai: 

2) 

3) 

4) 

S) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kia Caldwell ~(~vahoo.com~ 

Saturday, February 2, 2013 11:51 AM 

The progt:ac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu~ 

[progthc] Fwd: Calling Governor McCro~: tlands Offour Education’. 

Subject: CaIling Goveiaior McCrory: Hands Off our Educalion! 

Sample Script: "Hi, I’m calHnq today to tell Governor NcCro~" that I find his comments about hiqher education disturbing and 
~naccurate, Education is about em~ower~nq our communities, not ~ust receiving a pay check~ Gender and cultural studies must 
remain fully funded. Education is a right, not a privilege," 

On No~da~ Feb 4th and Tue~ay Feb 5th ~e NC Student Power Union will be hosting caH-~n days to Pat NcCrory’s off~ce to express discon~nt w~th Ns 
recent remarks on conseNat~ve radio show, "Norn~ng America" hosted by Bill Benne~ 

’Tin ~ook~ng at legislation r~gh[ now --- ~n fact, I just ~ns[ruc[ed my s[aff yesterday [o go ahead and develop ~egisla[~on --- wNch would change the basic formula ~n 
how education money is g~ven out to our universities and our commun~ colleges. I~s not based on bu~ in seaN but on how many of those bu~ can get jobs." 

NcCrory went on to a~ck majors Hke ’Gender Studies’, d~sm~ss{ng students who choose these majors, because they don’t lead to ’geeing jobs’. 

We will not ~lerate sex~st and react~ona~ a~ac~ on our educat~on~ We have to tell NcCro~ that ~t ~s not Hbera{ a{ls education that is creating unemployment, 
~fs the r~ght w~ng’s aggressive cuN to public sew~ces, and a government that pr~orNzes se~ng the ~n~resN of the wealtNest few over the many. 

<li~ -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe send a Nank <bi~ 

emaJl to <a href "mailto:leave- 32707479- 56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listseiv.unc.edu">leave- 32707479- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<ia> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu;, 

Monday~ 5:46 AM 

Brooks, Cmnille A ~cmnillebrooks@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC Read-In Time Conflict - 

Good Morning Ms. Brooks, 

My name is I emailed yon last night concerning the CBC Read-In (see message below). 

However, I j ust checked my calendar a~d realized I have orientation at the Business School that day ficom 5- 8pm. I know the Read-In ends at 9pm, so if there’s any 

chance I can be placed at the end of the program please let me know¯ 

I’m still interested in reading I j ust have to show up late clue to my prior commitment to Kenan-Flagler. Any assistance you can offer is greatly appreciated. 

Have a great day, 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

Begin tbrwm-ded message: 

From: ~)live.unc.edu> 

Date: 9:55:53 PM EST 

To: "Brook~ Cmnille" <camille brooks~alnc.edu> 
Cc:               ~live.unc.edu~ 

Subject: CBC Read-In 

Hi Ms. Brooks, 

I’d like to participate as reader for the CBC Read-In on 

Best, 

¯ I’d like to read "Sympaths?’ by Paul Laurence Dunbaac 

::h~tp://about.mc/mylesirobinson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@emaJl.unc .edn> 

Monday, FebruaD, 4, 2013 9:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L -Mslro@unc.edu>; Holman Na.sh, DeVetm <dholman@email .unc.edu>; Blair, Wayne A <wblair@email. unc.edn>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: 2013 Read-In nudge 

Good Morning, All, 

Below are items that need to be addressed in my absence. 

Someone n~-:~eds to contact Geoff galdwin, please read beJow, 

SofrEeorle tleeds to (:oil[act [Randy, B@id~tlg Marlager a[ [:he Stone Center, to discuss p~acemen~: oF [ood tables and for 

See you soon) 

Debra 

Debts B. Watk~ns 

Assodate Dkector for the Conference Center 

The W~Ham and k~a Friday Center for ContOrt@rig Educa~:R)n 

Univeritv o[ North Carolina a~: Chape~ 

100 Friday CenLer Drive, CB $020 

Chapel H~, NC 27599-d020 

Telephone: 919-962-259t 

Fax: 919 962-.2061 

wa [k~nsd @email.unc.edu 

[[_[#_~_~Z�£~#£:9£~:_#_~_#. 

F~m= Baldwin, Geoffrey V 
Sent; Friday, Februa~ 0~, 20~3 4:08 PN 
Te= Watkins, Debra 
Subject= RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 
[~mks, have a good trip’. 

Carolina 12nigh Events 

3103e YPG Saide~[ ]_)io~l CB # 52 ] 0 
C~apd Hi]i lq0rtt~ Carolinas 27599-5210 
O. @19) 9S2-SgX71F. (9i9) 962-3719 ~ C. 
gbaldw[n(Nunc.edu 

[ :::~ :: ~ ~:.sc: p~ ...... 
l 

F~m: Watkins, Debts 
Sent: ~riday, Februa~ 01, 2013 2:5~ PN 
To: Baldwin, Geoffrey V 
~ Gold, Austin J; Aldridge, Guy; Singer, Joe; Stroman, Deborah L; Holman Nash, DeVe~ 
Subject~ RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 

Thanks, Geoff. ] am out of the office beginning Tuesday, February 5th, through the ~5~h. ~f you prefer to do the wa]k--thru next week, ~’~ get someone on the 

planning cornmittee to meet you. ~’ve copied several folks so hopefully, someone w~l] respond soon. 

Thanks! 

Debts 

Debra t3, Watkins 

Assodate D~rector for the Conference Center 

The W~[Ham and Ida Friday Center for Cont~r~u~n~ Education 

University of ~orth Carolina at Chapel 

:[00 Friday Center Drive, CB I020 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-1020 

Telephone: 919-962-.2591 

Fax: 919 952-.206I 

watMnsd @email.unc.edu 

fridaycenter.unc.edu 

F~m~ Baldwin, Geoffrey V 
Sent~ ~riday, Februa~ 01, 2013 2:45 PN 

Te~ Watkins, Debts 
~ GoM, Austin J; Aldridge, Guy; Singer, Joe 
SubjeCt~ RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 

Debts, 

Debra~ 

I can’t bdieve it"s Friday~- Yes I did read your emai[ m~d I will m~d,e st~re it*at fl~e APM"s fit*Nize the paperwork & equipment by Mot*day. ’II~is week has .just been insane 

wkh a thousand ]i@e and t~m so lilde lhings popping up on ~s on what was supposed to be a @riot, ge~ ahead of fine pla~mit~g curve week. 

I don’t aa~ticipate di@cu]ty doi~g tl~e show- we can get into tl~e hail at 2:00pro so bei~g ready ~br mn-tl~’ough ~md ~e~ doo~x on yore: time li~e sho@d work out. Just so you 

ktmw, Fve Nso got High Sdmd Jazz FesdvaJ that day it~ fine ! rnion so I’ll be botmcmg back xt}d lbtlh bem,,een the m,’o even%. 

~Ilmt~ks a~d lets t~t~d a t~me we em~ v~alk tht’ougb the spaee new week just so I em~ diagram where to put ~[~e screen, podinm, e~e. R~r lJ~e staff’. My scbe&4e still has lots of 

boles in it so let me ktK~w ~ ha:~ works ~br you~ C~asses seem to be done m there by ar~amd 2pro mos~ days @is semester~ 

S~neerely; 

Car.)[Jna [k~Jon Events Management 
3103e FP(} Sit:dent Urti.)rt. CB # 52] 0 
Chapd Hi]], North Ca[,qma 2759’)..5 H0 
O. @] 9) 962 -68:’~7 Ig. (9] 9) 962-3719 ~C. 

gbaldw[n@unc.edu 



From: Watkins, Debra 
Sent; Friday, February 01, 2013 2:25 PM 
To: Baldwin, Geoffrey V; Aldridge, Guy 

Cc: Watkins, Debra 
Subject-" RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 

Hi Geoff, 

I’m not sur~-’_~ it you read this email sent :]./24/I ?,, but wanted to see ~f you and Guy have questions 

Thanks~ 

Debra 

Debra B, Watkb~s 

Assodate D~t~cto~ for the Conference Center 

The WNiam and ~da Friday Center for Cont~u~ Edvc~t~on 

Univers~W of Nor~:h Carolina at Chape~ ~-I~1 

100 Friday Center DMve, CB I020 

Chapel H~fL NC 27599-1020 

Telephone: 9~9-962-259I 

Fax: 919 962-206I 

watkinsd @email.unc.edu 

fridaycenter.unc.edu 

F~= Watkins, Debra 
8eBt~ Thursday, January 2~, 20~3 ~2:23 
Te~ ’Geoffrey Baldwin (gvbaldwi@emaKunc.edu)’ 
$~bjeCt~ ~: 20Z3 Readqn nudge 

Hi Geoff, 

Mtached ~s d~e prograrn and below ~s informatk~n abou~ ~he Caucus ~¢ead-ln program, This should help you plan and schedule s~:aff. Let me know ~f you need 

anything else and when you wouM l~l<e ~:o do a walk--thru. 

Debra 

Debra B. Watk~ns 

Assodate Dkector for the Conference Center 

The W~IIiam and k~a Friday Center ~or Contain.ring Educa~:~on 

University o[ North Carolina a~: ChapeI 

100 Frktsy Cen[er Ddve~ CB I020 

Chapel H~, NC 27599--1020 

Telephone: 9:],9-962-2S9t 

Fax: 9~9 962-206t 

wa [kinsd @email.unc.edu 

frida~center.unc.edu 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L 
SeBt= Thursday, January 
Te~ Watkins, Debra; Holman Nash, DeVe~a; Blair, Wayne A; Murrill, Veri~ L; Brooks, Camille A; Collier, Shauna D; Stroman, Deborah L 
8~bjeCt~ RE: 20~3 Readqn nudge 

Thanks Debra~ Attached ~ind ~he 2012 program. We wH~ just: add ~he new readers/per[orrners, Our goa~ set at the h~st meeting was ~:o have 18 readers, Is everyone 

sl:~]I okay with thatP f think we should go w~th I5 readers provided we have ~he same number o~ performers. I have not heard back flom Pierce Freelon yet, ~ w~I be 

adding the flyer to the next Caucus e-,news~etter. 

Carnegie and Verita are ~n charge of [hat soHd[at~om (Pfease let rne know U: you need any he~p~) ~ know 

and myself wm~t to read. Anyone e~se? ( is strongly requested too,) I will send a note to ; for the 

spoken word. The Chancellor might want to read too. 

DeVet~:a -can you assist wi~:h ~:he rernmder 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

9119,8~3,0336 

Martin Luther Kin~, Jr, 

From: Watkins, Debra 
Sent; Thursday, January 24, 2013 l:k41 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Holman Nash, DeVetta; Blair, Wayne A; Murrill, Verita L; Brooks, Camille A; Collier, Shauna D 
Subject-" RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 

Hi Team, 

How soon can I get a copy of the program? The Unh:m needs a copy asap to s(:heduk~ staff based on the needs of the program, W~II there be a Power~oint 

g reagents. Jon ~ need sorne guidance as~ to how the room was seb-u~:~ for the vendors and for droning, I was not involw?d ]a~d: year but am w~l]ing to work w~th the 

Stone Center to get th~s done. Fm out of the office from February 5-15 and wouM Hke to compfete thb before I ~eave. 

Thanks! 

Debra 

Debra [;, Wat:Mns 

Assodate D~re(:t:or for the Conference Center 

The WH~iam and ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel H~H 

:1.00 FrMay Center Drive, CB 1020 

Chapel H~L NC 27599-:1.020 

Telephone: 919-,962-259I 

Fax: 9~,9 9~2-206I 



fridaycente~.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attada: 

Holman Nask DeVetta z<lholman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:08 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Watkins, Debra <u-atkinM@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L-~dstro@unc.e&~>; Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc.edu>; Blair, 
Wayne A <wblai@email.unc.edu>; Brooks, Camille A <cmnille brooks@unc.edu> 

RE: Black Caucus Read-in performs:ace 

CBC Read-In FINAL Flyer.pdf 

Thank you so muci~ for contacting me and hopefully, participating in theThird A~nua] gla~;k History Read~n 

vve are asldng strident performers, such as your group, to provide enterta~nme~t throughout the Readqn program {dancers., singers, and actors). As ogfered 

during our ~naugura~ eyelet, we wil~ have Agrican drumm~ng to welcome attendees and to accompmw readers as they enter and exit the stage. 

P~ease arrive bg 5:30 p,m, for a brief check ~n w~th the coordi~a~ors. 

~eel free to stay as long as your sched~e permits (a var ety of ethnic food will be served at the e~d of the program}. 

Family and guests are welcome so, p~ease extend invitations to gour peers, organizations and various networks. 

Aga[rb the program wil~ ~ake p~ace at the Sonja Hagnes Stone Cenker’s d~ea~e¢ beg~nngng at 6:00 p.m. The reception w[l~ be he~d in the H[tchcock Room 

immediately ~ol~owing the program. You are invited to ~e~lowsh[p with us a~ter khe program, The buzz is alive on campus abo~ the Read-Jn and we are 

Iooldng forward ~o a wonderful evening of smi~es and ¢eflect~on~ 

~ am available to speak with you tomorrow (Tuesday               ~ st 9s. or after 2p. My office number 

I look forward to hear~ng from you and addressing any questions that you may have. 

DeVetta H.o~.man Na 

.... The CBC ReacM~ St~.~ m~ Committee ..... 
::N:: unc mai~ s~gnsture 

Sent: Sunday, ii:03 PM 
To= Holman Mash, DeVe~ 
Subject= Black Caucus Read-in performance 
Hello DeVe~[ 
My name is Nakena Parker and I am the Business Manager of Harmonyx A Capella Group. fo~arded your request to me. Is it possible for you to provide me with 
additional details regarding this event in order ~ determine the availabili~ of our members? I hope to hear from you soon[ 
Thank you, 

Business Manager, Harmonyx A Capella Group 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attada: 

Holman NaslL DeVetta z<lholman@email.unc.edu> 

Mondas, 10:23 AM 

~@live.nnc.edu> 

Mnmll, Verita L <verita murrill@unc.edu-~; Watkins, Debra <watkins@email.unc.edu>; Blair, Wayne A <wblai@email.unc.edu>; 

Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu>; Brooks, Camille A <camille brooks@unc.edu> 

Black Caucus Read-in perfoimance (EROT) 

CBC Read-In     FINAL Flyer.pdf 

Warche’ Downing gave me your name in hopes that you wouid consider participating in the Third A~r~ual g~ack H#story Read~ w~th the 

Carolina Black Caucus which wgll be held ~n The So~a Haw~e5 Sto~e Ce~ter on Thursday                 {p~ease see the attached 

We are asking student performers, such as 7our group, to provide entertainment throughout the Readqn program (dancers, singers., and actors}. As offered 

during our ~naugura~ event, we w[l~ have African drummi~g to welcome attendees and to accompany readers as the7 enter a~d exit the stage. 

P~ease arrive b7 5:~0 p.m. for a br~e~ check in wid~ the coordinators. 

Feel ~ree ko stay as long as ,/our schedule permits (a varlet!! of ethnic food will be served ak the end of the program). 

~:arrd~V and guests are welcome so, p~ease extend inv~kat~ons ~o ‘!our peers, organizations and various networks. 

Again, the program w[l~ take p~ace a~ d~e Sonja Ha‘!nes Skone Center’s theater beginning ak 6:00 p.m. The reception wil~ be he~d in the Hi~chcock Room 

immediately following the program. You are invited to fe~lowsMp with us after tt~e program. The buzz is alive on campus about the Read-In and we are 

looking forward to a wonderful evening of smi~es and reflection~ 

I am available to speak with you tomorrow (Tuesda7                at 9a. or after 2p. My office number is below and my mobile number ~s 

I look forward to hearing from you and addressing an7 questions that 7ou may have. 

DeVctta Ho~man Nash 

..... T~c CB(; Read-~ Steering Cemmittcc ~, 

~.~.~ unc ma~ signature 

"[ [! r,’e .~ever me1 ~ b.~ o],:er! chi]d . ]’re ~slet broken systems thal J}~ii our child[on"--i\]be[to Carava[}~o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, ,11:18 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Fetzer 109 Reservation 

Good to go for the 18th! 

From: Diane Adamson <dadamson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday~ 11:14 AM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Fetzer 109 Reservation 

Hello David! 

Your reservation has been confirmed for 

Diane 

from 5:30 p-7 p: We only book on the half hour, feel free to stay until then. Thanks! 

On 4:35 PM, ,vrote: 

Ms. Adamson, 

I hope this email finds you well. I am writing to follow up about reserving Fetzer 109 on Monday, 

We would like to reserve the room from 5:30-6:45pm if at all possible. 

Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you soon[ 

Regards, 

for a Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBC) meeting. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2015 

Chief Operating Oj:ficer, Carolina Sport Business Club 

Cell 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~redskins.com> 

Monday, Februa~ 4, 2013 12:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Opportunities tbr CSBC Members 

Definitely! If my schedule permits, I would love to come! I’ll slay in touch! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3anuary 30, 2013 2:50 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Opportunities for CSBC Members 
Hi      Thanks ]:or your u[~date! I would love to have you corne back for Celebration Week (April 12-15), ~]: possible. We are going to have an Akmm~ [~anel during 

one of the days. 

~ w~l~ share th~s ~nformat~on. 

Stay ~n touch ~] 

Dr. Stromstl 

Do Good, 

DeboEd~ L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 
En~]~]e, Explore. 

9:19,843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter, 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

~redskins.com] From: 

Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2013 2:34 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Opportunities for CSBC Members 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

This is           from the     graduating leadership board. First and foremost, I want to thank you and The Club for the networking and leadership skills that 

developed while at Carolina and specifically, in the club. I am currently enrolled at Georgetown University in the Sports Industry Management Masters program 

and interning as a Strategic Marketing Intern with the Washington Redskins. Also, I just wanted to make sure I keep up with you all periodically to forward any 

opportunities that I think the club members would benefit club members. 

For one, I HIGHLY recommend Georgetown’s Sports Industry Management program for any student (especially seniors) either looking into graduate school or those 

who are still unsure of what path they want to take within the industry. Such an amazing program and faculty, not to mention the many opportunities offered in 

the DC-Maryland-Virginia area. 

.h.~.t~.t~.~:././.s.~£.s.:~.e.~.~.~.rg.e..L~.~..w.~.n=.e..d.~.ud..d.~.e.~.~.a.r..t.~ ~ ~ ~/:~ ~Z ~ ~ £ E ~ :_[~ ~ #_~ ~ E ~:_~_~_~ #_~_~_~_~!. 

I mainly wanted to send you a link to an upcoming Sports, Event and Marketing Experience (SEME) Conference (which you personally may have already be aware 

of) being hosted by Georgetown and held at Nationals Park in D.C. Mar 22-23. The price is a little more expensive than the trips we planned to Charlotte, but they 

have both student and group discounts so if anyone is interested and willing to travel to Washington, I think it would be a great experience] 

http ://seine-now: co m/!ndex 2. ph p ?pa g e=re gi st e r 

Best, 

Strategic Marketing Intern 

2 ] 300 Redskin Park Drive 

Ashburn, VA 20147 

(703) 726-7423 

~re ds],:in s. c o m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Monday 12:47 PM 

Atkms, Cindy M <atkins@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu> 

Weight, Eriamm A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Cos~e <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; 

RE: Thesis Defene 

@live.unc.edu> 

OK .--Fm confused. @ 

Barbara Osborne 

Asso(:i~; Le Profe~;sor 

Exercise and Sport Sdence 

University o[: North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8505 

Chapel t-f~H, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.952.5173 

Erna~h sportlsw@unc.edu 

F~m= Atkins, Cindy N 
Sent; Nonday, $2:26 PN 
Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
C~= Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Osborne, 
Subject= RE: ~esis Defene 
Hello aH 

ThB is the ema~ that 

cindy 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Nonday, $2:21 PN 
Te= Atkins, Cindy N 

Brandon 

both defending on the same 

s~:_mt me wit:h the date/time below 

Co: Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Osborne, Barbara 
S,,bjert; RE: Thesis Defene 

Hi. I see starting at 12:00 on the 27th. Did I miss a date change? 

Thanks. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn~]u~e. ~xplore,, Empower. 

919.843,0336 

"Our #yes begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, 

From; Atkins, Cindy M [mailto:atkins@email.unc.edu] 

Sent; Monday, L$:05 AM 
To; EXSS Faculty List 
Subject; [exss-faculty], Thesis Defene 

FACU LTY FYI 

Notice of Master of Arts Thesis 

Defense 

Student: 

Title of Master’s Thesis: Employee Views of Academics (Standards, Performance, Integrity), Governance, and Finance of Intercollegiate Athletics at the 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Date: Wednesday, 

Degree: Master of Arts 

Room: 302 Woollen 

Time: ~2:30 PM 

Advisor: Dr. Erianne Weight 

Thesis Committee Member: Barbara Osborne, J.D. 

John Brunner, MA 

Hope to see you at thesis defense. 

Cynthia Atkins 

Executive Assistant 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-8700 

919-962-0018 

You are currently subscribed to exss- faculty as: _£t_EtjLg__n_La_n_@_e___r_&gjJ:__u_n_£:_e_d__t!. 



To unsubscribe click here: htlp:i/lists,unc.edu/u?id=55567102,4537814cd668[t)57e7eed9dd3adc4e5d&n=T&l=:exss-t?~cult~-&o=32712754 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-32712754-55567102.4537814cd668t957eTeed9dd3adc4e5d(a~listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Andruzzi ~gmail.com> 

Monday, Februa~ 4, 2013 12:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sports Entrepreneurship 

Hi Debby, 

I hope you had a good time last night! I was glad you were able to meet some new folks. They are a fun group to hang out with. The gals love their sports as we do!! 

Did you watch the end of the game? Wow! 

As we discussed I am very interested in getting involved with the sports entrepreneurship program at UNC. I wonld like to meet Joe DeSimone and sit in on one of his 

classes. Please keep me in mind as you have further discussion with Joe about the future of the slyorts enttepreneurship program. 

In ret~rence to speaking to the CSBC or may other group I can speaJa on several topics: 

1. Domino’s Pizza- Building a fi~a~chise’. 

2. NCAA Women’s Final Four - Executive Director of the LOC of Philadelphia. Creating a brand PWB2000 to co-exist with the NCAA 

3. PEP - Passion-Energy-Perseverance & The Power of Who - What it takes to be an Entrepreneur and the WHO that will help you succeed! 

I will be leaving forNJ this Saturday. My plan is to drive back on Wednesday, Feb 27-March 10. I am planning on going to the ACC Women’s Tonrney and then 

head back to NY for the Men’s Big East & A- 10 Tonrney’s. 

Let me know what you think. If you have time this week let’s grab a cup of coffee at 3 cups. 

Cathy 

Cathy Andruzzi 

Follow me on Twitter 
http:/!twitter.com/CathvAndmzzi 
PEP[ Passion-Energy-Perseverance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februaw 4, 2013 1:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: XFINITY Sports Job Opportunity (For Students) 

X4G Blogger[1].png 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Liniw?rsit¥ o~ North C~rolim~ 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8805 

Chspel H~L NC 27519 

Phone: 

Ema~: sportl~w@tmc.edu 

E~= Daniel Kubasa [mailto:dkubasa@gmrmarketing.com] 
Seat= Nonday, ~brua~ 0% 2053 $0:29 A~ 
To= Danie~ Kubasa 
$~bject= XF[~ Spo~ ~ob Oppo~uni~ (For Student) 

Hello, 

I’m writing to you regarding an opportunity that students focused on launching a career in sports will likely be interested in. On January 28th, our company 

helped XFINITY launch The Ultimate Sports Social Media Job, a contest searching for the next official voice of XFINITY Sports on social media. 

The winner of the contest will receive a one-year $40,000 contract to provide behind-the-scenes coverage of some of the biggest sporting events of the 

year. Last year’s winner got to attend the NFL Draft, MLB All-Star Game and both Manny Pacquiao title fights among many other events. 

I’ve attached a PDF that provides basic info on the contest, and this video also gives a quick run down of what participants can expect: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch ?v=wS47~SGouyY 

I was hoping you could pass this info along to your students, as I think the position would be a great first step in building a sports marketing or sports 

business career. 

Interested students can apply here: http:i!xfin.tviXFINJOB. We will be accepting applications through February $8th. 

Let me know if you have any questions or would like any more additional info. 

Thanks for your timel 

office 

mobile 

dkubasa@gmrma rketinfl corn 

Notice: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from 

disclosure. Dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail or the information herein by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for 

delivering the message to the intended recipient, is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately notify us by calling the Help Desk at (800) 696-0015. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:41 PM 

Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; @live.unc.edu> 

Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo-Very Important, Please Read 

Good Afteruoon Dr. Stroman & 

Well, it is Monday, February 4th and we have over 40 interested s~adents in helping us make the Carolina Sport Business & Fimess Expo a success’. I could not be 

more thrilled. I sent out emails to EXSS majors, Kenan-Flagler s~udents, and the CSBC listserv. We had asked ajourualism s~dent to send out an email and am 

following that lead. If that never went out, I will still reach out to tbem for the Core Committee! 23 out of the 40 students were simply interested in being put on the 

Core Committee to help with plarming a little later in the year. We had an extremely qualified pool of applicants to pull from and an overwhelming interest in executive 

positions (from first yeaacs too, Maich is great). 

Initia)tly, I had planned the Exec positions to be: 

President: 

Co-President: 

Executive Vice President: 

VP of Finance: 
VP of Mmketing: 

VP of Operations: 

and I met on Friday to sift thiough the resumes we had received. After seeing how many people had expressed interest in an executive position, we decided to 
expand the positions a little bit. 

There will be a VP of Marketing tbr flyers, publications, etc. and a VP of Marketing for Social Media only. There will be a VP of Finance that will work on 

Sponsorships (and nay contact            who is helping us out with Tar Heel Sports sponsors) and a VP of Finance that will keep track of our costs and logistics 

(regarding budget). There will be a VP of Operations for the day of the Expo (to make sure everything will run smoothly, a VP of Operations to organize the 

companies that will partAcipate in the caaceer faii; and a VP of Operations for the venue and catering. 

Dr. Stroman: I need you to look over this list of potential executive Inembers and let      and I know what you think. These are the people we both felt were 
perfect for the j ob. However, I know you’ve had some of them as students and know them personally and we’d appreciate your feedback. 

EXECUTIVE POSITIONS: 

VP of Maa:keting (Flyers, Publications): (Kenan-Flagler) 

We were a]so considering for this position. She just sent me her resume though. I know you know her, so tEedback would be helpful! 

VP of Marketing (Social Media): (EXSSiCSBC) expressed great interes~t in this position (She’s already thought of Twitter account ideas) 

VP of Finance (Sponsorship): (Kenan- Flagler) 

VP of Finance (Costs/Budget): (Kenan-Flagler) and ] is possibly being considered to assist, another Kenan-Flagler sta&nt. 

VP of Operations (Day of): 
EXSSiPre-Business 

(A VERY eager freshman) that has expressed deep interest for this position. Do you know anyt~ing abom her? She’s 

VP of Operations (Career Fa~r): (another eager freshman) that has great experience with business skills to reach out to the communiU. Also, 
EXSS/Business. expressed interest as well, do you know this student? 

VP of Operations (Ven ueiCatering): an EXSS/Club Volleyball player that was interested in helping out. 

Like I said, any feedback is helpful. I told these students I would have executive decisions out today and I’d love to honor that. We just need help deciding the last few 
positions! 

’I’hat~k you for your feedback, 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

~kenan-flactler.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:51 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; ~live.unc.e&~> 

How could I foyer? 

Solly, tliis was at the ve~ top of the page. We made an executive position for              She is just too good at what she does :) We’re going to make her VP of 

the Core Committee. She roll elnail them out wliat they need to be doing, etc. be their contact throughout the process. We really trust her and know she’ll be great’. 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chat~el Hill. Class of 

~kenan-fla.qler.unc.edu 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 6:56 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CBC Read-In 

Attach: imageO01 .j pg 

Sounds great, Dr Stroman. I wouldn’t mind doing table management. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

&live.nnc.edu I 

Sent from my iPhone. Please excuse typos and grammm mistakes. 

On at 5:15 PM, "Stro~nan, Deborah L" < _d__~_t__r~2@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi CBC Ambassadors. I hope you can be a part of this year’s Read-In. Please save-the-date. We need you to help with greeting, filming, and table 

management. See attached. 

I also need to recruit four more student readers. If you want to read, please let me know and try to get a substitute to do your CBC ambassador work. 

We want you to relax and enjoy the program. 

Please send me a note to confirm that you have received this email. 

Forward this note to your friends! We want a great turnout this year. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

_ _w_ _w_ _w_ _ : _ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _._ _e_ _ _d_ _ _uJ_c_ _ _b_ _c_ 
"When the root i~ deep, there is no reason toofear ~he wind°" 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

<CBC Read-In FINAL Flyer.pdf> 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monda 8:09 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CBC Read-In 

I look forward to seeing you at the event! 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,               5:15 PM 

Subject: CBC     Read-ln 

Hi CBC Ambassadors. I hope you can be a part of this year’s Read-ln. Please save-the-date. We need you to help with greeting, filming, and table management. See 

attached. 

I also need to recruit four more student readers. If you want to read, please let me know and try to get a substitute to do your CBC ambassador work. We want you 

to relax and enjoy the program. 

Please send me a note to confirm that you have received this email. 

Forward this note to your friends! We want a great turnout this year. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah k Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

._w____w____w__:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_/__c___b___c. 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to,fear the wind." 

Carolina Black C ..... 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dholman@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday. 7:31 AM 

~unc.edu> 

Re: peflbrmers tbr Carolina Black Cancus Read-h~ 

Good Morning 

Thank you for your diligence and follow through in helping to secnre performances for fl~e Cancus Read-In. I have been contacted by: 

A. Hasmonvx 

B. Victory in Praise Dancers 

C. EROT 

However, there have not been any confirmations, to date. To answer your question, Monday 

thank you for your help; if you can send out a ~cond "nudge" that wonld be thbulous’. ! 

would be great to have all program details finalized. Again 

Kindest Regards! 

DeVetta Hohnan Nash 

D. Holman-Nash, MPH 
CWS Campns Health 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Ph: 919-966-3658 dhohnan@emaJl.unc.edu 

From: @unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, )1:52:12-0500 

To: HolmanNash, DeVetta<dholman@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: l~E: performers for C~:rolina Black Caucus Read-ln 

When do you need confirmation by? I emailed my groups on Friday. 

~.’residei~ i UNC Black Student Movement 

’S~:ni~r birded:or c4: ~"ublic Rei.!:t:k~r~; Movement of Youth 

From: dholman@email.unc.edu [dholman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday 3:06 PM 
To-" 
S,,bjeet: Re: performers for Carolina Black Caucus Read-ln 

ALL of the above:-)! Thanks! 

D 

D. Hohnan-Nash, MPH 
CWS Campus Healfl~ 

UNC-Cha~l Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Ph: 919-966-3658 dholman@etnafil.unc.edu 

From: ~tmc.edtc, 

Date: Fri, 13:58:58-0500 

To: Holman Nash, DeVetta--~dholman@email.unc.edu>; 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: pertbuners for Carolina Black Caucus Read-In 

~nnc 

Hello! 

You’re looking for dancers right? Any singers or poets? 



S~ioi {~ire:t~)~" o~< ~’h~blk: ~eiation~ Movement of Youth 

I~ublicit~~ ChaiI~ I UNC Student Television 

From: Holman Nash, DeVetta [dholman@emaiLunc,edu] 
Sent: Friday~ :[2:27 PM 
To-" 
Co: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject; performers for Carolina Black Caucus Read-ln 

Dear 

Dr. Debby Stroman asked that I contact you to see if you would identify some performin~ arts ~roups to participate in our annual Read -In for Black History Month, 

Will you check and ~et back to me at your earliest convenience? 

Thanks, much] 

i:~i un¢ mail signature 

DeVetta Holman-Nash, MPH, NCAPS-ITI 

Student Wellness Services 

Student Affairs - Office of the Dean of Students 

U NC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone: 919-966-3658 

have never met a broken child. I’ve met broken systems that fail our children" ~-~Alberto Caravalho 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure 
or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: @kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday g:05 AM 

To: ¯ <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: ~live. unc.edu> 

Subject: Executive Boaxd 

Good Morning Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you’re having a great week. I was wondering if you could possibly provide feedback on the potential executive board members that you know by this 

afternoon? The5, were told last week that we would let them l, mow by early this week and I’d like to hold true to that. If eve~3rthing looks good, then we can send those 

emails out tonight and have our exec board :) 

Thank you so much and have a great day, 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-ChaDel Hill, Class of 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman Nash, DeVetta zdholman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 8:52 AM 

Blair, Wayne A <wblmr@email.unc.edu->; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Brooks, 

Camille A <camille~rooks@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita I, <verita murrill@uuc.edu> 

I:W: Black Caucus Read-in performance 

::::+;::: unc mail s~gnP, ture 

met a broke]’, chiid. I’ve met b]d{en systems that :[hil our children.’ -Alberto 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:04 PM 
To: Holman Mash, DeVe~ 
Subject: RE: Black Caucus Read-in performance 
Hello DeVe~! 
Unfo~unately, we have another event that evening that we are performing for and will not be able ~ pa~icipate this year. Please keep us in mind for ne~ yead 
Thank you, 

University of North Carolina 
Biology major, 
Business Manager, Harmonyx A Capella Group 

From: Holman Mash, DeVetta [dholman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday ~0:08 AM 
To 
C¢: Watkins, Debra; Stroman, Deborah; Murrill, Verita; Blair, Wayne; Brooks, Camille 
Subject: RE: Black Caucus Read-in performance 

Thank you so rnuch for contacting rne and hopefully, participating ;n the Third Annua~ Black History Readdn w~th the Carolina Nack Caucus 

which wiil be held in The Sonja Haynes Stone Center on Thursday                 (p~ease see the attached flyer)~ 
We are askin~ student perforators, such as ~our group, to provide entertainment tt~rou~t~out the Read-In program (dancers, singers, and actors). As offered 

during our ~n~gura~ event, we wH~ have African drumming to welcome attendees and to ~ccompany readers as the~ enter and exit the stage. 

P~ease arrive by ~:30 p.m. for a brae[ check in wid~ the coordinators. 

Fee] [ree ~o stay as ~ong as your schedLde permits (a var~eW of ethnic food w~H be served a~ the end of the program). 

Family and guests are welcome so, p~ease extend inv~at~ons to ~our peers, organizations and various networks. 

Again, the program wH~ take p~ace a[ d~e Son]a Haynes SEone Center’s theater be~nn;ng aE 6:00 p.rn. The reception wi~ be he~d in the Hi[chcock Room 

immediately following the program. You are invi[ed to fellowship with us after the program, lhe buzz ~s aFve on card, pus about the Readdn and we are 

Iook;ng forwmd to a wonderful evening of smi~es and reflection~ 

f am available to speak with you tomorrow ~L esdav                at 9a. or after 2p. My office number is below and my rnobHe number ~s 

I look forward to hearing from you and addressing any questions that you may have. 

DeVetta Holman Nash 
,~ TI~e CBC Read-In Steering Committee ~ 

~.~.~ unc mail signature 

Sent: Sunday, 11:03 PM 
To: Holman Nash, DeVe~ 
Subject: Black Caucus Read-in performance 



Hello DeVetta! 
My name is and T am the Business Manager of Harmonyx A Capella Group~ Alexis Davis forwarded your request to me. Is it possible for you to provide me with 
additional details regarding this event in order to determine the availability of our members? T hope to hear from you soon! 
Thank you, 

University of North Carolina 
Biology major, 
Business Manager, Harmonyx A Capella Group 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Camille A <camillebrooks@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:07 AM 

Holma~ Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.uuc.edu>; Blair, Wayne A <wblair@emaJl.uuc.edu>; Watkms, Debra 

<watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debarah L <dstro@~mc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc.edu> 

Prig: Black Caucus Read-in perfomm~ce 

Thanks 

Camille Brooks 

H R Con ~.;ulta nti[{ q u a I Of: P or ~:~ n~ ty Sped a ~ist 

The University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel HHI 

Equal Opportunity/ADA Office 

:lO0 E~ Franklin Street Ste I:[0 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

Ma~n Office: (919) 966-357{5 

Fa’,c (919) 9{52--2562 

F~m~ Holman Mash, DeVe~a 
Sent~ Wednesday,                ~: S2 AN 
T~ Blair, Wayne A; Watkins, Debra; Stroman, Deborah L; Broo~, Camille A; Nurrill, Verita L 
Su~j~t~ N: Black Caucus Read-in performance 

never met a broke~ cbiid. 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:04 PM 
To: Holman Nash, DeVe~ 
Subject: RE: Black Caucus Read-in performance 
Hello DeVe~ 
Unfo~unately, we have another event that evening that we are performing for and will not be able to pa~icipate this year. Please keep us in mind for ne~ yead 
Thank vou. 

Business Manager, Harmonyx A Capella Group 

From: Holman Nash, DeVetta [dholman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:08 AM 
To: 
Cc: Watkins, Debra~ Stroman, Deborah; Murrill, Verita; Blair, Wayne; Brooks, Camille 
Subject: RE: Black Caucus Read-in performance 

Thank you so much For contacting me a~d hopefully., partWpafing in theThird An~ua~ Black History Readoln with the Carolina Black Cauc~s 

we are asldng student per[ormers, such as your group, to provide entertainment throughout the Read4n program {dancers, singers, and at:[ors). As offered 

during our ~naugura~ event we wi~ have A~rican drm~rrdng [o welcome a[tendees and to accompany readers as [hey enter and exi[ the stage. 

P~ease arrive by 5:30 p.m. for a brief check in with the coordinators. 

Feel free to sta~ as long as your schedule permits (a qarieW of ethnic food will be served at the end of the program)~ 

Family and guests are welcome so, p~ease extend invitations to ~our peers organizations and various networks. 

Again, the program wil~ take p~ace at the Sonja Ha~nes Stone Center’s theater beginning at 6:00 p~m. Tt~e reception will be he~d in the Hitchcock Room 

immediately following the program. You me ~nv~ted to fellowship with us ~fter the program. The bu?z is alwe on cat, pus ~bout the Read-D~ and we are 

looking forwmd to a wo~derful evensong of smiles and reflection~ 

~ am ~vaHab~e to speak with you tomorrow (Tuesday Februar~ 5, 2013} at 9a. or after 2p. M~ office number is below and my mobile ~umber ~s 

I look [orwmd to hear~ng from you and addressing any questions that you ma~ h~ve. 

DeVetta Ho~man Nas[~ 
~ T~e CBC Read-In Steering Committee -~ 



Sent: Sunday, 11:03 PM 
To: Holman Nash, DeVetta 
Subject: Black Caucus Read-in performance 
Hello DeVetta ! 
My name is Makena Parker and I am the Business Manager of Harmonyx A Capella Group, Alexis Davis forwarded your request to me~ Is it possible for you to provide me with 
additional details regarding this event in order to determine the availability of our members? I hope to hear from you soon! 
Thank you, 

Business Manager, Harmonyx A Capella Group 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazelfin@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 1:14 PM 

StromaJ~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Lowry Caudill 

Goldstein, Buck <buck goldstein@~mc.edtr> 

Draft of Bootcaa~p Schedule 

Bootcamp DetailedSchedule 2013.docx 

@gmail.com>; Charles Memtt me.com> 

Hi All, 

Buck and I had a stab at the schedule for bootcamp (attached). What do you think? 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
9:t9.843.8824 
unceminor.org 

Schedule An Appointment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 8:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Please call Fred Astaire this week 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Maria Benton <           @yahoo.corn> 
Subject: Please call Fred Astaire this week 
Date: February 5,2013 8:09:04 PM EST 
To: "Ph. D. Debby Stroman" <debb¥@dstroman.com> 
Reply-To: Maria Benton <           @yahoo.corn> 

Please call Fred Astaire this week to schedule your 5 free lessons with them to get ready for your big night! Tell them you are one 
of the Dancing With The Stars of Carolina STARS 9:tg-489-43:t3. 

Have fun!!! 
Maria Benton 

Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain inner peace." 

www.laserl0 co/ 

Twitter - @ 

888.668.8403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 7, 2013 2:05 PM 

Campbell, LarD’ <lecamp@email. unc. edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu:~; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debora~h I, <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 

Hello Larry, 

I have been at Board meetings this week and just now getting back to you, 

p~acement of ~ood [ables for d~in~. I don’t think you a~ended last year; however, the H~tchcock Room is where we have the reception a~er the pe~ormances. 
Usually we have Nbles (seating 6-~) posNoned around [be room for people to eat, We are e~pecting around 75 people, Nowever, the se~vh~g lanes are h~ the rear of the 
room. We w~ need abou~ 6-7 of ~he ~ong ~aNes %~t ~ood placement, ddnks, cutlery paper goods, e~c, You and ~ can walk over ~ you would ~ke next week, Let me know a~ter 
you have spoken w~h Randy and we c~n have ~ bdef face-~-face meeting w~h h~m ~o (:onf~rm the set-up, 

If you have any questions, Nease do no~ hesi~te to reach ouL My moN~e number ~s 

Take care, 
DeVe~a 

From: Campbell, Larry 
Sent= Monday, February 04, 2013 I0:29 AM 
To: Holman Nash, DeVetta 
Subject= RE: 20J.3 Read-ln nudge 

Sour~d_q ~ood. Take care. Larry, 

Larry E. Campbell 

Colonel, US Army (Retired) 

OPT-ED Program Director and Alliance Coordinator 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Chemistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 

lecamp@ema~Lunc.edu 

PHONE: (919) 843-6903 

FAX: (919) 962-2388 

www.unc.edu/opt-ed 

F~m= Holman Nash, DeVe~a 
Sent= Monday, ~brua~ 04, 2053 ~0:29 AN 
To= Campbell, Larry 
Subject= RE: 20~3 Read-In nudge 

Thanks, Larry. ~ w~l~ <:er~:ainly need your hel~. I_et"s talk tomorrow._ 

D 

F~m= Campbell, Larry 
Sent= Monday, ~brua~ 04, 2053 10:25 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Holman Nash, DeVe~; Watkins, Debra; Blair, Wayne A 
Subject= RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 

No problem, DeVetta, I w~l g~ve you a cal~ snd we car d~scuss where ~ may be of assistance. ~ w~l~ be here a~ week except for Friday due to s meeting ~n R~chmond. 

7a~k I:O you later. Larry 

Larry E. Campbell 

O~l~n~l, ~ Army (~lir~) 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Departmenl of Chemistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, 0B~3290 

Chapel Hill, NO 27599-~290 

lecamR_~ ema~l, unc.edu 

PHONE: (919) 84a-690a 

FAX: (919) 962-2a88 

www.unc.edu/opt-ed 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ 04, 2013 I0:08 AM 



To,, Holman Nash, DeVetta; Watkins, Debra; Blair, Wayne A 
C¢,, Campbell, Larry 
Subject-’ RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 
Thanks DeVetta! Larry, can you please help DeVetta, as necessary? 

d 

bo Good. 

Dcborat~ L. Strol~al~, PiLD~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From-" Holman Nash, DeVetta 
Sent-’ Monday, Februap/04, 2013 9:30 AM 
To,, Watkins, Debra; Stroman, Deborah L; Blair, Wayne A; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-’ RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 

can handh? this; thanks, Debra, For beginning t:he {}rocess. Do you hi~s/e i~ # for Ra~d},? If not:, no worrk~L .F~I get m touch. 

Thanks~ 

Student ~k/ellness Services 

Con[identiaiity Notice: This e-mail message, ~nci~di!l.q ang attachmen~:L ~s for ~t~e so~e ~se of intended recipient(s) and mag contain con[idenfial and privileged information ArY7 unauthorized rewew, use d~sc~osure 

or distribution ~s proMb~ted. ~[ :~ou ar~ not the mtend~d ~ec~p~enL p~ease contact the s~nder by rep~y e-rn~ ~nd d~s~roy aH cop~s of the oHgina~ message. 

~mm= Watkins, Debra 
8e~t~ Honday, Februa~ 04, 20~ 9:05 AH 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah L; Holman Nash, DeVe~a; Blair, Wayne A; Stroman, Deborah L 
Su~ject~ ~: 20~ Read-In nudge 

Good IVlorning, AlL 

Bek)w are Reins that need to be ~}ddressed in my ~bsence. 

Someone needs to contact Geo~:f Baldwk~, please ~ead 

Someone needs to contact Randy, Bkd~d~n8 Manager st Lhe Stone Center, to d~scuss p~acemenL o~: food tables and for d~nn~nB~ 

See yov 

Debra 

Debra }3, Watt, ins 

Associate D~rector for the Conference Center 

The W~Ham and ~da Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chape{ 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB I020 

Chs~pel H~H, NC 27599-1020 

Telephone: 9 ].9-962-.2591 

Fax: 919 952-.206I 

watkinsd~email.unc.edu 

fridaycenter.unc.edu 

F~m= Baldwin, Geoffrey V 
$eBt= Friday, Februaw 01, 2013 4:08 PH 
To= Watkins, Debra 
SubjeCt= RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 
Th;mks, ba~,e a good tr~p~ 

3]03e ?PG Student Union CB//5210 

Q @ [ 9) 962-68871F (9 i 9) 962-.3719 ~ C 
gbaldw~n@unc.edu 

F~m= Watkins, Debra 
Sent-’ Friday, Februa~ 01, 2013 2:55 PN 
To= Baldwin, Geoffrey V 
C¢= Gold, Austin J; Aldridge, Guy; Singer, Joe; Stroman, Deborah L; Holman Rash, DeVe~ 
Subject= RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 

Thanks, Geoff. ~ m~ out of the office beginning Tuesday, February 5th, through the 71.5th. {f you prefer to do the wa~k-thru next week ~’{~ get someone on the 

ph~t?rl~t?g comrnittee to meet you, We ,::ooZed ~e~ler~)l fo~ks~ so hope[ully, someone will respor~d sootL 

Thanks~ 

Debra 

Debra B. Watkins 

Assodate Director for the Conference Center 



The William and ida Friday Cenb-:~r for Conl:inuing Education 

UniversiLy of NorLh Carolina at Chapei 

~00 Friday Center Dr~ve, CB ~020 

Chapel H~II, NC 2759941020 

Telephone: 9~9-962-259I 

Fax: 9~.9 962-206I 

watk[nsd~email.unc.edu 

[~j_~#_~center.u nc.ed u 

F~= Baldwin, Geoffrey V 
$e~t= Friday, Februa~ 0~, 20~3 2:45 PN 
To= Watkins, Debra 
~1 Gold, Austin ~; Aldridge, Guy; Singer, Joe 
Subject: RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 

D~bra~ 

I can’t bclk:ve [~’s Frida), 5- Yes ] did r~ad you~ cma[l and I will make sur~ tba[ the APM’s finalize fl~e paperwork & cquipmcn[ by Monday. ~IIfis week ha~x just been insane 

wifla a fl~ousand ~tt~e and not so l~fle ~hings popping up on us on what was :~upposed to be a qt~iet, ge~ Naead of the plam~Mg cm~-e 

I don] anticipate ditt~ctflb’ doh~g the show- ae can ge~ ink~ the haE a~ 2:00pro so being read?, [br rut~.-tb~ou~t m~d fl~en doo~s on yo~r t~me line sho~ld ~oN: o~t. Jus~ so you 

k~ow, I’ve aE~o got High School ~}azz Fe:~tival flaat day fi~ the Union so I’I1 be bouncing back ~J~d ~rth between the two 

’H~artk~ and Dis t~nd a thne we can walk lhrot~gh the space ne~t ~ eekj ast so I can d~a?~;m~ M~ere to put the screen, podi~m~ etc. tbr flae stai]~ My scheN~e still has ]ois of 

holes in it so let me know wha~ wo~k:~ for yot~. C~ses seem to be done in fl~ere by around 2pro most days fl~is semester. 

S~nceMy, 

3]03e ?PG Student Union. CB # 5210 

O @ [ 9) 962-6987 [ F (9 i 9) 962-3719 [ C 
gbaldw~n@unc.edu 

[ ~:~: ~"~"::~: ~’~ ....... 1 

From: Watkins, Debra 
Sent: Friday, Februa~ 01, 2013 2:25 PN 
To: Baldwin, Geoffrey V; AldrMge, Guy 

¢e: Watkins, Debra 
Subject: RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 

Hi Geoff, 

Fm not sure if gou read this em~i~ sent :1./24/I3, but wanted to see ff gou and Guy have questions. 

Thanks~ 

Debra 

Debra g. Watkins 

Assodate D~rector for the Conference Center 

The WHHam and ~da Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Universi[:y of Nor[:h Carolina at Chape~ FHH 

100 Friday Center Dr~ve, CB I020 

Chapel H~H~ NC 27599-10~0 

Telephone: 9~9-962-,259I 

Fax: 919 962-206I 

watk~nsd @email.unc.edu 

fridaycenter.unc.edu 

~ Watkins, Debra 
SeBt~ Thursday, January 24, 20~3 [2:23 PN 
T~ ’Geoffrey Baldwin (~vbaldwi@ema~l.unc.edu)’ 
S~bjeet~ ~: 20~3 Read-In nudge 

Hi Geoff~ 

~tached ~s ~he program and below ~s informatk)n abou~ ~he Caucus ~ead-ln program, This should he~p you p~an and schedule s~:aff. Let me know ~f you need 

anything e~se and when you wouM ~ke ~:o do a walk--thru. 

Debra 

Debra B. 

Assodate Dkector for the Conference Center 

The W~]Ham and Ma Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University o~ North Carolina a~: Chapel 

3.00 FrMay Cen~:er Dr~w~h CB 1020 

Chapel FH~, NC 27599--1020 

Telephone: 919-,962-259~ 

Fax: 9~9 

wa [k~nsd @email.unc.edu 

fridaycen[er~unc.edu 

~ Stroman, Deborah L 
~eBt~ Thursday, January 2~, 20~3 [2:~9 PM 
T~ Watkins, Debra; Holman Nash, DeVe~a; Blair, Wayne A; NurNII, Veri~ L; Brooks, Camille A; Collier, Shauna D; Stmman, Deborah L 
S~bje~t~ RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 
Thanks Debral Attached find the 20:[2 ~rogram. We wH~ )Jst add the new readers/performers~ Our goa~ set at the ~st meeting was to have 18 re~ders~ Is everyone 

st~]l okay wH:h thatP f think we should go w~th I5 readers provided we have ~he same number o~ performers. I have not heard back from P~erce Freelon yet, ~ w~] be 

adding the ~lyer to the next Caucus e-.newskd:ter. 

Carnegie and Verita are ~R charge of [hat soHd[at~om (P~ease let rne know if: you need any he~p~) ~ know, 

; and myseff wm~t to re~d, Anyone e~se? ~ is strongly requested too,) I will send a note to ~or the 

spoken word~ The Chancellor m~ght want to re~d too, 

DeVet~:a -can you assist w~:h ~:he reminder o~ las~ year~s set up. I can’t remember, ~) 



d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Er~g~je, E,~plore. Ernp, ow~m, 

9:19,843,0336 

"Our lives begin ta end the day we become ~ilent about thing~ that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr, 

From= Watkins, Debra 
Sent= Thursday, 3anuary 24, 2013 11:41 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Holman Nash, DeVetta; Blair, Wayne A; lVlurrill, Verita L; Brooks, Camille A; Collier, Shauna D 
Subject= RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 

Hi Team 

How ~.~oo~ can I get ~ copy o[ the prog~arn? The Unk)n ~eed~ a ~::o~, ~sa~ ~:o schedule ~taff based on ~:he needs of the ~ro~rarn. WH~ there be a PowerPoint 

p~esent~:~o~? ~ need some guidance as to how the room w~s set-u~) [or the vendors and for dkmk~. I wa~ not inw)lved ~ast yeast but arn w~Hk~g to wo~k w~:h ~:he 

Stone CeRter to get th~s done. ~’m out of the of[:~ce from Februsry 5-45 and would ~ike to complete [his before I ~eave~ 

T~anksl 

Debra 

Debra B. Watk~ns 

Assoda~e Okector fo~ the Con[ere~(:e Cen~er 

The W~]Ham and k~a F~iday Center [or Cont~nu~n[~ 

University o[: North Carol~Ra s[ Chape~ 

O0 Fr day Center D~ ve CB :[020 

Chapel H~, NC 27599-1020 

Telephone: 9~.9-962-.2591 

Fax: 919 952-.2061 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Campbell, La~ <lecaml@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 7, 2013 2:45 PM 

Holma~ Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu-~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debora~h L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 

DeVetta, just spoke with Randy              and discussed the layout of the room. We are scheduled to meet in the lobby of the Sto~e Center 

at 2:OOpm. He has ~t on his calendar. Hope to see you then. 

Take care. Let me kt~ow if you have any 

Larry 

Larry E. Campbell 

Colonel, US Army (Retired) 

OPT-ED Program Director ~nd Nlience Coordinator 

~ni~ity of ~orth ~rolin~ ~t ~h~pM 

Department of ~hemi~try 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, 

~ha~ Hill, ~ 

lecamp~emaH.unc.edu 

PHOHE: (919) ~43-~903 

FAX: (91~) 

www.unc.~du/opt-~d 

From: Holman Hash, DeVe~a 
SenL: Thursday, Febma~ 07, 20~3 2:0~ P~ 
To: Campbeil, Larry 

Cc: SLroman~ Deborah L; WaLkins, Debra; SLroman, Deborah L 
SubjecL: RE: 2013 Read-~n nudoe 
Impedance: High 
~eflo Larry~ 

you have spoken with Randy and we can have a bdef face-~-face meeting w~th him Lo (:onfim~ the .~et-up, 
If you have any questions, p~ease do no[ hesi~te 

Take care, 
DeVe~a 

From: Campbell, Larry 
Sent: Monday, February 04, 20:[3 10:29 AM 
To: Holman Nash, DeVetta 
Subject= RE: 20~3 Read-ln nudge 

Sounds good. Take care. Larry 

Larry E. Campbell 

Colonel, US Army (Retired) 

OPT-ED Program Director and Alliemce Coordine~tor 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Chemistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 

lecamE_@ email, unc.edu 

PHONE: (919) 843-6903 

FAX: (919) 962-2388 

www.unc.edu/opt-ed 

From: Holman Nash, DeVetta 
Sent-" Monday, February 04, 20:[3 :[0:29 AM 
To; Campbell, Larry 
Subject; RE: 20:[3 Read-In nudge 

Thanks, Larry. I will certainly need your help~ I.et’s tall< tomorrow.,, 

D 



From: Campbell, Larry 

Sent: Monday, February 04, 2013 10:21 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Holman Nash, DeVetta; Watkins, Debra; Blair, Wayne A 
Subject: RE: 2013 Read-Tn nudge 
No problem. DeVetta, I will .give you a call and we can discuss where I may be of assistance. ~ wH~ be here aH week except for Fddav due to a rneeth~g h~ ~chmond. 

Ta~k ~o you k~:er. Larry 

Larry E. Campbell 

Colonel, US Army (Retired) 

~T-ED Program Director snd Nli~nce Coordinator 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Chemistry 

Kenan Labs, Suite A207, CB#3290 

Chapel HHI, NO 27599-3290 

L~_~_~_m~_~m_~)_L~_=~_~_~. 
PHONE: (919) 843-6903 

FAX: (919) 962-2388 

www.unc.edu/opt-ed 

~mm= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, ~brua~ 04, 2013 10:08 AM 
To= Holman Nash, DeVe~; Watkins, Debra; Blair, Wayne A 
Cc: Campbell, Larry 
Subject: RE: 2023 Read-In nudge 
Thanks DeVetta~ Larry, can you p~ease he~p DeVetta, as necessary? 

d 

Do Good. 

Dcborat] L. St~’o~a~], PiLD~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Our lives begin te end the day we become ~ilent about 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From: Holman Nash, DeVetta 
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2013 9:30 AM 
To: Watkins, Debra; Stroman, Deborah L; Blair, Wayne A; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: 2013 Read-Tn nudge 
I can handle this; thanks, Debra, [or beginning t:he process. Do you haste a # for Randy? If not:, no worrk~L .HH get m touch. 

Thanks~ 

::~ unc mai~ s~gnature 

From: Watkins, Debra 
Sent= Monday, Februa~ 04, 2023 9:05 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Holman Nash, DeVe~a; Blair, Wayne A; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= ~: 2023 Read-~n nudge 
Good IV~orning, AlL 

Below are ~tems that need to be addressed in ~T~y absence. 

Someone needs to contact Geo~:f Baldwk~, please read below. 

Someone needs to contact Randy, Bu~ldh~g Manager at the Stone Center, to d~scuss placement of food tables m~d for dh~n~ng. 

See you soon! 

Debra 

Debra ~3. Wat]~ins 

Associate D~rector for the Conference Center 

The WHfiam and ~da Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chape{ H~H 

100 Friday Center Dr~ve, CB :[020 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-1020 

Telephone: 919-962-.259I 

Fax: 919 952-.206I 

watkinsd @email.unc.edu 

fridaycenter.unc.edu 

From= Baldwin, Geoffrey V 



Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 4:08 PM 
To: Watkins, Debra 
Subject-" RE: 2013 Read-ln nudge 
2"h~mks~ have a good trip! 

3]03e PPG Student Union. CB ~ 5210 

O (9 [ 9) 962-6g8’71 }: (9 i 9> 962-3719 ~ C 

I~ ~"~"~:~" ~’~ ....... 1 

Fmm~ Watkins, Debra 
Sent~ Friday, Februa~ 01, 2013 2:S~ PM 
To~ Baldwin, Geoffrey V 
~e~ Gold, Austin 3; AIdridge, Guy; Singer, Joe; Stroman, Deborah L; Holman Nash, DeVe~ 
Subjeet~ RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 

Thanks, Geoff. ~ am out of the office beginning Tuesday, February 5th, through the ;1.5th. ~f you prefer to do the wa~k-thru next week ~’~ get someone on the 

planning committee to meet you. Fve cop~ed seueral fo[ks so hopefully, someone wH[ respond soon. 

Thanks} 

Debra 

Debra g. Watkins 

Assodate D~rector for the Conference Center 

The WHHarn and Ma Friday Center for COn[~U~g Education 

Universh:y of Nor~:h Carolina at Chape~ 

100 Friday Center Ddve~ CB I020 

Chapel I-{~H, NC 27599-1020 

Telephone: 919-962-.2591 

Fax: 919 962-206I 

watkinsd @email.unc.edu 

ffidaycenter.unc~edu 

From: Baldwin, Geoffrey V 
Sent: Friday, Februa~ 01, 20~3 2:4S PM 

T~ Watkins, Debra 
~: Gold, Austin J; Aldridge, Guy~ Singer, Joe 
Subject: RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 

Debra~ 

Debra. 

I can’~ believe it’s Fdda?4- Yes [ did read your em ail and I wiU make sure ~bal the APM~s fi~alize the paperwork & equipmerd by Mo~da?. ’ISis week has fl~st been insa~e 

~ ~l~ a thousand ]ittW and Bot so li~de ~hings poppir~g up or~ us on whal was s~pposed to be a quiet, get ~l~ead of the plant~iBg eu~Ye 

I don’t aJ~ticipate difficulty doing the show- we can get into the hail at 2:00pro so being ready ~br mn-tt~’ough ~md ~en doo~ on your time line should work out. Just so you 

kBow, Fve also got High Seboo] Jazz FestiYa~l llmI (b~" it~ the [ !rdon so Iql be boundng back at~d :t~x~h between the two events 

"IliaJ~l~ a~d bts find a time we can walk through the space next week.just so I can diagj’~m~ where to put ~he screen, podium, etc. %r the staff. My sche&fle still has lots of 

hoJe~ in it so ]et me kt~ow what works ~br yotl. Ckisses seem to be done m there by arotmd 2pro mos~ days ~bis semester. 

SNcerely, 

Carolina Union Events ~,[a~agemcnt 
3103e }:PG Sadden[ Uaio:~ CB # 5210 
Chapel ?till North (?aro[ms 27599-5210 
O. (919) 952-5S871F. (9~ f>) 962-3719 ~ C. 

Fmm~ Watkins, Debra 
Sent~ Friday, Februa~ 01, 2013 2:2B PM 
To~ Baldwin, Geoffrey V; Aldddge, Guy 
~e~ Watkins, Debra 
Subje~t~ RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 

Hi Geoff, 

Fm no[ sure if you ~ead this ema~f sen[ 1/24/13, but wanted [o see ~]:you and Guy have questions. 

Thanks~ 

Debra 

Debra B, Watt, ms 

Aasodate D~rector for the Con[erence Center 

The WflHarn and ~da Friday Center for Continuing Educs[~on 

University o[: North Carolina s[ Chape~ 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB I020 

Chapel H~I~, NC 27599-:[020 

Telephone: 919-962-.2~91 

Fax: 919 952 2(~61 

fridawenter.unc.edu 

Fmm~ Watkins, Debra 
Sent~ Thursday, January 24, 20~3 12:23 PM 
To~ ’Geoffrey Baldwin 
Subj~t~ N: 2013 Read-In nudge 

Hi Geoff, 

Attached is the program and below b inforrnatbn about the Caucus Read--In program. This shouL~ he~p you p~an and schedule sts[:f. Let me know if you need 

anything e~se and when you would ~ke to do a walk-thru. 

Debra 



D~-:~bra B, Wal:kins 

’,~ssociate Direc[or for the Conference Center’ 

The Witliam arid Ida Friday Center for Con[inuing Education 

University of North Carolhsa at Chape~ 

:100 Friday Center Dr~ve, CB 1020 

Chapel H~, NC 27599.-3.020 

Telephone: 919-,962-259~ 

Fax: 9~9 

watMnsd @email.unc.edu 

fridaycenter,unc.edu 

~ Stroman, Deborah L 
~eBt~ Thursday, January 24, 2013 [2:[9 PM 
T~ Watkins, Debra~ Holman Nash, DeVe~a; Blair, Wayne A; Murdll, Veri~ L; Brooks, Camille A; Collier, Shauna D~ Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bjeet~ RE: 2013 Read-In nudge 
Thanks Debra~ Attached find the ~012 program~ We w~ lust add the new ~eadersiperformers. Our ~oa~ se[ at the ~ast meetin~ was to have 18 readers. Is everyone 

st~]~ okay with that? ~ th~nk we should go w~th I5 readers provided we have the sm~e number of ~erformers. I have not heard bac~ from P~erce Freelon yet, ] w~] be 

adding the flyer to the next C~ucus e-newsletter, 

{::am~]le and Veri~a are ~n charge of ~:hat soHc~:atk~n, (Please let me know ff you need any he~p~) ~ kno~ 

and myself wsn[ [o read. AnyoRe e~se? ~ is s[~on~y requested too.) I will send a note to for the 

spoken word. The Chancellor m~ght want to read too. 

DeVetta --- cm~ you assist w~th the ~emk~der of ~ast yea~s set 

d 

Do Oood~ 

Dek~ot’ah L, St,’on, an, P~,D, CLU 

9] 9.843.0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day w,e became silent about things that matter," 
Martin Luther King, 

From: Watkins, Debra 
Sent= Thursday, 3anuary 24, 2013 11:41 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Holman Nash, DeVetta; Blair, Wayne A; Murrill, Verita L; Brooks, Camille A; Collier, Shauna D 
Subject= RE: 2013 Read-ln nudge 

Hi Team, 

How soon can I get a copy of the program? The Union needs a copy asap to schedule staff baaed on the needa of the program~ Will there be a PowerPoint 

presentation? I need some guidance as to how the room was set-up for the vendors and for d~nn~ng. I was not involved last year but am w~lling to work w~th the 

Stone Ce~t:er to get th~s done, ~"m out of the office from February 5-15 and wouM li~e to complete tkds before I ~eaw~. 

Thanks~ 

Debra 
Debra g. Watk~ns 

Associate Director for the Conference Center 

The Wi{~iam and {da Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Univers~t:y of Nort:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

100 Friday Center Dr~ve, {::g :[020 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-1020 

Telephone: 919-962-259I 

Fax: 919 962-206I 

watkinsd @email.unc,edu 

fridaycenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: draft agenda for Brent Jones visit 

Thanks Debby. I will make the changes to the agenda. Why don’t you identify three students and I will ask 

with Vicki to set up a reservation and direct bill for Spanky’s. 

who is TAing Joe’s class to recommend 2 more. can also work 

Will you join for dinner? Bring a guest? 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 . fax (919)962 8202 . mnapier@unc.edu 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <_d_..s_t__r_o._~_u_._n_.(b_~_d__u_.> 

Date: Thursday,               1:48 PM 

To: Mary Napier <mnapier@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: draft agenda for Brent Jones visit 

Thanks Mary. Here are my edits. See attachment. 

<:!--[if!suppoltgJsts]--:>L <!--[endi~]-->�fass er~c~s at 1:45, 

<:!--[if !suppo~tLJsts]--:>2. <:!--[endJ~]-->l can identify two students (or rnore} for lunch. Let rne know. Spanky’s/Buns or another spoL may be rnore conducive 

to a "lively" kJnch. ;) 

<!--[if!supportgistsl-->3. <!--[endif]-->l can drive him back to Kenan aL 4:00~ 

d 

Do Good. 

Debora]:~ i~, St~’oman, P~,D, CI~U 

9:19,343~0336 

"Our lives begin to end the daF we become silent about things thor motter/’ 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From: Napier, Mary [mailto:Mary Napier@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,               11:4~2 AH 
To: DeSimone, Joseph M.; Napier, Hary E; Stroman, Deborah L 
~c: Philip DeSimone; Suzanne DeSimone 
Subject: Re: draft agenda for Brent Jones visit 
I will contact all about dinner. Arrival time for guests 7:00 - does that sound good to you? 

From: <DeSimone>, "Joseph M." <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,               7:47 AM 

To: Mary Napier <._m___n__~E!__e___r_~__e___m__~!_!:__u___n___c_:_e_d___u__>, "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <_d__~_~__r_~_~__u___n_c__:_e___d___u_.> 

Cc: Philip DeSimone <PhiI.DeSimone@BuyStand.com>, Sue DeSimone @aol.com> 

Subject: Re: draft agenda for Brent Jones visit 

This looks great to me....dinner at our home... Deb, Mary great if you could join...perhaps Valerie Ashby, Jack Evans and Bubba and their spouses too? Philip (who interned for 

Brent), Mandy too 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http:!!www.chem.unc edu!people!faculty!desimone! 

TeE 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-B467 

~Fo~low me on Twitter 

From: <Napier>, Mary <Mary Napier@kenan--flagbr.unc~edu> 

Date: Wednesday,                5:53 PM 

To: Joseph DeSimone <.-d---e--s-j.-n--1---~---n---e---@--.---e-.-n--1--a--!!-~--u---n---c--~--e-.-d-.-u-.>~ Deborah Stroman < _d_ _ _s_ _t_ _r_ _o_ _ ~_ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _._ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ . > 

Subject: draft agenda for Brent Jones visit 

Joe and Debby, 

Based on the last conversations we had about Brent Jones’ visit I have put together a draft agenda. 

Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Thursday, February. 7, 2013 5:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Get Free Job Postings, Business Advice And More 

POST JOBS 
FREE FOR 4 
DAYS 
ZipRecruiter lets you post to 30+ 

job boards with one submission. 

Create multiple postings and get 

unlimited candidates. 

Start ~o~in~ ~our jobs FREE 

GET BUSINESS ADVICE OVER 
THE PHONE 
Ask any questions in legal, marketing, 
accounting, HI>, or IT. FREE for a limited time. 

Call (855)-812-6132 

LiVE HRWEBINAR: TOP 10 
PITFALLS 
Having troubling staying up to date with 
labor laws? Start by attending this free 
webinar by Paychex. 

10 STEPS TO FORMING A 
CORPORATION 
Use this helpful checklist to get started now. 

Read it now ~ ................................... 

FREE ONUNE MOBILE 
MARKETING LESSON 
Do you have the right mobile strategy for 
success? Develop a plan of action in this 

lesson. 

Stad~ the lesson ~ .............................................. 





From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, g:29 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CBC Read-In 

Okay, are you available Wednesday at 2? 

On ~ at 5:32 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

¯ Thanks for your reply. How is your schedule on Wednesday after 1:007 

lives begin to end the da? we become silent about things that matter," 

Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From-" 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:54 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Re: CBC Read-In 

Thanks Dr. Stroman! 

Looking tbrward to this event a~d I will be in attendance. 

Also, I was hoping to follow up ou meeting with you to chat! What times are you flee next week? 

Best Regards 

On at 5:14 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi CBC Ambassadors. I hope you can be a part of this year’s Read-In. Please save-the-date. We need you to help with greeting, filming, and table 

management. See attached. 

I also need to recruit four more student readers. If you want to read, please let me know and try to get a substitute to do your CBC ambassador work. 

We want you to relax and enjoy the program. 

Please send me a note to confirm that you have received this email. 

Forward this note to your friends! We want a great turnout this year¯ 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.eduicbc 

<CBC Read-In 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 

<imageOO~Ljpg> 

FINAL Flyer.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Morgan, Taryn ~ao’n.Morgan@imgwofld.com> 

Friday, February 8, 2013 3:39 PM 

Morgan, Taryn-q’a~. n.Morgan@imgworld.com> 

IMG Academy Summer 2013 Internship 

IMG Academy Sport Mm~agement Intern Letter.doc 

Hello, 
We are excited to announce our Summer 20:t3 IMG Academy Athletic and Personal Development Sport Management internship for interested students. Please find attached all 
the info about how to apply. These and other IMG Academy internships are also posted on ww~v.teamworkonline.com. Please pass this along to interested students. Much 
a ppreciated. 

Best wishes, 
Taryn 

~"a%~r~ ~or~a~% P~’g-’L CC.,,~¢~SP, Business Manager and Senior Mental Coach 

The preceding ~’-mai] message" (including any attachment:s) 

contains information that may be confidential, may be protected 

by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may 

constitute rKH~-~ubi/[o informal:ion. It is J~tended to be conveyeJ 

only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not 

an Jntenied ~ecipJent of this message, please notify the sender 

by replying to this message and then @elete all copies of it 

from your coraputer sys~:em. Any use, dissemination, dJst/~ibution, 

o5 reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not 

authorized and may be unlawful. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 10, 2013 7:56 AM 

Angela Bryant        ~mindspring.com] 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Series Proposal 

CBC Prof Dev F[NAL(1).docx 

Dear Angela, 

This is a follow up from our phone discussion on Friday. ]~t was certainly good to talk to you again and thanks for the good fight you are engaged in on behalf of public 
education and many other positive goals for NC over at the Legislature. Please find attached the proposed program for the Carolina Black Caucus (CBC). 

http:!/www.unc.edu/cbc! 

1 am attaching a copy for your review~ 

We have funding for the first workshop in the series only right now but soon will be working this spring to develop funding for the entire series in the next FY. Accordingly, 
would appreciate getting from you, by March 8, a I-2 page program description of the spring 2013 workshop only (Date, TBD). 

As soon as convenient, 1 hope we can arrange a time for you to meet with me and Professor Debby Stroman, who chairs the Black Caucus, and who is my internal client for 
this project. 

http:/!exss, u nc.ed u!faculty!debora h-stroma n/ 

Based on previous experiences, I am anticipating anywhere from 15 to 30 people will sign up and participants will be a mix of UNC faculty and UNC staff Carolna Black Caucus 
members. 

The workshop goals are: 

Spr#~g 2013 Community Workshop 1: Relationship6~JPartnership 
Identification of the 6pecial challenges and opportunities that Black faculty and staff f!tce across campus 

Examine how race and gender ~]oct the ability to connect and build partnerships within and outside ~f one ’s unit. 

Learn core skills and practices needed to be effective in the light of these challe~ges and opportunities 

~ Communication skills for building connections and relationship 

~ Networking skillsJbr linking to those outside and within the unit 

We have $2500 allocated for this program, and I am reserving $500 to cover expenses such as food, materials, and your travel. So the honorarium for preparation and 
presentation is $2000. My preliminary thinking is that the workshop should be at least 4 hours in length + lunch but may be as long as 6 hours in length. (i.e.,10am-3pm) or 
9am-4pm) but we can discuss this further once you have a sense of the design you may want to propose. 

Just so you know, I want to mention that we have a couple of other consultants we are talking to and doing the first workshop does not necessarily mean we will use that 
consultant for all the workshops in the series. 3[ certainly hope you will be one of those who provide a proposal for us either for this session or other parts of the series because 
I think you would be a great resource for the CBC. 

I will be glad to answer any questions you have and discuss drafts of your program prior to the Mar.8 deadline. 3[ am sure Debby would be willing to comment as well. Thanks 
for your consideration of this program. 

Best, David 

David KieL Dr. P.H. 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Facul~ Excellence 

318 Wilson Libra~ 
UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

http:i,’ c re. unc.edtfal~u~!kiel.htnd 



Fi~om¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Emmett Gill ~yahoo.com~ 

Sunday, FebruaD~ 10, 2013 4:34 PM 

Gill, Emmett <egilll @NCCU.EDU> 

Albert Bimper <abimpe@mail.utexas.edu>; A-hart2@mu.edu; Culp, Bria~ O <bricult~iupui.edu>; C. Keith ttarrison 

<kharrison@bns.ucf.edu>; Charles L. CroMey (crowley@calu.edu); Corbett, Doris <dcorbett@Howard.edu>; 

(constance.carte@cobbkl2.org); Cornell Foo <           ,~byahoo.com>; Courtney Snell-Flowers (cflowers@westga.edu); Darren 

Kelly (da~ren.kelly@mail.utexas.edu); Darren Kelly (danen.kelly@austin.utexas.edu); Stromm~, Deborah L <~tstro@unc.edu:>; Demetrius 

Peaxson (dpeaxson@uh.edu); Polite, Fritz G <fpolite@utk.edu>; Ginikachi Nwosu <nwosug@unlv.nevada.edu:>; (jmcd@illinois.edu); 

Cavil, Jafus <caviljk@TSU.EDU>; Jasmine Hamilton ~hami23@tigers.lsn.edu;,; John N. Singer <singe~jn@hlkn.tamu.edu>; Joseph 

Nehemiah Cooper -~oeycoop@uga.edu;,; JOYCE OLUSHOLA             @gmail.com>; Chaplin, Kenneth Sean 

<kchap@neo.tamu.edu~; Ketra Am~strong (karms~tr2@csulb.edu); Hylton, Kevin <~K.Hylton@leedsmet.ac.uk~; 

(leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu); Louis Harrison, Jr. <lharrison@mail.utexas.edu~; Malia Lawrence <slawrence@apu.edu~; Michelle 

Tou~n (MTou~n@unm.edu); Othello Harris [harriso@muohio.edu]; May, Reuben A <rmay@neo.tamu.edu>; Roy McCree 

<Roy.McCree@sta.uwi.edu-~; SaJdes, Gary A. [gsailes@indiana.edu]; Johnson, Wardell ~Wardell.Johnson@EKU.EDU:~; Billy J Hawkins 

<bhawk@uga.edtr~; Akilah Carter Francique <arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu-~ 

Six professors ~ecomtnend NC?u~k seek independent investigation 

For Immediate Release 

Contact: 917.297.8488 

Six professors recommend NCAA seek independent investigation 

The Student-Athletes Human Rights Project (SAHRP) recommended to the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) 

president Dr. Mark Emmert that the governing organization partner with outside agencies when it explores allegations of 

unethical behavior. SAHRP director Dr. Emmett Gill believes the NCAA investigation as to why Miami attorney Maria Elena 

Perez was paid $20,000 by the NCAA enforcement staff and the impact of the information on the University of Miami student- 

athletes rights is of profound importance for college athletics. SAHRP seeks to help advocate and support student-athletes 

accused of NCAA bylaw violations. The SAHRP, a non-profit organization, also points to the integrity of other recent NCAA 

investigations including the 2010 UNC football investigation. "The more I think about it, the more I come to grips with the 

reality that this investigative technique is not something new for the NCAA", says Gill, ’~apparenfly playing unfair is a part of the 

NCAA’s eultnre." The recommendation for an independent investigation is supported by six scholars and advocates, including 

Dr. Marcia lVIount Shoop, author of the "Calling Audibles" biog. Mount Shoop believes "strong and healthy institutions 

recognize the need for differing perspectives and outside sources of scrutiny and review. They assure that our integrity is robust 

and not simply rhetorical." SAHRP says potential partners for an independent investigation include the Association of American 

Universities (AAU), the Department of Justice, the Department of Education, and the Energy and Commerce Committee. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Friga. Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, FebruaD, 11, 2013 5:02 AM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Napier, Mary E <mnapie@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtv~; 

Cone, Judith <jacone@emml.unc.edu-~; drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>; Zoller, Ted <Ted Zolle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~ 

I:W: UNC Faculty Commercialization SmYey 

UNC Entreprenem5hip Survey - 2013.docx 

Have you all been involved with this? Some good questions although I noticed that they didn’t ask what department the respondents were in (although they asked 

questions that may be meaningful is sorted by department!area). 

Would haw? been nice to jointly create as we have been thkd<ing about it - but again, perhaps (I hope) you a~ may have been mw:dw~d. 

f took the survey and grabbed the questions in the a[:tached document for easy reference 

::N:: Description Description: Description: STAR Io9o tagfine slogan w-blue background 

Paul N, Friga, Ph,Do 

Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

Director of S,T,A,R, Program and ConsuNng Concentrations 

The Un~vers~ of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

Kenan-F~agler ~usiness School 

HcCoH Building - C8 3490 

Chape~ H~II, Noah Carolina 27599 

919-962-3786 - office 

- moNle 

pnf@unc.edu 

w~#aulfriqa:com 

F~m= Chancellor’s Task Force on Technology Commercialization [mailto:noreply@qemailseNer.com] 

Sent: Saturday, Februa~ 09, 2013 ~:36 PN 

To= Ffiga, Pau~ 

Subje¢t= UNC Facul~ Commercialization Su~ey 

Dear Carolina Faculty Member, 

Chancellor Thorp has assembled a Task Force on Technology Commercializa~on that is charged "to develop an integrated strategy and plan of aclion for 

commercial~adon of technology at UNC". Your views on what can be done to enhance teclmolo~ development and commercial~ation at the university will be 

invaluable to the Task Force. 

The Task Force wishes to learn abx~ ut your experience on this campus and your experiences at your previous institutions with respect to technology commercializalion. 

We ask you to fill out a short smwey that will take about 10 minutes to complete. The survey is designed to gain a broad representation of campus views on teclmology 

development and co~nmerciaJization in the conte:d of the mission of the university. 

Follow this link to the Survey: 

Take fl~e Survey 

Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: 

htq~s://unc~qualtrics.com/WRQualtricsSur~-eyEue.Jne/?Q SS=(WA2Yl;xeNi79xid dmI cvT]lTU~ ~ B~dT& =1 

This data generated ti-om this survey will be incorla~rated in the Task Force’s report to the Chancellor. All resvmses are confidential and will be used in aggregate 

statistical analysis. No paacticulaac individual will ever be identified in any retx~rt, presentations, or publication in which the data from this survey aace used. This sur~ey is 

conducted under an approve IRB. 

The Task Force sincerely appreciates your efforts in colnpleting this survey. 

Sincerely, 

Dhiren Thakker 

Maryann Feldman (please address questions to l:eldmatm~(a)email.anc.edu) 

PLEASE COMPLETE TIlE SURVEY BY FEBRUARY 22, 2013. 

Follow the link to opt out of futme cmails: 
Click here to unsubscribe 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attada: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, February 11, 2013 6:11 AIvl 

Friga, Paul <PaulFriga@kenaJ~-flagler.unc.edu> 

Napier, Mary E <mnapie@email.unc.edu>; Stmman, Debx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edu>; drharoon 
<~zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>; Zoller, Ted <Ted Zolle@ken~-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Faculty CommercMization Suv~’ey 

image001 .j pg 

And the key architect of the survey was Mawann Feldman and she will be joimng us as a Senior Fellow. 

Joseph M DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan In stitute of Private Enterprise 
Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 
William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University" and of Chemist~ at UNC 

http://www.chemunc, edu/people/facuIty/desimone/ 

http://www, k enaninstitute uric. ed u/ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-%2-5467 

Follow me on Twitter 

On Feb 11, 2013, at 5:01 AM, "Friga, Paul" <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> ~Vlote: 

> Team, 
> 

> Have you all been involved with this? Some good questions although I noticed that they didn’t ask ~vhat department the respondents were in (although they asked questions that may be 
meaningful is sorted by department/area). 
> 

> Would have been nice to jointly create as ~ve have been thirtking about it but again, perhaps (I hope) you all may have been involved. 
> 

> I took the survey and grabbed the questions in the attached document for easy reference. 
> 

> Paul 
> 

> 

> [Description: Description: Description: STAR logo tagline slogan ~v-blue background] 
> Paul N. Friga, Ph.D. 
> Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 
> Director of S.T.A.R. Program and Consulting Concentrations 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Kenan-Flagler Business School 
> McColl Building - CJYB 3490 
> Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
> 919-962-3786 - office 
> - mobile 
> phi@uric, edu<mailto:pnf~unc.edu > 
> v~vw.paulfriga.com<http://wwwpaulfriga.col~’> 
> Shaping Leaders i Driving Results 
> 

> From: Chancellor’s Task Force on Technology Commercialization [mailto:noreplv@qemailserver com] 
> Sent: Saturday, Februal2,’ 09, 2013 1:36 PM 
> To: Fr~ga, Paul 
> Subject: U~x,’C Faculty’ Con~aercialization Survey 
> 

> 

> Dear Carolina Faculty IVlember, 
> 

> Chancellor Thorp has assembled a Task Force on Technology Commercialization that is charged "to develop an integrated strategy and plan of action for commercialization of technology 
at UNC" 
> 

> Your views on what can be done to enhance technology development and con~aercialization at the universitty ~vill be invaluable to the Task Force. 
> 

> The Task Force wishes to learn about your experience on this campus and your experiences at your previous institutions with respect to technology cormnercialization We ask you to fill 
out a short survey that will take about 10 minutes to complete. The sur~ey is designed to gain a broad representation of campus vie~vs on technology development and commercialization in 
the context of the mission of the university. 
> 

> 

> Follow this link to the Survey: 
> Take the Survey<https:t/uaac.qualtricscom/’¢,rRQualtricsSurvevEn~ine/?Q SS 0VA2YFxeNi79xid dmPcvT1TUYYB~d7& 1> 
> 
> Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: 
>https://uncqualtrics.com/WRQualtricsSurveyEn~ine/?Q SS 0VA2YFxeNi79xid dmPcvT1TUYYBgd7& 1 
> ’]7his data generated from this survey will be incorporated in the Task Force’s report to the Chancellor. 
> 

> All responses are confidential and will be used in aggregate statistical analysis. No particular individual will ever be identified in any report, presentation, or publication in which the data 
from this survey are used. ’]’his survey is conducted under an approve IRB. 
> 

> The Task Force sincerely appreciates your efforts in completing this survey 
> 

> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> Dhiren Thakker 



Maryann Feldman (please address questions to feldmamn@email unc.edu<mailto:feldmanm~email unc.edu>) 

PLEASE COMPLET[~ Tt ]][~2 SURVEY BY FEBRUARY 22, 2013. 

Follow the link to opt out of:future emails: 
Click here to unsubscribe<https://unc.qualtrics.con~,CP/Re<isberphp?OptOuFtrue&RII) MLRP 3aZAVJ3ULVwQkYZ&],][[) UR 9AI’v’qfvS3LWN<iP& 1> 

<image001 .jpg> 
<UNC Entrepreneurship Sur~,~ey - 2013.docx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februao~ 11, 2013 6:41 AM 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edtv~ 

Friga, Paul <Paul Ftiga@kenan-flagler.unc.edtv~; Napier, Mary E <mnapie@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Cone, Judith <jacone@eln~l.unc.edu>; drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>; Zollel; Ted <~l’ed Zolle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Faculty Commerci~lization Survey 

Thanks Judith. Mawann brought this up to us a ~veek or so ago as a desire on her part. We plan to provide some resources and staff support. The feeling is that a scholarly focus on the 
topic of entrepreneurship from within our organization would be a great resource to guide what we do in fostering entrepreneurship. This is similar to ~vhat Mawann and I did, along with 
Ted, in working tugether from 1999-2009 where we embedded schularly pursuits by sucial scientists within an NSF Science and Technoiugy Center 

Joseph M. DeSimune 

Director, Frank tJawkins Kenan Institute uf Private Enterprise 
Chancellur’s Eminent Prufessor o17 Chemistry at UNC 
William R. Kenan Jr Distinguished ~ rufessor of Chemica[ Engineering at NC State University and uf Chemistry at UNC 

http://www chem unc edu/peupie/faculW/desimone/ 

http://www.kenaninstitut e.unc edu/ 

’]Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919 -962-54~’57 

Fulluw me un Twitter 

On Feb 11, 2013, at 6:21 AM, "Cone, Judith" ~jacone@email.unc.edu> wrute: 

> Fabuluus choice 

> 

> Frum Judith (;one’s phone. 

> 

> On Feb 11, 2013, at 6:11 AN{ "DeSimune, Juseph M" <desimune@email unc edu> wrote: 

> 

>> And the key architect ufthe supeey was Maryann Feldman and she wil[ be joining us as a Senior Fellow. 
>> 

>> Joseph M. DeSimone 

>> 

>> Director, Frank Ha~vkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

>> Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at L~C 

>> William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Cheruical Engineering at NC State University and of Cheruistry at UNC 

>> 

>> http ://www. cheru, ur~c.edu/people/facults,/desiruone/ 

>> http :i/www.kenaninstitute.unc. edu/ 

>> Tel: 919-962-216,’5 

>> Fax: 919-962-5467 

>> Follow- me on Twitter 

>> 

>> 

>> On Feb 11, 2013, at 5:01 AM. "Friga, Paul" <PaulFriga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> 

>>> Tearr~ 

>>> Have you all been involved with this? Some good questions although I noticed that they didn’t ask what department the respondents were in (although the?" asked questions that may 

be meaningful is sorted by department/area). 

>>> Would have been nice to jointly create as we have been thinking about it but again, perhaps (I hope) you all may have been involved. 

>>> I took the survey and grabbed the questions in the attached document for easy reference. 

>>> Paul 

>>> [Description: Description: Description: STAR logo tagline slogan w-blue background] 

>>> Paul N. Fr~ga, Ph.D 

>>> Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

>>> Director of S T.A R. Program and Consulting Concentrations 

>>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>> Kenan-Flagler Business School 

>>> McColl Building - CB 3490 

>>> Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

>>> 919-962-3786 - office 

>>> - mobile 

>>> pnf@unc.edu<mailto :pnf~unc. edu> 

>>> www pau ltlciga, com<http :/i~vw~v.p aulfriga, c om/> 

>>> Shaping Leaders]Driving Results 

>>> 

>>> From: Chancellor’s Task Force on Technology Commercialization [mailto:noreplv@qemailselver.com] 

>>> Sent: Saturday, FebmaW 09, 2013 1:36 PM 

>>> To: Friga, Paul 

>>> Subject: UNC Faculty Commercialization Sulvey 

>>> Dear Carolina Faculty Member, 

>>> Chancellor ~Ihurp has assembled a Task Furce on Technology Cummercializatiun that is charged "to develop an integrated strategy and plan uf action fur commercialization of 

technulog~, at UNC". 



>>> Your views on what can be done to enhance technology development and commercialization at the university will be invaluable to the Task Force 

>>> The Task Force wishes to [earn about your experience on this campus and your experiences at your previous institutions with respect to technology commercialization. We ask you to 
fil[ out a short survey that wil[ take about 10 minutes to complete. The sur~,ey is designed to gain a broad representation of campus views on technology development and commercialization 
in the context of the mission of the university. 

>~> Follow this link to the Supcey: 
>>> Take the Sm’,~oy<https://ur~c.qualtrics.cotr’~/xJ~RQualtricsSurveyEtNine/?Q SS 0VA2h’~xeNi79xid dr~ff)cvT1TUYYB~d7& 1> 

>>> Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: 
>>>https:i/unc.qualtrics.cor~/XJ~.~QualtricsSurveyEnginei?Q SS 0VA2YFxeNi79xid &mr)cvT1TUYX~rBgd7& 1 
>>> This data generated front this st~,~ey will be incorporated in the Task Force’s report to the Chancellor. 

>>> All responses are confidential and will be used in aggregate statistical analysis. No particular individual will ever be identified in any report, presentation, or publication in which the 
data from this SUlX’ey are used. This survey is conducted under an approve IRB. 

>>> The Task Force sincerely appreciates your efforts in completing this survey. 

>>> Sincerely, 

>>> Dhiren Thakker 

>>> Maryann Feldman (please address questions to feldmanm@eraail.tmc.edu<nrailto:feldraatm~(d!,,emaihunc.edu>) 

>>> PLEASE COMPLETE THE SI~’RVE Y BY FEBRUARY 22, 2013. 

>>> Follow- the link to opt out of future emails: 
>>> Click here to unsubscribe<httl3s:i/unc.oualtrics.co~r~C~P/Re~ister.~h~?Ot3tOut true&RID MLRP 3aZAVJ3ULVwqikYZ&LID UR 9Aivo~-S3LWNaiP& 1> 

>>> <image001 .jpg> 
>>> <UNC Entreprenettrship Survey - 2013.docx> 
>> <image001.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.nnc.eduv 

Monday, Februao, 11, 2013 7:04 AIvl 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Friga, Paul <Paul Ffga@kenan-flagler.unc.edtr~; Napier, Maxy E <mnapie@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr~; 

drhmoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>; Zollel; Ted <Fed Zolle@kenan-flagler.unc.edt~- 

RE: UNC Faculty Commercializalion Survey 

Such a important element to the work. It is all coming together making for exciting work ahead. Best, Judith 

Judith Cone ] 816305.1073 Judith.cone@uncedu 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor for Innovation & Entrepreneurship 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
South Building, 200 Cameron CB 9100 
Chapel tIiH, NC 27599-9100 

http:i/innovateunc.eduiitwitter @innovateunc i facebook innovate@carolina 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: DeSimone, Joseph M. 
Sent: Monday, Februaw 11, 2013 6:41 AM 
To: Cone, Judith 
Cc: Friga, Paul; Napier, Mary E; Stroman, Deborah L; (;one, Judith; drharoon; Zoller, Ted 
Subject: Re: UNC Facul~" Commercialization Survey 

Thanks Judith Maryann brought this up to us a week or so ago as a desire on her part We plan to provide some resources and staffsupport The feeling is that a scholarly focus on the 
topic of entrepreneurship from within our organization would be a great resource to guide what we do in fostering entrepreneurship This is similar to what Maryann and I did, along with 
Ted, in working together from 1999-2009 where we embedded scholarly pursuits by social scientists within an NSF Science and Technology. Center. 

Joseph M DeSimone 

Director, Frank IIawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ~hancellor’s Eminent ~rofessor of Chemistry at UNC William R Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at 
NC S rate University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://w~vw.chem.unc.edv.’people/facultv/desimone/ 

http : i/www.kenaninstitute, unc. edu/ 
Tel: 919-962-2166 
Fax: 919-%2-5467 
Follow me on Twitter 

On Feb 11, 2013, at 6:21 AM. "Cone. Judith" <jacone@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Fabulous choice 

> 

> From Judith Cone’s phone. 

> 

> On Feb 11, 2013, at 6:11 AM. "DeSimone, Joseph M." <desimone@cmail.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> And the key architect of the survey was Maryatm Feldman and she ~vill be joining us as a Senior Fellow. 

>> 

>> Joseph M. DeSimone 

>> 

>> Director, Frank Haxvkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

>> Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at L2qC 

>> William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Cheraical Engineering at NC State University and of Cheraistry at UNC 

>> 

>> http ://www. chera, unc.edu/people/facultv/desimone/ 

>> http :i/www.kenaninstitute.unc. edu/ 

>> Tel: 919-962-21(x6 

>> Fax: 919-962-54~57 

>> Follow me on Twitter 

>> 

>> 

>> On Feb 11, 2013, at 5:01 AN~ "Friga, Paul" <PaulFriga@kenan-fiagler.unc edu> wrote: 

>> 

>>> Teal~ 

>>> Have you all been involved with this? Some good questions although I noticed that the?, didn’t ask what department the respondents ~vere in (although they asked questions that may 

be meaningful is sorted by department/area). 

>>> 

>>> Would have been nice to jointly create as we have been thinking about it but again, perhaps (I hope) you all may have been involved 

>>> 

>>> I took the survey and grabbed the questions in the attached document for easy reference. 

>>> 

>>> Paul 

>>> [Description: Description: Description: STAR logo tagline slogan w-blue background] 

>>> Paul N. Frga, Ph.D 

>>> Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

>>> Director of S T.A R. Program and Consulting Concentrations 

>>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>> Kenan-Flagler Business School 

>>> McCoH Building - CB 3490 

>>> Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 



>>> 919-%2-3786 - office 
>>; ¯ mobile 
>>> pnf@) un c edu<mailto :pnJ~@unc. edu> 
>>~ www.pau[friga.com<http://www.paulfri~a.com/> 
>>> Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 
>>> 

>>> From: Chancellor’s Task Force on Technology Commercialization [mai[to:norep[5:(@qemailsep~er.com] 
>>> Sent: Saturday, February 09, 2013 1:36 PM 
>>> To: Friga, Paul 
>>> Subject: UNC Faculty- Corrmrercializatinn Survey 

>>> Dear Carolina Facul~" Menrber, 

>>> Chancellor Thorp has assenrbled a Task Force on Technology Commercialization that is charged "to develop an integrated strategy- and plan of action for cormnercialization of 
tecl~mlo~" at UNC". 

>>> Your views on what can be done to enhance technology development and cormnercialization at the ~iversity will be invalualqe to the Task Force. 

>>> The Task Force wishes to learn about your experience on this campus and your experiences at your previous institutions with respect to technology- corumercialization. We ask you to 
fill out a short s~,~ey that will take about 10 nrinutes to complete. The survey is designed to gain a broad representation of canrpus views on technology development and conm~ercialization 
in the context of the mission of the university. 

>>> Follow this link to the Survey: 
>>> Take the Sm’,~cy<https://ur~c.qualtrics.cotr’~/~J~RQualtricsSurveyEtNine/?Q SS 0VA25’~’xeNi79xid dtmr)cvT1TUYYBgd7& 1> 

>>> Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: 
>>>htt~s:i/unc.clualtrics.cor~/V~.~©ualtricsSurve’cEn~inei?© SS 0VA2YFxeNi79xid &mr)cvT1TUY’~rB~d7& 1 
>>> This data generated front this s~,~ey will be incorporated in the Task Force’s report to the Chancellor. 

>>> All responses are confidential and will be used in aggregate statistical analysis. No particular individual will ever be identified in any report, presentation, or publication in which the 
data froru this SUl~’ey are used. This survey is conducted under an approve IRB. 

>>> The Task Force sincerely appreciates your elt’orts in completing this survey. 

>>> Sincerely, 

>>> Dhiren Thakker 
>>> 

>>> Maryann Feldman (please address questions to feldmanm@email.u~c edu<mailto:fel&nanm@email.unc.edu>) 
>>> 

>>> PLEASE COMPLETE THE SURV~Y BY FEBRUARY 22, 2013. 

>>> Follow- the lil~ to opt out of future emails: 
>>> Click here to unsubscribe<https://uncqualtrics.co~r~CP/Register.php?OptOut tlue&RID MLRP 3aZAVJ31YLVwr.~kYZ&LID UR 9AiyqfvS3LWNNP& 1> 
>>> 

>>> <image001 jpg> 
>>> <UNC Entrepreneurship Survey - 2013.docx> 
>> <image001.jpg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:47 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Read-In 

Dr. Stroman, 

Have you heard from any more groups? I followed up but have not heard anything else. Some of my subgroups have been in trouble lately for not sticking to their plans and it has 

been disappointing a lot of people. 

I have been pubbing! 

I will definitely be able to rea& What other readers do you need? How many "Some of My Best Friends Are Black" readers do you need? 

Thanks, 

http:/, .com i 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:32 PM 
To’, 
Subject: CBC Read-In 

Hi       Please continue to push the Read-In. This event might be our best chance to network the Black facnl~ mad staff with the students. I am hoping we can get at 

least 25 students there. The food will be great. 

Also, will you read? I hope so... pick your favorite poem or passage ficom a Black writer. 

Dr. Stmman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Read-In 

I plan to be there doing my usual photography. It will be helpful if the students can assist on the video camerm I’m looking into bringing a wireless microphone to 

tape to the podium for better audio (we’ll see how it works), is there anything else you or the committee needs for that evening? 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Nonday, ~0:08 AN 

To: NcGhee, ~ 
Subject: CBC Read-~ 
Hi OJ. Are you still okay to handle the photography for the event? I have the ambassadors available to assist you. They will also check out the video camera, if you 

prefer. 

Please connect with 

d 

Deborah L, Stroman~ 
Explore. Engage, Erepo~ero 
www,exss, unc,edu 

Cha~e~ H~ll~ NC 27599 

to coordinate. ~email.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ernestine Taylor < @triad.rr.com~ 

Monday, Februa~ 11, 2013 1:13 PM 

Kiel, David <kM@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC workshops 

Hi David 

Thanks much for the information. 

I am looking forward to working with you on this project. As I begin to put my thoughts on paper, it would be helpful to know how many of the 15 participants 

(approximately) are faculty and staff. If staff, what are their positions/departments. Some of the staff and faculty issues are probably the same and yet different. 

Is there money in the budget to purchase assessments for the pilot? Because I am certified in several assessments, I can purchase or your HR division may 

purchase. 

Here are some of my available dates to meet via telephone to review the program draft: 

February 18 @ 3:30 

February 21 @ 2:00 or February 22at 9:30 a.m. 

I would love for Debby to join us and I understand how difficult it is to coordinate the schedule of busy folks. Therefore, hopefully you and I can move forward if 

Debby is not available. 

Please let me know if either of these dates/time will work for you and Debby. 

Ernestine 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: First Exec Meeting 

Definitely helps! Thaxik you! 

I’ll work on plmming this tomon~ow and send you what I come up with! 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

On at 1:47 PM, Stroman, Deborah I, wrote: 

spot of" :;.:_~mething else, ;) 

2. Goals --. Learning, Connections, Excellent Event 

Business Plan --the document may "scare" some of them. Post the document online and then print the part~cufar pages you want them to 

focus on~ (You can speak to the other sections.) ~ can create ~ private group for your team in SakaL You car1 then post and send messages to 

them, 

Remember we are try~ng to ir~sL~Lutior~aHze this event You want each step to be clear w~th a timeHne So ~r~ the folk)wing year i~: ~s w~ry easy to go 

s~:ep.-by-s~:ep 

Hope this response helps~ 

Re~ards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D, CI.U 

919.84:~.03:~(5 

TwRter-. @ 

"The journey is the reword. Chinese Proverb 

From: [mailto: ~kena n-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, ~:38 PH 
To= Stroman, Deborah ~ 
S~bje~t= Re: First Exec Meeting 

Tha~ you [or the contact. ] just omai]ed her. ~or ~is meeting, ] warn e~e~’ono to meet eve~-one, ~ aleut our ~oaJs, mn through the business p]a~, 

and ~i~o every o~cer one ~ob to s~ wor~n8 on~ How does that sound? 

Tha~ 

How about ar~ ice breaker7 Or everyor~e go ar.:_~ur~d arid slate their favorite ’~blar~k~; such as sport celebrity, UNC course, 

~kenan-flafller.unc.edu 

011 at 1:33 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Please conLact Diane Adamscn for ~oaften and Fetzer Rooms at:ter 5:00 p.m. dadamson@email.unc.edu 

I will not be available~ I.et me know if you want to chat about your agenda and objectives though. The quicker you can empower people m~d get them 

busy worMng --- the better~ 

Dr. ,~:roman 

Regards, 

Deborah L St~c~T~a[L Ph.D. 

Twitter ~ @, 

~ [man,to: ~ kena n-flag~er.unc.edu] 
$eBt~ Monday, ~:03 PM 
Te= Stroman, Deborah ~ 



Subject-" First Exec Meeting 
Good Al~moon 
David and I have discussed wanting to hold the first executive meeting for 5:30 on Wednesday in the library in Woollen. Dr. Stroman, do you know if we 

have to reseiwe that room? Or can we just use it’? This week is pretty crazy with Thursday being VoJentines and Fin going out of town Filthy. Let me 

know if you ~11 c~n make this day’dme. 

Thank you, 

,~,,kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <mncculle@email.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, 2:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: New submission farm Contact Us 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Anderson, Victor L 

Sent: Monday, 2:28 PM 

To: McCullen, Ashley D 

Subject: FW: New submission from Contact Us 

From: @live.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 1:47 PM 

To: Anderson, Victor L 
Subject: New submission from Contact Us 

Name 

Email 

~_!~_:<_e_=~?__c_=~_~_u_. 

What can we do for you? 

Hello, 

I was just offered in an internship with 

graduation for this internship which ends in 

I will begin work next Wednesday,            I was wondering who I should talk to about getting possible credit towards 
Please let me know if you have any information about this. Thanks! 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 3:36 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Blyth Lecture 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is and I am a at UNC, double-maJored in I am also a member of the and am 
very excited for the Blyth lecture with Commissioner Goodell! I was wondering if there is any information available for registering to attend the lecture? Also, I work for a 
sports television show in the journalism school and want to put together a package about Commissioner’s Goodell visit to UNC. I was wondering if it would be possible for me 
to film the lecture and possibly ask Commissioner Goodell a few questions afterwards? If you are not the right person to ask, could you possibly send me in the right direction 
of who I should contact? Thank you for your help! 

Best, 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:05 PM 

Vacho, Peter <Peter.Vacho@PANTttERS.NFL.com> 

PaJathers Training Camp Internship - 

Hi Mr. Vacho, 

I’m ve~ interested in the opportuni~ to intern with the Panthers this summer. 

Please let me h~ow when you’d like to have me up for an interview later this semester. I’ll actually be in Charlotte for a Bobcats arena totwgame (date TBD) ruth my 

Sports Business Club as well as April 5-6 for the TPG Sports Career Conference. 

Perhaps we c~ schedule the interview earlier one of those days listed above since I’ll ~Jready be in the city. I look tbrw~Jcd to staying in contact with you in the near 

futare. 

Thanks agah~, 

http:/ia&~ut.mei: 

~unc,edu 

(c): 

Minutes Away ] Ahem 

On , at 3:45 PM, "Vacho, Peter" <.[~.e..t..e..[~.V..&c..h..£~[~.A..N..]~.I.~.~!~.~.N..I.2‘~!~.c..~J.n..2. wrote: 

Hi      - I received your information from my co-worker Sarah Szabo. She mentioned you’d be interested in working training camp and 
wanted to touch base to confirm. 
Details: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o 

<F-[if !supportLists]-->, 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, 

<!--[endif]-->Panthers Community Relations Internship 

<!--[endif]-->Late July to mid-August 

<!--[endif]-->3 weeks, 6 days/week (Sunday’s off) 

<!--[endif]-->Off and on from 8am to 10pm (time varies each day) 

<!--[endif]-->Paid: minimum wage 

<!--[endif]-->Housing: provided (dorm) - would need to provide personal items/bedding 

<!--[endif]-->Neals: provided 

<!--[endif]-->Duties: Set-up training camp for fans/sponsors including, but not limited to: tents, chairs, tables, 

sound system, drinks, fan handouts, Play 60 camp. Assist with Kickoff Party, Nayor’s Ball Run, Autographs and special guests. 
If you are interested, we’ll most likely be bringing in candidates in the late spring to interview. 
Contact me with any questions, 

<imageOOl.jpg> Peter Vacho 
Youth/Prep Football & I~ilitary Outreach h~anager 
Community Relations 

800 South Nint Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202-~502 
Tel: 704-358-7436 

~ ~_~ ~_~:.~ b_~_~_~M.~:_r~J:_L~ 

Tile information contained in this electronic mail Lrarlsmission is intended only for the use of tile recipient(s) named above, It may contain proprietary or 

coofideotiai information of the sender. If you are no~ the in~ended recipient, you are hereby notified ~hat any disclosure, dissemination, distribution or copyiog of 

the information contained in this transmission is strictly prohibited, If you have received this transmission in error~ please notify the sender immediately by 

reply electronic mail and delete the original message and any copy of it from you~ computer system, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

.~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Read-In 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
I first and foremost want to thank you for all the support and love you have given me and my fraternity. Tt has been a blessing these last few years to be able to travel the 
country doing what I love to do, all the while having such a strong support network waiting for me back at home. And for that, I thank you! 

Secondly, I would love to perform/help in any way possible. However, if you could please email be the exact time slot 3[ will be performing in in order to move my schedule 
around. 3[ would really appreciate that. 

Again, thank you. And 3[ promise to schedule an appointment/meeting with you before 3[ leave this university. 

Sincerely, 

www.facebook.com/words.of. 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, 9:54 PM 
To= 

Subject: CBC Read-~ 

Hi Great job on Saturday at the TEDx. I cheered and snapped tbr you! 

Are you available to perform at this year’s Read-In? Please tell your t~atemity to come out too. The food will be great! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is ~tefine~t, progress is impossible." 



Stroman, Deborah L 
III II I 

From: ~= 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Thank You 

2:14 PM 

Importance: High 

Good afternoon, 

]: wanted to take the opportunity to thank you once again for taking the time to write my letter of recommendation for 
graduate school. ]: am pleased to announce that I have completed my graduate studies and have received my Hasters of 

with a concentration in Tt would not have been possible if not for you time and 

contribut[c~n. 

Thank you, 

East Carolina University 



Stroman, Deborah L 

From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 12:05 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Your card 

Dr. Stroman, 

lt’s just a small token to show you how much I appreciate you being in my life. When I got to UNC I was terrified I would 

just get lost in the crowd but you have made sure that I will never feet that way and for that, t am truly grateful. Thank 

you so much again! 

On at &0:29 AM, "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Beth. Thank you SO much for the card and your kind words. You bring tears to my eyes... 

You are special and wilt do GREAT things for this world. 

I am blessed to have you as my student. 

Hugs, 

Dr. Stroman 

!~eborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
Explore, Engage. Empower. 

< i mageOOl,jpg > 

www.exss,unc.edu 
315 Woollen - CB #8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9:[9,843,0336 
<imageO02.jpg> 

’Ne~-t.rly ~-t][ ~~c~1 ~’~ s[~J~d. ~.dversi[7, but ~f b, ou ~,~,~-~[ Io [e~q ~ m~t~s c-h:-~"ac:fc~:, ~,ive hi.~.~ 

powc ~’." ,,\b t.’3 tl 3 r~ t ],J r~ c o J; ] 



Stroman, Deborah L 

FFOITI: 

Sent: Saturday, 

C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Grades 

10:57 AM 

Dr. Stroman, 

I can now see my grade for my social media project so you can disregard my previous email. Thank you for an awesome 

semester. Your class provided me with a little more hope for the EXSS department. Previously, I had not been overly 
impressed with my classes but this was much more applicable. In the. spring I will be interning with Intrepid Sports 
Marketing in Raleigh. A former UNC     named        interviewed me for the position and she remembered you 
well. Thank you for inspiring both of us. I hope to keep in touch. 

Best, 



Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: 
¯ To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Tuesday, 

Stroman, Deborah L 

Letter of Recommendation 

9:03 AM 

Hi Dr.Stroman, 

i hope everything is going we!l and you had a nice Thanksgiving. I am writing because i am in the process of 
applying to the Sport Administration Graduate Program at UNC and would like for you to write a letter of 
recommendation on my behalf. I thought I would ask you to write me a letter because I have known you since 
the day of my transfer orientation and you helped me out when I was new to the EXSS program at UNC. 
Although I did not have you as a professor, I felt we maintained a good relationship throughout my 
undergraduate career and you took an interest in my education. I really enjoyed my time as a Sport 
Administration undergrad at UNC and would like to experience the Graduate Sport Administration program. 

Since graduating from the EXSS program last fall, with concentration in Sport Administration, t have worked 
severn positions with a strong emphasis on trying to use my degree. I spent last Fall and Spring of this year 
working as a Facility and Activity Supervisor with the Town of Carrboro Parks and Rec Department helping to 
operate the youth rec basketball and baseball leagues. At the same time I was completing an internship with 
CSRI as a Development/Research Imern. I thought the CSRI internship was a great experience that really ’°got 
me out of my shel!" because I was making sales calls to people whom I had never met. My favorite part of the 
internship was doing research with~                              extensive Excel database that contained 
recruiting and high school information for every BCS football and basketball player. I liked the feeling of 
creating a database that could be used to answer any number of research questions and spark further research. 

After the CSRI Internship ended, I moved back home to Rhode Island where I went through a very long job 
hunt with the ultimate goal of finding employment where I could use my degree. After several inteI~iews that 
did not lead to aj ob or paid internship, I started looking fbr volunteer opportunities to gain experience. I was 
able to create a Volunteer Track & Field Coaching position at the University of Rhode Island where I am 
focusing on administrative and marketing &Nes for the tearn, with some coaching responsibilities. My 
professional goal is to eventualiy work in college athletics, as an Assistant Athletic Director, so this is a great 
opportunity to gain experience at the NCAA Division I level and start networking with others in College 
Athletics. I was also able to get a game day marketing position with the New England Patriots, which does not 
come with a !ot of responsibility but is a lot of fun. 

This past year has been. a great, sometimes stressf~fl, episode in my ii~’e. My job hunt was a constant grind of 
sending emails and responding to phone calls only to have lost a job to a person with a Masters degree or years 
of experience working the in college athletics. After these experiences, I am more driven than ever beIbre to 
work in the sports industry and pursue a post-graduate degree. 



Strornan, Deborah L 

From: 
Se~t: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Re: Meeting With You 

4:12 PM 

can’t express how much I really appreciate you. Thanks so much for your time this afternoon. Surprisingly I 
feel betterjust from having stopped by and seeing your face. .~ 

Talk to you soon! 

Sent from my iPhone 
Please excuse any typos 

On at 4:04 PM, "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks again for coming by to talk. That is the beginning of your journey. You owe no one. You only have 

to be concerned with your health and safety. 

Keep communicating and things will get easier. 

I am here for you... 

Dr. Stroman 

Rega rd s, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Twitter- @ 

.’!rhe:::ultimate measure o[ a man:;iSi:#o~: where he stands..in:moments o[ corn[oft ¯ i 
¯ and :Convenience, but where h:e.~ds=at times of cha:li:Onge::and::�ontroversy. ...:: 
.,Na::~:tin:Luthergin~, Jr;      " ::: .. ..... ::....:.:..~. ::.. 

From= 
Sent: Monday, 10:33 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Meeting With You 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 



Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Tuesday~ 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: BIG THANK YOU! 

3:48 PM 

My friend, 

Thane you so much for coming to my class and lecturing to our master’s students. You did an excellent iob and they all 

appreciated all the hard work you put on your lecture and the time you provide them out of your busy schedule. 

Thank you so much and if there is anything I can help you with, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Your friend, 



Stroman, Deborah L                                                                r’ 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Tuesday, 10:09 AM. 

Stroman, Deborah L 
The Business of Sports I Wasserman Media Group 

Fuqua Flyer_PDF_      pdf 

Good morning Dr. Stroman, 

I hope all is well! I’ve attached a flyer for The Business of Sports next week at Duke. Wasserman has partnered with 

Fuqua Business School to begin this program for the first year. Unfortunately, the Wasserman Case Competition is 

limited to Duke students only, but the panel discussion, held next Wednesday, is open to all. We would love to have 

you, your students, colleagues or friends attend. 

On another note, the independent study that i did on the NFL labor negotiations was easily the most rewarding course 

that I took throughout my four years at UNC. If next week doesn’t work out, I would like to connect with you at some 

point to catch~up on things in the EXSS department. 

Thank you, 

Associate Manager, Consulting 

Wasserman Media Group 
4208 Six Forks Road, Suite 1020 
Raleigh, NC 27609 
P: 9t9-256-1600 I C: 
www.wmqllc.com 



Stroman, Deborah L 

FrOITI: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Thanks! 

9:12 AM 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

Thank you for talking with me yesterday. We touched a whole bunch of areas in sports, and I appreciate you willingness 
to let me open up. ]: was somewhat of a basket case :) but I walked away from the meeting with a to do list of things I 
need to do for myself. I am going to email Hiles and some of the professors this week to introduce myself. 

Your motivation and thoughts were veery encouraging and :~ look forward to talking with you in the coming weeks. 

Best, 



Stroman, Deborah L.                            .. ~ ..... 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Re: FW: Class on Monday 

2:51 PM 

Thank you for the opportunity. Jacob Rube! also emailed me. :Its good to see that i helped someone out today. You 
helped me so much when I was here and :[ want to give back what :~ have learned to help others who might be 
considering a sports profession. Let me know if there is anything else ]: can heip with. 

Account Executive, Season Ticket Sales 
Bobcats Sports & Entertainment 
704-688-.90t5 (o) 

(c) 

"Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks again!     " 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En~e. Explore. Empower, 

919,843,0336 



Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Wednesday, 12:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L 
’ Cover Letter and Resume 

Resume.pdf; Cover Letter.docx 

Dr, Stroman, 
I have attached my cover ietter and Resume to this email. [ actually started with back in Late just 

to clarify. I hope you are enjoying your summer thus far and I am hoping to come stop by and chat with you soon. Also, 
thank you for the advice on downlading the SpanishDict app for my iphone, it has come in handy many times already! 
You are by far the most helpful teacher ]: have had thus far, just wanted to take the time to say thank you for all that you 
do~ 

Sports Administration 
UNC-Chape! Hill 



Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Monday, 12:31 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS Entrepreneurship 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Sorry about this miscommunication, ~ thought we were all supposed to submit an identical copy of the paper. 
paper and mine should be the same so you can just grade his to represent our group. 

On another note, thank you for everything you’ve taught me this semester and for being so attentive to our class. I 
always looked I~orward to attending EXSS ]: really appreciated your closing letter that you I~osted on sakai and hope 
you have an excellent summer and finish to the academic year. 

Thanks again[ 



Stroman, Deborah L 
I IIIIn I IIII rl rll II r 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Thank You 

10:23 AM 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

My name is                  and I attended your session about EXSS at Explore Carolina on Monday, 

I thoroughly enjoyed learning about all the opport~mities that Carolina has and specific information 
about the department. I have decided to attend Carolina in the fall and I plan to join the EXSS department. 
Thank you so much for taking time out of your day to talk to us. I hope you have a great day and I cannot wait 
to see you in the Fall. 

Thank you, 



Stroman, Deborah L 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: M issing class 

12:~6 PM 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
t just wanted to let you know I haven’t been in class all week because I’ve been really sick (What a rough last few 

weeks), ]: was wondering if there was an online version study guide, I’m guessing that i missed in-class jeopardy. I also 
wanted to thank you once again for taking the time to talk to me after the incident. :It felt good.knowing i had not only 
friends and family supporting me but i also had professors like you that were there to help me through my 
situation. Thank you for everything this semester, you have been great towards me from the very beginning when you 
let me in the class. So just once again, thank you. I’ll see you Friday. 



Stroman, Deborah L 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:53 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: reporting back! 

Dr. Stroman!!! 

This is and I am giving you that update! All thanks to you, am having the internship of a lifetime[ You 

connected me with who connected me with Jason Beaulieu, the strength and conditioning coordinator for the 

team. Starting last Friday, I am now an intern of Jason as strength and conditioning coach for the 

girls’ team! t cannot even begin to express my gratitude and thanks towards you. You went out of your way for me and 
thank you so so so much. I only have the rest of this week and next week and then summer school is over, but this 

might be a position that I’m able to intern with in the coming fall! I’ve only been three days but I am LOVING it. Thank 

you again Dr. Stroman, so much (: 

Sincerely, 



Stroman, Deborah L 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 12:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

Re! Contact :( 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

~ am s~ s~rry about the misc~mmunicati~n on Sunday, and that you were not able to meet my parents! guess 

technology is never truly fail-safe. 

~ am so thankful for everything you did for me this year (e.g. teaching, mentoring, giving a good word about me for the 

internship, teaching me about sponsorship, and of course giving me great advice). It meant so much to me to be able to 

make such ~ great bond with a wonderful p.rofessor. I look forward to staying connected in the future 

1 hope you have a fabulous summer!!!! 

Best of wishes 



Strornan, Deborah L 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

Subject: Update 

3:32 PM 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I’ve been receiving the Carolina Sports Business Club’s emails still and it seems like you have been very busy with lots of 

exciting and fun stuff this year[ l just wanted to keep you updated on what I ended up doing about a job and everything 

after my internship with the Burlington Royals was over. 

I moved to Charlotte in Sept. hoping to find a job with a team or agency in marketing or sales and there wasn’t really 
much available. A friend of mine had just accepted a job with CBS Radio in advertisement sales and asked ill wanted 

her to pass my resume on and of course I said yes. I got an interview the next day and was offered the job on the spot. l 

wanted to think about it and the next day after that got an offer from Octagon Marketing {a sports marketing agency 

here) for a paid internship in telecommunications, but it wasn’t guaranteed to lead to a full-time job. The CBS gig was a 

fulktime job, great benefits, and the primary radio station I would be selling and working with would be the sports 

station {they do shows like Primetime with the Packman with Mark Packer, Billy Packer’s son, and the Frank and Buck 
show with Frank Garcia and Brinson Buckner, two former Panthers players). It is also more than radio, it’s the top digital 

streaming performer (www.wfnz.com) in a cluster of CBS’s 7 stations including top 40, urban and country, and they put 

on so many different events involved with football, basketball, golf, et(~. So 1 accePted the CBS job and have been doing 

it and loving it ever since! The job isn’t directly involved with sports marketing, but l love it so much and definitely have 

utilized some of the knowledge that I gained from your class last summer. I sell my clients on the value of sports 

entertainment, and some of my clients are even sports teams that I can relate to given I know about their industry 

through classes and internships. 

I still keep in touch with Livis Freeman, from 40urFans... Did he ever come and speak to one of your classes? I know he’s 

been keeping busy with his company merger and with                basketball camps that he is running in the 

Charlotte community this year. I enjoy keeping up with the club and what you guys are doing, t see that you are coming 

to the QC for a Bobcats game and getting to tour the Time Warner Cable Arena. I would’ve loved to do that in college! 

The Bobcats games are so fun, our station carries the games so we get free tickets to almost every one of them {a great 

perk). 

Anyway, I just wanted to update you on how things were going on this end, and to thank you for you guidance and help 

last summer. I absolutely loved your class, it was one of my favorites at Carolina. You did an amazing job of preparing 

us for the real world of sports marketing, it’s not all glitz and glammer, there are some business aspects to the industry 

that are necessary evils. Again thanks, and I hope you are doing well[ 
*Mobile Reply* 

CBS Radio Charlotte Account Executive::WFNZ/WgCN Office (704) 227-8095:: 

::Mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.nnc.edn> 

Monday, 6:01 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; 
,~kenan- flagler, unc.edu>; 

@live.anc.edu-~;      .. 

~|ive.unc.edu>; 
@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edt~- 

Stroman, Deborah L <’dstro@unc.edtv’- 

Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo-Exec Meeting 1 

@ive.unc.edu>; @ive.unc.edw~; 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

6)kena~a-flagler.unc.edu>: ~live.unc 

~live.unc.edtc,; 

Good Evening Wonderful Exec Crew! 

I hope you all enjoyed your weekends! Our first exec meeting roll be this Wednesday at 5:30 in Hyatt Libraxy in Woollen (the building next to Fe~er) on main 

campus. The library is on the second level across from the classiooms. 

Please let me lmow only if you camiot attend this ~neeting. If you need help finding the conference room, please c~Jl me when you’re close or outside of Woollen 

Thank you so much and we are looking forward to meeting all of you and getting started on this awesome Expo! 

@kenan-fla,qIer.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ernesline Taylor < ?}triad.rr.com> 

Monday, Februau 11, 2013 10:36 PM 

Kiel, David <kM@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC workshops 

David 

Sorry to say that the February 2I date is no longer available for our review. One of my coaching clients travel schedule is very hectic and that is his only available 

day for a while. 

The other two are s~:i~l okay~ 

E rn est~n e 

F~m~ Kiel, David [mailto:kiel~email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ ll, 2013 2:~ PN 
To~ Ernestine Taylor 

~e~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjeet~ Re: CBC wor~hops 
Will talk to Debbv and get back with you. David 

From: Ernestine Taylor, ~triad.rr.com> 

Date: Mort, ~ Feb 20~3 ~3:~2:54 -05~ 

To: David Kiel <Mel@ema~l.unc.edu> 

¢~: Deborah Stroman PHD <~_~[9_~_~:~_~.> 

Sub~e~: CBC workshops 

Hi David 

Thanks much for the information. 

I am looking forward to working with you on this project. As I begin to put my thoughts on paper, it would be helpful to know how many of the ~5 participants 

(approximately) are faculty and staff. If staff, what are their positions/departments. Some of the staff and faculty issues are probably the same and yet different. 

Is there money in the budget to purchase assessments for the pilot? Because I am certified in several assessments, I can purchase or your HR division may 

purchase. 

Here are some of my available dates to meet via telephone to review the program draft: 

February 18 @ 3:30 

February 2~ @ 2:00 or February 22at 9:30 a.m. 

I would love for Debby to join us and I understand how difficult it is to coordinate the schedule of busy folks. Therefore, hopefully you and I can move forward if 

Debby is not available. 

Please let me know if either of these dates!time will work for you and Debby. 

Ernestine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Padua, Darin A <dpadua@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:01 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, unc .edu-~ 

@unc.edu>: 

@e~n~fil.unc.edt~>; 

~ema~l.uuc.edu>; 

~hotm~fil.com>; 

@live.unc.edt~- 

Subject: [e~s- faculU] Interview Itinerary - 

Attach: htterview Schedule - Final.docx; Interview Schedule - Final.pdf 

~email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>: 

b!e~n~l.unc.edu:>: @email.unc.edu>; 

~email.uuc.edu>; i ~live.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; ~)live.unc.edt~-; 

To All, 

Attached is the interview itiuerary tbr the next candidate interviemng tbr the Sport Inj u~" Epidemiology / Research Methods position in EXSS. The 
basic itiuerary is uearly ideutical as the lafft candidate. We had a good turnout ibr key events with the lafft cmididate mid we hope to keep the momentum going as we 

coutinue with the interviews. ’][’he key eveuts, dates mid times where i:aculty attendance is needed is lis~ted below: 

Thursday Feb 14 from 9:30-10:30 (Fetzer 201): Open Faculty Forum 

Thursday Feb 14 from 12:30 - 1:45 (Fe~zer 106): Teaching presentation 

Friday Feb 15 from 9:00 - 10:00: Research presentation 

The thculty candidate evaluation link is the stone tbr all candidates (~e below). Plea~ be sure to complete for each cmadidate at your convenience. DAP 

h~rps://m~c.qu~l~fics.com/SE/?SID SV 0DoY~Uiog©6FPed 

Darin A. Padua, PhD, ATC 
Professor, Department of Exercise & Sport Science 

Director, Sports Medicine Research Laboratory 

University of North Carolina 

216 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

email: dpadua~,email.unc.edu 

office: (919) 843-5117 

You are currently sub~ribed to exss-lhculty a~s: dstroman(a)emml.unc.edu. 

To uusubscribeclickhere: http://lists.unc.edu!u?id 55567102.4537814cd668f957eTeed9dd3adc4e5d&n T&I exss-facults~&o 32747239 

(It may be uecessary to cut aud paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32747239-55567102.4537814cd6681957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d~listserv.unc.edu 



CAMTPUS BOX 8700 
CI:L&PEL HILL, NC 27599 8700 

Sports Epidemiology / Research and Statistical Methods Position Search 

interview Schedule for 

Day 1 - Wednesday February 13 

1:54pm 

5:30 

T 919-962-0017/0018 

F 919-962-0489 

wwwtua:edu,/deps!exercise 

Arrive at RDU airport (American Airlines, Flight 4659, Darin Padua to provide 

transportation) 

Check into Carolina Inn 

Dinner with Diane Groff, J.D. DeFreese, Bill Prentice, Richard Southall, Deb 
Southall (Meet in lobby at 5:20, Bill Prentice to pick up, 411 West) 

Day 2 - Thursday February 14 

8:00 - 9:00 Breakfast with Sherry Salyer, Marry Pomerantz (Carolina Inn - Meet in hotel 

lobby at 7:50) 

9:30 - 10:30 Open forum for faculty & staff (Fetzer 201) 

10:30 - 12:00 Meeting with National Center for Catastrophic Sports Injury Research Personnel 

& Lunch (Fetzer201) 

12:30 - 1:30 Teaching Presentation (Research / Statistics) (Fetzer 105) 

2:00-2:30 Meeting with Bill Prentice (Fetzer201) 

2:45-3:15 

3:30-4:15 

4:30 

6:00 

Meeting with Yvonne Golightly, Research Assistant Professor, Epidemiology 

(Fetzer 201) 

Meeting with Michael Bowling, Research Associate Professor, 

Health Behavior (Fetzer 201) 

Return to hotel 

Dinner with Search Committee (Darin Padua, Steve Marshall, Troy Blackburn, 

Card Casteel, Jason Mihalik, Deb Stroman) (Darin to pick up, City Market) 

Day 3 - Friday February 15 

7:30 - 8:30 Breakfast with Coyte Cooper, Alain Aguilar (Carolina Inn - meet in hotel lobby at 

9:00- 10:00 

10:45 - 11:15 

11:30 - 12:00 

12:00 - 12:45 

1:00 - 2:00 

2:00 - 3:00 

3:30 

5:25 

Updated Feb.07.20l 3 

7:20) 

Research Presentation (Woollen 303) 

Meeting with Shelley Golden, Lecturer, Health Behavior (Lobby of Carolina Inn) 

Tour of EXSS Facilities (Darin Padua) 

Lunch meeting with PhD students (Fetzer201) 

Meeting with Search Committee (Fetzer 201) 

Meeting with Kevin Guskiewicz, incoming St. Associate Dean, College of Arts & 

Sciences and current Chairperson, EXSS 

Travel to RDU Airport (Steve Marshall to provide transportation) 

Depart RDU (American Airlines, Flight 4448) 



CAMPUS BOX 8700 
CHAPEL ttILL, NC 27599 8700 

T 919-962-0017/0018 

F 919-962-0489 

www.unc.edu/depts/exercise 

Sports Epidemiology / Research and Statistical Methods Position Search 

Interview Schedule for 

Day 1 - Wednesday February 13 

$:54pm Arrive at RDU airport (American Airlines, Fright 4659, Darin Padua to provide 

transportation) 

Check into Carolina Inn 

5:30 Dinner with Diane Groff, J.D. DeFreese, Bill Prentice, Richard Southall, Deb 
Southall (Meet in lobby at 5:20, Bill Prentice to pick up, 4// West) 

Day :2 -Thursday February 14 

8:00 - 9:00 Breakfast with Sherry Salyer, Marty Pomerantz (Carolina Inn - Meet in hotel 

lobby at 7:50) 

9:30 - $0:30 Open forum for faculty & staff (Fetzer201) 

$0:30 - $2:00 Meeting with National Center for Catastrophic Sports Injury Research Personnel 

& Lunch (Fetzer201) 

$2:30 - $:30 Teaching Presentation (Research / Statistics) (Fetzer 105) 

2:00 - 2:30 Meeting with Bill Prentice (Fetzer201) 

2:45 -3:15 

3:30 -4:15 

4:30 

6:00 

Meeting with Yvonne Golightly, Research Assistant Professor, Epidemiology 

(Fetzer 201) 

Meeting with Michael Bowling, Research Associate Professor, 

Health Behavior (Fetzer 201) 

Return to hotel 

Dinner with Search Committee (Darin Padua, Steve Marshall, Troy Blackburn, 

Card Casteel, Jason Mihalik, Deb Stroman) (Darin to pick up, City Market) 

Day 3 - Friday February 15 

7:30 - 8:30 Breakfast with Coyte Cooper, Alain Aguilar (Carolina Inn - meet in hotel lobby at 

9:00 - 10:00 

10:45 - 11:15 

11:30 - 12:00 

12:00 - 12:45 

1:00 - 2:00 

2:00-3:00 

3:30 

5:25 

updated b eb.I)/. 201.5 

7:20) 

Research Presentation (Woollen 303) 

Meeting with Shelley Golden, Lecturer, Health Behavior (Lobby of Carolina Inn} 

Tour of EXSS Facilities (Darin Padua) 

Lunch meeting with PhD students (students TBD} (Fetzer201) 

Meeting with Search Committee (Fetzer 201) 

Meeting with Kevin Guskiewicz, incoming Sr. Associate Dean, College of Arts & 

Sciences and current Chairperson, EXSS 

Travel to RDU Airport (Steve Marshall to provide transportation) 

Depart RDU (American Airlines, Flight 4448) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collin Ruskin ~(}gmail.comv 

Tuesday, Februa~ 12, 2013 11:29 AM 

Kiel, David <kM@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L ~-dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Series Proposal 

Hello David and Deborah, 

Thank you for your follow up email information regarding the Carolina Black Caucus Professional Development Series. I am interested and would appreciate a chance to meet and hear more 

details about this opportunity. 
Candidly, my calendar is challenging for the next three weeks with open dates of Feb 19 and 20 for a possible meeting ~ laave iatemational travel from Feb 22-Mar 3 and west coast travel 

from March 5-9 

Will your calendar allow for a meeting on either Feb 19 or 20? This will then allow time for submission of a response / proposa 1 by your March 8 deadline I can meet at any time on these two 

dates. 
I await your response. 
Best regards, 
Collin Rustm, Jr 
On Feb 10, 2013, at 8:00 AM. "Kiel, David" <kieI@email.unc edu> wrote: 

> <CBC Prof Dev YINAL(1) docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Todd Turner <tturner@collegiatesportsassociates.com> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 1:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Update 

Deb... 

We are moving my business to Chapel Hill. Should be there around the first of March. I want to follow-up on our previous discussions and to explore how I might 

connect in some way to my alma mater and to you and your colleagues. Your advice and counsel would be very helpful. 

All the best, 

Todd 

TODD TURNER 

31~5 S~ve~ Lakes West 

West E~d, ~’~C 27370 

~:N~ Io~o3615080 sm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Read-In 

It would be best if I went towards the beginning Dr. Stroman. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:30 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: CBC Read-ln 

Thanks for’ your kind message. Would you prefer to go at @30 or towards the end at 7:30? 

Dr. Strornan 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

Secondly, I would love to perform!help in any way possible. However, if you could please email be the exact time slot I will be performing in in order to move my schedule 
around. I would really appreciate that. 

Again, thank you. And I promise to schedule an appointment/meeting with you before I leave this university. 

Sincerely, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:54 PM 
To: 

Subject: CBC Read-in 

Hi         Great job on Saturday at the TEDx. I cheered and snapped for you’. 

Are you available to perform at this yem’s Read-In? Please tell your fraternity to come out too. The food roll be great’. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exssAJnc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality i.,; ~tefine~t, progress is impossible." 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 4:45 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CBC Read-in 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
I first and foremost want to thank you for all the support and love you have given me and my fraternity. It has been a blessing these last few years to be able to travel the 
country doing what I love to do, all the while having such a strong support network waiting for me back at home. And for that, I thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 4:20 PM 

C~llin R us~n <       ~grnm| .corn> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Series Proposal 

Collin, I just got off the phone with Prof. Debby Stroman, and we wondered 
if we could take you to lunch, noon or 12:30 over here in Chapel Hill on 
the 20th, that ~vay you could meet Debby and I could get to see you too. 
Best, David 

On 2/12/13 11:29 AM. "Collin Rustin" ~)gmail corn> wrote: 

>Hello David and Deborah, 
> 
>~Ihank you fur your follow up emai[ inlbrmatiun regarding the Carulina 
>Black Caucus Prufessional Development Series I am interested and would 
>appreciate a chance to meet and hear more details about this opportunity. 
>Candidly, my calendar is challenging for the next three weeks with upen 
>dates of Feb 19 and 20 fur a pussible meeting. I have international 
>travel frum Feb 22-Mar 3 and west coast travel from March 5-9 
> 

>Will yuur calendar aHuw ]2~r a meeting on either Feb 19 or 20’? ’]’his wil[ 
>then alluw time for submissiun ufa respunse / proposa[ by yuur March 8 
>deadline I can meet at any time un these twu dates. 
>[ await your response 
>Best regards, 
>Collin R~stin, Jr 

>On Feb 10, 2013, at 8:00 AM; "Kiel, David" <kiel@email.unc.edu> wrute: 
> 

>> <CBC Prof I)ev F]NAL(1).docx> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collin Ruskin ~gmail 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 4:31 PM 

Kiel, David <kM@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Series Proposal 

Hi David, 

Thales for the quick reply. Noon on Feb 20 will work for me. Where shall I meet the two of you? 
Collin 

On Feb 12, 2013, at 4:20 PM. "Kiel, David" <kiel@email.unc edu> wrote: 

Collin, I just got off the phone with Prof. Debby Stroman, and we wondered 
if we could take you to lunch, noon or 12:30 over here in Chapel Hill on 
the 20th, that way you could meet Debby and I could get to see you too. 
Best, David 

On 2/12/13 11:29 AM, "Collin Rustin" < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

>> Hello David and Deborah, 
>> 
>> Thank you ~r your follow up email m[’ormation regarding the Carolina 
>~ Black Caucus Professional Development Series. I am interested and would 
>> appreciate a chance to meet and hear more details about this opportunity. 
>~ Candidly, my calendar is challenging :[’or the next three weeks with open 
>> dates of Feb 19 and 20 for a possible meeting. I have international 
>> travel from Feb 22-Mar 3 and west coast travel from March 5-9. 
>> 

>> Will your calendar allow for a meeting on either Feb 19 or 20? This will 
>> then allow time for submission of a response / proposal by your March 8 
>~ deadline. I can meet at any time on these two dates 
>> I await your response. 
>~ Best regards, 
>> Collin Rustin, Jr 
>> On Feb 10, 2013, at 8:00 AM, "Kiel, David" <kiel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> <CBC Pro:[’Dev FINAL(1).docx> 
>> 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 4:31 PM 

Angela Bryant @mindspring.com] 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Series Proposal 

Angela, this is another follow up. If you had the time to come over here and meet with us, we would be delighted but I also know you are very busy and probably tied down in 

Raleigh. So failing that, perhaps we could do a three way call, or even a skype or other conferencing session, so you could meet Prof. Stroman, who heads the CBC, and we could 

discuss your possible involvement with us on this project. 

Right now the afternoons of Feb. 20, 21, or 22 seem the best for us to schedule a call, and the 20th and the 22nd for a visit. Do one of those times fit with your schedule, if not, let 

us know the best time to schedule a meeting and I will follow up here. 

Best, David 

David Kiel, Dr. P. H. 
Leadership Coordinator 
Center for Faculty Excellence 
318 Wilson Library 
Campus Box 3470 
Chapel Hill, NC27599-3470 
(919) 962-9972 

From: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 10 Feb 2013 07:55:54 -0500 

To: "Angela Bryant        ~rnindspring.corn]" 

Cc: "Stroman, Deborah L" <.d_s_t_.r_o__@._u__n_.c_._e_d__u_> 
Subject: FW: Series Proposal 

@mindspring.com> 

Dear Angela, 

This is a follow up from our phone discussion on Friday. It was certainly good to talk to you again and thanks for the good fight you are engaged in on behalf of public 
education and many other positive goals for NC over at the Legislature. Please find attached the proposed program for the Carolina Black Caucus (CBC). 

http: !/www. u nc.edu/cbc! 

3[ am attaching a copy for your review. 

We have funding for the first workshop in the series only right now but soon will be working this spring to develop funding for the entire series in the next FY. Accordingly, 
would appreciate getting from you, by March 8, a 1-2 page program description of the spring 2013 workshop only (Date, TBD). 

As soon as convenient, 3[ hope we can arrange a time for you to meet with me and Professor Debby Stroman, who chairs the Black Caucus, and who is my internal client for 
this project. 

http:/!exss, u nc.ed u!faculty/debora h-stroma n/ 

Based on previous experiences, 3[ am anticipating anywhere from 15 to 30 people will sign up and participants will be a mix of UNC faculty and UNC staff Carolna Black Caucus 
members. 

The workshop goals are: 

Spri~ 2013 Community Workshop 1. Relationship6~JPartnership 
¯ Identification of the ~pecial challenges and opportunities that Black.faculty and stafff!~ce across campus 

¯ Examine how race andgender ,affect the ability to connect and bui/dpartnerships within and outside of one’s unit. 

¯ Lea~Jt core skills andpractices needed to be effective in the light of these challenges and opportunities 

~ Communication skills for building corntections and relationship 

~ Networking skillsJbr linking to those outside and within the unit 

We have $2500 allocated for this program, and 3[ am reserving $500 to cover expenses such as food, materials, and your travel. So the honorarium for preparation and 
presentation is $2000. My preliminary thinking is that the workshop should be at least 4 hours in length + lunch but may be as long as 6 hours in length. (i.e.,10am-3pm) or 
9am-4pm) but we can discuss this further once you have a sense of the design you may want to propose. 

Just so you know, 3[ want to mention that we have a couple of other consultants we are talking to and doing the first workshop does not necessarily mean we will use that 
consultant for all the workshops in the series. 3[ certainly hope you will be one of those who provide a proposal for us either for this session or other parts of the series 
because 3[ think you would be a great resource for the CBC. 

3[ will be glad to answer any questions you have and discuss drafts of your program prior to the Mar.8 deadline. 3[ am sure Debby would be willing to comment as well. Thanks 
for your consideration of this program. 

Best, David 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Faculb, Excellence 



318 Wilson LibraU 
UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

http://cfe,unc,edu,’alx~ul~"kiel ,html 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collin Ruskin @gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 4:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Series Proposal 

David and Debby, 
Let us meet at 12:30 at Carolina hm 
Collin 

On Feb 12, 2013, at 4:36 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> ~vrote: 

> Hi Collin and David. My class ends at 11:50 a m., so I will hustle to the location of your choosing Thanks! 
> 

> I look forward to meeting you’. 
> 

> debby 
> 

> l)o Good. 
> 
> I)eborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Expbre. Empower. 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> 

> "Our hves begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter" 
> Martin Luther King, Jr 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> }%ore: Kiel, David 
> Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 4:34 PM 
> To: Collin Rustin 
> Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Re: Series Proposal 
> 

> I think the Carolina Inn would be an elegant setting, unless you want to re-visit one of your favorite downtown Chapel Hill restaurants (Spanky’s, top of the Hill, Coffee shop, etc.) I just 
want to check the noon time with Debby to see if it fits with her class schedule. She may need a little later, but maybe not. David 
> 

> On 2/12/13 4:30 PM, "Collin Rustin" ~gmail.com> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi David, 
>> 

>> Thanks for the quick reply. Noon on Feb 20 will work for me. V~ere 
>> shall I meet the two of you’.’ 
>> Collin 

>> On Feb 12, 2013, at 4:20 PM, "Kiel, David" <kiel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Collin, I just got off the phone with Prof. Debby Stroman, and we 
>>> wondered if we could take you to lunch, noon or 12:30 over here in 
>>> Chapel Hill on the 20th, that way you could meet Debby and I could 
>>> get to see you too. 
>>> Best, David 

>>> On 2/12/13 11:29 AM, "Collin Rustiff’ ~gmail.com> wrote: 

>>>> Hello David and Deborah, 
>>>> 
>>>> Thank you for your fo]]o~v up emai] information regardin~ the 
>>>> Carolina Black Caucus Professional Developmunt Series. I am 
>>>> interested and would appreciate a chance to meet and hear more 
>>>> details about this opportunib’. 
>>>> Candidly, ray calendar is challenging for the next three weeks with 
>>>> open dates of Feb 19 and 20 lbr a possible meeting. I have 
>>>> international travel from Feb 22-Mar 3 and west coast travel from March 5-9 
>>>> 
>>>> Will your calendar allow for a meeting on either Feb 19 or 20? This 
>>>> ~vill then allow time for submission of a response / proposal by your 
>>>> March 8 deadline I can meet at an?’ time on these two dates. 
>>>> I await your response. 
>>>> Best regards, 
>>>> Collin Rustin, Jr 
>>>> On Feb 10, 2013, at 8:00 A\{, "Kiel, David" <kiel@emaihmc edu> wrote: 
>>>> 
>>>>> <CBC Prof Dev FINlhL(]).docx> 
>>>> 
>>> 
>> 
> 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 5:40 PM 

@icloud.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

CBC Read-In 

CBC Read-In 2013 FINAL Flyer.pdf 

~icloud.com 

Hi Adetoro. ;) 

Thanks for ,/our assistance with our annual event. See attached. We need you to drum for us to start the event and then in between readers/performers. Nick can 

fill you in how he did it or we can talk when you arrive. 

We would like to pay you the same night. Can you send me an invoice for .~200. Include ,/our name and address. Please call me if you have an,/questions. 

Please arrive at 5:30 p.m. to get familiar with the layout. We are in the Stone Center - http:i!sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edui There is parking behind the building. 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc~eduicbc 

"When the root is deep, there is No reaso~ ta [ear the w, ind." 

carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Suh.ject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday 5:48 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- 1~ ulty@li stserv, unc .edu-~ 

[e~s-[~culty] Incredible family and student- 

Hi All. I met this incredible young man and have enjoyed our time spent together. I quickly become fond of his story. 
Here’s a recent article of interest - 
http://givingpubs.unc,edu/documentsicelebrating carolinas diversity/           ’Features/Special Feature/Special Feature.html 
One of the brothers, became an athletic trainer at Michigan State. Is he one of our undergrads? Just curious. 
d 
Deborah L, ~t~man~ Ph,D, CLU 

919,B43.0~ 

You are currently subscribed to e~s- faculb. as: dsntroman([~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists,unc.edu/u?id=55567102.4537814cd6681957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d&n =T&l=exss- [hc ult,i&o=3275 ~ 017 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abxwe [JR[, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emal to leave-32751017-55567102.4537814cd668[957eTeed9dd3adc4e5dYa)listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, 6:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Incredible thmily m~d sludent - 

Yes... was one of our undergrad and then graduate athletic trainers~ Great guy! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:48 PM 
To: EXSS Faculty List 
Subject: [exss-faculty] Incredible family and student - 

Hi All. I met this incredible young man and have enjoyed our time spent together. I quickly become fond of his story. 

Here’s a recent article of interest - 

http:!!givingpubs.unc.edu!documents!celebrating carolinas diversity~           ~Features!Special Feature/Special Feature.html 

One of the brothers, , became an athletic trainer at Michigan State. Is he one of our undergrads? Just curious. 

d 

E~lore~ Engage, Em~ower, 

w~,exss, unc,edu 

~I~ the E~d, we will re:me:tuber ~,.ot tl~e word,s of ola:t’ ene:mies 

b~t the ,silence of our friends.~-’ M.L Ki~g, jr 

You are curremly subscribed to exss-fhcnlty as: gus,%emaJl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.m~c.edu,’u?id=55567113.ib197ce00369c84e6402250b67cl 8dT0&n=T&l=exss- faculty&o=32751017 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~,l to leave-327510l 7-55567113.fb197ce00369c84e6402250b67cl 8d70(~listsei~z.unc.edu 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Meredith Petschauer <mbusby~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [exss-l?aculty] Incredible lhmily and stndent - 

Yes was one of oar AT majors and then were EXSS. I had all of them in class sere this oat as well. 

Meredith 

"Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi All. I met this incredible young man and have enjoyed our time spent together. I quickly become fond of his story. 

Here’s a recent article of interest - 

.h...t.t..p..~/..~..gj~v..~n..gp..9~.b..s..~u..~n...c.~.e...d.~.u.~...d.~9~c..9~..m...e...n..~!~[~-~j~l l_ _F_ _e_ _ _a_ _t_ _ _u_ £_ _e_ _s_ i_ _ _S_ p e c i a l Feature_/__S_pecial Feature.html 

One of the brothers, became an athletic trainer at Michigan State. Is he one of our undergrads? Just curious. 

d 

Deborah L, Strornan, Pb,Do CLU 

Exp~oreo Engage, Empower. 

31,5 Woo~en - CB #8700 

You are currently subscribed to exss-I~cnlty as: mbusby@email.unc.edu. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32751017-55567116.f766627dc0dccegfbbb100793d06f4fS(~)listserv.unc.edu 

Meredith Petschauer, PhD, ATC 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



F~Fem: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

~_.live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:32 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; 
Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

GSBG Flyer - ESPN Night 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, 

Good morning 

I trust this email finds you well I was wondering if you were the contact person for the CSBC flyer for our next meeting on 

I know next Monday is ore- "ESPN Night" and I ~ranted to make sure the meeting was well publicized so students, especially those outside our club listserv can be informed. Let me kno~...v if you aren’t 

doing the flyer so I can find out who is. 

Hope you have a great Wednesday. Let’s tal<e down dOOk tonight!! 

Go Heel!! 

ht~-p:/~about, me! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flag/er, unc,edu> 

Wednesday, 6:56 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc e& >;                      @live.unc.edu> 

Carolina Sport Business Club "ESPN Night" - WE NEED YOUR HELP! 

Good morning. 

My name is If you recall we spoke towards the end of the summer when I was inquiring about your internship with ESPN while I was interning with the 

As I may have mentioned to you back hi August, I’m the i                                                      on campus. We have an exciting meeting coming up on Monday~              at 

5:30pm Jn t~etze~" ~ 09 entitled "ESPN Night". If your schedule allows, I’d first like to personally invite you to the meeting this coming Monday As a bonus I’d also like to extend the invitation for you to 

serve on our ESPN panel to help give our club memb ors more insight into what it’s really like to work for the company. 

We currently have                    (cc’ed on this message) on our panel as he worked for ESPN for over 5 years in their NYC office. We’re seeking to get a representative (Acie Wyatt) from ESPNU 

to additionally be on the panel. We’d love to have you as well, your schedule pen-ultting 

I know things are very hectic for you as you seek to find full lime emphiyment and look fm~’ard to graduation. However, if you can attend the meeting we’d love to either have you on the panel or 

simply in the audience. I look forward to hearing back from you soon. Thanks in advance for your consideration. 

Let’s beat Duke tonight! :) 

Go Heels, 

From: __@_.__e_s_p__n__:_c_q__m__.> 

Date: Friday, 5:38 PM 

To: ~kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: UNC Undergrad SeekingYour Advice 

Hi 

I am sorry that I didn’t respond [o you sooner! Your ernail went into my junk folder for some reason. That is great thai you already have k~ternsh~p experience as a 

rising.            One of the most ~mportant things ~n getting an ~nternship here ~s having experience. ~ received my h~ternship through networMng, so reachh~g 

out to both Susa~ and Joe ~s ~ great ~dea~ ~f anyone from ESPN comes to UNC (I’m not sure ~f Joe w~ be or not, but he d~dn’t ~ast year} make sure to meet w~th 

the[TL They mos[:~y only give l:he~r ~nternsh~ps to rising senk~rs, but there have bee]] excep[~ons. Even get~:ing your n~a[T~e out there for ~:he next: year would be 

good. 

Also nlake sure [hat you have a solid resume that really reflects the position that you would want. I talked with Susan a few times before she saw a position at 

Corporate Outreach that ma[ched my ~nterests more than [he one ~ originally applied [:or ~n nlarket~ng. Everyone’s recruitk~g and story of getdng here is 

completely d~fferent, so there are many ways. You’re already taking the h~it~ative to reach out akeadv which is rea~y good, 

Hopefully this helps you~ ~f you have any other questions don"t hesitate to reach out to me, Since this emafl w~H be d~sappear~ng when my ~nternsh~p ends ne>:t 

week my UNC erna~l ~s [91ive.unc.edu. 

Best, 

ESP’Ni ESPN Plaza, Bristol CT 06010 

phone: 860,766.889S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Enrico Copeland <enrico@ghcintemational.org> 

Wednesday, 6:56 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Conglats! 

EXCELLENT! Congrats 

One of my dear friends, deceased now was 

Much continued success’. 

Rick 

On Tue, 

Hi 

. His roots were in the Ahoskie area. 

at 9:58 AM, Strolnau, Deborah L <~]stro@uuc.edu> wrote: 

Great article! I wish you continued success. 

htlp:#givingpubs.unc.edu/documems’celebmting carolinas diversit51/spfing2013/Features’Special Feature/Specia] Feature.html 

I hope to see you at the Read-In next week. 

Dr. Stroma~ 

wv~v.exss, un¢,ed u 

Chape~ Hill~ NC 27599 

919,843,0336 

but the silence of our f:t’iends~ "’ ML. K:i~g, jr 

E. Rick Copelm~d 

PresidenVCEO 

Office 919.844.7329 

Mobile 

Confidentiality Notice: the information contained in lhis email and any atlachments may be legally privileged and confidential. If you are 
not an intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited, lf you 
have received this e-mail in error, please no@ the sender and permanently delete the e-mail and any attachments immediately. You 
should not retain, copy or use this e-mail or any attachments for any purpose, nor disclose all or’ any part of the contents to any other 
person. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:41 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Sport Business Club "ESPN Night" - WE NEED YOUR HELP! 

image001 .j pg 

I’d be more than happy to’. And I’ll definitely be there early (rll move my Busi recitation to later in the week). 

SN: For the "Pizza with the President" idea I’ve been trying to recruit for I haven’t gotten a respons~ yet. I’m tE~’ing to wait until tomorrow. I’ve forwarded the note to 

Kenan-Flagler’s consulting club and will do the marketing club later today to see if they respond. If they don’t, me      and Sarah will just work on it :) 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

http:#about.mei~ 

~(-/~unc.edu 

(C): . 

Minutes Away       Ahead 

On , at 10:36 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <._d_~_t_r£~)._u_ .n_c_:e_._d_ .u_ > wrote: 

Great job I have sent both of them an outline for Monda,,/. Do you want to introduce them ? 

Do Good, 

Debor’ah L, Stromau, Ph,D. CLU 

E’n~t~,q~:~, gxp!ot’~, E’mpower, 

91[ 9,84.3~0336 

<imageOO:Ljp8> 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From:: 

Sent:: Wednesday, 10:30 AM 

Co-" Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject-" RE: Carolina Sport Business Club "ESPN Night" - WE NEED YOUR HELP! 
Hi 

It’s good to hear from you. I would love to be on the panel for your ESPN night. Is there anything that you would need from me before Monday? 

Thanks, 

(e~live.unc,edu 
@gmail.com 

From: @kena n-flacller, unc.ed u] 
Sent:: Wednesday, 6:56 AM 

Co:: Stroman, Deborah; 
Subject:: Carolina Sport Business Club "ESPN Night" - WE NEED YOUR HELP! 

Good morning_ 

My name is If you recall we spoke towards the end of the summer when I was inquiring about your internship with ESPN while I was interning with the 

As I may have mentioned to you back in August, I’m the President for the C arolina Sport Business Club (CSBC) on campus. We have an exciting meeting coming up on 1V~oada¥~ 

at 5:30pra in Fetzer 109 entitled "ESPN Hight". If your schedule allows, I’d first like to personally in,rite you to the meeting this coming Monday. As a bonus I’d also like to 

extend the in’,fitation for you to serve on our ESPN panel to help give our club memb ers more insight into what it’s really like to work for the company. 

We currently have                    (cc’ed on this message) on our panel as he worked for ESPN for over 5 years in their NYC office We’re seeking to get a representative (Acie 

Wyatt) from ESPNU to additionally be on the panel. VCe’d love to have you as well, your schedule permitting. 

I 1,mow things are very hectic for you as you seek to find full time employment and look forward to graduation. However, if you can attend the meeting we’d love to either have you on the 

panel or simply in the audience. I look fon, va.rd to hearing back from you soon. Tiaanks in advance for your consideration. 

Let’s beat Duke tonight! :) 

Go Heels, 



From: ~espn.com> 
Date: Friday, S:38 PM 

To: @kenan--Flagler,unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: UNC Undergrad Seeking Your Advice 

I am sorry that I didn’t respond to you sooner! Your enlail went ~nto my ~unk ~:o~der for sorne reason. That ~s great treat you a~ready have internsf~p 

experience as a rising sophomore. One of the most ~mportant th~ngs ~n getting an internsMp here is havh~g experience. ~ received my internsMp 

through networMng, so reach~ngout to both Susan and Joe is a great idea~ If anyone from ESPN comes to UNC(I’m not sure ~fJoe wH~ be or not, but he 

dk~n’~: h~st year) ma~e sure ~:o mee~: w~th them. They mosdy oniy g~ve their k~ternships to r~s~r~g senk~rs, bu~: there have been exceptions. Even ge~:~:mg 

your name ou~: there for the next vear wouk~ be ~ood. 

Also make sure that you ~ave a soi~d resume that really reflects the position that you wou~d want. I talked w~d~ Susan a few dines ~efore she saw a 

pos~don at Corporate Outreach that n~atched my interests more than the one ~ originally applied ~:or b~ marketing. Everyone’s recrLdt~ng and story of 

gettk~g here ~s completely d~fferent, so there are many ways. You’re a~ready taMng the ~n~tiat~ve to reach out akeady which ~s really good. 

Hopefully th~s helps you[ ~f you have any other questions don’t hesitate to reach ou[: to me, S~nce this ernaH will be disappeadn8 ~,hen my internship 

ends nex~ week my UNC ema~ ~s @~ive.unc.edu. 

Best, 

E~PNI EFPN Plaza, Bristol, CT 06010 

phone: 860,76&8893 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 10:42 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Reques~t tbr Interview from       Student 

Dr.S~oman, 

My name is      and I am currently in the 
the minor newsletter/biog. 

minor. I am also on the marketing team for the minor, and I am currently working on a story about the Sports Venture Track for 

I was wondering if you could answer a few questions for me about the stow? The stow is due Friday morning (I just found out about it today!) so anything you could provide me with 
ASAP ~vould be fantastic! 

1. What made you interested in teaching a class that brings together sports and entrepreneurship? 
2. Would you call yourself an entrepreneur? Why or why not? 
3. What is your class like? Would it be possible to get a copy of the syllabus? 
4. Anything else you would like to add so that people could get a better feel for what the track is like. 

Warmly, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~; 

Wednesday, 1:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CSBC Meeting - IMPORTANT PLEASE READ 

Dr. Stroman, 

Bubba just responded to me and is unfortunately out of town for both the 

to date on the other speakers that may possibly be scheduled during that week. 

of April. Is there another day during that week that would work? I’m not up 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 12:28 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah 

Subject: CSBC Meeting L IMPORTANT PLEASE READ 

Hi Beth. Can you please update the attached deck and start the meeting. 

I need volunteers to work and represent the Club with UCS for the upcoming Career Fair. 

¯ I hope you ALl. will attend. 

-Please start tweeting. 

- Please update the website by adding this information. 

¯ Be prepared to provide an Expo update and/or introduce your key committee members. 

- Can we get an update on our Road Trips? Let’s finalize the dates. Do you need any help? 

Let’s make sure we have $$/change for new members too. 

Anything else? 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stror~a~, Ph,Do CLU 

v~,ex~,unc.edu ............................................. 

Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 

9~9,843=033~ 

will do the speaker introduction. Thanks! 

?? 5:30 p.m. Hanes 4th floor. Wednesday 

End. we wi]] remember not the words of our e~emies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 2:54 PM 

Sta~mm~, Debora~h L <dstro@uuc.edu>; 

Latest Spo(tsB usinessU.com Article - 

l@wmgllc.com>; ~gmM .com> 

My latest In~xketing article is up on SpofisBusinessU.coln! Let me know what you thii&. 

"Kobe v. LeBmn: The Battle for Most Valuable Profit" 

http://www.sp~rtsbusinessu.c~1Wk~be-v-~ebr~n-the-batt~e-f~r-m~st-va~u~e-pr~fit/ 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Please excuse any Upos 

http://about.me 

~unc.edu 

(c): 

Minutes Away ] Ahem 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Har~ey, Matthew North <mnh@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

and Undergrad Research 

Hi, Deb, 

I just met with who’s doing research for a Dr. Mack in a cardiovascular lab. Dr. Mack told him that other students often obtain EE credit via BIOL    or CHEM 

however is an major. Any options for him to get credit for the lab--he anticipates continuing his work in the lab for at least one more semester--via 

EXSS? 

Thanks! 

Matt 

Matthew Harvey, Academic Advisor 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

T 919.843.6659 

F 9:19.962.6888 

SKYPE 

advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harvey, Matthew North <mnh@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: and Undergrad Research 

Debby, 

He’s not looking to get credit toward the major. We’re just trying to figure out whether or not he could get any EXSS credit and then whether or not this credit 

could in sonic way qualify for the 

Matt 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Wednesday, 3:03 PM 
To~ Hamey, Ma~hew Noah 
Subject: RE: and Undergrad Research 
Hi Matt. ~ w~l~ check m~d see. I don’t believe he wi~ be aMe to do th~s EE h~ EXSS. Our genera~ majors are the only ones who can’t receive EE w~th~ the department. 

(Le., EE ~s built: into a course ~n the Ar, }1~, and SA curricula.) 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9119,843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter. 

fvlartin Luther King, Jr, 

From: Harvey, Matthew North 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:00 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: and Undergrad Research 

Hi, Deb, 

I just met with     who’s doing research for a Dr. Mack in a cardiovascular lab. Dr. Mack told him that other students often obtain EE credit via BIOL    or CHEM 

however is an major. Any options for him to get credit for the lab--he anticipates continuing his work in the lab for at least one more semester--via 

EXSS? 

Thanks! 

Matt 

Matthew Harvey, Academic Advisor 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

T 919.843.6659 

F 9:19.962.6888 

SKYPE mnh unc 

advising.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CSBC Meeting - IMPORTANT PLEASE READ 

Confirmed Bubba for at 4 pro. That’s the only time he is available that whole week 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:35 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: CSBC Meeting - IMPORTANT PLEASE READ 

Hi 

Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, P[uD. CLU 

9:{9,843,0336 

Ask him for ANY day that week. We can starL as early as 4:00 

Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:22 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CSBC Meeting - IMPORTANT PLEASE READ 

Dr. Stroman, 

Bubba just responded to me and is unfortunately out of town for both the 

to date on the other speakers that may possibly be scheduled during that week. 

Is there another day during that week that would work? I’m not up 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~2:28 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah 

Subject: CSBC Meeting - IMPORTANT PLEASE READ 

Hi Beth. Can you please update the attached deck and start the meeting. 

I need volunteers to work and represent the Club with UCS for the upcoming Career Fair. 

I hope you ALL will attend. 

-Please start tweeting. 

- Please update the website by adding this information, 

- Be prepared to provide an Expo update and/or introduce your key committee members. 

- Can we get an update on our Road Trips? Let’s finalize the dates. Do you need any help? 

Let’s make sure we have ~$!change for new members too. 

Anything else? 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Str~man, Pb,D, CLU 
E~loreo Engage, Empower, 

ww~v,exss, gnc,e~ u 

3:t5 Wo~le~ - CB #87~0 

Chapel Hi~ NC 27599 

will do the speaker introduction. Thanks! 

?? 5:30 p.m. Hanes 4th floor. Wednesday, 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Read-]In 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope all is well! I wanted to confirm that I received your email, Also, 

Best, 

asked me to confirm his participation in the program. Enjoy your evening! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:53 PM 
To: 
C¢: 
Subject: CBC Read-In 
Importance: High 

Hi Can you please check out a video camera for Thursday, 

you need money to buy tapes. We don’t want to run out of film. ;) 

Also, please bring a friend or two who may be interested in helping out. 

Do any of you want to read? PLEEZZEE] ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman, PI~,D, CLU 

www,exss, unc.ed u 

3~5 ~llen - CB #8700 
Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 

Arrive at 5:15 p.m. to make sure we are okay with everything. Let me know if 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 8:18 PM 

Angela Bryant < @mindspring¯com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Series Proposal 

That will work for me. I have a conference line we can use. I think it will work for Debby also, but will wait to hear from her to confirm. Thank you. David 

From: Angela Bryant i      @mindspring.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 13, 2013 £52 PM 

To: Kiel, David 
Ce: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Series Proposal 

VVhat about 2/20 at 3 pm-ish? Would that work? Please let me know¯ Thanks 

’Axlgela R. Bryant 
717 West End St. 

Rocky Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-fax- 703-783-8553 

bryantal~sd@eaxthlink.net 

From: Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 4:31 PM 
To: Angela Bryant @mindspring.com] 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Series Proposal 
Angela, this is another follow up. If you had the time to come over here and meet with us, we would be delighted but I also know you are very busy and probably tied down in 

Raleigh. So failing that, perhaps we could do a three way call, or even a skype or other conferencing session, so you could meet Prof. Stroman, who heads the CBC, and we could 

discuss your possible involvement with us on this project. 

Right now the afternoons of Feb. 20, 21, or 22 seem the best for us to schedule a call, and the 20th and the 22rid for a visit. Do one of those times fit with your schedule, if not, let 

us know the best time to schedule a meeting and I will follow up here. 

Best, David 

David Kiel, Dr. P. 14. 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Faculty Excellence 

318 Wilson Library 
Campus Box 3470 

Chapel 14ill, NC27599-3470 

(919) 962-9972 

http:,;icfe.unc.eduiabout,;kiel,html 

From: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 10 Feb 2013 07:55:54 -0500 

To: "Angela Bryant [       ~mindspring.com]",       @mindsprin~[.com> 

Cc: "Stroman, Deborah L" <.d_s_t_£.o__@ .u_qs:.e_d_u_> 
Subject: FW: Series Proposal 

Dear Angela, 

This is a follow up from our phone discussion on Friday. It was certainly good to talk to you again and thanks for the good fight you are engaged in on behalf of public 
education and many other positive goals for NC over at the Legislature. Please find attached the proposed program for the Carolina Black Caucus (CBC). 

http: !/www. u nc.edu/cbc! 

I am attaching a copy for your review. 

We have funding for the first workshop in the series only right now but soon will be working this spring to develop funding for the entire series in the next FY. Accordingly, I 

would appreciate getting from you, by March 8, a I-2 page program description of the spring 2013 workshop only (Date, TBD). 

As soon as convenient, I hope we can arrange a time for you to meet with me and Professor Debby Stroman, who chairs the Black Caucus, and who is my internal client for 
this project. 

http:/!exss.unc.edu!faculty/deborah-stroman/ 

Based on previous experiences, I am anticipating anywhere from 15 to 30 people will sign up and participants will be a mix of UNC faculty and UNC staff Carolna Black Caucus 
members. 

The workshop goals are: 

Spri~g 2013 Community Workshop I: Relationships/})artnership 
¯ ldentiJication of the ~pecial challenges and opportunities that Black faculty and staffJhce across campus 

¯ Examine how race and gender affect the abiliiy to connect and buildpartnerships within and outside of one’s unit. 

¯ Leant core skills andpractices’ needed to be effective in the light of these challenges and opportunities 

o Communication skills for building comtecfions and relationship 

o Networking skilLsJbr linking to those outs’ide and within the unit 

We have $2500 allocated for this program, and I am reserving $500 to cover expenses such as food, materials, and your travel. So the honorarium for preparation and 
presentation is $2000. My preliminary thinking is that the workshop should be at least 4- hours in length + lunch but may be as long as 6 hours in length. (i.e,10am-3pm) or 
9am-4pm) but we can discuss this further once you have a sense of the design you may want to propose. 



Just so you know, I want to mention that we have a couple of other consultants we are talking to and doing the first workshop does not necessarily mean we will use that 
consultant for all the workshops in the series. I certainly hope you will be one of those who provide a proposal for us either for this session or other parts of the series because 
I think you would be a great resource for the CBC. 

I will be glad to answer any questions you have and discuss drafts of your program prior to the Mar.8 deadline. 3[ am sure Debby would be willing to comment as well. Thanks 
for your consideration of this program. 

Best, David 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H. 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Faculh.~ Excellence 
318 Wilson Library 
UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

http:i,’ cl’e. unc.edt ~al_~ut/kiel.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shields, Edgar W <Ed.Shields@tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:36 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li stscrv, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-t~culty] Campus Rec Director Search Interviews 

- Interview Schedule.doc:< .pdf 

Hello all-- 

My Outlook Exchange email is not working and I am sending this via UNC WebMail. 

A reminder:            is interviewing tomorrow and Friday              Attached again for your convenience 
is her interview schedule-for both days, and her application materials including CV. Please keep the application 

materials and CV confidential. 

In particular, please come to speak to during the Open Forum and attend her presentation. 

PLEASE NOTE: A previous schedule I sent you has interviewing emailed me 
yesterday evening to inform me his father died and the funeral is when he is scheduled to be here. Therefore 
you may remove the        dates from your calendars. I am waiting to hear from          again to see if he 
wishes to reschedule. I will keep you posted. 

Thanks! 

Ed 

Edgar W. Shields, Jr., Ph.D. 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Department of Exercise & Sport Science 
Director of Graduate Studies & Admissions 

CB# 8700, 202 Fetzer Hall 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8700 
Telephone: 919-962-3351 
FAX: 919-962-0489 

You are currently subscribed to exss- faculb~ as: dstro~unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?i~55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a&u T&I exss-faculty&o 32757203 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32757203-55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a(~listserv.unc.edu 



Applicant: 

Current Position: 

UNC-Chaoel Hill - Director of Campus Recreation Search 

Interview Schedule 

Associate Director for Campus Recreation at UNC-Chapel Hill 

Wednesday February 13 

6:30 pm 

Thursday Febrnary 14 

7:45-8:45 

9:00-10:45 

11:00-12:00 

12:00-1:00 

1:00-2:00 

2.00-0:00 

3:00-3:30 

3:30-4:30 

6:30 

Dinner with Search Committee - Location: Squids 

Breakfast at Caf6 Carolina: Ed Shields and others 

OPEN 

Meet with Campus Recreation Professional Staff 

Hyatt Library - 310 Woollen Gym 

Lunch - Hyatt Library 310 Woollen Gym 

Open Forum for students, staff, and faculty 

Hyatt Library - 310 Woollen Gym 

Presentation: Personal Philosophy of Campus Recreation 

(purpose, goals, role within higher education and UNC-CH) 

304 Woollen Gym 

Meet with Denise Currin and other support staff 

Hyatt Library - 310 Woollen Gym 

Meet with Search Committee 

Hyatt Library - 310 Woollen Gym 

Dinner - people and location TBD 

Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 



Friday February 15 

8:00-9:00 

9:00-10:00 

10:00-11:00 

11:00-12:00 

12:00-1:30 

2:00-3:00 

3:00-4:00 

Breakfast at Alpine Bagels in the FPG Student Union 

Christopher Payne and Marty Pomerantz 

Interview with Student Affairs Department Heads 

Location: TBD by Christopher Payne 

Interview with Student Wellness and Campus Health Staff 

Location: TBD by Christopher Payne 

OPEN 

Lunch with students at Rams Head Dining Center 

Meet with Marty Pomerantz - Location: 104 SRC 

Meet with Kevin Guskiewicz - Chrisopher Payne - Winston Crisp 

Location: Office of Dr. Guskiewicz - 204 Fetzer Hall 

Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 



F]Fom: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan-flagler .unc.e du> 

Thursday, 8:03 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBG) - ESPN Night on Monday! 

CSB C_ESPN_NightMeeting .pdf 

@live.unc.edu> 

Good morning Jasmine. 

I hope this email finds you well on this wonderful Valentine’s Day! :) As you know,               is my roommate. In talking to him casually and even in talking to              over the summer, I 
wanted to get more collaboration between CKBI and the Carolina Sport Business Club ~CSBC). Many of our CSBC members, like come from majors outside of the B-School or Sport 

Admin program. I feel like our two organizations together have too many resources not to mutually benefit f:rom one another. 

That being said. I ~ranted to let you know that on the CSBC will be having "ESPN Night" (see attached flyer). I first want to personally invite you, your executive 

b oard and all your members to our meetinq. As you’ll see from the flyer, both panelists have J-School ties and experience working at ESPN. There are numerous positions witl~.n a communications 

companylike ESPN that can obviously be beneficial to CABJers wishing to either get their first step into the sports and entertainment industry, seek an internship or gain fLdl-fime employment 

I’ve been meaning to share more events/news with you since I obviously get all your CABJ emails. You can talk it over with your Exec Board but I think we should definitely do a co-sponsored event at 

some point this spring (maybe a Skype session and/or in-person speaker) talking about how the world of journalism & mass communications and the sports business industry can overlap into a 

meaningful career (classic example:               and his work with the NFL and the NBA). 

Let me know your thoughts on everything. In the meanfime, like I said I wanted to make you and your Exec aware of what we hope will be a great event on Mondaywith our ESPN panelists! Hope you 

have a great day. I look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Best, 

ht~p://’ab out.me, 
t@unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmal.com> 

Thursday, 12:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Question - Mirfiature Flag Shop - Quote? 

Dr Stroman, 

Like you asked earlier, this is what we are looking at for a price. 

Best, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: <miniaturellag~a~l.com> 

Date: Thu,            at 12:05 PM 
Subject: Re: Quesliou - Miniature Flag Shop - Quote? 

To             ~gmail.com 

Thank you for your inquiry. Coming directly from the owner we can do 20,000 4x6 Mini Cotton Flags for .25 cents each. They would be on lO 
inch natural wood staff: We would also do free shipping to you. So, your total would be $5ooo.oo for the Canadian Mini Flags. 

I would need to know rather soon if you are interested. 

Thank you. 
Hansi Holloway 
Flags~. Georgia 
Bookkeeper 
www.un, flags.com 
www.fla~lpatchshop.com 
www.miniature.fla.oshop.com 

.... Original Message .... 

From: ~.~mail.com> 
To: miniatureflags <miniatut~flags@aoLcom> 

Sent: Thu,            10:54 am 
Subject: Question - Miniature Flag Shop - Quote? 

Hi there, 

I spoke with y’all on the phone the other day...I would like to get a quote for ordering 20,000 mini Canadian flags that would need to be in North Carolina by about 

I’m searching around for the best deals. 

Thank you!! 

Cell phone: 

Cell phoue: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

New Sports Talk TV Show through UNC Student Television 

UNC STV Sports Show.pdf 

Dr. Stroman, 

Please spread the word about this to The Club and EXSS! Thanks. 

Student Television is revampincj our sports talk show "You Nake The Call!" just in time for UNC’s home game against Duke on 
business, we want YOU to be a pad: of the action, Join us for an interest meeting on           , at 7p in Bingham 309, 

If you love sports talk, or sports 

You Nake The Call! will be a weekly live sports talk show that gives viewers the 411 on Tar Heel athletics. Interested members should be dedicated, have some experience in 
the role they are applying for and have a sbong passion for a~ UNC sports. 

We’re looking for: 

o Hosts (4-6) 
- Producers (1-2) 

- Editors (1-2) 
- Camera Guys!Gals (1-2) 
- Publicity Team Members 

If you have any questions, email STV’s publicity manager, ¯ at @unc.edu. 

https://www.facebook.com/events/504391506266417/ 

http:/, ,com i 



Wednesday, 
l~ingham 309 

UNC Student Television (STV) is revamping our sports talk 
show, You Make The Call!, just in time for UNC’s home game 

against Duke on 

If you 
business, 

love sports talk, or 
we want YOU to be 

action. 

You Make The Call! will be a weekly live sports talk show that 
gives viewers the 4~[~[ on Tar Heel athletics° Interested 

members should be dedicated, have some experience in the 
role they are applying for and have a strong passion for all 

UNC sports. 

We’re looking for: 

Hosts (4-6) 
Producers (1-2) 

Editors ( 1- 2) 
Camera GuysiGals (1-2) 
Publicity Team Members 

If you have any questions, email STV’s publicity manager, 
, at      @uncoedu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dante Mitchell @icloud.com> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 2:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Debora]~ L. Stroman Invoice.doc 

Deborah L. Stroman Invoice.doc; ATT00001 .c 



Dante L. Mitchell 

Date: 

To: 

From: 

February 14, 2013 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Dante L. Mitchell 

PROGRAM NAME: 

DATE: 

Third Annual Carolina Black Caucns Black 
History Month Read-In 

February 21, 2013 

DESCRIPTION: Drum to start the event and in between 
readers/performers 

AMOUNT DUE: $200.00 

TIL~NK YO U ! 

(Typed Signature accepted in lieu of written signature) 

02/14/2013 

Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christina New~on < @gmail.com> 

Thursday, 2:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@gmml.com; 

Re: CBC Read-In INVITATION 

@live.unc.e&~; ~live.nnc.edu"~ 

Dr. Stroman, 

I apologize for the late response. Unfortunately. Kamikazi roll not be able to perform in CBC. A lot of our members are leaving for a dance convention that day, and 

we are pretb’ booked with other performances for the semester. Thank yon for reaching out to us though! 

Sincerely, 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On at 3:45 PM, "Stro~nan, Deborah" <_d_~_t_r_q2(~i_u_._n_9_:e__d_._~> wrote: 

1]o Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9I %843,0336 

<imageOO2~jpg> 

"Our lives begin ta end the da~ we become silent about things thor motter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:43 PM 
To: ’ .@gmail,com’ 
Cc: @qmail.com’ 
Subject: CBC Read-ln INVFFATION 

Hi. I reached out to your organization last night and have not heard back from the student member. The Carolina Black Faculty and Staff Caucus would 

like for you to do a short performance on next Thursday,        See attached. 

This event is very rewarding as it brings the university community together. Please give me a call to hear more details and to discuss the possibility. 

Thank you. 

Dr. Stroman 

Mobile - 

Deborah Lo Stroman~ Ph,D, CLU 

3~5 Woollen - CB #~700 

ChaF, el Hi~l~ NC 27599 

<imageOOB.jpg> 

<CBC Read-In FINAL Flyer.pdf> 





El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmal.com> 

Thursday, 5:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Question - Miniature Flag Shop - Quote? 

Dr Stroman, 

Thanks for your support...like I told 

Best, 

this moming...we will take our enegy elsewhere and make an impact! 

Ou Thu, at 5:30 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

You are bright and have an innovative spirit~ Don’t let this one U NC!NCAA ruling d~scourage you, There wN be other ways to show your entrepreneurial 

Conth~ue to thh~k creatively on th~s campus!! 

~’hanks fo~ ew~r~tNng. 

Dr, Stroman 

Do good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

From: [mailto: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Detx)rah L 

Subject: Fwd: Questiou - Miniature Flag Shop - Quote? 

Dr Stroman, 

Like you asked earlier, this is what we a,e lookiug at for a price. 

Best, 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent abou~ things *ha~ matter." 

Martin Luther King, Jr. 

@qmail.com] 

12:09 PM 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: <miniatureflags~aol .corn> 

Date: Thu,            at 12:05 PM 
Subject: Re: Question - Miniature Flag Shop - Quote? 

To:             ~o~anail.com 

Thank you for your inquiry. Coming directly from the owner we can do 20,000 4x6 Mini Cotton Flags for .25 cents each. They’ would be on 
~o inch natural wood staff: We would also do free shipping to you. So, your total would be $5000.00 for the Canadian Mini Flags. 

I would need to know rather soon if you are interested. 

Thank you. 

ltansi Ho lloway 



Flails! Georgia 

Bookkeeper 

www.ul~fla~qs.com 

www.flaq~atchshop.com 

www.miniaturefla~shop.com 

.... Original Message .... 

From: ~gmail.com> 
To: miniatureflags <miniaturefia.qsC~,aol.com> 

Sent: Thu,            10:54 am 
Subject: Question - Miniature Flag Shop - Quote? 

Hi there, 

I spoke with y’all on the phone the other day...I would like to get a quote for ordering 20,000 mini Canadian flags that would need to be in North Carolina by about 

I’m searching around for the best deals. 

Thank you!! 

Cell phone: 

Cell phone: 

Cell phone: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Re: CBC Read-In 

linage001 .j pg 

I’ll try, and get Cadence on board! They’re aa~other acapella group on campus. A couple of my friends are reaJly involved in it! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

http:/iabout.mei 

! ~unc.edu 
(c): 

Minutes Away ] Ahem 

On at 5:28 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" < _d__~_t!:_o_~L~__u__~£c:_:_e_d_u_> wrote: 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter. 
Marti~ Luther King, Jr. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 5:28 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: CBC Read-ln 

’vVe ~H’e fi~e with the t~umt_~eF o[ Fe~H~eFs ~OW. t W~ hoDi~g t:o get orH~ more stude~t grou~ to perform though, Kam~ze just 

something._We are even w[H~ng to provide financ~a~ support, It is amazing how studenLs don’t take advantage of some opportunities. 

Thanks for ~LL of your effort. You are s spedM and have s very bright future. 

Or. Stromm~ 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, SL-rom~[L Pb.D, CLU 

En,g~o’e, Exph)r~’, Empower, 

919,843.0336 

<imageOOl~jpg> 

"Our lives begin to end the day we became silent about things that matter," 

Martin Luther Kintj, Jr. 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 12:54 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L " 
Subject: RE: CBC Read-in 
EROT has not been responding to ANYONE, I don’t know what is wrong, Myles emailed a lot of people to get readers, Did he get anyone from his list? 

http:// ,corn i 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,               4:09 PM 



Subject: RE: CBC Read-~n 

Hi       Can you get me two more readers? They can read from any work of a 8lack author. 

I am trying to connect with Kamikaze. 1 sent them the flyer and am still waiting to hear back, EROT hasn’t responded either. 

Thanks~ 

Dr, Stroma~ 

D~ Good. 

Deborah L. St~om;m, Ph.D. CLU 
En~;,:~]e. ~pIore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silet~t about things that matter. 

[v~artin Luther King, Jr, 

From= 

Sent-" Monday, 11:47 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject," RE: CBC Read-~n 

Dr~ Stroman, 

Have you heard from any more groups? I followed up but have not heard anything else. Some of my subgroups have been in trouble lately for not sticking to their 

plans and it has been disappointing a lot of people. 

I have been pubbing! 

I will definitely be able to read. What other readers do you need? How many "Some of My Best Friends Are Black" readers do you need? 

Thanks, 

corn [ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [_d___s__t_r__o__@_u__tk%e__c_l__u_] 
Sent= Sunday, 9:32 PM 
To-" 
Subject," CBC Read-In 

Hi       Please continue to push the Read-In. This event might be our best chance to network the Black facul~ a~d stalt’with the students. I am hoping 

we cm~ get at least 25 students there. The food will be great. 

Also, will you read? I hope ,so... pick your favorite poem or passage from a Black writer. 

Dr. Stromma 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department -_h__t__t~2_i__i__e__x__s__s_:__u_L~__c_:_e___d__u__/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is de[ined, progress is impossib{e." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:18 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: New Sports Talk TV Show through UNC Student Television 

Thanks as always Dr. Strornan! 

.corn 

From: Strornan, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:23 PH 
To: 
C¢: 
Subject: RE: New Sports Talk TV Show through UNC Student Television 

Hi       Great initiaLive! You may want to connect with            He t:ounded a new student organization, Sports Debate Club. There rnight be synergy 

between the two activities. 

Fee~ free to come to the begkmk~g of our rneeth~g on Monday (see attached) i[ you w~m[ [:o m~ke an ~mnouncernent, ~ sent the note to the Club. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

"Our lives begin ta end the day we become silent about things thor motter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr, 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, :t:25 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: New Sports Talk TV Show through UNC Student Television 

Dr. Stroman, 
Please spread the word about this to The Club and EXSS! Thanks. 

Student Television is revamping out @orb talk show "You Hake The Call~" just ~n tirne for UNCs horne garne against Duke on 
business, we want YOU ~ be a pa~ of the action, Join us for an interest meeUng on            at 7p m Bmgham 309, 

If you love sports talk, or spo[ts 

You Hake The Call! will be a weekly live sports talk show that gives viewers the 41::[ on Tar Heel athletics. Interested members should be dedicated, have sorne experience in 
the role they are applying for an(] have a strong passion ~or a~ UNC sports. 

We’re looking for: 

o Hosts (4-6) 
- Producers (1-2) 
- Editors (1-2) 
- Camera Guys!Gals (1-2) 
- Publicity Tearn Members 

If you have any questions, ernail STV’s publicity rnanageb 
https://www.facebook,corn/events/50439:tS06266417/ 

http:/t ,corn 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Graduate School <saine@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 15, 2013 7:01 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Winter 2013 Grad School News 

Dear Friend of Graduate Education at Carolina: 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Graduate School is pleased to share the winter 2013 issue of our 
newsletter, the Grad School New..s., with you. We hope you enjoy reading about graduate students, alumni and friends of 
graduate education at Carolina who are making a difference. Please share your comments and thoughts on future stories 
with newsletter coordinator Deb Saine at any time. 

View the winter 2013 Graduate School newsletter, 

Best wishes and many thanks for your interest, 

Steve 

Steven W. IV]atson 
Dean, The Graduate School 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

::~:: UNC Graduate School 

You are receiving this email because you are a graduate alumnus or alumna of UNC-Chapel Hill or a donor/friend of The Graduate School. 

Not interested? Unsubscribe. 
The Graduate School - The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 4010, 200 Bynum Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Friday, 8:36 AM 

CSBC Meeting on Monday - ESPN Night!! 

To: Undisclosed Recipieuts 

F~om: 

Good morning CSBCers! 

I hope you all are having a great week and excited to cheer on ore- #1 ranked Basehall Team today at 3pr!! In case you c~dn’t hear, Michael Jordan’s 50th Bi~hday is on Smlday~ (Go Heels{) ESPN’s 

Spo~sCenter is scheduled to do a big campaign for Nltl all this weekend so be s~e to check it 

Spea~ing of ESPN, we are haviug our 2nd meeting of the year ou Mouday ~ The ~eme is "ESPN Night" aud the meeting is ~heduled m 5~30p~ i~ ~er !~9. We 

have two esteemed individual~                                   (both iu the                       who have prior experience working tbr ESPN. 

We N1 MlOW who the "Worldwide Leadm- in Sports" is (cue 1he theme song), so don’t rrfiss the dimlce to in~erad, ask questions mid get to Mtow ~he people that actually worked ~here. Pro- usual a~ om meetings, 

will be available a~erwmds to mtswm- any pelsonN qaestions you have so come prepm-ed[ Tell a ~ii~td to tell a fliend to tell a fi{end[ You do not wmtt to miss out on ai1 exc{ting meeting like 

this on Monday~ 

Please see the a~ched flyer for more infomiation. 

Have a great weekend & d~-duh, dub, dub-dub, duh...duh! 

~Your CSBC Leadership Team 

Website: w~.csbcunc.com 

Fa¢eBook: w~.facebook.comicsbcunc 

~itter: @csbc uric I #TheClub 

Insta~ram: ~,w.instaqram.com/the club 

CSBC ESPN NiahtMeeting LdI" 

This forwarded message was sere via The University. ofNo(th C~colina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Busiuess Club" site. To reply to this ~nessage 

click this link to access Messages for this site: C~:rolina Sport Business Club. 



From: SPC[ <SPCL @unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:46 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: FW: Form submission ti~om: SPCL 

Dear Deborah, 

I hope this message finds you well.                        submitting an application to earn academic credit through SPCL    for an internship ~vith Go Play Inc. See information below 
Taylor is an exercise and sport science major so I’m for~varding this reformation to check with you if he’s eligible to pursue academic credit through SPCL or if he should pursue credit 
through the Department of Exercise and Spolt Science. 

Thanks, 
Nick 

Nicholas Siedentop 
Cun-iculum Director 
Office of Undergraduate Curricula 
Campus Box 3504 ] Chapel Hill, ix,-C 27599-35041T 919.962.5819 

**Confidentiality’ notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. An?’ 
unauthorized review-, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ucs@unc.edu [mailto:ucs(@unc. edu] On Behalf ()f SPCI 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:27 AM 
To: SPCL 
Subject: Form submission from: SPCL 

Submitted on Tuesday - 12:26am 

- ucs 

Student Information: 

~hve.unc edu 

Organization In]2)rm ation: 

Start [)abe 

End Date: 

Total Hours: 480 

Organization : Go Play Inc 

Supervisor: Kate Price-tloward 

Supep~isor e-mail: kate@goplayinc corn 

Learning Objecuves Document download: 
http://careers unc.edu/sites/careers.unc.edu/f~es/webform/Learning%2~Object~ves%2~G~%2~p~a~.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Smith, Michael <michael smith@unc.edn> 

Friday, February 15, 2013 10:03 AM 

~icloud.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Deborah L. Stromaaa Invoice.doc 

Mitchell Independent Contractor.pdf 

Dante, 

Attached is a bit of paperwork that I need signed to pay you for your work on the 21 st. Section three just needs your SSN and section 4 needs your signature-- otherwise it’s tea@ to go. 
Would you please return to me electronically if possible, or by fax to 919-962-0489 or by mail to 

Michael Smith 
CB 8700 UNC 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 

Thank you, 

Michael Smith 

Accountant 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

michael smith@unc.edu 

919-962-0017 (w) 

919-962-0489 (l) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Th~sday, February" 14, 2013 4:24 PM 
To: Sraitl-~, Michael 
Subject: FW: Deborah L. Stroman Invoice.doc 

Hi Michael. Here is another invoice. He may have to be loaded in the system as he is a new vendor. 

Thanks. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Et~gage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dante Mitchell [mailto: ~icloud corn] 
Sent: Thursday, FebruaiT 14, 2013 2:46 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Deborah L. Stroman Invoice.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:11 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@ kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; 

CSBC - Hoops for Homeless Tournament 

@ kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just had a little chat with          He ended up not winning SBP, so he wants to take the lead on the Hoops for Homeless Tournament again,    said that he has been talking 

with           and knows everything that needs to get done, he just needs a committee to help him out because he can’t do everything by himself. 

Do we want to send out an email over the listserv to form a committee/is this something we still want to do? His contact email is @gmail.com. 

Let me know if you have any questions! 

Best, 

Cell @ kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.tmc.edu> 

Friday, 11:51 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
3!kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC - Hoops ibr Homeless Tournament 

image001 .j pg 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

Them hasn’t been an established date yet It really depends on how maW people are willing help and put in time. But I will get you a lime frame and an image for the 
slide. 

Also, I will not be at Monday’s meeting because of B- ~hool orieatation. 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On at 11:48 AM, ’ ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Will do!       if you can get an image or something you would like me to put on the slide as well as the date of the event and where, go ahead and email 

that to me. I won’t put a lot ofinfo up there so either you or    can really elaborate on the event. 

On Fri, 

Thanks 

have 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. 

En/]a,qe, E,~p!or~, 

919.843.0336 

<image001,jpg> 

at 11 : 15 AM, Stroman, Deborah <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

please work with to add a slide to Monday’s deck. 

(or yourself?) please come to the meeting and make a pitch for volunteers. 

"Our lives begin to end the da~ we become silent about things *hat matter." 

Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From: rmailto: ,~. kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, ll:lJ. AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah" L 
C¢: 
S..bject: ¢$B¢ 2 Hoops fo~ Homeless Tournament 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just had a little chat with 

has been talking with 

himself. 

He ended up not winning SBP, so he wants to take the lead on the Hoops for Homeless Tournament again.     ;aid that he 

and knows everything that needs to get done, he just needs a committee to help him out because he can’t do everything by 

Do we want to send out an email over the listserv to form a committee! is this something we still want to do? His contact email is ~gmail.com. 

Let me know if you have any questions! 

Best, 



Cell: :@ kena n-flagler.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.tmc.edu;, 

Friday, 12:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Publicizing a prospective student-athlete’s visit 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg 

Heard anv~thing back yet? This Tom guy really doesn’t like me right now ;) 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

Please excnse any typos 

(c): 

Minutes Away Ahead 

Begin tbr~vm-ded message: 

Date: l 1:59:10 AM EST 

To:’ 

Cc: Lance Markos 

Subject: Publicizing a prospective smdent-atMete’s ~Jsit 

I noticed from you website that you are still actively publicizing a prospective student-athlete’s visit to campus. I would like to discuss this with you, 

and make sure you understand all of the implications this could have. Is there sometime next week we could meet? 

Thanks! 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of CompiianceiFin, Aid I IJniversity of North Carolina 

Office 9].9.962.7851 I Cell              Fax 919.962.6002 



Sent: 

~e: 

Subject: 

~_.live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: MSBA Admission for ¯ I GOT IN!! :) 

I agree and it’s #l on my list, but I just can’t pay $10,000, especially considering my twin has lofty goals for the summer too. 

I have another ~ option with Time, Inc. and Sports Illustrated in NYC doing markellng and/or editorial writing for them so I’ll keep you updated when I hear b ack from them. I REALLY want to be in 

NYC this summer but I want to make sure I’m not setting myself back financially. 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <_d_..s_t__r_o._~_u_._n_.(L~_d__u_.> 

Date: Friday, 2:27 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: MSBA Admission for -I GOT IN!! :) 

I think we should work to have you in this MSBA class. 1[ is the best thing going for contacts and exposure to oppor[urfities. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stromar~, Ph,D. CUJ 

9:19~343,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the daF we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, ~r~ 

From: 

Sent; Friday, February 15, 2013 2:23 PM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L; 

Subject-" MSBA Admission for I GOTIN!! :) 

Might not do it simply because of the fiz~.ances but I’ll talk with Ben z~.ext week to discuss everything! :) 

From: David Oestreicher <david@gomsba.com> 

Date: Friday, 2:18 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> ................................... ___@__g__m____a_!!_:_c___o____m__ > 
Cc: "ben@gomsba.com" <ben@gomsba.com>, S~mson Feldman <samson@gomsba.com> 

Subject: MSBA Admission for 

With great pleasure, I am writing to extend this official offer of admission to join the Manhattan Sports Business Academy for 

process is still ongoing. However, we have identified our prioritycandidates and you are part of this select and initial group. 

My team has received hundreds of applications and the review 

As you know, MSBA is a unique and comprehensive learning experience designed for ambitious young individuals seeking a competitive advantage in sports business¯ Packed with invaluable experiences, 
we have no doubt you will forever remember MSBA               ~s a game-changer. 

Please reply now to confirm receipt and provide at least three 15-minute windows for a call next week to discuss It is crucial we receive your com mitment by 

program via internship placement, mentor pairing, housing arrangemenls, etc. 

in order to begin customizing your 

Congratulations on behalf of MSBA! We are excited for this summer’s class of rising stars and look forward to seeing you in New York City. 

My best. 
David 

David Oestreicher 

Co-Founder & Managing Director 

Manhattan Sports Business Academy 

"~lanhatlan Sports Business Academy is a game-changing opportunity Jbr serious young professionals seeking a competitive advantage in our demanding 

and evolving indust~. I wish this type of program existed when I was lookingJbr a way to break in." 
- Darren Rovell, ESPN Sports Business Reporter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 15, 2013 5:33 PM 

Catherine Andruzzi ~ @gmaJl.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Sports Entrepreneurship 

Hi Cathy. I hope all is well. I’m looking at your Feb. 27-March 1[ window. Can you do the Club presentation on Tuesday, March 5? We will start at 5:00. 
I would love to have you in class on Monday, March 4 with m~other entrepreneur. We can have the two of you serve as advisors reviewing their bus~ness p~tches. 
d 
Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, P}~,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day w,e became silent about things that matter," 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

@gmail.com] From: Catherine Andruzzi [mailto: 
Sent: Mlonday, February 04, 2013 12:~9 PM 
To: Strornan, Deborah L 
Subject: Sports Entrepreneurship 
Hi Debb~; 

I hope you had a good time last night! I was glad you were able to meet some new folks. They are a fun group to hang out with. The gals love their sports as we do!! 

Did you watch the end of the game? Wow! 

As we discussed I am veu interested in getting involved with the sports entrepreneurship program at UNC. I would like to meet Joe DeSimone and sit in on one of his 

classes. Please keep me in mind as you have thrther discussion with Joe about the future of the sports entrepreneurship program. 

In reference to speaking to the CSBC or any other group I can speak on several topics: 

1. Domino’s Pizza- Building a franchise’. 

2. NCAA Women’s Final Four - Executive Director of the LOC of Philadelphia. Creating a brand PWB2000 to co- e:dst with the NCAA 

3. PEP - Passion-Energy-Perseverance & The Power of Who - What it takes to be an Entrepreneur m~d the WHO that will help you succeed! 

I will be leaving forNJ this Saturday. My plan is to drive back on Wednesday, Feb 27-MaJrch 10. I am planning on going to the ACC Wommfs Tourney and then 

head back to NY for the Men’s Big East & A- 10 Toumey’s. 
Let me know what you think. If you have time this week let’s grab a cup of coffee at 3 cups. 

Cathy 
Cathy Andruzzi 

Follow me on Twitter 
h ttp :i/twit t:er. comiC a t:hyAndruzzi 
PEP! Passion-Energy-Perseverance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 5:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Scheduling Question 

Hello, 
For it says that you need to take as ~vell as 2 of the other classes prior to the internship. Am I allowed to take the second i 
273? It ~vould work out for my schedule much better, as my schedule is alrea@ very filled with time specific courses and would add to that burden. 
Thanks, 

concurrently with 



F~tom: 

Sent: 

’][’e: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 1:06 AM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Google Online Marketing Challenge - Great Applied Learning Experience 

Dr. Cooper and Dr. Stroman, 

Feel fl-ee to pass this opportui~_ity to your students. They sent this out to our B-School listserv and it seems hke a great opportunity for students to not only learn ab out Google as a company but also 

specifically what digital marketing is and howit can be applied to a future career. 

Let me know if you have any questions or concerns 

Thanks. 

@unc.edu 

From: Undgrad Bus Program Announcements <BSBA Program Announcements@kenan.-fla~ler.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,                 1:00 PM 

To: Opt-in - Undergraduate Business Program Announcements <.-B---S--B---A---P---r--~-.g-r--a-.--m----A---n---n---~---u---n--c---e---m--.-e---n--t--s---2---@---k---e---n--a---n--~-t.!.-a-~!--e--r-:--u---n---c-~--e---d--u--> 

Subject: FW: Great Applied Learning Experience: Google Online Marketing Challenge 

From: Murray, Lawrence 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:00:42 PM 

Subject: Great Applied Learning Experience: Google Online Marketing Challenge 

Auto forwarded by a Rule 

Any questions regarding this should be directed to Kira Chappelle (kchappelle@google.com). Please note student teams need a faculty advisor (see faculty commitment 

below). 

What GOnG is about 
The online advertising industn/is growing rapidly and supports millions of jobs globally. The Google Online Marketing Challenge is a free and exciting opportunity for student 
teams to gain experience and create real online marketing campaigns using Google AdWords and Google+. Over 50,000 students and professors from almost 100 countries 
have participated in the past 5 years. 

How it works 
With a $250 budget provided by Google, student teams of three to six members develop and run an online advertising campaign for a business or non-profit organization over 
a three-week period. Students can also compete for the Google+ Social Media Marketing Award by maintaining a Google+ Page for their clients over a six-week period. 

Faculty commitment 
The only requirement for faculty members is to register themselves and verify their student teams. If you’d like to get more involved, we’ve prepmed a __D_jg[!__a_[___M___a__E_k_&t_[L~g___C___o_~!~_e_ 
(DMC) that could be used to develop content for a lecture, or simply as a resource to you and your students. Modules contain YouTube videos, webinars, case studies, e- 
learnings and supporting resources to diversify and simplify the learning process. 

Register now! 

Professor Registration is open until Visit the .r_#gj#_t_E~_~_!i__o__n___!£Er_!) to get started. For quick processing put my name, Kira Chappelle, into the last field on the 
form. 
Add the GOMC Gooqle+ pa,qeto your circles to learn more, join hangouts with Googlers and past participants and stay up to date. 
Encourage your students to form teams of three to six members each. 
Ask students to sign up and verify their registration. 

key dates 

<! - - [if ! supportLists] - ->. <!- - [~ndi~]- ->Professor Regist ration: 

<! - - [if ! supportLisls] - -> <!-- [ondJ{]-->Student Registration: 

<!--[if !supportLisls]--> <!--[endJ[]-->AdWords and Google+ Campaign Window: 

<!--[if ! supportListsl--> <!=- [~di£J- =:>Deadline for Uploading Reports: 

All Awards Winners Announcement: 

We hope you’ll consider participating in the 3hallenge! Take a look at our resources on the GOMC website, our G÷ pageand the Discover GOMC section. 



Lawrence J, Mur’ray II =Director, Undergraduate Business Program =UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3490 "McColl Bldg. "Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3490 919.962.3027 
"fax 919.962 6964 "[i~_.w___r__e_[!c_e___m___u_r_~__a_y_’_’_C~_u__[!c_:5’_d__~" -Skype: "~_w___w_:_k__~_n__a_n__:f__[a_~!~’._r_:_u__[!c_:_~_~_d__u_ 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 17, 2013 10:38 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Recent article that deals with Special Admission processes 

Academic Preparation of Specially-Admitted Athletes_A Question of Basic Skills.pall 

Hello alh 

This is a good article to provide context for a discussion of "special admissions" @ U NC and other universities across the country. 

In the first paragraph, the authors outline the study parameters: 

"The present study examines the decision-making process relating to special admissions for student-athletes. The study’s four main considerations include 

concerns regarding the use of high school GPA and standardized test score as admissions criteria for prospective student-athletes; pressure on the admissions 

committee to avoid competitive disadvantage by effectively sending talented recruits to a competitor; the admissions committee’s desire to admit students 

believed to be academically prepared; and the National Collegiate Athletic Association’s (NCAA’s) changes to initial eligibility criteria--changes which allow 

universities to make admissions decisions independently." 

These four areas seem to be ones that appropriately should be examined and openly discussed. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. 

’Associate Professor - Sport ’Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919~962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919,962-6235 

UNC Spot[ Administration websi[e: 

CSRI website: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a 2763d6&n=T&l=faculty--athletics-forum&o=32768555 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32768555-48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, February :17, 20:13 6:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: African American Philosophy Conference 

Africa na_poster-6.pdf 

Hi All. Please forward the flyer to your associates and friends. The topics look very interesting. I will add it to my email to members tomorrow. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is ~efine~, progress is impossible." 

From: <Boxill>, Jan Boxhill <jmboxill@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, February 17, 2013 12:45 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: African American Philosophy Conference 

Hi Deb. 

I think I told you mine lime ago that in celebration of Black History- month and in support our colleagues in the African and African American Studies Department, 

Bernie and I are using some ofonr research funds to sponsor a miN conference, "Afiicana Philosophy: Breaking New Ground," on Friday-Saturday, Feb 22-23, 

2013. I would like to invite you attend, and wonld ask that yon distribnte the information and flyer to the Black Caucus, colleagues and s~dents in yonr department 
and in Steel Bldg. Attached is the flyer; full details are available on the Parr Center website. 

http://parrcenter.unc .ed a,’events"affican- american- philomphers- conference 

Thank~ 
Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of the Facult7 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
LTniversit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Of£ice Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. 
-- Michel De Montaigne 



Africana 
Breaking 

Philosophy: 
New Ground 

Lucius Outlaw (Professor of Philosophy and African American and Diaspora Studies, Vanderbilt) 

Ryan Preston-Roedder (Assistant Professor of Philosophy, UNC) 

, UNC) 

Blanche Curry (Professor of Philosophy, Fayetteville State University) 

Bill Lawson (Distinguished Professor of Philosophy, University of Memphis) 

February 

Caldwell Hall 105 

To view the complete conference schedule, visit: http://parrcenter.unc.edu/events 



From: dstro@unc.edu 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: 

Subject: 

7:04 PM 

Reminder: EXSS Roger Goodell Visit 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels. If you are an EXSS major, please use the link you were sent to register for the     Blyth Lecture with NFL Commish, Roger Goodell, on        Seats 

are filling up and we wmat to make sure that all EXSS s~adents take advantage of the priorii3/registration for them. 

Dr. Stroman 

This foa~-~xded ~nessage was sent via The University ofNo~th C~xolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 

link to access Messages for this site: EXSS 

site. To ~eply to this message click this 



From: dstro@unc.edu 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: 

Subject: 

7:05 PM 

Reminder: EXSS Roger Goodell Visit 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels. If you are an EXSS major, please use the link you were sent to register for the     Blyth Lecture with NFL Commish, Roger Goodell, on 

are filling up and we wmat to make sure that all EXSS s~adents take advantage of the priori~ registration for them. 

Dr. Stroman 

Seats 

This forwarded tnessage was sent via The UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS! 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSSI 

" site. To reply to tiffs message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, February :17, 20:13 7:55 PM 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazeltin@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Lowry Caudill < 

Charles Merritt <             @me.com> 

Goldstein, Buck <buck_goldstein@unc.edu> 

Re: Draft of Bootcamp Schedule 

@gmail.com>; 

Good flow. 

1. I like the added group work time. I think it is critical that at the end of Day i everyone understands the experiential learning objective of the bootcamp. That is, develop a 

business idea with your peers. Turn it into an opportunity and compete against the other groups by making a pitch. To reduce the amount of "people checking out," we 

need to emphasize that everyone is needed in the group work sessions to provide feedback. 

2. Would it be helpful to create a one-pager "E-ship" fact sheet? Some basic information in terms of academia and E-ship and then some basic definitions. E.g., accelerator, 

incubator, crowd sourcing, vc’s, etc. I don’t think we should assume that they know much about this field. ;) 

3. I will ask Thomas Stith (not Thomas Stithwell) about his participation and Art Pope’s. ; 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://exss.unc.edu/ 

"Ur~til reality is de[ined, progf es.~; is impossible." 

From: <Hazeltine>, Lizzy Hazeltine <b__a_..z_e_[t_Lq._@.__e_._m_._a_!.[:..u_ .q _c_ . = _e_ .d_ _ #. > 

Date: Wednesday, February 6, 2013 1:14 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D~ CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Lowry Caudill < 

Cc: "Goldstein, Buck" <buck goldstein@unc.edu> 

Subject: Draft of Bootcamp Schedule 

@gmail.com>, Charles Merritt < 

Hi All, 
Buck and I had a stab at the schedule for bootcamp (attached). What do you think? 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 

unceminor.org 

Schedule An Appointment 

@me~com> 



Sent: 

Subject: 

< @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:22 PM 

< @unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

GBG Read-In I Cadence Interested in Singing! 

@live .unc.edu> 

Hi Ms. 

My name is and I’m one of the for the Carulina Black Caucus. I was asked by Dr. Stroman to find another performance group to b e included on the CB C program 

on Tnza-s day. 

A friend of mine,                 (cc’ed to this message) is a member of the                         . The-~re interested in performing at the event but they would like to know when they would b e 

perfo~Taing, because the time ,,vould determine their availability. Also, theywould like to know ho,,v many songs they should sing 

Again, they would like to kno,,v the free slot that’s open time slot available for student group performances to determine if they’re members can make it Any assistance you can offer is greatly 

appreciated. I look forwa~-d to hearing back from you soon. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, February :17, 20:13 8:33 PM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte 

<cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Campaign Case Statement 

I read EW’s comments. Thanks[ 

I think we need to discuss the Center and the PhD program desire... Priority? Both? What the Center requires financially -- startup and ongoing? Should we partner with another 

unit on campus? How best to integrate and support into the tenure-line faculty scholarship? Which one gives our program what we need at this time? 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://exss.unc.edu/ 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Weight>, Erianne Weight <.e__~_e__!g_h__t____@_.___e__n__!_a__!!_.__u___n__c__.__e___d___u__.> 

Date: Friday, February 15, 2013 9:43 AM 

To: Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu>, Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@emaikunc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Deborah Southall 

<djsothll@ernail.unc.edu> 

Subjeet~ RE: Campaign Case Statement 

My feedback is now on the doc on top of Bmbaras. I’m W, Barbara is WU I believe, and Troy is TB. 

Efimme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistaaat Professor~ Sport Administ~ation 

The Universily of North Carolina - ChaNl Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent; Thursday, February 14, 2013 1:35 PN 
To: Cooper, Coyte; Weight, Erianne A,; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah _loy 
Subject-" RE: Campaign Case Statement 

Overall I think this document is a pretty good starting point, I’m not sure who originally drafted the language for the proposed SPAD Center, but it is really good! 

I’v*-’_~ included my two ce~ts, although ~ maly have 21sl<ed more ques[:~ons than I’ve answered .... 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport gdence 

University of North ~arol~na 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8(9:?5 

Chapel H~, NC 27519 
Phone: 919~9g2.5173 

Ema~h sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m~ Cooper, Coyte 
~ent~ Thursday, Februa~ 14, 2013 1:01 PN 
To~ WeNht, Erianne A.; Osborne, Barbara; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah Joy 
~ubjeet~ Re: Campaign Case Statement 

Hi Barbara, 
I would agree with Edanne that it makes the most sense Br you to look this over and provide your thoughts. I think our next faculty meetin9 ~s February 26th so 
we will need to do this via email or new scheduled meetin9 to 9et it to Troy by the 22rid. Thanks for coordinatin9 this Barbara! 
Coyte 
Ooyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UN¢ - Chapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport ~arketin9 (ELSe) I 9~9.962.~9~9 

Twitter: @            @ELSMarketing 
"Success is the maste~ul application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

From: "Weight, Erianne A." <ewei~ht@email,unc,edu> 

Date: Thu, 14 Feb 2013 12:46:02 -05~ 

To: "Osborne, Barbara" <sport~aw@unc.edu>, "Cooper, Coyte" <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Southall, Deborah Joy" 

<.~J_~b_E~_~_~_~!L~_0_~:~> 
Subje~: RE: Campaign Case Statement 

Hi Ba, bara. 

Why don’t you take the first stab at it and email it back to all of us with your thoughts. I believe we already lmow each others feelings about the docmnent and it might 

be easier to ponder individually. If a~ter review we feel that further discussion is warranted, we can do it at our next scheduled meeting? Also, with your discussions 

with Troy and Diane I believe yon’re in the best position to lead the discussion, so your thoughts on the document as we review it would be helpful for me. 



Hope e~Teryone is having a wonderful Valentines Day!! 

-E 
Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

AssistaJ~t Professor, Sport Adtninistration 

’][’he Universi~ of North Cmolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2013 11:18 AM 
To; Cooper, Coyte; Weight, Erianne A.; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah Joy 
Subject: FW: Campaign Case Statement 

Troy is asldng fl:~r feedback - do we want to share feedbacl~ with one another beR)r~:_~ responding [:o himP Do we want to do tMs e~ectron~ca~]y, or [ace to face? 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

Univers~:y of Nor~:h Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8505 

Chapel EHH, NC 27529 

Phone: 9:[9.962~5173 

Ema~k sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m= Blackburn, Troy 
Sent= Thursday, Februa~ 1% 2023 10:49 AN 
To= EXSS Facul~ List 
S~bject= [exss-facul~] Campaign Case Sta~ment 

Please see the attached draft of our departmental case statement for the upcoming College of Arts & Sciences capital campaign. This document is due to the 

College on March 1st and will need to be approved at the 2/27 faculty meeting. Please send me any feedback by next Friday (2/22). Thanks. 

Troy 

Troy Nackburn, PhD, ATC 

Associate Professor, Department of Exercise & Sport Science 

Adjunct Associate Professor, Department of Orthopaedics 

Director, Neuromuscular Research Laboratory 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: (919) 843-202~ 

Lab: (9~9) 843-20~4 

You are currently sub~fibed to e~s- faculb’ 

To unsnbscfik click here: h~p:i:lists.unc.eddu?id 55567090J3~gb83b23U9572a6c4c12a27e654e2&n T&l e:~ss-facul~&o 32759214 

(It may be neces~ to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emil to leave-32759214-55567090.13g)b83b23U9572a6c4c12a27ed54e2(/~listsew.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:37 PM 

<1 ~ kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; < 

Re: CBC Read-In I Cadence Interested in Singing! 

CBC Read-In FINAL Flyer.pdf 

<, @unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Super! The event starts at 6:00 p.m. We would love to have you perform any time between 6:30 and 7:30. Let me know the time asap and we can schedule you in. We would love 

for you to sing two songs. Feel free to stay for the food after the program too. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: < <1 ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
Date: Sunday, 8:21 PM 

To: < @unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "                  ’ < 
Subject: CBC Read-in I Cadence Interested in Singing! 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hi Ms. Brooks, 

My name is and l’m one of the for the . I was asked by Dr. Stroman to find another performance group to b e included on the CB C program 

on Thursday. 

A fl-iend of mine,                 (cc’ed to this message) is a member of the                        !. The-~re interested in performing at the event but they would like to know when they would b e 

perforating, because the time would determine their availability. Also, theywould like to know how many songs they should sing 

Again, they would like to know the free slot that’s open time slot available for student group performances to detern-dne if they’re memb ers can make it -~W assistance you can offer is greatly 

appreciated. I look froward to hearing back from you soon. 

Thanks, 

,.,: -~ 

@m~c.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 17, 2013 9:22 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 
<dstro@unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Campaign Case Statement 

Hi Barbara, 

We had a chance to chat about this a little last week, but I thought I would chime in here as well. I think we now have two working documents so I will mention my 
comments here to avoid confusion. In the "recruit and retain" #1 priority, we definitely need terminology to make sure that SA is represented. In terms of 
representing our graduate students, it might be good to see how Troy feels about incorporating our group. My guess is that he can tell us if this was intended 
to be something specific or if he just didn’t know how to incorporate us. However, I definitely agree with Erianne that we probably do not need to bring up the 
PhD program in this document. This is a separate endeavor and I believe that the center has the most upside for this statement. Besides, we probably have 
to "pick our battle" given that it is a document with limited priorities for the entire department. 

As far as the center goes, I am not completely certain what we should include here yet. Given that the other center has a $2.8 million endowment for a $150k 
budget (based on Troy’s research), the amount proposed by Erianne makes sense. I’m flexible here depending on what everyone’s thoughts are on the scope 
of the center. 

These are just my thoughts. I am sure things will evolve depending on feedback. Thanks for everyone’s effort!! 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D, I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC - Chapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 919.962.0959 

Twitter: @ @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a dally basis" (Robin Sharma) 

From: <Osborne>, Barbara <_s_p__o___r__t)__a___w_____@____u___q_c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Thursday, February :14, 20:13:1:35 PM 

To: Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>, "Weight, Erianne A." <eweight@email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Southall, Deborah Joy" 

<djsothll@ernail.unc.edu> 

Subje¢t: RE: Campaign Case Statement 

Overall I Lh#~k this docunlent is a pretty good s[arl:ing point, t’m not sure who originNl¥ drafted the language for the proposed SPAD Center, but iL is really good! 

I’ve included my two cents, although I may have asked more questions than I’ve answered... 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Uniw:~rsit¥ o[ North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gyrn 

CB 8805 

Chapel Hill NC 27519 

Phone: 9:1~.~52.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 

From= Cooper, Coyte 
Sent= Thursday, February $4, 20:!.3 $:01 PN 
To= Weight, Erianne A.; Osborne, Barbara; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah Joy 
Subject= P,e: Campaign Case Statement 

Hi Barbara, 
I would agree with Erianne that it makes the most sense for you to look this over and provide your thoughts. I think our next faculty meeting is February 26th so 
we will need to do this via email or new scheduled meeting to get it to Troy by the 22nd. Thanks for coordinating this Barbara! 
Coyte 
Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC - Chapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 919.962.0959 

Twitter: @            @ELSMarketing 
"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

From: "Weight, Erianne A." <eweight@ernail.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, :14 Feb 20:13:12:46:02 -0500 

To: "Osborne, Barbara" <.s_K_o__r_t_!_a___w__@_.___u___n__£:__e___d__u_>, "Cooper, Coyte" <£~_£_o___o_p___e_r___@__e__m___a_!)_:_u_n___c_:__e___d___u_>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <_d___s_t__r__o___@___u___n_c__:_e___d___u_.>, "Southall, Deborah Joy" 

<djsothll@email.unc.edu> 

Subjed~: RE: Campaign Case Statement 

Hi Bazbara, 

Why don’t you "take the first stab at it m~d email it back to all of us with your thoughts. I believe we already know each others feelings abxmt the document and it might 

be easier to ponder individually. If after review we feel that further discussion is warrante& we can do it at our next scheduled meeting? Also, with your discussions 

with Troy and Diane I believe you’~e in the best position to lead the discussion, so your thoughts on the document as we review it would be helpful for me. 

Hope everyone is having a wonderful Valentines Day!! 

-E 
Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 



Assistant ProI~ssor, Sport Administration 

The Universi~ of North C~xolina - Chapel 

(919) 44S-4870 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent-" Thursday, February 14, 2013 11:18 AM 
To-" Cooper, Coyte; Weight, Erianne A,; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah Joy 
Subject; FW: Campaign Case Statement 

Troy is asking for feedback ---do we want to share feedback with one another bet:ore responding to him? Do we want to do this electronically, or [:ace to face? 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

Univers~[y of No[[h Carolb~a 

309 Woo~en Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel H~, NC 27Bt9 

Phone: 9~9.962 51.7:~ 

Ema~I: sgort~aw~unc:edu 

F~= Blackburn, Troy [maiI~:troyb@email.unc.edu] 

Sent= Thursday, Februa~ 14, 20~3 10:49 AM 

To= EXSS Facul~ List 
8~bjeet= [exss-facul~] Campaign Case Sta~ment 

Please see the attached draft of our departmental case statement for the upcomin8 Collese of Arts & Sciences capital campaisn. This document is due to the 

ColIese on March ~st and will need to be approved at the 2127 faculty meeting. Please send me any feedback by next Friday (2122). Thanks. 

Troy 

Troy Blackburn, PhD, ATC 

Associate Professor, Department of Exercise & Sport Science 

Adjunct Associate Professor, Department of Orthopaedics 

Director, Neuromuscular Research Laboratory 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: (929) 843-2021 

Lab: (929) 843-2024 

You are cuwently sub~fibed to exss-f~ulty ~s: spor~la~ (d~unc.edu. 

To unsubscfi~ click here: htlp:/’/lists.unc.edw’u?id 55~67090.]3f9b83b23f79~72aGc4c12a2?e654e2&n TN~ exss-fYculty&o 32759214 

(It may be neces~ to cut and paste the a~ve URL i£the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peggy < @gmail.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 18, 2013 7:40 AIvl 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC’s Holden Thorp hired as provos~t at Washinglxm University in St. Louis 

Debbie, 

wow! I’m surprised. I thought he’d become head of NSF or something. This is exactly the position he should have done for 5 years before becoming chancellor at Carolina. He will make much 
more for less headaches. 

I head to DC Wed-Sun for our board mtg. Some reality- checking going on around our budget etc. should be interesting. Take care, 
Peggy 

http://www newsobserver.cona/2013/02/18/2688659/thorp-hired-a s-pr ovost-at-washin~ton html 

Sent licom my iPad 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cathy’ Andruzzi < ~gmail.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 18, 2013 8:23 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Sports Entrepreneurship 

Hi Debby. 

Those dates work for the presentation and class. Please let me know what topic below you would like me to present. Also, can I do a PowerPoint/keynote 
presentation? If yes, do I just import the slides on a junk drive? 

Stay warnl, 

Cathy 

Cathy Andr~zi 

Follow me on Twitter 

_~t__t~_di_Lw__i_t_~_.__c_~_?__n_~:_ .................................. 
PEP’. Passion- Enelgy- Perseverance 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 15, 2013, at 5:32 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dsm-<h~unc.edu> wrote: 

Cathy I hope all is well, I;m looking at your Feb. 27--March 1 window, Can you do the Ch, b ,~resen~:atkm on Tuesday, March S? We will start at 5:00. 

woukt love to have you ~n chess on IV~ondav, M~rch 4 with another er~trepreneur. We can h~ve the two of you serve as advisors revie~ving ~:heir 

bushiness pitches. 

Do Good, 

Debora[~ L, Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

91_9,843.0336 

Martin Luther 

From-" Catherine Andruzzi [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, February 04, 2013 12:49 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Sports Entrepreneurship 
Hi Debby, 

I hope you had a good time last night’. I was glad you were able to meet some new folks. They are a fun group to hang out with. The gaJs love their sports 

as we do!! Did you watch the end of the game? Wow’. 

As we discussed I am very interested in getting involved with the sports entrepreneursNp program at UNC. I would like to meet Joe DeSimone a~d sit in 

on one of his classes. Please keep me in mind as you have further discussion with Joe abx~ ut the futare of the sports entrepreneurship program. 

In reference to snaking to the CSBC or any’ other group I can speak on several topics: 

1. Domino’s Plzza- Building a franchise! 

2. NCAA Women’s Final Four - Executive Director of the LOC of Philadelphia. Creating a brand PWB2000 to co-exist with the NCAA 

3. PEP - Passion-Energy-Perseverance & The Power of Who - What it takes to be an Entrepreneur a~d the WHO that will help you succeed! 

I will be leaving for NJ this Saturday. My plan is to drive back on Wednesday, Feb 27-March 10. I am planning on going to the ACC Women’s Tourney 

and then head back to NY for the Men’s Big East & A- 10 Tourney’s. 

Let me know what you think. If you have time this week let’s grab a cup of coffee at 3 cups. 

Cathy’ 
Cathy Andruzzi 

Follow me on Twitter 
http:iitwitter.com! 
PEP! Passion-Energy-Perseverance 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:40 AM 

UndgradBus Student Announcements <BSBA Student Announcements@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

ESPN Night with Carolina Sport Business Club - TONIGHT at 5:30! 

CSBC ESPN NightMeeting pdf 

Good morning KFBS students, 

I trust this email finds you well. I wanted to inform everyone about an exciting meeting tonight from the Carolina Sport 

Business Club (CSBC)! 

The CSBC will be having iiESPN Nightii today at 5i30pm in Fe~er I09! We have two panelists,          and 
, who are both former ESPN associates working at the Worldwide Leader in Sports! Both     and 

have ties at our J-School 

I’d like to extend the invitation to all B-School students, regardless of your career interest or concentration at Kenan-Flagler. 

Inevitably, many of us watch ESPN every day and this is an opportunity to hear from two people who have actually worked at 
the Worldwide Leader in Sports! 

Please come ready with questions and insightful commentary for what we hope will be an engaging discussion about the 
current state of ESPN and a potential forecast for the company’s future. Please tell a friend to tell a friend to tell a friend. This 

will for sure be one of our most exciting meetings of the year, so you do not want to miss out! 

Please see the attached flyer for more information. If you have any questions or concerns please do not hesitate to reach out 
to me (            @unc.edu) 

Happy Monday and duh-duh, duh, duh-duh, duh...duh! 



& 
Former ESPN associates 

- UNC PhD student -Journalism & Mass 

Communications 

When: - 5:30 p.m. 
Where: Fetzer 109 

Contact: theclub@unc.edu or 
Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 
Website: http://csbcunc.com 

comes from the media industry where he 

has worked with both the domestic and 

international divisions of ESPN since 2005. While 

his career began in the media research department 

(i.e. ratings, focus groups, etc.) he soon moved into 

sales and marketing where he developed and 

executed client-specific advertising campaigns all 

over the world. His primary interests are in media 

economics, international communication, and 
sports media. 

- UNC major with 

:ertification; UNC Sports Show 

Sports Xtra, Anchor and Reporter 

Internships: Harrisburg City islanders (Pro USL 

Team Game Day) and £SPN Corporate Outreach 



From: IRB <irb no reply@mailserv.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 8:55 AM 

To: < @live.anc.edu> 

Co: ~email.unc.edtr>; 

Subject: IRB Notice 

@email.unc.edu>; Stmman, Deborah L ~dstm@unc.edu> 

To: 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Fron~: Biomedical IRB 

Approval Date: 
Expiration Date of Approvah 

RE: Notice oflRB Approval by Expedited Review (under 45 CFR 46.110) 

Submission Type: Initial 

Expedited Category: 7.Surveys/interviews/focus groups,4.Nonmvasive clinical data 

Study #: 13-0836 

Study Title: Relationship Bemeen Perceived and Objective Health-Related Physical Fitness among Female University- Students 

This submission has been approved by the IRB tbr the period indicated. It has been determined that the risk involved in this research is no more than minimal. 

Study Description: 

Purpose: The purpose of this stndy is to determine the relationship between perceived health-related physical fitness and objective measures of health- related physical 

fitness results ~:mong fem~2le university students. The seconda~" purpose is to determine if there is a relationship bem, een ditt~rence in perceived versus actual fitness 

level based on weekly physical activi~ level. 

Pmlicipants: 50 volunteer female students from the UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, who are between the age of 18 and 25 and do not have any 

contraindications for participating in physical activity. 

Procedures (methods): Prior to arriving at the testing location participants roll complete an online Automated Self-administered 24-hour Recall (ASA24) to assess 

typical diet intake. Upon arrival participants will complete the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnafire (PAR-Q) to determine readiness to engage in physical activity. 

If the screening reveals an individuals readiness to engage in physical activity, she will complete the Perceived Peribrmance Questionnaire (PPQ) and the Physica] Sell’- 

Description Questionnaire (PSDQ) in addition to demographical intbrmation. Lastly, a fitness assessment will be used to determine objective health-related physical 

fitness levels such as cardiorespimtory fitness, mu~ular endurance, flexibility, and body composition. Results firom the fitness assessment will be compared to the 

PSDQ and PPQ scores. 

RegulatorT and other tindings: 

Based on the information provided, the IRB has determined that HIPAA does not apply to this study. 

The IRB has determined that the study-specific rationale provided by the investigator is sufficient to justify a waiver of written (signed) consent according to 45 CFR 46.117(c)(2) 

for the beginning electronic dimy entries. Subjects roll sign full consent upon first study visit. 

Investi gator L; s Responsibilities: 

Federal regulations require that all resea~-ch be reviewed at least annually. It is the Principal Investigator ~; s responsibility to submit for renewal and obtain approval 
before the expiration date. You may not continue any research activity beyond the expiration date without II~B approval. Failure to receive approval for continuation 
before the expiration date will result in automatic termination of the approval for this study on the expiration date. 

Your approved consent tbnns and other documents are available online at http://apps.research.unc.edu/irb/irb event.cfin?actn info&irbid 13-0836. 

You are required to obtain IRB approval for any changes to any aspect of this study before they can be implemented. AW tmanticipated problem involving risks to 
subjects or others (including adverse events reportable under UNC-Chapel Hill policy) should be reported to the IRB using the web portal at htlp:i/irbis.unc.edu. 

Researchers are reminded that additional approvals may be needed from relevant "gatekeepers" to access subjects (e.g., principal~ facility directors, healthcare 
system). 

This study was reviewed in accoMance with federal regulations governing human subjects research, including those found at 45 CFR 46 (Common Rule), 45 CFR 1(~ 
(HIP?u’k), 21 CFR 50 & 56 (FDA), and 40 CFR 26 (EPA), where applicable. 

CC: 
Diane Grofl; Exercise and Sport Science 
Abbie Smith-Ryan, Exercise and Sport Science 
Deborah Stroman, Exercise and Sport Science 



IRB Intbnnational Message ~ please do not use email REPLY to this address 



From: Brooks, Camille A <camillebrook@unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 9:01 AM 

To: < ~unc.edu>; 

< ~live.unc.edtr~; 

< ~unc.edn>: 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: CBC Read-In Selections 

< @email.unc.edu>; < @liYe.unc.edu>; 

~ ~unc.edu>; < ~email. unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah L 

Good Morning: 

Thank you for participating in the CBC Black History Month Read-In. It would be most appreciated if today you would please send me the title and author of 

the work you will present at the Read-In on Thursday. 

Sincerely 

Camille 

Camille grooks 

HR Consultant/Equal Opportunity Specialist 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Equal OpportunityiADA Office 

~.00 E ~:rankl~n Street, Ste I10 

Chapel H~[[, NC 27599 

Mah~ Office: (9t9) 966-3576 

Fax: (919) 962-2552 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman NaslL DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 18, 2013 10:10 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

RE: Invoice from PoJace Internafiong~ 

DeVetta Holman-ETash, MPH, NCAPS-III 
Student Wellness Services 
Student Affairs - Office of the Dean of Students 
UN-C-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 
Phone: 919-%6-3658 

Email: dhulman@email unc.edu 
"I have never met a broken child. Fve met bruken systems that fail uur children"-,Albertu Caravalhu 
"Health is the capacity uf individuals and communities to reach their potential. It is not solely a biomedical quality measured thruugh clinical indicators. Health transcends individual 
factors and includes cultural, institutional, suciuecunomic, and political influences." 

Confidentiali~ Nutice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is fur the sule use uf intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential and privileged inl’urmatiun Any 
unauthurized review, use, disclosure or distributiun is pruhibited. If you are nut the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all cupies ufthe original 
message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deburah L 
Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2013 7:32 PM 
To: tlolman Nash, DeVetta 
Cc: Rubertsun, Nakenge 
Sut~iect: Re: Invoice from Palace International 

Hi DeVetta. Seems like they aren’t treating us like a loyal customer. ;( 

2011 - 50 items for 10/unit. 
2012 - 50 items fur 11 50/unit 

And now 2013 - 75 items for 12.50/unit. Shouldn’t the price go down with more items? 

We shouldn’t go over $700 max. even if we have to come down to 50 items. I attached the other invoices. 

THANKS! Negotiate well. Lol 

Let me l~ow if you need anything else. 

d 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/exss.unc.edu/Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facul~" Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reali~" is defined, progress is impossible." 

On 2/16/13 12:36 AM, "dholman@email.uaac.edu" <dholman@email unc edu> wrote: 

>Debby, 
> 

>Please see the attached I do not recall our cost/bill being this much 
>last year (2012) I will compare the costs Monday when I return to the 
>office. 
> 

>Kmdly, 
>DeVetta 
> 

>D. Holman-Nash, MPH 
>CWS Campus Health 
>UN-C-Chapel Hill 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>Ph: 919-966-3658 dholman@email.unc.edu 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: <                  ~gmail.com> 
>Date: Sat, 16 Feb 2013 00:15:37 
>To: <dholman@email.unc.edu> 
>Subject: Invoice from Palace International 



> 

>Dear Customer : 
> 

>Your invoice is attached Please remit payment at your earliest 
>convemence. 
> 

>Thank you [’or your business - we look forward to serving you soon 
> 
>Sincerely 
> 

>Palace International 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @gmail.com> 

Monday, 10:27 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <dj~thll@email.anc.edw~ 

< @live.unc.edu% < @live.unc.edu> 

Interview Weekend Discussion 

Dr. Stmman & Mrs. Southall: 

I just wanted to thank you for agreeing to be part of our discussioWclass session portion of interview weekend. We are really excited about giving the candidates a 

chance to interact and debate and feel it roll be beneficial to figuring out the best candidates for the program,    and     roll be developing questions and discussion 
points to get eveD’one s~tarted so if there are any topics you would like to add please tEel free to contact them and let them know! 

University of Norih Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ph: 



From: <’ @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, ~ 10:32 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Read In on Thursday 

Attacl~: Master Controller.docx 

Hello Dr, Stroman, 

I hope you enjoyed your weekend and are having a productive Monday! 

Controller. It has been attached for you to read at your discretion. 

has confirmed his arrival for 5:30 and is prepared to read a piece titled The Master 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @gmail.com> 

Monday, 10:42 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Interview Weekend Dinner Invitation 

Dr. Stmman: 

Thank you for your acceptance to be a part ef the Sport Administration Interview Weekend. We are greatly appreciative ef your time and insight, You are invited to a dinner 
welcoming to candidates on Friday          at 6:30 pm at the Smith Center Bowles Room, The dinner should last approximately one and half hours, Please let me know by 
Wednesday,             if you will attend the dinner so we may order the appropriate arnount of food, 

The interviews wN take place on frem 8:00 am until approximately 1:30 pm in the Pope Box of Kenan Stadium. 

Additionally, you will be receiving a packet containing each candidate’s resume and personal statement a week belote the in~ewiew for your telerence. 

I look forward to spending even mere time with you for Interview Weekend! 

Thank you, 

University ol Nodh Carolina at Chapel 
Ph; 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazel~in@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, February 18, 2013 1:29 PM 

StromaJ~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu->; Lowry Caudill < 

Goldstein, Buck <buc~goldstein@unc.edu~ 

RE: Draft of Bootcamp Schedule 

@gmail.com>; Charles Merritt < ~me.com> 

Thanks, Debby. This is great feedback. I’ll start working on a vocab list. 

Lizz.y 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824- 
uncerninor.org 

Schedule An Appointrnent 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Sunday, February :[7, 20:[3 7:55 PM 
Te: Hazeltine, Lizzy; Stroman, Deborah L; Lowry Caudill; Charles Merritt 

~¢; Goldstein, Buck 
S,,bjeet; Re: Draft of Bootcamp Schedule 
Good flow. 

:1. I like the added group work time. I think it is critical that at the end of Day :[ everyone understands the experiential learning objective of the bootcamp. That is, develop a 

business idea with your peers. Turn it into an opportunity and compete against the other groups by making a pitch. To reduce the amount of "people checking out," we 

need to emphasize that everyone is needed in the group work sessions to provide feedback. 

2. Would it be helpful to create a one-pager "E-ship" fact sheet? Some basic information in terms of academia and E-ship and then some basic definitions. E.g., accelerator, 

incubator, crowd sourcing, vc’s, etc. I don’t think we should assume that they know much about this field. ;) 

I will ask Thomas Stith (not Thomas Stithwell) about his participation and Art Pope’s. ; 

@gma!Lcorn>, Charles Merritt < 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - !~__t__t_p__;LLe___x__s__s_:_~_n___c_:_e___d__d 
"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Hazeltine>, Lizzy Hazeltine <hazeltin@ernail.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, February 6, 2013 1:14 PM 

To: "Deborah Strornan Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@!Jpc.edu>, Lowry Caudill < 

Co: "Goldstein, Buck" <buck .goldstein@unc.edu> 

Subject: Draft of Bootcarnp Schedule 

Buck and I had a stab at the schedule for bootcarnp (attached). What do you think? 

Lizzy 

@me.com> 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
uncerninor.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Padna, Darin A <dpadua@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, 2:18 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, unc .edu> 

< @unc.edu>; 
<      @em~il.unc.e&~-;            < 

~ ~email.unc.edu:>; <~ 

< ,~)live.unc.edu:>; 
<     ~live.unc.edt~ 

[e~s-faculty] Reminder: Survey for 

< @email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; < 

~hotmail.co~n >; - 

@email.unc.edtc,; < 

< @email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Just a reminder to please complete the lhculty caJ~didate evaluation survey for our more recent candidate, 

Our next caJ~didate (Dr. ) will be here next week (Monday a~d Tue~tay). We’ll be sending out the final ~tmerary in the next dW. DAP 

https://unc.qudltrics.comiSEi?SID=SV 0DoYaUiogO6FPed 

Darin A. Padua, PhD, ATC 
Professor, Department of Exercise & Sport Science 
Director, Sports Medicine Research Laboratory 
University of North Carolina 

216 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

email: dpadua@email.unc.edu 
office: (919) 843-5117 

You are currently subscribed to exss- faculU as: dstro~!unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click hem: http://lists.unc.edu/u?i&55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-facult-v&o 32772991 

(It may be necesmU to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32772991-55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a,@]istserv.unc.edn 



From: < ~@ive.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 3:02 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: CSBC Issues 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I have missed the last few CSB¢ meetings because I have a new job and I always work on Mondays. Is there any way I can get some of the information that I miss? Things 
such as when special speakers are coming, the Roger Goodell visit and any internships that have been discussed. Also,           and I were interviewed and featured in an 
article regarding your EXSS    class,                    is going to become an extremely popular class, thanks again for the opportunity to be in it. 



From: < @live.une.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 3:38 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@une.edu> 
Subject: Re: Club event 

Hi Dr. Stroman! 

I just realized that I will have to come near the end since I’m meeting with a class group for a project, so I can be there starting at 6pm today. 

Thanks, 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc,edu> 

Date: Thursday, 4:09 PM 

To: :< .@__!!_v_. _e_:. _u_ .n_ c_: e_d_.u__> 

Subject: RE: Club event 

Okay, Thanks. 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

91%843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we became silent about things that matter," 
Martin Luther Kin~, Jr. 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 4:04 PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Club event 
Hi! I can make it around 5:20pm. Thanks for the update. 

Thanks, 

........ Original ,nessage ........ 

From: "Stro,na~, Deborah L" <_d_~_t__*2R@_uj!c_:e__d__~!> 

Date: 

To: .... < ’,_~)_l_iy__e_:_t_Ln___c_:_e___d__t_!> 
Subject: Club event 

Hi 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stromm~ 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,Do CLU 
Explore, EneJage, Empower, 

315 WooRen = CB #8700 
Chape~ H~II~ NC 27599 
9~9,843,033~ 

¯ If you come by 5:20 p.m. I can introduce you. Or come at the end ~ 6:30 so I can direct students your way. 

the Ertd¯ we wiII remember rtol Ihe words of our enemies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februa~ 18, 2013 4:13 PM 

Groin; Dim~e G <grofl~a)email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<]stm@unc.edu> 

RE: meeting Tuesday? 

Let me see if I can swap my 9:00 and :[0:00 meeting. 

From: Groff, Diane G 
Sent: Monday, February :18, 20:t3 3:2:t PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
Subject: RE: meeting Tuesday? 

Hey, 

I finish class at 9::15 so can meet aL 9:30 o~ at :10 depending on what fits everyone’s schedule. 

Diane 

Dr. Diane G Groff 

Associate Professor o Recreation Administration Specialization 

Associate Member-. l..ineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Co-.Dite~or-. Get REAL & HEEL Bteast Cancer Program 

www.getrealandheel.com 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

306 Woollen Gym; CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.8)’00 

91.9-962--0534 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, February :iS, 20:t3 3::t7 PM 

To: Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Groff, Diane G 
Subject: RE: meeting Tuesday? 
Hi k:evin. 7h,-_~ ,-_~adier the better for me. t h~;w:, ~; meeting across campus at :10:00 but will go ther*:_~ late, as n,-_~cessarv Thanks! 

d 

Regards, 

Deborah t. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

rwi~:~er .- @ 

"The journey is ~he reword. Chinese Proverb 

From: Guskiewicz, Kevin M 
Sent: Monday, February 18, 20:t3 3:07 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Groff, Diane G 
Subject: meeting Tuesday? 

Deb and Diane, 

I’d like to meet with you on Tuesday (tomorrow) at my office between :10-:1:1:00 am if available. 

Let me know. 

Thanks, 

Kevin 

Kevin Guskiewicz, PhD, ATC 

Kenan Distinguished Professor 

Chair, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9:19-962-5:175 



F~,om: < @live,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 5:13 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L ~:dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: PT Question 

Hello Dr. Stcomar~ 

I met with you today to declare a major in 
I just realized I had a question I forgot to ask, and am hoping you can answer it! For some PT school prerequisites, I am considering taking 

summer classes at home at either 
or my local coun~ college. Would I need to request approval from UNC to take these classes, even if they are for grad school? Also, do 

you know if schools would prefer stude~,.ts to take courses at a university rather than a coun~ college? 

Thank you again for your help today, and I hope you have a wonderful day! 



From: < ~@ive.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:45 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Readings tbr Thursday 

Nikki Giovanni - On Hearing ’qhe Girl with the Flaxen Hair" 
Nikki Giovanni - Poem for Black Boys 



From: < ((}live.tmc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:12 AIVl 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: 1 on 1 mee’6ng with You - 

Hi Dr. Stromaaa, 

Per our conversation last night, I wanted to set up a 1 on 1 meeting ruth you sometime this week. Thursday or Friday work best for me. 

Look forward to hearing back from you s~on! Have a great day! :) 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse any ~pos 

Kenan- Flagler Business School 

SIx~rts Communication Certificate 
University of North Cm~olina ’ 15 

(C): 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:23 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.e&~ 

I:W: Black Caucus Read-in performance (EROT) 

@unc.edu>; ¯ < - ~unc.edu>; 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 7:21 PM 

To: Holman Nash, DeVetta 
Subject: RE: Black Caucus Read-in performance (EROT) 
Good Evening, 
Yes, EROT will be able to perform at your event! I just confirmed with two members that they are available from 7pro onward. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
Dramatic Arts! Religious Studies, B.A 

From: Holman Nash, DeVetta [dholman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:14 AM 

To: 
Co: .~_g__m___ajLc_q__m_.; Stroman, Deborah; Holman Nash, DeVetta 
Subject: RE: Black Caucus Read-in performance (EROT) 

Thank you,         7p or as late as 7:30p would work .... 

I look [:orward to your response as soon as poss~Ne. We would Hke to add yo~ to the official program wMch occurs tNs Tfmrsday. The program will go to printing 

[orl~orrow~ 

i.~.i uric mail signature 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 1:31 PN 

To= Holman Nash, DeV~ 
Cc: ~gmail.com 
Su~ject: RE: Black Caucus Read-in performance (ERO~ 
Good Morning, 

Sorry for the delayed response, I was trying to give members a chance to sign up for this performance opportunity. At this moment, no one is available at 5:30. Do you know 
the exact time you would want EROT to perform? 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
Dramatic Arts/Religious Studies, B.A 

From: Holman Nash, DeVetta [dholman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:22 AM 
To: 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah; 
Subject: Black Caucus Read-in performance (EROT) 

gave me Vo~r narrfe in hopes that you would consider participating i~ the Th~r~ A~ua~ B~ack H~stot~ R~ad-~ w~th the 

we a~e askin8 student performers, such as your Stoup, to provide entertainment throushout the Readqn prosram (dancers, sinSers, and actors)~ As offered 

dudn~ o~r ~nau~ura~ eyelet, we wi~ have A[rican drmt~min~ to welcome attendees ~nd to accompmw readers as they enter and exit the sta~e, 

P~ease arrive by 5:30 p.m. for a brief checkin with the 

Fee~ flee to st~V as ~on8 as your sched~e permits (a variety of ethnic food will be served at the e~d of the 

Family and ~uests ate welcome so, p~ease extend ~nv~tat~ons to your peers, orsarfizat~ons m)d vmious ~etworks. 

A~a~n, the program wH~ lake p~ace at the Sonja Haynes Stone C:enLer’s Lhea[er be~nn~n~ at 5:00 p~m, The reception wH~ be he~d in the H~tchcock Room 

~mmed~a[e~v [o~owin8 the program, You are ~nv~ted to [eHowsh~p with us aRer Lhe program, The buzz is alive on campus abo~[ the Read-4n and we are 

Iooldn~ forward Lo 3 wonderful even~n8 of smi~es and reflect~on~ 



I am avaiiable to speak with Vou tomorrow {Tuesday                at 9a, or alter 2p, My office number is beiow and mV mobfle number 

I ~ook forward to hearfng fl"om you and addressfng any questions that you may have, 

DeVetta Ho~man Nash 
.... T~e CBC Read-~ Ste~:ri~g Cemmittee ~, 

] 
~.~.~ uric ma~ signa~ur~ 



From: < @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:05 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Co: < ~gmail.com>; 

Subject: Re: Interview Weekend Discussion 

@email .unc.edu>; < @live.tmc.edu> 

Dr. Stroman, 

Them roll be m-o group discussions that roll be 45 minutes in length. Tim and I have been discussing the format and we are thinking of covering 4 different 

topic,~’questions (depending on time) surrounding cunent issues in college sport. We have not finalized the topics yet but we welcome any input you and Mrs. 

have. 

We would be happy to meet if necessary or we could collaborate via email and nail down the discussion points that way. Let us know how you would like to proceed 

and if you have any other questions. Thanks! 

Department of Athletics Graduate Assistant 

MA, Sport Administration 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

at 12:25 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu:~ wrote: 

Thanks 

Mrs. 

Dr. S~:roman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, S~-roman, Ph,D. CI,{J 

9:t 9,843,0336 

<irni~geO01 ]pg> 

When can we expect the final questions? Also, what is the length of the time period for this session? 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that motter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

@grnail,corn] 
10:27 AM 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; 

Subject: Interview Weekend Discussion 
Dr. Stroman & Mrs. 

I jusl wanted to thank you for agreeing to be tmrt of our discussion/class session portion of interview weekend. We me really excited about giving the 

candidates a chance to interact and delmte and feel it will be beneficial to figuring out the best candidates for the program,     and      will be 

developing questions and discussion points to get evewone sta~ed so if there are any topics you would like to add please feel free to contact them and let 

them know! 

University of No[th Carolina a[ Chapel Hill 

Ph: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:02 PM 

< @]ive.unc.edu>; < @live.unc.edu> 

<       @live.unc.edu>; Slromm~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Read-in Vi&otaping 

Ladies, 
tells me that the 2 of you will provide the videotaping for Thursday evening’s Read-in @ the Stone Center. In past tapings, there’ve been some issues with 

downloading the video from the camera after the event to post to YouTube. Is it possiMe to meet you 2 in the Stone Center @ 5 PM to go over some of the taping 

details before the event. I’ll bring an additional wireless microphone to tape to the podium with the hopes of getting better audio quality. During the event, I plan 

to take photos. In the meantime, I look forward to working with you both. Let me know if there’s anything else you need. If you need to contact me on the day of, 

feel free to reach me via my cell 
[hank you, 

O.L N1cGhee, Instruc~iol]al %~ledia Services %~a1~agel 

University of North Carolina - Gilling School o1: Global Pubiic Health 

2~2 gosenau Hali, CB# 74.00 

Chapel Hill, NC 27S99 

(919) 843-4149 

o~ mcghee@unc.edu 



From: < @kenan- flagleramc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:08 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sub jot’t: Re: Advice Needed 

Okay thank you’. I j ust wanted to let Ms. Bnnn know that one of the lettels would be coming in the mail. 

Have a great day! 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 12:05 PM, "Stmman, Deborah L" <dstro@nnc.edu> wrote: 

Yes. I roll send it later today. 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educaling the mind without educaling the heart is no educalion at all." Aristotle 

On , at 10:38 AM, "i " < ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you :) you have a great day as well’. 

Also jusl to clarity, you are going to mafil the letter of recommendation, correct? 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:00 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Have a great day! All is well and everything will work ont fine. ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossibleY 

From: < < @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 9:07 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Advice Needed 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hope the meeting went well today! Wish I could have been there. [ could really use some advice about the 

position - I am having second thoughts. 

I would like to pursue an internship with the Carolina Railhawks next year, which would last from March-October, meaning that I could 

not be a during my senior year. Being a would be a great experience, but I don’t want it to hold me back from other 

internship possibilities. I also don’t want to become a for next year only to resign after one season. 

What do you think I should do in this situation? Thanks a lot for your always wonderful advice! 

Best, 



Cell: I @kena n-flagler.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin York <l~’ork@bobcats.com> 

Tuesday, 1:53 PM 

StromaJ~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

FW: Kevin York 

@email. unc.edu> 

Thank you both for your help. 

KEVIN YORK 

Accourl~ Executive, Season Ticket Sales 

BOBCAi3 i SI-’O~~f:. & £,",,"f~.~~f.~,lN~,"i~N~ 

333 East Trade Street 

Chariotte, NC 28202 

C 

~: 704.58~.8733 

kyork~bobcats.com 

From: Narc Jackson 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:47 PM 

Cc: Kevin York 
Subject: Kevin York 

All, 

I wanted to briefly interrupt your day to acknowledge Kevin York. Always one of the first in and last out, Kevin is one of the hardest workers on Season Sales. He 

strives to exemplify all of the 5 characteristics (positive attitude, work ethic, commitment, openness to learning and commitment) we religiously preach. Just 

today, Kevin exceeded his 20~L2-1B YTD revenue goal of ~;27S,000. In addition to that, he has recently exceeded his February Early Bird monthly goal of ~;~IS,O00. 

Kevin is an another example that if you do the right things all the time, success will follow. 

Awesome lob York! Keep up the great work. 

MJ 

MARC .~ACKSON 
Senior Director, Season Ticket Sales 
BOBCATS i 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 1:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

78% of All New Jobs in the US Created By Fanily Businesses 

lhis Week’s .’P.,ueiness star HP, s ~rr~ved 

Fam.i]y Businesses Create 78% of 
New Jobs 
A recent survey demonstrated that family owned businesses d#ve the economy 

ki s=a, ~.,i ...... Who’s Going to Take Over the 
...... Family Business? 

Source: Family Enterprise USA (FEUSA} 

Share this article with your friends: 

There are an estimated 5.5 million family owned 

businesses in the U.S., and about 40% of those 

businesses get passed on to the second generation 

of family members. But, that percentage drops 

significantly when it comes to the business staying 

within the family beyond that- only 13% and 3% of 

family owned businesses pass on to the third and 

fourth generations, respectively. About half of the 

owners of a family business (48%) would like for a 

family member to eventually take over, and when the 

business has 20 or more employees, that percentage 

increases to 62.5%. How’ever, the reality is that only 

36% think it is likely (23%) or very likely (13%) that a 

family member will actually take over. Only 7%* of 

operating businesses were inherited. The average life 

span of a family owned business is 24 years. 

Learn more fam{ly business stats >> 

78% of 8rnaii 

Pian To 

Costs 

...... : : Mistakes 

will Make 

2013 

69% of Smaii 

Wish they C(suld 

Focus all ~i~eir 

Attention on 

Actual [~usiness 

To ensure you continue to receive ol r e-m,3 s p ease add messagas@docsto,: co 1~ o yo ,"/,ddcess Book 

*Disciaimer: Legal informalion is not iegal advice Read Role. 



From: < @kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:44 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L ~<ts~ro@unc.edu>; < 

<              @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

Subject: ESPN Senior Producer at UNC!’. 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edtr~; 
< ~kenan- tlagler.unc.edu-~; 

<               @kenan-flagler.unc.e&~> 

As a continuation from our "ESPN Night" at yesterday’s CSBC meeting (thank you so much 

something I just got. 

for agreeing to speak), I wanted to pass along 

I wouldn’t widely publicize this because the class probably has limited extra seats but this sounds like it’ll be a great class session to attend! Not sure of the exact time 
but I’ll send it out to you all once I hear back. 

Hope you’re having a great day! :) 

Sent frotn my iPhone 

Please excuse any Upos 

~unc.edu 

(C): 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: .... < ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: 2:18:41 PM EST 

To: < ~gmail.com> 
Subject: [cabjl2-13] Meet an ESPN Senior Producer 

Reply-To: .... <       ~live.unc.edu> 

CABJers, 

Check this out 

From: [mailto ’@qmail.com] 
Sent: Mlonday, 10:24 plVl 

To: 

Subject: JOMtC    Class Thursday 

Hi all 
Just a reminder that Chris Martens senior producer fiom ESPN’s documentau division will be spealdng to my class Thursday night .Aswe 

discus~d, you a~d any of your interested students are welcome to join the class. We moved the class to room 33 to provide extra seating. I look for~vard 

to seeing you. 

Best regards, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dahlsten, Ma~ Lyle <dahlslen@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 4:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Colver, Reed <rcolve@unc.edu> 

RE: Ailey Tickets 

Deborah Strolnan order#565947.pdf 

Deborah- 

[ ha ve attac}~ed thu bp~<~ice for these tk:kets he~u. Do you t}dt~k you’d like to pay wit}t accotmt ad]ustme~t, check, or t}te p-eat’d? A sJdu ~K~te about tt~e p-card: I 

k~ow here we l~ave ~ad t~e p-card office come back to us ~hout usi~g ~t~e card t~r a~y entertaimnent tmrpose saying that we couldn’t use i~ in d~at regard. I don’t 

ktK~w if’this would {M] utK]er this da~i{]cati(m since this i~ more of’an e~gageme~t acthdty [br a group but iust wa~ted to put ~}~at out there just in case] 

Let me k~tow wt~a~ )<~*~’d ~ike ~o do a~d well make i~ happen. 

Best, 

M ary 

The Po~lho~e Bt~iidlng i i34. E~st FrankNn Street I CB 3233 ~ Ohapel Hill> NO 27599~3233 

~ Description 
ROS FINAL 

Find out how to support the performh~@ arts at Carolina! 

Frem; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Nonday, ~brua~ ~8, 2013 4:51 PM 
Te~ Colver, Reed 
8u~ject~ RE: Ailey Tickets 
Tbanks1 No problem. OompNmentary is ~tJst that. I appreciate your asking for us. We will take the 25 tickets. Let me know how to best process the billing. We prefer 

one bill aild I can use our P-card, if possible. 

See ya’ soor~ 

Hugs, 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, P~.D. CLU 

g’n,q~,q~, gkplor’~, E’mpower. 

9119~843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the da~ we became Mlent abaut things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 5:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Interview Weekend Discussion 

No clue - either check w Coyie or the glad students directly. Haven’t had any discussions. At airport now. See you tomorrow. 

Sent from my iPhone 4s 

On , at 11:48 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Barbara. I am confnsed. ;) Are Deb and I building this session? Are tl~e students building tl~e session? Are we the sole questioners (no grad students 

present)? 

I tl~ought Deb ~ld me would provide the faculty, perception of how they respond to these Upes of questions and the unique group settAng. 

Seeldng understanding, 

d 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

Begin tbr~x-arded mes~ge: 

From: < ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: ,11:05:04 AM EST 

To: "Stroman, Deborah" < dstro(dbunc.edu > 

Cc:             <,          @gmail.com>, "Southall, Deborah" <disothll@emaJl.unc.edu>,             <      ~)live.unc.edu > 

Subject: Re: Interview Weekend Discussion 

Dr. Stroman, 

There will be two group discussions that roll be 45 minutes in length,    and I have been discussing the format and we are fl~inking of 

covering 4 different topics/qnestions (depending on time) surrounding current issues in college sport. We have not fina]ized tl~e topics yet bu~t 

we welcome any input you ~md Mrs. Soutl~all have. 

We would be hapw to meet if necessau or we could collalx~rate via email and nail down the discussion poinks that way. Let us know how 
you would like to proceed and if you have any other questions. Thin,ks’. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On at 12:25 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~b~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks     . When can we expect the final questions? Also, what is the length of the time period for this session? 

Mrs. Sm~thall and I need ~:ime to plan the form~[:, the evi~kE~[:~o~L and our expected outcomes, 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~19.843.0336 

<~m~geOOLjpg> 

"Our lives begin to end the dag we become silent about thMgs that matter." 

Me~in Luther gin~, 
From; [mailto:, ~qma~l.com] 
Sent= Honday, $0:27 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah 3oy 

SubjeCt= [nte~ew Weekend Discussion 

Dn Stroman & M~s. Southal]: 

I just wa~ted to thank ~u fo~ a#reein~ to be ~ ofou~ d{scussJo~’class sess{on port, on of interview 

excited about giving fl~e candi~tes a chance to interact o~d debate a~d feel it will be beneficia~ to figuring out fl~e best 

candidates for the program,    and     will be developing questions a~d discussion points to get eveo~one s~rted ~ if 



there are any topics you would like to add please t~el flee to contact them and let them know! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Ph: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 7:04 PM 

ESPN Night Meeting Yesterday - Recap + CSBC Event Trips! 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Hi Heels, 

Thanks to all who came out to heat" 

lk’om our fellow Tar Heels. 

speak last night during our CSBC meeting. We had a great turnout and we really enjoyed hearing more about ESPN 

For those of you who were unable to make it, we wanted to lnake sure you all have access to what was discussed We’ve attached the PowerPoint we briefly presented before the 

meeting, which includes lnore information about our upcoming CSBC events. 

Speaking of events,                (         @live.uric edu) is coordinating our CSBC trips this year to see the Charlotte Bobcats and the Carolina Hurricanes games In similar 

fashion to previous years, we plan to have an arena tour prior to both games to help you all network and learn more about the day-to-day business operations of a professional 

franchise. 

Attached you will find an excel spreadsheet that we passed around at yesterday’s meeting. If you did not make it last night but are interested in attending a Bobcats and/or 

Hurricanes game this spring, ~!~ fi!! ~ ~h~ !~riZ~l~! r~w~ ~d ~m~! t~ ~X~! d~um~ ~k ~                 ~ ~mail ~m. We’re seeking to first gauge CSBC member 

interest before deciding on a game/date and extending tile invitation to the general UNC community. If you have any specific questions or concerns, please contact 

As always, thanks again for all you all do to help support CSBC continue to grow and prosper as the #1 student-led organization on campus. Hope you have a great night and 

rest of your week[ 

Collaborate & Connect, 

-Your CSBC Leadership Team 

Stay connected with "The Clab" and get daiiy insight on sports business int’ovmation happening around the industry and around UNC’s campus: 

Webslte: www.esbeune.eom 

Facebook: www. faeebook.eom/es beune 

Twitter: @esbe une I #TheClub 

Instagvam:wwwinsta~ram.com/the club 

CSBC - Sign Up Sheet.xlsx 
CSBC Intro Deck 2.18.13.pptx 

This fola~-arded message was sent via The Univelsity of North Coaolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To leply to this message 
click this link to access Messages for this site: Caxolina Sport Business Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Holman Nash, DeVetta z-dholman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 9:17 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Invoice ti~om Palace International 

Inv 348 from The Palace International 3692.pdf 

Debby, 

After some negotiation, The Palace offered us the same unit quote as they did last year ($11 50). But instead of 75 heads, ~ve have 57 heads/ppl. Anyway, our cost is now $67550 

Kindly, 
DeVetta 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @gmail.com [mailto:~ 5i3~mail com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 11:22 PM 
To: tlolman Nash, DeVetta 
Subject: Invoice from Palace International 

Dear Customer : 

Your invoice is attached. Please remit payment at your earliest convenience. 

Thank you for your business - we look ~2~rward to serving you soon 

Sincerely, 

Palace International 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michae! <southall@em~il,unc,edu> 

Wednesday, Febrnary 20, 2013 10:48 AM 

discnssion <t~zulty--athletics-lbrum@listservxmc.edu> 

Re: [tZaculty--athletics-forum] READ THE DOCUMENT 

Jay Rudi Wayne doc Southall edits and suggestions.docx 

Colleagues, 

After reading over the document several times, here are some suggested 
edits and possible re-wordings. I have left my suggestions in 
track-changes format, so they can be easily- seen. I applaud Jay, Rudi and 
Wayne for their work on this. I am not wedded to any of my suggestions, 
but simple oiler them as "suggestions" and an opportunity- for continued 
discussion. 

Thanks :[’or the opportunity to contribute lay thoughts. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919.962-3507 
Cell - 
Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@email unc edu 

UNC Sport ANninistration website: 
http :i/exss. unc edu&raduate-prograrns/specializations/sport-administration/ 

CSRI ~vebsite: ~vww.unc.edu/csri <http:/&vww.unc edu~,csri> 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csriconference org 
<http://www csriconference.org/> 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, ~ve’re here to live 
fully-. 

On 2/19/13 11:44 PM, "Jay Sraith" <jaysmith@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

>Folks--Rudi, Wayne and I have been batting around multiple documents 
>over the past week in an attempt to come up with a progranwnatic 
>stateruent wolth taking "public" within the next 6 weeks (ideally- by- the 
>first week of March.) Like any dish xvith too many chefs, the product 
>~vas unwieldy but veiT tasty. 
> 

>This is a radically shortened version that has elements contributed by 
>all tl-tree of us. It’s a draft, and beyond calling for real 
>no-holds-barred discussion, the specific outcomes envisioned are few-. 
>Would we like to add specific goals? We could even conceivably go with 
>just one paragraph, and end with the sentence "...ideals and standards 
>ofUNC-Chapel Hill." 
> 

>I want to produce something, say something, and I hope this time we’ll 
>not let sharp disagreements paralyze us. Those ~vho disagree with the 
>final doc should just agree to dissent and to express that dissent if 
>they’d like to. But let’s exchange plenty’ of ideas until ~ve get there. 
> 

>-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>southall@email.unc edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 486998843c0dl~)3868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I 
>faculty--athletics-forum&o 32780780, or send a blank email to 

>leave-3278078048699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6@listsel~’ uric edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-fomln as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&I faculty--athletics-forum&o 32782642. or send a blank email to leave-32782642- 

48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC - THANKS! 

SBC Presentation 2.pptx 

Thank you for having me - it was a pleasure. 

I got the PPT down to 18mb. Still pretty big but I attached it here if you want to send out... 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L < .d_s_.t_r__o_@_.u__O_c_:_e_._d_ .u_> 
Date: Wednesday, . 3:05 PM 

To: t~live.unc.edu>, ’ 

Subject: CSBC - THANKS! 

~live.unc.edu> 

A special thank you for your excellent presentation to the Club students] They are still buzzing about your information and insight. 

Please let me know if I can help you in any way. 

Continued success, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,Do CLU 
Explore. IEn#age, Empower° 
www,exss, u~c,ed u 
315 Wool~e~ = CB #8700 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hicks, Lisa <lisa hicks@tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 4:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hicks, Lisa <lisa hick@unc.edu> 

RE: DMA Support for: CBC Read-hi 

Good afternoon Dr. Stroman, 

I am assisting Marco Barker and Katherine Max in tile Office of Diversity and Muiticulturai Affairs with processing this contribution. I apologize as I am 

having difficulty finding tile name of your organization in the vendor database. Wou~d ,iou please ~et me know if there should be another name I sisould be 

searching or ~f there is another way to fulfill th~s obligation? Kattsedne mentioned ttsat it would need to be s tsard check but ~ was curious if indeed we 

could transfer the money ~o your account or you could transfer expenses to o~Jr account. Please le~ me know your thoughts. 

Thanks so much, 

L~sa H~cks 
UgC for Academic h~[fiatives 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Nonday, ~brua~ ~8, 2013 3:56 PN 
To= Barker, Narco 
~¢= Acheron, Nakenge; Blair, Wayne A; Holman Nash, DeVe~; Nax, Katherine Angeli; Hick, Lisa 
Subject= ~E: DHA Suppo~ for: CBC Read-~ 

?h a n ks %= ~ co. Se e d t .ach e J. 

Let me know if you need anythb~g else. 

debby 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Tw~tl:er- 

"The journey is ~he rew~rd. Chinese Proverb 

From: Barker, Harco 
Sent: Honday, ~brua~ 18, 2013 3:35 PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
~¢~ Robe~on, Nakenge; Blair, Wayne A; Holman Nash, DeVe~; Hax, Katherine Angeli; H~c~, Usa 
SubjeCt: DHA Suppo~ for: CBC Read-In 
Impo~an~e: High 

Hi 

9ivers~ and Multicul~ur~l A~air~ 

invoice and we will veri~ywi~h our U~C liaison ~ha~he invoice proces~ will ~u~ice ~or our ~uppor~ 

Thank~ 

M~rco 

Marco J. Barker, Ph.D. 
St. Director for Education, Operations, and Initiatives 

South Building, Campus Box 9~25 

Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NO 27599-9~25 
¯ (email) barker~.unc edu 

9~9-962-6962 (phone) 

9~9-962-5063 (fax) 

D~VERS[~f MA~E R... ~ www unc edu/diversity 
"Like Us" at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Cannon ~ carmon@cwlawgroup.com> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 5:35 PM 

@y~hoo.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Stroman, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edw~ 

UNC Black Athletes 

Willie 
Thanks for your contact info and willingness to help the black 
athletes at Carolina 

I want to introduce you via email to Dr Debbie Stroman She’s the 
Chair of Carolina Black Caucus and is spearheading the discussion. 
She’s also a former basketball star at UVA, so like you she has a true 
perspective of all that is required to be successful in and out of you 
ali’s arenas 

I look forward to her utilizing all that you have to offer[!! 

STEELER NA[[ION all day[![! 

Sent from my iPhone 
With warmest regards, 

T. Jefferson Cannon, iIi Esq 

THE CW LAW GROUP, PC 
3622 Lyckan Parkway 
Sutte 5002 
Durham, NC 27707 
(919) 926-1785 x 1 telephone 
(919) 251-6650 [iicsimile 
Email: j cannon@cwlawgroup.com 
Website: www.cwlawgroup.com 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To ensut-e compliance with requirements 
nnposed by the IRS, we inform you that any tax advice contained in 
this communication (or in any attachment) is not intended or written 
to be used, and cannot be used, for the putpose of (i) avoiding 
tax-related penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or recormnending to 
another party any tax related matter addressed in this commutfication 
or in any attachment herein. 

This e-mail transmission, and any docutnents, files or previous e-mail 
messages attached to it, may contain confidential ir~formation that is 
legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person 
responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of 
any of the information contained in or attached to this nressage is 
strictly prohibited. 

If you have received this transmission in error, please irmnediately 
notify us by- reply e-mail or by telephone at (919) 926-1785, and 
destroy the original transnrission and its attachments without reading 
them or saving them to disk. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jeff Cannon ~ carmon@cMawgroup.com> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 5:51 PM 

@yahoo.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Stroman, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: UNC Black Athletes 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

With warmest regards, 

T. Jeffer~n Cartoon, III Esq. 

TIlE CW LAW GROUP, PC 
3622 Lyckan Parkway 

Suite 5002 

Durham, NC 27707 
(919) 926-1785 x 1 telephone 

(919) 251-6650 facsimile 
Email: ic~nnon~cwlawgroup.com 

Website: ~v.cMawgroup.com 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To ensure compliance ruth requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any tax advice contained in this communication (or 

in may attachment) is not intended or written to be used, m~d cam~ot be used, tbr the pu~ose of(i) avoiding tax-related penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or 

recommending to a~other party any tax related matter addressed in this communication or in may attachment herein. 

This e-mail transmission, a~d any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it. may contain confidential intbrmation that is legally privileged. If you are 

not the intended recipienl, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of 

any of the information contained in or attached to this message is strictly prohibited. 

If you have received this transmission in erroi; please imlnediately notify" us by reply e-mail or by telephone at (919) 926-1785, and destroy the original transmission 

and its attachments without reading theln or saving them to disk. Thmik you. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: JeffCarmon <icarmon(&cwlawgmup.com> 

Date: FebruaD~ 20, 2013, 5:34:45 PM EST 
To: "           ~yahoo.com" <I          ’~b~yahoo.com> 

Ce: Doctor Deborah StrommJ <dstromm~@email.unc.edu>, Doctor Deborah L Stroman <dstro@unc.edu-~ 
Subject: UNC Black Athletes 

Willie 

Thanks for your contact info mad ~villingness to help the black 

athletes at Carolma. 

I want to introduce you via email to Dr Debbie Stroman. She’s the 

Chair of Carolina Black Caucus and is spemheading the discussion. 

She’s also a former basketball star at UVA, so like you she has a true 

perspective of all that is required to be successful in and out of you 

all’s arenas. 

I look tbrward to her utilizing all that you have to oiler!!! 

STEELERNATION all day!!!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

With warmest regaxds, 

T. Jefferson Carmon, III Esq. 

THE CW LAW GROUP, PC 
3622 Lyckan Parkway 

Suite 5002 

Durham, NC 27707 
(919) 926-1785 x 1 telephone 

(919) 251-6650 facsi,nile 
Email: icannon~cwlawgmup.com 

Website: v~-v~-w.cwlaw group.co,n 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To ensure compliance with requirements 

imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any tax advice contained in 



this communica’fon (or in any attachment) is not intended or written 

to be used, and cannot be used, tbr the purpose of(i) avoiding 

tax-related penal’fes or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to 

another party any tax related matter addressed in this communication 

or in oaay attachment herein. 

This e-mail transmission, o~nd ~ly documents, files or previous e-mail 

~nessages attached to it, may contain confidentied informalion that is 

legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person 

responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 

hereby notified that any disclosure, cowing, dislribution or use of 

any of the information contained in or attached to this message is 

strictly prohibited. 

If you have received this tra~smission in error, pleasc immediately 

notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone at (919) 926-1785, and 

destroy the origin~ tmnslnission a~nd its attachments mthout reading 

them or saving them to disk. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 8:22 PM 

JeffCarn~on <jcannon@cwlawgroup.com>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Black Athletes 

CBC Read-In 2013 FINAL Flyer.pdf 

@y~oo.com 

Thanks t:rat[ Hi Willie. l look ]br~wird to chatting with you If you are in 

town tomorrow, :[’eel free to stop by tomorrow’s event. It is very rewarding 

and the food is great[ 

If not, please call me this weekend. My mobile is What is 
yours? 

debby 

Go tIeels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

(;hair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reali~ is defined, progress is impossible." 

On 2/20/13 5:34 PM, "Jeff Camxon" <jcarmon@cwlawgroup.com> wrote: 

>Willie 
>Thanks for your contact info and willingness to help the black 
>athletes at Carolina. 
> 

>I want to introduce you via email to Dr Debbie Stroman. She’s the 
>Chair of Carolina Black Caucus and is spearheading the discussion. 
>She’s also a former basketball star at LWA, so like you she has a true 
>perspective of all that is required to be successful in and out of you 
>all’s arenas. 
> 

>I look forward to her utilizing all that you have to offer!![ 
> 

>STEELER NATION all day!!![ 
> 

>Sent from my iPhone 
>With warmest regards, 
> 

> 

>T. Jeffe*son Carmen, III Esq. 
> 

>THE CW LAW GROU~, PC 
>3622 Lyckan Park;vay 
>Suite 5002 
>Durharr~ NC 27707 
>(919) 926-1785 x 1 telephone 
>(919) 251-6650 facsimile 
>Email: j calrnOn@cwlawgroup.c om 
>Website: wvav.cwlawgroup corn 
> 

>IRS CIR(2ULAR 230 NOTICE: To ensure compliance with requirements 
>imposed by the IRS, ~ve inform you that any tax advice contained in 
>this communication (or in an?’ attachment) is not intended or written 
>to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding 
>tax-related penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to 
>another part?’ any tax related matter addressed in this communication 
>or in any attachment herein 
> 

>This e-mail transmission, al’~d an?’ documents, files or previous e-mail 
>messages attached to it, may contain confidential information that is 
>legally privileged If you are not the intended recipient, or a person 
>responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
>hereby notified that an?- disclosure, copying, distribution or use of 
>any of the infolrnation contained in or attached to this message is 
>strictly prohibited. 
> 

>If you have received this transmission in error, please itmnediately 
>notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone at (919) 926-1785, and 
>destroy the original transmission and its attachments without reading 
>them or saving them to disk. Thank you. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Cannon ~ carmon@cMawgroup.com> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 8:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Black Athletes 

IVly bad with the 1st set of emails His correct address is 
@yahoo.corn 

Sent from my iPhone 
With warmest regards, 

T. Jefferson CalTnOn, III Esq. 

THE CW LAYV GROU~, PC 
3622 Lyckan Parkway 
Suite 5002 
Durham, NC 27707 
(919) 926-1785 x 1 telephone 
(919) 251-6650 facsnnile 
Email: j CalTnOn@cwlawgroup.com 
Website: ~vw~v.cwlawgroup corn 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To ensure compliance with requirements 
imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any tax advice contained in 
this communication (or in any attachment) is not intended or written 
to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding 
tax-related penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to 
another party any tax related matter addressed in this communication 
or in any attachment herein 

’]]his e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail 
messages attached to it, may contain confidential information that is 
legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person 
responsible ~2~r delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of 
any of the information contained in or attached to this message is 
strictly prohibited. 

If you have received this transmission in error, please imanediately 
notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone at (919) 926-1785, and 
destroy the original transmission and its attachments without reading 
them or saving them to disk. ’]’hank you. 

On Feb 20, 2013, at 8:22 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

Thanks Frat! Hi Willie. I look forward to chatting with you. If you are in 
town tomorrow, feel free to stop by tomorrow’s event. It is very rewarding 
and the food is great[ 

If not, please call me this weekend. My- mobile is ;\~at is 
yours? 

debby 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:/iexss.~mc.edu/ 
Sport A&ninistration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reali~ is defined, progress is impossible." 

On 2/20/13 5:34 P_’vL "Jeff Carmon" <jcarmon@cwlawgroup.com> wrote: 

>> Willie 
>> Thanks for your contact info and ~villingness to help the black 
>> athletes at Carolina. 
>> 

>> I want to introduce you via email to Dr Debbie Stroman. She’s the 
>> Chair of Carolina Black Caucus and is spearheading the discussion. 
>> She’s also a former basketball star at UVA, so like you she has a true 
>> perspective of all that is required to be successtM in and out of you 
>> all’s arenas. 
>> 

>> I look forward to her utilizing all that you have to offer[’.! 
>> 

>> STEELER NATION all day-!!’.! 



>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> With warmest regards, 
>> 

>> 

>> T. Jefferson Carmen, III Esq. 
>> 

>> THE CW LAxA7 GROUP, PC 
>> 3622 I.yckan Parkway 
>> Suite 5002 
>> Durhatr~ N(-’ 27707 
>> @19) 926-1785 x 1 telephone 
>> (.919) 251-6650 facsimile 
>> Email: j cam~on@cwlawgroup.com 
>> Website: www.cwlawgroup.com 
>> 

>> IRS CIRCL~LAR 230 NOTICE: To ensure compliance with requirements 
>> imposed by- the IRS, we inform you that any tax advice contained in 
>> this con~nunication (or in any attacl-m~ent) is not intended or written 
>> to be used, and cammt be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding 
>> tax-related penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to 
>> another par~ any tax related matter addressed in this communication 
>> or in any attacl-m~ent herein. 
>> 

>> This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail 
>> messages attached to it, may contain confidential information that is 
>> legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person 
>> responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
>> hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of 
>> any of the information contained in or attached to this message is 
>> strictly prohibited. 
>> 

>> If you have received this transmission in el~or, please irmnediately 
>> notify us by reply e-mail or by telephone at (919) 926-1785, and 
>> destroy the original transmission and its attachments ~vithout reading 
>> them or saving them to disk Thank you. 
> 

> <CBC Read-In 2013 FINAL Flyer pdf> 



WELCOME FROM THE CHANCELLOR 

Greetings Tar Heels! 

Black History Month gives us the 

opportunity as a community to learn 

and celebrate the cultural riches of the 

African Diaspora. I am thrilled to see this 

event taking place. 

~ Holden Thorp 

GREETINGS FROM THE CAUCUS CHAIR 

Harambe! We hope you enjoy this rich 

celebration of Black culture. We thank 

every contributor and attendee who offered 

their time to join us in this rich fellowship. 

Through this powerful gathering, we build 

unity and promote the Arts. Share a smile, 

offer a hug, and give praise for the strength 

of our African heritage. 

Deborah Stroman 

Lift Every Voice And 
Sing 

James VVe/don Johnson 

Lift every voice and sing, 
till earth and heaven ring, 
Ring with the harmonies of 

liberty; 
Let our rejoicing rise 

High as the listening skies, 
Let it resound loud as the 

rolling sea. 

Sing a song full of the faith 
that the 

dark past has taught us, 
Sing a song full of the hope 

that the present has 
brought us; 

facing the rising sun of our 
new day begun, 

let us march on till victory is 
won. T 



THE PROGIE~-~M 

%VELCOME 

READ I N G S and PER]~ O RI%’11ANCES 

"LIFT E\’T~RY VOICE" 

REFLECTION 

RECEPTION 

By Nikki Giovanni 

Some people forget that love is 

tucking you in and kissing you 

"Good night"’ 

no matter how young or old you 

are 

Some people don’t remember 

that 

love is 

listening and laughing and asking 

questions 

no matIer what your age 

Camille Brooks 
Dr. Maria DeGuzman 

Nakenge & Miah Robertson 
Dr. Peggye Dilworth-Anderson 

Martina Ballen 
Camille McGirt 
Grace Dunzo 
Meama Scott 
Verita Murrill 

Matthew Taylor 
Dr. Joseph Jordan 

Ann Penn 
Dr, Deborah Stroman 

Alexis Davis 
Jeff Battle 

Brenda Malone 
Myles Robinson 

Wayne Blair 

Camille Brooks 

Larry Campbell 

DeVetta Holman-Nash 

OJ McGhee 

Verita Murrill 
Nakenge Robertson 

Deborah Stroman 

Special Thanks to: 

Office of the Chancellor 

Office of Diversity and 
Multicultural Affairs 

Carolina Black Caucus 
Ambassadors 

Few recognize that love is 

commitment, responsibility 

no fun at all 

unless 

Love is 
Jennifer Evans 

You and me EROT 

Cadence 

Herrison Chicas 

Dante Mitchell 

Victory in Praise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Murrill, Verita L <verita mumll@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, Febma~ 21, 2013 9:07 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Read-In PI ~ANNING - Poem to Consider 

No problem, Debby. 

kooking forward to tonight! 

V 

Senior Manager/Senior Consull:ant 

Training & Talent DevNopmenL 

Off:ice of Human Resources 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

104 Air’~x)rt Drive 

C~3# 1045 

Chapel FH~, NC 27599 

(919) 962--968g Office 

(919) 84g-9850 Fax 

~= Stroman, Deborah L 
8e~t~ Wednesday, ~brua~ 20, 20~3 ~0:~3 
Te= Murdll, Veri~ L 
8~jeCt~ Re: CBC Read-In P~NN]NG - Poem ~ Consider 
Thanksl The poem didn’t fit. ;( 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
FaculW Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Unt~] reality is de~ned, progress ~s impossible." 

~rom= <Murrill>, Verita Murdll <vedta murdll@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,.                4:55 PM 

To: DeVetta Holman Nash <dholman@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Co: < @unc.edu>, < @email.unc.edu>, < " ~email.unc.edu>, ’ 

< _@. __e_._m_._a_!_L .u_ n_£:_e_d__~. > 
Subject: RE: CBC Read-In PLANNING - Poem to Consider 

If you modified the poem, what would take out? 

Also, do you know the rules on how to cite a modification in a work like this one? I don’t. I’m wondering how it would be made known to the reader that the poem 

on the page is not the full poem? Shauna, can you help wi~:h ~:hese questions? 

V 

Sen~or Manager/Sen~or Consultant 

Trak~hsg & Talent Devebpment 

Office of Hums[1 Resources 

Universit:y of hiort:h Carolina at Chapel 

104 Air~x)rt Drive 

CB# 1045 

Chapel FH~, NC 27599 

(919) 962-9683 Office 

(919) S4~-9850 Fax 

F~m= Holman Nash, DeVe~a 
Sent~ Tuesday,               4:46 PN 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L; Nurrill, Verita L 

Subject~ RE: CBC Read-In P~NNING - Poem to Consider 

~ think it woa~d be [acky@..._just my 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:41 PM 
To~ Murdll, Veri~ L 



Subject: RE: CBC Read-In PLANNING - Poem to Consider 

Thanks! If I can get the font right to make it readable, let’s go with 

Would it be tacky to take out part of the poem, if it doesn’t fit? 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0:~36 

Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From: Murrill, Verita L 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:24 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: CBC Read-In PLANNING - Poem to Consider 

Hi there, Debby: 

If you still need a poem for the program, please see the attached poern by George Washington Carver tided, "Figure It Out for YourseH:J I like this poem because of 

its message of equality and empowerment and thought ~t would be a good one to add to the I~st of poems you’re considering, 

Thanks, 

V 

Sen~or ManageriSen~or Consultant 

Tra~rfin8 & Tabnt Development 

Of[ice of Human Resources 

University of North Carolina ~t Chape~ H~H 

~(}4 Airport Drive 

CB# 1045 
Chapel [-HH, NC 27599 

(919) 962-9689 Of[ice 

(919) 84~-9850 Fax 

~: Stroman, Deborah L 
8e~t: Monday, ~0:94 AM 

Te= Holman Nash, OeVe~; Stroman, Deborah L 

¢~= Holman Nash, OeVe~; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CBC Read-In P~NNING- IMPORI~NT 
Im~a.~e: High 

Hi Friends. We are headed towards the end line. 

i. Performers - - Can you please send us an updated list on the performers7 I need to know how many more folks to recruit. ;) 

2. Marketing- -I have sent the flyer and information out to all media outlets in the Triangle community and on campus, i wHi send out again later this 

week. The flyers will start going up on campus this week. (If you didn’t print the fiver or your own do know that you wHi receive copies in the mail Please 

post on your door or somewhere. ;) The BSM has been notified repeatedly, i personally invited my Blue family {Zetas & Sigmas) to attend. 

3. Food - DeVetta - DeVetta has been on top of th~s important matter and she has forwarded invoices. ~ am working with our adm. assistant to process. 

4. Program - - Please work with 
~ 

to confirm the flow. You should also check with to make sure the Union is comfortable as they 

provide technical support. We aren’t sure of the final names but that shouldn’t stop the planning of the format. 

5. Event Day Logistics - - has been working doselv and very effectively with the Union. I think the only outstanding item is to confirm 

the setup. DeVetta and have assisted in this regard. 

Note: The CBC ambassadors are ready to assist on event day. OJ McGhee coordinates photography!video. Our drummer has moved to Florida. He is getting us 

another drummer though. 

i will print the program at the latest moment to reflect last minute performer changes. I haven’t heard back from the Chancellor yet on his message. Any 

recommendations for ~ poem or message on tMs year’s program ? 

THANKS!] 

d 

Deborah L, Stroma~, Ph,O, CLU 

~,~,exs~,unc,ed u 

315 W~Re~ - CB #8700 

9~9,~43,033~ 



From: < ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:02 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CBC Read-In 

Hey Dr. Strotnan, 

Yea I roll see you there I have to things that Richard Wright said in his book Native Son. 

On           , at 8:23 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi . See you tonight! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is de[ined, progress is knpossible." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <~_s_.t_r_.o__@_.u__n__c_:_e_.d__~.> 

Date: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 3:55 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Larry Campbell <lecarnp@email.unc.edu>, "Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda" <vhammett@email.unc.edu>, "Jones, Shandra" 

<shandraj@email.unc.edu>, Ursula Littlejohn <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>, OJ McGhee <oi mcghee@unc.edu>, Verita Murrill 

<verita murrill@unc.edu>, Nakenge Robertson <_n___a___k__e___n_Ke.robertson@unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <..d__s._t_r.9_._@_._u_.qc_:_e__d_.u_.> 

Subject: CBC Read-In 

Hi All. On behalf of the leadership team of the Caucus, a BIG thank you for your participation in tomorrow’s Read-In. We are very excited about the 

program and fellowship. 

Please read the attached guide. We will start promptly at 6:00 p.m. We do know that some of you have additional events tomorrow night. Our goal is 

to begin eating before 8:00 p.m. ;) 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

Note: Stone Center Directions - http://son/ahaynesstonectr, unc.edu/about-.us/focation.-direction/ Come early to see the wonderful artwork 

and "Bloodfines" exhibit] 

Debby 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson 

919.843.0336 

__w____w____w__:__u_£_c__:_e___d___u_/___c___b__c_. 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason toofear the wind," 

<imageOO2.jpg> 

<Dear Reader - Helpful Tips 2013.1xtf><image002.jpg> 



From: < ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:53 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS TODAY 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I’m s~dll at my apIx)intment so I don’t know if I’ll make class and I just wanted to let you l, mow. rm being tested for a learning disabilib, and can bring an excuse note if 

you want to see it. 

Is there a time we can meet to cover what you talk about in class? 

Thank you so much! I appreciate it. 

Sent frotn my iPhone 

On             at 10:27 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edtr> wrote: 

Thanks ~ 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: " @live.unc.edu" < @live.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday,                11:42 AM 
Subject: Re: EXSS TODAY 

To: Undi~lo~d Recipients 

From: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Sure! I’ll put it in your room after class. IfI don’t ,see you, I wanted to mention that I have an appointment that I can’t get out of, Thursday from 9-12. I 

hope I’ll make it back to campus on time, but I may be a few minutes late to class. 

Thanks! 

On             at l l: 34 AM, Stroman, Deborah (dstroman) wrote: 
Hi . Can you please pass around a sheet of paper today for everyone to sign-in? This document will senze as my attendance sheet. You can slide it 

under my door, Woollen 315, after class. Thanks! Dr. Stroman 

This for~varded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages fiom the "EXSS 

message click this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS     i.SP13. 

SP13" site. To reply to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robe~lson, Nakeuge <nakenge.robertson@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 12:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Read-In Line Up 

it will all be over this evening~ As long as there is a microphone and food we are good to go and the show will go on © No worries. I think we all are ready for the 

food! 

Nake~ge Robertso~ 

FPG Child Lbevelo~)n~enL InstiLute 

U NC Chape~ 

919-95~-.9722 

919-.9~5-75;2 (fax) 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, Februa~ 21, 2013 12:05 PN 

To= Robe~on, Nakenge 
Subject= RE: Read-In Line Up 

Thanks~ Somewhat,, for example, t go[ an #~quiry abou[: some que2;tk)~]s tha~: ~:he Unkm has for set up and people sent ~t to me, ~ can’[: ut~dersta[xt why [o~ks can’[: 

Lry to figure it out be[:ore passing it on [o me. One thh~g was as simple as sending an ernail. Mercy. 

I writ calf you later, 

~ w~H fee~ better when we get to the food. ;} 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9:19243,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

for and my contact info, Hopefully we can find it this evening, 

Thanks, 

Nakenge Robertso~ 

FPG Child Lbevelo~m~enL InstiLute 

UNC Chape~ 

919-95~-.9722 

9:1.9-966-7532 (fax) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday,               4:20 PN 
Te: Blair, Wayne A; Murrill, Veri~ L; Watkins, Debra; Holman Noah, DeVe~; Brooks, Camille A; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject= Read-In Line Up 

Hi. See attached. We will try our best to hold to this line up and get to the food BEFORE 8:00 p.m. 

d 

Deborah L, St~man, Pb,D, CLU 

~.ex~.unc.edu 

Chapel Hi~ NC 27599 
9~9,843,033~ 

; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 

B®st Teac.hers2 

From: Robertson, Nakenge 
Sent: Thursday, February 21, 2013 12:03 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Read-In Line Up 
Eli Debby, 

Hope your day is going rather smooth. I dropped of 2 cases of water at the Stone Center front desk. No one was there so I left a note explaining what the water was 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collin Ruskin < ~(}gmail.com~ 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 12:25 PM 

Kiel, David <kM@email.uuc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Series Proposal 

David and Debby, 

Thanks for yesterday’s luaach meeting I am excited to be of assistance. Off to Meadowmont facilities now, but will send a brief description of workshop later this afternoon 
Be well 
Collin 

On Feb 12, 2013, at 5:02 P2~ "Kiel, David" <kiel@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

> OK I will make the reser~ation. David 
> 

> On 2/12/13 4:50 PM; "Collin Rustin" .2~)gmail.com> wrote: 
> 

>> David and Debby, 
>> Let us meet at 12:30 at Carolina Inn. 
>> Collin 

>> On Feb 12, 2013, at 4:36 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi Collin and David. My class ends at 11:50 a.m., so I will hustle to 
>>> the location of your choosing Thanks! 

>>> I look forward to meeting you! 

>>> debby 

>>> Do Good. 

>>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
>>> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

>>> 919843.0336 

>>> "Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that 

>>> Martin Luther King, Jr. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Kiel, David 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 4:34 PM 
>>> To: Collin Rustin 
>>> Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
>>> Subject: Re: Series Proposal 

>>> I thip2~: the Carolina Inn would be an elegant setting, unless you want 
>>> to re-visit one of your favorite downtown Chapel Hill restaurants 
>>> (Spanky’s, top of the Hill, Coffee shop, etc.) I just want to check the 
>>> noon time with Debby to see if it fits with her class schedule. She 
>>> may need a little later, but maybe not. David 

>>> On 2/12/13 4:30 PM. "Collin Rustin" < @gmail.com> wrote: 

>>>> Hi Davi& 

>>>> Thanks for the quick reply. Noon on Feb 20 will work for me. Where 
>>>> shall I meet the two of you? 
>>>> Collin 

>>>> On Feb 12, 2013, at 4:20 PM. "Kiel, David" <kiel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Collin, I just got off the phone ~vith Proil Debby Stroman, and we 
>>>>> wondered if we could take you to luaach, noon or 12:30 over here in 
>>>>> Chapel Hill on the 20th, that way you could meet Debby and I could 

>>>>> Best, David 

>>>>> On 2/12/13 11:29 AN~ "Collin Rustm" < ~)gmail corn> wrote: 

>>>>>> Hello David and Deborah, 

>>>>>> Thank you ibr your follow up email information regarding the 
>>>>>> Carolina Black Caucus Professional Development Series. I am 
>>>>>> interested and ~vould appreciate a chance to meet and hear more 
>>>>>> details about this opportunity. 
>>>>>> Candidly, my calendar is challenging for the next three weeks with 
>>>>>> open dates of Feb 19 and 20 for a possible meeting I have 
>>>>>> international travel tlcom Feb 22-Mar 3 and west coast travel from 
>>>>>> March 5-9 

>>>>>> Will your calendar allow for a meeting on either Feb 19 or 20? This 
>>>>>> will then allow time for submission of a response / proposal by 



>>>>>> March 8 deadline. I can meet at any time on these two dates. 

>~>>~> ] await your response. 
>>>>>> Best regards, 
>>>>>> Co[lin Rustm, Jr 
>>>>>> On Feb 10, 2013, at 8:00 ~\{ "Kie[, David" <kieI@email uric edu~ 

>>>>>>> <CBC Prof Dev FINAL(1).docx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colliu Rus~dn < ?}gmail.com~ 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 4:23 PM 

Kiel, David <kM@email.uuc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Series Proposal 

Hi again, 

This afternoon just flew by. My yard was clying for attention. Here is my effort at describing the workshop. 

Building Authentic Relationships, is a workshop designed to help palticipants better ~velcome others as allies. The workshop is highly interactive with participants being helped to kno~v 
themselves and others better The facilitated workshop is based of work of the National Coalition Building Institute arid the professional experience of the facilitator, Collin Rustin. Dialogue 
is the foundation of the workshop and skills of mediation and feedback are intertwined throughout the ~vorkshop The workshop is an excellent on boarding process for group participants 
and teams wanting to con~municate more effectively 

I hope this description is of help You are welcome to add or change this descripuon 
Please let me know what date you choose. I am offto the land down under Available by email 
Best regards, 
CoHin 

On Feb 12, 2013, at 5:02 PM; "Kiel, David" <kiel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> OK I will make the reser~atinn. David 
> 

> On 2/12/13 4:50 PM; "Collin Rustin" < @gmail.com> wrote: 
> 

>> David and Debby, 
>> Let us meet at 12:30 at Carolina Inn. 
>> Collin 

>> On Feb 12, 2013, at 4:36 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi Collin and David. My class ends at 11:50 a.m., so ! will hustle to 
>>> the location of your choosing Thanks! 

>>> I look forward to meeting you! 

>>> debby 

>>> Do Good. 

>>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>>> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> "Our lives begin to end the day- we become silent about things that 

>>> Martin Luther King, Jr. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Kiel, David 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 4:34 PM 
>>> To: Collin Rustin 
>>> Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
>>> Subject: Re: Series Proposal 

>>> I think the Carolina Inn would be an elegant setting, unless you want 
>>> to re-visit one of your favorite do~vntown Chapel Hill restaurants 
>>> (Spanky’s, top of the Hill, Coffee shop, etc.) I just want to check the 
>>> noon time with Debby to see if it fits with her class schedule. She 
>>> may need a little later, but maybe not David 

>>> On 2/12/13 4:30 PIVl. "Collin Rustin" < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

>>>> Hi Davick 

>>>> Thanks for the quick reply. Noon on Feb 20 will work Ibr me. ~ere 
>>>> shall I meet the two of you? 
>>>> Collm 

>>>> On Feb 12, 2013, at 4:20 PM. "Kiel, David" <kiel@email unc edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Collin, I just got off the phone ~vith Proil Debby Stroman, and we 
>>>>> wondered if we could take you to lunch, noon or 12:30 over here in 
>>>>> Chapel Hill on the 20th, that way you could meet Debby and I could 

>>>>> Best, David 

>>>>> On 2/12/13 11:29 ANL "Collin Rustm" < ~)gmail corn> wrote: 

>>>>>> Hello David and Deborah, 

>>>>>> Thank you Ibr your follow up email information regarding the 



>>>>>> Carolina Black Caucus Professional Development Series. I am 
>>>>>> interested and would appreciate a chance to meet and hear more 
>>>>>> details about this opportunity. 
>>>>>> Candidly, my calendar is challenging for the next three weeks with 
>>>>>> open dates of Feb 19 and 20 for a possible meeting I have 
>>>>>> international travel from Feb 22-Mar 3 and west coast travel from 
>>>>>> March 5-9 

>>>>>> Will your calendar allow :[’or a meeting on either Feb 19 or 20? This 
>>>>>> will then allow time for submission of a response / proposal by 

>>>>>> March 8 deadline. I can meet at any time on these two dates. 
>>>>>> I await your response. 
>>>>>> Best regards, 
>>>>>> Collin Rustm, Jr 
>>>>>> On Feb 10, 2013, at 8:00 AM. "Kiel, David" <kiel@eruail.unc.edu~ 

>>>~’->>> <CBC ProfDe~,F!NAL(1).docx> 



Sent: 

Subject: 

< @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:19 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

< @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 
< @gmail.com>; < 

TeamWork Online Wants to Connect with GSBG!! 

<          @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com> 

Dr Stroman, 

Please see the email behiw (little crazy the founder of TeamWork Online emalls me) but I actually talked to one of their sales people (Hannah Giterman) earlier today. She randomly heard about me 

being the          of CSBC and wanted to reach out to us z~bout getting our CSBC students access to their MVP Access/College program. 

I have all the logistics spelled out, invoice coming, instructional PowerPoint spelling out the benefits of the MVP Access to college students and how it helps them get internships/jobs, etc ....... basically 

the whole nine./El I need is to schedule a time for you, me.       and ]      to sit dov, m and look at it all before we present it to the Club at our next general b ody meeting. Hannah’s even willing to 

coifference call in/show us virtually thi-ough her computer linked to ours how everything would work. Seems like great stuff, right? 

We’ll be in discussion next week though I don’t want to bother anybody with this right now. Just wanted to let you know what’s ahead. We’re really mal.zing an impact this year in this industry and the 

exciting part is the best is literally yet to come ;) 

From: Bully Filippell <.-b---u--f--f-y----@---t--e---a-.--m-.--w-.9.-r-~-£-~---n-!!--n---e--‘--c-.-~-.-m--.> 

Date: Thursday, :1:1:30 PM 

To: " @unc.edu" < ~unc.edu> 

Cc: TeamWork Sales <[eamworksales@tearnworkordine.com> 

Subject: RE: MVP Access/College/University of North Carolina 

We wouh] love to [~rovide MVP Access/College to the University of North Carolina Spot’ts Busi~xess Club. Most likely you at’e taught tlae tools og tI~e trade, ~xow we’ll 

[~nk you with the people of the tt’ade and make sure you fit in wk}~ ~}~ose who will develop you. 

While Ha~mah is quite e~t}~sed, I cannot say d,at we wo~[d improve your classmate’s prospects of getting a job 50o%. Tt~at’s a h~t aggressive. But we can prove 

their ch~ces of get~i~g hired is abrupt 4 -5x more tha~ typica~ applicants if you are cm our MVP Access/College progr~m. 
Can you let us know the ~ex~ ste~s? And if3.ou need any o~}~er demo~stration of the ];,rogram~ ];,]ease let me know. 

All my best, 

Euffv Filippell, Founder 

TeamWork O~a]i~e 

a255o McCauley Read~ Shaker HeigI~ts, OH 44z22 

a~6.36o.~ 79o ~c) 
buffy@teamworkonline.com 
www.teamworko n li~e.com 

~ cid.D958C2AB-EBC3~115E-SSCB-t~FFCB65A 5B~2@gate,~%,.2wire.r~e~ 

The i~[’ormation tra~asmitted is i~atertded only for ~}~e ~et’son of en tity to wlak:h it is addressed and may contain confidential and/of privileged material A~W 

review, transmission, dissemination or other use oI; or taking any action in reliance upon, this ~nli)rmat}o~ by persons or entities otI~er tha~ the i~tended recipient 

is prohibited. If you received this ~n error~ please contact t}~e ae~der and delete the material fl~orn any computer. 

Fmm~ TeamWork Sales 
Sent: Thursday, 3:51 PM 
To: 
Cc: Bu~ Filippell 
Subject: MVP College Acces 

It was great talking to you today! I am excited to get you and the North Carolina Sports Business Club members access to MVP College. As you know, this is a 

premium program that helps students increase their sport business employment by 500% over typical job applicants. It will provide your club invaluable 

information and help members attain a job upon graduation. Sounds great, right? 

I have attached the power point to this email so you can present it to your members and advisor. When you receive this email, can you please let me know? Once I 

receive confirmation, I will send over the invoice and agreement so and we will get everyone signed up! 

Please feel free to call or email me if you have any questions. Thanks again,      ] 

Sincerely, 

Hannah Giterman, Sales Representative 

TeamWork Online 

(2:16) 360-:1790 

22550 McCauley Road 

Shaker Heights, OH 44:122 

www.teamworkonline.com ............................................................... 



~"~om: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:31 AM 

TeamWork Sales <teamworksales@teamworkonline.com> 

Strom~a% Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

TeamWork Online MVP Access - Phone Gall Follow Up 

MVPAccessCollege.pdf 

Hannah, 

My sincerest apologies for my late response I got a little busy tonight but definitely sa~,v your emails when you sent them I did receive the PowerPoint, have sent the infon~ation over to my club 

advisor, Dr. Deb orab Stroman (cc’ed) and informed her about you, Mr. Filippell and everything we talked about on the phone. We’re prob ably going to connect next week and go everything. If I don’t 

formally get back to you or Mr. Filippell until next week please be warned in advance it’s simply because I’m waiting to meet with my advisor first. 

Please send over the invoice at your earliest convenience. This ~rill b e great to include in my meeting with Dr. Stroman 

Thani~s again for agreeing to talk to me today. I really appreciated the chance to meet you virtuaily and look forv, rard to working together ~ith you in the near future to get ore- club signed up soon for 

the MVP Access Program! 

PS. I spoke with Nolan and he told me to tell you hello fi-om one Ohio undergrad to an aium ;) 

Go Heels and Go Bobcats! 

From: TeamWork Sales <[eamworksales@tearnworkonline.com> 

Date: Thursday, ;4:45 PM 

To: " @unc.edu" < @unc.edu> 

Subject: follow up 

I just wanted to make sure you received the PowerPoint Presentation. When you get the chance, just shoot me confirmation back so we can get the invoice out. 

Thank you! 

Sincerely, 

Hannah Giterman, Sales Representative 

TeamWork Online 

(216) 360-1790 

22550 McCauley Road 

Shaker Heights, OH 44122 

www.teamworkonline.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:02 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

MVP College Access PowerPoint 

MVPAccessCollege.ppt; ATT00001 .htln 

~kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Sor~ for the error on the firs~t email. The PowerPoint is attached. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

Kenan- Flagler Business School 

Sports Communication Certificate 

University of North Cal~olina 

http://about.me 

i@unc.ed’d 

(C): 

Minutes Away ] Ahead 

Begin ibm’aMed message: 

From: "TemnWork SaJ~es" <tem~worksdles(~temnworkonline.com> 
To:               ~unc.edu"               ~unc.edu> 

Co: "Buffy Filippell" <buffv((~teamworkonline.com> 

Subject: MVP College Acces 

It was great talking to you today! I am excited to get you and the North Carolina Sports Business Club members access to MVP College. As you know, 

this is a premium program that helps students increase their sport business employment by 500% over typical job applicants. It will provide your club 

invaluable infolmation ~ld help members atta~n a job upon graduation. Sounds great, righr? 

I have attached the power point to this email so you can present it to your membels and advisor. When you receive this email, can you please let me 
know? Once I receive confirmation. I will send over the invoice mad agreement so and we roll get evelyone signed up! 

Please feel free to call or emM me if you have an5, quefftions. Thanks again, 

Sincelely, 

Ha~nah Gitenna~L SaJes Representative 

TeamWork Online 

22550 McCauley Road 

Shaker Heights, OH 44122 

w~wv.temmvorkonline.coin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.tmc.edu 

Friday, 11:06 AM 

The proglhc ma~ling list <progl?ac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progfac] MOOC’s 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

A blog-post from The Chronicle of Higher Education was forwarded to you by: 

~@email.unc.edu 

Message from the sender: Take a Look at The Comments ... The Split In Attitudes is Clear and 

Troubling 

Februat7 21, 2013 

O~l]ne Cou~’,~es Could ~,r]den Achle~’eme~t Gaps Among St~de~ts 

In a sta~@ of students who took mary elasses online, those in undemvpresented groups fell 

further behind than if they were ~ddng face-to-face eourses. 

Most E-Mailed 

Ho~ EdX Plans tu Ear,a, and Share, Revenue From Free OnJine Courses 

amine Courses Could Widen Achieveme~ O;~ps Among Stu~ients 

Wba~ Makes ~ Good t,eader? 

The Hzm~:mities Ph,D. at Work 

Spring amd Summer Ave the New Academic ~ear 

NnNng it hard to keep up with all fl~at’s happening in aeadetne~ The Chroniele keeps you up 

to date with award-ufinning repoAing and anNysis of eum~nt events in higher edueafion. We 

offer daily and weeny e-tnail newsle~e~ that ~11 keep you eun’ent. Go to 

la~): / / eh toni d e. earn / mya ecounti~ ewale~ers to si Na up. 

(c) The Chronicle of H~gher Education 
1255 23rd Street 
Washington, DC 20037 

<ul> 

<]i> -- You are currently subscribed to 

progfac as: <a href "mailto:dstro@nnc.edu">dstro@nnc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <bg> 

email to <~a hre~"Ina~lto:leave- 32794054- 56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave- 32794054- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listselw.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Emestine Taylor < @triad.rr.com> 

Friday, February 22, 2013 11:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu> Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc edu> 

Dates tbr spring workshop 

Thanks for the conversation this morning. 

My available dates are: 

April 22, 29 and 30 

May 1-2 

14 thru 16 

20 and 23 

June 3 and 4 
I have blocked out the entire day. Morning or late afternoon -evening would work for me. 

Will send a program description within 5 days. For planning purposes, please confirm your decision by end of March. 

Ernestine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dahlsten, Ma~ Lyle <dahls~en@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Februaly 22, 2013 4:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Colver, Reed <rcolve@unc.edu> 

RE: Ailey Tickets 

D~~ 

Thank you- 

F~m: Dahlsten, Maw Lyle 
Sent~ Tuesday, Februaw 19, 2013 4:25 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Colver, Reed (rcolver@unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: Ailey Tickets 

Deborah- 

[ £ta vc a~tac}~ed th~~ invoice for the’so tk:k~t~ ]ac~~. l)o you t}dt~k you,d like’ to pay wit}t accotm~ ad~ustm~q~t, c£teck~ or t}te p-card? A skb ~o~e about 

kt~ow ~f’tJds would ~M] ut~dcr this classification since th~s i~ n~orc el’an c~ga~cmc~ acd~dt), [~r a ~roup but ~ust wanted to pu~ ~a~ ou~ t[~re just in 

Let m~’ k~ow wt~a~ )~o~’d ~ike to do and well make i~ happen. 

Best, 

M ary 

The Po~lhe~e B~i~d~ng ~ i34 E~st g~’ank~n Street ] Cg 3233 ~ ¢hapel Hi~, NO 27599<3233 

P: ~9].9) 843d.777 ~ C: ~ F: (9~9) 843..20~2 ~ dahlsten@emaKunc.edu 

ROS F~NAL 

Find out hew to support the perforating arts at Carolina! 

Frem: Stroman, Deborah L 
$ent~ Monday, ~bruaw ~8, 20~3 4:5[ PM 
Te: Colver, Reed 
$~bject: RE: Ailey Tickets 
Tbanks~ No proMem. Comp~mentary ~s lust that ~ appredate yo~Jr asMng for us~ We w~l~ take the 25 t~ckets~ I.et me know how to best process the bNing. We prefer 

one bil~ and I cm~ use our P-card, if poss~Me. 

See ya’ soon[ 

Hugs, 

d 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9119~84&0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we became silent about things that matter," 
Martin Luther King, Jr, 



From: 

Sent: 

Subjet~: 

Cathy Andruzzi < @gmail.com> 

Friday, February 22, 2013 5:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Sports Entrepreneurship 

Awesolne! I am preparing to discuss those points. Ask Beth to give a call ... I am working on my presentation and i have a few questions about the slides! Thanks! 

Looking forwmd to seeing you! ~ 

Cathy Andmzzi 

Follow me in Twitter 

http:/,fwitler.com/ 

PEP "Passion- Ene~=y- Perserverance" 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Feb 22, 2013. at 2:56 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <~t_~.t_r.~?@_t_~!:Lc_:__e.!_t~> wrote: 

Thanks Cathy. We are set for        at 5:00. Le[’s go with the NCAA Final Four. I asked a student,            [o con[act you about the meeting and 

the making of the flyer. It is a smart room so all you will need is your flash drive. P~ease share how you worked to make ~t successfu~ and the 

h~portance of connect~ons~ (e.g., workh~g w~th WBB, the dtg, and the NCAA) 

~ hope a~l ~s we~l~ 

~ugs, 

d 

Do ~ood, 

9eborah L. S~’oman, Ph£~. CL[J 

9119.843~0336 

<imageOO~@~g> 

From: Catherine Andruzzi [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, Februar/18, 2013 12:46 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Sports Entrepreneurship 

Hi Debby, 

AIter thinking about it the Final Four or PEP/Power of Who presentations would is more relevant at this "time. Thanks 

Cathy 

"Our lives begin *o end *he day we become silen* about ~hings that matter. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

~mail.com] 

Cathy Andruzzi 

Follow me on Twitter 
http://twitter.com,’ 
PEP! Passion-Energ~’-Perseverance 
On Feb 18, 2013, at 8:22 AM, Cathy Andruzzi wrote: 

Hi Debby, 

Those dates work for the presentation and class. Please let me know what topic below you would like me to presenL Also, can I do a 

PowerPoint!keynote presentation? If yes, do I just import the slides on a junk drive? 

Stay warm, 

Cathy 

Cathy Andruzzi 

Follow me on Twitter 

PEP! Passion-Energy-Perseverance 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 15, 2013, at 5:32 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" ~a:lstro(Fgunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Cathy. I hope all is well. Vm looking at your Feb. 27-March t window. Can you do the ChJb presentation on Tuesday, March 5? We will 

s~:ar~: at 5:00. 

I wou~d ~ove to have you ~n class on Monday, March 4 w~th another entrepreneur. We can have the ~wo of you serve as advisors 

rev~ew~n~ their business pitches. 

d 

[)o Good. 

Deborah L. Stroma~L Ph.D, CLU 

919~843,0336 

<imageOO:[,~pg> 



~in ~uthe~ King, g~, 

F~: Catherine Andruzzi [~ailto: C~gma~l~com] 
Sent: Monday, Februa~ 04, 20~3 ~2:49 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Spots Entrepreneurship 
Hi Debby, 

I hope you had a good fitne las~ night[ I w~ glad you were aNe to tneet ~tne new t~lks. They axe a t)n group to hang out ruth. The gNs 

love their spots as we do~ Did you watch the end of the game? Wow~ 

As we discussed I ~ ve~’ interested in ge~ng involved with the s~s ent~epreneurship progrmn at ~C. I would like to meet Joe 

DeSimone and sit in on one of his closes. Plea~ keep me in mind as you have fresher di~ussion ruth Joe about the ~mre of the s~s 

entrepreneursNp progr~. 

In ret~rence to s~aking to the CSBC or any other group I can s~ak on several topics: 

1. Domino’s Pizza - BuilNng a 

2. NC~ Women’s Final Four - Executive Director of the LOC of Philadelphia. Creating a brand P~2000 m co-exist wifl~ the NC~ 

3. PEP - Passion-Ene~’-Perseverance & The Power of Who - What it ~kes to ~ an Entrepreneur and the ~q{O that roll help you 

succeed~ 

I will be leaving for NJ fl~is Saturday. My plan is m drive back on Wednesday; Feb 27-Ma~h 10. I ~ planmng on going m the ACC 

Women’s Tourney and then head back to NY for the Men’s Big East & A- 10 Toumey’s. 

Let me ~ow what you flfink. If you have time ~is week let’s grab a cup of co~e at 3 cups. 

Cathy 

Ca~y An&uzzi 

Follow me on Twitter 
http://twitter.com 
PEP[ Pas sion-Energ?~-Per severance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~-- 

Friday, 5:25 PM 

Marks, Bonita L <mark@email.unc.edu> 

< @email.unc.e&t>; 
< ~@emaJl.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~-~ 
< @med.unc.edu>; ~ 

Re: 

<     @email.mac.edu>; 

@unc.edu>;                < 

@email.unc.edu>;            ,~!gmail.com 

@unc.edu>; 

Thanks Dr. Marks. 

Congratulations Dangaia! I am very, proud and happy for you. Let’s chat next week. Dr. Stroman 

DLS tkom my iPhone. 

On Feb 22, 2013, at 5:21 PM, "Marks, Bonita L" <mazks@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Hi All. Please be sure to congratulate 

this morning - kudos to her! 

Bonnie 

on her acceptance into Penn State’s kinesiology doctoral program! She notified me 

Bonita L. Marks, Ph.D., FACSM, ACSM-CES 
Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 
Graduate Coordinator, Exercise Physiology Specialization 
Director, Exercise Science Teaching Lab 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Fetzer Hall, Campus Box 8700 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 
Phone: 919-962-2260 Fax: 9:t9-962-0489 
Email: marks@email.unc.edu 

" We don’t stop playing because we grow old; 
we grow old because we stop playing." 

- George Bernard Sha w- 



From: Enrico Copeland <enrico@ghcintemational.org> 

Sent: Friday, 8:06 PM 

To: < @live.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: SCttEDULES 

Hm~n I asked for them on Thursday by 6 PM.. 

Brother, back in day; I was President of the UVA Kappa Chapter of 35 guys, had a fall and spring line, was Treasurer of Black Student Alliance, worked, member of 

the NAACP, was a national olticer of another organization, dealt with major racial issues on campus and had to write a thesis. 

Today, my life is even crazier. Last week, you attended the reception. Somebody had to plan - Me. Tuesday reception, picked up Dorsha 11:30 am from airport, think 
of all the "things you saw at the reception. Next day, after an exhaustive review of the Annual report, web site and newsletter, Dorsha was at the airtx~rt at 6am. 

WEDNESDAY debrief and planned for DC meeting with Hou~ Democratic Leader James Clybum. 

Left Thursday 7:30 am drove to Riclmlon& caught the trafin 11:30 am to DC to meet with Congressman Jim Clybum, train back to Richmon& drove home 11:30pm 

amval. Then had to plan and make copies for next day of meetings. Friday 9:30 NCCU meeting Vice Chancellor Research, 1:00 UNC meeting in South Building and 

stopped by Shepard. 

Warche, I shaaced aJl that because it leads me to the question, how are you tracking and spending your time? 

For you to be more successful, you have to make some changes BIG GUY - starting with time management. It is hard to imagine your life as a student any busier than 

mine as a senior 1981-82 or today as a businessman, father and son of aging parents. 

As a Black man, who has been there, and is still dealing with folks who would like to ~e nay hindparts thil becau~ I will ca]l it and be as hot and cold as &y ice, they 

despise me. BUT TtIEY ALSO RESPECT AND FEAR ME! 

I am that BLACK man they hate because I don’t buck dance, don’t smile when it ain’t funny and don’t give em many opportunities to say Oh yeah, but when they deal 

with me. YOU ALWAYS HAVE TO DEAL FROM A FOUNDATION ON STRENGTH." 

First lesson: if you don’t show up 15 minutes eMy, you’re already late’. PLAN TIME IN YOUR SCHEDULE. Ell hem ........ 

Today; Dr. Strauss. Executive Vice Chancellor highlighted something in a letter I sent to him last week. Following our meeting, he said to me "lel~s go to my computer 

and look up some information Rick." 

Ron was doing severa] things: 1) He was checking to see ifa]l the noise I have been "telling him was m~e. 2) Checking my throughness 3) Could he put his hindparts on 

the line tbr me? tie believes in OUR WORK’. tte and Jamie Bartram were impressed with your picture and all the student Ambassadors on the program I shared. BUT 

what do you do to build credibility,? It is a process and any place in that process, you can get offtrack or be side tracked by others. 

In summation, you can’t have ANY CHINKS in your armor biother. Don’t give others any angles to say the YEAH BUT! 

As your tnentor, as a Black man, I OWE IT TO YOU TO GIVE IT TO YOU STRAIGHT NO CHASA my young brother. You have a bright future ahead of you. 

However, you have to slow down and figure out what lane you are planning to operate in. When it’s time to get in the passing lane, accelerate and pass others. BUT 

you can’t s~y in the fast lane all tile time. That means tickets (lost time) and other things won’t and don’t get done big fella! 

With Much Care and Adoration for building a better Warche, 

Rick 

On             4:26 PM, "                   " <         @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ill! This is great news. When would you hke the proposed questions now because throughout the week, I normally have target deadlines to complete requests and 

due to the past couple of hours. I have not had a chance to respond to many emails. I was thinking the creation ofa GoogleDoc will be most useful since we all will 

be able to see the questions. I’m literally on the bus now and I’m preparing for an event this evening, so I will be more actively avafilable Saturday evening as we 

ponder questions. 

........ Original mesmge ........ 
From: Enrico Copeland <enrico(a)ghcintemational.org> 
Date: 
To: @me.corn, < 
< ~live.unc.edu> 

gbgmail.com>,’ " < :@live.unc.edu>," 



Subject: Re: SCHEDULES 

Ambassadors, 

I trusl you are having a great week. 

My travels have been quite productive and lea~ed today; we’re malting progress from lasl Thursday’s meeting with Rep. James Clyburn to stop the Global Health 

Fellows Program-II dise~ffranchisement of s~udents. Innovative H20 roll be installing a unit in the Dominican Republic next weekend. The President of the DR roll be 

visiting the ins~llation on March 5th and this roll provide a wonderful opportunity for GHCI to publicize the ins~llation. One of the paxents will be meeting with nrc to 

explore funding opportunities on Monday. I met with an education team in New Bern, NC who would like work to paxtner ruth Looking Forward H20. I don’t 

expect you to travel to New Bern, but this p~ogram simply highlights how we can make difference in lives. 

I am slill waiting on the gn:ee~ light from Principal Boone. AND I am still waiting on the ~’een lig/~t fi~om you, with a few questions.... 

OUR EFFORTS to emtx~wer our young folks will only be as good as the sum of our parts. Do ?,ota remember the part abom hm, ing s~me fimnmmnr~ and sending 
;qIe ......... 

What I need from you creative minds, axe 20 STEM questions pertaining to Innovative Water (10) and The Global Soap Project (10). Therefore, we will start out 

with a pool of 120 questions to incorporate into our tnentoring and tutoring endeavors. With the professionals who will be visiting the s~dent~ we can add to our 

STEM education list. See attachments and link 

http://water.orp_dwater- cfi sis/water- fact,/water/ 

Come on team member 

Who will assist in providing a drop bx~x tbr our team? That way, we can eliminate duplicate questions...LET’S tlAVE SOME FUNNNNNrNN with this! 

Let’s have the work completed by Thursday 6 PM. Again, let’s have some funnnn generating question than can be incorporated into STEM learning. 

All The Bes~ 

Rick 

E. Rick Copeland 

Presidenr’CEO 

ONce 919.844.7329 

MoNle 

h~p:iA~v.ghcinternational.o~/ 

Co~g’idendalit9 Notice: the information contained in this email and an~ attachments ma~ be legalh.] priuileged and confidential. I.[’~ou 
are not an intended recipient, 9ou are hereb9 notified that an9 dissemination, distribution, or cop!jing of this e-mail is strictl9 
prohibited, lf t~!ou have received this e-mail in error, please not~f9 the sender and permanentl~ delete the e-mail and an9 attachments 
immediatelg. You should not retain, cop!4 or use this e-mail or an9 attachments for an~ purpose, nor disclose all or an~ part of the 
contents to an9 other person. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

CSRI <csri@unc.edu> 

Saturday, February. 23, 2013 10:09 AM 

2013 CSRI Conference - Register now! 

CSRI Conference Flyer.pdf 

Dear 2012 CSRI Conference Attendees, 

Don’t forget to register for the 2013 CSRI Conference on College Sport! Prices go up next Friday, March I, so make sure you sign up now! Please read 
the attached PDF for more information on our keynote speakers and panel discussions. If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact 
the CSRI Office. 

We look forward to seeing everyone in April! 

Chase Blake 
Office Manager 
College Sport Research Institute 
C: 

cbblake@email.unc.edu 
csri@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 1:14 PM 

< ~unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.e&~> 

Fwd: Bringing Michael Jordan to Campus 

Dr. Strolnan and Alexis, 

Please ,see the message below from one of my friends. We should definitely make this iniative happen. 

All the connections we all have collectively, coupled with the fact that I’m good friends ruth Michael’s :                  . I feel like this can easily be done with 

proper planning and execution. It shouldn’t even be that much work, I think, given our huge collective network at Carolina and to those closely connected to MJ. I 

know you both are incredibly busy currently but I j ust wanted to run this by you. 

Thoughts? 

Sent froln my iPhone 

Please excuse any typos 

Begin forwa~:ded message: 

Frown: < ~gmail.com> 

Date: ,12:38:35 PM EST 
To: <~ ~fi)emafil.unc.edu> 

Subject: Bringing Michael Jordan to Cainpus 

As you can see from the subject line of this email, I recently had a crazy idea. I read the recent ESPN article abont Michael Jordan and the nos*algia 

which is such a big part of his life, and it made me a little sad to read that a legend seems to be struggling so much. 

I wanted to invite him to campus as a show of appreciation tbr all he’s done tbr this place. Maybe that won’t bring him out of his nostalgia completely, but 

it could show him that people will always remember him lbr how great he was. Beyond that, I think the student tx~dy as been through so much this year 

and an event like this could reaJly bring up people’s spirits. 

I thought about you soon a£ter having this idea for 2 reasons- 1. I know yoffre really into sports marketing and 2. your recent a~ticle about MJ was 

wonderful. 

I spoke with    and the other Student Government officers about my crazy idea and since then, I’ve reached out to the CAA president to get his 

thoughts on it. Yes, there is a less than 1% chance that this roll happen, but if it does, I would love to get your help in really making it happen. ~Vhat do 

you think? 

Hope you’re doing well! Whether you want to do something with this or not (and I know you’re super busy, so I totally understand if you don’t want to do 

it), I’d love to catch up soon! 

Best, 

Universi .ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Public Policy I Minor: Business 

(~live.tmc.edu i 



F~om: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 4:53 PM 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

i< @email.unc.edu> 

Thank You - 

Dean Woodard, 

I trust this emall finds you well It was a pleasure seeing you and meeting Ms.       yesterday a~ternoon. I just wanted to thank you again for all youx wonderful help. You’ve knov~ me since 

(we’re coming up on our 2 year anniversary...where has the time gone?!) and I owe you in particular, of all people on this campus, the most honest, sincere assessment of where I am as a UNC 

student, both academically and emollonally 

As I menlloned to you in your office, my semester and      has been off to a great start. It’s been an almost 180 degree flip fi-om last semester. I know I have a lot of work to do but I’m cor~ident that I 

can pick myself b ack up and continue on the path of success that helped gain me admission to this great institution. 

Thank you again for all you do behind closed doors and out in the open to help me personally succeed here at Carolina. I can’t express my sincere appreciation enough. You truly are the "Carolina 

Way" personified. I’ll be sure to tell both my parents you say hello as well :) 

Have a qreat weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, i 7:56 PM 

< ~unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu> 

Bringing Michael Jordan to Campus - Next Steps: We Need Proper Planning 

Here are the next steps Below is an email from We shouldn’t rush this. In fact we should come up with a specific reason as to why it’ll be beneficial for MJ to come b ack since he’s so busy. 

I’ll be responding back to (the girl who initially introduced the idea to me via email) later tonight and will keep you both updated on the process. 

~~ 

From: <; @live.unc.edu> 
Date: Saturday, 3:23 PM 

To: < L~kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 

Subje~: Re: Bringing Michael Jordan to Campus 

Hey! 

Heis got a lot ~oi:n~ on The Bobcats season is ouly about halfway through & his wedding is c~ming up in April 

Sent from my iPhone 

i, at 2:07 PM, "i " < .(~,kenan-flaqler unc.edu> wrote: 

Good afternoon 

Not that I would ever abuse our friendship (because I honestly could care less about your family d-ynamic ), but ~’~.gX.~..Y.~.~g.~.~k~.~.~.~.~.~.g.~.~?.~??~ ~lis would obviously 

be great for the entire Carolina community and I’m assuming your      has just been really busy in the past couple years with all his dealings with the Bobcats. 

You mentioned his privacy h~’iefly when we talked on the phone yeste~’day. I don’t want to breech any of that if you think he would he opposed to the idea off the gate. 

Just wanted to get your thoughts first before I talk to anybody else. I’ll respond back to once I hear back from you 

Sent from my iPhone 
Please excuse any typos 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: < ~amail.com> 

Date: 12:33: 

35 PM EST 
To: ¯ ~.emall.unc.edu> 

Subject: BAnging Michael Jordan to Campus 

Hi    ! 

As you can see from the subject line of this email. I recently had a crazy idea. I read the recent ESPN article about Michael Jordan and the nostalgia which is such a big 

part of his life, and it made me a little sad to read that a legend seems to be struggling so much. 

I wanted to invite him to campus as a show of appreciation for all he’s done for this place. Maybe that won’t bring him out of his nostalgia completely, but it could show 

him that people v, dll always remember him for how great he ~aras. Beyond that, I think the student body as been through so much tN.s year and an event l~e this could 

really bring up people’s spirits. 

I thought about you soon after having this idea for 2 reasons- h I know you’re reallyinto sports marketing and 2. your recent article about MJ was wonderful. 

I spoke with    and the other Student Government officers about my crazy idea and since then, I’ve reached out to the CAN. president to get his thoughts on it. Yes, 

there is a less than 1% chance that this will happen, but if it does, I would love to get your help hi really making it happen. What do you think? 

Hope you’re doing well! Whether you want to do something with this or not (and I know you’re super busy, so I totally mxderstand if you don’t want to do it), I’d love to 

catch up soon! 

Best, 

University of North C arolina at Chapel Hill, 

Public Policy I Minor: Business 



F~Fom: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

.@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:1 1 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

GSBG-Bobcats Game: Maybe We Should ReConsider the Miami Heat Game?? 

CSBC - Sign Up_Sheet_.x.lsx 

Hi 

I kno~,v I said it’s fine to do the game (I’m a huge Bobcats fan so I don’t care personally). However, even if less people might be able to show up for the Bobcats-Heat qame, ~,ve miqht ~,vant to 

consider qoina with that over the Pistons qame....just a thought. The Pistons are horrible and the Heat would, for obvious reasons, garner more attention. We might even b e able to effectively market 

this to general campus (maybe through Fever?) to get students outside the CSBC to pick up the extra tickets? 

A!so, whichever game we decide to go to, please keep not only me but ~ (cc’ed on this message) in the loop. She and I b oth had a great time interning last summer, made some great 

comtecfions, and can probably hiveraqe either Fred Whitfield or ~or both) to come to speak to our Club If I recall correctlylast year, we had my finance supervisor speak. It was fine, 

but Fred and           would be more exciting and beneficial for our students (this could help marketing efforts too!) I know CABJ would help us market a Bobcats-Heat trip as well as probably 

contribute a couple members to going if we went about it the correct way. 

What are your thoughts on all of this? I’m letting you run the show but I just wanted to offer my opinions b efore we proceeded any further :) 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 5:06 PM 

To: @kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CSBC Sign Up Sheet 

So the game for the bobcats will be Should I just buy 20 tickets even though 33 said theywould be interested in going? Or would 25 be a better amount? 

A/so since more people choose to go to the bobcats game in march we will do the hurricanes game in so we don’t have 2 games in one ,,veek. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:17 PM 

< ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; < ~kenan-flagler.unc.edtr~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

I~NV: CNBC’s Kayla Tausche Coming to Campus TOMORROW (Monday) at 11 a.m. 

and 

Just a heads up on an opportmaity you might be interested in tomorrow, your schedule permitting! :) 

From: < < @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 11:34 AM 

To: < @kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: CNBC’s Kayla Tausche on Monday at 11 a.m. 

Not sure if you would be interested but she reports about business. @KaylaTausche 

http:// 

From: [ @unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:45 AM 
To: Student Leadership Series 
Subject: [jomcleaderseries] CNBC’s Kayla Tausche on Monday at 11 a.m, 

A 2008 alumna and CNBC ~0~r~sponden~ Kayla Ta~he ~ b~ feasted ~ tl~ S~I~I!~ Women ~ Mdia L~aders~p S~ries on Monday; ~¥b: 25i at 11 

This is not an o~cial s~dent leadership ~ries event, but you am all welcome and encouraged to aaend. We’d love to ~e you there. 

Kayla is a v~ung alum and a f~t-fising star at CNBC. She’s also ou board of the school’s Journalism Alum~ and Frieuds Association. 

For Monday’s event, she’ll be talking with Dean Susan King, Professor Penny Abemathy and J-school students Alex Rizk and Sere Emokpae. They al~ love to rake 

questions t~m the audience at these events. 

Should ~ really interesting. Feel l}ee to come even without RSVPing, but I’d love to know if you are sum that you will be coming. 

Thm~s, 

Kyle York 
Assistant to the Dean for Communications 
UNG School of doumalism and Mass Communication 
9] 9.966.3323 
iomc.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to jomcleaderseries as: ~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 56030746.7578875d293aflgec697cT04d74d8961e&n T&I iomcleaderseries&o 32793553 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



or send a blank emaJl to leave-32793553-56030746.7578875d293algec697c704d74d8961 e@listserv.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Februao, 24, 2013 9:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

2013 An Arts Night Out 

Hi Friends. Please meet me outside of Memorial Hall on Tuesday anytime between 7:00 and 7::20 p.m. The show starts at 7:30 p.m. 

If you are running late, I will leave your tickets at the box office. My mobile is 

Let’s have a wonderful time celebrating the art of dance! 

debby 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.eduicbc 

cbcchair@unc.edu 919.843.0336 

"Faith is learning to let God keep you steady’ and to be ru/ed less and less by your emotions and circumstances." (T Paris) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC Read-In THANKS AGAIN[ 

921C506B- D792-4A30-9C27-CO460D8 BF138.png 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

Please excuse any ~pos 

On , at 9:40 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks again for your wonderful contribution to the Read-In. We have received many requests to share the evening’s readings with the Caucus and attendees. 

Please respond back with the name of reading(s) and author. (We do have a final draft listing, but it is important to confirm the literary piece.) 

If you performed or read your own work(s), please share the title and poem, if possible. 

I hope you enjoy your appreciation gift too. 

Blessings and continued success to you! 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

cbcchair@unc.edu 919.843.0336 

"Foith i.’:, ]eorning to Jet God keep you ,,;ready and to be ru]ed Je.’:,.’:, ond !ess by your ~,mo~iorL’:, ond drcumstanc~.’:,." (T Poris) 

<921C506B-D792-4A30-9C27-C0460DSBF138.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 24, 2013 10:18 PM 

Dahlsten, Mary Lyle <dahlsten@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Colver, Reed <rcolver@unc.edu> 

Re: Alley Tickets 

Hi Mary. Let’s chat in the morning. My adm. assistant was out on Thursday and Friday, and I was not able to confirm if I could use the P-card to process. It may be easier for me to 

just provide you with our account number for an internal transfer. 

Thanks. 

Also, a steering committee member, Verita Murrill, will be in touch. She is interested in purchasing 20 - 26 tickets, if available for the Office of Human Resources. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Dahlsten>, Mary Lyle <_d_ .a_h_]s__t_~_n___@_,__e_._m__a_~_[:.u_n__c_:_e__d_~)_> 

Date: Friday, February 22, 20::1_3 4::[5 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Reed Colver <rcolver@unc~edu> 

Subject: RE: Ailey Tickets 

Thank 

Mary 

From: Dahlsten, Mary Lyle 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2053 4:25 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Colver, Reed (rcolver@unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: Ailey Tickets 

Deborah~ 

l,et ~[~e kxtow vv}~at yo~t:d like to do a~}d we>l] make it }3ai)pen~ 

T~e Por{ho~e 8u{~d~n~ ~ ].34 E~sl: F~r~[~n St:~eet ] C;~ 3233 ~ C{~)e{ H~, ~40 27599-3233 

P: ~9~9) 84.3-~777 I C:               I F: (9~9} 843-20~2 ~ dahlsten@email.unc.edu 

t r~edteof~prmgat~OO,org 

ROS F~NAL 

Fh’;d .:>~1: bow to s~pf;od: 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, February :!.8, 2053 4:55 PM 

To: Colver, Reed 
Subject: RE: Ailey Tickets 



T~anks! No p{oblem, Complimenta{y is just th~L f appreciate yot~r asking for us. We wi~ t~ke ~he 2.5 t~ckets. {.e~ me k~ow how ~o best process the b~l~g, We 

prefer one bill and I csn use ou~’ P-c~d, if possible, 

Hugs, 

Do Good~ 

De[~orah L, St~’oman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843.0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day w,e became silent about things that matter," 
Martin Luther King, 



F~om: 

Sent: 

~e: 

Subject: 

.@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Michael Jordm’~ Article: BIG Thank You For Your Insights! 

Dr. Stroman, 

I simply want to say tharfi~ you again for allowing me to interview you for the Michael Jorda~ article on SportsBusinessU.com. You provided great insights, along with the other people mentioned, that 

really added value to the overall article goal 

http://www.spor tsbusinessu.com/michael-jordan-his -carolina-leqacy/ 

Thanks again for your time, 

My latest spor~s marketing article: "Michael Jordan: H£~ C~trolir~a Legacy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aldrich, Howard E <Howard_Aldrich@unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 24, 2013 10:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Connect 

Th~.~rsday @ :[0 am-- meet @ Daily Grind? 

Howsrd E Aldrich senL t:ror~ my Blackberry without being spetl checked! TwirLer: @ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2013 20:26 PM 
To: Aldrich, Howard E 
Subject: Re: Connect 

;) Both. Thursday at 10 or 3? Friday at 9:30 or 3:00? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Aldrich>, Howard Aldrich <howard aldrich@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February 23, 203L3 :[0:36 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Connect 

Sure. 

Are u a morning or afternoon drinker? 

H 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 23, 2013, at 2:25 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Howard. You have been on my mind. ;) I hope all is well for you. 

Can we do lunch or a stop at the Daily Grind soon to get caught up? 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 



Sent: Sunday, 10:37 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: CBC Read-In 

@gmail.com> 

Of course, thank you so much again for having us! Hope the resl of the event went well :) 

Best, 

On Sun,             at 9:45 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~b~unc.edu> wrote: 
Thank you again for your wonderful performance at the Read-In. Your contribution made the evening special. 

Please let us know if we can ever be of assistance to you! 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
www.unc.edu!cbc 

cbcchair@unc.edu 919.843.0336 

"Faith is learning to let God keep you steady and to be ruled less and less by your emotions and circumstances." (T Paris) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 12:01 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: TedxUNC 

~gmail.com> 

Hi Dr. StrommL 

Hope you had a wonderful weekend! Thank you again for the kind words. I still feel like I am living a dream! As cliched as it sounds, we truly are so blessed to be part 

of this great university and I know I am going to miss it dearly come 

The videos should be done inthe next2 weelcs[ As ,soon as is up. I’ll let you know[ 

How’s the Sports EShip class going? I was raving about the idea of it to someone the other day who is in Buck’s First Year Seminar. It’s remarkable to see the minor 

continue to evolve and expand. If possible, I’d love to even see your syllabus. Clearly, I’m a total nerd when it comes to a]l things entrepreneurship and education! :) 

Thanks again! 

On Fri, at 3:52 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi I mn still buzzing from the event. ;) Congrats again on your excellent leadership and coordination. You have a ~RY bright ~mre. 

Do you know when the videos will ~ accessiNe? I mn teaching Sport Entrepreneumhip m~d want to show students the presentation. 

Thanks a~d have a super weekend[ 

Dr. Stmma~ 

D~b~rah L, Stroman~ Ph,D, CLU 

~p~ore, Engage, Empower= 

9%9,843,0336 



From: <      @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:30 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CBC Read-ln THANKS AGAIN! 

I read Nikki Giovanni’s On Hearing ’qhe Girl with the Flaxen Hair" and Poem for Black Boys 

http://. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:40 PM 
To: 

Cc: Blair, Wayne; Watkins, Debra; McGhee, Oj; Campbell, Larry; Holman Nash, DeVetta 
Subject: CBC     Read-In THANKS AGAIN! 

Thanks again for your wonderful contribution to the Read-In. We have received many requests to share the evening’s readings with the Caucus and attendees. 
Please respond back with the name of reading(s) and author. (We do have a final draft listing, but it is important to confirm the literary piece.) 

If you performed or read your own work(s), please share the title and poem, if possible. 

I hope you enjoy your appreciation gift too. 

Blessings and continued success to you! 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
www.unc.edu/cbc 

cbcchair@unc.edu 919.843.0336 

"Faith is learning to let God keep you steady and to be ruled less and less by your emotions and circumstances." (T Paris) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:26 AM 

< @email.unc.edu>; < @email.unc.edu>; 

< ~bio.unc.edu>; < @email.unc.edu>; < 

< @email.unc.edu>; < @email.unc.edu>; 

< @live.unc.edu>; < @email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; < @email.unc.edu> 

Session on entrepreneurship for women and under-represented groups with a focus on science and technology 

~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

Eric Muller, the CFE Director, passed the following information along to me about a conference targeted for women in the academy who have an interest in leveraging their 
intellectual capital for entrepreneurial ventures. The background of teh speakers and the fact that it is associated with the UNCC ADVANCE Program suggest that the 
emphasis is on science and technology. You may want to pass this along to those in your networks you think might be interested. (The program is limited to 60 registrants and 
is in Charlotte on 

http:!/advance.uncc.edu/eventst /reqistrati~n~n~w-~pen-bridqinq~c~ap-between-academic~and-entrepreneuria~-capita~-st 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robe~lson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 25, 2013 8:45 AIVl 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Read-In TItANKS AGAIN! 

Hi Debby, 

The piece we read was Black Girls Rock by lyanla Vanzant. 

H~v~-’_~ ~ gre~t day! 

N akenge Robertson 

FPG Child Development ~nst~tute 

UNC ChspN Hil~ 

9~9-.966-9722 (office) 

9:[9-966-7532 (fax) 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday,               9:4~ PM 

Cc: Blair, Wayne A; Watkins, Debra; McGhee, Oj; Campbell, Larry; Holman Nash, DeVetta 

Subject: CBC     Read-In THANKS AGAIN! 

Thanks again for your wonderful contribution to the Read-In. We have received many requests to share the evening’s readings with the Caucus and attendees. 

Please respond back with the name of reading(s) and author. (We do have a final draft listing, but it is important to confirm the literary piece.) 

if you performed or read your own work(s), please share the title and poem, if possible. 

I hope you enjoy your appreciation gift too. 

Blessings and continued success to you! 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

cbcchair@unc.edu     919.843.0336 

"Faith is tearnir~g to let God keep you st~’.ady and to be ruled less ond !ess by your emotions and circurm;tor~c~?s." (T Paris) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:14 AM 

< @live.unc.edu>; .< @kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edw% Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edw~ 

RE: CSBC-Bobcats Game: Maybe We Should ReConsi&r the Mimni Heat Game?? 

Thanks Let’s go with the Heat game. I will contact Mr, Whitfield and gevin York, our’ CSBC Bobcats rep {and alurn), to see about the tour’ and visit by 

tot me know what time we can expect to be at the arena. One year we tool< a mini-bus together.,, and other years we carpooled. 

Please locus on our CSgC marketing [or th~s event. 

Dr, S[roma~l 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,q~Ne, g~plor’~, Empower, 

9119,843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we became silent abaut things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr, 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, I 10:4~ PM 

Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CSBC-Bobcats Game: Maybe We Should ReConsider the Miami Heat Game?? 
He,/ 
I agree that the Bobcats-Heat would garner more attention and that we would probably be able to get students from outside of CSBC to purchase tickets. The only thing about 
the Pistons game that I liked was that we would be able to get lower level seats for the same price as 200 level for the Heat game. But I am fine with doing the Bobcats-Heat 
game and I think students would be okay with sitting in the 200 level and paying $40 for a ticket. 
I think it would be good to have either Fred Whitfield or Mr..lordan come and speak to the club, I agree that it would be really beneficial to our members, I am also going to 
see if we can still get an area tour and see if it would be possibly to sit in the lower level and watch pregame shoot around (we were able to do this my year). 
Best, 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill ] Class of 
BSBA Kenan-Flagler Business School, BA Psychology 

~_l_!_v___e_:_u__~__c_=_e__d___t_~ ] mobile 

From: ] @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 8::tO PM 

Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: CSBC-Bobcats Game: Maybe We Should ReConsider the Miami Heat Game?? 

Hi 
I know I said it’s fine to do the game (I’m a huge Bobcats fan so I don’t care personally). However, even if less people might be able to show up for the 

Bobcats- Heat game, we might want to consider going with that over the Pistons game....just a thought. The Pistons are homble and the Heat would, for obvious 

reasons, garner more attention. We might even be able to effectively ma, ket this to general campus (maybe through Fever?) to get students outside the CSBC to pick 

up the e*tra tickets? 

Also, whichever game we decide to go to, please keep not only me but               cc’ed on this mes~ge) in the loop. She and I both hM a great time interning 

last summer, made some great connections, and can probably leverage either Fred \Vhitfield or              [or both) to come to speak to our Club. IfI recall 
correctly last yeast, we had my finance supervisor speak. It was fine, but Fred and Mr. JoMan would be ,nore exciting and beneficial for our students (this could help 

marketing efforts too!) I know CABJ would help us mmket a Bobcats-Heat trip as well as probably contribute a couple membeB to going if we went about it the 

correct way. 

What aze your thoughts on a),l of this? I’m letting you run the show but I just wanted to oft}r my opinions before we proceeded any further :) 

My ~atest sp~rts marketing article: "AIicl~ael Jordan: Hi., CarMina Legaq~’" - 5~t.@vc~¢ay 

From:, < ~_[!~:~E:.~_~> 
Date: Friday, 5:06 PM 
To: < " @kenan-Flag~er.unc.edu> 
Subje~: Re: CSBC Sign Up Sheet 
So the game for the bobcats will ~ Should I just buy 20 tickets even though 33 said they would be interested in going? Or would 25 be a ~ffer amount? 

Also since more people choose to go to the bo~ats game in march we will do the humcanes game in April m we don’t have 2 games in one week. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dahlsten, Ma~ Lyle <dahls~en@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 25, 2013 11:07 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Colver, Reed <rcolve@unc.edu> 

RE: Alley Tickets 

I will ~lso ~e kx)kmg out [?~r Verier ~\,I~.~rrill to be m 

Ma~y 

F~m~ Stroman, Oeborah k 

Sent~ Sunda7, Februa~ 24, 2013 10:18 PN 
T~ Oahlsten, Narg kgle; Stroman, Oeborah k 

Co: Colver, Reed 
Subject: Re: Alley ~ckets 
Hi Mary. Let’s chat in the morning. My adm. assistant was out on Thursday and Friday, and I was not able to confirm if I could use the P-card to process. It may be easier for me to 

just provide you with our account number for an internal transfer. 

Thanks. 

Also, a steering committee member, Vedta Murdll, will be in touch. She is interested in purchasing 20 - 26 tickets, if available for the Office of Human Resources. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Unt~ reality is defined~ progress is 

From: <Dahlsten>, Mary Lyle <dahlsten@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, February 22, 2013 4:~S PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Ailey Tickets 

F~m: Dahlsten, Ma~ Lyle 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ ~9, 20~3 4:25 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢: Colver, Reed (rcolver@unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: AJley Tickets 

Deborah- 

know lac~~ w~~ }~ave had the p-card o~])c~~ com~~ back to us abduct t~sm,; tl~~ card [br an}~ ct~tertaimnct~t pt~pose savm~ t}tat wc covld~’t ~se 

k~ow i[’ ~is would [~]] u~der t~is c~assi[’icado~ sJi~ce ~is is more o~" au e~aaae~e~t~ ~ a~ tJvJty. ~}~r a g~-o~ p [~t                .~us~ wa~ ~ t~ ~mt t}~at out t~ere 

Let me know what yo ~>( like ~o do axed we’ll naake it h~ppeB. 

P: (9£9) 845~£777 I O; I F: (9£~) $4.3~20£2 ~ dahlsten@email.unc.edu 

~.~.~ eescript~on: 
ROS F~NAL 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Nonday, ~brua~ 18, 20~3 4:5~ PN 
To: Colver, Reed 
Subject: RE: Alley Tickets 
Thanks~ No probk~m. Complimentary ~s ~ust th~L ~ a~predate your asMng for us. We wH~ take the 25 tk:kets. [.e~: me know how ~:o best process the b~Hng We pre[er 

orH~ b~H ~;t~d ~ can use our ~.-card, 



Hugs, 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become ~ilent about thing~ that 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:42 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@m~c.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <dj~thll@email.~mc.edw~ 

<      ’@live. unc.edtr> 

Interview Weekend Classroom Discussion 

Dr. Stroman and Mrs. Southall, 

Here are the topics and some potential questions that    and I have come up with. If you could offer your opinions on these or any suggestions of things to add we 

would greatly appreciate it. Our plan is to introduce the topic and hopefully the candidates roll take the discnssion from there. However, we roll facilitate and instigate 

as necessaD’. 

We will also need to come np with an evaluation system. 

Thank you tbr your attention to this enm~l and we look tbrwa~d to hearing yonr input! Let us know if you would like to meet in order to clazit}¢ anything. Thanks! 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@glnail.com> 

Monday, 11:57 AM 

Southall, Deborah Joy ~<tjsothll@email.unc.edu>; Shields, Edgar W <Ed.Shields@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu>; Ostx~rne, Barbaxa <sporflaw@unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte 

<cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Eria~ne A. <eweighV~:email.unc.edu>; Larry Ga~lo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@nnc.edu> 

UPDATES: Sport Administralion Interview Weekend 

SpAd PanelInterviews.pdf 

Panelists: 

Good Morning[ The Sport Adrninistration Interview Weekend is approaching quickly. We are excited to host our candidates this coming weekend. 

By now, everyone should have received a folder containing each candidates’ resume and personal statement along with an interview schedule and candidate ranking sheet. 
The candidates’ information is in order of intep~iew. Upon arrival on Saturday morning, we will additionally provide you with note-taking paper. 

Unfoltunately, we were infl)rmed Friday afternoon that              will no longer be participating in the interview process. Luckily, we anticipated this may be a possibility 
and moved herto the final interviews in each panel. If you look at the schedule (see attached or in packet), the Faculty Panel will have at 12:05 pm instead. 
Neither the Faculty nor the Athletics!Alumni Panel will have an interview at 12:20 pro. 

As a reminder, Monday          we ask that each panelist meets at 8:00 am in Fetzer 201 to discuss candidates and rankings (please bring your ranking sheet to the 
meeting). If you cannot attend, please let me know ASAP and I can arrange to pick up your rankings. 

Once again, we appreciate your help and input this weekend! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Monday, 12:22 PM 

@live.nnc.edu~~ 

Stamper, Vanessa <vstamper@email.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu> 

Meeting today 

Hi       My schedule has changed. ;( We can still meet today after 2:00 p.m. or stop by Steele (2nd floor) and see Ms. Vanessa Stamper at 1:00 p.m. She can have 

you sign the form for your major!minor change and I will be there later today to approve the change. 

If you would rather wait for another day to meet with me, we can do that too! Please let me know your availability. 

I apologize!! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deb~ra~ L, ~;troman~ PNoDo CLU 

9~9,843,033~ 



Fl’om ." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.nnc.edu> 

Monday, FebruaU 25, 2013 12:28 PM 

Zoller, Ted <Te~t Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Mau E <mnapier@ema 1 u ~c.edu> Bobby Funk 
<bobby@downtow~chapelhill.com> Jim Kitchen <jim@jimkitchen.org>; Spivey, Kay Tilley <kay spivey@kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; 
Stromm~ Detx)rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Ilinitch, Ron C <ronsbtdc@emafil .unc.edu>; Ilinitch, Ron <rilinitch@sbtdc.org> 

Incubation Search 

Ted, Jim and I impromptu took      to breakfasL lust to see him in another environment. Following d~at meeting, I asked if: d~e three of us mig~t see if: we could 

take to breakfast the next day. I was wowed by    ~ and am comfortaMe that she wou~d be oka,¢ with the grunt wo*k and the more sophisticated aspects of 

the job. 
f rec.:~mn~end ~:hat we bring     in for an ~r~terview before we make the ritual ctec~sion. Yh~ks, Jud{tb 

Jud[l:h Cone ~ g~6.305A.073 [ Jvid[ h ~or e~)ur~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TeamWork Sales <teamworksales@teamworkonline.com> 

Monday, 12:58 PM 

Stroman, Debora]~ L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

RE: MVP Access/College/IJniversity of Norl]~ Carolina 

~kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Dr Stro131a n, 

My name is Hannah and I have been working with on MVP Acces/College. I am happy to jump on the phone with you today and clear up all of your questions. 

b there a time tha~: works best for you ? 

h~ regards to the prk:~ng, the cost for a 52 week subscription for an unlimited number of studen~:s b ~1000 

~ fook forward to hearing back from you soon. Thank you! 

S~ncere~y, 
Hannah G~tem~an, Sa~es Representative 
TeamWork Ot~ne 

22550 McCau~ey Road 

Shaker Heights, OH 44122 

www Aeamworkon]ine.com 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L [maHto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Nonday, 12:56 PN 
T~ TeamWork Sales; 
Subjeet~ RE: NVP Access!College!UNversi~ of Noah Carolina 

. ~ sdH have questions about th~s offering and whether the Pub ~s the best fit. What b the pricing? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

gn,qcN~. E,rptor~:~. E’mpow,~r. 

9~{9~843~0336 

Martin Luther King, lr. 

Fmm~ TeamWork Sales [mailto:teamworksales~teamworkonline.coml 
Sent~ Friday,               11:35 AN 

~¢~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ RE: NVP Access/College/UNversiW of Noah Carolina 

[ unch-:~rstand you haw-:~ ~-:~xchanged a h-:~w ~-’_m~aiis with Buffy, gn-:~at:! We are looking Forward to working with you and the rest of the UNC Sports Business Club. 

f am happy to set up a time to discuss MVP Access/College somelJme today or early he’.d: week wRh both you and Dr Deborah Strornan, if need be. There are a 

extra details Lhat we dk~ not ~eL Lo on our phone call yesterday and I wart to make sure you are taMng full advantage of our service - I have a ~ood feeling you 

enjoy these ’extrasq 

Please ]et me know ~f you would IH<e to schedule a date for that. If not, ~ w[l~ g~ve you a ring Monday and we can go over those details and address any questions or 

concerns you or Dr 5troman may have Again, we are b.:~king forward to worMng w~l:b you and aa soon as you are ready, we w~lJ aend over the ~nvo~ce~ 

Go Heels and Bobcats~ @ And than~s for the message flom No~arq 

Sincerely, 

Hannah Giterrnan, Safes Representative 

TeamWork Online 

(216) 360<[790 

22550 McCau]ey Road 
Shaker He~@hts, OH 44~22 
www.teamwor kon~ine.com ............................................................... 

F~m: ; [mail~: @kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, i2:37 AN 
To~ Bu~ Filippe, 
~c~ TeamWork Sales 
Subject~ Re: NVP Access/Colle~e/UNversiN of Noah Carolina 
Mr Filippell, 
First of all that~ you for p~rsonally reaching out to me. I’ve received all t~e 9rear information from Ham~ah Giterma~ on your sales team. She briefly explained to me all t~e wonderful b~nefits of th~ 
MVP Access for o~ Carolina Sport Business Cl~ As I m~ntioned to Hanna. I’m 9oin9 to b~ sittin9 do~ ~th my el~ ad~sor. Dr. D~bor~ Stroman (dstro@unc edu). sometime n~xt w~k to 9o over 
all this i~formation. 
One~ I discuss ~veryt~in9 ~th Dr. Stromam you hav~ my word t~at I ~I1 contact you ~d Hanna~ both and inform you of t~ n~xt st~ps o~ el~ ~ll taR~ 9oin9 fo~d. I’m excited to offer t~is to our 
students, as many of them ~e in need of that "extra help" that you all are so ~reat at proNding. 
~ha~s again for your m~ssage b~low. I loon fo~rd to sta~n~ in contact ~th you in t~e n~ar future. B~st of lueR ~th N1 your continued success up in 
My best. 

:: h tq~:4, ab out.me~ 

fbnnc.edu 

From: Bully Filippell <._b_u__tf_<__@___t__e___a____m____w__9__r_Lo___nJLn___e__.__c___o___m__.> 
Date: Thursday, 11:30 PM 

To: @unc.edu" ~ @unc.edu> 



Cc: TeamWork Sales <[eamworksales@tearnworkonline,com> 

Subject: RE: MVP Access/College/University of North Carolina 

We would love to provide MVP AcceaaiCol]ege to the Univeraity of North Carolina Spor~a Bus~neaa Club. Moat l~kely you are taught the ~oola of dae trade, now well 

Ih~k you with l:b e people of the trad~~ and mak~~ sur~~ you fi t in wi~h ~hose w~o will d~w~qop you. 

While tlanuah is quite ~nthused, [ ca~ot say that w~~ would improv~~ your ciassmate)~ prospeeta of getti~g a job 5oo%. "]?hat’s a bit aggressive. Bu~ we can prove 

tlaeir chances of getting lah’ed is about 4 -Sx more than typk:al app~iea~[s igyou are on ou r MVP Access/College program. 
Can yo~ let us know t}~e new steps? And if you need any odaer demonstration of the program, please let rae know. 

All my besL 

’teamWork Online 

2:G5o McCauley Road Shakier Heighta, Oil 44~.22 

a ~ 6,36o, ~ 790 ~c) 

b uffvOStea~nw orkonline.eo~n 
www.teamworkonline.eom 

i.~.i cid D95802AB-EBC3-415E-.83CB-~JF F:Cg65AS~3P 2@gatew~,’{ 2wire net 

The information transmitted is intended only l’~r dae person or entity to wIfic}~ it is addressed and may contain conii(lential and/or privileged material. Any 

review, transmiasion, dissemim~tio~ or other uae of, or ~aking a~y aetiou in relia~ce upou~ thia iuf0rmati~n by persons or euti~ies o~her than the intended recipient 

is l>rohibited. If ~.ou received this i~[ error~ ]:,lease co[3tact the sender and delete the material from arts. computer. 

F~m~ TeamWork Sales 
Sent: Thursday, ~ 3:51 PM 
To~ @unc.edu 
~ Bu~ Filippell 
Subjeet~ MVP College Acces 

It was great talking to you today! I am excited to get you and the North Carolina Sports Business Club members access to MVP College. As you know, this is a 

premium program that helps students increase their sport business employment by 500% over typical job applicants. It will provide your club invaluable 

information and help members attain a job upon graduation. Sounds great, right? 

I have attached the power point to this email so you can present it to your members and advisor. When you receive this email, can you please let me know? Once I 

receive confirmation, I will send over the invoice and agreement so and we will get everyone signed up! 

Please feel free to call or email me if you have any questions. Thanks again,      [ 

Sincerely, 

Hannah Giterman, Sales Representative 

TeamWork Online 

(216) 360-1790 

22550 McCauley Road 

Shaker Heights, OH 44122 

www.teamworkonline.com 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

TeamWork Sales <teamworksales@teamworkonline.com> 

Re: MVP Accessv’College/Universi .ty of North Carolina 

ilnage003:ipg; image004.jpg; image005:~pg 

Dr. Stroman, 

It’s $1000/year (if we did it this semesler, the $1000 would cover the next 52 weeks. Hopefidly I’m being clear?i) 

I’d be more than happy to sit down ruth you later this afternoon and talk about this in detail if you didn’t want to wait until later this week when we colmect. Either is 

fine with me. Thanks. 

Minutes Away [ i     .Mlead 

On ~, at 12:55 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(i~unc.edu~~ wrote: 

Hi       I still have questions about this offering and whether the Club is the best fit, What is the pricing? 

Dr. Stro~T~at~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919,843.0336 
<imageOO:~.jpg> 

"Our ~ives begin to end the day we became silent ~bout things that matter." 

Matin Luther ffin~, 

Fmm~ TeamWork Sales 
Sent= Friday, ~ ~:35 AH 

~c= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: HVP Access!College!Univers~W of Noah Carolina 

I understand you have exchanged a few emails with Buff% great! We are looking forward to working with you and the rest of the UNC Sports Business 

Club, 

t am happy to set up a time to d~s(:uss MVP A(:cess/Co~lege sometk~e ~:odav or early next week w~th bo~:h you and Dr Deborah S~:roman, ~f need be. 

There are a Jew e>:tra de~:aHs that we did no~:get to on our phone ca~] yesterdav and I want ~:o make sure you are taking full advantage of our service-. I 

have a good feel~n[ you wH~ enjoy these ’extras’l 

P~ease le[ me knowif you wou~d I~ke to schedule a date for thsL ~f not, ~ wil~ give you a ring Monday and we can go over those de[aiis and address any 

questions or concerns you or Dr Stroman may have, Again, we are ~ooMng forward to worMng wkh you m~d as soon as you are ready, we will send over 

the ~nvoice~ 

Go Heels amJ Bobc:ats~ (b And ~hanks [or ~he message fiom Nolan~ 

S~ncerei% 

Hannah Giterman, Sa~es Represen[at~ve 

TeamWork Online 

(216} 

22550 McCauley Road 

5baker Heights, OH 44122 

www.tes mworko[~i~n e,co~T~ ............................................................... 

F~m: [mailto: @kenan-flaq~er.unc.edu] 
$eBt~ Friday, ; ~2:37 AN 
Te= Bu~ Filippell 
¢¢= TeamWork Sales 
$~bjeet= Re: NVP Access/College/Universi~ of Noah Carolina 
Mr. Fi~ppell, 
First of all thank you for personally ~eac~ing out to me I’ve ~eceived ~1 the great i~ormation from Ea~ah Gite~m~ o~ yo~ sales te~, S~e briefly explained to me all the wonderf~ 
benefits of the MVP Access for ore- Caro~na Sport Business CI~, ~ I mentioned to H~nah, I’m going to be sitting do~ vdth my cI~ ad~sor, Dr Deborah Stroman (dstro(~u~c edu), 

sometime ~ext week to go over ~1 t~is i~formation, 
Once I discuss everything ~fith Dr, Strom~, you ~ave myword that I vd11 contact you and Hann~ both and i~orm you of the next steps our cI~ ~11 take going fo~,~ard I’m excited to 
offer t~is to ore students, as m~y of them m-e in ~eed of that "extra help" that you all are so great at prodding, 

Th~ks again for yo~ message below, 1 look fo~ard to sta~ng in ao~taat ~t~ you i~ t~e ~ea~ future Best o£ luck vdth ~1 yo~ continued success up in Ohio! 
My best, 

i http://ab out.m c/ 

t@unc.edu 



From: Buffy Filippell <buffy@teamworkonline.com> 
Date: Thursday, 11:30 PM 

To: @unc.edu" < @unc.edu> 

Cc: Tea mWork Sales <_t_e__a_._m_._w_._o_._r~.s_~_[ .e__s_._@_t_~__a_._m__w_.o__.r_l_<_.o_ .q] Ln__e__._.c__o_._m..> 

Subject: RE: MVP Access!College!University of North Carolina 

We ~ou]d ]o’,~e to provMe %fPJP Access/College to the Universi~), of North Cm~oJina Spo[’~s Ih~s~]~ess Club. Most ]ikeJy you u[’e t~ ught the ~oo]s of 
trade, now we:’ll ~i~k you w~th the people of the trade a~(l make sure you fit in with those who will develop you. 
While Hannah is quite enthused~ I cannot say that we would in}prove your classmate’s prospects of g{i ng } j( b 5 ~% i’h t’~ ~ ~)i aggressive. But we 

ca}u prove t~eir c} anees ( : g{ t. nfi h "{ d i ~ { b ) ~ 4 -5x more tha}n typica}] applicants if you are on our griN’ P Access,/College program. 
C~n you let t~s ]~now the ~ext steps2 And if yot~ need any other demo~strs~tion o[ tim program, ples~se let me 

A]I my best, 

Buggy FilippelL Fmmder 
< ima geo o 4.~ Pg > 

TeamWork Onli~e 

2160360.1790 

bufg’O) tea mworkonl~ne.eo m 
www.tea mworkonline.eom 

<image005jpg> 

The i~fformado~ transmi[ted is inte~ded oM> for the perso~ or e~tity to whkh it is addressed and may con[ain (o~ffident~al a~dior 

material A~y review, tra}usmissimx, dissemi~mtion or other ~se o[’, or ta}ki~g any a}ctkm i~ re~iance upcm, tMs informa}tios by persons or entities other 

than the inte~ded t’eeip~e~at is proMbited. If you received this i~a error, please eonts~ct the sender s~nd delete the material [t’om unv eotnputer. 

From= TeamWork Sales 
Sent= Thursday, 3:51 PN 
To: @unc.edu 
Ce= Bu~ Filippell 
Subject= NVP College Acces 

It was great talking to you today! I am excited to get you and the North Carolina Sports Business Club members access to MVP College. As you know, 

this is a premium program that helps students increase their sport business employment by 500% over typical job applicants. It will provide your club 

invaluable information and help members attain a job upon graduation. Sounds great, right? 

I have attached the power point to this email so you can present it to your members and advisor. When you receive this email, can you please let me 

know? Once I receive confirmation, I will send over the invoice and agreement so and we will get everyone signed up! 

Please feel free to call or email me if you have any questions. Thanks again, 

Sincerely, 

Hannah Giterman, Sales Representative 

TeamWork Online 

(216) 360-1790 

22550 McCauley Road 

Shaker Heights, OH 44122 

www.teamworkonline.com 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 1:21 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: AnaJytics 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’ve been thinking a lot lately about the analytic side of the sport industry and was thinking about what it takes specifically to fully grasp what it is, what it involves, and how to 
see if I would like a job in it. So, I was wondering if you knew of any classes that UNC offers that could help me prepare for that potential field; however, I was also thinking 
that maybe we could expand on your idea of holding an Analytic Workshop with Dave Cole~ti (I think that’s his name) in the Analytics department of ESPN, whom the speaker 
David Bockino mentioned at the CSBC meeting. 

I guess ultimately what I’m trying to say and ask is: 

:l.what do you know of, in terms of classes and other resources, that are available here at UNC to further my knowledge of Sport Analytics? 

2. Do you think the Carolina Sports Business Club should!could put on an Analytics Workshop for any EXSS and other majors to learn the software and basic information of that 
industry? 

Thanks. 



F~om: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler .unc.e du> 

Monday, i 1:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Bobcats-Heat Game: ~I Made an Error on the Date!! 

@live.unc.edu> 

My finance supervisor just brought to my attention that the Heat game is not at home on 

The game we)re all talking about is when the Bobcats play at home vs. the I-lea/ 

Thanks, 

(my error, ironically we play the Heat in Miami that day). 

Please note this change in future cormmunication 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,                10:13 AM 

Cc: ’                       @live.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@~c.ed~!> 

Subject: RE: CSBC-Bobcats Game: Maybe We Should ReConsider the Miami Heat Game?? 

Thanks      . Let’s go with the Heat game. I will contact Mr. Whitfield and Kevin York, our CSBC Bobcats rep {and alurn), to see about the tour and visit by 

Whitfield/Bennett, 
tet me know what time we can expect to be at the arena. One year we tool< a mh~-bus together._ and other years we carpooled. 

Please h:~cus on our CSBC marketing For th~s ew~mt. 

Dr. S[roman 

Do Goo(L 

Deborah L. StromaH, Ph.D. CL[J 
E’n,q~,qe, E~plor’~, E’mpower. 
9:19,843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent abaut things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From: 

Sent: sunday, 10:~6 PM 
To: 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CSBC-Bobcats Game: Maybe We Should ReConsider the Miami Heat Game?? 
Hey 
I agree that the Bobcats-Heat would garner more attention and that we would probably be able to get students from outside of CSBC to purchase tickets. The only thing about 
the Pistons game that I liked was that we would be able to get lower level seats for the same price as 200 level for the Heat game. But I am fine with doing the Bobcats-Heat 

game and I think students would be okay with sitting in the 200 level and paying $40 for a ticket. 
I think it would be good to have either Fred Whitfield or         come and speak to the club, I agree that it would be really beneficial to our members, I am also going to 
see if we can still get an area tour and see if it would be possibly to sit in the lower level and watch pregame shoot around (we were able to do this my Freshman year). 
Best, 

UNC 
, Carolina Athletic Association 
Carolina Sport Business Club 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill ] Class of 

BSBA Kenan-Flagler Business School BA Psychology 
!~_l_!y_e_:_u__~__c_&d___t!] mobile 

From: [Myles...Robinson@kenan-flacjler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 8:10 PM 
To: 
Cc:        : Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: CSBC-Bobcats Game: Maybe We Should ReConsider the Miami Heat Game?? 

I know I said it’s fine to do the           game (I’m a huge Bobcats fan so I don’t care personally). However, even if less people might be able to show up for the 

Bobcats- Heat game, we might want to consider going with that over the Pistons game....just a thought. The Pislons are homble and the Heat would, for obvious 

reasons, garner more attention. We might even be able to elt~ctively market this to genera3 cmnpus (maybe through Fever?) to get students outside the CSBC to pick 

up the e~tra tickets? 

Also, whichever game we decide to go to, please keep not only me but              (cc’ed on this mes~ge) in the loop. She and I both had a great time interning 

last summer, made some great connections, and can probably leverage either Fred \Yhirfield or              (or both) to come to speak to our Club. IfI recall 

correctly last yeax, we had my finance supervisor speak. It was fine, but Fred and          would be tnore exciting and beneficial for our students (this could help 

marketing efforts too!) I know CABJ would help us mmket a Bobcats-Heat mp as well as probably contribute a couple membeB to going if we went about it the 

correct way. 

What axe your thoughts on a31 of this? I’m letting you run the show but I just wanted to offer my opinions before we proceeded any further :) 



From: @live~unc.edu> 
Date: Friday, " 5:06 PM 
To: ~@kenan-.Flagler,unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: CSBC Sign Up Sheet 
So the game for the bobcats will ~ Should I just buy 20 tickets even though 33 said they would be intelested in going’? Or would 25 be a ~er amount? 

Also since more people choose to go to the bo~ats game in march we will do the humcanes game in April ~ we don’t have 2 games in one week. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@glnail.com> 

Monday, 3:13 PM 

Shields, EdgaJc W <Ed.Shields@unc.edu>; Southa]l, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, BarbaJca <sportlaw@unc.edu>; 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@emaJl.unc.edu:~; Weight, Erianne A. <eweighV~:email.unc.edn>; Stmman, Debx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Southall, Debora]~ Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu> 

Candidate Portfolio 

Portfolio.pdf 

Hello All: 

Thank~ 

one of our caJ~didates, emailed me a portti~lio and asked me to be sure to pass it on. You can do with it whatever yon see fit. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.nnc.edup 

Monday, Februa~ 25, 2013 3:44 PM 

Bobby Funk <bobby@downtownchapelfiill.com> 

Zoller, Ted -<Fed Zoller@kenan-tlagler.~mc.eduh; Napier, Mary E <mnapie@emaJl.unc.edu% Jim Kitchen <jim@jimkitchen.o~>; Spivey, 

Kay Tilley <kay spivey@kenan-flagler.unc.edtp,; Stroman, Deborah L -cds~ro@unc.edu>; Ilinitch, Ran C <mnsbtdc@e~nail.nnc.edu>; 

Ilinitch, Ran <rilinitch@sbtdc.org> 

RE: Incubation Semch 

I agree, 

Judith Cone i 8~6,305.~L’.,73 [ ,h;dith,cone@unc.edu 

D~script~o~?: 

F~= Bobby Funk [mailto:bobby@downtownchapelhill.com] 
Seat= Monday, ~brua~ 25, 20~3 3:~6 PN 
To= Cone, Judith 
C¢= Zoller, Ted; Napier, Na~ E; Jim Kitchen; Spivey, Kay Tilley; Stroman, Deborah L; Nnitch, Ron C; [linitch, Ron 
Sabject= Re: Incubation Search 
I would M fine wifli bringing in for an intewiew. That said, I am ~ comfo~ble with hiring either or . l flfi~ ~ey’le ~th sha~ co~Nchtes with 

good sldlls a~d eneigy. My top pfiofib~, whoever is hiied, is to get someone in place quicMy. If we choo~ to bring in for an inte~qew, I’d love to see that happen 

in ~e ne~ couple ~ys if possible. 

Most of the first wave of venires have signed on and are smiting to use the s~ce. I don’t wo~t theln to feel dise~ranchi~d by an e~ended ~fiod of time not having a 

manager in place helping them develop their business as well as creating a commuNb’. 

Tha~N 
Bobby 
Bobby Funk 
Assistant Director 
Chapel Hill Downtown Partnership 

On Man, Feb 25, 2013 at 12:27 PM, Cone, Jndith <iacone(~)emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
Ted, .lira stud I irr@r.:>mptu t.:>:_~k      to bres~kfast ~uSt tO see him io another envkoDrnent [:ol~o~ving that meeting, I i~;]~ed iF the three of us rmght see ~F we coWd 
take to breakfast the next day~ I was wowed by add am comfortaMe that she woWd be okay w~th the gruDt work add the more sophisticated aspects of 
the job~ 
I recommend that we br~n8     iD for an h~terview before we make the final dedsioD. Thanks, Judith 
Judith Cone ~ 816.305.1073 [ J~d[th,cone@t:qc,edu 

So ~th [-~fidMg.. 200 (:.~n:~vo:, 

I~]:’;~ ~ Oescd pti°n ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taylor, William Albert <wataylo@emailamc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 25, 2013 3:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Prospective member of CBC 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I hope all is well. I’ve been at UNC for 3 years and have been wanting to join the CBC. Why I have not yet joined I could not tell you! I have read about the 

organization and I believe it’s a wonderful opportunity to get involved with/fellowship with fellow African-American employees at UNC. At the events are we 

allowed to bring guest? The reason I ask is because I know my fiance’ may want to attend. Either way I’m joining soon! Thanks! 

William A. °[’aylor 

(Jenetie MedMne Building 

120 Mason Fm:m 

Cl~# 711S 

Chapel t]iill, NC 27599 

Work Phone: (919) 

W-rk Ceil: 

Fax: (919) 9,",*"," 1273 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

’@live a~nc.edu~, 

Monday,                4:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

F~trepreneurship Sports Track 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

My name is            and I am a first year interested in applying for the entrepreneurship minor. I am considering which track would best fit my interests and goals, and 
would like to get more information about the sports track. Would it be possible for me to sit in on your class this Wednesday or Friday? I would really appreciate 

Thankyou, 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 4:29 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Sports Anal )~ics 

http:#home .roadmtmer.com/. - unc92s~x/    mlings.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dante Mitchell < @icloud.com> 

Monday, Februa~ 25, 2013 4:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Peace and blessing 

Peace m~d blessing, 

When can I expect the check.. I roll be going ont of town this week 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 20, 25 Heisei, at 3:55 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edn> wrote: 

Hi All. On behalf of the leadership team of the Caucus, a BIG thank you for your participation in tomorrow’s Read-ln. We are very excited about the 

program and fellowship. 

Please read the attached guide. We will start promptly at 6:00 p.m. We do know that some of you have additional events tomorrow night. Our goal is 

to begin eating before 8:00 p.m. ;) 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

Note: Stone Center Directions - http://sonjahaynesstonectr, unc.edu/about-us/Iocation-direction/ Come early to see the wonderful artwork and 

"BIoodlines" exhibit! 

Debby 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.eduicbc 

"When ~he roo~ is deep, ~here is no re#son to,ear the wind." 

<imageOO2.jpg> 

<Dear Reader - Helpful Tips 2013.pdf> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Campbell, La~ <lecaml@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 25, 2013 5:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 2013 An Arts Night Out 

Debra, I will not be able to attend due to unforeseen conflicts and .scheduling. Sorry. I know everyone will have a great time. Thanks. [.arw 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

~ent: Sunday, Februa~ 24, 2013 9:57 PN 

T~ Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: 2013 An A~ Night Out 

Hi Friends. Please meet me outside of Memorial Hall on Tuesday anytime between 7:00 and 7::20 p.m. The show starts at 7:30 p.m. 

If you are runnin~ late, I will leave your tickets at the box office. My mobile is 

Let’s have a wonderful time celebratin~ the art of dance! 

debby 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc~edu/cbc 

cbcchairC~unc.edu     919.843.0336 

"FoRh is/eorning l:o /el: God keep you st~ody and to be ru/ed /ess and less by your emodom; and circumstr~nc~s. " (T Paris) 

::X:: 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Enrico Copeland <enrico@ghcintemational.org> 

Monday, 6:43 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Congra’Ls ’. 

What’s the latest on the overseas internship requiremems via Globe Med@UNC? 

The bell has been tolled in South Building. 

We need to keep applying pressure to achieve the desired results. 

Did you hear back from Earl Stattbrd? 

Thanks! 

Best Regards, 

Rick 

On 1:08 PM, 
Mr. Copeland, 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you very much for the kind regards. Also, I forwarded the information you sent along to Mr. Stafford. I will let you know once I receive a response. 

Best, 

From: Enrico Copeland [enrico@qhcinternational.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:56 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah 

Subjecl:i Re: C~ngrats! 

EXCELLENT! Congrats 

One of my dear friends, deceased now was Earnest Sawyer. ttis roots were in the Ahoskie area. 

Much continued success! 

Rick 

On Tue, at 9:58 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Great article! I wish you continued success. 

I hope to see you at the Read-In next week. 

Dr. Stroman 

Ex#ore, Engage, Erapower, 

~,ex~,unc.edu 

3~5 W~o~len - CB #5700 

919,843,0336 



E. Rick Copelaaad 

PresidentJCEO 

Office 919.844.7329 
Mobile 

Confidentialitp Notice: the in]brmation contained in this email and ang attachments mug be legallg privileged and confidential. If gou are 
not an intended recipient, gou are herebg nodfied that ang dissemination, distribution, or copging of this e-mail is strictlg prohibited. If 
gou have received this e-mail in error, please notifg the sender and permanentlg delete the e-mail and ang attachments immediatelg. You 
should not retain, copg or use this e-mail or ang attachments for ang purpose, nor disclose all or ang part of the contents to ang other’ 

person. 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:38 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Hi Deb 

Deb, 

Can you tell me the point of contact for a UNC student group that advocates for incarcerated youth’? 

How did the Read-In turn out? 

Have a terrific tuesday’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 26, 2013 10:34 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Follow up 

Good Morning, Debby. Last Thursday’s Read-In was a great success. I really had a nice time socializing after the event and the readings were phenomenal. To that 

end, I would like to ask that you send me the names and emails of the two EROT readers that participated. I know that one of the readers was 

(Sophomore). I don’t know the name of the other young man....and I really want his spoken word to share with my son. 

Also, please share the name of the football player who read. I would like to let him know what courage it took to speak in public (the #1 fear). He did a marvelous 

job and needs to hear those sentiments, as a reinforcement. 

Last, but not least. Did CBC members get tickets to see Alvin Alley tonight? In the past, you have garnered tickets for paid members of the CBC to attend the 

production. Please apprise. Thanks, Debby, for all that you do! 

Kindly, 

deVetta 

i.~.i unc mail signature 

DeVetta Holman-Nash, MPH, NCAPS-III 

Student Wellness Services 

Student Affairs - Office of the Dean of Students 

U NC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone: 919-966-3658 Emaih 
_d_ h_ _o_ J.r_n_~_ n_ ~ ~_ m_ _a_ j J :_ _t t _n_ c_ = _e. _d_ u- 

have never met a broken child. I’ve met broken systems that fail our children" ~-~Alberto Caravalho 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure 

or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman Nasb, DeVetta <dholman@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 26, 2013 10:54 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow up 

Thanks! 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, ~ebrua~ 26, 2013 10:42 AN 

T~; Holman Nash, OeVe~ 
Subject: RE: Follow up 

Qu~ck rep~y because ~ have a student ~t~ front of me~.. ;) 

~. Yes, t~ckets were rnarketed through Lhe e-news. I do have two available though as ~ had a cancellation. 

2. ~)live.unc.edu 

3. ~ am sl:~H compihng (and wa~ting for responses)the readh~g sek~ctions, 

Have a great day[ 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

919,843.0336 

"Our lives begin ta end the day we become silent about things thor motter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From: Holman Nash, DeVetta 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 10:34 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Follow up 

Good Morning, Debby. Last Thursday’s Read-in was a great success. I really had a nice time socializing after the event and the readings were phenomenal. To that 

end, I would like to ask that you send me the names and emails of the two EROT readers that participated. I know that one of the readers was 

(Sophomore). I don’t know the name of the other young man....and I really want his spoken word to share with my son. 

Also, please share the name of the football player who read. I would like to let him know what courage it tool< to speak in public (the #1 fear). He did a marvelous 

job and needs to hear those sentiments, as a reinforcement. 

Last, but not least. Did CBC members get tickets to see Alvin Alley tonight? In the past, you have garnered tickets for paid members of the CBC to attend the 

production. Please apprise. Thanks, Debby, for all that you do! 

Kindly, 

deVetta 

I:Ni unc mail signature 

DeVetta Holman-Nash, MPH, NCAPS-III 

Student Wellness Services 

Student Affairs - Office of the Dean of Students 

U NC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone: 919-966-3658 

Emaih d holma n(£#emaih u nc, ed u 

"I have never met a broken child.. I’ve met broken systems that fail our children." -~Alberto Caravalho 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure 
or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stamper, Vanessa <vstamper@email.unc .edu~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 26, 2013 11:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Drop or Add 

6ood Morning, 

Yesterd,~y you signed a drop!Add form for You didn’t indicate if econ t.ec ,~nd Rec should be added or droped on the form, 

Va rlessa Stamper 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat; Nonday, 12:22 PN 

C~= Stamper, Vanessa; Stroman, Deborah L 
$~bje~t= Neeting today 
~o~aaee; High 

Hi My schedule has changed. ;( We can still meet today after 2:00 p.m. or stop by Steele (2nd floor)and see Ms. Vanessa Stamper at 1:00 p.m. She can have 

you sign the form for your major!minor change and I will be there later today to approve the change. 

If you would rather wa~t for another day to meet with me, we can do that too] Please let me know your availability. 

I apologizeH 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

~.ex~.unc.e~u 

Chapel Hii~ NC 27599 

B®st Teac.hers2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.tmc,edu;, 

Tuesday, 11:48 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Advice for your 

Dr.S~oman, 

Hello! Ho~v are you doing? I was wondering if you could offer me some advice on something I was curious about Do you have ant’ suggestions on getting to know professors better? I’m 
genuinely interested in learning more about who they are so that I can have a better understanding of them. I also want them to know- more about me and ~vhere I am coming from. I realize 
that in college, there is a lack of uaaderstanding and knowing bet~veen everyone seeing as we are from different backgrounds. As a student, I feel that it is my obligation to bridge these gaps. 
The thing is that I am a shy person and I am not sure ho~v to initiate these kinds of conversations. Additionally, I plan on applying to the L~NC School of Education this fall to pursue my 
dream of teaching and continue my love of learning. A letter of recommendation from a professor here is essential in the application process. I feel that it has a large influence on their 
decision to admit me or not I don’t ~vant my application to suffer and watch my dream fall apart because of my shyness, especially when I have so much potential I thought you would be an 
excellent person to ask because you’re a professor yourself and because I feel com[’oltable going to you for help I also thought this ~vould be a good opportunity for us to collaborate and 
learn more about each other I hope this e-mail isn’t too overwhelming. If you want, I would be more than willing to meet with you in person to discuss this reformation. I look for~vard to your 
response whenever you have the time. 

Until then, 



From: @live.tmc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:04 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: research help 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Hi, my name is              , I have met you a couple of times in the EXSS office because I am one of the work study students. I have been looking into undergraduate 
research and recently found your research on life after sport and career transitions on the undergrad research database and was wondering if you had any openings. I would 
love to help you because this is a topic I am extremely interested in and would love to get involved. Thanks so much for your time, I hope to hear from you soon! 

@live,unc~edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Student Follow-Up 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

It was nice meeting you on Thursday at the CBC Black History Month Read-In. I mn inspired by the depth of your athletic and acade~nic background and I’d like to 
stay in contact ruth you. I mn currently s~d~ving Health Policy and Management in the School of Public Health and I also s~rted a non-profit to promote healthy 

lifeslyles for girls (Healthy Girls Save tlae World- ~v.health,~’,o_irlssavetheworld.org). 

I have a strong interest in entrepreneurship as I consider myself a "socia] entrepreneur" and I am in the process of developing my organization to have a deeper impact 

on this campus and within the Triangle commtmity If you have sometime in the coming weeks to sit down and chat over coflEeilunch please let me know- I’d like to 

learn more about your experiences and receive advice on strategies to develop my program. 

Thank~ 

tlealth Policy and Management 

Gillings School of Global Public Hea]th ’ 

Univel5iU ofNort21Caxolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 3:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

6A% of Small B usiness New Hires Found By Word of Mouth 

63% of Small Re!by 
K{ea-v- i{y to Fm.d New 
Employees 
As they struggle D find quali~ed employee& word-ogmouth DOS the list of ways small 

business owne~ find new employees, topping both employee referrals and the intemet 

%:~ Small Busi ...... It is a Struggle for Small 
..... Businesses to Find Qualified 

Employees 

Small business owners are struggling to find qualified 
empIoyees to fill job vacancies, despite the overall 
slow economy and reposed high unemployment 
rates. Recent results from a su~ey of 601 small 
business owners by Gallup highlighted just how 
difficult it is for small business owners to find qualified 
candidates. Of the small business owners who 
responded to the su~ey, 23% responded that it is 
"yew difficult" to find the right qualified employees for 
their business, and 30% responded that it is 
"somewhat difficult". That means that more than half 
of the small business owners who responded are 
having difficulty in finding qualified candidates despite 
the fact that it would seem that with high 
unemployment rates there should be more 
candidates vying for each job vacancy. 

Spurn:e: Galh~p 

Share this article with your friends: 
See how owners find employees >> 

48% o~ Owners 

Would L.ike a 

Family Member to 

Eventt~aily "rake 

Over the Family 

78% of Small 

Plan 7o 

Autorsal:e to Cu~ 

Costs 

Legal h~formation is not iegsi ad,,,ice. Read r~ore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dilworth-Anderson, Peggye <dilworth@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesdw, 3:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dsiro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Read-In THANKS AGAIN! 

Vivian and James (Univers~ of Alabama)[1].pdf 

HI Deborah, 
Please see attached the reading that I did. Thanks for planning a great read-in ! 
Best 

Peggye 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Sunday,               9:41 PM 

To: Brooks, Camille A; Rober~son, Nakenge; : Martina Ballen; Murrill, Verita L; Davis, :; Dilworth-Anderson, Peggye; 

Malone, Brenda Richardson; Maria DeGuzman; 

Co: Blair, Wayne A; Watkins, Debra; McGhee, Oj; Campbell, Larry; Holman Nash, DeVetta 

Subject: CBC .... Read-In THANKS AGAIN! 

Thanks again for your wonderful contribution to the Read-In. We have received many requests to share the evening’s readings with the Caucus and attendees. 

Please respond back with the name of reading(s) and author. (We do have a final draft listing, but it is important to confirm the literary piece.) 

If you performed or read your own work(s), please share the title and poem, if possible. 

I hope you enjoy your appreciation gift too. 

Blessings and continued success to you! 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu!cbc 

.c_..b_ c_.c_ .h__a__!_r_~.v_n_._c_:.e_ .d__u_ 919.843.0336 

"Faith is !earning to let God keep you steady and to be ruled less and less by your emoJons and circumstances." (, Paris) 

; Penn, Ann E; 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~me.colll> 

Tuesday, 4:53 PM 

H~eltine, Lizzy <h~eltin@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Stroma~L Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Lowry Caudill~ 

Re: Draft of Bootcamp Schedule 

~gmail.com>; Goldstein, Buck <buck goldstein@unc.edu~ 

I ran this by Buck briefly a few days ago but will throw out to the group. I am veo~ excited by what has been happening in the Econ     class rising the lean start up 

process; it has been pret~ powerful I think. ~Ve could pare it down a bit (I am happy to take a crock at it, maybe focusing on a few of the mos~t essential drivers of the 

model) and use it as a framework in the Bootcamp for their business ideas. I think we could have them watch a few of the online lectures we have used and give them 

each the supplemental book (Business Model Generation) which is very easy to digest and veu visual rather than head~ on text. Would like to get your thonghts on 
this idea. 

Also I need a much better understaJ~ding of exactly what "gathering re~)urces" means as it is vague and I do not know what was done last yeax and whether people 

thought it was useful. Is it how to get ideas funded in the context of the University, outside funding sources, re~urces to help with business development or all of the 
above? I could talk to all of these, but want to make sure I am on the right track. Also have looked at the Skender stuffon iTunes U and think we could have them 

watch some of that to get the lmsic accounting ffmff but in my opinion that would be less inteiesting and less relevant than teaching them the lmsics of lean staJ~p. I 

think I could weave in some of the basic accounting principles into the lean process material we axe using (roll discuss my idea further with Buck to Inake sure I am not 

crazy). 

Just a few thoughts and want to make sure I am on the right track before I start preparing for this. 

@me.com 
(mobile) 

On ,ml:14PM, H~elfine, Lizzywro~: 

<Bootcamp_DetailedSchedule_ .docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:24 PM 

StromaJ~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; @wmgllc.com> 

My email to repre~ntative at Northwestern’s Kellogg School of Mgmt 

Hi Dr. Strommi and 

Probably went a little over the top here (or did I really? haha) but just wanted to share this ruth you all. 

Who would have ever thought this time last year I would be seriously even giving possible consideration to this thing called consulting. MaJ:keting and entrepreneurship 
is what we love, Dr. Stroman! I croft get too far away from my passions though. (I’m going to sell business cards as a side venture starting in the fall....my mind never 
stops I swear haha). I do love the consulting mindset aJ~d the approach to problem solving though. Plus the PowerPoints axe AMAZING haha 

Nick and his Was~rmm~ folks are really s~rfing to rub offon me :) 

Minutes Away [      .Mlead 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

SBU.com Proffie: 

Begin forwaJ;ded message: 

Fr(~n: "Murray, Lawrence" <lawrence mnrray@kenan-flagler.~mc,e&l> 

Date: ,5:18:46 PM EST 
To: ’ ~’~)~!!_e_L~_n_: fl__~_~g!..e_~:_t_Ln_ 9_:e_._d__t!> 

Cc:’ ( q!.~.e__n_~: ~_ a_ ~!_e_ r: .u_~_ ~_.c_:.e._d_.u_ .> 
Subject: RE: Kenan-l~lagler Undergrad h~terested in Kellogg MBA School 

I can’t tell you how much I appreciate your energy and enthusiasm~,.and I think you know that I an~ one of your strongest advocates and want you to be 

successful That being said~ I would like to give you some advice on how to channel that energy ~nd enthusiasm more effectively to help position you 

for success I_et"s mee~: about th~s when ~ re~:urn ne>:t weeh ~iy office hours are on [uesdavs fron~ 2:00pm--5:OOpm. Can you schedule an appointment 

during my office hours ot~ Tuesd~y, Mar~:h 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:09 

C¢: Murray, Lawrence; Nillar, Anna 

SubjeCt: Kenan-Flagler Undergrad Interested in Kellog9 NBA School 

My name is and I’m a sophomore student stud~n9 marketing ~d sports co~unicallon at UNC’s Ken~-Flaghir Business School. I received your contact information 

etc I wa~t to 9o deeper I’ve been ad~sed by ~o shide~ts in our MBA program who ha7~ ties to the sport industry that getting an MBA is oNy benefhiiN for ~o reasons: 

If one is seeking to advance your career further than what you currently can 

If one doesn’t have prior business knowledge and/or are seeking to get to management level 

If one wants to t~ke a 2 year break to "find their passion" while Mso hiarnlng invaluable skills 

Because I’ll b e graduating from the prestigious Kenan-Flagler Business School in 2015 with a BSBA degree, many of the simple MBA principles I would "learn" in Business School I will 

have exposure to akeady as an undergraduate Thus, unless the investment is necessary later down the line, an MBA might not be in the books for me And that’s perfectly fine. I already 

know the nmnb er one take away from all MBA students is the network of people they gain by qoing b ack to school 

The knowledge is great but you can honestly nowadays learn whatever you need either in the filed or researching on your ov, rn ~ ",,’..’ant to get connected and qet added value from my 

experiences from             until the day I retire. I want to be challenged, I want to think critically, I want to stretch myself to levels even I didn’t know were possible. Being 

President of an organization as a sophomore undergraduate student has taught me so many lessons, one of which includes my sincere disgust with mediocrity and being 

surrounded By those that simply want to just "get the job done" and don’t have a next level mindset. 
So, I say all that to come to the folhiwing conclusion: What can Kelhigq offer me specifically? Here are myinterests as they currently stand (feel free to glance at my Linkedln profile for 
nlore insights to who I am as a person) 

meaningful career 

More specifically, I cm_,"enlly aspire to have a earee~: as a management consnllant adx,,-ising sports ma~:ketirt9 films (i.e aNasserman Media G~ou.p, Octagon o~ C~) on how to 

mo~e efficienlly and effectively sob~e their ¢ru.cial bushiess probhims 

How c~ Kelhigg specifically help me to accomplish this, be it in the short term (maybe ~th a summer program like the Summer Vent~e in Management Program (SVMP) at 

Harvard Business School or in the long term at Kellogg for an MBA? 

My favorite sports business ~eeter, Darren No~ell of ggPN, graduated from Northwestern and sits on the ad~sory board for their masters in sports management program. N~erous 

people in ~g~1~g~_g!~!!L~f~:~[!~R_~:_~_9_g!gX!~ (a program I’m c~rently applying for) have ties or direct MBA degrees from Kellogg. 

I know tNs is all very premature considering I’m only a sophomore undergraduate student. However, I also know it’s never to late to start thinMng about my future. Moreover, my 

undergraduate business director, ~$L_)2~_~!~19__~[~[~!~ and Kenan-Flagler ad~sor, ~!£:_~gE~_~$~!_(~}_~_~_~)., have al~ enco~aged me to tt~nk criticNly "outside the box" in my 

career se~ch This is my first serious attempt. 

~y assistance you can offer on ~y of the information presented above is sincerely appreciated in advance. I look fo~rd to he~ing back from you soon. 

My best, 



i l~p:£/ab out.m 
@unc.edn 

My latest sp~r~s marketing article: 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:40 PIYI 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Meeting 

Next Tuesday at 11:00 a.m. sounds great! I will see you then. 

Thank you, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:32 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Sorry         life happens fast for me. ;) 

How i~bout nexL Tuesday, the 5tn? :LI:00 a.m,? 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

g’n,qcN~, gkplor’~, E’mpower, 

9119,843,0336 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

Hi Dr. Stroma~, 

"Our lives begin to end the da~ we become silent obaut things that matter." 
Mart~n Luther Kin~, Jr. 

3:47 PM 

Tuesdays are good, does to,no,Tow at l 1 work for you’? 

Thanks, 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On , at 3:18 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(h)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi How is your schedule on Tuesday before :[2:007 My office is Woollen 315, 

D.r. 

£egards, 

Deborah L S~rornan, Ph.D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

Twitter- @drstroman 

"The is the reword." Chinese Proverb journey 

sent= Nonday, 2:33 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Hooting 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope that you are doing well. I was just following up with you since at the meeting last week you said that you might have some helpful contacts for me. Is 
there a time you are available to meet with me this week? I would love to talk to you more about networking and any advice you might have for me when I am 
looking for a job. 

Thanks, 

J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@wmgllc.com> 

Tuesday, 7:09 PM 

@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: My email to representative at No(thwestern’s Kellogg School of Mgmt 

Thanks for keeping me posted! One thing you definitely have in your arsenal is enthusiasm a~d passion for learnin!! That’s never in doubt’. 

I’d agree with Dr. Stroman that it is importa~t to cha~nel your enthusiasm and save some for future conversations. If you put it all out on the table, you’re not going to 

have ans~hing to "wow" them with in the futare. That all comes in good time and practice, and I think we all still learn how to master that skill eve~ day’. 

I definitely appreciate your enthusiasm and interest in consulting’. It is definitely one of the most challenging prot~ssions out there. But don’t get the idea that marketing 

and entrepreneurship aren’t involved in consulting. They aJd follow the same principle: criticaJ~ thinldng to ~nnke things better tha~ they cmrently axe. 

Keep up the passion, networking, and desire to lem~n my ma~! But don’t forget to save some for when you are actudlly out here in the real world: it’s definitely a grind! 

Talk soon, 

On , at 6:29 PM, 2~kenan-fla~ler.uuc.edu> wrote: 

I know I know, Dr. Stroman’. But I even drafted this email, slept on it, and took out two whole paragraphs. I think I have a serious problem, y’all haha 

On , at 6:26 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro({~unc.edu> wrote: 

I_et’s iust say I k)ok forward to our meeting on this Thursday. ;) 
We need to discuss brevity i~ ema~ls and "ma~ag~ng" yot~r enthusiasm. 
H~ve ~ great ~ight~ 
Dr~ Stroma[~ 

Deborah L~ Stroman, PtLD. CLU 

919,84.3,0335 
<imageOO:Ljpg> 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter," 
Martin Luther King, 

From: [mail~ @kenan-flagler,unc.edu] 
$ent= Tuesday, 6:24 PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject= Ny ema~l to represen~t~ve at No~hwes~rn’s Kellogg School of Hgmt 
H{ Dr. Stroman and 
£robably went a lJ~le over the top here (or did ~ really? h&a) but jnst wanted to shoe tNs with you all. 
Who would have ever thought tl~s dine last year ~ would ~ ~fiously even ~ivin~ possible consideration to tNs tNn~ c~led consulting. 
Marketin8 and entrepreneursNp is what we love, Dr. Stroman~ I can’t Set too £ar away [~om my ~ssions thoush. (rm ~om~ to sell business 
calls ~ a side venture s~¢m~ m the £all....my mind never stops ~ swear haM). I do love &e consulfin~ mind~t and the approach to problem 
so]vJn8 though. £1us the £ower£oJn~ a~e A~/~ZING hahn 
NJc£ and his Wasse~a~ iblks are ~ally s~m8 to mb off’on me :) 

Minutes A~vay ] i 

Seut l]com my iPhone 

SBU.com Profile: 

Ahead 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Murray, Lawrence" <!~,__r__e__r!_c__e____KLt_~!~&y@~_e___n_~_rL-___l_]__a_g!__e_E~!~£_~!> 

Date: ,5:18:46 PM EST 

To: @ k~nar~- flaa~!er.unc.edu> 



Cc: "Millar, Anna" <anna millar(a)kenata-flagler, unc,edu> 
Subjet’t: RE: Kenan-Flagler Undergrad Interested in Kellogg MBA School 

I can’t tell you how much I appreciate your energy and enthusiasm...and I think you know that I am one of your strongest 

advocates and warn: you to be successful Thai: be~t~g said, f wou~d like to give you some advice on how to channe~ that 

ene~gy and enthusiasm Rlore efl:ect~ve~y to help position you 1:o~ success. Let’s meet about this when ~ re[urn nex[ week. 

My office hours are on Tuesdays from 2:00pm-5:OOpm. Can you schedule an appointment during my o[:fice hours on 

UM 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:09 PM 

conversing n~erous times back and forth 

I wanted to reach out to you reqardinq my overarchinq question of "what’s so qreat about Kelloqq and howls it beneficial to ME". As you can imagine 

this is a very loaded ~esllon ~th many angels for a possible answer. Perhaps I cm~ proAde some perspective to help you b etter answer it. however: 

I know Kellogg’s national r~king, its prestige, its wonderfN resources, etc. but all top 10 Business Schools. Kenan-Flagler included have great ranMngs. 

great alumni, great resources, etc I want to go deeper. I’ve been ad~sed by ~o students in oN- MBA program who have ties to the sport industry that 

getting an MBA is oNy beneficial for ~o reasons: 

¯ If one is seeking to advance your career further than what you currently can 

¯ Ifonedoesn’thavepriorbusinessl,mowledgeand/orareseekingtogettomanagementlevel 

¯ If one wants to take a 2 year break to "find their passion" wNle also learning invaluable skills 

Because I’ll be graduating from the prestigious Kenan-Flagler Business School in 201 ~ with a BSBA degree, many of the simple MBA principles I would 

"learn" in Business School I will have exposure to already as an undergraduate. Thus. unless the investment is necessary later down the line. an MBA 

miqht not be in the books for me lknd that’s perfectly fine. I already know the numb er one t~ke away from all MBA students is the network of people they 

dain by qoinq back to school. 

The knowledge is great but you can honestly nowadays learn whatever you need either in the filed or researcN.ng on your o~m. I want to qet connected 

and qet added value from my experiences from l~Iarch 2013 until the day I retire. I want to be challenged. I want to thir& critically. I want to stretch 

myself to levels even I didn’t know were possible Being President of an organization as a sophomore undergraduate student has taught me so many 

lessons, one ofwNch includes my sincere disgust with mediocrity and being surrounded by those that simply want to just "get the j ob done" 

and don’t have a new level mindset 

So, I say all that to come to the following conclusion: What can Kelloqq offer me specifically? Here are my interests as they currently stand (feel free to 

glance at ray [~nkedln proll]e for more insights to who I am as a person) 

media and brand management into a meauingful career 

More specifically, I ctn~r ently aspire to have a career as a ~manage~ment consultant advising spot ts n’,arl<eting ~irms ~i e. ~,~Tas ser_,ma,-t Media 

Group, Octagon or CAB.) on how to more efficiently and effectively sNve their crucial business problems 

How can Kellogg specifically help me to accomplish this, be it in the short term (maybe ~th a summer program like the StoNer Venture in 

Management Program (SVMP) at Harvard Business School or in the long term at Kellogg for an MBA? 
My favorite sports busmess ~eeter, Da~e~ RovelI of NSPN, graduated from Northwestern ~d sits on the ad~sory board for their masters in sports 

management progr~ Numerous people in Management Leadersinp %r Tomorrow (a program I’m c~rently appl~ng for) have ties or direct MBA 
degrees from Kellogg. 
I ~ow this is N1 very premature considering I’m o~y a sophomore undergraduate student However, I Nso know it’s never to late to start thmking ab out 
my fut~e. Moreover, my undergraduate busines s director, Mr. Sa~ence Mur’rag and Kenan-Flagler advisor, Mrs: ~na Millar2HBS ’98L have al~ays 
encouraged me to thiN< critically "outside the box" in my career search. ~his is my first serious attempt. 
~y assistance you can offer on any of the information presented ~ove is sincerely a~precialed in advance. I looR fo~ard to hearing bacR from you 
soon 
Mybest, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Attendance on Wednesday? 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg 

Dr. Stroman, 

I unfortunately roll not be able to attend :( I have to work tomorrow night. I would love to hear how it goes though’. 

Have a great Nght’. 

Sent from Iny iPhoue 

On , at 6:12 PM, "Stroman, DeborM~ L" < _d__E_t!:_o_~L~__u__~39_:_e_d_u_> wrote: 

Hi Heels. Who is attending the UCS Sports Meet Up on Wednesday at 4:30 p.m.? Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Explore, Engage. Empower, 

~,ex~.unc,edu 
315 ~oolle~ - CB #~700 

<image001.jpg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gnmil.com> 

Wednesday, ,6:53 AM 

@me.com> 

H~eltine, Lizzy <hazeltin@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Goldstein, Buck <buck goldstein@unc.edu> 

Re: Draft of Bootcamp Schedule 

All, I am in Jamaica on a work team with little email. I roll look at the i~ffo when I retain. LowD~ 

Sent from my iPad 

On . at 4:53 PM, fa)me.com> wrote: 

I ran this by Buck briefly a few days ago but will throw out to the group. I an~ ve~ excited by what has been happening in fl~e Econ      class using the 

lean start up process; it has been pretty powerful I "think. We could pare it down a bit (I mn hapw to mJae a crack at it, maybe tbcusing on a few of the 
Inost essential drivers of the model) and use it as a framework in the Bootcamp for their business ideas. I think we could have them watch a few of the 

online lectares we have used and give them each the supple~nental book (Business Model Genera~don) which is rely easy to digest and ve~ visu~J rather 

than heavy on text. Would like to get your thoughts on this idea. 

Also I need a much better tmderstanding of exactly what "gathering resoulces" means as it is vague and I do not know what was done last year and 

whether people thought it was useful. Is it how to get ideas funded in the context of the Universi~’, outside funding sources, resources to help with business 

development or all of the above? I could talk to all of these, but want to make sure I mn on the right track. Also have looked at the Skender stuff on 

iTtmes U and think we could have them watch some of that to get the basic accounting stuff but in my opinion that would be less interesting and less 
relevant than teaching them the basics of lean startup. I think I could weave in some of the basic accounting principles into the lean process material we are 

using (will discuss my idea further with Buck to make sure I am not cr’~y). 

Just a t~w thoughts and want to ma~e sure I am on the right track before I start preparing tbr this. 

Cha~rles 

@me.com 
(mo~±le) 

On atl:14PM, H~elfine, Lizzywro~: 

<Bootcamp_DetailedSchedule .docx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ; 1:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L -~dstro@unc.edu>; ~live.~mc.edu-~; 

CSFE Potential Dates 

Potential Date for the Carolina Sport Business.docx 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hello Dr. Stroman, , and 

Well, here it is-the football schedule! I’ve never been so excited for the release of a football schedule :) 

I’ve attached a document with all the dates, l£they’re highlighted in red, we absolutely cannot use that Saturday for the Expo. 

I love the             date, but sadly that is University Day. Dr Stroman, you would know- best, how big of a conflict is that? I know events usually go from 10-1 i     also mentioned 
that that’s ~vhen we’re ~velcoming the new chancellor So I’m not stare about all that. 

If you could look this over and let me l~ow your thoughts. We need to lock down a date as soon as possible to move forward with nailing down the Blue Zone :)) 

Thanks for everything, 

Business A~ninistration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel tliH, (;lass of 

,@kenan-flagler uric edu 



F~om: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:31 PM 

TeamWork Sales <teamworksales@teamworkonline.com> 

Buffy Filippell <buffy@teamworkonline.com> 

Re: iVIVP Access/Gollege/UNG 

Hi Hannah, 

I left you a message when I called b ace this morning but it’s b een very busy down here in Chapel Hill. I’m meeting with Dr. Stroman tomorrow at 4:16pm and will discuss all the Team’~lork Orfline 

information with her and possibly 9ire you all a call if we have any questions. 

Hope you have a great day. Thanks for following up with me! 

,’,C:’., i htq~://about.me/ " " 

From: TeamWork Sales < _t_ .e_ _a_ . _m_ . _w_ . _o_ r_ _k_ .s_ ~_ [ .e__s_. . _@_.t_ e_. _a_. .m_ _._w_.o__.£1_{_.o_ .q] Ln__.e_=.c__o_._m_.> 

Date: Wednesday, ; 11:26 AM 

To: @unc.edu" <r i@unc.edu> 

Cc: Buffy Filippell <bufry@tearnworkonline~corn> 

Subject: MVP Access/College/UNC 

Good morning! Hope all is well with you. 

I wanted to follow up on my voicemail from this morning. I know you have been in contact with Dr Stroman in regards to MVP Access College. Hopefully we are 

able to get her on board soon] I reached out to her personally but have not heard back from her. I will give her a ring today but if you are able to give me an update 

on where we stand, that would be great. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon. Thank you! 

Sincerely, 

Hannah Giterman, Sales Representative 

TeamWork Online 

(216) 360-1790 

22550 McCauley Road 

Shaker Heights, OH 44122 

www.teamworkonline.com 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglas, Linda Brown <linda dougla@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 2:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Board of Visitors class visits 

Hi, 

It was good seeing ‘/ou last night. 

I am preparing for the meeting of the UNC Board of Visitors on Thursda,/, April 11, 2013. In some past gears we have offered the members an opportunity to sit in 

on classes. We realize that a lot of the classes only have a few extra seats so the,/sign up for the classes on a first come, first served basis. 

Do ,/ou mind if we offer ,/our class, Entrepreneurship in Human Performance and Sport, as one of the options for April 117 If so, how many members of the UNC 

Board of Visitors could ,/ou accept? What are the time and location of the class on Thursda,/, April 117 

For more information about the UNC Board of Visitors and to see a director,/, please visit http:/!www.tmc.edu/bov!. 

Linda Brown Dou~llas 
Director of Community Relations 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
210 Pittsbofo Street, Campus Box 6225 
Chapel Hill, NG 27599-6225 
Telephone: 919-~43-9393 
Fax: 919-962-2279 
Gel# 

Linda_Douglas@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.nnc.edn> 

Wednesday, 2:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSFE Potential Dates 

image001 .j pg 

Thanks! That’s what I thonght too. Classes are cancelled and such. Jnst don’t want to rule ont that date if there’s not much going on :)) I11 look into it! 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On , at 2:50 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(i&unc.edu> wrote: 

Great work! Check with the Registrar or the Pro~,ost’s office. ~.Jniversity Day events are usually held on a Friday~ See what is scheduled. 

From:              [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: CSFE Potential Dates 
Hello L~. St~oman, David, and Jacob, 

"Our lives begin to end the day w,e became silent about things that matter," 

M~rti~ Luther Kin~, Jr, 

@kena n-flagler~uDcmdu] 
I ~.:45 PM 

Well, here it is-the football schedule! I’ve never been so excited for the release of a football schedule :) 

I’ve attached a document with all the dates If they’re highlighted in red, ~ve absolutely cannot use that Saturday for the Expo 

I love the             date, but sadly that is Universi~ Day Dr. Stroman, you would know best, how big of a comqict is that? I know- events usually go from 10-1. 
mentioned that that’s when we’re welcoming the new chancellor So I’m not sure about all that 

If you could look this over and let me know your thoughts We need to lock down a date as soon as possible to move for~vard with nailing down the Blue Zone :)) 

Thanks for everything, 

also 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chape[ Hill, Class of 

@kenan-fiag let uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Melva Newsom < 7(}aol.com> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 5:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Appreciation for Chancellor and Provost? 

OMG, ~vhat has happened atUNC?? Bruce and Holden have done less than nothing for black folks at Carolina. I am truly amazed. After the?- let the Af-Am department be publicly lynched 
and have out a cipher in DMA. Tell me what precipitated this???? 
Dr. Cookie Newsom 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lydia Boyd -~ @gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 11:47 PM 

The progt:ac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

The progthc mailing list <progthc@lisk~erv.unc.edu"~ 

Re: [progfac] Surprise inspectious of classes 

Perhaps this quote from the N&O article was taken out of coute~ (and I don’t personally know the faculb~ member who provided it, so it may well have been) but the 

implication seems to be that there was something w~ong ruth the discipline of African and African American Studies that made it susceptible to Nyang’oro’s and 

Crowde~s unethical behavior, and that other departments are somehow shielded from the misdeeds of individual members by the nature of their scholarly/disciplinaw 

focus. As a faculty member in Africarv’Affo-Am Studies, I find that to be a ve~ problematic implication. I think this class moNtoring practice is ridiculous, but ifs also a 

problem to argue that somehow my department is outside the scope of the "Ihculty across the galax.v of uuiversities" and was thus unable to ~e that Julius was abusing 

his position. 

’1 do nat believe that any of these credit-hour monitoring proposals would have seen the light of day had there nat been exasperation about the disconnect 

between big time college sper[s and the mission ef universities," he wrote. "There may be mere than one reason to create a fake class, but at the very top of 

the list, with a large gap behe’een number one and number two, is the need to keep revenue-generating athletes eligible. ~ don’t think that we fare classes 

in musicology or modern European history or molecular chemistry, because facuRy across the galaxy of universities ho~d one another 

accountable." 

On Feb 27, 2013, at 8:38 PM, Sherlyl Kleinman wrote: 

http:!/www.newsobserver.com/2013/02/27/2712446/unc-chapel-hill-checkin.a-on-its.html <ul> 

<li:~ -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progihc as: <a href "maAltc        ~a)gmail.com’b        @gmail.com-~/a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "maAlto:leave- 32815719-57922139.06fc3da2d30ad60ec7al I thal 0de4ac6@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32815719- 

57922139.06fc3da2d30ad60ec7a 11 faa 10de4ac6@listserv.unc.edu</a> 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave- 32816063- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe I eb9b@listserv, uuc.edu">leave- 32816063- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.uuc.edu<a~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Camille A <camillebrooks@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu-~; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F 

<jl]ordm~@email.unc.edw~; Maxtina Ballen <mballen@~mcaa.unc.edtr~; Murrill, Verita L <vefita murrill@unc.edu>; 

@unc.edtr~; Dilworfl~-Anderson, Peg~e <dilworth@email.unc.edu>;                   @live.unc.edu>; Penn, Ann E 

<annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu>; Mafia DeGuzman <          ,~!emlhlink.net>; 

@kena~-flagler.unc.edt~-;                    ,~@ive.unc.edu>; " " 

,~live.unc.edu> 

Blair, Wayne A <wblair@email.unc.edu;; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu~; Campbell, 

Lm~ <lecaml@email.unc.edtc,; Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc .edu> 

RE: CBC 2013 Read-In THANKS AGAIN! 

Good Mort~i~)g Everyot~e: 

The irttroductory piece was 

Joining d~e D~spora by Just~ne C~m~cho Tajonera 

The Youth Ambassadors read 

Grace Dtmzo read "[~fe Doesn’t Frighten Me" & ’%E~H ~ Rise" by Maya Ange~ou 

Meama Scott read "What Am L Who Are We" by Camille 8rooks 

Camille McGirt read "What: ~s Your I_i[e’s Bh.u~q:~r~nt?" a speech by Martin Luther ~(ing Jr. 

~ read "The Daughter’s of Miss Suzy" which was one of rny or~gb~a~ pieces 

Thanks 

Cma~e 

Camille Brooks 

HR Consul,:ant/Equal Opportunity SpedaHst 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

Equa~ OpportunityiADA Office 

:[00 E. Franklin Street, Ste 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

Ma~n Office: (9~.9) 96~-3576 

Fax: {9~9) 962-2552 

~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday,               9:41 PN 
To= Broo~, Camille A; Robe~son, Nakenge; Jordan, Joseph F; Na~ina Ballen; Nurrill, Veri~ L; Dilwo~h-Anderson, Peggye; 

Halone, Brenda Richardson; Naria DeGuzman; 
~= Blair, Wayne A; Watkins, Debra; HcGhee, Oj; Campbell, Lar~; Holman Nash, DeVe~ 
Subject: CBC     Read-In ~AN~ AG~N~ 
Thanks again for your wonderful contribution to the Read-in. We have received many requests to share the evening’s readings with the Caucus and attendees. 

Please respond back with the name of reading(s) and author. (We do have a final draft listing, but it is important to confirm the literary piece.) 

If you performed or read your own work(s), please share the title and poem, i~ possible. 

I hope you enjoy your appreciaUon g~ft too. 
Blessings and continued success to you~ 

Respectfully, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

cb(:chair@unc.edu     919.843.0336 
"Feith is ieerni~q to/¢t God ~¢ep you 5~¢edy ~nd ~o be ruied /~ and ,e~ by your emotions end circum~e~c¢5. 

Penn, Ann E; 



Former ESPN associates 

- UNC PhD student -Journalism & Mass 

Communications 

When: - 5:30 p.m. 
Where: Fetzer 109 

Contact: theclub@unc.edu or 
Twitter: @CSBC_UNC 
Website: http://csbcunc.com 

comes from the media industry where he 

has worked with both the domestic and 

international divisions of ESPN since While 

his career began in the media research department 

(i.e. ratings, focus groups, etc.) he soon moved into 

sales and marketing where he developed and 

executed client-specific advertising campaigns all 

over the world. His primary interests are in media 

economics, international communication, and 
sports media. 

- UNC Public Relations major with Sports 

Communication certification; UNC Sports Show = 

Sports Xtra, Anchor and Reporter 

Internships: Harrisburg City islanders (Pro USL 

Team Game Day) and £SPN Corporate Outreach 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:13 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

UNC Sports and Entertainment Law Symposium Infonnalion 

Direclions- UpperLot- withmap.pdf; Direclions- Lot 1 mthmap.pdf 

Thank you to everyone who has RSVPd for the 1 st A~mual UNC Sports and Entertainment Law Symposium: Breaking Into the Industry. We are very excited about 

the expected turnout and we look forward to hosting you at the UNC School of Law. Registration and breaJd’ast will begin at 8:15am outside of Rm. 5052 and our first 

panel will begin promptly at 8:45an~. The last speaking panel roll conclude before 1:00pro and Q-Shack will be catering lunch. If you know anyone who would be 

iuterested in this event but has not registered, please pass aloug the RSVP link: ~x~x~v.tinyufl.com/SELA-RSVP and they can register an,vlime before the event. 

For those of you whi~ roll be traveling to the event, I have attached information related to directions and parking. Both of these lots are a very short distance t?om the 

law school. Thank you agaiu for your interest and we look tbrwaJcd to seeing everyoue at the symposium. 
-UNC Sports and Entertainment Law Association 

UNC Sports and Euterto~ulnent Law Associatiou 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.nnc.edn> 

Thursday, 11:09 AM 

Gallo, Lorenzo (Ath Director of Athletics) -~athgallo@nncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo 

Good Morning Mr. Gallo, 

My name is andI ama at Kenm~-Flagler. Dr. Stroman gave me your name yesterday to contact you about a wonderful event we’re planning for 

the fall. 

I mn the We are 

planning this event so that students will have one main event that is catered to these two industries. Our plan is to have a key note speaker, break out panel ~ssions, a 

lunch, and a career l?air in the afternoon. 

We are looldng at Saturdays in the fall (when there is no ibotball game) mad we have already talked ruth Taxen Cheiry about hosting this Expo in the Blue Zone. I have 

emailed Nate Yarbrongh as well, because our hope is to use some classrooms on the second level for break out panels. 

I jns~t wanted you to be aware that we are plmaning this event. ~re axe ~ excited and l, mow it will be a great professional opportunity for students to gain insight into 

these industries, learn about internships, nemork ruth professionals, and ideally get jobs! 

Let me know if you have any questions about our ExIx~ or would like to meet to discuss it fi~rther. We’d love yonr snpport! 

Thank yon lbr yonr time, 

Business A(~ministration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: @live.uuc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 11:51 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: AnaJ .’AJc s 

Sorry it’s taken me so long to respond, it’s been a busy week. But thank you so much for your response and information. Yeah, I really wanted to go to the NIT Analytics 

Conference but I have a test and paper due, which is extremely unfortunate. :( 

It is kind of unhelpful that there are no classes offered on campus for analytics. I’m glad though that you’re thinking about posing the idea of a conference through EXSS or the 
club! That would be great and if committees were to be made (if the club oversees this) to help see through the process of the conference then I think I might like to be a part 
of that. 

Again thank you for your thoughts and interest in this too and if you do find any research (as I will be looking too) on how and where to learn more about analytics then please 
let me know. 

Thanks Dr. Stroman, 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:3:t PM 
To; 
Subject; RE: Analytics 

. Tha~lk$ for your ~lote[ I af~ k~[erested i~1 hsvirlg a workshop or m~rd.-conference or1 Sports ~nMyL~cs ~ have riot done a~y resesrch 8bout resources on 

campers about this field yeL I don’t believe there ~s a course on ~t e~ther. I have put it on my to-do ~ist for       [o begin research~ 

~ have many contacts in the sporL world who may be interesLed b~ assisting us, including ESPN. Yes, i[:l decide to move forward Lhe offerb~g wil~ be through the 

Club and/or EXSS. 

Make sure yotl do your ow~ research ~f Vot~ are £:or~s~derk?g this f~e~(J as a career. }tot exarnp~e, did you sign up for the MIr Sloan Sporl:s Analvtk:s Conference? 

ho~e so. 

Stay ~n touch! 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

91.9.84&032~5 

Twirl:or- @ 

~ "The ~ourney is the reward. Chinese Proverb 

From= 
Sent= Monday, ~:2~ PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Anal#ics 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’ve been thinking a lot lately about the analytic side of the sport industry and was thinking about what it takes specifically to fully grasp what it is, what it involves, and how to 
see if I would like a job in it. So, I was wondering if you knew of any classes that UNC offers that could help me prepare for that potential field; however, I was also thinking 
that maybe we could expand on your idea of holding an Analytic Workshop with Dave Coletti (I think that’s his name) in the Analytics department of ESPN, whom the speaker 
David Bockino mentioned at the CSBC meeting. 

I guess ultimately what I’m trying to say and ask is: 

1.what do you know of, in terms of classes and other resources, that are available here at UNC to further my knowledge of Sport Analytics? 

2. Do you think the Carolina Sports Business Club should!could put on an Analytics Workshop for any EXSS and other majors to learn the software and basic information of that 
industry? 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 2:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Today’s Hottest Biz VOIP Service + Exclusive Di~ounts & Courses 

We find the best small business products & services across the web and 
beyond for your business. Here are this week’s Docstoc preferred picks. 

SWITCH TO VO P 
& SAVE 
Phonebooth OnDemand gives you 

a business phone plan starting at 

$20/mo. 

ENJOY THE FREEDOM OF 
ONUNE MEETINGS. 
Do More, Travel Less. Sign up for a Free 30 
Day trial and discover the benefits of 
meeting online. 

A F~RES~DE CHAT WITH AARON 
LEVEE, CEO OF BOX.COM 
Jason Nazar sits down with Box CEO Aaron 
Levie to discuss startup life, getting financing 
and growing Box.corn into a billion dollar 

company. 

See The Talk Now ~ 

AT W~LL EMPLOYMENTw WHAT 
EVERY EMPLOYER MUST 
KNOW 
Some employers may be less familiar with 
the complexities that that are involved in an 
at-will employment relationship, which in the 
worst case could lead to an expensive 
lawsuit. 

............................................................................ 



LEARN TO MASTER PUBLIC 
SPEAKING 
Learn one quick tip in [his lesson on how 
easily organize a speech. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 3:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Resumer ~md cover letter review 

~2HICAGOcoverletterN EW .docx; CHICAGOresume.docx 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for all your help and guidance so far. Last night at the networking event, you mentioned that you could look over a resume and cover letter for an internship I am 
interested in. The internship is in Chicago with                and I pasted the link to the job description below. Hy resume and cover letter are attached. If it is easier to 

discuss the changes/improvements in person, I can stop by your office whenever is convenient for you. 

Thanks again for your help! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Tae Mitchell < @yahoo.com> 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 4:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Invoice 

Deborah L. Stroln~l Invoice.doc; ATT00001 .htm 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Fresh: Beatrice Mitchell <         @yahoo.com> 

Date: February 28, 25 Heisei, 3:50:49 PM EST 

To: Dante Mitchell ~ @m~ns.attnet>, Tae Mitchell 
Subject: invoice 

Reply-To: Beatrice Mitchell < ~¥ahoo.com> 

@yahoo.coin> 

Kuumba, Inc. 
(koo-OOM-bahiCreativity) 
Consulting, Education and Performing Arts 
Dr. Anthony B. Mitchell - President 
Beatrice Y. Mitchell - Vice President 
412 3’73-6t84 phone/fax 

Programs 



F]Fom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subj e ct: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:49 PM 
@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; i @wmgllc.com> 

Shades of Blue Documentary by UNC Alum Hassan Pinto - Monday at 6pm 

@kenan- 

and 

Check out the announcement b elow.              played on the             team and worked in the Lakers Team Operations D epa~.-tment di~.-ectly ,,.ruder Jerry Buss ~.nd Mitch Kupchak. ] 

mentor,             l....I knowI had you at Lal~ers haha. 

I met Mr. Dwayne Ballen (Martina Ballen’s husb and) last night and he advised me to call        today. Long story short he works in Durham as a film producer and Angelica Axnold, 

all going to his documentary viewing on Monday at 6pm. He said he is willing to become mynew "mentor" ;) 

ht t p://v~r~v, d urhanunaq, c on~./b lo qs/du.rham-maqazine-b lo q/unc-duke-rivalry-do cument a ry-filn~.-pr emier e-tylers-t a pr o ore/ 

~ is 

and I are 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Re~hedule today ;( 

We can talk on the phone tonight if you’d like whenever you get home or Ill just see you tomorrow :) 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L < .d_s_t_r__o_@_.u__0_c__._e_._d_ .u_> 

Date: Thursday, 1:56 PM 

To: @kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Reschedule today ;( 

I am doing the WBB game tonight. Meet after the game or tomorrow after 12:307 

Dr. Stroman 

DeDorah L, S~roman~ Pi~,Do CL~ 
Explore, IEnejage, Empower, 

315 Woollen = CB #8700 
Chspe~ H~II~ NC 27599 

9~9,843,033~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Grott; Diane G <groff@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Thursday, 7:33 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- liic ulty@li stscrv, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-thcnl~] help with his senior honors student thesis 

13-0836 Recruitment Email V3 docx.docx 

I-{elfo everyone, 

is completing his senior honors thesis. He is recruiting participants for his stud,i and is seeking help from the faculty, He has been approved by the 

Department and ~R8 to either come to ,/our class to speak or to have you send out the attached ema~l and flyer to your class. 

rhan~s for considedn~ Ms request. 

Diane 

Se~t~ Monday, 1 4:36 PM 

To~ Groff, Diane G 
S~bject~ ~ Need Your Help 

EXSS Eacult% 

My name is , and I an] a My stu@ is looking at ~e ~lafionship between 

peiceived and ac~l heolth-related physical fimess me~ures among female s~dents. I need your help to recruit s~dents for my study. 

What works best for you? 

:k a recruitment method: 

a. Send them my"recruitment email" 

i. Very brief; won’t disrupt class time; easier logistically 

b. ~ present at the beginning of your class period 

i. About 5 min; we will have to coordinate a time that ~ can present 

Thank yon for your time. I hope to hear back from you soon. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
B.A, Exercise and Sport Science 
Minors Biology and Chemistry 

@live.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to exss-faculb’ as: £~_~t£2__n_)__a_n_@_e___r_&LU_L_u_n_£:_e_~!. 

To unsnbscribeclickhere: http://lists.unc.edw’u?id 55567102.4537814cd668f957eTeed9dd3adc4e5d&n T&I exss-faculty&o 32820820 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJ, l to leave-32820820-55567102.4537814cd668i957eTeed9dd3adc4e5d@listserv.nnc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Grott; Diane G <groff@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Thursday, 7:33 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- liic ulty@li stscrv, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-thcnl~] help with his senior honors student thesis 

13-0836 Recruitment Email V3 docx.docx 

I-{elfo everyone, 

; is completing his senior honors thesis. He is recruiting participants for his stud,i and is seeking help from the faculty, He has been approved by the 

Department and ~R8 to either come to ,/our class to speak or to have you send out the attached ema~l and flyer to your class. 

rhan~s for considedn~ Ms req~est, 

Diane 

Se~t~ Monday, 4:36 PM 
To~ Groff, Diane G 
S~bject~ ~ Need Your Help 

EXSS Eaculty~ 

My name is and I an a _ _ _ My stu@ is looking at ~e ~lafionship between 

peiceived and ac~l heolth-related physical fimess me~ures alnong female s~dents. I need your help to recruit s~dents for my study. 

What works best for you? 

:k a recruitment method: 

a. Send them my"recruitment email" 

i. Very brief; won’t disrupt class time; easier logistically 

b. ~ present at the beginning of your class period 

i. About 5 min; we will have to coordinate a time that ~ can present 

Thank yon for your time. I hope to hear back from you soon. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
B.A, Exercise and Sport Science 
Minors Biology and Chemistry 

@live.unc.edu 

Yoa are cu~Tently subscribed to exss-faculb’ as: _£~_~t_!~£~__u_!)__c_:__e__d___t!. 

To unsnbscribe click here: http://lists.unc.eduiu?i&55567101.548a982E~02a2aT15ee00e34blbcc32a&u T&I exss-tSculty&o 32820820 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-32820820-55567101.548a982f302a2aTl 5ee00e3461bcc32a(a)listserv,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 8:31 PM 

Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Thanks for facilitating the candidate discussions 

Deb and Debby: 

Just a short note to thank both of you for facilitating the candidate issue-discussion sessions. I think this is a valuable addition to the interview weekend and appreciate both of you 

pitching in and taking on this role. I look forward to getting your perspectives on their intellect and ability to engage in examining substantive college-sport issues. 

In final preparation for this weekend, if there is anything you need from me just let me know. 

Look forward to dinner tomorrow night and to a great weekend. 

Take care, 

Richard 

Dr, Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor -- Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office -919~962-3507 

Cell -- 

Fax - 9:19.962-6235 

U NC Sport Administration webs[re: 

~lexss.unc.edu~~msls "eda~zat~onsisport-admh~strat~on/overv~ew~ 

CSR~ websRe: www,~c.eduicsd 

CSR~ Conference on CoHese Spo~t webs~te: www,csdccnfe~en 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 



~’~om: 

Sent: 

~e: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

GSBG Flyer by 

flyer.jpg 

See attached agreed with you and is comfortable teaching Beth how to m&ke the flyer look a little better Will work so we’ll have the weekend to do the pubbing. 

Thanks for all your advice ;) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Date: Thursday, 9:51 PM 

To: @kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 
Subje~: <no subject> 

Hey~ 

Here it is. Think of it as a rough draft b!c I wasn’t too sure about what you want. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edH> 

Friday, 3:33 AM 

Beth Carter < @gmail.com> 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu-~; Stromm~, Deborah L ~dstro@uHc.edu> 

Official CSBC Flyer for Next Meeting - PLEASE Spread the Word!! :) 

Cathy Andmzzi.pdf 

Looks great, Beth! We’ll go with this and get the pubbing stm-ted today so our students can see it before it gets too close to Tuesday 

Leadership Temn - please help me spread the word by passing this flyer through your social networks Hope everyone has a great weekend 

From: Beth Carter < @gmail.com> 
Date: Thursday, ; 9:52 PM 

To: @kenan-Flagler.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Andruzzi Flyer 

Hey! 

Hopefu!ly this looks okay! I’ll try to find ways to make it pop to.ore for the next meeting, I just want to go akead and get this out with plenty of time for people to see it 

If something needs to be fixed, let me know! 

-Beth 

UNC Class of 
Carolina Fever- 
Carolina Sport Business Club- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:08 AM 

Elizabeth Lindsey <elind~y@wmgllc.com> 

Lindsay LaBennett <llabem~ett@wmgllc.com:~; 1 

<~stro@unc.edu> 

Needs Sports Ca~reer/Consulfing Advice fio~n You 

@wmgllc.com>; mp~z~r@wmgllc.com; Stroman, Deborah L 

Elizabeth, 

You always tell me I can pick up the phone and call you. Your schedule permitting, I wanted to talk about whal I can be doing to make me a better candidate to be a futm-e management consultant in 

sport industry. At your earliest convenience please ad~rise on a good time to call you. 

Thanks. 



~"~om: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan-flagler .unc.e du> 

Friday, 4:51 AM 

@wmgllc.com>; mpizza@wmgllc.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

How Can Get to Wasserman?? 

Consulting at Kenan-Flagler.pptx 

Hey guys, 

Was talking to Dr Stroman ab out ho~,v to b etter define my interests so I’m not so all over the place. She said I reminded her a lot of herself in that I’m interested in marketing, management/operations, 

entrepreneurship, consulting, writing (SportsBusinessU.com site), etc. 

Wanted to really hone in on career interests (why want to talk to Elizab eth Lindsey) and see what can I do to fine my passion, how I can use the CSBC to help me, and classes/resources to help me get 

there So, ’.. think i now ~.fi~mate]y really w~nt ~o he ~ r~an 8qemen t col~su]tan~ for a sports markethi~-,." firm helping industry businesses eftectively and efficiently solve their business problems., in other 

words work for Wasserman Media Group full time haha. 

See the attached powerpulnt. I’m applying to Dr. Friga’s class for the     and hopefully this will help me better position myself for my first internship with Wasserman for               . .hopefully in 

the LA or NYC office (interning at Raleigh office spring semester senior year is the goal for the 2nd internship). 

Thoughts on all this? What are top 3 things WMG employees MUST have? How can I obtain these necessary skills? 



RECEIPT 

Customer Misc 

Date 
Name 
Address Account No, 4589717 
City State N~ ZIP 
Phone 

Qty Description Unit Price i TOTAL 
25 Bobcats 2012-13 - Group: 04.05-MIA - 200-Level - Corners High/Baseline Low $39.00 ~ $975.00 

Seat~i 220/N~10-221 0;11 ::2~ 

Payment 

Comments 
Name 
CC # card ending in 1907 

Expires 6/13 

SubTotal 
Service Charge 

$975.00 
$5.OO 

TOTAL CHARGED 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Smith, Michael <michaelsmith@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 9:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Invoice 

He needs to sign and return the independent contractor form I sent to him. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 7:59 Plvl 
To: Smith, Michael 
Subject: Fwd: Invoice 

Let me know if he needs to do anything else. Thm~lcs! 

d 

Sent farm my iPad 

"Educating the mind without e&tcating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: Tae Mitchell -~         ’~)¥ahoo.com> 

Date: FebruaD~ 28, 2013, 4:24:45 PM EST 

To: Deborah L Stroman <dstro~unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Invoice 

Sere froln my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Beatrice Mitchell <          ))~yahoo.com> 

Date: February 28, 25 Heisei, 3:50:49 PM EST 

To: Dante Mitchell @mms.att.nel>, Tae Mitchell 
Subject: Invoice 

Reply-To: Beatrice Mitchell < ~yahoo.com> 

’,~yahoo.com> 

Kuumba~ Inc, 
(koo-OOM-bahiCreativity) 
Consulting, Education and Performing Arts 
Dr. Anthony B. Mitchell - President 
Beatrice Y. Mitchell - Vice President 
412 373-6184 phone/fax 

www,kuumbainc,cor~ 

Programs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~wmgllc.com> 

Friday, 9:33 AM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; Michael Pizza <mpizza@wmgllc.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: How Can Get to Wasserma~?? 

Hey 
Happy Friday! First off, curious as to whether you sent this before going to sleep or when you already woke up, because 4:5:I.AIVI could be either. Regardless, thanks 
for reaching out! Hahn, 

Yes, Dr, Fright’s (:~ass ~s definitely a good way to go, ~ d~d no~: take the class, bu~:~ had a lot of Mends th~: did (k~dudmg the peopk~ pr.:~fik~d ~n h~s PPT) and strongly 

recommended ~1:. t would t~ke the class ~f I couh~ do ~1: owner again and make [:he t~me for ~t. 

Here are some thoughts: 

] am proud and happy Lo hear that you think you know where you w~Rt to go after’ college, but don’t ]im~L yourself in any way to pursue that path. Sure, 

take the consulting class and learn what you can, but college is really the time you get to learn new Lhings and explore many career paths. Just keep 

learning! 

Three tNngs people ~n Consulting should have: 

: Ability to work fast and ~djust to changes in a team enqronment 

~ Be very personable and a strong i~s~:ener 

:) Rea]ly enjoy what you do.- because you do a ~o[: oF itl 

Have a gresL weekend buddy and dor£L work too hard! 

From: [mailto: ~@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 4:51 AM 

To: ; Michael Pizza 

Cc: Strornan, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject: How Can Get to Wasserman?? 

Hey guys, 
Was talking to Dr. Stroman ab out how to b etter define my interests so I’m not so all over the place. She said I reminded her a lot of herself in that I’m interested in marketing, management/operations, 
entrepreneurship, consulting, ~n-iting (SportsBusinessU.com site), etc 
Wanted to really hone in on career interests (why want to talk to Elizab eth Lindsey) and see what can I do to fine my passion, how I can use the CSBC to help me, and classes/resources to help me get 
there So, I thin],: i now ult~rr, ate]y really wa~.~.t to be a man aqement consu]ta.nt for a sports u~ark~tinq firu~ helping industry businesses effectively and efficiently solve their business problems., in other 
words work for Wasserman Media Group full time haha. 
See the attached po~,verpoinL I’m applying to Dr Friga’s class for the Fall and hopefully this ~rill help me better position rayself for my first internship with Wasserman for summer . .hopefully in the 
LA or NYC office (interning at Raleigh office spring semester senior year is the goal for the 2nd internship). 
Thoughts on all this? What are top 3 thincrs WMG employees MUST have? How can I obtain these necessary skills? 



From: @wmgllc.com> 

Sent: Friday, 9:50 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: How Can Get to Was~rma~?? 

I arn trying to plan a trip around that weekend of the Spring Football Game April I3th, so l’rn looking to extend it either a few days in advance (          ) or stay 

fi?w days Jat~-:~r (          ) and work out of Wasserrnan’s Raleigh o[fice for a h~w days I just need to check wRh people at work and look into plane tk:ket~ to see 

what would work better f de~in~:e~y want to make an Ah~mm Pane~ happen though around that wee~end~ 

When do you need to know by? I should have an answer nex[ week. 1[ might be eas~er if we couk~ de it on [he but Iql see what ~ can work ouL £ny 

speakers booked for the week a~resdy? 

Thanks for reacNng out ~) 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday,             9:40 AM 

Subject; RE: How Can             Get to Wasserman?? 

Thanks     I had a long talk with him last night, He needs to focus and slow 

Celebration Week ---Alumni Panel--- Doe.~ work for you? 

Dr, Stroman 

:Do Good~ 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we became silent about things that matter," 

Martin Luther Kin~, ]r, 

From; I Iro!!Ire ~@wmglk.com] 
Sent; Friday, 9:33 AM 
To; ,; Michael Pizza 
Cc; Stroman,Deborah L 
Subject; RE: How Can Get to Wasserman?? 
Hey 

Happy Friday! FirsL ot:f, curious as to whether you sent this before going to s~eep or when you Nready woke up, because 4.:51gM could be either~ Regardless, thanks 

for reaching out~ Hahn, 

Yes, Dr, Frig~’s class ~s definitely a good way to go, ] did not take the class, but ] had a lot of friends that did 0ndudh~g the people profi~ed ~n h~s PPT) m~d strongly 

recommended ~:. ~ would take the class ~f I couh~ do ~: owner again and make ~:he t~me for ~t, 

~{ere are sonic thoughts: 

~ am proud and happy ~:o hear that you think you kfmw where you want to ~o a~ter college, but don’t ~im~: yourself in any way to pursue that path. Sure, 

take the consu~t~n~ class and learn what you can, but college is really the time you get to ~esrn new LNngs aRd explore many career paths. Just keep 

~earning~ 

Three tNngs people ~n Consu~[~ng should have: 

: Ability to work fast and ~djust to changes in a team emAronment 

:, Be very person=Me and a strong ]~stener 

:> Rea~ly enjoy what you do.- becau~e you do a 

Have a grea t: weekend buddy and don’t: work too hard~ 

From; [mailto: ~kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, 4:51 AM 
T~; Michael Pizza 
~c-" Strornan, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject; How Can Get to Wasserrnan?? 
Hey guys, 
Was talking to Dr. Stroraan ab out how to b etter define my interests so I’ra not so all over the place She said I reminded her a lot of herself in that I’m interested in m~kellng, raanagement/operallons, 
entrepreneurship, consulting, ~n-iting (SportsBusinessU.com site), etc 
Wanted to really hone in on career interests (why want to talk to Elizab eth Lindsey) and see what can I do to fine my passion, how I can use the CSBC to help me, and classes/resources to help me get 
there So, I think i now ultimately really vcs~.~.~ to be s man sqement consultant for ~ spe~ts m~rk~tiuq fi~m helping industry businesses effectively and efficiently solve their business problems., in other 
words work for Wasserman Media Group full time haha. 
See ~.~e at~ac’hed poa.wrpuluL I’m applying to Dr Friga’s class for the Fall and hopefully this ~rill help me better position myself for my first internship with Wasserman for summer . .hopefully in the 
hA or NYC office (interning at Raleigh office spring semester senior year is the goal for the 2nd internship). 
Thoughts on all this? What are top 3 thinqs WMG employees MUST have? How can I obtain these necessary sk~lls? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CSRI <csri@nnc.edu> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 2:24 PM 

CSRI Early Registration pushed back 

Due to requests from several faculty and students, we have extended this year’s early-registration deadline to this coming Mor~d,~f, March 4th. 

Since the U NC-CH online registration portal must be manually updated, the change-over from early to late registration will take place between !~ :00-11:00am 

lEST this coming Monday. Once the change-over has occurred, online early registration will no longer be available. If you still need to register, please plan 

accordingly. We recommend you access our online system before 3:00pm Friday, March 1 st - so in case there are any issues that arise we can help solve 
them. 

Mail-in early-registration forms must be postmarked no later than March 4. 

if you have any questions, feel free to give us a call or email us at csri@unc.edu 

The CSRI staff - and UNC-CH students associated with CSRI - thank all of you who have registered for this year’s conference and/or renewed your CSRI 
membership. 

CSRI owes its existence to your generous support. We thank you and look forward to another great conference! 

Take care, 

Chase Slake 
Office I’~la na get 
College Sport Research Institute 
C: 
O: 
cbbla ke~5}email.u nc.ed u 
csri@unc.edu 



From: ~wmgllc.com> 

Sent: Friday, 2:27 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: How Can Get to Was~rma~?? 

Ok will do. I will see if Elizabeth is free as well. Hopefully I will have an update for you next week so you can start getting the word out (~P 

Happy Friday! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, ; 2:25 PH 
To: 
Subject: RE: How Can Get to Wasserman?? 

I like "]’burs;day., the    ’ for Wasserman night, Ph?ase ched~ with Pb:za and let’s make H: happen. Thanks~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9;19,843,0336 

"Our lives begin ta end the day we became silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, 

@wmgllc.com] 
2:11 PH 

From= 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: How Can Get to Wasserman?? 
Thanks, good to know[ Let’s keep the alumni day for Tuesday right now and I will see if l can make thaL happen @ 

Did you want to have a Wasserman day at aid Not sure if you wanted to have Elizabeth I.indsey or someone else back and Mike Pizza and 1 could join._ Maybe the 

Thursday or Friday prior? 

Just thinking ~:hrough the opt:ions, but you guys call the sh.:_~l:s these days sinc~-:~ Km an old.-timer! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:06 PM 
To-" 
Subject: RE: How Can Get to Wasserman?? 
Bubba has Mot~day, Another ak~m can ordy do the Tuesday, so I wanted to chec~ with you, 

~ w~H wsil: for Vour reply, 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:~9,843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 

Martin Luther King, Jr, 

[.m_aJLLo_ __¢_~y__m__gl!_c__#__o__t_nj 
9:50 AM 

From; 

Sent-" Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: How Can Get to Wasserman?? 

f am trying to plan a trip around ~:hat weekend o~ ~:he Spring Football Game , so ~’m k)oMng to extend ~t either a few day~ in advance ( ~ or s~:av a 

Jew days h~ter           ) and work out: of Wasserman’s Raleigh office fora few days. I just: need to check with people at work and look into phme t:ickets t:o see 

what would work better. ~ definitely want to make an Afumn~ Pane~ happen though around that weekend~ 

When do you need to know by~ I should have an answer next week. it might ~e eas~er if we couid do ~t on the but Iql see what I can work out. Any 

speakers booked for the week akeady? 

Thanks for reacM~g out (~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [__m___ajJ_D_;_¢s__t_E_o__#~__u__n___c_._e__d___u_] 
Sent: Friday, 9:40 AM 
To: 
Subject; RE: How Can Myles Robinson Get to Wasserman?? 
Thanks    :! I had a long talk with him last night. He needs to focus and slow down. 

C,:_~lebra Lio[] Week -Ak~mni Pa n,-A - Does, ; work for you? 

Dr, StrofTlat~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

gnguL~e. ~xplore. En~.po,,ver. 

9;19,843,0336 

From: [ Ln___ajLtg__ 
Sent: Friday, 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter," 
Mat~in Luther King, Jr, 

_~N__w___m__g_tt_c_,_c___o_m] 
9:33 AM 



To:             ; Michael Pizza 
Co; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: How Can Get to Wasserrnan?? 
Hey 

Happy Friday] First off, curious as to whether you sent trois before goin~ to sleep or when you already woke up, because 4:52AM could ~e either. Regardless, thank~ 

for reachh~ out! Haha. 

Yes, Dr. Friga’s class is definitely a good way to go. ~ d~d not take the class, but ~ had a lot of friends that did (including the peopJe profiJed k~ h~s PPT) and strongly 

recommended R, ~ would take the class if I could do ~t over a~ain and make the t~rne for it:, 

Here are some thou~hls: 

~ arn proud and hapoy to hear [hat you lhink you know where you wahl to ~o afLer college, but don’t ~im~t yourseff in any wav to pursue lhat path Sure, 

take the consufdn~ class and learn what you can, but college is resl~y the time you ~et to ~earn new th~n~s and explo~e many career paths. Just keep 

~esrnins~ 
T~ee th~r~s people ~n Consu~tff~ ~hould have: 

c Ability to wor~ fa~t and adjust to chan~es ~n a team environment 

: ~e very personable an~ a stron~ ~tener 

~ Rea~y enjoy what y.:)u d.:)- because you d.:) a k~t of it~ 

From: [mailto: @kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Fridav. 4:51 AM 
To: : Michael Pizza 
Cc; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport: Science) 
Subject: How Can Get to Wasserman?? 
Hey guys, 
Was talking to Dr Stroman ab out how to b etter define my interests so I’m not so al~ over the place. She said I reminded her a lot of herself in that I’m interested in marketing, m&nagement/operations, 

entrepreneurship, consulting, writing (SportsBusinessU com site), etc. 
W&nted to really hone in on career interests (why want to talk to Elizab eth Lindsey) and see what can I do to fine rny passion, how I can use the CSBC to help me. and classes/resources to help me get 

there. So, i t.h h~.k ’., ~o~.v ulhi~.~a rely rea]Jv v,ra.n t to be a vn ana~’fet~.~ent coi-,sulta~ t for a spox-ts marketJr, e- fi x-rr-, helping industry businesses effectively and efficiently solve their business problems..in other 
words work for Wasserman Media Group full time haha. 
See the attached powerpolrd. I’m applying to Dr. Friga’s class for the Fail and hopefully this will help me better position myself for my first internship ~rith Wasserman for summer .hopefully in the 
LA or NYC office (interning at Raleigh office spring semester senior year is the goal for the 2nd internship). 

Thoughts on ail this? What are top 3 thinqs WMG employees MUST have? How can I obtain these necessary skills? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Smith, Michael <michael smith@unc.edn> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 2:28 PM 

~icloud.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Deborah L. Stromaaa Invoice.doc 

Mitchell Independent Contractor.pdf 

Dante, 

Just following up on this payment See below J2~r instructions on filling out and signing the 

Michael Smith 

Accountant 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

michae[ smith@uric edu 

919-%2-0017 (w) 

919-%2-(N89 (f) 

From: Smith, Mrchael 
Sent: [~’riday, February 15, 2013 10:02 ~\I 

To:         @icloud corn 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Deborah L. Stroman Invoice.doc 

Dante, 

Attached is a bit of paperwork that I need signed to pay you for your work on the 21st. Section tl-tree just needs your SSN and section 4 needs your signature-- otherwise it’s ready to go. 
Would you please return to me electronically if possible, or by fax to 919-962-0489 or by mail to 

Michael Smith 
CB 8700 L~-NC 
Chapel Hill iNT’ 27599 

Thank you, 

Michael Smith 

Accountant 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

michael smith@unc.edu 

919-%2-0017 (w) 

919-%2-0489 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2013 4:24 PM 
To: Smith, Michael 
Subject: FW: Deborah L Stroman Invoice doc 

Hi Michael. Here is another invoice He may have to be loaded in the system as he is a new vendor. 

Thanks. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dante Mitchell [mai[to: a~icloud.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2ot3 2:4t’) PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Deborah L. Stroman Invoice.doc 



EMPLOYEE/INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR DETERMINATION CHECKLIST 

Note: This form must be completed by the department and reviewed and approved by 
Disbursement Services BEFORE making a commitment to an individual to be paid as an 

independent contractor. 

This checklist helps Disbursement Services determine whether an employer/employee 
relationship exists for federal, state and FICA tax purposes. The questions below provide 
information as to the degree of control and the degree of independence in the relationship 

between the individual performing services and the employer, UNC at Chapel Hill. Additional 
information may be requested to make the appropriate determination. Final determination is 
made by Disbursement Services in conjunction with Human Resources and is based on 

consideration of all the known facts and not any one answer alone. 

Sections 1 and 2 may be completed by the requesting department or by the individual 

performing service. 

Section 2 requires only one part (A, B, or C) to be completed: Part A is for guest lecturers; Part 

B is for high level researchers such as co-principal investigators on sponsored projects; and 

Part C is for all other individuals. 

Section 3 must be fully completed by the department and signed by the individual performing 
services. All signatures are required prior to submission to Disbursement Services. Incomplete 

forms will be returned to the originating department. 

Dante L Mitchell 

Current Employer/Employee Relationship 

Ao 

B° 

C° 

D° 

currently employed by UNC-Chapel Hill, or any other 
~[---] 

r----qL_d Is this individual 
State of NC agency? 
¯ If yes, what agency?. 

Was the individual on the UNC-Chapel Hill payroll (or any other State of [---] I I 
NC agency - regular or temporary) during the 12 month period prior to the 
date these services are to begin? 

Does UNC- Chapel Hill plan to hire this individual as an employee soon 
after the period of his or her services as an independent contractor? 

Is this individual currently working as an independent contractor for UNC- 

Chapel Hill, and/or has he/she worked as an independent contractor for 

UNC-Chapel Hill within the past 12 months? 

E3 E3 
E3 E3 

708.1.1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 
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~~i l Complete only one part (A, B, or C) depending on the type of services provided by the individual 

Part A. 

Part B. 

1. Is the individual a "guest Lecturer", e.g., an individual who lectures at only one 

or two class sessions? 

2. Is the individual the primary instructor in a department course being offered 

for academic credit toward a university degree? 

3. Is the individual responsible for the content of the lecture/presentation (versus 

presenting materials that have been prepared/dictated by the University)? 

U U 
F1 F1 
F1 F1 

1. Will the individual serve in an advisory or consulting capacity with a University 

faculty member or director in a "collaboration between equals" type 

arrangement? 

2. Will the individual perform research in an arrangement whereby a UNC-Chapel 

Hill faculty member or director serves in a supervisory capacity? 

E3 E3 

E3 E3 
Part C. 

Does the individual routinely provide the same or similar services outside of 

UNOChapel Hill to the general public as part of a continuing trade or business? 

Will the Department provide the individual with specific instructions, supplies, 

and equipment to perform the required work, rather than rely on the 

individual’s expertise, supplies and equipment? 

U U 

F1 F1 
3. Will the University set the number of hours and/or days of the week that the 

D D individual is required to work, as opposed to allowing the individual to set the 

work schedule? 

4. Will the University pay the individual an hourly rate similar to what other 
D D employees are paid on campus for similar work? 

5. Does the individual engage in entrepreneurial activities in an established 
D D business at risk for loss? 

6. Does the individual have his/her own insurance for work-related injuries? 
D D 

7. Does the individual provide similar services to other clients? 
D D 

8. Are the services performed on campus? If no, indicate the appropriate 

percentage of time the individual spends on campus,         % E3 E3 
708.1.1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 
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~ General Information (Please type or print clearly.) 

Dante L Mitchell 
Service Provider’s Name Social Security Number * (See Section 7) 

Service Provider’s Street Address City State 

Brief description of specific services to be provided (add pages if necessary): 

Mr. Mitchell will perform at UNC’s Black History Month Read-ln sponsored by the 
Carolina Black Caucus. 

Zip 

Location where services will be provided: Stone Center 

Start Date: 2/21/13 End Date 2/21/13 Total Fee ($): 200 

How fee is determined: 

Fee is Fixed: X Milestone Based: Hourly Rate: Other: 

(rate) (method) 

Certification of Provider / Independent Contractor 

I certify that all the information provided in this document is correct. 

Signature of Individual Performing Services Date 

Certification of UNC at Chapel Hill Department 

Michael Smith 
Department Representative Signature Dept Representative Date 

(Type-Print Name) 

Department Name: EXSS Dept. Number 3292 

Form Prepared by: Name: Michael Smith Phone: 919-962-0017 

708.1.1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 
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~ T wenty Factor Test for Determining Independent Contractor or 
Employee Status (Source: IRS, Revenue Ruling 87-41) 

Please Check one box for each item 

Is the worker free to perform services for a number of firms at the same 

time? 
Are the worker’s services regularly made available to the general public? 

Must the worker devote substantially full-time to the work? 

4 

o 

° 

Can the worker realize an economic loss for non-performance other than 

the loss of payment for personal services? 

Is the worker free to establish his/her own hours? 

Has the worker invested in facilities or equipment in order to perform the 

service? 

Will a significant portion of the work be done in UNC-Chapel Hill facilities? 

° 

9, 

10. 

11. 

Will the worker receive training of any type? 

Does a continuing relationship exist between the worker and UNC-Chapel 

Hill? 

If assistants are needed, will these be provided by UNC-Chapel Hill? 

Will UNC-Chapel Hill determine or have the right to determine the order 

sequence of the tasks to be completed? 

12. Are progress reports required periodically? 

13. Will the worker be paid on an hourly, weekly, monthly, or other periodic 

basis? 

14. Will the worker be reimbursed for incidentals? 

15. Will UNC-Chapel Hill furnish tools other than specialized equipment? 

16. Is the worker required to comply with instructions about where, when, or 

how he or she is to work other than general parameters? 

17. Does the success of the project hinge on the performance of the worker? 

E3 Fq 
E3 E3 

18. Must the service(s)be rendered personally? 

19. Can the worker be discharged for convenience as one would an hourly 

employee as opposed to discharge related to contract requirements? 

20. Can the worker unilaterally terminate the work prior to completion without 

liability? 

708.1.1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 
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Submission and Return of Assessment 

Department should send completed checklist to Disbursement Services by: 

FAX: 919-962-2356 

E-MAIL: ic_review@unc.edu 

* Please leave SSN blank (or cover) during initial determination 

phase when emailing. During payment processing, insure SSN 

is available and visible. (See Section 3) 

Departmental Preference for Return Response: 

FAX: 

E-MAIL: 

TO BE COMPLETED BY DISBURSEMENT SERVICES ONLY 

Assessment For: 

Assessment By: Phone: Date: 

HR Concurrence BY: Phone: Date: 

708.1.1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 
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Reconstructi~g       ~i pc,’ .... 
Nison 

Paleontologist doe Carter and 
his team have recreated the full 
skeleton of a one-of-a-kind 
prehistoric reptile that they 
discovered in ] 994. Now the 
ancient bones could become 
the official state fossil of NoRh 
Carolina. 

F EA~ORE8 

Eat. This, Walk Tt~at Fat ha Places ~:ou Infants and fl~e 

High calorie counts may 
-~ ~ 

not get people’s attention, 
~4-,t ~ a~ 

Does television exposure 

6oes. our health, in childhood obesity? 

l~~ ~, .... ~ ..... . 
wi. b~ ~ o~ ~i~ in tim~ fo~hu~io~ ~on. <r,~r~,:My 

~’,,ordsDeping ~’,,ith grieP th re,;gha~d piatares: 
Ih~’. :t~9 ,<,~rk., ] 

Alexander Craft wrote the 

~ook"~ wi, co~e You w.’~.’~} Everywhere Always" a~er 

the death of her friend and ~ 
UNC alumna Maleikka I Hardy. {~JNC borne page) Firefly Mice: Could glowing rodents come to the aid of cancer 



researchers, and patients? (Mark My Wards) 

~ mentoring spectacular 

Mentoring ~lelps faculty 

Samulski has a thing for 

Monarch butterflies Not as 

a collector, but as a 

chemist with a crazy idea 

about how he might 

harness their hidden 

power, iUNC 

"We don’t know how long you take it before the prevention starts, 

and how long the prevention lasts after you stop taking it It can 

take years of taking aspirin for the cancer benefits to begin -- but 

that could be 10 years of bleeding without benefits, and that’s a 

problem" 

--John Baron, in The Right rime to fake Aspirin (.+’v~en’,s JoamaO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 3:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSRI Black Scholars 

Debby, 

Regarding the name of the breakfast, do you want to call it the "CSRI Black Scholars" or the "Assembly of Black Scholars" or "Assembly of Black College-Sport Scholars"? 

Just saw some different names and wanted to check before inserting into program. 

Let me know when you can. 

Richard 

Dr, Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 91.9~962-3507 

Cell 

Fax- 919.962.-6235 

UNC Sport Administration webs~te: 

CSR] webs~te: www.u~c.edu/csr~ 

CSRI Conference on College Sport webs~te: www.cs~cor~fe~ence.o~:g 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, March 1, 2013 3:15 PM 

To: Richard Southall <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CSRI Black Scholars 

Sounds good~ 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Strong, an, Ph.D. CLU 

9:{9~843~0336 

"~Our Iive~ begin to end the day we become s~lent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From: Southall, Richard Michael 
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 3:11 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CSRI Black Scholars 
How does a 7:15-8:20am breakfast time sound? 
We start @ 8:30am on Thursday. 

Dr, Richard [VL Southall 

Associate Pro~essor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office .- 919.962-.3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

sour hail (~-0 emaii.u nc.ed u 
UNC Sport Administration website: 

h tt p:i!e ~ss.u ~: c. e d ~.[i~r~ d ~a a t e- ~;r o~r~ m sis~;eci~liz a t ior~sis~;o r t--P, ~,~ m i n i sl:r~ t i o~:io v e r vie w! 

CSRI website: www.~.u’u:.edu!csr} 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: }_~_~3_~_~L%__gs_7_’_!~_L’_o__~Lf__~_~_’_~_~5_~:_:?_~_g 
Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, March 1, 2013 2:59 PM 

To: Richard Southall <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: CSRI Black Scholars 

Assembly of Black Scholars 

I sent the note to                       and 



Thanks for your support. 

d 

Deborah L, 5tton~an, 
Explore. En~age, Er~poWero 

919,~3,033~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Pizza <mpizza@wmgllc.com> 

Friday, 8:37 PM 

@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 1 

RE: How Can Get to Wasserma~?? 

~wmgllc.com> 

Hey 

To echo what    : said earlier, you’re definitely taking the steps in the right direction and will be putting yourself in the right place to be successful. 

As for Dr. Friga’s class, I took that my fall semester of my senior year. It was without a doubt, hands down the best class that ~ took ~n college (sorry Dr~ Stroman --. I 

t~ever had you as a professor~) I th~nk most cabbage classes are ~ntended ~:o lend you expertise in one sped~k: area (ie -fir~ance, rnarke~:~ng, etc.) but ~ ~earned more 

in [:hat class w~thou[ ever having ~:o p~ck up a book or being taught: a certain "subject" You really learn how to work with a team, work on your own, manage 

expectations and deadlines, and abou~ a d~ousand other d~b~gs d~at ~ could fist o1:[:. My b~ggest regret w~th respect to that class ~s not taking it earlier, as ~ ~earned so 

much and ~ think ~t may have set me up for additional opportunities when ~ graduated, although I can’t complain for a second where ~t ultimately led reel 

Again, to echo what 

any experience possible I[ someone told me whet~ ] was a freshma~ ~n college ~:hat ~ was going to intern for the PGA TOUR ] would have [:hough[: that was rny 

dream job-I did ~t fats summer and whst:~was doing ended up not being for me and ~ am glad f h?arned that when f was 21 And Fm not t:eH~ng you th~s ~n the 

sense that you’re going to change your mind about management consultb~g, but ~ust want you to keep an open eye for any and every possibHiW._ which I know 

you wH~ 

As for the three keg tra~ts that ~ think are essent~a~ h~ this type of job, I wou~d say that you have to be hard workh~g, flexible, and skilled with Microsoft Office 

* Hard working - being 

* F~ex~ble -- it’s important to be [/ex~b~e and to be able to manage your t~me very well._. ~ had my hand in on four different clients/projects by 9 AM today and 

am a~w~gs very actively workh~g on multiple accounts so it’s imperat~ue that ~ man~ge mg thee w~se~g to ensure that ~ complete evewtMng that ~ need to 

Microsoft Office - 

PowerPoint, which ~s something that I really struggled with in college and I had to learn quicMg (and st~H am learnh~g) but ~t’s something that ~s very 

~ hope ~:h~s he~ps and a~ways [ee~ free to reach ou~: to either Nick or myself ~f you have any questb:)ns or are k)oking for some advice. 

Have a great weekend. 

Sent= Friday, 9:33 AN 
To’, ;; Nkhael Pizza 
C¢= Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 
Subject= RE: How Can Get ~ Wasserman?? 
Hey 

Happy Frh~ay~ F~rst off, curious as to whether you sen~: ~:h~s before go~ng to sleep or when you akeady woke up, because 4:51.AM couR~ be either. Regardless, thanks 

for reacNng out~ Haha. 

Yes, Dr. Frigs’s class ~s definitely a good way to go. ~ did noL take the class, buL ~ had a lot of friends thsL did (~ndud~ng the people profiled in Ms PPT) and strongly 

recommended ~t. ] would take the class ~f I could do ~t over agah~ and make the thee for ~t. 

Here are some thoughts: 

] am proud and happy to hear that you think you know where you want to go after college, but don’t limit yourself i~1 any way to p[Jrs[J~ that path~ Sure, 

take the consuR:~ng class and learn what you can, but college is really the time you get to ~earn new th~ngs and exph:~re many career paths. Just kee~) 

Three tMngs people it~ Consulting should have: 

o AbHky to work [:ast and adjust to changes in a team environment 

o Be very personable and a strong ~isLener 

: Really enjoy what you do- because you do ; lot of it[ 

Have a great weekend buddy and don’t work too hard~ 

From: ; [ __m___a_j_[__tg_;_ _ __,@_k__e__n___a__n__:_f]_a__gJ__e__r_:_u__0__c_#3_!_u_] 
Sent: Friday, 4:51 AM 
To: ~; Michael Pizza 
~c: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: How Can Get to Wasserman?? 
Hey guys 
Was talking to Dr Stroman ab out how to b etter define my interests so I’m not so all over the place. She said I reminded her a lot of herself in that I’m interested in marketing, mmuagement/operations, 
entrepreneurship, consulting, writing (SportsBusinessU.com site), etc. 
Wmuted to really hone in on career interests (why want to talk to Elizab eth Lindsey) and see what can I do to fine my passion, how I can use the CSBC to help me, and classes/resources to help me get 
there. So, i thi~ i now ultiro.atelv really want to be a manaqero.ent consultant for a sg,¢rts mm~ketinq firm helping industry businesses effectively and efficiently solve their business problems...in other 
words work for Wasserman Media Group full time haha. 
See the attached pcv~rerpoint. I’m applying to Dr. Friga’s class for the Fall and hopefully this will help me better position myself for my first internship with Wasserman for summer ...hopefully in the 
LA or NYC office (interning at Raleigh office spring semester senior year is the goal for the 2nd internship). 
Thoughts on all this? What are top 3 things WMG employees MUST have? How can I obtain these necessary skills? 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@livea~nc.edu~ 

Saturday, 8:37 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS Sports Administration Major 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is                  and I am planning on switching my major to EXSS Sports Administration. I was previously a Business major and recently switched to PWAD, 
but only because I needed to declare a major. I currently plan on completing the Physical Therapy School requirements and applying to schools after my undergraduate 
program is completed. I know this is last minute but I wanted to get your opinion on whether staying in ECON. would have any benefit to me as I plan to either pass/fail the 

class or completely drop it before this coming Tuesday. 

Thankyou, 

Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 4:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is : and I am a freshman majoring in EXSS: Sport Administration here at UNC-Chapel Hill. I joined the Carolina Sports Business Club at the end of last 
semester. I met with this past week because I wanted to learn more about the club, opportunities here at UNC, and the sports business world in general. He 
was amazingly informative and passionate with his answers to my questions. He spoke very highly and frequently about you. I was wondering if I could stop by or set up a 
meeting with you to introduce myself. I am excited about studying in the department of exercise and sport science, and I look forward to hearing from you and getting to know 
you better. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Emestine Taylor         @triad.rr.com~ 

Saturday, March 2, 2013 8:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Kiel, David <kJel@email.unc.edu> 

Black Caucus workshop: Relationships/Partnerships 

UNC - BUILDING AND MAINTAINING RELATIONSHIPS.docx 

Hello 

Hope you both had a relaxing weekend. 

Please review the attached workshop proposal and let me know if you need additional information or have questions. 

I look forward to partnering with you in your first series of workshops. 

Be well! 

Ernestine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:45 AM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Strotnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtc> 

Re: Cathy Andcazzi Revised flyer 

We can’t use that one because of the SBU thing. Dr. Stroman sent out the one she revised a couple of days ago. Definitely don’t send this one out! 

Sorry! 

On Sun, at 11:40 AM, 
Morning Team! 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Please see the revised flyer for Tuesday’s CSBC meeting! Please note the date change from the pre,rious flyer that was passed out. Feel free to share it on all your personal social media outlets You’ll 

definitely see it all over mine ;) 

Have a great Sunday and Go Heels! 

UNC Class of 

Carolina Fever- 

Carolina Sport Business Club- 



Fl’om ¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:03 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Stroman, Deborah L ~-dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Cathy Aqdruzzi Revised flyer 

Wow you’re absolutely right. My apologies I’ll send out the other one! Commurdcation is important ;) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 11:45 AM 

To: ~kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Cathy Andruzzi Revised flyer 

We can’t use that one because of the SBU thing. Dr Stroman sent out the one she revised a couple of days ago. Definitely don’t send this one out! 

Sorry! 

On Sml, at 11:40 AM, 
Morning Team! 

,~,kenan-flaqhir unc. e du> ~mote: 

Please see the revised flyer for Tuesday’s CSBC meeting! Please note the date change from the previous flyer that was passed out. Feel free to share it on all your personal social media outlets You’ll 

deflhitely see it all over mine ;) 

Have a great Sunday and Go Heels! 

UNC Class of 
Carolina Fever- 
Carolina Sport Business Club- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 1:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ranldngs from this weekend? 

Debby, 

Hope you are enjoying a relaxing weekend. I’m feverishly trying to get my work to a break point, so I can watch the BB game today! 

Thanks so much for facilitating the group discussions. I love what you did with the "Get in the Game! !" Deb thought it was great, though she said it was so hard to just listen and 

not jump in!! 

Can you send my your ranMngs today, so I can total and send out to our faculty. I want everyone to be aware of each others’ ranking prior to tomorrow morning’s meeting. 

Thanks, 

Richard 

Dr, Richard M~ Southall 

Associate Pro[essor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Re.search Institute 

Woollen Ha[~ 203C 

Office .- 9~9.9~2-.3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 9~9.9~2-6235 

UNC Sport Administration webs~te: 

CSRI webs[re: www.~.m~: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 8:52 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; @kenan- flagler, unc.edu"~ 

RE: [ Carolina Sport Business Club - Announcement ] Coach Andruzzi - Tuesday Meeting 

CSBC Intro Deck .pptx 

~-Iere’s the updated deck t:or Tuesday’s meeting! 

Chris 

From: @gmail,com [mailto :@gmafl.com] On Behalf Of Beth Carter 
Sent: S~turday, 1J.:58 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah 

Subject: Re: [ Carolina Sport Business Club - Announcement ] Coach Andruzzi - Tuesday Meeting 

Here’s the most recent slide deck! 

On Sat, at 10:47 AM, Stroman, Deborah <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Can you please edit the deck for Tuesday’s meeting’? Thanks. 

Beth, can you please send them the lasl version? 

"Teamwork makes the dremn work!" 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no edncation at all." Afislotle 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: "The Universib’ of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill" <_~9__-__ri_e_p_Lv_~2~_~_k__~_:_t_Lr_Lc_:_e___@_ > 

Date:              2:30:46 PM EST 

To: Carolina Spo(t Business Club <._n_R_-_~i_~’_a___k__LU_:__u_!)__c_:__e__d___t!> 

Subject: [ Carolina Sport Business Club - Announcement ] Coach 3mdruzzi - Tuesday Meeting 

An announcement has been added in the "Ca~colina Sport Business Club" site at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(https:i/sakai.unc.edu/portal/site/I2e77c63-3411-49M-bcd 7-166 5 5b18b l 7a) 

Subject: Coach Andmzzi - Tuesday Meeting 

Group: Site 

Message: 

See attachment. 

Come out and hear a ve~ inspirational journe!! Business leader, Dominoes Pizza owner), former DI coach, and now entrepreneur, Cathy Andruzzi. 

We will also have p~za! 

Tell your friends -- new members can join and receive a Club t- shirt. 

Dr. Stroman 

5:00 p.m. 

Felzer 109 

Attachinents: 

_C_’___a__t_~_~_.~:___A___r~_s~_:_u__~_4_,_.    2Nt__" 

This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https:/isakai.unc.edu,’portal) from the Carolina Sport 

Business Club site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:57 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; _~ kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: [ Carolina Sport Business Club - Announcement ] Coach Andruzzi - Tuesday Meeting 

Thanks 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__t#_Li__i__e__x__s__s__.__u__n___c_.__e___d__u_./ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Un~iJ reaJi~y is ~efine~, progress is impossible." 

From: < ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 8:51 PM 

To ~-)live.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: @live.unc.edu>, ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [ Carolina Sport Business Club - Announcement ] Coach Andruzzi - Tuesday Meeting 

Here’s the updated deck for Tuesday’s meeting! 

From-" ~cjmail.com [[nailto: @qmail.coml On Behalf Of 
Sent; Saturday, $$:58 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah 

Subject: Re: [ Carolina Sport Business Club - Announcement ] Coach Andruzzi - Tuesday Meeting 

Here’s the most recent slide deck! 

On Sat, at 10:47 AM, Stroman, Deborah <dstro(?~unc.edu> wrote: 
tti . Can you ple&se edit the deck tbr Tuesday’s meeting? Thanks. 

can you please send them the last version? 

"Temnwork makes the dream work!" 

Dr. Stromm~ 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Ads~totle 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "The University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill" <no-repl~/~kai.nnc.edu> 

Date:              2:30:46 PM EST 

To: Carolina Siyort Business Club <no- reply,~;sakaL unc.edn> 

Subject: [ Carolina Sport Business Club - Announcement ] Coach Andruzzi - Tuesday Meeting 

An announcement has been added in the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site at The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(https:/isakai.unc.eduipo~tal/site/f2e77c63 - 3411-49 b4- bcdT- 16655b 18 b 17a) 

S ubj ect: Coach Andr~zi - Tuesday Meeting 

Group: Site 

Message: 

See attachment. 

Come out and hear a very inspirational journey! Business leader, Dominoes Pizza owner), former DI coach, and now entrepreneur. Cathy Andruzzi. 

~Ve will also have pizza! 

Tell your tiiends -- new members can join m~d receive a Club t-shirt. 



Dr. Stroman 

5:00 p.m. 

Fetzer 109 

Attachments: 

Cath,~ ,t, mdmzzi 

Tfiis automatic notification message was sent by The University of NoN~ Carolina at Chapel Hill (lattps;//sakaiamc~du,’portal) t?om the Caxolina Sport 

Business Club site. 

You can modify how you receive notificatious at My Workspace > Preferences. 

UNC Class of 



l:~om: 

Sent: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan-flagler .unc.e du> 

Sunday, 9:03 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

.@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Updated Slide Deck for Tuesday’s CSBC Meeting 

CSBC Intro Deck .pptx 

I edited the "Club Trips" slide ~ith the new Bobcats logo and the new confirmed dates from 

Thanks for all your help ~! :) 

for the Hurricanes I ) and Bobcats ( games 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 8:51 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: . . . ~live.unc.edu>, ~kenan- Flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [ Carolina Sport Business Club - Announcement ] Coach Andruzzi - Tuesday Meeting 

From: @gmail.com [~ailto: @gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Saturday, 11:58 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah 

Subject: Re: [ Carolina Sport Business Club - Announcement ] Coach Andruzzi - Tuesday Meeting 

Here’s the most recent slide deck! 

On Sat, at 10:47 AM, Stroman, Deborah <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Can you please edit the deck for Tuesday’s meedng? Thanks. 

Beth, cm~ yon please send them the last version? 

"Teamwork makes the dream work!" 

Dr. Stroman 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without e&~cating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

Begin forwsxded tnessage: 

From: "The University of North Caxolina at ChaNl Hill" <no-replv(c-~sakai.unc.edu> 

Date:              2:30:46 PM EST 

To: Carolina Sport Business Club <no-replv(9)sakai.unc.edu> 

Subject: [ Carolina Sport Business Club - .Announcement ] Coach Andruzzi - Tuesday Meeting 

An announcement has been added in the "Ca~:olina Sport Business Club" site at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(.t~t1r:~;!?~A:a..i:u~e.A~!~..~..r..m...L‘‘:.it..e..~tZe.~7Z~...~4JJ:....4.2N-...b..£.d.~7.:~L~b~L~NZ~) 

Subject: Coach Andmzzi - Tuesday Meeting 

Group: Site 

Message: 

See attachment. 

Cotne out and hear a ve~ inspirational journey! Business leader, Dotninoes Pizza owner), tbnner DI coach, and now entrepreneur, Cathy Andruzzi. 

We will also have pizza’. 

Tell your friends -- new membe~ can join and receive a Club t-shirt. 

Dr. Stroman 

5:00 p.m. 

Fe~zer 109 



Attachments: 

Cath,~~ ,~,mdmzzi      p~df 

Tfiis automatic notification message was sent by The University of NoN~ Carolina at Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu,’portal) t?om the Caxolina Sport 

Business Club site. 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, i 9:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I was wondering if you were by any chance free from 11:10 till about 12:30 on Wednesday. I would love to stop by and catch up with you. Hope all is well. 

Sincerely, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin York <kyork@bobcats.com> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 9:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSBC Outing 

Dr. Stroman- 

I checked our records and being that Allison took care of the payment last season she was reassigned to Dom Principato last summer. Dom called her and had been 

in contact with her since then. I am speaking with Dom and the managers to see what we can do since I have been working with you longer. 

I will let you know what happens. 

KEVIN YORK 
Account Executive, Season [icket Sales 

BOBCATS i 

333 East Trade S[ree.: 

Chariotte, NC 28202 

~ 704.68&9015 

C 336~953J].SZ9 

~ 704.688~8733 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 9:49 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah I,/-dstro@unc.edu> 

Sub,je~: Class Today 

Dr. Stroman, 

I won’t be in class today since I am putting on 

with setup and my committee and will be in class Wednesday. 

Just wanted to let you know and hope you understand. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

B.A. EXSS-Sport Administration, Economics 

that begins at :10:30 and ends at :1 in the Pit. I just need to make sure everything goes fine today 

Direct 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Hvozdovic, Marra <mhvozdovic@theacc.org> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 10:26 AM 

tIvozdovic, Marra <mhvozdovic@theacc.org> 

ACC Ba~ball Cha~npionship - Volunteers 

Volunteer Letter.pdf; Volunteer Registration Form.pdf 

All 

Attached, you roll find volunteer information for the 2013 ACC Baseball Championship. Volunteers are asked to submit the attached registration form to me by May 

1, 2013. Shonld yon know m~yone interested, please forward on. Thank you for your assistance’. 

Thanks, 
Marra 

Marra Hvozdovic 
Intern, Championships 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
(©) 336.369.4656 
(C 

i 
F) 336 369.1203 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.nnc.edn> 

Monday, 12:46 PM 

TeamWork Sales <teamworksales@teamworkonline.com> 

Bufl~ Filippell <bulg. @teamworkonline.com> 

Re: How did the meeting go?/MVP Access/CollegeiUNC 

image001 :ipg; image002.jpg 

SoW tbr the delayed communication. Dr. Stroma~ aa~d I had to cancel our meeting together at the last minute last week. I’ll be speaking with her at some point this 
week and will update you on what we discuss. 

SoW we don’t have an~hing lbnnally ~heduled yet but I’ll make sure I mention it to her betbre the week is over, as our spring break begins Friday afternoon. Thanks. 

at 12:38 PM, "TeamWork Sales" <teamworksales~teamworkonline,com> wrote: 

How did the meeting with Dr Strornan go’.," Would you fike to hop on the phone later today and discuss anything? 

Sincerely, 

Hannah Giterman, Sales Representative 

TeamWork Online 

2a~_O McCauley Read 

Shaker Heights, OH 44522 

wwwAea mworl<onlin e,com 

From: ~ke~an-f ag e" unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:36 PN 
To: Bu~ FiNppeN; TeamWork Sales 
C~: Ben Groneman 
Subject: Re: MVP Access!CNMge/UNC 
~Aat so~ds great, B~f7 

Ne~ - please send me a note ~th your ?hone n~ber so I can have it in the event that I need it to call you all at the office. 

From: Bully FilippeN <buffy@tearnworkonline.com> 

Date: Wednesday, 2:32 PM 

To: ~_l_<__e___n___a__n___:_F__!_a__g_[_e__r__:_u___n___c_:__e___d__u__.>, Tea mWork Sales <-t~-e--a-~--m--~-w--~~~-r~-k--s--a-~[--e--s-~@-t--e-~-a-~-m--~--w-~~~-r-[~---~---n-])~-n-~-e-:~-c---~---m--.> 

Co: Ben Groneman <ben@teamworkonNne.com> 

Subject: RE: MVP Access!College!UNC 

Grea L If ym~ Dave a meeting witD her, do yot~ wa~x t to call us to ccmfirm i ~xfbrmatkm? 

I will be ouL but Ha ~mala oug}tt to be able to ge~aet’a[~3, answer the q~estions, if not, Beta Gro~xema~a will be het’e. He we~xt to t}te IT~xi~,ersi{:y of 

Cat’oli~a a~*d was on tMs program and can tell yo~ a ]or about t}~e benefits ~o the st~de~ts and what he did~’t do. 

Buffy 

<[mageooi.j pg> 

TeamWork Onlil~e 

22550 McCauiey Road i Shaker tteigi~ts, OH 

2~.6o36o.~ 790 

bu[fv(a>tea mworkonline.eo m 
www.tea mworkon[ine.eom 

<image002jpg> 

Tt~e i~fformadon transmitted is intended oMy for tt~e perso~ or e~tity to whM~ it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 

material Any review, ~ransmissimL dissemi~xation or otlter use of, m" ~aking any actkm in re~iance upon, tDis information by persons or en~ities other 

than t}te i~xtended t’eeil:4e]at is prohibited. If >’ou received t}ds i]a error, please conrad: the sender a ~xd delete the material h’om any eompu ter. 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:3~ P~ 
To: Te~mWor~ S~les 
Gc: Bu~ FHippell 
Subject: Re: ~VP Access!CNlege/UNC 

] ieft yoa a message w~en I aai~ed b ac~ this ~orm~g bat it’s b een very b~sy do~ here m Chapei Hi] I’m ~eetmg ~th Dr. Stro~ tomorrow at 4: ~ Spin ~d ~il disaass 
Te~Wor~ O~]~e i~orma[io~ ~t~ ~er a~d possibiy give yo~ ali a a~i if we have a~y 
Hope you have a great day. ~a~s for folio~g ap ~t~ 
My best, 



From: TeamWork Sales <_t_.e_~._m_._w_._o_._r~.s_~_! .e__s_.._@_.t_~__a_.._m_._w_.o__.r_l_<_..o_ .n_!_!.n__~_;.c__o_._m..> 

Date: Wednesday, 11:26 AM 

To: " @unc.edu" < ~unc.edu> 

Cc: Bully Filippell <buffy@teamworkonline.com> 

Subject: MVP Access/College/UNC 

Good morning! Hope all is well with you. 

I wanted to follow up on my voicemail from this morning. I know you have been in contact with Dr Stroman in regards to MVP Access College. 

Hopefully we are able to get her on board soon! I reached out to her personally but have not heard back from her. I will give her a ring today but if you 

are able to give me an update on where we stand, that would be great. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon. Thank you! 

Sincerely, 

Hannah Giterman, Sales Representative 

TeamWork Online 

(216) 360-1790 

22550 McCauley Road 

Shaker Heights, OH 44122 

www.teamworkonline.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tim Brummett <%mothy.B@us.ibm.com> 

Monday, i ; 1:32 PM 

@live.tmc.edu-*; Stromm~, Detx)rah L ~Mstro@unc.e&~ 

IBM GlobaJ Business Services ] Meet the IBM GBS Consultant & Summer Bud@ program ] For consideration, submit your resume no later 

than 

IBM GBS - Meet the IBM GBS Consultant Flier        tdb.pdf; IBM GBS - An Expert Partner in a Complex World     pdf; IBM 

GBS - Consulting by Degrees Broclmre       .pdf 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. IBM GBS will soon visit campus to connect with juniors/rising seniors who are interested in IBM GBS full-time entry-level consulting opportunities 
upon graduation. Our Meet the IBM GBS Consultant event takes place on         and we’ll be looking for juniors for our summer buddy program. 

As a leader of Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBC), I’m reaching out with hopes you can provide support by circulating my email below to your listserve/the members of your 

organization and encourage them to submit their resume for consideration before this Friday, 

Thanks for any support you’re willing to provide and I hope you have a wonderful rest of the week. 

Best, 

Timothy 

Warmest Regards, 

Timothy D. Brummett 



Global Business Services 

Consulting by Degrees 

Be a leader at a leading company. Join ~.9.~.~.~!~!.£~..l~,g..~#.t~[.~#.~ C]our world-class leadership and development program for entry-level consultants. 



F~tom: 

Sent: 

~e: 

Subject: 

~_.live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: IBM Global Business Services I Meet the IBM GBS Consultant & Summer Buddy program I For consideration, 

submit your resume no later than 

Should we reconsider?? 

From: Tim Brummett <Timothy.B@usJbm.com> 

Date: Monday, 2:3_4 PM 

To: _~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: IBM Global Business Services I Meet the IBM GBS Consultant & Summer Buddy program I For consideration, submit your resume no later than 

Hi 

Actually, I have sports consultants traveling all over the world consulting/helping major Sports organizations/business (Masters, Wimbledon, NBA, NFL, etc.). 

Would be terrible for students of your organization to miss out on such a tremendous opportunity! 

Warmest Regards, 

Timothy D. Brummett 

e-m~ih Timothy.B@us.ibm.com 

Let’s build a smarter planet 

.G_’j ~_.b_ a_J_ .£__u_.s_Ln_.e_ s_.s__.s_’_e__r.y_~, c__e_, s_. 
Consultin~ by Degrees 

Be a leader at a leading company. Join .C....o.£.s.’..L.~.!.t.![?.g....b.y....D.A~Le.~.s.’.~our world-class leadership and development program for entry-level consultants. 

From:             (~live.unc.edu> 

i¢ Tim Brummett/Raleigh/IBM@lBMUS 

02:03 PM 

~3ub:ect Re: IBM Global Business Services I Meet the IBM GBS Consultant & Summer Buddy program I For consideration, submit your resume no later than 

Tim, 

I really appreciate your note below. However this announcement doesn’t align with our Club’s mission, which to help our students to gain 

meaningful jobs in the sport industry. 

Hope you have a great day! 

Sent from my iPhone 
.S_._~_._U._;_~.o__..z~_ Profile: __b__~__t__.__lX_/___l___3__~yJ__z__ 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

UNC-ChaDel Hill 

~unc.edu 

(c): 
[attachment "ATT00001 .jpg" deleted by Tim Brummett/Raleigh/IBM] [attachment "ATT00002.gif" deleted by Tim 
Brummett/Raleigh/IBM] [attachment "ATT00003.gif" deleted byTim Brummett/Raleigh/IBM] 



From: ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:50 PM 

To: Stroman, Deboral~ L ~dstro@unc.edu~>; ] 

Co: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: CSBC Tuesday 

@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Hi all! 

I just wanted to let you three know that I won’t be able to attend the meeting tomorrow. I hm~e a Business Law final exam on Wednesday and need eve~ minute to 

study for that one. I hope it goes well. 

IfI don’t see you betbre Spring Break-plea~ have a fun, ~t~, and relaxing week! 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:09 PM 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu> 

PLEASE READ: Preparations for the GSBG Meeting Tomorrow 

Cathy Andruzzi ,.pdf 

~live.unc.edu>: 

Hey Team, 

I hope everyone had a great Monday and is excited for tomorrovCs meeting at 5pm in Fetzer 109 I ~,vant to thank for their hard ~,vork on the intro deck and for our ~,vork on the 

attached flye!! 

Tomorrow,       will provide the spreadsheet to sign new members up as well as the manilla envelope to collect dues. Additionally, we will have                t~ing pictures up u~til 5:45pm that 

can later be added to the CSBC website. W’er~eedafewiead~rsios~epup~ndpro~hefoilowh~gi~emsiomo~ow 

Short introduction of Mrs A.adruzzi 
Water bottle for Mrs./~mdruzzi 
Go by Dr Stroman’s office to pick up the CSBC T-shirts that ~rill be passed out 
Coordinate the pizza pick up order with Dr. Stroman (save the receipfi) 

If you haven’t done so already, please let me know if you will b e unable to attend tomorrow, as we want to have a great showing for Mrs Andruzzi. Spread the word to you~- friends and see you 
tomorrow at 5pm! 

Go Heel!! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaJ.com> 

Monday, 10:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Speaker- Tuesday 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I would have like to come but the 1 st years scheduled a group study session for tomorrow at 5:30 for our Stats mid-term exam. ~Ve all need it! 

Also, I’ve been searching for scholarly sources for my Financial Literacy among Student-Athletes topic but I’m having trouble finding information. Where do you 

recommend I look for creditable sources or who should I contact to get more information? 

IfI can’t find more scholarly infi~rmation, I’m thinking about moving on to a ditt~rent topic like examining the reasons why institutions Niected the $2,000 stipend or 

examining the disparity between black and white college coaches. 

Let me know if you can help. Thanks! 

. at 10:01 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

F¥1. Coach Cathy Andruzzi, my Entrepreneurdn-Residence for the Sport Entrepreneurship course is speaking to the Club tomorrow at 5:00 p.m. See attachment. She 

managed the only profitable WBB Final Four. She will also share her principles on building relationships and NCAAjobs. 

The Entrepreneurship Minor is an exciting offering for students who want to have their own business or want to develop their entrepreneurial mindset in an 

organization. Stop by and chat if you want to learn more for your future in collegiate sports, http:iiwww.unceminor.org/blog/e-minor-sports-track-taking-sports-off- 

t he-field-a nd-into-t he-classroom 

Hope you can stop by tomorrow... 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Unt:il reNit:y is defined, progress is h’qpossible." 

<Cathy Andruzzi .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Monday, 11:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Speaker- Tue~tay 

Ok. Great. Ill be there at 3 

On , at 11:06 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi . Please try to stop by my office tomorrow to chat. I should be in after my 2:30 p.m. Knock even if you think I might not be in there. :) 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until re~,qii:y is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: pgmail.com> 

Date: Monday, :I_0:35 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro~unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CSBC Speaker - Tuesday 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I would have like to come but the 1st years scheduled a group study session for tomorrow at 5:30 for our Stats mid-term exam. We all need it! 

Also, I’ve been searching for scholarly sources for my Financial Literacy among Student-Athletes topic but I’m having trouble finding information. Where do you 

recommend I look for creditable sources or who should I contact to get more information? 

If I can’t find more scholarly information, I’m thinking about moving on to a different topic like examining the reasons why institutions rejected the ~;2,000 stipend or 

examining the disparity between black and white college coaches. 

Let me know if you can help. Thanks! 

Onl at 10:01 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

FYI. Coach Cathy Andruzzi, my Entrepreneur-In-Residence for the Sport Entrepreneurship course is speaking to the Club tomorrow at 5:00 p.m. See 

attachment. She managed the only profitable WBB Final Four. She will also share her principles on building relationships and NCAA jobs. 

The Entrepreneurship Minor is an exciting offering for students who want to have their own business or want to develop their entrepreneurial mindset 

in an organization. Stop by and chat if you want to learn more for your future in collegiate sports, http:!!www.unceminor~org!blog!e-minor-sports- 

t rack-ta king-sports-off-the-field-and-into-the-classroom 

Hope you can stop by tomorrow... 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:/iexss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defir~ed, progress is h-npossible." 

<Cathy Andruzzi .pdf> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:33 PM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

<i @kenan-fiagler.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Tuesday 

Thanks ! Please let me know who will step in for you to provide an Expo update for the meeting tomorrow. P.& I spoke to Mr. Gallo on Saturday about your upcoming 

meeting. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: < 

Date: Monday, 2:50 PM 

To; "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, 

Cc:                @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: CSBC Tuesday 

_~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

I just wanted to let you three know that I won’t be able to attend the meeting tomorrow. I have a Business Law final exam on Wednesday and need every minute to study for that 

one. I hope it goes well. 

If I don’t see you before Spring Break-please have a fun, safe, and relaxing week! 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Tuesday 

Okay, it roll be next week sometime. I’~n traveling ruth my dad for Spring Break to VT, Boston, and NY, so ill have some free time when he’s in meetings. 

Have a great rest of your week! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:41 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Sure! Feel t?ee to call and ifI miss yo~ I’ll call back. Note: I will be locked down with the ACC tourney this Friday afternoon uutil S~mday night. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is de[ined, progress is impossib{e." 

Date: Monday,             11:37 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CSBC Tuesday 

_~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Of course’. You know I love this s~ft: Also won’t be there tomorrow eitl~er. So I’ve asked 

I’d love your input on the date. Could you do a phone call over break some time? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

someone will say something! 

at 11:36 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu~ wrote: 

Okay. Once you get the date and venue, let’s connect so I cm~ think about tx~ssible BIG or a title sponsor tbr the event. Thanks again for 

ALL you do! 

Dr. Stromm~ 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

Date: Monday,             11:34 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CSBC Tuesday 

_5) kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wonderful! He seems very nice! 

Ill ask      to give an update. We’re slow until after Spring break, but we are narrowing down on a date and venue so that’s great and big 

news for sure! 



Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:32 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thin,ks     ! Please let me know who will step in tbr you to provide an Expo update lbr the meeting tomorrow. P.S. I spoke 

to Mr. Gallo on Samrdw about your upcoming meeting. 

Dr. Stroman 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reaJity is defined, progress is imposMble." 

From: < 

Date: Monday, 2:50 PM 

To; "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu> 

Subject; CSBC Tuesday 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

I just wmated to let you three know that I won’t be able to attend the ,neeting tomorrow. I have a Business Law final exam on 

Wednesday and need eve~y ,ninute to study for that one. I hope it goes well. 

IfI don’t see you before Spring Break-please have a fun, safe, mad rela~ng week! 

Business A~ministration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

TNs is 
i felt lost¯ - 

¯ I had a meeting with you on Monday. rm just emailing you to give you my schedule and to also thank you for directing me in the right path when 

UVA Tournament 
Spring Break 

~:onference game 
Conference semi-finals and finals at Charlottesville, VA 

National Championship Playoffs 
Alumni Weekend 
National Championship 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:59 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edtv~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; i 

Re: CSBC Tuesday 

~live.unc.edu> 

I’ll give the update about the Expo on behalf of !Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

SBU.com Profile: bit.ly/13HWvJx 

Kenan- Flagler Business School 

lJNC-Chapel Hill 

@unc.edu 

(c): 

On at 11:32 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks       Please let me know who will step in for you to provide an Expo update for the meeting totnorrow. P.S. I spoke to Mr. Gallo on Saturchy 

about your upcoming meeting. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

Date: Monday, I            2:50 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, I 

Cc:               ~@live.unc.edu> 

Subject: CSBC Tuesday 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Hi all! 

I just wanted to let you three know that I won’t be able to attend the meeting tomorrow. I have a Business Law final exam on ~Vednesday and need 

eve~ minute to s~dy for that one. I hope it goes well. 

IfI don’t see you belbre Spring Break-please have a fun, saiE, and relaxing week! 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

,~.kenan-flaqler.unc.edu 





Subj e ct: 

~kenan-flagler .unc.e du> 

Tuesday, 5:56 AM 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
<         @live.unc.edu> 

Reminder: Preparations for the GSBG Meeting Tomorrow 

Cathy Andruzzi .pdf 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Just FYI, we have the foiler, ring covered: 

¯ - introduction 

¯ - CSBC T-shirts 

i s~i~aeed soraeo~ae io ~e~ awa~e~o~!!e for ~a~druz~ an~ ~ord~a!e ~!~ Dr S!roraan o~ ~e~!ing !~e ~izza ~e~ve~e~ to Fetzer 109! Please email or text me if you can fill the void and help out 

with executinq these tasks. Teamwork makes the drean~ work! :) 

From: < ~kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, 10:08 PM 

To: ~kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 
Cc: "S~roman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu>, 

<        ~@live.unc.edu> 
Subject: PLEASE READ: Preparations for the CSBC Meeting Tomorrow 

(Exercise & Sport Science)" < @email.unc.edu>, 

Hey Team, 

I hope everyone had a great Monday and is excited for tomorrovCs meeting at 5pm in Fetzer 109 I ~,vant to thank for their hard ~,vork on the intro deck and for our ~,vork on the 

attached flye!! 

Tomorrow,      I will provide the spreadsheet to sign new members up as well as the manilla envelope to collect dues. Additionally, we will have                t~ing pictures up until 5:45pm that 

can later be added to the CSBC website. Wenee~afewiea~e~si~s~epupandp~vi~e~hefo!lowingi~eras!ora~now 

Short introduction of Mrs A.udruzzi 

Water bottle for Mrs. Andruzzi 
Go by Dr Stroman’s office to pick up the CSBC T-shirts that ~rill be passed out 
Coordinate the pizza pick up order with Dr. Stroman (save the receipt!) 

If you haven’t done so already, please let me know if you will b e unable to attend tomorrow, as we want to have a great showing for Mrs. Andruzzi. Spread the word to your friends and see you 
tomorrow at 5pm! 

Go Heels! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 1:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

See How Often Small Business Owners Pla~ 

Dpdate at Least Every 

P/annln~ For Success - 30% of Small Business Owners review and update their business 
plans every quarter, and 20% do so each month. 

No Su rprise - Small Business 
Owners Plan, and Plan, and Plan 
Again, for Success 

Source: TD Ba~k 

Recently released sui~/ey results from TD Bank lead to 

the conclusion that small business owners believe 

that their business plans matter- or at least their 

propensities to review and update their plans certainly 

suggest that In late 2012, TDBanksupveyed500 

small business owners whose businesses had no 

more than $5 million in annual sales, and a vast 

majority (86%) said they review and update their 

business plans at least once a year. Of that 86%, 36% 

revisit their business plans once a year, 30% review 

and update their plans every quarter, and 20% keep 

their plans relevant and up to date on a monthly basis. 

Read the rest here >> 

Share this article with your friends: 

63% of Small 

OW n,~!rs Rely 
Heavily 
Word-.ol:-Mouth 
1:o Find New 
Emp~ege~s 

48% of Owners 

Would Ld(e a 

Family Member to 

Eventually 1aXe 

Over the Family 

78% of Smaii 

Plan 1o 

Automste to Cut 

Costs 

To ensure "you continue to receive our e-mails pB."as~ add r essages@docstoc co o yoL Add ess Book ov¢ 

We send this em,3il to members of docstoc,com per our Privacy Policy You can manage yoiJr email preferences and other 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edn 

Tuesday, 9:01 PM 

CSBC Meeting Tonight - TttANK YOU!! 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

Hi Heels, 

Special thanks to all who came out to the meeting tonight! Coach Cathy Andr~zi shared some great insights about her career, naJnely her involvement as Executive 
Director of the 2000 Women’s Basketball Final Fonr in Philadelphia. 

Attached you will tind the slide deck from tonight’s meeting as well as a t~w talking points that Coach Andruzzi mentioned. There axe many announcements on the 
attached deck but I want to specifically note that we ale traveling to a Carolina Hurricmies arena tour/game on Thursday          . Mole information will be 
forthcoming after spring break but if yon’re interes~ted in attending please em~l            ~unc.~d~i so we c~ plan accordingly. 

As a final reminder, NFL Commissioner Roger GoodeI! (@NFLCommish) will be speaking tomorrow at 12:lSpm (please note the time was ~noved up 45 
minutes). Althongh the lickets are sold out, yon can watch a live streaming of his lecture here. 

Collaborate and Connect, 

~Your CSBC Leadership Team 

Stay connected with "The Club" and get daily insight on sports business information happening around the 
industry and around UNC’s campus: 

Website: www.csbcunc.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/csbcunc 

Twitter: (~csbc unc I #TheClub 

Instagram: www.instaclram.com/the club 

CSBC Intro Deck      pptx 
Cathy Andruzzi - CSBC Meeting Recap.pdf 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ ofNo(th C~xolina at Chapel Hill Messages fiom the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this ~nessage 
click this link to access Messages for this site: C~:rolina Sport Business Club. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 11:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: TedxUNC 

@gmail.com> 

Dr.Stroman, 

Here’s the video of Hope you eNoy and thank you for yonr support! 

O11 at 12:01 AM, ?~gmaAl.com> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Stmlnan, 

Hope you had a wonderful weekend! Thank you again for the kind wolds. I still feel like I am living a dream! As cliched as it sounds, we truly ~xe so 

blessed to be paint of this great universiU and I know I am going to miss it deoxly come May. 

The videos should be done in the next 2 weeks! As soon as "s is up, I’ll let you know! 

How’s the Sports EShip class going? I was raving about the idea of it to someone the other day who is in Buck’s First Year Seminar. It’s remarkable to 

see the minor continue to evolve and expand. If possible, I’d love to even see your syllabus. Clearly, I’m a total nerd when it comes to all things 

entrepreneurship and education! :) 

Thanks again ! 

Oil Fri, 

Hi 

Do you know when the videos will be accessible? I am teaching Sport Entrepreneurship and want to show students the 

Thanks and have a super weekend! 

Dr. Stroman 

~,exss, unc,~du 

919,843,0336 

~imageO0 ] j p~> 

at 3:52 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

I am still buzzing from the event. ;) Congrats agaAn on your excellent leadership and coordination. You have a VERY bright future. 

presentation. 

<:i~nageOO2..ipg> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Independent Study 

Dr. Stroman, 

Is there anything I need to do to get permission iicom you to take your independent stu@ class next semester? 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
~31ive.unc.eduI C: 



F]Fom: 

Sent: 

~e: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:02 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Meals With Heels - You and Me!! ;) 

So I know you’ve been wanting to do this for some time now..I’ll fill out the application if you’re free a couple weeks a~ter spring break. I wanted to do this with someone else too, though, a~ter you. Any 

suggestions of anyone at KFBS or EXSS-Sport Admin? 

From: <Salyer>, Sherry L <_s__a__[~i__e___r___@____e___m____a_j_!:__u___n__c__.___e__d___u_.> 

Reply-To: "Salyer, Sherry" <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,             5:26 PM 

To: EXSS Undergrad list <undergraduate@listservmnc.edu> 

Subject: [undergraduate] Did You Know #8 

A student just told me about this initiative today. He said it was a little know program, so we thought an email to the listserv would let you know. 

http:i!housing.unc.edu/residence-li[eimealswithheels 

Sherry Salyer, 

Mas[er Lecturer, Director of IJndergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

UniversK:y of Nort:h Carolina at Chape~ t-li~l 

Chapel t-fi~, NC 27599 

9~9-.962-694.7 

Fax: 9:[9-962-0489 

Spring Adv~sk~iOffice hours: 

IV) ondays- -2:00-4:00 

Tuesdavs- 

Wed nesdays----I:lS-.g 

-- You are currently subscribed to 

undergraduate as:        (~iive.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leaw-32839951-49~59798.1230ac03 c48dfl 7fl~ 8e lb 9c68fO4dOb6_@._l.istserv.u~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kevin York <kyork@bobcats.com> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 4:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Kevin York & UNC CSBC 

image003.jpg; image004.jpg; image005.jpg; imagea69dSa.BMP; imagecl2ccc.JPG; image001 :jpg; image002.jpg; image006.jpg 

Ha]~a. Still and always will be my favorite pl~ofessor. 

Kevin York 
Account Executive, Season Ticket Sales 

Bobcats Sports & Entertainment 

704-688-9015 (o) 

(c) 

On Mar 6, 2013, at 4:31 t M, Stroman, Deborah L ~_~_Et_£R@__uj!_c_:__e__d_~! w~ote. 

You are my man! I have to look out for you..,;) 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Strontan, Ph,D. CLU 
Engt~!e, Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 
<image001.jpg> 

"You will never reach your destination i[you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 

w. Church#i 

From: Fred Whitfield [ma!!~o:fwhitf!eld~bobcats~com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 3:30 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Flavil Hampsten; Peter Guelli 
Subject: RE: Kevin York & UNC CSBC 

Eli Debbie- 

Great news that your club will be joining us again this year for a game. Flavil, copied here, will look into your concerns and get back to us. Thanks for your note and 

concerns, Be well and see you soon, 

Best-- 

FRED Ao WHITFIELD 
president & COO 

BOBCATS 

333 East Trade SLreet 

Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.588.8881 

fwhitfield @bobcats.corn 

<imageOO3.jpg> 

<image002.jpg> 

<image006.j pg> <imagea69d5a.BMP--~imagec12ccc.JPG--- 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Hatch 06, 2013 2:36 PN 

To: Fred Whitfield 
Cc: Flavil Hampsten~ Peter Guelli~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Kevin York & UNC CSBC 

Hi Fred. I hope this note finds you well. I am writing to express my sincere concern that Kevin York, my former student and super Bobcats ticket salesperson, be 

recognized for his efforts to engage the Carolina Sport Business Club with the Bobcats. (Note: Kevin doesn’t know that I am contacting you.) I know your time is 

very valuable and I would not bother you with such; however, another student recently contacted Dora Prindpato to secure our Bobcat tickets (April 5 game) 

without consulting me, reading Club leadership emails regarding the Bobcats, and our official procedures for moving forward in this regard. 

I would appreciate any, and all, that you can do to make sure that Kevin is recognized for his ongoing work with me (personally), our Sport Administration 

department, and the Club’s annual trip to see the Bobcats. He has been an outstanding alum and continually stays in touch and assists our students and faculty. He 

has learned the power of relationships and I would be very disappointed to see him not receive any credit for the transaction. It is our hope to have Kevin tour our 



group during the visit, if possible, and to share his career tips with them. In the future will b~ven more communicative with our Club leadership to avoid future 

mishaps. 

Go Bobcats! 

Continued success, 

debby 

Deborah L Stror~a~, ,Ph.D. CLU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michae! <southall@em~il,unc,edu~ 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 6:56 PM 

discnssion <t~zulty--athletics-lbrum@listservxmc.edu> 

Re: [tZaculty--athletics-forum] FAC, FAC COIYNCII, etc. 

CSRI Conference Program 2013 3-6-2013.docx 

Colleagues: 

CSRI will be glad to help facilitate a series of campus 
conversations/meetings. We can help with the planning and organization and 
also with contacting local or national participants. Let me know and ~ve 
can get to work on this 

In addition, at our conference ~ve will have three panels that should be of 
interest, two keynote speakers who can add to the conversation, and a 
faculty "town-hall meetthg" that will address the larger issue of academic 
freedom 

I’ve attached a copy of our conference program for everyone’s information 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919.962-3507 
Cell - 
Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@email unc edu 
~@hotmail corn 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

http ://exss unc. edu/graduate-programs/specializations/sport-administration/ 
over, dew/ 

CSRI website: waYw.unc.edu/csri <http://w~vw.~mc.edu/csri> 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csricortference.org 
<http : i/www, csriconf erence, org/> 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live 
fully. 

On 3/6/13 6:45 PM. "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@eraaihunc.edu> wrote: 

>Yes, but I heard just today that the Rawlings process xvill not begin 
>until April 19. A week before the end of the terru? Huge mistake to 
>wait that long, in my opinion. We’ve already waited far too long. 
>Perhaps Rawlings can help tie up the spring discussion and set us up for 
>the I:all... 
>On 3/6/13 6:42 PM. Perrin, An&ew J ~vrote: 
>> Since Rawlings will presumably be stalting his revimv this spring, it 
>>might make sense to suggest the conversations in conjunction with that 
>>process. The topic is certainly related. I will be out of town otherwise 
>>would go to the meeting 
>> 

>> Andrew Perrin, L2qC Sociology. 
>> Sent from my- iPhone 
>> 

>> On Mar 6, 2013, at 5:36 PM. "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@emaihunc edu> ;vrote: 
>> 

>>> Hello: 
>>> Several have asked about yesterday’s FAC meeting and about our plans 
>>>for Friday-. Let me begin with Friday. As things stand at the moment, 
>>>I’m prepared to introduce our document (briefly-) and ask the Couaacil 
>>>for its endorsement of our basic request--i e., that someone 
>>>immediately begin the process of initiating a campus-wide, 
>>>no-holds-barred and well publicized series of discussions about 
>>>athletics at L~.-C. I have asked 3-4 of you to do this in my stead, but 
>>>there are no takers as of yet. If anyone wants to vohmteer, please 
>>>contact me I believed I am on the program now, but ;vould happily cede 
>>>if someone is interested (As you know, I’ve been saying for some time 
>>>now that the more ARG is identified with me the less seriously it will 
>>>be taken.) So...let me know if you’d like to take on the task. I 
>>>can’t imagine it will be more than a 3-5 minute thing. 



>>> As [’or FAC: 
>>> Yesterday’s was a great meeting to sit in on because FAC had asked 
>>>several key personnel from ASPSA to come e×plain the tutoring process. 
>>>Everyone who came is obviously dedicated and serious; I felt Jl~r them 
>>>because they have huge and challenging jobs. We (Rudi, Jonathan, Wayne 
>>>and I) had to leave about 20-30 mins early because they went into 
>>>"closed session" to hear about individual students, and I’m not sure I 
>>>will even remember all of the discussion I was present [’or, but for me 
>>>the highlights (and sources of continuing concern) were: 
>>> 

>>> --Bradley Bethel discussed the LEEP program, the newly designed 
>>>program for "especially challenged" athletes, and provided some telling 
>>>nttmbers. There are 80 athletes in the program, 40 from footbalh 
>>>Using powerpoint slides, he noted that the three goals of the program 
>>>are to get students to 1. demonstrate increased levels of 
>>>self-regulated learning; 2. demonstrate increased reading comprehension 
>>>levels and fluency with college-level vocab; 3. demonstrate increased 
>>>ability to compose college-level texts. NOW...the cynic (that’s me) 
>>>would say...you’re hoping that eventually they’ll be writing and 
>>>reading at college-level? Are you serious? But yes, that’s the 
>>>situation. In fact, it’s worse. Because Bethel also acknowledged (and 
>>>I for one appreciated his candor) that they’re aware that some of these 
>>>students will not have achieved these goals even AFTER FOUR YEARS AT 

>>> --In a faux pas for the ages, Bethel included on one of his slides 
>>>(the goals slide) some text that he had meant to delete. It read (as 
>>>the last "goal"): HOW ABOUT ADMITTING KIDS WHO CAN GR~xZ)UATE FROM LEEP? 
>>>HA The guy shouldn’t be crucified for having a sense of humor, but 
>>>this palticular kind of gallows htmmr seems pretty telling. 
>>> --Bethel, when asked how many learning specialists work in Loudermilk, 
>>>said "two, maybe two and a half." This conflicts with other things 
>>>we’ve heard recently. The problem may be definitional, but it’s clear 
>>>that Bethel believes the most at risk athletes on campus have exactly 
>>>two people to go to--Bethel and (I think) Beth Lyons. 
>>> --He also noted that most of the people in this new program are in 
>>>their first and second years, which suggests (if you’re keeping score 
>>>at home) that the football program brings in about 20 seriously 
>>>challenged people every year. 
>>> --Another eye-popping figure came from a presentation about numbers of 
>>>students served. Something ve~, very strange happened over in ASPSA 
>>>in fall, 2011 That fall there ~vel-e 1,110 a ppoinlments ma de and 439 
>>>students served (apparently because "Olympic sport" people were 
>>>included.) Immediately thereafter, tutoring ~vas limited to the 
>>>academically needy (especially football) and the number of students 
>>>with appointments dropped all the ~vay to 379 (~vith 172 served in 
>>>total). The numbers have gone up a bit since, but the big drop-off 
>>>Iicom fall 2011 is striking and--as far as I’m concerned--not yet 
>>>adequately explained. 
>>> 

>>> Those are my highlights. Others ~vho were there (including committee 
>>>members) should feel free to chime in 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-Ibrtan as: 

>>>andre~vz~errin@unc edu. To unsubscribe 
>>> click here: 
>>>http://lists uric edu~’u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T& 
>>>l faculty--athletics-forum&o 32845368, or send a blank email to 

>>>leave-32845368-48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868@listserv unc.ed 

>-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

>southall@emaih unc edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 486998843c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&[ 
>faculty--athletics-forum&o 32845568, or send a blank email to 

> leave-32845568 ~48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6@liskserv uric edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&[ faculW--athletics-forum&o 32845587. or send a blank email to leave-32845587- 

48699886.7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Independent Study 

Sounds good. Can we set up an appointment for after break? 

Best, 

, at 5:12 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi . Let’s chat after break. We have to have a fO1Tll completed during the first week of classes to get approved. 

Dr Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919843.0336 

"You will never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 
W. Churchill 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday , 1 ] :59 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah 1. 
Subject: Independent Study 

Dr. Stroman, 

Is there anything I need to do to get permission from you to take your independent study class next semester? 

Best, 

UniversiD" o[’North Carolina at Chapel Hill @live uric edu ] C: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farrow, Christopher J. <CHRISTOPHER.J.FARROW@espn.com> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 1:15 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Farrow, Christopher J. <CHRISTOPHER.J.FARROW@espn.com> 

She can hit rne after’ May 5. Are you going to TPG Career Sports Conference April 5--8. I am going only on April 8 (Saturday). I arn NOT on any panNs. Just going 

network. 
Chris F~rrow 

Charlotte, NC 28277 
chdstopherj Jarrow@espn.com 
704-973-5060- ESPN 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Narch 05, 20~3 ~1:39 AN 
To: Farrow, Christopher 3. 
Subject: RE: You’re Invited[ CSBC 

Hi Chris. Heads up, ~just met with a sharp studen~ who ~nterned wiU~ .          ~ast year. She served on the Club ~anel. 
~ gave her your emaH so she can reach out and Oossib~v come down to v~s~t with you k~ the ~pring. 

~ ---She has done ~deHne reporting and ~s a JournaHsra major focused on the ~port industr% 

Thanks~ 

debby 

Do Good, 

Dehor~h L, Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 

En~jag~e. ~xyffore, Empow~r. 

9:19.843.0336 

"Our lives begin ta end the day we become silent about things thor motter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, January 27, 2023 7:47 PM 
To: Farrow, Christopher J. 
Subject: Re: You’re Invited! CSBC 
Okay. I will check in with you again later this semester. 

My Twitter handle is @drstroman 

I will check. 

Thanks again! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Farrow>, "christopher.j.farrow@espn.com" <christopher.j.farrow@espn.com> 

Date: Sunday, January 27, 2013 7:36 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: You’re Invited! CSBC 

I won’t be able to make the trip up. I am much better’ out o[: basketbaU season Lo do Lhese k~nds of things. Keep ~r~ Louch, Are you on twitter? I m~ght be following 

you. "chrisjfarrow" 
Chris F~rrow 

11001 Rushmore Dr~e 

Charlotte, NC 28277 
£~risto#her.j.f~rr~w~esp~££m 
7~-973-5050 ~ ESPN 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~l~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, January 24, 2023 2:29 PN 
To= Farrow, Christopher 3. 
~= Farrow, Christopher 3.; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= You’re Invited~ CSBC 

Hi Chris. As per my vmsg, are you available on Monday, Feb. ~8th at 5:30 p.m.? 

I am thinking of having "ESPN Night" with the Club. www.csbcunc.com 

Thanks for your consideration! 

Regards, 

debby 

Debora~ L, Stroman~ PI~,D, CLU 

3~5 ~ol~en - CB #8700 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tim Barabas <~tbarabas@bobcats.com> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 8:27 AM 

Tim Barabas <tbarabas@bobcats.com> 

9th Annual Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair Registration 

Career Fair Registration.pdf 

Attention all teachers, advisors & counselors! 

It is that time of year again, as your students begin their search for internships, employment and general guidance in regards to their careers, that we are 

pleased to announce the 9th Annual Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair. This event allows for your student body to network with a variety of companies and 

organizations, while also getting the opportunity to meet and learn from their fellow job seekers. 

The Charlotte Bobcats career fair will be held on Wednesday, March 20th from l:00prn-4:30pm at Time Warner Cable Arena. For the first time ever, the 

Bobcats, along with partner CBS Radio, will host a 30 minute interview and career info session where they will give advice and guidance for taking the next 

step in your career! Interview, resume, and conduct tips are just a few of the things you’ll learn about. Then you will have the opportunity to meet and 
network with companies in the sports industry, as well as local businesses and organizations. Details on this portion of the Career Fair will come as 

attendees start to sign up and feel free to share what a great opportunity this is for them as they begin their professional careers. 

There is a $17 registration fee that accompanies this event as we work to bring some of the best companies in the region to our career fair. We do our best 

to put on an event that is beneficial for employers, potential employees, or internship seekers. The registration fee helps us ensure a high quality event for 

everyone and gives an opportunity for everyone to see firsthand the inner workings of the sports and entertainment industry. 

Not only does the registration grant your students access to the career fair, but it includes a ticket to that evening’s game against the Toronto Raptors at 

7:00pm. This will give the participants interested in the sports industry an opportunity to see how an arena is transformed and how many different avenues 

there are to work in our industry. 
There are three (3) ways to register; 

¯ Fill out the attached flyer in its entirety out and then email, fax, or mail in to Time Warner Cable Arena 
¯ Call & register over the phone directly with a Bobcats Account Executive 

¯ Register Online at https:!/oss.ticketmaster.com/html/qo.html?l=EN&t=bobcats&o=620133&q=1202 & enter the Special Offer Code: CAREER 

We will also be updating . _w_ _w_ _w_ _ :_ _b_ _ _o_ _ _b_c_ _ _a_ _t_ _.% _ _c_ _o_ _m_/_c_ _a_ _ r_ _e_ _ _e_ _ _r_ _f_ _a_ j r_ , with the latest vendors that will be present and current information on the career fair itself, 

There have been dozens of success stories that have come from the Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair and we are looking forward to hearing the next set of 

positive testimonials. 

Thank you for passing this information along to your students and feel free to call or email me with any questions. 

Best, 

TIM BARABAS 
Senior AccoiJnt E×eciJtive, Group Sales 
BOBCATS i 

Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.588~9045 
E 704.588.8735 
tbarabas~bobcats.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Thursday, 10:36 AM 

Social Media Guidelines for College Studems! 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Happy #ThrowbaekThursday, Heels! 

Given the subject line and the hashtag ilx the above greeting, you can easily guess what this email entails. I have a friend up in New York who interns for Kristi Dosh_, ESPN’s 

sports business reporter alongside @DarrenRovell. Kristi is also an attorney and author. Feel free to stay connected with her by visiting her website and following her on 

Twitter @SportsBizMiss. 

Attached is a recent post from her blog entitled, "Social Media Guidelines for Students". Hope you all can find it useful! Have a great rest of your #BeatDookWeek and have a 
safe spring break! 

Go Heels. Go Mr. Canada. Go America. 

-Your CSBC Leadership Team 

To~ .’iC 

Stay connected with "The Club" and get daily insight on sports business information happening around the industry and around UNC’s campus: 

~’ebsite: www.csbcunc corn 

Faeebook: www faeeb o ok. eom / esbeune 

Twitter: @esbe une] #TheClub 

lnstagram:wwwinstagram.com/the club 

Social Media Guidelines for Students - Kfisti Dosh.Nlf 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Caxolina at Chapel t till Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message 
click this link to access Messages tbr this site: Ca:roliua Sport Business Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordPress.com Upgrades <~help@wordpress.com> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 11:37 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

[WordPress.com] Domain csbcunc.com roll be auto-renewed 

csbcune.eom is abeut te be automatically’ renewed en Ma,ch 7, 2013. 

Yoga w~ll be charged U8518 fer this renewal later today. 

If yeu don’t want to renew, yoLa can d~saMe aLatomatic renewal under ~s~2£2 ~2~z~ in yeur dashbeard. 

For a I~m~ted time, you can upgrade to the Pro Bundle for only $89. Get al~ our upgrades for just an extra $71. TMs offer is va~d unt~ March 27, 2013. 

P~ease rep~y to tMs ema~ with any quest~ous. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Quillin, Martha <mquillin@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 12:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

media inquiry 

good aftemoon - 

my nmne is martha quillin, i’m a leporter for the raleigh news & observel; working on a stoly about maxch madness. 

would you have a few moments this afternoon to talk about the spring phenomenon that has people all over ACC country, glned to the TV or plm~ted in a seat at the 

toumament? 

i’m interes~ted in both the successful marketing that this ieplesents, and the intangible emotional attachment people have to their teams. 

my cell is the best way to reach me: 

thaJ~k you ~ much, 

martha q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick Lennon <nlennon@wmgllc.com> 

Thursday, i 1:04 PM 

Stmman, Deborah L *~dstro@unc.edtr>; 
tlagler.unc.e&0;              @kenan- flagler.unc.edu 

Sports Business Daily Article on Goodell at UNC 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu) ( ~kenan- 

Hi everyone, 

Just wanted to share the article in today’s SBD on Goodell’s speech at UNC Sounds like it was a very successful event! 

Roger Goodell Addresses Challenges Facing The 
Safe , Concussions 
Published 

Font Size ResJze Small Resize Nermal ResJze Large I Prin+, I Share j 

,’7 ~;17C561 D1Dg4DES8~;00116334F:313.;-\0 

ashx?w=:251 

NFL, Player 

Geodell ch-]imec’; he !lever seid i~e is "terrified" a!~ NFLer weuld die ep the field 

NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell during a speech at the Univ of North Carolina yesterday said that the "biggest challenge facing the league is how to keep the game of football 

exciting while continuing to make it more safe," according to Nicole Comparato of UNC student newspaper the DAILY TAR HEEL. Goodell said, ’The game is thriving. But for any 

organization to grow, to thrive and to remain relevant, it must evolve and prove and face up to its challenges." He added that the league ’needs to further its leadership role in the 

discussion about player safety in order to set an example for high school teams and younger players" Comparato notes Goodell has been a "topic of discussion this week" after an 

ESPN The Magazine article said Goodell told a Pro Football HOF player "his greatest fear was a player dying on the field." When asked by an audience member, Goodell said "he never 

said that" Goodell: ’Tin concerned about all injuries. Every Sunday night when I get done with our traveling or whether I’m watching games at home, by the time I get to bed I’ve already 

seen every injury that occurs in the NFL." He said that the league "knows it can’t change the negative aspects of the game alone, and that it will take a collaborative effort to continue to 

evolve not only safety in football, but all sports" (DAILY TAR HEEL, ) In Raleigh, R. Cory Smith notes Goodell addressed players "not coming forth with their injuries -- concussions or 

otherwise -- which the sport struggles with at every level." Goodell: "The single biggest impact in the short term .. is changing the culture of our sport. There’s very much a warrior 

mentality. We have to make sure that it’s OK to raise your hand when you sustain these injuries so that you get the proper treatment" (Ra!e~gh NEl/K<X & OBSEFWER,    ). 

MESSAGE RECEIVED, IF NOT SAID: The NFL also formally came out and claimed that Goodell did not say he is "terrified" of a player dying on the field in Don Van Natta Jr’s ESPN The 

Magazine story. However, ESPN’s Michael Wilbon said, "It does terrify, Roger Goodell, whether he’s ever said it or not." Wilbon: "Goodell has to be afraid of this. It’s one of the reasons 

why safety has gone up in terms of prioritizing in the NFL" ESPN’s Tony Kornheiser said, "1 understand why you don’t want to admit to the word ’terrified,’ because that allows for the 

prospect" ("PTI, "ESPN, ) ESPN’s Bomani Jones said if Goodell is fearful about an on-field death, NFL Senior VP/PR Greg Aiello "was not going to come out and say, ’Man, we’re all 

scared somebody’s going to die out here.’ That is bad for the product and it makes people nervous" Jones: "1 can believe Roger Goodell says that when nobody’s around." L.A. Times 

columnist Bill Plaschke said, "I’m actually thrilled if Roger Goodell is up nights thinking about this .. He’s showing us that he is scared to death of this, and that’s a good thing. He ought 

to be scared" ("Around The Horn, "ESPN, 3/6). CBSSPORTS corn’s Will Brinson wrote whether or not Goodell ’actually does sit around and worry about a player dying is irrelevant." He is 

"not going to put that quote out there for everyone to take out of context and make the NFL look bad," and it is"hard to blame him for that" (CBSSPORTS.com, I. 

Nick Lennon 
Associate Manager, Consulting 

Wasserman Nedia Group 

444 Madison Avenue, 10th Floor 

New York, NY 10022 

P: 212-7104074 ~ C: 

www.wmqHc.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 10:48 PM 

Farrow, Christopher J. <CHRISTOPHER.J.FARROW@espn.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Thanks Chris. I will let her know. I just found out about a conflict with TPG and won’t be able to make it at all. ;( 

I know the conference will be great again. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ._h__t__t£~__i__i__e__x__s__s_:__u__n___c_:_e___d__u_./ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Society 

;~L~d~;rs thinl,- ~nd t~Ik ~out t~e ~olutions. Follou;~rs thinl,~ ~nd t~ll,- ~bout tt~e ~roble~n.<" B. 

From: <Farrow>, "christopher.j.farrow@espn.com" <christopher.j.farrow@espn.com> 

Date: Thursday, March 7, 2013 1:15 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_.s_t__r_o.__@_.___u_._n_.£._..e_d__u.> 

Cc: "christopher.j.farrow@espn.com" <christopher.j.farrow@espn.com> 

Subject: 

She can hit rne after’ May 

network. 
Chris F~rrow 

christo£her.j.farro~espn~com 
704~973~5060- ESPN 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~l~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Seat= Tuesday, March 05, 2013 11:39 AM 
Te= Farrow, Christopher 
S~bje~t= RE: You’re Invited~ CSBC 

Hi Chris. Heads up, ~just met with a sharp studenL who ~terned w~Lh ~ last yea~. She served o~ the Club panel. 

~ ~sv~ h~r your ama~ so she can reach ouL a~d 0ossiblv come down to v~s~L with you ~[~ the spring. 

-She has do~e s~deli~e reporting and ~s a Journalism major focused on the sport industry. 

Tha~ks~ 

Do 
Deborgih L. St-ron3~, Pb.D. CLU 

En#~Ie, Explore. 

9:19.843.0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things thor motter." 
Marlin Luther King, Jr, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Sunday, ]anuary 27, 2013 7:47 PM 
To= Farrow, Christopher .1. 
Subject= Re: You’re Invited! CSBC 
Okay. I will check in with you again later this semester. 

My Twitter handle is @drstroman 

I will check~ 
Thanks again! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Farrow>, "christopher.j.farrow@espn.com" <christopher.j.farrow@espn.com> 

Date: Sunday, January 27, 2013 7:36 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: You’re Invited! CSBC 



I wonq: be able to mak~:_~ the trip up. I am mu<:h better out: o~ baske~ba]~ season ~:o do ~:hese Mnds of things. Keep ~n ~:ouch. Are you on twitter? I rm~ht be following 

you~ "chrisjfarrow" 
Ch~is Farrow 

Charlotte, NC 28277 

chr~stop~er.i.fa rrow@esp~.~om 
704..97~..5060 - ESPN 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, January 24, 2013 2:29 PM 
To; Farrow, Christopher J. 
C{= Farrow, Christopher J.; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje{t= You’re Invited~ CSBC 

Hi Chris. As per my vms~, are you available on Monday, Feb. ~8th at 5:30 p.m.? 

I am thinkin~ of havin~ "ESPN Night" with the Club. www.csbcunc.com 

Thanks for your consideration] 

Re~ards, 

debby 

Deborah L Stro~a~, Ph,D, 6LU 

~,ex~,unc,edu 
3~5 WooRe~ = CB #8700 

~Nearly all r~e~ ca,~ s~a~ld adversi~y, b~t if you wa~lt ~c~ ~est a ~-nan’s ct~aracter, give }~im 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farrow, Christopher J. <CHRISTOPHER.J.FARROW@espn.com> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 10:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

TPG 

:[0-4~ I talked w/Pete Philo today and helped him line up a speaker for the panel. A female CP from our office. She will be great! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [maJlto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 10:48 PM 
To: Farrow, Christopher J.; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: 
Thanks Chris. I will let her know. I just found out about a conflict with TPG and won’t be able to make it at all. ;( 

I know the conference will be great agaim 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exssA~nc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Society 

"I, eod~,rs think ond I~IL ~5o~t the .sohdion.< Follo~ers think ~md talk oSo~t the problems." B. Tv~c~t 

From: <Farrow>, "chdstopher.j.farrow@espn.com" <chdstopher.j.farrow@espn.com> 

Date: Thursday, March 7, 2013 1:15 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: 

She ca~ h~t me after May 5. Are you going Lo TPG Career Sports Conference April 5-6~ I am going only on April 6 (Saturday). I am NOT on any panels. Just going to 

network. 

7~-973-5060 ~ ES~N 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 11:39 AN 
T~: Farrow, Christopher J. 
Subject: RE: You’re Invited[ CSBC 

Hi Chris. Heads up. ~ just met with a sharo student who ~terned with ~ast year. She served o~ the Club 

~ gave her your ema[~ so she can reach out and possibly come down to v~s~t with you k~ the spring. 

-She has done sh~e~ine reporting and ~s a Jourt~al~sm frlajor focused o~1 the sport industry. 

Thanks~ 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about thin~s thor molter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, 3anuary 27, 2013 7:47 PM 
To: Farrow, Christopher .1. 
Subject: Re: You’re Invited! CSBC 
Okay. I will check in with you again later this semester. 

My Twitter handle is @drstroman 

I will check. 

Thanks again! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - !)_t__t_p__L/__/__e__x__s__s_:_~__n__c_:__e__d___~]i 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Farrow>, "christopher.j.farrow~espn.com" <christopher.j.farrow~espn.com> 

Date~ Sunday, January 27, 2013 7:36 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_.s_t_r_o.__@__u_._n_.q_:..e_d__u.> 

Subject: RE: You’re Invited! CSBC 

I won’t be able to make the trip up~ I am much better out of basketball season to do these kinds of things. Keep in touch. Are you on twitter? 1 might be following 

you. "chrisjfarrow" 
Chris Farrow 
Coordina ti~’~g Prod~ce~ 



~L.~OO~L ~shr~or~ Drive 

chdstopher,j=fa rrow@espn.com 
7~-973-S060- ES~ 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3anuary 24, 2013 2:29 PM 
To= Farrow, Christopher 3. 
Co= Farrow, Christopher 34 Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= You’re Invited~ CSBC 

Hi Chris. As per my vmsg, are you available on Monday, Feb. 18th at 5:30 p.m.? 

I am thinking of having "ESPN Night" with the Club. www.csbcunc.com 

Thanks for your consideration~ 

Regards, 

debby 

Debo~a~ L, Strom~n, P~,D. CLU 

"Nearly all ~en (:a~ sta,~d adversity, b~ 



A Carolina doctorate fl’om your home 

some online educatio~ and steps irtto the wild world 

doa hie and wi 

The loo Pereenk Pt’omise 

If you qualit?" fl:xr m;ed-.based financial a~d, UNC has your back. It’s an ext:caorditm~7 corn mit:metxt that 

becoming a bigger ehallenge to mahAain. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 1:13 PM 

Angela Bryant ~ @ mindspring.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Series Proposal 

Dear Angela, 

Debby and I talked today, we would like to get a proposal from you If you still want to do this work¯ We can still consider it if you send it this weekend. Otherwise, we need to make 

a decision from among our other proposals. Even if you do not submit for this phase, we hope to stay in touch and perhaps get a proposal from you on the follow-on we hope will 

come. 

Best wishes, David 

FYI I have appended the basic information sent previously 

The workshop goals are: 

Spring 2013 ComrmmitF Workshop I: Relationships/Partnership 

¯ Identification of the special challenges and opportunities thatBlackfaculty andstafff!tce across campus 

¯ Examine how race and gender afJ~ct the abili& to connect and buildpartnerships within and outside of one’s unit, 

¯ Lea~ core skills" andpractices needed m be effOctive in the light ~fthese challenges and opportunities 

~ Communication skillsJbr building connections andrelationship 

~ Networking skills for linMng to those outside and within the unit 

We have $2500 allocated for this program, and ~ am reserving $500 to cover expenses such as food, materials, and your travel. So the honorarium for 
preparation and presentation is $2000. My preliminary thinking is that the workshop should be at least 4 hours in length + lunch but may be as long as 6 hours in 
length. (i.e.,10am-3pm) or 9am-4pm) but we can discuss this further once you have a sense of the design you may want to propose. (Whe.r~ we. met ~..’~ t~ie 20ti~ 

Just so you know, I want to mention that we have a couple of other consultants we are talking to and doing the first workshop does not necessarily mean we will 
use that consultant for all the workshops in the series. I certainly hope you will be one of those who provide a proposal for us either for this session or other 
parts of the series because I think you would be a great resource for the CBC. 

I will be glad to answer any questions you have and discuss drafts of your program prior to the Mar.8 deadline. I am sure Debby would be willing to comment as 
well. Thanks for your consideration of this program. 

Best, David 

David Kiel, Dr. P.H¯ 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Facul~ Excellence 

318 Wilson Libra," 
UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 

http://cfe.unc.edu/abont/kiel.html 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

’To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS Exam Questions - 

EXSS ~.xam Question_ .pdf 

Please see attached Thanks :) 

~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edn 

Sunday, 1:45 PM 

CSBC Carolina Hurricanes Trip - NEW DATE!! 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

F~om: 

Good afternoon CSBCers, 

Hopefully you were able to happily get up this morning despite that unfortunate outcome last night. Anybody else think wasn’t in the least bit impressed? 

A%~vays, we wanted to inform everyone that we’ve officially changed the date for our club trip to the Carolina Hurricanes hockey game. Please note that [h~ ~ew d~e ~ill b6 T~avi 
I know many of you were concerned about our initial date being right a&er spring break, is one of the Hurricanes’ "College Nights" so we’re hoping a later date and better overall atmosphere will 

incentive you all to come out and support the ’Canes. P@ease see the attached flyer. 

As a reminder, this trip on        will NOT simply be a visit to watch a hockey game. In accordance with our mission in helping our members get meaningful jobs in the sport industry upon graduation, we will 
help expose you all to representatives at the Hurricanes orqanization and do an arena tour prior to the qame. Further logistics concerning ticket price, transportation, etc. will be forthcoming after spring break. 

Please continue to have a safe and relaxing spring break! However, we also advise you to do something related to enhancing your persenal/profeseional development (i.e. networking, updating your LinkedIn 
profile). 

Best of luck this aPcernoon to our UNC Women’s Basketball Team in the vs. Duke! :) 

Collaborate and Connect, 

~Your CSBC Leadership Team 

CSBC Carolinatturricaa~esTrip Revised.pdf 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ ofNo(th Coxolina at Chapel Hill Messages fiom the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this ~nessage 
click this link to access Messages for this site: C~:rolina Sport Business Club. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglas Fveemau <info@virtcomconsulling.ccsend.com> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 8:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Divevsi .ly Sus~ainability Tele~minax - Tuesday March 26 2013 11:00am EST 

[~;ii VC banner 

The Diversity 2013 Teleseminar 

Diversity Sustainability: 
"Integration into Core Organizational Strategy 
and Processes" 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 - 11 am EST 

Organizations are increasingly utilizing a range of 
diversity programs to ensure effective diversity: 
1. compliance 
2. recruiting, retetention, development, promotion 
3. engagement 
4. cultural inclusion 
5. community engagement 
6. branding 
7. supplier inclusion 
8. diverse customer inclusion 
Despite building diversity councils, employee resource 



groups and diversity awareness training, many diversity 
initiatives continue to be disconnected from core 
strategy, mission and organizational processes. 

This Teleseminar will answer some key questions for 
organizations at all levels of the diversity continuum- 
from early stage diversity initiatives, to intermediate, to 
mature diversity organizations. There will be clear 
examples of how to leverage diversity to enhance the 
orga n izationa I: 
1. mission 
2. strategy 
3. operations 
4, processes 
These examples will yield insights as to how to create a 
sustainable diversity effort that outlives any single 
diversity leader. 

TITLE: Diversity Sustainability Teleseminar 

TIME: 11:00 am - 12:00 prn EST 

DATE: Tuesday1 March 26 2012 

This complimentary (FREE) teleseminar is available to 
reg~istered attendees only. To sign up as a 
registered attendee, please complete all information 
below: 

1. Name 

2. Organization 

3. Job Title 

4. Phone Number 

5, E-Mail 

6. Diversity Training Activity (e.g. currently doing 
training for 500 managers, or plan to do elearning 
for 10,000 employees in 2013, etc.) 

7. Diversity Training Responsibility (e.g. oversee all 
diversity training efforts, or partner with training 
and development, etc.) 

8. Teleseminar Expectations (e.g. want to find out 
about new diversity sustainability techniques, or 
looking to learn about what’s next in diversity, etc.) 

9. Diversity Initiative Phase (select from one of the 
following: a. early phase b. intermediate phase c. 
mature phase) 

10. Please provide 2-3 Takeaways that you want to get 
from this session (e.g. learn about new strategies, 



or new implementation techniques) 

11. Please provide 3 times that you are available for a 
call to discuss your specific takeaways and other 
issues (e.g. Thursday March 28 at lpm, Friday 
March 29 at 11am, Monday April 1 at 2pm). You 
will receive an email from Joan Yarbrough at 
Virtcom to schedule your follow-up call 

12. How did you hear about this teleseminar (e.g. 
Virtcom email, colleague at work referral, Virtcom 
partner referral, etc.) 

Please send the above to: 

mgarcia@virtcomconsultinq.com. Place in the subject 
line "Diversity Sustainability Teleseminar Signup." 
You will receive a confirmation email within 3 business 
days which will include Dial-in number and password 
information. The pdf teleseminar document will be 
provided 1 business day prior to the call. 

If you have any questions regarding the registration 
process, please email mgarcia@virtcomconsulting.com, 

Forward ernail 

[ 

this email was sent to dstro@unc,edu by _d__f£_e__e_L~_a__n__@_v_[~_c__o_L!!£_o__n__s_yj_tj_n_.g_:_c__o_[~ :: 

Update Profile/Email Address instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy, 

Virtcom Consulting 152 Madison Avenue 20th floor New York NY :: 10016 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collin Rusqdn < ~}gmail.com> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 9:39 AM 

Kid, David <kM@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu> 

Re: Series Proposal 

Hi David, 

Thanks for your email and straight forward description of the selection process 
I am needing to step back from consideration at this time After my travels to 
adding additional work to my schedule until af’~er June and this will not work with the time line you and Deborah shared. 

¯ For this reason I will not be 

I will send a detailed description of my proposal by week’s end for future consideration. 

Best wishes for a successful start to your program. 

Regards, 

Collin Rustin 

On Feb 21,2013, at 4:22 PX{ Collin Rustin @gmail corn> wrote: 

> tli again, 
> 

> This afternoon just flew by My yard was crying ~2~r attention. Here is my effort at describing the workshop. 
> 

> Building Authentic Relationships, is a workshop designed to help participants better welcome others as allies The workshop is highly interactive with participants being helped to know 
themselves and others better The fiacilitated workshop is based of work of the National Coalition Building Institute and the professional experience of the facilitator, Collin Rustin. I)ialogue 
is the foundation of the workshop and skills of mediation and feedback are intertwined throughout the workshop The workshop is an excellent on boarding process for group participants 
and teams wanting to communicate more effectively 
> 

> I hope this description is of help. You are welcome to add or change this description. 
> Please let me know what date you choose. Available by email. 
> Best regards, 
> Collin 
> 

> 

> On Feb 12, 2013, at 5:02 PM, "Kid, David" <kiel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> OK I will make the reservation David 
>> 

>> On 2/12/13 4:50 PM. "Collin Rustin" ~gmail.com> wrote: 
>> 

>>> David and Debby, 
>>> Let us meet at 12:30 at Carolina Inn. 
>>> Collin 

>>> On Feb 12, 2013~ at 4:36 PM~ "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Hi Collin and David. My class ends at 11:50 a.m., so I will hustle to 
>>>> the location of your choosing. Thanks! 
>>>> 

>>>> I look forxvard to meeting you! 

>>>> debby 

>>>> Do Good. 
>>>> 

>>>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>>>> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

>>>> 919.843.0336 

>>>> "Our lives begin to end the day xve become silent about things that 
>>>> matter." 

>>>> Martin Luther King, Jr. 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Kiel, David 
>>>> Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 4:34 PM 
>>>> To: Collin Rustin 
>>>> Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
>>>> Su~iect: Re: Series Proposal 

>>>> I think the Carolina Iun would be an elegant setting, unless you ~vant 
>>>> to re-visit one of your favorite downto~vn Chapel Hill restam-ants 
>>>> (Spanlcy’s, top of the Hill, Coffee shop, etc.) I just want to check the 
>>>> noon time ~vith Debby to see if it fits with her class schedule. She 
>>>> may need a little later, but maybe not. David 

>>>> On 2/12/13 4:30 PM, "Collin Rustin" ~gmail.com> wrote: 

>>>>> Hi Da~Ad, 

>>>>> Thanks for the quick reply. Noon on Feb 20 will ~vork for me. ;Vhere 
>>>>> shall I meet the two of you? 



>>>>> Collin 

>>>>> On Feb 12, 2013, at 4:20 Pi’,/l, "Kiel, I)avid" <kiel@emaihunc.edu> ~vrote: 

>>>>>> Co[lin, I just got off the phone with Prof. Debby Stroman, and we 
>>>>>> wondered if we could take you to [~ch, noon or 12:30 over here in 
>>>>>> Chapel Hill on the 20th, that way you could meet Debby and I could 

>>>>>> Best, I)gvid 

>>>>>> On 2/12/13 11:29 ~ "Collin R~stin" ~ @gmaihcom> wrote: 

>>>>>>> Hello David and Deborah, 

>>>>>>> ~ank you for your follow ~p email information regarding the 
>>>>>>> Carolina Black Caucus ~ofcssional Development Series. I am 
>>>>>>> interested and would appreciate a chance to meet and hear more 
>>>>>>> details abo~t this opportm~iW. 
>>>>>>> Candidly, my calendar is challenging for ~e next tNee weeks wi~ 
>>>>>>> open dates of Feb 19 and 20 for a possible meeting. I have 
>>>>>>> international travel from Feb 22-Mar 3 and west coast travel from 
>>>>>>> Nialch 5-9. 

>>>>>>> Will yo~ calendar allow for a meeting on either Feb 19 or 20’.’ ~is 
>>>>>>> will then allow- time for submission of a response / proposal by 

>>>>>>> March 8 deadline. I can meet at any time on these two dates. 
>>>>>>> I await your response. 
>>>>>>> Best regards, 
>>>>>>> Collin R~stin, Jr 
>>>>>>> On Feb 10, 2013, at 8:00 ~ "Kiel, David" <kiel@cmail.~c.ed~> 

>>>>>>>> <CBC ProfDev F~(1).docx> 



From: ~@cloud.com> 

Sent: Monday, 10:26 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Payment 

Greeting. 

Any ~vord on payment Papers where turned in 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 12:11 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

>Hi . I ;vas going to call you to check status. I will follow up with Michaeh He handles our payments. 
> 

> Dr Stroman 
> 

> Do Good. 
> 

> Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> 
> "You will never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 
> W. Churchill 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Y@icloud com] 
> Sent: Thursday, 12:10 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Payment 
> 

> Peace and blessing, 
> 

> Still haven’t received payment. Has everything been turned in.. I no my mother had faxed the papers in 
> 

> Sent from my fPhone 



Fl’Olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attada: 

Brody, Lynne <Lynne Brody@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 1 1:49 AM 

Cumn, Deni~ C <dcumn@email.unc.edu> 
Stroman, Ddx~rah L ~dstm@unc.e&t>; Pope, Towa <Towa Pope@kenm>llagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Mary E 
<mnapier@ema~l.unc.edt~>; Swanson, Margaret <Margaret Swanson@kena~>flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman adminis*mtive appointment 

Stromma.admillistralive title.pdf 

Good morning, supplement. 
The Kenan Institute would like to give a one year administrative appointment to Denise Stroman. The appointment will be accompanied by a 

Please let me know whether you would like me to enter the action in EPA web as an external secondary appointment or whether you would like to enter the 

action. Attached is a pdf of the letter. The account number-iS9082 

Lynne Brody 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL I-IILL 

CAMPUS BOX 3490 

McCOLLBU1LDrNG 
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March 4, 2013 

Dr. Bruce Carney 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
!04 South Building, CB 3000 
UNC-CH 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 

Dear Dr. Carney 

This letter is to inform you that the administrative title of Kenan Institute Senior Advisor has been 
granted to Dr. Deborah Stroman, Professor of Exercise and Sport Science for the period of 
3/!/2013-2128/2014. The title will be accompanied by a       supplement. 

Over the past six months, the Kenan institute for Private Enterprise has been conducting an 
extensive strategic planning process under the leadership of Dr. Joe DeSimone, the Institute’s new 
Director. The ptanning process has resulted in a significant shift of structure and focus. Dr. 
Stroman will serve as an advisor to the Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise as they implement 
these changes over the next year. This work is outside of Dr. Stroman’s faculty duties, and will 
require additional time and effort on her part. 

Specifically, Dr. Stroman will work to: connect and stimulate UNC-CH entrepreneurial efforts; identify 
and champion strategic needs of the campus community and the region; create opportunities for 
students to collaborate across universities; marketing of the Institute to the campus community and 
beyond. 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. James W. Dean, Jr. 
Dean, Kenan-Flagler Business School 

rl~. J~ osei~ph OeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 
Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry 
William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering, NCSU 



If I Cou]d Be An~’here 

A Ca~olina doetora te lk’om your horn e in Bangkok is doable. Bt~ t as th e t; niversity o~tsourees m anagem en t of 

some online education m~d s[cps in[o [be wild w,)rld of massive ope~ olllJlle classes, it will have to ask what is 

doable and w~se, 

All ~re of the Forbidde~ Wa ter 

You’re ou{: of sch~-~ol and tmdecided in the wayward ear]y ~97os. Law? Polities? "~ou don’t expect to find the 

answet~ in the Great Dismal Swamp. That’s wha~ happened to Bland Simpson 

If you qua]fly for r~eed--based finandal aid, [iNC has your back. It’s an extraordinat3, commitment that is 

~ecom ng ~ ~ g~4e ’ cba let~ge to maintain. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~-- 

Monday, 6:23 PM 

@gmaJl co n 

@gmail.com; Stroman, Del~orah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSBC photos 

IMG 2730 slnall.jpg; IMG 2731 small.jpg; IMG 2733 small.jpg; IMG 2736 small.jpg; IMG 2752 small:ipg; IMG 2753 slnaJl.jpg; 
IMG 2754 small.jpg; IMG 2757 small.jpg; IMG 2758 small.jpg 

Hi Ms. Andruzzi! 

I hope all is well. Per your request, I am attaching photos from last weeks Carolina Sports Business Club meeting. I enjoyed listening to you speak. I’m really inspired by your 
story, I’d love to speak with you later about your career in sports. Please let me know if it is best to communicate with you via email or telephone. 

Let me know if there is anything else that I can do for you. 

Best, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:06 AM 

To: 

Co: @email. unc.edu> 

Subject: Student Organization Advisor Brown Bag Sessions 

Good Morning-- 

On behalf of the Office of Student Activities and Student Organizations, I am excited to invite you to several student organization advisor brown bag 

sessions that we will be offering throughout the remainder of the semester. These sessions will cover a variety of helpful topics and will also provide a 

great opportunity for advisors to swap ideas. 

Each session will begin at 2:05 p,m. in the FPG Union Underground Presentation Arena (1st floor), 

¯ - "What’s my role?" - A roundtaNe discussion of best-practices for student organization advisors 

¯ - Filling up your toolbox: Available resources to help your student organization succeed 

¯ - "What are they talking about?" - Understanding and working with Millennials 

Thank you for all that you do! We hope to see you there! 

250:1. Frank Porter Graham Student Union cg521.0 

University of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 



Frorl~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:19 PM 

@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~ kena n-flagler.unc.edu>; @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Have You Ever Heard of Brent Jones? Great Potential CSBC Speaker for Next Year! 

Hi       Glad to hear that you are making even more contacts through the B-School. Mr. Jones and I are good friends. He has spoken to my classes this year and last year; we also 

had lunch and dinner last week. ;) I invited some of my Sport E-ship students to join me at lunch. 

I am not sure if he would be an appropriate speaker for the Expo though. Will explain why another time... 

I hope you all are enjoying your break! 

- I left a message for the G M of the Knights yesterday about you. ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss~unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Society 

"Le~d~’rs ~l~ink ~md t~d~c ~bou~~ ~he so[ution,~. Fo[~ou~ers ~hink ~md ~a~k ~bou~. ~.h~~ prob[~ms~" I3, 

From: ~unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, ):53 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc:                                ~ken an-fiagler:unc.edu>,                    ~kena n-fiag!er:unc.edu> 

Subject: Have You Ever Heard of Brent Jones? Great Potential CSBC Speaker for Next Year] 

Good morning Dr. Stroman, 

See Brent Jones’ bin attached. I met him last Thursday in the B-School (had I been thinking I wonld have invited some memb ers of the CSBC to come because only like 5 people showed up ironically) 

He knows Bill Duffy (Bobcats CFO) verywell since theywere both together during Brent’s tenure with the 49ers. Brent is best friends with Jerry Rice and Joe Montana Be was personally regretful that he 

missed Goodell :)] and is a great entrepreneur despite having very little "business" experience. He said he b asically just learned the ropes by b eing around smart people in Cally and initially using his 

NFL connections to get hint credibility. 

He really opened my eyes to more E-Ship and I think he’d be a great CSBC speaker and/or a great person to the CSBF Expo in the fall. 

Thoughts? 

From: <Murray>, Lawrence <lawrence murray@kenan-.fla~ler.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,             1:33 PM 

To: "Murray, Lawrence" <lawrence murray__@_lB_.e_q_a__.n_:.f_].a_g[e__r_:._u_.qc_._e__d_.u_.> 

Subject: Your Friendly Reminder....Tonight’s Assured Admission and GLOBE Program: "Lessons from the Front Line" Speakers Series: Brent Jones 

Good afternoon AAPs and GLOBE Students! 

I know that many ot: you are gearing up for spring break, but I am writing to remind you about our "Lessons from the Front Line" event tonight with Brent Jones, 

the Managing Director of Northgate (see attached bio). 

Please RSVP online if you are interested and plan to attend this session. The event will be held on tonight (Thursday,       ’) from 5:00pm-6:lBpm in McCol12000. 

I understand that plans and schedules change, but you should only RSVP if you are certain you can attend. While these events are a great way for you to gain 

professional and life insights from seasoned professionals, it is also a great opportunity to meet and interact with other members in the Assured Admission 

Program and GLOBE Program...your networking starts now! (Current BUS1199 students will receive extra credit.) 

UM 

Lawrence J. Mur’ray II "Director, Undergraduate Business Program "UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3490 "McColl Bldg. "Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3490 

9:[9.962.3027 "fax 9:[9.962 6964 "[awrence..,murra¥@ unc.edu "Skype: lawrence.murray "www.kenan flaglermnc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caudill, Walter Low~y ~wlcaud@email,tmc,edu;~ 

Tuesday, 2:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

ThaJ~ks 

Debbie, 

Thanks for your voice message. Sow it’s taken me so long to respond. I was out of the country for two weeks and last week was 
ve~7 hectic at UNC. 

I want to thank you for coaching    He is one excited young man and you have made a huge and positive difference in his life. His 
career aspirations are cleaxly linked to your knowledge, enthusiasm and encouragement. 

Hope to talk with you soon. 

Lowu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 3:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Pre~ntation liar Working Group on Entrepreneurship 

Debby, 

I hope all is well and you are enjoying your spring break. We would like for you to make a presentation at the working group meeting on Friday, March 22 about the 

new sports entrepreneurship workshop you created and are teaching this semester. The total time for the presentation and Q&A is 15 minutes. The room at the 

Franklin will be equipped for a PowerPoint presentation, if you would like to create one or use some existing visual aid from the course. I can also include any 

printed materials in the folders for each attendee (ex: your course syllabus). 

Please let me know if this is something you would consider doing. If you have any questions, please let me know. I can be reached in my office or on my cell at 

Feel free to call anytime - I am a night owl. 

Thanks, 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Capital Gifts 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mafiler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 

Melissa Dawn Johnson <info@mnlikeachampion.com> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 6:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Velvet Suite and Brand Me Relaunch is Here’. 

Hi Deborah, 

If you’re interested in elevating your Brand Leadership to Championship level then 

what we are about to launch is .~USTFOR YOU! 

Before we start sending you our exciting new information, we want to make sure 
we have your permission. 

Click Here to confirm your email and sign up for The Winner’s Circle newsletter. 

We’re hosting a LAUNCH PARTY on the 26th with prizes, giveaways and an Olympic 
Champion - be sure to reserve your seat! 

We just HAD to include you in our exciting relaunch! 

It’s time to get in the ChampionZo~te! 

Your Coach, 

l~lelissa Dawn 
President, Velvet Suite 
Author of Brand Me. Make your Mark. Turn Passion Into Profit. 



FiY~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

UNC Lineberger <lcccnews@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 10:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

We ca~ help more moms like her 

Join our 2013 
Annual Fund Drive 
to Beat Cancer 
More people are surviving their cancer diagnoses than ever 

before. People like Cierra, who was diagnosed with ovarian 

cancer when she was six months pregnant with her first child. 

Today, she’s the cancer-free mom of two healthy little girls, 

thanks to the leading-edge treatment that people like you help 

make possible at UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center. 

But we cannot stop fighting. At UNC Lineberger, we look forward 

to the day when cancer will no longer threaten any of us, or 

those we love. 

That’s why we’ve launched our 2ol3 Annual Fund 

Drive: to give our doctors and researchers the tools and 

resources they need to continue to develop new 

treatments and new approaches to saving lives. 

Researchers at UNC Lineberger are 

world leaders at investigating how 

cancer-causing genes are activated and 

translating that knowledge into new 

therapies. These discoveries will help 

improve outlooks for countless cancer 

patients. 

So many more breakthroughs iust like 

this one are right around the corner. I 

hope you’ll join our 2o13 Annual Fund 

Drive today -- to help us make even 

rnore progress, even faster. 

Our goal is to raise at least 875,ooo during this fund 

drive. Will you help us meet that goal? 

Whatever you can give will help fuel the research and treatments 

that are saving lives right now. You’ll put even more power 

behind tomorrow’s cancer-beating innovations. And you’ll give 

more brave patients like Cierra another important weapon 

against cancer: hope. 

Please give your 2o13 Annual Fund gift today. 

Sincerely, 

H. Shelton Earp, III, M.D. 

Lineberger Professor and Director 

Professor of Medicine and Pharmacology 

P.S.Your gift to our 2o13 Annual 

Fund Drive will help lead the way to 
even more breakthroughs. Thank 

you for helping UNC Lineberger 



make vital progress in the fight 

against cancer. Together, we are 

saving lives. 

Follow us on: Visit OlJl website 

N~D 
........... 

lineberq ..... q 

Copyright © 1999 2013. 

All righ[s reserved. 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensi,;e Cancer Cer:ter i Campus Box 7295 I Chapei Hill, NC 2i’599-7295 :’,,’:::.~.:: iContact - Try It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brody, Lynne <Lynne Brody@kcnan-tlagler.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 11:03 AM 

Currin, Deni~ C <dcurdn@email. unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email,unc.edw~; Swanson, Margaret <Margaret Swmason@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Stl~man adminis~xative appointment 

Just following up on this, I.et me know if you would like me to process the secondaw appointment action, 

~ynne 

Frera: Brody, Lynne 
Sent: Monday, March ll, 2013 1t:49 AM 

To: Currin, Denise (Exerdse ~ Spo~ Science) 
¢c: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Pope, Tonya ~onya_Pope@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Napier, Mary; Swanson, Margaret 

Su~ject: Stroman administrative appointment 
Good morning, 
The Kenan Institute would like to give a one year administrative appointment to Denise Stroman. The appointment will be accompanied by a 

supplement. 

Please let me know whether you would like me to enter the action in EPA web as an external secondary appointment or whether you would like to enter the 

ac~on. A~achedisa pdfofthele~er. The accountnumber-~082 

Lynne Brody 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ben Sturner <bens@leverageagency.com> 

Wednesday, 1:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; 
<lingmei howell@kenan - tlagler.unc .e&~ 

Kenan Flagler - Lingmei Howell 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu); klbs lingmeU~owell.con 

Deborah and 

Lingmei Howell and I had a great discussion about Sports Entrepreneurship and also a Sports Business Center at UNC. She is going to help us with the Chancellor 

and the leaders in the school for a presentation. 

Also, she wants to know more about the Symposium so I am connecting her to you to speak. 

Ben Sturner 

888 S :~ :~th 
N(~w York. NY 

/ ~ Descnphon: Is, ....... 
/ " cid:image001.jpg@01 I 
L JF;~z : t 212.223,6982 

bens@leverageagency.corn 
~v.levera~eagencv.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, 1:43 PM 

@unc.edu> 

Fw: ACC Baseball Championship - Volunteers 

Volunteer Letter.pdf; Volunteer Registration Form.pdf 

Hi 

I hope you’re doing well! How at~ things with the Club? 

Someone might have forwarded this along already, but I wanted to make sure this info went out to CSBC. All of my experiences volunteering with The ACC were wonderful, 
and this could be a great opportunity for students to network and gain experience. 

Go Heels! 

.... Forwarded Message .... 
From: "Hvozdovic, Marra" <mhvozdovic@theacc.org> 
To: "Hvozdovic, Marra" <mhvozdovic@theacc.org> 
Sent: Monday,             10:26 AM 
Subject: ACC Baseball Championship - Volunteers 

All 
Attached, you will find volunteer intbrmation tbr the ACC Baseball Championship. Volunteers are a.sked to submit the attached registration form to me by 

Should you know anyone interested, please tbrward on. Thank you for your assistance’. 

Thin&s, 

Marra 

Marra Hvozdovic 
Intern. Championships 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
(O) 336.369.4656 
(C) 
(F) ,336. 369.1203 

:: N~ :: ACC EmailSignature 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caxolina Annual Fund <~Jmualfund@nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 3:40 PM 

Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Help us reach our goal! 

701403504~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brody, Lynne <Lynne Brody@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 8:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Stroman admini~xative apv,~iatmeat 

I have been thinking more about this, and I do think it might be helpful to have Joe call him. However, I think that is your call based on what you know about your dept chair. 

Lynne Bro4¥’, Asst Dean for Human Resources, UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 
Campus Box 3490, McColl Ndg, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-34-90 
919.962.7913 fax919.962-9268 [y_r!E_e__b_[Q_c_l_y_~__u_n___c_~_e_d___u_ _~__v~_:_k_e__n_a__[)_-.f_[a_gLe_r_:_u_n__c_:e_d__u_ 
Shaping Leaders, Driving Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 8:11 PM 
To: Brody, Lynne 
Subject: Re: Stroman administrative appointment 

Thanks again. ;) I left a msg for Kevin to call you for further explanation, as necessa~. I said that with his approval we can Inake this work for March. I also spoke to 

Joe tonight and he told me that he would call Kevin only upon my request. I am SO baffled and frustrated. ;( Patience is a virtue - right?! Debby 

DLS from ~ny iPhone. 

On Mar 13, 2013, at 11:05 AM, "Brody, Lynne" <Lyime Brod,~)kenan-fl, ,agler~unc~edu> wrote: 

Just fo~owing up on this. Let me know if you woutd ~ike me to process the secondst7 appointment sction. 

Lynne 

From: Brody, Lynne 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 11:4-9 AM 
To: Currin, Denise (Exercise & Sport Science) 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Pope, Tonya CTonya Pope@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Napier, Mary; Swanson, Margaret 
S~bject: Stroman administrative appointment 

Good mornins, 

The Kenan Institute would like to 8ive a one year administrative appointment to Denise Stroman. The appointment will be accompanied by a 

supplement. Please let me know whether you would like me to enter the action in EPA web as an external secondary appointment or whether you 

would like to enter the action. Attached is a pdf of the letter. The account number-B@e82 

Lynne Brody 
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March 4, 2013 

Dr. Bruce Carney 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
!04 South Building, CB 3000 
UNC-CH 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 

Dear Dr. Carney 

This letter is to inform you that the administrative title of Kenan Institute Senior Advisor has been 
granted to Dr. Deborah Stroman, Professor of Exercise and Sport Science for the period of 
3/!/2013-2128/2014. The title will be accompanied by a       supplement. 

Over the past six months, the Kenan institute for Private Enterprise has been conducting an 
extensive strategic planning process under the leadership of Dr. Joe DeSimone, the Institute’s new 
Director. The ptanning process has resulted in a significant shift of structure and focus. Dr. 
Stroman will serve as an advisor to the Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise as they implement 
these changes over the next year. This work is outside of Dr. Stroman’s faculty duties, and will 
require additional time and effort on her part. 

Specifically, Dr. Stroman will work to: connect and stimulate UNC-CH entrepreneurial efforts; identify 
and champion strategic needs of the campus community and the region; create opportunities for 
students to collaborate across universities; marketing of the Institute to the campus community and 
beyond. 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. James W. Dean, Jr. 
Dean, Kenan-Flagler Business School 

rl~. J~ osei~ph OeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 
Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry 
William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering, NCSU 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 12:12 PM 

To: 

Sublet’t: Student Organization Advisor Brown Bag Sessions 

Good Afternoon -- 

On behalf of the Office of Student Activities and Student Organizations, I am excited to invite you to several student organization advisor brown bag 

sessions that we will be offering throughout the remainder of the semester. These sessions will cover a variety of helpful topics and will also provide a 

great opportunity for advisors to swap ideas. 

Each session will begin at 2:05 p.m. in the FPG Union Underground Presentation Arena (1st floor). 

¯ . "What’s my role?" - A roundtable discussion of best-practices for student organization advisors 

¯ - Filling up your toolbox: Available resources to help your student organization succeed 

¯ "What are they talking about?" - Understanding and working with Millennials 

Thank you for all that you do! We hope to see you there! 

2501 Frank Porter Graham Student Union Cg5210 

University of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:29 PM 

~kenma-flagler.unc.edu-~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Charlotte Motor Speedway         Internships 

Good afternoon 

Hope you’re having a wonderful break! Please keep the below announcement handy for next year’s olticer (if it’s you this will obviously be a seamless process). 

Sent them my iPhone 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: "emplownent~teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online)" <emplovmentC~teamworkonline.com> 

Date: 11:02:52 AM CDT 

To:~ ~gmaJl.com 

Subject: Various Internslfip Opportunities at Cliarlotte Motor Speedway 

Knowing you have ~a interest in sports-related internships, we flaought the ~bllowing optx~rtunities might be right for you. 

Charlotte Motor Speedway, located in Concord, NC, is looking for ~veral well-qualiIied ca~adidates to join their team in one of many internship 

positions where you will play a key role and grow your career ruth the company.. 

If you or someone you know might be interested in one of the positions, follow the links below to apply online: 

Camping Department Intern (                               - Charlotte Motor Speedway (Concord, NC) 

http:i/speedwawnotorsports.temnworkonline.com/teamwork’r.cfin?i 53282 

Comlntmications Department Intern (.                                - Charlotte Motor Speedway (Concord, NC) 

http:i/speedwaymotorspo(~s.teamworkonline.com, tearawork/r.cfm?i=53283 

Consumer Marketing and Sales Intern ( - Charlotte Motor Speedway (Concord, NC) 

httr~:i/speedwaymotorspor~s.teamworkonline.com/tearaworkir.cfm?i 53285 

Corporate Sales Department Intern_                                 , - Charlotte Motor Speedway (Concord, NC) 
http:i/speedwm,motorsports.temnworkonline.com/teamwork!r.cfm?i=53287 

Events Department Intern                                 - Charlotte Motor Speedway (Concord, NC) 

http://speedwavmotorspor~s.teamworkonline .com/teamworl~r.c fm ?i 53291 

Finance Intern i                                  , - Charlotte Motor Speedway (Concord, NC) 

http:/ispeedwaymotorsports.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r.ciha?i 53292 

Graphic Design Intern ~                                - Charlotte Motor Speedway (Concord, NC) 
http:/ispeedwaymotorsports.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r.ciha?i 53294 

Guest Services and Logistics Intern ( - Charlotte Motor Speedway (Concord, NC) 

http://speedwavmotorspol~.teamworkonline .com/teaaa~work/r.c fm ?i 53295 

Performance Racing Network Intern ( - Charlotte Motor Speedway (Concord, NC) 

http:i/speedwawnotorsports.temnworkonline.com/teamwork’r.cfin?i 53296 

Security Intern ~                               ~ - Charlotte Motor Speedway (Concord, NC) 

http:i/speedwaymotorspo(~s.teamworkonline.com/te~raworL/r.cfm?i 53297 

Speedway Children’s Charities-charlotte Chapter Intern ( 

http:i/speedwaymotorspor~s.teamworkonline.com/tearaworkir.cfm?i 53314 

Speedway Motorsports, Inc. - National Marketing Intern ( 

http:i/speedwavmotorsports.teaanworkonline.com/teeanwork/r.cfm?i 53298 

Speedway TV Inte~a (                               ~ - Charlotte Motor Speedway (Concord, NC) 

http://speedwavn~otorsports.tean~workonline .com/teamwork!r.c fm ?i 53317 

~ - Charlotte Motor Speedway (Concord, NC) 

- Charlotte Motor Speedway (Concord, NC) 



The Speedway Club Intern,                                 - Charlotte Motor Speed~,ay (Concord, NC) 

http:i/speedwaymotorspo(Ls.team workonline.com/te~raworL"r.cfm ?i 53319 

Ticket S’aqes Department Intern ~             _                                , - Charlotte Motor Speedway (Concord, NC) 

http:i/speedwaymotorsports.tea~nworkonline.com/temnwork!r.cfm?i=53320 

Tom’ Department Intern ~                                  . - Charlotte Motor Speedway (Concord, NC) 

http:i/speedwaymotorsports.tea~m¥orkonline.com/tea~nwork/r.cfm?i 53325 

Track Services Department Intern ( - Charlotte Motor Speedway (Concord, NC) 

http://speedwaymotorsports.teamworkonline.com/teamwork2r.cfm?i 53323 

zMAX Dragway Intern (                               ~ - Charlotte Motor Speedway (Concord, NC) 

http:/ispeedwaymotorsports.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/r.ciin?i 53321 

Sincerely, 

TeamWork Online 

w~,.temnworkonline.com 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might 
interest you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and login: 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/r1ea mWork/MvCa reef/ 

Tf you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http ://www,tea mworkonlin e,com/tea mwork/myca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Friday, 11:57 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Read-In 

Hi Dr. Stroman --- 

I am so sorry I didn’t get back to you about this! I really had hoped to come but ended up being out of town most of that week (for a retreat with the People’s 

[nstitut,:_~ in New Orleans -and I took a couple extra days to visit some friends down there). 

Can we make a rain-check? 

Fd real~y ~ove to hear more about the work of the SHS CenLer, the B~ack Caucus, and hear your Lhoughts and experience on if/how we should/could incorporate an 

understanding o1: ~nstitut~ona~zed racism ~nLo Lhe work we do s[ UNC and at the K~PE. ~"m sti]~ young in the worlds o1: academia and economic development <and ~n 

general ] think ;)> but Fm commkted to th~s work. ~t wou~d real~y help me to get some of your wisdom and thoughts on it -and I’d ~ove to support your work 

around ~t ~n any way I can. 

IV)aybe we could get coffee or kmch w~th IV)ark, .Joe, and/or others sornetime? I’m back from break tomorrow. 

~ hope you’re we~L 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:2:t PM 
To: 
Subject: CBC Read=In 

Hi     If you are in town, I would love for you to come. It’s a great evening! 

Bring friends! 

d 

Deborah L Stroman~ Ph,D, CLU 

9~9,843,0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rebecca Hersher <RHersher@npr.org> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 12:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: NPR 

Great, I’~ call at 9:30am on Monday. Have a great weekend! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 12:28 PM 
To: Rebecca Hersher 
Subject: Re: NPR 

Belbre 10:00 or alter 4:30 on my ottice # 919.843.0336. My mobile alter work is Call betbre 10:00 p.m. Thanks. 

DLS from ~ny iPhone. 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 12:24 PM, "Rebecca Hersher" <..R_}__l__e__~__h_e_~[~_r!F?__r:£!:g. > wrote: 

Oh fun[ What’s the best time/phone number to reach you on Monday? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [ma!!b~:dstro~unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 12:23 PM 
To: Rebecca Hersher 
Subject: Re: NPR 

Hi Rebecca. I’m at the ACC Men’s Tourney right now. Monday is probably best as I am unsure of my schedule later today. There me three more games 

today. ;) Thanks! 

DLS fi~m my iPhone. 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 11:25 AM, "Rebecca ttersher" <RHersher@npr.org> wrote: 

Hi Prof. Stroman, 
I’m a producer at National Public Radio in Washington, DC. We’re putting together a story on the psychological and productivity effects of March 
Madness. Do you have a few minutes to chat with me about your work on social-psychology in sports fans, either this afternoon or early next 
week? 

Best, 
Rebecca 
NPR I Rebecca Hersher I All Things Considered, Weekends I rhersher@npr.orfl I 202-513-2285 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 12:49 PM 

Dean, Jmnes W Jr <james dean@unc.edu> 

Re: Link from Trotter 

No sir it was not. I sincerely apologize if I did anything wroug. Would you like for me to speak with you in person when I get back to campus? 

Again, I’m s~n.5, for whatever I did. I was simply reconnecting with some students at Ohio Univ. who I know personally to help our Carolina Sport Business Club 

continue to grow nationally. 

Sent from my iPhone 

http:/iabout.me/ 

~unc.edu 

(c) 
SBU,com Profile: bMs~i131~VS~Jx 

Minutes Away ] Ahead 

On at 8:22 AM, "Derek, Jim" <Jim Dea~b, kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu> wrote: 

- you are begging us to unfollow you with this torrent ofm, eets. Was this an accident? 

Jim Dema 

pic.twitter.com/LpA29G6TTK 

Download the official Trotter app here 

James W. Dean, Jr. 
Dean, Kenm~-Flagler Business School 

The University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

Shapiug Leaders [ Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 2:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Link from Trotter 

Yes ma’am! ;) 

Sent from my iPhone 

http:/iabout.me/ 

~unc.edu 

(c): 
SBU.com Profile: bit.lyi131~VyJx 

Minutes Away] Ahead 

On . at 12:30 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Slow down. Think about your brand! It is you but you are a]so a part ofUNC KF now. They are a bit more guarded on how and when they 
communicate to the public. How impo~x~t is it for you to tell the w-ofld (versus the UNC t:axnily) about what we are doing? 

DLS frotn my iPhone. 

On , at 12:48 PM, ?))kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wl~ote: 

No sir it was not. I sincerely apologize ifI did anything wrong. Would you like for me to speak with you in person when I get back to 

campus? 

Again, I’m sorry tbr whatever I did. I was simply reconnecting wifl~ mine s~tudents at Ohio Univ. who I know personally to help our Carolina 

Sport Business Club continue to grow nationally. 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

http:,/abou[me/ 

,%anc.edu 

(c): 
SBU.com Profile: bit.l#] 3HWyJx 

Minutes Away i [ Ahem 

On at 8:22 AM, "Dean, Jim" <Jim Dean~,%kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

¯ you are begging us to unfollow you ruth this torrent of tweets. ~Vas this an accident? 

.Iim I~an 

pic.twitter.co~/LpA29G6TTK 

Download the official Twitter app here 

James W. Dean, Jr. 
Dean, Kenan-Flagler Business School 

The Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Shaping I,eadersI Driving Resul’Ls 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TEDxUNC <tedxunc@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Join the TEDxUNC Teach & S upl~ort Laura Rozo 

Apply for the TEDxUNC Or~Janizing Committee: Loved TEDxUNC and looking to 
gel more involved in the organizing of next year’s conference? 
Or~’~anizin9 Cemmittee today! Applications are due on Monday, at 5 PM. The team 
will consist of approximately 20-2~ TED enthusiasts from the UNC community who are 
passionate abou[ growing TEDxUNC’s presence and curating the conference. We 

encourage all who are interested to apply! 

Videos: Want to re-watch Sth’iin~ LiLt[e’s jaw-dropping talk on gender violence in \4deo games? 

Need some inspiring words from Laura Rozo to take on life’s next adventure? 

Miss the tunes of the Grammy-nominated Carolina Chocolate 

All videos of speakers and performers are available online on the 

Watch and share them today! Remember to use the #TEDxUNC or tweet at @TED~cUNC! 

As art who attended TEDxUNC know, is a student, a big sister, a 

friend, a mentor, and a spiritual guide for a[[ who meet her. Unfortunately, the treatment 

immeasurable peace of mind. Now, it’s time for us to show her the support she needs. 

To [earn more, please read this heartwarm#N post about      on Everyday Ambassador. 

Please consider making a donation here, small or large. Your support is much appreciated. 



We hope you continue to foster innovative thinking, celebrate surprising 

connections, and spread creative ideas. 

Thank you for your support, enthusiasm, and energy for TEDxUNC! 

iEDxUNC I Cameron Avenue I Chspel HIll, NC 2;’514 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:42 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Recruitment 

Dr. Stmman, 

My break was veD, restful indeed and I hope yours was too’. I am free Tuesday at 10:30 or an~ime after 2, just let me know when works best for you! 

O11 Sun, 

D~, Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore, Empowen 

919.843.0336 

From: [mailto: 
Sent; Friday, 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Recruitment 

at 10:40 PM, Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

hope you~" b~’eak was ~’estful, How is your schedul,:_~ on Tuesday before I1:00 or after 2:00? 

"You will never re~h ~,our destination i.f ~ou stop ~nd throw stones at ever~ dog that b~rkso" 

W. Churc’ffi!t 

Dr. Stroman, 

@gmail.com] 

I hope your break is going well’. My IRB went through so I’ll be starting recruitment this upcoming week. Would it be possible to set up a time to meet with you to 

discuss potential places I should recruit? 

Thanks! 

Teaching Assistant] Depm~tment of Exercise and Sport Science ] UNC Chapel Hill 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

E: ~live.tmc.edu 

Teaching Assistant I Department of Exercise and Sport Science l UNC Chapel Hill 

I The University of North Ca~-olina at Chapel 

E: @live.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:37 AM 

L~ Nagle <liznagle@umich.edu> 

Brandon Rhodes <bsrhodes@umich.edu> 

UMich Sports Business Conference Website is now LIVE! ! 

Good morning Liz, 

LOVE THIS’.! All y’all at UMich are doing amazing work! CSBC will be sure to help support in any way we can. 

Our Sports Business and Fitness Expo tbr the l?all is coming along nicely by the way. Thanks so much to you and tbr all your help! :) 

#GEatUNC 
Thurs, ,5:30pm o Union 3206 

Follow @mbsa_unc for more details! 

O11 at 10:14 AM, "Liz Nagle" <liznagle@umich.edtr> wrote: 

Good Morning Everyone! 

I mn pleased to announce that the Michigan Sport Business Conference website is officially launched m~d live! Check out all the new features, 

including gues~t blogs every, Monday at 8:00 p.m, (look out for one tonight’.) m~d Q&A sessions every Thursday at 8:00 p.m. with sport indus~try 

executives, fiflldength videos of last year’s MSBC, photos, March Madness Bracket Challenge and a]l the latest MSBC info! 

Blow up social media #MSBClaunch @UMSBC!!! 

www.umsbc.com 

Groat work to all of the MSBC website contributors! 

Best Regards, 

Liz M. Nagle 
University of Michigan 

Brand Manager, Michigan Sport Business Conference (MSBC) 

<lin kedin32.pn,q> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Lingmei <Lingmei Howell@kenan-flaglera~nc,edu> 

Monday, 11:00 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

receptio~/dilmer -- Tilhnan Outstanding Leadership Award 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings. I hope your weekend was pleasant. 

I’m pleased that Ben connected us via email, and look forward to learning more about your efforts on UNC’s sports entrepreneurship, as well as to the 
prospect of working closely with you down the road. 

I would like to invite you to our Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows’ farewell reception & Tillman award dinner. This is a special occasion for the Institute 
to officially bid farewell to our graduating Leadership Fellows, and also to present the Rollie Tillman Jr. Outstanding Leadership Award to one fellow in 
recognition of his/her outstanding contributions. The reception and dinner will be held the evening of Wed, 

Our graduating MBA Leadership Fellows (                                 I enjoyed getting to know you through their participation in the Institute’s 
strategic planning task force. They have mentioned so much about you and your insights, and I know it would mean a lot to them if you could join us for 
this special event. 

Sincerely, 
Lingmei 

P.S. The official invitation should be forthcoming, but I wanted to let you know about the event early and get on your calendar. 

Ling.mei i-{owell, Mi;A, MDA 

Director of Outreach 

The }:ranl< .Hswkiss Kesan I~;sl:itui:e 

The University of 

Campus Box 3440, ~en~w~ Cen[er 

Chspel H~, NC 27599-3440 
919.962~2686 & fax: 919.962.8202 

F~m= Ben Sturner [mailto:bens@leverageagency,com] 
Senti Wednesday,             t:08 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah (Exercise N Sport Science); 

Su~jectl Kenan Flaaler - Lingmei Howell 

Deborah and 

Howell, Lingmei 

Lingmei Howell and I had a great discussion about Sports Entrepreneurship and also a Sports Business Center at UNC. She is going to help us with the Chancellor 

and the leaders in the school for a presentation. 

Also, she wants to know more about the Symposium so I am connecting her to you to speak. 

Be~ Stumer 

888 Seventh Ave..",(ie 16~i: F1 
New Yo!’k. NY 

[ i~i Description: Description: 10.ffic@: I 212,752,2500 
....... cid:image001 jpg@0 lCBF840. 

Fa~ I 2!2 223 6982 DDDF5EB0 
] 

~.levemgeagency.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:19 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Independent Study 

Dr. Stroman, 

Can we still set up a meeting for this week? 

I am available most days in the afternoon. Or are you free Wednesday after your 11 o’clock class? 

Thanks, 

On at 5:12 P2~ Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Let’s chat after break. We have to have a form completed during the first week of classes to get approved 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage Explore Empower. 

919.8430336 

"You will never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 
W Churchill 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday: 11:59 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: Independent Stu@ 

I)r Stroman, 

Is there anything I need to do to get permission from you to take your independent stu@ class next semester? 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~live.unc.edu ] C: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~wmgllc.com> 

Monday, 12:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Spring CSBC Meetings 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Happy tourney time! Feels weird to be out of Chapel Hill for the tournament, but I’ve done my duty by organizing the NY Wasserman office bracket pool! 

,Just wanted to reach out to you about a few ~:hmgs: 

Did you catch the 30 for 30 documentary on Valvano at~d ~:he NC S~:ate I983 team that was on ~ast mght? Abs.:~Mtely awesome ~n my opinion. A~s.:% h.mny to 

see Sonny Vaccaro at~d Dave Dh~km featured in the docunlet~tarv, CSBC has de[in~:e~y had sorne w~ry prornk~em: speakers~ 

~ For the Ce~ebrat~on Week meetings, f am narrowh~g down my [Hght optkms and )~sL wanted to touch base w~th you, fs Tuesday st:~H open f.:~[ at~ 

ah.~mn~ meeting? That m~gh~: work better ~or me than the Thursday prior. I could work to get EHzabeth Lindsey or another Wasserman person also, if 

needed, ] know Bubba has Monday the ~ut not sure ~f you have anyone else booked, 

T~lk soon, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:25 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: How Can Get to Wasserman?? 

[ like Thursday, the for Wasserman night, Please check with 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn~]ug~e. ~xplore, Empower. 

919,843,0336 

and let’s make it happen. Thanks! 

From:          [mailto: 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: How Can Get to Wasserman?? 
Thanks, good to know[ Let’s keep the alumni day for Tuesday right now and I will see i1:1 can make that happen @ 

Did you want to have a Wasserman day at aid Not sure if you wanted to have or someone else back and 

Thursday or Friday prior? 

Just thinking ~:hrough the op~:ions, but you guys call the sh.:_~ts these days since f’m an old.-timer! 

"Our lives begin to end the doy we become silent about things thor matter," 
Martin Luther King, Jr, 

~. wmgllc.com] 
2:11 PM 

and 1 couM join._ Maybe the 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@qnqedu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:06 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: How Can Get to Wasserman?? 
Bubba has Monday, Another akm~ can onb~ do the Tuesday, so I wrested to check with you, 

~ w~H wait for your rep~y, 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919,843,0336 

"Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter. 
Marti~ Luther King, Jr, 

~t _v___m__~;l!_c__,_c_~t_nj 
9:50 AM 

From:          [ ._E)_a__[Lt_9_i 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: How Can Get to Wasserman?? 

I am trying to plan a trip around that weekend of the Spring Football Game , so I’m looking to extei~d it either a few days in advance or stay a 

Few days h~ter I           and work out: ok Wass~-_~rmatfs Raleigh offic~:_~ fora few days. I just: need to check with people at work at~d I.:x)k into phme t:ickets t:o see 

what would work better. ~ definitely want to make an Alumn~ Pane~ happen though around that weekend] 

When do you need to know by? I should have an answer next week, ~t might ~e eas~er if we could do ~t on the but Iql see what ~ can work out. Any 

speakers booked for the week akeady? 

Thanks for reaching out ~ 

Nick 

~mm= Stroman, Deborah L 
SeBt= Friday, 9:40 AM 
T~= 
Subject= RE: How Can Get to Wasserman?? 
Thanks     I had a Mng talk with him last night. He needs to focus and slow down. 

Celebration Week -AhJmn~ Pane] --Does work for you? 

Dr. 

Do Good. 

Deho~ab L, St~oman, Ph,D, CLU 
En~jug~e, ~xplore, Empower. 



Martin Luther King, Jr. 

~. wmgllc.com] 
9:33 AM 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Friday, 
To: 
(:c: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: How Can Get to Wasserrnan?? 
Hey 

Happy Friday! Firat off, curious as to whether you ~en~: ~:h~s before ~?:~ng to ~eep or when you a~ready woke up, because 4:5~.AM could be either. [~e~ard~ess, thanks 

for reachb~g out~ Haha. 

Yes, Dr. Eriss’s class ~s definitely a 8ood way to 80. ~ d~d no~ take the class, bu~ ~ had a lot of f~ends ths~ did (~ndud~n8 the people p~ofHed ~n Ms PPT} and strongly 

recommended R. ~ would take the class ~f I could do ~t ove~ asah~ and make the thee for ~t. 

~ete are some thoughts: 

~ am proud and happy, to hea~ that you thimk you know where you want to 8o after col~ese, but dom~t ~im~t ~,ourse~f in any way to pursue that path~ Sure, 

take the consu~:~n8 class and learn what you can., but (:oHese is really, the time #,ou set to ~earn new th~n~s a~ld ex~:~h:~re ma~lv career paths. Just kee~ 

Three tMn#fs people h~ Consu~t~n8 should have: 

:) AbH~w to wor]~ fast and 8djust to cha]lges ill a team environment 

o Be very personaMe and a stron~ Us[ener 

: ReaUy enjoy what yOU dO- because you do a lot of it~ 

Have a great weekend buddy and don’t work too hard] 

From: [ __m___a_j_[__tg__; .,r~ __k__e__n___a__n__:_fJ _a__gJ__e__r_:_u__ L~_ _c_ : _e_ _c_ ! _u_ ] 
Sent: Friday, 4:51 AM 
To: 
C:c: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: How Can Get to Wasserman?? 
Hey guys. 
Was taiking to Dr Stroman ab out how to b etter define my interests so [’m not so a~. over the place. She said ~ reminded her a lot of herself in that I’m interested in marketing, management/operations, 

entrepreneurship, consulting, writing (SportsBusinessU.com site), etc. 
Wa~ted to really hone in on career interests (why want to talk to Elizab eth Lindsey) and see ~’,rhat can I do to fine my passion, how I can use the CSBC to help me, and classes/resources to help me get 

there. So, ~ thi.~: ] no~;¢ ultimately reailv ~;~-ant to he a manaqement consultant for a s]:,¢rts mazketinq firr~1 helping industry businesses effectively and efficiently solve their business problems...in other 
words work for Wasserman Media Group full time haha. 
See the attached ~,¢v~er~ulnt. I’m applying to Dr. £riga’s class for the Fall and hopefully this will help me better position myself for my first internship with Wasserman for summer ...hopefully in the 
I~ or NYC office (interning at Raleigh office spring semester senior year is the goal for the 2nd internship). 

Thouc[hts on ail tl~-is? What are top 3 things WMG employees MUST have? How can I obtain these necessary skills? 



you do not ,,v~sh to receive e:lla~ commur~£ations t~om h’~c., please c~c[, here to update you~ prefe~et~ces. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rebecca Hersher <RHersher@npr.org> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 4:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: NPR 

Hi Prof. Stroman, 

Thanks for chatting with me this morning! The UNC Chapel Hill studio is available Wednesday at 4:00pm. Will that time work for you? The studio is at 210 Pittsboro St. in 
Chapel Hill. 

The interview will take about 20 minutes and will be pre-taped (not live) -- just an informal chat much like the one you and I had this morning. The person interviewing you will 
be NPR’s Don Gonyea. This is for our show All Things Considered and will air this coming weekend. 

Thanks, 
Rebecca 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 9:41 AM 
To: Rebecca Hersher 
Subject: RE: NPR 

Hi F, ebecca. ~r~-_~ w~-:~ still chatting this morning? Thank,.;! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CL[J 

Engage, Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

"You will never reach your destination i/you stop and throw stones at every dog that harks," 

W. Churchill 

From: Rebecca Hersher [mailto:RHersher@npr.org] 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 12:31 PM 

Ta: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: NPR 
Great, I’ll call at 9:30am on Monday. Have a great weekend! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 12:28 PM 
To: Rebecca Hersher 
Subject: Re: NPR 

Before 10:00 or after 4:30 on my office # 919.843.0336. IVly mobile after work is Call before 10:00 p.m. Thanks. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Mar 15,2013, at 12:24 PM, "Rebecca Hersher" <RHersher@npr.org> wrote: 

Oh fun[ What’s the best time/phone number to reach you on Monday? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 12:23 PM 
To: Rebecca Hersher 
Subject: Re: NPR 

Hi Rebecca. I’m at the ACC Men’s Tourney right now. Monday is probably best as I am nnsure of my schedule later today. There are three more games 

today. ;) Thanks! 

DLS from ~ny iPhone. 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 11:25 AM, "Rebecca Hersher" <__R__!__{__e_r__s__h__e___r_@__r_~ic?!_.£!/g> wrote: 

Hi Prof. Stmman, 
I’m a producer at National Public Radio in Washington, DC. We’re putting together a story on the psychological and productivity effects of March 
Madness. Do you have a few minutes to chat with me about your work on social-psychology in sports fans, either this afternoon or early next 
week? 
Best, 
Rebecca 
NPR I Rebecca Hersher I All Things Considered, Weekends I rhersher@npr.org I 202-513-2285 



Fi"oill ¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 7:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Mis~d Appointment 

@live.unc.edu> 

Ms. Stroman, 

When I changed my major before spring break I made a quick decision of an open appointment time without realizing that I had            from :I-4:50 today. My PID is 
and my appointment time was scheduled for today at 3:05. Hope I can reschedule sometime again this week. Sorry to take up your time by not canceling earlier. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephen G Meyer <sgmeye@us.ibm.com> 

Monday, 9:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

IBM Global Business Services Recruiting Temn - Interest in partnership with Carolina Stx~rts Business Club 

Hey 

My name is Stephen Meyer and I graduated from UNC in May of     with a degree in Business Administration. After graduation, I joined IBM Global Business Services 
(GBS) in their college-hire program known as Consulting by Degrees. The program is a 2-year rotation where recent college graduates work for a variety of clients and gain a 
variety of experiences in IBM’s consulting division (GBS). 

At IBM, I’ve been able to work on some very interesting projects. Coming straight out of college, I created a prototype of a website for a large corporation to increase retailer 
sales. After that, I worked on modernizing the user experience of an internal company portal at a leading warehouse materials distribution firm. These types of diverse 
experiences are what the Consulting by Degrees program is built on and what drives IBM as an innovator in information technology solutions. 

IBM and the UNC recruiting team are interested in working with the Carolina Sports Business Club. We expect this club would have a lot of students that are interested in 
working in business, but also having enough time to explore their interests (i.e. sports!). I know what that can be like, as I was an intern for UNC’s 

, while also balancing my interest in a consulting cm~er. IBM is a great place to work and we have a strong UNC contingency; over 20 hires in the 
past 3 years! We enjoy our work and would love to share our experiences with your club. Please let us know if your club would be interested in further interaction with IBM’s 
recruiting team heading into the summer and upcoming fall. 

Thanks and Go Heels! 

Regards, 

Consultant 

Consulting by Degrees - S&T Distribution 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 

is only offered in the Spring semester, and in Summer Session 

Thanks. 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Science 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolb~a 

309 Woo~en Ggm 

Chapel H~, NC 2751.9 

Phone: 9~9.962.5~73 

Enla~k sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Tuesday, 12:00 PN 
Te~ Osborne, Barbara 
Subject~ Fwd: 
~i Barbara. See attached note. Correct, right? 

d 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: 1:16:24 PM EDT 

To: "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Ms. Stroman 

In planning for Fall 

Thanks 

is saying unavailable. Is that course only being offered 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth Lindsey <elindsey@wmgllc.com> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 1:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Kathleen Kelly ~l&elly@wmgllc.com> 

RE: UNC Sport Administration ~d CSBC 

Hi Deborah 

My apologies - [ was out on vacation when I received this. 

Vrn back now and fairly caught up, so if it’s not too late, would be happy to catch up, Kathleen Kelly, cop~ed here, can he~p coordinate my calendar, Vd a~so ~H<e 

t:o involve JD [.ube~etsk[ fl’om mv team - he works on co.:~rd[nai:ing a~ campus outreach. Wbe trying i:o getter better m~d more consistent in the programs we 

support~ 

Thanks 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Senti Tuesday, March 05, 2013 10:41 PM 

To= Elizabeth Lindsey 

Cc= Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject= UNC SpoR Administration and CSBC 

Hi Elizabeth. I hope all is going well for you and yours. Lots have been happening on our campus for Entrepreneurship. I would love to chat with you for just a few quick minutes this 

week, if possible. Let me know your availability or a good time to call. (I teach at 11:00 - 12:00 on MWF and at 12:30 - 1:45 on T/R.) You can give me a call on my mobile at your 

convenience and if I miss you I will give you a call back. I check out at 10:00 p.m. ;) 

I have a few ideas that I would love for Wasserman to play a major a role with and need your feedback. 

Thanksl 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://exss.unc.edu/ 

919.843.0336 

Mobile - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and S~gma Alpha Lambda 

"until reafity i~ defined, progress is impossible." 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick Lennon ~nlennon@wrngllc.corn> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 2:22 PM 

Strornan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ben Sturner 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Just wanted to drop you a quick note to let you know that I had lunch with Ben Sturner today at his office. I completely understand your characterization of Ben as 

unpolished. I definitely got the same vibe from him. He was very quirky and I couldn’t quite figure him out. Definitely a very nice guy and accomplished, but I kept 

asking myself "how is this guy the CEO of a company?" 

Anyway, just wanted to keep you posted ! l’d love to chat this week sometime if you have a few minutes. 

-Nick 

Nick Lennon 
Associate Manager, Consultin9 
W~sserman Media GroL~p 

444 Msd~son Avenue, 10th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
P: 212-710-8074 ~ C: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathleen Kelly <kkelly@wmgllc.com> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 4:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Jr) Lubenetski <jlubenetski@wmgllc.com> 

RE: UNC Sport Administration ~d CSBC 

Hi Deborah, 

I’m happy to help you schedule some time for a call with Liz and JD. They are both available next Monday, March 25, 1-2:30 pro. Would that work for you? 

JD is traveling th~s week and L~z next week, and this ~s the only day theyql both be in the office over the next week or 

Let me know ~f l:h~s works for you and fqi send out the k~vil:e. ~ no~:, f’m sure weql find a day/time that wi~i. 

Thanks and ~k)ok forward to hearing from you. 

Kath[een 

F~: Elizabeth Lindsey 
8eBt~ Tuesday, March ~9, 20~3 ~:~ PH 

Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
¢¢t Kathleen Kelly 
~jeCt: RE: UNC Spo~ Administration and CSBC 

Hi Deborah 

My apolog~es- I was out on vacation when [ received 

I’m back now and fairly caught up. so i[ ~t:’s not too late, would be ha]:q)y to catch up. Kathleen Kelly, (:og)~ed here, can help coordh~ate my (:a~endar. 

to kwo[ve JD Lt~enetsk~ from my team --- he works on coordb~atff~g all campt~s outreach~ W~e tryk~g to ~e[ter bet[er and more consistent in the programs we 

support~ 

Thanks 

EBL 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent~ Tuesday, March 0S, 2013 ~0:41 PN 

T~ Elizabeth Undsey 

C¢~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Subjeet~ UNC Spo~ Administration and CSBC 

Hi Elizabeth. I hope all is going well for you and gouts. Lots have been happening on our campus for [ntrepreneursNp. I would love to chat with gou for just a few quick minutes this 

week, if possible. L~t me know your availabi~it~ or a good time to call. (I teach at 11:00- 12:00 on MWF and at 12:30 - 1:45 on T!R.) You can give me a call on my mobile at gour 

convenience and if I miss you I will give you a call back. I check out at 10:00 p.m. ;) 

I have a few ideas that I would love for Wasserman to Nag a major a role w~th and need your feedback. 

Thanks~ 

debb~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ~tp’.iie~:MB~:edM/ 

919.843.0336 

Mobile - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, CarNina Black Caucus 

Facultg Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reality is defined, progress is impossiMe." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 5:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Checking In 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I hope all is well with you, it’s been a little while since we have spoken and I was wondering if you have a few minutes one night this week to connect for 

a few minutes and catch up. Thursday night might be best for me but let me know what works for you. I have a few things going on that I want to let you 

know about, and I want to catch up with you on a few things and see how everything is going at UNCand with The Club. 

As a side note and a long overdue assignment, you asked me a while ago to think about what I would want in a curriculum for a class if I were looking 
back at my educational experience at Carolina. I have definitely come to the realization that while my classes at UNC taught me a lot, mostly everything 
that I learned was more theoretical in nature and didn’t amount to anything "real" or something tangible that I was able to walk away from it thinking that 
I made a difference. I kind of had this epiphany a few months ago after one of our tournaments when several recap/ROI reports that I had worked on went 
in front of the CMO of one of our clients. It was just a big "wow" moment for me to see something that I had worked on for so long in front of a CMO. I 
know that’s not something realistic for a "class experience" but just the opportunity to do anything "real" I think is very beneficial. I can elaborate on this 

more when we talk later this week. 
Let me know if one night this week would work best for you and if not, we can try to find another time that works for us. As always, Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 10:29 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Room Reservation 

image001 .j pg 

Wow! That is really good news! I will keep you in my thoughts for good luck :) 

My interview ruth the Charlotte Checkers went really well! Still nothing from the Charlotte Knights. But I spoke with Mr. Stumer the other day and he might be getting 

me a paid internship in Charlotte this summer! 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On 

at 
10:24 AM. Stroman, DeborahL d__s_’t_rg_(_a~_u_n_._c_:.e_c_t_u" wrote: 

Thanks! Had a great conference in Charlotte yesterday. 

Back to the grind today. Good news - I have an interview with NP~ later today for nationa~ news this weekend!! Yes! I wN discuss March Madness. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,gCge. Evplore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

<image00]..jpg> 

"You will ~ever reach your destination i]you stop and throw stones at eveW dog that barks," 
W, Chur~hifl 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:23 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Room Reservation 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I will contact Ms. Adamson now to reserve Fetzer 109. Thanks for letting me know! 

Hope you are havin8 a great week! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:15 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Please book Fetzer 109 with Ms. Diane Adamson for our Celebration Week. 

at 5:00 - 7:00. 

Confidential: So far we have Mr. Cunningham, Alumni Panel, and I awaiting confirmation from Mr. Karl Hicks, the ACC Men’s Basketball 

Commissioner. 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Lo Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
~plare, [!ngageo ~mpower, 

www,exss, unc,edu ............................................. 

3~5 Woollen - CB #$700 
C~ape~ H~lb NC 27599 

<image001.jpg> 

<m~ageO02 jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick Lennon <nlennon@wmgllc.com> 

Wednesday, 1:21 PM 

StromaJ~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

CSBC Celebration Week 

~gmail.com); Sarah Pellegrino@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Hi team! 

I am excited to let you know that I just booked my flights for.     to make a visit to UNC! I will be in town from Friday -Wednesday I will be able to 

make it to the CSBC Alumni panel on Tuesday night and I will also be in attendance for Bubba Cunningham’s meeting Monday night. Do you have times scheduled 

for those meetings yet? 

It would also be great to maybe have dinner or something when I’m in town. Maybe Monday night after the club meeting? Let me know what you guys are thinking 

and if you are available. 

I will be around all day Saturday as well for the Spring Game, so hope to see you there! Looking forward to getting back to the warm southern weather. 

-Nick 

Nick Lennon 
Associate Manager, Cor~sultin9 
Wasserman Media Group 

444 Madison Avenue, 10th Floor 

New York, NY 10022 
P: 212-710-g074 1 C: 

www.wmq|lc.com 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@enmil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Schedule a’time "talk, please 

Deb, just got back in the office will be here till 4:30. David 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:04 PM 

To: Kiel, David 
Subject: RE: Schedule a time talk, please 

Hi David, Can you chat in 10 minutes? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

Endu,qe. Explore. Empower. 

9:19.843.0336 

"You wil! never re~ch your destinotion i]you stop ~nd throw stones ot evew ~og thot barks," 

W. Churchill 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 ii:09 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Schedule a time talk, please 

Great, thanks! 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 19 Mar 2013 11:03:30 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc~edu> 

Subject: Re: Schedule a time talk, please 

Thanks! Back now and in Charlotte at an Advance conference. VVill try to call you at break or tomorrow. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Mar 19, 2013, at 9:09 AM, "Kiel, David" <kiel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Deb, 

I have not been successful in contacting you this past week, I assume you were traveling over break. Please let me know times when we can discuss and decide 
on the proposals we have received. 

Best, David 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathleen Kelly <kkelly@wmgllc.com> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Sport Administration and CSBC 

How about 4::[Spm on Monday? I.iz has a 4:.~0 call but I should be able to move that. If this works 1’11 send out invite with the diaMn info. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:08 PM 
To= Kathleen Kelly 
Subject= RE: UNC Sport Administration and CSBC 
Importance: High 

How about Monday any time after 4:00 p.m.? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Eng’age. £kph)re. Empower. 

9~9.843.0336 

"You wi# never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that harks." 
W. Churchill 

From: Kathleen Kelly [mailto:kkelly@wmqllc.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, March 19, 2013 4:51 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: .ID Lubenetski 
Subject-" RE: UNC Sport Administration and CSBC 

Hi Deborah, 

I’ m h a ppy to h~-’_~l p you sch~-’_~d ul e s.:) m e tim e for a ca II with Li z a n d ~ D. Th~-’_~V a r ~-’_~ both aw~ i la bl e n ext M o n d a y, M a rch 25, 1-2: 710 ~rn. Wou Id tha t work for you ? 

JD is traveling ~:his week and f_iz n~-_~>:t we~-_d% and this is the only day tl’u:_~yql both be in the office over the next week or so. 

Let me know ~f th~s works for you and Iqf send out the ~nvite. I[: noL I’m sure weql find a day/time that wi~f. 

Thanks and ~ look forward to hearing from you. 

Kath~een 

F~m= Elizabeth Lindsey 
Sent: Tuesday, March ~9, 20~3 ~:4~ PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢= KatNeen Kelly 
Subject= RE: UNC Spo~ Administration and CSBC 

Hi Deborah 

My apologies --- I was out on vacation when ~ received th~s. 

Fm back now and fairly caught up. so if i{’s not too late, would be happy to catch up. gathleen Kelly, cop~ed here, can hNp coordinate my calendar. 

to hwo~qe JD LubenetsM from my team --- he works on coordh~aflng a~ campus outreach. Wke tryh~g to getter better and more consistent in the progrm~s we 

support~ 

Thanks 

EBL 

F~m{ Stroman, Deborah L [maflto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent{ Tuesday, March 05, 2013 ~0:41 PN 
T~ Elizabeth Lindsey 
¢~{ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject{ UNC Spo& Administration and CSBC 
H~ Elizabeth. I hope all is going well for you and yours. Lots have been happening on our campus for EntrepreneursNp. I would love to chat w~th you for just a few quick m~nutes thB 
week, if possible. Let me know your availability or a good time to call. (I teach at 11:00 - 12:00 on MWF and at 12:30 - 1:45 on T/R.) You can give me a call on my mobile at your 

convenience and if I miss you I will give you a call back. I check out at 10:00 p.m. ;) 

I have a few ideas that I would love for Wasserman to play a major a role with and need your feedback. 

Thanksl 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exerdse and Sport Science Department - 

919.843.0336 

Mobile - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Un[H feahW is defined, progress is impossibk~." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kincheloe, Hatcher <Hatcher.Kincheloe@imgwofld.com> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 3:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RFx Leadership Gaa~e Cha~ger 

Great to hear from you and sorry for taking a few days to get back to you! When do you have some availability to chat? I’ve got a meeting tomorrow from 2-3, but, 

other than that, 1 am wide open the rest of the week~ I.et me know what works best for you. Looking forward to speakh~g w~th you~ 

Best, 

~ 
[ ~ old:image0 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 10:09 AM 

To: Kincheloe, Hatcher 
Subject: RE: Leadership Game Changer 
Awesorne! Sorry t:or the dela% We ~ust got off of spring break~ Let’s chat this week~ 

This program is similar to a new project I am working on... ~ may not have to reinvent the whee~ now. ;) 

Looks ~H<e you need more women--~et me know ~f ~ can ass~stH~ ;) 

Dr, S[:rornan 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
Enga~qe, Explo~~, Empower, 

9~ 9,843,0336 

"You wilt never reoch your destination if you stop ond throw stones at ever~ dog that barks," 

W, Churchill 

F~m: Kincheloe, Hatcher [mailto:Hatcher.Kincheloe@imgworld.com] 

Sent: Friday, March 15, 201~ 12:14 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Leadership Game Changer 

Dr. Stro~ao, 

Wanted to pass this along to you because I know that you are big on teaching the principles of leadership. This is an event that my company, IMG College, is 

putting together in Atlanta, and I thought it might be of interest to you and your students. 

Hope all is weIH See below my signature line for the information on the event. 

Best, 

Hatcher 

ATLANTA, GA - MAY 9TM 
A one-day business training camp that brings nationally recognized college coaches and former athletes 

together to share their training and motivational secretes with individuals, corporate teams and leaders 

seeking to compete at the highest level! 



TPe prece@ing e-mail message (including any attachments) 

contains information that may be confi@ential, may be protected 

by the attorney-client or other <~pplicabie privileges, or may 

constitute non-#ublic information. It is intended to be conveyed 

only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not 

an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender 

by replying to this message and then delete all co#ies of it 

from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution, 

o~ reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not 

authorized and may be unlawful. 

The prece@ing e-mail message (inc’udi~K~ any attachments) 

cont_ains information that :::ay be confidential, may be protected 

by the attorney-client or other applicable #rivileges, or may 

constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed 

only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not 

an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender 

by re#lying to this message and then delete all co#ies of it 

from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, @istri~ution, 

or repreduction of this message by unintended recipients is not_ 

authorized and may be unlawful. 
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VISI 
Contact: 

Angela R. Bryant, J.D. 
717 West End St., Rocky Mount, NC 27803 

abryant@an.qe/abryantconsultinq.com 
www.visions-inc.org 

252-442-4022 (office); (cell); 703-783-8553 (efax) 

VISIONS, Inc. is pleased to offer the Carolina Black Caucus (CBC) the following 
proposal for diversity and inclusion services. 

The CBC proposes a customized Spring 2013 Workshop to build and deepen Black 
faculty and employee relationships and partnerships across job and disciplinary lines to 
enhance critical competencies for survival, success and solidarity in the face of the 
unique challenges and opportunities that can come with race and gender differences. 

Spring 2013 - Objectives for Community Workshop I: Relationships/Partnerships 
¯ Identification of the special challenges and opportunities that Black faculty and 

staff face across campus 
¯ Examine how race and gender affect the ability to connect and build partnerships 

within and outside of one’s unit. 
° Learn core skills and practices needed to be effective in the light of these 

challenges and opportunities 
,/ Communication skills for building connections and relationship 
,/ Networking skills for linking to those outside and within the unit 

Proposed Consultant Fees and Expenses: $3600 for consultant fees and expenses 
for two consultants (Black male and female- bios at end of document). $1700 for 
consultant fees and expenses for one consultant (Bryant). These fees and expenses do 
not include copies of materials and handouts or meeting expenses, e.g. food, facility 
and equipment costs, etc. Please note that we are willing to negotiate costs to 
meet your budget and project parameters. 

Group Size: Maximum of 18 participants with two consultants and a maximum of 12 
participants with one consultant. 
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Time Frame: Mondays or Fridays in April or May. Consultant Bryant can only work 
on Mondays and Fridays due to another regular engagement; workshop will be at least 
4 hours in length + lunch but may be as long as 6 hours in length, i.e.10am-3pm or 
9am-4pm. Available dates for April and May will be provided by separate email. 

About VISIONS 

VISIONS, Inc. is a pioneering diversity and inclusion training and consulting 
organization that initiates a positive learning journey for people and groups to become 
catalysts for change. We support organizations, universities, communities, and 
individuals as they continue to clarify their diversity-related goals and engage in a 
dynamic process of development for the creation of more equitable relationships, 
structures, institutions and communities. With over 28 years of experience, VISIONS is 
one of the oldest non-profit inclusive diversity educational organizations in the country 
and has worked with over 500 organizations during that time. 

VISIONS, Inc. was started to provide users a framework for understanding the subtle, 
imbedded ways that power imbalances maintain systems that promote differential "life 
chances" based on group differences. VISIONS has been teaching individuals and 
groups how to address the persistent, structural, interpersonal and cultural challenges 
among us regarding differences, and at the same time, engage in problem-solving, 
team building, decision-making, leadership development and other elements of 
organizational effectiveness. 

Several colleges and universities have implemented VISIONS’ programs to bring 
together divided communities. Over 200 people a year come to VISIONS’ public 4-day 
workshop series. Since 1997, VISIONS has worked with 8 successful community-based 
participatory research projects involving equity issues and policy and systems change: 
Kellogg Foundation-Youth Engagement Strategies, School-based Health Care, Food 
and Fitness Initiatives, Mississippi Delta Initiative, Cherishing our Hearts and Souls 
Health Collaborative and Place Matters-Health Inequities (Joint Center); Share Award- 
Healthy Aging Across Cultures (UPenn) and Project Grace-Reduce HIV in eastern NC 
counties (NIH/UNC). 

Founded by African American women and a Jewish male, VISIONS focuses on 
surviving, interrupting and overcoming racism, sexism, classism and other ’ISMS" as an 
on-going personal transformation process informed by recognizing that "less-than" 
treatment, change and equity occur at four interlocking levels: the personal/spiritual, 
interpersonal, institutional/structural and cultural. For many, engaging in personal work 
around these issues and barriers unleashes power for the other levels. The legacy of 
slavery and "Jim Crow", Native American near-genocide and structural sexism and 
classism from this country’s founding can be addressed with a collaborative and non- 
blaming approach that also allows for accepting and taking responsibility on all sides for 
the legacy, healing and change work involved. The VISIONS approach invites Black 
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participants to support each other in taking an honest look at how racial equity issues 
impact their survival and success and how to make the personal and policy and 
systems changes needed for their success, in the case of UNC, in an environment 
where Whites still control the economic, governmental, educational and cultural 
resources. 

Blacks can decide to be empowered together to create pluralism and healing among 
each other and to gain Whites and other cultural groups as trusted allies in these 
change efforts. The evaluation of VISIONS’ work has documented that infusing this 
approach to racial equity within the organization, as well as in its programs and 
outcomes through training and coaching, can be critical to sustaining and energizing 
successful policy and system change work for equity over time. 

Community Workshop I: Relationships/Partnerships 

Desired Outcomes for One Day Session 
¯ Participants directly address equity issues of race, gender, class and other variables 

and apply and practice models for understanding and engaging in a change process 
that can increase the probability of successful outcomes within and across race and 
other variables. 

¯ Participants apply and role model guidelines for communicating honestly and 
effectively within and across cultural and other differences in order to increase 
collaboration and strengthen equitable results. 

¯ Participants experience the advantage of a common language of assumptions and 
definitions that can help them navigate and explore differences and similarities of 
perspective and build genuine relationships and partnerships. 

° Participants experience the opportunity for dialogue, improved collaboration, and 
self-reflection that can increase effectiveness and build enthusiasm for the work in 
the caucus and in their units. 

¯ Participants get to engage in problem-solving and options for improvement with 
specific challenging scenarios that they have identified. 

° Each participant will leave with an action plan to use the relationships in the caucus 
and in their networks to create equity and interrupt inequity. 

Approach to Training 
VISIONS’ programs and consultations incorporate both didactic and experiential 
components, since we believe that changing racism and the other "isms" requires not 
only cognitive change, but affective and behavioral change as well. Certain aspects of 
VISIONS’ model are commonly used in training sessions. These elements will include: 

A safe, non-blaming learning environment 
Helpful assumptions and definitions regarding race and equity issues 
Participant discussions of their own ethnic/cultural identity and related 
developmental stages of awareness 
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¯ Four levels of analysis and change concept (personal, interpersonal, cultural, 
institutional) 

¯ Tools for using emotional literacy for problem-solving and change 
¯ Understanding the dynamic of memberships in "Historically included/privileged 

groups" and "Historically excluded!discounted groups" 
° Modern "ism" and internalized oppression theory (racism, sexism, classism, 

heterosexism, ableism etc.) that describes the behavioral traps that can perpetuate 
inequity and the alternatives that can increase the probability of equity 

¯ Theory relating to survival, change and success strategies 

Pre-Work 
¯ Ask participants to write up case examples of work scenarios in which they are 

experiencing inequitable treatment, uncomfortable relationships or unsuccessful 
outcomes connected to racial or other differences 

¯ Provide some pre-reading materials to participants to accelerate learning and 
preparation for the session 

Sample Agenda (6 hrs.) 

° Welcome/Agenda/Goals 
° Introductions 
° Guidelines for Equity and Change (Self-Assessment Activity) 
° Assumptions and Definitions 
¯ Understanding the Historically Included and Excluded Group Dynamic 
¯ Emotional Literacy for Problem-Solving and Change 
¯ Modern Ism-Internalized Oppression Theory 
° Understanding the Impact of Early Experiences 
° Unpacking Current Experiences; problem-solving and options for successful 

outcomes 
¯ Action Plans/Next Steps (Use the Five Buckets from the CBC Work Group 

Meeting Summary- 12/11/12) 
¯ Closure and Evaluation 

Suggestions for the Other Three Components of the Professional 
Development Series 

These suggestions can be further fleshed out in a full proposal once more budget and 
participant time parameters are provided. 

Spring 2013 - Coaching Pilot: Suggest consideration of a "Triad Process" that would 
include 15 CBC Members and their one-up and next-up managers. Intensive training 
and coaching follow-ups would be provided to the 15 CBC members over the 12-18 
month project period along with some group and individual work and coaching sessions 
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for the Triads. It may take some targeted strategizing, encouraging and enrolling from 
university leadership to get the upper level management participation where it is most 
needed. 

Fall 2013mWorkshop II-Giving and Receiving Effective Feedback Across 
Cultural Differences: VISIONS’ tool box for giving and receiving feedback and 
communicating (verbal and non-verbal) for professional development purposes across 
cultural differences, e.g. race, gender, level in the organization and other variables, is 
well-developed and very successful. This training can be done best in a one day 
session with one or more 1/2 day follow-up sessions after an opportunity to practice in 
the work environment. This training would be perfect for the coaching "Triads" 
described in the "Coaching Pilot" session above as well as for other members. It would 
also be a great intervention if some cohort of supervisors or supervisees of CBC 
members could be invited to the session because CBC members may be experiencing 
challenges with feedback from both the managing and supervisee positions. 

Spring 2014 - Community Workshop III - Balance and Boundaries 

VISIONS has extensive experience with providing training and consultation to enhance 
"self-care" among those who live out their lives predominantly as targets of historical 
and current "less-than" status and treatment. The focus would be on identifying how the 
survival strategies we have developed to overcome the "ISMS" are also barriers to our 
self-care (e.g. be right, be strong, be perfect, hurry up, work hard, be super black, be 
super-cross-cultural, be ..... ). VISIONS training process offers tools and strategies and 
helps to create the awareness and motivation to shift to healthful and sustainable 
approaches for surviving and thriving in environments with on-going equity challenges. 
The CBC, through engaging all members in this session, could be infused with the tools 
and climate to support and sustain these healthful behaviors and strategies over time. 
This could best be accomplished in at least a 2-day retreat setting. 

Please let me know when we can get the additional information needed to make formal 
proposals for these additional sessions and your deadlines for those proposals. 

Staffing 
VISIONS works in diverse teams and consultants are matched to an organization based 
upon their specific professional, educational and work experiences. 

Project Manager: Anqela R. Bryant, J.D., is a Senior Consultant and co-founder of 
VISIONS. She has led numerous university initiatives and consultations and also 
specializes in facilitating break-through strategies for groups of color, especially in 
predominantly White environments. Ms. Bryant has 30 years of legal experience and 
was a NC state administrative law judge for ten years. She is currently a fourth term, 
North Carolina state legislator. She earned her JD at the University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill. As an African-American woman, Ms. Bryant has been consulting and 
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training individuals and organizations in applying principles of justice to interpersonal 
problem solving and organizational development for over 20 years. She particularly 
focuses on the areas of equal opportunity, affirmative action, community economic 
development, managing transitions, collaborative problem solving, meeting facilitation, 
internalized "isms," train-the-trainer models, and global inclusion issues. 

Richard Pinderhuqhes, Psy.D. is Associate Director of Administration and Multicultural 
Consultant. Dr. Pinderhughes supervises the Legacy Youth Program, which trains youth 
to identify and address social and policy issues, and helps them develop facilitation 
skills. This arm of VISIONS provides year round service to young people, as well as 
multicultural consultation and training, technical assistance and organizational capacity 
building to human service organizations serving youth and their families, as well as 
other non-profit, educational and health care organizations. In addition to his experience 
with multicultural training, consultation and technical assistance, Dr. Pinderhughes has 
provided individual, group and family therapy for 25 years in the greater Boston 
community. For five years, Dr. Pinderhughes held a position as adjunct faculty at 
UMASS Boston in the Education Department - Division of Counseling and Family 
Psychology. Particular areas of interest include racial identity, bi-racial identity, 
institutional racism and racial/cultural issues affecting clinical practice. With VISIONS 
Inc., Dr. Pinderhughes consults on a wide range of institutional and organizational 
change issues from a multicultural perspective. 

References: 
Dr. Giselle Corbie Smith - UNC School of Medicine/Shep Center - (919) 843-6877- 
gcorbie@med.unc.edu 

Kshint~ Brathwaite, Program Director, Continuing Education, Office of Inclusion, 
kshinte.brathwaite@uwex.uwc.edu, p: 608.890.3472 m: f: 
608.262.8404 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 3:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

list of high ~hools in Orange Coun~ 

Dr. Strolnan Orange CornW HS Spreadsheet.xlsx 

if there are any mistakes or problems please let me know! 

@live.unc.edu 



~’~om: 

Sent: 

~e: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting this week 

See you at 1 : 15 in your Woollen office! 

If you don’t hear it enough, you are off the charts amazing. And I really mean that :) 

Tomorrow~     ¯ 5:30pro ¯ Union 3206 

Follo~ @mbsa lmc for more details! 

@gmail.com 

@ 

Minutes Away [ Ahead 

"Inspiring others to make their own monumental #Mylestones for success," 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <_d_..s_t__r_o._~_q._n_.~_:~_d__u_.> 

Date: Wednesday, 5:14 PM 

To: ~kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Meeting this week 

1:15. Thanks! 

FYI - f ,q:~oke to Pete Philo and he said he can help Vou have a more recep~:~ve ~n~:erview wRh the P~n~:hers He kn.:?w~ people there .... 

"it’s not what you know..," ;) 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, ~plore, Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

From: [mailto 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Meeting this week 

Class break from 1-2pm 

Class 2-2:50pm 

Office hours 3-4pm 

Free after 4pm. Got a lot to update you on :) 

"You will never reach your destination i]: you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 

w. Churchill 

@kenan-fiaqler.unc.edu] 
2:59 PM 

#GEatUNC 
Tomorrow, .5:30pm ¯ Union 3206 

Follow @mbsa_unc for more details! 

UNC Chapel Hill, Class of 

~unc.edu 

Minutes Away ~ Ahead 

On at 2:05 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi What is your schedule on Friday after I:007 

Debarah L. Stroman, Pb.D, CLU 
~b~plore, Engage. Empower, 
W’w~N,exss. un¢,ed u 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, 6:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: RE: RE: RE: 

Hi Dr. StrommL 
The game is now actually scheduled for6:30 at ehfinghouse field. SolD" for the inconvenience. 

O11 at 5:16 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

The game is now scheduled for 4:30 at ehringhouse field. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 7:59 AM 

troy.vincen@ntl .com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Contact 

LASER Brochure 2012c.pdf 

Hi Troy. Thanks for your note. I would like to have a brief chat ruth you before 9:00 a.m. today. My mobile is And yours? 

See attached. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CkO 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain inner peace." 

Twitter - @drstroman 



~om: 

Sent: 

~e: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: to ug on -Advising Award 

You’re getting a nomination from me.. I would’t even be right to think of nominating anyone else :) 

TODAY ¯ 5:30pro ¯ Union 3206 

Follo~v @mbsa ~mc for more details! 

~gmail.com 

Minutes Away 1 !Khead 

"Inspiring others to make their own monumental #1 forsucces&" 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <._d__s__t__r_o_@__9__n___q:__e___d_u_> 

Date: Thursday, 10:11 AM 

To: ~kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: to ug on -Advising Award 

Am I worthy? ;} 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
F~ng~!(,.. F~xplore. F_,mpower. 

919,343~0336 

"You will never reach your destination i.f you stop and throw stones at ever}, dog that barks." 

w. Churc’hiff 

~rom; Salyer, Sher~ L [ma~l~o:salyer@emaiLunc,edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, 7:52 AH 
To~ EXSS FacuIW List 
Subject~ [exss-faculW] to ug on .-Advising Award 

Dear UNC undergraduate students: 

V~ elcome back from Spring Break. 

Now is your opportuni~" to recognize the eflbrts of an outstanding advisor who has ,nade a difference in your Carolina expe~ience. Nominations are being accepted for 
the Mickel-Shaw Excellence in Advising Awmd and the Class of 1996 Awmd for Advising Excellence. 

Between now and noon on Wednesday, 

Advising Program. 

you may nominate an advisor from any, academic department, any professional school, or the Academic 

You may submit your nomination online at https:iiadvisingfonns.web.unc.eduiadvisor- nominationd. 

Thank you in advance, 

Advisor Awards Selection Committee 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 
Master Lectur~:~r, Director o[ Ur~dergr~;duai:e 5tudi*:_!s 

Department of Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

CB#8700, 2~1 Fetzer HNI 

UniversiW of NorLh Carol#~a at Chape~ H~[I 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919-952-6947 

Fax: 919--952-0489 

Spring Advising/Office hours: 

Mondays--2:00-4:00 

Tuesdays--I 1:~- 12::[5 

Wednesdavs--t:15-~ 



You are currently subscribed to exss- faculty as: _c_~_Etj2~_?__n_)__a_n_~i~_e___r_~3_~__U_!:__u_n_9_:_e_d__t!. 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32897784-55567][02.4537814cd6681957eTeed9dd3adc4e5d(f~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Thursday, 11:37 AM 

Lawrence Murray < ~gmml.com> 

Re: Harvard Business School Isn’t Good Enough For Me - 

Mr. Mur’ray, 

Sincerely appreciate you not only reading the post but your honest feedback. I don’t particularly like when people just respond 
with great post....you’re on it, etc. 

And I couldn’t agree more with that last bullet point. Mrs. Millar, my mentor Dr. Stroman (EXSS Sport Admin professor) and my 
parents all echoed your sentiments prior to my leaving for spring break. Thanks again for all you do for not only me but 
everyone at Kenan-Flagler. 

My best, 

O11 at 11:00 AM, Lawrence Murray wrote: 

Great message! A couple of quick pointers to think abom for the future: 

Never apologize for staying in contact with solneone or expressing your passion or interefft about something. I assume you have written to her and 

she hasn’t responded back. As I think I may have mentioned, yon should give people 10-15 days to respond before following np (unless you’ve 

indicated in your message that you need a response sooner). When you follow up, you can simply state that..."I’m following np on the message I 

sent..." 

Watch your spelling (in your pofft..."challange" should be "chaJlenge". You never want to give people ammunition to discredit you or yonr position. 

Spelling and grammar: mi staJae~ as well as positions that are not well thonght out can sink yon...ve~ quickly. 

Your blog post is great, but I waat you to think about something...the comments the your classmate wrote about your posting to the stadent 

announcement board. Now, I do not agree with how that was handled (m be honest ti-om both of you), but perception is reali~ (you learn this in a 

variety of business courses). Peel back the layers and think carefnlly about what the yonng man wrote to you. You have to ask yourself a tough 

question. What set this person off? Is there a little bit of"trnth" hinted in his pereeption? I’m not asking you to change who you are or what yon 

believe in. I am asking you to anal~vze a piece of consumer feedback that was provided to you. Does that make sense? 

You know that I’m one of your biggest suppolnters...which is why I’m writing this. I’In happy to talk in person. 

LJM 

On Thu, at 9:43 AIVI, ~gmail.com> wrote: 
Lori, 

Sony, to flood your inbox again, but I wrote something yesterday in response to the tlBS webinaac that I think you might enjoy reading. Feel free to give 

me t~edback on it (don’t be turned offby the tifle...it’s there tbr a purpose that you’ll ~gnre out by reading the post) 

I wanted to get it in the hands of someone at HBS by 5pm tomorrow afternoon. Hope yon have a temfic Thursday :) 

"Harvard Business School Isn’t Good Enough For Me" 

http:/               ~-ordpress.com           harvard- business- school-isnt- ~ood- enough- for- me’ 

My best, 

@graail.com 

Minutes Away Ahead 

"lnspMng others to make their own monumental # for success." 



On at 1:32 AM, Lori Manning wrote: 

Well done - all the best! 

Best, 

Loft 

Lori Manning SVMP ’01 
Director of Teclmology and Webmaster 

email: lori.mmming@s~np.org 

website: http:/Tsvmp.org 

On at 5:00 PM, ~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Thanks so much Ibr noticing my signature. SportsBnsinessU.com is an online commnnity of young six)as business prolbssionals from 

colleges and universities axound the coun’my. 

The site was an initiative stasted by                                and 2 ~ 2 in the fall) who is the               We t:acilitate 

networldng, speaker series and engaging content in order to educate and empower indusly leaders. Our mission is first to build a 

network of like-minded peers who together will ~nold and shape the furore of spoils business. Second, we s~trive to provide and share the 

resources necessa~ to thrive in the sport indufftry. Finally, we foster and encourage the gm,xnJ~ of sports business associations 

nationwide. 

Joshua can tell you more specific information, bm we’ve gotten incredible feedback since the initial site launch in 
involved are veW prond of our success thus t?~. Thanks again for your email response. 

All of us 

My SBU profile: http:/!www.sportsbusinessu.com/author! 

My best, 

Minutes Away I &tread 

"it S,Z,@; {.~ O~ii.,’.<?r,~) ~’0 !).,’.,:;;.,’.hT<? ~ii.,’.(-)i~ 0~.~,.’?~ ~’?.,’.O!?~;/g,.’,~(-.>~.,’.&:~i # 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?}live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting w, 

What time on Wednesday? I have class at :t0a but we could meet before. 

[}ttpiZ :om i 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,             10:13 AM 

Subject:RE: Meeting w/ 

Good to hear from you, I hope your break was 

How abot~t Tuesday or Wedr~esday before 

Dr, Strornan 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n¢lo,qe, gkplore, E’mpower, 

9:~9,84&0336 

"You will never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that harks." 

w~ Chi~rchill 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 2:09 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting w/ 
Dr. Stroman, 
I hope a[[ is well. I was wondering what your schedule looked liked next week so we could meet up and chat like we discussed before break. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 

Melissa Dawn Johnson <info@mnlikeachampion.com> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 1:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Do You Have ’][’he It Factor? 



I~lelissa Dawn 
President, Velvet Suite 
Author of Brand Me. Make your Mark. Turn Passion Into Profit. 

Come Meet Me In 
Atlanta! 

Deborah, are going to be in the ATL on 

Thursday, March 28th? 

Then come meet me and thousands of 

other entrepreneurs, professionals, and 

movers and shakers at this years: 

The Dream Project. 

Click the Banner for details and to register! 

Don’t forget our @eciol pT,on~otio~a! 

code: VelvetSuite 

I’ll be looking for you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Emestine Taylor < @triad.rr.com~ 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 5:47 PM 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

spring 2013 workshop: Building Relationships 

Hi Folks 

Hope all is well. It has been a while since we connected. A friendly follow-up to see if you have selected any potential dates for the first workshop. I am in the 

process of planning my calendar for the 2nd quarter. 

Please give me an update. 

Be well] 

Ernestine 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:40 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Quiz 2 

Dr.S~oman, 

Thanks for the advise’. Things seemed to go really well and I even used some connections to get my- resume to the Redskins, so I’ll be crossing my fingers on that one. I ~vas also trying to 
complete the assignment on sakai for tomorrow-, about the businesses in the Triangle and I do not know- how to access the Hoovers ~vebsite since it requires a password I wasn’t sure if I 
missed something on Wednesday And at this time, I think sakai is down because I am not able to even access it So if you could get back to me I ~vould greatly- appreciate it, and thank you 
so much for all the advise and help you have given me over the past year. 

Sincerely-, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@nnc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:17 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Quiz 2 

Hi I received your quiz - thanks! 

Just be yourself and don’t hesitate to brag about your skills[ You want them to notice YOU from the crowd ;) 

Dr. Strnman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. [~xplore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"You will never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 
W. Churchill 

..... Original Message ..... 
From 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Quiz 2 

3:39 PM 

[)ear Dr Stroman, 

I left you my quiz for tomorrow onyour bulletin board since I will be leaving tomorrow to go to Time Warner Cable Arena. I was also wondering if you had any suggestions regarding my 
visit there in pursuit of an internship. I know I need to continue to network myself and build a personal brand but I was just interested if there is any other tips you can give me for tomorrow. 

Sincerely-, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flaglera~nc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Read-In 

Hi Dr. Stroman --- 

could do Tuesday afternoon. 

Bul: an early morning (before 9) w.:_~uld be even better, t have team meetings so I have a lot of flexib~H~:y but 9-5 are blocked off as "preferred team-time" .- i’m 

trying ~:o cut ~n to ~t as ~Rt~e as poss~Me. If a fternoon ~s much better for you, ~et’s do luesday~ ~f you do mornk~gs, maybe brea~dast or coKee? f couh~ do any 

morn~n~ except Tuesday. 

LooMng forwaFd to 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 5:39 PM 
To; 
Subject: RE: CBC Read-Tn 
Thanks     Let’s get ~ogether nex~ week and stFate~ize. ;) 

How is your schedule on Tuesday or Wednesday afternoon. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
~e. ~xplore. Empower. 

919.84,3~0336 

"You will never reach your destination i.f you stop and throw stones at eveW dog that barks," 

w. Churchill 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
11:57 AM 

From-"           [mailto: 
Sent-" Friday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CBC Read-Tn 

Hi DF. Strornan .-- 

I am so sorry I didn’t get back to you about this! I really had hoped to come but ended up being out of town most of that week (for a retreat w~th the People’s 

~nstitute in New Orleans---and I took a couple extra days to v~sk some friends down there)~ 

Can we make a rain.-check? 

f’d really k~ve ~:o hear more abou[: the work of the SHS Center, the Nack Caucus, and hear your thoughts and e>:per~em:e on ~[ihow we should/could incor~x~rate an 

understanding of ~nstitudonaHzed radsrn 

general ~ think ;)> but ~’m committed to tMs work. k wou~d real~y he~p me to get some of your wisdom m~d thoughts on it-- and Fd ~ove to support your work 

around ~t h~ any way I 

Maybe we could get coKee or h.mch w~:h and/or others sometime~ I’m back from break tomorrow, 

f hope yo~.(re we~L 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:21 PM 
To-" 
Subject; CBC Read-Tn 
Hi     If you are in town, I would love for you to come. It’s a ~reat evenins! 

Brin~ friends! 

d 

Debora~ L, Stroman~ Pl~,D, CLU 
E~ore. ~ngage, Empower, 

3~5 Woollen - CB #8700 
Chapel Hilb NC 27599 

9~9,~43.033~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 11:46 AM 

Ernestine Taylor @triad.rr.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: spring 2013 workshop: Building Relationships 

Earnestine, Debby and I are trying to find a time to talk but post break schedules have intervened. Will be back in touch ASAP. 

From: Ernestine Taylor ~        @triad.rr.com> 

Date: Thu, 21 Mar 2013 17:46:44 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu>, Deborah Stroman PHD <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: spring 2013 workshop: Building Relationships 

Hi Folks 

Hope all is well. It has been a while since we connected. A friendly follow-up to see if you have selected any potential dates for the first workshop. I am in the 

process of planning my calendar for the 2nd quarter. 

Please give me an update. 

Be well! 

Ernestine 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Andmzzi - @gmail.com~ 

Friday, March 22, 2013 12:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

NCAA Toummnent 2013: Breaking Down the Business Behind March Madness ] Bleacher Report 

D - please share this article ~vith CSBC students. For those who 
attended my presentation it will resonate with them Cathy 

http://bleacherreport corn/articles/1575128-nca a-tournament-2013-breaking-do~vn-the-business-behind-march-madness? 
utm source newsletter&utm medium ne~vsletter&utmcampaign college-basketball 

Cathy Andruzzi 

Follow me on %vitter 
http :/itwitter.com/CathgAndruzzi 
PEP! Passion-Energy-Perseverance 

Sent iicom my iPad 



From: dstro@unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, 

To: 

Subject: 

2:51 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels! We are headed towards the stretch run. Your posts have been most eNoyable and I am glad you are learning from the experience. 

Please check to see that you have sent in your mid-term evaluations and making plans to complete your final documents. 

I have sample internship tx~rt#blios in my office. 

Review your syllabus. Remember; this course is also pml~osed to de~nonstrate independence! ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the" 

this link to access Messages for this site: 

’ site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Transfer Credit Inquiry 

Hi Dr. Stroman 

My name is rm emailing you today about a question I have recjardin~l a course I took at another 
school during my sophomore summer semester . Specifically, I transferred 4 credits of a Human Anatomy & Physiology course frorr to UNC. 
Furthermore, I was in the process of getting my May graduation application looked over and recently spoke to senior advisors, Elizabeth Cox and Lara Wind, both of whom 
informed me that I am 4 credits of an allied science short of graduating--which I unfortunately did not realize. 

With that said, I initially got the course I took at    .,valuated to be an equivalent for BIOL    at UNC (which was accepted as an equivalent by UNC) fall     However, 
shortly after I found that the course I took was not meant to be geared toward biology students but instead physical therapy and exercise and sports medicine students--which 
prompt me to go ahead and take the correct course at UNC (spring      I would have attempted to get the course reevaluated at the time but I didn’t have a reason to. Now 
that I know I am 4 credits short I have submitted a reevaluation of the course. 

Anyway, I came to the conclusion that the BIOL     and     lab may be a better equivalent for EX$$       and EXSS     for two reasons: one, the course I took is 
actually apart of a sequence (first course covers the Anatomy portion, which I took, and the second course covers the Physiology portion, which I didn’t take) and two, I later 
found out thal    biology students can not use it toward their major and the majority of the students who take this course are actually exercise and health science majors. I 
looked further into it and found out that their course listings (as far as what department the course is listed under) are kind of wonky because of recent (early 2000) changes 
to course curriculum. Here is some more information from their exercise and health science department’s website--> 

Nonetheless, I’ve already submitted a course reevaluation but just wanted to let you know to see what you 
thought. 

I really hope that this course can be an equivalent so that I will be able to graduate in May. Thanks in advance for taking the time to read what I found and giving input. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 6:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: UNC Stadent Follow-Up 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Pi~.D~ CLU 
Engage, Explore, Empow~r, 
9J_9.843.0336 

"You will never reach your destination i]you stop and throw stones at eveW dog that barks," 

W. Churchill 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 5:07 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: UNC Student Follow-Up 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
It was nice meeting you at the CBC Black Histo~ Month Read-In. I am inspired by the depth of your athletic and academic background and I’d like to stay in contact 

with you. I am currently studyin~ 

1 have a strong interest ~n entrepreneursh~p as I consider myselta "social entrepreneur" and I mn in the process of developing my orgmaization to have a deeper impact 

on this ca~npus and mthin the Trimagle community If you have ~metime in the coming weeks to sit down a~d chat over collie/lunch please let me know- I’d like to 

learn more about your experiences and receive advice on s¢_rategies to develop my program. 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~ kenmu- flagler.unc.edu’- 

Saturda? 12:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Heels 4 Homes 5K - 

Hey 

Could you pass this along to the Carolina Sport Business Ck~b via the listserv? 

thanks man! 

Hell<>, 

My name                                                       upcoming ii ii <,~::ii.~: 4 ii ii <:.~:::~: <.~ 5 iiill in Chapel Hill, NC on ¯         I thought I ~vould pass along 

some infonnation as wel] as the registration link in you wou]d be interested in running in this year’s event’. Proceeds will benefit the Kenan Flagler’s Business 

School’s partnership with ttabitat for tlumanity and this year’s sponsored fmnily. 

Major Highlights: 

The race will finish INSIDE Kenan Memorial Football Stadium (meaning they get to mn through the tunnel as ~vel]!!!) 

UNC Head Football Coach Larry Fedora wvill be our celebrity starter and giving a pre race speech to participants 

UNC mascot Rameses will be there to cheer on runners 

Free breakfast (bagels, fruit, eoft-ee, water, ere) 

Entertainment: for the kids! Face painting, Baloon artist:, kid’s race, etc.! 

Registration is $20 until the day of the race, $25 on race day 
* Includes a FREE t shirt 

Here is more information on the race + the llnk t:o register: bt:tp:/’iextranet.kenm~ []:-~g]er.une.edu/’MBAe]ubsihabit:at/Pa.o_~siHee]s4HonaesSl<-_OLD.:-~spx 

Also, please ioin our Facebook group and spread the word! 

h ttp: //~wwv. f~c ebo ok.c om/’e v e nt s/’224504887674646,/? fre t~= t s 

Thank vouI~ 

Heels 4 Homes 5K Committee 

i.~.i htt ps://ext ra net kena n- 
fla gler. u n c.edu/M BAclu bs/h 
a bitat/Pu blishingl mages/5 k 
withdate.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(}live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 12:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tria~gle Sv~rt Busines~s Assignment 

Ga~ble TSB    xlsx 

Dr. Stroman, 
I had trouble uploading the assignment due yesterday to Sakai and it doesn’t look like it ever finished uploading. Since it is now- past the deadline to submit it, I’ve attached nay assignment 
to this e-mail. 

Thanks, 

,~[ive.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

chrisz@tpgsportsgroup.com 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 1:36 PM 

Chds Zepkowski ~gmml.com> 

REGISTRATION DEADLINE - Sunday, March 24th, MIDNIGIIT - TPG SCC 

The Early Registration DEADLINE is tomorrow, Sunday, March 24th at Midnight!! 
Don’t miss out on the 2013 TPG Sports Career Conference!! 
You’ll get to learn and NETWORK with speakers such as: 

Marc Stein, ESPN 
Danny Morrison, President, Carolina Panthers 
Trista Langdon, Director of Arena Events & Operations, Charlotte Bobcats 
Eric Weiss, Sports Psychologist, Sports Aptitude 
Jan Ivey, Director of Marketing & Partner Relations, Wells Fargo Championship 

Miranda Chattam, Production Coordinator, ESPN 
Doug Neustadt, NBA Agent & President, The Neustadt Group 
This is only a small list of speakers at the 2013 Conference! 
Don’t miss out on all of the opportunities that will be available networking with 
all of our speakers, sports organizations, media, and many more influential 
people. 
Complete Payment NOW and SECURE your spot at the 2013 TPG Sports Career Conference!!! 

http ://www.tpqsportsq rou p.com/ConferenceReqistration, html 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. 
Regards, 
Chris Zepkowski 
Vice President 
TPG Sports Group 

(704) 618-6980 
www,TPGSportsGrou p,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday, 2:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Cancel Tomorrow 

Dr. StromatL 

Sor~ for just getting back to you. Does anytime on Monday work for yon? 

On 

21NC Chapel Hill 

(JNC Chapel Hill 

at 2:45 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Are yot~ around later’ today or’ this weekend? I am in town~ 

Dr, Stromar~ 

Do Good. 

Debora~ L. Sbroman, Ph.D. CLU 

b~gage. Explore, b~power, 

919£43.0336 

<irnageOOl.jpg> 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Cancel Tomorrow 
Dr. Stroma~, 

"You wii! never reach your destination i.f you stop and throw stones at evew dog that barks," 

w. Churchill 
.~_g__m___aj Lc__o__t_n_] 

11:02 AM 

I jusl gave your ofl]ce a call. I should be around most of the day so jus~ let Ine know if you’re free at all later on’. 

On Thu,             at 10:22 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@tmc.edu> wrote: 
I may finish my meding early a~d be in my office a~ I I. (:’.a~l ~ny oJ~ice n~m~ber ~md check 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.B. CLU 
~n,g~ge, Explore. bnpowen 

919.843.0336 .................................... 

’TOn wig never reach yo~r de~tin(~io~ if yo~ stop and thr~, ,~tone,~ at every dog th~ barks. " 

From: ~gmai(:com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 7:02 PH 

To: Stromma, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Cancel Tomorrow 

Dr. Stroman, 
I teach until 10:20 tomorrow. Do any other tilnes work for you’? 

On 

UNC Chapel Hill 

UNC Chapel Hill 

~?~mail.com 

at 5:22 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstto@nnc.edu> wrote: 

[ ti ] ha~e a meeting at 10:30. }low a~nt ] 0:007 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 



Enga,ge, Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

<image001 

"You ,,ill never reach your destination {[you stop and throw stones g~ ever)" dog that batiks." 
~ Chuvc.hill 

F~m: ~qmaiLcoml 
Sent: Honda~ 7:3~ PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Cancel Tomorrow 
Dr. Stroma~, 
Would ~t be 
Tlm~ks~ 

5NC Chapel Hill 

UNC Chapel ]Jill 

On at 6:53 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi       and        I have a change in my schedule. Cm~ we resche&de for WednesdW or Thursday? Thanks! 

I teach at 11:00 on Wednesday and at 12:30 on Thursday. 

Sorry! 

Dr. Stromm~ 

315 W~Re~ = C~ #87~0 

919,843.0336 

<image00l .jpg> 

< image002,j pg,:> 

UNC Chapel Hill 

7’he University ofNo~lh Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

:-~live.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 8:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

ACC tourney photo 

Hi Dr. StrommL 

Hope aJl is going well. I meant to get this to you sooner, but I’ve been swmnped the past couple of week finishing up my dissertation. 

@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 24, 20:13 9::17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sport 

Also, when you get a chance, please send my your slides from Friday 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.chem.unc.edu/people/faculty/desimone/ 

http:iiwww.kenaninstitute.unc.edui 
Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

[~iI unk ..... pn9 i~OilOW me on Twitter 



Fron~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 9:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Sport 

Fun slides! Are you on for tomorrow KI LT? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www~chem.unc.edu/people/faculty!desimone! 

http:iiwww.kenaninstitute.unc.edui 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

[~i~ p~19 :ollow me on Twitter unk ..... 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Strornan <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, March 24, 2013 9:38 PM 

To: Joseph DeSirnone <desirnone@ernail.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Sport 

Thanks so much! Your friendship and professionalism really mean a lot to me during this time. I had a super chat with Bubba today and he definitely wants to chat with me. 

Attached find my slides. They are a lot better when I add my commentary and presentation style though. ;) I also used a little humor with the audience. 

d 

From: "DeSimone, Joseph M." <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 24 Mar 2013 21:16:57 -0400 

To: "Deborah Strornan Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Sport 

Also, when you get a chance, please send my your slides from Friday 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.chem.unc.edu/people/faculty/desimone/ 

http://www.kenaninstitute.unc.edu/ 
Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

uRN 

_              :ollow me on Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.nnc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 10:02 PM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu:~; Napier, Mary E <mnapie@email.unc.edu-~; Zoller, Ted <Ted Zol]er@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; drharoon <zishma haroon@med.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Lane, Brent <Brent Lane@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edw~; Greis, Noel P <noel~greis@unc.edu>; Little, Mark <Mark Little@kenan-flag]er.unc.edu-~; Reit?~nider, Cynthia 
<Cynthia Reifsnide@kena~-flagler.unc.edu;>; Ma~cyann Feldman < @g~nail.co~n>; Johnson, Jim ~ohnsonJ@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Friga~ Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Lebold, Matthew <Matthew Lebold@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Swanson, Margaxet <Margaret Swanson@kena~l-flagler.unc.edu>; Spivey, 

Kay Tilley <kay spivey@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Senior Advisor March 25, 8- 9:30 

Very r~ice deck [or [~’~-_~ strategic cornf¥~ittee on Wed, 

Judith Cone ~ 81.5~305A073 ~ Jud[~h.cone@unc.edu 

F~m= DeSimone, 3oseph N. 

Seat= Sunday, Narch 2% 2013 4:16 P~ 

To= Napier, ~a~ E; ZN~er, Ted; drharoon; Cone, 3udith; Stroman, Deborah L; Lane, Brent; Greis, Noe~ P; Li~e, Nark; Reifsnider, Cynthia; Ma~ann Feldman; 3ohnson, 3im; 

Friga, Paul 

C¢= Lebold, Na~hew; Swanson, Nargaret; Spivey, Kay Tilley 

$~bject= Re: Senior Advisor ~arch 25, 8-9:30 

To facilitate our discussion tomorrow, please find a DRAFT set of slides that I am contemplating that we send to the 21st Century Research Planning Committee as a PRE-READ for 

the meeting, and the last s~ide is the ONE slide I was thinking of using in person to guide the discussion with this committee..Jet’s discuss tomorrow. 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of ChemicM Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.chem.unc.edu/people/facu~ty/des~mone/ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

~OIIOW me on Twitter 

From: <Napier>, Mary <Mary Napier@kenan-rlaRJer.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, March 24, 2013 2:22 PM 

To: Ted Zoller <Ted Zo~ler@kenan-fla.g)_~_Eg_£_~:_~_~_~.>, drharoon <~_&b_&Q_b_~££_£_Q_@~_&~:_#_E£:A#_9_>, Judith Cone <j_&£RE&@_¢~_~_[:_~_Q~_:A#_#.>, Deborah Stroman 

<#_~[£_@_#_Q_£:A#_#.>, Brent Lane <Brent Lane@kenan-fla~]_~/z_#_Q_~:_~_~_£>, "Greis, Noel P" <noeJ ~[A[~_@_£_Q~_:#_#_#.>, Mark Little <Mark Little@kenan-flag[~[:_#_Q_£:_~_~_£>, 

Cynthia Reifsnider <Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan-fla~er.unc.edu>, Feldman Maryann < @gmaiLcom>, James Johnson <JohnsonJ@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>, Paul Friga <Pau~ Fdga@kenan-flag~er.unc.edu> 

~¢: Joseph DeSimone <des#~one@ema~l.unc.edu>, Matthew Lebold <rnatthew lebold@kenan-rlag~er.unc.edu>, Margaret Swanson <Margare[ Swanson@kenan.- 

fla~ler.unc.edu>, Kay Spivey <kay sp~vey@kenan--flagler.unc.edu> 

Subje~: Re: Senior Advisor March 25, 8-9:30 

Wanted to share the NCSU innovation and commerda~ization slide deck with all of you. Very compelling. 

We will add commercialization task force discussion to the agenda for Monday. 

Mary 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flag~er Business School 

Cam#us Box 34~0 ::: Kenan Center :::: Cha#e] Hill, ~4C 27599 
(919)8~3~553. ~ax(919)962 8~2. 

From: <Napier>, Mary Napier <mary...nap~er@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, March 21, 2013 5:50 PM 

To: "Zoller, Ted" <Ted Zo~ler@kenan.-fla~ler.unc.edu>, drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>, judith cone <jacone@emaiLunc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah 

(Exercise & Sport Sdence)" <#_~[£_@_~_Q~_:A#_#.>, "Lane, Brent"<Brent Lane@kenan-flag~er.unc.edu>,"Greis, Noel" <Noel Greis@kenan-fla&[#_[:_££~_:#_#_#.>, "Little, 

Mark"<Mark Uttle@kenan-fla.&[#_E:_££~_:#_#_#.>,"Reifsnider, Cynthia"<~nthia Re~fsnider@kenan-flag[¢[:_#_E£:_&~_£>,MaryannFeldman 

@gmaiLcom>, "Johnson, Jim" <JohnsonJ@kenan-flag~er.unc.edu>, "Friga, Paul" <Pau~ Fdga@kenan-flag~er.unc.edu> 

~¢: "Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry)" <desimoned~email.unc.edu>, "Lebold, Matthew" <Matthew Lebold@kenan-flaR~er.unc.edu>, "Swanson, Margaret" 

<Margaret Swanson@kenan-r~agler.unc.edu>, "Spivey, Kay" <Kay Spivey@kenan--flag~er.unc.edu> 

Subje~: Senior AdvBor March 25, 8-9:30 

Below is the agenda for the KI Senior advisors meeting on March 25; 8-9:30. Also attached. If you have any additions or suggestions please do not hesitate to send them along. See 

you Monday morNng. 

We will not likely get through a~l of what is proposed for discussion below and any items remaining will be discussed at subsequent meetings. 

A~enda 

Programmatic Updates (5 minutes) 

PIG Power - Mark/Brent 

EDA grant - Mark/Brent 

Department of Applied Physical Sciences strategic planning- Mary/Pau~ 

Naflona~ Network of Manufacturing Iniflafl~oeliJoe 

Discussion Topics and Updates (5 - 10 minutes) 

Conflict of interest - Joe 

Impact of Universities on economic development and outcomes stud~-Judith 



NAS committee on conver~nce = Joe!Mary 

Board reconstitution; people and structu~_Joe/Mary 
Open discussion 
Next meetings 

Monday, April 22, 8-9:30 

Monday, May 6, 8-9:30 

Monday, May 20, 8-9:30 

Monday, June 10, 8-9:30 

Partial agenda for April 22 

William Greenlee, Hamner Institute, to present on activities and structure of the Hamner Institute 

Mary 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 ::: [~enan C’enter :::: C’hat~e[ HiII, NC 27699 
(919)843~553. fax (919)962 8~32 ¯ mnap~er@unc, e~u 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.nnc.edup 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 10:22 PM 

Stroman, Del~rah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; Candill, Waiter Lowry <wlcand@email.unc.e&~ 

RE: NPR Interview 

Very nicely done and interesting content. 
Judith Cone i              j Jc:dgth.cone@ar~c,edu 

~ D~script~o~5: 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, March 23, 2013 9:53 PM 

To: Caudil[, WalMr Lowry; Cone, Judith 

Subject: NPR 

;) 
d 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0B36 

~drstroman 

Lecturer/Academic AdvBor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’dstro@unc.edu.-- 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 11:12 PM 

~yahoo.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sport Entreprenem5hip 

Dilecfions to EXSS Fetzer.pdf 

Hi Ricky. Thanks again for the support of E-ship and your willingness to come visit on this Wednesday. Let me know when you get close to campus Wednesday morning and I can 

have a parking pass for you. See attached. 

Please send me a brief bio, 

Here’s a bit of the note I sent to my other Entrepreneur-In-Residence friends earlier this year: 

I have spoken to you over the past year regarding UNC’s Entrepreneurial Initiative (http://entrepreneuredu. orq/articfes/item/60-caralina-entrepreneuriaf-initfative-turninq-ideas- 

into-enterprises) and the opportunity to infuse the sport industry. I am happy to announce that the effort now includes the new Exercise and 5port Science (EX55) 

I developed and am teaching this course this spring semester and haw One-third of the students have also completed 

the application-only Entrepreneurship Minor that is only ofj~red to College of Arts & Sciences students. 

At this time, I am seeking your participation in the course as a wonderful "real wodd" resource. Whether you have!had your own business or used your entrepreneurial spirit as a 

project leader at a sport-related company, your advice will be invaluable. EX55.    ~eets MWF at11:OO a.m. -11:50 a.m. ln Woollen 303. 

would love for you to share the following in class for 25 minutes: 

1. Your background in the sport industry. 

2. Identify your lessons learned as an entrepreneur (working for yourself) or using the entrepreneurial mindset (within a company). 

3. Any career tips? 
4. Q&A 

The balance of the class will be the opportunity for you to give feedback to their business ideas. I have a meeting after class and then we go to lunch or 
just chat about other possibilities. 

Thanks again! 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

Mobile- 

Twitter- @drstroman 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science - http:i/exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Lecturer/Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ricky May @yalaoo.com> 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 11:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Stx~rt Entrepreneurship 

PdckyMay resume #3.doc 

Debby-- 

Looking fol~vard to it. Attached is my las~ resume from when I was working 

Rick?- May 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> 
To          ’@yahoo.cam"            ~yahoo.com> 

Cc: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Sent: Sunday, March 24, 2013 8:11 PM 

Subject: Sport Entrepreneurship 

Hi Ricky. Thanks again for the support of E-ship and your willingness to come visit on this Wednesday. Let me know when you get close to campus Wednesday morning and [ can 

have a parking pass for you. See attached. 

Please send me a brief bio. 

Here’s a bit of the note I sent to my other Entrepreneur-in-Residence friends earlier this year: 

I have spoken to you over the past year regarding UNC’s Entrepreneurial Initiative (http://entrepreneuredu.~r~/artic~es/item/~~-car~~ina~entrepreneuria~~initiative~turnina-ideas- 

into-enterprises) and the opportunity to infuse the sport industry, f am happy to announce that the effort now includes the new Exercise and 5port Science (EX55) , 

~eveloped and am teaching this course this spring semester and have, . One-third of the students have also completed 

the application-only Entrepreneurship Minor that is only offered to College of Arts & Sciences students. 

At this time, I am seeking your participation in the course as a wonderful "real world" resource. Whether you have/had your own business or used your entrepreneurial spirit as a 

project leader at a sport-related company, your advice will be invaluable. EX55    meets MWF at ll:OO a.m. - l l :50 a.m. ln Woollen g03. 

I would love for you to share the following in class for 25 minutes: 

1. Your background in the sport industry. 

2. Identify your lessons learned as an entrepreneur (working for yourself) or using the entrepreneurial mindset (within a company). 

3. Any career tips? 

4. Q&A 

The balance of the class will be the opportunity for you to give feedback to their business ideas. I have a meeting after class and then we go to lunch or 
just chat about other possibilities, 

Thanks again[ 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

Mobile - 

Twitter- @drstroman 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Lecturer!Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

who b~oing sunshine to tile lives of others cmnlot keep it f~om tl,err~selves," 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ma]ler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 

Melissa Dawn <info@wMikeachampion.com > 

Monday, March 25, 2013 4:01 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Habit #2: Check Your Fuel Daily 

Learn This Simple Step That 

Changed My Life And Will. 
Jump Start Your Transformation! 

I’m revealing 3 Hidden Habits that you can use today to: 

~ Create magnetic influence 

~’~ Build the brand of a champion 

~ Get all the details about my FREE webinar 

It Will Transform your Mind, Body and Business...Are You Ready? 



Your Coach, 

l~lelissa Dawn 
President, Velvet Suite 
Author of Brand Me. Make your Mark. Turn Passion Into Profit. 

Atlanta! 

Deborah, are going to be in the ATE on 

Thursday, March 28th? 

Then come meet me and thousands of 

other entrepreneurs, professionals, and 

movers and shakers at this years: 

The Dream Project. 

Click the Banner for details and to register! 

Don’t forget our special promo~ional 

code: VelvetSuite 

I’ll be looking for you! 



~rom: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler .unc.e du> 

Monday, 6:29 AM 

Buffy Filippell <buffy@teamworkonline.com> 

TeamWork Sales <teamworksales@teamworkonline.com> 

Re: MVP Access/Gollege/UNG 

Good morning Buffy, 

I spoke with Hannah on the phone on Friday We’re all talking on the phone in a 3-way conversation with my professor on Tuesday afternoon/evemnq. Details will be commumcated later today. 

My best, 

From: Bully Filippell <.-b---u--f--f-y----@---t--e---a-.--m-.--w-.9.-r-~-£-~---n-!!--n---e--‘--c-.-~-.-m--.> 

Date: Saturday, 7::12 PM 

To: ~kenan-Flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: TeamWork Sales <Leamworksales@tearnworkordine.com>, Buffy Filippell <buffy@tearnworkonline.corn> 

Subject: Re: MVP AccessiCollegeiU NC 

, whatever happened with your professor? 

All my best? 

Buffy Filippell 
TeamWork Online 
& TeamWork Consulting 
22560 McCauley Rd 
Shaker Heights, OH 44122 
216.360.1790 

W~,,a.v t e amwo r ko uline, c om 

From mobile phone 

On ~.t 3:28 AM, @~k~na~.-fl~gler.un£:ed£> wrote: 

Speaking with Dr. Stroman at 1:30pm today./~ze either of you free to talk around 4:45pm when I get out of class? 

From: TeamWork Sales <t__e_.a__n_~..o_r_.k_#__a_.Le_.~_@ _t._e_.~_ .m._ ..w_o__r_..k_o__n_[!n__e_:_c_.o__.m__> 
Date: Wednesday, :10:49 AM 

To: ~kenan-Flagler.unc.edu>, "dstroman @email.unc.edu" <dstroman @email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Buffy Filippell <buffy@teamworkonline.com> 

Subject: MVP Access/CollegeiUNC 

Dr. Stroman 

I hope you enjoyed your spring break and had a chance to relax! Per my voicemail this morning, I wanted to reconnect with you and Dr Stroman about 

the MVP Access College program. I know with midterms, spring break, etc. we haven’t had a chance to talk but hopefully we can jump on the phone 

either this week or early next week and finalize the details. 

Please let me know what works best for you! I look forward to hearing back from you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Hannah Giterman, Sales Representative 



TeamWork Online 

(216) 360-1790 

22550 McCauley Road 

Shaker Heights, OH 44~[22 

www.teamworkonline.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:40 AM 

TeamWork Sales <teamworksales@teamworkonline.com> 

Bufl~ Filippell <bulE.. @teamworkonline.com> 

I~W: MVP Access/CollegeiUNC 

Good morning Hannah, 

Thanks again for the information below and for our wonderful talk this past Friday. 

I’ll be sure Dr. Stroman personally gets this message, as we’re b oth looking forward to talking with you tomorrow evening. We’ll b oth update you and Bully later today on a specific time for the call :) 

Have a great Monday, 

From: TeamWork Sales <teamworksales@teamworkonline.com> 

Date: Friday, 3:53 PM 

To: ~kenan-Flagler,unc.edu> 

Subject: MVP Access/College/UNC 

Looking forward to ~B~d~! Let me know what time works best for you. 

In the mean time, here is the Iogin information for the MVP Access College account. Feel free to play around and explore. On Tuesday we will go more in depth. 

Keep in mind, this account will not grant you access to the Teachers’ Edition page but we will go over that on Tuesday. 

Username: demo@teamworkonline.com 

Password 

Thanks! Have a great weekend. 

Sincerely, 

Hannah Giterman, Sales Representative 

TeamWork Online 

(216) 360-1790 

22550 McCauley Road 

Shaker Heights, OH 44122 

www.teamworkonline.com ............................................................... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friga. Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 7:03 AM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edtr~; Napier, Mary E <mnapie@email.unc.edu-~; Zoller, Ted <Ted Zoller@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu-~; drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith <jacone@emml.unc.edu-~; Stromm~, Detx~rah L 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Lane, Brent <Brent Lane@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu>; Greis, Noel P <noel~greis@unc.edtr~; Little, Mark 

<Maxk Little@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Reifsnider~ Cynthia <Cynthia Reifsnide@kenma-flagler.unc.edu>; Mmyarm Feldman 

~gmail.com>; Johi~son, Jim <JohnsonJ@kenan- flagler.unc.edtc, 

Lebold, Matthew <Matthew Lebold@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Swanson, Margaret <Margeaet Swanson@kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; Spivey, 

Kay Tilley <kay spivey@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Senior Advisor March 25, 8- 9:30 

Best, 

Paul 

All, 

This looks pow*:_~rful, f will be teaching executive education all day today, so ~ arn sorry to say tha~: I wH~ rmss ~:he meeting th~s morrdng. A Jew ~:houghl:s [(~r the 

meeting: 

Joe --- the s~ides you se~t for the vis~o~in~ commi[tee ~ook ~ood --. I agree ths[ background s~des separate from [he discussion s~ide makes sense. Note ths[ 

some may not ~ook at them ahead of time so having them ready to re~:er may be good {co,or printouts 2 s~des to a page?). A~s@ may be he~p~:u~ to add a 

title sUde describing the ~ntent, audience and date and also section dividers - Situation, Opportunities, and Discussion Topics? You also have the K[PE 

strategy slide in their twice; one other minor point ---we should emphasize the average that we are comparh~g to ~s the "Top 20" average, not the overall 

aw~rage (maybe that is serf evident) 

What about: sharing the NC State deck you sent w~th the v~sk~n~ng group as we~i to make them aware o~ the actkms related to research translation a~: NC 

5tateP 

rqnaHy, [ won’t be there for the d[scussh:m on the A£5c 5trategk: Planrdng d~scusskm - but we are exalted to try and help put together a strategy fl)r this 

~mportanL opportunity and wH] hopefully wrap thaL up by the fall 

i.~.i Description. DescdpIion: STAR logo tagline slogsn w-blue background 

Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

Director of S.T.A.R. Program and Consulbng Concentrations 

The UNvers~ty of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Kenan-Flagler Business Schoo~ 

HcCoH BuHdhlg ~ CB 3490 

Chape~ H~II, Noah Carolina 27599 

919-962-3786 - office 

- moNle 

~.paulfE~ga.com 

F~m= DeSimone, Joseph N. [mailto:desimone@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, Narch 2% 20~3 4:~6 PM 
To: Napier, Nary (Biochemist~ and Biophysics); Zoller, Ted; drharoon; Cone, Judith; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science); Lane, Brent; Greis, Noel; Li~le, Nark; 
Reifsnider, Cynthia; Naryann ~ldman; Johnson, Jim; Friga, Paul 
¢c: Lebold, Na~hew; Swanson, Nargaret; Spivey, Kay 
Subject: Re: Senior Advisor Narch 25, 8-9:30 
To facilitate our discussion tomorrow, please find a DRAFT set of slides that I am contemplating that we send to the 21st Century Research Planning Committee as a PRE-READ for 

the meeting, and the last slide is the ONE slide I was thinking of using in person to guide the discussion with this committee.Jet’s discuss tomorrow. 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.chem.unc.edu/people/facuffy/des~mone/ 

Tel: 9~9-962-2166 

Fax: 9~9-962-5467 

~Follow me on Twitter 

From: <Napier>, Mary <Mary Napier@kenan--flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, March 24, 20~3 2:22 PM 

To: Ted Zoller <Ted Zo~ler@kenan-flaN~[:_~_~_E:~9_>, drharoon <~[}_bg_B_bg_ERRE~_~!~_:~9:_~_O_~.>, Judith Cone <]g_99_~_~_~!g_[J:9_EG_~_O_~>, Deborah Stroman 

<.~£~_@~E9:_~_~_~>, Brent Lane <Brent Lane@kenan-fla~[~[:_~_~_:~_~.>, "Greis, Noel P" <noel &[_~j_~_~_B_~:_¢_~_~>, Mark Little <Mark Little@kenan-fla.&[~_[:_~:_~_~_~.>, 

Cynthia Reifsnider <Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan-flag~er.unc.edu>, Feldman Maryann ~)gmail.com>, James Johnson <JohnsonJ@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>, Paul Friga <PauL.Fr~ga~Jkenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: Joseph DeSimone <des~rnone@ernaH.unc.edu>, Matthew Lebold <matthew lebold@kenan--flagler.unc.edu>, Margaret Swanson <Margaret Swanson@kenan-. 

fla~ler.unc.edu>, Kay Spivey <ka~ sp~ve~@kenan-fla~ler:unc.edu> 

Subje~: Re: Senior Advisor March 25, 8-9:30 

Wanted to share the NCSU innovation and commercialization slide deck with all of you. Very compelling. 

We will add commercialization task force discussion to the agenda for Monday. 

Mary 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 



Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 . fax (919)962 8202 ° _ns_L!_a_9_[_e__E,~_~_Lr_t_c_~_e__c_~__u_. 

From: <Napier>, Mary Napier <rn~ry r~p~r~ken~nzfl~g!~r~nc:~d~> 

Date: Thursday, March 21, 2013 5:50 PM 

To: "Zoller, Ted" <Ted Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>, judith cone <jacone@email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah 

(Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Lane, Brent" <Brent Lane@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>, "Greis, Noel" <Noel Greis@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>, "Little, 

Mark" <Mark Little@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Reifsnider, Cynthia" <Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>, Maryann Feldman 

@gmaEcom>, "Johnson, Jim" <JohnsonJ@kenan-rlaF, ler.unc.edu>, "Friga, Paul" <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry)" <.d___e___s_j_n__3_o___n___e____@__e__n__3_a__[J_._9__n___c_:__e___d__u__.>, "Lebold, Matthew" <Matthew Lebold@kenan-fla_g]__e___r_._9__n___c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Swanson, Margaret" 

<Margaret Swanson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Spivey, Kay" <Kay_Sp!vey@kenan-flag!er.unqedu> 

Subject: Senior Advisor March 25, 8-9:30 

Below is the agenda for the KI Senior advisors meeting on March 25; 8-9:30~ Also attached. If you have any additions or suggestions please do not hesitate to send them along. See 

you Monday morning. 

We will not likely get through all of what is proposed for discussion below and any items remaining will be discussed at subsequent meetings. 

Agenda 

Programmatic Updates (5 minutes) 

PIG Power - MarkiBrent 
EDA grant - Mark/Brent 

Department of Applied Physical Sciences strategic planning- Mary/Paul 

National Network of Manufacturing Initiativ@goel/Joe 

Discussion Topics and Updates (5 - 3_0 minutes) 

Conflict of interest - Joe 

Impact of Universities on economic development and outcomes study-Judith 

NAS committee on conver~rlce - Joe/Mary 

Board reconstitution; people and structur-eJoe/Mary 

Open discussion 

Next meetings 
Monday, April 22, 8-9:30 

Monday, May 6, 8-9:30 

Monday, May 20, 8-9:30 

Monday, June 3_0, 8-9:30 

Partial agenda for April 22 

William Greenlee, Hamner Institute, to present on activities and structure of the Hamner Institute 

Mary 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Carnpus Box 3440 : Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 (919)843 
7553 . fax (919)962 8202 ° _nS_L!_a_i3_[_e__E:~_L_Lr_t_c_~!~_u- 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper. Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 9:57 AM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Southall, Debx~ra~h Joy <dj~thll@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michael 

<southall@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; Weight, Eria~ne A. <eweigh~ema~l.unc.edu> 

SA Faculty Meeting 

Hello Everyone, 

It seems like most everyone indicated that they would be able to meet tomorrow at 11:00am for a Sport Administration faculty meeting. Given that this was the 
case, we can plan on getting together in the SA Conference Room to discuss items that have been mentioned by faculty members. As you will see below, there 
are four graduate program items below that we need to discuss. In addition, I listed the items mentioned by Debby last week in our correspondence. Please let 
me know if there is anything else critical that we need to discuss. We can start with time sensitive issues and then move down our list. Hope you all are well! 

Graduate-Related Issues 
SA Graduate Cohort 

< !-[if !supportLists]->) < !-[endif]-->Athletic department admit 
Comprehensive Exams 
Search Update (36 applicants) 
Issues Debby Mentioned: 
Teaching Load F13 
SA Faculty Communications 
Office Space Utilization 
SA Online program 
SA Video 
SA Website - are we happy? 
Sport Entrepreneurship - growth within the E-minor 
CSRI 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC - Chapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 919.962.0959 

Website: https:/Iwww.e~itelevelsportmarketinq.com 
Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a dally basis" (Robin Sharma) 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Dai?’l M. Davis <dalTl.davis@parrishgrp.com> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 10:02 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L/-ds’tro@unc.edu> 

Pleasure Meeting You 

Dr. Stroman, 
It was pleasure meeting you on Friday at the Minor in Entrepreneurship meeting. Looking forward to staying in touch. If you need any speakers for your class, let 
me know, deal with numerous athletes and have a lot of insight to them regarding the financial planning process, entrepreneurship aspirations, etc. My contact 
information is below. 
Sincerely, 
Daryl M. Davis 

Daryl M. Davis ] The Parrish Group, LLC 

1701 Pennsylvania Ave NW Suite 300 [ Washington, DC 20006 

202.580.6527 (v) ] 202.580.6559 (f) [ (m) 

daryl.davis@parrishgrp.corn 

CONFiDENTiALITY NOTICE: 

This cornmunicatAon, including att.achments, is fbr tbe exclusive use of tile person or entAty to which it~ is addressed and may cont~ain confidential, prop rietacy and/or privileged inlbrmation. Any 

review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon, Ibis information by persons or entities other tban the intended recipient is prohibited, if you 
received this by mistake, please contact tbe sender imnlediately. 

lnS cInCULAn 230 NOTICE: 
To ensure compliance ~vith requirements imposed by tile [RS, I infortn you that any U.S. tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachmentsI is not intended or written to be 

used, and cannot be used, for tile pur[~ose of (il avoiding penalties under tile Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or reconlmending to another party any transaction or ma~er 

addressed herein. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

_~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday 3:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@ kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

Celebration Week- Room Reservation 

~ kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just heard back from Ms~ Adamson about the room reservation. We are good to go on and : lowever on 

9:30pm. 

Ms. Adamson said that if we could assure her that we would be out by 6:30pm, we could have the room from 5:00-6:30pm. 

Please let me know if this works[ 

there is a pre-existing reservation from 6:30- 

~ kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: ~live.tmc.edu~> 

Sent: Monday, 3:46 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: OUR Form 

Dr. Stroman 

Thank you again for meeting with me today. You had mentioned something about a form I could fill out on the Office for Undergraduate Research website that would notify EXSS 
researchers that I was interested and available to help with research I am having trouble finding the form, could you help direct me it? Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 25, 2013 7:22 PM 

Campbell, Larry <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra 

<sha~draj@email.unc.edu>; I,ittlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursul%littlejohn@unc.edtv~; McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu~; Murrill, Verita L 

<verita murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu> 

My status 

Hi Friends. 

I just don’t have the normal time to devote to CBC, although I don’t want to shirk my responsibility and "let them win." 

I am in touch with senior leaders on this campus who are assisting me with the proper response. I may need more from you in this regard depending on how things 

progress over the next two weeks. 

Feel free to converse and set another Caucus meeting and/or plan the year-end Social. Perhaps, we should just use the April 30 event to close us out?! 

Thanks for caring! 

Isaiah 54:17 

debby 

Deboral~ L, Strorn~n, P~,Do CLU 

~IArI~V~V, eX,q~, U n C, e(l II 

3~5 ~ool~n - CB #~700 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Celebration Week- Room Reservation 

Done! We have the room from for Celebration Week. 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 7:03 PM 

To:l ~kenan-flagler,unc,edu> 

Cc: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, 

Subject: RE: Celebration Week- Room Reservation 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thanks [ [.et’~.~ do it, Sec~r~:_~ all dates and F~-:d:zer I09, Thanks! 

¯ I had a great: chat with Wassecman Cons~t:mg g~rez today We are go~ng to partner wkh the Expo. Phase hok~ one of the keynote sg~eakin~[ sgx)ts for 

Wasserman. ~ w~l~ fil~ you h~ ~ater th~s week. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Goo& 
Deborah g. Stroma~, Ph.D. CgD 

~n~!e, E~plore, ~mpowen 
~%84&0336 

From= 

Sent= IVlonday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject= Celebration Week- Room Reservation 

Dr. Stroman, 
I just heard back from Ms. Adamson about the room reservation. We are good to go on ~nd lowever on 

9:30pm. 

Ms. Adamson said that if we could assure her that we would be out by 6:30pm, we could have the room from 5:00-6:30pm. 

Please let me know if this works! 

"You wifl never reach your destination i.f you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks," 
W. Churc’hi!t 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
3:34- PM 

there is a pre-existing reservation from 6:30- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Campbell, LaW <lecaml@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 8:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: My status 

Keep the faith Larry 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2023 7:22 PM 
To: Campbell, Larry; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda; Jones, Shandra; Li~lejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita L; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: My status 
Importance: High 

Hi Friends. 

I just don’t have the normal time to devote to CBC, although I don’t want to shirk my responsibility and "let them win." 

I am in touch with senior leaders on this campus who are assisting me with the proper response. I may need more from you in this regard depending on how things 

progress over the next two weeks. 

Feel free to converse and set another Caucus meeting and!or plan the year-end Social. Perhaps, we should just use the April 30 event to close us out?! 

Thanks for caring! 

Isaiah 54:17 

debby 

Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 

ww~v,exss, unc,ed u 

Chapel Hi~b NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:57 AM 

Angela Bryant ~ mindspring.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 

Angela, I just spoke with Professor Stroman, she has talked with the CBC executive committee and we would like you to do the session for us this spring. We have the funds for one 

consultant at the moment but are exploring whether we can raise the additional funds for two consultants which is our preference. 

Please send us possible dates for you and your team for the end of April and through May. 

Per your proposal as follows: 

Proposed Consultant Fees and Expenses: $3600 for consultant fees and expenses 

for two consultants (Black male and female- bios at end of document). $1700 for 

consultant fees and expenses for one consultant (Bryant). 

These fees and expenses do not include copies of materials and handouts or meeting expenses, e.g. food, facility 

and equipment costs, etc. 

Please note that we are willing to negotiate costs to 

meet your budget and project parameters. 

Group Size: Maximum of 18 participants with two consultants and a maximum of 12 

participants with one consultant. 

From: Angela Bryan         @mindsprin&com> 

Date: Sun, 10 Mar 2013 22:55:14 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Stroman, Deborah L’" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 

David and Deborah: Please review the VISIONS Proposal attached along with two articles describing the underlying theoretical approach. Please let me 
know any feedback that you have on content, approach or costs. Thanks again for this opportunity. Please contact me on my cell phone. 

Angela R. Bryant Consulting 

Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 

RecrZ~izb~g, U~ders~ndi~g a~d Appreciating 

717 West End St. 

Rock’ Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-tSx- 703-783-8553; cell 

~72.753~.V~:~abrvar~tco~s~n~com: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 11:03 AM 

Ernestine Taylor~ @triad.rr.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: spring 2013 workshop: Building Relationships 

Dear Earnestine, 

We decided to ask Angela Bryant of Visions, Inc. to do the first workshop this spring. However, if funds are available, we may be in touch about other components of the program 

this fall or re-start conversations on the negotiations program we had discussed. Thank you very much for your thinking and efforts on our behalf. 

Best wishes, David 

David Kiel, Dr. P. H. 
Leadership Coordinator 
Center for Faculty Excellence 
318 Wilson Library 
Campus Box 3470 
Chapel Hill, NC27599-3470 
(919) 962-9972 
http:/icfe.unc.eduia boutikiel,html 

From: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 22 Mar 2013 11:45:41-0400 

To: Ernestine Taylor         ~triad.rr.com> Deborah Stroman PHD < d__s_ t__r_ .o_ @.__ .u_ n__c_ ;_e_ .d_ u_ > 

Subject: Re: spring 2013 workshop: Building Relationships 

Earnestine, Debby and I are trying to find a time to talk but post break schedules have intervened. Will be back in touch ASAP. 

From: Ernestine Taylor          ~triad.rr.com> 

Date: Thu, 21 Mar 2013 17:46:44 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu>, Deborah Stroman PHD <dst_ro@unc.edu> 

Subject: spring 2013 workshop: Building Relationships 

Hi Folks 

Hope all is well. It has been a while since we connected. A friendly follow-up to see if you have selected any potential dates for the first workshop. I am in the 

process of planning my calendar for the 2nd quarter. 

Please give me an update. 

Be well! 

Ernestine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 1:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The 21 Principles of Persuasion - learn more inside 

To ensure gou re:e~ve updates From Docstoc; p~ease add ff!~_~E~!t~9~:£R[!! to yo~:r address book ~ Unsubscfibe 

~;ii Small Businesses 
How is it that certain people are so incredibly 

..... persuasive? Can we all harness those skills? After 

studying the most influential political, social, business 

and religious leaders, and trying countless 

techniques out myself, these are the 21 critical 

lessons I’ve identified to persuading people 

Persuasion is not Manipulation - Manipulation is 

coercion through force to get someone to do 

something that is not in their own interest. Persuasion 

is the art of getting people to do things that are in their 

own best interest that also benefit you 

Persuade the Persuadable - Everyone can be 

persuaded, given the right timing and context. The first 

step is always to identify those people that at a given 

time are persuadable to your point of view and focus 

your energy and attention on them. 

Share this article with your friends: 
Context and Timing - The basic building blocks of... 

Finish the Article Here >> 

Only 3% of Small 

Actually GeL 

Repeat 

Daily Deals 

!40% Jump in 

Smafl 

Tablet Use 

Explosiw=" 

G ro’,~Ai~ 

Haw; 

Data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

"@ive.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Shields, Edgar W <Ed.Shields@unc.edu> 

Marks, Bonita L <mmks@email.unc.edu> 

Thesis Update 

Dr. Stroman and Dr. Shields, 

Dr. Marks and I talked today and she has approved me to begin my thesis testing. In my proposal we discussed 

Plea~ let me know if you have any questions and please let me know if you approw 

~live.unc.edu 

UNC Chapel Hill 

The University of Nor~h Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 4:05 PM 

Fall, Ala,ssane <afall@email.unc.edu>; Campbell, Larry <lecmnp@emaJl.unc.edu>; tlammett, Victoria LaFrieda 

<vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Jones, Shmadra <shandraj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula litflejohn@unc.edu>; McGhee, 

Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu>; Murrill, Verita L <verita murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, 

Deborah L < dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 

CONFIDENTIAL 
Thanks. 
d 
Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stronmn, Ph,D. CLU 
~n~g!e, F~xplore. Empower, 
9:19.843.0336 

"You wifl never reach your destination i.f you stop and throw stones at evegy dog that barks," 

w, Churchil~ 

From: KJel, David 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:57 AM 
To: Angela Bryant 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session!Suggestions for Additional Series 
Angela, I just spoke with Professor Stroman, she has talked with the CBC executive committee and we would like you to do the session for us this spring. We have the funds for one 
consultant at the moment but are exploring whether we can raise the additional funds for two consultants which is our preference. 

Nease send us possible dates for you and your team for the end of April and through May. 

Per your proposal as follows: 
Proposed Consultant Fees and Expenses: $3600 for consultant fees and expenses 
for two consultants (Black male and female- bias at end of document). $1700 for 
consultant fees and expenses for one consultant (Bryant). 

These fees and expenses do not include copies of materials and handouts or meeting expenses, e.g. food, facility 

and equipment costs, etc. 
Please note that we are willing to negotiate costs to 
meet your budget and project parameters. 

Group Size: Maximum of 18 participants with two consultants and a maximum of 12 
participants with one consultant. 

From: Angela Bryant 9mindspring.com> 
Date: Sun, :10 Mar 20:13 22:55::14 -0400 
To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc,edu> 
Ce: "Stroman, Deborah L’" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 
David and Deborah: Please review the VISIONS Proposal attached along with two articles describing the underlying theoretical approach. Please let me 
know any feedback that you have on content, approach or costs. Thanks again for this opportunity. Please contact me on my cell phone. 

!u~gela R. Bryant Consulting 

Also Co-Founder - VISIONS Inc. 

Recog,~izing, Umiemtamti~g a*~d At)t)reci¢#i**~ 

717 West End St. 

RockT Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-fax- 703-783-8553; cell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday 4:43 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~W: New subraission from Major/Minor Declaration Fo~In 

Do Good, 
Deborah L. Stroman, PiLD~ CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empow~m 
919.843.0336 

"You will never reach your destination i]you stop and throw stones at eveW dog that barks," 
W. Churchill 

From: Stamper, Vanessa 
Sent: Tuesday, ~:32 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: New submission from Major/Minor Declaration Form 

Hi, Deborah, 

Since            is ak’eady in the pFo[:essional school, he will have to go to the school of journalism and have them to do an intra 1o transfer to arts and sciences. 

I’m, sorry but that’s how this process works. When the student comes back then he can declare her ma~or~ 

Will you contact him and tell him to start the process over in ~ournaiism. 

Thanks 

From: Major!Minor Declaration [mailt         @live~unc~edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:~0 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: New submission from Major!Minor Declaration Form 

Student’s Name 

PID 

UNC Email 

@lwe.m~c.edu 

Prim ary Maj or Inform orion 

Primary Major 

Exercise and Sport Science - AS BA EXSS 

Primary Major Sub Plan 

Sport Administration - SA 

Does this major require a change in requirement term? 

No 

Does this student have a second major? 

No 

Does this student have a minor? 

No 

Supplem entary Questions 

Does the student have the Honors Program? 

No 

Does this change in major require assigning a new advisor? 

No 

Staff Information 

Advisor Completing this Form: 

dstro@unc edu 

Send a Copy to the following Administrative Staff: 

vsta rn[~gr@e rq all u n c. ed u 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ernestine Taylor < "_c}triad.rr.com~ 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 5:47 PM 

Kiel, David <kJel@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: spring 2013 workshop: Building Relationships 

David and Deborah 

Thanks for the opportunity to be considered for this work. 

I am committed to learning, growing and always open to feedback. WoL~ld appreciate voL~r feedback about my proposal and the final decision to use another 

Ple~ase feel free to call me or may ~ (:a~l you. 

Have a good weekend. 

Ernest~ne 

F~m: Kiel, David [maiito:kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Narch 26, 2013 ll:03 AN 
Te: Ernestine Taylor; Stroman, Deborah L 
SuBject: Re: spring 2013 workshop: Building Relationships 

Dear Earnestine, 
We decided to ask Angela Bryant of Visions, Inc. to do the first workshop this spring. However, if funds are available, we may be in touch about other components of the program 

this fal~ or re-start conversations on the negotiations program we had discussed. Thank you very much for your thinking and efforts on our behalf. 

Best wishes, David 

David Kiel, Dr. P. H. 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Facul~ Excellence 

318 ~lson Libra~ 
Campus Box 3470 

Chapel Hill, NC27599-3470 

(919) 962-9972 

From: David Kiel <kiel@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 22 Mar 20~3 ~:45:41-0~ 

Te: Ernestine Taylor <         ~)triad.rr.com>, Deborah Stroman PHD <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: Re: spring 2013 workshop: Building Relationships 

Earnestine, Debby and I are trying to find a time to talk but post break schedules have intervened. Will be back in touch ASAP. 

From: Ernestine Taylor @triad.rr.com> 

Date: Thu, 21 Mar 20~3 ~7:46:~ -0~ 

Te: David Kiel <Me]~)email.unc.edu>, Deborah Stroman PHD <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: spring 2013 workshop: Building Relationships 

Hi Folks 

Hope all is well. it has been a while since we connected. A friendly follow-up to see if you have selected any potential dates for the first workshop. I am in the 

process of planning my calendar for the 2nd quarter. 

Please give me an update. 

Be well[ 

Ernestine 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cynthia Reifsnide~@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 12:26 PM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Friga, Paul <PaulFriga@ken~m-llagler.unc.edu-~; Napier, Mary E 

<mnapie@email.unc.edu>; Zoller, Ted ~ed Zolle@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu>; drharoon <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu-~; Cone, Judith 

<jacone@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Lane, Brent <Brent Lm~e@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~; Greis, Noel P 

<noel g~eis@unc.edu>; Little, Ma~k <M~rk Little@kena~l-flagler.unc.edu>; Maryann Feldman ~gmail.com >; Johnson, 

Jim --~JohnsonJ@kenmi- flagler.unc.edu> 

Lebold, Matthew <Matthew Lebold@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Swanson, Margaxet <Margaret Swanson@kena~l-flagler.unc.edu>; Spivey, 

Kay Tilley <kay spivey@kenan-flagler.tmc.edtc,; Reifsnider. Cynthia<Cynthia Reifsnide@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

NC Chamber: NC Vision 2030 strategic job plm~ - entrepreneurship, innovation 

h ttp://w raltech wi r e. co m/str a t egic-j o b-.pla n-fo r--nc--p u ts- e m p ha s is--o n-. e n t re p re n e u rs hip--in n ovation/12273263/ 

http:/iwww.ncchamber:netimx/hm_asp?!d=accelerate 

Waiting for posting of full report to Chamber web site... 

From WRAL TechWire 

Updated Mar. 27, 2013 at 11:24 a.m. 

Strategic job plan for NC puts emphasis on entrepreneurship, innovation 

By RICK SMITH, WRALTechWire Editor 

Business and political leaders from across North Carolina gathered Wednesday to discuss possible solutions to the state’s growing job crisis. 

North Carolina has one of the nation’s highest unemployment rates -and exacerbating the problem is the continuing influx of new residents. 

So what’s the state to do? 

The North Carolina Chamber unveiled "North Carolina Vision 2030" in Greensboro and put emphasis on four key "pillars," including entrepreneurship and 

innovation. 

The plan also calls for a bi-partisan approach to the state’s growing need to create jobs. 

While a lot of luck will be needed to find bi-partisan support, the plan as funded by the NC Chamber Foundation includes what it calls "Change 

Management Systems for Good Jobs." 

The three major goals: 

1. tong-term focus where policy trumps politics 

2. A single business agenda with strategic initiatives aimed squarely at job creation 

3. Clear metrics, transparency and accountability 

’Pillars of a secure future’ 

The four pillars are good news for the state’s technology and biotechnology!life science sectors where much of the growth and innovation in North 

Carolina’s economy are taking place. 

"To be a winner in the global jobs war, North Carolina must strive for excellence in four key areas," the plan says. 

The pillars are: 
¯ Education and talent supply 

¯ Business climate 
¯ Entrepreneurship and innovation 
° Infrastructure and growth leadership 

"Within each pillar are several key drivers for robust economic growth," the plan says. 

"While each pillar is separate and unique, no single one should be considered in isolation of the others. Instead, the pillars should be considered together 

to achieve a strategic regional, national and global competitive advantage for North Carolina in the war for good jobs." 

NC Chamber CEO Lew Ebert calls the plan "a forward-thinking, initiative-driven plan that provides focused economic development strategies to create 

good jobs for North Carolinians. It is the launch of a comprehensive effort to produce reasonable solutions for the state’s most pressing economic 

challenges and transform North Carolina into a global jobs leader." 

The meeting was held at the Grandover Resort in Greensboro. 

Speakers included Chamber Chair Jack Bailey, senior vice senior vice president, policy, payers and vaccines at GlaxoSmithKline. Bailey led a session on job 

growth and was joined by Stan Kelly; regional president, Carolinas Community Banking, Wells Fargo; J.P. Sakey, president and CEO, Headway Workforce 

Solutions; Anne Lloyd, executive vice president, CFO and treasurer; Martin Marietta Materials; and Jim Whitehurst, president and CEO of Red Hat. 

WRAL Tech Wire an}, time: Twitter~ Facebook 

Cop},right 2013 WRAL Tech Wire. All rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday 10:28 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu> 
@live.unc.edu>; 

~unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
~live=unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. 
<eweight@email.unc.edu>; Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Grad Cohort Update 

Hello Everyone, 

I know everyone has been waiting eagerly to hear about next year’s cohort so I wanted to provide an update. As of right now, we have five students who have 
officially accepted our invitation with the graduate school We extended 
invitations through the graduate school to four others, but are still waiting on the official confirmation of their acceptance. Once I have these, I will be sure that 
all of you know this. I appreciate your interest in the process and your patience as we finish things of!! 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC - Chapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 919.962.0959 

Website: https:llwww, e~itelevelsportmarketinq.com 
Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sha rma) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

keny- ann@ facultydiversity.ovg 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 1:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

We Miss You! 

Dear Deborah, 

We’ve noticed that your NCFDD membership has expired and we want to encourage you to consider 
renewinq at your earliest convenience. We miss you and we would love to have you reconnect to 
our thriving online community of over 17,000 faculty, post-docs and graduate students. 

By way of reminder, NCFDD Individual Membership includes access to all of the following benefits: 

The weekly Monday Motivator 

Twelve monthly core training ~vorkshops on How to Thrive in the Academy 

Twelve monthly .quest expert workshops 

Audio, slides and transcripts of all of our workshops so you can learn at your convenience 

A private, professionally moderated p__e___e_r___m__e___n_t__o_~__n_!t forum 

Monthly writing challenges 

Monthly accountability buddy matches 

Our brand new Career Center 

Our new multi-week facilitated learninq communities on How to Write A Successful Grant 
Proposal, How to Write & Submit Your Journal Article in Nine Weeks, How to Write a 
Winn#~g Book Proposal, and Academic Entrepreneurship 

Access to our entire library of guest expert workshops from 2012 

Targeted online writing retreats led by your favorite faculty facilitators 

The annual membership dues for Individual Members am $240 for graduate students and post-docs, 
and $480 for faculty members. If you would like to move forward in becoming an Individual Member 
go ahead and click here. And as a special bonus, we are allowing renewing members to pay 
their annual dues in monthly installments. 

If you have any questions about how to renew as an Individual Member, or about any of the above 

resources feel free to reach out to us at support@facultydiversity.org. 

Warmly, 

Kerry Ann Rockquemore, PhD 

President & CEO, 
National Center for Faculty Development & Diversity 

vwwv.FacultyDiversity.or.q 

This emafl was sent to ’dstro@unc edu’ from National Center for Faculty Development & Diversity tf you wish to stop 

receiving emai! from us, you can simply" remove yourself by visiting: 
http./A~cww.facuttydiversity.orgZmembers/EmaLlOpttqreferences.aspx? 

id=13689046&e=dstro@unc edu&h=f33c3d4cfbf4ffeb675bOOScdbSb597c2f09095c 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 1:00 PM 

Ernesline Taylor          ~triad.rr.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: spring 2013 workshop: Building Relationships 

Dear Earnestine, 

This is in response to your request for feedback on the criteria we used to select among the proposals we received~ 

Debby and I think you have a very strong record, credentials and excellent personal presence. 

Angola and her firm have more specific experience in diversity programming and Angola has a long-term and close connection to the University which gives her special insight 
and credibility (e.g., having been a UNC Trustee, having 2 UNC degrees.). 

However, it was a choice between two excellent consulting options and we have not ruled out calling on you in the future by any means. Price was not a deciding factor, since 
we had a fairly fixed budget already allocated for this program. 

I hope this is helpful and informative and I really do want to stay in touch. 

Best wishes, David and (on behalf of) Debby 

From; Ernestine Taylor        @triad.rr.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, March 26, 2013 5:46 PM 

To; Kiel, David 
C¢; Strornan, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: spring 20:t3 workshop: Building Relationships 

David and Deborah 

Thanks for the opportunity to be considered for this work, 

I am committed to learning, growing and always open to feedback. Would appreciate your feedback about my proposal and the final decision to use another 

CO~SLEItI~[~t. Y.:_3L~r £:or~[~e~ts woLdd be very 

Ple~se feel free to call me or may ~ ca~l you. 

Have a good weekend. 

Ernestine 

F~m: Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t: Tuesday, March 26, 20~3 ~:03 AM 
To: Ernestine Taylor; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: spring 20~3 workshop: Building Relationships 

Dear Earnestine, 
We decided to ask Angola Bryant of Visions, Inc. to do the first workshop this spring. However, if funds are available, we may be in touch about other components of the program 

this fal~ or re-start conversations on the negotiations program we had discussed. Thank you very much for your thinking and efforts on our behalf. 

Best wishes, David 

David Kiel, Dr. P. H. 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Facul~ Excellence 

318 ~lson Libra~ 
Campus Box 3470 

Chapel Hill, NC27599-3470 

(919) 962-9972 

From: David Kiel <kiel@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 22 Mar 2013 ~1:45:4~ -0~ 

To: Ernestine Taylor,         ~)triad.rr.com>, Deborah Stroman PHD <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: Re: spring 2013 workshop: Building Relationships 

Earnestine, Debby and I are trying to find a time to talk but post break schedules have intervened. Will be back in touch ASAP. 

~rom: Ernestine Taylor < @triad.rr.com> 

Date: Thu, 2~ Mar 2013 17:46:~ -0~ 

To: David Kiel <Me]~)email.unc.edu>, Deborah Stroman PHD <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: spring 2013 workshop: Building Relationships 

Hi Folks 

Hope all is well. It has been a while since we connected. A friendly follow-up to see if you have selected any potential dates for the first workshop. I am in the 

process of planning my calendar for the 2nd quarter. 

Please give me an update. 

Be well~ 

Ernestine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 2:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan-flaglerxmc.edu 

Letter to Eryn Gmdwell for CSBC-Bobcats Trip 

CSBC Letter E~ynGradwell Bobcats .pdf 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Thoughts on this letter laying out logistics fi~r our visit next Friday? 



Eryn Gradwell 

Coordinator, Social Media 
Bobcats I Sports & Entertainment 

333 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

Dear Eryn: 

Carolina Sport Business Club 

(CSBC). The CSBC is excited and honored to invite you to speak to our talented students on 

Friday,        As the premier student-run organization dedicated to those interested in a career 

in the sports business industry, your time, energy, and acumen will be greatly appreciated by 

CSBC members. Below is a tentative schedule of how we envision our time at TWCA prior to 

the game later that night: 

Arrive in Charlotte at 2:lfpm 

Get arena tour from Bobcats Ticketing and Sales representative (coordinated by CSBC 

membe~            from 2:30-3:30pm 

Meet you on the Suite Level and discuss your career path from 3:30-4:00pm 

I look forward to seeing you again, and I know every member of the CSBC is eager to have you 

as one of our esteemed speakers in Charlotte. Please contact me by phone at             or by 

email at              @gmail.com if you have any questions, comments or concerns. 

Again, we are honored to extend this invitation to you and I know your knowledge and expertise 

will be helpful for students pursuing a career in the sports industry. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 
Faculty Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club 

315 Woollen Gym CB# 8605 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
E: theclub@unc.edu I W: CSBCUNC.COM 

@CSBC_UNC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:15 PM 

@gmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

_~ kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Nive.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Letter to Eryn Gradwell for CSBC-Bobcats Trip 

The letter is great! Just change the gmail to your UNC account. Officially, you aren’t supposed to use non-UNC accounts for UNC business!communications. 

- Let me know if you need money for anything asap, so I can speak to our account person and see what is possible, as necessary. 

Thanks again for your leadership on this annual evenL Let’s start tweeting and also get this event on our website. 

I will start the PR for our Celebration Week later this week. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage, Explore. Empower, 
919.843.0336 

From: 

Date: Fri, 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc:                       .gkena n-fiagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Letter to [ryn Gradwell for CSBC-£,obcats Trip 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Thoughts on this letter laying out logistics for our visit next Friday? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KJel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 30, 2013 6:05 AM 

@triad.rr.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: spring 2013 workshop: Building Relationships 

Earnestine, thank you for all your help on this project. David 

From:       ~triad.rr.com i       ~triad.rr.com] 
Sent-" Friday, March 29, 2013 4:51 PM 

To-" Kiel, David 
Subject-" Re: spring 2013 workshop: Building Relationships 

Many thanks. I always seek and appreciate feedback. 

Have a wonderful workshop and thanks for keeping me on yonr short list 

ENoy the weekend 

Peace 

Emestine 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Mar 29, 2013, at 12:59 PM, "Kiel, David" <kiel~2~)emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Earnestine, 

This is in response to your request for feedback on the criteria we used to select among the proposals we received. 

Debby and I think you have a very strong record, credentials and excellent personal presence. 

Angela and her firm have more specific experience in diversity programming and Angela has a long-term and close connection to the University which gives her 
special insight and credibility (e.g., having been a UNC Trustee, having 2 UNC degrees~). 

However, it was a choice between two excellent consulting options and we have not ruled out calling on you in the future by any means~ Price was not a deciding 
factor, since we had a fairly fixed budget already allocated for this program. 

I hope this is helpful and informative and T really do want to stay in touch. 

Best wishes, David and (on behalf of) Debby 

From: Ernestine Taylor         .~triad.rr.coml 
Sent." Tuesday, March 26, 2013 5:46 PM 

To-" Kiel, David 
Cc-" Strornan, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: spring 2013 workshop: Building Relationships 

David and Deborah 

Thanks for the opportunity to be considered for this work. 

t am (:ommi~:ted to learning, growing and a~ways open ~:o [eedback, Wouk~ a~redate your [eedback about my proposa~ and ~:he ~ina~ ded~km to use 

at]other cor~sulLar~t. Your comrnents wouM be very he~)h.EI, 

P~ease feei free to cai~ me or may ~ cai~ you. 

Have a good weekend~ 

[rnesth~e 

F~m~ Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, March 26, 2013 ll:03 AN 
Te~ Ernestine Taylor; Stroman, Deborah L 
~ubjeCt~ Re: spring 2013 wor~hop: Building Relationships 

Dear Earnestine, 
We decMed to ask Angela Bryant of Visions, Inc. to do the first workshop thB spring. However, ~f funds are available, we mac be in touch about other components of 

the program this fall or re-start conversations on the negotiations program we had discussed. Thank gou very much for gout thinking and efforts on our behalf. 

Best wishes, David 

David Nel, Dr. P. H. 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Faculty Excellence 

318 ~lson Libra~ 
Campus Box 3470 

Chapel Hill, NC27599-3470 

(919) 962-9972 

http:/icfe.unc.eduiaboutik~el.html 

From: David Kiel <kie~(~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 22 Mar 20~3 ~1:45:4~ -0~ 

Te: Ernestine Taylor <,        ~triad.rr.com>, Deborah Stroman PHD <dstro@unc.edu> 

5ubje~: Re: spring 2013 workshop: Building Relationships 

Earnestine, Debbg and I are twing to find a time to talk but post break schedules have intervened. Will be back in touch ASAP. 

From: Ernestine Taylor <: ptdad.rr.com> 

Date: Thu, 2~ Mar 2013 ~7:46:~ -0~ 



To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu>, Deborah Stroman PHD <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: spring 2013 workshop: Building Relationships 

Hi Folks 

Hope all is well. It has been a while since we connected. A friendly follow-up to see if you have selected any potential dates for the first workshop. I 

am in the process of planning my calendar for the 2nd quarter. 

Please give me an update. 

Be well! 

Ernestine 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edn 

Saturday, 5:00 PM 

TPG Sports Career Conference - Sign Up to Attend 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

F~om: 

Good afternoon CSBCers, 

As you know the      fPG Sports Career Conference will be begin next Friday,      and will run through Saturday       see attached event schedule from last year). The Conference’s focus is to educate 
attendees to build relationships, as many companies will be hiring an(] offering part time/full time internships. 

TPG Sports Group will also be hirin9 3 interns flom the conference. If you are planning to attend the TPG Sports Conference please register here. Group discounts are available for students who register in 

a group of 8 or more. We need a complete list of all UNC students attending the Conference by next week. 

Please confirm your conference attendance to ~ama com by ~u~d~yi ~5~ so TPG Sports Group can plan accordingly for our visit to Charlotte. 

Lastly, those wishing to attend the Bobcats-Heat game on Friday, 

Collaborate & Connect, 

~Your CSBC Leadership Team 

can sign up to attend on this google spreadsheet link. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Connect with us for daily insights in and around the sport industn!! 

Website: vcww.csbcunc.com 

Facebeok: www.facebook.com/csbcunc 

linkedlrm Carolina Sport Business Club 

Instagram: www.instagram.com/csbc uric 

Twi~er: @.csbc unc [ #CSBC 

[’PG SportsPacket .pdf 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Cm~olina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message 
click this link to access Messages for this site: Carolina Sport Business Club. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 11:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS advising help 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

My name is                                 I need help. I am a pre-med student; however recently I have really been rethinking it. I have been constantly failing my 
pre-med classes and I am mentally drained. I am a junior right now, and it scares me because I feel like I have academically wasted my 3 years at UNC. The only thing I do 
know is that I love my EXSS classes. I still love medicine and when I shadow doctors I think it is great, but I do not know if this is a path that I should take. I want to explore 
other careers as well; careers that have to do with EXSS. 

I was wondering if you had time next week, I can meet with you and talk about it. 
Sorry, this is a lot.. but I am pretty academically lost and I hoping you could give me some advice. 

Let me know 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.nnc.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 9:14 AM 

ttobart, Don q:ton.hobart@unc.edu> 

Mazyann Feldman                @gmail.com>; Johnson, James tt Jr <jimjohnson@unc.edu>; Maryann Feldman 
~glna]l.coln>; Zoller, Ted (Ted ~oller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Stromam Debordti L <dstro@unc.edu>; Little, Mark 

<mark !ittle@unc.edu>; Delicia Love ~yahoo.com); Rose, Don -<don rose@med.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC start-ups? 

Hi Don, Maryanr~ Fefdman and Ted Zofler might have some of this information. We have started a data collection process to capture this type of ~nformatio~ so we 

have the information in a central reposko~y. Best, Judith 

Judith Cone ~              ~ Jud~th.cone@unc.edu 

F~I Rose, DaB 

Sent; Friday, Narch 29, 20~3 8:32 AN 

Te= Cone, Judith 

Subject= N: UNC s~rt-ups? 

Judith, 

Can you help out here? I don’t have any non-technology companies on my list. 

Thanks, 

don 

~rom: Jason Smith <]~!g_B. sm~th@unc.edu> 

Bate: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 11:37 AM 

To: Don Rose <don rose@med.unc.edu> 

Subje~: UNC start-ups? 

I’m writing c)~z behalf of Assec:iate VC for Research Don Hebart to ask yeu [or some infermation aboL]t UNC staztup cempanies. 

Jackie Quay in OTD told me you would be a good source of info on startups that did not form via OTD’s technology 

coKpercialization process. Our goal is to better understand and be able to relate the impact UNC has had on North Carolina’s 

economy. Can you help? 

I’m looking for these pieces of information on each startup: 
--name of the company 

--name of the fac:uity member(s) or student(s) who started 

--year it was created 

--whether it’s still in operation 

--what it does 

--number of employees 

Other guidelines: 

Nonprcfits and training companies: please include them. 

Defunct companies: please include them, and flag them as defunct. (Also helpful: any info you could include on the 

circumstances behind the sta~t-up’s closing.) 

Companies started by faculty "alumni": include them if the" oonrzeo~Lion t> UNC Js sLrong (i.e., a faculty member started a 

company based on his or her UNC experiences or with knowledge developed at UNC, even if the faculty member left UNC to start 

the company). 

Companies started by postdocs or students: please include them, as long as the company grew out of the student’s experience 

and work at NNC. 

Note thaL we’re not ]eoking for individual faoulty members with consulting gigs or private praeLices on the side. We’re 
looking for things that look and feel like typical businesses: things that have payroll, staff, office space, etc. 

If at all possible, I’d love to get this information by April 5. 

Please let "~’e know if you have questions. Thanks in advance for your help. 

Jason 

Jason D. Smith 

Interim Director, Office of Research Communications 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-7765 

UNC Research: __w___e__b_. I [_s_s_. 
Endeavors magazine: web I facebook I twitter 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu,~ 

Monday, April 1, 2013 9:56 AM 

Campbell, Lan-y <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra 

<sha~draj@email.unc.edu>; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@tmc.edtr% McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edtv~; Murrill, Verita L 

<verita murdll@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I:W: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 

CONFIDENTIAL. 
d 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage, Explore. Empower, 
9~9.843.0336 

"You will never reach Four destination i] you stop and throw stones at everF dog that barks," 

W. Churchill 

_~mindspring.com] From: Angela Bryant [I 

Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 9:42 AM 

To: Kiel, David 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 

David and Deborah - This is great - will send dates asap. Thanks much and look forward to working with you. 

A~gela R. Brya~t 
717 West End St. 

Rock?, MounL NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-tSx- 703-783-8553 

:~em~Nink.net 

From{ Kiel, DavM [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 

Sent= Tuesday, March 26, 20~3 10:S7 AN 

To: Angela B~ant 

~c= Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject= Re: WS~ONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 

An~ela, I just spoke with Pro~essor Stroman, she has talked with the CBC executive committee and we would like you to do the session for us this sprin~. We have the funds for one 

consultant at the moment but are explorin~ whether we can raise the additional funds for two consultants which is our preference. 

Please send us possible dates for you and your team for the end of April and through May. 

Per your proposal as follows: 

Proposed Oonsultant Fees and ~xpenses: $3600 for ¢onsul~nt fees and expenses 

for two ¢onsultan~ (~lack male and female- bios at end of document). $~700 for 

consul~nt fees and expenses for one consultant (~ant). 

These fees and expenses do not include copies of materials and handou~ or meeting expenses, e.g. food, facili~ 

and equipment Costs, etC. 

Please note that we are willing to negotiate ¢os~ to 

meet your budget and project parameters. 

Group Size: ~aximum of ~8 pa~i¢ipants with ~o Consultants and a maximum of 12 

pa~icipan~ with one ~onsultant. 

From: An~ela Bryan1 ~rNndsprin~.com> 

Date: Sun, 20 Mar 2023 22:55:~4 -0~ 

To: David Kiel <~_L@_~_~_~_=~:~_~_~.> 

cc: "’stroman, Deborah L’" <dstro~unc.edu> 

Subje~: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Sprin~ Session!Suggestions for Additional Series 

David and Deborah: Please review the VISIONS Proposal attached along with two a~icles describing the underlying theoretical approach. Please let me 
know any feedback that you have on content, approach or costs. Thanks again for this oppo~unity. Please contact me on my cell phone. 

Also Co-~ounder -VISIONS 
Recognizing, U~derstamtb~g and At~t~reciating Diff~’re~ces 

717 West End St. 

Roc~ Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-f~- 703-783-8553; cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 10:00 AM 

Prentice, William E Jr <prentice@email.unc.edu>; Marks, Bonita E <mark~email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Southall, Debx~rah Joy <dj~thll@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michael 

<southa]l@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah E <dstro@unc.edu>; Weight, Eriam~e A. <eweigh~emal.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC start-ups? 

Hi. Please te~ me know if you have knowledge of any sport-related start up companies. (See attached notes) 

I want to make sure that we get included i~ this repository. Thanks! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stronmn, Ph.D. CLU 

En,o’u,qe. Explore. Empower. 

919243.0336 

"go~ wil! never re~ch your destinotion i]you stop ~nd throw stones ot evew ~og that barks," 

W, Churchill 

From: Cone, Judith 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 9:14 AM 

To: Hobart, Don 
l:::e: Maryann Feldman; Johnson, James H Jr; Maryann Feldman; Zoller, Ted (Ted_Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Stroman, Deborah L; Little, Mark; Delicia Love 

~yahoo.com); Rose, Don 
~u~lec~: ~W: UNC start-ups? 
Hi Don, Maryann Feldman and Ted Zoller n’figM: hl;w:_~ some of this informiH:iom We bl;w:_~ starLed a data c.:tle<:tion process to capture this type of kfformation so we 

have the information in a cenLral reposkory. Best, Judith 

Judith Cooe                  kid[th.cooe@u~c,edu 

F~ml Rose, Don 
Sent= Friday, Hatch 29, 2013 8:32 AN 
T~ Cone, Judith 
Subjeet~ ~: UNC s~rt-ups? 
Judith, 
Can you help out here? I don’t have any non-technology companies on my list. 

Thanks, 
don 

From: Jason Smith <jason sm~th@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, March 27, 20~3 ~:37 AM 

To: Don Rose <don rose@med.unc.edu> 

Subje~: UNC start-ups? 

I~m writing cH~ behalf of Assec:iate VC for Researoh Don Hebart to ask yeu ~or some infermation about UNC staztup cempanies. 

Jackie Quay in OTD told me you would be a good source of info on startups that did not form via OTD~s technology 

coKpercialization process. Our goal is to better understand and be able to relate the impact UNC has had on North Carolina’s 

eoonomy. Can you help? 

I’m looking for these pieces of information on each startup: 
--name of the company 

--name of the fac:uity member(s) or student(s) who started 

--year it was created 

--whether it’s still in operation 

--what JL does 

--where it’s located 

--number of employees 

Other guidelines: 

Nonprofits and training companies: please irK:Jude them. 

Defunct companies: Dlease include them, and flag them as defunct. (Also helpful: any info you could include on the 
circumstances behind the start-up’s closing.) 

Companies started by faculty "alumni": include them if the connection to UNC is strong (i.e., a faculty member started a 

company based on his or her UNC experiences or with knowledge developed at NNC, even if the faculty member left UNC to start 

Lhe company). 

Companies started by postdocs or students: please include them, as long as the company grew out of the student’s experience 
and work at NNC. 

Note that we’re not looking for individual faculty members with consulting gigs or private practices on the side. We’re 



looking for things tPat look an@ feel li~6e typical businesses: tPings that have payroll, staff, office space, etc. 

If at all possible, I~d love to get this information by Ap~±l 5. 

Please" let me know if you have questions. Thanks in adva~K;e ~o:~ your help. 

Jason 

Jason D. Smith 

Interim Director, Office of Research Communications 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-7765 

UNC Research: __w___e__b_. I ~_s_s_. 

Endeavors magazine: web I facebook I twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday ,10:36 AM 

Sta~man, Debx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

<       L~!live.unc.edu> 

Fwd: CSBC-Bobcats ’][’rip on Friday i Tentative Schedule 

~kenau- flagler, unc.edw~ 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

We’re all set for our trip on Friday! Meeting at TWCA at 2:30pm for a tour and talking to E13~n at 3:30pm :) 

Happy Monday! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "E~y-n Gradwell" <egradwell(~bobcats.com> 

Date: 9:38:10 AM EDT 

To: ~gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: CSBC-Bobcats Trip on Friday I Tentative Schedule 

Sounds groat See you on Friday at 3:30 

ERYN 
Coordir!a[or, Socia[ Media 

BOBCATS i 

333 Eas~ Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

~- 704.~88.~733 

egradwell(~ bobcats.com 

From: @~ma il.com> 

Date: Mon, 05:49:23 -0400 

To: Sean Phaler <egradwell@bobcats.com> 
Subject: CSBC-Bobcats Trip on Friday I Tentative Schedule 

Good momiug Eryn, 

I jusl wanted to follow up ruth you this week and seud over a formal layout of our tentative schedule for our UNC spo(t busiuess club visit to Chaaclotte 

this Friday. Please see the attached documeut aud let me know if you have any questions, commeuts or concerns. 

My best, 





F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hobart. Don <doniobart@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 12:46 PM 

Cone, Jndith <jacone@email.unc.edu:~ 

Maryann Feldman                ~gmail.com>; Johnson, J~mes tt Jr <jimjohnson@nnc.eduq M~ryann Feldman 
~glnoJl.coln>; Zoller. Ted (Ted Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.eda); Stroman~ Debordti L <dstro@unc.edu>; Little, Mark 

<mark little@unc.eda>; Delicia Low @yahoo.com); Rose, Don --~don rose@med.unc.edu>; Smith, Jason D 

<jason smith@unc.eda> 

RE: UNC start-ups? 

Judith: 

Many thanks. That sounds promising~ I’ve asked Jason to follow up. 

Because OTD only collects info on companies for which it handles IP, our office does have a comprehensive list of U NC Chapel Hill "sp~n outs" or "start ups." 

Basica]Jy, we’re beating the bushes to see ~f we can identify as many businesses that emerged f~om UNC (but not through OTD) as may be out there. Quin~les, fc 

e>:ampJe, does not show up on an OID ~isL That’s probaMy the Jarges~: amt most obvious e>:ampJe, but ~t ~s Hkely there are more, 

A~ the besL 

Don 

Don Hobsrt 

Assodate V~ce Chancellor for Research 

300 Bynum Hall, CB 7006 

TeL 919.843.0050 Fax919,843.0~77 

~= Cone, ~udith 
SeBt= Monday, April 0~, 20~3 9: ~ AM 
Te~ Hoba~, Don 
~¢~ Maryann ~ldman; ~ohnson, ~ames H Jr; Ma~ann Feldman~ Zoller, Ted ~ed_Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Stroman, Deborah L~ Li~le, Mark; Deliria Love 

}yahoo.corn); Rose, Don 
8~jeCt~ ~: UNC s~rbups? 
Hi Don~ Maryann Fe~dman and Ted ZoHer might hsve some of this ~nformsdon. We hsve star[ed a data collection process to capture th~s type of ~nformation so we 

have the infom~afion in a central reposkory~ Best, Judith 

Judith Cone                 [ Jud[th.cone@~c.edu 

F~I Rose, Don 
Sent: Friday, March 29, 2013 8:32 AN 

To: Cone, Judith 
Subject: ~: UNC s~rt-ups? 

Judith, 
Can you help out here? I don’t have an], non-technology companies on my list. 

Thanks, 

don 

From: Jason Smith 

Date: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 11:37 AM 

To: Don Rose <don rose@med.unc.edu> 

5ubje~: UNC start-ups? 

I~m wziting c)~z behalf of Asseeiate VC for Researoh Don Hebart to ask yeu [or some infermation aboL]t UNC staztup cempanies. 

Jaek~e Quay J~ OTD told me yeu would be a geod souzoe of Jn~o on startups Lhat did not ~orm via OTD’s Lechnology 

COllrr:ercialization process. Our goal is to better understand and be able to relate the impact UNC has had on North Caroiina~s 

economy. Can you help? 

I’m looking for these pieces of information on each startup: 
--name of the company 

--name of the faculty member(s) or student(s) who started it 

--yeaz it was created 

--whethez it’s still in operation 

--what it does 

--number of employees 

Other guidelines: 

Nonprofits and training companies: please include them. 

Defuno% eompanies: please include them, and flag them as defunct. (Also helpful: any info you could include on the 

circumstances behind the start-up~s closing.) 

Companies started by faculty "alumni": inolude them if the oon[zecLion to UNC Js sLrong (i.e., a faoulty member stazted a 

company based on his or her UNC experiences o£ with ~nowledge developed at UNC, even if the faculty member left UNC to start 

the company). 



Companies started by postdocs or students: please" inclt~de then, as long as the" coKlpa[iy grew out of the stud}nt’s experienoe 
and work at UNC. 

Note that we ’ ~ not ] ook~ ng for indJ v ] dual facility menb~s with consul ting gigs o r p~ivate prac t~ c~s on the s ] de. We ’ re 

looking for things that look and feel like typical businesses: things that have payroll, staff~ office space~ etc. 

~f at a]l possible, l’d lov~ to get this ~nformatJon ~y April 5. 

Please let ~’e know if you have questions. Thanks in advance for your help. 

Jason 

Jason D. Smith 

interim Director, Office of Research Communications 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-7765 

UNC Research: web I rss 
Endeavors magazine: web I facebook I twitter 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dstro@unc.edu 

Monday,. 2:59 PM 

The Club - Semester Push 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels! 

The semester has flown by and now it is time to put it in 3rd or 4th gear! MaJ~e a commitmem to tbcus and eliminate the distractions. You axe the captain of your ship. 

F ini sh strong! ! 

1. Need a new challenge? Want to meet like-minded individual s? Come out to the UNC Sports Debate Club meetings. The UNC Sports Debate club will meet 

tomol~w from 7:00-8:00 p.m. in Dey Hall. The room will be a~nnounced tolnoirow on the Facebook page: UNC Sports Debate Club. Topics: NCAA MBB 

toumo~ment and baseball, tilne peimitting. 

2. Need more contacts for your career in sport? I know of no other conference that does it better: TPG Sports Career Conference. I hope you are attending and if 

not, bummer, http:/iw~x~v.tpgsportsgroup.com/careerconl2013.html My dear friend, Pete Philo, does an exceptional job of creating THE event for meeting employers 

READY to hire, networking ruth peers and professionals, sport information, career tips, and fun’. (It’s all happening this weekend!) 

3. Bobcats Trip - This Friday night the Club heads to the Queen City. Besides seeing LeBron & Co., get a tour and informational pre~ntation by Bobcat sport 
managers. Sweet! 

4. Cdebration Week - Save-the-date!!           We have Mr. Bubba Cunningham, an almnni panel of former Club members now working in the sport indust~, 

and a special guest all scheduled to share with us’. All meetings are in Fe~er 109 starting between 5:00 or 5:30 p.m. (Final time TBD). 

Please let me know if you have any questions. The Club officers work hard and smart to "collabolate mid connect" you. Talce adva~ntage of these opportunities. 

Dr. Stroman 

"Action is the real measure of intelligence." Napoleon Hill 

This forwarded message was sere via The University of North Ca~colina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message 

click this link to access Messages for this site: Carolina Sport Business Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flaglennnc.edu> 

Monday, 3:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC Read-In 

image001 .png; image002~ipg 

I leave for two week on 

Back 

Let’s shoot to get together then? 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 3:24 PIVl, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro({~unc.edu;, wrote: 

;( My mornings this week ha~e already filled. How about next: week? 

Regards, 

Deborah L SLroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0335 

Twitter - @drstroman 

~L_ 
"The journey is ~he reword." Chinese Proverb 

F~m: ~@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:45 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CBC Read-~ 

{)o you have any mornings? 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, 7:4~ PM 
T~: 
Subject: Re: CBC Read-~ 
;( Headed up to UVA on Thursday night. 
The following week? 

From: .......................... ~_&~_E:_[~_~NI e r. u nc.e d u" < 

Date: Sun, 19:27:38 -0~ 

T~: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

5ubje~: R[: CBC Read-In 

Great[ 

Could Friday work? Any {~T~e ths{’s good for you, 

From-. Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent-. Sunday,             4:09 PM 

Subject-" Re: CBC Read-In 
Hi    Good seeing you last week. How is your schedule this week? I am also available in the late afternoons except Tuesday. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph£). CLU 
l~’n,go,q~,, E’xp[o~’#, l~’mpow~l~, 

919.843,0336 

<imageOOl.png> 

’Lgometimes ~oujv.st have to look back at flo~u¯ p~t arid smile abo~zt ho~u.fizr ~o~z’ue come." 

Date: Fri,           1~:56:52-0~ 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: CBC Read-In 

H~ Dr. Stroman - 

] am so sorry I didn’t get back Lo you about this! ] really had hoped to come buL ended up beh~g ouL o[: town most of Lhat week (for a retreat w~th the 

People’s Institute ~n New Orleans--and I took a couple extra days to v~s~t some friends down there). 

Can we make ~ tab>check? 

~d really Io~e to hear more abou~ d~e work of fl~e SkIS Center, the Bh~ck Caucus, a]id hear your thoughts and experience on if/how we should/could 

~ncorporate an understanding of ~nsfitu~:~onaHzed racism h~l:o the work we do at UNC a[~d aL Lhe K~PE. ~ffr~ s~l] young in the worlds of academia and 

economic development <and h~ general I thk~k ;)> ~ut I’m committed to this work. ]~ would really he~p me to get some of your w~sdom and thoughts 

on ~--and I’d ~ove to support your work around ~t in any way I can. 

Maybe we could get coffee or lu[~ch with , and/or others somefimeP ~’m back from break tomorrow. 

] hope you’re well 



From: Stroman, Deborah L [__m___a_jJ_t__o__:__d___s__tLo__~__u___n__c__,¢__d__u_.] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:21 PM 
To= 
Subject: CBC Read4n 

Hi If you are in town, I would love for you to come. It’s a great evening! 

Bring friends! 

d 

Debora~ Lo S~roma~ Ph.D. CLU 

3~.S Wool~en - C~ #~700 
Chapel Hills ~lC :27599 

<image002.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Fall Registration aM what to do next 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Mondays do not usually work that great for me but I am free as of now on Tuesday and Thursday before :11 am to meet if that works for you. Please let me know if that works 
and if not, I will try to find some other time that I can meet you. Thank you so much for your time and help and have a good night. 

Sincerely, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:0:1 PM 
To 
Subject: RE: Fall Registration and what to do next 

Hi Good to hear from you! Feel free to set an appointmem: with me through ~:he 1) ~dvising w~-:~bsit~:_~ 

l, -h-~-t--t-p--~:-~a---d--v-~[-s-!~-n-K.~-u-~-n-~-c-~--e---d--u-~/--s---e---e-:~-a-~-n-~-a-~-d-~-v-!~-s~-~-~-rz (Monday afternoons only) 

2. In rny office - Do you have availability next week befor’e 11:00 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn~!(~. F~xplore. Empower. 
9:19,843.0336 

"You wi~! never reach your destination i.f you stop and throw stones at eveW dog that barks," 

W, Churchill 

From: 

Sent: Thursday] J.2:35 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fall Registration and what to do next 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

How are you doing? I do not know whether you remember me or not, but I met you last semester to discuss more about the Exercise and Sports Science major and the kinds 
of opportunities that I can have in this major. I am in one other class this semester in the department but just wanted to discuss really briefly about what I should be doing in 
preparation for the next year in general. Classes I should take, things I can do, etc. at this point in time. I appreciate your time and look forward to meeting you sometime 
again soon if possible too. Please let me know what works for you in the coming days (or weeks) and I will try to find time accordingly. Thank you very much and have a 
wonderful long weekend. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Undergraduate Major/Minor Declaration 

Hi Dr. Stroman! I saw you this afternoon wanting to change my major to Exercise and Sport Science and Psych. It looks like on this form I have the psych major but not the 
EXSS. Can you change my primary major to EXSS? Thanks! 

From: Academic Advising [noreply@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday,            3::14 PM 

To:     @email.unc.edu 
Subject; Undergraduate Major!Minor Declaration 

Thank you for submitting your request. By receipt of tlais email, we axe confinning a chaJ~ge in your major(s) or minor(s) as lis~ted below. Plea~ check that all of your 

majors mad/or miuors have been recorded correctly. If there are may discrepancies, please contact your academic advisor, dstro@unc.edu. 

Sincerely, 

Academic Advisiug 

Personal Information 

Name: 

PID: 
Fmau: ffemmi, unc.edu 

Primary Major Info~nation 

Primary Major: Undecided [for GC] - AS BCH UNDC 

Primary Major Sub Plan:\ 

Does this major require a change in requirement term? No 
Prhnary Major Requirement Term: 

Secondary Major Intbrmafion 

Does this student have a second major? Yes 

Secondary Major: Seconde%, Major: Psycholo~y - AS BS PSYB 

Secondary Major Sub Plan: 

Does this major require a change in the requirement term? No 
Secondary Major Requirement Term: 

Minor lntbrm alion 

Does this student have a lninor? No 

First Minor: 

Does this minor require a change in the requirement term? 

First minor requirem ent term: 

Does this student have a second minor? 

Second Minor: 

Does this second minor require a change in the requirement term? 

Second Minor Requirement Term: 

Additions] hfformalion 

Does the student have the honors prograin? No 

Does this change in major require assigning a new advisor? No 

Ad~4sor Completing This Form: dstro@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edn 

Tuesday, 1:28 AM 

REMINDER: TPG Spo(ts ConI~rence & Bobcats vs Heat Game on Friday - SIGN UP!! 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

F~om: 

Good morning Heels, 

Just a tiiendly reminder about the TPG Sports Career Conference and the Bobcats-Heat game, M~ich both start on Friday in Charlotte. 

You can register lbr TPG here ($150). 

Please follow this link to sign up for the CSBC event trip to see the "LeBrontourage" take on the Bobcats ($40-$45). 

Also, please don’t forget to email ~gmail.com by 5pro today if you’re plm~ning to attend the TPG Conference so they can plm~ for CSBC members 

accordingly. 

CSBC        ~ Trips.pdf 

TPG SportsPacket .pdf 

TPG Schedule.png 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ ofNo(th Caxolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this ~nessage 

click this link to access Messages for this site: Ca~rolina Sport Business Club. 



F]Fem: 

Sent: 

’To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:13 AM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman. Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

GSBG-Bobcats Trip on Friday 

Bobcats-Heat Game.png 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 
@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

Hi 

Th~aks again for all your help with getting this CSBC-Bobcats trip together. I’m doing some more pubbing beginning to day to help us garner more support for sign up on our qooqle spreadsheet 

I know we’re looking to make a profit here but I think we need to also have a good showing Whaia~e¥ourih~uqhi~i~inqihepriee~iu~ibe$~Ofor~UN~siudeni~? We could also use ore- 

extended networks and let students at Duke/NC State/Central know as well? 

Just trying to make sure we have 25 spots filled by Friday morning ;) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick Lennon <nlennon@wmgllc.com> 

Tuesday, 10:54 AM 

Stmman, Deborah L -~dstro@unc.edtr>; 
tlagler.unc.e&0; ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu 

Two Weeks! 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu) ~kenan- 

Hello! 

Just wanted to check in with you guys and start the countdown! It is only two weeks until our CSBC Alumni Panel and Celebration Week festivities! Can’t wait to 

see everyone and be back on campus. Hope all is well and you had a lovely Easter weekend. 

We will be in touch as it gets closer. Let me know if you need anything from me! 

Nick 

Nick Lermon 
Associate Manager, Consulting 

Wasserman ~edia Group 

444 Madison Avenue, 10th Floor 

New York, NY 10022 
P: 212o710-8074 I 
www.wmqllc.com 



A 

Deborah Stroman 

1 

Deborah Stroman 

2 

Deborah. Stroman 



B 

Dr. Deborah Stroman has been both an excellent and challenging academic advisor for curriculum/course selection 

as well as independent study facilitation. She has untied many knots of confusion which have allowed myself and 

others to gain clarity of action and to efficiently proceed through the EXSS program and beyond. A specific instance 

of her going above and bevond the call of duty was to accompany me to a somewhat impromptu meeting with Dr. 

Sherry Salyer early in the Fall semester in order to iron out the details of my independent study project 

proposal. Without Dr. Stroman’s intervention, the project may not have been approved and I would not have had 

the incredibly enriching experience of independently pursuing an academic passion. The project she advised also 

opened doors for me in networking within my field, which is something she values and encourages students to 

Dr. Stroman has been one of the most influential people in my time at UNC. She not only advises me on academics, 

but also mentors me on life skills and how to become a leader. As a freshman, I knew I wanted to do Sport 

Administration but wasn’t sure how to go about getting there. Dr. Stroman took the time to sit down with me and 

help me create an action plan of classes to take and extra-curricular activities to get involved with. I joined the 

Carolina Sport Business Club through her advice and through the Club and Dr. Stroman’s mentoring, I have grown 

Dr. Stroman has been of great assistance to me during my time at UNC. She has given me recommendations of 

courses to take, what internships to look for, and people to talk to. 

Dr. Stroman and I talk on a regular basis and have built a relationship that will hopefully last well beyond my years 

at UNC. Not only has she helped me improve as a student, as I took one of her courses, but she has also helped me 

improve professionally as well. 



F~Fem: 

Sent: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 12:00 PM 

Nick Lennon <nlennon@wmgllc.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>;                       ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com>;. ~live.unc.edu>; ~ken~an- 
flagler.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

GSBG Celebration Week Discussion Ideas: Jay-Z as Sports Agent?? 

Have -~all seen THIS? Crazy that Jay-Z is now pursuing being a sports agent and partnering with CAA Maybe we can bring this up as a discussion topic during Celebration Week? Be interested to see 
what all our speakers, especially the alunmi panel has to say about this recent news: 

"Athletes w~.t to be tappers and tappers want to be attfletes" 

~_t_t_ t_ p_: :_/_/_ _e_~ ]+_)~ ~: g __o_: _£ 9_ _s_k ~-/-~ 3 _e_ _w__: :.¢_ _o__ ~__k_ _/_~! _1 __b_ _/_7_t_ 9_ _~_ ~ _/__ _/_i_ _d_ _/_’ _9_ _1_ __2__4_ _6_ _8_ _4_ _/_’ _~_ 9_ _]?_i_ _r ! ~ 9 _~ 3--_c_’ _a_ _~ 3 9_ _-_~ 3 _e__w__ _-_k: _o__r ~: ~ _~_~ _e_ _e_~ :_ ~ y_ f _~_t_ g_ ~ _!_~.q_ _-~ ~ 9 _~_t_ _-_1+_)_ _o__ ~_’_a_ _s__-j :4 :.¢_--_z_ 

From: Nicholas Lennon <nlennon@wrnp~llc.com> 

Date: Tuesday,            10:54 AM 

Subject: Two Weeks Till CSBC Celebration Week! 

Hello! 

Just wanted to check in with you guys and start the countdown! It is only two weeks until our CSBC Alumni Panel and Celebration Week festivities! Can’t wait to 

see everyone and be back on campus. Hope all is well and you had a lovely Easter weekend. 

We will be in touch as it gets closer. Let me know if you need anything from me! 

Nick 

Nick Lennon 
Associate Mana._qe~, Consulting 
Wasserman Media Group 

444 Madiso~ Ave~ue, fl 0th Floor 

New York, NY 10022 
P; 212-710-8074 I 
www.wm~llc.com 



A 

Deborah Stroman 

1 

Deborah Stroman 

2 

Deborah. Stroman 



B 

Dr. Deborah Stroman has been both an excellent and challenging academic advisor for curriculum/course selection 

as well as independent study facilitation. She has untied many knots of confusion which have allowed myself and 

others to gain clarity of action and to efficiently proceed through the EXSS program and beyond. A specific instance 

of her going above and bevond the call of duty was to accompany me to a somewhat impromptu meeting with Dr. 

Sherry Salyer early in the Fall semester in order to iron out the details of my independent study project 

proposal. Without Dr. Stroman’s intervention, the project may not have been approved and I would not have had 

the incredibly enriching experience of independently pursuing an academic passion. The project she advised also 

opened doors for me in networking within my field, which is something she values and encourages students to 

Dr. Stroman has been one of the most influential people in my time at UNC. She not only advises me on academics, 

but also mentors me on life skills and how to become a leader. As a freshman, I knew I wanted to do Sport 

Administration but wasn’t sure how to go about getting there. Dr. Stroman took the time to sit down with me and 

help me create an action plan of classes to take and extra-curricular activities to get involved with. I joined the 

Carolina Sport Business Club through her advice and through the Club and Dr. Stroman’s mentoring, I have grown 

Dr. Stroman has been of great assistance to me during my time at UNC. She has given me recommendations of 

courses to take, what internships to look for, and people to talk to. 

Dr. Stroman and I talk on a regular basis and have built a relationship that will hopefully last well beyond my years 

at UNC. Not only has she helped me improve as a student, as I took one of her courses, but she has also helped me 

improve professionally as well. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Nick Lennon <nlennon@wrngllc.corn> 

Tuesday, 12:09 PM 

Strornan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kena~- flagler.nnc.edu) 

RE: CSBC Celebration Week Discussion Ideas: Jay-Z as Sports Agent?’? 

~kena~- flagler.nnc.edn) 

Yea I Lhink that would be a greaL plan! He would be a fantastic speaker. I wouldn’t be able Lo attend, but would be great Lo extend Celebration Week! 

And on the Jay-Z & Robinson Cano story: it’s all about the relationships and building the brand ! .lay-Z is one of the best in both of those categories. 

~Nick 

From: Stroman, Deborah k [ma~lto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, t2:06 PM 
To= 
Subject: RE: CSBC Celebration Week Discussion Ideas: Jay-Z as Spots Agent?? 
Impo~ance: High 

Thanks [:or shadngl 

Here is great news -- 

The speda~ guest I wanted for Ce~ebratk~n Week (Wednesdav} is Mr. gar~ H~cks, the ACC Men’s 8asketbal~ Comm~ssk~ner. He just called and said he can’t do 

Wednesday but he CAN do Thursdag, 

~ think it ~s worth it to have the week "broken" ap. 

Do yoa agree ? 

~ need for at ~eas~ five of yoa to agree and then i wii~ call Mrn back. {i may ask Hubert Dav~s, Phi~ Ford or Eric Montross to stop by too.} 

Dr, Strornan 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Strornan, Ph.D~ CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

"You will ~ever reach your destination i]you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 
W. Churchill 

~kenan41agler.unc.edu] 
12:00 PH 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Nick Lennon; Stroman, Deborah L; 
Co: ~ 

Subject: CSBC Celebration Week Discussion Ideas: Jay-Z as Sports Agent?? 
Have 5~all seen THIS? Crazy that Jay-Z is now prosuing being a sports agent and partnering with CAN. Maybe we can bring this up as a discussion topic during Celebration VCeek? Be interested to see 

what all our speakers, especially the alumni panel has to say about this recent news: 

"Athletes want to be rappers and tappers waist to be att~etes" 

h ttp://espn go. c om/new-york/mlb/s t ory/../id/912 4 6 8 4/robins o n--cano.-new--york-.yanke e s-switcN.ng..s c ott--b or as--j ay--z 

From: Nicholas Lennon <nlennon@wrngllc,com> 

Date: Tuesday,            :10:54 AM 

Subject: Two Weeks Till CSBC Celebration Week! 

Hello! 

Just wanted to check in with you guys and start the countdown! It is only two weeks until our CSBC Alumni Panel and Celebration Week festivities! Can’t wait to 

see everyone and be back on campus. Hope all is well and you had a lovely Easter weekend. 

We will be in touch as it gets closer. Let me know if you need anything from me! 

Nick 

Nick Lennon 
Associate Manager, Consulting 
Wasserman l~edia Group 

444 Madison Avenue, 10th Fleor 

New York, NY 10022 
P: 212-710-8074 I 
www.wtne}llc.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 12:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Celebration Week Discussion Ideas: Jay-Z as Sports Agent?? 

I agree! It would be awesome to have hiln. 

On Tuesday, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Thanks ~br sha~ing’, 

~[ [ere ~s great ~ews - 

’[’he special guest I wa~ted fi)r Celebration Week (Wednesday)is MI~ );m] Hicks~ fl~e ACC Men’s f3asketball Commissioner. He just called and said he can’t do 

Wednesday bt~t hc CAN do Tlmrsday,, 

I tifink it is worth it to h~,e the week "br,)ken" up. 

Do you agree? 

I need lbr at least five of you to agree and thet~ I will cNl him back. (I may ask Hubert Davis. Phil FoN or Eric Moi~tross m stop by 

Dr. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EnS’a,qe. ~2p!ore. Empowen 

919.843.0336 

"You will never reach your destinatio~ if you stop and thro~,, stones at cwery dog that bali, s. " 

IV. Churchill 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:00 PM 
To: Nick Lennon; Stroman, Deborah L; 

Subject: CSBC Celebration Week Discussion Ideas: Jay-Z as Sports Agent?? 

Have ~,~all seen THIS? Crazy that Jay-Z is now pursuing b eing a sports agent and partnering ~rith CAA. Maybe we can bring this up as a discussion topic during Celebration Week? Be interested to 
see what all our speakers, especially the alumni p~mel has to say about this recent news: 

"Athletes want to be rappers and tappers wmat to be athletes" 

http://espn.qo.com/new-york/rnlb/story/ /id/9124684/robinson-cano-new-york-5~r&ees-switchinq-scott -b oras-jay-z 

From: Nicholas Lennon <nle~mo~ ,~)wmgllc.com> 
Date: Tuesday,            10:54 AM 

Subject: Two Weeks Till CSBC Celebration Week’. 

Hello! 

Just wa~ted to check in with you gnys a~d start the conntdown! It is only two weeks until our CSBC Alumni Panel and Celebration Week tEstivities’. Can’t wait to 

see everyone a~d be back on campus. Hope all is well and you had a lovely Easter weekend. 

We will be in touch as it gets closer. Let Ine know if you need anytfiing froln me! 

Nick 



Nick Lennon 

Associate Manager, Consulting 

Wasser~a~ f~edia Group 

444 Madison Avenue, 10th Floor 

New York, NY 10022 

P: 212-710-80741 C: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maria DeGuzman < ~earthlink.net> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 12:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cougratula’dons! ! ! 

Deborah, 

Major congratulations. You should definitely use this in advocating for a decent contract. Please do keep me posted. I am thinking of you. 

Big hugs back, 

Maxla 

Ou Apr 2, 2013, at 12:11 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Do Good. 

Debora~ L. SbrommL Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

<irnageOO2.jpg> 

"You will never reach your destination if you stop and thro~ stones at every dog that 

w. ChurchN 
’qt is not the critic who counts; not the mm~ who points out how the strong man stumbles, or where the doer of deeds could have done them better, 

The (:rediL be~ot~gs to the man who ~s actually ~n the arena, whose [ace is [T~arred by dust a]id swea[: and blood~ who strives vahant]y; who errs~ who 

comes short agak~ and agakL be(:at~se there b t~o e[fort without error and shortcom~t~g; but who does a(:tt~a]ly str~ve to do the deeds; who ]~nows 

great enUms~asms, the gres[ devotions; who spends h~Rlse][: in a worthy cm~se; who s[ the best knows in the end the triumph o[: h~gh achievement, 

and who at the worst, ~f he falls, at ~east fa~ls while darh~g great~y, so that his p~ace shah never be with those cold and t~mM sou~s who neither know 

v~ctoW nor defeat." T, Roosevelt 

What a st~per bk~ss~t~g to receive l:oday! Thanks for your ongo~t~g st~pporl:.. 

g~g Hugs, 

d 

Do Good, 

Debora~ L S~’ommL Ph.D. 
Er~,g@’e, £~p~ore Empower, 

919.843.0336 

<irnageOO2.jpg> 

"You ~ill ~ever reach your destination i]you stop and thro~ stones at ever~ dog that harks." 

w. CMtrchill 

Fmm: Wyrick, Harilyn 3 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 20~3 11:15 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Salyer, Sher~ L 
Su~ject: 

Deb, 

I am happy to tot you know that you am one of three ~nneB of the Crass of ~996 Award for Advising Excettence for 2013. This 

a~rd is based on student nominations onty and student comments are attached. 

You are invited to the A ~ 5 HonoB Ceremony on Tuesday, Apri[ 23 from 5-6:30pm at Hyde Hart in the UniveBity Room. You 

receive a ptaque at the ceremony and there is a cash award of 5750. 

Congratutations, 

~adtyn 

g ari~yn d Wyrick 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The CollegeofArtsand Sciences& the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 Easl Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of N orth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 
<imageOO6.png> <imageOO7.png> 

<Stroman.xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CSBC Celebration Week Discussion Ideas: Jay-Z as Sports Agent?? 

Awesome! Definitely agree in breaking the week up for him. I remember meeting him at project touchdown and think he will be a great speaker. 
FYI a couple of us from class are meeting with Mr. May to discuss a proposal he made to the school. I’m assuming it is the one you mentioned in class about providing funds to 
athletes for entrepreneurship? 
Thanks 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:06 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: CSBC Celebration Week Discussion Ideas: .]ay-Z as Sports Agent?? 

Thanks for sharing! 

Here is great news - 

The special guest I wan~:ed [or O:_~l~:_~bration Week (Wednesday) b Mr Karl H~d~s, the ACC Men’s Basketball O:~mm~ss~oner. He )~st called and sam he (:an’~: do 

Wednesday but he CAN do Thursday, 

~ think it ~s worth it to have [he week "broken" up. 

Do you agree? 

~ need for at ~east five of you to agree m~d then ~ wN call h~m back~ (~ may ask Hubert Dav~s, Ph~] Ford or Eric Montross to stop by too.} 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

Eng’age, Explore, Empower, 

919,843.0336 

"Yo~ wil! never re~ch your destinotion i,~you stop ~nd throw stones ot every dog that barks," 

W. Churchill 

_~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
J.2:00 PM 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Nick Lennon; Stroman, Deborah L; 

Subject: CSBC Celebration Week Discussion Ideas: Jay-Z as Sports Agent?? 
~ave y’all see~ T~TS? Crazy that jay-~ is now pm-s~i~g being a sports agent and pazt~eri~g with C~&. Maybe we ca~ bring this ~p as a discussion topic d~ring Celebratio~ Week? Be i~terested to see 

what all ore- speakers, especially the alumni panel has to say about this recent news: 

"Athletes want to be tappers and rappers want to be athletes." 

httD://esDn.cro.com/new-~rork/mlb/story/ /id/9124684/robinson-cano-new-york-yar&ees-switchl.nq-scott-b oras-jav-z 

From: Nicholas Lennon <nlen___n___o___n__@__w____m___gJ_[_c_:__c_o_m__.> 

Date: Tuesday,            L0:54 AM 

Subject: Two Weeks Till CSBC Celebration Week! 

Hello! 

Just wanted to check in with you guys and start the countdown] It is only two weeks until our CSBC Alumni Panel and Celebration Week festivities] Can’t wait to 

see everyone and be back on campus. Hope all is well and you had a lovely Easter weekend. 

We will be in touch as it gets closer. Let me know if you need anything from me! 

Nick 

Nick Le~mon 
Associale Manager, Consultin9 
Wasserman Media Grot~p 

th 444 Madison A~enue, 10 Floor 

New York, NY 10022 
P: 212-710-8074 I 
._w__~,__w___~}gl I c. c o m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flaglera~nc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Celebration Week Discussion Ideas: Jay-Z as Sports Agent?? 

image001 .j pg 

I definitely think that it is wortJa it to break the week up. 

Also, if we are looking for another speaker I could ask Mr. Bmnnec Director of Operations for UNC Athletics, if he could come and speak. 

Let me know! 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On . at 12:06 PM, "Strolnan, Deborah L" < _d__~_t!:_o_~L~__ujzc_’_:_e_d_u_> wrote: 

Thanks for sharing! 

Here is great news- 

The special guest I wanted for Celebration Week (Wednesday) is Mr. Karl Hicks, the ACC Men’s Basketball Commissioner. He just called and said he 

can’t do Wednesday but he CAN do Thursday, 

~ l:h~n~ ~1: is wor~:h it to hsw~ the week "broken" up. 

Do you agree? 

] need for at ~esst five of you [o agree and then ~ w~l~ call him back. {~ may ask Hubert Davis, Phil Ford or Eric Montross to slop by too.) 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 
Deborah g. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Et]ga9e. Explore. Empower. 

9~ 9,843.0336 
<imageOO:Ljpg> 

"Yo~ wil! never reoch your destinotion i]you stop Grid throw stones ot evew ~og thot barks," 

W. Churchill 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:00 PM 
To: Nick Lennon; Sboman, Deborah L; 

Subject: CSBC Celebration Week Discussion Ideas: 3ay-Z as Spots Agent?? 
Hav~ ~MI ~ee~ THIS? Cr~ that jay-Z is now p~s~in~ ~ing a sports agent and p~t~ering ~th C~. Maybe w~ e~ ~rixIg tl~s ~p as a d~e~s~oxI topic d~ri~ C~lebration ~V~e~? B~ 

interested to s~ wha~ MI o~ sp~rs. ~sp~eiMly th~ a1~ pan~l has to say ~out this recent news: 
"&thletes ~t to ~ rapp~r~ ~d tappers wmit to ~e atMet~s." 

From: Nicholas Lennon <nlennon@wmi~llc.corn> 

Date: Tuesday,            10:54 AM 

Subject: Two Weeks Till CSBC Celebration Week! 

Hello! 

Just wanted to check in with you guys and start the countdown! It is only two weeks until our CSBC Alumni Panel and Celebration Week festivities! 

Can’t wait to see everyone and be back on campus. Hope all is well and you had a lovely Easter weekend. 

We will be in touch as it gets closer. Let me know if you need anything from me! 

Nick 

Nick Cennon 

Associate Manager, Consulting 
Wasserman Media Group 

t~ 444 Madison Avenue, 10 ’ 

New York, NY 10022 
P: 212-710-8074 I, 

w~.wmgllc.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 2:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Celebration Week Discussion Ideas: Jay-Z as Sports Agent?? 

image001 .j pg 

I think it would be great if he spoke ruth the club and if we have to break up the week to do it then we should. 

On at 12:06 PM, "Stromm~, Deborah L" <dstro(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

The special guest I wanted for’ Celebration Week (Wednesday) is Mr. Karl Hicks, the ,ACC Men’s Basketball Commissioner. He just caned and sa~d he 

can’t do Wednesday but he CAN do Thursday, 

] th~nk ~t is worth it to have the week "broken" up. 

Do Vou agree? 

~ need for at ~east live of you to agree and then ~ wH~ call him back. (f may ask Habert Davis, Phil Ford or ~?dc Montross to stop by ~:oo) 

Dr. SLroR~a~ 

Do Good. 

Deborsh L. S~rom~n, Ph.D. CLU 

En~]o¢]~’, g~p!ore, Empower, 

9~l 9,843,0336 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"You will never reach your destination i[you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 

w. Churchill 

From: ~kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :1.2:00 PM 

To," Nick Lennon; Stroman, Deborah L; 

Subject; CSBC Celebration Week Discussion Ideas: .lay-Z as Sports Agent?? 
Have ~all seen THIS? Crazy that Jay-Z is now pursuing being a sports agent and partnering with C/k.g.. Maybe we ca~ bring this up as a discussion topic during Celebration WeeR? Be 

interested to see what all our speakers, especially the alurm~i panel has to sag about this recent news: 

"Nthletes want to be tappers and rappers want to be athietes." 

_k_~ _~_t22 L~ _~_~ _s_~s~ _o_~__~__o_ r_c~ L_rs ~__w_ z~__o__r_k_’: _/s~_~__~_>__/~_ _~__o_ ry_ ~ _/_i s~_ L_0_ _~_ ~ _�___~_~ _�_ L_r__o_~ _~_ _~__o_ _rs z~ ~ _rs 9_ z_rs ~’__w_z~ 9_ s:_k_ _~_ _r_®~_~ _s_: _s_~_t_c_, _~_~ ~ .q_: _~_~ _o_!_E~ __o__r _’_<s ~ _:t _a_ ~_: ’_z. 

From: Nicholas Lennon <nlennon@wmgllc.com> 

Date: Tuesday,            :I0:54 AM 

Subject: Two Weeks Till CSBC Celebration Week! 

Hello! 

Just wanted to check in with you Buys and start the countdown! It is only two weeks until our CSBC Alumni Panel and Celebration Week festivities! 

Can’t wait to see everyone and be back on campus. Hope all is well and you had a lovely Easter weekend. 

We will be in touch as it Nets closer. Let me know if you need anythin8 from me! 

Nick 

Nick Lennon 
Associate Manager, Consulting 
Wasserman Media Group 

444 Madison Avenue, 10th Floor 

New York, NY 10022 
P: 212W10-8074 I 
www.wmqllc,com 



From; 

Sent: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edt~~ 

Tuesday,            2:32 PM 

Salyer, Sherry’ L <saJyer@email.unc.edu> 

S~troman, Deb~)rah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS 

Dr. Salyer, 

My name is 
and I atr~ a first-semester senior in the EXSS Department I am on the sport administration track, and I ~vas able to sit down with Dr Stroman recently to go over my 

ideas for EXSS next fall 

I ust wanted to double check that EXSS will count as my elective > 200. 

Also, I was wondering if it would count as my > 200 if I take it as eiflaer a 1, 2 or 3 credit class 

Thank you l’or your time. 

Regards, 

@live unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 3:10 PM 

Angela Bryant @ mindspring.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 

Angela, Debbie informs me we have secured the funding (.~3600) for the two person workshop. David 

From: Angela Bryant.        @m!ndspr!ng~com> 

Date: Mon, 1 Apr 2013 09:42:18 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel@ernail,unc.edu> 

Cc: "’Stroman, Deborah L’" <dstro@unc~edu> 

Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 

David and Deborah - This is great - will send dates asap. Thanks much and look forward to working with you. 

Ange]a R, Bryant 
717 West End St. 

Rocky, Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-fax- 703-783-8553 

~eartIdink.net 

From: Kiel, David [_m___aj!~;__kLeJ_@__e__&~_ajL~_n___c_,__e__d___u_] 
Sent; Tuesday, Harch 26, 2013 10:57 AM 
To; Angela Bryant 

¢¢; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Re: WSIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session!’Suggestions for Additional Series 
Angela, I just spoke with Professor Stroman, she has talked with the CBC executive committee and we would like you to do the session for us this spring. We have the funds for one 

consultant at the moment but are exploring whether we can raise the additional funds for two consultants which is our preference. 

Nease send us possiNe dates for you and your team for the end of April and through May. 

Per your proposal as follows: 
Proposed Consultant Fees and Expenses: $3600 for consultant fees and expenses 
for two consultants (Black male and female- bios at end of document). $1700 for 
consultant fees and expenses for one consultant (Bryant). 
These fees and expenses do not include copies of materials and handouts or meeting expenses, e.g. food, facility 
and equipment costs, etc. 
Please note that we are willing to negotiate costs to 
meet your budget and project parameters. 
Group Size: Maximum of 18 participants with two consultants and a maximum of t2 
participants with one consultant. 

From: Angela Bryan ~mindspring.com> 

Date: Sun, 10 Mar 2013 22:55:14 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "’Stroman, Deborah L’" <.d_ _s._t__r.9__._@_._._u_9_c_:_@_.u_.> 
Subject: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 

David and Deborah: Please review the VISIONS Proposal attached along with two articles describing the underlying theoretical approach. Please let me 

know any feedback that you have on content, approach or costs. Thanks again for this opportunity. Please contact me on my cell phone. 

Angela R. Bryant Consulting 
Also Co-Founder - VISIONS Inc. 

717 West End St. 

Rock), Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-fax- 703-783-8553; cell : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 4:31 PM 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbnsby@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu-~; Agnilar, AlaJn J <alaguil~email.unc.edu>; 

Salyer, Sheny L <sa]yer@email.unc.edn> 

Re: Fwd: l~E: 

Yeah! ! Nice job ~o all. Congrats to Meredith and Debby. I will get this ~nounced amiounced to the i:acul .ty. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 2, 2013, at 4:07 PM, "Meredith Petschauer" <mi:,~b’~.i~en:aiL~.~:~:.~:&~> wrote: 

FYI 

From: "Wyrick, Marilyn J" 

Sent: Tue Apt 02 13:53:04 AST 2013 
To: "Aguilar, Alain J" <~!:~!).~!!!:~£~;~!?:t~!!.d~.!?~;=e.,~;!!~.>, "Petschauer, Meredith A" 

Co: "Salyer, Sher~ L" 

Subject: RE: 

EXSS is the model tbr advising! 

g ariiyn J Wyrick 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The CollegeofArtsand Sciences& the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 East Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of N orth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAN: 919-843-4775 

From: Aguilar, Alain .1 

Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 1:49 PM 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn 3; Petschauer, Meredith A 
Cc: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: RE: 
Well Done Meredith! 
Alain Aguilar, MA, ATC, LAT, NASM CES!CPT!PES, CSCS 
Director of the EXSS Fitness Professional Concentration 
Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science 
Staff Athletic Trainer for Men’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
209 Fetzer Hall - CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(o) 919-84-3-2033 

(f) 919-843-4982 
Office Hours:T/qh I-4pm and F 10-12:30am Woollen 314 
EXSS Fitness Professional Major Website: 

From: Wyrick, Marilyn .1 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 11:53 AM 

To: Petschauer, Meredith A 
Co: Salyer, Sherry L; Aguilar, Alain .l 
Subject: RE: 

EXSS certmnly was the winner for this year. All of you were in the running. 

tO,, ariiyn J Wyrick 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The CollegeofArtsand Sciences& the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 East Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of N orth Carolina, Chapel Hill, i/C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 

From: Meredith Petschauer 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 11:32 AM 
To: Wyrick, MaNyn .l 
Cc: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Re: 

Wow. Thank you. 



I am happy to let you know that you are one of three winners of the Crass of 1996 Award for Advisin8 Excellence for 2013. TMs 

award is based on student nominations only and student comments are attached. 

You are invited to the A & S Honors Ceremony on Tuesday, April 23 from 5-6:30pm at Hyde Ha[[ ~n the University Room. You wi[[ 

receive a plaque at the ceremony and there ~s a cash award of $750. 

Consratu[ations, 

Marflyn 

~ ari~yn J Wyrick 

Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

The CollegeofArtsand Sciences& the General College 

2011 Steele Bldg, 214 Easl Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 

The University of N orth Carolina, Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3110 

919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 I).!!~t[[#.!’:X]~[[[9:![[]~:2~.#. 

Meredith Petschauer~ PhD, ATC 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

Meredith Petschauer~ PhD, ATC 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Football Internship 

He?’ Dr. Stroman, I hope this finds you well! I know it’s a busy time, especially with the end of the semester, and I hope you’re doing well! 

I was just going to check in with you about the possibili~ of working with the UNC football team in the fall Last time we talked was in the beginning of March, and you said that I should 
wait about a month then e-mail you again. I figured now is an appropriate time for me to ask about it again, especially ~vith registration coming up. "¢,qaat exactly is the process of getting 
selected to work with the football team for the fall season? I ~vill do an?- and evewthing I can to get into this for the upcoming season! I ~vould really love this opportuni~, and I know that it 
is a great thing to have on a resume when applying for jobs and other internships. What is the next step in this process? 

Thales so much Dr. Stroman! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive.tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday,. 5:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Advice Ii~r your 

Yes! I’ll see you then! 

On at 3:03 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <d stro@unc.edu> wrote: 

11:00 on this Thursday? Woollen 315 

Dr Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.8430336 
Twitter - @drstroman 

"The j oumey is the re~vard." Chinese Proverb 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Sunday, 9:13 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Advice ~2~r your 

> I have class, unfortunately. The best days :[’or me are Tuesday and Thursday because I only have class from 9:30 am - 10:45 am. 
> 

> On at 3:28 PN{ "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Let’s try again How is your schedule on Wednesday morning 
>> before 11 or between 12:30 and 2:00? 
>> 
>> Dr Stroman 
>> 

>> On 5:45 PM, ~hve.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hello Dr Stroman, 
>>> 

>>> I will be available the week of What day and time is most 
>>> convenient for you? 

>>> Thank you, 

>>> On at 6:09 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Thanks you too[ Contact me upon your return. 

>>> Do Good. 

>>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>>> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> "You will never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones 
>>> at every dog that barks." 
>>> W. Chtachill 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> Sent: Thursday, 1:00 PM 
>>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>>> Subject: Re: Advice for your 

>>> Dr. Stroman, 

>>> I will not be available before Friday due to prior commitments (ie 
>>> tutoring) and school ~vork. Ho~vever, I will be available the week we 
>>> come back from spring break and those that follo~v. I look forward to 
>>> seeing you soon. Until then, have a relaxing spring break! 

>>> Best. 

>>> On , at 11:33 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> ~vrote: 



>>> Hi i      Yes, let’s chat abuut this quer,f face-tu-face. What is your 
>>> aw~ilability befure Friday? Otherwise, we can wait until after break. 

>>> Dr. Struman 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

>>> Exercise and Sport Science Department - http ://exss.unc. edui Sport 
>>> A&ministration Professor and Academic Advisor 

>>> Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
>>> Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

>>> "Until reality is defined, progress is irapossible." 

>>> On 11:48 AM, ~live.unc.edu> 

>>>> Dr. Stloman, 

>>>> Hellot How are you doing’.’ I was wondering if you could off;er me 
>>>> some advice on something I was cttrious about. Do you have any 
>>>> suggestions on getting to know- professors better? I’m genuinely- 
>>>> interested in learning more about who they are so that I can have a 
>>>> better understanding of them I also want thenr to know more about 
>>>> me and where I am coming from. 
>>>> I realize that in college, there is a lack of understanding and 
>>>> knowing bet~veen everyone seeing as we are from dift’erent backgrounds 
>>>> As a student, I feel that it is my obligation to bridge these gaps. 
>>>> The thing is that I am a shy person and I am not sure ho~v to 
>>>> initiate these kinds of conversations Additionally, I plan on 
>>>> applying to the UN-C School of Education this fall to pursue my dream 
>>>> of teaching and continue my love of learning. A letter of 
>>>> recommendation from a professor here is essential in the application 
>>>> process I feel that it has a large influence on their decision to 
>>>> admit me or not I don’t ~vant my- application to suffer and watch my 
>>>> dream fall apart because of my shyness, especially when I have so 
>>>> much potential I thought you would be an excellent person to ask 
>>>> because you’re a professor yourself and because I feel con’Kortable 
>>>> going to you for help. I also thought this would be a good 
>>>> opportunity for us to collaborate and learn more about each other 
>>>> I hope this e-mail isn’t too overwhelming If’you want, I would be 
>>>> more than willing to meet with you in person to discuss this 
>>>> ilfformation. I look forward to your response ~vhenever you have the time. 

>>>> Until then, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buffy Filippell <buffy@teamworkonline.com> 

Tuesday, 7:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP AccesgCollege/UNC 

Debbie, 
Great talking with you today. I’ll follow up in 2 weeks if I haven’t heard from you. 
Benefits for .~9vTP Access/College 

¯ WeeNy newsletter with tips from employers and online hired candidates 
¯ Employer Video Shorts 
¯ How employers see me 
¯ Street Smarts e-book 
¯ MyAeeount video from me 
¯ Past Weeldy newsletters 
¯ 15% discount to upgrade to full MVP Access 

The major benefit is the career development tracking piece where we show you the candidates who have online accounts x~dth us and their interaction 
with the service and when and where they were hired. We can prove the education your university provides better positions the student to get a job in 
sports than regular applicants. 
Again, let’s not let the payment schedule be a deterrent to getting you started promptly’. I’ll touch base in a couple of weeks. 
All my best, 
Buffv 

TeamWork Online 

2~55o McCauley Road l Shaker Heights, OH 44P~ 

216.~60.1790 le) 

i~i cid:D958C2AB-EBC3415E-83CB-6FFC865A5BF2@gatew*ay.2wire.net 

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any 

review, transmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient 

is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 2:34 PN 
To; Bu~ Filippell 
Subject= RE: Confirming call at 2:30 pm Today 

Please call back, ~ was o~ anoLher call that ran over. ;) 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n¢lo,qe, gkplore, E’mpower, 

9:19,843,0336 

"You will never reach your destination iIyou sto~ and throw stones at ever~ dog that harks." 
~qr Churchill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Tuesday, 2:~7 PN 

Subject: RE: Confirming call at 2:30 pm Today 

v es "Fha n ks ~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLD 

En,o’uge, Explore, Empower, 

929.843.0336 

"You wi# never reach your destinatio~ i/you stop and throw stones at every do~ that barks." 
W. Churchill 

From= Bu~ Filiooell [mailto:bu~teamworkonline.com1 
Sent: Tuesday, ~2:55 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
Subject: Confirming call at 2:30 pm Today 

Dr. S/roman 

This is Buffy Filippdl. ,Just confirming thai I will call (919) 84g-o396 at 2:go pm this afternoon. 

All my best, 

Buffv 



TeamWork Online 

22550 McCauley Road I Shaker Heights, OH 44122 

216.36o.179o Ic 

buffv@teamworkonline.com 

i.~.i cid:D958C2AB-EBC3415E-83CB-6FFC865A5BF2@gateway 2wire.net 

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any 

review, transmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient 

is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Andmzzi ~me.com> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 8:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Check out Lectures and Discussions at Carolina 

D 

I hope you are doing well! I heard that it is officially golf weather in NC!’. Not here. 36 degrees this morning! 

i am going to the WFF this weekend in NOLA. I believe you have an event at Virginia? I am planning on driving down to NC on Sunday, April 14. Pencil me in to 

assisl you ruth any class functions. Looking forward to attending the Rawlings panel discussion as well. I going to email Friga and ask him ifI could sit in on his class. 

Maybe he roll sign my book! haha. 

I look forward to seeing you! I am going to bring down my clubs, looking tbrward to getlAng to the driving range. 

Cathy 

On Mar 20, 2013, at 9:44 PM, iTunes Store wrote: 

[ 
L~il iT .... Store] 

Here is Rawlings lecture at UNC last year. 

Cover Art Lectures and Discussions at Carolina 

,UNC-Chapel Hill 
Science 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 9:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Thesis Committee 

image001 .j pg 

Great! What daydtimes work best for you? 

Thmflcs! 

On , at 12:08 PM, "Stromma, Deborah L" <dstro(i~unc,edu> wrote: 

Yes, I want to be on your committee, Let’s try to connect next week, Thanks. 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage, Explore, Empower, 
93 9,843.0336 
<imageOO;Ljpg> 

"You wil! never reoch your destinotion i]you stop Grid throw stones ot every ~og thot barks," 

W, Churchill 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:49 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Thesis Committee 
Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you’re doing well’. I am sure you ace aware ofthi~ but it is time for us to start meeting with faculb" regarding our thesi~ and I wmated to see if you 

are drill interedted in being on my thesis committee? I have aJways valued your opinion mid insight, and would be honored to have you on my committee. 
Regardless of being on my committee, I would s¢ill like to meet ruth you soon to catch up and discuss a few ideas I have for my thesis! 

If you have any quedtions, please do not hesitate to e-mail or call me. I look forward to hearing from you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farrow, Christopher J. <CHRISTOPHER.J.FARROW@espn.com> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 12:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Farrow, Christopher J. <CHRISTOPHER.J.FARROW@espn.com> 

Chris F~:rrow visit to UNC 

I normally have weekly CP meetings on Wednesday’s aL 3 PM. I think that I can drop I week for Lhis. I really want to get up to UNC and ta~k to the students and visit 
wi you, 

Here’s some qu~ck B~O ~nfo w/a persona~ touch._.taH< more on Wednesday morning. ~ have an :[1:30 AM flight to Atlanta 

Chris Farrow 

Grew up in ENngton, Connecticut close to the Massachusetts border, also about 20 minutes from UConn~ 

University of Connecticut - Class ].99t 

(held 4-5 jobs in colk~ge includh~g UC.ann Athkd:h:: Communications, r:reelance s~:ats college basketball TV games, Manager-Subway and more) 

L~felong UConn, Ce~tR:s, Red S.ax & Patriots [an. 

~ob ~: B~g East Conference 

Production Assistant - ProvMence, R~ 

Part 4 person st~ff running the or~gh~al "8~g East Network" 

Job 2: Creative Sports {now ESPN Regiona~ Television) 1995-96 
Operatk)ns / Crewing - Chark)tte, NC/Fort k, li{l~ SC 

.lob ~ NC~ {Ovedar~d Park, Kansas 2.5 years, ~nd~anapol~s, ~N 75 years) 

Manager of NCAA Productions .-- countless experiences over’ a decade. 

Coordinating Producer --- Charlotte, NC 

Oversee 600+ (:ol~ege & h~gh sch.aol bas~etbal~ games per season 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [maHto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, April 02, 2013 9:1~ PN 
Te~ ~arrow, Christopher ].; Stroman, Deborah L 

Awesome~ ;) Enjoy. 

Frem: "christopher.j.farrow@espn.com" <christopher.j.farrow@espn.com> 

Bate: Tue, 2 Apt 2013 21:13:00 -0~ 

Te: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CkU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

¢~: "~_bfJ_~9_B~_~£:J:~g_EEg_~_~_~R~:_~R~." <~_bfJ_~9_B~_~£:J:~g_EEg_~_~_~R~:_~R~.> 

5ubje~: Re: TPG 

Right now at Eric Clapton concert ~n CLT. I will follow up tomorrow morning I should be good for visit to UNC 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 2, 2013, at 9:09 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, on our campus in Chapel Hill. 

Thanks! 
Please send me your bio or a brief overview of your background. I will send more to you later. 

d 

From: "chris[opher.j.farrow~espn,com" <chris[opher.i.farrow@espn,com> 

Date: Tue, 2 Apr 2013 21:02:52 -0400 

To: "Deborah Strornan Ph. D. CLU" < .d_ _s. _t _r. _o_ . _@_ _u_ .n_ c_ :_ e_ . _d_ .u_ > 

Subject: Re: TPG 

I think so. At UNC. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apt 2, 2013, at 8:33 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Chris. I hope all is well for you. We are finalizing the end-of-the-semester speakers for our annual Celebration Week for the Club. Are you available 

on Wednesday, April 17th? We would start at your convenience any time after 4:30 p.m. 

Pretty Plllleeezzee... 

debby 

From: ~.c.~h..~r.!~s..t.~..~.~h..~e...r.:j.~f....a.~r.£~..~.w..~.@.~..~e...s.~.~n..:~c..9..~ <.c.~h..~r.!~s..t.~9.p.~h..~e...r.:j.~f....a.~r.£~..~.w..~.@.~..~e...s.~.~n..~~c..9....m...> 

Date: Thu, 7 Mar 2013 22:58:32 -OS00 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: TPG 

10-4 I tallied wi Pete Phik) today and helped him lin~:_~ up a speak~-:~r f.ar the panel. A Female CP ~rorn our office She will be gr~-_~ad 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [En__aj)_tg__~_s_t_tLq_@_u_t)__c_:_e_.__d___u] 

Sent: Thursday, March 07, 203.3 3.0:48 PM 

To: Farrow, Christopher 3.; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: 
Thanks Chris. I will let her know. I just found out about a conflict with TPG and won’t be able to make it at all. ;( 

I know the conference will be great again. 

debby 

Go Heels, 



Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Society 
"L~’~Mers think ~md ta~k o.bo~zt the soh~tions. Fol~o~e~’s think and ta& ~bout t~ problems," B. Tr~c~ 

From: <Farrow>, "christopher.j.farrowOespn.com" <christopher.j.farrowOespn.com> 

Date; Thursday, March 7, 2013 1:15 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <ds[ro@unc.edu> 
cc: "~_b_~J_~_gB_b~[:J_:~#_r_r_£_~_@~££:_£~" <~_b_~J_~_9#_b~[:J_:~#_r_r_£_~_@~££:_£~> 

Subject 

She can h~t me after May 5. Are you go~ng to TPG Career Sports Conference April 5-6. ~ am go~ng only on Apri~ 6 (Saturday)~ I am NOT on 

any panels. Just going to network. 
~hris Farrow 

£SPNU / ESPN Regional 

7~-£73-50g0- 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [[3_a_jJD_Lc_l__s__t_[L_q_@_u__E_£=_e_.__d___u] 
Sent= Tuesday, Narch 05, 2013 11:39 AN 
To= Farrow, Christopher J. 
Subject= RE: You’re Invited! CSBC 

Hi Chris. Heads up~ I just met with a sharp student 

I gave her your email so she can reach out and possibly come down to visit with you in the spring~ 

"Fh a nl<s [ 

debby 

Do (i;~ od. 

Deborah [,. Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 

EnU~9#, g?q~iore. Empower. 
9 ~9.84-3,0336 

<image001~jpg> 

"<Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things thet matter." 
Martin Luther King, 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Sunday, 3anuary 27, 2053 7:47 PN 
To= Farrow, Christopher 3. 
Subject= Re: You’re [nvited~ CSBC 
Okay. I will check in with you a~ain later this semester. 

My Twitter handle is @drstroman 

I win check. 

Thanks a~ain~ 
debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until reaNty is defined, progress ~s impossible." 

~rem; <Farrow>, "christopher.j~farrow@espn.corn" <christopher.j~farrow@espn.corn> 

Bate= Sunday, January 27, 2013 7:36 PM 

To= "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <~#~_[R_~R~:_g_~.M.> 

Subject= RE: You’re Invited~ CSBC 

I won’t be aMe to make the trip up. ] am m~ch better out of basketball season to 

~wK:~er? I might be foNowing you. "chr~sj[arrow" 
chris Farrow 

7~-£73-50g0- ESPN 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [[~_a_jJD_LC_l__s_~[Lq_@__u__E_£=_e_.__d___u] 

Sent= Thursday, -1anuary 24, 2013 2:29 PM 
To= Farrow, Christopher .1. 
Co= Farrow, Christopher .14 Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: You’re Invited! CSBC 

Hi Chris. As per my vmsg, are you available on Monday, Feb. lgth at 5:30 p.m.? 

I am thinking of having "ESPN Night" with the Club. www.csbcunc~com 

Thanks for your consideration! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah Lo Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

www,e:Kss, unc.ed u 



<imageOO2.jpg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:10 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Follow-Up: Healfl~y Girls Save fl~e World 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I enjoyed Ineeting with you yesterday! 

I would like for you to connect me with sIaltErs at the Launchpad- I think that my program, Healthy Girls Save the World, would greatly benefit from paxtnering with an 

incnbator. 

As our program grows we will continue to seek s~mdents that ale internally motivated by our mission & bring value to our organization! Please let your students kmow 

about our program and if their interes~ted in volunteering or working closely with us they can shoot us an emaAl at heedthvgirlssavetheworld(d~mail.com 
I’d love tbr you to show our videos and website to your students’. Our promotional video is on our website, ~md I’ve also included the Go tteels TV link of our girls 

meeting UNC’s Women’s Basketball Team over the summer. 

Promotional Video: ~wvw.healfl~ygifls~vetheworld.org 
GotteelsTVVideo: http;/i~wvw~goheels.com/mediaPorml/p!ayer.dl~ml?id=884993&DB OEM ID=3350 

All ~nv bes~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farrow, Christopher J. <CHRISTOPHER.J.FARROW@espn.com> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 8:59 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Farrow, Christopher J. <CHRISTOPHER.J.FARROW@espn.com> 

RE: Chris Farrow visit to UNC 

I am good to go! I just left you a voicemait. I made a few updates below on bio. It was fate when I typed it. 

Thanks, Chris 

From= Farrow, Christopher J. 
Bent= Wednesday, April 03, 2013 12:33 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
~¢~ ~arrow, Christopher ~. 
Subject= Chris Farrow visit to UNC 
~ normally have wee~dy {::P meetings .an Wednesday’s at 3 PM. ~ think that ~ can drop 1week h:~r th~s. ~ real~y want to get up to UNC and tall< to the students and visit 

wi you. 

Here’s soRle quick BJO info w/a personai touch.._tafk more on Wednesday morning. ~ have an ~I:30 AM flight to Atlanta. 

Chris Farrow 

Grew up in Ellington, Connecticut close to the Massachuset[s border, also about 20 minu[es from LiConn. 

University of Connecticut - Class :1.991 

(held 4-S jobs in colk~ge including UC.ann Athkd:h:: Communicatk)ns, r:reelance stats college basketball TV games, Manager-Subway and more) 

Lifelong UConn, Ce~ti(:s, Red S.ax & Patriota fan. 

Job [: B~g East Conference I990-~995 

Production Assistant - ProvMence, 

Part ~ 4 person staff running the odgina~ "Big East Network’~ 

Job 2: Creative Sports {~ow ESPN Regiona~ Television) 1995-96 
Operatk)ns / Crewing - Chark)tl:e, NC/Fort k, li{l~ SC 

.lob ~: NC~ {Overland Park Kanaas 2.5 years, ~ndh~napol~s, ~N 7.5 years) 1996-2,:X)S 

Manager of NCAA Productions .-- countless experiences over’ a decade. 

Fk~al year’ w~th NCAA was it~ freelance capacity running ~TW own business "Farrow Productions" 

Job. 4 ESPN --. 2~B- present {last 7 winters} 

Coord{natmg Producer- E:hado~te NC 

Ow~rsee (~00+ college & Mgh achool basketball games per season on EsgN/ESPN2i}]SPNU/ESPNaiESPN ~kma{ leh~v~sh:m includ{n~the SEC Network, ~ East 

F~: Stroman, Deborah L [ma~to:dstro@unc.edu] 
Bent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 9:15 PM 
To: Farrow, Christopher ].; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje¢t: Re: ~G 
Awesome~ ;) Enjoy. 

From: "christopher.j.farrow@espn.com" <christopher.j.farrow@espn.com> 

Date: Tue, 2 Apt 2013 21:13:00 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

Cc: "chrBtopher.j.farrow@espn.com" <chrBtopher.j.farrow@espmcom> 

Subje~: Re: TPG 

Right now at Eric Clapton concert in CLT. I will follow up tomorrow morning I should be good for visit to UNC 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 2, 2013, at 9:09 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, on our campus in Chapel Hill. 

Thanks! 
Please send me your bio or a brief overview of your background. I will send more to you later. 

d 

From: ~~-c..~?~.r.L~..t-~.p..h.~.e.~.r~~~..f~.~..r..r.9-.w-.@‘~.e.~.s.p.~.n.~:.c-~.~.m..~~~ <-c..~?~.r.L~..t-~.p..h.~.e.~.r~~~..f~.~..r..r.9-.w-.@‘~.e.~.s.p~.n.~:.c-~.~.m..~> 

Date: Tue, 2 Apt 2013 21:02:52 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: TPG 

I think so. At UNC. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 2, 2013, at 8:33 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Chris. I hope all is well for you. We are finalizing the end-of-the-semester speakers for our annual Celebration Week for the Club. Are you available 

on Wednesday, April 17th? We would start at your convenience any time after 4:30 p.m. 

Pretty PIIIleeezzee... 

debby 

From: "christopher.j.farrow@espn.com" <christopher.j.farrow@espn.com> 

Date: Thu, 7 Mar 2013 22:$8:32 -OS00 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: TPG 

10-4. I talked wi Pete Philo today and helped hirn line up a speaker for [he panel. A female CP from our office~ She will be grea[! 



F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 20i3 i0:48 PM 
To: Farrow, Christopher 3.; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Re: 
Thanks Chris. I will let her know. I just found out about a conflict with TPG and won’t be able to make it at all. ;( 

I know the conference will be great again. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Society 

"Le~der~ d~ir~k ~md 

From: <Farrow>, "~_[[~££~_#_[_j:_~_~[[£~_~_~#_~_:~_£_~." 

Date: Thursday, March 7, 2023 ~:25 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc= "christopherj.farrow@espn.com" <christopher.j.farrow@espn.com> 

Subject: 

She can h~L me s~:ter May 5. Are you ~o~n~ to TPG Career Sports Conference April 5-8. ~ am ~o~r~ only on Apri~ 8 (Saturday)~ I am NOT on 

any panels. Just ~oing to network. 
~hris Farrow 

~har~otte, N~ 2g272 

christopher.i.fa rrow@espa.com 
704-973-50~0- ESPN 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, March 05, 2013 ii:39 AM 
To: Farrow, Christopher 3. 
Subject= RE: You’re Invited! CSBC 

Hi Chris, Heads up~ I just met with a sharp student 

I gave her your email so she can reach out and possibly come down to visit w~th you ~n the spr~ng~ 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroma~, Ph.D, CLU 
EWWe, Explore, Empower, 

919,843,0336 

<in3age00J.,j{~g> 

"Our lives begin to end the da~ we become silent about thin~s that m~tter." 
Ma#in Luther King, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, 3anuary 27, 20$3 7:47 PM 
To: Farrow, Christopher 3. 
SubjeCt: Re: You’re Invited~ CSBC 
Okay. I will check in with you asain later this semester. 

My Twitter handle is @drstroman 

I will check. 

Thanks a~ainl 
debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:/!exss.unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"U~til reality is defi~ed, progress is impossible " 

From: <Farrow>, "christopher.j.farrow@espn.com" <christopher.j.farrow@espn.com> 

Date: Sunday, January 27, 20E3 7:36 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: You’re Invited] CSBC 

I won’t be sbte to make the trip up. ~ a~ ~x~uch #etter ouL o~: baskeL#a~l season to do Lhese k~ds of th~s. Keep ~r~ touch~ Are you on 

twitter? I miAht be fol~owinA you. "chdsjfarrow" 
Chris Farrow 

ESPNU / ESPN Regio~al Televis~o~ 

~har~otte, N~ 2g222 

christopher.j.fa rrow@espa.com 
704-973-50~0- ESPN 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@ unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 3anuary 24, 20i3 2:29 PM 
To: Farrow, Christopher 3. 
Cc: Farrow, Christopher 3.; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= You’re Invited! CSBC 

Hi Chris. As per my vrnsg, are you available on Monday, Feb. lgth at 5:30 p.m.? 

I am thinking of having "ESPN Night" with the Club...w_ ..w_ ..w__._c_s_._b_.£u___n_..c_:.c__o_._m._ 



Thanks for your consideration! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah Lo Stror~n~ Ph,D, CLU 

<i~e002.jp~> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:38 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Thesis Committee 

Afternoons work best for Ine. I mn finished with LFIT at 3:00 Mon-Thursday. Is that too late’? 

On at 9:27 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Are your mornings or afternoon better for you? I teach at 11 on MWF and at 12:30 on TiR. 

From: (~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed 01:25:19 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Thesis Committee 

Great! What days!times work best for you? 

Thanks! 

Or at 12:08 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi      Yes, I want to be on your committee. LeVs try to connect ne×t week. Thanks. 

Do Good~ 

Deborah L. S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 

Enga, qe. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 
<imageOOl.~pg> 

"Yo~ wil! never re~ch your destinotion i,~you stop ~nd throw stones ot every ~og thot barks," 

W. Churchill 

From"- 

Sent== Tuesday, 11:49 AM 
To== Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject== Thesis Committee 
Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you’re doing well! I am sure you are aware of this, but it is time for us to sZa(t meeting with facul~ regarding our thesis, and I wanted 

to see if you are slill interested in being on my thesis committee? I have always valued your opinion m~d insight, ~d would be honored to 

have you on my committee. Regardless of being on my committee, I would still like to meet with you soon to catch up and discnss a few 

ideas I have for my thesis! 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to e-mail or call me. I look forward to hearing from you soon! 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday,            2:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Greetings from SPPAR 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I hope this email reaches you well. As you probably know by now, the Umoja Celebration is jus~t around the comer. BSM would more than delighted if you would be 

interested in participating in Umoja      Ve would like for you to help us present the Senior Stoles at the awards ceremony for our graduating BSM members who 

have been dedicated to this orgamzation during these past four years. 

Even if you a~e unable to speak, we would love for you to join us. If you need any infom~ation regarding the event, please don’t hesitate to contact either me 

~li~e unc.ed~_~) or ~                    ?:bgmail.com_). 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:09 PM 

.~live.nnc.edu-~; 

@live. unc.e&~; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

?}live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edn>; 

~live.nnc.edu~; 

@live.unc.edu-~; 

@live.nnc.edu~; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSBC Celebration Week UPDATE 

@live.~mc.edu-~; .~live.nnc.edu-~; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~)live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edt~-; ~unc.edu> 

?~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live .tmc .edu~;                   @live.unc .edn>; 

~live.unc.edtr~;                      [@live.unc.edu>; 

@live .unc.edu~; ~live .nnc .edu~; 
~live.unc.edu-~; ~live.unc.edu-~; 

,~live.unc.edu>; @unc.e&~; 

Great news] 

Thursday - Karl Hicks, ACC Men’s Basketball Commissioner 

Monday - Bubba Cunningham, UNC Athletic Director 

Tuesday - CSBC Alumni Panel 

Wednesday- Chris Farrow, ESPN (ESPN/ESPN2/ESPNU/ESPN3/ESPN Regional TV) Coordinating Producer 

Wow! 

Who wants to design the flyer.-# 

please coordinate who will introduce each speaker and update the deck for each night. 

, please see if we can get Fetzer :109 (or any room that holds at least 60) for Thursday between 4:30 and 7:00. 

- Please update the website. Let me know if you need anything. 

-Can you coordinate "thank you" notes to each speaker (signed by Club leaders) for each night? I will probably order Club note cards. We need them much 

too often. ;) 

- Can I count on you to Twitter like crazy?!! Thank you. How about an article in the DTH too? 

we do need a final meeting to discuss the Expo, Hoops for the Homeless, and new leaders for         I also want to know everyone’s summer 

plans. Can I help you in any way? 

Closing strong, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, ~tron~an, Pb,D, CLU 

E~plore, En~Jage, Empower° 

............................................. 

Chapel Hill~ NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livex]nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Greetings from SPPAR 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for responding so quickly. The Umoja Awards will be held on Saturday,        from 10am to 12pro at the End Zone. We are inviting you to speak as the keynote 
speaker, if you are comfortable with that. (We do realize that this is a bit last minute being that the awards ceremony is next week). Please let us know if you are interested in 
participating in this capacity. Even so, we would still like for you to join us for Umoja. 

Best, 

~live,unc,edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:12 PM 
To: 
C¢: 
Subject: RE: Greetings from SPPAR 

Hi 

Thank you for thinking of me. Please provide date, location, and time so I may check my schedule. Also, are you requesting my participation as a keynote speaker 

or iust to share a Jew r~-_~marks? 

E,’,r, Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,q~N~, gkplor’e. Empower, 

9119,843,0336 

"You will never reach your destination i~you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks," 

~gmail.com] 
2:03 PM 

From:          [maill 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Greetings from SPPAR 
Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I hope this email reaches you well. As you probably know by now, the Umoja Celebration is just around the comer. BSM would more than delighted if yon wonld be 

interested in participating in Umoja     . We would like for yon to help us present the Senior Stoles at the awards ceremony for our gradnating BSM members who 
have been dedicated to this organization during these past {bur years. 

Even if you are unable to speak, we would love tbr you to join us. If you need any intbrmation regarding the event, please don’t hesitate to contact either me 

(a~li~re.ano.edu) o] 5;gmail.com). 
Sincerely, 



Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tufts, Amy Z <amfts@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 2:53 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-thculty] Work Study Projects 

If anyone has a work study project that, can assist with, please let us know. 
Thanks, 
Amy 
Amy Z, Tufts 
:209 Fetzer Hail, CB 8700 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2021 

You are currently subscribed to exss- facul~ as: dstro(~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edtvu?i~55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-facultv&o 32953485 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-32953485-55567101.548a982t302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a,~distserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Philip DeSimone <phil.desimone@buystand.com> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 3:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Follow Up 

Hey Dr. Stronlan, 

Would love to COllie in and help out. How does Wednesday, April 17th at 1 lanl work? 

Best, 

Phil 

Phil DeSimone - Director of Retail Partnerships 

BUYSTAND.~ 

+ 1 919 667.1800w 

’]7his message is confidential It is intended only for the addressee(s). We do not waive confidentiality by mistransmission. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete this message 
from your system and noti]?’ me immediately Any disclosure, copying, distribution or action taken or omitted to be taken by an unintended recipient with respect to this message is 
prohibited and may be unlawful. 

Hi Phillip. I hope all is well for you. I wa~ted to follow up and see if you axe still av~Alable to speak to my Sport Entrepreneurship class before the semester is 

over. The class meets on MWF at 11:00 in Woollen 303. I would love for you to share your background and the development of Buy St~ald. 

The week of April 15 would be great. 

Dr. Stroman 

DeborM~ L, 5~roman~ PhoDo ~LU 

wvow,exss, gne.edu 

3~.5 Wo~le~ @ CB #8700 

919,843,033~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 8:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

AvaAlability of club? 

He?’, my name is            and I’m a student at NC State I’ve just heard about this club, however, there isn’t any organization quite like this one here. Is there any other organizations like 
this you’re aware of I could take part in? 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Congmts on Your Award tbr Advising Excellence!’.! 

Hello Dr. Stroman. This is, 
Congratulations on your Award for Advising Excellence! You deserve it and I am happy for you! 



From: ~gmail.com 

Sent: Thursday. 10:05 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Math 

Dr. Stroman, 

I spoke to one of nay advisors this morning because my AP Calculus scores for MATH     :redit are not showing up, which is denying me access to EXSS     She recommended that I 
email you arid ask for your assistance. I just sent a request for a cop?- of my scores from College Board, so those will not arrive for another day or two. I received a 3 on the AP exam, so that 
should definitely cover that pre-req 

Please let me kno~v what else I can do! 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday. 10:47 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Study Abroad and EXSS 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

was recently a&nitted into the Entrepreneurship minor with a focus in the Sports track. I’m ve~ excited for the opportunity and all to come. I do have a quick question. I saw that it is 
expected for those in the Sports track to take EXSS    during Spring      3uring the Spring ol     , I ~vas planning on studying abroad; however, is this possible now ~vith the required 
EXSS    or can the class be taken my Senior year, Spring     ~ Thanks for the clarification Hope all is ~vell 

EXSS Spurts Administration, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grott; Diane G <groff@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:36 PM 

Smith-Ryan, Abbie <abbsmith@email.unc.edtr>; Stromma, Detx)rah L ~Htstro@unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

Honors Thesis and Defense 

Hi Abbie and Deb, 
has been working diligently on getting a final draft of his honors thesis prepared for his defense next Tuesday (9th) at 3:30. We just finished meeting to do the 

final edits and he will be sending you the document today. I want to apologize for not giving you a full week to review the document prior to the defense. 
sent the document to me this weekend but I was unable to get it back to him right away causing a delay. 
Please let me know if you have any concerns about your ability to review the document prior to Tuesday. We can make adjustments if needed. I really appreciate 
all of your help. This has been a great learning experience for and you are an important part of his education. 
Diane 
Dr, Diane G Groff 
Associate Professor - Recreation Administration Specialization 
Associate Member-. Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
Co-Founder - Get REAL 8~ HEEL Breast Cancer Program 
vwvw.getrealandheel.com 
Department of Exercise and Spo~t Science 
306 Woollen Gym; CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-,8700 
91,9-962--0534 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 l:l 1 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MaJmge aJ1 of your logins with one password + Finish your taxes today 

We find the best small business products & services across the web and 
beyond for your business. Here are this week’s Docstoc preferred picks. 

ONE PASSWORD. 
ALL ACCOUNTS 
The easiest, fastest and safest 

way to manage and store all of 

your important passwords in one 

location. It’s a no-brainer. 

Download For Free 

REMINDER: IT’S TAX SEASON 
It’s the end of the line. No more time to 
procrastinate. Start your taxes today and file 
your federal taxes for free. 

TOP TAX MISTAKES MADE l!lY 
SMALL [~US~NESSES 
Are you falling for the most common tax 
traps? Find out what most small businesses 
are doing wrong, so you can fix the problem 
and reep the benefits. 

THE THREE TYPES OF 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
Whether you need a refresher, or you’re 
learning it for the first time, every small 

business owner needs to be familiar with 
these financial sheets. 

Watch This Lessor~ ~ 



Can you sell a dream? All of the best 
entrepreneurs do. Learn about the basic 
theory of painting a picture for potential 
investors and supporters. 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 1:11 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

Thank you Dr. Storman. I am available Monday from :t:00pm-2:00pm if that works for you. Let me know¯ 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday 12:26 PM 
To= 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Great to hear from you! I will work with you~’ availability. ;) MosL ot: my hours are in Lhe rno~’nings. What works for you nexL week morning or 
afternoon? I teach MWF at 11 and on T/R at 12:30. 
Dr. Stroman 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
~9~(~,. Explore. F_,mpower, 
919.843~0336 

Sent= Wednesday, . 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
It’s 

"You wi~! never reach your destination i.f you stop and throw stones at eveW dog that barks," 

w. Churc’hi!t 

J.0:07 AM 

¯ I was wondering when your office hours were so I could stop by and have a chat with you. Please let me know. :) 

Thankyou, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

] @gmail.com> 

Thursday, 5:04 PM 

~nnc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> 

Fwd: TPG "Elevate Yourselt" Finalist 

I won!!!...ldnda haha 

Begin lbm,aJcded message: 

From: <trent@tpgsportsgroup.com> 
Subject: TPG "Elevate Yourself" Finalist 
Date: 4:21:06 PM EDT 
To: ,i @gmail.com> 

Congratulations, you have been selected by the TPG Advisory Committee as a finalist in the 
Competition. 

What does this mean? 

TPG Sports Group "Elevate Yourself" 

You and two of your peers will have 90 seconds to present yourself to the conference at the conclusion of Day J.. 

Immediately following the Presidents Panel on the podium will be yours. You have separated yourself from the 

other entries, now it is time to show the TPG Sports Career Conference why. 

Please prepare your 90 second "Elevator" speech on what makes you a desirable recruit for those organizations in the Sports 

Industry. 

To prepare our event emcee, Mike Pacheco, for your introduction. I will need your first & last name, hometown, college 
attended/attending, and major. 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns at the contact number and email listed below. Thanks again for your 
participation and we look forward to watching you "Elevate Yourself" at the      TPG Sports Career Conference, 

Regards, 

Trent McCallister 
TPG Sports Group 
Event Coordinator 
trent@tpqsports~rou p.com 
704-619-8053 

www.tpgsportsgroup.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazellin@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 5:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: BootcaJnp Meeting 

I will be out of the office Tuesday April 2 through Sunday April 7. I will have intermittent access to email but will respond upon my return. 

For urgent matters that need immediate attention, please contact me on my cell, 

Thank you, 
Lizzy 



El’am: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 6:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: TPG "Elevate Yoursel{" Finalist 

I like that idea...sony. I was on the phone ruth            He just told Ine about about SEEDS (Sports for Eduction and Economic Developmem in Seneaa]). 

There’s office in NYC. Partners with NBA, Nike, FIBA m~d Peace Corps. 

at 5:22 PM, Stromma, Deborah L wrote: 

I agree, How about a poll? 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
E~gage. Explore, Empower, 
9] 9,843.0336 
<imageOOl~jpg> 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: TPG "Elevate Yourself" Finalist 
Haven’t put an~hing together for Hurricm~es yet. 

Humcanes mp being toward end of April. 

"Yo~ wil! never reach your destinotion i]you stop and throw stones ot every dog thot barks," 

W, Churchill 

~gmail.com] 
5:22 PN 

didn’t wm~t to waste her/our money and tiIne if students weren’t going to come...especidlly with 

On at 5:18 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Wow! Open [:he {~obcats up to other schools? 
No numbers ]:or HuRicanes? 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 
g~W~ge. £~pIore, Empower: 
9~9.843.0336 
<imageOOl,jpg> 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

"You will never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that harks," 
w. Churchill 

}gmail.com] 
5:17 PM 

Subject: Re: TPG "Elevate Yourself" Finalist 
Yes ma’am! :) 
SN: Thoughts on no CSBC Ca, olina Humcmaes "trip this yeaJc? Only have 5 people signed up for Bobcats "trip currently. 

On at 5:14 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@nnc.edu> wrote: 

Awesome! Practice, practice, practice! Get feedback~ 

Be clear~ Be brief. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

E~Lqa,qe, Explore. Empower: 

919.843.0336 

’~You will ~ever reach your destination i]you stop and throw stones at every dog that 
w. Churchiit 

From: .~_g__m___a_ j_[=_c___o___m__] 
Sent: Thursday,. 5:04 PM 
To: ; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: TPG "Elevate Yourself" Finalist 

I won!!!...ldnda haha 

<imageOOt.jpg> 



Begin forwarded message: 

From: <trent@tp.qsports.qroup.com> 
Subject: TPG "Elevate Yourself" Finalist 
Date: 4:21:06 PM EDT 
To: " ~.clmail.com> 

Congratulations, you have been selected by the TPG Advisory Committee as a finalist in the 

Group "Elevate Yourself" Competition. 
What does this mean? 

TPG Sports 

You and two of your peers will have 90 seconds to present yourself to the conference at the conclusion of 

Day 1. 

Immediately following the Presidents Panel on Friday,         the podium will be yours. You have 

separated yourself from the other entries, now it is time to show the TPG Sports Career Conference 
why. 

¯ Please prepare your 90 second "Elevator" speech on what makes you a desirable recruit for those 

organizations in the Sports Industry. 
To prepare our event emcee, Mike Pacheco, for your introduction. I will need your first & last name, hometown, 
college attended/attending, and major. 
Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns at the contact number and email listed below. 
Thanks again for your participation and we look forward to watching you "Elevate Yourself" at the TPG 
Sports Career Conference. 
Regards, 
Trent McCallister 
TPG Sports Group 
Event Coordinator 
_t_[_e__O~__~)_t_~_g__s_p_g_E_t_~ g_r___q g ~_~__q__o___n]_ 
704-619-8053 

www,t pgsportsg rou p,com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"_@gmail.com> 

Thursday,, 6:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

SEEDS Movie - Great Sport E-Ship 

I feel like SEEDS could be a gnat case study/topic for your Sport E-Ship course’?? 

This is a great video from them. 

On at 6:12 PM, wrote: 

I like that idea...sony I was on the phone ruth            He just told me about about SEEDS (Sports for Eduction and Economic Development in 

Senega]). There’s office in NYC. Partners with NBA, Nike, FIBA and Peace Corps. 

On at 5:22 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

I agree~ How about a 

Do Gap& 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Engcqe. Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 
<imageOOL]~g> 

"You w#! ne~er re~c~ your desti~tio~ i~Fou stop ~nd throw sto~es ~t every do~ that barks/’ 

W, Churchill 

F~m: ~gmail.com] 
Sent; T~ursday, g: 22"PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: TPG "Elevate Yourself" Finalist 
Haven’t put an.vthing together for Hun’icanes yet.       didn’t want to waste her/our money and time if students werelft going to 

come...especiaJly with Humcanes trip being towaxd end of April. 

On at 5:18 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <._d_.~_t_r.£2;a~i.LLn_ .c_:e_._4.u_.> wrote: 

Wow! Open the Bobci~ts up to other schools? 

No numbers for Hurricanes? 

Do Good, 

Deborah k Stroman, Ph.EL CLU 

Eng’a~e, Ekph)re, Empower, 

929.843.0336 

<~mageOOl.jpg> 

"You will never reach your destination i]you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks," 
W, Churchill 

Fram @gmail.com] 
Sent~ ~ursday, 5:17 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje~t~ Re: TPG "Elevate Yourself" Finalist 

Yes ma’am’. :) 

SN: Thoughts on no CSBC Carolina Humcanes trip this year? Only have 5 people signed up for Bobcats trip cu~ently. 

On at 5:14 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Awesome! Practice, practice, practice! Get feedback. 
Be dear. Be brief 
Do Good, 



Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
F_,n,ga~e. F~xpIor(L F_mtpower. 

919,843,0336 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

"You will ~e~er reach vour desti~atia~ i~ou stop and throw ~t~es at everv d~g that bark~." 
w. ~hur~hiii 

From: .... ~mail.com] 
Sent: ~ursday, . 5:0~ PH 
To: ; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: TPG "Elevate Yourself" Finalist 

~ wo~ ’. ~._~nd~ hah~ 

Begin forw-arded message: 

From: <trent@tp.clsports~roup.com> 
Subject: TPG "Elevate Yourself" Finalist 
Date: 4:21:06 PM EDT 
To: @.qmail.com> 

Congratulations, you have been selected by the TPG Advisory Committee as a finalist in the 
Sports Group "Elevate Yourself" Competition. 
What does this mean? 

TPG 

You and two of your peers will have 90 seconds to present yourself to the conference at the 

conclusion of Day 1. 

Immediately following the Presidents Panel on Friday,         the podium will be yours. You 

have separated yourself from the other entries, now it is time to show the TPG Sports 
Career Conference why. 

¯ Please prepare your 90 second "Elevator" speech on what makes you a desirable recruit for 

those organizations in the Sports Industry. 
To prepare our event emcee, Hike Pacheco, for your introduction. I will need your first & last name, 
hometown, college attended/attending, and major. 
Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns at the contact number and email listed 
below. Thanks again for your participation and we look forward to watching you "Elevate Yourself" at 
the 2013 TPG Sports Career Conference. 
Regards, 
Trent HcCallister 
TPG Sports Group 
Event Coordinator 

trent@tpgsportsgroup.com 
704-619-8053 

www.tpgsportsqrou p.com 



From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:59 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS Fall 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are having a good evening! As you know, tomorrow is registration and mine is at 12pro. There are still 24 seats left in your EXSS class, but in the chance that it fills 
up quickly ~vould you possibly have an extra seat for me? 

Thanks :) 

Best, 

Cell: l @ kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 5, 2013 9:40 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Duke University Athletic Facilities’Game Operations Internships (2 volunteer positions) 

Ga~e Operations Volunteer Internship Position.docx; Facilities Volunteer Internship Position.docx 

Can you share with our’ graduating seniors? 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Universi~:y of Nor~:h {::arol~na 

309 Woo~en Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel H~, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.9625173 

Ema~k sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m= Brunner, John F 
$ent= Friday, April 05, 20~3 9:24 AN 
Te= Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte 
Subject= ~: Duke Universi~ Athletic Facilities/Game Operations Internships (2 volunteer positions) 

FYI 

F~m= Brandon Neff [ma~to:bneff@duaaMuke,edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, April 02, 20~3 9:58 AM 

To= Brunner, John F 
Subject; Duke UNversi~ Athletic Fadlities!Game Operations Internships (2 volun~er posit~ons) 

Attached you will find the job descriptions for the two Athletic Facilities/Game Operations Intern positions that are currently open. One will have more of a focus 

on Game Operations and the other a focus on Athletic Facilities work, although it should be noted that the successful candidates will gain experience in both areas. 

These will be entry-level, unpaid 12-month positions w~tNn the Duke Athletics Department. Start date would be July, 2013. Bachelor’s degree required, Master’s 

degree preferred. 

Duke University seeks to recruit and retain a diverse workforce, and encourages qualified candidates across all group demographics to apply. 

Please forward to individuals looking for work experience in college athletics that you believe may have interest. 

Thanks, 

Brand~n Neff 
Assistant Director of Athletic Facilities and Game Operations 

Duke University Athletics 

Office: 919-668-5658 

Cell: 

bneff@duaa.duke.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:44 AM 

~email. anc.eduP- 

Reminder: Student Organization Advisor Brown Bag Session Ne~ Friday 

Good Morning-- 
As a reminder, the Office of Student Activities and Student Organizations will be offering its second student organization advisor brown bag session next 

Friday,          This session will feature discussion on key resources that are available to help your student organization succeed. 

The session will begin at 2:05 p.m. in the FPG Union Underground Presentation Arena (1st floor through the entryway past Wendy’s). 

Hope to see you there! 

25011 Frank Porter Graham Student Union CB52JLO 

Uaiversitv of North Caroiir~a at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Friday, 1:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Fall Registration aM what to do next 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I know you have probably been real busy lately but I just wanted to let you know that I am typically free before l:t am every Tuesday and Thursday. I am also free next 
Wednesday from 4-5 and at :tl am on Monday and Wednesday¯ Please let me know what works for you and I can make adjustments as needed as well. Thank you very much 
for your time again and I do look forward to meeting up with you in the near future so I can see where I should go from here. Thanks again and hope to see you soon. 

Sincerely, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, 5:01 PM 

To-" 
Subject; RE: Fall Registration and what to do next 

Hi ¯ Good to hear from you! Feel free to set an appointment with me through the l) Advising website or 2) in my office (Woollen 3:1.5), 

:L http:i!advising.unc.eduisee-an-advisor/(IVlonday a[t-:!rnoons 

2. In rny office - Do yo~ have availability next week before 11:00 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,qo,qe, g’xplor’e,. E’mpower. 

9119,84&0336 

"You wi~! never reach your destination i.f you stop and throw stones at eveW dog that barks," 

w. Churchill 

From’- 

Sent: Thursday, : :t2:35 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Fall Registration and what to do next 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

How are you doing? I do not know whether you remember me or not, but I met you last semester to discuss more about the Exercise and Sports Science major and the kinds 
of opportunities that I can have in this major. I am in one other class this semester in the department but just wanted to discuss really briefly about what I should be doing in 
preparation for the next year in general. Classes I should take, things I can do, etc. at this point in time. I appreciate your time and look forward to meeting you sometime 
again soon if possible too. Please let me know what works for you in the coming days (or weeks) and I will try to find time accordingly. Thank you very much and have a 
wonderful long weekend. 

Sincerely, 



St ~m D~ bo ~ ~ro @~d 

E’r~ ~r~ ~k ............................................................................................................................................................ at Cac ed       ~,:~ ........................................................................................................................................................... 
Ope~ 

E EA~URE 

Alzheimer’s and hea~ Sciences built a machine the third album from 

di~e w~th th~ ~m~ to ~we~th~t qu~Uo~ ~ St~he~ a~d~o~’~ j~zz 
type of drug? great detail, trio 

SPO~EIG~S B EOGPOS~S 

How do brain scans work? 

UNC’s Aysenil Belger 

explains, ii&J4~i,;,s & 



~ ph ...... heart 

Psychology professor 

Barbara Fredrickson asks 

what screen time might be 

doing to our ability to truly 

s~mr~g NC’s o~,st~.~r reef.,;: 
What can we do to restore 

"There are more pollen bullets and the bullets are bigger." 

--David Peden, in Allergy .season will be e~’er~ worse this year 

("Today," 

MQRE IN RESEARCH 

humpH) intestinal tissue (UNC: -~e ~t Ca ~’~ 

F~oudde hq drh’:ldng water cuts tooth decay hq adLHts (UNC News 

UNC mobile app ~o expound knowledge of plap~ species 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott. Tj <tj scott@unc.edtc, 

Friday, April 5, 2013 4:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Douglas, LindaBrown <linda dougla@unc.edtr~ 

Board of Visitors Back to Class 

Dr. Deborah Stroman, 

Thank you for offering your class as an option for our Board of Visitors "Back to Class" session. We have the following Board of Visitors members attending your 

class, "Entrepreneurship in Human Performance and Sport", on Thursday, April 11th at 12:30 p.m. 

Catherine Reuhl Becker (Catherine) 
Communications Specialist, Harris Teeter Inc. 
Education: AB ’03, Journalism, UNC-CH 

@qmail.com 
Frank Rockwell Comfort (Frank) 
Retired University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Athletic Swim Coach 
Education: MAT ’69, Physical Education, UNC-CH 

fcswirn @uncaa.unc.edu 

The members have been told that you have received their email addresses in case you would like to send them something about that day’s class. If you have any 

further questions, please contact me at _t]__scott@unc.edu or Linda Douglas at linda doutl!_a___s____@____u__n___c_:__e___d___u_. 

Thanks, 

TJ Scott, ’12 
Events Assistant, Office of University Events 

The tJniversi[y of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-962.-3427 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:32 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara 

<sportlaw@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Welcome 

Hunter, 

Just a short note to congratulate you on your admission to the UNC Sport Administration Graduate Program. I hope your next two years @ Chapel Hill are filled with great times 

and great memories - oh and that you learn a thing or two about college sport:) 

If there is any way you think I might be of assistance to you, or if you just want to stay in touch, feel free to drop me a note or call at any time. My personal email address is 

@hotmail.com and my cell number will remain              I look forward to visiting during the many Fridays I’ll be back on campus dropping by Ms. 

Southall’s office or just visiting with friends and colleagues @ UNC. 

Again, best wishes and congratulations. 

Dr.S 

Dr, Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919,962-3507 

Cell -- 

Fax- 919362.-6235 

@hotmail,com 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI webs~te: 

CSR~ Conference on College Sport webs~te: ~’.~’.~’.:[~[.~.~..~3.~:~[.~4.[~.~:~.’~ 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 



From: ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 1:42 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Analytics Articles and Speaker I ~ist 

Thm~s a lot, ! I re~Jly appreciate it. Great spending time with you this weekend (son3, I was so in and out) 

Hope you have a great week my man’. 

On at 1:07 PM, " ~livea~nc.edu~ wrote: 

Here are the links for the analytics articles I was talking about at TPG. I have also attached the speaker list with information that I prepared for the conference. 

httl~://wwwxlra ntla nd.com/storv/ /id/9068903/the-toronto- ral)tors-sl~ortvu-ca me ra s- nba-a nalvtical- revolution#footnote:t 

http://www.slate.com!articles/sports/sports nut/20:[3/02/nba stats clurus can t work toqether anymore that s a problem,html 

<TPG Speakers.docx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.nnc.edu> 

Sunday, April 7, 2013 7:20 PIVl 

athletics retbnn group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [theaq] more Auburn corruption? 

Jay, speaking of the familiar, you could have mentioned the grade changes. 

Willis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smit2a [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, April 07, 2013 4:29 PM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: [thearg] more Auburn corruption? 

http://www.roopstigo.com/reader/auburns vainted title victims violations and vendettas for glory/ 

Does this not sound familiar? (IVlaybe except for the "on the payroll" part.) 

"They recruit you by telling you what you want to hear: You’re family; you’re like a son to me," says Mike "But the reality is your class schedule is planned around football, not the other 
way around. It’s a business and there are players on the payroll" 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ewbrooks@live unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc edu/u? 
id 61803861.73dldgd4009efd57950c577fd6J~033c&n T&I thear~&o 32967214, or send a blank email to leave-32967214-61803861.73dld9d4009efd57950c577fd6g)033c@listserv.unc edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstru@unc.edu Tu unsubscribe 

click here: http://listsunc.edu/u?id 62524524.013b0048bfeSfl 9c85e19dTl ld338e5d&n T&I thear~&o 32967495, ur send a blank email to leave-32967495- 

62524524 013b0048bfeSfl 9c85el 9d711 d338e5d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: _~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday~ 11:12 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS Fall 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

My name is and I’m a recent transfer student that will be a senior next fall; however, I’m currently on the wait list for EXSS 

I really need this class, so I was wondering if you could allow me to join the class. 

Any information would be greatly appreciated! 

Thank you for your time, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazel~in@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 8, 2013 10:52 AM 

Charles Merritt < ~me.com>; Lowry Caudill < ~gmail.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck <buck~oldslein@unc.edu> 

RE: Bootcamp Meeting 

Looks like Wednesday is out. How does first thing Friday work for you all? 

l.izzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 

See my current office hours 

From: Charles Merritt [mailto: @me.corn] 
Sent-" Thursday, April 04, 2013 2:59 PM 
To; Lowry Caudill 
Cc-" Hazeltine, Lizzy; Stroman, Deborah L; Goldstein, Buck 
Subject; Re: Bootcamp Meeting 

Sorry, I misread times! My bad. But sounds like Buck can’t do 2-3. I am free after the lunch from 2pm and after. 

Charles Merritt 

@me o com 
(mobile) 

On , at 2:19 PM, Lowry Caudill wrote: 

I am going to that. It is at noon. I was assuming it would be over by 2 pm. 

Lowry Caudill 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 4, 2013, at 1:54 PM, Charles Merritt < ~ .m__ .e_: .c_o__m_.> wrote: 

That day is the "Celebration of UNC Entrepreneurs" lunch hosted by Holden and Judith. I assume all or many of us might have been invited to that. Is 
that event still on? It seems to have disappeared from my calendar so maybe its cancelled? 
Charles 
Charles Merritt 

@me. corn 
(mobile) 

On Apr 4, 2013, at 1:08 PM, Lowry Caudill wrote: 

Works for me. 

Lowry Caudill 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 4, 2013, at 1:01 PM, "Hazeltine, Lizzy" <hazeltin@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

How about 2:15-3:15 next Wednesday, April 10? 

Lizzy 

Sent from my iPad. Please pardon my brevity and any typos. 

On Apr 1, 2013, at 10:40 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Aft. Mornings are best for me. I teach or have a meeting starting at I1:00 a.m. on all three days. 

in addition, my other openings: 

Monday--4.::[5- 5:30 

Tu es da y - 2:(~1? - 3:00 a n d a f~:er 4:30 

Wednesday .-- 12:30 ---2:45 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919~84&0336 

"You will never re~ch your destination i~Feu stop ~d throw stones at ever}, dog that 



From: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 9:18 AM 
To: Gmail; Stroman, Deborah L; Charles Merritt; Goldstein, Buck 
Subject: Bootcamp Meeting 

Hi All, 

We’re a little over a month out from bootcamp, and I hoped to schedule another group meeting. Would you please suggest 

some times April 8,9, :i0 when you would be available? 

Thank you, 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.84-3.8824 
unceminor.org 

_S___e___e____m___y current office hours 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gill, Emmett <egilII@NCCU.EDU> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 11:01 AM 

~yahoo.com; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Video con[~rence? 

Deb would 5 pm EST on Sunday April 21, 2013, be ok for the video conference for the UW spor~ leadership class, if that time does not work - let me know if any time in that 
timeframe works. Best ELG 

From:             :@yahoo~com [            :@yahoo.corn] 
Sent; Saturday, March 23, 20:~3 4-:03 PM 

To-" Deborah Stroman (dstroman@email.unc.edu); Gill, Emmett 
Subject; Video conference? 

Hi Deb: 

I am writing to ask if Tuesday, April 23, 2013, at 1 pm EST is a good time to conduct the video conference with my class at UW. If the time and date do not work 
please share what date and time, between April 21-23 is good for you. Call me if talking abont potential dates;times is better 

Go Heels, 

E 

Sent from Yahoo’. Mail for iPhone 

This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security’.cloud service. 
For more infornmtion please visit http:/Twww.s3~manteccloud.com 

This email has been scanned by "the Symantec Email Securi~.cloud service. 
For more information please visit http://www.~manteccloud.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.nnc.edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 11:22 AM 

athletics retbnn group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [fl~em-g] meeting Tne~tay? 

think that a meeting could plan the ’next step’, whatever the result. The semester is short--even retirees know this, and so is the chancellor’s term, so there are options to consider. 

I would hope that you would get an elevator speech opportunity before the vote, Wayne. Even a few references to the many scandals that spread across the land, not least the Auburn case 
that includes grade changing, ought to remind fellow faculty to think globally as they are asked to act locally. One small step. 

Willis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Wayne Lee [mailto:welee@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:27 AM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: [thearg] meeting Tuesday? 

Does anyone want to go ahead with our regularly scheduled meeting, or would you rather await the outcome of Friday’s vote? 

Wayne E Lee 
Professor of Histo~’ 
Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense wlee@unc edu www.unc.edu/-welee 
wwwamazoncom/Wayne-E.-Lee/e/BOO1KHRXKW/ref ntt athr dp pel 1 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ewbrooks@live.unc.edu To unsubscribe 

click here: htip://listsunc.edu/u?id 61803861.73dld9d4009efd57950c577fd6f9033c&n T&I thearv&o 32969171, or send a blank email to leave-32969171- 
61803861 73dl d9d4009efd57950c577fd6fg033c@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu To unsubscribe 

click here: htip://listsunc.edu/u?id 62524524.013b0048bfeSfl 9c85e19dTl ld338e5d&n T&I thearg&o 32970085, or send a blank email to leave-32970085- 

62524524 013b0048bfeSfl 9c85el 9d711 d338e5d@listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Merritt < ~me.com> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 11:42 AM 

tt~eltine, Lizzy <h~eltin@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Low~ Caudill < @gmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck <buck goldstein@~mc.edu~ 

Re: Bootcamp Meeting 

Fine for me. Thanks Lizzy. 

Charles E. Memtt 

(mobile) 

On Apr 8, 2013, at 10:52 AM, "H~eltme, L~zy" <hazeltin(ebemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Looks like Wednesday is out How does first thing Friday work for you all? 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
9 J.9.843.8824 
unceminor.or~ 

See my current office hours 

From= Charles Merritt [.[9__a_j!_t_9_~ _@___m___e__&o__[~] 
Sent= Thursday, April 04, 2023 2:59 PM 
To= Lowry Caudill 
(::c= Hazeltine, Lizzy; Stroman, Deborah L; Goldstein, Buck 
Subject= Re: Bootcamp Meeting 

Sorry, I misread times! My bad. But sounds like Buck can’t do 2-3. I am free after the lunch from 2pro and after. 

Charles Merritt 
~I[le . corn 

(mobile) 

On Apr 4, 2013, at 2:19 PM, Lowry Caudill wrote: 

I am going to that. It is at noon. I was assuming it would be over by 2 pm. 

Lowry Caudill 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apt 4, 2013, at 1:54 PM, Charles Merritt < @me.corn> wrote: 

That day is the "Celebration of UNC Entrepreneurs" lunch hosted by Holden and Judith. I assume all or many of us might have been 

invited to that. Is that event still on? It seems to have disappeared from my calendar so maybe its cancelled? 

Charles 

Charles Merritt 
~_~!_e_____.__:~:o__~_ 
(mobile) 

On Apr 4, 2013, at 1:08 PM, Lowry Caudill wrote: 

Works for me. 

Lowry Caudill 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 4, 2013, at 1:01 PM, "Hazeltine, Lizzy" <hazeltin@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

How about 2:15-3:15 next Wednesday, April 10? 

Lizzy 

Sent from my iPad. Please pardon my brevity and any typos. 

On Apr 1, 2013, at 10:40 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <ds[ro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi All, Mornit~gs are best for me. t teach or have a meeting st~rting at 11:00 am, ot~ all three days, 

tn ~ddi~:ion, my o~:her openings: 

Monday --- 4:15 --- 5:30 

Tuesday --- 2:0",9 ---3:00 and after 4:30 



Wed~esday - :[2:30- 2:45 

d 

Do Good, 

Debora~ L. Stromat~, Ph.D. CLU 

Er~ga~’e. Explore. Empo~*~’r’. 

919.843.0336 

<irnage001.jpg> 

"You ~ill ~ever reach your destination i]you stop and thro~ stones at ever~ dog that barks." 

From: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent: Honday, April 01, 2013 9:18 AH 

To: Gmail; Stroman, Deborah L; Charles Herri~; Goldstein, Buck 
Subject: Bootcamp Heetin~ 

We’re a little over a month out from bootcamp, and I hoped to schedule another ~roup meeting. Would you 

please suggest some times April ~,g, ~0 when you would be available? 

Thank 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
9~.9.843.8824 
unceminor.orq 

See my current office hours 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@em~il,unc,edu~ 

Monday, April 8, 2013 12:38 PM 

athlelics retbrm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [the~xg] meeting Tuesday? 

I agree that it would be good to have a meeting as regularly scheduled 

It would be good for the ARG to have discussions re: keeping the 
discussion moving forward There are several opportunities to engage some 
more fa culb~z. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The Universib~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919.962-3507 
Cell - 
Fax - 919962-6235 
southall@email.unc.edu 

~hotmail.com 

UNC Sport A~ninistration website: 
http :i/exss. unc edu/~raduate-programs/specializations/sport-administration/ 

CSRI ~vebsite: ~vww.unc.edu/csri <http://~vww.unc edu~,csri> 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csriconference org 
<http://www csriconference.org/> 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live 
fully 

On 4/8/13 11:21 AM, "Brooks, Edwin W" <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

>I think that a meeting could plan the ’next step’, whatever the result. 
>The semester is short--even retirees know this, and so is the 
>chancellor’s term, so there are options to consider. 

>I would hope that you would get an elevator speech opportuniO" bel2~re the 
>vote, Wayne. Even a few references to the man?’ scandals that spread 
>across the land, not least the Auburn case that includes grade changing, 
>ought to remind fellow- ~acul~ to think globally as they are asked to act 
>locally. One small step. 
> 

> Willis 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>Froru: Wayne Lee [mailto:welee(~email.unc.edu] 
>Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:27 AM 
>To: athletics reforru group 
>Subject: [thearg] meeting Tuesday? 
> 

>Does anyone want to go ahead with our regularly scheduled meeting, or 
>would you rather a~vait the outcome of Friday’s vote? 
> 

>Wayne E. Lee 
>Professor of History 

>Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense wlee@unc.edu 

>~w¢w.araazon.com/Wayne-lL-Lee/e/B001KHRXKYV/re~ntt atl~dp~’~el 1 

>- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ewbrooks@live.uac.edu. To 
>unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://listsunc edu/u?id 61803861.73dld9d4009efd57950c577fd6t<P033c&n T&I 
>thearg&o 32969171, or send a blank email to 

>leave-32969171-61803861.73d 1 d9d4009efd57950c577fd6t~9033c@listserv.unc.edu. 

>-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: southall@email.unc.edu To 
>unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://lists.unc.eduiu?id 61803889.afct<P86745c1017651ad484b27ccddb3&n T&I 
>thearg&o 32970085, or send a blank email to 



>leave-32970085-61803889 ~t’cf~)86745c 1017b51 ad484b27ccddb3@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 62524524 013b0048bfeSf19c85el 9d711 d338e5d&n T&I thear~&o 32970683, or send a blank email to leave-32970683- 

62524524.013b0048bfeSfl 9c85e19d711 d338e5d@listser~ unc.edu. 



From: dstro@unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 

To: 

Subject: 

3:17 PM 

The Club -Sporks Debate Club meeting 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Deborah Stroman 

The UNC Spo~s Debate Club will meet tomorrow, Tuesday, in Dey 301 from 7:00-8:00. We will talk about the NCAA tournament and the Mike Rice situation. 

Founder and CSBC member, 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To ~eply to this message 
click this link to access Messages for this site: Carolina Sport Business Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SitecoreECM@sitecore.net on behalf of 
Carol Rongh, Sitecore <SitecoreECM@sitecore.net> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 4:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

New m~alyst report on leading WCM vendors 

inte customer expedence mena.gement, P~eblerns reading this emaii? View the eniine ve~sien, 

Sitecore named a strong performer in web 
content management for digita~ customer 
experience 

Dear Deborah, 

Sitecere is pleased to previde ~his new Forrester Reseamh, Inc., WaveTM report evaluating the 
ten rnosl: signilicant web cenNmt management 0/v’CM) winders based en current ofli~r~ngs~ 
strategy and markel: presence Use [hese findings to understand hew a new genera~k)n of WCM 
sok~tbns can creale a more robust d~gitM experience fer your cuslomers. 

.~:iI Forrester Wave 

The Forreater WaveTM : Web 
Content Management For 
D@ita~ O~stomer Experience, 
(?2 20~3 

Access this teperL compliments ef 
Sitecore, for a fresh look into the current 
WCM landscape. 

Download now 

button 

Siteeore receives the top score among all vendors in the engagement category, and 
is in the top three for the current offering and strategy categories. 

According to Forrester, Sitecore is among vendors ’~hat enable marketing and business 
teama ~c~ use WCM in conjunetien w~h e~het compenen~s of the dig~a~ experkmee 
ecosystem [e suppert rich, ~R[eract~ve, mu~tk;hatmel customer experiences?’ 

Sitecore CEO, Michael Seifert, states "l believe that this recognition Item Forrester validates 
our early mernentum in recegnizing the ahift in detiverin,~l pure wel,) content te delivering 
multichannel customer e×periences," Read Sitecore’s full press release on the latest 
Forrester WaveTM here. 

We encourage you to review this report and contact us to learn more on how Sitecore is 

Regards, 

Carol Rough 
Director ef Marketing and Lead Generation 

Sitecere USA 

@2013 Sitecere, Sitecore USA, 591 Redweed Highways, BId~{#, #4000, Mill Vaiby CA 9494i 

T: 1415o380@600 i E: saies-us@sitecore.net :: wv,~,vv.siiece.~’e.nel, 

We wiii not share youl infelmation vviti~ {~ny other elg{~rlizatien, Read oul com{fl< t< ~ 



Opt-Out / Unsubscribe Instructions: If you don’t want to receive any more of these e-mails, click this link: 

Unsubscribe 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,            4:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@tmc.edu> 

Football Internship in the Fall 

Hey Dr. Stroman’. 

I’m just reminding you to send me the contact information ibr the person in charge of the football internship. We spoke today’ ~ 
about it and you asked that I send you an email to remind 

you What exactly should I do once you give me the information? I know you talked about it in our meeting this morning but can’¢ou please remind me? I’m really looking iblavard to 

working with the team in the fall and I think it’s going to be invaluable experience It was also great to talk to you’. Have a great day[ 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:03 AM 

To: 

Subje~’t: Reminder: Student Organization Advisor Brown Bag Session This Friday 

Good Morning-- 

As a reminder, the Office of Student Activities and Student Organizations will be offering its second student organization advisor brown bag session this 

Friday,,          This session will feature discussion on key resources that are available to help your student organization succeed. 

The session will begin at 2:05 p.m. in the FPG Union Underground Presentation Arena (1st floor through the entryway past Wendy’s). 

Hope to see you there! 

250:1. Frank Porter Graham Student Union CB521.0 

University of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 



The Carolina Club Proposed Function Sheet Page:     i 

EVENT: 
ROOM: 
SETUP: 
TYPE: 

HOST: 

CBC Appreciation Reception 
Alumni Hall I 

DB Dinner Business 

for the Chancellor and Provost 

DATE:     04/30/13 Tuesday 
TIME IN: 4:00pm TIME OUT: 5:30pm 
PPL: 50-    50 GUARANTEE: 
CUSTOMER#: XS750 BILL TO #: XS750 

TAX EXEMPT: Y 

CONTACT: Deborah 
CUST: Deborah Stroman 
ADDRESS: Exercise & Sport Science 

Attn: Michael (CBC) Smith 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

MENU BEGIN: 4:00pm 

HORS D’OEUVRES 

BAR BEGIN: 

EQUIP/SERVICES: 

4:00pm 

PHONE: (919)843-0336 
WORK: (919)843-0336 
HOME: 

MENU: Tray Passed Hors D’oeuvres 

Miniature Beef Wellington wi Mustard Sauce 
1    @ $185 per 50 pieces 

1 Spanakopita @ $135 per 50 pieces 

Vegetable Spring Roll wi Mango Ketchup 
1 Orders at $135++ per Order of 50 pieces 

1 Petite Crab Cakes @ $195 per 50 pieces 

50 Viennese Station @ $5++ per person 
(2 pieces per person) 

BAR 

2 La Terra Cabernet Sauvignon 

1 La Terra Merlot 

1 House wine Zinfandel 

1 La Terra Chardonnay 

1 House Wine Reisling 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cocktail Tables 
Registration Table 
Client bringing MP3 
to be piped in House PA 

Beverage Station 

185.00 

135.00 

135.00 

195.00 

250.00 

48.00 

24.00 

24.00 

24,00 

24.00 



The Carolina Club Proposed Function Sheet Page:    2 

EVENT:    CBC Appreciation Reception DATE:     04/30/13 Tuesday 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Cancellation Policy: In the event Meager!Client cancels the event 
for any reason, Club will be entitled to a cancellation fee as 
liquidated damages (plus service charges and applicable taxes) 
at the time of cancellation as follows: 
More than 121 days prior to function = 40% of estimated cost 
120 - 90 days prior to function = 50% of estimated cost 
89 - 45 days prior to function = 75% of estimated cost 
Less than 45 days prior to function = 90% of estimated cost 

Guaranteed Count Due 5 Working Days Prior to Event. All details 
Must be finalized 2 Weeks prior to Event. All prices Subject to 
NC tax & 20% Service Charge. Call Tracy at 919.843.8188 or Email 
Tracy. VanNostrand@ourclub.com, Fax proposal back to 919.962.1635 

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE: DATE: /    / 



Event: 
Date: 

The Carolina Club Proposal Summary 

CBC Appreciation Reception 
4/30/13 Tuesday 

Page:    3 
Date 04/09/13 

Service 
Price Charge Tax Total 

Menu: 900.00 180.00 .00 1,080.00 

Bar - Beer: 
Wine: 
Liquor: 
Other: 

144.00 28.80 .00 172.80 

Equip/Services: 

Misc. Charges: 

Room Rental: 

Subtotal: 

Balance Due: 

.00 

.00 

.00 

1,044.00 

.00 

208.80 

.00 .00 

.00 

.00             .00 

.00 1,252.80 

1,252.80 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 1:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Social Media Intbgraphic- Look Who is Using What 

To ensure go:J re:eb’e updates From Docstoc; phase add £!~_~E~!t~9~:£R[!! to veer address book ~ Unsubscdbe 

Xi Small Businesses 
The Pew Research Center has released the results of 

...... a comprehensive social media survey, conducted over 

several years to evaluate which demographics were 

using social media, and on which platforms. Which 

social networking sites emerged on top? 

Share this article with your friends: 

Of the online adults surveyed at the end of 2012: 

1. 67% use Facebook 

2 20% use Linkedln 

3. 20% use Twitter 

4 20% use Pinterest 

5. 20% use Instagram 

6 20% use Tumblr 

The survey of internet users also uncovers the 

demographics of social media usage across 

numerous platforms, ages, races, genders, 

population density and more. Which social media 

sites should you be focusing on for YOUR target 

market? 

Read the article lo find out >> 

Only 3% of 

Small 

Actualiy Get 

Repeat 

from Daily 

Deals 

140% Jump in 

Smali Business 

[ abler ~Jse 

Foreshadows 
Explosive 

G rocAh 

We send this ernaii to members of do~ts~oc,com per our Privacy Policy . You can manage your email preferences and other 

so[tings by going to "¢o~.lr Settings Page If you have any questions you can e-n!a~l o! call us anytime by u:qr!g our Contact Us 

pa~)e. You may unsubscribe from this mailing here: Uns~bscribe. You can manage your emaii preferences in the notiScations tab 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, _ 7:51 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

RE: Study Abroad 

Important EXSS Advising information--spring doc 

not sure abouL 3. I have copied Pro[:essors Stroman and Osborne. They rnay kt~ow about other g~rograrns. 

2. Easiest things to take abroad are e~ect~ves, followed by Gen Educ courses, and then majorim#~or classes. For us to transfer a MAJOR c~ass, we wotdd have to 

review PRIOR to your going (to be sure that ~t would transfer). Someth~es these course match up to ours; other t~mes, they don’t and wouldn’t transfer. 

~ can’t say if you could finish since I don’t k~ow how many semesters you have ~ reside~ce, how many hours you have already completed, wh~t courses 

are ~acldng. ~ would make an appt ir~ Steele gui~ding a~d update your worksheeL [hat w~l~ alk)w you to see ~ you could fi~ish on t~me. You can br~r~g tha~: 

worksheet to Dr. Sl:romar~ or me at~d we (:ar~ check ii: ouL 

We’re al~ g~ad to hel~? you ouL Are you on our ~isLserv? 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:40 PN 
To= Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject= Re: Study Abroad 

So~ £)r not cladding. I guess by "is it possiNe" I meant 1) N~th finisNng fl~e major if studying abroad, 2) what credits am I required "# mXe a~d [~C and what 

credits could I ~ssibly ~ke abroad (if oS~red), a~d 3) a~e there programs that are more popular for Sports Admin majors or does it not matter? 

Agai& &ank you tbr your help a~d I would love to s~ak in per~n, possibly during your otSce hours, if you have time. 

Thank~ 

On at 3:33 PM, Salyer, ShelD" L wrote: 

NoL sure if I understated why you meat~ by "is it possible" ?? Do you mean if it is possible to finish the major AND study abroad? Or if it is possible to find programs 

with a s~ort admin thrust? 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:~4 PN 
To= Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject; Study Abroad 

Hi Dr. Salye~: 

My name is and I am cu~ently in my 2nd year ~ an EXSS S~s Adminis~ation m~or and have recently been ~cepted into the En~epmneurship 

minor program witl~ a focus in spo~s. I ~ thin~ng of s~@ing abroad during the Spring ot     h~t have not received much help fiom the s~@ abroad office as to 

whether or not &is is possible. Hopethlly, you would be able m answer ~me remmning questions I have. Is there a good "time this week or ne~ week when I could 

stop in to talk? If not, I am hapw to communicate my questions via e-mail. Thanks ~) much tbr your time. 

Direct 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, _ 9:52 AM 

Salyer, Sherry L <saJye@emaJl.unc.edu:~; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Study Abroad 

~live.unc.edu> 

Hi 

As you may be aware from the research you’ve already done, UNC does not offer a study abroad program that includes core sport administration courses. There are 

many schools that offer sport administration study abroad, but these are generally summer programs that run 2-3 weeks ~n ~ength. ~ am not aware of any semester- 

long sport administration s~:udy abroad programs, 

f agree w~l:h Dr Salyer’s advice regarding comple[:ing your major requirements -you can try to (:omph?te your core requiremen[:s before l:ak~ng a 5d:udy abroad by 

faking summer school classes or you wou~d need to gel approval [:or transfer credi[ if you find a study abroad program [hat offers those courses. 

Good lucid 

Barbara Osborne 

Associa~:e Professor 

E>’,erdse and Sport Sdence 

University o[: North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gyrn 

CB 8505 

Chapel H~H, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.9(~2.5173 

Ema~: sportlaw@unc.edu 

F~m= Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent; Wednesday,            7:5~ AN 

C¢= Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara 
Subject= RE: Study Abroad 

not sure about 3. ~ have cop~ed Professors Stroman and Osborne. They may know about other programs. 

2. Easiest things to take abroad are e~ect~ves, followed by Gen EdtJc course5~ and then ma~orimh~or classes, got us to transfer a MAJOR class, we wotJ~d have to 

review PRIOR to your going (to be sure that ~t would transfer). Sometimes ~:hese course ma[:ch up to ours; o~:her times, they don’t and wou~dt~’t transfer. 

1. ~ can’t say if you could f~rfish s~rtce I don’t know how many semesters you have m resh~ence, how many hours you haw? already com~)~eted, what courses 

are ~acking. ~ would nlake an appt ~n Steele Building and update your worksheeL That w~l~ allow you to see ~[: you could finish on time. You can bring thsL 

worksheet to Dr. Stroman or me and we can check it out. 

We’re a]~ g~ad to help you out. Are you on our ~istserv? 

Sent: Tuesday,, 4:40 PN 
To= SaWyer, Sherry L 
Subject; Re: Study Abroad 

Sony for not clafi~’ing. I guess by "is it possible" I me~t l) ~th fi~sNng the major if s~@ing abroad, 2) what credits am I required to rake and ~C and what 

credits could I ~ssibly ~ke abroad (if o~red), and 3) ~e there programs that are more popular for Spas Admin majors or does it not maEer? 

Agai& flm~ you for your help ~d I would love to sNak in per~n, possibly during your o~ce hours, if you have time. 

Tha~ 

, at 3:33 PM, Salyer. Sherry L wrote: 

Not sure if I understand why you mean by "is it possible~’ ?? Do you mean if it is possible to finish the ma~or AND study abroad? Or if it is possible to find programs 
with a sport admin thrust? 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:14 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Study Abroad 
Hi Dr. SaJyec 

My name is and I am cunently in tny 2nd yea~ as m~ EXSS S~gs Adminis~ation major a~d have ~cently been accepted into ~e En~epmneurship 
minor program witJ~ a focus in spo~s. I ~ thin~ng of s~@ing abroad during the Spring of     h~t have not received much help fiom the s~@ abroad once as to 
whether or not this is possible. Hopefully, you would be able m ~swer ~me remaining questions I have. Is the~ a good time tNs week or ne~ week when I could 
stop in to talk’? If not. I am hapw to communicate my questions via e-mail. Thm~s ~ much for your rime. 

Direct 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 10:03 AM 

Campbell, La~ <lecamp@email.unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jones, Sha~dra 

<sha~draj@email.unc.edu>; Lirdejohn, Ursula Eunice <ursula littlejohn@~mc.edu>; McGhee, Qi <ojmcghee@unc.edu~; Murrill, Verita L 

<verita murrill@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Hi, Please confirm ASAP if you are available on Friday, May :[7th. We need to have some of us in attendance. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 

~n~qage, ~xplore, Empowen 

919,843.0336 

"You will aever reach your destinatio~ if you stop a~d throw stones at every dog that barks." 

W. Churchill 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2023 9:52 AM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
Tmporl:ance: High 

Deb, 
rvly schedule would accommodate either the 27th or the 20th of May if you want me there. I will be out of the country on the 32st. David 

Once you decide on a date I can ~et a brochure done for you here if you like and reserve a room for us on campus. 

David 

From: Angela Bryant <       ~mindspring.com> 

Date: Wed, lOApr 2013 07:10:05 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel~email.unc.edu> 

Co: "’Stroman, Deborah L’" <_d___s__t__r_9____@____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, Rick <.rj__c__k__p_____@____v_!_s_!_9__n___s_:_[_n___c_:__o___rg> 

Subject: RE: ViSiONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

David and Deborah: Our May dates are: 17, 20, 31. Hope one of these will work. Please clarify time frames involved. On 17th - need to be finished by 4 pm; 

on 20th - need to be finished by 4:30 pm; 

Hope one of these will work. If not, let us know. Thanks much. 

Angela R. Bryant Consulting 
Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 

Recag~izing, Under~tanding and Appreciating Differences 

717 West End St. 

Rocky Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-tax- 703-783-8553 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazel~in@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 12:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; LowU Caudill < ~gmaJl.com> 

Merritt, Charles E. <merdt@email.unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck <buc~goldstein@unc.edu> 

RE: Bootcamp Meeting 

Okay, all. Thanks for jumping on this scheduling. 

I’ll propose 9:30 am on Tuesday in the 200 Suite. Please confirm that this works for you. 

Thanks for your patience with the flying emai~s. 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 

See my current office hours 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 11:53 AM 
To: Lowry Caudill 
Co: Hazeltine, Lizzy; Merritt, Charles E.; Goldstein, Buck 
Subject: RE: Bootcamp Meeting 

I am free before I0:45 on Tuesday. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

"You will never reach your destination i[you stop and throw stones at every do~ that harks." 

W. Churchi# 
~gma!!.com] From: Lowry Caudill [mailto: 

Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 11:01 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Hazeltine, Lizzy; Merritt, Charles E.; Goldstein, Buck 
Subject: Re: Bootcamp Meeting 

Too early for me coming from North Durham. Perhaps next week. We do need to meet soon to make sure we am on the same page, understand our individual 

assignments and have all details sorted out. 

I am clea, Monday. Am clear before class on Tue~tay (class is at 11 am). 

On Wed, Apr 10~ 2013 at 10:50 AM, Stro,nan, Deborah L <_d__~_t!:_o_@__ujzc_:__e_d_u_> wrote: 

Ca~ we meet at 8:00 a.m~? 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,9’u~e, Explore, Empower. 

9:1%843.0336 

"You wifl never reach your destination i, f you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 
W, Churchig 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 

unceminor.org 

See my current office hours 

From: Lowry Caudill [mailto: )qlmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 4:25 PM 

To: Merritt, Charles E. 
Co: Hazeltine, Lizzy; Stroman, Deborah L; Goldstein, Buck 
Subject: Re: Bootcamp Meeting 

I will need to leave by 9:45 am. 

From: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent; Tuesday, April 09, 2013 4:26 PM 
To: Lowry Caudill; Merritt, Charles E. 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L; Goldstein, Buck 
Subject: RE: Bootcamp Meeting 

Thanks, Charles and Lowry. 



Low~ Caudill 
Sent frotn my iPhone 

On Apr 9, 2013, at 11:45 AM, "Memtt, Charles E." <merrit~[(-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I say let’s do 9am t~ 9:50 as we are about a month out from the bootcamp. I am pretty good next week however, 

Charles 

Entrepr~neur-k~-.R e sid once 

’I]~e 1Z rnive~xity ofNo~b Ca’olina at Chapel Hil~ 

M ~ 

F~m~ Nazelfine, 
Sent~ Tuesday, Apd109, 2013 11:22 AN 

T~ Stroman, Deborah k; kowry Caud~ll; NorriS, Charles [. 

~e~ Goldste~n, Buck 
Subject: RE: Bootcamp Meeting 

Looks ~ke Friday is a non-.~;tarter, unless you couk~ a~l do 9 am with a hard stop a~: 9:50. 

~f tha~ doesn’t suit, we’H need ~o push to next week. Would you share your availability on Monday and Tuesday afternoon? 

gest, 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
._u_n___c_e___m_ j_tLo_E~_o___rg 

See my current office hours 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 3:18 PM 
To: Hazeltine, Lizzy; Lowry Caudill; Merritt, Charles E, 
Cc: Goldstein, Buck 
Subject: RE: Bootcamp Meeting 

O~)en Friday except for teaching ~: 11:00 a.m. - :1.2:00 p.m. 

Faculty Council at 3:00 p.m. 

d 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

Twitter-. @drs~rornan 

"The journey i~ the reward. Chinese Proverb 

From: Hazeltine, Lizzy 

Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 2:29 PM 

To: Lowry Caudill; Stroman, Deborah L; Merrit:l:, Charles E. 

~c: Goldstein, Buck 
Subject: RE: Bootcamp Meeting 

Thanks, Lowr% 

Debby, wha~ does your day look like Friday? 

Lizzv 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.84-3.8824 
_u__o ~__e__m_ Ln__pZ~_9 r_g 
See my current office hours 

From: Lowry Caudill [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 10:55 AM 
To: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Subject: Re: Bootcamp Meeting 

I could do Friday~ I have a 10-11 meeting so after 11:30 would work. Lunch? I also have a dinner in CH at 6:30 Friday nighL So I could do a 5 pm 

meeting as well. 

On Men, Apr 8, 2013 at 10:52 AM, Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazeltm(a2emai!.unc.edu> wrote: 

l ~o~ks [iLe Wedr~esday is ou~. }lena does fi~st thing Frida7 work lbr you all? 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina=Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 



919.843.8824 
g_[~__c___e___m__!_n___o__r_=__o__r_g. 

From: Charles Merritt [mailto: ~me.com] 
Sent; Thursday, April 04, 2013 2:59 PM 
To-" Lowry Caudill 
Cc; Hazeltine, Lizzy; Stroman, Deborah L; Goldstein, Buck 
Subject-" Re: Bootcamp Meeting 
Sorry, I misread times! My bad. But sounds like Buck can’t do 2-3. I mn free after the lunch from 2p~n m~d after. 

Charles Merritt 
~me. corn 
(mobile) 

On Apr 4, 2013, at 2:19 PM, LowD’ Caudill wrote: 

I am going to that. It is at noon. I was assuming it would be over by 2 pm. 

Lowu Caudill 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr4, 2013, at 1:54 PM, Charles Memtt < ~)rne.com > wrote: 

That day is the "Celebration of UNC Entrepreneurs" lunch hosted by Holden m~d Judith. I assume all or many of us might have been invited 
to that. Is that event still on? It seems to have disappeared ficom my calendar so maybe its cm~celled? 
Charles 
Charles Merritt 

~ !a_ _e_ :_ _ _c_’_ _o_r_a. 
[mobile) 

On Apr 4, 2013, at 1:08 PM, Lowry Caudill wrote: 

Works for me. 

Lowry Caudill 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 4, 2013, at 1:01 PM, "Hazeltine, Lizzy" <h~glti~(g)email. unc.edu> wrote: 

How about 2:15-3:15 next Wednesday, April 10? 

Li~zy 

Sent from my iPad. Please pardon my brevity and any ~pos. 

On Apr 1,2013, at 10:40 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(a;unc.edn> wrote: 

Hi All. Mornings are best fbr me. I teach ~r have a meeting starting at 11:00 a.m. on all fl~ee days. 

In additi~ ~a nU, o~er 

Monday 4:15 

Tne~]ay 2:00 3:00 and after4:30 

Wednesda?, I2:30 2:45 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 

E~N(~ge. Explorv. Empo~’en 

919.843.0336 
<image001 .jpg> 

"1~. wia neve~ reach your destination ~¢~yo~ stop and thr~ stones at eve<v dog thtg barks." 
g~ Churchill 

~mm: Hazelt~ne, Lizzy 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 20~3 9:~8 AM 
To: 6mail; Stroman, Deborah k; Charles MetriC; 6oldstein, Buck 
Subject: Bookamp Meeting 
tfi All, 
We’~e a li~le over a month out from bootcamp, ~d I hoNd to schedule another group meeting. Would you 

please suggest ~me times April 8,9, 10 when you would ~ available? 

Thm~k ~u, 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 



See m~- curre~t office hotrs 



From: ~gmail,com> 

12:15 PM Sent: Wednesday’, _ 

To: Stroman, Deborah L/-dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~:t: CSBC Flyer 

Hey Dr. Stroman! 

I totally forgot to ask you this after class but is there any specific information you want me to pnt on the flyer for celebration week?Just wanted to check if there were 

any big topics that I needed to mention. 

Thanks! 

UNC Class ot 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 5:20 PM 

~live.tmc.edu-*; 

@live. unc.edu>; 

" " @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>: 

@live.unc.edn>; 

@live.tmc.edu~; 

~live.unc.edu-*; 

~live.nnc.edu% 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~E: CSBC Celebration Week UPDATE 

@live.tmc.edu-~; @live.nnc.edu-~; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~)live.unc.edu>; ~)live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edt~-; @nnc.edu> 

~}live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live .tmc ,edu~;                   @live.unc .edn>; 

@live.unc.edn>;                       ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live .unc,edu~; @live a~nc ,edu~; 
~live.unc.edu-~; @live.unc.edu-~; 

.~live.unc.edu>; @unc.edu>; 

Hi Heels! I just received confirmation t:rorn Mr’. Hicks, He WILL be here tomorrow. Please begin tweeting --- 

~dd your own personal note [:o your frkmds & feJk~w students, [ wH~ work on a genera~ flyer ~or the week, Be[:h, do a special flyer for each n~gh[: ~tarting wK:h 

Monday. 

please work on Lhe deck for tomorrow. 

THANKS to everyone. We need a 24 hour Nast soc~a~ med~a engagement. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En,9’u#e, Explore, Empower, 

9:19,843.0336 

"You wil! never re~ch your destinotion i, f you stop ~nd throw stones ot evew ~og thot barks," 
W, Churchill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CSBC Celebration Week UPDATE 

Great news! 

Thursday - Karl Hicks, ACC Men’s Basketball Commissioner 

Monday - Bubba Cunningham, UNC Athletic Director 

Tuesday - CSBC Alumni Panel 

Wednesday- Chris Farrow, ESPN (ESPN!ESPN2!ESPNU!ESPN3!ESPN Regional TV) Coordinating Producer 

Wow! 

Who wants to design the flyer? 

please coordinate who will introduce each speaker and update the deck for each night. 

please see if we can get Fetzer 109 (or any room that holds at least 60) for Thursday, between 4:30 and 7:00. 

- Please update the website. Let me know if you need anything. 

-Can you coordinate "thank you" notes to each speaker (signed by Club leaders) for each night? I will probably order Club note cards. We need them much 

too often. ;) 

- Can I count on you to Twitter like crazy?!] Thank you. How about an article in the DTH too? 

we do need a final meeting to discuss the Expo, Hoops for [he Homeless, arid new leaders for I also want to know everyone’s summer 

plans. Can I help you in any way? 

Closing strong, 

Dr. Stroman 

Debt)tab L, Strornan, Ph,D, CLU 

315 W~le~ - CB #8700 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 8:56 PM 

@gmail.com; fcswim@uncaa.unc.edu 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS 51 - Visit 

The Five Personalities of Innovators.pdf; EXSS 51 Presentation~ Guidelines.pdf 

Hi Catherine and Frank. Thanks for taldng the time to visit with my class tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. (Woollen 302). You can stop by my office prior to class between 

12:00 and 12:20. (Woollen 315) 

The students are excited to pitch their sport products to you. I hope you will agree to serve as judges for their presentations. Please do not feel that you have to 

prepare for anything to serve as a judge. ;) In addition, if time permits, I will review their "Innovative Personalities." 

Frank, I hope you remember me. ;) I was a graduate student here in the mid-80’s. 

I look forward to seeing you! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L ~troman, Ph,D, CLU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attadl: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, ~ 9:21 PM 

Nick Lennon <nlennon@wmgllc.com>; Kevin York <kyork@bobcats.com>; Courtney Knowling (cknowling@stx~rtsbusinessjoum~J.com); 
Antoinette Lecky <; . ~gmail.com>; gabby~c~xolinahurdcanes.com; Adrian Pringle < ~gmail.com>; Kyle 

Milks (Google Drive) < ~gm~l.com>; Kincheloe, Hatcher (Hatcher.Kincheloe@imgwofld.com); D’Englere, Caxoline 

<Cmoline.D’Englere@imgwofld.com> 

1 @kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; ~)live.unc.edu>; < ~gmail.cotn>; 

Strotnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSBC Celebration Week - You are INVITED! 

Celebration Week Flyer.pdf 

Hi Much Missed Students! Please let me know if you can come be on the panel on this Tuesday. See attached. 

Thanks! 

Any time between 5:00 and 6:00, you are welcome. We can do a quick bite afterwards if you are available. 

Wishing you the very best, 

Dr. Stroman 

Explore. En~a~e, Empower° 

............................................. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Antoinette Lecky < @gmaibeom> 

Wednesday, 9:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Celebration Week - You axe 1NVITED! 

I’ll be there! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:21 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(d~unc.edt~> wrote: 

Hi Much Missed Students! Please let me know if you can come be on the panel on this Tuesday. See attached. 

Thanks! 

Any time between 5:00 and 6:00, you are welcome. We can do a quick bite afterwards if you are available. 

Wishing you the very best, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Lo S~ron~n~ Ph,D, 

W"tNW, exs,s. Ultl¢, ed u ............................................. 

315 Woo~en - CB #8700 

<~m~geOO1,~pg> 

Celebration Week Flyer.pdt>- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Becker < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 9:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

li~swim@uncaa.unc.edu; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 51 - Visit 

Hi, Debby. I look forward to meeting you and will make sure to arrive between 12 and 12:20. 

Frm~ I am not certain we have met, and I look forwaxd to meeting/seeing you as well. 

Catherine 

On Apr 10, 2013, at 8:55 PM, "Strolnan, Deborah L" < _d__E_t!:_o_~L~__u__~3_c_’_:_e_d_u_> wrote: 

Hi Catherine and Frank. Thanks for taking the time to visit with my class tomorrow at :12:30 p.m. (Woollen 302). You can stop by my office prior to class 

between :12:00 and :12:20. (Woollen 3:15) 

The students are excited to pitch their sport products to you. I hope you will agree to serve as judges for their presentations. Please do not feel that 

you have to prepare for anything to serve as a judge. ;) In addition, if time permits, I will review their "Innovative Personalities." 

Frank, I hope you remember me. ;) I was a graduate student here in the mid-80’s. 

I look forward to seeing you! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah Lo S~ron~n~ Ph,D, CL~ 

W"tNW,eXSS. UIl¢,ed U ............................................. 

315 Woo~n - CB #~700 

<~m~geOO1,~pg> 

Five Personalities of hmovators.pdf> 

<EXSS 51 Presentation ~ Ouidelines.pdf> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tyson Hanish <~son@mlbacademy.comz 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 11:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: MLB.com Academy - Follow Up 

Hi Debby - 

Thank you for the support, we enjoyed speaking last week to Deb’s class. If you don’t mind. at this point take down any, opportunities via an online post. We think 

we’ve identified a couple individuals we would like to take some next steps with. 

More importantly to my initial email reference we’re looking for some guidance on how the process may work with the University, if there is a process. Some of the 

questions may include: payment schedules, going internship rates, are/can college credits be available, etc. 

If I could co~mect with you tier a quick call I am sure you could answer my questions relatively quickly. 

I am in California at the moment but could connect somefime late aYternoon eastern time’? Would that be convenient for you for a quick call’? 

Thank you, 

On Apr 10~ 2013, at 7:45 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi rysot~, f arn the f~::t~l[:y ~dviso~ for [:h~ (;~m?lini~ S~?ort [~t~si~ess Ck~b (www.csbcunc.corn) ~md ~;u~?erv]se th~ ~t~tern~;hi~)s for Sport ~drnin~stri~tion. I 

g~osted your opportut~it% 

Thsr~ks! 

debbv 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Etwage. Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"You wN never reach your destination i~you stop and Nrow stones at every dog that barks," 

From-’ Tyson Hanish [b!son~rnlbacaderny~com] 
Sent-’ Monday, April 08, 2013 I:t:36 AM 
To,, Southall, Deborah Joy 
Ce-" Melissa Schulte 
Subject-’ Re: MLB.corn Academy = Follow Up 

Hi Deb - 

Thank you again for having us on Friday, always enjoy coming out there seeing you and your students. 

We a~e still not aware ofa~y parameters or channels we have to go through with the University when it comes to internship offerings, if there even is m~y. 

Can you Inake an introduction for me to the depart~nent or contact who could help ihcilitate solne of the details’? 

Tha~kyou! 

~yson @rnlbacaderny.corn 
vvv~N,rnlb,corn/acaderny 

taking the field spring 20~3 
On Mar 29, 2013, at 9:42 AM, "Southall, Deborah Joy" <.dj_s~?_t~_d_!_(@ _e._r!l__~_d_!:.u_!l__c_’:._e_d___t[> wrote: 

Tyson, 
How about Wednesday or Friday next week and let’s do the noon class and the 1:00 class if you have the time to stay for both. They are both in 106 in Fetzer. 
Let rne know what works for you. 
Deb 



From: Tyson Hanish [tyson@mlbacademy.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 11:13 AM 
To: Southall, Deborah Joy 
Subject: Re: MLB.com Academy - Follow Up 

Deb, 
Thanks for the response, great to get back in the loop with you. I’d be happy to come out sometime ne:~ week for one or both of your classes, just let 

me know if there is a day that would work best for your class schedule. 

I will also give Richa]cd a call and get his thoughts and speak to him about the CSRI Conference on the 17th and 18th. 

Talk to you soon! 

tyson@mlbacademy.com 

~A_nJ__b__&o__t N_a___c_’_a___d___e_r!?~L 

taking the fie~d spring 2013 
On Mar 27, 2013, at 9:06 AM, "Southall, Deborah Joy" <disothll~emaiLnnc~edu> wrote: 

Tyson, 

Tsn’t that the truth how time flies! Let me give this some thought and T will get back to you but in the mean time, you are welcome to come by and speak to my 

classes this semester. ~ have a noon and 1:00 class on MWF. Also, you might want to think about talking with Richard about the CSRT Conference the 17th and 
18th of April. There will be a lot of faculty from around the country along with undergrad and grad students from various universitites. We also have several 
faculty and a couple of government officials and students from one of the major universities in Brazil coming to the conference looking to expand their role in 
their country’s sport industry..lust a lot of good stuff going on. T will be in touch with some potential student candidates. 
Good to hear from you! 
Deb 

From: Tyson Hanish [tyson~a)mlbacademy.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 4:28 PM 
To: Southall, Richard Michael; Southall, Deborah Joy 
Subject: Re: ._M___L___B_=c__o__r_L~ Academy- Follow Up 

Hi Richard and Deb - 
Wow, apparently time flies’. I can’t believe as I looked back at our email exchange and conversations to see it was the fall when we last connected. I 

hope 811 is well. 

As we rapidly approach the launch of MLB.com/academv, we aloe looking tbr some taJented graduates m fill roles within our o~a]~ization. Could we 

reconnect to discuss some opportunities and recommendations on a couple individuals who are sell’-starters that could work well in an entrepreneurial 

environment? We have some immediate needs and positions in Sales, MaJcketing, Account Mm~agement, Client Relations and Media (SociaJ and PR). 
Looking fora,ard to reconnecting and appreciate the opportmfity to discuss. 
For 

an update we have a couple recent videos that you may find interesting on __M__[__~_t_~:__c_9__n_!!}~A_@__r__n_..v- and password protected ones below that haven’t 

been released yet: 

myHits Sizzle Video: 

https://vimeo.comi6135 584 7 

Password: academy 

MLB.comiacadem¥ About Us: 

ht~ps://vimeo.com/62215576 
Password: academy 

ThaJ~k you, 

t~sonf~_,m!bacade!n~ ~com 
t~vw.mlb.com/academv 

taking the fie~d spring 2013 
On Oct 25, 2012, at 9:33 AM, "Southall, Deborah Joy" <d.isothll(a)~email.unc.adu> wrote: 

Tyson, 

Sorry it has taken me so long to get this information to you but between fall break and mid-term exams, I have been swamped. Attached is the list of contact 
info for 31 students who are passionately interested in getting involved with your company on any level. 
Let me know where you want to go from here. 

Take care, 
Deb 

From: Tyson Hanish [~_s___o__n__~_b_j_gLe__a_g_u___e__a___n__a__[y_s__i_s_=c_9___m_] 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 8:35 AM 
To: Southall, Deborah Joy 
Co: Melissa Schulte 
Subject: Re: MLB.com Academy - Follow Up 



Hi Deb - 
Looking tbrward to later today. Are there may special parking instructions I should be awaace ol? 

Tha~k you! 

On Sep 27, 2012, at 8:40 AM, Southall, Deborah Joy wrote: 

Tyson, 
I will put you on the calendar!! 
Looking forward to having you back on campus. 
Deb 

From: Tyson Hanish [tyson@biqleagueanalysis.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 26, 2022 4:46 PM 
To-" Southall, Deborah 3oy 
Subject: Re: MILB.com Academy - Follow Up 

How does Thursday October 1 lth look for your schedule? 
Looldng fo~wm’d to it’. 

Thm~k you~ 
Tyson Hal~ish 

Founder & CEO 

M- 

www.rnlb.cotwacademy 

Tvson@bigleagueanalysis corn 

On Sep 25, 2012, at 1:16 PM, Southall, Deborah Joy wrote: 

Tyson, 

Thanks for resending this. I think the best first step is to have you come into my class and present this project to the class. After we establish those students 

who are really interested in being part of it, we schedule an out-of-class meeting and do some strategic planning on where we fit in and how we can move 

forward on this. Mty class meets every Tuesday and Thursday at 2:00 in Fetzer Hall in room 209 on the first floor. Let me know what your schedule is when it 

might be convenient for you to come in and I will arrange class schedule around you. 

Looking forward to hearing back from you, 

Deb 

From: Tyson Hanish [._~__s_o__n___~__b_j_g!__e__a_g_u___e__a___n__a__[y_s__i_s_=c_9___m_] 
Sent-" Mlonday, September 24, 2022 2:42 PM 
To; Southall, Deborah Joy 
Subject-" Fwd: MLB.com Academy - Follow Up 

Begin forwarded message: 

F rom: Tyson Hanish <~~T~~y~s~~~~~~~~n~~~@~~bj~g!~~e-a~g~~u-e~~~a~~~~n-aj~y~~sj~~~s~~.~~~c~~~~~~~~~m~> 
Date: September 18, 2012 2:53:28 PM EDT 
To: Deborah Joy Southall <djsotNl@email.unc.edu>, "Richard Southall Dr." <southall@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: MLB.com Academy - Follow Up 
l.~ichard and Deb 
Great to speak with you today, thank you again for taking the time. Enclosed below is an introduction to the Academy a static image of our home 
page design, and a link to our MLB Club Deck for your review. I will review our conversations with tny teatn and over the course of the next week or 
so try to develop some framework for us to partner on. Looking forward to exploring some opportunities, I will talk with you all 

lvfLB.com/academyIntro 
Established in ,lune 2000 following a unanimous vote by the 30 Major League Baseball club owners to centralize all of Baseball’s lnternet operations, 
MLBAdvanced Media is the interactive tnedia andInternet company of Major League Baseball. MLBAMtnanages the official league site, 
www.ntlb.cont and each of the 30 individual club sites to create the most comprehensive Major League Baseball resource on the Internet. In 2012, 

~_:q2~! is scheduled to surpass $500 Million in revenue with 1.5 million paid subscribers, 500,000 of them tuning into the $120 per year live MLB.TV 
package. MLB.com has set new standards for online sports operations; averaging 11.5 million visitors, streaming ’/ million videos and 1 million live 
video streams per day. 
Further redefining the landscape of online entertainment and technology, Major League Baseball Advanced Media (MLBAM or MLB.coin) and Big 
League Analysis have agreed upon terms of an exclusive partnership for the developrnent of ~’!!~{{~_~5~g3,~ASJX~_~J.{~&3 This partnership unites the 
unparalleled interactive broadcast technology of NILBAM with the digital video instruction of Big League Analysis in creating Major League Baseball’s 
first and only on line instructional academy. 
M[~B.com/’academy powered by Big League Analysis will allow youth baseball players the opportunity to upload their hitting and pitching videos for 
professional analysis, instruction and drill sets. MLB.co~n, academy "Clubhouse" will be a monthly metnbership portal that will connect youth players 
to MLB players, coaches and personalities through various drill videos, fitness programs, eye training, sports medicine and injury prevention 
information. Developing this new content category as part of MLB.com’a current offerings immediately allows this exclusive partnership to connect to 
MLB.com’s existing customer base, over 14~ million youth baseball players in the US and millions worldwide. 
MLB Club Partnership Deck Minnesota Twins: 
http:i!bigleagueana[ysis.com/files/12twinsO(ipres/:~ponsorship deck.t~df 
)Z{.~.~:_E:E_g~ Academy Static Home Page Image: 

<MEB Academy Home.jpo> 
Thank you. 

Tyson ttamsh - CEO 

M- 

Tyson,(d~bigIeafiueanalF’si s.com 

<image001 .j pg> 

Big I_,eague Analysis, LLC - MLB corn Academy taking the field 2013 

3434 Edwards Mill Rd S~dte 112-121 

Raleigh. NC 27612 

919-480-2306 

<CONTACT LIST_Tyson Hanish.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin York <kyork@bobcats.com> 

Thursday. April 11, 2013 8:10 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CSBC Celebration Week - You are INVITED! 

Dr. Stroman- 

With our season is ending next week and we have an Open House on 4/18, I unfortunately will not be able to attend. Thank you for the invite, hopefully I will be 

able to do this in the future. 

KEVIN YORK 
Account Executive, Season T{cket Sales 

BOBCATS i 

333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 

C 
F 
M[ork~ bobcats.cam 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,            9:21 PM 
To: Nick Lennon; Kevin York; Courtney Knowling (cknowling@sportsbusinessjournal.com); Antoinette Lecky; gabbyp@carolinahurricanes.com; Adrian Pringle; Kyle Milks 
(Google Drive); Kincheloe, Hatcher (Hatcher.Kincheloe@imgworld.com); D’Englere, Caroline 

r; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CSI~C ~ele’brati~n We~k- You are INV~ED! 

Hi Much Missed Students! Please let me know if you can come be on the panel on this Tuesday. See attached. 

Thanks! 

Any time between 5:00 and 6:00, you are welcome. We can do a quick bite afterwards if you are available. 

Wishing you the very best, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman~ Ph,D. CLU 
Explore, Engage, Empower. 
wv~e.,,exss, unc,ed u ............................................. 

Chape~ Hil~ NC 27S99 
93.9,B43.0336 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L ~:dstro@unc.edu~ 

Thursday. April 11, 2013 8:11 AM 

khicks@theacc.org 

Stroman, Deborah L ~-dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Club Meeting TODAY 

Directions to EXSS Fetzer.pdf; 2013 Celebration Week Flyer.pdf 

Hi Karl. 

THANKS again for agreeing to speak to the Club students today at 5:15 p.m. Our 2013 Celebration Week lineup is FANTASTIC and we hope that you enjoy the time 

spent. All Club members are students from different majors across campus who express an interest in a career in the sport industry. The leadership team is very 

strong and over the past five years we have grown to be one of the best student-run organizations on campus! Feel free to engage them to assist with any projects 

that you are working on too. 

We open up our meetings with general Club information. Here are suggested talking points (please use, as necessary): 

1. Your background - undergrad, advanced degree, and work experience (i.e., how did you get to where you are today?) 

2. Your role as a title/position/with the ACC - company/organization overview. What exactly do you do in your job? 

3. Career options (including with the ACC) and tips for students 

4. If you had to start over, what would you do differently (academic and/or professionally)? 

Please leave time for Q &A. The meetings usually last 60-90 minutes. Note: We have a "smart room"for flash drives, internet access, dvds, etc. 

Let me know if you have any questions! Attached are the directions to Fetzer. You can check for parking on Stadium drive or right behind Fetzer (pink parking 

signs). Call when you get close by. We can meet in my office next door in Woollen. 

Hugs, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

Mobile - 

@drstroman 

Lecturer/Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hicks, Karl <khicks@theacc.org> 

Thursday. April 11, 2013 8:57 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Club Meeting TODAY 

Got it.. see you later today... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 11, 2013, at 8:11 AM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Karl. 
> 
> THAS.~2S again for agreeing to speak to the Club students today at 5 : 15 p.m. Our 2013 Celebration Week lineup is FANTASTIC arid we hope that you enjoy the time spent. All Club 
members are students from different majors across campus who express an interest in a career in the sport industry The leadership team is veiN strong and over the past five years we have 
gro;vn to be one of the best student-run organizations on campus! Feel free to engage them to assist with an?, proj ects that you are working on too 
> We open up our meetings ;vith general Club information Here are suggested talking points (please use, as necessaw): 
> 1. Your background undergrad, advanced degree, and work experience (ie., how did you get to where you are today?) 
> 2 Your role as a title/position/with the ACC - company/organization overview ~Vhat exactly do you do in your job? 
> 3. Career options (including with the ACC) and tips Ibr students 
> 4 If you had to start over, what ;vould you do diit’erently (academic and/or professionally)? 
> Please leave time for Q &A The meetings usually last 60-90 minutes. Note: We have a "smart room"for flash dr~ves, internet access, dvds, etc 
> Let me know if you have any questions’. Attached are the directions to Fetzer. You can check for parking on Stadium drive or right behind Fetzer (pink parking signs). Call ;vhen you get 
close by We can meet in my office next door in Woollen 
> Hugs, 
> debby 
> Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 
> 

> 

> 919.8430336 
> Mobile 

> @drstroman 
> 

> Lecturer/Academic Advisor 
> Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 
> 

> "Those who bring sunshine to the lives of others cannot keep it from themselves" 
> 

> 

> <Directions to EXSS Fetzer pdf> 
> <2013 Celebration Week Flyer pdf> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Nick Lennon <nlennon@wrngllc.corn> 

Thursday, 9:35 AM 

Strornan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

{cbkena~ - flagler.nnc .edu) 

RE: CSBC Celebration Week - Yotl me INVITED! 

@kena~- flagler.nnc.edn) 

Ni Dr. 5troman, 

Yes, of course, I will be there! Can’t wait to see everyone and be back with The Club. I am hoping to make Monday’s meeting as well if work allows. 

Happy to do a bite Tuesday night after the meeting too! By the way, it ~s weird to see ME on the flyeH Guess Fm getth~g o~d.,, ~o~ 

-Nid~ 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, .          9:~ 
To: Nick Lennon; Kevin York; courtney Knowling (cknowling~spo~sbusinessjournal.com); Antoine~e Lec~; gabbyp@carolinahurricanes.com; Adrian Pringle; Kyle Milks 

(Google Drive); Kincheloe, Hatcher (Hatcher.KincheloeOimgworld.com); D’Englere, Caroline 

S~bject: CSBC Celebration Week - You are INV~D~ 

Hi Much Missed Students~ Please let me know if you can come be on the panel on this Tuesday. See attached. 

Thanks] 

Any time between 5:00 and 6:00, you are welcome. We can do a quick bite afterwards if you are available. 

Wishin~ you the very best, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman~ Ph,D, CLU 
E~lore. Engage, 

............................................. 

3~5 Wo~le~ - CB 

Bes~ Taac.hers2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kincheloe, Hatcher <Hatcher.Kincheloe@imgworld.com> 

Thursday, 10:27 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan- tlagler.unc.edu>; 

RE: CSBC Celebration Week - You are INVITED! 

~live. unc.edu>; ~gmail.com> 

Dr. Stroman and CSBC, 

Thank you so much for the invitation! Unfortunately, I am going down to a company retreat next week from Tuesday to Thursday at Kiaw~h ~sland, This panel 

discussion sounds I~ke a great opportunity, and I am very disappointed that ~ won’t be able to make it. 

On that note, ~f you aH ever wouk~ ~i~e me to come and talk more about tMG to e~l:her a class or a club meeting or ~f there ~s anyl:hh~g that t can do to help give back, 

please do noL hesitate to reach out Lo me. t am more than happy to he~p ~n any way that f can~ 

Cheers~ 

Hatcher 

~ [ ~ ci6:imag~0 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,            9:21 PM 
To: Nick Lennon; Kevin York; Courtney Knowling (cknowling@sportsbusinessjournal.com); Antoinette Lecky; gabbyp@carolinahurricanes.com; Adrian Pringle; Kyle 
Milks (GooNe Drive); Kincheloe, Hatcher; D’Englere, Caroline 

r; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CSBC Celebration Week - You are INV£FED! 

Hi Much Missed Students! Please let me know if you can come be on the panel on this Tuesday. See attached. 

Thanks! 

Any time between 5:00 and 6:00, you are welcome. We can do a quick bite afterwards if you are available. 

Wishing you the very best, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Strornan~ Ph,D, CLU 
~#ore, Engage, Empower, 

www.exss.unc.edu 

3%5 Woolle~ - CB #8700 

9~9,8~,033~ 

The p:L:}ceding e-mail message (includ:Lqg aE~y aLtachme:~l_s) 

contains information that may be confidential, may be protected 

by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, o~ may 

oonst:iLuLe non-public info:Eraal_ior~. IL is :intended Lo be cbzweyed 

only Lo Lhe lesignat:ed recip:ienl_(s) r~amed abow~. If you are not: 

an intended recipient of this message~ please notify the sender 

by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it 

from ybur compuLeiL: sysl_em. Arzy use, lissemJrzaLion, dist:rJbuLion, 

o~ ~epzoduction of this message by unintended ~ecipients is not 

authozized and may be unlawful. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robe~lson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu~; 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 11:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Save the date: April 30 

Hi Debby, 

Do you still have access to the cbcinfo@unc.edu mailbox? Just wondering because I have it in the notes section of the invitation. Also, please review the invitation 

since th~s ~s a shared event. ~ don’t want the ~nvite to come off as just 

www.pa perlesspost.com 

Thanks, 

Nakenge Rober~son 

FPG Child Development Institute 

U NC {::hap,:_!l Hill 

9:1.9-9{56-.9722 (office) 

919-.96~-7592 (fax) 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Wednesday, April 10, 2013 9:06 PN 

T~ SaNe, Eunice N 
~e~ Stroman, Deborah L; Robe~son, Naken~e 
Su~je~t~ RE: Save the date: April 30 
Hi Eun~ce, We are fina]~zh~g the speda~ guest fist. Do you have any names to add (or delete}? 

{::hance~lor 

Provos[: 

Karen 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

Chr~stopher 

Steve Farmer 

Karo~ Gn~y 

Leslie Strohm 

LowW 
garbar~ Rh~er 

Joseoh DeSimone 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
E~Lq~qe, Explore, Empower: 

919,843,0336 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 4:21 PM 

To: afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Save the date: April 30 

Dea~ Colleagues, 

W, Churchifl 

You are invited to a reception in honor of Chancellor Holden Thorp and Provost Bruce Carney, Here are details: 

Date: April 30, 4,00pm-5,30prn 

Location: ][he Carolina Club. 

The reception is sponsored by the Carolina Black Caucus and the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Douglas, Linda Brown <linda dougla@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 11:25 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Scott, Tj <tj scott@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Board of Visitors class visits 

Yes. Thanks for doing this for us. 

I will copy TJ Scott so that he can make yoL~ a n,~metag for Friday. If you would like to look ,~t the agenda in advance, ~t can be accessed at the BOV website: 

www.unc.eduibov. 
L#m’a Brow~ Douglas 
Dfector of Community Re;at~o~s 
Unive~i~y of North Ca~tin~ ~t Chape~ 
210 P#~sboro S~ree~; Campus Box 6225 
Chape{ Hill, NC 27599..6225 

Telet~hone: 919-8~-9393 
Fax: 919-962-2279 
Ca#." 
Lindq.. 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, April $$, 2053 $$:23 AN 
Te= Douglas, Unda Brown 
Subject= ~5: Board of Visitors class visiS 
Hi Unda. Thanks aSah~ for the opportunity to open my classroom Lo the BOV ~uests. Is it possiMe for me to stop #~ on Friday and hear some of the p~esentat~ons b~ 

the Great Hal~7 

d e b b V 

Do Goo~. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EtN~qe, Explore, Empower: 

9119,843.0336 

never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks," 
~qr Churchill 

From= Douglas, Linda Brown 

Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 2:40 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Board of Visitors class visits 

Hi, 

It was good seeing you last night. 

I am preparing for the meeting of the UNC Board of Visitors on Thursday, April 11, 2013. In some past years we have offered the members an opportunity to sit in 

on classes. We realize that a lot of the classes only have a few extra seats so they sign up for the classes on a first come, first served basis. 

Do you mind if we offer your class, Entrepreneurship in Human Performance and Sport, as one of the options for April 117 If so, how many members of the UNC 

Board of Visitors could you accept? What are the time and location of the class on Thursday, April :11? 

For more information about the UNC Board of Visitors and to see a directory, please visit h[tp://www.unc.edu/bovi. 

Linda Brown Douglas 
Director of Community Relations 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
210 Pittsboro Street, Campus Box 6225 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6225 
Telephone: 919-843-9393 
Fax: 919-962-2279 
Cell: 

Linda Douqlas~gunc.edu 



F~om: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:13 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

GSBG Website Idea - Create Blog for Students 

Forgot if I’ve replied to this already or not but I thiz’~ this is a Gt~EAT idea. I’ll include this on the slide deck for Celebration Week. We ca~ also taik about this at ouz end of the year informai Exec Board 

meeting, which will likely be this weekend at some point (depending on everyone’s availability) 

Thanks again for your help, ladies! :) 

From: < _@live.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, 3:55 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu>, 

Subject: CSBC Website Idea 

_~live.unc.edu> 

Hi 
I’ve been thinking about ways we can increase traffic to the website and somebody at the last exec meeting suggested that starting a blog might be a good idea. I, too, feel a 
blog would be a great way to increase traffic to the website, especially as we approach Celebration Week. As such, I have attached a draft of an email that can be sent to 
people who have spoken to the club over the years and, with a little tweaking, other people who might be great guest bloggers. 
At the bottom of the document, there is a small list of potential people to reach out to about blogging and the highlighted portions are things that would change in the email 
depending on who we contact. I spoke with Dr. Stroman and she thinks it is a great idea so if you could provide your feedback regarding the idea, potential bloggers, how 
often we should post blogs, etc. it would be very helpful. 
I’m hoping this blog can be the start of an even bigger media presence for The Club. Who knows? Maybe this could expand into a YouTube channel with a weekly sports talk 
show or something in future years. The possibilities are endless! 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

Click to view ’ty.~,.b..!(~[~j~)2.of this message.                             April 2013 

Mapping monuments 
A new UNC d~g~tat co[[ectbn, 

Commemorative Landscapes of 

North Caroth~a, ~s creat~n~ an 

onhne portrait of the state’s 

Mstorg through monuments, 

shrines and pub[ic art, UNC 

Mstor~an F~tz Brunda~e ~s the 

schotar[y ad’~se~ to the project. 

Details 

Global MA approved 
The College of Arts and Sciences will offer a new graduate program expected to 

sta~t in fag 2014. Ti;e maste* of art~.~ in ~.oba[ studies will combine academic studies 

wiLh practical international experience, making it aLUactive to sLudents interested 

acquiring knowledge and ski[Is that are relevant to today’s global economy. 

~ Bloom elected to American Academy of Arts 8t Sciences 
Kerry B[oorn, Thad L. Bey[e Distinp, uished Professor of Biok~g’!, has been elected 

to the American Acaderny of Arts and Sdences, one of the nation’s oldest and most 

presE~gious honorary societies and a [eadmg center for independent pobcy researcM 

DeEai{s 

~ McAnany ~ns a Guggenheim 
Patdc~a M~nany, Kenan Eminent Professor of Anhmpo[ogy, has been awarded a 

Guggenhehn Fe[k~wsh~p to support her research on Ma’!a cultural heritage from 

h~stor~ca[, ethical and phflosophk:a[ perspectives. ~3.~} 

~ Sahle ~ns a Massey Award 

Eun~ce SaM.e, assodaEe pro~essor and chair of the department of Aflican and 

Afro-American studies, has won a 20~ 3 b,~asse~ Award ~er D~sdn~u~shed Se~ v~ce. one 

of the hNhest honors awarded by the University. She was recogmzed fo~ 

extraord*nae! leadership as chair durh~g a challenging time. 

~ Thorps ~n Bill Little Award 
Ho[den and Patti Th(r have mco~ved the *~ 

D~stk~{~dshed Se*~k:e ~:o ~:he (:e[[e~ of Arts and Sc~e*~*::es~ He[den was recognized ~or 

being an innovative chance{[or and Pntt~ for bong a chamNon of the arts. The award 

was presented by Dean Karen G~[ and Arts and Sciences Foundation Board Chab V~cki 

Craver. 

~ Kenan Trust $5M for Hill Hall g~ves 
~!..~..y}!~.~:~!.~.>..from the Wffham R. Kenan J~. Charitable Trust w~[{ launch an 

extensive renovation of the musk: department’s H~[i HaIL Total cost ~s esth’nated at 

S15 million, with S5 m~[[*on corn*rig from the Office of the Provost, and the rernah~h~g 

55 m~R~on Eo be raised by the CoRege of Arts and Sdences. 

Liberal arts led to medical career 
Vh~cent Kopp, a pediatric anesthesbiog~st at the UNC School of Medicine, 

majored m Enghsh and rehgbus studies at Carolina. Kopp trains medical students 

based on knowledge he amassed not only as a sdent~st, but aiso as a lifelong learner 

who credits a strong humamt~es education as the foundatk)n for h*s career. ~!~.~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Siteco~eECM@sitecore.net on behalf of 
Carol Rongh, Sitecore <SitecoreECM@sitecore.net~ 

Friday, April 26, 2013 10:52 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Create personas, not hypotheses, for website personalization 

Hero unleash na 

Dear Deborah 
lisation Kit 

We’re in the age of the customer, and in order to optimize your 

business outcomes it is necessary to truly understand your 

customers’ behavior, This unde~landing ~s a~so the first step &ccess this 

~owards provMhN pe~onM~zed experiences that encourage your PersonaHzat~on 

customers to continue the conversation th[ead on the webs~te and compliments of 

persenas has proven te be h~gh~y effective at he~pmg 

unde~tand their customers, Th~s webmsr and white           ~    . 

paper comp~ments of VML and Sitecore feature an ~n-depth bok 

settm( up effe ?tire pets( has k create personalized ........................ 

e~gageme~twt~yourcustonem Youw earn"         ~ ~ Oeve.op.ng Person~es 

, Best practices for drivin~t RO] w~th personas 

Pla~lbrm 

, ~%q~at Sitecore can do te enhance the personalized user 

~p~r~n~ ...................................................................................................... 
~ F~o~book ::"~:: ~:: L~nk~d~n ::"~:: e~+ i ~ 7o~Tu~ ........ 

Best regards, 

Caro~ Rough 

D~rector of Marketing & Lead Generation 

S~tecore USA 



Opt-Out / Unsubscribe Instructions: If you don’t want to receive any more of these e-mails, click this link: Unsu bscribe 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Graduate School <fountain~unc.edu> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 4:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

What critical issues did you explore as a graduate student? 

Graduate School News and Research 
Having trouble reading this email? View it in ,/our browser. Not interested? Unsubscdbe instantl‘i 

You are receiving this emaiI because you are 8 graduate abJmnus of UNC-Chapei Hill or donor/friend of The Graduate School. 

Not interested? Unsubscdbe 

The Graduate School - The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

C£# 4010, 200 Bynum Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.4010 





From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:54 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Contact 

You are fine{ Monday, at 11:00 am will work, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:44 PM 

To; 

Subject: Contact 

Hi 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Strmnan, Ph,D, CLU 
Explore, Engage, Empower, 

3:t5 Woollen - CB #8700 
Chapel Hilb NC 27599 

I am sorry that I missed you. How is your schedule on Monday at 11:00? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Craig Donglass <~craig@sportstmvelacademy.com> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 6:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Favor please? 

Thanks Debby 

Mnch appreciated!’.! Have a good evening, Craig 

Craig Douglass 
Sports Travel Academy 
122 Wheatsbury Drive 
Cary, NC 27513 

+ 1 (919) 465 2320 office 
+                mobile 
craig@sportstravelacademy.com 
www.sportstravelacademy.com 
www.facebook.comiSportsTravelAcademy 
www.twitter.co m/SportRavAcade my 
At the Sports Travel Academy the World is Your Classroom! 

On May 1, 2013, at 6:15 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Craig. Thanks for the information. I roll definitely let our studems mad the Clnb (w~x~v.csbcnnc.com) know about this wonderful opIx~rtunity. 

Contim[ed success, 

Debby 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educaling the mind withom educaling the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On May 1, 2013, at 11:44 AM, "Craig Douglass" <cr~g(dbsportstravelacadem,<com> wrote: 

Hi Deborah 

I hope all is well. It was good to see you at CSRI albeit briefly. As yon know from the Conference Richaxd Southall is now working witl~ us 

at the Academic Director for Professional Development (PD) Programs in Brazil. Richard roll be on the August 2013 trip as the Academic 
Director which is a simila~ role to "that of a proi~ssor if it were a Study Abroad Program. I a~n wondering if you could please forward this 

inii~rmation to IYNC Sport Admin students and Carolina Stx~rt Business Club students M~o may like to join us? 

OR if you are not the most appropriate person for me to ask could you please let me know who I should reach out to? 

I will email an invite tailored to your students in a moment. As always I will let you know if any of your students decide m join us. Have a 

good day, Craig 

Craig Douglass 
Sports Travel Academy 
122 Wheatsbury Drive 
Cary, NC 27513 

+ 1 (919) 465 2320 office 
+                mobile 
crai.q@sportstravelacademy.com 
www.sportstravelacademy.com 
www.facebook.com/SportsTravelAcademy 
www.twitter.co miSportRavAcade my 
At the Sports Travel Academy the World is Your Classroom! 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debby@dstroman.com> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 10:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: A comparison of college graduation rates 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Allison Morris <             ;@.clmail.com> 
Subject: Re: A comparison of college graduation rates 
Date: May 1,2013 3:26:50 PM EDT 
To: "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D." <debby@dstroman.com> 

Hi Dr. Strolnan, 

Thanks for getting back to me’. I really appreciate it. 

I actually work with a small team of designers, and we build and design graphics for Intemet resonrce sites. Our primary, goal with these pieces is to be 

able to make a connection belsveen visualization and learning. Our hope is to be able to create informative and interesting resources for the greater online 

communi~. That said we’re still in the building stages of the team, so rm jnst passing onr pieces along to those that might have an interest in taking a look. 

On that note, if you were still interested, the graphic I wanted to pass along specifically compares the graduation and enrollment rates of different schools 

and examines US college retention rotes as a whole (if you click on the image icon, you will get redirected to the full guide): 

http:i/~wvw.onlinecolleges.nel/2013/04/29/sink- or- s~n- college- graduation- rates/ 

Just as a heads up, yon can scroll through the piece hoiqzontally and hovering over the various bars in the chart will get actual numbers to pop up. That 

sa~d you’re welcolne to post or share the piece with proper attribution to the original source, and any comlnents/thoughts would also be greatly 

appreciated. 

Thanks again, 

Allison 

On Tue, Apr 30, 2013 at 11:10 AM, Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. <debbv(~dstroman.com > wrote: 

Hi Allison. Thanks for your note. I would love to take a look at your guide. Feel free to forwmxt it to me... What is your background? Are you in the 

sport arena? 

Dr. Stroman 

On Apr 29, 2013, at 8:04 PM, Allison Morris wrote: 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I wanted to reach out to connect with you about an interactive guide that I helped create which examines various colleges and their graduation and enrolln 

while also providing an eye-opening look at why the US’ college drotx~ut is the highest in the developed world. 

/ / I came across this post on your site: dstroman.comi2011, 05, super-~rlg-colle~e-sports-who-really-stands-to-lose/ and given that you might have an i~ 

thought it’d be a great fit and wanted to see if you’d be interested in taking a look at the piece. If so, let me know and I’d love to pass it along! 

Thanks, 

Allison M. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain inner peace" 

~,~wv.dstro man .com 

w’v~.laserlO.co/ 

Twitter- @drstroman 

888.668.8403 



Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain inner peace." 

wv~J.dstroman.com 

w~ww.laserlO.co/ 

Twitter - @drstroman 

888.668.8403 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday, 

~live. unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
,~!kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

,~!live.nnc.edu>; 
flagler.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

RE: CSFE Meeting Thursday 

7(}kenan- flagler.nnc.edu> 

11:33 AM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu:~; 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu-~; 

@live. unc.edu>; 
@kenan- flagler.nnc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu> 

~kenan- flagler, unc.edu-~; 

@kenan- 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edtc,; 

Hello everyone, 

Here’s el link: https:!!docs.google.com!spreadsheeticcc?key=OAm66SyqM7 yWdDImNOFubElaVDNRRHJlbFNjbjJyOUE&usp=sharing 

We’re looking for a list of about 200-300 businesses that may be interested in sponsoring our event. Primarily we want to target local businesses (on Franklin 

street), businesses where we know of strong alumni connections, "sporty" businesses (Nike, Omega sports, etc.), companies that heavily recruit juniors for 

internships or seniors following graduation, professional sport team businesses, etc. If anyone has any contacts through their friends or parents please let me 

know so I can make a note of them and get their email. 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
[] www.kena n-flagler.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:11 PM 
To: 

Co: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)i 
Subject: CSFE Meeting Thursday 
Good Afternoon CSFE Exec Members, 
Hope exam week is off to a good start for you all’. 

We will have our last meeting of the school year this Thnrsday, it 11 in ~Voollen 310. I realize this is a reading day and you may have review sessions’prior 

commitments, so please just let me know if you cannot attend. It will be an efficient meeting and a great chance for us aJl to meet before the summer. At 11:30 the Core 

members will arrive, so they can meet the exec member whose committee they’ll be on. We are planning to be done by 12:30 at the latest. 

Tha~k you Ibr your time and hard work. Looking tbrward to seeing you all Thur~tay! 

@kenan-fla.qler.unc.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jtjordan@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 12:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Please Forward to Members of the CBC 

To the Members of the CBC: 

Deborah contacted me yesterday to inform me that had been g~ven an award at Tuesday’s gathering. As you know I was not in attendance I am writing this letter to, first, apologize for not 
being able to make the event.                                                                                     I also ~vant to thank the membership for thinking so highly of my 
work, which is rea lly only a reflection of the hard work the rest of the staff d oes, often ul~eralded (but mind you, I am not turning it down the award! ). 

The CBC has done great work on this campus and recognition from you represents high praise and honor, indeed Please know that the recognition of my (our) work magnifies all of us and 
we always work with those goals in mind. 

Many thanks to the membership and the oi!ficers, and on to the next challenge! t 

With Respect and Appreciation 
Joseph 

"Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never has, it never wilh" 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sor~ia Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-;~)01 
j]~iordan@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjec~: 

Thursday, 12:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

(heat Chatting & Article 

~a~gmail.com> 

What a wonderful time I had ta31dng with you yesterday! So thank~l that we tinnily met up as opposed to jus~t fiequently crossing l~ths. I’ll definitely keep you looped 

into what I’m up to next year and please do that saa~e as well! I would LOVE to hear about ~e developments with the sports section of the E-Minor and what you’re 

doi~ag with the KI! 

I stumbled upon this article yesterday just after we met and thought you’d be interested! I~’s a great piece from Kareem Abdul-Jabbar! 

http:,,’/~x~x~¥.esquire.com/blo~s/cnlm~e/kareem-thin~s-i-msh-i-knew 

Best. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc,edu~ 

Thursday, 12:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

F~xss Internship 

Dr. Stroman, 

My internship coordinator requested that you send her a short email just confirming that I will be receiving credit Would you mind sending her a short email confirming that for me? Her 
name is Elizabeth Young and her email is eyoung@nesn.com Thank you for your help’. 

Sincerely, 



Why your kids won’t tly 
(~i’] (Je’~ z\g’i~’ about theee, ~d~,., 

new foods¯ and what to do rethinks her Language mistakes help 

about it. home country’s upheaval ................ us get our point across¯ 

SPOTLIGHTS B EOGPOSTS 



Carol L. Folt will become 

the first woman to lead 

Carolina Learn more by 

reading Nothin.q ceuld be 

finer and FoR in her own 

words. :UNC home 

~ barn/popkin 

Pepkir! te a life o~ glebai 

!)~i)ik: I~eslli} In the late 

1960s when Popkin first 

visited Chapel Hill, he was 

an economist and political 

activist working on 

desegregation and social 

change. He didn’t know 

that he’d soon be back to 

build a career as an expe~ 

on nutrition trends around 

the world. (Urli~e;’s~y 

The Wizard or Ac’:s: How do kids perceive advertisements tailored 

specifically to them? (Mark My Werds) 

In [he Spiri~ of inqu=ry: Undergraduate research is in full bloom all 

the time at Carolina But for one day, hundreds of students show 

their work in one place, at the same time, all together. {rviad, My 

Words} 

"The problem with this conversation is that it’s like discussing 

the future of shipbuilding from the deck of the Titanic. There’s a 

lack of perspective." 

--Roberto Quercia, in Down Payment Rifles Are ~.~ Heart o~ 

Mcdgag.e D.ebaie {New ~ork Xmes~ 

E S~CH 

Researchers pinpoint how trees play role in smog production 

(UNC :’ievvs 8e~4ces} 

1 O0 (UNC biewa Sen, icea} 

UNC C!?aPel H!!I :CB f!:~o~ ¯ C!?ape! H!!l 



From: ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, :5:55 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Subject: Following Up 

Hi Debby, 
I wanted to follow up and say it was great meeting you yesterday and hearing about your work with the Kenan Institute. The initiatives that are being launched 

around sports entrepreneurship are very exciting and it is especially great to see a Wahoo leading the charge. I really enjoyed our conversation and look forward to 

many more in the future. 

Best, 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:11 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Con’tact 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I was just thinking about you. Next week I will be out of town i 
break, so whenever is best for you is best for me. 

Best Regards, 

because I am going to New York Ci~ for the first fime. After that I will be free on summer 

Ou Thu, 

Hi 

Dr. Strotnau 

~eborah L, Stro~na~ Ph,D. CLU 

ww~,exss, unc.ed u 

919,843.0336 

at 8:07 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

want to meet with you soou. Let me ki~ow your availability next week. Thaadcs! 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:17 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Con’tact 

Dear Dr StrolIlO~tl, 

Yes roam, I am too excited! I will be by myself, so hopefully I don’t get lost. 

Monday after 5:30 works for me. See you then. 

Best Regards, 

On ’I’hu, at 8:14 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~)unc.edtr> wrote: 

NY for the first time? Awesome!! Get ready for an amazing experience, Take pictures! 

Contact me when you return. After 5::-30 o~ Monday, is good for 

Dr. gtroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

Engrave,, Explore. Empower, 

919,843,0336 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 8:13. PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Contact 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

"You will never reach your destination if you step and throw stones at every dog that bark~." 

w. Chur~Mff 

l@qmail.com] 

I w&s just thinking about you. Next week I will be out of town 

break, so whenever is best [br you is best for me. 

Best Regards, 

because I am goiug to New York City for the first time. After that I will be flee on summer 

On Thu, at 8:07 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi I want to meet with you soon. Let me know your availabili~ next week‘ Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Streman, Pb,D, 12LU 

~plore, Engage, E~npowero 

www,exss, unc,ed u 

3~5 ~V~al~en ~ !28 #8700 

919,843,0336 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 9:50 AM 

Angela Bryant < @mindspring.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; ’Rick’ <rickp@visions-inc.org> 

RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Angela, registration is looking good. We are excited about you and Rick coming. David 

From: Angela Bryant i      ~mindspring.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 22, 2023 4:00 PM 

To: Kiel, David 
�::¢: Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

David - also need a separate breakout room if you can secure that as well. Movable Comfortable chairs in a cimle or "u" with tables to side only for 
materials, refreshments etc. for main room and breakout room. Also need flip chart stands and pads. Thanks 
PS- Will send a couple of articles to be emailed for pre-reading as well and a set of handouts to be copied for session. Thanks 

Ar~gela R. Bryan~ 

717 West End St. 
Rocky Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-tSx- 703-783-8553 

~)em~Nink.net 

From: Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 22, 2023 20:02 AM 
To: Angela Bryant 
~c: Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
Angela, we are thinking of a 20-3 time frame on the 27th. Please send me ASAP photos or any other material you would like to be included in a flyer we will develop here. I 
will get a nice room that can comfortably accomodate 28 participants with flexible seating and table + AV projection capacity. Best, David 

From: Angela Bryant i      @mindspring.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 22, 2023 8:24 AM 

To: Kiel, David 
I:::¢: Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Thanks David - Holding time for an evening event in Halifax County that would need to start at least by 6:30 - will know for sure soon and let you know about 

that. 

’Axlgela R, Bryant 
717 West End St. 

Rocky Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-t~x- 703-783-8553 

From: Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 22, 2023 8:26 AM 
To: Angela Bryant 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L; Rick 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
I heard from Prof. Stroman this morning. We will go with May 27. I am going to discuss start and end time options with her this afternoon, and will be back in touch ASAP. I 
do see you need to be finished by 4pm on that day. David 

From: Angela Bryant i      @mindspring.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2023 7:20 AM 

To: Kiel, David 
(::¢: Stroman, Deborah L; Rick 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

David and Deborah: Our May dates are: 17, 20, 31. Hope one of these will work. Please clarify time frames involved. On 17th - need to be finished by 4 pm; 

on 20th - need to be finished by 4:30 pm; 

Hope one of these will work. If not, let us know. Thanks much. 

Angela R. Bryant Cx)nsulting 
Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 

Rect)gnizing, Understm~ding ~md Appreciating ])ijf~ences 

717 West End St. 

Roc~ Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-fax- 703-783-8553 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 3:10 PM 
To: Angela B~ant 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session!Suggestions for Additional Series 
Angela, Debbie informs me we have secured the funding (~3600) for the two person workshop. David 

From: Angela Bryant ~ minds_p__r_[_n__g:__c__o__m_.> 



Date: Mon, i Apt 2013 09:42:18 -0400 

To: David Kiel <k_!e_!_@.e_m_a_!_!_._u___n_.c_:.e_d__u_> 

�3c: "’Stroman, Deborah L’" <.d_ _s._t__r.9__~._u_..n_c_:_9__d_..u_.> 

Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session!Suggestions for Additional Series 

David and Deborah - This is great - will send dates asap. Thanks much and look forward to working with you. 

Angola R. Br) am 
717 West End St. 

Rock,/Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-fax- 703-783-8553 

~)em~Nink.net 

From: Kiel, David [._m_ .a_!!N_:_k_j_e_g~_e_t~.a_j[~u_t~_~_~e__c_!.u_.] 
Sent; Tuesday, March 26, 20~.3 :t0:[7 AM 

To: Angela Bryant 

(:¢; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject; Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session!Suggestions for Additional Series 

Angela, I just spoke with Professor Stroman, she has talked with the ClBC executive committee and we would like you to do the session for us this spring. We have the funds for one 

consultant at the moment but are exploring whether we can raise the additional funds for two consultants which is our preference. 

Please send us possible dates for you and your team for the end of April and through May. 

Per your proposal as follows: 

Proposed ~:onsultant Fees and Expenses: $3~00 for consultant fees and expenses 

for two consultants !lBlack male and female- bios at end of document). $1700 for 

consultant fees and expenses for one consultant !lBryant). 

These fees and expenses do not include copies of materials and handouts or meetin~ expenses, e.g. food, facility 

and equipment costs, etc. 

Please note that we are willin[I to negotiate costs to 

meet your bud[let and project parameters. 

~roup Size: Maximum of 18 participants with two consultants and a maximum of 12 

participants with one consultant. 

From: Angela Bryant. ~mindspring.conl> 

Date: Sun, 10 Mar 2013 22:55:14 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel@ernail.unc.edu> 

Cc: "’Stroman, Deborah L’" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/,Suggestions for Additional Series 

Oavid and Deborah: Please review the VISIONS Proposal attached along with two articles describing the underlying theoretical approach. Please let me 

know any feedback that you have on content, approach or costs. Thanks again for this opportunity. Please contact me on my cell phone. 

Angela R. Bryant (k)nsulting 

Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 

R~c’~)g~iZit~g, Unde’rsta~din,~, ~d Apprec’i~ting I)ij.’~’r~’nces 

717 West End St. 

Roclcy Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-fax- 703-783-8553; cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Navalinsky, David B <dbnav@emaila~nc.edw- 

Friday, May 3, 2013 1:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Athletic Pertbrmance Piece 

Fm in the office now if you have some time, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 1:27 PM 
To: Navalinsky, David B 
Subject: RE: Athletic Performance Piece 

Let’s chat later. What is your mobile? 

d 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage, Explore, Empower: 
919,843.0336 

never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks," 

W, Churchifl 

From: Navalinsky, David B 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 9:18 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Athletic Performance Piece 

Just so that you know I emailed Lissa Broome per McKay’s request just to make sure that she was in the loop. Apparently I sent the email just as she was leaving for 

the reception for the senior athletes and now Bubba Cunningham and Joy Renner are aware of the project and seem to be on board. 

Dave 

David Navalinsky 

Assistant Professor 

Director of Undergraduate Production 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Department of Dramatic Art 

919-962-1557 

navalinskv@unc.edu 

"You wil! never reach your destinotion if you stop and throw stones ot every dog thot barks," 
W. Churchil~ 

Froro: Navalinsky, David B 
Sent; Friday, May 03, 2013 12:03 PM 

Ta: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Athletic Performance Piece 

WelL,. I have now been asked to formally request permission to use the athletes for research, Fm pretty deep in it now 

Any good word y.:)u can throw in f.:)r me would be appreciated 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 9:48 AM 
To: Navalinsky, David B 
Subject: RE: Athletic Performance Piece 

That’s great news! Glad that you are making profiress~ 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Eng’uge. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 1:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Debby, I am hoping to have an update for you on the registration later today. David 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 3 May 2013 09:53:06 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Thanl~s David! I le[t h~-_~r a voic~-’_m~ail message. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

Engcqe~ Explore, Empower: 

919.843.0336 

"You will never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks," 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 9:50 AM 
To: Angela Bryant 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
Angela, registration is looking good. We are excited about you and Rick coming. David 

From: Angela Bryant [      @mindsprinq.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 4:00 PM 

To: Kiel, David 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

David - also need a separate breakout room if you can secure that as well. Movable Comfortable chairs in a circle or "u" with tables to side only for 

materials, refreshments etc. for main room and breakout room. Also need flip chart stands and pads. Thanks 

PS- Will send a couple of articles to be emailed for pre-reading as well and a set of handouts to be copied for session. Thanks 

’~gela I,l~ Br),ant 
717 West End St. 

Rocky Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-fax- 703-783-8553 

From: Kiel, David [mailto:kiel(c~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 10:02 AM 
To: Angela Bryant 

~c: Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CB¢ Spring Session Dates 
Angela, we are thinking of a 10-3 time frame on the 17th. Please send me ASAP photos or any other material you would like to be included in a flyer we will develop here. 
will get a nice room that can comfortably accomodate 18 participants with flexible seating and table + AV projection capacity. Best, David 

From: Angela Bryant [     ~m!ndspdDg~com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 8:24 AM 

To: Kiel, David 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Thanks David - Holding time for an evening event in Halifax County that would need to start at least by 6:30 - will know for sure soon and let you know 

about that. 

Az~gcla R. Bryan~ 
717 West End St. 

Rock)’ Mount NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-Fax- 703-783-8553 

From: Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 8:16 AlVl 
To: Angela Bryant 

¢c: Stroman, Deborah L; Rick 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
I heard from Prof. Stroman this morning. We will go with May 17. I am going to discuss start and end time options with her this afternoon, and will be back in touch ASAP. 
do see you need to be finished by 4pro on that day. David 

From: Angela Bryant [      ~___m_in__d___s_p__r_j__n_g_=_c__o__[3] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 7:10 AM 

To: Kiel, David 



Co: Stroman, Deborah L; Rick 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

David and Deborah: Our May dates are: 17, 20, 31. Hope one of these will work. Please clarify time frames involved. On 17th - need to be finished by 4 pm; 

on 20th - need to be finished by 4:30 pm; 
Hope one of these will work. If not, let us know. Thanks much. 

Angela R~ Bryant Consulting 

Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 

Rec~)gnizing~ Unders~a~dinL, ~md Appreciating ])if[~ences 

717 West End St. 

Roc~ Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-fax- 703-783-8553 

From: ~iel, David 
Sent: Tuesday, Apd102, 2013 3:~0 PN 
To: Angels B~ant 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject: Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spdng Session!Suggestions for Additional Series 
Angels, Debbie informs me we have secured the funding ($3600) for the two person workshop. David 

From: Angels Bryant Omindspring.com> 
Date: Mort, 1 Apt 2013 09:42:18 -0~ 

To: David ~el <k~el@ema~l.unc.edu> 
Co: "’Stroman, Deborah L’" <dstro~unc.edu> 
Sub~e~: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/Suggestions ~or Additional Series 
David and Deborah - This is great - will send dates asap. Thanks much and look Io~ard to working with you. 

Angels R. Br} ant 

717 West End St. 
Rocky Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-t~x- 703-783-8553 

;tbea~hlink.nN 

From: ~iel, David [ma~to:k~e~ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Narch 26, 2013 10:57 AN 
To: Angels B~ant 
Co: Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject: Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session!Suggestions for Additional Series 
Angels, I just spoke with Professor Stroman, she has talked with the CBC executive committee and we would like you to do the session for us this spring. We have the funds for one 
consultant at the moment but are exploring whether we can raise the additional funds for two consultants which is our preference. 
Please send us possible dates for you and your team for the end of April and through May. 
Per your proposal as follows: 
Proposed Consultant Fees and Expenses: $3600 for consul~nt fees and expenses 
for ~o consultan~ (Black male and female- bios at end of document). $1700 for 
consul~nt fees and expenses for one consultant 
These fees and expenses do not include copies of materials and handou~ or meeting expenses, e.g. food, facili~ 

and equipment costs, etc. 
Please note that we are willing to negotiate cos~ to 
meet your budget and project parameters. 

Group Size: Maximum of 18 pa~icipants with ~o consultants and a maximum of 
pa~icipan~ with one consultant. 

From:Angela Bryant <. ................. ~_~_~_~g:~_~_~_> 
Date: Sun, 10 ~ar 2013 22:S~:14 -0~ 
To: David Kiel 
Cc: "’Stroman, Deborah L" <ds~o@unc.edu> 
Subje~: VISIONS Proposal for ~ Spring Se~sion/Suggestions for Additional Series 
David and Deborah: Please review the VISIONS Proposal attached along with two a~icles describing the underlying theoretical approach. Please let me 
know any feedback that you have on content, approach or costs. Thanks again for this oppo~unity. Please contact me on my cell phone. 

Rec~g~i~ing, Unde~h~nding and Appreciating Differences 

717 West End St. 
Rocky Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-~ax- 703-783-8553; cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Czerwinski, Laura Alise <laura_czerwinski@unc edu> 

Friday, May3, 2013 2:13 PM 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu>: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

CBC_Wo rkshop_Registration 2xlsx 

Attached is the latest registration list¯ 

From: Laura Czerwinski <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 3 May 2013 13:57:12 -0400 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Debby, I am hoping to have an update for you on the registration later today. David 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 3 May 2013 09:53:06 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Thanks David! I lel:[ hera voicernail message. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D~ CLU 

Engage. Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

W. Chut’~hili 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent; Friday, May 03, 2013 9:50 AM 
To; Angela Bryant 
C¢; Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject; RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
Angela, registration is looking good. We are excited about you and Rick coming. David 

From; Angela Bryant [      ~. mindspring.com] 
Sent; Friday, April 12, 2013 4:00 PM 

To; Kiel, David 
C¢; Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject; RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

David - also need a separate breakout room if you can secure that as well. Movable Comfortable chairs in a circle or "u" with tables to side only for 
materials, refreshments etc. for main room and breakout room. Also need flip chart stands and pads. Thanks 
PS- Will send a couple of articles to be emailed for pre-reading as well and a set of handouts to be copied for session. Thanks 

Angola R, Bryant 

717 West End St. 

Roclcy Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-fax- 703-783-8553 
,~;eartNink.net 

From: Kiel, David [mailto;k!el@erna!!~unc~edu] 
Sent-" Friday, April 12, 2013 10:02 AM 
To-" Angela Bryant 
~¢; Stroman, Deborah L~ ’Rick’ 
Subject; RE: VISIONS Proposal for CB¢ Spring Session Dates 
Angela, we are thinking of a 10-3 time frame on the 17th. Please send me ASAP photos or any other material you would like to be included in a flyer we will develop here. I 
will get a nice room that can comfortably accomodate 18 participants with flexible seating and table + AV projection capacity. Best, David 

From: Angela Bryant [      @mindspring.com] 
Sent; Thursday, April 11, 2013 8:24 AM 

To: Kiel, David 
~c: Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Thanks David - Holding time for an evening event in Halifax County that would need to start at least by 6:30 - will know for sure soon and let you know 
about that. 

A~gela R.. Brya~t 



717 West End St. 

Rocky Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-flax- 703-783-8553 

@eartNink.net 

From: Kiel, David [mailto:kiel(~@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April :t:t, 20:t3 8::t6 AM 
To: Angela Bryant 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L; Rick 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
I heard from Prof. Stroman this morning. We will go with May :t7. I am going to discuss start and end time options with her this afternoon, and will be back in touch ASAP. I 
do see you need to be finished by 4pro on that day. David 

From: Angela Bryant       _~___m_j__n__d___s_p__r_Ln_g_&o__t_n_] 

Sent: Wednesday, April i0, 20:t3 7: :tO AM 

To: Kiel, David 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L; Rick 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

David and Deborah: Our May dates are: 17, 20, 31. Hope one of these will work. Please clarify time frames involved. On 17th - need to be finished by 4 pm; 

on 20th - need to be finished by 4:30 pm; 

Hope one of these will work. If not, let us know. Thanks much. 

!~mgela R. Bryant Consulting 
Also Co-Founder - VISIONS Inc. 

717 West End St. 

Roc~~ Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-f~- 703-783-8553 

F~m: Kiel, David 
Sent= Tuesday, April 02, 2013 3:10 PM 
To~ Angela Bwant 

~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session!Suggestions for Additional Series 
Angela, Debbie informs me we have secured the funding (~3600) for the two person workshop. David 

From: Angela Bryant < ~m~ndspring.com> 

Date: Mort, 1 Apr 2013 09:42:~8 -0~ 

To: David Kiel <k~el@erna~l.unc.edu> 

Cc: "’Stroman, Deborah L’" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CgC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 

David and Deborah - This is great - will send dates asap. Thanks much and look fo~ard to working with you. 

.~gela R. Bryar~ 
7] 7 West End St. 

Rocky Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-~ax- 703-783-8553 

~;eartNink.net 

Fmm~ Kiel, David [ma~l~:kiel@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, March 26, 2013 ~0:57 AN 
To~ Angela Bwant 

¢c~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session!Suggestions for Additional Series 
Angela, I just spoke with Professor Stroman, she has talked with the CBC executive committee and we would like you to do the session for us this spring. We have the funds for one 

consultant at the moment but are exploring whether we can raise the additional funds for two consultants which is our preference. 

Please send us possible dates for you and your team for the end of April and through May. 

Per your proposal as follows: 
Proposed Consultant Fees and Expenses: $3600 for consul~nt fees and expenses 
for ~o consultan~ (Nlack male and female- bios at end of document). $1700 for 
consul~nt fees and expenses for one consultant (N~ant). 
These fees and expenses do not include copies of materials and handou~ or meeting expenses, e.g. food, facili~ 
and equipment costs, etc. 
Please note that we are willing to negotiate cosN to 
meet your budget and project parameters. 
Group Size: Maximum 
pa~icipanN with one consultant. 

From:Angela Bryant < ~_~_~£_[~_pg:_~R~.> 

Date: Sun, ~0 Mar 2013 22:55:~4 -0~ 

To: David Kiel <kiel@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Cc: "’Stroman, Deborah L’" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: VISIONS Proposal for CgC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 

David and Deborah: Please review the VISIONS Proposal attached along with two a~icles describing the underlying theoretical approach. Please let me 

know any feedback that you have on content, approach or costs. Thanks again for this oppo~unity. Please contact me on my cell phone. 

~ge]a R. Bryant Consult~g 

Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 

Recogni~inL,, Understanding and A~reei~tti~q 

717 West End 

Rocky Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-t~x- 703-783-8553; cell 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

~e: 

Subject: 

Thank you So much. 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

1VI~T Career Prep Admissions Decision- 

Click to view this email in a browser 

NEW 
MLTIogoJPG 

www.ml4t.orq 

Congratulations! On behalf of the MLT team, we are delighted to offer you admission to our esteemed 

Career Prep Program. You were chosen from a large and competitive applicant pool. We recognize 

tremendous potential in you. Please note however, your admittance into the program is contingent upon 

an upward trend in your Spring grades Therefore, we will need you to submit an updated digital copy of 

your transcript, including your final Spring grades, by June 1. 

Through goal refining, skill building, one-on-one coaching and door-opening relationships, the next 18 

months are designed to stretch you personally and professionally as you launch your career. Career 

Prep is a rigorous program and requires and expects the same commitment necessary to be 

successful in any competitive industry. MLT will commit significant resources to guide you through the 

process and we hope you are prepared to make the necessary commitment as well. 

In early June you will hear from us with additional information--Orientation Calls and on-boarding 

instructions. We have a comprehensive program year planned for you and feel confident that this 

experience will be one of the most valuable in your career If you have questions on your acceptance, 

please feel free to contact Janet Chin, College Programs Associate, at ichin(~.ml4t.orq. 

Many congratulations and welcome to the Career Prep Class of We hope you are as excited as 

we are to begin the journey. I personally look foP, ward to greeting you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Danelle Radney 

Associate Director. College Programs 

Management Leadership for Tomorrow (MLT) 

15 Maiden Lane, Suite 900 New York. NY 10038 

~,~/w. ml4t.o rq 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 3, 2013 7:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Entrepreneurship FaculU Bootcamp 

Hi Thomas. As per my vmsg... 

The Faculty Entrepreneurship Boot Camp is the week of May 13th. The capstone activity is the Pitch Presentation from 1:30 to 3:30. If you are able to join us for 

lunch, that starts at 12:30. We will have also have dinner at the Kenan Institute at 4:30. 

Call me when you can for more details, if interested. 

We would love to see you!] 

Hugs, 

debby 

Deborah L, Stron~an~ Ph,D, CLU 

............................................. 

Chape~ Hill~ NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@enmil.unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 4, 2013 5:50 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: VISIONS Proposal tbr CBC Spring Session Dates 

Debby, I got your VM. I can’t do anything about the registration untill Monday when Laura is in the office, but at any point we can send some subset of the registrants an email 
saying their registration has been confirmed or that they have been placed on a waiting list. So we do retain control of the class composition, even if a few more register this 
weekend. I will call to discuss Monday A.M. Or if you want to talk this weekend, please call at 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 7:58 PM 

To: Czerwinski, Laura Alise; Kiel, David 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Thanks. David, I let:t you a vmsg. 

d 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, P~.D~ CLU 
Eng, age, Explore. Empower, 
919.843.0336 

"You will never reach your destination i] you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks," 

W. Churchill 

From: Czerwinski, Laura Alise 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 2:13 PM 

To: Kiel, David; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
Attached is the latest registration list. 

From: Laura Czerwinski <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Datm Fri, 3 May 2013 13:57:12 -0400 

Tm "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Debby, I am hopin~ to have an update for you on the registration later today. David 

From= "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date= Fri, 3 May 2013 09:53:06 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc,edu> 

Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Thanks David! I lel:t hera voicemail message. 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, PixD. CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empowg’,r, 

919.843.0336 

"You will never reach your destination i] you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks," 
W. Churchifl 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 9:50 AM 
To: Angola Bryant 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
Angela, registration is looking good. We are excited about you and Rick coming. David 

From: Angela Bryant [      ~. mindspring.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 4:00 PM 

Ta: Kiel, David 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

David - also need a separate breakout room if you can secure that as well. Movable Comfortable chairs in a circle or "u" with tables to side only for 
materials, refreshments etc. for main room and breakout room. Also need flip chart stands and pads. Thanks 
PS- Will send a couple of articles to be emailed for pre-reading as well and a set of handouts to be copied for session. Thanks 
Angela R, Bryant 
717 West End St. 
Roclcy Mount, NC 27803-2817 
252-442-4022; e-lax- 703-783-8553 

~eartNink.net 



From: Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 10:02 AM 
To: Angela Bryant 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
Angela, we are thinking of a 10-3 time frame on the 17th. Please send me ASAP photos or any other material you would like to be included in a flyer we will develop here. I 
will get a nice room that can comfortably accomodate 18 participants with flexible seating and table + AV projection capacity. Best, David 

From: Angela Bryant L .    ~mindspring.com] 

Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 8:24 AM 

To: Kiel, David 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Thanks David - Holding time for an evening event in Halifax County that would need to start at least by 6:30 - will know for sure soon and let you know about 

that. 

A~r~gcla R. Bryan~ 

717 West End St. 

Rocky Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-tbx- 703-783-8553 

From: Kiel, David [mailto:kiei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 8:16 AM 
To: Angela Bryant 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L; Rick 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
I heard from Prof. Stroman this morning. We will go with May 17. I am going to discuss start and end time options with her this afternoon, and will be back in touch ASAP. I 
do see you need to be finished by 4pro on that day. David 

From: Angela Bryant       ~___m_j__n__d___s_p__r_Ln_g_&9_Ln_] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 7:10 AM 

To: Kiel, David 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L; Rick 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

David and Deborah: Our May dates are: 17, 20, 31. Hope one of these will work. Please clarify time frames involved. On 17th - need to be finished by 4 pm; 

on 20th - need to be finished by 4:30 pm; 

Hope one of these will work. If not, let us know. Thanks much. 

Angela R. Bryant Consulting 
Also Co-Founder - VISIONS Inc. 

717 West End St. 

Rock)~ Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-f~- 703-783-8553 

F~m: Kiel, David 
Sent~ Tuesday, April 02, 2013 3:10 

To~ An~ela BWant 

~c~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ Re: VISIONS Proposa~ for CB~ Spr~n~ Session!Suggestions for Additional Series 
Angela, Oebbie informs me we have secured the funding ($3600) for the two person workshop. Oavid 

From: Angela Bryant 

Date: Mort, ~ Apt 20~3 09:42:~8 -0~ 

To: David Kiel <k~el@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "’Stroman, Deborah L’" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CgC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 

David and Deborah - This is great - will send dates asap. Thanks much and look fo~ard to working with you. 

.~gela R. Bryan~ 
7] 7 ~rest End St. 

Rocky Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-t5x- 703-783-8553 

From= Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, March 26, 2013 ~0:57 AN 
To~ Angela Bwant 

~c~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 
Angela, l just spoke with Professor Stroman, she has talked with the CBC executive committee and we would like you to do the session for us th~s spring. We have the funds for one 

consultant at the moment but are exploring whether we can raise the additional funds for two consultants which is our preference. 

Please send us possible dates for you and your team for the end of April and through May. 

Per your proposal as follows: 
Proposed Consultant Fees and Expenses: $3600 for ¢onsul~nt fees and expenses 
for two ¢onsultan~ (Nlack male and female- bids at end of document). $~700 for 
consul~nt fees and expenses for one consultant (Nwant). 
These fees and expenses do not include copies of materials and handou~ or meeting expenses, e.g. food, fa¢ili~ 
and equipment costs, etc. 
Please note that we are willing to negotiate cos~ to 
meet your budget and project parameters. 



Group Size: Maximum of t8 participants with two consultants and a maximum of 12 

participants with one consultant. 

From:Angels Bryant. @mindspring.com> 
Date: Sun, :10 Mar 20:13 22:55::14 -0400 
To: David Kiel <kiel@ernail.unc.edu> 
(;c: "’Stroman, Deborah L’" <._d_s__t_.r__o_.@__u_.n_£_. _e__d_u__> 
Subject: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 
David and Deborah: Please review the VlSlONS Proposal attached along with two articles describing the underlying theoretical approach. 
know any feedback that you have on content, approach or costs. Thanks again for this opportunity. Please contact me on my cell phone. 

Angela R. Bryant Cx)nsulting 

Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 

R~c~)g~izi~g~ ~5~&’rsta~ding ~d Appreci~ting l)if[~,rences 

717 West End St. 
Roclcy Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-fax- 703-783-8553; cell 

Please let me 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Douglas, Linda Brown <linda dongla@unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 4, 2013 1:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Board of Visitors Back to Class 

image001 .j pg 

Good seeing you, as well. Ifs at work, but I will write myself a note to send it to you Monday. 

Sent Dom my iPhone 

On May 3, 2013, at 7:58 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@nnc.edn> wrote: 

Hi Linda Great s~-:~eing you yest:erday, Do you haw:, the contact: informat:ion for Donald Coggsw~[le? Fhard~s! 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D. CLU 

9~9.843.0336 

<irnageOOl.jpg> 

"You will never reach your destination i]you stop and throw stones at every dog that harks." 
w. Chi~rchill 

From: Douglas, Linda Brown 
Sent: Thursday~ April 1~ 2013 12:24 PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Sco~, Tj 
Subject: RE: Board of Visitors Back to Class 
The only number I haw~ for him is~ but ~ tMnk he wi~i be at the recep~:~on tomght and I can let him know you’re tryk~g to reach him 

L~nda B~own Douglas 
D#ector of Commumty Relations 
UnM)~sity of Not#~ Can:~#~a at Chape~ Hill 
210 Pfi~sbo~ S~reet, Campus Box 6225 
Chapel HIlL NC 27599-6225 

Te/e#hone: 919,-8&3-9393 
Fax: 919~962~2279 

Lindo Douqlas@unc.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, April ll, 2013 12:23 PN 
Te= Sco~, Tj 
C¢= Douglas, Unda Brown 
Subje¢t= RE: Board of Visitors Back ~ Class 
HL Do you have a mobile for Coach Comfort? He has not arrived yeL and hasn’t responded to my emaiL Thanks. 

Do Good. 

Deborah 5. S~oman, 
Kn~]o¢]e, g~p!ore, Kmpower, 

919.843.0336 
<imageOOldpg> 

"You will never reach your destinotien i]you stop and throw stones #t every de# thor barks." 
W. Churchii~ 

F~m= SCO~, Tj 
Sent; Fdday, April 05, 20~3 4:4~ PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Co= Douglas, Linda Brown 
Subject= Board of Visitors Back to Class 

Dr. Deborah Stroman, 

Thank you for offering your class as an option for our Board of Visitors "Back to Class" session. We have the following Board of Visitors members 
th attending your class, "Entrepreneurship ~n Human Performance and Sport", on Thursday, April lI at ~2:30 p.m. 

¢atherine Reuhl 8e~ker (¢atherine) 
Communications Spedalist, Harris Teeter Inc. 
Education: AB ’03, 3ournal~sm, UNC-CH 

_@_g_[rJ_#J_[,_£g_[[t 
Frank Rockwell Comfo~ (Frank) 
Retired University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill Athletic Swim Coach 
Education: HAT %9, Physical Education, UNC-CH 

fcswim@uncaa.unc.edu 

The members have been told that you have received their email addresses in case you would like to send them something about that 

you have any further questions, please contact me at t~ scott@unc.edu or Linda Douglas at lind~ douglas@unc.edu. 

Thanks, 

TJ Scott, "12 
Events Assistant, Office o1’ University Events 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Oil’~ce: 9i %962~3427 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglas, Linda Brown <linda dougla@unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 4, 2013 2:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Board of Visitors Back to Class 

I found an old email from him: 
From: "Donald P. Cogsville" <dpc@cogsvillegroup.com> 
To: ’qinda_douglas@unc.edu" <linda_douglas@unc.edu> 
Sent: Sun, Mar 4, 2012 16:16:39 GMT+00:00 
Subject: BOV meeting 

Hi Linda, 

Hope you are well! 1‘ have a quick thought 1 wanted to ask you about regarding the next BOV meeeting. 

Can we speak early this week? My number is and cell if you have a chance. 

Best, 

Don 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, Nay 03, 2013 7:58 PM 
To: Douglas, Linda Brown 
Subject: RE: Board of Visitors Back to Class 

Hi Lind a. G rent s e ~-A ng you yesterday. Do you ha ve th e conta ct inform at~on for Don a~d Coggsv~lie ? Tha n ks~ 

d e b b V 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

~n~q¢qe~ ~xplore, Empower: 

9] 9,843.0336 

"You will never reach your destination i~you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 

From: Douglas, Linda Brown 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 12:24 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Scott, Tj 
Subject: RE: Board of Visitors Back to Class 

The only m~mber I have for him is 

Lin&~ Brown Dougtas 
Direca:~r of Commu~i(y Relations 
Un~ve~s#y of North Carolina at Chapel 
2t0 P~t.sboto SttE~et, Campus Box 6225 
Chape~ H#I, NC 27599-6225 
T;?~ephone: 9f 9-843-.9393 
~ax." 9t9-962@279 
Ca#: 

Linde Doug/es@unc.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, April $~, 20~3 $2:23 PN 
To= Sco~, Tj 
C¢= Douglas, Linda Brown 
Subject= RE: Board of Visitors Back to Class 

Hi. Do you have s moM~e for Coach Comfort? He has noL arrived yet and hasn’L responded to my ema~L Thanks. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, PkD. CLU 

Engage, E~plore, Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

but I [:~qink h*-’_~ will be a[: [:~qe recepl:ior~ tor~igh[: and t car~ let hirr~ Imow you’r,:_~ trying to reach him. 

From: Scott, Tj 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2023 4:41 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Douglas, Linda Brown 
Subject: Board of Visitors Back to Class 

Dr. Deborah Stroman, 

Thank you for offerin~ your class as an option for our Board of Visitors "Back to Class" session. We have the followin~ Board of Visitors members attendin~ your 

class, "Entrepreneurship in Human Performance and Sport", on Thursday, April 11th at 12:30 p.m. 

Catherine Reuhl Becker (Catherine) 
Communications Specialist, Harris Teeter Inc. 
Education: AB ’03, Journalism, UNC-CH 

~gmail.com 
Frank Rockwell Comfort (Frank) 

"You will never reach your destination i,{you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 

W. Churchill 



Retired University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Athletic Swim Coach 
Education: 1’4AT ’69, Physical Education, UNC-CH 

fcswim@uncaa.unc.edu 

The members have been told that you have received their email addresses in case you would like to send them something about that day’s class. If you have any 

further questions, please contact me at tj scott@unc.edu or Linda Douglas at linda douF, las@unc.edu. 

Thanks, 

TJ Scott, ’12 
Events Assistant, Office of University Events 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Oflice: 91%962-3427 

Cell: 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 6:52 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS    Pitch Decks 

Attach: PLAY Time.pptx 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just checked mad it does not look like our powerpoint is showing up as submitted in Sakai. I just tried to submit it, but it won’t let me so I have attached it to this e- 

ma~l. 

@live.unc.edu 

On at 7:15 PM, z<lstro~unc.edu> <dstro,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

To: Undiselosed Recipients 

From: Detx~rah Stroman 

tfi tteels. I am finishing up grading and do not see every group’s ppt deck. 2nd chance progra~n: please submit to Sakai (Assignments) before Sunday, 

at 9:00 a.tn. to receive credit. 

One person should submit the deck. 

Dr. Stroman 

This tbrwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages t?om the "EXSS 

message click this link to access Messages tbr this site: EXS S       .S~P 

.SP " site. To reply to this 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 3:12 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Questions from Accepted EXSS Transfer Student 

transfer questions.doc 

welcome to UNC! We look forward to meeting you, I am not sure if Dr, Stroman also emaifed you. 

Many years ago, our EXSS faculty decided to riot accept anatomy and physiology from a two year’ school We can take a look at your course syNab~ though and offer 

insight (perhaps I overlooked gout attachments}, Having them transfer as B~o~    is a GOOD tNng though and you wouldn’t lose any credits, Since you are 

interested ~n PT our ma~or wou~d be very appropriate for you. MANY of our EXSS PT hopefuls take BOTH our                             here, 

Llnfor~:unately, ~:ransfer stude]ll:s to from a 2 vear to a 4 year school a]ld 4 vear to a 4 year ~t?d [:o c.:?[T~r[?on [:hat they have to repeat cerl:ah~ classes because they are 

not the same as the ones offered a~: ~:he~r second school--not only for the major, bu[: for Ge[lera] Educal:h:~rk courses as we~l, ~t would be rare, from my expedence~ 

~o find a straight up trsns[:er k~ which everyd~ng taken at one school counted for specific requirements at d~e second school That sa~d, our EXSS transfers do ~ust 

fine and graduate on thee, 

~ have also attached an ~nfo sheet regardh~g the Bio~ transfer. I tNnk ~t win hNp, 

~f ~ ca[~ at~swer any[T~ore questb:?]~s please let me know, 

F~m= [maNto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, 11:36 PN 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah L 
~¢~ Salyer, Sherry LI 
S~ject~ Questions from Accepted E~S Transfer Student 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I have [~en accepted as a transfer s~dent into the Exercise & Spots Science program. ~ have also received my tr~sfer credit evNuation, and I have a few concerns. 

My main concern is that even though my Human ~atomy & Physiology 1 ~ 2 couBes have tr~sfe~e& they tmnsfe~ed in as                        According 

to the EXSS major requirements, I need I unders~nd that I can request that they be re-evaluated, but I imagine flint ~is will take longer 

than a tbw days. 

I need to make a college decision next week. The deadline lbr my second choice school is on Wednesday. Your answer to tie lbllowing question will ~ ve~ 

img)~ant to my decision. Even fl]ough I want to attend [~C, it is ve~ ex~nsive for an out-of-state student and ifI will have to re,at severe] clasps because they 

don’t transfer in as the equiYaJent required couBes, it would not N ve~7 cost e~cfive [br me to a~end. 

Do you [Sresee any problems tbr me to get c~dit for                      from the ~ato~ny & Physiology courses that I’ve co~npleted that were accepted as 

My commu~b’ college                                   has a ca~Nver lab and I have a~ached fl~e syllabi for Nth courts. 

If you are not able to answer my question, can you please direct me to someone who can? I have copied Dr. Salyer with this e-mail since we’ve corresponded in fl~e 

past. 

Thank you for your time. ~ hope to meet you soon. 

Regards, 

PID: 

On Mon, at 3:47 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi    Thanks for your inquiry. In addition to the general major, EXSS curriculum offers focused study in athletic training, exercise physiology, and sport 

administration. Since you express interest in physical therapy, I suggest that our general major of EXSS would be most appropriate. 

The American Physical Therapy Association (http://www.apta.org} is most helpful for reviewing course requirements for PT school. Use their search engine 

(http:i/www.apta.org/AMfremplate.cfm?Section=Prospective Students&Template=iAPTAAPPS/StudentPrograms/ptprogramselecLcfm} to find schools of 

interest and their specific requirements. You want to make sure you take the courses early enough here at UNC and not be surprised by a course 

prerequisite during your senior year. 

The university does have a PT school within the Department of Allied Health Sciences. The academic programs are for students who already have an 

undergraduate degree and are interested in a doctorate. (Most programs now only offer doctoral study.) Please visit 

~.t..t..~;~Lw....w....w......m.e...d.....~.:.n...~.....e...d...u..~:a...h...s.~.~.~.s..Lc:a..!~ 

Transferring 
Your Courses Information - !]~-...../j.~.a.~.d.~r..n..j~s...s.j~.n.~s....~.i.~n..~c.....~e2~d..~u..~A..~-.p.J~jTransfer StudentsZl_-__r__a___n___s__f__e___r__rj__n_g" Courses.html 

Let me know if you have any additional questions. 

Dr. Stroman 

Regards, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9~L9.843.0336 

Twitter- @drstroman 

I 



"The journey is the reward." Chinese Proverb 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 

Sent: Friday, :~0:29 AM 
To: 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Questions from Prospective Transfer Student 

Hi , glad you ~re interest~-:~d in UN(:. f have forw~rded your ~:~m~il I:o Dr, Strom~n for her 

From: [mailto:l ._@_g___m___aj Lc_9___m_] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:16 PM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
C¢: 
Subject: Questions from Prospective Transfer Student 

Dear Dr. Salyer, 

My name is and I am very interested in transferring to the University of North Carolina next fall. I am currently finishing my second year at 

My career goal is becoming a physical therapist. Will the General Major option in the Department of Exercise and Sport Science prepare me to apply to 
graduate school for Physical Therapy? Or would there be a more appropriate major? 

Since applications are due soon, I need to determine which major I should pursue and if I meet the prerequisite requirements for that major. Attached is 
my community college course listing and my college transfer profile. Could you please evaluate my completed courses and provide guidance as to what 
options would be available to me? 

I toured the UNC campus several years ago while my brother was looking at colleges. Now that it is time for me to decide where I will transfer to, Chapel 
Hill immediately came to mind. 

Thank you very much for your time. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 5, 2013 6:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Meeting of the Brilliant Minds... 

Hi Fxeryone, 

I can go somewhere mid-morning tomorrow (between a 9:30 breakfast and a 12:30 meeting) or anytime on Wednesday or Friday...which would not include Deb:- 

/_.or we could doodle for the week Deb gets back. 

I’m torn because it would be great to get everyone together, 

Happy Cinco De Mayo eve~one! ’. 

-E 

Erianne A. WeighL Ph.D., M.B.A. 

AssistaJ~t Professor, Sport Ad~ninistration 

’][’he Universi~ of North Cmolina - Chapel Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, May 05, 2013 5:09 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A.; Osborne, Barbara 
Co: Southall, Deborah Joy; Stroman, Deborah L; Cooper, Coyte 
Subject: Re: Feeback? 

Thanks Erianne. I appreciate your coming out to watch and support the Club. My feet still 

Eriaame Are you not available tomorrow? 

How about tomorrow, Monday, at 4:15? Piola (East 54) for appetizers or something? 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En,o’u~qe. Explore. Empower. 
9~9.843.0336 

"Sometimes you just have to look back at your p~a~t and smile about ho~e.[~r you’ve come. 

From: Erianne Weight <__e___w___e__[g_h___t__@___e____m___a__[!:__u___n__£:__e___d___u_> 

Date: Sat, 4 May 2013 21:27:58 -0400 

To: Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Cc: Deborah Southall <djsothll@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <ds[ro@unc.edu>, Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Feeback? 

I just watched Debby do her stung for dancing w the stazs. She nailed it!! Quite a cool event’. Lots and lots of money made for the boys and girls club. Great job 
Debby! ’. 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Protbs~r [ Sport Administration 

Universib~ of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

On May 4, 2013, at 8:15 PM, "Osborne, Barbara" <sport!aw¢~)unc.edn> wrote: 

I can be available on Tuesday u~til 3:00. It: we have to meet on Wednesday w~thou~ Deb, I am available from 9:30--3:00. Not available o~ Friday ---sorry! 
garbara 



From: Southall, Deborah Joy 
Sent; Saturday, May 04, 2013 5:44 PM 
To-" Weight, Erianne A.; Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Coyte 
Subject= RE: Feeback? 

Erianne, 
I haven’t had a chance to look over the proposal but I will get to it tomorrow. We are leaving Tuesday to head down to Columbiana so I will not be available 
unless we could meet on Monday. I understand if that does not work for everyone..lust keep me posted of what you all decide. 
Deb 

From; Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Saturday, May 04, 2013 3:01 PM 
To." Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara; Southall, Deborah Joy; Cooper, Coyte 
Subject= RE: Feeback? 

I just noticed I wrote feeback rather than feedback. That’s funw. 

I think it would be a good idea for us to come together to get on the same page regardless of what happens with the search...so I’m up for breald’ast or 

lunch on W or F. Is there a great place where we could have a somewhat private conversation? 

Hope you’re having a great weekend, work family! 

-E 
Eriaaane A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The Universib’ of North Ca~colina - Chapel Hill 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Saturday, May 04, 2013 1:04 PM 
To-" Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A.; Southall, Deborah Joy; Cooper, Coyte 
Subject= RE: Feeback? 

Thanks E, I edited on top of Barb’s. Can we all meet next week? I think we should continue our TEAM discussion, chat about Richard’s office, this 

prop.:_~sal., and my work with t(f. 

Off carn~ms lunch or dinner? 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, PhZk CLU 

EnplaNe. g’xp!ore. Empower. 

9:l 9.843,0336 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"You wit/never reach your destination i~you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 
w. Churchill 

From-" Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Saturday, May 04, 2013 12:30 PM 
To." Weight, Erianne A.; Southall, Deborah Joy; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Feeback? 

Fanl:as[:ic, Eriarme! I’w-_~ added a Jew comments and suggestions. Looking forward to seeing ~-_~veryone’s ideas! 

Barbara 

Froro: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent= Friday, May 03, 2013 12:52 PM 

To: Southall, Deborah .Joy; Cooper, Coyte; Osborne, Barbara; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Feeback? 

Could you look over the attached paper and ~nd any additions/feedback my way via track changes (or in-text comments relative to the online link)? 

This stems from a conver~tion with Nick Fulton and Karlton several weeks ago. I think it will be a good way to provide opportunities tbr our students 

and discuss opportunities as a unit. 

The intent is to send via email to athletics staffand coaches. 

Hope you’re having a wonderful Friday thus far[ 

-E 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 
Assistant ProtEssor, Sport Administration 
The Universib’ of North Ca~rolina - Chapel Hill 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <~Jncculle@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 8:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS enrollment 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 7:58 PM 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: EXSS enrollment 

1. 

2. 

Thanks. 

d 

9~9,843,0336 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

McCullen, Ashley D ~Jncculle@email.uncMtc, 

Monday,            8:37 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc,edu> 

RE: EXSS Adds 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

Frora: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 7:58 PM 
To: IVlcCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: EXSS    Adds 

2. 

3. 

3 hours. 

Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L. Stror~an, Pb,Do CLU 
Exp~oreo I~ngage, 

v~,ex~,unc,ed u 

9~9,~43.033~ 



Frolil~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

@gmaiLcom> 

Monday,            11:08 AM 

Stroman, Detx~rah I, --~dstro@unc.edu> 

IntemsNp opporlt|iliry 

Intern Offer Letter         .doc; ATT00001 .c 

He?- Dr. Stroman, 
I got the offer from the 
Thanks’. 

The letter says to show- it to you for proof so I just went ahead and forwarded it along. Let me kmow of any other steps I need to take! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Czerwinski, Laura Alise <laura_czerwinski@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 6, 20:13 2:4:1 PM 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Czerwinski, Laura Alise <laura_czerwinski@unc.edu> 

Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

I’ve closed the registration¯ The only person that registered since I sent the list to you on Friday was a staff mere ber in the School of Public Health¯ Their name and email is below¯ I’m not sure how 

you want to handle it since they are not faculty. 

OJ McGhee 

Instructional 

Media Service, 

Manager 

School of Public 

Health 

oj_mcghee@u nc.e 

du 

Faculty position: 

NO 

Food preference: 

NO 

From: Laura Czerwinski <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat, 4 May 2013 12:00:31-0400 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <d_._s_~__r~?_@ .u__n_.c__._._e_#_u_.> 

Cc: "Czerwinski, Laura Nise" <laura czerwinski@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Roger that! Willco. 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Saturday, May 04, 2013 11:55 AM 

To= Kiel, David 
Subject= RE: VISTONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Thanks David. We are full now. I recruited two faculty males and one male from SPH, They should register before Monday. If not, go ahead and close the 

r~-_~gisl:ration on Monday, f wi~i h~d: the Caucus know Lhat we are fuil and w~l~ keep a wa~l:Mg hst. 

[ w~l~ capture theh mformatkm ~ater. 

O~wardE 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, PkD. CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empower, 

9~9.8,f3.0336 

"You will never reach your destination i~ you stop end throw stones at every dog that barks," 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Friday, May 03, 2013 7:58 PM 

To= Czerwinski, Laura Alise; Kiel, David 
Subject= RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Thanks. David, I left you a vmsg, 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. C]_,[J 
Eng’u~qe. Explore, Empower. 

919.84-3.0336 

From= Kiel, David 
Sent= Saturday, May 04, 2013 5:50 AM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: VTSIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
Debby, I got your VM. I can’t do anything about the registration untill Monday when Laura is in the office, but at any point we can send some subset of the registrants an email 
saying their registration has been confirmed or that they have been placed on a waiting list. So we do retain control of the class composition, even if a few more register this 
weekend. I will call to discuss Monday A.M. Or if you want to talk this weekend, please call at 



W, Churchill 

From; Cze~inski, Laura Alise 
Sent= Friday, May 03, 2013 2:13 PM 

To= Kiel, David; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
Attaohed is the latest reNstration list. 

From: Laura Czerwinski <[{_! .e_ ]_ . _@_ _ _e_ ._m_a__!!:_~_n__c__.__e_ .d_u_.> 
Date: Fri, 3 May 2013 13:57:12 -0400 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Debby, I am hoping to have an update for you on the registration later today. David 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 3 May 2013 09:53:06 -0400 

To: David Kiel <lS_[.e__[._@.__e_._m_a__!]_._.y.q_c_..__e_.d__y.> 

Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Thanks David! l left her a voicemail message. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En~9’u~e, Explore, Empov~er, 

919.843.0336 

"You wifl never reach your destination i,{you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks," 

w. Churchill 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 9:50 AM 
To; Angela Bryant 
Co; Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject; RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
Angela, registration is looking good. We are excited about you and Rick coming. David 

From: Angela Bryant       ~mindsprinq.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 4:00 PM 

To; Kiel, David 
Co; Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

David - also need a separate breakout room if you can secure that as well. Movable Comfortable chairs in a circle or "u" with tables to side only for 
materials, refreshments etc. for main room and breakout room. Also need flip chart stands and pads. Thanks 
PS- Will send a couple of articles to be emailed for pre-reading as well and a set of handouts to be copied for session. Thanks 

Angcla R. Bryan~ 

717 West End St. 
Rocky MounL NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-tbx- 703-783-8553 

From: Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 10:02 AM 
To; Angela Bryant 
Cc-" Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
Angela, we are thinking of a 10-3 time frame on the 17th. Please send me ASAP photos or any other material you would like to be included in a flyer we will develop here. I 
will get a nice room that can comfortably accomodate 18 participants with flexible seating and table + AV projection capacity. Best, David 

From; Angela Bryant I      ~mindspring.com] 

Sent; Thursday, April 11, 2013 8:24 AM 

To; Kiel, David 
Co; Stroman, Deborah L; ’Rick’ 
Subject; RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

Thanks David - Holding time for an evening event in Halifax County that would need to start at least by 6:30 - will know for sure soon and let you know 

about that. 

’Ax~gela R, Bryant 
717 West End St. 

Rocky Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-thx- 703-783-8553 

From; Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 8:16 AM 
To; Angela Bryant 

Cc; Stroman, Deborah L; Rick 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 
I heard from Prof. Stroman this morning. We will go with May 17. I am going to discuss start and end time options with her this afternoon, and will be back in touch ASAP. I 



do see you need to be finished by 4pm on that day. David 

From: Angela Bryant I      ~__m__Ln___d__s_p__r_!!_N=c__o__~_~] 

Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 7:10 AM 

To: Kiel, David 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L; Rick 
Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session Dates 

David and Deborah: Our May dates are: 17, 20, 31. Hope one of these will work. Please clarify time frames involved. On 17th - need to be finished by 4 pm; 

on 20th - need to be finished by 4:30 pm; 

Hope one of these will work. If not, let us know. Thanks much. 

Angela R. Bryant Cx)nsulting 
Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 

Rec~)gnizing~ Understa~ding ~md Appreciating ])ij.’[~’rences 

717 West End St. 

Roclcy Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-fax- 703-783-8553 

From: Kiel, David [__m__a_jJ__tg_;__k_[_e_J_@__e_rj_N[!=__u_n__c_:__e_d___u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 3:3.0 PM 
To: Angela Bryant 
l:::c: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session!Suggestions for Additional Series 
Angela, Debbie informs me we have secured the funding (~3600) for the two person workshop. David 

From: Angels Bryant .@__m__j__n___d___s_p___r_[_n__g_.__c___o___m__.> 

Date: Mon, 3L Apr 20:13 09:42::18 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

1:~: "Stroman, Deborah L’" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 

David and Deborah - This is great - will send dates asap. Thanks much and look forward to working with you. 

’~geJa R, Bryan~ 
717 West End St. 

Rocky Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-fax- 703-783-8553 

From: Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 203.3 3.0:5;7 AM 

To: Angels Bryant 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 

Angela, I just spoke with Professor Stroman, she has talked with the CBC executive committee and we would like you to do the session for us this spring. We have the funds for one 

consultant at the moment but are exploring whether we can raise the additional funds for two consultants which is our preference. 

Please send us possible dates for you and your team for the end of April and through May. 

Per your proposal as follows: 

Proposed Consultant Fees and Expenses: $3600 for consultant fees and expenses 
for two consultants (Black male and female- bios at end of document). $1700 for 
consultant fees and expenses for one consultant (Bryant). 
These fees and expenses do not include copies of materials and handouts or meeting expenses, e.g. food, facility 
and equipment costs, etc. 
Please note that we are willing to negotiate costs to 
meet your budget and project parameters. 
Group Size: Maximum of 18 participants with two consultants and a maximum of 12 
participants with one consultant. 

From:Angels Bryant < ~m!ndspr!ng:com> 

Date: Sun, 10 Mar 2013 22:55:14 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "’Stroman, Deborah L’" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: VISIONS Proposal for CBC Spring Session/Suggestions for Additional Series 

David and Deborah: Please review the VISIONS Proposal attached along with two articles describing the underlying theoretical approach. Please let me 

know any feedback that you have on content, approach or costs. Thanks again for this opportunity. Please contact me on my cell phone. 

Angela R. Bryant Consulting 
Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 

Recrz~izb~g, U~dersh~ndi~g a~d Appreciating Dif[ere~c~’s 

717 West End St. 

Rocky Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-tax- 703-783-8553; cell 



Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

~|ive.unc.edu> 

Monday,            3:53 PM 

christopherj.farrow@espn.com 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu> 

Deborah Stroman RetOrts1 

Hi Mr. Farrow, 

My name is             and Deborah Stroman suggested that [ contact you because ~ am very interested in learning more about the sports broadcasting industpt. [ am 
graduating from UNC Chapel Hill on       and would love to meet with you to discuss your career as well as any advice that you would have for getting into the industry. If 

you have the time would you be free to meet for lunch in Charlotte? 

I look forward to hearing from you, 



From: ~}live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:17 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjed: RE: Contact 

I just emailed Adam May from TarHeelGraphics (the editor that did the picture I showed you). You should receive an email in the upcoming week. Have a great rest of your day 

and thank you for meeting with me today! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:44 PM 

To: 

Subject: Contact 

I am sorry that I missed you. How is your schedule on Monday at 3[:1:00? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com 

Monday, May 6, 2013 4:37 PM 

Cindy Aron < @gmail.com>; emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com 

edmondsn@andromeda.rutgers.edu; arthur.osueke@ttu.edu; a-hart2@wiu.edu; bhawk@uga.edu; Harry Edwards 
@icloud.com>; rorr@poyners.com; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>;            ~me.com; 

jmcd@illinois.edu; jggayles@ncsu.edu; fpolite@utk.edu;           ~gmail.com; ggurney@ou.edu; 
~gmail.com; @gmail.com; singerjn@hlkn.tamu.edu; crowley@calu.edu; 

leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu 

CSU Update 

Dear Colleagues: 

I hope this message finds you well. I am writing to provide an update regarding the pending response to the Colorado State University (CSU) case. 

On Friday, one of our scholar activists asked me if I had affirmed the CSU comments Although I trust the sources, I had not and so I reached out to the CSU public relations staff I spoke 

with the same staff person as Dr Robinson and he (Danny) affirmed the comments. I followed up by asking Danny who (the athletic director or the football coach) made the comments 

and he expressed that he would call me back, but I have not heard from Danny today 

On Friday evening, I received a call from Dr Albert Bimper (who was included on one of the email lists that I distributed the call for activism.) Well, Dr. Bimper is a former CSU student- 

athlete and he was at the infamous meeting Dr. Bimper and I spoke on Saturday and he affirmed that the comments were made by the CSU athletic department staff. Moreover, Albert 

shared that the CsU former Black student-athletes group is making progress in terms of the athletic department addressing some of their concerns. Dr Bimper also asked me, in my 

coordinator’s role, not to send our letter to President Frank. 

After speaking with Dr. Bimper, I reached out to some of the folks who signed on the letter, and the consensus seemed to be that we should: 

a) address the letter to the CSU Black Student-Athlete’s alumni group 

b) express our knowledge of and concern over the comments, and 

c) share our willingness to assist in any way that helps their cause 

I truly believe this is the best avenue and I appreciate the input from the group. At the beginning of the day, we want student-athletes (future, current, and former) to advocate for their own 

causes Moreover, as one of our scholar activists mentioned - we do not want to enter these controversies at odds with two entities (in this case CSU & the CSU Black student-athlete 

alumni). 

With that said, please let me know if you would like to add or remove your name from the letter that will go to the CSU Black student-athlete alumni group. At this point I am very proud to 

say we have 25 signatures and I think that’s pretty darn good Likewise, if you disagree with this plan of action, then please share your feelings and potential alternatives. I am also 

pondering whether we should cc: CSU president Tony Frank in the letter to Dr Bimper’s group? 

I am happy the delay in sending this letter allowed for such a revelation. I plan to send the letter to the student-athlete alumni group by Thursday. Most of all I want to thank all the folks 

who got involved whether it was a phone call, email, idea, text, or their signature. I will be in touch.. 

Best 

ELG 

PS.. As a side note one of our practitioner activists put me in touch with a school administrator who is good friends with a high level CSU administrator (who will be involved in working 

through this event). Thus, I think we will have folks out there with an eye on the situation 

..... Original Message ..... 

<emmettgill@studentathleteshu man rights.corn> 

<edmondsn@andromeda.rutgers.edu>, <arthur.osueke@ttu.edu>, <a-hart2@wiu.edu>, <bhawk@uga.edu>, "Harry Edwards", @icloud.com>, 

<rorr@poyners.com>, <dstro@unc.edu>, @me.corn>, <jmcd@illinois.edu>, <jggayles@ncsu.edu>, <fpolite@utk.edu>, @gmail.com>, 

<ggurney@ou.edu>, ~gmail.com>, @gmail.com>, <singerjn@hlkn.tamu.edu>, <crowley@calu.edu>, <leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu> 

Sent: 

Thu, 25Apr2013 12:10:48-0700 

Subject: 

Re: Colorado State AD & Head Coach & RU Update 

Emmett, 

As always this stuff is appalling. 

It is important to persist in not allowing this level fo disregard to 

go unnoticed. That being said it is also important that in whatever 

way it is addressed, that it is not simply ’here say’. 

The graduation rate for all student athletes is related to the mission 

of the University and responsibility of the athletic dept who invites 

these young people to participate in this endeavor A person’s 

background is irrelevant to the mission of the school and the 

department Regardless of how dismissive such comments are, they also 

side step the issue which is about the accountability of the dept to 



support their athletes in terms of life success. 

Hope this helps. Back to work for now. 

Good luck with the panel tonight. Hope it is interesting! 

Cindy 

On 4125/13, emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrightscom 

<emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com> wrote: 

> 

> 

> Dear Colleagues: 

> 

> I trust this message finds you in great spirit and health. I am 

> writing to share another case that might benefit from our attention 

> and update the RU case. 

> 

> Below is some information that Dr. Edwards shared that summarize some 

> comments made by the Colorado State athletic director and one head 

> coach. Please share our thoughts on the comments and/or a potential 

> response. 
> 

> Here is what the A.D. & the head coach of Colorado State University 

> said to a group of former black Alumni this past weekend when asked 

> what they were going to do about the 33% graduation rate of the black 

> athlete at the school! 
> 

> The responses we were given (i.e. "Never thought about 

> it"!"Culturally Black people teach their kids to smoke weed @ 10!11 

> yrs old."/[I’ve never seen a solid family structure in a home of a 

> player I recruited]/etc. 

> 

> In terms of the RU case, I fon~,arded the letter last week and 
> followed up with the AD. One of the SAHRP board members suggested we 

> developed a feasible timeline for the university to respond. Another 

> scholar activist in the group suggested that we approach the new coach 

> to express our concerns and calls for collaboration. Your thoughts are 

> welcome. 
> 

> Lastly, Robert Vowels, responded and we are going to talk in the 

> coming days. Likewise, tonight at a panel featuring the NCAA 

> president, I plan to ask if the RU group of student-athlete’s deserve 

> to have the transfer rules (sitting out one year) waived if they 

> decide to transfer. 
> 

> I am learning activism is slow, but it is worthwhile. I appreciate 

> your time and treasure your input. 

> 

> Best 
> 

> 

> 

> ELG 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Taren Che~y <taren@ramsclub.com> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 4:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Posting tbr Carolina Spo(Ls Business Club 

Intern Job Description 2013.pdf 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Do you mind posting our internship on the CSBC page? I have attached the PDF description of the job. We would like someone who could start as soon as possible 

preferably May 13th or 20th, 

Also, do you have any availability for me to stop by this week? 
Thanks in advance! 
**Please note - My email has changed to .’-’_’-_i~_~:_t:_’-~_"-_~3~1~_~_-’_,:"_?’_:1~.’:_"-_~?~i~_~_ 

ii~iI Description: Description: 

Description: Description: 

Tar Heel Athletic Hospitality 
P.O. Box 2446 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

ii:::~: 919843.5796 

ii:::: 919.843.2342 

w~::~::~w. i::’~: ;i ~ :~’:~ .~’; i:: .~,t i::i/~ :: ~;: ::?~:: .;.: i::~: :~.:~~;, ii;~ :: ::’~: / :: i::i?~:..;.:.t.~,~;~.t 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cindy Aron ~}gmail.com> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 5:37 PM 

emmetL~ill@studentathletesh umanright s.com 

edmondsn@andromeda.rutgers.edu; arthur.osueke@ttu.edu; a-hart2@wiu.edu; bhawk@uga.edu; Harry Edwards 

@icloud.com>; rorr@poyners.com; Stroman, Deborah L <ds~tro@unc.edu>; @me.co~n; jmcd@illinois.edu; 

jggayles@ncsu.edu; fpolite@utk.edu;          ~gma~l.com; ggumey@ou.edu;            ~,@gmail.com;         ~@gmail.com; 

singea.’n@hlla~.tamu.edu; crowley@cMu.edu; leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu 

Re: CSU Update 

tIi Emmetk 

Thank you for the sutranary of where things are and the state of the 
state of our letter, as it were 

I am entirely willing to have my signature on the letter. ] do think 
by cc’ing the CSI_j president this plays into Albert’s :tear of igniting 
and undermining their ef]’orts It is important that we as a group 
maintain clear boundaries. I do think it is reasonable to let Albert 
know that the group would like to (;(2 the prez but are interested in 
his input regarding the matter. 

’]?hanks and on with the cause. 

Cindy 

On 5/6/13, ermnettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.con~ 
<enm~ettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com> wrote: 

Dear Colleagues: 

I hope this message finds you well. I ain writing to provide an update 
regarding the pending response to the Colorado State University (CSU) 
case. 

On Friday, one of our scholar activists asked me if I had affirmed 
the CSU comments. Although I tl~ast the sources, I had not and so I 
reached out to the CSU public relations staff. I spoke with the same 
staff person as Dr. Robinson and he (Danrly) at~!’irmed the comments. I 
followed up by asking Danny ~vho (the athletic director or the football 
coach) made the corrm~ents and he expressed that he would call rrle back, 
but I have not heard frorrl Danny today. 

On Friday evening, I received a call from Dr. Albeit Bimper (who was 
included on one of the email lists that I distributed the call for 
activism) Well, Dr. Bimper is a former CSU student-athlete and he was 
at the infamous meeting Dr. Bimper and I spoke on Saturday and he 
affirmed that the cornments were made by fl~e CSU athletic department 

staff. Moreover, Albert shared that the CSU former Black 
student-athletes group is making progress in terms of the athletic 
department addressing some of their concerns. Dr Bimper also asked 
me, in my coordinator’s role, not to send our letter to President 
Frank. 

After speaking with Dr. Bimper, I reached out to some of the folks 
who signed on the letter, and the consensus seemed to be that ~ve 
should: 

a) address the letter to the CSUBlack Student-Athlete’s 
alun~ni group 

b) express our knowledge of and concern over the comments, and 

c) share our willingness to assist in any way that helps 
their cause 

I truly believe this is the best avenue and I appreciate the input 
from the group At the beginning of the day, we want student-athletes 

(future, current, and fotrner) to advocate for their own causes. 
Moreover, as one of our scholar activists mentioned we do not want 
to enter these controversies at odds with two entities (in this case 
CS1_3 & the CSI_j Black student-athlete alumni) 



With that said, please let me know if you would like to add or remove 
your name from the letter that will go to the CSU Black 
student-athlete alumni group. At this point I am very proud to say we 
have 25 signatures and I think that’s pretty darn good Likewise, if 
you disagree with this plan of action, then please share your feelings 
and potential alternatives. ! am also pondering whether we should 
cc: CSU president Tony Frank in the letter to Dr. Bimper’s group? 

I am happy the delay in sending this letter allowed for such a 
revelation. I plan to send the letter to the student-athlete alumni 
group by Thmsday. Most of all I ~vant to thank all the folks who got 
involved whether it was a phone call, email, idea, text, or their 
signature. I will be in touch.. 

Best 

ELG 

PS.. As a side note one of our practitioner activists put me in 
touch with a school administrator who is good friends with a high 
level CSU administrator (who will be involved in working tl’trough this 
event). Thus, I think ~ve will have folks out there with an cye on the 
situation. 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Cin@ Aron" 
To: 
Cc: .... "HaT Edwards", ............ 
Sent:Thu, 25 Apr 2013 12:10:48 -07ft.) 
Sul~ject:Re: Colorado State AD & Head Coach & RU Update 

Emmett, 

As al;vays this stul’f is appalling 

It is important to persist in not allowing this level fo disregard to 
go unnoticed. That being said it is also important that in whatever 
way it is addressed, that it is not simply ’here say’. 

The graduation rate for all student athletes is related to the 
mission 
of the University and responsibility of the athletic dept. who 
invites 
these young people to participate in this endeavor A person’s 
background is irrelevant to the mission of the school and the 
department. Regardless of how dismiss~ve such comments are, they also 
side step the issue which is about the accountability of the dept to 
support their athletes in terms of life success. 

Hope this helps. Back to work for now. 

Good luck with the panel tonight. Hope it is interesting! 

Cindy 

On 4/25/13, emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com 
wrote: 

>> 

>> 

> Dear Colleagues: 
>> 

> I trust this message :finds you in great spirit and health. I am 
> writing to share another case that might benefit fi-om our attention 
> and update the RU case. 

>> 

> Below is some information that Dr. Edwards shared that summarize 
some 
> comments made by the Colorado State athletic director and one head 
> coach. Please share our thoughts on the comments an4’or a potential 
> response 

>> 

> Here is what the A.D & the head coach of Colorado State University 
> said to a group of former black Alumni this past weekend when asked 
> what they were going to do about the 33% graduation rate of the 
black 
> athlete at the school[ 

>> 

> The responses we were given (i.e. "Never thought about 
> it"/"Culturally Black people teach their kids to smoke ~veed @ 10/11 
> yrs old. "/[I’ve never seen a solid family structme in a home of a 
> player I recruited]/etc. 

>> 

> In terms of the RU case, I for~varded the letter last week and 



> > ]2~llowed up with the ~D. One of the SAHRP board members suggested 

> > developed a :feasible timeline for the universi~" to respond. 

> Another 

> > scholar activist in the group suggested that we approach the new 

> coach 

> > to express our concerns and calls :for collaboration. Your thoughts 

> are 

> > welcome 

> > Lastly Robert Vowels, responded and we are going to talk in the 

> > coming days. Likewise, tonight at a panel featuring the NCAA 

> > president, I plan to ask if the RU group of student-athlete’s 

> deserve 

> > to have the transfer rules (sitting out one year) waived if they 

> > decide to transfer. 

> > I am learning activism is slow-, but it is wolthwhile. I appreciate 

> > your time and treasure your input. 

> > Best 

>>FLG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jones, Samuel W <samuel~ione@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 6:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Workshop 

image001 .j pg 

Thank you 

Samuel W. Jones, MD, FACS 
Associate Director No(th Carolina Jaycee Bum Center 

Director of the North Carolina Jaycee Bum Center ICU 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 

Assistant Prot~ssor of Surgery 

919-966-3693 

s~ijones@ g!_e___d_:__u_!!_c_:__e__d___u_. 

On May 6, 2013, at 17:34, "Stroman, Deborah L" <d_._stj29.(~_g._r_Lc_=.e_d_._t~- wrote: 

Hi Dr. Jones. 

Here is the blurb sen[ to all dues-paying Caucus members: 

The Professional Development Workshop I is now open! (See attached) The slots are limited so 
please register asap. 
I am excited because this workshop is a first-of-its-kind offering. The support from the Provost, CFE, 
KFBS, SPH, and tlR is demonstrative of campus leaders who are truly committed to our well-being 
and happiness. The first workshop will be led by experienced Black facilitators and the participants 
will be Black Thus, Vegas Rules apply and I expect a great discussion filled with honesty and 
directness that will foster REAL solutions. In addition, the bonding that should develop among the 
participants will be empowering. 

I hope this introduction fully explains the irnportance of a "safe space" for our community. We are at full capacity for registration. I did meet Dr. Cairns 

and I had a wonderful conversation. I plan to keep him engaged in other ways, 

Please call me if you have any additional questions. 

Mobile - 

Thanks. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

En,qa,o’e. Explore, Empower. 

9~9.843.0336 

<irnageOOl.jpg> 

"You w~il never reach ~o~r destinotion i]you stop and throw stones ot e~er~ ~o~ thor barks." 

W, Churchifl 

From; Jones, Samuel W 
Sent," Monday, Nay 06, 20:t3 2:07 PM 
To," Kiel, David 
C:¢," Jones, Samuel W; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject," Re: Workshop 

Tha~nk you 

Samuel W. Jones, MD, FACS 
Associate Director North Caacolina Jaycee Bum Center 
Director of the North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center ICU 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 
Assistant Professor of Surgeu 
919-966-3693 
swjones@medamc.edu 

On May 6, 2013, at 1:54 PM, "Kiel, David" <__k_i_e__l_~2~_e___n_!_@_=_uj!_c_:__e__@_> wrote: 

Dear Dr, Jones, 
I think it is best that Dr. Stroman respond to you in her capacity as Chair of the CBC. 
Thanks for your interest in leadership at Carolina! 
Best, David 
David Kid, Dr. P.H. 
Leadership Coordinator 

Center for Facul~j Excellence 

318 Wilson Library 
UNC Chapel Hill (919- 962- 9972) 

http://c~.unc.e&Fabout/kiel.html 



F~m: Jones, Samuel W 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 1:4-2 PM 
To: Kiel, David 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Workshop 

Dr. Kiel, 
Thank you for the invitation to attend the Carolina Black Caucus Commtmily Building Workshop on 17 May 2013. I roll be attending the 

workshop and look forward to the professional development opportunities. I apologize for missing your discussion ruth the ACCLAIM 

group, but I was attending the American Burn Association Meeting that week. However, I did get the opportunity to review your 
pre~ntation because David Steffen ,sent it to the students who were unable to attend. 

I was wondering ifI may extend m~ invitation to Dr. Bruce Cairns, Medical Director of the UNC Jaycee Bum Center, M~o is an avid 

supporter of diversit.3,, unders~nds the unique chaJlenges m~d the importance of building relationship within the University. I also understand 

Dr. Cairns has met with Deborah Stroman PhD ( Chairperson of the UNC Black Faculty m~d and StaffCauscus) so maybe she can weigh in 

on that decision if you think that is necessaL~. 

Thafl¢ you 

Samuel W, 1ones, MD, FACS 
Associate Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 

Director of the North Carolina Jaycee Bum Center ICU 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Assista nt Professor of Surgery 

919-966-3693 
.s___w_j _o__n_e__s__~_~!_e__ct__:_y__n___c_:_e_d_ y 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farrow, Christopher J. <CHRISTOPHER.J.FARROW@espn.com> 

Monday, 6:23 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Deboral~ Stroman Referral 

Hi 

I am happy to meet with you. My general rule for :ls~ time "meet and greets~ or "advice~ is not lunch but rather a 20-30 minute meeting at Starbucks. Do you live in 
Chi~rl.:_~tte or will you be making a %H:,cial trip iLESt to meet me? 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:~3 PM 
To: Farrow, Christopher .~. 
Co: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: Deborah Stroman Referral 
Hi Mr. Farrow, 
My name is              and Deborah Stroman suggested that I contact you because I am very. interested in learning more about the sports broadcasting industry.. I 
am graduating fiom UNC Chapel Hill on       and would love to meet with you to discuss your career as well as any advice that you would have for getting into the 
industU. If you have the time would you be free to meet for lunch in Charlotte? 

I look lbrward m hearing l]com you, 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, ~:09 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Dr. Statti~rd 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

As you advised me to do, I contacted Dr. Harry Stafford over a week ago but didn’t get a response. I was wondering, should I email him again or is there any other way I can 
get in contact with him? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Angela Brym~t ~ ~earthlink.net~ 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 6:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; Kiel, David <kM@email.unc.edu> 

Rick <6 ck~visions-inc.org> 

Pre- Readings A~licle 

IsReconciliatioifl)ossibleSumlnozo~.pdf, Racial Micmaggressions- short version- 11-12.pdf; 

Role of Feeling in the WorkplaceBOOK.pdf; Visions guidelines arlicle.pdf, Healing from the Effects of Internalized Oppression.pdf, 

MPOC AB Final 9-10.pdf, Case Example Fonn.doc; Reading journal form.doc 

David and Deborah: Look over these articles and the case example form and reading journal form (for personal reflection) as pre-work for the 
session. Let me know your thoughts. We would probably need to get this out asap to registrants so folks have time to review and complete. 
Also let me know if there are articles you would recommend, especially anything that is UNC!university specific, I’ll also review our library/files for 
that; however, these pieces are basics of what we need to provide background on the tools we will be offering for application to the university 
setting. 
In any event- send feedback. Also please send us a copy of the outreach information you have sent out for the session so we can be in the 
communication flow and know what the registrants have received. 
Thanks much for this opportunity. 

Angela R. Bryant Cx)nsulting 

Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 

Rec~)gnizing, Understa~ding ~md Appreciating ])ij.’f~’rences 

717 West End St. 
Roclcy Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-fax- 703-783-8553 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

McCullen, Ashley D <~Jncculle@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday,            8:19 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS ’ADD 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 5:37 PM 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 

Subject: EXSS, ADD 

Please add - 

Thanks! 

d 

Deborah L, Strornant Ph,D, CLU 

3~5 W~le~ - CB #8700 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <~Jncculle@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, g:20 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: ADD 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

919-962-2022 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 5:27 PM 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 

Subject: ADD 
Hi. Please add 
Thanks. 

Deborah L, Strornan, Ph,D, CLU 
E~plore, Engage, E~power, 

9~9,8~3,033fi 



[From: ~v~live.unc.edu~-~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:56 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Subje~’t: Grades 

to 
Hi there Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you’re doing well. I was actually just looking over my grades and was wondering if you had any free time today so we can go over them together and put my mind 
ease. Let me know and I hope to hear from you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 1:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Pre-Readings Article 

Debby, these articles all look good to me. They seem to be excellent relative to within and between people dynamics around differences and diversity. (Though all would be 
criticized by those who who want to minimize the importance of racial, ethnic, gender sensitivity in the workplace and who see themselves as "neutral and unaNsed" and want 
to assert that the world as it is a level playing field, etc.) 

I wonder if there should be more readings networking and suppor~ building within an affinity group (people of color, same gender, religion) 
and creating partnerships and coalitions across affinity groups. It seems that aspect of the topic is not covered so well. If we don’t address 
these issues, we might be critiqued as presenting a simple diversity program not the " relationships and partnership focus" that were 

advertised in the flier. 

I am not sharing these perceptions wilh Angela until I get a sen~ tiom 

PS I talked to Laura and Tfish about ordering colt}e in the AM and lunch. 

, .,’dentificafio~t of tire special challenges a.~d opportunities flint Black Facade," mid staff�ace across campus 

¯ Examine how race and gender a~l~ct ’d~e ability to connect and build pm~nerships wiNin a_,~_d o~ttside of one’s trait 

¯ Learn core skiils and practices needed to be e~l~cfive in ti~_e iigl~ ofNese ci~-Nlenges and oppor~mdfies 

, Commuuication sktlls fbr building connections and relallonshlps 

From: Angels Bryant [ .      ~earthlink.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 6:31 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; Kiel, David 
Cc: Rick 
Subject: Pre-Readings Article 

David and Deborah: Look over these articles and the case example form and reading journal form (for personal reflection) as pre-work for the 
session. Let me know your thoughts. We would probably need to get this out asap to registrants so folks have time to review and complete. 
Also let me know if there are articles you would recommend, especially anything that is UNC/university specific. I’ll also review our library/files for 
that; however, these pieces are basics of what we need to provide background on the tools we will be offering for application to the university 
setting. 
In any event - send feedback. Also please send us a copy of the outreach information you have sent out for the session so we can be in the 
communication flow and know what the registrants have received. 
Thanks much for this opportunity. 

Angela R. Bryant Consulting 

Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 

Recognizing, U~d~’rstamtb~g and Ai~i~r~.c’iati~g DijJg’re~ce,~ 

717 West End St. 

Rocky Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-fax- 703-783-8553 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May’ 7, 2013 4:16 PM 

Faculty Athletics Committee (l~ac@listserv.unc.edu); Strom- gotdiied, Kim <stromgo@email.unc.edu>; Stroma~, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle J.D. <mbrown3@email.unc.edu~; Woodaxd, Harold <harold woodar~unc.edu-~ 

Joy Renner - FAC Retreat May 17 

G reetings 

So I am a little brain drained (4th final graded and in the home stretch getting fourth course grades posted), so I wanted to send a quick note out about our retreat 

on May 17th.                                                                                     and then go to DC for meetings and some lobbying on 

Monday and Tuesday and back late Tuesday evening. So I will need to communicate via email to get us organized and ready for the meeting. Just a subtle hint 

that info coming to me sooner rather than later would be appreciated. 

Welcome to our two newly elected members to FAC and to our new ASPSA director Michelle Brown! We hope you will be able to join us. 

Logistics: 

Friday, May 17 

Toy Lounge in Dey Hall 

11:30- pick up lunches and prepare to start meeting at noon (See attached choices from Jason’s Deli and please send me your choice by next Tuesday, May 14; my 

favorites - go for the cranberry walnut oatmeal cookie choice; the chicken salad with almonds and pineapple; California Club box; turkey wrap box; nutty mixed-up 

salad box) I will have bottled water available but if you would prefer something else can we be gYOgeverage (noradult during the meeting, perhaps BYOB adult 

beverage after the meeting for anyone who has time) 

Meeting 12 to 4:00 

Agenda - please send me your thoughts on the topics you would like us to discuss more in depth; additional guests you would like invited to provide us with other 

perspectives and information; materials you would like to review and for reference during the retreat 

Other items: 

Lissa Broome has agreed to take nominations for Chair for the 2013 - 2014 year. Please submit your name if interested or let her know who you would like to 

nominate. We need to select that person at the retreat. 

I hope to send you some items to think about and provide comment in terms of going forward next year with the structure of FAC. 

As always thank you for your thoughg:ul consideration of our University and its relationship with athletics. It has been a great year and l look forward to a 

spectacular, productive finish. 

Joy 
Joy J, Rer!ner, 
Assodate Proh~ssor i}nd D[re(:tor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medk:[ne 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondur;}rfl: 
321-A Sou~h CohJmbia 
Chape~ H[H, NC 27599-7130 

919-956-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CGNFIDENg~AUTY NOTICE: This e<na[I message~ [r~clud[ng a[tachmen[s, [1: arW, is intended or@ ~or [he -person or en [it’f [o which it is addressed and may contain confiden[[a~ and/or 

privileged material ArW --unauthorized review, use, disclosure or d[s[r[but[on is pro?fib[ted, If you are not the in[ended recipient, please cor~[ac[ [he sender b,i reply e-maq and 

destroy all copies of the original rnessa~e. 

Email correspendenee to a~ f~m t~s a~ress may be subject to tt~e North Ca~b~a Publie Records law and may be di~losed to tt~ird pa~t~es b~ a~ 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:28 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: grade 

Hey Dr. Strotnan, 

I hope everything is going well! I just had a quick quefftion about my grade in 

A+ level, I just wondered what happened to bring my grade down that far? 

Thanks, 

I saw that I ended up ruth a B wNch is fine, but all of my grades listed on Sakai ave 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carol Thomson <ctlaomson@firestveammedia.com> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 11:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: SAVE the DATE: May 8th @ Dos Perros 5:30-7:00pm 

Thanks for letting me know rll t~ and make it rm not really dressed 
for an outing today but it sounds fun and it just 2 blocks from my office 

Carol 

Carol Thomson 

FkeS~eamMedia, LLC 
919683.1100 
http://firestreammediacom 

On 5/8/2013 11:15 AM. Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 
I am going to check this event out. Interested? 

>d 

Do Good 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

/Engage Explore Empower./ 

919843.0336 

Description: Description: Description: Twitter2 
< ht tp://twitt er com/#[/drstroman> 

/*"*Sometimes you just have to look back at your past and smile about 
how fiar you’ve come *"*/ 

From: "Gro~; Diane G" <groff@email.unc.edu <mailto:~roff(~r!email.unc.edu>> 
Date: Tue, 7 May 2013 19:45:06 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph D CLU" <dstro@unc.edu <mailto:dstro(~unc.edu>> 
SubJect: Fwd: SAVE the DATE: Mi~y 8th @ Dos Perros 5:30-7:00pm 

Hey there, 

Scroll down to the original email abont the event tomorrow. As you will 
see we are meeting a friend at our house and going over to dos perros 
around 5:30. You are welcome to meet at our house and ride over to dos 
perros together 

Diane 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

>> *From:* "Cynthia D Guy, M.D." <cynthia.guy@duke.edu 
>> <mailto :cvnthia.guy(~dnke.edu>> 
>> *Date:* April 12, 2013, 10:33:50 AMEDT 
>> *To: * "Groff, Diane G" <gr of~\~emaih unc. edu 
>> <mailto:grot~i’,@,email.unc.edu>>, "Thornton, Dan F" <dan thornton@unc.edu 

>> <mailto:dan thornton(~,unc.edu>> 
>> *Cc:* LeAun Hinson <leann.hinson@duke.edu <mailto:leann.hinson(~duke.edu>> 
>> *Subject:* *RE: SA\~ the DATE: May 8th @ Dos Perros 5:30-7:00pm* 
>> 

>> cool! 
>> 

>> may I tag along with you two???? 
>> 

>> dan r u up for it? 
>> 

>> cid 
>> 

>> Cynthia D Guy, MD 
>> 

>> Associate Professor 
>> Department of Pathology 
>> 

>> Chiel; Liver and GI Pathology Section 
>> 

>> Room 327B Davison Building, Duke South Green Zone 
>> 

>> Box 3712 
>> 
>> DUMC 
>> 

>> Durham, NC 27710 



>> 

>> Office: 919-(;68-0794 
>> 

>> Fax: 919-681-8976 
>> 

>> Pager 
>> 

>> Email: cynthia.guy@duke.edu <mailto:cynthia.guy@duke edu> 
>> 
>> Description: cid:image001.png@01CD3E69.5CD14840 
>> 

>>/CON~FIDENTIALITY WARNING: The itffomtation contained in this 
>> electronic mail is sensitive, protected itffonnation intended only for 
>> the addressee(s). Any other person, including anyone xvho believes 
>> he/she might have received it due to an addressing error, is requested 
>> to notify the sender irrm~ediately by- return electronic mail, and to 
>> delete it without further reading or retention. The itfformation is 
>> not to be forwarded or shared unless in compliance with Duke Medicine 
>> policies on confidentiality and/or xvith the approval of the sender./// 
>> 

>> *From:*Groff, Diane G [mailto:groff(~,emaihmtc.edu] 
>> *Sent:* Friday-, April 12, 2013 10:31 AM 
>> *To:* Cynthia D Guy, M.D.; Thornton, Dan F 
>> *Cc:* LeAnn Hinson 
>> *Subject:* Fwd: SAVE the DATE: May 8th @ Dos Perros 5:30-7:00pm 
>> 

>> Hey you two. The next gay and lesbian meet and great in durham is may 
>> 8th. Leann and i are going. Hopefully you can both make it. Cid i 
>> believe they have a nice area for interpretive dance. You could 
>> practice your book club routine in front of a live audience!! 
>> 

>> Diane and leann 
>> 

>> Sent from ray iPhone 
>> 

>> 

>> Begin forwarded message: 

*From:* Adrian Brown <abrown@durhamchamber.org 

<mailto :abro;vn@durhamchamber org 
*Date:* April 5, 2013, 10:27:35 AMEDT 
*To:* Adrian Brown <abrown@durhamchamber.org 

<mailto :abrown@durhamchamber. orgy> 
*Subject:* *SAVE the DATE: May 8th @ Dos Perros 5:30-7:00pm* 

Thanks to everyone who attended the gathering at Alley 26 last 
month! We had an excellent turn out, and based on some quick 
surveys, decided to do another before the stammer. So, please join 
us for a drink or t;vo at Dos PelTos 
<http://dosperrosrestaurant.comi> in downto;vn *Durham, Wednesday 
iVlay 8"th from 5:30 - 7:00pm*, meet other LGBT professionals and 
experience another hip downtown spot 

The fine folks at Dos Perros have agreed to donate 50% of the 
proceeds raised from sales of their "TartF’ for the Party," cocktail 
to Equality NC <http://equalitvnc.ora/> How cool! And, in case 
you’re wondering what’s in this whimsical hbation, it is made 
from guava/mango, Combier orange liqueur, Cachaca and Caw1. [s it 
me, or does just reading those ingredients get you in the mood for 
summer?t 

Another reminder will go out to those on this list a few weeks 
before. [n the meantime, *please feel :free to share this email 
with others who may be interested in coming. *Parking Note: The 
deck at the corner of East Chapel Hill & Mangum Streets is free 
after 6pro, so there is ample and convenient parking available ~n 
close proximity’ to the restaurant. 

Hope to see you on May 8~th [ 

Adrian (& Tim) 

’Adrian Brown I    ’ VP, Corporate Strategy 

Direct: (919) 328-8735 Mobile 

Durham _.hamber 2.0 <http://durhamchamberor</thrive/durham-~-O> 

My Passport:Graphics: [cons:twitter.png 
<http ://www twitter.com/adri andcc>My Passport: anesnah 
website:anesnah:images:facebook-icon.png 
<http://w~vw.faceb~k.c~r~pages/Durham-NC/~reater-Durham-Chamber-~f-C~nm-~erc~/~ 14192362522>My 
Passpor t :Oraphics:Icons:linkedin.png 

<http:/iwww.linkedin.corr~ir~adriantbrown> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bryan Lawson <bryanl@brandfuel.com> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 5:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Brand Fuel: ESTIMATE #12857 - Writing Pads 

order.html 

Deborah, 
Attached are three ve~z popular writing pads for your review With an order in house tomorrow, we can have them deli~,~ered by Tuesday Let me know how you would like to proceed 

Thanks’, 

Bryan La~vson 
Senior Account Executi~’e 
ph 919.4474913 

mo 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bryau Lawson <bryanl@braudfuel.com> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 10:07 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Bra~d Fuel: ESTIMATE #12857 - Writing Pads 

Deborah, 
I got your voice mail and will folavard to you some pen options for 
review shortly. Thanks! 

Kind regards, 

Bryan Lawson 

Senior Account Executive 

Brand Fuel Promotions 

919-447-4913 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 8:37 AM 
To: Bryan Lawson 
Subject: Re: Brand Fuel: ESTIMATE ¢¢12857 - Writing Pads 

Hi Bryan. Thanks Please check your voice mail. Let’s go with Manchester 
and a pen. 

Dr. Stroman 

On 5/8/13 5:33 PM, "Bryan Lawson" <bryanl@brand[~uel.com> wrote: 

>Deborah, 
>Attached are three very popular writing pads J2)r your review. With an 
>order in house tomon-ow, we can have them dehvered by Tuesday. Let me 
>know how you would like to proceed. ’]’hanks! 
> 

>Bryan Lawson 
>Senior Account Executive 
>ph 919.447.4913 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bryau Lawson <bryanl@bmudfuel.com> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 10:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Brand Fuel: ESTIMATE #12857 - Writing Pad and Pen Options 

order.html 

Deborah, 
Attached is the estimate showing the Manchester Writing Pad and three value priced metals that have been ~vell received Please note that the first one is getting a lot of attention as it is 
iPad stylus and pen combo. Let me kno~v how you would like to proceed. 

Bryan La~vson 
Senior Account Executive 
ph 919.4474913 

mo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bryau Lawson <bryanl@braudfuel.com> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 10:58 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Bra~d Fuel: ESTIMATE #12857 - Writing Pad and Pen Options 

Deborah, 
I want to confirm whether or not you want the pens inserted into the pad2olios There is no charge. Then have the additional 12 pieces shipped with the order to you. 

Kind regards, 

Bryan La~vson 

Senior Account Executive 

Brand Fuel Promotions 

919-447-4913 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 10:28 AM 
To: B~an Lawson 
Subject: Re: Brand Fuel: ESTIIX/L4TE #12857 - Writing Pad and Pen Options 

Eli Bryan Let’s gu with the Manchester and the Tech II. Let’s urder 48 
pens though. Is there a price break with the higher order uf pens? 

Du Guud. 

Deburah L Struman, PhD. CLU 

Engage. Explure Empuwer. 

919 843.0336 
<http://twitter.cum/#! 
~Sumetimes you just have to louk back at your past and smile abuut how far 
yuu~ve come." 

On 5/9/13 10:14 AM, "Bpyan Lawson" <bryanl@brandfuel.cum) wrute: 

>Deburah, 
>Attached is the estimate showing the Manchester Vv~-iting Pad and three 
>value priced metals that have been well received. Please nute that the 
>first one is getting a lot of attention as it is iPad sWlus and pen 
>combo. Let me know- how you would like to proceed. 
> 

>Bwan Lawson 
>Senior Account Executive 
>ph 919.447.4913 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bryau Lawson <bryanl@braudfuel.com> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 11:11 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Bra~d Fuel: ESTIMATE #12857 - Writing Pad and Pen Options 

Last question. The pens come ~vith a free laser engraving, however the logo we have on file will not fit. Would you like an?’ text/straight line copy put on them, or just leave them blank? 

Kind regards, 

Bryan Lawson 

Senior Account Executive 

Brand Fuel Promotions 

919-447-4913 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 11:03 AM 
To: Bryan Lawson 
Sulziect: Re: Brand Fueh ESTIMATE #12857 - Writing Pad and Pen Options 

Yes, Bryan. Please have the pens inserted Thanks 

On 5/9/13 10:57 AM, "Bryan Lawson" <bryanl@brandfuel.com> wrote: 

>Deborah, 
>I want to confirm whether or not you want the pens inserted into the 
>padJ2~lios. There is no charge Then have the additional 12 pieces 
>shipped with the order to you. 
> 

>Kind regards, 
> 

>Bryan Lawson 
> 

>Senior Account Executive 
> 

>Brand Fuel Promotions 
> 

>919-447 -4913 
> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 

>From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
>Sent: Thursday, Mi~y 09, 2013 10:28 AM 
>To: Bryan Lawson 
>Subject: Re: Brand Fuel: ESTimaTE #12857 - Writing Pad and Pen Options 
> 

>Hi Bryan. Let’s go ~vith the Manchester and the Tech II. Let’s order 48 
>pens though. Is there a price break with the higher order of pens? 
> 

>d 
> 

>Do Good. 
> 

>Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 

>919.843.0336 
> <http://twitt er. corn/!!/ 
>~Sometirr~es you just have to look back at your past and smile about how- far 
>youlve come." 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>On 5/9/13 10:14 AM, "Bryan Lawson" <bryanl@brandfuel.cor~x> wrote: 
> 

>>Deborah, 
>>Attached is the estimate sho~ving the Manchester Writing Pad and three 
>>value priced metals that have been well received. Please note that the 
>>first one is getting a lot of attention as it is iPad stylus and pen 
>>combo Let me know how you would like to proceed 
>> 

>>Bryan Lawson 
>>Senior Account Executive 
>>ph 919.4474913 
>>mo 

> 



Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bryau Lawson <bryanl@bmudfuel.com> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 11:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Bra~d Fuel: ESTIMATE #12857 - Writing Pad and Pen Options 

Okay, I thought it was the last question, but I have one more Canyou please confirm your deliver?, address? I need the physical building street address, room/suite/office # and zip code. 
Thanks’. 

Kind regards, 

Br?,an La~vson 

Senior Account Executive 

Brand Fuel Promotions 

919-447-4913 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 11:03 AM 
To: B~an Lawson 
Subject: Re: Brand Fuel: ESTIIX/L4TE #12857 - Writing Pad and Pen Options 

Yes, Bwan. Please have the pens inserted. Thanks. 

On 5/9/13 10:57 ~k\l, "Bryan Lawson" <bryanl,~brandfael.com> wrote: 

>Deborah, 
>I want to corxfirm whether or not you want the pens inserted into the 
>padfolios There is no charge. Then have the additional 12 pieces 
>shipped with the order to you 
> 

>Kind regards, 
> 

>Bryan Lawson 
> 

>Senior Account Executive 
> 

>Brand Fuel Promotions 
> 

>919-447-4913 
> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 

>From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto: dstro@unc edu] 
>Sent: Thmsday, May 09, 2013 10:28 AM 
>To: Br?,an Lawson 
>Subject: Re: Brand Fuel: ESTIMATE #12857 - Writing Pad and Pen Options 
> 

>Hi Bryan. Let’s go with the Manchester and the Tech II. Let’s order 48 
>pens though. Is there a price break with the higher order of pens? 
> 

>d 
> 

>Do Good. 
> 

>Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>Engage. Explore. Empo~ver. 
> 

>919.843.0336 
> <http:i/t~vitter. comi#t I 
>~Sometimes you just have to look back at your past and smile about hoxv far 
>youlve come." 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>On 5/9/13 10:14.4xM, "Bryan Lawson" <br?~anl@brandf~el.com> wrote: 
> 

>>Deborah, 
>>Attached is the estimate showing the Manchester Writing Pad and three 
>>value priced metals that have been ~vell received Please note that the 
>>first one is getting a lot of attention as it is iPad stylus and pen 
>>combo. Let me know how- you would like to proceed. 
>> 

>>B~an Lawson 
>>Senior Account Executive 
>>ph 919.447.4913 
>>n~o 

> 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Curdn, Denise C <’dcurdn@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 11:15 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Phone numbers 

Debbv, 

Fred’s home # is 

Frera: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, Nay 09, 2013 10:38 AN 

To: Currin, Denise C 
6¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Phone numbers 
Hi Denise. Do you have an updated phone number for John Billings and Fred Mueller? I lost Fred’s and can’t find John’s. Thanks! 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

Lecturer!Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Morgau, Tmyn ~aryn.Morgau@imgwofld.com> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 3:23 PM 

Morgan, Taryn--~Faun.Morgan@imgworld.com> 

Fall 2013 IMG Academy Internship 

IMG Academy Sport Mm~agement Iutern Letter.doc 

Hello, 

We are pleased to announce that our Fall internships have been posted at http:!!imgworld.teamworkonline.comiteamwork/jobs/jobskey.cfm?s=lMG+Academy. 

This is a full list of internships available and I have also attached our specific information sheet. The dates will be August 19 - December 20 and students must 

receive credit during the internship. The deadline to apply is June 15th. Please pass this info along to any interested applicants. Thank you for your continued 

support. 

Best wishes, 

Taryn 

?°a~ryr~ Mor~j~:~, PLOD, CC-.AASP0 Business Manager and Senior Mental Coach 

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachmenLs) 

contains information that may be confidential, may be protected 

by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may 

constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed 

only to the designated recipJenL(s) named above. If yOL1 are not: 

an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender 

by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it 

from your computer sysLem. Any use, dissemination, distribution, 

o~ reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not 

authorized and may be unlawful. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maria DeGuzman @earthlink.net> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 3:54 PM 

UNC Latiua/o Studies<unc~0rogram iu latina o studie@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[unc~0rogram in latina o studies] Update onthe UNC Latiua/o Studies website 

Scrolling slowly from the top, check out: 

http://englishcomplit unc.edu/latina -o/Ua~,’CLatResources.html 

1. Our film database 

2. Our new- working group -- Working Group # 2 on Hispano-, Latin 
American-, and Latinaio-Jewish Cultural Production ... first 
prelimina~z meeting this May 22, 2013. Sponsored by the UNC Latina/o 
Studies Program, the Carolina Center for Jewish Studies, and the 
Department of Romance Languages 

3. Our t~vo scholars, ~vriters, & performers series: The UNC Latmaio 
Cultures Speakers Series and the Teatro Latina/o Series. 
The Teatro Latina/o Series is run as a collaborative effort by Maria 
DeGuzmfin, Joseph Megel, Josmell Perez, and Adam Versenyi. 

4. Courses, more or less updated for Fall 2013. 

Be sure to spread the word about the UNC Latina/o Studies minor (code: 
LTNO) to Carolina and Duke undergraduate students. Both Carolina and 
Duke students are eligible to take courses through each institution’s 
Latina/o Studies Program. 

We also have a *graduate level minor* in Latina/o Studies :[’or graduate 
students enrolled in the Department of English & Comparative Literature. 

Any questions, write to Dr. Maria DeGu/m~in, Director of Latina/o 
Studies, UNC - Chapel Hill at deguzman@email.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to unc program in latina o studies as: dstroman@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe 

click here: http:/71ists.unc.edu/u?id 41724563.84e5f048eSd19cfeb3]N8553ca94cfld&n T&I unc program in latina o studies&o 33097582 or send a blank email to leave-33097582- 
41724563 84e5f048eSdl 9cfeb3 f88553ca94c fl d@liskserv.unc edu 



From: ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:19 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Thesis 

Dr. Stroman: 

I hope the end of the semester ended well for you! 

I’ve started my thesis (very preliminary stuff) and after speaking with my advisor we both felt it was a topic that you might be interested in. 

If you are interested, I would love for you to sit on my committee and have your input on where this study can go and other ideas for it. 

Let me know what you think. We can set up a meeting if you would like. l’d also love to hear if you have any suggestions for "good reads "that could be important 

for my literature review. 

Thank you! 

.%email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bryau Lawson <bryanl@bmudfuel.com> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 4:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Brand Fuel: SALES ORDER #12871 - Padfolio and Pen 

order.html 

Deborah, 
I need your immediate revie~v for accuracy and approval Let me know if there are an?’ changes ASAP. Note the art instructions for the pen are to remove the second line of copy should 
production thinks it will not print legibly 

Bryan La~vson 
Senior Account Executive 
ph 919.4474913 

mo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazellin@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 10, 2013 9:34 AM 

Chaxles Merritt @me.corn>; Goldstein, Buck<buck goldstein@unc.edu>; Low~ Caudill 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Bootcamp Judges 

@gmail.com>; 

Hi All, 

I’ve confirmed all of our speakers except Jim Johnson, but I noted that we don’t have the full compliment of judges. 

Debby, you’d reached out to Thomas Stith. Any news there? 

We need two others to join the group if Thomas is in. We’d talked about inviting Dina Mills from LaU NCh, along with Suzanne Ortega or Leslie Boney. Leslie is out 

of town Thursday. 

VII be happy to reach out to Dina and Suzanne if that suits. 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 

See my current office hours 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Merritt @me.corn> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 9:36 AM 

tt~eltine, Lizzy <h~eltin@ema]l.unc.edtr~ 

Goldstein, Buck <buck_~oldstein@unc.edu>; Low~ Caudill- 

Re: Bootcamp Judges 

@gmail.com>; Stroman, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

I could ask Mike Reed from Google. 

C 

Charles Merritt 
@me.com 

(m) 

On May 10, 2013, at 9:33 AIVI, Hazeltine, Lizzy wrote: 

Hi All, 

I’ve confirmed all of our speakers except Jim Johnson, but I noted that we don’t have the full compliment of judges. 

Debby, you’d reached out to Thomas Stith. Any news there? 

We need two others to join the group if Thomas is in. We’d talked about inviting Dina Mills from LaUNCh, along with Suzanne Ortega or Leslie Boney. 

Leslie is out of town Thursday. 

I’ll be happy to reach out to Dina and Suzanne if that suits. 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.orq 

See my current office hours 



~o" 

~bj e et: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11 : 18 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: GSBG T-Shirt Sizes I Forthcoming 

Do you want only our new CSBC Exec Board’s sizes? The new people would benefit the most but obviously people like 
CSBC. 

Just let me know because I have an Exec Doc ready to send you. 

, etc. will be here next year just not formally part of 

Thanks for a great year! 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, 3:32 PM 

To: 
Subject: RE: CSBCT-Shirt Sizes I Forthcoming 

@unc,edu> 

No problem. Academics #1!! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"You will never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 
W. Chu~cl~.ll 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:84 PM 

To: Stroman Deborah L 

Subject: CSBC T-Shirt Sizes ] Forthcoming 

Give me a minute on the CSBC t-shirt sizes. Talked to 

Haven’t forgotten about you :) 

and trying to get some things handled this afternoon with regard to my academics for my STOR and STOR grades. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:30 AM 

Re: CSBC T-Shirt Sizes I Forthcoming 

@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

New board... 

Every year comes with new benefits. You can’t start a policy of extending those benefits to "old" leaders. We can let the new board vote as to who else should have the 

opportunity to receive or purchase one. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En~qa, qe. Explore. E~powe~: 

9:19,843.0336 

"Sometimes you.just h,~ve to gook b,~ek at your pc~t cmd smile ,~bout howj~r flou~ve come. 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 15:17:58 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: CSBC T-Shirt Sizes I Forthcoming 

Do you want only our new CSBC Exec Board’s sizes? The new people would benefit the most but obviously people like 
CSBC 

Just let me know because I have an Exec Doc ready to send you. 

etc. will be here next year just not formally part of 

Thanks for a great year! 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 3:32 PM 

To: 
Subject: RE: CSBCT-Shirt Sizes I Forthcoming 

@unc.edu> 

No problem. Academics #1!! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"You will never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 

W. Churchill 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday 2:54 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: CSBC T-Shirt Sizes ] Forthcoming 

Give me a minute on the CSBC t-shirt sizes. Talked to 

Haven’t forgotten about you :) 

and trying to get some things handled this afternoon with regard to my academics for my STOR and STOR grades. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 12:09 PM 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazeltin@email.unc.edu>; Lowry Caudill @small.corn>; Charles Merritt 

Goldstein, Buck <buck_goldstein@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Bootcamp Judges 

@me.com> 

Jonathan would be great. He was on my team last year and was a super insightful partner. 

I haven’t heard from Stith (left another message today) and I did reach out to Livis Freemam He is available and I now want to extend him the official invitation. He is an alum and 

has worked with my EXSS        courses, the Carolina Sport Business Club, and the J-School. He owns his own business (http://4ourfans.com) and has judged pitches before. 

Green light? 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
En~o’uge, Explore. Empower, 
91%843.0336 

have ~(~ look back at flour 

From: Lizzy Hazeltine <hazeltin@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 10 May 2013 09:48:36 -0400 

To: Lowry Caudill      .       @gmail.com>, Charles Merritt              @me.com> 

Cc: "Goldstein, Buck" <buck goldstein@unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Bootcamp Judges 

Julia’s already coming to lunch that day and has a full schedule that afternoon. Karen or JOnathan would be a good ask. 

Thoughts from the group? 

Lizzy Hazeltine 

Internship Director, Ninor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

919.843.8824 

unceminor.org 

From; Lowry Caudill I          @gmail.coml 
Sent; Friday, May 10, 2023 9:45 AM 
To; Charles Merritt 
Co; Hazeltine, Lizzy; Goldstein, Buck; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: Bootcamp Judges 

What about some of our fo~mer bootcamp students or instructors? 

On Fri, May 10, 2013 at 9:35 AM, Charles Merritt < 

I could ask Mike Reed from Google. 

C 

Charles Merritt 
@me.com 

(m) 

t~me.com> wrote: 

On May 10, 2013, at 9:33 AM, H~eltine, Lizzy wrote: 

Hi All, 

I’ve confirmed all of our speakers except Jim Johnson, but I noted that we don’t have the full compliment of judges. 

Debby, you’d reached out to Thomas Stith. Any news there? 

We need two others to join the group if Thomas is in. We’d talked about inviting Dina Mills from LaUNCh, along with Suzanne Ortega or Leslie 

Boney. Leslie is out of town Thursday. 

Iql be happy to reach out to Dina and Suzanne if that suits. 



Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.orq 

See my current office hours 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 12:10 PM 

Ansela Bryant @earthlink.net>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Rick <rickp@visions-inc.or8> 

Re: Pre-Readinss Article 

Black Scientists Less Likely to Win.docx 

Hi Angela. Thanks again for the chat yesterday. 

Summary: 

1. The following docs will be pre-work: Is Reconciliation Possible?, Racial Microaggressions, Healing from the Effects, Role of Feeling, and Black Scientists. 

2. Angela will research and identify another article to be sent either prior (or handed out event day) that addresses the benefits and positivity of working together as a 

community. (i.e., an article that supports the goodness of our interaction) 

3. Debby will invite Black full professors and the Omsbud to visit with the participants during the lunch period. 

4. Angela will send a draft agenda with timeline. 

Onward! 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En~o’uge, Explore, Empower, 

91%843.0336 

"Sometimes you just have to look back at your pc~t and smile about how.fc~r you’ve come. 

From: Angela Bryant           @eartNink.net> 

Date: Tue, 7 May 2013 06:31:22 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Kiel, David" <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Rick <rickp@visions-inc.ors> 

Subje~: Pre-Readings Article 

David and Deborah: Look over these articles and the case example form and reading journal form (for personal reflection) as pre-work for the 
session. Let me know your thoughts. We would probably need to get this out asap to registrants so folks have time to review and complete. 
Also let me know if there are articles you would recommend, especially anything that is UNCiuniversity specific. I’ll also review our library/files for 
that; however, these pieces are basics of what we need to provide background on the tools we will be offering for application to the university 
setting. 
In any event - send feedback. Also please send us a copy of the outreach information you have sent out for the session so we can be in the 
communication flow and know what the registrants have received. 
Thanks much for this opportunity. 

Angela R. Bryant Cx)nsulting 

Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 
Rec~g~izing, Understanding and Appreciating Differences 

e-fax- 703-783-8553 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 12:27 PM 

Stmman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu> 

Bienvenu, Tdsha <tdsha@email.unc.edu> 

RE: P~e-Readings Article fo~ May 17 workshop and othe~ matters 

Debby, all good. 

I will need to know the numbers you expect for lunch so I can make sure the caterer provides enough if others are coming. If I could know by COB the 13th that would be best. 

Re: articles, if they are pre-work, then I hope you can send them out to the list of participants with guidance for them to prepare for the session. 

Or please give me a draft email and I will send out on your behalf. 

Also please Let me know which articles you want me to produce in hard copy if any~ 

David 

PS i do p.ead to know ASAP how yeu want Ap.gel~ to bill. if she is to invoice the CBC then I need to transfer money to you. if it is to us then I need to collect from the other 
sponsors and to do that I need information about specifically who you got commitments from and the amount of those commitments. Once we are clear about this we should 
give Angela the guidance she needs to invoice. It is important to have her invoice promptly so we can spend the money this FY. According to the latest guidance I have from 
Eric, we need to have everything wrapped up financially by mid june. 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Friday, May 10, 2013 12:09 PM 
To; Angela Bryant; Stroman, Deborah L; Kiel, David 
Cc: Rick 
Subject: Re: Pre-Readings Article 

Hi Angela. Thanks again for the chat yesterday. 

Summary: 

1. The following docs roll be pro-work: Is Reconciliation Possible?, Racial Microaggressions, Healing from the Effects, Role of Feeling, and Black Scientists. 

2. Angela will research and identify’ another article to be sent either prior (or handed out event day) that addresses the benefits and positivib~ ofworldng together as 

a communib’. (I.e., an aNcle that supports the goodness of onr interaction) 

3. Debby roll invite Black full protEssors and the Omsbud to visit with the participants during the lunch period. 

4. Angela roll send a draft agenda with timeline. 

Onward! 

debby 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 
91%843.0336 

%~ome~in~s goujusl hau~ to look back al 9our past arid smile about ho~v far you’ve come. 

From: Angela Bryant           @_~£~j_~:~.~> 
Date: Tue, 7 May 2013 06:31:22 -0~ 
To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Kiel, David" <kiel@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: Rick <rickp@v~s~ons--inc.org> 
Subje~: Pre-Readings Article 

David and Deborah: Look over these articles and the case example form and reading journal form (for personal reflection) as pre-work for the 
session. Let me know your thought& We would probably need to get this out asap to registrants so folks have time to review and complete. 
Also let me know if there are articles you would recommend, especially anything that is UNC!university specific. I’ll also review our library/files for 
that; however, these pieces are basics of what we need to provide background on the tools we will be offering for application to the university 
setting. 
In any event - send feedback. Also please send us a copy of the outreach information you have sent out for the session so we can be in the 
communication flow and know what the registrants have received. 
Thanks much for this opportunity. 

Angela R. Bryant Cx~nsulting 

Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 

R~c~)gniging~ Und~’rsta~ding, ~md Appreciating 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 12:31 PM 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Bienvenu, Trisha <trisha@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Pre-Readin8s Article for May 17 workshop and other matters 

Hi David. I just sent the draft. 

1. Let’s prepare for 25 for lunch. 

2. Prepare all the pro-work does to go in their packet. 

Thanks. 

d 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
g’wo,qe, g’xplor’e, Empower, 
9:19,843,0336 

From: "Kiel, David" <.k_Le__[._@.__e_._m_a__!J_._..u_ .q _c_ . ._ _e_ .d_ _ 9. > 

Date: Fri, 10 May 2013 12:27:05 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Bienvenu, Trisha" <trisha@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Pre-Readings Article for May 17 workshop and other matters 

Debby, all good. 

will need to know the numbers you expect for lunch so 3[ can make sure the caterer provides enough if others are coming. 3[f 3[ could know by COB the 13th that would be best. 

Re: articles, if they are pre-work, then 3[ hope you can send them out to the list of participants with guidance for them to prepare for the session. 

Or please give me a draft email and I will send out on your behalf. 

Also please Let me know which articles you want me to produce in hard copy if any. 

David 

PS .’.: do ~:eed to know ASAP how you want A~:#el~ to bill. 3[f she is to invoice the CBC then I need to transfer money to you. 3[f it is to us then I need to collect from the other 
sponsors and to do that 3[ need information about specifically who you got commitments from and the amount of those commitments. Once we are clear about this we should 
give Angola the guidance she needs to invoice. 3[t is important to have her invoice promptly so we can spend the money this FY. According to the latest guidance 3[ have from 
Eric, we need to have everything wrapped up financially by mid june. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, May 10, 2023 12:09 PM 
To: Angola Bryant; Stroman, Deborah L; Kiel, David 
Cc: Rick 
Subject: Re: Pre-Readings Article 

Hi Angela. Thanks again for the chat yesterday. 

Summa~T: 

I. The following docs will be pre-work: Is Reconciliation Possible?, Racial Microaggression~ HeaJing ti-om the Ett}cts, Role of Feeling, mad Black Scientists. 

2. Angela will research and identit~ another article to be ~nt either prior (or handed ont event day) that addresses the benefits and positivity of working together as 

a communi~. (I.e., an article that supports the goodness of our interaction) 

3. Debby will invite Black thll prot~ssors and the Omsbud to visit with the participants during the lunch period. 

4. Angela will send a deaf[ agenda with timeline. 

Onward’. 

debby 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 
Engage, Explore. Empower, 
919.843.0336 



"~nrn~imes 9ou jus~ have ~o Ioo~ back ~ gour po, s~ (~nd srniI~ abou ~ ho~uj~,r flou’u~ (~ome." 

Date: T~e, 7 May 203.3 06:3~1:22 -0~30 

To: "Deborah Strom~n Ph. D. CkU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Kiel, David" <kiel@email.~nc.edu> 

Cc: Rick <rickp@visions-inc,org> 
Subject: Pre-Readings Article 

David and Deborah: Look over these articles and the case example form and reading journal form (for personal reflection) as pre-work for the 
session. Let me know your thoughts. We would probably need to get this out asap to registrants so folks have time to review and complete. 
Also let me know if there are articles you would recommend, especially anything that is UNC!university specific. I’ll also review our library!flies for 
that; however, these pieces are basics of what we need to provide background on the tools we will be offering for application to the university 
setting. 
In any event - send feedback. Also please send us a copy of the outreach information you have sent out for the session so we can be in the 
communication flow and know what the registrants have received. 
Thanks much for this opportunity. 

Angela R. Bryant Consulting 

Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 

; e-tSx- 703-783-8553 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 12:52 PM 

Ansela Bryant @earthlink.net>; Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu>; Rick <rickp@visions-inc.org> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Draft Agenda for Carolina Black Caucus Session 

Hi angela. Thanks. This agenda looks good. I imagine that the day will flow well and we will stay until 3:30. There isn’t much more you can get done back at the office any way on a 
Friday afternoon. 

Note: I am going to send another note to the group on Tuesday (with agenda) and Thursday. I will encourage them to act as if Friday is a vacation, so get your work completed so 
you can be completely engaged for the workshop. Lol 

I will send you today’s participant email in a few. 

d 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore, Empower, 
91%843.0336 

From: Angela Bryant            @eartNink.net> 

Date: Fri, 10 May 2013 12:34:24 -0400 

To: "’Kiel, David’" <kiel@email.unc.edu>, Rick <rickp@visions--inc.org> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_.s__t_._r_o_.@_u_._n_.c_:_.e__d_._u_> 
Subject: Draft Agenda for Carolina Black Caucus Session 

Greetings Deborah and David: Please review below and provide any feedback (likes, suggestions, concerns etc.). Always a challenge "with 
such a shoFt time and we can focus and get some good results. 
Carolina Black Caucus: Community Building Workshop I - l 0- 3:30 pm with working lunch; Registration and 
refreshments at 9:30 al-rl 
(We could probably go until 3:30 if group can stay that long to get us more time) 
Goals: 
<!-- [if !supportLists] -->. <!-- [endif] -->identification of the special challelqges and opporttu~kies that Black faculty and staff face across campus 

<!-- [if !supportLists ] -->. <!-- I endif ]-->Examine how race and gender affect the ability to connect and build partnerships within and outside of 
oiq_e’s tlrfit 

<!-- [if !supportLists] -->" <!-- [endif] -->Learn core skills and practices needed to be effective in the light of these challenges and opporttu~ities 

<!-- [if !supportLists ] -->. <!-- [endif]-->Communication skills for buildkg connections and relationshil~xs 

I0- Welcome, Goals, Context, Agenda, Logistics Bryant and Stroman 
10:10- Introductions Activity 
10:35-11- Guidelines Tool for Communication and Equity/Applications Activity 
11-12 Basic Assumptions and Definitions; Explore the Impact of Historically Included and Excluded Group Memberships: Impact on 
Black faculty and staff experience at UNC (2 groups) 
12-1230- Lunch Break (May be longer if we get Full Faculty Guests; share/exchange insights with persons in other breakout group) 
1230-2- Identify Modern Ism and Internalized Oppression Pitfalls and Alternatives (look at Case examples) (2 groups may reconfigure 
groups to provide multiple small group contacts) 
Break 2- 210 
210-245 --Emotional Literacy as a tool; Applications (2 groups) 
245-3- Closure and Evaluation (Large Group) 
Note: If we can extend to 3:30 Would add more time for applications/case examples 
Angela R. Bryant Cbnsulting 
Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 
R~c~i~in~, Und~’rstcmdin.~, ~md Appreciating Dijf~’r~’nces 

; e-fax- 703-783-8553 

ab:cc~mi~%,qn~.;~eiabrya~;tconsulfit>;~,.con;: www .v:isi, ~l-~> inc .o:~.z 



Sent: 

~e: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~_.live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: GSBG T-Shirt Sizes I Forthcoming 

GSBG_ _ExecShirtSizes.xlsx 

Great idea Attached is the mfo for the new board. 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 11:29 AM 

To: 
Subject: Re: CSBC T-Shirt Sizes I Forthcoming 

New board... 

~unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Every year comes with new benefits. You can’t start a policy of extending those benefits to "old" leaders. We can let the new board vote as to who else should have the 

opportunity to receive or purchase one. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
~JLqa, qe, ~xplore. Etnpowen 
919.843.0336 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 15:17:58 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph, D. CLU" <dstro@unc,edu> 

Subject: Re: CSBC T-Shirt Sizes [ Forthcoming 

Do you want only our new CSBC Exec Board’s sizes? The new people would benefit the most but obviously people like 
CSBC 

Just let me know because I have an Exec Doc ready to send you. 

etc. will be here next year just not formally part of 

Thanks for a great sophomore year! 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, 3:32 PM 

To: 
Subject: RE: CSBCT-Shirt Sizes I Forthcoming 

@unc.edu> 

No problem. Academics #1!! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"You will never reach your destination if you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 
W. Chu~cl-d.ll 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:64 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: CSBC T-Shirt Sizes I Forthcoming 

Give me a minute on the CSBC t-shirt sizes. Talked to Mrs. Millar and trying to get some things handled this afternoon with regard to my academics for my STOR i and STOR grades. 

Haven’t forgotten about you :) 



9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

A B 

.~r-Zip Size 

Medium 

Medium 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

Medium 

Large 

Medium 

Large 

Small 

Large 

Large 

Medium 

Large 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richard Pinderhnghes <rickp~}visions-inc.org~, 

Friday, May 10, 2013 2:10 PM 

Kiel, David <kJel@email.unc.edu> 

Angela Bryant @earthlink.neD; Stroman, Debx~rah L <dstro@nnc.edu-~ 

Re: Pre- Readings Article 

Thanks veDl much David. Looking forward to meeting and working ruth you. 

See yon next week! 

Rick 

On Tue, May 7, 2013 at 2:23 PM, Kiel, David <kiel@email.mJc.edu> wrote: 
Angela and Rick here is the flier we sent out. I have looked through the articles and I am consulting with Debby and will be back to you with any comments. David 

From: Angela Bryant          (~earthlink.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, Nay 07, 2013 6:31 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; KJel, David 
Cc: Rick 
Subject: Pre-Readings Article 

David and Deborah: Look over these articles and the case example form and reading journal form (for personal reflection) as pre-work for the 
session. Let me know your thoughts. We would probably need to get this out asap to registrants so folks have time to review and complete. 

Also let me know if there are articles you would recommend, especially anything that is UNC/uNversity specific. I’ll also review our library/files for 
that; however, these pieces are basics of what we need to provide background on the tools we will be offering for application to the university 
setting. 

In any event - send feedback. Also please send us a copy of the outreach information you have sent out for the session so we can be in the 
communication flow and know what the registrants have received. 

Thanks much for this opportunity. 

Angela R. Bryant Consulting 

Also Co-Fonnder -VISIONS Inc. 

Recognizing,. U~,de’rstamti~tg and At~t~r~,,ciati~g 

Richard Pinderhughes, Psy.D. 
Associate Director of Administration 
ViSiONS, INC. 
48 Juniper Street 
Roxbury, MA. 02119 
Office (Direct): 617-541-4102 
Office (Main): 617-541-4100 
Fax: 617-541-4141 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 10, 20:~3 2:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Professional Development Series Workshop I - WELCOME! 

Debby thanks. Was there a form to identify situations that you wanted to send? If so I did not see it. David 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Friday, May 10, 2013 1:47 PM 
To-" Muller, Eric L 
Co: Kiel, David 
Subject; FVV: CBC Professional Development Series Workshop 3[ - WELCOME! 

Eric. Thanks again for your support. Here is the email sent 1,~ the participants today. David has been helpIhl in this entire process. 

I really hope that you can "welcome" the group on Friday. ;) 

Have a super weekend. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Soma?times Uou.fl*st have to Ioak baclc at flour p~avt am-~ smile abo~t ha~a.f!~r yo~’tae come." 

From: "Deborah L Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 10 May 2013 13:40:44 -0400 

To: cbcchair <cbcchair@unc.edu> 

Cc: "’Kiel, David’" <kiel@email.unc.edu>, Angela Bryant ~earthlink.net>, Rick <rickp@visions-inc.or~> 

Subject: CBC Professional Development Series Workshop I - WELCOME! 

Hello Friends~ We are ONE week out from our first Carolina Black Caucus Community Building Workshop I - "Relationships & Partnerships." Thank you for your participation in 

this pioneering session that is purposed to enhance critical workplace competendes. The Chancellor and Provost are very excited about this offering, and we hope to build a 

foundation for the design of future educational and bonding opportunities~ 

The pre-work is attached to this email note. (Can’t have a productive workshop without homework, right?!) We hope that you find ~ 20 minutes a day to read through these very 

insightful and powerful documents. Please feel free to make notes and jot down particular statements or concepts that you wish to discuss in detail during our workshop. 

Again, we sincerely thank you for your registration. We filled all the slots the first week and started a waiting list. 

The facilitators have prepared a wonderful agenda to make our time spent most beneficial. We have great participant diversity that will serve to promote a very engaging 

dialogue. Be ready to learn, share, and offer solutions -- with the Vegas Rule in effect. ;) 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a super weekend! 

Harambe, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 @drstroman 

www.unc,edu/cbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 

i’~’i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May :10, 2013 2:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Bienvenu, Trisha <trisha@email.unc.edu>; Czerwinski, Laura Alise <laura_czerwinski@unc.edu> 

RE: Pre-Readings Article for May 17 workshop and other matters 

Debby, For the additional people who are coming, Laura, who is going to order the food, will need to know if they are vegetarian or gluten free, or have other dietary 
restrictions. I checked and she does not need to have this information unt the end of the 15th, not the 13th. 
best, David 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Friday, May 10, 2013 12:31 PM 

To= Kiel, David; Stroman, Deborah L 
Co= Bienvenu, Trisha 
Subject= Re: Pre-Readings Article for May 17 workshop and other matters 

Hi David. I just sent the draft. 

I. Let’s prepare for25 for lunch. 

2. Prepare all the pre-work docs to go in their packet. 

Thanks. 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Pi~.D~ CLU 
Engage. Explore, Empower. 
919.843.0336 

From: "Kiel, David" <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, 10 May 2013 12:27:05 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d._s_.t_r_o__.@_._u__r)_c_.__e_.d__u._> 

Cc: "Bienvenu, Trisha" <trisha@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Pre-Readings Article for May 17 workshop and other matters 

Debby, all good. 

I will need to know the numbers you expect for lunch so I can make sure the caterer provides enough if others are coming. If I could know by COB the 13th that would be best. 

Re: articles, if they are pre-work, then I hope you can send them out to the list of participants with guidance for them to prepare for the session. 

Or please give me a draft email and I will send out on your behalf. 

Also please Let me know which articles you want me to produce in hard copy if any. 

David 

~sS; i do ~:~ed ~o k~ow ASAP l~ovv yo~ vva.."..t A~:gela to bill. If she is to invoice the CB¢ then I need to transfer money to you. If it is to us then I need to collect from the other 
sponsors and to do that I need information about specifically who you got commitments from and the amount of those commitments. Once we are clear about this we should 
give Angela the guidance she needs to invoice. It is important to have her invoice promptly so we can spend the money this FY. According to the latest guidance I have from 
Eric, we need to have everything wrapped up financially by mid june. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Friday, May 10, 2013 12:09 PM 
To= Angela Bryant; Stroman, Deborah L; Kiel, David 
Cc: Rick 
Subject= Re: Pre-Readings Article 

Hi Angela. ’][’ha~ks again for the chat yesterday. 

Summa~y~: 

1. The following docs roll be pre-work: Is Reconciliation Possible?, Racial Microaggressions, Healing from the Effects, Role of Feeling, and Black Scientists. 

2. Angela will research and identit~ another article to be ~nt either prior (or handed out event day) that addresses the benefits and positivity of working together as 

a communiW. (I.e., an article that supports the goodness of our interaction) 

3. Debby roll invite Black thll proIEssors and the Omsbud to visit with the participants during the lunch period. 

4. Angela roll send a dmIt agenda with timeline. 



Onward! 

d~bby 

13o Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
E~¢~qe, Explore, Empoweg; 
919.843.0336 

"Sometimes you fl~st have ~o look back at your pas~ and smile abou~ howj~r ~ou’ve come." 

From: Ange~a Bryant            @earthfink.net> 
Date: Tue, 7 May 2013 06:31:22 -0~ 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Kiel, David" <kiel@emaiLunc.edu> 
C¢: Rick <rickp@vis[ons--inc.org> 
Subje~: Pre-Readings Article 

David and Deborah: Look over these articles and the case example form and reading journal form (for personal reflection) as pre-work for the 
session. Let me know your thoughts. We would probably need to get this out asap to registrants so folks have time to review and complete. 
Also let me know if there are articles you would recommend, especially anything that is UNC!university specific. I’ll also review our library/files for 
that; however, these pieces are basics of what we need to provide background on the tools we will be offering for application to the university 
setting. 
In any event - send feedback Also please send us a copy of the outreach information you have sent out for the session so we can be in the 
communication flow and know what the registrants have received. 
Thanks much for this opportunity. 

Angela R, Bryant Consulting 
Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 

Recognizing, Understa~db~g and At*t~reciating Diff,’fences 

e-fax- 703-783-8553 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 2:47 PM 

Angela Brymat           ~earthlink.net>; ’Rick’ <rickp@visions-inc.org> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Draft Ageuda for Carolina Black Caucus Sessiou 

I would want the participants at the end of the day to say I came away with these (2, 3) specific ideas or approaches I could use to improve my situation. So I would ask 
Angela and Rick to think about where in the agenda these practices are taught. Or if the takeaways are more in the nature of insights then practices I hope these could be 
articulated at some point during the session. I think we should have an evaluation form for participants to fill out. In that form I would not be so interested in how they evaluate 
the presenters but what they think they learned and what might be a good follow up 

My candidates for evaluation questions. 

What parts of the program was most valuable for you, why? 

What did you learn/or reaffirm that will be of particular value for you in your efforts to build community at UNC? 

What might have been done to make this program more useful for you? 

What additional topics, programs, or activities in this series would you like to see in the future? 

From: Angela Bryant, .      I@earthlink.net] 
Sent: Friday, May 20, 2023 22:34 PM 

To: Kiel, David; ’Rick’ 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Draft Agenda for Carolina Black Caucus Session 

Greetings Deborah and David: Please review below and provide any feedback (likes, suggestions, concerns etc.). Always a challenge with 
such a short time and we can focus and get some good results. 
Carolina Black Caucus: Community Building Workshop I - 10- 3:30 pm with working lunch; Registration and 
refreshments at 9:30 am 
(We could probably go until 3:30 if group can stay that long to get us more time) 
Goals: 

Identification of the special challenges and opporttu~ities that Black faculty and staff face across campus 

Examine how race and gender affect the ability to cont~ect and build parmerships within and outside of one’s unit 

¯ Learn core skills and practices needed to be effective in Lhe light of these challerkges and opportunities 

¯ CommLu~ication skills %r building connections and relationships 

10- Welcome, Goals, Context, Agenda, Logistics Bryant and Stroman 
10:10-Introductions Activity 
10:35-11- Guidelines Tool for Communication and Equity/Applications Activity 
11-12 Basic Assumptions and Definitions; Explore the Impact of Historically Included and Excluded Group Memberships: Impact on 
Black faculty and staff expcrience at UN’C (2 groups) 
12-1230- Lunch Break (May be longer if we get Full Faculty Guests; share/exchange insights with persons in other breakout group) 
1230-2- Identify Modern Ism and Internalized Oppression Pitfalls and Alternatives (look at Case examples) (2 groups may reconfigure 
groups to provide multiple small group contacts) 
Break 2- 210 
210-245 --Emotional Literacy as a tool; Applications (2 groups) 
245-3- Closure and Evaluation (Large Group) 
Notc: If we can extend to 3:30 Would add more time for applications/case examples 
Angela R. Bryant Consulting 
Also Co-Founder - VISIONS Inc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazellin@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 10, 2013 3:55 PM 

Chaxles Merritl @me.corn>; Low~ Caudill < 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Elizabeth Basnight @gmail.com> 

Day-Of Coordinator for B ootcm~p 

@gmaiLcom>; GoIdstein, Buck <buck goIdsteiu@unc.edu>; 

Hi All, 

I wanted to touch base with all of you in advance of next week to (re)introduce Elizabeth Basnight, who will be with you in Hyde Hall next week to coordinate 

food, presentations, and other details for bootcamp. She is the former Internship Director, and has run bootcamp more than a few times. 

She will be your go-to on site Monday and Tuesday, but I will be on campus if there are things you need from me. I will also be escorting some of our guests from 

their parking to Hyde Hall and be around Wednesday mid-morning and Thursday all day. 

Looking forward to executing what we’ve all worked to make a great workshop. 

Best, 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 

See mv current office hours 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazellin@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 10, 2013 8:35 PM 

Merritt, Charles E. ~email.unc.edu>; Lowry Caudill 

El~abeth Basnight @gmail.com> 

Bootcamp 

@gmail.com>; Stroman, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

I’ve created a folder in our Bootcamp Dropbox for all the PPTS you need for next week. There you’ll also find the course map attached to a template you can use for the first 
and last slides of your presentations, if you wish. Elizabeth will help call them up when you need them Monday and Tuesday. 

Happy weekend, 
Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 



From: @gmail.com 

Sent: Friday, 9:57 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Follomng up 

Hi Dr Stroman- 

Happy weekend! 

An?- ~vord from 

B est, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Changing the Club Website 

@unc.edu> 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I hope all is well! 

I know that a lot of effort has been focused on creating the CSBC website last year. As we are coming into the second year, I see great potential in revamping the overall layout 

while still maintaining the same content. Because cscbcunc.com is a wordpress website, it would be easy to change the website template. I sent      a few templates that I 

found on www.themeforest.net. I think U-Design, Avada, and Karma would be good choices. The prices for the templates are on the website. They are around .~45-55. 

Let me know if you would like for us to consider purchasing the template. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

@live.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, May :[2, 20:13 9::17 PM 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu>; Hobart, Don <hobart@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
drharoon <zishan_haroon@med.unc.edu>; Zoller, Ted <Ted_Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Reifsnider, Cynthia 
<Cynthia_Reifsnider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Lane, Brent <Brent_Lane@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Little, Mark 
<Mark_Little@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Johnson, Jim <JohnsonJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Maryann Feldman 

@gmail.com>; Friga, Paul <Paul_Friga@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; DeSimone, Joseph M. 
<desimone@email.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edu>; kfbs_lingmei_howell.con <lingmei_howell@kenan- 
fiagler.unc.edu>; Bolas, Michelle <michelle.bolas@unc.edu> 

Case at Commencement Today 

In case you missed it._Steve was fantastic! What a home run for a speaker. The faculty member sitting next to me grumbled quite a bit, but I think one would place him in 

the "defender" category. ;) 

http://uncnews.unc.edu/content/view/6026i107/ 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer/Academic Advisor 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ferris, William Reynolds <wferd@unc.edu~ 

Monday, May 13, 2013 5:43 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

O’Bfien, Kathryn V @gmail.com> 

Re: Follow Up 

Dear Debby, 

Thanks very much for your nice message which I am sharing with my assistant Katy O’Brien. I will ask Katy to schedule a lunch for us at the Carolina Inn on May 20th. 

Do you have a copy of my book Give My Poor Heart Ease: Voices of the Mississippi Blues (http:i/uncpress.unc.edu/browse/book detail?title id=1648)? If not, I will bring you an 

inscribed copy for your library~ 

With all good wishes. 

Sincerely, 

Bill 

William Ferris 

Center for the Study of the American South 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

410 East Franklin Street, CB # 9127 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9127 

919-962-0519 (w) 

919-962-4433 (FAX) 

email: wferris@unc.edu 

The Storied South: Voices of Writers and Artists 

(http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/lOl13.html) 

Give My Poor Heart Ease: Voices of the Mississippi Blues 
(http:iiuncpress.unc.edu/browseibook detail?title id=1648) 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, May 12, 2013 10:18 PM 

To: William Ferris <wferris@unc.edu> 

Subject: Follow Up 

Hi Bill. I enjoyed meeting you today during our Commencement lineup. I will be back in the office on Monday, May 20. Please let me know if you are available for a chat between 

11:30 and 2:00. I can meet you on campus. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah L Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer/Academic Advisor 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Katy O’Brien @gmail.com> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 12:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow Up 

Dear Debby: 

I am writing on behaN~ of gill to let you know that I have m,~de a reservation for you and gin to eat at the Carolin,~ Crossroads restaurant at the C~ro~h~ ~nn next 

Mondi~y, May 20~:h, a~: t~oon~ NN wH~ k~ok forw~rd to seeing you them 

Katy 

F~m= Ferris, William Reynolds [mailto:~erris@unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, May 13, 2013 5:43 AM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
C~= O’Brien, Kath~n V 
Subject= Re: Follow Up 
Dear Debby, 

Thanks very much for your nice message which I am sharing with my assistant Katy O’Brien. I will ask Katy to schedule a lunch for us at the Carolina Inn on May 20th. 

Do you have a copy of my book Give My Poor Heart Ease: Voices of the Mississippi Blues (http:!!uncpress.unc.edu/browse/book detaH?t~tle ~d=1648)? If not, I win bring you an 
inscribed copy for your library. 

With all good wishes. 

Sincerely, 

Bill 

William Ferris 

Center for the Study of the American South 

University of North CaroNna at Chapel 

410 East Franklin Street, CB # 9127 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9127 

919-962-0519 (w) 

919-962-4433 (FAX) 

The Storied South: Voices of Writers and Artists 

Oive MV Poor Heart Ease: Voices of th~ Mississippi Blues 

(http:!!uncpress.unc.e~u/hrowse/hook d~tailTtitle 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, May 12, 2013 10:18 PM 

To: Willia m Ferris <~f__e_.r__rLs_@_.u__O_c_:_e_._d_ .u_> 
Subject: Follow Up 

Hi Bill. I enjoyed meeting you today during our Commencement lineup~ I will be back in the office on Monday, May 20. Please let me know if you are available for a chat between 

11:30 and 2:00. I can meet you on campus. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer/Academic Advisor 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 3:49 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS    - Sakai Access 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

ttope you enjoying your summer break from classes! 

I received an email on       notifying me that I had been added to the Sakai site for this course, but I am still unable to see it when I log in. I start my internship on 

Wednesday, so I just want to make sure that I am able to access all the course content. On that note, if we can’t figure out why I can’t see the site, would you mind sending me 

the contract our supervisor is supposed to fill out? They ask that we submit those prior to showing up on the first day. 

Thanks, 

B.S. Business Aclmi~listr,~tion 

Kenan-Flaglei Business School 

The University of Nollh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@kenan-flagler.~xnc.edu 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 7:38 AM 

Weigh*, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edtr~; Graft; Diane G <groff@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtv~; Maxks. 

Bonita L <maxk@email.unc.edu-~ 

Petschauer, Meredith A --~mbusby@elnail.unc.edt~-; Battaglini, Rebecca L <bbatt@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara 

<sportlaw@unc.edu>; S~nith-Ryan, Abbie <~abbs~nith@email.unc.edu:>; Murray, Debra Jean Cote’ <murray@email.unc.edu:>; Southgd, 

Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; Mangili, Lauren M <lmangili@email.unc.edu>; Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G <hedgpeth@email.unc.edu> 

RE: The OFFICIAL Celebration of FULL Professor Bonnie Marks 

Ditto ..... 

Let’s do it agait~. 

From: Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 20:t3 :t0:43 PM 

To: Groff, Diane G; Stroman, Deborah L; Marks, Bonita L 
Cc: Petschauer, Meredith A; Battaglini, Rebecca L; Osborne, Barbara; Srnith-Ryan, Abbie; Salyer, Sherry L; Murray, Debra Jean Cote’; Southall, Deborah Joy; Mangili, Lauren 
M; Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G 
Subject: RE: The OFFICIAL Celebration of FULL Professor Bonnie Marks 

I just wanted to send a quick elnail to say ’][’HANK YOU to Debby for organizing and Diane for hosting such a wonderful gathering celebrating Bonnie. What a neat 

milestone and wonderful day for all of us in tNs departanant. 

There was a moment when all of us were gathered in the nook behind the ldtchen as Diane was sharing her story that I looked around and thought of and felt the power 

and strength that we possess (and this includes you that weren’t there...I thought of you too! ). 

One tNng I’ve learned through nay long and win@journey on this earth thns far :) is that life is haxd...for everyone. Everyone has ups and downs, and everybody 

struggles. Some of our burdens are more visible than other~ sometimes we go weeks/month~yea~s before life brings us to our knees...but everyone gets the wind 

knocked out of them t?om time to time. The stress and pressure of our paxticular career that is generally not seen or understood by those outside of our world is 

something we rill shaxe...and as wolnen in tiffs department (a department and university I am hulnbled and honored to be a part of), let, s make lii~ easier for each other! 

Life (outside of work) is hard enough I hope we can work together to build each other up...to raise our collective reputation and ease one another’s bradens through 

promoting the good we see in each other to tile rest of the department and world. 

I feel so gratefifl to be here and to get the opportuni~ to learn from each of you. I look forward to spending many more years celebrating many more milestones. 

Efianne A. Weight, PhD., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor. Sport Administration 

The Unive~si~" of North Caacolina - Cliapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 11:20 AM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Groff, Diane G <groff@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Marks, Bonita L <marks@email.unc.edu> 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Battaglini, Rebecca L <bbatt@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara 

<sportlaw@unc.edu>; Smith-Ryan, Abbie <abbsmith@email.unc.edu>; Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu>; Murray, Debra 

Jean Cote’ <murray@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; Mangili, Lauren M 

<lmangili@email.unc.edu>; Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G <hedgpeth@email.unc.edu> 

Re: The OFFICIAL Celebration of FULL Professor Bonnie Marks 

Thanks to everyone for the powerful gathering. I left feeling oh-so good (props to the hot tub). A big hug to Diane for hosting. 

Thank you Erianne for your eloquent note. I agree with you 100% and feel that there are a number of factors that have affected our ability to support one another more 

consistently. One of those is the matter of trust. 

Congrats again to Bonnie! I salute you. 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En~g!e, F~.vplore. Empov~er, 
919£43~0336 

From: Erianne Weight <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Mon, 13 May 2013 22:42:57-0400 

To: "Groff, Diane G" <groff@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Bonnie Marks <marks@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Meredith Petschauer <mbusby@email.unc.edu>, Becca Battaglini <bbatt@email.unc.edu>, Barbara Osborne <~portlaw@unc.edu>, "Smith-Ryan, Abbie" 

<~~a~~~b~~~b~~s~~~m~~~!~t~~h~~~~@~.~~~e~~~~m~~~a~~!!:~~u~~~n~~~c~~~~e~~~d~~~u~>~ Sherry Salyer <_s__a_J_y___e__r___@__.___e____m___a__!J_.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_.>, Debra Murray <__m____u__r_£_a__y____@_.____e___m____a_jJ_:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, Deborah Southall 

<djsotNl@emaiLunc.edu>, "Mangili, Lauren M" <lmangi~i@emaiLunc.edu>, Elizabeth Hedgpeth <hedgpeth@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: RE: The OFFICIAL Celebration of FULL Professor Bonnie Marks 

I jnst wanted to send a quick ema~l to say THANK YOU to Debby for o~ganizing and Diane for hosting such a wonderful gathering celebrating Bonnie. What a neat 

milestone a~ad wonderful day for all of us in this department. 

Them was a moment when a]l of us were gathered in the nook behind the kitchen as Diane was shaadng her story that I looked around and thought of aM t~lt the 

power and stmngth that we possess (and this includes you that weren’t there...I thought of you too! ). 

One fixing I’ve learned through my long and windy journey on this earth thus thr :) is that lit} is ha~-d...tbr eve~one. Everyone has ups and downs, and everybody 
struggles. Some of our burdens are more visible than others, so,netimes we go weeks/months/yeaxs before life brings us to our knees...but evewone gets the rand 

knocked out of them from ti,ne to time. ’][’he stress and pressure of our pasticular ca~reer that is generally not seen or understood by those outside of our world is 

something we all sha, e...and as women in this departanent (a depm~tment and universib~ I am humbled and honored to be a past of), lefs make life easier for each other! 

Life (outside of work) is hard enough. I hope we can work together to build each other up...to raise our collective repntation and ease one another’s burdens through 

promoting the good we see in each other to the rest of the department and world. 

I feel so grateful to be hem and to get the opportunib~ to learn ~om each of you. I look forward to spending many morn years celebrating many morn milestones. 

Erialme A. WeighL Ph.D., M.B.A. 
Assistm~t Professor, Sport A&ninistration 
’][’he Universi~ of North Cmolina - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazelfin@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 11:42 AM 

Memtt, Charles E. <memtt@email.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck <buc~goldsteiu@unc.edu>; 

Lowry Caudill @gmaJl.com> 

l:W: Lizzy. tile link works 

Head’s up- the participants don’t seem aware that what they need is written into the syllabus. Would one of you mendon that al[ the resources we refer to are 

Nnked k~ the syNabus? 

Tha~ks~ 

Uzzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 

See my current office hours 

Frora: Aikat, Debashis 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 11:39 AM 

To: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Subject: Lizzy, the link works 
Dear Lizzy: 

You are right. 

The link works 

~.t~.t#~.sUL~.t..u.~.n...e.~.s.~.a.~..~..L.e.:~.c..~.~..m..~y.s.~!.t..u.~.n...e.~.s.:~y~.e.~.c..~...n.~:~.~.~.~.~Ln..t..c..~...~..u.~.c..t.L~.~.n.~.t..~..~.e.~.n..t..c.e.#~.r~.e...n..e.~y~.r..s~b~#~Ld.~.~...~.Z~.6.~.~...4.~.6.~..m...t..--.~L~.~. 
I think the folks do not realize that it is linked in the syllabus. 

Thanks for your note. 
Cordially, 
Deb 

Deb~’~shis ’Deb’ Aikat, Ph. D. 
Associate Professor 
School el Journalism and Mass Communication 
CB # 3365, Carroll Hall 374 
University of Nodh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3365 

Phone: 919 962 4090 (offise,) 
Fax: 919 962 0620 
Emaik da@unc.edu 
URL: httl3://wvwvjomc.u nc.ed u/faculty-staff-iou rnalism-fa cultv/aikat-debashis 

From: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 11:22 AM 

To: Aikat, Debashis 
Subject: RE: Faculty Bootcamp presentation + resourses 

Deb, 

The Michael Porter video is on iTunesU and linked in the syllabus. IS the Nnk not working? 

Thal~ks for being my eyes and ears th~-:~re! 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 

See my current office hours 

From: Aikat, Debashis 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 11:14 AM 

To: Hazeltine, Lizzy; Goldstein, Buck 
C¢: Goldstein, Buck; Lowry Caudill; Merritt, Charles E.; Stroman, Deborah L; Samantha L. McAuliffe 
Subject: RE: Faculty Bootcamp presentation + resourses 
Dear Lizzy: 

Thanks for your quick reply. 

Can you please also put the Michael Porter videos? 

A Bootcamp participant just asked Buck about that. 

Cordially, 
Deb 

Debashis ’Oeb’ AikaL Ph. D, 
~.%.sooi~tte Ptolesser 

School of Journ~’~lisn~ and Mass Communication 
CB # 3365, Carroll Hall 374 
Unive, rsi[y of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599.-3365 

Phone: 919 962 4090 (office} 
Fax: 919 962 0620 
Emaif: 
URL: htt p://www.jomc.u nc.ed u/faculty-staff-iou malism-fa culty/aikat-debashis 

From: Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 Ii:00 AM 

To: Aikat, Debashis; Goldstein, Buck 
Cc: Goldstein, Buck; Lowry Caudill; Merritt, Charles E.; Stroman, Deborah L; Samantha L. McAuliffe 
Subject: RE: Faculty Bootcamp presentation + resourses 

f will be hap~y to make those resources available now 

Best, 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 

See my current office hours 

From: Aikat, Debashis 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 11:00 AM 
To: Goldstein, Buck; Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Co: Goldstein, Buck; Lowry Caudill; Merritt, Charles E.; Stroman, Deborah L; Samantha L. McAuliffe 
Subject: Faculty Bootcamp presentation + resourses 

Dear Buck and Lizzy: 

We’ve enjoyed Buck’s presentations at the Faculty Bootcamp. 

Can you please share the faculty bootcamp presentations + resources on the Dropbox ~older for the participants? 

I ask because having a copy of the presentation slides will enable us to better participate in the presentations and obviate the need for writing copious notes. 

Thanks for your help. 
Cordially, 
Deb 

Debashis ’Deb’ Aikat, Ph. D. 
Associate Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
CB # 3365, Carroll Hall 374 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.3365 

Phone: 919 962 4090 (office) 
Fax: 919 962 0620 
Email: da@unc.edu 
URL: _h__t_!2_~ L/_ ~_~ 9_19_£ =u_!!£ ~__e__d___u__/_[_a___o_’__u_!!y_-__s_’_t_’_a__f_f__-i_o__u__ [ _n__a__[Ls_ E )_-_f_’_a__£ _u__[! y_/__a__Lk__a__!_-__d___e_!?~ Ls_’_[!j ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Proof of Academic Credit 

Thanks Dr. Stroman. I handed in the letter and told 
Thanks again! 

that you were out of your office until Monday. The letter was acceptable! 

B.S. Business Administration I Kenan-Flagler Business School 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class of 

@live.unc.edu I 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, I 12:4-8 PM 
To-" 
Subject: Re: Proof of Academic Credit 

Hi I am not at my office so I don’t have the abili~ to print this office on my letterhead. Let me know if this cop5’ worlcs. I will be back in on Monday. 

Thank you. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
EJLqage, Explore, Empower: 
91%843.0336 

"Some~imes you fl~st have ~o look back at your pas~ and smile abou~ hob, far you’ve come." 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, :15:39:3:[ +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Proof of Academic Credit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Atldns, Cindy M <atkin@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:27 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li story, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-thcul~] FW: Thesis Propo~l 

FYI 

From: Atkins, Cindy M 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:27 AN 
To: pec]rads@listserv.t~nc.edu; r 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M; 
Subject:            Thesis Proposal 

Notice of Master of Arts Thesis 

Proposal 

Student: 

Title of Master’s Thesis: 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Date: Wednesday, 

Degree: Master of Arts 

Room: Fetzer 201 

Time: 1:00 pm 

Advisor: Dr. Abbie Smith-Ryan 

Thesis Committee Member: Dr. Eric Ryan 

Hope to see you at 

Cynthia Atkins 

Executive Assistant 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-8700 

919-962-0018 

’Cindy Atkins’; 
@live.unc.edu); 

thesis proposal. 

You are currently subscribed to exss- faculW as: ds~troman(~)emaiLunc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: h~tp://~ists.tmc~ed~u?id=55567~2.45378~4cd668~957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d&n=T&~=exss-facu~&~=33~ 14494 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or 
send a blank em~l to leave-33114494- 55567102.4537814cd668N57e7eed9dd3adc4e5d@_l_i_~t_}__e!22__UlLC_:__e_d___u- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Angela Blym~t [~earthlink.net~ 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 9:40 AM 

Stroman, Del~)rah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; Kiel, David <kM@email.unc.edu>; ’Rick’ <rickp@visJons-inc.org> 

RE: CBC Prof Series - Guesks-- Dr. G. Corbie Smith --new Kenan Endowed Prof. 

Deborah - Just heard that G. Corbie Smith at Med School and Shep Center just got offered Kenan endowed Professorship and Director of Health Equity 
Center - I think that is full professor but not sure ?? She has worked a lot with VISIONS and can be a good resource going forward. 

Ange]a R, Bryant 

e-fax- 703-783-8553 

l@earthlink.net 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, May 14., 2013 10:09 PM 
To; Kiel, David; Angela Bryant; Rick 
Subject; CBC Prof Series - Guests 
Hi Angelm Dr. Valerie Ashby and Mr. Wayne Blair will join us on Friday. Neither has confirmed the exact time of the visit, but I am directing them to the lunch period, as we 

discussed. 

Dr. Ashby is the chairwoman of the Chemistry Department and Mr. Blair is our university ombudsman. They are very important role models and resources for the participants. 

Note: I am in a faculty boot camp through Thursday. Please contact me by my mobile, if necessary. 

Our breaks are few and far between, but I will call you back asap. 

Thanks again! Chat with you soon. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer/Academic Advisor 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

’~Fi~ose who I)~’i~g sm~shine to the llves of others eam~ot keep it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Customer Service <custserv@hbsp.harvard.edu> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 9:45 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Welcome to Harvaxd Business tbr Educators 

Dear Professor Stroman: 

We have received your application for Educator Access to the Harvard Business for Educators web site. Please allow us one business day to review your application 

and complete the registration process. In the meantime, you can log in to your BASIC level account which allows you to search for materials and ~ve them in your 

Libra~ for purchase or future reference Go to http://w~- hbsp.harvaM.edu and use your account login information: 

Usemame: 

Sincerely, 

Cus~mer Service 
Hea,~md Business Publishing 

custserv@hbsp.harvard.edu 

800-545-7685 or 617-783-7600 

Fax: 617-783-7666 
www.hbsp.harvard.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizz5’ <hazellin@email.uuc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 11:39 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Lowry Caudill            @gmail.com>; H~eltine, Lizzy <h~elfin@email.unc.edw% GoIdstein, Buck <buck~goldstein@unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Memtt, ChMes E. <Inemtt@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Judges 

Charles, would you ask Mike Reed? 

Sent from my iPhone. Please excuse my brevi~ and any typos. 

On May 15, 2013, at 11:22 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Livis Freema~ is in... 

d 

From: Lowry Caudill             @gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 11:18 AM 

To: Lizzy Hazeltine <hazeltin@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Goldstein, Buck" <buck .goldstein@unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Merritt, Charles E." <merritt@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Judges 

I never have heard back from S~anne Ortega 

Low~ Caudill 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 15, 2013, at 11:15 AM, "Hazelfine, Lizzy" <hazellin(~)e~nail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Wanted to check in with you all about how we’re Iookin9 for tomorrow afternoon’s judging. 

Thanks, 

kizz~ 

Lizzy Hazeltine 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

919.843.8824 

unceminor.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cyriaque, Jennifer <cyriaquj@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU~ 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 12:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu-~; Webster-Cyfaqu, Jem~ifer <jwebster@emaiLunc.edu>; ,’@gmail.com 

Dear Debbie, 

All the very best, 
Jennifer 
Jennifer Webster-Cyriaque DDS PhD 
Associate Professor, 
Department of Dental Ecology, School of Dentistry 
Department of Microbiology and Immunology, School of Medicine 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 :I0:26 PM 
To: Webster-Cyriaqu, Jennifer; Napier, Mary E 
Subject: Kenan Institute E-Connect 

Hi Jennifer and Mary. As per our brief chat at the end of the day, here’s the e-connect for post-Boot Camp. ;) Jennifer, I love your business idea and do believe that KI can help 
you navigate the translational process. 

Onward, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer/Academic Advisor 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May :15, 20:13 3:39 PM 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu>; Angela Bryant 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Draft Agenda for Carolina Black Caucus Session 

@earthlink.net>; ’Rick’ <rickp@visions-inc.org> 

Hi David. I didn’t get a chance to review the document. Please hold off. I will make the copies to relieve your staffing concerns. 

Thanks. 

d 

From: <Kiel>, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 2:55 PM 

To: Angela Bryant            @earthlink.net>, Rick <rickp@visions-inc.org> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Draft Agenda for Carolina Black Caucus Session 

Angela, This looks good to me, I will duplicate add to the packet. 1 might do it front and back so people can have more room to respond if that is OK with you. Thanks, David 

From-" Angela Bryant.         @earthlink.net] 
Sent-" Wednesday, May 15, 2013 9:40 AM 
To-" Kiel, David; ’Rick’ 
(::c-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Draft Agenda for Carolina Slack Caucus Session 

Thanks David - We will provide an evaluation form? See attached. Let me know if you feel I need to adapt with more UNC language, 

A~ge]a R, Bryant 

;e-tax- 703-783-8553 

From: Kiel, David [mailto:kiel(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 10, 2013 2:47 plVl 
To-" Angela Bryant; ’Rick’ 
Cc; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Draft Agenda for Carolina Black Caucus Session 
I would want the participants at the end of the day to say I came away with these (2, 3) specific ideas or approaches I could use to improve my situation. So I would ask 
Angela and Rick to think about where in the agenda these practices are taught. Or if the takeaways are more in the nature of insights then practices I hope these could be 
articulated at some point during the session. I think we should have an evaluation form for participants to fill out. Tn that form I would not be so interested in how they 
evaluate the presenters but what they think they learned and what might be a good follow up 
My candidates for evaluation questions. 
What parts of the program was most valuable for you, why? 
What did you learn!or reaffirm that will be of particular value for you in your efforts to build community at UNC? 
What might have been done to make this program more useful for you? 
What additional topics, programs, or activities in this series would you like to see in the future? 

From-" Angela Bryant         l@earthlink.net] 
Sent; Friday, May 10, 2013 12:34 PM 
To; Kiel, David; ’Rick’ 
Cc; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Draft Agenda for Carolina Black Caucus Session 

Greetings Deborah and David: Please review below and p~ovide any feedback (likes, suggestions, concerns etc.). Always a challenge with such a short time and we 

can focns and get some good resnlts. 

Carolina Black Caucus: Communi .ty Buildin~ Workshop I - 10- 3:30 pm with workin~ lunch; Registration and refreslunents at 9:30 am 

(We could probably go until 3:30 if group can stay that long to get us more time) 

Goals: 
Identification of the special challenges amd opportunities that Black faculty m~d sta~" face across campus 

Examine how- race aJad gender affect the ability to co~mect a~qd build paxtnerships within and outside of one’s unit 

Learn core skills aJ~d practices needed to be efl;cctive in the light of these challenges and opportunities 

Communication skills tbr building cormections and relationships 

10- Welcotne, Goals, Context, Agenda, Logistics Bryant and Stmman 

10:10- Introduclions Activi~ 
10:35-11- Guidelines Tool for Communication and Equiiy/Applicalions Activi~ 

11-12 Basic Assumptions and Definitions; Explorethe Impact ofHistorically Included and Excluded G~onp Memberships: Impact on Black facul~ and staB" 

experience at UNC (2 groups) 

12-1230- Lunch Break (May be longer if we get Full Faculty Guests; share/exchange insights ruth persons in other breakout group) 
1230-2- Identil}’ Modem Ism a~d Internalized Oppression Pitt?~Jls and Alternatives (look at Case examples) (2 groups may reconfigure groups to provide multiple 

small group contacts) 

Break 2- 210 



210-245 --Emo’fonal Literacy as a tool; Applications (2 groups) 

245-3- Closure and Fxalnation (Laxge Crroup) 

Note: If we can extend to 3:30 Would acid more time tbr applications/ca~ exmnples 

Angela R. Bryant Consulting 

Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 
Recrz~izi~g, U~derst~ndi~g a~d Appreciating Dif[ere~c~’s 

; e-tSx- 703-783-8553 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSFE Updates 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are having a great summer so far! I just had a couple questions for you in regards to CSFE. First, is in South Africa right now but wanted me to check on the status 

of the Blue Zone form. 

Also, I am almost f:inished creating the basic of:the website and purchasing the domain name. Would you mind taking a look at it once I am finished and giving me some helpful 

critiques? 

Thanks a Iot!l hope all is well :) 

Best, 

Kenan-Flagler Business School, 

Cell: @ kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             5:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L/<lstro@unc.edu~ 

Website designs 

Hi Dr. Stromaaa, 

I was just wondering when you would like for me to s~rt c~eating the websites. I have a few ideas and a few people in mine to contact, so I just want to get your 

permission and any necessa~ information before I start working on things. I’m back on campus for the summer sessions now’. I’ll talk to you soon. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 7:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu>; Angela Bryant 
<rickp@visions-inc.or8> 

Re: Draft A8enda for Carolina Black Caucus Session 

CBC Workshop I Evaluation Form.doc 

@earthlink.net>; ’Rick’ 

Hi All. Thanks for the draft. See attached. I will make copies of this document for Friday. 

d 

Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CL[J 
En~o’uge. Explore. Empower. 
919,843.0336 

"Sometimes you just have to look back at your p~a~t and smile about ho~e.[~r you’ve come. 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 3:38 PM 

To: "Kiel, David" <kiel@email.unc.edu>, Angela Bryant 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Draft Agenda for Carolina Black Caucus Session 

@earthlinkmet>, Rick <rickp@vbions-inc.org> 

Hi David. I didn’t get a chance to review the document. Please hold off. I will make the copies to relieve your staffing concerns. 

Thanks. 

From: <Kiel>, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 2:55 PM 

To: Angela Bryant            @earthlink.net>, Rick <rickp@visions-inc.org> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro(~unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Draft Agenda for Carolina Black Caucus Session 

Angola, This looks good to me, I will duplicate add to the packet. I might do it front and back so people can have more room to respond if that is OK with you. Thanks, David 

From: Angela Bryant. .      @ear~Nink.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 9:40 AM 
To: Kiel, David; ’Rick’ 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Draft Agenda for Carolina Black Caucus Session 

Thanks David - We will provide an evaluation form? See attached. Let me know if you feel I need to adapt with more UNC language, 
Angola R, Bryant 

e-tax- 703-783-8553 

t,~;ear~Nink.ue~ 

From: Kiel, David [mailto:kiel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 10, 2013 2:47 PM 
To: Angela Bryant; ’Rick’ 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Draft Agenda for Carolina Black Caucus Session 
I would want the participants at the end of the day to say I came away with these (2, 3) specific ideas or approaches I could use to improve my situation. So I would ask 
Angola and Rick to think about where in the agenda these practices are taught. Or if the takeaways are more in the nature of insights then practices I hope these could be 
articulated at some point during the session. I think we should have an evaluation form for participants to fill out. In that form I would not be so interested in how they 
evaluate the presenters but what they think they learned and what might be a good follow up 
My candidates for evaluation questions. 
What parts of the program was most valuable for you, why? 
What did you learn!or reaffirm that will be of particular value for you in your efforts to build community at UNC? 
What might have been done to make this program more useful for you? 
What additional topics, programs, or activities in this series would you like to see in the future? 

From: Angela Bryant         @earthlink.net] 
Sent: Friday, May 10, 2013 22:34 PM 

To: Kiel, David; ’Rick’ 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Draft Agenda for Carolina Black Caucus Session 

Greetings Deborah and David: Please review below and p~ovide any feedback (likes, suggestions, concerns etc.). Always a challenge with such a short time and we 

can focus and get some good results. 



Carnlina Black Caucus: Communi ,ty Buildin~ Workshop I - 10- 3:30 pm with workin~ lunch; Registration and refreshments at 9:30 am 

(We could probably go until 3:30 if group can stay that long to get us more time) 

Goals: 
Identification of the special challenges amd opportunities that Black faculty" mid staR’face across campus 

Examine how- race aaad gender affect the ability’ to co~mect a~qd build pa~nerships within and outside of one’s unit 

Learn core skills a~nd practices needed to be effective in the light of these challenges and opportunities 

Communication skills fbr building com~ections and relationships 

10- Welcotne, Goals, Context, Agenda, Logistics Bryant and St~3man 

10:10- Introductions Activi~ 

10:35-11- Guidelines Tool for Communicalion and Equity/Applications Aclivi~ 

11-12 Basic Assumptions and Definitions; Explore the Impact ofHistorically Included and Excluded G~oup Memberships: Impact on Black facul~ and staB" 

experience at UNC (2 groups) 

12-1230- Lunch Break (May be longer if we get Full Faculty Guests; share/exchange insights with perkins in olher breakout group) 

1230-2- Identil}’ Modem Ism a~d Internalized Oppression Pitt?dls and Alternatives (look at Case examples) (2 groups may reconfigure groups to provide multiple 
small group contacts) 

Break 2- 210 

210-245 --Emotional Literacy as a tool; Applications (2 groups) 

245-3- Closure and Evaluation (Laxge Group) 

Note: If we can extend to 3:30 Would add more time for applications/case examples 

Angela R. Bryant Consulting 

Also Co-Founder - VISIONS Inc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May :25, 2013 7:20 PM 

@nc.rr.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Judgin8 Faculty Bootcamp 

Hi Maureen. Please park on Franklin Street (or a garage) close to Four Corners. Hyde Hall is right across the street. The University Room is on the first floor (the floor that you will 

enter the building). 

Thanks again. I think you will enjoy the presentations and meeting this group. 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
~J:~q~qe, ~xplore, Empower: 
919.843.0336 

From: <Hazeltine>, Lizzy Hazeltine <hazeltin@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 2:17 PM 

To:          @nc.rr.com"          @nc.rr.com> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Lowry Caudill 

<buck .goldstein@unc.edu> 

Subject: Judging Faculty Bootcamp 

@gmail.com>, "Merritt, Charles E." <merritt@email.unc.edu>, "Goldstein, Buck" 

Hi Maureen, 

Thank you for accepting Debby’s invitation to judge our final pitch-off at this year’s Faculty Bootcamp. We’ll convene from 1:30-3:30 to hear pitches, and evaluate them 
according to the attached rubric. Eight faculty teams composed of scholars from many disciplines and multiple UNC System Schools will present their projects developed over 
the last three days. We’re looking forward to including you in this final part of their introduction to an entrepreneurial mindset. 

We will be in the University Room of Hyde Hall on UNC’s campus. I will be happy to send more directions if needed. 

If 3[ may answer any questions you have, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me. 3[f you need a day-of number for me, my cell number is 

Best and thank you again, 
Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

919.843.8824 

unceminor.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

:@nc.rr.com 

Wednesday~ May 15, 2013 7:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Judging Faculty Bootcamp 

Sound s great! 
Maureen A. Buck 
President 

Wealth Management Consultants, L1,C 
213 Edgewate* Circle 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

mbuck@weahhm~ntconsultants.com 

919.240.7457 fax 

Follow me on T~vitter 

http:/’/’ twitte r,com / 

From: Stroman Deborah I 
Sent: Wednesday, May .tS, 2013 7:20 PM 

To:     :@nc.rr.com 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Judging Faculty Bootcamp 

Hi Maureen. Please park on Franklin Street (or a garage) close to Four Corners. Hyde Hall is right across the street. The University Room is on the first 

floor (the floor that you will enter the building). 

Thanks again. I think you will enjoy the presentations and meeting this group. 

d 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
En,9’uge. Explo~’e. Empower. 
919,843.0336 

From: <Hazeltine>, Lizzy Hazeltine <hazeltin@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 2:17 PM 

To:         @nc.rr.com"          :@nc.rr.com> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Lowry Caudill @gmail.com>, "Merritt, Charles E." <merritt@email.unc.edu>, "Goldstein, Buck" 

<buck goldstein@unc.edu> 

Subject: Judsing Faculty Bootcamp 

Hi Maureen, 
Thank you for accepting Debby’s invitation to judge our final pitch-off at this year’s Faculty Bootcamp. We’ll convene from 1:30-3:30 to hear pitches, and evaluate them 
according to the attached rubric. Eight faculty teams composed of scholars from many disciplines and multiple UNC System Schools will present their projects developed over 
the last three days. We’re looking forward to including you in this final part of their introduction to an entrepreneurial mindset 
We will be in the University Room of Hyde Hall on UNC’s campus. I will be happy to send more directions if needed. 
If I may answer any questions you have, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me. If you need a day-of number for me, my cell number is 
Best and thank you again, 
Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

9~9.843.8824 

unceminor.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buffy Filippell <buffy@teamworkonline,com> 

Wednesda~v, 7:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; @kenan-flagler.anc.edu 

MVP Access/College Schools’ Successes in TeamWork ONine tliring 

Dr. Stromani 
We’d love to have UNC join us! 

-Buffv 

From: buffy@teamworkonline.com [mailto:buffy@teamworkonline.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, 4:22 PM 
To-" Buffy Filippell 
Subject-" MVP Access/College Schools’ Successes in TeamWork Online Hiring 
Time IVlagazine’s Cover Story entitled ’The ME, IVlE, IVlE Generation: Millennials ale lazy, entitled 

narcissists who still live with their parents - Why they’ll save us all" is the backdrop for my latest 

MVP Career Coaching Tips weekly newsletter. Since you are working with this group, I thought 

you might be interested in how they are affecting recruiting. This is a smnple of what we share each 

week. 

We’ve just done our annual recap of the 25 schools participating in our MVP Access/College 

program and are excited over the results. On average, the participating ~hools can boast their 
students have a 3x greater chance of getting hired than a usual ’][’eamWork Online applicant. In thcL 

those who have been on our progra~m over 2 years are helping their students get hired on average 

5x more. 

A heart?., "Congratulations" goes out to the following schools: 

-Highest percentage of increase of students engaged in TeamWork Online 
University and Kutztown University 

: Saint Leo 

-Highest number of students hired on TeamV~ ark Online 

Massachusetts 

, combined): University of 

-Highest percentage of program students, who were hired on TeamWork Online 

Duquesne UniversiD- and Wichita State Universi~ 

-Highest percentage of program sludents on TeamWork Online, who were hired on TeamWork 
Online      : Ohio Universi~ m~d Slippery Rock Universi~ 

-Greatest number of gl~owth in s~udents hired online from last year to this year 

of South Carolina 

,: U~fiversity 

It’s valuable to the students and to you to have "the extra resources we provide to help your students 
get hired. If you axe not on MVP Access/College and feel it would be helpful, please let me know. 
I’m happy to help provide you tips on how other colleges axe funding the program. It’s only $1,000 
for 52 weeks, unlimited number of cunent stu&nts and     graduates. 

Again, Matt Kittle will be representing Tea~mWork Online down at the NASSM Colfference in 

Auslin where we aace a sponsor. This is our way of showing you how much we value and appreciate 

all that you are doing to provide quality- candidates to our employers. 

Thank you again for your inpnt and support. 

If you wish to be removed from this mailing, please contact me at the email address below. 

Buffy Filippell 
TeamWork Online 
22550 McCauley Road 
Shaker Heights, OH 44122 
o) 216.360.1790 
f) 216.292.9265 
buffy@ tea mv./o~ko nlir~e .corn 

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, transmission, dissemination or other use of, or 
taking any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from any 

computer. 



Vrolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Angela B~ant <      @mindspring.com> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 6:57 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus ttandouts.ppt-- adding agent/goals slide/correct caucus name 

Carolina Black Caucus Handouts.ppt 

Deborah - sending a corrected slide pack with correct Caucus Name and including the agenda and goals slide. Left that out yesterday in error when 
preparing slide pack. VV~II try to reach you today on other issues. Have a meeting a 9-10 am but otherwise should be available. You have my #s - 

cell and Raleigh Office -919-733-5878. 
Sorry there are issues with slide pack. Hope we can resolve/clarify. Thanks and looking forward to talking soon. 

Angcla R. Bryant Consulting 

Also Co-Founder -VISIONS Inc. 

Rec~gnizb~g, Umler~tanding and Appreciating Differer~ces 

717 West End St. 
Rocky’ Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-Pax- 703-783-8553 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papajcik, Brian <papajcik@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:56 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Good morning Dr. Stroman, 

This morning I met with about his concerns regarding a final grade in his anatomy class. I am trying to help understand his 

options, if any, as well as how each of those options will affect his ability to complete his course of study. He told me that he had been in contact with you, so I 

wanted to get in touch and understand what the department’s message to him has been. I am also directing Andrew to get in touch with Academic Advising. If you 

are available for a brief phone conversation I would like to schedule a time for us to chat. Please let me know when you might be available. 

Sincerely, 

~rian Pspaicik 

Assistant Oean of Students 

Of[ice of ti~e [}e?,~; of Studen[:s 

S~5B North, 450 Rk]ge Road 

Suite i~05, Campus Box 

9:[9-962-4042 

FAX: 

papajcik@email.unc.edu 

~IVA6Y NOTI6E: This e-mail message, includin~ any attachments,is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain private and privilesed information. 

Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy 

all copies of the original messase. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagleramc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSFE Updates 

AD987872-C179-4DE8-B29C-A9A8236897A316].png 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

That sounds exciting! Right up your alley. 

We plan on starlJng the Expo at 9:45 and concluding around 3. We want to do lunch around 12:15 mad then the caareer thir will be after lunch. 

The website is live now ~ you can go check it out at ~¥.csfeunc.com! 

Have a great day, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:58 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Good to hear from you. I have been in a thculty entrepreneurship boot camp all week. One more day tomorrow m~d then I host another 

workshop on Friday. Whew! 

CSFE: I need to know the tinal times we ~t for the Expo. 

Yes, please send me the dm£t for the website for review. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 
Deborat~ L. Sbroman, Ph.D, CLU 
Engag, e. Explore Empo~,er, 
919.84._t.0336 
<AD987872-.C179-~? DES-.}329C-.AgA8236897&3 [6].png> 

"Sometime, s ~ou fl~st ha~e, to fool," back at Vo~r past and smite abcmt hou’jbr ~to~*’ve come." 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 4:55 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: CSFE Updates 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are having a great summer so far! I just had a couple questions for you in regards to CSFE. First, 

on the status of the Blue Zone form. 

is in right now but wanted me to check 

Also, I am almost finished creating the basic of the website and purchasing the domain name. Would you mind taking a look at it once I am finished and giving me 

some helpful critiques? 

Thanks a lot! I hope all is well :) 

Best, 

BA Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administration 

Kenan-Flagler Business School, Class of 

, Carolina Sport Business Club 

Cell: I. @ kena n-flagler.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Merritt " " @me.com> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 12:26 PM 

Goldstein, Buck <buck goldstein@unc.edu>; Low~ Caudill 

tt~eltine, Lizzy <h~eltin@emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

Bootcamp 

@gmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@m~c.edu>; 

Buck Debbv; Lowly and Lizzy, 

I really enjwed worldng with all of you this past week. My sense was the participants got a lot out of it - the customers were hapw! I think we also learned a lot 
about how to teach some of these concepts in the academic context, aud my biggest take away is the whole thought of"translating" the business concepts into the 
lauguage of the academy. Lots of the same principles exist in both places, but just a differeut vocabulaU and context (scientists propose a hypothesis aud rnnt tests and 
moditS~ the original hypothesis all the "time!). An)svW, lots to discuss. Not sure when we all get together to debrief but we should all jot down our own thoughts so we 
don’t lose them. 

I have al~) been thinking we should capitalize on "the fact Tom Ross was with us and send him a recap of the week and maybe a summary of the winning project along 
with some feedback from the participants while the experience is fresh in his memou. I know Lowry and I spoke about how this might be better as a system event or 
program, and might be wise to socialize that with Tom at some point. Frankly, it ,night be a good thing to showcase to folks in Raleigh - some of these 
mere "academics" have some ideas that are preW darn commercial and stem directly from their fields of study - imagine that! I mn happy to drak something sho(t and 
succinct and run it by all of you to send to Tom, probably fiom Buck or Lowry I assume. 

Let me Imow what you think. 

Charles 

Charles Merritt 
@me.tom 

(m) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kero’.Ann@ Facul~Diversity.org 

Friday, May 17, 2013 1:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

NCFDD Newsletter: Learn Crra~t Writing This Summer 

May Newsletter 

Dear Deborah, 

This Spring has been a full sprint for us at the NCFDD! I’ve visited 19 
campuses, our membership has swelled to over 18,000 faculty and we’re 
kicking elf our bigges~ summer boo,camp ever. I’m Ieeling ~c~d[b~y 
energized by ihe response we’ve received on campuses across the U.S. And 
the higMight d my travels this semester was having one of my role models 
(Darlene C~arke Hine} as a pad~c~pant in my workshop at the Co~eQium of 
Black Women in Phi~oso~_}t. Her e~couragemen~ a~d vN~da~ion of our work 
was priceless. 

We’re carrying that positive momentum into our summer session and we 

have lots of new and exciting opportunities to share with you. In this month’s 
nev,tslet~er, we’re highfigMing on of our ~nst~tut[ona~ Members who presented 

~he ~ind~ngs fl~m their study of NCFDD bootcamp pmt~cipants a~ the recent 
Keeping Our Faculties of Coler Sympodum. We a~so have ~,o training 
workshops for you: 1) Eve~ Summer Needs A Plan and 2) Academic 

Motherhood: How Faculty Manage We~ and Family. And in case you haven’[ yet registered, now Js the time [o 
sign up fer our ~aiest experiment: mulfleveek courses ~n June on the topics you’ve requesied: 1} How to Write A 
6~nt Proposal (for faculty in STEM and SBES) and 2) Hew to Win Grants and Fellowships (for faculty in the 
Humenities). ~f that sounds excNng to you, guess what? We’ll be offering two 8ddNonal muN-week courses th~s 
summer (cl~ck the ~r~k be~ow for mot~ #fformation). If you’re curren[ly an ~nd~vJdua~ or h~st~tui~onN Member, [hose 
courses are ~ncluded in your annua~ membersMp. If you’re not a member, these courses are a great reason to 
become an NCFDD Member today. 

We are so excited about all of the workshops, multi-week courses, and surprises we have planned for you and 
we hope you’ll find exactly what you’re looking for to boost your productivity this summer! 

Warmly, 

Kerry Ann Rockquemore 

President, National Center for Faculty Development & Diversity 

To read the rest of the NCFDD May Newsletter 

click here: http:llbit.lyl163QJN1 

National Center for Faculty Development & Diversity 
~wvw.FacultyDiversity.org 

This emafl was sent to ’dstro@unc edu’ from National Center for Faculty Development & Diversity’. tf you wish to stop receiving email 
from us, you can simply remove yourself by visiting. http./A, qww.facultydiversity.org/members/EmaitOptPreferences.aspx? 

id=13689046&e=dstro@unc.edu&h=f33c3d4cfbf4ffeb675bOOScdbSb597c2f09095c or emaiting Unsubscribe(8),FacuttyDiversity.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 5:45 PM 

Lowry Caudill @gmail.com>; Charles Merritt @me.com> 

Goldstein, Buck <buck_goldstein@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazeltin@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Bootcamp 

Hi Team. I just finished another workshop in Hyde Hall today and I am worn out! ;) 

Congrats to all for an empowering week in the Boot Camp. Charles, thanks for your comments and the idea to connect back with T. Ross. (I am certainly up for reviewing your 

draft.) I wrote down some notes yesterday and look forward to debriefing with everyone. 

Have a relaxing weekend. 

debby 

From: Lowry Caudill             @gmail.com> 

Date: Friday, May :17, 20:13:12:35 PM 

To: Charles Merritt              @me.corn> 

Cc: "Goldstein, Buck" <buck goldstein@unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Lizzy Hazeltine <hazeltin@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Bootcamp 

Great ideas. Enjoyed working with all of you. A rewarding week!! Lowry 

Lowry Caudill 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 17, 2013, at 12:25 PM, Charles Merritt @me.corn> wrote: 

Buck, Debby, Lowry and Lizzy, 

I really enjoyed working with all of you this past week. My sense was the participants got a lot out of it - the customers were happy! I think we also learned a lot 

about how to teach some of these concepts in the academic context, and my biggest take away is the whole thought of "translating" the business concepts into the 

language of the academy. Lots of the same principles exist in both places, but just a different vocabulary and context (scientists propose a hypothesis and runt tests 

and modify the original hypothesis all the time!). Anyway, lots to discuss. Not sure when we all get together to debrief but we should all jot down our own thoughts 

so we don’t lose them. 

I have also been thinking we should capitalize on the fact Tom Ross was with us and send him a recap of the week and maybe a summary of the winning project 

along with some feedback from the participants while the experience is fresh in his memory. I know Lowry and I spoke about how this might be better as a system 

event or program, and might be wise to socialize that with Tom at some point. Frankly, it might be a good thing to showcase to folks in Raleigh - some of these 

mere "academics" have some ideas that are pretty darn commercial and stem directly from their fields of study - imagine that! I am happy to draft something short 

and succinct and run it by all of you to send to Tom, probably from Buck or Lowry I assume. 

Let me know what you think. 

Charles 

Charles Merritt 
@me.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Meredith DeVries Director of University Relations, UQ Marketing <memdith@nqmaacketing.com> 

Sundw, 5:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fall 2013 Marketing Internship Optx~rtuni~ 

Hello 

My name is Meredith and I work for UQ Marketing, an ad agency in Colnmbns, Ohio. We have a Virtual Internship Program that is groat for tmderclassmen to learn 
all aspects of marketing. 

I’m hoping yon can help; an advisor recommended that I roach out to your organization with this opportuni~. We jnst opened np the application for 

Would you be willing to share this inlbnnation with your chapter? I realize that with summer approaching, you may not be the fight person to reach out to. If there is 
someone else I should be in touch with, please let me know. 

Interested students may learn Inore about the program a~d apply by here: http:i/~wvwvv.uqtnarketing.con~/virmal-intemship-progmm- 

I would love the opportuni .ty to work with someone in your organization! Thank you in advance for your help! 

Best, 

Meredith DeVries ] Director of University Relations, UQ Marketing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 10:22 PM 

@kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; Zoelene Hill. ~gmail.com:~; 

@yahoo.com>; Kelly Graha~n <kgmham@landmarkeducation.net-~;        ~facebook.com; Jesse Ruben 

i@gmail.com>; Nick Cames <nicholas.cames@duke.edu-~; Marcella McClatchey                 . ’@gmail.com>; 

’@yahoo.com; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; DeSimone, Joseph M. <~esimone@elnail.unc.edu>; 

@ironookinnovations.com; Jones Christensen, Lisa <:Lisa JonesChristensen@kenan-flagler.unc.edtc,; 

@cherokeeconsulting.com; Nick Didow@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu; Carlyn Wright-Eakes, @gmail.coln>; Carlo Diy 

~)gmail.com> 

Upcoming Racial EqNty Workshops (including some new dates) - any of these work? 

Dear Jennifer, Zoelene, Marcella, Nick, Jesse, Dennis, Chris, Matt, Nick, Dr. Stroman, Joe, and Kelly, 

Below is a list of upcoming Racial Equity and Undoing Racism workshops. I am ~ excited to have y’all in there, at some point. We had a great workshop this past 

Wednesday and Thursday. (                - I’m hoping that maybe NYC would mal(e this a possibility fbr you this summer?      - rm hoping some of the NC 

dates might work for you or other folks from Bertie?). If you all can/wmat to come - get back in touch with me so we cma get you linked in. 

The ibllomng workshops are done by the Racial Equity Institute (www.mcialequilvinstitute.org) in North Carolina. 

Schedule: 8:30 - 5:15 both days. 

Price: Students - $175; professionals $275; Sliding scale / scholarships available to anyone. 

- CHARLOTTE 

.- GREENSBORO 

- GREENSBORO 
- C[LAPEL ttlLL 

These are done by fire People’s Institute (www.pisab.org) in and m~ound Ne~, York City. 

Schedule: 6:30p - 8:30p (Day 1); 9:00a-6:30p (Day 2); 9:00a - 3:00p (Day 3). 

Price: Students - $175; professionals $350; Sliding scale / scholarships available to anyone 

- NEW?d~.K 

NYC 

- ROCKLAND COUNTY, NY 

W~mly, 

MBA Class of ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ www.kenan-fla.qler.unc.edu 
MPP Class of ¯ Duke’s Sanford School of Public Policy = www.sanford.duke.edu 

(cell) ¯        (~_..q mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 19, 2013 11:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

2013 BAR Award Nominations 

BAR AWARD NOMINATIONS :: DEADLINE MAY 31, 2013 

The Harvey E Beech Outstanding Alumni Award was established to recognize outstanding African=American alumni who have been stellar leaders 

within the University community and/or within their local community The Beech award has three (3) categories: 

Young Alumni: Nominee must be age 40 and under 

Trailblazer: Nominee must be a member of the classes of 1952 -72 

Overall Achievement: Nominee can be any age, from any class, degree or profession 

The planning committee is pleased to announce the renaming of the Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award in honor of Hortense K McClinton, Carolina’s 

first African-American professor. She was hired in 1966 as a lecturer in the School of Social Work. 

The Hortense K. McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award will honor a faculty or staff member, past or present, who has made outstanding strides 
in educating and developing Carolina’s undergraduate, graduate or professional students (nominee does not have to be an alumnus). 

CHok here to download the nomieatio~ form, 

For each award, the following selection criteria will be taken into consideration, but will not be limited to: 

Attendance and support of the Black Alumni Reunion 

Community service on local, state, national or international level 
Support of Carolina 

Work with AfricamAmerican children, teens and or senior citizens 
Work with current Carolina students 

Recipients will be honored during the Light on the Hill Society Scholarship Awards Banquet on Friday, Nov. 8, 2013, and must be present to receive 
the award (Y.[~’f..~:~.~.~.~.[~’L~d~:~). 

Questions? 
Email .D...r~....[.ad)..e..L.S..9.~.t..h..%r.~.9..n..£t..’..8..2.., BAR nominating chair 

BENNETT COLLEGE SELECTS UNC ALUMNA AS PRESIDENToELECT 

Bennett College has appointed Rosalind Fuse-Hall ’80 as the college’s 17th president She has nearly 25 years of experience in higher education, 

having served as chief of staff to President James Ammons and interim executive director of Title III Programs at Florida A&M University. Prior to her 

tenure at FAM U, she served as executive assistant to the chancellor at NCCU; as the secretary to the board of governors for the UNC System; as an 
associate dean in the UNC College of Arts and Sciences and as director of minority affairs at St. Lawrence University (X.~.J’?.L9.~:~..L~.~:#.9.9). 

Alumni activities, communications and services are not a line item in the University budget but are made possible because of GAA member dues paid 

by you and 67,000 other members, You can take pride in knowin9 that your membership contributes to all this and more, In addition, your GAA 
membership includes ~’[£~&~t.:9.!~3.~L~tp=&!#.~’?.~..~.9~3.~.[!t:~..9.~3.#..~.gZ.~,.~19.~ and a subscription to the digital and print versions of the 

Review 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Fox <DFox~gocheckers.com> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 2:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

A Quick Hello 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are having a great Monday! I am emailing you from my fancy new email address with the Charlotte Checkers © We are launching our first ever Summer 

Volunteer Program and are looking for non-profit organizations in the Charlotte area to spend time volunteering at throughout the summer. I was just checking in 

to see if you knew anyone in the area or had connections with someone that could use some volunteers] 

Hope a~l is well with you! 

All the best, 

David Fox 

Administrative Assistant, Marketing and Fan Development 

Charlotte Checkers 

DFo×@gocheckers.com 

O: 704.940.4087 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 11:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Independent Study 

I sum do appreciate your response, and while I mgmt not being able to work with you, I was able to connect with Dr. Ryan, and he seemed intligued mid on board 
with the plans. 

I hope your summer is going well thus far, and for you to have strength if instructing a bunch of young budding college freshma!! 

I may t~’ to connect with you in to hopefnlly try and implement some of the findings from this Fall’s s~mdy. 

Thanks again, 

Oh and I bumped into again this smnmel; he is taking a class beside me, great gw. He also gives me hope that I’In no the only old kid left on campus! 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On at 4:56 PM, "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro((~gunc,edu> wrote: 

Hi      We are ~ow limited to the ~umber of independent studies we can do each semester. I already have the maximum number. I would have 

loved to work with you though! ;( 

Keep me posted regard~ess~ 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En9~oe. Explore. Empower~ 
919,843,0336 

<image001jpg> 

"You wil! never re~ch your destination if you stop ~#d throw stones at every dog that barks," 
W, Churchill 

Sent= Thursday, 3:47 PH 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Independent Study 
Dr. Stroman[ I hope you have been doing well, I have been working on an Independent Study proposal, and would like for you to fadlitate/adv~se it if possible. I 
know your focus is more on the business aspect of spot, but would you be able to assist with fitness policy and firefigh~r health and wellness ~pe stuff? I have 
a great proposal if you would be able to assist, let me know at you convenience. 
War~ regards~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Little, Mark <Mark Lit~le@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             1:18 PM 

Napier, Mary. E <mnapie@email.unc.edu>; ttobart, Don <hoba~email.unc.edtc’; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; drhaxoon 

<zishan haroon@med.unc.edu~; Zoller, Ted -5Fed Zoller@kenaa-tlagler.unc.edu>; Reifsnider, Cynthia ~Cyntbia Reit~nide@kenan- 
flagler.unc.edtr~; La~e, Brent <Brent Lane@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Johnson, Jim ~!ohnsonJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Maxyann Feldma~ 

~gma~l.com>; Friga~ Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; DeSimone, Joseph M. <gesimone@email.unc.edu>; 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edu>; ktbs lingmei howell.con <lingmei howell@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu>; Bolas, Michelle 

~qnichelle.bola@unc.edu> 

Interns working on EDA projec this summer... 

Some of yall expressed interest in meeting our summer interns. See their short bids below. Thanks.~-mgl 
and attended East Carolina University where she obtained a Bachelor of Science in Politica~ Science and a minor in Business 

Administration. She currently attends North Carolina Central University and will begin her third year in the joint MBA!JD program in the fall. She is interested in 

business, development, heaithcare, and international relations and hopes to use her JO towards a future in consulting. 
and studied economics at Bowdoin College. William worked in economic consulting for four years in Boston, and 

returned to UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School to transition into renewable energy and economic development. After William’s work at the Kenan Institute in 

will join Iguana Energy as a solar project developer in Latin America. 
is currently pursuing a Master’s Degree in City and Regional Planning from UNC-Chapel Hill. After growing up in rural New Kent County Virginia, 

she came to North Carolina to earn a BA in Political Science from Wake Forest University. Her professiona~ interests include land use planning, international 

economic development, and arts-based economic development. Personal interests include theatre, canoeing, hiking, and contra dancing. 

is a rising senior at North Carolina Central University where he majors in Hospitality and Tourism Administration. He is originally from Winston 

Salem, NC. He has played college-level basketball and coached a youth team. He enjoys working out, playing basketball, and being around family and friends in his 

spare time. 
received a bachelor’s degree from UNC-Chapel Hill. She has studied in France and worked on youth and public health projects in Nicaragua, 

Cambodia, and Chapel Hill. She served as internship director for the Minor in Entrepreneurship and has spent the last two years learning about local food systems 

on area farms. She is originally from Morehead City, NC. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 2:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Article of Interest 

The difference here (which many faculty do not know or want to know) is that no academic money goes into athletics and that having the successful athletics 

programs that we do help support the University. ~thinkiftheUniver~itvwastakingfundsandpU~ng~t~nt~atMedcs~wew~u~dhavemorethan100facultyin 

row)It but rather haw~ 800 faculty in revolt. 

Thanks for sharing Lhe ~nh:~. Wehopet~ha~eLhesun~mary~[~rh~ay~smeeth~gouLear~Ynextweek‘MaYbewecanmeeLafter~t~soutandyouhavetknet~read~t 

over and catch up on the FAC p~an for next year. 

Jo~ J. Rennet. M.A, £[(R), FREakS 

Associate Professor ;~nd D~rector 

Uniw~rsity of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medich-~e 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurm?t Hi, fi 

521.-A South Coh~mbia St 

Chapel Hdl, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~26 

919-966-695 J. Fax 
-.CONFIDENTIAUT¥ NOi~CE: this e-mi~H messi~ge, i~cludmg i~ttachments, if a~, [s intended oniv for the --person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 
privileged materii~L A~y ----ullauthorized review, ~35e, disclosure or distribution [s prohibited. If you are ~ot the i~tellded redpient, please co~ti~ct the sender b~ reply e-mail and 
destroy all coph~s of the original message. 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, Nay 22, 2013 2:28 PN 
To: Boxill, Jan; Renner, Joy 
C¢: Cooper, 
Subject: A~ide of Interest 

Sound familiar... 

NMSU students, faculty slam football 

Rene Romo Journal Southern Bureau 

LAS CRUCES - Members of the New Mexico State University community are pushing back against Regents Chairman Mike Cheney’s public exhortation that 
Aggies support athletics, in particular the long-struggling football program. 
A petition on the website change.org urges the five member Board of Regents to "stop diverting funds from academics to support failing athletics programs." 
The petition, launched last Monday, had been signed by more than 300 people, including alumni and current students, by Friday. 
Meanwhile, a letter circulated Friday and signed by nearly 100 faculty members, took aim at the struggling Aggie football team: "Supporting football 
disproportionately is unjustifiable." 
The petition and faculty letter were in response to Cheney’s letter, circulated to NMSU employees May 10 and published in two Las Cruces newspapers. 
Cheney wrote that football and sports generally build the university’s brand more than any other university facet because of media coverage. 
"Like it or not, we must live in the reality that is collegiate sports today," Cheney wrote. Later, he wrote: "Anyone can criticize. It takes fortitude to be a 
supporter on our way to achieving the success we desire." 
Cheney’s letter was issued the same day the five-member Board of Regents issued a resolution saying they had reviewed the Athletic Department’s financial 
status and "feel justified in continuing this level of financial commitment." This year, the Athletic Department budget is being balanced with about $4.2 million in 
funds initially earmarked for instructional purposes. 
Members of the faculty, whose salaries have barely grown in recent years and remain below those of most counterparts at peer institutions, have long 
grumbled about the use of instructional funds to prop up the athletic budget. The football team, the most costly program among NMSU sports, has not been to 
a bowl game since 1960 and has only had two winning seasons in the last 40 years. 
"Regent Cheney has offered no compelling evidence that NMSU’s Division I football has positively impacted NMSU finances," the faculty letter says. "In 
contrast, there is compelling data that football has harmed NMSU academics. Every dollar diverted from the academic budget to the football program directly 
and negatively affects the potential to provide quality education and research." 
Cheney said Friday that the response to his letter was "overwhelmingly positive." 
"1 know there are people who are going to have their opinion and they are entitled to that, but I’m disappointed we can’t all get on the same page," he said. 

d 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

Chapel Hil~ NC 275’99 
919,843.0~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patterson, Tony <3"ony Patterson@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 4:12 PM 

Chaxles, Roy Anthony <rac@email.unc.edu>; Sims F, vans, Charletta <simsevan@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Claudis 

<clandis~oolk@med.unc.edu>; Stroma~L Debx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Clayton, Taff.ve Benson <tatt)e@unc.edu>; Barker, Marco J 

<barke@unc.edu~; Perez, Josmell <josnMl@email.unc.edu>; Wilson, Ada K <adaw@email.unc.edu>; McBride, JoEllen 

<mcbridej @physics.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Black Doctoral Network Conference - Student Sponsorship 

BDN Conference - Poster.pdf: ATT00001.htm; BDN Conference - Student Sponsorships.pdf: ATT00002.htm 

Friends, 

Please review the brief mes~ge below a~d spread the word about this oppommity through your channels. 

I know thnding is a long shot but even spreading the word about the contErence would be helpfnl. 

M~y thanks! 

T. Patterson mobile 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frora: Kristina Nazimova <kristin&@blackphdnetwork.com> 

Date:             3:15:54 PM EDT 

To:-<Fon¥ Patterson~unc.edu> 

Cc: ~       ~gmail.com>,         ~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Black Doctoral Net~vork Conference - Student Sponsorship 

Dear Tony, 

My name is Kristina. I recently reac.~ed out to you about t.~e Black Doctoral Network’s upcoming national conference. Our Executive Director feels it is important to have 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill represented at the conference and has asked me to extend to you the conference information as well as the student 

sponsorship form. I kindly ask that you please re’dew the attachments and share the announcement with your colleagues. I hope that your institution would be able 

to offer a funding opportunity ~:e students who wish t:o partidpa~:e in ~:he conference. Members ef our organiza~:ion include UNC - Chape~ Hil gradua~:e students such 

as (Epidemiotogy). (School of Sodal Work), (Public Heall:h), (EducatRm), 

(Epldemio[ogy). Other members of the University may be interested in the conference, and students may espedally appreciate the sponsorship to attend. 

-[he conference is on the theme of ~_c_/2__o_!_q__r_s__h__~_z___b_’_e__r__,~_c__e__,___q_~2_d___~i£E~_~!?~Z, scheduled for            . 2013 in Philadelphia, PA. We have invited and confirmed 3 of 

the most influential activist and academicians of our time. Drs. Cornel West, Julianne Nalveaux and William Julius Wilson have all agreed to partidpate as the 

plenary session speakers. 

For more information: 

visit our website: www~g~.ackDoctora~.b!etwm k.com ................................................................... 

Like us on Facebook: httJ2:i/on.fb.melYu~ 

Conference Registration - htt~t.I ’/14r, Fd?4 

Discounted hotel reservations 

www.BlackPhdN etwork.com 



PHILADELPHIA, PA 



PHILADELPHIA, PA 



STUDENT SPONSORSHIP FORM 
A~u~t be ~ubm~tted by; 

Online submissions available: BDNsponsor.eventbrite.com 

To become a sponsor, simply complete and maiUfax this form to The Black Doctoral Network Into 

Interested in sponsoring faculty members or have questions about student sponsorships? 

Contact Deandra TayLor at dtayLor@bLackphdnetwork.com or 212o591-2200 

TBank you for supporting future academicians and professionals! 

Sponsor’s Name (individual or organization) University/Department 

Contact Name: TitLe: 

Address; 

Phone #: Fax #: 

EmaiL address; Number of Students to Sponsor: 

Name of Student(s) to Sponsor; 

D Registration OnLy ($185/ea) 

Payment Method: 

Credit Card Number: 

Name (as it appears on card): 

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES (P~ease ctseck the appropriate box) 

D Lodging OnLy ($404/1-2 students per room) 

Check enclosed (make payable to The BLack Doctoral Network Inc.) 

Expiration Date: 

Signature: 

Total Contdbution S. 

~ Credit Card Invoice 

EmaiL, fax or mail this application along with payment to: 
The BLack Doctoral Network Inc. 

244 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2550, New ~brk, NY 0001 
Ph: 212.591.2200 

ww~v. BLackPhdNetworkocom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Little, Mark <Ivlark Litfle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@eagles.nccu.edu~; 

b!kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

RE: Interns workiug on EDA projec tills summer... 

@uric e& > @live.unc.edu>; 
@gm~Jl.com> 

Would you like to come by and say hello to them in person? We’re having a standing Thursday morning (9-10am) meeting. Next Thursday would be great if you have time. 

Otherwise, their emails are: 

~eagles.nccu.edu 

@unc.edu 

Nunc.edu 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

,~kenan.-flagle~ cmc edu 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, May 22, 2013 5:28 PM 

To= Little, Mark 
Subject; RE: Interns working on EDA projec this summer... 

Hi Marl(. Thanks for sharing. My intention for the in[:ormation is that I wanted to send the interns a "congrats and we~cornei’ ~ do know Elizabeth Basn~ght. 

~ hope they are productive to your work and that they enjoy the experience. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. S[roman, Ph.D. CLU 

E~Ncqe~ Explore, Empower: 

9] 9.843.0336 

"You will never reach your destination i]you stop and throw stones at ever~ do~ that b~rks." 

W. Chumhift 
CONlqDEN~IALll g NO1 iCE: l hi:; e-mad message, h~duding a~achmenU;, ~f any, ~s intended only b:.~r ~he ..perho~ cr e~tity ~o which it ~s ad6res:;ed and may contain conf~dentia~ and/or privileged material. Any .... 

From: Li~le, Mark [mailto:NarLLi~le@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Nay 21, 2013 1:~8 PN 
To: Napier, Nary E; Hoba~, Don; Stroman, Deborah L; drharoon; Zoller, Ted; ReifsNder, Cynthia; Lane, Brent; Johnson, Jim; Ha~ann Feldman; Friga, Paul; DeSimone, 
Joseph H.; Cone, Judith; ~bs_l~ngmei_howell.con; Bolas, Nichelle 
Subject: Interns working on EDA projec this summer... 

Some of yall expressed interest in mee~ng our summer interns. See their short bios below. Thanks~-mgl 

Stephanie Smith is from Raleigh, NC and attended East Carolina University where she obtained a Bachelor of Science in Political Science and a minor in Business 

Administration. She currently attends North Carolina Central University and will begin her third year in the joint MBA!JD program in the fall. She is interested in 

business, development, heakhcare, and international relations and hopes to use her JD towards a future in consulting. 

William Medina is a native of Hendersonville, NC, and studied economics at gowdo~n College. William worked in economic consuking for four years in Boston, and 

returned to UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School to transition into renewable energy and economic development. After W~lfiam’s work at the Kenan Institute in 

summer 20~3, William will join Iguana Energy as a solar project developer in Latin America. 

Katherine Dydak is currently pursuing a Master’s Degree in City and Regional Planning from UNC-Chapel Hill. After growing up in rural New Kent County Virginia, 

she came to North Carolina to earn a BA in PNiUcal Science from Wake Forest University. Her professional interests include land use planNng, international 

economic development, and arts-based economic development. Personal interests include theatre, canoeing, hiking, and contra dancing. 

Andrew Church is a rising senior at North Carolina Central University where he majors in Hospitality and Tourism Administration. He is originally from Winston - 

Salem, NC. He has played college-level basketball and coached a youth team. He enjoys working out, playing basketball, and being around family and friends in his 

spare time. 

Elizabeth Basnight received a bachelor’s degree from UNC-Chapel Hill. She has studied ~n France and worked on youth and public health projects in Nicaragua, 

Cambodia, and Chapel H~II. She served as internship director for the M~nor in EntrepreneursNp and has spent the last two years learning about local food systems 

on area farms. She is originally from Morehead City, NC. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 7:50 AM 

Muller, Eric L <emuller@email.anc.edu~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~NV: Carolina Black Caucus Workshop-Friday, May 17th- Positive Feedback 

Eric, Eileen is an Associate Professor of education. I hope to have all the evals compiled by the time I get back. So this is good feedback on the faculty level. David 

From: Angela Bryant_ .      I@earthlink.net] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 20:13 6:51 AN 

To: ’Richard Pinderhughes’; Parsons, Eileen R 

C¢: Stroman, Deborah L; Kiel, David 
Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus Workshop-Friday, May :t7th- Positive Feedback 

Eileen: Thanks so much for your positive feedback. I surely hope we meet together again in the future. All the best, 
’Axlgela R~ Bryant 

e-fax- 703-783-8553 

@easthlink.net 
From: Richard Pinderhughes [mailto:rickp@visions-inc.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 :l:l:20 AM 
To: Parsons, Eileen R 

I@earthlink, net 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus Workshop-Friday, May :t7th 
Thanks very, mnch, Eileen. We enjoyed being/working wit~ you all. 

Rick 

On Mon, May 20, 2013 at 12:42 PM, Parsons, Eileen R <.l_p__a_!?__o__r!~@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dea~ Angela and Rick. 

Because of previous colnmitments, I was unable to officially register for the worlcshop but Debbie invited me to join. I drove from the no(thwestem part of the s~te to 

attend and I’m vely pleased that I did. I thoronghly eNoyed the fellowship among the attendees and I gained a great dea1 from my participation. 

The workshop was fabulous. Even though I research issues around race and culture in science education, I left the workshop more infom~ed. I acquired conslructive 

lenses fi~om which to view and to approach the day-to-day challenges that I face as a faculty member. I left feeling more prepared to continue the battle not only to 

improve my conditions as a faculty member but to change circumstances so those coming behind me can spend their energies in ways that subsIantiaJly move us 

tbrwaJcd. 

I greatly appreciated how you fhcilitated the workshop, sensing the needs office group and restx)nding to those needs. The infbmmtion you provided will help me both 
persona]ly and professiona]ly. I thank you for an enriching experience, one that better prepares Ine for whatever awaits. 

Once again, thank you. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons. PhD 

Associate Professor, Science Education 
P~ogmm Affiliation: PhD in E&~cation 

Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching (JRST); 

Science Policy Fellow, Anrerican Association for the Advancemeat of Science (AAAS) 

(919) 84.3-9133 (p) 

(919) 843-2614 (f) 

Richard Pinderhughes, Psy.D. 
Associate Director of Administration 
VISIONS, INC. 
48 Juniper Street 
Roxbury, MA. 02119 
Office (Direct): 617-541-4102 
Office (Main): 617-541-4100 
Fax: 617-541-4141 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 11:34 AM 

Academic Advi sing Pa~t- Time Advisors Li story <advi singpaxttime@li skserv, unc.edu> 

[advisingparttime] 2013 Advising Guides 

The 2013-2014 Advising Guides have arrived. I gave some of you them today; if you did not get one from me, then yours is in your mailbox on the ground floor. 
If you have any questions, or if there is someone outside of Steele you think should have a copy let me know. 
Thanks. 
Roger 

Senior Academic Advisor 

College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

(K)O8 Steele 

Campus Box 3110 

Universk~, of North Carolina at Chapel H~ii 

Chapel ~ill, NC 27599-~iI0 
O[[[ce: (919) 962-940~ 
Fax: (919) 962-6888 

http://adv~s[~unc_edu 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

advisingpa~tfime as: dstro(a) unc.edu.To unsubscribe click here: htlp:,/lisks.unc.edu/u? id=39934318.6195342d 
18346be8cal 2e69t~a47d23d9&n=T&l=advisingparttitne&o=33143890 or send a blank entail to !.e_ 9 _~_te_-_~ ~ 1___4_.3__~_% ~- 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 5: 5 6 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Proof of Credit Letters 

Thanks again Dr. Stroman. Also, email has been acting up recently Can you cc me in the email to him, and then I will ask if he got your letter? 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
~31ive.unc.eduI C: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Little, Mark <Mark Litfle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Interns working on EDA projec this summer... 

Date change on intern group meetings--will send you calendar invite iust as 

Frem: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:29 PM 

To: Little, Mark 
Subject: RE: Interns working on EDA projec this summer... 

Eli Mark. Thanks for sharing. My intention for the ~nform~don ~s that I wanted Lo send Lhe b~terns a "congreSs ~nd welcome." ~ do know 

~ hope they are productive Lo your work and Lhat they enjoy the experience. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

~¢~e. ~xplore. Empower. 

9:19.843.0336 

"You will never reach your destination i]you stop and throw stones at every dog that barks." 

W. Churchil~ 

F~m{ Li~le, Mark [mailto;Nark L~le¢~kenan-flagler#nGed~] 
Sent= Tuesday,            l: 18 PN 
T~{ NaNer, Haw E; Hoba~, Don; Stroman, Deborah L; drharoon; Zoller, Ted; ReifsNder, Cynthia; Lane, Brent; Johnson, Jim; Nawann Feldman; Fdga, Paul; DeS~mone, 
Joseph N.; Cone, Judith; ~bs_lingmeLhowell.con; Bolas, N~chelle 
Subje~t~ Interns working on EDA projec this summer... 

Some of yall expressed interest in mee~ng our summer interns. See thek short bias below. Thanks{-mgl 

and attended East Carolina University where she obtained a Bachelor of Science ~n Political Science and a minor ~n Business 

Administration. She currently attends North Carolina Central University and will begin her thkd year in the joint MBA!JD program in the fall. She is interested in 

business, development, heakhcare, and international relations and hopes to use her JD towards a future in consulting. 

is a native of Hendersonville, NC, and studied economics at gowdoin College. Will,am worked ~n economic consulting for four years in Boston, and 

returned to UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School to transition into renewable energy and economic development. After William’s work at the Kenan Institute in 

will join Iguana Energy as a solar project developer in Latin America. 

is currently pursuing a Master’s Degree in City and Regional Planning from UNC-Chapel Hill. After growing up in rural New Kent County Virginia, 

she came to North Carolina to earn a BA in Political Science from Wake Forest University. Her professional interests include land use planning, international 

economic development, and arts-based economic development. Personal ~nterests include theatre, canoeing, hiking, and contra dancing. 

B a rising senior at North Carolina Central University where he majors ~n Hospitality and Tourism AdminBtration. He B originally from Winston - 

Salem, NC. He has played college-level basketball and coached a youth team. He enjoys working out, playing basketball, and being around family and friends ~n his 

spare time. 

received a bachelor’s degree from UNC-Chapel Hill. She has studied in France and worked on youth and public health projects in Nicaragua, 

Cambodia, and Chapel Hill. She served as internship director for the Minor in EntrepreneursNp and has spent the last two years learning about local food systems 

on area farms. She is originally from Morehead City, NC. 



From: ;@live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:25 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: ThaJ~k you 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

Thank you so much for coming to nay thesis proposal. I really appreciated your support! Always good to see you! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Little, Mark <IVlark Lilfle@kenan-flagler.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:55 AM 

~eagles.nccu.edu>; 

@kenan- llagler.unc.e&~>; 

Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tomorrow’s Group Meeting, 8:30am-9:30am 

@unc.edu-~; @live.unc.edu:~; 

@gmml.com> 

Morning, all. 
At tomorrow morning’s group meeting, we will have a guest, Dr. Stroman from the Department of Exercise and Sport Medicine--we’ll do proper introductions 
tomorrow. 
We will spend the bulk of the time going through each of our workplans--I want yall to leave the meeting with a crystal clear understanding of what you will be 
doing over the summer, particularly over the next couple of weeks. 

Thanks, 
mgl 
Mark Little, PhD 

EDA University Center Program Director 

Lead, Renewable Energy Practice 

Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise at [NC Chapel Hill 
mark ]ittlegune. edu I ofc +1 919.962.1041 I mob 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc .com> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 4:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Top 30 Tools tbr Small Business - Featured on Fobes 

Small Businesses 

a g- : .dget 
The Best Time-Saving Solutions 

Every small business relies on software and 

applications to tackle issues that big companies 

manage by simply hiring new people. 

Since a small business can’t always afford to hire a 

new accountant, customer representative, designer or 

attorney, Expert Circle gathered an amazing list of the 

top 30 business solutions that can help you handle 

more tasks in-house. 

Check out our list of the Ultimate Business Tools for 

managing the most important issues and processes 

in your business, featured on Forbes here: 

See list of top business solutions >> 

Share this article with your friends: 

Everythmq You ~i{j~I~i[~ V’:" Cheokli.st YOU 
~ .... (3arfit Live on Online 

ensure you continue to receive ol r e-m,3 s p ease add messagas@docsto,: co 1~ o go =" ,addcess Book 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:36 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: A quick update 

A~tach: Update.pdf 

Hi Dr. Stroman[ 
Hope you’re doing well. It has been such a long time since we’ve talked but I just wanted to send you my update letter. I’m going to be interning with this coming year, 
which I am beyond excited about! It is the perfect fit for me. I’ll be back in Chapel Hill next ~veek, so if you are around and would be available to meet to talk more about it, I ~vould love to do 
that 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~livea]nc,edu; 

Wednesday, 10:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Spo~t Business Summer Interest 

image001 .j pg 

On , at 9:25 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

What is your mobile number? Thanks. 
Dr, Stro~lat~ 
Do Good. 
Deborah [, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En,q~o’e, Explore, Empowen 
919.843.0336 
<imageOOl..jpg> 

"You will never reach ~our destin~tio~ ~]you sto~ and throw stones ~t e~er~ dog that barks." 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:30 PH 
To: ~troman, Deborah L 
~u~ject: Re: ~a~’s Spo~ Business Summer ~nterest 

You told me to con~ct you again around this time tNs week with the possibili~ of some spo~ business projects that I may ~come involved with. Ple~e 

let me ~ow iftNs is s~ill possiNe. Than~. 

at 5:02 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu > wrote: 

Hi , Thanks for your note. Please send me another reminder late ~ext week. I think I may have some projects you can assist with. 
Dr. Stroman 
Do Good. 
Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Eng~C4e. Explor~, Empower. 
91%843.0336 
<imageOO:t,~pg> 

"You wN never reach your destination i[you stoo and throw stones ~t every dog th~t barks," 
w. 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:23 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Spo~ Business Summer Interest 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
This is and I met you as you were mov~no tNngs from your car M your office in Woollen this past Friday afternoon. Like I mentioned, I was 
chosen to be on the                     for this upcoming year and I am also currently pa~icipating in the                       ne~ 
Nil. I will be in Chapel Hill all summer Mking classes both sessions and I am in,rested in any Spo~ Business related oppo~unities and/or initiatives 
that are present and you told me ~ send you an email. I really would like to learn and gain experience in this industry so any oppo~uniW would 
help immensely. P~ease let me know if you have an~hing for me or if you could help in any way. ~ank you, I appredaM your time. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

ThursdaY.             10:19 AIVl 

Weighl, ~,.rianne A. <eweight,~email.unc.edw~; Stroman, Deborah I, <dstvo@unc.edtr~; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edtv"~ 

~live.unc.edu > 

Faculty’ Interviews 

Good morning professors. My name is            I am a Sport Administration major                     this summer,            and 
are creating 2-3 minute faculty bio videos for the Sport Administration department. We would lik~ to interview each of you in the next couple of 
weeks. It should take no more than 20 minutes of your time. If each of you could small me a few time slot options that fit with your schedule that 
would be great. I have posted some of the questions below so you can begin to think about what you might want to say. Thank you for your 

participation as we continue to market our program. 

1. Can you tell us about your educational path? 
2. What do you do inside and outside of the department? 
3. What would you say to a student interested in the Sport Administration program? 

Best Regards, 



From: ~    ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:03 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: internship 

Hey Dr. Stmman! I hope your summer is offto a great start’. I need to talk to you about one of the internships I’m doing this summer. I started at the beginning of this 

week, and I would like to speak to you about the experience thus fax. It has not been at a]l what I was promised that it would be, and I would like to ask for your 
advice moving forward. Can we talk on the phone at some point soon? My number is              Thank you Dr. Stroman’. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 
Exercise and Sports Science - Sports Administration 

Phone. 1 Email: .gO, email.unc.edu I 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <IVla~ Napier@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 8:36 AM 

Little, Mark <Mark I,ittle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith <jacone@emaJl.unc.edu>; Johnson, Jim <JolmsonJ@kenm~- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Maryann Feldman                 ~gmaJl.com>; Zoller, Ted <Ted Zolle@kenaJ~-flagler.unc.edu>; Sta~mm~, Deborah 

L ~dstro@unc.edu>; Reil;nider, Cynthia <Cynthia Reifsnide@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Lmm, Brent <Brent I ~ane@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Napier, Mmy E <mnapie@email.unc.edu>; ldbs lingmei howell.con <lingmei howell@kenan-flagler.unc.edtc,; Ho~rt~ Don 

<hobart@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Economic hnpact of Higher Education in NC 

Mark, 

I agree that we would all be interested in having Don talk to us about 
this effort. The June 10 advisor meeting has been cancelled (and has been 
filled on my calendar) but we could easily find another time this summer 
to pull all of us together You could ask Ronda to try to coordinate the 
meeting 

Thanks, 

Mary 

Mapf Napier, Ph.D ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private 
Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 
Campus Box 3440 . Kenan Center ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 
(919)843-7553 ° fax (919)962-8202 ° mnapier@unc.edu 

On 5/30/13 4:20 PM, "Little, Mark" <Mark Little@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

>Hello all 
> 

>Lingmei and I had a great conversation with Don Hobart today-. Amongst 
>many topics, he told us about an inchoate initiative between L~’NC-GA, NC 
>corrm~tmib" college system, and NCICU (private colleges/universities) to 
>measure the our collective economic irapacts. 
> 

>As this is a topic that we have discussed, I thought it would be useful 
>for Don to update us on this initiative as it develops. Perhaps our next 
>KI advisoly would be most appropriate? 
> 

>Best, 
>rngl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 12:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Interest in your projects 

How you doing Ms. Stroman my name is             I’m a intern here at the Kenan Center I meet you last week when you came to speak with us with Mark Little. I’m a 

rising      at North Carolina Central Univ. majoring in                    I was really excited when hearing what you had going on in the upcoming year of     I’m 
athlete I played Division II for three before transferring to NCCU. I love sports and dreamed to get into the business side of ther game. I was wondoring if I 
can speak with you soon. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Napier, Mary <Ma~ Napier@kenan-flaglera~nc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: 2nd floor - Kenm~ Center 

FaciEbi Capacities and Costs.docx 

Cost for using the Kenan Center dining room, second floor etc.       said that you can fit up to 250 people in the dining room, but with that number some of the tables are not 

in optimal spots for seeing or hearing a presentation. Up to 180-200 can be arranged for with reasonable accommodations lbr seeing and hearing. 

Hope you fire good! Great to see you yesterday. Week of 

something. 
I am husbandless and sonless ( s baseball birthday trip) and we should make a plan to go to dirmer or 

From: ~_~_e___n___a__n_:_f_[_a_gJ__e___r:__u___n___c_:__e___cJ__u_.> 

Date: Tuesday, 4:02 PM 

To: Mary Napier <mary...napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Reifsnider, Cynthia" <Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: 2rid floor - Kenan Center 

Attached is the pricing structure for space on the 2nc floor. 

From: Barbour, Jennie 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:53 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: 2nd floor - Kenan Center 

Hi 

I have attached a sheet with fees and capacities that I just updated for Dave. Let rne know if you need more info~ 

Abo when you have ~ moment tomorrow, can we ~eview the fi~h~g caMnets outside of Room 4067 

Jerm[e ). BarbouF 
Managiog D[recl:or 

Kenan-F~ag~er Business School 

UNC - Chapel 
91.9~962,0228 Fax 91.9~962~2787 
Jennie garbour@unc.edu 

Sent~ Tuesday, 3:21 PM 
To~ Barbour, Jennie 
Subjeet~ 2nd floor - Kenan Center 

Hi Jennie -can you tell me what the space options are for meetings on the second floor -and -what the cost is for each space? l’ve never run an event involving 

that area and wondered if our meetings exceeded our space on the 3rd floor what options existed on the 2nd. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 7:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Short-term projects 

Good evening Dr. Stroman! 
Hope your summer is going well. I ~vas intrigued by your email to the Sport Business Club earlier today and wanted to ask you about those short-term projects you mentioned I’ll be more 
involved in my internship and spolt marketing committees when we return to school, but for the summer my hands really aren’t in anything sport related (,until around mid July when 

picks back up) I would love to spend some of my free time with anything you maybe had in mind, and rm definitely thinking about starting a blog! 

Thank you so much for your support and motivational Tweets! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: ~(}gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:57 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Checking in? 

Hi Dr. S - 

I hope you’re having a good s~rt to the summer. 

I land back in Durham on Wondering if yon me np for getting together fl~en to con~nue this racial equib~ and Kenan Ins/irate conversation. 

Also - do those dates still work for you? We ought to get you a spot sooner than later. 

-R~ietration o~n 

8:45am-5:00 pm 

Racial Equity Irlsl:itute (REI) 2 day Racial Equity/Anti Ra,qism Tn, ining 

Location-1203 Maple Street Greensboro, NC 

Best, 

MPP Class of 
, UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
, Duke’s Sanford School of Public Policy ¯ www.sanford.duke.edu 

~gmail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 5:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Dr. Ellen Staurowsky receives faculty award for scholarship 

From: <Southall>, Richard Southall <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, June 6, 2013 5:18 PM 

Subject: Dr. Ellen Staurowsky receives faculty award for scholarship 

Just an FYI: 

Dr. Ellen Staurowsky received Drexel University’s Goodwin College’s Dean Faculty Award for Scholarship (Tenured/Tenure Track) today. This is her first year at Drexel. 

h ttps:i!www.facebook.com!photo.php?fbid=608:[31305863924&l=ce5551695b 

Thought you might want to pass along congrats to her. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor -- Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office -919~962-3507 

Fax - 9:19.962-6235 

~hotmail.com 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

t:i:t{~!/e~ss.unc.edu 

CSRI webs~te: 

CSR~ Conference on College Sport webs~te: ~,~,~,~::~:~.9.~.~.~:~.~).~:~:~ 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 



From: ?~live.unc.e&~> 

Sent: Friday, 9:06 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Playott~ 

Thanks Dr. Stroman! I hope eve ,rything is going well for you and you uxe having a gieat start to your sulnmer. On top of playoffs the 

runs through saturday. I’m hoping to get my name called at solne point so please keep your fingers crossed for me! 

draft began last night and 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:00 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~b, unc.edu> wrote: 

Have fun! Best wishes to yon and the team this weekend. 

Cheering tbr you, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer/Academic Advisor 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Facul .ty Advisor 

’Whose who brh~g sm~shi~e to the lives of others cmmot keep it from themselves,’~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:50 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Spon~rship Ulxtates 

Dr. Stron3,~n, 

I hope all ix well. ~,’e’re hoping to send ot~t the first rotmd of sponsorship letters as early as this weekend, but we st~l~ had some questions about the potential tax 

brea~s ~v~ab~e to these companies shotted they choose ~:o partR:ipate. Fee~ free to em~ me or cal~ ~: any t~r~e so we can cower ~1~ of the reh~want info. 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, :~0::t6 AM 
To; 
C¢-" 
Subject; RE: Sponsorship Updates 

Great work! 

Thot~ghts - 

_1_. 

Page two --.sponsor levels and benet:i~s 

2. T-shirt ---It is more engaging to have many businesses listed on the back. Give the most ideal and largest space on the shirt to °" 2 or 3 Platinum sponsors. 

Another option is to make polo shirts for the platinum sponsors. Only the ¢$8C Expo team and speakers (and whomever else you want) will have those 

shirts. 

access for focus groups, webs~Le presence, etc. 

4. Sponsors can also have a discount rate for d~e next Expo. (~very two years??} 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, 
~ng~!e. ~xplore. Empower: 

9~9.84&0336 

"You will never reach your destination i/you stop and Nrow stones at every dog that barks," 
w. Churc’hi!~ 

F~m: .(~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 12:20 
To~ 

; Stroman, Deborah L; 
SabjeCt= Sponsorship Updates 

Thai& you for your time "~y-I appreciate the caJl and updates [?am you[ 

I ~lked to      tNs evening a~d we brainsto~ed a t~w things for sponsorships as we seM out these letters. Feel free to comment b~k with your thoughts and if you 

di~gme ruth maytNng. 

We Nscussed tiering the s~nsorship levels eaxly on in the plmming process office exD~ and we still molly like flaat i&a. The levels will be as tbllows: 

Platinum: $1000 ~d higher 

Gold: $500-$999 

Silver: $250-$499 

Bro~ge: $100-$249 

IndividuN Suppo~ers (Boosters): ~y mnount under $100 (Idea hem is that parents, friends, uncle~aunt~ teachers, etc. can suppo~ our event if they’d like) 

Then there’s the issue of what the sponso~ BENEFIT is.      and I came up ruth five ways to entice the sponsors. Their comNny n~e will go on the website and in 

a schedule/program we create for the day of the event. We can make a banner/a&eNse at the ~mal expo, we can put sponsors names on tshi~s, and our 

platinum,’gold mem~ will get fi~t pick of the location for the career fair. 

We fl~ought it’d be a great idea ~ tier these ~ well. For example: 

Eve~one who sponsors (gives money) ~ the event’s name roll go on fl~e website[ 

InNvidual supD~ers and Bro~e sD~nso~ roll go in the sche&de/program for the day of flae event 

Silver sponsors will go in the program AND ~ adveN~d on a banner at the expo 

Gold s~n~rs will go in fl~e program ~D be adveNsed on a ~nnec ~D their name roll go on ~e shi~ 

Platinmn s~nsors roll get a]l t~ee listed a~ve AND get first pick for file ~st spot at file caxeer fair. 

What axe ~gur thougNs on that? 

Now, this is a lot of i~ffo~mation to get into a le~er so we thought it would be good to list the membe~hip levels a~d then ~y benefits of sponsorsNp include ~ y, z, 

deNnding on which level sD~n~r you are. (something like that). 

I have the coW of the le~eg but if you could add tills pa~ in ~d tl~en add my n~e and to the bosom under yours that would be groat[ I would add your rifle 

and ours as well along with our Kenan-Flagler emNls’. 

Thank ~vu so much for E~R~H~G’. Appreciate the hustle and loo~ng fogvard to going sD~nsors rolling in[ 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, 



@__k____e___n____a____n___-__f_!__a__g!er.un¢.edu 



Flu)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@livex~nc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS Advising Ques~tion 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you’re having a great summer so far! This is               I don’t know if you remember, but we met at the end of the     fall 
semester to help me organize my senior year EXSS schedule. I just got back from studying abroad in Italy and I recently received an email 
that complicates the schedule we set up, 

The email is offering ICMU 401L. It’s a new class that offers undergrads to help out with and participate in a medical school class at UNC 
Med. I would really love to take it, but I have to rearrange my schedule and I wanted your advise on the what EXSS classes I should take 
each semester. Do you think the classes below would be a good schedule or would you recommend another order of the classes? 

FALL 
¯ EXSS :[01 

¯ EXSS 221 

¯ EXSS 273 

¯ EXSS 276 

ICMU 401L 

SPRING 
¯ EXSS 376 

EXSS 380 

¯ EXSS 385 

¯ Intro to Rock 

¯ ICMU 401 

Thank you very much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ON24 <marketing@on24.com> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 7:27 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Increase your webinar ROI 

If you have trouble displaying this email, view it as a web page. 

Deborah, 

Webinars have become an irnportan[ tac[ic I0r 

marketers to generate leads and drive demand, 
However, to be truly effective, webinars have te functien 

as more than just a presen[a[~on ~ooL Success~u~ 
webinars today utilize a wide array of interactive too~s to 
engage ~heir audiences in a dired conversation that will 
result in more educated prospects and higher-quM~ty 
leads. 

Join Mark Bemstein for a hands-on presentation on how 
to optimize webinars for direct audience engagemenL 

This webinar will highlight: 

The benefits of increasing the level of audience 
engagement 
A review and demonstration of how interactive 
tools enhance the webinar experience 

i~ 0N24 
t:~i~: How to increase 

,~hc }r,,tcr~ctlvitv of 

r# tot )ntent 

~ N24 Inc 

plus ~v~ Q&A / 
As Director of Content Marketing for 

ON24, Mark is responsible for 

managing matketin9 cornrnunicatbns 

in support of webcas~#~9 and v#tua~ 

events solutions. 



Hew increased interactivity enables more effective 
lead scoring 

To unsubscribe from future e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences, click here. 

ON24, Inc. 

201 Third Street, 3rd Floor I San Francisco, CA 94103 I 877.202.9599 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strohm, Leslie Chambers <s~rohm@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 8:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Connect 

Top This sounds great. Meet yon there at 11:30. I’m looldng forward to it. 

My cell is 

On Jun 11, 2013, at 8:02 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(?~uuc.edu~ wrote: 

Hi Leslie. Prei~rence? Top This on Franklin? Fosters? My mobile is Debby 

DLS ti~om my iPhone. 

On May 23, 2013, at 10:53 PM, "Strohm, Leslie Chalnbers" <~29.~N)~.g).~.~:~).~:~.g> wrote: 

Hi Deb, 

I’d love to. I roll be out the ne~ m~o weeks on vacation. Wonld an early lunch on Tue~ay, June 11, work for you? 

Best. 

Leslie 

On May 23, 2013, at 11:51 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@nnc.edt~ wrote: 

Hi Leslie. Can we please do lunch soon? Nothing urgent. ;) 
Thanks. 
d 
Debora~ L, Str~man~ Ph.D. CLU 

Chapel Hi~ NC 27599 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michae! <southall@em~il,unc,edu> 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 3:58 

athletics retbrm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edw~ 

Re: Itheavg] mandatoly reading 

June 20th may be a seminal day in the history of college sport. If the plaintifI~ are granted class status, then it ;vill be "game on." If the defendants are successful, it will be "game over" 

Almost four years from the original complaint’s filing & at least another ?,ear (if class certification occurs) until the case goes to triah 

Sent from my iPhone 
Richard M Southall 

On Jun 12, 2013, at 15:41, "Weiler, Jonathan D" <jweiler@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Of interest - many of you will recall Jim Delaney’s claim earlier this year that if the O’baunon plaintiffs were successlhl, the Big Ten would turn itsdf into a D~vision III pumpkin. When 
forced to repeat this claim before actual lawyers, he has now backtracked - 
> 

> http://www.sbnation.com~colle~e-football/2013/6/9/4411332/obarmon-vs-ncaa-jim-delany-bi~-ten-division-~ 
> 

> Jonathan 
> 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2013 2:45 PM 
> To: athletics reform group 
> Cc: ’athletics reform group’ 
> Subject: Re: [thearg] mandatory reading 
> 

> Anthony--indeed, the baseball team is in a category of its own for 
> class-time missed. Thing is, the?, always point to the "superman" 
> ~’pe-                                                    -to suggest that 
> that’s the norm. We all know it’s not. In fact, I would love to see the 
> GPA’s and curricular paths of these last eight baseball teams that *vent 
> to the College World Series. I’m sure it’s not a pretty sight -Jay 
> On 6/11/13 12:38 PM, Anthony J. Vogt wrote: 
>> Jay, 
>> 

>> I have not been recently active with the Athletic Reform Group. 
>> We’ve been traveling. 
>> 

>> UNC-CH’s baseball team is currently playing S. Carolina to get in 
>> the College World Series. I hope they succeed. However, I took note that 
>> during the xvinter-spring senrester, they played 40 plus games. That’s a lot, 
>> and I xvonder if the student-athletes on the baseball team can keep up with 
>> course work, playing so maW ganres, practicing, etc. Also, in the past, I 
>> don’t think that any UNC-CH athletic team played intercollegiate games 
>> during the exam period. However, this year, the baseball team played at 
>> least one game during the winter-spring semester exam period. These 
>> happenings are further illustrations of hoxv maj or athletic programs 
>> encroach upon the tmre and energy that student-athletes have for academics. 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jay- Smith [mailto:i avsmith(~ email.unc, edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, J~xe 10, 2013 10:29 AM 
>> To: athletics reform group 
>> Subject: [thearg] mandatory reading 
>> 

>> http ://ww~v.nexvsobserver. corn/2013/06/08/2948647ifo1~mer-unc-african-studies-ch 
>> ainnan.htrnl 
>> 

>> http ://chronicle cona/blogs/players/aca demic-advisers-for-athletic s-arapple-w 

>> ifla-effects-of-unc-controverw/33189# 
>> 

>> 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: @earthlink.net. To 
>> unsubscribe click here: 
>>http://lists.unc.eduiu?id 62073852.fi79e6f3a32c51245cc05b508cd991bS&n T&I th 
>> earg&o 33195796, or send a blank email to 
>> leave-33195796-62073852.fi79e6f3a32c 51245cc05b508cd99 lbS@listsel~g.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jweiler@email unc edu. To unsubscribe 
> clickhere: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 61803895 14c4f5et2fd9981612a566a35bd7c7b6&n T&l~heal-<&o 33204600, or send a blal~ email to leave-33204600- 
61803895 14c4f5ef2fd9981612a566a35bd7c7b6@listserv.unc.edu 
> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: southall@emaihunc edu. To unsubscribe 
> clickhere: http://lists.unc.eduiu?id 61803889.afci~)86745c1017b51ad484b27ccddb3&n T&I thearg&o 33204939, or send a blank email to leave-33204939- 
61803889 afcg~86745c 1017b51 ad484b27ccddb3@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=62524524 013b0048bfeSf19c85e19d711d338e5d&n=T&l=thear<&o=33205036, or send a blank email to leave-33205036- 



62524524.013bOO48bfeSl~ 9c85e19d711 d338e5d@listserv unc.edu. 



FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Graduate School <fountain@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 6:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The UNC-Chapel ttill Graduate School needs your feedback 

Dear Deborah Stroman : 

The I~ountain is an annual publication of The Graduate School of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through 
this magazine, we showcase the many achievements of graduate students and alumni - as well as developments in 
graduate education at Carolina and beyond. 

You have a vested interest in graduate education and we value your thoughts on how we can further enhance The 
t~ountai~. Please provide your input in a survey that should take no more than 5 minutes to complete. All responses are 
anonymous and will be treated confidentially. 

Simply click on the link below, or cut and paste the entire URL into your browser to access the survey: 
https://unc.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID= SV_0C3hetRN kG FtRSz 

Thank you in advance for participating in our survey. Your feedback is very valuable to us. 

Sandra 

Sandra Hoeflich, PhD 
Associate Dean for Interdisciplinary Education, Fellowships and Communication 
The Graduate School 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

::X:: UNC Graduate School 

You are receiving this email because you are a graduate alumnus or alumna of UNC-Chapel Hill or a donor/friend of The Graduate School. 
Not interested? Unsubscribe 

The Graduate School - The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 40:t0, 200 Bynum Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-40:t0. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michae! <southall@em~Lunc.edu~ 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 6:42 AM 

athletics retbrm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [thea~] mandatory reading 

2013 BA-SB D-I AGG Report Fin~J.pdf 

Dick, 

In answer to your question, here are some "graduation" statistics for our 
baseball team: 

We are in the process of collecting the 2014 baseball AGG data 

Hope this helps. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919.962-3507 

Fax - 919.962-6235 
southall@email.unc.edu 

~hotmail.com 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

http :i/exss. unc. edu/graduate-programs/specializations/sport-administratiot~/ 
ovet’,dewi 

CSRI ~vebsite: ~w¢w.unc.edu/csri <htt~:i/~vw~v.unc.ed~,’csri> 
CSRI Corffe~ence on College Sport website: www.csricotffcrence.org 
<htto : //w~vw. csri corder ence. or~i> 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, ~ve’re here to live 
fully. 

On 6/13/13 12:02 ANL "Cramer, Richard" <mrcramer@email unc.edu> wrote: 

>It would be interesting to see how malay, if any, of our star baseball 
>players graduate. Major league baseball, as opposed to pro football and 
>basketball, has an agreement with the NCAA that players who start college 
>cannot be drafted until after their junior year. This is certainly 
>better than football and basketball, ;vhere they can be drafted earlier, 
>but players like 

are celebrated for being drafted early and getting sizable 
>signing bonuses. 
> Dick Cramer 
> 

> 

>Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
>Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 
> 



>From: Jay Smith [iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2013 2:45 PM 
>To: athletics reform group 
>Cc: ’athletics reform group’ 
>SubJect: Re: [thearg] mandatory reading 
> 

>Anthony--indeed, the baseball team is ~n a category of its own Jk~r 
>class-time missed. Thing is, they always point to the "superman" 
>type .... to suggest that 
>that’s the norm We all know it’s not. In ~act, I would love to see the 
>GPA’s and curricular paths of these last eight baseball teams that went 
>to the College World Series. I’m sure it’s not a pretty sight. -Jay- 
>On 6/11/13 12:38 PM, Anthony J. Vogt wrote: 
>> Jay-, 
>> 

>>    I have not been recently active with the Athletic Reform Group. 
>> We’ve been traveling. 
>> 

>> krNC-CH’s baseball team is currently playing S. Carolina to get in 
>> the College World Series. I hope they succeed. However, I took note 
>>that 
>> during the winter-spring semester, they played 40 plus games. That’s a 
>>lot, 
>> and I wonder if the student-athletes on the baseball team can keep up 
>>with 
>> course work, playing so many games, practicing, etc. Also, in the 
>>past, I 
>> don’t think that any UNC-CH athletic team played intercollegiate games 
>> during the exam period. However, this year, the baseball team played at 
>> least one game during the winter-spring semester exam period. These 
>> happenings are further illustrations of how maj or athletic programs 
>> encroach upon the time and energy that student-athletes have for 
>>academics. 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... ©riginal Message ..... 
>> From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, Juaae 10, 2013 10:29 AM 
>> To: athletics reform group 
>> Subject: [thearg] mundatoiy reading 
>> 

>> 

>>http://ww~ newsobserver com/2013iO6iOSi2948647/former-unc-african-studies 
>>-ch 
>> airman.html 
>> 

>> 

>>http :i/chronicle com/blogs/plavers/aca demic-advisers-for-athletics-grappl 
>>e-w 

>> ith-effects-of-unc-controversy/33189# 
>> 

>> 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: @earthlink net. To 
>> unsubscribe click here: 
>> 
>>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 62073852ff79e6f3a32c51245cc05b508cd99168&n T&I 
>> th 
>> earg&o 33195796, or send a blank email to 
>> 

> >leave-33195796-62073852.ff79e6f3a32c51245cc05b508cd99 lbS@listserv.unc.edu 

>-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: mrcramer@email unc.edu. To 
>unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://lists unc eduiu?id 618038634e73a3ab18764aa2ac3c76ee355c23dS&n T&I 
>thearg&o 33204600, or send a blank email to 
>leave-33204600-61803863 4e73a3ab18764aa2ac3c76ee355c23dS@listserv.unc.edu. 

>-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: southall@email.unc.edu To 
>unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http:~/lists.unc.edu/u?id 61803889.afcf986745c1017b51ad484b27ccddb3&n T&[ 
>thearg&o 33205837, or send a blank emai[ to 

>leave-33205837-61803889.arc f986745c 1017b51 ad484b27ccddb3@listser~ unc edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu To unsubscribe 

click here: htlp://listsunc.edu/u?id 62524524.013b0048bfeSfl 9c85e19dTl ld338e5d&n T&I thearg&o 33206226, or send a blank email to leave-33206226- 

62524524 013b0048bfeSfl 9c85el 9d711 d338e5d@listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michae! <southall@em~l.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 9:39 AM 

athletics retbrm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [thea~] mandatory reading 

Dick and Jay, 

The data on Post Eligibility Program (PEP) graduation rates is not - as 
far as I know - compiled and publicly reported I’ve spoken with staff 
from three athletic departments in the past week and we are planning a 
pilot project with SEC schools this fall to begin collecting this data 
There are some delimitations ~ve have to take into consideration when 
looking at PEP grad success. All three staffmentioned they "vet" 
returning students before they are allowed to enroll in the program (the 
athletic department fimds these students). They only enroll former 
athletes who they feel have a high likelihood of success. In short, while 
PEP programs and athletes returning to school to complete their degrees 
are great things, they do not mitigate the initial graduation gaps The 
fact is players in football, men’s basketball and baseball (the three 
college sports that have viable and ~vell-known professional sport options) 
all graduate (defined as obtaining a degree within 6 years from the 
universi~z to which they initially enrolled) at rates significantly lower 
than the male student body. 

In and of itself these data are neither good or bad. ’]7hey simply provide 
context [’or discussions and several questions: 
1. What are these athletes’ motivations for attending school ? 
2. What are the umversities’ motivations [’or recruiting them? 
3. Do these athletes have an "equal access to a meaningful education," let 
along obtaining a degree? 
4. What policies and procedures are in place regarding these athletes’ 
a~nission to universities? 

This institutional landscape is complex, and involves issues of ethnicity, 
gender, class, and athletic v. academic cultures. Instead of simply 
developing a metric that (as you can see from the data) redefines 
"success" and puts forth a "graduation success rate" of 94%, perhaps we as 
a faculty and public should examine this pre-professional landscape openly 
and honestly. 

But then again, maybe we can just cheer on the collegiate model and have 
our Third ShiR beer in the bottom of the fourth? 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill 
Director - College Sport Research h~stitute 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919.962-3507 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@email.unc.edu 

~hotmail.com 

UNC Sport Adrninistration website: 

http :i/exss. unc. edu/graduate-programs/specializations/sport-administration/ 
ovei",qewi 

CSRI ~vebsite: ~wzw.unc.edu/csri <http:i/~vw~v.~c.edu,’csri> 
CSRI Corffe~ence on College Sport website: www.csricoiffcrence.org 

<http://www.csricorKer ence. orgi> 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, ~ve’re here to live 
fully-. 

On 6/13/13 8:57 AIVl. "Jay Smith" ~iaysmith@email uric edu> ~vrote: 

>I would think very fe~v. Baseball players are, after all, the ’boys of 
>summer,’ and athletes ~vho return to finish do their finishing in the 
>summer This would be another argument in favor of a winter session at 
>Carolina 
>On 6/13/13 7:41 AM. Weiler, Jonathan D ~Vl-ote: 
>> Richard, 
>> 

>> How many, if any, of the baseball players ~vho leave early come back to 
>>i~alfill their degree requirements? 
>> 

>> Jonathan 



>> 

>> From: Southall, Richard Michael [southall@email uric edu] 
>> Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2013 6:52 AM 
>> To: athletics re]k~rm group 
>> SubJect: Re: [thearg] mandatory reading 
>> 

>> Dick, 
>> 

>> What comes out of the report is that man?’ players don’t earn their 
>>degrees 
>> at the sarue rate as "regular" students. That’s because they’re not 
>>regular 
>> students. As our baseball program has become more successful, there is a 
>> negative correlation that has occurred - more baseball success (higher 
>>RPI 
>> score), lower graduation rates (FGRs). That’s because players leave for 
>> professional baseball after their junior year, but before they 
>>"graduate." 
>> The GSR (The NCAA’s developed metric, allows for athletes who "leave the 
>> universit’y in good academic standing" to be removed from the cohort. As 
>>a 

>> result, you see how high the GSR is (93% and 94%) when compared to the 
>> FGR. This is how a change in the sample has been deliberately made in 
>> order to paint a more favorable picture for athletics. The NCAA’s PR 
>> campaign has resulted in the ruedia and the general public now accepting 
>> the GSR as "a more accurate rueasure of graduation "success." I’ve 
>>attached 
>> an article that explains this graduation rate confusion a bit ruore. 
>> 

>> That’:s, 
>> 

>> Richard 
>> 

>> Dr. Richard M. Southall 
>> Associate Prol~ssor - Sport Administration 
>> Graduate Program Coordinator 
>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Director - College Sport Research Institute 
>> Woollen Hall 203C 
>> Office - 919962-3507 
>> Cell - 
>> Fax - 919.962-6235 

>> southall@email.unc, edu 
>> richardmsouthall@hotmail corn 
>> 
>> UNC Sport Administration website: 
>> 

>>http ://exss.unc edu/graduate-programsispecializations/sport-administratio 
>>n/ 
>> ovel~!iew/ 
>> 

>> CSRI website: ~vww uric edu/csri <http://~vww.unc.eduicsri> 
>> CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csriconference.org 
>> <http ://www. csricont?rence.org/> 
>> 

>> 

>> Lit? is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live 
>> ti~lly. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On 6/13/13 12:02 AM, "Cramer, Richard" <mrcramer@email uric edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> It would be interesting to see how many, if any, of our star baseball 
>>> players graduate Miijor league baseball, as opposed to pro football 
>>>and 
>>> basketball, has an agreement with the NCAA that players who start 
>>>college 
>>> cannot be drafted until after their junior year This is certainly 
>>> better than football and basketball, where the?" can be drafted earlier, 
>>> bm players like 
>>>         are celebrated for being drafted early and getting sizable 
>>> s~gning bonuses. 
>>> Dick Cramer 

>>> Richard Cramer, Phi). 
>>> Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 

>>> From: Jay Smith [ja?’smith@email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2013 2:45 PM 
>>> To: athletics refolTn group 
>>> Cc: ’athletics reform group’ 
>>> Subject: Re: [thearg] mandatot?~ reading 

>>> Anthony--indeed, the baseball team is in a category of its own for 
>>> class-time missed. Thing is, they always point to the "superman" 
>>> b’pe- -to suggest 
>>>that 



>>> that’s the norm. We all kno*v it’s not. [n fact, I would love to see the 
>>> GPA’s and curricular paths of these last eight baseball teams that went 
>>> to the College World Series. rm sure it’s not a pretty sight. -Jay 
>>> On 6/11/13 12:38 PM, Anthony J Vogt *vrote: 
>>>> Jay, 

>>>>    I have not been recently active with the Athletic Reform Group. 
>>>> We’ve been traveling 

>>>> U2NC-CH’s baseball teanr is currently playing S. Carolina to get 

>>>> the College World Series. I hope they succeed. However, I took note 
>>>> that 
>>>> during the winter-spring semester, the?" played 40 plus games. That’s 

>>>> lot, 
>>>> and I wonder if the student-athletes on the baseball team can keep up 

>>>> cottrse work, playing so many games, practicing, etc. Also, in the 
>>>> past, I 
>>>> don’t think that any UNC-CH athletic team played intercollegiate games 
>>>> during the exam period. Hoxvcver, this year, the baseball team played 

>>>> least one game &tring the winter-spring semester exam period. These 
>>>> happenings are further illustrations of how major athletic progranrs 
>>>> encroach upon the time and energy that student-athletes have for 
>>>> academics. 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Jay Smith [raailto:iavsmith(0)eraail.tmc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Monday, Jur~e 10, 2013 10:29 AM 
>>>> To: athletics reform group 
>>>> Subject: [thearg] mandatory reading 

>>>>http://w~..news~bser~er.c~1~2~13/~6/~8/2948647/f~1~ner-unc-african-studi 

>>>> airman.html 

>>>>http://chronicle.com/blogs/plav, ers/academic-advisers-for-athletics-grap 
>>>>pl 

>>>> ith-effects-of-unc-controversy/33189# 

>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ajvogt@earthlink.net. To 
>>>> unsubscribe click here: 

>>>>http://lists.uncedu/u?id 62073852.ff79e613a32c51245cc05b508cd991bS&n T 
>>>>&l 
>>>> th 
>>>> earg&o 33195796, or send a blank email to 

>> >>leave-33195796-62073852 ff79e6f3a32c51245cc05b508cd991 bS@listserv.unc.e 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: mrcramer@email.unc edu 
>>>To 
>>> unsubscribe 
>>> click here: 

>>>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 61803863.4e73a3ab18764aa2ac3c76ee355c23dS&n T& 
>>>1 
>>> thearg&o 33204600, or send a blank email to 

>> >leave-332(~500-61803863.4e73a3ab 18764aa2ac3c76ee355c23dS@listsep¢ unc ed 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: southall@email.unc edu. 
>>>To 
>>> unsubscribe 
>>> click here: 

>>>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 61803889.afcf986745c1017b51ad484b27ccddb3&n T& 
>>>D 
>>> thearg&o 33205837, or send a blank email to 

>>>leave-33205837-61803889.afcf986745c 1017b51ad484b27ccddb3@listserv.tmc.ed 

>> -- You are cttrrently subscribed to thearg as: jweiler@email.mxc.edu. To 



>>unsubscribe 
>> click here: 
>>http:~/lists.unc.edu/u?id 61803895 14c4115e12fd9981612a566a35bd7c7b6&n T&I 
>> thearg&o 33206238, or send a blank email to 

> >leave-33206238-61803895.14c4f5e12 fd9981612a566a35bdTc7b6@listserv.unc.edu 

>> - You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu 
>>To unsubscribe 
>> click here: 
>>http://lists.anc.edu/u?id 61803888.b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5fSff4elf&n T&I 
>> thearg&o 33206306, or send a blap2~ email to 
>>leave-33206306-61803888.b835e6061 c75aagb2ed73bd5f5f~:4e 1 f@listsep<~mc.edu 

>- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: southall@email.unc.edu. To 
>unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http:i/lists.unc.ed~,~u?id 61803889.afcf986745c1017651ad484b27ccddb3&n T&I 
>thearg&o 33206518, or send a blank email to 

>leave-33206518-61803889.afcf986745c 1017b51 ad484b27ccddb3@listse1~.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently- subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: htt~:~,~lists.~mc.edu/u?id 62524524.013b0048bfeSf19c85e19d71 ld338e5d&n T&I thear~&o 33206688, or send a blank email to leave-33206688- 

62524524.013b0048bfeSfl 9c85e 19d711 d338e5d@listsel~.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 10:35 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

Click to view ?~L~!~..!(2.{]!.£!}..of this message,                          May-June 2013 

Leading, advocating, ~nsp~Hng ~ 
D~stin~uished historian Jacque[ine Oowd 

Halt, founder of the Southern Or~[ History 

Program has won the Mary Turner Lane 

Award for outstandm8 contributions to the 

twos of Ca~okina women. ~’er fou~ 

decades. Halt has advocated for women 

khrou~h her research, professiona[ 

I.eadership. keachh~ mentorh~ and 

service. Detaiks 

~ Undergrads ~n major journal 
Work entirety designed, m~p[emeated and int~p~ ~ted by UNC under~rad~ates 

I~as been #ub[~si~ed in 3iochem~s~W and hi~Ni£hted on the ~ourna[ web pa~e. Under 

the ~uidance of UNC chemist Kex4n Weeks. students Nicholas Watts, Roll OXane and 

Eva Archer developed a m~jor RNA genome model.. Deta~.s 

LGBT legislators advance rights 
The presence of national [e£iskators who are 

openly {esbian, ga% bisexual or transgender, 

has a direct h’npac:t on pro-LGBT ~egis[at[on 

around the wor[d~ accordin~ to research by UNC 

poUtical, sdent[st Andrew ReynoMs. His stud2, 

published in American Po~itica~ Science 

Review, includes the most comprehensive 

database o~ open LG~T nationa~ 

represen Lateen worldwide. 

~ EPA using senior’s research 

Ann So[tan ’13 ~s interested m environmental policy and farming. She combined 

the two fo~ her senior honors ~.~..E#~.~.[~b. showing that so[at a~rays could save 

Ca[iforma dairy farms sigmficant energy, water and money, white towering their 

carbon foot#tint. EPA is ush~g her data to make new policy recommendations. 

~ BrooMy~ bees are busy 
Senior geography major Kate Grady spent last summer studv~n~ urban 

~ on the roofLops o~ Brooklyn, The Summer Undergraduate Research 

Fellowship that supported he~ work was especially meaningful to Grady, a Carolina 

Covenant Scholar. She tired on her own ~n New York and took her first plane trip to 

!~et there. 

New Videos 

Events Calendar 



This i~qessage 



S~bject: 

FY~ Carolina <FYICaroli~m@.) unc.edu> 
Thursday, June 13, 2013 1:I3 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L 
Research hooks u~dergraduates/Team brings hearing to bay/Heels Omaha bound-June FYI Carolina 

June 

Before Margo Williams enrolled in Pwchology 395, she had no idea a single course would draw on both her majors, allow 
her to contribute to important research on young children and cement her career choice. The Charlotte native, who 

--graduated in May, will soon start working as a research assistant in a UNC lab, while applying to Ph.D. programs in clinical-- 
psychology. "it’s a reaMife application of what we’re baming in other classes," says Williams. "It’s an amazing experience." 

Jm;~es i Jim) W D~nn .u ; a Iongtkne 
faculty member and dean of Kenan- 
FJsgJer Business School has been 
appointed as the next executive 

~’:~e~t has been named vice 
chancellor and chief information 
officer. Both appointments beg~n 
July 1. 

Surgeons at UNC Hen@ Care 

recently peRormed the first-ever 

child Three-yeaFold Grayson 

Clamp from CharlofJ:e was born with 

could not hear 

the !00th a nniversa ry of the bold 
Frenci~ ballet, "r~e Rite of :?pi n’7 

revisited and re-interpreted the 

garnered attention from around ti~e 
world 

The Financial Times ranked UNC 

--world and No 4 in the United States -- 
for its customized leadership 
developmen~ and business 
educstion programs that help 
organizatiorls address business 
challenges. 

Barbara K. Rimer, dean of UNC’s 

outstanding contributions to fighting 
cancel. This award represents the 
society’s highest honor. 

Loren Si~ealy; a rising junior on [he 
Norris Carolina field hockey team, 

recognition of her academic ariel 
athletic success. Shealy, a finance 

througi~ which she a~ends Duke in 
addition to UNC. 



UNC’s of~iciai Facebook site has a 
rapidly expanding audience and 
month surpassed 200,000 fans. 

--Please visi~ >:aceb~’.,’sk to keep up -- 
witi~ the iatest news and information 
and connect with eti~er Tar Heels 

Tile top-seeded Tar Heels earned 
their 10th trip ,to the College World 
Series on Monday with a 5-4 win 

--eve~ the Seuti~ Carolina GamecocKs.- 
Visit G,,H~=A~.som to feiiow the 
team irl Ornai~a. 

5}593 or v~:ite. C;~iic¢ Of Uni~efsity Communicstie:-:s 2 i0 Pi!!SbO:O St.. Ci3,tpel Hiil. NO 27599-8.:10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 2:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

L-;pert Picks - Top Ten Tools lbr Tracking & GetlJng Online Customers 

Experience our Premium benefits to help your business 
To ensure you continue to receive our e-mails please add naessaqes~{~docstoc,com to your address book I Unsubscribe 

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

[ gg;°°L° Cl The best place to find resources for your business and career. 

Top Ten Web Analytics Tools for 
Your Business 
Actual customers recommend these game-changing products 

MixPanel 
~1:~ [ ~i a~C,ro,e ] 
Track and learn from user actions throughout ....... 

the conversion funnel. 

Google Analytics 

Create dashboards and study metrics for free 

on this popular analytics tool. 

~ 
KISSMetrics 

Analyze your customer’s lifecycle and tie data 

to actual revenue numbers. 

Crazv E~ 
Get detailed h6atmaps of where people are 

clicking and how far they scroll. 

Oua.t a t 
Acquire intormation about your audience 

demographics, geography, and lifestyle for 

free. 

Chart beat 
Get real=time analytics so you can make split- 

second decisions on your site. 

Clicktale 
Reveals your visitor’s mouse moves, clicks, 

and scrolls with in-page web analytics. 

d, real4ime profile for every user, 

across multiple devices. 

Custora 
~dictive analytics platform to 

engage high-value e-commerce customers. 

Bitdeli 
Build personalized metrics reports with these 

custom coded scripts. 

Expert Recommend 
Products & Vendors 

By category: 

¯ Accountinq & Finance 
¯ Customer Su oft 
¯ Human Resources 
¯ Information Technoloqy 
° Insurance 

¯ Leqal Services 

¯ Manufacturinq 

¯ Office Equipment & Supplies 

¯ Sales & Marketinq 
¯ Technoloqy & Website 

By industry: 

¯ Accountincl 
¯ Architectural & Interior Desiqn 
¯ Automotive & Auto Dealership 
¯ Beauty & Cosmetoloqy 
¯ Child Care Services 
¯ Construction 
¯ Contractinq & Service Providers 
¯ Financial Services 
¯ Health Fitness & Recreation 
¯ Healthcare & Home Health Care 
¯ Home Business 
¯ Hospitality & Lodging 
¯ Insurance Agencies & Brokers 
¯ Legal 
¯ Manufacturinq 
° Mortgage & Loan Provider 
° Nonprofit Organization 
¯ Pharmaceutical & Medical 

Equipment 
¯ Real Estate. Rental, & Leasing 
¯ Restaurant 
¯ Retail 
° Spa, Massage, Tanning, & Tatoo 
° TechnolocLv & Software 

Applications 
¯ Telecommunications & Utilities 
¯ Transportation & Loqistics 



Docstoc.com, Inc. 409 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste 2A Santa Monica, CA 90401 

anytime by usir=9 ou= Contact Us psge. Pric::vy Po:icy: F~;r ful: in?;rl~=:~ti~;n ple:~s~ =e:~d o{ii Privacy Policy. You may 



From: @live.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:51 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Job 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Have some updates from the past couple weeks. T had an interview for an Account Executive job at property, but found out early this week that I 
lost out to a masters student from NC State who had 3 years of work experience. Supposedly 3[ was the youngest person interviewed, so that made me feel better. Yesterday 
heard back from       and will be accepting an Event Coordinator position on the                          Though this job is a temporary position through 

3[ feel it will give me the added experience to help me obtain a job or be hired permanently 
Anyway just wanted to give you an update, since 3[ will be leaving for this weekend. Take care and stay in touch! 

BA EXSS-Sport Administration, Economics 

Direct 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 12:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Good Afternoon Ms. Strohman, 

My name is            and I am post baccalaureate student here at UNC. I was referred to you by Wayne Blair from the University Ombuds office because I am in a 
financial crisis. Currently, I have a financial hold on my student account that does not allow me to register for classes and has disrupted my student status. Additionally, I have 
been laid off from my place of employment for over a month, leaving my personal finances drained. I am writing to you in hopes that you may have some recommendations of 
resources that I could utilize, either on campus or in the community, to alleviate my circumstances. I have spoken with representatives from the Office of Student Aid & 
Scholarship, Student Affairs, Dean of Students and, as mentioned, the University Ombudsman office. However, because of my current student and financial status, I do not 

qualify for any of their emergency fund services. I also visited the Department of Social Services and have since filed for unemployment. I am at the end of my rope, so any 
and all suggestions are welcomed and greatly appreciated. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.nnc.edu~ 

Friday,             11:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <~tstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS Meeting? 

Dr. StrommL 

You may not remember me, bnt I’ve taken two of your classes (last summer school aaad l~st fall). May I set up ma appointment to come speak with you one day soon? I 

just need s~me guidance, if yon’re willing to talk. 

Thank you, 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive.tmc.edu;, 

Sunday, 12:58 PM 

@gomsba.com 

@leverageagency.com>; 

@gomsba.com> 

Sunday MSBA Speaker - UNC’s Dr. Deborah Stroman 

@gomsba.com>; ~gomsba.com>; 

Good afternoon MSBA, 

Hope this emall finds everyone well. As you all know this ~ffternoon we’ll be hearing from Dr Deborah Stroman facultymember of the Sport Admimstration specialization in UNC’s Exercise and Sport 

Science Departraent. 

Dr Stroman has over 26 years of professional experience in the corporate, non-profit, sport and educational industries. In addition to being a huge Mim~.esota Vikings fan, she has many specialties: 

Entrepreneurship 

o CEO of Soulful Golf, Inc 

o Ov~-~er of Stroro.an Altfletic & Asset Management 

Sports Business 

o Captain’UnivVirginiaW~men’sBasketba~lteam(teammateswithV~qBA~undingPresidentValAckerman) 

o Masters degree in Sport Administrafion from UNC 

o Ph.D. in Business (OrganLzation and Management specialization) from C apella Umversity 

Leadership 

o Chair, CarolinaBlackFacultyand Staff Caucus 

o Senior Advisor for UNC Kenan Flagler Business School Institute of Private Enterprise 

o Faculty Advisor for Sigma Alpha Lambda (UHC Leadership Honor Society) 

Networking 

o FacultyAdvisor for Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBC) 

o ~nternship Coordinator, UHC Sport Administration Program 

LinkedIn: www linkedin com/in/drstroman 

Twitter: ~,drstroman 

Her advice to students: "It’s not about what you know or even who you know. It’s about who knows YOU on a favorable basis." 

See you all this afternoon! 

~_u__r_kc_#_d__u. 
Click to view my qraphicaI bio 



From: @live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 9:08 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: EXSS Enrollment 

Dr. Stroman, 

I would like to enroll in your EXSS    course. Dr. Salyer believed you were offering it in the fall. I’m looking to acquire a research internship with the 

in the near future, having spoken with         over there about it. Please let me know how I can go about enrolling in your course. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

La- Deidre Matthews <la- deidre@fanatchicks.com> 

Monday, 8:01 PM 

dstro@email.anc.edu 

~unc.edtr~ 

Sport Administ~ation Internships Available 

Hello, 

I hope this email finds you well. I hope this email finds you well. 

I am contacting you on behalf of Fanatchicks LLC concerning current 
internship positions we axe looking to fill. The internships are 

available to both current students and graduates alike. 

Plea~se send the intbrmation below ruth the members of the CSBC as well 

as anyone else you believe Inay be interested in these oppoi~nities. 

Thank you, 

La-Deidre Dianne Matthews, Intern 
Fanatchicks ] For Chicks Who Dig Sports! 

ladeidre@fanatchicks.com 
866.44.CHICK 

mobile: 

follow us @timatchicks 

Fanatchicks I For Chicks Who Dig Sports! is a sports lifes~le brand 

and the #1 online sports lounge for female sports fans and we are 

gromng. Fanatchicks Medi& LLC is based in Orlando, FL but you can 

colnplete this internship remotely. If you?re looking for a 
paper- pushing job, you need not apply. You will oNy get real-world 

experience interning with us. 

We currently have several open internship positions in the follomng fields: 

Producer (Fanatchicks TV LIVF/.) 
Marke’fi ng and Event Plam~ing 

Social Media 
Graphic Design 

Video and Audio Editing 

For complete job descriptions and more infoimation on how to apply 

please visit http://fa~atchicks.com/gigs’. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Triangle Business Journal <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 9:10 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dsiro@unc.edu> 

Breaking News: Duke Energy nmnes CEO to replace Rogers 

If you are, havin,g trouble viewin,g this emaiI, click here 

Duke Energy names CEO to replace Rogers 

Duke Energy Corp., the largest supplier of power in the U.S. announced this morning that Chief 
Financial Officer Lynn Good will become the CEO starting 3uly, replacing Jim Rogers. She also 
will take a seat on the company’s board. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hewett, Stacie <staciehewett~kenan-flagler.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 10:40 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

VW: Award Nominations 

nom 13 e:~.pdf 

l Rmow the 02< is somewhat ~m h~atus for the summer bu{ was w~mder~.ng ~fyot~ c~mk~ fi~rward the a~tached l~om~nat~en form arid emai] bebw b~ the caucus 

members. The B~ack Ahmm~ Reur~on b seekir~g nominations fro’ (he newly renamed Faculr2iSmf~’award. The deadline has been extended to ]uly 1. I’m sure there 

are some worthy colleagues within the c;auct~s and/or on camlm~ that sbot~ld be acknowledged. Let nae know ifyot~ have any additiona~ q~estions. 

Thank you. 
Best, 
Stacie 
Stacie N. Mewett :.: Program Manager : Executive Development :: UNC Kenan-~la~ler Business School 

Campus Box 3445 :: koudermilk Hall :: Chapel Hill, ND 27599-3445 919-962-1291 
: fax 919-962-1667 :: _s__t_a__9[_e__!?__e_kg_e__t__t_(~_u___n__c_:__e__d___u- : __w~___~[:_k_-__x__e___c_~9_i¢__u_!!_c_:_e___d__u_. 

The Power of Experience 
~A~ AWAR~ NO~4~NA’FION~ :: 
The ~l~ck A;:unm’J Reb, nior~ i;,lor~ning comrniffee is p::eosed ~o .~r~r~ounc÷ the ~enon@’~g of the ~AR <2.’utshz~ndir~g FcJcuifyiSt.~ff Awc~d in honor of Hodense h. 

liae following seiectiop, criie!ia wiii be taken into cop, sidercaS[or, bur ,.’viii nor be limited 
~ Aftend~r~ce ~nd suppc:,lt of fhe Bk~ck A;:unm’£ Reunio~ 
~ Cornp, wr@y service op, Iocak siate, national’, ol ir~ierr, afional levei 

[{ec~;>[e!’!fs w[ii be hor;ore.::J <{L;!~rkg the L~.gi’fl ,:~!’! t}’!e H[ii So,:::]ety Sc,";oi~]~ship ?’v.,~]rds S<~!’!,:::luet 

Stacie lB. Hewett .: Program Manager .:. Executive Development :.: UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3445 :: Loudermilk Hall :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3445 

919-962-I 291 :: fax 919-962-1667 :: stacie hewett@unc.edu .:. ~t~vw.ExecDev. unc.edu 
The Power of Experience 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 12:42 PM 

Swanson, Margaret <Margaret_Swanson@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

sports entrepreneurship project work 

Margy, 

Debby Stroman will be working with Ebony Powers Waterman on a project by project basis for the sports entrepreneurship activities. Ebony’s email address is 

@gmail.com. 

The work will be project by project, similar to what we have set up for Cyndy Falgout or the architects for space redesign. Just wanted to make sure that Ebony can just invoice us 

monthly (or whatever timing makes sense) for hours spent on projects~ If I am not correct please let Debby and I know how we should proceed. 

Thanks! 

Mary 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Swanson, Margaret <MargaxetSwanson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 1:18 PM 

~gmml.com 

Napier, Mary E <mnapie@email.unc.e&~>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu> 

RE: sports entrepreneurship project work 

IC review request.pdf; Vendor Verification Form.docx 

Hi Ebony--Welcome to the Kenan Institute. Per Mar’~ email below, the mechanism that we have ava~lsNe to us to pay indivMuals on s pro~ect basis is the 

"independent Contractor". H: you wou~d p~ease fiH ouL the "~C Review Request" form and return ~t to me, we w~H submit ~t to request a review to determine your 

el~g~b~Hty. The criteria that receives par~cular scru~ny ~s, a) whether y~e been pa~d through the State payroll (any agency) ~[Jr~B~ the past 355 days, and/or b) 

the type of work that ~s being performed. In this case, the work falls into "part C". Please mark the appropriate boxes, but fen free to g~ve me a call and we can 

The second [orm (Ver~dor Ved[ica[Jo[?) all.:bw~; us to et~[:er your name m[o [:he f~r~aru::~a~ sy~;tem that we use within the busku~5;s schoo~ got securRy reasom;, we 

advise everyone noL Lo write down soda~ security numbers. Someone from [:~tlaRc~a] services wi]~ call you to request Lhat informat~oR. 

Thank you, 

Margaret 
Margaret ~. Swaasoa 

F~m= Napier, 
$ent= Tuesday, June ~8, 20~3 12:42 PN 
Te= Swanson, Margaret; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject= spots entrepreneurship project work 
Margy, 

Debby Stroman will be working with Ebony Powers Waterman on a project by project basis for the sports entrepreneurship activities. Ebony’s email address is 

~gmail.com. 
The work will be project by project, similar to what we have set up for Cyndy Falgout or the architects for space redesign. Just wanted to make sure that Ebony can just invoice us 

monthly (or whatever timing makes sense) for hours spent on projects. If I am not correct please let Debby and I know how we should proceed. 

Thanks~ 

Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Swanson, Margaret <Margaxe~Swanson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 1:21 PM 

Napier, Ma~ E <mnapier@emaJl.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Debora]~ L <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

FW: RE: sports entrepreneurship project work 

Please see the bounce back email below- do you have any other address that we might use? 

From: Microsoft Outlook 
Sent: Tuesday, June :~8, 2013 J.:18 PM 
To: Swanson, Margaret 
Subject: Undeliverable: RE: sports entrepreneurship project work 

mx.QooQle.com reiected vour message to the following e-mail addresses: 

.~gma corn) 
mx,google,com gave tills error: 
The email account that you tried to reach does not exit. Please t~ double-checking the recipient’s email addre~ for ~pos or unnecessa~ spaces. Learn 
more at h~p:[[suppo~,google.com[mail/bin[an~er,py?an~er=6596 26si7439905yhn.19 - gsmtp 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’~ be found. Please check the recipient’s e=mail address and t~ to resend ~he message. If the problem continues, please con~c~ your 
helpdesk. 

[?ai:~::: ]’ucL .~8 .]t~ 291,3 .~:?’:~;:2.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karl Post <Karl.Post@hayzlett.com> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 2:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MSBA 

Debby, 

Great to meet you at the MSBA event. 

I look forward to staying in touch and learning more about your initiatives at UNC! 

Hope you enjoy your road trip home today and that you did not get a late start after dinner went so late. 

Karl 

Karl Post I President 

The Hayzlett Group 

T ~karlpost 
karl.post I Skype 

263 Colton I Newport Beach I CA I 92663 

New York-Los Angeles-Sioux Falls {because we can!) 

Runninq the Gnuntlet Only for the bravest and most successful businesses. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:03 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Award Nomiuations Needed!!’.! 

uom 13 ext.pdf 

Hello All, 

We hope things have slowed down just a bit for you to enjoy summer. We wanted to let you know the Black Alumni Reunion is seeking nominations for the newly 

renamed Faculty/Staff award (see detailed information below). The deadline has been extended to July 1. There are a multitude of talents and accomplishments 

within the CBC, so please feel free to nominate your colleagues if you have not done so already. 
gA~: AWARD NOMINATIONS :: 

]~’~e {~laok A]~.;~~r~ ~eucfi,:~r~ pk:~r~cficp:].l oo~~r~’~t~ee ~s p~ec~se.::~ ]o ,::~r~r~ounce t~e ~enc~rn~r~g ,::.f the {~A[,~ Outsk~nd]r~9 [:.::x;u~@iSt,::~f~ Av.,ard k’~ h,::.r~or o~ Hor~en:~e K 

McCiin~or~. Cc~olhqd’s fhs~ Al:r~cr~n-Arc:e~cdr: professo~ (~red in ~966 r~s d iech~re~ in the Schoo:: o~ Soc~ai Work). 
The Horfense k. Mcd;~k~fon ()ufsfdndir-~g Facul~yiS~aff A,,,7~rd wi~ honor c~ I~v~r~9 fdculty o: staff member, post or p~esenL vdqo h~; made ou~sfc~nding strides 

educc~tk~g oiqd developing Cc~ro~k~c~’s ur~deig~r~duc~ie, g~oduafe oi p~o~essiono~ siuder:is (iqom~r~ee does r~of hove to be an 

The fo~owk’,g se::ecfion c:~fe~a wiF: be faker, ~rffo consideration, kx~f w?:] r~of be ~inq~fed 

~ Support of Carolir-,rs 

~ Woik with Afdcan-Amer~car-~ ch~ldien, teens and or senior cif~zer~s 

Recipients ,,~ be honored dtJ~r~9 the k]ghf on the H~ Society Scho::drskfip Awd~d~; Banquet or~ Fddc~y and must be p~esent to receive the 

For additional information, follow the link below: 

http:!ialumnLunc.edu!artide.aspx?SK)=8168 
Have a great day! 

Nakenge Robertson 

FPG Child Development Institute 

CBC Steering Committee 

UNC Chapel Hill 

919-966-9722 (office} 

919-966-7532 {fax} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ebony < ~yahoo.com~ 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 3:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Marga~cetSwanson@kenm~- Ilagler. unc.edu 

Re: sports entrepreneurship project work 

My last name has two N’s in it: ~Vatermmm. Try, ~gmail.com a more secure account...safe travels and thanks! 

Ebony Watem~am~ 

On Jun 18, 2013, at 3:25 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu~ wrote: 

Please advi~. I’m traveling so tEel free to respond directly. Thanks. 

DLS frown my iPhone. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Swanson, Margaret" <Margaret Swanson(~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: June 18, 2013, 1:20:33 PM EDT 
To: "Napier, MAD"’ <Mary Napier~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro(~unc.edu> 

Subject: l~V: RE: sports entrepreneurslfip project work 

Please see the bounce back email below - do you have any other address that we might use? 

From: Microsoft Outlook 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 l:J.8 PM 
To: Swanson, Margaret 
Subject: Undeliverable: RE: sports entrepreneurship project work 

rex.goggle.corn rejected your message to the following e-mail addresses: 

~lmai!.com) 
rex, goggle,cord gave this error: 
The email account that you tried to reach does not exist. Please try double-checking the recipient’s email address for typos or 
unnecessary spaces. Learn more at http:/[support.google.com/mail/bin[answer.p¥?answer=6596 26si7439905yhnJ.9 - gsrotp 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the message. If the problem 
continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

G~m~r~ir~g ~;,~:~w~r~ BES.business.unc.edu 

~gmail.com 

~,,’~i,:I~’~;s I,~r bip(~s o~ ~::~O-::£L~ ~m~:ce~ry ~:pa~:e~:, Le~r~ m~: a~: 5~0 ::~.~.~ h~p://suppo~.qooqle.com/mail/bin/answer.py?answer=6596 

Received: fron~ BEg.business.unc.edu (132,15,224-,4<,} L,g BEg.business.unc.edu 

R~ceh~ed: f~:,m BElO.business.unc.edu ([f~4~0::kc31:a;diS:7~Sd:f;.~0&~) by 

F~om: "5~.an~:on, Nargar~’~ <Margaret Swanson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

~qmail.com := 

Nessa~e. iD; ,:2B9962FElOO64B47A7D91608F1A8EE3A26871787@BElO.business.unc.edu> 

~ei:<:~’e~:~s; <CD~](~0524.,2<~D~}Sabma~ naoier@kenan-flaNer.unc.edu~, 

R~um..~.:a~h: Naroaret Swanson~kenan-flaqler.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Swanson, Margaret <MargaxetSwanson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 4:04 PM 

~gmail.com 

Napier, Mary E <mnapie@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu> 

RE: sports entrepreneurship project work 

IC review request.pdf; Vendor Verification Form.docx 

~-Ii Ebony -- Welcome Lo Lhe ~(enan Institute. Per Mary’s email below, the mechanism that we have available to us to pay individuals on s project bas~s is the 

"independent Contractor". ~: you wou~d please fi~l out d~e ’qC Review Request" form and return it to me, we w~l~ subm~ ~t to reques~ a review to determine your 

e~gib~l~ty. The criteria that rece~,es particular scruth~g ~s, a) whether gou’ve been pNd through the State pavro~l (any agencg) during the past 355 days, and!or b) 

the type of work that ~s being performed, h~ tNs case, the work fal~s into "part C’. P~ease mark the appropriate boxes, but feel free to g~’e me a ca~l and we can 

walk through any questb:~ns. 

The second form (Vendor Ver~fh::atkm) a~lows us to enter your name into the financial syster~ that we use w~th~n the bus~ness school. For security reas.:N~s., we 

advise everyone noL Lo write down soda~ security numbers. Sorneone from [:b~anda~ services wi~ ca~l you to request Lhat information. 

Thank you, 

Margaret 
Margaret ~. Swanson 

m a rA~L#~__5_~_~_£~_@_~_O_£:#_~_~. :.: 

F~m= Napier, 
Sent; Tuesday, June $8, 20~3 ~2:42 PN 
Te= Swanson, Nargaret; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject= spots entrepreneurship project work 
Margy, 

Debby Stroman will be working with Ebony Powers Waterman on a project by project basis for the sports entrepreneurship activities. Ebony’s email address is 

@gmail.com. 
The work will be project by project, similar to what we have set up for Cyndy Falgout or the architects for space redesign. Just wanted to make sure that Ebony can just invoice us 

monthly (or whatever timing makes sense) for hours spent on projects. If I am not correct please let Debby and I know how we should proceed. 

Thanks~ 

Mary 



Elom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Personal Chna~l < ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 6:01 PM 

Swanson, Margaret <MargaretSwanson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Napier, Mary E <mnapie@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu> 

Re: sports entrepreneurship project work 

Hello Margaret - 

Thank you for the information and attachments. After reviemng the fo~rns, I do have some questions for clari~.., please let me know your availability this week to 

discuss. 

Do you have a ~miversity standard W- 9 tbrm as well? Per the Vendor Verification ~bnn, I would like to submit my E1N vs a social ~curity number. 

Looking tbrward to speaking ruth you soon, 

Ebony Watermmm 

On Jun 18, 2013, at 4:03 PM, "Swanson, Margaret" <Margaret Swanson,@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ebor~¥ -Welo:_~[~le to the Ket~ar~ tnstitu[:e Per Mary’s ema~ beb:}w, [:he me(:har]~sm [hat we have a~za~lable to ~s to pay ir]d~vRk~a~s or] a project basis 

~s the ~k~dependent Contractor". If you woutd p~esse 1:i~ out the ’qC Review Request’~ form and return ~t to me, we wifl submit ~t to request s review 

to determine yo~Jr eligibility. The criteria that receives particular scrutiny ~s, a} whether you’ve been paid thro~Jgh the State payro]~ (any agency) 

during the past 365 days, and/or b) the type of work that ~s being performed~ ]n this case, the work fails h~to "part C". Please mark the appropriate 

boxes, but fee~ free to g~ve me a call and we can walk ~:hrou~h any questkms. 

The second form (Vendor Verification) allows us ~:o enter your name ~nto the finanda~ system ~hat we use within ~:he b{~s~ness school r:or securiW 

reasons, we advise everyone not ~o write down sodal security numbers. Someone from finandaf services wifl caf~ you to request that information. 

Thank you, 

Margaret 

Margaret ~. 5wa~5o~ :: Business Office6 Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise :: Campus Box S440 : Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599 S440 :: 9£9.962 275S : 

faxg~9.962 8202 ::: mar~aret s~,anson@unc.edu :: ww~,.kenan f~a~ler.unc.edu 

~ ~apier, ~a~ 

5e~t~ Tuesday, 3une ~8, 20~3 ~2:~2 P~ 

¯ e~ Swanson, ~argaret; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise a Spo~ 

$~ject= spots entrepreneurship project work 

Mar£y, 

Debby Stroman will be workin~ with Ebony Powers Waterman on a prqect by prqect basis for the sports entrepreneurship activities. Ebony’s email address 

@~maikcom. 

The work will be project by prqect, similar to what we have set up for Cyndy Fallout or the architects for space redesign. Just wanted to make sure that Ebony can 

just invoice us monthly (or whatever timin~ makes sense) for hours spent on prqects. If I am not correct please let Debby and I know how we should proceed. 

ThankM 

Mary 

<~C ~evJew ~e que st.pE[~<~ e~do~ ~ e~J[JcatJo~ Fo~. 8ocx> 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Conrtney KnoMing < @gmail.com> 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 8:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ace 

Letter to Bowl Director.doc>: Letter to Football Coach.docx 

Finishing up last question now...will forward shortly and call. 
Good afternoon. We are looking for~vard to our call tomorrow. 

Please respond to the below questions prior to tomorrow’s phone call. 

1. Please produce two of the tbllowing three items of correspondence: 

a. Draft a letter to an Ace head tbotball coach (your choice) confirming the logistics of their trip in ,luly to Greensboro for ACe FB 
Kiekofl: Facts: arrive 7/91 4 pm; depart 7/99 6 pm; fly into/out of Greensboro; Ace staff member will pick up at airport; staying 
at Grandover Hotel 

b. Draft a letter to an ACe boM partner executive director (your choice) thanking them for hosting you and xD-z Ace school (your 
choice) at last year’s Bowl game 

e. Prepare a document that serves as a meek itinerary for the most recent trip you took 

9. Please answer three of the Ibllowing five questions: 

a. What can the Ace do to ensure its Dr Pepper Ace Football Championship Game is the most compelling event of its kind 
fans? 

b. What are the most important factors in executing a well-perceived hospitality function (i.e. dinner, cocktail reception)? 

e. What excites you about the job description? 

d. What interests you the least about the job description? 

e. Explain why you consider yourself to be an organized, detail oriented professional. 

3. Please send samples, as appropriate, of any work referenced in your resume. 

Thanks, 

Michael Striekland 

Ace Senior Associate Commissioner 

Football Operations 

45~2 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 

Office: ;J.:~(’.,,.~:~5~.~.7~.2; Cell 

::N:: D~scripiion:Aec 20~2 KmailSi~natur~ 

Courtney A. Knowling 
(~gmail.eom 

wtvw.lmlcedin.eom/in/eourtneyknowlin9 

"You are not here merely to make a living. You are here in order to enable the world to live more amply, with greater vision, udth finer spirit of 
hope and achievement. You are here to enrich the world, and you impoverish yourself if you forget the errand"--Woodrow Wilson 



Courtncy A. Knowling 

@gmail.com I 
www.linkedin.com/in/courtneyknowling 

"You are not here merely to make a living. You are here in order to enable the world to live more amply, with greater vision, with finer spirit of 
hope and achievement. You are here to enrich the world, and you impoverish yourself if you forget the errand"-- Woodrow Wilson 



June 20, 2013 

Mr. Gary Stokan 
Chick-fiI-A Bowl 
3284 Northside Parkway NW 
Suite 550 
Atlanta, GA 30327 

Dear Mr. Stokan: 

My sincerest appreciation to you and your staff for the exceptional hospitality provided to the 
Clemson University Tigers and me during our stay in Atlanta for the 2012 Chick-FiI-A Bowl. From the 
warm welcome at the Fellowship of Christian Athletes Breakfast until game day, I was in great 
anticipation of the next day’s event--I particularly enjoyed the Battle for Bowl Week competitions 
which were so unique and great fun to watch! 

Your team’s attention to detail, flawless execution and flexibility made for an incredible experience 
clearly visible on the faces of the coaches, families, student-athletes, staff and fans in attendance. 
Thank you for your example and your commitment to the community and the Atlantic Coast 
Conference. 

I look forward to working with you and your staff again in August for the Chick-FiI-A Kickoff Game. 

All the best. 

Courtney A. Knowling, 
Director of Football Operations 

cknowling@theacc.org 
Office: 336.854.8787 I Cell: 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane I Greensboro, NC27407 J theACC.com 



June 20, 2013 

Coach Paul Johnson 
Georgia Tech Athletic Association 
150 Bobby Dodd Way, N.W. 
Atlanta, GA 30332 

Greetings Coach Johnson: 

We look forward to you joining the Atlantic Coast Conference for the 42nd ACC Football Kickoff on 
July 21-22, 2013, in Greensboro, NC. Each year this gathering of our coaches, student-athletes, 
sponsors, media partners and bowl partners sets the tone for a successful conference football 
season. 

Please find your 2013 ACC Football Kickoff travel details below: 

Sunda Jul 21 2013 

2:38 PM Departure from ATL 
Delta--DL Flight 1466 

5:00 PM Check-in Grandover Resort and Conference Center 

Monda Jul 22 2013 

4:00 PM 

7:27 PM 

Arrival at Piedmont Triad international Airport (GSO) 

Arrival at Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta international Airport (ATL) 



For your convenience please find a pocket sized version of your schedule included. If you’d prefer 
this itinerary synced fo your email calendar, please let me know. 

We pride ourselves on making the ACC Football Kickoff an enjoyable event for you, so if there is 
anything I can do fo befteryour trip or assist in any way, please don’t hesitate fo let me know. 

Sincerely, 

Courtney A. Knowling, 
Director of Football Operations 

cknowling@fheacc.org 
Office: 336.854.8787 I Cell: 

Enclosure: 2013 ACC Football Kick Off Pocket Schedule--Paul Johnson 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane I Greensboro, NC27407 I fheACC.com 



2013 ACC Football Kick Off Pocket Schedule--Paul Johnson 

S U N DAY M O N DAY 
July 2 % 20::[3 July 22, 

Michael Strickla=nd- 

L.�Ou rt:ney K~o~lin~ 

Michael Strickla=nd- 

Court:hey K~o~lin~. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Courtney IZmoMing < @gmail.com> 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 8:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L/<lstro@unc.edu> 

ACC "Essay Questions" 

Com~tney A. KnoMing--Essay Questions.doc 

Please see attached 

Courtney A. Knowling 
~gmail.cQ~m [ ~c) 

www.linkedin.com/in/courtneyknowling 

"You are not here merely to make a living, You are here in order to enable the world to live more amply, with greater vision, with finer spirit of 
hope and achievement. You are here to enrich the world, and you impoverish yourself if you f~rget the errand"- -Woodmw Wilson 



~_.live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:08 AM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Nicholas Lennon <nlennon@wragllc.com>; 
~live.unc.edu>; @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; .@live.unc.edu> 

ESPN’s Kristi Dosh Coming to UNC in November 

~gmail.com> 

I tweeted Kristi’s last message at Dr. Stroman and the CSBC twitter earlier this morning. Think her presence at UNC could be huge for CSBC. No action needed any time soon but just wanted to l<eep this 

on everyone’s radar-. 

ht tD://wv~v.k:ris tido sh. corn 

Have a great weekend! :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Friday, 

Subject: CSFE Marketing 

~live.unc.edu> 

11:20 AM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu:~; Stroman, Detx~rah L -~<lstro@unc.edu>; 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Good morning 

I hope all is well with you. I know you’re taking Boston by storm! I wanted to run the idea of doing sponsor binder "recaps" by you. It would have a benefits 

summary, pictures from the event, and any print exposure (i.e. t-shirts, flyers, etc) to show each sponsor that they got what they paid for. It is similar to 

the binder Cathy Andruzzi put together for the Final Four. Hopefully this will encourage them to continue their sponsorship for future Expos. 

P.S. Dr. Stroman, I’ll be in Chapel Hill this weekend if you want to grab lunch or dinner! 

Thanks, 

~live.unc.edu I 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Personality Assessment 

Hi Dr. Stromaa~! 

It is called the DiSC assessment. I highly recommend it! 

Will you be around next week? If so, let’s meet np for lnnch or cot’tEe and catch up/discuss my thesis. I am on campus from 10:00AM- 1:15PM, and anvlime after 

3:30 everyday. 

Let me know! Take care! 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On , at 4:27 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi 
Dr. Stroman 
Deborah L, Stroman, PboD, CLU 
Ex#lore, Engage, Empower° 
IN’~q, exN~. U II1 ¢, ed u 

3%5 Woolle~ - CB #8700 
Chape~ Hi~l~ NC 27599 

~imageOO~.jpg~ 

Trying to remember the name of the assessment you used working with Cricket and the athletic department. Do you recall? Thanks. 

you see the p~ese~¢e of m~lice whet~e ~one exists, °°- Dodinsky 



F~Fom: 

Sent: 

~e: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

L@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 5:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Pictures of 

1 .png; 2.png; 3.png; :4.png 

See attached for pictLu’es of 

http://instaqram.com, 

travels in ¯ I’m su~-e he’ll send you some himself~vhenever he gets to wifi, but thought I’d help him out in the interim :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weight, Eria~ane A. <~eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 11:50 AM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edw~; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu-~; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Minutes & Action Items! 

6-20 Minutes.docx; 6-20 Action Items.docx 

Hi Eve~’oue, 

It was neat to go through the minutes and see all of the progress we made over two days. To keep the progress rolling along I’ve attached the action items. While some 

of the items a~e relatively time- ~nsitive, the majority will be reported about in our tirst l?all meeting. 

The highlighted intb in the minutes are action-item related. 

Have a hapw SSII!’. 

-E (The Executioner) 

Eriarme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The University ofNoNa Caxolina - Chapel Hill 



UNC-CH Sport Administration 
Strategic Planning Meeting Agenda 

Sport Administration Woollen Conference Room (1:30 pm - 5:00 pm) 

Cooper, Osborne, Stroman, Southall, Weight 

1. Lunch / Bonding (1:15 - 1:30) 

1.1. Meeting opening: greet people - high energy / positivity 

1.2. Begin by setting a framework for productivity... 

1.2.1. REFRESH: We have a new department chair, a new graduate coordinator, a new AD 

and a new dynamic because of the individuals around the table. Any strengths or 

weaknesses of the past do not matter because today we’re hitting a refresh 

button. Because of that, and based on our last conversation I’d like to set a few 
ground rules, and I’d love to hear any that you’d like to put forward as well. 

1.2.2. Groundrules: 1) Honor each person at the table. 2) Do not mention history unless it 

substantively contributes to the future. 

1.2.3. Introduction of the Parking Lot - Valuable tangents that need to be addressed but 

take us away from the tasks at hand. 

2. Announcements (5 each) 
2.1. Search News (Cooper) 

2.1.1. Nels Popp -July 22 

2.2. Office Space- SpAd Cleaning Day 
2.2.1. E~ia~e will ¢~dina~e Clea~ing day a~d will notify 2ne years anything not removed 

from this suite by July 1 will be removed. CLEANING DAY- Amy, Denise, Ashley, & 

Cindy should be copied because some of the things might be theirs are theirs. 

2.2.2. UG program has the most leverage. Must claim the space - need a spot for the 

grads to come together for cooperative classwork. 

2.2.3. We need at least one TV for the equipment to be functional- 

2.3. Online curriculum update 

2.3.1. Grad/certificate program on hold for now...indefinitely. Our primary goal was to 

pursue this as a money-maker. Through our research that did not appear to be 

plausible. Lack of resources, would need a large amount of students...sounds like a 

headache. 

2.3.2. Undergrad courses -we need to pursue! Barbara taught law online - has 

developed it. Nathan may have developed sport marketing. Coyte - marketing; 

Debby - 328 (entrepreneurship); Erianne econ/finance; Barbara- could law as self- 

directed. Intro (Erianne OR Deb). E~iann~ will wfi[~ ~E~ I~ p~opo~iEg maEy 

~ u ~ Da~i~ an~ ~a~li~te ~heUG 0 n lin~ ~se i~itiati~e~ 

2.4. External opportunities (Stroman) 

2 4 ~ Global Matters, Entrepreneurship, Technology, etc. Barbara ~ill foll~ ~p ~i~h 

gl~bal i~ ~oB~ 

2.4.2. Grant Writing Needs - big grants are going to emotional issues. Defending 

intercollegiate athletics - administrator jobs/industry is 

emotional...that’s the way we need to spin it. 

2 ~ 3 External & Academic Partners - NCHSAA, ACC, NCSU, Duke, ECU, NCCU etc. Invite 
different groups have "ACC day - have them come and have guests 

{ PAGE } 



2.4.4. TeamWork Online MVP - through club - pilot w/varsity athletes.,.D~bb~ will follow 

Up ~i~h ~ea~k fo~ ~aiDi~g 

2.4.5. Minority candidates - we need to research what resources are available for 

recruiting, 

2.4.6. Community Service -in conjunction w/our EVENT- ~B~ea~h ~m~it~e ~a~ 

b~ain~O~ fO~ ~hi~i 
2.4.7. UNC Collaboration - Parr Center and an "Open House" - get our program visible on 

campus - promote interdisciplinary research opportunities - great fall 

eve n t.... ~en% ~mi~ee ~fi ~oll0w ~h~ough wi~h ~bis 

2.4.7.1. Collegiate athletic leadership symposium - what should our involvement be? C~y~e 

will~ ~he d u l a b~ b akf ~[W d i ~ ~ 

3. Strategic Direction/Vision 

3.1. Our mission 
3.1.1. Grad-undergrad continuity in efforts... Facilitating experiences to develop leaders to 

promote positive change in the sport industry - we want them to be 

employed, successful, we want to focus on an optimal student 
experience. 

3.1.2. Need a marketable tagline that integrates both programs: preparing leaders for 

positive change? Three independent words? 

3.1.3. Current graduate mission: "Integrating theory and practice to prepare graduate 

students for leadership positions in intercollegiate athletics." This seems fine - 

perhaps no need to change. Problem is it doesn’t incorporate UG, but perhaps this 

is fine if the tagline does. 

30 ~ill~ili~a[ lag line ~b~ai ~ 

3.2. Collaboration with Athletics (Chalfin - 2:00) 
3.2.:1. Carlton will be the contact for the graduate program internship facilitation. 

3 2i2i Bubba expressed a desire for enhanced communication - athletics would like to be 

in the loop of what research the faculty is doing so they can support 

us...or send info about it ~he AD in~n ~uld b~ ~ g~ea~ ~a~ili~o~ o~ 

3~ 3 ~heAD i 6 ~e~ n ~an p~e gen~ idea ~ ash le$i~ i~ in ~e~e~ed i 6 le~ ~6~ng early i6 ~he & 

£ea# ~ i~oming S~de~tS; 

3 2 4; Request for proposals for projects/internships/thesis ideas from athletics or 

community partners can be vetted through the website. We could 

regularly (monthly) review proposals at the monthly meeting. 

E~ia88e e~ll look ~6t~ I#gi~i~ w/V~t#~; Athletics must have a clear 

understanding of the commitment - partnership. That it is an 

educational experience, not free labor. We need a framework - 

Doesn’t need to be semester-long internship - could be an event - 

two weeks, two days...Eda556 will d~#el~p ~ ~m#w6#k f#~ Shi~ 

3.2.5. There is student desire to enhance the ops experience...Bfia~# ~ill g#t up a 

~#~ in~eg~a~#5 i6~# ~h~ g~ad ~#ility~e~5~g #~; Grads could 

facilitate undergrads from the event/facilities UG course. 

3 2:6: Part of the strategic plan and a pressing initiative for Bubba is the creation of a 

coalition of schools to offer counter-argument to negative 

press...these are the positives...the benefits to the student-athletes, 

the economic impact~ He has reached out to peer institutions. 

{ PAGE } 



3.3. 

3.4. 

Michigan, Cal, Texas...At first he thought ADs would be the primary 

representatives, but upon discussion the feeling is that it would be 

more appropriate for researchers to facilitate the research. Bubba 

wants to talk to us about others who might collaborate, whether they 

would be a good fit. B~ba~a ~ill e~pl0~ ~heACC A~ade~i~ 

3 2 ~: Bubba also interested in finding metrics to quantify progress. D~bb~ will ~h~ [b~ 

3.2.8. True Sport (through USADA) wants to have a conference here - working with the 

Parr Institute. It is a one time event. Collaboration would be positive. 

32~9~ 

CSRI hole 
3.3.1. Student Committees - groups of three - Events, Marketing Initiatives, Alumni 

Outreach. 

The Center 

Center for Excellence in Intercollegiate Athletics: Lead. Inform. Impact. 

~ Leadership and administrative training & consulting 

¯ Athletics administration research 
¯ Sport sustainability 

~ Entrepreneurial thinking & Innovation 

. Technology& media 

¯ Marketing & branding 

~ Title sponsor-5 sponsors? 

3.5. Marketing Initiatives (Cooper) (DONE) 

3.6. Strategic/unified communication plan - press releases, publicity, job postings, etc. 

3.6.1. Online: Events & Website, blog, twitter account, FB account. All must be integrated 

- l i n ke d. 
ma~k~ing~ommuni~ion 

3 6 Ha~e ~de~ iep~e~e~a~i~e Of m~ke~i~g ~ome i~ fi~e minu~eS disCuSS 
i6i~ia~i~ a~d p~t~n~ial ~o~i~S ~0~ b~a~d aDd~O~ blog 

3.7, Alumni engagement initiatives 

3~ B a~b~ ~a~ulty ~d fo~ o u~ N ~ ~eD~ ~ t NAGD 

372 Deb E~ 

4. Graduate Program Issues 

4.1. Orientation-Mon Aug 12m- Sunday Aug 11m @ Briar Chapel 1:00 

4.2. Comps - 6th, 7th, 8th or 9th. ~oyte will fin~li~e 

4.3. Grad program thesis division / process / deadlines... 

4.3.2.1. April I the cutoff date for students to assume you will lose remission and insurance. 

4312~CO w illmak a~leSda~w ~ll~[~h~m~jo~d~adlin~ 
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4.3.1.4. For thesis topic/advising, a first semester timeline date will be specified by ¢~t~ 

a~d i~eg~a~ed i6~o ~he ~he~i~ ~imeli~e We will emphaSiZe ~he ~imeline ~d uigen~ 

~o d~el~p ~h~i~ i d~a~i n the ~ien~a~io~ a n d~ill en~0~ge ~he~ ~ be p~epa ted 

w~h ~h~i~ t~p~ ~O~the g~ad d epa ~t~e~ ~ee~i n g;E~ia~e ~11 e n~O~ge ~he 

We may also come into Ed’s class in the 3~d or 4~h week and give them ~3 weeks to 

submit their topic and first/second choice for advisor. 

2nd year seminar (curriculum - negotiation, diversity, ethics, etc.) - Dickey will lead this 

class. Barbara mentioned feelings of isolation as a concern in second years in the past. 
Concern over outside influence of the curriculum was also expressed C~t~ w~ll ~b ~he 

4.5. Facility & Event Management Revamp (SKIPPED) 

4.6. 2nd year internship placement process - internship coordination. We will launch interview 

period w/speed dating...get first impressions...then students will follow up with 3-5 

interviews by a specific deadline (which should be before interview weekend). 

4.7. Externship - law students get credit for working under direct supervision of an attorney not 

at a law firm. Approval for John to do externship through athletics. Purpose to get more 

hands on experience for the dual degree students. 

5. Undergraduate Program Issues 

5.1. UG teaching assignments (rotation) 

5.1.1. Barbara will send current rotation and related materials to Erianne. All will send 
Erianne a list of 1) a dream schedule 2) all courses you can teach in 

order of preference. 

5.2. Summer School 
5.2.1. Sports Marketing wasn’t taught this summer...some issues. 

5 2i2:221 had two sections and both had 30+ E~iann~ will m~ke ~ ~h~ high de~d 

~ 22~i~th# 6w#effe~a~leas ~ s eCti0~Sinfut~e 

5.2.3. Online? 

5.3. Online Curriculum (discussed above). Goal to get courses available to teach online when 

needed/desired. 
5.4. Internship. Current limit of 6 credits for internship. There is a current rule that internship 

cannot be offered in the summer. Efiann~ will dis~u~he ~ue a~d p~t hu~dle~ ~i~h 

will d  idi OlO 
5.5. Discussion for down the road - developing applied anatomy & physiology as a course that 

would be more useful for our students and then open up 3 credits for internship 

requirement. 

6. Review Parking Lot 

6.1. Modification for interview weekend...debrief of interview weekend. 

7. Review Action Items 
8. Adjournment 

{ PAGE } 



UNC-CH Sport Administration 
Strategic Planning Meeting Action Items 

Barbara 
¯ Follow up with status of Global Issues course 

¯ Organize a framework for the Center based on our brainstorm 

¯ Preside over the alumni outreach committee and pass along ideas- particularly our 

need for an enhanced presence at NACDA. 

Coyte 

Send Nels Popp’s CV to group to review prior to tentative visit on July 22 

Ask Darin about the TV status and possibility of getting a vacuum and speakers for the 

conference room. 

Connect with Roy Charles related to resources available to recruit minority students. 

Schedule a breakfast with Bubba to discuss: 

a. Our potential involvement with the Collegiate Athletic Leadership Symposium 

(CALS) 
b. Coalition of schools and how it might interface with our proposed center/the 

ACC Academic Consortium. 
c. Our center. 

Schedule a Coffee/collaboration/chicken (?) with Carleton © to discuss: 
a. Our proposed modification to the internship placement process (speed-dating 

followed by ~3 weeks to follow up with 3-5 interviews before specified deadline. 

b. Inform him of our (to-be-discussed) ops enhancements. 

Facilitate tag-line/contest brainstorm for our unified mission to be used in marketing 

efforts. 

Invite (and future AD interns) to present ideas athletics is interested in learning to 

attend the orientation in an effort to stimulate thesis ideas. 

Oversee the unification of our online marketing/communication efforts. 

Oversee the Marketing committee. 

Finalize comp dates 

Create a thesis process calendar w/all major deadlines. Include policy including number 

of internship hours, April :[ deadline, tuition remission requirements for early departure, 

etc., deadline in the first semester to submit topic. 

Oversee syllabus development and curriculum of the 2nd year seminar. 

Present concept and rough vision of "the center" to Darin and strive to attain a timeline. 

Deb 
Coordinate Events Committee. Pass along ideas including "open houses", service 

projects or events including our external and academic partners. 

Debby 



Will follow up with Teamwork Online for training on MVP program. 

Share Kenan Institute strategic plan metrics with 

Inform CSBC marketing person to send all events to Victor to be posted on the website. 

Erianne 

Coordinate SpAd Cleaning Day 

Facilitate undergrad online course development through Darin (one letter for all course 

approvals) 

Include AD intern                   & marketing committee rep in meeting invites to 

be present for ~5 minutes at the beginning to enhance communication between 

athletics department and our unit and streamline unit communication efforts for blog 

and/or video board. 

Explore logistics with Victor of an online RFP system to continually be available for 

athletics/community projects/internships/theses. 

Develop framework for RFP process 

Set up a meeting with Ellen Culler, John Brunner, and the SpAd faculty to discuss 

enhancing the ops experience and integration into the facilty/events course...and 

grad/undergrad integration in ops. 

Encourage students to seek help from faculty for their lit review in their admin papers. 

Make note of the high demand for 221 in the summer so we offer at least two sections 

in future summers in addition to all courses in our core. 

Discuss the issue and past hurdles related to internships in the summer with Debby and 

will try to reverse this decision. 

Not Specified Responsibilities: 

Follow up with True Sport conference / SpAd involvement. 

All: 
Emphasize the thesis timeline and urgency to develop thesis ideas in orientation. Encourage 

students to be prepared with a thesis topic for the grad department meeting. 

Ponder areas from the initial brainstorm with a focus on individual strengths and content areas 

in an effort to define center niches and areas of expertise we can and will sustain. 

Center for Excellence in Intercollegiate Athletics: Lead. Inform. Impact. 

¯ Leadership and administrative training & consulting 

¯ Athletics administration research 
~ Sport sustainability 

~ Entrepreneurial thinking & Innovation 

¯ Technology& media 

~ Marketing & branding 

~ Title sponsor-5 sponsors? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Jnne 23, 2013 10:37 AM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu-~; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Cooper, Co.’de <cgcooper@email.unc.e&~>; 

Southall, Deborah Joy ~<tjsothll@email.unc.e&~>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@tmc.edu-~ 

Re: Minutes & Action Items! 

6-20-13 SA Stlategic Planning Minutes Debby.docx; Debby Strotnan EXSS SA Teaching.docx 

Hi All. Here are my edits/updates to the Minutes and teaching sheet, as per E’s request. 

I will follow up with Jan Boxill (Not Spedfied Responsibilities:. Follow up with True Sport conference / SpAd involvement.) 

Thanks. 

d 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
~ngt~(~. ~.~plore. Empower. 
919,843.0336 

From: <Weight>, Erianne Weight <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, June 22, 2013 11:50 AM 

To: Barbara Osborne <sportlaw~unc.edu>, Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>, Deborah Southall <djsothll~email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Minutes & Action Items! 

Hi Eveiyone, 

It was neat to go through the minutes aM see all o[’the progress we made over two days. To keep the progress rolling along I’ve attached the action items. While 

some of the items are relatively time-sensitive, the majod~ will be reported atx)ut in our first fall meeting. 

The highlighted inii~ in the minutes axe action-item related. 

Have a happy SSII[! 

-E (The Executioner) 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The Universily of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 23, 2013 11:17 AM 

The prog:fac mailing: list <prog:fac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [prog:fac] "UNC will be monitored, not sanctioned, by SACS" {N&O) 

FYI - Moral Mondays is truly being monitored. NC Civitas is collecting a database on everyone... 

"Ain’t gonna let nobody..." 

http:!!www.nccivitas.or~!moralmonday! 

d 

Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
~JLqa, qe, ~xplore, Empower: 
939,843,0336 

From: Sherryl Kleinman, @nc.rr.com> 

Reply-To: Sherryl Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 
Date: Thursday, June 20, 2013 3:25 PM 

To: progfac list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [progfac] "UNC will be monitored, not sanctioned, by SACS" (N&O) 

http://~ww~news~bserver~c~m/2~13/~6/2~/2977833/unc~ch-wi~~-be-m~nit~red~n~t-sancti~ned.htm~ <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progfac as: <a href="mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href="mai~t~:~eave-3322959~-56223~2~.18abcb432~37~a7c12481b56fe1eb9b@~istserv.unc.edu">~eave-3322959~- 

56223020.18a bcb43200370a7c1248 lb56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<!a > 

<ul> 

<li> - You are currently subscribed to 

<!ul> 
progfac as: <a href="mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href="mai~t~:~eave-33235464-56223~2~~18abcb432~~37~a7c12481b56fe~eb9b@~istserv.unc.edu">~eave-33235464- 
56223020.18a bcb43200370a7c12481b56felebgb@listserv.unc.edu<ia > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 23, 2013 2:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Minutes & Action Items! 

ThaJ~ks for the very sweet note, edits to the minutes, teacNng preIErences, help during the meetings, constant support and energy’. I am so grateful I get to lead...it’s 

very energizing, a~d I get to 

Hope you’re having a wonderful Sunday’.! 

-E 

Eriarme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Saturday, June 22, 2013 8:35 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: Re: Minutes & Action Items! 

Thanks E. You did a great job leading us. 

Also, here is the link for the worksheets - http://advising.unc.edu,’curficulum/academic- worksheets/ 

Hugs, 

d 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,D. CLU 
En~o’u,qe. Explore. Empower. 
919,843.0336 

From: <Weight>, Efianne Weight <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, June 22, 2013 11:50 AM 

To: Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu>, Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>, Deborah Southall <djsothll@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Minutes & Action Items! 

Hi Evegy’one, 

It was neat to go through the minutes mad see all of the progress we made over t~vvo days. To keep the progress rolling along I’ve attached the action items. While 

some of the items a~e relatively time- ~nsitive, the majority will be reported about in our first 1~11 meeting. 

The highlighted intb in the minutes are ac’don-item related. 

Have a happy SSII!’. 

-E (The Executioner) 

Eriarme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The Universib~ of North Ca~colina - Chapel Hill 





F~om: 

Sent: 

~e: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

SEED Project NYG Internship Opportunity - Need Feedback 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you’re doing well this Monday morning. I had an interesting lunch with Noah Levine on Saturday. Noah is the Executive Director of the SEED Project, which s tands for Sports for Education and 

Economic Development in Senegal I think I mentioned this initiative to you around April 

I have the opportunity to go to the b elow event on V~ednesday, which will feature may influential people/NBA players (NBA Draft is on Thursday) I wanted to run the idea of di~riding my time tl~.s 

summer with Leverage and SEED by you. Feel free to give me a call any time today after 2pm. I’ll b e in the office late today 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Eriaxane A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 2:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Sport Admin Courses 

Hi! What do you think about this - confidentially - would combining the 2 sections of 221 raise problems? 

Eriam~e A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor ] Sport Administration 

University ofNoNa Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Padua, Darin A" <dpadua(a)email.unc.edu> 

Date: June 24, 2013, 1:37:11 PM EDT 

To: "Weight, Eria~lne A." < ewei~ht(~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Sport Admin Courses 

Thanks for the infonnation. 

I will add a section of EXSS 328 - Sport Entleprenenrship and have Debby Stroman assigned as instructor. 

In doing ~ we will need to consider how to cover one of the other sections of 221 in the Spring. 

Debby’s new contract allows her to only cover 3 courses tbr EXSS. tter role as lead instructor lbr the field experience courses in the Fall and Spring roll 

count as a single course. This then allows her to teach two other courses. In the Fall she roll cover the EXSS 51 - first year seminar course and now in the 

Spring she will cover EXSS 328. 

I’m wondering if we could co~nbine both 221 class sections into a single, larger class’? Do you think that would work out OK? We would then be covered 

with all Sp~M9 courses in the spring semester (assmning we have a new faculty stasting in January). Let ~ne know what you think. Thanks and take care. 

DAP 



~’~om: 

Sent: 

~e: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: SEED Project NYC Internship Opportunity - Need Feedback 

Brochure looks great ~7ill defi~telypass along tha~ks! 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 5:08 PM 

To: ’ ~_u__Q._c_:._e_~l_~ > 

Subject: RE: SEED Project NYC Internship Opportunity - Need Feedback 

Have l:un at ,r_~eeds[ gib-’_~e[ as f’qa[~y peoph:_~ as possible and cof~nec[ others, ;) Yot~ are VERY b~essed t.:} have [.everage as the spr~f~gboafd [:o get you hi frof~[ o~ nlore 

execs, adrninbtrators, and enLrepreneurs. Start bra~nstor’rn~ng your own sport soc~a~ E-.sh~p company too, 

See attached to share w~th any, and aJL I am ~ooking to he~p guys transition successfully ~n three specific areas. Thanks. 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Goo~. 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D, CLU 
En,o’uge. Explo~e. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"You can’~ wake a person ~ho N pretending ~o b~ asleep." Navajo Proverb 

Sent~ Honday, 11:33 AH 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= SEED Project NYC Internship OppoRuni~ - Need Feedback 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:51 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Kenan Strategic Plan 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Can you e-mail me a copy of the strategic plan that you helped develop for the business school? I’d also like to learn a little bit more about this helpfulness 

quotient that you are using to measure the progress of the plan. Perhaps we can set up a time to discuss this over the next few weeks? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edn 

Wednesday, 8:23 AM 

CSBC Snmmer Update - ttow Cm~ I ttelp You? 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

F~om: 

Hi Heels, 

I hope this mes~ge finds you all well. I trust everyone is having a productive summer either interning, taking summer school or making connections within the industry. 

As your                  next semester I wanted to thank you all for your continned support of the Cm-olina Sport Business Clnb. We’re looking tbrward to a great 

yeaz, n~unely with our inaugural Carolina SIyort Business and Fitness (CSFE) Expo on Saturday,            Many of our CSBC Exec Board members and club 

members are helping with this new initiative, and we know it will be a great professional nem, orking opportunity for all in attenda~lce. 

IfI can be a resource to anyone please do not hesitate to reach out to ,ne. I’m always hapw to help students "connect the dots" and reach their respective dremns 

inside and outside the sport world. 

Collaborate & Connect, 

@unc.edu 

ww~-.csbcunc .CO111 

CSFE.pdf 

This forwarded message was sent via The Univelsity of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message 

click this link to access Messages for this site: Caacolina Sport Business Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 2:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Business Owners vs. CEOs: Which Leader Are You? 

Small Businesses The Differences May Suprise You 

Maybe you own a business, or maybe you aspire for a 

leadership role. What are the characteristics of a great 

business owner? What about a great CEO? 

Business owners and CEOs share certain qualities, 

such as leadership and passion, but their roles in a 

company should actually be quite different. 

While a business owner needs to focus on getting 

things done, a CEO must learn howto step back and 

build a vision for the company. Sometimes leadership 

is about taking control, other times it’s about letting go. 

Learn more about the differences between a CEO and 

business owner in this article featured on Forbes: 

Share this article with your friends: 
Click here for the full ~ist >> 

Why Small 

Forg,g{ Natural 

Disasters 

9 Ways to Stay 

S,.:r app!/in 

Forbes Editorial 

7he Top 30 

a Budget 

ensure you continue to receive ol r e-m,3 s p ease add messagas@docsto,: co 1~ o yo ," #dd,’ess Book low 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Little, Mark <IVlark Litfle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 2:20 PM 

Pan’teL A. T. <pante@ad.unc.edu> 

Stroma~L Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Vin McCafl]cey (vmccaffrey@gmnetgi.com) (vmccafl]cey@gametgi.com); Curran, Patrick J 

<currml@unc.edu> 

RE: Game Theol3~ Group & Qumit Psych @UNC 

Good afternoon, all. 

Abigail, I hope your travels were enjoyable. I want to introduce you to Vin McCaffrey, CEO and Founder of Game Theory Group in Greenville, 

http:!!gametheorygroup.com!. Deborah Stroman and I had a good conversation with Vin a couple weeks back. Their product is an innovative software platform for 

athletic departments and student-athletes. It includes various assessment tools for academic advisors and other stakeholders to assist the student in academic and 

career planning--over 3000 collegiate student athletes assessed thus far. They would like to develop their own scales/assessment, potentially in collaboration 

with UNC’s Quant Psych department. 

Vin can speak more clearly as to the type of collaboration desired and the parameters of the project. 

I have also CC’d Patrick Curran who is director of the Quant Psych program and may also have some guidance. 

FYI, I will be out of town next week, but please do not let my temporary absence be a roadblock. I am happy to help in whatever capacity makes sense when I get 

back. 

Best, 

mgl 
Mark Little, PhD 

Program Director, Economic Development 

Lead, Renewable Energy & Climate Mitigation 
Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise at UNC Chapel ttill 
mm-klittle@unc.edu ] ore +l 919.9621041 ]mob 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 3:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Internship Issues 

Just letting you kmow i just responded and said he’d be sending me work for the camp soon. 

On Thnrsday, 

Looking forward to it! 

¯ wrote: 

On Thursday, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Okay. Thanks for the communication. I will ct~eck in with him, 

J wi[J be in touch soon regarding the Sport EntrepreneursNp work too, 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

~!a~!e. ~xplore, ~mpower, 

919~843.0336 

"You c~n’t wa~e a person w~o is pretending to b~ asleep." Navajo Prowrb 

Fm~ ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday ~:07 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: InMmship Issues 

Hey Dr. Stronmn~ 

rm a li~le womed abont how my intemsMp is wor~ng out. I havefft go~en any assigmnents in tbe p~t 2 weeks (which is why I didfft do ~ blog ~st last week or 

~tentially this week tithe0. I emailed ~    yesterday to ask for &mils about                 camp I’m supposed to work in a couple o 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, June 28, 2013 8:12 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-t~culty] EXSS Updates 

TO: EXSS Faculty 

FROM: Kevin Guskiewicz 

I hope everyone is enjoying the summer. I want to provide you with a few mid-summer updates before signing off as your chair next week. 

1) Congratulations to Claudio Battaglini, who last week was selected to be a faculty mentor to UNC’s Col. Robinson Scholars beginning this fall for 4 years. 

Faculty mentoring is a core aspect of the Scholar experience, and Claudio will do a great job in this role. Way to go Claudio! 

2) Welcome to new EXSS faculty members Brian Pietrosimone who joined us two weeks ago from U Toledo, and Kristen Kucera who will join us August I from 

Duke University. Brian and Kristen are great additions to EXSS and I know they will get off to a great start with the support of our faculty and staff. 

3) 

4) Dick Baddour will be back with us as Professor of the Practice starting this fall, and will be teaching our SA graduate seminar class. Please welcome Dick 

back when you see him. 

5) At the end of the summer, Debby Stroman will start a new joint appointment (50% EXSS faculty, and 50% Kenan Institute). In this new position, she will 

teach part-time in EXSS - primarily the sport entrepreneurship courses and SA internship course; and will oversee the Sport Business Club. With the Kenan 

Institute, she will assist with teaching coursework in the entrepreneurship minor and help with strategic planning for the Kenan Institute on 

entrepreneurship initiatives. Congratulations Debby. 

6) Search authorizations for new faculty hires will be made as soon as the College is given a budget for 2013-14. Despite the tight budget we are expecting, I 

am optimistic that we will receive a hire in EXSS. In addition to this new authorization - we will start a search for a new EXSS Lecture-Advisor in late summer 

with a start-date for January 2014. In the absence of a Lecture-Advisor this fall semester, I am confident that our faculty will work together to assist with our 

undergraduate advising needs. 

7) I know many of you are wondering about potential faculty salary raises for next year, but we will not know anything until the new budget has been passed 

and delivered to the University. 

8) We are in the process of renovating some new lab space downstairs in the old wrestling locker room. The Integrative Exercise Oncology Lab (IEOL) will 

move into this newly renovated space in late summer!early fall and will provide a state-of-the-art space for the innovative research being conducted by 

several of our Exercise Physiology faculty. New faculty office space is being created in the current IEOL, and will eventually house the NCCSIR to be 

directed by Kristen Kucera. 

9) As some of you have learned, the College is conducting random class checks to be sure the classes are meeting as scheduled. This is a very unfortunate 

outcome of the SACS review that was conducted due to the situation the University uncovered with another department a few years ago. So, it is important 

that if you change your classroom location {or for good reason do not meet on a given day) -that you notify Darin and Ashley so they can report it to the 

representative in the College conducting the random checks. I do not expect that this will last long, but very likely through the rest of the summer and fall 

semester. 

10) Congratulations to all our faculty, graduate students, and undergraduate students who have presented at professional meetings such as ACSM, NASM, and 

NATA over the past few months. This is one of the many ways that we showcase the great research being conducted by our world class faculty and students 

in EXSS. 

Finally, I have enjoyed my 8 years as department chair in Exercise and Sport Science very much, and together we have accomplished a lot. We have a great faculty 

and staff, and have benefitted from recruiting the best students to our programs. I know that Darin will benefit, as I did, from being surrounded by great people 

who bring excellence to the department and university every day. During this transition, I have been extremely impressed with Darin’s vision, attention to detail, 

and leadership style. I know the department is in a very good place right now. I look forward to continuing to advocate for EXSS - my department - just as I have 

since arriving to UNC 18 years ago. Please visit...I plan to spend most mornings in my new Stallings-Evans office, and most afternoons in my new South Building 

office. 

Thank you for everything...especially for helping to keep EXSS great. 

Kevin 6uskiewicz, PhD, ATC 

Kenan Distinguished Professor 

Chair, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9:19-962-5175 

You are currently sub~ribed to exss-lhculty as: dstro(tbunc.edn. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: htlp://lists.unc.edtv’u?id 55567101.548a9821302a2aT15ee00e34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-13aculty&o 33254139 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33254139-55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34bl bcc32a(?~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moore, Cecelia<cecelia moore@unc.edu;, 

Friday, June 28, 2013 8:49 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Meeting Requests with Dr. Folt 

Hello Debby, 

Erin passed this to me to work with you on a statement. Please send me a draft and I’ll work w/Chancellor Folt on it. It may take us a while as it will be pretly busy 

here! Thanks for yonr patience. 

C 

Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 
Office: 919-962-0933 
Mobile: 

Begin forwaMed message: 

From: "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <ecs@unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Meeting Requests with Dr. Folt 
Date: June 27, 2013 7:52:58 PM EDT 
To: "Moore, Cecelia" <cecelia moore@unc.edu>, "McFarland, Michael B" <mike mcfarland@unc.edu> 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Stroma~ Deborah L <~t__s.tj29_@_t_K~_c_:_e_.d__t.p 

Date: June 27, 2013, 7:26:33 PM EDT 
To: "Schuettpelz, Efin C" <ecs(F~unc.edu> 

Cc: "Willdnson, Patti D" <pattiw(~)unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting Requests with Dr. Folt 

Hi Erin. I know {t might be a while be~:ere ~ meet wi~:h her, bu~: can we p{ease ge~: a message to post on our website? ~ can do a droll ff that 

is helpful Last year, Chancellor Thorp wrote: 

"At Carolina, we celebrate the African-American presence evew day. Our students, faculty and staff come together to dream, learn, share 
and discover. The Caucus supports that by providing a forum for people to engage in activities, discussions and programs that enrich the 
University for everyone." 

"Hark the Sound!" 
Chancellor Holden Thorp 

~t can be of tonge~ length too° ;} 

Thanks! 

debb¥ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,qa~e. Explore. Empower. 

9:19.843,0336 

"You can’t wake a perso~ who is prete~di~ to be aMeep~" Navajo Proverb 

F~m= Schue~pelz, Erin C 
Sent~ Tuesday, June 04, 2013 9:00 AN 

To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
~= Wilkinson, Pa~ D 
Subjeet~ RE: Heeting RequesN with Dr. Folt 

Debby: 

I jus~ wanted to acknowledge your request. We have you ~t~ the queue of requests and vv~H get sornethb~g scheduled when we can~ As 

you cm~ ~mag~ne, the requests are flooding us Hght now. 

Patt~ w~l~ be ~n touch soon. 

Erin 



From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 2:17 PM 
To: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Cc: Leonard, Barbara 3; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Heeting Requests with Dr. Folt 
Hi Erin. Two requests: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->Carolina Black Caucus -just me for 20 minutes 

<]--[if ]supportLists]-->2. <]--[endif]-->"People of Color" Organization Reps ;) - Amy Hertel (indian Center), Maria DeGuzman 

(Latino/a), and me (CBC) for 30 minutes. 

The meetings can be on the same day. We request that we meet just with her, if possible. 

Thanks! 

Have a great weekend. 

debby 

Deborah Lo Stror~n~ Ph.D. ~2LU 

www, exss, un¢.ed ~l 

3~.5 Woo~ie~ - CB #8700 



F~Fom: 

Sent: 

~e: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Top Pioneers in Sport Innovation List 

Top Pioneers in Sport Innovation.docx 

See the attached list Let me knowif I can be of anymore assistance :) 







FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu.; 

Sunday, l 1:08 AM 

@live .unc .edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC thmak-you cards 

Hi Update? We could use those cards now. [] 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 8:20 AM, " ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I apologize for this taking longer than expected! I had to get the right kind of image logo for the note cards from Would you like 
me to order 50 cards for about $45? Or 1 O0 note cards for a little over $75? Or perhaps somewhere in between? I hope you are having 
a great day! 
Best, 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Class of 

,~,live.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erimane A. <~eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 4:11 PM 

Cheney Robinson <crobinson@upward.org> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Academic internship with Upwa~v~ Sports 

Hi Chenev; 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Jul 1, 2013, at 3:27 PM, "Cheney Robinson" <crobinson@upward.org> wrote: 

griamle, 

We are looking to bring on an intern for the Fall term m~d attached is the internship description. We will be accepting applications until July 19. I don’t 
know if you have ~y students needing internship hours, but wmited to get this to you. 

Thanks, 

Cheney Robinson 

864-949-5842 Office 

Cell 

Academic Internship Posting.docx:~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sarah Sessoms ~gmail.com> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 5:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS Sport Administration- PLEASE READ! 

Hi Dr. StrommL 

Thanks for the email. Saw something abom CASPER-- I’m not familiar with it, but think I could help and maybe join the mission? 

The reason for that is that I am now a University Seladces Coordinator at IMG College in Winston-Salem. We have TONS of internships and somefimes have an entry 

level position or two for college ffmdents. If anyone you know is interested in IMG College, please send them my way. Even if they are interested in IMG as whole, 

they can reach me ashy time as I also interned at the national office inNYC laser summer. 

Hope you are well and happy Fourth’. 

Thanks, 

Sarah Sessoms 

~mn~il.co~n 

On Man, Jul 1, 2013 at 4:38 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~,~unc.edu;, wrote: 

Hi Heels! I hope you are eNoying your summer break. 

Congratulations again to all of our graduates please stay in touch by posting your news on our Facebook page (EXSS [~ITE[). 

News you can u~: 

1. Dr. Efface Weight is the new coordinator of the m~deigmduate s~6 adminis~rafion program. Plebe contact her regarding cumcululn and advising needs. (With 

my new role as a selfior advisor ruth the Frank Haw~ns Kenan Insfi~te of Private Ente~fi~, I will no longer se~’e as ~e spot adminis~ation acadelnic advisor. 

My new additional responsibilifies include building any, and eveD~hing, related to Spo~ Entrepmnemship on campus. Sweet~) The Steele Building RE~S as the 

"finn ~y" for your academic progress towaNs graduafion. We recommend that you visit ruth an advisor at least once ~r year~ You should ~ veD~ famili~ ruth 

Connect C~olina and Tar Heel Tracker to assis~ in your understanding of courses, resources, and policies. Facul~ are always here to suppo~ you too. 

nd 2. Dr. Weight and Dr. Cooper have moved offices. They will be located in the Spa6 Administration sui~ on the ground (2) floor 205. 

3. Dr. Southall has joined the ~aculty of the University of South C~olina. Thus, the College Spo~ Re~areh Institnte (CS~) roll no longer ~ ~tmii~stered from 

our uNt and on our csmpus. We have plans m keep you busy and active learning major event pla~ing and conducting research though. ;) 

4. The Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBC) is here ~ assist V~u ruth career guidance. We strongly encour~e 5~ur membership. ~vw.cs~unc.coln The 

inaugural Carolina Sport Business & Fitness &~po will be held on Saturday, October 5 at the Blue Zone. This pioneering event is pu~d m help V~u 
meet employers and nemork~ Don’t miss out~ ~x~x~v.csfeunc.com The Club is also building a &mba~ of all the Tar Heel Mums who now work in the spo~ indust~ 

(CASPER - Carolina Alumni Spo~ Project, Each One Reach One). If you ~ow of names, please folaYard the name to me asap. Thanks~ 

5. We recommend Team~Vork Online (TWO). Don’t wait until your final semester to get your info~afion ~sted. SW tuned as ~C roll soon have access m the 

M~ Access College Program witlfin TWO. This initiative is attired through CSBC, and it roll incre~e your probability of job success. 

6. Sport Entrepreneurship Some of you may be interested in learning morn about the entrepreneurial mindset or having your own business in spo~. Consider the 

Entrepreneurship Minor (hap://www.unceminor.ora/) as there is a spa6 venture track (EXSS 328). I do rese~e some spaces for non-E-minor students. If you are 

interested in ~ing added to my Tm~er Entrepreneurship list, send me an email. 

7. You need intemsNps~ Lookn~g for academic credit? Consider EXSS 493 (fomiefly EXSS 327) Field Ex~fience in S~rt Adminis~afion. See me the week 

b@re classes sm~. 

8. SociaJ Media Counts~ Don’t forget to follow your profs and depa~ment on Twi~efi @cov~ecoo~r @efia~eweight @&stroman @unce~s Follow our great 

depa~ment on Facebook at EXSS ~ITE~ (h~ps:i/~x~x~v.facebook.co~unce~s) 

Plebe shaxe tNs note with other spo~ administration students. 

Enjoy the rest of the smnmer. Eat well Work out much. Laugh often. 

Smiling in ChaN1 Hill, 

Dr. Stmman 

D~b~rah L, Stroman~ Ph,D, CLU 

Explore, Engage, Empower. 



919.843,0336 

where you s~;e d~e pr~;,~e~we q{ malic’~; where notre exists. " -D~dinst~3~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:24 AM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu> 

Richard Southall < @hotmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 

<sibby@email.unc.edu> 

Exit interview 

Hello Kevin: 

It saddens me to acknowledge that my appointment in the                                                     has came to an end. I am gratefi~l to the 

EXSS faculty and s~aff for hosling me during this time of personal and academic gro~/rh. Now fl~at the summer is in full stung I thought it would be appropriate to 
check and see if you would like to meet tier an exit interview. I will be out of town farm July 4th until July 1 lth. Otherwise my schedule if flexible lbr the remainder of 

the month. 

Congratulation on your new aplyointment as Senior Associate Dean of Natural Sciences, 

UNC-Chapel tIill 

iMobile) 

~tmc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 2, 20:~3 6:04 PM 

Moore, Cecelia <cecelia_moore@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting Requests with Dr. Folt 

Thanks! Here’s a suggested draft: "The African American presence is celebrated each and every day at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. UNC is proud to 

be a leading university for outstanding academics, research, service, and athletics. Black students, administrators, faculty, and staff are integral to this success. The 

Caucus supports the university mission through fellowship and advocacy by hosting events, discussions, and programs. This unique forum is special for our new 

employees and for the sustenance of a healthy community. We are one Carolina. We care/’ 

there a particular photo that she wants us to use for the website? 

debby 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

9:19,843.0336 

From: <Moore>, Cecelia <cecelia moore@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, June 28, 2013 8:49 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro~’~unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Meeting Requests with Dr. Folt 

Hello Debby, 

Erin passed this to me to work with you on a statement. Please send me a draft and I’ll work w/Chancellor Folt on it. It may take us a while as it will be pretty busy here! Thanks for 

your patience. 

C 

Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 
Office: 919-962-0933 
Mobile: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <ecs@unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Meeting Requests with Dr. Folt 
Date: June 27, 2013 7:52:58 PM EDT 
To: "Moore, Cecelia" <cecelia moore@unc.edu>, "McFarland, Michael B" <mike mcfarland@__u____n___c__;__e____d____u_.> 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <d_.s_t_£9__@.__u_.n_c_:_e_.d__#.> 

Date: June 27, 2013, 7:26:33 PM EDT 

To: "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <.e_c_.s__ .@.__q_n_.c_:.e_d_#.> 

Ce: "Wilkinson, Patti D" <pattiw@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Meeting Requests with Dr. Folt 

Hi Edn. ~ know it might be a while before ~ meet with her, but can we please get a message to post on our website~ ~ can do a draf~ if that 

is helpful ~.ast year, Chancellor Thorp wrote: 

"At Carolina, we celebrate the African-American presence every day. Our students, faculty and staff come together to dream, learn, share 
and discover. The Caucus supports that by providing a forum for people to engage in activities, discussions and programs that enrich the 
University for everyone." 

"Hark the Sound!" 
Chancellor Holden Thorp 

It can be of ~onger length too. 



Thanks! 

debb¥ 
Do Good. 

Deborah k. StFoman, Ph.D. CLU 
F.nL!g~qe. Explore. F.mpower, 

919~843.0336 

F~m= Schue~pelz, Erin C 

Sent: Tuesday, ~une 0~, 2013 9:00 AH 

To= S~roman, Deborah L 

Cc: Wilkinson, Pa~i D 
Subject; RE: Hee~ing Reques~ wi~h Dr. Folt 
Debbv: 

I just wanted {:o ackeow~edge yOUF requesL We h~ve you ~e the queue of Fequeg:s am~ w~{ ge{: ~ometh~eg ~cheduh!~d when we can. 

you can imagine, the requests are flooding us r~ght now. 

Patti w~{~ be in touch soon, 

Erin 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Se,t= Thursday, Hay 23, 2013 2:17 PH 

Te= Schuegpelz, Erin C 

C~= Leonard, Barbara 3; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Heeting Reques~ with Dr. Folt 
Hi Erin. Two requests: 

<]--[if )supportkists]-->l. <~--[endif]-->Carolina Black Caucus -just me for 20 minutes 

<)--[if ]supportkists]-->2. <~--[endif]-->"People of Color" Organization Reps ;) - Amy Hertel (Indian Center), Maria DeGuzman 

(katino/a), and me (CBC) for 30 minutes. 
The meetings can be on the same day. We request that we meet just with her, if possible. 

Thanks) 
Have a great weekend. 

debby 

3~ Woo~ien - CB #8700 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 6:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS    Assignment 

Athletes Turned Entreprenenrs.docx 

Hey Dr. Stroman! 

I found 12 athletes, all positive stories! It was a really eye-opening assignment. Thanks so mnch for giving it to me :) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fairchild, Gregory <FaircNldG@da~ten.virginia.edtc, 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 9:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Con’tact 

have to ask: YVhat are sport entrepreneurship initiatives? 

GBF 

On Jul 2, 2013, at 9:29 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 

> Yes, I do. Hard and smart working gentleman D 
> 

> DLS from my iPhone. 
> 

> On Jul 2, 2013, at 8:04 PM. "Fairchild, Gregow" <FairchildG@darden.virginia.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hello. 
>> 

>> You know my friend Jim Johnson? 
>> 

>> GBF 
>> 

>> On Jul 2, 2013, at 5:39 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu<mailto:dstro@unc edu>> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hi Gregory. I recently spoke to a good friend, Dr. Lincoln Lewis, and he recommended that we connect. I am a Wahoo working down at the "dark side" now with UNC ;) I have a new role 
with the Frank ttawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise (in addition to my faculty position) developing sport entrepreneurship initiauves. 
>> 

>> Please give me a call or email reply when you are available to chat I am not teaching this summer So please feel free to call me on my mobile. Thanks. 
>> 

>> Best wishes to you and continued success[ 
>> 

>> Go tioos! 
>> 

>> debby 
>> 

>> Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 
>> 

>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> Mobile 

>> @drstroman 
>> 

>> EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 
>> Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 
>> Carohna Black Caucus, Chairperson 
>> Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 
>> 

>> 

>> "Those who bring sunshine to the lives of others catmot keep it from themselves." 
>> 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fairchild, Gregory <FairchildG@da~ten.virginia.edtc, 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 10:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Con’tact 

How can I be of help? 

GBF 

On Jul 2, 2013, at 9:36 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 

;) Too much to explain for an email 

Nonetheless, here’s nay attempt Consider all the teachings around having 
an entrepreneurial mindset and/or starting your own business Now, just 
focus that in the domain of the sport industry. That’s my work. I teach 
two Sport Entrepreneurship courses and now have been given the opportunity 
to develop other activities. 

>d 

Do Good 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage F, xplore Empower. 

919.8430336 
<http:i/twitter. comi#!/drstroman> 
"Sometimes you just have to look back at your past and smile about how far 
you’ve come" 

On 7/2/13 9:33 PM. "Fairchild, Gregory" <FairchildG@darden.vlrginia edu> 
wrote: 

>> I have to ask: What are sport entrepreneurship initiatives? 
>> 

>> GBF 
>> 

>> On Jul 2, 2013, at 9:29 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Yes, I do. Hard and smart wofldng gentleman [~ 

>>> I)LS from my iPhone 

>>> On Jul 2, 2013, at 8:04 PM, "Fairchild, Gregory" 
>>> <FairchildG@darden.virginia edu> wrote: 

>>>> Hello. 

>>>> You know ray friend Jim Jotmson’.’ 

>>>> GBF 

>>>> On Jul 2, 2013, at 5:39 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" 
>>>> <dstro@unc.edu<mailto:dstro,@,unc.edu>> wrote: 

>>>> Hi Gregory. I recently spoke to a good friend, Dr. Lincoln Lewis, and 
>>>> he recorcancnded that we cormect. I ara a Wahoo ~vorking do~vn at the "dark 

>>>> side" now with UNC. ;) I have a ne~v role with the Frar~: Hawkins Kenan 
>>>> Institute of Private Enterprise (in addition to my facul~" position) 
>>>> developing sport entrepreneurship initiatives. 

>>>> Please give me a call or email reply when you are available to chat. I 
>>>> am not teaching this smlm~er. So please feel free to call me on ray 
>>>> mobile. Thai.2,zs. 

>>>> Best wishes to you and continued success[ 

>>>> Go Hoos[ 

>>>> debby 

>>>> Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D CLU 

>>>> 919843.0336 
>>>> Mobile 
>>>> @drstroman 

>>>> EXSS Spolt A&ninistration, Lecturer 
>>>> Fral~ Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 
>>>> Carolina Black Caucus, Chairperson 
>>>> Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and 



>>>> IIonors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

>>>> "Those who bring sunshine to the lives of others cannot keep it fi-om 
>>>> themselves." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 5, 2013 7:45 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus Workshop-Friday, May 17th- Positive Feedback 

Debbie, nice to hear from you. Would you care to have lunch on Monday, or meet for coffee in the afternoon? David 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Thursday, July 04, 2013 2:57 PM 
To: Kiel, David 
Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus Workshop-Friday, May 17th- Positive Feedback 

Hi David. I hope you ace having a nice holiday break. Let’s reconvene next week Monday or Tuesday perhaps? 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
EJNage, Explore, Empower: 
9:19,843,0336 

"Somegimes you fl~st have to look back at your past and smile about hotuj’ar youk,e come." 

From: <Kiel>, David <kiel@emaiI.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, May 23, 2013 7:50 AM 

To; "Muller, Eric L" <emuller@emaiLunc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Carolina Black Caucus Workshop-Friday, May 17th- Positive Feedback 

Eric, Eileen is an Associate Professor of education. I hope to have all the evals compiled by the time I get back. So this is good feedback on the faculty level. David 

From: Angela Bryant [         ~_e_.__a_~[!j_n___k_=__n__e_._t_] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 6:51 AM 
To: ’Richard Pinderhughes’; Parsons, Eileen R 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L; Kiel, David 
Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus Workshop-Friday, May 17th- Positive Feedback 

Eileen: Thanks so much for your positive feedback. I surely hope we meet together again in the future. All the best, 

Ar~gela R. Bryar~ 

717 West End St. 

Rock)’ Mount, NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-thx- 703-783-8553 

....................... :~)__e__~_~t_[~i_~ ~:~:~__e__t. 
From: Richard Pinderhughes [mail~;r~ckp<@v~sions-~nc.or~ 
Sent-" Wednesday, May 22, 2053 ~:20 AM 
To= Parsons, Eileen R 

Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus Workshop-Friday, Hay 17th 
ThaWs Vel~ much, Eileen. We enjoyed being/wor~ng with you all. 

Nck 

On Mon, May 20, 2013 at 12:42 PM, Parsons, Eileen R <rparsonsf;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dem Angola and Rick, 

Because of previous commitments, I was unable to officially register for the workshop but Debbie invited me to join. I drove from the northwestern part of the sEate to 

attend a~d I’m very pleased that I did. I thorouglfly enjoyed the fellowship among the attendees and I gained a great deaJ froln my participation. 

The workshop was fabulous. Even though I research issues around race m~d culture in science education, I left the workshop more informed. I acquired consh-uctive 

lenses from which to view and to approach the day-to-day challenges that I face as a faculb’ member. I left feeling more prepared to continue the battle not only to 

improve my conditions as a faculty- member but to change circumsta~ces so those coming behind me cma spend their energies in ways that subs~ntially move us 

forward. 

I greatly appreciated how you lhcilitated "the workshop, sensing the needs of fire group a~d responding to those needs. The information you provided will help me both 

per~naJly a~d professionally. I thank you tbr an enriching experience, one that better prepares me for whatever awaits. 

Once again, thank you. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PhD 

Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: Plff) in Education 



As~)ciate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching (JRST); 

Science Policy Fellow, Americm~ Association tbr the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 

(919) 843-9133 (p) 

(919) 843-2614 (f) 

Richard Pinderhughes, Psy.D. 
Associate Director of Administration 
ViSiONS, INC. 
48 Juniper Street 
Roxbury, MA. 02119 
Office (Direct): 617-541-4102 
Office (Main): 617-541-4100 
Fax: 617-541-4141 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.uuc.edu> 

Friday, 10:26 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Summer So Far 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

I hope this email finds you well and you are enjoying your summer! I just wanted to give you an update of everything that has taken place thus far. I have been participating in 
my internship with      : for about four weeks. So far I am learning about the business of running a store that generates a little over a million dollars a week, in addition to 
gaining leadership experience through managing a team. I have also been able to learn about the job opportunities within      beyond a Store Executive, but ones that work 
closer with corporate. As of now I am currently working on a project to see how I can improve two of the store’s metric scores, one for example is guest experience. Within 
that process I am observing the behavior of our team members. I will most likely develop a training based off of our guest survey to try to improve guest interaction. All of the 
store executives are really nice and encouraging; however, I’m not sure if retail is for me! 

On           I attended a                             Conference. That was a blast! As a participant everything was paid for by            my plane, hotel, 
and meals! It was absolutely wonderful they flew us to Boston! We had two days of leadership development where we received a Leadership book~ "You Don’t Need a ~tle to 

Be A Leader," and also took the color test, in addition to other trainings. I am a blue and a gold! We were able to see into a little bit of the culture of            and have a 
luncheon with their executives. I was able to speak with many HR professionals, and it furthered my interest into that functional area. Also I sent each person a handwritten 

thank you letter in hopes of trying to stand out. 

For the rest of the summer I am continuing to finish my internship while working on my assignments for MLT, our first assignment is due 
you? What have you been up to this summer? 

. So how are things with 

Look forward to hearing from you! 

Best, 

@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick Lems <rlems~esqlimos.com> 

Saturday, Jnly 6, 2013 1:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Lit~ After Sport with Ett~c’dve Results 

Debbie, 

Currently not working in this arena bnt please let me know how I can help or assist you....slill passionate abom my initial email to you!! 

Hope all is well... 

All the Best, 

Rick Lems 

cell 

On Jul 3, 2013, at 9.08 AM, Stroman, Debolah L _d__s__t__ri92a_LtLn___c_:_e_j__u_. wrote: 

Hi Rick. I am doing some email "house clea~ing" and saw this note. ;) I hope you are well. 
Are you still working in this arena? Let’s chat this week if possible. 

Thanks. 

Debby 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stromar~, Ph.D, CLU 
En,qade. Explore. Empower. 
919.843,0336 
<AD987872-.C179.-41)E8.. 829C-.A9A82716897A 34)ng> 

"Somegim(~s you.fl~st hav(~ to look back at your pas~ and smile about hoar far zjou’ue come. 

From: Rick Lewis <rlewis@esqlimos.com> 

Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2009 8:51 AM 

To: "Deborah L Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: <rlewis@esqlimos.com> 

Subject: RE: Life After Sport with Effective Results 

Hi Debby, 
Attached is an unfinished version of a presentation that we were preparing to give to a local sports agent. Please review and if you have any questions, please do 
not hesitate to give me a call. 
I believe that we will not have a problem developing an agenda for any conference or seminar that we would like to present. I see a few audiences: 

~, Parents and teenage athletes (i.e. Nike camps, Adidas camps, AAU etc.) 

~, Professional athletes (i.e. personal contacts) 

~, Professional athletes who attend various sports camps during their off-season 

Presentation topics (conferences, seminars & workshops): 

~, Entrepreneurial Skills (Capitalism 101) 

~, Graduate School Strategy 

~, Partnering with Corporate America (Leveraging your celebrity) 

~, Personal Branding 

~, Financial Literacy and Strstegy 

~, Mentoring 

o Importance of family and marriage 

o Image 

o Community (giving back) 

o Finding your passion & identifying strengths 

o Setting goals 

o Etc etc. 
Them are numerous other subjects and topics that we can include. Let me know your thoughts. I will also send other tidbits of information from our business 
plan. 
Hope all is well on the right coast! 
Thank you again for your time and attention. 

Rick Lewis 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:_d___s__t_r__O__En___a___n__(~__e_En___a_!!_#___n__c_:__e__c_l__u_] 
Sent-" Wednesday, July 29, 2009 3:32 PM 
To," ’Rick Lewis’ 
Subject-" RE: Life After Sport with Effective Results 

-Hi Rick. Th:mks {br your kind taote. I would l{ke to ch:at wlt:h you soon. Let rne kt~ow your schedule early taext week. 

Continued s~ tcc:es% 



debby 
Dr. Dehhy St:roman 
Sport Administr~tior~ 
College Sport R.esearch Insthute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sl~a ~dpha Lambda (Leadership Hono~’s Society) 
UNC EXSS 4 Smith Bldg, 
CB # 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919,843,0336 
dst£offl~mc.edu 

theclubt~22unc.edu 

From= Rick Lewis [mailto:rlewis@esqlimos.com] 

Sent= Tuesday, July 28, 2009 10:05 AM 

To= dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject= Life After Sport with Effective Results 
Deborah, 
My name is Rick Lewis and I listened to your interview with Dr. Boyce Watkins regarding the recent NGAA lawsuit spearheaded by Ed O’Bannon this 
morning. Great Stuf!!!! I am a former NGAA basketball player (graduated from Stanford University 1984) and have always had these sentiments. I wrote 
my thesis on "Inter-collegiate athletics and the NGAA" in my St. Mary’s Oollege MBA program back in 2001. So I am very passionate about this topic 
and the subject of athletes transitioning to their post playing careers. I had dinner with Mel Davis (former president of NBA Retired Players Association) 
in DG during All-Star weekend (2001) and was astonished to learn that a good number of ex-NBA players were attempting to secure their pensions while 
in their 20’s. These players had played the minimum 5 years and had earned anywhere from $5 - $25 million over their short NBA careers and were 
bankrupt.(a travesty). 
Please let me know how I can help. A former teammate and I worked on a business plan about five years ago to assist and prepare NBA and NFL 
players for their post-playing careers. We did not take it to market due to a few obstacles but I still have the burning desire to help. It is such a huge 
problem and David Steam has not truly addressed. Homelessness, depression, divorce, bankruptcy etc. etc. 
My contact information is: 

.@__a__oJ_#_’__O_Ln__ 
- 916.714.7735 office 
- 916.244.0971 fax 
Feel free to call with any questions and or suggestions! Keep up the great work! 
Best wishes 
Rick Lewis 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 3:24 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Jones Christensen, Lisa <ISsa JonesChristensen@kena~-flagler.unc.edu-~; 

@gma~l.com>;                          @gmail.com> 

Another historic~J explanation on why race is at the Center of Eastern NC’s economic under-development 

And another example of how voting rights have been fundamentaJ to NC politics for a long time. 

Have yon heard of the "Black Second" Congressional district’? 

ht~://~v.northcarolin~N storv.o~;~/encyclo pedia/532/entry 

(cell) ¯ (~_..q mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tides-bounces@europa.bus.ucf.edu on behalf of 

The Institute for Diversib’ mid Ethics in Sport. <tides@europa.bus.uc£edu> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 11:01 AM 

tides@europa.bus.ucl~edu 

[Tides] Richard Lapchick Study 2012 College Sport Racial and Gender Report Card to be released Wednesday, July 10, 2013 at 

11:00 a.m. EST 

ATT00001 .c 

Media Advisory: 

to be released at ~;00 a,m, EST o~ Wednesday, 3~y ~0, 20~3 

Richard Lapchick~ director of The Institute for Diversi~" and Ethics in Spo~ ~DES) at the UrdversiW of Central Florida, will issue the 20~2 College Spo~ Racial and Gender 
Repo~ Card, ~is s[udy will be followed by Repo~ Cards on the WNBA, NFL, MLS and College Spo~ for 2013~ 

The College Sport Report will be released Wednesday, July ~.0, 20:1,3. Using data from the 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 seasons*, The Institute conducted an analysis of 

racial breakdowns of student-athletes, conference commissioners, athletics department senior and professional administrators and coaches, In addition, the Report includes a 
racial and gender breakdown of the NCAA Headquarters, 

~The section on FBS college football head coaches incorporates information from the 2012-2013 season, 

For more information, contact: Deidre Snively 330-428-2853, .’d..~!~.!~.[g~?.!g?~.~t~!~j!)~;~N~;~,.~.~ or Curtis Walker 757-509-8962, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 5:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Summer internship abroad 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you are having a good summer! I’m currently doing an internship with the and have enjoyed learning about event 

bidding and planning. However, I am already trying to think about internships next summer and am really hoping to do an internship abroad (mainly 

thinking Western Europe). 

I’ve tried to research the different offices of prominent sport industry companies (IMG, Wasserman, pro teams), but I still don’t seem to know much about 

how internships abroad work. I found "World Endeavors" that will place you in an internship abroad, but I don’t know much about the group/how reliable it 

is. Do you have any information on internships abroad or know someone that could help me narrow down my search? 

Thanks, 



From: @live.une.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:15 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: LASER 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

:1.. I used the Iogin information that you gave me, and I cannot sign into Twitter. Otherwise, I did everything else. To be sure, the username is 

correct? What is the password? ~ must have recorded it k~correctly, but ~t worked before. 

2. ~ akeady made a captkm under the Venus Wi~l~ams vMeo a week ago, ~ don’t: know what happened to ~t, because ~ never touched ~t @. ~ made a new one though. 

3. ~ added a[~ of them~ Just h~t the %ee More" butLon and the s~Le w~[~ show 2 more rows of new picLures every tkne. Some of the p~ctures have no caption white 

other’s do though. Fm not sure who everyone ~s in each of the p~cLures, so ~ wasn’t able to caption them. We need to caption them with the place and nlent~on 

everyone h~ the pictures. 

4, ~ made ~1: smaller, [el~ me what you think It was a ~itde hard to t~nker w~th, so ~ had to play around s Mr. ~1: took me a whih~ to figure out how to have two 

5epsrate 8reas of graphics and ~:exL 

5. ~ also added a second ruminations pa~e. You asked for two a ~:ew days a~o, so ~]usL made an additional one~ 

My apolo~es for the delays and the problem about the Tw~Lter feed connection. Let me know what e~se I can do before I tsdde the CBC s~te~ 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:20 plVl 

To: 
Subject: LASER 

To-do’s 

1. Show Twitter feed on home page 

2. How to create a caption for the Video (I have to explain why I chose Venus.) 

3. Add Gallery photos 

4. Fix bottom space - move LASER graphic to one side? Create another size of the 8raphic? What size? 

Thanks] 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower, 
EXSS Sport AdminiAration~ Lecturer 

w~,exss, g~c,e~ u 
3~5 Wo~Re~ - CB #8700 

~here ~eu see the presence of malice where ne~e eMs~s. "- Dod#~sk~ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ON24 <marketing@on24.com> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 6:27 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Integrate webinars mfl~ your marketing toolset 

If you have trouble displaying this email, view it as a web page. 

Toolset 

Deborah, 

Webcasting has become a top4ier tool for marketers to 
generate new leads and drive demand for their products 
and services, Learn how the ON24 webcas[ing platform 
has been optimized to increase ~he power of bad 
generation programs with a comprehensive set of too~s 
tha~ Jntegrates w[t[~ marke[[ng autorna[[on and CRM 
softwa~ an~ supports the entire marketing wo[kfbw to 
produce engaging weMnars tha~ lead to h~gher<tuN~y 

leads. 

This interactive webinar will highlight how [he ON24 

Marketing Performance Suite: 

hscreases audience generation 
Enables custom conlent creation 
Empowels webinar presenters 



Enables advanced lead scoring & perlormance 

analysis 

To unsubscribe from future e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences, click here. 

ON24, Inc. 

201 Third Street, 3rd Floor I San Francisco, CA 94103 I 877.202.9599 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 1:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Money Wofft Always Motivate Employees - Here’s What Will... 

To ensure you ~ece~ve updates ~rem Docstec, p~ease ~dd/~)~_~1~=~[!! to your ~ddress book ~ Unsubscdbe 

Small Businesses 

Employees Moti: : a.ted By T  ese 3 
Facto  : s:  N-mweys Say 

And No, Money Isn’t One of Them 

Do your employees need raises, bonuses and stock 

options to be happy? 

While financial motivators are productive for some, 

suP,~eys reveal there are even more effective incentives 

that won’t break the bank. The top three, in fact, were 

not related to money at all: 

1 67% of respondents said praise from 

managers was an effective motivator 

2 63% said. 

Want to find out the other top two motivators? Click 

here to find out: 

Share this article with your friends: 

Click here to read the top 3 incentives >> 

[~usirless 

CEO 

Why Small 

Forgel Naturu, I 

Disasters 

12 Quick and 
Easy rips lbr 
Bel:[e r Suqes 

Copy 

ensure you continue to receive el r e-m,3 s p ease add messagas@docsto,t co 1~ o yo ," #dd,"ess Book lOW 



searcl~ ~nd ~reativ~ M~}ity at~a~oi~n~ ~iiY 20 i 3 

~ Palestine painting 

Bac~ Home ~z~ Pa]est:~e 

UNC undergraduate Layla Quran returns to the place of her bi~h to document the 

a~. 

[~ read .... ] 

FEATURES 

Mind                   Bright 
Zhen Gu is creating a new 

The psychologg behind Nick Di6ow jumps into way to treat diabetes 

mistakes ma6e on the Noah Carolina’s 6igital using nanopa~icles, 

seawee¢ 



I-,uck}’~ :t3 Bike Trip to benefit I.,ineberger 

This summer, ten boy scouts from Chapel Hill are biking across the country to 
raise money for the Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center. 

[~iI watch video     ] 

SPO~EIGH~S B EOGPOS~S 

Brain stem implant 

changes yo:.mg boy’s lifo 

!LINC P~esesi ..th ) 

A New Look at Oid Roc~,~: Geologist Roger Putnam creates the 

first-ever high-resolution map of Yosemite’s El Capitan. (.’bSark My 

Wolds} 

The King of Ream: Novelist Daniel Wallace is back with another 

whopper. (Ms=-~,~ My Words) 

Checi,; tile bal:h!eorn for 

your next star, up idea 

(Forbes) 

MORE U NC R ESEAR 

Youth w:th ]y.ee 1 diabetes still may prodtce insd::::~ w::fl: ?roeer 



Gizmo ~Jses Lung Cells 1o Sniff Cut Health Hazards in Urban Air 

vi,gbnce homick~es (Ccqisci bla~azi~e)                          . 

GE~GQNNEC~ED 

~ Endeavors ca Fscebool,; ~ Endeavors on Twi~er ~ RSS Feed 

.............................................................. ............................ .............. ~f .............................................................. 

[rds ¢ma~ was sent to dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenkins, Missy (mcj4h) <mcj4h@eservices.virginia.edu> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 4:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Inlbrmational Interview 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you very much for your phone call last week! I hope you had a nice fourth of July and holiday weekend. 

Are you available to t:alk t.:_~morrow (Wednesdi~y) i~round 5:00pm? I coukt a~so ca~l a ~ew mim~tes be[ore that ~f ~:hat wor~s better. 

Ple~ase k~t me know wh~t works best ~or you~ 

Best w~shes, 

M~ssy JeRkins 

F~ Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
~eBtl Tuesday, April 30, 20i3 10:58 PM 
T~ Jenkins, Missy (mcj4h) 
S~bje~t~ Re: Informational Inte~iew 
Hi Missy. We just finished classes, so I am in the cave grading. ;{ 

I should come up for air on FrMay. Feel free to call me on my mobile on FrMay or this weekend. ThankM 

Go Hoos! 

Dr. Stroman 

From: "Jenkins, Missy (mcj4h)" <rncj4h@eservices.virginia.edu> 

Date: Tue, 30 Apt 2013 18:42:37 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: informational Interview 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I hope this email finds you well! It was a pleasure to meet you several weeks ago at Black Alumni Weekend and I am glad Dean Davis was able to pass your contact 

information along. As I briefly mentioned when we met, I am very interested in pursuing a career in sports administration. I would love to hear your thoughts on 

potential career paths, graduate programs, etc. Please let me know if you’d be willing to speak over the phone to chat about some of these things. I am sure things 

are busy in Chapel Hill with graduation coming up, but my schedule is fairly flexible so please let me know what works best for you. 

I look forward to speaking to you and thank you in advance for your time! 

Best wishes, 

Missy Jenkins 

Missy ~enkins ~o8 
Assista~t Diri;etot’, Student Programs 
~LVa, Ahmmi Association 

PO Bo~ 4oo314 
Charlottesville, VA 22904 

(434) :-t4a-9o45 (pbom~) 

(434) ~4&ooSa (fax) 



From: @live.tmc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:39 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Thinking of you 

Attach: image001 .j pg 

Hi, Dr. Stroman! 

It’s so nice to hear fiom you! My summer is going really well! Right now I’m in summer school at a local communib, college where I’m taking British Literature I and 

Precalculus. (PossiNy the worst combination ofclasses’. Hahaha!) Other thm~ that, I’m worldng at the                        as a counsclor for K-8 kids. I’m 
I can’t wait! 

I hope you can say the stone. How has your summer been? I’m interested to ki~ow’. We’ll have to meet up whenever I’m settled back! 

Enjoy your las~ few weeks, 

On , at 12:45 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(/~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi     . I just wanted to check in and see how your summer is going? Anything of interest happening? ;) 
Dr. Stroman 
Debora~ L, Stroma~, PhoD, CLU 
ExNore, E~gage, Empower. 
EXSS Spo~ A~mi~i~ratie~, Le~t~r~r 

~.ex~.unc,edu ............................................. 

3~5 Woollen - CB #~700 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

where ~ou see ~he presence o/ mafice where none egis~s, "- Dodinsk~ 



From: Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edw, 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:58 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: transfer 

Attach: SPSC 280; .pdf 

Hi Debby, could you review for possible transfer? Thanks 

Sherry Salver, Ed,D~ 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

D~:_~partrnent of Exercise and Sport Sdence 

CB#8700, 211 [:etzer 

University o~: North Carolina 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

9:[9-962-6947 

Fax: 93.9-962--0~39 

Spring Adv~ngiOffice hours: 

Tuesdays--~:0~-.~2:~5 

Wednesdays----~O:OO-~:~B and 1:15-2:45 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(}gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 10:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Bonilla article again 

Bonilla-Silva - 1997 - Rethi~fldng Racism- Toward a Structur~J Interpretation.pdf 

(cell) ¯ .~gmail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday,            10:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu> 

Map of % White 

~vikimedia.o~dioJ’e~v’5/5ciNew 2000 whit~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 1:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

10 Up & Coming Biz Products You Should Know About 

Experience our Premium benefits to help your business 
To ensure you continue to receive our e-mails please add messaqes!,~docstoc,com to your address book I Unsubscribe 

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

[  g2;°cL£Cl The best place to find resources for your business and career. 

10 Hidden Gems Every 
Entrepreneur Should be Using 
Professionals recommend these game-changing products 

Yesware 
~ 

[ ~i Expert Circle ] 
Use Yesware with Gmail to set reminders and ....... 

track email open rates. 

Olark 
Communicate with your customers in real 

time right on the website. 

Trello 

Track your projects with this free and easy-to- 

use online tool. 

Odesk 
Build an inexpensive workforce to handle your 

routine tasks. 

Moo.corn 
Make an impression with the most visually 

stunning business cards around, 

Rapportive 

Awesome Gmail plug-in that allows you to 

see info about who you email, 

Daily Deal Builder 
Grow your audience with this simple daily 

coupon software. 

Basecamp 
Collaborate with your team on the cheap 

using real-time chat. 

License123 
Find the licenses you need to get your 

business legally operating. 

New Relic 
Monitor your website performance to track 

errors, page load times and more, 

Expert Recommend 
Products & Vendors 

By category: 

¯ Accountinq & Finance 
¯ Customer Su oft 
¯ Human Resources 
¯ Information Technoloqy 
° Insurance 

¯ Leqal Services 

¯ Manufacturinq 

¯ Office Equipment & Supplies 

¯ Sales & Marketinq 
¯ Technoloqy & Website 

By industry: 

¯ Accountinq 
¯ Architectural & Interior Desiqn 
¯ Automotive & Auto Dealership 
¯ Beauty & Cosmetoloqy 
¯ Child Care Services 
¯ Construction 
¯ Contractinq & Service Providers 
¯ Financial Services 
¯ Health Fitness & Recreation 
¯ Healthcare & Home Health Care 
¯ Home Business 
¯ Hospitality & Lodging 
¯ Insurance Agencies & Brokers 
¯ Legal 
¯ Manufacturinq 
° Mortgage & Loan Provider 
° Nonprofit Organization 
¯ Pharmaceutical & Medical 

Equipment 
¯ Real Estate. Rental, & Leasing 
¯ Restaurant 
¯ Retail 
° Spa, Massage, Tanning, & Tatoo 
° TechnolocLv & Software 

Applications 
¯ Telecommunications & Utilities 
¯ Transportation & Loqistics 



I 

Docstoc, Inc. 409 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste 2A Santa Monica, CA 90401 

t~de~/iark o,,’~’rle=s o~ ~hei~ pl..’.ddc~s ..’.r s~,,,ices; o~ ~hey of us P~ivacy Policy: F..’.r [uii irlfo=matioi~ ple~.s~ ~ead oul Privacy Policy You 

i=~s’f =.l~s~ibscribe fiom tilis maiiir=9 Unsubscribe. *Discisimer: Legal il=formatior= is not legal advice Read More 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=LIZZY HAZELTINE (HAZELTIN)] 

6:07:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Deborah Lynn Stroman (dstroman)] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Econ    Meeting 

Econ 200 Suite/919.962.2730 

Start: 2:00:00 PM 

End: 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

When: Tuesday, 

Where: Econ 200 

(none) 

Stroman, Deborah L; Merritt, Charles E.; Lowry Caudill; Feldman, Maryann P.; Stewart, John F; 

Goldstein, Buck 

I0:00 AH-II:30 ]~vl. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time 
Suite/ 919o962.2730 

(us & Canada) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:25 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooperCb..email.unc.edu>; 
@emaiLunc.edu>; 

@emaiLunc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; : 

@email.unc.edu>; 
< @email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
~l~ve,unc.edu>; 

@email.unc,edu>; " 

@live.unc.edu>; 
~@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
~@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc=edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@unc.edu>; 

~email.unc,edu>; 
@gmail.com>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
@unc.edu> 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy 
<djsothll@email.unc.edu> 

SpAd Junk and Treasures :) 

Hello Everyone! 

I hope your summer is going well! 

Some renovation has taJ~en place in the Sport Administration area - they are currently installing air conditioning (and maybe speakers) in the cont~rence room, and Dr. 

Cooper and I now h~th have offices within the suite. As part of this process we’ve realized there is a lot of stuffin the open area cubbies as well &s in the nooks and 

crannies of the rooms and we’d like m have it cleaned and organized before our next cohort amves. 

So, eve~lhing not removed from the SpAd office (or labelled and orgaNzed) by the morning of July 19th (next Friday) it roll be thrown away. If you are unable to 

come by this week and have something you need to pick up, let me know and I’ll set it aside. 

There are some sweet shoes I’ve had my eye on for a while...so hopefully those stay - they roll make wonderful pots for plants in my new olYice’. 

Looking forward to seeing many of you when Dr. Popp comes to interview! 

-E 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Prot~ssor, Sport Administration 

The Universi~ of North CaJcolina - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weight, Erimane A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: SpAd Junk m~d Treasures :) 

AD987872- C 179-4DE8-B29C-A9A8236897A3 [3].png 

Kind of- he moved them into the "break out/media room". They are fine there if you really Really need tkem :) 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 1:58 PM, "Stmman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edw~ wrote: 

;) 

I believe i moved my filing cabinet, as per my request last week. So I nni sai~ from the Weight Tornado, right?!’. 

I hope you are well. 

d 

Do Good. 
Deborah L Stroman, Ph£~. CLU 
~’n~]o,qe. ~’xp!ore. ~’mpower. 
919£43.0336 
<AD987872-C179-4DE8- B29C-Ag’A8236897’A3 [3].png> 

’q~ometimes ~o~.fl~st have to look back at you~" p~a~t am~ smih~ abo~t hou;.f!~r 9o~’~;e come." 

From: <Weight>, Erianne Weight <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday,            1:25 PM 

To: Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@ernail.unc.edu>,                       ~live.unc.edu>,                        @email.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>,                        ~email.unc.edu>,                     @email.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, ’ @live.unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, @email.unc.edu>, ’ @unc.edu>, ’ 

@email.unc.edu>, ’ ~live.unc.edu>, @email.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, 

@gmail.com>, ’ @live.unc.edu>, .~live.unc.edu>, 

@email.unc.edu>, ’ @email.unc.edu>, ~unc.edu> 

Cc: Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Deborah Southall <djsothll@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: SpAd Junk and Treasures :) 

tlello Everyone! 

I hope your summer is going well’. 

So,ne renovation has taken place in the Sport Administration area - they me currently ins*ailing air conditioning (and maybe speakers) in the conference 
room, and Dr. Cooper and I now both have offices within the suite. As part of this process we’ve realized there is a lot of stuffin the open area cubbies 

as well as in the nooks and crannies of the rooms and we’d like to have it clemmd mad organized before our next cohort arrives. 

So, eveD~thing not removed from the SpAd office (or labelled and organized) by the morning of (next Friday) it will be thrown away. If you are 
unable to come by this week a~d have something you need to pick up, let me know and I’ll set it aside. 

There are some sweet shoes I’ve had my eye on for a while...so hopefully those stay - they will make wonderful pots ti~r pla~ts in my new offic!! 

Looldng focward to seeing ma:ay of you when Dr. Popp comes to interview’. 

-E 

Erianne A. Weight. Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The University of North Cm-olina - Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagleramc.edu> 

Friday, 2:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan- tlagler, unc.edtr~ 

Re: CSFE Website Complete 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for the advice’. VVhere do you suggest that I put Leverage Agency’s logo? 

I will add the phone number right now! 

Thanks, 

BA Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business Schoul, Class of 

Sent li’um my iPhune 

On , at 2:09 PM, "S troman, Deborah L" <dstru@unc.edu> wrute: 

’]7he site louks great! 

Additiuns: 1 ) Add the Leverage Agency logo since he is uur big sponsor o17 

the (2 

Do Goud 

Deburah L. Struman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage Explore Empower. 

919.8430336 

<http:i/twitter. comi#!/drstroman> 

~Sometimes yuujust have tu luok back at yuur past and smile about how far 

yuulve cume" 

lub. 2) Add you or       phone number. It is iraportant to have at least 

one phone number on the site. 

Thanks t 

Dr. Stroman 

On 3:35 PM, " 

>> Hi Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> I hope you have had a great dayt I am writing to let you know that the 

>> CSFE website is completely completer The registration page has a lirtk to 

>> Qualtrics for registration and then a link to PayPal for payment. 

>> 

>> We are working on creating images to make the registration and payment 

>> tabs look alike, but people are free to register and pay now! 

>> 

>> Let me know if you have any questions, 

>> 

>> 

>> BA Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administration 

>> Kcnan-Flagler Business School, Class of 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 

~_@kenan-flagler .unc. edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weight, Eria~ane A. <~eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; 

FW: Job opportunity for undergrads 

THAH football flyer .pdf; i THAH FAQs..pdf 

@live.unc.edw~ 

Thank you,       ~ 

I’ve forwarded your email to Dr. Deborah Stroman who heads up the Sport Business Club and joh,’internship postings. She will spread the word. 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Prot~ssor, Sport Administration 

The Universi .W of North Cmolina - Chapel Hill 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 12:09 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: Job opportunity for undergrads 

Hi Dr. Weight, 

I’m a recent graduate who majored in Communication Studies and minored in Recreation Administration while at UNC-Chapel Hill. I’m now interning for 

, who service all of the premium seating areas in Kenan Stadium. Right now we’re looking for team members who would work 

home football games during the fall as greeters, floaters, suite attendants, and captains. 

was hoping you could pass along this job information (see attached) to current undergrads or point me to the person I should send this message to. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

BSM/CBC Tras~7on Martin Collaboration 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope this email finds you doing well. I am            ,                                 , With the recent trial and verdict from the State of Florida v. George 
Zimmerman case, my executive board believes it would be in the best of interest of our campus community to generate an event (in collaboration with the Carolina Black 
Caucus and potentially other organizations) on the trial, its outcome, and ways in which we can effectively contribute and move forward in the immediate future. 

We believe a possible program series would be very beneficial for our campus community, instead of one event. This way we can ensure that the conversation is continuous 
and is in no way restricted to one congregation between faculty and our peers. I wanted to go ahead and put this idea in the air so that efficient planning can commence, if the 
CBC is on board. 

Please let me know your thoughts. I look forward to speaking with you soon! 

Humble regards, 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Merritt, Charles E. <memtt@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:04 PM 

Lowry Caudill < @gmail.com>; Stewaxt, John F ~ifstewar@emaJl.unc.edw~; Feldman, Maryann P. 

<maryann.feldman@unc.edu>; Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; @gmail.com> 

Goldstein, Buck <buck goldstein@unc.edu>; Hazeltine, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltme@unc.edu> 

Econ Dra£t Syllabus 

Syllabus Fall CEM .docx; New cases for Econ .docx 

I hope this message finds you all well. Attached are two documents. The first is a stab at a revised Econ i Syllabus.         filled out the revised dates and some 
a&titional information (we still need to fill out the remaining t~w items) and I have made an attempt to fill in some new cases and materia] and the speakers in the 

various slots. The major changes involve ~veral new cases, the descriptions of which axe include in the other attached document. I would appreciate all of you 

focusing some time on tho~ so we can get the Course Pack done ASAP. The case changes I suggest ~xe as Ibllows: 

Class 2: ADD Harvaxd Case Analysis Coach - an online tutorial on how the case method works. I went through it and think it is helpful, provides real case examples 

and so~ne tools for case analysis. Need to figure out how to deliver it but think it is probably via an email link. 

Class 7: ADD Introduction to lean s~al~p which I will teach, using the Business Model Generation book and selected assignments from the Steve Blank "How to Build 

a Starmp" online Udacity course. Note I am suggesting we add the BMG book as a required te~. 

Class 8: REPLACE Southwest Airlines case with "D~opbox: It Just Works." ~Vhile I know the Southwest case is loved, I think this works nicely as it is a case with 

lots of lean staxtup material but also a good bit of strategy as the company faces significant competition and issues on its pricing model. I think it roll resonate more as it 
is a product many students use and know well. 

Class 19: REPLACE Securities Online case with "Makerbot" and "How VCs Evaluate Potential Investmem Opportunities". I am attempting to get one of the VCs 

who invested in Makerbot (iust sold tbr a large gain) to come visit and talk about financing ventures in the prior class mad maybe we can tee up Makerbot. Not a 

perfect case but if it worlcs with the speaker would be fun. I really like the VCs case (really a set of four interviews) but tell me if this is too much. It is a pretty easy 

read actually and we could have students read with no assigmneut given, then have them apply the framework to the Makerbot case. 

Class 23: Still searching for a good new case on execution to replace Apple case. Any ideas would be Inost helpful. 

If this is too much change, please tell me, I can cut back or madly. Also see my notes and suggestions in yellow in the revised syllabus related to things like using 

Google+ as a tool for the class (a weekly blogging assig~maent worked well in Econ 057H). There axe some questions here and there and also would like to get your 

thoughts on speakers throughout. 

I hope this helps us move things along. I will get some logistics from          but we need to settle the case selections this week. If we warn to take some more time, 

there is a way to deliver an online course pack from Harvaxd, but not sure how people feel about that. Lizzy warred people might have tech issues, but I am not too 

concerned, think they pay the royalty fees and get PDFs, but will defer to the consensus view on that 

Note I have not added in who is teaching which class session as I need a little guidance from last yeeds faculty on who did what If so~neone wants to fill in who taught 

what last year would be helpful. 

I am headed out for the next few days to do a few college visits with my oldest daughter. Going to someplace in St. Louis where they have a great new Provost! I am 

reachable via email and my mobile if you have questions and should have time each day to connect with any of you. 

Regards, 

Charles 

Charles E. Merritt 
Entrepreneur in Residence 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(mobile) 
merritt@unc.edu 



Introduction to Entrepreneurship 
ECON :/PLC~ Fall 

Sections 001-005: GEC 1015 (Nelson Mandela Auditorium), T 12:30-1:45 

Section 001, Jo~n S~w~, Gardner 0106, R 12:30-1:45 
Section 002, i Gardner 0309, R 12:30-1:45 
Section 003, Gardner 0307, R 12:30-1:45 
Section 004, ~{w~, ~udiiii Gardner 0008, R 12:30-1:45 
Section 005, ~ ~{N~, Gardner 0103, R 12:30-1:45 

John Stewart 
Email: john stewart@ email.unc.edu 
Office: Gardner 202 
Phone: 966-5345 

Lowry Caudill 
Email: wlcaud@email.unc.edu 
Office: Caudill Laboratories 217 

Charles Merritt Deborah Stroman 
Email: merritt@unc.edu Email: dstronmn@email.unc.edu 

Maryann Feldnmn 
Email: maryann, feldnmn@unc, edu 
Office: 209 Abemethy 

Kate Tidwell 
Internship Director Teachn~g Assistant 

mail: @gmail.com 

Updated, 

Welcome to Introduction to Entrepreneurship, the gateway course to the Entrepreneurship Minor. We thought it 
would be helpful to explain what we are seeking to accomplish in the course, how it will be organized and what is 
expected of you. We have also set forth assignments and readings - but expect change as we go along. After all, 
this is a course on entrepreneurship. 

The Course. 

An entrepreneur has been defined as one who identifies an opportunity, gathers the necessary resources, creates a 
venture and likes on ultimate responsibility for its success. This course will create an historical and intellectual 
context for underslinding the entrepreneurial process, examine the sources and process of developing opporttmity, 
explore the different kinds of entrepreneurship (commercial, social, scientific and artistic) and introduce the basic 
skill sets required of all entrepreneurs. 

We plan to employ a number of approaches in this class. All have one thing in common: your active participation. 
This is not a course for the reticent or the faint of heart. We will employ the case method which is totally dependent 
on active class participation. We will also engage in strategic planning and class debates. You will be asked to do a 
number of in-class presentations as a member of a team and this will require you to develop a number of 
entrepreneurial skills. Fi~mlly, we will have a number of entrepreneurs as in-class speakers and you will be expected 
to be well prepared with thoughtful questions and issues to pose to these visitors. As you can see from the syllabus 
we plan to use a variet-y of materials including a number of books, cases, articles and at least one :film. All of these 
materials are topical and on point. You should read them carefully and take them seriously. 



Course Grading. 

By completing the assigned reading, preparing for each class and actually participating in class 
discussion you will sharpen your analytical skills and learn from your classmates. If you don’t participate you will 
miss out on an important part of the class experience. You should also be respectful of all members of the class; we 
will all benefit from broad-based participation. 

One way that we will be measuring your level of preparation for each class discussion is through the 
administration of brief computer surveys. N~ i pr~pd~ ~v~ ~ b!0g~ ~n Go0gl~ lb~ this pa~ 0~h~ ~la~~ 

P ~i~iP ati 0 gr~d i tw ~ ~ ry effe ~ t iv ¢i n E ~ 0 n057 H On6 e a Sym gra d ~0 nap ~ g S {lh i!ba S i S0 gw ~!!P mb ably bit 
more 0p~ ~ded than ~ S~ey qu~Sti0n bm S0m~fimeS p~tty ~fiching You will be req~red to complete a brief 
smey belgre 12 noon of the day of most discussion classes. The sm~ey will be entailed to you in advance and will 
typically req~re a short paragraph response. Responses will be gaded on a Pass/Fail basis. If no response is 
entered tNs will count against the class participation portion ofyo~ grade. Additionally, you are req~red to s~Nmit 
a bfiefbio on the first day of class. FNling to do so will We an effect on your pa~icipafion gade. It is impo~nt 
you Ntend class and we will take attendance. If you must miss a class, nofi~" an instructor in advance. Unexcused 
absences will resMt in a deduction from yo~ class pa~icipation grade. 

Imeraction with Speakers: We plan to We [six] accomplished speakers dtNng the semester. All of 
you will We a c~nce to engage them d~ing class. Some of you will We an oppo~N~" to have lunch with one 
of them or tNk with them ~ter class. T~e a&~an~ge of the oppo~mfi~~. Getting to know accomplished 
entrepmne~s is one of the best ways to become one. 

Addifio~lly, if you wish to complete the minor, meeting with Cate Tidwell according to the schedMe 
set fo~h in the "Minor" section of tNs syllabus will Nso be included in yo~ pa~icipation gade. 

Class pa~icipafion will accoum for 15% of your grade. 

2. Team Projects (25%). You will each be assigned to a team that will make two class presentations 
during the semester. This will require a siglfificant amount of work outside of class. You will be involved in both 
generating the substantive ideas for the presentation and in creating and delivering the presentation itself. Making 
the pitch is an important part of entrepreneurship and these presentations will give you a chance to begin developing 
this skill. Each team member will be asked to evalnate their teanunates. This evaluation will factor into each 
individual grade. Team projects will count for 25% of your grade. 

3. Exam (40%). The only exam in the course will be the final exam. It will be designaed to be a learning 
experience as well. We will let you know in advance what to expect and we will give you an oppormnis~ to employ 
what you have learned in class to one or more practical problems. In short, we will give you an oppormnis~ to think 
like an entrepreneur while employing the perspective and set of skills you have acquired in the classroom. 

4, Written assignments (20%). During the course of the semester there will five short written assignments. 
These written assignments will count [br 20% of your course grade, Please be sure to put your name at the top of 
every, assigmnent. 

5. Procedures: Written assignments will be turned in using the digital drop box feature of Sakai. A file 

name convention will be given for each assignment. There will be a one letter grade penalty :for late and improperly 

named assignments. 

What We Hope You Will Learn. 
1. To apply a theoretical framework to practical problems; 
2. To understand what it takes to be an entrepreneur; 
3. To determine if you are an entrepreneur; and 
4. To recognize the problems all entrepreneurs face and how to think about solving those problems. 

To accomplish these general objectives we will focus on the following skill sets: 
A. Identifying entrepreneurial opportunities; evaluating potential customers and considering how to create a 
potential product offering; 
B. Becoming familiar with reading and analyzing financial state~nents; 
C. Conducting research to analyze competition, market trends, industry structures, and other issues relevant to your 



opportunity; 
D. Developing a strategy to address an entrepreneurial opportunity, including identification of value proposition, 
target markets, and business model; and 
E. Presenting an opportunity in a convincing manncr 

What We Expect of You. 

1. Attendance: We expect: you to attend all class meetings unless you must be absent because of illness or 
an unavoidable problem Notify your professor or the class assistant in advance if you must miss a class, and talk 
with them in person after you return. 

2. Participation: We cannot emphasize enough thc importance of participation in every aspect of this class. 
There is no way to learn tile skills we are seeking to tcach you without becoming actively engaged in all aspects of 
tile class. We understand that diffcrent people participate in diffcrent ways, and therefore we will take into accotmt 
both class discussion and discussion board posts when evaluating overall class participation. Entrepreneurship is not 
a spectator sport and you calmot become an entrepreneur (or, equally important, learn you are not an entrepreneur) 
by sitting on the sidelines. 

What You Can Expect of Us. 

We’ll tly. to be well prepared for each class, answer your questions (there are no dumb questions) and 
facilitate discussion so that evely.’one who wants to participate has an opportunity and even those of you who are 
reluctant are encouraged. In short, we want you to succeed in this course and we want to pave the ww for your 
participation in the remainder of the courses in the Minor. We want you to come away feeling like you have 
received as much back as you have put in. 

The Minor. 
Students who plan to complete their internship during the summer of 2011 must: 

The Readings. 

Peter F. Drucker. Innovation and Entrepreneurship. Harper Business, 1985. ISBN 0-88730-618-7 
i ~i~ ~d~ ~O~t~r~v~l d~ &Y~gPign~ B ~ine~g Mod~G~n~raft ~ ~ hn Wi! &SOn ~ 20i0 !SBN 

9784)~70~876~1 ;1 

UNC Course Pack. (Cases in the schedMe idemified by case number or title) 
Recommend but not req~red: Bygrave and ZacharaMs, eds. The Potable MBA in Entreprene~stfip, 
TNrd Editim~ 2004. TNs book is a good reference book on basic business competencies. 

Optional or suggested reading will also be provided 
Additional reading material may be assigned and will be posted on the course Sakai site. 

Naming Conventions 
Papers must be submitted to the Blackboard drop box. The computer file you submit must conform to the following 
naming convention. Group_Lastname_first initial_Assign 1.(pdf) Thus if "Bob Smith" is in Richard’s group 
(group 2), he would name his file "2_Smith B Assign 1.pdf’ Failure to follow the lmming convention will result in 



deduction of points. 

The Schedule. (Subject to revision, any changes in the schedule will be posted on the course Sakai site.) 

Class Date Topic Reading Assignment 
I)ne 

Introduction 

1 8/20 Introduction: 
T             October Sky" 

2 8/22 First recitation 
R ~neetings: 

Ove~4ew of 
Class and Minor, 
Explanation of 
grading and 
assignments. 

How to Prepare a 
Case. 

Optional: 
Bygrave, Chapter 1 

Sakai: Final Exam and Case Study" 

Complete web 
"bio" and post 
to your Sakai 
discussion 
forum by 6 pm 
Wednesday. See 
Sakai 
Assignments for 
details. 

Look at the 
Web Bios for all 
classmates in 
your recitation 
section. 

Complete 
question on 
case. See Sakai 
Assignment for 
details. 

Opportunity & Examples of Entre 

3 8/27 Innovation and 
T Entrepreneurslfip. 

4 8/29 

R 

Announcement: 
Women’ s 
Entrepreneurship 
Group 

Hybrid 
Entrepreneurship 
Case Study: 
Aravind 

~reneurship 

Drucker: p 21-132 
http:iionpoint.wbur.orgi2OO4i12iO8imanagemem-gmru- 
peter-drucker 

Course Pack: "The Aravind Eye Hospital, Madurai, India: 
In Serdce for Sight" by Kasturi Rangan 

Question on 
Aravind case 



5 9/3 Speaker: Jud 
T Btwman 

6 9/5 Case Study 

R 

Opportunity Case Available on Sakai Assignment 1: 
Discussion of 
Oppommity 
One-Pager 

Market and Situation Analysis 

8 9/12 Strategy Case 

R 

Course Pack: "What is Strategy?" by Michael Porter 

Sakai: 

Question on 
Dropbox case 

Marketing 

9 9/17 

T 

Positioning the 
Product and 
Pitching 

Ctuid D~na 
McMaha~ ieacli 
thi~ ~eS~iOii? 

Course Pack: "Marketing Success Through 
Differentiation - Of Anything" by Ted Levitt 

"What Business arc you in’?" by Ted Levitt: 

"Note on Marketing Strategy" by Robert Dolan 

Course Pack: "Discovering New Points Of 
Differentiation" by Ian C. MacMillan and Rita Gunther 
McGmth 

Optional: Bygmve Chapter 3 



10 9/19 

R 

Entrepreneurial 

11 9/24 

T 

Marketing Individual Presentations Assignment 2: 
Research to vet 

opportunity 

from 

assigmnent 1 

Pick teams 

Finance 1 (financial statements and basic Accounting) 

The three 
financial 
statements 
(Mobil Oil) 

12 9/26 Cash flow 

R Mobile Oil 

13 10/1 Speaker: Scott 

T Maitland, 

14 10/3 Florence Case 1 
R (financial 

slatements) 

Course Pack: "Zipcar: Refining the Business Model" 
(This case is relevant through 10/4) 
Online resources 

Optional: Bygmve: Chapter 5 

Online resources 

Optional: Bygrave: Chapters 6 and 7. 

Course Pack: "Zipcar: Refining the Business Model" 

Worksheets on 
Sakai 

Assignment 3: 
Working with 
financial 
statements. 
Bring a copy of 
your assignment 
to class. 

Execution 

15 10/8 Speaker: Julia 
T G~mbl~ 

16 10/11 Financials 
R 

Leadership 

17 10/15 
T 

Speaker: Bubba 
Cunningham 6~ 

10/17 Fall Break: 
No class 

Entrepreneurial Finance 2 (Sources of funding and valuation) 



18 10/22 

T 

19 10/24 

R 
Assignment 4: 
Would you 

invest in 

Makerbot? 

What abom 

your group- 

what sources of 
funding should 

you pursue? 

20 10/29 

T 

21 10/31 Speaker: Geoff Work on Class 

R Sayre-McCord Presemations 

Branding and Marketing 

11/5 22 Speaker: 
T Jim GeiMe of 

Burt’s Bees 

23 11/7 Execution 

R 

Burt’s Bees Case 
Optional Bygrave: Chapter 9 

Work on class 
presentations 

Assignment 5: 



24 11/12 Speaker: Ruby    Course Pack: Creative Capital Case Work on Class 
T Lerner Presentations 

11/14 25 
R 

Summing Up--A 
Discussion on 
The Most 
Important 
Lessons From the 
Course and How 
They Might 
Impact: the Group 
Presentations 

26 11/19 Speaker: Aaron 
T Houghton 

27 11/21 Student 
R Presentations 

28 11/26 Smdem 
T Presentations 

11/28 Thanksgiving 
No class 

29 12/4 Presentation 
T Bakeoff (with 

prize) 

Optional Bygrave: Chapters 8 and 10. 

Work on Class 
Presentations 

Work on Class 
Presentations 

10 Minute 
Presentations 
(see detailed 
team 
assignmen0 

10 Minute 
Presentations 
(see detailed 
team 
assignmen0 

Assignment #6: 
Teamwork 
Evaluation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: BSM/CBC Tras¢on Martin Collabx~ration 

Hi Dr. Stromaaa, 

I was thinking atx~m something within the firs~t month of the academic school year. 

UNC-Chapel ttill ’ 

i~live.unc.edu 

Sent from iPhone. Please excuse brevity and typos. 

On , at 10:02 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

HI Thanks for your note. I am out of town until Friday. Are yon thinldng of an event during the first few weeks of school’? Or this smnmer? 

Dr. Stroman 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 8:4:1 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: BSM/CBC Trayvon Martin Collaboration 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope this email finds you doing well. I am                                             . With the recent trial and verdict from the State of Florida v. 
George Zimmerman case, my executive board believes it would be in the best of interest of our campus community to generate an event (in collaboration with 
the Carolina Black Caucus and potentially other organizations) on the trial, its outcome, and ways in which we can effectively contribute and move forward in the 
immediate future. 

We believe a possible program series would be very beneficial for our campus community, instead of one event. This way we can ensure that the conversation is 
continuous and is in no way restricted to one congregation between faculty and our peers. I wanted to go ahead and put this idea in the air so that efficient 
planning can commence, if the CBC is on board. 

Please let me know your thoughts. I look forward to speaking with you soon! 

Humble regards, 

(@live.unc.edu i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’dstro@unc.edu,; 

Monday, 9:22 AM 

Mer6tL Charles E. <merritt@email.unc.edu>; Maryann Feldma~ < ~gmail.com> 

Low~ Caudill <           ~gmail.com>; Stewart, John F <jt?~tewar@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr~; 
@g~nail.co~n>; Goldstein, Buck <buck goldstein@unc.edu:>; Hazeltine, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Re: Econ    Dra~ Syllabus 

Thanks Charles and Maryann I am ne~v to the teaching team, so please feel 
free to discuss/engage with me as you see fit I am out of the office on 
vacation, but I plan to send feedback this week. 

On ’ 7:35 AM, "Merritt, Charles E." <merrit@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

>Thanks so much! I will check out these cases and really appreciate the 
>help I am a novice at all this! 
> 

>Charles 
> 

>Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>On at 7:10 AM. "Maryann Feldman" 
>~ @gmail corn> wrote: 
> 

>> Thanks Charles, This looks great. I really like what you 
>> have suggested Makerbot is a good case and it is great that you can 
>>give it context with the VC 
>> 

>> Here a few cowanents. 
>> 

>> Case 2; the Coach Analysis is nice It gives 2 examples of case 
>>notes We might want to modify our I page assignments to be consistent 
>>with the examples. 
>> 

>> Case 7: I used the BMG book last semester in a FYS. It works well. It 
>>would be a good addition to 325. 
>> 

>> Case 23: For execution I was useful for to have an example that 
>>students know. Let me suggest NASCAR - it has a NC cotmection and the 
>>case is well written. I attach it here. 
>> 

>> Good luck with your college visits. 
>> 

>> On at 10:04 PM. Murritt, Charles E. ~vrote: 
>> 

>> I hope this message finds you all well. Attached are two docmnents. 
>>The first is a stab at a revised Econ    Syllabus.         filled out 

>>the revised dates and some additional irfformation (we still need to fill 
>>out the remaining few- items) and I have made an attempt to fill in some 
>>new cases and material and the speakers in the various slots. The major 
>>changes involve several new cases, the descriptions of which are include 
>>in the other attached document. I would appreciate all of you focusing 
>>some time on those so we can get the Course Pack done ASAP. The case 
>>changes I suggest are as follows: 
>> 

>> Class 2: ADD Halyard Case Analysis Coach - an online tutorial on how 
>>the case method works. I went through it and think it is helpful, 
>>provides real case examples and some tools for case analysis. Need to 
>>figure out how to deliver it but think it is probably via an email link. 
>> 

>> Class 7: ADD Introduction to lean startup which I will teach, using 
>>the Business Model Generation book and selected assignments from the 
>>Steve Blank "Ho;v to Build a Startup" online Udacity course. Note I am 
>>suggesting we add the BMG book as a required text. 
>> 

>> Class 8: REPLACE Southwest Airlines case with "Dropbox: It Just 
>>Works." V~ile I know the Southwest case is loved, I think this works 
>>nicely as it is a case with lots of lean startup material but also a 
>>good bit of strategy as the company faces significant competition and 
>>issues on its pricing model I think it will resonate more as it is a 
>>product many students use and know well. 
>> 

>> Class 19: REPLACE Securities Online case ;vith "Makerbot" and "How VCs 
>>Evaluate Potential Investment Opportunities" I am attempting to get 
>>one of the VCs who invested in Makerbot (just sold for a large gain) to 
>>come visit and talk about financing ventures in the prior class and 
>>maybe we can tee tap Makerbot Not a perfect case but if it works with 
>>the speaker ;vould be fun I really like the VCs case (really a set of 
>>four interviews) but tell me if this is too much It is a pret~z easy 
>>read actually and we could have students read with no assignment given, 
>>then have them apply the frame;vork to the Makerbot case. 
>> 

>> (;lass 23: Still searching for a good new case on execution to replace 
>>Apple case. An?’ ideas would be most helpful. 



>> 

>> If this is too much change, please tell me, I can cut back or modi[~y. 
>>Also see my notes and suggestions in yellow in the revised syllabus 
>>related to things like using Google~ as a tool for the class (a weekly 
>>blogging assignment worked well in Econ 057H). ’l’here are some quesuons 
>>here and there and also would like to get your thoughts on speakers 
>>throughout. 
>> 

>> I hope this helps us move things along. I will get some logistics from 
>>        , but we need to settle the case selections this week. If we 
>>want to take some more time, there is a way to deliver an online course 
>>pack from Harvard, but not sure how people feel about that. Lizz5, 
>>worried people might have tech issues, but I ara not too concerned, thirtk 
>>they- pay the royal~" fees and get PDFs, but will defer to the consensus 
>z-view on that. 
>> 

>> Note I have not added in who is teaching ~vhich class session as I need 
>>a little guidance from last year’s facul~ on who did what. If someone 
>>wants to fill in who taught ~vhat last year ~vould be helpful. 
>> 

>> I am headed out for the next few- day-s to do a few college visits with 
>>ray oldest daughter. Going to someplace in St. Louis where they have a 
>>great new Provost! I am reachable via cmail and my mobile if you have 
>>questions and should have time each day- to cormect ~vith any of you. 
>> 

>> Regards, 
>> 

>> Charles 
>> 

>> Charles E. Melritt 
>> Entrepreneur in Residence 
>> L~-C-Chapel Hill 
>>           (mobile) 
>> merritt@unc, edu<mailto:merritt@unc.edu> 
>> 

>> 

>> <SyllabusFalF CEM docx><Ne;v cases for Econ docx> 
>> 

>> <NdD424-PDF-ENG.pd[’> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bell, Walter A IV <wbell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

- UNC Football 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is Walt Bell, Tight Ends Coach / Recruiting Coordinator for UNC Football. Have a quick question for you. I’ve got an incredible student-athlete who simply 

wanted to know what the best-case scenario was for him in terms of time in getting his undergrad and masters while here at U NC. He will be an early enrollee (Jan 

@ MidTerm) and will be able to take 9-12 hours every summer as well. 15 hours per semester as well... 

Thank you so much, 

Walt Bell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:04 PM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@emofil.unc.edu-~; Stromml, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Job opportuni~ tbr undergrads 

Thank you, Dr. Weight and Dr. Stroman. 

I wish you all the best of luck this upcoming school year. 

From: Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 3:55 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah; 

Subject: FW: Job opportunity for undergrads 

Thank you, 

I’ve fol-warded your email to Dr. Deborah Stroman who heads up the Sport Business Club and job/internship postings. She will spread the word. 

Eriam~e A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 12:09 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: Job opportunity for undergrads 

Hi Dr. Weight, 

I’m a recent graduate who majored in Communication Studies and minored in Recreation Administration while at UNC-Chapel Hill. I’m now interning for 

who service all of the premium seating areas in Kenan Stadium. Right now we’re looking for team members who would work 

home football games during the fall as greeters, floaters, suite attendants, and captains. 

I was hoping you could pass along this job information {see attached) to current undergrads or point me to the person I should send this message to. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bell, Walter A IV <wbell@email.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 2:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: - UNC Football 

AD987872- C 179-4DE8-B29C-A9A8236897A3 [5].png 

Thank you so much for the advice! 

Walt Bell 

Norlk Carolina Football 

On , at 2:22 PM, "Stmman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Coach. Thanks for your inquiry. It sounds like your recruit should speak to a~ academic advisor. ;) Feel free to have him (or his tmrents) give me a call 

too. 

All students who have been admitted to Carolina have the potential to excel, graduate on time, and venture on to graduate school. As a former DI 
scholar-athlete, I can certainly tell him that he will have the resources to help him succeed. UNC has a great tradition of graduating scholar-athletes who 

demonstrate excellence. That is, they can graduate early, axe high-performing students, take graduate classes while in tmdergmduate studies, conduct 

research, and win academic awards. If he takes the proposed number of credit hours and passes all of his courses, he will be on pace to graduate early. 

In addition, the UNC Graduate School looks favorably upon its own undergrads for admission as the most valued recommendations are often written by 

thculty Mao know the student best. Like all candidates, they mus~t be highly qualitied as students a~d demonstrate high chm’acter. For example, in our 

graduate sport administration program, we have admitted tbnner student-athletes. 

Hope tiffs itffotmation helps! 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 
Debora~ L. SB’oman, Ph.D, CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower, 
919.843.0336 
<AL)987872-C179-4 D.Eg--B29C-AgA8236897A315].png> 

"Sometim¢,s you fl~st ha~e to look back at ~o~w past and smile abo~t hou,fi~r ~to~’~’e come." 

From: <Bell>, Walter A IV <wbell@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,            10:36 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <.d___s._t__r..o_ ..@__..u_ .n_ _c_ :_ _e_ . .d_ .u_> 

Subject:           ¯ UNC Football 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is Walt Bell, Tight Ends Coach / Recruiting Coordinator for UNC Football. Have a quick question for you. I’ve got an incredible student-athlete 

who simply wanted to know what the best-case scenario was for him in terms of time in getting his undergrad and masters while here at UNC. He will 

be an early enrollee (Jan @ MidTerm) and will be able to take 9-12 hours every summer as well. 15 hours per semester as well... 

Thank you so much, 

Walt Bell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:05 PM 

5troman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Available Opportunities 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Thursday, 1:23 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Available Opportunities 

Hi Dr. Stroman!!! 

Yes, I made it to Orlando alive and well, and am settling in just fine. We actually leave for New Orleans on Sunday with     for Stanley Alliance, an organization founded by Dr. 

Lapchick that gives people in sports the opportunity to give back to the New Orleans community. So I’ll definitely be sure to send you pictures of the houses I help to build. 

I’ve been made aware of some unique opportunities that students in the Club and in the major should definitely apply for and take advantage of: 

1.espnW: Women + Sports Summit Contest; a summit for individuals passionate about advancing women and the sport community. Application due 

http://espnwsummit.com/brightspotcreative/index.php/contest 
2. NASCAR’s Diversity Mentorship program; a program designed for minority students to be partnered with a NASCAR rep to get real-life experience at a track. Application due 

ASAP as first mentorship weekend is Sep 3 

http://nascar.teamworkonline.com/teamwork/jobs!jobs.cfm!Internship?supcat=1401 
3. NASCAR Kinetics: Marketing in Motion (Case Study Competition); allows students to become brand ambassadors for NASCAR. Since Charlotte is the hometown of NASCAR, more 

than one North Carolina school should be participating in this, so perhaps you helpjumpstart this. 

at the bottom of http://nascar.teamworkonline.comiteamworkijobsijobs.cfm/Internship?supcat=1401 
4~ Sports Management Intern for Charlotte Regional Sports Commission; targeted for individuals who already hold Sports degrees 

http:iiwww.sportscommissions.orgiNewsilnternship-lnformation.aspx?job, id=173 

I hope everything is well with you all in Chapel Hill, send my love to everyone. I’II be in touch soon. 

Dove Love, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Zoller, Ted ~q~ed Zolle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 9:45 AIvl 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Swanson, Margaret <MargaJcetSwanson@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith 
<jacone@email.unc.edu>; Zoller, ’Fed <Ted Zolle@kena~>flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Board of Advisors 

B97E55A0-AC 15-41F7-80EF-7F57503CA734[12].png; image001.png 

Joe, 

If this is ready to go out the door please don’t worn/about it but I’m a bit concerned about the size of the group. Is there a couple redundancies in terms of 

representation. You’re a little heavily weighted with ttatteras for instance (Holzworth, Shafl~r and Thorp) and not with other capital ~urees in the region ( e.g. Caplain, 

PappasiLindsley, Elliott etc.) But I don’t know if that’s that big of a concern to alter the list. 

You might want to think through a subcomlnittee structare and align people by their various interesls. And you might want to set expectations in the letter on fiequency 

of meetings and your expectations of engagelnent. With a group this size you will likely will only get tmssive engagmnent. This may be by design. You might find it most 

effective just to work with people on a one-on-one basis. 

Thanks for asking for feedback. 

All the besl, 

Ted Zoller 

On Jul 17, 2013, at 8:49 AM, "DeSilnone, Joseph M." <.d_e_.~i!n_£!!e_~)_eln_gi_!:_t_tn_£..e_d__q> wrote: 

O K... hem is the slightly revised letter and an slightly edits governance document to go with each.., please accept the edits in BOTH documents and use 
these to send to the list.., let’s send letters to people BOTH by email and snail mail.., append my signature electronically.., note I also added a cc to each 
letter with Jack Evans’ name... 

In addition to the names I listed yesterday, and based on Judith’s tEedback please include: 

Kaxen Gil 

Peter Mucha 

Keith Piques (Dean of the B usiness School atNCCU) 

Fred Hutchison 

Bob Blouin 

Lynne Vemon- Feagans 

(Judith, the Dean of the Business School is the Chair of the BOA, ,so Jack Evans will be participating, as will Mark Benson, DG’s replacement) 

Deb, let me know the sport person or two to involve... Montmss would be straight folxYard... 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 
Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 
William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 
fzt_t nUZ~..v7....~.cf~..m..~...u.~.~m.~.c1nZn..e.~.~.~n~#j.f.:a.~.c.uJ.t.~Z~#~m~#Z 
httPJlwww.kenaninstitute.unc~edu/ 
Tel: 919-962-2166 
Fax: 919-962-5467 

<B97ESSA0 AClS 41~7 80EF 7FSTS03CA734112].png>l~tallow rifle Orl Twitter 

From: <Swanson>, Margaret Swanson <margaret swanson@kenan-flaglerAmc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 8:32 AM 

To: DeSimone Joseph <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Board of Advisors Invitations 

Ok---here it is, 

t=r~; DeSimone, Joseph M, [mailto:desimone@email,unc,edu] 
Se~t: Wednesday, 3uly 17, 2013 8:01 AM 
To-" Swanson, Nargaret; Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics) 
Sabject: Re: Board of Advisors [nvitations 
Please send me the letter electronically as I have an edit 



Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http:!!www.chem:unc.edu!peop!e/facu!ty!des!mone! 

http://www~kenaninstitute.unc.edu/ 

Tel: 929-962-2266 

Fax: 929-962-5467 

:~_~_~_~9_~k=~_~_E~![~_~__~_~__~__~_~33_~_E 

From: <Swanson>, Margaret Swanson <~_~£~aret swanson@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, July 26, 2023 2:34 PM 

To: "Napier, Mary E" <mnapier@email.unc.edu>, DeSimone Joseph <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Napier, Mary E" <mnapier@emaiMJnc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Board of Advisors Invitations 

~ put a copy of the ]ette[ on letterhead ~n each of your mailboxes (Joe ---youths ~s in Caud~]f). i’ve asked Ronda to create a spreadshee~ for addresses. 

F~: Napier, 

Sent[ Tuesday, July ~6, 20~3 2:30 

To= Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry); Swanson, Hargaret 

~e= Napier, Ha~ (Biochemist~ and Biophysics) 

Subject: Re: Board of Advisors ]nvi~tions 

Attached is the current version of the governance document. 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: K~mn Center .:. Chapel H]]]~ NC 2~599-3440 

(9] 9)843-?553 ¯ fax (919)962-8202 ¯ mnap~er~nc.edu 

From: <DeSimone>, "Joseph M." <desimone@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, July ~6, 20~3 ~0:08 AM 

To: "Swanson, Margaret" <Margaret Swanson@kenan--flagler.unc.edu> 

Co: Mary Napier <mnapier~emaiLunc.edu> 

Subje~: Board of Advisors Invitations 

Margy._attached is a draft invitation letter for folks to join the Board of Advisors for the Kenan Institute._please put this on my letter head and let me and Mary see 

it one more time in that format...also, Mary can get you the By-Laws which is supposed to be an attachment to that [etter....the people we’d like to send the finalized 

letter out to {after Mary and I sign off on it) include: 

Steve Nelson 

Agnes Beane 

Don Holzworth 

Karen Popp 

Lowry Caudil[ 

Eric Toone 

Christy Shaffer 

Marc Paul 

Kimbedy Jenkins 

Joan Gillings 

Bob Geolas 

Ruben Carbonel[ 

Clay Thorp 

Amit Singh 

Bill Starling 

Fred Eshelman 

Donald Dwight 

Valerie Ashby 

Wayne Holden 

Joan Seifert Rose 

Beverly Perdue 

Neal Fowler 

Howard Lee 

Ken Roman {recommended by Dan Drake) 

Bill Roper 

Sallie Shuping Russell 

Susan King 

Judith, Ted, and Deborah...do you see other constituent groups we are missing? Deb, who is helping us out with Sport? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

htt:p://www.chem.unc~edu/people/faculty/desimone/ 

http://www~kenaninstitute.unc edu/ 

Tel: 9~9-962-2~66 

Fax: 9~9-962-5467 

<image001 .pn~>Foll~w ~e on Twitter 

<imageO01 .png> 

<Governance Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise Board of Advi~r july 2013 JMD Edits.docx> 

<Invitation to Join BOA for FHKIPE JMD Edits.docx> 



All the best, 

Ted Zoller 

On Jul 17, 2013, at 8:49 AM, "DeSitnone, Joseph M." <.d_e_.~i_!_n_£!!e_~)_e__r_n_o~!:_k~_n_£...e_ .d__q> wrote: 

O K... here is the slightly revised letter and an slightly edits governance document to go with each.., please accept the edits in BOTH documents and use 

these to send to the list.., let’s send letters to people BOTH by email and snail mail.., append my signature electronically.., note I also added a cc to each 

letter with Jack Evans’ name... 

In addition to the names I listed yesterday, and based on Judith’s tbedback please include: 

Kaxen Gil 

Peter Mucha 
Keith Piques (Dean of the Business School atNCCU) 

Fred Hutchison 

Bob Blouin 

Lynne Vemon- Feagans 

(Judith, the Dean of the Bnsiness School is the Chair of the BOA, ,so Jack Evans will be participating, as will Mark Bensor~ DG’s replacement) 

Deb, let me know the sport person or two to involve... Montross would be straight forward... 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http:/iwww.kenaninstitute.unc~edui 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

<B97E55A0-AC15-41FT-80EF-TF57503CA734112].png>FOI~ow me on Twitter 

From: <Swanson>, Margaret Swanson <margaret swanson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, July :17, 20:13 8:32 AM 

To: DeSimone Joseph <desirnone@ernail.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Board of Advisors Invitations 

Ok---here it is. 

t=mm: DeSimone, Joseph M. [mailto:desimone@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July :17, 20J.3 8:0:t AM 
To: Swanson, Margaret; Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics) 
Subject: Re: Board of Advisors Invitations 
Please send me the letter electronically as I have an edit 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

!?-t--t-p-~;LL~-c-b-e--~:~’-c--~-e-~-d-~dp-~?--~--~--~?-L9~c--~tt-~L~[m~ 
http:iiwww.kenaninstitute.unc.edu/ 
Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

<image001 png>Follow me on Twitter 

From: <Swanson>, Margaret Swanson <margaret swanson@kenan-flaglermnc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, July :16, 20:13 2:34 PM 

To: "Napier, Mary E" <mnapier@email.unc.edu>, DeSimone Joseph <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Co: "Napier, Mary E" <rnnapier@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Board of Advisors Invitations 

I put a copy of Lhe letter on letterhead in each of your mailboxes {Joe .-- your’s is in Cauditl). I’ve asked Roeda to create a spreadsheet for addresses. 

From: Napier, Mary 
Sent: Tuesday, July .t6, 20:13 2:30 PM 
To: Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry); Swanson, Margaret 
Co: Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics) 
Subject: Re: Board of Advisors Invitations 
Attached is the current version of the governance document. 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 
(919)843-7553 ¯ tax (9] 9)9d2-8202 ¯ mnapier~?unc.edu 

From: <DeSimone>, "Joseph M." <desimone@email.unc.edu> 



Date: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 10:08 AM 

To: "Swanson, Margaret" <__M____a__r_garet Swanson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

(;c: Mary Napier <._m____n___a_£j__e_£___@____e___m____a_!)_:__u___q_c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Subje~: Board of Advisors Invitations 

Margy._attached is a draft invitation letter for folks to join the Board of Advisors for the Kenan Institute._please put this on my letter head and let me and Mary see 

it one more time in that formaL_also, Mary can get you the By-Laws which is supposed to be an attachment to that letter....the people we’d like to send the finalized 

letter out to (after Mary and I sign off on it) include: 

Steve Nelson 

Agnes Beane 

Don Holzworth 
Karen Popp 

Lowry Caudill 

Eric Toone 
Christy Shaffer 

Marc Paul 
Kimberly Jenkins 

Joan Gillings 

Bob Geolas 

Ruben Carbonell 

Clay Thorp 

Amit Singh 

Bill Starling 

Fred Eshelman 
Donald Dwight 

Valerie Ashby 

Wayne Holden 

Joan Seifert Rose 
Beverly Perdue 

Neal Fowler 

Howard Lee 
Ken Roman (recommended by Dan Drake) 

Bill Roper 

Sallie Shuping Russell 

Susan King 

Judith, Ted, and Deborah...do you see other constituent groups we are missing? Deb, who is helping us out with Sport? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http:!!www.chem .u nc.ed u!people!faculty!desimone! 

!.&t.W../.~v.~.w....w..~.k~.e.~t~[L~.s.t.!.t..u.~Le...~.u.L~.c.~.e.~.d.~.u./ 
Tel: 959-962-2566 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

<Jma,cje001 .png>l~OllOW fiche 011 Twitter 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vin McCaffrey <vmccaffrey~gametgi.com~ 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 9:58 AM 

Little, Mark <Mark I,ittle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Panter, A. T. <pante@ad.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Curran, Patrick J <curran@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Game Theo~ Group & Quant Psych @UNC 

Mark, 

I want to thank you for setting me up to speak ruth ANgail - she was incredibly helpful in providing insight to the process. I do not believe we are going to be able to 

use UNC, or likely any other universi~, to create our infftrument. However, we do envision an opportunity to potentially use UNC students for our support. For that, 

Abigail has helped me figure out the best path forwaxd. 

That stud, I want to thank you all for your time and eltbrts. I hope to meet you all sometime soon in CH. 

Thank~ 

V 

On Wed, Jun 26, 2013 at 2:20 PM, Little, Mark <Mark Little@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good afternoon, all. 

Abigail, I hope your travels were enjoyable. I want to introduce you to Vin McCaffrey, CEO and Founder of Game Theory Group in Greenville, 

http:!!gametheorygroup.com!. Deborah Stroman and I had a good conversation with Vin a couple weeks back. Their product is an innovative software platform 

for athletic departments and student-athletes. It includes various assessment tools for academic advisors and other stakeholders to assist the student in 

academic and career planning--over 3000 collegiate student athletes assessed thus far. They would like to develop their own scales/assessment, potentially in 

collaboration with UNC’s Quant Psych department. 

Vin can speak more clearly as to the type of collaboration desired and the parameters of the project. 

I have also CC’d Patrick Curran who is director of the Quant Psych program and may also have some guidance. 

FYI, I will be out of town next week, but please do not let my temporary absence be a roadblock. I am happy to help in whatever capacity makes sense when I 

get back. 

Best, 

mgl 

Mark Little, PhD 

Program Director, Economic Development 

Lead, Renewable Energy & Climate Mitigation 

Kenml Institnte of Private Enterprise at [NC Chapel Hill 
mark lil~le@unc.edu i oi~ +1 919.962 10d 1 ] mob + 

Vin McCaffrey 

Game Theory Group Interna’donal 

o - 252.227.4363 

c- 

skype - vin_mccaffrey 
h~p:!!www.lin kedin .co m!in!vi nmccaffrex 
http://gan~etheory~mup.com/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ferrier, Andrew <aferfim@durhambulls.com> 

Wednesday, 10:03 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Durham Bulls! 

Sounds good! I look forward to hearing from him, 
ANDREW FERR~ER 
Group Sales Consultant 
Durbars BufL~ Baaeba~ Club 
Direct: 919~687,6571 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 10:00 AN 
Te~ Ferrier, Andrew 
Subjeet~ RE: Durham Bulls[ 
Thanks Andrew~ I love seeing your name with t:he ]o~) and titld Let’s try to ~t the Club to ~) to a g~rne together this season. I will ask 

Have a great d~y. 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
315 Woollen CB# 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter drstroman 

htlp:/iexss.unc.edui 

From: Ferrier, Andrew [aferrier@durhambulls,com] 
Sent; Wednesday, 8:45 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Durham Bulls! 

Good Morning Dr. Stroman 

I hope the summer is going well for you. Just wanted to send you a quick email with my contact details here at the Bulls; let me know if you want to come out to 

any games this season and I’II see what I can do ticket-wise for you! 

Regards, 

ANDREW FERR~ER 

Group Sales Consultant 

Durham Bulls Baseball Club 
Direct: 919,687.6571 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marissa R. Del Fierro <marissa.delfierro@universi~readers.com> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 2:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Design your own custom textbook 

Dear Professor Stroman, 

If you’re using book chapters, articles, journals, original content, and/or other sources to create a more relevant learning experience for your s~adents, we can help yon 

develop a textbook of your own design. With our fas~t turnaround, we still have time to prepare your materials for this upcoming year. 

F~om s~art to finish, we make pnblishing a textbook an enjoyable and fulfilling experience. You simply submit your choice ofcontem and we’ll work ruth you th~onghout 

the process. Our experienced team will obtain all cowright clearance~ handle "the full interior lay-out and timnatting, and custom design a cover that’s peri~ct for your 

content. 

Is there a good day and time for us to schedule a short phone conversation? I would be very interested in speaking to you about creating a pert~ctly tailored, 
pmfessiona~-looldng textbook that reflects your unique teaching approach and with a price your s~dents can afford. 

All the besk 

Marissa R. Del Fierro 
Acquisitions Editor 
Universi~ Readers, an impriut of Cognella, Inc. 
marissa.delfierro@universi~’maders.com, 800-200-3908 x543 
3970 Sorrento Valley Blvd., Ste. 500, San Diego, CA 92121 
www.cognella.com - CognellaAcademic Publishing 
www.universityreaxters.com - University Readers Cus~tom 

lf you’d p~fer not ~o receive these reminder messages, please email me back with "Remove" in the su!~ject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Little, Mark <Mark Litfle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 2:39 PM 

Vin McCm"frey <vmccafl’rey@gametgi.com> 

Panter, A. T. <pante@ad.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Curran, Patrick J <curra~@unc.edu-* 

RE: Game Theory Group & Qnm~t Psych @UNC 

I am glad it worked out! Please do keep me posted on your progress, particularly if plan to use some UNC students. 
Hope to see you soon in Chapel Hill, Greenville, or Nsewhere. 
[THAN KS, Abigail H] 

F~m~ Vin NcCaffrey [mailto:vmccaffrey@gameNi.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, July 17, 2013 9:S8 AN 
To~ U~le, Mark 
~ Panter, A. T.; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise ~ Spo~ Science); Outran, Patrick (Psychology) 
Su~jeet~ Re: Game Theo~ Group ~ Quant Psych @UNC 

Mm~ 
I want m thank you for ~ing me up m sNak ruth ANgml - she was incmdiNy helpful in pmviNng insigN m the process. I do not ~]ieve we am going to be able 

use UNC, or likely any other universi~~, to create our instrument. Howevec we do envision m~ oppo~ni~ to potentiNly use ~C s~&nts for our suppo6. For fl~ag 

ANgN] lms helped me figure ont the ~st path foav~xd. 

That stud, I w~t to tha~ you all for your time and e~b~s. I hope to men you NI sometime soon in CH. 

Tha~ 

V 

On Wed, Jun 26, 2013 at 2:20 PM, Little, Mark <Mark Little,@kenan-flagler.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Good afternoon, all. 

Abigail, I hope your travels were enjoyable. I want to introduce you to Vin McCaffrey, CEO and Founder of Game Theory Group in Greenville, 

httP:i/gametheorygroup.comi. Deborah Stroman and I had a good conversation with Vin a couple weeks back. Their product is an innovative software platform for 

athletic departments and student-athletes. It includes various assessment tools for academic advisors and other stakeholders to assist the student in academic and 

career planning--over 3000 collegiate student athletes assessed thus far. They would like to develop their own scales/assessment, potentially in collaboration 

with UNC’s O.uant Psych department. 

Vin can speak more clearly as to the type of collaboration desired and the parameters of the project. 

I have also CCd Patrick Curran who is director of the O.uant Psych program and may also have some guidance. 

FYI, I will be out of town next week, but please do not let my temporary absence be a roadblock. I am happy to help in whatever capacity makes sense when I get 

back. 

Best, 
mgl 
Mark Little, PhD 

Program Director, Economic Development 

I_,ead~ Rene~vahle Energy & Climate Mitigation 
Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise at UNC Chapel Hill 
!_~12~_~:l_c___l__i_tj_l__e_[~21~_~_~__e~2. j oft :!&2_~_2:2__~_Z:!_0_:_~_L I mob :k 

Vin McCaffrey 

Game Theory Group Interna~onal 

o - 252.227.4363 

skype - 

http:!/wwwJinkedin.com/in/vinmccaffrey 

http:/i,o_ametheoryp, mu p~com/ 



Wed~esd~?~ J~_~y ~7, 2013 ~:$7 

S[¢Of~Ta[b Deborah L 

A bk~nch o~ new content has been added to Kh~ Acade~y, 







possibilities in a heart that sensed when it was time to come home. 

The)’ eertainly got an edueakion. What the camera saw ,~t’the strident body in 2o12-13 was ~hdr preparafio~ 

for the somber, the joyN] and the unexpected. 

With one hand on the door, Hdden Tho~p ’86 suggests we take offthe Carolina blue glasses and refleeked on 

the [~Ting second half of his chancellorship. 

Spring Reunhms 20 :~ of]i r~d ~ we~ ~ ad of dise~v~ ~ a~d rediscovery for alamni ee~ebrating ~l~eh" sigtmture 

4oth, 45th a n d 5 oth grad~m tion a n n ivmsa~ ca, alo~lg wikli al umrti from older cla sses. Ii~ additiort to coverage 

h~ this issue of the Re~;ieu~, we have more stories o~li~e about this year’s gathering. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones Christensen, Lisa<Lisa JonesChristensen@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Friday, 11:10 PM 

~gmail.com>; Ammerman, Alice S <alice ammerman@unc.edw~ 

Wanda Hunter <whunte@racialequityinstitute.org>; Tye Huntet          @yahoo.cam>; Lightfoot, Alexandra F 

<~aflight@email.uuc.edu>; Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@uuc.edtt>; Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialeqnityinstitute.org>; Suzanne Plihcik 

@gm~Jl.com>; Stromau, Deborah L <~stlx3@unc.edu>; Kavanagh. Joan <joan kavanagh@unc.edt~- 

RE: Can we meet next re: Racial Equity Class? Maybe Wednesday? 

Wednesday at 4 pm works for me! 

Lisa 

Lisa denes (.’hrist~.’nsen 

Assistan~ Ptolessor el Strategy and En~repreneurship 

"f’~e. Kenan.-P’[agler Busines.s School (Room # 4419A) 

The University d Noah Carolina at Chape~ Hi~ 

Campus Box 3490, McCo~ BuiM~ng 

Chape~ Hi[[ NC 2799g.-3490 

Email: ~isa..jc@unc~edu 

Phone: (919} 962-4261 

Fax: (919} 843.-7986 

From: 9gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 5:28 PM 
To: 3ones Christensen, Lisa; Ammerman, Alice (Ctr Health Prom Disease Prey) 
Cc: Wanda Hunter; Tye Hunter; Alexandra F Light-l:oot; Eng, Eugenia (Health Behavior); Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Kavanagh, .loan (Ctr Health Prom Disease Prev) 
Subject: Can we meet next re: Racial Equity Class? Maybe Wednesday? 

Hi Everyone - 

Could we get together next week to touch base on the Racial Equity Class at UNC? 

Lisa and I are slill working on the Business School end of things - we may have some updates by then but we still are working on the orificial departmental approwJ. 

I thiuk it would be helpful have some more time together, talk atxmt how it’s going building buy-in in our various depaxtments / areas, put out some thoughts about the 

structure of a potential advisory committee or something similar, and touch ba~ about anything else that’s important. 

Also - I want to introduce you all to Dr. Debbie Strotnan - UNC Black Caucus chafir and professor of Spo(t Administration - who plans to join us! 

How about Wednesday at 4pm? 

All bes~, 

On Thu, at 5: 54 PM, ~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Hi eveiTone - 

We’ve got some exciting updates ou the "Leading for Racial Equity" class. I’ve also proposed some next steps below that. What do you all think’? 

Updates: 

1) Alice got us a Ineetiug with the equity and inclusion subeommittee of the Academic Planniug Committee (love that white culture - haha - sub-committees of sub- 

comlnittees of sub-comlnittees). Ta£fye Clayton - head of Diversity and Multi-cultural affaJl3 was a guest as well. Essentially, we got the buy in of the whole 

committee and the DMA offic!! And all of those on the committee that have not been to the workshop are planning to attend. Thanks Alice! 

2) I had a great conversation with Dr. Johnson, at the B- School. He is totally in supIx~rt and wants to contribute us in a number of ways. Most importantly, I think, 

he wants to help get the pl~oposal through the B- school process however he can. 

3) We’ve got more mad more people registering for upcoming workshops in NC. Obviously, the bigger (and stronger) base we have, the better of we’ll be. I’ve 

included upcoming dates below, in case we have others to invite. 



A) I roll be com~ecting with Lisa next week to get a full update and plan for moving this thioagh the B- school, so that is still outstanding. Will let you know as soon as 

we connect. 

B) The attached proposal is in a form that is ready to be shopped around. I think it would make ,sense to go ahead and use it in its current form to get support from 

other key people (Dean Rimer? Michael Smith? Others? Wanda, Geni - let me know if you think otherwise. 

(Note that there my still some elements outstanding (like official facully sponsors, official administrative home of the course, etc) 

C) Shall we plan to touch base in person the week of the 8th? 

Thanks all, 

Upcoming workshops: 

Please find dates for the upcoming Racial Equity Institute workshops below 

To register or more information on the process, prices, location, etc please go to wvwv.racialequib/institute.or~q. Prices are ~$175 for students and seniors and ~$275 for working 

3rofessionals. Sliding scale and group rates are always available, Contact me if you need to discuss either of those options. 

-GREENSBORO - 8:45 - 5:00pro both days 

- CHAPEL HILL - 8:30 - 5:00pm 

- GREENSBORO - 8:45 - 5:00pm both days 

- DURHAM - time TBD (likely 8:30 - 5:00pro) 

- GREENSBORO - 8:45 - 5:00pm both days 

**Additional trainings are available in CHARLOTTE schedule TBD - contact Elisa.A.Chinn-Gary@,nccourts orgl for details on the Charlotte workshops. 

On Tae,             at 2:14 PM,          ~> wrote: 
Thanks for the update, L! 

I’ll get back to you in more detail soon (re: next steps etc) but I think what you’ve got here sounds great. 

Here we go’. Dr. Stroman - head on the UNC Black Caucuss is confirmed for July workshop. 

Does anyone know Dr. Reimer. Dean of SPH? (Of course y’all do). Has she done the workshop? Dr. Stroman thinks this would be a good time to approach her 

- she’d be willing to reach out to Dr. Reimer as well. 

TaJk soon all- 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:53 PM, "Jones Christensen, Lisa" <Lisa JonesChristensen(~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear    and Wanda: 
Thank you for all of your hard work! I am sorry that b-schools are so slow, but so far things are moving quite nicely. 
First, in my review I got approval to teach another weekend class- but that is as far as we got on the (changed) review date. Then, I reached out to my 
department chair with a direct request for the specific course (for which he already approved the $:~500 spending). He said he approves and that he would 
make the ask of the Sr. Associate Dean and that such a plan (him asking) is better than me doing the asking. I replied that his approval also requires him to 
supply the remaining $3,500, and he has not yet replied to that. Bottom line: I think this course is a go, funded by and housed at the b-school for an 
experimental first year sometime in the                 school year. I am sure that all parties involved will (and should) meet afterward to discuss if it 

makes sense as a long term option. I think the next steps are to iron out the date, meet with the other faculty who want to be involved in making the best 
plan for the "extra" day that goes into a :1.5 credit course (although I have some plans for the b-school students that I would love to run past others...), 
make sure we create an inclusive list of attendees from all the interested locations on campus and around the community, advertise. 
Do you think this list is correct? 
Thank you for all you did to move this forward. As I said, I think we have victory!! 

Best, 
Lisa 

PS: I have purchased many of the books from the workshop reading list/bibliography. I am just loving learning about this and how to teach it and change 



my own behavior and actions and organizing. Thank you for the exposure and opportunity- and you both are quite inspiring! 

Lisa Jones Christensen 

Assistan[ P~olessor ol St~ategy and En[rep~eneurship 

The Kenan-F[a(jler Busines.s Ssheol (Roem # 4419A) 

The University d Nodh Carolina at Chapel Hi~ 

Campus Box 3490, McCo~ Bui~d~ng 

Chape~ Hi~ NC 27599-3490 

Ema~h lisa jc@unc,edu 

Phone: (919) 962-4261 

Fax: (919) 843-7986 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam H H May @gmail.com> 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 1:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re:                /Graphic Design 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Thmiks for getting back in touch with ~ne. I live in          and have been doing graphic designs such as the one 
interes~t in my designs and will be glad to assist you in an5, way I can. I look forward to hearing back from you. 

asked me for. I appreciate your 

Sincerely, 

Adam H. H. May 

WEBSITE 

On Fri, Jul 19, 2013 at 10:28 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Adam. I am in town next week. Please let me know if you are in town so we can chat. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
g’n¢l~Ne, gkplor’e, Kmpower. 
91%843.0336 

From: Adam May <           @gmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, May 7, 2013 11:30 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject:                 /Graphic Design 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I received an email from one of yore’ students,                  , commenting on the graphic design I had created for him. 
He mentioned that you had noticed my work and would like to contact me. He sent me your email address so I am writing 
you as a follow-up. 

I appreciate your interest and would like very much to correspond with you. Your research and knowledge of 
entrepreneurship in combination with athletics especially piques my interest as I am considering starting my own design 
company. I am a lifelong sports fan (especially of Carolina) and would love to work with athletics in a design capacity at any 
level. 

Thank 3~)u again for your interest. Feel free to contact me at this email address at your convenience. I look forward to 
hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Adam H. H. May 
EMATL 

WEBS~TE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Graduation 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday 5:00 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Graduation 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are having a great summer!! I appreciate you adding me to the Sport Business Club group on Sakai. That is a great way to stay up to date on 

everything! I wanted to drop you a note to let you know that I have decided to graduate after this summer. I will finish my Sports Admin. degree at the end 

of the summer and then my plans are to turn pro this fall. I am very excited for this new opportunity that has opened up for me and I just wanted to be the 

one to let you know! I was also wondering if you were going to be in town between now and      ? I thought I might stop by your office hours and say hi 

before I headed out. Thank you so much for your help and support these past two years and good luck with all of your Sport Entrepreneurship classes! 

Those sound like great classes! I look forward to talking to you soon. 



Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

CBC Activities 

5A VE-THEwDA TE! The annual "Welcome Back" Reception is scheduled ~for Friday, 

(5:00 p.m. - 7:00 

p.m.) at the $onja Haynes 

5tone Center,for Black Culture 

and History. Don’t miss this 

fun annual networking event! 

We hope to have Chancellor 

Folt join us in our fellowship 

with Caucus members, invited 

guests, and friends. 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever feel isolated. We want to know if there are new hires 

(faculty, staff, administrators, coaches, post-docs, etc.) in your unit or department. We wish to 

welcome them to the university. Send information and your good news to cbcinfol~unc.edu Note: 

We are updating our membership database too. To all Caucus members, please look for renewal 

information soon. 

Congratulations to Larry Campbell, a faithful Caucus leader and friend to 

many. He has worked incredibly smart and hard to develop young people in 

the sciences. Larry recently accepted a position with the Wolfpack in their 

Graduate School. We know he won’t be a stranger to Chapel Hill though! 



Thanks to all who came out to the "Appreciation Reception & End-of-the-Year Social." Chancellor 

Thorp and Provost Carney were in good spirits and appreciated our gifts! We wish them the very 

best. Dr. Carney is a faculty member in the department of Physics and Astronomy. 

The first professional development CBC "Community 

Workshop I: Relationships/Partnership" was a super success! 

The support from Provost Carney, Eric Mueller (Center for 

Faculty Excellence), Dean Rimer (School of Public Health), VC 

Brenda Malone (Human Resources), and new Provost/former 

Dean Jim Dean (Kenan Flagler Business School) is greatly 

appreciated. Angela Bryant, UNC undergrad/Law School alum 

and current NC legislator, facilitated the very engaging and 

empowering workshop. Participants were given additional 

resources for future study and application. (Attached find an ....... 

article of particular relevance.) Thanks to the CBC Working Group (Alassane Fall, Victoria Hammett, 

Verita Murrill, Nakenge Robertson, and Deborah Stroman) for their design, feedback, and support of 

this special offering. Stay tuned for information on the next part of this series. 

The CBC’s anniversary is in We are planning to host a special banquet next year to 

celebrate our history and community at UNC. Thanks to Chancellor Thorp for his support. If you are 

interested in assisting in the planning and coordination, please send a note to cbcinfo:$@unc.edu 

Harambe! 

Congratulations! Ann Penn, our EEO/ADA Officer, will retire on        . Over 30 

years in higher education primarily coordinating compliance and equal opportunity 

programs has come to a wonderful end for one of our most dedicated servant 

leaders. Please send her a note of "thanks" for leading behind the scenes. She will be 

missed! annpenn@email.unc.edu 

Thursday and Friday,          (9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.) - The Moore Undergraduate 

Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) faculty, cohort, and staff cordially invite the Caucus to the 

Annual MURAP Conference, "Race, Ethnicity, and Social Justice in the Internet Age." Each year, 

MURAP culminates with an academic conference. Invited scholars and select students present their 

research and engage with the entire student cohort, faculty mentors, alumni, academic community, 



and the general public. This year’s program features three panels of distinguished scholars, 

presentations from current MURAP student scholars, and a MURAP alumni panel. Contact Samanthis 

Smalls, Conference Coordinator for the program schedule - (919) 962-6811 or sqs3@duke.edu 

The Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs released the Diversity Report. Read the findings at 

http://www.unc.ed u/diversity/U NC           D iversityPlan Report.pdf 

Publishing Date! Friday,             is the deadline for the next edition of the "Celebrating 

Carolina’s Diversity" e-newsletter. The Alumni Committee on Racial and Ethnic Diversity (ACRED) 

sends a bi-annual electronic newsletter of issues that are important to our multicultural community. 

If you have any news or updates that may be of interest to our minority alumni, please contact Jackie 

Pierce @ japierce@email.unc.edu. The newsletter staff is particularly interested in donor and 

student profiles, as well as any fundraising efforts that might benefit from additional exposure. 

SAVE-THE-DATE! Carolina Homecoming Weekend is           If you have not done so already, 

please take a minute to put this year’s Black Alumni Reunion on your calendar. We encourage you to 

join GAA to also receive significant discounts on reunion events. Continue to watch your email for 

event updates, http://alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?SID=162 

Think Global! Niklaus Steiner, Director of the Center for Global Initiatives, is developing plans for the 

new academic year to encourage minority students to travel abroad. If you have any ideas to assist 

his very determined effort, please contact him. He has 

done a great deal of research and has been connecting 

with Black employees to gain our insight and feedback. 

nsteiner~unc.edu Thanks! 



Advocacy 

Moral Mondays! (@MoralMondays) Yes, it is now a movement. Moral Monday is a series of ongoing, 

nonviolent protests at the North Carolina General Assembly that has been happening every Monday 

since        [not including Memorial Day). Led by the NC NAACP, the protests are meant to 

demonstrate a push back against an "extreme" agenda that "includes cuts to education, social 

programs and unemployment benefits; rejecting Medicaid expansion; new restrictions on voting and 

labor rights; and restarting the death penalty. We have had a number of UNC faculty and staff get 

arrested and hundreds (including students) have been attendance. Key links: 

http://www.naacpnc.org/http://www.southernstudies.org!        ~what-is-moral-monday.html 
and http://www.ncpo/icywatch.com Stay informed, get involved and don’t let others do the heavy 

lifting for you! Every person makes a difference. 

Political Redesign. "IT’S" been done before, so let’s pay attention and participate. It is critical that we 

stay involved and have our voices heard. 

Black Male Student Support. We are very proud of our students who continue to support the 

advancement of Black males on campus! Kudos to 

and                            "Carolina Men Advocating for Learning, Empowerment, and 

Success" (aka ¢arolina MALES}. MALES will host its inaugural conference this fall semester to 

promote graduation attainment, academic resources, and mental health strategies to their peers. 

Stay tuned for more details! 

Article of Interest - By Joshua DuBois -The Fight for Black Men 

http://www.t hedailybeast.com/newsweek! !oba ma-s-former-sj~iritual-advisor-josh ua- 

dubois-on-the-fight-for-black-men.html 

The entire nation has been moved by the 

death of Trayvon Martin and the recent 

not-guilty verdict for George Zimmerman. 

The dialogue has been intense and for 

some, overwhelming. Many in our 

community are hurt by yet another 

consequence of institutional racism. This 

case is so much more than another son in 

Florida being killed. Our campus has been 

touched as well. Recently the Black 

Student Movement has reached out to the Caucus to work together to possibly co-host an event at 

the beginning of the school year. The local Organizing Against Racism group 

(http://www~meetup.com!Organizing-Aga!nst-Racism!) is very active and would also like to work with 

the Caucus to heal our nation. If you have ideas or feedback for this important discussion, please 

send a note to cbcchair@unc.edu. Attached find an insightful perspective written to Mr. Zimmerman. 



Co~ege Sports - Dr. Richard Lapchick’s (University of South Florida) NCAA College Sport Racial 

and Gender Report Card has been released. "There are areas where college sport has been doing 

better on racial hiring practices as well as on gender hiring practices. There have been well-publicized 

improvements in head football coaching and women’s basketball head coaching positions. However, 

the report featured several significant areas of concern. Historically, there has been an 

outstanding record for equal opportunity for men’s head basketball coaches. Now in men’s Division I 

basketball, :[8.6 percent of all head coaches were African-American, which was down 0.2 percent 

from the 18.8 percent total that was reported in the season and down 6.6 percent from the 

25.2 percent total that was reported in the season which was an all-time high for men’s head 

basketball coaches who were African-American. The :[8.6 percent that represented all African- 

American head coaches in the report was the lowest percentage since the 1995-96 season. In 

addition, in the category of University Leadership Positions at Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) 

Institutions - The number of female presidents at the 120 FBS institutions decreased from 22 in 

to :[8 in Ninety percent (:[08) of FBS university presidents were white, while there were five 

African-American presidents, five Asian presidents, and two Latino presidents. Whites held the 

overwhelming percentage of positions of athletics directors in all three divisions. In Division I during 

the year the percent was 89. Finally, all conference commissioners at FBS conferences are 

white men. In these percentages for coaches, athletics directors and conference 

commissioners are completely unacceptable." The full report is attached. 

Great Television: Gid,<.’,o~s"s A~°m~ .-, http://gideonsarmythefilm.com 

Great Movie: Ame~oi(:.a~-~ ~’omise -- http://www.americanpromise.org/homepage-2 

http://summerreading.web.une.edu 

Great Dance: The Ame,,,"ica~s Dals<:e Festival is still be~’e u~stil 

http://www.d~acnc.com/events~detail/forces-ofodan~e 



Renew/Join the Caucus at 

http:!/www.unc.eduicbc/~oinform.htm~ 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there 

are wounds to heal. In every heart, there is the power to do it." 

~ M. Williamson 



Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

CBC Activities 

5A VE-THEwDA TE! The annual "Welcome Back" Reception is scheduled ~for Friday, 

(5:00 p.m. - 7:00 

p.m.) at the $onja Haynes 

5tone Center,for Black Culture 

and History. Don’t miss this 

fun annual networking event! 

We hope to have Chancellor 

Folt join us in our fellowship 

with Caucus members, invited 

guests, and friends. 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever feel isolated. We want to know if there are new hires 

(faculty, staff, administrators, coaches, post-docs, etc.) in your unit or department. We wish to 

welcome them to the university. Send information and your good news to cbcinfol~unc.edu Note: 

We are updating our membership database too. To all Caucus members, please look for renewal 

information soon. 

Congratulations to Larry Campbell, a faithful Caucus leader and friend to 

many. He has worked incredibly smart and hard to develop young people in 

the sciences. Larry recently accepted a position with the Wolfpack in their 

Graduate School. We know he won’t be a stranger to Chapel Hill though! 



Thanks to all who came out to the "Appreciation Reception & End-of-the-Year Social." Chancellor 

Thorp and Provost Carney were in good spirits and appreciated our gifts! We wish them the very 

best. Dr. Carney is a faculty member in the department of Physics and Astronomy. 

The first professional development CBC "Community 

Workshop I: Relationships/Partnership" was a super success! 

The support from Provost Carney, Eric Mueller (Center for 

Faculty Excellence), Dean Rimer (School of Public Health), VC 

Brenda Malone (Human Resources), and new Provost/former 

Dean Jim Dean (Kenan Flagler Business School) is greatly 

appreciated. Angela Bryant, UNC undergrad/Law School alum 

and current NC legislator, facilitated the very engaging and 

empowering workshop. Participants were given additional 

resources for future study and application. (Attached find an ....... 

article of particular relevance.) Thanks to the CBC Working Group (Alassane Fall, Victoria Hammett, 

Verita Murrill, Nakenge Robertson, and Deborah Stroman) for their design, feedback, and support of 

this special offering. Stay tuned for information on the next part of this series. 

The CBC’s anniversary is in We are planning to host a special banquet next year to 

celebrate our history and community at UNC. Thanks to Chancellor Thorp for his support. If you are 

interested in assisting in the planning and coordination, please send a note to cbcinfo:$@unc.edu 

Harambe! 

Congratulations! Ann Penn, our EEO/ADA Officer, will retire on,       . Over 30 

years in higher education primarily coordinating compliance and equal opportunity 

programs has come to a wonderful end for one of our most dedicated servant 

leaders. Please send her a note of "thanks" for leading behind the scenes. She will be 

missed! annpenn@email.unc.edu 

Thursday and Friday, (9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.) - The Moore Undergraduate 

Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) faculty, cohort, and staff cordially invite the Caucus to the 

~_9th Annual MURAP Conference, "Race, Ethnicity, and Social Justice in the Internet Age." Each year, 

MURAP culminates with an academic conference. Invited scholars and select students present their 

research and engage with the entire student cohort, faculty mentors, alumni, academic community, 



and the general public. This year’s program features three panels of distinguished scholars, 

presentations from current MURAP student scholars, and a MURAP alumni panel. Contact Samanthis 

Smalls, Conference Coordinator for the program schedule - (919) 962-6811 or sqs3@duke.edu 

The Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs released the Diversity Report. Read the findings at 

http://www.unc.ed u/diversity/U NC           D iversityPlan Report.pdf 

Publishing Date! Friday,             is the deadline for the next edition of the "Celebrating 

Carolina’s Diversity" e-newsletter. The Alumni Committee on Racial and Ethnic Diversity (ACRED) 

sends a bi-annual electronic newsletter of issues that are important to our multicultural community. 

If you have any news or updates that may be of interest to our minority alumni, please contact Jackie 

Pierce @ japierce@email.unc.edu. The newsletter staff is particularly interested in donor and 

student profiles, as well as any fundraising efforts that might benefit from additional exposure. 

SAVE-THE-DATE! Carolina Homecoming Weekend is           If you have not done so already, 

please take a minute to put this year’s Black Alumni Reunion on your calendar. We encourage you to 

join GAA to also receive significant discounts on reunion events. Continue to watch your email for 

event updates, http://alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?SID=162 

Think Global! Niklaus Steiner, Director of the Center for Global Initiatives, is developing plans for the 

new academic year to encourage minority students to travel abroad. If you have any ideas to assist 

his very determined effort, please contact him. He has 

done a great deal of research and has been connecting 

with Black employees to gain our insight and feedback. 

nsteiner~unc.edu Thanks! 



Advocacy 

Moral Mondays! (@MoralMondays) Yes, it is now a movement. Moral Monday is a series of ongoing, 

nonviolent protests at the North Carolina General Assembly that has been happening every Monday 

since        (not including Memorial Day). Led by the NC NAACP, the protests are meant to 

demonstrate a push back against an "extreme" agenda that "includes cuts to education, social 

programs and unemployment benefits; rejecting Medicaid expansion; new restrictions on voting and 

labor rights; and restarting the death penalty. We have had a number of UNC faculty and staff get 

arrested and hundreds (including students) have been attendance. Key links: 

http://www.naacpnc.org/http://www.southernstudies.org/2013/06/what-is-moral-monday.html 
and http://www.ncpo/icywatch.com Stay informed, get involved and don’t let others do the heavy 

lifting for you! Every person makes a difference. 

Political Redesign. "IT’S" been done before, so let’s pay attention and participate. It is critical that we 

stay involved and have our voices heard. 

Black Male Student Support. We are very proud of our students who continue to support the 

advancement of Black males on campus! Kudos to 

and                            "Carolina Men Advocating for Learning, Empowerment, and 

Success" (aka ¢arolina MALES}. MALES will host its inaugural conference this fall semester to 

promote graduation attainment, academic resources, and mental health strategies to their peers. 

Stay tuned for more details! 

Article of Interest - By Joshua DuBois -The Fight for Black Men 

http://www.t hedailybeast.com/newsweek! ’oba ma-s-former-sj~iritual-advisor-josh ua- 

dubois-on-the-fight-for-black-men.html 

The entire nation has been moved by the 

death of ~rrayvon Martin and the recent 

not-guilty verdict for George Zimmerman. 

The dialogue has been intense and for 

some, overwhelming. Many in our 

community are hurt by yet another 

consequence of institutional racism. This 

case is so much more than another son in 

Florida being killed. Our campus has been 

touched as well. Recently the Black 

Student Movement has reached out to the Caucus to work together to possibly co-host an event at 

the beginning of the school year. The local Organizing Against Racism group 

(http://www,meetup.com!Organizing-Aga!nst-Racism!) is very active and would also like to work with 

the Caucus to heal our nation. If you have ideas or feedback for this important discussion, please 

send a note to cbcchair@unc.edu. Attached find an insightful perspective written to Mr. Zimmerman. 



Co~ege Sports - Dr. Richard Lapchick’s (University of South Florida) NCAA College Sport Racial 

and Gender Report Card has been released. "There are areas where college sport has been doing 

better on racial hiring practices as well as on gender hiring practices. There have been well-publicized 

improvements in head football coaching and women’s basketball head coaching positions. However, 

the report featured several significant areas of concern. Historically, there has been an 

outstanding record for equal opportunity for men’s head basketball coaches. Now in men’s Division I 

basketball, :[8.6 percent of all head coaches were African-American, which was down 0.2 percent 

from the 18.8 percent total that was reported in the season and down 6.6 percent from the 

25.2 percent total that was reported in the season which was an all-time high for men’s head 

basketball coaches who were African-American. The :[8.6 percent that represented all African- 

American head coaches in the report was the lowest percentage since the 1995-96 season. In 

addition, in the category of University Leadership Positions at Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) 

Institutions - The number of female presidents at the 120 FBS institutions decreased from 22 in 

to :[8 in 20:[2. Ninety percent (:[08) of FBS university presidents were white, while there were five 

African-American presidents, five Asian presidents, and two Latino presidents. Whites held the 

overwhelming percentage of positions of athletics directors in all three divisions. In Division I during 

the 20:[:[-:[2 year the percent was 89. Finally, all conference commissioners at FBS conferences are 

white men. In 20:[3, these percentages for coaches, athletics directors and conference 

commissioners are completely unacceptable." The full report is attached. 

Great Television: Gid,<.’,o~s"s A~°m~ .-, http://gideonsarmythefilm.com 

Great Movie: Ame~oi(:.a~-~ ~’omise -- http://www.americanpromise.org/homepage-2 

http://summerreading.web.une.edu 

Great Dance: The Ame,,,"ica~s Dals<:e Festival is still be~’e u~stil 

http://www.d~acnc.com/events~detail/forces-ofodan~e 



Renew/Join the Caucus at 

http:!/www.unc.eduicbc/~oinform.htm~ 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there 

are wounds to heal. In every heart, there is the power to do it." 

~ M. Williamson 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Last Week’s Entry 

Dr. Stroman, 

I apologize, I found this in my drafts folder in my emaJl. I thought it sent aheady. 

I will send the most recent post ASAP. 

Tha~ks m~d enjoy’. 

Best, 

Begin forwa~rded Inessage: 

From: ,@live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Last Week’s Entry 
Date:            4:55:49 PM EDT 
To: Deborah L Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 





Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

CBC Activities 

5A VE-THEwDA TE! The annual "Welcome Back" Reception is scheduled ~for Friday, 

(5:00 p.m. - 7:00 

p.m.) at the $onja Haynes 

5tone Center,for Black Culture 

and History. Don’t miss this 

fun annual networking event! 

We hope to have Chancellor 

Folt join us in our fellowship 

with Caucus members, invited 

guests, and friends. 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever feel isolated. We want to know if there are new hires 

(faculty, staff, administrators, coaches, post-docs, etc.) in your unit or department. We wish to 

welcome them to the university. Send information and your good news to cbcinfol~unc.edu Note: 

We are updating our membership database too. To all Caucus members, please look for renewal 

information soon. 

Congratulations to Larry Campbell, a faithful Caucus leader and friend to 

many. He has worked incredibly smart and hard to develop young people in 

the sciences. Larry recently accepted a position with the Wolfpack in their 

Graduate School. We know he won’t be a stranger to Chapel Hill though! 



Thanks to all who came out to the "Appreciation Reception & End-of-the-Year Social." Chancellor 

Thorp and Provost Carney were in good spirits and appreciated our gifts! We wish them the very 

best. Dr. Carney is a faculty member in the department of Physics and Astronomy. 

The first professional development CBC "Community 

Workshop I: Relationships/Partnership" was a super success! 

The support from Provost Carney, Eric Mueller (Center for 

Faculty Excellence), Dean Rimer (School of Public Health), VC 

Brenda Malone (Human Resources), and new Provost/former 

Dean Jim Dean (Kenan Flagler Business School) is greatly 

appreciated. Angela Bryant, UNC undergrad/Law School alum 

and current NC legislator, facilitated the very engaging and 

empowering workshop. Participants were given additional 

resources for future study and application. (Attached find an ....... 

article of particular relevance.) Thanks to the CBC Working Group (Alassane Fall, Victoria Hammett, 

Verita Murrill, Nakenge Robertson, and Deborah Stroman) for their design, feedback, and support of 

this special offering. Stay tuned for information on the next part of this series. 

The CBC’s 40th anniversary is in We are planning to host a special banquet next year to 

celebrate our history and community at UNC. Thanks to Chancellor Thorp for his support. If you are 

interested in assisting in the planning and coordination, please send a note to cbcinfo:$@unc.edu 

Harambe! 

Congratulations! Ann Penn, our EEO/ADA Officer, will retire on         Over 30 

years in higher education primarily coordinating compliance and equal opportunity 

programs has come to a wonderful end for one of our most dedicated servant 

leaders. Please send her a note of "thanks" for leading behind the scenes. She will be 

missed! annpenn@email.unc.edu 

Thursday and Friday, (9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.) - The Moore Undergraduate 

Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) faculty, cohort, and staff cordially invite the Caucus to the 

~_9th Annual MURAP Conference, "Race, Ethnicity, and Social Justice in the Internet Age." Each year, 

MURAP culminates with an academic conference. Invited scholars and select students present their 

research and engage with the entire student cohort, faculty mentors, alumni, academic community, 



and the general public. This year’s program features three panels of distinguished scholars, 

presentations from current MURAP student scholars, and a MURAP alumni panel. Contact Samanthis 

Smalls, Conference Coordinator for the program schedule - (919) 962-6811 or sqs3@duke.edu 

The Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs released the Diversity Report. Read the findings at 

http://www.unc.ed u/diversity/U NC           D iversityPlan Report.pdf 

Publishing Date! Friday,             is the deadline for the next edition of the "Celebrating 

Carolina’s Diversity" e-newsletter. The Alumni Committee on Racial and Ethnic Diversity (ACRED) 

sends a bi-annual electronic newsletter of issues that are important to our multicultural community. 

If you have any news or updates that may be of interest to our minority alumni, please contact Jackie 

Pierce @ japierce@email.unc.edu. The newsletter staff is particularly interested in donor and 

student profiles, as well as any fundraising efforts that might benefit from additional exposure. 

SAVE-THE-DATE! Carolina Homecoming Weekend is           If you have not done so already, 

please take a minute to put this year’s Black Alumni Reunion on your calendar. We encourage you to 

join GAA to also receive significant discounts on reunion events. Continue to watch your email for 

event updates, http://alumni.unc.edu/article.aspx?SID=162 

Think Global! Niklaus Steiner, Director of the Center for Global Initiatives, is developing plans for the 

new academic year to encourage minority students to travel abroad. If you have any ideas to assist 

his very determined effort, please contact him. He has 

done a great deal of research and has been connecting 

with Black employees to gain our insight and feedback. 

nsteiner~unc.edu Thanks! 



Advocacy 

Moral Mondays! (@MoralMondays) Yes, it is now a movement. Moral Monday is a series of ongoing, 

nonviolent protests at the North Carolina General Assembly that has been happening every Monday 

since        (not including Memorial Day). Led by the NC NAACP, the protests are meant to 

demonstrate a push back against an "extreme" agenda that "includes cuts to education, social 

programs and unemployment benefits; rejecting Medicaid expansion; new restrictions on voting and 

labor rights; and restarting the death penalty. We have had a number of UNC faculty and staff get 

arrested and hundreds (including students) have been attendance. Key links: 

http://www.naacpnc.org/http://www.southernstudies.org!        /what-is-moral-monday.html 
and http://www.ncpo/icywatch.com Stay informed, get involved and don’t let others do the heavy 

lifting for you! Every person makes a difference. 

Political Redesign. "IT’S" been done before, so let’s pay attention and participate. It is critical that we 

stay involved and have our voices heard. 

Black Male Student Support. We are very proud of our students who continue to support the 

advancement of Black males on campus! Kudos to 

and                            "Carolina Men Advocating for Learning, Empowerment, and 

Success" (aka ¢arolina MALES}. MALES will host its inaugural conference this fall semester to 

promote graduation attainment, academic resources, and mental health strategies to their peers. 

Stay tuned for more details! 

Article of Interest - By Joshua DuBois -The Fight for Black Men 

http://www.t hedailybeast.com!newswee k loba ma-s-former-sj~iritual-advisor-josh ua- 

dubois-on-the-fight-for-black-men.html 

The entire nation has been moved by the 

death of ~rrayvon Martin and the recent 

not-guilty verdict for George Zimmerman. 

The dialogue has been intense and for 

some, overwhelming. Many in our 

community are hurt by yet another 

consequence of institutional racism. This 

case is so much more than another son in 

Florida being killed. Our campus has been 

touched as well. Recently the Black 

Student Movement has reached out to the Caucus to work together to possibly co-host an event at 

the beginning of the school year. The local Organizing Against Racism group 

(http://www,meetup.com!Organizing-Aga!nst-Racism!) is very active and would also like to work with 

the Caucus to heal our nation. If you have ideas or feedback for this important discussion, please 

send a note to cbcchair@unc.edu. Attached find an insightful perspective written to Mr. Zimmerman. 



Co~ege Sports - Dr. Richard Lapchick’s (University of South Florida) NCAA College Sport Racial 

and Gender Report Card has been released. "There are areas where college sport has been doing 

better on racial hiring practices as well as on gender hiring practices. There have been well-publicized 

improvements in head football coaching and women’s basketball head coaching positions. However, 

the report featured several significant areas of concern. Historically, there has been an 

outstanding record for equal opportunity for men’s head basketball coaches. Now in men’s Division I 

basketball, :[8.6 percent of all head coaches were African-American, which was down 0.2 percent 

from the 18.8 percent total that was reported in the season and down 6.6 percent from the 

25.2 percent total that was reported in the season which was an all-time high for men’s head 

basketball coaches who were African-American. The :[8.6 percent that represented all African- 

American head coaches in the report was the lowest percentage since the season. In 

addition, in the category of University Leadership Positions at Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) 

Institutions - The number of female presidents at the 120 FBS institutions decreased from 22 in 

to :[8 in Ninety percent (:[08) of FBS university presidents were white, while there were five 

African-American presidents, five Asian presidents, and two Latino presidents. Whites held the 

overwhelming percentage of positions of athletics directors in all three divisions. In Division I during 

the year the percent was 89. Finally, all conference commissioners at FBS conferences are 

white men. In these percentages for coaches, athletics directors and conference 

commissioners are completely unacceptable." The full report is attached. 

Great Television: Gid,<.’,o~s"s A~°m~ .-, http://gideonsarmythefilm.com 

Great Movie: Ame~oi(:.a~-~ ~’omise -- http://www.americanpromise.org/homepage-2 

http://summerreading.web.une.edu 

Great Dance: The Ame,,,"ica~s Dals<:e Festival is still be~’e u~stil 

http://www.d~acnc.com/events~detail/forces-ofodan~e 



Renew/Join the Caucus at 

http:!/www.unc.eduicbc/~oinform.htm~ 

"In every community, there is work to be done. In every nation, there 

are wounds to heal. In every heart, there is the power to do it." 

~ M. Williamson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karon Hardy (Sen. Angela Bo,ant) <~B~antla@ucleg.net~ 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 1:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Emergency Action Ale¢t: Anti- Voting Bill 

EMER GENCY ACTI O N 
AlbERT[ 

Worst-Case Anti-Voting Bill Introduced in the NC Senate TODAY! 

FROM DEMOCRA CY NC: 

ACTION NOW! 

1. We need as many people as possible to come to today’s 2:00pro Senate Rules 

Committee meeting in LOB Rm 544 to show opposition to this incredibly bad 

bill= If you can’t make it to Raleigh, then [i__s__t__e___n__ (Click on "finance committee room") 

or watch it live at _w__r_a_L._c_ .o__ .m__.. 

2. Contact your !#gislators and tell them to Respect Our Vote: Say NO to 

voter suppression! 

3. Forward this action alert to everyone you know. 

4. STAY TUNED FOR A WITNESS WEDNESDAY DEMONSTRATION ALERT 

FOR TOMORROW! 

This legislation, rammed through at the last minute of the session, is elitist politics at its 

worst - political bullies looking out for their own narrow interests. We hope that other 

Senators and House members will bring the legislators to their senses and stop this 

legislative madness. 

Here’s a quick summary of the awful scope of the newly proposed version of ._H___B_.-_5__8__9_: 

¯ No more pre-registration for 16 & 17 year olds 

¯ Eliminates same day voter registration 

¯ Voter can be challenged by any registered voter of the county rather than precinct 

¯ Slices a week off Early Voting 

¯ Eliminates straight party ticket voting 

¯ Sets up a study instead of mandating electronic filing for state legislators 

¯ Increase maximum campaign contribution to $5000 instead of $4000 

¯ Weakens disclosure requirements for Independent Expenditure committees 

¯ Authorizes vigilante poll observers, lots of them, with expanded range of 

interference 

¯ Expands the scope of who may examine registration records and challenge voters 

¯ Repeals out-of-precinct provisional voting 

¯ Repeals mandate for high-school registration drives 

° Eliminates flexibility in opening EV sites at different hours within a county 

¯ Makes it more difficult to add satellite polling sites for elderly or voters with 

disabilities 

¯ Changes what is the official ballot, particularly for DRE machines 

¯ Limits who can assist a voter adjudicated to be incompetent by court 

¯ Repeals 3 public financing programs 

¯ Repeals disclosure requirements under Candidate Specific Communications 

¯ No more paid voter registration drives 

Moves presidential primary to first the Tuesday after South Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 2:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

20 Things 20 Year Olds Don’t Get 

To erasure gou ~e:e~ve updates From Docstoc; p~ease add ff!~_~E~!t~9~:£R[!! to yo~:r address book ~ Unsubscdbe 

T] e Secrets Event Needs 

Small Businesses 

Share this article with your friends: 

What I Learned About 
Entrepreneurship & Life 

I started a business in my twenties, and now employ a 

lot of 20-somethings at my company 

I made a lot of mistakes on the way, and it seems that 

Millennials are making plenty of their own. 

Know someone who’s branded themselves a "Social 

Media Guru?" Have you lost patience for reading 

books, but read plenty of texts and Tweets? Do you 

feel like working late will help you prove your 

dedicaion? 

Learn why these misconceptions are hurting 

Millennials rather than helping, and how you can 

make the most of your formative professional years: 

Click here for list on Forbes >> 

Millenial 

More 

than Older 

The -r,’~p 3 Ways 
te M ol:iva[e 

/\::cording t,’) 

Stats 

7he Difl:,~!r,~!n ::es 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 6:13 PM 

~yahoo.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Introducing you to the tblks who will be atthe meeting / call tomorrow at 4:30 EST 

Dear and Debbie - 

Please find my unoffical introductions to the people roll be in the room (Debbie) and on the phone 

a start to a long partnership. 

You’ve both seen the class proposal which should give you a good sense of where we’re at. 

See you / "talk to you all tomorrow! Let me kmow if you have any questions. 

). I’m also veiy excited to introduce yon two. I hope this is 

The ’Dream Team’" 

GeM Eng, PhD. - Geni is Asian-A~nerican (chinese heritage?) - She is tenured faculty and is well respected nationally for her work on connnunity-based-participato~ 

research. She requires that eveiyone who works with her do the Racial Equity Worlcshop! 

http:i/sph.unc.edu/?option~om profiles&Itemid 1874&profileActio~ProlDetail&pi~701547316 

Tye Hunter, 31) - Tye is a white man and a lawyer. Until a month ago he was the director of the Center for Dealth Penal~~ litigation. A tree badass, Tye tried the case 

and played a leadership role is the movement to establish the Racial Justice Act. 

http://www, nytimes, corn/2012/04/21/us/north- carolina- law- used- to - set- aside- a- death- sentence .html ?pagewanted all 

Lisa &rues Christensen, PhD - Lisa is a proiEssor at the Business School. - you know here. Debbie - you’ve heard a lot about her. She really holds down the tbrt 

at Kenan-Flagler (along with Dr. J) in terms of using business to address Poverty. She did the workshop in January, is kind of new to the racial justice analysis oa~d is 
comlnitted and really plabdng a leadership role by being the ’host’ professor for the class. She also created the Sustianability Leadership Capstor~ which is all about 

getting business students to think more holistically and suta~nably about business. It was the bes~t class I took at KFBS and she is working haxd to incorporate a 

structulal analysis and race analysis into that course and all of what she does. 

http://¥~-vvw.kenan- flap.ler.unc.edu/facul~idirecto~y/strate~- m~d- entrepreneurship/lisa-iones- chfistensen 

Wand a Hunter, MPH is an organizer ruth the Racial Eqnity Institute and former Health Researcher at UNC. She is the primaiy person coordinating the workshops in 

Chapel Hill. Y’all know Wanda - she is a powerhonse. This woman is a serious serions organizer. 

http://~x~x~vlinkedin.com/pub/wanda- hunter/36/435/957 

Alex Lightfoot, PhD is someone I’m getting to know better. She is a Public Health Researcher at UNC. She works closely with Dr. Eng and is a big supporter of this 

work. more on here here. tter specialF is commuNty-based participatory research. 

h~tp://hpdp.unc.edu/researc~/research-fe~ows-pr~ram/h~x~p-reseaxch-fe~ws/alexandm-~i~htfo~t/?d~in~ wp cron 1374616145.1664710044860839843750 

Alice Ammerman, PhD is the Director of the UNC Center for Health Promotion m~d Disease Prevention. She is also a powerhouse. I ~net her because she co-taught 

the Social Entreprenenrship course with Dr. Johnson two years ago. Dr. Ammennan is also on the diversi~ sub-comlnittee of the Academic Plan committee. She is 

relatively new to the race analysis but has been tremendously supportive. 

http:i/~x~vw2.sph.nnc.edu/index.php?option corn profiles&Itemi&1900&profileAction ProlDetail&pid 702454529 

Most importantly, I’ve been wanting to introduce yon too, as well! 

was the head of the MBA Minority Business Association. He graduated with me and is starting at Deloitte in the fall. There is so much I could say - 

is a true leader - everyone respects and loves him. He is charismatic and committed and I know he’ll be in leadership wherever he goes. I hope to do work with him 

around social transformation and racial equity in the thture. I’m really honored that you loved the workshop so much, and are up to take this one with us. It mal;es me 

t~el more contideut about our potential having you on board. 

Debbie (aka Dr. Stroman) is a a serial entrepreneur who came back to academia relatively recently to help with a tmnsfomiation of the sport administration proglam 

here at UNC. She is head of the UNC Black Caucus and is also a senior advisor at the Kenan Institute. She come from Philly originally and has a long fmnily hisotyr of 

activism. She is a baller. I mean, she literally played basketball during her time at UVA ;) and is also solneone who gets things done. So honored and exciting to have 
met you and gotten to know you more these past few montlL Debbie. 

In addition, I think we’ve got two folks from the Partnerslfip Project in Greensboro who will join us. Veiy impressive group. I met ’Mama Nettle,’ founder of PP, 

when I first came to NC back ir      qettie passed this past year, but held the space for most of the anti-racist organizing that has happened in Greensboro since the 
60s. Nettle sat in at Woolworth’s in Greensboro and menmred eveD’one at PP, so it’s very exciting to have them join us. 

See tributes to Nettle here: http:i/nettiecoad.woKtpress.com/ 

I am getting to know the particular tblks who are going us tbr the first time. 

Deena and Suzmme from Racial Equity. Institute may be joining us as well. 

This ought to give you a good introduction - probably more than you wanted, but I wonted to get you guys really in the loop’. 



I (cell).        ~qmail 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, 6:53 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Introducing you to the tblks who will be at the meeting / call tomolrow at 4:30 EST 

This is great’. Definitely an all- star group. Thanks, man. Looking forward to it. 

Dr. Stroman, it’s a pleasure to (digitally) me you. :-) has said only great things about you, and I look forward to teaming with you and others on this endeavor! 

Talk to you both tomom~w. 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 6:13 PM, ~gmail.com > wrote: 

Dear and Debbie - 

Please find my unoffical introductions to the people will be in the room (Debbie) and on the phone ,. 

I hope this is a start to a long partnership. 

You’ve both seen the class proposal which should give you a good sense of where we’re at. 

See you / talk to you all tomorrow! Let me know if you have any questions. 

I’m also veiy excited to introduce you two. 

The ’Dremn Team’" 
Geni Eng, PhD - Geni is Asian-American (chinese heritage?) - She is tenured faculty and is well respected nationally for her work on community-based- 

participatoly research. She requires that eve~one who works with her do the Racial Equity Workshop! 

http:i/sph.unc.edu/?optio~com profiles&Itemid 1874&profileActio~PmlDetail&pi~701547316 

Tye tlunter, JD - Tye is a white man mad a la~vyer. Until a month ago he was the director of the Center for Dealth Penalty litigation. A true badass, Tye 

tried the case and played a leadership role is the movement to establish the Racial Justice Act. 

http://www.ny~imes.c~m/2~2‘~4/2~/us/n~rth-cax~ina-~a~v-used-to-set-as~de-a-death-sentence.htm~?pagewante~a~ 

Lisa 3ones Chfistensen, PhD - Lisa is a professor at the Business School - you know here. Debbie - you’ve he~xd a lot abom her. She really holds 

down the fort at Kenan-Flagler (along with Dr. J) in terms of using business to address Povel~~. She did the workshop in       . is kind of new to the 

racial justice analysis and is committed and really playing a leadership role by being the ’host~ professor for tile class. She also created tile Sufftianability 

Leadership Capstan, which is all about getting business students to think more holis~tically and sntainably about business. It was the best class I took at 
KFBS and she is working hard to incorporate a structural analysis and race analysis into that course and all of what she does. 

http:L~www.kenan- ~ag~er.unc.edw~hcu~/ direct~rwstrate~v~ - and-entrepreneurshiV~i~-~nes-chris~ensen 

Wanda Hunter, MPH is an organizer with the Racial Equi~ Institute and former Health Researcher at UNC. She is the primary person coordinating the 

workshops in Chapel Hill. Y’all know Wanda - she is a powerhouse. This woman is a serious serious o~anizer. 

http://www.linkedin.com/pub/wanda- hunter/36/435/957 

Alex Lightfoot, PhD is someone I’m getfu3g to know better. She is a Public Health Researcher at [INC. She works closely with Dr. Eng and is a big 

supporter of this work. more oil here here. Her special~ is community-based pa(ticipatory research. 

http://hpdp.unc.edu/researehiresearch- fellows- program/hpdp- research- fellowsialex~xldm-lightiboV? 

doing wp cron 1374616145.1664710044860839843750 

Alice Ammerman, PhD is the Director of the UNC Center for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention. She is also a powerhouse. I met her because 

she co-taught the Social Entrepreneurship course with Dr. Johnson two years ago. Dr. Ammerman is also on the diversi~ sub-committee of the Academic 

Plan committee. She is relatively new to the race analysis but has been tremendously supportive. 

http:i/w~2.sph.unc.edu/index.php?option cam profiles&Itemi&1900&plofileAction ProlDetail&pid 702454529 

Most importantly, I’ve been wanting to introduce you too, as well! 

was the head of the MBA MinoriF B usiness Association. He graduated with me and is sta~ing at Deloitte in the t?dl. There is so much 

I could say - is a tide leader - everyone respects and loves him. He is charismatic and committed and I know he’ll be in leadership wherever he goes. I 

hope to do work with him around social transfolmation and racial equi~ in the future. I’m really honored that you loved the workshop so much, and axe 

up to take this one with us. It makes me feel more confident about our potential having you on board. 

Debbie (aka Dr. Stromm0 is a a serial entrepreneur who came back to academia relatively recently to help with a transformation of the sport 

administration program here at UNC. She is head of the UNC Black Caucus and is also a senior advisor at the Kenan Institute. She come from Philly 

originally and has a long family hisoFr of activism. She is a bailer. I mea~ she literally played basketball during her fune at UVA ;) and is also someone 



who gets thiugs done. So honored and exciting to have met you and gotten to know you more these past t~w month, Debbie. 

In additiou, I think we’ve got two folks from the Partnership Project in Greensboro who will join us. Very impressive group. I met ’Mama Nettie,’ 

founder of PP, when I first came to NC back in     Nettle passed this past year, but held the space tbr most of the m~ti-mcist organizing that has 
happened iu Greeusboro since the 60s. Nettie sat in at Woolwo~th’s in Greensboro and meutored everyone at PP, so it’s very exciting to have them joiu 

US. 

See tributes to Nettie here: http:/inettiecoad.wordpress.com/ 

I a~ getting to know the particula, folks who are going us for the fi:st time. 

Deena and Suzanne from Racial Equip’ Institute may be joining us as well. 

This ought to give you a good intw)duction - probably more than you wanted, J, but I wanted to get you guys really in the loop! 

(cell) ¯         ~qmail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman Nasb, DeVetta <dholman@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, ?:28 AM 

Angela Bryant < ~mindspring.com>; Rosen, Richard A <rich rosen@unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 
elm co@ghcintemational .o~ 

gnichol <gnichol@em~l.nnc.edu>; gnichol <gnichol@email.unc.edu>; Taffye Benson Clayton <CLAYTONT@ECU.EDU>; Stmman, 

Debor~li L <dstro@unc.edu>; Broun, Ken <ksbronn@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Thank you on behdlfof 

Excellent snmmalion. I plan to conlinne the fftruggle and raise awareness on several fronts. Thmlks, again, Angela! ! See you next Monday! 

Sincerely, 

DeVetta 

i.~.i unc mail signature 

DeVetta Holman-Nash, MPH~ NCAPS-III 

Student Wellness Services 

Student Affairs - Office of the Dean of Students 

U NC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone: 9:[9-966-3658 

Email: d holrnan@email,unc.ed u 

have never met a broken child. I’ve met broken systems that fail our children" ~- Alberto CaravaIho 

F~m= Angela B~ant [man,to: ~mindspring.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:42 AN 
To= Rosen, Richard A; ; Holman Nash, DeVe~a; enrico@ghcinternatbnal.org 
Co= gNchol; gnichol; Ta~e Benson Clay~n; Stroman, Deborah L; Broun, Ken 
Subject: RE: Thank you on behalf of, 
Eve~one: Thanks so much for all your help and advice. Thank God for such a positive result and for the technology that connected us together so quickly -- 
Truly a miracle in my book. "It takes a v~llage" (not sure of source here - African Proverb/Hilla~ Clinton (smile)) to stop racism, ~njustice and inequity, and 
we just experienced that together. This successful "justice" is so encouraging given what I’m faring at the NC General Assembly eve~ day. 

- in addition to what you have learned about academic standards and protocol, writing papers and documenting sources, etc., I hope you have 
learned what it takes to have the suppo~ we all need to succeed and that you deseHe. Please find a suppo~ network for yourself at    as you move on, 
and I also appreciate your commitment to "pay it fo~ard" by standing up and supposing yourself and others as you face the on-going equi~ cr~ses and 
challenges out there. Congrats and best w~shes for the Nture. Please keep us posted on your success going fo~ard and always remember our "fighting 
for justice" moment together. Come to Moral Mondays at the General Assembly in Raleigh next Monday, if you haven’t been already, and get a final mega 
dose of "fighting for justice" before you go to . Look me up -- 
"Fo~ard together - not one step back" (~lliam Barber/NAACP/Moral Monday~cit~ng my source- though not sure (smile)) 

PS. Learned a lot about what can help tNs Honor Cou~ System going fo~ard: Education of students of color (and all students) about the basic and 
practical nuts and bolts of documenting sources, regurgitation etc., internet research and sources, internet capaNlit~es to track texts, navigating the 
honor system, getting access to info on honor cou~ outcomes/v~olationisituation, "compelling circumstances" etc., accountaNlity for Nirness and 
equity, adequacy of student lawyers, etc. and ~ncreasing diversity in honor cou~ volunteers and star both student and faculty etc. You all can add to 
the I~st .... More on that later and please share any ideas to u~ our learning’s from this experience ..... 

Sc~. Angela R. Bryan$ 

District 4- HaliNx, Vm~ce, Nash, Wilson and Warre~ C~unties 
717 West End St. 

Roc~~ Mount. NC 27803-2817 

252-442-4022; e-iSx- 703-783-8553 

........................ 
m~gelab~ncle~:net 

Leg. Asst. Karon Har@ b~antl@ncleg.net 

F~m: Rosen, Richard A 
Sent: Wednesday~            4: 

; Holman Nash, OeVe~a;      @mindsprhN.com; enrico@ghdnternat~onal.org 
Subject= RE: Thank you on behalf of 
I am j ust so happy, and relieve& that it turned out ok. Best of luck in the tgture. 

From: 

Sent; Tuesday, 11:28 PM 
To: Holman Nash, DeVetta; Rosen, Richard A; 
Subject: RE: Thank you on behalf of 

@m ndsl~r ncl corn; enrico.@ghcinternational.org 

I just want to extend my most sincere thanks mid gratitude for your help and support in this matter. I am convicted to now go forth and be great, in a humble, faithful 

mmaner. I look forward to wonderful futures mid staying in touch. I tha~lk you again, and I hope you have a wonderful evening. 

Sincerely, 



........ Original message ........ 

From: "Holman Nash, DeVetta" <dholman~T~email.unc .edu> 

Date:          11:07 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Rosen, Richard" <rich msen~unc.edu> ~mindspfing.com 

Subject: Thank you on behalf of 

Dear Senator Bryant and Dr. Rosen, 
My heartfelt thanks to each of you for your unwavering support of Mr. With the sanction: (Probation Spring and Summer of : ) handed down less than an 
hour ago, he is now able to continue his academic trajectory at the 
Each of you responded in an unprecedented manner to a situation that appeared to be slowly disintegrating. Your counsel, advice, concern, support and ability to come of up 
with a strategic plan, in light of all the presenting hurdles, is nothing less than remarkable. Oftentimes, humans forget that other humans make mistakes. Alexander Pope 
wrote: ’qo err is human, to forgive divine." Mistakes afford us the opportunity to learn from our foibles and become wiser as a result of them. Knowing the way I do, 
I unequivocally, believe that his mistake was unintentional and that he has learned a lesson which will stay with him for a lifetime. 
I am confident that        will be contacting each of you; however, I wanted to take this opportunity to convey my sincere gratitude and appreciation to your for responding 
to me in such a timely fashion. You became a foot soldier, sans reservation, from afar; you were prepared to go to battle in defense of a young man you have never laid eyes 

on. That fact has left an indelible impression on me; it speaks volumes about your individual commitment to fairness, equity, justice but most importantly, human kindness. 
Be well and know that in my eyes, you serve as an exemplary "drum major for justice" (Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.). I hope to speak with each of you before the 
week’s end. 
Warmest Regards, 

DcVetta 
DeVetta Holman-Nash, MPH, NCAPS-Trr 
Student Wellness Services 
Division of Student Affairs 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-7470 
Phone: 919-966-8122 
Mobile: 
Email: dholman@email,unc,edu 
"I have never met a broken child...I’ve met broken systems that fail our children." ~,Alberto Caravalho 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

cknowling@sIx~rtsbusines~oumal.com 

Wednesday, 2:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

SBJ/SBD Student Roster 

Below please find tile updated roster of students who have used your purchase link to subscribe to SportsBusiness Journal and/or SportsBusiness Daily for the culrent 

term of your course. 

If you do not see any students lisled below, there are currently no students who have used your purchase link to subscribe. 

You may always view this lisl of s~dents by visiting http:i/~w.sportsbusinessdaily.com/Colle~e-Universi~;’Colle~e-Unive~i~’- Portal, logging ir~ and clicking on 

[1Course Roster[;. 

Questions can be directed to College & University Program Mmmger, Courtney Knowling at cknoMingSb~sportsbusinessiournal.com. 

Subscription Semester 
First Last E-mail Subscription 

Length 
Delivery Order Date Course Name 

Name 

@gmail.com SportsBusiness 52 
Daily 

@gmail.com SportsBusiness 49 
Journal 

Electronic 

Electronic 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:35 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; @gmail.com; @utk.edu; 
@live.unc.edu>; ~yahoo.com; ~my.uu.edu; @miamioh.edu; 

@gmail.com 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy 
<djsothll@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

First Year Orientation Schedule 

SA 1st Year Orientation (:    ).docx 

Hello Everyone, 

I wanted to touch base with everyone to provide information on this year’s SA orientation that will take place Monday,           from 9:00am-1:00pm. 
Because you have such a busy schedule to start, we decided to shorten this orientation to give you the afternoon off. In addition, we will get together on 
Sunday,           for a potluck BBQ to kick off the school year. Please be sure to block these dates off on your calendar as they are important for you to 
attend. I have included other related events on the attached schedule for your reference. 

On a side note, I will be writing you shortly about another new initiative we will be embarking on to help grow our program. In essence, we are going to be 
putting together committees (alumni outreach, event, and marketing) to help improve our branding efforts. Please be on the lookout for this email because I will 
be asking for feedback to gauge your interests on the different committees. I hope you a~l are having a great summer! Looking forward to ’working with you 
soon! 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D, I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC - Chapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 919.962.0959 

Website: www.elitelevelsportmarketing.com 
Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a dally basis" (Robin Sharma 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Karon Hardy (Sen. Angela Bo,ant) <Bryantla@ucleg.net~ 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 3:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

NC Solar Center Call for Transporatiou Technology Project Proposals - Deadline Sept 10 

College of En#neering North Carolina Solar Center 

Cmnpns Box 7409 

Raleigh, NC 27695-7401 

~.ncsc.ncsu edu 9195153480 (phone) 919.5155778 (t~) 

FOR IMMEDL~TE RELEASE 

July 10, 2013 
Contact: Anne Tazewell, N.C. Solar Center, 919-513-7831, aane tazewell@ncsu.edu 

Funding available for projects reducing transportation-related emissions 

in NC. Up to $1,000,000 available to award 

~M! applications are due by 4:00 PM on September 10, 2013 
Raleigh, N.C. The Nortll Carolina Solar Center at NC State University has announced a call for 
projects for up to $1,000,000 to award to goverrm~ents, business, and/or non-profit fleets and fuel 
providers for transpol~tation teclmology-related emission reduction projects. The Clean Fuel .advanced 
Teclmology (CFAT) Project is a $6.2 million initiative of the N.C. Solar: Center funded in paxt by 
federal dollars from the N.C. Department of Transportation (DOT). In addition to providing assistance 
for emission reduction projects, the CFAT project focuses on activities that include a public education 
media campaign and developing clean transportation technology and policy *xaining opportunities. 

Technology project proposals for this round of funding must be submitted to the N. C Solar 
Center by September 10, 2013. 
This is the tllird round of DOT funding available through the CFAT project. From 2006-2012 nea~rly 
$2.2 million was distributed for 47 projects to a variety of enfities including a national pa~k, local 
governments, school systems, service station owners, fuel distributors, mad a company providing 
electrified paxldng spaces at a track stop to reduce idling in long haul tracks. The CFAT project, funded 
by federal Congestion Mitigation Air Quality funds, operates in 24 counties that do not meet National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards. More than hall" of North Caxolinians live in counties that have unhealthy 
air, and trmasportation related emissions axe a primmT contributor to the state’s air qtkallty problem. 
Project ~nanagers anticipate a wide range of applications inclnding alternative fuel vehicle conversions 
mad up fits for operation on cleaner-burning propmae or natural gas, alternative fuel refueling and 
electric recharging infi’astrncture, on-board idle reduction and telematics teclmology for fuel savings and 
emission reduction, and emission control retrofits for school buses and other heavy duty diesel vehicles. 
Funding assistance is allocated in the ibrm of a reimbm,~ement, whicll can cover up to 80% of the 
project cost. In order to be eligible, a project must reduce transportation related emissions within eligible 
NC connties. For education mad ontreach regarding alternative fuel mad fuel conservation technologies 
and policies, the NCSolax Center has par~ered with Triangle J, Centralina, Upper Coastal Plain and 
Kerr-Tax Councils of Governments, and the Piedmont Triad Regional Council. Guidelines and 

applications available 
here or by clicking on Resources, then Funding at: w~.cleantransportation.org 

Questions regarding this proposal should be directed to (919) 515-6366 or emailed to 

chris wemer@ncsu.edu. Applications may al~ be mailed or faxed to: 

North Carolina Solar Center / NC State University 

Arm: Clean Transportation Program 

Campus Box 7409 

NC State University 

Raleigh, NC 27695-7409 

Fax: (919) 513-4523 

~Ml applications are due by 4:00 PM on Septelnber 10, 2013 
About the NC Solar Center 
The North Carolina Solar Center, as part of the College of P’.ngineering at 3?orth Carolina State 
Universi& advances a sustainable energy economy by educating, demonstrating and providing 
support for clean energy technologies, practices, and polieies. It serves as a resource for 
innovative, green energy technologies through technology demonstration, technical assistance, 
outreach and training. For more information about the N.C. Solar Center visit: 
~~ ~CS~arCenter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

@kenan- flagler.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSFE Question 

Dr. Stroman, 

1 hope you are having a great day! I had a quick question about payment for CSFE. 

In order to accept people’s payments we need to ’verify’ the PayPal account, which involves linking it to a bali,: account. Does the Club have a bank account that we could use? YVhat do 

you think would work best? 

Thanks a lot! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 4:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [thea~] a~gD’ UNC alum 

Great meeting--thank you. 

You got good kudos today from Joe D at trustee meeting. 

Bubba Cuamingham 
Director of Athletics 
University of Nolth Carolina 

On Jul 24, 2013, at 10:48 AM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Thanks for the time spent today. We REALLY appreciate your willingness to share and partner. 
> 

> debby 
> 

> Do Good. 
> 

> Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 
> 919843.0336 
> 

> "You can’t wake a person who is pretending to be asleep." Navajo Proverb 
> 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: ’]’his e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential anc~,or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [mailto:iavsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 9:44 AM 
> To: athletics reform group 
> Cc: athletics ret’orm group 
> Subject: Re: [thearg] angp)~ UNC alum 
> 

> OK by me. 
> On 7/24/13 9:15 AN’~ Wayne Lee wrote: 
>> I’m seeing a mix of opinions about meeting before classes begin 
>> How about 5:00 on Aug. 207 Part of me wants to meet before my chairs’ 
>> meeting with Chancellor Folt, although it probably won’t matter 
>> 

>> Wayne E. Lee 
>> Professor of History 
>> Chair of the Carriculum in Peace, War, and Defe~se wlee@unc.edu 
>> v~vw.unc.edu/-welee 
>> ~’w.amazon.com/Wayne-E-Lee/e/BOOl~RXKW/re~ntt athrdp~el 1 
>> 

>> On 7/22/2013 10:41 .~M, Anthony J. Vogt wrote: 
>>> I could meet the aRernoon of August 16. There is a lot to talk about. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Wayne Lee [mailto:welee(d~,,email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Sunday, July 21, 2013 8:57 
>>> To: athletics reform group 
>>> Cc: athletics reform group 
>>> Subject: Re: [thearg] angry IfNC alum 

>>> All, 
>>> Is there any interest in meeting after noon on Aug. 16? My 
>>> travel precludes any other pre-classes meeting. It would seem that 
>>> there is a very great deal to talk about. 

>>> Wayne 

>>> Wayne E. Lee 
>>> Professor of Histo~ 
>>> Chair of the Cumculum in Peace, War, and Defense wlee@unc.edu 
>>> w~r~v.unc.edu/-welee 
>>> v~vw.amazon.col~’Wayne-K-Lee/e/BOO1KHRXKW/refntt athrdp~oel 1 
>>> 

>>> On 7/6/2013 10:28 AM. Jay Smit2a wrote: 
>>>> Anthony--I agree that this idea, along with others--e g., preparing 
>>>> something for the media for that Thursday night game--should be 
>>>> talked about in the group sometime before the fall semester begins 
>>>> We probably want to have an action plan going for~vard. -Jay On 
>>>> 6/30/13 
>>>> 2:39 PM, Anthony J. Vogt wrote: 
>>>>> Jay, 

>>>>> Thanks veW much for the news stories. I had previously read 



>>>>> the N & O article in this morning’s newspaper. The other article 

>>>>> I think continued "pushing back" to strengthen, restore, or 
>>>>> improve academic standards for UNC-CH student-athletes is important 
>>>>> Again, what about the Athletic ReJ2~rm Group introducing a 
>>>>> resolution and the Fall’s first Faculty Council meeting calling on 
>>>>> UNC-CH to prohibit inter-collegiate athletic events from being held 
>>>>> during exam periods. T, his was once done at UNC-CH unti, I 
>>>>> believe, very recently. Might there also be something we could 
>>>>> recommend about limiting the length of sports or the number 
>>>>> intercollegiate games played by- I~rNC athletic teams; I’m thinking of 
>>>>> the baseball team here, which played 40 or more games dtaing the 
>>>>> winter-spring semester this year. 

>>>>> Thanks very much.1 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith(~email.unc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Sm~day, J~me 30, 2013 12:31 PM 
>>>>> To: athletics reform group 
>>>>> Subject: [thearg] angry UNC altm~ 

>>>>> http://wa~w.chapelhillnews.corrg2013/O6i29i76885/reachitN-the-boiling 

>>>>> oint-by 

>>>>> .htrr~ 

>>>>> Glad to know there are a few out there. 

>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as @earthlink.net. 
>>>>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>>>http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 62073852.ff79e6t3a32c51245cc056508cd99 lb8 

>>>>> T&l~h 

>>>>> earg&o 33258670, or send a blank email to 
>>> leave-33258670-62073852.fi79e6f3a32c51245cc056508cd99 lbS@listserv.unc.edu. 

>>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. 
>>>>> To unsubscribe 
>>>>> click here: 
>>>>> http:~/lists.unc.edu/u?id 61803888.b835e6061 c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4el f 

>>>>> T&I t2aearg&o 33258770, 
>>>>> or send a blank email to 
>>> leave-33258770-61803888 b835e6061 c75aa 9b2ed73bd5f5fI:4el f(i~listser~ unc.edu. 

>>>> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: welee@email unc.edu. 
>>>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>> http://lists.unc.edu/u ?id 61803875.6d066ee7a737b449428ed 18ec56fcbe1& 

>>>> T&I thearg&o 33277370, 
>>>> or send a blank email to 
>>>> leave-33277370-61803875 6d066ee7a737b449428edl 8ec56fcbe1@listserv.unc.edu. 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as @earthlink.net 
>>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>>> http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 62073852.ff79e6f3a32c51245cc05b508cd991bS&n 
>>> T&I th 

>>> earg&o 33323129, or send a blank email to 
>>> leave-33323129-62073852.ff79e6f3a32c51245cc05b508cd991 bS@listserv.unc.edu. 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: welee@email.unc.edu To 
>>> unsubscribe 
>>> click here: 
>>> http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 61803875.6d066ee7a737b449428edl 8ec56fcbe 1 &n 
>>> T&I thearg&o 33325389, 
>>> or send a blank email to 

>>> leave-33325389-61803875.6d066ee7a737b449428ed18ec56fcbel @listserv.unc edu 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email unc.edu. 
>> To unsubscribe 
>> click here: 
>> http:i/lisks.unc.edu/u?id 61803888 b835e6061 c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4el f&n 
>> T&I thearg&o 33333457, 
>> or send a blank email to 
>> leave-33333457-61803888.b835e6061 c75aagb2ed73bd5f5ff4el f@listscrv.unc.edu. 

> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u? 
id 62524524.013b0048bfcSf19c85e19d71 ld338e5d&n T&l~hcal~&o 33333612, or send a blartk email to leave-33333612-62524524.013b0048bfeSf19c85e19d71 ld338e5d@listset,<~mc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seth Bennett <sbennett@bobcats.com> 

Friday, July 26, 2013 11:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dslro@unc.edu> 

RE: Invitation: Kenan Institute of Private Enterpri~ 

Seth J. Bennett 

TWCA 

333 E. Trade St. 

Ch~;rlotte, NC 28202 

704-~38-.8835 office 

mobile 

Valentina Barton~ Assistant 

vbarton@bobcats.com 

17(,"4-. @38- 8825 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [ma~lto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 6:03 PN 
To= Seth BenneE 
Subject= RE: Invi~tion: Kenan Institute of Private En~rprise 
Hi 5eth~ ] am going to have o~r administrator send you the officia~ invitation, You ca~ ~ar~ more from th~s letter too. 

d e b b V 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9] 9~84K0336 

"You can’t w~ a p~rsot~ w~o N pr~te~d~ to be ~sleep~" Yavajo Proverb 

F~m: Seth Benne~ [mailto:sbenne~@bobca~.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3uly ~7, 20~3 20:38 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Fred Whi~ield; Kim Henderson 
Subject: Re: ~nvitation: Kenan ~nstitute of Private Enterprise 

D~bby thank you {br the opportunity to sere, I a~n ~avding owr the next 2 weeks but will give you a call to discuss. 

Wa~ regards, 

Seth 

Sere froln my iPad 

On Jul 16, 2013, at 8:26 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <~_t_._stj2q_@_~_~.[_Lc_: .e_d_._tff- wrote: 

Hi Seth. I hope this note finds you in good health and spirits. I chatted recently with Fred about a wonderful oppormniD, to set~e on UNC’s Frank 

Ha~vkins Kcnan Institute of Private Enterprise Advisot~ Board. CFhe Kenan Institute is the o~treach arm of UNC’s Kenan Fl@erBusiness 

School.) This board is purposed t:o support the new mission of the Institute: to be a partner ~-or innovative entrepreneurship on campus and in the 

state of North Carolina. I thought that you would be a great representative on this prestigious board. My service and role on the senior leadership 

te~m is to assist in the development and support of sport-related entrepreneurship. I also want to ensure that we h~ve sport related business 

people on this advisory board. The time commitment is minimal. 

Pretty please give me a call on my mobile to briefly chat further. :) 

I truly appreciate your consideration. 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CL[ 

315 Woollen CB# 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9i%843.0336 

Twitter drstromm~ 

._h__t__tp_~:’:!__e__x__~:__u_r_Lc_:_e__4_u_:’. 
"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Saturday, 10:4g AIVI 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

T~tt~e and Tom 

Hi D - 

The best times for me to get together with Taff3~e are Weds and Thurs next week. 

Could that work for you? (I have training M, T, and F, Saturday-). You are more than welcome to come by for either! It would be great to introduce you at both - the 

M, T, is for high- schoolers and I think they’d love to hear a plug on how important the analysis is to sport. 

Also - I’ve confirmed and double confirmed that Tom Ross is definitely s supporter of this work. Tye and Wanda also know him very well personally, ttow do you 

think we should proceed with that. I really liked your thought of Tom Ross > Jim Dean... From there, my, head naturally goes Jim Dean > Joe DeSimone. 

I leave for Maine August 5th and I get back early September, just FYI. Hope to see you soon’. 

(cell) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stone, Dmght David z<ldstone@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, Jnly 27, 2013 11:26 AIVI 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Con’tact 

AD987872-C179-4DE8-B29C-A9A8236897A3[1].png 

We could do that. I may also have some time Wednesday in Greensboro if you want to tly to meet before your other meeting if that works better 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Ju127, 2013, at 11:13 AM, "Stromm~, Deborah L" <dstro(tbunc.edu> wrote: 

Okay. I will be coming ti-om G’boro, and iftraltic treats me right I can meet you at ~ 5:45 p.m. 

Here’s Iny mobile , (ifI a~l running late or we need to make a change). 

Meet at 411 restaurant on W. Franklin? 

debby 

Do Good, 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
En,qa~9’e. Explore, Empower. 
919.843.0336 
@drstroman 
<AD987872-.C179-~] DES-- ~29C-.AgA8236897A3 [1].png> 

"~5(~rn~fmes 9o~ jus~ have ~o Ioo~ back a~ ~our po, s~ ~md srni& abo~ ~ ho~v,/i,,r ~.jo~’~ come." 

From: <Stone>, Dwight David <ddstone@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, July 26, 2013 10:44 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <.d_ _s._t_r._o_.._@_._u_..n_c_:_e_._d_..u_> 

Subject: Re: Contact 

I am actna31y in Chapel Hill next Wednesday for a Strategic t lanning meeting for the new Applied Sciences Dept. It is fiom 3-5. t erhaps I could meet 

after that. ds 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jn126, 2013, at 4:43 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(?~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dwight. I hope you are doing well. I would like to chat with you before the school year begins on August 20. 

Are you in Chapel Hill next week or the week of August 11? (I do plan on being in Greensboro on this Wednesday afternoon.) 

Have a super weekend! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborat~ Lo Strornan~ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
EX$$ ~po~ Admini~ral:ion, kecturer 

3~5 W~o~len - CB #8700 

Mobile - 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Stone, Dmght David z<ldstone@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, Jnly 27, 2013 11:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Con’tact 

Let’s do that. How about we have a quick bite to eat at Pastabilities at 1726 Battleground Ave at 12:30. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Ju127, 2013, at 11:28 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro,@x~nc.edu> wrote: 

I could meet you at 12:30 in Greensboro. 

d 

From: <Stone>, Dwight David <ddstone@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Saturday, July 27, 2013 11:26 AM 
To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Contact 

We coukl do that. I may also have some time Wednesday in Greensboro if you want to try to meet before yonr other meeting iffl~at works better 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

On Jn127, 2013, at 11:13 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <_d__~_t£_o_~L~__UlLC_:__e_d_u> wrote: 

Okay. I will be coming from G’boro, and if tra£fic treats me right I can meet you at .~ 5:45 pJn. 

Here’s my mobile (ifI am running late or we need to make a change). 

Meet at 411 restamant on W. Franklin? 

debby 

Do Good~ 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
Enga,ge. Explore. Empower. 
9~9.843.0336 
@drstroman 
<~D987~?72-.C179-4DES.-B29C--A9A8236897A311] .png> 

"Sometimes you just have to look back at your p~t and smik~ about how.f~r you’u(~ come. 

From: <Stone>, Dwight David <ddstone@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, July 26, 2013 10:44 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Contact 

I am actua]ly in Chapel Hill next Wednesday for a Strategic Planning meeting for the new Applied Sciences Dept. It is from 3- 5. Perhaps I 

conld meet after that. ds 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jn126, 2013, at 4:43 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstrc,k~)unc.edw~ wrote: 

Hi Dwight. I hope you are doing well. I would like to chat with you before the school year begins on August 20. 

Are you in Chapel Hill next week or the week of August 117 (I do plan on being in Greensboro on this Wednesday 

afternoon.) 

Have a super weekend! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L, Strom~ Ph.D. CLU 

Explore. Engacje, Empower, 

Nobile - 
<~mage001.jpg> 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacy Kosciak <sbmeadow@tmcg.edu~ 

Monday, July 29, 2013 12:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Kimberly Record <ksrecord@uncg.edtr~ 

Re: Debbie Stroman 

Debby, 

We are located in 337 Health and Human Performance Building (HHP). You will be able to park in the Walker Avenue Parking Deck. Walker Avenue Parking 

Deck is on the west side of campus bemeen the baseball stadium and the Elliott University Center. The deck is accessible from Walker Avenue, Stifling Street, and 
Theta Street. GPS address: 1361 Walker Avenue, 514 Stifling Street, or 1362 Theta Street. 

Below is a link tbr directions. You can click on Launch Spartan Directions which roll give you specific directions to HHP and Walker Parking Deck. 

http:i/parking, uncg.edu/access/ 

Please let me ki~ow if you have any questions. My cell is - 

On Mon, Ju129, 2013 at 11:14 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~,%unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks again Kim! Have a great week. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Elnpower. 

919.843.0336 

"You can’t wake a person who is pretending to be asleep." Navajo Proverb 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-maid message, including attachments, if any, is intended only tbr the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may 

contain confidentiaJ and/or privileged material. An~ .... unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the originaJ message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Kimberly Record [mailto:ksrecord~unc~.edu] 

Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 9:34 AM 

To: Stacy Kosciak 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Debbie Stroman 

Stacy - Debbie Stroman, a colleague at IYNC, needs space for a meeting on Wednesday. I’ve told her she can use my olt]ce. She is copied on this email. 

Please reach out to give her directions, etc. 

Thanks. 

Kim Record 

Director of Athletics 

UNCG 

Sent from my iPad 

NOTICE: Any emails sent to or ti~om this address are subject to Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 

With Spal~xi Pride, 

Stacy Kosciak 
Associate Director of Athletics 



Staff Senate Past Chair 
Spartan Athletics 
Office: 336=334=5649 
Fax: 336-334-4063 

"We discover and develop champions in life." -The Spartan Way 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sharpe, Cindy Rudd <crsharpe@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:06 PM 

@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

@kenan-flagler.~mc.edu-~; Stromm~, Deborah L ~<ts~ro@unc.edu>; 

RE: Carolina Sport Business and Fitness Expo Batik Information 

~live.unc.edu> 

What would you like to call the project? FiLness Expo? II: it’s Expo you can use it [:or seve~af different expo’s if they change names from year to year. 

Let me know what you want to ~roject to be ca[led. 

Just a remh~der to you that on your cash balance account ":[~" will show one total tNs h~dudes your balance pk~s the ~ro]ect balance, 

Pfojects or@ get coded ~:o fevetme and expense accounts and always qeed to show project ot~ the deposit and check request. 

f~ you have any ques~:~ons pk~ase k~t me know, ~’1] be glad to explain it in more detail 

Thank you, 

Cindy 

Cindy R Sharpe 

U BiG CH 

5AFO 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~2:30 PM 
To: Sharpe, Cindy ~ud~ 

Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: Carolina Sport Business and Fitness ~po Bank Information 

Good Afternoon Ms. Sharpe, 
Hope you are having a great Monday~ 
I was given your email address by . As the of the Carolina Spo~ Business & Fitness Expo, an event run through the Carolina Spo~ Business Club, I would 
like to set up a project account for our funds. 
If you could let me know what papers, procedures, etc. there are to follow through with this action that would be so helpful~ 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karon Hardy (Sen. Angela Bo,ant) <Bryantla@ncleg.net> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 5:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Job Vacancy Announcement - Communities In Schools 

Alert from the Office of Senator Bryant 

ifyou no lo~ger wish to receive i~formation from o~r o.[~qce, please click 

here 

TWO JOB ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

CHILDREN FIRST/COMMUNITIES IN SCHOOLS 
Director of Programs/Community Support: Children First/Communities In Schools 
Children First/Communities In Schools is seeking a Director of Programs/Community 

Support. This is a full-time position with benefits. Please see the full job description on 

our website at wwwx:fcisofbuncombe.org for more details. If you are interested, please 

email a cover letter and a resume to iobs@chi]drenfirstbc.org. Applicants sending more 

than one resume or information other than electronically will not be considered. The 

cover letter and resume are due August 9th at 5:00 p.m. Interviews will be held August 

12 - 22, 2013. 

Graduation Coach: Communities In Schools of Durham 
Communities In Schools of Durham is seeking a Graduation Coach that will coordinate 

programs and provide individual case management for students at Hillside High School. 

The Graduation Coach works closely with school staffto monitor students’ behavior, 

attendance, promotion and academic progress. They provide case management to 

individual students (caseload will be 115) where they assess student needs, set goals 

and help strategixe interventions that will ultimately help the student progress towards 

graduation. The Graduation Coach also provides whole school interventions such as 

informational fairs, motivational events, and college/career field trips. They must have 

effective communication and organizational skills, the ability to coordinate events, and to 

work well under pressure. 

Overall, a Graduation Coach must be passionate about working with students and have 

the ability to build positive and trusting relationships with high school students, their 

families, and school staff. 
Bachelor or Masters in education, social work, or related field and/or experience 

working in the public schools is strongly preferred. Applicants must show strong wri~en 

and communication skills and knowledge of Microsoft programs (Word/Excel). Bilingual 

applicants are strongly encouraged to apply. 

The position will remain open until filled, with interviews starting immediately for 

qualified candidates. 

Interested applicants should email cover letter, resume, and contact information for 

three references to Elizabeth Levene elizabeth@cisdurham.org. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

D Love < @yal~oo.com> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Crceat meeting you! 

Hi and good day Deborah, 

It indeed was a refreshing pleasure to meet you last week at the Joe DeSimone monthly meeting! 
I look forward to connecting again and learning more about your tenure with UNC and how it has been establishing and creating a career path on 
this campus. 

I would love to meet again (for coffee/tea or lunch I), however I am tied up trying to complete a project by mid-August and then I am out for a week 
leading into the start of school. Let me know if you have availability the week of Aug. 26th and we can get something on the calendar. I am usually 
on-campus Tue and Thu. 

Have a great week. 

Cheers, 
Delicia Love, PhD 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seth Bennett <sbennett@bobcats.com> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 2:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Invitation from Joseph DeSimone to join Kenas~ Institute BOA 

Thanks Debby~ I will get the acceptance letter over to you later this week, I look forward to serving on the board of advisory~ 

Seth 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 20.13 2:08 PM 
To: Seth Bennett 
Subject: FW: Invitation from Joseph DeSimone to join Kenan Institute BOA 
Hi Seth. Thanks again. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Great People. Great mission. ;) 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En¢lo,cf~, Explore. ~’mpower. 

9:19.843.0336 
@drstroman 

"Sometimes you just have to look back at your pc~t and smiI(~ about hozo.fc~r you v(~ come." 

From: <Napier>, Mary Napier <..M....aI.~N~.a.~.i..eI...@....k.~.e.~.n..a...n..:.t~.a.~LeI...~.u.~.n...c.:..e...d.~> 
late: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:25 PM 

"re: "sbennett @bobcats.corn" <sbennett@bobcats.com> 

C¢: "DeSimone, Joseph M." <desimone@email.unc.edu>, "Evans, Jack" <.Jack Evans@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CkU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Invitation from Joseph DeSimone to join Kenan Institute BOA 

Dea r Seth, 

We would like to reiterate our invitation to you to join the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise Board of Advisors. Please see the attached 

invitation letter and governance document. 

Our first meeting will be October 28, 9am - 2pm in the Kenan Center on the University of North Carolina campus. Additional details will follow prior to the 

meeting. 

Thank you for considering our request. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph DeSimone and Mary Napier 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

CampusBox 34,10 :: Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, b,~C 27599 3440 
(919)843~553. fax (919)962 8202. ~_~!_t_~_~_!Xi_?__~_2~__u__t_x__c_’:_E__d_~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 2:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: Membership to CBC 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: cbcinfo@unc.edu [mailto:cbcinfo~daunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 2:15 PM 
To:             , McGhee, Oj; Jones, Shandra 
Subject: ivlembership to CBC 

Results Iicom form: 

Name: Erika Wilson 
Dept school: Law School 

Mail Address: UNC School of Law 
160 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Office Phone: 919-962-8508 

Email: wilsonek@email.unc, edu 
Validate Email: wislonek@emaihunc.edu 
whats to gain: To connect with other members of the CBC community 
RadioGroupl : $25 
captcha code: nw4uSg 

Submit Check: Next 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah I, <ds’tro@unc.edu> 

Question- Practitioner Interview 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you’ve had a ~’eat summer! 

I had a quick question about the practitioner interview for EXS    . I know the instructions say to interview someone at the senior level, but I was hoping to interview Brianna 
Carrbonell. She is a manager in the Marketing department, but she is also a UNC graduate. She’s extremely busy because she has a TON of responsibility in the Marketing 

department, so I h~ve not been able to spe~k with her about her journey from UNC to the sports world and I thought this would be a good opportunity to do so. I had lunch 

with senior execntives fi’om diftL~rent dcpartments, and work with my ~’P very closely, so I’ve been able to have that exposure as well. 

Please let me know your thoughts; I’m hoping to have the interview before the end of the week. 

Thanks, 

@kenml-flagler.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 10:21 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Creech, KMton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; 
<fick@unc.edu> 

F~W: Thoxak you 

New College Football StoD~telling Metrics and Tools.pdf 

@email.anc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-*; Steinbacher, Rick 

Debby, 

I met Dean Oliver while I was at ESPN and I thought he would be a very good contact for you with this upcoming seminar. He is a North Carolina grad and has a lot of 

interest in partnering with us on a project. 

Hope this is helpful. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, :tO: :t8 AM 
To: ’dean.oliver@espn.com’ 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Thank you 

Dear Dean, 

Thank you very much for the information about college football metrics. I found the conversation to be very interesting and the concepts outstanding. I look 

forward to learning more about the various metrics and how we can utilize them to improve our program. 

I mentioned to you that Debby Stroman, one of our faculty members in the Exercise and Sport Science department, is working on a collegiate sports analytics 

seminar in partnership with the Kenan Institute here on campus. Here is a link to Debby’s bio: .-h--t--t-p---..~-j---e---x--s--s-:--u---n---c--.--e---d---u-L‘--f-.-a---c---u-!-t-.~/---d---e--b---~---r--a--~2}~[R~-~~ 

By way of this email, I would like to introduce Debby to you so that you have her contact information and you may begin a dialogue that could be helpful to both of 

you. 

Thanks again. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oliver, Dean <Dean.Oliver@espn.com> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 10:57 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Thm~ you 

Bubba --- 

Thanks. I actually did a Google search this morning to look for this event. 1 am definitely excited about the possibility of contributing back at my alma mater, having 

given talks at many places over the last ten years about the subject, having done a lot of scouting while at U NC. 

D~:_~b by - 

f baw~ been at every one of the Sioan 5por~:s Ana~vt~cs (:onferences, 

and I have seen the evolution of the field. Not sure how much you’ve heard about that one, but it’s obviously been successful and can serve as something of a 

model. 

Dean Oliver 

Dean.ol~ver@espn.com 

860-7~6-.4391 

Cell: 

Twitter: DeanO ESPN 

F~m= Cunningham, Bubba [mailto:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 3~, 20~3 10:~8 AN 

To= Oliver, Dean 
~¢= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje¢t= ~ank you 

Dear Dean, 

Thank you very much for the information about college football metrics. I found the conversation to be very interesting and the concepts outstanding. I look 

forward to learning more about the various metrics and how we can utilize them to improve our program. 

I mentioned to you that Debby Stroman, one of our faculty members in the Exercise and Sport Science department, is working on a collegiate sports analytics 

seminar in partnership with the Kenan Institute here on campus. Here is a link to Debby’s bio: http:!!exss.unc.eduifaculty/deborah-stroman! 

By way of this email, I would like to introduce Debby to you so that you have her contact information and you may begin a dialogue that could be helpful to both of 

you. 

Thanks again. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 
gubba 

Bubba Cunningharn 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 11:08 AM 

Oliver, Dean <Dean.Oliver@espn.com>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Thank you 

Thanks Dean! Yes, the MIT Sloan event is my inspiration. I think U NC can (and will) be a great setting for another version. ;) It is good to know that you have been attending their 

conferences. I can definitely use your insight. 

I will be in touch. 

debby 

From: <Oliver>, Dean <Dean.Oliver@espn.com> 

Date: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 10:56 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <~]_s_.t_r_o__ .@_._.u__n__c_:_e_d__9.> 
Subject: RE: Thank you 

Bubba - 

Thanks. I actually did a Googfe search Lhis morning to look for this event. I am definiLefy excited aL~out the possibility of contributing back at my a~rna msLer, having 

g~ven ta~ks at many places over the las[ ten years about the subject, hav~nfi done a ~ot of scouting wh~e at IJ NC. 

Debby - 

f haw~ been at every one of the Sloan Spor~:s Ana~vt~cs Corfferences, 

ht[p://www.sloansportsconference.comi 

and I have seen the evolution of the field. Not sure how much you’ve heard about that one, but it’s obviously been successful and can serve as something of a 

model. 

Dean Ol~ve~ 

Dean.ol~ver@espn.com 

860-766-.4391 

C 

Tw~Lter: DeanO ESPN 

E~= Cunningham, Bubba [mailto:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Seat; Wednesday, July 3~, 20~3 ~0:~8 AM 

To= Oliver, Dean 
~= Stroman, Deborah L 
$~bje¢t= ~ank you 

Dear Dean, 

Thank you very much for the information about college football metrics. I found the conversation to be very interesting and the concepts outstanding. I look 

forward to learning more about the various metrics and how we can utilize them to ~mprove our program. 

I mentioned to you that Debby Stroman, one of our faculty members in the Exercise and Sport Science department, is working on a collegiate sports analytics 

seminar in partnership with the Kenan Institute here on campus. Here is a link to Debby’s bio: htt~:!jexss4J~c.edqifacultyJdeborah-stroma~j 

By way of this email, I would like to introduce Debby to you so that you have her contact information and you may begin a dialogue that could be helpful to both of 

you. 

Thanks again. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"_(}gmail.com> 

Wednesday, l: 12 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Jones Christensen, Lisa <I,isa JonesClmstensen@kena~-flagler.unc.edu> 

Fwd: A couple more pieces re: strategic Economic Development inNC 

Hi Lisa and Debbie - 

I wanted to share these with you, too (just sere them over to Mark). 

To me, these are all examples of importance precedent that says that economic development work in NC must deliberately address historic race and class inequities. 

I wanted to the~ two documents with you re: our conversation week betbre last. 2 are from Dr. Johnson a~d colleagues on how to think about economic developmem 

in NC. The other is from a ’collaborative’ strategic planNng process tbr Edgecomb and Nash. In both cases, the reports specifically talk about race and economic 
disparities as a bairier to successful revitalization. 

Here are Dr. J’s reports: 

This one is from Rock Mount. He uses a HDI to lay out the disp~rities by race and class that you and I were talking about the other day. 

http://www.roclcvmountnc.gov/documents/Twin Counties Competitive Ass~ssment.pdf 

In this report, he (and collegues) point to current racial disparities as a hindrance to devleopment acorss the state. 

htlp:/,’www.sog.unc.edu,’sites,’www.sog.unc.edu/file,~’article 1 8.pdf 

Also - the Twin Counties Strategic Planning Process (which was, in theou, inclusive a~d commni~-based) listed as one of three themes to cut across all 
recommendations: "Alleviation ofpover~¢~ a.s well as regional and race-based disparities" 

Although Mr. Perry and others seemed to react as if they had not hem about the racial disparities from anyone outside of Roclu Mount before us, we know that’s not 
true! At least ~,ice in the last 2 years they got m,o professional recomlnendations to address the issue as a matter of strategic economic development. I think we could 

use this stuffto our advantage! What do you think’? 

Looking forward to connecting more and hearing more of your thoughts on this. 

Talk soon, 

(cell) ¯        ~qmail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Justin Kersey <justin.kersey@fuqua.duke.edtc, 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 9:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Startup - Referral l]com IMG-Duke 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am working on a start up out of the Fuqua school of business. As part of my market research, I visited IMG-Duke. They recommended that I get in touch with you. I am 
developing a promotional advertising platform that I hope to roll out through university sports programs. If you have a moment over the next few weeks, I was wondering if 
you might be able to meet with me. I think you will find my product concept interesting. The guys at IMG did. Let me know if you’re available to meet. I have a demo and a 
presentation that I can go over. I would value your feedback. 

Best 

Justin Kersey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31,2013 9:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

BAR Challenge and Registration Update 

CAROLINA HOMEOOM~NG WEEKEND :: NOV, 7 o 19o 2913 

REGISTRATION OPENS IN AUGUST 

Registration for this year’s reunion will begin on Monday, Aug. 5. Once registration opens, please take a moment to review the 

registration guidelines before submitting your registration. This will help alleviate the most commonly made registration errors. Pricing for 
most reunion events will increase affer the registration deadline - 5 p.m. (EDT), Friday, Oct. 18 

GREEK AND MILESTONE CLASS CHALLENGE 

For 2013, the BAR Sponsorship Committee has created the NPHC Greek and Milestone Class Challenge. 

The NPHC Greek Organization initiative challenges all NPHC current undergraduate and graduate members, alumni, faculty and 
staff to participate raising funds equal to, or greater than, their respective founding year (eg. Alpha Phi Alpha - $1,906). 

The Milestone Class initiative challenges all alumni celebrating milestone class years - 1973 (40th), 1978 (35th), 1983 (30th), 

1988 (25th), 1993 (20th), 1998 (15th), 2003 (10th) and 2008 (5th) - to make gifts in the amount of their class year (e.g. $19.88). 

The challenge deadline is Friday, Oct. 4. For additional information, visit ~.!~:~’~£~!:~!~.~:~.~:~,~=!~L~j’?.9~.~:9.E.or email Letanya Love ’98 

at ~~durani.unc.edu. 

SOUVENIR JOU RNAL ADS 

Take this opportunity to commemorate your milestone class anniversary, your fraternity/sorority anniversary, celebrate an achievement 
or pay tribute to an alumnus who is no longer with us by placing an ad in the souvenir journal. For additional information, visit 
~duE~ni.anc.edu,%arads or email ~une.eda. The submission deadline is 5 p.m. (EDT) on Friday, Oct. 4. 

Alumni activities and GAA-sponsored scholarships are not line items in the University budget but are made possible because of GAA member dues 
paid by you and 67,000 other members You can take pride in knowing that your membership contributes to all this and more. Your GAA membership 
includes many other )t~.!~2=~’t.~:..~.~3.~.!!:~..~.~3.~..~.9~.)t~92 and a subscription to the digital and print versions of the ~.~’.9/~{dL~..t~[.~.~’t~.t’~[..~.~{~’. 



Deborah 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Wednesday, 11:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Thank you 

Good guy. Very enthusiastic about your plan. Good logo to have on the materials also. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:47 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro,~;unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Bubba. Thanks so much! This connection will be very helpful. 

d 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a singM moment before starting to improve the worido" ~ Ann~ Frank 

From: <CunNngham>, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,            10:21 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d__s_t__r_9_@.__u__n_.£:._e_~_q> 

Cc: "Creech, Karlton W" <kcreech@unc.edu>, 

<rick@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Thank you 

~email.unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>, "Steinbacher, Rick" 

Debby, 

I met Dean Oliver while I was at ESPN and I thought he would be a very good contact for you with this upcoming seminar. He is a North Carolina grad 

and has a lot of interest in partnering with us on a project. 

Hope this is helpful. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:18 AM 
To: ’dean.oliver.@espn.com’ 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Thank you 

Dear Dean, 

Thank you very much for the information about college football metrics. I found the conversation to be very interesting and the concepts outstanding. 

I look forward to learning more about the various metrics and how we can utilize them to improve our program. 

I mentioned to you that Debby Stroman, one of our faculty members in the Exercise and Sport Science department, is working on a collegiate sports 

analytics seminar in partnership with the Kenan Institute here on campus. Here is a link to Debby’s bio: .-h--t--t-~---:~-~---e---x--s--s-:--u---n---c--.--e---d---u-L~--t.-a---c---u-!--t-y-/---d---e--b---~---r--a---h--~ 

stroman! 

By way of this email, I would like to introduce Debby to you so that you have her contact information and you may begin a dialogue that could be 

helpful to both of you. 

Thanks again. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

A 

First Name 

Darin 

Nina 

Jasper 

Gabrielle 

Dawna 

Emma 

B 

i Last Name 

iNalls 

i James 

i Fleming 
i Jones 

C 

Email 

nalls@emai.unc.edu 

ninai@email.unc.edu 

Jasper Fleming~med.unc.edu 

gabrielle iones@med.unc.edu 

iJones 

Robinson 

dawnai@email.unc.edu 

@unc.edu 

erobinson@admissions.unc.edu 

15 Cynthia 

16 Koyah 

17 James 

18 Fatimah 

19 

20 

21 Brenda 

22 Stephen 

i Hopkins 

i Rivera 

i Britt 

iNubee 

hopkinsc@email.unc.edu 

Koyah Rivera@dentistry,unc.edu 

icb@psafet¥.unc.edu 

fnubee@email.unc.edu 

Mitchell 

i Barber 

brenda mitchell@med.unc.edu 

sgbarber@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August ~L, 2013 7:52 PM 

.corn; Ivory Latta. @yahoo.com>; Darlene Cannon < ~live.com>; Catherine 

Andruzzi ¯ ~gmail.com>; Jeffrey McLeod < @aol.com>; @gmail.com; Mack, Ken 

<kmack@unc.edu>; Marl< Szollar <Szollma@nytimes.com>; Art Chansky ¯          @gmail.com>; dparo@deep-alliance.com; 

bj@northgate.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu>; Ebony Watermann 

_~gmail.com> 

You’re Invited! UNC Sport Entrepreneurship Advisor 

WAG Invitation ,pdf 

Hi Friends. Please read the attached and respond accordingly. 

Thanks for your consideration! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark Szollar < @gmaiLcom> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 8:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: You’re Invited! UNC Sport Entrepreneurship Advisor 

Debby, 

I did not get the attachment, could you please resend it. 

Thanks as aJways for your time aud assis~auce. 

Have a nice evening. 

Best. 

Mark 

On Thu, Aug 1, 2013 at 7:53 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu > wrote: 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, August 1, 2013 7:51 PM 

To:’ .corn" .corn>, Ivory Latta < ~yahoo.com>, Darlene Cannon <~ ~live.com>, 

Catherine Andruzzi < ~>, Jeffrey McLeod < @aol.com>, ’ ~>, "Mack, Ken" 

<kmack@unc.edu>, Mark Szollar <Szollma@nytimes.com>, Art Chansky < @gmail.com>, David DEEP <dparo@deep- 

alliance.com>, "bj@northgate.com" <bj~northgate.com> 

Ce: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Napier, Mary E" <mnapier@email.unc.edu>, Ebony Watermann <, ~gmail.com> 

Subject: You’re Invited! UNC Sport Entrepreneurship Advisor 

Hi Friends. Please read the attached and respond accordingly. 

Thanks for your consideration[ 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Join Me! Sport Entrepreneurship 

Yes I’d love to be on your consulting team, what kind of picture? Jusl a straight head shot like a license? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:10 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tar tteels! I hope your summer is going well. 

Plea~ read the attached. Let me know your decision to join fl~is special group. 

Thin,k!! 

Rega~s, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843~0336 

@drstroman 

EXS S Sport Administxation, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Ente~lorise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

’Whose wl~o brh~g sm~sld~e to t~e lives of others cmmot keep it from 

<UG Consulting Team Invitation .pill7> 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, :10:19 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Exss 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you so much you have made my day! My PID is 

I can not wait for class. Thank you! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:06 PM 

To: i 

Subject: Re: Exss 

Hi      Good to hear from you! Since you DID follow Lip and had great custorner service, I wili let you into the course. ;) 

Please show up the first day of class and be on time. I will enroll you. What is your 

look forward to working with you! 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Goo& 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

Engcge, Explore, Empower. 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

"Som~?times Uo~L]ust have to look back at flour p~a~t am-~ smile abo~t ho~u.#~r yo~’ue come." 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 2:48 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject:           Exss 

Dear Dr, Stroman, 

My name is           I met you when you came through my line at            around July Forth. My goal is to be an orthopedic surgeon and after talking 

with you that day I became interested to see what Exercise and Sport Science was about and if I would be interested in the courses. I did some research on 

the field and am now interested.I saw that you are offering a first year seminar Exss during the fall semester. Online it says that it is closed and it is not 

allowing me to register for it. I would really like to learn more about Exercise and Sport Science and I was wondering if there is anything I could do to get into 

Exss or if you have a better recommendation on what I can do to be a part of and learn more about Exercise and Sports Science. 

Thank You, 



F~om: 

Sent: 

~e: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Join Me! Sport Entrepreneurship 

IMG_2684.JPG 

I’d love to join the effort. My headshot is attached :) 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 9:10 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu>, " 

_~live.unc.edu>, ’ 

@live.unc.edu>, " 

Cc: "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Join Me! Sport Entrepreneurship 

@live.unc.edu>, 

_~live.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu>, 

~unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, 

~gmail.com>, 

_~live.unc.edu> 

Hi Tar Heels! I hope your summer is going well. 

Please read the attached. Let me know your decision to join this special group. 

Thanks! 

Regards, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 8:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu:~; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC Membership Application 

image001 .j pg 

Ladies, 

Meantime, I did glance at the steering committee list on the new form a~d noticed Chris & Shandra names m~d didn’t see Verita & Victorids. ttad they declined to 

serve this year m~d Chris & Shandra returned? 

Lastly, rm unsure if I’ll be in town for the Welcome Back reception this month. I was scheduled to attend a wedding that weekend. I hope to confirm that late next 

week. I’ll let you know when I’ve made the changes. -oj 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 1, 2013, at 12:18 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(?~unc~edu~ wrote: 

Hi Nakenge. Thanks for the collaboration. We now have one updated membership roster. 
OJ - Please post this new application on the site asap. We want to send a renewal note to all members yesterday. ;) 
Note: No more checks will be accepted. 
d 
Debora[~ L, ~troma~, PI~oD, CLU 
Explore, E~gage, Empower. 
EXSS Spo~ A~lmi~is~ratie~, Lecturer 

~,ex~.uRc,~du 

315 Woo~en - CB #~700 
Chs£el Hill~ NC 27599 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

whe~ you see the presence ~[ m~ice where no~e e~ists. "- Dodinsky 

<CBC Application 2013-14.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 10:23 AM 

McGhee, Oj <oj_mcghee@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC Membership Application 

CBC Application 2013-14.doc 

Thanks OJ. Good catch. Use the attached doc. 

I will call you very soon. 

d 

From: <McGhee>, OJ McGhee <._o_j___m___c_g_h___e___e____@____u___n__c__=_e___d___u_.> 

Date: Friday, August 2, 2013 8:46 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Nakenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Subject Re: CBC Membership Application 

Ladies, 

Meantime, I did glance at the steering committee list on the new form and noticed Chris & Shandra names and didn’t see Verita & Victoria’s. Had they declined to serve this year 

and Chris & Shandra returned? 

Lastly, I’m unsure if I’ll be in town for the Welcome Back reception this month. I was scheduled to attend a wedding that weekend. I hope to confirm that late next week. I’ll let 

you know when I’ve made the changes. -oj 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 1, 2013, at 12:18 PM, ’lStroman, Deborah L" <dst:ro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Nakenge. Thanks for the collaboration. We now have one updated membership roster. 

OJ - Please post this new application on the site asap. We want to send a renewal note to all members yesterday. 

Note: No more checks will be accepted. 

d 

Deborah Lo 5f~ro~na~, Ph,D, CLU 
Explore, Engage, Empower. 
EX$$ Sport A~i~ratio~, Lecturer 
Frank Hawkins ~enan ~st~t~te of Private Enterprise, Sea.or Advi~r 
~.ex~.unc,edu 
315 Woo~e~ ~ CB #~700 

<ima~eOO$.jp~> 

"Do no~ m~ke i~ a hvbi~ to di~sec~ someone’s oph~ion to ~he poin~ 

whe~ you see ~he presence ~[ m#lice where none exists, "- Dodinsky 

<CBC Application 2013-14.doc> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Join Me! Sport Entrepreneurship 

Hi Dr. Stroman! 

I’d love to be a part of this. I’m on my phone, so I don’t have a picture readily accessible, but can I send it to you later? I wanted to go ahead and get my response to 

you. 

Thanks! 
Bfi 

011 at 9:10 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tar Heels’. I hope your sum~ner is going well. 

Please read the attached. Let me know your decision to join this special group. 

Thanks! 

RegaMs, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

"Fhose who bring stmshine to the lives of others carmot keep it from themseiveso" 

<UG Consulting Team Invitation .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Paro DEEP <dparo@deep-allim~ce.com> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 10:25 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: You’re Invited! UNC Sport Entrepreneurship Advisor 

b~teresting, VVhat would folks in Chapel Hill think of a Demon Deacon in the ranks? 
David Paro 
DEEP ALLIANCE MARI{ET~NG 
900 JORIE BOULEVARD :. OAK ~.ROOK, 1[.60523 

From: Stroma~, Deborah L [mailto;4stro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thurs4ay, August 01, 2013 6;52 PM 

.corn; Ivov/Latta; Darlene Cannon Catherine Andruzzi; 3effrey Mcteod; 
alliaoce.comj bj@northgate.com 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L; Napier, Mar~ £; £~o~y Waterman~ 
S~,Sject: You’re Invite4! UNC Sport £~trepre~eurship A4visor 
Impor~ance: High 
Hi Friends. Please read the attached and respond accordingly. 

Thanks for your consideration! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

°rrhose who b~’i~g sm~shine to the Hves of others cam~ot keep it f~’om themselves," 

@gmail.com; Mack, Ken; Mark Szollar; Art Chansky; dparo@deep- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Russell, Kresha <karussell@au×- services.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 11:03 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC - It’s time! 

BC Reception.htm 

Hello Deborah[ 

I hope your summer has been well. I have attached last year’s menu for your review. Can you tell me which items may not have worked as wen or you wou~d Nke 

to replace? ~ don’t w~nt to change anything that the guests reaNy enjoyed. Also, do you need the cocktail tablesi~h~en etc. ~ga~n as ~ast year? 

k:resha ~usseN ~ CaroNna Cater~eg, D~rector 

o: 919962,0554 ~ c: 

~00 Friday Center Drive Campus Box 1020 Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

Ws~t our webske at www.caroNnacatering.catertrax.com 

Stay Connected with Carolina Dieing Services 

lille, <http:/iwww. facebook.comiCDSatU NC> 

f:otlow. 5~.h..t..t.p.;~~.t.~.w..~..t.t...e..r.:.c.~Q~.n.1~.c.~.d..s.~.a..t..u.~~~.c...>. 

v~s~, ~_h__t__tp__:_L Lw__~ ~_.__dj_o_Ln_~:_u___n___�:__e___d___u___>_ 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 .t2:54 PM 
To: Russell, Kresha 
Subject: CBC - It’s time! 

Hi Kresha. The Caucus will host its annual "Welcome Back" Social on Friday, August 23 at 5:00 p.m. (Stone Center) 

If possible, we would like for you to handle the catering again. Please work with last year’s menu. (Send your updated menu though.) We liked those selections. ;) 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah L, Streman~ Ph,Do CLU 
Explore, Engage, Empower, 



No documents uploaded 

~ Carolina Catering 
! 00 Friday Center Drive 
CB 1020.Chapel HilI.NC 27599 

(919) 962-0336 

INVOICE #11103 
Friday, 8/24/2012 

Ordered On: 8/1/2012 

UNCAppr°ved]uNCApp .... d 

....................... !:~!S!~ i~!~!~!iii~£F~r:~ ................................................................................................ ill i 
Delivery Contuct:iDeborah St ...... 

Address:::iCb # ::i :: Is this a Greeni 

City:iiChapel Hill ii i .................................................. 

........................................ Zii~i;;~ ...................................................................................................... ;; ; Delivery Phone/: 
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ Cell:: 

Company or:: :: :: ................................................................................................ 
D 

:IB ack Caucus :~ : Event Name’~Black Caucus Reception 

.................................. E ~ ~!~::~ ~?~ ~ ~ £:~d~ .................................................................................... ~:: ~ ............................................................................................. ;;:: ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
................................ ..................................................................................... :::: :: Building:::Stone Center 

CI ifi ti ~:: 
Facu ty/Staff .............. .................................................................................................................. ................................................................................. 

................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

~ Guest Count=::75 

~~~~ 
~ Event Date:::Friday, 8/24/2012 

Payment Type :::::University Account ~ .................................................................................................. 

:::: ~ Event Erie Time:::7:00 PN 
. - :~6-68643-3932 :~ : ................................................................................................. ~ ................................... 
mum#er::; :; ~: .......... ................................................................................................... 

Beer and Wine Service 

i vedperKP. 

Qty. price Ext, 

Sliders- Beef- each      I       I 
I I I 

Mini Chicken Wellingtons- per dozen I ~ I ..... I ...... 

Spanakopita - per dozen 6 $12.25 $73.50 

Swedish Meatballs - per dozen 6 $9.75 $58.50 

Spinach and Artichoke Dip with Crackers 

64 oz. per order 
$35.25 $35.25 

Hummus with Pita Chips 

64 oz. per order $29,95 $59.90 

Tier 2 Cake 

10 inch Round Cake (serves 16-20) 

1           $46.95       $46.95 
Lemon Cake 

Vanilla Buttercream Frosting 

Tier 1 Cake 

inch Round Cake (serves 16-20) 

Devil" s Food Chocolate Cake 
$41,50 $41.50 

Chocolate BuU=ercream Frosting 

Carolina Catering’s Soul Rolls - per dozen 
5 $16.50     $82.50 

Smoked Salmon w/Dilled Cream Cheese on a Belgian Endive - per dozen 
4          $19.95       $79.80 



Beverages by the Gallon - Sparkling Cranberry Punch - per gallon 

Beverages by the Gallon - Ice Water - per gallon 

~ 

Extra Linen for 6ft tables 

Premium Plastic - per person 

Qty. Price 

7 Cocktail Tables 

7 Carolina Blue Linens for Cocktail Tables                                                                                                                                " 

II7 
W hiteCu ffs for Coc ktail Tables 

Order Summary 

Bar Service         Food         Beverages       Supplies Other 

$0.00 $777.00 $94.00 $84.00 $296.15 

~ The administrative charge is not intended 

to be a tip, gratuity, or service charge for 

the benefit of employees 

~ Due to Health Department Regulations, no food or alcohol may be taken 

from a catered event. It is the goal of Carolina Catering that every event is 

attractively presented and proportioned for the last guest as it is for the first. 

Due to this attention to presentation, there may be extra plates, cutlery, 

napkins, etc remaining at the end of your event. This service ware will not be 

billed to the customer and is not available for take out. Any missing service ware 

will be added to the final invoice. 

Order Totals 

Administrative Fee $130.58 

Order Total $1,381.73 

Balance Due $1~381.73 

::Per KR Corkage fee 
:: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Merritt Charles E. <memtt@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 11:30 AM 

Stewaxt, John F <jfstewax@email.unc.edu-~; Lowry Caudill <lowry.caudill@gmail.com>; Feldman, Maryann P. 
<maD, ann.fekhnan@unc.edu>; S~,xoman, Del~rah L <dstro@nnc.edu> 

Goldstein, Buck <buck goldstein@unc.edt~>; Hazeltine, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltme@unc.edu> 

Raleigh Denim 

I have tracked down the fotmders of Raleigh Denim (via Tom Darden at Cherokee) and they have agreed to speak to 325 on October 1. I roll meet with them in 

September to help get them prepped; hopefully will be an interesling class. For fl~ose who dofft ~know, Raleigh Denim was founded in an apartment by a husband and 

wife temn. He said "they just like to make stuf[~’ and had no real prior fashion experience. They decided to make jeans and it became an obsession - they trekked into 
western NC to get old machines, learned how to fix them, etc. They are now a thshion "must have" and fine jeans ~11 for $250/pair. All fl~e thbric and fabrication is 

local, made on 100 year old machine~. Pretty cool, 

Charles 

Charles E. Merritt 
Entrepreneur in Residence 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(mobile) 
merrltt~unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc.edtc, 

Friday, August 2, 2013 11:52 AM 

Osborne, Barbara~’O ExchangeLabs/o~Excha~geAdministrativeGroup(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn Recipient~cn admin.live.unc.edu- 

55760-barbbick525289ae>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu>; Shields, Edgar W <Ed.Shields@unc.edtr~; Southa]l, Deborah 

Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@uuc.edu> 

Back at UNC... 

Hi everyone, 
In case you haven’t already heard, I am back working at UNC Athletics. I started as the Assistant Director of Marketing on Monday. See below 
for my new contact information. I am very excited about the opportunity and would love to be involved with the grad program again. 
Hope you all are having a great summer and see you soon! 
Scott 

Scott Palanjian 
Assistant Director of Marketing 
UNC Athletic Department 
919-962-5499 (W) 

(c) 
ScottP(@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 4:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Join Me! Sport Entrepreneurship 

I would absolutely love to join, Dr. Stroman! I will send a good picture your way as soon as I get a Inole professional one. 

Thank you so much for this opIx~rmniu’. 

On Thursday,               Stromm~, Deborah wrote: 

Hi Tar Heels! I hope your summer is going well. 

Please read the attached. Let me know your decision to join this special group. 

Thanks! 

Regards, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Saturday, ; 6:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Join Me ! Stx~rt Entrepreneurship 

Profile Picture ~ pg 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

How has your summer been? I’m sure you’ve been keeping busy as you always seem to be. I am writing to inform you that I would love to join your 
consulting team for this project. It looks like it will be a great opportunity for me to gain experience in the sports business world, and some of the projects 
you have already planned sound really exciting. I can’t wait to work alongside you and this team you have put together for next year and hopefully the 

foreseeable future. 

Sincerely, 

P.S. The picture I’m attaching is the one I’m using for the              website. I wasn’t sure what sort of picture you were looking for. Let me know if 
you want a more "professional" looking picture, and I can send tou a new one. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:10 PM 

To: 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah 

Subject: Join Me! Sport Entrepreneurship 

Hi Tar Heels! I hope your summer is going well. 

Piease read the attached. Let me know your decision to join this spedai group. 

Thanks! 

Regards, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

who b~°ing sm~sl~ne to tl~e lives of others cmn~ot keep it f~om tl,emselves," 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeffrey W. McLeod, Esq. < ~aol.com> 

Sunday, August 4, 2013 8:54 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: You’re Invited! UNC Sport Entrepreueurship Advisor 

Deb 

You know you have my support! 

Mac 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Ou Aug 1,2013, at 7:51 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(a)uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Friends. Please read the attached and respond accordingly. 

Thanks for vour consideration! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

who bring sunshine to tl~e |ires of ott~ers cannot keep it fioom tl~emselves." 

<WAG Invitatiou .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:40 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Join Me ! Stx~rt Entrepreneurship 

IMG 6322.jpg 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Here’s my photo[ I’m really excited for this opportunity. 

Have a wonderful weekend[ 

@live.unc.edu : 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, :1:49 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Join Me! Sport Entrepreneurship 

Thanks ! P~ease send yo~r photo asap. 

Dr, Stromar~ 

Do Good, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ply.D. CLU 

Engage, g~plore, Empowen 

919.843.0336 

Sent: Friday, 10:24 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: Join Ne~ Sport Entrepreneurship 

Hi Dr. Stroman~ 

I’d love to ~ a pa~ of this. I’m on my phone, so I don’t have a picture readi]y accessib]e, but can I send it to ?x~u ]met? I wanted to go ahead and get my response to 

at 9:10 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@~mc.edu-> wrote: 

Hi Tar Heels’. [ hope your summer is going well. 
Plear, e read the attached. I ,et me know yo~r decision m join this special group. 

Tha~ks~ 

RegaNs, 

Dr, Stmman 
Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 
919.843.0336 
@drs~’oman 
EXS S Sport Administration, Lecturer 
Frank Haw~ns Kenan Institute of Private Entc~rise, S~ior Advisor 
Carolina Sport Business Club and Siva Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors OrganizNion, Faculb" Advisor 

<UG ConsuNng Team [nvimtio~ .Nfl- 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:03 PM 

Feldman, Ma~ann P. <ma~ann.feldmaJ~@unc.edu>; Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcau@email.unc.edu>; Charles Merritl 
< ~me.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edw~; ~gmaJ~l.com) 

Econ Plcy ~neeling Tuesday. 

Syllabus Fall insmlctor p~elim .docx 

All, 

Attached is a draft of the syllabus for Econ    /Plcy for the fall. I have added and extra column for "instructor notes" to facilitate our discussion on Tuesday. 

Action items are highlighted. I have already ordered the books and the course pack, so except for open source materials, it is going to be hard to add or delete 

reading items at this point. 

As currently structured, we have nine speakers on the schedule which seems like a lot to me. Any suggests of reorganization are welcome 

Talk to you all Tuesday, 

John 

* John F. Stewart 

* Professor of Economics 

* Director of Entrepreneurship Minor 

* Department of Economics 

* University of North Carolina 

* Gardner Hall CB# 3305 

* Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 

* Fax: (919) 966-4986 

* john_stewart@unc.edu 

* htt p:i/www.u ncerninor.org 
* http:/[www:unc,edu[~[fstewar_j_ 



Entrepreneurship: Principles and Practice, 

ECON ~LCY 

Sections 001-005: GEC 1015 (Nelson Mandela Auditorium), T 12:30-1:45 
Section 00 l, John Stewart, Gardner 0106, R 12:30-1:45 
Section 002, Charles Merritt, Gardner 0309, R 12:30-1:45 
Section 003, Deborah Stroman Gardner 0307, R 12:30-1:45 
Section 004, Lowry Caudill, Gardner 0008, R 12:30-1:45 
Section 005, Maryann Feldman, Gardner 0103, R 12:30-1:45 

John Stewart 
Email: john slewavt@ email.unc.edu 
Office: Gardner 202 
Phone: 966-5345 

Lowry Caudill 
Email: wlcaud@email.unc.edu 
Office: Caudill Laboraitories 217 

Charles Merrilt 
Email: merritt@unc.edu 
Office: Gardner 207 
Phone: 843-2689 

Dcbomh Stroman 
Email: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Ofrice: 315 Woolen Gym 
Phone: 

Maryann Feldman 
Email: maryann, feldman@unc, edu 
Office: 209 Abemethy 

Kate Tidwell 
Internship Director 
Email: 
Office: Gardner 200D 
Phone: 843-8824 

@gmail.com 

Updated, 

Welcome 1o Inlroduction to Entrcpreneurship, the gateway course to the Entrcprcneurship Minor. We thought it would be helpful to explain what we arc seeking 
to accomplish in the course, how it will be organized and what is expected of you. We have also set forth assigmnents and readings - but expect change as we go 
along. Aftcr all, this is a course on entrcpreneurship. 



The Course. 

An entrepreneur has been defined as one who identifies an oppormuity, gathers the necessa~r resources, creates a venture and takes on ultimate responsibility for 
its success. This course will create an historical and intellectual context for understanding the entrepreneurial process, examine the sources and process of 
developing opporttmity, explore the differem kinds of entrepreneurship (commercial, social, scientific and artistic) and introduce the basic skill sets required of 
all entrepreneurs. 

We plan to employ a number of approaches in this class. All have one thing in cormnon: your active participation. This is not a course for the reticent or the 
faint of heart. We will employ the case method which is totally dependent on active class participation. We will also engage in strategic plam~ing and class 
debates. You will be asked to do a number of in-class presentations as a member of a team and this will require you to develop a number of entrepreneurial 
skills. Finally, we will have a number of entrepreneurs as in-class speakers and you will be expected to be well prepared with thoughtful questions and issues to 
pose to these visitors. As you can see from the syllabus we plan to use a variety of materials including a number of books, cases, articles and at least one film. 
All of these materials are topical and on point. You should read them carefully and take them seriously. 

Course Grading. 

1. Class Participation (15%). 
By completing the assigned reading, preparing for each class and actually participating in class discussion you will sharpen your analytical skills 

and learn from your classmates. If you don’t participate you will miss out on an important part of the class experience. You should also be respectful of all 
members of the class; we will all benefit from broad-based participation. 

One way that we will be measuring your level of preparation for each class discussion is through the adminislration of brief computer surveys or 
participating in a blog session. You will be required to complete a brief assignment before 12 noon of the day of most discussion classes. The assignment will 
be emailed to you in advance and will typically require a short paragraph response. Responses will be graded on a Pass/Fail basis. If no response is entered this 
will cotmt against the class participation portion of your grade. Additionally, you are required to submit a brief bio on the first day of class. Failing to do so will 
have an effect on your participation grade. It is important you attend class and we will take attendance. If you must miss a class, notify an instructor in advance. 
Unexcused absences will result in a deduction from your class participation grade. 

Interaction with Speakers: We plan to have [six] accomplished speakers during the semester. All of you will have a chance to engage them during 
class. Some of you will have an opportunity to Nave lunch with one of them or talk with them after class. Take advantage of the opportunity. Getting to know 
accomplished entrepreneurs is one of the best ways to become one. 

Additionally, if you wish to complete lhe minor, meeting with Care Tidwell according to the schedule set forth in the "Minor" section of this 
syllabus will also be included in your participation grade. 

Class participation will account for 15% of your grade. 

2. Tea~n Projects (25%). You will each be assigned to a team that will nmke two class presentations during the semester. This will require a siguificant 
alnount of work outside of class. You will be involved in both generating the substantive ideas for the presentation and in creating and delivering the 
presentation itself. Making the pitch is an important part of entrepreneurship and these presentations will give you a chance to begin developing this skill. Each 
temn member will be asked to evaluate their teammates. This evaluation will factor into each individual grade. Team projects will count for 25% of your grade. 

3. Exam (~�0%). The only exam in the course will be the final exam. It will be designed to be a learning experience as well. We will let you know in 



advance what to expect and we will give you an opportunity to employ what you have learned in class to one or more practical problems. In short, we will give 
you an opportunity to think like an entrepreneur while employing the perspective and set of skills you have acquired in the classroom. 

4. Written assignments (20%). During the course of the semester there will be approximately five short written assignments. These written 
assig~wnents will count for 20% of your course grade. Please be sure to put your name at the top of eveur assignment. 

5. Procedures: Written assig~unems will be turned in using the digital drop box feature of Sakai. A file nmne convention will be given for each 
assig~wnent. There will be a one letter grade penalty for late and i~nproperly na~ned assigmnents. 

What We Hope You Will Learn. 
1. To apply a theoretical framework to practical problems; 
2. To understand what it takes to be an entrepreneur; 
3. To deternfine if you are an entrepreneur; and 
4. To recognize the problems all entrepreneurs face and how to think about solving those problems. 

To accomplish these general objectives we will focus on the following skill sets: 
A. IdentigTing entrepreneurial opportunities; evaluating potential customers and considering how to create a potential product offering; 
B. Beconfing familiar with reading and analyzing financial statements; 
C. Conducting research to analyze competition, market trends, indust~" structures, and other issues relevant to your opportunity; 
D. Developing a strategy to address an entrepreneurial opportunity, including identification of value proposition, target markets, and business model; and 
E. Presenting an opportunity in a convincing manner 

What We Expect of You. 

l. Attendance: We expect: you to attend all class meetings unless you must be absent because of illness or an unavoidable problem. Notify your 
professor or the class assistant in advance if you must miss a class, and talk with them in person after you return. 

2. Participation: We cannot emphasize enough the imporlance of participation in every aspect of this class. There is no way to learn the skills we arc 
seeking to teach you without becoming actively engaged in all aspects oft:he class. We understand that different people participate in different ways, and 
therefore we will take into account both class discussion and discussion board posts when evaluating overall class participation. Entrepreneurship is not: a 
spectator sport and you cannot become an entrepreneur (or, equally important, learn you are not an entrepreneur) by sitting on the sidelines. 

What You Can Expect of Us. 

We’ll tl?.- to be well prepared for each class, answer your questions (there are no dumb questions) and facilitate discussion so that everyone who wants to 
participate has an opportunity and even those of you who are reluctant are encouraged. In short, we want you to succeed in this course and we want to pave the 
way for your participation in the remainder of the courses in the Minor. We want you to colne away feeling like you have received as ~nuch back as you have put 
in. 



The Minor. 
Students who plan to complete their internship during the summer of 2014 must: 

¯ Attend the internship program ove~’iew meeting at 4pro on Wednesday, September 4th. If you have a class conflict, please let Kate Tidwell know. 
¯ Submit your internship interest form by 5pm on Friday, September 6th. All forms and due dates can also be found online at: 

http :iiwww.unceminor. orgipageiimportant -internship -documents 
Attend an individual meeting with Kate during the fall semester to discuss your internship interests. Schedule your meeting via this google 
document. 

¯ Attend a resume and cover letter workshop (date TBD). Your resumes are due at 5pm on November 1 st. 
¯ Attend an internship panel and pre-departure meeting in the spring (dates TBD). 
¯ Your lean~ing contract will be due at 5pm on April 14th. You should have secured your internship by then! 

The Readings.s. 

Peter F. Drucker. Innovation and Entrepreneurship. Harper Business, 1985. ISBN 0-88730-618-7 
Alexander Osterwalder & Yves Pigneur, Business Model Generation. John Wiley & Sons, 2010. ISBN 978-0470-87641-1 
Online course: How To Build a Start-up (https:iiwww.udacity.comicourseiep245), requires free registration on Udaci~7 
UNC Course Pack. (Cases in the schedule identified by case number or title) 

Optional or suggested reading will also be provided. 
Additional reading material ma3 be assigned and will be posted on the course Sakai site. 

Naming Conventions 
Papers must be submitted to the Blackboard drop box. The computer :file you submit nmst conform to the following naming convention. 
Group_Lastname_first initial_Assign 1.(pdf) Thus if"Bob Smith" is in Richard’s group (group 2), he would name iris file "2_Smith B Assign 1.pdf" 
Failure to :follow the naming convention will result in deduction of points. 

Group 1 : John Stewart 

Group 3: Deborah Stroman 

Group 5: Maryann Feldman 

Group 2: Charles Merritt 
Group 4: Lowry Caudill 

The Schedule. (Subject to revision, any changes in the schedule will be posted on the course Sakai site.) 

Class Date 

Introduction 

Topic Reading Assignment Due Instructor notes 



1 
T 

8/20 Introduction: 

Introduction of the 
instructors and an 
overview of the 
class and nfinor. 

Explanation of 
grading and 
assig~unents. 

Complete web 
"bio" and post to 
your Sakai 
discussion formn 
by 6 pm 
Wednesday. See 
Sakai 
Assigmnents for 
details. 

In the past: we have 
done the "October 
Sky" film and 
discussion. We can 
do that again this 
year is people want. 
Ihn not sure it has 
worked all that well 
for the past few 
years. Suggest 
replacing it with a 
more traditional first 
class. Have each of 
the instructors 
introduce 
themselves and then 
I would do the 
outline of the 
course, 
requirements, and 
the minor. 



2 

R 
8/22 First: recitation 

meetings: 

How to Prepare a 
Case. 

Harvard Case Analysis Coach (This should take you about: 90 

minutes to complete. 

Look at: the Web 

Bios :for all 

classmates in your 

recitation section. 

Complete question 
on case. See Sakai 
Assigmnent for 
details. 

Opportunity & Examples of Entrepreneurship 

3 
T 

8/27 

8/29 4 

R 

hmovation and 
Emrepreneurship. 

Announcenlent: 

Wolnen’s 

Emrepreneurship 

Group 

Hybrid 

Entrepreneurslfip 

Case Study: 

Aravind 

Drucker: p 21-132 

http : i io npo im. wb ur. o rgi 2 OO 4 i12 iO S i manage me m-gm~-pete r-drucke r 

Course Pack: 

"The Aravind Eye Hospital, Madurai, India: In Service for Sight" by 
Kasturi Rangan 

"Aravind Eye Hospital 2000: Still in Service for Sight" by Nirmala 
Kumar and Brian Rogers 

Question on 
Aravind case 

This is new. It is an 
ratline mini course 
in how to analyze a 
case and has stone 
nfini cased in it. We 
all need to go 
through this and 
pick out a case to 
concentrate on in 
recitation. 

Do this as the 

opporttmiU lecture. 

As a part of this I 

thought we could 

use the "Container 

Sto~)~’’ video. If 
there are no other 

takers, I could do 

this lecture. 



5 

T 

6 

R 

9/3 

915 

Speaker: Jud 

Bowman 

Case Study Course Pack: 

Teach for America, HBS 9-300-084 

Assignment 1: 

Discussion of 

Opportunity Oue- 

Pager 

Market and Situation Analysis 

7 

T 

8 

R 

9110 

9/12 

Introduction to 

Lean Startup and 

the Business Model 

Canvas 

Strategy Case 

Busiuess Model Generation: 

Need the p~ge~ fo~ tl~e ~a~ng ~ignm~n~ 

Course Pack: "What is Strategy?" by Michael Porter 

Course Pack: "Dropbox: It Just Works" by Eisenmann, Pao & 
Barley 

Question on 
Dropbox case. 
See Sakai 
Assignment 
details. 

Marketing 

Need io rcvige the 

dO thiSi 

need t6 identify ~h~ 



9 

T 

10 

R 

9/17 

9119 

Positioning the 

Product and 

Pitching 

Course Pack: "Marketing Success Through Differentiation - Of 
Anything" by Ted Levitt 

"What Business are you in?" by Ted Levitt 

"Note on Marketing StrateDr" by Robert Dolan 

Course Pack: "Discovering New Points Of Differentiation" by Ian 
C. MacMillan and Rita Gunther McGrath 

Marketing Individual Presentations Assignment 2: 
Research to vet 

opporttmiU from 

assig~wnent 1 

Pick teams 

Entrepreneurial Finance 1 (financial statements and basic Accounting) 

11 

T 

12 
R 

13 
T 

9/24 

9/26 

10/1 

The three fi~mncial 
statements 
(Mobil Oil) 

Cash flow 
Mobile Oil 

Speaker: Scott 
Maitland, 

Course Pack: "Zipcar: Refining the Business Model" 
(This case is relevant through 10/4) 

Online resources 

Online resources 

Worksheets on 
Sakai 

This assignment 
should be rewritten 
to get them to take 
there broad idea to 
solnething that has 
venture potential. 
We should get them 
to start using the 
business model 
canvas for tiffs 
assigmnent. Charl~g 

Stewart 

Stewart 



14 

R 

10/3 Finance Case 1 
(financial 
statements) 

Course Pack: "Zipcar: Refining the Business Model" Assignment 3: 
Working with 
financial 
statements. Bring 
a copy" of your 
assigmnent to 
class. 

Entrepreneurial Finance 2 (Sources of funding and valuation) 

15 
T 

16 
R 

1 o/8 

10/11 

Financing 
Entrepreneurial 
Ventures 

Analyzing an 
Investment 
Oppor’tunity 

Course Pack: 

Bootstrap Finance: The Art of Startnps 

"How Venture Capitalists Evaluate Potential Venture 
Opporttmifies," Roberts & Barley 

Sakai: 

Email Case 

Assignment 4: 
Would you invest 
in EMail 

Leadership 

I am going to do 
some updating for 
this assignment and 
will have a key and 
some notes for class. 

Moved this so all of 
the finance is in one 
chunk 

Rather than 
securities online, we 
will use the email 
final exam case to 
get them to think 
about the investment 
decision. 

the Iih~g 0~he fi~[ 



17 

T 

10/15 Speaker: Bubba 
Cunningham or 
Larry Fedora ? 

10/17 Fall Break: 
No class 

Execution 

18 10/22 
T 

Speaker: Julia 
Grumbles 

19 10/24 Exccutions Need reading and assignment 

R 

20 10/29 Ethics Watch "The Smartest Guys in the Room" 

T 

le ~d~hip{te~m-,v~ rk 

I really don’t know 
what to do with the 
execution section. It 
is important but the 
papers we typically 
get on the "obseB~e 
and Apple store" are 
generally 
disappointing. 

got ~W ih6~i~ht~ 6n 



21 

R 

10/31 Speaker: Geoff 

Sayre-McCord 

Sakai: Michael Lewis Article Work on Class 
Presentations 

Branding and Marketing 

22 

T 

23 

R 

11/5 

11/7 

Speaker: 

Jim Geikie of 
Burt’s Bees 

Speaker: 
Ping Fu, Co- 
founder of 
Geomagic 

Course Pack: 

Burts Bees: Leaving the Hive 

Work on class 
presentations 

We have tried to get 
her before but have 
never succeeded. 
She will be here for 
the Eve Carson 
lecture and we have 
been offered the 
opporttmi~ to have 
her speak to the 
class. 

24 11/12 Speaker: Ruby Course Pack: Creative Capital Case Work on Class ~hO wi!! hand!~ thig 

T Lerner Presentations and confirm~ 



25 

R 

26 
T 

27 

R 

28 
T 

29 
T 

T 

11/14 

11/19 

1 1/21 

11/26 

11/28 

12/3 

Monday 
12/9 

Sumnffng Up--A 
Discnssion on The 
Most hnportant 
Lessons From the 
Course and How 
They Might Impact 
the Group 
Presentations 

Speaker: Aaron 

Houghton 

Student 
Presentations 

Student 
Presentations 

Thanksgiving 
No class 

Presentation 
Bakeoff (with prize) 

Final Exam at 
12pro 

Tiffs is when the working gronp will be here. Work on Class 
Presentations 

Work on Class 
Presentations 

10 Mim~te 
Presentations (see 
detailed team 
assignment) 

10 Minute 
Presentations (see 
detailed team 
assignment) 

Assignment #5: 
Tealnwork 

Evaluation 

This is sort: of bad 

timing. The 

working group is 

here and will likely 

attend some of the 

sections so we need 

to work out a plan 

so that this is a well- 
organized class 

thig? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caudill, Walter Lowly ~wlcaud@email,tmc.edu;~ 

Sunday, 2:27 PM 

Stewart, Jolm F <jt?~tewar@email.unc.edu>; Feldman, Marya~n P. <ma~ann.feldman@unc.edu>; Charles Merritt 

@me.com>; Stroman, Debx~rah L <dstro@~mc.edu-~; @gmml.coin) 

I~E: Econ    Plcy    meeling Tuesday. 

I gave the Opportunity (Drucker) lecture last year. I’m happy to handle it again if you want. I took Buck’s presentation and added my 
thoughts. JohlL I believe we used the container ship video in the lecture as well. 

I gave the Financing your Venture Lecture the last couple of years. Happy to do it again if you want. The presentation is a combo of 
Buck’s original lecture, A1 Childers’ talk that he used to give for Scientific Ventures and lny thoughts. 

I can reach out to Bubba if you would like. Fedora will be in the middle of the season so I’m not sure if he would have the time. I will 
wait until after our meeting this week. 

Look forward to our meeting. 

Lowly 

From: Stewart, John F 
Sent: Sunday, 2:03 PM 
To: Feldman, Maryann P.; Caudill, Walter Lowry; Charles Merritt; Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: Econ /Plcy    meeting Tuesday. 

@gmail.com) 

All, 

Attached is a draft of the syllabus for Econ    !Plcy for the fall. I have added and extra column for "instructor notes" to facilitate our discussion on Tuesday. 

Action items are highlighted. I have already ordered the books and the course pack, so except for open source materials, it is going to be hard to add or delete 

reading items at this point. 

As currently structured, we have nine speakers on the schedule which seems like a lot to me. Any suggests of reorganization are welcome 

Talk to you all Tuesday, 

John 

* John F. Stewart 

* Professor of Economics 

* Director of EntrepreneursNp Minor 

* Department of Economics 

* University of North Carolina 

* Gardner Hall CB# 3305 

* Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (9:19) 966-5345 

* Fax: (9:19) 966-4986 
* john_stewart@unc.edu 

* _h__t__t__n_;//__w____w____w__:__u__o_c__~_m___!_n___o___r_:__o__rs~ 
* _h__t__t_p__:/Z ~__w____w__:__u__0__c__._~ g__u_Z ~i ~_t ~___w___a_r_Z 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 4, 2013 4:32 PM 

Merritl, Charles E. <merdt@email.unc.edu>; Low~ Caudill @gmml.com>; Feldman, Maryam~ P. 

<maryann.feldman@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Goldstein, Buck <buck goldstein@unc.edu>; Hazeltine, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

RE: f~leigh Deni~n 

Charles, 
That is great Didn’t catch this when I did the syllabus but have fixed 

* John R Stew~wt 
* Professor of Economics 
~ Director of EntrepreneursNp Mh~or 

~ Department of Economics 
* University of North Carolina 
* Gardn~-_~r H~II CB~! 3305 
* Chapel Hil~, NC 27599-.3305 

~ Voice: (919) 
*’ ~ax: {9~9) 965-4986 
* job n__.stewart @tmc.edu 
* http:i!www.unceminor.or~ 

From: Merritt, Charles E. 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013:11:30 AM 
To: Stewart, John F; Lowry Caudill; Feldman, Maryann P.; Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Goldstein, Buck; Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Subject: Raleigh Denim 
I have tracked down the thunders of RaJeigh Denim (via Tom Da~den at Cherokee) and they have agreed to speak to 325 on October 1. I will meet with them in 

September to help get them prepped; hopefully will be an interesting class. For tho~ who don’t know, Raleigh Denim was founded in ~m apamnent by a husband and 

wit~ team. He said "they just like to make stutt" and had no real prior fashion experience. They decided to make jeans m~d it became an obsession - they trekked into 

western NC to get old machines, learned how to fix them, etc. They are now a fashion "must have" and the jeans ~11 tbr $250/pair. All the fabric and thbrication is 

local, made on 100 year old machinery. Pretty cool. 

Charles 

Charles E. Merritt 
Entrepreneur in Residence 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(mobile) 
merritt@unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Darlene Cannon < @live.com> 

Sunday, August 4, 2013 8:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: You’re Invited! UNC Sport Entrepreneurship Advisor 

H ey Stroma n, 

For the picture, do you want it to be formal {business attire)? 

Thanks 

From: dstro@unc.edu 
To: .com; @yahoo.com; 

@gmail.com; kmack@unc.edu; Szollma@nytimes.com; 
CC: dstro@unc.edu; mnapier@email.unc.edu; 
Subject: You’re Invited! UNC Sport Entrepreneurship Advisor 
Date: Thu, 1 Aug 2013 23:51:43 +0000 

Hi Friends. Please read the attached and respond accordingly. 

Than ks for your consideration! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

@live.com;             @gmail.com;              @aol.com; 
@gmail.com; dparo@deep-alliance.com; bj@northgate.com 

@gmail.com 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

’*Fhose who bring s~msh~ne to the lives of others emmot keep it from themse]ves~ ’~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephanie Sharp <stephanie@meta-hub.com> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 6:11 AlVl 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: LoMon Enterpri~ Irfiliative 

Hi Deborah, 

thank you for getting back to me. We are now properly contacting students fi’om the all world to create a global pool of talent that can engage 
together in problem solving. 

’][’he website of MetaHub will be live by the end of august, and at the moment we are contacting students across the planet, and have received a great 
amount of positive responses from the National University of Singapore, Oxford, Cambridge, Yale, Columbia, MIT, Harvard, Calteeh, Melbourne and Stanford; we 
plan to create a superb contact list and are contacting you right now because I hope you will be happy to join this global pool of talent as soon as we launch. Even 
though you are not mainly focused on entrepreneurship, you might find inspiration and connections that could expand your network and knowledge. 

The website will have space for discussions about a variety of topics, including the academic world, business, and non-for-profit. At the moment this is all the 
information I can give to you, and hope this satisfies your request. 

Let me know if you have further questions. 

Best, 

Stephanie 

On Fri, Aug 2, 2013 at 6:21 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Do you l’H~e a w~-’_~b~.~ite? We don’t: focus .:~ [{~trepre~eursb~p. We may be ~nterest:ed ~t~ your organization t:hough. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

gng~!(~. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"You ca~’t wage a persor~ who N preter~d#~g to be asleep," Navajo Prover~ 

F~m: Stephanie Sharp [mailto:stephanie@meta-hub.com] 

Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 10:55 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: London Enterprise Initiative 

Dem" members of the Spots Business Club at Universi~ of North Carolina, 

My natne is Stephanie Sharp and I am writing from I,ondon on behalf of the 

Entrepreneurs Society at Queen Mary University of London. We are on the quest of building a Global Network of Enterprising and Business Minded people. 

Our goal as a student society is to favour student engagement about Global Issues and Challenges, and to create an environment where like-minded people can 

work together to create an exciting future. 

We are working with a number of Universities and Start-Ups in the UK, and across Europe, and I would be thrilled to get to know you and keep in contact in the 
weeks to come.We are going to organize a number of events, and online hangouts, where the 

kind of global talent we are looking for can meet and share their insights. 

I would like to ask you to be included you in my mailing list, so that we can keep you updated with the work we are developing with the brightest students of 

London. It would be great 

to create a stimulating network of discussions, insights and collaboration. 

Wish you a great summer. 

Kind Regards, 

Stephanie Sharp 



On behalf of Queen Mary Entrepreneurs Society. 

LE¢~AL DISCLAIMER: The information contained in ttzis e-mail and any attachment thereof is confidential, 

protected by copyright and intended solely for the adch’essee. ~M~y review, disclosure, copying, distribution, 

dissemination or otl~er use of or any action taken or omiUed to be taken m reliance on this e-marl contents 

by any perso~ls or e~ltities o~ler than the addressee is strictly prohibited. If you have received this eleetro~fic 

communication m error please notify the sender by replying to this electronic eommlmieation inser~ng the 

word "misdirected". 

Metahub London Ltd will not take responsibility for any damage caused by this e-mail, which arises as a 

result of e-mail transmissio~l i~lcluding any virus transmitted 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 5, 20:[3 9:10 AM 

Stewart, John F <jfstewar@email.unc.edu>; Merritt, Charles E. <merritt@email.unc.edu>; Lowry Caudill 

<           @gmail.com>; Feldman, Maryann P. <maryann.feldman@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Goldstein, Buck <buck_goldstein@unc.edu> 

Re: Raleigh Denim 

Great find[ 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 

From: <Stewart>, John Stewart <jfsLewar@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, August 4, 2013 4:31 PM 

To: Charles Merritt <_m____e__r__r_!__t_t____@_e___m____a_!_[:__u___q_c__.__e___d___u_.>, Lowry Caudill. ~_g___m___a_!_[:_£_o____m__.>, Maryann Fe[dman <__m___a___r_y_ann.feldman@unc.edu>, Deborah Stroman 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Buck Goldstein <buck .goldstein@unc.edu>, "Hazeltine, Uzzy" <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Raleigh Denim 

Charles, 

That is great. Didn’t catch this when I did the syllabus but have fixed it. 

~ John F. Stewart 
~ Professor of Economics 

* Director of EntrepreneursNp Mhaor 

* De~a rtment of Economics 

* Umvers~ty o[ North Carolina 
~ Gardner Hail Cg# g305 
~ Chapel H~[L NC 27599-3g05 

~ Voice: (9~9) 955~5~45 
~ Fax: (919) 965.-4985 
~ ~ohn stewart~unc.edu 

~ htt p:!iwwwmnc.ed uffjfst ewe r! 

From: Merritt, Charles E. 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 11:30 AM 
To: Stewart, John F; Lowry Caudill; Feldman, Maryann P.; Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Goldstein, Buck; Hazeltine, Lizzy 
Subject: Raleigh Denim 
I have tracked down the founders of Raleigh Denim (via Tom Darden at Cherokee) and they have agreed to speak to 325 on October l. I will meet with them in 

September to help get them prepped; hopefully will be an interesting class. For fl~ose who don’t know, Raleigh Denim was founded in an apartment by a husband and 

wife temn. He said "they just like to make stuff’ and had no real prior fashion experience. They decided to make jeans and it became an obsession - they trekked into 

weslern NC to get old machines, learned how to fix them, etc. They are now a fashion "must have" and the jeans sell for $250/pair. All the fabric and fabrication is 

local, made on 100 year old machine~. Pretty cool. 

Charles 

Charles E. Merritt 
Entrepreneur in Residence 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(mobile) 
merritt @unc o edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazelline, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 10:35 AM 

Stewaxt, Johu F <jfstewar@email.unc.edu-~; Merritt, Charles E. <merdt@email.unc.edu>; I,owry Caudill < 

Feldman, Maryann P. <maryann.t~ldman@unc.edu>; Stroman, Debora]~ L ~dstro@unc.edu> 

Call in nmnber for Econ 325 Meetiug 

@gmail.com>; 

Hi All, 

We’ll have 919.962.2731 for tomorrow’s meeting, if you need to join by phone. 

Looking forward to seeing some of you in person in the 200 suite tomorrow morning. 

Best, 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
www.unceminor.org I See my current office hours I Follow me @Lizz,/Hazeltine 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Andruzzi <, ~gmail.com> 

Monday-, August 5, 2013 11:10 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: You’re Invited! UNC Sport Entrepreneurship Advisor 

Andmxzi Profile .pdf 

Hi Debby, 

Thank you for inviting me to join the WAG. I would love to join your team. Attached is copy of my bio and picture per your request. I hope you are having a 

wonderful summer. 

Best, 
Cathy 

Cafl~y Andn~zzi 

Follow me on Trotter 

http:i/twitter.com/CathyAndmzzi 

cafl~ya~druzzi.com 

PEP’. Passion-Energy-Perseverance 

OnAug 1, 2013, at 7:51 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Friends. Please read the attached and respond accordingly. 

Thanks for your consideration[ 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

<WAG Invitation .lxtF~ 



From: ~live.unc.edu~, 

Sent: Monday, 11:21 AM 

To: Strornan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: RE: Internship? 

Hi Dr. Stroman: 

Is there any way I could schedule a meeting with you at some point this week, or the next? I’d love some guidance in approaching some of these 
internship opportunities. I perused the UNC Athletics website and the Sakaii Sport Administration tabs, but am having trouble connecting with anything for 
the fall. I have e-mailed the director at the Railhawks as well, but have received no reply. 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 5:16 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Internship? 

Okay. Start cot~r~ectit~g with these ur~its at~d check availability. 

Dr. Stromsn 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Engage, g~plore, Empowen 

919.843.0336 

"You can’t wake ~ person who N pretending to be aMeep." N~wjo Proverb 

Sent: Friday, 12:55 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Internship? 

Staying here at UNC with the athletics department or doing something with the Railhawks would be great. Did you get my previous e-mail with the PID? If 

n ot~ 

Thank you so much for your help! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 4:45 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Internship? 

Hi    . I hope you are doing well. 

Please review- http://exss.unc~edu/undergraduate~pr~gram/ba~in~exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/internships/ 

Coral:act me it~ a few we~:~ks ~:o se~: an appok~l:mer~t to d~scuss the course. Star1: self-searching to find a s~te I will enroll you. What: is your P~D? 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, ~plore, Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

"You can’t wake ~ person who N pretending to be aMeep." N~wjo Proverb 

From: 
$ent= Friday, ~: 55 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; In.reship? 

Dr. Stroman: 

I hope this reaches you well. I’m only in 12 hours this semester and would love to register for the EXSS course that involves internship experience. I know 

you have discussed this with me before, but I was wondering if we could meet and/or discuss it in more detail via e-mail before school gets under way-- 

especially since a previous message of yours mentioned that those interested should contact you a week before classes resume. 

Thanks, and all the best! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday,              1 1:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L/<|stro@unc.edu~ 

Internship Course 

Dr Stroman. 

Good afternoon, just wanted to see if I can swing by your office anytime soon? I would like to discuss your internship course. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karon Hardy (Sen. Angels Bo,ant) <~B~antla@ncleg.neP 

Monday, August 5, 2013 5:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Private School Vouchers Are Here 

PRIVATE SCt--{OOL VOUC}--~ERS ARE }-{ER/~:; 
.{N.PO BELOW ON TWO PROGRAMS: VOUCH-~]RS .POR STUDENTS 

EI.,IGIBL, E FOR-VRE-~] AND R.EDUCED L,UNC~-~ AND VOUC~-~ERS-VOR 

STU[)ENTS WITH DISABILITIES 

# 1 -Opportunity Scholarship Grants 
Information for Parents an6 School 

Arm~n~strators 
Understanding the Program: 

Year 1 - (2014-2015) 
Eligibility requirements for the first year of the program are slightly 6[fferent than 

those for subsequent years. To qualify for a scholarsN9 for the 2054-2055 

school year, a child must: 
¢~es[de m a household with an income ~eve~ not m excess of the amount required for the 

student to qualify for the Federal Free an6 Reduced Lunch 

,/Be a full-time student who has not graduated from high school and attended a public school 

during the 2014 spring semester 
All scholarship students will qualify to receive a grant of up to $4,200, though 

the amount cannot exceed the actual cost of tuition and fees. The SEAA will 

adopt temporary rules to administer the program for the first year which may 

include using a random lottery system to award the scholarships. 

How Will It Work? 
The SEAA is required to make applications available for the 2014-2055 school 

year no later than February 1, 2014. They must begin awarding grants by March 

1, 2014. The February 1st and March 1st deadlines also apply to the program 

in future years. 

Once a child has been awarded a scholarship, the SEAA will send the 

scholarship grant funds to the appropriate nonpublic school at least twice a 

year. The student’s parent or guardian will be required to endorse the 

scholarship funds to the nonpublic school for deposit into the school’s account. 

This must be done in person atthe site of the nonpublic school. 

Requirements for Nonpublic Schools 
Nonpublic schools that participate in the Opportunity Scholarship Program must 

comply with the following requirements: 

¯ Provide the SEAA with documentation for tuition and fees that have been charged to the 
student 

¯ Conduct a criminal background check for the staff member with the highest decision-making 

authority’to make sure he or she has not been convicted of any crime 

¯ Provide each scholarship student’s parent!guardian an annual explanation of the student’s 

progress (including scores on standardized achievement tests). 

¯ Administer a nationally standardized test to all scholarship students enrolled in grades three 
or higher at least once a year. The test must measure performance in the areas of English 
grammar, reading, spelling, and mathematics. Scores must be reported to the SEAA each year 
by July 15. 

Have Questions? Need More Information? 



Please feel free to contact us. We will be happy to provide more information 

and help answer questions. 

¯ Office of Speaker Pro Tern Paul Stam: 
© Amy O’ Neal, 919-715-2644, Amy.O’Neal@ncleg.net 

oGeneral Office Phone Number: 919-733-2962 
¯ Office of Rep. Rob Bryan: 
o Rob.Bryan@ncleg.net 
oGeneral Office Phone Number: 919-733-5607 

# 2 -Children with Disabilities 
Scholarship G rants 

Information for Parents and School 
Administrators 

Tax Credits vs. the New Scholarship Grants 
Scholarship Grants - Eligibility 

~3Requirements for the new scholarships are similar to those for the old tax 

credit. The differences are highlighted: 
cA child must meet at least one of these requirements: 
¯ Was enrolled in a NC public school during the previous semester (one semester instead of two 
semesters) 

¯ Received special education or related services through an NC public school as a preschooler 
with a disability during the previous semester 

¯ Received a scholarship grant (or tax credit) for the previous semester 

¯ Is eligible for enrollment in kindergarten or first grade in a NC public school 
oMust require an IEP and be receiving special education or related services on a daily basis 

oMust be under the age of 22 and must not have received a high school diploma 

oCannot have been placed in a nonpublic school or facility bya public agency at public 
expense 

oMust not have spent anytime enrolled in a postsecondary institution as a full-time student 
taking at least 22 hours of academic credit. 

~)After initial receipt of a scholarship grant, a child will be reevaluated every 

th ree yea rs. 
(A child who meets all the requirements and is eligible for enrollment in kindergarten or first grade in 

a NC public school duringthe 2013-2054 school year is eligible to receive a scholarship grant for 

the spring semester of the 2013-20::L3 school year) 

How will It Work? 
~)The original tax credit was claimed on a family’s state tax forms. The new 

scholarship grant application process is handled through the State Education 

Assists nce Authority (SEAA) a nd does not involve state tax forms. 

~The SEAA is required to make scholarship applications available by May Sst 

each year. Priority will be given to students who received a scholarship grant (or 

2013 tax credit) during the previous semester. Additional scholarship grants will 

be awarded to eligible students in the order in which the applications are 

received. 

~The SEAA shall notify parents in writing by July I of their eligibility to receive 

scholarship grants for costs incurred duringthe fall semester of that year and 

by December :L for costs that will be incurred during the spring semester of the 

following year. 

~The scholarship program will begin in 2014. Applications for the 2014 spring 

semester will be available no later than October 1, 2013, and the SEAA will 

notify parents of eligibility as soon as practicable. 

Additional Information 



Additional information about the program will be made available on the State 

Education Assistance Authority’s website: www,ncseaa,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 8:53 PM 

KERR, JAMIE <jk5971 @att.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Visiting UNC 

Hi Jamie, 

I would love to see you while you are in town! I am teaching two graduate classes in the fall (not on Friday), but I am going to try to get them together to do an 
informal session with you (like we did last year). Thanks so much for the offer Jamie! It is really cool that you take time out of your schedule to help us out! 
Hope you are well! 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D, I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC - Chapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 919.962.0959 

Website: www.elitelevelsportmarketing.com 
Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

From: <KERR>, JAMIE KERR <j_!<__5___9___7_L?L___@___a__t__t_:_c___o___m__.> 

Date: Monday, August 5, 2013 2:40 PM 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@vnc.edu>, Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: JAMIE KERR <jk597:~.@att.com> 

Subject: Visiting UNC 

D~:_~biCoyt~:_L, hope you all a r~-’_~ ~-’_mioying the dog days of summer 

Wan~:ed to ~et you ]mow that I will be coming up for the BC game on October 26. ~tannk~g on speaMng to Dr Sween%is (:lasses rh{~rsdav mornk~g and afl:ernoon on 

U~e 24th, around aH dsy on Friday H: you’d IH<e Lo get together or if you have Shy clssses of which you are ~ook~ng for ~uest speakers. 

Jamie Kerr 
Director, Corporate Sponsorships 
AT&T 
$055 Lenox Park Boulevard 
Suite D389 

Arian,, GA 30359-5309 
(o) 404-986- $543 
(m) 
Email:~ames.kerr@a~.com 
AOL IM: 
TEXT~NG and DRiViNG,_ ~t Can Wait, ~__~bg__~_~g~ today and pass {t 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edm, 

Tuesday, ,10:52 AM 

EXSS Undergrad list <undergraduate@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

[undergraduate] to ug on --research study 

Exercise Resea~:ch training study.pptx 

Many of you hope to get involved with research. One of the best ways to start this process is to be a research subject. Here is a great opportunity! 

Participants needed for 6-week Integrated Exercise Training Research Study. 

The UNC Department of Exercise and Sports Science is conducting a research study to examine the effects of an exercise program on individual with medial knee 

displacement. 

This study includes baseline and post-exercise testing, and 18 sessions of exercise program. Total commitment time will be 8 to 13 weeks according to which group 

you will be assigned and how you will respond to the exercise program. 

Baseline & Post-exercise test include: 
¯ Movement and bony alignment screening 
¯ Bony alignment measures with ultrasound 
¯ Lower extremity flexibility measurement 
¯ Muscle strength measurement 
¯ 3-dimensional motion analysis during various tasks 

The exercise program will consist of 
¯ 18 visits (3 times a week for approximately 30-40 minutes). 
¯ Foam roller exercises 
° Stretching exercises 
¯ Muscle strengthening 
° Functional movement exercises. 

All exercise sessions will take place in the Sports Medicine Research Laboratory in the Fetzer Hall. You may be asked to return for another testing after 4 to 6 weeks 

from the completion of the post-test 

You are eligible for this study if: 
¯ You are female, age between 18 and 28 years. 
¯ You have no injury in the lower extremity at a time of testing. 
¯ You are active (engaged in exercise 3 times a week for 30 minutes each) 
° You are NOT engaged in progressive strength training or lifting. 
° You did not participate in the exercise training study in within the past 3 months. 
¯ You have no history of musculoskeletal injuries that have occurred within the past 6 months that limited physical activity for more than 2 days. 
¯ You are free from known history of vestibular or balance disorders. 
¯ You are not pregnant 

For additional information about this study, please contact: 

¯                       @email.unc.edu 

Sponsored by the Department of Exercise and Sports Science 

This study ORB # 13-1370) was approved by the Office of Human Research 

Ethics Biomedical Institutional Review Board on 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master I.ecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Departm~-:mt of t?xercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:1.9-962-694.7 
Fa~: 919-9{’;2-0489 

Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays---II:OD-I2:15 

Wednesdays--10:00-11:lB and 1:1B-2:4B 

Thursdays--1:h(/3-:12:15 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

undergraduate as: ._d_A~)__kLn_£:_e_j__u_. To unsubscribe send a bb~k 



From: @live.tmc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:51 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Co: @live. unc.edu>; 

Subject: Re: Skipper 

@unc.edu> 

That’s the email I have on file. 

On , at 11:38 AM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> ~vrote: 

> Hi & John Skipper’s email address is @espn.com?? 
> 

> Sent ticom my iPad 
> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 



From: :@live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:07 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: Skipper 

That is the correct email’. I contacted him about the Expo. He is unable to attend that weekend because of a Disney coN’erence’. 

University of Nolth Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 

@live uric edu 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:38 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi & John Skipper’s email address is .~espn.com?? 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 
> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all" Aristotle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 3:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Lit~ Ulxtates & Catch-Up 

Dr. Stroman! 

You were on my mind and I had to send yon an email to see how you were doing. 

You know how I told you I really didn’t want to go back to school? Well, God had a difl’emnt plan for me. I am currently at Wake Fores* University School of 
Business getting my Master of Arts in Management. I s~ted at the beginning of July and will complete my degree in May. I know this program will help me in the long 
run, so I am glad I made "this decision. 

I will be back in Chapel Hill Ibr the             tbotball game. The Rams Club is honoring 4-year letter winners during lm~flime so I wanted to come back and see 
some old teammates and fiiends. We do not have classes on Friday, so I will be up in Chapel Hill that morning and would love to see yon "that day if you axe available. 
If you’d like, I would love to come in and talk to your current students. Let me know you availability and we’ll see if we can make it work! 

Hope all is well aid look fom,acd to hea~ng floln you soon :) 

Love, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 5:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Ca:eer Coaching Tips: The Rise and Fall oiL. 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 770 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 

you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWorkiMyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, Follow us 
on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http:/!www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/mvca reer 

Thank you. 

TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maria DeGuzman ~earthlink.net> 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 11:50 PM 

[YNC Latina, o Studies<unc~orogram in latina o studie@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[uncAorogram in latina o studies] La Fiesta del Pueblo September 8, 2013 

Estimado/a amigo/a, 
Le escribo para invitarle a que nos apoye como voluntario en La Fiesta 
del Pueblo de este afio. La Fiesta del Pueblo se darfi a cabo el domingo 
8 de septiembre de 12:00 a 8:00pm en Moore Square (200 S. Blount 
Street en Raleigh) Para inscribirse como voluntario/a, haga click en 
el siguiente lil~: https://docs.google.co~rdspreadsheet/ccc?key 0Ald6@2Bt~HudG9md0swRVVleGhiRFpfakVwUniXT1S1E 
#gid 0 o visite nuestra pfigina ~veb: v,~vw elpueblo.org. 
No podrlamos organizar la Fiesta del Pueblo sin su apoyo iMil gracias 
por apoyarnos como voluntario/a’. 

Dear Friend, 
I am ~vl-iting to invite you to support us as a volunteer at this year’s 
La Fiesta del Pueblo which will be held Sunday, September 8th from 
12:00 to 8:00pm at Moore Square (200 S. Blount Street in Raleigh) To 
register as a volunteer, go to the following link: https://docs.~oo~le.com/spreadsheet/viewform?fromEmail true&folrnkev dEJhWVJQRG5PblI:O~INmRTZVRTZUFQdmc6MA 
or visit our webpage: www elpueblo.org. 

We could not organize La Fiesta del Pueblo without your support Thank 
you so much for volunteering! 

Florence M. Simfin 

Directora de Programas de Salud/Director of Health Programs 

El Pueblo, Inc 

700 Blue Ridge Road, Raleigh, NC 27606 

PO Box 33672, RaieigtL NC 27636 

T: 919 835 1525 

F: 919 835.1526 

Email: florence@elpueblo.org 

Web: wva,< elpuebio org 

Save the date / Reserve esta fecha 
Sunday, September 8 2013 / Domingo, 8 de septiembre, 2013 
200 S. Blount St, Raleigh, NC 27601 
-- You are currently subscribed to unc program in [atina o studies as: dstroman@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe 

click here: http:/71ists.unc.edu/u?id 41724563.84e5f048eSd19cfeb3~N8553ca94cfld&n T&I unc program in [atma o studies&o 33385571 or send a blank email to leave-33385571- 
41724563 84e5f048eSdl 9cfeb3 f88553ca94c fl d@liskserv.unc edu 





From: @live.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:23 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC WAG 

Attach: bio2.doc; 019.JPG 

Debby, 

Thank you for your invitation to serve on the working advisory group. I look forward to being a part of this group and working in this capacity. 

I am honored that you had the confidence in me that I could serve in this way. 

Attached is my bio and picture. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 9:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Consulting Team 

YES[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Etx~ny Watermmm <~ ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 9:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Instructions: RegaJcding Booth li)r KI Welcome Reception 

Hi Debby - did you decide to host a booth? If so, please let me know how I can help ruth the fulfillment. 

On friday, I roll seM over a formal proposal for you to review based on our discussion last week. 

Thank you for your time, 

Ebony Watermann 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: ~kenm~-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: 9:42:43 PM EDT 

To: "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro~)unc.edu>, " 

Cc: "Howell, Lingmei" <Linamei Howell(~kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu:> 

Subject: Regarding Booth for KI Welcome Reception 

@gmail.com’’, ~,gma~l.com> 

Deborah and Ebony, 

In just under two weeks, Tuesday,           , from 5-7 pm, we look forward to welcoming the incoming first years through our annual Kenan 

Institute Welcome Reception, in the Kenan Center Dining Room, Thank you again for your involvement of hosting a booth, representing the 

variety of remarkable opportunities offered through the Kenan Institute that we will be introducing to the new students, 

In preparation for the event, I would like to request that you respond before next Wednesday, , with the following two things: 

* 1 ) "Name" of your booth (1-4 word limit) to be printed on the tent card that will be propped on your table 

~ 2)‘~Name,,,~rbrief(4-6word~imit)tit~e,describingthe~pp~rtunitiesrepresentedaty~urbx~th tobeprintedonsmallcopiesofthefloorplm~, 

to help guide students around the event 

To provide additional support during the event, a member of our Leadership Fellows team and other current students {including undergrads) 
will be assigned to the area by your booth. Already,         has received well over 100 RSVPs for the Welcome Reception, and we are 
expecting an even greater turnout. We are really looking forward to showcasing the opportunities and expertise that reside in the Kenan 
Institute, and helping to identify students who will make valuable contributions to the interesting work that you do. 

Thanks again for your participation in the upcoming event, and for responding by next Wednesday, to the two requests above. 

Best regards, 

¯ MBA Candidate, Class of    ¯ Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow, UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(~,ke nan-flafller u nc.edu ¯ vczcw, kena n-flaqler, u nc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~b~unc.edu> 

~kena~- flagler.~mc.edu~ 

Speaking at KI Welcome Reception 

Deborah, 

Thank you for participating as a featured speaker in the upcoming Kenan Institute Welcome Reception on , from 5-7pm. 

I appreciate your time and commitment to communicating the variety of amazing opportunities Kenan-Flagler students have available to them through the 

Kenan Institute’s expertise and partnerships. At the beginning of the event around 5:20 pro, after Joe’s opening remarks, you will have up to five minutes 

to give a brief overview about the focus, and/or opportunities for students, related to your program. Please be sure to be standing by the podium as I 

commence the program to ensure timely transitions from Joe’s comments to the various program overviews we have scheduled. 

Please confirm by responding to this email that you are still available to be a featured speaker during the event. 

Looking forward to seeing you soon, 

¯ MBA Candidate, Class of     , Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow, UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

I@kenan-flagler. u nc.edu ¯ wv#J. kenan-flaqler, u nc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ma~yann Feldman -~ @gmaJl.com> 

Thursday. August 8, 2013 10:48 AM 

Stewart, Jolm F <jt?~tewar@email.unc.edu>; Low~ Caudill < ~yahoo.com>; Merritt, Charles E. <memtt@email.unc.edu>; 

Sta~mm~, Debora~h L <dstro@unc.edu>; tt~eltine, Li)’zy <lizzy.h~eltine@unc.edu> 

Court~ey Sanford -~ @glnoJl.com> 

Update 

Hello Everyone. 

I do have a CD with the film for the first day so that is all set. 

Next, Jim Geikie no longer works ]2~r Burrs Bees Its not a good story -- We will have also alrea~dy covered marketing. 

I’d like to substitute Aaron tloughton for November 5 He would be a good balance at that point and is now a serial entrepreneur. He is available! 

Cheers! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc .com> 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 1:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Video: How This Southern CEO Took Silicon Valley By Stonn 

To ensure gou re:e~ve updates From Docstoc; p~ease add ff!~_~E~!t~9~:£R[!! to your address book ~ Unsubscdbe 

Small Businesses 

Wendy Lea has been around the business block a 

few times. 

Before becoming the CEO of a successful customer 

engagement service platform called Get Satisfaction 

she wore a variety of hats: secretary, manager, 

business owner and even investor. 

What does Wendy know now, that she wishes she 

knew from the start? What are the secrets behind her 

triumphs, and even her failures? 

Click here to watch Wendy tell all in a fireside chat with 

Docstoc CEO Jason Nazar (or read the highlights if 

you’re short on time): 

Share this article with your friends: 
Click here for the video >> 

2g %hh~gs 20 
Year Oids Don’t 
Understand 
about Life (Yet) 

Miiienniai 

More Optimistic 

ti~arl Oider 

The Top 3 

to Mefiv]~te 

Accerdin9 1:o 

Stats 

ensure you continue to receive ol r e-m,s s p ease add messagas@docsto,t co 1~ o yo ," Add,’ess Book low 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 6:01 PM 

Jones Clmstensen, Lisa<Lisa JonesChfistensen@kenan-flagler.unc.e&~> 

Ammemaan, Alice S <aJice ammerman@unc.edu>; Wanda Hunter <~vhunter@mcialequi~institute.o~>; Tye Hunter 
b!yohoo.com>; Lightfoot, Alexandm F -c~llight@email.unc.edu>; Eng, Geifi <eugeifia eng@unc.edu>; Deena Hayes 

<dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>; Suza~ne Plihcik, @gmoJl.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Kavanagh, Joan 

<joan kavanagh@unc.edu> 

Re: Update on Racial Equity course at B-school 

Thanks for the update, Lisa. 

I mn surprised about this, too! Conversations with a number of people in addition to you, Lisa (most notably Dr. Johnson) had me thinking that Mmtever challenges 

we’d have would be after yeaJc one. 

Can we conth’m our meeting for next Wednesday at 4:30pro EST? 

I think we should all continue to have our conversations with people - news from fl~e B-School should only change fliat slightly. Hele’s what I remember: 

Mike Smitl~ - Tye 

Dr. Rimer - Geni? Debbie? 

Ta~e Clayton - Debbie and 

Others? 

Thanks all, 

On Thu, at 3:26 PM, Jones Christensen, Lisa <:Lisa JonesCl~istensen(?Bken~-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

It is with some surprise and a heavy heart that I report that the final response from the B-school about sponsoring the course came back as a "not this year." I am still 
investigating what is behind this reversal but since the news makes a difference in how you frame the follow-up and fundraising we have talked about, it makes sense to 
give you the news sooner rather than later. I am sorry that I can’t help the b-school come through in the way that we expected (and that I was led to believe was not just 
possible, but likely and easy). As I said on the last call, the $J.,500 already raised from the b-school and given to the REI is safely spent and in place. So, all I have actually 
accomplished is the start of our fundraising. 
I am more committed than ever to the work and will stay involved in our meetings as we go forward and will keep at it in other ways. For those who wanted to see the 
proposal document, I have attached it here. 
Talk to you soon and my apologies for the confusion and setback. 

Best, 
Lisa 

Lisa Jones ChrLstensen 

Assistant Professor of Strategy and Enttepreneurship 

The K~man-Ffagler Business School (Room # 4419A) 

The University of North Carolina al Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3490, McColl Building 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3490 

Emaik lisajc@unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 962-4261 

Fax: (919) 843-7986 

MBA Class o 
MPP Class o’ 

¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ www.kenan-flacjler.unc.edu 
, Duke’s Sanford School of Public Policy ¯ www.sanford.duke.edu 

(cell) ¯ (~..~1 rn all 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Emmett Gill <emmettgill@s~dentatN eteshumanrights.com> 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 7:19 PM 

emmettgill@studentathletesh um~right s.com 

NCAA/RU Letter 

Good day. Did you get a copy of the NCAA RU letter? If so, please consider signing on. The letter will be delivered on Monday. 

If not, then I can send a copy for your review. 

Best 

E 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ebony Watermmm < @gmail.com> 

Thursday, 7:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Instructions: Regaxding Booth for KI Welcome Reception 

Sounds good - I will be there by 4pm to get the layout & logistics for tl~e night. Are you doing a~y giveaways? 

Let me know if need me to bring maMhing. 

See you next week... 

Thank you for your time, 

Ebony Watermann 

On , at 2:09 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ebony. Yes, I do have a booth. I would like for you to be there to meet s~dents mad share information about the initiatives. 

d 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On ,, at 9:58 PM, "Etx~ny Watermann" < ~b~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Debby - did you decide to host a booth? If so, please let me know how I can help with the fulfilhnent. 

On friday, I will send over a formal proposal for you to review based on our discussion last week. 

Thank you for your time, 

Ebony Watermann 

Begin folaYarded message: 

From: "Stencel, Amy" <Amy Stencel@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date:              9:42:43 PM EDT 

To: "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro(a)unc.edu>, ~b.~mml.com" 

~gm~l.com> 

Cc: "Howell, Lingmei" <Lingmei Howell@kenma-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Regarding Booth for KI Welcome Reception 

Deborah and Ebony, 

In just under two weeks, Tuesday,         .th, from 5-7 pm, we look forward to welcoming the incoming first years 

through our annual Kenan Institute Welcome Reception, in the Kenan Center Dining Room. Thank you again for your 
involvement of hosting a booth, representing the variety of remarkable opportunities offered through the Kenan 
Institute that we will be introducing to the new students. 

In preparation for the event, I would like to request that you respond before next Wednesday, with the 
following two things: 

¯ 1) "Name" of your booth (1-4 word limit) to be printed on the tent card that will be propped on your table 

¯ 2) ’’Name", or brief (4-6 word limit) title, describing the opv~rtunities represented at your booth to be printed on 
small copies of the floor plan. to help guide students ~:round the event 

To provide additional support during the event, a member of our Leadership Fellows team and other current students 
(including undergrads) will be assigned to the area by your booth. Already, I        has received well over 100 
RSVPs for the Welcome Reception, and we are expecting an even greater turnout. We are really looking forward to 
showcasing the opportunities and expertise that reside in the Kenan Institute, and helping to identify students who 
will make valuable contributions to the interesting work that you do. 

Thanks again for your participation in the upcoming event, and for responding by next Wednesday, to the 
two requests above. 

Best regards, 

¯ MBA Candidate, Class of ¯ Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow, UNC’s Kenan-Flagler 

Business School 



(~ken an-flagller, u nc edu ¯ www kenan-flaqler.unc edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ebony Watermann < ~@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 7:50 PM 

~k enan- flagler.unc.edtv~ 

Stmman, Deborah L ~<lstro@unc.edtv~; ktbs lingmei howell.con <lingmeihowell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Logistics request: Regarding Booth for K1 Welcome Receplion 

Hi     - I will leave the booth name and description up to Deborah, however I roll be the representative st~fing the booth during this evem. Can you send me more 

details of where I need to go once I arrive? Parking? I plan to get there by 3pm to get everything set up 

Please let me know the logistics of the booth I.e: 
Tablecloth provided? 

Size table? 

Providing pens? 

Type of signage? 

Thank you for your time, 

Ebony Watermann 

On at9:42PM, ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah and Ebony, 

In just under two weeks, Tuesday,           , from 5-7 pm, we look forward to welcoming the incoming first years through our annual Kenan 
Institute Welcome Reception, in the Kenan Center Dining Room. Thank you again for your involvement of hosting a booth, representing the 
variety of remarkable opportunities offered through the Kenan Institute that we will be introducing to the new students. 

In preparation for the event, I would like to request that you respond before next Wednesday, , with the following two things: 

* 1) ’‘Name" of your booth (1-4 word limit) to be printed on the tent card that will be propped on your table 

* 2) "Name", or brief(4-6 word limit) title, describing the opportunities represented at your booth to be printed on small copies of the floor plan, 
to help guide students around the event 

To provide additional support during the event, a member of our Leadership Fellows team and other current students (including undergrads) 
will be assigned to the area by your booth. Already,         has received well over 100 RSVPs for the Welcome Reception, and we are 
expecting an even greater turnout. We are really looking forward to showcasing the opportunities and expertise that reside in the Kenan 
Institute, and helping to identify students who will make valuable contributions to the interesting work that you do. 

Thanks again for your participation in the upcoming event, and for responding by next Wednesday, to the two requests above. 

Best regards, 

¯ MBA Candidate, Class of     ¯ Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow, UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

~,ke nan41a~qler.u nc edu ¯ www. kenan-flaqler, u nc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Join Me! Sport Entrepreneurship 

Yes. 

Thank you for ofi~ring me this opportunity Dr. Stroman. I’m looking forward to working with you and my fellow students. I hm~e also attached a picture below. 

Thanks, 

Best, 

Public Policy, Minors in Entrepreneurship & Philosophy, Politics & Economics (PPE) 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Class of 

@live.unc edu 

On, , at 9:10 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tar Heels! I hope your summer is going well. 

Please read the attached. Let me know your decision to join this special group. 

Thanks! 

Regards, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

~q’hose who biolng smishi~le ~o tile lives of o~liers canilot keep it from themselves," 

<UG Consulting Team Invitation .pdf~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Skipper, John < ~espn.com> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 10:58 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Pellegrini, Denise < @espn.com> 

Re: UNC Visit - You’re Invited! 

Deborah, 

I am glad this could work out. I believe I have a dirmer with some folks ticom the creative ~vriting program but would be happy to meet before 

Look for~vard to seeing you. 

John 

Sent fi*om my iPhone 

On Aug 9, 2013, at 10:02 A,N% "Stroman, Deborah I," <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

> Thanks so much. Tuesday, Oct. 1 is great. The class time is the same. If you are available, I would also like to have you as a dinner guest with the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private 
Enterprise. It would be a more private setting with key leaders and possibly a couple of students. 
> 

> Debby 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 
> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all" Aristotle 
> 

> On Aug 7, 2013, at 2:42 PM; "Skipper, John" < ~r)espn.com> wrote: 
> 

>> Deborah, 
>> 

>> ][’hanks for the kind invitation but I cannot make it on that date. I am in Chapel Hill October 1 st and 2nd. Any chance of scheduling then? 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPad 
>> 

>> On Aug 6, 2013, at 6:03 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi Jol’m. We met earlier this year at the Carolina Inn and you asked me to contact you directly- about future engagement. I am now the point person on campus to develop Sport 
Entreprene~ship Initiatives. I am co-teaching the Entrepreneurship cottrse (ECON 325) this fall and would love to have you speak to o~ students @125) on Tuesday, Novernber 19. The 
class time is 12:30 - 1:45. The course topic is Execution. I would love to "pencil" you in for the entire class or a portion, if possible. If necessary’, I can also fill up your day with other 
opportunities for students to hear your message. ;) 

>>> I hope this date works for your calendar. If not, I xvill definitely reach out to you to share and invite you to participate on other projects I have scheduled over the next two years. 

>>> Again, THANK YOU for your service and inspirationt 

>>> Go Heelst 

>>> debby 

>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

>>> Excrcise and Sport Science Department, Faculty 
>>> Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 
>>> Carolina Sport Business Club, Faculty Advisor 

>>> Sent from tW iPad 
>>> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 



Fil~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mario Billingslea @gmail.com~ 

Saturday, August 10, 2013 10:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Speaking Engagement 

95 CST Shipboard CBRNE.pdf; 24CST JOINT FTX 2013.pdf; LBPD VBSS.pdf; CERFP 2012.pdf 

Dr. Stromau: I want to thank you for taking the time to tell me about your work at UNC Chapel Hill and for giving me the opportuniiy to give something back in a 

positive way. I have been vely blessed in my endeavol~, but not without sonle help from sonle ve~ good people along the way. IfI could pass along some of what I’ve 
learned, it would be a way to help others who waut to go into business for themselves in the future. 

I have attached a couple of presenlutions t?om some of the exerci~s and operations that my company, Sabre/Cold Steel has conducted in the past for various milita~ 

and federal law euforcement agencies. Please look them over as they will give you some idea as to flae kind of work we do. 

I have beeu looking over nay schedule and the period of 26-30 September and 10-31 October will work tbr me. I want to see if we might work something out during 

that lime-frame. If you have a difl~rent date iu miud, please let me know soonefft. Iu the meantime, feel tree to call or write if you need anything. 

Have a great day. Mario. 

"For the strength of the pack is the wolf, and the strength of the wolf is the pack." Kipling. 

J. Mario Billingslea 
President 
Sabre/Cold Steel 
3780 Langston Blvd 
Winterville, NC 28590 
Mobile: 

.~,.clmail.com 

This communication is confidential and intended to be privileged pursuant to applicable law. This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is 
addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended 
recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of 
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by telephone # (252) 902-5658 and destroy any and all 
contents. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Personal (hnadl < ~gmail.com~ 

Monday, August 12, 2013 12:23 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

WAG Proposal 

CenterStage Proposal WAG Iuitiative 2013 - 2014.pdf 

Hi Deby -I hope you had a great weekend and eRioyed your vacation! 

Please find my program proposal attached for your review and feedback. I will also submit an invoice to you under separate cover from our initial meeting 

Lastly, I will call you on Tuesday to I~-ther discuss the proposal and answer any questions or concerns you may have. 

Have a great week, 

Ebuny Puwers Watermann 
@gmail.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:10 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Last Week’s Blog 

I apologize. The blog I sent on ,nass relevance was from this pas~t week. This is from the week before. 

Football is finally back. How many of you were salivating by the time the Hall of Fame Game came around, 
despite it just being a preseason game? 

Yeah, I thought so. 

It doesn’t even matter if it doesn’t count, or if the third string players are the ones in the game~., football is 
football and we love it. 

So the last time we left off camp had just begun. The HOF Game was just around the corner, and the 
players had all returned to camp. 

I did the basic stuff last week, helping ~qather sound, taking pictures during player autographs, etc. One 
really cool event was the scrimmage at               . That is where the        play during the regular 
season, but it was cool to see 23,000 fans come out on a Monday night to watch the guys go against each 
other. There were more fans there than at the HOF Game! Crazy right? 

The new logo, offseason moves, and belief that       is leading the team in the right direction, really has 
the            fans pumped up. 

It’s contagious too, and fun to be around. Working for an organization with a positive attitude is what I want 
for my future. You need employees who look forward and want to try new things, and make bold moves. I 
100% support it, whether i’m a        fan or not. 

So Monday we did a live show from the stadium before the scrimmage and I had to help setup. I ran the 
chat during the show too. 

Before the practice/scrimmage started I was sent down to the tunnel to collect more photos for the Twitter 
and lnstagram accounts. 

I may not be getting the likes on my personal account, but it’s nice to see some of rny pictures get a couple 
thousand likes! 

On Sunday during the HOF game we were a little more involved. I got there at 6 PM, and helped run the 
pregame show. Then I was introduced to Mass Relevance (more on that in my next posts). 

Short story, I help approve everything that goes oil the website. 

It’s really interesting being involved in the actual process of deciding what is going to be seen by millions of 
people, llike having those responsibilities. 

I’m not insulting or criticizing any of my other internships in the past, but still, I really feel like I’m getting real 
world experience this summer. 

It’s exciting. I’m sad to leave here in two weeks, but I feel like I am ready for the real world, l’,m, working 30+ 
hours a week, commuting between two jobs that demand a lot out of me, but 1 enjoy it! I know 1 m in the right 
field, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deb Hepp ~a:lebbie@ballyhoostudio.com> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:05 AM 

Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cyuthia Reifsnide@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~ 

Walker, Jack T <jack walker@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu>; Carol Thomson (cthom~n@firestreammedia.com); Snedden, Pmnela 

<Pamela Snedden@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Mary E <mnapie@email.unc.edt~,; Stroman, Deborah L <~tstro@unc.edu>; 

kI’bs lingmei howell.con <lingmei howell@kenma-flagler.unc.edu>; Santos, Pamela <Pamela Santos@unc.edu> 

Re: Updates to Concierge program - will affect pmgrmn page(s) 

Hi Cindy, 

Thanks tbr the update. When I’m a bit closer to working on that section of the website I’ll be back in touch with questions. For now, though, I am working on the 

Partners page. I assume we’ll list these Concierge partners there as well &s on the Concierge microsite. I can acid the ones from this Powerpoint slide -- are there 

others I shimld include? 

Having the application available on the Concierge site seems a vital customer service function -- even if it’s a PDF that can be filled out and returned electronically (as 

opposed to an online form such as SurveyMonkey). You and I also discussed allowing viewers to sign up for an e-mail list frown the Concierge site. 

I’~n glad you finedized the name of the program, and like this longer, more descriptive name better than an acronym. 

: Design & Marketing Consultant 

: Ballyhoo Studio 

: http://www.ballyhoostudio.com 

: http ://www.lin kedin.com/int .... 

: phone 

On Aug 9, 2013, at 12:11 PM, Reifsnider, Cynthia wrote: 

Hi, Jack, Carol, and Deb, 

I met with Joe this week regarding Concierge, and several changes/updates came out of the meeting. 

Program name is now set: Concierge Service for Entrepreneurs. 

The Research 2 Market and Program 2 Market parts are merged into a single continuum within Concierge. Concierge is the whole program that 

includes partners and referrals. The services that we, the Kenan Institute, provide within Concierge will simply be "Idea to Market" and will include 

patent landscaping and initial market assessment as well as business development. The attached 2-slide DRAFT PPT slides give a new overview as 

well as continuum of services from us and partners along the commercialization path. I hope to finalize on Monday in a follow-up with Joe - he’s two- 

thumbs-up on the revision but I want to check with him for any minor (or major) edits one more time. 

I’ve discussed with Jack the possibility of his working on an improved graphic for the continuum on the second slide for use on the web site (and 

other materials), but this will be good enough to start with. 

Deb (and Carol), Fve started a list of partner sites/programs that we’ll use as referrals on the web page for Concierge. Let me know when you need 

the first set of programs and URLs from me. 

I’ve also talked with Jack briefly about moving the patent application form from our survey tool to the web site and including an option for simply 

providing contact information and dropping off a copy of the invention disclosure form that inventors have already completed. The application 

survey is attached as well (PDF attachment -old R2M name that we’ll need to get rid of). 

Deb, let me know if you want to chat again for 15-30 minutes to re-do our content discussion. 

Cindy 
Cynthia Reifsnider 
Director of Research Services & Knowfed~e Management 
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Kenan Center :: Campus Box 3440 : Chapel Hill. NC 27599-3440 

phone: 919.8433323 :: fax: 919.962.8202 :: Cynthia...Reifsnider@kenan-flagler unc.edu :: http:!!vwvw.kenan-flaqler.unc.edu/KI/ 

<Concierge Service for Entrepreneurs 08092012, draft.ppt><R2M application survey 08052013.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bryan Lawson <bryanl@brandfuel.com> 

Tuesday, Angust 13, 2013 10:02 AM 

Lori Little <loril@brandfnel.com>; Stroma~, Deborah L ~<ts~tro@unc.edu> 

Holley (hin~ <admin@bmndfueI.com> 

RE: Brand Fuel: INVOICE #13066 

Deborah, 
I hope you are doing well[ 

It has come to my attention that this invoice is showing as ontstanding. 
I wanted to reach out knowing the challenges we had over the last 
invoice in getting together to process your credit card. 

Were you planning on having the universi~z cut a check, or did you want 
us to process on your credit card again this time? If you would like us 
to process your credit card, please let us know when is the best time to 
call you [’or the information and our accounting team will call at that 
time. (Please note we do not keep credit card information on :file 
unless you specifically ask us to [’or [’umre transactions.) 

Thanks again, and please let me know i[’there are any other projects on 
the horizon that I can help you with your planning 

Kind regards, 

Bryan Lawson 

Senior Account Executive 

Brand Fuel 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lori Little [mailto:loril(~r)brandfuel.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 11:22 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Cc: Lori Little 
Su~iect: Brand Fuel: INVOICE #13066 

Hi Deborah, 

Thank you for your recent purchase. Attached is a copy of your invoice 
for payment. We do accept payment via credit card to make your 
transaction as efficient as possible. Click on the link below to enter 
your order and credit card information. Our site is fast, easy, and 
completely secure! 

http://brandfuel.com/Portal.do?command Default&siteId 4&tabld 32&pageId 
230 

Should you have any problems using the site above, please contact me 
directly. Otherwise, please contact your account executive should you 
have any order related questions or concerns. 

Have a great day[ 

Lori Little 
Accounting & Benefits Administrator 
www.brandfuel.com 
p (919) 447-4914 f (919) 484-2566 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 13, 2013 12:02 PM 

athletics retbrm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [theaxg] another indic’nnent of the faculty 

"¢~qaat percentage of the faculty have heard of NC Spin, never mind read it? So I ask how the column might be made more accessible to the faculty, with an added note to help them 
find/join/listen to ARG statements? 

Will 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:ja,vsmith@email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 11:50 AM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subj ect: [thearg] another indictment of the faculty 

http://w~.ncspin.com/2013/OS/13i~vhen-the-~uardians-faili?fb source pubvl 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ewbrooks@live unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc edu/u? 
id 61803861.73dldgd4009efd57950c577I~6~033c&n T&I thear~&o 33412107, or send a blank email to leave-33412107-61803861.73dld9d4009efd57950c577fd6g)033c@listserv.unc edu 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu To unsubscribe 
click here: ht~p://listsunc.edu/u’?id 62524524.013b0048bfeSfl 9c85e19dTl ld338e5d&n T&I thear~&o 33412205, or send a blank email to leave-33412205- 
62524524 013b0048bfeSfl 9c85el 9d711 d338e5d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attad~: 

Webster-Cyriaqu, Jennifer <Jennifer Cyriaque@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 12:18 PM 

Freeman, Ashalla Magee <asha]la magee@med.unc.edu>; Altleck, Dianne M <attleck@email.unc.edtr*; Stroman, Debx~ra~h L 

<dstro@unc.edtr% Cla,vton, Taff,ve Ben~m <tafl},e@unc.edu> 

Altleck, Dimine M ~qfffleck@email.unc.edu;>; Earp, Shelton <shelton earp@~ned.unc.edu;>; Weintraub, Jane <Jm~e Weintraub@unc.edu>; 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ron slrauss@unc.edu>; Godley, Paul Alphonso <paul godley@Ined.unc.edu>; Cohen, Myron S 

<myron cohen@med.unc.edu>; Roper, Willimn L <willimn rope@med.unc.edu>; Magnuson, Teny R <reiD" magnuson@med.unc.edu> 

FW: Future of PCP 

Newslettter -August 2013.pdf 

Dear All, 

The under representation ot: people of color’ in the STEM areas cont#mes to be a challenge and IJNC has been working to overcome this. ~ recently received 

notification that the UNC NC Math and Science education network pre-coHege program that targets minority midNe and high school students will be dosing after 

27 years. Th~s program is cdticai to pipeJ~ne building ~nd for many of the students ~s a fh-st exposure to mathematics and sdence research and the first opportunity 

to consider expJodng math/science as a career. We do have significant activity ongoing at the undergraduate and graduate levels but engaging younger peop[e 

from the k~cal comrnun~t:y of coior i~ so ~mportant, ~ am not aware of other ye~r round prograrm~ that have a thick record ~ike th~ one and r’e~che~ down to these 

younger ages. ts there anyLhing thi~t can be done Lo save the progri~m or h:~ld ~t ~nto other dis~ersiW in sdence efforts? 

Ai~ the ~est, 

Jennifer 

,Jennifer Webster-Cyriaque DDS PhD 

Associate Professor 

Department of f:)enti~ Ecology, Schoo~ of Dentistry 

Department of M~croNolo~y, School of Medicine 

Oral HIV AIDS Research Alliance, V~rolo~y Unit 

Center for AIDS Research, Member 

[~neberger Cancer Center, Member 

University of North Carolina Ch~pe~ 

Phone o[fice 919-537-357~,/9~.9-537-3177 bb919,-SgT-g492 din~c919-966-0530 

Pager 919 216-6509 

Em~H ]webs~er@em~H,unc,e~u 

F~m: AffJeck, Dianne N [mailto:affleck@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2013 12:02 PN 
Subject: Future of PCP 
~mpo~ance= High 

Good Afternoon, 

Please read the attached newsletter about the future of the UNC Chapel Hill NC-MSEN Pre-College Program (PCP). 

Dianne Affleck 

Coordinator 

UNC Chape~ Hill NC-MSEN Pre-College Program 

025 Peabody Hall, CB# 3500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35~ 

(9~9) 962-9362 (Voice) 

(929) 9624624 (Office) 

(9~9) 962-0588 (Fax) 

"Do not let whet you cennot do, interfere with whet you con do." 

-John Wooden 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Webster-Cyriaqu, Jennifer <Jennife~Cyriaqne@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 13, 2013 2:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~’dstro@unc.edu>; Freeman, Ashalla Magee <ashall%magee@med.unc.edtr~; Affleck, Dianne M 

<aflleck@email.unc.edu->; Clayton, Ta~t}ve Benson <tatt)e@unc.edu> 

Alt|eck, Dim~ne M ~ffleck@email.nnc.edu>; Ea~p, Shelton <shelton earp@tned.nnc.edu>; Weintraub, Jane ~-~Jane Weintraub@unc.edu>; 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ron slrauss@unc.edu>; Godley, Paul Alphonso <paul godley@tned.nnc.edu>; Cohen, Myron S 

<myron cohen@med.unc.edu>; Roper, William L <willimn rope@med.unc.edu>; Magnuson, Ten7 R ~-~te~ry magnuson@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Future of PCP 

Hi Debbie, 

IL would be wonderful it: you could inform the Caucus. UnfortunaLely after speaking wiLh Diane, I am not certain that Lhere are resources available for program 

reconstruction. 

Best, 

J e n n ~ f e r 

~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Se~ Tuesday, August 
¯ ~ Webster-CyMaqu, Jennifer; ~reeman, AshalM Nagee~ Affieck~ Dianne N; Cla~on, Ta~e Benson 
Ce~ Affleck, Dianne N; Earp, Shelton~ Weintraub, Jane; Strauss, Ronald Pj ~odley, Paul Alphonso; Cohen, Nyron S~ Roper, Will~am L; Nagnuson, Ter~ R 

S~b~ee~ RE: Future of PCP 
H~ Jenn~fe~ ~ hope you a~e do~n~ we~k 

Thanks for sharing th~s ~mportant and d~sturbh~g h~format~om Having read the attachment, ~t appears that D~ane and assodates have a plan underway to 

"reconstruct" the program~ W~th more deta~s on th~s effort, I can certain~g h~form and support them persona~y and through the Caucus. 

Please give me a caI~ when you can 

d e b b y 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
~n.q~qe. ~xplore, Empower: 

9119,843.0336 

’~Yot~ can’t w~Re a persot~ w~o N pretendin9 to be ~sleep." Yavajo Proverb 

F~m: Webster-Cyriaqu, Jennifer 
Sent: Tuesday, August ~3, 2013 ~2:18 PH 
To: Freeman, Ashalla Hagee; Affleck, Dianne H; Stroman, Deborah L; Cla~on, Ta~e Benson 
Cc: Affleck, Dianne H; Earp, Shelton; Weintraub, Jane; Strauss, Ronald P.; Godley, Paul Alphonso; Cohen, Hyron S; Roper, William L; Nagnuson, Ter~ 
Subject: N: Future d PCP 
~mpo~ance: High 

De~r AlL 

7he under represents~:~on o[ people of cok)r ~n the STEM 8reas cont~t~ues [:o be a challenge and UNC has been working to overcome this. ~ recently received 

not~ficatkm ths~: ~:he UNC NC Math and Sdence educath:m net~vork pre-co~lege program that targets minority mh~d~e and Mgh school students ~vi~l be dosm8 after 

27 years. Th~s program ~s cr~tica~ to p~pe~ne building and for many o[: the students ~s a [:ks~ exposure ~o mathematics and science research and the first opportunity 

to consider exploring mathisdence as a career. We do have s~gn~ficant activity ongoing a~ the undergraduate and graduate leve~s but engaging younger peo#e 

from the ~oc~l community of co,or is so ~mportant. ~ am not ~ware of other year round programs that h~ve a track record fike tMs one and reaches down to these 

younger ~ges. ~s there anything that can be done to save the program or fold ~t h~to other diuersitg in sdence efforts? 

A~ the best~ 

Jenmfer 

Jennifer Webster-Cyriaque DDS PhD 

Associate Professor 

Department of Denta~ Ecologg, Schoo~ of Dentistry 

Department of M~croMologv, School of Medicine 

OrM HIV AIDS Research Alfiance, Vkologv Unit 

Center [:or AIDS Research, Member 

Lineberger Cancer Center, Member 

UniversiW of North Carofina Chape~ 

Phone office 919-537-3571/9:1.9-$37-3177 lab919-537-3492 clinic 9:[9-968-0530 

Pager 919 216--8509 

Cel~ 

F~m= Affleck, Dianne N [mail~:affleck@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, July 26, 
Su~ject~ Future d PCP 
lm~o~an~e~ High 

Good Afternoon, 

Please read the attached newsletter about the future of the UNC Chapel Hill NC-MSEN Pre-College Program (PCP). 

Dianne Affleck 

Coordinator 

UNC Chapel Hill NC-MSEN Pre-College Program 

0~5 Peabody Hall, CB# 3500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35~ 

(919) 962-9362 (Voice) 

(9~9) 962-~624 (Office) 



(919) 962-0588 (Fax) 

"Do not let what you cannot do, interfere with what you can do." 

-John Wooden 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Clayton, Taffye Benson ~:taffye@nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Angust 13, 2013 3:32 PM 

Webster-Cyriaqu, Jenni[br <Jenni[br Cyriaque@unc.edu>; Freemaa~, Ashalla Magee ~ashalla magee@med.unc.edu>; Altleck, Dianne M 

<aftleck@email.unc.edtr’~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Altleck, Di~x~ne M ~[fleck@email.unc.edt~>; Earp, Shelton < shelton earp@~ned.unc.edt~>; Weintraub, Jane --~Jane Weintraub@unc.edu>; 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ron slrauss@unc.edu>; Godley, Paul Alphonso <paul godley@tned.nnc.edu>; Cohen, Myron S 

<myron cohen@med.unc.edu>; Roper, Willimn L <willimn rope ,r~a~med.unc.edu>; Magnuson, Ten7 R --~te~ry magnuson@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Future of PCP 

You make a very good observation~ Your concern mirror those I expressed [o Dean McDiarmid two weeks ago about this issue. The Dean and former Provost Bruce 

Carney were aMe to protect the program from the threat of cuts over the last few years, but given the budget cut requirement th~s year, ~t became even more of 

challenge to keep the p~osram operations. ~ know that BHL the SOE development officer and others are worMn8 creatively to explore fund~n8 options from othe~ 

sources It ~s the only program tha~: ~ am aware of that provides subsl:antiw~ STEM focused co~iege prep enrichment: for mkMk~ and h~h schoolers I am hopeflA that 

by working ~:ogether we wH~ be aMe to determine how to reconstruct and ~und a s~m~ar prouam, t see the program as v~l:a~ to our STEM p~pel~ne infrastructure on 

thb campus. Thanks so much for sharing and thank you to aH colleagues fisLed for your commitment. ] w~H continue to be ss helpful ss I can ~n thb re~srd. 

Rest, 

Taffye 

Taffye Benson Clayton, EdD 

Vh::e Prow)st fl)r D~w~rsity and Mu~ticul~ura] Affairs and Chief Di~ers~:y Officer 

Univers~Ly of NorLh Carolina at Chapel 

Office of D~versity and Mu~ticu~tura] Affairs 

9K South Bu~ld~ng 

Chapel H~I~, NC 27599-92:[5 

919.962.0202 p 

taffye@unc.edu 

E~m= Webs~r-Cyriaqu, Jennifer 
Seat= Tuesday, August $3, 2053 $2:$8 PM 
To= Freeman, Ashalla Magee; Affleck, Dianne M; Stroman, Deborah L; Clayton, Ta~e Benson 
C¢= Affleck, Dianne M; Earp, Shelton; Weintraub, 3ane; Strauss, Ronald P,; Godley, Paul Alphonso; Cohen, Myron S; Roper, William L; Magnuson, Ter~ R 
Sabject; ~: Future of PCP 
[mpe~aBee= High 

Dear 

The under representation of people of co~or b~ the STEM areas continues to be a challenge and UNC has been workin8 [o overcome this. ~ recendy received 

notification that the UNC NC Math and Science education network pre-coHege program that targets m~nodty m~dd]e and h~gh school students will be closing afte~ 

27 years. Th~s program ~s cdtica~ to p~pel~ne bu~ld~ng m~d for many of the students ~s a first exposure to mathematics and sdence research and the first opportunity 

to consider expk~r~n~ mathisdence as a career. We do have s~gn~ficant acl:Ml:y ongo~n~ a~: the undergradua~:e and ~raduate le~e]s bu~ engaging younger peo#e 

[rom the k)cal community o[ cok~r is so ~mportant. f am not aware of o~:her year round programs [:hat have a track record like tMs one and reaches down ~o ~hese 

younger ages. ~s Lhere anything that can be done to save the program or fold ~t ~nLo other diversity in sdence efforts? 

A~I the best, 

.Jenn~fe~ 

Jennifer Webster-Cyriaque DDS PhD 

Associa~:e Professor 

Department of Dental Ecology, School o~: Dentistry 

Department of M~croMology, School o~: Medicine 

Oral HIV AIDS Research Alfim~ce, V~rology Unit 

Center for AIDS Research, Member 

[Jneberger Cancer Cen~er, Member 

Univers~Ly of North Carolina Chape~ H~fl 

Phone office 959-537-.3571/919-.537-3~77 ]ab919-537--3492 clinic 919-966--0530 

Pager 9:[9 

Cell 

Ema~ iwebster@erna~l.unc.edu 

Seat= Friday, July 26, 2053 ~2:02 PM 
S~bject= Future d PCP 
lmpe~aBee= High 

Good Afternoon, 

Please read the attached newsletter about the future of the UNC Chapel Hill NC-MSEN Pre-College Program (PCP). 

Dianne Affleck 

Coordinator 

UNC Chapel Hill NC-MSEN Pre-College Program 

015 Peabody Hall, CB# 3500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-35~ 

(919) 962-9362 (Voice) 

(919) 962-1624 (Office) 

(9~9) 962-0588 (Fax) 

affleck@emaikunc.edu 

"Do not let whet you cennot do, inter[ere with whet you cen do." 

-John Wooden 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mo~gar~ Laura H <laura morgan@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 4:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~stro@unc.edu> 

Smith, Jane C. <jmae smith@unc.edu> 

Distinguished Alumni Awa~rds: October 121h 

Dear f"rofessor SLroman, 
On behalf of the University Day/Installation Committee I invite you to p~.rticipate in University Day by serving as the sponsor for one of our awardees, Karol Mason 

when she ge~s the O~s~ng~shed A~um~a A~,ard on U~ve~si~ ~ay, O~lober ~th, 

The ResponsiNlities for this role include: 
Attend the Distinguished Alumni Award lunch at the Carolina Inn on Saturday, October ~2th at 1l:30am -I:OOpm. Meet your awardee there or help introduce 

them to the Chancellor and other guests. {you should receive an invite for this event in early September) 
Following the luncheon, you will walk with your honoree over to South Building for this year’s special ceremony, the University Day ceremony which also 

includes the Installation of our University’s Eleventh Chancellor, Carol Folt. Once the recipient has been greeted by staff at South Building, you can join 

the Faculty for the procession on Polk Place. 

Please let me know if you can accept this role and thanks for your consideration. 

All the best, 

Laura 

Laura Hayes Morgan 

Director of University Events 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

9~9.843.6321ioffice 

i/cell 

Twitter: @ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Wm~da Hunter <whunte@racialequityinsdtute.org--- 

Tuesday, 6:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Update on Racial Equib’ course at B-school 

Great. ~Vhat about ’ ~Ve’re unavailable until 

will you let the others know, once we’ve nailed a date? 

On , at 6:26 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Sound~.; good. Thank~.L 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

E~Ncqe, Explore, Empower: 

9:1%843,0336 

~Yo~ can’t w~ a p~sot~ w~o is pr~te~di~9 to be ~sleep," Yavajo Proverb 

F~m: [maJJto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:24 PM 
To: Wanda Hunter 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Update on Racial Equi~ course at B-school 

I’d vote ~or reseheduling for a time w~te ~]e~ Gem~ ~d ~]ice can be there, given that we’ie plam~ing to ~m our sights ~wards S~H? 

~nd ai~ Jet’s follow up with them and see ffthey’re able to co~ect with Dr. R? 

On Tue, at 5:36 PM, Wanda Hunter <whunter(a)vacialequityinsdtute.o~> wrote: 
Debby and 

Do we have up&tes or new ideas m discuss, given news from the BSchool? If so, I’m hapw to resewe the REI Conference line for tomonow. 

Given that Gem will not be on the call, it’s h~xd to know if we c~ look m SPH for pfimmy sponsorship uNess someone has ~Iready spoken wifl~ Bmbam Nemer. 

Tye has Ned to roach Mike Smith. A li~le phone ~g; fl~ey haven’t yet connected. Nso seems at tiffs point be~er to w~t until we have mo{nenmm (and finding) on our 

side wi~ oilier campus leaders--unless we tNnk he is the one to go to for $$ suppon. 

What do you think? Is it woah the 4 of us (and Lisa) m~ng time for the call tomom~w? Or should we re-schedule? 

Wanda 

On , at 2:07 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 
[ am ~;t~il available, 
d 
Do Good. 
Deborah L Stroman, P~.D. C~U 
g’n¢lo,cfe, gkplore. Empower. 
939.843.0336 
<~mageOOI.jpg> 

’*Yo~ can’t w~ a p~sot~ w~o is pr~te~di~9 to be ~sleep." Yavajo Proverb 

F~m: Ligh~oot, Alexandra 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:47 PH 

To:           3ones ChrisMosen, Lisa 

Cc: Ammermao, Alice S; Wanda Hun~r; Tye Hunter; Eog, Geoi; Deeoa Hayes; Suzanoe Plihcik; Stroman, Deborah L; Kavaoagh, Joan 

Subject: RE: Update on Racial Equi~ course at B-school 

Gen~ and I are both oL~t O1: towrL 
A~exandra Ughtfoot, 

Director, CBPR Core 
Center ~or Hea~th Promoth:m and D~sease Prevention 
University o[ North (:aroikH~ ~: Chapel 
~700 Martin Luther Kin~ Jr, Nvd. 
CB #7426 
Chape~ Hill: North Carolh~a 27~9%7426 
(919) 843-9562 
www.hpdp.unc.edu 
F~= :mail~ ~qma~l,com] 
Se~t~ Tuesday,, ~:3~ PM 
Te= Jones Chris~nsen, Lisa 
¢¢~ Ammerman, Alice S; Wanda Hunter; Tye Hunter; Ligh~oot, Alexandra F; Eng, Geni; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Stroman, Deborah L; Kavanagh, Joan 
$~bject~ Re: Update on Racial Equi~ course at B-school 
Hi a]l - 
Does tomo~ow at 4:30 still won for eveD’one? 

Tha{~s, 



On Thu,            at 6:01 PM,                       ?&gmail.com> wrote: 
Thanks tbr tie update, I,isa. 

I mn surprised about this, too! Conversations ruth a number of people in addition to you, Lisa (most notably Dr. Johnson) had me thinking that M~atever challenges 

we’d have would be alter yea, one. 

Can ~ve contirm our meeting for next Wednesday     at 4:30pro EST? 

I tlfink we should all continue to have our conversations with people - news from the B-School should only change fl~at slightly. Here’s what I remember: 

Mike Smith - Tye 

Dr. Rimer - Geni? Debbie? 
TaJ][ye Clayton - Debbie and Bay 

Others? 

Thanks all, 

On Thu, at 3:26 PM, Jones Christensen, Lisa <Lisa JonesChristensen@keuan-flagle!;anc.edu> wrote: 

It is with some surprise and a heavy hear~ that I report that the final response from the B-school about sponsoring the course came back as a "not this year." I am still 
investigating what is behind this reversal but since the news makes a difference in how you frame the follow-up and fundraising we have talked about, it makes sense to give 
you the news sooner rather than lair. I am sor~ that I can’t help the b-school come through in the way that we expected (and that I was led ~ believe was not just possible, 

but likely and easy). As I said on the last call, the ~1,500 already raised from the b-school and given to the RE1 is safely spent and in place. So, all I have actually 
accomplished is the s~ of our fundraising. 
I am more commi~ed than ever to the work and will stay involved in our meetings as we go fo~ard and will keep at it in other ways. For those who wanted to see the 
proposal documenb I have a~ached it here. 
Talk to you soon and my apologies for the confusion and setback. 

Best, 
Lisa 
Usa Jones Chr~stensen 
Assistant Professor of Strate{ty and EnttepreneursMp 

The Kenan-F~agler Business Schoo~ (Room # 4419A) 

The Unk, e~ilg of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campias Box 3490, McCo~ Building 
Chape~ H~ NC 27599-3490 

F~[~one: (91~) 962-4261 
Fax: (919) 843-7986 

MBA Class of ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ wwvv.kenan=flagler.unc.edu 
MPP Class of , Duke’s Sanford School of Public Policy ¯ www.sanford.duke.edu 

(cell) ¯        @~qmail 

MBA Class of ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ www.kenan-flac.ller.unc.edu 
MPP Class of , Duke’s Sanford School of Public Policy ¯ www.sanford.duke.edu 

(cell),       }g___m_____a_!_!. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buffy@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 7:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: How to Go t?om Outsider to Insider 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http:flwww.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http :/!www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork!l’4yCa reeri 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http :/t www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reef 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From: @live,unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:11 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you so much! My PID is 

I land back at RDU early in the morning on the 23rd and if I can’t clear the issue up with the registrar’s office on the phone this week it will be one of my 

first stops when I am finally back in Chapel Hill. 

I hope you have had a great summer! 

ETniversity of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
Bachelor’s in Journalism and IVlass Communication: Public Relations 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration Double Major 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:29 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi Good to hear from you. No problem. I will enroll you. 

f need y.:)ur PID. Connect with me he’,d: week, ~ can’t enro~ y.:)u unti~ you fix the ow~rh:~d sm~g ~:hough. 

Safe travels~ 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 
Deborah L Stroma~, Ph.D. CgU 

g’n¢io,qe, g~plor’e,, Empower: 

9119,843,0336 

"Yot~ can’t w~ke a person w#o N pretendin~ to be ~sleep." Yavajo Prover# 

Seat; Tuesday, &:05 AN 
Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject= EXSS 

Dear Dr. Stroman: 

Good evening, I hope you have had a wonderful summer. I am emailing you regarding admittance to EXSS. . I have an internship in the fall with Sports 

and Properties in Cary in addition to my position with ELSM. I would like to enroll in EXSS. if you still have spaces open. I would have come to your 

office however I am still in Portland completing my internship with Nike until the     , next Thursday, as I will be returning to campus late. I need to apply 

for an overload, but will be unable to do so I believe, until the first day of classes. Given this situation would EXSS    still be available for me to enroll in? 

Thank you so much and I look forward to hearing from you! 

ETniversity of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
Bachelor’s in Journalism and Mass Communication: Public Relations 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration Double Major 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Advising Question 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I know that you are not technically an advisor anymore but I had a quick question. If you Pass/Fail a class, do you still receive the gen ed credits from the class? 

Thanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: NCHSAA Internship 

Attach: IntemshipApplication 

TiffaW Worthen ~tiffmay@nchsaa.org> 

Thursday. Angust 15, 2013 8:09 AM 

Thank Yon for yonr interest in interning ruth tke North Carolina High School Athletic Association. 

I have attached the application to this email. The deaxtline ti~r receiving this email is Sep{cmber 9th. Late applications will not be accepted. 

If you have further questions let me know and I look tbrwaacd to reviewing your applications. 

Tiffany WolNen 

Assis~xit to Supervisor of Officials 

tiffanv(~nchsaa.org 

"Excellence is in the detaAls. Give attention "to the details aM excellence will come". 

Perry Paxton 

North Carolina High School Athletic Association 
wv~v.nchsaa.ora 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Molgalx Laura H <laura morgan@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 2:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Here is Karol’s email 

@gmail.com 

All the best 

laura 

Laura Hayes Morgan 

Director of University Events 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919.843.6321/office 

/ceil 

Twitter: @~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?}live.tmc.edu-- 

Thursday, 10:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sarah Pellegrino <Sarah Pellegrino@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~; 

Re: SBJ - YES’. 

@unc.edu> 

Dr. Stroman, 

That is AWESOME news!!! Thank you so much!! 

In regards to the day ol; if SBJ could send a representative for the career thir, that would be great to have them present’. And also if they have extra mag~ines, I think 

it would be great to put a tEw at each table &tring the lunch po¢tion. Great tbr the students to look at and great publicity tbr SBJ. 

Thanks again’. 

University of North Cmolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 

~live.unc.edu 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:10 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Great news! I met with Mr. Richard Weiss, publisher of SBJ, today and he agreed to give the Club ~;1000[ [ asked for $500 for the Expo and 

S500 for the Club. [ will send him an invoice. Please work together to decide the BEST usage of the funds. (e.g., executive team shirts, t-shirts, 

bags, travel money, tickets, etc.) We definitely need to get their logo up on both sites ASAP. He will not be available to attend the Expo 

because of their own event in NY that week. He did say that he could have "whatever" we needed at the Expo though, i.e., a SBJ staff member 

or sample mags or something. Be creative[ Let me know asap. 

Onward! 

"You don’t get what you don’t ask for..." 

Dr, Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843~0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

who bv[ng sunshine to tile |ires of otl~ers cannot keep it feom tl~cmselvcs," 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Russell, Kresha <karussell@au×- services.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 11:00 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Robertson, Nakenge <ua~engexobertson@unc.edtr~; Littlejolm, Ursula Euuice <ursula littlejolm@unc.edtr~ 

RE: CBC - It’s time! 

BC 2013.htm 

Deborah, 

Attached is a revised copy ot: the order. I made the change you mentioned below. Keep in mind the dessert that’s left on the order will only t:eed 20 folks. You want 

to add a couple dozen dessert bars incase more guests are looking for desserts? Also, for the beef sliders...l noted for the chef to make half of the order with 

cheese. Let me know if you rather me keep ~t off. 

If everytMng k)oks fine, pk~ase ema~] me your statement of approw~ refereru::mg the total Th~s wiil count as your s~gnature 

Have a great weekend~ 

Thanks, 

Kresha 

Kresha Russell ~ Carolina Catering, D~ector 

o: 919.9{~2.0554 

~.00 Friday Center Drive Campus Be>: ~020 Chapel H~, NC 27599 

V~s~[ our webs~te 

Stay Connected with Carolina Dining Services 

like. <http:!!www.facebook.com!CDSatU NC> 

follow, <http:fftwi tter.comicdsatunc> 

visit. <http://www.dinin~j.u nc.ed u> 

Fr~: Stroman, Deborah L 
8e~t~ Tuesday, August ~3, 20~3 6:22 PM 

Te~ Russell, Kresha 
~¢~ Robe~on, Nakenge; Li~lejohn, Ursula Eunice 
Subject: RE: CBC - I~s time~ 
Thanks again. Let’s go wkh the same orde~ but remove the Tier 2 cake. We a~ways have the sweets ~eft over._ 

ket me knowif you need anything else. 

De 6end. 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D. CLU 
En,9’u~e. Explore. Empower. 

919.8~3.0336 

"You can’t wake a person who N pretending to be asleep." Navajo Proverb 

F~m= Russell, Kresha 
8ent~ Friday, August 02, 20~3 ~:03 AH 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: CBC - ]~s time~ 

He~o DeboraM 

~ hope you~summer has been well I hsve attached ~ast year’s menu for your ~eview. Can you tell me wMch ~tems msy not have worked aswel~ or you wouM ~ike 

to ~ep~ace~ ~ don’t wm~t to chm~e anvth~n8 that the ~uests really enjoved~ Also, do you need the cocktail tablesi~h~en etc. ~Sa~n 

Kresha Russell ~ Carolina Caterh~8, Dkector 

o: 93.9962.0554 ~ c: 

~OO Friday Center Driw~ Campus Box 3.O20 Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

V~s~t our webske at 

Stay Connected with Carolina Dining Services 

l ike. <http:!iwww.facebook.comiCDSatU NC> 

[ollow. <h t tp:!/twitter.cornicdsa tunc> 

visiL <ht tp:/iwww, di n!ng.unc.e du> 

Fro~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 12:54 PM 
To: Russell, Kresha 
Subject: CBC - It’s time! 

Hi Kresha. The Caucus will host its annual "Welcome Back" Social on Friday, August 23 at 5:00 p.m. (Stone Center) 

www.unc.eduicbc 

If possible, we would like for you to handle the catering again. Please work with last year’s menu. (Send your updated menu though.) We liked those selections. ;) 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah L, Stroman, PI~,Do CLU 
Explore, Engage, Empower, 

3~5 Woollen - CB #8700 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Memtt, Charles E. <memtt@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:28 AIvl 

Stewart Jolm F <jti,’tewar@email.unc.edu>; Lowry Caudill < 

Ma~alm P. qna~arm.l~ldman@unc.edu~ 

Courmey Sanford            @g~na]l.co~n>; 

Teaching note for Case Analysis Coach 

Instructor Note Case Analysis Coach .docx 

~gmail.com>; Stromma, DeIx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Feldman, 

~live.unc.edu> 

Hope you are all well. Sorry this is coming through so late. I have attached nay teaching note here and will post to the DropBox tblder as well. Having not done one of 

these before, I hope this is not too thr off the maxk. Plea~ critique and comment as you have time, I would greatly appreciate your t~edback. This one is a little weird 

as I have mixed an outline of the content of the Ca~ Analysis Coach with thoughts on the Komatsu ca~ itself in what I think axe the relevmat spots in the outline to 

hopefully facilitate class discussion. I think doing a straight case note would be a good bit easier and hope this is not too confusing. 

Regards, 

Charles 

Charles E. Merritt 
Entrepreneur in Residence 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(mobile) 
merritt@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 1:51 AM 

Merfitt, Charles E. <merfit’<~:email.unc.edu-~ 

Stewa~ John F <j fs~tewar@email.unc.edu-% Lowry Caudill 

Ma~’ann P. <mea3~am~.feldman@unc.edt~>; 

Re: Teaching note for Case Analysis Coach 

.~gmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Feldman, 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thongh I’m not a professor, this note looks great to me. Having taken a case-based course during a program this snmmer, I think the Case Analysis Coach does a 

good job of orienting ffmdents to the fight way of reading and thinking about case studies. 

I do think it might be helpful to describe a bit more explicitly what the expectations are tbr students’ preparation of the case studies betbre coming to class. For 

example, do we want them to come to class prepared to argue their suggested solntion or to analyze and "dig" together to come to a consensns as a class? Roughly 

how much "time should they spend prepe~ng and analyzing each case indivktually? It might be helpii~l as well to emphasize the importance of participation over having a 

right or wrong answer, and how that relates back to grading. 

Really looking forward to helping out ruth this clas~ 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill - Class of 

B.S.P.H. Biostafisfics & B.A. Environmental Studies 

Minor in Entrepreneurship 

at 12:27 AM, Merfitt, Charles E. <memtt(&email.unc.edu > wrote: 

Hope you are all well. Sore., this is coming through so late. I have attached my teaching note here and will post to the DropBox folder as well. Having not done one 

of these before, I hope this is not too far offthe mark. Please critique and comment as you have time, I would greatly appreciate your feedback. This one is a little 

weird as I have mixed an outline of the content of the Case Analysis Coach ruth thoughts on the Komatsu case itself in what I tlfink are the relevant spots in the 

outline to hopefully facilitate class diseussion. I think doing a straight case note would be a good bit easier and hope this is not too confusing. 

Regards, 

Charles 

raerritt@unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mcneil <mcneil@ad.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: 

will let you know what gets planned. Thanks for ?’our patience 

On          1:59 PJ~ Stromav. Deborah L wrote: 
> Amen! I was just sharing ~vith colleagues t~vo days ago about this situation. THANKS so much 
> 

> Please keep me posted. I would love to greet her 
> 

> debby 
> 

> Sent ticom my iPad 
> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 
> 

> On , at 1:30 PM. "mcneil" <mcneil@ad uric edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Dear Deborah, 
>> I thought you might want to know that my department chair has finally taken some action on the suggestion that you passed on to me ages ago that ’                at WSSU was 
interested in exploring the possibili~ of moving to U2",!C-CH. He’s arranging for her to give a physics colloquium in the fall semester Thanks for bringing her to our attention; I’m sorry it has 
taken so long for us to act. 
>> 

>> Cheers, 
>> 

>> Laurie 
>> 

>> Pro:[~ Laurie E. McNeil 
>> Dept ufPhysics and Astronumy 
>> Phillips Hall CB#3255 
>> Univ. of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hil[ 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3255 
>> (919) 962-0963 

Pro[~ Laurie E McNeil 
Dept ufPhysics and Astronomy 
Phillips Hall CB¢¢3255 
Univ. of Nurth Carolina at Chapel tliH 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3255 
(919) 962-0963 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Join Me ! Stx~rt Entrepreneurship 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I was just double-checking that you got my photo. I wasn’t sure but just wanted to make sure. 

Thanks! 

Universi~, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
Political Science and Creative Writing 

~live,unc,edu : 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 9:40 AM 

To: 

Subject: Automatic reply: Join Me! Sport Entrepreneurship 

Thank you for your note, I am out of the office and will have very limited access to email messages, If this note is an emergency 
related to UNC and/or EXSS, please send an email to Amy Tufts (EXSS administrative assistant) at atufts@email.unc.edu or call 
919,962.202/L Academic advising questions can be sent to Dr. Sherry SNyer at salyer@email, unc.edu. I will promptly respond to your 
message upon my return, 

Regards, 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 

919.843,0336 
@drstroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, August 18, 2013 4:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips Weekly Update 8-19-13 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the MotherShip. Hope you am well. 

This week’s thre includes some of the recurring topics in college sports.., amateurism, Johnny 

Football, the arms race, etc.; plus a rant from one of our readers, an item on Pac- 12 carriage 

skimfi shes with DirecTV (including a clever ’Compare’ ad campaign), NCSU progress, an 

ambitious wireless ins~llation at Arizona Stadium and MOOCs m~d Nerds and Hen~ David 
Thoreau... 

Have a good Sunday night. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

wu~,~,.twitter.co~r~@CollegeA~hClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. ~f you are not log~led in you will get a Nank 

white screen. 

~ Pac-12 Networks Launches Ad Campaig~ Urging Subscribers to 

~ Revenge of the Nerds: How the ’smart schools’ qot good 

~ ~ #~# ~#p for MOOts at Georq~ Tech ~:.~.~ 

~ A~zona u~#rades ~reless ca~abil~t]es at Arizona Stadium 

~ ~#£[X David Thoreau on the Current SNte of CF8 ~ H~ Would 
Have Loved Johnny g8 c~ps Guest Commentary Ou~~ 9L~est sL£hor ~:akes e c:ed~b~e csse fo= the 

~ The dam ~s breaM~g a#d there are #or enough ~ngers to #~ug up the 

~ lndust~ s~ndouts lead spoAs into new era of decis~on-makin~ 

~ Vanderdoes a£~eal #u~ l~#ht back on co~leqe commitment 

~ College Athletics Could D~e~ Or Not vvo~-s~cas~, 



~ Should you sign that? A helpfu~ guide 

About our webs#e: Colle~leAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of colle~le athletics 
news and issues witi~ value-added commentary. Also featured ate exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should Io~1 on to 
t~v.colledeathleticsctips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
n ick(gO, collegea th leticscl ips.com or 908. 879. 9978 

*To be removed from thJ s mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Change yore subscription 
U[tsubscribe 

Change "/our subscription 
Unsubscribe 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 10:08 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L ~tstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Hey Dr. Stroman! 

I just wanted to let you know that I am registered for 12 hours so you can add me to the internship class now, I know when you tried to add me before the summer I 

was in too many hours but it should be okay now! 

I hope you had a wonderfnl summer and I’m looking forward to seeing you soon! 

UNC Class of 

Carolina Sport Business Club- VP of Corporate Relations 
Carolina Fever- Game Day Affai~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <~Jncculle@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 12:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS ADD 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, 4:24 PM 
To: IVlcCullen, Ashle~ D 
Subject: EXSS ADD 
Hi Ashley. Please add to the course. 

Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClarL Fred M <fred clark@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 4:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Achieve Ca~colina Mentee List 

Dear Achieve Carolina Mentor: 

Once again, thank you so much for serving as a mentor to this great group of new students. We hope that by now you have received the Mentor Manual and have 

had a chance to go over it. 

You are probably aware of this, but it’s important to remember that we cannot identity an Achieve Scholar without their permission. Most will not mind, but if the 

occasion arises, we prefer to introduce them to others simply as "one of our students." 

We have already sent a general e-mail to the Scholars, so they expect to hear from you. We hope you won’t mind writing a note introducing yourselves. To contact 

your entire group of mentees at once, you can use the address below: 

aa-stroman     7~entees@listserv.u nc.edu 

Only you (and those of us here at the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid) can send messages via the listserv. If you have problems using this method, let us 

know and we will be happy to help you. We have also copied below a list of your Scholars, their majors, and year in school (some are transfer students). Your group 

will probably be quite diverse -- you will likely have younger and older students, male and female, various ethnicities, first-year and transfer students. What they 

all share is the fact they are needy, non-Carolina Covenant Scholars, and they all requested a mentor. 

We will send you more info as the semester progresses, but for now please note this date on your calendar: Welcome Reception for Incoming Achiever Scholars 

and Mentors, Great Hall of the Student Union,       from 5:00-6::~0 pro. We hope that can attend, but we know that each of you has a very full schedule. 

Once again, our sincere thanks for helping these students feel welcome at Carolina. 

Fred and Michael 

@live.unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu M NC Stmman 

@live.unc.edu F NC Stmman 

@live.unc.edu F NC Stroman 

@live.unc.edu F NC Stroman 

@live.unc.edu F NC Stroman 

@live.unc.edu F NC Stroman 

@live.unc.edu F NC Stroman 

@live.unc.edu F NC Stroman 

@live.unc.edu F PA Stroman 

@live.unc.edu M NC Stroman 

@live.unc.edu F NC Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 7:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: URGENT - Ca~ Analysis Coach distribution 

Do Good, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 
Engage, Explore, Empow~m 
919.843.0336 

From: Merritt, Charles E. 
Sent: Friday, 10:31 AN 
To: Stewart, John F; Stroman, Deborah L; Maryann Feldman; Lowry Caudill 
Subject: Fwd: URGENT- Case Analysis Coach distribution 
Hello all. See link below which will take you to the Case Analysis Coach online module. This is set up as "student pay". If you have access to the Harvard Business 

case site, and have registered, yon should be able to log in and mn the trial for yourself Assume you could also pay the $3.95 if you want to add to the coffers of 

Hala~ard. 

I should have a teaching note oat today or over the weekend at the latest. I will cover the basic anaJysis method the online tutorial uses and provide some guidance on 

the assigned questions which go ruth the online course. The student assignment is to go through the online cours~ and be prepared to discuss the ques¢ions using the 

tools and methods outlined in the online coach. 

If you follow the email trail below you will ~e that         has not been ve~ responsive to date, and not the first time I have had this issue over the summer. I had to 

ask            to help on getting the link and sorting out distribution which she did quickly and etliciently as you can see. I have no prior experience or his~to~" with 

but if someone on the instmcfion temn knows her well, I think some t?iendly advice to make sure she does her job would be helpful. This is a big class with 

lots going on and I don’t think any of us can afford to have a TA M~o is not on the ball and l}ankly ahead of aJ1 of us. 

Charles 

Charles E. Merritt 
Entrepreneur in Residence 
UNC - Chapel Hill 

(mobile) 
merritt@unc, edu 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:                        @,live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: URGENT - Case Analysis Coach distribution 

Date:               10:16:41 AM EDT 

To: "Merritt, Charles E." <.__m___e____r__r]~@__e____m____aj[_.__u____n____c__.___e___d____u_.> 
Cc: @.qmail.com> 
Charles, 
Coursepack is active. Here is the link. I will post in Sakai and add to the syllabus. I will email students as well with the [ink. Instructors can access by the same method and pay if they 

choose. 
Coursepack link: https://cb.hbsp.harvard.edu/cbmp/acce~s/20366747 
Thanks! 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

919.843.2689 

unceminor.org I schedule a meeting I 

From: <Merritt>, "Merdtt, Charles E." <merritt@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, i0:05 AM 

To: ~smail.com> 

Co: "Merritt, Charles E." <__m____e__r__r_!_t__t___@_.___e____m___a__!!=_u___n___c__.__e___d___u_>, 

Subje~: Re: URGENT- Case Analysis Coach distribution 

Resent-From:                    @live.unc.edu> 
will handle. I need it ASAP and Monday is too late. 

Charles E. Merritt 

Entrepreneur in Residence 

U NC-Chapel Hill 

(mobile) 

merritt@unc.edu 



On at 9:58 AM, @~mail.com> wrote: 

Hi Charles, 

My apologies, I moved in yesterday and haven’t been able to connect to the Internet I’ll call and see what I can figure out and report back to you by Monday. 

On , at 9:34 AM, "Merritt, Charles E." <._n_~._e_.r__r_!_t_t_.(.~_.e_ @ .a_!!..__L!..n_c_:_e_d__.L_[> wrote: 

Sent a note a few days ago about trying to figure out logistics on distributing Harvard Case Analysis Coach and have not heard anything from you. 

Please advise ASAP where we are on this. I am in the midst of finalizing some readings and working on a teaching note for this the Case Coach for next 

week so do not have time to do this, so please figure out ASAP. I have set this up online as a course in the Harvard system, but not sure next step on 

how to turn it on and get link to students. 

Charles 

Charles E. Merritt 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

(mebi ] e ) 

merritt @unc .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 11:11 PM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Napier, Mary E 

<mnapier@email.unc.edu>; Paul Friga <Paul_Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com>; Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Red Shirt Program for STEM majors from socio-economically deprived high schools 

Hi Joe. Thanks for sharing. Yes, this concern is another way that we can and should make a difference. I was recently informed about the closing of the 
UNC-NC Math and Science Education Network (MSEN) pre-college program {PCP) that targets minority middle and high school students for STEM. This 27 
year-old program was year round and had an amazing record of success. 

I look forward to our chat. There are many on campus who wish to assist in this effort. 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D~ CLU 

Engage. Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

you.just h.~e to look b.~ek at yoar pa~t c~nd smile .~bout how far youk~e come, 

From: <DeSimone>, "Joseph M." <desirnone@ernail.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, August 19, 2013 12:16 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" < _d_ _ _s_ _t_ _r_ _o_ _ _ _@_ _ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _._ _ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ . > , "Napier, Mary E" <__m____q_a__p_Le__r___@___e___r]_!_a__[!_.__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_>, Paul Friga <_P___a___u_L_F__r_[ga @kenan-flag]er.unc.edu>, "Cone, Judith" 

<jacone@email.unc.edu>,                                     @gmaiLcom>, Walter Caudill <wlcaud@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Red Shirt Program for STEM majors from socio-economically deprived high schools 

Colleagues...see note below from Howard Lee, who agreed to join our Board of Advisors...it is regards to Duke’s "Red Shirt" program for STEM majors...it helps students with poor 

high school experiences, often from poor school districts, gain some additional educational support prior to putting the students into main stream courses often filled with students 

with better high school experiences_..if we truly have diversity goals to optimize innovation, then we need to find a way to enable all to compete, especially those from socio- 

economically challenged school districts..._.l like this program being led by my former PhD student, Dori Canelas... 

Deb, would be great to you into this some how.Jet’s discuss. 

From: <DeSimone>, DeSimone Joseph <desimone~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, August 19, 2013 12:08 PM 

To: @nc.rr.com> 

Subject: Re: follow-up 

Fantastic[[[ I am a big believer in the "red shirt" program for STEM. Yet one additional example of how great strategies from athletics can help the academy! 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Cha ncellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at U NC 

William R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http://www.chern.unc,edu/people/faculty/desirnone/ 

_h__t__t_p__~LL~_~ ~:_k___e_~__a_~_~_[~_t_!_t_#_t___e_:_u__~__c_:_e___d_#__i. 
Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

Follow me on Twitter 

On Aug 19, 2013, at 11:55 AM, @nc.rr.com> wrote: 

Joe, just want to keep you in the loop 

Howard 

From:                      @nc.rr.com] 
Se~t: Monday, August 19, 2013 11:53 AM 

To: ’dorian.canelas@duke.edu’ 
Subject: follow-up 

Dear Dr. Canelas, 

Please be informed that since our meeting on May 21st , I have successfully in acquiring two small grants from the Glaxo and Mebane Foundations. 

Consequently, I have moved forward to initiating the first STEM Scholars Prep Academy at Lowe’s Grove Middle School in Durham. As I indicated 

during our visit, the Institute has been ~ will ~ontinue to be a ~atalyst for eolhborafion be~een sdmols~ businesses, ~o~unJtT-basea 

orsa~zations, a~l faith ~stit~tions, wN~h has res~ted in establisN~8 ~itiatives aimed at keepN# s~de~ts, especially black a~d DatNo boys, o~ 

track W~par~d to ~’aduate £rom hi~ school m~d a post seco~da~ Nsfitudon. Because so £~w o£ our low-income ~d ~ic minority students a~e t~n# 



advanced courses in science, teclmology engineering, mathematics (STEM), we will reverse this trend by increasing access for these underserved and 
unden’epresented students in related rigorous courses in middle school. The Institute’s STEM Scholars Prep Academy goals are to: (1) support talented 
underserved students to help them acquire critical thinking skills, content knowledge, and work habits needed to succeed in advanced courses in tniddle 

school and later ha hi~a school, in college and in the work place; (2) build a collaborative co~ranunity mnong stu&nts, their families, community organizations 
and schools to suppol~t students’ sell-directed leaxning, (3) pair students with selected high school and college stndents who will serve as one to one tutors 
(4) provide a tablet, an ipad or laptop to allow both face to face and online engagement and access to challenging courses and, (5) provide 
leadership tbr sustaining and replicating this ~nodel in ~niddle schools throughout North Carolina. The Institute will evaluate the progress of students by 
collecting data in order to dete~rnine it’this model is successful. While the plan is to establish eight pilot academies in selected middle schools (grades 6-8) in 
collaboration with our consulting partne~,’s: the NC School of Science and Math, NC State Universi .ty, the Burroughs-Wellcome Fund and SAS Institute, the 
additional seven will open only as funds become available. I aan in the process of raising the additional funds needed to reach this goal. 
Dr. Canela~s, I am interested in exploring further the possibilities of developing am active pm’tnership with Duke through you a~nd your red shirt students. If this 
seems appropriate, I am willing to maJ~e another visit to discuss in detail the pros and cons of such a connection. I aan inspired by the work you a~e doing and 
believe some of your students could be am inspiration to ma_n¥ of these middle school students. We do plan to hold once a month Saturday gatherings, which 
may be a place where your students could plug in without tnaking an e~ended co~nmitment. I aan willing to visit with the students to discuss the concept, it" 
you think well of the idea. 
The tnost itnportant purpose of this e~nail is to keep you in the loop and continue to have access to your thougllts and suggestions. 
With kindest regards, I am 
Respectfully, 
Howard N. Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCullen, Ashley D <aJncculle@email.unc.edu:, 

Tuesday, 8:26 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    ADDs 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Honday,, ~0:57 PH 

To: HcCullen, Ashley D 

Subject: EXSS    ADDs 

HOURS 

HOURS 

¯ HOUR~ 

anks. 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Internship Recap 

AD987872-C179-4DE8-B29C-A9A8236897A3[1].png 

Thanks! That date and time is perfect. 

B.S. Business Administration 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

B.A. Exercise and Sport Science - Sport Administration 

Minor in Spanish for the Proibssions 

The Universi~ of Nort~ Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class 

On , at 10:34 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L --d~t~o ~l ¢..e&~. wrote. 

Hi 2:00 on 

Woollen 315 

tlave a great day tomorrow! 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 
Deborah L Stroman, Ph£~. CLU 
En~]o,qe. ~kp!ore. Empower, 

919.843,0336 
@drstroman 
<:AD987872-C179-4DES- B29C-Ag;~8236897&3[:l.]~png> 

%~ometinws ~joujust h(~e to look b(~Uc at 9our pas~ arid smi~e (d~r~u~ ho~v far you’ve come, 

From: .................. 

Date: Monday, 3:53 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

Subject: Internship Recap 

Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman, 

I hope all is well. I was just e-mailing you to schedule a time for us to meet in early 

when would be the best time to meet. 

Best, 

¯ to review my experience. Please, let me know 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,. 18:37 AlVl 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@emaJd.unc.edu>; Napier, Mary, E <mnapier@email.unc.edtr~; Evans, Jack <Jack Evans@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edtr~;                                  ~kenm~-flagler.unc.edu>; Reifsnider, Cynthia<Cynthia Reifsnide@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Zoller, Ted <Ted Zolle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Triggs-Matthews, Tracy <Tracy Triggs-Matthews@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Little, Mark <Mark Litfle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Lane, Brent--~Brent Lane@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith 

~-jacone@email.unc.edu>; Bolas, Michelle <michelle.bolas@unc.edu>; @unc.edu>; Hamll, Richard 

C~Jdwell <rh~mll@em~l.unc.edu>; ~gm~l.com; dina@launchchapelhill.com;, ~glno~l.coln; StrolnmL Debordt~ L 

~stro@unc.edu>; Verdier, Mathilde ~-~mverdier@email.unc.edt~; Greis, Noel P <noel greis,a)unc.edu>; ~gmail.com; FeldmmL 

Ma~Tann P. <~maryann.feldman@unc.edu> 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>;                                 @kenan- flagler.unc.edu;,; 

~kenm~- flagler.unc.edtc~; ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu~; 

~kenan- flagler.anc.edu>; ~ken~m- fl agler, unc.edtr~; 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Welcome Reception Agenda Update 

Dear speakers and booth representatives, 

We look forward to learning more about your programs tonight at the Kenan Institute Welcome Reception at 5:00pm. 

I would like to make you aware that our agenda has shifted slightly due to a conflict with a career lab session that certain first year students may be attending. To 

accommodate for those students who may be rushed to arrive by 5pm, we will start the speaking portion of our event tonight at 5:30, and allow for eating and 

mingling around the booths from 5-5:30pm. 

See you tonight, and thank you again for your participation in our annual Welcome Reception. 

Best re~ards, 

MBA Candidate, Class of      Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow, UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

I@kenan-flagler. u nc.edu ¯ www kenan-fla~qler, u nc edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 8:38 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Automatic reply: Life Ulxtates & Catch-Up 

Morning Dr. Stromar~ 

Did you have a chance to read my email I sent you on 

Enjoy the first day of classes! 

Sincerely, 

On Tue, at 3:20 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu > wrote: 

Thank you for your note. I am out of the office and will have very limited access to email messages. If this note is an emergency 
related to UNC and/or EXSS, please send an email to Amy Tufts (EXSS administrative assistant) at atufts@email.unc.edu or call 
919.962.2021. Academic advising questions can be sent to Dr. Sherry Salyer at salyer@email, unc.edu. I will promptly respond to 
your message upon my return. 

Regards, 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 

@drstroman 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:54 AM 

Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@ema~il.nnc.edu-~; Stroman. Deborah L -~dstro@unc.edu>; Feldman, Maryann P. 

<maxyann.feldma~@unc.edu>; Charles Merrit~            @me.corn> 

~!glna~l.com; @gmail.com); @unc.edu> 

Spread sheets and photo roles 

I have put the grading spreadsheets and a "photo role" for each section in the drop box folder (subfolder "grades" and a separate fold for each section. Please keep 

these up to date with recitation attendance,         and I will get attendance in the lecture. The columns are number with the same class numbers as appear on 

the syllabus. Please, do not change the formatting, add columns or change any of the student identification the identification. These spreadsheets feed directly 

into the master database for the course. Note that attendance should be recorded as 1=present and prepared, .5=present and unprepared, O=absents without prior 

excuse 

Leave the entry blank if you are giving the student and excused absence (please give no more than two excused absences and only for good reason). 

John 

* John F. Stewart 

* Professor of Economics 

* Director of ~ntrepreneurship Minor 

* Department of ~conomics 

* University of North Carolina 

* 6ardner Hall CB# 

* Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 

* Fax: (9~9) 966-4986 

* john_stewart@unc.edu 

* http:i/www.unceminor.org 

* http:/[www:unc.edu[~[fstewar/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ kena n-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:01 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    - Summer Internship Review Meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 

Sounds good[ [ will see you then. 

Best, 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 
@unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 10:36 PM 
To= 
Subject= Re: EXSS . Summer Internship Review Meeting 

Hi 2:30 on 

Woollen 315 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ptl.D. CLU 
Engage, Explore. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
@drstromar~ 

From: < 

Date: Monday, 1:40 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS    - Summer Internship Review Meeting 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are doing well and that you had a great summer! You indicated in an email over the weekend that you would like to meet during the first week in 
review the internship I completed this summer. 

I’m not sure what your schedule looks like, but let me know when you’d like to meet and 1 can try to accommodate! Here are times that work best for me: 

M/W: Before 10:30AM or after 2PM 
Tu/Th: Before 10:30AM or after 3:30PM 
Fri: Anytime 

I look forward to seeing you! 

Best, 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wakefield, Kirk L. <Kirk Wakefield@baylor.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 10:36 AM 

abarnet@shepherd.edu; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtv~; @gmail.com; Dianna Gray (Dianna.Gray@unco.edu); 

gpgreenhalgh@vc u.edu; jason.lee@unt:edu 

greshmnb@apsu.edu; brian.crow@sm.edu; tumer.409@osu.edu; bcgreen@austin.utexas.edu; White, Darin (dwhite 1 @samford.edu); 

~colncast.ner, kmaxshall@tolland.kl2.ct.us; Mark Pritchard (pritcham@cwu.EDU); mlysko@smu.edu; chapman@aurom.edu; 

sonj a.lilienthal@sj su.edu; sschneck@frhsd.com 

Team Sports Mmketing dropbox 

All, 

Please note any changes made in our dropbox changes it for everyone. 

1. If you no longer have need, you may select the "leave" option from the shared folder link. Please do NOT delete the files. © 

2. If you want to upload files you believe useful for other users, please make another folder and label appropriately. 

3. To make changes in any file, please download to your own personal folder. Do not change them in the shared folder. 

Thanks! 

Kirk 

Kirk Wakefield 

Edwin W. Streetman Professor of Retail Marketing 

Hankamer School of Business// 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 11:26 AM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@emaJd.unc.edu>; Napier, Mary, E <mnapier@email.unc.edtr~; Evans, Jack <Jack Evans@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edtr~;                                  @kenma-flagler.unc.edu>; Reifsnider, Cynthia<Cynthia Reifsnide@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Zoller, Ted <Ted Zolle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Triggs-Matthews, Tracy <Tracy Triggs-Matthews@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edt~,; Little, Meak <Mark LittJe@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Lane, Brent <Brent Lane@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith 

~-jacone@email.unc.edtt>; Bolas, Michelle <michelle.bolas@unc.edu>; @unc.edu>; Hamll, Richard 

CaJdwell <rhamll@em~Jl.unc.edu>; @gm~JLcom; dina@launchchapelhill.com; " ~g~no~l.co~n; Stro~nma, Debor~l~ L 

~q:lstro@unc.edtc,; Verdier, Mathilde <mverdie@email.unc.edt~-; Greis, Noel P <noel grei@unc.edu>; @gmail.com; Feldman, 

MalTann P. <maryann.feldman@unc.edu> 

@kenan- fla~ler.unc.edu>: @kenan- flagler.unc.edu;,; 

@kenm~- flagler.unc.edtc,; @kenan- flagler.unc.edu~; 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; ~ken~m- fl agler, unc.edtr~; 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Welcome Reception Agenda Update 

A few clarifying items: 

¯ The event is scheduled to end at 7 pm. 

¯ Those with booths can arrive any time between 4:30-5 to set up~ 

Please don’t hesitate to email me if there are further questions. I will be in and out of class all day, but will do my best to respond quickly. 

Thanks, 

, MBA Candidate, Class of:     , Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

I@kenan-flagler.unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:36 AM 
To: Desimone, Joseph (Chemistry); Napier, Mary; Evans, Jack; Reifsnider, Cynthia; Zoller, Ted; Triggs-Matthews, Tracy; Little, Mark; Lane, Brent; 
jacone@email.unc.edu; Bolas, Michelle (Innovation and Entrepreneurshp); @unc.edu; Harrill, Richard (Campus Y) (rhardll@email.unc.edu); Ngmail.com; 
dina@launchchapelhill.com;               _~gmail.com; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Verdier, Mathilde (mverdier@email.unc.edu); Greis, Noel; 

@gmail.com; Feldman, Maryann (City & Regional Planning) 

Subject: Welcome Reception Agenda Update 

Dear speakers and booth representatives, 

We look forward to learning more about your programs tonight at the Kenan Institute Welcome Reception at 5:00pm. 

I would like to make you aware that our agenda has shifted slightly due to a conflict with a career lab session that certain first year students may be attending. To 

accommodate for those students who may be rushed to arrive by 5pm, we will start the speaking portion of our event tonight at 5:30, and allow for eating and 

mingling around the booths from 5-5:30pm. 

See you tonight, and thank you again for your participation in our annual Welcome Reception. 

Best regards, 

. MBA Candidate, Class of     ¯ Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow. UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

, ¯            ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu ¯ wv~.kenan-flaqler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Internship Cour~ 

Good Afternoon, 

I was just following up with you on a time in which I can stop by your office. 

Thanks 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts and Sciences 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah 

Subject: Internship Course 

Dr Stroman. 

11:36 AM 

Good afternoon, just wanted to see if I can swing by your office anytime soon? I would like to discuss your internship course. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS    - Field Experience in Sporks Administration 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am really interested in enrolling in the EXSS 

information about the course? 

course you are teaching this semester. I was wondering if you could provide me with a little bit more 

For example, how much of a time commitment would the course involve outside of the actual class time? What kind of internship opportunities are 

available? In addition to, where would most of these internship opportunities be located? 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edtc> 

Tuesday, 1:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

EXSS    Independent Study Guidelines.docx; EXSS Learning Contract -- .docx 

Super. I~ case you don’{ have the stuff 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:44 AM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 

Subject: EXSS 

Hi Sherry. l have two. l am trying to finish up their forms by tomorrow afternoon for review. 

d 

Deborah L, Stroman, PhoDo CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower, 

EXSS S~o~ Admini~ration, Lecturer 

............................................. 

3~5 WooRen - Cg #8700 

9~9,843=033~ 

~here y~u see the #rese~ce of malice where ~ne exists. °°- D~dinsky 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Policies and Guidelines for Independent Study 
EXSS 

Purpose: Independent study provides a mechanism for a student to work on a specific topic 
with a faculty member for academic credit. This avenue provides students with the 
opportunity to explore exercise and sport issues which are typically those topics not 
generally pursued in scheduled courses. Topics are focused rather than of a general nature. 

General Information 
o This course is a variable credit course; it can be taken for one, two or three credits. 
¯ The last day of "late registration" (the end of the first week of classes) is the last day 

to be added to EXSS    Fall     the deadline for adding in M 
o EXSS    is not available in summer school. 
o The university limits enrollment in independent study courses to 12 total credits in an 

undergraduate career. 
o This course is a "by permission only" course. Only the Director of Undergraduate 

Studies (currently Dr. Salyer) may approve a student for admission to the course. 
° Independent study projects which consist primarily of student assisting faculty in the 

lab or classroom will not be considered as an appropriate usage of EXSS 
° A final written paper (the standard used for courses fulfilling General Education 

requirements is a minimum of ten pages), report, or artistic product is required. 
¯ Faculty Information: 

o Only full-time EXSS faculty are eligible to supervise an independent study. 
With prior approval of the chair part-time faculty will be allowed to supervise 
an independent study. 

o Faculty are limited to the supervision of a maximum of two students in 
independent study courses per term. 

o The faculty member is required to establish a regular meeting schedule with 
the student doing the independent study: for example, one hour per week or 
two hours every other week. (The specified hours could also be spread out 
over the length of the semester rather than occur weekly). However, contact 
between a faculty member and a student must be maintained throughout the 
length of the course. 

o Faculty should individually ask the following question:" Do I have the time to 
undertake an independent study?" Consider existing work load (courses, 
committee work, doctoral or master’s theses supervision, etc.). 

Course Prerequisites 
° Two or more ’relevant’ EXSS courses completed with at least a "B" grade. 

Prerequisite course relevancy is determined by the faculty supervisor of the directed 
study in question. 

o Any major or year is appropriate. 

Registration Timeline 
o Student must secure an EXSS faculty member with whom to work on the project. 
o The student should present a one page project proposal to the faculty member for 

consideration. 



IF the faculty member agrees to work with the student, then an EXSS    learning 
contract is developed (see EXSS    Learning Contract). It is expected that faculty 
would guide the student during this more lengthy process. 
In order to register for the class, the student and faculty member must submit an 
EXSS    Learning Contract form to Dr. Salyer as soon as possible--although 
preferably this would occur prior to the start of the semester. (Note: the deadline of 
the end of the first week of the term applies to being added to EXSS , not to the 
start of submission process. Plan ahead.) The student will be added upon review and 
approval of the learning contract. The approval process may take as long as two 
weeks. No one will be added to EXSS    after the end of the first week of classes. 

Credits and Hours 
The University of North Carolina Policy Manual, section 400.1.6 (adopted 7/12/1996, 
amended 07/01/07) states: "All UNC campuses must ensure that every course 
offered for academic credit adheres to the standard of a minimum of 750 scheduled 
minutes of instructional time or the equivalent per credit hour. The time may include 
required examination periods, but may not include study days." Implications of this 
policy statement for the campus include the following: 

o Instructional contact minutes for one credit hour = 750 minutes (12.5 hours); 
for three credit hours = 2250 minutes (37.5 hours). 

o For independent study, an equivalent is necessary. UNC General 
Administration, UNC-Chapel Hill, and the Federal definition of credit hour 
specify that an equivalent amount of work must be established for courses 
where the contact minutes do not apply), among them laboratories, 
internships, studio work, and independent studies. 

o Students should expect to devote a minimum of nine hours each week to each three- 
credit course (the usual value) taken. This standard applies to all courses, including 
"laboratory work, internships, practica, studio work, and other academic work leading 
to the award of credit hours." 
Students approved to do an independent study are expected to be self-motivated 
and largely self-directed. They should expect to spend at least three hours per week 
per credit hour working on an independent study. Faculty members supervising an 
independent study must meet on a regular basis throughout the semester with each 
student pursuing an independent study under their direction. 

Final examinations 
¯ Final examinations are required in all undergraduate courses offered at the 

University, including independent studies. Page 404 of the 
Undergraduate Bulletin states: "Undergraduate courses taught on campus must 
include a final assessment (i.e., final examination) unless the provost grants an 
exception." It also includes the provision that "Chairs (i.e., heads of instructional 
units) must give permission for faculty to use nontraditional examinations, such as a 
portfolio of a semester’s work or a take-home examination." Thus, the role of final 
exams for independent study courses may vary based on the intended result for the 
semester. A department chair can approve a nontraditional final exam in such 
cases. 

7. General Course Content Requirements: The student puts in the recommended amount of 
time for the appropriate credit hour designation (1-3 credits) as listed above. The actual 



nature of the scholarly activity is determined by the student and the faculty advisor. The 
EXSS    Learning Contract form includes the following descriptions of the course content: 

Hours per week (e.g., 9 hours per week if 3 credit hours) 
Meeting requirements (e.g., individual meetings, lab meetings, etc.) 
Reading assignments (and due dates, if relevant) 
Written assignments (page requirements/limits and due dates, if relevant) 
Other assignments (please describe) 
Assessment (e.g., % of course grade based on each requirement) including final 
examination (or alternate format 
Other information 
Work plan (100 words maximum) 



EXSS 

Learning Contract 

Date of Application: 

Semester Requested: 

Credit Hours Requested: [] 1 Credit 

Student’s Name (please print): 

Local Address: 

[] 2 Credits [] 3 Credits 

PID: 

Email: 

Telephone: 

Class: ; Anticipated date of graduation: 

Major(s): 

Current GPA: Major: Overall 

Previous EXSS Courses Taken / Grade in EXSS classes: 

Course: Grade: 

COURSE CONTENT: Please describe the course rcquirelnents (or attach a syllabus containing ALL 
these required elements). This is considered a contract between the instructor (advisor/sponsor) and the 
student. Deviations from this contract should be updated and documented to the e:~ent possible by the 
instructor and student. If alterations are made to the Learning Contract after approval (change in readings, 
for example), send a revised plan to the Director of Undergraduate Studies (Dr. Salyer). 

Statement of focus or aim of the independent study (less than 100 words) 

Learning Objectives (outline specific measurable learning outcomes) 

Meeting requirements (e.g., individual meetings, lab meetings, etc.) 

Dates of meetings 

Content 

o Reading assignments, % of grade, due dates 

o Assignments, % of grade, due dates 



EXSS 

Learning Contract 

STUDENT AND FACULTY SIGNATURES: 

I have read the responsibilities of the student and agree to undertake these responsibilities. 
Student Date 
Signature of Student: Date: 

I have read the responsibilities of the instructor and agree to undertake these responsibilities. 

Nmne of Instructor Date 
Signature of Faculty: Date: 

APPROVAL OF INDEPENDENT STUDY: 

This application for Independent Study has been reviewed. The proposal is: 
£ APPROVED AS IS 
£ REQUIRES MORE INFORMATION (details provided; revise proposal and remm to Dr. Salyer 
£ NOT APPROVED (rationale provided) 

Signature of Director of Undergraduate Studies (Dr. Salyer): 

Date: 

Signature of EXSS Registrar (Ashley McCullen): 

Date Added: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 1:38 PM 

a-hart2@wiu.edu; arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu; arfrancique@hlkn.tamu.edu; arthur.osueke@ttu.edu; bhawk@uga.edu; 
CavilJK@tsu.edu;           @gmail.com; crking@wsu.edu; djl@wsu.edu; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
ejs95@drexel.edu; fpolite@utk.edu; ggurney@ou.edu; gsailes@indiana.edu; hhinton@nccu.edu; jggayles@ncsu.edu; 
jmcd@illinois.edu;             @yahoo.com; kmjamies@uncg.edu; lawschool@willfinllc.com; 
leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu; m.richardson@wsu.edu; miller20@msu.edu;           @gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; norde0009@umn.edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; rorr@poyners.com; Turner, Robert W. 
<rwturner@email.unc.edu>; ;@gmail.com; @gmail.com; tinabwsf@temple.edu; 
tvjones@biso n.howard.edu; @gmail .com; @gmail .com>; 

,@icloud.com> 

NCAA Accountability Act - We Can Be game Changers .... 

157569645-FinaI-N CAA-BilI-Language[1 ].pdf 

Dear Colleagues: 

Good Day! 

The attached legislation is being introduced by Representatives Charlie Dent of Pennsylvania’s 15th District and Joyce Beatty of Ohio’s 3rd District. 

I propose that we each write a brief letter to our respective state representatives requesting they support this bill. We could also sign on each other letters. 

We can play a major role in getting this through the first couple of committees - which is something no student-athlete friendly bill has accomplished 

Let me know if you are interested. This is also a great class/graduate/research assistants project:) 

Best 

ELG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Updated Proposal 

Sounds good! If you have an ideas please let me kno~v. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu ] C: 

On at 10:41 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi        This submission date has now been moved up. I ~vill take a 
review tomorrow. We need to get this document to Dr Salyer on Wednesday. 
I ~vill be in touch 

Dr Stroman 

l)o Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. ]b;xpk)re. Empower. 

919843.0336 

@drstroman 
<http:i/twitter. comi#t/drstroman> 
~Sometimes you just have to look back at your past and smile about how far 
youlve come" 

On 1:24 PM, @hve.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> IX. Stroman, 
>> 

>> I’ve made a couple adjustments to my proposal. I included some additional 
>> reading requirements and made it more detailed. 
>> 

>> Also, I just ~2)und out that I got into a c]ass I needed It is Wednesdays 
>> from 1-6. Could we possibly meet Monday at 4? rm sorry about any 
>> inconvenience. 
>> 

>> Best, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>       @live.~mc.edu ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stamowslcy, Ellen <ej s95@drexel.edu> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 1:48 PM 

emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com; a-hart2@wiu.edu; arcarte@hlkn.tamu.edu; art?ancique@hlkn.t~mu.edu; 

axthur.osueke@ttu.edu; bhawk@uga.edu; CavilJK@tsu.edu;          @gmail.com; crking@wsu.edu; djl@wsu.edu; Stroman, Deborah 

L <dstro@unc.edu>; flyolite@utk.edu; ggumey@ou.edu; g~iles@indiana.edu; hhinton@nccu.edu; jggayles@ncsu.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu; 

@ahoo.com; kmja~fies@uncg.edu; lawschool@willfinllc.com; leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu; ~n.richmdson@wsu.edu; 

mille~20@msu.edu;           @gmail.com;          @gmail.com; no~te0009@umn.edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; ron@poyners.com; 

Tumer~ Robe(t W. <ra,mme@email.unc.edu>; @gmail.co~n; @gmail.com; tinabwsf(c)!temple.edu; 

tvj ones@bison.howmd.edu; @gmail.com; ~,~bgmail.com>; 

@icloud.com~ 

RE: NCAA Accountability Act - We Can Be game Changers .... 

Dear Enlme[t & Colleagues - I only jus[ scamped [his quickly and wou~d ]~ke to review i1: much more (:lose~v, However, on the last page, as I’ve read ~t, [:here is a 

statement tha~: T~:le ~X would not apply to th~s I’;d want to ~ook at th~s more closely to see a) why the lRle IX exduskm as written and b) whether the passage of 

this would somehow underrn~ne T~t~e ]X’s applicability to sdfletic departments, As I said, ~just glanced at this but I’d want to understand LNs more before 

endorsing it, 

~f someone has read tNs more thoroughly and can offer a read on why the ~ast page ~s not a concern, I’d appredate your thougllts, 

Kindest regards- Ellen 

F~m= emme~ill@studentathleteshumanrigh~,com [mailto:emme~gill@studentatNeteshumanrigh~.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, August 20, 20~3 ~:38 PN 
To= a-hart2@wiu.edu; arca~r@hlkn.~mu.edu; affrancique@hlkn.~mu.edu; a~hur.osueke@~u.edu; bhawk@uga.edu; CaviUK@~u.edu;         @gmaiLcom; 
crking@wsu.edu; djl@wsu.edu; dstro@unc.edu; Staurows~,Ellen; fpolite@utk.edu; ggurney@ou.edu; gsailes@inNana.edu; hhinton@nccu.edu; jggayles@ncsu.edu; 
jmcd@illinois.edu;            @yahoo.corn; kmjamies@uncg.edu; lawschool@willfinllc.com; leonardmoore@maiLutexas.edu; m.flchardson@wsu.edu; miller20@msu.edu; 

@gmail.com;          @gmail.com; norde0009@umn.edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; rorr@poyners.com; r~urner@email.unc.edu;            @gmail,com; 
@gmail.com; tinabwsf@temple.edu; ~ones@bison.howard.edu;           @gmail.com; Belinda Edmondson; Harry Edwards 

Subject: NC~ Accountabili~ Act - We Can Be game Changers .... 

Dear Colleagues: 

Good Day’. 

"][’he attached legislation is being introduced by Representatives Char]ie Dent of Pennsylvania’s 1Sth District and Joyce Beatty of Ohio’s 3rd District. 

[ propose that we each write a brief letter to our respective sta~e representatives requesting they support this bill. We could also sign on each other letters. 

We can play a major role in getting this through the first couple of committees which is something no student athlete friendly bill has accomplished 

Let me know if you are interested. This is also a great class/graduate/research assistants project:) 

Best 

ELG 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:56 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Career service 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

My name is                and I am a current student athlete here at L~,-C. I am a      member of the field hockey team, and was notified by my Coach Karen Shelton regarding your 
new sports career service program. 

I am also a member of the Carolina Sports Business Club, and would love to work with sports in some shape or foma ~vhen I graduate. 

Please let me know how- I can begin the program and ~vork ~vith you to develop my career planning. 

Thanks you and have a great day, 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 

@live.nnc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 2:00 PM 

emmettgill@studentathletesh umaJ~right s.com 

a-hart2@wiu.edu; arcaxter@hlkn.tamu.edu; arfraJ~cique@hlkn.tamu.edu; arthur.osueke@tlu.edu; bhawk@uga.edu; CavilJK@su.edu; 
crking@wsu.edu; djl@wsu.edu; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; ejs95@drexel.edu; fpolite@utk.edu; ggumey@ou.edu; 

gs~le@indim~a.edu; 1Ninton@nccu.edu; jggayles@ncsu.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu;             @yaJaoo.com; ktnjmnie@uncg.edu; 
lawschool@willfinllc.com; leonard~noore@m~l.utexas.edu; m.richardson@wsu.edu; miller20@msu.edu;          @gm~JA.com; 

@gmail.com; norde0009@umn.edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; ron@poyners.com; Turner, Robert W. <rwtume@email.unc.edu:>; 
@gmail.com;         ~gmail.com; tinabwsf@temple.edu; tvjones@bison.howard.edu;            @gma~l.com; 

@gmail.com>;                        @icloud.com> 

Re: NCAA Accountabilily Act - ~Ve Can Be game Changers .... 

Thanks Ermnett....will take care of this. 

Cindy 

On 8/20/13, enwnettgill@studentathleteshuraanrights.com 
<enm~ettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com> wrote: 

Dear Colleagues: 

Good Day! 

The attached legislation is being introduced by Representatives 
Charlie Dent of Pennsylvania’s 15th District and Joyce Beatty of 
Ohio’s 3rd District. 

I propose that we each write a brief letter to our respective state 
representatives requesting they support this bill. We could also sign 
on each other letters. 

We can play a major role in getting this through the first couple of 
comrnittees - which is something no student-athlete friendly bill has 
accomplished. 

Let me know if you are interested. This is also a great 
class/graduate/research assistants project:) 

Best 

ELG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

emmettgill@studentathleteshumandghts.com 

Tuesday, 2:20 PM 

StaurowskyEIlen <ejs95@drexel.edu>; emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com; a-hart2@wiu.edu; 
arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu; arfrancique@hlkn.tamu.edu; arthur.osueke@ttu.edu; bhawk@uga.edu; CavilJK@tsu.edu; 

@gmail.com; crking@wsu.edu; djl@wsu.edu; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; fpolite@utk.edu; 
ggurney@ou.edu; gsailes@indiana.edu; hhinton@nccu.edu; jggayles@ncsu.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu; 

@yahoo.com; kmjamies@uncg.edu; lawschool@willfinllc.com; leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu; 
m.richardson@wsu.edu; miller20@msu.edu; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; norde0009@umn.edu; 
ridpath@ohio.edu; rorr@poyners.com; @email.unc.edu>; @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; tinabwsf@temple.edu; tvjones@bison.howard.edu; @gmail.com; 
@gmail.com>;                          @icloud.com> 

RE: NCAA Accountability Act - We Can Be game Changers .... 

Ellen: 

I need to read over it, but if the Title IX implications are true. then its a good point to raise with Representative Dent I spoke with his point person on this. Dan Martini (what a name), and 

he seems open to any assistance we can provide. A critique of the bill might be a great exercise for our classes? I will give it a read this evening and touch base tomorrow .... 

Best 

ELG 

..... Original Message ..... 

To: 

"emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com" <emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com>, "a-hart2@wiu.edu" <a-hart2@wiu.edu>. "arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu" 

<arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu>, "arfrancique@hlkn.tamu.edu" <arfrancique@hlkn.tamu.edu>, "arthur.osueke@ttuedu" <arthur.osueke@ttu.edu>, "bhawk@uga.edu" 

<bhawk@uga.edu>, "CavilJK@tsu.edu" <CavilJK@tsu.edu>,            @gmail.com"            @gmail.com>, "crking@wsu.edu" <crking@wsu.edu>, 

"djl@wsu.edu" <djl@wsu.edu>, "dstro@unc.edu" <dstro@unc.edu>, "fpolite@utk.edu" <fpolite@utk.edu>, "ggurney@ou.edu" <ggurney@ou.edu>, "gsailes@indiana.edu" 

<gsailes@indiana.edu>, "hhinton@nccu.edu" <hhinton@nccu.edu>, "jggayles@ncsu.edu" <jggayles@ncsuedu>. "jmcd@illinois.edu" <jmcd@illinois.edu>, 

@yahoo.corn"              @yahoo.corn>. "kmjamies@uncg.edu" <kmjamies@uncg.edu>. "lawschool@willfinllc.com" <lawschool@willfinllccom>, 

"leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu" <leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu>, "mrichardson@wsu.edu" <mrichardson@wsu.edu>, "miller20@msu.edu" <miller20@msu.edu>, 

,@gmail.com"            @gmail.com>,           @gmail.com"            @gmail.com>. "norde0009@umn.edu" <norde0009@umn.edu>, 

"ridpath@ohio.edu" <ridpath@ohio.edu>, "rorr@poyners.com" <rorr@poyners.com>.         @email.unc.edu" <rwturner@email.unc.edu>,               @gmail.com" 

@gmail.com>, @gmail.com" @gmail.com>, "tinabwsf@temple.edu" <tinabwsf@temple.edu>, "tvjones@bison.howard.edu" 

<tvjones@bison.howard.edu>, @gmail.com" @gmail.com>, @gmail.com>, 

@icloud.com> 

Sent: 

Tue, 17:47:53 +0000 

Subject: 

RE: NCAA Accountability Act - We Can Be game Changers .... 

Dear’ ~!mmett & Colleagues .--I only just scanned this quickly and would like to review iL much more closely However, on the fast pa~e, as ~’ve r’ead it, 

there ~s a statement that Tit~e ~X wou~d not apply to th~s, F’d want to ~ook at th~s more c~ose~y to see a) why the Title IX exclusion as written and b} 

whether the passage of tMs wou~d somehow ~ndermine Title ~X’s applicability to atMetic departments. As I sa~d, ~just glanced at this b~t Fd want to 

understand th~s mo~e before endorsk~g k, 

Kindest regards -- Ellen 

From: emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com [mailto:emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday,              :~:38 PI~I 
To-" a=hart2@wiu.edu; arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu; arfrancique@hlkntamu.edu; arthur.osueke@ttu.edu; bhawk@uga.edu; CavilJK@tsu.edu; 

~gmail.com; crking@wsu.edu; djl@wsu.edu; dstro@unc.edu; Staurowsky, Ellen; fpolite@utk.edu; ggurney@ou.edu; gsailes@indiana.edu; 
hhinton@nccuedu; jggayles@ncsu.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu;            @yahoo.com; kmjamies@uncg.edu; lawschool@willfinllc.com; 

leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu; m.richardson@wsu.edu; miller20@msu.edu; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; norde0009@umn.edu; 
ridpath@ohio.edu; rorr@poyners.com; ~email.unc.edu; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; tinabwsf@temple.edu; 
tvjones@bison.howard.edu; @gmail.com; Belinda Edmondson; Harry Edwards 
Subject-" NCAA Accountability Act - We Can Be game Changers .... 

Dear Colleagues: 

Good Day! 

The attached legislation is being introduced by :Representatives Charlie [Dent of :[~ennsylvania’s 15th ]District and Joyce Beatty of Ohio’s 3rd District, 

I propose that we each write a brief letter to our respec[ive state representatives ~equesting they support this bill. We could also sign on each other 
letters. 

We can play a major role in getting this through the first couple of committees which is something no student athlete friendly bill has accon~p]ished 



Let me know if you are interested. This is also a great class/graduate/research assistants project:) 

Best 

ELG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, Angust 20, 2013 5:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: When the Odds are Stacked Against Yon 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one=stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http:/Iwww.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http : /!www.teamworkonline.com/TeamWork!HyCa reeri 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http :/z www.tea mworkonline,com/tea mwork/myca reef 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday,_ 6:43 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edn> 

Subject: EXSS 

Attach: EXSS    Proposal pemaission fom~- docx 

Here is what I was able to fill in on the sgllabus. Please let me know if there is anything you would like for me to elaborate on or is not clear. Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Natural Hair Facebook Crroup 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

It was great seeing you today! Thank you for taking the time out of your busy schedule to meet with me. I always appreciate your direction and guidance. 
am so grateful for everything! 

Here is the link for the "Natural Girls Discuss Natural Curls" Facebook group that I mentioned during our meeting. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/ilovemynattycurls/ 

See you Friday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               7:53 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

Class Speaker 

Hi Dr. Stromma, 
It was nice to see you yesterday! If you’d like for’ and I to come in and talk abom our journey to establish on campus and our current process of 

starting new chapters and other schools please let us know! We’d love to give your students information about our program. 

Also, we were recently featured as a 

We are mzailable to speak tomorrow moming. 

Thanks, 



From: @live.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:06 PM 

To: 

Subjet’t: Must Purchaae Case Analysis Coach 

To: All Paxticipauts 

From: 

Hello all! 

Al?ter multiple emails regarding Thursday’s assignment I waJated to cla~il},. After lbllowing the link provided, you must purchase the Caae Analysis Coach tbr $3.95. This 

is course material like may other textbook etc. 

We look tbrward to seeing you all tomom~w. 

This forwarded message was sent via The U~iversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "PLCY 

this link to access Messages for this site: PLCY 

site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Merritt, Charles E. <memtt@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Material in dropbox 

Charles E. Merritt 
Professor of the Practice, 
Richards Donohoe Social Entrepreneur in Residence 
Department of Economics 
207 Gardner Hall 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
(919)962-2696 (office) 

(mobile) 
merritt@unc.edu 

On at 3:05 PM, Stromm~, Deborah L wrote: 

Agree, 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Eng~qe, Explore. Empower, 

939.843.03.36 

<im,~ge002,jpg> 

"You can’t wake a person who is pretending to be asleep." Navajo Proverb 

From= Merritt, Charles E. 
Sent= Wednesday, 7:37 AM 
To= Caudill, Walter Lowry 

Merritt, Charles E.; Stewart, John F; Stroman, Deborah L; Feldman, Maryann P.; Tidwell, Care 
Subject= Re: Material in dropbox 

Agree 

Charles Merritt 

~)~me.com 

On at 7:19 AM, "Caudill, Walter Low~y" <w._! _c_a_._u_df_a~e__KOi[:._ur_t_c_:_e_gt_u.> wrote: 

I vote for being flexible tiffs week. 

From= ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 1:37 AM 

To= Merritt, Charles E. 
(:::c= Caudill, Walter Lowry; Stewart, John F; Stroman, Deborah L; Feldman, Maryann P.; Tidwell, Cate 
Subject= Re: Material in dropbox 

The HBS online coursepack allows us to see who’s started the tutorial and who hasn’t; do we want to use this in the participation grades tbr 
the first class? I know John said students should get a .5 for dws when they attend class but aren’t prepmed, but I’m not sure how strict 
about this we want to be in the firs1 week. 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill - Class of 

On The,             at 4:44 PM, Memtt, Charles E. <merritt"?~email.unc.edt~> wrote: 
For those who may not have gone through the online Case AnaJysis Coach I just put fl~e Komatsu Case, the analysis worksheet from the 
tutorial m~d the questions into the DropBox tblder. My teaching note is already in there, let me know if you have any questions. 
This is a good bit of work for the class. I am not super concerned that they drill into the case as much as making sure they understand what 
they need to do as they m~aJyze cases. Is it worth making that clear or just leave it as "do the tutorial and prepare the case"? 

Charles 

merritt@unc, edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pittman, Jan <Jan Pittman@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 3:35 PM 

CAS Dept Diversity Liaisons <casdiversity@listserv.~mc.edtp 

CASDpt Mgrs <cas-dpt-mgrs@unc.edu> 

[casdivemib"] "No Agenda Lunches" and Newsletter Samlnarizing Notes from August 14th ?,al of Hosting Worlcshop 

8-14-13 Newsletterl 6-finaJ.pdf 

This message is being sent to Department Chairs and the Diversity Liaisons in the College of Arts and Sciences with a copy to department managers on behalf of Pat Parker, Director 

Faculty Diversity Initiatives. 

Dear Colleagues, 

I’m writing with three items of follow-up from last week’s workshop. First, as promised, Tuesday Ryan-Hart harvested notes from our August 14th 

gathering and organized them in a newsletter (attached) for us to share with colleagues and also to use as a point of reference as we begin to further 
integrate Art of Hosting tools into our work. 
Secondly, I am working with Senior Associate Dean, Terry Rhodes, to implement a series of "No Agenda Brown Bag Lunches" where Diversity Liaisons can 
gather for networking, support, and general conversations about diversity, equity, and inclusion. Several people mentioned wanting to meet more 
regularly, and this is one opportunity to get that started (thanks to Frank Baumgartner for the idea!). More details will follow on this. If you have more 
ideas about regular meetings, please let me know. 
Finally, please send me your ideas about what you would like to create for our next formal gathering of the whole group in the Spring. For example, we 
might feature a panel of Diversity Liaisons from the various units in the College. All ideas are welcome. Even if we don’t implement your idea for the 
Spring, this is an opportunity to harvest the wisdom of the group and plan for the future. 
With warm regards, 

Pat 

You are currently subscribed to casdiversib’ as: d,;i.~>,’~ ~mc edna. 

To unsubscribe click here: }~.~!j:~:,,’ili,;is ~a~:c.ed~,&~?id=4!:~t~27275 

(It may be necesmry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to 



Welcome, Framing, Flow 

Karen Gil, Dean of the Colle~ 

of Arts and Sciences, welcomed ns to a 

is not for spectators~ 

Checking In 

poem to captnre onr responses. Some 

"This is an important 
moment, an important 
conversation 
a place to bring our 
questions 
excited for this strategy 
session.°° 

...a group that holds 
my heart 
wondering where is it, 
that this Art 
of Hosting could help 
us talk about diversity 
in diverse ways?" 

Car{ - Building on Success 

We lhen moved into a care aronnd 

building from the successes that we’ve 

had at the university in diversity work. 

We idenl~ied severn ~actors that 

were c~dcal for our snccessfi~l diversity 

work: 

¯ A challenge to the "way thin~" 

are done he~v - a disruption to the 

status quo and reco~ition of an 

opportuNV 

¯ Nnding openin~ in boundaies 

that separate us - cooperating and 

communicating with each other 

¯ NnNng Paculty/ad~nistradon 

and other resou~ves to showcase 

com~tment and di~vcted toward 

changv 

¯ Hard work and perseverance 

COLLEGE OF THE ARTS AND SCIENCES AUC.UST 14, 2013 1 



In addition to identil’,ving what was present ffiat made the 

projects successful, we also identified several t:actors that were 

present in ourselves that contributed to this successthl work, 

including hope, discomfort, disruption, determination, 

motivation, dedication, justice, and anger. 

The second care focused on what we could take forward ~o 

help us with our work. Each table was invited to develop 1-2 key 

ideas to take tb~ward. 

¯ Building Shared Vision - How can we nurture a collective 

that trt~y works together? 

¯ Building Shared Ownership - (one on one, distributing the 

power and responsibifity ~6r diversity work) - What is path that 

we can build that is broad enough to to hold all people? 

¯ How do we use the tools of the university to make this 

work visible? Itow can we use st~cture to hold depariments 

accountable and negotiate for additional resou,ves? (acdon 

plans, official offices, etc.) 

° How can we create regular connection among the 

liaisons? 

COLLE( 

ProAction Caf~ 
The remainder of the afternoon was spent in a process 

called Pro-Action CMd, where we brought our ~eN world projects 

into the room and received each other’s insight, s~s, and wisdom 

about how to best do our work when we leave. The five projecm 

1. Enhancing minority applicant pool for new unde~N~’ad 

msea~vh pm~’am 

2. Help to develop a stmtegT for an NSF ~’ant to support 

NversiV initiatives on campus 

3. What wo~d meanin~ul change around diversity in my 

department look ~e? 

4. Itow to promote and support successful careers? 

5. What wo~d it lo& ~e if we (the uNversity 

community) had "peace" around S~ent Sam? 

It was valuable time in our ProAction Cal~. Conversation 

was spirited and lively! At the end of the dine, each "host" 

repo~omd out their next steps from their session, and then we got 

ready to leave the space. 

Checking Out 
True to the spirit of the entire day; we got thin~ moving 

with a check out of a sentence, phrase, or word. ~blks were 

im~ted to sham the impact of the today’s meeting on their 

practice. We asked: What of si~cance am I ta~ng from today 

into my Nversity work in the larger university? 

AUGUST 14, 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Meredith Petschauer <mbusby~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Honors Thesis 

He has to have a topic and the committe form signed by Monday. 

Meredith Petschauel; PhD, ATC, LAT 
2202 Stallings Evans Sports Medicine Center 

Universih/of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

919-962-1110 

"Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@nnc.edu-~ wrote: 

Hi M er~-’_~dil:h. This ~.d:udent jt~st contacted me. If ~ agree, what ~s the deadline [or the pr.:)po~;~? Thanks. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n¢lo,qe, EXplore. E’mpovver, 

9119.843~0336 

"You can’t wage a person who N pretending to he asleep." Navajo Proverb 

Fmm~ 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:04 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Honors Thesis 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope that you had a great first day of classes! I was wondering if it would be possible to meet at some point on Friday between 8-:12 or Monday from 

8-::[2 to discuss a rough idea that I have for an Honors Thesis? 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

Email: @live.unc.edu 
Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:22 AM 

Weight, Erialme A. <eweight@email.unc.edtr~; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Southall, Debora]~ Joy <dj sothll@emaiLunc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Could you please send me the following information to be included in our case statement: 

--course # 

--number of students in class 

--ideal # of students per section for that course (a range is OK) 

--number of students that requested to be added to course 

--number of students you added 

--number of students you turned away 

Thanks! 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:50 AM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Works for me! 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, [0:48 AM 

To: "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Good Morning all, 

has shown interest in moving to the 

utilizing four marketing people and I feel      would be a great fit for 

that she is on Exec already, so we don’t lose any time. 

What are your thoughts? 

Thanks, 

@kenan-fla~[er.unc.edu>, 

She is one of four marketing girls, and I honestly was hoping one of them would step up. We’re not fully 

¯ She works closely with me at the Business School and I know she can do it. The added benefit is 

UNC-Chapel Hill. Class of 
.D, kenan-fla.q er.unc.edu 



From: @live.nnc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:32 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: tIi again! 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I’m not attending classes this semester. I was academically ineligiNe, but even ifI had been eligible, I probably would have opted out. I think I need to take some time 

to center mysel£ find some kind of part-time job, and "get my life together" (for lack of a better description). 

Thank you for everything, thimgh! You’re definitely the ONLY protbssor I’ve had that seems to care. I’ll definitely be back for smmner school next year, and will make 

sure to come see you then. 

Thank~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:05 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Hi again! 

Hi         I was thinking of you. See you next week? How is your ~che,dule? 

I teach T/R and finish up ~fter 2:30. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Eng’uge. Explore. Empower. 

91%843.0336 

"You can’t wake a person who N pretending to be asleep." Navajo Proverb 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:57 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ RE: Hi again~ 

]’~1 oome by ~dday ~fi~m ] ]:] ~ ffthat’s okay’. 

My od] number is 

Thank~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <._d__s__t__r__o____@___u___n___c_:__e___d__u__> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:46 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Hi asain! 

Friday is better before 11:15 or after 2:00. Wl’u;~: is your mobile? If f come to rny offic*:_~ t.:_~nlorrow, t can call you, 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En~qa, qe, Explore, Empower: 

919.843.0336 

"You can’t wake a perso~ who is pretending to be aMeepo" Navajo Proverb 

Sent; Wednesday, " 9:51AM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: Hi again! 

Wil! you be around tomorrow? [ can’t come this afternoon, but I can anydme [omom~w after 11~ 

Sent with AquaMail tbr Android 

_l!t_~£ ://www. aq ua- q)__~_~:_c_’~2Ln_. 

On             10:24:13 PM "Stroman, Deborah L" wrote: 

Hi I have an eleven o’clock ,needng now. I will be available after 12:30. How does that work" 



Dr. Stroman 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, 6:53 PM 
To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Hi again! 
Soru for my late response[ I will come by around 11 if that’s okay[ 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:00 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Hi again! 

Great! Anything to cairn the mind is good! 

I am here this week, Let me know what works for you, Wednesday between ~1 and 2? 

Dr, Stro~at~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

En,q@’e, Explore, Empowen 

919,843.0336 

"You can’t wake a perso~ who N prete~d#~ to be asleep~" Navajo Proverb 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:55 PN 
To: SLroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Hi again~ 

Hi Dr. Stm[nan, 

I tried om the mediation app ?~u ~com[nended. I admit I felt a li~le awkward at fi~st, but have go~en morn accus~med to it a~d ac~]ly like it~ Is there 

a rime tNs week or ne~ that you’~ avmlable? I’d like to come by and speak with you ag~Jn if so. 

Tha~& 



Fi~oill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Southall, Deborah Joy -qzlj sothll@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:59 PM 

Osborne, Barbaxa <sportlaw@unc.edtr~; Weight, Erianne A. <eweighV~,email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Co~e <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: numbers 

As of today, I have three classes: 

221 - 56 now enrolled; have added 16; ideal would be 25 to 35 max.; at least 10 have asked since I cut off enrollment. 
323-section 001; 52 enrolled; ideal number would be 20 to 25; only about 4 asked to be added; added all four. 
323-section 002; 64- enrolled; ideal number would be 20 - 25; about 20 requested class; added 16; turned away 4. 
Deb 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Thursday, 10:22 AM 
To: Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah Joy 

Subject: numbers 

Could you please send me the following information to be included in our case statement: 

--course # 

--number of students in class 

--ideal # of students per section for that course (a range is OK) 

--number of students that requested to be added to course 

--number of students you added 

--number of students you turned away 

Thanks! 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 275119 

Phone: 9:19.962.5:173 

Emaik sportlaw@unc.edu 



From: ’@live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 3:34 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Hello, My name is               I know your first year seminar is full but I was wondering if there is any room for me to join in? I am interested in opening a fines gym after I graduate I 
wanted to take this originally but it conflicted ~vith another class that I am now thinking about dropping. If an?’ spots open up I would really appreciate a spot. Thank you so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chancellots Office of Im~ovation & Entrepreneurship <innovate unc.edu@mail70.atl 11 .rsgsv.net> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 4:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Discover Innovation & Entrepreneurship at UNC 

Week of August 

Dear Friends, 

Welcome ~o all o[ you who are new arrivals ~o UNC Chapel 

Hill, and welcome back to everyone who’s been off on 

[ want to share some interesting projects in innovation and 

entrepreneurship fl°om across our campus, This summer we 

have been been working on ways to get more students 

quickly connected to Carolina’s growing innovation 

ecosystem, Earlier this week we were part of an introduction 

to all things entrepreneurial at UNC for NBA’s hosted by the 

.E!:~}.(!.I~ ..~. ~.!,t~,.~ j.(! ~ ..~.~4 ~ ~.!?...~.(! ~.i.~.~,!~;~ ..9~[.. p.(.i.~..a. ~ ~?...E ~ ~ ~?.!1~.~:[~" ~. This 

Friday, August 23, we’ve organized an ~.~.9.2.~.~...~.~ 

on the ma~n quad 0n front of 

WHson tJbrary) - come olJt between t0am and 2pm and 

meet leaders from a dozen entrepreneurial programs on 

TEDxUNC 

HeelPrint Communications 

I’,lou fish International 

Gillin~ School of Global Public Health 

Get plugged in and grab lunch - UNC Social innovation 

startup Nourish ]nternational will be offering their popular 

Hunger Lunch at noon, We look forward to seeing you there, 

If you’re intetes[ed in meeting more startups h~ the area, 

the Launch Chapel Hill incuba[or is hosting ~,..[’t[!!.[!P.!..~!r~, a 

program for en[tepreneurs sponsored by [[~e Kau[fman 

Foundation giving local startups a chance to pitch to local 

investors, make connections and get feedback, Sign up to 

pitch or col-no for the coffee! 

Also have a look at what the ~.[$.~..~#.#~..[~.#.~J.£..q..~:A~2 has been 

up to this summer - our office is proud to sponsor this video 

showing off their amazing work in .[.%. 

And finally, kudos to the talented grad student team 

}.(4!.9~.[!~J;;5..~(![!}..:%~!:!~, wirmers of U~e Na[ional Sdence 

Foundation’s [rmovaUons ~t~ Gtadua~e Education Challenge, 

Be sure to visit hmovate,unc=edu ~o meeL more C~rollna 

innovators, connect to resources and people, and get 



i~formation on innovation and entrepreneurship events 

thl’oughout the year. And tha~ks for helping us make UNC a 

place where innovators thrive. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.nnc.edtP 

Friday, August 23, 2013 6:49 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Discover Innovation & Entrepreneurship at UNC 

You are too kind! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent; Thursday, August 22, 2013 1:1:40 PM 

To-" Cone, Judith 

Subject-" RN: Discover Innovation & Entrepreneurship at UNC 

Excellent! 

Note: I met with Chancellor Folt today and raved about you. ;) She agreed... 

Hugs, 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D, cg[J 

Endu,ge. Explore. Empower. 

919,843.0336 

@drstroman 

"Sometimes you just have 

From: Chancellor’s Office of Innovation & [ntrepreneurship 

Reply-To: Innovate Carolina 

Date: Thursday, August 22, 2013 4:31 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

Subject: Discover innovation & Entrepreneurship at UNC 

H,!~vin!) l:ro~bk~! viewiq!;/ ~hh; emai~? Lik:k i?.!::’.iZ!~, to view ~ iq a browse~, 

Dear Friends, Week of August :~9, 20:~3 

Welcome to all of you who are flew arrivals to UNC Chapel 

Hill, and welcome back to everyone who’s been off on 

summer adventures! 

[ want to share some interesting projects in innovation and 

entrepreneurship fi°om across our campus, This summer we 

have been been working on ways ~o get more students 

quickly connected ~o Catolina’s growing innovation 

ecosystem. Earlier th~s week we were part of an ~ntroducUon 

to all things entrepreneurial at UNC for MBA’s hosted by the 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise. This 

Friday, August 23, we’ve organized an 1nnovaUon and 

F~~~ Fe_stival on the ma~n quad (in front of 

W~lson Ubrary) - come out between ZOom and 2pro and 

meet ~e~ders from a dozen entrepreneurial programs on 

c~mpus~ ~ndud~ng: 

Get plugged in and grab lunch -- UNC SociN innovaLion 



startup Nourish International will be offering their popular 

Hunger I.unch at noon. We look forward to seeing you there, 

If you’re interested in meeting more startups in the area, 

the Launch Chapel Hill incubator is hosting ~,..[,~.!J.I.!#.[~...c.C.~!A#, a 

program for entrepreneurs sponsored by the Kauffman 

Founda[ion giving local s[artups a chance to piLch to local 

investors, make connections and ge[ feedback. Sign up to 

pitch or come [or the coffee! 

Also have a look at what the UNC Beat Making Lab has been 

up to this stm-~mer - our office is proud to sponsor this video 

showing off their al~’]a>:ing work in 

And finally, kudos to the talented grad student team 

~.q!~#.k!~$&.~.!f.b..~$£dA#, winners of the National Science 

Foundation’s Innovations in Graduate Education Challenge, 

Be sure to visit i.[}.r}.r&yZ~.J;.#.&[0.~,.¢~J.# to meet more Carolina 

innow~ors, connect ~o resources and people, and 

in[ormation on irmovation and en[repreneurship events 

throughout the yea[. And thanks for helping us make UI’{C a 

place where innovators [hrive. 

li~is em,sii w,ss sei’~t to 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Friday, August 23, 2013 8:16 AM 

~gma~l.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus reception today @ 5.00pm at the Stoue Ceuter 

Dear Ron, 

Good to see you yesterday. 

I am not sure if you received the invitation to the Carolina Black Caucus reception this evening. T know you have many obligations, but if you have time try and a~end~ The new 
Chancellor and Provost will be there~ It is a great place to meet other colleagues from various parts of campus~ 

I am coping this ernail to our colleague Deborah Strornan (hello) the great Chair of the Carolina Black Caucus. 

Debby: Ron is a new facul~y member in the department. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Russell, Kresha <karussell@au×- services.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 8:58 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: All ~t for today? ;) 

Yes; we are! See you later 

Krest3a Russell I Carolina Catering, Director 

o: 919.952,0554 

:1.00 Frid~y Ce~ter Drive C~mpu~ £o>: 1020 Chapel t-fi~, NC 275£)9 

V~s~ our webs~te 

Stay Co~ected with Caroli~a Dini~g Services 

l ik~-’_~, <http:iiwww.facebook.com/CDSatU NO> 

follow. <http:iitwitter.com/cdsatunc> visit.._<___h__Lt_p_ JJ____w____w____w__.___d_Lq Ln_g_.__u___n___c_:__e__d___u___>_" 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 20:[3 8::[0 AM 

To: Russell, Kresha 
Subject: All set for today? ;) 

Thanks. 
debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of: Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Russell, Kresha <karussell@au×- services.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 9:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: All ~t for today? ;) 

We cam do assorted dessert 

would say 4 dozen (folks tend to take 2 when they see these}. Let me know if you’re okay w~th thaL 

Kresha Russell ~ Carolina Catering, D~rector 

o: 9~9.9(~2.0554 [~::: 

3.00 Friday Center Drive Campus Bo>: ~020 Chapel H~t NC 27599 

V~s~ our webs~te 

Stay Connected with Carolina Dinin~ Services 

like. <http:!!www.facebook.com!CDSatU NC> 

folk)w. <http:iitwi tter.com/cdsatunc> 

visit. <ht tp~//www.dining.unc~edu> 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Friday, August 23, 20~3 9:09 AM 
Tot Russell, Kresha 
Subject: Re: All set for ~day? ;) 
Now I am ~ettin~ scared about the cake. Our numbers are showin~ at least 20 more people than last year. Lol 

d 

From: <Russell>, Kresha Russell <~_[~_~2.~:~_~.~_~:~:~_~_q> 

Date: Friday, Ausust 23, 2023 8:57 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: All set for today? ;) 

Yes, we are~ See you k~ter @ 

Krese~a Russell [ Carolina Catering, D~rector 

o: 9~9.962.0554 [ c: 

:].00 Friday Center Drive Campus Box :[020 Chapel H~[L NC 27599 

Visit: our webs[l:e at: www.caro[ir~acatering.catertrax~com 

Stay Connected with Carolina Dining Services 

like. ~.h..t..t.p....ZZ..w.~..w.~..w.~:.t.a.~.c..e.~.b.~.~...~.~.k.~.~.~.m..Z..c...D...s..a..t.~.u.~..N.~.c...>. 
follow. <http:iitwitter.com/cdsatunc> 

visit. <http:/!www.dining.unc.edu> 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 8:10 AM 
To: Russell, Kresha 
Subject: All set for today? ;) 
Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 
@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sisma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

’~Fhose who brh~g s~mstdne to the Hves of others cannot keep it f~’om then~seh~eso" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erimane A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,. 9:24 AM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edw~; Southall, 

Debx~rah Joy <dj sothll@email.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: numbels 

--course # EXSS 324 

--number of students in class 55 

--ideal # of students per section for that course (a range is OK) 30 

--number of students that requested to be added to course 20 

--number of students you added :17 

--number of students you turned away 3 

Eriam~e A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Thursday, 10:22 AM 
To: Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah .loy 

Subject: numbers 

Could you please send me the following information to be included in our case statement: 

--course # 

--number of students in class 

--ideal # of students per section for that course (a range is OK) 

--number of students that requested to be added to course 

--number of students you added 

--number of students you turned away 

Thanks! 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:19 

Phone: 9:19.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Memtt, Charles E. <memtt@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: "We cm~ do better" chat 

Glad it was a good conversation. Thin,ks for taking the time. 

Have a nice weekend, looks like it is going to be beautiful’, 

Charles 

Charles E. Merritt 
Entrepreneur in Residence 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(mobile) 
merritt@unc.edu 

On 

Hi Charles. FYI - I had a heart-to-heart chat with 

Thanks again for sharing. 

Have a super weekend. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

, at 11:43 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

this afternoon. It was very positive, and she was very thankful. Let’s see if things change next week. ;) 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

’Whose wl~o |)thug s~mslrlne to the Ih;es of others ea~mot keep 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:45 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~<tslro@unc.edu>;               @gmml.com 

@kena~- flagler.unc .edu>; 

Welcome Receptiou Follow-up 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edtr~ 

Deborah and Ebony, 

Thank you so much for your participation in the annual Kenan Institute Welcome Reception. I appreciate you taking the time to prepare a booth and share information about your Sport 

Entrepreneurship Initiatives program with students. 

Going forward, we would like to do a better job both tracking the interest in this annual event, as well as tracking students’ interests in the various programs. For that reason, we would 

like to collect a copy of the sign-up lists that your booth may have collected. This can be a valuable resource as opportunities arise for students with the Kenan Institute and its 

partners. To assist with this process, we are offering to type up the hand-written lists for your program, if you haven’t made plans to do so already with Tetsu who was assisting you 

during the event. 

Please send me either you typed list of students from the sign-up sheet, or a request for assistance with typing this list, which I am happy to help coordinate 

Thank you again for helping make Tuesday’s Welcome Reception a success! I look forward to interacting with you in the future. 

Best regards, 

@unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-flaqler unc.edu ¯ www sph.unc edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Russell, Kresha <karussell@au×- services.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 10:47 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: All ~t for today? ;) 

15064.htm 

Deborah, 

Attached is the revised order, I.et me know if you have any questions, Please send me a new approval statement referencing the new total, This will replace your 

signature, 

7hanks 

Kre~ha Rus~eN ~ CaroNna Cater#~g~ D~recLor 

o: 9Z9.962.0554 ~ c: 

:[00 Friday Center Drive Campus Box :].020 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

V~s~t our webs~te at www,caroNnacaterins.catertrax.com 

Stay Connected with C~roliru~ Dining Service~.~ 

like, 
follow. ~h_~_~LL~l~ns:_~mZ_~_~_ty_~_~. 
visit. <http://www.dining.unc.edu> 

~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Se~t~ ~riday, August 23, 2013 9:~2 AN 

Te= Russell, Kresha 
S~bjeet~ Re: All set for ~day? ;) 
Okay. Let’s do it! Thanks. 

d 

~rom= <Russell>, Kresha Russell <karussell@aux-services.unc.edu> 

Date= Friday, August 23, 2013 9:~5 AM 

Te= "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <~.~E2~9_~_G_~.~M> 

Subje~= RE: AN set for today? 

We can do assorted dessert bars~ They are very popular and ~ooks great 

wouM say 4 dozen (folks tend to take 2 when they see these}. Let me know if you’re okay w~th that. 

Kresha RusseN ~ CaroNna Catering, D~ector 

o: 919.9{~2.05~4 ]c: 

3.00 Friday Center Drive Campus Bo>: 1020 Chapel bHN, NC 27599 

V~s~[ our webs~te 

Stay Connected with Carolina Dining Services 

like. <http:!!www.facebook.com!CDSatU NC> 

follow. <http:iitwi ~ter.com/cdsatunc> 

visit. <http://www.dinin~q.u nc.ed u> 

Frera: Stroman, Deborah L 
Se~t~ Friday, August 23, 2013 9:09 AN 

¯ e~ Russell, Kresha 
Subject: Re: All set for ~day? ;) 
Now I am ~ettin~ scared about the cake. Our numbers are showin~ at least 20 more people than last year. Lol 

d 

From: <Russell>, Kresha Russell <karussell@aux-services.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, Ausust 23, 20~3 8:57 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro(~unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: All set for today? ;) 

Yes, we are~ See you Eater @ 

Kresha RusseN I Carolina Catering, Director 

o: 9~9.962.0554 [ c: 

:].00 Friday Center Drive Campus Box :[020 Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

V[sh: our webs[te aL www.caro[inacatering.catertrax~com 

Stay Connected with Carolina Dinin~ Services 

l ike. <htt#:/Jwww.facebook.com/CDSatU NC> 

follow. <http:iitwitter.com/cdsatunc> 

visit. <h[[p://www.dinin~.unc~edu> 

Frera: Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat: Friday, August 23, 2013 8:10 AM 

To: Russell, Kresha 
Subject: All set for today? ;) 

Thanks. 
debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of: Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

+’Fl~ose who bring sunshine l+> the lives of others eanno~ keep it from lhen+selVeSo" 





No documents uploaded 

~ Carolina Catering 
! 00 Friday Center Drive 
CB 1020.Chapel HilI.NC 27599 

(919) 962-0336 

INVOICE #15064 
Friday, 8/23/2013 

Ordered On: 8/7/2013 

.~iI Confirmed Confirmed 

....................... ~:~S~ i~!~!iii~£~r~ ................................................................................................ ill i 
Delivery Contuct:iDeborah St ...... 

Address:::iCb # ::i :: Is this a Greeni 

City:iiChapel Hill ii i .................................................. 

........................................ Zi~iiiii~ ...................................................................................................... 

iiiI 
iI Delivery Phone/i 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ Cell::: 
Company or:: :: :: ................................................................................................ 

D 
:IB ack Caucus :~ : Event Name’~Welcome Back Reception 

.................................. E ~ ~!~::~ ~?~ ~ ~ £:~d~ .................................................................................... ~:: ~ ............................................................................................. ;;:: ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
................................ ..................................................................................... :::: :: Building:::Stone Center 

CI ifi ti ~:: 
Facu ty/StafF .............. .................................................................................................................. ................................................................................. 

................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

~ Guest Count=::75 

~~~~ 
~ Event Date:::Friday, 8/23/2013 

Payment Type :::::University Account ~ .................................................................................................. 

:::: ~ Event Erie Time:::7:00 PN 
. - :~6-68643-3932 :~ : ................................................................................................. ~ ................................... 
mum#er::; :; ~: .......... ................................................................................................... 

Beer and Wine Service (waived per KR) 75 $0 $0 l0 0 

Smoked Salmon w/Dilled Cream Cheese on a Belgian Endive - per dozen 
4          $19.95       $79.80 

Sliders - Beef - each 

(Make half of order w/cheese) 113 $1.50 $169.50 

Mini Chicken Wellingtons= per dozen 9 $14.40 $129.60 

Spanakopita - per dozen 6 $12.25 $73.50 

Swedish Meatballs - per dozen 6 $9.75 $58.50 

Spinach and Artichoke Dip with Crackers 

64 oz. per order 
$35.25 $35.25 

i Hummus with Pita Chips 

64 oz. per order 2 $29.95 $59.90 

Tier 1 Cake 

¯ 10 inch Round Cake (serves 16-20) 

¯ Devil’s Food Chocolate Cake 
$41.50 $41.50 

Chocolate Buttercream Frosting 

Carolina Catering’s Soul Rolls - per dozen 
5 $16,50     $82.50 

Dessert Bars 

¯ Dream Bars - I dozen 

¯ Oreo Blonde Bars - 1 dozen 

¯ Chocolate Peanut Butter Crumble Bars - 1 dozen 

¯ Lemon Bars = 1 dozen 

$14.95 $59.80 



Beverages bythe Gallon : Sparkling Cranberw punch : per gallon I 
Beverages by the Gallon - Ice Water - per gallon 

(waived per KR) ~ $o.oo $o.oo 

Premium Plastic = per person 
75          $1.50       $112.50 

CE Rentals 
7 Cocktail Tables 

7 Carolina Blue Linens for Cocktail Tables 
1 $379.86 $379.86 

7 Cognac Carprice Cuffs for Cocktail Tables 

Extra Linen for 6ft tables I I 
8 I $3.00 I $24.00 

Order Summary 

Bar Service             Food             Beverages           Supplies 

$0.00 $789.85 $84.00 $516.36 

~ The administrative charge is not intended 

to be a tip, gratuity, or service charge for 

the benefit of employees 

** Due to Health Department Regulations, no food or alcohol may be taken 

from a catered event. It is the goal of Carolina Catering that every event is 

attractively presented and proportioned for the last guest as it is for the first. 

Due to this attention to presentation, there may be extra plates, cutlery, 

napkins, etc remaining at the end of your event. This service ware will not be 

billed to the customer and is not available for take out. Any missing service ware 

will be added to the final invoice. 

Order Totals 

SubTotal $1,390.21 

Administrative Fee $162.81 

Order Total $1,553.02 

Balance Due $1~553.02 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:38 AM 

@kenm~-ilagler.unc.edtr~; Stmman, Deborah L <dsta~@unc.edu>; 

@kena~- flagler.unc .edu> 

RE: Welcome Reception Follow-up 

@gmail .corn 

Thanks for following up. I am crafting the spreadsheet now and will send it to everyone shortly. 

Best, 

o MBA-Class of                                                                      ~ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School ~ 

@unc.edu o 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 10:45 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science);              @gmail.com 

Subject: Welcome Reception Follow-up 

Deborah and Ebony. 

Thank you so much for your participation in the annual Kenan Institute Welcome Reception. I appreciate you taking the time to prepare a booth and share information about your Sport 

Entrepreneurship Initiatives program with students. 

Going forward, we would like to do a better job both tracking the interest in this annual event, as well as tracking students’ interests in the various programs. For that reason, we would 

like to collect a copy of the sign-up lists that your booth may have collected. This can be a valuable resource as opportunities arise for students with the Kenan Institute and its 

partners. To assist with this process, we are offering to type up the hand-written lists for your program, if you haven’t made plans to do so already with Tetsu who was assisting you 

during the event. 

Please send me either you typed list of students from the sign-up sheet, or a request for assistance with typing this list, which I am happy to help coordinate. 

Thank you again for helping make Tuesday’s Welcome Reception a success! I look forward to interacting with you in the future. 

Best regards, 

~_u___n__c_.__e__d___u_ ¯ __v~__%__?_:_k__e_:_n__a_n_:f_!_a__q I e r. u n c. e d u ¯ v%^rw.sJ~h u nc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 11:39 AM 

Stroman, Del~rah L <ds~ro@unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammetV~:email.unc.e&~; Shandra Jones 
<Shandra Jones@kenan-ilagler.unc.edu~; Robert~n, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu~~; 

Faison, Christopher D <chris faison@unc.edu> 

PJ~: WelcoIne Back Reception 

@gmaiLcom>; 

will attempt to also arrive around 4:15 PM with the laptop t:or onsiLe registration. Unt:ortunately, I’ft need to leave the reception between 6 --6:30 PM to head to 

practice~ As usual, VII plan to take some pictures of the event before ~eav~ng. (Deb, win you want me to transfer them to CD for the new web designer?) In the 

meantime, ~’m unsure if the Stone Center has a cNp on m~crophone. However, dependh~g on the type of dip on m~c, the standard handhNd may work better (~f 

Vou’re able to bring the stoo~). Look forward to seeing Vot~ 

O.J. lVIcGi?ee, h-~structionill M~_~diil ~_~rvlce5 IVlanilger 

LJNC - Giliin..gs School of Global Public Realth 

21.6 P, osenau Hall, CB# 7400, Chapel biiil, NC 27599 

(91.9) 8~I..~ -- 4~.49 

_o_ j_____m___cN _h___e__e__@___u__n___c_: _e__d___u_ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 7:55 AM 

To: Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda; Shandra Jones; Robertson, Nakenge; McGhee, Oj; Chris Faison; Faison, Christopher D 

Subject: Welcome Back Reception 

Hi Friends. I look forward to seeing you this afternoon. I will try to be there by 4:15. I will take over some stuff this morning. 

OJ - I will run the music through the internet like before. Please check out the microphone though. I was thinking that the Chancellor is small in stature, and her voice may not 

project. We may have to mic her. I was also thinking of some type of step stool, so I may bring mine from home. ;) 

The students are scheduled to arrive... 

Let’s have a great time. Chancellor Folt and Provost Dean are very excited about the event. I was with them yesterday at the College of A&S reception. 

THANKS! 

d 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu!cbc 

919.843.0336 

[ ~.~.~ ~,,~,~-., x 
"You can’t hate ~he roots of a ~l’ee and not hate flae tree." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patricia Parker <psparker@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 12:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Cherie Rivers Ndaliko ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: [casdiversity] "No Agenda Lunches" a~d Newsletter Summarizing Notes ti~om August 14th Art of Hosting Workshop 

8-14-13 Newsletterl 6-firolpdf 

Dear Deb and Cherie, 

I fl~ink the two of you may have been left offemaJl list for this follow-up message, so I’m seuding it to you. Thank you both for your participation at these events. 

There’s a short survey, as well, ~ I will be ~nding that next. 

Great to see you both at the reception yesterday (though I didn’t get to chat with you, Deb). 

See you soon. 

Pat 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [casdiversity] ’’No Agenda Lunches" and Newsletter Summarizing Notes from August 14fl~ Art of Hosting Workshop 

Date:Wed, 21 Aug 2013 19:35:03 +0000 

From:Pittmm~, Jan 

Reply-To:Pittm~m, Jan 

To:CAS Dept Dive~i~ Liaisons 

This message is being sent to Department Chairs and the Diversity Liaisons in the College o] Arts and Sciences with a copy to department managers on behal~ o~ Pat Parker, Director o] 

Faculty Diversity Initiatives, 

Dear Colleagues, 

i’m writing with three items of follow-up from last week’s workshop. First, as promised, Tuesday Ryan-Hart harvested notes from our August 14th 

gathering and organized them in a newsletter (attached) for us to share with colleagues and also to use as a point of reference as we begin to further 
integrate Art of Hosting tools into our work. 
Secondly, I am working with Senior Associate Dean, Terry Rhodes, to implement a series of "No Agenda Brown Bag Lunches" where Diversity Liaisons can 
gather for networking, support, and general conversations about diversity, equity, and inclusion. Several people mentioned wanting to meet more 
regularly, and this is one opportunity to get that started (thanks to Frank Baumgartner for the idea!). More details will follow on this. If you have more 
ideas about regular meetings, please let me know. 
Finally, please send me your ideas about what you would like to create for our next formal gathering of the whole group in the Spring. For example, we 
might feature a panel of Diversity Liaisons from the various units in the College. All ideas are welcome. Even if we don’t implement your idea for the 
Spring, this is an opportunity to harvest the wisdom of the group and plan for the future. 
With warm regards, 

Pat 

You are cunenfly subscribed to casdiversi~ as: 

To unsubscfi~ click here: httr,: st~<t~m.ed ~ t~’?id=53(~622{2.d2<)c7 

(It may be neces~- to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is brokeu) 

or send a blauk email to lea~’e~334602,$?.-53{%22~2 d29<:7] 





Welcome, Framing, Flow 

Karen Gil, Dean of the Colle~ 

of Arts and Sciences, welcomed ns to a 

is not for spectators~ 

Checking In 

poem to captnre onr responses. Some 

"This is an important 
moment, an important 
conversation 
a place to bring our 
questions 
excited for this strategy 
session.°° 

...a group that holds 
my heart 
wondering where is it, 
that this Art 
of Hosting could help 
us talk about diversity 
in diverse ways?" 

Car{ - Building on Success 

We lhen moved into a care aronnd 

building from the successes that we’ve 

had at the university in diversity work. 

We idenl~ied severn ~actors that 

were c~dcal for our snccessfi~l diversity 

work: 

¯ A challenge to the "way thin~" 

are done he~v - a disruption to the 

status quo and reco~ition of an 

opportuNV 

¯ Nnding openin~ in boundaies 

that separate us - cooperating and 

communicating with each other 

¯ NnNng Paculty/ad~nistradon 

and other resou~ves to showcase 

com~tment and di~vcted toward 

changv 

¯ Hard work and perseverance 

COLLEGE OF THE ARTS AND SCIENCES AUC.UST 14, 2013 1 



In addition to identil’,ving what was present ffiat made the 

projects successful, we also identified several t:actors that were 

present in ourselves that contributed to this successthl work, 

including hope, discomfort, disruption, determination, 

motivation, dedication, justice, and anger. 

The second care focused on what we could take forward ~o 

help us with our work. Each table was invited to develop 1-2 key 

ideas to take tb~ward. 

¯ Building Shared Vision - How can we nurture a collective 

that trt~y works together? 

¯ Building Shared Ownership - (one on one, distributing the 

power and responsibifity ~6r diversity work) - What is path that 

we can build that is broad enough to to hold all people? 

¯ How do we use the tools of the university to make this 

work visible? Itow can we use st~cture to hold depariments 

accountable and negotiate for additional resou,ves? (acdon 

plans, official offices, etc.) 

° How can we create regular connection among the 

liaisons? 

COLLE( 

ProAction Caf~ 
The remainder of the afternoon was spent in a process 

called Pro-Action CMd, where we brought our ~eN world projects 

into the room and received each other’s insight, s~s, and wisdom 

about how to best do our work when we leave. The five projecm 

1. Enhancing minority applicant pool for new unde~N~’ad 

msea~vh pm~’am 

2. Help to develop a stmtegT for an NSF ~’ant to support 

NversiV initiatives on campus 

3. What wo~d meanin~ul change around diversity in my 

department look ~e? 

4. Itow to promote and support successful careers? 

5. What wo~d it lo& ~e if we (the uNversity 

community) had "peace" around S~ent Sam? 

It was valuable time in our ProAction Cal~. Conversation 

was spirited and lively! At the end of the dine, each "host" 

repo~omd out their next steps from their session, and then we got 

ready to leave the space. 

Checking Out 
True to the spirit of the entire day; we got thin~ moving 

with a check out of a sentence, phrase, or word. ~blks were 

im~ted to sham the impact of the today’s meeting on their 

practice. We asked: What of si~cance am I ta~ng from today 

into my Nversity work in the larger university? 

AUGUST 14, 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Patricia Parker <psparker@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 12:17 PM 

Stmman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; Cherie Rivers Ndaliko~ 

Fwd: RE:[casdiversi~] Art of Hosting Follow-Up - Survey 

@gmail.com> 

Deb and Cherie, 

The link to the survey is below: 

http:/iwww.surveymonkey.com/s/FCB NZ96 

The note with the original "thank you" on behalf of the Dean and Ten7 and I is below, if you care to read it :-) 

Have a great weekend. 

Pat 

From: Pittman, Jan 
Sent-’ Tuesday, August 20, 2013 2:48 PM 
To: ’casdiversity@listserv.unc.edu’; Cravey, Altha J; Waters, Marcey L; CAS_Dpt DDD 
Cc-" Gil, Karen M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Parker, Patrida S 
Subject-’ Art of Hosting Follow-Up 

This message is being sent to Department Chairs and the Diversity Liaisons in the College of Arts and Sciences on behalf of Pat Parker, Director of Faculty Diversity Initiatives. 

Dear Colleagues, 

On behdlf of Dean Kamn Gil and Senior Associate Dean Ten? Rhodes, thank you for attending the August 14 corn ening ofthe College’s Diversi .ty Liaisons and Unit 

Chairs. Our session, "Integrating Art of Hosting Methods in Divemily Work," provided us ruth an opportunity to network and learn together and g~fin new tools for 
engaging others. 

If you were not able to attend the session, please invite your colleagues to share their learning and experience. Also let me know what kinds of diversity education and 

networking oppo~lunities you would like to attend in the furore. 

If you were in attendance, please kindly complete the short survey tband at the tbllowing link: 

http:!!www.surveymonkey.com!s!FCB NZ96 

Again, it is a pleasure working with each of you, aM I look tbrwaJcd to seeing you agmn ~on. 

Best regards, 

Pat 



You are currently snbscribed to ca~tiversi~ as: psparker~b~emafil.nnc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ht’tp://lists.unc.edtr/u?id 53662232.d29cTld00ee5a61a3e34dc567ea4db8e&n T&I casdiversit~’&o 33452508 

(It may be necessal?~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-33452508-53662232.d29c71d00ee5a61a3e34dc567ea4db8e~listserv.nnc.edn 



From: ~}live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 12:23 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS    meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 
Just wondering if you had any time available during the next ~veek or t~vo to have our meeting regarding my internship this summer. M/W/F mornings work best for me as my only class is at 
noon those days. I also look for~vard to discussing the analytics convention you mentioned in your comment on my blog. 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:50 PM 

@kena~- tlagler.unc.edu> 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroma~, Deborah L ~<tslro@unc.edu>; 
,~!kena~- flagler.unc .edt~- 

Re: Welcome Reception Follow-up 

@gmail.com; 

Thanks 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On , at 11:38 AM, {i~kenan - flagleratnc.e&t> wrote: 

Thanks for following up. I am crafting the spreadsheet now and will send it to everyone shortly. 

Best, 

MBA-Class of UNC Kenan-Flagler Business 

School -, @unc.edu -, 

Fro~: 

Sent: Friday, ~ 10:45 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science);              @qmail.com 

Subject: Welcome Reception Follow-up 

Deborah and Ebony, 

Thank you so much for your participation in the annual Kenan Institute Welcome Reception. I appreciate you taking the time to prepare a booth and share information 

about your Sport Entrepreneurship Initiatives program with students. 

Going forward, we would like to do a better job both tracking the interest in this annual event, as well as tracking students’ interests in the various programs. For that 

reason, we would like to ColleCt a ~opy of the sign-up lists that your booth may have ~ollected. Th is can be a valuable resource as oppo~unities arise for students with 

the Kenan Institute and its pawners. To assist with this process, we are offering to type up the hand-written lists for your program, if you haven’t made plans to do so 

already with Tetsu who was assisting you during the event. 

Please send me either you typed list of students from the sign-up sheet, or a request [or assistance with typing this list, which I am happy to help coordinate. 

Thank you again [or helping make Tuesday’s Welcome Reception a success! I look fo~ard to interacting with you in the future. 

Best rega rds. 

~,unc.edu ¯ www.kena n-flaqler.unc edu ¯ v~vw sph.u nc.edu 

Shaping Leaders ] Driving Results 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfaxmer@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 23, 2013 2:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Regrets About Reception 

Dear Debby: 

Thank you again very much for inviting me to the welcome reception for the Carolina Black Caucus. 

I was grateful to be invited and had planned on being there. But as things have turned out, I am going to need to leave campus after my last meeting at 3:30p to 

I am sorry about this and would welcome another chance to get together with the members of the caucus. I would also welcome another lunch with you this fall, if 

you would ever have the time. 

Thank you again and take care. 

Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu 

Friday,. 2:33 PM 

CSBC Upcoming News + I st General Body Meeting 

To: All Poxticipants 

F~om: 

Hi Heels, 

I hope everyone has had a great tirst week of class. My name is and I am your 

a l~w notes regarding club activity as we begin a~ exciting ~nrester: 

1st General Body Meeting- Monday, at 5:30pm in Fe~zer 109. 

¯ Meet the     Executive Board Leadership Team 

¯ Pay your $10 club dues 

¯ Hear more about our club mission & upcoming Sport Business & Fitness Expo 

Carolina Sport Business and Fitness Expo - Saturday, in Kenan Stadium Blue Zone 

¯ On campus Expo connecting YOU to fitness and sport industry professionals from across the state! 
¯ Keynote spea~er, industry panel and career thir 

¯ Priority registration is $10 betbre at ht~p://www.csiEunc.con~/#’.registration-/c 1 mue 

¯ More intbrmation - csiEunc.com 

Be on the lookout for more information in the coming weeks. I look forwayd to serving as your this school ye~y. 

My best, 

Below 

@live.unc.edu 

wv~v.csbcunc.com 

CSFE Flier FINAL.pdf 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC- Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message click this link to 
access Messages for this site: Carolina Sport Business Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~<]s~ro@unc.e&~;               ~gmml.com 

@kena~- flagler, unc.edu>; 

Kenan Ins~titute Welcome Reception -- Sign-up for Sport Entreprenenrship 

Siga~-up KI-WelcomeReception.xlsx; Agenda 1st mtg.docx 

@kena~- flagler.unc.edu> 

Dr. Stroman and Ebony, 

it was very nice meeting you both! Attached is the list of the students who visited our Sport Entrepreneurship booth at the Kenan Institute Welcome Reception. 

will keep this and use for future announcements, etc. 

Dr. Stroman, 

I would like to set up a meeting with you. Below is my available time slots for next week. Please let me know what date!time and where I can meet with you. 

* Monday, : 2:30pm-4:0Opm 

* Wednesday any time after 2:30pm 

* Friday, any time after :12:30pm 

(I remember you have classes all day on Tuesday and Thursday) 

Attached also the topics that I would like to talk about during our first meeting. I know this is a brand new project and we have to start from the scratch, but I 

thought this would help us to discuss how we will proceed with the project. 

Best regards, 

~ MBA-Class of                                                                      ~ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

@unc.edu , www.linkedin.comiin/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maria DeGuzman @earthlink.net> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 3:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

ThaJ~ks lbr invitation 

Hi, Deborah, 

Thanks for your invitation to the first meeting of the Black Caucus 
Please give me a raincheck. I am beginning to emerge tlcom the various 
crises of the stammer. Let’s have a meal sometime in September 

I hope you are doing well and I look forward to reconnecting 

Best, Maria 



Cen te rSt~e Consuhin~, 

~0].30 MaIlard Creek Rd 

C:n4riot:te, NC 28262 

T<-;I (7O,4) 94,2.. 

WEEK OF t~EPORT DATE PRO.IECT NAME PRE[-tARED BY 

G.~EE~ - No issues 

TASI( % DONE DUE DATE DRIVER NOTES 

Eesea~’ch MYF Skmn Spo~ts On~oin~ ~enchma~’k fo~~ UNC- Eeviewin~ topics, sebup, 
At}a]ydcs Cot}fet’ence Chapel Hi]] event and atter~dat}ce, et A] tim" 

Eyelet venue research O~}goi~g Places to hold Emailed i~}dustry o::mtacts 
awards ceremony & to schedule meeting,s 

co n [t-)fence ~fat:herln~f data 

MBA f%ception 100% Meet MBA Students Work with 

& visit Instit:u te campu s event: ] o~f~ sties 

ISSUE I~tSK APPROACH 

MIT Skmn Conf-’e~’el~ce - Scope & sca~e Establishin8 Initial summit Leve~’a~e conter}t 
cred~ts}:41it:y presen ted to expose 

Event Venues - Ke~az h~stitute ’ibo small fl)~’ awards Look it}to other ver~ues 

cer’em,::my & summit 8oab }IDU a~’ea R~r’ both evezts 



~:1ffT SIoal~ Sports A~alytics 

Cen i~rence ~s well Pegat’ds, ~eavfly attended & data sought after bp prof’essionais, Our chailenge wilt be how to scale 

the ~n~ tk~fi su m m~t: t:o g;~n cYed~5 ~l~t:y, [b~k~wevsh~ p ~ n d pavt:k:~p~ d o n by ~:op spo N:s pro[:ess~ o hal s, ~ wfii con d 

make notes on webs~te, ~op~cs, contenL attendance, e t a~ that wfl~ ~elp U NC~C}~ape~ ff~ ~ts quest to gain ~ccess to th~s 

p rofessh)n a~s, event ve n aes a nd like yen ~:u res b:) ga ther d at:a [oY bes ~: out(:om es. This wfii be an ongoing p rocess, gYe~:]y 

determined by budget, date, scope and ]eve~ of" paYticipat~on~ 

1. Meet v, Ath RDU contacts ~Mtl~ Convention & Visitor’s Bureau fi}r exposure to additional venues 
2, Condnue Pesem’ch on MF]" Slosh websi~e [bP vm’ious dab~ points 
~.,,’~ Work wit:h t:o iden d fy additional st,,.L..~,.t,," -,,~ o,- -~- for the WAG tean~, 

Pao-;~ 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 24, 2013 12:20 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr~; Robertson, Nakenge <nake ~ge robertson@unc.e& > 

FW: Payment received t?om           @yahoo.corn 

From: Karla $1ocum via PayPal [mailto:member@paypal.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 20:13 4::13 PM 
To; McGhee, Oj 
Subject; Payment received from ~yahoo.com 

’ "] Transaction ID: 0D945?5911453704D 

Y~:,,~ rece~.,~<~ ~ ~>aym~ <,~f $40,00 L~S[~ fr<,~r~               ~_9_,_£_9_~ 
TO see allthe transaction details piease iog into your PayPal account It may take a few moments forthis 

transaction to appear in your account 

Buyer iaforasation l#etrl~ctions from buyer 

Karla Slocum None provided 

@}tahoe.corn 

Tetal: $40.00 USD 

Receipt No: 1999-7�}e6-704~-ae13 

Please keep this number for future ~eference~ as yo~r customer doesn’t have a PsyPal Transaction ID for this 

psyment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 24, 2013 10:45 AM 

athletics retbrm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [thearg] Friday night roundup 

Not. Have any of them ever taught undergrads at UNC----the group they will be studying? 

Willis 

Frem; Tomaskova, Silvia [mailto:tomas@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, August 23, 2013 ll:~ PN 
Te~ athletics reform group 
Subje¢t~ [thearg] Friday night roundup 

and ~e good old tradi~on of ~leasing ~me news Ffi~y ~ght continues: 

h~:/,,’~5~5~,.unc~edw’campus- u~ate~’uifiveBib’-launcl~es- s~&nt- atNete- ~ademic-iNfiafive- woddn~- group/’ 

get rea@ for ~me exciting revelations coming soon from an unexpected set of character (or not... ) 

Sflvia 

Silvia Tomfigkovfi, PhD 

Acting Director 

Center for Slavic, Eurasian, & East European Studies 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

CB# 5125, FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5125 

Ph. (919) 962-4295 

Fax (919) 962-2494 
tomas@unc.edu 

http://anthropology.unc.edu/people! faculty/stomaskova 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ewbrooks@liveamc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ht~p://lists.unc.edtv’u?id 61803861.73dld9d4009el:d57950c577fd619033c&n T&l~hear~&o 33475327 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33475327-61803861.73dl d9d4009efd57950c577fd6fg033c(~Jistserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro(t~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.m~c.edu/u?id=62524524.013b0048bfe8fl 9c85e19d711 d338e5d&n=T&l=:thearg&o=33476787 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to !.e.:a..~.e..-..~.4..2~.~.7...-..~.2...5~2~4~5..~..4..~.~..~.[.?.(.!.~4~8..b~.~e~8~f..~..~.c~8~5..e...!~2~2~.~.~!1i.~.~!3:.~.u~.~.u 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Saturday, 

7@live.unc.edu;, 

3:04 PM 

@kenan - flagl er. unc.edu~: StrommL Deborah I_ <dstro@unc edu>- 

CSFE FinancM Commitment- 

Hi 

It was great talking to you yesterday. Just wanted to fomaalize the 

your financial support. 

Best of luck with all your continued success up at 

Thanks again, 

commitment we agreed to nx~er the phone We hate that you can’t attend the Expo this year but sincerely appreciate 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Saturday, 3:21 PM 

.~unc.edu> 

@kenan-flagler.unc.e&~>; Stmma~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSFE Financial Commitment - 

Yes will provide on 

Excited[[ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:04 PM, @hve.unc.edu> wrote: 

> tli 

> 

> It was great talking to you yesterday. Just wanted to ]2~rmalize the 

your financia[ support. 

> 

> Best of luck with all your continued success up at 

> 

> Thanks again, 

commitment we agreed to over the phone. We hate that you can’t attend the Expo this year but sincerely appreciate 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 3:41 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hey professor Stroman, 

Attached is the updated copy of the learning form. I am sorry it took longer than expected, but I have come down with something and have not been 

feeling well for a few days. Please let me know if you need anything clarified or altered on the form or anything else that I need to do. Thankvou for 

working with me on this. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 2:33 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: EXSS 

Hi       Here is a new form I just received. Please work with this form. Thanks. 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
En~tg!e, Explore. F_m~power, 
91%843.0336 
@drstroman 

"Sometimes you just have to look back at your p~a~t and smile about ho~v.[~r you’ve come. 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 6:43 PM 
To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstrog~unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Here is what I was able to fill in on the syllabus. Please let me know if there is anything you would like for me to elaborate on or is not clear. Thank you. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Saturday, 4:15 PM 

@unc.edu> 

@kenan-tlagler.unc.e&~>; Stmma~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CSFE Finmaciol Com~nitment - 

i will tly to make it, but is a very tough ~veekend clue to a impoltant work li~nction I have a lot of passion and believe 110 percent in what you are doing at I~’C Sports Biz Club and extremely 
proud of all of you for taking this dream to become a reality. Keep it up. I would like to help you bounce ideas off and help secure additional speakers and anything else you need and can 
think of I helped with Iv?- and Indiana Symposium and feel UNC can become the best symposium in the country and have a legacy that continues every year. Keep up the great work’.! 

From: @live uric edu] 
Sent: Saturdav. ¯ 3:04 PM 
To: 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: CSFE Financia[ Commitment - 

Hi 

It was great talking to you yesterday. Just wanted to formalize the 
your financial support. 

commitment we agreed to over the phone We hate that you can’t attend the Expo this year but sincerely appreciate 

Best of luck with all your continued success up at 

Thanks agmn, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Saturday, 6:42 PM 

<~tstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CSFE Fin~ciaJ Commitment - 

@unc.edu>; ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroma~L Deborah L 

Thanks for your continued support if the Club. We appreciate you! 

DLS from my 1Phone. 

On at 4:16 PM, 

> i will try to make it, but is a very tough weekend due to a important work fanction. I have a lot of passion and believe 110 percent in what you are doing at I~YNC Sports Biz Club and 
extremely proud of all o:[’you for taking this dream to become a really. Keep it up. I would like to help you bounce ideas off and help secure additional speakers and anything else you need 
and can think of. I helped with Ivy and Indiana Symposium and feel UNC can become the best symposium in the count~ and have a legacy that continues every year. Keep up the great 
work!! 
> 

> [~’rom: ~@live.unc edu] 
> Sent: Saturday, 3:04 PM 
> To: 
> Cc: Stroman, Deborah 
> Subject: CSFE Financial Commitment - 
> 

> Hi 
> 

> ]t was great talking to you yesterday. Just wanted to :[’ormalize the commitment we agreed to over the phone. We hate that you can’t attend the Expo this year but sincerely appreciate 
your financial support 
> 

> Best o:[’luck with a]l your continued success up at 
> 

> Thanks again, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edw~; Robe(tson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: Membership to CBC 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: cbcinfo@unc.edu [mailto:cbcinfo@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:13 PM 
To: McGhee, Oj; Jones, Shandra 
Subject: Membership to CBC 

Results Iicom form: 

Name: Angela Lyght 
Dept school: UNC Eshelman Schoul uf Pharmacy 
Mail Address: UNC 
Office Phune: 9199660087 
El:nail: angela [yght@unc edu 
Validate Email: angela lyght@unc edu 
whats tu gmn: 
RadiuGruupl : 
captcha cude: 7¥teuw 
Submit Check: Next 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livex~nc.edu~ 

Sunday, 12:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

SeNor ttonors Thesis 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I made a document yesterday with a Thesis question and a step-by-step plan for how to go about "solving" the question. I also included a statement for 

why the Thesis could be useful for society, and I have a couple of questions about how to approach certain things at the end. 

I think this is much better than what I presented to you on Friday. Please let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

Email: @live.unc.edu 

Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@livex~nc.edu~ 

Sunday, 12:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

SeNor ttonors Thesis 

Thesis Topic.docx 

As always, I forgot to attach the document. Here it is. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

Email: @live.unc.edu 
Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 9:13 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS proposal 

Hi Sydney and Dr, S~roman, Yot~r proposal Js really interesting, The proiect is approved, But can you clali~, one thing-- 

Could yot~ break apart the research paper and oral presentation-----what part of that 60% is eaci~? 

] will add       tomorrow once I ]~ear from you, 

Dr. Sn’oman, you will have a "class" of of your own (I am on it too), and once is finished with the class, you st4mait the grade own your own~ 

Also, thanks Dr. Stroman For helping These projects can be very time consumb~g tbr faculty, [ appredate yo~r willingrmss to assist .... 1 know st~e does 

too, 

Sherry SaWyer, ~d.D. 

Mas~er ~ecturer, D~recter ef Undergraduate Studies 

Depar~men~ of Exerdse and Spor~ Science 

CB~8700, 2 ~:~. Fetter Hail 

Universit:y of Nort:h Carolina at (;h~pe~ }-Ii[I 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919-.962-694.7 

Fax: 9~9-992-04~9 

Spring Advising/Office hours~ 

Tuesdays---4&:~}- &2:15 

Wednesdays--10:00-I1:15 and l:lB.-2:4B 

Thursday>.-11:C~- 12:15 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(}gmail.com> 

Monday, 1:11 PM 

Wanda Hunter <whunte@mcia] equi ,tyinstitute.org> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Update on Racial Equity course at B-school 

Hi Wanda and Debbie - 

The works for me. Thursdays and Fridays are better for - could we shoot for the and ~ 

I’m al~ thinking that we may be able to have Gem and Alice reach out to Dr. Rimer in the meantime to get the ball rolling with offering the class at SPIt. 

If we get the OK from SPH, I think we can raise the money from elsewhere, if needed. 

][hablic Health - I tlfink we should first see if Dr. Rimer is willing to champion this and back it up with resources 

Z. Smith Reynolds - I had lunch with the chair of the board of ZMR two weeks ago - David Neal. And we had Joe Kilpatrick (ass. Dir. at ZMR for 20 year) 

at the last workshop in Winston Salem - he LOVED it. We can also work out a Ineeting with Tom Ross soon. I say all that to say, maybe we can get a 

contribution from ZMR once we have a propos~ together. 

Government - we’ve slill got Mike Smith from the School of Govermnent, who Tye was going to reach out to. As I understand, if we get SPH squared away as 

the ’home’ for the course, that will put Tye in a better place to ask them for money. 

Mulficultural Affairs and Diversity. 
Kenan Institute - I still think we can get them on board.., rm going to meet with Ted ~oller next month and see ifI can get him to a worlcshop, rll also be 

tbllowing up with Ma~:k Linle again. 

Other... 

I hope you all are having a good start to the school year’. 

On Tue,             at 6:32 PM, Wanda Hunter <whanter(a)mciaJequityinstitute.org> wrote: 

Great. What about       ? We’re unavailable until 

will you let the otlaers know, once we’ve nailed a date? 

On , at 6:26 PM, Strolnan, Deborah L wrote: 

Sounds good, Thanks, 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. S~oman, Pk])~ CLU 
Engage, Explore, Empower, 

"You can’t wake a person who is pretending to be asleep." Navajo Proverb 

9J_9.843.0336 

<im~;g*-:!O{}l,jpg> 

From: [rnailto: @(Irnail.corn] 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:24 PM 
To: Wanda Hunter 
C¢: Strornan, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: Update on Racial Equity course at B-school 

I’d vote for rescheduling for a time white Alex, Geni, and Alice can be there, given that we’re planning to turn our sights towards SPH? 

And also let’s follow up with them and see if they’re able to connect with Dr. R? 



On Tue. at 5:36 PM, Wanda Hunter <__w___lLu__~Lt__e__r_@_g~_i_~Le__ct_u_i_t2:i!!~_Lu_t__e__:~_?£g> wrote: 
Debby and 

Do we hm~e updates or new ideas to discnss, given news from the BSchool? If so, I’m happy to reserve the REI Conference line for tomorrow. 

Given that Geni will not be on the call, it’s haJrd to know if we can look to SPH tbr primal sponsorship unless someone has already spoken with Barbara Riemer. 

Tye has tried to reach Mike Smith. A little phone tag; they hmTen’t yet cormected. Also seems at this point better to wait until we hmze momentum (and tinding) on 

our side with other campus leaders--unless we think he is the one to go to tbr $$ support. 

What do you think? Is it worth the 4 of us (and Lisa) taking time for the c~ll tomonow? Or should we re-sehedule? 

Wanda 

On , at 2:07 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroraan, Ph.D. CLU 

2 ~_9_:S__..4_.3_~.0__3_.3__.6._. 
<imageOOI.jpg> 

"Yo~ cat~’t wake a persof~ who is pretef~d#~g to be asleep," Navajo Proverb 

From: Lightfoot, Alexandra F 
Sent: Tuesday 1:47 PM 
To:           Jones Christensen, Lisa 
Co: Ammerman, Alice S; Wanda Hunter; Tye Hunter; Eng, Geni; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Stroman, Deborah L; Kavanagh, Joan 
Subject: RE: Update on Racial Equity course at B-school 

Geni and I are both out of town. 

Alexandra Lightfoot, EdD 
Director, CBPR Core 
O:_mter [or Health Prom.:_~l:ion and Disease Prevention 
Uniw~rs~tv o[ North Carolina ~: Chape~ 
~700 Mardn Luther King, Jr. Nvd. 

CB #7426 
Ch~pe~ Hill, North Carolh~a 27S99-7426 

(9~9) 843.-9562 
www.hpdp.unc.edu 

From: [mailto: ~#gmail,com] 
Sent: Tuesday,, 1:34 PM 
To: Jones Christensen, Lisa 
Co: Ammerman, Alice S; Wanda Hunter; Tye Hunter; Lightfoot, Alexandra F; Eng, Geni; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Stroman, Deborah L; Kavanagh, Joan 
Subject: Re: Update on Racial Equity course at B-school 

Hi all - 

Does tomorrow at 4:30 still work tbr everyone? 

Thanks, 

On Thn,           at 6:01 PIVI,                    @~mail.com> wrote: 
Thanks for the npdate, Lisa. 

I am surprised abont this, too! Conversations ruth a number of people in addition to you, Lisa (most notably Dr. Johnson) had me thinking that whatever challenges 
we’d have would be aIter year one. 

Can we confirm our m eeting for next Wednesday at 4:30pm EST? 

I think we should aJ1 continue to have our conversations with people - news from the B-School should o~tly change that slightly. Here’s what I remetnber: 



Mike Smith - Tye 

Dr. Rimer - Geni? Debbie? 

Taff?-e Cla~vton - Debbie mid 
Others? 

Thanks all, 

On Thu, at 3:26 PM, Jones Chfistensen, Lisa <.[:~i..s:~a...~..C.‘.[tL~.~t..e...r.Ls..e.!i~.~..k..e..~.Lm~-..I.!.~!~g!1~:Rgig.> wrote: 

It is with some surprise and a heavy heart that I report that the final response from the B-school about sponsoring the course came back as a "not this year." I am still 
investigating what is behind this reversal but since the news makes a difference in how you frame the follow-up and fundraising we have talked about, it makes sense to 
give you the news sooner rather than later. I am sorry that I can’t help the b-school come through in the way that we expected (and that I was led to believe was not just 
possible, but likely and easy). As I said on the last call, the $1,500 already raised from the b-school and given to the REI is safely spent and in place. So, all I have actually 
accomplished is the start of our fundraising. 
I am more committed than ever to the work and will stay involved in our meetings as we go forward and will keep at it in other ways. For those who wanted to see the 
proposal document, I have attached it here. 
Talk to you soon and my apologies for the confusion and setback. 

Best, 
Lisa 

Lisa Jones Cl~ristensen 
Assistant Prof~.,ssor of Stra[e41y and ~nttepreneutsMp 

The Kenan-F~agler Bt~s~ness Schoo~ (Room # 4419A) 
The Univets~ of North Carolina at Chape~ H~II 
Campus Box 3490, McCo~ Build~ng 
Chapet H~ff NC 27599-3490 

Email: lisa jc@unc.edu 
Phone: (919) 962-4261 
Fax: 0_ _1_ ~_ _ _8_ _ _4_ _3_ : _7_ _ _9_ _8_ _ _6_ 

(cell) ¯ ~gmail 

(cell) ¯ ~gmail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:39 PM 

~@gmail.com>; Wanda Hunter <whunte@racialequi~inslitute.org> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Update on Racial Equi .ty course at B-school 

I-{i. I just spoke to Taffye {DMA) and made the ask, She wants to support us financiafly~ I made the ask for "~9,000. She ~s awaiting {~ke everyone e~se) her budget 

numbers and will let us know by October :L 

Next steps: 

1, Sorneone (??) needs to check wi~:h garb~na R~mer. lh~: ~s, ff we can secure a co--sponsor (or singk~ sponsor ~e DMA) w~H her acadermc unit be ~:he host of 

the course? 

2. ff yes, then we te]~ her thai Taffye C~ayton ~s wa~t~R~ to hear back on her budget, ff thai ~s possiMe~ we need to convene a wo~k~R~ committee (w~th 

8arbara~s additions) to finalize the curdc~k~m and enrollment process. Goah Fa]~ ~ffedng. 

3. ff not, we need to find m~other Dean!Chair~ Taffye recommended Soda~ Work. 

Hope th~s ~nfo helps~ 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D. CLU 
~n.q~qe, ~xplore, Empower: 

9119,843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a lea der is to define reality, The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 1:11 PM 
To: Wanda Hunter 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Update on Racial Equity course at B-school 

Hi Wanda and Debbie - 

The works for tne. Thursdays and Fridays are better for         . could we shoot for the m~d 

I’m also thMdng that we may be able to have Geni m~d Alice reach out to Dr. Rimer in the meantime to get the ball rolliug with offeriug the class at SPH. 

If we get the OK from SPH, I think we cau raise the mouey from elsewhere, if needed. 

¯ Public Health - I think we should first see if Dr. Rimer is rolling to champion this and back it up with resources 

¯ Z. Slnith Re3~mlds - I had lunch with the chair of the [x~ard ofZMR lwo weeks ago - David Neal. And we had Joe Kilpatrick (ass. Dir. at ZMR for 20 year) 

at the last workshop in Winston Salem - he LOVED it. We can also work out a meeting with Tom Ross soon. I say all that to say, maybe we can get a 

contribution from ZMR once we have a proposal together. 

¯ Government - we’ve still got Mike Smith from the School of Government, who Tye was going to reach out to. As I understand, if we get SPH squared away as 

the ’home’ for the course, that will put Tye in a better place to ask "them for mouey. 

¯ Multicultural Affairs and Diversity 

¯ Kenan Institute - I still think we can get them on board.., rm going k? meet with Ted Zoller next month and see ifI can get him to a workshop, rll also be 

following up with Mark Little aga~u. 

Other... 
I hope you all are having a good slart to the school year’. 

Ou Tue, at 6:32 PM, Wanda Hunter <whunter@mcialequityinstitute.o ,rg> wrote: 

Great. What about ~ We’re unavailable until 

will you let the others kuow, ouce we’ve umled a date? 

Ou at 6:26 PM, Straining, Deborah L wrote: 
Sotmds good, Thanks, 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
Endure. Explore. Empower. 
919,843,0336 
<h~ageO.:? I .jpg> 

"You can’t wake a person who is pretending to be asleep." Navajo Proverb 

F~m: [mail~: ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:24 PM 
To: Wanda Hunter 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Update on Racial Equity course at B-school 

I’d vote lbr rescheduliug for a time white Alex, Geni, aJ]d Alice cau be there, given that we’re planning to turn our sights towaxds SPIt? 

And also let’s tbllow up with them and see if they’re able to connect with Dr. R? 



On Tue, at 5:36 PM, Wanda Hunter <whunter(r-~mcialequit51insdtute.o~a> wrote: 

Debby and 

Do we have up~tes or new ideas to discuss, given news from the BSchool? If so, I’m hapw to rese~e the REI Conference line for tomom~w. 

Given that GeN will not be on the call, it’s haxd to ~ow if we c~ look to SPH for prima~ sponsorship uNess someone has alre~y spoken with B~bam Nemer. 

Tye has Ned to reach Mike Smith. A little phone ~g; they havefft yet connected. Also seems at this point better to wait until we have momentum (and finding) on our 

side with o~er campus leade~--unless we tNnk he is the one to go to for $$ suppo~. 

What do you think? Is it wo~h the 4 of us (and Lisa) taking time for the call tomom~w? Or should we re-schedule? 

Wanda 

On at 2:07 PM, Stmtnan, Deborah L wrote: 
~ am still available. 
d 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Enduge. Explore. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
<h~ageOOI.jpg> 

"You can’t wake a person who is pretending to be asleep." Navajo Proverb 

F~m= Ligh~oot, Alexandra F 
Sent: Tuesday, ~:~7 PH 
To=           ~ones ChHstensen, Lisa 
¢¢: Ammerman, Alice S; Wanda Hunter; Tye Hunter; Eng, Geni; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Stroman, Deborah L; Kavanagh, ~oan 
Subject~ RE: Update on Racial Equi~ course at B-school 
Ge~ a~d I ~re both ot~[: o[ towrL 

A~examlra k~ghtfoot, EdD 
Director, CBPR Core 
Center [or Hea~th Promotion and Disease Prevention 
University of North Carolina at Chape~ 
:[700 Marth~ Luther King, Jr. Nvd. 
CB #7426 
Chape~ Hi~l, North Carolina 27599-7426 

www.hpdp.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:34 PN 
To= Jones Christensen, Lisa 
Co= Ammerman, Alice S; Wanda Hunter; Tye Hun~t; kigh~oot, Alexandra F; Eng, 6eni; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Stroman, Deborah L; Kavanagh, Joan 
Subject: Re: Opda~ on Racial EquiN course at B-school 
Hi all - 

Does tomo~ow at 4:30 still work for eye,one? 

ThaWs, 

On Thu,            at 6:01 PM,                      ~(/~gmail.com> wrote: 

Thm~s for the update, Lisa. 

I am surprised about this, too! Conversations with a number of people in addition to you, Lisa (most notably Dr. Johnson) had me thinldng that whatever challenges 

we’d have would be after yea one. 

Can ~ve contirm our meeting for next Wednesday    . at 4:30pro EST? 

I think we should all continne to have our conversations with people - news fi~om the B-School should only change that slightly. Here’s what I remember: 

Mike Smith - Tye 

Dr. Rimer - Geni? Debbie? 

TaJYye Clayton - Debbie and 

Others? 

Thanks all, 

On Thu, at 3:26 PM, Jones Christensen, Lisa <.[..4.~.~L~!~!)..e..s....C.‘.!~.r.i..s..1..e..~.e.~.n.~.~.i.e.~r~[1~!er~unc.ed~ wrote: 

It is with some surprise and a heavy heart that I report that the final response from the B-school about sponsoring the course came back as a "not this year." I am still 
investigating what is behind this reversal but since the news makes a difference in how you frame the follow-up and fundraising we have talked about, it makes sense to give 

you the news sooner rather than later. I am sorp! that I can’t help the b-school come through in the way that we expected (and that I was led to believe was not just possible, 
but likely and easy). As I said on the last call, the $1,500 already raised from the b-school and given to the REI is safely spent and in place. So, all I have actually accomplished 
is the start of our fundraising. 
I am more committed than ever to the work and will stay involved in our meetings as we go forward and will keep at it in other ways. For those who wanted to see the 
proposal document, I have attached it here. 
Talk to you soon and my apologies for the confusion and setback. 

Best, 
Lisa 
Lisa Jones Christensen 
Assistan~ Ptolessor ol Strategy and En~repreneurship 
"[’[~e Kenan.-Flagler gusines.s Schoel (Roem # 4419A) 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 3490, McColl Building 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3490 

Emaik lisa~l£@~nc.edu 
Phone: (919) 962-4261 
Fax: (919) 843-7986 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 9:04 AM 

@gmail .com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sport tech 

who is that inventor of the yellow line on TV? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 
Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 
William R. Kenan Jr Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State Umversity and of Chemistly at 

http://www chem unc edu/peopIefifac ulty/desim one/ 

http://www.kenaninstitut e.unc edu/ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

Follow me on Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

.@gm~fil.com> 

Tuesday, Angust 27, 2013 9:11 AM 

DeSimone, Jo~ph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Sport tech 

http://w~-.smt.comiabout/management- team 

Gerard Hall. I can t~y and get his contact info if you want, he lives in tile largest home in Hope Valley (place is monster-ous). 

He wo~fld be a perfect person to talk to Deb’s class. 

who is that inventor of the yellow line on TV? 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director. Frmak Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor ~ s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

Willimn R. Kenan Jr. Distinguished ProtEssor of Chemical Engineering atNC State University and of Chemistry at IYNC 

http://www.chem.~mc.ed u/people/l?aculty/de simone/ 

http:/,/~’.kenamnstitute.~mc.edu/ 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

Follow me on Trotter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela Bryant) <Bo~antin@ncleg.net> 

Tuesday, Angust 27, 2013 10:53 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Finale - 50th Anniversaxy March on Washington - Wed. Aug. 28-11:30am 

ALERT FROM THE OFFICE OF SEN. ANGELA R. BRYANT 

"Let Freedom Ring" Commemoration and Call to ACtion at the Lincoln Memorial 
Washington, DC- Wednesday, August 28, 2013 

On Wednesday, August 28, 2013, the "Let Freedom Ring" Commemoration and Call to Action Ceremony will be 

the concluding activity. The King Center and the 50th AmaiversaW Coalition are calling on individuals and 

orgainzations across the country to help culminate the 50th Anniversary of the March on Washington and Dr 

Mi~r tin Luther King, Jr.’s "I Have a Dream" speech with "Let Freedom Ring" bell-ringing events. It is requested 

that on Wednesday at 3:00 p. m., in your respective time zones, churches, organizations, schools, and 

individuals ring bells," which will mark a half-century to the minute after Dr. King delivered his historic 

address. 

Prior to the bell ringing, President Barack Obama along with former presidents William "Bill" Clinton and Jirmny 

Carter will join other distinguished speakers to give remarks at the Lincoln Memorial This event is free and open 

to the public Below is additional information for those interested in attending. 

"Let Freedom Ring" Commemoration and Call to Action at the Lincoln Memorial 

Washington, DC- Wednesday, August 28, 2013 

General Public Attendance Instructions 

Admittance begins at 9:00 a.m., with the program starting at 11:30 a.m. Guests arriving after 12:00 pm are not 

guaranteed admittance. In order to access the venue, you must enter from the east side of the Reflecting Pool, near 
the World War II Memorial. 

Please be prepared for airport-like security. Please bring as few personal items as possible. No bags, sharp objects, 

liquids, umbrellas or signs will be allowed in the venue Pocket-sized cameras and cell phones are permitted 

For those unable to attend the event in Washington, DC, please click on the link bek~w 12~r info~nation on how to 

celebrate in local area. 

http://www,scribd.com/doc/3.5707135&/Let.-Free_dom-.Ring..Guideline_s 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:15 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Interview 

Hi Dr. Stroman! 

I have exciting news in regards to the internship opportunity, I have an interview tomorrow morning at 11:30 am! I am interviewing for 

their Internship with I was wondering if you had an tips or advice about these two 

gentlemen or the          that may help in my interview? 

Thanks for the assistance! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.ed~ 

Tuesday,               3:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu-~; 
(ebony@ebonywate~ma~an.com); 

KI Sport - Thonk you’. 

~kenan- flagler, unc.edu>; Ebony Watermann 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu) 

Hi Heels. Thanks again for stopping by our Kenan Institute Sport Initiatives table at the MBA Reception. Your enthusiasm was super; and I look forward to engaging 

you in our work. 

Action Items for You: 

1. Continue to get oriented to Kenan Flagler- your coursework, peers, profs, and schedule. 

2. Think about your particular interest with the sport industry. Do your own careful research and consider career options. I hope to convene an informal 

gathering of M BA students to discuss possibilities and pathways. Remember, relationships REALLY REALLY matter in the world of sport. 

3. How do you want to work with KI Sport? Database development? Sport Analytics Summit? SPIEAs (Awards Celebration)? One, two or a combination? I will 

send you a communication, so you can answer that question and help me plan our engagement together. Your academic progress is #1, so consider your 

course load. Also, I am a BIG believer of "learn by doing," so I won’t say "no" to your willingness to get involved. ;) 
4. If you are super serious about being in the sport industry, I strongly suggest that you subscribe to the SportsBusiness Journal. It is considered the "Wall 

Street Journal for Sports." All sport executives and leaders read this important publication. ~:/iwww.s~ortsbusinessdaily.comiJournM.aspx 

5. Fantastic article on the vision of Dr. Joe DeSimone - h---t--t-p--.-./-~--g-a---z--e--t--t--e--.--~---n---c--.--e---d--~--/--2---~--~1---3-~--~--8--/--2---~--~--c--a--r---~--[!-n--~a--~£~-~-~-~[~!J-~-~-~[~-~!~-~!~-~ 

Please let me know if you have any immediate questions. 

Have a great holiday weekend. 

Leaders are readers! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. ~tro~na~ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore~ Engage, Empower. 
EXSS Spo~ A~tminis±rati.n, Lecturer 

3:iS Woo~e~ - CIB #~700 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com 

Tuesday, 5:31 PM 

Wanda Hunter <whunte@mcia] equi~institute.org> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Update on Racial Equity course at B-school 

Thanks Deb! 

I think it would be great if you could chk in w Geni and Alice, W. I think the process Debbie laid out is on target. 

1 ) get ok ficom SPIt 

2) nail down money 

3) set up working committee (hopefully our group - which has been getting together since eaJcly spring, Deb - could serve as a base?) 

4) if for some reason, SPH doesn’t work, we look tbr another option. School of Social Work could work. Dr. Johnson also suggested teaching out to campus-wide 
groups like professional Dev’t and HR. I also think KIPE would be a good fit to host, if Joe were to get into it, because of its cross-cmnpus focus. 

Deb - thanks for your email. I really agree we need to sit down and talk bigger sq_rategy again. I get back after Labor Day. Before then, I was thinking it might be good 

for you and Deena to connect. I know she’d be up for it - I shared some of your news w her and Suzamie as well - would n like me to send an elnail connecting you 

both? 

Thanks to you both! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:48 AM, Wanda Hunter <whunter(~raciaJequitvinslitute.org> wrote: 

Would you like me to follow up with Gelfi Eng in reims of approaching Barbara? We’re in the midst of heavy deadlines for a CDC proposaJ, but I could 

get a sense of what she sees as best strategy. Could also ask Alice, who I’m talking with almost eve~ day. 

I have some contacts in Social Work that I could go back to, but I am really slammed until and then on vacation through the 

Debby, I also mentioned to i that you and I might t~ to schedule a brief meeting, on campus, to update him on oar plan and get his 

perspective on S of Ed possible interest. 

On at 5:38 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi, I just spoke to Taffye (DMA) and made the ask~ She wants to support us financially. I made the ask for ~9,000. She is awaiting (like everyone else) 

her budget numbers and will let us know by 

Next s~:eps: 

Sorneone {27) needs to check w~th Barbara Rimer. That ~s, ~f we can secure a co--sponsor (or sb~gle sponsor I~ke DMA) wifl her academic uNt be 

the hosL o~: Lbe course? 

2. ~f yes, then we tell her that Taffye Clayton ~s wa~t~ng to hear back on her budget. If that ~s possible, we need to convene a worMng committee 

(w~th Barbara’s additions) to finalize the curdcuhJm and enrollment process. Goal: Fall ~ffering. 

3. ~[ no~, we need ~:o [~nd another DeaniCha~r. ]a[fve recommended Social World, 

Hope this ~nfo he~ps~ 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L S~oman, Ph£). CEU 

9:~ 9.843,0336 

<imageOOl~jpg> 

"Tt~e first res~o~sibil~b, of a lea~er is to ~efh~e reality. The last is ~o say ~kank yoa. 

~n between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: [mailto: ~qmail.com] 
Sent." NoOnday, :t: J.:t PN 
To: Wanda Hunter 
Co; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Update on Racial Equity course at B-school 
Hi Wanda and Debbie - 

The ~-orks for tne. Thursdays and Fridays are better for - could we shoot for the and ? 
I’m also thinking that we may be able to have GeN and Alice reach out to Dr. Rimer in the meanlime to get the ball rolling with of[bring the class at SPH. 

If we get the OK from SPH, I think we can raise the money from elsewhere, if neede& 

¯ Public Health - I think we shonld fil~t see if Dr. Rimer is willing to champion this and back it np with resom~ces 



Z. Smith Reynolds - I had lunch with the chair of the board ofZMR tw’o weeks ago - David Neal. And we had Joe Kilpatrick (ass. Dir. at ZMR 

for 20 year) at the last workshop in Winston Salem - he LOVED it. We cma also work out a meeting with Tom Ross soon. I say all that to say, 

maybe we can get a contribution from ZMR once we have a protx~sal together. 

Government - we’ve still got Mike Smith t?om the School of Government, who Tye was going to reach ont to. As I understand, if we get SPIt 

squ~aced away as the ’holne’ for the course, that will put Tye in a better place to ask them for money. 

Mulficultural Affairs and Diversi .ty 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farrow, Christopher J. <CHRISTOPHER.J.FARROW@espn.com> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:50 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: You’re Invited! IYNC Sport Entrepreneurship AdvJsor 

Hi Debby, 

Thanks for the note~ I read through the material a few times and was honored to be asked to be part of this, I will unfortunately have to pass on the offer. At this 

l:ime in my life, I just don’~: have ~:he t~me to commR, Bes~: regards, Chris 
Chris Farrow 

Cbar~oLt% NC 28277 

7~-973-5060- ES~N 

Tw~t~e~: 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, August 26, 20~3 9:20 PH 
T~ Farrow, Christopher ~. 
Subject: ~: You’re Invited~ UNC Spo~ Entrepreneurship Advisor 
~mp~an~e= High 
Hi Chris. 
Will you join my team? Disregard the deadline. I would love for you provide feedback and ~uidance on projects. Thanks for your consideration. 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 
919.843.0335 

"How wondeffu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, August ~, 20~3 7:5~ PM 

Co: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <~#~/£_@9£~:_#_~_~>, "Napier, Mary E" <.~_E~#)_#£@_¢_~_~)_[:_~_Q~_:A#_#_>, Ebony Watermann < ~g~_~J_:~_£_~_> 

Subje~: You’re Invited! UNC Sport Entrepreneurship Advisor 

Hi Friends. Please read the attached and respond accordingly. 

Thanks for your consideration! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma A~pha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

"Filose wtio br~iig s~mstdne to the lives of othei’s cabinet keep it f~’om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farrow, Christopher J. <CHRISTOPHER.J.FARROW@espn.com> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 10:15 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: You’re Invited! UNC Sport Entrepreneurship Advisor 

You can always call me for a tip or advice but 
Chris 

christoohe@N rrow(Oespn.com 
704-973-5060- ESPN 

- cell 
’l’witt~r: ~chrisffarrow 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [maH~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, August 28, 2013 10:01 AN 

To= Farrow, Christopher 

Subjeet: Re: You’re Invited[ UNC Spo~ Entrepreneurship Advisor 

Hi Chris. Than~ for your consideration. If it ~nakes it m~y easiec can I list you and then I just chat wi~ you by phone (M~en I need a tip or advice)? 

d 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind witJ~ont educating the heart is no education at all." Aris¢otle 

On Aug 28, 2013, at 9:50 AM, "Farrow, Christopher J." <CHRISTOPHER.J.FARROW@espn.com> wrote: 

Hi Debbv, 

Th~mks [or the note I read through th~-_~ rnateri~l a few [:~me~ and w~s honored to be asked to be oart of thi~. [ w~ unfor[:tmate~y have [:o pass on the 

offer, At th~s ~:~me m my ~ife, ~ just don’t have the time to commit, Best regards, Chris 
Chris Farm~ 
Coord~a ~ing Prod~ce~ 

C~arlo~t% NC 28277 
christopher.~.fa rrow~espm~om 

Tw~t~e~: ~chrisj[arrow 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
~ent= Nonday, August 26, 2013 9:20 PN 
To= Farrow, Christopher 3. 
~ubject= ~: You’re Invited~ UNC Spo~ Entrepreneurship Advisor 
lm~o~anee= High 
Hi Chris. 

Will you join my team? Disregard the deadline. ~ would love for you provide feedback and guidance on projects. Thanks for your consideration. 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 
929.843.0336 

"How wonderful ~t ~s that nobody need ~a~t a s~ngle moment before starting to ~m~rove the word." ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, August l, 2013 7:51 PM 

Co: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> "Napier, Mary E" <.~!D_~pier@email.unc.edu>, Ebony Watermann <~.~R~g~_E~_~_~_~g~ail.com> 

Subje~: You’re Invited! UNC Sport Entrepreneurship Advisor 

Hi Friends. Please read the attached and respond accordingly. 

Thanks for your consideration~ 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erianne A. <~eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 10:37 AM 

Rowe, Cory <Co~.Rowe@imglearfield.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sporflaw@unc.edu> 

RE: IMG Learfield Ticket Solutions 

Hi Cory, 

It was wonderful talking ruth you on Monday! I’ve cc’ed Debby Stroman and Barbara Osborne who are also Sport Administration facul~, who are teaching 

undergraduate courses this semester. Debby is als~ the facul~ adviser of our Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBC) that I mentioned. The CSBC generally has guest 
speakers come in on Mondays, and with some lead time, they could market your appearance. 

Our classes meet on Tue~ays and Thursdays: 

9:30 - 10:45 (Sport Entrepreneurship) - could explain ticketing and sales (how to sell your business idea, produck or service to others) 

11:00 - 12:15 (Econ/Finance) - could explain this burgeoning element of college spo(t business, the nuts and bolts of IMG-leaxfield ticket solutions pa(tnerships with 
universities, and/or the importance of sales. 

12:30 - 1:45 (Intro Course) - there is a sa]es unit later in the semester that could be a good fit or you could &scribe this facet of the industry as a career option and 

your path thorough the industry. 

Feel free to contact any one or all of us with your preferences in terms of when you would like to come. For my class, the schedtfle is somewhat fle~ble if you came in 

for ~-30 minutes rather than the whole time. 

Hope you’re having a great week! 

Efimme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor~ Sport Administaation 

The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

LMs Freeman ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, Augnst 28, 2013 10:45 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: You’re Invited! UNC Sport Entrepreneurship Advisor 

Business Bio 2013 - Livis Freemm~.doc; livis2:~pg 

Hey Debby! 

I hope you’re doing well. So s~ny for taking so long to get my bio and pic to you. Let me know if you need anuthing else. 
Thm~lcs again’. 

On Thu, Ang 1, 2013 at 7:51 PM, Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> wrote: 

Hi Friends. Please read the attached and respond accordingly. 

Thanks for your consideration! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

Livis James Freeman Jr. 
President 
4ourFans, Inc. 
www.4ourfans.com 

- Mobile 
888.338.5867 - Fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bennington, Robin A <robin.be~mington@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:39 AM 

@gmail.com) 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

VW: EXSS Insurance 

EXSS EXSS    Roster.xlsx; Internship Brochure .pdf 

In     of this year, you requested that I back date coverage to add you to the 

below made payable to UNC-Chapel Hill, 

Thank you. 

Robin 

Robin ;< Bennington 

Risk Management Analyst 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolina at Chapel 

TreasurV ~ R~sk Management Services 

104 A~rport Drive, Suite 2700 

Campus Box 1100 

Chapel FH~, NC 27599.-11~} 

robin.benNngton @unc.edu 

F~m~ Bennington, Robin A 
Sent~ Nonday, . 8:40 AN 
To:            : ’Lisa" Weatherly’ 

Subject= RE: EXSS    Insurance 

Internship Liability, Piease send a check a.s,a.p, to the address 

By way of tMs email, 

made payabie to UNC-Ci~apel Hiil to my aHent~or~ at the address below, ~ have attached a copy of the brochure which provkg~s the coverage ~nformation, 

Thanks, 

Robin 

Robin A. Benninston 

Risk Management Analyst 

Univers~:y of Nor~:h Carolina at Chapel 

Treasury & R~sk Management Services 

104 A~port Drive, Suite 2700 

Campus ~ox 1100 

Chapel FH~]~ NC 

robimbemJngton @unc~edu 
g~g-%~-.90~ 

919-.962-0636 
From: ~{@gmail~com] 
Sent: Sunday, ~:2~ PM 
To: Benning~n, Robin A 
Subject= EXSS    [nsurance 

My name is 

My PID i~ 
and I need to eraoil in the EXSS insurance pimp. I forgot to do it in the and then never followed up on it. Is it still alright to do now? 

Thai]ks, 



A 

1 

2 

3 

4 

s College System: 

6 School Address: 

7 School Contact: 

8 Contact Phone: 

9 Contact E-mail: 
10 

20 

Student 



C D I     E 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

6 Department of Exercise and Sports Science 

7 Dr. Stroman 

8 843-0336 

9 dstro@unc.edu 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

B 

Student enrollment per semester 

$15.00 per student/per semester (All Other) 

Semester Course 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

Paid 

Paid 

Paid 

Paid 

Paid 

Paid 

Paid 

Paid 

Paid 

Paid 

Paid 

Paid 

Paid 

Paid 

2 semesters 



The Proqram: 

The University Student Intern Program provides 
coverage for an insured party that becomes legally 
liable to pay damages because of property 
damage, bodily injury or personal injury because of 
their participation in a university internship program 
to which the policy applies. This insurance will also 
pay those sums, which an insured party becomes 
legally obligated because of any act, error or 
omission in the rendering or failure to render 
professional services in conjunction with a Health 
Occupation Training internship. 

This program also includes a medical benefit to 
participants. 

Who is an Insured Party? 

This program can cover students of participating 
Universities in the NC University System whom are 
engaging in paid or unpaid internships. These 
internships must be sponsored, authorized, or 
approved by the participating University and the 
student must be included in a list of covered 
students on file with the company. 

Coveraqe Limits: 

$1,000,000 each occurrence for Bodily Injury, 
Property Damage, or Personal & Advertising Injury 
claims 

$3,000,000 aggregate limit (Other Than 
Products/Completed Operations) 

$100,000 Damage to Premises Rented to You Limit 

$I ,000,000 each wrongful act limit for Health 
Occupation Training - Student Professional Liability 

$3,000,000 aggregate limit for Health Occupation 
Training Student Professional Liability 

$I 5,000 for covered medical expenses 

Maior exclusions to this coveraqe: 

Intentional Acts 
Liquor Liability 

Pollution Liability 
Automobile Liability 

Your property or property of others in your care, 
custody, or control 

Employment Practice Liability 
Abuse or Molestation 

Unauthorized hardware or software tampering, 
viruses, or use 

Fiduciary Liability 
intellectual Property Liability 

*Refer to policy for a complete list of coverage and 
exclusions 



If you have a claim or are sued or 
threatened with a lawsuit, report the claim 

immediately to: 

Lisa Weatherly, CRIS, CISR, CPIW 
Ac cou nt Exec utive 

NCAIA 
P. O. Box 1165 

Cary, NC 27512 
(919) 863-6522 or (888) 275-8906 

Coverage provided by: 

Peerless Insurance Company through 
Montgomery Insurance 

Policy Number: 

Policy Effective Date: 

Rates: (HOSA) $I 9 per student/per semester 
(All Other) $15 per student/per semester 

Policy on file with the Administrator 

Coverage is provided on an occurrence 
basis. 

Information on 

General Liability and Health Care Training 
Student Professional Liability 

For 

U niversity System of the State of 
North Carolina 

Student Interns 

Ad ministered by: 

North Carolina Association of insurance 
Agents 

P. O. Box 1165 
Cary, NC 27512 

Phone: (919) 863-6522 or (888) 275-8906 

This is a brief summary of the coverage 
offered to insured participants. For complete 
details, please refer to the policy on file with 

the agency. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 1:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus aM University Archives 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

My name is              I am a        student working in University Archives here at UNC Chapel Hill.            passed your information along to me with the 

unders~nding that I would get in toucla w~tl~ you about the upcoming 40th Anniversa~- of the Carolina Black Caucus. She mentioned that you and Jay Gaidmore (our 

previous Universi~ Archivist) had spoken about working together to do something for the m~nivel~ary (perhaps an exhibit or an event?). As you may be aware, 

University Archives holds the records oftbe Black Faculty StaffCaucus from 1973 to 2004. See this link for the description of the materials: 

http://www2.1ib.unc.edtv’mss/uars/ead~/40363.html 

Please let me know if you’d like to discuss this further. I’d love to work with you on this project. 

Kind regards, 

MLS Candidate 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:33 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Membership to CBC 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: cbcinfo@unc.edu [mailto:cbcinfo@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:28 PM 
To: ; M~:Ghee, Oj; Jones, Shandra 

Subject: Membership to CBC 

Results Ii’om form: 

Name: Justin Moudy 
Dept schoul: Office ufUniversity Cuunsel 
Mail Address: 110 Bynum tIaH 
CB ~05 
222 E. Cameron Ave. 
Chapel ttiH, NC 27599 
Office Phune: 3-1615 
Email: jmuu@@~c.edu 
Validate Email: jmoudy@~c.edu 
whats to gain: As the only minurity }:TE in my department I hupe to better connect to the Black cummunity at UNC and alsu make my cuworkers aware of matters uf interest tu the Black 
cummuni~ here at UNC. 
RadiuGruupl : ~) 
captcha cude: eBDAAY 
Submit Check: Next 



Wed~sc~?~ Au~us~ 28, 2013 ~:4~ PM 

S[roma~-L, D:eborah L <dstro@u~c.edu> 





Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

:@kenan- flagler.unc.edu;> 

Wednesday,               9:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edtt> 

Hello Mrs. Stroman, 

My’ name is           and I am the 

person and go over some tSings for 

Thanks! 

for the upcoming year. 

¯ I aN emailing in hopes of arranging a meeting time¯ I would like to get to meet you in 

Class of 
~er.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Will Heasants < ~wmgllc.com7 

Thursday. August 29, 2013 2:25 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Padua, Darin A <dpadua@email.unc.edu> 

JD Lubene’Lski < @wmgllc.com>; @gmail.com> 

First few weeks 

Hi both, 

I hope everyone is back in the flow We were just checking in to see if you have heard any anecdotal feedback on the class to help us as we make our way ..... 

We have enjoyed so far and has been a rock star 

Thanks, 
Will and JD 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ON24 <marketing@on24.com> 

Thursday. August 29, 2013 6:12 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Weekly Live Demo Ask the Expert 

Dear Deborah, 

Join us for a live demo of Webcast Elite and learn how easy it is to create fully 

branded webinars that deliver an interactive and engaging user experience, 

A successful webin ar doesn’t just talk to attendees, it interacts with them. 

This guided tour will also show you how to build interactive webinars and 

shorter on-demand presentations from the same platform, increasing the value 

of your marketing programs The result is more effective messaging and 

higher-quality leads. 

Thursday, Auqust 29 at 11am PT I 2pm ET 

Thursday, September 5 at 11am PT I 2pro ET 

Join us and take your webinars to the next level. 

Best regards, 

ON24 Product Management Team 

If you wish to unsubscribe from similar ON24 email communications, click here. 

If you wish to unsubscribe from all ON24 email, click here. 

ON24, Inc. 

201 Third Street, 3rd Floor I San Francisco, CA 94103 I 877.202.9599 

Privacy Policy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andersoi~ LaChaun <LaChaun Anderson@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday. 8:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: KI Sport- Thank you! 

Good morning Debby, 

My ai:~.:_~logh?s f.:)r tfu-:~ d~-:~lay in r~-:~sponding. I will be happy 1:.:) set up a time for you to meet wRh Jack. 

Are you avaHaMe tornorrow (Friday           a[ 4pro? Today after 2:30pro and next Tuesday and Thursday after 2:30prn ~s pre[ty full I do have Thursday 

at 4pro also if that wH[ work beLter. 

Thanks, 

kaChaun 

LaChaun Anderson ~ Executive Assistant to the Dean ~ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Direct, 9:19.962.3232 ¯ Mobile,            , LaChaun Anderson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders -Driving Results 

From: Evans, Jack 
Sent: Tuesday,, 5:56 PM 
To: Anderson, LaChaun 
Subject: FW: KI Sport - Thankyou! 

LaChaun, 

Will you ph:_~ase work with Debby to see what sfu:_~ would lille to do and th~-:m schedule somefl~ing that fits? Thanks 

Jacak 

John P. Evans 

Interim Dean 

He~tleman Profe~.~sor of Business Em~-:~ritus 

UNC--ChapN H~H 

McCoH, CB 3490 

Chapel HUL NC 2759%3490 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [ma!!to:dstro~unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:47 PM 
To: Evans, Jack 
Subject: FVV: KI Sport - Thankyou! 

Hi .Jack. I would love to chat with you about KI Sport. 1 am teachh~g on T!R until 2:30. Please let me know your availability. Thanks! 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
~n~e, F~xplore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you. 

between, the leader is a servant," --M. DePree 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢: Napier, Mary E; 
Subject: K1 Sport - Thank you! 

I 3:42 PM 

; Ebony Watermann ( 

Hi Heels. Thanks again for stopping by our Kenan Institute Sport Initiatives table at the MBA Reception. Your enthusiasm was super; and I look forward to engaging 



you in our work. 

Action Items for You: 

1. Continue to get oriented to Kenan Flagler- your coursework, peers, profs, and schedule. 

2. Think about your particular interest with the sport industry. Do your own careful research and consider career options. I hope to convene an informal 

gathering of M BA students to discuss possibilities and pathways. Remember, relationships REALLY REALLY matter in the world of sport. 

3. How do you want to work with KI Sport? Database development? Sport Analytics Summit? SPIEAs (Awards Celebration)? One, two or a combination? I will 

send you a communication, so you can answer that question and help me plan our engagement together. Your academic progress is #1, so consider your 

course load. Also, I am a BIG believer of "learn by doing," so I won’t say "no" to your willingness to get involved. ;) 

4. If you are super serious about being in the sport industry, I strongly suggest that you subscribe to the SportsBusiness Journal. It is considered the "Wall 

Street Journal for Sports." All sport executives and leaders read this important publication, http:i!www.sportsbusinessdaily.com/Journal.aspx 

5. Fantastic article on the vision of Dr. Joe DeSimone - .-h--t--t#~/-/-£~azette~unc~edu-L2--~---~---3-L~--8-/---2-~-~-/-~£-a-~-r~-~-[[-n---a--:-n--~-c--~-s--t--a-~[~:~-#:~-9-[!#-~9-~£~Q:z[~#-[~LQ~~ 

Please let me know if you have any immediate questions. 

Have a great holiday weekend. 

Leaders are readers! 

Dr. Stroman 

De#arab L $troma~ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower= 

............................................. 

’~Action ex~’esses ~riorities," Mah~tm~ (-~andhi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Heath, Buck?- <Buck?:Heath@mlb.com> 

Thursday. August 29, 2013 9:48 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: College Tour - Major League Baseball/Tickets.com 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Do you have some time next week to follow up on our conversation? 

I look forward to he~ring from Vou Have a great holiday weekend. 

Thanks, 

Bucky 

F~ Stroman, Deborah L [mail~o:dstro@unc.edu] 
S~ Wednesday, ~ugus~ ~, ~0~ ~0:S0 ~N 

T~ Heath, Buc~ 
Subject: RE: College Tour - Major League Baseball~ickeN.com 

Hi gucky. ~:30 Lornorrow ~s fine. Thanks. 

Do Goo& 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLD 

919.84&0336 

"Yot~ can’t wake a person w#o is pretend~n~ to be asleep." Yavajo Prover# 

F~m= Heath, Buc~ [mail~:Buc~.Heath@mlb.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, August 21, 2013 7:50 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: CNlege Tour - Najor League BasebaH~ickeN.com 

Can we reschedu~e the cal~ for Thursday? 

Please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Bucky 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L [maiJ~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Seat= Saturday, August ~7, 20~3 4:26 PN 
Te= Heath, Buc~ 
Sabje~t= Re: College Tour - Hajor League Baseballfficke~.com 
Please call at ;;:30. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. SLroma~, £h.D. CLU 
£ng~qe, £xplore, Empowers 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

"Sometimes you fl~st have to look back at your pas~ and smile about ho~,jar you’ve come." 

From: <Heath>, Bucky <~_~_~_2:_O_~_~b~_~]_~:_~R~.> 

Date: Saturday, August 17, 2013 3:54 PM 

T~: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: Re: College Tour - Major League Baseball/Tickets.corn 

Dr. Stroman, 

That sounds great. What time Wednesday works best for you? 

Have a good weekend. 

Bucky Heath 

Major League Baseball Advanced Media 

Office: (212)485-4553 
Cell 

On Aug 17, 2013, at 12:38 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Bucky. This event sounds exciting[ We are definitely the organization to make this happen as it parallels our mission. 

I hope to speak with you on this Wednesday, if possible. 

Do Good, 



Deborah L, Stroman, PhZ~. CLU 

F_,n,ga, g~.. E,~’plor,?.. F_,mpower. 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

<AD987872-.C179.-4DES--I329C-.A9A8236897A3 [4] ,prig> 

%~omedrn~s ~ou just 

From; <Heath>, Buckg <Buckg.Heath@mlb.com> 

Date; grMav, August 16, 2013 5:06 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

Co: "Heath, Buckg" <~£~.Heath@mlb.com> 

Subje~: BE: College Tour - Major League Baseball!Tickets.corn 

Good Mternoon Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for getting back to me so quickly. 

As d~scussed with your s~ffmembers; MLBiTickets.com ~s going on a College Tour stopping at 6 different universRies. We would like to partner 

~th Univers~" of North Carolina to host an event surrounding our internship program ~th your students. We are searching for 2 or tnore interns 

for the summer of 2014. The intern s will be selected at one or more of the schools where we ~sit who submit their resume and marketing plan 

focusing around the college tour. 

The event itself is meant to be Nn and exalting. We are looNng for a student band and DJ to perform during the hours we are on campus. 

The event ~11 consist of a varie~ of Q&A Sp~n the Wheel s~,le games about sports, music and entertainment. There ~11 be giveaways for eve~one 

who participates. There roll also be a chance for the students to ~n larger prizes such as iPads, Dell computer, AT&T Samsung Gala~ phone, 

Baseball/concert tickets, etc. by entering their email address/contact information for the particular sweepstakes. 

We would like to bring some of our partners along to speak to the students about possible employment as well. Those companies are as follows: 

~azon, Adobe, AT&T and SHI. 

Please let me kno~v if we can speak later ~veek to discuss in further detail. 

Thanks, 

Bucky 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah k [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, August ~5, 2013 ~0:07 PM 
To= Heath, Buc~ 
Subject= Re: College Tour - Major League Baseball~g~Nd_~ 
Hi Bucky. I am the faculty advisor for the Club. Please forward me additional information about your offering on campus. We work with many sport teams and sport- 

related organizations. 

Thank you. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph.D, CLU 

Engage. Explore, Empower, 

919.84:3.0336 

@drstroman 

<image0(iI,png> 

From: <Heath>, Buckg <8uckg.Heath@m~b.com> 

Date: Thursday, August 15, 2013 4:18 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

¢~: "Heath, Buckg" 

Subje~: College Tour - Major League gaseball!T~ckets.com 

Carolina Sports gus~ness Chub, 

My name is guc:ky Heath from Major f_eague ga~;ebaH Advanced Med~a, 

We are going on a College Tour stoppb~g at 6 different universities. We would ~ike UNC at Chapel H~I~ to be one of those stops. 

It has been brought to rny attention that we would need a particular student group to sponsor us in order for us to come on campus. I am hoping that 

the Sports gushless Club could be that sponsor, 

P~ease let me know ~f tNs ~s something your group is interested in partidpat~ng. I wi]~ send more details regarding the College Tour per your request. 

Thanks and I hope to speak to you soon. 

Bucky Heath 

F~m~ DSA Union EvenN Management [mailto:evenNmanaqement@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, August ~5, 2013 3:~3 PN 
T~ Heath, Buc~ 
Subje~t~ RE: Carolina Union EvenN 
Hello Buck, 

We do indeed have outdoor venues. I am going to forward your message to Austin Gold, our Assistant Director of Events Management. He is better equipped to 
assist you with this type of event. In case you would like to contact him directly, as well, you can email him at ajgold@email.unc.edu or call him at 

Best, 

Elizabeth Davis 



From: Heath, Bucky [Bucky.Heath@mlb.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 2:16 PM 
To-" DSA Union Events Management 
Subject-" RE: Carolina Union Events 

Is [:~]ere ar~y (:barite [:o [Jo [:~]is ever~t outside? I would l~ke a band an[J ~)J to perform as we~] 

Ths~ks, 

Bucky 

F~: DSA Union Even~ Management [mailto:even~management@unc.edu] 
Se~t= Thursday, August ~5, 2023 9:39 AM 

To= Heath, Buc~ 
S~bjeet= Carolina Union Events 
Good morning, 

I have attached the Fee Brochure for you to browse through so that you can have an estimate of the costs associated with holding this event. I have also 

attached the Events Registration Form. This form will allow you to share with us your plans for the event. Please fill this out and email it to our Assistant Director, 

Events Management, Austin Gold. Austin’s email is aigold.@emaiLunc.edu 

Thankyou, 

Ellen McDermott 
Office of Events Management 

9i9 9653832 i eventsmana.qement@unc.edu 

~i:~q!~: Whe~ B~eball is Always On 

MLB.com: Where Baseball is Alw~,s On 

MLB.com: Where Baseball i s Always On 

<image001.png> 

MLB.com: Where B~eball is Always On 

MLB.com: ~Vhere Baseball is Always On 

MI,B.com: Where B~eball is Always On 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.e&~;, 

Thursday,               10:10 AIvl 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edw~; 

Interest in joining CSBC 

~unc.edu 

Good morning, 

My name is 

Thank you, 

and I am a . I areal major and would like to be added to the entail list to join this club 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.nnc.edtc, 

Thursday, 10:18 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Interest in joining CSBC 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Subject: interest in joining CSBC 
Date:               10:10:08 AM EDT 
To: <theclub@unc.edu>,, 

Good Inoming, 

My name is and I am a . I mn a 

Thank you, 

@live.unc.edu> 

~unc.edu> 

major and would like to be added to the email list to join this club. 



From: ((}live.tmc.edu;, 

Sent: Thursday,. 3:25 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Initia’6ve 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

Hope you’re having a great day I know I missed you yesterday but rm done with class today if you’d like to talk about anything. 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 3:44 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Mistake 

Attach: 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hey Dr. Stroman it is           again I am ~n your                                               I didn’t realize we had to check Sakai for our 

assignments and submit them through that. If their is anyway I can make up the blog post I would appreciate it greatly. Sorry for the mix up; I understand 

how assignments and submissions will be handled in the class from now on. Also I have attached the two module conformations to this email, I know you 

want them submitted through Sakai it is not letting me do that. Sorry for this bad mix up won’t happen again. Thanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:36 PM 

Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email.uuc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <shandraj@email.unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj 

<ojmcghee@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.e&~; Stroma~L Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Litflejohn, Ursula 

Eunice <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu> 

CBC News 

Stroman Speech 2013 CBC Welcome FINAL.pdf 

Hi Friends. 

2. Chris Faison will not serve this year. We chatted yesterday, and he now feels that he should not join any organizations during this transition. 

3. The Caucus will partner with the BSM on the Trayvon Series as noted in previous communications. The first event is this Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. I hope you 

can attend. The students want to see and interact with us more. I hope to hear more about their final agenda and plans soon. ;) Please promote this event 

with your associates and friends. 

4. The Chancellor asked me to meet with Amy Hertel (Indian Center), Josmell Perez, and Dr. Clayton on Monday, Sept. 9th. If you have ANYTHING pressing 

that I need to bring up -please let me know. I was not given an agenda. 

5. We have our first dues-paying white member. The students encouraged him and signed him up. Let’s chat soon about this regard. ;) 

Attached find my speech. I thought I should share it with you. I have received requests._ I hope it lands on "good soil." Lol 

Have a great weekend! 

Peace & Blessings, 

d 

Deborah L, Stror~an, P~,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower, 
EXSS Spot± Administration, Lecturer 

3~5 W~o~le~ - CB #8700 
Chapel Hi~ NC 27599 

"Action expresses priorities," 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Earl Smith < @gmail.com~ 

Friday, 7:57 AM 

Staurowsky, Ellen <ej s95@drexel.edu-~ 

emmettgill@studeatathleteshumanrights.com; @yahoo.com; apaule@bgsu.edu; arcarter@hlkn.taanu.edu; 
a~’ra~cique@hlkn.talnu.edu; arthnr.osueke@ttu.edu; bhawk@uga.edn; CavilJK@tsu.edn; crldng@wsn.edu; djl@wsu.edu; StrommL 

Deborah L <~tstro@nnc.edu>; Eli Wolff(b!brown.edu; fpolite@utk.edu; gsailes@indiana.edu; hhinton@nccn.edu; jggayles@ncsu.edu; 

j~ncd@illinois.edn;             ~yahoo.com; kmjamies@uncg.edu; leonard~noore@maJA.utexas.edu; miller20(~msn.edn; 

@g~na~l.com; rflowers@emich.edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; ~)poyners.com; ’ ~email.unc.edu>; 
shrop@wharton.upenn.edu;            @gmail.com; tinabwsf(~temple.edu; tvjones@bison.howard.edu;            @gmail.com; 

wardell.johnson@eku.edn; Brenda Riemer <briemer@emich.edu~; Hau.5~ Edwmds           @icloud.com>; Jay CoaI:ley 

-~coakley@uccs.edu>; Jeffmontez de Oca         ~gmail.com>; Marita Gilbert <mgilbert(.@allegheny.edu>; Nameka Bates 

@gmail.com> 

Re: A New Ga~ne Plan 4 Collegiate Athletics (A Proposed Conference Januaxy 16th- 18th in San Diego) 

Dear Emmett & All: 

Good morning. 

Prof. Staurowsl~ has made several points that shonld be underscored. 

I, too, have nm conferences and the planning is usually no less than a full year in front of the proposed dates. 

I am also wondering why we would want to be in the same place as the NCAA who unceremoniously dropped the Annual Academic Symposium (and journal). 

Would it be better to follow the question posed by Prof Stroman aaad find a central location based en those who are attending arid conduct business there? 

]his is a great idea but needs to be carefully planned or somebody (in plural) will end up holding a nice bill 

Sincerely, 

Earl 

On Th~ at 6:15 PM, Staurowsky, Ellen <eis95@drexel.edu> wrote: 

Dear Emmett: 

Thank you for your continuing commitment to moving the dialogue forward on cotlege sport reform and the rights ot: athletes. I think [his is a grea[ idea and 

something that should be done. 

As a cautionary note, there were many lessons I learned when I was program chair for conferences that were hosted by the Drake Group in the same town and 

during the same time as NCAA Men’s F~na~ r:our ew~mts tha~: might be helpfu~ as you continue to work on th~s. Fkst, we found ~: ~erv chalkmgmg ~:o get a venue 

tha~: was affordaMe to our const~:uents. When NCAA events come ~nto town, typk:aHy room rates go up rather ~:han down. Second, we a~so found that the 

NCAA’s block of rooms for sorne[hb~g like the Convention prevented us from do~ng our event at an "NCAA" ho[eL And [Nrd, the NCAA schedules their rneetk~gs 

severa~ years ouL thus trying [o find the accommodations [:or attendees where the NCAA had not reserved rooms can sometimes be difficu~L 

And fourth, given what is on the agenda for this year’s agenda, my sense is that it will likely be one of the largest in a very long time (I could be wrong about that 

but it’s just a sense}. 

One ,/ear when ~:he Drake Group Conference was in Indianapolis (as was th~-:~ men’s final four), I approached an academic d~-:~partment at IUPUf ~:o serw:, as a hos~: 

[or the event with the intent being that stuch-:mts and facul~:y on tha~: campus could a~:tend the conference as an educational ew-:mt. Through that av,-2r~ue we were 

able to get into the IUPUI Conference CenLer for a price Lhat was not prohibitive. Thus, while we were not in downtown, we were stitl able to hold the 

conference in Indianapolis. We did the same thing when the conference was in St. Louis~ Colleagues at U. ot: Missouri-St. Louis helped Lo hosL the evenL on their 

can3pus. 

Given the number of conferences I’ve run, somehow the opportunity to share the wealth of knowledge I have accumulated over time has overtaken me. I hope 

haw:,n’t bored the readers with these gripping insights More importantly I hope they are helpful. 

Kind~-:~st r~-:~gards- Ellen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

On’, Robert F. @poyners.com> 

Friday, 9:27 AM 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Staurowsky, Ellen <ejs95@drexel.edu>; @studentathleteshumanrights.com; 
@yahoo.com; apaule@bgsu.edu; arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu; ariianciqne@hlkn.tamu.edu; arthur.osneke@ttu.edn; 

bhawk@uga.edu; CavilJK@tsn.edu; crking@wsu.edu; djl@wsu.e&t; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Eli Wolff@brown.edu; 
fpolite@utk.edu; gsailes@indiana.edu; hhinton@nccu.edu; jggayles@ncsu.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu;             ,@yahoo.com; 
kmimnies,~,uncg.edu; leonardmoore@ma~l.utexas.edu; miller20@msu.edu;          @gmail.com; rflowers@emich.edu; 

~email.unc.edu>; shrop@wharton.upenn.edu; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; tinabwsf@temple.edu; 
tvjones@bison.howard.edu; wandawa]lace@gmail.com; wardell:johnson@eku.edu; Brenda Riemer <briemer@emich.edu>; HalD~ 
Edwards<          @icloud.com>; Jay Coakley ~coakley@nccs.edu>; Jeffmontez de Oca         @gma~l.com>; Marita Gilbert 
<mgilberl@aJleghew.edu>; Nameka Bates            @gmail.com> 

RE: A New Game Plan 4 Collegiate Athletics (A Proposed Confelence January, 16th- 18th in San Diego) 

This shouldn’t be viexved as just another academic conference but a politicalicotffrontational attack on the status quo. With the huge student population base in Southern California, xve 
need athletes at the site demanding the right to be included in the process that controls their lives while making money for the schools. We need a badly injured athlete there talking about 
the lack of corapensation to help with permanent injttries sustained while making money for the schools. We need a former student there talking about the watered down educational 
opporttmity wedged into the 40 hottr work week. Sitting soraewhere back east or significantly separated from the Convention makes it difficult for the xvorking sports press xvho now smell 
blood in the water around Emmert and the status quo. We should be handing out FER2)A xvaivers and Public Records requests to the nredia so that the NCAA and the schools can’t hide 
behind thenr. We need articulate student leaders demanding at the Convention to be alloxved to participate in the process. Can’t really do any of this sitting at home. Go get someone xvho 
ran the counter convention for the Democrats xvhen the Republicans were having their conventions. See how their efforts were set up to co~xter xvhat was being said inside and draxv 
attention to issues. The press is looking for a fight not a stack of white papers. 

From: Ridpath, Dave [ridpath@ohio.edu] 
Sent: Friday: 8:39 AM 
To: Staurowslcy,Ellen; "’@studentathleteshuraanrights.com; @yahoo.corn; apaule@bgsu.edu; arcarter@hlkn.tanm.edu; arfrancique@hlkn.tamu.edu; 
arthur.osueke@ttu.edu; bhawk@uga.edu; CavilJK@tsu.edu; crking@wsu.edu; djl@wsu.edu; dstro@unc.edu; EliWolff@brown.edu; fpolite@utk.edu; gsailes@indiana.edu; 
hhinton@nccu.edu; jggayles@ncsu.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu;              ~yahoo.com; kmjamies@uncg.edu; leonardrrmore@nraihutexas.edu; miller20@msu.edu; 

@gmail.com; rflowers@cmich.edu; Orr, Robert F.; @emaihunc.edu; sl’uop@wharton.upemx.edu; sleeper. @gmail.cora; ~_@gmail.com; 
tinabwsf@tenrple.edu; tvjones@bison.howard.edu; @gmaihconr; wardelhjol-mson@eku.edu; Brenda Riemer; Harry Edwards; Jay Coakley; Jeff montez de Oca; Marita Gilbert; 
Nameka Bates 
Subject: RE: A New Game Plan 4 Collegiate Athletics (A Proposed Conference January" 16th- 18th in San Diego) 

I think what everyone is saying is important. I can see the point of taking the fight to them but as a participant and plalmer of the Drake Group conferences, it is ver,v tough to do and easy 
to get marginalized by the NCAA because the?- do control most of the space and hotels As Ellen remembers they even tried to pressure IUPUI into not letting us use their conference 
facilities. We have to thil~ in terms of maximizing impact. ;Vhile that may be an on site event, I thil~ it cal2 still have impact being at place that is not controlled by the NCAA. 

Dave 

[cid:image001 .png@01 CEA55 C 7A775BE0] 
B David Ri@ath, Ed. D., MSA ’95, YS 9 
Associate Professor and Kahandas Nandola Professor of Sports Administration 
Co-Editor, Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics 
FacultT Fellow, Center for College Affordabili~z and Productivity 
CSC 001C, College of Business 
Athens, OH 45701 

740-593-9496 (O) 

740-593-9342 ~) 

ri@ath@ohio edu<mailto:ridpath@ohio edu> 
twitter @drridpath 
www ohio. edu<http://w~vw, ohio.edu/> ¯ www sportsad.ohio, edu<http://www sportsad ohio edu/> 
Tainted Glow’: Marshall Universi~z, The NCAA, and One Man’s Fight for Justice at ’a~vw.taintedglolTbook com<http:i/www taintedglorvbook.com/> 

~hi~Universi~ExpertDirect~Uhttp://~vww~hi~.edu/ucr~media/experts/~hi~expe~tcfm?f~rmid 1822088&pageid 2057126 

The best student-centered learning experience 
in America 

From: Stauro*vsky,Ellen [mailto:eis95(&!drexel.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,                6:16 PM 
To:          @studentathleteshumanrights com;         ~)yahoo com; apaule@bgsu.edu; arcarter@hlkn tamu edu; arfi-ancique@hlkn tamu edu; arthur.osueke@ttu.edu; 
bhawk@uga.edu; CavilJK@tsu.edu; crking@wsu edu; @@wsu.edu; dstro@unc.edu; Eli Wolff@brown edu; fpolite@ntk.edu; gsailes@indiana.edu; hhinton@nccu edu; 
jggayles@ncsu.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu; a~vahoo.com; kmjamies@uncg.edu; leonardmoore@maihntexas edu; miller20@msu.edu; ~r)gmail corn; 
rflowers@emich edu; Ridpath, Dave; rorr@poyners.com; @email unc.edu; shrop@wharton.uperm.edu; ~ ~gmail com; @gmail.com; tinab~vsf@temple.edu; 
tvjones@bison howard.edu;             ~gmail.com; wardell.johnson@eku.edu; Brenda Riemer; Harry Edwards; Jay Coakley; Jeff montez de Oca; Marita Gilbert; Nameka Bates 
Sutzject: RE: A New Game Plan 4 Collegiate Athletics (A Proposed Conference Januau 16th-18th in San Diego) 

Dear Emmet*: 

Thank you for your continuing commitment to moving the dialogue forward on college sport reform and the rights of athletes. I think this is a great idea and something that should be done 

As a cautionap)~ note, there were maW lessons I learned when I was program chair :[’or conferences that were hosted by the Drake Group in the same to*vn and during the same time as 
NCAA Men’s Final Four events that might be helpful as you continue to work on this. First, we found it very challenging to get a venue that was affordable to our constituents When 
NCAA events come into town, ~pically room rates go up rather than down. Second, we also fi~und that the NCAA’s block of rooms fi~r something like the Convention prevented us from 
doing our event at an "NCAA" hotel And third, the NCAA schedules their meetings several years out, thus trying to find the accommodations for attendees where the NCAA had not 
reserved rooms can sometimes be difficult. 

And fourth, given *vhat is on the agenda for this year’s agenda, my sense is that it will likely be one of the largest in a vep)~ long time (I could be *vrong about that but it’s just a sense). 

One year when the [)rake Group Conference *w~s in Indianapolis (as was the men’s final four), I approached an academic department at IUPUI to serve as a host :[’or the event with the ~ntem 
being that students and faculty on that campus could attend the conference as an educational event Through that avenue we were able to get into the IUPUI Conference Center for a price 
that was not prohibitive. Thus, wl-file we were not in doxvntown, we were still able to hold the conference in Indianapolis. We did the same thing when the conference was in St. Louis. 
Colleagues at U. of Missouri-St. Louis helped to host the event on their campus. 



Given the number of conferences I’ve run, somehow the opportunity to share the wealth of knowledge I have accumulated over time has overtaken me I hope ! haven’t bored the readers 
with these gripping insights More importantly ! hope they are helpful 

Kindest regards - Ellen 

From: ~smdentathleteshuma~ights com<mailto :~ @studentathleteshumanrig hts corn> [~ailto "@studentathleteshuma~ights com] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:37 AM 
To:         @yahoo.com<               :~vahoo.com>; apaule@bgs~.edu<mailto:apaule(~bgsu.edu>; arcarter@hlkn.tam~.edu<mailto:arcalter(~hNn.tamu.edu>; 
arfranciq~e@hlkn.tam~.ed~<mailto:arfrancique(~hl~.tamu.edu>; arthur.osueke@tt~.edu<mailto:arthur.osueke~ttu.ed~>; bhawk@uga.ed~<mailto:bhawk~uga.edu>; 
Cavil~@tsu.edu<mailto:Cavil~tsu.edu>; crking@wsu.edu<mailto:crking(~wsu.edu>; djl@wsu.edu<mailto:d]l~wsu.edu>; dstro@unc.edu<mailto:dstro~nc.edu>; Stawows~,Ellen; 
Eli Wolff@brown.edu<mailto:Eli Wolff~brown.edu>;          @st~dentath~eteshmnaurights.c~m<mailt~:e~ettgi~l~studentath~eteshmnanrights.c~m>; 
fpolite@utk.edu<mailto:fpolite(~utk.edu>; gsailes@indiana.edu<mailto:~sailes~indiana.ed~>; hhinton@nccu.edu<mailto:hhinton~nccu.ed~>; 
jggay~es@ncsu.ed~<mai~t~:Ngav~es(~ncsu.edu>;jmcd@i~lin~is.edu<mailt~:~mcd~i~in~is.edu>;             ~yahoo.com                   ~vahoo.com>; 
kmiamies@~cg.edu<mailm:kmiamies~m~cg.edu>; leonarc~oore@maihutexas.edu<maiRo:leonarOnoore~maihutexas.edu>; miller20@ynsu.edu<mailto:miller20(~msu.edu>; 

@gmaihcom<               ,(~gmail.com>; rflowers@emich.edu<mailto:l~owers(~emich.edu>; ridpath@ohio.edu<mailto:ri@ath~ohio.edu>; 
~poyners.com< (~povners.com>; ~email.unc.edu<mailto:r~ner~emaihm~c.edu>; shrop@wharton.upeun, edu<mailto :sNop~wharton.upenn. edu>; 

@gmail.com<? ~gmail.com> @gmail.com<? ~ail.com>; tinabwsf@temple.edu<mailto :tmabwsf~temple.edu>; 
tvj ones@bison.howard, edu<mailto :Wiones(~bison.howard.edu>;            ~gmail.com<                 ~gmail.com>; 
wardelhjotmson@eku.edu<mailto:wardell.~otmson~eku.edu>; Brenda Riemer; Harry Edwards; Jay Coakley; Jeffmontez de Oca; Marita Gilbert; Nameka Bates 
Subject: A New Game Plan 4 Collegiate Athletics (A Proposed Coherence January 16th-18th in San Diego) 

Dear Scholar Activists:<?xml:namespace prefix o ns "m~:schemas-microsoft-cora:office:office"/> 

Good day and I trust your semester is going welh I am writing to propose that we stage a conference in San Diego, January 16th-18th (or 15th-17th). The proposed site is the Marriott 
Marquis. The proposed format includes presentations on critical topics in the morning and working meetings in the afternoon. At the conclusion we hold a press conference with our 
proposed agenda and action steps. This conference also has the potential to sel~’e as a partial substitute for the NCAA Colloquium that was recently- terminated. I am open to all ideas, but 
at this juncture I truly need to know who is interested in participating. Please send me an email or call me on (917) 297-8488 by tomotTow if you think you might participate. I also have some 
notes on a proposed format that I will send later today-. 

Have a super day .... 

This electronic communication (including attachments) may contain attorney privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the named recipient. If you are not the 
intended recipient, you are prohibited from disseminating, distributing or copying this communication, l£you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify us by 
return message or by telephone at 919783.6400 and delete this communication from your system. Thank you. 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, unless specifically indicated otherwise, an?- tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) was not 
intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding tax related penalties or promoting, marketing or recommending to another parW any tax related matter 
addressed herein 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matthew Andrews @mac.com> 

Friday, 10:57 AM 

athle’dcs retbnn group <thearg@lislserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] last nighl 

Some numbers: By my count, of the 162 s~ldents           ) Inissed most or all of lecture yesterday in my course, HIST                            , as 

well as missed their first recitation in which my TAs were going to discuss their ground rules, discuss the major themes of the course, and discuss important prima~ 
source documents. Among the were players on the       team,     members, olticers in ~           ; and s~dents going to cheer on the Heels. 

From my perspective as someone who teaches large lecture classes where smaller-group recitations play a vital role, if the universib’ is going to have Thursday night 

football and basketball games--or players will be traveling on Fridays for weekend events (which they do in many sports)--I am going to try to move my recitations to 
Monday and Tueatay late afternoons in future classes. 

Malt Andrews 

Dr. Matthew Andrews 

Lecturer aiad Advisor 

UNC-.CI~apel Hill 

andrewsm@em ail.unc.edu 

O11. , at 10:04 AM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 

And probably some other student fans. But I’m pretty sure that I saw one            in advising yesterday. She probably left right after her morning 

appointment, if she was going to Columbia. The plan for a 6:00 game could have been helpful for ge~ng people back here last night. But then there 

was that rain delay. 

Dick 

From: Fletcher, W Miles [mailto:wmfletch@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, :t0:01 AM 
To-" athletics reform group 
Subject-" RE:[thearg] last night 

Dear Dick, 

Not just the students playing in the game traveled to 5C. 90 n~embers of t:he a~d ~d~out went i~; we~l. 

Mi~es 

F~m= Cramer, Richard [mallto:mrcramer@emall.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 9:45 AN 
Te= athletics reform group 
Subject: [thearg] last night 

The trip to South Carolina was certainly worth it for students (excuse me, "student athletes") to miss probably two days of classes. Would this be 

more true if we had won, rather than having been overmatched? Look at all the money coming into the Athle~c Department coffers. That should pay 

for some improvements in our athletic facilities. 

Dick 

M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 

Graduation Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: wmflelch@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: .h...~.t.~2~:!!~t..~.u..!).c..:~e~d..~!~u..~.d..~.6~.~.8..Q.3...8..Z.~.~:.~b..b~1.3...8~d~e.s~..4~.~I.~s~a~L.~£~.~L~!:~.~.!).~.~ 

(It ~nay be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-53509380-61805871 ~0bb138ded41799e4f64e5da9e69BadT~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: mrcramer@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/li slsamc.e&lu?id=61803863.4e73a3ab 18764aa2ac3c76ee355c23d8&n =T&l=thearg&o=33509496 

(It may be necessary to cut and paffte the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to .~..e5b2e~-.‘.3..‘.3..~.Q.c.)~4.~)..(.}.-~6..~.~..8..~3...8~6..‘.3.:..4...e~7.~1~.~.~}~.~.~i.~.~.~DL~.~1~.~.u 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: 2}mac.com. 

To unsubscribe click here: ht~p:/,’lists, unc.edu/u?id=61803859.41 dIZ44bbd01013424d701820dSac 13ca&n=T&l=themg&o=33509517 



(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

You are curreutly subscribed to thearg as: dstro(~unc,edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ht’tp://lists.unc.edtr/u?id 62524524.013b0048btE8f19c85e19d711d338e5d&n T&I thear~&o 33509883 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or seud a blank emafil to leave-33509883-62524524.013b0048bfe8fl 9c85el 9d71 ld338e5d(~listse~w.uuc.edu~ 



No documents uploaded 

~ Carolina Catering 
! 00 Friday Center Drive 
CB 1020.Chapel HilI.NC 27599 

(919) 962-0336 

INVOICE #15064 
Friday, 8/23/2013 

Ordered On: 8/7/2013 

.~iI Confirmed Confirmed 

....................... ~:~S~ i~!~!iii~£~r~ ................................................................................................ ill i 
Delivery Contuct:iDeborah St ...... 

Address:::iCb # ::i :: Is this a Greeni 

City:iiChapel Hill ii i .................................................. 

........................................ Zi~i;;~ ...................................................................................................... ;; ; Delivee Phone/:: 
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ Celh~ 

Company or: :: :: ................................................................................................ 
~ :~B ack Caucus :~ : Event Name’~Welcome Back Reception 

................................ ..................................................................................... :::: :: Building:::Stone Center 

CI ifi ti ~:: 
Facu ty/StafF .............. .................................................................................................................. ................................................................................. 

................................... ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

~ Guest Count=::75 

~~~~ 
~ Event Date:::Friday, 8/23/2013 

Payment Type :::::University Account ~ .................................................................................................. 

:::: ~ Event Erie Time:::7:00 PN 
. - :~6-68643-3932 :~ : ................................................................................................. ~ ................................... 
mum#er::; :; ~: .......... ................................................................................................... 

Beer and Wine Service (waived per KR) 75 $0 $0 l0 0 

Smoked Salmon w/Dilled Cream Cheese on a Belgian Endive - per dozen 
4          $19.95       $79.80 

Sliders - Beef - each 

(Make half of order w/cheese) 113 $1.50 $169.50 

Mini Chicken Wellingtons= per dozen 9 $14.40 $129.60 

Spanakopita - per dozen 6 $12.25 $73.50 

Swedish Meatballs - per dozen 6 $9.75 $58.50 

Spinach and Artichoke Dip with Crackers 

64 oz. per order 
$35.25 $35.25 

i Hummus with Pita Chips 

64 oz. per order 2 $29.95 $59.90 

Tier 1 Cake 

¯ 10 inch Round Cake (serves 16-20) 

¯ Devil’s Food Chocolate Cake 
$41.50 $41.50 

Chocolate Buttercream Frosting 

Carolina Catering’s Soul Rolls - per dozen 
5 $16,50     $82.50 

Dessert Bars 

¯ Dream Bars - I dozen 

¯ Oreo Blonde Bars - 1 dozen 

¯ Chocolate Peanut Butter Crumble Bars - 1 dozen 

¯ Lemon Bars = 1 dozen 

$14.95 $59.80 



Beverages bythe Gallon : Sparkling Cranberw punch : per gallon I 
Beverages by the Gallon - Ice Water - per gallon 

(waived per KR) ~ $o.oo $o.oo 

Premium Plastic = per person 
75          $1.50       $112.50 

CE Rentals 
7 Cocktail Tables 

7 Carolina Blue Linens for Cocktail Tables 
1 $379.86 $379.86 

7 Cognac Carprice Cuffs for Cocktail Tables 

Extra Linen for 6ft tables I I 
8 I $3.00 I $24.00 

Order Summary 

Bar Service             Food             Beverages           Supplies 

$0.00 $789.85 $84.00 $516.36 

~ The administrative charge is not intended 

to be a tip, gratuity, or service charge for 

the benefit of employees 

** Due to Health Department Regulations, no food or alcohol may be taken 

from a catered event. It is the goal of Carolina Catering that every event is 

attractively presented and proportioned for the last guest as it is for the first. 

Due to this attention to presentation, there may be extra plates, cutlery, 

napkins, etc remaining at the end of your event. This service ware will not be 

billed to the customer and is not available for take out. Any missing service ware 

will be added to the final invoice. 

Order Totals 

SubTotal $1,390.21 

Administrative Fee $162.81 

Order Total $1,553.02 

Balance Due $1~553.02 



S~bject: 

Attach: 

Dei_~:r Dr. Stroman~ 
working on ~aperwork to r~i~s~t~e the UNC-CH 5ports Debate Ck~b ~s .~n a.ff~c~[ c!ub of the ~mK,~ersity, Ewry year., new papen,~’ork must be ~led 

attached an A~dsor Agreement gorm that you m:~us:t sig~n. 

Thanks~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmoJl.com> 

Sunday, 9:25 PM 

~)gmail.com 

Stroman, Deborah L qtstro@unc.edu>; 

DTH s~tou on Tray~on Mm~tin series 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hello, " " " ’s 
My name is and I’m the for the DTH this year. We’d love to do a stoU on the Tra~7on MaNn series ~n t~me for Wednesday 

paper. Are there any organizers or members that we should contact? Thin,ks so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Emmett Gill @s~dentaflfteteshumanrights.com> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 9:14 AM 

Om Robert F. ~poyners.com> 

Staurowsk.5~,Ellen <ejs95@drexel.edu>; Stroman, Debx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
@icloud.com>; A-haxt2@wiu.edu; crowley@cdlu.edu 

CaJl 

@gmail.com; Harry Edwards 

Call number 4153630833 

Call code 495856 

(;all time Noon EST, Sept 2 2013 

Good morning: 

If there are any challenges my cell is ¯ First time using this service, but I have faith:) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

On’, Robert F. @poyners.com> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 1 : 18 PM 

Emmett Gill < l@studentathleteshumaJarights.com> 

Staurowsky, Ellen <ejs95@drexel.edu>; Stroman, Debx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
@icloud.com>; A-haxt2@wiu.edu; crowley@c~lu.edu 

RE: Cdtl 

~gmail.com; t larry Edwards 

A quick follow up to our conversation Here are 4 umbrella themes that I would suggest could be used as the structure for our conference: 1) Rights of college athletes to have a voice and 
representation in the NCAA and college athletics system. 2) The right of economic well-being for college athletes¯ (scholarship renewals, image compensation, adequate stipends, right to 
representation while in college) 3) The right of personal well-being ~2~r college athletes. (short term and long term injury compensation and adequate free time while a student) 4) The right of 
a fulfilling college educational experience [’or college athletes¯ (the 40 hour work week, adequately demanding courses, alternative educational programs ~2~r academic at risk admitees) While 
each could be worded differently, I think all of the issues we are concerned about [fall within these four areas 

From: Emanett Gill [,         @studentathleteshumanrights com] 
Sent: Monday, September 0~, 2013 9:13 AM 

To: Orr, Robert F. 
Cc: Staurowsky, Ellen; dstro@unc edu; ~ 
Subject: Call 

(;all number 4153630833 
Call code 495856 
(;all time Noon EST, Sept 2 2013 

Good morning: 

If there are aW challenges my cell 

~@gmail corn; IIarW Edwards; A-hart2@wiu.edu; crowley@cMu edu 

¯ First time using this service, but I have faith:) 

’]7his electronic commumcat~on (including attachments) may contain attorney privileged and confidential in[formation intended only [for the use o[f the named recipient¯ If you are not the 
intended recipient, you are prohibited from disseminating, distributing or copying this communication. I[fyou have received this communication ~n error please immediately notil~’ us by 
return message or by telephone at 919¯783 ¯6400 and delete this corcanunication from your system. Thank you. 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, unless specifically indicated otherwise, any tax advice contained in this cormnunication (including any attacl-tments) was not 
intended o1 written to be used, and caunot be used, for the purpose of avoiding tax related penalties or promoting, marketing or reconm~ending to another par~" any tax related matter 
addressed herein¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Monday, September 2, 2013 5:57 PM 

Em~ Garrett <ean@mckenziem~dtx~rter.com> 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus Re: Poverty Tour 

Hi Ean. Thank you for yoL~r inquiry. OL~r organization is focL~sed on the well-being of our Black employees --- facL~lty and staff--- on campus. Thus, we are not the 

appropriate partner for your important work. ~f you would ~ke, fee~ free to send me a copy of your engagement here in the Raleigh-Durham area, and ~ wN send 

commut~ical:~o~ to our membership. 

Contk~ued success, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, P~LD~ CLU 
Eng’a~e, ~p~ore, Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to defiile reality, The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

Frem: Ean Garrett [mailto:ean@mckenzieandporter.com] 
Sent: Nonday, September 02, 2013 2:57 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Carolina Black Caucus Re: Poverty Tour 
Ms. Stroman, 
I hope "this email finds you well. My name is Ean Garrett and I am an authoc s~aker, and inventor. I am also the former spokesperson for the National Mentoring 

Partnership as well as an attorney. I am personally reaching out to you m~d the Carolina Black Caucus 16r the possibility of collaborating &rang m~ u~oming poverb/ 

tour I roll be conducting. Although I roll be bringing light to the increasing ~naterial poverty that is altbcting our co~nmunities, I roll also shed light on something more 

dangerous aad pervasive, which is "poverty of the mind". In order to give you a cleaxer idea of~ny work I have attached a recent news aNcle: 

~.t.t.~.i./.~!3~?.~5~.:.k..~Ln.£!N1~.s..:..c.£.r..n.:~..2..(.!.!~!..~.~!£.Lr.~J.a.]1~.~!2~.~:~2~1p~?1~i~.~1~!~/.. I have also attached the official press release for the poverb" tour. I sincerely thank 

yon for your tilne and look forwad to hearing from you soon. 
Warm Regards, 

Ean M. Garrett, J.D. 

President & Founder 

McKenzie & Porter, LLC 

(P) 202.492.6119 

(F) 402.261.5404 

ean(a) mcke~iean@ortcr.com 
_~t__~?_::£~:~:__w__:_Lr_Lc___k__e__~_~_Le_~__n___4p__~_?_r_t__e_~::~?_~:~(. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 9:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Joy - FAC REsponsibilities for 2013 - 2014 

Hi Deborah! 

Welcome again to the Committee! I appreciate your willingness to review last year’s materials to help you come up to speed. 

I have reviewed our topics lists and team lists. Looking over when teams are in season, there did not seem to be much moving around to do. 

This year I would like each committee member to have one of our review topics and include one of our new members. We should just be reviewing what has been 
changed!improved in response to information and data and share with the group. So you will be paired with a returning Committee member for the topics which will help you 
become very informed on all the aspects of athletics and give us the opportunity to hear a fresh perspective from you. 

If you are agreeable, I would like you to have the following areas: 

Admissions with Bev ; Academics with Layna ; and Administration and Organization with Gene 

Your teams would be: Women’s basketball; Tennis (men’s and women’s) 

Is this okay with you? I will be in my office tomorrow morning if you want to call and discuss. 

Thank you for all your contributions this past year and your wisdom and guidance. 

Joy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:23 PM 

~ ;@listserv.unc.edu 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Achieve Scholars: Welcome To Carolina! 

Deborah Stroman UNC Sport Bio.pdf 

Hi Heels! Congratulations on your acceptance to UNC and welcome to Tar Heel country! UNC is a great place to learn and to grow, and please consider me a new 

committed resource for your journey in Chapel Hill. I trust that your first two weeks have been a smooth transition. If not, please don’t hesitate to ask for help! 

I hope to meet with you face-to-face this month at the reception on the : . I would love to get to know you more, and if you want to meet one-on-one before 

that group gathering, please feel free to respond back to me with your availability on Mondays or Wednesdays before 4:00 p.m. 

My journey is probably very similar to yours, and I look forward to sharing with you. My office location is Woollen 315 (next to Carmichael Arena). Note: I attached 

my bio. You can also send me a direct message through Twitter - @drstroman. 

Onward] 

Dr. Stroman 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 

EXSS Sport Aamini~rati~n, Lecturer 

"Do not moke it o hobit to dissect: someone’s opinion t:o the point 

where you see the presence of motice where none exist:s." ~ Podinsky 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Questions for Week 1 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



F~om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benom~z, Judifl~ <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 11:27 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Authoring CCO EXSS 221 

Hi Deborah, 

I’m sorry I wasn’t here on Friday afternoon when you came in. Erianne Weight had mentioned that someone else would be authoring this new 

EXSS 221 COO course, so I’m glad that you initiated contact. 

I understand that Anne Bisese gave you a copy of a sample proposal that you can use, but you really need to see the authoring process 

information in our online faculty handbook (see link below). 

When you have written your proposal, you should send it to your department chair to review and approve and then forward it and his approval to 

Tyler Ritter (etritter@email.unc.edu) and me. He could use Reply All to make that easier. Tyler Ritter heads up our Communications and 

Instructional Design unit (CID) and will need to review and approve your proposal as well. Once I see those approvals, I’ll put you on contract for 

the course for the semester you’re targeting (next summer? fall?) and will invite you to the Friday Center for an orientation. 

When you are ready to submit all of the materials (by March 1, 2014 for a summer first offering or June 12* 2014 for a fall first offering), you 

should again have your department chair review and approval them first and then he should forward them on to Erika Lindemann of the Arts and 
Sciences Curriculum Committee for her final review and approval. With Eriko Lindemann’s approval, your course will be assigned an instructional 

designer who will create your course Web pages in 5okoi. 

Let me know if you have any questions at this point. I’d be happy to help you in any way that I can! 

Cheeps, 

Judith 

Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tel: 919-962-6302 

Fax: 919-962-5549 

benowitz@email.unc.edu 

h~p://fridaycenter.unc.edu 

P, ead our s~ories ~t 

f ridaycenter.unc.edu/stories 

~Connect with us 

"It is never too late to give up your prejudices" 

-- Henry David Thoreau 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benomlz, Juditk <benowilz@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 12:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 

OK, thanks, bebby, 

,7udith Benowitz 

CB#1020 

Chepe~ Hdl, NC 27699 

919-.962-6302 

919-962-5549 

benowitz@em¢~Lunc.edu 

h~p://fridaycenter.unc.edu 

~Connect with us 

"it is ru:_~ver too k~t~-_~ to give up your pr~-_~judk:es" 

-- Henry David Thoreau 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2023 22:00 PM 

To-" Benowitz, Judith 
Subject; RE: Authoring ¢CO EXSS 222 

Thanks Judith! f appr~-:~ciat~:_~ your [allow up. I will b~-_~ in t:ouch shortly. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En~qage, Explore, Empower~ 

919,843,0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thailk yotL 

In between, tim leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From-" Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2023 21:27 AN 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Authoring CCO EXSS 222 

Hi Deborah, 

I’m sorry I wasn’t here on Friday afternoon when you came in. Erianne Weight had mentioned that someone else would be authoring this new 

EXSS 221 CCO course, so I’m glad that you initiated contact. 

I understand that Anne Bisese gave you a copy of a sample proposal that you con use, but you really need to see the authoring process 

information in our online faculty handbook (see link below). 

_h___t__t P_L/___/__f___e_!__d___a_Y_ c e n t e r ¯ u n c ¯ e d u / f ac u I t Y___/___q_u___t_b_9__r_j__n_&___h__t__r_0J__#___c___c__9. 

When you have written your proposal, you should send it to your department chair to review and approve and then forward it and his approval to 

Tyler Ritter (_e___t___r_j_t_t__e___r___@_____e___m___9_j_!:__u___n__c__:__e___d___q) and me. He could use Reply All to make that easier. Tyler Ritter heads up our Communications and 

Instructional Design unit (CID) and will need to review and approve your proposal as well. Once I see those approvals, I’ll put you on contract for 

the course for the semester you’re targeting (next summer? fall?) and will invite you to the Friday Center for an orientation. 



When you are ready to submit all of the materials (by March 1, 2014 for a summer first offering or June 1~t 2014 for a fall first offering), you 

should again have your department chair review and approval them first and then he should forward them on to Erika Lindemann of the Arts and 

Sciences Curriculum Committee for her final review and approval. With Erika Lindemann’s approval, your course will be assigned an instructional 

designer who will create your course Web pages in Sakai. 

Let me know if you have any questions at this point. I’d be happy to help you in any way that I can! 

Cheers, 

Judith 

Judith Benowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tel: 919-962-6302 

Fax: 919-962-5549 

benowitz@email.unc~edu 

Read our ~@ories at 

frid~ycenter.unc.edu/stories 

~Connect with us 

"It is never too late to give up your prejudices" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adams, Clarissa <clariss&adams@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Women’s Basketball- Sports Adminisl.ration ]Interest 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are doing well. We are getting information together on various areas of study here at UNC to give our current recruits. Several recruits have expressed 

interest in Sports Administration here at UNC. Coach Hatchell will start meeting with these young ladies next week and would like to provide them with 

information on the Exercise and Sports Science program, specifically sports administration. 

Do you have any printed materials with information on the school, famous alumni or anything to grow their interest in UNC? 

Thank you in advance for your help, 

Clarissa 

Clarissa Adams 

] rnive~sity of No,t% C~o]ir~ ai: Ckpel 

C) ~ce: 919.962.!N 85 

~.~.~ nologo2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 12:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Summer Internship Recap 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I’ll be in class then, but could meet at 11 on Thursday. Also, I know that you have been doing work at the Kenan Institute, so if it would be easier, we could meet on 
Wednesday around 12:30 down by tile business school because that is where most of my classes are. Just let me know¯ 

That&s ! 

The University of North Carolina al Chapel Hill 

@kenmt-flagler.unc.edu 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, i 03E15:51 +0000 

To: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: ~ummer Internship Recap 

Hi I . Wednesday, the 5th at 11:00 a.m.? 

Woollen 315 

Dr. Stroman 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

Date: Monday,               4:46 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Summer Internship Recap 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Stroman’. 

I just wanted to email to set up a meeting to recap my summer internship with the ¯ 

depending on what is best for you. 

¯ Tuesdays or Thursdays around 1 l:00am would be best for me but can be flexible 

Tha nks ! 

The University of No~h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

"~?kenan-fla~ler.utLc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 1:15 PM 

EXSS Undergrad list <undergraduate@listserv.unc.edu-* 

[undergraduate] PT/OT club 

Welcome back to another school year! 

The first Pre-Physical and Occupational Therapy Club meeting is going to be held on Thursday, at 7pm in Fetzer 109. The meeting will cover an 

introduction into the professions, as well as pre-requisite course information for local graduate schools. We will have pizza at the meeting and we will start 

collecting dues (515). 

For the remainder of the year, we will meet once a month. We will have panels of graduate students and therapists, school tours, and informational meetings on 

applications and the GRE, 

If you have any questions, feel free to email ._~live.t,nc.edu 

for more information. 

Sherry Salyer, ~d.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director o[: Undergraduate Studies 

Department of ~xer’dse and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 2:H getzer H~I 

University of North Carolh~a at Chapel HN 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

919-9{~2-,6947 

Fax: 9~9-.%2-0489 

Spring Advbing/Ofl:ice hours: 

Tuesdays--11:C@-I2:15 

Wednesdays----I0:OO-11:lB and 1:15-2:45 

Thursdays- -11:@3-12:],5 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

undergraduate as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a bla~k 

emaJl to leave-33523682-20725646.67d0b60a634b194ace5322a39307c2ff@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cynthia Reifsnide~@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 1:30 PM 

Walker, Jack T <jack walker@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; CaJcol Thomson (cthom~n@firestreammedia.com); Deb ttepp 

(debbie@ballyhoostudio.com); Napier, Mary E <mnapie@ema~l.unc.edu-~; Snedden, Pamela <PamelaSnedden@kenan-flagler.anc.edu-~; 

StrommL Debor~h L <dstro@unc.edu>; kt’bs lingmei howell.con <lingmei howell@kenan-flagler.anc.edtv~ 

Reifsnide~; Cynfl~ia <C~nthia Reifsnide@kenan-flagler.unc.edt~~ 

for Concierge program web site - Patent Landscaping and Market Evaluation application 

Patent Landscaping and Market Evaluation application 09032013 - Kenan Institute UNC-CH.doc 

Jack, Carol, and Deb, 

Attached is the application form for the Concierge site on the new web site. 

I’d like to post the Word doc for downloading, and also advertise the option of their submitting their already completed Invention Disclosure form, with a note 

that both are considered confidential. 

I included my e-mail address for submission but am open to other options. 

Cindy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Williams <mdwilliam~stellarone.com> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 2:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: McClinton Outstanding Faculty/StaffAward 

CONGRATS my Sista!!! Keep doing what you am doing. You are making a BIG difference....mdw © 

Michael D. Williams 
Director of Wealth Management 

3900 Westen~ Parkway, Suite 200 
Richmond, VA 23233 
Internal Extension 2072 

t 804.290.8856 ::; ~’ 804.290.4328 

StellarOne is a recipient of the superior five-star rating from BauerFinancial. 
For detaits about ,_~au.e~FinanciaL #?c of Corat Gables, F!or,,da, and its ~atings, visit bauerfirmnciaL com. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, September 03, 2013 2:26 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. S~oman, Ph.D~ CLU 
Engage, Explore. Empower, 

9~ 9,843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a lea der is to define reality, The last ~s to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant" --M. DePree 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 2:M PH 

To: Pettis, Tanea 
Cc: jsoutherland@mm¢.edu 

Subject: RE: HcClinton Outstanding Faculty!Staff Award 

~hank YOU! Knowing p~st recipients and the prestige of our ~lumni, f am humbled and honored 

Galatians 6:9 

d ~-:~ b b ¥ 

Do Good, 

Deborah k S~oman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Engage. Explore, Empower, 

9~ 9.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a lea der is to define reality, The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant" --M. DePree 



From: Perils, Tanea [mailto:tanea pettis@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 2:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: isoutherland~@mm¢.edu; Pettis, Tanea 
Subject: McClinton Outstanding Facul~/Staff Award 

Dear Dr. Stroman: 

Congratulations on being selected as this year’s Hortense K. McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award recipient. The committee was thoroughly 

impressed with the success you have achieved in your field and your dedication to Carolina. 

The planning committee is very excited that you have made plans to attend the Light on the Hill Society Scholarship Awards Banquet. This event will take 

place on Friday, Nov. 8 at the Sheraton Chapel Hill (1 Europa Drive, Chapel Hill NC). A cocktail reception and silent auction will begin at 6:15 p.m. 

followed by dinner at 7 p.m. 

Please note the following as you make preparations for this event: 

Recipients must attend the banquet to receive the award. 

You will receive two complimentary banquet tickets, one for you and a guest (you may also purchase additional banquet tickets) 

The attire for the evening is semi-formal/black-tie optional. 

There is a 2-minute limit on recipient remarks. To be respectful of the program format and to adhere to time constraints, this policy will be strictly 

enforced. 

You’ll find the following attached to this email: 

LOTH Banquet form 

Souvenir journal ad form. For ad examples, copy and paste this link in your browser (hffp:i/alur~ni.unc.eduipdf/bari121~AR_SouvenirJournaLl~df) - 

cover spaces have all been sold. 

BAR registration brochure. If you would like to register for other BAR events, pl~s~ ~il m~ ~s s~on as y~u ~ bu~ be~r~ ~ ~.~. (~DT) on F~id~y, 

0~. 18 (r~gis~r~ion 

Should you have additional questions, please contact me via email or (919) 843-9694. 

Again, congratulations and we look forward to seeing you in November! 

Tanea 

HARK THE SOUND & GO HEELS! 

Tanea Pettis ’95, Manager of Affinity" Activities 
The University of North Carolina 

General Alumni Association (CB#9180) 

PO Bx 660 
Chapel Hill NC 27514-0660 

919.843.9694 (office) 

919.962.0010 (fax) 
www.alumni.unc.edu 

Proud to be a Carolina alumna and GAA Life t@ember, join me by visiting http:[/a/umnL unc~edu!join 

Confidentiality Notice: The content of this co*~’*~’unication, along with any attachments, is covered by federal and state law gove 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:12 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Meeting 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I talked to you last Thursday at the end of class about internship opportunities. I was emailing you to see when the best time for me to meet with you and 
talk about internships and other involvement here at Carolina. Thank you so much. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: McClinton Outffm~ding Faculty/StaffAward 

image001 .j pg 

CONGRATS’. Well deserved 

On at 2:26 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~amc.edu> wrote: 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
En,qa~qe. Explore. Empower. 
919.843,0336 
<irnageOOl.]pg> 

"The first responsibility of a lea der is to define rea]iD,, The last is to say thank you. 

lln between, the leader is a servant" --M. DePree 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:11 PM 
To: Pettis, Tanea 
C~: ~southerland(.Ommc.edu 
Subject: RE: McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award 
Thank YOU! Knowing past recipients and the prestige of our aMmni, ] am humbled and honored. 

Gak~t:ians 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLIJ 

En~]o,qe. g’xp!ore. Empower, 

919£43.0336 

<image001.]pg> 

"Tb.e first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank 

between, the leader is a sexy-ant" --M. DePree 

From: Pettis, Tanea [mailto:tanea petUs@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday. : 2:03 PM 
To: Strornan, Deborah L 
C¢: j_s___q_u__t__h___e_£!_a__[)_c_l_~E)E)_c__&¢u_.; Pettis, Tanea 
Subject: McClinton Outstanding Faculty!Staff Award 
Dear Dr. Stroman: 

Congratulations on being selected as this year’s Hortense K. McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award recipient. The committee was 

thoroughly impressed with the success you have achieved in your field and your dedication to Carolina. 

The planning committee is very excited that you have made plans to attend the Light on the Hill Society Scholarship Awards Banquet. This 

event will take place on Friday,       at the Sheraton Chapel Hill (1 Europa Drive, Chapel Hill NC). A cocktail reception and silent auction 

will begin at 6:15 p.m. followed by dinner at 7 p.m. 

Please note the followin9 as you make preparations for this event: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Recipients must attend the banquet fo receive the award. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->You will receive two complimentary banquet tickets, one for you and a 9uesf (you may also 

purchase additional banquet tickets) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->The attire for the evenin9 is semi-formal/black-tie optional. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->There is a 2-minute limit on recipient remarks. To be respectful of the program format and fo adhere 

to time constraints, this policy will be strictly enforced. 

You’ll find the following attached to this email: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->LOTH Banquet form 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Souvenir journal ad form. For ad examples, copy and paste this link in your browser 

(~h--~-p-.:~/--/-~-a-~!-u----m--~n--j~.-~u--~n---c--:~-e---d---u--/-p-~-d-~[/-~b--~-a--r--/-~1--~2--~‘‘~ven~r~rna~R~!) - cover spaces have all been sold. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->BAR registration brochure. If you would like fo register for of her BAR events, plec~s~ 

you ~n bu~ b~f~r~ 5 p,m, (I~DT) o~ ~rid~y, (r~gistr~tio~ 

Should you have additional questions, please contact me via email or (919) 843-9694. 

Again, congratulations and we look forward to seeing you in November! 

Tanea 

HARK THE SOUND & GO HEELS! 

Tanea Pettis ’95, Manager of Affinity Activities 

The University of North Carolina 



General Alumni Association (CB#9180) 
PO Bx 660 

Chapel Hill NC 27514-0660 

919.843.9694 (office) 

919.962.0010 (fax) 

www.alumni.unc.edu 
Proud to be a Carolina alumna and GAA Life Member, join me by visiting Lt_t__t_z2__~/_!___a__!_u__~__r_~_i~_u___n___c_=:__e___d___u__!.j__o_ir_~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 7:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Ca~:eer Coaching Tips: Will Your Dream Job Disappear? 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWorkiMyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter, 

you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http :i/www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reer 

Thank you. 

TeamWork Online, 22550 kicCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:19 PM 

Adams, Clarissa <cladssa.adams@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Women’s Basketball- Sports Administration Interest 

Hi Clarissa. I hope you are doing well. I will try to stop by this week. We have a general EXSS brochure. At the very least, I can design something that is more appropriate and 

engaging to WBB. 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it iS that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the wodd," ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Adams>, Clarissa <darissa.adams@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,                 12:08 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC Women’s Basketball- Sports Administration Interest 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are doing well. We are getting information together on various areas of study here at UNC to give our current recruits. Several recruits have expressed 

interest in Sports Administration here at UNC. Coach Hatchell will start meeting with these young ladies next week and would like to provide them with 

information on the Exercise and Sports Science program, specifically sports administration. 

Do you have any printed materials with information on the school, famous alumni or anything to grow their interest in UNC? 

Thank you in advance for your help, 

Clarissa 

Clarissa Adams 

::~:: nclogo2 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Class on Thursday, 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just want to let you know that I will not be able to attend class this Thursday, as I will be at a recruiting session for an internship. 

Would it be possible to meet some time to talk about the discussion I missed as well as your career in general. I’m particularly interested in your 
experience with Acuity. 

If you need any more information from me, just let me know. 

Best, 

Class of: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clark~ Fred M <fred clark@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:05 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Facul .ty/StaffMentors 

Hey[ The awesome Dr Deb Stroman is your Faculty Mentor! I am copyi~g her on this because I know thaL she is trying Lo cow, tact her Men, Lees. Fred 

Frora: 
Sent: Tuesday, ~0:20 PN 
To= Clark, Fred N 
Subject: RE: Facul~/Staff Mentors 

~ have not yet heard from my faculty mentor. ~ believe I requested one the day after the e-.ma~l [:~rst came out tMs summer. 

Thanks for looking into this and for organizi~g [he program! 

From: Clark, Fred M [mailto;fred dark@!Jpc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:05 PM 
To: Achieve Scholars 
Subject: Faculty/Staff M entors 

Hi Achieve Scholars! 

Each of you who requested a FaculU/Staff Mentor has been assigned one, and by now you should have heard from this person. Please check your e-mails and see. If 
you have not received a message, please let us know so that we can check on this. If you have received a message, please respond to the Mentor. Even if you cannot 

participate in all events that the Mentor has planned, please take the time to let him or her kmow that you have received the message. These folks are great; they care a 

lot about our Scholars. They know Carolina well, they love working ruth studenks, and they can be very helpthl as you make your transition into Carolina. 

Tha~ks. And al~ write to us and let us know how your semester is going. You know that you have a s~nding invitation to lunch with us (and on us!). You just have to 

write!’.! 

- Fled 

You are currently subscribed to achievel as: ~live.unc.edu. 



Sent: Wednesday, i 9:57 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you’re weekend went well! 

Did you want to meet this week, or would you like to meet at the stalt of next ~veek? 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

¯ @live.unc.edu ] C: 



Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clarlc Fred M <fred clark@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:28 AM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: No Em~Jl Frown Mentor 

Dr Deborah Stroman is your Men~or~ I have copied her here. Fred 

Fre~: 
Sent: Tuesday, ’. ~:09 plvl 

Te; Clark, Fred M 
Subject: No Email From Mentor 

To Mr. Clark, 

I still haven’t heard anything from my mentor. I’ve checked all my emails and I’m pretty positive I haven’t gotten one. If you could just check on that for me 

that would be great! 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clark~ Fred M <fred clark@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:57 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: No Email From Mentor 

Go ahead and resend, Fred 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:30 AM 
To: Clark, Fred M 
Subject-" Re: No Email From Mentor 
Hi Fred. Should I resend my welcome note? Or do you think these are just outliers? 

debby 

From: <Clark>, Fred M <fred dark(~unc~edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 10:27 AM 

To: ._~, _[!..v_ ~_: .u_n_.c_ :.e__d__u_.> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <~_s_t_r_o__@_.u__n__c_:_e_.d__~.> 

Subject: RE: No Email From Mentor 

Dr Deborah Strorn~,n is your Mentor~ I have copied her here. FrecJ 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, ’. 2013 4:09 PM 

To: Clark, Fred M 
Subject: No Email From Mentor 

To Mr. Clark, 

I still haven’t heard anything from my mentor. I’ve checked all my emails and I’m pretty positive I haven’t gotten one. If you could just check on that for me 

that would be great! 

Thank you, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Diversi~Inc <lukevisconti@diversityinc.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 11:02 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The Butler: Why Oprah May Lose the Oscar; What President Obama Thinks 

What one move could cost the cast their awards? 
The Butler. Have Oprah & Forest Whitaker Sacrificed Oscars for the Sake of the 
Audience? 

What did President Obama think of The Butler?. 
Obama on The Butler: ’Oprah, My Girl She Can Act’ 

Diversitylnc Magazine (Summer 2013): Most Read on Diversitylnc.com 

Luke Visconti 
Chief Executive Officer 
Diversitylnc 

UPCOMING EVENTS 
Are You Ready to Compete in the New Healthcare Marketplace? Join more than 15 
healthcare experts and get the tools for success at Culturally Competent Healthcare 
How Diversity Creates Better Patient Outcomes, Sept. 24 at the Newark Airport 
Marriott, NJ I 8am-4:30 p.m. View the agenda & REGISTER NOW! 

Was this forwarded to you from a friend? Click here to receive the Diversitylnc 
newsletter, 

© 2013 Diversitylnc 

This e-mail was sent to dstro~),unc.edu by Diversitylnc. 

Diversitylne Media, 342 Nassau Street, Princeton, NJ 08540 

If you no longer wish to receive e-mail messages from Diversitylnc or would like to update your email subscriptions, 

please click here to manage your preferences or unsubscribe. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clark~ Fred M <fred clark@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:19 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Facul .ly/StaffMentors 

Dr Str’oman is your Mentor’, so I have copied her on this. Fred 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:53 Alvl 
To: Clark, Fred M 
Subject: RE: Faculty/Staff Mentors 

I don’t believe been contacted by a mentor. I don’t see anyt~]ing specific in my inboN at least. 

Than~, 

........ Origina] message ........ 

l~rom. Clark, I~red M --.t__?__e___c_l____c_’_l_~_r_!i£~¢unc.edu~ 

Date:          3:05 PM (GMT-05:00) 
To: Achieve Scholars ?~listse~’~unc.edu> 

Subject: Facul~;’ Statt" Mentors 

Hi Achieve Scholars! 

Each of you who requested a Faculty/Staff Mentor has been assigned one, and by now you should have heard from this person. Please check your e-mails and see. If 

you have not received a message, please let us know so that we can check on this. If you have received a message, please respond to the Mentor. Even if you cannot 

participate in all events that the Mentor has planned, please take flae time to let him or her know that you have received the message. These tblks are great; they care a 

lot about our Scholms. They know Cmolina well, they love working with s~dents, and they can be very. helpful as you make your transition into Carolina. 

Thanks. And also write to us and let us know how your semester is going. You know that you have a s~anding invitation to lunch ruth us (and on us!). You just have to 

write!!! 

-Fred 

You are currently subscribed to achieve as: ~live.unc.edu. 



From: ~@ivea~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:25 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Livis 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I had my meeting with Livis this afternoon and it went very well. We talked about what have each been up to lately. Livis seems very enthusiastic about 

the Carolina Sports Business and Fitness Expo and wants to help in any way. I told him that we had a list of people that we were hoping to keynote the 

Expo and he said that he would be willing to reach out to his contacts to help out. He also said that he will be attending the event as well. He also seemed 

very impressed with my thesis idea and he said that he would be willing to talk about if I needed any help. 

I already sent Livis a Thank You email for taking time to meet with me today. I also told him that I was thankful for his willingness to help me with my 

ongoing projects. 

Also, I wanted to let you know that the meeting went very well today, and it seems that everyone knows what they have to do to make CSFE the best that 

it can be! 

Best, 

Email: ~live.unc.edu 
Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 9:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Course Plan 

Secoud Major Plan.docx 

Good Morning Dr. Stroman, 

I hope all is well. I was just e-mailing you to send you my course plan for the next 2 years. I have attached the document to this e-mail. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@studentathleteshumanrights.com 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 12:11 PM 

:@yahoo.com; apaule@bgsu.edu; arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu; arfrancique@hlkn.tamu.edu; arthur.osueke@ttu.edu; 
bhawk@uga.edu; CavilJK@tsu.edu; crking@wsu.edu; djl@wsu.edu; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
ejs95@drexel.edu; EILWolff@brown.edu;         @studentathleteshumanrights.com; fpolite@utk.edu; 
gsailes@indiana.edu; hhinton@nccu.edu; jggayles@ncsu.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu; ~yahoo.com; 
kmjamies@uncg.edu; leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu; miller20@msu.edu; ,@gmail.com; 
rflowers@emich.edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; @poyners.com; ~email.unc.edu>; 
shrop@wharton.upenn.edu; i@gmail.com; @gmail.com; tinabwsf@temple.edu; 
tvjones@bison.howard.edu; @gmail.com; wardell.johnson@eku.edu; Brenda Riemer 
<briemer@emich.edu>; Harry Edwards @icloud.com>; Jay Coakley <jcoakley@uccs.edu>; Jeff montez de 
Oca          @gmail.com>; Marita Gilbert <mgilbert@allegheny.edu>; Nameka Bates,      " "    @gmail.com> 

A Draft Game Plan 

Dear Colleagues: 

Below is some information on the initial conference framework. Please review and provide any feedback. Thanks to the group that participated in the conference call. I will attempt to 

organize soe areas that we can all contribute in the coming days In the meantime, please forward this information to other faculty, practitioners, etc. who may be interested in attending 

Lastly, lord know I know its a busy time, but if this is of interest please let me know if you have not already. 

Have a terrific Thursday and always feel free to call 

Best 

ELG 

A New Game Plan "4" Collegiate Athletics (San Diego, CA January 16th-I 8th 2014) 

Major Themes 

1) Rights of college athletes to have a voice and representation in the NCAA and college athletics system (including due process, academic reform, & enforcement) 

2) The right of economic well-being for college athletes. (scholarship renewals, image compensation, adequate stipends, right to representation while in college) 

3) The right of personal and academic well-being for college athletes. (short term and long term injury compensation and adequate free time while a student, post eligibility mental 

health treatment, Media influence/on reputation brand/college sport in general, 40-hour work week, adequately demanding courses, alternative educational programs for academic at 

risk admits, degree completion, teaching sport as a trade) 

General Structure 

September 

16-18th Emmett Gill travels to SD to finalize space 

Call for Papers (Will revolve around major themes - emphasis on current cases and presentations that provide feasible advocacy or activists efforts) 

Registration Begins 

October 

Discussion board (want to reach some common ground pre-conference) 

Marketing 

Public Relations (We need to find a firm pro bono) 

Registration 

November 

Public Relations Registration 

Registration Ends 

December 

Public Relations 

January 

16th-18th 

Day One 

8-9 am Opening 

9:15-11:15 am -Issue panelslpresentations Themes 1-3 

(Recommends on day two during this time there be a panel on media influence) 

Keynote 11:00 am-12:45 pm 

1:00-2:45 pm - Idea panels advocacy and activism ideas Themes 1-3 (no speeches/ideas and work) 

3:30-5:45 pm, Activists!Advocacy sessiongroups and individuals meet to discuss next steps implementation (its understood efforts may require adjustments, approvals, etc.) 

6:00 - 7:00 pm Student presentations (Accept 25 per day - student involvement in activism is or should be limited) 

..... We should make it known that we may need to make adjustment to create space where synergy can be fostered. 

Day Two 

8-9 am Opening 

9:00- 10:45 pm Report out on issue groups!ideas Themes 1-3 

Keynote 11 am-12:45 pm 

1:00-3:00 pm Refine ideas discuss with student-athletes (invite SAAC and other groups?) Themes 1-3 

3:30-5:45 pm Activists!Advocacy session (Try to refine our own work!collaborative efforts over a 12-month timeline) 

6:00-7:00 Student presentations 

Day Three (Morning only) 

9:00-I 1:00 am Resolutions Meeting 

12:00 pm Press conference (press advocacy and activism agenda/ideas). 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherryl Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 7:11 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[progfac] Fwd: Moral Mondays: Scholars Speak Out on North Carolina’s New Social Movement, Sept. 19, 5:30-7 

RevisedMoralMondayFlyer SNCF 1.pdf 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Moral Mondays: Scholaacs Speak Out on North Carolina’s New Social Movemem, Sept. 19, 5:30-7 

Date:Thu, 5 Sep 2013 18:15:29 -0400 

From :Hanes Motsinger _~       @gmaJl.com> 

To:Hanes Motsinger <scholarsnc@gmail.com> 

ii~iI Inline image 1 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed m 
</ul> 
progti~c as: <a href "mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
emaJl to <a hreD"ma~lto:leave-33539492- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33539492- 
56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<ia> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:14 AM 

Meaders, Harlis James <meaders@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.e&~>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Trayvon Martin Series - Pt. II 

Trayvon Part 2 Flyer .pdf 

Hi Coach. As per my mention, the Series continues on this Wednesday. I would love for you to be a panelist as we will be discussing the media and its role in the 

case. Also, we will discuss being Black in America. Your perspective is very important and valuable to our young people. 

If you can make it... please join us at 5:20 p.m. in Upendo Lounge (SASB). The same location as last year’s Caucus event. 

See attached and share with your athletes. 

Thanks. 

Hugs, 

debby 

Deborah L, Str~man~ P|~,D~ CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower, 

Frank Hawkins Ke~an ~nstit~te o~ Private Enterprise, Senior Adv~r 

............................................. 

3~5 Woe~le~ - CB #8700 

"Action ex~>~’esses priorities," Mahatma (?andN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:17 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr~; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: Membership to CBC 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: cbcinfo@unc.edu [mailto:cbcinfo@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:35 AM 
To: McGhee, Oj; Jones, Shandra 
Subject: Membership to CBC 

Results Iicom form: 

Name: Dr Sherick Hughes 
Dept schoul: Education 
Mail Address: CB# 3500 Peabu@ tIaH 
Office Phone: 919-537-3804 
Em ai[: shughes@emai 1. uric edu 
Va]idate Emai[: shughes@email unc edu 
whats ~u gmn: Insight, C]arity, Transparency, Wellness, Networking fur Equig~" and Social Justice and Felluwship 
RadiuGruupl : 
captcha cude: Ys6nUK 
Submit Check: Next 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:26 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr~; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: Membership to CBC 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: cbcinfo@unc.edu [mailto:cbcinfo@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:27 PM 
To: ; McGhee, Oj; Jones, Shandra 
Subject: Membership to CBC 

Results Iicom form: 

Name: Debra J. Barksdale 
Dept schoul: Schuol of Nursing 
Mail Address: Schoul ufNursing 
Carrington CB 7460 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-7460 
Office Phune: 9198432479 
Emai[: 4jbark sdale@unc.edu 
Validate Emai[: c~jbarksdale@unc.edu 
whats tu gmn: 
RadiuGruupl : 
captcha cude: E2ulPf 
Submit Check: Next 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:57 AM 

Caudill, WaJter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>; Feldma~, Ma~.. ~ann P. <ma~ann.feldman@ unc.edu>; Charles MerritE 

@me.corn>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

~z~gmail.com);                   @live.unc.edt~- 

Grading Written Assigtm~ent 1 

The students are supposed to have submitted their first written assignment by 5:00pm today. I have left the assignment open for another 24 hours for the 

procrastinators. 

We asked the students to respond to the following: 

Content: The paper should describe one or two broad areas that might lead to an innovative venture. You can think of this in a number of different ways. One way 

is to look for problems that need to be solved. Another is to look for major changes in the economy, society, or natural world that might lead to productive 

innovation possibilities. Please note that at this point we are not looking for a specific venture or business plan. (If you already have a specific venture that is of 

interest to you, you can work back from that idea to the sources. If you don’t find any, it may not be such a great idea.) We are looking for you to take the principles 

presented in the Drucker reading to identify sources of potential innovation. 

You will be rewarded for: 

1. Identifying an area that is fertile ground for innovation, 2. Making good use of the material in Drucker, 3. Supporting your proposed area of innovation with 

specific factual rationale, and 4. Writing clearly and concisely. 

Due date: Papers are to be submitted electronically to 5akai by 5:00pm, on Friday, 

You should grade the paper based on how well they did on communicating the things we said they would be rewarded for. 

Please see the general grading conventions for the course that I have posted in the assignment folder on DropBox. 

Given that the now have two weeks to flesh out their idea and prepare their pitch, please get your section’s papers graded and comments returned to the student 

as soon as possible, but no later than next Thursday and please record the scores in the spreadsheets. 

Thanks, 

John 

* John F. Stewart 

* Professor of Economics 

* Director of Entrepreneurship Minor 

* Department of Economics 

* University of North Carolina 

* Gardner Hall CB# 3305 

* Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 

* Fax: (919) 966-4986 

* john_stewart@unc.edu 

* htt p:/iwww.u nceminor.org 

* http[[/www.unc.edu/~jfstewar[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtv~; Roberison, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: Membership to CBC 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: cbcinfo@unc.edu [mailto:cbcinfo@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, _ 6:35 PM 
To: ; McGhee, Oj; Jones, Shandra 
Subject: Membership to CBC 

Results licom form: 

Name: Kathy A Perkins 

Dept school: Dramatic Art 

Mail Address: 3 Willoughby Cuurt 

Durham, NC 27713 

OIT~ce Phune: 919-962-1132 

Email:       kaperkin@unc.edu 

Validate Emai[: kaperkin@unc.edu 

whats to gain: 

RadioGroupl : $40 

captcha code: f4TTRe 

Submit Check: Next 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@unc.edu~, 

Friday,                 4:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: - EXSS SA Requirements 

Dr, Stron3an, 

I sincerely appreciate thi~ information! Thank you. 

.laimie 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 2:35 PM 

To: Lee, Jaimie 
Cc: Osborne, Barbara; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject:            - EXSS SA Requirements 

Hi Ms. Lee. Prof. Osborne and I support the waiver of ECON for EXSS Sport Administration major, . Due to the lack of a consistent and clear 

communication within our department regarding this change in our curriculum during the spring and fall of , we understand that there are several students 

who were confused over the sport administration prerequisite of ECON    for EXSS    . It is our understanding that     matriculated in the fall of        and 

advisors may have not received this update in a timely manner. In addition, Connect Carolina did not illustrate (nor "blocking") this change for students. Please 

let me know if you need anything else in this regard. 

Note: Prof. Osborne was the coordinator of EXSS Sport Administration undergraduate studies, and I served as an EXSS Academic Advisor during the 

academic year. 

Dr. Stroman 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 
EXSS Spo~ A~m~n~rati~n, Lecturer 

~.ex~.unc.edu 

Chapel H~II~ NC 27599 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

On’, Robert F. <rorr@poyners.com> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 10:15 PM 

[@studentathleteshnma~rights.com; ~       @yahoo.com; apaule@bgsu.edn; axcarter@hlkn.ta~nu.edu; 

axt?ancique@hlkn.tamu.edu; arthur.osueke@tu.edu; bhawk@uga.edu; CavilJK@tsu.edu; crking@wsu.edu; djl@wsn.edu; Stroman, 

Debx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu~; ejs95@drexel.edu; EliWoliZ@brown.edu; t)~lite@utk.edu; gsaJles@indimaa.edn; hhinton@nccu.edu; 

jggayles@ncsu.edn; jmcd@illinois.edu;             @yahoo.corn; kmjm~fies@uncg.edu; leonaxdmoore@mail.utexas.edu; 

millel20@msu.edu; @gmail.com; rflowers@emich.edn; ridpath@ohio.edu; ~email.unc.edu:>; 

shrop@wharton.nNnn.edn; @gmail.co~n; @gmail.com; tinabwsf@temple.edu; t~iiones@bison.how~rd.edu; 

@gmaJl.com; wardell:iohnson@eku.edu; Brenda Riemer <brieme@elnich.edu>; Harty Edu,ards 
" @icloud.com~; Jay Coakley ~coakley@nccs.edu~; Jeffmontez de Oca ~       " ~@gmail.com>; Marita Gilbert 

<mgilbe~aJlegheny.edu>; Nameka Bates @gmail.com> 

RE: A Draft Game Plan 

Team: This is a good start but we need to think in terms of media interest and being able to provide a real contrast to what the NCAA will be discussing. We need presenters that will get the 
media covering ~vhat we’re talking about and our position on governance in contrast to their position. Also, I talked with a veteran soccer coach this week and he is furious about NCAA 
discrimination against foreign players. He is originally froru Ireland. Might be another specific issue we can talk about and generate some attention. 

From:         "’@studentathleteshumanrights.com           @studentathleteshumanrights.cora] 
Sent: ’lt~ursday, ~eptember 05, 2013 12:11 PM 
To:        :@yahoo.corn; apaule@bgsu.edu; arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu; arfrancique@hlkn.tamu.edu; arthur.osueke@ttu.edu; bhawk@uga.edu; CavilJK@tsu.edu; crking@wsu.edu; 
djl@wsu.edu; dstro@unc.edu; ejs95@drexel.edu; EliWolff@brown.edu;         @studentathleteshuraanrights.com; fpolite@utk.edu; gsailes@indiana.edu; t~hinton@nccu.edu; 
jggayles@ncsu.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu; @ahoo.com; kmiaruies@uncg.edu; leonardmoore@mail.utexas.edu; miller20@msu.edu; @gmail.com; 
rflowers@emich.edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; Orr, Robert F.; @email.unc.edu; stlrop@whalton.upetm.edu;. @gmail.com @gmail.com; tinabwsf@temple.edu; 
tvjones@bison.howard.edu; :@gruail.com; wardell.johnson@eku.edu; Brenda Riemer; Harly Edwards; Jay Coakley; Jeff montez de Oca; Marita Gilbert; Nameka Bates 
Subject: A Draft Game Plan 

Dear Colleagues: 

Below is some information on the initial conference frame,york. Please rcview and provide any feedback. Tharf~s to the group that participated in the conference call. I will attempt to 
organize soe areas that we can all contribute in the coming days. In the raeantime, please forward this itfformation to other i~acul~, practitioners, etc. who may be interested in attending. 

Lastly, lord know I know- its a busy time, but if this is of interest please let me know- if you have not alrea@. 

Have a terrific Thursday and always feel free to call 

Best 

A New Game Plan "4" Collegiate Athletics (San Diego, CA Janualy 16th-18t2a 2014) 

Major Themes 
1) Rights of college athletes to have a voice and representation in the NCAA and college athletics system (including due process, academic reform, & enforcement) 
2) The right of economic well-being for college athletes. (scholarship renewals, image compensation, adequate stipends, right to representation ~vhile in college) 
3) The right of personal and academic well-being for college athletes (short term and long term injuly compensation and adequate free time while a student, post eligibility mental health 
treatment, Media influence ion reputation brand/college sport in general, 40-hour work week, adequately demanding courses, alternative educational programs for academic at risk admits, 
degree completion, teaching sport as a trade) 

General Structure 

September 
16-18th Emrnett Gill travels to SD to finalize space 
Call for Papers (;Vfll revolve around major themes - emphasis on current cases and presentations that provide feasible advocacy or activists efforts) 
Registration Begins 

October 
Discussion buard (want to reach sume common gruund pre-conference) 
Marketing 
Public Relatiuns (We need to find a firm pru buno) 
R egi stration 

Nuvember 

Public Relatiuns Registration 

R egi stration Ends 

December 
Public Relatiuns 

January 

16th- 18th 

Day One 

8-9 am Opening 

9:15-11:15 am - Issue panels/presentatiuns Themes 1-3 
(Recummends un day twu during this time there be a panel on media influence) 

Keynute 11:00 am-12:45 pm 

1:00-2:45 pm - Idea panels advocacy and activism ideas Themes 1-3 (no speeches/ideas and work) 



3:30-5:45 pm, Activists/Advocacy sessiongroups and individuals meet to discuss next steps implementation (its understood efforts may require adjusunents, approvals, etc.) 

6:00 - 7:00 pm Student presentations (Accept 25 per day - student involvement in activism is or should be limited) 

***** We should make it known that we may need to make ac[iustment to create space where synergy can be fostered. 

Day Two 
8-9 am Opening 

9:00- 10:45 pm Report out on issue groups/ideas Themes 1-3 

Keynote 11 ara-12:45 pru 

1:00-3:00 pm Refine ideas discuss with student-athletes (invite SAAC and other groups?) Therues 1-3 

3:30-5:45 pm Activists/Advocacy session (T~ to refine our own work/collaborative efforts over a 12-month timeline 

6:00-7:00 Student presentations 

Day Tktree (Morning only-) 

9:00-11:00 ara Resolutions Meeting 

12:00 pm Press conference (press advocacy and activism agenda/ideas). 

This electronic communication (including attactm~ents) may contain attorney privileged and confidential irtfom~ation intended only for the use of the narued recipient. If you are not the 
intended recipient, you are prohibited fiom disseminating, distributing or copying this corcanunication. If you have received this conm~unication in error, please inm~ediately notify us hy 
return message or hy telephone at 919.783.6400 and delete this corcanunication froru your system. Thank you. 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, unless specifically indicated otherwise, any tax advice contained in this cormnunication (including any attachments) was not 
intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding tax related penalties or promoting, marketing or reconm~ending to another par~" any tax related matter 
addressed herein. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nancy Oates ~earthlink.net> 

Saturday, September 7, 2013 12:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Inte~iew for BAR awaJcd? 

Ms. Stroman-- 

Congratulations on receiving the McClinton Facul~z Award from UNC’s BAR. I will be writing the profile of you that will appear in the awards program and upon which publici~z pieces 
promoting the event will be based. 

Most of the information for the piece will come from others who kno~v you ~vell, and to that end, I’d like the names of a couple of people who can tell me some anecdotes I can use in the 
write-up that illustrate some of your exceptional qualities that the people who nominated you enumerated. Maybe someone who knows you from a work perspective and someone who can 
shed light on who you are outside of work 

Would you have time in the coming week for a brief telephone intervie~v with me to fill in some details and to let me klmw what is important to you that I highlight? Please let me klmw a date 
and time that you are available and the phone number I should call to reach you 

Thanks, and I look forward to hearing from you 

Nancy Oates 

Nancy E Oates 

))earthlil~ net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:02 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

Gollop, Claudia J <gollo~ils.unc.edtr~ 

Requefft for Participants 

Good Evening Dr. Stmman: 

My name is            and I am currently a                                                                 at the Universi~ of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill. I am in the process of writing my i 

My paper focuses on~ 

I mn seeldng your assist~x~ce in reaching my research goals. I will be conducting a focus group study and would like to utilize the list- serv of the Carolina Black Caucus 

in order to recruit participants for my focus group. My research proposal and methods have been approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of 

North Caxolina at Chapel Hill. My Facully Advisor is Dr. Claudia Gollop and my research study number is: . I would be happy to send you a 

coW of the proposed letter that I would like to send to participants. 

I thank you in advance for your attention to this matter m~d for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

(~emafil.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday,                 8:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC and Research Study 

Hey Debby! 

I hope you are doing well and I had a great weekend. I just wanted to touch base about an email a dear 
of mine will be sending about recruiting a focus 

group for thesis work. Her name is          and she’ll be graduating from the School of Libra,- and hffonnalion Science at UNC this fall. She’s looking at the 
and I snggested she contact yon to see about maybe recruiting participoaats for the study through the 

Black Caucus membership? She’s a g~eat awesome person (my fidend who I wanted to get involved in the caucus in the first place!), so I hope this is okay. I’m sure she 

would also be open to coming to a CBC meeting to talk about it if need be. 

Looking [brwaxd to seeing you soon nay friend. Please take care, 

"For we mus~t be one thing or the other, an asset or a liabiliF, the sinew in your wing to help you soax, or the chain to bind you to earth" ,-~ Countee Cullen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Request for Participants 

Good Evening Dr. Stroman: 

Thank you for your prompt (and positive) reply to my request. I am attaching for your use in your upcoming e-newsletter mailing a copy of my "Participant 
Request Form." Would it be possible to include a ’deadline’ date in the e-newsletter as I would like responses no later than Monday, if 
possible. I know its a quick turn-around but it can’t be helped. 

Please advise if you require further information. 

Again, sincere appreciation for your assistance. 

Attachment 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 5:07 PM 

To: 

Cc: Gollop, Claudia 

Subject: Re: Request for Participants 

Hi     Thanks for your research interest. We don’t give peopie access to our iistserv. However, I wouid love to include the letter as a part of our e-newsletter 

mailing. 

FYI - One goes out tomorrow. Otherwise, we will have another e-mailing in ~ three weeks. 

Please advise asap. 

Dr. Stroman 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: ~[ive.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 8:02 PM 

To:, @live.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Co: "Gollop, Claudia J" <gollop@ils.unc.edu> 

Subject: Request for Participants 

Good Eve~ffng Dr. Stroman: 

My name is            and I am currently a 

Chapel Hill. I am in the process of writing my Master’s paper entitled: 
at drc UniveBibl of North Carolina at 

I am seeking your assistance in reaching my mseaJcch goals. I roll be conducting a focus group study and would like to utilize the list- serv of the Carolina Black Caucus in 

order to recruit participants for my focus group. My resemch proposal aaad methods have been approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of No~th 

C~Jcolina at Chapel Hill. My Faculty Advisor is Dr. Claudia Gollop and tny research study number is: . I would be happy to send you a copy of the 

proposed letter that I would like to send to participants. 

I thank you in advance for your attention to tiffs matter and for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

~em~Jl.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 8:25 AM 

Padua, Darin A ~<tpadu@email.unc.edu> 

FW: CCO 221 Proposal 

CCO EXSS 221 Proposal.docx 

Hi Dafin, 

Attached is the propoml tbr authoring a new Carolina Courses Online (CCO) conrse tbr EXSS 221 as we have discussed. This is simply the authoring stage, and we 

can di~uss who teaches it in "the future. If yon can sign the tbrm and either place it in your mailbox m~d I can come to pick it up or sign it and sca~ it back, that would 

be wonderful. I’d like to get it to Judith by Wednesday iftx~ssible. 

If you have a:ay questions, please let me know! This is an important step to build and strengthen our connection with the Friday Center. They have been hoping for 

EXSS collaboration ibr quite a while (which is why Kevin asked me to explore a~n online initiative last year). Having the fle~-dbiliD" to oit}r 221 olfline roll facilitate ma:ay 

great things for our program. Right now the plan is for it to be taught for the first time in Summer 2014. 

Hope you had a great weekend, 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Stx~rt Administration 

The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@emaii.unc.edu>; 

Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothli@email.unc.edu> 

RE: numbers 

Wow, Debby! 

I think the numberffinitiatives’rationale (hopefully!!’.) should speal~ very loudly as to the load you’ve been carrying...that has and will con’dnue to filter to us (more and 
more as you transition). 

Thanks for putting that together! 

I spoke to Kevin this weekend and he asked how things we~e in the department. I told him there was "unrest" ~egarding who gets the L/A position. He said, "Did 
Darin show everyone the numbers? With EXSS the 3rd largest major in the college, there is bound to be more lines coming that way". So, if we don’t mn this battle, 

it’s not the end of the world...so, as we proceed with this particular search, let’s be extremely diplomatic and car~ a long-er range vision...Our diplomacy may be 

much more valuable in the long mn than "running" tNs battle. 

Hope everyone has a great week! 

-E 

Erimme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor~ Sport Administjation 

The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Sunday, 7:23 PM 
To= Weight, Erianne A.; Osborne, Barbara; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah Joy 
Subject= Re: numbers 

Hi Barbara. Attached find my ,.           summary statement tbr my advising work this past year. Please use any data that you need to finish the case draft. Also, let 

me know if you need an~hing else for the nutnbers. 

Here are my specific bullet points to support our keeping of the L/A position: 

Althongh trafined in all curricular concerns, I found that the majority of my appointments were specific to SpAD. 

The "tell me about EXSS" appointments can be more easily shared ruth the other advisors (tmlike "tell me about SpAD" inqniries). 

The gro~x~h of the CSBC plus KFBS, Communication Studies, J-School, Management & Society, and ECON majors are primarily interested in SpAD. Thus, 

the L/A needs to have a general understanding of business, management, ands’or social sciences. (Also, our fan~iliari~ ruth faculty members in these departments 

assists us with connections, course ott~rings, and collaboration tbr advising purposes.) 

We already have two EXSS thculty members - who al~ serve as department advisors - whose primury teaching and research interest lie ruth human 

movement/natural ~iences. Thus, the diversity in knowledge tbr our entire curriculum would lack’the SpAD background. 

Most inquiries ti~om Steele sent specifically to me concern SpAD. This action is probably due to the t~ct that I am the oNy one who teaches and advises in the 

SpAD curriculum. 

We have the most majors within the department. 

We have introduced the most changes within our curriculum over the past few years. (Agreed’?? ECON ,, when specific courses ace taught in the 

fall vs. spring, sales course,    as an option for all EXSS majors, 

The Entreprenenrship Minor is ve~ popular, and SpAD is a core ofi~ring in the Minor. A SpAD L/A would have a better foundation for this particular advising. 

The AT curriculum is very focused towards a career as an AT. Thus, the curriculum is ve~ straight-forward and not veer’ flexible. It is noteworthy that the AT 

major only accepts ~ 12-14 students per year. Steele Advisors and I had very limited inquiries on how to navigate this major. FP is becoming very similar to 

AT. However, AA already serves in this position as an advisor and due to his background as an AT, he can and does also advise the EXSS and AT majors. 
Thns, the largest advising curriculum concerns are EXSS general and SpAD. 

tIope this inLb helps! 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Weight>, Erianne Weight <ewe~ght@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Friday,_ 9:23 AM 

To: Barbara Osborne <sp#g$!Aw@!~!3c.~e.d~>, Coyte Cooper <cgc~oDe~@en~a!!~$!££,ed~>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Deborah Southall 



<djsothll@ernail.unc.edu> 

Cc:’ .. _@_.!! y_e_.=u_p_.c__._.e_ d__u_ > 
Subje~t= RE: numbers 

--course # EXSS : 

--number of students in class 55 

--ideal # of students per section for that course (a range is OK) 30 

--number of students that requested to be added to course 20 

--number of students you added 17 

--number of students you turned away 3 

Erimme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Thursday, 10:22 AM 
To: Weiqht, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah Joy 

Subject: numbers 

Could you please send me the following information to be included in our case statement: 

--course # 

--number of students in class 

--ideal # of students per section for that course (a range is OK) 

--number of students that requested to be added to course 

--number of students you added 

--number of students you turned away 

Thanks! 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: _s_p___o___r__t_La____w____@____u___n___c_:__e__d___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Olich, Jacqueline M <jmolich@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 12:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Andy Kennedy <akennedy@foodlogiq.com> 

Update 

Dear Deb, 

I spoke with Andy {cc’d here) and he would be happy to speak with your entrepreneur students about execution or supply chain, as you suggested when we met. Be forewarned, 

his schedule is a nutty one so it would be best if you email him directly (but you can cc me, of course). 

Here is the link to the FoodLogiQ site: https:!/www.foodlogiq.com/home 

Very best~ 

Jackie O. 

Jacqueline M. Olich, Ph.D. 

Associate Director, Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies 

Director of Graduate Studies, Curriculum in Russian and East European Studies 

Adjunct Assistant Professor of History 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The FedEx Global Education Center, CB 5125 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5125 

Email: jmolich @email.unc.edu 

Skype: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deguzmfin, Maria <deguzman@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, September 9, 2013 2:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting ~;" Chancellor Folt 

image001 .j pg 

Call me in a couple of hours and fill me in. Thanks! 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Sep 9, 2013, at 1:59 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edw~ wrote: 

Thanks again for being ueat colleagues! We took a b~g step today, 

We have so r~uch wofk ~o do~ and we have ~o be rnhl~u~ to ]:~ro~:e(:~: ~:he hearts 8f~d spirits of those e~aged ~f~ the s~:fuggJe, t applaud each oile .:)~ you 

for taking the t~me Lo bring love and ~ght to tMs importanL efforL 

Apologies to any, snd all, for rny eRlot~o~al plea~ I arn t~red, and more receRt~y my words are fined with that passion, ;) Ped~aps I Reed a 

Enjoy the wonderfu~ weather tod~y~ 

Hugs, 

debby 

De Good. 

Deborah L. Stvoma~, Ph.D. CLU 
E~gq9’e. £xp[oee, Empower. 

9~9.843.0336 
<irnageOOl.jpg> 

"The first responsibility of a lea der is to define really,. The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Max, Katherine Angeli 

Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:03 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Garcia Smith, 3azmin; Hertel, Amy Locklear 
S~bject: Meeting w! Chancellor Folt 

Hello Caucus Chairs, 

I hope that all is well with each of you. I am writing with a reminder and a few additional details about Monday’s Caucus Chair meeting with the 

Chancellor. Dr. Clayton had occasion to talk to the Chancellor about the presence of multicultural caucuses on our campus and she became very 

interested in having a conversation with caucus chairs--thus the meeting. This is an opportunity for Caucus leaders to share information about each of 

the caucuses and to discuss priorities and opportunities. 

Since we scheduled the meeting for the lunchtime hour, we are hoping that you’d be open to having lunch. The Chancellor’s Assistant has inquired 

about our availability to start 30 minutes early. Please let me know if a 12noon start time for lunch on Monday, September 9, 2013 works for you. I look 

forward to hearing from each one of you regarding this potential scheduling change. 

Dr. Stroman and Ms. Garcia-Smith this just a reminder of the upcoming meeting and Dr. Clayton will be reaching out you prior to the meeting on Sept. 
th 9 . She had the opportunity speak with Amy earlier today. 

Thank you, 

Katherine 

Katherine A. Max 

Executive Assistant 

To The Vice Provost for Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9L South Bldg. CB# 9125 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-0202 

karnax@emaiLunc.edu 

www.unc.edu/diversity 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benowitz, Judith <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 3:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

bebby, 

Quick FYZ: Erika Lindemann only sees the finished couPse materials that you’ll submit after youP depaPtrnent chaiP has ~eviewed and 

~ppr’oved 1hat content. Then he forw~,.r’ds them to ~rika who r’eviews and appr’oves or’ makes su99eslions. 

~udith 

P, ead our ~tories ~11~ 

f ridaycenter.unc.edu/stories 

~Connect with us 

"it is never too late to give up your prejudices" 

..... Henry David Thoreau 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2023 3:24 PM 

To: Benowitx, Judith; Lindemann, Erika 
Cc: Rit~er, E Tyler; Weight, Erianne A.; Padua, Darin A 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 222 UPDATE 

Hi Judith and Erika. As per Lhe "AuLhoring a New Course: Procedures," attached find the signed proposal for EXSS 221 as a COO. Our goaf is to offer this course 

summer 2014. 

Thank 

d ~-’_~ b b ¥ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage, Explore, Empower. 

9119,843,0336 

"The first responsibility of a lea der is to define realiW. The last is to say thank you. 

In between, th.e leader is a se~ant." --M. DePree 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 20:36 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

Thinks for the updote, bebby, 



~Connect with us 

~qt is never too late to 8iv~--~ up ~.,our prejudk:~-:~s" 

.... .~_e_n___r_<_~_~__vi_d__! b_g__r__e_~__u__ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Benomlz, Judifl~ <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 4:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Ofentation for Authoring and Teaching C CO EXSS 221 

Stroman, Deborah, EXSS 221, Summer 2014.doc 

How ~,bout J,O:O0 on the 23rd? I’ve att~*,ched your cont~act to review bf.~t you and your Chair should hold off sign it until our payroll 

coordinator ho.s send tuhrrt we call o. CE form to your department too.ringer to see if the money youll mo.ke could possibly put you in an 

overload situation. Once we hrive that informc~tion, Zql email you to telJ you to sign and return iL 

Judith 

stories 

f ridaycen¢er.unc.edu/st-ories 

~Connect with us 

"it is never too late ~o give kip your prejudices" 

.... Henry David Thoreau 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2023 4:04 PM 

To: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 222 UPDATE 

I teach TiR this semester. 

Monday or Fridays are good. 

The 23rd ? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,9’u,ge. Explore. Empov~er. 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you. 

Iln between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2023 4:01 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 222 UPDATE 

I’ll write cxnd send your contract soon. We should also schedule a time for’ you to come in for an orientation to COO. Why don’t you give 

me some dates and times in September when you’re available for ~*, couple of hours (you’ll meet with me, the Student Services man~ge~% and 

the head of oup Communications and ~nstructional Design (~()) unit Tyle~ 



Judith 

I~e~d our stories ~¢ 

fridwcenter.unc.edu/stories 

~Connect with us 

"It is never too late to give up your prejudices" 

.... Henry David Thoreau 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Senti Monday, September 09, 2013 3:55 PM 
To; BenowJtz, Judith 
Subject-" RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

Lol. Too funny, 

see that we are going to be good friends in this journey. Thanks! 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En~gg!e, Explore. F_,mpower, 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you. 

lin bet’~een, the leader is a servant," --M. DePree 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:46 PM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

Yes, havin9 an eagh~ eye is a compliment and a blessing! Z think Z have A[)HD but when Z was growing up that was not something that was 

diagnosed and at this point in my life (Z’m going on 680, Z don’t want to take any drugs. So Z m~ss a lot of things when Z’m reading and Z 

make m~stakes. Occasionally Z find them when I edit other people’s writing, though. @o figurd 

And no, having your Chair’s signature at the end of the proposal is nor a dumb idea. Z just ho.dn’t seen i1 yet! @ 

The Friday ¢’¢n’fer for Continuing Education 

University of North Cardina ~t Chapef Hilt 

~h¢[~el Mill, MC 27599 

Teh 91%962-6802 

Fax: 919-962-B549 

beno~itz@em=H.unc.edu 

Read our s@ories at 

fridaycenter.unc.edu/stories 



~Connect with us 

’qt is never too late to give up your prejudices" 

..... Henry David Thoreau 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:41 plVl 

To: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

;) I guess iL is a compliment (Thanks!) buL I gel told that a ioL A burden and a blessing, I guess. Loi 

The appFoval is written and signed at the e[xJ of the do(:ume[)L f thought it would be hel~)fl.d {o have it o]~ the document versus an email. ;) Dumb move? 

Thanks! 

debbv 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, St~oman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Er~9’age. £~plore. Empower. 

91%843.0336 

"The first respansibility af a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:40 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

Debby, 

Thanks far’ your eagle eye. I’ve ~ust reviewed those steps and indeed the placement of sending the materials on to Erika should be down 

lower after you’ve submitted your materials to your’ Department Chair’ for approval. Z’ve asked our’ insn~ructional des0ners to make that 

oh®go! 

Now .T.ql read your’ proposaH Thanks very much for sending it along. And do have your Chair send Tyler Ritter and me his approw,.J of the 
proposal. 

~udith 

Judith Benowitz 

The Friday Center’ foe Centinuin9 Education 

Univera~ity of Nort"h C~r’ohna ~t Chape~ Hil~ 

CB#I020 

Ch*pe~ Hill, NC 27~99 

Teh 919@62-6302 

Fax: 919-96~-5549 

beno~itzOemaH.une.edu 

h~p:/ / fridaycen*er.une.edu 

our ~tories at 

f ridaycenter.unc.edu/stories 

~Connect with us 

"it is never too late to give up your prejudices" 

..... Henry David Thoreau 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 



Sent-" Monday, September 09, 2013 3:24 PM 
To: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject-" RE: Authoring (:CO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

Okay. I thought that was the case, but then I saw on the "Authoring a New Course: Procedures" it listed Erika as the next step {#5 without stating the final course 

only). Thanks! 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Eng~¢!e. Explore. Empower. 

first responsibility of a leader is to defi~.e reality, T~e last is to say fi~ank you. 

between, the leader is a serva~t," --M. DePree 

From-" Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Mlonday, September 09, 2013 3:22 plVl 

To-" Strornan, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

bebby, 

Quick F’i.T.: Erik~a Lindernann only sees 1he finished course ma¢eriab 1hal you’ll submit after your’ depar’trnerr~ chair’ has reviewed 

oppr’oved fire1 conlerrL Them h~’ forw(,.r’ds them ¢0 ~Hk~ who reviews ~nd approves or’ makes su99eslions. 

~udith 

,Tudith Benowitz 

Progrem Dev’elopme~t 5peci¢list 

CB~020 

Ch~pe~ Hdl, NC 27599 

Tel: 9~9-962-6302 

Fax: 919-962-5549 

beno~iez@em¢iLunc.edu 

h~p:/ / fridaycenter.unc.edu 

P.e~d our ~tories ~I~ 

f ridaycenter.unc.edu/stories 

~Connect with us 

"it is never too late to give up your prejudices" 

..... Henry David Thoreau 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Mlonday, September 09, 2013 3:14 plVl 
To; Benowit2, Judith; Lindemann, Erika 
Cc-" Ritter, E Tyler; Weight, Erianne A.; Padua, Darin A 
Subject; RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

Hi Judith ~md Erikm As per ~:he "Au~:hormg a New Course: Procedures," attached find the signed f)ro~x~sal for EXSS 221 as a CCO. Our goal is to offer this course 

summer 2014. 

Thank Vou~ 

d ~-’_~ b b ¥ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Pb.D. CLU 
Engage, Explore, Empow(~,r. 



9:19,843,0336 

"The first respo~asibility of a lea der ks to define rea]iW, The last ks to say tha~.k you. 

In between, tb.e leader ks a sextant," --l~1. DePree 

From-" Benowitz, .Judith 
Sent; Monday, September 09, 2013 10:36 AM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

Th~ks for the update~ bebby. 

Judith Benowitz 

The Friday Center for Con~inum9 Educ~tbn 
Unwer=sity of North Carolina ~t Ch~pd Hill 

{:hape~ Hill, NC 27599 

T~h 9~9-962-6302 

F~x: 919-962-5549 

benowitz@emeH.unc.edu 

h#p://fridaycenter.unc.edu 

Read our stories at 

f ridaycen~-er.unc.edu/stories 

~Connect with us 

"it is never too fate to @ive up your prejudices" 

..... Henry David Thoreau 



UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

Credit Programs for Part-time Students 
(919) 962-6302 

September 9, 2013 

Agreement to Author and/or Teach a Course in Carolina Courses Online 

The ptu]~ose of this agreement is to detail the arrangements between Deborah Stroman and the Friday 

Center for Continuing Education at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill for the authoring and 

teaching of EXSS 221, Introduction Sport Administration, in the Friday Center’s Carolina Courses 

Online (CCO) program. It is expected that as a part of fulfilling this contract, course authors and 

instructors will become familiar with Friday Center materials on the special nature of developing and 

teaclfing courses that are offered online. 

Author’s Responsibilities 
l. Design and Create Course Materials. These materials include: 

Course Web Pages 

Your course must be equivalent in scope, content, and quality to its classroom counterpart. You 

will work with the instructional design staff of the Friday Center’s Cormnunication and 

Instructional Design unit in developing the course. 

Examinations and/or Assigmnents 
All examinations and assignments should reflect the course goals and be consistent with 

instructions given to your students in the course materials. 

Submit First Draft to Department Chair for Approval. The chair can entail his/her approval to the 
Friday Center. 

Submit the Approved First Draft to the Friday Center 
You arc to submit the course materials to the Ffidw Center by March 1~t for a SUMMER 2014 
first offering. Please include ISBN numbers for all textbooks students will need to purchase for 
the course. If you ca~mot meet this deadline, please contact Credit Programs at least one month prior 
to the deadline. The materials must be presented in electronic format. Except to the extent that you 
otherwise noti~ the Friday Center in writing when submitting the course materials, all contents of 
the course materials will be your original work. If you wish to use copyrighted materials owned by 
another person or entity, you must provide written permission from that person or entity. 

Review and Proof Final Draft 
You are responsible for proofing your course pages and approving them prior to their final 
acceptance. 



5. Departmental Review of Web Pages 
You are responsible for securing written approval from your department chair. 

Copyright and Ownership 
In accordance with the Copyright Policy of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (effective 
date August 1, 2001), development of the course Web pages, exclusive of textbook materials (online or 
otherwise) is considered a "Directed Work." The Copyright Policy States that "The University shall own 
copyright in Directed Works. Where practicable in the estinaation of the creator’s chair, and subject to 
any additional terms or limitations made necessapy by University licensing agreements, the creator shall 
be granted a non-exclusive, non-transferable, royalty-free license to the work for the creator’s own 
educational or research use." The Copyright Policy can be reviewed at 
http:iiwww.unc.eduicampusipoliciesicopyright.htnfl. 

Semester-to-Semester Revisions 
You will update links to external Web sites and revise course schedtdes (as well as make any other 
changes you find necessary based on teaching the course) before each new term according to the 
schedule provided by Credit Programs. For more substantive revisions, contact the Program 
Development Specialist well in advance. Compensation will depend on the extent of the revision. 

Initial Instruction 
You will be the instructor of record starting the first offering of the course. After that, your department 

should plan to offer the course for at least two additional semesters, not necessarily consecutive. 

Designation of the instructor of record is the responsibility of the department. While the department has 

the discretion to appoint a qualified individual who is not affiliated with the University, the instructor will 

normally have current affiliation with the University. 

Instructor Responsibilities 

1. Respond to student questions and inquiries in a prompt and encouraging manner, ideally 
within two to three days. 

2. Provide encouragement to the students to remain active in the course, to submit assignments 
regularly, and to ask questions whenever necessary. 

3. Facilitate and monitor discussion lbrums in an active and ongoing way. This is a critical 
part of an instructor’s "presence" in an online course. 

4. Evaluate and provide written feedback on all student assigrmaents, quizzes, and exmns 
within a week after receiving them. 

5. Monitor, record, and maintain records on each student. 
6. Report final grades within 72 hours after the final exam, using the official "Class Roll and 

Grade Report" form that Credit Programs will send to you. 
7. Revise the course before each new semester (see "Semester-to-Semester Revisions" above). 
8. Ensure compliance with departmental standards for course content, course requirements, 

examinations, grading, and course evaluation and University standards on academic 
integrity. This includes keeping course materials current. Credit Programs will inform you 
when new editions of textbooks are being published so that you can revise the course to 
coordinate with the most current texts. 

9. Inform Credit Programs when situations occur that temporarily prevent you from fulfilling 
your instructional duties, such as vacations, conferences, or illness. 

Payment 
Your payment for developing the course will be $4000. This payment will be authorized as a single 
sum when you submit the entire course to our instructional design staff. 



Your payment for revising and teaching the course will be $6150 per tenn. The minimum eurollment 

needed to offer the course is six students by noon on the third dafT of class. If five or fewer students 

enroll, the course will be cancelled tmless there is a compelling reason to offer it. In summer, ff a 

class has three or fewer students by 5:00 on the first day of classes, it will be cancelled. If we can, we 

will pay you through your regular UNC payroll. If that isn’t possible, you’ll get a lmnp sum payment 

in the middle of the semester and one when the course is over. 

Credit 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Programs Responsibilities 

Provide timely infbnnation and materials you need to author and/or teach the course. 
Provide updates on changes in administrative processes that affect you or your course. 
Make payment to you for teaching and revising your course as outlined this Course 
Authoring and Teaching Agreement. 
Evaluate your performance by reviewing student evaluations and course Web sites. Please 
help us in this process by encouraging your students to cmnplete and submit the course 
evaluation form. 

Termination of Assignment 

Tiffs agreement remains in effect until terminated by you, your department, or Credit Programs. In 
order to assure the quality of our offerings, we nmst stipulate that repeated failure to fulfill the duties 
described in tiffs contract constitutes grounds for terminating the contract. 

Both you and Credit Programs have the right to terminate tiffs assignment by providing written 
notification to the other party no less than 60 days prior to termination date. Your assignment 
will be terminated if the academic department awarding credit: discontinues its approval of the 
offering or rescinds its approval of you as an instructor. 

If you are presently on payroll at UNC and you leave UNC while still working :for the Friday Center, 
please notify us immediately so that we can change your Friday Center payroll status and pay you in 
a timely rammer when your work is complete. If you do not notify us, there could be delay in 
processing your check and getting your payments to you. 

Signatures below by their authorized representative(s) signify acceptance of the terms indicated in the 
above agreement. 

Instructor 

Department Chair 
or Associate Chair 

The Friday Center     ~’)     ~ 
Associate Director, Credit Programs 

The Friday Center 

Program Development Specialist, Credit Programs 

Date 

Date 

Date    9/9/13 

Date 9/9/13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 4:49 PM 

Achieve - Stroman Mentees ~’<aa-s~romar 

RESEND- Welcome! 

mentee@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Some of you may not have received this email... 

Hi Heels! Congratulations on your acceptance to UNC and welcome to Tar Heel country! UNC is a great place to learn and to grow, and #ease consider me a new 

committed resource for your journey in Chapel Hill. ~ trust that your first two weeks h~ve been a smooth transition. ~f not, please don’t hesitate to ask for help ! 

I hope to meet with you face-to=face this month at the reception on the : . I would love to get to know you more, and if you want to meet one-on-one before 

that group gathering, please feel free to respond back to me with your availability on Mondays or Wednesdays before 4:00 p~m. 

My journey ~s probably very s~milar to yours, and ~ look forward to sharing with you, My office location is Woollen ~25 (~ext to Carmichael Arena). Note: I a~ached 

my bio, You can a~so send me a dire~ message through Twi~er - @drstroman. 

O~ward~ 

Dr, Stmman 

Deborah L, Strom~n~ P~,D= CLU 
E~plore. Engage. Empower= 

ENS$ S~o~ Adm~i~ratio~, L~et~rer 

"Action expresses priorities," ~,,~ahatma Ga~dhi 

You axe currently subscribed to aa-stro~nan    mentees as: _d__~_t!:_o_~L~__u_!)__c_:__e___d___u_. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:iilists.unc.eduiu?id 66354604.Tf01bcc340c0713273710ffe36764c49&n T&I aa-stroma 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-33556041-66354604.7t01 bcc340c0713273710tt~36764c49(/~listserv.unc.edu 

mentees&o 33556041 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Benomtz, Judifl~ <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 4:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

Stroman. Deborah, EXS S 221, S ummer 2014.docx 

Contact info sheet updated with contract date and cornpens~,tion. By the w~y, you~~ department wel~site has you listed unde~ 

Lectu~e~s but in Connect Ca~olina youh~e fulhtime but also listed at Kenan Institute? 

Judith 

Read our stories a¢ 

fridaycen~:er.unc.edulstories 

~Connect with us 
..................................... 

"It is never too late to give up your prejudices" 

-- Henry David Thoreau 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 4:45 PM 

To: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage, Explore. Empow~m 

9] 9.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a ser~,ant." --M. DePree 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 4:04 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

Debby, 

Attached is a CCO Contact Information sheet thcc~ I’d like you to fill out cxnd retuPn so thcxt we con put you in our’ dc,Cabase, lql fill in 

wh~eve~ you’Pe not cePt~in ~bout and r, etu~n it to you. 

Thangs. 

J u d i1 h 



Judith 

Ppog~m L)~wloprnent Specialist 

"Fh~ FHdel C~n~r for Con~Mui~ Education 

CB#’1020 

dhap¢~ Mill, N(: 27599 

"Teh 

F~x: 9~%.962-.5549 

benowitz@ema~l.unc.edu 

htep://frid~ycenter.unc.edu 

~Connect with us 

"it is never too h~te ~:o 8iv~--~ up your prejudk>:~s" 

.... .~_e__n___r_<_~_~ _vi_d_ ! b_g__r__e_~__u_ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:58 PM 
To: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

<-: r ~:_~a t ! ;) 

saw that one too at:ter I did the pdf. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. StPoman, Ph.D. CLU 
g’nf]o,cf~. Explore. Empower. 

919,843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --~. DePree 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:51 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

Ah, I think I Found a typo in your’ fine document] In #1 under’ Discussion Forum Assignment on your next to last p~age: "Select ~a sport 

event ~md Ioc~.led (?) ~a r,~r:kated completed economic irnp~cl study. ¢)) 

Read our ~t"ori¢~ at 

f ridaycenter.un&edutstories 

~Connect with us 
..................................... 

"It is never too late to give up your prejudice.s" 

-- Henry David Thoreau 



From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:41 PM 
To: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

;) t guess it is a compliment (Thanks!) but f get told that a lot. A burden and a blessing, I ~uess, L.:_~I 

The approval is written and signed at the end of the document, I thought it would be helpful to have it on the document versus an email. ;) Dumb move? 

Thanks! 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define rea]Ry. The last ~s to say thank 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:40 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

bebby, 

Thanks for your eagle eye. Z’ve just reviewed those steps o, nd indeed the placement of sending the mo, terio, ls on to Erika should be down 
lower o, fter you’ve submitted your materials to your Department Chair for approval. Z’ve asked our instructional designers to make tho, t 
ch~ge! 

Now ZII read your’ proposal! Thanks very much for’ sendin9 it along. And do have your ~hair send Tyler Ritter and me his approval of the 

proposal 

Zudith 
Program Development Specialist 

The Friday Center for Continuin9 Education 
University of 

CB#1020 

Chapel Hill, ~(: 27599 

"T~h 9~9-962--6302 

Fax: 919--962-5549 

beno~itz~em~l.unc,edu 

h~p://fH daycenter.unc,edu 

our si’ories at 

~Connect with us 

"it is never too late ~:o giv~-:~ up your prejudk>:~s" 

.... .H_e___n__r_y____D__&_v_Ld__!_h___o__r__e__a___u_ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:24 PM 
To: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

Okay, I th.:_~ught th~L was t:he case, but then f saw on t:he "AuLhoring a New Course: Procedures" it listed Erika as the next st~-_~p (#5 without sLatin~ the final cours~-:~ 

only), Thanks[ 



debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En~g!e. F~xplore. F_,mpower. 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you. 

[~ between, the leader is a serv-a~t," --M. DePree 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:22 PM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

approved 1hat content. Then he forw~,.r’ds the.m to ~Hka who revie.ws and approves or’ makes su99eslions. 

~udith 

our ~terie~ at 

f ridaycenter.un¢.edu/stories 

~Connect with us 
..................................... 

"it is never too late to give up your prejudices" 

..... Henry David Thoreau 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Monday, September 0% 2013 3:14 plVl 

To-" Benowit~, Judith; Lindemann, Erika 
C¢: Ritter, E Tyler; Weight, Erianne A.; Padua, Dadn A 
Subject; RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

Hi Judith and Erika. As per d~e "Aud~oring a New Course: Procedu~es," attached find the signed proposal for EXSS 22:~ as a CCO. Our goaf is to offer this course 

summer 2014. 

Thank you, 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Pb.D. CLU 

~n~qa, qe, ~xplore. Empower: 

9:19.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thailk yoti. 



[~ betwee~, the leader is a se~Ta~t," --l~, DePree 

From: Benowitz, 3udith 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 20:~3 10:36 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

~Tudith 

The FrkJay Cerff¢~ fop (:on’Hnu~ng 

Un ve~s ty of No~¢ ~ C~o~i~ at Chapel Hilt 
Cg#~020 

Te~: 9~%962-6302 

Fcx: 9~9-962-B549 

Read our s¢ories at 

f ridaycenter.unc.edu/st-ories 

~Connect with us 
..................................... 

"It is never too late to give up your prejudices" 

-- Henry David Thoreau 



From: @live.unc.edu; 

Sent: Monday, 6:42 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: internship advice 

Attach: image001 .j pg 

Dr. Stroman, 

I may see her about academic advising questions as well, but if you could offer advice on internships, I would love that. When is your best availabiliU? 

Thanks, 

On , at 4:46 PM, "Stromm~, Deborah [/’ <dstro(~unc.edu-* wrote: 

Hi       . If this note is for m~ academic ~dvising discussion, please see Dr, Salyer, I can ~lw~ys certainly give you my advice though, ;) 

l),r, StrorT~at~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D. CLU 

En,q~o’e, Explore, Empowen 

919.843.0336 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"The first res~o~sibil~ty ~f a lea tier is to de~ne rea]i[,, T~e last ~s t~ say t~a~k 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 2:47 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: internship advice 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Hope you had a ~ood summer! I was hopin~ I could schedule a time to come in and meet with you. i’ve been tryin~ to plan out next summer with study abroad plus an 
internship, as well as an internship next school year. If you are available to offer some advice, I would really appreciate it. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSBC Meeting today 

Hi Dr. Stroman, this is I spoke to you really quickly after the meeting today about you adding me to the Sakai CSBC tab. Could you add me? Thanks’. 

It was good to see you[ We should catch up again because I’ve had some great opportunities arise and I’m excited to talk about it with you. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erianne A. <~eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:59 AM 

Padua, Darin A ~<tpadn@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Sticky Note Questions 

Hi Darin, 

There are no permanent plans in place for who roll teach i online. Debby is going to aufllor the course and I think it would be most logical to have her teach it this 

summer. In terms of fall and spring offerings, I was going to lean on you as to whether you would like to offer it in the fall and spring. If it would be helpful to offer it 

online, any one of us could teach it in the fall or spring depending on interests and load. As I previously mentioned, I conld not handle an overload nor could Coyte at 

this time. That leaves Barbara, Deb S., or Nels. There is also the option to have a graduate (such as ) teach it. This conld also be a great course for the new L/A 

to teach. 

Hope you have a great day, 

- Erimme 

Eriatme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor~ Sport Administaation 

The Universily of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Courtney Knowling <cknowling@sIx~rtsbusinessjoumal.com> 

Tuesday, 9:59 AM 

~kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edtr~; 

RE: Ca~:olina Sport Business & Fitness Expo 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Hi 

Thank you for the information about the ~xpo and the invitation to participate! We are committing to a financial gift and to providing recent issues of 

.~portsBush~ess ~o~mol for the event’s attende~s, W~ you confirm the number of participants you antidpat~ m~d the best address to send the cop~es? 

Add~l:h:m~l]y, I w]II sh~re kffofm~:~on about the conference w~th our team to see if we can have a SBJ st;~ff member present as well Is there a date by which you 

wi~ need ~ confirmatk~n from us regarding ~ represent~:~e? 

Thank you again for your invkat~on and much success on your event. 

Go Hee~s~ 

Courtney 

From: [mailto: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:~ PM 
To: Cou~ney Knowling 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science); 
Subject: Carolina Spo~ Business & Fitness Expo 
Goo6 A~temun£ Courmey, 

My name 1s and I am o:t’the Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo working under Dr. Stroman 

She said that you can’t attend our event but would like more irfformation to pass along to see if anyone else can participate. We’d love to have SBJ’s presence at the gxpo so any help is 
really appreciated Our career fair portion of the Expo on           (from about 24) still needs vendors, so that is a great option if you have any colleagues that may want to attend 

Attached is our official letter, so you can be familiar with the event and also pass it along Feel :tree to pass along any contact information to me as well and I can formally send them the 
letter 

Thartk you for your help-Have a great week, 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 
(b)ken an-flag]er.urtc, edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Accessibility Resources & Service <accessibili~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:11 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Student in Class- Accommodations 

Professor Stroman - :            is enrolled in your ECON         class for the         Semester and has a disability or medical condition that may 
require additional time and possibly an alternate location for examinations. If you and the student agree and you plan to proctor the examination(s), 
please contact our office for specific information regarding accommodations. These accommodations should not alter the manner in which you 
normally conduct your course. 

Our office is prepared to assist by being available to proctor any quizzes or examinations if the student is unable to complete this activity with the 
rest of the class. The guidelines for alternative testing are available for review on our website at: 

http:i/accessibility.u nc.ed u[ studentsireqistered-students/quidelines- alternative-testinq 

The student, copied on this notice, will contact you in a timely manner about scheduling examinations. 

The student will then schedule examinations on-line, and 

¯ We will inform you approximately 2-3 days prior to the examination with the name of the student(s) for whom we will be prepared to proctor the 

exa m. 

¯ Examinations can be uploaded to the "Faculty - Test Drop Box" (secured) on the front page of our website: http://accessibility.unc~edu. 

If the student has not communicated and made arrangements with you, please expect them to take the exam with the rest of the class with the 
normal allotted time. 

As a courtesy, we ask that you respect the confidentiality of the student in this matter. If you have any questions, concerns or suggestions, please 
feel free to contact us at 962-8300 or stop by our office, located on the second floor (Suite 2126) in the Student Academic Services Building at your 
earliest convenience. Thank you for your time and consideration regarding this matter 

Tiffany Bailey- Interim Director 
Cynthia Hopkins - Administrative Assistant 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph ~Vatkins ~ @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 11:50 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ohio Universi~ Sports Ad. 

Dr. StromatL 

Good morning, I hope your day is progressing well. I had hoped to meet with you once more prior to arriving in Athens. but my schedule did not pem~it. 

At Ohio Universi~ the graduate sports administration department has a diversity council that is ,seeking to increase diversity through recruitment. The initiative has 

charged each member to consult their network to find diversc qualified individuals. ~Ve host a Sports Business Forum each fall and encourage these individuals to 

attend. Would you happen to know anyone at UNC Chapel ttill that you would recommend? Likewise, would you happen to know other individuals or university 

depa~ments at other institutions for me to reach out to? 

I look tbrward to heating t?om you soon. 

Thank you, 

Joseph Watldns 

OHIO UNIVERSITY 

MBAiMSA ’15 

@gmail.eom 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edtv~ 

Tuesday, 12:02 PM 

Deena Hayes ’@aol.com>; @gmail .corn 

Deena Hayes ~dhaye@racialequit.54nstitute.org>; Suzmme Plihcik @gmail.com>; Wm~da Hunter 
<whunte@racialeqnityinstitute.org >; Lisa Jones Chrislensen <Lisa JonesChlistensen@kenm~-flagler.unc.edt~>; Stmman, Deborah L 

<~tstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Closing the Window for Racial EquaJi~ Workshop Requests UPDATE - CoI~fidenliaJ 

Super! 

FYI ---I spoke with the Chancellor yesterday about the proposal and our "major hurdle" on course approval at the Business School. She sa~d she w~ll chat w~th the 

Provost Jim Dean about his h~vo~vement ~n the derision to decline the offer by the Business School She fee~s that Provost Dean would (should?) be supportive of 

the course. ~ also asked her (pretty p~eezzee} to support Dean R~mer (PuM~c Health) when she is asked, if necessary, to "host" the course. 

The Chan(:e~h:~r says she abo supports mandatory professiona~ dew~k~prnent educal:km for aH emph:~yees And that w~Himustishou~d ~n(:lude antbradsm, d~vers~ty, 

and ethh::s work, ~ am w~ry encouraged by her spkR and support. ~ kept promoting RE[ versus other programs. A~: th~s meel:k~g, Dr. Taffve GayS:on stated that she has 

a diversity online module ~n the works. I passionately expressed my concern o]: ~mp]ernendng "diversity" tra[n[R~ that has h~storica[~y not been very useful ~n 

effect~ng real chm~ge across the USA~ I am very h~terested ~n seeh~g the contents of her offering. I hope you are too. ;) 

Stay tuned. 

Lisa, ~et:’s connect REAL soon. My mobile b 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stromaa, Ph.D. CLU 
~ndu#e, ~xpl~re. Empower, 

9~9.8~3.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you. 

between, the leader is a servant," --M. DePree 

From: Deena Hayes [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:44 AM 
To:       @gmail.com 
Co: Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Wanda Hunter; Lisa .]ones Christensen; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Closing the Window for Racial Equality Workshop Requests 
Wow, energized by the organizing! 

D 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:43 AM ..................... :__@__g__m____a_!_[:_c___o____m__ wrote: 

Check this out! (See below) 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Carly Krause <cady.krause@fuqua.duke.edu> 

Date: 11:13:59 AM EDT 

T o: __@__g__m____a_j_[:_c___o____m__>,. ~ g__m___a__!!:__c___o___m__. > 

Subject: Fwd: Closing the Window for Racial Equality Workshop Requests 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE Smaxtphone. 

...... OriginaJ message ...... 

Dear MPP’s, 

We have exceeded the designated number of request we can honor for funded participation in the September 27 - 28 Racial Equality 

Workshop. We have, therefore, have closed the window to submit requests for the workshop. 

Thank you, 

Helene 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:19 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS. 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I am excited to say that I am an intern for this semester!!! I do not have any details but was 

recently notified of the offer and I quickly emailed back yes and thank you. I am waiting for a call from in the coming days as he and the team 

transition back to Raleigh from a prospects tournament in Michigan. 

I also have some questions about the course work I have missed. I was hoping to post my resume and cover letter, my subscription, honor module, and 

plagiarism tutorial to Sakai but the assignments have closed. I understand I could have submitted some of these tasks on time but I would still like to 

submit my work as I have had a subscription, finished the honor module, taken the plagiarism tutorial and completed a resume and cover letter before 

entering the course. Please let me know if and how I can submit my work. 

Lastly, I have been posting my weekly blogs beneath the blogs tab on Sakai but am unsure if I was to do so under the E-journal/blog assignment instead, I 
will continue to post on the blogs tab because I have begun to do so already but if I need to change please let me know! 

Thank you for all your assistance, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erimane A. <~eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:09 PM 

Osborne, Barbara<sport aw@unc.edtr"~ Stroman, Deborah L <~tstro@unc.edu:>; Southall, Deborah Joy ~djsothll@email.unc.edu>; 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu-~ 

Pre meeting meeting 

I am available any time before 2:00 pm tomorrow. I believe all of you teach tomorrow at different times, however, so a meeting with all of us is not possible unless 

it’s early in the AM. Let’s ponder about the best strategic plan tonight and I’ll try to connect with each of you tomorrow. 

~ believe it will be best plan is to be very data-based, non-passionate, and very unified in our support for the department as a whole rather than pleading S-A’s 

case...but we will strategically present data. I believe it would be wise to ask Sherry to speak on our behalf if she would. 

-E 

Erianne A. Weight 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Wanda Hunter < @nc.rr.comv 

Tuesday, 1:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Deena Hayes <          @aol.com>;        @gmail.com; Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>; Suzanne Plihcik 

~gmail.coln >; Wmida Hunter <whunte@racialequityinstitute.org>; Lisa Jones Christensen <Lisa JonesChfistensen@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborala L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Closing the Window ibr Racial Equali .ty Workshop Requesls UPDATE - Confidential 

Terrific’. Good work! I’ll be home by 19th and ready to help. 

We should try. to get some of these UNC folks in the Nov 1-2 workshop s~ they can see how difiEient it us from diversity- tral~fing 

On; , at 12:02 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(i~unc.edtv~ wrote: 

Super! 

FYI -f spoke wit:h t:he Chancellor yesterday about the proposal and our "ma~or hurdki’ on course approval at the gus#~ess School. She sah~ she 

chat w~:h the Prow)st Jkn Dean about h~s ~nw)lvement m the derision ~:o decline the offer by the Bus~ness School She fee~s that Provost: Dean would 

(should?} be supportive of the course. I also asked her (pretty p~eezzee) to support Dean Rimer (Public Hea~th} when she ~s asked, ~f necessary, to 

"host" the course. 

The Chancellor sa?~ she ~lso ~upports mm~dator? profess~ona~ deuelopment education for ~U emplogees. And that wHI/must/~hould include ~ntb 

radsm, diversity; and ethics work, ~ am very encouraged by her spirit and support, [ kept promoting RE~ versus other programs, At this meetk~g; Dr, 

Taffye Clayton stated Lhat she has a dNersRy onfine module [r~ the works. I passkmate~y expressed my concern of ~mpk~ment~n~ "diversity" t:rainmg 

that has historically not been very useful h~ effecting real change across the USA~ I am very ~nterested ~n seeing the contents of her offering, [ hope 

you are too, ~) 

Stay tuned. 

Usa, Jet’s connect REAL soon, My mobile is 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Eng~qe. Explore. Empower: 

939.843,0336 

<imageO01 jpg> 

"The first respansibilig~ ~f a leader is t~ ~e~.e reality. The last is to say thank 

lin between, the leader is a ser~v-ant," --M. DePree 

From-" Deena Hayes [mailto @aol.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 1:1:44 AM 
To:        :_@_g___m___a_jLc_9___m_. 
Ce-" Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Wanda Hunter; Lisa Jones Christensen; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Re: Closing the Window for Racial Equality Workshop Requests 
Wow, energized by the organizing! 

D 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at :11:43 AM, 

Check this out! (See below) 

~gmail.com wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: early Krause <.-c--a---r-[y:-~5-r-a----u--s-e-@.---f--u-~-cLu---a--.--d---u---k--e-:-e--d---u-.> 

Date: :1:1::13:59 AM EDT 

To @gmail.com>, Jihye Lee < @gmail.com> 

Subject: Fwd: Closing the Window for Racial Equality Workshop Requests 

Yay ! 

Sent ti~m my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE Smaztphone. 

...... Original ~nessage ...... 

Dear MPP’s, 

We have exceeded the designated number of request we can honor for funded participation in the 

Equality Workshop. We have, therefore, have closed the window to submit requests for the workshop. 

Thank you, 

Helene 

Racial 



From: 

Sent; 
To; 
Subject; 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email. unc. edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 ]:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc. edu> 

Re: Ohio University Sports Ad. 

Hi Debby, 

I appceciate you simr’ing this with me! This is something that is important to the pcogram. And wi~ile we haw~ discussed it:, I certainly imve 

not moved on anything concrete to encourage positive change. I would love to p{ck your brain to see what you think are the next steps to make 

this happen. Enjoy your afternoon! 

Coyte 

< !--[if !vml]--> 

;g:I Description: 
Macintosh 
H D: Users:coyteco 
oper:Desktop:SA 
logo (tiny).jpg 

CEO of E]~te Leve] Sport Marketing (ELSM) 
Website: ww~. elitelevels~ortmarketin~, com 

Twitter: @x~vtecooDer @ELSMarketin~ 

COYTE �OOPI{R, PHI) 
Assistant Professor & 6raduate Coordinator 
Sport idministratior~ Program 
University of North Carolina 

9119. 962. 0959 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 12:49 PM 

To: Joseph Watkins                @~mail.com> 

Subject: Re: Ohio University Sports Ad. 

Hi Joseph. Good to hear from you! I hope your transit{on has gone well. As you know, we also seek a d{verse candidate pool! ;) I am glad to 

see that you are already involved in this important work to make scholars and practitioners more mindful of this critical component of 

I will certainly refer your note to any candidates that seek an outstanding program, IF, of course, they aren’t interested in our program. ;) 

I encourage your participation in sport conferences and the visitation of any HBCUs in your state to develop contacts and relationships too. 

And don~ t; forget your underrepresented faculty members on your own campus! 

Hope that helps! 

Sent from my iPad 
"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

0n Sep 10, 2013, at 12:06 PM, "Joseph Wat:kins" @gmai i. corn) wrote 

Good morning, I hope your day is progressing well. I had hoped to meet with you once more prior to arriving in Athens, but my 

schedule did not: permit. 

At 0h{o University the graduate sports admin{stration department has a diversity council that is seeking to {ncrease diversity 

through recruitment. The initiative has charged each member to consult their network to find diverse qualified individuals. We host 

a Sports Business Forum each fall and encourage these individuals to attend. ~#k>u]d you happen t:o know anyone at UNC Chapel Hill 

that you would recommend? L{kewise, would you happen to know other individuals or un{versity departments at other {nstitutions for 

me to reach out to? 

I look forward t:o heariug from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Joseph Wa tkins 

JOSEPH "%’%’~ATKINS 
OHIO U NIVERSYI~" 

MBA/MSA ’15 

@gmail.eom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~}gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 1:43 PM 

Wanda Hunter @nc.rr.com> 

Stroman, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Deena Hayes ’@aol.com>; Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>; 
Suzatme Plihcik        @gln~l.com>; Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityins~titute.org>; Lisa Jones Christensen 

<-Lisa JonesChristensen@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Closing the Window ibr Raci~J EqualiF Workshop Reques~ts UPDATE - Confidenti~J 

Agreed - 

We have a LOT of folks at UNC (proi~ssors) who could reach out mad support you in that conversation, too. 

Rumay Alexander, Geni Eng, Tye Hunter, Jim Jolm~n - Wanda and I have a pretty comprehensive list. 

(cell) ¯ .@_.~qmail 

On Tue,             at 1:09 PM, Wanda Hunter          (a)nc.rr.com> wrote: 
Tem~c’. Good work! I’ll be home by 19th and ready to help. 

We should try to get some of these UNC tblks in the Nov 1-2 workshop so flaey can see how ditt~rent it us thsm diversity training 

On , at 12:02 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

St~per’. 

spoke %lh fl~e Chancellor yesterday abon~ flae pt~w~sai a~d ot~r ,ma~ior imrdle’" on coterie appF()~ri~[ a~ ~he Brininess School. She said she will 

(sboNd?) be s~pportive of Ne co~rse. I Nso asked her (prett? p]eezzee) ~o sup[x~rt 12)ea~a Rimer (Pub]ic ]{eN~h) when she is aske& if ~ecessar?-~ to 

The Chancellor says sloe also s~pt-~ts m~u~dat~:~U p~,:~i~assion~ devdopmen* e&~ca~ion [br all employees. And that wilFnmsgshot~[d include anti.-mcism, 

dive~siU, arid et[~cs ~rk. I am seU enc~ mraged by her sprat a~d st~ppoi~. I kept pron>ting RE[ ve~s~s oilier pmgrans. At this meeting, Dr. ’I’atl}ie 

Cla? toi~ slaicd flm~ she l~as a diversiiy onlh~e modnle in the works. I passkma[ely expressed my concern of impleme~ting "~liversi~"’ maining that has 

;) 

Stay tuned. 

Lisa, let’s connect K[!;AL soon. My mobile is 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En.qage. Explore. k~rapower. 



"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you, 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M, DePree 

privileged ma~efiO. A~:y ---.mmu~hor~zed ~eview, ~sa, &sciosme or d~sr:ib~0on is pr~:h~bited. ~fyou a*a not*he h~ta~dad recip~en L plea:~e eon~ae* the :~e~:der by repJy e-mai~ a~:d desh~y ali eop~es 

From: Deena Hayes [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 11:44 AM 
To;       @gmail.com 
¢¢-" Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Wanda Hunter; Lisa Jones Christensen; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject-" Re: Closing the Window for Racial Equality Workshop Requests 

Wow, energized by the organizing’. 

D 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:43 AM, 

Check this out! (See below) 

Sent t~om my iPhone 

~gmail.com wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Cady Kmuse <carlv.krause~fuqua.duke.edu> 

Date: 11:13:59 AM EDT 

To: ~gmail.com>, Jihye Lee ~gmail.com> 
Subject: Fwd: Closing the Window for Racial Equality Workshop Requests 

Yay! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE Sma~phone. 

...... Original message ...... 

Dear MPP’s, 

We have exceeded the designated number of request we can honor tbr thnded participation in the 

Equali .ty Workshop. We have, therefore, have closed the mndow to submit requests for the workshop. 
Racial 

Thank yon, 

Helene 





From: @live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:44 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: In¥ita’fon - 

Hi Soror Stroman! 

On behalf of the I would like to extend a humble invitation for your keynote participation during 
¯ We unanimously agree you exemplify the tenants of our illustrious sorority and admire your success, We would love for 

you to facilitate our smart financing and healthy living (optional) portions of our event on becoming a successful African American woman in today’s 
society¯ 

Please see the tentative program proposal below. We want to pose questions to explore, but not limit the discussion. We are completely open to your 

ideas and any changes you see fit. With hopes that you accept our offer, could you inform me of the day(s) that fit your schedule and any questions you 

may have? 

With sisterly love, 

Title: 

Maximum Exposure: Diary of a Successful Black Woman 

Topic: 
This program will aim to target 3 specific areas in the lives of successful Black Women¯ Those including: finance (investing, banking wisely, saving), 
health (fitness and wellness tips and health discussion), and spirituality (self-awareness, religion and/or faith, etc), This will provide participants with a 

complete and comprehensive sense of success and happiness, For this program, we can bring in Soror Dr, Deborah Stroman to talk about economics and 
financial stability, to talk about spirituality and self-awareness, and if necessary, , could cover the heath portion of the 
program, 

What are the struggles of successful Black Women? 
How do we cope with these struggles? 
How can we build a network of happiness as well as become successful? 
How can we intertwine our mind, body, and spirit effectively? 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 2:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Closing the Window tbr Racial Equality Workshop Requests UPDATE - Confidential 

I figmed I ought to ask firs!! 

Lunch or coffee on Friday? I have a breald’ast lneeting in Chapel Hill. 

Best. Bay 

(cell) ¯ ~gmail 

On The, 

Let’s chat. Please don’t forward the note. 

DLS lYom my iPhone. 

On 

at 2:07 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro,@~unc.edn> wrote: 

, at 2:01 PM,’ (~gmail.com> wrote: 

This is great news, 

Could I coW your email to 7 grad student a~d alums who have been working to invite colleagues and faculbq I think fl~is news could help motivate them 

to stretch their comfort level and taJk to some colleague and professors they’ve been hesitant with. 

Lisa said she’d caJl me this afternoon. I’m feeling like we need to get together some sort of UNC strategy session as yon we’ve talked about earlier. The 

workshop-as-class could be one priority but paint of a larger strategy, no? 

I’m oltically back in Durham as of lasnt week’. 

(cell) ¯ L’~g mail 

Oil rue, 

S~pert 

at 12:02 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <~tstro,@,unc.edn> wrote: 

FYI I spoke wilh the Chancellor yesleKtay aboat lhe proposal and o~i %mjor hu~d~e" on co~rse approval a~ the Ba:~ine:~s School She said she 

wi][ chat wi~h fl~e Pro~;ost .J{m Dean abom his invoNeme~t m ~he deci~ion u~ decline fl~e oiler by ~he Basiness School. She t~e]s ~hat Provost Dean 

would (shou]d’?) be supportive of~he course. I Nso asked her (p~tb; pleezzee) to suppo~ Dean Rimer (PaNic } [ealfl~) when she is asked, if 

~ecessary, ~o "host" t~e course. 

The Chancellor says she also s~tptx~rt.~ ma~datoU p~:~R~ssional devrelopmen; ednca{ion %r a~l employees. At}d tha wilFmnstisho~id include anti- 

racism, diversib., and ~:lhics world. I am ve~7 enco~raged b? t~er spi~t and snpport I kep~ pmnroti~g REI versus other pa~grams. At ~[~is meefi~g, Dr. 

~afl~e Clab~ton staed d~at st~e has a dive~ib online tno&~e it~ Ne ~orks. 1 imssionalely expressed my concern of m~p~ementh~g "di~-ersi~"’ tmmmg 

NN has t~istodcMly not been ~’ety ~sefl~l in efl~:cdng ten ct~ange across fl~e USA I aria ~’eD, in~ercstcd in seeing fl~e cont~:~ats of her ofl2cri~g. I t~ope 

yol~ are too. ;) 

Stay Imbed. 

I .isa. lefts com~ect RI~AI. soots. My mobile is 



debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Enoaoe. kkp/ore. Empowen 

919.843.0336 

:image00l :iPg> 

"The first responsibility" of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

CGNF~DENTIALITY N C, TICE: q t~i~: e-x~ml messa,~ze, including at~ac}m~ents if ashy, is intended only for tim -per~:o*~ or entity to wt~Jc}x it is addressed asxd may ~:ontai~x co~xfiden~ial mxdior 

ptJ,’ileged ~i~teriai Arty- --mmmhorized review, use, disclos~tre or dis~ib~Jo~ is pr,:~]dbited, ffy,:>n ~e ~ot ~]~e Jnl:e~ded recipie~L please ,:o~ti~,:t ~he ~;ertder by reply e-mail 

copies oi’the o~ig’~nal me sage 

From: Deena Hayes [mailto: ....... , ...... @aol.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, :t 1:44 AN 

@gmail.com 
¢~-" Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Wanda Hunter; Lisa Jones Christensen; Stroman, Deborah L 
$~bject-" Re: Closing the Window for Racial Equality Workshop Requests 

Wow, ene,gized by the organizing! 

D 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:43 AM, 

Check this out! (See below) 

Sent fi,om my iPhone 

.@gmail.com wrote: 

Begin fox,yarded message: 

From: Cady Krause <cafly.krause(&fuqua.duke.edtc> 

Date: l 1:13:59 AM EDT 

To: @gmail.com>, Jihye I,ee (a)gmail.com> 

Subject: Fwd: Closing the \¥indow for Racial Equality Workshop Requests 

Sent fiom my Vefizon ~Vireless 4G LTE Smartphone. 

...... Original message ...... 



Dear MPP’s, 

We have exceeded the designated nmnber of request we can honor for funded p~icipation in the Septetnber 27 28 

Racial EqualiU Workshop. We have, therefore, have closed the mndow to submit ~eques~ts for the workshop. 

Thank you, 

Helene 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Week 2 Update- TM Program Series 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

Just to update you on tomorrow’s event, the official panelists attending tomorro~v are: 

Professor Timothy iVlcmillan 
Professor iVleredith Clark 
Professor Joseph Jordan 

Carolina M.A L.E.S Executive Board IVlember (student also)- 

and I have come up ~vith some questions and ~vill dra~v out several more tonight If you came up ~vith any- questions can you send it to me tonight so I can make one general 
question document to be used tomol~cO~V ? Also, did the track coach( I forgot his name) agree to be on the panel tomorrow ? Once again thank you for agreeing to moderate 

Best, 

UN-C-Chapel Hill 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 2:40 PM 

Wanda Hunter ~nc.rr.com> 

Snzanne Plihcik @gmaJl.com>; Deena Hayes ~dhaye@racialequityinstitute.olg>; Wa~da Hunter 
<whunte@racialeqnityinstitute.org >; Lisa Jones Chris~tensen <Lisa JonesChi-istensen@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stmman, Deborah L 

<~tstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Closing the Window for Racial EquaJi~ Workshop Requests 

We still have some space in the workshop so bring ’em on’. Would be great to get some more UNC folks, esp. given Debbie’s news. I’ve got 2 UNC MBAs coming. 

Sm~ford said they would do 8 spots! I think they may have to send more becau~ they got requests that tilled the 8 within 3 days! Hehe - I gness we’re right that 

students are hungly tbr this ;) - if adminislrators want to be ’demand-driven’ or ’maJcket-driven,’ racial equip, will be a great way to do it! Yesss! 

On Tue,             at 1:06 PM, Wanda Hunter         (a)nc.rr.com> wrote: 
Fmatas~ic! ttow many spaces were "they funding? Is workshop full? 

On . at 11:53 AM, Suzanne Plihcik @~mail.com> wrote: 

Wow! This is fantastic. Good work, all. 
Suzanne 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: @gmail.com 
Sent: 11:40 AM 
To: Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Wanda HunteU Lisa Jones Christensen; Deborah Stroman (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: Fwd: Closing the Window for Racial Equality Workshop Requests 

Check this out’. (See below) 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Carly Krause <caflv.krause(~fuqua.duke.edtc, 

Date: .11:13:59 AM EDT 

To: i~/gmail.com>, (a)gmail.com> 
Subject: Fwd: Closing the \Vindow for Racial Equ’,fli~ \Vorkshop Requests 

Sent fl~om my Verizon ~Vireless 4G LTE Smartphone. 

...... OriginaJ message ...... 

Dear MPP’s, 

We have exceeded the designated nulnber of request we can honor for funded participation in the Septelnber 27 28 Racial Equality 

Workshop. We have, therefore, have closed the window to submit requests for the workshop. 

Thank you, 



Helene 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Courtney Knowling <cknowling@sIxmsbusinessjoumal.com> 

Tuesday, 3:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo 

Sounds good..,send it on! You’re just doing text for the sponsor mention on the website, banner and program, right? If you need marks, let me know. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:29 PM 
To: Courtney Knowling 
Subject= RE: Carolina Spo~ Business N Fitness Expo 

Thanks. ~ wH~ send you an bwo~ce~ R~chard agreed that ~ should send one to Nm, but ~ am sure you wi~ gel ~t processed. ;) 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

~n~¢w. ~xplore. Empower. 

9~9~843~0336 

"The first responsibil~ty of a leader is to define reality. The last ~s to say thailk yotL 

in between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Courtney Knowling [mailto:cknowlinq@sportsbusinessiournal.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:43 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo 
No probh-:m~ ..will try my best t:o get sorneone there! Should f work directly will or wit:h you (or both) on t:he s~onsorship fulfillrnent for the ~500 you and 

negotiated? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :[::[7 PM 
To: Courtney Knowling 
Subject: Re: Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heat is no education at all." Arislotle 

On , at 9:59 AM, "Comntney Knowling" <._c_k__r_~?~E{i_~)_gL~?!_tb__~?__u__s_i_r_Le_~j~?__uj__r_~j4!:_~Rg!f> wrote: 

Hi 

Thank you for the information about the Expo and the invitation to participate] We are committing to a financial gift and ~o provMing recent issues of 

Sport~Business Journal for the event’s attendees. Wit you confirm the number of partidpants you ant~dpate and the best address to send the cop~es? 

Add~fionaHy~ I will share ~nformation about the conference w~th our team to see ~f we can have a SBJ staff member present as weft, ~s there a date by 

whk:h you will need a confirmath:m from us regarding a re~)resentat~w~? 

Thank you again for your inv~tat:~on and much success on your ew~nL 

Go Heels! 

Courtney 

F~m= [ma~lto: ~kena n-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 2:~ PN 
To= Cou~ney Knowling 
~= Stroman, Deborah (Exercise ~ Sport Science); 
Subject= Carolina Spo~ Business ~ Fitness Expo 
Good Afternoon Comtney, 

My name is and I am of the Carolina Sport Business & Fitness Expo working trader Dr. Strolnan. 

She said that you can’t attend our event but would like more itfformation to pass along to see if anyone else can participate. We’d love to have SBJ’s presence at the Expo so 
any help is really appreciated. Our career fair portion of the Expo on (from about 2~) still needs vendors, so that is a great option if you have any colleagues that 
may want to attend. 

Attached is our official letter, so you can be familiar ~vith the event and also pass it along. Feel free to pass along an?" contact information to me as well and I can formally 
send theln the letter. 

Thank you for your help-Have a great week, 



UNC-Chapel Etill, Class of 
@ke~ an-fl agler.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Senator KinnaJrd’s emafil 

Senator Kinnaird’s email : @gmail.com 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: i@fulbrightmail.org> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:03 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Hi! 

Dear Deb, 

It was a pleasure meeting you the other day at the bookstore coffee shop through Dr. Olich. She has so many wonderful things to say you and I’m glad we are in 

contact! I am cooperating ruth the                        ~ create a class titled Sports, Politics, and Economics in Russian and Eastern Europe. We are putting 

together a syllabus and hoping to include some guest speakers. I may be in contact once I figure out if anyone in the UNC athletic department may have a contact or 

may be suitable to speak. 

Take care’. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:58 PM 

Jordan, Joseph F <jljordan@email.unc.edu>;                       @live.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml @email.unc.edw~; 

,@live.unc.edu>; Meaders, ttarlis James <meaders@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; Stro~n~, Deborah L <dstro@anc.edu>; @live.unc.edtc, 

Trayvon Marlin Series - Week 2 "The tbwer of the Media and Being Black in America" Agenda and Pmaelist Questions 

Agenda for Trayvon Martin Program Series Week 2.docx; ~%EK 2 TM Series Qnestions (1).docx 

Hello Esteemed Panelists 

My name is                i’m one of the coordinators of tomorrow’s event. Thank you for agreeing to be on the panel for tomorrow’s event in the 
Trayvon Martin Program Series--"The Power of the Media and Being Black in America". Attached to this email is the agenda for tomorrow’s proceedings, 
and also attached are the questions we will be asking you tomorrow. You can choose to view them before the event to prepare answers if you would like. 
The event will start at 5:30 pm in SASB-North Upendo Lounge (southern part of campus) on                   If you could arrive 15 minutes before to 
get adjusted, that would be excellent. If you have any trouble finding the building, please dont hesitate to call me at You should be able to 
park in Rams Head Parking Deck.Thank you again for your participation ! 

Best, 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



Trayvon Martin Program Series Week 2 

The Power of ~he Media and Being Black in America" 

-- Agenda 

Introduction by of BSM 

a, Singing of Negro National Anthem 

b. BSM Preamble 

c. Introduction of Panelists and Moderator-read bios 

Panel Discussion Begins with moderator Dr. Stroman 

Q&A w/Audience and Social Media 

IV.    Dr. Stroman refers to to close -- 

V. close the event 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com 

Wednesday, 7:30 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Never did hear back farm Lisa - what about you and I catching up Friday AM? 

There are lots of moving pa~s. but there is an underlying strategy as well! 

I / we use a ’movement’ approach, which is differem than the standard organizational change approach - check out this Parker Palmer article, in which I fl~ink he begins 

to lay that out: 

http://www.couragerenewal.or~/imagesistories/pdl~/rr divided.pdf 

That does not mean that you are not right. It’s a definite both/and, so we ought to have a strategy as well. 

I think that who we wamt depends on the level we wamt to strate gize at. If we want to talk statewide, you and I should get w 

If we want to go Triangle, we ought to get with Wa_nda aJad the OAR ~oup. 

UNC - I think the group you met at that one meeting. I think we’d need to take stock of who’s really interested, consider adding ppl like Rumay, and reform. 

KIPE - you me and Dr. J should have lunch. 

KFBS - saJne as KIPE, add Lisa? 

lm just think through email here! Feel fi’ee to come back and change any of this. 

Excited to keep moving on this! I’ve been blessed w this time off so my time in flexible. Let me ~ow what wonld work for you. 

On , at 11:45 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" < dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi     I can’t meet Friday. I really would like to find out more about the overall strategy though. What is the goal? To educate and inform as 

many people as possible about anti-racism? It just seems like lots of activities and moving parts. If there is no strategy, let’s have a meeting 

to develop one. ;) Who else should be in attendance? 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From:. @gmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, 11:19 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Never did hear back from    - what about you and I catching up Friday AM? 

Or any time that could work for. Hope you’re doing great - sounds like excting things are happening. 

(cell) ¯ @~mail 



Our vision is a university community that consistently 

and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the 

achievement of Black employees at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

First Meeting - Wednesday,        - 12:00 p.m. in Union 3407 

Fall Semester Monthly Meetings - 2"0 Wednesday oJ: the month at 12:00 p.m. 

(Union TBD) 

(Note: Date change!) 

- Holiday $o¢ial 



Wednesday,            ~ - 5:30 p.m. Let’s Talk! The Black Student 

Movement’s Trayvon Martin Program Series - Part II "The Power of the Media 

and Being Black in America" will feature panelist professors: Meredith Clark, 

Joseph Jordan, and Timothy McMillan and Head Track & 

Field Coach Harlis Meaders! (See attached flyer) 

Part III is             I’Empower Yourself"). All 

meetings are in Upendo- SASB 5:30 p.m. 

Who is new on campus? No one should ever feel isolated. We want to know if there are new hires 

(faculty, staff, administrators, coaches, post-docs, etc.) in your unit or department. We wish to 

welcome them to the university. Send information and your good news to cbcinfo:[@unc.edu Note: 

We have updated our membership database. To all Caucus members, please look for renewal 

information soon. New Policy: Online payments for membership only. 



The CBC’s 40th anniversary is in     . We are planning to host a special banquet next year to 

celebrate our history and community at UNC. Thanks to former Chancellor Thorp for his support. If 

you are interested in assisting in the planning and coordination, please send a note to 

cbcinfol@uncoedu Harambe! 

F¥1 - The local Organizing Against Racism group 

(http://www.meetup.com/Organizing-Against-Racism/) is very active and 

would also like to work with the Caucus to heal our nation. It is strongly 

recommended to attend one of the Anti-Racism Workshops by the Racial 

Equity Institute, LLC. Over :~20 UNC employees have participated in this 

powerful training.., including President Tom Ross. 

htt~:!!rei, rac!a !equit~!institute-org/ 

Thursday, - 7:00 p.m. at the Stone Center. This fall 

the Stone Center will celebrate 25 years on Carolina’s campus. The 

25th Anniversary season kicks off with "This Story Has Not Yet Been 

Told..." an art exhibition in the Stone Center’s Robert and Sallie 

Brown Gallery and Museum. The exhibition, on display from 

through . showcases the work of award- 

winning, Brooklyn-based artist Tim Okamura. The exhibition 

opening reception features an artist talk by Okamura and music by 

DJ Bobby Drake. 

Please attend and participate in the Stone Center programs! 

Visit http://son,jahaynesstonectr.unc.edu/for more details on events. 

Social, Cultural and Historical Contexts of the Case 
of Trayvon Martin: Scholarly Insights: 

Thursday,             - 4:00 p.m. This panel 

discussion will examine the social, historical and 
cultural context and implications of the case and trial 

concerning the killing of Trayvon Martin. Speakers will be: Dr. James Coleman (UNC-CH, Department 

of English); Dr. Blair Kelly (NCSU, Department of History); Dr. Eleanor Seaton (UNC-CH, Department of 

Psychology); Dr. Karolyn Tyson (UNC-CH, Department of Sociology). http;//iaar.unc.edu!event!socia/- 
cu~tura~-and-hist~rica~-c~ntexts~f~the-case-~f~travv~n-martin-sch~ar~-!nsi~hts/ 



"Truth to Power" is a juried group show of 29 selected NC artists joined by the 10 member artists of 

Pleiades Gallery. The 

a 1955 Quaker 
Truth to Power" 
commitment to 
truths to the systems 

who shape the 

we live. 

I09 E. Chapel Hili St,, Durham~ NC 2770:1. 
#leiadesart.d u rh am, corn 9~.9-797.,2706 

title, derived from 

pamphlet, "Speak 

illustrates a 

voicing our diverse 

and individuals 

society in which 

O~ening ~.eception 

Publishing Date! Friday,             is the deadline for the next edition of the "Celebrating 

Carolina’s Diversity" e-newsletter. The Alumni Committee on Racial and Ethnic Diversity (ACRED) 

sends a bi-annual electronic newsletter of issues that are important to our multicultural community. 

If you have any news or updates that may be of interest to our minority alumni, please contact Jackie 

Pierce at japierce@email.unc.edu. The newsletter staff is particularly interested in donor and student 

profiles, as well as any fundraising efforts that might benefit from additional exposure. 

your calendars today! 

- 8:00 pomo Carolina Performing Arts presents: THE WORLD COMES HERE: 

CELEBRATING THE PERFORMING ARTS AT 
CAROLINA! Secure your free ticket to this powerful 

event. The lineup is fantastic! This event, curated by 

Carolina Performing Arts, is presented as part of, and 

in honor of, the installation of Dr. Carol Folt as UNC’s 
11th chancellor. 

https:!!www.caro/inaperformingarts.org!ros perf se 

ries/cha ncellor-folt-instaiiation/ 

The CPA season is incredible. Coordinate 

SAVE-THE-DATE! Carolina Homecoming Weekend is          . If you have not done so already, 

please take a minute to put this year’s Black Alumni Reunion on your calendar. We encourage you to 

join GAA to also receive significant discounts on reunion events. Continue to watch your email for 

event updates, http://alumni.unc.edu!article.aspx?SID=162 



Research Request. My name is           and I 
am currently a       year graduate student in the 

lain in 
the process of writing my Master’s paper entitled: 

Claudia Gollop and my research study number is: IRB Study 

@live.unc.edu to assist in my research before Monday, 

. My Faculty Advisor is Dr. 

Please contact me at 

Durham Performing Arts Center (DPAC) 

= India.Arie 
The Soulbird Presents A SongVersation with India.Arie Arie’s 

fifth studio album 5ongVersation received rave reviews and 

marks her fifth #:1 on the Billboard R&B Album Chart and fifth 

top :10 debut on the Billboard Top 200. In between touring and 

............. writing music, india also finds the 

time to help promote causes 

~i/ close to her heart. She is an avid 
~ supporter of female 

empowerment, and is a US Ambassador for UNICEF. 

- John Legend (with special guest Tamar Braxton) 

Halloween is all treats this year when nine-time Grammy® 

winner John Legend makes his much anticipated return to 

DPAC. Legend is a nine-time Grammy® Award winning 

recording artist, critically-acclaimed concert performer, 

philanthropist/social activist, and was named one of Time 

magazine’s :100 most influential people in 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Howell, Lingmei <Lingmei Howell@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 10:15 AM 

’,@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~; DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Napier, MaD, E 

<mnapier@email.nnc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu>; Walker, Jack T <jack walker@kenan-ilagler.unc.edu>; Reit?~nider, 

Cynthia<Cynthia Reifsnide@kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; Snedden, Pa~nela <PamelaSnedden@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~ 

John’s talks yesterday -- LinkedIn 

Linkedln ruth John Hill.docx 

Super. Thanks for yo~r effort,      As weli, thanks for sending yo~r notes promptly. Good to learn abo~t .John’s recommendation for usage..,. I’m sisaring 

your notes with .Joe, et al. here. Again, ti~ank you. 

Sent: Tuesday, : 4:44 PM 
To: Howell, Lingmei; 
Subject: RE: 3:30 -- John’s talks 

Hi Lingmei, 

[ took as many notes ~s w~s possible given the content of John’s presentation, It was more k~teract~ve (on our own computers} thm~ it w~s informative or anythh~g 

e~se, Happy to share this wfl:h the broader group., but I wanLed to show you a[~ what f found first 

Thanks 

, MBA Candidate, (;lass :)1: ¯ Kerlarl Ins[il:u[e [.~adershi!) F~fiiow ¯ UNC’s Ki;rlar~-Flagi~! Business Sch:)ol !(~,~url(;.(!du ~ ~vw kerlarl..flacj!er.urlc edu 



Linkedln with John Hill - 

People, Jobs, Companies and Groups 

People 

Jobs - where you become transformational 

Companies - 3.1M companies have profile on Linkedln 

Groups - 1.6M groups on linkedin (focus on industry and university groups) 

Walked students through elements of site that are less obvious: 

Network --) contacts --2 relevant activity 

Advanced search capabilities - allows for better search within 1St, 2nd and group connections 

Quality of connections is important 

Vast majority of jobs come out of connection of connection - weak connection 

Recommendation for Usage 

Take contact offline. Use data to connect, but make first outreach offline (by phone) 

In person best, then phone. So contact people that way, especially if shared school 

connection 

Searching by Alumni helps narrow very specifically to area, company, role - additional connections 

created with niche interests 

How to connect to become an internal referral 

Take away - Dream big. Linkedln gives you insights into how to utilize the network you already have 

to get there. 

Personal branding is the new job search currency. Post the job you’d like to get into and 

things you’d like to be known for in your profile. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mafiler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 

Melissa Dawn <info@wMikeachampion.com > 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 11:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The #1 Scilent Killer for Leaders 

Good Morning Champions! 

Mind° 

Those lmmbers are stunning. 
Your thoughts Call literally 
bring death not only to your 
situation, but also to your 
life. You can change the 
course of your life TODAY 
but changing the way you 
manage your thoughts. 

change your 
thoughts 
and you 
your 

1.) Stop the negative thoughts in their tracks! I like to visualize myself 
crumbling up and throwing away 
harmful thoughts like trash. Use 
whatever visual cue you need to 
get rid of the "trash" ASAP. 

2.) Replace negative thoughts 
with positive ones. hlsiead of 
tNlflcing abot~t how nmch you 
don’t want to go to woN. tU: 
2?)de’ I h~ve a grea~ 

petweverance/This small change 
m~Nes a big difference. 

3.) Resolve that complaints 
have no value. Complaining and wallowing add no value to your day or to 
your life. It usually lead to feels of being trapped and undervalued. 

Your Coack 



If this motivated you, 

don’t be slingyforward ~o a.~qena~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Slocum, Karla <kslocum@tmcMu; 

Wednesday, S eptember 1 l, 2013 11:59 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC News You Can Use 

image003.jpg; image001 .jpg 

Hey Debbie, 

Somehow my personal email got onto your list --probably when I paid with PayPal for the membership as nay Paypal account is attached to that address. 

you take my persona] emaJl offofyour list, however? I get your notices through my tmc account. 

Thanks. The personal email 

address is          t@yahoo.com. 

Wish I could make it to the meeting today but I have office hours. Air all meetings on Wednesdays at 2? 

Best, 

Karla 

Karla Slocum, Ph.D. 

Associate Prot~ssor, Departmem of Anthropology 

Director, Institute ofAffica~ Amefica~ Reseaxch 

University of North Carolina 

Sonya tlaynes Stone Center 

150 South Road, Suite 309 

CB#3393 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3115 

(,~__1___9__)_c_)__@___-__@__1_ ,0_ ~oice 

(919)843-9407 -fax 

On Sop 11, 2013, at 10:12 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(F~unc.edu> wrote: 

M~mb~rsh~p .-- ~_~_~_:~0_~:_~_0_~/_~_~ (525/yr or ~40itwo--years includklg a speci~t gift) 

Dues-paying members receNe AI.L Caucus communications and complimentary tickets to events. 
Continued success to you~ 
d e b b y 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Eng<qe, Explore. Empower: 
9:~ 9.843.0336 
<image001 jpg> 

"The first respensibiliW ef a leader is to define realiW, The last is to say thank you. 

lin between, the leader is a sorry-ant," --M. DePree 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Wednesday, September :tl, 2013 :t0:08 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= CBC News You Can Use 

Hi Friends. Sorry for the delay in this e-newsletter. I had technical difficulties and ended up havin8 to break the files up. ;( 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->Our first meetin8 is today at 12:00 p.m. (Union 3407). Lots to chat about includin~ the Chancellor’s 

commitment and 2023-14 initiatives. Come enjoy lunch with colleagues. And as always, brin~ an associate with you. Membership information 

and 2-year sifts will be available. 

<!--[if !supportLists]->2. <!--[endif]-->BSM’s Part II of the Trayvon Martin Prosram Series is today at 5:30 p.m. (UpendoiSASB) Profs. Meredith 

Clark, Joseph Jordan, and Timothy McMillan will speak with special ~uest, Head Track & Field Coach Harlis Meaders. The focus is on the media 

and the imase of Blacks in America. Note: Part Ill next week will feature Sen. Ellie Kinnaird speakin~ on Votin8 Rishts. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->Date Chan~e! The November meetin~ is on the ~_3th (not the 6th). 

Have a ~reat day! 

Re~ards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.edu!cbc 

"When the root ~ deep, there is no re~son to,ear the wind." 

<ima~eOO3.jp~> 



<Trwvon Part 2 Flyer 9.11.13.pdf-> 

<CBC Communications 9.10.13B.pdt> 

<CBC Co,nmunications 9.10.13A.pdf> 

<RevisedMoralMondayFlyer SNCF 1.pdt>, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(~live.tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 12:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Latest CSBC Deck 

CSBC CelebrationWeek 4.17.13.pptx 

Attached is the latest CSBC powerpoint from last year’s celebration week. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erimane A. <~eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 12:31 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@~mc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edw~; Southall, 

Debx~rah Joy <dj sofl~ll@email.unc.edu> 

Kenan- SpAd... 

In jest, I mentioned to my b-school friend that if we teamed up, we could create a dynasty. Little did I know, he wants to follow through! He’s an assistant 

professor, but one of six members of the curriculum committee. Here’s an excerpt from his email: 

...Great to hear from you. f think the timing of [:hb.~ correspondence ~s perfect. I a~ways have a duster of my business students m[:erested ~n pursuing the sporl:~ng 

industry..h.ESt ~ast semester, ~ had a business student [:hat interned ~vil:h the PGA, and she’s currently pursuing a pos~tkm w~[:h [:he NBA. ~ s[:arted wondering how we 

might beLter develop Lhis segmenL o[: students. Long story short, perhaps we could, in [:act, create a dynasty! 

Once you’ve spoken with your people, I’m happy to debrief with you and ta~k to mk~e. Weql have a new dean coming ~n next year----if we could get a rough 

proposal together th~s year, we could be h~tt~ng the perfect t~ming for th~s type of ~nit~ative .... 

I’m not sure what we’re talking about here._moving? Partnering? Any!all of the above? I will talk with him further about what he has in mind, but wanted to see if 

anyone had any thoughtsiideas...Let’s not do the email exchanges, but just ponder for a bit. Pretty exciting. 

-E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mafiler@infnsiomnail.com on behalf of 

Melissa Dawn <info@wMikeachampion.com > 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 1:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The #1 Silent Killer for Leaders 

Good Morning Champions! 

Mind° 

Those lmmbers are stunning. 
Your thoughts Call literally 
bring death not only to your 
situation, but also to your 
life. You can change the 
course of your life TODAY 
but changing the way you 
manage your thoughts. 

change your 
thoughts 
and you 
your 

1.) Stop the negative thoughts in their tracks! I like to visualize myself 
crumbling up and throwing away 
harmful thoughts like trash. Use 
whatever visual cue you need to 
get rid of the "trash" ASAP. 

2.) Replace negative thoughts 
with positive ones. hlsiead of 
tNlflcing abot~t how nmch you 
don’t want to go to woN. tU: 
2?)de’ I h~ve a grea~ 

petweverance/This small change 
m~Nes a big difference. 

3.) Resolve that complaints 
have no value. Complaining and wallowing add no value to your day or to 
your life. It usually lead to feels of being trapped and undervalued. 

Your Coack 



If this motivated you, 

don’t be slingyforward ~o a.~qena~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robellson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 2:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC News You Can Use 

Thanks Debbv. 1 only have her university email listed on the membership list. 

Nakenge Roberkso~ 

FPG Child Development h~stitute 

U NC Chape~ klill 

919-.96(;-9722 (office) 

9~9-956-7532 (fax) 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat; Wednesday, September $$, 2053 $:47 PN 
Te= Robe~on, Nakenge 
$~bje~t= ~: CBC News You Can Use 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. S[roman, Ph.D~ CLU 
Engage, Explore. ~mpower, 

9] 9.843.0336 

"The first responsibifity of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Slocum, Karla 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 11:59 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: CBC News You Can Use 

Hey Debbie, 

Somehow my personal email got onto your list --probably when I paid with PayPal for the membership as my Paypal account is attached to that address. 

Can you take my personal email off of your list, however? I get your notices through my unc account. 

Thanks. The personal email 

address is ............................... ~yahoo.com. 

Wish I could make it to the meeting today but I have office hours. Are all meetings on Wednesdays at 2? 

Best, 

Karla 

Karla Slocum, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology 

Director, Institute of African American Research 

University of North Carolina 

Sonya Haynes Stone Center 

150 South Road, Suite 309 

CB#3393 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3115 {_9__1___9_:L9___6___2_ 
:__6___8__1___0- -voice 

(919)843-9407 -fax 

On Sep 11, 2013, at 10:12 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Faculty~ We encourage your membership in the Caucus. Continued support and connection with one another helps to promote a healthy campus 

climate, (ioe,, dired: correlation to Black faculty retention} ;} 

Membership .-- www.unc.edu/cbc (525/yr or ~4.0itwo-years ~ncludk~g a special gift) 

L3ues--psying mernbers receive ALL Caucus comrnun~cstions and complimentary tickets to events. 

Continued success to you! 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engaoe. Explore, Empower, 

9~ 9,843.0336 

<imageOOl~jpg> 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The las~ is to say thank 

in between, the leader is a servant," --M. DePree 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 11, 2013 10:08 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject." CBC News You Can Use 

Hi Friends. Sorry for the delay in this e-newsletter. I had technical difficulties and ended up having to break the files up. ;( 



Have a great day! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

._w____w____w___._ y__n___c__.__e___d___u_ i__c__~__c_ 

Our first meeting is today at 12:00 p.m. (Union 3407). Lots to chat about including the Chancellor’s commitment and 2013-14 initiatives. Come 

enjoy lunch with colleagues. And as always, bring an associate with you. Membership information and 2-year gifts will be available. 

BSM’s Part II of the Trayvon Martin Program Series is today at 5:30 p.m. (Upendo/SASB) Profs. Meredith Clark, Joseph Jordan, and Timothy 

McMillan will speak with special guest, Head Track & Field Coach Harlis Meaders. The focus is on the media and the image of Blacks in 

America. Note: Part III next week will feature Sen. Ellie Kinnaird speaking on Voting Rights. 

Date Change! The November meeting is on the 13th (not the 6th). 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 

<imageOO3.jpg> 

<Trayvon Part 2 Flyer 9.11.13.pdf> 

<CBC Communications 9.10.13B.pdtS, 

<CBC Communications 9.10.13A.pdf> 

<RevisedMoralMondayFlyerSNCF 1.pdt> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robe~lson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 2:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC News You Can Use 

Yes, we do need to get together. During the week Thursdays (after 6:30) and Fridays. Just let me know what works for you. 
Naker~ge Robertso~ 
FPG Child Development h~st~tute 
U NC Chapel EIHI 
9~9-.96{5-9722 (office) 
919-9S~-.7532 {fax) 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 2:02 PN 
To~ Robe~on, Nakenge 
Subjeet~ Re: CBC News You Can Use 
Okay. Thanks. I will check mg records too. I would like to meet with you one-on-one sometime soon too. Maybe after a run or something? ;) 
d 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Sep 11, 2013, at 2:00 PM, "Robertson, Nakenge" <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Debby. I only have her universi[:y email listed on the membership I~st 

Nakenge Robertso~ 

FPG Ch~d Devek)pment Inst~tuLe 

UNC Chape~ 

959-966--9722 (office) 

919-966-7532 (fax) 

Fmm~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Wednesday, Sep~mber 11, 2013 1:47 PN 

To~ RoberNon, Nakenge 

Subjeet~ ~: CBC News You Can Use 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D. CLU 

Eng@’e, ~plore. Empowen 

9~9.843.0336 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"The first responsibility of a lea der is to define reaJib,, The last ~s to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a sextant." --M. DePree 

From: Slocum, Karla 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 11:59 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: CBC News You Can Use 
Hey Debbie, 
Somehow my peFsonal email got onto youF list --pFobably when I paid with PayPal foF the membeFship as my Paypal account is attached to that 
addFess. 
Can you take my personal email off of your list, however? I get your notices through my unc account. 

Thanks. The personal email 

address is            .__@__y__a___h___o__9_:__c_o_m__.. 

Wish I could make it to the meeting today but I have office hours. Are all meetings on Wednesdays at 2? 

Best, 

Karla 

Karla Slocum, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology 

Director, Institute of African American Research 

University of North Carolina 

Sonya Haynes Stone Center 

150 South Road, Suite 309 

CB#3393 

1919)843-9407 -fax 

On Sep 11, 2013, at 10:12 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Faculty. We encourage your membership in th~-_~ Cm;cus. Co~)~it~ued support abed connect{on wHh one aB~okher helps ko promoke a 

Membership .-- ~_~_~_:~£~:_#_~_~L£~£ (~25iyr or S40itwo-years indud#lg a special g~ft) 

Dues--payk~g rnembers receive ALL Caucus communications and cornp~mentary t~ckets to events. 



debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

ffn~}e. Explore. Empower. 

9:19.8~3,0336 

<imageOO~jpg> 

"Tke first responsibilJ~ of a lea~er is to ~e~ne rea]iW. T~e last Js to say t~ailk yeti. 

In between, tt~e leader is a servant," --M. DePree 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat-" Wednesday, September :[:[, 20:[:[3 :[0:08 AM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
S,,bject: CBC News You Can Use 

Hi Friends. Sorry for the delay in this e-newsletter. I had technical difficulties and ended up having to break the files up. ;( 

:1. Our first meeting is today at :12:00 p.m. (Union 3407). Lots to chat about including the Chancellor’s commitment and 20:13-:14 

initiatives. Come enjoy lunch with colleagues. And as always, bring an associate with you. Membership information and 2-year 

gifts will be available. 

2. BSM’s Part II of the Trayvon Martin Program Series is today at 5:30 p.m. (Upendo/SASB) Profs. Meredith Clark, Joseph Jordan, and 

Timothy McMillan will speak with special guest, Head Track & Field Coach Harlis Meaders. The focus is on the media and the 

image of Blacks in America. Note: Part III next week will feature Sen. Ellie Kinnaird speaking on Voting Rights. 

Date Change! The November meeting is on the 13th (not the 6th). 

Have a great day] 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to.fear the wind." 
<imageOO3.jpg> 

<fFrayvon Part 2 l?lyer 9.1 l. 13.pdf> 

<CBC Comtnunications 9.10.13B.pdf> 

<CBC Communications 9.10.13A.pdt~, 

<RevisedMoralMondayFlyer SNCF 1.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robe~lson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 2:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC News You Can Use 

I forgot; also, Saturday afternoons are good for me as well, 

FPG Child Development k~stitute 

U NC Chapel 

919-.96{~-9722 (office) 

919-966-.7532 (fax) 

~= Robe~on, Nakenge 
8eBt~ Wednesday, September ~, 20~3 2:05 

To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
$~jeCt~ RE: CBC News You Can Use 

Yes~ we do need to get together. During the week Thursdays (a~ter ~:3,:?) and Frh~ays Just kd: me know what works fl)r you. 

Nakenge Robertson 

FPG Child Dew~h:~pmeet k~sl:~tul:e 

UNC ChspN 

9~9-.966-9722 (office) 

9:[9-966-7532 (fax) 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Wednesday, September ll, 20~3 2:02 PN 
Te= Robe~on, Nakenge 
Subje¢t~ Re: CBC News You Can Use 

Okay. Thanks. I will check my records too. I would like to meet with you one-on-one sometime soon too. Maybe after a run or something? ;) 

d 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Sep 11, 2013, at 2:00 PM, "Robertson, Nakenge" <--n--a---k-~-e-~-n-~Le--~--r--~---b---e-~-r--t--s~-~-~-n-~--@----u---n--c--~---e--d---u--> wrote: 

Thanks Debby. I only have her universiW emait listed on the membership lisL 

Nakenge Robertso~ 
FPG CM~d Development Institute 

UNC Chape~ 

919-966-9722 (office} 

919-966--7532 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L 
$ent= Wednesday, September ~2, 20~3 ~:47 PM 
To= Rober~on, Nakenge 
$~bje¢t= ~: CBC News You Can Use 

Do Good. 

Debora~ L S~’oman, Ph.D. CDU 

Engage. Explore, Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

<irnageOOl,jpg> 

"T~e first responsibilJ~ o[ a leader is to de~ne realib,. The last Js to say thm~k 

in between, tt~e leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Slocum, Karla 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 11:59 AM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: Re: CBC News You Can Use 

Hey Debbie, 

Somehow my personal email got onto your list --probably when paid with PayPal for the membership as my Paypal account is attached to that 

address. 

Can you take my personal email off of your list, however? I get your notices through my unc account. 

Thanks. The personal email 

address is            ~yahoo.com. 

Wish I could make it to the meeting today but I have office hours. Are all meetings on Wednesdays at 2? 

Best, 

Karla 

Karla Slocum, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology 

Director, Institute of African American Research 

University of North Carolina 

Sonya Haynes Stone Center 

._J=__5__O____S___o___u__t__h____R___o___a___d_z Suite 309 

CB#3393 



Chapel Hill NC 27599-3115 

~ _9_ _ _]_ _ _9_ )_ _9_ ~ ?__~__8__8__~_0_. -v o i c e 

Lg_!_9_~L3__~_9__~__7_-fax 

On Sep 11, 2013, at 10:12 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Faculty. We encourage your membership in the Caucus. Continued support and connexion with one another helps to promote a 

healthy campus c{ima~e~ {Le., direct corre~tio~ to g~ack [acu~W retention) ;} 
Membership- www.unc.eduicbc ($25/Vr or ~{40itwo-.years including s special 

Dues-payh~g members receive ALL Caucus comnmnicat~ons and comp~menLary dckeLs to events. 

Continued success to you~ 

debby 

Do 
Deborah D Stroman, £h.D. CgD’ 

9~9.843.0336 
<~mageOO1.]~g> 

"The first responsibilRy of a leader is to define reality. The ]asL is to say thank you. 

[n be[ween, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 10:08 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CBC News You Can Use 

Hi Friends. Sorry for the delay in this e-newsletter. I had technical difficulties and ended up having to break the files up. ;( 

1. Our first meeting is today at 12:00 p.m. (Union 3407). Lots to chat about including the Chancellor’s commitment and 2013-14 

initiatives. Come enjoy lunch with colleagues. And as always, bring an associate with you. Membership information and 2-year 

gifts will be available. 

2. BSM’s Part II of the Trayvon Martin Program Series is today at 5:30 p.m. (Upendo!SASB) Profs. Meredith Clark, Joseph Jordan, and 

Timothy McMillan will speak with special guest, Head Track & Field Coach Harlis Meaders. The focus is on the media and the 

image of Blacks in America. Note: Part III next week will feature Sen. Ellie Kinnaird speaking on Voting Rights. 

Date Change! The November meeting is on the 13th (not the 6th). 

Have a great day! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

__w____w____w__:y__n___c_:__e___d___u_L£_b___c_ 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason toofear the wind°" 
<imageOO3.jpg> 

<Trayvon Part 2 Flyer 9.1 I. 13.pd[-’-~ 

<CBC Communicad ons 9.10.13B.pdf> 

<CBC Communications 9.10.13A.pdf> 

<RevisedMoralMondayFlyerSNCF 1.pdt> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

:@gmail.com> 

Wednesday,            ,2013 4:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Unde~md Consult Meeting 

Hey Dr. Stroman! 

Sor~, it’s been a hectic week with homework and Hunicanes stufil I’m available to meet tomorrow from 11:30 to 12:30 a~d after 1:45. l’m also free after 3 on Friday 

so if any of thes~ times axe conveaient for "~ou~ just let me know. Otlaerwise we’ll set something up ne~ week! 

Thanks! 

lfi’,lC Class of 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Good Evening. 

Dr. Stroman: 

it was good to see you this evening at Dr, Barber’s talk. I too needed a ’spiritual’ shot in the arm and walked away rejuvenated and ready to continue 
’fighting the good fight!’ I wanted to share with you my personal e-mail address: @msn,com and to thank you ’again’ for your assistance in 
forwarding my ’request for participants’ email out on your listserv, 

I can’t believe that                             and would love meeting you for lunch at some point to hear more about your process!journey to UNC 

and your thoughts about the area. I am also interested in hearing about your involvement in the Moral Mondays. I have not had a chance to participate, 

but am hoping to do so once the legislature is back in session. I’m usually available either Monday, Wednesday or Friday afternoons or evenings. 

Hopefully one of those days will work with your schedule. 

Looking forward to connecting with you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, :10:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Sports Internship Advice 

Debbie, 

I have a 2pm and 3pm on Tuesday 

Looking forward to iL 

I am free at 3:45pm on Tuesday and after. On Thursday! I am free from after class until 3pm. Do either of these times work for you? 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

unceminor.org I schedule a meeting I @ 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subject: RE: Sports Internship Advice 

How is your schedule after class on Tuesday, 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En~gu~e, Explore, Empov~er, 

9:19.843.0336 

Yes, I think our meeting is important. Lizz¥ and I had a preliminary chat about Lhis last year. We should work togeLher to develop sport offerings. 

? I have to meet with a student for I5 minutes after class and then I am open. 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you, 

between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:54 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Sports Internship Advice 

Debbie, 
I hope you are having a great day! 
I have had a few students in my one-on-one meetings interested in sports oriented internships. Most are either athletes 
themselves or EXSS majors looking at ESPN, Nike, Adidas, Under Armor, etc. I am unfamiliar with internship opportunities in 
these industries and given that the sports track is fairly new in the minor, we don’t have established relationships and feeding 
patterns with these organizations. Do you have a few minutes to meet, maybe right before or after class one day, to brief me 
on your experience and expertise in these industries? 
Let me know. Thanks so much! 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

unceminor.orgl schedule a meeting 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

New Year 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you are doing well. Just wanted to see what you availability was next Monday or Wednesday so that we can meet and talk. I will be available both 
days after noon. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill [ Class of 

@live.unc.edu I mobile 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pettis, Tanea <taneaA~ettis@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 11:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: McClinton Out~ta~ding Faculty/StaffAward 

Currently the BAR block has ticket availabili .ty....tickets are $35 each. 

They are selling quickly. Let me know if you want to purchase tickets in the BAR block and or if you’ll need to purchase other BAR event tickets. The registration 

deadline is 18 Oct. 

TP 

Sent via my SaJnsung Galax,v III, and yes, I am a Tar Heel’. 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: 09/11/2013 11:47 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Pettis, Tanea" <~tanea~pettis@unc.edu> 

Snbject: Re: McClinton Ontstanding Faculty/StaffAward 

20. 

From: <Pettis>, Tanea Pettis <tanea pettis@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 9:35 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award 

How many? 

lanea 

HARK THE SOUND & GO HEELS! 

ranea Pettis ’95, Manager of A[fini[y Ac]ivities 

The University of North Carolina 

General Alumni Association (CB#9180) 
PO Bx 660 
Chapel Hill NC 27514-0660 

919.843.9694. (office) 

919.962.0010 (fax) 
www.aho, mni.unc~edu 
Praud to tc~e a Carolina alumna and GAA Life ~lembe~; join me by visiting hftp://ahJmni.unc.edu/loin 

F~ml Stroman, Deborah 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 9:35 PM 

To: Penis, Tanea 
Subject: Re: HcClinton OuNtanding Facul~!Staff Award 
Thanks~ I will try to give a you a call tomorrow. I have a question about the best way to secure many football tickets. ;) 

debby 

From: <Pettis>, Tanea Pettis <tanea pettis@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 7:42 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro#unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: McClinton Outstanding Faculty!Staff Award 

All of this year’s redpienfs ~re now online (~lumni.unc.edu/bar....click on teff t~nk - ~w~rd recipients}. 

rh~nks! 

T~neo 

HAffK ~HE SOUND & GO 

Tanea Petfis ’95, Manager of Affinity Activities 
rhe University of North Carolina 

General Alumni Association (CB#9180) 

PO Bx 660 
Chapel Hill NC 27514-0660 

919.843.9694 (effice) 

919.962.0010 (fax) 
www.alumni.unc.edu 

Proud to be a Carolina alumna and G AA Life/vlem her, join me by visiting L~__t__t~;ZZ_a__l__tJ___m__o_i=_tJ__o_c__:__e__d_tJ_J_£~io_ 

From: Stroman, Deborah [mailto:dstro(,@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 9:02 AM 

To: Pettis, Tanea 



Subject-" Re: IVlcClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award 
Thanks again. If possible, can you please share the names of the other award winners so I may send them a note of "congrats"? 

debby 

From: <Pettis>, Tanea Pettis <tanea ~___e__t__t_!__s_~__u___n__c__.___e__d___u_.> 

Date: Tuesday, September 3, 203.3 2:02 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: "isoutherland@mmc.edu" <jsoutherland@rnmc.edu>, Tanea Pettis <tanea pettis@unc.edu> 

Subject: McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award 

Dear Dr. Stroman: 
Congratulations on being selected as this year"s Hortense K~ McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award recipient. The committee was thoroughly 

impressed with the success you have achieved in your field and your dedication to Carolina. 

The planning committee is very excited that you have made plans to attend the Light on the Hill Society Scholarship Awards Banquet. This event will take 

place on Friday, Nov. 8 at the Sheraton Chapel Hill (1 Europa Drive, Chapel Hill NC). A cocktail reception and silent auction will begin at 6:15 p.m. 

followed by dinner at 7 p.m. 

Please note the following as you make preparations for this event: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Recipients must attend the banquet to receive the award. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->You will receive two complimentary banquet tickets, one for you and a guest (you may also purchase additional 

banquet tickets) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->The attire for the evening is semi-formal/black-tie optional. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->There is a 2-minute limit on recipient remarks. To be respectful of the program format and to adhere to time 

constraints, this policy will be strictly enforced. 

You’ll find the following attached to this email: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->LOTH Banquet form 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Souvenir journal ad form. For ad examples, copy and paste this link in your browser 

(http:i/alumnLunc~eduipdf/~ari1215AR_SouvenirJournaL~df) - cover spaces have all been sold. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->BAR registration brochure. If you would like to register for other BAR events, please c~ll me as soon as you oan but 

b~fore 5 p.m. (I~DT) on Fridc~y, Oct. "t~ (registratio~ d~adlin~). 

Should you have additional questions, please contact me via email or (919) 843-9694. 

Again, congratulations and we look forward to seeing you in November! 

Tanea 

HARK THE SOUND 8. GO HEELS! 

Tanea Pettis ’95, Manager of Affinity Activities 
The University of North Carolina 

General Alumni Association (CB#9180) 
PO Bx 660 
Chapel Hill NC 27514-0660 

919.843.9694 (office) 

919.962.0010 (fax) 
www.alumni.unc.edu 

Proud to be a Carolina alumna and GAA Life ,~,4ember, join me by visifing hftp:!jalumni.unc.eduZioin 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pettis, Tanea <tanea~ettis@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 12:22 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: McClinton Out~ta~ding Faculty/Staft’Award 

I’~n heading there shortly! 

I can’t hold football tickets without payment but your friends can purchase their tickets via BAR’s online registration form...they don’t have to be alumni to do 

that...there is a place to indicate who they would like to sit with...if they list your name, I can make sule eve~bo@ is seated together...this would keep you from having 

to play collection agent :-)._. alumni.unc.edu/bar_..online registration li~k is on the left. 

TP 

Sent via my Sa~nsung Galax,v III, and yes, I am a Tar Heel’. 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: 09/12/2013 12:06 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "PeNs, Tanea" <~tanea~pettis@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: McClinton Outstanding Faculh.~/StaffAward 

Go to bed! Lol 

I mn up grading papers. Aaarghh! 

Yes. please hold 20 tickets. I will give my friends until Sept. 23 to get me their money or their ticket is gone. Is that okay? 

I am also planning on getting a table for the banquet. I hope to colne up for air on Friday to work on these actions. 

Thanks, 

debby 

From: <Pettis>, Yanea Pettis <tanea pettis@unc.edu> 
Reply-To: Tanea Pettis <tanea pettis@unc.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 11:59 PM 
To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award 

Cunently the BAR block has ticket availability....tickets are $35 each. 

They are selling quickly. Let me know if you want to purchase tickets in the BAR block and or if you’ll need to purchase other BAR event tickets. The registration 

deadline is 18 Oct. 

TP 

Sent via nay Samsung Galaxy III, and yes, I am a Tar Heel! 

........ Original message ........ 

Froln: "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro(~tmc.ed~~ 

Date: 09/11/2013 11:47 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "PeNs, Taned’ <tanea pettis(~)unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: McClinton Outstanding FaculF/StaffAward 

20. 

From: <Pettis>, Tanea Pettis <tanea R _e_ _t_ _t_ ! _ _s_ ~_ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _._ _ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ . > 

Date: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 9:35 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: McClinton Outstanding Faculty/Staff Award 

How many? 

Tanea 



HARK THE SOUND & GO HEELS! 

lanea Pettis ’95, Manager of Affini~ Activities 

The University of North Carolina 

General Alumni Association (CB#9180) 
PO Bx 660 
Chapel Hill NC 27514-0660 

919.843.9694 (office) 

919.962.0010 (fax) 
www, alumni,unc.edu 

Proud to L>e a Catalina alumna and GAA Life/btem~>e~. ~oin me by visiting http://alumni.unc.edu/loin 

From: Stroman, Deborah [~_~L~g_~)_~_~_~_~] 
Sent-" Wednesday, September ~, 2023 9:35 PM 
To= Penis, Tanea 
Subject; Re: McClinton Ou~tanding Facul~!Staff Award 
Thanksl I will try to ~ive a you a call tomorrow. I have a question about the best way to secure many football t~ckets. 

debby 

From: <Pettis>, Tanea Pettis <tanea pettis@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, September ~1, 20~3 7:42 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro~unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: McClinton Outstandin~ Faculty!Staff Award 

All of ~is y~r~s reci~i~n~ ~r~ now onlin~ (alumnLun~.~du/b~r....~li~k on lof~ link - award 

~hank~] 

T~no~ 

HARK THE SOUND & GO HEELS~ 

Tanea Pettis ’95, Manager of Affini~/Activities 

1he University of North Carolina 

General Alumni Association (CB#9180) 

PO Bx 660 
Chapel Hill NC 27514-0660 

919.843.9694 (office) 

919.962.0010 (fax) 
www.alumni.unc.edu 

Proud to be a Carolina alumna and G AA Life t,,4em ber, join me by visiting ~_~_~_aJ~_~D_~_~_~i~J_a. 

Fmm~ Stroman, Deborah [mail~:ds~ro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, September 04, 20~3 9:02 AM 
To= Penis, Tanea 
Subject= Re: McClinton Ou~tanding Facul~!Staff Award 
Thanks a~ain. If possible, can you please share the names of the other award winners so I may send them a note of "con~rats’? 

debby 

From: <Pettis>, Tanea Pettis <tanea pettis~unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, September 3, 20~3 2:02 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Co: "J_~9_~_~_~£~_~_~_~_~:_~_~_~" <j~outherland@mmc.edu>, Tanea Pettis <tanea ~_~_~9_~:_~_~_~> 

Subje~: McClinton Outstandin~ Faculty/Staff Award 

D~r Dr. S~rom~n: 

impressed wif~ f~e su~ess you ~ve ~o~i~ved in your field ~nd your dedication fo 

T~ pl~nning ~ommi~e~ is v~ry ~x~if~d ~ you ~v~ m~d~ pl~ns fo ~f~nd ~ Ligh~ on f~ Hill So~i~y S~ol~rship Awards B~nquoL T~is ov~nf will 

pl~e on Friday, Nov. 8 ~f f~e S~er~on C~pel Hill (] Europ~ Drive, G~pel Hill NC). A ~o~k~il re~e~fion ~nd silent ~u~fion will begin ~ &:1 ~ p.m. 

followed by dinnor ~ 7 ~.m. 

Ple~se note ~e following ~s you m~ke preparations for ~is even~: 

<~--[if ]supportLists]-->- <~--[endif]-->R~i~ienfs must ~nd ~ b~qu~f ~o r~oivo ~h~ ~w~rd. 

<I--[if ~supportLists]-->- <~--[endif]-->You will r~iv~ two ~omplimon~ry b~nqu~ fi~k~s, one for you ~d ~ ~uosf (you m~y ~Iso pur~h~so 

banquet tickets) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <~--[endif]-->The attire for the evening is semi-formal/black-tie optional. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <~--[endif]-->There is a 2-minute limit on recipient remarks. To be respectful of the program format and to adhere to time 

constraints, this policy will be strictly enforced. 

You’ll find the following attached to this email: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <~--[endif]-->LOTH Banquet form 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <~--[endif]-->Souvenir journal ad form. For ad examples, copy and paste this link in your browser 

(.~Z~_~_~_~_~:_~:_~_~_~_~_~_~L~__~_~_~=~ouvenirJournal.~_~_~) - cover spaces have all been sold. 

<I--[if ~supportLists]-->- <~--[endif]-->BAR registration brochure. If you would like to register for other BAR events, pleas~ ~ me as soon as you can but 

Should you have additional questions, please contact me via email or (919) 843-9694. 

Again, congratulations and we look forward to seeing you in NovembeH 

Tanea 

HAR~ THE SOUND ¯ @O 

Tanea Pettis ’95, Manager of Affinity Activities 
The University of North Carolina 



General Alumni Association (CB#9180) 
PO Bx 660 

Chapel Hill NC 27514-0660 

919.843.9694 (office) 

919.962.0010 (fax) 

www.alumni.unc.edu 
Proud to be a Carolina alumna and G AA Life/~tember, join me by visiting L]_t_t~_/_/__a__l__u___r__n___n__i:_u___n___g:__e___d___u__!_j__o__iD_ 



From: ~gmmI.+m> 

Sent: Thursday, 12:40 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: HW 

Attach: EXSS HW docx 

Hi Dr. Stroman! 

Here is the homework assig)ament due tomorrow, 
weekend’¯ 

Thanks, 

I typed it out in a Word Document since I will not be in class tomorrow due to traveling with 
¯ I hope you have a great 



T~!~.~sda~?, Sep:~mbe~ 12, .20~;~ ~:33 AM 

S[roma~-L, D:eborah L <dstro@~c.edu> 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:52 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Course Work 

Resume.docx; 

SB JSubscription.docx; 

HonorCode:jpg;                Plagim~ismTu~orial.j pg; 

;ampleCoverLetter.docx; i               [nsurmaceReceipt.pdf 

Hi Dr. Stroman! 

Thank you for allowing me to send you this course work after the submission dates. I have attached my resume, an example cover letter, my subscription 

for the SBJ, insurance confirmation and photos of my passed honor code and plagiarism tutorials. I believe this is all of the course work I need to submit! I 

am excited for the internship! 

Thankyou!! 



SI3J Subscription: my good friend and :[ are sharing the subscription to cut costs 

From: thejournal@sportsbusinessjournal.com <thejournal@sportsbL~sinessjournal.com > 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:48 PM 

To: 

Subject: SportsBusiness College & University Subscriptions 

Thank you for subscribing to SportsBusiness College & University Program. Although your subscription 

offidally starts in approximately two weeks, your online access is now available. To log into your account, 

go tohttps:/iwww.sportsbusinessdaily.com/Mem beriLogin.aspx. 

Please review your profile information below. If you see any errors, simply go to My Account, located 

athttps:i/www.sportsbusinessdaily.comiMember/My-Account.aspx and submit the necessary changes. 



Receipt of Premium 

Date: 

This is to confirm that on this date paid $15.oo to 

UNOChapeI Hill for the EXSS Fall internship Liability Coverage. 

Signed: 

Robin A Bennington 

Treasury and Risk Management Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Inc. Business Resources <IncBusinessResources@inc.com> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 2:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Vote for your chalice to mn 25,000 AAdvantage miles 

Dea~ Deborah, 

American Airlines is giving away 25,000 AAdvaatage mi}ee ,e one iucky p~!son A yo have to do [or a 
chance to win is vote for your favorite video in the "Flights Camera. Action 3 Video Contest" 

We asked small/medium businesses to send us videos describing the trip that changed the course of their 

You can vote up to three times per day (once in each category) to ma×imize your chances to win. So help 

change the future of a smaii business, and possibly win 25,000 miies in the process by voting today. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maria DeGuzman ~ ~earthlink.net> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 2:17 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progthc] Of Mannequins & Minikins, Joyner Library, East Carolina University, September 16 - 25, 2013 

"Of Mannequins and Minikins" 
An art exhibit by professor and artist Maria DeGuzmfin in collaboration with Jill H. Casid and Carisa Snowden 
Dr. DeGuzmhn is professor of English & Comparative Literature and Director of Latina/o Studies at UNC-Chapel Hill 

September 16-25, 2013 
Exhibit Gallery, 2nd Floor 
Joyner Library, East Carolina University 

QfMannequins & Minikins is a photography exhibition that offers a small sample of fifteen years of visual ~vork by university- professor, 
writer, and photographer Maria DeGuzmfin. Some of the work has been done in collaboration with Jill H. Casid, some with Carisa R. 
Showden, and some created solo. The images employ mam~equins or minikins (miniature figurines) to visualize complex relationships 
between the categories of public and private, inanimate and animate, post-human and human, the visibly larger than life and the 
overlooked, the displayed aM the obscured, the legible and the illegible. 

Maria DeGuzmfin is Professor of English & Comparative Literature and founding Director of Latina!o 
Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. She is the author of two books: Spain’s Long 
Shadow: The Black Legend, Off-Whiteness, and Anglo-American Empire (University of Minnesota 
Press, 2005) and Buenas Noches, American Culture: Latina/o Aesthetics of Night (Indiana University 
Press, 2012). She has written a third book with Carisa R. Showden titled Conjuring Worlds: A Queer 
Phenomenology of the Miniature. 

Jill H. Casid is Professor of Visual Studies in the Department of Art History at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison where she founded and served as the first director of the Center for Visual 
Cultures. Her book projects include Sowing Empire: Lands’cape and Colonization and her forthcoming 
book Shadows of Enlightenment--both with the University of Minnesota Press. She is currently at work 
on several new book projects: The Volatile Image: Other Histories of Photography, Forms-of-Life: 
Bioethics and Aesthetics, and, with Aruna D’Souza, Art History in the Wake of the Global Turn.for the 
Clark Series at Yale University Press. 

Carisa R. Showden is Associate Professor of Political Science mad Women’s and Gender Studies at the 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro. She is the author of Choices Women Make." Agency in 
Domestic Violence, Assisted Reproduction, and Sex Work (2011) and co-editor (with Samantha Majic) 



of Negotiating Sex g:ork." Unintended Consequences of Policy and Activism (forthcoming 2014), both 
with University of Minnesota Press. 

<li~ -- You are currently subscribed to 

progt~c as: <a href "mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<~’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJl to <a hre~"mafilto:leave-33577018- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33577018- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu<~’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Action Required: Transition of Student Organization Websites 

image001 .j pg 

On at 5:25 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi       Please follow t~p with this note and make sare that we are okay. ThankM 
Dr. Stroman 
Do Good, 
Debora~ L S~’oman, Ph.D, CLU 
Eng~qe. £~p~ore. Empower, 
9~9.843.0336 
<irnage001.jpg> 

"The first responsibil~W of a leader is to de~ne realiW. The last ~s to say thank yo~ 

in between, tim leader is a servantY --M. DePree 

From: p_o__s_Lm___a__s__t__e_r_@__c__o_!Le_gLa_NN_k__~_m_ajJ_~_c__a___m__p_~t~!ab£g~m [.m~a.~tt~;~-~..s.Lm.~.a..s..t..e.r..@.c.~.~.lLe.gLa.NlLn..k.~.m~aJJ~.c.amp~t~lab£~m~ 
Sent: Thursday, S: 1.2 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject-" Action Required: Transition of Student Organization Websites 
Student Organizations, 

During          we experienced significant difficulties with s~dent organization websites that are on a particular server. As a result of these difficulties 

we axe moving all s~dent organization sites offofthis server and decommissioning the server. If your organization uses a web site with a url similar to 

_h__Ltp_2!!’_Et_u__d___e_!)__t£_~£:_tLrLc_:_e___qt_~(~!~!~?~)_!~!5., your organization needs to create a new site at ~’__t_,_;_f__3_:__(__Y_!~__C_’_:~!_I__)___L__J_ by Tuesday               at 8:00 p.m. 

The Office of Student Organizations has informed primmy contacts of this impending change since            The message referanced below was 

shared on multiple occasions during the Spring     semester, and notes how to find information to assist in creating your new site. We have extended 

this deadline until at 8:00 p.m. After that time all sites ruth a ufl similar to the one above will go offline and the servers will be 

decommi ssioned. 

Please begin moving your site to the V~B.UNC.EDU environment IMMEDIATELY. 

Please 
email .~t___u__d___e_!!_fl_j__l}e_~L~__u__rLc_:__e__q~__u- if you have additional questions. 

PREVIOUS MESSAGE 

Subject Line: Support for Mambo and Joomla Sites Discontim~ed as of 

About 6 years ago the Manbo and Joomla platform was developed for student organizations as an alternative to siatic websites and provide a 

consolidated calendar called slice.unc.edu. 

A few years ago, a third party’ solution was purchased (studeatlife.unc.edu) to manage student groups and provide a platform tbr groups to collaborate 
and IX)st events which replaced slice.unc.edu. In addition, over that past couple of years a better solution evolved on campus to address website need~ 
which is a secure and scalable WordPress multi-site instance at web.unc.edu. The WordPress solution is more secure and less vulnerable to hacks, 
SPAM and module conflicts than the Joomla platform. 

Please note that support for the Mambo and Joomla platforms roll discontinue as of 

organizations ,nigrate websites to web.unc.edu prior to this time. 
; therefore, it is recommended that student 

Althongh Studem Aft’airs and ITS will not be directly migrating websites for student groups, documentation is available to facilitate the process at 
https:i/webnnc~edw’documentatio,v’. Please note that web.unc.edu is a growing commnnity-supported effort and students are invited to use the service and 
be active in its ongoing growth and suplx)rt. One way for members of student organizations to be engaged is to use and participate in discussions on 
web.unc.edu’s online tbrmns at http:i/fonm~.webamc.e&~lbrums/. 

Following are ~)me instructions to help facilitate the migration of your student organization website to web.unc.edu: 

¯ VeilS" if your Student Organization already has a website on your organization page at [g__tt22’:!)~kLd__e___n__t_l_i_t_’_e__:LLn__c_’_:_e___d__t! 

¯ If your organization does not edready have a website domain ending in y_~Le__l?__:__u__rLc_:__e__q~__u_., you can go to _l!t__D:_(_~Le_b_:__u_!Lc_:__e__d___t! to create your site 

Select ’Create a Site’ from the top navigation bar 

You will be directed to a Single Sign On page for you to log in with your ONYEN 



¯ After you create the website, be sure to update your Student OrgaJ~ization website URL at htlp:/is~udentlit~a~nc~edu 

¯ For managing your new web.unc~edu WordPress site, please refer to the Getting S~ed video tutorials at h~p:i/web.~mc.ed~geNag-sla~ed or the 

Getting S~ed written documen~tion at hltp:i/web:u~c:ed~’get~mg-s~ar~ge~i~g-sla~ed~ w6tte~ 

Thm~k )~u. 

O~ce of Sm&nt O~Nmfizations 



Th~ Adjunct Adwn~a~e 
Students a~ major ~esearc,!-i unh~ersity learn more 

when their instructors are off the ten~re track than 

when ~hey are on ~t, new stddy fh~ds 

Drawing the Line 
More than 130 Wellesiey faculty sign ie~er saying 

.ha, :1 Peking Unive!si~y fires a professor for tqie 

political "views, ti:ey’ll drcje the college to reconskJer 

its partnership with Pekin~. 

More Humaniti÷s Ph,Dos 



Legisl~,tors in v,/isconsin say tha~ they want campus 

limited faculty ro~e 

.~L;~k,K T, ,K[~,> (v~ew all) 

o~ o*~noer 

It’s hard -.- but possible -.- to fir~d time and mspira~k~r, for good scholarship even when you ~each four courses a 

Guest Post: Jeff Biggers o~ Do~ West 
Th~ [{~£~UC~t~On of Oro~t~ C~%lr~ 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Koomen, Karen <~kkoomen@newsobserver.com> 

Friday, 9:39 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Black Student Movement Event - Featuring Sen. Ellie Kim~aird 

Hello, 

Thank you for emaJling abom this. hffonnation about the program roll mn in the Daybook of the Chapel Hill News on Wednesday, September 18. 

While my email signature mentions The Cau News and Southwest Wake News, I also write the Daybook and similar listings for Chapel Hill and Durham. Please let 

me know a week or two in advance about any events coming up in those areas that I could help promote. 

On Thu,             at 11:01 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

The Black Student Movement (BSM) and the Carolina Black Caucus (www.unc.edu!cbc) will host the third part of the Trayvon Martin Program Series on 

Wednesday,                   at 5:30 p.m. in Upendo (SASB North - http:iisasb.unc.edu/about-us/directions-and-map). "Empower Yourself" focuses on the 

necessary student activities to be a positive, engaged citizen of the state. Sen. Ellie Kinnaird, a featured panelist, will provide insight and information on the 

proper voting procedures in the state of North Carolina. The other panelists are Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Winston Crisp and Rena McNeil, NAACP 

Advisor for the Youth & College Division. 

Part I focused on the law, and Part II addressed the media implications. 

Contact: ~live.unc.edu or 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

Carolina Black Caucus, Chairperson 

Karen Koomen 

The Cary News/Southwest Wake News 

kkoomen~b~newsobserver.com 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karon Hardy (Sen. Angela Bo,ant) <~Bryantla@ncleg.net~ 

Friday, September 13, 2013 9:48 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Community Mental tteaJfl~ Forums 

ALERT 
From the Office of Senator Angela Bryant 

I~; gou no longer wish ~o recei~,e in[ormo~ion~from our office, pleose dick here 

Community Forums on Mental Health Services 
Cardinal Innovations Health�are Solutions would appreciate hearing from their clients. It is your 

feedback that tells us what is working and what is not working. Please click on the link below and 

complete the brief survey. 

htt~iics20:13su rvey~quest!o!]~ro.co m 

Community Forums will be held in the various counties during the month of October. Cardinal staff will 

discuss the results of this survey at these Forums. The following is a list of the dates and locations of 

the Community Forums (more details will be provided on a flyer that will be emailed to you): 

Oct. 3, 2013 (5:00pro - 7:00pro) - Halifax Community College, 200 College Dr., Weldon 

Oct. 22, 2013 (5:00pro -7:00pro) - Perry Memorial Library, 205 Breckenridge Str., Henderson 

OCt. 24, 2013 (5:00pro -7:00pro) - Vance-Granville Community College, 210 Ridgeway Str., Warrenton 



From: ~live.tmc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 11:30 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting 

Hello, 

was wondering if: you would be able to meet this 

Thankyou 

around maybe noon or 2:00pm. I just have a few questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rowe, Coo~ <Cory.Rowe@imgleallield.com~ 

Friday, September 13, 2013 3:06 PM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

RE: IMG Learfield Ticket Solutions 

Erianne, 
Sorry for such a delay in getting back. I haven’t forgotten abok~t this ---it is still a maior priority of mine, Fm just trying to figk~re out my travel schedule. It looks like 

right now the week of October 7th rn~gh[ be a good week to make a ~:dp and v~s~:. 
What ~ wanted to see from ~,o~, Deborsh, and Barbara is ff ~:here 8re da~,s 8rid ~:~mes ths~: week that wo~ld mske the most sense and give me the most oppor~:~m~ty 
to ta~k w~th students and the Carolina Sports Busb~ess C~ub. Ptease tet me know what everyone’s thoughts are and we can get everything confirmed. 
Thanks, 

Co~ Rowe 
Assistant NE RegionM D~rector 
General Manager IMG Learfield Ticket Solutions, University of Akron Athletics 
O: 330-972-5986 M: F: 330-972-5527 

http:!/www.img~earfieldticketsolutions.com/ 

F~m~ Weight, Erianne A. [mailto:eweight@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, August 28, 2013 10:37 AN 
To: Rowe, Co~ 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara 
$ubject: RE: IMG Lea~ield Ticket Solutions 
Hi 

It was wonderful talking with you on Monday! I’ve cc’ed Debby Stroma~ and Barbara Osborne who are also Sport Admini~_ration faculty who are teaching 

undergraduate courses this semester. Debby is also the facul~ adviser of our Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBC) that I mentioned. The CSBC genera]ly has 

guest speakers come in on Mondays, and with solne lead time, they could market your appearance. 

Our classes ~neet on Tuesdays and Thursdays: 

9:30 - 10:45 (Sport Entrepreneurship) - cotfld explain ticketing and sales (how to sell your business idea, product, or service to others) 

11:00 - 12:15 (EcorvFinance) - could explain this burgeoning element of college sport business, the nuts and bolts of IMG-learfield ticket solutions partnerships 

with universities, and/or the importance of sales. 

12:30 - 1:45 (Intro Course) - there is a sales unit later in the semester that could be a good fit or you could describe this facet of the industry as a career option 

a~d your path through the industry. 

Feel free to contact any one or all of us with your prel~rences in terms of M~en you would like to come. For my class, the schedule is somewhat flexible if you 

came in tbr ~30 minutes rather thm~ fl~e M~ole time. 

Hope you’re having a groat week’. 

- Eria~tne 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assisiant Professor, Sport Administration 

The Universi~ of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments) contains itffo~rnation that may be confidential, may be protected by tJae attorney-client or other applicable 
privileges, or may constitute non-public i~fformation. It is intended to be conveyed only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you aze not aa~ intended recipient of 
this message, please notit~i tJae sender by replying to this *nessage and then delete all copies of it from your co*nputer syste*n. Any use, dissemination, distribution, or 
reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not authorized m~d may" be unlawful. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Media 

Questions for Part 3 of T.M. (1).docx 

Thank you Dr. Stroman, 

Attached to this email are the questions that                            UNC-NAACP) made up for the event next Wednesday assuming we will have a 
panel-like discussion on the      I was wondering if it was better just to have the speakers just speak one after the other instead of a panel like 
discussion; considering we only have Rena McNeill and her two students; Sen Ellie Kinnaird; and Vice Chancellor Crisp (but he is only really giving closing 
remarks. What do you think ? 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 4:10 PM 

To: 

Subject: Media 

[ did send a no~.e abot?. PaN 1II to the ]oca] media last nigh~. ] [isled you as ~.he con~.act person so you may receive an inqmD’ 

Sent frol:~ my iPad 

"Educating t?te rnmd without educating the heart is rio education at at] " Aristotle 



From: ((}live a~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 5:00 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: CSFE 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I was just curious how your call with                went yesterday. It was great news about         I know I am speaking on behalf of the whole 

executive committee when I say that we appreciate all of your hard work and guidance in the whole process of making this event a reality. 

Also, I will make sure to print out that form for you to fill out this weekend. What is your schedule like on Monday for me to drop by and hand it off? Worst 

case scenario I could just tack it to your door. 

Thanks, 

#live.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@ive.nnc.edu~ 

Friday, 5:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tim Okamnra Event Photos 

IMG 3125.JPG; ATT00001.htln; IMG 3126.JPG; ATT00002.htm; IMG 3127.JPG; ATT00003.htm; IMG 3128.JPG; AT’I’00004.htm; 

IMG 3142.JPG; ATT00005.ht~n; IMG 3143.JPG; ATT00006.htm 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

It was a pleasure and an honor having you at the Stone Center’s event last night. To keep this email brief, I have attached the photos from the event as you requested. I 

hope they turned ont as you had exacted. Thank you again tbr yonr attendance. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday 11:28 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Invitation - Omega Iota Week Z(~B 

UVA Tau Theta Zetas Black Identity.jpg 

Hi Thanks so much for the invitation and kind remarks. I will be available on Wednesday Let’s chat soon about the format and further 
planning. 

Also, see the attached. My sorority chapter at UVA is hosting this powerful event. Perhaps you can connect with them and invite them to UNC in the spring (or Omega Iota visit 

Charlottesville). Just a thought... 

Sisterly, 

Dr. Stroman 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, :~:44 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Invitation - Omega Iota Week 

Hi Soror Stroman! 

On behalf of the Omega Iota Chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. I would like to extend a humble invitation for your keynote participation during Omega 

Iota week,                     We unanimously agree you exemplify the tenants of our illustrious sorority and admire your success. We would love for 

you to facilitate our smart financing and healthy living (optional) portions of our event on becoming a successful African American woman in today’s 

society. 

Please see the tentative program proposal below. We want to pose questions to explore, but not limit the discussion. We are completely open to your 

ideas and any changes you see fit. With hopes that you accept our offer, could you inform me of the day(s) that fit your schedule and any questions you 

may have? 

With sisterly love, 

Title: 

Maximum Exposure: Diary of a Successful Black Woman 

Topic: 

This program will aim to target 3 specific areas in the lives of successful Black Women. Those including: finance (investing, banking wisely, saving), 

health (fitness and wellness tips and health discussion), and spirituality (self-awareness, religion and/or faith, etc). This will provide participants with a 

complete and comprehensive sense of success and happiness. For this program, we can bring in      Dr. Deborah Stroman to talk about economics and 

financial stability, to talk about spirituality and self-awareness, and if necessary, could cover the heath portion of the 

program. 

What are the struggles of successful Black Women? 

How do we cope with these struggles? 

How can we build a network of happiness as well as become successful? 

How can we intertwine our mind, body, and spirit effectively? 

~live.unc.edu 





FA CUL TY/STA FF LEA GUE 

Tee #1 4:16pm 

Steve Grossman 
Keith Snead 
Nash Hemdon 
John Aluise 

Tee #1 4:24 pm 
Mark Nusbaum 

Margaret Nusbamn 

Rob Fowler 

Tee #1 4:32 pm 

Rich Wilkie 
Alan Porterfield 
Ralph Raasch 

Tee #1 4:40 pm 
Debby Stroman 
Trish Thompson 

Gail Grossman 
Susan Morin 

Tee #1 4:48pm 

Kent Robinson 
Phil Morgan 

Joe Wall 
Todd Barbee 

Tee #1 4:56 pm 
Bill Kaufmam~ 

Steve Shaw 
Tom Wolf 

Tee #1 5:04 pm 
Mike Baker 

Adam Pierce 
Ron Frye 

Scott Burkhardt 

Tee #1 5:12 pm 
Stephen Harper 

Michael Lee 
Matthew Morrison 

Bmndon Bamham 

Tee #1 5:20pm 
Craig Brown 

Brian Casazza 

UNC Finley Golf Course 
Round 1 - September 17, 2013 

Tournament Pairing Program - 9/14/2013 9:58 AM Page: 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tyechia Culmer. _~hotmail.com> 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 10:29 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Invitation: UNC Homecoming/BAR Events - Become a Sponsor 

Cultural_Extravaganza_sponsorship_cover_letter[1].pdf; BARspons_guide13.pdf; BARspons_form13.pdf; BARadform13.pdf 

Greetings Dr. Stroman, 

Hopefully, this email finds you well. My name is Tyechia Culmer, and I am working with the Black Alumni 

Reunion (BAR) 2013 Planning Committee and the Cultural Extravaganza sub-committee. 

The 2013 UNC Chapel Hill Homecoming is fast approaching, November 7-10, 2013. I would like to encourage 

you, your colleagues, family and friends to participate in and support the 2013 UNC Homecoming Cultural 

Extravaganza at the Friday Center, Friday, November 8, 2013. 

Ms. Natalie Haith-Edwards, BAR Planning Committee Member and Cultural Extravaganza Coordinator, and I are 

inviting you to "Become a Sponsor". Attached are the Sponsor Letter, Guide, and Sponsor Form with information 

on how you can "Become a Sponsor". If you are unable to be a Sponsor, you can place an advertisement in our 

BAR Souvenir Journal. Please submit your donations and/or advertisements before October 4, 2013. 

We look forward to you participating in and supporting the 2053 UNC Chapel Hill Homecoming, Black Alumni 

Reunion {BAR), and the Cultural Extravaganza sub-committee. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. Thank you in advance for your support. 

Sincerely, 

Tyechia Culmer, MS 

Cultural Extravaganza Committee Member, 

UNC Chapel Hill Alumna Class of 2004, Class of 2011 

GAA Member 

Carolina Club- Signature Gold Member 

BAR Weblink: 

BAR Events: http:/ia::’4mni,unc,edu/~rticle.~spx?sid=:i.623 



Dear Prospective Sponsor, 

Back by popular demand, it’s the return of the Cultural Extravaganza! 

Let yourself be transported on a journey where the old school meets the new school. Be captivated by 
the awe-inspiring performances of BSM subgroups and NPHC fraternities and sororities. It wouldn’t be an 
extravaganza without a variety of vendors to complete your experience. Come out and celebrate as 
we bring the Cultural Extravaganza back to the limelight. Don’t miss this event!" 

Please consider supporting the Black Alumni Reunion by sponsoring the Cultural Extravaganza. The 
attached sponsorship brochure can be used as a guide when deciding how you would like to 
contribute to the kickoff event of an exciting and memorable weekend. Any level of sponsorship will be 
greatly appreciated, regardless of the tier levels. 

Please feel free to contact me at            or              @gmail.com if you have additional 
questions. Thank you in advance for your support and your donation to the Cultural Extravaganza. 

Sincerely, 

Natalie Haith-Edwards ’91, Cultural Extravaganza Coordinator 
Black Alumni Reunion 2013 Planning Committee 



ABOUT THE 

REUNION 

The first African-American em’olled at The University of 

North Carolina in 1951. Since then, more than 20,000 

African-Americans have matriculated, graduated and 
embarked on successful careers. 

In 1980, a desire to reunite African-American alumni 

inspired Angela Bryant ’73 and the late Richard Epps ’73 

(then seated on the UNC GAA Board of Directors) to 

organize the first-ever Black Alumni Reunion (BAR). 

Approximately 60 alumni participated in this inaugural 

event, which was supported by the GAA. 

Throughout the history of the reunion, classmates, friends, 

students, faculty and staff have come together to enjoy a 

weekend of enrichment, social, networking and athletic 

activities. These events and programs provide alumni 

with information about issues pertinent to the future of 

Carolina, updates on African-American students and 

various opportunities to celebrate being a Tar Heel. 

Outstanding first-year students and distinguished alumni 

are honored for their notable academic accomplishments 

and contributions to Carolina and their communities. 

Since the reunion’s inception, the GAA staff and planning 

committee volunteers have been proud to see the reunion 

evolve to become Carolina’s largest affinity reunion, with 

more than 1,300 African-American alumni, family and 

friends returning to campus each fall. 

MORE INFORMATION 

Bemadine Cobb ’84 

Vice Chair and Sponsorship Coordinator 

2013 UNC Black Alumni Reunion 

Email: @aol.com 

Cell: 

Tanea Pettis ’95 

Manager of Affinity Activities 

UNC General Alumni Association 

bar@unc.edu 

Office: (919) 843-9694 

Secure Fax: (919) 843-4144 

The University of North Carolina 

General Alumni Association 

George Watts Hill Alumni Center 

PO Box 660 (CB# 9180) 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 -0660 

alumni.unc.edu/bar 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

BLACK ALUMNI REUNION 

SPONSORSHIP 

GUIDE 



BECOME A BAR EVENT SPONSOR Ilr 1980, the UNC Black Alumni Reunion (also affectionately kno~vn as BAR) 

began as a small intimate gathering of about 60 alumni. Over 30 years later, BAR has grown to approximately 15 events over the course of 

four days witlr an annual participation of 1200--1400 alumni, family and frien ds. BAR has become a Carolina Homecoming tradition and 

is the oldest and largest affinity reunion supported by the UNC General Alummi Association. 

Each year hundreds of alummi and their friends and family attend BAR events. APmually, reunion events offer alumni the chance to 

reminisce with classmates who were roonm~ates, suitemates, nrembers of BSM subgroups, fraternities, sororities or a member of a 

number of other campus organizations. 

Tlrrou glr ou r unique spo~rsor opportunities, you can select a level of involvement that will m eet you r needs and budget considerations. 

BAR sponsors help support events that raise funds for the Light on the Society Scholarship; helps the planning cotmnittee maintain 

reasonable event prices plus ensure the continued growth of one of Carolina’s greatest homecoming traditions-The Black Alum~ri 

alumni.unc.edu/bar 

CHANCELLOR LEVEL, $10,000 (reunion title sponsor option) 

Eigtrt (8) Student Alumni Dinner Tickets (reserved seating) 

Golf Tournamelrt Teanr (4-person team) 

Golf Tourname~rt Sponsored Hole 

Eiglrt (8) Banquet Tickets (reserved table) 

Eight (8) Shuttle Tickets 

Eigtrt (8) Tailgate Tickets 

Eight (8) Football Game Tickets 

Eight (8) Friday Night Party Tickets (reserved seating) 

Eiglrt (8) Saturday Night Party Tickets (reserved seating) 

Eigtrt (8) Gospel Brunch Tickets (reserved seating) 

Full page color ad in tlre souvenir journal 

Listing on BAR ~vebsite and reunion signage 

Conrpanyilogo/website included in email broadcasts 

Company/logo printed on reunion banner 

Listing as reunion title sponsor: UNC Black Alurmri Reunion 

presented by "Your Company Name" 

PROVOST LEVEL ¯ $5,000 (event title sponsor option) 

Golf Tournament Team (4-person team) 

Four (4) Banquet Tickets (reserved seating) 

Four (4) Tailgate Tickets 

Four (4) Friday Night Party Tickets (reserved seating) 

Four (4) Saturday Night Party Tickets (reserved seating) 

Half page color ad in the Souvenir Journal 

Listing on BAR website and reu~rion signage 

Company/logo/website included in event email broadcast 

Company/logo/website printed on event novelty item 

Company!logo!website printed on event banner 

Listing as event title sponsor: The Official UNC Black Alumni 

Reu~rion "Event Nanre" lrosted by "Your Company Name" 

DEAN LEVEL, $2,000 

. Two (2) Banquet Tickets (reserved seating) 

¯ Two (2) Friday Night Party Tickets 

¯ Two (2) Tailgate Tickets 

¯ Two (2) Saturday Night Party Tickets 

. Half page black & white ad in souvenir journal 

. Listing on BAR website and reunion signage 

CAROLINA LEVEL ¯ $500 

¯ Two (2) Golf Tournanrent Players - or - Balrquet Tickets 

. Two (2) Tailgate Tickets 

¯ Two (2) Party Tickets 

¯ Listing on BAR ~vebsite and reunion signage 

OLD WELL LEVEL ¯ $250 

¯ Two (2) Party Tickets 

¯ Two (2) Tailgate Tickets 

¯ Listing on BAR website and reu~rion signage 

TAR HEEL LEVEL ¯ $100 

¯ Listing as reunion patron in the souvenir jounral 



UNC Black Alumni Reunion Secure Fax Number: 
Sponsorship Contract/Challenge Form (919) 843-4144 

Contact Information 

Name 

Company (if applicable) 

Address 

City, State, Zip 

Phone ( )_- 

Sponsorship Levels & Challenge Options 

E-mail 

UNC Class Year (if applicable) 

[] Chancellor Level $10,000 

[] Provost Level $5,000 

[] Dean Level $2,000 

[] Carolina Level $500 

[] Old Well Level $250 

[] Tar Heel Level $100 

~1 Other Amount $__ 

Addition~ Details 

~1 NPHC Greek Challenge $ 

[] Milestone Class Challenge $ 

Please list your organization 

Please list your class year 

Payment Information 

[] Total $ 

[] Check enclosed payable to GAA/BAR 

[] Please charge my [] VISA [] MasterCard [] American Express 

Card Number 

Name as it appears on card 

Signature to authorize charge 

Exp. Date 

Terms of Agreement (skip finis section if you are a NPHC Greek and or Milestone Class Challeng~ participant) 

This agreement is effective as of                    (date) and shall remain effective until the reunion ends on November 10, 20!3. This 

agreement def!’nes the terms under which the UNC Black Alumni Reunion (BA R) and enter in a 

sponsorship agreement for BAR 2013. 

Both parties acknowle~¢e they will use their best good.faith efforts to negotiate and resolve subsequent issues that may arise from this agreement as a 
result of unforeseen occurrences that may alter the conditions of this agreement. Upon receipt of this signal agreement, sponsorship contributions are 
nonrejhndable. 

Sponsor Name (print) 

Signature Date 

GAA/BAR Representative Name (print) 

Signature Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.unc.edu; 

Sunday, 1:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~live.unc.e&~ 

and Ent~ep~eneul5hip Attend~lce Conflicts 

Dr. Stroman and 

I’m writing to let you know that I won’t be able to attend class for the next few weeks. 

While I can’t attend class during this time, I plan to keep up with the pertinent readings and case studies, in addition to any lecture and recitation 

materials that I can get hold of. I have my laptop and course-pack here, and have friends in both the lecture and recitation to keep me updated on what’s 

going on. 

I know that certain assignments, like the presentation this week, simply won’t be possible until I am 

able to complete the work remotely - but still may need extra time to work on it 

For other assignments, I should be 

Despite these obstacles, my sincere hope is that we can work around this. I’m here at UNC on a significant financial aid package, and having to drop this 

entire semester because of {hopefully) only 2 weeks of missed classes would only add to the significant financial strain this accident is putting on my 

family. Also, given the structure of the E-minor, I can only assume that dropping PLCY    now would make completion of the entire minor impossible. 

When you get the chance, please let me know what we can do- if anything-to work around this. I will be meeting with                        here 

tomorrow, and can send you confirmation of my stay and other details at that point. If you need immediate information from me in the meantime, feel free 

to call me on my cell at             or 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 2:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Register Today :: BAR 2013 

CAROLINA HOMEOOM~NG WEEKEND :: NOV, 7 o 19o 2913 

REGISTER BEFORE THE DEADLINE AND SAVE :: 5 P.M. (EDT), FRIDAY, OCT. 18, :2013 

Registration for this year’s reunion is available ~.~.~:.~., or you can.~.~y.~!!~:!~.[=~.~.~3~..~’t.E2.~.g~.~. Please take a moment to review the 

registration guidelines before submitting your registration. Pricing will increase after the deadline (:Y.!~.~..L~£!~.![3~q.~.~£’~) 

LIGHT ON THE HILL SOCIETY SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS BANQUET 

Make plans to attend the LOTH Scholarship Awards Banquet on Friday, Nov. 8, at the Sheraton Chapel Hill The banquet will celebrate 

the accomplishments of this year’s LOTH scholars and BAR award recipients. Congratulations to this year’s honorees: 

¯ WadeH. Chestnutlll’66, Beech Trailblazer Award 
¯ BenjaminBoykinlll ’72, Beech Overall Achievement Award 
¯ LisaA. Gillespie’88, Beech Overall Achievement Award 
¯ Donnie Hoover’71, BeechOverallAchievementAward 
¯ Deborah Stroman ’86 (MA), M cClinton Faculty/Staft Award 

Victoria L. Davis ’17, Peppers Scholar 
Jordan M Peterkin ’17, Peppers Scholar 

Sierra J. Atwater ’17, LOTH Scholar 
Christopher W. Miller’17, LOTH Scholar 

Elizabeth A Neal ’17, LOTH Scholar 

Alexis C. Williams ’17, LOTH Scholar 

ALUMNI CHOIR :: INSPIRATIONAL SERVICE 

Were you a member of the BSM or UNC Gospel Choir? The inspirational service and brunch committee is seeking former members to 
perform during the inspirational service. Interested? Contact Zelda Moore ’78 at .z..e..~..d.~..e..~.~!~.l~9.9.=.~L.o..~.~.~.. 

GREEK AND CLASS CHALLENGE :: ARE YOU READY FOR THE CHALLENGE? 

Calling all members of NPHC organizations and alumni from this year’s milestone classes - 1973 (40th), 1978 (35th), 1983 (30th), 1988 

(25th), 1993 (20th), 1998 (15th), 2003 (10th) and 2008 (Sth) The BAR sponsorship committee has issued a challenge to these alumni to 
see who can raise the most funds to support reunion events and a local charity (!,~.~.t.I!..~.~.~.~.~.t. :: ~:-~.~!9:~.:9.~.t..!~!~.~.9..~.~3~.~!9.~!g.~:).. 

SOUVENIR JOU RNAL ADS 

Take this opportuni~ to commemorate your milestone class anniversary, your fraternity/sororit~ anniversary, celebrate an achievement 
or pay tribute to an alumnus who is no longer with us by placing an ad in the souvenir journal. For additional information, visit 

;:~!~:~L~!!:.~d£~:~3"~:{~’t~.i;~.~2 or email .~.O.L~O~g!!~:..~.~!. The submission deadline is 5 p.m. (EDT) on Friday, Oct. 4. 

AROUN~ CA~’~PUS 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center Celebrates 25 Years 

For the past 25 years, the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History has positioned itself as a resource 
for those interested in black culture, art and history as well as a platform for social and intellectual projects on African- 

Americans and the African diaspora. This season will include art exhibits, film festivals, stage performances, book 

discussions plus the annual Sonja Haynes Stone Memorial Lecture featuring our very own Rosalind Fuse-Hall ’80, 
president of Bennett College. For details and a complete list of events, visit ~.D~;.~:~(~.9.~’:’~:~].~.’:t.~.~.~.9.~’~:~.L email 

~.~).~[;.~.~.~.~.@.~!~.g:.~.~.~! or call (91 g) 982-9001. 

Alumni activities and GAA-sponsored scholarships are not line items in the University budget but are made possible because of GAA member 

dues paid by you and 67, 000 other members. You can take pride in knowing your membership con tributes to ati this and more. Your GAA 
membersh~io includes discoun ts on BAR events, a subscription to the digital and print versions of the ..C.,.~.o./].[7~?..,.A..!~:~.EfU~..,~.~:.,£].~’..,~,~ plus many other 

y.~#.~#.~U~.~.~t~.~.~.~.~(~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 4:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Invitation - Omega Iota Week Z(gB 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

You’re welcome and I’m so excited to share your acceptance with my Chapter! Could we meet next week on Wednesday the or Friday the ? I’m 

available from 10:00 am to 1:30 pm and anytime after 3:00 pm on both days. 

I will also forward your idea to the rest of my Chapter. I think it would be great ifTau Theta was able to attend our Homecoming festivities, it’s also our 

35th anniversary as well this year. 

Thanks, 

@live.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 11:27 AM 

To: 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah 

Subject: Re: Invitation - Omega Iota Week ZdbB 

Hi       Thanks so much for the invitation and kind remarks. I will be available on Wednesday, 
format and further planning, 

between 4:30 and 7:00~ Let’s chat soon about the 

Also, see the attached~ My sorority chapter at UVA is hosting this powerfui event. Perhaps you can connect with them and invite them to UNC in the spring {or 

Omega Iota visit Charlottesville}. Just a thought... 

Sisterly, 

Dr. Stroman 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the woddo" ~ Anne Frank 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 1:44 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Invitation - Omega Iota Week Z@B 

Hi Soror Stroman! 

On behalf of the Omega Iota Chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. I would like to extend a humble invitation for your keynote participation during Omega 

Iota week,                     We unanimously agree you exemplify the tenants of our illustrious sorority and admire your success. We would love for you 

to facilitate our smart financing and healthy living {optional) portions of our event on becoming a successful African American woman in today’s society. 

Please see the tentative program proposal below. We want to pose questions to explore, but not limit the discussion. We are completely open to your ideas 

and any changes you see fit. With hopes that you accept our offer, could you inform me of the day(s} that fit your schedule and any questions you may have? 

With sisterly love, 



Title: 

Maximum Exposure: Diary of a Successful Black Woman 

Topic: 

This program will aim to target 3 specific areas in the lives of successful Black Women. Those including: finance {investing, banking wisely, saving), health 

{fitness and wellness tips and health discussion), and spirituality {self-awareness, religion and/or faith, etc). This will provide participants with a complete 

and comprehensive sense of success and happiness. For this program, we can bring in Soror Dr. Deborah Stroman to tall< about economics and financial 

stability, Soror Margaret Brunson to talk about spirituality and self-awareness, and if necessary,           could cover the heath portion of the program. 

¯ What are the struggles of successful Black Women? 

¯ How do we cope with these struggles? 

¯ How can we build a network of happiness as well as become successful? 

¯ How can we intertwine our mind, body, and spirit effectively? 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Diversi~Inc <lukevisconti@diversityinc.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 4:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Remembering Four Little Girls Killed in Birmingham Church Bombing 50 Yeaxs Ago 

Siblings, relatives return to the site of the blast to honor the victims. 

Remembering Four Little Girls KHled in Birmingham Church Bombing 50 Years Ago 

Breakdown of Census data gives an eye-opening look at how America remains segregated today. 

What Does Segregation Look Like Today? 

Attorney who represented Rosa Parks, Dr. King dies at age 85~ 

Famed Civil-Rights Attorney Demetrius Newton Dies 

Educational tool for your corporate intranet featuring best practices and how-tos. 

Luke Visconti 
Chief Executive Officer 
Diversitylnc 

Upcoming Events: Register Now at the Early-Bird Rates! 
What strategies are hospitals, health insurers and pharmas implementing to encourage effective cross-cuttural care that will reduce disparities? What types of 
educational tools are most effective? Learn about Eliminating Health Disparities with Dr. Joseph Betancourt, Director, The Disparities Solutions Center, 
Massachusetts General Hospital at Culturally Competent Healthcare J How Diversity Creates Better Patient Outcomes, Sept. 24 at the Newark Airport 
Marriott, NJ I 8am-4:30 p.m. ~V~/~e~t~h~e~a~g~e~n~d~a~&~E~G~/~S~T~E~R~N~w~.{ 

Was this forwarded to you from a friend? Click here to receive the Diversitylnc newsletter. 

© 2013 Diversitylnc 

This e-mail was sent to dstro~unc.edu by Diversitylnc 

Diversitylnc Media, 342 Nassau Street, Princeton, NJ 08540 

If you no longer wish to receive e-mail messages from Diversitylnc or would like to update your email subscriptions, 

please click here to [11-a--n-~a-~q-e-~¥-~-~-u-r-~-Ee-f--e-,~Ee--n-~c-~e--s--~-~-r--~-u--n--s--u-~b--s--£r-j-b--e-,~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:02 AM 

Stroman, Debora]~ L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

~kena~- llagler.unc .edu> 

RE: CSBC 

@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for adding me to the Club site on Sakai. I cannot attend the meeting on 

on the I would like to join that. 

In the meanwhile, I would like to reach out to to learn about the club activity. 

since I have an evening class on that day. It seems there is an all-day event 

Hi 

My name is                             student. I am                         Fellow and am leading our                      project at the institute. I 

want to learn about the club from you. I will send you a meeting request through outlook, so please check if the date/time is good for you. Thanks in advance. 

Best, 

~unc.edu ~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Mlonday, 6:14 plVl 

To: 

Subject: CSBC 

Hi       I added you to the Carolina Sport Business Club site. Please share events and announcements with KFBS, as appropriate. We have worked with the KF 

Hospitality and Entertainment Club over the past few years. This relationship has been inconsistent though because of the student leadership transitions at KFBS. I 

hope you can assist in that regard. I also cc’d our Club president,                Please contact him if you have any questions. 

www.csbcunc.com 

Note: Our next meeting is the 

Thanks. 

KFBS (undergrad and grads) is welcome! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deboral~ k Stroman~ P~,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage, Em£ower, 

"~ction expresses priorities," M~hatma G~dhi 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

EHS Self Study Units <ehs webadmins@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 2:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EttS Self Study Confirmation 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety 

HazCom2012 - Global Harmonized System Self Study Unit 
Date: 09-18-2013 02:38 
Name: DEBORAH L STROMAN 
PID: 

Email: DSTRO@UNC.EDU 

Total Correct: 8 

Percentage Correct: 80 - Passed 

ANY QUESTIONS MIS SED ARE LISTED BELOW YVITH CORRECT ANSWER 

Question: ~Vho is responsible for providing hazard cormnunication job specific safety training to employees concerning the chemicals in their work unit/laboratoD’/department? 
Correct Answer: Supervisor 
Question: Informational data regarding chemicals is no;v called: 
Correct Answer: Safety Data Sheets 

You have successfiflly passed the HazCom2012 - Global Harmonized System course A copy of this training record is being sent to you via email to serve as your record To get a detailed 
copy of your safety training history, select training histoty from http://ehs unc.edui and enter your University Personal Identification number. If you have any questions or safety concerns, 
please contact the Department of Environment, Health and Safety at 962-5507. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:46 PM 

athletics retbrm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [thearg] update ti-om Provost 

My first impression is that you should pat yourself on the shoulder: ARG tool< the initiative to ask for undergraduate faculty representation, and we got three. M’ 

second though~ is ~ess optimistic: no response to our nomination ~s not an appropriate answer when responding wkh admission o~: guilt (~:a~lure to ~ndude 

undergrad facukv from the outset). His was the diplomatic response when wanting not to antagonize any more than necessary. MV tMrd thought ~s for ARG now to 

consk~er how it m~ght commu~k:ate w~th those three about our specific concerns~and give them lots of argurnents [:hat wo@d he~p [hem have sl:~ff %dnes on 

issues that we feel most strongly about. 

From: Wayne Lee [mailto:welee@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 11:42 AN 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject; [thearg] update from Provost 

The provost just emailed me this announcement. THoughts? 

Three faculty members have been added to a campus working group formed to take a comprehensive approach to assessing and enhancing how the University 

provides academic support to student-athletes. 

Anna Agbe-Davies, assistant professor in the Department of Anthropology; Jim Johnson, William R. Kenan Jr. Dist~Nuished Professor of Strategy and 

Entrepreneurship at the Kenan Flag]er Business School; and Andy Perrin, associate professor in the Department of Sociology, "will bring a stronger faculty 

perspective to the group, as well as a wealth of knowledge and experience," said Provost James W. Dean Jr., who is leading the group with Director of Athletics 

Bubba Cunningham. 

The group plans to study everything, from when student-athletes are recruited and admitted to when they leave Chapel Hill. The objective, Dean has said, is to 

ensure proper alignment with the University’s academic mission, a goal that is consistent with Cunningham’s strategic plan for the Department of Athletics. 

Other working members are: Stephen Farmer, vice provost for enrollment and undergraduate admissions; Michelle Brown, who joined the University last spring as 

director of the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes; Lissa Broome, the Faculty Athletics Representative to the ACC and NCAA; and Vince Ille, senior 

associate athletic director for compliance. 

Debbi Clarke, who worked closely with Dean at Kenan-Flagler as director of the master’s of business administration degree program, will serve as an adviser. 

Wayne E. Lee 
Professoz of History 

Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ~live.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htip://lists,unc.edtiu?id=61803861,73dl d9d4009efd57950c577~kt619033c&n=T&l=thearg&o=33605108 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abxwe URL if the line is broken) 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro,@~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id 62524524.013b0048bfe8flgc85e19dTlld338e5d&n T&I thear~&o 33607304 

(It may be necessa~ m cut mad paste fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or send a blank email m leave-33607304-62524524.013b0048bt~8fl 9c85elgd711 d338e5d(a;!istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Catherine Andruzzi < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 8:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: You’re Invited’. UNC Sport Entrepreneurship Advisor 

Andmzzi Profile .pdf 

Hi Debby, 

I hope you are doing well. I wmated to follow up with the emaJl I sent you below last month about the Sport Entrepreneurship Working Advisory G~onp. When you get 

a moment let me know next steps. 

Best, 
Cathy 

Catt)~ Andruzzi 

Follow me on Twitter 

http://twitter.com/CathvAndruzzi 

cathvandruzzi.com 

PEP[ Pas sion-Energw-Per severance 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Catherine Andruzzi <            ~..qmail.com> 
Subject: Re: You’re Invited! UNC Sport Entrepreneurship Advisor 

Date: August 5, 2013 11:09:54 AM EDT 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Debby, 

Thank you for inviting me to join the WAG. I wonld love to join yonr team. Attached is coW of my bio and picture per yonr request. I hope you are 

having a wonderful summer. 

Best, 
Cathy 

Cathy Andruzzi 

Follow me on Trotter 

http://t~vitter.com/CathyAndmzzi 
cathvandruzzi.com 

PEP! Passion- F~aergy- Perseverance 

On Aug 1, 2013, at 7:51 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Friends. Please read the attached and respond accordingly. 

Thanks for your consideration! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



<WAG Invitation .pdt> 



From: ~live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Thursday, 2:15 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Opportunity Assigument 

A~tacl~: 3 Assigu 2.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

It’s taken a lot of work and extra research, but I’ve re-imagined my oppoltunity by re-imaginging my customer: the universities rather than the researchers themselves I’ve attached my paper, 
and I’ll be ready to present tomorrow-. 

Until then, 

On , at 5:07 PM~ Stroman, Deborah I. wrote: 

> Hi      I can’t give you an extension as all recitation courses are on the same cycle. (’]Nat’s why research must be completed before one day the due date. Lesson learned.) You must pitch 
something tomorrow I suggest you move fast to identil}’ a new opportunity. 
> 

> Let me know if you have any questions. 
> 

> I~ S~oman 
> 

> I)o Good. 
> 

> Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. (TLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> 

> "The first responsibili~ of a leader is to define reality The last is to say thank you. 
> In between, the leader is a se~ant." -M. DePree 
> 

> CO~;ID[~fIALITY NOTICE: This e-mai[ message~ including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential an~or 
privileged martial. Any ---unauthorized review, use, discloswe or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the origina[ message. 
> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: 

> Sent: Wc&~esday, 5:00 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Opportunity Assignment 
> 

> Dr. S~oman, 
> 

> I’ve encoumered a problem with my ventme proposal. ~ the co~se of tW research, I have discovered that my business idea--a scientific management firm that helps universi~" 
researchers translate their laboratolN ideas into viable businesses--is essentially illegal in that it is the exclusive domain of the universi~" itself under the Bayh-Dole Act of 1980. rm 
wondering if I could have an extension on my assignment to rework my idea around this fact, or perhaps even come up with an entirely new one. I could give you what I had before I fo~d 
out about this law, which, ~ffort~ately, was just earlier today, but I would feel like I was wasting yo~ time by doing so. 
> 

> Best, 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~ kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:01 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sigma Alpha Lambda Registration 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Just wondering if you got my previous email. Please let me know when you are free to meet! 

Thanks! 

@ kena n-flagler.unc.edu 

From: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 12:39 AM 

To: "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: SAL 

Hello Dr. Stroman! 

My name is            and I am the                of Sigma Alpha Lambda. [ would like to set up a meeting with you to discuss SAL and take care of reregistering the 

organization. Please let me know when you are free! 

Thanks[ 

@ kena n-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:53 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Merritt, Charles E. <merritt@email.unc.edu>; Feldman, Maryann P. 

<maryann.feldman@unc.edu>; Stewart, John F <jfstewar@email.unc.edu>; Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com> 

Notes and Action Items from Mtg. 

Hello all! 

Wanted to circulate notes from our meeting on Tuesday so we are all on the same page and know the action items. Please email me with any questions and let’s stay in touch as 

speakers are confirmed. 

Thanks, 

Econ Check-in 

<~--[if 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

<!--[if 

<~--[if 

<~--[~f 

<[--[~f 

<[--[if [supportLists]--> 

!supportLists]-->l, <!--[endifJ-->Upcoming classes: 

<[--[if !supportLists]-->a. <!--[endif]-->Speakers: 

Tuesday 9/3: Oakar Oakar is confirmed 

Tuesday 10/1: John Skipper-- Debbie will confirm 

Tuesday 10/15: Bubba Cunningham is confirmed 

Tuesday 10/22: NASCAR speaker-- Debbie will confirm 

Thursday 10/31: ETHICS--Jan Boxill? John Stewart will inquire? 

Tuesday 11/5: Ruby Lerner is confirmed 

Thursday 11/7 Ping Fu is confirmed 

Tuesday 11/12 Raleigh Denim or local start-up panel--Charles and, will inquire/plan 

Tuesday 11/19 Aaron Houghton Mary Ann, has this been confirmed? 

[supportLists]-->2. <[--[endifJ-->Classroom reservations 

<[--[if !supportLists]-->a. <{--[endif~-->Confirmed for all Thursdays 

!supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->Grading process clarification 

<[--[if !supportLists]-->a. <!--[endif]-->Spreadsheet in dropbox 

<[--[if !supportLists]-->b. <!--[endif]-->Download the application--> folder on the machine (dropbox)--> downloads automatically in dropbox--> 

open directly from that dropbox--> enter data and save it 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->c. <!--[endi~-->Feedback given in Sakai on assignments 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->d. <[--[endif]-->You CAN put grades in Sakai but you must put your grades in excel as it is the master grade book for all 

students in the course 

!supportLists]-->4. <!--[endff]-->Absence Clarification 

<[--[if !supportLists]-->a. <!--[endif]-->0= unexcused absence, 1=present, blank=excused 

<[--[if !supportLists]-->b. <!--[endif]-->SO excused absence still "hurts" only because participation weighed more heavily (less numbers in the 

equation) 

[supportLists]-->5. <[--[endifJ-->Outstanding Items: 

<[--[if [supportLists]-->a. < [--[endit]-->11/14 class when Working Group is here 

<[--[if [supportLists]-->b. <[--[endif]-->Confirming all speakers 

i. < [--[endif]-->*note: loop in on all speakers to follow-up about lunches* 



i From:: 

iThat w~uld be ~a:~tast::ic, Thank you so much f~r ta:ki~,~ ~our time to s~t d:ow~ w~th me, 

~:live.unc.edu> 

Th:~sday, : : :5 7 AM 

St,:omm:: Deborah L <da~o:@.:mc. edu> 
KE: Appointme,~t Tomo~Tow 

~r;#m:: S{r~: ma:!:: Debo:Fah L <,cts{ro@eo~:.ed~a> 
.Se~t: Thu,~:sday;                    10:30 AM 

Debo;zah L. Stroma~, P~LD, CLU 

~u:bje~t:: iRE: Appoi:r-dim:elat Tomorrow 

~oor~ L. S~t’m~a~, PIi.D. CLU 

~ Profa:,sor Straman, 

~Th{s iis             [~rom the Sports :B~siness Club. { ~eai~y app,r~ciate yo;ar respor~se to my ema~{ about scgedul}ng a time to meet with y,ou. 

~ce ~ours are from 2-4 o~ Wedaesdays, but I am ~m.t going to get out o~ class unt~ 2:50pro tomorrow. Would :t be okay if ~ ~:i~{ ~am:e 

~pm? Al:o~ could [ p~ease bay+ your office location? Thanks for eve~}~hing. 
~4~cerefg, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adrien FraJse--~adrien@modemguild.com > 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 12:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Modem Guild at UNC -- Club Leader F~xclusive Meeting 

Hi Myles, 

I wanted to quickly introduce mysel£ I am the CEO & Founder of Modem Guild, an online career mentofing company for college students (see blurb below). Our 

career readiness courses (hnmersion, Acceleration) help college students narrow their career paths, gain greater exposure to indust~ practical skill sets, and improve 

their chances to land their dremn job. We have worked with top students at several amazing colleges, inclnding Boston College Carroll School of Management, 

Stratford Universi~l, the University of Michigan, Davidson College and the UniversiU of Virginia, to deliver our 1-on- 1, online career mentoring program to their 

students. 

I am presenting at UNC’s Business Symposium tomorrow and amved today on campus. I am hosting a tEw club leaders to join me tbr cottEe / drinks at 6 pm today at 

Caribou Coffee - 110 W Franklin St. I know this is l&s~t minute, but if you are available, I would like to invite you. We will be discussing how Modem Guild could help 

your club metnbers, including providing them a discounted price on our courses and allowing them to bypass our application process (less than a 5% acceptance rate). 

Please let me know if you can attend. I look the-ward to hopefully meeting you. 

Thanks~ 

Adrien 

Unlike their paxents, studenks today axe not getting a high return on their education. College has become valuable only if you align your passions aM skills to career 

goals mad those goals to courses and experiences. At Modem Guild -- www.modemguild.com -- we match each high sehool and college student with a 1 -on- 1, high 

quality career coach who guides them through a 8-10 week career diseovery and readiness program with structured curriculum and access to industry, professionals. 

The power of our program has been realized with over 250 students through partnerships with top universities and private and chaxter high schools. 

Top 25 NYC S~rt=up: Business insider 

Adrien Fraise 
CEO & Founder 
Modern Guild, 
212-634-6353 (o) 

(m) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Angela Bumat @mindspring.com> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 2:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

HaJifax Healthy Youth in Action Project 

outdoor nation grant - final 8-2013.docx 

Let me know your thoughts on these two related emails - Thanks 
Debby - Finally sending you this information about the Halifax Project that I need your assistance on. The stars are so~ of lining up. The Halifax Leadership 
Equi~ Project has been going on now since 2011 - Funded by Kellogg, ZSR and UNC School of Business (help fund initial focus groups because of 
interest in issues facing youth and black males as related to college-going, etc. - Jim Johnson - follow-up on their end has so~ of stalled due to direction of 
their funding). The project identified priority equity issues Ncing youth and adults in the county, trained youth and adult communi~ trainers and designed 
training to provide leadership skills to address equity issues and take action. One of the equity barriers was inadequate access to recreation and utilization 
of existing assets, for ex. most Black folks in county have probably never been to Medoc Mountain State Park in the County. A follow-up for action step from 
the Phase 1 round of Community Sessions - is funding youth interns to spur healthy recreation in the county as a pa~ of KBR Healthy Places/Healthy 
Halifax initiative - 10 yr. investment -- $100 mill - 10-15 rural counties to improve health and overall quality of life with other collaborative pawners. See a 
separate email for full background on the Halifax Leadership Equity Project (HLEP) (Phase 1) and description of KBR funded Phase 2. 
First - let me clari~ what I need from you, so you can keep that in mind as you look at the info I am sending. 

1 - Can you (someone on your staff or student interns, etc.) help with me with curriculum and process to train 8 youth worker interns to facilitate 
increased utilization of existing recreation assets (from neighborhood parks to rec center to state park to trails to lakes/river, etc.) by younger 
kids, peers, and ~mily, learn about careers in recreation, spots and active living, and to help maximize youth pa~icipation in recreation master 
planning process by youth who have not historically had access to formal recreation assets? (Note -VISIONS will provide training in 
understanding the equi~ issues and cultural issues involved with access to healthy living and recreation in Halifax County. County ranked next to 
last in health outcomes in the state--see Outdoor Nation grant for stats. 

2- Can you provide some grad and/or undergrad student interns to help coach/supewise the youth in facilitating recreation activity with younger 
kids, peers (teens) and with family? Grant Proposal calls for them to help organize & facilitate 9 recreation events- to be decided by youth 
interns, coordinators and pawners. 

3- Can you help get some additional funding from Kenan Trust and write suppo~ letters to our other funders.? 
4- Others ideas suggestions -from your vantage point of expe~ise? 

This project is in the development phase -see my dra~ prospectus below- mostly designed for a $15,000 Resourceful Communities Grant (NC 
Consewation FundiKBR) and also attached is an Outdoor Nation grant - that can provide information and perspective on the project. Please read Outdoor 
Nation to get more background; however, Outdoor Nation requires outdoor activities (fall - Feb 1 ~not best for anyone not to speak of the cultural issues 
with Black folk~however, we will give it a t~ of course if we get funded~3 grants in state - deadline 8/30 - so if you’re going to submit suppo~ - will have 

Grant Prospectus - HLEP Healthy Youth in Action 
(Proposal to Resourceful Communities, StromaniKenan Trust???; $7500 potential grant from Outdoor Nation - Covers Outdoor Rec. only from Oct-Feb; 
Other) 
Go~s: 

¯ Develop youth leaders to understand fl~e eqniF ~nd policy implicmions of health, wellness, fitness, ~cremion m~d environmental protection and appreciation 

¯ Facilitate youth ~ici~tion in the connty rec~ation mas~er plam~ng process; build on community le~ng ~om HLEP Pha~ 1 

¯ Develop youth leaders to s~elyandefl~ctively~acilimte~er~ younger youth and ~o~fily in health education~ wellnessmidrec~ationactivifieswifl~a~ocuson 

increased util~afion of e~sfing 

Educateilntmdnce youth leaders on u~ and app~ciafion of natural and e~sting structural ~tivides ibr ~creation~ healfl~ ~d wellness in ttali~x Connty ~d 

related c~eer oppommities 

Desi~: 
1. g youfl~ ihcilimtom; 5 adult coordinato~mentom 

~. 18 Saturdays &/or Sunday ~emoons; weekdays late June-August: 6 days Training and t ractice (Equib/t olicy ~al) sis Tools; Recreation Youth Worker 

g~ll~’t mctice; Job~’c~eers; Linl~ges ~veen healtk wellness and recreation; CommuniF outreaciv’engagement tools; Orientation ~ selected sites; 

Programming ~or variation in physical abili~); 1~ days Intems~p Youth Recreation Facilitator ~or plo~ned events, 10 monks times~ Nov Aught 

3. ~ ~n and deve~p pa~icipati~n and desi~d ~utc~me~ f~r y~u~ ~‘~m c~un~ recre~ti~n mas~er p~an pr~ces~ 

d. Possible planned events: communiF ~wal~; plied ~cfivities ~or ~e~chool pmgrmu~ church and communi~ g~ups o~younger youth without ~deq~te 

adult suppo~; ~11, baseMll, b~sketball~ soccer le~gne~te~ms; su~eying e~sfing pmgrmus’activifies; increase use o~recreafion cente~sites; Roanoke River 

p~ddle d~ys, Medoc Mountain State P~rk (hi,rig, ~nfing, ~nmor ranger p~gram (ages 6-1~), namrei~fe~ education ~fivities, geocaching, camping); Sylvan 

Heights Wmer Fowl ~ar~ H~li~ax Underground Railroad Trail and Roanoke C~al Trail; L~ke 

5. Pa~ner with Re~mrceIhl Communities, Ro~oke ~ver Pamper, Halii~x Recreation Network~ County dH and [~C-Chapel Hill Dept. of Exercise and Spo(t 

Science (7), Outdoor Nation (?), Halii~x Regional Medical Center Commu~ty Health Initiative; YES (You~ Empowered Solndons) 

6. Look at special~ training, e.g. I,ii~ g~mv& swimming, ~ating 

7. The goal will be to engage paNcip~ in multiple events to build cap~ity fi~r ~gular outdoor activity. All p~icip~ will ~ encouraged k~ initiate ongoing and 

remm outdoor activities on ~eir own. Tmnspo~fion, supplies and equipment will be provided to the e~ent feasible. Each youfl~ worker will ~ ~ked to 

involve ~ ~ends and ~o~fily in outdoor events and ~acilitate each o~them involving 5 other l~ends ~d family in outdoor ~creation on a ~gular b~is ~or a to~ 

po~icipation of~00 youth & adults with increa~d ca~ciF to regulo~ly engage in outdoor recremion. In addition, the youth worke~ will adopt intact groups 

younger child~n for orgamzed activities~ e.g. ~er-school pmgmm~ day care centers and church and commufiF youth groups. The Youth Workers will 

~ilimte yonth pm~ici~tion in the counF recreation master planning p~cess to help ensure that recreation ~sse~ will be nfilized. The project should involve 

least ~50 persons in increased rec~ation activi~. 

8~ Plan for evahmfio~ replication m~d sns~ain~bili~ 

% Coordinate/Promote with ~R HLEP Equip- CommufiF Tr~Jmng Chant Activities 

The HI,EP Outdoor Youfl~ in Action will become trained you~ recreation workers who can bridge race/gender/class diit~rence~ ~ilimte ~d mc~ase the n~ of 

outdoor recreation by other youth and adults ~d engage m ~licy change activities to increase rec~ation resources in a county with 39% o~siF, 3d% inactivity, 39% 

child ~veOy, 37 ~o inadequate ~cial suppo~ ~ recreation I~ilities, 100k(11 NC avg.Mnd 53 Fo Black ~pulation. 

In ~011, at the launch of the pro~ect, HLEt conducted ~ocus groups with over 300 youth and adults ti~oughout the counF on the equiF bamers they saw. Lack of 



recreation mad youth programs supervised by caring "adults was mnong the top 10 bamers identified. In addition, HLEP interviewers tbund that many youth and adults 

were not using or in rome cases even a~vare of existing resonrces, e.g. Medoc Mountain State Park. In addition, there is a big dearth of neighborhood parks and green 

spaces and public recreation asseks throughout the county’. The lack of pe~ticipat~on in recreation is greatly inlluenced by "the location of the asseks, adnlt thmiliarity and 

thcilitation, low wealth economic class status, the major lack of public and private transportation in the county and the lack of any recreation prograJnming covering the 

coun~ outside the Roanoke Rapids area. ’][’his project will counteract those barriers by’ providing trained youth workers to augment and supplement adult supervision 

and pmgran~ming to facilitate inti,nate ~:amiliari~" with and use of the county’s outdoor recreation assets and activities in a more culturally congruent manner for the 

com,nuni~" youth and their families and networks. The project will be ta~geting youth and adults who do not regularly or who may never have used these outdoor 

assets. Transportation and initig~ activity" and so,ne equipment costs will be covered by the grant along with some incentive stipends or ott}rs of project interus or 

mantor support for follow-np activities. 

Draft Working Budget: 

Budget Item                                                                                       Notes Resourcethl Outdoor Nation- Other Sources 

Cx)mmunities- $15K $7500 max-? (Kenan Trust?) 

Max 

Youth: 8 youth X 18 daysX 8 hrs. X $g/hr. 7000 7000? 2216 

9216 

FICA (7.65%) 705 705 500 

TraJners/CoordinatorgMentors Stipends- 4000 31,000 

35,000 

Office/Admire/Fiscal Expenses - 5600 1000 4600 

Activities/Supplies/Equipment/Specialty, 1500 2000 
training: 3500 

Transportation- 1500 795 705 

Insurance - 2000 (?) 2000 

Totals 57,521 15000 7500-? 42521 

Angela R. Bryant 

e-fax- 703-783-8553 

~earthlink.net 



From: "@ivea~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 4:07 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Innovate TeaJn 

Hello Dr. Stroma~ 

Below is our group for NutriApp: 

Regards, 

@live.unc.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:15 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Econ Group 

Dr. Stroman, 
Here’s the list of people in my group! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela B~ant) <~Bo~anfin@ncleg.net> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 1:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

2013 AARP Legislative Summa~ 

ALERT 
From the office of Sen. Angela Bryant 

If you wish to no longer subscribe to these notices click here. 

The North Carolina General As~mbly adjourned on July 27 Mter a 104 day legislative session that 

included 1,751 bills being filed by lawmakers. A total of 338 bills were passed and tbrwa~ded on to 
Governor Pat McCroly to sign. The Governor signed 334 bills, ~,o bills became law without the 

Governor’s signature, and two bills were vetoed by the Governor. During the first week of 

Septelnber, the General Asselnbly convened and overrode both of these vetoes. Appm:dmately 100 

additional bills, most of which only deal ruth local issues, passed but they did not require the 

Governor’s signature. 

There were numerous major pieces of legislation debated this session, including the bndget and a 

plan to overhaul the state’s tax system. This legislative summmy provides an overview of some of the 

key provisions of the budget bill (Senate Bill 402) as well as highlights of other key legislation of 

special note to AARP members. This document: however, does not provide a comprehensive 

summary of all action taken by the General Assembly this ~ssion. To find out more details about the 

work of the legislature or to review specific bills with action this ~ssion, visit the General Assembly’s 

website at _[!t_g?::0’_~!~:_~g~:~_tj_a__t__e_:_~Lc_:__t_[_s_/_. 

The 2014 legislative short session will convene on May 14 at noon. Between now and then, there 

will be many oppoi~nifies to colnmunicate with State Senators and Representatives about issues. 

Reach out to them to tell your stoD~ and to help put a face on the issnes that are important to persons 

50 and over in North Carolina. 

Summary of Key Bills Tracked by AARP 

I-~dge~ B~l/(Se~t-~, ~i~l 4~2): Details state spending for the next two years as well and inclndes 

provisions which set tx~licies, create some new la~v~ and reshape several governmeat agencies. The 

budget tbr FY 13-14 is $20.6 billion. Significant provisions relevant to AARP members include the 

tbllomng: 

Reduces funding available through the Social Services Block Grant (SSBG) for services 

and programs which iml~ct older and disabled adults including the following: 

$137,189 cut for the Home and Commuul .ty Care Block Grant which helps older adults 

stay in their homes (note: the direct appv:~priation for the Home and Commnnity Care Block Grant 

was not reduced althongh a cnt was considered) 

$157,163 cut for the State h~-Home Services Fund 

$161,217 cut for the State Adult Day Care Fund 

$100,684 cut tbr adult protective services 

$378,244 cut for guardianship services 

$18,544 cut for UNC CARES tbr adult se~wices trai~fing 

¯ Appropriates $3.8 million in FY 13-14 and $9.4 million in FY 14-15 pursnant to the on- going 

agreement between the State and the U.S. Department of Justice to develop and implement 

housing, support, and other services for people ~4th ~nental illness. 
¯ Appropriates $4.6 million in non-recurring funding tbr FY 13-14 ~br group home residents 

who were determined to be ineligible tbr Medicaid personal care services on or after 

January 1, 2013. The ma=dmum monthly payment is set at $464.30 ~md is based on providing 



33 hours of service per eligible recipient. 

Provides $1.7 million each year of the bielmium for the Medication Assistance Program 

(MAP) to assist uninsured, low-income people in obtaining prescription drugs. 

Provides $400,000 each year of the biennium to NC MedAssist to expand the capacity of 

its statewide pharmacy prograa~ which serves uninsured and low-income persons. 

Appropriates on- going funds for historically funded non- profits for FY 13-14, including 

$121,481 for NC Senior Games. For FY 14-15, the NC Depa(tment of Health mad Humm~ 

Services is directed to create a competitive block grant process for the appropriation of funds 

to historically funded non-profits. 

Replaces the General Fund appropriation of $98,738 each year of the biennium in the 

Assistive Technology Program with progrmn receipts. 

Provides $200,000 in FY 14-15 for the Long-Te~n Care Ombudsman progrmn to replace 
the loss oft~deral receipts. 

Appropriates $11.5 million in FY 13-14 and $16.6 million in FY 14-15 to support the new 

and expanded Broughton State Psychiatric Hospital which is scheduled to open in 

December of 2014. 
Provides funds to increase the number of three-way contract community hospital beds 

available to Local (Mental Health) Mmaage~nent Entities/Managed Care Organizations and 

directs the NC Depextment of Health and Human Services to develop m~d implement a two- 

tiered payment system for the three-way contracts. This syste~n shall provide an enhanced 

payment rate for inpatients assessed at higher acuity levels. 
Provides additional funds each year of the biennimn for 10 additional positions in the 

Acute and Home Care Licensure Section of the NC Division of Health Service Regulation 

to investigate complaints, conduct surveys for uncredentialed hospitals and monitor abortion 

clinics. 

Provides funding for the continuation of the Medicaid program at the current level, 

adjusling Ibr cha~ges in enrollment, mix of enrollmenk consmnption, new service a~d new 

policy. 

Cuts costs to the Medicaid program by undertaking a number of steps including: 

Modifies the hospital provider assessment plan. 

Increases the co-pays for eligible Medicaid services. 

Reduces hospital outpatient payments to70% of cost. 

Implements prescription drug pa3anent reforms. 

Develops a shared savin gs plan with providers. 

Lilnits adult rehabBitation services. 

Lilnits physician office visits to 10 a year without prior authorization (recipien~ with 

chi~nic conditions exempted from this limit). 

Freezes rates for services subject to automatic increases. 

Authorizes cost contalmnent activities. 

Provides funding for expenditures for new Medicaid redpients. 69,683 new enrollees 

are expected to j oin MedicaJ d in FY 13-14 and 72,426 are expected to j oin in FY 14-15. 

Authorizes the NC Department of Health and Human Services, Division of Medical 
Assistax~ce, in consultation with a new Medicaid Reform Advisory Group to create a detafiled 

plma fol; but not implement, significm~t reforms to the State’s Medicaid Program. 

Governor McCmry has proposed an overhaul of the Medicaid program that would involve 

private companies managing caxe. 
Clarifies procedures related to amendments to the Medicaid State Plan and Medicaid 

Waivers. 
Codifies several provisions related to Medicaid: Medicaid as a secondary’ payor, 

counties sharing in fraud recovery’, procedures for changing Medicaid policy, and electronic 
transaction requirements tbr providers. AI~ clarities Medicaid rule making. 

Provides $100,000 to match federal Medicaid adminisWative funds tbr a study to determine 

whether the Community Care of North Carolina m~Mel saves money and improves health 

outcomes. 

DiIects Commuulty Care of North Carolina to set and pay per member per month 

payments on a performance basis to encourage better care management. 

Provides recurring State ~natching funds of $213,366 and non-recurring funds of $177,505 in 

FY 14-15 for federal Help Alnerica Vote Act (HAVA) funds to support the StatewJde 

Election and Information Management System (SEIMS) m~d two time-limited positions 

forFY 14-15. 
Provides S1 million each year of the bie~mium for the implementation of the Voter 



Information Verification Act (VIVA). Funds may be used ibr outreach and operations by 

the State Boa~;d of Elections, reimburse fi~r issuance of state-issued identification cards by the 

NC Division of Motor Vehicles, reimbursement tbr the State Registrar ff~r the provision of 

fi-ee vitaJ records certificates, and for retinbursement to com~W governments. 
Eliminates the NC ISablic Cainpaign Finance Fmld and transfers $3.5 million in FY 13-14 

to general ava~labili .ty. 

Provides non-recurring funding of $130,000 each year of the biennium to continue the 

Justice for Sterilization Victims Fomidation which roll ad~ninis~ter the compensation for 

victims of the State’s Eugenics Program. 

Creates a fund of $10 million in FY 13-14 to compensate verified victims of the State’s 

Euge~fics Program that operated from the 1920’s to the 1970’s. 

Reduces the General Fund appropriation to the Housing T~alst Fm~d to $7 million for each 
yea~ of the biennium makes a non-recurring cut of $876,785 each year of the biennium. 

Increases the State’s contribution to the Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement 

System by $36 million each year of the biennium k~ fund the Annual Required Con’mbution. 

Provides a one-time additional five days of annual leave tbr fall-time permanent 

employees of the State, 

Provides funding of $33.5 million in FY 13-15 and $89 million in FY 14-15 to continue 

health benefits coverage tbr enrolled active and retired state employees suppo(ted by 

the General Fund. 

Appropriates $125,000 in non-recurring fi~nding for FY 13-14 to construct an enclosed 

committal structure for the Sandhills State Veterans Cemetery in Spring Lake, NC. 

Appropriates $600,000 in non-recurring fi~nding for FY 13-14 to construct a new State 

Veterans Cemetery in Goldsboro. The State currently has three cemeteries located in 
Black Mountain, Kinston, and Spring Lake. 

Authorizes the Office of State Budget and Management to contract for a Cmvernment 

Efficiency and Reform review and analysis of the executive branch of government, which 

shall be known as NC GEAR. 
Elhninates the tuition waiver which dllowed senior citizens age 65 or older who are 

qualified legal residents of North Carolina to take up to six hours of credit ins~truction and one 

corase of noncredit ins~truction per acade~nic se~nester at co~nmunity colleges. This elimination 

saves the state $970,000 each year of the biennium. 

Provides $4.8 million in non-recurring funding to the NC Community College System Office 

for FY 13-14 for the NC Back-to-V~%rk Prograin, a retraining progrmn focused on 

unemployed and underemployed North Carolinians, militai?’ veterans, and North Carolina 

National Guard members. This program provides s~tudents ruth job training, employability 
skills, and industry-recognized, flaird-pexty credentials. 

Directs the NC DepaJ~n~ent of Health and tlanran Services, Division of Aging and Adult 

Services, to establish a pBot program to implement a tiered rate structure within "the State- 

County Special Assistance Program for individuals residing in group homes, in-home living 

an-angelnents, and assisted living residences. 

Es~tablishes the Inaxinram monthly State-County Special Assistance rate for residents in 

adult caxe home i:acilities at $1,182 and for residents in Alzheimer’s/Dementia special caxe 

units at $1,515 for each year of the biennium. 

Specifies that for the period beginning July 31, 2013, and ending July 1, 2016, the NC 
Department of Health and Human Services, Division of Health Service Regulation, shall not 

issue any licenses for special care units. Also, no later than April 1, 2014, the 

Department shall review the laws pertaJning to staff ratios and other staff’mg 

requirements of special care uniks and maJae recommendations to the legislature for changes 

to "the existing s~ffratios ~md s~ffing requirements. 

Eliminates the requirement lbr the NC Department of Health and Human Services to issue a 

comprehensive report on medication-related errors in nursing homes. 

Provides a certificate of need (CON) exemption for replacement of previously approved 

equipment and facilities located on the main campus of a licensed health sere’ice facility. 

Transfers the programs administered under file NC Energ3’ Assistance Act tbr Low- 

Income Persons and any other energy-related assistance program for the benefit of low- 

income persons in exis~ting housing, from the Departmeut of Commerce to the State Energy, 

Office in the Department of Envirorunent and Natural Resora~ces. 

Specifies that the President Pro Tempore of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of 

Representatives during the 2013-2015 biennium may authorize no more than a cumulative 

total of 13 select committees and interim study committees to meet in "the interim period. 

(note: A Studies Bill did not passed in the tinal day of this session which contained a provision 

to es~tablish a Subeommittee on Aging of the Joint Legislafive Oversight Committee on ttea]th 

and ttuman Services to examine the State’s delivery of services to older adults. There was 
also a provision in the Studies Bill that did not pass to create an Alzheimer’s Disease Task 

Force that would develop a State Plan for Alzheimer’s Disease). 

Allows the NC Depe:rtment ofTransportatio~ Ihlblic Transportation Division, to have 

tlexibility in the use of funds to leverage federal funds lbr rural and human service public 

transportation and provides local transportation systems ruth ma~mum flexibility to use State 

operating funds. 

Increases registration fees for a lobbyist to $250, for lobbyist principals to $250, and 



specifies that the submission of all documents, report~ and payments by lobbyisks shall be 

made electronically. 

H~a~;e ~’~i~l 4=- Unemplo3ment Insm’ance Fund Solvency and Program Changes: Reduces the 

amount and duration of unemployment benefits for people who are unemployed effective July 1, 

2013, and raises unemployment taxes temporarily on businesses to retire a debt of $2.5 billion to the 

federal government by 2016 which helped the s, ate pay unemployment benefits during the recession. 

Reduces the ma:dmum time an unemployed person can receive benefits fiom 26 weeks to a sliding 

scale of 12 to 20 weeks based on the state’s unemployment rate. Also reduces the maximum weekly 

unemployment benefit fi~om $535 to $350. Changing the benefit level effective July 1, results in 

approximately 170,000 people in the s~te losing federal unemployment benefits for the last six 

months of 2013. 

H~ze B~II ~ - Temporary Funding/Group Itomes and Special Care Units: Requires the NC 

Department of Health and Human Services to provrde temporal, short-term financial assistance (no 

longer than June 30, 2013) to (1) group homes serving residents determined not to be eligible tier 
Medicafid covered personal caxe services as a result of changes to eligibiliU criteria that became 

efffective on January. 1, 2013, and (2) Alzheimer’s/dementia special care units serving residents who 

qualify for Medicaid covered personal care services on or a~er Janua~ 1, 2013. 

H~use I-~l~ 32 --- Increase Year’s ?allowance: Increases the amount of the year’s allowance for a 

surviving spouse of an intestate or of a testator from $20,000 to $30,000. 

H~use I-~l~ 82 --- IRS Update: Updates the reference to the Internal Revenue Code and decouples 

ficom certain provisions of the Federal Amelican Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012. Section 9 of the bill 

reduces the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) fl~om 5% to 4.5% of the federal credit for tax year 

2013 and the credit would not be extended when it sun~ts in December of 2013. The state long- 

term care insurance tax credit is also allowed to expire at the end of the 2013 tax year. 

H~use gill })2 --- GenerM Statutes Commission Tedmical Corrections 2013: Makes technical 

corrections to the General Statutes and session laws as recommended by the General Statutes 

Commission and makes additional technical and other changes to the General Statutes and session 

laws. Two sections of parficular note are Section 28.5 which pertains to the dissolution of the North 

Caroliua Health Insurance High Risk Pool and Section 32.5 which pertains to scope of practice and 

licensure provisions for hearing aid specialists. 

H~ze B~II 1 ~;1 - Mandatory Retirement Age for Magistrates: Establishes a mandatory 

retirement age lbr magistrates. No magistrate may continue in office beyond the last day of the month 

in which the magistrate reaches the mandatory retirement age lbrjuslices and judges of the General 

Court of Justice M~ich is 72. 

~use Bi~ 223 ---Electric Membership Corporations/Member Controh Exempts Electric 

Membership Corporations from integrating resorave planning a~ld service regulations requirelnents 

established by the Utilities Comlnission, returns oversight of the Corporations to their melnber board 

of directors, and clarifies the authoriF of the NC Rural Electrification AuthoriF to receive and 
inves~tigate complaints from members of Electric Membership Corporations. 

H,~use B{I~ 232 --- State Health Plan/Statutory Changes: Makes technical and other changes to 
the State ttealth Plan for Teachers and State Employees statutes, as requested by the State tlealth 

Plan adminis~trators. 

H~;e ~-~i~ 24(~ - Insurance TechnicaiiClarif34ng Changes: Addresses multiple issues related to 
insuraa~ce including: 

Expands the choices for health insurance in No(th Carolina by exe~npting health insurance 

companies from outdated risk exposure requirements. 
Revises certain risk- based capital requirements in order to maintain North Carolina’s National 

Association of Insurance Commissioner’s (NAIC) accreditation. 
Clarifies consumer choice in homeowner’s coverage for wind and hail. 

Clarifies the certification requirements for an actaai3~ who presents a schedule of premium 

rates. 

Shortens certain time periods lbr an external review by the Commissioner of certain insurer 

determinations. 

Expands access of coverage to businesses that need blanket accident and health coverage. 

Makes certain conforming changes related to the renaming of the Office of Managed Caxe 

Patient Assistance Program as Health Insurance Slnart NC. 

Clarifies when an autolnatic stay of proof of loss requirements, premium and debt defeirals, 

and loss adjustlnents are triggered. 

Provides notice and an opportunity for a hearing when a Superior Court Judge is called upon 

to select an umpire in certain prope~’ insurance disputes. 

Allows the Department of Insurance to enfolce certain provisions of the Public Health Service 



Act by requiring insurance companies to comply with those provisions within the state. 

H~a~se ~-~i~l 247 - Freedom to Negotiate Health Care Rates: Allows health providers and 

health insurers to freely negotiate reimbursement rates by prohibiting contract provisions that restrict 

rate negotiaflons. 

H~v-;e &~i~: Re--;~~sr~ 27~ --- Confirm Utilities Com~nission Appoinanents: Provides for the 

confirmation of the appointment of Don M. Ba~ley to the Utilities Cotnmission. 

l[{o~.,se :~g~ 278 --- HOAs/Voluntary Prelifigafion Mediation: Encourages parties to a dispute 

involving certain matters related to veal es~te under the jurisdiction of a homeowners association to 

iniflate mediation to try to resolve the dispute prior to filing a civil action. 

H~se B~I~ 322 - DCL Reqnirements/Military Experience: Allows the NC Division of Motor 

Vehicles to waive the commercial skills text ti~r retired or dischayged members of the armed forces 

who also ~tisfy other requirements. 

~use Bi~ ..~27 --- Fire and Rescue Pension Revisions of 2013: Modernizes, updates, and 

clarifies the statutes governing the Firelnan’s and Rescue Squad Workers’ Pension Fund. Among 

other things, it eliminates the Bo~¢d of Trustees Mrile transferring its authority to the Board of 
Trustees of the Local Governmental Employees’ Retirement System and es~blishes a Fivefighters’ 

and Rescue Squad Workers’ Advis~i), Panel. 

H~use B~I] 331 --- HOAs/Uniform Lien Procedure: Stabilizes titles and provides a uniform 

procedure to enti~rce claims of lien securing sums due condominium and planned comm unity 

associations. 

H~a~se ~-~i~l 347 - Amend Greensbx~ro Fire Retirement Charter: Among other things, amends "the 
Greensboro Firefighters’ Supplemental Reflvement Sys~tem. 

H~se gill 3~7 ---Retirement Goveiaiance Changes Act of 2013: Increases citizen oversight 

and makes other consolidations and improvements in the governance of the State Retirement System 

and improves tmnspa~:ency by ensuring that all retirement plans administered by the Department of 

the State Treasurer are overseen by a Board of Trustees. 

l[{~.,se B~li 358 --- Retirement Techifical Corrections: Makes technical and conforming changes 

to the statutes altEcfing the State Retirement System. 

H~se B~]~ ,~g9 - Retirement Administrative Change Act of 2013: Makes changes to the 

administration of the State Retirement System that will extend the transfer benefit option to 
paxficipants in the 403(B) Supplements] Retirement Plan, clarifies the fiming of the Soci~J Security 

offset for long-term disability benefits, establishes a 415(M) benefits preservation axrmagement as 

allowed under federal law. and provides that domestic relaflons orders dividing interests under the 

Retivement System must be submitted on approved forms. Also corrects an oversight in the 

DisabiliU Income Plan and amends the provisions for allowance of vetroacflve membership service in 

the Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement System and the Local Governmental Employees’ 

Retirement System. 

H~a~se ~-~i~ 37I - Chiropractic Assistant Certification/Fee: Authorizes the State Board of 

Chiropractic Examiners to esIablish and entbrce educational standards tbr chiropractic clinicaJ 

assistants. 

l [~se gill 39~ ---Volunteer Service hi Retirement: Amends the dafiniflon of vefirelnent to 

clarify that selvice as a Inember of the Board of Trustees of a Community College, as a member of 

the Board of Trustees of a constituent institution of the University of No(th Carolina, or as a 

volunteer Guo~rdian Ad Lite~n in the Gumdian Ad Litem program is not considered service for the 
purposes of that definition. 

l[{~.,se B~li 392 ---Warrant StatusfD~alg Screen Public Assistance: (This bill was vetoed by 

the Governor, but the veto was overridden by both chambers of the General AssemblyZ 

Requires a county Department of Social Services (DSS) to verify (criminal record check) whether 

an applicant Ibr or recipient of Temporary Assistance tbr Needy Families (TANF) benefits or Food 

and Nutrition Sen, ices (FIGS) benefits is a fleeing felon or a probation or parole violator, directs 

interagency cooperation and inlbrmafion sharing in order to verify the eligibility status of an applicant 

or recipient, and denies TANF or INS benefits to an applicant or recipient who is a fleeing felon or 

a probaflon or parole violator. Also requires drug screening and testing for certain applicants a~nd 

recipients of Work First Program Assistance. Applicants aye required to pay tbr the drug testing 

upfront and to seek reimbursement from the State. 

H~use I~l~ 3~9 --- Amend Laws Pertaining to the NC Department of Health and Human 

Services (DHHS): Makes changes requested by DHHS to laws pertaining to child abuse, neglect, 



mad dependency; Medicaid; public health; aa~d mental health, developmental disabilities, and 
substance abuse. A provision in the bill pertaining to Medicaid estate recovery stipulates that the 
Department has all rights available to estate creditor~ including the right to qua1@ as personal 
representative or collector of an estate. Ira trust was established and the person was receiving 
Medicaid at the fime of their death, a~y trustee of the trust is to provide notice of that person’s death 
to the Department of Health and Human Services, Division of Medical AssisImme, within 90 days of 
the person’s death. 

Ho~ase Bi~l 4{~2 --- TRICARE Supplement for Flex Accounts: Requires a TRICARE supplement 

to be offered ira plan of tie.hie compensafion is offered by the State. 

Ho~ase Bi~l 4{ ~) --- Cm~cel Title to Manufactured Homes: Allows the NC Division of Motor 
Vehicles to cmacel a certificate of fitle to a manufactured home when the person requesting 

cmacellafion does not have the certificate of title. 

H~se B~I~ 459 - Chronic Care Coordination Act: Requires the NC Department of tlealth mad 
Hmnan Services to research and coordinate improved tmatment of chionic diseases such as heart 

disease, cancer, diabetes, and obesity. 

[~use B~I~ 467 --- Breast Density Notification and Awareness: Requires health cam facilities 

that perform mammography examinations to communicate mammographic bmast density’ information 

to patmnts m~d makes a correction to a sIatute involving the Cancer Registry. 

473 ... NC Captive Insurance Act: Enacts the North Carolina Captive Insurance Act. 

~ I~a~;e ~-~i~l 492 - Safeguard Qu’,flified Individuals Medicaid Personal Care Services (PCS): 
Directs the NC DepaVtment of Health and Human Services (DHHS) to adjust Medicaid personal 

cam services to provide additional sat~guards tbr qualified individuals and to report to the Genera] 
Assembly on this. In order to fund the additional hours of service authorized by the bill, the DHHS 

shall mduce the rate of personal care services in order to remain within the budgeted amount of 

funds for personal care services. On or before August 15, 2013, DHHS is to sub,nit to the federal 

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services a Medicaid State Plan Amendment necessa~ to 
implement this bill. 

Ho~ase Bill ~43 --- Guardianship Roles of Mental Health, Devdopmental Disabilities and 
Substance Abuse (MH/DD/SA) Providers: Addresses permissible guardianship roles for 
corporations and individuals that provrde MH/DD/SA services. Stops a corporation farm being 

appointed a guardian to a person lbr whom it is providing mental health treatment, substance abuse 

treatment, or similaac sew, ices. 

~use B~I~ ~;~;1 --- Amend Wihnington Flrefighte~. "Relief Eund": Amends the act creating a 
Fimmens’ Benefit Fund for firemen in the City of Wihnington. 

~use B~I~ ~;~;2 --- Remove Area from Coun .ty Service District: Provides a procedure to 
remove an area from a county service area. 

H,~use B{I~ 5,~{9 --- VI¥5’k (Voter Information Verification Act)/Election Reform: What started 
out as a voter photo identification bill ended up being a makeover of numerous provisions related to 

w~ting in North Carolina. Key provisions of the bill: 

Require that a voter show one of eight approved ID’s at the polls beginning with the 2016 
elections. Any voter age 70 or older at the time of pmsentation at the voting place is permitted 

to present an expired ibnn of any allowable ID that was unexpired on the voter’s 70th 

birthday. College IDs are not allowed. 
Provide for the issuance of a special identification card when a person does not have a 
driver’s license. Them is no fee for this card if certain criteria am met including being Nind, 
over 70 years of age, or homeless. Another of the criteria for obtaining a special ID card 
without a fee is not having other acceptable photo identification. The bill spells out provisions 
for issuing a certified copy of a birth or mamage certificate to aw person over the age of 62 
tbr the proposes of obtaining a photo ID. 
Specig./that ira qualified voter is able to travel to the voting place, but is unable to enter the 
voting enclosum to vote in person without assistance because of age, physical disability or 
physical barriers encountered at the voting place, then that voter shall be allowed to vote 
either in the vehicle conveying that voter or in the immediate proximity of the voting place. The 
voter shall present valid photo identification or a copy of a document as lis~ted in G.S. 63- 
166.12(a)(2) which shows the name m~d address of the voter: a current utility bill, bank 
statement, government check, pwcheck, or other government document. 
Spell out provisions for absentee voting including facilitating voting by persons who have legal 
gtmrdians. 
Spell out voter registration and education requirements. 
Cut the early voting period from 17 to 10 dws, but counties are still required to provide the 



same number of hours Ibr early voting. 

Prohibit counties fi’om extending em-ly voting hours on the Saturday betbre Election Day to 

accommodate crowds. 

Eliminate ~Jne- day voter registration during early voting. 

Eliminate pre-registration for 16- and 17-year-olds and repeals the Inan&te for election 

officials to conduct high-school regis~tration drives. 

Outlaw paid voter registration drives. 

Eliminate straight- ticket voting. 

Eliminate provisional voting if someone shows up at the wrong precinct. 

Prohibit connties from extending poll honrs by one hour on Election Day in extraordinary 

circumstances, such as in response to long lines. Those in line at closing time would still be 

allowed to vote. 
Allow any registered voter ofa coun ,ly 1,~ challenge the eligibility of a voter. 

Move the presidential primary, to the first Tuesday Mter Sotah Carolina’s primary if that slate 

holds its primary betbre March 15. (This would mean that North Carolina would have two 

primaades during presidential elections). 

Study electronic filing for campaign returns. 

Increase the maximum allowed campaign contribution per election from $4,000 to $5,000. 

Loosen disclosure requirements in campaign ads paid for by independent committees. 

Repeal the publicly funded election progrmn for appellate court j udges. 

Repeal the requirement that candidates endorse ads mn by their campaigns. 

H,~use B{I~ ~35 --- Involuntary Colnmitment Custody Order: Allows a clerk or assistant or 

depnD- clerk of Superior Conrt or a nmgistrate to issne by facsimile or electronic mail transmission an 
involnntary inpatient commitment custody order to a petitioning physician, eligible psychologist, or 

designee at a 24 hour thcility Mmn the respondent is already physically present at the 24 honr 

thcility. Also established protocols tbr the training of physicians, eligible psychologists, or designees 

and directs the Secretary of the NC Depaxtment of Health and Human Services to review mad revise 

the rules designating facilities for the cus~tody and treatment of involuntary clients. 

Hoarse gill 649 --- Small Group Health Insurance Tedmical Changes: Makes technical 

changes to the Small E,nployer Group Health Coverage Reform Act to address the provisions of the 

federal Afibrdable Care Act and increases s~top loss insurance options for small employers. 

Ho~,,se B~li 6~) --- GuaranD- Association Act ~Mnendments: Makes clarif)dng, conforming, and 

other changes to the North Carolina Life and Health Insurance Guamn~ Association Act. 

H~e Ig~I1669 - 2013 Appointments Bill: Appoints persons to various public offices npon the 

recommendations of the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President Pro Tempore of 

the Senate. 

~use Bi~ 67~ --- Amend Pharmacy Laws: Amends laws pc(raining to the regulation of pharmacy 
techificians, phmanacy audits, and prescriptions for Schedule II substmmes. 

H,~use B{I~ {;,’{3 --- Common Sense Consumption Act: Bars civil actions against packers, 

distributors, manufacturers, carriers, holders, sellers, marketers, or advertisers of food products that 

comply with applicable statutory and regnlatory requirements based on claims arising out of personal 

weight gain, obesity-, a health condition associated with weight gain or obesiD’, or other generally 

known conditions allegedly caused by or allegedly likely to result from long-term consumption of 

tbod. Also clarifies that local governments may not regulate the size of soft drinks olt}red Ibr sale. 

H~se ~-~i~l 692 - kanend Predatory I/ending La~,:/Mnends the North Carolina anti-predatory 
lending law- and limits the provisions of State mortgage lending law to being no more res~trictive than 

federal law. 

l[o~se gill 743 --- Unemployinent Laws Administrative Changes: Makes technical, 
adminis~tmtive, and clarif)~ing changes to the nnemployment insmance laws including using more 

months to make the average seasonal adjusted statewide unemployment rate. 

Ho~ase B~li 788 ---Water/Sewer Authori~ Rate Flefibility: Amends the siatute governing the 

powers of water and sewer authorities to allow the attthority to set rates tbr water resources storage 

or protection programs. 

H~e Ig~II 79(, - Exempt Certain Coinm barimniCemetery Act: Exempts a colnmbarium that is 

built on the grounds of a private, self-contained retirement colnmunity in a coraW where no 

commemially available columbarium exists, funded solely by the residents of the community, and 

reserved exclusively ibr the residents’ use frown the provisions of the NC Cemetery Act. 

H,~use B{I~ 8{~2 --- Landlord/Tenant/Shorten Eviction Time: Amends the laws related to landlord 

and tenant relationships to shorten the time period reqnired to evict a tenant. 



H~se ~-~[~l 82~ - Update Physical Therapy Practice Act: Updates the actto include, among 
other things, the reqnirement of criminal history record checks of applicants tbr licensure. 

H~<~se ~-~l 832 - Expand Phannadsts’ ImmtmizingAuthority: Protects the public’s health by 

increasing access to immunizations and vaccines through the expanded role of immunizing 

pharmacis~ts. 

Hoarse gill 834 ---Modern State Human Resources Management/Reorganization Through 

Reduction (RTR): This bill pertains to two distinct issnes: 

(1) Amends the State’s Ws~tem of human resources managemeut. Among other things, the bill raises 
the number of"at-vxN" employees who can be hired and fired by the Governor without cause to 
1,500 from 1,000. It aim streamlines the process for dealing with workers who have been 
suspended or axe under investigation. The Office of State Personnel, in conjunction with the Office of 
State Budget mad Management, may develop the RTR program which shall be one option available 
for reorgan~ation mad restructuring of state departments and offices. 

(2) hnproves transparency in the cost of health care provided by hospitals and ambulatory, surgical 
facilities, terminates set-off’deN collection by ce~in state agencies providing health care to the 
punic, makes it unlawthl for health care providers to charge for procedures or components of 
proce&~res that were not provided or snpplied, provides for fair health care facility billing and 
collections practices, and provides that hospitals receiving Medicaid reimbursements participate in 
the NC Health Information Exchange Network. Starting in June of 2014, hospitals and ambulatoU 
surgical facilities must post prices for common procedures as well as their chari~ care policies, and 
their bills will have to be in plato, caw-to-understand language without obscure codes and medical 
jargon. Consumers will also have protections from aggressive bill collection practices. 

H~<~se ~-~i~l 879 - Grand Jury/Service: Provides that jurors who serve their thll term of service on 
a grand jury shall not be required to serve again as a grand juror or as a juror tbr a period of six 

years. 

Hoarse g~ll 89~. --- Exploitation of Seniors/Freeze Defendant’s Assets: Allows the Dis~trict 

Attorney to petition the conrt to freeze the assets of a dependent charged with financial exploitation 

of an elder adult or disabled adult of funds, assets, or property valned at more than S5,000, and 

establishes a procedure to petition for the fieezing or seizure of the defendant’s assets. 

H~++se B~II 9g~} - Medicaid/2012-2013 Additional Appropriation: Provided additional funding 

needed by the State Medicaid program for the 2012-2013 fiscal year. 

H~s<, B~II 982 - Modify Medicaid Subrogation Statute: Modifies the State Medicaid 
subrogation statute in response to the United States Supreme Court Decision of the North Carolina 

case ofWos V. E.M.A. This case centered on how much funding the State could recoup from the 

settlement of the court case which involved a child covered by Medicaid who was disabled at birth. 

H,~use B{I] ~8 --- Tax Simplification and Reduction Act: Eliminates the cnrrent three-tiered 

personal income tax strncture and sets a flat rate at 5.8 percent in 2014 and 5.75 percent in 2015. 

Allows a standard deduction ors 15,000 for married taxpayers filing jointly, $12,000 for heads of 

household and $7,500 for single or married taxpayers filing separately. Deductions previously 

allowed from retiremeut income - $4,000 ti)r governmeut pensions (except tbr public pensions 

protected under the Bailey court decision) and $2,000 for private plans aye efiminated. Deductions 

tbr charitable contributions continue; however, a cap of $20,000 would apply to mortgage interest 

and property ta~x deductions. 

The corporate incotne tax drops frotn 6.9 percent to 6 percent in 2014 and would drop to 5 percent 
in 2015. Additional reductions are possible in 2016 and 2017 if the state meets revenue targets. 
Continues a sales tax exemption for non-profits but caps the exemption at $45 million. Also 
expands the sales tax to cover service warranties and amnsements including movies, and applies fully 
to manufactured housing. The 3 percent ~anchise tax on electrici~ and natural gas is eliminated and 
replaced with a 7 percent general sales tax. Loss of state revenue over the next five years due to the 
changes proposed in the tax strncture is projected to be $2.4 billion. 

H~se 0}¢~ R<~s~h~o~ l{i{~(i - Utilities Commission Confirmations: Provides tbr the 

confirmation of the appointments of Jerry Dockham and James Patterson to the Utilities 

Commission. 

S,’~a{e B~I~ 4---No NC Medicaid Exd~ange/No Medicaid Expansion: Clarifies the sIate’s 
intent not to operate a state-run or "pm~ership" Health Benefit Exchange, provides that future 
Medicaid eligibility determinations will be made by the state rather than the Federally Facilitated 
Exchange, and rejects the Affordable Care Act’s option to expand Medicaid (at this time) to an 
estimated 500,000 uninsured people. 



Senate Bill 11 - Establish Organ Donation Month: Designates the month of April of each year 

as O~an Donation Awareness/Donate Life Month mad provides that the legislation shall be entitled 

"DuI~’s Law". 

.~e~ate gill S!! Discharged VeteransiIdentiD-Theft Protection: Prevents identity theft of 

discharged veterans by restricting the release of ~nilitary service discharge documents. 

get, ate gi~l ~3 ---. Encourage Volunteer Care in Free Clinics: Encourages volunteer health care 

in fi~ee clinics by limiting the liability of medical mad health care providers if the fi~ee clinic provides 

patients with notice of limited liabiliu. 

S~,mde :~g~I 97 .--. Proper~~ Tax/Deamaexation: Requires the release of property taxes in any area 
that was part of a municipality tbr six months or less mad then &annexed. 

S~’m~e B~ll 137 - Prohibit Co-pay Waiver/Medicaid Providers: Prohibits the regular business 

practice of waiving required Medicaid and Health Choice recipient co-pays by certain providers 
unless the recipient is in great financial dis~tress. 

%’~e Bil~ I4{} --- Financial Exploitation of Older Adults: Increases the recognition, reporting 

and prosecution of those who would defraud or financidlly exploit ol&r adults and continues the 
Task Force on Fraud Against Older Adult as recommended by the Task Force on Fraud Against 

Older Adults. 

,~-¢e~te Bil~ 2~8 --- Effective Operation of 1915 (b)/(c) Waiver: Ensures the effecfive statemde 

operation of behavioral health services under the 1915 (b)/(c) Medicaid Waiver. Has the Secretary, 

of the NC Depextment of Health and Human Services ensure effective management of services that 

operate mental health and substance abuse tream~ent thcilities and provide in-home and comrauniF 

care for those individuals. 

Sea, ate gi~l 22S---HO,~s/Lhnited Cominon Elements/_/Mnendment of Declaration: Provides 

that a unit owner in a condominium and a lot owner in a planned community shall aitbrd access 

through the limited common element assigned or allocated to the owner’s unit or lot to the 

Association and, when necessary, to other unit or lot owners for the purpose of conducting 

mafintenance, repair, or replacement activities. Also provides that a unit or lot owner is legally 

responsible for damage to a limited common element caused by the unit or lot owner and clarifies the 

laws regmding the powers and duties ofa plarmed community and amends the procedures regarding 

amendment of a recorded declaration. 

S~’m~e B~ll 248 - Choice of Heating Aid Specialists: Ensures that patients have the right to 

choose "their hearing aid specialist under their health benefit plans. Also authorizes the NC State 

He~ring Aid Dealers and Fitters Board to increase certain fees and makes technical changes to the 

statute on choosing services and providers. 

%’~e Bil~ 279 --- Estates/Trusts/Guardianship Amendments: Updates ~ld clarifies provisions 

of the laws governing wills/estates, trusts, guardianships, powers of attorney, and other fiduciaries. 

Se~-e [~il~ 336 --- Collaboration :Mnong State Diabetes Programs: Requires the Divisions of 

Medical Assistance and Punlic Health mthin the NC Department of Health and Human Services and 
the State tlealth Plan Division within the NC Department of the State Treasurer to coordinate the 

diabetes programs they each administer and to each develop plans to reduce the incidence of 

diabetes, to improve care, and to control complications. They axe to report to "the Joint Legislative 

Oversight Committee on Health and Human Services and tl~e Fiscal Research Division. 

Se~ a~e gi~l 3~S --- Guaranteed Asset Protection Waivers: Authorizes guaranteed asset 

protection waivers to be authorized in this state. 

S~,mde :~g~I 4~6 --- Repeal Laws Deuled Section 5 Preclearance: In light of the recent Supreme 

Court ruling, repeals laws and ordinances that were denied preclearance under Section 5 of the 

Vofing Rights Act of 1965. 

S(’m~e B~ll 42~ - Unemployment Insurance Administrative Changes: MaJ~es technical, 

administrative, and clarifying changes to "the unemployment insurance laws. Section 4 of the bill 

stipulates that Social Security retirement benefits will not be deducted t?om unemployment 

compensation. 

%’~e J~h~ ~esolu~h~ 43~ ---Confirm Connnissioner of Banks: Confirms the Governor’s 

appointment of Ray Grace to the office of Commissioner of Banks. 

Se.~te I~il~ 456 --- Designate Ptima~- Stroke Centers: Requires the NC Department of Health 

and Human Services to designate qualified hospitals as Prima~~ Stroke Centers as recommended by 

the Jus~us-Warren Heart Disease and Stroke Prevention Task Force. 



Se~:e ~-~[ll 473 - Health Care Transparency/Speaker and President Pro Tempore 

Standing: Amends tee provisions of House Bill 834 related to health caxe cost reduction and 

transparency m~d health care billing and collections practices. Specifically, the bill stipulates that ifa 

procedure requires tee intbrmed consent of a patient, the charge tbr any comtx~nent of the 

procedure perforated prior to the consent being given shall not exceed the actual cost to the provider 

if the patient elects not to consent to the procedure. ’][’he bill also states that no lien arising out of a 

judgment for a debt owed a hospital or ambulato~ surgical facility shall attach to the judgment 

debtors’ principal residence, oc if the land upon which the principal residence is located is greater 

than five acres, then no lien shall attach to the judgment debtors’ principal and the surrounding five 

acres. An additional section of the bill allows the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the 

President Pro Tempore of the Senate, as agents of the State, to jointly intervene on behalf of the 

General Assembly in a judicial proceeding challenging aNorth Carolina s~tute or a provision of the 

North Caxolina Constitution. 

S~’m~e B~ 488 - Amend Nursing Home Administrator Act/Fees: Amends the Nursing Home 

Administrators Act and increases certain fees. A provision was in tee original bill proposal to 
increase the educational requirements for a licensed nursing home ad~ninis~trator to a ~nini~num of a 

baccalaureate degree from a college or universi~ accredited by m~ agency recognized by the U.S. 

Department of Education or an associate’s degree in nursing with a mi~ffmum of five years of 

experience as a director of nursing for five of the previous six yeaxs prior to application for licensure, 

but this provision was not approved in the House Finance Committee. 

Se~t-e I-~il/48~ --- Consmner Fh~ance Act Amendments: Makes various amendments to the 

North Carolina Consumer Finance Act. Borrowing limits and interest rates on installment loans are 

raised and new tees are permitted. 

Se.~:e ~-~ill 542 - Drug Testing for Long-Term Care Applicants and Employees: Requires 

long-term care facilities to require applicants fi~r employment and certain employees to submit to 
drug testing for controlled subs~nces. 

.~e~:~e ~3i~1 5~3---Local Management Entity/Managed Care Organization (LME/MCO) 

Enrollee Grievance and Appeals: Tiffs bill pertains to three dis~tinct issues: 

(1) Establishes grievance and appeal procedures for LME/MCO Medicaid enrollees. 

(2) Requires the NC Department of Health and ttumm~ Services to establish a supportive housing 

progra~n tbr individuals transitioning ti~m institutional settings to integrated communi~- based 

settings, clarifies how funds appropriated to tee Department ofttealth and Human Services for the 

establishment and operation of the program shall be used, mad creates a Community Living ttousing 

Fund mthin tee NC Housing Finance Agency to integrate individuals with disabilities into 

communi~-based supported housing. 

(3) Modifies the state’s share in hospital provider assesstnent tax. 

Se~t-e I-~il/558 --- Treasurer’s Investlnents: Amends the law governing the State Treasurer’s 

investment authority with regard to special funds held by the Treasurer. Allows the Treasurer more 

flexibility in investing State pension fired dollars in alternative investing categories such as private 

equip, hedge thnd~ and commodities. 

Se.~:e ~-~ill 56~ - Biopfic Lenses for Drivers License Tests: Allows indivi&tals who use 

bioptic lenses to be issued a regular Class C restricted drivers’ license if they meet certain 

requirements and successfully complete a behind-the-wheel training and assesslnent program. 

ge~:~e gi~l 7~2 --- ID Card for Homebound Persons: Allows the NC Division of Motor Vehicles 

to develop a process whereby persons who axe homebound can apply for a special photo 

identification card by means other than a personal appearance and makes other clari~ing changes. 

Mar)’ Bethel, AARP North Caroliua 

Follow Us Online: 

facebook.comiAARPNC twitter.com/AARPNC 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC BSM (@uncbsm) mentioned you on Twitter! 

Hi Dr. Stroman ! 

The name of the first year student who won was 

Best, 
@live.unc.edu ) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 11:08 AN 
To: 
Subject: FW: UNC BSM (@unc_bsm) mentioned you on Twitter! 

Dr. Sb’oman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empowen 

919.843.0336 

want to keep my word. Ph:_~ase select a first-.year student wit~t~er, arid le[: fru-’_~ kt~ow [:heir co~?tac[: informal:ion. Thanks} 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you. 

I[n between, the leader is a servant/’ --M. DePree 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:debby@dstroman.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:42 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: UNC BSM (@unc_bsm) mentioned you on Twitter! 

Begin fonYarded message: 

From: "UNC BSM (Twitter)" <notify@twitter.com> 
Subject: UNC BSM (@unc_bsm) mentioned you on Twitter! 
Date:                 8:17:25 PM EDT 
To: Deborah Stroman <debby@dstroman.com> 

Deborah Stroman, 
,. ~ 

~ 
Y~x~ were mc~:d<~:cd m ~ lab:c: 

UNO BSM@unc_bsm 

[ First-years who become paid BSM" members 
by next Wednesday will be entered, in a 
raffle for a $2o iTun~,s card., com~esy 



Deborah Stroman, PhD CLU 
www. corn 
wwwJaserl O.co ............................................... 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 3:30 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Hey! 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I apologize I’m so delayed in getting this email to you since I saw you last Wednesday. Things have been very busy for me lately. 

I am actually no longer living in the Triangle area. I got in to PTschool and I start classes full time in January. Last week when I saw you was actually my 

last day in the area and I had to take care of a few things on campus before I left. Anyway, I am currently taking some time off of work this fall to complete 

online coursework for the PT program as well as travel some, since this will be my last chance to do much of that for 3 years. 

How about you, how was your summer? How is the new school year going so far? I wish I could have hung around campus longer last week to chat, but 

unfortunately I had to head out of town. I hope all is well with you! 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karon Hardy (Sen. Angela Bo,ant) <B~antla@ncleg.net,; 

Friday, September 20, 2013 6:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

TOMORROW - 1 lth Bi-A~mual Educational Forum 

ALERT 

From the office of Sen. Angela Bryant 

If you wish to no longer subscribe to these notices click here. 

THE t1[TH BI-ANNUAL EI)UC~rIONAL FORUM 

.,.ISSUES AFFECTING OUR. COMMUNITY 

ANSWERING THE CALL 

COME BE EMPOWERED... 
FAiMILY MATTERS 

HOSTED BY: 
THE HONORABLE CAROL ALI.k?;IN VVHITE 

CLERK OF SUPERIOR COURT FOR EDGECOMBE COUNTY & STAFF 
FRI. SEPTEMBER 2o, 20~3 & SAT. SEPTEMBER 2~, 20~3 

EDGECOMBE COMMUNITY COLLEGE FLEMING BUILDING MOBLEY ATRIUM 

2009 W. Wilson Street, Tarboro NC 27886 
REGISTt~TION BEGINS NI" 9:oo A.M - SESSIONS STARTING AT lO:OO AM 

FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT KIM tIARRELL OR TRACY WtIITEHURSTAT 252~24- 

3200 
Join us..Come Be Empo~vered.. Ans~vering the Call...Family Matters..Educational/Flm/Food and Free to the Public 

Contact Kim Harrell or TracT \Vlfitehurst 252-824-3231 Or 252-824-3248 

SEE AGENDA BELOW 

Presents: 

The 11th Annual Educational Forum... Issues 

Affecting Our Community 

"Come Be Empowered... Family Matters 

Friday, September 20th and conclude Saturday, September 21, 2013 

Registration Begins at 9:00am 

Edgecombe Community College the Fleming Building, 2009 W. Wilson St.,Tarboro, NC 

Day 1 
Friday, September 20 

Topics Include 

Mo~ing - Dennis Gaddy, Executive Director, CSI-Reent~y, & Daniel Bowes, Stalt’Att~rney, Equal 

Justice Work Fellow, Prison Overcrowding, the Costs and Collateral Consequences of a Criminal 

Record. 

lamch - Attorney Carolyn O’Garro Moore, Child Custody/Visitation Rights 

Afternoon Panel Discussion Q&A: Ask the Experts: Understanding Civil and Criminal Process... 

Civil Protective Order/Domestic/Small Clafims, etc. 
Panel: 
The Honorable John C. Covolo, Judge 

William Solomon, A~m~ey 

Phillip Brown, Magistrate 

Shaxon Sprinlde, Assistant District Attorney 

Plfillip Wall, Mediation 

Curtis Pittman Edgecombe Co. SherifFs Dept. 
Meredith Holland My Sister’s House 

Day 2 

Saturday, September 21 

Topics include: 

Morning - Juvenile Forgiveness/Restorative 

Victor Jones, Speaker Va]iantFamilies - Making Good Choices 

Oratorical WinnergAwards "How to help the elderly in our community" By volunteering 

Mid Morning Clare Barnett Staff Attorney, Southern Coalition for Social Justice - the Importance 

of Wills/Es~tate Planning 

Panel Discussion: 
Jmnilla Hawkins Extension Agent, NC Cooperative Extension Agency Edgecombe County 

Roger Southerland - Legal Shiel4/ Identi~ theft 

Dee Johnson, Executive Director Wilson Community Health Clinic Freedom Hill Clinic 



Deborah Coley Edgecombe Coun~ Ottice on Aging 

Closing 2 pm 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maria DeGuzman < ~earthlink.net> 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 8:34 AM 

[YNC Latina/o Studies<unc~orogram in latina o studie@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[unc~orogram in latina o studies] Professional artist seeking currently enrolled graduate or undergraduate student assistant 

Professional artist seeking currently enrolled graduate or undergraduate student to help prepare 
digital proposals for exhibitions and grants. 

Must be able to make cds with the artist’s resume, proposal, and images in the correct digital format. 

Artist has website that you can use for the info needed for proposals. 

Good opportuni~ to work in the studio of a well ~known artist. See: http://jcooling.com/exhibitions/ 

Will pay 15 per hour. 

Please call janet cooling at 

Work will start immediately. 

You are currently subscribed to uncAprogram in latina o studies as: dstroman(a)email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id~1724563.84e5t048e8d19cfeb3188553ca94cfld&n T&I unc program in latina o studies&o 33622258 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~l to leave-33622258-41724563.84e5f048e8d19cfeb3f88553ca94cfld(~listserv.unc.edu 



From: @gmaikcom> 

Sent: Monday, 12:47 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Paper 1 

Dr. Stroman, 

I wanted to ask a quick question in response to your emaik My Written Assig~maent 2 is liffted as returned and graded on SakaJ in the Assignments section but not for 

the Written Assignment 1. I just wanted to check if it should have been. 

Thank you so much! 

Best Regards, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 4:04 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Spring internship course-advising appointment 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Sorry for the late reply, I was waiting for this week’s schedule to fall into place, and if Wednesday at 11am is still a good time for you to 
meet, it works perfectly for me. I look forward to hearing from you and hopefully seeing you later this week. 

Have a great Monday! 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:40 PM 

To’. 

Subject: RE: Spring internship course-advising appointment 

Hi         I can meet with you to discuss internships, I no longer serve as a departmental academic advisor, Please schedule an appointment with a SteNe 

advisor. Because I know you, ~ can certainly g~ve you advice though. ;) 

How is your schedule on Monday a~ter 2:00 or Wednesday be~:ween I1:00 arid 3.:307 

Dr, Stromsn 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, P~.D~ CLU 

Engage, £~plore, Empowen 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you. 

between, the leader is a ser~-ant," --M. DePree 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:21 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Spring internship course-advising appointment 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I am emailing you in regards to setting up an advising appointment time to discuss my spring     course plans. I have a few questions 
about internships and which ones qualify for course credit as well as me being open to suggestions to fill this internship and my course 
schedule. Please let me know what days and times work well for you, I look forward to hearing from you. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 9:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Parker, Pa’tricia S <psparker@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Chat Before Sept 30 

Good morning Debby and Pat, 

reserved a conference call line tl~rough the Universit~ The conference line number is 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, September 22, 2013 10:37 PM 
To: Parsons, Eileen R; Parker, Patricia S 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Chat Before Sept 30 

Hi Eileen. ]1"you call my mobile, I ;vill step away from rW meeting at 
11:45 tomorrow. Thanks. 

look forward to chatting with both of you. 

debby 

On 9/22/13 8:00 PM. "Parsons, Eileen R" <rparsons@email unc edu> ~vrote: 

>Hi Pat, 
> 

>No problem about the delay. I completely understand how busy it gets 
>at time. It looks like I may have a break around 11:45. You can reach 
>me at the office--919-843-9133 I’ll be there until a 12:30 lunch meeting. 
> 

>Eileen 
> 

>Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, Phi) 
>Associate Professor, Science Education 
>Program AffiIiatinn: PhD in Education 
>Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching (JRST); 
>Science Policy Fellow, American Associatinn ~2~r the Advancement of 
>Science (AAAS) 
>@19) 843-9133 (p) 
>@19) 843-2614 (f) 
> 

>}:rom: Patricia Parker [psparker@ad.unc.edu] 
>Sent: Sunday, September 22, 2013 6:05 PM 
>To: Parsons, Eileen R 
>Cc: Parker, Patricia S; Stroman, Deborah L 
>Subject: Re: (;hat Before Sept 30 
> 

>}Jell@ Eileen, 
> 

>So sorry" to be late getting back ~vith you. I’m not on campus on 
>Monday-, but I ~vonder if you are available for a phone chat on Monday 
>between 11 and 2? If so, please give me a phone number where I can 
>reach you and the best time. It looks like Deby is available after 11 
>on Monday, so maybe we can have a conference call, or rm happy to 
>speak with you one-on-one. 
> 

>VeW best. 
>Pat 
>On 9/16/13 12:10 PM, Parsons, Eileen R wrote: 
>> Hi Debbie and Pat, 
>> 

>> I hope this email finds you enjoying a beautiful Monday. 
>> 

>> I wanted to check your availabili~ to get together before September 
>>30th. I ara serving on the Chancellor’s AdvisoW Committee this year 
>>and Chancellor Folt will host the cormnittee at the Chancellor’s 
>>residence on September 30th. The purpose of the meeting is to gauge 
>>the pulse of the faculty- on certain issues for possible inclusion of 
>>those issues in her installation speech. I think out concerns may gain 
>>traction and attention if we deliver the same or similar messages. 
>> 

>> If you are interested in meeting then please send me days and times 
>>you’re available from now until Tuesday-, September 24th 
>> 

>> Thanks. 
>> 

>> 

>> Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PhD 
>> Associate Professor, Science Education Program Affiliation: PhD in 
>>Education Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
>>(JRST); Science Policy Fellow, Arnerican Association for the 

>>Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
>> 019) 843-9133 (p) 
>> @19) 843-2614 (f) 
> 



> 

>Patricia S. Parker, Ph.D. 
>UNC-Chapel Hill 
>Associate Professor 
>Communication Studies & 
>Director of Faculty Diversity Initiatives College of Arts and Sciences 

>(o) (919) 962-2311 
>(l) ¢19) 962-3305 
> 

>Founder and Director 
>The Ella Baker YVomen’s Center 
>http :/iwww. ellabakerwomenscenter. 
>Academic Leadership Prograra Fellow 
>Kauflh~an Facul~" Fellow for Entrcprenemship 

> 



FA CUL TY/STA FF LEA GUE 

Tee #1 4:24pm 

Tom Wolf 
John Aluise 

Rob Fowler 

Tee #1 4:32 pm 

Ralph Raasch 

Rich Wilkie 

Ian Hollis 
Nash Hemdon 

Tee #1 4:40pm 

Mark Nusbaum 
Margaret Nusbaum 
Trish Thompson 

Debby Stroman 

Tee #1 4:48 pm 
Joe Wall 
Alan Porterfield 
Todd Barbee 

Kent Robinson 

Tee #1 4:56 pm 
Mike Baker 

Ron Frye 

Steve Restivo 

Tee #1 5:04 pm 
Stephen Harper 

Matthew Momson 

Michael Lee 
Brandon Barnham 

Tee #1 5:12 pm 

Brian Casazza 

Michael Hawkins 

UNC Finley Golf Course 
Round 1 - September 24, 2013 

Tournament Pairing Program - 9/23/2013 9:24 AM Page: 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benom~z, Judifl~ <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 9:51 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Ofentation for Authoring and Teaching C CO EXSS 221 

OK. Thanks fo~~ letting me know. 

Judith 

CB#1020 

Chapel HiM, ~(: 27599 

"Tek 9~9-962--6302 

Fax: 919--962-.5549 

beno~itz@em~i Lunc.edu 

htCp://f~idcycen¢er’.unc.edu 

Read cup ~ories at 

~Connect with us 

"It is never too late ~o give Lip your prejudices" 

.... ._H___e___n__r_y___D___a___v_Ld___T__h___o_Le__a___u__ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 9:48 AM 
To: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: Re: Orientation for Authoring and Teaching CCO EXSS 221 

Hi Judith. I am still in a meeting. I should be there within 30 minutes though. Thanks. 

debby 

From: <Benowitz>, Judith <_b_.e_n___o_._w_j__t.z_@__g_n_!a_[!.__u_.n__c_:_e__d_._u_> 

Date: Monday, September 9, 20:13 4:35 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Orientation for Authoring and Teaching COO EXSS 22:1 

How ~,bout 10:00 on the 23rd? Z’ve att~*,ched you~ cont~act to ~eview but you and 7ou~ Chai~ should hold off sign it until ou~~ p~roll 

coordinator k~as send what we call ~a dE form 1o your department m~anage~ to see if the money you’H m~ake could possibly put you in an 

over’lo~d s~tu~xlion. Or~ce we have lh¢~l in for’m~lion, Z’l~ erno~l you 1o tell you 1o sign ~nd r’elurm ii. 

Judith 

Progr, am beveloprnent Specialist 

The F~iday ¢’erffe~" for’ Con’Hnu~ng Educatie~ 

University of North Ca~o~i~ at’ ChapeJ Hill 

Ch¢~e~ HiM, NC 275~ 

Tek 91%962-6302 

Fcx: 9~9-962-B549 

benowitz@emaH.unc.edu 

Read ouP 

f ridaycenter.unc.edu/st-ories 

~Connect with us 
..................................... 

"It is never too late to give up your prejudices" 

.... Henry David Thoreau 



From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 4:04 PM 

To: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 22:[ UPDATE 

[teach TiR this semester 

Monday or Fridays are good. 

The 23rd ? 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. StToman, Ph.D. CLD 

En~,. E,~plor~.. Empower, 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, Tim last is to say fl~ank you. 

[~ be~veen, the leader is a serv-a~t," --M, DePree 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 20:[3 4:01 plVl 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 22:[ UPDATE 

:I’ll write and send your contract, soono We should also schedule a time for you 1-o come in for an oriental.ion 1.o CCO, Why don’t, you 9ire 

me some dates and times in September when you’re available for a couple of hours (you’ll meet with me. the Student Services manager, and 

1.he h~ad of our Communications and ~nsieuctiond Design (~b) unit, Tyler ki1.t~r ~f she’s avai~ab]~. 

Program beveloprnem" 5peci¢lim" 

University of North ~ro~in~ ~t Ch~pe~ ~diH 

CB#1020 

dh~p~d Hill, ~q(: 27599 

Teh 9~9-962..6302 

Fex: 9~9-962-5549 

benowitz@em¢~l,unc.edu 

h~p://fPid~yeen¢eP.uncoedu 

~Connect with us 

"It is never too late [o give Lip your prejudices" 

.... .U__e__~_r_r___~_~Z_h___?_r_,;_~_ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 20:[3 3:55 PM 

To: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 22:[ UPDATE 

Lol. Too t:unny, 

see that we are going to be good friends in this journey. Thanks! 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
E’n,gc~,qe, Explore, lgmpoweg: 



919,843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last ]s to say thank 

in between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:46 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

Yes, having an eagle eye is a compliment and a blessing! 

Occc~ionally, I find them when I edit other’ people’s writing, thougk 6o figure] 

And no, having your Chaiffs signature at the end of the proposal is not a dumb idea, Z just hadn’t seen it yet! © 

0*udH’h 

PPoo~am Development Specialist 

"T~h 919-962--6302 

F~x: 919--962-.~649 

benowi~zO~m~il,unc.~du 

~Connect with us 

’qt is never too h~te Lo give up your prejudk:es" 

.... ._H___e___n___r_y____D__&_v_Ld__!_h___o___r__e__a___u__ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:41 PM 
To: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

;) t guess it is a compliment (Thanks!) but f get told [hi~t a h:fl:. A burden and i~ blessing, I guess, 

The approval is written and signed at the end of the documenL I thought it would be heipfLd [o have it on the document versus an email. ;} Dumb move? 

Thanks! 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

~n.gage, ~xplore, Empower: 

91%843,0336 

"The first responsibil~ty of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank 

In between, the leader is a servant," --M. DePree 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:40 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 



Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

bobby, 

Now Iql reo.d your V’oposal! Thanks very much for’ sending i1 along, And do howe your Chair’ send Tyler’ Ritter and rse his appr’owd of the 

pr’oposd. 

Judith 

Sudit~h 

Chepe~ Hill, ~C 27599 

Teh 9~9-962--6302 

Fex: 9~9-962-5549 

benowitz@ema~ Lunc.edu 

h~p://frid~yce~¢er.unc.edu 

IRe~d our ~ories at 

fridaycenter.unc.edu/stories 

~Connect with us 

"it is never too late ~o give Lip your prejudices" 

.... Henry David Thoreau 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:24 PM 

To: Benowitz, Judith 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

Okay. I thought tha~ was d~e case, but then I saw on d~e "Aud~oring a New Course: Procedures" it listed Erika as the next step (#5 without s~ating the final course 

only), Thanks! 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. StToman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engc~e. Explore. Empower. 

"The first responsibility ef a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you. 

In be[ween, the leader is a servant," --M, DePree 

From: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:22 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

bobby, 

Quick FY.T.: Erika Lindernann only sees the finished course ma¢~’-.rids that you’ll submit after your’ depar’tment chair’ hcxs reviewed and 

approved that conlent. Then he forwo.rds them ¢o Erika who revi~-.ws and appr’ow;s or’ makes suggestions. 

Judith 



,Tudith Beno~itz 
P~o~rem Development Specielist 
The FPidey Center for Continuin9 Education 

Unive~r,,~ity of North Caroh~a ut Chop~ Hil~ 

dB#1020 

Teh 9~%.962-6302 

Fox: 919-962-5549 

benowifz@emo~Lunc.edu 

h#p://fridoycenter.unc.edu 

P,e~d our ~tories at 

f ridaycenter.un~.edu/stories 

~Connect with us 

"it is never tee fate to give up your prejudices" 

..... Henry David Thoreau 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:14 PM 
To: Benowitz, 3udith; Lindemann, Erika 
¢c: Ritter, E Tyler; Weight, Erianne A.; Padua, Darin A 
Subject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

Hi Judith ~n~d Erikm As per the "Authoring a New Course: Procedures," attached find the signed pro~x~sal fl:~r EXSS 221 as a CCO, ()LH" ~oal is [o offer ~his COLH’se 

summer 2014. 

Thank Vou~ 

d e b b ¥ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. S[rornan, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore, Empower. 

919,843,0336 

"The first respo~sibility of a lea tier is to define rea]~iW. The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a so,want." --MI. DePree 

From: Benowitz, .Judith 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 10:36 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S,,bject: RE: Authoring CCO EXSS 221 UPDATE 

Th~ks for the updote~ bobby. 

~7udith 

,Tudith genowitz 

Program Development Specialist 

The FPiday Center foe Continuin9 Education 

riB#1020 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599 

Teh 919-.962-6302 

Fax: 919-962-5549 

beno~i¢z@emaiLun¢.edu 

h~p://feidwcen¢ee.unc.edu 

our ~tories at 

fridaycenter.unc.edu/stories 

~Connect with us 



"it is never too fate to give up your prejudices" 

..... H e. n_~Da vi d Thoreau 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Speaker lunch and logistics- Skipper and Hmiel 

Professor Stroman, 

I hope you had a great weekend! 

I would like to confirm logistics with our Econ    speakers for October for lunch. Could you reach out to John and connect me to him to confirm he is on for lunch at 11:30am at 

the Carolina Inn. This will be a small group lunch with 6-7 students, myself and you if you are available. It is an opportunity for the speakers to learn more about what we are doing 

as a class and for students to engage with speakers in a more intimate setting. We will walk over to the lecture from lunch. 

I want to make sure John Skipper is aware and will be at the Carolina Inn next week. Additionally, will you reach out and connect me to to Shane Hmiel to invite him on 

Also, let me know if you are available to join us on those dates! 

Warmly, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 12:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Parker, Patricia S <psparker@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Chat Before Sept 30 

Thanks for taking time to chat especially considering the fact that I was unclear about the purpose of the conversation and my intent with respect to the information. 

It’s possible that I will only ser~e one year on the Chancellor’s AdvisolT Committee so rm taking the role veU seriously and hope that my- participation on the committee will eventually help 
make UNC a better place for the con~munities that constitute it as well as for the communities it serves 

At the Chancellor’s dilmer, I will share that el~aancing and maintaining diversity (e.g., ettmic, racial, socioeconomic, sexual orientation) at UNC is an important goal that should be fervently 
pursued particularly in light of U~’C’s mission, its reputation as the "People’s University", and the changing demographics in NC and the nation (Diversity adds to the strength of an 
organization and as ~ve know in the biological sciences, her field of stu@, that without diversity, species stagnate and die--won’t share this but my thoughts) I will encourage her to 
include the importance of diversitT in her installation speech. I don’t know how specific she will be in her speech but if diversity is highlighted then she will likely consult her staff (Jim, 
Ron, Taft}ge, and others) to get the necessary details for specific programs and efforts 

Pat, I apologize for not providing the context for the cunversation I understand your reservations and appreciate your sharing in spite of them. 

Thanks again 

Eileen 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Sunday, September 22, 2013 10:37 PM 

To: Parsons, Eileen R; Parker, Patricia S 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Re: Chat Before Sept 30 

Hi Eileen. If you call my mobile, I will step a*vay from my meeting at 
11:45 tomorrow. Thanks. 

debby 

On 9/22/13 8:00 PM, "Parsons, Eileen R" <rparsons@email unc edu> wrote: 

>Hi Pat, 
> 

>No problem about the delay. I completely understand how busy it gets 
>at time. It looks like I may have a break around 11:45. You can reach 
>me at the office--919-843-9133 I’ll be there until a 12:30 lunch meeting. 
> 

>Eileen 
> 

>Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, 
>Associate Professor, Science Education 
>Program AtTiliation: PIeD in Education 
>Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching (JRST); 
>Science Policy Fellow-, Arnerican Association for the Advancement of 

>Science (AAAS) 
>@19) 843-9133 ~) 
>@19) 843-2614 
> 

>From: Patricia Parker [psparker@ad.unc.edu] 
>Sent: Sunday, September 22, 2013 6:05 PM 
>To: Parsons, Eileen R 
>Cc: Parker, Patricia S; Stroman, Deborah L 
>Subject: Re: Chat Before Sept 30 
> 

>Hello Eileen, 
> 

>So sorry" to be late getting back xvith you. I’m not on carnpus on 
>Monday-, but I xvonder if you are available for a phone chat on Monday 
>between 11 and 2? If so, please give me a phone number where I can 
>reach you and the best time. It looks like Deby is available after 11 
>on Monday, so maybe we can have a corderence call, or rm happy to 
>speak with you one-on-one. 
> 

>Vein best. 
>Pat 
>On 9/16/13 12:10 PM, Parsons, Eileen R wrote: 
>> Hi Debbie and Pat, 
>> 

>> I hope this email finds you enjoying a beautiful Monday 
>> 

>> I wanted to check your availability to get together before September 
>>30th. I am ser~dng on the Chancellor’s Advisory Con~mittee this year 
>>and Chancellor Folt will host the committee at the Chancellor’s 
>>residence on September 30th. The purpose of the meeting is to gauge 
>>the pulse of the facultT on certain issues for possible inclusion of 
>>those issues in her installation speech. I think our concerns may gain 
>>traction and attention if ;ve deliver the same or similar messages 
>> 



>> I_[’you are interested in meeting then please send me days and times 
>>you’re available from now until Tuesday, September 24th. 
>> 

>> Thanks 

>> Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PhD 
>> Associate Professor, Science Education Program ~’,ffiliation: PhD in 
>>Education Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
>>(JRST); Science Policy Fellow, A~nerican Association for the 

>>Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
>> ¢19) 843-9133 (p) 
>> (919) 843-2614 (i) 

>Patricia S. Parker, Ph.D. 
>UNC-Chapel Hill 
>Associate Professor 
>Corrmmnication Studies & 
>Director of Faculty Di-,~ersity Initiatives College of Arts and Sciences 
> 

>(o) (919) 962-2311 
>(i) ¢19) 962-3305 
> 

>Founder and Director 
>The Ella Baker YVomen’s Center 
>httl~ :/iwww. ellabakerwomenscenter, ora 
>Academic Leadership Prograra Fellow 
>Kaufi~an Faculb" Fellow for Entrcprenetaship 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 2:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Gan~eDay book - initial dml’t 

13-0603 IUNC-SM GAMEDAYBook.pdf 

Debby, 
Can you have this and one other PDF I will send you available on the screen tonight? 
Thanks 
Rick 

From-’ Chuck Underwood [mailto:chuck@metroproductions.com] 
Sent-’ Monday, September 23, 2013 8:27 AN 
Te-" BeaM, Nichael 
Co,, Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject; Re: GameDay book - initial draft 
Here’s the revised pdf with the changes (and just the first pages that changed) - let me know if this is ok and ~’1 get to David to adjust on the link - thanks! 

::N:: metro m 

i~i chuck underwood ] [ Netro Productions ] 

6005 Chapel Hill Road [~Raleigh, NC 27607 [~919 851 6420 [p] 

On Sep 20, 2013, at 5:23 PM, "Beale, Michael" <michaelbeale(a~nnc edu> wrote 

ChucL 

Here are the edits from our end: 

1. On page 1 in the timeline please have the live concert beginning at 10:15 

2. The date at the top of page 1 should read 9.28.13 

3. On page 2 please have the Victory Walk starting at 10am and Men of Distinction at 10:15 

4. Please list the lbllowing tbod trucks: Backyard Bistro, Dusty’s Doughnuts, Chirba Chirba and Papa John’s 

5. Make the B in Bounce house lowerc&se 

Make these and we should be all set. Can you send me the new pages dedicated to the ECU game once tfiey are finished? We’d like to use them in a few other areas. 

Thanks~ 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University ofNortfi CaJcolina 

919-962- 5193 (w) 

(c) 

michnelbeale(i~ anc.edu 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 

On Sep 20, 2013, at 1:09 PM, "Chuck Underwood" <_c__h___u__9__il:(~O)_n__)_e_t_r_5_?p_!2Rc_~__u_c__t_jp_~s_:_c_o__!in__.> wrote: 

Hey Michael and Rick - 

Attached is the initial draft- we ended up re-working the initial 7 pages: 

Cover becomes a schedule with pictures (replaces "Coumdown to kick-oil), includes Table of Contents ~ user knows there’s more intb 

2 page New Tar Heel Town spread - took out quote, added big map 

Added 2 page spread for concessions 

Added page for Restrooms 

Moved Bojangles ad to make it all fit 



After page 7 everything else is the stone, the pro mag guys said it would be best to keep the same # of pages. 

This roll get us going - take a look and let me know what you think! 

[metro m[ 

[chuck underwood] [ Metro Productions ] 

[metro blog] <http:iimetmpmductions.blogspot.com,’> [::] [metro facebook] <http:/iwww~facebook.com,’pages/Wes~t-Ralei,~!~-NCimetro- production~’97827885990> 

[::] [metro facebook] <ht~p://~a~’it~er.co~nimetroproduclion> 

6005 Chapel ttill Road [+] Raleigh, NC 27607 [+] 919 851 6420 [p[ 

<13-0603 UNC-SM GAMEDAYBook.pdtS, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’dstro@uuc.edu.-- 

Monday, September 23, 2013 4:29 PM 

Skipper, John <John.Skipper@espn.com> 

Pellegrini, Denise <Deni~.Pellegriui@espn.com> 

RE: UNC Visit - You’re Invited! 

Hi John I hope all is well for you and yours. You are scheduled to join us next week - Oct. 1 at 12:30 p.m 

1 ) Are you available to join a small group of students for lunch at 11:30 at the Carolina Ilm? We will go from there to the FedEx Global building for class 
2) Are you still available for a small group of Kenan Institute (Sport Entrepreneurship Initiative contacts) before your diuner that evening? 4:30? Let me know where your diuner is located, 
and we can meet at the same place or nearby 

Thanks again 

debby 
Mobile - 

Do Good. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. [gxplore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"rllqe first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 
In between, the leader is a servant." M DePree 

CON[~’]~DENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only [’or the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged materiah An?’ ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Skipper, John [mailto:John.Skipper(a)espn.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 10:58 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Pel legrini, Denise 
Subject: Re: LrNC Visit - You’re Invited! 

Deborah, 

I am glad this could xvork out. I believe I have a dinner with some folks frora the creative writing program but would be happy to meet before. 

Look forward to seeing you. 

John 

Sent from ray iPhone 

On Aug 9, 2013, at 10:02 AM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tharf~s so much. Tuesday, Oct. 1 is great. The class time is the same. If you are available, I would also like to have you as a dirmer guest with the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private 
Enterprise. It xvould be a more private setting with key leaders and possibly a couple of students. 
> 

> Debby 
> 

> Sent from ray iPad 
> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at 
> all." Aristotle 
> 

> On Aug 7, 2013, at 2:42 PM. "Skipper, John" <Jotm. Skipper@espn.com> wrote: 
> 

>> Deborah, 
>> 

>> Thanks for the kind invitation but I caunot make it on that date. I am in Chapel Hill October 1st and 2nd. An?’ chance of scheduling then? 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent ticom my iPad 
>> 

>> On Aug 6, 2013, at 6:03 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi John. We met earlier this year at the Carolina Inn and you asked 
>>> me to contact you directly about future engagement I am now the 
>>> point person on campus to develop Sport Entrepreneurship 
>>> Initiatives. I am co-teaching the Entrepreneurship course (ECON 325) 
>>> this fall and ;vould love to have you speak to our students @125) on 
>>> Tuesday, November 19. The class time is 12:30 - 1:45. The course 
>>> topic is Execution. I would love to "pencil" you in for the entire 
>>> class or a portion, if possible. If necessary, I can also fill up 
>>> your day with other opportunities for students to hear your message. 

>>> ;) 



>>> I hope this date works for your calendar. If not, I ~vill definitely reach out to you to share and invite you to participate on other projects I have scheduled over the next two years. 

>>> Again, rIIIANK YOU for your ser~dce and inspiration! 

>>> 

>>> Go Heels! 

>>> 

>>> debby 

>>> 

>>> Deborah Stroman, PhD. CLU 

>>> Exercise and Sport Science Department, Faculty Frap2K Hawkins Kenan 

>>> Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor Carolina Sport 

>>> Business Club, Faculty Advisor 

>>> Sent from tW iPad 

>>> "Educating the mind ~vithout educating the heart is no education at 

>>> all." Aristotle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karon Hardy (Sen. Angela Bo,ant) <~B~antla@ncleg.net~ 

Monday, September 23, 2013 4:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CORRECTED ALERT - Two Vance County Events - Oct. I st and Oct 26th 

PLEASE DELETE IPRIOR ALERT AND 
REPLACE WITH THIS CORRECTED ONE. 

THANK YOU 

ALERT 
From the Offices of Sen. Angela Bryant and 

Rep. Nathan Baskerville 

If you wish to no longer subscribe to these notices click here. 

TWO VANC~ COUNTY LEGISLATIV~ EVENTS 
Health Care, Voting Changes, Social Services {NC FAST, NC 
TRACKS}, Education, Jobs, GunslPublic Safety and Your 

Concerns ...... 

1.Vance Community Legislative Forum 
Tuesday, Oct. 1, 2013 - 5:30-7:30pm 

H. Leslie Perry Memorial Library, 

205 Breckenrid~te Street 
Henderson, NC 27636 

2.Vance Legislative Roundtable for Pastors and Faith 
Leaders, Sat. Oct. 26, 2013- 9:30arn - 11:30am 

St. James Baptist Church 
3005 Oxford Road 

Henderson, NC 27536 
To RSVP: Contact Karon Hardy at _b_r~v__a___o_t_La__@__n___cJ__e_g:__n_e__t_ or 919-733-5878 or Johnathan 
Bullock at baskervillela@ncleg, net or 919-733-5824. 
For Pastors and Faith Leaders event--please indicate your faRh or!ganizatio~ when 

you RSVP for the Oct 26th event. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Sigma Alpha Lamlxta Regislration 

image001 .j pg 

What time are you free on Wednesday and Friday? 

Thanks! 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On at 4:15 PM, "Stroman, Deborah I," <dstro(i~unc,edu> wrote: 

Hi        Sorry I missed you._ I still want to meet with you this week. I will complete the form and leave it on my door, Thanks. 
Dr, Stroman 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En,q@’e, Explore, Empower. 
919.843,0336 
<:imageOO:Ljpg> 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: @kenan-flacller.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:15 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Sigma Alpha Lambda Registration 
I can stop by your office at Ipm today! 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <d__s_t__r_o._@_u__n_.£:._e_~]_q> 

Date: Thursday, 6:39 PM 

To: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Sigma Alpha Lambda Registration 

. How is your scheduh:" .:_~n IVlonday between 1:00 and 3:007 

Dr. Stromat~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Sb’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,g@’e, Explore Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

<irnageOOLjpg> 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define realitT. The last is to say thank yot~. 

In between, tim leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, J~l:01 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Sigma Alpha Lambda Registration 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Just wonderin~ if you ~ot my previous email. Please let me know when you are free to meet! 

Thanks! 

From: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 12:39 AM 

To: "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu> 



Subject: SAL 

Hello Dr. Stroman! 

My name is and 1 am the of Sigma Alpha Larnbda. I would like to set up a meetin~ with you to discuss SAL and take care of 

rere~isterin~ the organization. Please let me know when you are free! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Skipper, John <John.Skipper@espn.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 5:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Pellegrini, Denise <Deni~.Pellegrini@espn.com> 

Re: UNC Visit - You’re Invited! 

Just checking schedule and will be back to you 

Sent from my iPhune 

> On Sep 23, 2013, at 1:29 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi John. I hope all is ~vell for you and yours. You are scheduled to join us next ~veek - Oct. 1 at 12:30 pm. 
> 
> 1) Are you available to join a small group of students for lunch at 11:30 at the Carolina Inn? We will go from there to the FedEx Global building for class. 
> 2) Are you still available [’or a small group of Kenan Institute (Sport Entrepreneurship Initiative contacts) be~2~re your dinner that evening? 4:30? Let me know where your dinner is located, 
and we can meet at the same place or nearby 
> 

> Thanks again. 
> 

> debby 
> Mobile - 
> 

> l)o Good. 
> 
> Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. ]b;xpIore. Empower. 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> 

> "’]The first responsibili~ of a leader is to define reality The last is to say thank you. 
> In between, the leader is a servant" -M. DePree 
> 

> CONF’IDENT’IAMTY N©TICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confi dential and/or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the origina[ message. 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Skipper, John [mailto:John.Skipper(~espn.cora] 
> Sent: Friday-, August 09, 2013 10:58 AM 
> To: Stronran, Deborah L 
> Cc: Pellegrini, Denise 
> Subject: Re: U~-C Visit - You’re Invited! 
> 

> Deborah, 
> 

> I ara glad this could work out. I believe I have a ditmer with some folks from the creative writing program but would be happy to meet before. 
> 

> Look forward to seeing you. 
> 

> Jotm 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>> On Aug 9, 2013, at 10:02 AM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Thanks so much. Tuesday, Oct. 1 is great. The class time is the same. If you are available, I would also like to have you as a dinner guest with the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of 
Private Enterprise. It would be a more private setting w-ith key leaders and possibly a couple of students. 
>> 

>> Debby 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPad 
>> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at 
>> all" Aristotle 
>> 

>>> On Aug 7, 2013, at 2:42 PM, "Skipper, John" <John Skipper@espn.com> ~vrote: 
>>> 

>>> Deborah, 
>>> 

>>> Thanks for the kind invitation but I caunot make it on that date. I am in Chapel Hill October 1 st and 2nd. Any chance of scheduling then? 

>>> Sent from my iPad 
>>> 

>>>> On Aug 6, 2013, at 6:03 P\{, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc. edu> wrote: 
>>>> 
>>>> Hi John. We met earlier this year at the Carolina Inn and you asked 
>>>> me to contact you directly about future engagement. I am now the 
>>>> point person on campus to develop Sport Entrepreneurship 
>>>> Initiatives. I am co-teaching the Entrepreneurship course (ECON 325) 
>>>> this fall and would love to have you speak to our students (~- 125) on 



>>>> Tuesday, November 19. The class time is 12:30 - 1:45. The course 
>>>> topic is Execution I would love to "pencil" you in J2~r the entire 
>>>> class or a portion, if possible If necessary, I can also fill up 
>>>> your day with other opportunities for students to hear your message. 

>>>> ;) 

>>>> I hope this date works for your calendar. If not, I will de:finitely reach out to you to share and invite you to participate on other projects I have scheduled over the next two years 

>>>> Again, ’HIA]x~K YOU for your service and inspirationt 

>>>> Go Heelst 

>>>> debby 

>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Department, Facul~" Frat~: Hawkins Kenan 
>>>> Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor Carolina Sport 

>>>> Business Club, Facul~ Advisor 

>>>> Sent from my iPad 
>>>> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at 
>>>> all." Aristotle 



Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Monday,                  6:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ho|me~ Summer Christen <holmes~@email.unc.edw~ 

Travwon Martin Series (Photos) 

Greetings Dr. Stroman, 

This is               and I am emailing you in regards to the photos from the Tra~on Martin series. I jnfft wanted to let you know that I’m all done going through 

EVERY photo I shot and transferred them to a CD (there were a lot). Is there a time where I can give you the CD? Would you want me to drop it off by your office? 

What is most couveuient tbr you? Thanks again for the opportuni~ to shoot this eveut aud I look forward to seeing you. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

I@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:15 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSFE Poster and Flyer 

3x5a.pdf; 3xSa.ppt; 3xS-ma~n2.pdf; 3xS-main2.ppr, csi} flyer.pdf 

Good afternoon Dr. Stroman, 

Here are the posters and flyers for the Expo. For the posters, I have included the PowerPoint version, along with the PDF version. Please let me know if I should 

change anything. 

Thanks, 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: ~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:31 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Thesis Update 

Attach: Research Questions- docx 

Hem ?<~u go Dr. Stroman (plea~ find attached)L.I ai~)logize fbr the dela?; I had to pull the document from my computer la,~ night, © 

Ttmnk 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 4:07 PM 
To; 

Subject: RE: The~is Update 
Hi Good to hear from you, Can you please t:orwa~’d me yo~r ~esearch question(s)? Thanks, 
Dr. Stroman 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.O. CL10 
Fmg~(~. F~plore. Empower. 

9:19.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --NI. DePree 

From: 
Sent; Monday, 3:27 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Weight, Erianne A. 
S~bject-" Thesis Update 
Dr. Stronmn: 

I am l~ginning to move forward with my thesis (little by little). As I begin to &velop my instrument, Fm tD’ing to figure out have many names and schools ][ have access 

to so [ can decide whether a survey or interview is the best method tbr my stu@. As we spr~kc alx)ut in our meeting earlier this summer, I have the special admissions 

information tiom ] 997-2011 for I !NC. I am waiting to hear [km-~ Dr. Soufl~all as well M~o may have special admission reformation from a tbw SEC ~hools. Have 

six, ken with Virgima atx~m their [x~ssiNe involvement? 

I’m hoping to have my [irst draft of my inslrmnent ~ogelher by the end of the week! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tufts, Amy Z <atufts@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:12 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-thculty] Work Study Projects 

Faculty, 

We have three work study students serving the department this year. Here is their schedule 
below. If you need assistance with any project, please fill out a work request form or send an email with the request to me. I want to keep them busy as much as possible so 
be thinking of ways they can help you throughout the semester. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

::N:: 

Amy Z. Tufts 
209 Fetzer Hall, CB 8700 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2021 

You are currently subscribed to e~s- faculb~ as: ds~troman~em~Jl.unc.edu~ 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 55567102.4537814cd668f957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d&n T&I exss-faculD-&o 33634627 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-33634627-55567102.4537814cd668t957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tufts, Amy Z <atufts@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:12 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-thculty] Work Study Projects 

Faculty, 

We have three work study students serving the department this year. , Here is their schedule 
below. If you need assistance with any project, please fill out a work request form or send an email with the request to me. I want to keep them busy as much as possible so 
be thinking of ways they can help you throughout the semester. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

::N:: 

Amy Z. Tufts 
209 Fetzer Hall, CB 8700 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2021 

You are currently subscribed to e~s- faculb~ as: dstro,@~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?i&55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-faculty&o 33634627 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-33634627-55567101.548a982I’302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a~b~listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wrong Assignment (haded liar Assignment 2 

3 Assign 2.docx 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I just checked the graded paper for my assignment 2. I think you graded someone else’s paper, instead of mine. Again, the attached is my paper for 
Assignment 2. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Sigma Alpha Lambda Registration 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I can meet at 2:00pm tomorrow. 

See you soon ! 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L < .d_s_.t_r__o_@_.u__O_c__._e_._d_ .u_> 

Date: Monday, 9:44 PM 

To: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Sigma Alpha Lambda Registration 

HI Wednesday at 12:307 Or after 2:00? 

Dr. Stroman 

From: #kenan--flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 4:58 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_.s_t__r_o__@__u_._n_£._ .e_d__u.> 

Subject: Re: Sigma Alpha Lambda Registration 

What time are you free on Wednesday and Friday? 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:15 PM, ’lStroman, Deborah L’1 <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi        Sorry I missed you... I still want to meet with you this week~ I will complete the form and leave it on my door. Thanks~ 

Dr. Sl:rornan 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

EnB~qe, Explore, Empower, 

9~l 9,843,0336 

<imageO01 jpg> 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say tha~.k you, 

[n be~een, the leader is a sexy-ant," --M. DePree 

From: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 11:15 AM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Sigma Alpha Lambda Registration 
I can stop by your office at 1pro today! 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L < . _d_ _s_ _t_ _r_ _ _o_ _@ _ _u_ _n_ _ _c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ > 

Date: Thursday,                  6:39 PM 

To:                         @kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Sigma Alpha Lambda Registration 

Hi        How is your schedule on Monday beLween 1:00 and 3:00? 



Dr. Sl:rornan 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

E’n,g~,q~,, g’xp!or~, E’mpowe~~, 

9:l 9,843,0336 
<imageO01 ]pg> 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is te say tha~.k you, 

between, the leader is a servant," --M, DePree 

From: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:01 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
$,,bject-" Sigma Alpha Lambda Registration 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Just wondering if:you got my previous email. Please let me know when you are f:ree to meet! 

Thanks! 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 12:39 AM 

To; "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: SAL 

Hello Dr. Stroman! 

My name is and I am the of Sigma Alpha Lambda. I would like to set up a meeting with you to discuss SAL and take care of 

reregistering the organization. Please let me know when you are free! 

Thanks! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela B~ant) <~Bo,antin@ncleg.net> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 5:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Newsletter - Collage from the Office of Sen. Angela Bryant 

image002.jpg 

[~;ii Newsletter Banner 

[ Vohm~e VII, Issue 12 23, 2013 

I.[),oa r~o longer wish to receive this newsle#er, please clic~ 

i.~.i brya nt2 Senator Bryant 
recently visited 
International 
Paper in Manson, 
NC to learn more 
about the 
container plant 
and tour the 

facilities. 

During the v&it, 

General Manager 

Mark Whirr and Site 

Manager, Larry jones 

explained the 

production process 

and new innovations. 



Senator Bryant was 

able to view the 

control panel used at 

the plant to ensure 

quality products, 

i.~.i bryant20 

~:: Kittrell JCC Commencement Photos 2013 #4 

Congrats 

to the grads 

of Kittrell ]ob 

Corp Center Class 

o/20 3: 

i~.; Kittrell JCC Commencement Photos 2013 Senator Bryant 

addressed the 

class beJ~ore 

diplomas were 

received & 

tassels turned, 

~i Kittrell JCC Commencement Photos 2013 #3 

Senator Bryant joined House Democratic Leader Rep, Larry Hall and NC 

NAACP President, Reverend Dr, William], Barber II on MSNBC AII In with 

Chris Ha.yes to discuss controversial legislation during the session, 



SeriaLor t3ryanLjoins jim Eck, Vice Presfdent ~?[’Domfnion 

Nor~h Carolina Power and President Ervin Griff~n in 

celebrc~in~ ~he 50#~ Annfve~sary o fLake Gashon 

::~ Dominion ~ 

Contact: Senator Angela R. Bryant, North Carolina Senate ¯ District 4, 

North Carolina General Assen~bly ¯ State Legislative Office Building ¯ 300 N. Salisbury Street, 

Room 520, Raleigh, NC 27603 . 919-733-5878-P ° 919-754-3289-F oAngela.Bryant@ncleg.net 

or 

Karon Hardy, Legislative Assistant at _b_!~,_a_n_!_l_a_.~_n_c_’_l_e_g&e__!. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barb Fredrickson <info@mailva.evite.com> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fxite Invitation: PEP Lab East Open House 

Barb Fredrickson invited you to 

PEP Lab East ~:~.p~n Hol.~se 

"t’i;~m,~day. Octobe~ t O, 2.:7313 
04:00 PM o 06:00 

Hill NC 27713 

VIEW THIS INVITATION 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Onliue) 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 8:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: Shutting Down Your Job Search 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http :!/www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/l~lyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

Tf you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

h tt p://www.tea mwor kon l in e.co m/tea mworkimyca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 10:17 AM 

athletics reform I]roup <thearl]@listserv.unc.edu> 

[thearl]] Athletes’ voice? 

Great discussion points by Mary, Emmett and Jay...Once again, though, I am struck by the lack of current athletes’ voice in this discussion...And the level of resentment by the 

tweets! 

APU may be a start, but the current players are still marginalized...It’s as if we’re saying, "Stay at the children’s table while the adults talk about you!" 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

Cell: 

Email: southall@hrsm.sc.edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport - 

April 22-26, 2014 www.csriconference.or~ 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http~//~ists.unc~edu/u?id=62524524.~13b~48bfe8f19c85e19d711d338e5d&n=T&~=thear8&~=336381~9 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33638109-62524524.013b0048bfe8f19c85e19d711d338eSd@listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 12:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Photography Invoice 

Photography Invoice.docx 

Thank you again for the oppormni~’. 

Best, 



Cover the BSM Trayvon Martin Series i Due on receipt 

3 BSM Trayvon Martin Series Program 10 30 

~TOTAL 30.00 

~ALE~T~X 0.00 

TOTAL 30.00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

F~xpo T- Shirts 

Dr. Stroman & Sarah, 

Of the three places I have contacted, The Printery is the cheapest. The prices are for 75 white t-shirts, with the 2 color front 1 color back. We could add more colors, 3 front/3 
back, at Harper Arts for no extra cost, and add $.35-.50 atThe Printer/for more colors. 

Chapel Hill Sportswear: $45 for 3 screens; $7.00 per white t-shirt = N$570 
Harper Arts: No screen charge; $7.70 per white t-shirt = $577.50 

The Printery: $60 for 3 screens; $6,50 per white t-shirt = $547,50 

I can keep looking if these prices are too high. If not, give me the go ahead and go through with The Printer/. 

Have a great day, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@ kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

SAL Bylaws 

SAL_Constitution_-_U niversity_of_North_Ca rolina_Cha pel_Hill_1314(1).doc 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 5:30 PM 

~unc.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC m~d Chm~cellor Folt 

Hi Thanks again for your assistance in the scheduling of these Carolina Black Caucus traditions. 

1) "Giving Thanks" -The Caucus will have a "first come, first serve" sign-up to have a fellowship at her home. We usually cap this event to 30 thirty persons. 

(5:30 - 7:00) 

2) "State of the U" - Chancellor joins the Caucus at their first meeting in January. She shares her perspective on U NC activities and concerns. Meet and greet 

too.               (12:00 - 1:00) 

appreciate your help! 

debby 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 

EXSS S~o~ Adm~ni~ratio~, Lecturer 

~,ex~,unc,edu 
3~5 Woollen - C~ #8700 

9~9,843=033~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edtc, 

Thursday, 12:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC FH: Guest Coach 

Deb, 

We are excited to welcome you as our guest coach for tomorrow night’s match against Duke. 

Coach Shelton remembers that you were in one of our temn photos and was wondering if you have a cow of it. ~Ve have asked Dana Gelin, our media relations 

specialist, and she cannot seem to find it. We would like to project it on our video board when we do a briefing on you. 

Thank~ 

Go Heels’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Skipper, John <John.Skipper@espmcom> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 2:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Pellegrini, Denise <Deni~.Pellegriui@espn.com> 

Re: UNC Visit - You’re Invited! 

I can do these - 

Denise, can you out on schedule? 

Sent iicom my iPad 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 4:29 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi John. I hope all is well [’or you and yours. You are scheduled to join us next week - Oct. 1 at 12:30 pro. 
> 

> 1) Are you available to join a small group of students for lunch at 11:30 at the Carolina Inn? We will go from there to the FedEx Global building for class. 
> 2) Are you still available [’or a small group of Kenan Institute (Sport Entrepreneurship Initiative contacts) be~2~re your dinner that evening? 4:30? Let me know where your dinner is located, 
and we can meet at the same place or nearby 
> 

> Thanks again. 
> 

> debby 
> Mobile - 
> 

> l)o Good. 
> 
> Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. ]b]xpk)re. Empower. 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> 

> "’]The first responsibili~ of a leader is to define reality The last is to say thank you. 
> In between, the leader is a servant" -M. DePree 
> 

> CONF’IDENTIAMTY N©TICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the origina[ message. 
> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Skipper, John [mailto:John.Skipper(~espn.cora] 
> Sent: Friday-, August 09, 2013 10:58 AM 
> To: Stronran, Deborah L 
> Cc: Pellegrini, Denise 
> Subject: Re: U%NC Visit - You’re Invitedt 
> 

> Deborah, 
> 

> I ara glad this could work out. I believe I have a ditmer ~vith some folks from the creative writing program but would be happy to meet before. 
> 

> Look forward to seeing you. 
> 

> Jotm 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On Aug 9, 2013, at 10:02 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Thanks so much. Tuesday, Oct. 1 is great. The class time is the same. If you are available, I would also like to have you as a dinner guest ~vith the Frank Ha~vkins Kenan Institute of 
Private Enterprise. It would be a more private setting with key leaders and possibly a couple of students. 
>> 

>> Debby 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPad 
>> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at 
>> all" Aristotle 
>> 

>> On Aug 7, 2013, at 2:42 Pb~ "Skipper, John" <John.Skipper@espn.com> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Deborah, 
>>> 

>>> Thanks for the kind invitation but I cannot make it on that date. I am in Chapel Hill October 1 st and 2nd. Any chance of scheduling then? 

>>> Sent from my iPad 
>>> 

>>> On Aug 6, 2013, at 6:03 PIVl, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> ~vrote: 
>>> 

>>>> Hi John. We met earlier this year at the Carolina Inn and you asked 
>>>> me to contact you directly about future engagement. I am now the 
>>>> point person on campus to develop Sport Entrepreneurship 



>>>> Initiauves. I am co-teaching the ][~;ntrepreneurship course (ECON 325) 
>>>> this fall and would love to have you speak to our students @125) on 
>>>> Tuesday, November 19. The class time is 12:30 - 1:45. The course 
>>>> topic is Execution I would love to "pencil" you in Jf~r the entire 
>>>> class or a portion, if possible If necessary, I can also fill up 
>>>> your day with other opportunities for students to hear your message. 

>>>~ ;) 

>>>> I hope this date works for your calendar. If not, I will definitely reach out to you to share and invite you to participate on other projects I have scheduled over the next two years 

>>>> Again, THAiX~ YOU for your SCl~’ice and inspirationt 

>>>> Go Heelst 

>>>> debby 

>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Department, Facul~" Fraak Hawkins Kenan 
>>>> Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor Carolina Sport 
>>>> Business Club, Facul~ Advisor 

>>>> Sent from my iPad 
>>>> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at 
>>>> all." Aristotle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Teamwork Online 

Good afternoon Dr. Stroman, 

I made an account with Teamwork Online earlier this year when you first announced that we were working on getting up to MVP status. Now that we are, I was wondering how I 

go about accessing it and the best way to utilize that membership? 

Thank you so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 3:37 PM 

Skipper, John <John.SkJpper@espn.com> 

Stroma~L Deborah L <dstro@unc.e&~>; Pellegrini, Denise <Denise.Pellegrini@espn.com:~ 

Re: UNC Visit - You’re Invited! 

Great! Denise, where is his dinner located so we can be on-site or close by Thanks 

Debby 

DLS from my 1Phone. 

On Sep 26, 2013, at 2:43 PM. "Skipper, John" <John Skipper@espn.com> ~vrote: 

> I can do these - 

> 

> Denise, can you out on schedule? 

> 

> Sent from my iPad 

> 

> On Sep 23, 2013, at 4:29 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

>> Hi John. I hope all is well for you and yours. You are scheduled to join us next week - Oct I at 12:30 p.m. 

>> 

>> 1) ~e you available to join a small group of students :[’or lunch at 11:30 at the Carohna Inn? We will go from there to the FedEx (3 lobal building for class. 

>> 2) Are you still available for a small group of Kenan Institute (Sport Entrepreneurship Initiative contacts) be[ore your dinner that evening? 4:30? Let me know where your dinner is 

located, and we can meet at the same place or nearby. 

>> 

>> Thanks again. 

>> 

>> debby 

>> Mobile - 

>> 

>> Do Good 

>> 

>> Deborah L. Stroman, Phi). CLU 

>> Engage Explore Empower. 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> 

>> "The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

>> In between, the leader is a servant." -M. DePree 
>> 

>> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 

privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 

copies of the original message. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Skipper, John [mailto:John.Skipper,@,espn.com] 

>> Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 10:58 AM 

>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 

>> Cc: Pellegrini, Denise 

>> Subject: Re: UNT’ Visit - You’re Invited[ 

>> 

>> Deborah, 
>> 

>> I am glad this could wurk ont. I believe I have a dinner with some folks from the creative writing program but would be happy to meet before. 

>> 

>> Look forward to seeing you. 

>> 

>> John 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 

>> 

>> On Aug 9, 2013, at 10:02 AM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@m~c.edu> wrote: 

>> 

>>> Thanks so much. Tuesday, Oct. 1 is great. The class time is the same. If you are available, I would also like to have you as a dinner guest with the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of 

Private Enterprise. It would be a more private setting with key leaders and possibly a couple of students. 

>>> Debby 

>>> Sent Iicom my iPad 

>>> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at 

>>> all." Aristotle 

>>> 

>>> On Aug 7, 2013, at 2:42 PM, "Skipper, John" <John Skipper@espn.com> wrote: 

>>>> Deborah, 

>>>> Thanks for the kind invitation but I cannot make it on that date I am in Chapel Hill October 1 st and 2nd. Any chance of scheduling then? 



>>>> Sent from my iPad 

>>>> On Aug 6, 2013, at 6:03 P2{ "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>> Hi John We met earlier this year at the Carolina Inn and you asked 
>>>>> me to contact you directly about future engagement. I am now the 
>>>>> point person on campus to develop Sport Entrepreneurship 
>>>>> Initiatives I am co-teaching the Entrepreneurship course @CON 325) 
>>>>> this fall and would love to have you speak to our students @125) on 
>>>>> Tuesday, No’,~ember 19. The class tm~e is 12:30 - 1:45. The course 
>>>>> topic is Execution. I would love to "pencil" you in for the entire 
>>>>> class or a portion, if possible. If necessary, I can also fill up 
>>>>> your day with other opportunities for students to hear your message. 

>>>>> ;) 

>>>>> I hope this date works for your calendar. If not, I will definitely- reach out to you to share and invite you to participate on other projects I have scheduled over the next two years. 

>>>>> Again, THAi’~ YOU for your service and inspirationt 

>>>>> Go Heelst 

>>>>> debby 

>>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

>>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Department, Faculty Frartk Hawkins Kcnan 
>>>>> Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Ad’,dsor Carolina Sport 
>>>>> Business Club, Faculty Ad’,dsor 

>>>>> Sent from ray iPad 
>>>>> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at 
>>>>> all." Aristotle 



DeLi~a Alexander 
Red Hat 
100 East Davie St 
Raleigh, INC 27601 
T: 919.754.4950 
delisa@redhat.com 

The Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Board of Truslees 

Barbara Nnt~i~le 
UNC Chancellor’s Ottice 
CB#4000, 312 South Building 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-4000 

T: 919.962.1319 

Enmds le@ unc.edu 

Beane-Wright Partners 

1005 Airlie Rd 
Wilmington, NC 28403 

T: 910.256.2363 

@lI1sn.conl 

Bob C-eol~ 
The Research Triangle Foundation 
PO Box 12255 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709-2194 
T: 919.549.8181 
Geolas@rtp.org 

Seth Bennett 
T’WCA 
333 East Trade St 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
sbennett@bobcats.com 

Ruben earbonell 
Kenan Institute for Engineering, Technolo~7 & 

Science 
Box 7006 
Raleigh, NC 27695-7006 
T: 919.515.5118 

ruben@ncsu.edu 

Michael Ooodmon 
Capitol Broadcasting Company 

318 Blackwell St 

Durham, ~NC 27701 
T: 919.433.1568 
mgoodmon@cbc-raleigh.com 

E. Wayne Holden 
RTI International 

PO Box 12194 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709-2194 
T: 919.541.6000 

wholden@l*i.org 

Donald Cogsville 
The Cogsville Group 

461 Fifth Ave, 12~’ Floor 

New York, NA" 10017 
T: 212.561.2840 
dpc@cogsvillegroup.com 

Donald Holzworth 
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Heallh 

CB#7415, 104 Rosenau Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7415 

T: 919.843.3945 
dholzwor@email.unc.edu 

Donald Dwight 
Ernst & Young 

4130 ParkLake Ave, Suite 500 
Raleigh, NC 27612 
T: 919.981.3038 

M: 
Donald.dwight@ey.com 

Howard Lee 
Howard N. Lee Insdmte 

PO Box 14570 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 
T: 919.991.5128 
susanhai-fison@ howardleeinsfimte .org 



C’hades Merritt 
Kenan-Hagler Business School 
CB#3305 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3305 
memtt@email.unc.edu 

Steve Nelson 
\Vakefield Group 
1110 East Morehead St 
Charlottc, NC 28204 
T: 704.372.0355 
steve@wakefieldgroup.com 

Marc Panl 
Baker & McKenzie 
815 Copmecticut Ave 

\Vashington, DC 20006 
T: 202.452.7034 
marc.paul@bakennckenzie.com 

Dwayne Keith Pigues 
Dean, NCCU School of Business 
1801 Fayetteville St, Suite 221 
Durham, NC 27707 
T: 919.530.6175 
dpig~les@~mcu.edu 

Karen Popp 
Sidley’s Austin 

1501 K St, 
~’ashing~on, DC 20005 

T: 202.736.8053 
kpopp@sidley.com 

Thom.~ Rtthe 
Ewing Marion Kauflinan Foundation 

4801 Rockhill Rd 
Kansas City, MO 64110-2046 

T: 816.932.1000 
wahe@kauflinan.org 

Ch~ty ShaKer 
Hatteras Ventme Pamaers 

280 South ManTam St, Suite 350 

Durham, NC 27701 
T: 919.484.0730 
Christy@hatterasvp.com 

Joan Siefert Rose 
Council tbr Entrepreneurial Development 
PO Box 13353 
Dinham, NC 27709 
T: 919.226.0469 
jsrose@cednc.org 

amit Singh 
Spectraforce Technologies, Inc 
5511 Capital Dr, Suite 212 
Raleigh, NC 27606 
T: 919.233.4466 
Amit.singh@spectraforce.com 

Exic Toone 
Director, Duke Deparm~ent of Chemistry 
B120 Levine Science Research Center 
Box 90317 
Durham, NC 27708 
T: 919.681.3484 
Eric.toone@duke.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu;, 

Thursday, 5:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: message ti~m the Ottice of the Dean of Students 

Not sure if you contacted Emily but just wanted to let yon know I’ll be going to see her next week. 

Also, thanks for recommending Dr. Lund,v. 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: egaspar <egasparf;email.mac.edu> 

Date: at 4:23:17 PM EDT 

To: ~__q_r_Lc_:_e___@_ > 

Subject: message from the Office of the Dean of Students 

Hello 

My name is Emily and I am an Assistant Dean of Students. I left you a voicemail message earlier this afternoon and I appreciate your return voicemail 

to me. I was glad to hear you were on your way to Counseling. 

I would also like to schedule a time to meet with you. I am available next Tuesday, at 9:30am. My office is located in the Student and 

Academic Services Building North in Suite 1106. 

Please reply to this email to confirm the meeting time. 

Take care, 

Emily 

Emily I(. Gaspar I Assistant Dean of Students 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

SASB North, Suite 1106 I CB #5100 

Tel.: 9:~9-966-4042 I Fax: 9:19-843-9778 I 7:1:1 (NC-RELAY) 

egaspar@email.unc.edu 
Privacy Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, 
use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:22 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] meeting, confirmed 1:30-3:00 

_FB-AGG_Final_Release Copy_l.0.pdf 

Fellow ARG travelers:) 

Sorry I won’t be able to get to Chapel Hill in time for our meeting tomorrow~ We have our first PhD student applicant on campus tomorrow from Washington, DC (A former 

master’s student of mine @ U of Memphis!). He actually worked on some of our first graduation rate research 8 years ago... 

I wanted to attach our     NCAA D-I Football Adjusted Graduation Gap Report for everyone. We released it today. I hope you find the data helpful for your discussion. I’ll be 

happy to jump in on a phone call to answer any questions about our findings or the research teams statement. But, will not be offended if I don’t hear from you:) 

Please feel free to distribute to local or national media contacts {That would be very much appreciated!!!) or colleagues across campus as you would like. 

Pass along my best to Dr. Gill. 

Look forward to visiting again soon. 

Take ca re, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

Cell: 

Email: southall@hrsm.sc.edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport - 

April 22-26, 2014 www.csriconference.org 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, September 26, 2013 7:43 PM 

To: athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: RE: [thearg]        meeting, confirmed 1:30-3:00 

Just forwarding an earlier announcement about the time and place of tomorrow’s meeting .... 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: [thearg] meeting, confirmed 1:30-3:00 

Date: Mon, 14:35:33 +0000 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: @live.unc.edu> 

To: athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Thanks Wayne. I’il be there. 

...... Original Message ...... 

From: Wayr~e Lee imailto:welee@e:lldil.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 10:22 AM 

To: athletics reform group 

Subject: Itheargi meeting, confirmed ~:30-3:00 

A] 1i, 

i have a diss defense at 2:30 (and a di:~:~er afterwards). Deb Southall can’t come til 2:00. So why don’t w@ book our 

rne’e’t:ir~c~ £o:t i :30, arKi t:hat si~ould allow some overlap. Oti~eK respondents haw~ ind:~c:ate’d that: t:hey axe" Iree t:hat day. 

I ~ ve booked Hamiiiton 569 



Wayne E. Lee 

Professor of History 

Chair of the Curricui[urn in Peace, Wdz, and Defense wlee@unc.edu www. unc.edui~weiee~’@.~.,.~’.amdzon.com/Wdyne-E.- 

Lee/e/B001KHRX~q~q/ref ntt athr dp Del 1 

-- Yeu axe currently subscribed to thearg as: ewbrooks@]ive.unc.edu. Te unsubscKibe 

click here: http://listsouncoed~z/u?id61803861.73dld9d4009efd57950c577fd6f9033c&n T&I thearq&o 335527~6, or send a blank 

email to leave-33552746-61803861.73dld9d4009efd57950cb77fd6f9033c@iistserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ~aysmith@emaii.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

ciiick heKe: ht~zp:/ii[iStSoUnC.eduiu?i¢~61803888.bSBSe686]cYSaa962e’d%~3bd,%iS ff~e’l:~&n T&] th}azq&o 33,%,%2923, oz send a bi[ank 

email to leave-33552923-61803888.b835e606ic75aa962ed73bd5f5ff4elf@iistserv.unc.eduo 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: southall@hrsm.sc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: httP://~ists~unc~edu/u?id=65422533~9b6d2~b5a53~1c9~b917932e3b18caef&n=T&~=thearg&o=33647129 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33647129-65422533.gb6d20b5a5301c906917932e3618caef@listserwunc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists~unc~edu/u?id=62524524~13b~48bfe8f19c85e19d711d338e5d&n=T&~=thearg&~=33647233 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33647233-62524524.013b0048bfeSf19c85e19d711d338e5d@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagleramc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Expo 

Dr. Stroman, 

Will do! I am not sure ~vho has been in contact with UCS but I will find out and speak with them! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:43 Pi~ "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Let’s make sure UCS has a table or whatever they are supposed to get.. 

We also want to make sure they are listed on the t-shirts. 

Dr Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. ExpIure. Empuwer. 

919843.0336 

"’]The first respunsibili~ of a leader is tu define reality The last is to say thank yuu. 
In between, the leader is a servant." -M. DePree 

CONFIDENTIALITY N©TICE: This e-real[ message, including attachments, if any, is intended unly fur the -persun ur entity to which it is addressed and may cuntain confidential and/or 
privileged materiab Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclusure ur distribution is prohibited. Ifyuu are not the intended recipient, please cuntact the sender by reply e-mail and destruy all 
cupies of the urigina[ message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Sackaruff, Jeff 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 1:29 PM 
Tu: Stroman, Deburah L 
Subject: RE: CSBC Expo 

Hey Debbie - 

This sounds like an exciting event. UCS will be represented by 2 uf uur Career Peers Unfortunately, I will nut be able tu make it, but I am louking ~2~rward tu hearing about 

Hope you are having a great semester. 

Jeff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:38 PM 

@ ive unc edu>; Merriti, ChMes E. <merritt@email.unc.edu>; Feldman, Maua~n P. <maryann.feldmaa~@unc.edu>; 

Stewart, Jolm F <jf?~tewar@email.unc.edu>; Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>; Courtney Santbrd 

~gmail.com> 

Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Notes ~d Actiou Itelns from Mtg. 

Hi All. As per my chat with     after class today, I will reach out to Mario Billingslea (Steel Group) for the 
know if another date is better. I know he can do 
_b_~n_;/Z~:_~r_m_~_._mj_iJ_a__~Lc_t_e_Z_5__~__4__8___6__Z 
debby 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
g’n¢to,cf~, gkplor’e, l~’mpower, 
9:19.843.0336 

date. His story is pretty awesome. Please let me 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thailk you. 

In between, the leader is a servant," --M. DePree 

From= 
Sent= Thursday, iJ.: 53 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: Notes and Action Items from IVltg. 
Hello all! 
Wanted to circulate notes from our meeting on Tuesday so we are all on the same page and know the action items. Please email me with any questions and let’s stay in touch as 

speakers are confirmed. 

Thanks, 

Econ Check-in 

Upcoming classes: 

a. Speakers: 
]. Tuesday 
2. Tuesday 
3. Tuesday 
4. Tuesday 
5. Thursda 1: 
6. Tuesday 
7. Thursda 
8. Tuesday 
9. Tuesday 
Classroom reservations 

Oakar Oakar is confirmed 
John Skipper-- Debbie will confirm 

Bubba Cunningham is confirmed 
NASCAR speaker-- Debbie will confirm 
ETHICS--Jan Boxill? John Stewart will inquire? 
Ruby Lerner is confirmed 
Ping Fu is confirmed 
Raleigh Denim or local start-up panel--Charles and Care will inquire/plan 
Aaron Houghton Mary Ann, has this been confirmed? 

a. Confirmed for allThursdays 

Grading process clarification 

a. Spreadsheetin dropbox 

b. Doumload the application--> folder on the machine (dropbox)--> downloads automatically in dropbox--> open directly from that dropbox--> 
enter data and save it 

c. Feedback given in Sakai on assignments 

d. You CAN put grades in Sakai but you must put your grades in excel as it is the master grade book for all students in the course 

Absence Clarification 

a. 0= unexcused absence, 1=present, blank=excused 

b. SO excused absence still "hurts" only because participation weighed more heavily (less nmnbers in the equation) 

Outstanding Items: 

a. 11/14 class when Working Group is here 

b. Confirming all speakers 

i. *note: loop in on all speakers to follow-up about lunches* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Recovery/Written Assignment 2 (attached) 

3 iWrittenAssig~m~ent2.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to let you know that                    and I am out of the hospital (as of yesterday). I am still very weak and am doing physical therapy 

to get back to walking, but I will have no trouble getting assignments in on time from here on out. 

I have begun catching up on my work, and just completed the Second Written Assignment - which I have attached to this email. I plan to spend this 

weekend catching up on all of the coursepack cases from this week and beginning the assignments due next week. As far as the one-minute pitch that I 

missed goes: should I type out some sort of "written pitch" in the meantime, or simply wait until returning to class to give mine in person? 

It is likely that I won’t return to UNC until next weekend, but as I said above, I am now at least conscious enough to stay on top of all assignments. Please 

let me know if there is any other outstanding work that I have overlooked, and if I will be missing anything serious during my last week of recovery (next 

week). 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Tuesday Quick Reception w Skipper 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you very much for the invitation. This looks to be a great opportunity. I would love to join. 

I need to go back to the business school campus by 6pro, so I may need to run before the reception ends, though. It just depends on the location. 

In anyways, I look forward to it. 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday,                 9:54 PM 

Subject= tAN: Tuesday Quick Reception w Skipper 
Importance= High 

Hi Please let me know if you are available to loin us. Thanks. 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. St.roman, Ph.D. CLU 
Et:~qa~qe, ffxplore, Empower: 

939,843,0336 

"The first responsibility of a lea der is to define reality, The last ks to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a se~want." --M. DePree 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, September 26, 2023 9:52 PM 
To= Zoller, Ted; Friga, Paul; Cone, 3udith; Steinbacher, Rick; drharoon 
Co= Napier, Mary E; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Tuesday Quick Reception w Skipper 
Importance= High 

Hi Friends. As you may know, I invited John Skipper, ESPN president and alum, to speak to my 12:30 Entrepreneurship class on this Tuesday, Oct. 1. He just 

confirmed earlier today that he can meet me and some friends (YOU) before his dinner for a quick reception. I haven’t confirmed the location yet, and I hope you 

can make it. We are tentatively set for 4:30 p.m. until 5:45 p.m. He has a dinner immediately following our get-together; I am trying to have our gathering in the 

same location as his dinner. 

will keep you posted. (Note: Joe is out of town.) 

Let me know if you can make it. Thanks] 

Deborah L Strornan, Ph.D. CL~J 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

v~,exss, unc,ed u ............................................. 

3:$5 Woollen - C~ #8700 

919,843~033~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Wrong Assignment (?mded lbr Assiglmaent 2 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I still don’t see the grade corrected. 

Thanks! 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:19 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah 

Subject: Wrong Assignment Graded for Assignment 2 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I just checked the graded paper for my assignment 2. I think you graded someone else’s paper, instead of mine. Again, the attached is my paper for 
Assignment 2. 

Thanks, 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 3:28 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope your fall has been treating you well! I planned to meet with you earlier in the semester but I missed the first week of class due to a family 
emergency and, believe it or not, I am just now starting to feel on track in all of my classes. If you have the time, I’d love to meet and talk with you. I just 
wanted to tell you about my summer and discuss some new future plans I am considering. Please let me know if and when you are available to meet. 

Thanks, 



From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 4:07 PM 

To: Dlive.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

Dlive.unc.edu>; 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Re: Join Me! Sport Entrepreneurship 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com>; _~live.unc.edu>; 
@unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

@ kenan-fiagler.unc.edu> 

Hi Heels. You have had sufficient time to get your academic and extracurricular schedules adjusted... ;) now it’s time to go to work for exciting UNC sport entrepreneurship 

projects! ;) Please respond to the doodle poll for our first meeting.      , a Kenan Flagler MBA student and Kenan Institute Fellow, will be assisting me in this effort. 

Please reply before 12:00 p.m. Monday! 

htt p://doodle.com/wb6pd 5vgvggpzxde 

Have a great weekend! 

Dr. Stroman 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 9::10 PM 

To @live.unc.edu>, ’ 

~live.unc.edu>, 

@gmail.com>, ’ 

@live.unc.edu> 

(;c: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Join Me! Sport Entrepreneurship 

@live.unc.edu>, ’ _~live.unc.edu>, ’ 

91ive.unc.edu>, .~live.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu>, " @unc.edu>, 

Hi Tar Heels! I hope your summer is going well. 

Please read the attached. Let me know your decision to join this special group. 

Thanks! 

Regards, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

who bring su~shine to the ]i~,es of others ea~ot keep it fro~ themse]~,eSo’~ 



From: @live.unc,edu> 

Sent: Friday, 5:24 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: 

Subject: John Skipper Lunch 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

_~gmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hello all, 

You all have the privilege of joining Mr. John Skipper at lunch at the ~::arolina Inn this Tuesday/,            at 11:30am. Please arrive by 11:2Sara and gather in the lounge 

outside of the Carolina Crossroads restaurant. Wear business casual attire- please dress conservative and classy. If you have any questions about dress code, email me. 

I have copied the links to read more about John Skipper. Come prepared to ask any questions. 

I need each one of you to please RSVl~ to me by SaturdaY/at 5pra to confirm your attendance. 

Looking forward to it ! 

Warmly, 

http://www.fastcompa ny.com/30:~7778/most-in novative-com pa nies-2011/16espn 

http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/espn-iohn-skipper-keith-olbermann-574231 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul, Marc R (Washington) <marc.paul@bakermckenzie.com> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 5:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ramos, Delmy A <delmy.mmo@bakermckei~ie.com> 

RE: UNC Kenan Institute - Board of Advisors REQUEST 

Dear Debbie--- 
Yes, happy to do so. We’ll send one along by next Friday as requested. 
Best, 
Marc 
Marc R Paul 
Principal 
Baker & McKenzie LLP 
815 Connecticut Ave nue, NW 
Washington, DC 20006 
Tel: +1 202 452 7034 
Fax: +1 202 416 7035 
©elk 
._m___a_ Ec_: Ra__L_Ll_@__b__a__k__e__r__m___c__k__e_L& _z_ Le_=_c__o___m_. 
Baker& McKenzie LLP is a member of Baker & McKenzie International, a Swiss Verein. 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, September 27, 2013 3:16 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
S,,bject= UN¢ Kenan Institute - Board of Advisors REQUEST 
Hi. Thank you again for your agreement to serve on the Frank Ha~kins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise Bom’d of Advisors. I an writing to request a bio (no more than one- 
page) and a picture. This information will be used to share with the rest of the Advisory Board on Oct. 28 and for marketing purposes on our website. 
By replying "Yes" to this emai[, you grant us" permission to include your photo and biography in any and all media of expression for the Board of Advisors now known or later 
developed and m all languages to be published by the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise. 

We will have a copy of this permission statement at our meeting for your signature. 

Please forward your bio and picture before Friday, Oct. 4 to dstro(~unc.edu 

Tha~k you. I look tbrw~Jcd to meeting you. 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

9:1_9.843.0336 

@drstreman 

~rank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

[XSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Pursuant to requirements related to practice before the Internal Revenue Service, any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, 

for the purposes of (i) avoiding penalties imposed under the United States Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another person any tax-related matter. 

This message may contain confidential and privileged information, if it has been sent to you in error, please reply to advise the sender of the error and then immediately delete this message Please visit 

.w---w---w--~--3-a-~-k--e-r-JZ~-c--k--e-r-~-z-~Le-~:-c--~--n,--~-/--d-Ls--c-[-a-~-n,--~-e--[~ for other important information concerning this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mario Billingslea <           ~gmail.com~ 

Friday, September 27, 2013 6:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Speaking Engagement 

Dr. Stroln~l: Both dates work for me. Please let me know the pm-ticulars as far as what you wm~t oa~d how you want it delivered and I will have an outline for you 

soonest. Thmiks very ~nuch for this oppomlmF. Mafio. 

On Sep 26, 2013 10:40 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

7hanks again MarRy, ~ ~ove the attachments, Yoa are THE rnan~ 

We ar’e trying to ascer’ta~n the best date--- ~0.3~ or 1I.I2. C~ass starts at I2:30 p.m. (lunch before wkb me and some students at I~:30 

Chat wkh you soon. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLD 

g’n¢]o,q~. EXplore. ~’mpowe~: 

919.843.0336 

"Tb.e first respensibiiiW of a leader is to define realiW. Tb.e last is to say thank you. 

~n beh~’een, the leader is a se~want." ~M. DePree 

CON~DEN [IAU [¥ NO lICE: [his e-mail message, ~ncluding attachments: ~f any, ~s in~ended only for the -::)erson or enter7 to wh~,:h ~t ~s addressed and may ,:,:)ntain cor~f~den~ial and/or ::)riv~eged n~ater~al, An,/--- 

F~m: Nario Billingslea [mailto: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2013 10:44 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject: Speaking Engagement 

Dr. S~oman: I want to tha~k you for mkmg fl~e time to tell me about your won at [~C Cha~l tlill a~d for giving me the opportunity to give something ~ck in a 

positive way. I have been ve~ Nessed in my en&avors, but not mthout ~me help t?om some ve~ good people Mong fl~e way. IfI could pass Mong ~me of what 

I’ve learned, it would be a way to help others who want to go into Ntsiness for fl~em~lves in the furore. 

I have a~ched a couple of presentations froln some of the exercises and operations that my company, Sabre/Cold Steel h~ conducted in the Nst for various 

milimiT aM fedeM law e~orcement agencies. Please look them over ~ they will give ?~u solne idea as m ~e ~nd of woN we do. 

I have been loo~ng over my schedNe and the period of 26-30 September and 10-31 Octo[~r roll won for me. I want m see if we migN won ~mething out 

during that fime-~ame. If you hm~e a different date in mind, plea~ let me ~ow ~ones~. In the meantime, feel free ~ call or write if you need an?4Nng. 

Have a groat day. Mario. 

"For the strength of the pack is the wolf, and the strength of the wolf is the pack." Kipling. 

J. Mario Billingslea 
President 
SabrdCold Steel 
3780 LangNon Bird 

~nteNille, NC 28590 

Mobile: 
~flmail.com 

This communication is confidential and intended to be privileged pursuant to applicable law. This message is intended only for the use of the indivMual or entity to which 
is addressed and may contain ~nformation that is privileged, confidentiN and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended 
recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended t~cipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, d~stribufion or copying of 
this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by telephone # (252) 902-5658 and deNroy any and all 
contents. Thank you. 





From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 4:37 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: CSBC Question 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you had a nice weekend. Is there anything that you or the Co-Presidents need me to do for the club. As V.P. of Marketing, I would love 
to help pub the club and other marketing efforts needed. If there is any time this upcoming week or after the expo that you are available to 
discuss the goals that you have for marketing the CSBC, or would you like me to meet with       and 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 5:24 PM 

StromaJ~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Denise Pellegrini <Denise.Pellegrini@espn.com:~ 

Pellegrini, Denise <Derfi~.Pellegrini@espn.com> 

Re: UNC Visit - You’re Invited! 

Hi Denise. We can also meet at a colleague’s home less than five minutes 
from campus (off of Franklin Street) at 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday. I will be 
able to drive him to his various appointments/meetings too, if necessary 

Please advise 

Thanks. 

Debby 

On 9/26/13 3 36 PM, "Stroman. Debor ~h ~" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

>Great! Denise, where is his dinner located so we can be on-site or close 
>by Thanks. 
> 

>Debby 
> 

> DLS from my fPhone. 
> 

>On Sep 26, 2013, at 2:43 PN{ "Skipper, John" <John Skipper@espn corn> 
>wrote: 
> 

>> I can do these - 
>> 

>> Denise, can you out on schedule? 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPad 
>> 

>> On Sep 23, 2013, at 4:29 PM, "Stroman, Deborah IY <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi John. I hope all is wel[ for you and yours. You are scheduled to 
>>>join us next week - Oct. 1 at 12:30 p.m 
>>> 

>>> 1 ) Are you available to join a small group of students for lunch at 
>>>11:30 at the Carolina Inn? We will go from there to the FedEx Global 
>>>building for class. 
>>> 2) Are you still available for a small group of Kcnan Institute (Sport 
>>>Entrepreneurship Initiative contacts) before your dinner that evening? 
>>>4:30? Let me know where your ditmer is located, and we can meet at the 
>>>same place or nearby. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks again. 
>>> 

>>> debby 
>>> Mobile - 
>>> 

>>> Do Good. 
>>> 

>>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>>> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
>>> 

>>> 919.843.0336 
>>> 

>>> "The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last 
>>>is to say- thatlk you. 
>>> In between, the leader is a set.ant." -M. DePree 
>>> 

>>> COix,~’IDENTIAL1TY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attaclmaents, if 

>>>any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is 
>>>addressed ap.d may contain confidential and/or privileged material. 
>>>Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is 
>>>prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
>>>sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Skipper, Jolm [mailto: John. Skipper@espn.com] 
>>> Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 10:58 AM 
>>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>>> Cc: Pellegrini, Denise 
>>> Subject: Re: UNC Visit - You’re Invitedt 
>>> 

>>> Deborah, 
>>> 

>>> I am glad this could work out I believe I have a dilmer ~vith some 
>>>folks Iicom the creative writing program but would be happy to meet 
>>>before 



>>> Look for~vard to seeing you. 
>>> 

>>> John 
>>> 

>>> Sent l?om my 1Phone 
>>> 

> >> On Aug 9, 2013, at 10:02 AM, "Stroman, I)eborah I," <dstro@un c edu> 
>>>wrote: 

>>>> Thartks so much. Tuesday Oct. 1 is great. The class time is the same. 
>>>>If you are available, I would also like to have you as a dinner guest 
>>>>with the Frat~k Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise. It would 
>>>>be a more private setting with key leaders and possibly a couple of 

>>>> Debby 

>>>> Sent from tW/Pad 
>>>> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at 
>>>> all." Aristotle 

>>>> On Aug 7, 2013, at 2:42 PM, "Skipper, John" <Jotm.Skipper@espn.com> 

>>>>> Deborah, 

>>>>> Thanks for the kind invitation but I cannot make it on that date. I 
>>>>>am in Chapel Hill October 1 st and 2rid. Any chance of scheduling then? 

>>>>> Sent from ray iPad 

>>>>> On Aug 6, 2013, at 6:03 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

>>>>>> Hi John. We met earlier this year at the Carolina I~n and you asked 
>>>>>> me to contact you directly about future engagement. I am now the 
>>>>>> point person on campus to develop Sport Entrepreneurship 
>>>>>> Initiatives. I am co-teaching the Entrepreneurship course (ECON 
>>>>>>325) 
>>>>>> this fall and ~vould love to have you speak to our students (~- 125) 

>>>>>> Tuesday, November 19. The class time is 12:30 - 1:45. The course 
>>>>>> topic is Execution. I ~vould love to "pencil" you in for the entire 
>>>>>> class or a portion, if possible. Ifnecessaly’, I can also fill up 
>>>>>> your day ~vith other opportunities for students to hear your 

>>>>>> ;) 

>>>>>> I hope this date works for your calendar Knot, I will definitely 
>>>>>>reach out to you to share and invite you to participate on other 
>>>>>>projects I have scheduled over the next two years. 

>>>>>> Again, THANK YOU for your service and inspiration! 

>>>>>> Go Heels! 

>>>>>> debby 

>>>>>> Deborah Stroman, Phi). CLU 

>>>>>> [~xercise and Sport Science I)epartment, Faculty Frank ttawkins Kenan 
>>>>>> Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor Carohna Sport 
>>>>>> Business Club, Facul~ Advisor 

>>>>>> Sent from my iPad 
>>>>>> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at 
>>>>>> all." Aristotle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pellegrini, Denise <Denise.Pellegrini@espn.com> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 5:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Visit - You’re Invited! 

Tuesday dinner is at The Lantern. Will let you know- what John says about meet location and driving. Thanks, Debby. 

On Sep 29, 2013, at 5:24 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> ~vrote: 

> Hi Denise. We can also meet at a colleague’s home less than five minutes 
> from campus (off of Franklin Street) at 4:30 pm. on Tuesday. I ~vill be 
> able to drive him to his various appointments/meetings too, if necessary 
> 

> Please advise. 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> Debby 
> 

> On 9/26/13 3:36 PN~ "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Great[ Denise, where is his dinner located so we can be on-site or close 
>> by. Thales 
>> 
>> Debby 
>> 

>> I)LS from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On Sep 26, 2013, at 2:43 PM, "Skipper, John" <John.Skipper@espn corn> 

>>> I can do these - 

>>> Denise, can you out on schedule? 

>>> Sent fi-om my iPad 

>>> On Sep 23, 2013, at 4:29 PM; "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

>>>> tti John. I hope all is well for you and yours You are scheduled to 
>>>>join us next week - Oct. 1 at 12:30 p.m. 

>>>> 1 ) Are you available to join a small group of students for lunch at 
>>>> 11:30 at the Carolina Inn? We will go from there to the FedF.x Global 
>>>> building for class. 
>>>> 2) Are you still available for a small group of Kenan Institute (Sport 
>>>> Entrepreneurship Initiative contacts) before your dinner that evening? 
>>>> 4:30? Let me know where your dinner is located, and we can meet at the 
>>>> same place or nearby 

>>>> Thar~ks again. 

>>>> debby 
>>>> Mobile - 

>>>> Do Good. 

>>>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>>>> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

>>>> 919.843.0336 

>>>> "The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last 
>>>> is to say thank you. 
>>>> In bet~veen, the leader is a sel~’ant." -M. DePree 

>>>> COix?FIDEiN’IZALITY NOTIC%: This e-mail message, including attachments, if 
>>>> any, is intended only for the -person or entity to ~vhich it is 
>>>> addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. 
>>>> Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is 
>>>> prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
>>>> sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Skipper, John [mailto:John.Skipper@espn.com] 
>>>> Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 10:58 AM 
>>>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>>>> Cc: Pellegrini, Denise 
>>>> Sulzject: Re: UNC Visit - You’re Invited[ 

>>>> Deborah, 

>>>> I am glad this could work out. I believe I have a dinner ;vith some 
>>>> folks from the creative writing program but would be happy to meet 



>>>> before. 

>>>7. Look forward to seeing you 

>>>> John 

>>>> Sent from my iPhone 

>>>> On Aug 9, 2013, at 10:02 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

>>>>> Thanks so much. Tuesday, Oct. 1 is great. The class time is the sarne. 
>>>>> If you are available, I would also like to have you as a dinner guest 
>>>>> with the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise. It would 
>>>>> be a more private setting with key leaders and possibly a couple of 

>>>>> Debby 

>>>>> Sent from my iPad 
>>>>> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at 
>>>>> all." Aristotle 

>>>>> On Aug 7, 2013, at 2:42 PM. "Skipper, Jotm" <Jokm. Skipper@espn. corn> 

>>>>>> Deborah, 

>>>>>> Thanks for the kind invitation but I cannot make it on that date. I 
>>>>>> am in Chapel Hill October 1 st and 2nd. Any chance of scheduling then? 

>>>>>> Sent from my/Pad 

>>>>>> On Aug 6, 2013, at 6:03 PIVl. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@nnc edu> 

>>>>>>> Hi John We met earlier this year at the Carolina Ilm arid you asked 
>>>>>>> me to contact you directly about future engagement I am now- the 
>>>>>>> point person on campus to develop Sport Entrepreneurship 
>>>>>>> Imtiatives. I am co-teaching the Entrepreneurship course (ECON 
>>>>>>> 325) 
>>>>>>> this fall and would love to have you speak to our students @125) 

>>>>>>> Tuesday, November 19 The class time is 12:30 - 1:45 The course 
>>>>>>> topic is Execution. I would love to "pencil" you in for the entire 
>>>>>>> class or a poltion, if possible. Knecessa~, I cari also fill up 
>>>>>>> your day with other opportunities for students to hear your 

>>>>>>> ;) 

>>>>>>> I hope this date works for your calendar. If not, I will definitely 
>>>>>>> reach out to you to share and invite you to participate on other 
>>>>>>> projects I have scheduled over the next two years. 

>>>>>>> Again, THANK YOU for your service and inspiration’. 

>>>>>>> (3 o Heels[ 

>>>7,>>7, debby 

>>>>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

>>>7,>>7, Exercise and Sport Science Department, Facul~" Frank Hawkins Kenan 

>>>>>>> Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor C~ro]ina Sport 
>>>>>>> Business Club, Faculty Advisor 

>>>>>>> Sent from mY iPad 
>>>>>>> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at 
>>>>>>> all." Aristotle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pellegrini, Denise <Denise.Pellegrini@espn.com> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 5:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: What time is his dinner? 

6:30p 

On Sep 29, 2013, at 5:49 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> ~vrote: 

> 

> 

> On 9/29/13 5:48 PM. "Pellegrini, Denise" <Denise.Pellegrmi@espn corn> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> Tuesday dinner is at The Lantern Will let you know ~vhat John says about 
>> meet location and driving. Thales, Debby 
>> 

>> On Sep 29, 2013, at 5:24 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi Denise We can also meet at a colleague’s home less thari five minutes 
>>> from campus (offofFral~lin Street) at 4:30 pm on Tuesday I will be 
>>> able to drive him to his various appointments/meetings too, if 
>>> necessaW. 

>>> Please advise 

>>> Thanks. 

>>> Debby 

>>> On 9/26/13 3:36 P,N{ "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Great! Denise, where is his dinner located so we can be on-site or 
>>>> close 
>>>> by. Thanks 

>>>> Debby 

>>>> DLS from lay iPhone 

>>>> On Sep 26, 2013, at 2:43 PM; "Skipper, John" <John.Skipper@espn.com> 

>>>>> I can do these - 

>>>>> Denise, can you out on schedule7 

>>>>> Sent from my iPad 

>>>>> On Sep 23, 2013, at 4:29 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

>>>>>> Hi Jotm. I hope all is well for you and yours. You are scheduled to 
>>>>>>join us next week - Oct. 1 at 12:30 p.m. 

>>>>>> 1) Are you available to join a small group of students for lunch at 
>>>>>> 11:30 at the Carolina Inn? We will go from there to the FedEx Global 
>>>>>> building for class. 
>>>>>> 2) Are you still available for a small group of Kenan Institute 
>>>>>> (Sport 
>>>>>> Entrepreneurship Initiative contacts) before your dinner that 
>>>>>> evening? 
>>>>>> 4:30? Let me know where yurtr dirmer is located, and xve can meet at 

>>>>>> same place or nearby. 

>>>>>> Thanks again. 

>>>>>> debby 
>>>>>> Mobile - 

>>>>>> Do Good. 

>>>>>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>>>>>> Engage Explore. Empower 

>>>>>> 919.8430336 

>>>>>> "The first responsibility’ of a leader is to define reality-. The last 
>>>>>> is to say thank you. 
>>>>>> In bet~veen, the leader is a sel~zant" -M. DePree 

>>>>>> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, 

>>>>>> an?-, is intended only for the -person or entity, to which it is 
>>>>>> addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. 



>>>>>> Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is 
>>>>>> prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact 
>>>>>> the 

>>>>>> sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
>>>7,>> message 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: Skipper, Jotm [mailto:John.Skipper(d~,,espn.com] 
>>>>>> Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 10:58 AM 
>>>>>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>>>>>> Cc: Pellcgrini, Denise 
>>>>>> Subject: Re: L~4(2 Visit - You’re Invited! 

>>>>>> Deborah, 

>>>>>> I am glad this could work out. I believe I have a dinner with some 
>>>>>> folks from the creatNe writing program but would be happy to meet 

>>>>>> Look forward to seeit~g you. 

>>>>>> John 

>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone 

>>>>>> On Aug 9, 2013, at 10:02 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc. edu> 

>>>>>>> That~zs so much. Tuesday-, Oct. 1 is great. The class time is the 

>>>>>>> Kyou are available, I would also like to have you as a dinner 

>>>>>>> with the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise It 

>>>>>>> be a more private setting with key leaders arid possibly a couple of 

>>>>>>> Debby 

>>>>>>> Sent from my iPad 
>>>>>>> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at 
>>>>>>> all." Aristotle 

>>>>>>> On Aug 7, 2013, at 2:42 PIVl, "Skipper, John" <John.Skipper@espn corn> 

>>>>>>>> Thanks for the kind invitation but I cannot make it on that date. 

>>>>>>>> am in Chapel Hill October 1st and 2nd Any chance of scheduling 

>>>>>>>> Sent from my ~Pad 

>>>>>>>> On Aug 6, 2013, at 6:03 PM; "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> 

>>>>>>>>> Hi John We met earlier this year at the Carolina Inn and you 

>>>>>>>>> me to contact you directly about future engagement. I am now the 
>>>>>>>>> point person on campus to develop Sport Entrepreneurship 
>>>>>>>>> Initiatives. I am co-teaching the Entrepreneurship course (ECON 

>>>>>>>>> 325) 
>>>>>>>>> this fall and would love to have you speak to our students (-,125) 

>>>>>>>>> Tuesday, November 19. The class time is 12:30 - 1:45. ~I]ae course 
>>>>>>>>> topic is Execution I would love to "pencil" you in ~2~r the entire 
>>>7,>>7,>> class or a portion, if possible. If necessary, I can also fill up 

>>>>>>>>> your day with other opportunities ]2~r students to hear your 

>>>>>>>>> I hope this dabe works ~2~r your calendar If not, I will 
>>>>>>>>> definitely 
>>>>>>>>> reach out to you to share and invite you to participate on other 
>>>>>>>>> projects I have scheduled over the next two years. 

>>>>>>>>> Again, THANK YOU for your Sel~’ice and inspiration[ 

>>>>>>>>> debby 

>>>>>>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 



>>>>>>>>> [~xercise and Sport Science Department, Facul~ Frank Hawkins Kenan 
>>>>>>>>> Institute of tS~lvate t~nterprise, Senior Advisor Carolina Sport 
>>>>>>>>> Business Club, Facul~" Advisor 

>>>>>>>>> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at 
>>>>>>>>> all." Aristotle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pmdesimone < ~gmail.com~ 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 7:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 51 - Guest Lecturer 

Yes have you in my schedule :-) 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 29, 2013, at 7:04 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Philip. Is this Thur~tay’s S~rt Entrepreneurship okay for your schedule? 

,~ 9:45 a.m.? 

Woollen 302 

BuySt~ld and 3D ovelwiew. 

Debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843~0336 

@drstroman 

EXS S Sport Adminis~xation, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Ente~lorise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Facult~ Advisor 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Expo Shirt Design 

Expo Back.pdf 

Dr. Stroman, 
Here is the back with your name moved to the left side. 

On Sun, 
Approved. 

Dr. Stroman 

at l 0: l 0 PM, Stroman, Deborah <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

From: 

Date: Sunday, 9:54 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: Re: Expo Shirt Design 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Looks great Brandon! 

Thank you for your dedicated work to these shirts this weekend. 

As far as sizes from CORE & Exec we need: 

Smalls: 9 

Mediums: 9 
Large: 13 

XL: 2 

7 people didn’t respond to me. The total with the seven is 40 shirts (including Dr. Stroman). I figured we’d add 20 more and make an order of 60 (5 dozen). I say we add more 

mediums, larges, and XL’s_.so the new totals to order (if you both agree with this logic) are: 

Smalls: 10 

Mediums: 15 

Larges: 25 

XL’s: 10 

Thanks, 

On at 9:38 PM, Brandon Malley wrote: 

Dr. Stroman & Sarah, 

Attached is the Expo front and back design of the shirL Let me know what you think! The SBJ logo looks a little blurry, but I do not think it will look 
like that on the t-shirt. Angelica sent me the logo, but Dr. Stroman, if you have an illustrator file of the logo that they sent you it might look more 
sharp. 

Thanks, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sakai Access 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I don’t think I have the authority to add people to the Sakai site. I clicked on "Site Info" but it just gives me the description of the Club... There is no bar across the top with options 

to add people. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 8:13 AM 

athletics retbnn group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [thearg] App State 

Just some points to ponder to provide a little different perspective on the issue (not to imply I know and understand and support all the LOI policies - this has not been an area of review for 
me over the last two years) - 

As Wayne said, the L OI policies ~vere put in place to provide clarity’ within the complex ~vorld of college recruitment They are in place to protect the student as much if not more than the 
institutions. 

If this specific student athlete had not had a good senior year, would App State have had the right to cancel the letter of intent? Is this just an issue because the student had a good senior 
year and now the institutions who were not willing to risk a scholarship on him earlier are now interested? There ~vere adults in the student’s life involved in this decision and obviously both 
sides made the decision with the information they had at the time of decision. Both sides equally knew the risks and benefits of signing a LOI. The student kno~vs he has a college option 
and the Universi~ knows the?’ have that position on the team filled The student knows, there could be "better" offers "ii" he has a good senior year. The University knows they- may 
have wished they had waited, "iI~’ he had a bad performance senior year In the end, no one forced the student to sign the LOI with App State He entered into that agreement after 
consultation with others in his life 

Comparing this situation to the Morehead-Cain scholar is not a fair/accurate comparison. If the Morehead-Cain scholar changes his/her mind, only that student is affected. He/she goes on 
to the school of his/her choice and no other student at UNC is affected by that decision If the student-athlete changes his mind, he has changed the @namics and plan for his team So he 
has affected the other student-athletes on his team and potentially affected recruitment of other students who thought he was going to be on the team. If the Morehead-Cain scholar 
changes his/her mind, UNC moves to the next candidate on the selection list to offer the scholarship. If the student-athlete changes his mind, the universi~ cannot just go to the next 
candidate on their list as recruitment has already moved on and their candidates are most likely- already selected another institution 

Again, not arguing/debating the LOI policies as I do not have the background, just providing some food ~2~r thought. 

Joy J. Rermer, M.A, RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant }{all 
321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONF;DENTIAL[TY NO,lICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only [’or the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCG S ch 132). 
Student educational records are subj ect to FERPA 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:jagsmith@email uric edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 28, 2013 12:04 PM 
To: athletics reform group 
Cc: athletics reform group 
Subject: Re: [thearg] App State 

Agreed. If a UNC Morehead decides at the last minute that she wants to go to Harvard after all, does UNC block the move? rnr guessing not. The LOI is just one more sign that this 
relationship is understood as an enrployer-employee relationship. Devonte Graham was recruited to come work for Jason Capel. 
On 9/28/13 10:29 AM. Wayne Lee wrote: 
> Actually, I think this speaks more to the problem with the Letter of 
> Intent system. Given that it exists, App. State is potentially- right 
> in the sense that they held one of a limited number of scholarships 
> for him and lost the opportunity" to recruit others. But the LOI 
> system should probably not exist in its current form. I suspect it 
> has evolved in order to irapose order on a crazy process, but the chief 
> architects of that order have been the schools, not the players. 
> 

> Wayne E. Lee 
> Professor of Histoly 

> Chair of the Curriculun~ in Peace, War, and Defense wlee@unc.edu 
> www.unc.edu/-welee 
> www.amazon.colrdWayne-E.-Lee/e/BOO1KHRXKW/rcf ntt attu dp~el 1 
> 

> On 9/28/2013 10:22 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> A high school player has asked to be released from his "letter of 
>> intent" to attend App State. App State says no. Read the araazing 
>> letter released by App State at the end of this stow: 
>> 

>> http ://zagsblog. con~’articles/brewsters-devonte-graham-ca nt-g et-releas 
>> e-ftom-appalachian-state/ 
>> 

>> 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: welee@email.unc.edu To 
>> unsubscribe click here: 
>>http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 61803875.6d066ee7a737b449428edl 8ec56fcbel &n 
>> T&l~heal-g&o 33653477, 
>> or send a blank email to 

>> leave-33653477-61803875 6d066ee7a737b449428edl 8ec56fcbel @listserv.uaac.edu. 
> 



-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith@email unc edu. 
To unsubscribe 
click here: 

>http:i/listsuncedu~,u?id 61803888.b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5fl:4elf&n T&I thearg&o 33653485 
or send a blank email to 
leave-33653485-61803888 6835e6061c75aa962ed73bd5f5ff4el~listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: JoyRenner@med.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 67643430.5e23cb330d016e15946b9e2dd66aSa0e&n T&l thearg&o 33653566, or send a blank email to leave-33653566- 
67643430.5 e23cb330d016el 5946bge2dd66aSa0e@listser,~.anc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:~,’lists.unc.edu/u?id 62524524.013b0048bfeSf19c85e19d71 ld338e5d&n T&I thearg&o 33657397, or send a blank email to leave-33657397- 

62524524.013b0048bfcSfl 9c85e 19d711 d338e5d@listscl~.unc.edu. 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 9:09 AM 

athle’dcs retbrm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[theaxg] National Letter of Intent (NLI) 

]oy and members of the ARG. ]oy makes some interesting points and there is no doubt college sport 
is a team-based concept. However, a young scholar can affect the future research plans of faculty 
and members of a research team. At the present time we have two recruited research assistants (one 
a UNC undegrad and one CSRI’s office manager last year) who are involved in our AGG research and 
working with CSRI. If one or both of them had decided not to accept our offer of support (we 
were "counting" on both of them to attend USC), it would have negatively impacted our plans. 
However, we would not have limited their options and forbidden them to attend another university. 

Some background and context of the National Letter of Intent (NLI) may help frame future 
discussions. The NLI was created by a consortium of athletic departments, called the Collegiate 
Commissioners Association in 1964 
http:i/www.ncaa.org/wpsiwcm/connectinli/nliiabout+the+nli!index.html to control the recruiting 
process. 

If one researches the CCA you will find it is not a government entity, but simply a voluntary 
process, which likely has no legal authority to restrain student movement in the manner it does. 

Interestingly, as the link highlights, 

The NCAA manages the daily operations of the NLI program while the Collegiate Commissioners Association (CCA) provides governance oversight of the 

program. Started in 1964 with seven conferences and eight independent institutions, the program now includes 635 Division I and Division II participating 

institutions. 

The NLI is a voluntary program with regard to both institutions and student-athletes. No prospective student-athlete or parent is required to sign the National 
Letter of Intent, and no institution is required to join the program. 

The administration of the NLI ls conducted by the CCA. Guess, where the CCA ls located and who ls 
the program’s head administrator? 

1. The CCA’s offices are located in the Southeastern Conference’s (SEC) office in Birmingham, AL, 

2. The administrator o~ the CCA is a SEC Associate Commissioner, Really? 

This governance structure and history calls into question the extent to which the NLI is anything other than a 
program designed to restrain the movement of labor within college sport, 

Knowlng the history and structure of a program often helps to explain its purpose. 

Hope this helps the ARG’s discussion of the NLI. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

Cell: 

Email: southall@hrsm.sc.edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport - 

April 22-26, 2014 www.csriconference.org 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro,@~unc.edn. 

Tounsubscribeclickhe~e: http://lists.nnc.edu/u?id 62524524.013b0048bfe8f19c85e19d711d338e5d&n T&I theam&o 33657723 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



or send a blank emafil to leave-33657723-62524524.013bOO48bfe8fl 9c85el 9d711 d338e5d(~:listserv.unc.edu 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wayne Lee <welee@emaikunc.edu~ 

Monday, September 30, 2013 9:25 AM 

athletics retbrm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Ithearg] National Letter of Intent (NLI) 

Richard, 

Thanks for these details (as always you have the background dirt). It is interesling how your response pre-empted the one I was about to send, but I send it anyway. I 

thought Joy’s response entirely correct, except that it does not take into account the structural realii3,. The LOI system no doubt included and includes a desire to 

protect s~mdents fiom the chaos of recruitment, but it is a decades old process laboled over annually by professiona1 univeli~ employees and then confronted by 

would-be students only once (and of course, without agents!). There is no way that they could be as prepared tbr that process as the universities can. To be sure, no 

one can predict one’s senior yeax peribmmnce, and there are many random thctors (inj uries!) that will intrude here. And, to be sure, some stadents will be very well 
served by the LOI system. But the aggregate structural advantage lies with the school. 

Wayne E. Lee 

Professor of History 

Chair of Lhe CurriokNum in Peaoe, War~ and Defense 

wlee@unc.edu 

www.unc.edu/~welee 

www.amazon~com!Wayne-E.-Lee!eiB@@IKHRXKW/ref ntt athr dp pel I 

On 9/30/2013 9:08 AM, SOIJTHALL, RICttARD wrote: 

Joy and members of the ARG. Joy makes some interesting points and there is no doubt college 
sport is a team-based concept. However, a young scholar can affect the future research plans 

of faculty and members of a research team. At the present time we have two recruited 
research assistants (one a UNC undegrad and one CSRI’s office manager last year) who are 
involved in our AGG research and working with CSRI. If one or both of them had decided not 

to accept our offer of support (we were "counting" on both of them to attend USC), it would 
have negatively impacted our plans. However, we would not have limited their options and 
forbidden them to attend another university. 

Some background and context of the National Letter of Intent (NLI) may help frame future 
discussions. The NLI was created by a consortium of athletic departments, called the 

Collegiate Commissioners Association in ~964 

http://www.ncaa.org!wps/wcm/connect/nli/nliiabout+the+nli/index.html to control the 
recruiting process. 

If one researches the CCA you will find it is not a government entity, but simply a 
voluntary process, which likely has no legal authority to restrain student movement in the 

manner it does. Interestingly, as the link highlights, 

The NCAA manages the daily operations of the NLI program while the Collegiate Commissioners Association (CCA) provides governance oversight 

of the program. Started in 1964 with seven conferences and eight independent institutions, the program now includes 635 Division I and Division 
II participating institutions. 

The NLI is a voluntary program with regard to both institutions and student-athletes. No prospective student-athlete or parent is required to sign 

the National Letter of Intent, and no institution is required to join the program. 

The administration of the NLI is conducted by the CCA. Guess, where the CCA is located and 
who ls the program’s head administrator? 

1. The CCA’s offices are located in the Southeastern Conference’s (SEC) office in Birmingham, AL. 
2. The administrator of the CCA is a SEC Associate Commissioner. Really? 

This governance structure and history calls into question the extent to which the NLI is anything 
other than a program deslgned to restraln the movement of labor withln college sport. 

Knowlng the history and structure of a program often helps to explaln its purpose. 

Hope this helps the ARG’s discussion of the NLZ. 

Rlchard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 



University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

Cell: 

Email: southall@hrsm.sc.edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport - 

April 22-26, 2014 www.csriconference.org 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: welee(~email, unc.edu. 

To nnsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edtr/u?id 61803875.6d066ee7a737b449428ed18ec56fcbel&n T&l~thearg&o 33657723 

(It ~nay be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33657723-61803875,6d066ee7a737b449428edl 8ec56fcbel (~listserv,unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro~b~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.nnc.edu/u?id 62524524.013b0048bfe8f19c85e19d711d338e5d&n T&I thear~&o 33657852 

(It may be necessm?~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33657852-62524524.013b0048bfe8fl 9c85el 9d71 ld338e5&~]istserv,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:15 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: John Skipper Lunch 

Professor Stroman, 

It is a first come, first serve sign up at the beginning of the semester. 

Thanks, 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, 9:40 AM 

To: :@live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: John Skipper Lunch 

Hi How are these students selected? Thanks. 

From: 

Date: Friday, 

To: 

Subject: John Skipper Lunch 

~live.unc.edu> 

5:24 PM 

_~live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, 

5) live.unc.edu>,                   ~live.unc.edu>, 

:@gmail.com>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

pemail.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>, 

Hello all, 

You all have the privilege of joining Mr. John Skipper at lunch at the Carolina Inn this Tuesday,            at 11:30am. Please arrive by 11:25am and gather in the lounge 

outside of the Carolina Crossroads restaurant. Wear business casual attire- please dress conservative and class% If you have any questions about dress code, email me. 

I have copied the links to read more about John Skipper. Come prepared to ask any questions. 

I need each one of you to please RSVP to me by Saturday at Spin to confirm your attendance. 

Looking forward to it ! 

Warmly, 

http://www.fastcompanv.com/3017778/most-innovative-companies-2011/16espn 

http://www.hollvwoodreporter.com/news/espn-iohn-skipper-keith-olbermann-574231 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Diversi~Inc <lukevisconti@diversityinc.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 11:07 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Rorten Tomatoes: Pasta Company CEO’s Anti- Gay Remarks 

Calls for a boycott are growing after Barilla CEO says LGBT couples have no place in his commercials. 

Rotten Tomatoes: Pasta Company CEO’s Anti-Gay Remarks 

Study maps out where the largest concentrations of racists live and finds links to slavery past. 

Study: Modern Racists Live in the Legacy of Slavery 

asked to give up your corner office, how comfortable would you be? That depends on the messaging from top leadership. 

Do Boomers Have a Desk in the Workplace of the Future? 

What happened when a Black auditor was promoted but didn’t receive a pay raise, unlike his white counterparts? 
-L----e-g--a-L~---~--U~-n-~-d-~-u--p---:~-’~E-~---r-~--a--~--Y-~-~-~-u----n-~--B-~[-a---c-~~[[~y~yi~)~g You A Lot of Money’_ 

Luke Visconti 
Chief Executive Officer 
Diversitylnc 

Upcoming Events 
Hear from Stephen P. Holmes, Chairman and CEO, Wyndham Worldwide on The Business Case for Corporate Social Responsibility at Talent Development: 
Diversity-Strategies Event, Special Awards Dinner & Networking Reception, Oct. 16 at the Marriott Marquis, NYC Wow the agenda & REGISTER NOW! 

Was this forwarded to you from a friend? Click here to receive the Diversitylnc newsletter. 

© 2013 Diversitylnc 

This e-mail was sent to dstro@unc.edu by Diversitylnc. 

Diversitylnc Media, 342 Nassau Street, Princeton, NJ 08540 

If you no longer wish to receive e-mail messages from Diversitylnc or would like to update your email subscriptions, 

please click here to manaqe your preferences or unsubscribe. 



Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caudill, Walter Lowly ~wlcaud@email.tmc.edu;~ 

Monday, 11:26 AM 

Stewart, John F <jfstewar@email.unc.edu>; Conrtney Santbrd 

Feldman, Ma~. ann P. <maryann.feldm~m@unc.edu>; Charles Merritt 

l~E: Notes and Action Items fiom Mtg. 

@gmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@nnc.edu>; 

@nle.com> 

John, 

I hope the classes went well last week. I’m not sure what references you gave the student’s for additional accounting help - I know you 
always have in the past. As we’ve seen over the years, this is one area where the students straggle as accounting is new and foreign to 
ma~ of them. 

I ptflled together the following references for my section. I sent them to Courtney and asked her to send to the students in my section 
but it dawned on me that tiffs might be useful for all of the the students. 

http://www.dummies.comihow-toicontent!understa nding-accounting-methods.html 

https:i!www.accountingcoach.comiCheatSheet.pdf 

.b__t__t_ .p....ZZ..w..~....¢.w..mb...e.:a..rx.~..n.r.t.t.e...r....c:~s.~.~n.d~.~!.~.~.n.~.Q7.:h~:~.~.g.r.~.h.~.~ 

._k__ttp__;!~ ’__a__c_’__c__?__ct_n__t_ij:~__e__x_s?ka_Ln__e___4:__c_~_?__n_:~_!{i__n_~_m ~]~{{~f~rs~ ~ ~’_ 

Perhaps Comtney could post on Sakai. 

Thanks 

Lowry 

From: Stewart, John F 
Sent: Monday, :~0:58 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Merritt, Charles E.; Feldman, Map/ann P.; Caudill, Walter Lowry; Courtney Sanford 
Subject: RE: Notes and Action Items from Mtg. 

D,:_~bbie, 

Charles has been in contsct with the Raleigh Jeans for the date. I think that is what we will stick with if the schedule works. 

Thanks for aft your efl:orts with John Skipper. I sm looking forward to Tuesday. Could you do the introduction? 

.John 

~ :)ohn }:, Stewart 

* Oir’ector of: ent~"epr’eneurship 

~ Oepar"t~ent of: Economics 
~ Un~.vePs~ty o-~ No~th CaPo~.na 
~ GaPdne~" HaZl CB2 339S 

~ Fax: (9:~9) 966-4986 
~ john stewart(~unc,edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 10:38 PM 
To:            Merritt, Charles E.; Feldman, Map/ann P.; Stewart, John F; Caudill, Walter Lowry; Courtney Sanford 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: RE: Notes and Action Items from Mtg. 

Hi All. As per my chat with John after class today, I will reach out to Mario Billingslea (Steel Group) for the 

know if another date is better. I know he can do 

http:i/www.army.miliarticle/55486/ 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En<o’uge. Explore. Empower. 

9:19.843.0336 

date. His story is pretty awesome. Please let me 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you. 

in between, the leader is a seiwant." --M. DePree 



From-" 
Sent; Thursday, 11:53 AM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L; Merritt, Charles E.; Feldman, Maryann P.; Stewart, John F; Caudill, Walter Lowry; Courtney Sanford 
Subject-" Notes and Action Items from Mtg. 
Hello all! 
Wanted to circulate notes from our meeting on Tuesday so we are all on the same page and know the action items. Please email me with any questions and let’s stay in touch as 

speakers are confirmed. 

Thanks, 
Care 

Econ Check-in 

Upcotning classes: 

a. Speakers: 

1. Tuesday 

2. Tuesday 

3. Tuesday 

4. Tuesday 

5. Thursda 

6. Tuesday 

7. Thursda 

8. Tuesday 

9. Tuesday 

Classroom reservations 

Oakar Oakar is confirmed 
John Skipper-- Debbie will confirm 
Bubba Cunningham is confirmed 
NASCAR speaker-- Debbie will confirm 
ETHICS--Jan BoxJll? John Ste~vart will inquire? 

Ruby Lerner is confirmed 
Ping Fu is confirmed 
Raleigh Denim or local start-up panel--Charles and Care will inquire/plan 
Aaron Houghton Mary Ann, has this been confirmed? 

a. Confirmed for allThursdays 

Grading process clarification 

a. Spreadsheetin dropbox 

b. Download the application--> fblder on the machine (dropbox)--> downloads automatically in dropbox--> open directly from that dropbox--> enter 
data and save it 

c. Feedback given in Sakai on assignments 

d. You CAN put grades in Sakai but you must put your grades in excel as it is the master grade book for all students in the course 

Absence Clarification 

a. 0= unexcused absence, 1=present, blank=excused 

b. SO excused absence still "hurts" only because participation weighed more heavily (less numbers in the equation) 

Outstanding Items: 

a. 11/14 class when Working Group is here 

b. Confirming all speakers 

i. *note: lool~ in on all sl~eakers to follow-up about lunches* 





As tha~ks, you w~]l be e~tered in a drawing to win one of five 850 VISA gift cards, 

If you have questions abo~t this survey, please cow, tact me at regina_oliver@une.edu. (Please do not t’eply h:~ this emai].) 

Bes t wishes fl’om Chapel 

Regitm ()liver ’75 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livex~nc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sports Debate Club 

Dr. Stroman, 

Do you have a lO-minute window this afternoon where I can drop by and have you sign the Advisor Form. I will also need your ONYEN and PID to complete 

the paperwork. 

Thanks, 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah 

Subject: 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

11:04 AM 

Sarah was wondering whether you have heard anything from 

She wants to start on a draft of a more detailed itinerary for the Expo, 

Thanks, 

about whether he is still interested in being the morning keynote speaker. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infnsioranail.com on behalf of 
Melissa Dawn Win Like A Champion <info@mnlikeachampion.com> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 12:25 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The Wim~er’s Circle: September Edition 

Hi Deborah, 
There are two things that are constant: time 
and change. What will you do with it? Will you 
resist it, will you run towards it or will it run 
into you? 

I’m sure for many of us this year has been full 
or changes. Whether we like it or not we are 
in for more. We have just crossed over into 
the fall season. I am excited about what this 
new season will being for myself and for you. 

Do not go into your day with a fear or the 
future or worry for tomorrow. Though it may 
not always look like it, your best days are in 
front of you. 

Get your hopes up and raise your 
expectations! 
Keep smiling, 

Remain consistent 

Remember your 
passion 

Get creative 

Velvet Suite just completed 
our second annual 
Leadership Forum for 
MillerC 
More 
than 
lOO 
leader~ 
came 
from 
across the company for a 
two-day leadership retreat 
experience in Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin. Special guests 
included our keynote, Keith 
R Wyche, Author and WMS 
Board Member. A highlight 
of the experience was our 
signature "Speed 
Networking" where 
attendees got to sit down 
face to face with executive 
leaders including the CEO, 
Chief Human Resources 
Officer and many other C- 
Suite leaders on lessons in 
leadership. 

Le~de~sh~-g~ 

S~.eeess~ 
Take a 
Iookata 
recap of 

how we helped build the 



The seasons 

changing and so are 

Here is a sneak peak of our 
new website. 

brand of champions for 
Boston Scientific. 

Congratulations to out 
Win Like A Champion 
G rad u ares ! 

Earlie~ 
this )’eat 
i kicked 
off the 
pilot of 
my’ 
WLAC 

coacising system, The goai 
of the program was to 
provide 8 convenier’.4, and 
cost effec{ive option 
ieade~s looking to ~ske their 
career or business to the 
ne;~ level. 

follow 
US on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@outlook.com> 

Tuesday, 7:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Missing Today’s Class Due to Illness 

Hi, Dr. Stroman- 

I’m sorry to be missing such a high profile speaker today with John Skipper. Please let me know what I can do to make up for the absence. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:54 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus and Universi~ Archives 

Hi Dr. Stromaaa, 

I am busy at 1 PM on Wednesday, but I’d be available at 11 AM. 

best, 

On Sun,             at 7:07 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro,@~unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi        Thanks for your follow up. I would love to chat with you. How is your schedule on Wednesday between 11:00 and 1:00? 

Dr. Stroman 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a singM moment before starting to improve the wodd," ~ Anne Frank 

From: @gmail.com> 
Date: Wednesday, 1:23 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Carolina Black Caucus and University Archives 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

My name is              I am a graduate student working in University Archives here at UNC Chapel Hill. Holly Smith passed your information along to me with the 

understanding that I would get in touch with you about the upcoming 40th Anniversary of the Carolina Black Caucus. She mentioned that you and Jay Gaidmore (our previous 

University Archivist) had spoken about working together to do something for the anniversary (perhaps an exhibit or an event?). As you may be aware, University Archives holds 

the records of the Black Faculty Staff Caucus from 1973 to 2004. See this link for the description of the materials: http://www2Jib.unc.eduimssiua rs/eadi40363.html 

Please let me know if you’d like to discuss this further. I’d love to work with you on this project. 

Kind regards, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Diversi~Inc <lukevisconti@diversib,inc.com> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 11:12 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ask the White Guy: Is Trayvon Today’s Emmett Till? 

Like Emmett Till, Trayvon Martin did not get justice. And that’s not the only similarity. 

Ask the White Guy: ~s Trayvon Today’s Emmett Till? 

Fifty years after the March on Washington, where have racial gaps widened and where have they narrowed? 

Dr. King’s Dream Failinq? Where Racial Divides Remain 

Five decades after Dr. King’s "1 Have a Dream" speech, why does racial equality remain an elusive goal? 

Race in America: Views on Racial Disparities 50 Years Later 

Case studies from EY, Deloitte, AT&T, Dell and Hilton. 
Ls.~..s.#..9....n~.s...~..Es.~b.i.p..~.t.1.~.e.~..N....e...w..~N..e.~.n..t.~.~.~[i~.~g~ 

Luke Visconti 
Chief Executive Officer 
Diversitylnc 

Upcoming Events 
How do you get funding and support for resource groups? Which groups should you start with? What type of charter/structure works best? How to Start a 
Resource Group with David Casey, Vice President, Workforce Strategies and Chief Diversity Officer, CVS Caremark at Talent Development: Diversity- 
Strategies Event, Special Awards Dinner & Networking Reception, Oct. 16 at the Marriott Marquis, NYC View the agenda & REGISTER NOW! 

Was this forwarded to you from a friend? Click here to receive the Dive~sit_ylnc newsletter. 

© 2013 Diversib/Inc 

This e-mail was sent to .d__s__t_[gLt~_u___n__c_:_e__d__u_. by Diversit~d nc 

Diversitylne Media, 342 Nassau Street, Princeton, NJ 08540 

if you no longer wish to receive e-mail messages from Diversitylnc or would like to update your email subscriptions, 

please click here to manaqe your preferences or unsubscribe. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WaJ~da Hunter <~whunter@racialequityinstitute.org~ 

Tuesday, 12:21 PM 

Ba~vard Love < @gmail.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Jones Christen~n, Li~ <Lisa JonesChristensen@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Jeremia]~ Myers 

~!yahoo.com> 

Rimer and Eng 

Hi Bay and all. 

Yes! Exciting news, though I do not know Alison. I am working on organizing the Nov 1-2 workshop and wonder if this is the one that will work for her or if she 
intends to go to one of the other ones. 

In tenns of Barbara Rimer, I thought more about it and wonder if it wouldfft be best k) contact Geni Eng about this to get her counsel or input and/or participation in 

the meeting with Baxbaxa. Geni is a full professor in SPIt with a national reputation tbr work in racial equiW...also one of the first and tbremost promoters of this 
workshop at UNC, requiring all students, faculty; staffand community members who work on her research to go through the workshop beforehand. I think she’d be a 

valuable person to have at a Ineeting with Barlmra (and Debby). Also important to have her there to say" that she’d be the faculW melnber responsible for SPH studeuts 

who enroll. (I ~lso still wonder if it wouldn’t be good to have follner students (e.g., i to be a pa(t of 

this meeting to otter the perspective ofw2lue for PH s~dents. 

Great to meet. brainstorm and strategize ruth both of you last night. 

Bay, have a good trip home. 

Wanda 

On Oct 1, 2013, at 11:03 AM, Bayard Love wrote: 

Hi all - 

Exciting update. Alison FragaJe committed to do the workshop this morning. She is tenured faculty- at the B-school and will register for Chappy or GSO this week... 
Here we go. 

Next on my list is Dr. B - Dean of the MBA program. Lisa and I are working on Dennis Whittle, UNC entrepreneur-in-residence and founder of Globa] Giving. 

Jeremiah and I are working with Megan Gosk and others atthe MBA program once. I’ve also got studeut club leaders who are going to advertise the training through 

their clubs. 

Deb - let us know how is goes w Dr. Rilner - shall we approach LaChaun or Mark at this point’?. Lisa - Nick and ENC? Wanda - I know you’re on the case - let me 

know ifI can support. Here are dates for workshops - if you CC Wanda or Ine, we can facilitate getting people in once they’ve said yes. 

October 2-,3 - Greensboro 
November ~=2 - Chapel Hill 
November 7-8 - Greensboro 
December 14 and 15th - Durham 

xB 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 

(cell) ¯ .t~.~l rn all 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~ kenan- flagler.unc .edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~keuan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Collaboration between Clubs 

Dr. Stroman, 

introduced us at several events throughout the past year. I am now the                                                     and one of the 

priorities the club has this year is to enhance collaboration between all sports-minded clubs on campus. With this in mind, I’d love to have better communication 

between our club and your program moving forward. 

is a first year MBA student at KF that has experience and interest in the Sports & Entertainment industries. He is an elected leader in our club, and 

will be the point man for all external communications that our club has. Is it possible for you,     and me to have a brief conversation to discuss events and 

activities we each have planned throughout the year? I think we can both take advantage of what each club!program is offering. I look forward to hearing from 

you. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:25 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: John Skipper Lunch 

Hello all! Could you please send a brief response to the following questions? I am going to create a blog post to add to the website about John Skipper’s visit today~ Please respond 

by 12pm tomorrow. 

What was the most important thing you learned from John Skipper today? 

How did what he shared change and/or develop your perspective on innovation and entrepreneurship? 

What story, statistic or piece of information stuck with you the most? 

Anything else you want to share_. 

Thanks, 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 5:24 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> ~live.unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu>, @email.unc.edu> 

Cc: ~gmail.com>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: John Skipper Lunch 

~live.unc.edu>, 

Hello all, 

You all have the privilege of joining Mr. John Skipper at lunch at the Carolina Inn this Tuesday,            at 11:30am. Please arrive by 11:25am and gather in the lounge 

outside of the Carolina Crossroads restaurant. Wear business casual attire- please dress conservative and classy. If you have any questions about dress code, email me. 

I have copied the links to read more about John Skipper. Come prepared to ask any questions. 

I need each one of you to please RSVP to me by Saturday at 5pro to confirm your attendance. 

Looking forward to it ! 

Warmly, 

http://www.fastcompany.com/3017778/most-innovative-companies-2011/16espn 

http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/espn-iohn-skipper-keith-olbermann-574231 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livex~nc.edup 

Tuesday, 4:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Sports Debate Club 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am sorry that I am just getting back to you. I had class from 3:30-4:45. What is your schedule like the rest of this week.7 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

B.A. in Exercise and Sport Science with a concentration in Sports Administration 

Emaih _~live.unc.edu 

Phone: 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:03 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Sports Debate Club 

Hi I am here now until 4:20. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
Fmg~!e, K~plore. Empower, 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you. 

in between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

Sent: Monday, 3:57 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Spor~s Debate Club 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am still on-campus, so whenever you have time just let me know. 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

B.A. in Exercise and Sport Science with a concentration in Sports Administration 

Email: ~live.unc.edu 

Phone: 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <_d___s__t__r_9__@__u___q_c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Sent: Monday, 3:53 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Sports Debate Club 

Hi      I’m out of the office now. Not sure on the time of my return. If I come back before 5:301 will let you know. 

Dr. Stroman 

DLS from my iPhone, 

On , at :1:29 PM, ". ~___.v__#__..u_ .n_£__e_.d__#_> wrote: 

Dr. Stroman, 

Do you have a lO-minute window this afternoon where I can drop by and have you sign the Advisor Form. I will also need your ONYEN and PID 

to complete the paperwork. 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

B.A. in Exercise and Sport Science with a concentration in Sports Administration 

Emaih ~live.unc.edu 

Phone: 

From: 



Sent: Sunday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah 

Subject: 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

11:04 AM 

was wondering whether you have heard anything from                about whether he is still interested in being the morning 
keynote speaker. She wants to start on a draft of a more detailed itinerary for the Expo, 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

B.A. in Exercise and Sport Science with a concentration in Sports Administration 

Email: ~ liv e. u n q:_e_.d__..u_ 

Phone: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rimer, Barbara K <brime@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October l, 2013 4:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Chat soou? 

Sure Debby. I could call you at 530 or 545. Would that work?We are prepping for a visit with Chancellor and Provost tomorrow so there 
aren’t a lot of options. Barbara 

Barbar~ No Rimer, DrPH, Dea~ 
Alumn~ Disfh~guished Professor 
UNC Giflings School of Global Pub#c Health 
f 70 Rosenau H~fl, 135 Oauer Dtfve, CB 7400 
Chapd Hilt. NC 27599-7400 
Phone: 9 f9-966~32 I5, Fax: 9 f9-966~ 7678 
~log: h#p:/~log.sph.unc.edu!monday mornin!! 

~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat= Tuesday, October 01, 2013 4:27 PN 
To= Rimer, Barbara K 
$abject~ Chat soon? 
Hi Barbara. I hope you are well. Can we chat for a few minutes soon? Please call me or ~ can set up an appointment. 
Mobile - Any time before 10:00 p.m. 
Hugs, 

debby 

Exp~ore~ Enga#e, Empower. 

............................................. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Great job! 

What a terrific meeting. Thank you thank you thank you. 

Could you send me email. Gorma follow tap tomorrow 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dean, Jr.,JamesW.<James_Dean@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:53 PM 

Stroman, DeborahL<dstro@unc.edu> 

Thanks 

Debbie = thanks for the invitation to join you this evening. I appreciated the opportunity to get ESPN engaged in what we are doing. 

Can you please share email address so I can follow up? 

Thanks, 

Jim 

James W. Dean, Jr. 

Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

919.962.2198 ~TarHeeJProvost 

jame~dean@uncedu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Skipper, John <John.Skipper@espn.com> 

Tuesday, 11:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Visit - You’re Invited! 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 10:54 PJ~L "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@uaac.edu> wrote: 

Okay. I left MaW a message. I will try to pick the phone tap and find you 
in the morning or have her contact you. 

Thank YOU! I really enjoyed getting to know you and hearing your 
perspective on a number of topics. I agree with you 100% on college 
athletics too.;) We can do better. 

debby 

On 10:26 PM, "Skipper, John" <John Skipper@espn corn> wrote: 

>> Deborah, 
>> 
>> I had a lovely day. Thanks for eye.thing. Only one glitch I [e~ my 
>> phone at Mary’s house and will need her information so I can retrieve 
>> sometime tol2qorrow 

>> 

>> John 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPad 
>> 

>> On at 4:32 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi John. Can we meet tomorrow at 4:45 at the home of Mary Napier? 
>>> Please let me know if you need 
>>> transportation. 

>>> Debby 

>>> DLS :From my iPhone 

>>> On at 2:43 PM, "Skipper, John" <John.Skipper@espn corn> 

>>>> I can do these - 

>>>> Denise, can you out on schedule? 

>>>> Sent from my iPad 

>>>> On at 4:29 P_’vl, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

>>>>> Hi Jotm. I hope all is ~vell for you and yours. You are scheduled to 
>>>>> join us next ~veek -      at 12:30 p.m. 

>>>>> 1) Are you available to join a small group of students for lunch at 
>>>>> 11:30 at the Carolina Inn? We will go from there to the FedEx Global 
>>>>> building for class. 
>>>>> 2) Are you still available for a small group of Kenan Institute 
>>>>> (Sport Entrepreneurship Initiative contacts) before your dinner that 
>>>>> evening? 4:30? Let me know where your dinner is located, and ~ve can 
>>>>> meet at the same place or nearby. 

>>>>> Thanks again. 

>>>>> debby 
>>>>> Mobile - 

>>>>> Do Good. 

>>>>> Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
>>>>> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

>>>>> 919.843.0336 

>>>>> "The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality The last 
>>>>> is to say thank you 
>>>>> In between, the leader is a servant." -M. DePree 

>>>>> COi’~FIDES.~2IALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, 
>>>>> if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is 



>>>>> addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged materiab 
>>>>> Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is 
>>>>> prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
>>>>> sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: Skipper, John [mailto:John. Skipper@espn.com] 
>>>>> Sent: Friday, 10:58 AM 
>>>>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 

>>>>> Subject: Re: UNC Visit - You’re Invited! 

>>>>> Deborah, 

>>>>> I am glad this could work out. I believe I have a diuner with some 
>>>>> folks from the creative writing program but would be happy to meet 
>>>>> before. 

>>>>> Look foea’ard to seeing you. 

>>>>> John 

>>>>> Sent from my iPhone 

>>>>> On , at 10:02 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

>>>>>> Thatf~s so much. Tuesday,      is great. The class time is the 
>>>>>> same. If you are available, I would also like to have you as a dinner 
>>>>>> guest with the Fratf~ Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise. 
>>>>>> It would be a more private setting with key- leaders and possibly a 
>>>>>> couple of students. 

>>>>>> Debby 

>>>>>> Sent from my iPad 
>>>>>> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at 
>>>>>> all." Aristotle 

>>>>>> On at 2:42 PM, "Skipper, Jolm" <Jotm.Sklpper@espn.com> 

>>>>>>> Deborah, 

>>>>>>> Thanks for the kind invitation but I caunot make it on that date. 
>>>>>>> I am in Chapel Hill                   Any chance of scheduling 

>>>>>>> Sent from my iPad 

>>>>>>> On~ at 6:03 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> 

>>>>>>>> Hi John We met earlier this year at the Carolina Inn and you asked 
>>>>>>>> me to contact you directly about :future engagement I am now the 
>>>>>>>> point person on campus to develop Sport Entrepreneurship 
>>>>>>>> Initiatives. I am co-teaching the Entrepreneurship course (ECON 

>>>>>>>> this fall and would love to have you speak to our students @125) 

>>>>>>>> Tuesday,             The class time is 12:30 - 1:45 The course 
>>>>>>>> topic is Execution. I would love to "pencil" you in for the entire 
>>>>>>>> class or a portion, if possible. If necessary, I can also fill up 
>>>>>>>> your day with other opportunities for students to hear your 

>>>>>>>> I hope this date works for your calendar. If not, I will 
>>>>>>>> definitely reach out to you to share and invite you to participate 
>>>>>>>> on other projects ! have scheduled over the next two years 

>>>>>>>> Again, ’]?tI~XNK YOU for your service and inspiration! 

>>>>>>>> debby 

>>>>>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

>>>>>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Deparm’~cnt, Faculb" Frarf~ Hawkins Kenan 
>>>>>>>> Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor Carolina Sport 
>>>>>>>> Business Club, Faculty Advisor 

>>>>>>>> Sent from ray iPad 
>>>>>>>> "Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at 
>>>>>>>> all." Aristotle 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:28 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Great job! 

Way cool! Proud of you’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:04 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

Thanks Paul! I am so glad you were able to attend the gathering If we all 
promote one another, we all win[ Let me know- how I may assist you in the 
Ii~ture. Jolm is excited to help ~vith KI Spolt 

John. skipper@espn, corn 

is my Kenan Fellow- that John wants to have involved too 
Keep me posted and I will connect her with you when you are ready. 

Teamwork! 

debby 

>> On 6:37 PM. "Friga, Paul" <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> What a terrific meeting. Thank you thank you thank you. 
>> 

>> Could you send me john’s email. Gonna follow up tomorrow. 
>> 

>> Paul 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

~kcnan- flagler.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday,               7:5 5 AM 

Stroman, Deborah I,/-dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; 

Tha~nk you! 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edtr> 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Wow - thank you so much for including us yesterday! It was a pleasure to get to meet John Skipper, and I really enjoyed the conversation. Not only was he 

articulate and amiable, but ESPN is also such an iconic brand, ~ know ~ will be thinking more about that rare opportunity for weeks to come. The issue he faces with 

the shifting modes of television consumption is an important and exciting one, and so I’ve also emailed Dr. Friga to understand how I might be able to be involved 

in that work as well. 
Thanks again for the amazing opportunity, and I hope the rest of your evening went well! 

Best, 

MBA Candidate. Class of . Kena ]...3#.~.’~Rt.g..~#.#~.#f~.i![# Fello,tv. ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(ceil) ¯ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 5:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edw~; 

RFx Quick meeting 

~kenaJ~- flagler.unc.edu-~ 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

hooking forward to the meeting on Monday! Sorry for all of the back and forth, but iust to confirm, I have it as 4pro in Woolen 3:10---is that correct? 

I may have a conflict on Saturday, but hopefully I w~H aiso be abie ~:o attend at least part of the expo - it looks ii~e ~t w~il be a great event~ 

Best, 

MBA Candidate, Class of ¯ ~#.9.A[LI.[~:~[~M:~#..I=#.#g.g£~b.[E.p:#.[[9~,L ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 
(cell). 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:~8 PM 

To: 

Subje~: RE: Quick meeting 

O~av. Great~ 

Thanks. 

Dr, SLroma~ 

Do Good. 
Deborah L St~oma~, £h~D. CgU 

End]one. E~p!or~’. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you, 

in between., the leader is a servant," --M, DePree 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:12 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: Quick meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 

We understood how we want the Monday meeting to be. We look forward to meeting and discussing with all the attendants. 

I will see you on Saturday at the Expo] 

Best, 

o MBA-Classof o ..K...e..n...a...n...!..n..s..t.j..t..u..t...e....L..e...a...d...e..r..s...h.!~.~.~!.[~.~.~ ~ ..P..r..e...s.!.d...e...n...t...~...f....M....~...A....A....m....b..a...s..s..a..#.~.[~ * UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School,, 

~unc.edu ,, www.linkedin.com!in! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:datro~ 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:30 PM 
To: 

Subject; RE: Quick meeting 
, I dkdnq: really want to meet with you two beh:~re the nl~:_~eLing on Monday, I want this e~perience [o be organk: and noL appear that we 

have been "plotting" our strategy beforehand, ;) Monday is focused on meeting one another and letting the creativity juices flow. 

However, if you would feel more comfortable I can meet wid~ you on this Friday between 1:30 and 2:30. Please advise. 

Thanks. 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 
Deborah g. S[roman, Ph,D. CLLI 

~nga.qe, Expiof~~. ~mpowe~: 

9~ 9,843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last ks to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: [mailto: ~kenan-fia~] 
Sent; Wednesday, 4:22 plVl 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Q~ick meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 

Do you have some time that we can sit together and tall{ about our projects during this week? I know you are teaching all day on Thursday, so on Friday? 



It seems we will have the meeting with undergrad leaders on next Monday from 4pm, but we would like to talk briefly about our ideas about the projects 

beforehand. 

We can come over to your office during lpm-3:3Opm on this Friday, if you are available. 

Thank you! 

o MBA-Class of 

~unc.edu ~ www.linkedin.com/in~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Wednesday, 12:07 PH 
To= 

Subject= RE: ~ankyou! 

Thanks      Yes, ~t was very spedaL ~ can’t imasine havk~8 that sit down tk~e with one of the b~88est ~eaders in the spo~t indust~v at your a~e~ I.oL 

~ ended up spendinst~me with hh~ this mom~nstoo, ~ w~sh you could ha~e attended his ~ecture h~ my class, ~t was one of the best ~ have eve~ heard at UNC. 

He wants to he[p rne with my k~ti~t:~ves and k~ particuk~r, the AnMytics SummR devek)pmenL 

A grea[ opportunity for us[ 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Debora[~ L. Stroma]], Pk.D. CSU 
Er~,gag’e, ~p[ore. Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say ttl.m~k you, 

in between, tl~e leader is a servant," --M, DePree 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:02 AN 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: Thank you! 

Good morning, Dr. Stroman, 

It was a really amazing experience. I still can’t believe that I met Mr. and Mrs. Skipper at the porch of Mary’s house. I was impressed to see how sharp he is. 

It was also a great learning ,seeing how Paul pitched to John for his STAR project. That’s how a business starts. 

Dr. Stroman, thank you very much for inviting us. and I were talking after we left that it is the highlight of our 2-year business school life! © 

Have a wonderful day! 

Best, 

~ MBA-Class of ~ Kenan Institute Leadershi~ ,, ,, UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School , 

~unc.edu ~ www.linkedin.com/in 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:55 AN 
To-" Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

S,,bject: Thank you! 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Wow - thank you so much for including us yesterday! It was a pleasure to get to meet John Skipper, and I really enjoyed the conversation. Not only was he 

articulate and amiable, but ESPN is also such an iconic brand, I know I will be thinking more about that rare opportunity for weeks to come. The issue he 

faces with the shifting modes of television consumption is an important and exciting one, and so I’ve also emailed Dr. Friga to understand how I might be 

able to be involved in that work as well. 

Thanks again for the amazing opportunity, and I hope the rest of your evening went well! 

Best, 

MBA Candidate, Class of , I~.~D.ND..!~3.NSj$.N$.~..I=##.##.[.~.[’~jj~.~.#JJ.~~ ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 
(cell). 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones Christensen, Lisa<Lisa JonesChristensen@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:45 PM 

Wanda ttunter <whunte@racialequityinslitute.org>; Stroman, Debora]~ L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@gmail.com>; ~yahoo.com) 

RE: potential host for new course on racial equity 

Hi All: 
Would they be willing to hold the reading in our Koury Auditorium here on campus? Or is the location already set? I want to keep putting the pressure on Kenan-Flagler to 
support these things. I would also like to ask our Center for Sustainable Enterprise to consider sponsoring the $500 and as a co-host of the event. What do you all think? 
Lisa 
Lisa Jones Christensen 
Assistan~ Ptolessor el Strategy and En~repreneurship 
The Kenan-P’[agler Business Sshool (Roem # 4419A) 
The University d Noah Carolina at Chape~ Hi~ 
Campus Box 3490, McCo~ BuiM~ng 
Chape~ H~ NC 27599-3490 
Email: ~isa__jc@~mc,edu 

Phone: (919} 962-4261 
Fax: (919} 843-7986 

From: Wanda Hunter [whunter@racialequityinstitute.org] 
Sent; Wednesday,              5:31 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Co:           Jones Christensen, Lisa;, 
Subject; Re: potential host for new course on racial equity 

@yahoo.corn) 

Thanks for keeping us npdated. 

Also I’m attaching the REI workbook. ~Vasn’t sulv from convo the other day that you ever got it. 

FinaJly, tbr aJl of you... 

James Davis, Civil Rights Specialist at the Orange County ttmnan Relations Committee, has contacted me recently about supporting some of their undertakings. You’ll 

see ti~om MeetUp that they’re spon~ring a Race: The Power of an Illusion series in H’tx~. Also they are sponsoring a Community Read program for the 2nd year in a 

row. This past year they read 1~artcipation Proclamatiort by John Hope Franklin a~d Reg Hildebrand was the featured speaker/discussion leader. 

This yeaJc the Communi .ty Read book is :~!y Black Pami/y, My 14/hite Privilege by Michael Wenger. The plan is to have Wenger as the discussion leader for a date in 
March 2014. They want to give him a $500 honorarium a~ld the question is: might there be a local sponsor ibr the $500? It’s been suggested that Duke would 

probably sponsor but we’d like to try to keep it in Orange Conn~ if possible. Do you have any ideas for us? 

Thanks, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting EXSS 

Dr. StrommL 

I am finished with class at 12:50 on IVIVvrF but I usually to~ and get down to the gym by 2. 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 5:19 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

I am sorry that we didn’t connect. How is your schedule after :].:00 on MWFs? 
Dr. S~:roman 
Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Eng¢qe, Explore. Empower~ 
9:~ 9.843.0336 
<image001 jpg> 

"Th.e first respensibiiiW of a leader is to define realiW, The last is to say thank you. 

lin be~een, the leader is a ser~-ant," --M. DePree 

Sent~ Wednesday, 1:45 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Neeting EXSS 
Dr. Stroman, 
Just a follow up email to my previous one about the meeting we are supposed to have about my time in my internship this summer. Now that 
our season has started my time is more stringent but let me know if you have any free time and we’ll work something out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 8:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Jones Christensen, Lisa <I,isa JonesChristensen@kenan-flagler.unc.edtr--; Wanda Hunter 
<whantel@mcialequityinstitute.org>; Lighffoot, Alexandra F <allight@email.unc.edtr>; ~ya~hoo.com; Eng, Geni 
<eugenia eng@anc.edu>; Ammerman, Alice S <alice ammerman@unc.edu> 

Could you send me a quick few sentences about the REI workshop (a testimonial)? 

See attachment for student testimonials... 

Lisa, Wanda, Alex, Tye, Alice, and Geni - would you all be willing to add your voices and faces to this document? 

Also - could you please connect me with other thculty / stall’/studeuts that would be good to add hem. 

I’ve got some SPI{ and SW studeuts sending something soon - I think this can be a Iyowerful organizing tool. If you could take a minute and ~nd me something tonight 

or tomorrow morning, I’ll tam it back aacound ASAP so everyone can use them. 

**As you send over your ’testimonial’ could you please add that you axe OK 
1 ) with members of this g~oup using your words and picture, 
2) mgdng the set oftes~timonMs and pictures - including yours - avafilable for others working to do organizing and 
3) giving permission for REI to use your words and picture on their website? 

Thanlcs all! 

MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ @~gmail 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Diversi~Inc <lukevisconti@diversib~inc.com~ 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 11:02 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Altbrdable Care Act Insurance Exchanges Opeu 

October 3, 2013 

Enrollment in insurance exchanges has opened despite the government 
shutdown. Here’s a guide to what you need to know. 

St~o~y..~ Black Childre~°~ Tree, ted Differe~°~tly. i~°~ KR Than Whites 

Research by a leading children’s hospital finds racial disparities in the prescribing of painkillers. 

Read [~ore 

/ / 

Despite lower costs, Blacks are still less likely to take cholesterol medication than whites. 

Read ~’,,~ o ~ e 

I 

O~..~tcomes 

What strategies are hospitals, health insurers and pharmas implementing to encourage effective cross-cultural 

care that will reduce disparities? What types of educational tools are most effective? 

How do you determine which people from underrepresented groups should be faM-tracked. How do 
you give them the tools to stay and succeed? DevelelMn~ ~ D~verse P~pe;ine with Diane Evans, 

,Senior Wce President, Talent Planning Office, Wells Fargo. O~t. "~ at the Marriott 

View the age~da & REGISTER 

J 

Was this forwarded to you from a friend? Click here to receive the Diversitylnc newsletter. 

The emaii address for you~ subscription is: ~!~![:~?@~.~?~.:~!!d 

Oiversity~c; 342 Nassau Street, Pdnceto~L NJ 08540 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oliver, Dean <Dean.Oliver@espn.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 2:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Thank you 

How did that go? 

Dean Oliver 

Dean.oliver@espn.com 

Cell: 

Twitter:DeanO ESPN 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 12:46 PM 

To: Oliver, Dean 
Subject: Re: Thank you 

Hi Dean. I hope you are doing well. l’m meeting with Skipper today on campus. I shared your name as one who will help us build the Analytics SummitN. 

Debby 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Aug 15, 2013, at 5:25 PM, "Oliver, Dean" <Dean.Oliver@espn.com> wrote: 

OK. Just w~H1ted [:o mak~:_~ 

Let me know as plans come together. I am looking to bLdfd Lrave~ budgets this year, so knowing th~ngs in advance is very he~pfuk 

Dean OHver 

Dean.oliver@espn.com 

860-766-4391 

CeU: 

Tw~t[:er: Deat~O 

~mm~ Stroman, Deborah L [mail~;dstro~unc~edu! 
Sent~ Thursday, August iS, 2013 4:2~ PM 

To~ Oliver, Dean 
Subjeet~ RE: ~ank you 

t will keep yOLE posted on development~;. 

Thanks againl 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 
En,q~ge. £~plore Empower. 

9~9.843.0336 

<irnageOOl.jpg> 

"Yot~ can’t w~Ro a person w~o N pretending to be ~sNep," Yavajo Proverb 

~mm~ Oliver, Dean [mailto:Dean.OliverCOespn.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, August ~4, 20~3 ~:43 AM 

To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
S~je~t~ RE: ~ank you 

Debby - 

Was there a sports ana]ytics conference at U NC last year? I saw a reference somewhere thai: h~plied ~t, but ~[: wasn’t dear. ff there was, I’d ~ike to see 

any materials from that or anything you have go~ng forward. 

Thanks. 

Dean Oliver 

Dean.oliver@espn.com 

860--766- 439I 

Twitter: DeanO ESPN 

Fmm~ Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, July 3~, 2013 ll:08 AN 
To~ Oliver, Dean; Cunningham, Bubba 

~e~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjeet~ Re: Thank you 
Thanks Dean! Yes, the MIT Sloan event is my inspiration. I think UNC can (and will) be a great setting for another version. ;) It is good to know that you have been 

attending their conferences. I can definitely use your insight. 

I will be in touch. 
debby 

Date: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 10:56 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Ce: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Thank you 
gubba --- 

Thanks. ~ actually did a Goog]e search th~s Rlorn~ng to 



mater, having giw?n talks at many pla~:es over the lasl: Len y~?ars abo~.~t the s~.~b~ect, hav~n~ done a ~o~: o~ scouth~ whik~ ~t UNC. 

Debby .... 

~ hsve been at every one of the S~oan Sports ~na~yLics Conferences, 

htt p:!!www.sloa nsportsconference.com! 

and I have seen the evolution of the field. Not sure how much you’ve heard about that one, but it’s obviously been successful and can serve as 

somethin~ of a model. 

Dean Oliver 

~_~#_E:£J_[~_~[_~#n.co m 
860-766-439I 

Ce~h 

"]’w~tter: ()eanO ESPN 

F~ Cunnin~ham, Bubba 
SeBt~ Wednesday, 3uly 31, 2013 10:18 AM 

T~ Oliver, Dean 
¢~ Stroman, Deborah L 
$#bj~t~ ~ank you 

Dear Dean, 

Thank you very much for the information about college football metrics. I found the conversation to be very interesting and the concepts outstanding. 

I look forward to learning more about the various metrics and how we can utilize them to improve our program. 

I mentioned to you that Debby 5troman, one of our faculty members ~n the Exercise and Sport Science department, is working on a collegiate sports 

analytics seminar in partnership with the Kenan Institute here on campus. Here is a link to Debby’s bio: http:i!exss.unc.eduifaculW/deborah-- 

By way of this email, I would like to introduce Debby to you so that you have her contact information and you may begin a dialogue that could be 

helpful to both of you. 

Thanks again. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

8ubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Didow, Nicholas <Nick Didow@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 3:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dsta~@unc.edu~; Didow, Nicholas M <didown@email.uuc.edu> 

RE: Follow up 

Hi Debby, 

I really don’t know if follow tap is needed or not. We have an adjunct professor here at KFBS named Michael Meredith who asked to speak with me about sports marketing and the 
histolT~’/possibility of sports marketing classes here at KFBS. As I understood it, he was gathering information for a friend of his ~vho is also a colleague of yours on the faculty in Sports 
Admin. I do not know his friend’s name, I assume that Michael passed our discussion along to him/her, and I have not heard anything else at this point from anyone I mentioned your 
name to Michael and raised the possibility of this fitting into the spolts entrepreneurship fk~cus segment of KIPE. I assume that Michael also passed this along to his fidend. 

Please give Michael ("\like") a call at if you believe that would be appropriate and helpful. 

Thanks. 

Nick 

Professor Nicholas Didow 
Kenan Institute Faculty Fello~v 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
4516 McColl Building 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

nick didow@unc.edu 9199623189 

"Every morning a million North Carolinians get up and go to work for wages which leave them below the poverty line so the)’ can pay taxes that finance the education you receive at 
Carolina. Your job is to figure out how you’re going to pay them back" 
UNC System President Emeritus Bill Friday (1998) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro(a)unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, September 29, 2013 10:23 PM 
To: I)idow, Nicholas M 
Subject: Re: Follow up 

Hi Nick Just checking in I want to follow up on this matter Let me know i:[’you are interested Thanks. 

Debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport ANninistration Lecturer Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 
919843.0336 

"Flow wonderful it is that nobo@ need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world. 
<http ://www.wisdomqnntes.c omiqnnte/ann e-lbmk-1 html>" -, Anne Frank 

On 9/19/13 3:57 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> xvrote: 

>Hi Nick. I left you a vmsg. I hope to heat from you soon. Thanks. 
> 

>Debby Stroman 
> 

> DLS from my iPhone. 





Black Male Student Responses 

1. Feeling unwelcome 

2. Feeling uncomfortable 

3. Students won’t sit next to you 

4. Advice is to start with the black community and then branch out 

5. Questioned as to why are you here 

6, Black community at UNC is not always very welcoming to black men 

7. Put that phone down 

8. Black folk don’t talk to each other 

9. Lack of community- not welcoming each other 

10, : "Why am I here?" - perception of black students. Viewed as an "Oreo" due to 

educational aspirations 

11. "At a PWI you can’t seek out other students of color in order to not ’stand out’" 

12. "Black students at UNC are elitist, Some black people aren’t associating with other black 

people. It’s about creating community, 



Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Possible Advising Appointment 

image001 .j pg 

Okay. Thank you very. much! I will be in attendance at the Expo on Saturday. I am really looking forwaxd to it. 

ENoy the rest of your day, 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel ttill, Class ot 

Exercise ~md Sport Science: Sport Admini*_ration 

On . at 3:04 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <£t_~t__~29/~ .u__r_Lc_=_e_ .d__~_P wrote: 

Hi         Thanks t:or your note. Prof. Deborah Southatl and/or Dr. Erianne Weight now handle advising for Sport Administration studenLs. Please 

schedule an appointment with one of them. I a~so make presentations and comments ~n our Club meeth~gs. (~ww.csbcunc.com.) ~f you stH~ want to 

meet with me after that appointment, p~ease let me know~ 

Are Vo~ attending the Expo on 5at~rd~;y? www.csfeunc.com 

Dr. 5;[:roman 

Deborah L. Sa’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore, Empower, 

9~ 9.843.0336 

<image00~jpg> 

"The first responsibility ~f a leader is to de~ne reality. The lasL is to say thank yeu~ 

in be[ween, the leader is a servant," --M. DePree 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 12:04 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Possible Advising Appointment 

Hello Dr, Stroman, 

I just recently declared the EXSS: Sport Administration major last semester and I was wondering if I could set up an appointment with you 

sometime to make sure I’m setting myself up to be successful in the future and get to know a little more about the sport industry? 

Thanks in advance, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



It s not too J{ate ~o #ServeCaroJUna, 

encouraged to pu~ on some Cm’o]i~a blue, ro]] up thdr 

sleeves at~d #ServeCa~x)]]~a, 

CUd< he~’e {’,)r a list of 3 oo ways you can be of set"vice 

Tar Heels 

Help us show the woHd the incredible impact ’Far ~ieNs car~ make injnst erie day. 

[~i Ses/e Carolina 

you have any questions abou[ Taz’ tteeI Sez~Aee Day or how you can get ir~volved, 

vis ta nm2i ~mc edn/go/se ve~ at- ~1i2~ ~ ontac~Magho3 Wa]ke "’o8 a~ 

s:~rve~-am~irm@m~e4:du. Sign tp to se~,e toda3q 

:\h3mni activities, eomm~micath:ms and se~:’vh:~es at-e not a lithe ~tem in fl3e 

budget but a~:e ~ade possib]e because of (XAA member dues paid by you and 67,000 

ot]3er membm’s. ~%n can ~ake pz{de in knowing that your membezsB~p eo~zJbutes ~o 

this and mob:e. In addition, yore" (;AA membership ine]udes ma~y other valnable 

bene[] L~ a~d services and a subscription to the digital a~d print ve~’si,:ms of the 





From: ~gln~Jl.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 6:27 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dsiro@unc.edu~ 

Subject: Thesis 

Altach: 1 Rough4.docx; Chp 3 Rough3.docx 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I’ve tried to stop by your office a few- times but your door tvas closed Vt~hen are you usually- in your office? Ill try to stop by next week. I’ve attached a rough draft of Chapter 1 and 3 of my’ 
thesis so we can discuss it when I come by 

Hope all is well, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 10:27 PM 

John Skipper <John.Skipper@espn.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Visit - Sport 

Hi John. I trust and pray that all is well for you as you venture on to L.A. Thanks again for your kindness and support. I really enjoyed meeting your wife too. What a Lexington 

Carolina gem! ;) 

Follow up: 

1. Pretty pleezzee - Send me the 30 by 30 dvds. They are great teaching tools for me. I think your wife also mentioned the Title IX videos. Thanks. 

2. Database of ESPN employees who are UNC graduates. ) 

3. Research: Sport-related companies doing BIG business and/or that are domiciled in North Carolina. Having contact with your ESPN employee who works with this type of 

data would be very helpful. 

4. I will follow up with the Sports Writers Symposium (fantastic idea!) and the feedback you provided regarding my initiatives. 

Again, I truly enjoyed your lecture and the time spent. The MBA students               ~ are still on a high, and I know everyone at the Kenan Institute is appreciative of our 

connection. If you need anything related to sport at UNC, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Blessings, 

Debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Mailing address: Dr. Deborah Stroman 

919.843.0336 

Mobile - 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 7:41 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: pics I promised 

Debbv, 

Fd love to help, however day before an away game we are very limited in what we can do. We have already requested, received and distributed all of our 

credentials. Unlike a hon’>_~ game, we don’L have extras ava~h~ble. His best bet aL th~s pokR ~s to contact Va Tech media re~atbans vh~ the c.anta(:L below: 

Dave Smith 

vtsid@vt.edu 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 9:01 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: pics I promised 
Hi Rick. Can you help me out here? He is a REALLY great guy. His work is fantastic. I met him at last year’s ACC Football Championship in Charlotte. 

Thanks. 
debby 

From: Ray Reynolds, ,~gmail.com> 

Date: Thursday, October 3, 20:13 4:52 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: pics I promised 

Hi there again. I met you last year shooting sports on the sideline.Do you have any way to get me a sideline pass for the UNC-VATECH game Saturday.I am free for the weekend 

a nd was hoping to shoot the game.I would give U NC a copy of all photos shot. 

On Feb 8, 2013, at 3:39 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, I met the key photographer for UNC sports. I told him about your work, I asked him to add you to his list of photographers to help out, ;) 

His name is Jeffrey Camarati. I I~ope it works out1! 

Have a great we~-:~kend, 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

g’n,qcN~, g~plor’~, E’mpowe~: 

9119,843,0336 
<#ru~ge001,jpg> 

From: Ray Reynolds [E:1a__{[_t__o_~ 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 3:41 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: pics I promised 

Will be doing UNC this Sat. I will send you pics after game 

"Our lives begin to end the da£ we become silent about things that matter." 
Martin Luther King, Jr, 

~_m_a__c__,_c__o__tr_~] 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On Dec 18, 2012, at 3:38 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks SO much Ray! You are an outstanding photographer, 

We are now off: and w~ be back in January. I w~H take a ~ook at your work and share w~th colleagues on campus. 

Happy Holiday Season! 

debby 

Do Good, 
Deborah L, S~-romatL Ph.D, CLU 

En,gqO’e. Exp/ore, Empow~:m 

919,843.0336 

<image001jpg> 

"NetNng ~n the w~rld ~s more dangerous than a sincere igneran~e and ~onsdenfi~us stupidly," 

~m= Ray Reynolds [mailb: mmac.com] 
$entl Thursday, December ~3, 2012 8:26 AN 

Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjeet= Ncs I promised 
So~- it has taken me so long to get you the pics I promised I met you at the ACC Champ Gm in Charlotte 
My FB is 

<image002.jpg~ 



From: Clark. Fred M <fred clark@unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 8:37 AM 

To: The achieve mentors] maJ4ing list. <achieve mentors 

Cc: achieve mentors ~lisk~erv.unc.edu 

Subject: Upcoming Events 

~listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Hi Achieve Scholars! 

Check out the upcoming events below! We hope that your semester is going well, and we want to remind you of two things: 

1) If you need help with anything, we are here for you. Our cells are: Fred              ,                     . We also have unlimited texting, or you can 

e-mail or come by Vance 316. 

2) You all have a standing invitation to a lunch with us (on us!). Just let us know if you would like to do this, and give us some good days for you. 

Hang in there! 

-Fred and Michael 

OCT 22 Interest Meeting: Post Bacculaureate Achievement 

Program (Upendo 1119 in SASB 6:30-7:30) ONLY FOR INTERESTED 

SOPHOMORES 

OCT 24 Pre-Health Seminar (Bondurant Hall GIO0 5:30-6:30 pm) 

You are cmrently subscribed to achieve mentorsl3-14 as: _£t__s_t__ri£~!_a_a_~@_e___n_)__a__i_!:__uj~£:__e__d_t!. 

To unsnbscribe click here: http:i,’lists~unc.edu/u?id 66354061.da406954dO47c546204adffe2675c885&n T&I achieve mentorsl3-14&o 33680386 

(It ma’y- be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJ4 to leave-33680386-66354061 .da406954d047c546204.adf[’e2675c885(tblistserv,mac,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WaJ~da Hunter <whunter@racialequityinslitute.org--- 

Friday, 10:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@gmail.com>; Jones Chfistensen, Lisa <Lisa JonesChristensen@kenaJ~-flagler.nnc.edu> 

Re: Rimer a~ld Eng 

From SPH: 

Geni Eng (Professor, Health Behavior) would be my choice, because she has been sending her studems to this workshop for years, and requiring her research staffto 

attend. If she can’t come, Alexandra Lightfoot (Adjnnct Instructor, Health Behavior) is next most l, moMedgeable; has attended multiple workshops and also sent stm~f 

and commnni~ partners. Alice Ammermm~ (Professor, Nutrition) is more powerful, but knows less about the workshop, though she attend once a~d has supported 

her stafl’to attend. 

In terms of the proposed curriculum: 

Lisa, Geni, Tye a~d I conceptualized the course; 

cumculum belongs to Deena and Suzanne. 

mid I wrote the proposal, with sortie editing/twealdng from Lisa for the business school. The REI 2-day 

I am happy to come to SPH meeting if you want me to. In addition to my SPH connections & 30 ye~:r iesearch career at UNC (Order office Long Leaf Pine on 
retirement), I also work for REI, co-lead our local racial equi~ alliance, mid have planned aa~d registered 18 workshops in Chapel Hill in the last three years and know 

most all of the 100+ UNC folks who have participated, ruth the exception of the business students & facul .ty whom    (and Lisa ) lolow. 

Just let me know how I can help. 

Thanks all lbr moving this forwaJcd! 

Wanda 

PS: If Anna Maria Siega-Riz has not seen the proposal yet, I wonder if it could be edited further for SPH audience. I could do this. 

PPS: Had dinner with Barb Wildemath, (Professor, SILS) tonight and she is interested in seeing SILS involved if course gets offthe ground. 

Hi Friends. It’s time to be VERY strategic. I have a meeting scheduled with SPH’s Academic Aft:airs Dean, Anna Maria Siega--Riz. The date is Tuesday at 2:15 

Who else should be there? I don’t thh~k there should be more than four people, She/they wH[ already haue seen the written testh~on~es (as requested), 

keep me posted on the delivery of that document, [ don’t want to dek~y this response back to 

Preferred: Wanda, someone flom SPEI, ~md 5;omeone who was kistrumenta] in [he draft of [he propos;ed curriculum. These preferences m~;y exisd: if1 orle, two or 

three people. ;) 

~ w~l] now check in w~th Dr. C~syton about her financial support, ~f any. 

Thoughts? 

THANKS] 

d e b b V 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Engage~ Explore. Empowen 

9~9.843.0336 

<imageOOl,jpg> 

"The first responsibilitT of a leader is to defiile reality. The last is to say thank you. 

between, the leader is a se~want." --M. DePree 

From-" Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@racialequityinstitute.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:19 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc-"           Jones Christensen, Lisa; 
S~bject; Re: Rimer and Eng 

Thanks, Debby. ,lust wanted to be sure you had the backstory in case it was helpful. Sounds like you have your game plan. That’s great and thanks [br your advocacy. 

Wanda 

On at 4:10 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Thanks to everyone! 

KI--- Economic Development. 1 think ro!!or need to attend a workshop. Keep working on them. 

[ would really prefer to chat w~Lh BR one-on.-one, t ~m ~ean~ng on my friendship ~md noL Lhe bus#~essiacadern~c proposal My goa~ ~s to get her attentk~n and buy-Jn 

because she trustsme ~wiHTHENsetup~fnecessary,anadmin~stn~L~vemeeting.That~s~E~W~emake~1:M~happem~mjusLt@ngtoavoidnumerousparties 

at the tame, which ~ends itseH: to formality and ~ong-winded meetings. Jus[ my two cents. ~f BR wants the course, she doesn’t need any convincing by a [:uH 

professor or a student. ~t has to touch her spirit, the t~ming has Lo be right, and the funds available. ~ am going afLer her spkit. She will h~l:orm me of the t~ming and 

finanda~ needs. 

With al~ due respect, we just need to move forward and not continue the delay with communications m~d coord~nath~g schedules m~d such. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D. CLU 



Endu,qe. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

<image00I.jpg> 

"The first responsibi|i~, of a leader is to defi~.e reality, The last is to say thank you, 

between, the leader is a sea-anti’ --M. DePree 

From: Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@racialequib/institute.orq] 
Sent; Tuesday, 12:21 PH 
To; 
C¢; Stroman, Deborah L; 3ones Christensen, Lisa; 
Subject; Rimer and Eng 
Hi    and all. 

Yes! Exciting news, though I do not know Alison. I an~ working on organizing the workshop and wonder if this is the one that will work for her or if she 

intends to go to one of the other ones. 

In terms of Barbara Rimer, I thought morn about it and wonder if it wouldn’t be best to contact Geni Eng about this to get her counsel or input and,’or participation in 

the meeting with Barbara. Geni is a full professor in SPH with a national reputation for work in racial equity...also one of the first and fommos~ promoters of this 

workshop at UNQ requiring all students~ faculty, staff’and community members who work on her msem~ch to go through the workshop beforehand. I think she’d be a 

valuable person to have at a meeting with Barbara (and Debby). Also important to have her them to say that she’d be the fuculW member responsible for SPH students 

who enroll. (I also still woMer if it wouldn’t be good to have former students (e.g., i to be a part of 

this meeting to otter the perspective of value tbr Pit sludents. 

Great to meet, brainstorm and stmtegize ruth both of you last night. 

, have a good trip home. 

Wanda 

On at 11:03 AM, wrote: 

Hi all - 

Exciting update. Alison Fragale connnitted to do the woNshop tiffs morning. She is textured fuculty at the B-school and will register for Chapw or GSO this week... 

Here we go. 

Next on my list is Dr. B - Dean of the MBA program. Lisa and I a~’e working on Dennis Whittle, UNC entmpmneur-in-msidence and founder of Global Giving. 

and I are working with Megan Gosk and others atthe MBA program once. I’ve also got s~dent club leaders who am going to adveNse the training through 

their clubs. 
Deb - let us know how is goes w Dr. Rimer - shall we approach or at "this point?. Lisa - Nick and ENC? Wanda - I know you’m on the case - let me 

know ifI can support, ttere are dates tbr workshops - if you CC Wanda or me, we can tgcilitate getting people in once they’ve said yes. 
- Greensboro 

- Chapel Hill 
- Greensboro 

and - Durham 

MBA, MPP 
(cell), @g__m_____a_!_!. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wanda Hunter <~whunte@racialeqnityinstitute.org~ 

Saturday, 8:07 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Jones Christensen, Li~ <Lisa JonesChristensen@kenan-flagler.nnc.edu> 

Re: Rimer and Eng 

this is a super collection! Looks great! Thanks so much for putting it togetber. 

At some point. I’d like to talk about possible uses for these testimonials. I know we’ll share ruth SPH and you mentioned on REI website. I also wonder about using 

on OAR web or even sending the pdfto UNC faculF, statt; students who I am recruiting for 

Have a great trip. Looking forward to future efforts (and results). 

Wanda 

On at 10:57 PM, wrote: 

This is groat. 

I’m out of the countD~ starting tomorrow. I’ve attached testimonials in PDF and Word (in case you want to add). I think it’s a pretty great set - I’m scrambled them a 
little bit so it looks like a better mix - at first I had all the business people at once. I think it is better the way it is now. 

I look tbrward m hearing about it! I’ll be back in 10 days. X 

MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯        ~.qrnail 

at 10:07 PM, Wanda Hunter <whunter(~racialequity, inslitute.ol;~> wrote: 

From SPH: 

Geni Eng (Professor, Health Behavior) would be my choice, because she has been sending her student, s to this workshop tbr years, mad requiring her research stall" 

to attend. If she can’t come, Alexandm Lighttbot (Adjunct Instructor, tlealth Behavior) is next most knowledgeable; has attended multiple workshops and also sent 

staff’and community partners. Alice Ammerman (Professor, Nutrition) is more powerful, but knows less about the workshop, though she attend once and has 

supported her staff’to attend. 

In terms of the proposed cumculum: 

Lisa, Geni, Tye and I conceptualized the course; 
curriculum belongs to Deena and Suzanne. 

and I wrote the proposal, ruth solne editing/tweaking from Lisa for the business school. The I),2;I 2-day 

I am happy to come to SPH meeting if you want me to. In addition to my SPH connections & 30 year research career at UNC (Order of the Long Leaf Pine on 

retirement), I also work for REI, co-lead our local racial equiF alliance, and have planned and registe~d 18 workshops in Chapel Hill in the last three years and 

know most all of the 100+ UNC folks who have participated, with the exception of the business students & faculty whom ,,’ (and Lisa ) know. 

Just let me know how I can help. 

Thanks aJl tbr moving this tbrward! 

Wanda 

PS: If Anna Maria Siega-Riz has not seen the proposal yet, I wonder if it could be edited further for SPH audience. I could do this. 

PPS: Had dinner ruth Barb Wildemuth, (Professor, SILS) tonight and she is interested in seeing SILS involved if course gets offthe ground. 

t-fi Friends. It’s ~:im~-_~ to b~-_~ VERY strategic I have a meeting schedt~led with SPt-f’s Academic AffliCts Dean, Anna Mi~da Siega-Riz. The date is Tt~esday, 

2:I5 p.m. 

Who e~se should be there? I dot~’t tNnk there sho~d be more than four peopfe. She/they w~l~ already have seen the written testimonies (as requested). 

keep me posted on the delivery of that document, i don’t want to delay this response back to BR. 

Preferred: Wanda, someone from S~I-t, and son, cone who was ~t~stmmenta~ in the draft of the proposed curricular~. These preh~rences rna~, e’,<ist in one, two or 

three people. ;) 

~ w~l~ now check in w~th Dr. C~ayLon about her finandsl support, ~]: any. 

Thoughts? 

THANKS~ 

debby 

Deborah L Stroma~, £h.D. 

g’n¢]o,q~, EXplore, ~’mpowe~: 



929.843.0336 
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"The first responsibility uf a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you, 

in between, the leader is a servant," ~N. DePree 

F~m: Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@racialequi~institute.orq] 
Sent= Tuesday,              4:~9 PM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Co-"           Jones Christensen, Lisa; 
Subject-" Re: Rimer and Eng 
’][’hm~s, Debby. JuKt wanted to be sure you had the backstory in case it was helpful. Sounds like you have your game plan. That’s great and thanks for 5,our 

advocacy. 

Wanda 

On , at 4:10 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Thanks to everyone! 

KI--- Economic Development. I think and/or need to attend a workshop. Keep working on them. 

I would really prefer to chat w~th BR one-on-one. ~ am ~eanh~g on m~, friendship and not the business/academic proposal. M~, goa~ ~s to get her attention and buy- 

in because she trusts me. I w~H THEN set up, if necessary, an administrative meeth~g. That ~s, HOW we make it aH happen. ~ am just tryh~g to avoid numerous 

parties at the table, which lends ~tself to formalRy amt Iong.-winded meetings..Just my two cents. If BR wan~:s the course, she doesn’t: need any convincing by a 

full professor or a s~udent, t~: has to touch her spirit, the ~:~m~ng has to be right, and the flmds avaih~ble, t am g.Nng after her spki~ She w~l] reform me of the 

dmb~g and fir~anda~ needs. 

With al~ due respecL, we just need to move forward and not continue the deiay with communications and coordinating scheduies and such. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L S[roman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage, Explore. Empow~r, 

919.843.0336 

<im~ge001,jpg> 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you. 

between, the leader is a servant," --NI. DePree 

From; Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter(~_r__a___c_La_!__e__~_u_j~Ln__s__t_[t___u__t__e_=_o__r_g] 
Sent-" Tuesday, J.2:21 PM 
To-" 
C¢-" Stroman, Deborah L; Jones Christensen, Lisa; 
Subject-" Rimer and Eng 
Hi    and aJl. 
Yes! Exciting news, though I do not know Alison. I am working on organizing the workshop and wonder if this is the one that will work for her or if she 

intends to go to one of the other ones. 

In terms of Barbara Rimer, I thought more about it and wonder if it wouldfft be best to contact Geni Eng about this to get her counsel or input and/or par’dcipa’aon in 

the mee’dng with Bazbaza. Geni is a full professor in SPIt with a national reputation tbr work in racial equiW...also one of the first and tbremost promoters of this 

workshop at UNC, requiring all students, thculty, staff and commanity members M]o work on her research to go through the workshop beIbrehand. I think she’d be 

a valuable person to have at a meeting with Barbara (and Debby). Also important to have her there to say that she’d be the facul~" member responsible for SPH 
students who enroll. (I also still wonder if it wouldn’t be good to have fom~er students (e.g., Stephmfie Baker, Rachel Berthiaume, Amber Anderson, Lilli Mann) to 

be a part of this meeting to ottbr the perspective of value tbr PH students. 

Great to meet, braJnslonn and strategize with both of you last night. 
, have a good Np home. 

Wanda 

On , at 11:03 AM, Bayard Love wrote: 

Hi a]l - 
Exciting ulxtate. Alison Fraga]e committed to do the workshop this morning. She is tenured faculb~ at the B-school and will register tbr Chappy or GSO this week... 

Here we go. 

Next on my list is Dr. B - Dean of the MBA program. Lisa and I axe working on Dennis Whittle, UNC entrepreneur-m-residence and tbander of Globa] Giving. 

and I axe working with Megan Gosk and others at the MBA program once. I’ve also got student club leaders who are going to advertise the training 

through their clubs. 

Deb - let us lmow how is goes w Dr. Rimer - shall we approach LaChaun or Mark at this point?. Lisa - Nick and ENC? Wanda - I know you’re on the case - let 

me kmow ifI can support. Here axe dates for workshops - if you CC Wanda or me, we can t;acilitate getting people in once they’ve said yes. 

- Chapel Hill 
- Greensboro 

and - Durham 

, MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ @~qmail 

<Te stimoni al s.docx><ffe stimonial s2.1xtf> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 4:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Phil Ford Contact Info 

Good Afternoon Dr Stroman, 

First of all I’d like to thank you and everyone who took the time to put together such an amazing event, I’m so glad I took the time attend it. I had a great time and met some wonderful people 
during lunch and the career fair I was the one who asked Mr. Ford about his foundation for childhood obesi~ and wanted to get in further contact with him since he said maybe I could be 
of some help to him as he answered my question and had to leave early. Thank you for any help you might could give me! 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~me.com> 

Sunday, 5:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Join Me! Stx~rts Entrepreneurship 

Dr. Stroman, 

This sounds like a great experience and an awesome opportunity. I am ve~z interested in being a part of it. Ulffortunately I will not be able to make it to the meeting tomon-ow, I have an 
english class from 3:30 to 4:45. Let me know what I should do to learn more about it! 
Thanks Again! 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sal Pellegfino <spellegfino@startrac.com> 

Sunday, 8:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@wcpss.net; ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu 

Congratulations on a great event 

Hello Dr. Stroman! It was an absolute pleasure to meet you and participate in the first ever CSFE on Saturday.      and I were so impressed with the entire day 

and thrilled to watch all the hard work pay off. You have really motivated that team of young professionals and I have no doubt they will succeed in whatever they 

do. What a rewarding day! 

has mentioned you for so long and it was wonderful to finally meet you. If I can do anything for you or your department, please feel free to call. 

Also, I wanted to share the information on SIBEC (that speed dating format we discussed). Visit www.questex.com, I am sure you will be impressed with their 

business model. I would be happy to meet speak with you further about this format. 

So take care, have a great week and thank you for taking such an active roll in the lives and futures of your students. You are an impressive educator! 

Best personal regards, 

Sal 
8~’/k P~LL~GR:INO 

mobile 

fax +~ 7~4 50~ 3868 

Star Trac ~maEes~ 5pec Sheets and r~’la~-keth~g Collateral 

~.startrac.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rowe, Coo’ <Cory.Rowe@imglearfield.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 8:08 AM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: IMG Learfield Ticket Solutions 

Hi 

Sorry for the delay again in getting back o~t, Obviously at this point my travel plans have changed for this week and I will not be in NC, I will be planning a trip for 

sur~-’_~ the week of the 2_~th at the e[x~ o[ [:he month. ] have meetmga on the 28th and 29th bu~ wou~d be [ree .:~[~ the 30th a~d/or 3~.st and wou~d h:~ve [:he opportunity 

~:o mee~: w~th you a~l and speak w~th students/the Sports gusk~ess Gub. Pk~ase kd: rne know your ~:houghts and scheduk~s so we can get things firmed up. 

~ sppredate a~l o[: your patienLs w~th 

Cory Rowe 

Assistant NE Regiona~ D~rector 

General Manager IM6 Learfield Ticket Solutions, University of Akron Athletics 

O: 330-972-5986 M -6564 F: 330-972-5527 

F~m= Osborne, Barbara [mailto:spo~law@unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, September 16, 2013 9:47 AM 
To= Weight, Erianne A.; Rowe, Co~ 
¢¢= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: IN6 Leaffield Ticket Solutions 
H~ tory, 

Thanks For reschh~g out I0/8 at ~.2:30 would work for the EXSS intro, to Sport Adn~n~stratiot~ class, bu~: 

expectb~g too much, defer to her cbss. 

Thanks again, 

Barbara 

8arbara Osborne 

Associs~:e Professor 

E>:erdse m~d Sport Sdence 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919,962,~.73 

~m~ Weighb Erianne A, 
Nentl Monday, September 16, 2013 8:43 AN 
Te~ Rowe, 
Ce~ Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara 
Su~je¢t~ RE: ING Leaffield Ticket Solutions 
H~ Cory, 

You’re wek:ome [:o come ~nto my class on Tuesday or Thursday of that week at 1].:00, Debby wi~ be the bes[: to advise about [:he 5por[:s Bus~ness Gub 

-Edanne 

~m~ Rowe, Co~ 
Nentl Friday, September ~3, 2013 3:06 PN 
Te~ Weight, Erianne A, 
~ Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara 
Subje¢t= RE: ING Leaff~eld Ticket Solutions 

Sorry for s~ch a delay in getting back, ~ haven’t forgotten about this -~t ~s stN a ma~or priority of mine, I’m )Jst trying to figure out my ttave~ schedule. It 

h:~o]~s like r~ght now the week of October 7th m~ght be a good week ~o make a tri]:~ a~d visit. 

Wha[ ~ wanted [o see from you~ Deborah~ and Barbara is ~f there are dsys aRd t~rnes that week that would make [be most sense and give ~T~e the most 

opportunity to talk with studen[s and [be Caro~k~a Spor[s Business Club, P~ease ~et me know what everyone’s thoughts are and we can get everythin~ 

confirmed~ 

Thanks, 

Cory Rowe 

Assistant NE Regional Director 

General Manager IMG kearfield Ticket Solutions, University of Akron Athletics 

O: 330-972-5986 M: F: 330-972-5527 

cory.rowe@imglearfield.com 

http:!/www.imglea rfieldticketsolutions.com/ 

From: Weight, Erianne A. [t~__ajJ_t_9_:__e__w__e_[g__h_t_@_e_.__m___ajLu___n_c_:__e_d___u_] 
sent-" Wednesday, August 28, 2013 10:37 AM 
To: Rowe, Cory 

C¢: Stroman, Deborah L; Osborne, Barbara 
$~bj~¢t-" RE: IMG Learfield Ticket Solutions 

Hi Co~y-, 

It was wonderful talking with you on Monday! I’ve cc’ed Debby Stroman and Barbara Osborne who are also Sport Administration facul~l who are 

teaching undergraduate courses this semester. Debby is also the faculty adviser of our Carolina Sport Business Club (CSBC) that I mentioned. The 

CSBC generally has guest speakers come in on Mondays, m~d ruth some lead time, they could market your appearance. 



Our classes meet on Tue~tays and Thursdays: 

9:30 - 10:45 (Sport Entrepmneurship) - could explain ticketing and sales (how to sell your business idea, produc’~ or service to others) 

11:00 - 12:15 (Eco~/Finm~ce) - could explain this burgeoning element of college sport business, ti~e nuts and bx~lts oflMG-leartield ticket solutions 
partnerships with m~iversities, and/or the importance of sales. 

12:30 - 1:45 (Intro Course) - ti~em is a sales unit later in the semester that could be a good fit or you could describe tiffs t:acet ofti~e indust~T as a 

career option and your path thmt~gh the indust~. 

Feel free to contact any one or all of us with your preferences in terms of when you would like to come. For my class, the schedule is somewhat fle~ble 

if you came in for ~30 minutes rather than the whole time. 

Hope you’re having a great week! 

- grianne 

EriaJme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The University of North Ca~rolina - Chapel Hill 

The preceding e-mail message (including aaay attachments) contains information that may be confidential, may be protected by the attorney-client or other 
applicable privileges, or may" constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed only to the designated recipient(s) naxned above. If you are not an 
intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender by replying to this message aJ~d then delete all copies of it fi’om your computer system. Any use, 
dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this ~nessage by unintended recipients is not authorized a~d may be unlawti~l. 

The preceding e-mail message (including aa~y attachments) contains information that may be confidential, may be protected by the attorney-client or other applicable 
privileges, or may constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed only to the designated recipient(s) named above, lfyou are not a~n intended recipient of 
this message, please notit}, the sender by replying to this message aJ~d then delete all copies of it from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution, or 
reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not authorized and may be unlawful. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:04 AM 

EXSS Faculty List <exss-faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[exss-faculty] Sports Business Club’s Expo on Saturday 

Hi all, 
I just wanted everyone in our Department to know what a fabulous job Debby Stroman and the students in the Carolina Sports Business Club did on Saturday with their 
inaugural Sports Business Expo! The turnout was great, the panelists were fantastic,        gave a great talk and atmosphere was so exciting and motivating for our 
students,       and 1 both attended the event and were truly blown away by how meaningful the event was. Kudos to all the students involved and kudos for Deb and her 
hard work with this organization. 
Bravo!! 
Deb 

You are currently subscribed to exss-faculty as: dstrornan@ernail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http~//~ists.unc.edu/u?id=555671~2.4537~14cd66~f957e7eed9dd3adc4e5d&n=T&~=exss-facu~ty&~=3369~132 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33690132-55567102.4537814cd668f957eTeedgdd3adc4eSd@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Deb Hepp <debbie@ballyhoostudio.com> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 11:27 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Walker, Jack T <jack walker@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu>; Ca~:ol Thomson <cthomson@firestreammedia.com:~ 

Fwd: Sport Entrepreneurship text for website 

K1 website text on Sport Entrepreneurship.docx 

Hi again Debbie, 

Thought I’d check in to ~e if you ca~ tell me when you might have comments on the website text I sent you. I’ve been holding the next version of text, hoping to send 

all changes at once. But if you need more time I’ll send what I have to Jack and we can uvdate your sections later. Thanks tbr all your help. 

: Design & Marketing Consultant 

: Ballyhoo Studio 

: http://www.ballyhoostudio.com 

: phone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: Deb Hepp <debbie@ballyhoostudio.com> 
Subject: Sport Entrepreneurship text for website 
Date: September 30, 2013 11:35:00 AM EDT 
To: "Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Cc: Mary Napier <Mary Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Jack Walker <Jack Walker@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, 
Carol Thomson <cthomson@firestreammedia.com> 

t ti Debbie, 

MalT asked Ine to have you review the text on Sport for the landing pages of Entrepreneurs, Students and Companies. Can we beef up the descriptions 

for the summit m~d the awards yet? In pazticular, I’d like to see a bit more detail on the Students l~lding page if the objective is to increase student 

involve~nent in the planning. Take a look m~d let me know what you think. I’m happy to discuss by phone if you’d pret~r. 

Debbie Hepp 

Design & Mmketing Consultant 

Ballyhoo Studio 

phone 



Racial Equity Workshop - Reflections from the UNC-Chapel Hill community* 

"As a former TFA corps member, I have done many trainings about both race relations and 

............................................................................................... working with populations living in poverty. This workshop is by far the best I have 
attended. 

It was not only a chance to talk openly about our personal experiences and feelings, it also provided a 
fascinating, comprehensive history about how our country got to this point. It was the first time I felt like I 
received real answers about why race relations are so complex, and I strongly believe that understanding our 
complicated past is the best way--the only way--we will be able to move forward." 

"I attended my first Racial Equity Workshop more than four years ago, and I can say 
without hesitation that the workshop has altered and enhanced both my personal and 
professional lives. 

In my personal life, the workshop helped me to understand how I, as a White woman, could become a more 
effective ally in the pursuit of racial equity. From a professional standpoint, the workshop shed light on the 
roles of organizational processes and institutional policies in creating and perpetuating structural 
inequalit57. After the workshop I was able to work more effectively with my colleagues to develop and 
implement practices and policies to challenge racism and promote equity within our organization. 

As someone who has attended the workshop more than six times over the past four years, I would strongly 
recommend this ~vorkshop to anyone working for the as a leader in today’s diverse economy." 

Deborah K. Mayer, PhD, RN, AOCN, FAAN 

UNC School of Nursing, Associate Professor 

"I attended the Racial Equity Workshop and found it stimulating, engaging and sensitizing 
It was really helptSA as a way to appreciate the long engrained racism in our society and the 
subtle and not so subtle effects it has today. The effects of this are seen in the health of our 
nation and it has implications for our health care delivery system, i highly recommend 

taking this workshop 



"As a young black male in America, I’ve had many conversations with myself and others 
about race, racism, a~d their impact. Yet, each of them seemed incomplete, as if something was missing. The 
workshop was the first time I’ve ever felt like those gaps were f]lled. For the first time, I was in the room with 
folks of different races, and we could speak in common language that helped each other see something ne~w It 
was also the first time that I clearly recognized my own struggles and feelings about these issues~ 

I’m heading into a corporate job, and I have no doubt that the workshop has strengthened my leadership skills. 
In this day and time, all business leaders should have a stro~g understanding and awareness of race and racism, 
a~d this workshop is the absolute perfect place to begi~!" 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. 

UNC Department of Exercise and Sport Science, Lecturer 

Senior Advisor at the Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

"It’s not about Diversity Training. It’s not a whiner session. It’s not a vent and ~feel good’ session. Racial 
Equity work is critical, meaningful, engaging, and paradigm shifting. If you want to discover, learn, and share 
with others - please experience this workshop. America needs healing to be at its best. And it starts with 
understanding and perspective. A big salute to this family of facilitators and participants!" 

"I cannot recommend the Racial Equity Workshop more highly for young leaders headed into the business 
world - it deepened how I think and communicate strategically about the institutional roots of inequality. 

Workshop conversations were frank, effective and insightful for both people of color and white allies. This 
experience is crucial for anyone committed to building a more just and healthy economy." 



"I highly recommend the Racial Equity Workshop to fellow- social scientists, particularly 
young scholars exploring questions of stratification. The workshop critically engaged our communal ideas about 
race and inequality, and through team work and some difficult, but honest group discussions, we jointly 
developed new" understandings of interrelated systems of inequity. For social scientists, such an experience is 
invaluable as we think about theories, methods, and analysi s. 

Equally important, on a more personal level, the workshop was truly enlightening and changed the way I 
viewed my commitment to anti-racism" 

"The Racial Equity Workshop shook the way I understood racism on a foundational level. In short, I feel more 
free and powerfully able to discuss racism with my colleagues and peers. 

I feel a greater human connection with the black community and a vastly more aware consciousness of what 
being black means. This workshop made me realize just how profoundly unfair racism makes life for the black 
community." 

"The business world is a diverse environment that requires awareness of self and others. In the USA, this 
awareness is often clouded by a need for political correctness, inability to communicate difficult topics, and 
ignorance. The Racial Equity Workshop begins to crack the surface of a histor5, of legal preference toward a 
specific part of the population. 

Business leaders, domestic and international, need to learn how to interpret these laws, to see the biases, and to 
respond to these biases. This workshop creates an environment where people can develop and practice critical 
qualitative analysis skill s~ 



moving experience. 

"As a public health researcher, my work has been motivated by social justice. I’ve been 
interested in various health disparities and the mechanisms underlying them. Thus, many of 
the topics of the racial equity workshop were familiar. Nevertheless, it was a profoundly 

Through the facilitators’ skillful leadershilp, the workshop challenged me to think deeper about racism and to 
match my growing awareness with actions. I came to consider how my professional work might unintentionally 
proiqt from ......... and even perpetuate ......... racial disparities. 

The workshop even provided a safe forum in which to talk about White privilege. In the end, it motivated me to 
make anti-racism work an explicit part of my research agenda and career goals, i whole-heartedly recommend 
the REI training." 

"The Racial EquiW Workshop spurred me to think about my responsibility as privileged, white male in a way 
that I never had before. The workshop facilitators provide a safe environment, the context of racial inequality in 
the US, and the questions to spark meaningful dialogue and thus understanding. I left feeling simultaneously 
more knowledgeable and cautious. 
As someone who is passionate about advancing social justice through business, I believe this workshop is 
essential to becoming a more effective leader and decision maker." 

"I am ve~¯ happy that my Masters’ degree education was bookended by lessons from this workshop, from the 
orientation through just after graduation. While working in public health, the critical lens I gained highlights 
my personal bias and makes me more sensitive to the dynamics of community research. 



The workshop is more than a diversity awareness training or an exercise to build cultural competency. The 
expert trainers take participants through reviewing historical facts and meticulously analyzing what most of us 
understand about the past and present race relations in the United States. 

This experience inspired a substantial, and at times painful, consciousness shift for me, and a firm insistence 
that I do my part to help break down the institutional and policy mechanisms that maintain racism in our 
society." 

"I highly recommend the Racial Equity workshop. It takes a systems approach to 
understanding the root causes of racism centuries ago and traces the threads through history, 
politics, economics, sociology, and business to provide a more complete picture of how they 

shaped - and continue to act upon -the world around us. 

The content and messages are relevant, fact-based, and applicable to all aspects of my life, from my personal 
life to business relationships. The workshop contextualizes problems and suggests methods for working towards 
"~houghtful solutions. 

The workshop also provided a forum to openly discuss and share experiences and perspecti’~es on race. As 
individual s, we all have unique lived experiences. Even those of us who believe we are empathetic not 
necessarily have an understanding of what it means to live someone else’s life. Anyone who hopes to be a 
successful leader must take this workshop." 

"The Racial Equity~ Workshop was an awesome experience. Before the course, I really questioned what the 
workshop would be able to provide me given that I’m a black man from from rural eastern North Carolina. 

However, I ended the class with a different and more constructive frame through which to think about race, my 
experiences with race, and the mechanics that produced them" 



Wanda Hunter, MPH 

UNC School of Medicine, Research Associate Professor of Social Medicine (retired) 

UNC Center for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention, Dept. Dir. (retired) 

"Many of us have despaired for years that health disparities, indeed disparities in every measure of well-being, 
have not improved, but in many cases have gotten worse. 

After a 30-year career in public health, I was heartened to find this workshop that brings an important historical, 
cultural and institutional analysis to the construction and maintenance of racism in our society and in doing so, 
helps clarify the steps we must take to undo it. 

I consider this training critical for those who now work in America’s institutions (including health, education, 
economic, governmental, legal, criminal justice, social services) or who are preparing to do so." 

"As an undergraduae urban hi stoD" maj or, I knew about most of the hi storical instances of oppression that ~ve 
discussed in the workshop, and even about their lasting consequences that shape lit~ in many communities of 
color today. 

Before the workshop, this knowledge made me feel frustrated and powerless - our institutions and systems are 
so deeply flawed, where do I even start if I care about fixing them? The workshop gave me the tools to piece 
thi s knowledge together in new ~vays that have made me feel more confSdent in understanding what soluti ons 
are needed, and in identit}’ing which among the myriad opportunities available to business students can truly 
impactful. 

I recommend the workshop is an essential pre-requisite %r any person who cares about making a positive 
impact on society in either their professional or personal lives?’ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karon Hardy (Sen. Angela Bo,ant) <Bryantla@ncleg.net> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 2:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

HaJifax CounU Legislative Update - Oct. 12 - 10:00am- 12:00pm 

Sponsored By: 

Pleasant Hill Baptist Church 
& 

The Office of Sen. Angela R. Bryant 
Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 - 10:00am- 12:00pm 

13668 Old 125 Road 

Scotland Neck, NC 27874 

Topics That \Vill Be Covered: 
1. Upcoming Voting Changes tbr beginning 2014 

The ne~v 56 page bill adds new bairiei~, to voting. Some of those barriers include: 
Photo ID Req~-ements EaltyVoting Cl~alNes 

No Same Day Regimation No Straight PeatyVothN 
No Out ofPiednct Voling No "I>enage Pre-Registration 
Come find out about these changes and important action steps to take. 

2. ObamaCare/Affordable Care Act 
Are you uninsured? Are you tired of being mined down by insurance companies 
because you have a pre-existhN condition    (i.e. diabetes, cancer, stroke, etc.) ? 
.Aa-e you looking for insm’mace daat fits your budget? The new ObamaCare grad 

Attbrdable Cau’e Act is tbr everyone between the ages of 19-64 without 
health insurance. Come find out about *vhat is available for you. 

Updated information will be provided. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Join Me ! S~rt Entrepreneurship 

Dr. Stroman, 

I registered the @ Twitter handle as a possible handle for the project. This username can be changed as needed in the future. 

Login credentials: 

Username: 

Password: 

Thanks again for the opportunity! Thoroughly enjoyed the meeting today and very excited to get going with all of this. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday 5:31 PM 

To: 

Cc:                               @kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Subject: RE: Join Me! Sport Entrepreneurship 

9eborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’ngo,qe, g~plor’e, ~’mpower, 

9119,843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last ~s to say thailk yo~L 

in between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

Frem: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: ~:riday, 4:07 PM 

To: 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: Re: Join Ne! Sport Entrepreneurship 
Hi Heels. You have had sufficient time to get your academic and extracurricular schedules adjusted... ;) now it’s time to go to work for exciting UNC sport entrepreneursNp 

projects! ;) Please respond to the doodle poll for our first meeting. , a Kenan Flagler MBA student and Kenan Institute Fellow, will be assisting me in this effort. 

Please reply before 12:00 p.m. Monday! 

http~//dood[e.com/wb~pdBvS~ggpzxd~ 
Have a great weekend! 

Dr. Stroman 
Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a singM moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d__s__t_r__o_._@_p_.n__c_.__e__d_u__> 

Date: Thursdav, 9:10 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edu>, 

l@gmail,com>, ~live.unc.edu>, 

. @Jr_v_ .e_ :.u__n__c_:_e_. _d_ .u_ > 
cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro~unc.edu> 

Subject: Join Me! Sport Entrepreneurship 

Hi Tar Heels! I hope your summer is going well. 

Please read the attached. Let me know your decision to join this special group. 

Thanks! 

Regards, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

~ ve ( nc ed 1% I 

~live.unc.edu>, 

~unc.edu>, 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live .unc .edu-~ 

Monday,               9:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@anc.edu> 

Hoping to catch up 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

I hope you are having a great week so far! I just wanted to follow- up with you to see when you are free to catch up. Wednesday I will be free between 3 and 5 PM On Thursday I will be free 

after 3PM. 

Also: Friday begins the Women’s Golf Tournament at Finley’. 1 will be volunteering at the event from 12:30 PM to 4PM If you would like, you could come o-vet to check out the to,0a-nament 

and we could catch up there, or aRer I finish helping with the tournament? 

If next week is better for you, and less hectic please let me know and we can plan for something next week instead. 

Looking forward to seeing you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

LOVE this video!!! 

http:/i~vww.youtube com/watch?v 9iN©2p 1Lrz4&feature~zoutu be 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
U2x,-C-Chapel Hill, Class of 

~kenan-flagler.unc. edu 



From: ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:38 PM 

To: ~gmaJl.com; 

~live.unc.e&t>; 

~live.unc.edu-~; 

~ie~n~Jl.unc.edu>; 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Subject: KI Sport Follow-ups 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~gmail .corn>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com 

~live.unc.edu-~; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu-~; 

~kena~a- flagler.unc.edt~- 

Hi all, 

It was great meeting everyone today - I’m excited to begin working on our projects together! I had a few action items/FYIs to pass along after our meeting: 

Action: Can you all please reply ~just to me - no need to reply all} with your Twitter handle? I’ll consolidate the handles and share the list in the future. If 

you have any relevant and interesting people!orBs that you enjoy following, please send those along too! 

FYI: Below are the teams and respective project assignments as they stand for now. If there are any errors in the information below, please let me know. 

FYI: Look for emails from      and I in the coming week(s) to set up our first team meetings. 

Undergraduate Consulting Team 

Team A I Team B I Team C 

Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows 

I W orking on SAS & SplEAS 

Working on SAS & 12 

Team A 

Team B 

Team C 

Best, 

Oct/Nov Dec/Jan Feb/Mar 

12 SplEAS SAS 

SAS 12 SplEAS 

SplEAS SAS 12 

MBA Candidate, Class of     . Kenan Institute L.eadershiE~ Fellow ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(cell) ¯                ~’~-.fla ler.urlc edu .w~’w.linkedin corn/irl/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 3:40 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares NCSECC Kick-off 

’Far Heels Give More! 

We have continued the tradition of giving with our CaJcolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign reaching over $50,000 in pledges during its first week. We are on our 

way to reaching our goal of $1, 000,000’. If you have not done so aJready, please consider joining your colleagues in these commendable campaign efforts. You can 

sem~ch the 2013 charities by clicking the "GIVE NOW" link below we’re certain you’ll find a pa~icipating charity or cause that is meaningfnl to you. 

You can once again make your donation online -- m~ easy, convenient, a~d secure way to support your thvorite charity with multiple search options available that will 

make it even eaaier to lind the charity of your choice. In addition to online giving, paper forms will be provided to all thculty and sta~ (If you do not receive a tbrm or 

you have questions regarding the pledge process, please contact your division leader or team captain.) 

Important lntbrmalio~l: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you rash to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 

and submit your form a~d contribution to your team captaan. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit cmd, please click on the "Give Now" link below mid 

follow the instructions to enter in your UNC- Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you get to the website, enter your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is ve~ eau! There are only live steps, and it should take only five minutes to complete. ~Ve believe 

that online giving is a tree convenience for making your gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too! 

Thank you tbr your gilt to the State Employees Combined Campaign. 

We deeply appreciate your generosity a~d thoughtfnl consideration of others. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

F, vite <info@mailva.evite.com > 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 6:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Event Reminder: PEP Lab East Open Honse 

]’bt~rsd,sy, Octobe~ t0, 2013 

O4;O0 Pl%~t - O~:O0 P,"vi 

Building 600 ~oca~ed ~l~ Fra~k~ Square 

Your repty is: NOT YET REPLIED 

A scary good dea~! 

::’,’)’% off plus !:Ie,~! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 8:25 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Alumni in sports 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I’m speaking with Mr. Ned Cohen, Sr. Director of Basketball Operations with the NBA on Thursday He graduated with a BS Business Administration from 

U NC in     and his work email is ncohet:@~ba.com. Just passing along the info for the alumni database that you mentioned was being put together. Also, if you 

all are planning to reach out to him, I’m more than happy to give him the heads up when we chat later this week if you would like. 

In the Kenan-Flagler alumni directory, I have access to alumni emails and current jobs, so I’m happy to help out the team if for some reason there are alumni in our 

database that aren’t easily accessible in the UNC GAA database. 

Best, 

MBA Candidate, Class of , Kenarl Institute L_eadershi[) Fellew ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 
(cell), 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:57 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: TaJ~ing the Reins: M_Ad,ES - Symposium Agenda 

Debby, 

At your couveuience, please call me (919.966.8122) direct line. I will be available at 10a. I have a question to ask you ..... 

Thanks, 

D 

i~i unc mail signature 

DeVetta Holman-Nash, MPH, NCAPS-III 

Student Wellness Services 

Student Affairs - Office of the Dean of Students 

U NC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone: 919-966-3658 Emaih 
d_. _h 9_ [ .m_ _a_. ~_(~ ~ _e_.n_ _n ~_ [ [ :.u_ _h_ _c_~.e_ d_. _u" 

"I have never met a broken child. I’ve met broken systems that t~il our children." --Alberto Caravalho 

Confidenbal~ty Notice: This e-mail message including any attachments, is for the sole use of ~ntended recipient(s) and may contain confidenbal and privileged information, Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure 

or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 1:04 PN 
To= Holman Nash, DeVe~ 
Subject; N: Taking the Reins: MALES - Symposium Agenda 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EtN~qe, Explore, Empower: 

9~[9,843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a lea der is to define reality. The last ~s to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:51 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Taking the Reins: MALES - Symposium Agenda 

Dear Deborah, On 
behalf of the planning committee, thank you in advance for attending the Taking the Reins: MALES Symposium at the ___W__!_[!!__a____m____&___Ld___a___F__r_!_#__a__y____C___e___n___t__e___r" on 

from 8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Your presence will demonstrate a strong investment in the academic success of our undergraduate male students 

of color. We are grateful. 

Please note the agenda (attached). We will have one break-out session where you will escorted to the Sunflower room in the Friday Center for a 

conversation separate from the students. That conversation will be led by John Mendoza Brodeur, Director of Carolina Leadership Development. After that 

session, you will be escorted back to the Trillium room to rejoin students. 

Ladies, a special note: The young men on the planning committee are glad you will be with us and appreciate the strong partnership of women in 

supporting their academic, personal and professional goals. There will be a "Ladies Only" table in the Friday Center’s Trillium room where we invite you to 

sit during parts of the day. The discussion at your table will focus on the unique contributions of women to minority male student success efforts on our 

campus. We look forward to hearing your insight on this topic throughout Symposium day. 

Thank you again for your support. We will see you Saturday! 

Plonning Committee 

Taking the Reins: MALES Symposium 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Lingmei <Lingmei Howell@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:22 AM 

~kena~-flagler.uuc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

~kenau- flagler, unc.edu-* 

I~B: K1 Sport Follow-ups 

Very good. Fi~anks for the update, 

Incidentally, if all goes weil, we may have another Leadershi.o Feiiow (undergrad) to join you. Am conducting the finai round interview later this week. 

Piease cross your fingers .... 

Lingrnei Howell, MPA, MDA 

Director of Ou~resch 

The Frank Hawkhss gens~ hss~itu~e ot Private Enterprise 

The Un~vers~W of 

(;ampus Box 3440, Kenan Center 

Chape~ H~L NC 27599-b~?0 

Sent~ Nonday; 10:38 

Subject: KI Sport Follow-ups 

Hi all, 

It was great meeting everyone today - I’m excited to begin working on our projects together! I had a few action items/FYIs to pass along after our meeting: 

Action: Can you all please reply (just to me - no need to reply all} with your Twitter handle? I’ll consolidate the handles and share the list in the future, if 

you have any relevant and interesting people/orgs that you enjoy following, please send those along too! 

FYI: Below are the teams and respective project assignments as they stand for now. If there are any errors in the information below, please let me know. 

FYI: Look for emails from Tetsu and I in the coming week(s) to set up our first team meetings. 

Undergraduate Consulting Team 

[ Team A / Team B I Team C 

Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows 

Working on SAS & SplEAS 

Working on SAS & 12 

Team A 

Team B 

Team C 

Best, 

Oct/Nov Dec/Jan Feb/Mar 

12 SplEAS SAS 

SAS 12 SplEAS 

SplEAS SAS 12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

Attach: 

(@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               1:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Sport Buisness & Fitness Expo 

Fitness Resume             ~ Logo2.pdf 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I spoke with you at the conclusion of the conference about an Exercise Physiologist who spoke before I was able to attend. If the offer is still available, I 

would like to be placed in touch with him/her if you think it may benefit either of us. 

Thank you, and I appreciate the help. I have attached my most updated resume. 

Univers~c/of North Carolina at Chapel Hill - 

Email:       @live.unc.edu 



From: MUSC 990. 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: MUSC 990.FA 

Subjet’t: [ MUS(~ 990.FA 

<no- reply@ sakai.unc.edu> 

9:19AM 

~-no-reply@sakaJ .unc.edu> 

- Announcement ] Lesmn Display Problems 

An announcement has been added in the "MUSC    990.FA ’ site at Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i/salcai.unc.edw’portalisite/b5e4cb25-cd40-4e49-9052- 

b5c2fda7496c) 

Subject: Lesson Display’ Problems 

Group: Site 

Message: 

If you axe using Google Chrome as your browser, you roll see a bla~k tinge when you click on your lesson links. Firefox is the recom,nended browser for Sakai. If you 

do not currently have this browser installed on your compute~; you cm~ download it for free. 

This automatic notification message was sent by SaJaaJ~ @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai.unc.edtr/Ix~rtal) t?om the MUSC    .990 

You can modify how you receive notifications a’t My Workspace > Preferences. 

site. 



From: COMP    990. 

Sent: Wednesday,, 

To: COM] .990.1 

Subje~’t: [ COMP 990 

<no- mply@sakai.unc.edu> 

9:20 AM 

q~o- reply@ saImi.unc.edu> 

¯ Aimouncemenl ] Lesson displw problem 

An announcement has been added in the "COMP .990 

8850b217347c) 

" site at Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal/site/62552681-a54d-4b3d-a907- 

Subject: Lesson display problem 

Group: Site 

Message: 

If you axe using Google Chrome as your browser, you roll see a blank tinge when you click on your lesson links. Firefox is the recom,nended browser for Sakai. If you 

do not currently have this browser instaJded on your computer, you can download it for free at www.,nozilla.ora. 

This automatic notification message was sent by SaJaafi @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai.unc.edw’Ix~rtal) ti-om the COMF ~.990 
You can modify how you receive notifications a’t My Workspace > Preferences. 

site. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:26 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

RE: KI Sport- Help! 

~kenaJ~- flagler.unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Regarding our Twitter accounts, ~ like supporting a brar~ded Twitter har~dle (@NlSport} first arid foremost, and then if we h~ve the capacity to support m broader 

h~format:~ona~ hand,e, do so w~t:h @sport:esh~p ~n the future 

If we do the reverse, and ~d:art ~ood}ng a dornak~ I~ke @~q)ort:eship w~th branded mes~agea, we riak k~sing the broader audkmce that: ~t coukt have ~n 

the future as an industry informatban channel. 

Also, you m~ght have a~readv checked }t: out, but @Kenan~nstit~teSport is too bang (~’1.9 characters) and goes over the Twitter character ~h~t: for 

hand~es 

Regarding Nring an M BA finance student to grade paper, ~ don’ ( have anybody specific in m~nd, but ~ would surest reaching cut te a few pro{essors to offer tBe 

~ TAs e>:cel [r~ the sL~bject, and t:hey are ~nd years SO they n][gh[: have [~lore 1:[me to take on the project. 
~ Do you wa~t me to reach out to them? I was thinkinA of contactin8 Marl< [.an8 (Finm~dal Accountin8 professor) and Merih SeviHr (Finance professor) first, 

Hope ~:h~s he~ps~ 

Best, 

MBA Candidate, Class of     . -K---e--n-~-~--n--~-n-~-~--t~-t--u--t--e-~--~--e-~-a--d---e--r~--h-~--F---~-JJ~-~-‘-~ ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 
(c ell).            }_ _k_ _e_ _ _n_ _a_ _ _n_ _-_f_ [ _a_ fl [_e_ L _u___n__c__&cJ__u_. ¯ :_a_’:~_ Ji~__k__e__O[~_&o___m__ZL_n_: 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:38 AM 

To: 

Subject: KI Sport - Help! 

Hi. I need to decide asap... ;) 

@sporteship or @kisport (I already have sporteship as one of my handles. Create and market kisport and merge the two??) 

Also, I need to find a MBA Finance student to grade undergrad papers. Pay ~ S20/hour. Any recommendations? 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Enga~qe, Explo~,. Empower, 

939,843,0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               1:00 PM 

Tutts, Amy Z -’at uf~s@email.unc.e&~> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: T-Shirts 

Hi Amy! 

Thank you so much for all of your help! Yes, 

be in today. ~Vill the door be open at 5 for 

Thanks Amy! 

texted me about this. I asked 

to drop them off? I’ll have 

to drop them by but he hasn’t been able to get them to campus yet. Should 

email out for them to not stop by until tomorrow! 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On at 12:54 PM, "Tufts, Alny Z" <atuft ~s(&email.unc.edu > wrote: 

Hi 
Heard everything was fabulous at the EXPO last weekend. Great job!! I have had a few students come by Fetzer 209 looking for their shirt but no one has 
brought a box by yet. Just thought I would let you know. 
Thanks, 
Amy 
Amy Z, Tufts 
209 Fetzer Hall, CB 8700 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2021 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc .com> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 1:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

14 Surpiising Business Pivots 

To ensure go:J re:e~ve updates From Docstoc; p~ease add ff!~_~E~!t~9~:£R[!! to yo~:r address book ~ Unsubscdbe 

T}m Top B-wsir ess Pivots Never Krmw 
~7i s~, su~ ...... StarbueRs Didn’t Always Brew 
..... Coffee 

Share this news with your friends: 

A "pivot" referrs to the drastic change in direction, often 

made by a failing business to jolt itself out of a 

tailspin. 

Some of the most famous brands we know today have 

radically pivoted their focus, such as: 

~, PayPal 

¯ Groupon 

¯ Nintendo 

¯ Instagram 

And many more. Learn what these big brands used to 

do, and the secret behind their successful shifts. 

Check out the full list on Forbes: 

Olick here to read famous pivots >> 

Do Smali 

Really Help 

Eaci~ Other or 

the 

Community? 

The Number 

One Reason 

Cus[omers Opt- 

In 1:o Your Emaii 

Newsletters 

How a Singie 

Bad Hire Can 

Business 



Sent: Wednesday, 1:30 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting 

Dr.S~oman, 

Hopefully you got my note on your door today? If not, I wanted to let you know I am so excited to be a part of this team!       told me I missed a great meeting I would love to meet up with 
you whenever you are free to get more information on the proj ect. I am free on Tuesdays and Thursdays after 12:15, or Mondays and Wednesdays from 10:30-1:30 Let me know- which time 
works best for you! 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Enrico Copeland <enrico@ghcintemational.org> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 2:17 PM 

UNC TV "Why STEM Matters For Blacks" 11:30 AM Sunday & 5 PM Monday 

Dear Friend, 

On Sm~day and Monday’, a critical analysis will take place on UNC-TV: "Why Science Technology Engineering and Math 
(STEM) Matters For Blacks." 

In 2009, sixty-five countries participated in the math and reading examinations administered by the Program for International Student 
Assessment (PISA). Har~Tard University’s Program on Education Policy and Governance (PEPG) reported U.S. students ranked 
23rd in the world in math and 17th in reading. 

"Currently, we are under-educating low-income and minority students, who lag behind their peers in ninth and science and 
therefore, face far greater barriers to pursuing STEM degrees or certificates in post secondaly education." LindaRosen, C1£0 Change the 
Equation 

F0e Bla~ks~ 

Join host Debra Holt Noel, with panelists Tina Lucas of NC Department of Public Instruction, Dr. Lee Stiff of Edstar Analytics / 
Professor of Mathematics NC State University and E. Rick Copeland, CEO/President of GHCI for an exciting conversation and 
STEM solutions for our community, http://~x~x~v.unctv.org/content/program lislings’black-issues-forum-43 

Please share this information. Many thanks! 

Learn morc at www.ghcintcrnational.org 

Sincerely, 

Rick 

E. Rick Copeland 
Presidem/CEO 
Office 919.844.7329 
Mobile 

http:/iwww.ghcinternational.org/ 

’~’~ l!~,FC.~i !~E "Ft)~5 .’,’ !~ ;~’,F NEW ’~L~, i[’i’l’: R: http:Yeepurkcom/pHoaj 

Confidentiality Notice: the information contained in this email and any attachments may be legally privileged and confidential. If you are 
not an intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. I.f you 
have received this e-mail in error, please no@ the sender and permanently delete the e-mail and any attachments immediately. You 
should not retain, copy or use this e-mail or any attachments for any purpose, nor disclose all or any part of the contents to any other 
person. 



frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 2:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu-~; 

RE: KI Sport- Help! 

@kenan- llagler.unc.edu-~ 

I’ll reach out to professors and see who they suggest. Can you elaborate briefly on the grading assignment so I can include that in the note? 

Also, I really like KISportUN¢, since it includes the UNC brand name as well. 

Best, 

MBA Candidate, Class of , Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 
(~ ke n a n-.fl a ~q le r. u n c e d u ¯ w~m. l i n ke d i n co rn/i n / 

~rom: Stroman, Deborah L [maHto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday,               ~:54 PM 

Sublet= RE: KI Sport - Help] 

d 

Deborah L. S[roman, Ph.D, CLU 

EtNaDe. Explore, Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

"The first responsibilRy of a leader is ~o define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

In betwee]L the leader is a se~,ant." --M. DePree 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, [1:14 AM 
To: Sullivan, Susan; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: KI Sport - Help[ 

Hi Dr, Stroman, 

1. Handle 

@kisport - I think it’s better to have "ki" in the handle for our marketing purpose. 

2. Finance student 

As Susan mentioned, reaching out to our professors would be the best way to find a right student. Please let us know. 

3~ Meeting with MBA sport and entertainment club 

I sent the attached e-mail to you earlier, but it kept coming back. Would you check the date/time options and pick one? 

Best, 

MBA-Class of                                                                        UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School * 

~unc.edu ~ www.linkedin.com/in/ 

From: 
Sent: Wednes~lay, 10:26 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject: RE: KI Sport - Help! 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

r¢egarding our rwit~:er accounts, ~ l~ke suppotth~g a branded Twitter handle (@~lSport} first and [oremost, m~d ~:hen ~[ we have the capadty ~:o support a 

broader informath:msl hm~d~e, do so with @sporteship ~n the future. 

If we do the rew?rse, and stsr~: [~oodmg a domain ~ike @sportesh~p w~tb brm~ded messsges, we risk k;smg the brosder audkmce that ~t could 

have ~n the future as an ~ndustry information channel 

~ Also, you might have already checked ~t ouL, but @genanlnstkuteSport is too ~ong (~19 characLers} and goes over’ the Twkter character I~mit 

for hand~es 

Regarding h~ring an M BA finance student to grade paper, ~ don’t’ have anybody specific ~n m~nd, but ~ would suNest rea~Nng out to a few professors to 

offer the oppoRu~W to their T~. 

~ "[’As e>:ce~ ~n ~he subjecL and they are 2nd yea¢s s.:) they m{~h~: haw~ more l:{me ~o ~ake on ~:he projec:L 

~ Do you want me to reach out to them? { was tMnking oF con~:ac~mg Mark Lang (F~nanda~ Accounting professor) and Merib SevH~r {Finance professor) 

first. 

Hope thb he]ps~ 

Best, 

MBA Candidate, Class of ¯ Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow. UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 
@kenan-fia.gler.unc edu ¯ www.linkedin corn/in, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:38 AM 

To: 

Subject: KI Sport - Help! 

Hi. I need to decide asap... ;) 

@sporteship or @kisport (I already have sporteship as one of my handles. Create and market kisport and merge the two??) 



Also, I need to find a MBA Finance student to grade undergrad papers. Pay ~ S20/hour. Any recommendations? 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Debora~ L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

Engab, e, Explore Empower. 

9~t 9,843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define rea]iW, The last is to say thank you, 

In between, tb.e leader is a se~want." --M, DePree 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tides-bounces@europa.bus.ucf.edu on behalf of 

The Institute for Diversity mid Ethics in Sport. <tides@europa.bus.uc£edu> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 3:00 PM 

tides@europa.bus.ucl~edu 

[Tides] Richaacd Lapchick ffal@ 2013 Wotnen’s National Basketball Association Racial a~d Gender Repaint Card 

2013 WNBA RGRC - FinaJ cow.pdf; ATT00001 .c 

For Immediate Release: 

Attached is the 2013 Women’s National Basketball Association Racial mid Gender Report Card, issued by The Institute for DivetMty and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at tile U~tiversily of Central Florida 

The WNBA received a combtiled grade of an A+ for race aJld gender afier eamtilg an A+ for race and aJ1 A+ for gender in the 2013 WNBA Racial and Gender Report Card. The 96 potilts acctmmlated for the 

combined grade "des their own record set in the 2012 WNBA RGRC when they also received a combined A+. 

In tile 2001, 2004, 2005, 2006-07, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 and now 2013 Racial and Gender Rq)ort Cards, tile WNBA has received at least A’s for their overall race, gender and combined grades. The 

WNBA has reg~fiarly been the indnsttT leader for all professional sport when it comes to divetMly and inclusion 

In 2013, the WNBA received at least an A for gender in all categories except for genm-al maJlagers m~d vice presidents. The percentage of women holding the title of CEOiPresident increased from 13 percent in 

2012 to 36 percent in 2013. Women holdtilg professional team a&~tinistration positions increased by five percentage points. 

The WNBA received at least aJ1 A for race in all categories except for smtior team acMtinistration aJld vice presidents. The percentage of people of color inc~-eased in many positions within the league. Playm-s, 

the league office, CEO/presidents, and professional team admtilistrators all increased. People of color holdtilg CEOipresident positions increased fi-om seven percent in 2012 to 21 percent in 2013. 

RJchm-d Lapchick, the director of TIDES and primaW mlthor of the report, said, "The WNBA continues to set the standard for raeia] and gender diversi~ mnongst all professional leagues. Laurd J. Richie, tile 

first woman of color to become president of a professional sports league, continued the WNBA’s proud tt-adition as professional sports’ most diverse organization Receiving the highest combined grade in the 

history of the Racial and Gender Report Cm-ds for two years in a row is outstaJlding. As it has had before, the WNBA once again had the highest number of A’s as wall as the lowest mtmber of grades bdow an 

A in all categories compared to the other professional leagues. The NBA is the only men’s I eague that is even close with an A+ for Raeial Hiring F’ractices mid a B+ for gendm- hiring practices." 

At 67 percent, women held the highest percentage of assi stant coactting positions in the history of the WNBA, setting a new mark for the second consecutive yem-. 

However, not all data was positive for 2013 season with slight decreases in the number of women as m~iority owners (from 40 percent in 2012 to 36 percent in 2013) and smtior team aChilinistrators (from 52 

percent in 2012 to 48 percent in 2013). 

The Repoi~ Card asks, "Ale we playing IMr when it comes to spo~ts? Does everyone, regm-dless of race or gendm, have a chance to score a basket mid IlIrl fl~e tearn?" The answm- for file WNBA is a resounding 
"yes" with lt~e best record m professional sports. 

Using data fi-om 1he 2013 season, The Institute condnc~ed art analysis of file racial breakdown of the playm-s. In addition, file Repoi~ includes a racial mid gender breakdo wn of the managenienl in file WNBA 

League Ofiice mid at tile tearn levd, top tearn management, gmlm-al managm-s, head coaches, assistanl coaches, senior tearn administration, professional team a&idlfiS~ation, physicians and head tminei~. Tables 

for file report are included in Appendix I. The Insthitte for Diversily and Ethics in Spoi~ (TIDE S) localed at rite Uxdversity of Cenlral Florida publishes tile Racial and Gender Repox~ Card to indicale areas of 

improvemenl, stagnation and regression in the racial mid gender composition of professional and college spop~s pelsomld and to contribute to the irnprovemenl of integration in liont office and college alhletics 

depm,~melll poaltions. The WNBA Racial artd Gendm- Repair Card is file third repoi~ issued thus l:ar in 2013 aftra- the releases of the reports on Major League Baseball and the National Baskelball Association. 

REPORT ItlGHLIGHTS 

~The percenlage of people of color holding professional level staff positions in 1he ~\’_~BA League Office incxeased ti-om 29 to 33 percent in 2013 while tile percentage of wornen increased by eight percenlage 

points. Aflican-Americans occupied 29 percen~ of the position while wtdtes held 67 percenl and Aalans foar percent. Women filled 79 percent ol’fl~e WNBA League Office professional staffpositions in 2013. 

In 2013, the league office had its llrst Asian professional staff member since 2009. 

~WNBA players of color increased by five percentage poin~s in 2013. All{can-American players decreased florn 74 percen~ in 2012 to 73 percent in 2013, white players increased from 16 percent to 20 

percent and players da.ssified as "other" increased fiom one percenl in 2012 to seven percent in 2013. There have not been any Latina or Asian WNBA players since 2011 and 2007 iespectively. International 

players account for rdne percen~ of WNBA players. 

~Nine women and seven people of color had ownership positions on a WNBA fmnctfise in 2013. This represenled a decrease of one woman fiom 2012. Most owners were limited pro-triers. An Afiican- 

Ammican owned investtnen~ company, The Willimns Group, holds a majolity ownership interest in the Sparks. There continued to be no individual people of color who were maj o~i%~ owners dining the 2013 

season. 

~For file 2013 season, thele wm-e thi-ee Ati{can-American head coaches (25 percent), down fiorn l’o~u in the 2012 season. Thm-e were five women as head coaches in bolh tile 2012 and 2013 seasons. 

~At 67 percent, wornen held the highest percmttage of assistant coaching positions in tile history of the WNBA The percentage of Af~{can-Anlmicau assistaut coaches decreased slightly frorn 40 percent in 

2012 to 38 percent in 2013 wldle the percentage of wttite assistant coaches increased from 60 pro-cent to 63 percent. 

~’Fhe nmnber of wonlen m the top nlauagement role increased sigmficantly fi-onl two to five wonlen CEO/Presidents fi-onl 2012 to 2013. There were tt~-ee people of color in this role, two African Anlericans 

alld one ’other’ 

~In the 2013 season, there were tom- wonlml and four African-Americans general managers compared to four mid five, respectively, in 2012. 

~In the 2013 season, people of color who held team vice presidmlt positions decreased by six percentage points, going fi-onl 12 percent in 2012 to six percent in 2013 The percentage of women teanl vice 

presidents increased fi-onl 25 percent to 28 percent. 

~’Fhe percentage of women who were se~tior team adumdstmtors decreased from 52 percent in 2012 to 48 percent in 2013 There was a decrease of three pm-centage points of Afiican-Amefican sm~ior temn 

a&ninistmtors, while whites, Latinos and Asimls increased from 79, zm-o, mid zero percent in 2012 to 80, two, and two percentage points in 2013, respectively 

~For the 2013 season, the percentage of peophi of color holding professional temn positions increased from 27 to 30 percent The percentage of women in professional temn admimstration roles increased from 

44 percent in 2012 to 49 percent in 2013. 

For more infomlation, contact Deidre Smvdy 330-428-2853, deidresttivelv~)Mtights.ucf.edu or Otrtis Walker 753-509-8962, cwa11983~a)kmiahts.ucf.edu 

Deidre Snively 
Graduate Assistant, Dr, Richard Lapchick 
DeVos Spo~ Business Hanagement Program 



Universi~I of Central Florida 

(330) 428-2853 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~ymail.com> 

Thursday, ~ 9:00 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hello professor, 
I either ~von’t be in class today or a little late I am going to the doctors I injured my foot pret~z badly yesterday in practice and am getting it check out. Just ~vanted to let you know 

All the best 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

~kenan- flagler.nnc.edu> 

Thursday,                12:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah I,/dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Recs 

Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman, 

I am thi~dng abont 2 ~ ;) Also, I’m going through the final pics. It’s taking FOREVER to download the professional ones. Coming your way this afternoon. I’m at 

work now! 

Thanks, 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

@kenan-fla,qler.unc.edu 

On at 4:54 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi      Please provide me the names of two       who you think were outstanding in their work with the Expo. Thanks. ;) 

i.e., Someone you wouldn’t mind working with again if you ever had the chance. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deb~rah L. Stroman, Ph,O. CLU 

~ngcqe. Explore. ~mpower, 

9~ 9,843,0336 
<imageOOJ.,jpg> 

"The first responsibilitl¢ of a leader is to define reality, The last is t~ say thank y~. 

in between, the leader is a servant," --M. DePree 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karon Hardy (Sen. Angela BD,ant) <~B~antla@ncleg.net~ 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 1:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL - NC Department of Public SatEty 

ALERT 

From The Office of Sen. Angela Bryant 

If you wish to no longer subscribe to these notices click here. 

*********************************************** 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 
The NC Department of Public Safety is currently soliciting proposals to select an 
intermediary organization to serve as the liaison between the NC Department of Public 
Safety, Rehabilitative Programs & Services and local reentry councils established in the 

selected pilot counties of Buncombe and Edgecombe/Nash/VVilson. The selected 
organization will also serve as the mechanism for re-granting funds to support the 
creation of local reentry councils in the selected counties. 
You can access the bid through the state’s interactive purchasing system (IPS) or the link 

below. Once you have accessed the website, click the link "Search by Departments" then 
click on the "Department - Public Safety" link to access Bid No. 19-012355-JJX 

Here is the IPS website link, Bid # 19-012355-JJX 
htt~Js:iiwww~ips.state.nc.usiiPsi 
If you have any questions regarding this solicitation for proposals, please contact Jennifer 

Costa at (919) 743-8148 and/or iennifer.costa(Obncdps,qov 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bright, Cedric Marc <cedric bright@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:45 PM 

@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: NEW Health Affairs Collaborative on Educalion~] Innovation 

Hello 

Thanks so much for passing on this information. It is interesting that they chose Minnesota and Colorado where they are more concerned with NA rather the 

You should look at Duke as an example of ~ncreased faculty. 

TO me the shot1: answer is to h~re faculty and encourage students ~:o stay{you don’t need a crate for th~s) for this you need a commi~:ment from the schools to do ~t, 

not meet to l:a~k about: what to do ..... 

~ am not sure that you want th~s [:or a dissertation but you shoufd speak to Deborah Stroman about this as I believe th~s was her dissertation 

Stroman, Deborah L dstro@unc.edu 

Cedric M. Bright, MD, FACP 

Ass~s~:ant Dean of Special Programs and Admissh:ms 

Associate Professor o[ Medidne 

~12th President National Med~ca~ Association 

506 BerryHi~] 

University of North Carolina - Chape~ 

Chapel H~], NC 27599 

Sent~ Thursday,               1:57 PN 
Te= B~@ncat.edu; Comfo~ O Okpala (cookpala@ncat,edu) 

:1       ~@gmail.com; 
Su~jeet~ NEW Health Affairs Collaborative on Educational Innovation 
Impo~anee~ High 

Dr. Fort ~ Dr. Okpala, 

Good aEernoon[ I had to send you an emafl to share some good news. MIer meeting u4th the Dean of the Dental School last week, ~t was suggested that I have a 

follow-up meeting w~th Dr. Guthmfl]er today to d~scuss co]]abora~ons/partnersh~ps for the School of Dent~sttN. I must report that I had an awesome meeting ruth 

Janet-the Assodate D~rector of Academic Mfa~rs here at the School of Dent~stw. As a result of today’s mee~ng, I have been gNen a s~ateg~c role to perform ~th~n 

a newly formed collaborative group of UNC Health Professional School Deans of Academic AffMrs that she has organized here at UNC -Chapel Hill. 

Dr. Guthmfller ~ust founded a Health Affairs ~ollaborative on Educational Innovation. There ~s a Dean of Academic ~ffairs ~n this group from each of the 

fo]]ow~ng UNC Schools: ~NC School of Dentistry, ~NC School of Nedidne, UNC School of NursinN ~NC Es~e]man School of P~armacy, ~NC School 

Sodal Work, ~NC Gil]ings School of Global Public Health, ~NC Bospitals, and t~e department of~]lied Health Sciences at ~NC. They have met one 

t~me, however according to the candid admission by Dr. Guthmfl]er, "do not yet have a sohd~fied and set d~rec~oniset goals/ob~ectNes and no resources from 

UNC or the respective schools as of yet." She would l~ke fur me to lead the group in a strategic planning process for          to create a plan fur the 

establ~shment of collaborative pro~ams and ~n~a~ves here at UNC. L~ke me, she ~s yew ~nterested ~n the area of facul~, recrtfi~ent and retent~on-espedal]y 

m~noti~ facu]~ recruRment and retention and would hke for me to suggest to the group that we perhaps ~ckle that ~ssue as an area of focus? She also would 

love for the work that I do ~th the group to bring about/~nform a DISSERTATION TOPIC for my PhD Program[[ Her larger goal ~s that the unNers~ even~a]]y 

recognize the group as a formal group and that dollars may perhaps even be d~rected "our way"-even ff~ust a stnal] amount ~om each of the health professional 

schools (along with the secuMng of outside grants) to begin to tackle some ~nitiatNes. One never knows~ Both of you will be on my dissertation commi~ee, (Dr. 

O~ala as Cha~r)-therefore I am ~nvo]Nng you ~n th~s key ~uncture of my work[ I have asked Dr. Guthmfl]er to ronsard to me the ~n~t~al 

documents/communwationiemail exchanges between the co-found Dr. Newton (AHEC) and herself. (He has s~nce lee the group for her to run, due to t~me 

commitments.) 
Therefore, by Monday, she would hke me to create a short introduction of what I’d like to do with the group that she will forward to the members along w~th the 

agenda for the next meeting. She would also ]~ke me to ~nclude the goa]s/ob~ectNes I would ]~ke for them to reach/accomplish at our next mee~ng on 

. She also has pointed me in the direc~on of some other un~versi~es (M~nnesota ~ Colorado) with existing interdisdp]ina~ efforts across schools to see 

~f any of them have tackled the ~ssue of faculW recru~ent/retention-esp, of underrepresented minorities[ 
It’s a wonder~l opportun~ for tne to delve ~nto the work that I am so passionate about~ I am reaching out to each of you for Meas of strategies at t~is point. 

What might you suggest I thine about or consider as a first acti~ty for t~e group, given your experience? ~at could you potentially see 

~appen~ng in or from th~s group that may assist me wit~ my final d~ssertat~on? Beyond t~e creation of a           Strategic Plan for ~NC 
of Dentist~ to create a collaborative alliance among UNC Healt~ Professional Sc~ools to address the shortage of underrepresented minorities 

the ~ea]t~ professions, ~ow can you see tMs wore leading to a dissertation topic/researc~ ~uestion? Any ~deas? ~at can I do now in steering our 
direction to assist me later with t~e end goal? Since l’m only a few months into tMs PhD Program, I am MgMy open to feedback and advice as it 
relates to my future dissertation-related efforts~ l’m new to tMs and wfll~ng to learn all I can about what w~[l fadl~tate a successful process~ 

Any feedbacR and/or ot~er information you can offer me at tMs initial stage would be greatly appreciated, l ~ust want to leverage th~s opportunity as 

much as possible to reach the ereater ~ood of the unNers~icommun~istate ~n even a small way through my research and role w~th~n th~s collect~ve ~oup[ 

Fee] ~ee to call tne at:                (cell), ffyou’d l~ke to chat or you can gmply emafl me at             ~?gmafl.com even th~s weekend, ffyou’d ]~ke to 

reach out. I don’t check my uric emafl after Friday afternoons. I look fo~ard to hearing your ~deas/feedback. 

Warm regards, 

UNC School of Dentistry 

Academic Affairs 

3130 Old Dental Building 

150 Old Dental Circle, CB 7450 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-7450 

T:919,537,3374 F: 919,966,5795 

(fi)unc,edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ unc.edl~~- 

Thursday,, 2:52 PM 

Bright, Cedric Marc <cedric~right@med.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: NEW Health Aft~irs Collaborative on Educafiondl Innovation 

Thanks for your feedback and the suggestion. It has been seriously noted! Given that this is a newly formed group, it is not clear at this point what the direction 
will actually be or what their work will entail..... Given that they are all from Academic Affairs, there is no telling what the end result of their efforts might look 
like. I lmow that Dr. Guthmiller mentioned the faculty development angle as a potential area to look at in reference to the universities that she was aware of that 
had collaborative groups or Vice Chancellors fur interdisciplinary efforts and even interdisciplinary centers!! I appreciate the recommendation. 
Warm regards, 

Graduate Registrar/Graduate Admissions Coordinator 

UNC School of Dentistry 

Academic Affairs 

3130 Old Dental Building 

150 Old Dental Circle, CB 7450 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7450 

T:919.537.3374 F: 919.966.5795 

@unc.edu 

From: Bright, Cedric Marc 
Sent: Thursday, 2:45 PM 

Co: Strom~n, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: NEW Health Affairs Collaborative on Educational Innovation 

Hetlo 

Thanks so much t:o~ passing on this information. It is interesting that they chose Minnesota and Colorado where they are mo~e concerned with NA ~athe~ the AA, 

You should look at Duke as an example of increased faculty. 

To me the short answer is to h~re faculty and encourage students to stay(you don~t need a crate for th~s} for this you need a commitment from the schools to do it 

m)t fTH~et to talk about whal: to do ...... 

~ am not sure that you want Ibis for’ a dissertation but you should speak to Deborah SIrornan about this as ~ believe this was her’ dissertation 

5troman, Deborah L Ik}_r.I_~gi~=p_I_g 

Cedric M. Bright, MD FACP 

Assistant Dean of Special Programs m~d Admissions 

Asso(:ia~:e ~rofe~sor of IV~edicme 

112th PresMent Nationa~ Med~ca~ Associsdon 

506 

University of North Carolina - Chape~ 

Chapel H~I, NC 27S99 

Cell: 

SeBt: Thursday,               ~:57 PM 
Te: fo~@ncat.edu; Comfo~ O Okpala (cookpa~a@ncat,edu) 

~jeCt: NEW Health Affairs Collaborative on Educational InnovaUon 
Impo~ance: High 

Dr. Fort & Dr. Okpala, 

Good affernoon~ I had to send you an email to share some good news. After meeting with the Dean of the Dental School last week, it was suggested that I have a 

follow-up meeting with Dr. Guthmil]er today to discuss co]]abora~ons/partnerships for the School of Dentist~. I must report that ~ had an awesome meeting 

Janet-the Associate Director of Academic Affairs here at the School of Dentist~. As a result of today’s meeOng, I have been given a strategic role to perform within 

a newly formed collaborative group of UNC Health Professional School Deans of Academic Affairs that she has organized here at UNC -Chapel Hill. 

Dr. Guthmiller just founded a Health Affairs Collaborative on Educational innovation. There is a Dean of Academic Affairs in this group ~om each of the 

following UNC Schools: UNC School of Dentistry, UNC School of Medicine, UNC School of Nursin~ UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, UNC School of 

Social Work, UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health, UNC Hospitals, and the department of Allied Health Sciences at UNC. They have met one 

time, however according to the candid admission by Dr. Guthmiller, "do not yet have a solidified and set direc~on/set ~oals/objectives and no resources from 

UNC or the respective schools as of yet." She would like for me to lead the group in a strate#c planning process for          to create a plan for the 

establishment of collaborative pro~ams and ini~aOves here at UNC. Like me, she is veW interested in the area of thcul~ recrui~ent and retention-especially 

minori~ facul~ recruitment and retention and would like for me to suggest to the group that we perhaps Mckle that issue as an area of focus~ She also would 

love for the work that ~ do ~dth the group to bring about/inform a DISSERTATION TOPIC for my PhD ProgramH Her larger goal is that the university even~al]y 

recognize the group as a formal group and that dollars may perhaps even be directed "our way"-even if just a small amount from each of the health professional 

schools (along with the securing of outside grants) to begin to tackle some initiatives. One never knows~ Both of you will be on my dissertaOon commiRee, (Dr. 

O~ala as Chair)-therefore I am invohdng you in this key juncture of my worm I have asked Dr. Guthmiller to fo~ard to me the initial 

documentsicommunication/email exchanges between the co-found Dr. Newton (AHEC) and herself. (He has since ]eft the group for her to run, due to line 

commitments.) 
Therefore, by Monday, she would like me to create a short introduction of what I’d like to do ~th the group that she ~11 fo~ard to the members along with the 

agenda for the next meeting. She would also like me to include the goals/objectives I would like for them to reach/accomplish at our next meeOng on 



. She also has pointed me in the direction of some other universities [Minnesota & Colorado) ~vith existing interdisciplinary efforts across schools to see 

if any of them have tackled the issue of faculty recruitment/retention-esp, of underrepresented minorities! 

It’s a wonderful opportunity for me to delve into the work that I am so passionate about! I am reaching out to each of you for ideas of strategies at this point. 

What might you suggest I think about or consider as a first activity for the group, given your experience? What could you potentially see 

happening in or from this group that may assist me with my final dissertation? Beyond the creation of a           Strategic Plan for UNC School 

of Dentistry to create a collaborative alliance among UNC Health Professional Schools to address the shortage of underrepresented minorities in 

the health professions, how can you see this work leading to a dissertation topic/research question? Any ideas? What can ! do now in steering our 

direction to assist me later with the end goal? Since I’m only a few months into this PhD Program, I am highly open to feedback and advice as it 

relates to my future dissertation-related efforts! i’m new to this and willing to learn all ! can about what will facilitate a successful process! 

Any feedback and/or other information you can offer me at this initial stage would be greatly appreciated. I just want to leverage this opportunity as 

much as possible to reach the greater good of the university/community/state in even a small way through my research and role within this collective group! 

Feel free to call me at: i               Icell), if you’d like to chat or you can simply email me ai            _@_gLn___a__i_l_,_c__~2__n__~. even this weekend, if you’d like to 

reach out. I don’t check my unc email after Friday afternoons. I look fol~vard to hearing your ideas/feedback. 

Warm regards, 

Graduate ReNstrar/Graduate Admissions Coordinator 

UNC School of Dentistry 

Academic Affairs 

3330 Old Dental Building 

150 Old Dental Circle, CB 7450 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7450 

T:919.537.3374 F: 919.966.5795 

t@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Junior Recs 

Hello! 

Okay; so besides (obviously), my superstar was (he’s a 

would move up to my spot and I highly recommended to be the 

I have to say my super stars were mos~tly      mad 

the extx~: 

though). I know as far as Expo presidential team next year 

He wasjufft amazing and always there to lend a helping hand. 

I’m at a loss to come up with juniors. The followiug people went out of their way to help me with 

helped ~ne ruth ANYTHING I needed the day of the Expo. 

I hope this helps you somewhat. Sorry I don’t have more juniors! 

were also great (think they’re mostly: ) These guys literally 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ une.edu.~- 

Thursday, 3:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: NEW Health Althirs Collatx~rative on Educational Im~ovation 

Dr. Stroman, 
Good afternoon! Per Dr. Bright’s recommendation, I am reaching out to see if we can set-up a quick phone or in-person meeting to discuss faculty 
recruittnent/retention[ Dr. Bright indicated you may have done some research in this area. Feel free to suggest sotne times/dates that would work for you for a 20 
minute chat or meeting. 
Warm regards, 

UNC School of Dentistry 

Academic Affairs 

3130 Old Dental Building 

150 Old Dental Circle, CB 7450 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-7450 

T:919,537,3374 F: 919,966,5795 

t@unc,edu 

From: Bright, Cedric Marc 
Sent: Thursday, ~_:45 PM 
To: 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: NEW Health Affairs Collaborative on Educational Innovation 

HeUo 

Thanks so much for passing on this information. It is interesting that thev chose Minnesota and Colorado where they are more concerned with NA rather the 

You should ~ook at Duke as an example of increased faculty. 

To me the shor~: answer is to h~re faculty a~ld er)courage students ~:o stay(you don’t need a cm~e for th~s} for this you need a con~mi~:men~ From the schools ~o do 

not meet to l:a~k about: what to do ..... 

~ am not sure that you want th~s ~:or a dissertation but you shoufd speak to Deborah St~oman about this as I behove th~s was her dissertation 

Stroman, Deborah L dstro@unc.edu 

Cedric M. Bright, MD, FACP 

Assist:ant Dean of Special Prosrarns and Admissh:ms 

Associate Professor oF Medidne 

222th President Nationat Medica~ Association 

506 BerryHU~ 

University of North C~ro~n~ - Chape~ 

Chapel Hi~, NC 27599 

Cell: 

F~m: 
Seat: Thursday, 1:57 PN 
To: foit(@ncat.edu; Comfo~ O Okpala (cookpa~a(@ncat~edu) 

@gmail.com; 
Subject= NEW Health Affairs Collaborative on Educational Innovation 
Impo~anee= High 

Dr. Fort & Dr. Okpala, 

Good a~ernoon[ I had to send you an emafl to share some good news. Mter meeting udth the Dean of the Dental School last week, it was suggested that I have a 

follow-up meeting with Dr. ~uthmiller today to discuss collabora~ons/partnerships for the School of Dentistt7, I must report that I had an awesome meeting ruth 

Janet-the Associate Director of Academic Nfairs here at the School of Dentist~. As a result of today’s mee~ng, ~ have been given a s~ategic role to perform ~thin 

a newly formed collaborative group of UNC Health Professional School Deans of Academic Affairs that she has organized here at UNC -Chapel ~ill. 

Dr. ~uthmiller just founded a ~ealth Affairs Collaborative on gducational Innovation. There is a Dean of Academic Affairs in this group from each of the 

following UNC Schools: ~NC School of Dentistry, ~NC School of Medicine, ~NC School of Nursin~ ~NC gs~elman School of P~armacy, ~NC School of 
Social Work, ~NC 6illings School of Global Public ~ealth, ~NC ~ospitals, and t~e department of Allied Health Sciences at ~NC, They have met one 

time, however according to the candid admission by Dr. Guthmilleh "do not yet have a solidified and set direc~oniset goals/objectives and no resources from 

UNC or the respective schools as of yet." She would like for me to lead the group in a strategic planning process for          to create a plan for the 

establishment of collaborative pro~ams and ini~a~ves here at UNC. Like me, she is ve~ interested in the area of faculb, recru]~ent and retention-especially 

minori~ facul~ recruRment and retention and would like for me to suggest to the group that we perhaps ~ckle that issue as an area of focus? She also would 

love for the work that ~ do ~th the group to bring about/inform a DISS~TATION TONe for my PhD ProgramH Her larger goal is that the universi~ even~ally 

recognize the group as a formal group and that dollars may perhaps even be directed "our way"-even if just a small amount ~om each of the health professional 

schools (along ~th the securing of outside grants) to bonn to tackle some initiatives. One never knows[ Both of you will be on my disserta~on commi~ee, 

O~a]a as Chair)-therefore I am invol~ng you in this key juncture of my work~ ~ have asked Dr. 6uthmiller to fo~ard to me the initial 

documents/communicationiemail exchanges between the co-found Dr. Newton (AHEC) and herse]£ (He has since left the group for her to run, due to time 

commitments.) 
Therefore, by Monday, she would like me to create a short introduction of what I’d like to do with the group that she will forward to the members along with the 

agenda for the next meeting. She would also like me to include the goals/objectives I would like for them to reach/accomplish at our next mee~ng on 

. She also has pointed me in the direc~on of some other universi~es (Minnesota & Colorado) with existing interdisciplina~ efforts across schools to see 

ff any of them have tackled the issue of facul~ recrui~ent/retention-esp, of underrepresented minorities~ 



It’s a wonderful opportunity for me to delve into the work that I am so passionate about[ I am reaching out to each of you for ideas of strategies at this point. 

What might you suggest i think about or consider as a first activity for the group, given your experience? What could you potentially see 

happening in or from this group that may assist me with my final dissertation? Beyond the creation of a           Strategic Plan for UNC School 

of Dentistry to create a collaborative alliance among UNC Health Professional Schools to address the shortage of underrepresented minorities in 

the health professions, how can you see this work leading to a dissertation topic/research question? Any ideas? What can I do now in steering our 

direction to assist me later with the end goal? Since I’m only a few months into this PhD Program, I am highly open to feedback and advice as it 

relates to my future dissertation-related efforts! i’m new to this and willing to learn all i can about what will facilitate a successful process! 

Any feedback and/or other information you can offer me at this initial stage would be greatly appreciated, I just want to leverage this opportunity as 

much as possible to reach the greater good of the university/community/state in even a small way through my research and role within this collective group! 

Feel free to call me at:               : (cell), if you’d like to chat or you can simply email me at            _(~gL_n___a__~_l_&~X__n__~. even this weekend, if you’d like to 

reach out. I don’t check my uric email after Friday afternoons. I look forward to hearing your ideas/feedback. 

Warm regards, 

Graduate ReNstrar/Graduate Admissions Coordinator 

UNC School of Dentistry 

Academic Affairs 

3] 30 Old Dental Building 

150 Old Dental Circle, CB 7450 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7450 

T:919.537.3374 F: 919.966.5795 

~unc,edu 



What would the magaz]r~e staff like? To hear from you, 

yet beard h’om you, 

Your time ls valuable, arid we respect that. This in-depth readership survey takes about 15 minutes to complete, and its 

questfo~s i~dude several that allow for open-e~ded responses. 

Read.5: b) share your thoughts? Just el~ek or~ the following link or copy arid paste it ~nto your Web browser: 

thanks, once you’ve started the su~’ey you automatk:ally will be entered ia a drawing to win one of live 850 VISA gift 

This survey is h os ted by Q u al tries, eom, a I~;adi n g s u rv ey fi rm, i n eooperati on wi th the; (?o u n c.il fb r the Adwme ~;m~;nt and 

Support of Educatiort~ of which the UNC General Alumni Association is a member. The resulN of the survey ~11 be 

repo~ed to the (~;\A in aggr~,ga~e form only, and you will not be identiiied. 

If you have questions about this survey, please cow, tact me at regina_oliver@une.edu. (Please do not reply to this emai].) 

Tha~k you in advance fbr helping to make the ¢!aroSna Ahm, t~ti R<?uiew better. We often survey a small g~’oup of readers 

af[er an issne cg the magazine -- if you have helped us it~ the pask with one or more of daose surveys, thank you agaim 

Unfike those surveys, th~s ~nstx’ume~t allows the ~eui~w to he eorupared with similar puhlieadons from universkies across 

the eoun tl2v ---- again, with the goal d prodndng the best possible magazine lbc you. 

Bes t wishes fl’om Chapel Hill 

Regina Oliver 

Editor, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: DTH Commentau 

I’~n son% where did you find the m~ficle? I don’t know if I have written a&vthing with that pmlicular title. 

, at 3:40 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" ~<lstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Sent: Thursday, 11:09 AM 
To: Stroman, DeboFah L 
Subject: Re: DTH Commen~ 
.... it’s been a long morning, haha here’s the li~’. 

http://www.&il3~arheel,com/ stafl} 

On 

wrote: 

, at 11:03 AM, "Strolnan, Deborah L" <_d__~t~!:R~_’~__u]!_c_:_~__d_E> 

Att:~cb, ment? ~ didn’t see :~ iiP, k. ;) 

Deborah L. S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 

£’Wo¢/e, g~p!ore. £’mpowem 

9:[ 9,843,0336 
<image001 jpg> 

"The first respansibfliW ~ a leader is to ~efine reality, The last is to say thank y~u. 

between, the leader is a servant," --M. DePree 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:00 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: DTH Commenta~/ 
~m~or~ance: High 

ThaJ~ks tbr reading! Here is a link to the DTH website copies of both of my columns. If you need m~other version of either, just let me know! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

BS Biology5 BS Psychology 

On          , at 10:19 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <~_t_~_t_~57_¢~ .u_ _r_Lc_. :. _e_ .d__~P wrote: 

Hi      I enjoyed reading your article and wish to share it with others electronically. Can you please send me a copy? Thanks. 

"Start living for others, not ideas" 

Continued success, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@ yahoo.colll> 

Thursday, 7:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Weekly Entry 

entry.docx; ATT00001 .htm 

Here’s this week’s entry.. 

Best, 

Begin forwazded message: 

From: ~)vahoo.com> 

Date: at 5:28:11 PM EDT 

To:’ @yaoo.com" < ~yaoo.com> 

Subject: -_- 
Reply-To:’, " " ~yahoo.com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagleramc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Conglatulations on a Successful CSFE! 

linage001 .j pg 

Sounds good to me! 

BA Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administmlion 

Kenan- Flagler Business School, Class of 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On at 5:14 PM, "Strolnan, Deborah L" <_d__~_t__r~2~Lu___n__cz_:_e_d___u_ > wrote: 

Subject: RE: Congratulations on a Successful CSFE! 

! \,x~, c ]~vc option, s ’[:~l: t~lc rlcxt C]~ rn~:ci:ing. I c~n~t r~m~mb~ ~: w}~o ;) but somcot>’ v,~ chcckm~ cm ~ Hu~:~:L:~cs N~:~I: ~b~: tl~c 

Climb, A[so, tile As~;Jstam NE R.eg~onal 

& General Man~’r IMG I,eatfieid 72cke1: Solutlot~; w[il be ;*~ 1:own 

"ITL,~NK YC) U Tt,~ A~I~ ’~:~’amwo~k r~ ~kes a d~e:~m wo 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.9. CLU 

En,q~o’e. Explore, Empowen 

919.843.0336 

<irnage001.jpg> 

"The first responsibility ~f a lea tier is to define reali~,. The last ~s to say thank 

at~d , \Ve eat~ sched’~ie l~im t,~ speak >,-Jt]-~ us at~d ak<, de[:,r;ef t~e 

In between, the leader is a se~cant." --M, DePree 

From: ]mailto: @kena n-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:12 AM 
To: 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Congratulations on a Successful CSFE! 
Happy Monday CSI?E, 

What a fantastic weekend! I’m writing to let you all know how incredibly proud I am of all of you. CSFE was a totaJ success from the check-in process, 

the panel changes,          address, lunch, a great ca~reer fair, and a painless clean-up. We have heard nothing but fantastic reviews and that speaks to 

the incredible team we had behind CSFE. Be proud of this. It has been tny honor to work with aJ1 of you and I look fonvard to being friends with aJl of 
you for years to come! 

A few more orders of business (easy though, I promise): 

According to my t-shirt chart, the following people have not picked up theirs: 

¢1 can drop it by your apartment) 

) (We can coordinate a B school swap) 
L (I’11 bring yours today) 

(We can coordinate a B school swap) 

Saved yon a M) 
If yon are on this list and DO have your shirt, please let me kmow. I can bring them all to the next CSBC meefing or we can coordinate a fime to meet, so 
please if you’re on this list jusl reach out to me and we’ll figure it out. 
Lastl> if anyone has CSFE related receipts, please email me so we can get those to I      this week. 

-please tbrwaacd this to CORE. 
SO much CSFE love, 



Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

@kenan-flafller.unc,edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday,, 10:09 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Contact 

Next week we have a         night game, so we will have practice all day          , and we leave for the night to stay in a hotel. So I’m all busy next 
Wednesday. My schedule isn’t as busy on Tuesdays and Thursdays if you have any free time. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 8:40 PM 

To: ffrancis 

Subject: Contact 

Hi     , Time to chat! Please let me know your availability next week, Wednesday between 10:00 and 11:00 or after 2:00, Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. S[roman, Ph.D. CLU 

EJNage, Explore, Empower: 

9] 9,843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last ~s to say thank you. 

between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 10:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Internship this summer! 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to let you know I was oft~red an internship today to work with sports agent Jim Tanner this summer in D.C.! He’s been with Williams & Connolly LLC 

but is leaving to form his own sports agency tomorrow. Some of the athletes he currently ~ep~esents are Jeremy Lin, Tim Duncan, Ray Allen, Chant Hill, Shane Battier, 

Jolm Henson, and Ma~’in Williams, among others, rm quite excited, as you could guess, and I’ll most likely roll accept ne~ week to make it offici!l! 

Hopefully 

rolling, as well! 

gets back to us ~on. I don’t want to bother her but might tbllow up with her ~on if we don’t hear back next week. Excited to get that process 

Thanks again tbr all you do! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ammerman, Alice S <alice ammennan@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 6:48 AM 

Wanda Hunter <whunte@mcia] equi~insfitute.org> 

debby@dstroman.com; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

RE: meet with Anna Ma~-ia Siega- Riz? 

Hi Wanda~,. Ar~anda mer~tioned a                   . glad everything is looking better! 

We REA[.I.Y appreciate all of your help with the proposal and I hope you have a n~ore restful vacation 

ahead, 

I thi~k Debb¥ m~d I h~w~ at k~st crossed paths it1 meetings ~md on the phone, f wou~d k~ve [:o attend the 

meet~n~ wRh you but have ~ h:mg (~md diffh::ul~: to arrange) scheduled meeti~g for my Cad ~bout hb heark~ 

at 3:00~. which b key to his quMity of ~ife~,. but ~’]~ do what ~ can Lo lend my support. 

Thought ] had missed the deadline for the "testimonial" but will work h~rd to get to that th~s 

weekend if that works? 

Please sh~re w~th B~rbar~iAnna M~r~a whe[) %)u meet theft ~’m h~ghly supportive of this effor[~ 

~k:e 

F~m: Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@racialequi~institute.or~] 
~ent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 ~0:~3 PM 
T~: Ammerman, Alice S 
~ debby@dstroman.com; Stroman, Deborah L 
~ubjeet: meet with Anna Maria Siega-Riz? 
Ei Alice, 

Back to focusing on racial equi%" organizing... 
Debby Stroman, Chair of Carolina Black Caucus (have y’all actually met?) has arranged a meeting, ttnough Barbara Rimer, with Anna Maria Siega-Riz to discuss idea of SPH sponsoring the 
Leading for Racial Equi~ course for grad and prof students. It is scheduled for Tuesday, Oct 15, at 2:15. Debby, Oeni, and I plan to attend. We’d love to have you join us if you can. Are you 
available? 

We’d also love it if you could submit a short paragraph about the value of this course for a set of UNC testimonials we have put together. See attached.We’ve got a bunch of students and 
are now adding more I:acul~, including you, we hope. With Debby’s leadership (and support from SPH and BSchool, I think we wil be able to make this happen0. 

Thartks so much for your helpt 
Wanda 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bright, Cedric Marc <cedricbright@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 9:49 AM 

Clayton, Tatt}ie Benson <tatI’ye@~mc.edu-~; Stromm~, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu> 

aj~ cle 

I read your article in the DTH today and I am glad that you are shedding a light to this issue. Keep up the good workH! 

Cedric M. Bright, MD, FACP 

Assistant Dean of Special Programs and Admissions 

Associate Professor of Medicine 

112th President National Medical Association 

506 BerryHill 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 966-9351 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, ~ 10:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Junior Recs 

’ &       also went above and beyond leading up to CSFE and the day of...but they’re 

today. Can’t wait for you to see the pics, they’re awesome! 

Hal~a have a great Friday! I’ll drop that USB by for you 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of: 

,@kenan-fla,qler.unc.edu 

at 3:25 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

F~m: mailto: ~kena n-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,, 2:57 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Recs 
Hello’. 
Okay, so besides          (obviously), my supersm~ was 

yea      would move up to my s~t ~d I highly ~ecommended 

lend a helping h~d. 

I have to say my super sm~s wele mostly and : 
help me with fl~e ex~: 

(he’s a :          though). I know as far as Expo presidential temn ne:d 

~ to be the Junior President. He was just amazing m~d always thele to 

I’m at a loss to colne up with2 The follomng people were out of their way to 

& also did a ~reat lob 

guys literally helped me ruth ANYTH1NG I needed the day office Expo. 

I hope this helps you someMmt. Sorry I don’t have more j uniors! 

were also great (think they’re mostly i These 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-ChaDel Hill. Class of; 

@___k___e___n____a____n___-__fl____a__g!er.u n c.edu 



From: @live.unc.edn> 

Sent: Friday, 12:55 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Con’tact 

Attach: imageO01 .j pg 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I tried calling you last night and today. I’m in class ~om 3-3:50 today but feel fi’ee to call me whenever it works for you before or after that. 

UNC class of 

On at 6:14 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" %t_._s_t£9.(~_u__r_~.c_: .e__d_._t!> wrote: 

Hi      I would like to chat with you. Please call me on my mobile before 9:30 p.m. or tomorrow, Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

E~gage, Explore. Empower, 

919.843.0336 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define realitT, The last is to say thm~k yoti. 

In between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:31 PM 

Napier, Maw E <mnapie@ema~l.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L -<tstm@unc.edu-~; klbs lingmeihowell.con <lingmeihowell@kenan- 

llagler, unc.edu-~ 

@kenm~- flagler.unc.edu> 

KI Blog draft - Mtg with Mr. Skipper 

Blo~Sport SusanTetsuV2.docx; Susan&Tetsu.jpg 

Hi Mary, Dr. Stroman, and Lingmei, 

Attached is our draft for the Kenan Institute students’ biog. We wrote about the meeting with Mr. Skipper, the president of ESPN. Our picture is attached too. 

Since and I are not sure how much information we can write on our blog, we would like to have your check on our draft. Thank you very much. 

Best, 

~ MBA-Oass of -, Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows ~ MBA Ambassadors ~ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

@unc.edu ° www.linkedin.com/in/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenaJ> flagler, unc.edu> 

Meeting with Sport&Ente(tafinment club 

Dr. Stroman, 

As we are planning to have a meeting with Sport & Entertainment Club led by 

following? 

1. Friday, ,3:30-4:15pm @Kenan institute 

2. Monday, 5:00-5:45pm @Kenan Institute 

3. Wednesday, 5:00-5:45pm @Kenan Institute 

Best, 

to discuss how we can collaborate, could you pick a schedule from the 

~ MBA-Class of ~ Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows ~ MBA Ambassadors ~ U NC Kenan-Flagler Business School ~ 
@unc.edu ~ www.linkedin.com/ini " " 

Fro~: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:50 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: RE: Collaboration between Clubs 
Did you get the following e-mail from me? I kept receiving a returned mail from your e-mail account, so I am wondering if it was delivered to you or not. 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Sorry for having not replied to this earlier. Would you check the following options and pick one that would be best for you? Since KFBS students have fall 

break from ~ we want to have the meeting after the break. 

1. Friday, ,3:30-4:15pm @Kenan Institute 

2. Monday, 5:00-5:45pm @Kenan Institute 

3. Wednesday, ,5:00-5:45pm @Kenan Institute 

Best, 

~ MBA-Class of :     ~ Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows ~            V1BA Ambassadors ," UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

~@unc.edu., www.linkedin.com/in/ 
From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edul 
Sent: Tuesday 3:46 PN 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Collaboration between Clubs 
Thaaks fbr yore" outreach, l n~w hase an appointment in the Kenaa In~¢itute l,) head ttp all St-~t Ent, vp, vnem~ip initiatives. [ have two Kenan Felk~ws (ccd 

~m tl~is n~ie), ~u~d it would [v great fbr us all t~ meet. 

l teach TiR this semester, so MWF would be best tbr me. 
please create a doodle ~:~11 tbr ~s to find the idea~ time and da? ~he ~ek of Pla~ for 45 migrates. Work wi~h m get ~he best dates For yo~ 

~-~ o. I am m:ailaNe ~p a~Nl 7:00 p,m, We ca~ meet in d~¢ Ketm~a h~stitu~e. 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

Ewoge. Exp/or~. Empower: 

919.843.0336 

"Tile first responsibiliW of a leader is to define realiW~ The last is to say thank yore 

in between, the leader is a servant°" --M. DePree 

CGNFiDENT~ALFI’?" NOTICE Thia e-.mml me sag% including az~ackments ifas~5% is inter:deal only t~,~ ~he -pe~a~)n or e~:tizy to ~hich it ~s addressed a::d may contain c~)nfide~:tial au&or p:~dieged ma~erm] A:U .... 

imaut~:onzed review, use, di~:cl~ure o: dis~ribut:~:~ i~: p:oNbited :fyou are m~t Ne intended :ecipient, please co::~act the se::der by :eply e-irlaJ[ as:d de~:uo~ a:l copies of No origi::N message. 

From: i@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 1:05 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Collaboration be~een Clubs 
Dr. Sta~ma~ 

introduced us at several events throughout the past year. I mn now the of the MBA Spots & En’mr~imnent Career Club, m~d one of the 

priorities the club has "this year is to m~ance collaN)ration between all sports-minded clubs on campus. With ~is in min& I’d love ~ have ~t~r communication 

between our club a~d your program moving fom, md. 

~ is a ~ MBA s~dent at KF that h~ experience and interest in the Spots & Ente~i~mnt indus~es. He is m~ elected leader in our club, and will 

be ~e point man for dl e~emaJ commuNcations ~at our club has. Is it possiNe for you,     and me to have a brief convemafion m discuss events m~d activities we 

each have plam~ed throughout the >ear? I tNnk we c~ both ~ke advan~ge of what each club~pmgmm is o~}fing. I look fom-ard to hem~ng from you. 

Best, 

, MBA Candidate, Class of     ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

i~unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-flacller.unc.edu 
Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, October 11, 2013 3:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 493 

No hurry, as 1 look back at my email, it does seem 1 was urgently emailing! Didn’t mean for it too! 

Had a question about internships in general (at the DUS meeting there was lots of discussion about internships----paid, unpaid, for credit, not for credit; ~egal 

issues, e~:(:. [.o~:s of depts. Had ~o~:s of questions. Very ~nteres~:#~g I g~e Dadn the info [rom that and tal~ed w~:h h~m tod~y We are going to re~ew ~:he #~[o 

together and potentially invite one of the panelbts to talk w~th a~ of us--maybe the entke facuky} and 327 m spedfic. That was the rea~ reason, 327 ~s variaMe 

credit, BUT I don’t recall us making ~t such that ~t can be repeated for cred~L That was my question. 

Davis Whkfield (with NC High Schoo~ AtMedc Assoc} spoke ~n 207 today. He mentioned their h~ternsh~p and Lhe fact thsL now only available for those that can earn 

academic credit)~ Apparently more and more orgm~zat~ons are moving to that..Just wanted to p~ck your brah~ on that aspect~ 

Th~s w~ll be of ~nteres~: and ~mpi~ct for    ~ and         (maybe e~en the grad program), but since those are only i~a~lable to peopk~ ~n ~:he~r specific trac~:s, thek 

concerns will be d~fferent ~:han yours and 327. In the past, I know you have helped Mds out by letl:k~g them take :~27 in order to get the ~nternship~when credit was 

requked. AND s#~ce there ~s no other mechanism for ~nternship credit for Mds, this new policy?? May negatively ~mpact us and them! 

S 

Sherry Salyer, 

Master [e~:tur~?r, Director o[ Undergraduate Studies 

Department of £xerdse and Sport Sdence 

CB#8700, 2~2 Fetzer HNI 

University of North Carolh~a at Chapel 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

919-952-6947 

Fax: 919--9~2-0489 

Fa~l 2013 ~dv~sing/O[:fice hours: 

Mondays 2-4 

Tuesdays 11:00-I2:15 

Wedne~;day~; 1:15-.3:0~? 

or by appointment or chan~:e ~n my 211 ge[:zer 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent~ Friday, October ll, 2013 3:17 PN 
T~ Salyer, Sherry k 
Su~je~t~ Re: EXSS 493 
H~ Sherry. Next week is best for me. (We can always chat bg phone after installation tomorrow afternoon or Sunday). 

Is there anything in particular you need for me to bring to the meeting? Are Meredith and Alain also attending? I have time between class on Tuesday at I1:00 a.m. or after 3:30. 

d 
Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank HawMns Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to ~mprove the world." - Anne Frank 

From: <Salyer>, Sherry Salyer <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, October ~, 20~3 ~2:59 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

5ubje~: EXSS 327 

Debby, we need to chat some (and the entire department too) about internship credit. I am in this afternoon if you are around. 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master L~cturer, Director o[: Undergraduate Studies 

Department of £xerdse and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 getter Ha~I 

University of North Carolh~a at Chape~ 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

919-9(52-.6947 

Fax: 9~9--952-0489 

Fa~l 20~3 Adv~sing/O[:fice hours: 

Mondays 

T Jesdays 1t:00-I2:15 

Wednesdays 1:15-.3:043 

or by appointment or chance it~ my 2~ FeLzer office. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: KI Blog draft - Mtg with Mr. Skipper 

Lingmei should probably take the first crack with final edits going to the advisor or mentor working directly with the students. I don’t want to make the blog a cumbersome thing 

for anyone, but we do need to make sure that nothing could be construed the wrong way. 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday,                3:04 PM 

To: Mary Napier <__m____n__a__p__!__e__r___@__e____m___a__!!_.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Subject: FW: KI Blog draft - Mtg with Mr. Skipper 

Hi Mary. Do you want me to do the editing (or Lingmei?) them on this one and in the future? I know this task is something that someone else should do versus you. ;) 

From: ~kenan-fiagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, ; 1:31 PM 

To: "Napier, Mary E" <mnapier@ernail.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Lingmei Howell <Lingmei Howell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "             .@~__e___n__a___n__:_f_!__a_gl e r. u n c. e d u".              @kenan-flag.ler.unc.edu> 

Subject: KI Blog draft - Mtg with Mr. Skipper 

Hi Mary, Dr. Stroman, and Lingmei, 

Attached is our draft for the Kenan Institute students’ biog. We wrote about the meeting with Mr. Skipper, the president of ESPN. Our picture is attached too. 

Since and I are not sure how much information we can write on our blog, we would like to have your check on our draft. Thank you very much. 

Best, 

~ MBA-Class of     -" Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows ,"          of MBA Ambassadors ~ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

~@unc.edu ~ www.linkedin.com/ini 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday- 

~kenma- flagler.unc.edu 

6:14 PM 

Editing the Sa "J~ai site 

To: Stroman, Deborah (dstromm0 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Do you mind ifI start to edWadd to this site? I would love to build out the WikJ mo~x~ to support inlb sharing across teams. 

Thanks! 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Kenan Ins~titute Sport" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages for this site: Kenan Institute Slx~rt. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 12:19 AM 

Sta~mm~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; kibs lingmei howell.con <lingmei howell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~; 

@kenan- fl agler, unc.edu-~ 

I~E: KI Blog dra~ - Mtg with Mr. Skipper 

Understood¯ Thanks for letting us know! 

l’m flying to Japan with my classmates within 6 hours. Will be back on ¯ I will show you pictures later. Have a nice weekend! 

~ MBA-Classof     -, Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows ~ I 

a@unc.edu o www.linkedin.com/in/ 

af MBA Ambassadors ~ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, ~2:16 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: KI Blog draft - Mtg with Mr. Skipper 

HI and In the future, please have Lingmei review your blog drafts. Then, please send to me for final edit. No need to send to Mary. 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: ~-)kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 1:31 PM 

To: "Napier, Mary E" <mnapier@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Lingmei Howell <Lingmei Howell@kenan.-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc :’              __@__ls___e___n__a___n_ 2_f_La_ g I e r. u n c. e d u" <              ._@_.___k_e__n___a___n__:_f__[_a__gJ__e__r_:__u___n__c__:__e__d___u__.> 

Subject: KI Blog draft - Mtg with Mr. Skipper 

Hi Mary, Dr. Stroman, and Lingmei, 

Attached is our draft for the Kenan Institute students’ biog. We wrote about the meeting with Mr¯ Skipper, the president of ESPN¯ Our picture is attached too. 

Since : and I are not sure how much information we can write on our blog, we would like to have your check on our draft. Thank you very much. 

Best, 

~ ~ MBA-Class of     -" Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows ,"          of MBA Ambassadors ~ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

I@unc.edu ~ www.linkedin.com/ini 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

COMP380.990.FA13 <no- reply~ sakai.unc .edu~ 

Saturday, October 12, 2013 6:43 PM 

COMP380.990.FA13 <no- reply@ sa~ai.unc.edu> 

[ COMP380.990.FA13 - Announcement ] Thesis Proposal grades m~d feedback 

An announcement has been added in the "COMP380.990.FA13" site at Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal/site/62552681-a54d-4b3d-a90% 

8850b217347c) 

Subject: Thesis Proposal grades and feedback 

Group: Site 

Message: 

Hi a]l - - 

I’ve posited your grades and my feedback on your research paper thesis proposdls. The grades will be available in Sakai’s Gradebook, but I believe you need to look 

under fl~e Assignment link (where you turued the proposals in) to see my comments. If you have a grade but can’t see your colnments in the Assignments field, let me 
know. 

If you have questions about your grade, please look first at the Thesis Proposal Rubric 

(https:i/docs.google.com/document/d/1YFtxMPAg8PVL’~%lKSIQsNXDniXbADT Niw~12q8c~VQIgU/edit?hl en US&pli 1) before contacting me. 

One general rip, since this came up in many of your proposals: make sure float you’re meeting the requirement tbr using ~hola~ly sources. If you aren’t thmiliar with 

telling the difference between scholarly and popular sources, check out this video produced by the UNC library: http:i/library.unc.eda/instmct/tutorials/scholpopi If you 

ever have a question about whether a source is scholarly, tEel free to send me a message to ask. I’d also encourage everyone to have a second look at the Sakai 

announcement rifled "research paper/thesis proposal help," which contaAns some very helpful links on topics ranging fiom refining your thesis statement to using colrect 

MLA or APA style. 

Finally, as you work on your research papers, make sure you are completely familiar with fl~e assignmeut prompt (laid out very clearly on the Syllabus page in Sakai) 

and the research paper grading rubric that’s linked to there (or just click here to see it: https:i/docs.google.com/document/d/1 ~TnP2CL3sZSSlvxbnNGoTh8k kjirLS2- 

Pbxgv3dUro/edit?hl~n&authke,~CK FgOAF&pli 1). When I grade and provide feedback, the criteria laid out in both the assignment prompt and rubric are the 

standards that each paper is measured by. 

I am hapw to answer any questions you have as you develop your fl~esis proposal into the more extended re,arch paper, so don’t hesitate to email me if you’d like 
fnrfl~er guida~ce. 

Regards, 

This automatic notificarion message was sent by SaJaaA @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai.unc.edtv’portal) t?om the COMP380.990.FA13 site. 

You can modify how you receive norifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Connection, PRWeb <reply@prweb.com> 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 12:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Four Ways to Ditch the Traditional PR Pitch 

If you are having trouble reading this email, read the online version 



5160 Industrial Place, Suite 103 I Ferndale, WA 98246 I 1.866.640.6397 I Unsubscribe 

Copyright 1997-2013, Vocus PRW Holdings, LLC All rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Sunday,, 3:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

FYI - Twitter hmadles 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I collected our Twitter handles and added them to the ~.~.~3.:~?.".~J2~.!~.k}t.~2~.g~.)~[~.. They are also copied below. I went ahead and made some updates to the Sakai 

wiki-I hope that is ok! 

Hope your weekend is going well! 

MBA Candidate, Class of: 5 . ~#.9.A[~.J.[~:~[’~9:~#. ...................................... ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:40 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Kenan Institute Sport - Meeting 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Hi Team. I thought this Doodle link went through on Friday, but I see that it did noL Apologies. Please let me know if we can meet this week before break. I want to get you in the 

loop. 

Please respond - http:iidoodle.comirkb83rb37fpSz7p8 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Jane C. ~ane smitl~@unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 10:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: DAA Luncheon 

I have. I did not get dressed until noon, © 

Jane C, Smith 

Associate Director, University Events 

The LJniw-:~rs;ity of North Carolina at: Chape~ 

208 W. Franklb~ Street 

Campus Box 2050 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-2050 

9].9-9{52-O045 Office 

Cell phone NEW 

9~9-~g3-.63~9 Fax 

For Comrnencemen~ questions, visit 

Fmm~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, October 13, 2013 9:58 PN 

To: Smith, Jane C. 
Subje¢t: Re: D~ Luncheon 

Hi Jane. Thank you for the outstanding coordination. The luncheon was wonderful. I hope you got some rest today. ;) 

Regards, 

debb~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gngc~e, gxplore. Empower. 

9~9.84&0336 

@drstroman 

~4Sr~m~dmes 

From: <Smith>, "Jane C." <jane smith@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, October 7, 2013 9:45 PM 

To: "Orringer, Eugene P" <~_~_E~_R[[[_~_£~_~_~_~_:~E~:_~_~_~.>, "Noble, Rachel T" <r_~_O_~_~J_~_~_~_~_~j_[N_~_~:~o_>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <.~!£~_~E~:_&~_~>, "Band, 

Lawrence E" <[band~email.unc.edu>, Jan Boxhill <imbox[ll~ema[Lunc.ed~> 

C¢: "Smith, Jane C." <jane...smith@unc.edu> 

Subje~: DAA Luncheon 

All, thank you again for being a sponsor for our Dis~nguished Alumi/Alumnae this Saturday, October 12. ~ have aRached the luncheon script for your information 

Please let me know if you have any questions about the luncheon or your introductions. 

Parking will be available at the Inn and you can remain parked there throughout lunch and the Installation ceremony. We will have a shuttle bus to take guests 

from the Inn to Polk Place for the Installation Ceremon% 

Jane Smith 

Jane C Srnith 

Assodate DirecLoc University Events 

The Un~vers~[y of Nord~ Carolb~a at Chapel 

208 W. Franklin Street 

Campus BOX 2050 

919-.962-0045 Offk:e 

Cell phone NEW 
9~9-.~3-6g~9 Fax 

For Commencement questions, visit www.unc.edu/commencement 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 7:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: N.C. Chamber to ottbr private insuraJ~ce exchange 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

OCTOBER 14, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

N.C, Chamber to offer private insurance exchanq~ 
The North Carolina Chamber of Commerce has decided to offer its own private 

Insurance exchange¯ 

WTVD {~iscaes 

Shutdown day 14: No resolution on ~atioWs debt liar 
PaRy leaders in the U.S. Senate failed to resolve their budget differences Sunday, 

while the clock is ticking on the Oct 17 deadline to raise the nation’s borrowing 

authority. 

......................................... 

Commerce’s Decker iatervie~nq applicants for private-side 
CEO 
N.C. Commerce Secretary Sharon Decker is looking for a private-side chief 

execufiw~ fer ~he reorganized department whe has Nar[h Carolina "experience or 

roets " 

TOBA~S m~NiNe ................. 

i 

iPhone 58 harder to find~ while 5C founders 
While the iPi~ene 5S, Apple’s i~igi~er-end new smartphene, is becaming harder ~o 

find, the Cuperfine, Calif company is cutting production ef its 5C as its pepuiari{y 

has fallen shert of projections. 

~ad ~[nin~.l Edition >> 

~!m{~gton named No. I ci~ ~ ~pot a ceMbri~ 

Museum of D~rham Histo~ opens 

Should North Carolina take a page fro~ Utah’s shutdo~ 
playbook? 

......................................................... Triangle home sa~es r~se 16% ~n September 

’Deadliest Catch’ star tells Senate about shutdo~’s threat 

Read ~orni~g ~ditio~ >> 

Contact Us 

Contac~ Us Fo~ 81i inqL:hies [egarding ~his offe~ or ssbscdption [o the Triar~gle BLiSi!;eSS Josm~al; piease email L:S a~: 



Cancel Email Subscription 

2013 Americer~ City Bssir~ess Jeumals i~c 8~d its licer~so~s All dgh~s reserved Ti;e meteiiei e!; this site me? ~e[ ~e 
~epredslced; distdbs[ed; ~ransmk~ed, caches er otherwise used, except ’,,,ith ~ile prior ,,,’d[[en permissie!; of biz.loemals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robe~son, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 14, 2013 8:44 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Karol Mason’s photo 

Hi Debby! Thanks for sending me a copy of the pic, I am glad Clarence is speaking ray PhD ir~to exister~ce © I had a good time meeting new people and getting a 

chance to actually meet Karol. Thank you for ~nv~th~g rae, ~ hope the rest of your weekend went we~l~ I know the Vikings ~osL ~ voted for them in my fantasy p~cks. 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Sunday, October 13, 2013 4:00 PN 

Te= Robe~on, Nakenge 

Subject: ~: Karol Mason’s photo 

From: Clarence Burke 

Date: Saturday, October ~2, 2013 ~:43 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: Karol Mason’s photo 

Greetings Dr. Stroman, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and Dr. Robertson at the awards luncheon this morning. Attached is the photo of you two with Karol. You all look greatll 

Blessings, 

Clarence Burke 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Eng Geni <eugenia eng(~unc edn> 

Monday, 9:38 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; Waa~da Hunter <whunter@racialequityinslitute.org> 

@gmail.com>; Lisa Jones Christensen <Lisa JonesChristensen@kenaa~-flagler.unc.edu>; Ammennan, Alice S 

<~alice mnmerman@unc.edt~~ 

RE: Tuesday Meeting - DRAFT note to attendees 

T~anks, everyone. I’1t meet you at Anna-Maria’s office. A couple of points: 

We can offer this course, using sn "experimental course" number in Hea~th Behavior; avoiding the need to get ~t approved ss an of~:~da~ course offering the 

first t~me around. 

e What ~s d~e ~ottom ]~ne for our fundb~g needs ---. S7000 (or minus the funds that Lisa received from Kenan--Flagler) + mileage reimbursement [:or community 

members attending the course? 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eu~[en~a Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

Gi]l~n~s School of G~o~a[ Pubfic Heakh CB #7440 

350 RosenaL~ Ha~[ 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel H~[], NC 27599 

9~9 966-39~9 

9~9 965--292~ (fax} 

eugen[a...eng@unc.edu 

~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat: Sunday,.               ~:36 PN 
Te; Wanda Hun~r; Eng, Geni 

Lisa 3ones Christensen; Ammerman, Alice S; Stroman, Deborah L 
SubjeCt: Tuesday Meeting - D~ note to a~endees 

Hi All. Geni and Wanda, thanks for accepting the invitation to join me at this meeting. I am not sure whether or not Dean Rimer will attend. She has sent signals to me that she will 

not. (It is important to her though, so she may change her mind.) My outreach to Dean Rimer was based on friendship. I told her my strong interest in moving this curriculum 

forward on this campus. I gave her a tittle background on ~ts initial progress at the Business School. She emphasized that Anna Maria is the decision-maker on new courses in SPH. 

My thoughts on the meeting flow: 

1. Introduction & Thanks (How we got here - TestimoniesiUNC is already supportive) - Debby 

2. History of the workshop and the current community offering- Wanda 

3. Course Overview- Wanda 

4. Why SPH? - Geni 

5. Requirements - $ and SPH administration!faculty endorsement - Debby 

6. O.&A 

7. Next steps 

Our goal is simply to get Anna Maria interested enough to meet with Dean Rimer about making this a reality for Fall     at the latest. There is much more course design and 

marketing work needed, and we can do that once we receive permission to move forward. Let’s make sure we reread the proposal again before Tuesday too. It is not essential that 

we have a final draft for the meeting on Tuesday though. I attached the most current copy I have. 

Please let me know your feedback. We all should feel comfortable speaking at any point in the meeting. I just named one person to get us going. ;) 

Tuesday,        - 2:15 p.m. (We can try to meet at 2:05 p.m. I will be coming from class. My mobile is             .) 

Dr. Anna Maria Siega-Riz’s office is 2105-A McGavran Greenberg 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

93.9.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

’~l~hose who bri~g s~msh~ne to the lives of othe~0s cap,not keep it f~’oln then~selveso" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Monday, 9:40 AM 

klbs lingmei howell.con<lingmei howell@kenaJ~-flagler.unc.edu-~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

RE: KI Blog dra~ - Mtg with Mr. Skipper 

Blog Sport V4.docx 

@kena~- flaglerxmc.edu> 

Hi Lingmei, 

In case you didn’t already have it, I accepted all ot: Dr. Stroman’s edits and attached the updated bfog post here. 

Since is out of town, 1 am happy to make any other edits or revisions that you think we need. Please just let me know. 

Thanks! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 3:13 PM 

To: Howell, Lingmei 

Cc: 

Subject: Re: KI Blog draft - Mtg with Mr. Skipper 

Hi Here are my edits. Good job! 

D 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: ~__k__e___n___a___n_:__f_[_a_g!__e___r:__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_ > 

Date: Friday, 1:31 PM 

To: "Napier, Mary E" <mnapier@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Lingmei Howell <Lin~mei Howell@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: " ~kenan- fla~!er.unc:edu> 

Subject: KI Blog draft - Mtg with Mr. Skipper 

Hi Mary, Dr. Stroman, and Lingmei, 

Attached is our draft for the Kenan Institute students’ biog. We wrote about the meeting with Mr. Skipper, the president of ESPN. Our picture is attached 

too. 
Since Susan and I are not sure how much information we can write on our blog, we would like to have your check on our draft. Thank you very much. 

Best, 



Our Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows, 

had an opportunity to meet Mr. John 

Skipper, president oj~ ESPN. John is an alumnus oj~ UNC and graciously oj~j~ered to 

meet. to share his experiences in the sport industry. 

Our role as Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows is to further the goals of the Kenan 

Institute Sport Entrepreneurship program under the leadership of Dr. Deborah 

Stroman. We will be working with an undergraduate consulting team to execute 

three primary initiatives over the next two years: a Sport Analytics Summit; 12, an 

Impact & Inventory database of North Carolina sport businesses; and a Sport 

Innovators and Entrepreneurs Awards ceremony which will honor those who have 

made significant innovations. Just two weeks after our kick-off meeting, we were 

given the opportunity to meet Mr. John Skipper in the gathering with the senior 

leadership team of the Kenan Institute. Seeing as there were just six of us casually 

talking on the deck of Dr. Mary Napier’s house (Kenan Institute Executive 

Director), it’s fair to say that this was a rare chance to learn from such a well- 

regarded leader. 

First, as the president of ESPN, it is likely that Mr. Skipper does not have much 

free time on his hands, but he clearly makes time to give back to his communities. 

Here at UNC, Mr. Skipper met with both undergraduate and graduate students, 

speaking candidly about his background, competitors, and ESPN’s place in the 

sport industry. It’s unusual for the leader of one of our nation’s most iconic 

brands to be so eager to talk to students who are about to start their careers. We 

are so lucky to benefit from his willingness to give back. 

Second, we were impressed by Mr. Skipper’s forward thinking mindset. He 

discussed the challenge of making sure ESPN continues to be both an industry 

leader and a leading innovator. As Clayton Christensen, Harvard Business School 

professor, argues in the "The Innovator’s Dilemma," new technologies can cause 

even great firms to fail. However, Mr. Skipper is up to the challenge. For example, 

we talked about the changing television consumption behavior of younger 

generations and the long-term impact that this will have on what are now the 



standard cable networks. With the right research and analysis, ESPN will be ready 

to adapt to its consumers’ needs. 

Before becoming Kenan Institute Leadership Fellows, we never thought we would 

be casually chatting with the president of ESPN over cheese, crackers, and 

beverages. It was a privilege just to be invited, but the fact that Mr. Skipper 

clearly valued our opinion made it unforgettable. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 

@kenaJ~- flagler.unc.edu 

10:03 AM 

SAS Kickoffmeeting 

To: @live.unc.edu); @kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Shadid, Jonathmi (shadid); ~gmail.com 

@g~nail.com); Undisclosed-Recipients 

Fronl: 

Hi 811, 

Let’s setup a time to kickoffthe Sport AnaJyfic Smnmit project! Please fill in times that you axe available using "this Doodle poll: 

http:i/doodle.com/wcaxtcta565ps7pf 

I had mentioned meeting over fall break, but               so we are going to push the ldckoffto next week. Please email me directly if none of these times work for 

you so I can coordinate with Tetsu to find additional times that we are available. 

Hope your weeks are off to a good start! 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Kenan Institute Sport" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages fi~r this site: Kenan Institute Sport. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialeqnityinstitt~te.org--- 

Monday, 10:30 AM 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu>; Stroman, Debx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

@gmail.com>; Lisa Jones Christensen <l,i~ .!onesChristense@ken~m-flagler.unc.edu>; Ammennan, Alice S 

<~alice ammerman(a!unc.edt~- 

Re: Tuesday Meeting - DRAFT note to attendees 

Hi all, 

Looking forward to the meeting and appreciative of Debby for organizing us. 

In terms of#3 (course over~ie~v), I’d like to defer m Geni to describe. 
I can easily describe the Racial Equity Institute and its tminer~ the 30+ year histoo, of this pa~icula~ anti- racism training model, its outgrov~4hs and impacts, and the 2- 

day curriculum that REI presents. 

I doift feel as comfo(table describing the vision or design ibr the UNC course,    and I (with Lisa) quickly put together a short dra~ proposal for B- School but 

there’s a lot that remains fuzzy, especially in terms of faculty involve~nent from pa~cipating schools and communi .ty me~nber invoh’ement (e.g., how recruited, do they 

pa~Acipate in the follow-up to the 2-day class). I suspect Geni may have a cleaxer idea about how this might work than I do, especially as relates to SPH context. 

Debby, wotfld you please re-send the latest coW of proposal. The attachment didn’t come through for me in your last email. 

The other thing to know is that in addition to SPH, B School and Law, there is a lot of interest among SILS faculty. I’ve requested addiitonal testimonials l~om faculty 

Barb Wildemutk Sandra Hassell- Hughes and Ericka Patillo. And potential interest from Social Work. I’ll ti).~ to follow up today. 

Wanda 

On , at 9:38 AM, Eng, Geni wrote: 

Thanks, everyone. I’1t meet you at Anna-Maria’s ot:fice. A couple of points: 

We can ot:fer this course, using an ~%xperimental course" number in Health Behavior; avoiding the need to get ~t approved as an of[:ida~ course o[:fedng the 

first t~me around, 

e What is Lhe bottom t~ne for our fundb~g needs ---. S7000 (or rn~nus the funds Lhat Usa received from Kenan--Flagler) + mileage reimbursement [:or commuNty 

members attending the course? 

Cheers, 

Eugenia Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

Gi]lings School of G~oba~ Public Hea~th CB #7440 

360 Rosena~ 

UniversiLy of NorLh Carolina 

Chapel H~], NC 27599 

919 966-39~9 

919 966-292I (fax} 

eugen~a...eng@unc.edu 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Sunday, 11:36 PN 
Te~ Wanda Hunter; Eng, Geni 

: Lisa Jones Chris~nsen; Ammerman, Alice S; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Tuesday Neeting - D~ note to a~endees 
Hi AIk Geni and Wanda, thanks for acceptin~ the invitation to join me at this meeting. I am not sure whether or not Dean Rimer will attend. She has sent signals to me that she will 

not. (It is important to her though, so she may chan~e her mind.) My outreach to Dean Rimer was based on friendship. I told her my stron~ interest in movin~ this curriculum 

forward on this campus. I ~ave her a little background on its initial progress at the Business School. She emphasized that Anna Maria is the decision-maker on new courses in SPH. 

My thoughts on the meetin~ flow: 

1. Introduction & Thanks (How we got here - Testimonies/UNC is already supportive) - Debby 

2. History of the workshop and the current community offering- Wanda 

3. Course Overview- Wanda 

4. WhySPH?- Geni 

5. Requirements - $ and SPH administration/faculty endorsement - Debby 

6. Q&A 

7. Next steps 

Our goal is simply to get Anna Maria interested enough to meet with Dean Rimer about making this a reality for Fall     at the latest. There is much more course design and 

marketing work needed, and we can do that once we receive permission to move forward. Let’s make sure we reread the proposal again before Tuesday too. It is not essential 

that we have a final draft for the meeting on Tuesday though. I attached the most current copy I have. 

Please let me know your feedback. We all should feel comfortable speaking at any point in the meeting. I just named one person to get us going. ;) 

Tuesday,       - 2:15 p.m. (We can try to meet at 2:05 p.m. I will be coming from class. My mobile is,            .) 

Dr. Anna Maria Siega-Riz’s office is 2105-A McGavran Greenberg 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 



@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 
Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

’+I%ose ~v~+~ b~°i~g su~s~i~e to tim ~ive~ of ott~ers c~o~ keep ~t from ~emselves," 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew J Perrin <andrewAperrin@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 1:26 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~ 

Osborne, Baxbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Foster, Beverly B. <bbfoste@email.unc.edtr~; Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.nnc.edu>; 
Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu:>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Strom-gotlfried, Kim <stmmgot@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy - comments on DTH editorial and ARG statement going to Inedia 

Joy et al., 

I have no objection to you commenting, or not, as you feel is 
appropriate. While I have my own reservations about the specifics of the 
ARG, I don’t share your negative sentiments in the final paragraph 
below. People can have bona :fide difl’erences in values and 
~nterpretations, and they are seeking to air their concerns. I think 
that’s entirely appropriate 

All best, 
Andy 

On 10/14/2013 01:10 PM, Rermer, Joy J wrote: 
I may be asked to comment on two items being posted in the media this 
week. Since we are not meeting in the next few days, I am :fine with 
declining a comment at this time due to our Committee not meeting to 
discuss these "ideas" or sharing some thoughts if you have any related 
to the two articles. One is the editorial in the DTH today on the true 
cost of football and the other is a statement the?" are releasing to the 
press on Thursday (see attached) on the day of our Thursday night game 

I believe there is no disagreement in our group (correct me if I am 
wrong) about insuring the integrity of our admission processes and 
academic processes as well as fairness and equity ~2~r our student 
athletes. We are just not finished with our work to say that - 1) UNC is 
or is not already doing the items listed on their "demands" list as they 
worded it in their email and 2) how our Corcanittee will be recorrmrending 
the University to proceed toward improving our systems on this campus 
and become a leader for other campuses. There is still information and 
processes to be reviewed before providing the University, Chancellor, 
and the Athletics Department ~vith o~tr suggestions for moving fol~vard. 
Also, I believe the Working Group will have much to say about how these 
"items" c~trrently are or may be addressed. 

It appears a few facul~ on the campus do not trust the organized 
methods for review and reflection and revision in place to move us to 
the point where they want us to be right now- so they choose to use the 
media for what they must believe will "pressure" us to act. There are 
many assumptions being made and we all know as academicians that 
assumptions do not always lead to the best possible solutions. 

If you have any thoughts or suggestions for response if asked, send thera 
ray way. 

Joy 

Joy- J. Rctmer, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

L-niversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 LTNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

321-A South Columbia St 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-%6-5147Desk 

2ell 

919-%6-6951 Fax 

-CONF]DEN~FIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if 
any, is intended only for the -person or enti~ to which it is addressed 
and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. An?, 
---uaaauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 
If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by 
reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

*Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the 
North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties 
by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational 



records are subject to FERPA * 

Andrew J Perrm - Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 
University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 
andrew~perrin@unc.edu - http:i?perrin.socsci.unc.edu - (919) 962-6876 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 1:37 PM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrewAperrin@unc.edu> 

Osborne, Baxbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Foster, Beverly B. <bbfoste@email.unc.edtr~; Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu>; 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Strom-gotlfried, Kim <gtmmgot@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - comlnents on DTH editorial a~d ARG statement going to media 

Thank you Andy - I did not mean for my last paragraph to be a negative sentiment I meant to just point out the difference in approach of the .~X, RG and the other groups on-campus 
working toward a solid foundation of information before making recommendations for change I apologize to all if my wording leads to the idea that I do not support faculty members having 
the opportunity to w~ice his,her concerns or ideas ’]7his is why I attend the &RG meetings when possible and am on their listserv. Knowing, hearing, and responding to many different 
perspectives and interpretations will certainly make the University’s response to current and future student athlete opportunities and challenges more thorough. 

Again, my apologies ~2~r the unintentional negative tone of my remarks. 

Joy J. Renner, MA., RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB ~7130 UNC-CH Bondurant tlaH 
321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-%6-5147Desk 

.~;ell 

919-%6-6951 Fax 

-CONF[DEN~IALr]TY NOTICE: ~Ihis e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or ent~ to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged materiab Am’ ---unauthorized review use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and li*om this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state ofl’~cial (NCGS. ch. 132). 
Student educational records are subj ect to FERPA. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Andrew J Perfin [mailto:andrew perrin(~unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 1:26 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Cc: Osborne, Barbara; Foster, Beverly B.; Stephens, John B; Mosley, Layna; Stroman, Deborah L; Strom-gottfried, Kim 
Subject: Re: Joy - comments on DTH editorial and ARG statement going to media 

Joy et al., 

I have no objection to you corrm~enting, or not, as you feel is appropriate. ;\~ile I have my o~vn reservations about the specifics of the ARG, I don’t share your negative sentiments in the 
final paragraph below. People can have bona fide differences in values and intetl~retations, and they are seeking to air their concerns. I think that’s entirely appropriate. 

All best, 
Andy 

On 10/14/2013 01:10 PM, Renner, Joy J wrote: 
I may be asked to conwnent on two items being posted in the media this 
week. Since we are not meeting in the next few day-s, I am fine with 
declining a comment at this time due to our Committee not meeting to 
discuss these "ideas" or sharing some thoughts if you have any related 
to the two articles. One is the editorial in the DTH today- on the true 
cost of football and the other is a statement they are releasing to 
the press on Thursday (see attached) on the day- of our Thursday night game. 

I believe there is no disagreement in our group (correct me if I am 
wrong) about insuring the integrity of our admission processes and 
academic processes as well as fairness and equity for our student 
athletes. We are just not finished with our ~vork to say- that - 1) UNC: 
is or is not alrea@ doing the items listed on their "demands" list as 
the?’ worded it in their email and 2) how our Con~rnit~ee will be 
recommending the University to proceed toward improving our systems on 
this campus and become a leader for other campuses There is still 
information and processes to be reviewed before providing the 
University, Chancellor, and the Athletics Department with our suggestions for moving forward 
Also, I believe the Working Group will have much to say about how 
these "items" currently are or may be addressed. 

It appears a fe~v faculty on the campus do not trust the organized 
methods for review and reflection and revision in place to move us to 
the point where they want us to be right now- so they choose to use the 
media for what they must believe ~vill "pressure" us to act There are 
many assumptions being made and we all know as academicians that 
assumptions do not al~vays lead to the best possible solutions 

If you have any thoughts or suggestions for response if asked, send 
them my- way. 

Joy 

Joy J. Renner, M.A., R;]7(R), FAEIRS 



Associate Professor and I)irector 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduraut Hall 

321-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-%6-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-%6-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, 

if any, is intended only for the -person or enti~ to which it is 

addressed and nray contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any 

---~mauthorized review, use, disclostae or distribution is prohibited. 

If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by 

reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

*Email correspondence to and front this address nray be subject to the 

North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third 

parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student 

educational records are subject to FERPA.* 

Andrew J Perrin - Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA andrew~errin@unc edu - 
http ://perrin socsci, unc edu - (919) 962-6876 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 14, 2013 1:38 PM 

Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~perrin@unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J qloy Renne@med.unc.edu> 

Osborne, Baxbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Foster, Beverly B. <bbfoste@email.unc.edtr~; Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu>; 
Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Strom-gotlfried, Kim <gtmmgot@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy - comments on DTH editorial and ARG statement going to tnedia 

Hi All Joy, I also have no objection to your commenting to the media. 

However, I do believe there is a major trust issue here though. The 
univers~ organization has channels for opinion and input I truly 
believe that "they" lack belief(and in their competency??) ~n our 
administration’s ability, both university and athletics, to consistently 
advocate [’or the athletes. I believe in dialogue. Perhaps, we should ask 
them for an unofficia[ off-site chat to really talk about UNC & big-t~me 
athletics I will always respect their right to voice their opimon to 
whomever too 

Note: Lew Margolis and I are meeting on this Wednesday. His request .. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, Phi). CLU 
Engage. E×plore Empower. 

919 843.0336 

@drstroman 
<http://twitt er. com/#[/drstroman> 
~Sometimes you just have to look back at your past and smile about how far 
you’ve come." 

On 10/14/13 1:25 PM. "Andrew J Perrin" <andrew~errin@unc.edu> wrote: 

>Joy et al., 
> 

>I have no objection to you cormnenting, or not, as you feel is 
>appropriate. YVhile I have my own reservations about the specifics of the 
>ARG, I don’t share your negative sentiments in the final paragraph 
>below. People can have bona fide differences in values and 
>intet2oretations, and they- are seeking to air their concerns. I thii.~ 
>that’s entirely appropriate. 
> 

>All best, 
>Andy 
> 

>On 10/14,’2013 01:10 P2~ Retake1, Joy J wrote: 
>> I may be asked to conm~ent on two items being posted in the media this 
>> week. Since we are not meeting in the next few days, I am fine with 
>> declining a comment at this time due to our Committee not meeting to 
>> discuss these ~ideasz or sharing some thoughts if you have any related 
>> to the two articles. One is the editorial in the DTH today on the true 
>> cost of football and the other is a statement they" are releasing to the 
>> press on Thursday (see attached) on the day of our Thursday night game. 
>> 

>> I believe there is no disagreement in our group (correct me ifI am 
>> wrong) about insuring the integrity of our admission processes and 
>> academic processes as ~vell as fairness and equity for our student 
>> athletes. We are just not finished with our work to say that - 1) UNC is 
>> or is not already doing the items listed on their ~demandsz list as they 
>> worded it in their email and 2) how- our Cormnittee will be recommending 
>> the University to proceed toward improving our systems on this campus 
>> and become a leader for other campuses. There is still information and 
>> processes to be reviewed before providing the University, Chancellor, 
>> and the Athletics Department with our suggestions for moving forward. 
>> Also, I believe the Working Group will have much to say about ho~v these 
>> ~items: currently are or may be addressed 
>> 
>> It appears a few faculty on the campus do not trust the organized 
>> methods for revie~v and reflection and revision in place to move us to 
>> the point where they want us to be right now so they choose to use the 
>> media for what the?- must believe ~vill ~pressure: us to act. There are 
>> many assumptions being made and we all know as academicians that 
>> assumptions do not always lead to the best possible solutions 
>> 

>> If you have any thoughts or suggestions for response if asked, send them 
>> rr[¥ way 
>> 

>> Joy 
>> 

>> Joy J. Renner, M.A., RT~R), FAEIRS 



>> Associate Professor and I)irector 

>> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel tli[l 
>> 

>> School of ]Vledicine 
>> 

>> CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
>> 

>> 321-A South Colurubia St. 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919-966 -5147Desk 
>> 

>> 2ell 
>> 

>> 919-966-6951 Fax 
>> 

>> -CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-ruail message, including attachments, if 
>> any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed 
>> and may contain cotffidential and/or privileged material. Any 
>> ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 
>> If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by 
>> reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>> 

>> *Eruail correspondence to and from this address may be subiect to the 
>> North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties 
>> by- an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational 
>> records are subject to FERPA.* 
>> 

> 

> 

>Andrew J Perrin - Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 
>University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 
>andre;vd)errin@m~c edu - http://perrin.socsci unc.edu - (919) 962-6876 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu> 

Monday 1:40 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.e& > 

FW: Payment received from @bellsouth.net 

From: via PayPal [mailto:member@paypal.com] 
Sent: Friday, ~:13 PM 
To: McGhee, Oj 
Subject: Payment received from ~bellsouth.net 

::~ J 7:1:3:24 RDT 
PayPal Io,qo 

Transaction ID 

TO see all the transaction details piease iog into your PayPal account It may take a few moments forthis 

transaction to appear in your account 

lnstructien~ from buyer 

None provided 

Total: $40.00 USD 

Receipt No: 3626-8736-1446W452 

Please keep this number for future reference, as your customer doesn’t have a PayPal Transaction ID for this 

payment 



Frol~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:46 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Kenan Institute Sport - Meeting 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thanks! Let’s meet at my office at 10:00 on Wednesday. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Eng’afqe, £kplore. Empower, 

919.843.0336 

@drstromar~ 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, :10:40 PM 

To: " @live.unc.edu>, " 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Kenan Institute Sport - Meeting 

@live.unc.edu>, @live.unc.edu> 

Hi Team. I thought this Doodle link went through on Friday, but I see that it did not. Apologies. Please let me know if we can meet this week before break. I want to get you in the 

loop. 

Please respond - http:/!doodle.com/rkb83rb37fp5z7p8 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Foster, Beverly B. <bbfoste@email.unc.e&~> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 1:57 PM 

Renner, Joy J ~<loyRenne@med.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu>; 

Mosley. Layna <mosley@unc.edu-~; Perrin, Andrew J <andrewsoerrin@unc.e&~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Strom- 

gotttiied, Kim <stromgo@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Joy - cotnments on DTH editorial and ARG statement going to media 

Joy, I [hink you can comment as a commi[tee member and our chair, but I think you are unable to comment ~for" the committee about sped[:~c topics or events we 

have not had time to d~scuss~ It ~s probaMy safest to stay w~th comments re: the work we have done. 

Beverly B. Foster, PhD, RN 

Director, Undergraduate Program 

School of Nursing~ CB~ 7460 

Cardngton HaI~ #I008 

The Universky of North Carolina a~ Chape~ Hilf Chape~ I-t~lt, NC 27599--7460 

Phone: 9:[9 966-4~75 

FAX: 919 843-.6212 

Ema~: Bey Fos~er@unc.edu 

F~m: Renner, Joy 3 
Sent: Monday, October 1% 20~3 ~:~ PN 
To: Osborne, Barbara; Foster, Beverly B.; Stephens, John B; Nosley, Layna; Perrin, Andrew J; Stroman, Deborah L; Strom-go~ried, Kim 
Subject: Joy - commenN on D~ editorial and ARG sMMment going to media 

I may be asked to comment on two items being posted in the media this week. Since we are not meeting in the next few days, I am fine with declining a comment 

at thB time due to our Committee not meeting to discuss these "ideas" or sharing some thoughts if you have any related to the two articles. One is the editorial in 

the DTH today on the true cost of football and the other is a statement they are re~easing to the press on Thursday (see attached) on the day of our Thursday night 

game. 

~ believe there is no disagreement in our group (correct me if I am wrong) about insuring the integrity of our admission processes and academic processes as well 

as fairness and equity for our student athletes. We are just not finished with our work to say that- ~) UNC is or is not already doing the items listed on their 

"demands" list as they worded it in their email and 2) how our Committee will be recommending the UNversity to proceed toward improving our systems on this 

campus and become a leader for other campuses. There is still information and processes to be reviewed before providing the University, Chancellor, and the 

Athletics Department with our suggestions for moving forward. Also, I believe the Working Group will have much to say about how theg~ems" currently are or 

may be addressed. 

It appears a few faculty on the campus do not trust the organized methods for review and reflection and revision in place to move us to the point where they want 

us to be right now so they choose to use the media for what they must believe will "pressure" us to act. There are many assumptions being made and we all know 

as academicians that assumptions do not always lead to the best possible solutions. 

If you have any thoughts or suggestions for response if asked, send them my way. 

Joy 

Joy J. Renmer. M.A, R[(R), FREIRS 
Associate Professor i~nd D~rector 
Uniw~rsity of North Caroiina at Chapel Hili 
School of Medidne 
CB #7&30 UNC-CN Bondurimt Ni~il 
B21.-A South Coiumbia St 
Chapei Hdl, NC 27599-7&30 

_.1.., 9~26 .~. h L’.e_k 

91.9-966-695 J. Fax 
-.CONFIDENTIALITY NOi~CE: [hb e-mi~[I messi~ge, including i~ttachments, if any, is intended oniy for the --person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 

privileged mater~i~L A~y ----unauthorized review, ~se, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are Rot the ~ntended recipient, please co,tinct the sender by reply e-mail and 

destro£’ all cop~es of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FYI Carolina <FYICarolina@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 3:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Chancellor Felt installed: ’Together, we can make history’ - October FYI Carolina 

Having trouble viewing this emaii? 

Together   we can make 
her University Day installation address, Chancellor Carol Felt paid tribute to Carolina’s 

history as the nation’s first public university and laid out an ambitious agenda for the future, 

’? believe that Carolina can indeed be the !eader in shaping the path for the great public 

univerMty in America. We can show hew you do it -- to be the one ~,~at prese~es exceiience 

and innovation, access and affordabi/ity, a deep commitment to the sta~e, and gathers 

strength to innovate and meet new challenge&" 

Felt addressed a crowd of 2,500 in Polk Place on Saturday, Oct. 12, after she took the eath 

of office as the University’s 1 lth chancellor. 

To celebrate the installation, faculty panels 

showcased how their research makes a 

difference. 



At a lecture before University Day, history 

professor James Leloudis talked about 

Carolina’s legacy as the first public university. 

A day after her installation, Chancellor Folt 

relaxed and had fun with students at Folt Fest. 

NEWS FOR ALUMHi, PARENTS AND FRIENDS 

©C[©BER 2013 

Hill HC: 27999-82 





Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:13 PM 

Wanda ttunter <whunte@mcia] equi~institute.org> 

Stroman, Debx~ra~h L <dstro,~mnc.edu>; Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu>; Lisa Jones Christensen <Lisa JonesChristensen@kenan- 
flagler.unc.edu>; @gmail.com> 

Re: Revised draft proposal 

Thanks so much! That one was the mofft recent I had been given. I will contim~e to edit and merge. No copies have been distributed. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 5:30 PM, "Wanda Hunter" <whunte~a)racialequityinstitute.org> wrote: 

tti Debby, 

Unfortunately the draft you attached was not the most recent. I had done more edits (completing citations, references, etc) and Lisa also did so~ne edits 

(including course title) paJ~ficulaJdy for a Business School focus. 

I’m attaching the latest draft I have (from . It may need to be edited aga~n to rmnove B School focus. 

Has this already been sent to Anna Maria? 

Wanda 

On at 1:30 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Thanks Geni and Wanda. 

Yes, I was also thinking that we would offer it as an experimental (in A&S, we call them special topic) course. GMTA! I think somewhere between .~5 and .~7k should 

be enough. I am meeting with Dr. Clayton, Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, on next Monday to follow up on my initial request for funding for the course. If that 

avenue is blocked, I think we should go to the Provost. 

I attached the latest draft of the proposal. I added more edits. I will update the testimony doc tonight. Please forward all new quotes!photos before 7:00 p.m~ 

Thanks! 

Onward! 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph£~. CLU 

En,ga,~e. ~xplore, Empower. 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

<AD987872-.C179.-4DES..I329C-.AgA8236897Ag[4] png> 

"Some~im(~s ~/ou fl~st hau(~ ~o look back at your pas~ and smile abou~ how far zjou’ve come." 

From: Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> 

Date: Monday,                10:30 AM 

To: "Eng, Geni" <eugenia eng@unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc:                     @gmail.com>, Lisa Jones Christensen <Lisa JonesChristensen@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Ammerman, Alice S" 

<alice ammerman@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Tuesday Meeting - DRAFT note to attendees 

Looking forward to the meeting and appreciative of Debby for organizing us. 

In terms of#3 (course overview), I’d like to defer to Geni to describe. 

I can easily describe the Racial Equity Institute and its trainers, the 30+ year history of this particular anti-racism training model, its outgrowths and impacts, and the 

2-day curriculum that REI presents. 

I don’t feel as comfortable describing the vision or design for the U NC course,    and I (with Lisa) quickly put together a short draft proposal for B-School but there’s 

a lot that remains fuzzy, especially in terms of faculty involvement from participating schools and community member involvement (e.g~, how recruited, do they 

participate in the follow-up to the 2-day class). I suspect Geni may have a clearer idea about how this might work than I do, especially as relates to SPH context. 

Debby, would you please re-send the latest copy of proposal. The attachment didn’t come through for me in your last email. 

The other thing to know is that in addition to SPH, B School and Law, there is a lot of interest among SILS faculty. I’ve requested addiitonal testimonials from faculty 

Barb Wildemuth, Sandra HasselI-Hughes and Ericka Patillo. And potential interest from Social Work. I’ll try to follow up today. 

Wanda 



, at 9:38 AM, Eng, Geni wrote: 

Thanks, everyone. I’II rneet you at Anna-Maria’s office. A couple of points: 

We can offe~ th~s cou~se, usk~g an ~’experimenLa~ course’~ number ~n Heakh Behavior; avoiding the need to get ~t app~oved as an of~:~da~ course 

offering the first time around. 

What is the bottom fine for our funding needs -- ~7000 (or minus the funds that Usa received from Kenam~ag~er) + m~eage reimbursement 

for community members attending the course? 

Cheers, 

Gen~ 

Professor" of Health Behavior 

G[l~ings Schoo~ of G]obal Pubfic Health CB #7440 

360 Rosenau Hall 

University of No[th Carolina 

Chapel ]-~i[I, NC 27599 

9~9 956-3909 

9:].9 966-292:]. (fax} 

eugenia eng@unc.edu 

F~: Stroman, Deborah L 
gent: Sunday, t ~[:36 PM 
Tel Wanda Hun~r; Eng, Geni 

Love; Lisa Jones ChHstensen; Ammerman, Alice S; Stroman, Deborah L 
$ubje~t: Tuesday Meeting - DRA~ note to a~endees 

Hi All. Geni and Wanda, thanks for accepting the invitation to join me at this meeting. I am not sure whether or not Dean Rimer will attend. She has sent signals to 

me that she will not. {It is important to her though, so she may change her mind.) My outreach to Dean Rimer was based on friendsMp. I told her my strong interest 

in moving this curriculum forward on this campus. I gave her a little background on its initial progress at the Business School. She emphasized that Anna Maria is the 

decision-maker on new courses in SPH. My thoughts on the meeting flow: 

]. Introduction & Thanks (How we got here - Testimonies/UNC is already supportive) - Debby 

2. History of the workshop and the current community offering- Wanda 

g. Course Overview- Wanda 

4. WhySPH?-Geni 

5. Requirements - $ and SPH administration/faculty endorsement - Debby 

0. Q&A 

7. Next steps 

Our goal is simply to get Anna Maria interested enough to meet with Dean Rimer about making this a reality for Fall     at the latest. There is much more course 

design and marketing work needed, and we can do that once we receive permission to move forward. Let’s make sure we reread the proposal again before Tuesday 

too. It is not essential that we have a final draft for the meeting on Tuesday though. I attached the most current copy I have. 

Please let me know your feedback. We all should feel comfortable speaking at any point in the meeting. I just named one person to get us going. ;) 

Tuesday,       - 2:15 p.m. (We can try to meet at 2:05 p.m. I will be coming from class. My mobile is             .) 

Dr. Anna Maria Siega-Riz’s office is 2105-A McGavran Greenberg 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

~l]~ose "w~o ~r’~g s~.~s~e ~:~_~ ~:he l~we,s of o~:~e~’~ ~:~ot keep ~~: f~’~_~:~ t~e~.elveso~ 

<RacialEquityProposal :locx> 

<Foundations CourseProposal l .docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wm~da Hunter <whunte@mcialequityinsfimte.org> 

Tuesday, 8:44 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Revi~d ckafl protx~sal 

Thin,ks, Debby. See you at 2 at McGavran Greenberg. 

Glm~cing tl~rough the documents again, I see some minor b’pos / formaNng issues tlmt I could correct before you make the copies (if yon haven’t already). It’s vs its, 

missing quotation marks, inconsistent capitalization, etc. 

Let me know if yon want me to work on this to get the docnments even more polished before distribution. (I confess to be line anal abont stuff like this, but that was 

how I was trained.) :) 

On at 12:34 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi All. Here’s the document. I will make three copies for SPH attendees to be distributed at the END of our meeting. I think we should talk versus read!referring to the document. 

am not sure who will be there besides Anna Maria. 

If Dean Rimer is not present, I will also follow up with her regarding this document. (She did request written information.) 

I am in class from 9:30 - 10:45 and 12:30 - 1:45. 

Thanks! 

Onward! 

d 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
En,o’u,qe. Explore. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
@drstroman 
<AD987872- CI79-.4 L’~!&. g29C- A9A8236897A312].pr~g> 

"Sometimes ~o~t~v.st have to look bade at flou~" p~a~t and smi~e abo~t ho~<~r 9o~f ~;e come." 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,                6::13 PM 

To: Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Eng, Geni" <eugenia eng@unc.edu>, Lisa Jones Christensen <Lisa JonesChristensen@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>, _ti)gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: Revised draft proposal 

Thanks so much! That one was the most recent I had been given. I will continue to edit and merge. No copies have been distributed. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On . at 5:30 PM, "Wanda Hunter" <whunter@racialequityinstitute~org> wrote: 

Hi Debby, 

Unfortunately the draft you attached was not the most recent. I had done more edits (completing citations, references, etc) and Lisa also did some edits (including 

course title) particularly for a Business School focus. 

I’m attaching the latest draft I have (from August). It may need to be edited again to remove B School focus. 

Has this already been sent to Anna Maria? 

Wanda 

On at 1:30 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Thanks Geni and Wanda. 

Yes, I was also thinking that we would offer it as an experimental (in A&S, we call them special topic) course. GMTA! I think somewhere between ~5 and ~7k should 

be enough. I am meeting with Dr. Clayton, Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, on next Monday to follow up on my initial request for funding for the course. If that 

avenue is blocked, I think we should go to the Provost. 

I attached the latest draft of the proposal. I added more edits. I will update the testimony doc tonight. Please forward all new quotes!photos before 7:00 p.m. 

Thanks! 

Onward! 

debby 



Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

Engage. Explore, Empower, 

939,843.0336 

@drstroman 

<AD_%7872 -C~.79- 4DE8- B29C-APA82368_97A3[4].png> 

’Lgometimes ~o~Lfl~.st have to look back at flou~" p~t arid smi~e abo~t how.f!~r ~o~’ue come." 

From: Wanda Hunter <whunter@radalequityinstitute.org> 

Date: Monday,,                10:30 AM 

To: "Ens, Geni" <eu~enia en~@unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro~unc.edu> 

Co:                     @~mail.com>, Lisa Jones Christensen <Lisa JonesChristensen@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu>, "Ammerman, Alice S" 

<alice ammerman@unc.edu> 

Subje~: Re: Tuesday Meetin8 - DRAFT note to attendees 

Looking forward to the meeting and appreciative of Debby for organizing us. 

In terms of#3 (course overview), I’d like to defer to Geni to describe. 

I can easily describe the Racial Equity Institute and its trainers, the 30+ year history of this particular anti-racism training model, its outgrowths and impacts, and the 

2-day curriculum that REI presents. 

I don’t feel as comfortable describing the vision or design for the U NC course,    and I (with Lisa) quickly put together a short draft proposal for B-School but there’s 

a lot that remains fuzzy, especially in terms of faculty involvement from participating schools and community member involvement (e.g., how recruited, do they 

participate in the follow-up to the 2-day class). I suspect Geni may have a clearer idea about how this might work than I do, especially as relates to SPH context. 

Debby, would you please re-send the latest copy of proposal. The attachment didn’t come through for me in your last email. 

The other thing to know is that in addition to SPH, B School and Law, there is a lot of interest among SILS faculty. I’ve requested addiitonal testimonials from faculty 

Barb Wildemuth, Sandra HasselI-Hughes and Edcka Patillo. And potential interest from Social Work. I’ll try to follow up today. 

Wanda 

On at 9:38 AM, Eng, Geni wrote: 

Thanks, everyone. I’ll meet you at Anna-Maria’s off:ice. A couple of points: 

We car] offer this course, using an "experimer~tal course" number in Heakh Behavior; avoiding d~e need to get ~t approved as an offic~a~ course 

offedng the first time around. 

Wh~t: is the bottom Iine for our [unding needs --$7000 (or minus the funds that Usa recmw~d from Kenan-.Fh@er) + rmh~ge reknbursemen~: 

h:~r community members attending ~:he courseP 

Chee~s, 

Gerfi 

~uSen~a End, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

G~l~ings Schoo~ of Gk)bal Public Health Cg ~’?’440 

360 Rosenau Ha~l 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Ni~l, NC 27599 

9:].9 956-390+3 

919 966-2921 (fax) 

eu~enia en~unc.edu 

~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Se~t: Sunday, ~[:36 PM 
To: Wanda Hunter; Eng, Geni 

Lisa 3ones Christensen; Ammerman, Alice S; Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bjeet: Tuesday Meeting - D~ no~ to a~endees 
Hi All. Geni and Wanda, thanks for acceptin~ the invitation to join me at this meeting. I am not sure whether or not Dean Rimer will attend. She has sent signals to 

me that she will not. {It is important to her though, so she may chan~e her mind.) My outreach to Dean Rimer was based on friendship. I told her my stron~ interest 

in movin~ tNs curriculum forward on this campus. I ~ave her a little background on ~ts initial progress at the Business School. She emphasized that Anna Maria is the 

decision-maker on new courses in SPH~ My thoughts on the meetin~ flow: 

l. Introduction & Thanks (How we got here - Testimonies!UNC is already supportive) - Debby 

2, History of the workshop and the current community offering- Wanda 

3. Course Overview- Wanda 

4. WhySPH?-Geni 

5. Requirements - .~ and SPH administration/faculty endorsement - Debby 

6. Q&A 

7. Next steps 

Our goal is simply to get Anna Maria interested enough to meet with Dean Rimer about making this a reality for Fall     at the latest. There is much more course 

design and marketing work needed, and we can do that once we receive permission to move forward. Let’s make sure we reread the proposal again before Tuesday 

too. It is not essential that we have a final draft for the meeting on Tuesday though. I attached the most current copy I have. 

Please let me know your feedback. We all should feel comfortable speaking at any point in the meeting. I just named one person to get us going. ;) 

Tuesday,       - 2:15 p.m. (We can try to meet at 2:05 p.m. I will be coming from class. My mobile is             .) 

Dr. Anna Maria Siega-Riz’s office is 2105-A McGavran Greenberg 



d 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

’~|’l~ose w~o bri~g s~ms]h~ne to tlm lives of ot|~ers cannot keep it from themselves," 

< RacialEquityProposal .docx> 

<Foundations_CourseProposal, 1.docx> 

<UNC Foundations Course Proposal docx><UNC-Ctt Testimonials xtt>- 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livex~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sports Debate Club 

Dr. Stroman, 

First of all, thank you for agreeing to be the advisor for the Sports Debate Club and signing the form. On the next page of the application, I have to provide 

your PID and ONYEN. Could you email that information to me? 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

B.A. in Exercise and Sport Science with a concentration in Sports Administration 

Email:       @live.unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 236-3535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Minority MaJe Achievement 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

My name is                                , For my.                                                                   we have been assigned 
to do an interview about a policy support for college completion at UNC. I am specifically interested in policy support for undergraduate males of color, 
and Candice Powell from the retention office directed me to you as the Chair of the Carolina Black Caucus. Is there any chance you would be willing to let 
me interview on the subject early next week? 

Thanks for your consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

May, Lee Y <mayl@emaiLunc.edu-- 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 5:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Problem with SA Courses on Tar Heel Tracker 

Thanks for sending this Debby~ I have forwarded this to our graduation division and also to the business school for their review. Hope all is great in your world! 

~.ee 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 3:53 PM 
To: May, Lee Y 
Co: Weight, Erianne A, 
Subject: FW: Problem with SA Courses on Tar Heel Tracker 

~ ~..c~ ~ I }~o[~’ you ~:c @~J~ v~’]]. ~xc ]tt]c:]~cct r~ol:~: ~bc.~t Tar ~c] 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:51 PN 

Subject= RE: Problem with SA Courses on Tar Heel Tracker 

I wi]] ~>..:w~d your ~ot~ to t}~ approprJat~ m~its. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,o’uge. Explore. Empowen 

9:19.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

in between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: _    _ ~kenan-flagler#nc~edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:13 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Problem with SA Courses on Tar Heel Tracker 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you are having a great week. I just had a quick question about the curriculum requh’ements that are showing up on my Tar Heel Tracker on Co~mectCarolina. I think that 

the old curriculum requirements are showing up for some reason. For example, it says that I must complete the Research Methods class, but I do not believe this is required for 

my class ~ 

! just want to make sure that I am not completely off base because I thought I was taking my last elective to complete the major this semester and got a little nervous when I 
logged in to check all the requirements. 

Tha nks ! 

The University of Norfl~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~bkenan- flagler.mac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 6:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: Secret to Career Success: Failure 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one=stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 

you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http :/t www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/PlyCa reeri 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.comitea mworkimyca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:38 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Flyer 

A~tach: .docx 

Hey Dr. Stroman! 

,just sent me his info so I went ahead and put the flyer together. 

Plea~ let me know ifI need to change maything! 

Thank~ 

UNC Class of 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Meghan Elizabeth Lyons @gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, 9:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Quick Question: NYCC/John Skipper (ESPN) 

Thal~ks so much, Debby! I wotfld absolutely love that. Please let me know if I can ever be of help with tiffs totally tip my alley. 

I’II1 in frequent contact with a Drake grad (foml~- FH star) who pans social media for espnW, mid she was asldng if UNC has any efforts/ilffliatives similar to tile recentDuke 147omen’s Leaders in Sport 

Summit which was awesome (...even though its hard for ine to say that about the DOOKies.) 

Hope youTe having a great week, mid looldng folward to staying in touch. 

Best, 

On , at 10:32 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edtP- wrote: 

Hi . Mr. Skipper’s email is john.skipper@espn.com 

I hope you had a great weekend! We are off and running with the Kenan Institute Sport Entrepreneurship initiatives now. I am brainstorming how to keep you (and 

like-minded alums) in the loop. Stay tuned. 

Debby 

Do Good, 
Deborat~ L. SbrommL Ph.D, CLU 
ErLqag’e. Explore Empower, 
9~9.843.0336 
@drstroman 
<AD987872-C179-4 DE8- B29C-AgA8236897A3[lJ.png> 

"~5(~rn~imes 9ou jus~ haue ~o loo~ bac.k a~ gour pas~ ~md srni& abo~ ~ ~o~v,/b~" ?jo~’v~ (’ome." 

From ~gmail.com> 
Date: Friday, 11:03 AM 
To: "Goldstein, Buck" <buck goldstein@unc.edu> 
Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subje~: Re: Ouick Ouestion: NYCC/John Skipper (ESPN) 

Thanks, Buck[ Hopefully I’ll see you down in CH before then.., planning to be back two weekends before then 

Debbie-- looking forward to getting in touch. :) 

Hope you both have a great weekend! 

Go Heels, 

On Fri, at 10:51 AM, Goldstein, Buck <buck goldstein@unc.edu> wrote: 

Debbie ..... 

would h:~ve to atl:et}d Lhe cocMail party but don’t plat} to be irt NY unt:fl "]’hat}ksgiving 

Buck 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 10:42 AN 
To: Goldstein, Buck 
Subject: Re: Quick Question: NY¢¢/John Skipper (ESPN) 

@gmail.com] 

And by yesterday... I mean Monday. For some reason this emafl just went through. 

Hope to talk to you soon, 

UNC Chapel Hill, Class of 

~,gmail.com 



On at 10:40 AM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Buck, 

How% everything going? I was over at your new home yesterday with    , and it looks absolutely beautiful. You must be thrilled] 

hope your class is going well this fall- I was in touch with        earlier this fall, and we’re still trying to plan a fun hangout w/a few of the student-athletes 
ir~ the class. I’m wo[kin9 with the New York Carolir~a Club, helping plan/invite awesome Carolina alumni to the upcoming NYCC Fall Cocktail Pady I wanted to 
see if this was something of interest to you, and if you had the contact irfformatior~ for John Skippe[- as the club would love to extend him ar~ ir~vitatior~. 
(Heard he spoke to the E-Minor this fall_, and it was a huge hit. Go figur!!) 

Looking foP¢~a[d to seeing you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deena Hayes < ~aol.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 12:47 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Racial Equity Course Propo~l - THANK YOU’. 

You’re the bomb! 

D 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 15, 2013, at 11:43 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes!’. 

Deena, what is your mobile? I can’t find it... ;( 

#focuscreatesresults 

Onward ! 

debby 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CkU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:40 PM 

To: "Siega-Riz, Anna Maria" <am siegariz@unc.edu> 

Cc: Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org>, "Eng, Geni" <eugenia eng@unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Racial Equity Course Proposal- THANK YOU! 

Hi Anna. Thank you again for the time spent discussing this important course proposak We appreciate your support and willingness to further investigate the SPH 

logistics and possibilities. Attached find the e-version of the document I handed to you today. 

Summary: 

1. SPH is very interested in offering the course as a pilot. 

2. If approved, SPH is willing to underwrite the funding of the pilot course~ 

3. SPH is interested in offering the course such that non-SPH graduate students will have access to enrollment. 

4~ Goals: Offer the pilot course in the May!summer or fall 2014 term and identify a mechanism to make the course sustainable over the long-term. 

5. SPH is supportive of the REI trainers delivering the initial workshop, and UNC faculty will co-instruct and manage the course. 

We will remain on "stand by" until you contact us regarding our next campus action item. 

We are committed to fostering real understanding of equality and structural racism. Thus, we will continue our efforts to promote the upcoming workshop and 

community meetings to UNC students, faculty, and administrators. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any additional questions or concerns. 

Respectfully, 

Debby, Geni, and Wanda 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Black Caucus, Chairperson 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

"l’hose wtlo bring simstl~ne to the H’~es of others ca~lnot keep ~t f~’om themsel~’eSo" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

_~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Nails, Darin <nalls@email.unc.edu>; 

RE: Caucus Meeting - Wednesday, 

@waldenu.edu 

Good morning Debby, 
My name is . I will be unable to attend today’s 
meeting; however, 1" will forward to any future meetings. 
Yesterday, 1" conducted a research interview with James Johnson (UNC School of Business) and he referred me to you. My research is regarding gaining a better 
understanding of the mentoring relationship among African-American male faculty currently employed at UNC-Chapel Hill. 
Request: 
Do you currently have a list of tenured African-American male faculty currently employed at UNC-Chapel Hill? 1"f so, 1" would like the opportunity to obtain the list and follow-up 
with the tenured professors to ensure that they received my research recruitment email. 
1" also left you a voicemail message this morning and greatly look forward to speaking with you. You may reply via email or contact me on my mobile phone at (919) 34-8-5909. 
Respectfully, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:22 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Caucus Meeting - Wednesday, Oct. 16 

Hi Friends. Let’s gather for a chat about some key issues facing our community at UNC. We roll meet at noon (Union 3102). Please bring your lunch, as necessa~. 

I. Faculty recruitment and retention 

2. Student retention and graduation How can and should we assist? 

3. Engagement Spirit of Chancellor Folt 

4. Athletics Update 

5. Racial Equity Course Proposal 

Frown the "Wishing one could be in two places at once" files - Two big events are happening on Thtu’sday, at 7:00 p.m. 

1. Stone Center Dr. Rosalind Fuse-Hall, President of Bennett College, will deliver the 21st Annual SoNa Haynes Stone Memorial Lecture. We need to show 

our support for her as the program roll also inclnde remarks from neMy installed Chancellors Dr. Carol Folt of UNC at Chapel Hill and Dr. Debm Saunders- 
White of NCCU. This event is eVaca special because it will be the first time all three women will appear together since assuming their positions. 

htlp://soqjahaynesstonectr.tmc.edui 
2. College Athletics (Ca~oll Ha]l) - Screening of a very powerful documental followed by a panel discussion. Arguably, "this debate is all about big-’dme 

athletics i.e., Black male athletes on predominately white college campuses. Mr. Dwight Hollier, Tar Heel alum and former tbotball player, is the only Black 

person on the panel. He is a licensed professional counselor helping teens and adults deal with life transitions and goa]- setting. (He was a speaI:er at the 

CBC "Respect & Revolulion" program in the fall of2011.) https:/ihisto~w,.unc.edu/eventJschooled-pfice-college-sports/ 

Please bring a friend to the meeting and the events on the 24th! 

Harambe, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, PhD CLU 

[ ~:~ r,~,icol:-e. >:: ] "You can’t hate the roots of a tree and not hate the ~’ee." 
l 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu!cbc 

919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:11 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@waldenu.edu; 

RE: UNC Approved IRB - 

UNC IRB ViewLetter .pdf 

@email.unc.edu> 

Debby, 
Attached is the approved UNC [RB for my dissertation research pertaining to my previous email. 

Ell)m: 

Sent: Wednesday, : 10:09 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: @waldenu.edu 
Subject: RE: Caucus Meeting - Wednesday, 

Good morning Debby, 
My name is T will be unable to attend today’s 

meeting; however, I will forward to any future meetings. 
Yesterday, T conducted a research interview with James Johnson (UNC School of Business) and he referred me to you. My research is regarding gaining a better 
understanding of the mentoring relationship among African-American male faculty currently employed at UNC-Chapel Hill. 
Request: 
Do you currently have a list of tenured African-American male faculty currently employed at UNC-Chapel Hill? Tf so, T would like the opportunity to obtain the list and follow-up 
with the tenured professors to ensure that they received my research recruitment email. 
1 also left you a voicemail message this morning and greatly look forward to speaking with you. You may reply via email or contact me on my mobile phone at (919) 348-5909. 
Respectfully, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:22 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Caucus Neeting - Wednesday, 

Hi Friends. Let’s gather for a chat about some key issues facing our co~nmuni~ at UNC. We roll meet at noon (Union 3102). Please bring your lunch, as necessau. 

1. Faculty recruitment and retenfion 

2. Student retention and graduation How can and should we assist? 

3. Engagement Spirit of Chancellor Folt 

4. AtNletics Update 

5. Racial Equi~ Course Proposal 

Frown the "Wishing one could be in two places at once" files - Two big events are happening on Thtn’sday at 7:00 p.m. 

1. Stone Center Dr. Rosalind Fuse-Hall, President of Bennett College, will deliver the 21st Atmual Sonja Haynes Stone Memorial Lecture. We need to show 

our support for her as the progrmn will also include remarks from newly installed Chancellors Dr. Carol Folt of UNC at Chapel Hill and Dr. Debm Saunders- 
White of NCCU. This event is e~xa special because it will be the first time all three women will appear together since assuming their positions. 

htlp://sonialmw~esstonectr.unc.edui 
2. College Athletics (Can~oll Hall) - Screening ofave~ powerful documentary followed by a panel discussion. Arguably, this debate is all about big-lime 

athletics i.e., Black male atNetes on predominately white college campuses. Mr. Dwight Hollier, Tar Heel alum and fom~er football player, is the only Black 
person on the panel. He is a licensed professional counselor helping teens and adults deal with life transitions and goal- setting. (He was a spea~er at the 

CBC "Respect & Revolu~6on’’ program in the fall of2011.) https://history.unc.edu/event/sehooled-p6ce-college-sports/ 

Please bring a friend to the meefing and the events on the 24th! 

debby 

Deborah L, Stroman, PhD CLU 

[ i~i r,*aic~olrr~ ~ "You can’t hate the roots of a tree and not hate the h’ee." 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.eduicbc 

919.843.0336 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

OAR ofNC <oarofnc@gmaiLcom> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 11:44 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Register now tbr Racial EquiU Workshop, Nov 1-2 

G~eetings, al!! 
Want to be sure that everyone knows abont the ne~ REI Phase I workshop. 

Racial Eq~fi~ %5 wkshop Phase I 

November 

Un ~ted Ch*~rch of Chapel H~II (8~3 o-5~] 5 both days 

Lead tra[ners~ 
As past particpants you may eome free o~ eharge to all og the workshop or any 

part. We may have an oppo~unity fi~r workshop alums to mee~ priva te]y with 

Deena and Snzanne over lunch. If’yon plan to come please let Wanda know 

(whunter@racialequityinstituteoorgo) 

Also if you know others who may have interest please forward the registration 

information to them and encourage them to register as soon as poss]Me. We 

have about lo spaces remaining~ 

Registration infi~ is o~ our website. See below. Or you ea~ have fl~lks eontact 

Wa~da. 

All be~t, 

Stepha~ie Perry & Wanda Hu~ter, Co-ehairs 

Coordinating Commi~ee for Organi zing Against Racism 

Church of C:l~i~1:- OAR i ",’802 k,ll. K Pkv~,,y 207 i Durham, NC: 27707 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OAR ofNC <~oarofnc@gmaikcom> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 12:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Invitation to join the OAR AlliaJ~ce 



L ~ited Churc~ of Christ- OAR == 1802 MLK Pkwy 207 == Durham, N,¢3 2?i’0i" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Friga. Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.e&~> 

Thursday 10:48 AM 

john.skippe@espn.com 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu-~; McKeen, Shannon <Shmmon McKeen@kenan-flagler.unc.e&~ 

Sample of Possible Team for ESPN Project 

Hello John, 

As a follow up to my recent email, I thought I would forward some resumes of potential team members for this project. It is amazing to me to see how we may 

have some perfect fits for the project you have in mind. 

See attached resumes for (and these aren’t final but a sample of the MBA folks who are applying to the STAR program -I would seek diversity of backgrounds and 

experiences): 

* Emmy award winning producer and experience in video on demand 

o - Media Buyer with CARAT 

o -former collegiate football player and business analyst 

Not to mention some outstanding undergraduates as well! 

Look forward to more discussions and securing your commitment for the project and identification of any executive I should be working with. 

Paul 

PS-go Heels tonight! You gonna be down here for the game or just watching the live ESPN feed? @ 

Paul N, Fri~Ja, Ph,D. 

Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

Director of STAR Program - www.star.unc.edu 

The UNvers~ of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Kenan-Flagler Business Schoo~ 

NcColl Building - CB 3490 

Chapel Hill, Noah Carolina 27599 

9~9-962-3786 - o~ice 

- mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:59 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

g~NBAGlobalGames Posts 

docx 

Have a great fall break! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

MSA coutact for MBA/MSA Case Competition sponsored by Wasserman Media Group 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hi my name is We met briefly at the Kenan institute welcome event and I also wanted to thank 

you and the undergraduate club for hosting such a great event in the CSFE a couple weeks ago! 

I am working in conjunction with our MBA Sports and Entertainment Club as well as Wasserman Media Group to organize a graduate level case competition with 

teams from UNC and Duke focused on sports this Jan/Feb. We would like to extend an invitation to participate to the Masters of Sports Administration program. 

Could you provide me with a student contact in the Masters of Sports Administration program to reach out to so that I can gauge interest and provide additional 

details? 

Thanks so much, 

.................................. 

1DS94414.-A980- 
9DDg~50~AS9~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc ¯edu> 

Thursday, 3:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Welcome 

Sounds great ---YII reach out to them tomorrow to welcome them and give them a brief overview o1: the projects and work thus far. 

Getting ready for the big game tonight.,, Go Heels! 

From: dstro@unc.edu [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 2:47 PM 

Subject: Welcome 

To: Cqoup 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi I iust added 

if possible, please call 

Thanks[ 

Going the extra mile, 

Dr. Stroman 

before Sunday to welcome them and share your background. 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Kenan Institute Sport" site¯ To reply to dais message click this link to 
access Messages for this site: ._K____elr_aJ~__IJ~_t_i__t__u__t__e__~_[?~?!__l.. 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 4:53 PM 

5troman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC v. Miami Tickets! 

Hi Friends. I have two extra tickets for tonight. Call me if interested. 

I know the HD big screen with popcorn and a pause button is much more attractive... 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of: Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friga. Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 5:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC v. Miami Tickets! 

Are they sLill available? 

Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 
Director of STAR Program - v~w.star.unc.edu 

The Universibi of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

Ke~a~-F~agler Business Schoo~ 

McCoH Building - CB 3490 

Chape~ HHI, Noah Carolina 27599 

919-962-3786 - office 

mobile 

pnf~unc.edu 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro~unc.edu] 
$ent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 4:53 PN 
¯ o~ Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 
$ubject: UNC v. Niam~ TickeN[ 
Hi Friends. I have two extra tickets for tonight. Call me if interested. 

I know the HD big screen with popcorn and a pause button is much more attractive._ 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

’~Fl~ose wt~o bri~g s~mst~ne to tt~e lives of othe~os cap,not keep it f~’oln ttiemsel’~,eso" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Siteco~eECM@sitecore.net on behalf of 

Sitecore Marketing Team <SitecoreECM@sitecore.net~ 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 5:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Read the Latest Gartner Analysis on Web CMS 

Leaders tobecempanlesthatdrwethe                         - ’ 
Gavin Tay. Jim Murphy. and 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitheir own brand experience at every touch point across 

~~We invite yo u to acce ss t his n ewlv re lea sed Ga rtn e r 2 013 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMaqic Quadrant for Web Content Management, cempliments 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~f Sitecore, and contact us to see haw we can enable your 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiic~mpany to de~Jver its own custom, measuraMe brand 

Opt-Out / Unsubscribe Instructions: If you don’t want to receive any more of these e-mails, click this link: Unsu bscribe 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bright, Cedric Marc <cedricbright@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 5:57 PM 

ttolma!~ Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu-~; masorfl@ncssm.edu 

Alexander, G. Rumay <rumay@emaJl.unc.edu~; Kevin Carter <kcartennsw@gmail.com~; Smith. Robert III 

<rosmith@neurology.unc.edu>; Letita Mason <masonl@ncssm.e&~-; Enrico Copelmid <enrico@ghcintemationdt.org >; Strommi, Deborah 

L <dstro@nnc.edu> 

RE: The new GED 

That is al[ the mole [eason why people should be pushing fo[ kids to stay in school and be involved actively in d~e educational process .... 
My od~er thought ~s th~ ~f the tes~ is not succeeding at helping people i~ve productive Hves maybe ~ ~s good to change provided that the students can ge~ 
training required to be more competitive. 

Cedric M. Bright, MD FACP 

Assh;tan~: Dean oF Special Programs and Adn~h;sk)ns 

Associa~:e Profes;sor of Medicine 

~[12th President National Medical Association 

506 BerryH~H 

University oF North Caro~h~a -Chapel 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

Cell: (9~9)8~8-7636 

F~ Holman Nash, DeVe~a 
Se~t~ Thursday~ October ~7~ 20~3 ~2:~8 PM 
To~ masonl@ncssm.edu 
~e~ Alexander, 6. Rumay; Kevin CaReu Smith, Robert [[[; Leti~ Mason~ Bright, Cedric Marc; Enrico Copeland; St~oman, Deborah L 
Sub~e~t~ ~e new 6ED 

So....here is just another s~mtegy/tool to ~ate ~mers [br the ma~gmal~zed ~d disenl~an~b~d .... 

’I think it would me~ that fewer people will be able ~ get ~at credenti~J," says Emily t tanfor& a pmdncer at American Radio Works, whose hour-long documental 

on the GED is airing on public radio outlets. ’~I’he GED is dispropo~ionately ~mefliing that people from low-incolne ~d Ininofi~ comlnulfifies get. Low-income 

people and people of color are ~ing dispropo~ionately seiwed by this test. and they are being dispropogionately ha~ed by this test" 

~:N~ unc mail signature 

DeVetta Holman-Nash, MPH, NCAPS-III 
Student Wellness Services - Strategic Planner for Diversity Initiatives 

Student Affairs - Office of the Dean of Students 

U NC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone: 9!9-966-3658 

Emaih d holman@emaih unc,ed u 

"I have never met a broken child.. I’ve met broken systems that fail our children." ~Alberto Caravalho 

Frem: Bright, Cedric Marc 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 9:42 AM 
To: Enrico Copeland; Alexander, G. Rumay; Holman Nash, DeVetta; Smith, Robert III; Letita Mason; Kevin Car~er 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Fw: The District Chronicles - Cover 
What it means is that we can’t wait for the man on the white horse to come to the rescue, we are the men and women on the white horses and we must step up 

our activities h~ our own communit~es~ That means gMng of our time talent and treasures more than we are already and that we need a plan with measuraMe 

outcomes ...... 

Cedric M, Bd£hL MD, FACP 

Ass~stan[ Dean o~: Special Programs and Admissions 

Associate Professor of Medidne 

1].2th President Nationa~ Med~ca~ Associatkm 

506 gerryH~H 

Urfivers~ty o[: North Car’oHna -Chape~ HHI 
Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

(9~9) 966-935:[ 

Cell: (9~9)818--7636 
F~m= Enrico Copeland [maHto:endco@qhcinternational.orql 
Sent~ Tuesday, October ~5, 20~3 8:30 AM 
To~ Bright, Cedric Marc; Alexander, G. Rumay; Holman Nash, DeVe~; Smith, Robert II~; Letita Mason; Kevin Carter 
$ubje¢t~ Fwd: Fw: ~e District Chronicles - Cover 

Under separate email several weeks b~k I provided my opine about this new Executive Director of the White House Initiative for HBCUs. Given his past, I suspect 

he will be implementing a plan that will decrease ~e nnmber of HBCUs. The ~mnt plus program continues ~ keep students out of school The del~ult rate on loans is 

higher for s~den~ a, ending HBCUs and ~at is of no sunrise, given the Ngh unemployment rote m our communities. Notice bow you have not heard ~nuch a~ut that 

and when you review the s~ts a~d how fl~e POTUS is plamfing to ~nake the nmnber black instead of red with OMB, ~at s~l~s trouble. While we are fecund on one 

tNng, ~ee can molly is going on. 

Many HBCU endowments are aw[)]ly low a~d ~e ldckeL [Slks like Valerie Ja~e~ are only ~l~ng about what HBCUs did 80 years instead of today. Cu~ent 



members of Congress don’t know a~d certainly don’t care to know about the relevance of HBCUs. And when Black folks aren’t making it known, we are playing 

Russian Roulette with the cha~nber filled. 

Last week, former BSM president            menfioned UNC’s first year class ONLY has 101 Black males. Is that tree? We know UNC is graduating less than 

50% of its Black males. Thus, when we j uxtapose what’s going on at the UNCs mad UVAs with declining Black student enrollment each 5,ear, more focus on 
com,nunity colleges, HBCU troubles, Tea Pa~W. woes, what will this ,nean for our com,nm~ity and educating our Black ffmdents? 

Cope 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Steven W. Jones <~j_(_?_~3_e__~.~i__e__r_ic__e__.11:~£g > 

Date: Tue, Oct 15, 2013 at 7:00 AM 
Subject: Fw: The District Chronicles - Cover 

To: "E. Rick Copeland" <enrico(a)ghcintemafional.or~> 

The stage is set for this ED to be the bearer of bad news. 

I=r~m.¯ Steven W. Jones 
Seat-" Tuesday, October 15, 2013 02:32 
Te: E. Rick Copeland 
$,,bject." The District Chronicles - Cover 

ht__t_P__?/_’_)?__a_?__a_?_2d__j_s__g!_c__t_c__J~r_it_?_n__j_c__!_e__~:_c_~2gt_’_ 
~__r__n___o__b__i ]_g[ __c_1_7! 2e_ _r,_/_~ _~K~_:i Z_~_~ _-_ 2_1 [: __fl_~_e__-_ _.1 )__~__e_~t_ _-_ __h___b__c_Lu_b _-_ __n_ :~b__-t_ 7__@_~R_t_-_ __u2 _-_ _t__e_~ ])_7_ __k_ _e___e_ p__-___s_t__~!O__e__r!t- b_-___l_ ::_3__{ _)_7_7_6! __7_. 

This is old but keeps coming Cope. 

E. Rick Copeland 

President/CEO 

Office 919.844.7329 

Mobile 

h ttp:/Tx~.ghcintemalionai.o~g/ 

Con¢~dentiali~ Notice: the information contained in this email and an~ attachments ma~ be legallg priuileged and co~dendaI. [f ~ou are 
not an intended recipien& you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. If you 
have received this e-mail in error, please not~] lhe sender and permanently delele lhe e-mail and any atlachments immediately. You 
should not retain, copy or use Ibis e-mail or any atlachments.[br any purpose, nor disclose all or any part of the conlenls to any other 

person. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday                11:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Practitioner Interview Report 

Practitioner Interdew Report.docx 

Hi Dr. Stroman, hope fall break is going well so fa¢. I have written my questious for my interview with Mr. Cunningham, which will take place on Tuesday, 

You said that you wanted to read over them before I went to the inte~adew, so I hm~e attached the document to this ema~l. 

All the best, 
Go t teels’. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 
Exercise and Sports Science - Sports Administration 

Phone: @_.#mail. unc. edu I 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 6:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Feldman, Maryann P. <marymm.feldman@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L -~<lstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Grading 

Great--- all graded assignments are now uploaded to dropbox along with the grades. IL Look me about 4,5 hours to grade them. 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:55 PM 
To: 
Co: Feldman, Maryann (City & Regional Planning); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject: Re: Grading 

Thanks! MaD’ann will process compensation. 

D 

DLS [kom my iPhone. 

On at 2:54 PM, ~kenaxP flag]ermnc.edu> wrote: 

Maryann and Debby, 

Section 3 grades are done and I posted them on dropbox under assignment 3 as "Section 3 Graded" and you can see the excel sheet that has all the 

grades, I will have Section 5 done by later this evening. 

~4ow S~qOLEkt I track my hours? Using ~:he UNC TIM syste[~’~ or just set~d ~:hern ~:o you? 

That~k you! 

From: Feldman, Maryann [mailto:maryann.feldman@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:05 PM 
To: 
Co: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: Grading 

Hello     Great to connect with you. 

Here is a whole lot of materials from our class. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Feldman, Maryann P. <mauann.feldman@unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:15 PM 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia -<sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu> 

Re: Grading 

Thanks 

Sonia, Can you please process payment for 

Please let us know how to proceed- thank you 

from my professorship. The hourly rate is $20 and worked 4.5 hours 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:50 PM, !.~__k__e___n_~_r_~:_l_l__~_~g]__e__r2kLn_£:_e__d_~_P wrote: 

Great .-- all graded assigrm~ents are now uploaded to dropbox along with the grades, It took rne about 4.5 hours to grade them. 
Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [ma!!to:dstro(@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,               4:55 PM 

C:c; Feldmar~, MaP/ann (City & Regional Planning); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject; Re: Grading 

Thanks! Ma~ann will process compensation. 

D 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 2:54 PM, ~a) ken an- flagler.~m c.ed tr> wrote: 

Maryarm and Debby, 

Section 3 grades are done and I posted them on dropbox under assignment 3 as "Section S Graded" and you can see the excel sheet that 

has all the grades, I will have Section 5 done by ~al:er this evening, 

How sho~kt ~ tr~c~ my ho~rs? Using the UNC T~M system or just send them to you? 

Thank you] 

From; Feldman, MaP/ann [mailto:maP/ann.feldman@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday,              6:05 plVl 

Cc; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject; Grading 

Hello     Great to connect with you. 

Here is a whole lot of ,naterials from our class. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@emafil.uuc.edu> 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 4:l0 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Contact] 

Wow, it seems like yesterday What happened to these ~vonderful people. Our community is getting smaller and smaller 

I’m so depressed about Brenda! 

See you soon! 

D 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 19, 2013, at 3:57 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Cleaning out my email and found this note. Lol 
> 

>d 
> 

> On 9/2/08 10:07 AM. "Watkins, Debra" <~vatkinsd@email uric edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Debby, 
>> 

>> Attached is an invitation to the Black Faculty Staff Caucus Fall 
>> Reception. 
>> Please let me know if you’re able to attend. 
>> 

>> Thankst 
>> Debra 
>> 

>> Debra B. Watkins 
>> Associate Director 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 3103C Frank Porter Graham Student Union, Campus Box 5210 
>> Chapel Hill, Nortfn Carolina 27599 
>> Office (919) 962-0291 
>> (;ell ( 
>> Fax (919) 962-3719 
>> wat kmsd@em ail.unc.edu 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Archie Ervin [mailto:aervin(@emaib unc. edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, August 26, 2008 5:04 PM 
>> To: Debra B. Watkins 
>> Cc: Deborah Stroman 
>> Subject: [Fwd: Contact] 
>> 

>> Debra, please send Debby the BFSC invitation. She is a new faculty 

>> Thartks, 

>> Archie 

>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>> Subject: Contact 
>> Date: Mon, 25 Aug 2008 17:00:42 -0400 
>> From: Dcborah Stroman <dstroman@cmail.m~c.edu> 
>> To: <aervin@email.unc.edu> 

>> Hi Archie. I hope your sunm~er was blessed and filled. Let me know- when you 
>> are available so I can stop by and chat. I ara still interested in joining 
>> the BFSC and sharing ideas of mutual interest with you. 

>> Have you played any golf lately? You looked great running by me the other 
>> day :-) 

>> Go Heels, 

>> debby 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 



>> 

>> UNC - Exercise and Spurt Science 
>> 

>> 4 Smith B[dg - CB# 3182 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> dstroman@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> http ://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> "The heart is like a garden. It can grow- compassion or fear, resentment or 
>> love. ~2~lat seeds will you plant there?" 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Archie W. Ervin, Ph.D. 
>> Associate Provost for Diversity and Multicultural Affairs 
>> Office for Diversity and Multicultaral Affairs 
>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> CB# 9125 Sou~ Building 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9125 
>> Phone: 919-962 -6962 

>> "Promoting a diverse and inclusive campus community." 

> <BFSC banquet letter current members (3).doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Saturday,               11:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.e&~>; Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@anc.edw~;        @yahoo.corn; Jones Christensen, Lisa 

<Lisa JonesChristensen@kenan-flagler.anc.edu>; Lightti~ot, Alexandra F <aflight@email.anc.edw~; Ammerman, Alice S 

<a|ice ammennan@unc.edu>; Wanda Humer <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org:~ 

Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstimte.org>; Suzanne Plihcik <splihcik@gmail.com> 

Could any of you be available to connect with students and profs at Harvard who are thinldng about incoipomting REI workshop? 

Hi all - 

I have two dear friends at Ha~zard right now (one at the Grad School of Ed, one at the Kennedy School of Public Policy). They are working with their deans, their 

professors, and students to t~ and bring the REI workshop to HarvaJcd, much like we are having some success with here at UNC. 

So far, they have some buy-in t?om prot~ssors including Karen Mapp and Marshall Ganz and well as student diveristy leadership and the dean of diversity. 

I am wondering if any of you might be available - as professors - to talk with.                 (students) and some of thief professors about your 
perspeclive, commitments, and strategies for prioritizing fills work? If so, I can connect you all by email or phone - whatever is bes~ for you. 

Many thanlcs for all that you all do! Hopefully we can use UNC as the beginning of a nationwide snowball that makes this available for grad studetns who need it so 

desperately! 

Best regards, 

~, MBA, MPP 
[cell) ¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Sunday,, 8:50 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Stroman, Debx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu>; tyehunte@yahoo.com; Jones Christensen, Lisa 

<Lisa JonesClwlstensen@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; LightlboL Alexandra F <aflight@email.unc.edu>; Ammennan, Alice S 

<~alice mnmelm~@unc.edu>; Wanda Hunter --~whunte@racialequityinstitute.org>; Deena Haves --~dhayes@racialeqniUinstimte.org>; 

Suzm~ne Plihci~         [~bg~no~l.com> 

Re: Could m~y of you be available to connect ruth students and profs at Harvard who are thinking abont incorporating REI workshop? 

Hi 

d 

DLS th)m my iPhone. 

On 

. Feel free to share my work number. You can also do a Doodle poll to schedule a conference call for me. Thanks for your eflbrts! 

at 11:26 PM, ~@gmafil.com > wrote: 

Hi all - 

I have m-o dear friends at Harvard right now (one at the Grad School of Ed. one at the Kenned)’ School of Public Policy). They are working with their 
deans, their professors, and students to tU and bring the REI workshop to Harvard, much like we are having some success ruth here at UNC. 

So tZar, they have some buy-in t?om professors including Karen Mapp and Marshall Ga~ and well as student diveristy leadership and the dean of 
diversig.. ,. 

I am ~,ondering if any of you might be available - as professors - to talk with~                 (students) and some of thier professors 
about your perspective, commitments, and strategies tbr prioritizing this work? If so, I can connect you all by email or phone - whatever is bes~ 

for you. 

Mmay thanks for all that you all do! Hopefully we cm~ use UNC as the beginning ofa nationwi& snowball that makes this avafilable for grad smdems who 

need it so desperately! 

Best regards, 

MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ @~mail 



From: Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 8:52 AM 

To: 

Subject: Appreciative Inquiry in Action--a good example 

GLOBAL PHOTO AND VIDEO COMPETITION LAUNCHED 

A photo and video competition on global public health themes has just been launched by the Gillings Global Gateway at the 
University of North Carolina’s Gillings School of Global Public Health. Submissions from photographers and videographers 
around the world are invited, and our alumni are encouraged to take part. 

The contest, called Gateway to the future: Global Health Challenges and Opportunities, will highlight health challenges that 
face people around the world and the public health heroes who meet those challenges. Twenty prizes will be awarded, with 
grand prizes for best video and photograph set at $500. The closing date is November 15. 

Submission information is available online, http://tinyurl.com/GlobaI-Gateway-Photo-Contest 

The Global Gateway Facebook page www.facebook.comigillingsglobalgateway also provides this information, and later, will 
instruct friends and fans in casting votes to help select the winning entries. Inquiries may be made by email to 
.qlobal.qatewa¥@unc.edu. 

The competition is open to all, and there is no restriction on punic health themes that can be captured through photograph or 
video. Categories include water and sanitation, hygiene, environmental health, maternal and child health, adolescent health, 
aging, infectious diseases, chronic diseases, health information technology, nutrition, exercise, health promotion, health design 
and innovation, health care system issues, and other topic areas. 

The Competition is made possible by the generosity of Gillings School alumnus Stephen A. Morse, MSPH (’66), PhD (’69). For 
any questions please contact us atcllobalclatewav(~.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subiect: 

Wanda Hunter <~whunter@mcialequityinstitute.org~ 

Sunday, 1:32 PM 

i@gmail.com> 

Stroman, Debora~h L <dstro@unc.edw~; Eng, GeN <eugenia eng@unc.edu>         ~yahoo.com; Jones Christensen, Lisa 

<Lisa JonesChristensen@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Lighffoo~ Alexandra F <aflight@email.unc.edu>; Ammennan, Alice S 

<~lice amme~man@unc.edtc,; Deena Hayes <~thayes@racialequityinstimte.org>; Suzanne Plihcik         ~gmail.com> 

Re: Could any of you ~e available to counect with students and pro£s at Harvard who are thinking about incorporating f~EI workshop? 

What a great vision,    . Thanks for your work (and~ , in moving this analysis to Boston and Harvard’. 

Interesting to connect it to the new book that just crone out: Ebony andIvy: Race, Slave~ and the Tro~tbledItistoty (#~merican Universities, since part of our 

analysis is to uncover the histo~ of ~wer, privilege and accountability in American institutions. Also relevant I think is the tilm Traces of the Trade: A StoryJi’om the 

Deep North. One of our anti-racism groups watched it last week and it has led to some lively and tense discussions about white complicity. 

Sounds like you have a lot of current faculty to speak with. If there is a way I can help, let me know. 

Workshop on still registering and in need of more financiaJ support (i.e., folks who can pay full registration fee or scholmship donations). 

Bes~ to all, 

Wanda 

On . at 11:26 PM, wrote: 

Hi all - 

I have two dem friends at Hazard right now (one at the Grad School of Ed, one at the Kenned?" School of Public Policy). They are worldng with their deans, their 
professors, and students to tly and bring the REI workshop to Harvard, much like we are having solne success with here at UNC. 

So fro, they have some buy-in frown professors including Karen Mapp and Marshall Ganz and well as student diveris~~ leadership and the dean of diversity. 

I aln wondering if any- of you might be available - as professors - to talk with.                 (students) and sonie of thier professors about your 
perspective, colnmitments, and strategies for prioritizing this work? If so, I can connect you all by’ ema~l or phone - whatever is best for yon. 

Many thanks tbr all flint you a]l do! Hopefully we can use UNC as the beginning of a nationwide snowba]l that makes this available tbr grad stude~ms who need it so 

desperately! 

Best regards, 

, MBA. MPP 
(cell) ¯ ~lmail 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Feldman, Maryann P. <ma~ann.feldman@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 5:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Grading 

Yes to having grade. But what is this one? 

Sent fw)m my iPhone 

On , at 1:36 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Maxyann. I mn about to grade Assignment 4. Did we want 

Thaalks! 

debby 

From: <Feldman>, "Maryann P." <_m___a_r_~i__a___n___n_:_f_e_Ld___m___a___n__@__u_n_c_:__e___d___u_.> 
Date: Friday, 10:14 PM 
To: " ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu" 
C¢: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc~edu> 
Subject: Re: Grading 

Thanks 

Sonia. Can you please process payment for 

Please let us know how to proceed- thank you 

to do fl~o~ too? Your call. ;) 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

from my prot}ssorship. The hourly rate is $20 and worked 4.5 hours 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On , at 3:50 PM, ~?~kenan-flagler.unc.eduP wrote: 

Great -all grad~:_~d as~.;ignm~:_mts are now up~oaded to dropbox ~long with the gr~des It took me about 4.5 hours to grade them. 
Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:~5 PM 
To: 
Cc: Feldman, Maryann (City & Regional Planning); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: Re: Grading 

Thanks! Maryann will process compensation. 

D 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 2:54 PM, ’ 

Maryann and Debby, 

Section 3 grades are done and I posted them on dropbox under assignment 3 as "Section 3 Graded" and you can see the 

exce~ sheet that has all the grades. I wfl~ have Secdon 5 done by ~ater tMs evenh~g. 

How should ~ track my hours? Usk~g the U NC TIM system or just send them to you? 

Thank Vou[ 

From: Feldman, Maryann [.t_n___ajJNiA)_a___ry__a__n__E:_f__e_Ld__t_n___a__n___@__u__t)_c__#__(_!_u_.] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:05 PM 
To: 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: Grading 
Hello     Great to connect with you. 

Here is a whole lot of materials from our class¯ 

First the assignment and the key. The mole comments that we can provide to the studeuts the better the learning experience¯ 

You will notice that some students sail by while others have not taken accounting. Please give partial credit¯ 

Next there are m-o folders with papers for my section (,section 5) and Dr, Stroman’s section (section 3) 

¯ If you can edit these online and then save them with the extension graded we can keep track¯ 

I think that $20/hour is a good rate. There are about 5 papers¯ I estimate this roll be between 8 - 12 hours of work. 



We’d like to get this back to the students by Wednesday which is the staxt of their break. 

Thanks again and lets touch base tomorrow. 

Best regards, Madann Feldman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 8:26 PM 

Stewart, Jolm F <jt?;tewar@email.unc.edu>; Charles Merritt             ~me.com>; Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edt~; 

Feldman, Maryann P. <maryann.tbldman@unc.edu>; Stroman, Debora]~ L ~dstro@unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu>; ~!gmail.com) 

Re: Written Assignment 4 

Hi John. Did you post a grading guide for Assignment 4? I didn’t see it. ;( 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world,°’ ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stewart>, John F <jfstewar@ernail.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 6:11 PM 

To: Charles Merritt ................................. ~___m____e__._c___o___n_!>, Walter Caudill <__w__!_c___a___u___d____@____e___m____a_jJ_.___u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Feldman, Maryann P." <~~m~~~~a~£~~~~a~~~n~~~n~:~~f~~e~Ld~~~~m~~~a~~~n~~~~@~~~~u~~~n~~c~~~~~e~~~d~~~u~~>~ "Deborah Stroman 

Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc:                       @live.unc.edu>,                             ._@gmail.com> 

Subject: Written Assignment 4 

Sorry this is so late. I thought it would be an easy fix to alter a final exam to our purposes. I was wrong. 

I have attached the material for the assignment. I would like to post it tomorrow morning, so if you have comment, please send them quickly. 

I will produce a set of notes and slides for Thursday’s recitation and a grading guide for the assignment. 

Thanks, 

John 

* John F. Stewart 

* Professor of Economics 

* Director of Entrepreneurship Minor 

* Department of Economics 

* University of North Carolina 

* Gardner Hall CB# 3305 

* Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 

* Fax: (919) 966-4986 

*john stewart@unc.edu 

* htt p:i!www.u ncerninor.org 

* http://www~unc.edu/"j[stewar/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 9:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Quick Chat about Ticket Pricing in Sports 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is here at the university. 

For a reporting class at the J-School, I’m ~vriting an article about the Carolina Hurricanes’ ticket pricing philosophy, one that mostly prioritizes affordable tickets and luring larger crowds over 
fattening the team’s bottom line 

Would you be willing to brieffy speak ~vith me by Tuesday night about the factors that contribute to ticket pricing in sports, particularly in small and nontraditional markets? My phone 
number is listed below, and I am equally reachable by email if a quick back-and-folth would be more convenient for you. 

Man?- thanks for your time and consideration. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:59 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

ACC Project Touchdown! 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hi 

Congratulations on your selection to the 2013 Project Touchdown! team. As I mentioned to you, in the past I have required students to apply to this 

unique opportunity. This year I have taken notice (and received feedback) of your excellent attitude and work ethic. It is a little crazy due to the last class 

days of the semester, but this experience is worth iL I look forward to working with you on this unbelievable experience! As athletic administrators, one 

learns very quickly to be "nimble and quick." You must be ready for change and always be flexible! 

REQUIREMENTS: 

1. A TFEND A CC FOOTBALL MEETING (ACC O~ice in Greensboro) on Wednesday, We will leave at 8:30 a.m. and return at ~t2:30 p.m. 

2. BE IN CHARLOTTE Thursday, (arrive by 8:00 p.m.) and depart Sunday, (morning) 

We have a strong track record of being the most polite and hardest working staff members, and I expect no less from you. ;) We will be joining a team of 

professionals - ACC employees -- who come together to put on this incredible game. You will be asked to perform different tasks - sometimes with little 

notice or preparation. I was told that this year they really need help with on-site marketing research. 

Here are some answers to questions you may have and my requests: 

1. Address- Please send me home AND UNC. 

2. Phone - Please send me your mobile #. 

3.       Interview Project - Meet with each other individually. (Note: I have not selected the two undergraduate students yet. I will keep you posted.) 

See attachment. I will have one other assignment for you upon your return. 

4. Begin to journal about how you are feeling about this selection and the upcoming experience. You will appreciate this request later. ;) 

5.       Get VERY familiar with the ACC Website - Football section and the Football Legends for each school. 

(http://www.theacc.com/#!/page/championship m-footbl) 

6. Learn the ADs and this year’s Legends in the ACC. 

7. Learn about Michael Strickland, the ACC Football Commissioner. 

8.       Dress - Casual work clothes on Friday. No jeans and no sneakers! Dress up for Friday night. Women - nice dress/pant suit. Men - Jacket and 

tie. (Note: You don’t want to be underdressed. You will feel very uncomfortable.) Saturday Game Day Uniforms {ACC shirt and black pants). Advice - 

Travel lightly. I will have my computer and you will have access to computers there. 

9. We have hotel rooms on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights. Meals are provided. 

10. If you don’t have a good camera on your smart phone, please bring one! ;) 

11. What is your shirt size? Ladies and Men sizes are available. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Be ready to collaborate and connect! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

CB 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:42 PM 

To: Stmman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; @live.tmc.edu>; 

~@live.unc.edtr>; ]a) live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edtr>; ~live.unc.edu>i 

" ))live.unc.edtr>; ~gmail.com 

Subject: CSBC Website Bios 

@unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

,,@live.unc.edu>; 

a!live.unc.edtr>; 

Hey Exec Team, 

Don’t forget to send me your bios and pictures for the CSBC website. It would be great to have it done for our leadership meeting 
and then make it live by      Here is an example from last year: 

If you are a returning exec member, check out the page here to see if you want anything updated! 

Let me know if you have any questions! Thanks! 

B.A., Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 
B.A., Psychology 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ’ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:33 AM 

Sta~mml, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
~kenan- llagler, unc.edu-~ 

I am alive - saill in 

~k enan- flagler.unc.edu-~; 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am sorry that I haven’t replied to your e-mails from last week. I have had a difficult time getting the access to the internet while I’m traveling in 

my fellow classmates day and night. 

I will be back to Chapel Hill on the evening of Tuesday, . I will catch up everything asap. 

Best, 

and hosting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:49 AM 

StromaJ~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

RE: FYI - Twitter ha~dles 

~kenan- tlagler.unc.e&~ 

Dr. Stroman, 

I don’t how Twitter works exactly, but I think it is because I’ve already been following you. I can see my handle in your followers list. 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 5:50 PM 
To-" 

Subject; RE: FYI - Twi~er handles 

}:ll 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, 6:15 PM 
To= 

Subject; Re: ~I - Twi~er handles 
Thanks I appreciate your leadership and initiative. 

Dr. Stroman 

From: 

Date: Sundag, 3:09 PM 

To: "~eborah Stroman Ph. 

Cc: 

Subje~: FYI - Twitter hsndles 

Hi Dr. Strom~n, 
I collected our Twitter handles and added them to the ~.~#.~3.:~,’2,.".#~CZ!~.~’..A#.g~.)~!]~.. They are also copied below. I went ahead and made some updates to the Sakai 

wiki-I hope that is ok! 

Hope your weekend is going well! 

Name              [ Twitter 



Drdversity of ::N,_~.,’t h garoli:na 

~ ii’ve,u~c.edu: 

}me: strom~n, De~rah k 

~c: Stroman, Deborah 

~u:b~e~t:: ACC P~o~ec{ 

~ie have a: :s:t:rong track reco~-d of being the most ~>o~ite a~d hardest wo:rk~ng staff members~ and ~ expect no {ass from you, ;) 

~ere are so r~e answers to q~e.st~::or~s you may have and my requ:ests: 

~. Address - P]esse send me home AND U~C, 

9ho*~e - Please send me your mobile # 

~t~ ~: ",: ~er~t I w~ ~av~ o:ne ot~::e:r ;~ss:~g~-~*~’~:’~t [o~- you M:po~: ?our rs~tk~rrL 

~Lear~ ti~e ADs a~d th:i~ Veais Legends h~ th:e ACC. 

~c<t*:; *ov~ dca:’t want to be u~derd~essed, You wi::il feel ve:r>f, ~ ~..m ~,_ah ]e, ~<, urda~ G~me C, f U nl:fom~s {ACC shirt and bl~:ck 

,:g~tly. t vA~! have ~rv co: ~partef a:nd ’/ok ~v~ll have ace.ass to c~:m-q:~ute:rs 

~0, ~f Vo~ don"t have a good camera on your sma~ phone, p~esse bri~g one~ 

Dr. Strornar, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tides-bounces@europa.bus.ucf.edu on behalf of 

The Institute for Diversily mid Ethics in Sport. <tides@europa.bus.ucf.edu> 

Monday, October 21,2013 9:09 AM 

tides@europa.bus.ucl~edu 

[Tides] Richaacd Lapchick s~ldy 2013 National Football League Racial and Gender Repo~t Card to be released at 1:00 p.m. Tuesday, 

October 22, 2013 

ATT0000I .c 

Media Advisory: 

National Football League Racial and Gender Report Card 

to be released at 1:00 p.m. EST on October 22, 2013 

Richard Lapchick, director of The Institalte for Diversity and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at the Universi~ of Central Florida, will issue the 2013 National Football League Racial and Gender Report Card. 

The study follows the previously released reports on Major League Baseball, the Nalional Basketball Association and Women’s National Basketball Association alld will be followed by Report Cards on Maj or 

League Soccer and College Sport 

The NFL Report will be released Tuesday October 22, 2013 Us ng data fi-om the 2012 season, the Report will nclude an aJlalysis oflhe racial breakdown of the playet5 general maJmgers and coaches. In 

addition, the Report Card contains a racial m~d gender breakdown of team owners, management in the I eag le Central Office and the following teatxt level positions: top team maJmgement, team senior 

administration, team professional adminJ stratio~, physicians, and head trainers. The listings of head coaches, team presidents, general managers and owners were updated as of August 26, 2013. 

For more ilifo~nation, contact 

Deidre St~ively, dstdvely@knights.ucf ed 1, 330-428-2853 

Curtis Walker, cwal1239/ct;Mfiahts.uc£edu, 757-509-8962 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 9:12 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: presentation BoA meeting 

If you can be there, please do, but don’t rearrange everything to make it happen. 

was planning on being at Caudill at 1:45. 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 . fax (919)962 8202 . mnapier@unc.edu 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, October 21, 2013 8:59 AM 

To: Mary Napier <mary napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: presentation BoA meeting 

Hi Mary. I hope you had a nice weekend. Let me know if you want me to attend. I don’t know what time you are meeting. I will have to rearrange my schedule. Thanks! 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Oct 21, 2013, at 8:17 AM, "DeSimone, Joseph M~" <desimone@emaikunc.edu> wrote: 

Looks good. Some suggested Changes: 

1. Please replace "Welcome Slide #2" with a slide with the agenda 

2. Combine Slides #6,7,8 into one slide_.photos and names 

3. I replaced original Slide #10 with the neswer one that we’ve been using that describes manufacturing as well as start-up growth 

4. I switched the order of Slides #15 and #16 

5. I updated Slide #18 with 2012 numbers as a build slide 

6. Slide #211 added a build dimension to discuss what we will focus on in the meeting 

7. Slide #28 isAWESOME! And I can’t wait to hear the talk track on 25-31!!!!!! 

8. Looking forward to the rest of the talk track 

9. I thought we were going to cover some Sports e-ship 

Mary, I assume we will discuss this this afternoon?? Deb, Cindy feel free to join ...I think meeting is here in Chmeistry_.also, I need to take a call with Kel Landis at 2 

PM...plan to bring him on to BOA...we’ll need to update some handouts for that if it comes to fruition...hope to know that during call... 

Joseph M. DeSimone 

Director, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Chancellor’s Eminent Professor of Chemistry at UNC 

William R~ Kenan Jr. Distinguished Professor of Chemical Engineering at NC State University and of Chemistry at UNC 

http:!!www.chem.unc.edu!people!faculty!desimone! 

http:!!www~kenaninstitute.unc.edu! 

Tel: 919-962-2166 

Fax: 919-962-5467 

<B97E55A0-AC15-41 F7-80EF-7F57503CA73417].png>FoIIow me on Twitter 

From: <Napier>, Mary <Mary Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, October 18, 2013 9:11 PM 

To: DeSimone Joseph <desimone@email.unc.edu>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>, Cynthia Reifsnider <Cynthia Reifsnider(~kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: presentation BoA meeting 

Sorry this is getting to you a little later than I had indicated. Only Jim Johnson/Noel Greis slides are missing. 

I have made Debby suggested corrections and fixed the animation in the outreach section. Let me know if you see anything else. 

Tar Heels could hope to be doing so well. 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ° Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 o fax (919)962 8202 . mnapier@unc.edu 

<BoA October 2013 combined presentation V2.pptx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 10:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Prqiect Touchdown! 

Dr. Stroman, 

I want to again extend my thanks and appreciation for thinking of me           I am incredibly excited about this opportunity and appreciate you taking notice of 

our attitude and work ethic. It roll be an incredible learning opportunily and I know we will make the absolute most of i!! 

In regards to your questions/requeffts: 

2. Cell Phone: : 

3. Interview assignment sounds good, but I did not see an attachment. 

4. Journal - roll do! 

5 - 7. I roll begin to learn about these topics and people. 

8 - 10. Thank you tbr this in[bnnation! I always appreciate dress mad logistics in[bnnation! 

11. I wear a medium in a shirt size. 

The only question I have at this point is the return time on Wednesday, 

because I and am thinking that I Inight need to get 

your thoughts? 

Do you see us arriving back to Chapel Hill any later than 12:30 pm? I’m asking 

fl~at day just in case we rnn into any kind of tro£fic or delays. What are 

I’m looking forwaM to leaming more and getting together ruth the undergrads (once they’re selected) about this opportunity. Thank you again for thinking of me and 

reaching out ruth this opportunity. I believe that it will be an incredibly valuable learning experience and I look forward to this! 

I hope your week is starting offwell. I look forward to hearing from you ~on. 

Allthe besL 

On at 9:58 PM, Strolnan, Deborah L wrote: 

Congratulations on your selection to the     Project Touchdown! team. As I mentioned to you in the past I have required students to apply 
to tfi~s unique opportunity. This year I have taken notice (and received feedback) of your excellent attitude and work ethic. It is a little crazy 
due to the]ast class days of the semester but this experience is worth it. I look forward to working with you on this unbelievable experience! 
As ath eric administrators, one earns very quick y to be "nimb e and quick. You must be ready,or chan~e and always be~lexible! 

REQUIREMENTS: 

1. ATTEND ACC FOOTBALL MEETING (ACC O[[ice in Greensboro) on Wednesday,             . We will leave at 8:30 
a.m. and return at ~2:30 p.m. 

2. BE IN CHARLOTTE Thursday, (arrive by B:O0 p.m.) and depart Sunday, (morning) 

We have a strong track record of being the most polite and hardest working staff members, and I expect no less from you. ;) We will be 
joining a team of professionals - ACC employees -- who come together to put on this incredible game. You will be asked to perform different 
tasks - sometimes with little notice or preparation. I was told that this year they really need help with on-site marketing research. 

Here are some answers to questions you may have and my requests: 

1. Address - Please send me home AND UNC. 

2. Phone - Please send me your mobile #. 

3.       Interview Project - Meet with each other individually. (Note: I have not selected the two undergraduate students yet. I will keep you 
posted.) See attachment. I will have one other assignment for you upon your return. 

4. Begin to journal about how you are feeling about this selection and the upcoming experience. You will appreciate this request 
later. ;) 

5.       Get VERY familiar with the ACC Website - Football section and the Football Legends for each school. 
(http://www.theacc.com/#!/page/championship_m-footbl) 



6. Learn the ADs and this year’s Legends in the ACC. 

7. Learn about Michael Strickland, the ACC Football Commissioner. 

8.       Dress- Casual work clothes on Friday. No jeans and no sneakers! Dress up for Friday night. Women- nice dress!pant suit. Men- 

Jacket and tie. (Note: You don’t want to be underdressed. You will feel very uncomfortable.I Saturday Game Day Uniforms (ACC shirt and 

black pants). Advice -Travel lightly. I will have my computer and you will have access to computers there. 

9. We have hotel rooms on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights. Meals are provided. 

~LO. If you don’t have a good camera on your smart phone, please bring one! ;) 

~L~L. What is your shirt size? Ladies and Men sizes are available. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Be ready to collaborate and connect! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 
@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 
Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:40 AM 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@emml.unc.edu> 

Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud,~emaJ.unc.edu>; Feldmam Maryann P. <maryalm.tbldman@unc.edu>; 
@g~naJ.com>;                    ~live.uuc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>~ Memtt, Charles E. 

<merrit@email.unc.edtc, 

RE: Raleigh Denim canuot do 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
ErN~qe. Explore, Empower: 
919,843,0336 

"The first responsibility of a lea der is to define rea]itj’. The last is to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a sel~cant." --M. DePree 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, ’, 2:32 PM 
To: Merritt, Charles E.; Stewart, John F 
Cc: Caudill, Walter Lowry; Feldman, Maryann P.; : Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Raleigh Denim cannot do Nov 12 

UPD ATE: 
Tuesday 

~. Thursday 
6. Tuesday 
7. Thursday 
8. Tuesday 
9. Tuesday 

debbv 

NASCAR speaker--Steve Hmiel "Execution" 
Regular Recitation - ETHICS 
Ruby Lerner is confirmed 
Ping Fu is confirmed 
Mario Billingsley is confirmed {sending bio) 
Aaron Houghton Mary Ann, has this been confirmed7 

From: Merritt, Charles E. 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:10 PM 
To: Stewart, John F 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L; Merritt, Charles E.; Caudill, Walter Lowry; Feldman, Maryann P.; 
Subject: Re: Raleigh Denim cannot do Nov 12 
There is a NASCAR case, we could distribute electronicaJly like the Case Analysis Coach I think. 

On speakers, there are a few more I can ask. One was the best idea at the Cherokee Challenge, BioMason. The founder is amazing, and a woman, Milch would be 

nice to get a female entrepreneur up there. She just won the Richaxd Branson glolml green challenge and got a $680K grant from his foundation. The make bricks 

biologically - no heat, just sand and a bacterial soup that biuds the sand iuto a usable brick. Think about THAT for a minute! 

Charles 

Charles E. Merritt 
Professor of the Practice, 
Richards Donohoe Social Entrepreneur in Residence 
Department of Economics 
207 Gardner Hall 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-2696 (office) 

(mobile) 
merritt @unc o edu 

On Oct 8, 2013, at 12:05 PM, Stewart. John F wrote: 

All, 

With respect to ~:he rernairJng opening in the schedule, this is what I have 

October 22, Tuesday: TNs was going to be the NASCAR speake~ on execution. Are we con[~rrned on this? Do we have a reading and or ass~gnnJent? We need to get 

the week na~fed down. We need [o let the speaker know the emphas~s we wouk~ ~ike [Jm to take with the ta~k. 

October 3:[, Thursday: This is the class after we see Smartest Guys h~ the Room. I rea~y tNnk ethics deserves some classroom time. Care had talked about the 

possibility o[ ~)utt~ng together ~ pm~el to discuss the movie ~n~d ethics m general If that does work out, we shouid meet: our redtation to dbcuss ethh::s. ~ w~H make 

an out~ne for the dbcussh:m [[ we go theft: way. 

November 12, Tuesday: The web I~nk the Debby, didn’L provide much information on Mado NH~ngsby~ I arn really reluctant to ~dng [n somebody we don’t know 

thaL much about. DeBby, ~et’s you aRd ~ ta~k. 

John 

* 3ohn F. Stewar’t 

>~ Dipectoc o-[: EntPeppeneucship Ninop 

* DepaPtment o{ Economics 

~ University o~ NoPth Caro].ina 



Gardner Hall CB# 33@5 
Chapel Hi].].~ NC 27599-33@5 

Voice: (919) 966-5345 

Fax: (9ff9) 966-4986 
john stewamt@unc, edu 
http:iiwww.unceminor.or~ 
http: iiwww, unc. ed ui-jfst ewa 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 3:15 PM 
To: Merritt, Charles E.; Stewart, John F; Caudill, Walter Lowry; Feldman, Map/ann P.; 
Subject: RE: Raleigh Denim cannot do Nov 12 
Importance: High 

Deborah L. SLroman, Ph.D~ CLU 
En~q~qe, Explore, Empowes 

919.843.0336 

<~mage00ljpg> 

"The first responsibili[y of a leader is to define realiLy, The last is to say thank 

between, the leader is a servant," --M. DePree 

From: Merritt, Charles E. 
Sent: Monday, 3:05 PM 
To: Stewart, John F; Caudill, Walter Lowry; Stroman, Deborah L; Feldman, Map/ann P.;, 
Subject: Raleigh Denim cannot do Nov 12 
Just got wold from Victor, they have some travel in November and can’t make that day work. I l~el lind as we kept them "on hold" mid they were patient but we 
ended up losing them. 

Charles E. Merr±tt 

Professor of the Practice, 
Richards Donohoe Social Entrepreneur in Residence 
Department of Economics 
207 Gardner Hall 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-2696 (office) 

(mobile) 



From: 

Sent; 
To; 
Co; 
Subjeot; 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email. une. edu> 

Monday,                    ]2:35 PM 

@live. unc. edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc. edu> 

Alumni 

You know what._Lets lean on Dr. Stroman 1:o help with this. She is we] 1 connected with former undergraduate students ant] could definitely lead 

us in identifying individuals to highlight on the site fn the alumni section. Dr. Stroman, can you think of fndividuais we should have on our 

radar? Thanks ! 

Coyte 

One st:udent that would be good [s Julia Heelan. She works at Wake Forest in IMO Sports Market:[ng (see below) 

< !--[if !vml]--> 

~iI Description: 
Macintosh 
HD:Users:coyteco 
oper:Desktop:SA 
logo (tiny).jpg 

CEO of" Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) 
Website: ww’~< elitelevelsportmarketing, com 

Twitter: @~oytecooper @E]SMarketing 

�OYTI~�O|)PI{R~PHD 
Assistant Professor & 6raduate Coordinator 
Sport i&Jnistration Program 
University of North Carolina 

919o962.0959 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 11:10 AM 

To: "Cooper, Coyte" <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: Re: All-Star Classic 

Dr. Cooper: 

I have recently reached out to Nick L,, but am having trouble coming up with other undergrad alumni. 

Any suggestions? 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,                12:40 PM 

Stroman, DeIx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Question in regards to Prqiect Touch&~wn! 

How should the Peer Recommendation be submitted? Should they be submitted with out applications, or should they be submitted by them emailing this 

email? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

:donotreply@wordpress.com> 

Monday, 2:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Email through CSBC Website 

Email:     {~live.unc.edu 
Conwnent: I would like to join the club please 

Time: at 6:36 pm 
IP Address: 
Cont.act Form U~,L: http ://csbcunc c olrdcontact/ 
Sent by an unverified visitor to your site. 



F]~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MPA Postdoc Reception Lunch Invita’don 

Dear Dr. Deborah Stroman, 
The Minority Postdoc Alliance (MPA) is once again excited to promote our annual welcome reception for postdocs and mentors of underrepresented 
groups. And as the Chair of the Black Caucus, we would like to invite you to support this great event and meet our current and new postdocs from all 
disciplines at UNC-CH. 

Our MPA Postdoc Reception Lunch will be on Friday 
Karolyn Tyson will be giving the welcome remarks. 

12-2pm in the Hitchcock Multipurpose Room of the Sonja Haynes Stone Center. Dr~ 

The Minority Postdoc Alliance was created as an effort of the University of North Carolina and an initiative of the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs (OPA), 
to provide a sense of community and support for racial and ethnic minority postdoctoral scholars here at UNC-CH. Moreover, the purpose of MPA is to 

provide a platform for individuals to connect with other postdocs, meet mentors, and provide participants the opportunity to learn about resources 
available for them at UNC-CH to maximize their career development. 
Please let us know if you are available to attend the MPA Welcome Lunch on Friday 1st November. We look forward to this event, which allows our 
MPA community to grow and strengthen! 

MPA Chair, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 3:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just realized that the meeting was last Wednesday and not this Wednesday. I thought the meeting was going to happen after fall break. I apologize for 
missing again and I understand that was my last chance. I just want to thank you for that opportunity and sorry to have let you down. 

Thanks for everything, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Seat open for lunch tomorrow 

Professor Stroman, 

We have just had a seat open up for lunch tomorrow. I was wondering if you would like to reach out to any students that would find this personally rewarding. I believe Charles said 
you had a student struggling with adversity the other day (causing you to miss class). Would s/he be interested in joining us for lunch tomorrow? 

Let me know! 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

9~.9.843.2689 

unceminor.or~ I schedule a meetin~ I @ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.nnc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 4:29 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu-*; Strom-gottliied, I<Sim <stromgo@emaJl.nnc.edu% 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu>; Pemn, Andrew J <andrew~perfin@unc.edu-*; Foster, Beverly B. <bbfoste@email.unc.edu:~; 
Friga, Paul (PanlFrig@kenan-flagler.unc.edn); Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu> 

Joy - ~,o FAC things 

Schooled-NCb (2).jpg 

Please join me in welcoming Paul Friga to our Committee. Ongoing health/medical issues have resulted in Gene Orringer not being able to continue with his 

committee work. 

Also, this is a reminder about the documentary being aired this Thursday on-campus. I have attached the flyer, if you can let me know if you are attending, I can try 

to organize us some seats together. 

Happy Monday! 

Joy 

Joy J. Rennet, M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor and Dir~_~ctor 

Uniw_~rsity of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medidne 

CB ~7130 UNC-CH Bondurilrfl: HilH 

321.-A 5ou~h Coh~mbi;~ 51:, 

Chape~ HIll, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-956-5L47Desk 

Cell 

91.9-956-~95::L Fax 

-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-milil messilge, [!~clud[ng ;}tl:achments, if arW, is inter~ded on[v for the .-person or entit~ to whk:h it is addressed and ma’¢ corfl:ain confiden[[a[ and/or 

pr[vqeged mater[ilL ArW -.--unat~thor[zed rev:ew, use, d[sck)st~re or d:s[r[butk)n :s prohiNl:ed. If gou are not the in[ended recipient, please cor~ti}(:[ the sender by reply e-maq and 

destro’¢ all copk~s of the oHg;nal message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 4:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

internship credit? 

Hi, I am applying for an internship and it is asking me if I can use this internship as course credit. How do I know if I can use it for academic credit? 

The internship is for the 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Career assessment resources 

From: 

Date: Thursday, 3:53 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Career assessment resources 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you’re doing well! I’ve been in Cape Town for a few months now and am making great progress with launching my nonprofit here for high school students. I’m doing some 

workshops in the high school here next week with a focus on career planning and leadership. I know that you had some great resources for this on the Sports Entrepreneurship 

sakai site, but I didn’t get a chance to save all of the documents before I lost access to the sakai site. 

I remember having a packet with a several pages of questions to consider about future goals that assessed the qualities that we value and questions to consider including the 

importance of working in a big city, having a flexible schedule, financial security, etc. If you still have this resource, could you possibly send it to me so I could use it as a reference as 

I go through similar questions with my students? 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Petree, Liz <liz~petree@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 9:43 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Moran, Lanra H <laur~morga~@unc.edu"~ 

I~NV: CBC and Chancellor Folt 

linage001 .j pg 

Eli, Deborah-. 

In the past, you have collected RSVPs for [his reception and let me know the narnes for our count for the ca[erer and so I can make narnetags. Does it work for you 

to do the same this year? Could you give meanideaofvouranticipatedguestcountforthisevent? We have space for about 32 cars, so if you anticipate more 

than that, 1’11 need you to encourage people to carpool. 

Fve included din:_~ctions to Q.uail Hill below [or you to share with guests. 

Let me kRow [[: you have any questions, or need anythin~ else [:rorn me at tNs poinL 

Best, 

Directions to Quail ~ill: 

*Please follow these directions carefully, as GPS devices and mapping websites are often incorrect when locating Quail Hill. 

From 1-40: 

1-40 West to exit 273A / East to exit 273. 

Right off ramp onto Hwy 54 for 3 miles. 

Pass under Hwy lS-SO1 bridge. 

Take second left into a private driveway. 

Follow parking signs. 

From Campus: 

Take South Road, heading away from campus 

After you cross Country Club Road, South Road turns into Highway S4!Raleigh Road 

Get into the right lane, then a~er appx. g~ mile 

Turn right into the driveway directly before the UNC General Administration building. 

There is a sign that says "Quail ~ill Ct- Private Drive". 

Follow the parking signs to the parking lot on the left hand side of the house. 

Liz Petree 

Office of U n~vers~:y Events 

UNC- Chapel Hill 

919.962.1991 Office 

~m: Medley, Anna Rose 
Sent: Wednesday, Ocbber 09, 2013 9:~ AN 
Te: Morgan, Laura H; Petree, Liz; Stroman, Deborah L 
¢¢: Schue~pelz, Erin C 
Subje¢t: ~: CBC and Chancellor Folt 

We have settled on dates, so I’m addfng Laura and Uz and Deb together on an emd~ so you guys can take it from here. 

CBC "giving thanks" feilowsMp wHi be from 5:30-6:30 at Quail Hill on November 19th, Deb, meet Laura and Liz - they can i~eip you with all the Iog;stics. 

(*but post Installation if poss~b~e...they are currently in the deep end with this weekend’s plans) 

Thanks all~ 

ANNA ROSI MEDt.EY 

T: 919.962.1365 

~: Stroman, Deborah L 
8eBt: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 3:41 PH 
Te: Medley, Anna Rose 
$~bje¢t: Re: CBC and Chancellor Folt 

Thanks~ Will finish up here after 5:30. Let’s chat tomorrow. 

debby 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

On Oct 8, 2013, at 3:34 PM, "Medley, Anna Rose" <anna.medley@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Deb! Sorry I had to scoot. Ready to talk dates when you have a moment! 

ANI’~A ROSE MEDLEY 

T: 919.962.~365 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, September 28, 2013 11:15 PM 

To: Medley, Anna Rose; Medley, Anna Rose 

Co: Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject-" Re: CBC and Chancellor Folt 
Oops! Thanks! 

debby 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date= Wednesday, September 25, 2013 5:30 PM 



To: "anna.rnedley@unc.com" <anna.medleyC~unc~com> 

Cc: cbcchair <c__b_._c.c__h_a_ Lr_@_.u__n_c__.__e_~_u_.> 
Subject: CBC and Chancellor Folt 

Hi Anna. Thanks again for your assistance in the scheduling of these Carolina Black Caucus traditions. 

1) "Giving Thanks" -The Caucus will have a "first come, first serve" sign-up to have a fellowship at her home. We usually cap this event to 30 

thirty persons. November 18, 19, 21 or 22. (5:30 - 7:00) 

2) "State of the U" - Chancellor joins the Caucus at their first meeting in January. She shares her perspective on U NC activities and concerns. 

Meet and greet too. January 8, 9 or 14. (12:00-1:00) 

I appreciate your help! 

debby 

Deborah L. Strorrtan, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore, Engage= E[~qpower. 

9~9.843.0336 
<image001.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 10:02 AM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J <andrewAoerrin@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@~mc.edu>; Strom- 

gottliied, Kim <stromgo@email.unc.edu>; Stephens, John B <stephen@sog.unc.edtr~; Mosley, Layna <mosley@~mc.edu-~; Friga, Paul 

(PaulFriga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Foster, Beverly B. <bbli~ster@email.unc.edu> 

Joy- for~.arded from Bubba FW: Recent Article of Interest 

.Joy J. Rennel’, M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor imd [3[r~_~ctel" 

Uniw_~rsity of Nol’th Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduri~nt Hi, fi 

521.-A South Coh~mbia St 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-956-5147Desk 

Cell 

91.9-956-e951 Fax 

-.CQNFIDENT~AUTg NOTICE: This e-niilq messi}ger i!2c:lud[ng ;itl:achments, if a~W, is inter~ded only for the .-person or entit~ to whh:h it is addressed and may corfl:ain confiden[[a~ and/or 

pr[vqeged mal:er[:}L A~W -.--un;~uthorized rev:ew, use, disclosure or d:s[r[buth)n :s prohibited. If ~ou are not the intended reciph~nl:, please co~t:}c:[ the sender by reply e-ma:l and 

destroy all cop:es of the or:g[nal message. 

F~m= Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent= Tuesday, Oc~ber 22, 2013 9:30 AN 
To= Broome, Lissa L; Farmer, Stephen N; Dean, Jr., James W.; Debbi Clarke; Ille, Vince 
C¢= Renner, Joy J 
Subject= Recent A~icle of Interest 

Thought this might be appropriate to share with the Working Group and FAC, but I do not have all the e-mail addresses. I do not know the 

accuracy or sources of their data. Additionally, I have never met with the ARG nor have they ever invited me to meet with them. FYI. 

UNC faculty call for athletic improvements 
By Kirby Wilson I Duke Chronicle ~ October 22, 20!3 

http ://www. dukechronicla com/a~icles/20 ! 3/! O/22/unc-facultg-cafl-athletic-improvements 
A group of facul~ at The Universi~ of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill is t~ing to ensure that the universi~’s grade A athletes 
have the resources to make A grades. 
The Athletic Reform Group, an organization composed of UNC facul~, issued a statement Thursday expressing concerns 
about topics ranging from student athlete academics to head injuries. The group was founded in the wake of UNC’s 2011 
academic scandal, in which several high-profile athletes were found to be enrolled in classes that either did not meet regularly 
or did not exist. 
Deborah Southall, a member of the group and lecturer of exercise and spo~ science at UNC, said that the current system puts 
some athletes at a disadvantage in the classroom. 
"A large segment of [the student-athlete] population is horri~cally underprepared for college academics," Southall said. 
Southall noted that there is pressure to give athletes grades they do not dese~e instead of expecting them to be at the same 
academic level as other students. 
"It puts me in a position to have to challenge my own professionalism, integri~, ethics and values," Southall said. 
Southall noted one summer when a UNC basketball player had enrolled in one of her classes. The player far surpassed the 
maximum number of absences allowed by class rules. As a result, she gave him a failing grade. 
"That was a rough year for me," Southall said. "1 didn’t get too many basketball players in my class a~er that." 
But the problems of college athletics extend beyond the bounds of UNC’s campus because players come ~om differing 
socioeconomic backgrounds and educational preparedness, noted Richard Southall, former ARG member and director of the 
College Sport Research Institute at the Universi~ of South Carolina. Athletes in revenue spots are generally less prepared for 
college than other athletes, he added. 
Of all National Collegiate Athletic Association athletes, only 4 percent are "profit athletes." Richard Southall said the other 96 
percent are "expenditure athletes," who are able to compete even though they do not generate pro~t, because football and 
men’s basketball raise enough money to cover expenses of other athletic teams. As a result, there is li~le incentive for 
expenditure athletes~the majori~to suppo~ stricter academic criteria for all athletes, including those in revenue spots. 
"96 percent of the athletes want to keep their mouth shut [about the current revenue system]," he said. 
Brad Berndt, associate director of athletics, academic se~ices and student se~ices at Duke, said the admissions criteria for 
athletes must be determined by individual universities. 
"It is an institutional issue and not an NC~ issue," Berndt said. "Each school has to decide what ~pe of student can 
succeed." 
Deborah Southall said that she was frustrated with the response the group has go~en from UNC. 
"Why are we even having to talk about some of these things?" she said. 
She added that the group had met with UNC Athletic Director Lawrence "Bubba" Cunningham in the past but li~le had been 
accomplished. 
"We have had dialogues and [Cunningham] has always appeared to be ve~ open to listening and discussing the concerns," 
Deborah Southall said. "[But] a~er a while you get the smiles and the nodding heads." 
Cunningham could not be reached for comment. 



Jay Smith, the ARG’s founder and a professor of history at UNC, noted the group is focused on ensuring athletes are able to 
experience the education guaranteed them by their scholarships. 
The statement issued before UNC’s football game against the University of Miami was meant to both attract attention to the 
cause and show the group’s support for UNC athletes, Smith added. 
But he said that, aside from some press coverage detailing the football players’ support for the group, the statement has not 
ignited much change. 
"The impact [of the statement] has not been all that impressive," he said. 
Regardless of whether the statement is heard nationally, Lewis Margolis, associate professor of maternal and child health, 
said that UNC should accept athletes who have the ability to contribute in the classroom. 
"UNC should be taking students who are capable of benefitting from the wonderful educational opportunities that the university 
offers," Margolis said. "Any university should not be compromising its academic standards in order to advance the skills of its 
football team. That’s unacce ~table. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 10:12 AM 

Weight, Erialme A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Co.vte <cgcooper@email.unc.e&~; Stroman, Debora~h L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Confidential: FW: Joy - tbrwarded from Bubba FW: Recent Article of Interest 

Hi All, 

This was sent to the members of the Faculty Athletics Committee today from our chair, Joy Renner~ Bubba had sent it to her -- the reason 1 am sharing it with you is 

because of gubb~;’s s~:atement: "Additionally, I have never met with the ARG nor have they ever invited me to meet with them. FYI." 

De we need to discuss this? I ~:hough~: that 

Barbara Osborne, 

Associs[e Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

{::g 8700, Woollen 309 

Ch~;pel H~H, NC 27599 

F~m= Renner, Joy ] 
Nentl Tuesday, Oc~ber 22, 2013 10:02 AN 
Te~ Osborne, Barbara~ Perrin, Andrew J~ Stroman, Deborah L; Strom-go~ried, Kim; Stephens, John B; Nosley, Layna; Friga, Paul (Paul_Friga@kenan-flagler,unc,edu)~ Foster, 
Beverly B. 
Subje¢t~ Joy - fo~arded from Bubba ~: Recent A~icle of In.rest 

Jov£ Rem~er, M.A., E](R), FAE~R~ 
Assodate Professor a~d Dh-ector 
Umversit~ of North Carolina at Chapel 
School of Medicine 
CB #71,~0 UNC-CH Bondura~t Hall 
321-A South Cokm~bia St. 
Chapei HHI, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9~6-.5147Desk 

:eli 

919-9~6-.t~951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTiALiTY NOTICE: This ~_~--ilqail message, b~ch.idh-~g attachments, if a;W, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may co~tah3 confidential and/or 

pdwleged mater~ai. Any -----unauthorized rewew, use, disclosure or d~str~but~on ~s prohiNted. If you are net the ~ntended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-mad and 

destroy all cep~es of the original message 

~= Cunningham, Bubba 
Se~t~ Tuesday, October 22, 20~3 9:30 AN 
Te~ Broome, Lissa L; ~armer, S~phen M; Dean, Jr., 3ames W4 DebN Clarke; [lie, Vince 
¢¢= Renner, Joy ~ 
S~ject~ Recent A~icle of Interest 

Thought this might be appropriate to share with the Working Group and FAC, but I do not have all the e-mail addresses. I do not know the 
accuracy or sources of their data. Additionally, I have never met with the ARG nor have they ever invited me to meet with them. FYI. 

UNC faeulty call for athletic improvements 
By Kirby Wilson I Duke Chronicle I October 22, 2013 

h ttp://www, dukechronicle, com/a~icles/2013/10/22/unc-facult~-cafl-athledc-improvements 
A group of facul~ at The Universi~ of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill is t~ing to ensure that the universi~’s grade A athletes 
have the resources to make A grades. 
The Athletic Reform Group, an organization composed of UNC facul~, issued a statement Thursday expressing concerns 
about topics ranging from student athlete academics to head injuries. The group was founded in the wake of UNC’s 2011 
academic scandal, in which several high-profile athletes were found to be enrolled in classes that either did not meet regularly 
or did not exist. 
Deborah Southall, a member of the group and lecturer of exercise and spo~ science at UNC, said that the current system puts 
some athletes at a disadvantage in the classroom. 
"A large segment of [the student-athlete] population is horrifically underprepared for college academics," Southall said. 
Southall noted that there is pressure to give athletes grades they do not dese~e instead of expecting them to be at the same 
academic level as other students. 
"It puts me in a position to have to challenge my own professionalism, integri~, ethics and values," Southall said. 
Southall noted one summer when a UNC basketball player had enrolled in one of her classes. The player far surpassed the 
maximum number of absences allowed by class rules. As a result, she gave him a failing grade. 
"That was a rough year for me," Southall said. ’1 didn’t get too many basketball players in my class a~er that." 
But the problems of college athletics extend beyond the bounds of UNC’s campus because players come ~om differing 
socioeconomic backgrounds and educational preparedness, noted Richard Southall, former ARG member and director of the 
College Sport Research Institute at the Universi~ of South Carolina. Athletes in revenue spots are generally less prepared for 
college than other athletes, he added. 
Of all National Collegiate Athletic Association athletes, only 4 percent are "profit athletes." Richard Southall said the other 96 
percent are "expenditure athletes," who are able to compete even though they do not generate profit, because football and 
men’s basketball raise enough money to cover expenses of other athletic teams. As a result, there is li~le incentive for 
expenditure athletes~the majori~to suppo~ stricter academic criteria for all athletes, including those in revenue spots. 
"96 percent of the athletes want to keep their mouth shut [about the current revenue system]," he said. 



Brad Berndt, associate director of athletics, academic services and student services at Duke, said the admissions criteria for 
athletes must be determined by individual universities. 
"It is an institutional issue and not an NCAA issue," Berndt said. "Each school has to decide what type of student can 
succeed." 
Deborah Southall said that she was frustrated with the response the group has gotten from UNC. 
"Why are we even having to talk about some of these things?" she said. 
She added that the group had met with UNC Athletic Director Lawrence "Bubba" Cunningham in the past but little had been 
accomplished. 
"We have had dialogues and [Cunningham] has always appeared to be very open to listening and discussing the concerns," 
Deborah Southall said. "[But] after a while you get the smiles and the nodding heads." 
Cunningham could not be reached for comment. 
Jay Smith, the ARG’s founder and a professor of history at UNC, noted the group is focused on ensuring athletes are able to 
experience the education guaranteed them by their scholarships. 
The statement issued before UNC’s football game against the University of Miami was meant to both attract attention to the 
cause and show the group’s support for UNC athletes, Smith added. 
But he said that, aside from some press coverage detailing the football players’ support for the group, the statement has not 
ignited much change. 
"The impact [of the statement] has not been all that impressive," he said. 
Regardless of whether the statement is heard nationally, Lewis Margolis, associate professor of maternal and child health, 
said that UNC should accept athletes who have the ability to contribute in the classroom. 
"UNC should be taking students who are capable of benefitting from the wonderful educational opportunities that the university 
offers," Margolis said. "Any university should not be compromising its academic standards in order to advance the skills of its 
football team. That’s unacceptable. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tides-bounces@europa.bus.ucf.edu on behalf of 

The Institute for Diversib’ mid Ethics in Sport. <tides@europa.bus.uc£edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 1:05 PM 

tides@europa.bus.ucl~edu 

[Tides] Richaxd Lapchick ffaldy 2013 National FootbaJl League Racial and Gender Report Card 

2013 NFL RGRC Final .pdf; ATT00001 .c 

For immediate release: 

Attached is the 2013 National Football League Racial and Gender Report Card, issued by The Institute for DiversiPy and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at the University of Central Florida. 

The National Football League achieved its fom-~h consecutive A for racial hiring practices and a C+ for gender hiring practices in the 2013 NFL Racial and Gender Report Cm-d, released by The Institute for 

Divm,si~ and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at the University of Centt-al Florida (UCF). This gave the NFL a combined B grade 

The NFL’s score for both race aJld gender was 90 percent and 74.5 percent, respectively, for the second year in a row. The overall grade for the NFL remained at 82.3 percent. 

Using data fi-onl tile 2012 season, the Institute conducted an analysis of the denlogrephics of players, managers and coaches. In addition the Report includes a racial and gender hi-eakdown of top teanl 

managem~lt, smlior administrarion, professional administration, physicians, head tt-alners mid broadcastep~. Coaches, general manage-s, presidents and own~-s were updated as of August 26th, 2013 

Kichard Lapctfick, Director of TIDES mid lt~e primmy author of the slat@, said "the imtiatives of Comrrffssionei Roger Goodell and Execurive Vice th-esidenl for Hmnan Resom-ces and Chief Diversily Ollicei, 

Robmt Gulliver, have been paying large dividends for rite NFL. At the league ofl]ce, the exarnple is being set fbr the tearns by conlimfing to make improvements in file hiring of women arid people of color in 

senior positions. Due to tdring and promotions, the total number of diverse employees at or above tile VP hivel increased by 11 percent in 2013. The number of women a~ or above file VP level increased by 18 

percent, in 2013. The nulnber of ethnically diverse employees at or above lt~e VP level increased by eight percent in 2013. 

Lapchick continued, "There was a maj or breakthi-ough in 2012 when Shalfid Kalm became rite first maj orily owner of color in tile NFL after he pro-chased fl~e Jacksonville Jaguars. Anothei maj or breakthrough 

took place when lt~e San Francisco 49ers hired Gideon Yu as tile first presidenl of color in tile histoW of fire NFL. Fore- of tile 12 teams making the 2012-13 playoff~ had either an Afiican-American coach or 

general manager. The two coaches were Marvin Lewis of the Cinci~mati Bengals arid Leslie Fm2~er of the Mitlnesota VikSngs. The two general managers were Kick S~tffth of fire Houston Texans and Oz~ie 

Newsome of the Baltimore Ravens. Ozzie Newsome became the second Aliican-Americar~ general manager to win a Super Bowl when file Baltimore Ravens won in 2013. Jeny Reese helped lead lt~e Gianls to 

a Super Bowl victo~T in 2008 mid in 2012." 

All of that is vepy positive news. However, after having art all-time record of eight people of color as head coaches in file NFL lbr 2011, tile number demeased to fore- going inlo tile 2013. Ron P.ivera of the 

Cm-olina Panlhm~ serves as the NFL’s otfly Latino head coach. This caused significanl concern among NFL officials and supporters of increased oppom~rffty for people of color. 

It is imperative flint sports teams play the best athletes they have available to win big games. The Institute fbr Diversity and Ethics in Spml (TIDES) strives to emphasize the value of diversity to spo~s 

o~garffzations when riley choose their tearn on lt~e field mid in the office. Dive~i~y initiatives, such as diversity management tt-aitffng, cart help chartge alfitudes and increase file applicanl pool for open 

positions. It is deafly tile choice of fire orgmfization regarding which applican~ is the best fit for its ball club, but TIDES wants to illus,ale how irnportanl it is to have a diverse o~ganizafion involving 

individuals who heppen to be of a dill’erenl race arid/or gender. Tiffs element of diversity can provide a difiSrent perspecqve and possibly a cornpetitive advantage for a win in the boardioom, as well as on the 

field. 

The Repo~ Card asks, "A~ we playing fhir when it comes to spo~s? Does everyone, regm-dless of race or gender, have a chance to score a touchdown or operate lt~e business of professional lbotball?" 

The Institute lbr Diversily and Ethics in Spo~ (TIDES), localed at file U~ffversity of Cenlral Florida (UCF), publishes rite Racial and Gender Repopt Card armually to indicale areas of improvement, stagnarion, 

mid regression in the racial and gender composition of prolSssional and college spo~s pm~ormel and to contt~bute to rite improvement ofin~egrafion in fiont office and college a~tfletic depm~ment positions. The 

publication of the 2013 NFL Racial and Gender Report Cm-d follows the publication of the reports on MLB, tile NBA and the WNBA. The remalt~ing reports for this year will be for Major League Soccer and 

college sport. 

REPORT HIGHLIGHTS 

~ In the League Office, as a result of both hiring and promotions, tile total nmnber of wornen and people of color at or above the vice president level has continued to increase including all 11 perc~lt gain frorn 

2012 to 2013. The nunlber of wonlen at or above the VP hivel increased by 18 percent, from 17 in 2012 to 20 in 2013 while the nmnber of ethnically diverse employees at or above the VP level increased by 

eight percent, fi-onl 13 in 2012 to 14 in 2013. 

~ League Office initiatives included fl~e cweation of a women’s inleractive neW, work, pm~itership wifl~ leading diversity advocacy orgmfizafions such as tile F~nitz Pollard Alliance and Women In Sports mid 

Events, diversity lI’dilffng across the league office, establishment of divm~ity accountabilities for all serffor leaders, enhar~cement of divm~ity recanfitmenl resomces, and tile cxealion talen~ itlallagerfieltt programs. 

The San Francisco 49ers hired Gideon Yu as rite first president of color in the history of rite NFL. 

The Jacksonville Jagums became tile fii~t NFL fianchise to have a maj ori~y owner of color. Shallid Khan, a PakAstani-bom American businessman, finalized his stake in ownelship on Jarmary 4, 2012. 

The total number of people of color selving as vice presidents on NFL teams has risen lioln 13 in 2011 to 19 in 2012. The rmmber of fSmale vice presidents increased flom 23 in 2011 to 37 in 2012. 

Claudia Lezcarto Del Carnpo, Mialni Dolphins, artd Kendyl Moss, Atlanta Falcons, were the oldy women of color who sm-ved as vice piesidents in 2012. 

There were six Aflican-Anlefican general nlanagers in both 2012 and 2013 This nlarks sev~l consecutive years with at least five gelteral managers that are people of color. Ozme Newsolne becanle the second 

African-Anlerican gen~-al nlanager to win a Super Bowl when the Baltilnore Ravens won in 2013. 

N Nine out of the last 14 Super Bowl teanls have had either an African-Arnerican head coach or general rnanager. The coaches were Tony Dtmgy (Colts), Lovie Smith (Bears), Mike Tomlin (Stealers, twice) mid 

Jim Caldwell (Colts). The GMs were Jeixy" Reese (Giants, twice), Rod Graves (Cardinals) and Ozzie Newsome (Ravens). 

After having an all-time record of eight people of color as head coaches in tile NFL for 2011, the nmnber decreased to tour going into tile 2013. Ron Kivera of the Carolina Panthers smw-es as the NFL’s only 

Latino head coach This caused sigllificant COllCenl arnong NFL officials. 

The percentage of people of color who had selffor adlninistrator positions on NFL teams in 2012 remained the sarne at 15 percent when cornpared to 2011 nmnbers. The percentage of the total semor 

admilliStt-ator positions on NFL teams held by women held constant at 20 percent since the last report card. 

~ People of color holding professional positions on teams increased by sevel~ perc~lt to 19 percent. The percentage of women in professional adinilliStt-ative positions decreased one p~-centage point to 29 

percent in 2012. 

The percentage of African-Arnerican players decreased to 66.3 percent in 2012 from 66.6 percent dm-ing the 2011 season. The percentage of whites in 2012 decreased to 30.1 percent from 31 percent in 2011. 

Latinos, Asian, "other" and international players were 0.7 percent, 1.1 percent, 1.8 percent and 1.4 percent, respectively 

The Racial and Gender Report Card is issued sport-by-sport The National Football League Racial and G~lder Report Card follows tile Major League Baseball, National Basketball Association and Wonlen’s 

N ational Basketball Association studies The NFL Report Card will be followed by Report Cards on Maj or League Soccer and Colhige Sport. The complete Racial and G~lder Report Card will be issued 

thereafter. 



For more info~nation, contact Deidre S~lively, ds~livel,v(~l~i~hts.ucf.e&l, 330-428-2853 

Curlis Walker, cwal1239(~;~li~hts.uc£edu, 757-509-8962 

Deidre Snively 
Graduate Assistant, Dr. Richard Lapchick 

DeVos Spor~ Business Hanagement Program 
University of Central Florida 

(330) 428-2853 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 5:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares NCSECC Kick-off 

’Far Heels Give More! 

We have continued the tradition of gMng with our Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign reaclfing over $276,000 in pledges during its third week. 
We are on our way to reaching our goal of $1,000,000! If you have not done so already, please consider joining your colleagues in these commendable campaign 

efforts. You can search the 2013 charities by clicking the "GIVE NOW" link below - we’re certain you’ll find a participating chari~ or cause that is meaningful to you. 

You can once again make your donation online -- m~ easy, convenient, a~d secure way to support your thvorite charity with multiple search options available that will 

make it even easier to tlnd the chaxity of your choice. In addition to online giving, paper tbrms will be provided to all faculty a~d stattl (If you do not receive a tbrm or 

you have questions regaxding the pledge process, please contact your division leader or team captain.) 

Important lntbrmafio~l: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you rash to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 

and submit your form and contribution to your team capta~n. If you rash to pledge by payroll deduction or credit caxd, please click on the "Give Now" link below and 

follow the instructions to enter in your UNC- Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you get to the website, enter your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is ve~ eau! There are only five steps, and it should take only five minutes to complete. ~Ve believe 

that online giving is a tree convenience for making your gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you roll too! 

Thank you tbr your gilt to the State Employees Combined Campaign. 

We deeply appreciate your generosity a~d thoughtfnl consideration of others. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bright, Cedric Marc <cedric_bright@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 6:50 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edtr> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Nov 19th event 

I would like to RSVP for this event please. 

Cedric M. Bright, MD, FACP 

Assistant Dean of Special Programs and Admissions 

Associate Professor of Medicine 

112th President National Medical Association 

506 BerryHill 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 966-9351 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 6:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: Do Employers Care ttow Your Brain Functions? 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http:flwww.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http :/!www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork!NyCa reeri 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 

on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

Click to view web ~/e~sio~ of tMs message. October 201 

BME for Undergraduates 
Carolina undergraduates are hlvent~n~ 

dexdces to Eack[e health problems through 

b~omedica/eaoneerh’~ The opportuNty to 

study m one of the fastest-growing job 

fiekds evokved through a partnership 

between the Co][ege of Arts and Sciences 

and the 5choo[ of Medidne, [ed by Professor 

Nan(~ A[/britton. 

Transformative Mentoring 
Distinguished PsychoLogist Da\dd Penn has 

~~.mitioa ior his reentering of 

a former doctoral student Dave Roberts, 

now a faculty member at the University of 

Texas, Their coKaboration has transformed 

treatment and improved the tires of 

)atienLs wiLh schizophrenia wor[dwide. 

National Security Talk t0/30 
Thomas DoniLon, the National Security 

Adv~sor who oversaw the hunt for Osama 

bin Laden. and Bare Gel/man./he Pul.itzeP 

winnin£ reporLer, p~ctured, who spoke wi[h 

Edward Snowden for stories on NSA access 

to American phone and emm[ records, 

engage m a ~?~).~)£~.52E!@[}.~J2.~. Oct. 30, 

5:30 pm in Genome Sciences G-1O0. 

Amazing Alumni 
Kate[ Mason tinctured) graduaEed from Carotina with a mathematics degree in 

Ehe Cot/ege, and ~s now a U.S. Assistant Attorney General h~ the Obama 

admh~stration. She is one of ~.~y.~.[~):~.9g~)~}~).~?~..(~:~E?/!Lwho were recognized on 

Urfivers]ty Day for their acNevements. You can a~so read about two 

~}:~}!Lwho have won G~’s distinguished young atumm awards. 

~ Shining Light ~n the S~uth 
The Lutes/issue eL garo{~n~ Ar~:s (t Sck~aces ma~z~ne [eatures Ehe Center for 

the Studv of the Amerk:an =outh as it turns 20. We also Ngh]~ght under~raduate and 

graduate alumni who connecL thor impact on North Carohna and the world wiLh 

experiences pro~dded by the CoKege. 

~ The Meaning of Public 
UNC Historian James Letoud]s explained the evolving role of the nation’s first 

x~b[~c umvers~ty, and what ~t means to our students and our place h~ the world today. 

~!5.J.~519.~i~ was part of the celebrations around Urfiversity De’! and Chanter]or 

h~sLa[[ation. 

More News 

Bravo, Jan Chambers and McKay Coble for designing the 

~ndoor swimmin~9oo~ on stage for PRC°s next shows 

Another major gran~: to ~ransform STEM education 

Geographer Er]cka Wise ~2..$.[.¢£..[~.~@~...for c~imate data 



UNC Coiieoe.. of Alls & Sciences I UNC South Buiiding i ¢;~<~=~o~. Hiii NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr~; Robertson, Nakenge <nake ~ge robertson@unc.e& > 

FW: Payment received ti~om       ~neomailbox.net 

From: Charles Streeter via PayPal [mailto:member@paypal.com] 

Sent-" Wednesday, October 23, 20:t3 9:33 AN 

To; McGhee, Oj 

Subject; Payment received from      ~neomailbox.net 

PayPal Io::4o                                                                   Trans~ction ID 3R41 ;G’51J25;G’351B 
J 

~._n____e___o__r__n____a__i_[_b___o____x_=n____e__t_}, 
To see aiithe transaction details please log into yOUF PayPN account it may take a few moments forthis 

transaction to appear in your account 

B~yer inforasation lnstriactiene from buyer 

Chades Streeter None provided 

Total: $40.00 USD 

Please keep this numbe~ for future ~e~erence~ as your customer doesn’t have a P~yRal Transaction ID ~or this 

p~yment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~-- 

Wednesday, 12:50 PM 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu> 

Test 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
~:~qa, qe, ~xplore, Empower: 
919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility af a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank yam 

between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 



From: < @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wedne sday, 3:10 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Project Touchdown 

Hello, 

I am an undergraduate student studying exercise and sports science generally. I saw the flyer that advertised for Project Touchdown and I am extremely 
interested. However, I am not a member of the Carolina Sports Business Club and I was wondering if others are still eligible to apply for the position. 

if so, where can I find more information about this project and how to apply? It mentions The Club’s Sakai site but I unaware on how to access this and the 
information needed. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:17 PM 

Caudill, Walter Low~ <wlcau&~email.unc.edu~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Charles Merritt < 
Feldman, Man,ann P. <maryann.tNdman@nnc.edu~ 

( @gmail.com); < @live.unc.edt~~ 

Econ    section tomorrow. IMPORTANT 

.~me.com>; 

All, 

In Thursdays recitations, I need you to get the students preferences for the workshop course. Preregistration starts next week. 

l have puta role sheet in each of your grade folders on DropBox. It hasa list of all the student in your section and a place for them to record their workshop 

preferences. 

* The students must give their preferences for which of the five venturing workshop they wish to take next semester. 

* The choices are Arts, Commercial (Com), Science (Sci), Social (Soc), and Sports (Sp). A schedule is attached at the end of this message. 

* Most of the students were given priority for a specific workshop when they were accepted into the minor. That priority is shown on the sheet in the 

"Promise" column. 

* If the student is happy with that choice, all that they need to do is put their initials in the "initials" column. 

* If the student was admitted without priority for a workshop (Promise=None), the they need to rank the workshops by order of preference (1 being the 

most preferred, 2 being the next preferred, and so on. Subject to room, we try to give people their top choice. 

If the student was admitted with priority for a workshop, but has now changed their mind, the they need to rank the workshops by order of preference (1 

being the most preferred, 2 being the next preferred, and so on. Subject to room, we try to give people their top choice. 

* If the student will not be taking a workshop this spring, they should note that next to their name. 

* All of the workshops are enrollment by permission of the instructor, so we will register the students. They will not be able to register for these class 

online. 

Please get the students to fill in their preferences and get the sheet back to me on Friday. 

Schedule of workshops: 

ECON 327 001 Commercial Ventures, Bldg: GA 308 Days: Tu Time: 15:30 - 17:45 

Stewart and Munsch 

ECON 327 002 Science Ventures, Bldg: Smith :107 Days: TuTh Time: :1:1:00 - :12::15 

Desimone and Caudill 

ECON 327 003 Arts Ventures, 81dg: Hamilton 420 Days: TuTh Time: :12:30 - :13:45 

Katz and Weiss 

PLCY 326 00:1 Social Ventures, Bldg: Peabody 306 Days: TuTh Time: :12:30 - :13:45 

Johnson 

EXSS 328 00:1 Sports Ventures, Bldg: Wollen 303 Days: TuTh Time: :12:30 - :13:45 

Stroman 

I will post an announcement to students. 

I will also get a set of notes for the session tomorrow put in the drop box later today. 

Thanks, 

John 

* John F. Stewart 

* Professor of Economics 

* Director of Entrepreneurship Minor 

* Department of Economics 

* University of North Carolina 

* Gardner Hall CB# 3305 

* Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (9:19) 966-5345 

* Fax: (9:19) 966-4986 

* john_stewart@unc.edu 

* httpi[/www.unceminor.org 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:50 PM 

<        ~live.unc.edu>; Feldman, Mavyann P. <maryann.[~ldman@unc.edtv~; Charles Merritt 

<            @me.corn>; Stroman, Deborah L ~-dstro@unc.edw~ 

I @gmail.com); < @live.unc.edt~~ 

Notes and slide deck for tomorrow 

I have put notes and a slide deck in "Material for Week 10" in DropBox 

John 

* John F. Stewart 

* Professor of Economics 

* Director of Entrepreneurship Minor 

* Department of Economics 

* University of North Carolina 

* Gardner Hall CB# 3305 

* Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 

* Fax: (919) 966-4986 

* john_stewart@unc.edu 

* htt p:i!www.u ncerninor.org 

* ._h__t_~p__.’J_J__~__w____w__:_~_~_�_:__e_g_~J__~i_f__s__t_e____w__~_r_L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

<          @kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

RE: MSA coutact for MBA!MSA Case Colnpetition sponsored by Wassennan Media Group 

Dr. Stroman, 

I wanted to follow up and provide you some details regarding the Wassen~nan case competition. We are still very much hoping to have the MSA program 

participate and are looking for a rep to join us on a weekly tag up for plannh~g. 

T~meframe: Launch mh~ Jat~uary w~th siides due mid February 

Tearns: 4-5 ku~vMua~s, m~x of MBA and MSA s~:udents on each team. Both Duke and UNC wi~ enroll ~:eams and teams w~H be comprised of e>:dusivelv 1 school, bu~: 

a mix o[: Lhe 2 graduaLe programs. 

De]iveraMe: :1.0-:[5 slMes 4 appendix 

Top,c: Wasserman Duke and UNC abm~n~ wH] deride the final topic, but ~t will h~corporate the areas of brand, med~a and property 

Finalist teams (4-5} wH~ be chosen by Wasserman to present to a panel o[ executives and w~H be inv~:ed to attend a networking reception. The wh~nk~g team w~H 

be invRed to a dinner w~:h Wasserman execs and clkmt e>:ecs and w~ll be e~g~ble [or possiMe interviews with Wasserman 

We are sti]~ very much ~n the planning stages and JD Lubenetski and CourtRey F~scher [:rom Wasserrnan are both very open Lo [:eedback from sLudents. ~s there an 

MSA coRtact who you could recommend to jo~n the charge k~ getting the word out and helping to plan logistics? 

Fd be happy to chat further ~f you wou~d Hke more ~nfo. 

Thanks, 

iXi Description:cid:88D712D9- 

....... 1D89M414-A98C- 

9DD9B5C3A593 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 3:14 PM 

To: ’Stroman, Deborah L’ 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: MSA contact for MBA!MSA Case Competition sponsored by Wasserman Media Group 

is the best nurnber to reach me a~:, I’ll be bappv to answer any quest:ions. 

Thanks, 

i~i Description:cid:88D712D9- 

1D894414-A98C- 

9DD9B5C3A593 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Thursday, 3:11 PM 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: MSA contact for MBA/MSA Case Competition sponsored by Wasserman Media Group 

What is y<,u: *r~<,bJle n~.tmb~ r? I w<,uld ];k~ t<, ask y<,u a [~w q,~st:ions ~)~: clar;t3,. 

Th~mks. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,o’uge. Explore. Empowen 

9:19.843.0336 

"The first respens~bflRy of a leader ~s ~e define reality. The last ~s te say thank you. 

in between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: [ 
Sent: I hursday, : 2:21 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sublect: MSA contact for MBA/MSA Case Competition sponsored by Wasserman Media Group 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hi my name is and I’m a Student at Kenan Flagler. We met briefly at the Kenan Institute welcome event and I also wanted to thank 

you and the undergraduate club for hosting such a great event in the CSFE a couple weeks ago! 

I am working in conjunction with our MBA Sports and Entertainment Club as well as Wasserman Media Group to organize a graduate level case competition with 

teams from UNC and Duke focused on sports this Jan/Feb. We would like to extend an invitation to participate to the Masters of Sports Administration program. 

Could you provide me with a student contact in the Masters of Sports Administration program to reach out to so that I can gauge interest and provide additional 



details? 

Thanks so much, 

1D894414-A98C- 

9DD9B5C3A593 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Khan Academy <hello@khanacademy.org> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

LeBron asks: What muscles do I use when shooting a basket? - Khan Academy 

Don’t miss the top things to learn on Khan Academy this week: 

~i Could you win the 

: ,o~            What are yoL~r chances of winning the 

lottery? Really good, right? 

~:: Howdoes LeBron shoot 
a basket? ...... ¯ LeBron asks: What muscles do I use 

 heo shooting a bas et.  

How old is the universe? And how new 

are humans? 

And just added to Khan Academy: 

~ The hBtory of ~ife on Earth, 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

-<lonotreply@wordpress.com> 

Thursday,                12:30 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Email lhrough CSBC Website 

Name: 
Email: ~ live.uric .edu 
Co~wnent: Please add me to the Sakai page. I am interested in learning more about the club and possibly joining. Thanks! 

Time: at 4:29 am 

IP Address: 
Con*~qct Form UnRL: ~ac corn/contact/ 
Sent by an unverified visitor to your site. 



From: < ~@ive.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 11:08 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: You are Beu6 ful 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I was wondering if you have seen the Dove Beauty Sketches Commercial? You showed us the You Are Beautiful campaign video today in class and it 

reminded me of the dove commercial I saw on YouTube. This commercial really touched mv heart and I thought to share it with you. Please let me know if 

you enjoy it. Have a nice weekend. 

http:i/www.yo ut u be.com/watch?v=Xpa OjMXyJ Gk 

Sincerely, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sher~ L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 12:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Prqiect Touchdown! 2013 

Have you gotten some inquiries? 

Sherry Salyer, 

M~ist~?r I_~!ctur~?f’, Director o~ Undergr~d~al:e 

Department of t?xerdse and Sport Sdence 

CB#8700, 25~ ~etzer 

UNversiLy of NorLh Carol#~a at Chape~ H~I 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

93.9-952-6947 

Fax: 919--952-0489 

Fa~l 2053 Adv~sing/O[:fice hours: 

Mondays 2--4 

Tuesdays 

Wednesdays 

or by a~x)intrnent or chance ~n my 211. ge~:zer office. 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Sunday, October 20, 20~3 9:50 PN 
To= SaWyer, Sherry L 
Subject= Project Touchdown~ 
Hi Sherry. Can you please send out? Thanks. 

Opportunity to be a part of the 20~3 ACC Football Championship. 

d 
Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: < @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 2:26 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Internship requirements 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

Some of the internship offices I am in contact ~vith have asked for the detailed requirements of an internship for course credit. Is there any official description of an internship that would be 
acceptable that I can for~vard to these organizations? 

Thank you for your help yesterday! I look forward to hearing from you soon 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fredrickson, Barbara L <blf@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 3:14 PM 

Jacqueline Olich < @mac.cam>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Ba~ett, Debora~h <dbarret@email.unc.edu>; Algae, Sara 

<algoe@unc.edtr’~ 

Fwd: FYI and feel free to share... 

Hi friends, 

My talk at TEDxLowerEastSide is tomorrow at 3:30. See details below about live- s~tveaJning if you rash. 

Cheers, 

Barb 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded Inessage: 

From: "Fiiesline, Ann" < amlfire¢~)anc.edu> 

Date: October 24, 2013, 1:23:25 PM EDT 

To: "Fredrickson, Barbara L" <blf(c-~unc.edu>, "Amy Unell I 

<          ?~gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: FYI and feel free to share... 

@gmaJl~com )" < 

People can also watch the live s~tream ficom your website. 

Access it fl~rough the main page http://posifivitvresonance.com/index.hm~l 

or go directly to the web stream page lattp:i,’lX)Siti’@yresonance:comiTED.’xStrean~:latml 

We’ll be watching tomorrow have fun’. 

~Nnail.com>, "Jeff Chappell ( 

From: <Fredrickson>, Barbara L <blf@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:00 PM 

To: Ann Firestine <annfire@unc.edu>, "Amy Unell (: 

<           @gmail.com> 

Subject: FYI and feel free to share... 

Hi Folks, 

My TEDx talk will be on Friday at 3:30 and will be live-streamed. 

For more information, and live-stream on Friday, Oct 25th visit: 

Barb 

Kenan Dislinguished Professor 
Directoc SociaJ Psychology Doctoral Progrmn 

Department of Psychology 

Davie Hall, CB 3270 
University of Norl~h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

TEL: 919-843-0091 
FAX: 919-962-2537 

e-mail: b__[t~q~_unc.ed u 

Director of the ] ~7) Lab ...................... 

Author of] ositivi& 
Author of Love 2.0 

@gmail.com>, "Jeff Chappell I 

U~mail.com)" 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc .com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 3:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

15 Mind-Blowing Technologies That Will Change Business 

To ensure you rs:eive updates ~rem Docstec; please add Lr)_?~A.qg_E~._c_t29_c_s_t_9_~:£c_![!",_ to yoer address book i Unsubscribe 

B-wsir ess Gadgets of 
:£; Sm~, ~u~ ..... A Glimpse of Tomorrow’s 
...... Technology 

Share this news with your friends: 

We all use smartphones and wireless for business 

now, but what does the future of technology hold? 

While you may occasionally read stories about things 

like Google Glass, there is a lot of exciting and 

futuristic technology emerging that will change the 

face of small business, like: 

Touch-Interactive Desks 

3D Holographic Projections 

Telepresence Robots 

Bionic Contact Lenses 

Sound like science fiction? Think again. Much of this 

mind-blowing business technology is already here: 

See fu~ fist of futuristic technology >> 

How a Single 

Image Can 

Trsffio 

is technology 

Repiacing 

Small Business 

Jobs? 

What Lessons 

Can Politicians 

’*He send this email to members of do~ts~ot-..~torn per our Privacy Policy. You can manage your era,oil preferences and other 

settings by going to Your 8et[in~s Pa~e If you h~ve any qu~stions you can e-rn~l or cal~ us ~t any time by using ou~ Centac[ Us 

page. You may uRstibscdbe from this mailing here: Unsubser{be. You can manage your emaH preferences in the notifications tab 

here: Preferef~ces 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Genna Rae McNeil <~ ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 11:32 PM 

Inst Afi-ican Amer Research Ibr Facul~ <iaar- fac@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

Re: Upcoming IAAR Events 

Karla this is Genna Rae. Congratulations on your appointment. I looked for you at.sexual assault program, but missed seeing you. As time permits, please call me. ( 

or,        . Want to be suppo(tive and also have done archival records from time often bomd service. 

On Oct 21, 2013 3:44 PM, "iaar" <iemr~unc.edu> wrote: 

Greetings, 

The Institute of African American Resem-ch would like to announce that it is co- sponsoring the follomng upcoming events: 

The Department of Women’s and Gender Studies 

presents the Charles M. and Shirley F. Weiss Lecture: 

"The Audacity to Heal: A Public Conversation about Surviving Sexual Assault" 

Wednesday, October 23; 7 - 8:30 p.m.; Stone Center Theatre 

A public conversation about Surviving Sexual Assault including rare and never-before-seen photos and video footage 
from the award-winning multi-media per~mnance, Story of a Rape Survivor (SOARS). SOARS’s creators, Scheherazade 

and Salamishah Tiller, discuss the role of the arts can play in ending sexual violence, the specific challenges that victims 
face when they want to break the silence around sexual violence, and how- secondaw victims of sexual violence, such as 

family members, friends, and intimate parmers, can become allies to sexual assault survivors. 

and 

"Arts. Activism. Advocacy." 

Thurs. October 24 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.; Hitchcock Room, Stone Center 

Discusses how sexual assault activism and victim rights advocacy can serve as key components of 
sexual assault recovew, focusing on how survivor art, activism, and advocacy can be used to elnpower survivors and 

contribute to social change in the community. 

Co-sponsored by" the Art Department, Carolina V/omen’s Center, Chancellor’s Office, Feminist Students United, 
Omega Phi Beta Sorority, Inc., Project Dinah, School of Public Health, Stone Center, UNC Diversity and 

Multicultural Affairs, Institute for African American Research, Counseling and Psychological Services, Department of 
African, Ai}ican American and Diaspora Studies 

You are currently subscribed to iaar-fac as: ~gmail.com. 

To unsubscfibe click hem: http:i/lists.unc.edtvn?id 68287885.456764e96c3cbd13e438c0dd33cf7aab&n T&I iaar-fac&o 33750349 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-33750349-68287885.456764e96c3cbd13e438c0dd33c177aab(~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to iaaac- fac as: dstroman(~?mna~l.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtvn?id 68287879.12e56d7707e8eY£23323917252deYb6d&n T&I iaar-fac&o 33768851 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 8:42 AM 

~msn.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC Black Report 

The Black Report 2012-2013.pdf 

Hi Teresa. I hope you have a great meeting today. Here’s an attachment that may be helpful. 

As per my voicemail message - htt~://WWw~dai~Ytarhee~~com/artic~e/2~13/1~/on~~-98-of-near~¥-4~~~-ne~-~rst-years-are-b~ack-ma~es 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, PhD CLU 

[ i~i r,*aic~ol.~ x "You can’t hate the roots of a tree and not hate the tree." 
...... ~,,{~ -oi m X 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu!cbc 

919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela B~ant) <~Bo~antin@ncleg.net> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 11:52 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FRIENDLY REMINDER - TOMORROW - Vance County Legislative Pastors and Faith Leaders Roundtable 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 12:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nake ~ge robertson@unc.e& > 

FW: Payment received l~om             @gmail.com 

From: Iheoma Iruka Thompson via PayPal [mailto:member@paypal.com] 
Sent-" Friday, October 25, 20:~3:11:35 AM 
To; McGhee, Oj 
Subject; Payment received from @gmail.com 

[r~nsaction iD: OJ;~OS2?6MB?g81gOB 

Hel~o Carolina B~ack Caucus, 

TO see allthe transaction details piease iog into you~ PayPN account It may take a few moments forthis 

transaction to appear in your account 

Buyer information Instructions from buyer 

Iheoma Iruka T~ompson None provided 

~g_mail.co m 

Total: $40.00 USD 

Receipt No: 5035-6492409t4277" 

Please keep this number for future reference~ as your customer doesn’t have a PayPal Transaction ID for this 

payment 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:23 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: a couple questions 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’m a ~ major playing here at UNC. I had a couple questions I needed to ask you before I register for classes in the coming weeks. 

The first I was wondering if I could get into your Exss : class. I’m not an entrepreneurship major but would like the opportunity to get a background in 

the field since I hope to one day own my own business. 

The second is I’m wondering if there are any internships for credit for the spring coming up. I’m done with here after this season so I have time in 

the spring to have an internship position. 

Thanks for the help, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Habitat Habitat for Humanib, <      @gmail.com> 

Friday, 1:41 PM 

trickoltreat <trickortreat@listserv.nnc.edu> 

< ~gmail.com>; 

Re: CUAB HaJloween Idea 

< ~live.~mc.edu:~; ~live.nnc.edu~ 

Hey 

UNC Habitat for Humanity would love to send representatives if we’re not too late. Please let us know what the next steps 

Thanks, 

On Tue, at 2:52 PM, < @live.unc.edu> wrote: 
Hello all! 

My name is,           and I am the                                       I am contacting you to see if your organization is interested in giving 

out candy for a mini trick-or-treat on Halloween from 5:30-7:30 in the Union. We are having an event for students featuring crafts, snacks, and a movie. 

If you would like to send 2 or 3 representatives wearing your organization’s shirt and we will place you throughout the Union for you to give out candy 
and talk about what you are involved in to the students that come. We have a limited amount of space so if you will kindly reply if you are interested! 

Hope to hear from you all soon! 

You ~e currently subscribed to tricko(treat as: @glnail.com. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.nnc.edtv’u?id 68682951.915ddd956bac78041c4f38a63278301 l&n T&I trickortreat&o 33727939 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33727939-68682951.915ddd956bac78041c4f38a63278301 l@listserv.unc.edu 

You ~e currently subscribed to tricko(treat as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http://lists.unc.edtv’u?id 68682907.49e998229a1216880a797d26b991c341&n T&I trickortreat&o 33771556 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33771556-68682907.49e998229a1216880a797d26b991c341,@]istserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walker, Jack <Jack Walke@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 25, 2013 2:20 PM 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@emaJl.unc.edu>; Reifsnider, Cynthia<Cynthia Reifsnide@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Snedden, Pamela 

<PamelaSnedden@kenan-flagler.~mc.edu>; klbs lingmeihowell.con <lingmei howell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroma~L Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

KI Website 

Hi All, 

The new KI site is now up: www.kenaninstitute.unc.edu 

If you have a chance, take a look through and make sure there are no glaring issues. We will continue working on this after the board of advisors meeting on 

Monday to make sure everything is working correctly. 

The NC Strategic Economic Growth site is also up (www.ncgrowth.unc.edu) -we are finishing up work on some technical issues with it and will continue to add 

functionality. I will put a place holder page for the other initiatives until we can setup their sites in the next week or two... 

Mary: They delivered the board books. They are in my office! 

Thanks so much for everyone’s help!!! 

Jack 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wm~da Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitme.org> 

Friday, 4:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Deena ttayes <dhayes@racia]equi~institute.org:~; S~anne Plihcik < 

&bby@dstroman.com 

Re: 21 Days 

Staying connected.docx 

!gmail.com>; ~gmail.com>; 

Hi Debby, 

I met with Deena today and we agreed that we love your 21 Days document and would like to oiler it to workshop participants, with a tEw tweaks here a~ad there. 

Would that be OK ruth you--if we suggest a tEw edits here and there? 

We’d love to add some of tim activities that we usually propose to our participants, like: register for tim next workshop, friend our Facebook site, find the resources 

section of our websites (REI and OAR), join a local caucus, join the local joint caucus/alliance, etc. See attached exmnple. One of the things we stress ruth 

participmits is to stay connected to each other and to the workshop analysis, as well as engaging in further reading and study, so we want to elnphasize all the ways 

that they can do that. 

Let us know what you think. And thank you so much for developing such a helpful resource! ~Ve’d love to use it. 

Wanda 

On at 1:28 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi All. Here’s a resend on the doc I created to help with engagement and retention post-workshop. Not sure if you ever received this... 

d 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
En,q’u,qe. Explore. Empovcer. 
919.843.0336 
<image00I.jpg> 

°’The first responsibiliW of a leader is to defin.e reality, The last is to say thank you, 

In between, the leader is a servant," --M. DePree 

<RE121 Days.dock> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagleramc.edu> 

Friday, 7:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CSBC Caxolina tturricanes Trip 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

Fronl: ’ "< @live.unc.edu> 
Date: at 7:21:52 PM EDT 

To: .... < ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu:> 

Subject: Re: CSBC Carolina Hurricanes Trip 

H%v 

Hope all is well with you too’. I talked to Brian Slais, Group Sales Manager, today at work and he said that it would be no problem at all to set that up for 

us. He would just need an idea of how many people we think would go and he would let us know on a price. Ifydll go on a college night, either 

[br early spring, that would be the best time to get a good deal. Also, I have something to hand out in the next CSBC meeting if that is 

okay. It is to promote the Hurricanes College Night and College Rush program. 

BesL 

Email: ~live.unc.edu 

Phone: 

From: " ’ < @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Fri, ; I0:47:44 -0400 

To: <i @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: CSBC Carolina Hurricanes Trip 

Hey 

Hope all is well with you! The CSBC is looking to take a trip to a Carolina Hurricanes game sometime in the early part of spring semester. I know you’re a ticket 

intern for the Hurricanes, so I was wondering if we could go through you, or if you had an idea of who to go through. 

Thanks man! 

BA Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administration 

Kenan-Flagler Business School, Class of 

Cell: I @ kena n-flagler.unc.ed u 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Teresa Artis < ~msn.com> 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 7:02 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC Black Repori 

Thank you f,ar this. I look forward to reviewing it. 

Take care 
Sent Iicom my Verizon Wireless BlackBel~ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> 
Date: Fri, 25 Oct 2013 12:41:41 
To: <      .~msn cam> 
Cc: <dstl-o~unc.edu> 
Subject: CBC Black Report 

Hi Teresa. I hope you have a great meeting today. Here’s an attachment that may be helpful 

As per my voicemail message - http:/i~vww dailvtarheehcom/article/2013/10/onlv-98-of-nearlv-4000-new-first-vears-are-black-males 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, PhD CLU 

< http://www.goodreads, comJauthor/show/17435.N/iaicoim X> 
"You can’t hate the roots o17 a tree and not hate the tree." 
? Malcolm X <http://www~oodreadscom/author/show/17435.Malcolm X> 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
www.unc.edu/cbc 

919843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

<, @gmail.com> 

Sunday, 1:38 PM 

Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcand@ema~l.unc.edtr~; Merritt, Charles E. <merritV~:email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
Feldrn~n M,~ryann P. <m~ryann.~ldman@unc.edu>; Stew~xt, John F <jfstew~@em~Jd.unc.edu> 

< ~live.unc.edt~> 

Scheduling fino~ presentations 

One of the students just enrailed me wondering when the teams would kmow which day they’re presenting so she can make travel arrangements for Thanksgiving. 
Because Thanksgiving is so late this year, some groups are scheduled to do their final presentations that Tnesday. so I suspect that many students will have this same 
concern. What are our policies on giving ~)me reruns priori~ tbr the earlier presentation date and having students miss the final presentations? At the very least we 
should probably go ahead and assign the groups their dates so people can schedule their travel accordingly. 

ttope you’re all eNoying your weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:13 PM 

.~gmail.com>; Candill, Walter Low~’ <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>; Merritl. Charles E. 

<merritV~@email.anc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; Feldman, Madann P. <maryann.t~ldman@nnc.edu-~ 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Scheduling final presentations 

Some of my students h~ve asked as 

teams on      (Tuesday), 

* John F. Stewart 
~ Professor of Economics 
~ Director of EntrepreneursNp Mk~or 

* Department of Economics 

* University oF North Q~rolin~ 

* Gardner t-ta~1 
~ Chape~ Hilf, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (9~9} 966-5~e]5 

* Fax: (9~.9) 966.-4986 

* john__stewart@unc edu 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 1:38 PH 
To: Caudill, Waiter Loww; Nerri~, Charles E.; Stroman, Deborah L; Feldman, Haryann P.; Stewart, John F 
Cc: 
Subject: S~heduling finai presentations 

(Thursday) and which 

One of the students just emafiled me wondering M~en the teams would know which dab, they’re presenting so she can ma]ce travel ~angetnents for Thmaksgiving. 
Becanse Thmaksgiving is so late this year, some groups are scheduled to do their final presentations that Tnesday. so I suspect that many students will have this same 

concern. What are onr policies on giving some teams priori~ for the earlier presentation date and having students miss fl~e final presentations? At the very leas1 we 

should probably go ahead and assign the groups their dates so people can schedule their travel accordingly. 

Hope you’re all enjoying your weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edn> 

Sunday, 9:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Project Touchdown! Application 

PT2013.doc; PT2013 Application Essay.docx; Letter of Recommendation Letter for docx 

To Dr. Stroman: 

Just turning in the Project Touchdown! Application. All forms are attached. Thanks for your consideration. 

Best, 



From:               .@gmail.com on behalf of 

<1       @live.unc.edu,; 

Sent: Monday, 9:49 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: FW: -- IDST 

Good to get a little bit of feedback. 

If you have any thoughts on JOMC    or PSYC    , let me la~ow and I’ll be sure to p&ss those along to Elizabeth when we meet today for walk-in hours (between 

2-4 some time, if you’re free). 

For regislration purposes, it would be best if we just maJ~e sure it gets approved ASAP. As long as it doesn’t majorly attEct the courses we chose, I’ll probably take 

their suggestion with the GI~BL    selection. I just want to make sure it gets approved--I’ll ta]k to Elizabeth today to see what the process would be to change a class 

or two down the line if we were to try to do so. 

Exciting, nonetheless. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Cox, Elizabeth <esco~@,,emafil.unc.edu> 

Date: Mon, at 9:42 AM 

Subject: FVV: -- IDST 

To: < ~live.unc.edu> 

Here’s the feedback I received, so we can move forward. Could you come in to walk-ins this week? 

Elizabeth S. Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Graduation Div~sh:m and fnterd~sdphnary Studies 

UNg-Chapel HHf Academic ~dvising Program 

G-I7C Steele Building, 

Chapel FHH, NC 27599--3110 

(P) 919-~3-66~ 

(F) 9~9-962-68~ 

escox@email.unc.edu 

advising.unc.edu 

From: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Sent= Monday, 8:56 AM 
To= Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
Subject: RE: -- IDST 

Elizabeth, 

Sorry for the delay. No concerns over the topic o~: this interdisciplinary major,      does a good job at explaining his/her interest in this field~ Perhaps more 

attention could be made at explaining the curricular benefits m~d the selection of courses. For example, why JOM¢, and PSYC : ? 

You might suggest GLBL 

important social and cultural practice. Given 

, This course explores the relationships between sports and globalization and discusses sports as an 

interest/experience in Zimbabwe, this might be a great fit in the IDST program. 

Cheers, 

Nick 

Nicholas Siech-:mtop 

Curriculum Director 



Campus Box 3504 [ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 IT 919.962.5819 

~*Confidentiatity notice: This emaif message, including any attachments, is for the sole use ot: intended recipient(s} and may contain confidential and privileged 

inforn~ation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 

From: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
Sent: Friday, 2:40 PM 
To: Siedentop, Nicholas J 
Subject: FW: -- TDST 

I ha b-’_~ to bug you b/c I know you’re btEsy! Any thoughts on 

Best, 

E~zabeth 

E~za~eth S. Cox 

Se~or Academic Advisor 

Graduat~o~ Division a~d h~terd~sc~p~h~ary Studies 

UNC-Chapel ~i~ Academic Ad~sin~ Prosram 

G<~7C Steele Building, CB#3tl0 

Chapel H~ NC 27599-31~0 

(P) 9~9-~3-66~ 

(~:) 9~9-962-68~ 

escox@emaikunc.edu 

advisin~.unc.edu 

~ [mailto: @qmail.com] 
Se~t~ Nonday, 7:06 PN 
Te~ Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
Subject= Re: -- IDST 

Perfect! Hoping to hear back soon so I can start planning for legistration accordingly. As you can imagine, I might have to do a lot of reseaxching and meeting ruth 
professors to gain entry into classes. 

Thanks! Hoping to be able to declare IDST with you ~on. 

On Fri, at 3:20 PM, Cox, Elizabeth Shirer <escox~emaJJ.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks! I’ve sent it on to be reviewed by IJndergrad Curricula with these changes. Will ~et you know what I hear] 

E~zabeth S. Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Graduation Division and h~terd~sc~p~h~ary Studies 

UNC-Chapel HN Academic Advising Program 

G-.I7C Steele Building, CB#3110 

Chapel H~, NC 27599-3110 

(P) 919-N3-66~ 

(}:) 9~9-962-68~ 

escox@emaikunc.edu 



advisin~.unc.edu 

From-" [mailto: @qmail.com] 
Sent; Friday, 10:43 AM 

To: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject:           -- IDST 

Hi El~abelh’. 

I hope all has been well since Dr. Stroman and I last met with you about my IDST proposal. I have revised the proposal and attached it here. Let me know if there are 
any other questions/feedback and what the next steps eae in the process.Thin,ks again for helping! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jessie Landemmn < ~gmail.com> 

Monday, 2:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~<lstm@unc.edu>; Audrey Hams < @gmail.com>; @gmail.com> 

Fwd: Could any of you be available to connect with students and profs at Harvard who are thinking atx)ut incorporating REI workshop? 

Professor Stroman, 

Thank you so much for your generous oiler to supIx~rt our efforts to bring REI workshops to the Harvaacd graduate communi~. Audrey and I are organizing on our 

campuses (Harvard Ed School and Kenne@ School) and building our strategy. If you have any suggestions of Harvmvl faculty or adminis~trators you tNnk would be 

interested in this project, please let us l, mow. Also, if you have any particular advice or suggestions on s~rategy, we are all ears. 

Thank you so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 3:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Unde~raduate Major/Minor Declaration 

Finally official’. I’ll let you know once I sit down and figure out which classes roll work for next semes~ter (since regist~ation is right around the cornel). I suppose the 

next step after that would be applying to entrepreneurship minor’. 

So thanklM for your help throughout the process--they mentioned several times that your euthusiasm as faculty sponsor played a big role. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbr~va~ded message: 

Resent-From: <        (~live.unc.edu> 
From: Academic Advising <noreplv(~unc.edu> 

Date: 3:28:40 PM EDT 

To: < ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Undergraduate Major/Minor Declaration 

Dear 

Thank you for submitting your requefft. By receipt of this email, we axe confim~ing a change in your major(s) or minor(s) as listed below. Please check that 

all of your majors and/or minors have been recorded correctly. If there are any discrepancies, please contact your academic advisor, 

escox@email, unc.edu. 

Sincerely, 

Academic Advising 

Personal Infm~nation 

Nalne: 

PID: 
Emaih @live.unc.edu 

Pdmary Major Information 

Primary Major: Inte~disciplina~ Studies (by permission) - BA IDST 

Primary Major Sub Plan: Standard BA 

Does this major require a change in requirement term? No 

Primary Major Requirement Term: 

Secondary Major Information 

Does this student have a second major? No 

Secondary Major: Seconda~ Major: 

Secondary Major Sub Plan: 

Does this major require a change in the requirement term? 

Secondary Major Requirement Term: 

Minor lntbrm ation 

Does this student have a minor? No 

First Minor: 

Does this minor require a change in the requirement term? 

Fi~t minor requirement terlll: 

Does tiffs student have a second minor? 

Second Minor: 

Does this second minor require a change in the requirement term? 

Second Minor Requirement Term: 

Does the student have file honors program? No 

Does this change in major require assigning a new advisor? Yes 

Advisor Completing This Form: eseox~emaii.unc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 5:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr~; Robertson, Nakenge <nake ~ge robertson@unc.e& > 

FW: Payment received from ~gmaJl.com 

From: Genna Rae McNeil via PayPal [mailto:member@paypal.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 28, 20:t3 8:58 AM 
To; McGhee, Oj 
Subject; Payment received from @gmail.com 

~’¢P~I Iof,:o 1 Oct 28, 201"3 05;58:06 PDT 
’ "] Transaction iO: 56[197035L4385252 

TO see all the transaction details please log into yOUF PayPal account it may take a few moments forthis 

transaction to appear in your account 

Buyer infermation l~etru~tions from buyer 

Genna Rae McNeil None provided 

~g_mail.com 

Tetal: $40.00 USD 

Receipt No: 1004-6t154-111 ~4)252 

Please keep this number for future reference, as yo~r customer doesn’t have a PayRal Transaction ID for this 

payment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 5:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr~; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

FW: Notification of payment received 

From: Triangle Alumni Chapter via PayPal [mailto:member@paypal.com] 

Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 11:23 AM 

To; McGhee, Oj 

Subject; Notification of payment received 

ii~~ PayPal logo I Oct 28, 2013 08:21:47 PDT 

Transaction ID: 78B34708HJ177692C 

Hello Carolina Black Caucus, 

.... ~ ~’-, ~ ...... "..’~-~, - - ~ ~ :~ ,.,,~,,i O’.~,,~.,,/~,..’.~,~. ,( _@_h__9__t___m____a__i!_~E_q!_n__} ~,’~, ~ ,~’~c~iw~d 4.’, .,c,~yl’.’,i~.,"~t of $25£.’0 ................... ::~, ,. , 

Thanks for using PayPal. You can now ship any items. To see all the transaction details, log in to your PayPal account. 

Important note: Triangle Alumni Chapter has provided an unconfirmed address Please check the Transaction Details page for this payment 

to find out whether you will be covered by PayPal Seller Protection. 

It may take a few moments for this transaction to appear in your account. 

Se~ler Protection - Not 

Buye~ Instructions to merchant D~ 

Triangle Alumni Chapter The buyer hasn’t entered any instructions. 

(@hotmail.corn 

~Questions? Go to the Help Center at: ~^,~v.pavpal.comihelp 

Please do not reply to this email, lNs mailbox is not monitored and you will not receive a response For assistance, log in to your PayPal ~ccount and click He~p in 

the top right comer of any PayPal page. 

You can receive plain text emails instead of HTML emails. To c~ange your Notifications p~eferences, ~og in b your account, go to your Profile, and c~ck My 

settings. 

PayPal Email ID PP341 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 5:46 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: My Dues 

From: Myron G. Burney [mailto:mgburney@northcarolina.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 I.t:25 AM 
To; McGhee, Oj 
Subject; My Dues 

Hey Doc! 

Hope you had a great weekend. I just sent my dues for the Caucus and it may say Triangle Morehouse Club as the sender somehow I have gotten them 

mixed together but that is me. My personal email is @hotmail.com. Just wanted to make sure you were not confused. What was our date again for 

the next mixer? I will call the spot tomorrow to lock in. 

Myron 

Myron G. Burney 

Director of Student Success & Outreach 

UNC General Administration 

140 Friday Center Drive, Rm 262 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She,ll Kleinman <: ~(}nc.rr.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 6:17 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] Pope Center on gen. ed. at UNC, CH (ruth list of"unnecessary courses") 

http:/!wx~7.popecenter.or~/acrobat!pope articles/general educationfinal.pdf 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

progfac as: <~a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email m <a hre~"mailm:leave-33782298- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33782298- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu<a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erimane A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:47 AM 

Rowe, Cory <Co~.Rowe@imglearfield.com> 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Stromma, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Sotahall, 

Deborah Joy <dj sothll@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Cou Rowe Visit 

Hi Cory, 

Below is your finalized itinerary for tomorrow. We look forward to meeting with you! 

11:45 - Park - Erianne will meet you and take you to meet with Deb Southall (E. Weight) 

12:00-12:50; 1:00 - 1:50- Guest Lecture for "Facility and Event Management" (D. Southall) 

2:00-2:45-Casual Lunch with Grad Students/Faculty (D. Southall) 

3:00-4:30-One-on-one meetings with students in Hyatt Library (D. Stroman) 

5:00 - 6:00- Special meeting of the Sport Business Club (D. Stroman) 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science Visitor Parking: 

From South Road turn onto Stadium Drive at the Bell Tower. Go about 1/4 mile down Stadium Drive and take a left on first hard surface drive that comes back 

behind Fetzer Hall and Stallings Evans Sports Medicine Center. Go halfway down this drive and the 5 EXSS visitor spaces will be on the left hand side of the drive 

marked Exercise and Sport Science Visitor. When you get to the parking lot, call me and I will come to meet you and bring you a parking pass. My cell is 

Please call me if you have any questions! 

-Erianne 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Stx~rt Administration 

The Unive~sib" ofNort21Caxolina - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kia Caldwell < ~yahoo.com~ 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 1:12 PM 

Tbe progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] Fw: TttREATS TO ttISTORY AND TIlE ttUMANITIES AT ECSU 

On Tuesday, October 29, 2013 12:20 PM, Lisa Levenstein < 
Dear SNCF: 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

We have some disturbing news to share and hope you’ll take immediate action. 

In response to a $5 million budget shortfall resulting from severe budget cuts and falling enrollments, the UNC-GA has demanded that Elizabeth 
City State University (ECSU) cut programs classified as "low productivity." The ECSU administration has made a list of "Programs Considered for 
Discontinuation." History and Political Science are two of the seven programs identified on this list (Geology and Physics are also on the list). The 
fact that any university is considering the elimination of these departments is further evidence of the destructive and unsustainable course adopted 
by North Carolina’s state legislature. 

Included below is a letter drafted by History faculty about the impact of cutting a History Department. We hope those who represent the other 
departments under threat will feel free to adapt the letter as you see fit. 

MOST IMPORTANT: If you agree with the sentiments of the letter, please copy and paste the letter, or your version thereof, and email it to the 
individuals below. 
Please ask the Chair or Head of your institution’s History Department to write-as well as any other Humanities department you feel would support 
this endeavore. And please help publicize the plight of ECSU more widely: http:/iwww.dailyadvance.cominode/2205965 

ECSU Provost Ali Khan: aakhan@mail.ecsu.edu 
ECSU Vice Chancellor Eric Thomas: wethomas@mail.ecsu.edu. 
ECSU Chancellor Charles Becton: clbecton~mail.ecsu.edu. 
UNC Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs Suzanne Ortega: stortega@northcarolina.edu 

As a faculty member at ~ I am greatly alarmed to learn that Elizabeth City State University is considering a decision to 
discontinue its History program. This step would be unprecedented in the nation and has profound implications for our state 
and its future. 

First, History represents a vital component of any university’s core mission and liberal arts curriculum. The study of History 
exposes students to diverse cultures and complex national and international connections that are essential for functioning in 
today’s global world. On every campus, History faculty contribute to the General Education core by providing courses that are 
required for all students. 

Second, at ECSU History faculty play a critical role in training Middle School and High School teachers for a twenty-one 
county region in northeastern North Carolina, an area that has historically been, and remains, one of the most economically 
depressed in the state. 

Third, business leaders nationally have repeatedly expressed their preference for hiring graduates with expertise in the 
Humanities due to the research and critical thinking skills that these majors provide. 

Thus beyond the fact that eliminating your History program stands at odds with ECSU’s mission since its establishment in 
1891, such a decision will have dire educational and economic consequences for future generations of our state. 

I therefore respectfully urge you to reconsider this course of action and do everything in your power to prevent this outcome. 

Sincerely, 

<ul > 

-di> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progfac as: <;a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu-~’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-33786255-56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481 b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33786255- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c 12481b56fe 1 eb9b@listsela~.unc.edu-~’a;~ 



From: < @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:50 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: [Jpdate? Thin,ks. 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

need the password for the Wix site. What is the email and password? 

mentioned dL~ring our meeting that [ cot~dn’t start: working on the website until today or tomorrow., so I haven’t been aMe to start vet. [’~ k~pload the pR:t:t~res on 

cornpt~ter m SASB ASAP and ~et yo~ know how every~:hmg goes. The CDs are a~ ~n my room, and ~ ~ow~ near SASB. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, :t:k4:t AM 

To; 
Subject: Update? Thanks. 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Pi~.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore, Empow~r, 

9~9)343.0336 

"Tt~e first responsibility ef a leader is to deflate reality. The last is to say thank yeu. 

between, the leader is a sergeant." --M, DePree 



Receipt of Premium 

Date: 

This is to confirm that on this date paid $15.oo to 

UNC-Chapel Hill for the EXSS Summer internship Liability Coverage. 

Signed: 

Treasury and Risk Management Services 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ho, Jennifer A <jho@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 4:08 PM 

The progfac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progfac] FW: NCWU’s Anne Mackie Award 

NCWU-Anne-Mackie-Award-2013.doc 

Forwarding from a friend at the NC Justice Center 
- -JHo 

From: Tazra IVlitchell 

Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 2:59 PM 
Subject: NCWU’s Anne Mackie Award 

Good af~err~oon, 

Ew,’ry year, N(] Women I} hired giw~s i:~e Anne Mackie Award to an adw)cate w~o i~as devoted substantial t~me and em~t’gy to ~mprov~ng ti~e Iiw~s o¢’women amff girls 
NC. Tl’ds is ;an opportunity for ~s to recognize those among u~ who have been doing this tireless~ometime~ thankle~s~work ~br a long time, and who continue to 
inspire us with t~eir advocacy, Many times the work women do to he]p ot~er women gets overlooked, and NCWU would like to help remedy that with th~s award, 

A woman of color }las yet to receive th~s awaE’d ~n part due to tt~e lack of nomination form:; submitted. Please keep tl’,~s in mind as you t~h’,k about the king-time 
activists that yo~ know who would be a good t)t tbr the award. 

The nomination ~brm is attached and ts due by Tuesday, November 19. Please send nominations to macNeaward@ncwu.org. We look ~brward to honoring the 
nominees and winner at our annual holiday party, wl’,h:~ we are planning and w~ll be ~ehl in early ~)eeember (more details to come soon). 

Please c~rculate this reformation among your networks. If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Tazra 

’Fazra MRclml~ 

Polh:y Analyst, N(; gudget and Tax Center 

2 tld Vt~ oFNC Women United 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
<!ul> 
progfac as: <a href="mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mailto:leave-337~7928-56223020.18abcb43200370a7cl24~lb56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33787928- 
5 6 2 2 30 2 0.18abcb4 3 2 00 3 7 0a7 c12 4~165 6fe l ebg b@l~stse rv.unc.edu< /a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 7:01 PM 

Tbe progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] Provost’s response to Pope Center’s "report" on Gen. Ed. at UNC, 

http:!/www.newsobserver.com/2013/10/25/3312473/think-tank-takes-aim-at-unc-ch.html <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

proglhc as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@uuc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJ~l to ~a bref "mailto:leave-33788599-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56tMeb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33788599- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56t~ 1 eb9b@listserv .unc .edu</a-~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 7:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: 5 "Sales Secrets" to Help Lm~d Your Next Sports Job 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one=stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWorkiMyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter, 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http :i/www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shenyl Kleinman <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Reseaxch inqui~ - Dr. Kleinman, Director of Social & Economic Justice 

IRB Approval.pdf 

Debb~v: 

Am you interested in doing this? 

Best, Sherryl 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Research inquily - Dr. Kleinmm~, Director of Socidl & Economic Justice 

Date:Wed, 30 Oct 2013 01:21:08 ~0000 
From:Jared Troy Meacham <itmeacha(~m¥.uno.edu> 

To: klei~m~an(~em~l.unc .edu <kleinmm~email.unc .edu> 

Dear Dr. Kleinman, 

My name is Jared Meacham and I am writing to you about a research project I am completing for my dissertation from the University of New Orleans under committee chair 
Dr. Marc Bonis. It seeks to discover a relationship between physical activity and academic achievement among college students. My aim is to get responses (they are 
anonymous) from a diverse group of students, undergraduate to doctoral, in all states and affiliated territories and I am having no real luck connecting with students in North 
Carolina with the exception of a few at Duke and East Carolina University. However recently, I have received some really quality participation from a couple of professors at 
UNC and I wanted to connect with you to hopefully gain participation frankly, due to sheer generosity on your part. This is an inquiry to ask that you share this study’s survey 
link with your students. 

One goal I have is to give students from all regions of each state representation among the over 27,000 students whose data I will collect. I also aim to gain the participation 
of students from all academic areas of study to ensure a diverse representation of the college population. Your participation will remain confidential as I will not divulge the 
name of any participating professor. For your assurance, my IRB approval letter for exempt research is attached to this email. 

I very much appreciate any consideration you provide for allowing my survey link to be shared with your students. 

- it takes less than 2 minutes to complete 
- it can be emailed, text messaged or posted on line 
- students can be at any level of their college career (undergrad to doctoral) - online students are also included 
- the more diverse their educational, cultural and ethnic background the better 
- the research is completely anonymous as students can in no way be identified by their responses 
- to comply with IRB standards, the survey begins with an informed consent page followed by the questionnai[~ 
- university IRB tend to honor its exempt study status as professors are not directly collecting/analyzing the data 
- data collection for this project will close at the end of next month 

I thank you for your time and consideration. 

Should you be willing to share the survey, this is the link for your review: 

https: !/www.su rveymon key.com/s/SM 200LM 

This link should open with a simple click of the mouse. However, should this fail, copying and pasting the link directly into a new brewser window will work. 

Please feel free to view the survey as many times as you wish. All I request is that it not be filled out nor submitted. Upon viewing the questions, it’s okay to simply log off the 

page. I’ll see an "incomplete" survey and it can easily be removed without compromising the data. I thank you for your consideration and your time. 

Sincerely, 

Ja[~d Meacham 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kia Caldwell < ~’iahoo.com~ 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:26 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[proglhc] Who else to email re: THREATS TO HISTORY AND THE t [UM_ANITIES AT ECSU 

Dear All, 

Sherryl suggests sending the petition/letter (below) also to Tom Ross and Peter Hans (she received an email "unsubscribing" her to PFN): 

tomross@northcarolina.edu 

peter.hans@nelsonmullins.com 

Dear SNCF: 

We have some disturbing news to share and hope you’ll take immediate action. 

In response to a $5 million budget shortfall resulting from severe budget cuts and falling enrollments, the UNC-GA has demanded that 
Elizabeth City State University (ECSU) cut programs classified as "low productivity." The ECSU administration has made a list of 
"Programs Considered for Discontinuation." History and Political Science are two of the seven programs identified on this list (Geology 
and Physics are also on the list). The fact that any university is considering the elimination of these departments is further evidence of 
the destructive and unsustainable course adopted by North Carolina’s state legislature. 

Included below is a letter drafted by History faculty about the impact of cutting a History Department. We hope those who represent the 
other departments under threat will feel free to adapt the letter as you see fit. 

MOST IMPORTANT: If you agree with the sentiments of the letter, please copy and paste the letter, or your version thereof, and email it 
to the individuals below. 
Please ask the Chair or Head of your institution’s History Department to write-as well as any other Humanities department you feel 
would support this endeavore. And please help publicize the plight of ECSU more widely: http://www.dailyadvance.com/node/2205965 

ECSU Provost All Khan: aakhan@mail.ecsu.edu 
ECSU Vice Chancellor Eric Thomas: wethomas(~,mail.ecsu.edu. 
ECSU Chancellor Charles Becton: clbecton~.mail.ecsu.edu. 
UNC Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs Suzanne Ortega: stortega@northcarolina.edu 

As a faculty member at ~ I am greatly alarmed to learn that Elizabeth City State University is considering a 
decision to discontinue its History program. This step would be unprecedented in the nation and has profound 
implications for our state and its future. 

First, History represents a vital component of any university’s core mission and liberal arts curriculum. The study of 
History exposes students to diverse cultures and complex national and international connections that are essential 
for functioning in today’s global world. On every campus, History faculty contribute to the General Education core by 
providing courses that are required for all students. 

Second, at ECSU History faculty play a critical role in training Middle School and High School teachers for a twenty- 
one county region in northeastern North Carolina, an area that has historically been, and remains, one of the most 
economically depressed in the state. 

Third, business leaders nationally have repeatedly expressed their preference for hiring graduates with expertise in 
the Humanities due to the research and critical thinking skills that these majors provide. 

Thus beyond the fact that eliminating your History program stands at odds with ECSU’s mission since its 
establishment in 1891, such a decision will have dire educational and economic consequences for future 
generations of our state. 

I therefore respectfully urge you to reconsider this course of action and do everything in your power to prevent this 
outcome. 

Sincerely, 



<li~ -- You are cnnently subscribed to 

progfac as: <~a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu-~’a>. To nnsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a Ne~"mailto:l~ve-33789024-56223020.18abcM3200370aTc12481 b56feleb9b@listsemunc,edu">leave-33789024- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481 b561~1 eb9b@listsemunc.edu~’a> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kia Caldwell < ~’iahoo.com~ 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:26 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~ 

Re: [progt~] Who else m email re: TttREATS TO ttlSTORY AND TIlE tlUMANITIES AT ECSU 

Just sent it. 

On, Kia Caldwell < @yahoo.com> wrote: 

Dear All, 

Sherryl suggests sending the petition/letter (below) also to Tom Ross and Peter Hans (she received an email "unsubscribing" her to PFN): 

tomross@northcarolina.edu 

peter.hans@nelsonmullins.com 

Dear SNCF: 

We have some disturbing news to share and hope you’ll take immediate action. 

In response to a $5 million budget shortfall resulting from severe budget cuts and falling enrollments, the UNC-GA has demanded that 
Elizabeth City State University (ECSU) cut programs classified as "low productivity." The ECSU administration has made a list of 
"Programs Considered for Discontinuation." History and Political Science are two of the seven programs identified on this list (Geology 
and Physics are also on the list). The fact that any university is considering the elimination of these departments is further evidence of 
the destructive and unsustainable course adopted by North Carolina’s state legislature. 

Included below is a letter drafted by History faculty about the impact of cutting a History Department. We hope those who represent the 
other departments under threat will feel free to adapt the letter as you see fit. 

MOST IMPORTANT: If you agree with the sentiments of the letter, please copy and paste the letter, or your version thereof, and email it 
to the individuals below. 
Please ask the Chair or Head of your institution’s History Department to write-as well as any other Humanities department you feel 
would support this endeavore. And please help publicize the plight of ECSU more widely: http://www.dailyadvance.com/node/2205965 

ECSU Provost All Khan: aakhan@mail.ecsu.edu 
ECSU Vice Chancellor Eric Thomas: wethomas(~,mail.ecsu.edu. 
ECSU Chancellor Charles Becton: clbecton@mail.ecsu.edu. 
UNC Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs Suzanne Ortega: stortega@northcarolina.edu 

As a faculty member at ~ I am greatly alarmed to learn that Elizabeth City State University is considering a 
decision to discontinue its History program. This step would be unprecedented in the nation and has profound 
implications for our state and its future. 

First, History represents a vital component of any university’s core mission and liberal arts curriculum. The study of 
History exposes students to diverse cultures and complex national and international connections that are essential 
for functioning in today’s global world. On every campus, History faculty contribute to the General Education core by 
providing courses that are required for all students. 

Second, at ECSU History faculty play a critical role in training Middle School and High School teachers for a twenty- 
one county region in northeastern North Carolina, an area that has historically been, and remains, one of the most 
economically depressed in the state. 

Third, business leaders nationally have repeatedly expressed their preference for hiring graduates with expertise in 
the Humanities due to the research and critical thinking skills that these majors provide. 

Thus beyond the fact that eliminating your History program stands at odds with ECSU’s mission since its 
establishment in 1891, such a decision will have dire educational and economic consequences for future 
generations of our state. 



I therefore respectfully urge you to reconsider this course of action and do everything in your power to prevent this 
outcome. 

Sincerely, 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

--~/ul> 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<Ta>. To nnsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emafil to <a h~e~"m~filto:leave-33789025- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33789025- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<Ta> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 11:12 PM 

The progfac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Full Report Re: [progfac] ECSU 

In case you missed it, here’s the link to the UNC GA report. Appendices C & D show the suggested program cuts. 

htt p:iiwww.northcarolina.eduireports!index.php?page=download&id=1712&inline=1 

debby 

Do Good. 
Deborah l_,. Stroman, Ph.D. cg[J 
En~o’uge. Explore. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
@drstroman 

From: Kia Caldwell ~ 

Reply-To: Kia Caldwell < 

Date: Tuesday, October 29, 203_3 3_0:26 PM 

To: progfac list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re:[progfac] Who else to email re: THREATS TO HISTORY AND THE HUMANITIES AT ECSU 

@yahoo.corn> 
@yahoo.com> 

Just sent it. 

On , Kia Caldwell, ~,yahoo.com> wrote: 

Dear All, 

Sherryl suggests sending the petition/letter (below) also to Tom Ross and Peter Hans (she received an email "unsubscribing" her to PFN): 

tomross@northcarolina.edu 

peter.hans@nelsonmullins.com 

Dear SNCF: 

We have some disturbing news to share and hope you’ll take immediate action. 

In response to a $5 million budget shortfall resulting from severe budget cuts and falling enrollments, the UNC-GA has demanded that 
Elizabeth City State University (ECSU) cut programs classified as "low productivity." The ECSU administration has made a list 
of "Programs Considered for Discontinuation." History and Political Science are two of the seven programs identified on this list 
(Geology and Physics are also on the list). The fact that any university is considering the elimination of these departments is further 
evidence of the destructive and unsustainable course adopted by North Carolina’s state legislature. 

Included below is a letter drafted by History faculty about the impact of cutting a History Department. We hope those who represent the 
other departments under threat will feel free to adapt the letter as you see fit. 

MOST IMPORTANT: If you agree with the sentiments of the letter, please copy and paste the letter, or your version thereof, and email it 
to the individuals below. 
Please ask the Chair or Head of your institution’s History Department to write-as well as any other Humanities department you feel 
would support this endeavore. And please help publicize the plight of ECSU more widely: http://www.dailyadvance.com/node/2205965 

ECSU Provost All Khan: aakhan@mail.ecsu.edu 
ECSU Vice Chancellor Eric Thomas: wethomas(~,mail.ecsu.edu. 
ECSU Chancellor Charles Becton: clbecton@mail.ecsu.edu. 
UNC Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs Suzanne Ortega: stortega@northcarolina.edu 



As a faculty member at ~ I am greatly alarmed to learn that Elizabeth City State University is considering a 
decision to discontinue its History program. This step would be unprecedented in the nation and has profound 
implications for our state and its future. 

First, History represents a vital component of any university’s core mission and liberal arts curriculum. The study of 
History exposes students to diverse cultures and complex national and international connections that are essential 
for functioning in today’s global world. On every campus, History faculty contribute to the General Education core by 
providing courses that are required for all students. 

Second, at ECSU History faculty play a critical role in training Middle School and High School teachers for a twenty- 
one county region in northeastern North Carolina, an area that has historically been, and remains, one of the most 
economically depressed in the state. 

Third, business leaders nationally have repeatedly expressed their preference for hiring graduates with expertise in 
the Humanities due to the research and critical thinking skills that these majors provide. 

Thus beyond the fact that eliminating your History program stands at odds with ECSU’s mission since its 
establishment in 1891, such a decision will have dire educational and economic consequences for future 
generations of our state. 

I therefore respectfully urge you to reconsider this course of action and do everything in your power to prevent this 
outcome. 

Sincerely, 

<u[> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<iul> 
progfac as: <a href="mailto:dstro@unc~edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href=’’mai~t~:~eave-33789~25-5~223~2~~18abcb432~~37~a7c12481b5~fe1eb9b@~istserv~unc~edu~>~eave-33789~25- 

56223020.18a bcb43200370a7c1248 lb56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu</a > 

<ul> 

<li> - You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
progfac as: <a href="mailto:dstro@unc.edu’>dstro@unc.edu<!a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href=~mailto:~eave-337891~3-5~223~2~~18abcb432~~37~a7c12481b5~fe3~eb9b@~istserv~unc.edu~’>~eave-337891~3- 

55223020£~8a bcb43200370a7c/~2483_b55fe:~eb9b@listserv.unc.edu<!a > 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 8:41 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-*; Malone, Brenda Richard~m <brenda malone@unc.edu-*; 

RE: The Carolina Club sent you a message 

msn.com) 

Thanks for the invitation, Debbv, I would love to join you but am attending a birthday party for a reIat~ve (g~rning 80 years young! 

Have fun ! 

Debra ~3, Watkins 
Associate Director for the Conference Center 
The William and Ida Friday Cen[er 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB I020 
Chapel H~I~, NC 27599-1020 
Telephone: 919-962--2591 
Fax: 919 962-.2065 
watk~nsd @email.unc.edu 
fridaycenter.unc.edu 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Tuesday, October 29, 2013 6:13 PN 
Te= Nalone, Brenda Richardson; Watkins, Debra; @raSh.COrn) 
Subject= ~: The Carolina Club sent you a message 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 
Engage, g~plore, Empowen 
919.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you. 

between, the leader is a servantJ’ --M, DePree 

From: The Carolina Club [mailto:mail@mail.punchbowl.com] 

Sent; Tuesday, October 29, 20:[3 4,:53 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject; The Carolina Club sent you a message 

::x:: Punchbowl 

~ll~e CaroIma Club sent you a message: 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wa]ter Storholt < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:29 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Audio Files 

Hi Debby. 

Got your voicemail this morning. I definitely emailed it to either you or Sylvia back near the end of the season. Must have sent tbem directly to Sylvia but maybe she 

never got them. I’d be happy to forward it again except the files have expired by now on my file sharing account (they a~e usually active for 90 days). I’m in touch ruth 

WCHL to see if they can forward those files back over to me and I can re-send it hopefully today. I’ll let you know as soon as I’m able to get my hands on them. 

Thanks! 

Walter 



From: < @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:28 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Graduate Class 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope all is well. I was looking further into each of the graduate classes, and I feel EXSS    will have the most value for me. The other classes focused on 

collegiate athletics, and I know I want to work in professional athletics. 

You said statistics was involved, but I catch on quickly and I’m very good with math. I also will be taking statistics at the same time in undergrad, so 

hopefully that will help. 

Thank you for helping me with this. I greatly appreciate it. 

Best, 

PID: 



They you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Walter Storholt < @gmail.co~n> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 3:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Download [,ink - Game Audio 

Hi Debby, 

I sere S;~lvia Craw|e,,’ this info. but iust in case I had her email wrong will you forward this link to her? Thanks! 

l~ttps ~,~capitalradio.sharefile.corrfd/sdlcd5e0e68846 ~ c9 

Walter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<donotreply@wordpress.com> 

Wednesday, 6:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Email through CSBC Website 

Email:    @live uric edu 
Corament: Hi, 

I’d like to added to the sakai site for CSBC 

Thanks 

Time: at 10:53 PM 
IP Address: 152.23.232.132 
Contract Form U]~L: http ://csbcunc c ol~contact/ 
Sent by an unverified visitor to your site. 



From: ~kenm~- flagler.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:32 PM 

To: 

Subje~’t: KI Sport Entrepreneurship Planning Insights 

To: ebony@ebonywatermann.com (ebony@ebonywatermann.com); Undisclosed-Recipients 

F~om: 

Hi. Ms Waterman, 

Quick intro - I’m a             student serving as a~                             , and working ruth Dr. StromaJ~ on the Sport Analytic Summit and the Sports 

Innovators & Entrepreneurs Awards Ceremony. Do you perhaps have any time next week to talk tbr 30 minutes aIx~ut some high level planning and logistics 

decisions? We axe in the middle of our re,arch and planning phase, and I think your insight would be particularly helpful tbr us as we nam~w our options for the date, 

timing, location, venue, etc. 

Wednesday would be ideaJ,, but I’m avafilable during all of the following times: 

- Tuesday 1 lmn- 3pm 

- Wednesday 3:30pm-6pm 

- Thursday 2pro - 5pro 

Looking tbrward to speaI:ing with you! 

Best, 

(cell) ¯ @kenan-flagler.unc edu ¯ 

This tbrwarded nressage was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages t?om the "Kenan Institute Sport" site. To reply to dais message click dais link to access 

Messages lbr this site: Kenan Institute Sport. 



From: @kanan- flagler.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:55 PM 

To: 

Subje~’t: Mtg request - KI SpIEAs Update 

To: Stroman, Debor~l~ (ds~troman); Undisclosed-Recipients 

From: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

We’ve made ~me great progress on the plam~ing of the SpIEAs is there any chance we could go over some items next Thursday? I’m avafilable ti~m 9-12pm, 

and 2:30-5pm. If not Thur~tay, what day/times might work best tbr you? 

Also, I had a tEw questions for you regarding ~me of the projects. If any of these are not simple yes/no questions, I’m happy to just discnss next week in person. 

Regarding graphic design, can we sta~t exploring options designers who might be able to put something together for us? I want to tnake sure I’m aJigned with the 

Kenan Institute as well as with our individual sport entrepreneu~hip initiatives. 

Do we have a budget for food/drinks at SplEAs or SAS? 

Date selection is one obs~cle we’re facing now we want to consider all relevant sports schednle, however most are not pnblished until later next year. If you 

have an5, thoughts, please let me know! Otherwise we’ll keep worldng with what we have. 

Best, 

PS I reaJize my email s can get lengthy; I’m working on conci sion and brevity’. 

This forwarded tnessage was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Kenan Ins~timte Sport" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages for this site: Kenan Institute Sport. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle of Higher Education <Vitae@chroniclecareers.com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 9:07 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Vitae is now live. We invite you to join. 

you have trouble viewing this e-mail, read the online version. 

Vitae, The First Online Community Dedicated to Higher Ed Is Finally Here 

It’s official - Vitae is live The Chronicle is proud to announce Vitae, the only online career hub dedicated to 

making it easier and more rewarding for faculty and administrators to do their job each day. 

Built with you in mind, Vitae brings together all the best career management tools, advice and news, 

community, and jobs needed to help advance your career. 

~.~’}!.,’.~.~,[!~!~..,,.’}.,=’!~’,.,’, using your existing Chronicle account Iogin, following these steps: 

1. Go to 

2. Click the "Already have a Chronicle.corn account?." link. 

3. Enter your e-mail and password on the right of the page, then click Log In. 

4. You’ll be navigated to a short signup form partially filled in with your existing Chronicle account 

information Fill in the rest of the form, agree to the Terms of Service and Privacy Policy, and then 

click Sign Up. 

5. Start building your profile! 

Vitae delivers news and advice to help crack the code for succeeding in an academic world, including: 

F~om ~,’#el~’are t~ t}~.~ Tee<~re 

Last year, Melissa Bruninga-Matteau starred in a Chronicle report about Ph D.’s on food stamps--and 

came in for some withering criticism. Since then, her story has only become more interesting. 

As a scholar, you’re probably accustomed to writing for nothing--but when you enter the media world, it’s 

time to get serious about compensation. Here’s howto ask for what you’re worth. 

When my dean asked me to sacrifice my home on campus, I was surprised and conflicted. But losing the 

office--and the investment in space as signifier--has been liberating. 

It’s new. It’s easy. It’s free. 

To unsubscribe from future e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences click here. 

The Chronicle 11255 Twenty-Third St. NW. I Washington. DC. 20037 

Privacy Policy 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rowe, Cop,., <Cory.Rowe@imglearfield.com~ 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 11:33 AM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu> 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Stromma, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Southall, 

Deborah Joy <dj sothll@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Col7 Rowe Visit 

All, 

I wanted to thank all of you for your time and effort yesterday during my visit at UNC, I felt it was a great usage of time and hope that all of the students took 

something away from our conversations. Your program and students seem to be headed in a 8rear direction m~d hope we can conth~ue to work together. I 

forward to stayingin touch with each o[you and as I sa~d yesterday, piease let me know ~ there are other tbk~gs I can do to be~p or if anyone needs anything [torn 

m e. 

Take care, 

Assistant N~ Regio~a~ D~rector 

General Manager IM6 [earfield Ticket Solutions, University of Akron Athletics 

O: 330-972-5986 M: F: 330-972-5527 

co r~:mwe~mgl ea rfie~d.com 

~: Weight, Efianne A. [mailto:eweight@emafl.unc.edu] 

$ent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:47 AM 

To: Rowe, 
Ce: Cooper, Co~e; Osborne, Barbara; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah ~oy 

$~e¢t: Cory Rowe Visit 

Hi Cory, 

Below is your finalized itinerary for tomorrow. We look forward to meeting with you~ 

11:45 - Park - Erianne will meet you and take you to meet with Deb Southall (E. Weight) 

12:00-12:50; 1:00-1:50-Guest Lecture for "Facility and Event Management" (D. Southall) 

2:00- 2:45 - Casual Lunch with Grad Students / Faculty (D. Southall) 

3:00-4:30-One-on-one meetings with students in Hyatt Library (D. Stroman) 

5:00- 6:00 - Special meeting of the Sport Business Club (D. Stroman) 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science Visitor Parking: 

From South Road turn onto Stadium Drive at the Bell Tower. Go about 1/4 mile down Stadium Drive and take a left on first hard surface drive that comes 

back behind Fetzer Hall and Stallings Evans Sports Medicine Center. Go halfway down this drive and the 5 EXSS visitor spaces will be on the left hand side of 

the drive marked Exercise and Sport Science Visitor. When you get to the parking lot, call me and I will come to meet you and bring you a parking pass. My 

cell is 

Please call me if you have any questions! 

-Erianne 

Efianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assisiant Professor, Sport Administration 

The UniversiF of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments) contains itffolrnation that may be confidential, may be protected by tJae attorney-client or other applicable 
privileges, or may constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed only to the designated recipient(s) naaned above. If you a~e not ma intended recipient of 
this message, please notit~i tJae sender by replying to this tnessage and then delete all copies of it t?om your cotnpnter systetn. Any use, dissemination, distribution, or 
reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not authorized m~d may" be unlawful. 





course of treatment, the interior United States. j _ history? 

VIDEO 

record ambient sounds and interviews, and compose those sounds into full songs 
that help promote each organization’s mission. 

[ %1: watch video      ] 

potential cause of autism: 

Key enzymes may help 

illuminate environmental 

factors behind autism 

spectrum disorder. (UNC 

Health Csre) 

Sebsey’s simpler water 

The Compartment Bag 

"If people want to engage in a genetic parlor game, that’s fine. 

The truth is that finding anything worthwhile about your health 

from one of their tests is really rare" 

--Jim Evans, in De yoti want to i,;now whu~ will kill yoti? iSaion~ 

Pot Fragile X. autism (UNC 

UNC neuroscient~sts discover new m~Fdmeura~ computer’ m tr~e 

[.ar.qe-scale. high-quaiity public preschool pays o~f (FP~G Child 

Oeve~opment h~sfi!:ute) 

Duke, UNC to receive 1we federai grants wcdh nearly $102 



UNCCh~pe~H~.CB,1106 Ch~pe~H~,b~c~7599 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 2:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@tmc.edu> 

Before Making Millions: Odd Jobs of the Most Famous Entrepreneurs 

This Week’s Conent Email Has Arrived 
To ensure you receive updates from Docstoc, please add ~docstoc.com to your address book I Unsubscribe. 

Featured Business Insider ~tide 

Before They Were Millionaire Moguls 

I~..~ Small Businesses Past Jobs of Famous 
Entrepreneurs 

Before becoming a billionaire investor, Warren Buffett 
was a newspaper boy. 

Before launching her cooking empire, Martha Stewart 
was a stockbroker. 

Before inventing the lightbulb, Thomas Edison sold 
candy on a train. 

And that’s just the beginning. Andrew Carnegie, Oprah 
Winfrey, Henry Ford and so many other wealthy 
American entrepreneurs worked unexpected jobs 
before pursuing their own business endeavors. 

Share this news with your friends: 

Check out this Business Insider list of the the most 
surprising past jobs of famous entrepreneurs: 

See full list of strange past jobs >> 

15 Futuristic How a Single Is Technology 
Technologies ~ Image Can ~ Replacing Small 
That Will Double Your Business Jobs? 
Transform Small Traffic 
Business 

To ensure you continue to receive our e-mails please add messages@docstoc.com to your Address Book now. 

We send this email to members of docstoc.com per our Privacy Policy. You can manage your email preferences and other settings by 
going to Your Settings Page. If you have any questions you can e-mail or call us at any time by using our Contact Us page. You may 
unsubscribe from this mailing here: Llnsubscribe. You can manage your email preferences in the notifications tab here: Preferences. 

*Disclaimer: Legal information is not legal advice. Read More. 

Docstoc Inc. 409 Santa Monica Blvd., Ste 2A Santa Monica, CA 90401 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.nnc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 4:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 2013 10.31 Stroman Class.ppt 

Thanks a bunch. I enioved talking with the students. And, thanks for the advice session! Best, .k~dith 

From-’ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-’ Thursday, October 31, 2013 4:16 PP1 

To,, Cone, Judith 
Subject= RE: 2013 i0.3I Stroman Class.ppt 

’~}]~:tk~; ~o-~Jn~,~ ~"o~ ~x- t]-~e b~-s~:. And                          .’,~°t~ ]t~ b~’a~t[~u]~ ) 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Eng’uge, Explore. Empowen 

9~9.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you. 

between, the leader is a sere-anti’ --M. DePree 

From-’ Cone, Judith 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 9:03 AM 

To,, Stroman, Deborah L 
Co-" Smith, Kennetha Ariel 
Subject: 2013 10.31 Stroman Class.ppt 

For class 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:57 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Meeting with the KILF Marketing Team 

Debbv - This email is from the KILF marketing team. You and I should meet with them and walk them through what has already been accomplished. When would you be available 

next week or two to meet. 

From: < < 

Date: Thursday, 5:59 PM 

To: Mary Napier 

Cc: .... <~ @~.[~.~.~.~.~.:~.~.~:.~.~.~.>, "Howell, Lingmei" 

Subje~: Meeting with the KILF Marketing Team 

Hi Mm3¢ 
tIappy Halloween! 
Would you have time to meet with and me next week? We’d like to discuss marketing goals for the yeax m~d how- we ca~ best be utilized to push for~ard the 
marketing ettbrts for the Kenan Institute. I know it’s probably a very busy time with stepping down from his position, so I absolutely nndersta~d if next week won’t 
work. Let me know when works best for you. 
Best, 

¯             b’ken~mofl a~er.u~c.edu ¯ 
Shapiug Leaders I Driving Results 



From: COMP 

Sent: Friday, 

To: COMP 

Subjet’t: [ COMP 

<no- mply@sakai.unc.edu> 

9:51 AM 

q~o- reply@ saImi.unc.edu> 

- Announcement ] Week 11 reminders 

An announcement has been added in the "COMP 

8850b217347c) 

" site at Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal/site/62552681-a54d-4b3d-a907- 

Subject: Week 11 reminders 

Group: Site 

Message: 

Hi all - - 

As Week 10 comes to a close, I’d like to direct your attention to some reminders about Week 11. Note that there will be no reading assignment or regular discussion 
during Week 11 - it’s a week for you to work on your Web-Based Project Proposals, which are due on November 9. You should caacefully and thoroughly read the 
Week 11 page and the Web-Based Project page (both accessible in the left menu on Sakai). 

At the end of the weelq one person from your group should submit your Web-Based Project Proposal using the Assignmeuts tool. See the Web-Based Project page 
for complete details on the process of developing this project, but in a nutshell, the proposal document consis~ts of. 

the names ofeveuone involved 
a detailed de~ription of your research subject 
a working bibliography of at least eight murces 
which technologies and online tools you plan to use and why/how you plan to use them 
some thoughts about how these things will be presented/integrated. Your proposal should be pretty, thorough, and show evidence of considerable thought and 
research; it should be about tbur double-spaced pages long. This proposal will be graded. 

Please do your group members the courtesy of getling in touch with them early so you can coordinate your efforts and arrange a schedule for you all to contribute to the 
project. See the Sakai announcement titled "Project Groups" for the email addresses of eveuone in your group. 

If you have any questions, feel free to email me. I’m hapw to advise you on your project ideas and the tools you’ll use to build your webpage for the final project. 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai.unc.edw’portal) from the COMP 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 

site. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <IVla~ Napier@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Friday, 11:01 AM 

< @kenan-flagler. unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

< @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>;klbs lingmei howell.con<lingmei howell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting ruth the KILF Marketing Team 

and 

Thanks for reaching out. Life is settling back down following the board meeting and the announcement. Debby Stmman has been helping with the website and the 

marketing materials so I am going to bring her into onr conversations. Some possibilities for the next couple of weeks that work for both of us axe ~Vednesday 

before 1:30. Monday,      - after 12:00. Wednesday,       after 3. Let ns know if anything in thele works for you. 

Plea~ take a look at the new website before the meeting if you have the time. We would love your tEedback on how to make the website more visual. 

Mary 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 . fax (919)962 8202 ° mnapier@unc.edu 

From: < <~ ~ }!~.~?.~.!?.:.~.!~.~!.~:.!t.!?.~:.~:~.~ > 

Date: Thursday, 5:59 PM 

To: Mary Napier <~:~ier@kena~’~-fla~fier.~mc.edu> 

< ......................... #~.~_mciedu>, "Howell, Lingmei" <U~q~d~> 

Subject: Meeting with the KILF Marketing Team 

tti Mary 
Happy Halloween! 
Would you have time to meet with and me next week? We’d like to discuss marketing goals for the year and how we can best be utilized to push forward the 
marketing efforts for the Kenan Institute. I know it’s probably a vew busy time with stepping down from his position, so I absolutely understand if next week won’t 
work. Let Ine know when worLs best tbr you. 
Best. 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: < @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 3:32 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Practitioner Report 

Hi Dr. Stmman, I a~ just making sure it is ok to use first person pronouns in the Interview Practitioner Report? Also, we just tell of what we learned by interviemng 

the persor~ m~d how that will benefit us in the filture, correct? 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wm~da Hunter <~whunte@racialequityinstitute.org~ 

Friday, November 1, 2013 7:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; Deena ttayes <dhayes@racialequi~institute.org> 

Stephanie Basima Perry ~aol.com> 

21 Steps for ne:~ time 

Good evening ladies, 

Good to be in the middle of another good workshop This week we had discussed the idea of taking Debby’s 21 Steps idea and tailoring of our community and collective. 

Our CCOAR workshop planning group (Stephanie, Carol, Karlene and I ) met to debrief at dinner tonight and it was decided by the group that it would be better for us to postpone the 
sharing of 21 Steps until we all have a chance to review it and develop together the guidance that seems to best connect to our ~vork We look forward to being able to do this. 

In the meantime, Stephanie will discuss how to stay connected to the workshop, the analysis and to our local organizing at the conclusion of tomorrow. 
We’ll have the usual handuut 

Looking forward tu tumurrow, 
Wanda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Battaglini, Claudio Luiz <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 2, 2013 8:47 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Hello from your Brazilian Buddy! 

My dear friend 
Thank you for your kind words. We are here in this life to serve and T am happy God gave me the opportunity to use my expertise to help others. Coach is doing great and T 
am very confident that Deb will do well too. Please keep them both in your thoughts and prayers. 
My friend, the dates are correct. T said next two weeks by I was wrong. You are on for the 14 and 21. Thank you again for always been there for me too. 

You are an inspiration to me with your strength, resilience, knowledge, and the beautiful person you are. YOU ARE 
AWESOME MY Friend. 
Have a wonderful weekend. 
Your friend, 
CB 

Claudio Battaglini, PhD 
Associate Professor, Exercise and Sport Science (Exercise Physiology Specialization) 
Director of the Integrative Exercise Oncology Laboratory 
Director of Get REAL & HEEL Breast Cancer Research Program 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB# 8700 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Tel: (919) 84-3-604-5 
Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Friday, November 01, 2013 11:40 PM 
To: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Subject-" Re: Hello from your Brazilian Buddy! 

Hi Claudio. I was planning on giving you a call. You are such a great APPLIED researcher. I love how you maJ~e your research help people immediately. Coach 

Hatchell and Deb Southall told me about how much you have made a difference lbr them. I ~lute you’. 

Yes, I have down 11.14 and 11.21. Are those days accurate? I tnay send you a few short mlicles to prepare thmn. 

Thanks and m~:ay hugs! 

Hugs, 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

En~o’uge, Explore. Empower, 

919,843.0336 

@drstroman 

’1~ometimes 9"o~.fl.~st have to Ioo~ bac~c at ~ou~" p~a~t and smi~e~ abo~t ho~;.f!~r 9o~’~;e~ come." 

From: <gattaglini>, Claudio gattaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, November 1, 2013 8:58 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Hello from your Brazilian Buddy! 

My friend, 

How are you doing? I hope all is well. Quick email here to check with you if you are still good to come and lecture to my EXSS 785 class these next two weeks on Thursday. 

If so and you need to provide the class with some information for them to read beforehand please let me know and I will send them all the materials via Sakai. 

I look forward to learning with you. 

Have a wonderful weekend. 

Your friend, 

CB 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Integrative Exercise Oncology Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (9:1_9) 962-0489 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ebony Watem~ann <ebony@ebonywatermann.com> 

Sunday, 10:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Status Update: RE: KI Sport Entrepreneurship Planning Insights 

Hi Dr. Stroman - I hope you are doing well and looking forward to winding down this academic season. Please see this email below froln one of the MBA students. 

Can we schedule a quick status call Monday or Tuesday? 

Thanks s~ much, 

Ebony Watennann 

On , at 7:31 PM, L~b.kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu wrote: 

To: ebony~)ebonvwatennmm.com (ebonv@ebonvwatennmm.com); Undisclosed-Recipients 

From: 

Hi. Ms Waterman, 

Quick intro - I’m a             student sewing as a                             ; and wor~ng ruth Dr. Stroman on the S~ Anal~c 

Summit and the Spo6s Innovators & Entrepreneu~ Awards Ceremony. Do you peflmps have any time ne~ week to ~lk for 30 minutes about 

~me high level planmng and logistics &cisions? We a~e in the midNe of our research and planning ph~e, and I think your insight would be 

~Ncularly helpt~l lbr us ~s we na~ow our options for fl~e &te, timing, locatio~ venue, 

Wednes&y would be ideal, but I’m available during all of the follomng times: 

- Tuesday (    ) 11 am - 3pm 

- Wednesday ~ ) 3:30pm-6pm 

- Thursday ( ) 2pm - 5pm 

Looking fo~vard to s~aking mfl~ you’. 

Best, 

(cell) 

¯ ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

,@,.kenan-flaqler unc.edu ¯ www.linkedin.com/in/~ 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Kenan Institute Sport" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: Kenan Institute Sport. 

Best Regard~ Ebony Watermann 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wanda Hunter <~whunter@racialequityinstitute.org~ 

Sunday, November 3, 2013 1:47 PM 

ttolman Nash, DeVetta ~dholman@email.unc.edu-~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Blackburn, Dean <blackburn@unc.edu-~; Deena Hayes ~dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>; 
Suzanne Plihcik -:       ~g~nail.com> 

Re: Racial Equity Workshop 

Hi DeVetta. 

So soriy that the training team is not available on January 30-31. Could your group possibly accommodate earlier that week: Jan 27-28? OAR Alliance is happy to 

do all the planning, registering, and hosting. 

This would be an ideal time (when trainers are available) to host the next CH workshop becau~ we will be coming offa ~ries of MLK events (including with CH 

town employees where we’ll be presenting short pre~ntations that highlight the workshop and invite people to register. 

Of course we want to make it work for you, too. Please let me know at your e~xliest convenience so we can begin publicizing ~ld regifftering. 

Thank you, 

Wanda 

Core Orgmfizer. Racial Equity Institute 

C o- chair. Orgm~ing Against Racism Alliance 

On Nov 1, 2013, at 4:35 PM, Holman Nash, DeVetta wrote: 

Hi Debb~; 

The tentative date for our Janua~ 2014 REI Training at UCC is Janua~ 30-31 (Thursday-Friday) 

DeVetta Hohnan-Nash, MPH, NCAPS-III 
Student Wellness Services 

Student Aflhirs - Office of the Dean of Students 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone: 919-966-3658 

Em~Jl: dholman(a)email, unc.edu 

"I have never ~net a broken child... I’ve met broken syste~ns that fail our children." ~- Alberto Ca~ravalho 

"Health is the capacity of individuals and communities to reach their potentiaL It is not solely a biomedical qualiO, measured through clinical 

indicators. Health transcends individual factors and includes cultural, institutional, socioeconomic, and political influences." 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail mes~ge, including any attachinents, is Ibr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 

intbrmation. AW unauthorized review, use, di~losure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 

On Nov 1, 2013, at 3:17 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi DeVetta. I am here at the workshop at UCC. Wanda says she is waiting for a date for Janual3~. She wants to announce it tomorrow. Do you have a 
preference? I also want to share this fifformation with friends. Thanks. 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:30 PM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; kfbs_lingmei_howell.con <lingmei_howell@kenamflagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting with the KILF Marketing Team 

Hi . That date and time works for me. 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En~g!e, Fxplore, F_,mpov~er, 
919£4&0336 
@drstroman 

"Sometimes you.just have ~o look back at your p~a~g and smile aboug how.f~r you’ve come. 

Date: Sunday,                 3:24 PM 

To: "Napier, Mary E" <rnnapie~,en~ail,unc.edu> "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

Cc:                     ¢7-~kena~-fia~ler.unc.e,.’~u> Lingmei Howell <~:~[~[..~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~?.=~.~.g~.~:.~.~).~:.~;~.~> 

Subje~: RE: Meeting with the KILF Marketing Team 

,\’la {ket ing Team 
Itow abo~t Monday. , at ] 2:30? L.h~g~nei, will you be able to ]ok~ us then? 
~[,j~st took a quick b~ee~,e throngh the new site looks great! We eat} thai more in detail dm’ing o~r meeting, Nice work getting that ~o go li~e, 

From: Napier, Mary 

Sent: Fridav. ~:0~ AM 

To: ; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Co: Howell, Lingmei 

Subject: Re: Meeting with the KILF Marketing Team 

and 

Thanks for reaching out. Life is settling back down following the board meeting and the announcement. Debby Stroman has been helping with the website and 

the marketing materials so I am going to bring her into our conversations. Some possibilities for the next couple of weeks that work for both of us are Wednesday 

~/6 before ~:30. Monday, ~.~ - after ~2:00. Wednesday, ~.~3 -after 3. Let us know if anything in there works for you. 

Please take a look at the new website before the meeting if you have the time. We would love your feedback on how to make the website more visual. 

Mary 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flakier Business School 

Gampus Box 3440 :. Kenan Genter :. Ghapel Hill. N~ 2759~-3440 

(~1 ~)843-7~53 ¯ fax (91 ~)~2-8202 

Date: Thursday, 5:59 PM 

Subje~: Meeting with the KILF Marketing Team 

Hi Ma~’ 

Happy Hallo~,een~ 

Would you have time to meet with      and me ne~ week? We’d like to discuss marketing goals for the year and how we cam best be milized to push fo~-a*d the 

mm’keting ettb~s tbr the Kenm~ Institute. I brow R’s probably a veU busy time ~,ith Joe stepping down ti’om his position, so I absolutely understand R" ne~ week won’t 

work. Let me ~ow when wor~ best for you. 

Best, 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick Lennon qflennon@wmgllc.com> 

Monday, 10:59 AM 

Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu>; 

RE: Wasserman Media Internship 

~live.unc.edtr> 

Dr. Stroman- thanks for passing     along! Hope all is well. 

- good to meet you! Happy to answer questions regarding Wasserman and summer internships. 

Talk soon, 

Nick 

E~= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Seat= Monday,                $0:26 AN 

C~= Nick Lennon 
$~bje~t; RE: Wasserman Media Internship 

Deborah L. S[roman, Ph.D~ CLU 

9~ 9.843.0336 

"The first respensibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

between, the leader is a ser~,ant." --M. DePree 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Monday, 8:05 AM 
To: 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Wasserman Media Internship 

Hi ~    , I don’t know Nick’s contac~ info. Possibly Dr. Stroman does. ~ have cop~ed ~er on this emaiL 

Hope Study Abroad ~s go~ng well 

Sherry SaWyer, Ed.O. 

Master I.ecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

DepartfTler~t of t]xer(:~se a]id Sport Science 

CB#8700, 21]. Fetzer 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolina at Chapei 

Chapel H~J~, NC 27599 

9:19-962-694.7 

Fax: 9~9..952-0489 

Fail 2013 Advising/OFfice ho{~rs: 

Mondays 2-4 

Tuesdays ~$:00-~2:15 

Wednesdays 

or by appointment or chm~ce ~n my 2:It Fetzer office. 

Seat= Monday, I 7:~ AM 
To= SaJyer, Sherry L 
Sable�t; Wasserman Media [ntemship 
Hey Dr. Salyer, 

I am a junior in the Sports Administration program and I am actively hunting for summer internships. I am studying abroad this semester so I have been missing meetings and info 

sessions regarding summer opportunities. However through doing some research, one company that has really stood out is the Wasserman Group. Nick Lennon, who works for 
Wasserman, was a graduate of UNC and has spoken at CSBC meetings- I wanted to reach out to him about summer opportunities. Do you have his contact ~nformation!an 

additional way I could get in touch with him? Hope to hear back from you soon. 

Many thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:10 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; (a) unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; i @live.unc.edu>; 
< @live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 
< ~live.unc.edu>; @mnail.unc.edu>; 
~ @gnm~l.com>; i ~)em~l.unc.edu > ~ 

@live.unc.edu>; ;(~)live.unc.edu>; 

< @email.unc.edu>; @unc.edu> 

@live.m~c.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

l@live.m~c.edu>; 

@ramsclub.com>; 

(a!unc.edu>; 

Southall, Deborah Joy <dj sothll@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Co.vte <cgcoope@email.unc.edtc>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Stroman. Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Learning a~d Networking Optx~rtunity! Case Study Competition 

Hi Heels. I have been asked to identify possible graduate students at UNC to partner with the UNC MBA students in a Case Study Competition in Sport. 

This opportunit~ is OPTIONAL. 

Wasserman Media (._h__t__t__p__:/~___w____w____w___.___w___r__n_g!!__c__.__c__o___r_,n_!_) is hosting this Duke vs. UNC competition. UNC graduate students will compete against Duke graduate 

students. Sweet! 

The competition is still in development. 

Logistics: 

1. Timeframe: Launch mid-January with slides due mid- February 

2. Teams: 4-5 individuals, mix of MBA and MAstudents on each team. Both Duke and UNCwill enroll teams. The teams will be comprised of 

exclusively one school, but a mix of the two graduate programs. 

3. Deliverable: 10-~L5 slides + Appendix 

4. Topic: Wasserman Duke and UNC alumni will decide the final topic, but it will incorporate the areas of brand, media, and property. 

5. Finalist teams (4-5) will be chosen by Wasserman to present to a panel of executives and will be invited to attend a networking reception. 

6. The winning team will be invited to a dinner with Wasserman executives and client executives. They will also be eligible for possible interviews 

with Wasserman. 

If you want in, please send me a note - subject line "Case Study - Yes!" asap. I will then connect you to the point person for UNC. If you are interested 

in being a leader in this project, you can join the weekly planning conference calls too. Please let me know. 

Thanks for your consideration. 

Continued success, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore, Empower, 

929.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality. The last is to say thank you. 

between, the leader is a se~a~ant." --M. DePree 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~; 

Monday, November 4, 2013 2:21 PM 

li~.mckillips@nike.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Mr. Knight - Reques~t 

Hi Ms. McKillips. I was referred to you by a Nike associate for possible information on Mr. Knight’s schedule for the fall of 20:14. We are hosting the 

inaugural Sport Innovators & Entrepreneur’s Awards Celebration at UNC-Chapel Hill. We would like to honor Mr. Knight at this time along with other 

outstanding pioneers of sport business. It is our desire to have him be in attendance and wanted to know if there were any MAJOR conflicts with his 

schedule at this time. 

Our thoughts are to be mindful of the college football season. © Do you have any recommendations for a possible date that works for his schedule? Since 

Oregon may play on Thursdays or Saturdays, we think a Friday may be most advantageous. My mobile is if a brief chat is a better option. © 

Thanks so much for your assistance. 

Regards, 

Deborah ]_,, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

Engage, Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted ~f a~l possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 2:36 PM 

McKillips, Lisa <Lisa.McKillips@nike.com> 

RE: Mr. Knight - Request 

Richard Lapchick ("the socia] conscierme of 

Richard Weiss (lst etnployee a[ Sport:sBusiness 3o~ 

Gm~to~ad~, sci~,r~dsts ("[irs~: in 

R,w~ I,s~blt~s~i .--. cc:,r~si,~e~ed c:,r~e o[ ~e [c:,~e~hthe~s ,~f the s[:.::,~ts 

Paul -[tm.<kit~s ---. UK ~at}~ matJciat~ who co J~vent:~ d ~}~e 

Deborah L. StTornan, Ph.D. CLU 
En¢]o,ci~, Explore. Empower. 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome," 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From: McKillips, Lisa [mailto:Lisa.McKillips@nike.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 2:25 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Mr. Knight- Request 

Dr, Stroman, 

Thanl~ you [or your message, UrfforLunal:ely fall is a busy Lravel l:h~e [or Mr t(nigM: so I (:ah really t~-_~ll you any good dates that might work. 

Let me work with him on this and see if he has any better idea of his schedule. I wifl get bad( to you once l have a better feel, Can you teltme 

the ~ames of some of the other pioneers of sport business bein[ honored with Mr, Kni[ht? 

try to get bacl~ to you shortly. I’m sur,-_~ h,-_~ will be very pleas,-:~d aL your invital:h:m and the honor you would like to present. 

Thank you, 

lisa McKillips 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [__m___ajJ___t#_Lc_[s__t£9__~__u_E_c_=e__6___q] 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 11:21 AM 
To: McKillips, Lisa 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Mr. Knight- Request 
Importance: High 

Hi Ms. McKillips. I was referred to you by a Nike associate for possible information on Mr. Knight’s schedule for the fall of 2014, We are hosting the 
inaugural Sport innovators & Entrepreneur’s Awards Celebration at UNC-Chapel Hill. We would like to honor Mr. Knight at this time along with other 
outstanding pioneers of sport business. It is our desire to have him be in attendance and wanted to know if there were any MAJOR conflicts with his 
schedule at this time. 



Our thoughts are to be mindful of the college football season. © Do you have any recommendations for a possible date that works for his schedule? Since 

Oregon may play on Thursdays or Saturdays, we think a Friday may be most advantageous. My mobile is             if a brief chat is a better option. © 

Thanks so much for your assistance. 

Regards, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En~9’u~e, Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if a~l possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:24 PM 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; kfbs_lingmei_howell.con <lingmei_howell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting with the KILF Marketing Team 

That works for me as well - see you then. 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 . fax (919)962 8202 . mnapier@unc.edu 

Date: Sunday,                 3:24 PM 

To: Mary Napier <~)3~.y_~).~)l~.!~:4L~!~:~.~).~).:.~.!~)~!.~:~.~:~!~?.f~:~:~.~!>, "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" 

Cc:                      !!!!~3~g?.:-~!.~g!~D.~L(~/~:~.~>, "Howell, Lingmei" 

Subject: RE: Meeting with the KILF Marketing Team 

just took a quick breeze tl~rough iJ~e new site looks gfea~! We can chat more in detail during our meet~ng~ Nice ~ork getting tha~ to go ]ire, 

........................................................ . UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Shap~g Leaders i D~iv~ng Res~Rs 

From: N~oier, Mary 

Sent: Friday, 11:01 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Cc: : Howell, Lingmei 

Subject: Re: Meeting with the KILF Marketing Team 

Thanks for reaching out. Life is settling back down following the board meeting and the announcement. Debby Stroman has been helping with the website and 

the marketing materials so I am going to bring her into our conversations. Some possibilities for the next couple of weeks that work for both of us are Wednesday 

before 1:30. Monday,      - after 12:00. Wednesday,      - after 3. Let us know if anything in there works for you. 

Please take a look at the new website before the meeting if you have the time. We would love your feedback on how to make the website more visual. 

Mary 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 
Campus }{ox 3440 ::: }(enan Center :::: Chapel Hill, NC 2?599 
(919)843~553, fax (919)962 8~2, 

From:, 

Date: Thursday, 5:59 PM 

To: Mary Napier 

Cc: ~!9.~L~j3:.~.~g.~.~.:~{~).~:.~.~.~.>, "Howell, Lingmei" 

Subje~: Meeting with the KILF Marketing Team 

Hi Ma~" 

ttappy Halloween~ 

Would you have time to meet with     and me nex~ week? We’d like to discuss marketing goals tbr the yem" ~d how we can best be nfilized to push *b~v~d the 

m~keting eflbrts for the Kena~ Institute. I lmow it’s probably a veU busy time with Joe stepping down from his position, so I absolutely understm~d R" next week won’t 

work. Let me know when works best for you. 

Best, 

¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

~’1 .enan-[la~let’ tmc edt~ "www.linkedin.comi 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela B~ant) <Bo,antin@ncleg.net> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 3:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Alert from the Office of Senator Bryant: Two Grant Optx~rtunities and a Workshop 

Alert from the Office of Senator Bryant 

Two Grant Opportunities and a Workshop: 

Revitalize neighborhoods & ignite local economies with art 
The National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) has recently posted guidelines 
and application materials for Our Town, the agency’s program that 
supports communities that are using the arts to revitalize neighborhoods 
and reignite local economies. 
Key information: 

¯ Pending availability of funding, grants will range from $25,000 to 
$200,000. 

¯ Application deadline is ~anna~, 13, 2014 at 11:59 pro. 
¯ Projects may include arts engagement, cultural planning, and design 

actixdties. 
¯ Applications must involve two primary partners: a nonprofit 

organization and a local government entity. 
Resources: 

¯ Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the NEA with 
questions at ._m_____i__l__l___e___r____e___@___a____r__t___s__:gg____v__ or 202-682-5477 to schedule a 
call with an NEA design program specialist. 

¯ Our Town application guidelines are available at 
http: !/arts.gov!gran ts-organizations/ou r-to wn. 

¯ A he~p f~l webi~ wil~ be held 0~ NoVembeii ~thi 201a at 2:~ pm 
EST Register atbttp:!!arts.gov!event!2013!fy-2014-our-town- 
grant-guidelines-workshop-webinar. An archive of the webinar will 
be posted after the event. 

2013 Grants Workshop 

When: Wednesday, December 4th from 8:30am-l:30pm 

Where: East Carolina Heart Institute located at 115 Heart Drive Greenville, 
NC. 

The format will consist of panel discussions and presentations by federal, 
state, and private foundations along with a panel discussion by non-profit 
professionals relative to capacity building, succession planning, 
consolidations!mergers. In addition to networking opportunities with 
other non-profit professionals, attendees will also have an opportunity to 
have one-on-one discussions with grant funders and non-profit 
professionals relative to their individual program and projects. 

Register at D_~_k_v_:_b___u___t_Le__r__f_!__e_l_d_:_l_Lo___u___s___e_:g_o_v_. Due to space limitations and high 
demand, we encourage you to register early for this event. 

For more information please contact Reginald Speight at (252) 237-9816 



or by email at Re~inald.speight@mail.house.gov 

The White House Internship: 
A Public Service Leadership Program 

The White House Internship Program provides a unique opportunity to 
gain valuable professional experience and build leadership skills. This 
hands-on program is designed to mentor and cultivate today’s young 
leaders, strengthen their understanding of the Executive Office and prepare 
them for future public service opportunities. The White House Internship 
Program’s mission is to make the "People’s House" accessible to furore 
leaders from around the nation. 
Application,s for the Summer 201.4 White House Inter~ship Program 
are ~ow op~llo 
To apply for the White House Internship Program, please see Apply Here. 
For application deadlines and program dates, please see Internship 
Timeline and FAQs. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Art Chans~ ~gmaJl.com~ 

Monday, November 4, 2013 4:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Kenan Institute Stx~rt - Working Advisory Group 

Hi Deb, where is the meeting? 

Miss you! 

Art Chansky 

~gmail.com 

On Mon, Nov 4, 2013 at 2:43 PM, Stroman, Deborah L < dstro(gbunc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Friends. I hope yon are enjoying this beautiful fa]l season. In an effort to get you updated on our progress, I will convene a meeting for WAG this Monday, 

November 11 (11:00 a.m. ~ 12:30 p.m.) on campus. 

Please let me kmow if you are available to join me. Thanks. 

Note: If you are not available, I will call you over the next 10 days to provide an npdate. 

debby 

Deborah L. Strornar~, Ph.D. CLU 

Iz~nS’a,qe. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

~ Notl~a~g will ever be attenipted if air possible objections must first be overcome." 

,-~ Samuel Jolmson 

CGNF~DENTIALITY NO’FICE: ~ t~i~: e-~ml mess~,~ze, including ~ma&~aents if~my, is intended only l~r Ne -i~er~:~i~ or er:ti~y to t~hict~ it is addressed ~d ~ay contain c~i~fider:ti~l ~s~dior ~i~[eged ~enal Av~y -- 
-um~uii~orlzed re’,,iew, ~se disclos=Jre or dismbu~ion is ~r*~}~ibited. If you ~e not tt~e i~zended recipient, pleat:e ;:onta;:t ~e sender by reply e-x~aail and desir*~y ~[1 co~ies of tI~e *~*iginal mess~ge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Monday, 1 :44 PM 

~email.unc.e&~>; ~unc.e&~; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Wasserman Case Stud7" Competition 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Hi Heels. Thanks so much! I know you will represent us well and have FUN! 

is the coordinator. Please reach out to her for details on how to get engaged with the process. There is a weekly conference call that you may or 

may not want to participate in to learn more of the planning process. Your other classmates may join you at some point.., but you all were the first 

responders. © If you have any questions about support from SpAD faculty or logistics in terms of your commitment, please feel free to contact me. 

Please contact: 

1D894414.-A98C- 

9DD9B5C3A593 

~ kena n--flagler.u nc.ed u 

Deborah k Stro~an~ Pb,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.com> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 5:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Keuan Institute Sport - Working Advisory Group 

Hey; 

I have a dr appt at 9 but I should be able to make it. If all goes well I should be out by 10. 

........ Original message ........ 
From: "Stroman, Deborah L" ~<tstro@unc.edu> 
Date: 11/04/2013 2:43 PM (GMT-05:00) 
To: "Stroman, Delyorah U’ -~dstro@uuc.edu> 
Subject: Kenan Institute Sport - Working AdvisoU Group 

Hi Friends. I hope you am enjoying this beautiful fall season. In an effort to get you updated on our progress, I will convene a meeting for WAG this Monday, 
November 11 (11:00 a.m. 12:30 p.m.) on campus. 

Please let me kmow if you are available to join me. Thanks. 

Note: If you axe not available, I will call you over the next 10 days to provide an update. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

~¢qage, Explore, Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Notlfing will ever be attempted if aR possible objeeRons must ~rst be overcome." 
,-, Samuel ,lo~son 

CGNF~DEN~ ~A1AT?" NOTICE 2}~i~ e-.mm~ me sag% inel~dJ~g a~ackments iI m~y~ is in~e~:ded only ~,~ ~lte -pe~)~ or e~:ti~y to ~hic}~ it ~s addressed a~d may eonta~n c~)~fide~:tiaJ a:~&ior p~dieged ma~erm] A:U .... 

~maut~onzed review, use, di~:cl*~sure o~ dis~rlbul:*~ i~: p~oNbited if you me n*~t Ne intended ~ecipient, please contact *?:e seceder by ~eply e-iriaJ[ as?d de~:uo5 al] copies ofNe originN message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 6:18 PM 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Wanda Hunter (whunte@racialequityinslitute.org); 

RE: RaciaJ Equity Course PmposaJ - THANK YOU! 

@gmail.com>; Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

&bby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gng~Ne, g.vplore. Empower. 

919,84&0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted ff a~l possible objections must first be overceme." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

F~m= Eng, Geni 
Sent~ Saturday, 10:49 AN 
Te~ Siega-Riz, Anna Maria; Stroman, Deborah L; Hunter, Wanda N 
~ Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; I .@gma~l.com); Ligh~oot, Alexandra F; " @yahoo.corn); Jones Chris~nsen, Lisa 
(LisaDonesChristensen@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Ammerman, Alice S 
Subje¢t~ RE: Racial EquiW Course Proposal - ~ANK YOU[ 

Fanti~stk: news, Anna Mark~ I’m (:ooy~ng Deena H~yes--Green, , ~n~d Suzanne Pl~hdk from the Rac:ia~ Equity In~d:~tul:e, k~;~ Jones {::hd~tensen [rom the 

Busk~ess Scho.a], Tye Hunter from the Law School and Ale’.4 Ligh[foot m~d A~ice Ammerman from 

Thank you, as a~wsys, for shepherd~n~ ~mportant and meanb~gful kmovations to our profess~ona~ tra~nin~ programs 

part~cu]ar~ Do let me know how I can assisL you and the Academic Programs Committee in moving us forward. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugen~a Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Heslth Behavior 

Gi]l~n~s School of G~o~a~ Public Heakh CB #7440 

~50 Rosenau HaM 

University of North 

Chapel H~], NC 27599 

9:[9 966-39(N 

919 965--292I (fax} 

eugep~a eng~mc.edu 

Fmm~ Siega-Riz, Anna Maria 
Sent~ Saturday,                8:41 AN 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah L; Hunter, Wanda N; Eng, Geni 
SubjeCt~ Re: Racial EquiN Course Proposal - ~ANK YOU~ 

Our Academic Progrmns committee met on the            and approved of the plan for the school to host this course. The Dean is aJs~ on board. Our studem 

representative is checking on when is the better time ti-ame k) oflbr it-either in or . I will keep you posted. 

Anna Maria 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:52 PM, "Strolnan, Deborah L" <_d__~_t__r~L_u_n__c:_:_e_d___u_> wrote: 

debby 
Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.9. CLU 
Engage, ~p[ore. Empowen 
919.843.0336 
<~mageOOl.jpg> 

"The first responsibility of a lea der is to define rea.]i~,, The last ~s to say thank you. 

In between, the leader is a se~ant." --M. DePree 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 1.t: 41 PM 
To-" Siega-Riz, Anna Maria 
C¢-" Wanda Hunter; Eng, Geni; Stroman, Deborah L 



Subject-" Racial Equity Course Proposal- THANK YOU! 

Hi Anna. Thank you again for the time spent discussing this important course proposal We appreciate your support and willingness to further investigate the SPH 

logistics and possibilities. Attached find the e-version of the document I handed to you today. 

Summary: 

]. SPH is very interested in offering the course as a pilot. 

2. If approved, SPH is willing to underwrite the funding of the pilot course. 

3. SPH is interested in offering the course such that non-SPH graduate students will have access to enrollment. 

4. Goals: Offer the pilot course in the z/summer or fall term and identify a mechanism to make the course sustainable over the long-term. 

5. SPH is supportive of the REI trainers delivering the initial workshop, and UNC faculty will co-instruct and manage the course. 

We will remain on "stand by" until you contact us regarding our next campus action item. 

We are committed to fostering real understanding of equality and structural racism. Thus, we will continue our efforts to promote the upcoming workshop and 

community meetings to UNC students, faculty, and administrators. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any additional questions or concerns. 

Respectfully, 

Debby, Geni, and Wanda 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Black Caucus, Chairperson 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

~U~C FoundatJous Course Proposal         docx~ 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 7:30 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dslro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I was interested in taking EXSS                         this spring. I will be a      next semester in EXSS - sport administration. I think this class will 

be a useful class for me to fulfill my above 200 course requirement, as well as give me a solid foundation in what it takes to have a business in the sport 

industry. 

Thanks, 



From: ’@live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 7:58 PM 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Co: Siroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; ,~!live.unc.edu>; 

)!live.unc.edu:>; ~z) live.unc.edu>; 

~)live.unc.edu>; ~)live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; a!gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: CSBC ~Vebsite Bios 

@unc.edu-~; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

CSBC Exec Team, 

Thanks everyone for the bios! Check out the page now here: http://csbcunc.com/exec-board-leadership-team/ 
I was thinking that maybe we could add our Twitter handles or Linkedfn pages under our bios? Let me know what you think. If you are not 
on the page or do not have a picture, send me an email with your information. 

Dr. Stroman, let me know if you have any more suggestions or if you would like to update your page: http://csbcunc.com/faculty-advisor/ 

Thanks! 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Sun, at 10:42 PM, 
Hey Exec Team, 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Don’t forget to send me your bios and pictures for the CSBC website. It would be great to have it done for our leadership meeting ( 
and then make it live by     , Here is an example from last year: 

If you are a returning exec member, check out the page here to see if you want anything updated! 

Let me know if you have any questions! Thanks! 

The Unive~"sity of North Ca~oiina :o.,,t Ch:o.,,pel Hili 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;> 

Monday, 1 8:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

RE: Mtg request - KI SpIEAs Update 

~kena]~- flagler.unc.edu-~ 

Bummer --.excited to get the tentative accept from Phil Knight though! I.ooking forward to giving you a progress update when we find a time that matches 

Best, 

JNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 
(@kenan-flafller unc.edu ¯ ~^A~v.linkedin.cemlin~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 5:03 PM 

To; 

Subject: RE: Mtg request - KI SplEAs Update 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. cg[J 

Engag’e, g~plore, Empowen 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible obje~ions must first be overcome." 

~ ,Samuel ~ohnson 

From: ~kenan-flagler.unc,edu] 
Sent: Nonday, I 5:57 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: ~E: NN request - ~ SpIEAs Update 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thursday, 7th, before 9:lSam works for us. Please let us know what time you would like to start and what number we should call to. 

I will book a study room and let you know. 

UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

~ u n c.e ~i-~--:-- ;i;iZii~-G;ifiL-~;~/@ .......................................................................................... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:16 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Mtg request - KI SpIEAs Update 
Tmportance: High 

debby 

Beborah L 5troma~, ~h.B. CU~ 
Ens]o;]e, £~p~ore, Empowe£ 

91~9.843.0336 

"The first respons~bfiitT of a leader ~s to define real~ty, The last is to say- thank you. 

In between, the leader is a servant," --M, DePree 

From: ~kenan-flaqler.unc.edu [mailto: }kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:55 plVl 

Subject: Mtg request - KI SpIEAs Update 

To: Stmnm~, Deborah (dstromm0; Undisclosed-Recipients 

Fronl: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

We’ve made some great progress on the planning of the SpIEAs is there any chance we could go over some items next Thursday? I’m available ti~om 

9-12pro, and 2:30-5pro. If not Thursday, what day/times might work best tbr you? 



Also, I had a few questions for you rega:rding some of the projects. If any of these are not simple yes/no queslions, I’m happy to just discuss next week in 

person. 

Regarding graphic design, can we staxt exploring options designers who might be able to put sotnething together for us’? I want to make sure I’m a2ligned 

with the Kenan Institute as well as with our individual sport entreprenenrship iNliatives. 

Do we have a bndget for food/drinks at SplEAs or SAS? 

Date selection is one obstacle we’re facing now we want to consider all relevant sports schedule, however mos~ are not published until later next year. 

If yon have any thoughts, please let me know! Otherwise we’ll keep working ruth what we have. 

Best, 

PS I realize my etnafils can get lengthy; I’m working on concision and brevity! 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages fiom the "Kenan Institute Sport" site. To reply to this message click this link to 

access Messages for this site: Kenan Institute Sport. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pettis, Tanea <tanea_pettis@ unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 12:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Stroman BAR Table 

I will try to make your round of 8 a round of I0 to add Patricia Brooks Nobles and Ashley Smith. Do they have any dietary 

restrictions? 
TP 

From: Stroman, Deborah [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Mon 11/4/2013:10:06 PM 
To: Perils, Tanea 
Subject: Re: Stroman BAR Table 

is my mobile. Anytime before 11:00 p.m: I teach tomorrow at 9:30 and at 1230. 

From: <Pettis>, Tanea Pettis <tanea pettis@unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Tanea Pettis <tanea pettis@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, November 4, 20:13 6:43 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Stroman BAR Table 

Can u send me a number to call you? 

Sent via my Samsung Galaxy III, and yes, I am a Tar Heel! 

........ Original message ........ 

From: ’IStroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: :1:1/04/2013 6::19 PM (GMT-0S:00) 

To: "Pettis, Tanea" <tanea_pettis@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> 

SubJect: Stroman BAR Table 

Hi Tanea. Attached find the updated form. McClain can’t attend so DeSimone’s wife will fill her spot. You also wanted the listing of the other people who 

will attend the dinner. Their payment has been made. 

Patricia Brooks Nobles 

Ashley Smith 

My only pretty please BEG is that Patricia and Ashley are seated at a table close to me. They are traveling from D.C. I am hoping you can place them near 

anyone else who mentioned Stroman/Caucus. Seating them at the table with Darlene Cannon, Kenny Ward, Friday Center (Debra Watkins and Rob Bruce), 

and Dr. Sibby Anderson-Thompkins would be great too! 

Thanks! 

debby 

E×plore. Engage. Empower. 

EXSS Spo~ A~mi~r~tio~, Lecturer 

www.exss,~l~.edu 

3~5 Woo~e~ - C~ #8700 

Chape~ Hill~ NC 27599 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David <dparo@de ep- allim~ce.com > 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 8:21 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Kenan Institute Stx~rt - Working Advi~o~ Group 

Can’t In~ke meeting but I really would love to get an update on how things are going with program and if there’s any perspective I can help provide. 

All the bes~, 

David 

David ParD 

DEEP ALLIANCE MARKETING 

o: 630.574.3337 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 4, 2013, at 2:43 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <c_t__stj2g/~ .UlLC_=_e_d___tp’, wrote: 

Hi Friends. I hope you are enjoying this beautiful fall season. In an effort to get you updated on our progress, I will convene a meeting for 

WAG this Monday, November 11 {11:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.) on campus. 

Please let me know if you are available to join me. Thanks. 

Note: If you are not available, I will call you over the next 10 days to provide an update. 

debbg 

Deborah L Stroman, PtLD. CLU 
f~’nga,o,e, ~kp!ore, ~’mpower, 

919.843,0336 
<imageOOl~jpg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark Szollar < "_(}gmail.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 9:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Kenan Institute Sport - Working Advi~ry Group 

Debby, 

I would love to come down to Chapel Hill on Monday but my schedule is already jammed packed that day. Please let me know what a good time and day is for you to 

get caught up on WAG. 

Thanks as always for your time and have a great day. 

Best regards, 

Mark 

Mark Szollar 

MSE, LLC 
President~CEO 

(917) 855-9211 

On Mon, Nov 4, 2013 at 2:52 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~,~unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. Strornar~, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empower, 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing ~,ill ~er be attem p~ed if M1 possible objections m~st firs~ be overcome. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: ~ Ilia: e-~ml m~s~g~, including attac}~ents if a~ly, i~ iniend~:d only i~r ~lte -p¢~l-t:*~ii or ~r:fi~; ~o ~hic}i ~t ~8 addr*:s~ed a~d ~ay contain 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Monday, November 04, 2013 2:44 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Kenan Institute Sport - Working Advisory Group 

Hi Friends. I hope you are enjoying this beautiful fall season. In an efl’ort to get you updated on our progress, I will convene a meeting for WAG this Monday, 
November 11 (11:00 a.m. 12:30 p.m.) on campus. 

Please let me know if you are available to join me. Thanks. 

Note: If you axe not available, I will call you over the next 10 days to provide an update. 

debby 

Deborah L~ Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,gaLde. 1£,cp/ore, 1£mpower, 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be at torn pted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Smnuel &~hnson 

CONtqDEN~IALII’V NOTICE. Hp.s e-mail mes:~age, J~c]uding att~,:hmen t~, if:m?, J ’.~te~ded onl? ~br the -.person or e~fib~ to w]fich ~t i~ ~dd~e~ ed m:d sm~y c~:~aln eonfide~fial a~:dA:~ pri,,’i~eged sm~tefiN. A~:3 .... 





From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:32 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman. 

Thank You. h/~¥ PID is 

On at 11:23 AM. Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

>Hi I will add you to the waiting list for EXSS ~Vhat is your PID? 
> 
> Dr. Stroman 
> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage Explore Empower. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> "Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
> --- Samuel Johnson 
> 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: ’]’his e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential anc~,or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> [~’r om: 
> Sent: Tuesday, 10:56 AM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Sublect: EXSS 
> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> I am interested in taking your EXSS class. I do not know what criteria you use to add students but I think I would greatly benefit [’rom taking this class. ! 
currently intern/work :[’or a company that is trans~tiomng out of the start-up phase and :[‘eel like I would be able to directly apply the information and skills I would learn to aid in my 
understanding of start-up businesses in the world of sports. 
> 

> Thank you for your consideration. 



From: ~(}live.tmc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:54 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: EXSS 

Attacl~: image001 .j pg 

Thanks professor Stroman. 

PID is’ 

Sent fi-om my iPhone 

On at 11.00 AM, Stroman, Deborah L ._d__Et_!2R@__u_!)__c_:__e__d___k[ w~ote. 

Deborah E, S~oman, ~h~D. 

En~]t~f]~,, ~pIo~’e, 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if aIl possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:17 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Professor Stroman, 

I’m interested in taking your EXSS    ;lass. I’m very interested in sports business and a possible career in the field. 

Let me know if there is anything else you need. 

Thanks, 



From," 

Sent: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu:~ 

Tuesday,                 12:21 PM 

Stroman, DeN)rah 1, ~dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

My name is           and I am a undergraduate student majoring in EXSS here at UNC-Chapel Hill, I was wondering if there was any chance that ~ 
could set up an appointment to meet with you during this week before I have to sign up for classes next week. I have many questions and would love your 

help. Please let me know what you can do for me. Thank you so much. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 12:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Who’s the New American Entrepreneur’? 

Profili  g the New 
~:i s~, ~i ...... Who Is the New 
..... Entrepreneu r? 

The internet has changed the face of 

entrepreneurship around the globe, and this is 

perhaps no more evident than in the United States. 

Star[ups now have origins with founders from all 

walks of life. And the results of a recent study are a 

testament to that: 

21.8% of entrepreneurs come from lower- 

elass backgrounds 

The average age of entrepreneurs when 

launching a new business is 40 

The average number of businesses launched 

is approximately 2.3 

Share this news with your friends: Has the digital age introduced a new type of 

entrepreneur? Read on to find out: 

here for more surprising stats >> 

How Gilts and 

Discounts Drive 

E-S h o p pe rs’ 

Sper!ding 

How One 

Picture Can 

Nearly Dotible 

C iic ks 

Is Technology 

Replacing 

Small Bus}r!ess 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:41 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: EXSS, 

Thanks so much. My PID is 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:18 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: EXSS 

}~ri ~       ~ou wi’,:i b~~ actct~ d to 1:}~ c:o~i:-sc,. It: is ?~C)T im~ r~t~vc, that you }~v~~ yo~: ~tc’rnsh~p s~tc’ s~cu~ ~3’ That is 1:}~ ~eac~l~ to ~c’t: m~ k~o,,,~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,o’u~e, Explore. Empovcen 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing w~l ever be attempted ~I a~l possible objections must l#st be overceme." 

~ Samue~ Johnson 

From: 
Sent~ Tuesday, 12:26 AN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am in the process of applying for internships for the upcoming spring. My current number one choice would be a position with USA Baseball, whose 

intern networking event I plan on attending this upcoming Thursday (and was invited to at CSFE). My registration day is tomorrow and I was wondering if 

you could add me to the EXSS    roster for possible credit this spring. I know I currently don’t have a position locked up for the spring, but if I fail to get 

one by                 Lhe date Dr. Salver specified in an email yesterday), I would gladly drop the class. I would like to try to get academic credit 

because there are very few EXSS elective classes above 200 that actually apply to the field of Sport Administration. 

Thanks so much, 



From: ?}live.tmc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:46 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Project Help 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

Hope all is well I’m beginning to feel better and wanted to follow up about helping with the project you initially told me about when I came home. 

Do you still need assistance? If so, I’d love to help. 

My best, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vision, Todd J <tjv@bio.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 2:18 PM 

Mailing list for [YNC-Ctt Schol~xly Communication Working Group <schol-com@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[schol-com] Informa] di~ussion with Peter BinfieId of PeerJ this a£temoon 

Dear L~,-C Scholarly Communications Commumty, 

Peter Binfield, one of the co-founders of PeerJ (https:/ipeeri.com/), and the former publisher of PLoSONE, happens to be visiting campus today. If you would like to meet with him and learn 
more about his new venture, please come join us at the Kenan Science Library (Rm G301 J) at 4pm This ~vill not be a formal seminar, but an mfonnal Q&A and open-ended discussion with 
one of the major innovators in open access publishing in the sciences 

No need to RSVP 

cheers, 

Todd Vision 
Department of Biology 

You are currently subscribed to schol-com as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-33819139-28477713.669ff’d247d408e866424c73bSd39et3e@listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:35 PM 

Stroma23, Detx)rah L <dstro@unc.edu-*; 

RE: Kenan Institute Sport - Working Advisory Group 

~kenan- tlagler.unc.e&~ 

Dr. Stroman, 

and I will attend this WAG session on Monday, November 11 (11:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.). 

It would be great if the location is at Kenan Institute. If not, we may need to be a little late for the meeting or need to leave a little early. 

Best, 

~unc.edu ," www.linkedin.com!in, 

UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:49 PM 
To: 
Subject: FW: Kenan Institute Sport - Working Advisory Group 

Deborah L. St,roman, Ph.D. CLU 
En~qa, qe, Explore, Empower: 

9:[9,843,0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 2:44 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Kenan Institute Sport - Working Advisory Group 

Hi Friends. I hope you are enjoying this beautiful fall season. In an effort to get you updated on our progress, I will convene a meeting for WAG this 

Monday, November :11 (15:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.) on campus. 

Please let me know if you are available to join me. Thanks. 

Note: If you are not available, I will call you over the next ~0 days to provide an update. 

debby 

Deborah L. Sb’ornan, Ph.D. CLU 
En~qa, qe, Explore, Empower: 

9:19,843,0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:0:[ PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 5:[ Visit 

Debbie, 

Either or I would be happy to come in. We’ll talk and get back to you soon. 

Cheers + good to see you today. 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
wwv, unceminor.orq I Schedule a meeting- http:!!doodle.com/lizzyhazeltine I Follow me @Lizz Hazeltine 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,                 12:0:1 PM 

To: "Hazeltine, Lizzy" <lizzy.hazeltine@unc~edu> 

Subject: EXSS 5:1 Visit 

Hi Lizzy. I hope you are well. It’s that time again. ;) 

Can you come in {or     and share with the first year students the overview of the Minor? I teach T/R at 9:30 a.m. in Woollen 302. I have openings for ~ 

30 minutes, the week of Nov. :[8 or Nov. 25. Thanks! 
debby 

De#orah L, 5iron,an, Ph,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower. 

3~5 Woo~en - C8 #8700 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 3:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS - Submitting Practitioner Interview Report 

EXSS Interview.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 
rve attached the Practitioner Interview report to this email. Thanks a lot[ 
Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:06 PM 
To: 
Subject: REi EX~S - Submitting Practitioner Interview Report 

Deborah L. Stroman, P~.D~ CLU 
Engage, ~plore, Empower, 
919.843.0336 

"Nothing w~l~ ever be attempted ~f al~ possiNe objections must first be 
~ SamuN Johnson 

F~m: ~kenan-flagler~unc~edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:55 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS Submi@ing Practitioner Intewiew RepoR 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I hope you are doing well. I am t~ing to submit my Practitioner Inte~iew RepoR for EXSS    on Sakai, but cannot figure out a way to do it since it 
is past the due date of           at 12:00PM I realize that I am submi~ing the repoR late, but have completed it and would like to get it to you 
ASAP. Do you have any suggestions? If there is a way to submit it still on Sakai, I can do that. Othe~ise, I could email the repoR to you or print it 
and deliver itto you in person. Thanks[ 
Best regards, 

@unc.edu 



From: ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:08 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sub.ie~’t: EXSS 

Dear Professor Stroman, 

My name is              and I am a Senior majoring in Business Administration. I am currently registering for classes and am very interested in EXSS    I am a huge 
sports fan and becoming a sports agent has been a dream of mine since grade school. In fact, my friends and I have often talked about one day starting our own sports 
management firm. I was wondering if I could enroll in the class for next semester. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon. At the moment, I have tentatively scheduled a class at 12:30 on Tuesday/Thursday but will drop it if enrolled into EXSS Thank 

you for your time. 

Thanks, 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday 7:03 PM 

To: Stroman_ Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: EXSS 

Professor Stroman, 

I’m not quite sure if you remember meeting me but we talked briefly along with my frienc after last month’s CSBC meeting. I’m interesting in 

enrolling into your EXSS lass next semester. Will this email suffice in requesting enrollment? If not, please let me know what I can do. 

Thank you very much! 

P.S. Thank you for all you do with the club; I know all of us really appreciate it! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:33 PM 

Stmman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu-: 

RE: Mtg request - KI SpIEAs Update 

~kenaJ~- flagler.unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks for the direction on those three topics. I had a quick follow up: 

Graphk:s -. I t:hmk a stuch:_~nt contest could be ~n~:eresting~ We’ll k~o~ ~nl:o it [urther. The .:~n~V ques~:~on ~ would then have is how restricted are we to keep 

on brand wi~:h ~:he Kenan [nstRul:e, and then ~:hat can g~ve us the context to provide to those who enter the cor~:est 

Dates--- We’re in [he m~dst of finisMng up the calendar to consider as we pick a date. Weql g~ve you an update when we touch base next. 

LooMng forward to ta~k~ng when you have t~me~ We’ve uncovered some ~nterestb~g pokers ~n our research, and Vm excited to hear your thoughts! 

Best, 

¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

"~,ken an-fla~11er unc.edu ¯ ~^#~v.linkedin.cemlin~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, :1:1::16 AM 
To: 

Subject: RE: Mtg request - KI SplEAs Update 
Importance: High 

I j~asl: v.,at~t 1:o c}~ecis 

bot}~ ~vents wit:I~in t,s,<, rr~o~tt~s if pl~mrmd well. 
T}~ anks. 

debby 
Deborah L. S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 
Enga~qe. Explo~~. Empower: 
93%843,0336 

"The first responsibilRy of a ]leader is to define reality. The last ~s to say thank you, 

in between, the leader is a servant," --M. DePree 

From: ~__k_e_._0_a_ L~_-_f_ La_ g !_e_._[:__q __n_c_~__e_d___u_. ~ _k_e_ LLa_ B_-_{ !_a__g Le_ E #__0_c__&cJ_u_ ] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:55 PM 
Subject: Mtg request - KI SplEAs Update 

To: Sta~m~J~, Deborah (dstroma~); Undi~lo~d-Recipients 

From 

Hi Dr. Stromar~ 

We’ve made some great progress on the planning of the SplEAs is fliere any chance we could go over some ite~ns next Thursday? I’m avaJlable from 

9-12pm, and 2:30-5ptn. If not Thumda5, what &y, titnes might work best for you? 

Also, I had a few questions for you regarding some of the projects. If any- of these are not simple yes/no questions, I’m happy to jnst discuss next week in 

person. 

Regaxding graphic design, can we staad exploring options designers who might be able to put something together for ns? I wmat to make sure I’m aJigned 

with the Kena~ Institute as well a~s with our individtmJ sport entrepreneurship initiatives. 

Do we have a budget tbr tbod/drinks at SpIEAs or SAS? 

Date selection is one obstacle we’re thcing now we waist to consider all relevant sports schedule, however most are not published until later next year. 

If you have a~ny thoughts, please let me know! Otheiw’ise we’ll keep working with what we have. 

Best, 

PS I realize my emails can get lengthy; I’m working on concision and brevi3,! ~ @ 

This tbrwarded message was sent via SakaJ @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages ti-om the "Kenan Institute Sport" site. To reply to this mesmge click this link "to 

access Messages tbr this site: Kenan Institute Sport. 





From: COMP 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: COMP 

Subject: [ COMP 

FA :no- reply~ sakai.unc .edu~ 

10:43 PM 

FA <no- reply@ s~Xai.unc.edu> 

.FA - Announcement ] Week 10 Gaming Discussion Wrap-up 

An m~nouncement has been added in the "COMP~ 

8850b217347c) 

.FA site at Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal/site/62552681-a54d-4b3d-a907- 

Subject: Week 10 Gaming Discussion Wrap-up 

Group: Site 

Message: 

I hope you’re all working smoothly with your groups as the deadline for the web-based project proposal approaches. Do feel free to get in touch with me if you 
have any questions. Here are a few thoughts to wrap up last week’s discussion on play and games. 

Many of you had great things to say in your discussion of Huizinga’s definition of play; I’d like to clarify a few thin~s there, too. "Free" in the context of 
Huizinga’s ideas about play doesn’t mean "costs no money" - it has to do with being a voluntary activity, with, as        points out, a "sense of openness." 

It also doesn’t mean lacking in rules, since obviously many games have rules. There isn’t necessarily a conflict between regulated and ~ree - one may choose 

to play a rulebound game. 

It’s also worth noting that "unproductive" isn’t a pejorative here, even though all of us could probably agree that we’ve wasted some time playing games. :) 
and others point out that play can lead to social or personal growth, which isn’t incompatible with the idea of being unproductive, as I         ~otes, 

"in a literal way." Huizinga is talking about games not being productive in the sense of generating goods, products, money, etc. Note that the same activity 

might be "play" for one person but not another - a professional soccer player, for instance, isn’t "playing" as Huizinga means it, since he or she takes part in a 

sport for a job, unlike someone who plays soccer on a community team for fun. In Huizinga’s definition, play in the most basic sense is something 

undertaken for no reason but its own sake, which is one reason it’s so fascinating! Finally, "separate" is related to "free" and refers to being separate from 

everyday, ordinary life.       on the right track when she talks about game worlds being distinct from the expectations of everyday life. 

and others did a great job of labeling some of the games you’re familiar with into Callois’ categories. It’s worth noting, as some of you point out, that 
many video games partake in more than one type of play. 

I’m glad tha        ~nd brought up the ubiquity of smartphone, tablet, and social media games. We’ve spoken a lot in previous weeks about the ways 
in which digital media change things about how we communicate, relate, share ideas, etc. Well, one other substantial change is that perhaps we play more 

games than ever; even many people who wouldn’t self-identify as garners spend time playing games on their iPhones and such.       makes an interesting 

argument that some online activities like browsing amusing websites falls into various schemes of "play," and even come quite close to gaming (although, 

as         and others point out certainly not all online activity constitutes play, especially since many of our educational and professional lives require us 

to spend time onlinel. I alsr~ onioyed reading your ideas about why people like games, as well as your explanation of your gaming histories. As a gamer 
myself, I appreciated           characterization of the complex blend of experience and skill - social, technical, intellectual - in online games. 

Good discussion of violence and video games!          makes a very thoughtful point about finding the "middle ground" in the video games and violence 
debate. I quite agree with him that, on the one hand, excessively or gratuitously violent games aren’t appropriate for very young kids, but on the other 

hand, people who commit violent acts in real life typically have psychological problems unrelated to gaming. Proving a causal relationship between video 

game playing and violently antisocial behavior is quite difficult. Of course, as      notes, desensitization to violence isn’t the only potential challenge that 

might be leveled against video games; there are pervasive and problematic depictions of gender and race issues that we might also consider. 

gives a great summary of Jane McGonigal’s optimistic take on the social benefits of gaming, and       remarks on the social benefits of balanced 

video game use. McGonigal’s TED talk acts as a useful counterpoint to considering the potential negative effects of video games, video game addiction, etc. 

Some of you seem a little skeptical (and perhaps rightly so) about how well the skills and insights one gains from video games transfer into real-world 

situations, but overall I think it’s helpful to consider McGonigal’s perspective. 

This auto~natic notification message was sent by Saka~ @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai.unc.edu/portal) from the COMI? 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Pret~rences. 

FA site. 



Minutes of the Faculty Meeting 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013, 2:00 p.m., 201 Fetzer 

Members present: Alain Aguilar, Becca Battaglini, Claudio Battaglini, Troy Blackburn, 
Coyte Cooper, J.D. DeFreese, Diane Groff, Tony Hackney, Elizabeth Hedgpeth, 
Kri sten Kucera, Bonnie Marks, Jason Mihalik, Debbie Murray, Joe Myers, 
Barbara Osborne, Darin Padua, Meredith Petschauer, Brian Pietrosimone, Bill Prentice, 
Eric Ryan, Sherry Salyer,, Ed Shields, Abbie Smith-Ryan, Deb Southall, 
Debby Stroman, Erianne Weight, and Cindy Atkins, EXSS Executive Assistant 

Members absent: Bill Goa, Kevin Guskiewicz, Lee Schimmelfing and Denise Currin, 
EXSS manager 

UNC Honor Code-Student Judicial Government Presentation presented by Virginia 
Pierrie, Managing Associate. PowerPoint presentation was shown regarding Honor 
System Process - see attachment. Website is honor.unc.edu 

1. Minutes of September 11, 2013 were approved 

Joe Myers motioned and Tony Hackney seconded to approve the minutes. 
All in favor and approved; 1 abstainted. 

2. General Announcements 

Kelly Hair, Accountant has been hired and will begin Monday, October 14th, 
2013. 
Saturday, October 12th, 2013 is University Day. 
Thursday, October 17, 2013 Football Game- University encourages 
faculty/staff to leave campus by 3pro You must vacate parking spaces or be 
ticketed or towed at owner’s expense. 
S4-Stadium Drive ticketing/towing starting at 3:30 
S 10-Boshamer ticketing/towing starting at 5:10pm 
S3-Ridge Road ticketing/towing starting at 5:30pm 
More information: 
http://www:dps.unc:edu/SpecEvent/ThuesdayFootball_htm#EE 
CPR workshop - Meredith 

Meredith is willing to hold a CPR workshop if enough faculty/staff are 
interested. Please email Meredith if you are interested, she will then identify a 
date/time if enough faculty/staff are interested. Cost is $19.00. Cindy will 
send out an email to staff informing them to let Meredith know by email if 
they are interested in CPR workshop. 
Becca holds a CPR class for all graduate students. 
If any undergraduate student is interested they can contact the American Red 
Cross Club to find out when they hold classes. 



e. Summer School - Darin 
a. Darin and Amy Tufts attended summer school session this past week. 
b. Submit any course requests to Amy Tufts by October 14th. 

c. Minimum stipened is $2,100 per credit hour 
f. Maymester- all 3 course proposals were accepted (EXSS 188 (one section); 

EXSS 273 (two sections) 
g. Enrollment down from last year (a few classes cancelled due to low 

enrollment) 
h. Looking for individuals to offer new courses in summer or on-line courses 

(extra funding is available for development of new courses (not previously 
offered) or on-line courses to be offered in summer school) - let Darin know 
if you are interested in talking about this. 

i. Social Fund - please submit monies to Deb Southall. 
j. Please see attachment from Patrick!Darrell regarding Update on Facilities - 

Becca stated PHYA has squash classes and they need to utilize all 6 courts, 
Darin will inform Patrick to contact Becca 

Becca - State Employee Combined Campaign (Government’ s attempt to streamline 
giving to NC) 

Mason jars have been distributed for your use - please offer any change you may have 
for this cause. If you collect $10 in change you will be entered in EXSS raffle to win 2 
DukeiUNC basketball tickets. 
A form and "Giving Guide" was distributed for your use. Minimum - $10 one time- give 
to Becca; Payroll deduction - minimum $5 monthly - deductions begin January 20114 

Giving to the Campaign (either paper or online) = you will be entered in a campus wide 

drawing for many different prizes selected every week, and also entered into the grand 

prize drawing to win 1of 3 Trek mountain bikes! The earlier you pledge, the more 

chances you have to win! 

Participation = By simply participating in the campaign, whether you give the minimum 

or you shoot for the moon, you will be entered into our department raffle for a gift 

certificate (TBD). 

’~Mason~’ change! = When you collect $10 worth of change, you will be entered in our 

department’s drawing to win 2 tickets to the UNC/Duke basketball game! We will have 

collection baggies in the main office (Fetzer), so when you have your :10 .... bring it up to 

the office, give them all your change, and keep your mason jar for yourself! 

Giving is simple .... and giving should be fun! Please take a few minutes to give, and get 

yourself entered into many awesome incentives! 

Important Information: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available 
online. If you wish to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form and 



submit your form and contribution to me. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or 

credit card, please click on the "Give Now" link below and follow the instructions to 

enter in your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. Remember that a ~5/month 

minimum is required for payroll deduction, and a ~:10 minimum is required for a one 

time gift. Please turn in your paper form to me, regardless of your method of giving. 

GIVE NOW! When you get to the website, enter your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and 

password. 

Bike to Uganda 
Tuesday, October 8th and Wednesday, October 9th in the Pit - $5 to ride for 30 minutes; 
$10 if you want to purchase t-shirt; $15 for both. Sign up sheet was passed around. 

Sherry- Curriculum Committee 
Discussion about 3 new course proposals 

a. Exercise Endocrinology (see attachment) - after discussion curriculum 
approved with modification. Modification: Graduate Students can take with 
permission of instructor and get credit. The # of the course will be determined 
after Sherry speaks with Ashley (possibly EXSS 580). 
All in favor and approved. 

Functional Anatomy (see attachment) - after discussion curriculum was 
approved. The # of the course will be determined after Sherry speaks with 
Ashley (possibly EXSS 475). 
All in favor and approved. 

Neuromechanics of Human Movement (see attachment) - after discussion 
curriculum was approved with small modification.    Modification: 
Prerequisites for undergraduates other courses may be considered at 
instructor’s discretion and graduate students can take with permission of 
instructor.. 
All in favor and approved. 

EXSS 396 Independent Study 
After discussion 
Alain Aguilar motioned to approve with modification to remove 3.0 GPA and 
have permission of instructor, Troy seconded 
All in favor and 2 opposed 

e. All LFITiPHYA proposals submitted were approved. 

Meredith - BS curriculum 
a. Proposal is in final draft - Meredith has submitted to Kevin, waiting for 

letters of support then Kevin will forward to General Administration. October 
15 is the deadline 



First year seminar - were not approved due to not being project based. 
Meredith withdrew her proposal - her intent was not to be a project based, 
more reading, etc. Jason - not sure 

Ed - Graduate Program 
a. Submitting "IN" for graduate program thesis hours: Clarification from the 

Graduate School was sought regarding this matter. Succinctly, if a specific 
"event" or condition occurs, i.e., the student suffers a significant illness or injury, 
fails a comprehensive exam, etc., submission of an "IN" grade is warranted and 
justifiable. Otherwise, the Graduate School prefers a grade - H, P, L, or F. It is 
strongly suggested that the faculty member serving as the student’s thesis 
advisor/committee chair work with the student to produce a document that 
outlines what the student will accomplish in their thesis work progressively 
through the term in which they are registered for thesis hours. A grade could then 

be determined based on how- much the student accomplished as well as the quality- 
of that work. 

Darin - Strategic Planning 
a. Committee met last Friday to review, get feedback from faculty mission, values, 

etc. (see attachments) 
b. A lot of discussion regarding EXSS department’s direction for the future 

(examples): Are we on target? Are we all willing to strive and are we headed in 
fight direction? 
1. Mission, Vision and Values as a department 

2. Priorities as a department 
3. Goals and Objectives 

4. Thematic Goals, Defining Objectives and Strategic Objectives 
c. Dafin welcomed any thoughts/tweets, looking for approval, any feedback 

Comments made by some faculty: 
1. Meredith commented piece missing "Students"-what type of approach do we 

offer them, how successful are they when they leave? What do students do to 
develop EXS S’ s reputation after graduation 

2. Alain felt .... elevate the reputation of EXSS" did not resonate with him 
3. Our faculty need to know what other faculty- in EXSS so they can support tech 

other - need to learn about other faculty research, awards, etc. 
4. Within next 12-18 months continue to take feedback discover what 

accomplishment have been made or what progress has been made (good/bad) 
5. Deb Stroman - if you don’t feel good about the department or people within 

the department it will not work (culture eats strategy for breakfast) 
6. Will revisit the Strategic Planning next faculty meeting 
Tony motioned to continue in this direction per attachments of strategic planning, 
Barbara seconded, all in favor and approved. 

Tony - Teaching Evaluations 
a. Tony thanked everyone. In setting up schedule to evaluate be flexible. 

Individuals doing reappointment evaluations please do so as soon as possible. 



You must write report, copy to person you evaluated, that person must come back 
to talk with you (open dialogue). If you can’t meet with that person, send report to 
Tony and Tony will meet with them. 

Sherry - Lecturer/Advisor Fixed-Term Position Update 
a. Position announcement has been sent across campus to College of A&S. 

Hopefully, position will be posed within next week. Sherry/Tony will send out 
copy to faculty and if you know anyone you might feel would fulfill the 
necessary requirements you can send out to any university. Hopefully, we 
would like to get someone in January 2014 but are flexible and could be 
August 2014. 

Darin - Faculty Search Update - Assistant Professor in Exercise Physiology 
a. Darin has appointed Search Committee for this position: 

Chair: Bill Prentice 
Committee Members: Troy Blackburn, Eric Ryan, and Deb Southall 
Hopefully, job description will be available next week, then get approval of job 
description, posted two weeks later, phone interviews possibly end of semester, 
formal interviews Jan/Feb 20114, Feb 2014 make an offer. 

The meeting adjourned at 4:00 p.m. 

Minutes respectfully submitted, 
Cynthia D. Atkins 

The next faculty meeting will be held Wednesday, November 6, 2013 at 2:00pro in 

Fetzer 201. 



Contact hzJbrmation Th÷ 
Honor 

Honor System_Process 

STEP 1: Reporting a Violation 
° Go to studentconfluct.unc.edu 
o Click on *’Report a Violation" tab 
¯ For online submission, ciick "online reporting system" link 

STEP 2: Accused Student Notification 
° Student notified that a potential violation has been 

reported. 

o Attorney General receives report from Office of 

Student Conduct. 

" Attorney General holds Initial Meeting with Student. 

STEP 3: Charge Decision 
o Attorney General makes a charge decision. 

* Accused student receives notification of ch~-ge 

STEP 4: Preliminary Conference 

Managing Associate, as a neutral third party, holds 
preliminary conference with student in order to 

inform the student of.hearing type options, lis~ of 
possible sanctions, and their rights. 

STEP 5: Hearing Scheduled 
M,’maging Associate coordinates the accused 

student’s class schedule with Reporting Party’s 
schedule to schedule a hearing, 

STEP 6: Hearing 

Defense counsel works with accused student and 
Investigative counsel with Reporting Party to prep 

for hearing. 

~ In hearing, counsels and both parties present 
evidence and witnesses to Honor Court, 

° Honor Court makes a determination of Guilty~rNot 

G u iltv and a~)orooriate san ction if necessary. 

Our Nl[is~ior~: TI~e Honor System exists to educate 
students about responsible citizenship, to teach 
students about the impac~ of their actions, l~ maintain 
Carolina’s rigorous academic standards, and to protect 
the community fl’om those who threaten, harm, or 
show an unwillingness to abide by our shared beliefs. 

The ttonor System continues to be a vital part of 
Carolina with the cooperation of the students, ~hcutty, 

and administration, 

A. Not GuiIty: held when accused 
student pieads ’~Not Guilty" to the 

charge(s) and wishes to contest the gull 

evidence against him/her. 

B. Full Guilty.: held when accnsed 
student pleads "Guilty" to the charge(s) 

but wishes to contest a portion of the 

evidmice, This changes the scope of the 

hearing. 

C. Expedited Hearing Process: held ’~ 

when accttsed student pleads "Guilty" to 

the charge and does not dispute any of 

~he factual evidence. 

D. Honor Court Alternative 
Resolution: held at the discretion of 

the Student Attorney General for 

shaighfforward, relatively minor cases in 

which the student pleads "’Guilty." 

Advice Jbr Preventing Violations        ] 

Make students aware of the Honor 
Code by reading it aloud from your 
syllabus at the start of t~e semester. 
Read the Honor Code aloud at the 
begi~ming of each exam. 
Clarify co!laboration; be specific about 
where you draw the llne between 
authorized and unauthoriked 
collaboration. 
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Curriculum Committee Considerations 

September 29, 2013 

To Faculty on 10-1-13 for vote at 10-2-13 Faculty Meeting 

Items for 

°    New 

consideration: 

course proposals; 

o Exercise Endocrinology 

~ Functional Anatomy 

~ Neuromechanics of Human Movement 

Change in Existing Course 

~ EXSS 396 Independent Study 

New Course Proposals 
° Exercise Endocrinology: (submitted by Tony) 

Rationale for course: This is a course for the BS degree. Pre-reqs: 

EXSS 175, 276 and 376 (Biol 252 considered with instructor approval) 

~ See attached for syllabus 

~ Course number to be determined; Semester of offering to be 

determined 

, FOP4 VOTE: The CC ~pproves; suggest we approve 

Functional Anatomy (submitted by Meredith; to be taught by a to be 

determined professor) 

Rationale for course: This is a course for the BS degree. Pre-reqs: 

EXSS 175, 276 and 385 

~ See attached for syllabus 

~ Course number to be determined; Semester of offering to be 

determined 

FOR VOTE: The CC approves; suggest we approve 

Neuromechanics of Human Movement (submitted by Troy; to be taught by 

Troy and Kevin) 

Rationale for course: This is a course for the BS degree. Pre-reqs: 

EXSS 175, 380, 385 

~ See attached for syllabus 

~ Course number to be determined; Semester of offering to be 

determined 



FOR VOTE: The CC ~pproves; suggest we ~pprove 

Existing Course Changes 
¯ Change the course description of 396 (submitted by Sherry) 
¯ Bulletin description currently reads: "Required preparation, any two 

EXSS courses with B or better and a curnul~tive ~qr~de point everege 

of 3.0. Restr!cted to juniors and seniors. Individually designed in- 

depth study in an area of interest within exercise and sport science. 

Available to both majors and nonmajors under the supervision of 

selected EXSS faculty member." 
¯ Suggest changing the two underlined portions. 

o Purple underlined portion: GPA: EITHER--have no GPA 

stipulation or lower it to something like a 2.5. I am unsure and I 

look forward to your thoughts. Discussion needed for this. 

o Rationale for change: 1. To involve more students. 2. I have 

inadvertently done it already. 

o Red underlined portion: Restricted to juniors and seniors. The 

faculty already approved this some time ago. We have already 

agreed to this and it is on the Learning Contract and Guidelines 

for 396. No discussion; this is merely informational. Change will 

be made in 2014-15 Bulletin. 

For biscussion--CC did not discusslre~ch consensus 



Instructor: TBD 
Term and Times: TBD 

EXSS 485 - Functional Anatomy (3cr) 

Course Description: 
This course is designed to provide an in depth exploration of joint mechanics. It will 

expose students to motions of the cervical, thoracic and lumbar spine as well as the extremities. 
This course will also relate these concepts to movement of the body during specific activities 
such as overhead throwing and gait as well as inju~ prevention. 

Target Audience: 
This course is intended for upper level Exercise and Sport Science majors who are 

interested in apply the concepts from biomechanics to anatomy and sport. 

Course Objectivesl 
To gain understanding of: 

-/Biomechanical relationships of each j oint in the body 
¢" The function of specific muscles at each j oint including the extremities and spine. 
¢~ Describe the articulating surfaces, ligaments, and muscles of each joint. 

,/Describe the proper alignment of each j oint and pathologies created with poor alignment. 
¢" Application of these concepts to sport performance and injury prevention. 
-/Analysis of specific movements including gait and throwing mechanics. 

Prerequisites: 
Biomechanics of Sport (EXSS385) 

~o~r~ Rectui~gNent~ 
Assignments: 2 exams 30% each 

1 final exam 30% 
quizzes and homework 110% 

Gradingl 
100-93 = A 89-88 =B+ 79-78 = C+ 69-65 =D 
92-90 = A- 87-82 = B 77-72 = C    Below 65 = F 

81-80 = B- 71-70 = C- 

Resources: 
Required Textbook: 

Levangie, Pamela K and Norkin, Cynthia C. Joint Structure and Function: A 
comprehensive Analysis. FA Davis. 

Sakai will be used to post lecture material, any additional readings, homework assignments and 
quizzes. 



Course Policies: 
Students are expected to attend class. While the instructor will not take regular attendance, 
the lecture material is part of the material that will be tested. Students are expected to come 
prepared with any readings completed and ready to learn. Exams days are listed in the 
below schedule and there will not be make ups for exams unless those are approved ahead 
of time by the instructor. Homework may be turned in one class period late with a 20% 
reduction in the grade. After one class period homework will not be accepted. Finally, the 
final exam in the course is given on the final exam day based on the UNC calendar and will 
follow the UNC final exam policies. 

Honor Code: 
The honor code will strictly be enforced in this course. You will be required to complete 
the university’s online tutorial explaining the Honor Code. Here is the link to the website: 
http ://www~ atschoolorientation~net/unc/honor? stage=true. 

Course Outline 

Chapter 2: 
Introduction to basic j oint structure 

Types ofj oints 

Properties ofj oint tissues 

Chapter 4: 

Spine 

Function of the cervical, thoracic and lumbar spine 

Intervertebral disk, ligament and muscle function 

Pelvic floor and the Core 

Chapter 7: 

Shoulder 

Function of the sternoclavicular, acromioclavicular, glenohumeral and scapulothoracic 

articulations 

Integrated functions of these j oint to work as a complex to create movement 

Chapter 8: 

Elbow 

Function of the humeroulnar, humeroradial, and radioulnar j oint 

Mobility and stability of the elbow complex 



Chapter 9: 

Wrist and hand 

Function of the wtist and fingers 

Prehension 

Application section: 

How these j oints work together to create and overhead throw 

Causes of common pathologies in the upper extremity 

Chapter 10: 

Hip 

Function of the hip and coordination with the lumbar spine 

Muscle function in stance and weight beating 

Chapter 11: 

Knee 

Function of the knee and patellofemoral j oint 

Chapter 12: 

Ankle and Foot 

Function of the talocrual, subtalar j oints 

Integrated function of the joints and arches in the foot 

Application section: 

How does the lower extremity function to create gait 

How do the upper and lower extremity work together and why is posture important 

Causes of common pathologies in the lower extremity 

** Please note: This schedule is subj ect to change when unforeseen circumstances occur.** 



EXSS 580 - Neuromechanics of Human Movement (3 cr.) 

Instructors: Troy Blackburn, PhD, ATC 
Kevin Guskiewicz, PhD, ATC 

Course Meetings: TR (1 hour and 15 minutes) 

Location: Fetzer Hall 

Course Description: 
This course will explore interactions between the nerw)us and musculoskeletal systems and biomechanics of human movement. The 
course content will integrate concepts from neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, anatomy, neuromuscular control, and biomechanics. 
Topics to be addressed include skeletal muscle mechanics, sensorimotor function, dynamic joint stability, movement disorders, 
neurocognition, and neuroplasticity associated with recovery from injury and disease. Course meetings will consist of both lecture 
and laboratory content. 

Course Objectives: 
To gain basic understanding of: 

¯ Muscle mechanics 
° Sensorimotor regulation of movement 
¯ Neuromschanical responses to injury/disease and rehabilitation 

Prerequisites 
¯ EXSS 175 (Human Anatomy) 
¯ EXSS 380 (Neuromuscular Control & Learning) 
° EXSS 385 (Biomechanics of Sport & Exercise) 

~ur~ llequirem~: 
The student is responsible for all course material. No ~ke-up quizzes/exams N~llb~ ~llowed, and a score of 0 will be recorded for 
missed assignments (not applicable to excused absences). 

~gnm~ts: Value: ~r~ding ~ca~: 
2 midterm exams 30% each 100-93 = A 79-77 = C+ 
1 cumulative final exam 30% 92-90 = A- 76-73 = C 
3 quizzes 10% 89-87 = B+ 72-70 = C- 

86-83 = B 67-69 = D+ 
82-80 = B- 66-60 = D 

<60 =F 
Course P~.esources 

Textbook: Tresilian. Sensorimotor Control & Learning: An Introduction to the Behavioral Neuroscience of Action 

Web Site: All lectures and course documents will be posted on Sakai. 



Proposed Course Outline 

Motion Control 
Muscle Mechanics 

Sliding filament model 
Length-tension relationship 
Force velocity relationship 
Theoretic models of skeletal muscle 
Electromyography 

Sensorimotor function 
Peripheral influences 

Receptor-specific roles 
Reflexes 
Proprioception and Kinesthesia 

Central influences 
Neural pathways 
Information processing 
Inhibition 

Voluntary control of movement 
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation 

Exam 1 

Movement Disorders 
Orthopaedic injury and disease 

Sensorimotor contributions to joint stability 
Partial deafferentation 
Influence of pain on sensorimotor function 
Arthrogenic inhibition 
Compensatory motor strategies 

Stroke 
Spinal cord injury 
Falls prevention 
Tramnatic brain in.jury 

Exam 2 

Adaptations of the Sensorimotor System - Neuroplasticity 
Neurocognitive function 

Nerve regeneration 
Cortical mapping 
Measurement techniques 

Transracial magnetic stimulation 
Electroencephalography 
Functional MRI 

Aging 

Final Exam 



EXSS 5xx - Exercise Endocrinology 

Class Time and Location: TBD 

Instructor: Dr. Anthony C. Hackney 

Office: Fetzer Hall 203 

Email: ach@email.unc.edu 
Office hours: TBD 

Textbook: Naama Constantini and Anthony C. Hackney. Endocrinology of Physical 

Activi(y and 5"port. Springer Publishing. ISBN: 978-1-62703-313-8.2013. 

Course Objectives: 
1. To learn the fundamental concepts in human endocrinology using a systems 

approach. 
2. To gain an understanding of how the body maintains homeostasis in the face of a 

constantly changing environment as the result of exercise. 
3. To build a strong foundation of knowledge in the area of endocrinology for future 

courses in the health sciences. 

Course Prerequisite: EXSS 376 or BIO 252 or an equivalent course (with 
Instructor Permission only) 

Grading: 

Grades will be assigned using the following scale: 

>_ 93% = A 73-76 = C 
90-92 = A- 70-72 = C- 
87-89 = B+ 67-69 = D+ 
83-86 = B 61-66 =D 
80-82 = B- _< 60% = F 
77-79 = C+ 

Components: 

Exam I - Mid-term examination (25%) 
Exam II - Final examination (25%) 
Quizzes - Short in-class quiz assignments (5%) 
Class Presentation - 20 minute presentation on topic selected by student (15%) 
Term Paper - A 10-15 page (double spaced) paper on topic selected by student (20%) 
Participation - A component based upon the student’s level of engagement (10%) 

Exams: Exam questions ~vill be derived from material covered in class (Powerpoint lectures 
and class discussion), and will be include both multiple choice as well as true false and 
identification questions. The chapters in the book often provide greater depth and detail than 



what we will cover in class, but they are quite useful for helping you to further understand 
the material presented and discussed in class. 

Class Attendance: Students are expected to attend all scheduled meeting times. However, 
there will not be a component in the grade based upon attendance. There will be no 
additional lectures held for those who miss class. 

Exam Attendance: All students MUST be present for exams. A make-up of missed exams 
will only be allowed with approved medical absences or official university activities; 
otherwise, a missed exam will result in a grade of zero for that exam. If you know that you 
will miss an exam, you must notify the instructor before the event takes place and not 
afterwards. Scheduled absences (i.e., university sponsored) are to be brought to the 
instructor’s attention during the first two weeks of the semester. The Final Exam cannot be 
rescheduled except for extreme circumstance as per campus-wide policy. 

HONOR CODE: If you are not familiar with the instrument of the Student Judicial Governance, 

you can pick up a copy in the Office of the Dean of Students in Steele Building. The guidelines for 

the appropriate academic behavior will be strictly enforced. 

Tentative Schedule 
(Assumption is two class meeting per week) 

DATE/SESSION TOPIC 

1,2,3 

4,5 

6,7 

8,9 

10-14 

15 

Review of basis aspects of endocrine glands - structure/function 

Hormones - basis chemical structure/function 

Endocrine actions of non-classic glandular tissues 

Immune system and endocrine interaction 

Basic review of exercise physiology 

Mid-term examination 

16,17 Adrenal cortex and medullary responses to exercise 
¯ Resistance 
¯ Aerobic 
¯ Anaerobic 

18,19 Thyroid hormone responses to exercise 
¯ Resistance 
¯ Aerobic 



¯ Anaerobic 

20, 21 

22,23 

24, 25 

26 

27, 28 

29, 30 

Reproductive hormonal responses to exercise 
¯ Resistance 
¯ Aerobic 
¯ Anaerobic 

Pancreatic hormonal responses to exercise 
¯ Resistance 
¯ Aerobic 
¯ Anaerobic 

Exercise training and endocrine plasticity 

Overtraining and endocrine dysregulation 

Athletic amenorrhea and hypogonadism 

Student presentations 

Final examination 



Mission Statement Definition: 
¯ Statement which specifies our department’s purpose or "reason for being" and the primary objective 

toward which our department’s programs and plans should be aimed. Statement specifying the 

department’s key constituents and how we will serve them. It should be clear and understood. 
¯ Revised / Streamlined EXSS Mission Statement: 

¯ "To discover end promote knowledge of humon movement to improve quelity of life." 

Vision Statement Definition: 
¯ Describes what the department strives to achieve at some future time. 
¯ "Our vision is to trensform society by developing leeders end trensleting scientific knowledge into 

precticel epplicetions. " 

o Purposefully general to allow all faculty members the ability to identify their roles in 
achieving our shared vision. 

o Breaking down the vision statement 
¯ "Transform society" 

¯ Achieve our mission to "improve quality of life" 

"Developing leaders" 
° Inspire students with the education and the experiences to develop as 

exceptional leaders who positively impact the organizations they lead and 

the communities they serve 

"Translating scientific knowledge" 
° Connecting original research with: 

o Educational and experiential opportunities for students 

o Service activities (community, campus, professional, etc.) 
° Infuse evidence based practices within: 

o Students 

o Communities 

o Professional colleagues 

o Professional organizations 

o Industry partners 

Conducting novel and impactfuloriginal research 

"Practical application" 
¯ Solutions oriented approach to research and service activities 

° EXSS Slogan to Capture the Essence of EXSS Mission and Vision: 

o "EXercising Scientific Solutions" = EXSS 

Values Definition: 
¯ What we believe in, our guiding principles, and how we interact. 
¯ Suggested Values: 

o Aligned 
¯ Mission, vision, values, priorities 

¯ Continuous strategic planning and self evaluation, with benchmarks 
° Respectful of diverse ways of achieving our mission, vision and priorities 

o Service Oriented 
" Students, Campus, Society 

Translate scientific knowledge 

o Colleboretive 



Excellence 

Novel 

Driven 

How we work 
¯ Team based science to address real-world challenges 

o Engage within and across departmental specializations 

o Engage with other university units 
College of Arts & Sciences; School of Medicine; Gillings School of 

Global Public Health, Kenan-Flagler Business School; School of Law 

Foster and train the next generation of leaders in interdisciplinary science 

Develop national and international collaborations 

Partner with industry and other private enterprises 

Research, Teaching, Service 

Our approach to solve real-world challenges 

Lead the way forward 

Aligned, Service Oriented, Collaborative, Excellence, Novel, Driven -) ASCEND 

Goals & Objectives 
¯ Thematic Goal: Top priority of EXSS as a department. Serves as a rallying point around which our 

entire faculty and staff can work together on achieving. 

o "Enhance the reputation q[EXSS" 

Defining Objectives: Provide context around how we, as a department, may achieve our thematic goal. 

o Increase External Funding 

o Increose Reseorch Impact 

o Increase Engagement 

o Develop Brand 

Strategic Objectives: Specific actionable items that are aligned with our defining objectives. 

o Increase External Funding" 
¯ Increase research grants 
¯ Increasefundroising 
¯ Develop for-profit services 
¯ Develop consulting services 

o Increase Research Impact 
¯ Develop newresearch centers 
¯ Increase faculty 
¯ Improve J:acilities 
¯ Increase research collaborations 

o Increase Engagement 
¯ Increase communityservice around areas o~expertise 
¯ Increase UNCcommittee involvement 
¯ Increasesocialinteraction opportunities 

o Develop Brand 
¯ Develop consistent story describing EXSS impact 
¯ Develop promotional materials describing EXSS impact 
¯ Increasesocialmedia presence 
¯ New EXSS logo 



Facilities Update (Patrick Barrett & Darrell Kidd) 

Integrative Exercise Oncology Laboratory: 
¯ Electrical will begin on Monday Sept 30th and should be complete by Friday. 
¯ Floor will be demolished on Saturday Oct 5th. 
¯ Cabinets are on order. 

Fetzer Roof Replacement: 

The project has been awarded to Curtis Construction Inc. out of Kingston, NC. The 

approval process from The State should be completed by weeks end. Once the 

contracts are signed we can begin meeting with the contractors to initiate the 

scheduling of the Facilities to accommodate classes, construction, and 

events. Unfortunately, the solar components of this project will not be 

implemented. The student group that wanted to pursue this has decided to allocate 

their funding into other interests. 

Indoor Pool: 
The repairs to the indoor pool are completed, all electrical work has been completed, 

and the structural re-enforcement is also completed. All of the old expansion joints 

have been removed and replaced. The pool is currently open Monday through Friday 

until the end of this month. In October the indoor pool will house all aquatics activities 

full time. The heater has been adjusted for constant temperature and the handicapped 

chair lift have repaired. 

Outdoor Pool: 
The outdoor pool is currently closed. I attempted to place a work order to facilitate the 

tree concerns at the outdoor pool. Facility Services will not allow us to place a work 

order and requested we contact Grounds. I spoke with Bridget Bockham, who informed 
me that the cost would be $9,000.00 for an outside company to remove the trees, 

which are still alive. A written justification is in the process to remove live trees, 

regardless of impending, potential liability? Yet another question is who will fund this 

eventually...the battle between maintenance, housing, and ground is ensuing. The final 

piece of the puzzle is that supplementary planting will need to replenish with new 

landscaping for erosion control and aesthetic appearances for Carmichael 

Dormitory. Bridget is planning to get back with me once she can sort these concerns 

out. 

Squash Courts: 
Courts :~ and 2 are being scheduled for repairs while the roof repairs are going on. If 

possible, I would like to schedule the squash and racquetball courts to be in the initial 

phase of the roofing project. We will know about the logistics once we sit down with 

the roofing contractors. 



Fetzer Hot Water Main Replacement: 
At some point we will be without hot water for roughly 2 weeks. A main steam line 

needs to be replaced before it blows. The maintenance staff is in the process of 

obtaining the parts needed to complete the project. Once we decide on a date, I will 

post notices in the locker rooms and Equipment Room to alert our patrons. This project 

had been delayed with the recent flooding across campus, the maintenance staff may 

wait until a break to complete this project. 

Furniture Delivery: 

The new office furniture has been delivered and installed, 

Fetzer Office Expansion: 
We have a estimate request out for UNC Facilities to install a door and rework lighting 

and HV/AC in Darin’s old office. We should have an estimate by the next report. 

Equipment Room Glass Installation: 
The initial quote of $13,000.00 for the new glass enclosure in the Fetzer Equipment 

Room is being reviewed, as there is a concern about a fire rating component that the 

Fire Marshall is looking into. 

Woollen Dance Studio: 

We are experiencing a bubbling of the floor finish in the new dance studio. I am calling 

the manufacturer and installers to see what our options are. The decision was made to 

place a vapor barrier down. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~*: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday,                 1:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@tmc.edu> 

Help the Football Program 

Hi Dr Stroman, 
My name is and I am an EXSS major here at UNC I was discussing ~vith my friend 

about how he is helping the football team and I told him how tbat would be 

a great and helpful experience for me He told me to email you and ask about it so I am I am just curious as to whether there is anything I can do to help out the program. I am vely 
knowledgable and analytic when it comes to the game of football and I’m a very quick learner. Thank you for taking the time to read this and for your help. 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 2:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: Was President Kennedy a Career Coach? 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

’12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reer/ 

]Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
~on Twitter, 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http :i/www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeffrey W. McLeod, Esq. < @aol.com~ 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 4:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Kenan Institute Sport - Working Advi~o~ Oroup 

Doc 

Of course, I will not be in the area at that time but please keep me in the loop! 

Thanks 

Mac 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Nov 6, 2013, at 4:14 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(a;unc,edu> wrote: 

debby 
Debora~ L S~’ommL Ph.D. CCU 

9~9.843.0336 
<image001.jpg> 

"Nothing w~l~ ever be attempted if al~ possible objections must first be overcome." 
~ Samue~ Johnson 

CON~:~D~N~L~,k~v NO~C~i: ~his e-;naii mess~ge, ~;~duding attachrner~ts, ii an~/, is inte;~ded or~V for the -r~ersc~n or entitf to ~’t~ct~ ~t i,s ar;d~essed and rr~W cor~tain corffidenti~i ~;~dic~ r~riviie~ed 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
$ent~ Nonday, November 04, 2013 2:44 PN 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjeet~ Kenan Institute SpoR - Working Adviso~ Group 
Hi Friends. I hope Fou are enjoying this beautiful fall season. In an effort to get you updated on our progress, I will convene a meeting for 

WAG this Monday, November 11 {11:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.) on campus. 
Please let me know if you are available to join me. Thanks. 

Note: If you are not available, I will call you over the next 10 davs to provide an update. 

debbv 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
Eng~qe. Explore, Empowen 
919.843,0336 

"Nothing w~l~ ever be attempted if al~ possiNe objections m~st first be overcome." 
~ Samue~ Johnson 

CON[:~E?~N~AL~Y NO~C~: H~s e..mail ~~essage, ~nc~u66~g at~acl~nen~s, if a~y, 15 i~ten~ed end7 for tl~e -person or entity ~,:) ,~hich it is addre:;se~ 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 5:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS Sport Administration 

Ok thanks so much Dr. Stroman! Do you know when the next Carolina Sport Business Club meeting is? I don’t want to miss it, or the trip you guys go on to 

the game. Also when are your office hours? I’d just like to talk to you more about the major, and your experience prior to UNC with business and 

entrepreneurship. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:18 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: EXSS Sport Administration 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EtN~qe, Explore. Empower: 

9~[9,843.0336 

"Nothing w~ll ever be attempted ~f all possiMe objections must fi~st be ~ver~ome." 

~ Samue~ lohnson 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:53 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
~ubject: EXSS Spo~ AdmiNstratbo 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I am interested in the Sport Administration track, and want to come talk to you about it. I attended the last Carolina Sport Business Club meeting and really 

enjoyed it. Do you have office hours or will you be free anytime today or tomorrow? I’d like to talk as soon as possible, since registration for me is 

tomorrow. 

~hanks so much~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ,6:08 PM 

@kena~- flagler.unc.edu> 

StromaL Deborah L <ds~ro@m~c.edu>; 

Re: Kena~ Institute Sport - Worldng Advisory, Group 

linage001 .j pg 

@kenan- flagler, unc.edu> 

Thanks. See you on Monday. 

DLS l}om nay iPhone. 

On , at 2:35 PM, ,~kenan- fl agler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Stroman, 

and I will attend this WAG session on Monday, (11:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.). 

It would be great if the location is at Kenan Institute. If not, we may need to be a little late for the meeting or need to leave a little early. 

Best, 

~@unc.edu -, www.linkedin.com/ini 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [.Ln___a_jJ~_Ld___s__t_r__o__~_u__t!c__#__c_!_u_] 
Sent: Mondav. ~;:49 PM 
To: 
Subject: P-M/: Kenan Institute Sport - Working Advisory Group 

d 

Deborak L Skroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Eng~qa Explore. Empowea 

939,843,0336 

<imageO01 jpg> 

"Nothing w~l ever be attempted K a~l possible objections must f~rst be 

~ Samuel Johnson 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Monday, I 2:44 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Kenan Institute Spo~ - Working Adviso~ Group 

Hi Friends. I hope you are enjoying this beautiful fall season. In an effort to get you updated on our progress, I will convene a meeting for 

WAG this Monday, November ~ (~:00 a.m. - ~2:30 p.m.) on campus. 

Please let me know if you are available to join me. Thanks. 

Note: If you are not available, I will call you over the next 10 days to provide an update. 

debby 

Deborail L Sa’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

<image001,jpg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted ff all possible objections must f~rst be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 8:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hello’. 

Just got offthe phone with Derek Oxendine, a former UNC student who ~vorked for the office, graduated, went and ~vorked for NC State and now works at UNCP. A few weeks back he had 
Dr Brayboy, well known Indian scholar come to campus for a day to lead discussions about Indians in higher education, including lack of Indian faculty. Joalme Woodard over at State 
evidently heard about it, invited Brayboy over there and he is coming to lead the same kind of discussion there. Evidently the Provost at Carolina got ~vind of it and invited him to Carolina 
too Derek then gets, not a request, but a notice of a meeting with Talt)e, Brayboy and the Provost to discuss Indian matters at Carolina. He wanted to touch base with me first to get some 
advice We had a nice chat but he and I had some questions about who else is going to be at the meeting, I presume Amy is invited. I have an additional question, considering the number of 
blacks in NC compared to Indians why is the Provost exercised about one population being I sufficiently represented in faculty and administration and not concerned about the other? And, 
why isn’t Talt~e asking that question? SMH! 

Dr. Cookie Newsom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: CSBC Meetins- 

Sounds good to me! I have received a lot of great feedback about the first meeting with Rick Steinbacher! A guy told me yesterday that he has checked out 10-15 clubs this year 

and ours was by far the most organized and well-put together! Kudos to everyone! 

Who is supposed to be in charge of the Twitter? I can start tweeting morel 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, at 11:20 AM 

To: ~kenan-flagler,unc,edu> 

Cc: [Exercise & Sport Science)’ . ............ ___@_.__)_Lv___e_:__u___n__£_.__e___d___u_> 

Subject: RE: CSBC Meeting- Nov. 18th 

Deborah 1_,, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

En~o’uge. Explore, Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if a~l possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From-" [mailto: ,~, kenan-flagler,unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, I 8:07 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc-" 
Subject; CSBC IVleeting- 
Dr. Stroman, 
Do we have any ideas of who we want to speak at the Club meeting on         ’ I think we need to start pubbing now so we can make sure to get the word out! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 3:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The Worst Business Mistakes of All Time 

To ensure you re:eive updates ~rem Docstec; please add ,2r£e_~Af!_e_E~g._c_t_~_c_s_t_9_~:_c2c_![!",_ to your address book i Unsubscribe 

Small Busi .... Blunders That Cost Billions 

Who passed up the chance to buy Google? 

Which network turned down The Cosby Show? 

What record company turned away The Beatles? 

Throughout history there have been countless 

business blunders, but some stand out as more 

disastrous than the rest. 

Check out this Business Insider collection of the most 

devastating business blunders you never knew 

about: 

See fu~ ~ist of business mistakes >> 

Share this news with your friends: 

Surprising Past 

Jobs of 

15 Futuristic 

iechnoiegies 
That ’VVill 

Small Business 

How a Singie 

Image Can 

Dou hie You r 
Traffic 

’*He send this email to members of do~tstoc,~tom per our Privacy Policy. You can msnage your em,~ii preferences and other 

settings by going to Your 8et[in~s Pa~e If you have any qu~stions you can e-rna~l or cal~ us at any time by using ou~ Centac[ Us 

page. You rosy tlRsubscdbe from this mailing here: bnsubser~be. You can manage your ¢maH preferences in the notifications tsb 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~@kenm~- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Thursday,                 5:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L -<dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS    Permission 

Hello Dr. Stroman~ 

Hope you are having a nice week. I am emailing you to find ont how to get permission to enroll in EXSS ,. I am e~remely interested in Sports Business, as seen by 

my two majors and involvement on the CSFE Executive Board. l need 2 classes above 200 for the Sports Administration major, and this class perfectly fits my 

schednle. Any information would be greatly appreciated, and I hope to speak with yon soon. 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 
@kenan-flagler.unc,edu I 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@yahoo.cam> 

Thursday, 10:06 PM 

Stroman. Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.e&~; ttinson, Glenn <ghinson@unc.edu-~; Cravey, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu>; Le~r~, Christian 
Cunningham <cclen~@email.unc.e&~; Coleman, Drew S ~dcoleman@unc.edtv~; Hagemann, Karen <hagemann@unc.edu>; FlatL Emma 
<eflatV~@email.unc.edu-~; Shields, Sarah D <sshield@email.unc.e&~; Pt~nnig, David W <dpfennig@unc.edu>; Marchionini, Gary 
<gary@ils.unc.edu>; Guillory, Ferrel <fenelg@email.unc.edu>; Martens, Chris < c~n~tens@email.unc.edu>; Scotti, Alberto D 

<ascotti@unc.edu:> 

Career Services Announcement ibr First-Yeast Seminar Students 

Walk-Ins.JPG 

My ~~sme is            and i’m writing to you or~ bei~aif of the U~iversib¢ Career Services Career Peers, I~~ ar~ attemp¢ to reach more first year stude~~ts, 

d~e Career Peers are hosting a table ~r~ the Mon%on iobby on ~uesd~7, November ~.2 [rom 7-gpm wid~ ~nforn~o~ on ~esumes, ~~e~viewb~g, and UCS 

services. Because yod ~eacB fres~nlerb we vvoa~d J~ke to ~5k you to ~ake ~r~ annoancer~er~ about ode event at yoa¢ next class. ~t wou~d ~e~D ds raise 

awareness of s~ the serv}ces d~s~ UCS effers~ espeda=@ d~ose £e~red toward firsbyear stddents. 

i t]ave attire:tied a flyer t~’i~t you m~y dispi~y in your ciass if tl’iat would be easier than making a verb~d annour~cemer~t, As you can see on the flyer, we 

also be hostin~ a tabie in the Hinton-James iobby iater in 

Thanks in advance for your participation! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:29 PM 

~live.unc.edu:~; ~unc.edu @live.unc.edu>: 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; ~@live.unc.edn>; 

¯ @live.nnc.edu-~; /@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

CoopeK Co~e <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <~tjsothll@email.unc.edu> Osborne~ Barb~ra < sportlaw@unc.edu>; 

WeighL Eria~ne A. <eweight~!etn~fil.unc.edu>; Stroma~ Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS . Monday Reading 

White Privilege Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack.docx 

Hi Heels. Congratulations on a successful Open House. 

I will visit with you on Monday to continue our dialogue on Cultural Competence. I am excited to have this very, very important conversation. I only have 

one pre-assignment. Please read the attached document carefully by yourself at least twice. Take the time to jot down your reflections. 

Have a wonderful weekend! 

Dr. Stroman 

debby 
Deberah L, S~;re~, PN,D, CLU 
Explore, Engage, Empower. 

v~,ex~,unc,edu 
3~5 ~ol~en - Cg #8700 

Chapel Hill~ NC 27599 

9~9,843,033~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Khan Academy <hello@khanacademy.org> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 12:20 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

What is Obamacare? - Khan Academy 

Don’t miss the top things to learn on Khan Academy this week: 

~i Aliens, or just dolphins? 

Are dolphins the only other intelligent 

life in the universe? 

~i What is Obamacare? 

What is Obamacare and how will it 

affect me? 

~i Wanttoeasilywin a 
bet~ ...... ¯ How to win a bet in a room of thirty 

And just added: 

~~i Howwould you make , 

~m~ The first photocopier was invented ~00 

years ago? Behind the scenes at MoMA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Friday, November 8, 2013 11:53 AM 

McKillips, Lisa <Lisa.McKJllips@nike.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Mr. Knight - Request 

Tha~fl~s so mucM 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,o’uge. Explore. Empowen 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing w~]l ever be attempted ~f all ~ossible objeefions must first be 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 20~3 2:~6 PM 
To: McKillips, Lisa 
Subject: RE: Mr. Knight- Request 

~Fh,ni~s Lisa. We h~ve ~ woridng iis~ ~o~ t}~ Pk~e~ ~wa~:ds. We will o~ly Lono: ~ ~w. ~Fhe ~c’mai~]~; ~w~:d~es w]]] be ~,s,,~som~ but ~ot ~ t}~ c:],ss of?d:-. 

KtqgI~t (r}~ o~y pJot~: that ,.,-1i1 d~inJt4y be recog~qz~ d i~ M~ K~ight:. Th~~ others wJ]i 2~P before a comtnJttee for se]ect:ion.) 

Here is ~:}~e pi.~neer dta~t ]i~1:: 

Val Ackerm~m (Fotmding Pt~sJc]ent ~;~r ~VNBA) 

Richard Lapchick ("the socia] conscierme of 

Richard Weiss (lst etnp[oyee a[ Sport:sBusiness 3o~ 

Gm~to~ad~, sci~,r~dsts ("first: in 

R.w~ I.s~blt~s]~i .--. e,::,r~si.~e~ed ,::,r~e of ~he [,::,~e~hthe~s ,~f the ~[:,,::,~t~ ~r.;I~h:e.:zb ~re ]~dt~st~y; (:.~ ~))tmder o [ Po[:,~ ~]c:n u~ s~s 

B.% Bo’~’m~m, Presi.’Jem & CEO of r~[l.B A,:lva~ced Me,:li~; ~e~ sl:sm.’Jatd i;~r btoadeasl:ing live sp.~rl:s ,::,r~ web .:;om~ec~ing 

sl:s:e~] ~s t~]c:,~e live vi,~eo l:hs~r] s~rw ol:]-~et s[:,orlzs eril:Jty 

Paul -[t~,.ckit~s ---. UK mat}~ matJciat~ who co J~vent:~ d ~}~e -[t~,.ck Eye s)~st~m [))t: tr~c]dt~g ~ails it~ cricket at~d termis 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EtNcqe, Explore, Empower: 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing w~l~ ever be attempted if al~ ~ossiNe objections must first be 

F~m= NcKillips, Lisa [mailto:Lisa.NcKillips@nike.com] 
Sent= Nonday, November 04, 2013 2:25 PN 

Te~ Stroman, Deborah k 
Su~je¢t~ RE: Nr. Knight- Request 

Dr, St:rornan, 

?hank you for your message. Unfortunately fa~l is a htlsy [ra~?e~ [:~me for Mr Kmght so I carr’t really te~l you any good da~:es ~:hat misht work. 

Let me work w~d~ him on d~s and see ~f he has any better idea of his schedule. ~ w~l~ get bad( ~o you once I have a better [eel Can you te~ me 

d~e names of some of the od~er pioneers of sport busb~ess being honored with Mr. Knight ? 

~ w~l~ try to get hack to you shortly. I’m sure be wN be very pleased at your ~nvitat~on and the honor you would I~ke to present. 

Thank you, 

Lisa 

F~ Stroman, Deborah L [~))_~;~]~E¢~_~B_¢:~_~] 
8e~t~ ~onday, November 0~, 20~3 ~:2~ A~ 
Tel ~cKillips, Lisa 
~¢~ Stroman, Deborah L 
$~bjeCt= ~r. Knight- Request 
~o~a~¢e~ High 

Hi Ms. McKillips. I was referred to ~ou b~ a Nike associate for possible information on Mr. Knight’s schedule for the fall of 20~4. We are hostin~ the 

inaugural Spo~ Innovators & Entrepreneur’s Awards Celebration at UNC-Chapel Hill. We would like to honor Mr. Knight at this time alon~ with other 

outstandin~ pioneers of sport business. It is our desire to have him be in attendance and wanted to know if there were an~ MAJOR conflicts with his 



schedule at this time. 

Our thoughts are to be mindful of the college football season. © Do you have any recommendations for a possible date that works for his schedule? Since 

Oregon may play on Thursdays or Saturdays, we think a Friday may be most advantageous. MV mobile is if a brief chat is a better option. © 

Thanks so much for your assistance. 

Regards, 

Deborg~h ]_,, Stroman, Ph,D, CL[J 

En,qu.qe. Explore. Empovven 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if a~l possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 



FYom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Friday, 12:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

ktbs lingmei howell.con<lingmei howell@kena~-flagler.~mc.edu~ 

KI Sport Project Updates 

SplEAs Proj ectUpdate ;.pdf 

~kena~- flagler.unc.edu-~ 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

We just wanted to send you an update via email since we didn’t get a chance to speak in person this week. The attached PDF gives an outline of some of the SplEAs 

research thus far, as well as a proposal for next steps for both the SplEAs and the SAS. We’re looking forward to discussing these ideas with you! 

Also looking forward to the WAG meeting on Monday -thanks again for including us! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McKillips, Lisa <Lisa.McKillips@nike.com> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 12:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Mr. Knight - Request 

Dr. Strom,~n, 

Mr. Knight really appreciates the invitation and the attempts to make this work with his schedule, but after reviewing commitments 

already on th,-_~ calendar k)r both the March 7 date and the fa~l of 2014, he ~s going ~:o have to pass on receiving this award There just 

i s n’ t a cl ea r w ~ n dow I ca n offer a n d we d on’l: see th e c~ ~ en da r d ea d ng a t th i s ti m e. 

Thank you very much for considering h~m for this prestigious sward. 

We wish you great success w~th this event. 

Sh~cere~y, 

Lisa McKdl~ps 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
$ent~ Friday, November 08, 2013 8:53 AN 
Te~ NcKiNips, Lisa 
¢¢~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ ~E: Nr. Knight- Request 

Thanks so much[ 

~])~. Sitor3 

Deborah L. S~roman, P~.9. CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empowen 

9~ 9.843.0336 

"NotNng w~l~ ever be attempted ff al~ ~ossiNe objections must f~rst be ~vereome." 

CONF~DEN~IALll g NO1 ICE: 1 hh~ e-mail message, ~n,:luding a~[achmenhL ff an7, ~s intended onlv h:)r [he ..person or entit~ [o which it ~s addres:~ed and mav con[ain confidential and/or privileged material. Any .... 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah k 
Sent= Nonday, November 04, 2013 2:36 PN 
To~ NcKillips, Lisa 
Su~jeet~ RE: Nr. Knight- Request 

Vs~] A,;kem:~at~ (Four~..Jm~; Prcsider~t [~t 

RJch~*d Lapehick ("d~e soei~] ,;o*~scJert,;e o[ ~;[:,ort") 

(_]ato:ad~ sci~t%s[s ("[~rst: Jr] thi:-st") 

~oeuse.’J so~elv ,~r~ sport ver~e 

’I’or~y Verm~ (c:~dit~ d with th~~ ]rwent:ion oE spo:ts inst~mt r~pl 

Lamar -{{unt @si~miple ~u~der of ~}~e A~ne~icat~ Foo~a]l Leag~ae (AFL), Ma~o~ Leag~ae Socc~ r (M_{ S) and the ~Jort:}~ Am~ :Jcm~ Socc~ : Le:%ue (INASL); 

Paul t:taw]dt~s --- UK ~n~th~ma~iciat~ w}~o co inve;~t~c} the t:tawk Eye syst:~ m ~.,: ~aekJt~g bails it~ cricket at~d ~ennJs 

Note: Our friends in Baltimore will not receive an invitation this inaugural event. ;) 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. 

gng~Ne, gxplore. Empower. 

9:19,8#3.0336 

"Nothing w~l ever be attempted K a~l possible objeet~ons must first be 

~ Samuel lohnson 

F~m: NcKillip% Lisa 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 201~ 2:25 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Mr. Knight- Request 

Dr. Stroma~, 

Thank Vou for your message< Unfortunately fall is a busv travel time for Mr Knight: so I can’t really tell Vou any good dates that: might work 

Let me work with him on this and see ff he has anv better idei~ of his schedule, t will get back to you once I have a better feel. C~n vou t:ell rne 

the names of some of the other pioneers of spor~ business being honored with Mr. Knight? 



[ will try to get b~ck to you shortly. I’m sur~-’_~ l’u-’_~ will b~-:~ very ple~,~ed at: your mvitatb:)n ~d the horror you would like t:o present, 

Thank you, 

Lisa McK~[lips 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [ma[lto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Monday, November 04, 20~3 [[:2~ AM 
To: McKilllps, Lisa 
¢~t Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Mr. Knight- Request 
~mpo~a~ee~ High 

HI Ms. McKillips. I was referred to you by a Nike associate for possible information on Mr. Knight’s schedule for the fall of 20~4. We are hosting the 

inaugural Spo~ Innovators & Entrepreneur’s Awards Celebration at UNC-Chapel Hill. We would like to honor Mr. Knight at this time along with other 

outstanding pioneers of sport business. It is our desire to have him be in attendance and wanted to know if there were any MAJOR conflicts with his 

schedule at this time. 

Our thoughts are to be mindful of the college football season. ~ Do you have any recommendations for a possible date that works for his schedule? Since 

Oregon may play on Thursdays or Saturdays, we think a Friday may be most advantageous. My mobile is if a brief chat is a better option. ~ 

Thanks so much for your assistance. 

Resa rds, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

919£43=0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ S~muel Johnson 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 1:43 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: ACC Project Touchdowu! 

Dr. Stroman, 

I do have a car on campus and will be able to drive to both Greensboro and Charlotte. I was planning on leaving Tuesday, 

with my grandparents then driving to Greensboro the next morning. 

1. Address 

Home: 

School: 

2.    Phone - 

11. What is your shirt size? Ladies and Men sizes are available. 

Id prefer a men’s Large, but a Women’s XL would also be fine. 

I will be sure to get right on the list of things that I need to do prior to this trip, and I will be in contact with 

Thank you! 

and spending the night 

University of North Carolina, 

@live.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:30 PM 

To 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah 

Subject: ACC Project Touchdown! 

Hi and 

Congratulations on your selection to the Project Touchdown! team. I look forward to working with you on this unbelievable experience[ 

As athletic administrators, one learns very quickly to be "nimble and quick/’ You must be ready far change and always be flexible! 

REQUIREMENTS: 

I.A TTEND ACC FOOTBALL MEETING (ACC Office in Greensboro) on Wednesday, . We will leave at 8:30 a.m. and retun~ at 12:30 

p,m. Do either of you drive? IJ’not, you can ride with 

2. BE IN CHARLOTTE Thursday, (arrive by 8:00 p.m.) and depart Sunday, (morning) 

We have a strong track record of being the most polite and hardest working staff members, and I expect no less from you.. ;) We wil~ be joining a 

team of professionals -- Arc employees - who come together to put on this incredible game. You will be asked to perform different tasks --- 

sometimes with hCtle notice or preparation. I was told that th~s year they real~y need hdp w~th on-s~te market~ng research. The other two 

students are @live.unc.edu) and ~]_~g_~:~_~g:_~_~_~!) from our sport administration graduate program. 

Itere are some answers to questions you may have and my requests: 

1, Address --- Please send me borne AND UNC, 

2, Phone -- Please send me your mobile #. 

3, Interview Project -- Meet with each other individually. See attachment, I will have one other assignment for you upon your return. 

4, Begin to journal about how you are feeling about this selection and the upcoming experience. You will appreciate this request later. ;) 



5. Get VERY familiar with the ACC Website - Football section and tire Football Legends for each school. 

(.h.~n.U.Z~:.~c~.~.m.~.~..mL~.t~p..~gU.~b..~mp.>.~..~n.‘‘‘m:f...~...~...~cb.~) 

6. Learn the ADs and this year’s Legends in tire ACC. 

7. Learn about Michael Strickland, the ACC Football Commissioner. 

8. Charlotte Dress -- Casual work clothes on Friday. No jeans and no sneakers! Dress up for Friday night. Women-- nice dress/pant suit. Men 

- jacket and tie~ (Note: You don’t want to be underdressed. You will feel very uncomfortable0 Saturday Game Day Uniforms (ACC shirt and black 

pants). Advice - Travel lightly. I will have my computer and you will have access to computers there. 

9. We have hotel rooms on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday r~ghts. Meals are provided. 

10. If you doWt have a good camera on your smart phone, please bring one{ ;) 

1 1. What is your shirt size7 Lad~es and Men sizes are available. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

C- 

Be ready to collaborate and connect{ 

~bbg 

Explore. Eno~e. Empower, 

v~,ex~,unc,edu ............................................. 

9~9<843=033~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<donotreply@wordpress.com> 

Friday, 2:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Email through CSBC Website 

Name: 
Email: @hve.unc.edu 
Conwnent: Hello! My name is i~ ~               and I am a newly declared EXSS-Sports Admin major ~{¥ advisor recommended CSBC during our meeting and after reading through your 
website, I would just like to express my interest in becoming involved with the club, assuming it is not too late Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing back from you about 
CSBC and fiature meetings[ 

Time: at 7:40 PM 
IP Address: 152.23.213 
Contract Form U~,L: http ://csbcunc c olrdcontact/ 
Sent by an unverified visitor to your site. 



q2niversit~y of q4"orth Carolina at chapel ~l~ll 

Request the honor ~)jourpresence at the 

2o~3 Veteran’s ~Da~y Ceremon~y 

~Monda)j, Blovember 1 I, 2 01_3 

ar the Carofina ~llumni qvlemorial 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Saturday, 4:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Interview about "the sports track minor 

Hey Dr. Stroman 
My name is and I am a journalism student here at UNC. For the final project for one of my classes I wanted to do a stoW on how 
the school is introducing a sports track to the entrepreneurship minor and I was wondering if you would let me ask you some questions about 
the program. 
I appreciate you taking the time to read this and hope to here back from you soon. 
’][’hank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Help for the Football Program 

Hi Dr, Stroman, 

My name is            and ] am an EXSS major here at UNC. I was discussing with my fdend               i about how he is helping the football team and I tom him how 

that would be a great and helpful experience for me, He told me to email you and ask about it so I am. I am just curious as to whether there is anything I can do to help out 
the program, ] arn very know]edgable and analytic when it comes 1o the game ol football and I’tn a very quick learner, Thank you for taking the time 1o read this and I;3t your 

help, 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 8:15 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: EXSS    Monday Reading 

Hi Dr. Strotnan, 

Thank you for your e- mail! I mn looking forward to seeing you tomorrow! 

All the bes~, 

O11 , at 10:29 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@~unc.e&> wrote: 

Hi Heels. Congratulations on a successful Open House. 

I will visit with ~ou on Monday to continue our dialogue on Cultural Competence. I am excited to have this very, very important conversation, I 

only have one pre-assignment, Please read the attached document carefull~ b~ ~ourself at least twice. Take the time to jot down your 

reflections. 

Have a wonderful weekend! 

Dr, Stroman 

Deborah L. Stro~n, Ph.D. CLU 
E;<plore~ En~age~ Empower. 

3~5 Woollen - CB #g700 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

<White Privilege Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: schedule for next week 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I just talked to the team, and it looks like and can work with you on Monday at 6pm and 
on meeting in the lobby of Fetzer both days! We look forward to seeing you then!!! 
Have a great week! 

Thanks, 

will be able to work with you on Wednesday at 4:30pm. Lees plan 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, ~ 1:56 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: schedule for next week 

and I greatly enjoyed working with you on Wednesday, and we hope you had fun too! I should have you another workout plan for you for next week by tomorrow, and I 
will certainly email it to you as soon as it is complete. As we discussed on Wednesday, we would like to work with you at least once or twice per week and then send you other 
workouts that you can complete on your own to complete your workouts of at least 3 times per week. What days would you be available next week to work with the team? I 
hope you have a wonderful weekend! T look forward to seeing you again soon!!! 

Sincerely, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS    ;- Sporks Business Venture Enrolhnent 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

My name is          and I am :          here at UNC. I am currently in the process of the applying to the Kenan-Flagler Business School to pursue a 

degree in Business Administration. If I am not accepted, I plan to major in EXSS with a concentration in Sports Administration. I would love to have the 

opportunity to take your class EXSS    ~ext semester. I feel it would be a great way for me to build upon my sports business aspirations. 

Hope you can help! Let me know if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Sunday, 4:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Possible Meeting this week 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope all is well! It’s been great running into you several times over the past few weeks. 

If you have a few minutes to spare this week, I’d like to meet and discuss a few things -           ; event on Wed. 20th, EXSS ~, and some 

career!academic advice if possible. I am available Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 10 am-l:30 pm and 3:30 pm - 5 pm on Wednesday and Friday. I am 

also available Tuesday and Thursday 2pm - 5pm. Please let me know if you’re available during any of these times. 

Thank you for your continued guidance, I truly appreciate all the help that you have given me. 

I look forward to meeting with you, 

B.A. Exercise and Sports Science ICommunication Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Nlive.unc,edu 



From: ~live.tmc.edu~, 

Sent: Sunday, ;9:21 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: EXSS    Portlblio 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you are doing well and have been able to survive the flurry of questions I’m sure you’ve gotten in regards to registration. I had one quick question for 

you relating to the Internship portfolio for    . In my efforts to work on it, I am finding it hard to decide what you are looking for me to include in the 

portfolio. Is there perhaps a standardized checklist of things you would like to see? I noticed it mentions a few things in the syllabus, but I just want to 

make sure I cover all the parts and don’t exclude anything. I was also wondering if you would be in your office tomorrow afternoon of perhaps Tuesday 

afternoon so I could stop by and maybe see some past examples to give me a better idea of what direction I should take in preparing this seeing as it is 

due in a under a week. Thank you once again, and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:48 PM 

#live.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: CSBC Speaker 

imageOO:l.j pg 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

Yes!! please create the flyer. Feel free to contact Mr. Kreech for his bio or use the website~ 

http:iiwww.goheelscom!ViewArticledbml?DB OhM ID=33SO&ATCLID=205824887 

5:30 p.m. start,       alease contact Adamson for a room. Hopefully, Fetzer 109. 

, can you please update the ppt? Can we also get an update on the Hurricanes trip? 

Let’s start tweeting this event. Should we do pizza? We haven’t done that in a while... 

Thanks![ 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
~n~qa, qe, ~xplore, Empower: 
91%843.0336 
@drstroma~ 

"Sometimes ~tou fl4st ha~;e, b> look back at ~our past and smile about hou~ jb*" ~tou’~e come." 

From: <Creech>, Karlton W <_k_ .c_r_.e__e__c_.h__@_.u_n__c_:_e_.d__9.> 

Date: Friday,                 2:23 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CSBC Speaker 

Debby, 

Thanks for our message. 

I would greatly enjoy speaking to the Carolina Business Club on the 18th. 

[ have a meeting that day at 4:30 that should last no longer than 30 minutes, so I should be able to get to the meeting no later than 5:30. 

Please let me know if that works. 

Thanks for thinking of me! 

All the best, 

Karlton 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 2:16 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Kadton. Thanks again for coming out last night and sharing with the students. I thought late last night that you would be a super speaker 

for the Carolina Business Club. I am the faculty advisor for this awesome group of students who are focused on having a career in the sport 

industry. The majors are from all across campus. Please visit our site - www.csbcunc.com 

I think it would also be a good time to tell more of YOUR story to the campus. 

Our next meeting is Monday, We can start anytime between 4:30 and 5:30. Our meetings usually go for an hour. I can prep you more 

next week. 

Thanks for your consideration. 

debhy 

Deborah Lo S~:ron~n~ Ph.D, CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

~,ex~,unc,ed u 
315 Woollen - CB #~7OO 

<imageOOl,jpg> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, November :10, 20:13:10:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Solutions - HELP! 

The Black Report 20:12-20:13.pdf 

Hi Friends. I am compiling a very direct and specific list of possible solutions for the Chancellor to consider to help address the ongoing systemic challenges facing Black faculty, 

staff, and students here at UNC. The Chancellor and I have now had many very candid chats. She is looking forward to this confidential document. This perspective will be unique as 

the ideas will not come from her Cabinet or any full-time employee who is "responsible" for this area of concern. 

To assist me and to make sure it just wasn’t my sole opinion, I told her that I would engage certain people on campus that I believe have a strong understanding of our situation 

and also have a commitment to our community at UNC. If you could take a moment to jot me your top 3 (you can list more but I don’t want to bog you down with this 

request) "wish list" and!or "what we really need to have happen" items, I would be greatly appreciative. There is no need to write in great detail either (Le., bullet points are 

fine.) If you can send your thoughts before Wednesday, that would be great. I will compile the list and share the final listing with you in person, if you so desire. There will no names 

listed as authors on this document. 

Please focus on the necessary changes -- solutions -- to help foster better outcomes versus what is wrong or what is not happening here at UNC. Note: I attached the latest Black 

Report too. 

If you would prefer to call me, my mobile is             before 10:00 p.m. 

Thanks for your consideration and time. P.S. This email will disintegrate after 48 hours. Iol 

Soldiering On, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, PhD CLU 

[i~i ~&icola-.,::<] "Youean’thatelherootsofatreeandnothatethe~’ee." 
....... Maic~M; X 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.uncedu!cbc 

919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday, 11:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Which EXSS class for next semester... 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Sorry for the email this late of night--and this short notice before registration--but I wanted your opinion. 

Here are the EXSS classes that are in the core 8 classes of the major: 

1. EXSS 

2. EXSS 

3. EXSS 

4. EXSS 

While considering my internship this summer, I was thinking that EXSS    or f would be the optimal class to take.                    especi~]ly, would be 

incredibly relevant to take at this time. I was interested in getting your thoughts. Do you feel like taking one (or both) of these next semester would be a good time to do 

so? If so--which I think taking at least one would be a good idea- -then I’ll try to make sum I meet with the professors. I ki~ow I’ll have to get placed into the EXSS 
classes with special pennission since they all have major requirements. 

Just wanted to see what you think so I make sum I get into the fight class. I’m also t~ying to get into PHIL for next semester and am planning on 

taking PSYC    and a JOMC course, as well. 

Thank~ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Creates <CarolinaCreates@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 12:48 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Creates Newsletter 

Sponsored by Innovate@Carolina and UNC Student Affairs, Carolina 

Creates is UNC’s incubator for student creativity. Our mission is ii:;i::: 

or space-to students with fantastic ideas for new projects, events, or 

organizations at UNC. Ultimately, we hope ii:~:::; ::::;:i..iiii[i::i ~:: ,::::::i,i :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

can help turn great ideas into a reality. 

can. And if you don’t have a something specific you’d like to work on, we’d 

:i:i:’~i’::i:i,::::i:iiii:::,::’i:’: h:::: i!h :’i "ih:i,:’hi’:c~i:::!i!i::,~ :i::’:d :::!::ii’ i,:i:H::’ig i:i,i::m’:; (see rinks to the 

send us an emai[ at carolinacreates@unc.edu. 

TEDxUNCinviL .... dergraduate, graduat .... d professionalstudentsto 

participate in the Student Speaker and Student Performance Competitions! 

shouldbepostedon theTEDxUNCfacebookpage. Thethemeforthisyear’s 

conf ...... isTakingF[ight, andStudentSpeak .... bmissi .... houldcenter 

Reachingfor altitude, Turbulence, and Lookingdown.The top 5 submissions 

withth .... tlikeswi[lcompeteintheStudentSpeakerfina[si .... ty 

ry, with thewi .... havingthech .... tospeakat theTEDxUNC 

and shou[d be sent to tedxuncperformance2014@gmaiLcom. The TEDxUNC 

OrganizingCommitteewiUb .... tuatingtheperf ........... ith .... tivity 

and enthusiasm in mind forselection. Videos shoutd not be longer than 10 

minutes, and both individuat and group submissions are accepted. 

aggregation robots, at[ white pouring the dulcet tones of ourwriting right 

You can tet[ us you’re coming here (oops, we meant here), but even if you 



:! i :i ..i iii " i~ :i ................................................................................................................................................ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Click [?.e__r_.e_. to view an infographic exptainin~ the structure of Carotina 

Carolina Creates provides resources, events, and community to students 

h:i!!i~S. Have an idea but need some help? Carolina Creates is always happy 
to offer any advice that we have. Lookin8 for a team? We can connectyou 
to professors, administrators, and other students or orsanizations that 
shareyourinterests and could potentialtycotlaboratewith you. Need 
funding? Carolina Creates sponsors student creators, and our 
Crowdfundin~ Ptatform offers another out~et for raisin~ money. If you’re 
~ookin~ for a space to work, we can provide that, too. 

:::Jl e~.~::i=i:: im:iJ:ie the annua~ TEDxUNC conference, as we~t as one of our 
newest projects, the UNC Idea-a-thon. Be on the ~ookout for more 

information about these events in the comin~ monthsJ 

studentswho share common interests can come to~ether to ideate, 
cot[aborate, and create. Within these communities exist organizations, 
projects, and events you can be a part of, and if you have a new idea then 

kwithothersinth ......... itytobrin~itt .... tity. Events 
and co[taboration between communities atso brin~ to~ether diverse ~roups 
ofstudentstoco[taborateoninterdiscip[inaryprojectsandid .... 

CarolinaDancelnitiativeAnontinefoodpubtication 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ON24 <marketing@on24.com> 

Monday, November 1 l, 2013 6:15 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Weekly Live Demo Ask the Expert 

If you have trouble viewing this email, read the online version. 

.~i Dare to make your webinars different? 

A successful webinat doesn’t just talk to attendees, it interacts with ~hem. Join ON24 to learn how easy 

it is to create fully branded webinars that deliver an interactive and engaging user experience. This 

guided tour will also show you how to build interactive webinars and shorter on-demand presentations 

from the same p~atform, ~ncteas~ng the vak~e of your marketing programs. The result ~s more effective 

messaging and higher-qua~ly leads. 

Thursday November 14 at 11am PT I 2pm ET 

Thursday November21 at 11am PT I 2pm ET 

A live Q&A session will be included at the end so you can get access to the experts from ON24’s 

product management team. Your webinars will never be the same. 

Contact Us I Visit Us I Privacy Policy 

Copyright @ 2013 ON24, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 

ON24, Inc. 

201 Third Street, 3rd Floor I San Francisco, CA 94103 I 877.202.9599 

Privacy Policy 

If you no longer wish to receive this type of email, please go to our subscription manager. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’dstro@unc.edu.; 

Monday, November 11, 2013 8:56 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Kenan Institute Sport - Working Advisory Group 

,Jebby 
Deborah L. Stroman, Pil.D. CLU 

Engage, ~plore. Empower, 

919.043.0336 

Mobile -. 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ 5amuN ~ohnson 
CONFiDEN~IAUI g NO1 ICE: l hi:~ e-mad message, h]duding a[[~chmenUL ff ~ny, ~s intended only r,:.~r [he ..person] or e~]tity [o which it ~s add~es:~ed and may con[~in confidential and/o~ privileged material. Any .... 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2053 2:44 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Kenan InstituM Spo~ - Working Advisory Group 

Hi Friends. I hope you are enjoying this beautiful fall season. In an effort to get you updated on our progress, I will convene a meeting for WAG this 

Monday, November ll (ll:O0 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.) on campus. 

Please let me know if you are available to join me. Thanks. 

Note: If you are not available, I will call you over the next lO days to provide an update. 

debby 

Deborah L. S[roman, Ph.D. CLU 

En.qcqe. Explore. Empower: 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 10:46 AM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Notification of payment received 

From: Chris Faison via PayPal [mailto:member@paypal.com] 

Sent-" Monday, November 11, 2013 7:41 AM 

To; McGhee, Oj 

Subject; Notification of payment received 

ii~~ PayPal logo I Nov 11, 2013 04:40:32 PST 

Transaction ID: 9HD748485B9130321 

Hello Carolina Black Caucus, 

Thanks for using PayPal. You can now ship any items. To see all the transaction details, log in to your PayPal account. 

Important note: Chris Faison has provided an unconfirmed address. Please check the Transaction Details page for this payment to find out 

whether you will be covered by PayPal Seller Protection. 

It may take a few moments for this transaction to appear in your account 

Buyer instructions to merchant D~ 

Chris Faison The buyer hasn’t entered any instructions. 
~ 

~gma corn 

~Questions? Go to the Help Center at: %%^,%q.paypal corn/help. 

Lift your withdrawal and receiving limits Log in to your PayPal account and click View limits on your Account Overview page 

Please do not reply to this email. ]his mailbox is not monitored and you will not receive a response For assis~nce, bg in to your PayPa~ account and dick 

the top right corner of any RayPal page 

Yod can r~ceive p~air~ [ext emai~s k~stead of HTML ema~ls. To ~hang~ your No[~g~cations preferences; log in to your account; go to your RroN~, and click Ny 



~4e}~o D~,Stroman= 

i j:ust wa~ted to send a:n email to ?~,o~ t3oti~,ing you ~ will not be ]~3 c~a:ss tomorrow 

Fhartk you, 

Idue to our tem-,q traveling ~o Clemson for a 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenm~- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:08 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS    Permission 

Hello Dr. Stroma~ 

Hope you are having a nice week. I am emailing you to find ont how to get permission to enroll in EXSS ;. I am e~remely interested in Sports Business, as seen by 

my two majors and involvement on the CSFE Executive Boald. I need 2 classes above 200 for the Sports Administration major, and this class perfectly fits my 

schednle. Any information would be greatly appreciated, and I hope to speak with yon soon. 

Thank 

@kenan-fla,qler.unc.edu I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hoemke, Janet S <Janet Hoemke@unc.edu,~ 

Monday, ,3:06 PM 

@kena~- flagler.unc.e&l 

Bem~ington, Robin A <robin.bennington@unc.edu>; Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Internship Coverage Paytnent 

’Ihanks for the payment of $15.00 for your internship coverage. You axe paid in full for the Fall semester. 
Auy questions, please let us know-. 
Thanks. 

Cka<~;’~Z tii/2. ~V(r 27<5~9-.1100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Andersou-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 4:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Solutions - HELP’. 

.Just sent some figures!data on CPPFD and how we might expand the program. If Marco hasn’t shared our working group notes, Iq] forward those, as well. Our 

hope is to create learning communities for junior faculty of color led by senior faculty. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, November 20, 2023 20:46 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: UNC Solutions - HELP! 

Hi Friends. I am compiling a very direct and specific list of possible solutions for the Chancellor to consider to help address the ongoing systemic challenges facing Black faculty, staff, 

and students here at UNC. The Chancellor and I have now had many very candid chats. She is looking forward to this confidential document. This perspective will be unique as the 

ideas will not come from her Cabinet or any full-time employee who is "responsible" for this area of concern. 

To assist me and to make sure it just wasn’t my sole opinion, I told her that I would engage certain people on campus that I believe have a strong understanding of our situation and 

also have a commitment to our community at UNC. If you could take a moment to jot me your top 3 (you can list more but I don’t want to bog you down with this request) "wish 

list" and/or "what we really need to have happen" items, I would be greatly appreciative. There is no need to write in great detail either (i.e., bullet points are fine.) If you can send 

your thoughts before Wednesday, that would be great. I will compile the list and share the final listing with you in person, if you so desire. There will no names listed as authors on 

this document. 

Please focus on the necessary changes -- solutions -- to help foster better outcomes versus what is wrong or what is not happening here at UNC. Note: I attached the latest Black 

Report too. 

If you would prefer to call me, my mobile is            ~ before 20:00 p.m. 

Thanks for your consideration and time. P.S. This email will disintegrate after 48 hours. Ioi 

Soldiering On, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, PhD CLU 

"You can’t hate "the roots of a tree and not hate the tree." 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc~edu/cbc 

919.843.0336 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:57 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS i Permission Number 

Hello Professor, 

My name is             , and I am currently a     at UNC. For my Entrepreneurship minor program I have decided to take the EXSS ! 

class, and I was wondering if I could get the permission number for the class. 

Thank you for your time, 

(@~ve.unc.eduI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: schedule for next week 

EXSS I’RAINING STROMAN WORKOUT WEEK 2.docx 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I hope you had a fun and great workout yesterday with and they definitely had a great time! I have you scheduled to work with on Wednesday at 4:30pro. 
She is wanting to include some resistance training in this session since we were unable to do so last session, but if there is anything that you are really wanting to do, please 

let me know and I will have her include it. I also have attached another workout sheet, like the one I gave you during our workout session, with a complete body workout for 
you for this week. This will allow you to do another workout on your own time. Please let me know if you have any questions about it, and I will be more than happy to explain 
further. I look forward to seeing you again soon. I apologize for not being able to attend this week during the training sessions, but I am working hard on the tedious part (not 
as fun as hanging out with you) of this training project to make up for it! I hope you have a wonderful day! I look forward to seeing you again soon. 
Sincerely, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 1t:57 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: schedule for next week 

DI, SEtor~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,q~N~, g’xplor’e, gmpowe~: 

9:19,843,0336 

"N~thing will ever be attempted if a[[ possiMe objections must first be e~ercome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

Sent: Sunday, 2:~ PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: schedule for ne~ week 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I just talked to the team, and it looks like and ..... ,’ can work with you on Monday at 6pm and 

on meeting in the lobby of Fe~er both days[ We bok fo~ard to seeing you then[[[ 

Have a great week[ 

Than~, 

will be able to work with you on Wednesday at 4:30pm. Lees plan 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 1:56 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: schedule for next week 

and I greatly enjoyed working with you on Wednesday, and we hope you had fun too! I should have you another workout plan for you for next week by tomorrow, and I 
will certainly email it to you as soon as it is complete. As we discussed on Wednesday, we would like to work with you at least once or twice per week and then send you other 
workouts that you can complete on your own to complete your workouts of at least 3 times per week. What days would you be available next week to work with the team? I 
hope you have a wonderful weekend! I look forward to seeing you again soon!!! 

Sincerely, 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College of A~s and Sciences <college@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 3:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Our C~xolina Alumni 

3< Our Carolina Alumni 

Dear Alumni and Friends: 

North Carolina, the nation and the world need UNC 
College of Arts & Sciences graduates. We educate 
creative thinkers and innovative problem solvers who 
succeed in business, government and public service. 
Our alumni are proof that a Carolina liberal arts and 
sciences education is more important than ever. 

Rod Brooks ’89, president and CEO of Stop Hunger 
Now in Raleigh, traces his entire career path to his 
study abroad experience in Seville, Spain. During his 
year abroad, Rod gained a global perspective and 
sparked his interest in serving people around the world. 
Since joining Stop Hunger Now in 2005, Rod and more 
than 300,000 volunteers have packaged more than 100 
million meals to feed the hungry. 

Even before Sallie Senseney ’10 set foot on campus, 
she knew her destiny was to become a biology teacher 
in North Carolina. The UNC-BEST program provided 
her with the skills and experience necessary to make a 
difference in the lives of her students at Yancey County 
High School. Sallie’s students are reaping the benefits 

of a student-centered classroom, which Sallie models 
after her UNC classroom experience. 

Sharing Rod and Sallie’s stories reminds me of how 
critical annual support is to ensure our students gain 
the knowledge, skills and experience they need for 
leadership in a fast-changing world. I ask you to 
consider makinq a ~lift to the College, department 
or program of your choice this year. Your gift will 
make an immediate impact on our students as they 
discover their life’s passion in the College of Arts & 
Sciences. You may also read more about Rod and 
Sallie in the fall 2013 issue of the Carolina Arts & 
Sciences ma~qazine. 

I’m proud of all of our faculty, students and alumni, and 
grateful for your support of the College of Arts & 

Sciences. 

Nncerely, 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil 
Dean 

Follow us on: 
Facebook: facebook.com/U NC.College 
Twitter: http:!/twitte r.co m/U N CColle.qe 
YouTube: http:/iyoutube.com/user/U NCCollefle 
Instagram: http://instagram.com/U NCCollege 

Give Now 



This e-mail is for alumni and friends of the College of Arts and Sciences. You can contact the Annual Fund Office at the College 

with questions or comments at colleqe~unc.edu, 919.962.1982 or write to us at 134 E. Franklin St., Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9115. If 

you do not wish to receive further editions, unsubscribe here. 

70140350d 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:12 PM 

Hall, Ishna <islma.hall@unc.edtr~ 

Details tbr the Dean’s Working Group Meeting for the Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Minor in Entlepleneruship Dean’s Working Group Meeting - November 2013 Agench.docx; Why Lean Startup Changes EveD~thing.pdf 

Dean’s Working Group Meeting for the Minor in Entrepreneurship 
I am excited about the upcoming Working Group meeting on Friday, November 15. Please review the attached agenda and details below regarding the meeting. If 

you have any questions, feel free to email or call me and should you need anything on the day of the meeting, please call my cell phone at If you are 

unable to attend, please notify me as soon as possible. 

In preparation for our meeting on Friday, attached is an article from the Harvard Business Review entitled "Why the Lean Start-up Changes Everything" by Steve 

Blank. For those unfamiliar with the "lean start-up" concept, this is a very useful introduction. As part of the Working Group meeting, we will have a short 

introduction to lean start-up and then an exercise where we apply the lean framework to the Minor in Entrepreneurship by using the business model canvas. The 

Minor is beginning to incorporate more of this thinking into the program and would like to share what they have been learning with all of you and the Working 

Group. 

Many thanks for ALL you do! 

Ishna 

Friday, November 15 - Hyde Hail (176 East Franklin Street) - incubator Room (2nd floor): 

8:30am - Continental breakfast 

9:00am - Business meeting begins 

12:30pm - Meeting concludes 

Parking: Please park in your regular University issued parking space. 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Development 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 7:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: Should I Work tbr Free? 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employsrs in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and login: 

http :!/www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reef 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

l@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Tuesday, ~ 9:47 PM 

~2) kena~- fla~ler, unc.edu>; 

~@gmail.com>; [@live unc.edu>; 

Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtc> 

Meeting Notes - 

f~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu> 

Hi all, 

Extensive meeting notes are below. Please let me know if you feel that I’ve missed anything! Thanks! 

Come with 8 names and potential panel subjects for each topic area Team 

Research case competition rules!requirements 

Brainstorm* around good case competition prizes Team 

Brainstorm* around case source (who should provide the case) Team 

Review 2 conferences that have been added to conference research, will Team 

add these and suggest names for each) 

Cross check date with academic calendar 

Brainstorm* the inclusion of a sports writers symposium Team 

Check out Rizzo center, Sheraton, Kenan Institute, McColl, Carmichael + Woollen Team - 

availability 

Reach out to Art Chansky re: sports writers symposium 

Check Kenan Institute site on Mac + Firefox 

*Brainstorming -) come with notes the next meeting, provide an opinion/input on the matter 

Summit: We are switching to a basketball focus! 

~> Scholars and business professionals coming together 

@ Research!Academic component 

o            : could give a case that we could have a virtual case competition 

, Get finalist to submit early and then choose finalists 

[] Video submission of case 

[] Expense paid trip to conference to present shortly! 

[] Presenting at the end of the Friday evening session 

Format/Agenda: 

Friday 

o Arrive by 3pro 

o Networking reception 5-6:30pm 

o Keynote -set the stage for the conference, incentivize getting there that evening 

Saturday 

o Continental Breakfast - 7-Barn 

o Networking 

o 8am welcome by Chancellor Folt 

o 830am Panel :1 

[] No more than 4 to a panel + moderator 

[] 75-90 minutes for a session 

[] :1 panel can be the case competition 

o Break 

o :10am Panel 2 

o Break 

o :1:1:30-:12:30 Speaker/Panel 3 

o :12:30-2 Lunch & Networking 

o 2-3::15 Panel 3 

o Break 

o 3:30-4:45 Panel 4 

o Break 

o 5pm - Closing Remarks 

Topics: 

4 panels ÷ moderator/:1 speaker 

Individual Performance / APBRmetrics 

Sport Science/Ex. Phys 

Fan Experience / Engagement 

Marketing 

o Ticketing 

Overall 

Individual Performance 

Marketing 

Ticketing 

Sabermetrics/APBRmetrics 

Fan Engagement 

Exercise!Physiology!Sports Science 

How can we include sports writers symposium to this conference? 

to send Google doc 

to check on 



(Social Media runs across all of them) 

Timing: 

Cons of     scheduling: 

o Exam days 

[] May -tentatively planning for this date 

¯ Durham Bulls are home 

¯ UNC baseball 

[] May 

® 

Student/Professional ratio: 

Durham Bulls are away 

ACC championship baseball in Greensboro 

-NBA Conference semi-finals 

- NBA Conference finals 

Need to make sure UNC professionals are at the conference! 

25/75 student to industry professionals 

o Potentially make student guest list limited 

o Professionals then know the students who are there are actually interested in the industry and are highly qualified 

Inventory & Impact: 

SBJ data is confidential - not in the sense that the data is unavailable to others, but in the sense that we should just keep material provided to us by 

external partners within our own team. All of it is publicly available if anybody searches for it on their own. 

Corp. HQ needs to be here; company needs to have started here 

Need to find what is missing on this list. 

How could these companies could help us out on the SAS/SplEAs. 

Summit: 

Considering only a Basketball global summit 

Additional Conferences to be added to landscape document: 
IMG World of Sports 
IMG World Congress of Sports 
40 Under 40 
Sports Facilities and Franchises / Ticketing Symposium 
Sport Business Awards 
Inter Sport Activation Summit 
Game Changers 
CSE Sports Marketing Symposium 

Covington and Burling Sport Media Technology Conference 
Nascar Motorsport Marketing Forurn 
IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum 

Best, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

;@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:23 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Daily Ta~ Heel interview 

Hey Deborah, 

My name is               and I am a reporter for The Daily Tar Heel. I am writing a story about tracking athletes post-grad so see how they’re doing in 

order to see what they got out of their Carolina experience. I would like to ask you some questions concerning the subject. I am available today, 

from :lOam-:I2::iLSpm and again from 2pm-2:3Opm at If you could email or call me back at your earliest convenience, that would be great. 

Thank you so much for your help! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: SeNor Business Major Extremely Interested in EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Do you have any idea of the time frame in which I would find out about whether or not I make it off the wait list into your EXSS 

I think I am currently on the wait list, but I was curious if I would find out about that soon or if it would be closer to the start of classes in 

Thank you so much for your time and cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

:lass? 

Cell @kenan flaqler.unc,edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, " :10:54 AM 
To:: 
Subject: RE: Senior Business Major Extremely Interested in EXSS 

. Nice sales pitci~i ;) 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EtN~qe, Explore, Empower: 

9] 9,843.0336 

"NotNng w~l~ ever be attempted ff al~ possiNe objections must first be 

~ Samue~ Johnson 
CONROENTIAU1 Y NO1 ICE: 1 hi5 e-mail m~sssage, h-~ck=dir=g a;tr~chments, if r~r=y; ~s m~ended only lot th~ -.pe~son ~;~ entit) to which it is addre%ed arid may contr~ir= con]ider~dal and/or privileged material ArW .... 

F~m: [mailto: f@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 10:35 AN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Senior Business Major E~remely Interested in E~S 
~mpo~ance= High 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
My name is and I am a in the Kenan-Flagler Business School and the Additionally, I am also an 
undergraduate for at Tar Heel Spots Prope~ies and am currently in the process of applying to the Nas~r’s in SporN Administration Program. I a~ended the 
Carolina Spo~ Business and Fitness Expo but did not have a chance ~ come up and introduce myself as I had to run out to get to the UNC softball game vs. Elon that 
Saturday. With that being said, I would love to come introduce myself when you have a chance and get your insight on my career path. I work closely with 

and and all of them have had nothing but wonderful things to say about you. 
Secondly, I am currently taking Entrepreneurship at the Business School with Jim Kitchen and I absolutely love his class. He recommended that I also take your Spo~ Ventures 
class if possible since it merges my interest of entrepreneurship with spot, but I realize that I am not an E~S major, so I am not sure if this is even possible. 
Your EXSS    class is of great interest to me and it fin into my schedule perfectly on Tuesday~hursday. With that being said, is it at all possible for me to enroll in this class 
with you for the          semester? 
Thank you so much for your time and cooperation. I look fo~ard to meeting you and speaking with you soon. 
I will be at the UNC SpAd Open House on Thursday, so hopefully rll see you there[ 
Sincerely, 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, i 11:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: RE: RE: 

I believe after the meeting yeslerday we confirmed 2:15 on Tuesday--I’ll put it in my caJendm. 

Also, do keep me updated on talking to Dr. Boxill (PHIL     ), Dr. Osborne (EXSS    , and Dr. Byars (JOMC    ). I just want to make sure I have substitutes 

in the case I am unable to gain ently into these classes next semester. I’ve got some bac~-up plans but I don’t want to start requesting access to the back-ups unless I 

know the above three are out of the questions. Hopefnlly. though, I"ll be enrolled in all 3 next semester! 

Thanks! See you on Tuesday’. 

On Tue,             at 2:02 PM,                      .@gmo~l.com > wrote: 

Tuesday after 2:30 works for ~ne! Let me know when and where. 

<dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Mond :b’ between 11:00 ~md I :~0 o~ ’Fu~ sday ~[te~ 2:3~? 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,g~e, ~xplore, Empower, 

919.843,0336 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: ~@gmail.com] 
Sent: Mo~day, 4:00 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: RE: 

Great! Thank you for your help! It ce~Jnly does numbers to have a professor recomlnen&tion in addition to my ema~,ls. 

’ is close with Dr. Byars and is meeting with him tomorrow to see ifI can get into the JOMC 

class he is reaching for the last lime before retiring. Really hoping to get into that as I’ve heard so maW wonderful reviews of Byars. I’ll let you 

know how it goes ruth meeting int~oduction and my ema~l after the meeting. 

Just in case you were curious, I might also be taJ~ing some combination of PSYC    , AAAD:                  -with a prot}ssor I really clicked 

with last semester), and COMP    (gets QR and I could always gain some knowledge on understanding the capabilities of technology and web 

development). 

Shaping up to be a great semeslm; just as we have planned’. Looking like I’ll be engaged and stimulated in all of my classes! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 3:50 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok:b,. Greatl I reached ore. to ()sbo~:t~e ~nd wi]] do t:}~ s~*ne with B<,xiiL 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

Eng<ge, Explore, Empowem 

919.843.0336 

<imageOO1.jpg> 



"Nothing will ever be attempted il a~i possible objections must first be overcome," 
~ Samue{ Johnson 

From: @qmail.coml 
Sent: Monday, 3:19 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 

Dr. Stmman, 

Just got your voice message m~d called you back. 

Am hoping to get into EXSS as well as I?HIL for next semester. 

It sounds like Dr. Osborne is willing to help me get into EXSS 

think it is. I’m just waiting to heax back from her. 

as long as we agree next semester is good timing to take the class. I 

The PHIL     i class is currently closed, but I shot an email to Dr. Boxill in the hopes that I can get into that class as well. Do you 
happen to know her? I would love to take that in the smaller honors setting next semester. 

I’m in Davis grinding out a big paper due tomorrow, but will keep an eye out tbr my phone and try to rm~ out to call you back. Responding 
by email is fine, too. 

That,s’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WaJ~da Hunter <~whunter@racialequityinstitute.org~ 

Wednesday, 11:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~gmail.com>; S~anne Plihcik 

Re: Campus work - Confidential 

~gmaJl.com); Deena Hayes (dhayes@racialequiFinstitute.org) 

Yes, I’ve seen it. It is powerful. Suzanne, this is what I promised to send you and am not sure ifI did or not. 

Debbv, can you provide UNC’s complete s~atistics for freshman class enrollment again? 

On              at 11:38 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

"~ti All. Jt;s~: it~ ca~e yoLt }~awt~’t ~en tiZs powerfi~l UCLA v~deo http:iix~a~a~z.huffingtonpost.com/2013illiO8iucla black enrollment 

S<>l,~Jerir~5 

Deborah L. Stroman, P~xD~ CLU 
Engage. f!~plore. Empow~n 
919.843.0336 
<im~ge002.jpg~ 

"Nothing will ever be a~empted if all possible obje~ions must first be overcome," 
~ SamuN Johnson 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 10:33 PM 
To: Wanda Hunter (~hunter~radalequiNinstitute.orq); 
Ce: Suzanne Plihcik,      ~_g~[N[~_g_~g?); Deena Haves (~[t~_~_ti~gJ~_[~g~J~J_QN[~N~_~Eg); Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Campus work - Confidential 
Hi. More GREAT news~ FYI - I met with Mimi Hoffman {Social Work) todav and said she would participate in the workshop. Yesl 

The Chancellor and I talked at length. I told her about our success with SPH. I asked her to participate in a workshop. She said she would love to_. 

However, we all know the challenge is her verv demanding schedule. Please let me know asap when Vou get anv Dec. or Ion. dates. 

Thanksl 

Soldiering On, 

[xp~ore~ [nga~e. [mpower. 

Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 

<imageOOB.jpg> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Accessibility Resources & Service <accessibili~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 i 1:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Student in Class- Accommodations 

Professor Stroman -               is enrolled in your ECON        class for the      Fall Semester and has a disability or medical condition that 
may require additional time and possibly an alternate location for examinations. If you and the student agree and you plan to proctor the examination 
(s), please contact our office for specific information regarding accommodations. These accommodations should not alter the manner in which you 
normally conduct your course. 

Our office is prepared to assist by being available to proctor any quizzes or examinations if the student is unable to complete this activity with the 
rest of the class. The guidelines for alternative testing are available for review on our website at: 

http:i/accessibility.u nc.ed uz studentsireqistered-students/quidelines- alternative-testinq 

The student, copied on this notice, will contact you in a timely manner about scheduling examinations. 

The student will then schedule examinations on-line, and 

¯ We will inform you approximately 2-3 days prior to the examination with the name of the student(s) for whom we will be prepared to proctor the 

exa m. 

¯ Examinations can be uploaded to the "Faculty - Test Drop Box" (secured) on the front page of our website: http://accessibility.unc~edu. 

If the student has not communicated and made arrangements with you, please expect them to take the exam with the rest of the class with the 
normal allotted time. 

As a courtesy, we ask that you respect the confidentiality of the student in this matter. If you have any questions, concerns or suggestions, please 
feel free to contact us at 962-8300 or stop by our office, located on the second floor (Suite 2126) in the Student Academic Services Building at your 
earliest convenience. Thank you for your time and consideration regarding this matter 

Tiffany Bailey- Interim Director 
Cynthia Hopkins - Administrative Assistant 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dogma- Marie Wim~ @me.com~ 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 6:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

If there is a slot... I’m in town 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dogma- Marie Wirm @me.com~ 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 8:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: If there is a slot... I’m in town 

What happened Call if it takes too long to explain .... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 13, 2013, at 8:08 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

I will submit your name. Show up and I am sure you won’t be turned away. ;) 
Wish you were at today’s CBC meeting. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

@drstroman 
<http://twitter. cnm/#!/drstroman> 
~Sometimes you just have to look back at your past and smile abnut how far 
you’ve come." 

On 11/13/13 6:40 PM; "Dnnna-Marie Winn" 

Sent frnm my £Phone 

:@me corn> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 9:17 PM 

@kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; 

@live.nnc.edtr~; 

Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Notes - 

:@live. unc.edu>; .@gmail.com>; 

~live. unc.edu> 

All, 

I added a new sheet in our Google Doc in which you can work on panel ideation. I randomly put members’ names in each topic area, so please check. 

I also added another sheet for case competition research. Please write ideas for winning prizes and case source (= sponsor). 

Thanks! 

@unc.edu ," www.linkedin.com!in/ 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:47 PM 
To: @live.unc.edu 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: Meeting Notes - 

Hi all, 

Extensive meeting notes are below. Please let me know if you feel that l’ve missed anything! Thanks! 

Come with 8 names and potential panel subjects for each topic area Team 

Research case competition rules/requirements 

Brainstorm* around good case competition prizes Team 

Brainstorm* around case source (who should provide the case) Team 

Review 2 conferences that have been added to conference research " will Team 

add these and suggest names for each) 

Cross check date with academic calendar 

Brainstorm* the inclusion of a sports writers symposium Team 

Check out Rizzo center, Sheraton, Kenan Institute, McColl, Carmichael + Woollen Team - 

availability 

Reach out to Art Chansky re: sports writers symposium 

Check Kenan Institute site on Mac + Firefox 

*Brainstorming -) come with notes the next meeting, provide an opinion/input on the matter 

Summit: We are switching to a basketball focus! 

~ Scholars and business professionals coming together 

~ Research!Academic component 

o             could give a case that we could have a virtual case competition 

, Get finalist to submit early and then choose finalists 

, Video submission of case 

[] Expense paid trip to conference to present shortly[ 

[] Presenting at the end of the Friday evening session 

Format/Agenda: 

Friday 

o Arrive by 3pm 

c~ Networking reception 5-6:30pm 

o Keynote -set the stage for the conference, incentivize getting there that evening 

Saturday 

c~ Continental Breakfast - 7-8am 

o Networking 

© 8am welcome by Chancellor Folt 

o 830am Panel 1 

[] No more than 4 to a panel + moderator 

[] 75-90 minutes for a session 

[] :1 panel can be the case competition 

© Break 

o 10am Panel 2 

o Break 

o :1:1:30-:12:30 Speaker! Panel 3 

o :12:30-2 Lunch & Networking 

e~ 2-3::15 Panel 3 

o Break 

o 3:30-4:45 Panel 4 

o Break 

o 5pm - Closing Remarks 

Topics: 

4 panels + moderator/:1 speaker 

Individual Performance / APBRmetrics 

to send Google doc 

to check on 



Sport Science!Ex. Phys 

Fan Experience / Engagement 

Marketing 

o Ticketing 

Overall 

Individual Performance 

Marketing 

Ticketing 

SabermetricsiAPBRmetrics 

Fan Engagement 

Exercise/Physiology/Sports Science 

How can we include sports writers symposium to this conference? 

(Social Media runs across all of them) 

Timing: 

Cons of     scheduling: 

o Exam days 

[] -tentatively planning for this date 

¯ Durham Bulls are home 

¯ UNC baseball 

Student/Professional ratio: 

Durham Bulls are away 

ACC championship baseball in Greensboro 

-NBA Conference semi-finals 

- NBA Conference finals 

Need to make sure UNC professionals are at the conference! 

25/75 student to industry professionals 

o Potentially make student guest list limited 

,~ Professionals then know the students who are there are actually interested in the industry and are highly qualified 

inventory & impact: 

SBJ data is confidential - not in the sense that the data is unavailable to others, but in the sense that we should just keep material provided to us by 

external partners within our own team. All of it is publicly available if anybody searches for it on their own. 

Corp. HQ needs to be here; company needs to have started here 

Need to find what is missing on this list. 

How could these companies could help us out on the SAS/SplEAs. 

Summit: 

Considering only a Basketball global summit 

Additional Conferences to be added to landscape document: 
IMG World of Sports 

IMG World Congress of Sports 

40 Under 40 
Sports Facilities and Franchises / Ticketing Symposium 

Sport Business Awards 
Inter Sport Activation Summit 
Game Changers 

CSE Sports Marketing Symposium 

Covington and Burling Sport Media Technology Conference 
Nascar Motorsport Marketing Forum 
IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum 

Best, 

(cell) ¯ k~la( ler unc.edu ¯ w~v.lirlkedirl.cemlin 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Update? 

Hi Dr. StrommL 

Things aye going well! I’ve worked a bit on making the appl~opriate edits this week. Putting the photos up has been a little difficult, but rm working on different 

methods! I should be able to finish everything by Stmday. The only thing that might not be finished by then would be the pictures’. 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

On , at 20:02, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi . How are we doing? Finish this week’? 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lamb& Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

who bring stmshine to ~he lives of ot~ers cannot keep it f~om tlmmseiveso" 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; 

Stx~rts cormection with Universities 

@live.unc.edu> 

Debby and 

Someone sent the link below to me and thought it might be helpful in our sport track. 

Thanks, 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Associate Director of Development 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

iaar <iaar@unc.edu~; 

Thursday, 10:33 AM 

Inst of Atki can Amer Research <i aar@li stserv, unc.edu> 

IAAR Events Announcement 

Russell Goings tlyer.pdf; Russell Goings flyer.docx 

Greetings, 

The Institute of African American Research is announcing today’s and other upcoming events! 

1. Discussion of the book 12 y, ears a Slave at Duke, today,              ,12:00-1:30 PM 

~ :!i~ites. d~ ke. ed u is,’:i~ o i ;~ ~’~>, ~; @u bi i~:si~en~:~U;~-d~ ~cu~on-.o f-12-~ea ~s-a-~a re! 

2. "Statelessness and the Quest for Citizenship in the Dominican Republic." at Duke today, 

3. "Strengthening Academic and Community Partnerships," Toy Lounge, 9-10:45 AM 

4. "Civil Rights, Then and Now," A lecture by Julian Bond, 7 PM, Stone Center Auditorium. 

~:t~ :i!sou~:h.u~c.edui2013i11.! :ki ![uNan- bond-delive~- 2013-cha~leston-~ectu~ ~t/ 

5. "Singing the ~riotsong: Oreating an Jfrican ~merican Epic" J spoken word performance h7 ~ussell ~oings, 

(see attached flyers) 

Thank 7ou and enjoy the rest of your 

Sincerely, 

4-6 PM, 

Donovan Lounge, 223 Greenlaw 

You are currently subscribed to iaar 

(It may be neces~u to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 



"S ng ng Gr o song: 
Creating an African American Epic" 

A Spoken Word Performance and Conversation 

Russell Goings 
WednesdaD              5:00 pm 

Donovan Lounge, 223 Greenlaw Hall 

Sponsored by UNC’s 
Folklore Program, 
Department of American 
Studies, Department of 
English, and the Sonia 

Haynes Stone Center for 
Black Culture 

When traveling home J)~vm the Million Ma~.~ 

March in 1995, .z-~)qc~zn Ameffc~zn alder 

R.usse[1 Goings )bund himsdf "he~ring " the 

words c~f ~ poem tha¢ seemed to demm~d wffce. 

Tho.gh Goings had been many things in his 

i[l.strio~s ~[~ ~from the,first 
A.meric~m trMer o~~ WaN Street to ~ pioneer 

~ the CiviI Rights Moveme~.~t 

decidedly not a poet. Yet he realized that he 

was being cha~q~ed with creating something 

that did not yet exist, m.-~ epic poem 

chro~.~idin g the ~ff ic~~~ Ame~qc~~.~ expe~qe~.we. 

Stagnating’ i~.~ his h~te 60s, Goings dedicated 

himself ~o ~his ~sL yielding a masterwork 

~h~f stretches to .wre than ~ fhous~nd 

written pages. A smf~II portion qf fhis poem 

w~~s p~Mished in 2009 as The Children of 

Chi.ldren Keep Coming, a 300+ page book 

¢haf inch~des ith,,~str~tions by Goings’s close 

)?lend, the iconic/~frican .American artist 

Romare Bearde~.~. h~ this presentatio~~, 

Goings wifi pe~Tf!~.n pieces ~: this epic poem, 

and faJk about its creation. 



"Singin the Griotsong: 
Creatin an Afri can Ameri can Epi c" 

Spoken Word Performance and Conversation 

R 
Wednesday,             5:00 pm 
Donovan Lounge, 223 G~een~aw Hal~ 

Sponsored by UNC’s 
Fo1[klore Program., 
Departfmen~ of American 
Studies, Depal~ment of 
English, and the Sonia 

Haynes Stone Center for 
Bla.ck Culture 

When traw~,l#~g home from the Million Man 

March in 1995, .z~&ican American elder 

R~sset] Goings~f!~.~d himself "hearing" 

zvords ~f a poem that seemed to demand voice. 

Though Goings had been many things in his 

iIlustrio~s l~7~-~ ~/~om the firs~ /~frican 
American trMer o~.~ Wall S~reet to a pioneer 

~: the Civi~ Rights Movement--he was 

decidedly not a poet. Yet he realized ~hat he 

was being cha~2qed with creating something 

tha~ did ~.~o~ yet exisL a~.~ epic poem 

chro~.&:]ing the ~&icm~ Americm~ experience. 

5tnrting in his h~te 60s, Go#~gs dedicah~d 

himself to this f~sk, yielding a m~sterwork 

that stretches to more than a fho~sa~.~d hm~d--, 
written pages. A small portion qf riffs poem 

was published in 2009 ~s The Children of 

Children Keep Coming, a 300+ page book 

fha~ inch~des ilh..~str~fions by Goings’s close 

frie~.~d, the iconic ~@qca~.~ American 

Rom~re Bearden. In this presentation, 

Goings will pg~f!~nn pieces ~: this epic poem, 

and talk: abou~ its 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

iaar <iaar@unc.edu~; 

Thursday, 10:33 AM 

Inst of Ati-i can Amer Research <i aar@li stserv, unc.edu> 

IAAR Events Announcement 

Russell Goings tlyer.pdf; Russell Goings flyer.docx 

Greetings, 

The Institute of African American Research is announcing today’s and other upcoming events! 

1. Discussion of the book 12 y, ears a Slave at Duke, today,               12:00-1:30 PM 

~ :!i~ites. d~ ke. ed u is,’:i~ o i ;~ ~’~>, ~; @u bi i~:si~en~:~U;~-d~ ~cu~on-.o f-12-~ea ~s-a-~a re! 

2. "Statelessness and the Quest for Citizenship in the Dominican Republic." at Duke today, 

3. "Strengthening Academic and Community Partnerships," Toy Lounge, 9-10:45 AM 

4. "Civil Rights, Then and Now," A lecture by Julian Bond, 7 PM, Stone Center Auditorium. 

~:t~ :i!sou~:h.u~c.edui2013i11.! :ki ![uNan- bond-delive~- 2013-cha~leston-~ectu~ ~t/ 

5. "Singing the ~riotsong: Oreating an Jfrican ~merican Epic" J spoken word performance h7 ~ussell ~oings, 

(see attached flyers) 

Thank 7ou and enjoy the rest of your 

Sincerely, 

4-6 PM, 

Donovan Lounge, 223 Greenlaw 

You are currently subscribed to iaar 

(It may be neces~w to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 



"S ng ng Gr o song: 
Creating an African American Epic" 

A Spoken Word Performance and Conversation 

Russell Goings 
WednesdaD              5:00 pm 

Donovan Lounge, 223 Greenlaw Hall 

Sponsored by UNC’s 
Folklore Program, 
Department of American 
Studies, Department of 
English, and the Sonia 

Haynes Stone Center for 
Black Culture 

When traveling home J)~vm the Million Ma~.~ 

March in 1995, .z-~)qc~zn Ameffc~zn alder 

R.usse[1 Goings )bund himsdf "he~ring " the 

words c~f ~ poem tha¢ seemed to demm~d wffce. 

Tho.gh Goings had been many things in his 

i[l.strio~s ~[~ ~from the,first 
A.meric~m trMer o~~ WaN Street to ~ pioneer 

~ the CiviI Rights Moveme~.~t 

decidedly not a poet. Yet he realized that he 

was being cha~q~ed with creating something 

that did not yet exist, m.-~ epic poem 

chro~.~idin g the ~ff ic~~~ Ame~qc~~.~ expe~qe~.we. 

Stagnating’ i~.~ his h~te 60s, Goings dedicated 

himself ~o ~his ~sL yielding a masterwork 

~h~f stretches to .wre than ~ fhous~nd 

written pages. A smf~II portion qf fhis poem 

w~~s p~Mished in 2009 as The Children of 

Chi.ldren Keep Coming, a 300+ page book 

¢haf inch~des ith,,~str~tions by Goings’s close 

)?lend, the iconic/~frican .American artist 

Romare Bearde~.~. h~ this presentatio~~, 

Goings wifi pe~Tf!~.n pieces ~: this epic poem, 

and faJk about its creation. 



"Singin the Griotsong: 
Creatin an Afri can Ameri can Epi c" 

Spoken Word Performance and Conversation 

R 
Wednesday,             5:00 pm 
Donovan Lounge, 223 G~een~aw Hal~ 

Sponsored by UNC’s 
Fo1[klore Program., 
Departfmen~ of American 
Studies, Depal~ment of 
English, and the Sonia 

Haynes Stone Center for 
Bla.ck Culture 

When traw~,l#~g home from the Million Man 

March in 1995, .z~&ican American elder 

R~sset] Goings~f!~.~d himself "hearing" 

zvords ~f a poem that seemed to demand voice. 

Though Goings had been many things in his 

iIlustrio~s l~7~-~ ~/~om the firs~ /~frican 
American trMer o~.~ Wall S~reet to a pioneer 

~: the Civi~ Rights Movement--he was 

decidedly not a poet. Yet he realized ~hat he 

was being cha~2qed with creating something 

tha~ did ~.~o~ yet exisL a~.~ epic poem 

chro~.&:]ing the ~&icm~ Americm~ experience. 

5tnrting in his h~te 60s, Go#~gs dedicah~d 

himself to this f~sk, yielding a m~sterwork 

that stretches to more than a fho~sa~.~d hm~d--, 
written pages. A small portion qf riffs poem 

was published in 2009 ~s The Children of 

Children Keep Coming, a 300+ page book 

fha~ inch~des ilh..~str~fions by Goings’s close 

frie~.~d, the iconic ~@qca~.~ American 

Rom~re Bearden. In this presentation, 

Goings will pg~f!~nn pieces ~: this epic poem, 

and talk: abou~ its 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenaJl-flagler.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:53 PM 

Little, Mark<Mark I,ittle@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu-~; Zoller, Ted <Ted Zoller@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu-~; StrommL Deborah[, 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

[@kenau-flagler.unc.edu>; ldbs lingmei howell.cou <liugmei howell@keuau-flagler.uuc.edu> 

Kenma Inslitute Maxketiug Efl’o(ts - Need Your Support 

Ted, Mark and Debby, 

Hope you’re all doing well. As I think you all know,.      and I are working to develop marketing around the Kenan Institute’s new direction and ensure we’re 

telling one strong story across all partners. We’ll be partnering with a group of Dean’s Fellows who will serve as consultants over the next couple of months. 

To help prepare them, we’d like to meet with each of you individually to talk a bit about what you’re working on. We’ll record our "interviews" and share them 

with the students. 

Can you let me know if you are comfortable with me putting time on your calendars over the next couple of weeks? Conversation topics might include: 

How do you define entrepreneurship as related to your field? 

Can you share some of your current projects? 

What does the future looks like for each of your groups? 

How does what you do translate to the broader KI mission? 

Thanks and hope to talk with you soon. 

Best, 

. MBA Candidate, Ciass of ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagier Business School ~uncIedU o w~6~vIkenan41aqler unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela B~ant) <~Bo~antin@ncleg.net> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 1:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

TONIGttT - Friendly Reminder- Rocky Mo~mt Town Hall Meeting - 5:30pm-7:30pm 

karon 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Atkins, Cindy M <atkin@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:38 PM 

@live.unc.edtp 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@emaJl.unc.edu>; Shields, Edgar W <Ed.Shields@unc.edu>; Stroma~, Deborah L qtstro@uuc.edu> 

Approved thesis com~nittee for 

APPVDTHESCOMSANDERS.doc 

Please see approved thesis committee for 

thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Thursday, ~ 2:58 PM 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu>; Wanda Htmter (whtmte@racialequityinstitute.org); @gmaJl.com> 

Deena Hayes (dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org); Suzanne Plihcik ! :@gmail.com); StromaJ~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Racial Equity Course Proposal - THANK YOU! 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EtN~qe~ Explore, Empower: 

9~[9,843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samue~ Johnson 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, ’, 6:18 PN 
To: Eng, Geni 
Cc: Wanda Hunter (whunter~racialequi~institute.org); ; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Racial EquiW Course Proposal - ~ANK YOU[ 

bopefi~[ t]-~t yc:,~ will serve J~ l:}ais 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLD 

En,o’uge, Explore. Empowen 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing w~]l ever be attempted ff all ~ossible objeet~ons must first be 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Eng, GeN 
Sent: Saturday, ~0:49 AM 
To: Siega-Riz, Anna Maria; Stroman, Deborah L; Hunter, Wanda M 
Co: Deena Hayes; Sozanne Plihcik; ~mail.com); Ligh~oot, Alexandra F; - ~yM~oo.com); Jones Christensen, Lisa 
~Lisa JonesChristensen~kenan-fla~leLunqedu); Ammerman, Alice S 
Subject: RE: Racial Equi~ Course Proposal - ~ANK YOU~ 
Fantastic news, Anna rvlada~ ~’m copying Deena H~yes--Green, ~nd Suzanne Pl~hdk ~:rom the Racia~ Equity Institute, Us~ Jones ChHstensen from the 

£us~ness School, Tve Hunter from the Law School and Alex Ughtfoot m~d Nice Ammerman from NPDP. 

Thank you, as always, for shepherdh~g important m~d meanh~gful h~novations to our profess~ona~ trah~ing programs at Carolh~a, 

p~rL~cu~ar. Do ~et me know how I can assist you and the ~cademic Programs Comm~t[:ee it1 mo~zit)g us 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugenia Eng, MPH~ DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

Gillings School of C41obal Public H~:_~alth CB #7440 

UniversiLy of NorLh Carolb~a 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919 965-39~ 

919 966-292I (fax) 

eugeNa eng@unc~edu 

~: Siega-R~z, Anna Maria 
~eBt: Saturday, 8:4~ AM 
T~ Stroman, Deborah L; Hunter, Wanda M; Eng, Geni 
~bjeet: Re: Racial EquiW Course Proposal - ~ANK YOU~ 

Our Academic Programs com~nittee met on the,           m~d approved of the plan for the school to host this course. The Dean is also on bomd. Our student 

representative is checking on when is the better time frame to offer it-either in     or       I roll keep you posted. 



A~ma Maria 
Sent fi-om n]y iPhone 

On at 3:52 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(a+~unc.edu> wrote: 

debby 
Deborah D S~oman, Ph.D. CLU 
gng~Ne, g~p!ore, gmpower, 
9l 9.843,0338 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

"The first responsibili~ of a leader is to deflate reali~, The last is to say thank you. 

between, the leader is a set,rant." --M. DePree 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, J.l: 42 PM 
To: Siega-Riz, Anna Maria 
C:¢: Wanda Hunter; Eng, Geni; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Racial Equity Course Proposal- THANK YOU! 
Hi Anna. Thank you again for the time spent discussing this important course proposal. We appreciate your support and willingness to further investigate the SPH 

logistics and possibilities. Attached find the e-version of the document I handed to you today. 

l. SPH is very interested in offering the course as a pilot. 

2. If approved, SPH is willing to underwrite the funding of the pilot course. 

3. SPH is interested in offering the course such that non-SPH graduate students will have access to enrollment. 

4. 6oals: Offer the pilot course in the    ~!summer or fall term and identify a mechanism to make the course sustainable over the long-term. 

5. SPH is supportive of the REI trainers delivering the initial workshop, and UNC faculty will co-instruct and manage the course. 

We will remain on "stand by" until you contact us regarding our next campus action item. 

VVe are committed to fostering real understanding of equality and structural racism. Thus, we will continue our efforts to promote the upcoming workshop and 

community meetings to UNC students, faculty, and administrators. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any additional questions or concerns. 

Respectfully, 

Debby, Geni, and Wanda 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Black Caucus, Chairperson 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

’+l’hose ~+’t~_> br~g s~nst~r+e t+~ the ]l~’~es of ott~ers ~a~not keep Lt 

<UNC Foundations Course Proposal docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Thursday 3:03 PM 

aJficancona@theacc.org 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Project Touchdown! 

Hi Alyssa. Thanks again for your support of our sport administration students. They are excited to assist in a great ACC production. ;) 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Deborah Stroman - : Women’s Medium 

With their approval, have agreed to room together. 

evening meeting. 

Please let me know if you need anything else. See ya’ on Wednesday. 

debby 

Deborah L, Str~man, Pb,D, CLU 
Explore~ Engage, Empower. 
gXSS Sport A~tminis±r~tion, Lecturer 

will room together. We will get in to Charlotte for the Thursday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Currin, Denise C <~dcurrin@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 5:10 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- 1~ ulty@li stserv, unc .edu-~ 

[exss-t~cul~] FW: Darrell’s leave 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Patrick Barrett [mailto:barrettp@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:11 AM 
To: Currin, Denise C 
Subject: Darrell’s leave 

FYI: 

In case you were not a~vare, 

Until further notice, please forward all request for 
maintenance or housekeeping to myself. My email is barrettp@email.unc.edu, office number (919) 843-7324, and cellular number ~ 

Thank you, 

Patrick 

-- You are currently subscribed to exss-faculty as: dstro@unc.edu To unsubscribe 

click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-facult~&o 33866338, or send a blank email to leave-33866338- 
55567101.548a982f302a2a715ee00e34b 1 bcc32a@[istserv.unc.edu. 

Darrell will be working from 6:00pm - 10:00pm when he can ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attadl: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 6:17 PM 

@ive.unc,edtr*; @unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>i @live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~@live.unc.edu-~; ,@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Coopel; Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <~jsothll@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barb~xa < sportlaw@unc.edu>; 

Weight, Erim~ne A. <eweight~!eln~l.unc.edu>; Stroma~ Deborah L <~lstro@unc.edu> 

Race, Equity & Inclusion Follow Up 

Race Equity- Inclusion Posted.pdf; TEN THINGS EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW ABOUT RACE.pdf; Origins of Race Smedley 

Interview.pdf 

Hi Heels. I hope you had a chance to reflect a bit more on our time spent. I attached the power point (Go to Layers: to read some of my notes and 

resources) and two powerful docs to review for the weekend and beyond. If you ever want to chat more and!or consider the social issues of sport as a 

thesis topic, please feel free to meet with me. This deep-dive is critical to the healing of America; we need open and honest conversations. 

Again, I appreciate your openness and willingness to do this work. 

Onward! 

Deborah L, 5~roman~ Ph,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
ENSS Spor~ Admini~ratio~ Lecturer 

v~,ex~,unc,edu ............................................. 

3£5 ~ool~en - Cg #~700 



























From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mario Billingslea @gmail.com~ 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 6:36 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Follow Up 

Outstanding. I have ~ Am~y WMD response tea~l conducting shipboard CBRNE (Chemical/Biological/Radiological?Nuclear/Explosives) operations trofining on a 

couple of ships in Norfolk, VA during the week of 18-21 Febmmy 2014. Please c~avass the studeuts and let me know if you get any interest. I cau st~ planning 
based on your numbers. I have more ops up and down the easteru seaboard, but let’s start with Norfolk first as it is closer. 

Let me know ifI can help ruth anUt~ing fi~rther. 

Thanks Again. Mario. 

Ou Nov 14, 2013 4:21 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mario. Thmiks agofiu for your outstanding pieseutation ~d eugagemeut. Please send me the blurb for studeuts to underst~xid the opportuuity to work with you. 

I.e., "Ops" 

I roll forw~rd it and collect the uamea/elnails of the students for you. You can then engage them on the logis~fics ~o make it happen. 

Chat ruth you soon! 

Explore, gnga~Je. Empower. 

EX$$ Spor~ Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkina Kenan Inatitute of Private gnterprise, Senior Adviser 

Chape~ Hill~ NC 27599 

919,843,0336 



blame: debt on campus Fenovst~ons, online effo~t ...... 

increase in international students at U.S coHeees 

few meke ~t there if they "stop out" mere than once. 

New Survey, Same Engagement 

practices, academic advising and technoiogy in the 

Is Penn State Presidency a 
Prize? 
As the university’s search for a new leader suffers an 



Athletes Lawsuit 

increase odds of a settlement 

discussion about race 

"~ 1 ~ ,.,, ~,o (V~ew M~) 

~ ~, 



Why de we stay i~, abusive relal:ie~,ships with publishers? 

w,-~,,~:~,~, t~,,~ ~-~,,~ ~:~ ~::,,~sk~:op? 

k~a~;~,:s fo~ ~o~,- ~;od~, 

~-~,~,p~,~ ~:o ~,~ ,,, ~’~, ,, ,~,o~h~, ,,,ho ~;,~Ut ~,~ ~,~,~. 

co,-,~,. ~<.~ <,~ ~ c~,,~,~,~,~,-,~ co~ ~,~ 

A simple, effective tool. 

Founded in 1920~ Indiana Wesleyan ~Jniversity (IWU)~s a Christ-centered scademlc oommumty w~th a Fall 2013 

~ :~pa~t~,’,,~t o~ Co~,,,~.,~;~,t~on ~,t CaUro.~a Stat,~ Unu~s~t~’, Sa~ ~,~.~;os, ~ ~k~,g ~, ~,~a ~oho~a~ at ~ 
Assistant Professe~ rank to sta,~ in August, 20! 4 This is a tenure-track po%tion. 

Raw,the Santiago Com~u~ty College S~str~ct 





From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeremy McDowell <jmcDowell@successfactors.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 10:49 AM 

Stroman, DeN~rah I, --~dstro@unc.edtt> 

Quick question - thanks Deborah’. 

Hi Deborah, 
Thanks for showing some interest in SuccessFactors. I’m familiar with University of North Carolina, and your information was shared with me that you had 

contacted us or had reached out in the past while doing some research. What additional resources can I guide you to? 

Maybe it makes sense to set a brief time to connect with you for an update on University of North Carolina and to provide you with information relevant to your 

responsibilities that would help. SuccessFactors talent management and HCM solutions help organizations like University of North Carolina to achieve the highest 

business success. 

When can we set aside a few minutes next week to touch base? 

Thanks Deborah 

Best, 

Jeremy 

Jeremy McDowell 

SuccessFactors, an SAP Company 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela B~ant) <~Bo~antin@ncleg.net> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 11:15 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wilson County DSS Attbrdable Care Act Forum - Nov. 25, 2013 

WILSON COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES 
Sponsors 

Are You Covered? 
Join Us to Learn More about 

The Affordable Care Act 
Presenters: Sen. Angela R. Bryant 

Rep. Jean Farmer-Butterfield 

DATE: Monday, November 25, 2013 

PLACE: St. John AME Zion Church 
119 North Pender Street, %f~lson, NC 27893 

TIME: 6:30 p.m.- 8:00 p.m. 
Attend this meeting and join in the conversation to discuss: 

The new healthcare exchanges (online marketplace for purchasing insurance) 

Eligibility for tax credits 
Resources available to assist with enrollment 

Next steps: How to get ready and how to support your community! 
Go to .__w____w____w___:__H___e___a__!_t___h___c___a__r___e_z_g_o___~_or 800-318-2596 to get enrolled! 

For more information, please contact: ..a.~.f.[...~..r-d.~.c...a.~.r~.e.~.(~..w..!J~.s~.n.~.-~.c....~.:~.c..~-.m..~ WCDSS at (252) 206-4000 or 

Karon Hardy, Legislative Assistant, (919) 733-5878 or bwantla@ncleg.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 12:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edw~; 

RE: Meeting Notes - 

@kenaJ~- flagler.unc.edu-~ 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Awesome that is checking out the date for 

Let me think a bit about engag~-_~d students -SAS tearn ~s definitely engaged and SplEAs tearn mee~:s l:h~s wee]~ so f want to ched~ ~n on energy leve~s with ~:hem 

when we are ~n person. Also, is there anv reason the Sp~EAs team shouR~ transRion focus ~n the short term to the SAS work ~f the awards ceremony is go~ng to be 

pushed to 

Excited about the bssketba~ focus[ Thanks again for joining the tearn meeting --.sorry ~ didn’t jusL leL you take the lead as soon as you arrived! 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 5:24 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Meeting Notes - 

d 

Debora~ L. S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~ 9.843.0336 

"Nothing ~il~ ever be attempted ff a~l ~oss~ble obje~ens must first be overCome." 

- Samuel 
CONtqDENTL~UTY NOTICE: 1 hk~ e-n’~a~l message, ~n,:~u~,:ling a~tachment:L ~f any, ~s intended only gcr/he -per:~,:)n or entity to which it ~5 addres:~ed and may contain confidential and/or privileged ma[erial, Any .- 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:47 PM 

To: 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Meeting NoMs - 

Hi all, 

Extensive meeting notes are below. Please let me know if Vou feel that i’ve missed anvthing~ Thanks~ 

Come with 8 names and potential panel subjects for each topic area         Team 

to send Google doc 

Research case competition rules!requirements 

Brainstorm* around good case competition prizes Team 

Brainstorm* around case source (who should provide the case) Team 

Review 2 conferences that have been added to conference research Team 

will add these and suggest names for each) 

Cross check date with academic calendar 

Brainstorm* the inclusion of a sports writers symposium Team 

Check out Rizzo center, Sheraton, Kenan Institute, McColl, Carmichael + Team - 

Woollen availability 

Reach out to Art Chansky re: sports writers symposium 

Check Kenan Institute site on Mac + Firefox 

*Brainstorming --) come with notes the next meeting, provide an opinion/input on the matter 

Summit: We are switching to a basketball focus! 

=;> Scholars and business professionals coming together 

~> Research/Academic component 

o             could give a case that we could have a virtual case competition 

,Get finalist to submit early and then choose finalists 

,Video submission of case 

, Expense paid trip to conference to present shortly! 

, Presenting at the end of the Friday evening session 

Format/Agenda: 

Friday 

~ Arrive by 3pm 

o Networking reception 5-6:30pm 

o Keynote -set the stage for the conference, incentivize getting there that evening 

Saturday 

© Continental Breakfast - 7-8am 

o Networking 

o 8am welcome by Chancellor Folt 

o 830am Panel :[ 

to check on 



¯ No more than 4toa panel + moderator 
¯ 75-90 minutes for a session 
¯ 1 panel can be the case competition 

o Break 

o :lOam Panel 2 

o Break 

o 11:30-12:30 Speaker / Panel 3 

o 12:30-2 Lunch & Networking 

o 2-3::15 Panel :3 

o Break 

o 3:30-4:45 Panel 4 

o Break 

o 5pm-CIosing Remarks 

Topics: 

4 panels + moderator / i speaker 

Individual Performance / APBRmetrics 

Sport Science/Ex. Phys 

Fan Experience / Engagement 

Marketing 

o Ticketing 

Overall 

Individual Performance 

Marketing 

Ticketing 

Sabermetrics/APBRmetrics 

Fan Engagement 

Exercise/Physiology/Sports Science 

How can we include sports writers symposium to this conference? 

(Social Media runs across all of them) 

Timing: 

Cons of    scheduling: 

o Exam days 
¯ -tentatively planning for this date 

¯ Durham Bulls are home 

¯ UNCbaseball 

Student/Professional ratio: 

Durham Bulls are away 

ACC championship baseball in Greensboro 

- NBA Conference semi-finals 

- NBA Conference finals 

Need to make sure UNC professionals are at the conference! 

25/75 student to industry professionals 

o Potentially make student guest list limited 

o Professionals then know the students who are there are actually interested in the industry and are highly qualified 

Inventory & Impact: 

SBJ data is confidential-not in the sense that the data is unavailable to others, but in the sense that we should just keep material provided to us by 

external partners within our own team. All of it is publicly available if anybody searches for it on their own. 

Corp. HQ needs to be here; company needs to have started here 

Need to find what is missing on this list. 

How could these companies could help us out on the SAS/SplEAs. 

Summit: 

Considering only a Basketball global summit 

Additional Conferences to be added to landsce ~e document: 
IMG World of Sports 
IMG World Congress of Sports 

40 Under 40 
Sports Facilities and Franchises / Ticketing Symposium 
Sport Business Awards 
Inter Sport Activation Summit 
Game Changers 

CSE Sports Marketing Symposium 

Covington and Burling Sport Media Technology Conference 
Nascar Motorsport Marketing Forum 
IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum 

Best, 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent; 
To; 
Subject; 

Coyte Cooper "@nwca. cc> 
Friday, November 15, 2013 ]2:09 PM 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@une. edu> 
SpAdSeries Video 

Hi Deb, 

Not sure you have seen this, but; here is the video that; 

http://w~p~’, voutube, com/@atch?v ~8UYKOiFCtw 

Coyte 

created from your site v£sit: to the Rai]h~:~wks, Enjoy your weekend’. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live,unc,edu> 

Friday, 2:53 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Carolina Challenge Pitch Party Deadline on Sunday {2 days left) 

Carrie Harbinson 

Program Manager 

Center for Entrepreneurial Studies 

UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

KC 402 I carrie_harbinson@unc edu 

O: 919.843.0440 I M: 

You are currently subscribed to econ as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=66229995.62dfa92ab47d252f3600628800366880&n=T&l=econ: 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-.3387:[30L.66219995.62dfa92ab47d252f3600628800366880@listserwunc.edu 

;&o=33871301 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 4:53 PM 

Tbe progt:ac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] Fwd: [t~u secure] Pos~t-undergrad full-time social change t~llowsNp 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [fsu secure] Post-undergmd full-time social change fellowship 

Date:Fri, 15 Nov 2013 14:59:20-0500 
From:Autry Fellowship <AutryFellowshil~,%m&mc.o~g~ 

To:     ~gmaJl.com ~     @gmaiLcom;- 

Dear Feminist Students United, 

My name is Ivanna Gonzalez, and I am the 2013-2014 Autry Fellow at MDC, a non-profit in Durham, N.C. dedicated to opportunity and equity in the South. I write 

you because MDC is interested in attracting talented and ambitious applicants for the Autry Fellowship, a one-year, full-time position beginning in the summer of 

2014 for recent college graduates (graduating May 2012-May 2014) interested in careers in community change and social equity. I thought that perhaps 

undergraduate students involved with FSU might be interested and a good fit for the opportunity. 

Please forward the more detailed description below to eligible and interested students and relevant email lists. Let me know if you have any questions. I look 

forward to hearing from you and other members of your organization. 

All the best, 

Ivanna Gonzalez 

Autry Fellow 

Equity and Opportunity 

307 West Main Street 

Durham, NC 27701-3215 

www.mdcinc.org 

About the Autry Fellowship 

The Autry Fellowship is a competitive fellowship program for talented and ambitious recent college graduates (graduating May 2012-May 2014). It provides an 

opportunity to work for one year as a full-time, paid staff member at MDC. The Autry Fellowship supports the mission of MDC--to help organizations and 

communities in the South close the gaps that separate people from opportunity--by developing a cadre of young leaders who have experience promoting 

economic development, increasing equity and excellence in education, building inclusive civic cultures, and who are poised and ready to apply their new learning 

to benefit this region. 

The Autry Fellowship celebrates the life and perpetuates the work of the late George B. Autry, founding president of MDC. For 32 years, he led MDC with a passion 

for improving opportunities for people and places struggling to keep pace with economic and social change. 

The ideal Autry Fellow is open-minded and compassionate, curious and reflective, and deeply committed to advancing social equity and opportunity. 

To learn more about the Autry Fellowship and to stay up-to-date on MDC’s work, visit our website (www.mdcinc.or~) and like us on Facebook 

( --w-~--w-~--w-~.--f--a-~-c--e-~-b-~-~-~-~-~-k-~-c-~-~-~-n-~/-~-M--~--D-~-Q~-n--t.--~-). Applicants must submit a complete application (available for download ._h_e__r__e__) along with a resume by Mon, Jan. 13 at 5pro. You 
should get confirmation of receipt within 48 hours of submission. MDC staff will notify all candidates of their status within four weeks of the deadline and choose 

the Fellow immediately following an interview day the week of Feb. 17. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "[gu secure" group. 

To unsubscribe fioln fl~is group and stop receiving emails from ik send an email to ._u__~9_t_)__u_:!:__u__r_L~_@_N_~__~_~2~gRt_?g!__e_g_rg__u_p_~:_c_’9~!. 

To post to fl~is group, send email to ._u__~_c__l_’_s__u_@gt_?gg!__e&__rR__u_[?__s_:_c_o__r__n_.. 

For more options, visit l~ttps;//gmups)aoo~zJe.corn/~zfoups/opt out. 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

proglhc as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.e&l">dstro@unc.edu~a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

ema~l to <a hie~"ma~lto:leave- 33871919- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listse~w.unc.edu">leave- 33871919- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<)’a> 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Francona, Alyssa--~£rancona@theacc.org> 

Saturday, 2:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Project Touchdown! 

GreaL Look forward to seeing you then, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:03 PN 
To: Francona, Alyssa 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" UNC Project Touchdown! 

Hi Alyssa. Thanks again for your support of our sport administration students. They are excited to assist in a great ACC production. ;) 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. Deborah Stroman- Women’s Medium 

With their approval, have agreed to room together. 

evening meeting. 

Please let me know if you need anything else. See ya’ on Wednesday. 

debby 

Deborah L, Stroman~ Ph,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

w~,exss, g~c,e~ U 

3~5 Woollen = CB #8700 
Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 

will room together. We will get in to Charlotte for the Thursday 



From: ~@ive.tmc.edu 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: 

Subje~’t: Humcm~es Trip 

2:32 PM 

To: All Paxticipauts 

From:, 

Hi Heels! 

We’re working on planning a trip to ~e the CaJcolina Humcanes uext semester. Please use the link below to vote on M~ich date you would pret~r. 

https:// d~cs.g~g~e.c~m/f~nns~ ~/ ~ tPQNzI~nrIq Vj Jq~7hfpgvQI227I~ Q3eh Ycdv ua1VN A/vie wf~nn 

Cm~’t wa~t to see you at our meeting tomorrow - 5:30 in Fetzer 109! 

This fora.arded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC- Chapel Hill Messages from the "Caroliua Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this ~nessage click this link to 
access Messages for this site: Carolina Sport Business Club. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 7:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Blue Cross will file m extend caJ~celed plans; New NC recruiting brand 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER 18, 20t3 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

, ~nto~ ............ 

Blue Cross vdll tim to extend canceled pMns 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of No,,ih Carolina announced Friday it will file plans with 

the N.C. Deeartment, of Insurance (NCDOI) to allow most of its non-grandfathered 

indMdual customers to keep their current health plan for another year if they choose 

Discuss 

New N.C. recruiting brand to be unveiled at June’s U.S. 
Open 
N.C. Secretary of Commerce Sharon Decker says the new brand for marketing the 

state will be rolled out at next summeCs U.8. Open in Pinehurst. 

÷~P~e .......................... 

Fewer auto dealers in Durham’s ’car alley’ mean better 
opportunities for today’s se~lers 
Su!~/ivai ef ti~e fittest seems to be the theme orl Durham--Chape{ HiW Boulevard"s 

"car ~lley," at least according on one dealer whe says business is boeming. 

Durham HeraM-S~ Discuss 

Gov. McCrory to hold Q&A today from Facebook’s Calif. HQ 
after morning stop at Goog~e 
Nerth Carelina Gev Pat McCrory will conduct a We quesiion--and.-answer session 

.... ,ed lrlln~s ..................... 
~°d~wfr)mF~ceb°°k’sheadqu~rl:ersinMenl°Park’Calif’ 

WNCN D~sc~s~ 

...... 

public education in Noah Carolina 

D~ke Energy proposes green enerqy pilot for N.C. 

Bridge project could spel~ end for landmark Raleiqh 
testau rant 

Carrboro aldermen disagree on downtown parking strategy 

What Durham’s Idea Fund Partners looks for before doling 
out cash 

How companies can mitigate cyber security risks 



Contact Us 

Cance~ EmaH Subscription 

bisioum,sls c(istomes se~a, ice, bisioum,sls I ~]0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, North Carolina 2820~]. 

2018 Ai]~ericar= City Busir=ess Journals, b]c and its licer=so=~s All =~igi]ts iesel°,ied [~-~e material on this sits may aot be 

~eprodeced, dist~ibLite(~, ti.snsl;~i~ed cached o~ othels,,’ise used; except ,;~’i~il the plio~ ’~’~F~cen pem;ission of biziotlmals 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:16 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS 

Debby, 

I’dloveto. l’llplan onitunlesssomethingurgenttakes me away. 

Thanks, 

From: <Stroman> Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, :[2:00 PM 

TO:I @live,unc,edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Hi Thanks again for agreeing to speak on Tuesday. We will also have three pitches that day. Feel free to stay and help me judge. 

Deborah L, $tro~aa, Ph,D, CLU 
Explore~ Engage, Empower. 
EX$$ Sport A~m~n~str~tio~, Le~t~rer 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:51 PM 

Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>; Feldman, Maryann P. <marya~n.feldman@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edw~; Charles Merritt @me.corn> 

Presentations 

Econ i Presntation Grading Convenlions.doc 

All, 

Tomorrow we have speaking. Maryann, can you do the introductions? 

On Thursday we start the presentations. I have attached a grade sheet that you might find useful. Please make every effort to get some dispersion in the grades. 

All of the project will not be equally good. If it does not blow your socks off, it is not an A. 

Please make sure all your grade worksheets are up to date. 

I am working on the case for the final exam and hope to have a draft by the weekend. 

John 

* 3ohn F. Stewart * 

* Pro~essor of Econom±cs * 

* D±rector of Entrepreneursh±p M±nor * 

* Department of Economics * 

* Un±vers±ty of North Carollna * 

* Gardner Hall CB# 33@5 * 
* Chapel Hlll, NC 27599-3305 * 

* Vo±ce: (919) 966-5345 

* Fax: (919) 966-4986 * 

* j.ohn stewart~unc.edu * 

* http://www.unceminor.org * 

* htt~:i/www.unc.edui~~fstewar/ * 



To: Maryann, Lowry, Charles, Deborah 
From: John 
Date: 

Subject: Grading the final presentations and construction final grades 

Presentations: 

I put together something to aid in grading the final presentations this week. 

I will need a numerical score for each person between 0 and 90. Please that the student were scored on a 10 scale 
for the pitch so the two scores add up to a max of 100 for the project. 

I left one category totally open for the subjective (intangibles). If you are happier thinking in letter grades, a score 
of 81 would be 90% which would be a bottom A, 72 would be a bottom B, and 63 a bottom C. 

I would wait until "after you had seen all of the presentation before you do the final scores but use the forms to keep 
notes and record your impressions as you listen to the presentation. A part of grading is determining relative 
achievement and some discrimination. If all the presentations are eqnally good, then they should receive the same 
score. However, ff they are not, they should receive different scores that reflect that. 

I also ttfink that we owe thc students some feedback on "their efforts, so I would suggest that you provide each team 
with comments and a critique of their presentation. After I have seen all the presentations, I plan to send an entail to 
each team with comments on their efforts. 

Assig~uncnt 5, Team work: 

I will post Assignment 5 later tiffs week and ask all the students to post this on Sakai because it will make it much 
easier to compile the numbers if I can get the all in electronic lbrm. You can down load the files and look at the 
comments made by your students, but I will do all the compilation work. 

Participation Scores: 

Please take attendance for the two classes of presentations. When you have all your presentation scores and 
attendance entered in the spreadsheets, please update your section spreadsheet in dropbox. When I get all the scores, 
I will tl?." to normalize thegn in a way that is fair across all the sections, but again I will want to consult with each of 
you to make sure that the numbers I use reflect you judgment about the students’ performances in class. 

Thanks: 

Finally, I really want to thank all of you for a great semester. I think this format for the class worked very well and 
that the students benefitted greatly from the wealth of experience that had access to this semester. I hope we can all 
do this again next year. 

John 



Econ iPlcy 

Presentation Evaluation Form 

Project: 

Team Members 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Concept (38%) 

Is the concept innovative? 

Is the concept feasible? 

Is the concept of potential size that it has file potential to scale? 

Does the team demonstrale that they understand tlaeir market and customer? 

How thoroughly did the group research the concept? 

The Plan (students approach to the concept) (33%) 

Does the plan show strategic thinking? 

Did the student fbrmulate the plan considering what activities would be required? 

Does the plan incorporate all possible aspects of business (legal, finaaacial, marketing, 
operations, etc.)? 

Is the plan an innovalive approach to the concept? 

Is the plan realistic? Could this venture actually be done (even if not by the students)? 

Were the concept and the plan adequately resemched and documented? 

Did the students make good use of the business model canvas? 

Presentation (22%) 

Is the presentation visually appealing and inspiring? 

Does the team appear professional and prepared’? 

poor => average => great 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2.5 

2.5 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

5 

5 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

7.5 

7.5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

10 

10 

Intangibles. (11%) Overall evaluation of the team’ s eflbrt aaad achievement. 

Comments: 

2.5 7.5 10 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caxolina Heehaisers ~:aJmual fund@unc.edu> 

Monday, ~ 2:00 PM 

Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu> 

Thin,ks to you ~md UNC! 

Carolina students, thank you for your past gifts to Carolina. 

Your support helps the University every day by providing 

scholarships and fellowships, enabling ground-breaking 

research, helping grow campus programs and more. Your 

commitment to Carolina, both through your work 

and with your gifts, is inspiring. 

The Heelraisers Council would like to invite you to our 

annual "Give Thanks to UNC" Day on Tuesday, , from 10:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. in 

the Pit. This event encourages a grateful spirit among the campus community and reminds 

us all to be thankful for Carolina and donors like you that maintain our excellence. For 

more information visit: :::i:i 

We hope to see you there! 

Sincerely, 

Heelraisers Student Giving Council 

Give Now 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bennington, Robin A <robin.be~mington@unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:26 PM 

~kena~- flagler.unc.edn 

Stroman, Deborah L <’dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Internship Coverage Payment 

H~ 

Your ct~eck found its way to my office, Looks iike it t~as been floating around because there was no Campus Box Number on it. Would you iike for me to 

shred it, or void it and mail it to you, If you would Hke ~t mai~ed I will need your address. 

Thanks. 

RoNn 

Robin A Bennington 

Risk Management AnalVs~: 

University o[: North Carolina sL Chape~ 

Treasury & R~sk Management Services 

104 Akport Drbe, Suite 2700 

{::arn~ms Sex ~100 

(:h~;pel H~N, NC 27599-11C~? 

9:[9-962-0636 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:54 AM 

T~: Bennin@ton, Robin A; Hoernke, Janet S; ~@kenan-fla@ler.unc.edu 
Subjeet~ RE: Internship Coverage Payment 

d e I::, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n¢]~N~, g~plor’e, Empower: 

9:19,843.0336 

"Nothing wiU ever be attempted if aU possiMe objections must first be e~ercome." 

~ Samuel J~hnson 

From: Bennington, Robin A 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:03 AM 
To: Hoernke, Janet S; ~__k__e___n__a__[)z_f_[_a_g!_e__r_=u___n__c_=e__d___u_. 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Internship Coverage Payment 

-rha~ks 

Robin ;< Bennington 

Risk Management Analyst 

UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Treasury & Risk Management Services 

:[04 Airport Drive, Suite 2700 

Campus Be× :l:lO0 

Chapel HiN, NC 27599.-111X} 

robin.bennington @unc.edu 

919-.962-0636 

Fro~: Hoernke, Janet S 
Sent: Monday, 3:06 PM 
To:              ~__k_e_[)__a_[ k _f_ La_g ]_e_._[k _u___n! _e_d___u_. 
~c: Bennington, Robin A; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Internship Coverage Payment 
Thanks £or the payment o£ $] ~.00 for your internship coverage. You m’e paid in £u]| for the Ea]| semester. 

Any questions~ p|ease Jet us know. 

CD.a[)~T: :[UL .,VC 2 ?599- : : 

]’a>:: 97:)-9d2-OdSd 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 9:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Club Meeting Tomorrow - Monday! 

Great meeting today. 

Picked up the info slips after and we got 10 responses. A few guys came up to me afterwards and were very interested. We’ll talk more about this tomorrow--just 

wanted to let you know! 

Still on for tomorrow around 2:15 range at your office? 

On Mon, at 3:51 PM, Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Str,~masa 

Deborah L. Stroman, P~xD~ CLU 

Engage, f!~plore. Empowen 

919.843.0336 

"NotNng will ever be 8Rempted if all possiNe obje~io~s must first be overcome," 

~ Samuet lohnson 

From: [mailto: .@qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 2:41 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Re: Club Meeting Tomorrow - Monday! 

Tickets haven’t yet come through. There’s a small chance I’ll get a last- second invite, but I should be at the meeting at 5:30. I’ll tU to be there arotmd 5:15 in case 

you waist to chat [i~r a bit beforehand. If not your de~ription of what you expect for tonight is enough! 

See you then! 

On Sun, at 10:54 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay. I hope it still works out for you. 

I just want to introduce the new E-ship Club (new name?) and you. I think we will try to have one meeting before       . Feel free to express absolutely nothing, your 

background or any ideas about how you would like to engage students. ;) It could be just a Sport E-ship "lounge." That is, a place where like-minded students get together to give 

one another feedback, talk about new inventions!technologies, share news, fellowship, introduce you to local entrepreneurs, etc. There’s no rush to figure this one out. :) 

Thanks again! 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empower, 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 



From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Sunday, 10:48 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Club Meeting Tomorrow- Monday! 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

The ticket situation for tomorrow night’s Panthers game is still up for grabs. I bet, though, I’ll be there at the meeting (unless free tickets are offered to me early afternoon). Is 

there anything we need to chat through before we address the Sport Entrepreneurship opportunity to the club? 

Thanks 

On Sun, at 3:34 PM, <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

To: All Participants 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels! Are you interested in employment in college athletics? Do you want to know more about UNC’s athletic department? Come out tomorrow, Monday, at 5:30 p.m. to 

hear our athletic department’s chief of staff, Mr. Karlton Creech. 

We will also introduce a new opportunity within the Club to address your interest in Sport Entrepreneurship! 

Bring a friend and questions! 

Dr. Stroman 

dstro@unc.edu 

P.S. Don’t forget your TeamWork Online MVP service! If you want to secure a job in the late spring/summer of . you need to start researching and applying NOW. Always 

keep your resume up-to-date. 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages 

for this site: Carolina Sport Business Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu5> 

Monday, 11:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: TNnking of you 

image001 .j pg 

Tuesday sounds great! Where is your office located again? 

On , at 3:50 PM, "Stroman, Deborah I/’ <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. Stromar~, Ph.D. CLU 

En,gg~ge. Explore. Empower. 

919.84a.0336 

<image001.jpg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be ~vercome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 2:39 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: ~inkin~ of ~ou 

Hi Dr. Strom~’. 

I’m doing well~ How- a~ut you? Yes, we can co~ect this w-eek. I an available at any time after 10:45 a.m. on Tue~ay and Thursday. 

On . at 5:57 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

tJi . }~,:::,’:v at,." yo’d ,’t,:,Jrlg; Can we o:,nnecl: next weei~? How is your 

Deborah L S~oman, Ph£}. CLU 

Engg~ge, Explor~, Empower, 

919.843.0336 
<imageOOl~jpg> 

"Nothing will ever be a~empted if all possible objedions must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:39 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
subject~ Re: ~inking of you 

Hi, Dr. Stroman! 

It’s so nice to hear from you! My summer is going really well!~ Right now I’m in summer school at a local community college where I’m taking 

(Possibly the worst combination of classes! Hahaha~) Other than that, I’m working 

. I’m going to I can’t wait! 

I hope you can say the same. How has your summer been? I’m interested to know! We’ll have to meet up whenever I’m settled back! 

Enjoy your last few weeks, 

On at 12:45 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc,edu> wrote: 

Hi     . I just wanted to check in and see how your summer is going? Anything of interest happening? ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Lo Stror~n, Ph,O, CLU 
Explore, Engage. Empower, 

3~5 Woollen - CB #8700 

919,843,0336 



<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ; 9:04 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Professor Stroma n, 

I just wanted to let you know that I woke up this morning 

Thanks, 

and will not make it to class today. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moore, Cecelia<cecelia moore@unc.edu;~ 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 11:20 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu> 

Medley, Anna Rose <anna.medley@unc.edtr’~ 

Chancellor s~tement for website 

"our students have to thrive in diversity, be comfortable in the complex comrnunities at~d workplaces that are their future Our communities must be safe and welcoming. Our 

learning is enhanced by breadth of opinion, by diversity in identity and experience. A community of diverse, open, forward- aM globally-minded people can 

change the world." 

Carol L. Folt 

Chancellor 

Cece}ia Moore 
Special Assistant to ~he Chancellor 
& Historian 
Office: 919-962-0933 
Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte <nbyars@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Contact 

Hi Deborah, 

Thanks for the invitation and student referral. Both sections of my class (JOMC     and JOMC     ) are currently close for spring. 
Nonetheless, with your recommendation I will get    into the course. Section 1 meets at 8:30 am on MW and Section 2 meets at 11 am on MW. 
Please have           , email me his PID and section preference and VII add him to the roll. Also, let’s look to do breakfast on Franklin Street on 
the other side of Thanksgiving break if that works for you. 

All the best, 

Napoleon 

Napoleon B, Byars 
Associate Professor 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
224 Carroll Hall, CB 3365 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3365 
~p.;/./.j.~.~..m..~c..~y~.n...c.~.~.e...d..~u.~/.f..a.~c..~yj~.ty~.s..~.~..:.a..~.d.~v..~e..~j~sJ~.~p.r.~f.a..~c..~yLty~/.by..a...r..s..~.n...a..p.p.J..e...~...n.. 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <d___s_t__r.o_@_ .u_ n__c_ .__e_ .d_u_.> 

Date: Mort, :17:34:37 -0500 

To: Napoleon Byars <nbyars@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Contact 

Hi Napoleon. I would like to chat with you before the semester is over. I teach T/R, so MWF are best for me. Breakfast or lunch? 

Also, I have a mentee and student interested in taking your JOMC class in the Spring. If possible, please consider 

Very bright and engaged young man. 

Thanks. I look forward to hearing from you. 

debby 

Explore, Engage, Empower. 

Frank HBwkins Kenaa ~nst~tute of PrivBte ~terprise, Se~ior kdvi~r 
w~.exss.unc.edu 

Chape~ Hill~ NC 27599 
9~9,8~3,0336 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:35 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: EXSS 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I noticed that seats were still available in your course next semester. I am. 

major on the track and am interested in joining your class if possible. Thank you for your time! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moore, Cecelia<cecelia moore@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 12:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Medley, Anna Rose <anna.medley@unc.edu> 

Re: Chancellor statement for website 

Ok -- looks good. 

CM 

Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 
& Historian 
OFfice: 919-962-0933 
Mobile: 

On Nov 19, 2013, at 11:31 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroma~, Ph.D, CLU 

En,q@’e, Explore, Empowen 

919.843.0336 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

"NetNng wil~ ever be a~empted ~f al~ pessiNe obje~ns must [~rst be 

~ Samue~ lehnson 

From: Moore, Cecelia 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 20~3 1~:20 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Medley, Anna Rose 
Subject: Chancellor sMtement for website 

"Our students have to thrive in diversity, be comfortable in the complex communities and workplaces that are their future. Our COlrlmnnities must be safe and 

welcoming. Our learning is enhanced by breadth of opinion, by diversity in identi .ty and experience. A communib’ of diverse, open, forward- and 

globally-minded people can change the world." 

Carol L. Folt 

Chancellor 
Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 
& Historian 
OFFice: 919-962-0933 
Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Administrator, Speakers at Carolina <unc.speakers@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 12:26 PM 

Speakers at UNC! <unc-speakers@listserv.unc.edu:~ 

[uric- speakers] Bi Weekly Email 

Our Mission: 

Our services, the Speakers at Carolina website and the Speakers at Carolina listserv, aim to consolidate information on all speakers and lectures at UNC in one central 

location. We hope to make it easier for you to attend speaking events! 

Our Web Address: 

In addition to this listserv, all events are listed one our website, unc.edu/speakers. The submission information is also available on the website. If you know of an event, please 

submit it today! 

Follow Us on Twitter: 

The @uncspeakers twitter account sends out tweets 24 hours in advance of all speaking events publicized on the website. 

Speakers for the next 3 weeks: 

1 p.m. 
Dr. Sharon Field: "Looking Forward, Living Now: A Self-Determined Approach to Success in High School, College and Beyond for Young Adults With ADHD/LD" 

6:15 p.m. 
Founders of Strata Solar, bioMason, Seeds, and Firsthand Foods: "People. Planet. Profits." 

6:30 p.m. 
Jon Kessler: Hanes Visiting Artist Lecture Series 

5p.m. 

Breanna DiGiammarino: "Crowdfunding Masterclass" 

5:30 p.m. 
Founders of Sanitation Creations, Aquagenx, and CounterTooN: "Solving Public Health Problems Through Innovation" 

6:15 p.m. 
Dr. Rula Quawas: "Voices of Young Jordanian Women: Speaking the Unspeakable" 

5p.m. 
Founders of A Ban Against Neglect, Filmlab, Symbology, and Sacrificial Poets: "Young Alumni Entrepreneurs Paving their Own Path" 

5:30 p.m. 

Michael Lurie: "Old Habits Die Hard: On hamartia in Aristotle and Greek Tragedy, Once Again" 

i(~,email.unc.edu 

5p.m. 
Brian Sturm: "Cold But Cuddly" 

6:30 p.m. 
James H. Johnson, Jr.: "Consider This... The Great Demographic Disruptions" 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Foster, Beverly B. <bbfoster@email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 12:28 PM 

Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>; 

~hcultyathletic@sakm.unc.edu 

ILE: Joy - update on m~nual repo(t and Faculty Council 

I think if we make our FAC agendas available in advance, encourage attendance at our rn[gs, post our minutes, submit/present our annual report and respond to 

ques~ons when asked we are both transparent and accessible. 

Bew~rlV B. F.aster, PhD, RN 

Director, Undergcaduate Pr.agram 

School of Nursing, Cg# 7460 

Carr~ngton HaI~ #1008 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

Chapel H~[L NC 27599-7460 

Phone: 919 966-.4~}5 

FAX: 919 842¢-6212 

F~m= S~phens, John B 
Sent= Tuesday, November 19, 2013 11:29 AN 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L; Fos~r, Bevedy B.; Rennet, Joy 3; facul~atNetics@sakai.unc.edu 
SubjeCt~ RE: Joy - update on annual repoR and Facul~ Council 

I suppo~ either Joy’s proposal or Bev’s "less work" alternative, ~: )~st post our mk~utes for review as faculty desire and entertain questions as they ar~se 

Dr. John B. Stephens 

(9m) 

S kyp e: 

http://www.so~:unc:¢du/no~i93 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [ma~lM:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 19, 2013 11:15 AN 
To~ Foster, Beverly B.; Rennet, Joy J; facu~Nathletics@sakai.unc.edu 
Subject~ RE: Joy - upda~ on annual repoR and Facul~ Council 

’JJh~nJ~s [o>,. [ an~ J~ l~] su[~[~ort o[ t:]~ ~ductJo~ ol~ F:~{~ re~)o~ts. [Vn]~ ss l:her~ Js ~ s~)e(:J~c requ~st: ol:}~eO;~’JS~ ~ [ t~JtJ: we s}~ou]c{ tno,.~ ~7.,:-,~z~d w{l:h your 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Eng~!e. E,~plore. Empowen 

9:[9.8~3.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted ff all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 
COMe,DEN HALl [Y NO lICE: Ibis e-mail message, b~cluding a~tachn~ents, ~f an% ~s in~ended only for the -person or entJt7 to ~.hJ,:h Jt ~s addressed and may ,:,:.~ntain co~?f~den~ial and/or privileged HhaterJal, AIIV --- 

From= Foster, Beverly B. 
Sent~ Monday, November 18, 2013 6:09 PN 
To~ Renner, Joy 3; faculWathletics@sakaLunc.edu 
Subjeet~ RE: Joy - update on annual repoR and Facul~ Council 

.Joy, Why not m~ke it even s~mpler? Why not just post our mh~utes for review as faculty desire and entertain questions as they arise? 

Beverly g ~:os[:er, PhD, RN 

Director, Undergr~;duate Program 

School of Nursing, CB# 7460 

Carr~ngton Half #I008 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel H~II Chape~ H~H, NC 27599-7460 

Phone: 919 966-.4~}5 

FAX: 919 842¢-6212 

F~m= Renner, Joy J [mail~:Joy...Renner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, November 18, 2013 5:50 PM 

To~ facul~athletics@sakai.unc.edu 
Subject~ Joy - upda~ on annual repoR and Facul~ Council 

Greetings~ 

I have attached the annual report posted for Faculty Council and the ppt summary presented at Faculty Council. 

There were no questions from the floor following Lissa’s report and my report. Lissa did a fantastic job of covering important figures on SA performance and 

highlighting where we are seeing successes on teams and areas where we have concerns. 

If you guys agree, I have proposed to Jan Boxill and the Faculty Governance O~ce the following idea. It appears that the Faculty Council is growing weary of 

hearing about athletics each month. I suggested that I provide a summary of our activities each month and/or any per~nent findings, thoughts, discussion ideas. 

This would be posted to the Faculty Governance site the week of their meeting and then I will (or whoever is most appropriate) will take questions at the meeting 

with no formal presentaflon. How does that sound to everyone? 

Thanks and if I do not talk with you, email you, or bother you with anything this week, I send you wishes for a lovely Thanksgiving holiday next week with family 

and friends. 

Joy 

Jo;, J. Refiner, M.A. r{~(R), FAE~RS 

UnbersiW o[ North Carolina at Chapel 



School of Medicine 

CB ~7130 UNC-CH Bondur~r!i: 

,-32 I-A Sou~h Coiumbia 

Chapel Hill, NC 27,599-7.130 

91.9-956-SJ.47Desk 

Cell 

91.9-956-~951 Fax 

-.CQNFIDENT~AUTg NOTICE: This e-m;Iq mess;Ige, ~clud[ng ;iti:achments, if a~y, is inter~ded only for the .-person or entit~ to whh:h it is addressed and maV corfl:ain confiden[[a~ and/or 

pr[v[leged material A~y --unauthorized rev[ew, L=se, dbc~osure or d[s[r[but[on [s prohiNted, If "¢ou are not the ha[ended recipient, please co~[ac[ [he sender b,i replV e-maq and 

destroy all copies of the or[g[nal messa~e, 

[see attachment: "FAC Annual Report 2013-2014.doc", size: 76288 bytes] 

[see attachment: "FAC Fac Council Annual Report 2012 - 2013.pptx", size: 238574 bytes] 

At "~chments: 

!!~_C__’:Arm~:_aL!Le_p___?_0____2___Q !_-?___-__2__!_)_L4__:_d___?_~. 

This auto~natic notification message was sent by Saka] iai UNC-Chapel Hill (!)_t_!p__s_i!)_E~_~_l_!~i:__u__Ec2_e_d__t_~:{I~?__r__m_l_) from the Facul .ty Athletics Committee site. 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > t references. 

This automatic notifica’don message was sent by SakaJ @ UNC-Chapel tlill (htlps:/isakai.unc.edu/fx)rtal) t?om the Faculty Athletics Committee site. 

You can modit~ how you receive no’dfications at My Workspace > Pret~rences. 

[see attaclunent: "image001 jpg", size: 1150 bytes] 

Attachtnents: 

image001 .i Pg 

This auto~natic notification message was sent by Saka] iai UNC-Chapel Hill (!)_t_!p__s_i!)_E~_~_l_!~i:__u__Ec2_e_d__t_~:{I~?__r__m_l_) from the Facul .ty Athletics Committee site. 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > t references. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:07 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: exss 

Hello Professor Stroman, 

my name is          , and I am in the UNC 

I saw that you will teach EXSS    next semester and I am very interested in taking the class. 

The description says that you have to give permission for taking that class. 

is that right ? and if so, would it yes possible for me to take that class? 

Kind regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 3:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Spring Semester 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

I am emailingyou to see if I am able to enroll in your class for the Spring semester. I am a         here, and wanted to know, ifl am able to enroll, if you 

think I will be able to handle this course. I am very busy in the Spring with but would love to take this course as it strikes my interest. Please 

email me back at your convenience. 

Thanks a lot, 



From." 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday,                  3:43 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

ECON - Pitch P~esentations 

[@live.unc.edtr~ 

Hi              . Your team is scheduled to do your pitch presentations on this Thursday. Thanks. 

Please confirm receipt of this email. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L Stroma~ Ph,Do CL~J 
Explore. Engacje, Empower= 
EXSS Sport A~ministratio~, Leet~rer 



Dear Colleagues, 

As we are nearing the end of the semester and the beginning of the holiday season, 
it is time for me to reveal the 2013 EXSS Departmental Christmas Benevolent 
Project. For those of you who are unfamiliar, the depamnent has participated in an 
annual project to provide gifts to the less fortunate for Christmas since 1999. I 
have been honored to lead those efforts. 

This year, we will be filling Christmas stockings that will be distributed by the 
United Service Organizations (USO) of North Carolina to children in military 
families in our community. 

The United Service Organizations, Inc. is a nonprofit organization that provides 
programs, services and live entertainment to United States troops and their families. 
Since 1941, it has worked in partnership with the Department of Defense, relying heavily 
on private contributions and on funds, goods, and services from various corporate and 
individual donors. Although congressionally chartered, it is not a government agency. 
The USO operates 160 centers worldwide. 

The USO of North Carolina hosts many parties for rnilita~l families throughout the 
holiday season. They distribute Christmas gifts and stockings to members of the 
families. We are going to provide filled stockings for them to distribute to the 
children. 

You may choose to purchase items to put in the stockings or donate money that 
may be used to purchase the actual stockings that we will stuff or to buy more 
stocking stuffers. Cash or a check, made out to "Deb Murray", may be presented 
to Amy, Ashley, Diane Adamson or me. 

Below is an idea. list of stocking stuffers. Feel free to buy these items or others of 
your choosing. Just make sure that the items will fit into a 12" tall stocking and 
are appropriate for children. 

Beanie Babies Coloring or activity books 

Crayons and colored pencils Play Dough or Silly Putty 



Slinkys Small balls Minimure cars    Decks of Cards 

Children’s sunglasses Mittens/gloves Ski caps Children’s socks 

Hair brush or comb Hair accessories Toothbrushes 

Individually wrapped candy, gum or snacks Any small games or toys 

Children’ s j ewel~T Friendship bracelets Stickers 

Temporary tattoos Hand sanitizer Nail polish and remover 

All members of the EXSS Department and Campus Recreation are welcome to 
participate in any aspect of this project and participation is voluntary. Project 
Central (where your gift or monetary contributions are dropped) will be Fetzer 209. 
Please look for the festive display along the right wall across from the copy 
machine. Contributions will be collected starting tomorrow, Wednesday, 
November 20. 

I will make an announcement about the project at the Departmental Thanksgiving 
Luncheon next Tuesday, November26. Feel free to bring your gift items or 
monetary contributions with you and I will collect them. 

To culminate the experience and to celebrate the blessings of the year together, a 
"Stocking Stuffer Party" will be held in Fetzer 201 from 10- 11:30AM on 
Thursday, December 5. Everyone is invited and refreshments will be served. 
Please plan to join your colleagues to stuff the stockings and to fellowship. 

With gratitude, 

Deb Murray 

(murray@email.unc.edu or 



From: ~live a~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:10 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: ECON    - Pitch Pre~ntations 

Attach: imageO01 .j pg 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for confirming that we roll be presenting on Thnrsday. 

Regards, 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On . at 3:51 PM, "Strotnan, Deborah L" < _d__~_t__r~)__u__~L%e_._d____~ wrote: 

Hi              Your team is scheduled to do your pitch presentations on this Thursday. Thanks. 
Please confirm receipt of this email. 

Dr. Stroman 
D~b~rah Lo Stro~ Ph3), 
Explore. Engage. Empower, 

Chape~ Hi~l~ NC 27599 

<image001.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 6:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: Lean on Your Alumni to Land a Sports Job 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one=stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 

you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http :/t www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/PlyCa reeri 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

]:f you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.comitea mworkimyca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Race, Equity & Inclusion Follow Up 

Dr. Stroman, 

I wanted to forward you along an opinion piece written by a friend of mine,                                      at Guilford College, and he worked with me 

wifl~ over the summer at . His opinion piece discusses the values of recruiting and retention a diverse population of students to Guilford College through 
athletics: htop://bit.l ,v/ 

Its a response to a piece written by a student criticizing the campus recommendations fi~r budgeting, where ~me cmnpus litE aspects would be eliminated while the 

athletics department would lace no cutbacks: http://bMy, 

We conversed on his "us v. them" tEeling about Guiltbrd frequently over the summer and while he is polite in "the article, in person he is vety frank: that attitude arises 

because Guilford athletes axe disproportionately diverse compa:red to their typical student bod.v, causing tension and division. 

I hope you find this interesting, just while reading I thought of you and our conversation in class last week about diversity and sport. 

Hope you are having a nice week! 

On , at 6:16 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Heels. I hope you had a chance to reflect a bit more on our time spent. I attached the power point (Go to Layers: to read some of my notes 

and resources) and two powerful docs to review for the weekend and beyond. If you ever want to chat more and/or consider the social issues 

of sport as a thesis topic, please feel free to meet with me. This deep-dive is critical to the healing of America; we need open and honest 

conversations. 

Again, I appreciate your openness and willingness to do this work. 

Onward! 

Deborah Lo Stroman~ Ph~D, CktJ 
Explore. Engage. Empower, 

Frank Hawkins Kenan ~nst~e of Private Enterprise, Sen~er Advi~r 
~,ex~,unc,ed u 
3~5 Woollen - CB #~700 

<image00ldpg> 

<Race Equity Inclusion Posted.pdf><TEN THINGS EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW ABOUT RACE.pdf><Origins of Race Smedley Intepdew.pdf> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew J Perrin <andrewAperrin@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:46 AM 

The progl?ac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

Re: [progfac] Inti~rmation 

What does the public records law state? My understanding was that that 
was the authority- to turn the messages over, and that only work-related 
messages are public records. 

On 11/20/2013 11:14 AM, Eichner, Maxme wrote: 
Jay and all, 

My understanding is that the university has decided to treat Prof 
Nichol, who has been, of course, not critical of L,2"qC’s handling of the 
sports scandal but rather of the General Assembly, differently than it 
has treated you. Their plan is to turn over ALL emails, private as well 
as work-related emails, to C~vitas. My m~derstanding is that an?- 
possible privilege for private emails is the universi~is privilege, 
rather that Pro£ Nichol’s, to assert, and that they are choosing NOT to 
assert it. Jay, your information about the way your email request was 
treated makes the way that Prof. Nichol’s request is being treated both 
more interesting and more disturbing. 

-Max 

*Frum:*Jay Smith [mailto:ia’¢smith(@emaihunc.edu] 
*Sent:* Wednesday, Nuvember 20, 2013 8:57 
*Tu:* ’]’he prugfac mailing list 
*Sut~iect:* Re: [prugfac] [nfurmation 

Maxine et. al.: 
I, tou, have had my emails requested (as have several other outspuken 
faculty critical of UNC’s handling ufthe sports scandal)--by Inside 
Carulina, the fan blug. I regard this is an uutrageous attempt to chill 
free speech and to send an intimidating signal to thuse who dare to 
deviate from a consensus pusition 

It’s still an aggravatiun and 
an insult, however, and we shuuld be vigilant and uutspoken abuut it. 
Targeting individuals because their upiniuns make one uncomfortable 
uught to be illegal (said the non-lawyer) 

Jay Smith 

It is my understanding, 

On 11/19/13 11:52 PM. Eicl’mer, Maxine wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Hi, all, 

Fm writing to pass on a piece of information that should concern 
all academics who speak out on issues of public concern. My 
colleague, Gene Nichol, who heads the Center on Poverty, Work, and 
Opportuni~ at the law school, and who has spoken out in opposition 
to many recent changes in N.C. law, has been issued a public records 
request from the conservative Civitas Institute. The request seeks 
all his emails from his tmiversity email account for a particular 
pcriod of tirne meaning all private, as well as work-related 
emails. _’vfy tmderstanding is that the university" is going to turn 
over all the requested emails. 

Best. 

Maxine Eichner 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
<All> 
progi:ac as: <a href "l~milto:jaysl~xith@email.unc.edu" 
<mailto:j aysmith@email uric edu >>j aysmith@emaihunc.edu 
<mailto:jaysmith@emaihunc.edu></a> To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a 
hre~"mailto:leave-33887910-60582236 80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467@listserv.unc edu" 
<mailto:leave-33887910-60582236.80e9ef4edddd439288653b271641346%d)list s er\~ uric. edu>>leave-33887910-60582236 80e9el:4edd dd439288653b2716413467@listse1~g, uric. edu 
<mailto:leave-33887910-60582236 80e9ei:4edddd439288653b2716413467@listse1~g.unc.edu></a> 

> <ul> 
> 

> <li> -- You are cm-rently subscribed to 
> </ul> 
> progfac as: <a 



> hre~"mai[to:meichner(i3emai[.unc.edu" >meichner@email unc edu</a 
> <mailto:meichner(a)email.unc.edu%3c/a>>. To unsubscribe send a blank ---br> 
> email to <a 
> hre~"mailto:leave-33889260-69922466.714b47fe92337365ffe9eac0292f8 a54(/3 l istserv.unc edu" >leave-33889260-69922466 714b47fe92337365ffe9eac0292fSa54@listsep~ unc edu---~a 
> <mai~t~:[eave-3388926~-69922466.7~4b47fe92337365~e9eac~292f8a54(~is~serv.unc.edu%3c/a>:~ 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> <li> -- You are cttrrently subscribed to 
> </ul> 
> progfac as: <a 
> hre~" mailto:andrew p elrin(d?unc, edu" >andrewA)errin@unc. edu</a>. To 
> unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
> email to <a 

> tne~"mailto:leave-33890350-777198.8 d7ec 0dTd4f525 eb0250d4c2682e7fTa(~,listser~’.unc, edu" >leave-33890350-777198.8d7ec0dTd4f525eb0250d4c2682e7fTa@listserv.~xc.edu</a> 
> 

Andrew J Perrin - Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology 
Uni-,~ersity of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 
andrewA)errin@unc, edu - http ://perrin. socsci.unc.edu - (919) 962-6876 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@~xc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-33890669-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c1248 lb56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc,edu;, 

Wednesday, 11:49 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Your Wix Site 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

In regard to your new- Wix site I was wondering if there were any documents, pictures, etc. you had that you wanted incorporated throughout the site? Also is there any particular layout 
format you prefer? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

gnichol <gnichol@email.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 12:01 PM 

The progt:ac maling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&D 

RE: [progPac] Inii)rmation 

Max, I prefer not be involved in these discussions, but I do need to say that I believe the university will allow me not to turn over emails from my family and some other 
personal matters -- and the university will review matters for privilege before turning them over. I’m not aware that I’m being treated differently than others. I do think it’s 
worrisome, of course, that when folks don’t like what you say they can issue these blanket requests -- unrelated to any issue or controversy. Just asking for any email you’ve 
ever sent or received. The idea, it seems to me, is -- we’ll make you think twice about writing things we disagree with. If a request for a couple months of emails and phone 
logs doesn’t do it, this time, then next time we’ll ask for 6 months. Or a year. Eventually, you’ll keep quiet because it’s too much trouble to speak up. 

Gene Nichol 

From-" Eichner, Maxine [meichner@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 20:[3 :[I: :[4 AN 
To; The progfac mailing list 
Subject; RE: [progfac] Information 

.Jay and all, 

My understanding is that the university has decided to treat Pro]:. Nichol, who has been, of course, not critical of UNC’s handling of the sports scandal but rather of 

the General Assembly, differently than it has treated you. Their plan is to turn over ALL emails, private as well as work--related ernails, to Civitas. My understanding 

is that any possible privilege for private emails is the universib/s privilege, rather that Prof. Nichol’s, to assert, and that they are choosing NOT to assert it..Jay, 

your information about the way your email request was treated makes the way that Prof. NichoHs request is being treated both more interesting and more 

disturbing. 

--Max 

From; Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Seat; Wednesday, November 20, 20 :[3 8:57 AM 
Te: The progfac mailing list 
Sabject: Re: [progfac] Information 

Maxine et. al.: 

I, too, have had my emails requested (as have several other outspoken faculty critical of UNC’s handling of the sports scandal)--by Inside Carolina, the fan biog. I 

regard this is an outrageous attempt to chill free speech and to send an intimidating signal to those who dare to deviate from a consensus position. 

It’s still an aggravation and an insult, however, and we should be vigilant 

and outspoken about it. Targeting individuals because their opinions make one uncomfortable ought to be illegal (said the non-lawyer.) 

Jay Smith 

It is my understanding, 

On 11/19/13 11:52 PM, Eichner, Maxine wrote: 

Hi, all, 

I’m writing to pass on a piece of information that should concern all academics who speak out on issues of public concern. My colleague, Gene Nichol, 

who heads the Center on Poverty, Work, and Opportunity at the law school, and who has spoken out in opposition to many recent changes in N.C. 

law, has been issued a public records request from the conservative Civitas Institute. The request seeks all his emails from his university email 

account for a particular period of time - meaning all private, as well as work-related emails. My understanding is that the university is going to turn 

over all the requested emails. 

Best, 

Maxine Eichner 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:iaysmith(~)email.unc.edu">iaysmith(&emaiLunc.edu<,’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-33887910-60582236.80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467,@]istserv.unc.ed u">leave-33887910- 

60582236.80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467({iAistset~’.unc.edu~’a> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progthc as: <a href" mailto:meichner(a~email,unc.e&P>~meichner(a)email.unc.edu--~a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emal to <a hre~" maJlto:leave-33889260- 69922466.714M7fe92337365ffegeacO29218a54(a~listserv.unc.edu’~leave-33889260- 

.~.~.22~.2.~4..~.£~L4..N~1~2.2..‘?.~7..~(.?.~.~2~.0...2..2.2.1~4..~(q~!~t..~k:~:.~u~.~tu:2~~ 
<ul > 

<li~ -- You are cnrrently snbscribed to 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:gnichol@email.unc.edu">gnichol@email.unc.edu</a>. To tmsubscribe send a blank <bl~ 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-33890350-57972735.ba8cba8bf481 d805070ddfa8e44aad93@listserv.nnc.edu">leave-33890350- 

57972735.ba8cba8bf481 d805070ddfa8e44aad93@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:clstr@unc edu" >dstro@unc.edu~’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank 

em~fil to --~a href "mailto :leave- 33890835- 56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listse~ .unc .edu">leave- 33890835- 
56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<ia> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eichner, Maxine <meichner@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 12:08 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

RE: [progl?ac] Inli~rmation 

nick.pdf 

All, 
I need to retract part of what I said before: I now understand that the university is allowing Pro£ Nichol to filter out private emails to family, etc. The request itself is exceedingly broad -- it 
covers all emails It is attached 
Best, 
Max 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Andrew J Pen-in [mailto:andrew~errin@unc edu] 
Sent: We&aesday, November 20, 2013 11:46 AM 
To: Eichner, Ma×ine; ~Ihe progfac mailing list 
Sut~iect: Re: [progfac] Information 

What does the public records law state? My understanding was that that was the authori~ to turn the messages over, and that only work-related messages are public records. 

On 11/20,’2013 11:14 AM. Eichner, Max[he wrnte: 
> Jay and all, 
> 

> My understanding is that the umversity has decided to treat Prof. 
> Nichol, who has been, of course, not critical of UNC’s handling of the 
> sports scandal but rather nfthe General Assembly, differently than it 
> has treated you Their plan is to turn over ALL emails, private as 
> well as work-related emails, to Civitas. My understanding is that any 
> possible privilege for private emails is the universi~"s privilege, 
> rather that Prof. Nichol’s, to assert, and that the?’ are choosing NOT 
> to assert it. Jay, your information about the way your email request 
> was treated makes the way that Prof. Nichol’s request is being treated 
> both more interesting and more disturbing. 
> 

> -Max 

> *From:*Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@emaihunc.edu] 
> *Sent:* Wednesday, November 20, 2013 8:57 AM 
> *To:* The progfac mailing list 
> *Subject:* Re: [progfac] Inforruation 
> 

> Maxine ct. al. : 
> I, too, have had tW eruails requested (as have several other outspoken 
> facul~ critical of UNC’s handling of the sports scandal)-by Inside 
> Carolina, the fan blog. I regard this is an outrageous atterupt to 
> chill free speech and to send an intimidating signal to those who dare 
> to deviate from a consensus position. 

> It’s still an aggravation and an insult, howcver, and we should be vigilant and outspoken about it. 
> Targeting individuals because their opinions make one unconffortable 
> ought to be illegal (said the non-lawyer.) 
> 

> Jay Smith 
> 

> It is my understanding, 
> 

> On 11/19/13 11:52 PM. Eichner, Maxine wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Hi, all, 

I’m writing to pass on a piece of information that should concern 
all academics who speak out on issues of public concern My 
colleague, Gene Nichol, who heads the Center on Pover~z, Work, and 
Opportunity at the law school, and who has spoken out in opposition 
to many recent changes in N.C. law, has been issued a public records 
request from the conservative Civitas Institute The request seeks 
all his emails from his university email account for a particular 
period of time - meaning all private, as well as work-related 
emails My understanding is that the universi~ is going to turn 
over all the requested emails 

Best, 

Max[he Eichner 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:javsmith@emaihunc.edu" 
<mailto :j avsmith@emaih uric. edu>>j ay smith@email uric edu 



> <mailto:ia~/’smith(~email unc edu></a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
> emailto<a 
> hre~"mailto:leave-33887910-60582236.80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467~listserv.unc.edu" 
> <mailto:leave-33887910-60582236 80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467(~listserv.unc.edu>>leave-33887910-60582236.80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467@listser~ unc.edu 
> 

> <mailto:leave-33887910-60582236.80egel:4edddd439288653b2716413467@lists 
> erv unc edu></a> 
> 

> 

> <ul> 
> 

> <li> -- You are c~trrently subscribed to </ul> progfac as: <a 
> hr ef "ruailt o :meictmer,@,email.unc. edu" >meictmer @email.unc. edu</a 
> <mailto:rueicl’mer(d},,eruail.unc.edu%3c/a>>. To unsubscribe send a blank 
> <br> email to <a 
> tne~" mailt o :leave-33889260-69922466.714b47fe92337365ffegeac0292fSa54(d},, 
> listserv.unc, edu" >leave-33889260-69922466.714b47fe92337365ffegeac0292f 

> 8a54@listserv.unc.edu<ia 
> <mailto:leave-33889260-69922466.714b47fe92337365fi~geac0292fSa54@lists 
> et~.unc, edu%3 c/a>> 
> 

> 

> <ul> 
> 

> <li> -- You are c~rently subscribed to </ul> progfac as: <a 
> tne~" mailto:andrew p errin(&unc, edu" >andrexv~perrin@unc. edu<ia>. To 
> unsubscribe send a blar~k <br> eruail to <a 
> tne~"mailto:leave-33890350-777198.Sd7ec0d7d4f525cb0250d4c2682e7fTa~li 
> st setv.unc.edu" >leave-33890350-777198.Sd7ec0d7d4f525eb0250d4c2682e7fTa 

> @listserv.unc. edu<ia> 
> 

Andrew J Perrin - Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-3210 USA andrewA~errin@unc, edu - 
http:i/perrin.socsci unc.edu - (919) 962-6876 

--- You are currently subscribed to progfac as: dstro@unc edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

eruail to leave-33890708-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c1248 lb56fel ebgb@listscl-v’.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neal Caren <neal.caren@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 12:36 PM 

The progt:ac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

The progthc mailing list <progt~@liskserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [progfac] Info~matiou 

For some background on Francis DeLucds public record request, you can read his column attacking Professor Nichols: 
https://vx~vw.uccivitas.or~,’2013/academic - freedom - shrill- partA sanship/ 
It looks like it was written abom a week before his ema~l. 

Additionally, I just saw that Mr. DeLuca, President of the Civitas Institute, has been appointed to the State Ethics Commission by Senate leader Phil Berger. 

Neal 

On Wed, Nov 20, 2013 m 12:00 PM, gnichol <gnichol(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Max, I prefer not be involved in these discussions, but I do need to say that I believe the university will allow me not to turn over emails from my family and some other 
personal matters -- and the university will review matters for privilege before turning them over. I’m not aware that I’m being treated differently than others. I do think i~s 
worrisome, of course, that when folks don’t like what you say they can issue these blanket requests -- unrelated to any issue or controversy. Just asking for any email you’ve 
ever sent or received. The idea, it seems to me, is -- we’ll make you think twice about writing things we disagree with. If a request for a couple months of emails and phone 
logs doesn’t do it, this time, then next time we’ll ask for 6 months. Or a year. Eventually, you’ll keep quiet because it’s too much trouble to speak up. 

Gene Nichol 

From: Eichner, Maxine [meichner@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 20~3 :!.~:~4 AN 
To: The progfac mailing list 
Subject: RE: [progfac] [nformation 

My m~derstea~di,~g is that the university ]ms decided to treat Prof. Nichol, who has bee~g ofcomse, ,~ot ciitical of UNC’s h~mdlmg ~fthe ~ports scandal but rather of 

the Ger~e~N AssemNy. dil~bre~Ny than it h&~ tree,ted ?,ou. Their plan is to mm os er z~ ,L emai~s, p~i~ate as ~ell &~ work--~elated emaJl~ to Ci~ i~s. M?, unde~star~dmg 

is ff~at ar~)’ t-~s~iNe pris ilege tbr proate emNls is fl?e umversitf s privilege, r~N~er that Pr,)fi NichoFs, to assert, and that they am choosing NOT to asse~t it. Jay, your 

mfbnnation a~:mt the way your em~ul request was treated makes the way tN~t Pro£ NichoFs ieqt~est is ~mg treated &~th more interesting a~d more distu~giz~g. 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, November 20, 2013 8:57 AM 
To= The progfac mailing list 
S-bject; Re: [progfac] [nformation 

Maxiue et. aJ.: 

I, too, have had my emails requested (as have several other outspoken faculD’ critical ofUNC’s handliug of the sports scandal)--by Inside Carolina, the fan biog. I 

regard this is an outrageous attempt to chill free speech m~d to ,send an intimidating signal to those who dare to deviate fiom a consensus position. 

It’s still an aggmvation a~d an insult, however, and we should be vigilant and 

outstx)ken about it. Taacgeting individuals because their opiuious make one uncomfortable ought to be illegal (mid the non-lawyer.) 

Jay Smith 

It is ,ny uudersta~ding, 

On 11/19/13 11:52 PM, Eichner, Maxiue wrote: 

Hi, all, 

I’m writing to pass on a piece ofintbrmation that should coucern all academics who spea$: out on issues of public concern. My colleague, Geue Nichol, 

who heads the Center on Poverty, Work, and Opportuuity at the law school, and who has spoken out in opposition to many recent changes in N.C. 

law, has beeu issued a public records request from the couservative Civitas Institute. The request seeks all his emails ti-om his tmiversi~ emml account 

for a particular period of time meaning all private, as well as work-related emails. My un&rstanding is that the univemity is going to turn over all the 

requested ema~ls. 

BesL 



Maxine Eichner 

<ul> 

<1~> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

plogfac as. <-a hre~ mmlto.lavsmlth(~emml.anc.edu ~,lavsmlth,a~emml.unc.edu<-/a~,. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

e,nail to <a hreD"ma~lto:leave-33887910-60582236.80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33887910- 
60582236.80e9ef4edddd439288653b2716413467~listserv.unc.edu</a> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progthc as: <a href "malto:meichner@email.tmc.edu’>-meichner~b~email.unc.edu<!a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emal to <a hreD",nalto:leave-33889260- 69922466.714b47fe92337365fl’e9eac0292f8a54@listserv.unc.edu’~leave-33889260- 
69922466.714b47fe92337365 ffe9eac0292f8a54~listserv.unc.edu<ia> 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are cnrrently subscribed to 

~/ul> 

progfac as: <a href "mailto: gnichol~email.unc.edu’;>gnichol~email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email m <a href "mailto:leave-33890350- 57972735.ba8cba8bf481 d805070ddth8e44aad93@listserv.unc.edu’>-leave- 33890350- 

57972735.ba8cba8bf481 d805070ddth8e44aad93@listserv.unc.edu</a> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

progihc as: <;a hreD"mailto: neal.caren(~unc .edu’5-nea] .ca, en(gbunc .edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <b~ 

ema~l to <a hre~"mailto:leave-33890835-47538220.2249e6be840253a29e5f78f7507al a93~listserv.unc.edu’5-1eave-33890835- 
47538220.2249e6be840253a29e5 f78f7507al a93~listserv.unc.edu-q’a> 

Neal Caren 

Associate Prot}ssor, Department of Sociology 

Book Review Editor, Social Forces 
U~fivel~i~ ofNort~ Cacolina at Chapel Hill 

emal web twitter scholac 

<al> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "malto :leave- 33890947- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv .unc .edu">leave- 33890947- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56tE 1 eb9b@listserv .nnc .edu</a-~ 



From: @livea~nc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subjet’t: Survey for project 

3:06 PM 

To: All Paxticipants 

From: 

Hello, 

Our group is doing our project on National Security Agency. Here is the link to our survey, https://www.surveymonkey.com 

Please take a minute to do this survey tbr our project. 

Thankyou! 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "COMP 

Messages for this site: COMP 

’ site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

i@gmail.com> 

Wednesday,                  9:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L/-dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan- flagler, unc.edu-~ 

KI Sport Graphic Designer 

LNWR-X2.jpg; HEADD-X2,jpg; silzIG2-XL.jpg 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

In our last KI Sport meeting, we talked about the need for a logo and possibly a graphic designer on the team for the future. They mentioned you had’the idea of 

possibly holding a logo contest. While I think this is a great way to garner interest in KI Sport and possibly get more students involved, I have someone who would be 

more than willing to "join the tean~" as much as we needed him in his grap lic designing. Together. he and I created the Late Night with Roy logo that was u~d this yeaJc 

and he has a extensive portfblio ofUNC-related designs that are phenomenal. 

It is my sngges~tion that we should extend an offer to him to help out in ffd graphic designing needs for I<3 Spoilt. I’ve mentioned it to him briefly and he was totally 

interested. Whether we find it in our budget to monetarily compensate him or not, he would gladly jump on bomxt as we have collaborated quite well together in the 

past and he is looking to get as much exposure s~ld experience as possible in graphic design, especially when it’s UNC-related. 

Attached are a few examples of his past work. His name is . and he goes by 

Let me know if we have a need for graphic design and what you think of using vs. a logo contest! 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 7:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: TaJking regulations in MommTille; Could "the Dean Dome be replaced? 

If you are havin,~ trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER 2% 20t3 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Wil~ IVlorrisvilM’s new reg~m~ h#~p or hinder small 
businesses? 
Aithough ViB~i~ Goel. ow~eE of Go,is Pl~ a~d A1 Co~sulti~ GFO~ I~o. i~ 

~ ~r~i~ M~ Momsvill~, didn’t 9et ~leoted to the Momsviiie Town Cou~oil, he s~id ~ will oonti~u~ 

to be an advooate for small businesses, 

D sc~ss .................. 

Could the Dean Dome be replaced? 
As the Dean Smith Center increasingiv shows its age university officiais are 

, 
pondering options to rerr.sh- or p.maps repace-the home of L N,~ men s 

basketball 

Survey says: Employers change health benefits to curb 
costs 
Flealth care cests have risarl at a siewer rate in 2013 as errlpleyers hu, va made 

changes to the benefit.Dians {hey affered 1o emplayees, aeoording 1o oonsuifing firm 

Mercer’s National Su~’ey ef Empk)yer.-Sponsered Health Plans. 

Home prices projected to rise in 2014, but at s~ower pace 
Herrle w~lues are expected ~o oontirlue te rise in 2014, ~haugh at a sk)wer paoe ~han 

reoent years, still topping 2013 levels. 

Contact Us 

Contac[ ijs For 81i inq~:hies regarding Ibis offer or ssbsc;iption [o the Triar~gle Busi!;ess Josm~al; piease email ~:s aL 



Cancel Emeil Subscription 

bizjo~.imels cssbme~ se~’,,ice~ bizjo~.imels 120 Y~’ ~,io~ebe.sq S~, C:barlo~e Nor~il ©arolinc-~ 28202 



From: @live.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:43 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Oroup 6 - EXSS Tagline 

Group 6: 

UNC-Chapel Hill c/o 

Twitter: 





:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Subscribe, unsubscribe, or customize your email preferences, here. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: @live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Thursday, 1:38 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: tag line 



From: @live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Thursday, 1:56 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Straggling 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am official in red water with        , I started to pick up my grade by getting a B on the second exam. From there on out I needed to keep that up with 

all my grades in that class to do decent. I studied all week for this exam including with friends and I did terrible, This class has potential to ruin my GPA 

and most likely have to take it again. I am stressing out to an extreme with this class and have no clue what to do. Just seeking some advice from anyone 

at this point. I’ve never struggled this hard with a single class before and do not know what to do. I have two exams left including my final and essential 

need to be perfect on both those tests and I have almost completed a 5 page paper for extra credit. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tides-bounces@europa.bus.ucf.edu on behalf of 

The Institute for Diversily mid Ethics in Sport. <tides@europa.bus.uc£edu> 

Thursday, November 21,2013 2:00 PM 

tides@europa.bus.ucl~edu 

[Tides] Richaxd Lapchick ffal@ 2013 Major League Soccer Racial and Gender Report Card 

2013 MLS RGRC Final .pdf; ATT00001 .c 

For Immediate Release: 

Executive Summary 

Orlando, FL - November 2I, 2013.. The overall grade for Major League Soccer (MLS) rose slightly for racial and gender hiring pracflces while the grade dropped slightly for raeial himlg practices and rose for 

gender hiring practices in the 2013 MI_,S Raei al and Gender Report Card (RGRC). The MI_,S RGRC was issued by The Instila~te for Diversity and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at the Universi~ of Central Flot4,da. 

MLS earned a B+ grade on its racial hiring practices i~l the 2013 MLS RGRC with 873 points, down from 88.6 points in the 2012 MLS RGRC. MLS’s grade for gender hiring practices reaaal~led a B with 83.5 

points, up a significant three percentage poi~lts fl-om 805 in 2012. 

MI_,S earned a combined grade of a B+ with 85.4 points in 2013, up almost one percentage point from 84.6 points (B+) in the 2012 MLS RGRC. 

MI_,S received an A+ for racial diversi~ in the categories of playe~ and I eague office employees for the 2013 season. MLS earned an A for the team professional administration category, an A- for assistant 

coaches and a B+ for team se~dor administraflon. For the general manager and head coach, MLS received grades of D and C +, respectively This was a decrease fi-om the 2012 season where general managers 

received a B-. 

Gender hiri~lg practices in MLS &rang the 2013 season were comprised of an A- grade for both league office employees a~ld team professional a&nfitistraflo~l positions a~ld a flailing grade for team se~tior 

administration. 

MLS earned an A* for its outstanding diversii~y initiatives. 

Richard Lepchick, principal author of the study and director of TIDES, said, "Major League Soccer improved in two of the three grades in the 2013 RGRC. Its combined B+ with a B* for racial hiring and a B 

for gender hiring practices make a strong statement of where MLS stands in pro sports on these issues. The fiact that the League Office again received an A+ in racial hiring and an A in gender hiring 

demonstrates that Commissioner Don Gm-ber continues to lead the entire MLS by exampl e through his commitme~lt to diverse hiring practices.." 

L epchick also noted, "The individual ML S still lag behind lt~e League Office and there is significan’~ room lbr improvemenl, especially at the level of senior tean~ execaflves." 

Using data from the 2013 season, TIDES condacted an analysis office racial cornposifion of teams and coaal~es. In adoption, The Report Card includes a racial and gender breakdown of rnanagemen’~ in MLS 

league office and at various levels within each MLS lhinchise such as: top managemenl, team setffor achmrff s~ation, team prolSssional a&mtffstration, physieians, head t~aine~, and radio and television 

broadcasters. The listing of owners, head coaches, and gencn-al managers lbr the 2013 Report Cad is updated flaough August 30, 2013. All numerical dala and the grades reflect infolmation pablished in offleial 

team literal~ue al file begti~rffng of the 2013 season. 

Tables which contain historical dala for the Report me included in Appendix I. Appendix II contains detailed descriptions of MLS diversity rifftiatives. Tile co-aathors of the repo~,t were Co~y Bemstine and 

Andrew Hipp e~’k 

The Repoi~ Card asks, "Aie we playing l:alr when it comes to spo~s? Does everyone, regaldless of iace or gender, have a al~ance to score a goal or operale tile business of pi~fessional soccer?" 

The Instilnte lbr Diversity and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at lt~e U*ffversity of Cenlral Florida publishes tile Racial and G ender Report Card to indicate meas ofimprovemenL stagnation and ragresalon in the 

racial and gender composition of professional and college sports persmmel and to conlfibn’~e to lt~e improvement ofinlegration in front office and coflegiate athletics depm~ment positions. 

REPORT IIIGItLIGHTS 

The percenl of players of color rose fi-om 50.9 percenl to 52.3 percent for lt~e 2013 season. Tiffs is fl~e fifth consecutive year in whidl MLS has set a record lbr the racial diversity of its players. Tiffs 

season also marked the second time minorities represented a greater percentage of MLS players than wlffte athletes. 

ML S league ol’fice cot~tinued to be tt~e sta~da~-d beaa-er f~r ~tle e~ltire league v~,itt~ ~r~it~o~ities co~r~p~isir~g 38.3 percet~l ol" all prol~Sssio~lal positions, wtffle worrle~l cold,prised 38.3 percer~t o f tt~ese 

positions The percent of women in professional positions at the league office level decreased by tom- percentage points from d2.4 percent in 2012. 

Only Chivas U SA and the Colorado Rapids are currently hid by head coaches who a-e minorities. 

Minorities holding asalstant coach positions increased from 18.8 percent in 2012 to 20.6 percent in 2013. 

The percentage ~f team CE~/~residents wh~ are min~rities decreased fr~m 9 5 percent in 2~ ~2 t~ 5.9 percent in 2~ ~ 3 J~dy A~en ~f the Seatt~e S~unders is the ~y w~man h~ding a CE~/I~esident 

position on an MLS tearn while Jose David of Chivas USA is the o~dy person of color holding a sirnilaa- position. 

The pe~-ce~ltage of ge~eral tna~age~-s w-t~o a~-e ~tffnorities deck-eased lbr tt~e first ti~t~e since 2010 l’~-ot~ 10.5 pea-cecil to 6.3 pea-cecil in 2013. 

There was a sig~ffficant decrease in vice presidenls who a-e minorities in file 2013 season, l¥om 14.6 percent in 2012 to 8.2 percent. D~Nng the 2013 season women comprised 12.3 percent of all vice 

president poaltions, a decrease from 12.5 percent in 2012. 

Min~ritiies he~d ~ 8.~ percent ~f a~ temr~ sem~r ad~r~mstrati~n ~siti~ns This was a decrease ~f ~.3 percentage p~ints fr~m 2~ ~2 W~men he~d 2~.4 percent ~f team se~ff~r a&m~ffstrati~n p~sifl~ns, a 

alight decrease from 20.7 in 2012 

Team professional a~hmnistration positions are the most racially and gender diverse positions in MLS with the exception of the league office catego~5~-. Minorities comprise 23.6 percent of all team 

professional administrati on positions wttile women hold 35.3 percent of all simil ar positions. This is the highest percentage of women team professional arhirini strators since 2004 

For more infom~ation, contact Deirh-e S~lively 330-428-2853, deidresnivelv~a~kni~hts ucf.edu or C~tis Walker 757-509-8962, cwal 1983~a~kJfights.ucf edu 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Personal Feedback on Final Project 

Dr. Stroman, 

Here are the responses to the questions that you posted on the board: 

I hope you enj oyed o ur presentation’. 

Thanks, 



From: @live.unc.edt> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:17 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: - Thoughts on 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Here are my thoughts on our presentation: 

I hope I laid that out right. See you next week! 

Best, 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 



From: @live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Thursday, 2:19 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Strug~ing 

His name is Dr. Pietrosimone. I believe this is his year as a professor here. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:04 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Struggling 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

g’wo,qe, g~plor~,. £’mpower, 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing wH~ ever be attempted ~f a~ possiMe objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

Sent: Thursday, 1:56 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Struggling 
Dr. Stroma R, 
I am offida{ ~n red water w~th l started to p~ck up mv ~rade bv ~ett~n~ a B on the second exam. From there on out I needed to keep that up w~th 

all my ~rades in that class to do decent. I studied all week for this exam ]ncludin~ with friends and I did terrible. This class has potential to ruin my GPA 
and most likely have to take it a~ain. I am stressin~ out to an extreme with this class and have no clue what to do. Just seekin~some advice from anyone 
at this point. I’ve never struK~led this hard with a single class before and do not know what to do. I have two exams left includin~ my final and essential 
need to be perfect on both those tests and I have almost completed a 5 paKe paper for extra credit. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~ ~ Crroup Presentation Evaluation 

Dr. Stroman, 
Here are my answers to the 4 questions for our group presentation              ’: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

OAR ofNC <oarofnc@gmaiLcom> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 3:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Register now tbr Racial Equi~ Workshop, Nov 1-2 

G~eetings, al!! 
Want to be sure that everyone knows abont tl~e ne~ REI Please I workshop. 

~cial Equity Workshop: Phas~ I 

"Foundational Training in Historica~ and Institutional Racism" 

Dates: Janua~ 6-7, 2014 (~:30-5:15 both days) 

Location: United Church of Chape~ 

TMs two-day workshop ~s fo~ U~ose who wan~ to ~ncroaso thek understand~n~ abou~ 

how an~ w~y rac~a~ ~nequ~t~es continue to p[a~ue our ~ast~tut~oas~ harm~a~ and 

[~m~t~n~ t~e potent~a~ of our communities and 

radsm that supports ind~ddua~s an~ or~an~zat~ons m adoptk~ a common 

understandirN o~ ~he probl.em and a Common ~an~ua~o to address it. TNs paradigm 

shffthN expodonce redefines ~ss~es of eq~iLy as they manifest ~oday ~r~ systoms 

and ~nst~tut~ons and provides tools for ~nst~tut~ona~ transformation. To 

As past particpan~s you may come ~ee of charge to all of the workslmp or any 

pat’L If you p~an to come please ~et ~nda know 

(whunter@racialequity~nsfitute.org.) 
Also ~£ you know ot~ers who may ]~ave 
information to ~hem and encourage them ~(~ register as soon as possible. 

Registration inti~ is on our webaite. See below. Or you can have folks contact 

Wanda. 

All besL 

StepI~anie Perry & Wanda Hunter, Co-chairs 

Coordinating Committee R~r Organizing Against Racism 

rrds message wss sent to dstro@ur:c edu fi-om: 

Umted Chu~-ch of CI° risb OAR i i802 ~,~LI< Pl~w~,’ 20;’ Durr~am NC 27707 

U~sub~crib¢ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc¯edu> 

Thursday, 5:09 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

3:53 PN 

, and I was wondering what I need to do in order to sign up. I already have an interusNp ruth 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I want to enroll in EXSS 
and they accept academic credit¯ 

Thank~ 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

@live.u~c,eduI 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:14 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS 

A~tach: imageO01 .j pg 

Seut fi~om my iPhone 

On , at 5:11 PM, "Stromau, Deborah I/’ <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

J, ~st yo~.,r P~D. 

Deborah L. SVroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 
<irnageOOl.jpg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 5:11 P~ 
To: Stro~an, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 
A1Hght, that’s ~rtbct. It won’t put me in an ovedoad sitt~tion. Is there an~Nng you need from me? 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

On , at 5:09 PM, "Stroman~ Deborah L" <dstro{&iunc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

E~w<ge. £~plore, Empowert 

919~843.0336 

<image001.jpg> 

"N~thing will ever be attempted if aH ~ssible ~bjeeti~ns must first 

~ Samuel Johnson 

F~m: 
Sent: Thursday, 3:53 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: E~S 

Hi Dr. Stroma~ 

I want to euroll in EXSS 

Thanks, 

tbr           and I was wondering what I need 1,~ do in order to sign up. I already have an internship with 
and they accept academic credit. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

@live.u~c.eduI 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McNeil, Genna Rae <mcneilg@nnc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 6:12 PM 

Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Daye, Chaxles E. <cdaye@emaJl.unc.edtr~; Carlton-La Ney, Iris B <ibc9717@email.unc.edu>; John~n, Jmnes H Jr 
<jim johnson@unc.edu>; Toppin, Louise <l~oppin@unc.edu>; Ashby, Vederie S <ashby@ema~l.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S 
<ashby@email.unc.edu>; Medley, Anna Rose --~anna.medley@unc.edu:>; Perkins, Kathy A. <kaperldn@email.unc.edu>; Stro~nan, 

Deborah L <dstro@unc.edt~- 

RE: UNC Solutions - HELP’. 

Dear Joseph: Thank you so much for sharing with me this email flom Deborah Stroman, our colleague who is a Parb-t~me Lecturer in Exercise & Sports Science 

and Head of the Caro~na Nack Caucus. I searched my ema~l and ~ had an announcemenL o~:a mee[~ng ~:or the Carolina Nack Caucus, but d~d noL find this particular 

email. I am sharing ~t with other African American full professors who may or may not have received the emaiL 

This has been a very busy semester for most of us - whether Assistant, Associate, or Full professors on the fiN-time faculty -- and ~ suspect that many African 

American ~aculty, as I, have not had a great dea~ of t~me after teaching and continuk~gour schoh~rsh~p and service to be k~ilv engaged with the Carolina 

Caucus. For me, all:hough t am a member, ~ have had conflk:ts w~th respect to my teaching schedule, committee meel:h~gs, and office hours [or several years now. 

am going to "CC" Chancellor Fo~t’s Executive Administrative Aide, Anna Medley, so that she will know that ~ have not been ir~ communication with Stroman 

regarding the matter on which she speaks and my voice should not be assumed Lo be included in such presentations as may be made. ~ rnusL wonder ff oLher fuel- 

time professors have been consulted or had an opportunity to address the matters described h~ the ema~L ~t feels I~ke Chancellor Fo~t just got here so ~ am gratefu~ 

for her energy, but not qu~te able to keep up w~th the various activities hwolvh~g the Chance~br and the CBC. ~ am copying severa~ full professors so that they w~l~ 

also be aware of the memorat~dum from Deborah StromarL Deborah Stroma]~ has Mways made efforts to involve al~ faculty and s~:aff, to my know~edge, but the 

schedules of fu~Ptime fatuity have not often permi[ted our attendance of the CBC meetings. (That was one of the reasons I wanted the Chancellor to have an 

~pp~r~unity ~ meet some ~f us who had not been ~r~ attendance ~ the C~C meeting earlier ~r~ the semester.} ~A~lgC"Stromanaswe~lbecauseismvery 

curious about how she proposes to speak to the "on-go~ng systemic challenges facing Black faculty" ~n the absence of any ser~es of meetings with fulbt~me 

faculty. I, as most of us, am anxious to support and assist Chancellor Fo~t ~n al~ ma~ers concerning the overall health m~d weffare of the UNC community, but 

suspect that ~t m~ght be prema~:ure for the head of the CBC to compile any document on behaff of malty o[ us who have [~o[ had full engagement wRh the CBC on a 

regular basis t applaud a~ efforts to address equity, diversRy, a,::adem~c exceHen,::e, campus reh~tions, etc. 

~ am rushing because I must attend Lo an appointmenL and Lenure matter before going over to the Music DeparLment for s special premiere. (With Loube Toppff 

being the oniy Area head and [:ult professor in the Music Department, Lhere are some thff~gs thsL we facu~Ly must do to support one another, especially where 

one Afr~cm~ American or two African Americans are on tenure-track faculty.) 

] know that you sent tNs to me mmw days ago and ~t ~s dated eaH~er h~ November, but I aBo have d~cu~ty keeping up w~th ema~B~ (Perhaps ~ overboked 

ear~k~r ema~l [rom Deborah Stroman, but if t dM t certainly wou~d have responded to her as f am to you in regard to speaking on behal[ of g~ac:k [acuRy at ~:h~s t~me 

at the beginning of Chancellor Folt’s Lenure here. ~ w~ try to gel an emaH off to Deborah SLroman direcLiy as soon as ~ caR, but ~ musL admit that I am feeling the 

pressure of the end o[: Lhe semesLer and responsibilities [:or the several classes and students whom ~ teach and sdvbe in addition to meeting scho~arsNp 

deadlines.) 

From: Genna Rae McNeil [mailto          !@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 2:1, 20:t3 5:1:I PM 
To: McNeil, Genna Rae 
Subject; Fwd: UNC Solutions - HELP! 

.......... For~,arded message .......... 

From: Joseph Jordan <~_l]R_r_~_~_r_~:~__ejLn_~i_l_:_t_Lr_Lc_:_e_d____~ 

Date: Mon, Nov 11, 2013 at 2:58 PM 
Subject: Fwd: UNC Solutions - HELP’. 

To: Genna Rae McNeil          ~gmail.com> 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: UNC Solutions - HELP! 
Date: November 10, 2013 10:45:44 PM EST 
To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Friends. I am compiling a very direct and specific list of possible solutions for the Chancellor to consider to help address the ongoing systemic challenges facing Black faculty, staff, 

and students here at UNC. The Chancellor and I have now had many very candid chats. She is looking forward to this confidential document. This perspective will be unique as the 
ideas will not come from her Cabinet or any full-time employee who is "responsible" for this area of concern. 

To assist me and to make sure it just wasn’t my sole opinion, I told her that I would engage certain people on campus that I believe have a strong understanding of our situation and 

also have a commitment to our community at UNC. If you could take a moment to jot me your top 3 (you can list more but I don’t want to bog you down with this request) "wish 

list" and/or "what we really need to have happen" items, I would be greatly appreciative. There is no need to write in great detail either (i.e., bullet points are fine.) If you can send 

your thoughts before Wednesday, that would be great. I will compile the list and share the final listing with you in person, if you so desire. There will no names listed as authors on 

this document. 

Please focus on the necessary changes -- solutions -- to help foster better outcomes versus what is wrong or what is not happening here at UNC. Note: I attached the latest Black 

Report too. 



If you would prefer to call me, my mobile is before 10:00 p.m. 

Thanks for your consideration and time. P.S. This email will disintegrate after 48 hours. Ioi 

Soldiering On, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, PhD CLU 

"You can’t hate the roots of a tree and not hate the tree." 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

919.843.0336 ............................. 

doseph dordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan~,ernail une.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McNeil, Genna Rae <mcneilg@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 6:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ashby, Valerie S ~4~shby@emaJl.unc.edu;~; Johnson, Jaanes H Jr <jim~iohnson@unc.edu>; Toppin, Louise <ltoppin@unc.e&P; Ca:dton- 

La Ney, Iris B <ibc9717@email.unc.edu>; jt]@unc.edu; Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@etnaJl.unc.edu>; Medley, Anna Rose 

<mma.medley@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Solutions - HELP’. 

Dear Deborah: Joseph Jordan just shared an email with me regarding your chats with the Chancellor and efforts to s£eak w~th members of the faculty and staff 

who are of African descent. ~ must adnl~t ~ have been so busy, I apologize that I have not made any CBC rneetk~gs th~s semester. (I actually was a founding member 

in the ~970s w~th Charles Dave so I fully appredate the need for the CBC) ~ am g~ad you have been wNh~gto g~ve leadership to the CBC and ~ commend you on your 

enthusiasm and enersv w~th respect to commun~cadn~ w~th the new admh~istrafion, but am I miss~n8 some of your emai~s7 ~t ~s en~relv possible. Perhaps you 

might re.-send the emails you have been sending out that address your efforts t.:) speak w~th the Chancellor about Mack Facuff:y concerns. I have cc-ed a few other 

R~I professors whom I behew? wouk~ be ~nterested ~n know~ng more about what you are do~ng in efforts to bring atl:en~Jon to issues fsdng Mack [acuity, staff, 

studenLs. 

Am ~ the only one who has been missing meetings and thus so far out of the loop? Perhaps you m~ght want to slow down a Nt on any plansto speak on behaffof 

Black faculty if ~ am among a number of fulFBme faculty not yet engaged in your efforts? Germs Rae 

P.S. Feel free to ca~l rne if you w~sh. (91.9) 962-8082 ~s my History Depsrtrnent d~rect 

From: Genna Rae McNeil [mailto:         ;@gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, November 2~., 2023 5:1~. PM 
To: McNeil, Genna Rae 
Subject= Fwd: UNC Solutions - HELP! 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Joseph Jordan <.Ll]£_r_~_~_E~__ejLn_La_i_l_:_LLr_Lc_:_e___d____~ 

Date: Mon, Nov 11, 2013 at 2:58 PM 
Subject: Fwd: UNC Solutions - HELP’. 

To: Genna Rae McNeil          ~gmail.com> 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: UNC Solutions - HELP! 
Date: November 10, 2013 10:45:44 PM EST 
To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi Friends. I am compiling a very direct and specific list of possible solutions for the ChanceUor to consider to help address the ongoing systemic challenges facing Black faculty, staff, 

and students here at UNC. The Chancellor and I have now had many very candid chats. She is looking forward to this confidential document. This perspective will be unique as the 

ideas will not come from her Cabinet or any full-time employee who is "responsible" for this area of concern. 

To assist me and to make sure it just wasn’t my sole opinion, I told her that I would engage certain people on campus that I believe have a strong understanding of our situation and 

also have a commitment to our community at UNC. If you could take a moment to jot me your top 3 (you can list more but I don’t want to bog you down with this request) "wish 

list" and/or "what we really need to have happen" items, I would be greatly appreciative. There is no need to write in great detail either (i.e., bullet points are fine.) If you can send 

your thoughts before Wednesday, that would be great. I will compile the list and share the final listing with you in person, if you so desire. There will no names listed as authors on 

this document. 

Please focus on the necessary changes -- solutions -- to help foster better outcomes versus what is wrong or what is not happening here at UNC. Note: I attached the latest Black 

Report too. 

If you would prefer to call me, my mobile is             before 10:00 p.m. 

Thanks for your consideration and tim~P..S. This email will disintegrate after 48 hours. Ioi 

Soldiering On, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, PhD CLU 

"You can’t hate the roots of a tree and not hate the tree." 

--- ?,.%ico’.:r~; ~i 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 



919.843.0336 ............................. 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan@email.unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wanda Hunter < ~nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 6:41 PM 

OAR Alliance invitation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:58 PM 

Stroman, Debt~rah I,/-dstro@unc.edu> 

Reflections by 

Hi Prof. Stroman, 

The following is my reflection on our presentation today, 

Thanks! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Class of 

Email roe @Heelmail or @Gmail 

Connect roe via L in ked in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 2~L, 20:13 9:3:1 PM 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: NIH Videocast of Your Talk 

For our website? 

From: <Bennett>, "L Michelle [E] (NIH!NHLBI)" <bennettlm@nhlbi.nih.gov> 

Date: Thursday, November 2:1, 20:13 8::14 AM 

To: Erin Cech <ecech@rice.edu>, Pauline Rose Clance              @comcast.net>, Brian Nosek <nosek@virginia.edu>, Brian Nosek 

Hannah Valantine <hvvk@stanford.edu>, Jack Dovidio <john.dovidio@yale.edu>, DeSimone Joseph <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: NIH Videocast of Your Talk 

Dear All, 

I wanted to let you know the video cast of the Ted-like talks from the Diversity Workshop have been posted. 

They did not restrict the viewing to NIH only as I had anticipated. 

I am writing to make sure you OK with having your lecture viewable by anyone~ 

Here is the link to the event: 

htt p:!!videocast.nih.gov!sum ma ry.asp?Live=13316 

If not, please let me know and I can have them adjust the settings so it is internal N IH only - or we can edit out your portion of the tape. 

BTW: We continue to get great feedback about your talks and the event overall. 

Thanks! 

Michelle 

@gmail.com>, 

L. Michelle Bennett, Ph.D. 

Deputy Scientific Director 

National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute 

NIH, DHHS 

10 Center Drive 

CRC4-1581 

phone: 301-496-2116 

fax: 301-480-5775 

email: LMBennett @nih.gov<mailto:LMBennett @nih.gov> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 7:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: CommerciaJ mortgage firm Dickinson Logan me~ing with Chaarlotte company 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER 22, 20’13 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

~mm~rci~ m£rt,q~q~ ~!rm Digkin~on ~9~an ~q~g ~th 
Charlene company 
The Raleigh run,gage brokerage firm Dickinson, Logan, Todd & £arber Inc. 

with Capita~ Advisors ~nc of Chado~e. 

~ N c R~r~n~ ’Gears of War’ designer Bleszinski opens do~to~ RaM~gh 

res~urant 

of Wa r" 

Discuss .................. 

On a roll: Chapel Hill’s Pozen to pay first dividend; CEO to 
receive $7.56M 
John Piaohetka h;~s yet ancfiher !eason ~,o smile ~his week. 

Rural Center revokes former director’s severance pay 
The Rural Cen~,er board of directors on Thursday voted to deny 1:he 8242,000 

severance package to former director Billy R~y Hall. 

Discuss 

!__n____g_r_£_,_~_h_____m_o_d_e_~___B_A__S__F_____m___&k__!_~_g room for pharma vets 

Experts: HeaRhCare,q£X vulnerable to cyber attacks 

How 4 Raleigh neurosurqeons banded together to stay 
independent 

Raleigh’s Mr. Longistics goes to Washington, and rips U.S. 
trucking rules 

Dominion, Prudential building 294-unit apartment project in 

Anglophiles unite: 10 British things about Raleiqh 

Computers that emuMte the brain may be the future, 

says 



Conts~t Us 

Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 

bisioum.sls customes se~,,ice, bisioum.sls I ~]0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, North Ca[olina 2820L 

2018 Ai11erical~ City Busil~ess Journsis, iac and its licel~so~s All ~igi]ts iesel°,ied ~-~e alaterial on this sits may aot be 

~eprodeced, dist~ibLite(~, ti.snsl;~i~ed cached o~ othels,,’ise used; except ,;~’i~il the plio~ ’~’~F~cen pem;issio~ of biziotlmals 



From: 2_}live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 9:06 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Group 1 motto 

Dear Dr, Stroman, 

We are group one, with the 

have a nice weekend¯ 

Sincerely, 

Group I members 

¯ Our motto is We will see you in class on Tuesday, I hope 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:47 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I noticed that seats were still available in your course next semester. I am an 

major on the track and am interested in joining your class if possible. Thank you for your time! 

Best, 

double 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:31 AM 

Zoller, Ted <Ted_Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; DeSimone, Joseph M. 

<desimone@email.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edu>; Didow, Nicholas <Nick_Didow@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

Friga, Paul <Paul_Friga@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Lane, Brent <Brent_Lane@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Greis, Noel P 

<noel_greis@unc.edu>; Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cynthia_Reifsnider@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Little, Mark <Mark_Little@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; kfbs_lingmei_howell.con <lingmei_howell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Bolas, Michelle <michelle.bolas@unc.edu>; 

Feldman, Maryann P. <maryann.feldman@unc.edu>; Johnson, Jim <JohnsonJ@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>; drharoon 

<drharoon@med.unc.edu>; Doherty, Jason <Jason_Doherty@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

senior advisor meeting, 

Nick, 

:~id a great job today presenting and explaining the rebrand North Carolina project. Thanks to    . and to you for arranging to have her present. She was able to answer 

many of the questions the group had, but there were others that she did not know the answers to. She will be sharing what she captured with you when you next meet. Would be 

good for you and I and Brent to get together to chat further about the project. I know it is moving fast and lots of things are happening and we would like to be brought up to 

speed. 

One question and a lot of the conversation that the entire group had was how is this project being projected!branded to the citizens of the state. When we had talked before 

about this I had understood that this would be portrayed as a department of commerce effort that U NC-CH, KFBS and KI PE students and faculty are assisting with. Is this the 

correct message? 

When you are feeling better lets arrange a time to talk. 

Mary 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 * fax (919)962 8202 * mnapier@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 10:40 AM 

DeSimone, Joseph M. <desimone@email.unc.edu>; Napier, Mary E <mnapier@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: NIH Videocast of Your Tal k 

We can post on our website. I will send to Jack 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Carnpus 8ox 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 . fax (919)962 8202 . mnapier@unc.edu 

From: <DeSimone>, "Joseph M." <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, November 21, 2013 9:30 PM 

To: Mary Napier <mnapier@email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: NIH Videocast of Your Talk 

For our website? 

From: <Bennett>, "L Michelle [E] (NIH!NHLBI)" <bennettlm@nhlbi.nih.gov> 

Date: Thursday, November 21, 2013 8:14 AM 

To: Erin Cech <ecech@rice.edu>, Pauline Rose Clance              @comcast.net>, Brian Nosek <nosek@virginia.edu>, Brian Nosek 

Hannah Valantine <hvvk@stanford.edu>, Jack Dovidio <john.dovidio@yale.edu>, DeSimone Joseph <desimone@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: NIH Videocast of Your Talk 

Dear All, 

I wanted to let you know the video cast of the Ted-like talks from the Diversity Workshop have been posted. 

They did not restrict the viewing to NIH only as I had anticipated. 

I am writing to make sure you OK with having your lecture viewable by anyone~ 

Here is the link to the event: 

htt p:!!videocast.nih.gov!sum ma ry.asp?Live=13316 

If not, please let me know and I can have them adjust the settings so it is internal N IH only - or we can edit out your portion of the tape. 

BTW: We continue to get great feedback about your talks and the event overall. 

Thanks! 

Michelle 

@gmail.com>, 

L. Michelle Bennett, Ph.D. 

Deputy Scientific Director 

National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute 

NIH, DHHS 

10 Center Drive 

CRC4-1581 

phone: 301-495-2116 

fax: 301-480-5775 

email: LM Ben nett @nih.gov<mailto:LM Bennett @nih.gov> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Lingmei <Lingmei Howell@kenan-flaglera~nc.edu> 

Friday, 10:44 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Oops 

Guess what, Debby. I was excited about                 presentation earlier, and forgot to ask you about      email. I’m not sure if you have had a 

chance to get to her email (please see below), but was wondering when will be a good time to meet. I will be happy to help facilitate, etc., just let me/us 

know.... 

Happy Friday, my friend. 

My very best, 

P.S. Please extend my congrats to Good job! 

~.mgmei How,’-fil, MPA~ MDA 

Director of Ou[reach 

The Frank H~qwkir~s Ker~an ~nst~tute o~ Pr~wqte Enterpdse 

The U~vers~ty of North C~roi~n~ ~t Ch8pe~ 

Ke~sn-F~ag~er Bus~ness Schoo~ 

C;~mpus Box 3440, Kenar~ Cerd:e~ 

Chape~ H~L NC 

9~9,962~2686 & fax: 9i9.962.8202 

Sent: Thursday,                 ~2:53 PN 
To= Li~le, Nark; Zoller, Ted; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 

. .            ; Howell, Lingmei 
SubjeCt= Kenan Institute Narketing Effo~ - Need Your Suppo~ 

Ted, Mark and Debby, 

Hope you’re all doing well. As I think you all know,      and I are working to develop marketing around the Kenan Institute’s new direction and ensure we’re 

telling one strong story across all partners. We’ll be partnering with a group of Dean’s Fellows who will serve as consultants over the next couple of months. 

To help prepare them, we’d like to meet with each of you individually to talk a bit about what you’re working on. We’ll record our "interviews" and share them 

with the students. 

Can you let me know if you are comfortable with me putting time on your calendars over the next couple of weeks? Conversation topics might include: 

How do you define entrepreneurship as related to your field? 

Can you share some of your current projects? 

What does the future looks like for each of your groups? 

How does what you do translate to the broader KI mission? 

Thanks and hope to talk with you soon. 

Best, 

@ u n c. ed u. ~vw ke rl a n--fin g!e r. u n c ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 10:58 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Quitting is not a four-letter word 

Newsletter 

Dear Deborah, 

FridayMomingGreetings. Hope you are well. 

Fair warning. This Clips eFlash is not 100% about college athletics. Sure, there ,sill be college 
athletics woven in and ouL but in between I ~11 go to other places to make my point. 

Here [1 s a one sentence capsulation of the eFlash: Quitting is not ahv ays a bad thin~. 

Not a bad tiling? Huh? Quilters are q~itters aren~ ~t they? TheyL ;re co,babies. TheyF lre 

wimps. Once you commit to something you see it through, donI ~t you? Well, donCt you? 

Not necessm-ily. 

Nobody does just one thing in their life without ever quitting to go do something else. We all tly 

this and then we tly that. We move from one thing (boyfriend, girlfrien& apa(tment, city, ca~r, 

iob, profession) to the next. When we move fiom one thing to the ne:d we ~re technically 
[] quitting [] the one to go to the other. 

For example, weren [] t there 400 or so transfers in men [] s college basketball last year’? But 

they weren [] t referred to as [] quitters, [] they were transfers. 

We use a lot of difi~reut words other than []quit[] to describe changes, such as: moving on, 

moving up, re’6fing, life-style changing, stepping down, resigning, etc. All oftho~ are 

technicaJJy quitting, but none of them sounds as bad as I1 quitting. [; 

In the stx~rts vernacular, the word ~ ~quitting [1 has taken on a distinctly more negative 

connotation than in other walks oflit~. Take, for example, a headline ti~om the Wednesday 

New York Times spo(ts page: 

Things weren ~t working out tbr 27-year old, 300-1b Denver Broncos lineman John Motfitt. 

He blew out his kmee, had elbow surgery and hurt his shoulders. Sleep apnea exhausted him 

and floaters affected his vision. 

[] I don []t want to risk health for money. I [] m happy, and I don []t need the NFL, [] said 

Moffitt, M~o waJked away from about $1 million in salmy and benefits tbr refirees who play at 

least three seasons. 

Mofl]tt [] s decision comes on the heels of two notable quitting-related instances, the allegations 

of bullying on the Miami Dolphins and the mouuting attention to brain concussions in the NFL 

and college footbeJl. In the first. Jonathan Martin has been both reviled (mostly) and lauded 

(only a little) for quitting. 

As regards concussions, the thought i s that NFL players from decades ago should have quit 

belbre being subjected to degenerative brain disease. But how could they quit Mren they 

didn[] t know what they didnL Jt know. TodayL J s college tbotball players kmow a lot more. 

When a professional player quits, it [] s made out to be like he [] s letfing his teammates~ 

coaches, ownership and fans down. But it seems like tfie players[] own motivations axe 



priorifized behind everyone el~ ~; s. 

From the Times" article: 

Moffitt insisted that he did not care about the lost income, and he was shocked 
that people thought he ,,as" nutsJbr walking away.f!’om what they think is a 
glamorous lifes,tvle. 

~lDm the one being called crazy, but I think everyone else is crazy, ~ Moffitt said 

~lt~s disturbing that people are questioni#~g my sanity for giving up the money. 
What does’ that say about our world?~ 

Meanwhile, many college student-athletes have thoughts of quitting, but many of them lack the 

maturiF to think things thorough. And, for 99% of tkem, the life almad will not be as a pro 

athlete. Plus, the pressme to s*ay can be immense. What about their scholarship? What about 

losing the big-man-on-campus aura? And so on. 

Despite seemingly robus~t school, cont~rence and NCAA counseling, tutoring and workshops, 

it can still very hard tbr student-athletes to step away, er, ii quit I1 their stx~rt after doing it t~r 

about three-tburths of their lives. 

Have a good Friday. 

Nick Iat:ax~te 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

w>~,’~,,twitter,co~d@CollegeA~hClips 

Source article: 

Quitting the N.F.L.: For Johi~ Moffitt the Mone,/Wasn [] t Worth It By Ken Belson, New 

York Times, 11-18-13, 1,426 words 

Quitting, or l lreliring earlyc s’eems to have worked wellJbr some athletes, others hung 

on too long ..... 



On the more general theme of people moving on from one thing to another, one of these 

days IDm going to do a Clips eFlash feature on the ~v~bject of how people get DJired ~ 

(Yuc~; Efired [] talk about negative imagery.) There is plenty of case history in college 

athletics to look at the firings oJj~residents, athletic directors and coaches. Some firings 

are more nasty, underhanded vicious, crude, cruel, public andJor accusatory than they 

need to be. On the other hand some firings are carried out with a sensitivity to the 

L lfireeL l having to go out there in the worm and starting up again somewhere else. 

That [] s called saving face. 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that ate either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 
portion of Clips" sage & sawy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emailed directly to specially 
selected Clips subscribers. This particular quitters eFLASH has been sent to Eeny, Meeny, 
Minnie and Moe, plus Maynard G Krebs, trial subscribers, new subscribers, EOB, Dobie Gillis, 
Horatio Alger, The Physique of Mark Jennings, Fulgencio Battista, Josef Stalinichkov, natteHng 
nabobs, D1-A persons, D1-AA persons, D-~AAA persons, Amars, Eferistas, Shamnos, 
Cheetekee, attorneys, administrators, coaches, score-keepers, gteup subscribers, solo 
subscribers, D2-3 subscribers, NAIA subscribers, bicyclists, Plymouth Valiant owners, Howdy 
Doody, Ranger Andy, Poe Wee, barristas, stevedores, Vivaldi fans, etc. 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com ptevides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the 
eclectic, thought-ptevoking, infotTnational and occasionally humeteus Clips el=LASHes (like the 
one above), which are award-~orthy e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and 
soft underbelly of our modem day sports/entertainment cultute to define the essence of the 
passion and emotion so unique to college athletics. 

*To be removed from this mailing list or change the email format please use the links belmv: 

Chortle gout subscription 
U~ ubscfibe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Friday, 11:26 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Project Tonchdown’. 

Here ~xe the pictures from my phone. Have a happy Thanksgiving! 



On , at 3:34 PM, Stromm~, Deborah I, wrote: 

Hi Team. Great meeting and bonding today! ;) Continue to study the ACC website and the manual. (I will forward the digital version upon 

receipt.) 

Please send me copies of your photos. 
Have a blessed, relaxing and fun Thanksgiving! 
Don’t forget to add #projecttouchdown to your tweets too. 
Dr, ~;troma~ 
Deborah L Stroman~ Ph,D, C[.tJ 
Explore. Engage. Empower~ 

919=~43=033~ 

<ima~eOOldp~> 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
¢b,,live. unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"_c}gmail.com on behalf of 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:45 AM 

Napier, Mary E <mnapier@emM.unc.edu> 

Zoller~ Ted <7Fed Zolle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <~tstro@unc.edu>; DeSimone, Joseph M. 

<~tesimone@emM.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edu>; Didow, Nicholas <Nick Didow@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Friga~ Paul 

<Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu:>; Lane, Brent <Brent Lane@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Greis, Noel P <noel greis@unc.edtc,; 

Reifsnider~ Cynthia <C~nthia Reifsnide@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Little, Mark <Mark Litfie@kenan-flagler.unc.edu:>; 

k~s lingmei howell.con <lingmei howell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~; Bolas, Michelle <michelle.bolas@unc.edu>; Feldmm~, Ma~’ann P. 

<maryann.feldman@unc.edu>; Johnson, Jim <JohnsonJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~; drharoon <drharoon@med.tmc.edu~; Dohe~’, Jason 

--~Jason Doherty@kenan- flagler.unc.edu;, 

Re: seNor advisor meeting, 

Thank yo~ MAD’. I enjoyed the opportunity to pinch hit lbr Dr. Didow and discuss the rebrand project with the senior advisers. Please see below liar some key 
takeaways and items to be addressed. 

Suggestions for communi~ support: 

Center for the South at UNC 

Entrepreneurial hotspots in NC 

Asheville arts communi~ 
Artisans guilds 

RTP and American Underground 

Elementary schools (5th grade) North Carolina projects 

Suggestions lbr keeping project neutral: 

Include public voting process (possibly similar to ArtPrize in Grand Rapids: http://wu~,.ea~tp~e.or~i) 

Invite se~ior leacters in tl~e state to juctge the co~npetition in additio~ to curre~t texan, and announce tl~e b~lanced texan betbre subn~ission period begins 

M~ke collaboration on rebrand public, similar to Bush/Clinton tsunami relief 

Create an advisory marketing group to assist with materials and ideas. Take angle of assisting student-led project 

Include all schools in NC system to avoid looking UNC-run and elite 

Change launch date frorr :o to capit~lize on Wright Brothe~ anniversa~. 

Consider changing regional hubs from Mountain~Piedmon~/Coast to avoid grouping Charlotte, Triangle, and Crreensboro. 

There was lots of discussion about the Kenan Institute’s role in the project and the importance of defining it betbre there is too much press. General consensus ~emed 
to be that Kenan-Hagler and the Kenan Institute are thcilitating, but the end product is of the state’s opinion, not a product of K-F or KI. 

Additionally, we discussed potentiaJ~ criticistns and the connotation or "rebrand". Joe suggested exploring the example of Stm~up New York and ~ing the rebrand to 

some positive initiatives. (http://s~xtup-ny.conv’) 

Thanks again for your time and ideas regarding rebrand North Carolina. We are excited and optimistic moving forwaM. 

Best. 

On Fri~ 

Nick, 

at 10:31 AM, Napier, Mmy <Meas~ Napier(g)kenan- flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

did a great job today presenting and explaining the rebrand North Carolina project. Thanks to       and to you for arranging to have her present. She was able to 

answer many of the questions the group had, but there were others that she did not know the answers to. She will be sharing what she captured with you when you next 

meet. Would be good for you and I and Brent to get together to chat further about the project. I know it is moving fast and lots of things are happening and we would like to 

be brought up to speed. 

One question and a lot of the conversation that the entire group had was how is this project being projected!branded to the citizens of the state. When we had talked before 

about this I had understood that this would be portrayed as a department of commerce effort that UNC-CH, KFBS and KIPE students and faculty are assisting with. Is this the 

correct message? 

When you are feeling better lets arrange a time to talk. 

Mary 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise - UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

campus Box3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

~ ¯ fax ~962 8202 . ~@unc.edu 





university; and the shocking treatment of a black student by peers. ]-hat and more 



.,~[;~L,K "T, ~K[~,:., t’,hew a~t) 

new books look at famiiiar, di\,erti~g facets of life onlh]e Scott McLemee tries to garner them some 

a~terfiion. 

o u,~ cin g th e"S h s,-e yo u r Wo rkspace" ph oto co ntest win ne rs 





::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::: inside HJaber Ed ¯ ]015 iBth Street NW ¯ ~:~uite ] 100 . Wasbir~gton. DC 20038 . I.;~A 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Karon Hardy (Sen. Angela Bo,ant) <~Bryantla@ncleg.net~ 

Friday, November 22, 2013 1:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friendly Reminder - Wil~n CounU DSS Afli~rdable Care Act Forum - Mon. Nov. 25th - 6pm. 

WILSON COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF 

SOCIAL SERVICES 
Sponsors 

Are You Covered? 
Join Us to Learn More about 

The Affordable Care Act 
PRESENTERS: 

Sen. Angela R. Bryant iRep. Jean Farmer-iButterfield 

DATE: Monday, November 25, 2013 
IPLACE: St. John AME Zion Church 

119 North Pender Street, ~,^,41son, NC 27893 

TIME: 6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
Attend this meeting and join in the conversation to discuss: 

The new healthcare exchanges (online marketplace for purchasing 
insurance) 

¯ Eligibility for tax credits 
¯ Resources available to assist with enrollment 
¯ Next steps: How to get ready and how to support your 

community! 
Go to ~:~L~__v_:_i_J__e_~_l_~£_a_j_~£:~_9~:__or 800-318-2596 to get enrolled! 

For more intbrmafion, please contact: g_l_t_~_12d___c__~__u_:e__(q~___w__i[~2__n_z__c_o_=_c_9__n_)_, WCDSS at (252) 206-4000 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 22, 20:13 9:38 PM 

McNeil, Genna Rae <mcneilgr@unc.edu> 

Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Johnson, James H Jr <jim~ohnson@unc.edu>; Toppin, Louise <ltoppin@unc.edu>; 

Carlton-La Ney, Iris B <ibc97:17@email.unc.edu>; jfj@unc.edu; Daye, Charles E. <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Medley, Anna Rose 

<anna.medley@ unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Solutions - HELP! 

Hi Friends. Clearly, there is a misunderstanding in these two email communications. My note of Nov. 11 is now OLD news; I heard from those that I intentionaf/y reached out to 
who cared to share solutions. I have since communicated with the Chancellor. If anyone has any questions about my service as an employee and/or the Chair of the Caucus, please 

feel free to contact me directly any day of the week. My mobile number is 

The Caucus meets regularly each month. All dues-paying members receive communications. For special events, we will invite Pres. Ross, senior administrators, non-CBC Black 

employees, and guests. Our vision is a university community that consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports, and celebrates the achievement of Black employees. In 

addition, our advocacy over the past 39 years has been consistent, www.unc.edu/cbc 

Have a blessed and joyful Thanksgiving. 

Continued success, 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

~n~qage, ~xplore, Empower: 

9:19,843,0336 

@drstroman 

"S(~metimes you just have go look back at your U_,,sg (md smile abou g howjbr gou’ue come. 

From: <McNeil>, Genna Rae <mcneilgr@unc.edu> 

Date; Thursday, November 21, 2013 6:26 PM 

To; "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Ashby, Valerie S" <.a___s___h___b_y___@_,____e___m____a_j_Lu___n__c__:__e__d__9.>, "Johnson, James H Jr" <j_[__m___j_9___h___q_s__9___n____@____u___q_c_:__e___d___u_.>, Louise Toppin <Lt__o__p_p_Lq___@____u__n___c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Carlton-La Ney, Iris B" 

<!__b__c___9_Z~__7____@___e___m____a_jJ_:__u__n___c_:__e___d___u_>, "j__f.L@__.__9_D__c_:__e___d___u_" <]_tj___@___u___n__£:__e___d___u_>, Charles Daye <_c___d___a_w__e____@_,____e___m____a_j_[:__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.>, "Medley, Anna Rose" <.a____q_n___a__.___m____e___d_Le__y___@___u__D_£:__e___d___u_> 

Subject: RE: UNC Solutions- HELP! 

Dear Deborah: Joseph Jordan just shared an emait with me regarding your’ chats with the Chancellor and efforLs to speak with rnembers of Lhe faculty and staff: 

who are of African descent. I must admit ~ have been so busy, I apologke that I have not made any C8C meetings th~s sernesLer. (I actually was a founding mernber 

in the :].970s w~th Charles Daye so I fully appredate the need for the CBC) ] m~ g~ad you have been w~H~ng to g~ve ~eadership to the CBC and ~ commend you on your 

enthusiasm and energyw~threspectt~c~mmun~ca~ngw~ththenewadm~nistra~n~butam~missh~gsome~fyouremaHs? ~t~sen~relyposs~ble~ Perhaps you 

might re-send t:he emaiis you have been sending out that address your efforts t:o speak w~th the Chancellor about g~ack Facu~tv concerns, I have cc.-ed a few other 

fu~professorswhomlbei~evewouid be~nterested~nkn~w~ngmoreaboutwh~[youared~ngine~brts[~bd~gat~e~t{~t~issues~:adng~[ackfacu~ty~s[aff~anc 

students. 

Am ~ the only one who has been missh~g meetings and thus so far out of the {oop? Perhaps you might want to s~ow down a Mt on any p~ans to speak on beha{f of 

Black faculty if ] am among a number of fu~]-~me facu{ty not yet engaged in your efforts? Genna Rae 

P,S, Feel [ree to call me if you w~sh, {919} 962.-8082 is my History Department dkect hne, 

From: Genna Rae McNeil [mailto:m ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 5:11 PM 
To: McNeil, Genna Rae 
Subject: Fwd: UNC Solutions - HELP! 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: Joseph Jordan <j_ijg£__&__j~_e___n_L@_:__u_jLc_:__e__d___t_p 
Date: Mon, Nov 11, 2013 at 2:58 PM 
Subject: Fwd: UNC Solutions - HELP! 
To: Genna Rae McNeil <          t-~gmail.com> 

Begin forwa~’ded message: 



From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro_@unc.edu> 
Subject: UNC Solutions - HELP! 
Date: November 10, 2013 10:45:44 PM EST 
To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@~nc.edu> 

Hi Friends. I am compiling a very direct and specific list of possible solutions for the Chancellor to consider to help address the ongoing systemic challenges facing Black faculty, 

staff, and students here at UNC. The Chancellor and I have now had many very candid chats. She is looking forward to this confidential document. This perspective will be unique as 

the ideas will not come from her Cabinet or any full-time employee who is "responsible" for this area of concern. 

To assist me and to make sure it just wasn’t my sole opinion, I told her that I would engage certain people on campus that I believe have a strong understanding of our situation 

and also have a commitment to our community at UNC. If you could take a moment to jot me your top 3 (you can list more but I don’t want to bog you down with this 

request) "wish list" and/or "what we really need to have happen" items, I would be greatly appreciative. There is no need to write in great detail either (i.e., bullet points are 

fine.) if you can send your thoughts before Wednesday, that would be great I will compile the list and share the final listing with you in person, if you so desire. There will no names 

listed as authors on this document. 

Please focus on the necessary changes -- solutions -- to help foster better outcomes versus what is wrong or what is not happening here at UNC. Note: I attached the latest Black 

Report too. 

If you would prefer to call me, my mobile is             before 10:00 p.m. 

Thanks for your consideration and time. P.S. This email will disintegrate after 48 hours~ Ioi 

Soldiering On, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, PhD CLU 

"You can’t hate the roots of a tree and not hale the Lree." 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

919.g43.0336 ............................. 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan@email.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:13 AM 

Eng, Geni <eugenia_eng@unc.edu>; Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org>; @gmail.com>; 

Suzanne Plihcik < @gmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>; 

Tye Hunter < @yahoo.com> 

Siega-Riz, Anna Maria <am_siegadz@unc.edu> 

SPHG Course Update 

Hi Friends. What a beautiful autumn! 

Updates: 

3. 

4. 

Chat with you soon. 

Have a blessed and relaxing Thanksgiving. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Geni received communication on the scheduling. We are planning for 

To foster efficiency, Geni and I divided up the critical areas: Syllabus and Scheduling (Geni). Faculty and Funding (Debby). We will serve as the project leaders to create 

a "final draft" proposal/document for our entire core team to review by phone or in a face-to-face meeting. 

Currently, the core team is Geni, Suzanne, Deena, Wanda, and myself. Right? Please respond IF you have another name to add or recommend. Thanks. 

FYI - The last day of classes is The first day of classes is 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 11:51 AM 

The progtZac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progt~] "Businesses plm~ big push on educatiou" 

http:!/wx~a¥.newsobserver.com/2013/11/22/3397397!a-new-north-carolina-business.html <ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

proglhc as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@uuc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emml to ~a bref "mailto:leave-33904844-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56tMeb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33904844- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56t~ 1 eb9b@listserv .unc .edu</a-~ 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 12:20 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: SustamaSoil 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Here’s his email: 

@ncsu.edu; 

I’ve sent Dr. Little an email and again I just want to thank you and the Ki leaders for everything 

Have a good weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 2:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Website 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I’m working on it now. All that’s left is the finalization of the photo gallery and the newsletters. I have everything on my computer, I’ve just been tinkering 
with the uploading of everything. I’m downloading all of the pictures to our Flickr account, so that’ll make it possible for people to see every picture with 
the link on the photo gallery page. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:40 PM 

To: 

Subject: CBC Website 

Hi     . Status? rhanks, 

Dri Stroman 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 5:47 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Boxill course 

Yep’. I talked ruth Honors Carolina and they added me on Connect C~xolina and ever~thing. Everything went well with Byars~ as well. Not we jufft need to confim~ 

with Professor Osborne to make sum she suggests taJdng her class next semester. 

Thanks! Having a great weekend, Will update you as soon as I can. Go Heels’, 

O11 Fri, at 9:21 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
¯ I just received word "that you are approved tbr the honors course! Have a great weekend. Dr. Stroman 

DLS t~om my iPhone. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 12:50 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS - Business Plan 

A~tach: (h’oup 6- Pla~n.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’ve now attached the Word doc version of the plan. I tried to resubmit on Sakai but I was unable to because of previously submitting the PDF version. If 

you would like me to resubmit to Sakai in some other way, please let me know and I’d be happy to do so. 

I’m very sorry again for the inconvenience. Hope you have a great Sunday...big game for your Vikes! 

UNC-Chapel Hill c/o 

Twitter: 

From: dstro@unc.edu <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 10:40 PM 

Subject: EXSS - Business Plan 

To: 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi . Resubmit the group business pian in the proper format, Word doc, asap to receive credit. 

Dr. Stroman 

]-his forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hiil Messages from the "EXSS 

access Messages for this site: EXSS      F~A 

FA " site. To reply to this message click this link to 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 9:34 AM 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu-~; Foster, Beverly B. <bbfoste@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Baxbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Strom- 

gottfried, Kim <stromgo@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Perrin, Andrew J ~andrew~oerrin@unc.edu>; 

Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu>; Friga, Paul (PaulFriga@kenan-llagler.unc.edu) 

Joy - reading on AtNe~ics 

See the article below for perspectives from other universities struggling with the same issues we have here at home. 

http://www.sfgate.com/collegespotts/a rticle/Why-do- ma ny-Cal-athletes- not-g rad uate- 5004343.ph p 
At our next FAC, the Provost will be joining us for the first ½ hour for discussions about the findings and discussion items from the Working Group. Please send 

me your thoughts on how you would like the agenda to be arranged for our next meeting. We should have some information/educational items up for review 

before the meeting as well. It is crunch time for everyone so some things have slowed down. 

Happy Thanksgiving to all! 

Joy 
Joy J. Re!w!er, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

Unive!’sil:y o[ Norl:h C~roiina al: Ch~pel Hill 
S,::hool of Medi,::[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura!~[ Hail 
32!-A South CoMrr~bia St. 
Chapei Hql, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9eS..5147Desk 

Celi 

919-9e5-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: TN5 e.-mail message, ir!,,’:Jud[r]~ al:~achments, if ilrw, [5 i~tet~ded ORb/for the -person or entity 1:o which it is addressed and r~]ay cot~tilJR c:onfideni:h}~ and/or 

privileged mi}ter[ak Ar!~ .--.-unauthorized review, use, disclosure or dhd:r[bufion h; prohibited, If you are not [he [hi:ended recap[eta[, please corfl:ad: 1:he set~der by reply e-.ma[I and 

destroy all tOpic5 Of the or[g:nal mess;~e, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:40 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: EXSS    Internship 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I am a junior EXSS Sport Administration and English double major. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On , at 9:38 AN~ "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi . What year are you? YVhat is your declared major? Thanks 

> 

> Dr Stroman 

> 

>> On 9:28 AM. " @live uric edu> wrote: 

>> 

>> Dear Dr. Stroman, 

>> 

>> \~: name is (I worked for Amy Tufts last year and helped you 

>> sort some papers, you may remember me) I am interested in learning more 

>> about the possibility of getting into the EXSS              class Is 

>> there a good time that I can stop by your office and discuss this with 

>> you? Let me l~ow what time worlds for you 

>> 

>> Thanks, 

>> 

>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@livea~nc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:18 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Class tomorrow 

Hi Dr. StrommL 

I hope you had a wonderfnl weekend with all the Tar Heel victorie!! I just wmlted to let you know I won’t be in class tomom~w. I was schednled to fly home to 

for flmnksgiving on Tuesday night ruth connecting flights, so I wonld have been in class, but with the weather problems coming in this evening and tomorrow from 

Texas, my flights were changed and I am leaving this evening. 

I’m so sorry tbr the short notice and hope that the rest of the pitches go well in class tomorrow. I know there are some great ideas in the works! Please let me know if 

there is m~.vthing else you need from me and if you end up giving feedback on the pitches, I would love to meet outside class to get some t~edback. Have a wonderfhl 

Thanksgiving! 

Best, 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

~live.unc.edu 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:12 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS    Internship 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

My PID is I already have a job for the spring semester I realize that this class is an internship credit, but my hope in meeting ~vith you ~vas to determine if the job would be able to 
count as an internship. I am an assistant track coach at and man)’ of the things that I do are more or less characteristics or most internships I can explain further about 
what I do if you would like. I hope that this ~vorks. 

Thanks, 

, at 9:44 AN~ Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

Okay. Please visit the EXSS website for more information. Most students 
find their own internship site. If you can’t find one, I can help you 
after the last day of classes 
I will ewoll you in the course. There is nothing that you can do to 
register. ~rhat is your PID? 

http ://exss.unc eduiunder~raduate-pro~ram/ba-in-exss/sport-administration/i 
nternships/ 

I)r Struman 

On 9:39 AM. " @hve.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Hey IX. Struman, 
>> 

>> I am a juniur EXSS Sport Administratiun and English duuble major 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent frum my iPhone 
>> 
>>> On , at 9:38 AM; "Struman, Deborah L" <dstru@unc edu> wrote: 

>>> tli What year are you? What is yuur declared major? Thanks. 

>>> Dr. Stroman 

>>>> On 9:28 A]VI. " @live uric edu> wrote: 

>>>> Dear I)r Struman, 

>>>> My name is             (I worked for Amy T~ffts last year and helped you 
>>>> sort some papers, you may remember me). I am interested in learning 

>>>> about the possibiliu- of getting into the EXSS              class. Is 
>>>> there a good time that I can stop by your office and discuss this with 
>>>> you? Let me know- what time works for you. 

>>>> Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Faison, Christopher <chris faison@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 11:55 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 

i completely understand. Feel free to call me at any time and 1 can make changes over the pi~one. Thanks Debbie! CDF 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, November 25;, 20:13 9:50 AM 
To: Faison, Christopher; Winn, Donna-Marie C 
Subject: Re: 
Hi. Thanks for the send. My schedule is very, very tight today, and I might not be able to respond until tomorrow. (Or I will call you.) I am in meetings until 3:00 and then on my way 

to Charlotte. 

d 

From: <Faison>, Chris Faison <chris faison@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, November 25, 2013 9::18 AM 

To: Winston Crisp <wbcrisp@email.unc.edu>, "Clayton, Taffye Benson" <taffye@unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Donna-Marie Winn <donnamarie.winn@unc.edu>, Chris Faison <chris faison(~unc.edu> 

Subject: <no subject> 

Good morning all, 

Please review the PowerPoint and return with any suggestions/points of consideration by tomorrow ._T__L_Le___s__d__a__y_,___I___l_L2___6____a__t___9____a____m_.. We will incorporate the changes and email the 
Chancellor tomorrow to give her enough lead time for her meeting on Saturday with Congresswoman Foxx. 
Please let us know if you would like your name included on the presentation as a co-author. 
Feel free to give Chris a call at if you have any concerns. 

Thanks, 
Donna-Marie & Chris 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Karon Hardy (Sen, Angela Bo,ant) <~Bryantla@ncleg.net~ 

Monday, November 25, 2013 12:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

TONIGttT - 6:30pro - Wilson County DSS Altbrdable Cure Act Forum 

WILSON COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF 

SOCIAL SERVICES 
Sponsors 

Are You Covered? 
Join Us to Learn More about 

The Affordable Care Act 
PRESENTERS: 

Sen. Angela R. Bryant iRep. Jean Farmer-iButterfield 

DATE: Monday, November 25, 2013 
IPLACE: St. John AME Zion Church 

119 North Pender Street, ~,^,41son, NC 27893 

TIME: 6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
Attend this meeting and join in the conversation to discuss: 

The new healthcare exchanges (online marketplace for purchasing 
insurance) 

¯ Eligibility for tax credits 
¯ Resources available to assist with enrollment 
¯ Next steps: How to get ready and how to support your 

community! 
Go to ~:~L~__v_:_i_J__e_~_l_~£_a_j_~£:~_9~:__or 800-318-2596 to get enrolled! 

For more intbrmafion, please contact: g_l_t_~_12d___c__~__u_:e__(q~___w__i[~2__n_z__c_o_=_c_9__n_)_, WCDSS at (252) 206-4000 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 25, 20:13:12:56 PM 

Lowry Caudill < @smail.com>; Merritt, Charles E. <merritt@email.unc.edu>; Sawyer, Keith 
<rksawyer@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Goldstein, Buck <buck_goldstein@unc.edu> 

Convening Bootcamp Instruction Team 

I’m reaching out to schedule an instruction team meeting for this year’s Faculty Bootcamp~ Would you share your availability the week of Dec 9th- 13th? 

Thanks for joining the team. Looking forward to seeing all of you in one place soon~ 

Best, 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
9~.9.843.8824 
www.unceminor.orq I Schedule a meeting- http:!!doodle.com!lizzyhazeltine I Follow me @LizzyHazeltine 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buffy@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Monday, November 25, 2013 4:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Join Butt~ on Thanksgiving to Answer Your Career Questions 

Join me, Buffy Filippell, at noon EST this ThanksgMng to answer a]l of your career questions and assist you in finding that dream job in the sports mad live events 

indus~y. 

If you would like to attend the call, please click the ad and RSVP to buffy~teamworkoulh~e.com to receive the Call-In number anti the Participant PIN. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http :/!www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reeri 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reef 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 NcCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;> 

Monday, 9:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; 

RE: Basketba]l Ana]ytics Summit Ve~mes 

@gmail .corn> 

should also add [hat this is the result of great work scoping potential venues for both the SplEAs and [he summit[ 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 8:56 PM 

To: ’Stroman, Deborah L’ 

Cc: 

Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit Venues 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

We’re going to follow up with the venues to get more details, but wanted to send you an update to hear your reactions. Also, I’ve been assuming 100-200 

attendees for now - please let me know if this is along the lines of what you anticipate. 

Venue updates: 

Friday Center-We have a hold on space for May 16-17. Details are below. 

Koury Auditorium at Kenan-Flagler- Available for our dates. Classrooms for breakout sessions, if we choose to have them, are also available. This 

could be interesting since we have the courtyard space outside of the Kenan Institute in which we could potentially hold the opening reception. 

Rizzo Center-They have availability for both conference space and lodging, and I’m still waiting for them to call me back with details. 

Carmichael auditorium, Sheraton - TBD 

Details on space at the Friday Center: 

We have a hold on space, which just means nobody else can book it without the Friday Center checking with us first; no payment is due until 45 days 

prior to the event. 

They have an auditorium that seats 400 people, but I didn’t book it yet. Instead I booked a large classroom that will seat 200, and a smaller classroom 

that will seat !00. 

Costs: 

o ~23/person for breakfast and venue 

o ~16/person for a catered lunch (optional) 

o We have to guarantee at least 75% of our forecasted attendees 

High Level Pros: 

o Parking is easy 

o Hotel is across the street; restaurants are close (Brixx, Tobacco Road) 

High Level Cons: 

o Other conferences going on at the same time in juxtaposed rooms 

o 200 person seating is not tiered, that is, it’s just chairs setup in rows in a large classroom 

Details on Koury Auditorium at the Business School: 

Koury auditorium seats ~300+ 

Classrooms seat ~45-75 depending on which rooms we book (for smaller panels / breakout sessions as needed) 

We could also book the courtyard outside of the Kenan Institute/Koury Auditorium for our opening happy hour, before heading inside to the 

auditorium for the evening keynote 

High Level Pros 

o Parking is easy, since there is the full parking deck right there 

o Courtyard makes for a nice reception area 

o Close to the Kenan Institute, if we want to do any cross promotion/awareness raising 

o I anticipate this being rather inexpensive (still working on figuring this out) 

Best, 

(cell). 



From: COMP 

Sent: Monday, 

To: COMP 

Subject: [ COMP 

FA <no- reply@ sakai.unc .edu~ 

9:19 PM 

FA <no- reply@ sa~ai.unc.edu> 

FA - Announcement ] Peer Review Groups & Last Weeks 

An m~nouncement has been added in the "COMP 

8850b217347c) 

FA " site at Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal/site/62552681-a54d-4b3d-a907- 

Subject: Peer Review Groups & Last Weeks 

Group: Site 

Message: 

Hello eveuone, 

Please read all the way through this announcement, which contains impol~xit intblmation about our last weeks of work in this class. 

Week 14 in this class is dedicated to posting links to your web-based projects m~d giving and receiving feedback on those projects prior to posting them for my final 

review and grading. You roll provide feedback individually, not as a group--each group member must individually provide feedback on the project of her or his 

assigned group. For the instructions and due dates of this feedback process, please click on "Weeks 14 & 15" on our course site. 

Each group has been assigned another group’s project to review and comment on. Here are those assigi~ments (see the Sakai Announcement titled Project Groups to 

check your group number): 

Group 1 -> review Crroup 2 
Group 2 -> review Group 3 

Group 3 -> review Group 4 

Group 4 -> review Group 5 

Group 5 -> review Group 6 

Group 6 -> review Choup 7 

Group 7 -> review Choup 1 

I will post comments and grades for the week 13 discnssion this week. Once those grades have been posted, I will let you know that it’s time for you to review 
all your discussion grades to make sure they make sense. At that point, if you’ve made any late posts that I haven’t yet graded, it will be your last c’,fli 
to remind me. As stated on the course site, I accept late discussion posts with a moderate late penalty up to two weeks after their original due dates. After that, the 

discussions are closed. 

I’ll be sending out more updates and posting more announcements as we wrap things up, so please keep an eye on your e-mails mid the Announcements field on Sakai. 

And please do not forget about the peer workshop process. Failing to participate in this process will mean a letter grade offthe f’mal project of each 
indMdual ~vho does not post feedback. 

After the web-based projects are complete, I roll ask each of yon to fill out a peer review form, in which you cm~ let me know if anyone in your gronp was seriously 

remiss when working on the project. If I hear from more than one group member that someone did little to no work on the project, it may affect my 

grading. If someone in your group does not participate in the project at all, please do not put that person’s name on the project and he or she will not 

receive a grade. Feel free to contact me with any concerns. 

Let me know if you have any questions! 

This automatic notification message was sent by SakaJ @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:/isakai.unc.edu/portal) from the COMP 

You can modit~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Pret~rences. 

FA site. 



From: @ad.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Monday, 10:20 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: EXSS 

Dr Stroman, 

I just checked EXSS and saw that there were still 7 seats open. I was wondering if there was a date when the class would be open up to students who weren’t Entrepreneurship minors 

Thanks, 

On , at 6:24 PM. Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

> Hi . I ~vill add you to the waiting list. The priority’ is the Entrepreneurship Minor students. 
> 
> Dr. Stroman 
> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage Explore Empower. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> "Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
> --- Samuel Johnson 
> 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: ’]’his e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity’ to which it is addressed and may contain confidential anc~,or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [mailto: 
> Sent: Monday, 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Sublect: EXSS 
> 

> Dr Stroman, 
> 

> I’m interested in taking EXSS 
course! [\/~" P]D is 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

(a)ad.unc.edu] 

12:14 PM 

in the spring and ConnectCarolina said that I needed permission from the professor to enroll. I’m a senior EXSS SA. malor and I would like to take the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Zeppenfeld <czeppe~ffeld@bobcats.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 8:00 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Chris ZeppentNd - Charlotte Bobcats 

Deborah, 

It was nice to meet you last night. I look forward to chatting with you in the future about your conference. 

questions/ideas you’d like to bounce off of me. 

CHRIS ZEPPENFELD 

Director, D~t~base ~v~rl,:eting 

BOBCATS i 

333 East Trade Street 

Chariotte, NC 2~202 

~ 70,I..688.88~2 

~ 70,I..688.87~6 

czeppenfeld~Obobcats:co m 

Please feel free to reach out if you have any 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 9:34 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Seth Bennett <sbennett@bobcats.com> 

Great meeting you yesterday; helping ou~, date of conference 

Hi Deborah, great meeting you last night. 

I like your idea and am already excited by the possibilities. I’d also love to get involved and help out however I could. 

For some background, I graduated in May, 2012, from Harvard College, with degrees in statistics, East Asian Studies, and Mandarin Chinese. Since then I’ve been 

doing basketball analytics for the Bobcats. 

In 2011 I was co-chair of the New England Symposium on Statistics in Sports (NESSIS: ._h__t__t_p___:J_J___n___e___s__s_!__s_.__o___r_gZ.) and I was Director of Speaker Recruitment and Sponsorship 

in 2013; I’ve attended the MIT Sloan Sports Analytics Conference (http.j!www.sloansportsconference.comi) every year since inception (except once, and I was in 

China then); spoke at the Sports Analytics Innovation Summit in Boston (http:!/theinnovationenterprise.com/summits!sports-analytics-boston)... 

So, in short, I’ve been involved in sports conferences, especially sports analytics ones, quite a bit over the past several years! I think they are tremendous and 

provide unprecedented ways to share information, learn more about the industry, meet people, and ultimately break in. 

Thus, I’m eager to help however I can. Please do not hesitate to let me know what I could do. 

As for the date of the conference - unfortunately, it turns out that the 2014 Chicago Draft Combine will be held May 14-18. Thus, if you are hoping to get NBA GMs 

and other basketball-side front office execs at your conference, I’d avoid that time. 

As for a better date around that time, it’s a bit challenging. My inclination would be possibly end of April!beginning of May, since the NBA regular season more or 

less would have just ended, the college season would have ended, and it’s still nearly two months away from the draft. With that said, I don’t know if the 

personnel of playoff teams will want to get away then. 

Similarly, end of May/anytime in June would probably pose even greater challenges, since the month of the Draft is the busiest time of the year for basketball ops. 

In any case, again, please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions or if there is anything I can do. Looking forward to talking more soon ! 

JASO~ W, ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Anaiytics 

333 East [rade Street 
Chariotte, NC 28202 
~ 704.588,8981 

4__R__o_ ~__e_ ~_f__e__Ld__@_b _?_ b_c_a__t_s= _c__o__03 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11:40 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Bobcats Visit 

I am happy that the bobcats are in! I am open to either date, but am thinking that Nay 23-24 might be better. So much going on in early May that many are just distracted. 

You and your team along with the bobcats evaluate what will work the best. 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 . fax (919)962 8202 ° mnapier@unc.edu 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L < .d_s_.t_r_._o_@_.u__0_c__._e_._d_ .u_> 

Date: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 10:25 AM 

To: Mary Napier <mnapier@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Bobcats Visit 

Hi Mary. I had a tremendous visit with the Bobcats yesterday. It was recommended that we choose another date in May. The 2014 Chicago Draft Combine 

will be held May 14-18. They definitely want to be a part of the Summit. 

I think we should go with May 2-3. It is exam period for undergrads, but our target market students will plan accordingly. There is another sport-related 

conference planned for that weekend, and we may be able to have synergy. The other option is May 23-24. 

Thoughts. 

Deborah L, Stroraan~ Ph,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower= 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:46 PM 

@live.unc.e&~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Follow Up - Kenan Institute Sport 

Hi , I just wanted to touch base and see if we could chat over the next week. I want to update you on our progress. 

The last day of classes is Wednesday, , and I will free up quite a bit.;) 

Have a blessed and restful Thanksgiving. 

Explore. Engage, Empower, 

w~,exss, g~c,e~ U 

3~5 Woollen = CB #8700 
Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 

Mobile = 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela Bryant) <~Bryanfin@ncleg.net> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ha]itZax County Education Summit- Tues. Dec. 3rd - 6:00pm - ttalit~x Communi~ College 

Halifax County Education Summit 
Key Note Speaker--State Superintendent Dr. June Atkinson 

When: Tuesday December 3, 2013 
Where: The Centre at Halifax Community College 

Time: 6:00-8:30PM 

Weldork NC--Dr. June Atkinson the NC State Superintendent of Public 

Instruction (DPI) will be the featured speaker at the Education Sununit set for 

Tuesday December 3rd at: The Halifax Community College-The Centre. 

The event is fiee to the public and is sponsored by CEES, a Halifax coun~wide non-profit citizens 

Coalition ibr Education and Economic Security o~ganization. 

Atkinson’ s speech will highlight the remodeling initiative that has transformed Norfli Carolina public 
schools and public education over the past few years. She will also address the progress made by 

area schools and discuss her goals for these schools, as well as schools across the state for years to 

come. 
Superintendents of all of Halii~x County’ s school s: Dr. Elea~ Frederick- ttC S, Dr. Denni s J. 

Sawyer-RRGSD, Dr. Elie Bracy III-WCS and Tammi Sutton-Founder and Executive Director of 

KIPP- GCP Charter School will provide comments on how their schools are implementing programs 

fi~r increasing student academic achievement. Other panel members will provide their views on 
educational issues for the population they serve. 

CEES was formed to address a belief that educating our children rem~ns the most important 

challenge in Haliihx CounF if we are to have successful economic develop~nent programs. 

One of CEES’s goals for the evening is to have each attendee, upon returning home, to reflect on a 
personal commitment to be involved in improving the education of Halifax Coun .ty’s students 

regardless of the school the students attend. 

CEES Cham~oman, Rebecca Copeland noted that this is the time for the communi~ to speak to the 

state’s elected education leader and local superintendents abont their families’ edncation concerns. 

A significant turnout will ~nd a message back to Raleigh that ttalithx County residents value 

education. 
o 

~ ~ase ~m~and ~ ar ticip ~m~ con, ~ unittER E E e~en ~Ther e wfl[ b~a M~ ~aa 
Gre~mm ~freshmen~ from 6i00pm~m 6i30Pm ~he ~f!on ~troh~y b eli~sma~me 
comm~ needg ~ i6uder voi~ and p~sonfl ~ommitm~hi~ ~6 ]ielp ~duc~ors h~ov~ 

fi~d~mi~ outcom~g for ~ 0f H~faX C0~ students. 

Dt I administers public school funds totaling $8.2 billion annually and licenses approximately 120,000 

teachers and administrators that serve 1.5 million students in over ~,500 public schools in 115 school 

districts and over 100 charter schools in North Carolina. 

Sponsored by 

CEES 
(Coalition for Education and Economic Security) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edw, 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 4:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: thvor 

Super. I am writing to Kim right now. It will be in :[09 Fetzer (thought an auditorium style classroom would be cooler!). Per her email below--30 minute lesson in a 

classroom on campus on fun facts about the university...sports info about the university...anytMng fun and interesting about chapel hill. So whatever you want to 

do! She wants them to be insp~red~ 

f w~li be teaching m ~06, so ho~k~r ffanything needed, ~told k:~m that~ could come in after you had to ~eave at 9:~5, 

Thanks so much~ They aren’t very flex~Me w~th dine. As far as ~ know they wH~ just show up in 109. ~ told her that we’H touch base on Monday. 

SS 

Sherry SaWyer, 

Master Lecturer, Director o[ Undergraduate Studies 

Department of }}xerc~se and Sport Sdence 

CB#8700, 2~ Fetzer 

Univers~W of NorLh Carolina at Chapel 

Chapel H~fl, NC 27599 

9:].9-962-694.7 

Fax: 9~9..9(~2-0489 

Fail 2013 Advising/Office hours: 

Mondays 2--4 

Tuesdays ~$:00-~2:15 

Wednesdays :].:t5-3:C~ 

or by appointment or chance m my 211 Fe~:zer offh::e, 

E~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Seat= Tuesday, November 26, 2053 ~0:50 
To= Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject; RE: favor 

d 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D, CUd 

9~9,84K0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Honday, November 25, 20~3 9:55 PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
$ubject; ~: favor 
Debby, might you be able to speak [o a group of Guiff:ord County elementary schools kids. Coming [o campus on Dec 3 at 8:S0--9:15. I hated to say no, [hat ~t is a bad 

time. 

Kim m~d ~ were at UNCG at the same time. An excellent PE teacher. 

~ arn ~n class at tha~: ~:ime 8:50-9::[S,ff they had pk:ked one of the other t~rnes, ~ would do the ta~k, 

Might you be willing and aMe to speakto them, ~ know you do a ~o~:o[speaking to groups; You were the first ~ thought o[ Don’t know your schedule, so you may be 

teach~n~ ss we~L 

They d~dn’t indicate that they wanted any atMete, but guess we could arrange for one??? 

Thanks for considering. Understand ff ~t ~s not something you wm~t to 

ss 

This was her initial ernail. You can t:oflow my responses/assis[ant principal’s 

Hope you remember me from UNCG years ago© (you were getting your doctorate and I was getting my masters) I am still teaching PE at Alamance Elementary 

School and am in need of a favor. My rock star assistant principal is trying to arrange a field trip for some of our "at risk" kids_.ones that may not ever go to college. 

He wants to have a professor at chapel hill do a 30 minute lesson in a classroom on campus on fun facts about the university...sports info about the university... 

anything fun and interesting about chapel hill. We already have a scheduled tour for 10:00 that day© Anyway, any help you can give would be awesome! Or if you 

cannot do it, do you know a professor that could? 

After the tour, we are having lunch in the dining hall. We want this experience to make our students WANT that college dream© 

Sherry Salver, Ed.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of E>:erdse and Sport Sdence 

CB#8700, 2:[1 r:e[zer Ela]l 

University o~: North Carolina sL Chape~ 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

9:[9-962-6947 

Fax: 9:].9-962-0489 

Fail 20:[3 Ad~4singiC)ffice hours: 

Mondays 2-4 

Tuesdays 

Wednesdays :[ 

or by appointment or chance h~ my 2:].I Fetzer office. 



From: Berg, Kimberly P [mailto:bergk2~gcsnc~com] 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 201t3 7:37 AM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: FVV: favor 
Nere is what my assistant principal wants. Thanks so much [or he~ping to rnake th~s happen~ 

~1 Taylor, Eric L 
$eat= Sunday, November 2% 20~3 ~:~ PM 
Te; Berg, Kimberly P 
Subject: RE: favor 

Let’s try option: 

4. 302 Woollen (36 seats), 303 Woollen (56 seats) and 109 Fetzer (auditoriurn style seating---- lO0+)----ava~[ab[e from 8--9:15 

We w~l] have 35 people total. We really only need I~ke 8:50-9::[5~ Our kids have really short attention spans and by ~eav~ng the schoo~ at 7:20~sh, Vm not sure we 

can make ~t there before 8:45am anyway. 

Tha~ks~ We got ~: after 

Thanks in Adw~nce, 

Mr. Taylor 

Em~= Berg, Kimberly P 
Seat; Friday, November 22, 2053 6:42 PM 
Te= Taylor, Eric L 
Sabject= ~: favor 

see below...it is going to happen l~ll look at the details and let me know logistics so that I can get back with her. 

Kirn Berg~ MS, NBCT 

Alarnance Elern enta r)~ 

Ph),sical Education Teacher 

htt~/!schoo[cente~u~[fo:d~k~2~nc~us[educ~tion/staff/st~ff, ghgPsect[on[d=2B866 

From: Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email,unc,edu> 

Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 10:56 AM 

To: Berg, Kimberly P 

Subject: RE: favor 

Hi Kim~ so sorry for the delay. I did see your email, wanted to check on some things first before I responded, and then it just go backed up in my inbox ~,ith the 

bunches of others ~ get da~ly, ~ then promptly forgot~ BUT we can make th~s worm 

Dec 3 is the day before the ~ast day of classes, A he(:~:ic time (exams star~ on ~:hat F; tha~: wou~d be a really bad 7-10 days ~:o visitS), 

How many kidsi[aculW wouM be coming? That w~H determine what rooms (and ~:imes) might be available [or our ck~ssrooms, 

AvaHaMe Limes (at ~esst that is when our classrooms are available) 

~, 105 ~etzer, Very small room (only about 10 total people could fit b~),----ava~lab~e from 

2. Our conference room (about 25 seats}---available from 8-9::[5 and 

9, 25 Fetzer (25 seats)----available from 

4. 302 Woollen (36 sea~:s), 303 Woollen (56 seats) and ].09 Fetzer (auditorium style seat~ng--100+)--avaHab~e [rom 8-9:15 

~ am in class from 8--10:45,so that is not [ood for me~ If that dine works [:or you, I can get a colleague to speak w[[h your group. ~ have office hours stattk~g at 11 (I~-. 

~2:~5), but those are easy to altet~ 

Once we get the times confirmed, ] will start worMng to see if ] can get one of o[][ athletes to speak also (assuming ] can legally do that and assumh~g you would 

want that). 

My ce~l is 

Again, sorry for ~:he delav~ 

Sherry 

Sherry SaWyer, 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Departme[)t of }]xerc~se a]]d Sport Sdence 

1::B#8700., 213. }:el:zer 

Univers~[y of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel 

Chapel [-H~, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 9:[9-952-0,I89 

Fail 2013 Adv~sing/O[[k:e hours: 

Mondays 2.-4 

Tuesdays 

Wednesdays 1:15-3:C0 

or by appointment or chm~ce ~n my 2:[1 Fetzet office. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caxolina Annual Fund <~Jmualfund@nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 6:32 PM 

Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC is thankthl! 

UNC is thankful for alumni, students, faculty, staff and friends that make annual 
gifts to help maintain our excellence in teaching, research and public service. 

What are you most thankful for about Carolina? 

We want to hear from you! Let us know what you are most thankful for about Carolina 

by I:~..!::!::~.![ ~:i~ (use the hashtag #Th an kU N C), writing on our ! ..u::,::.!.:c.:::.!: :.:w~i!, or emailing 

:: [! ~..~:~!i:~2 ~d .:~: :..~b:. :::ci~..~ by midnight on Nov. 28. Anyone who participates will be entered 

into a drawing to win a print of the watercolor painting below by Brenda Behr called, 

’Midday at the Pit, UNC’. The winner will be notified the week of Dec 2. 

Gifts to UNC help us maintain educational excellence and accessibility [iXi :::~ ..~: - .::...] 

every year. We hope that you will show your gratitude for the University[: : 

by supporting any school, unit, department or program at Carolina that you are most 

t h a n k f u I fo r by !: if! !: ! !:! !:i :~! !:! ! !): !:!!:!:!: !;~i! !/. T h a n k yo u ! 

~qepls,~r:e 9 ~9-962 .~:~. oi ":d~’ to: the O~’ice ,~f LJr:h/crs~ty Dew,iopme~it..~ir:~.:~:~ F~r:d. ~sO SO~ 1~09. Cb~pel ~4~i, NC 27514 

~t yo~ de not ~sh to ~ece~w. fi~tu~e :~:ess~ge5, ::.:.~’~.~:~L’:’.:. ~::~L.W~: 2 

~ dlstroln~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:36 PM 

Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>; Feldman, Maryann P. <maryann.feldman@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Stewart, John F <jfstewar@email.unc.edu>; Merritt, Charles E. <merritt@email.unc.edu> 

Re: ECON - Finalists 

The winner in Charles’ section is Newsbite. Looking forward to it! 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

919.843.2689 

unceminor.org I schedule a meeting I @ 

From: <Caudill>, "Caudill, Lowry" <wlcaud@email.unc.edu> 

Date; Tuesday,                  5:16 PM 

To; Maryann Feldman <maryann.feldman@unc.edu> 

Cc; Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>, John Stewart <jfstewar@email.unc.edu>, "Merritt, Charles E." <merritt@email.unc.edu>, 

<        ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: ECON    - Finalists 

Awfully cocky huh? LOL 

Lowry 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:53 PM, ’lFeldman, Maryann P." <maryann.feldman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, My winning team has the unfortunate name ’Reer. 

All the students did a great job. One team even figured in how they would use the .~100 award as their seed capital. 

Happy Thanksgiving.See you Tuesday. 

On . at 11:42 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

d 

Deborah L. S~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’a,q~qe £~xplore, g’mpower’. 

9~19,843.0336 

<irnage002.jpg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if a~l possible objections must first be overcome=" 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From," Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:10 AM 
To: Stewart, John F 
C¢; Caudill, Walter Lowry; Merritt, Charles E.; Feldman, Maryann P.; Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: ECON    - Finalists 
Importance: High 

Hi John. I believe we are to choose one team from our recitation sections todayto present on next Tuesday. ?? 

How should this selection be made? Student vote? My vote? Combination? 

Thanks for the clarification. 
debby 

Deborah L, Stroma~ PhoDo CLU 
Explore, Engage, Empower. 
EXSS Sport AdminisCration~ Lecturer 
Frank Hawkins Kenan ]~nstit~te of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 7:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Caxeer Coaching: ttoliday Tradition - How About a Caxeer in Events 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and login: 

http :!/www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

Tf you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 8:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Great meeting you yeslerday; helping out: da’te of conlErence 

Hey Deborah --I’d choose May 2-3, mainly because it is further away from the NBA Draft, but either way, NBA playoffs will be going on which might more or less 

eliminate some personnel. 

Hard to find a perfect data~ No way can piease everyone~ 

JASON W, ~OSENFELD 
D~rector of Basketball Ana~yt~cs 
BOBCATS ~ 
~3~ Eas~ Trade Street 
ChaHotte, NC 28202 
] 704.~88.8981. 

J Rosen[old@ bobca is.corn 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 26, 20~3 ~1:5~ AN 
T~ Jason Rosenfeld 
S~bjeet~ RE: Great meeting you yesterday; helping out; date of conference 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n¢]~N~, g~plor’e, gmpowen 

919.843~0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [ma~l~:jrosenfeld@bobcats.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 26, 20~3 9:34 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Seth Benne~ 
Subject-’ Great meeting you yesterday; helping out; date of conference 

Hi Deborah, great meeting you Dst night. 

I like your idea and am already excited by the possibilities. I’d ado love to get involved and help out however I could. 

For some background, I graduated in May, 2012, from Harvard College, with degrees in statistics, East Asian Studies, and Mandarin Chinese. Since then five been 

doing basketball analytics for the Bobcats. 

In 2011 I was co-chair of the New England Symposium on Statistics in Sports (NESSB: _h___t__t~_iZi___n___e__s___s_Ls__.__o___rgZ) and I was Director of Speaker Recruitment and Sponsorship 

in 2013; five attended the MIT SIoan Sports Analytics Conference (http:i!www.sloansportsconference.com/) every year since inception (except once, and I was in 

China then); spoke at the Sports Analytics Innovation Summit in Boston (http:iitheinnovationenterprise.comisummits!sports-analytics-boston)... 

So, in short, I’ve been involved in sports conferences, especially sports analytics ones, quite a bit over the past several years! I think they are tremendous and 

provide unprecedented ways to share information, learn more about the industry, meet people, and ultimately break in. 

Thus, I’m eager to help however I can. Please do not hesitate to let me know what I could do. 

As for the date of the conference - unfortunately, it turns out that the 2014 Chicago Draft Combine will be held May 14-18. Thus, if you are hoping to get NBA GMs 

and other basketball-side front office execs at your conference, I’d avoid that time. 

As for a better date around that time, it’s a bit challenging. My inclination would be possibly end of April/beginning of May, since the NBA regular season more or 

less would have just ended, the college season would have ended, and it’s still nearly two months away from the draft. With that said, I don’t know if the 

personnel of playoff teams will want to get away then. 

Similarly, end of May/anytime in June would probably pose even greater challenges, since the month of the Draft is the busiest time of the year for basketball ops. 

In any case, again, please do not hesitate to reach out with any questions or if there is anything I can do. Looking forward to talking more soon ! 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 
Dh’ector of Basketball Anaiy[ics 

333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.SBB.B981 

J Rosen[eld~o3 bobca is.corn 

::X:: 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Popp, Karen <KPopp@Sidley.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 10:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Kenan Institute - Sport 

Sounds good. Can we talk on Monday? 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:43 PM 
To= Popp, Karen 
Subject= Kenan Institute - Sport 
Hi Karen. I just wanted to touch base and see if we could chat over the next week. I want to update you on our progress. My mobile is 

¯ If your schedule permits, feel free to call me over the holiday break. If not, I will check in with you next week. 
Have a blessed and restful Thanksgiving¯ 

Deborah Lo Strornan, Pb,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower. 

3%S Woolle~ ~ CB #8700 

IRS Circular 230 Di~losure: To comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, we inibnn you 

thaL unless expressly s~ted otherwise, any U.S. tEderal "tax advice contained in "this 
communicatio~ including attachments, was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be 

used, by any taxpayer for the pulpose of avoiding any pen~1ties that may be imposed on such 

taxpayer by the Interna] Revenue Service. In addition, if any such tax advice is used or refelred 

to by other parties in promoting, marketing or recommending any paxtneiship or other entity, 
investment plan or arrangement, then (i) the advice should be construed as written in connection 

with the promotion or marketing by others of the transaction(s) or matter(s) addressed in this 

commtmication and (ii) the taxpayer should seek advice based on the taxpaye/s particular 

circumstances from an independent tax advisor. 
**************************************************************************************************** 

This e-mml is sent by a law fim~ and may contain information that is privileged or confidentiaJ. 

If you are not the intended recipient, please delete the e-mail and any attachments and notil}’ us 

immediately. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 7:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Ca,ry firm nabs exclusive contract; Community colleges plot new li)cus 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

NOVEMBER 27, 20’13 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Q~ry medica~ device maker expects revenue boost w~th 
exclusive contract 
Myco Medical, a Ca~,-based medical ~evice maaufacturer, won an exclusive contract 

on Tuesday and expects to see ~ts reveaue on one product line triple 

Discuss ................. 

N.C. communi~ colleges plotting new strategic focus 
After three=plus years focuse~ on an imtiative aimed at mcreasing student success 

rates dubbed "SuccessNC," community college system planners a~e geeing ready 

to um/eil their next strategic imperatwe: ~mproviag collaboration and cooperation with 

other workforce ~evelopment pa~ne~s at campuses across the state. 

................. 

Call~n# N.C. entrepreneurs: There’s new money available for 
your tech s~Aup 
A~tenflon, entrepreneurs: ~nnow~tien Fund Ner~h Carolina h;~s ;~rmeunced i~s second 

cynic of fiJndin# d;~es 

The day is coming when you’ll pay banks to hoM your 
money for you 
U S banks u’re reeving closer to the day when J]ey’ll c,’qarge cos{omers 1o hek~ their 

deposits r~ther than pay in{eres{ en deposits, anemic ~s those rates have been in 
reoent years 

Blue Cross gets OK to h~ke rates on grandfatheted ~lans ....................................................................................................................................................... 

Popular Tex-Mex and barbecue eateries ~pen: Zi~bur~[ 
sets a date 

is the CMO dying a slow corporate death? 

Buses that offer Wi-Fi, more legroom and cheap tickets gain 
popularitg 

Durham pedestrian bridqes over N.C. 147 and b40 to get 
!_!9__h__tLn__g,__g__e____s_!_g_~___f_!~__e___s_. 

Pol~ finds unprecedented .job anxieties amonq Americans 

3 ’taboo’ financia~ topics to discuss over turkey dinner 



Conts~t Us 

Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 

bisioumsls customes se~,,ice, bisioumsls I ~]0 W. Morebead ~}t.. C~-~srlo~e, Noah Ca[olina 2820L 
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From: COMP 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: COMP 

Subject: [ COMP 

FA <no- reply@ sakai.unc .edu~ 

3:20 PM 

FA <no- reply@ sa~ai.unc.edu> 

FA - Announcement ] Week 13 Singularity Discussion Wrap-up 

An m~nouncement has been added in the "COMP 

8850b217347c) 

FA " site at Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal/site/62552681-a54d-4b3d-a907- 

Subject: Week 13 Singularity Discussion Wrap-up 

Group: Site 

Message: 

Hi a]l -- Here’s some recap of the highlights of your Singularity discussion. I’ve enjoyed your conversations tiffs semester - you have all approached the course readings 

and each othets perspectives with insight and thoughtfulness! 

This auto,natic notification message was sent by Sakafi @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i/salmi.unc.edu/portal) from tile COMPI 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at IVly Workspace > Preferences. 

FA site. 



From: COMP 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: COMP 

Subject: [ COMP 

FA <no- reply@ sakai.unc .edu~ 

3:26 PM 

FA <no- reply@ sa~ai.unc.edu> 

FA - Annotmcement ] Final Discussion Grades 

An m~nouncement has been added in the "COMP 

8850b217347c) 

FA " site at Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal/site/62552681-a54d-4b3d-a907- 

Subject: Final Discussion Grades 

Group: Site 

Message: 

Hello eveuone -- 

Congratulations for completing your final VoiceThread discussion tiffs semester--the only things left axe your peer review workshops, final web projects, and final 

exa~s. If you haven’t already, please read ti~e Sakai aaanouncement entitled "peer review groups and laser weeks" lbr some i,npormnt insurrections and details, a~d m ake 

sure that a representative from your group posts ~ link to your group’s website in the "}Veb-Based Project Links and Comments" folder by ll:55pm on 

I have posted grades and comments for the week 13 discussion. Please re~4ew all your discussion scores to make sure they look right. This is also your last 

call to let me kno~, if you’ve m ode any late discussion posts that haven’t yet been graded - if you emailed me eaxlier in the ~mester to ask permission lbr a 

late contribufion, please double-check to see if your grade tbr timt week has been updated. Note that my general policy is to accept late posits with a grade penalty until 

two weeks after ti~e discussion’s clue date--check ti~e "Syllabus" page for a full description of all late policies. 

Thanks’. I hope all your semesters axe wrapping up well, a~d happy Thaaaksgiving! 

This automatic notification message was sent by SakaJ @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:/isakai.unc.edu/portal) from the COMP 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 

FA site. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 5:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

LASER Update 

Hey Dr. Stroman! 

I apologize about emaJling you over break but I just got through my reseaxch paper so I can finaJly update the LASER database. I’m a little confused as to how to go 

about updating it. and where I should get the updated information from. I apologize if I’m jus~t sounding clueless! 

As far as I know, is s~till taking care of the website. I’ll check back in ruth him in a couple of days to see how he’s progressing! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ kenan-flal~ler.u nc.ed u> 

Wednesday, 5:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSBC Mentorship Idea 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Sorry for the delay in getting this to you... I have been super swamped with school work and exams and all that fun stuff! Today was probably my first day to just relax since the 

semester started :) 

Anyways, I attached a document of just some of the basic ideas for the mentorship program. If you have some time next week I’d love to chat more about it! I’m really excited to 

get this idea going! 

Have a wonderful Thanksgiving! 

Best, 

, Carolina Sport Business Club 

Cell:             l          @ kenan-fiagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSBC Mentorship 

CSBC Mentorship Program Ideas.docx 

Might help ill attached the document! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@enmil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thaa~ksgiving Workout 

Workout for Dr. Stroman #6.docx; workout for Dr. Stroman #7.docx; Workout Ibr Stromau #5.docx 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
First, Happy Thanksgiving! I hope you have the most wonderful day with friends and family! Second, I have attached your workouts for this week! Please let me know if you 
have any questions about them as well as if you have any pain or discomfort while performing them or after performing them. Thank you for everything. 
Happy Thanksgiving, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

happy Thanksgiving 

Hi debbie 
I often think of you- I will be teaching in your building next semester.l am sure I will see you then 
Happy Thanksgiving. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtr; 

Friday,                  11:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

A very ttapw ttoliday to you! 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

I hope x~ou are having a restful and relaxing Thanksgiving weekend! I have been thinking about you! I miss being able to see you as often as I did last year. I hope eve~-ything is going well. I 
would iove to catch up with you sometime in the near ihture. Perhaps after you finish giving youz finals in your classes? Please just let me know what works best for you I hope you are 

having a great day’. 

I am so thanld’ul to have you in my life, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amelia Roberts-Lewis < @gmaJl.com~ 

Friday, November 29, 2013 1:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Abuses of the Good Old Boy Network 

Hi Deborah, 

Is it possible to have a Ineeting ruth you one day next week? I have been experiencing some bullying, hazing, harrassment, and retaliation by the GOBN a~ld facul~ at 

the SSW. 

I am at the retirement age, but cmmot leave the university without addressing these issues. I spoke with Dr. Jan Boxill last week, and one of her suggestions was to 

speak with you. 

Please shoot an email back. I am t?~J~rly flexible next week - Monday morning is open, Tuesday altemoon, Wednesday, and Friday axe wide open. Let me know if you 

have a couple of times when we could meet. I would love to meet off-campus at a Foster’s or Starbucks. I live in Durham. If you live in the stone city, perhaps we 

could decide on a location. 

Alnelia Roberts-Lem~ PhD, LCSW 

Associate Professor at School of Social Work 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roberts-Lewis, Amelia C <amrobe~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 30, 2013 12:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Amelia Roberks- Lewis ~gmml.com> 

Good Old Boy NeP,¥ork (GOBN) 

Hi Deborah, 
Jan Boxill sucj0ested that I meet with you. I would love to have your thoughts about the GOBN. 
My home #            My cell is lost at the moment - but I should have a new one by the end of next week. My cell is 

Send an email to @gmail.com to set up a date and time to meet. 

Hope you had a grand thanksgiving! 

Amelia Roberts-Lewis, PhD, LCSW 
Associate Professor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Social Work 
325 Pittsboro Street, Campus Box 2550 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3550 
Office - 919-962-6428 
Fax- 919-962-1486 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, August :t6, 20:t3 7:3:t PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - Greetings! 

Hi Faculty. Welcome back to campus. Here’s the latest newsletter sent to Caucus members. (Apologies for duplication.) 

I hope you can join us at the Welcome Back reception on Friday. Dr. Folt will be there to share with us. 

Membership information can be found at www.unc.edu!cbc 

Note: Dr. Heather Williams, UNC Professor of History, will address the Class of 2017 at the Convocation on Sunday evening, l.et’s be there! 

Have a ~reat weekend! 

debby 

Re~ards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

"When the root is deep, thege i~ no re~son to,ear the wind." 

.~i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: @gmaikcom> 

Sent: Saturday, 8:05 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: ECON    - Congratulations’. 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you enjoyed your Thanksgiving. Thank you so much for the suggestions for our pitch. We plan to meet and revise our pitch before Tuesday. I can send you a 

copy of the presentation when I return from being out of town on Monday morning, as I do not have my computer with me. 

I checked my assignments on Sakai and saw that for Assignment 4, I have a score of 0. I opened the document and it looks like I submitted an incorrect version before 

it was saved, so it was almost fully incomplete. Can I send Assignment 4 to you when I return on Monday? I would hate to not receive credit after having done the 

assignment on time. I’m very sorry tbr the inconvenience. 

Enjoy the rest of your weekend 

On Wednesday, , wrote: 
To: 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi . Congratulations on yonr win! You have a very doable service. 

Suggestions: 

1. Retbrmat your financial section. Use a table. More explanation of how you derived at the numbers. 

2. Be clear on your ASK. We axe hypothetical investors. Be direct in what you need to move forward. Otherwise, it roll appear that your pitch is just informational 

and yon need zero assistance. 

3. Q&A - Let others answer questions. Yon want to be a team at eveo~ point of the way. 

4. Consider more visuals to illustrate the frustration. I am snre there are great photos of frnstrated profs and students. 

I hope these tips help’. 

Dr. Stroman 

’][’his fox,yarded ~nessage was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "PLCY 

Messages for this site: PLCY        F~A 

FA " site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

University o{ North Carolina -Chapel Hill 
Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Lingmei <Lingmei Howell@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Saturday, November 30, 2013 9:31 PM 

@gamil.com 

Stroman, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Napier, Ma~ E <mnapier@email.unc.edu> 

KI Spoil E’ship 

Greetings, Lindsay. So good to see you at the Institute last week; it’s been a while.... Thanks for stopping by & visiting us! I’m glad to know you are doing 

well in Chicago and enjoy your work. 
You may remember Dr. Debby Stroman and the sport entrepreneurship initiative. Since now we have more to present on our redesigned website, I thought 
would share a couple links with you: {:1) sport e’ship at http://www.kenan-fiagler.unc.edu/kenan-institute/entrepreneurs; and {2) "An Hour with ESPN’s 
John Skipper" Student Opportunities Blog at http://www.kenaninstitute.unc.edu/student~pp~rtunities/b~g/index.php/an~h~ur-with-espns-j~hn-skipper/. 
Please check them out. Feel free to share them with your rowing team members, if you are still staying in touch with them. Also remember to take a look 
at our new video at: http : iiwww,youtube, corniwatch?v=EaM Yr’xw~lL~#L=37 We are very proud of these. 
Hope you had a wonderful Thanksgiving holiday. We miss you. 
My very best, 

P.S. Like you, Tetsu & Susan are terrific. I hope you will be ~bl~ to meet them, and others during your next visit. 
P.P.S. l’ve not seen Dr. Storman for a while, but wiil give her a quick update when I see her. 
Ungrne~ HoweE MPA, MDA 
Director of Outreach 
The ~:ra~lk Hawkh’~s J<en~ ~nsti~dte of Private ({n~:e~prise 

Ker~an-.F~ag~er gus~ness Schoe~ 
Campus Box 3440, ~<en~m tempter 
Chapel H~, NC 2759f~-3440 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:42 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 
< @live.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

ACC Project Touchdown! 

@live.unc.edu> 
@live.unc.edu>; 

Hi Heels. It is countdown week! Please continue to tweet for ACC Football. Try to tweet or RT at least three times per day. Remember to add the #projecttouchdown hashtag. 

I can’t believe that dOOK won, but we have to happy for their success~ I will see you in Charlotte on Thursday nighL If anyone has any travel concerns, please let me know. Arrive 

at the hotel, check-in and starting scouting out the logistics. You will appreciate this self-tour because the next day the hotel will fill up with many people. 

Have a great LDOC! 

Dr. Stroman 

P.S. I still haven’t received the manual and will make another request. ;( Continue to review the ACC football championship website. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Francona, Alyssa <a£rancona@theacc.org> 

Sunday, 8:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Project Touchdown! 

3. 
4. 
5. 

With their approval, 
evening meeting. 

Debbie, 
Here is the link where it can be downloaded. Thanks! 
htq3s://www.dr~pb~x.c~m/s/~gh~93z3t~nye~p/2~:~3%2~Dr%2~Pepper%2~ACC%2~FCG%2~Manua~.pdf 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:44 PN 
To: Francona, Alyssa 
Subject: Re: UNC Project Touchdown[ 
Hi Alyssa. Friendly reminder to email the Championship manual. Thanks! 
d 
Do Good. 
Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
g’n,q~N~. Explore. Empower. 
919.84&0336 
@drstroman 

"~S(~rn~times 9oz~.just have ~ look back at ~]our po.s~ ~md srni&~ abo~ ~ hou~./ba" ~jo~’~ come." 

From: <Francona>, "afrancona@theacc.org" <afrancona @theacc.org> 
Date: Saturday,                  2:11 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro~unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: UNC Project Touchdown! 
Great. I.ook forward to seeing you the~. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:03 PN 
To: Francona, Alyssa 
6e: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: UNC Project Touchdown[ 
Hi Alyssa. Thanks again for your support of our sport administration students. They are excited to assist in a great ACC production. ;) 

(grad) -            ; Women’s medium 
(grad)- ; Men’s Large 

(undergrad) - ; Women’s small 
(undergrad) - ; Men’s Large 

- ; Women’s Medium 
and      have agreed to room together, and 

Please let me know if you need anything else. See ya’ on Wednesday. 

debby 

Deborah L, Stroman, P~,Do CLIJ 
Explore. Engacje. Empower= 

9~9,843=033~ 

will room together. We will get in to Charlotte for the Thursday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

Re: ACC Project Touchdown! 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live,unc,edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Here’s the manual link - https~//www‘dr~pb~x‘c~m/s/lgh~93z3t~nye~p/2~13%2~Dr%2~Pepper%2~ACC%2~FCG%2~Manua~pdf 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 7:42 PM 

To: " @live.unc.edu>, " 

<     @live.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: ACC Project Touchdown] 

@live.unc.edu>, " @live.unc.edu>, ", 

Hi Heels. It is countdown week! Please continue to tweet for ACC Football. Try to tweet or RT at least three times per day. Remember to add the #projecttouchdown hashtag. 

I can’t believe that dOOK won, but we have to happy for their success~ I will see you in Charlotte on Thursday nighL If anyone has any travel concerns, please let me know. Arrive 

at the hotel, check-in and starting scouting out the logistics. You will appreciate this self-tour because the next day the hotel will fill up with many people. 

Have a great LDOC! 

Dr. Stroman 

P.S. I still haven’t received the manual and will make another request. ;( Continue to review the ACC football championship website. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Russell, Kresha <karussell@au×- services.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 8:16 AIVl 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Holiday Social - Menu 

Hello Deborah, 

I hope you had a nice Thanksgiving, I am out of the office until Wednesday, In the mean time I will have our chef put together a menu for your review, 

Thanks, 

Kr~-:!sha 

Kresha Russell [ Carolina Catering, D~rector 

o: 919.96Z0554 t c: 

:].00 Friday Center Drive Campus Box :1020 Chapel H~N~ NC 27599 

Vis~[: our websil:e a[: www.carofinacatering.catertrax~com 

Stay Connected with Carolina Dinin~ Services 

l i ke. £_h__t__t_~j_L_w____w____w_:__f__a___c__e___b___o___o___k_:_c___o___m__/~CDSa t U NC> 

follow. <http:iitwitter.com/cdsatunc> 

visit. <http:/!www.dining.unc.edu> 

I=r~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Be~t: Honday, November 25, 2013 10:01 AH 

To: WatkJns, Debra; Russell, Kresha 
~e~ Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda 
S~bjeet: CBC Holiday Social - Henu 
Hi Debra. I hope you are feeling better. Here’s last year’s menu from the Club. Can you please draft something similar for our event? Thanks! 

We usually have so much extra food and alcohol, so let’s shoot for a budget of 

Dec. 13 - B:O0 p.m. 

Expecting SO people. 

d 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD CLU 

~.~.~ Malcolm X] 

"You cab ’t hate the roots of a tree and not hate the tree." 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu!cbc 
919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

?}live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:23 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC Website 

AD987872-C179-4DE8-B29C-A9A8236897A312].png 

Hi Dr. StromaJ~, 

I had a groat break’. I hope you did too! As for the website, I’ve done ahnost everything except finalizing the pictures. The flickr account had some problems last week 

as I was working ruth it, so I had to stop for a little while. 

Please look at the website and let me know if I leiI anyfl~ing out’. 

Best, 

UnNersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

O~ , at 21:48, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi I hope you had a nice holiday break. Status ulxtate? Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 
Deborah L StToman, Ph£~. CLU 
~’n~]o,qe. ~kp!ore. ~’mpower. 
919,843,0336 
@drstroman 
<:AD987872-¢179-4DES- B29C-AgA8236897A312]4~%> 

"Somegim(~s you fl~st hav(~ to look back at your past and smile about hoar far zjou’ve come." 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, 2:57 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CBC Website 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I’m working on it now. All that’s left is the finalization of the photo gallery and the newsletters. I have everything on my computer, I’ve just 

been tinkering with the uploading of everything. I’m downloading all of the pictures to our Flickr account, so that’ll make it possible for people 

to see every picture with the link on the photo gallery page. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:40 PM 

To: 

Subject: CBC Website 

Hi      S~:atus? Thanks. 

Dr, Stroman 









From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:23 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EE (?caduation Requirement 

Dr. Stroman, 

My PID is ¯ I am a general Exercise and Sport Science major and Chemistry minor. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, 11:21 AM 
To: 

Subject: RE: EE Graduation Requirement 

Deborah L. Stroraan, Ph.D. CLU 
EJNa, qe, Explore, Empower: 
9119.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
~ Samue~ Johnson 

Sent: Monday, 9:03 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje¢t: EE Graduatbn Requirement 
Dr. Stroman, 
I have a question to ask you regarding the qualifications to receive the Experiential Education requirement for graduation. Last week I had a meeting with 
Dexter Robinson in Academic Advising and he seemed to believe that if I had a question about fulfilling this requirement through the EXSS department that 
I should contact you. 
For the last year and a half I have worked as an intern for the Athletic Department in the Ticket Office. I accepted the internship position in the spring of 
my freshman year and ~ began working the fall of my sophomore year. I worked in this position all of my sophomore and I am currently still working 
through my junior year¯ And I just now realized that I may be able to receive the EE credit ~ need for graduation through this internship¯ I’ll be continuing 
the internship from now until         , the beginning of my senior year. 
So I am just curious about how I need to proceed in fulfilling this requirement. ~s there anyway I can get credit for the work ~ have already done? Or will I 
need to do something this upcoming spring semester in order to receive the credit? Any help you can provide me is greatly appreciated~ 
Thank you for your time and advice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:53 AM 

~gmail.com>; Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>; Merritt, Charles E. 

<merritt@email.unc.edu>; Petranka, Jeremy M <petranka@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Feldman, 

Maryann P. <maryann.feldman@unc.edu>; Maryann Feldman < @gmail.com>; Stewart, John F 

<jfstewa r@ email.u nc.edu> 

Econ    Wrap-up 

Hello all, 

I hope everyone had a great Thanksgiving! Econ is wrapping up and I wanted to circulate some key information for us to finish strong. 

1. Presentations are Tuesday. Please email the and I your winning group name, members, and email information if you have not already. I will contact the winning 

teams and will make sure presentation materials are all ready to go by class. 

2. Right before class Tuesday, (student) will be taking a photograph of the Econ instruction team to have for marketing channels. She will also photograph the 

top groups and the winner. 

3. Make sure your section spreadsheet is completely up-to-date by this Wed, 

4. The final exam is Tuesday, at 12pm. 

5. We will have a final meeting to wrap-up the semester on either Thursday, or Friday, . Please fill out this doodle poll to find the best time for all. Final 

exams needed to be graded before this meeting. 

6. We are hosting an Eminor hot chocolate, cookies, and blue book holiday gathering on Thursday, from 2:30-4:30pm in the Gardner 200 Suite. Join us if you can and 

want to! 

I am looking forward to seeing you all tomorrow. 

Best, 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

919.843.2689 

unceminor.or~ I schedule a meetin~ I_~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Claudis <claudis~polk@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 2:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

Dr. Strom,~n, 

Good day to you and I hope you enioyed your time home with the family over Thanksgiving, ] m~ a~ clear for tomorrow ~f that still works for you, Just let me know 

where. My ce~l ~umber is 

"~ro~ver~s 2Z:lZ--~s iron s~arpens" iron, so o~ ~ s’~arpens a#ot~er" 

’~ ~4;ise Man Accepts Correction And Changes, A Fool Rejects ~4;isdom And.%’~ver Does" 

CMudis Polk, Jr., MA 
Associate Director Office of Special Programs, UNC S.O.M & S.O.D 
Recruitment Specialist Pre-Med/Pre-Dent 
University of North Carolina School of Medicine and Dentistry 
506 Berwhill Bldg 
Campus BOX 7530 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7530 
Office of Special Programs]M.E.D Office: 919-966-7673 
c I a u d is .~_p_ J__k_@__m___e__d__=_u_ j! G_e__~ ~. 
medprogra munc(o~gdnai[~com 
www,med.unc#du/medprogram 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 4:42 PN 

To-" Polk, Claudis 
Subject; RE: Meeting 

}tl .::l~r, ldls. (~t~t sc~:rl~; :p~u t,::,,:i;~y! ~ow ~s vo~.~: sc:]~,’d’,lic o~ ~l’u,’sd~i;,’, l),’c. 3 ~ 3:001" ~1’]>~" C~mc~s rn,’~l:iri~ ~:~,i~:t~ 1)~:. Ci~w~,::,~ Js ~t 4<00 [:,.r~. 

&bby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EngtNe. E.rplore. Empower. 

919,84&0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted ~f all possible objections must first be 

~ Samuel lohnson 
~:ONf ~O[iN HAU [~ NO lICE: [his e-mail messat~e, [ncludir~g ~sttachments. [f arw, is inkenders on[,/Jot the -peison or entiW to which it [s addre,ssed anrs ma,/contair~ con1[denkia[ and/or privileged material 

F~m= Polk, Claudis 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 l:I0 PN 

Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Su~je¢t: Neeting 

Dr. Stroman, 

Good seeing you today and thank you for the opportunity to be able to sit down with you. As we discussed, a date after Thanksgiving would be best for you. Just 

give me a few dates and times that work for you and I will make it happen. Right now the only date that I foresee not working is the first Friday in December, that 

day I will be out of the office and at Hampton U. Looking forward to getting together. Enjoy your weekend! 

Thank you, 

"q~roverSs 27:17--~s iron s~arpens iron, so one man s~arpens another" 

’[~ ’~ise ~an ~ccepts Correction An~ C~andes, A ~oo[ ~ejects ’~is~om ~n~ ~rever 

Claudis Polk, Jr., IVIA 
Associate Director Office of Special Programs, UNC S.O.M & S.O.D 
Recruitment Specialist Pre-Med/Pre-Dent 
University of North Carolina School of Medicine and Dentistry 
506 Berryhiil Bldg 
Campus Box 7530 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7530 
Office of Special Programs/M.E.D Office: 919-966-7673 
claudis polk@med.unc.edu 
medprogramunc@gmail.com 
www,med.unc.edu/medprogram 



From: ~livea~nc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 

To: 

Subjet’t: Teamwork Evaluations? 

2:53 PM 

To: Instructor Role; 

From: 

Dear professors and TA’s of ECON 

I was looking at the syllabus and it says that ~xe need to complete a teamwork evaluation. Is that available on Sakai or was it emailed to us? I apologize ifI missed the 

notice, but just wanted to make sure. 

This fora~arded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "PLCY 

Messages for this site:    ~       ~ F__~A . 

FA ’ site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: COMP 

Sent: Monday, 

To: COMP: 

Subject: [ COMP: 

FA <no- reply@ sakai.unc ¯edu~ 

3:47 PM 

FA <no- reply@ sa~ai.unc.edu> 

FA - Announcement ] web-based project tips & timeline: PI.EASE READ 

An m~nouncement has been added in the "COMP 

8850b217347c) 

FA " site at Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal/site/62552681-a54d-4b3d-a907- 

Subject: web-based project lips & timeline: PLEASE READ 

Group: Site 

Message: 

Hello aJl -- 

Thank you for posting your project links! So,ne of your projects still seem to be works-in-progress, so please get your content finalized as soon as possible. The more 

complete your page is, the more useful your peer feedback will be. Feedback is due by 1 l:55pm tonight, and your final website is due by 11:55pm on Wednesday, 

¯ There’s no need to re-pos~ the link to your site. 

Glancing over your sites, I’d like to offer some general advice and "dos and don’ts" about site design and wriling for the web. First of all, please do make sure you’ve 

read the web-based project grading rubric - it’s linked in the project deseription, but you can also just visit here: 

https://docs¯google.com/documen~’d/lrlWphQk8xVX1Rg8GzYy GFlc7exZIFC~VHaRsf5L8Lq0/edit?pli 1 

On titles and headers: 

When readers visit your site, fl~e header and site title should be specific, visually interesting, and give a sense of what the site’s going to be about. Please avoid using 

your group uan~e, the name of the Wordpress theme you chose, or so,nething generic like Ho,ne Page as the main title for your site. 

On default theme widgets and web.unc.edu stuff: 

When you create your site and choose a "theme, it will come with some default things that you should change or delete¯ For instance, there will be a smnple post, page, 

and comment on a post. all of M~ich you should get rid o£ Many themes also come with widgets in the sidebaz "that your group may not use and that just add visual 

clutter, such as a cdlendar, axchive, ,neta ,nenu, or other such things. A really polished site will re,nove or change these things. 

On pages vs. posts: 

As I noted in a previous announcement, please use pages rather than posts¯ Posts am designed for blog-like material, but pages are more appropriate for the kind of 

site you’re creating in this class, and will alto allow you to make a more umble, visually-appealing main navigation, since mos~t themes will automatically create a mare 

menu from your pages¯ Note that the grading rubric describes an "A" site as page-based, appropriately customized, and easily navigable¯ 

On arranging your main navigation menu: 

It’s easy to re-order your main navigation menu. When you’re editing a Page, you’ll see a box rifled Page Attributes on the right-hand side of the browser window¯ 

There’s a box called "Order" with a default value of 0. You can change this Order value to whatever you want. Zero will be first, and the highest number will be last¯ I 

recommend making your References page last in the menu¯ 

On writing for file web: 

This is a huge topic, but in general, keep in mind that writing web-based content is differeut from writing a resemch paper. You’ll wm~t to use shorter paragraphs, a 

tone that’s engaging (while olso maintaAning a level of professiouaJism), mid Inake use of features like headers to organize the text on your pages, bulleted lists, or other 

formatting tools to make your text easily readable. Think about how you read on fl~e web - I’m guessing that, like most people, you probably don’t like to read big 

blocks of text. Do not siraply copy-m~d-paste your proposal onto the website. The purpose of the site is to organize and present the research you pulled together 

in your proposal in a readable, visually-engaging, web-l~iendly way. 

On h~corporath~g media: 

If you embed videos, images, and other media (like ilffo graphics, etc.), Inake sure to olt}r some comlnentaxy and m~alysis of these media, too. Don’t just plop a video 

on a page - introduce it, tell your readers why it’s impol~nt, give them some sense of what fl~ey’re about to watch and how it fits into your overall project¯ 

If you have ques~tions about any of this (using Wordpress, adapting your research ibr the web, etc.), I’m happy to answer them, so feel tree to email me! 

This automatic notification message was sent by SakaJ @ UNC-Chapel ttill (https:/isakai.unc.edu/~rtal) from the COMPI 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 

FA site¯ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 4:13 PM 

Feldman, Maryann P. <maryann.t~ldman@unc.edu>; Stroman, Debora]~ L <dstro@unc.edu> 

(hading and 

Drs. Feldman and Stroman, 

I hope you both had excellent Thanksgivings. 

I wanted to reach out regarding grading that will need to be done in the next couple weeks. I think there was another homework assignment down the pike and 

then the final. Please let me know if there is anything to be graded, and the date for the final if I need to come pick those up. 

Thanks, 



From: 
@live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:53 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Business Plans 

Will we be receiviag a rubric back ticom the grading of our business plans? I believe my group(3) did much better than a 65 on the plan and I would like to know why we got such a low grade 

as this is a very large portion of our final grade. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu> 

Monday, 5:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Independent Stu@ Presentation Invitation 

Thmiks, Dr. Stroman! I’ll send a reminder e~n~il next week. Also, think about ti~nes for lunch that might work in the near future, ffs okay if it happens after 

exams/graduation; I’ll still be around town. 

Kind Regards, 

@email.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, 1:39 PM 
To: 

Subject: RE: Independent Study Presentation Invitation 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage~ Explore. Empowen 
9] 9.843.0336 

"NetNng w~l~ ever be attempted ff al~ p~ssiNe ~bjeet~ons most first be ~vereeme." 
~ SamuN Johnson 

From= 
Sent: Honday, ~2:50 PH 
Ta= 5alyer, Sherry L 
Co: ; Stroman, Deborah L; ; @duke.edu; OgmaU.com 
Subject: Independent Study Presentation Invitation 
Hello prot~s~rs, mentors, and friends, 

This semesCec I did an in&pendent s~@ under Dr. J.D. Defreese on fl~e topic of using b~s of mediation as a ~ffom~ance e~Nancement tool during anterior cmciate 

ligament mcons~cfion rehabilitation, ruth the ultimate goal of ~vducing time ms¢ficted from play dne to psychological factors. 

As a N~ of the final project, I am giving a presentation on ~e evidence suppoNng my proposed experimental design. The p~vsen~tion roll las¢ no longer th~ 15-20 

minutes, and then I will open the floor to questions. 

I am inviting you to come to the presentation if yon have the time, are interested in the ~pic, and/or would like to ask questions about the project. It would be veD~ 

interesting m hear t~om people ruth Ntt~mnt ~ctives on both athletic rehabilikation m~d psychologicaJ health. The logisticaJ derails am as lbllows: 

- Inde~n&nt Stu@ Pre~nmtion 
StaJlings-Evan~ ~(mf~rance ~nam (2rid flnar~ 

Wednesday, December 11 

10:00am 

Refieshments roll ~ pmvi&d. 

Altematively~ if you cannot make it but ~ow someone who might ~ interested, feel free to fo~vard tNs invikatio~ ~ N1 are welcome. Thank you veD" much. 

Kind Regards, 

@email.unc.edt~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, i 5:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: ECON    - Congratulations’. 

ECON Final Presentation SyncEd V2.pptx; 3 Assignment 4 V2.docx 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

i’m sorry i’m clogging up your inbox! Here is our presentation (before the changes we made for tomorrow) and Assignment 4, I just want to make 
sure I get this in to you by the evening. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Class of 

On Wed, at 12:38 AM, <dstro,@~unc.edu> wrote: 
To: 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Congratulations on your win! You have a ve~ doable service. 

Suggestions: 

1. Reformat your financia), section. Use a table. More explanation of how you derived at the numbers. 

2. Be clear on your ASK. We axe hypothetical investors. Be direct in what you need to move forward. Otherwise, it will appear that your pitch is just infoimational 

and yon need zero assistance. 

3. Q&A - Let others answer questions. Yon want to be a team at eveo~ point of the way. 

4. Consider more visuals to illustrate the frustration. I am sure there are great photos of frustrated prot?~ and students. 

I hope these tips help’. 

Dr. Strolnan 

This forwarded Inessage was sent via Sakai @ UNC- Chapel Hill Messages from the "PLCY: 001.FA ’ site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages for this site: PLCY 001 .FA 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She,ll Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 6:48 PM 

The progtZac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progt~] UNC system s~tmtegic plan/streaJnlining (DTH) 

http:!/www.dailvtarheel.coIrdarticle/2013/12/goal-four- 1202 

Excerpt: 

"We look at data from the number of enrollments to the amount of graduates in a program, and we flag those that are low," said Dan 
Cohen-Vogel, senior director of institutional research for the system. "We then get in conm~unication with the universities to have a 
conversation about these programs -- established programs need to ilmintain a certain level of emollment and number of graduates." 

Recently, system schools have been identifying low-productivity degree programs for discontinuation. For instance, histow and political 
science programs are among those being considered for elimination at Elizabeth City State University. 

"Each of our calnpuses needs to prioritize programs in a quest for excellence," Hans said. "Trying to be all things to all people is 
expensive." 

<ul~ 

<li~ -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progihc as: <a href "mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJl to <a hre~"mmlto:leave-33945837- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33945837- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481 b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



Froln: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subje~’t: RE: KI Stx~rt Logo design 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

8:38 AIVl 

@kena~-tlagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah I~ <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

Hi, 

Sorry for my delayed response. I also like the 2nd logo, and I think those coaching lines coming off of the basketball are a little distracting to me. I also think it’s 

important to have UNC in there somehow. I took the coaching lines off to see what it looked like without them and copied the logo again in below. If there were 

any way to add some UNC branding to the side of the logo, or like you said to have it say underneath something like "Sponsored by the Frank Hawkins Kenan 

Institute of Private Enterprise," I think that would be helpful. 

Also, very cool about Bank of America! 

Susan 

..... Original Message 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 2:07 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Subject: RE: KI Sport Logo design 

I see. Thinking about the partners is a very important point too. Fortunately, we are the state school, so "UNC" or "NC" would cover all the stakeholders’ interests. 

At the same time, all the sports fun knows about UNC, so rather than using the name of Kenan Institute, just simply having UNC logo would work much better, in 

my opinion. 

It’s great to hear that we got a commitment from BOA!! Exciting! 

¯ MBA-Class of ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School. 

@unc.edu. www.linkedin.com/in/ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 2:00 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: KI Sport Logo design 

Great points. We have lots of partners -- North Carolina (the state), UNC, KFBS, and the Kenan Institute. We may have to keep the logo simple and then design the 

proper "NC" partner to match our logo. Or do something like "Sport Analytics Summit" sponsored by the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise. ?? 

I got a commitment by Bank of America to be a sponsor over the holiday break. Yes! 

Thanks. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower. 

93L9.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 

confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [mailto: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, :[:57 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: KI Sport Logo design 

Dr. Stroman, 

Nice to have a basketball in the center, but don’t we also want to have something like "UNC" or "NC"? We want to make this as a nation-wide event, so not 

necessary to push North Carolina so much. On the other hand, the logo is a great place to advertise NC. I think we want to lead people to think "Basketball=NC" 

that’s why I thought having UNC/NC somewhere on the logo would be a good idea. 

Comparing the two, I prefer the bottom one. 

¯ MBA-Class of 

@unc.edu. www.linkedin.comiin/ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, :[:37 PM 

To: 

Subject: FW: KI Sport Logo design 

Importance: High 

Hi. Do you like this draft logo? 

d 

¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School. 



Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 

confidential and/or privileged material. Any--unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Walker, Jack [mailto:Jack_Walker@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 12:57 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: KI Sport Logo design 

Hi Deborah, 

How about this... 

Thanks! 

Jack 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 11:28 AM 

To: Walker, Jack 

Subject: RE: KI Sport Logo design 

Hi Jack. Looks good but not the concept. I need a basketball focus (not the other sports). 

d 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 

confidential and!or privileged material. Any--unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Walker, Jack [mailto:Jack_Walker@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 11:24 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: KI Sport Logo design 

Hi Deborah, 

How about something like this (attached)? 

Thanks! 

Jack 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 12:39 PM 

To: Walker, Jack 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject: KI Sport Logo design 

Hi Jack. Could you please design a logo for the Sport Analytics Summit? We are focusing on basketball. Perhaps a neat text font with a basketball?? Thanks. 

Debby 

DLS from my iPhone. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 9:19 AM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Honors thesis updates 

guidelines.doc 

You should have been writing an extensive paper throughouL the semester under the guidance of your advisor. Here is the outline that you should have been 

fo~lowh~g. The first three chapters of the paper should be written prior to the proposa~ and then you finish the final two after you do your study that you proposed 

the first semester, If you have not been dok~g th~s you most ~ke~y w~l~ not be able to complete the proposa~ by the end of th~s semester as there is only a week 

left I am not sure it is poss~Me for you to continue w~th th~s project. ~tease iet me know if you have any questions or would I~ke to meet. 

Meredith Petschauer, PhD, LAr, ATC 

Department of Exercise and Sport Sdence 

2202 Stallings Evans Sports Medicine Center 

U NC --CH CB#8700 

Chapel H~, NC 27599.-87~X} 

Sent: Tuesday, ~:49 AM 
To= Petschauer, Meredith A 
Subject= RE: Honors thesis updates 

Dear Dr. Petschauer, 

Regarding the proposal for the honors thesis, it was my understanding that we just needed to present powerpoint presentation, covering a general outline 

of our thesis, to our committee. Today, I was talking to someone about their thesis and proposal and they said that we needed a paper along with our 

powerpoint presentation for the proposal. I wanted to clarify this point to see what I need to have for my proposal. 

Kind Regards, 

Email: 

Phone: 

Sent: Monday, 1:26 PM 

Subject: Honors thesis updates 

To: All Participants 

From: Meredith Petschauer 

Heilo everyone, 

I wanted to send out a reminder of some dates that are coming up and the process for getting registered for next semester. 

Proposal deadline                 . You must be proposed before I register you for next semester. 

The attached title page is a sample of what should be signed and turned in following your proposal. Piease indicate in the by line that it is "Proposed 

By". This way I know it is a proposal. When you finish your final cop,i it will just read "By". Additionally, piease put a line for all of ,/our approved 

committee members to sign. 

The fina~ deadline for your defense is              This is not a flexible deadiine! 

When you are ready to defend, please contact me so I can get the proper paperwork to your advisor prior to your defense date. You will once again get 

the titie page signed and turn it in to me foilowing your defense. 

The deadline for submitting your thesis online is 

You will upload your final document through the Carolina Digital Repository (CDR). Instructions on this will come next semester. 

-[his is the [ink to the honors office page fro additional information. 

http:!/hor~orsca rolina,ur~c.edu/current-students/honors-thesis-a nd-undergrad uate<esearch/honors-thesis/ 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Meredith Petschauer 

G uidelines-Senior-Honors-Thesis-Title-Page.pdf 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hiil Messages from the "EXSS 

access Messages for this site: EXSS 

" site. To reply to this message click this link to 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Feldman, Maryann P. <ma~ann.feldman@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:24 AM 

~kenan- flagler, unc.edw~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Grading and Exam 

Hello , It has been a quick semester. 

Here is the plan moving forward Assignment 5 is a tean~ &ssessment - no grading needed. 

The Final Exam is Tuesday, t?om 12- 2. We’d like to ask your help grading. 

We will have a key. Do you think that you can make comments and get back to us by Wedne~tay night/early Thursday morning? That would give us time to review 

and calculate our final grades. 

Thanks for 5’our help. 

On , at 4:13 PM, @kenan- flagler.unc.edu> wl’ote: 

Drs. Feldman and Stroman, 

I hope you both had excellent Thanksgivings. 

I wanted to reach out regarding grading that will need to be done in the next couple weeks. I think there was another homework assignment down 

the pike and then the final. Please let me know if there is anything to be graded, and the date for the final if I need to come pick those up. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Merritt < ~me.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 11:52 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Feldman, Matyann P. <maryann.t~ldman@unc.edu>; Stewart, John F <jt~tewar@email.unc.e&t>; Caudill, Walter Lowry 

<wlcaud@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Econ 325 Final Exam 

I will review this later today, have not had a chance to do so yet. I took a quick look and agree ruth Debbie that is seems heavier on finance/accounting. Will get you 

all thoughts this eveNng, but also worldng on my exam for my MBA/BSBA class (which is probably not as hard as this one!). 

Charles 

Charles Merritt 
@me.com 

(m) 

Ou Dec 3, 2013, at 11:44 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,gg~e. gxplore, Empower. 

919.843,0336 
<:imageOO1.]pg> 

"NotNng will ever be a~empted i[ all possible oh jealous must [irst be overcome." 
~ SamuN Johnson 

Fmm= Charles NerFi~ [mailto:           @me.coral 
Sent= Tuesday, December 03, 2013 8:13 AN 
To: Feldman, Naryann P. 
Cc: Stewa~, John F; Caudill, Walter Lowry; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Econ 325 Final Exam 
Yes, might ~ harder to grade bat like the idea. I ~ii~ all of our teams used it to ~>me e~ent and they ~em Ihmili~ with it. 

Cha, les E. Merdtt 

(mobile) 

On Dec 3, 2013, at 8:08 AM, "Feldman, MmTann P." <)Ln_~___m_A[_e_[_qiE!~4)_@__u__r_Lc_:_e_j__u_> wrote: 

Hello, We stressed the business model canvas this year. How about asking them to fill in the canvas for this case? 

I thimk this would tie eveD~thing together Ncely. 

Thoughts? 

On Nov 24, 2013, at 4:14 PM, Stewart, John F ~ifstewaVtbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

I spent a fair part of the weekend trying to build a final exam case out of the business plans that Maryann found for us, but shortening 

them and coming up with numbers that would work was too daunting. I went back and looked at the case from two years ago and did 

some minor cleaning up. I think if we rework the questions it should be fine. I have attached the case and the questions from the old 

exam. I think it is a little heavy on the finance numbers, I will tone that down a bit. Could I get Charles to take the first two question and 

rework them (maybe to fit the business model canvas a little better. And Maryann could you come up with a line of questions for the 

business model and strategy section? Any other suggestions are welcome. 

John 

* John F. Stewart 

* Professor of Economics 

* Director of Entrepreneurship Minor 

* Department of Economics 

* University of North Carolina 

* Gardner Hall ca# 3305 

* Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 

* Fax: (919) 966-4986 



* h U_p:!/www,u ncer:~dnor,or~ 

******************************** 

<Econ 325_ Final Exam_F13.docx><Econ 325_ Final Exam_Case_F13.docx> 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:54 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: EXSS    Availability 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I emailed once before about availability in your course, but I’m not sure my email was received so I wanted to check in once 

again. I am an Exercise and Sport Science and Economics double major on the Sport Administration track and am interested in joining your class if 

possible. Thank you for your time! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:58 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Post test reminder 

image001 .j pg 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

My cell phone number is 

Thank you, 

The latest that we can do the post test is on Thursday because it is due on Friday 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday,’, 

To: 
Sut~iect: RE: Post test reminder 

11:49 AM 

Hi We need to reschedule What is your mobile number? 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 

Engage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 
[Description: I)escription: Description: Twltter2]<http:i/twitter.con’v#!/drstroman> 
"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome" 
--- Samuel Johnson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: ~flnis e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or enti~ to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Post test reminder 

8:50 PM 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you had a wonderful Thap2~sgiving. This ~s just a reminder that I have you down to work with 
the SRC where the check in desk is. I look forward to seeing you then! Have a wonderful nightt 

and I on Wednesday at 12pm to do the Post-Test. We will meet in the lobby of 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 12:07 PM 

Charles Merritt < ~me.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Feldman, Madann P. <mao,ann.[bldman@unc.e&t>; Candill, Walter Lowo, <wlcan@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Econ 325 Final Exam 

Please get me any corrections on the case by noon tomorrow~ I will take a first whack at writing the questions tomorrow afternoon (cut back on the finance; buiW 

in more of the business model canvas) and will circulate, Need to have all comments back by Thursday because I want to give it to the staff on Friday to duplicate, 

I also need you to complete everything on your grade spread sheet by Wednesday. 

Thanks, 

John 

3ohn F. St:e~,n~Pt 
Prof:essop o-F Econorr~cs 

DiPector <W Ent:Pepr’eneurship 

~ Depar"tment of EcorlOlllJ.(:s 
~’ Univer~sity of: Nor’th Carolina 
~ 6a~dnep Hall CB# 33@5 
* Chapel Hill, NC 27599--33@5 

~ Fax: (9[[9) 966-4986 
* john stewapt@unc.edu 

http:Iiwww.unc,edul-,j~stewar’! 

From: Charles Merritt [mailto:           @me.cam] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 11:52 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
~¢: Feldman, Maryann P.; Stewart, John F; Caudill, Walter Lowry 
Subject: Re: Econ 325 Final Exam 
I will review this later today, have not had a chance to do so yet. I took a quick look and agree with Debbie that is seems heavier on finance/accounting. Will get you all 

thoughts this evening, but also working on my exam for my MBA/BSBA class (which is probably not as hard as this one’.). 

Charles 

Charles Merritt 

._@_._~!9__:__~_9~ 
(m) 

On Dec 3, 2013, at l ] :44 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Deborah ~, Streman, Ph,D. CLU 
En~!e. Explore. Empowen 
919,843~0336 
<h~ageOOI.jpg> 

"~thing wiiJ ~ be a~em~ted ff aiJ ~ssibJe @bje~i~ns must first be 
~ Samuel Johnson 

F~m: Charles Merri~ [~gj_[~] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 20~3 8:[3 AM 
To~ Feldman, Ma~ann P. 
C¢: Stewa~, John F; CaudJJl, Waiter Lowry; Stroman, Deborah k 
$ubje¢t: Re: Econ 325 Final Exam 
Ye~ mizht ~ harder ~ Zrade but like the idea. ~ t~nk aH of our teams used it to ~me e~ent and they ~em fanfiliar with 

Chaxles E. Merritt 

(mobile) 

On Dec 3, 2013, at 8:08 AM, Feldman, Maryann P. <marvann.t’eldman,,2~anc.edm~ wrote: 

Hello, We stressed the business model canvas this year. How abom asking them to fill in the canvas for this case? 

I thi~ this would tie eveLvthing together nicely. 

Thoughts? 

On Nov 24, 2013, at 4:14 PM, Stewart, John F <ifs~tewav.~{~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

All, 



I spent a fair part of the weekend tr~,ing to build a final exam case out of the business plans that Marc/ann found for us~ but shortening them and 

coming up with numbers that would work was too daunting. I went back and looked at the case from two years ago and did some minor cleaning up. I 

think if we rework the questions it should be fine. I have attached the case and the questions from the old exam. I think it is a little heavy on the 

finance numbers~ I will tone that down a bit. Could I get Charles to take the first two question and rework them (mac/be to fit the business model 

canvas a little better. And Marc, ann could ~/ou come up with a line of questions for the business model and strategy/section? Any other suggestions are 

welcome. 

John 

* John F. Stewart 

* Professor of Economics 

* Director of Entrepreneurship Minor 

* Department of Economics 

* Universib/of North Carolina 

* Gardner Hall CB# 330S 

* Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 

* Fax: (919) 966-4986 

*john stewart@unc.edu 

* http:iiwww,u nceminor~org 

* h ttp:i!www,unc.edu!~ifstewar/ 

<Econ 325_ Final Exam_F13.docx><Econ 325_ Final Exam_Case_F13.docx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc .e&~> 

Tuesday, 12:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Honors thesis updates 

Deb, 

I am not sure what to do. He is registered for the class and will need to receive a grade. I will let you handle this how you see fit, but he cannot be registered for 

[:he seco[~d ~.H?[T~F_k~;ter if he ha~ rH:fl: propo~H~d by [he erH~ of th~s one. 

Mered~:h 

Meredith Pe[schauer, PbD, ~T, ~TC 

Department of ~xerdse and Sport Science 

2202 St~lHngs Eum~s Sports Medicine Center 

U NC -CH CB~8700 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-87C~? 

Fmm~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Tuesday, 11:39 AN 
T~ PeNchauer, Meredith A; 
Su~ject~ RE: Honors thesis updates 

Deborah L. S[roman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possibM objections must first be overcome." 

~ SamuN Johnson 

F~m= Petschauer, Meredith A 
Sent~ Tuesday, 9:19 AN 

~e~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje~t~ RE: Honors thesis updates 

You should have been writing an extensive paper throughout the semester under the guidance of your advisor. Here is the outline that you should have been 

following. The first three chapters of the paper should be written prior to the proposal and then you finish the final two after you do your study that you proposed 

[:he [~rs[: semester. If you have no[ been do~ng thb you most ~ke~y w~H not be able to comple~:e ~:he proposa~ by the end of th~s sernes~:er as ~:here is only a week 

left:. I am not sure it is possible for you to continue wK:h ~:h~s project Pk~ase k~t me know if you haw~ any questions or would Hke to meet. 

Meredith PeLschauer, PbD, ~T, gTC 

Department of Exerdge and Spo[t Sdence 

2202 StalHngs Evans Sports Medicine Center 

U NC -CH CB~8700 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-87C~? 

Sent~ Tuesday, ’, 1:49 AN 
T~ Petschauer, Meredith A 
Su~ject~ RE: Honors thesis updates 

Dear Dr. Petschauer, 

Regarding the proposal for the honors thesis, it was my understanding that we just needed to present powerpoint presentation, covering a general outline 

of our thesis, to our committee. Today, I was talking to someone about their thesis and proposal and they said that we needed a paper along with our 

powerpoint presentation for the proposal. I wanted to clarify this point to see what I need to have for my proposal. 

Kind Regards, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

B.A. in Exercise and Sport Science with a concentration in Sports Administration 

Email: @live.unc.edu 

Phone: 

From: mbusby@email.unc.edu <mbusby@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, :1:26 PM 

Subject: Honors thesis updates 

To: All Participants 

From: Meredith Petschauer 



Heilo everyone, 

I wanted to send out a reminder of some dates that are coming up and the process for getting :egistered for next semester. 

Proposa~ deadline                 , You must be proposed before I register you for next semester. 

The attached tkle page is a sample of what should be signed and turned in following your proposal. Piease ~ndicate ~n the by ~ne that it ~s "Proposed 

By", -[h~s way ~ know ~t is a proposal When you fin;sh your fina~ copy it w~H just read "By", Additionally, p~ease put a line for a~l of your approved 

committee members [o sign. 

The fina~ deadline for your defense is              -[h~s ~s not a flexible dead~ine~ 

When you are ready [o defend, please con[act me so ~ can ~et the proper paperwork to your advisor prior to your defense date. You w~l once again ~et 

the title page si~ned and turn ;t in to me fo~low~n~ your defense. 

The deadline for submittin~ your thes~s online is 

You wil~ upload your final document through the Carolina Digita~ Repository (CDR). Instruc~ons on th~s w~ll come next semester. 

Th~s ~s the ~ink to the honors office page fro addit;onal ;nformation. 

h ttp:i!honorsca rolina.unc.edu!current-students/honors-thesis-a nd-undergrad uate-research/honors-thesis! 

P~ease ~et me know ~f you have any questions. 

Meredith Petschauer 

]-his forwarded message was sent v;a Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hiil Messages from the "EXSS 
access Messages for this site: EXSS 

" site. lo reply [o this message click this link to 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@livex~nc.edup 

Tuesday, 1:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Honors thesis updates 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I am going to meet with Dr. Petschauer some time today or tomorrow to discuss my options. I am very embarrassed that I have gotten to this point. I do 

not know why I misinterpreted the requirements for this semester, but I am still interested in trying to finish this out and I plan on trying to finish an 

acceptable paper in time for the proposal. I already have made a powerpoint that is almost complete. 

Best, 

Email: @live.unc.edu 
Phone: 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:39 AM 

To: Petschauer, Meredith; 

Subject: RE: Honors thesis updates 

Dr. 

Beborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~9,843~0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

F~m~ Petschauer, Nered~th A 
$ent~ Tuesday, 9:19 AN 

~¢~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjeet~ RE: Honors thesis updates 

You should have been writing an extensive paper throughouL the semester under the guidance of your advisor. Here is the outline that you should have been 

foHowh~g. The first three chapters of the paper should be written prior to the proposal and then you finish the final two after you do your study that you proposed 

the first semester, If you have not been doh~g th~s you most Uke~y w~l] not be able to complete the proposa~ by the end of tNs semester as there is only a week 

left I am e.at sure it is poss~Me for you to c.antinue w~th thb project. Piease iet me know if you have any questions or would I~ke to meet. 

MeredRh Petschauer, PhD, I_AT, A’FC 

Department of Exercise and Sport Sdence 

2202 Stsl~in~s Evans Sports Medicine Center 

U NC --CH CB#8700 

Chapel H~, NC 27599.-87~X} 

$emt~ Tuesday, ~:~9 AN 
¯ ~ Petschauer, Neredith A 
$~bjeet~ RE: Honors thesis updates 

Dear Dr. Petschauer, 

Regarding the proposal for the honors thesis, it was my understanding that we just needed to present powerpoint presentation, covering a general outline 

of our thesis, to our committee. Today, I was talking to someone about their thesis and proposal and they said that we needed a paper along with our 

powerpoint presentation for the proposal. I wanted to clarify this point to see what I need to have for my proposal. 

Kind Regards, 

Email: @live.unc.edu 
Phone: 



Sent: Monday, 1:26 PM 

Subject: Honors thesis updates 

To: All Participants 

From: Meredith Petschauer 

Heilo everyone, 

I wanted to send out a reminder of some dates that are coming up and the process for getting registered for next semester. 

I~roposal deadline                  You must be proposed before I register you for next semester. 

The attached t~tle page is a sample of what should be signed and turned in following your proposal. Piease indicate in the by line that it is "Proposed 

By". This way I know it is a proposal. When you finish your final copy it will just read "By". Additionally, piease put a line for all of your approved 

committee members to sign. 

The fina~ deadline for your defense is              This is not a flexible deadiine! 

When you are ready to defend, please contact me so I can get the proper paperwork to your advisor prior to your defense date. You will once again get 

the title page signed and turn it in to me foilowing your de[ense. 

The deadline for submitting your thesis online is 

You wili upioad your final document through the Caroiina Digitai Repository (CDR). instructions on this will come next semester. 

-[his is the iink to the honors office page fro additional information. 

h ttp:i/honorsca rolina.unc.edu/currenbstudents/honors-thesis-a nd-undergrad uate-research/honors-thesis/ 

Piease let me know if you have any questions. 

Meredith Petschauer 

G uidelines-Senior-Honors-Thesis-Title-Page,pdf 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hiil Messages from the "EXSS 

access Messages for this site: EXSS 

" site, To reply to this message click this link to 



Fl’oill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Russell, Kresha <karussell@au×- services.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 2:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Holiday Soci~J - Menu 

CBC 2013.doc 

Ni Debo~’ah, 

Is alcohol inchJded in the budget below? Or is that the food budget only? We charge a $2 pip corkage fee to serve alcohol/set up a bar!provide the necessary 

glasses. Our license at the Frida%~ Ceoter is to serve only. Have you arranAed a veodor to deliver the a~coho~ to the ~riday Cente(3 ~t wou~d be best to have them 

de~iver ~he morning o~ your event due to I~mited storage. That wi~ ~ve us p~enl:~* o[ ~:ime to coo~ the white w~ne and beer (not sure what ~*our purchasing). 

Attached ~s a proposed menu. ~ also no~:~ced dessert: wasn’t on the menu you sent I:)k~ you not want dessert ? When ~,ou have a moment, please confirrn the k~od 

budge[ so ~ can make sure ] p~ice the menu and staff accurately. 

Thanks, 

kr 

k:resha Russeil ~ Caroiina Catering, D~rectov 

o: 9~.9 962.0554 ~ c:: 

~00 Riday Center Drive Campus Box ~020 Chapel N~ft, NC 27599 

Visit our webske at www.carolinacateriq~zcatertrax.com 

Stay Connected with Carolina Dining Services 

lille, <http:/iwww.[acebook~comiCDSatU NC> 

visit. <http:/iwww.dining.unc.edu> 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 ~0:01 AM 
To: Watk~ns, Debra; Russell, Kresha 
Cc: Hamme~, Victoria LaFrieda 
Subject: CBC Holiday Social - Menu 
Hi Debra. I hope you are feeling better. Here’s last year’s menu from the Club. Can you please draft something similar for our event? Thanks! 

We usually have so much extra food and alcohol, so let’s shoot for a budget of ~1300. 

Dec. ~3 - 5:00 p.m. 

Expecting 50 people. 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, PhD CLU 

"You can’t hate ~he roots of a ~l’ee and not hate flae tree." 

Chair, Carofina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 6:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: 6 Tips to Prepare for a Winning Phone Interview 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http:flwww.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http :i/www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 
http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/mvca reef 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44222. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bright, Cedric Marc <cedricbright@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 7:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC: SPECIAl, Caucus Meeting - TUESDAY 

Deborah, 

I could not ~ttend today as it was a clinic d~g for me. 1 would like to to soeak with you to get up to speed ~bout the 

Cedric M. Bdght, MD, FACP 

~ss~stant Deem o~ Special ~rogr~ms and ~drniss~ons 

Associs[e Professor of Medidne 

:[:].2th President Nationa~ Med~ca~ Association 

506 gerryH~N 

Univers~tv o~ North (bro~h~ -Chaoel 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

Cell: 

E~= Stroman, Deborah L 
SeBt= Tuesday, December 03, 20~3 7:~ PN 
Te; Stroman, Deborah L 
$~bjeet= ~: CBC: SPECIAL Caucus Meeting - TUESDAY 
[~e~aBee= High 

Please ~,’e] ~}:ee to contuse:l: rne dired:iy i~ you ][~,ze ~ny ~t}est;o~}s c:,~ ~i:edbs~,::k, Thinks ~g~£n ~;::,r l:}~e cr;[kml di~£o%~e ~nd 

seasorL VC Bre~ada Major, e, at~d S}~au~a~ (::ol]h~r. Sh~ma has acc~ pted 1:}~ poskk;r~ of Supe~iso:yi’-[lead Lib:adm~ with t[~e Smithsot~Jan 

&bby 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EngiNe, Explore. Empower, 

9~9,34&0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2013 5:10 PM 

To: cbcchair@unc.e~u 
Subject: ~: CBC: SPECIAL Caucus Meeting - TUESDAY 
Impo~ance: High 

][:i [q:ic:nds. ]:kxx:-’s the friendly rcmindcr regarding tomorrow’s meeting with D:c. Taffyc C;]ayton. Un:ion 3102 at 4:00 
The agcr~da is very fbcused or~ our community at UNC. We need sn ,)pea arid fi:ank dia]ogue about the cu.rrer~ state of Blacks at 
[TNC a~ad wh~t solutions (m the works mad what ~aeeds to be desw~ed) to improv-e the outcomes. Again, if you h~ve not see~a the 

U(3L.A v~deo...here .; rlae ]mk- ht~://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/11/08/ucla--black--enro~ent.-freshmen n 4242213.html 

A,:;~;. ii;~ mxz it~4,<:U 7;~’z:i/~’ ~" t:~:.@~#e 1~.~.~ D’w;,z .~<i;~<@I~’~/D~" iid.%L’~<~O; d-7. 5’7 XObXi ~.<o~,’.~m~ii~iio;,<i~" ~~’~,O.’~;m. 5~ 

Respect:~-ul]y, 

d~’bbv 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EtN~qe. Explore. Empower: 

9119,843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome," 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~nt: Friday, November 22, 20~3 5:00 PM 

To: cbccha~r~unc.edu 
Subject: CBC: SPECIAL Caucus Meeting 

Hi Friends. As a suggestion from our last meeting, we are scheduled to now meet with Dr. Taff~e Clayton, Vice Provost o~ D~versiW and Multi-Cultural 

Affairs, on Tuesday, December 3rd. We wHI gather in Union 3~02 ~t 4:00 ~.m. We wHI continue this important dialogue on solutions to the concerns of the 

UNC N~cl< communiW. ~ sincerel~ hope Vou c~n be in attendance. We ho~e to have a ver~ engaging and ~roduct~ve meeting. 



Note: The CBC Holiday 5ocial invitations will be sent to al! members next week. As a reminder, we are also celebrating the service of Vice Chancellor 

Brenda Malone. University administrators and her senior staff~ will also be in attendance. Friday, December 13 at 5:00 p.m. Friday Center 

Thankyou! 

Have a blessed and relaxing holiday. 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborzh L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind," 

X:: Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: @kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:46 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: ECON - Congratulations! 

A~tach: 3 Assignment 4 V2.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have attached the assignment with the new grade (8!tO} ---I did not know if },ou needed to take any additional points off for being late, so I didn’t want to upload 

it to the dropbox or update the score sheet. 

As for the e’.<am, based on my e-sh~p class from ~ast year, these wo~id a~ be pret~:y norrnal questions w~tMn an e-.sMp (:lass. ~f they a~so had the case ~n advance, 

they should be over.-prepared for anythk~ l:ha~ comes ~hek way~ There are enough qua~ta~:~ve questkms ~hat folios shouhd be ok (~:hey shouM be expec:~ng ~hese 

ones) and stiil have adequate t~Rle for the qusnt. At the end of the day, everytNng is ~raded on a curve anyway] (Or ~eas[ ~n the MBA worm i[ ~s~). 

Hope tMs he~ps, 

. MBA Class of ¯ UNC Kenan-Flaqler Business School 
@unc.edu. linkedin.com/inl 

Frera: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:51 PM 
To: 
Subject: FW: ECON - Congratulations! 

Deborah L. Stroman, P~.D~ CLU 

Engage, g~plore, Empow~m 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing w~ll ever be attempted ff all possible ebject~ns must first be 

~ SamuN Johnson 

Sent: Monday, 5:17 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah k 
Subje¢t= Re: EOON - Congratulations! 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I’m sor~ I’m clogging up your inbox! Here is our presentation (before the changes we made for tomorrow) and Assignment 4. I just want to make 
sure I get this in to you by the evening. 
Best, 

University o~ North Carolina - Ghapel Hill 
Class of 

On Wed, at ]2:38 AM, <dstro,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

To: 

From: Detx)rah Stroman 

Congra’mlations on your ra!! You have a very doable service. 

SuggeslJons: 

1. Reformat your fina~ciaJ section. Use a table. More explmzation of how you derived at the numbers. 

2. Be clear on your ASK. We are hypotJ~etical investors. Be direct in what you need to move forwa~l. Otherwise, it will appear that your pitch is just informational and 

you need zero assistance. 

3. Q&A - Let others answer questions. You want to be a temn at eve~ point of the way. 

4. Consider more visuals to illustrate the {histration. I am sure there a~re great photos of {Narrated profs and students. 

I hope these tips help! 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "PLCY 

Messages for this site: t LCY 

" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 7:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Outer Banks bridge closed; Will McCrou raise teacher pay? 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 4, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

-ri~r~fi~n Outer Banks bridg~ closed due to safety concerns 
The North Carolina Depa~ment of Transpo~ation on Tuesday closed the Bonnet 

Bridge on N.C Highway 12 over the Oregon inlet in the Outer Banks due to 

immediate safety concerns. 

McCrory says he wants to raise teacher pay, but how wiR he 

do it? 
Gov. Pat McCrory on Tuesday reiterated his desire to raise teacher pay, and now 

lawmakers are in the early stages of a plan to make that happen, WRAL reports. 

WR~.L Discuss ................................ 

Durham and Orange ready for light rail. even if Wake isn’t 
Plans for light rail connecting Durham and Orange counties will proceed even if 

W~ke County has stalled on the issue 

N.C. residents drive 23.7 minutes to work, and other eco- 
devo trivia 
The Nerth Gamlh~a Chamber o~ Commerce launched it.~i Dashboard 2030 site on 

,:, one ~y-~o-~v~ate p~a~e. 

Read Morning Edition >> ....................................................... 

...... 

TODAYS ~NiNe 

Chatham Park, but no date set yet 

.......................................................... Why CEOs could learn a th~nq or ~o from universRy 
chancellors 

Obama a~ms to refocus attention on health care reform’s 

benefits, not i~ website 

gEg_M_~_~___~_~Y 

The 4 most~oo~led questions about North Carolina 



Conts~t Us 

Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 

bisioumsls customes se~,,ice, bisioumsls I ~]0 W. Morebead ~}t.. C~-~srlo~e, Noah Ca[olina 2820L 

2013 American Gila/ Business ,Journals, inc. sad its iicenso8 Ali ri~ists rese=~,,ed The material on this site may not be 

~eprodeced, distributes, trsnsmited cached o[ otheP,~vise used; except wi~il the prior ’~’~d~cen pem;issio~ of bizioslmals 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Feldman, Maryann P. <mauann.feldman@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:36 AM 

~kenan- tlagler, unc.edtr~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Grading and Exam 

Thanks They roll be available online and can be returned online. We would like to take you to lunch to thank you for your help. How long will you be around 

this semesler? 

On at 10:03 PM, ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Feldman and Dr. Stroman, 

That should work out fine -where can ~ pick up the exams? I an~ in McCol~ for most of the day on Tuesday, and it would be ei~s]est ~[ I could 

up at bus~ness school 

Thanks, 

them 

MBA Class of , UNC Kenan-Fiaqler Business School 
~unc edu o linkedin.comiin/ 

I=re~: Feldman, Maryann P. [mailto:maryann.feldman@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:24 AM 
To: 
Ce: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: P,e: Grading and Exam 

Hello     It has been a quick semester. 

Here is the plan moving tbrwazd Assignment 5 is a rerun assessment - no grading needed. 

The Final Exam is Tuesday, from 12- 2. We’d like to ask your help grading. 

We will have a key. Do you think that you can make comments and get back to us by Wednesday nighVearly Thursday morning? That would g~ve us time 

to review and calculate our final grades. 

Thanks for your help. 

On           . at 4:13 PM,                           ~_l_!_~_&~_Ln__-___i_i_ta_g!_e___r_~_ujzc_:__e__d__~> wrote: 

Drs. Feldman and Stroman, 

I hope you both had excellent Thanksgivings. 

I wanted to reach out regarding grading that will need to be done in the next couple weeks. I think there was another homework assignment down 

the pike and then the final. Please let me know if there is anything to be graded, and the date for the final if I need to come pick those up. 

Thanks, 

o MB,:\ Claas of , UNC Kenan-Fiaoler Business Sc,hool 

{@~unc.edu " linkedin.corn!in/ 



From: COMP 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: COMP 

Subject: [ COMt 

>no- mply@sakai.unc.edu> 

8:44 AM 

q~o- reply@ saImi.unc.edu> 

Anno~mcement ] Final F~xam Updale 

An announcement has been added in the "COMP 

8850b217347c) 

’ site at Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal/site/62552681-a54d-4b3d-a907- 

Subject: Final Exam Update 

Group: Site 

Message: 

Hello all - - 

After your web-based projects are co,npleted today by 11:55), there’s only the final exam left! ffs baaed to believe the semester has gone by this quickly. 

In o~vler to give yon more fle~bility to fit the exam into your bnsy schedules, the exam will become available on ~rather than as the course 

schedule originally stated). The due date remains the same, though: the final exam must be submitted by 1 l:55pm on , with no exceptions. 

Please make snre you’ve read the inslructions on the Weeks 14 & 15 page very’ carefi~lly before taking the exam. The exam is in two parts - each past is timed, but yon 

can take an untimed break between the two parts. You could even take Part 1 on one day and Part 2 on another day, if you wish. Once you have opened a section of 

the exam, though, the clock will not stop tutoring, so each part must be completed in one sit’ring. 

Good luck on the final exam, and I look tbrwaacd to seeing your web-based projects very soon! 

This automatic notification message was sent by SakaJ @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:/isakai.unc.edu/px~rtal) from the COMF 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Pret~rences. 

site. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Parsons, Eileen R <rparsons@email.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 8:52 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC: SPECIAL Caucus Meeting - TUESDAY 

image002.jpg; image001 .jpg 

Hi Debby, 

I had planned to attend the session but I had to leave to~vn on yesterday 

From the notes, it looks as though it was an engaging session. Did the responses to the questions indicate action in the future on the various issues? 

Eileen 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons, PhD 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching (JRST); 
Science Policy Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (f) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 7:40 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: CBC: SPECIAl. Caucus Meeting - ’]EJESDAY 

tti Caucus. Today’s meeting was very powerful and engaging. I am attaching the guide that I used to frame our discussion. I also shared the "Mentoring, Coaching, and Sponsorship" 
document (pg. 23 only) to help explain my sentiments towards the importance of addressing institutional barriers (vs the over usage or application of mentoring programs to "Jix" us.) 

Please feel free to contact me directly if you have any questions or feedback. Thanks again for the critical dialogue and support 

I hope to see you at the Holiday Social on Friday, Dec. 13th at the Friday (;enter at 5:00 pan. Please respond to your invitation. We will celebrate the year, the season, VC Brenda Malone, 
and Shanna Collier. Shauna has accepted the position of Supervisory/tIead Librarian with the Smithsonian National Museum of African 2,merican IIistory & Culture Wow and Congrats! 
We will miss you both. 

"We are family." 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Er~gage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 
[Description:Description:Description: Twitter2]<h~p:i/twi~er.com;#!/drs~oman> 
"Nothing will ever be a~empted ifall possible objections must first be overcome." 
~ SamuelJohnson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attacl-unents, if any, is intended only for the -person or enti~" to which it is addressed and may contain confidential ancL’or 
privileged material. Any" ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday-, December 02, 2013 5:10 PM 

To: cbcchair@nnc.edu 
Subject: F~V: CBC: SPECIAL Caucus Mecting - TUESDAY 
Importance: High 

Hi Friends. Here’s the friendly reminder regarding tomorrow’s meeting ~vith Dr. Taffye Clayton. Union 3 I02 at 4:00 pan. 

The agenda is very focused on our community at UNC. We need an open and frank dialogue about the current state of Blacks at UNC and what solutions (in the works and what needs to be 
designed) to improve the outcomes. Again, if you have not seen the UCLA video, here’s the link - http://ww~,huffingtonpost.core~’2013/11/08/ucla-black-e~ollment- 
fresl~nen n 4242213.html 

Also, the next Racial Equi~ ~ orkshop has been scheduled for this January 6-7. STRONG reconnnendation for everyone. See attached Testimonials. (Dr. Barbara Rimer, Dean of the School 
of Public Health, has given the initial approval to move this course forward for graduate school academic credit We are working to involve non-SPH graduate students as well.) 
http://d3h47xle~cecj9.cloudfrontnet/wp-content/uploads/~13/ll/Anti-Racism registration Jan-2014.pdf 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 
[Description: Description: Description: Tw~tter2]<http://twitter.com/#!/drstroman> 
"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome" 
~- Samuel Johnson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any’, is intended only for the -person or enti~ to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 



copies of the original message. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 5:00 PM 

To: cbcc hair@ unc. edu<mailto :cbcchair(~unc.edu> 
Subject: CBC: SPECIAL Caucus Meeting 

Hi Friends. As a suggestion from our last meeting, we are scheduled to now meet with Dr. Taffye Clayton, Vice Provost of Diversib" and Multi-Cultural Affairs, on Tuesday, December 3rd. 
We will gather in Union 3102 at 4:00 p.m. We will continue this important dialogue on solutions to the concerns of the lJ~x,-C Black communi~. I sincerely hope you can be in attendance. We 
hope to have a very engaging and productive meeting. 

Note: The CBC Holiday- Social invitations will be sent to all members next week. As a rcminder, we are also celebrating the service of Vice Chancellor Brenda Malone. University- 
administrators and her senior staffwill also be in attendance. Friday, December 13 at 5:00 p.m. Friday- Center 

Thank you! 

Have a blessed and relaxing holiday-. 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
919.843.0336 
www. tmc. edu/cbc<http :i/www. unc. ed~,’cbc> 

"\Vhen the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 
[Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Feldman, Maryann P. <ma~man.feldmma@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 9:30 AM 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@emml.unc.edu> 

Charles Merritt < ~me.com>; Stroman, Debora]~ L ~dstro@unc.edu>; CaudiH, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu> 

Entrepreneuri~ Ethics - Teachable moment 

Good Morning, I am disturbed about the process of voting yesterday There were 160 vote cast for a class of 120 I am not contesting the outcome but I am worried that students would 
game the system for a $100 prize. We have ethics as one of our topics It just doesn’t sit ~vell with me. Its not the Carolina Way 

I am not sure what to do. One idea would be an exam question asking them to reflect on an ethical situation I just feel that this needs to be addressed somehow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Caudill, Walter Lowly <wlcaud@email.tmc.edu;~ 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 9:37 AM 

Feldman, Maryann P. <m~xy~n.~ldman@unc.edu>; Stew~xt, John F <j fstew~@emml.unc.edu> 

Charles Merritt < ~me.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Entlep~eneurial Efllics - Teachable moment 

Was it gamed? Was there a flaw- in the google system? Was it operator error (the person who ran the computer tally)? I carmot imagine 40 students participating in a scam for something as 
simple as a class presentation. And I’m not sure the students knew about the $100 prize ahead of time - I don’t recall Jolm mentioning it. 

Looking to next year, it seems to me that we should just use a hand count as ~ve’ve done in the past 

No problem with an ethics question. 

From: Fektman, Maryann P. 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 9:30 AM 
To: Stewart, John F 
Cc: Charles Merritt; Struman, Deborah L; CaudiH, Walter Low~ 
Subject: Entrepreneurial Ethics -Teachable moment 

Good Murning, I am disturbed abuut the process of voting yesterday. There were 160 vote cast for a class of 120. I am nut cuntesting the outcome but I am wurried that students wuuld 
game the system for a $100 prize. We have ethics as one of our topics. It just doesn’t sit well with me. Its not the Carolina Way. 

I am not sure what tu dn One idea wuuld be an exam questiun asking them tu reflect on an ethical situation. I just [’eel that this needs to be addressed somehuw. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Caudill, Walter Lowly <wlcaud@email.tmc.edu;~ 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 11:49 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; Feldm~, Marymm P. ~maryann.~ldman@unc.edw~; Stewart, John F ~i~tewar@em~l.unc.edw~ 

Chu~’les Merritt < @me.corn> 

RE: Entlep~eneurial Efllics - Teachable moment 

Also a good reminder that higher tech is not al~vays the best approach. A simple show and count of hands ~vould have been more accurate and transparent. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 11:19 
To: Fel&nan, Maryalm P; Stewart, John F 
Cc: Charles Merritt; Caudill, Walter Lowry 
Subject: RE: Entrepreneurial Ethics - Teachable moment 

Thanks Ma~ann I was thinking about this same situation because as I walked away I overheard student complaining (using profanity, no less) about the biased survey instrument I 
queried them about their angst. They felt that the methodology was not scientifically-based and that it was an unfair vote ;( 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
,-, Samuel Johnson 

CONF][DENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged materiab Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: FeINnan, Maryann P 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 9:30 AM 
To: Stewart, John F 
Cc: Charles ]’,/]erritt; Stroman, Deborah L; Caudil[, Waiter Lowry 
Subject: Entrepreneurial Ethics - Teachable moment 

Good Morning, I am disturbed about the process of voting yesterday. There were 160 vote cast for a class of 120. I ara not contesting the outcome but I am worried that students would 
game the system for a $100 prize. We have ethics as one of our topics. It just doesn’t sit well with me. Its not the Carolina Way. 

I am not sure ~vhat to do. One idea would be an exam question asking them to reflect on an ethical situation. I just feel that this needs to be addressed somehow. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 11:51 AM 

Deena ttayes <dhaye@racialeqni~institute.org>; @gmail.com>; @gmail.com>; 
@aol.com>; Dustin Washington ~DWashington@at~c.org>;           @aol.com; 

~gmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dslro@unc.edu>; Wanda ttunter <whunter@racialeqni~institute.org>; 

@gmail.coln >;                             @gm~l.com>;                        .~!yalaoo .cam> 

Education as a thnction of economic m~arket needs... Must see 11 min YouTube clip from Ken Robinson. 

Wow - here it is, all... If you have not see this yet from Ken Robinsor~ you;ve got to take 11 minutes to watch it (Thanks for pointin me to him). 

ht~://~vw.voutube.com/watch?v~DZFcDGpIAU 

I listen to this through onr Racial Equity frame, too, and here’s some of what I notice: 

Enlightnemem thining is really white thinking and maintained and propagated by white snpremacy 

"Divergent thinldng" is precisely what Dr. Nichols and otheis describe as a difi~rent culuml way of seeing the world 

Ken Robinson talks about all kids faili~g ~nore as tinie n~arches on a~d the ~-orld e~’olves but if ~-e disaggregate results b?~ race, this paxadigni aJ~so expl~ns tl~e 

racial disaprities we see today. 

He oifly talks about the indufftriaJ~ revolution as having fomied public education as we know it, but there were education systelns before that - such as it being 
ILLEGAI~ for enslaved people to read, and public universities like UNC being founded to provide managment skills for the planter class, so the conflict between 

humaniF and economic needs predated the system I came up in 

There are actually material and psycological incentives in place for the ruling classes to maintain the education system as it is - the ve~ idea that educations 

SHOULD prepare people to function in society and as full N~man beings is one that he takes for granted, but I think that many people who are pulling strings in 

our education debate are commitment to the opposite - it is actually in their economic and psycological interest to have classes of people educated and 

unprepaxed to ntili~ze their full humanity 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:51 PM 

Feldman, Maxyann P. <maryann.tNdman@unc.edtv~ 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Grading and Exam 

Groat - will they be dropped into the Dmpbox similar to before? 

That is ve~ kind of you both. I roll be in town until 

Thank~ 

- I am doing some grading for the first year MBA finals :) 

UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

On , at 7:36 AM, "Feldman, Maryann P." <marvmm.feldman(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks     They will be available online and can be returned online. We would like to take you to lunch to thank you for your help. How long roll you 

be around this semester? 

On at 10:03 PM, @kenan- flagler, unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Feldman and Dr. Stroman, 

rhat shouid work out fine -where can t pick up the exi~ms? f am in M,::Coil for most of the day on Tuesday, arid it would be easiest 

could p~ck them up at business schoof. 

Thanks, 

¯ M BA Ciass of * UNC Kenan-Fiact!er Business School 

A[unc.edu o linkedin.comlin, 

I=rem: Feldman, IVlaryann P. [mailto:maryann.feldman@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                10:24 AI’4 

C¢: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: Re: Grading and Exam 
Hello    , It has been a quick semester. 

Here is the plan moving lbrwaJcd Assignment 5 is a team assessment - no grading needed. 

The Final Exam is Tuesday, t?om 12- 2. We’d like to ask your help grading. 

We roll have a key. Do you think that you can make comments and get back to us by Wednesday nightJea~rly Thmsday morning? That 

would give us titne to review and calculate our final grades. 

Thanlcs for your help. 

On             at 4:13 PM,                            ~;!kenan- fla~!er.nnc.edn> wrote: 

Drs. Feldman and Stroman, 

I hope you both had excellent Thanksgivings. 

I wanted to reach out regarding grading that will need to be done in the next couple weeks. I think there was another homework 

assignment down the pike and then the final. Please let me know if there is anything to be graded, and the date for the final if I need to 

come pick those up. 

Thanks, 

¯ M BA Ciass of , ]_J___bj_~___K_,_~_n___a__n_z_F__[_a_g_[_e__r_ Business Sqb_,,_o___o_] 



Course Title: "Leading for Racial Equity: Examining Structural Issues of Race and Class" 

Course Credit Hours and Offering: 2.0 credits, Fall 

Course Instructors: 
Eugenia Eng, Gillings School of Global Public Health (Lead Instructor) 

, School of Law 
. Kenan-Flagler School of Business 

Deborah Stroman, Exercise and Sport Science 

Enrollment: 24 students and permission of instructor required 

Course Description: 
This professional interdisciplinary seminar is partnering with the Racial Equity Institute (REI), a 

national anti-racism training organization, to prepare graduate students from professional degree 

programs to become effective leaders in an increasingly diverse world. The goal is to prepare 

them with a framework that directs them to analyze institutions, rather than characteristics oj~ 

individuals and groups, in order to understand institutional legacy, response, and accountability to 

different populations. This course also involves community members as a key element of the 

pedagogy, so that the interactive nature of the course will allow all participants to learn from the 

perspectives of others with different backgrounds and in different stages of life. Participants will 

complete intensive 2-day training, over a weekend, with REI trainers and course instructors on the 

explicit and subtle ways that racialized patterns in American culture, policies, and practices 

permeate political, economic, and social structures. At two and four weeks following this training, 

likely on a Friday or Saturday, students will complete related readings and group-work 

assignments to be submitted for critique/grading and credit. 



From: @ad.unc.edtc> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:27 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edt~> 

Subject: EXS S 

I just checked EXSS 
and saw that there were still 8 seats open. I was wondering if there was a date when the class would be open up to students who weren’t Entrepreneurship minors 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angels B~ant) <~Bo,antin@ncleg.net> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 2:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

District Alert - Three Imtx~rtaJat Announcements 

DISTRICT ALERT 
From The Office of Sen. Angels Bryant 

If you wish to no longer subscribe to these notices click here. 
**THREE I~IPORTANT AAqVOL~VCEMENIS** 

December 7, 2013 

1 l~:tm - 2pm 

Edgecombe A dmi~ 

Building 

201 S¢; Andreuw S¢;, :~)~rboro, NC 27886 

Come and celebrate the success of Project GRACE’s T.O.R,O. 
[ntervent[on and help raise awareness of ~["een K)at[n~ Violent<~ and 
Sexual Ab~se. The co,<q,,~.s fr<~e. Sponsor<~d by:. Project £~RACl~{Steerqr~. 
~)vent Contact: 2;-’~o~- 82S-]7’3S 

..4pplic~:ttio~ pe~’iod Dec. 16, 2013 - t~2~b. 9, 2014 

Online applications for the Kenan Fellows Program open Monda.v, Dec. 16, 

VTith the generous support of our corporate and foundation partners, we 
are offer/r~g fellowships to pub]R’ s’,hoo] teachers across the state. 

As part of the year-long fellowship, teachers gain experience outside of 
the classroora by partnering with a mentor in research or industry 
d~mqng t]:’,,,~ sul-,,lmer. The.~/ translat,~ their experience~ back to the~ 
classroom and sba~e relevant and engaging lessons with stc~dents and 
colleagues. Teachers remain in the classroom while eng~aged in the 
fellowship and receiv(~ a stipend ~pon completion of program 
reqc~irements, 

Help a deserving teacher enrich his or her career by encouraging hira or 
her to appi.~/. 

,,,,~ also encourage you to share information about the application period 
in your newslett,~rs, website and social media sites. 

Visit kenanfellows.org to apply or learn mole. 

Eco~omic Fom~m b~ P@mou~t~ 

I)ecember 2(/h - i2pm ~z~ l:3@m 

Vernon Jam~" I~ese~rc4~ ~d E~tensi(~n (;em~r 

You ar~: invited to join Sen. /kngeia Bryar~t for an Kconomic Forum 
featuring Commerce Secretary Sharon Aiired Decker as guest speaker. 
Directions to the Research center can be found at: 
http://www.ncacgr gov/researc h/tidewaterdirections, htm 
Ample parking is available ak the Research Center. 
Please send a response to tinela@ncleg.net by Wednesday, December 
18th if vo~ wish to attendo 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:45 PM 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu-~ 

@live.unc.e&~>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC Website 

H OJ. I bought the full package which included a domain. I grabbed www.unccbc.com. So 
the new one, as necessary. 
Please make the false page have this language: 

Welcome to the Carolina Black Caucus! 
You will be directed to our new website... 
If not, please click on www.unccbc.com 

Does this option make sense? 
debb¥ 

Exp~ore~ Engage. Empower. 
EXSS Spo~ A~min~s~r~tion, Lecturer 

think we should keep using www.unc.eduicbc but also promote 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:19 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Meeting 

Attach: image001 .j pg 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’d love to meet next week, I am free during that time. Thanlcs for reaching out! 

University of North Coaolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 

at 1:07 PM, "Stromm~, Deborah L" <dstro(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi How is your schedule next week on Wednesday between 11:30 and 1:007 

Dr. Stroman 

Explore. ~age. Empower. 

EX$$ Spo~ Admini~r~t~.n, Lecturer 

~,ex~.unc,edu 

<imageOO~.jpg> 



Course Title: "Leading for Racial Equity: Examining Structural Issues of Race and Class" 
Course Credit Hours and Offering: 2,0 credits, Fall 

Course Instructors: 
Eugenia Eng, Gillings School of Global Public Health (Lead Instructor) 

School of Law 
Kenan-Flagler School of Business 

Deborah Stroman, Exercise and Sport Science 
Enrollment: 24 students and permission of instructor required 

Course Description: 

This professional interdisciplinary seminar is partnering with the Racial Equity Institute (REI), a 
national anti-racism training organization, to prepare graduate students from professional degree 

programs to become effective leaders in an increasingly diverse world, The goal is to provide 
them with a framework that directs them to critically analyze institutions, rather than 
characteristics of individuals and groups, in order to understand institutional legacy, response, and 
accountability to different populations. This course also involves local community members as a 
key element of the pedagogy, so that the interactive nature of the course will allow all participants 
to learn from the perspectives of others with different backgrounds and in different stages of life. 

Participants will complete an intensive 2-day training with REI trainers and course instructors on 
the explicit and subtle ways that racialized patterns in American culture, policies, and practices 
permeate political, economic, and social structures. At two and four weeks following this initial 
training, likely on a Friday or Saturday, students will meet to discuss, evaluate, and analyze 
completed readings and group-work assignments to be submitted for critique/grading and credit. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 6:07 PM 

Caudill, Walter Low~ <wlcau&~email.unc.edu~; Charles Merritt < 
Feldman, Ma~./ann P. <maryann.t~ldman@nnc.edu~ 

Final Exam for Econ 325 

Econ 325 Final Exam F13.docx 

@me.com>; Stroma~L Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

All, 

I have reworked the question to fit with the business model canvas and cut back on the finance. Take a look and give your comments as quickly as possible. As you 

go through this, please think about the answers you would like to see. A good question should be one where you have a pretty good idea of what you would like to 

see in the way of a good answer. 

I have started and answer key and grading guide, but will complete that after I get your reaction and edits on the exam. I would like to give this to the staff to be 

duplicated on Friday so you quick attention would be appreciated. 

John 

* John F. Stewart 

* Professor of Economics 

* Director of EntrepreneursNp Minor 

* Department of Economics 

* University of North Carolina 

* Gardner Hall CB# 3305 

* Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 

* Fax: (919) 966-4986 

* john_stewart@unc.edu 

* htt p:i!www.u ncerninor.org 

* htt~:/[www:unc.edu[~ifstewar/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ; 7:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Holiday Social 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Unfortunately T will not be able to attend the CBC Holiday Social. However; what does your schedule look like for next week? Hopefully we can get a chance to catch up before 
Christmas Break. I look forward to hearing from you! 

Best, 

B.S. Business Administration I Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class of 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:59 PM 
To: (Global Studies); 
C¢: (Global Studies); 
Subject: CBC Holiday Social 

Hi Heels. I hope you are ready to finish strong! Our holiday social this year will be at the Friday Center on Friday,             at 5:00 p.m. Please let me 

know if you are able to come assist us from 4:30 - 6:00. I can arrange a ride for you, as necessary. Feel free to invite one other friend too. 

Thanks again for your service to the Caucus. 

Regards, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind," 

Carolina Black C ..... 542 with tag 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 7:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: 12-momh timer starts lbr 23-stou SkyHouse rower in &wntown Raleigh 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 5, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

12-month timer starts for 23=stor~ ~kyHouse tower in 
d own to~rn Raleiqh 
Bet, veen now and the end of 2014, the corner of Martin and Blount streets in 

downtown Raleigh will resemble a busy anthill as workers start to assemble all the 

~ieces for what will become the 23-story SkyHouse Raleigh apa~ment tower. 

N.C. to pr~oritize manufacturing, aviation, defense ,jobs 
N.C. Commerce Secretary Sharon Decke~ is finished with her "listening tou# around 

the state as she reorganizes her depa~ment, so she had a few minutes fo~ 

questions about what’s next for 20 ia. 

McCrory: Medicaid reform ~R be ’crucial’ in 2014 
During his visit Tuesday te Wake Ferest Baptisl Medioal Center, ~ asked Gev Pat 

McCrory how much o~ ;~ priarity Medicaid reform will be when the k~gish~ture returns 

,o 

Discuss 
.................. 

S~ve cash by launchin~ your sta~up in ,., Par~s? 
Hey, erfirepreneurs~ Thinking abeut iaunc, hing yeur s~adup abroad? You rrfigh~ 

actually save meney. 

, ~.~ 

T~tter awash ~th speCulation on PNC Arena’s mystery 

Cree to light up N.C. S~te’s newdorm project 

What do CEOs want for Christmas? A federa~ b~dqet 
agreement 

Cisco predicts the future: Internet of Eye.thing, ubiquitous 
video and web overhaul 



Conts~t Us 

Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 

bisioum.sls customes se~,,ice, bisioum.sls I ~]0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, North Ca[olina 2820L 

2018 Ai11erical~ City Busil~ess Journsis, iac and its licel~so~s All ~igi]ts iesel°,ied ~-~e alaterial on this sits may aot be 

~eprodeced, dist~ibLite(~, ti.snsl;~i~ed cached o~ othels,,’ise used; except ,;~’i~il the plio~ ’~’~F~cen pem;issio~ of biziotlmals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:56 AM 

Weight, Edanne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Volunteers - SpAd Gear Order 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hi E! Thanks for sending that! Yeah, that would probably be good to get the sizes from the faculty. We will likely have enough funding to get everyone 
something. I included the first years in our initial order (which is being printed tomorrow) so they are good to go. They have done a ton in the marketing 
initiatives so I am using the Innovation Squad budget to do that. 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Graduate Program Coordinator I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNG Chapel Hill I CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 

919.962.0959 

Website: https:/Iwww, e~itelevelsportmarketinq.com 
Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundomenta/s on a doily ba~is" (Robin Sharma) 

From: "Weight, Erianne A." <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 09:40:38 -0500 

To: #live.unc.edu> 

~:c: Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Volunteers - SpAd Gear Order 

Hi 

Attached is a master list of all of the volunteers we had at the Miami, UVA, ECU and Duke games. The students who worked one game were promised a SpAd 

teeshirt, and those who worked two games get to choose between a hoodie and a polo. 

There are 9 who earned a hoodie/polo and 65 who earned a teeshirt. I will be collecting sizes and preferences over the ne~ few days and roll plan to email you a 

master list by Monday. 

Coyte - would you like me to collect size pret}rences from the thculty as well (or anyone else)...for hoodies, polos, or tee-shirts? 

Thankyou! 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Sport Administration 

The Universily of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:06 AM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Volunteers - SpAd Gear Order 

@live.unc.edu> 

Because there are so many to distribute, I think we can have the workers in the basket room do it with a detailed check-offlist! That shotfld keep it simple. 

Thanks! 

From= Cooper, Coyte 
Sent= Thursday, 9:56 AM 
To= Weight, Erianne A.; 

Co= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Volunteers - SpAd Gear Order 

Hi E! Thanks tbr sending that’. Yea]~, that would probably be good to get’the sizes t?om the thculty. We will likely have enough funding to get everyone something. I 

included the first years in our initial order (which is being printed tomorrow) ~ fl~ey axe good to go. They have done a "ton in the marketing initiatives so I am using "the 

Innovafion Squad budget to do that. 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Graduate Program Coordinator I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration I UNC- Chapel Hill I CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 

919.962.0959 

Website: ._h_t__t p___s_;_L/~,__eJ_i_t __eJ__e___v___eJ__s_p___o__r__t_m__a__r___k___e__t__Ln__g,__c___o____m__. 
Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarkettng 

"Success is the masterful appfication o~ the ~undamentals on a dai/y basis" (Robin Sharma) 

From: "Weight, Erianne A." <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 09:40:38 -0500 

To: ’ @live.unc.edu> 

Cc: Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Volunteers - SpAd Gear Order 

Hi 

Attached is a tnaster list of all of the volunteers we had at the Miami, UVA, ECU axed Duke games. The students who worked one game were promised a SpAd 

teeshirt, and those who worked two gmnes get to choose beV,~-een a hoodie and a polo. 

There are 9 who earned a boodle/polo and 65 who earned a teeshirt. I will be collecting sizes a~d preferences over the next few days and will plm~ to email you a 

master list by Monday. 

Coyte - would you like me to collect size preferences from the faculb~ &s well (or anyone else)...for hoodies, polos, or tee-shirts? 

Thank you! 

Erianne A. WeighL Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assista]~t Professor, Sport A&ninistration 

’][’he Universi~ of North Cmolina - Chapel Hill 



From: 

To: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, 12:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

RE: Sport Analyfics 

@kenaJ~- flagler.unc.edu-~ 

Hi Dr. gtroman, 

Thanks for passing this design along. I think I prefer the designs we were looking at previously. Here’s some feedback we got from the team on the previous 

version of th~-_~ logo we had for revk~w. Potent~M updates that we thoughL might look good 

Remove coaching lines 

Add [~C logo to basketball 

Change color ~o Ca¢olina Blue with a ~rk outline 

Remove orange colodng 

ff we switched to this design, ~ ~ike the first one (w~thout the traU comhlg off of the basketbaU). A~so, ~ wonder ~f the purple couM be switched to Caro~h~a Nue. 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 9:03 AM 
To: 

Subject: FW: Sport Analytics 

HI. It~iti~l th,::,,@-~l:s? ~fakc ~:1}~ ibm ~lI the 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En~lo~e, gkp~ore, Empower, 

9:~9.843.0336 

"Nothing will e~e~ be attempted ff all possible obje~ons must first be 

"~ Samuel Johnson 

From= Yvonne Dobson [mail~:yvonne@alum.emo~.edu] 
Sent: ~ursday, ~2:09 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje¢t: Spo~ Anal#ics 
Hi Debhy, 

It was good tal~ng to you a few days ago. Here’s a li~ to what I’ve come up wi~ so ihr: 13ttps ://www.dropbox.com/sh/ti~8md~21vbgwtp/7u1TsXIH6-. I usually l~e 
to come up with a few d~l~rent concepts, but I apologize I haven’t had much time to work on it. Feel fi’ee to call or ~nail me, if you have any q’s, changes or 

suggestions. 

Take care, 
Yvo~e 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu;> 

Thursday, 12:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

SAS temn questions/FYIs 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

We had a few questions!FYIs come up in the SAS team meeting: 

Questions 

Can we please schedule a large undergrad consulting team meeting in January when we get back from winter break? We could have teams present their 

progress, and discuss where everybody will rotate next. 

Is there anybody from the Bobcats that we should be catering some of our panel topic ideation towards? 

FYIs 

The SAS team’s logo feedback was sent in another email 

The SplEAs team is wrapping up our proposal and we will be sending that to you on Saturday. It will include all of our work, including agenda, hall of fame 

idea, potential nominees, gift ideas, etc. 

Also, I mentioned we were splitting up into different liaison roles so we could have everybody act as a point person for a different workstream. Since these 

are based on function, I think we can generally stick with them across projects. Here are the roles everybody chose on the SAS and SplEAs teams. 

o Corporate Relations: 

o Event Planning: 

,~ Finance: 

o Programming: 

© Marketing: (with additional support in Corporate Relations) 

o TBD: 

Thanks! 

MBA Candidate, Class of ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Grott; Diane G <groff@emaila]nc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Petschaner, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu> 

Weight, Efianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Honors thesis updates ALSO 

OK. I will see him next week and ask him it:l can help in any way. 

Thanks for all of your mentorin~ of h~s work. I know it can be chalien~h~. 

Diane 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, ~2:27 PM 
To: Groff, Diane G; Pe~chauer, Meredith A 
Cc: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: RE: Honors thesis updates ALSO 

d 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

~tLq~qe~ ~xplore, Empower: 

9] 9.843.0336 

"NotNng will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samue~ ~ohnson 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, ~2:26 PH 
To: Groff, Diane G; Pe~chauer, Meredith A 
Cc: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: RE: Honors thesis updates 

,d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 
Eng’a~e, ~ph)re, Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

"NotNng w~ ever be attempted ff a~ pessibM ebject~ens must first be 

~ 5amuN Jehnson 

F~m= @off, Diane G 
Sent: Thursday, 11:25 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Pe~hauer, Meredith A 
¢¢= Weight, Erianne A. 
Sabje¢t= RE: Honors thesis updates 

Hi Deb, 

Let rne know ~f I can he~p b~ any way. ~ have had an opportunity to observe some of academic behaviors 

my belief that he has ~reat b~tent~ons #ut that he gets tripped up on the execution at times. AL Lh~s point ~ wonder if he 

~ if he w~l~ be aMe to complete the work needed for s senior honors thes~s..Just ~et me know what ~ can do to he~p facNtate h~s completion of tMs work. 

Diane 

Dr Diane G Grolf 

Associate Professor - Recreation Administration Specialization 

Associate Member - Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Cente~ 

Co--Founder .- Get REAL & HEEL Breast Cancer Program 

Department of Exercise and Spot[ Science 

306 Woollen Gym; CB 8700 

Chape~ Hi~, NC 27599-8700 

919-962-0534 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:55 PN 
To= Petschauer, Meredith A 
C¢= Weighb Erianne A.; Groff, Diane G 
Subject; RE: Honors thesis updates 

]_{] ~Ae~dith. I w;~] co~r~[~]~t:~ thc [a]] s~r~st:~ r ~;:~di~=; l~r      wit}~ a~ qN’ }te ~rec’~ to cornpletc the dn~[t p~opos~l by 

d 

~eborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, C[,[J 
~nduge. ~xplore. Empower. 

9:19,843,0336 



"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Petschauer, Heredith A 
Sent; Tuesday, :~2:20 PH 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Honors thesis updates 

DeLl, 

I am not su~e what to do. He ~s ~es~stered for the class and w~l~ need to receNe a 8rade. ~ w~ ~et you handle tMs how you see fit, bu~ he csnnot ~e ~e~istered for 

the second semester ~f he has not proposed bythe end of th~s 

Meredith 

Mered~l:h Pe~:scha~er., PhD~ LAT, ATC 

Depart~u~)t o[ Exer(:~se a~ld Sport Sdence 

2202 S~alfinss Evans Sports Medicine Center 

U NC ---CH CB#8700 

Chapel H~, NC 27599-87C~ 

F~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Se~t: Tuesday, EE:39 AM 

To: Pe~chauer, Heredith A; 
S~bject: RE: Honors thesis updates 

Deborah L. Stroman, PkD~ CLU 

Eng’a~e. £kplore, Empower, 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samue~ ~ehnson 



St ~m D~ bo ~ ~ro @~d 

Re se ar~ and~re ativ ~ ac ti ~ty at ~ardiina, D~ ~ N ~2 

...................................................................................................................................................................... 

Tl~e Power of Plastic 

~at mioht make solar technolo0y more affordable2 Tradino silicon for plastic, 

FEATURES 

Est0e Lander, Haagen- To understand A new approach to 

Dazs--Do we know where neurodegeneration, Juan transplants could save 

our favorite brands come Song discovers how baby many who need new 

frorn? neurons stay alive, lungs 

VIDEO 



~"i laurie mcneil 

Wo °kin  on Women in Science 

The number of women in facul~ positions in the sciences lags far behind the 
percentage of female graduate and undergraduate studen~ nationwide. A 
campus-wide initiative at UNC called Working on Women in Science is t~ing to 
change that. Photo by Steve Exum. 

[x:: ~tch vide°      ] 

SPOtLIGHtS CAROEINA~ QUOTED 

--Sidney Smith, ~n Sh~ft W~ cholestero~ advice could double statm 

demographers make a 

time-lapse video to show 

housing gro~h from 1940 Cyberk~fe treab:qent pro’sales s prom~s~n~ opbon for patients 

to what the state might with eady ~)~osb~l:e csncer {L}neberg~ [ [:cmp~ehens=ve [:ance~ 
look like in 2050. (Ca~ofina Cen~er} 

~ coffee owners with beans 

Coffee cannectie!~s: Three 

Carolina alumni guide 

Counter Culture Coffee 

from a class proposal to a 

business with worldwide 

Phihppmes wants Chapel Hii] sta~tup’s help with typhoo~ relief 

efforts (rda~igle Busii~ess Journs0 

reispse (UNC Heeil:h Caie~ 

I..a ~9.9-scu~l.9, h=gh-qdahty pt~blic presoheol pays elf (FPG 



influence on the coffee 

industry {LJ~’~C 

GE~CON NEe 

[] Earl .......... Facebook [] Ea,’!,e,3vor .... Twitter [] RSSFeed 

wry did / get ~h}s~ unsubscdbe Fr,:3m t~is list t~p,:Jate subscrJpl:~on preferences 

UNCCh~pelHiI~.CB,1106 Ch~pelHll~,blc27599 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela B~ant) <~Bo,antin@ncleg.net> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 3:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

2014 Rural Economic Development Ins6tute Program 

ALERT 

From The Office of Sen. Angela Bryant 

If you wish to no longer subscribe to these notices click here. 

WE WANT TO HELP YOU BECOME A BETTER RURAL LEADER 

The Rural Center has opened the application process for the 2014 Rural 
Economic Development Institute, the center’s signature program for rural 
leaders. 

More than 900 people, including local government officials, nonprofit 
leaders, business owners and clergy members have participated in the 
program since 1989. Through an intensive training regimen, REDI 
addresses leadership in two ways: it provides participants with techniques 
designed to enhance their skills as community leaders, and enhances their 
knowledge of economic and community development strategies. 

REDI will take place April 23-25, May 14-16 and June 11-13 at the Rural 
Center in Raleigh. Between classes, REDI class members complete 
homework assignments and are given the opportunity to put their skills into 
action in their home communities. Participants are selected through a highly 
competitive process. Tuition is $595, and limited scholarships are available. 
Applications are due Feb. 14, 2014. 

Learn more b__e___r__e__ or ~_9_~__nJ__o__9__d____t_h_e_____a_p_p_[L_c__a_t_Lo__n_.. 

Questions? Please reply to this email or call: 

Misty Herget 
Senior Associate for Leadership Development 

(919) 250-4314 



From: :@live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 3:37 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: meeting 

That would be great - see you then! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, ~ 12:28 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: meeting 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En9~¢!(~, Explore. Empower, 

919,843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel ~ohnson 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 11:51 AN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
$a#jeet= meeting 
~i ~. S~omaa, 
Hope all is well. Can’t believe the semester has alrea@ come to an end~ I wanted to check in to see if you had any time to meet and quickly catch @ before winter break. ~at’s yot~ 
schedule like? I’ve got time next Tuesday morning, as well as most of We&~esday and Thursday. Let me ~ow if any of those day-s work for youl 
ThaWs, 

(~) live.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

:@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 6:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenaa~- llagler.unc .edu>; 

@gmail.com>; @live.unc.edu>; 

SAS Venue Choice 

.~kenan - flagler.unc .edu-~; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hey Dr. Stroman! 

In our meeting on Tuesday. we came to a group consensus that Kou~ Auditorium at Kenan- Flagler would be the best option for the Summit. These are our main 

reasons: 

-Right by Kenan Institute, helps to associate our Summit with our name 

-Classrooms available mound auditorium if we need to break off into separate groups 

-Courtyard can be accessed as well, possibly a good place to have a catered reception 

-Near the Dean Dome and basketball museum, musenm could be Nce to have refreshments while looking at the memorabilia 

- Lots of parking available 

-Free :) 

The other venues cmi get rather expensive and the Friday Center will have other colffeiences going on that weekend. Overall, we think it would be a great location to 

pick 

UNC Class of 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu;> 

Thursday, 6:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: SAS Venue Choice 

Happy to talk about this further if we connect tonight! Here are the ballpark prices for Friday Center & Rizzo: 

o Friday Center 
¯ Hold on a room for      ; Friday      may not be available depending on our needs 
¯ ~$40/person (includes breakfast, lunch) 

o Rizzo Center (assuming we can use the Kenan Institutes FRS #) 

[] ~$227/person for hotel accommodations, dinner, breakfast, lunch 

[] ~$88!person without hotel accommodations 

Obvk~usly ff we seiect a conference center, we are a]so payh~g for t:he~r b:~g~d:k:s expertise on the day of the e~enl:. Howew~r, sh~ce we h~e Ms Wat:ermarm, [ think 

we ~re ok h:~rgo~ng those "c.:)nference servR:es" that a conh~rence center provides. 

Susan 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 6:09 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Cc: @live.unc.edu 

Subje~: SAS Venue Choice 

Hey Dr. gtroman[ 

In our meeting on Tuesday, we came to a group consensus that Kou~ Auditorium at Kena~-Flagler would be fl~e ~st optiou for the Summit. These are our 

-Right by Kena~] Inslitute, helps to associate our Summit with our name 

-C]~srooms available around auditorium ffwe need k~ b~ak offinto serrate groups 

-Coudyard can be accessed as weH~ possibly a good place to have a catered reception 

-Near the Dean Dome and b&sket~ll mu~um, museum could be nice to have re[reshments while looking at the memorabilia 

-Lots ofpaz~ng available 

-Free :) 
The other venues can get rather expensive and the Ffi~y Center will have oilier confe~uces goiug on that weekend. ~’emil, we t~nk it ~,ou]d be a great 

location to pick. 

Tha~[ 

UNC Class of 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Francona, Alyssa <a£rancona@theacc.org> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 2:22 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Crew 

Debbie -Will you please send this on to your group, I do not have their emails. Thanks! 

Hi Guys! 

Thanks again for coming. Wanted to give you a plan of action for tomorrow. After the walk-thrus, plan to head to the convention center at 2:30pm to help set up for 

the Night of Legends and then when the event starts you will be at the registration desks. For Saturday, I would like for one of you to spend the day with Eden on 

our staff helping with the legends interviews and escorting them to the stadium. The other group will be heading to the stadium to help with market research 

during FanFest and the Commissioner’s tailgate. During the game, we will have you help to execute the Dr Pepper promotion and the postgame awards ceremony. 

See you tomorrow! 

Alyssa 

~LYSSA FRANCONA 
Director of Football Operations 

©: 336.369.1213 IC: 
.a__f_ [_a_ !)__c__o__r_La__~’~t _b__e__a___c__c_,_o_ f_q 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:32 AM 

~kenm>flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: SAS team question~FYIs 

Dr. Stroman, 

We didn’t have a chance to have the phone conference yesterday, but if you have time today or any time soon, please let us know your availability. 

Best, 

~ MBA-Class of 

_ @unc.edu- ~:.[!..q..k..e...d..!.n..:..c..o....m..L!.n..,i ..................................... 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 2:40 PM 

Cc; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spor~ Science); 
Subject: Re: SAS team questions/EYIs 

I’m good for 5-8:30pro t:oo. 

* UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

On , at :12:42 PM, wrote: 

available from 6---8:30pro. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday~ 12:42 PM 

Subje~: RE: SAS team questionsiFYIs 

Any tlmc before 8:N~ p~rn~ 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. 
EnggNe, ~vplore, Empower, 
919.843.0338 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

"N~tNng will e~er be attempted ff all p~ss~Ne obje~ions must first be ~vere~me." 

~ Samuel ~ohnson 

Sent; ~ursday, : 12:33 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: SAS team questions!~s 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
We had a few questions!FYIs come up in the SAS team meeting: 

Questions 
Can we please schedule a large undergrad consuNng team meeting in January when we get back from winter break? We could have 
teams present their progress, and discuss where everybody will rotate next. 

Is there anybody from the Bobcats that we should be catering some of our panel topic ideation towards? 
FYIs 

The SAS team’s ~ogo feedback was sent in another email 
The SplEAs team is wrapping up our proposal and we will be sending that to you on Saturday. It wil~ include al~ of our work, including 
agenda, hall of fame idea, potential nominees, gift ideas, etc. 

Also, I mentioned we were splitting up into different liaison roles so we could have everybody act as a point person for a different 
workstream. Since these are based on function, I think we can generally stick with them across projects. Here are the roles everybody 
chose on the SAS and SpEAs teams. 

o Corporate Relations: 
o Event Planning: 

o Finance: 
o ProgrammMg: 

c Marketing: (with additional support in Corporate Relations) 

o TBD: 
Thanks! 

MBA Candidate, Class of                                    ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(cell) ¯               ~k~mler~nc:~du ¯ w>,~v.lin kedin.corniini 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 7:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Good news from the Richmond Fed; SaJe of Durham building blocked 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 0, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

~ N,C~ D~!~ ~C Good news from the Richmond Fed: Carolinas’ economy!~ 
improving 
~n case you missed it in the frenzy of Thanksgwing, Black Friday and Cybepweek 

there’s ~ bit of good news about the pe~ormsnce of the economy, 

Sale of Durham"s Cheste~ield buildinq blocked by lawsuit 
A dispute among investors in the recant Cheste~ield cigarette factory buiidin~ at 

701 W, Main Street in Durham is holding up the sale of the propeRy 

A{~i~{i~ 
Study: 48% of STE~ maiors s~tch fields before graduation 

F#d#~i~n 
Almost half of students studying science, technology, engineering and 

mathematics (STEM) end up switching majors before they graduate, according to a 

¯ Amer~ca~ h~s{~t ,,e( ........... recent study by the US, Department ef Educ, ation’s, 

C~mm~ng B~ad ~[~ine Edition 

House targets patent trolls, but will small businesses be hit 
as we~l? 
Mariy business groups praised House passage of legislation aimed at he~ping 

businesses fight frivolaus lawsuits filed by so-calked "patent trolls." 

Disease 

2 reasons why a Japanese candy maker chose Orange 
County to expand 

PNC Arena mystery revealed: Billy Joel coming to Raleigh 

North Raleigh indoor gun range moving to Brier Creek 

Report: Health care IT firms must do these things better 

Bacon is out; slow food is in for restaurants in 2014 



Contact Us 

~~’.~ corn 

cached c:.[ othe~wlse i}:,~.d except 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:26 AM 

Ma~alm Feldmar @gmail.com>; Caudill, Waiter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu-~ 

@live.unc.edu-~; ~gmml.com>; MerfitL Charles E. <merritt@emml.unc.edtr’~; 

Stro~nan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Econ    Wrap-up 

I guess we are set for :lO:OOam on Friday 

finalize the exam by this afternoon. 

John 

~ John F. Sb:_!wart 
~ Professor of Economics 
~ Direc[or of EntrepreneursNp Mklor 

* Department of Economics 
~ Un~versRy o[ North Carolina 

* Gardner Ha~l (:8# 3305 
~ Chape~ Hilf, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5~45 

~ Fa>:: (919) 966-4986 

~ b_[~_m_~ZZ_~_~_~=~_m_~=~_~_~Z_71f}L¢~_d 

will need atl of the exam grades by the afternoon to put together the sheets, I am going to review and 

From: Maryann Feldman [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 9::J7 AM 
To: Caudill, Walter Lowry 

Cc: ; Merritt, Charles E.; Stroman, Deborah L; Stewart, John F 
Subject: Re: Econ    Wrap-up 

Hi, I will reschedule the meeting that snuck in to my schedule and be available to meet next Friday 

On           . at 9:33 AM, Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud(?~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

at lO. 

Only the morning is available for me. I generally try to avoid 8 am meetings as I’m 45 minutes away from Chapel Hill. Bm if that’s the 
only time, then I can make it work. 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Caudill, Walter Lowp/; 
Subject: Re: Econ 325 Wrap-up 

9:28 AM 
: Merritt, Charles E.; Stroman, Deborah L; Feldman, MaP/ann P.; Maryann Feldman; Stewart, John F 

Hello aJl, 

I apologize tbr the confusion. I was under the impression that Maryann was available only on Friday but was available all day Friday. In light of her I~ee time and other 

instructor schedules, we can either meet at 8am or 3:30pm on Friday, . Does anyone have ~ay conflicts with either of those times? 

Let me know what works best for a~l. 

Best, 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

9~9.843.2689 

unceminor.org I schedule a meeting I 

From: <Caudill>, "Caudill, Lowry" <wlcaud@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 8:54 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu>, @gmail.com>, "Merdtt, Charles E." <merritt@email.unc.edu>, "Petranka, Jeremy" 

<petranka@email.unc.edu>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>, Map/ann Feldman <maryann.feldman@unc.edu>, Maryann Feldman 

.~&n_!_a__[!:__c__o__m_.>, John Stewart <j__f_s_t__e___w__~_r___@__e__m__~!J_:_u__n_c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Subject: RE: Econ Wrap-up 

Here is last email. 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 
Subject: Re: Econ 

11:14 AM 
Caudill, Walter Lowry; Merritt, Charles E.; Petranka, Jeremy M; Stroman, Deborah L; Feldman, Maryann P.; Map/ann Feldman; Stewart, John F 
Wrap-up 

Hello! 

After hea~ing from everyone, Friday morning is the only time that works for all instructors. We will meet on Friday, at 10am in fl~e Gardner 200 



Suite. Reminder: final exams need to be graded by this point. 

AI~, a correction l]com below: 
The f’mal exam is Tuesday, at 12pm. 

Thank you aJl! 

Best, 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

919.843.2689 

unceminor.orgl schedule a meetingl @ 

From:. @live.unc.edt,> 

Date: Monday, 11:53 AM 

To: ~gmail.com>, "Caudill, Lowry" <wlcaud@email.unc~edu>, "Merritt, Charles E." <merritt@email.unc.edu>, "Petranka, Jeremy" 

<p___e___t__r__a___n__k___a____@____e___m____a_jJ_:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, Deborah Stroman <_d___s__t__r__o____@___u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.>, Maryann Feldman <~~m~~~~a~~r~~/~~a~~~q~~n~~~~f~~~~e~Ld~~~m~~~~a~~~q~~~@~~~~u~~~n~~c~:~~e~~~d~~~u~~>~ Maryann Feldman 

__@__K_m____a_!J_:_c___o____m__>, John Stewart <jfstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Econ: Wrap-up 

Hello all, 
I hope everyone had a great Thanksgiving! Econ is wrapping up and I wanted to circulate some key information for us to finish strong. 

]. Presentations are Tuesday¯ Please email the 

teams and         will make sure presentation materials are all ready to go by class. 

2. Right before class Tuesday, (student) will be taking a photograph of the Econ 

top groups and the winner. 

3. Make sure your section spreadsheet is completely up-to-date by this Wed, 

4. The final exam is Tuesday, at 12pm. 

5. We will have a final meeting to wrap-up the semester on either Thursday. 

exams needed to be graded before this meeting. 

6. We are hosting an Eminor hot chocolate, cookies, and blue book holiday gathering on Thursday, 

want to! 
I am looking forward to seeing you all tomorrow. 

Best, 

and I your winning group name, members, and email information if you have not already¯ I will contact the winning 

instruction team to have for marketing channels. She will also photograph the 

¯ Please fill out thisdoodle pollto find the best time for all. Final 

from 2:304:30pm in the Gardner 200 Suite¯ Join us if you can and 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

919.843.2689 

y__n___c___e__r__n__[__q__o__r_:__o___rg I _s_£_P!_e__~_y_[__e__:_a____r__n___e___e__[_j__n_gl 

Maryann Feldman 

maryann.feldman@gmail.com 





~:~,~ t~ ~,,~y,,~,,t ~,o~. ~,~r~,,~,a ~<~:~a, ’,~,~t~. 

Measuring what students have learned and can do is hard enough; but we really should be trying to assess 

Janel Curry co[]sidera how increased gender bale,~ce in the administrative ranks effects all college officials 

O~r cor~ference-going gourmands checkeut the c~dme~y treats orl:he,.4~y e ..... 1.~ ~,, Low~. 

’=/~t-a~:" ~s~e~,~ ~,,a~" ~,~ ~r~a~ ~’~, s~,e, ~,~: M ~a~, ~’~,~r ~’,,e~,~rs ~’ ~,~ ~r~ ~,~,~ o’~,~ ,,~ ,, so~e~, to 
~3~ a~,~t~ or ~;ad,~,~o ~e~t~on~. 

Job Search Geographies 

s~at~s ~s ~t~b~ pla~:~s i~ v4~c~ to work ar~ ~’~e. 

Remembering Your Nu~a~ty as a Grae St~ee~t 





address book ¢li~k ~ere for ~nformatio,~ on hew to ad\;e,lise on our 

wh~ d~d ~ ~et ~hi~? ~l~s~b~i~e ~i’o~n th~ fist update eu~seriptio~ 

inside Highe:~ ~d !0 ~5 13th ~tieet FJ~*7 Suite ! 100 VVash~=:gt~n DC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:33 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; @unc.edu> 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Thesis Proposal Mini-Day Schedule 

Hi . I am not available. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

@drstromar~ 

"Sometimes youjusZ haae to look back aZ your past and smile aSout how]at you’ve come, 

From: <Cooper>, Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@ernail.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, I 12:25 PM 

TO: ...................... ~ .u__q.c__._e__~_u_. > 

Cc: Erianne Weight <eweight@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Thesis Proposal Mini-Day Schedule 

This will work for me. If it works for the others, you need to follow up with Cindy today to schedule it. 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. [ Graduate Program Coordinator [ Assistant Professor in Sport Administration [ UNC- Chapel Hill I CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) [ 

919.962.0959 

Website: https:llwww.eEtelevelsportmarketing.com 
Twitter: ._@___£_o_at’_t__e__£_o___o_~__e_E ~{~__E_’__L___S_~_a_£_k___e__t__i£~g 

"Success is the masterful application o~f the]undamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

From: ..................... __@___u___n___c_:__e__d___u_. > 

Date: Fri, 12:23:08 -OSO0 

To: Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Weight, Erianne A." <eweight@email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Thesis Proposal Mini-Day Schedule 

All, 

ff your schedule perrnil:s, I’d like to propose my thesis Friday afl:er at 2:00 Ph:_~ase let fm-_~ know if this works for you. I will submit my first 3 chapters 

by Monday rnorning at the latesL It: you would like a rough draft earlier please let me know. 

Thanks and have a great weekend! 

From: Cooper, Coyte 
Sent: Friday, 
To:i 

10:51 AM 

Cc: Osborne, Barbara; Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: Thesis Proposal Mini-Day Schedule 
[li Everyone, 
Here is the final schedule for our "m~ni thesis" 
weekend ! 
9 :OOam Pete 
10: OOam Grant 
1 : 00pm ~Tohn 
Coy te 

...... Macintosh 

HD:Users:co~e~ 

oper:Desktop:SA 

~o (tiny) ]pg 

day on Monday. These will be held in Woollen 205 so please attend if possible. Enjoy your 

Assistant Professor & Graduate Coordinator 

Sport Administration Program 

University of North Carolina 

P__J__~__.__!!t~_Z:_ (!9_~:12 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) 

Website: ~vw~v. elit<leselsportmarketing, com 

TwJ tter : @eoytecooper (d-]LSMarket~ ng 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 1:O3 PM 

Watkins, Debra <watldnsd@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Farrar, Gloria T <sfarrar@email.unc.edu>; Russell, Kresha <karussell@aux- 

services.unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda <vhammett@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Event Plan and Contract for Caucus Holiday Event 

Hi Debra. I am out of town without access to office equipmenL Nakenge is also offsite. Victoria, can you please sign this document and forward back to Debra? Sign my name and 

sign your initials next to the signature. Debra, is that okay? Otherwise, I can complete this action on Monday. 

Also, we advertised a 5:00 p.m. start (not 5:30). 

I can be reached on my mobile at Thanks. 

debby 

Do Good. 
Deborah ]_,. Stroman, Ph.D. CL[J 
Engage. Explore. Empow~m 
919.843.0336 
@ d rstromar~ 

’2~ome~in~s ~ou jusl h(~u~ to look b~ek al flour past arid smile ~bout ho~v far you’ve eorne." 

From: <Watkins>, Debra Watkins <_w__a_t__kj_q.s_d__@._e__m__aj_[:._u_ .qc_:e__d_.u_.> 
Date: Friday, December 6, 2013 11:03 AM 

To: Nakenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 
Co: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Farrar, Gloria T" <gfarrar@email.unc.edu>, Kresha Russell <karussell@aux--services.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Event Plan and Contract for Caucus Holiday Event 

Hi Nakenge, 

f realize that Debby is busy, but we must have a signed contract and event de~:aHs to prepare for your event 

Please le[: me kl]ow if you hsve questions 

Thanks~ 

Debra 

Deb~a B~ W~LMns 

Assodate D~ector for the Conference Cente~ 

The WH~km~ and h~a Fdda~ Center 

Univers~[:y of Nor[:h Carolina at Chape~ EHH 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB ~020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Telephone: 919-962-259I 

Fa’.<: 9~.9 962-206I 

watkh~sd @email.unc.edu 

[[~_~#_gc en t e r.u n c.e d u 

F~m= Farrar, Gloria T 
Sent; Friday, December 06, 20~3 9:26 AN 

Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
~= Watkins, Debra 
Subject= Event Plan and Contract for Caucus Holiday Event 

Good morning, Dr. Stroman, 

I would still like to speak to you in regards to the Caucus Holiday Event scheduled for December 13th. I am also resending the Contract in which I do need your 

signature. Also attached is the current event plan which only shows your needing 122 of Trillium at its current rate. I know that you and Kresha are discussing your 

menus, but I need your service needs as soon as possible. 

Can we discuss today? 

Thank you, 

Gloria 

Gloria T. Farrar 

Conference Services Manager 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Campus Box 1020 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone (919) 962-2598 

Fax (919) 962-2061 

gfarrar@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 1:20 PM 

Stewart, John F <jfstewar@email.unc.edu>; Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>; Charles Merritt 

@me.com>; Feldman, Maryann P. <maryann.feldman@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Last chance for comments on the final exam 

Econ325 Final Exam F13final.docx 

Hi John. Attached find my edits for the exam. Thanks. 

d 

Do Good. 
Deborah ]_,. Stroman, Ph.D. CL[J 
En~o’u~ge. Explore. Empower. 
919,843.0336 
@drstroman 

From: <Stewart>, John F <jfstewar@ernail.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, December 6, 2013 11:30 AM 

To: Walter Caudill <__w__Lc___a___u___d____@___e____m___a__!]_.__u___n___c_=_e___d___u_>, Charles Merritt < 

Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Last chance for comments on the final exam 

.@__m____e_:__c_R__m__.>, "Feldman, Maryann P." <~-m--~-a--r-~-a---n---n-~-f--e-Ld-~--m-~-a---n----@---u---n--c--.--e---d---u-.>~ "Deborah Stroman 

All, 

Attached is the case and the questions for the final exam. I think I have found most of the errors (including the misspelling of Charles’ last name). If you can, 

please do one more check. I am going to send the question out for duplication at 2:30pm today and the case will be posted at 5:00pm so this is our last chance. 

I will work on an answer key and maybe ask for some help on doing some of the sections for that. 

* John F. Stewart 

* Professor of Economics 

* Director of EntrepreneursNp Minor 

* Department of Economics 

* University of North Carolina 

* Gardner Hall CB# 3305 

* Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 

* Fax: (919) 966-4986 

* http:/]www.u nceminor.org 
* htt p:!iwwwmnc.ed ui~jfst ewa r! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steiner. Niklans Andveas <nsteiner@unc.edu~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 1:49 PM 

Opening Access to Global Opporutnifies - Working Gronp Members <openingaccess@listserv.unc.edu> 

DaJ~a McMah~n @gmail .com) 

Wednesday 2-330 in 120 Vance Hail - Opening Access to Glob~l Opportunities 

Dear all, 

I look forward to seeing you Wednesday 2-3:30 in 120 Vance Hall for our next Opening Access to Global Opportunities discussion. The subject 

will be "story-telling" and Dana McMahan (cc:) from Journalism has kindly offered to join us with a few tips to get the discussion going on how 

to tell stories well in various formats. 

I don’t want to overwhelm you, so l’m sticking to 2 short videos that may help our discussion. 

1) A UNC Transfer Student has her first experience abroad http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MsXtflk cZc 

2) The State Department’s Foreign Service recruitment video http~//ww~v:yo#~be~££m/watch?v=Zdh2oZ6NSgY 

Also, more broadly, the Chronicle today ran this short piece on access. It recommends more-intentional outreach to middle- and high-school 

students, especially those in lower-income communities. "Most colleges are still geared toward second- and third- generation students. We 

need to stop wishing that students represented some sort of ideal population." 

hLtp://chronicle.com/artide/Group-LJses-Documentary/1433,~3/, cid=a L& ut m...sou rce=at&ut m...mediurn=en 

If you have any other materials you’d like to share with the group, please send them my way. 

Have a nice weekend. 

Niklaus 

Niklaus Steiner, Ph.D. I Diroctor 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt 

Description: http://cgi u nc.ed u/ima ges/migration -horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http:/lamzn.com/0415772990 

You are currently subscribed to openingaccess as: __d:_~_t__r£~!__u_n__c_’_:_e_~t___u_. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu,’u?id 69002527.8cl157b7t-~:819b6c78d92efdf4708cTc&n T&I openingaccess&o 33972431 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-33972431-69002527.8cl 157b71"c81966c78d92el’dI:~708c7c@listservamc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 1:57 PM 

Feldman, Maryann P. <maryann.feldman@unc.edu>; Charles Merritt. ~me.com> 

Stewart, John F <jfstewar@email.unc.edu>; Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu> 

Grading Session 

Hi All. I am available Friday morning at 8:00¯ Faculty Council meeting at 3:00 p.m. (I can skip that, if necessary.) 

d 

From: <Feldman>, "Maryann P." <maryann.feldman@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, December 6, 20:23 8:46 AM 

To: Charles Merritt.             @me.corn> 

Cc: "Stewart, John F" <jfstewar@emaiLunc.edu>, Walter Caudill <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Final Exam for Econ 325 

Hello, It would be good for all of us to review. In the morning light I realize how ugly my track changes version looks. Here is an easier to read versiom There are comments for the 

major changes I made. 

Can we also schedule our grading session? I am at NSF next week from Monday - Wednesday and have been asked to be at Commerce on Thursday. This is rather unbelievable but I 

only have 8 - 9:30 and after 2 available next Friday. 

On Dec 5, 203.3, at 3.0:45 PM, Charles Merritt ¯ @me.com> wrote: 

I have not had a chance to look at this - had to finalize my own exam for my private equity dass~ I can look first thing tomorrow if that is not too late. 

Charles E. Merritt 

(mobile) 

On Dec 5, 2013, at 10:41 PM, "Feldman, Maryann P." <maryann.feldman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, I made comments in the text and used track changes 
¯ I suggest reallocating points to make it more straight forward to grade. I took 5 points from the finance question and allocated to the 
customer question, which are now each 20 points. For question 2 my idea is 5 points for each block in the canvas and 5 points for the 
value proposition. 

Here is what we have now 

1. The Opportunity (10 points) 

2. The Customer (20 points). 

3. Revenue Streams, resources and cost structure (25 points) 

4. Describe the three greatest risks facing E-Doctor. How could E-Doctor mitigate each of these risks? (10 points) 

5. Investments (15 points): 

6. Grand Finale ~20 points[MF1] 

On Dec 4, 2013, at 6:06 PM, Stewart, John F <jfstewar@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<Econ 325_ Final Exam_F13.docx> 

<Econ 325_ Final Exam_F13 Feldman comments~docx> 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Russell, Kresha <karussell@au×- services.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 2:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Farr~x, Gloria T ~gf’arrar@email.unc.edw~; Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email .unc.edu> 

RE: Event ]Plan and Contract for Caucus Holiday Event 

16436.htm 

Hi Deborah, 

Attached is the revised menu. I made some small changes Lo t:iL the budget. Please let me know it: you have any questions. 

Have a great weekend~ 

Thanks, 

k:resha 

Kresha Russell [ CaroNna Catering, D~rec~:or 

o: 9Z9.962.0554 [ c: 

:[00 Friday Center Drive Campus Box :].020 Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

V~s[t our webs~te at www.caroNnacaterins.catertrax.com 

Stay Connected with Carolina Dining Servic~-_~.~ 
like. 2h~_~_JZ~_~:_fg_s~h~_k=s~mZ_~_~_Sg_~M_~_~. 
fo~fow. 5b_~ZL~{~:_~2~Z_~_~_y_~_~. 

visit. <http://www.dining.unc.edu> 

~mm= Watkins, Debra 
Seat= Friday, December 06, 2053 ~:56 PM 

To= Farrar, Gloria T; Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Russell, Kresha 
S~bject= RE: Event Plan and Contract for Caucus Holiday Event 

~’he DJ ~s an extra ~£~50 totaNng $300 w~thout food. 

d 

Debra B. Wa~klns 

Associate Director for the Conference Center 

The William and Ida Friday Center 

University of ~orth CaroNna at: Chapel I-fill 

~00 Friday Cen~er Drive, CB ~020 

Chapel EIIN, NC 27599--~020 

Telephone: 9;~.9-962-259t 

Fax: 9~9 962-206t 

wa tklnsd @email.unc.edu 

fridavcenter~unc.edu 

F~m: Farrar, Gloria T 
Se~t: Friday, December 06, 20~3 9:26 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
¢¢: Watkins, Debra 
Subject: Event Plan and Contract for Caucus Holiday Event 

Good morning, Dr. Stroman, 

I would still like to speak to you in regards to the Caucus Holiday Event scheduled for December ~3th. I am also resending the Contract in which I do need your 

signature. Also a~ached is the current event plan which only shows your needing ~ of Trillium at its current rate. I know that you and Kresha are discussing your 

menus, but I need your service needs as soon as possible. 

Can we discuss today? 

Thank you, 

Gloria 

Gloria T. Farrar 

Conference Services Manager 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Campus Box ~020 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-~020 

Phone (9~9) 962-2598 

Fax (9~9) 962-2061 

gfarrar@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <ojmcghee@unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

RE: CBC Website 

Deb, 

The site looks great! Kudos to the web designer(a). I’ve posted the redirect page to the home page of the original site (www.unc.edu!cbc). In the meantime, I 

noticed that the video vault link pointed back to the original site. I’d like to redirect each of the pages to the new site in the event users bookmarked pages. Fve 

held off on that unti~ I hear if there are p~ans to create vkteo vau~t pages to houae the v~deos, You’d probaMy want the vkteo ~ages created in W~x so that they k)ok 

consistent: w~th the remah~der of the s~te. I a~so d~dn’t notice a link h:~r J.Nn Us page tha~: h~ciudes a payment h:~rm, f ~:rust W~x has a template for PayPal additions, 

have the PayPa~ accoun[ info for you to use when you’re ready. I also have p~cs from the Chancellor’s Giving ThaRks & the Welcome Back eveRts when you need 

them. JMst ~et me know, Enjoy the weekend, 

O.J. McGhee, klsi:ruct[onal N1edh} Servic:e5 Manager 

UNC - Giliir!gs S,::hool of Globai Public }~ealth 

21.I5 Rosenau Hall, CB# 74,90, Chapel Hiil, N¢ 27599 

(91.9) g43 -4Z49 

oi mcghee@unc,edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:45 PM 
To: McGhee, Oj 

Ce: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CBC Website 

H OJ. I bought the full pad<age which included a domain. I grabbed www.unccbc~com. So 

the new one, as necessary. 

Please make the false page have this language: 

Welcome to the Carolina Black Caucus! 

You will be directed to our new website... 
If 

not, please click on .w.__w__w._._.u._[.!_c_.c._b__c_._c_:O._[.~" 

Does this option make sense? 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
Explore, Engage, Empower, 
EXSS Spoil: A~minis,~ration~ Lecturer 
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Pri~ate Enterprise~ Senior A~lvisor 

~,exss, unc,e~u 

315 Wo~l~en - CB #8700 
Cha~e~ Hill~ NC 27599 

think we should keep using www.unc.eduicbc but also promote 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nic~collegeathleticsclips.com@mail184.wdc02.mcdlv.net~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 5:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Watch what you w6te 

F~idayAfternoanG~eetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

No matter who we are or what we do, there is always some kind of leadership / 

managemen[ stiucture, wi[h people a~ the top making decisions that aflec[ everyone 

else. 

It is very ra~e [hat t~e delibeiations, deals and debates ~ha[ Ied up to those decisions aie 

ever made pubfic, so the~e’s always plenty of wiggle room after-theofact for the fingel- 

pointing and deniaL~ 

In the college sports wodd you can’t get any bigger than the Big Ten, and The Chrenicfe 

of Highei Education’s Brad VVofve~~on dove deep to foot ol.~t t~e email communications of 

ttse leaders of ttse University of Maryfand as they deliberated (albeit in a compressed time 

frame) whether to join the B1G. And how deep did IVh’. VVoh,’erton dive? .... Very deep 

indeed~ Via a public-¢ecords ~eq~.~est, B~ad obtained over a ~ho~.~sand emails that flew 

back and fe~th she~tly befa~e the decision was made. 

The emaifs ~evea]ed tibet tap university leaders are just like you and me. and that’s not 

necessarify a good thing. Their emails showed them to be pe~y~ vain, touchy and 

cantankerous. You’d expect mere f~om people in charge of~ ~arge unive~sity, b~.~t 

ema~ls gave them away. 

~h2hict~ all leads to ClipsCommunications Reminder #821 -B, which s~ates "When #;re!veal 

in ~itten communicadan (Le.-it~k & paper, emai/s, texts, bweets~ farces, biflboards. 

bumper she/tots, T-shifts, etc.) one should be very very c~refuL When put#ng things 

any amount of sensitivi~ or potentia: to offend others should be discussed i~ ~e:~son 

(witho~� a tap~ tecora’et ~eat~J or on the phone (as/eng as your phone i~ t~ot tappe( 

all knewthis, but it’s good to remind ourselves periedicalfy. 

So everybody, let’s talk more and write tess when things start getting dicey. 

Have a good weekend. 

Nick lnfante 

Clips Editol 



Cache of Messages Reveals Leadership 
Challenges of M ry and Move to Big Ten 

Move to Big Ten 

William E. (Brit) Kilwan was in a bind. Hours after word le;~ked last year th;~t the 

University of Maryland was considering a move to ~he prestigious Big Ten Conlerence, 

the system’s chancetlol was facing resistance nearly everywhere he looked. 

"How ugfy is it getting?" Mr, Ki~wan asked a colleague the day after many repairs 

surfaced 

"We have 80 emaifs against, 2 for~" wrote Sapienza Barone, an assistant to the president 

of the College Park campus. One F~cebook p~ge, "Maryland to Big t 0--1 Hate It," had 

t ,755 members. Another, "Boycoff Terps Foo~balU’ had 973. "There are thousands and 

thous~nds of comments on the press stories--mostly ~rguing with each other about the 

cons and p~os ~.~ to be honest, I can’t keep 

The commissioner of the Atlantic Coast Conference, where Maryland had played sporls 

for nearly 60 years, wanted answers, l\iumni were threatening [o puft dana[ions. And 

many Terrapins coaches were upset and opposed to the idea~ one leader reported. 

"Does any of this give you pause?" Mr. Kin~,’an wrote to Barry P, Gossett, a member of 

the university system’s Board of Regents 

In an earlier message, the legent had expressed concerns: "1 have been getting 

and em;~ik~ from friends and fans alike, bottom line is ’say it ;~in’t so.’" 

Despite the pushback, Mr. Kirwan appealed to have his mind made up, according to 

more than 1,000 pages o1’ emails obtained by The Chronicle in a public-records request. 

He just needed to persuade more people that it was the right call. 

Ove~ 72 hours last November, as the conference question hung over the sta[e’s flagship 

campus~ the chancelfor painted a rosy picture of Big Ten membership~ citing advantages 

for academic programs and an influx of new TV money that wouid bolster Maryland’s 

struggling athletic department. 

Bur emails between M~. Kirwan and top officials sugges[ed a Iack of regard I~r concerns 

about the fargMy secretive negotiations, Confidentiality agleements prevented the Big 

Ten propos~l from being shared widely, and the majority of board discussions happened 

over a weekend, 

During that time, the chancellor sent notes criticaf of the ACC, a premiere le~gue that 

Mawland helped loire, He lepeatediy criticized one regent who opposed the move, And 

the university worked clesefy with a corporate-communic~tions consultant in an ~ttempt 

to influence public opinion~ 



The ehenceIler’s emails provide a rare glimpse into the leadership challenges 

sulrounding a highAprofile conference switch, They iflustrate the pow~ that top offici~s 

h~e over such decisions, and the #ed~ that can ~ccompany ~ f~st-mov~ng, h~gh~y 

charged debt[e, 

Mixed Messages? 

Plenty el colleges have Iaeed similar incentives and made tile same choices. And lots 

people came to commend MI. KiP,,/an’s efforts. 

One early supporter was R. Gerald Turner~ the president efSauthem Methodist 

University. 

"Brit~ I don’t blame you," Mr. Turner emaifed after Maryland’s Big Ten move was 

announced. "There are tee many pesiti~es for the University for you to have stood ~n the 

doorwey, 

"What I don’t like," he added, "is tile ACC taking another Big Ees~ 

(Less than twe weeks after Maryland said it was departing fer the Big Ten, the University 

el Louisville said it was moving to ~he ACC3 

Mr. Turner and Mr Kilwan discussed other concerns as well. As coochairs of tile Knight 

Commission on b~terce]legiate Ath~e~cs~ e watchdog group thet has advocated for 

contro~s on spending in college spo~ts, they found themselves defendh~g moves to 

Mgher..power conferences. 

"V~lth my moving to the Big East and Maitland’s move to the Big t0, we will need to think 

through atl our messages," Mr. rumor wrote. He said he didn’t feel compromised 

commission’s issues, but that he, Mr. Kirwan, and Amy Perka, the commission’s executive 

director, "grebaMy need a frank conversation" 

"Tetalfy agree," Mr. Kirwan responded. "I was thinking exadly the same thing 

But the message about leaving the ACC was MI. KiP,,/an’s to manage--and the prospect 

was not so easy for many alumni to accept. A number wrote to Mr Kirwan directly, with 

some taking shots et Wallace D. Lob, the CoIlege Ra~k president, and Kevin Anderson, 

the university’s athletic dilector. 

’q spoke to twenty Maryland glads tonight and we are all AGAINST going to the Big Ten," 

Neif Kefter, a 1982 accounting graduate, wrote the chancellor the day before the decision 

was finalized. ’q knew Docto~ Lob and Kevin Anderson are new to Meryland but how can 

they push Maryland to a conference whe~ at least 90% of the a~umni and fan base are 

against this?" (Two pol~s at the time suggested that about 70 gercent of people opposed 

the change, ema~ls show.) 

Tern Millet, a 1976 graduete, wendered why the Terrapins would leave e powerhouse 

basketball conference that had a big financial upside. 

"The ACC is on ~he verge el an exciting new e~a, with Notre Dome, Pitt, and Syracuse 

joining," he emailed Mr. Kirwan. "V~,~at an attractive malket to buifd an ACC network, 

rather than join a market where the closest rival is a day’s drive away" 

Others praised the academic reputations of Duke Uni~ersity, Georgia Tech, and ether 

ACC institutions, erguing that they stack up wolf against the universities of the Big Ten. 

Mr. Ki[wan, a former president of Ohio State Uni~ersity, trumpeted the benefits of the 

Committee on k~sti~u~ional Cooperation, ~he Big Ten’s academic consortium. He claimed 

the censeltium gave the league a ’"very substantial academic advantage." 

The ACC, he told one farmer leader who had worked in the Sautheasteln Conference 

and the Pace12, has become a "mi× of institutions with no unifyh~g academic m~ssion." 

other emeHs, the cha~ce~lo~ se~d [hat Mary~end was "increasingly d~ssat~sfied" wi[h the 

ACC. "There w~s ~ess and less ~de~tJty w~th the schools, other than ~ athletics." 



Some el ~he strongest criticism the chancellor heard came from Joseph D. [ydings, a 

former US. Senator from M~ryland He sent Mr Kirw~n a note bl~sting Pennsyl~ani~ 

State University, OMo S~ate, and other instkut~ons ~r ath~et~cs.-re~ated improprieties, and 

exp,eased co~cems about the ~ack of transparency Jn Maryland’s B~g Ten d~scuss~ons~ 

Mr. K~wan em~i~ed h~m ~n a~tic~e about an ~cademic scanda~ at the University of North 

Carol~ at Chapel H~fl. 

"You seem to think we are sliding down the integrity scale by leaving tile ACC for the Big 

Ten," the chancellor wlote. "’This is about what’s been going on at UNC." 

In an exchange with James L. Shoe, chair of the Board ef Regents, the two leaders 

discussed the possible effects of leaving the ACC~ incfuding ending decadesqong 

rivalries theft m~ny fa~s were aiready moumi~g 

"Fo~ some time f have been bothered that these ’baditional rivaMes’ have p~evoked toxic 

reactions flora abusive language at tile games to riots and car burnings ~fter v~ctodes," 

Mr. Shea wrote the chance~o[~ ’"Maybe the most significant result w~l be that we have 

d~srupted the fan b~se and that a new base, equally dedicated to excellence and 

success but more c~vfl~zed, w~l ~ake ~ts place." 

Media Matters 

C. Thomas McMilfen, a regen~ who strongly opposed ~he move, became a thorn fo~ Mr. 

Kin,’~an. A fo~mer Malyland basketbaft star who seered three reims 

McMi~en was most cfitica~ about the secretive negoti~tions I~ an op~n~on p~ece for The 

W~shington Pos~ and in a~ ~nterv~ew w~th The Chronicle, he ra~ed aga~ns~ what he saw 

as a "rushed process/’ 

"1 thought that something as menumentaf as this should take mo~e time," he said at the 

time. "f thought tile players, the coaches--even tile ACC, which we h~ve been involved 

with for 60 years-----should be a pa~t ef the decision." (Mr. McMilfen’s sister, Liz McMil]en, 

is the edito~ of The Chlonicle.) 

V~en Mr. Ki~,tTan ~ead tile c~iticism: he Iumed. "Tom’s comments in ~he media are raising 

my bfood pressure~" he said on Monday, November 19, the day the deal was completed. 

Latel, he wrote to Mr. Shea~ the board chak: "Tern is outrageous. He is using his self 

righteous protest;~tions for shameless self promotion .... Not sure there is an,~hin9 we 

can do about it but f have lost whatever modicum el respect f had for him. I conside~ his 

blather an affront to the Boa~d and to itqe personafty." 

As Mr. Kirwan p~epared for final deliberations with the ~egents, he wrote to Mr. Shoe, 

apparently fooking for ~dvice oil how to frame the announceme~t. 

"Jim: An important technical question. Does the BOR ’approve’ or ’endorse’ the deal. 

would opt for the fatter language but either can work," Mr Kirw~n said 

Mr. Shea suggested that an endorsement was mo~e appropriate, but defened to Thomas 

Fautk, who oversees leg~l matters for the university, for cl~rific~tion of the regents’ 

autholity. 

Mr. Faulk found no s~atuto~y previsions requiring tile board’s approval. However, he did 

find language alfowing campus presidents the authority to "~egulate and administer" 

athfetic a~d student activities 

"Given this specific statutory language and the absence of anything to the contrary," Mr. 

Fautk wrote, "t vo~e for 

On the morning of the announcement, Maryland’s publicore[atio~ss staff released ~ 

detailed schedule describing when certain constituents would be notified. After Mr~ 

Kip/van and othe~ leaders met with the board, at 9 a.m.. the deans would receive notice. 

Then the uni~ersity would hofd ~ special session of its Senate Executive Committee 



At 11, Mr. Lob, ~he College Park president, would inlorm John O. Swolford, the ACC 

commissioner. A halfq~our ~ater, a med~a advisory wou~d go out announch~g ~ late- 

a&emoon ~ews co~ference. A~er the re,ease, coaches were allowed to ho~d team 

mee~gs to ~el~ p~ayers. 

Head coaches were invited ~o stand on stage a~ ~he news conference in a "visible show 

of suppolt." 

By the time ~hey gathered for ~he cameras, the studen~ government association and the 

facafty senate had endorsed the decision. The deans also supported it, Mr. Ki~wan wrote 

later. "In fact," he said, "they broke into spontaneo~s applause" when Mr Lob i~formed 

them. 

Bur [we of the universi[y’s highest-prolite employees, Mark ]h.~rgeon, the men’s basketball 

coach, and Brenda Frese, the nationaFchampion women’s basketbaft coach, were not so 

sure Accordi~g to a~ emai] from o~e regent who had talked to them, both had balked at 

leaving the ACC. 

In ~he end, tho{~gh, alte~ this tong weekend: the coaches lined up. 1hey may not have all 

agreed at the time, but they formed a solid waft of red behind the chancellor. 

p~bl~c records 
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FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 6:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Interested Undergraduate tbr Consulting Team 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Sorry we didn’t get a chance to connect last night. I hope your meeting went well[ 

I had one other note that I wanted to pass along -              an undergraduate                                introduced me to 

cc’d here. I know we have limited spots and students who are currently waiting to be added to the Undergraduate Consulting team, but        is also interested 

in some of the work we’ve been doing. With her marketing interest and experience on projects like the CSBC’s Sport and Fitness Expo, I thought she’d be a great 

addition to the team for next semester and so I just wanted to make sure she was considered for the list of interested students. 

- As I mentioned, even if you don’t formally join the team, if you still wanted to be involved, I’m sure we could learn from your marketing experience on 

projects here at UNC. Maybe you could present at one of our meetings as an "external" consultant and share tactics and best practices that you have found work 

particularly well on your marketing projects here at UNC. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:03 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan- flagler, unc.edtr~; @kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: List of Sports Conferences 

AD987872- C 179- 4DE8- B29C-A9A8236897A3 [9].png; imageb406ac.JPG; imagea5a7ae.JPG; imagec51363.BMP; image47b6cd.JPG 

Dr. Stroman, 

Sorry for late reply, but my schedule today is :gull. I am more flexible tomorrow, Sunday. 

On at 2:13 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" < dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Please update our database Thanks. 
> 

> I am in Charlotte working with the ACC Football Championship I will be here through Sunday morning. 
> 

> Can you chat tomorrow, Saturday morning, at 10:00 a.m.’? 
> 

> 

> 

> I)o Good. 
> 

>I)eborahL Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. ]b;xplore. Empower. 
> 
> 919.843.0336 

> @drstroman 
> [Description: Description: Description: T~viRer2]<http:/itwitter.com/#t/drstroraan> 
> "Sometimes you just have to look back at your past and smile about ho~v far you’ve corae." 
> 

> From: Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com<mailto:]rosenfeld(~bobcats.com>> 
> Date: Thursday,                 8:42 PM 
> To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu<mailto :dstro(&),’unc. edu>> 
> Subject: List of Sports Conferences 
> 

> 

> Hey Deborah, as I mentioned to you, I’ve been involved in sports conferences for a btmch of years already. So I thought it ~vould be fmL and potentially- useful to me and maybe you too, 
to get information on all the sports conferences organized to really get a handle on this. So, I had a fliend do a bit of research and put together the attached spreadsheet, ~vhich I ~vanted to 
share with you. I hope you find it useful. 
> 

> JASON W. ROSENFELD 
> Director of Basketball Analytics 
>BOBCATS I SPORTS &Ei’~I"ERTAINMENT 
> 333 East Trade Street 
> ChatloRe, NC 28202 
> T 704.688.8981 
>C 
> JRosenfcld@bobcats.com<raailto: JRosenfeld@bobcats.cora> 
> 

> 

> 

> [cid:imageb406ac.YPG@l lfbSflog.44927clf]<http://w~vw.backbuzzcity corn/> 
> [cid:unagea5a7ae JPG@703a3cSd 4a922b89]<http :/,,’~v,a~v.tw-itter.col~’bobcats>[cid:imagec5f363 B2vlP@471bff~l c 4bb2f’53d]<http :,’,’~vw~v.facebook.col~’bobcats> 
[cid:image,4766cd.YPG@362685ae.40bf3b24]<http://www.bobcats corn> 
> Statement of Confidentiality - This email contains privileged and confidential information It is intended only for the recipient(s) listed above. An)’ unauthorized distribution or copying of 
this email is prohibited If you received this email in error, please notify’ us immediately by- reply- email and delete it flcom your flies. Thank you. 
> 

> <AD987872-C 179-4DES-B29C-A9A8236897A3 [9] png> 
> <imageb406ac.YPG> 
> <imagea5a7ae.YPG> 
> <imagec5f363 BMP> 
> <image47b6cd.YPG> 
> <List of Sports Conferences,        xlsx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Feldman, Maryann P. <mauaa~n.feldmaa~@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Last chance tbr comments on the final exam 

AD987872- C 179-4DE8-B29C-A9A8236897A3 [5].png 

Hi Deb I would like to do a review session for the studems before the final, my problem is that I’ve got to be in DC. I am wondering if we could ask     to do a 

review session. She graded tim two finance assignments she’s seen the exam John doesn’t seem to be interested in doing a review session but I think. It would be a 

service to our students 

Let me know what you think 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On . at 1:20 PM, Stroman Deborah L dstro(_a2nnc.edu~- wrote: 

Hi John. Attached find Iny edits for the extort. Thanks. 

d 

Do Good, 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En,qa,9’e. Explore, Empower. 
919.843.0336 
@drstroman 
<AD987872-.C179.-~] Ls. ES-. g29C-.AgA8236897A3 [5].png> 

"~5(~rn~imes 9o~ jus~ have ~o Ioo~ back a~ ~our pas~ ~md srni& abo~ t~o~v./i~" ~jo~ 2~ come. 

From: <Stewart>, John ~ <jfstewar@emaiLunc.edu> 
Date: Friday,                 11:30 AM 
To: Walter Caudill <wlcaud~emaiLunc.edu>, Charles Merritt ~me.com>, "Feldman, Maryann P." <maryanmfeldman~mc#d~>, 
"Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@anc.edu> 
Subje~: Last chance for comments on the final exam 

All, 
Attached is the case and the questions for the final exam. I think I have found most of the errors (including the misspelling of Charles’ last name). If 
you can, please do one more check. I am going to send the question out for duplication at 2:30pm today and the case will be posted at 5:00pm so this 
is our last chance. 
I will work on an answer key and maybe ask for some help on doing some of the sections for that. 

* John F. Stewart 
* Professor of Economics 
* Director of Entrepreneurship Minor 

* Department of Economics 
* University of North Carolina 
* Gardner Hall CB# 3305 
* Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (9:19) 966-5345 
* Fax: (919) 966-4986 
* john stewartC~unc.edu 

* h ttp://www, u nc:edu/~jfstewa r/ 

<Econ 325 Final Exam F 5nal.docx> 



From: ~live.unc,edu 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: 

Subjet’t: Appendices E and F 

To: Instructor Role 

From: 

appendix t~lxtf 

appendix e.pdf 

12:50 PM 

site. To reply to this message click this link to access This fora.arded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages frown the "EXSS 

Messages for this site: EXSS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Jason Rosenfeld              ~gmaJl.com> 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 2:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Sports Anal.vtics Cont~rence 

Hey Deborah, nice talking to you yesterday. 

Some more thoughts: 

Timing 

May 2 and 3, 2014 sounds great. You may lose some NBA people whose teams are in the playoffs, but the college basketball season is over. the NBA regular 
season is over, and NBA draft preparation hasn’t gone into high intensity yet. Plus, no way to find perfect dates tbr everyone’. 

Speakers 

I think a great way to make a list of people you might want to pursue is to go through the list of speakers at the other major sports anab~tics coni~rences - MIT Slom~, 
NESSIS, etc, and look for the basketball people and the people who are genera~ enough that would fit in well at a basketball miablics conference. Two days is a long 

time, so roll definitely need a bunch of speakers! 

Venue 

One of the biggest challenges (and expenses) of these Fpes of conferences is finding a venue. If you already found one, and there is no charge, that is huge!! 

Sponsors 
Speaking of expenses, one way to earn money to counteract those expenses is through getting sponsors. This is one of the areas where that listing of 33 sports 
contErences I sent you could be useful. My recommendation is to visit all those conferences’ websites, and maJ~e a listing of all "their sponsors. Then contact them 

and see who ]night be interested. 

Ticket Prices 
You’ll need to set ticket prices. Ticket prices for sports conferences can rmage very widely, from as little as $20 for an academic sports conference like NESSIS, to 

$575 for MIT. What the conference is branded as -- is it for people in the industry who are already successful, is it for students, is it a caxeer fair, etc - - mad what the 

expenses are, should drive this. 

Twists 
We spoke briefly about what twists we could have to make the conference unique. One thing that more and more conferences seem to be doing nowadays is creating 

a resume book and distributing it to compmaies who attend the conference and ask for it. So an incentive to attending the conference is that you get your resume in a 

book that gets distributed to sports companies. I think it’s a good idea and has worked well. I think an interesting added twist would be to aJso create a "What are 

you looking tbr?" skinny booklet (maybe only a two-pager). So, when a person signs up tbr the coni~rence, they are prompted to answer the question, "What are you 

looking for?" Then all these responses are compiled into one very skinny booklet and that is then distributed to all attendees. I think this is cool because it enables 

people to reach out to other people who ]nay be able to help each other out. For example maybe two people put "I ~un looking tbr a business partner in my sports 

analy’dcs staxt-up." When they are going through the booklet and see this, they can choose to connect. 

Misc. 
There are a host of other tniscellaneous things worth thinldng about, like, Should we videotape the contErence? Should we have keynote speaker(s), if so, who? What 

food, drinlc, snacks should we provide? Should we have a cocktail paxty? Should we have research paper competitions, MBA case competitions, like Sloan does’? 

etc. 

Acceleration 

As you see from the above, there is a whole host of things to dea] with, and I probably missed a bunch. So, it would p~obably be smart to continue to ramp up 
preparation efforts soon, as the conference is only five months away. 

Potenti’,fl 
I’m excited by the potential. The MIT Conference has been wildly successthl, with people travelling ti-om all over the world to attend. Why can’t the [5NC one achieve 

similax success? 

.Amything rise I can do to hdp, just let me know! I think tiffs could be pretty exciting and I enjoy these ~pes of things. 

JASON W. ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS Si:."Oi:-YiS & iiiI~iifii.RTAlI~iM,~i:NT 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.688.898I 
C 
J Rose nfeld(@,bobcats.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jason Rosenfeld              ~(}gmaJl.com> 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 4:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

List of Sports Conferences, 12-7-13 

List of Sports Conferences, 12-7-13.:dsx 

Hi DeboralL I found some more conferences; attached is an updated list. 

Hope this helps! 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
’i 704.688,8981 
C, 
J Rose nfeld@bobcats.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tides-bounces@europa.bus.ucf.edu on behalf of 

The Institute for Diversity mid Ethics in Sport. <tides@europa.bus.uc£edu> 

Sunday, December 8, 2013 11:08 AM 

tides@europa.bus.ucl~edu 

[Tides] Richaxd Lapchick s~l@ Assessing tl~e Acadetnic Records of the 2013-2014 Bowl-bound College FootbaJl Teams to be 

released Monday, Decetnber 9, 2013 at 2 p.m. EST 

ATT00001 .c 

Media Advis opy: 

Keeping Score "~Vhen It Counts: Assessing the Academic Records of the 

2013-2014 Bowl-bound College Football Teams 

to be released at2 p.m. EST on Monday, December 9, 2013 

Richard Lapchick, director of The Insfinlte for Diversity and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at the Uifiversity of Central Florida, will issue "Keeping Score "~Vhen It Counts: Assessing the Academic Records of 

the 2013-2014 Bowl-bound College Football Teams," a study on the bowl-bo~md teams that -cAll include their Academic Progress Rates (APR) and their Graduation Success R,~tes. 

The study shows significant increases in schools with over 50 perce~lt Graduation Success Rates (GSR) from last years report. The gap between white mid African-American football playe~,s remaflls wide 

When TIDES examined the GSR of bowl-bo~md teams, which include breakdowns according to race, mmly of the teams showed a huge dispafily between the rates for their white mid Afi~can-American stude~lt- 

athletes. 

The study will be released Monday, December 9, 2013, at 2 pro. EST. 

For more illfoiatlation, contact: 

Deidre Snively at 330-428-2853 or deidresnively@kifights.ucf edu 

Cttrtis Walker at 757-509-8962 or cwa11239@knights.ucf.e&l 



From 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu:" 

Sunday,                3:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah I,/-dstro@unc.edu> 

~me com> 

Idbs lmgmei howell.con<lingmeiohowell@kena~-flagler.unc.edu> 

Sport hmovation Awaid Ceremony and Hall of Fame 

SporthmovationHallolFame_Vision         .docx 

~live. unc.edu>; ~live. unc.edu>; 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Attached is our team’s proposal for the scope of the Sport innovation Award Ceremony and Hall of Fame. It includes the recommendations and research for each 

facet of the project (awards, venues, agenda, etc.) and also links to our documented research. 
Please let us know what you think! Given that the award ceremony may be pushed to this defined scope will hopefully help guide us in actuaily executing on 

plans when the date become nearer. 

Best, 

MBA Candidate, Class of                                    ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagier Business School 

(cell) ¯              ~ .k.~.~!~.~g..~.~L.~R~.~ g. ¯ y’.~.~=.l.i.,!{~.~j.,!:9’~/~ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 4:30 PM 

i@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edw~ 

Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Project Touchdown! 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu-~; 

What a weekend! 

Thanks again for a wonderful trip and experience! You were dedicated and represented the best of the university, EXSS, EXSS-Sport Administration, and the 
Club. I received great feedback about your work and attitude. 

As I mentioned in our close-out meeting, I have some additional activities for you. Please complete the following actions: 

1. Thank you notes (Send to them before       ) - Handwritten to Dr. Darin Padua, chair of EXSS; Mr. John Swofford, commissioner of the ACC; Mr. 
Michael Strickland, associate commissioner of the ACC; and Ms. Alyssa Francona, Associate Director Football Operations. 
2. Summary report of PT! - Consider the first ACC meeting, Charlotte’s Thursday night meeting, Friday Preparation, and Game Day: What worked? (+) 

What needs to be improved? {&) 
3. A summary quote of the experience (Send back to me before Dec. 18): - Please respond to the following in five sentences or less: What did you learn 
from participation in PT!? How or why did you enjoy the experience? 
The sooner you do these assignments while it is fresh on your mind.., the better! I hope to see you before you go home for holiday break but if not -- 
here’s a big hug! 

Have a super restful holiday break! 

Dr. Stroman 

P.S. Remember to send me your photos! 

Deborah L $troman~ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower, 

............................................. 
3~5 Woo~en - CB #8700 

9~9,843,033~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 4:33 PM 

Merritt, Chaxles E. <merritt@email.unc.edu>; Stewaxt, John F <jl~tewav@email.unc.edu>; Caudill, Walter Lowry 

<wlcaud@email.unc.edu> 

Stromma, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> @live.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com); Feldman, 

M~’alln P. <rneaTam~.feldman@unc.edtt> 

FW: [ PLCY Announcement ] OPTIONAL: Final Exmn REVIEW 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n¢i~N~, g~plor’e, gmpowe~: 

9~9.343.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel ~ohnson 

From: PLCY [mailto: no-reply@sakai.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, i ~2:14 PN 
To: PLCY, 
Subject; [ PLC5 . Announcement ] O~ONAL: Final Exam 

An announcement has been added in the "PLCY ’ site at Sakai @ L~C-Chapel Hill (h~ps://sakai.unc~edw’poital/site,’9]4ecSdc- ] ba5-4853-93bd- 

ed6ddf5Md76) 

Subject: OPTIONAI,: Final Exam REVIEW 

Group: Site 

Message: 

Hi Heels. There will be an ECON             final exam review on tomorrow, Sunday,           at 3:00 p.m. in Woollen 304. The 60-90 minute review 

focus on the investmenV’finmice section of the course (including answering an5, questions on Assignment 4). 

Tiffs session is optional for all students. 

Drs. Feldmma and Stroman 

’][’his auto~natic notification message was sent by SakaJ @ UNC-Chapel Hill (!)_t_t__[?_s_2)~_~_~__l_!~i:_u__~_~_c_:_e___d__tj:!t_~?_r_m___J_) from the PLC~ 

You can modify, how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Prei~rences. 

site. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Sunday, 5:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

RE: UNC Sp)rts AnaJ, ytics Conference 

~kenaJ~- flagler.unc.edu-~ 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

This week is pretty crazy for me. I could chat tomorrow after 8:30pm, but unfortunately I am out of town for most of the week so that’s about it until next weekend. 

[t"s wonderful to see such great interest so far! f agree - k)oks lik~-’_~ we’re on Lhe same page with Jason, and iust n~-_~ed to I~e~-_q:~ moving things forward. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, 4:24 PM 

To: 

Subject: FW: UNC Sports Analytics Conference 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,qude. Explore. Empowen 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will e~e¢ be attempted if all pessiNe obje~ions must first be o~ereome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sa~t~ Sunday, 4;20 PM 
To~ ’~ason RosenfeW 
Subja~t~ RE: UNC SpoRs ~nal~ics Conference 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn~]oge, g~p!ore. Empower, 

91~9.843.0336 

"Nothing wil~ ever be attempted if all possible obje~i~ns must first be 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From= Jason Rosenfeld [.[~_~jJ~9_; 
Sent~ Saturday, 2:36 PM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject= U~C Spots AnN~ics Conference 

So~e ~o~ ~ou~hts: 

souuds ~reat. ~ou may ~ose so~e ~ people whose tea~s are Ju the p]ayo~ but the co~e~e ~s~etba]~ seasou Js over~ the ~ 

seasou is o~er~ and ~BA dm~ pre~mtion hasu’t ~oue m~ high mteusJb~ yet. ~us~ uo way to ~d ~ect ~tes [or eve~oue~ 

Speakers 

I tNnk a greta way k~ make a list of people you might want k~ pursue is to go t~ough the lisl of speakers m the other m~ior sports analyfics conI~mnces - MIT 

Sloan, NESSIS, etc, and look tbr the ~sketball ~ople and the people who are general enough thin would fit in well m a basketbM1 anM~ics conference. Two 

~ys is a long time, so will defli~tely need a bunch of speakers~ 

Venue 

One of the biggest challenges (m~d ex~n~s) of~e~ ~pes ofco~emnces is finding a venue. If you akeady found one, and there is no cha~ge, thin is huge’. ~ 

Sponsors 

S~a~ng ofex~nses, one way to earn money to counteract tho~ ex~nses is fl~ough geeing sponsors. This is one of the areas whele fl~m listing of 33 spots 

confelences I ~nt you could be useful. My recommen~tion is to visit Ml fl~ose conferences’ websites, ~d malce a lis~ing of all their s~nsors. Then contact 

them all m~d see who might [~ interested. 

Ticket Prices 

You’ll need to set ticket prices. Ticket prices for spoils conferences can range ve~’ widely, from as li~le as $20 for an academic s~s conference like 

NESSIS, to $575 for MIT. Whm the conference is branded as -- is it for No#e in the indus~~ who am Mready successful, is it for s~dems, is it a career 

etc -- and whm the expenses a~e, should drive this. 

Twists 

We sg~ke briefly abom whm twists we could have to make the conI~rence unique. One tNng thin more a~d more cont~rences seem to be doing nowadays is 

creating a resume book and distributing it to compai~es who attend the cont~rence a~d ask lbr it. So an incentive to attending fl~e cont~rence is thin you get 

your resume in a book thin gets distributed to spoils comNnies. I flfink it’s a good idea and has worked well. I think m~ interesting added ~vist would be ~ 

also create a "Whm am you loo~ng for?" sld~y ~oMet (may~ olfly a gvo-pager). So, when a person signs up for the coni~rence, they ale prompted to 



answer the question, "What are you looking for?" Then all these responses are compiled into one very skinny booklet and that is then distributed to all 

attendees. I think this is cool because it enables people to reach out to other people who Inay be able to help each other out. For ex~anple maybe two people 

put "I am looking for a business partner in my sports anal?rtics start-up." When they are going through the booklet and see this, they can choose to connect. 

Misc. 
There are a host of other miscellaneous things worth thinking about, like, Shonld we videotape the conference? Should we have keynote speakel(s), if so, 

who? ~Vhat food, drink snacks should we provide? Should we have a cocktail pa~? Should we have research paper competitions, MBA case competitions, 

like Sloan does? etc. 

Acceleration 
As you see from the above, there is a whole host of things to deal with, and I probably missed a bunch. So, it would probably be smart to continue to r~mp up 

preparation eltbrts soon, as the contErence is only five months away. 
Potential 

I’m excited by the potential. The MIT Coa[erence has been wildly successful, with people travelling from all over the world to attend. Why can’t the UNC one 

achieve similar success’? 

Anything else I can do to help, just let me kno~v! I think this could be pret .ty exalting and I enjoy these types of things. 

JASON W. ROSENFELD 

Director of Basketball Analytics 

BOBCATS SPORTS & iiiNT,~i:RiAINMiiiNT 

333 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

i 704.688.8981 

C 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, i 11:08 PM 

StromaJ~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

RE: UNC Stx~rts Analytics Conference 

~kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Dr. Stroman, 

Welcome back to Chapel Hill] Tomorrow after 8:30pro works for me too. Let us know the conference call number that we can reach to. 

Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:29 PM 
To: 

Subject: Re: UNC Sports Analytics Conference 

Thanks Susan. I just want to do a quick check-in. 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. St~’ornan, Ph.D. CLU 
E’n¢]o,qe, E’xplore, Empower. 

9:19.843.0336 
@drstroman 

"Somedmes you just have to look back at your p~a~t and smile about how f!~r you’ve come. 

From: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 5:16 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, 

Subject: RE: UNC Sports Analytics Conference 

@kenan--flagler.unc.edu> 

This week is pretLy crazy for me. I could chat tomorrow after 8:30pro, but unt:ortunately I arn ouL ot: town for most of the week so that’s about iL undl ne×L weekend. 

It’s wonderful to see such great interest so far! I agree---looks like we’re on the same page with Jason, and iust need to keep moving things forward. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mail[o:dstro@unc.edq] 

Sent: Sunday, 4:24 PM 

To: 

Subject: FW: UNC Sports Analytics Conference 

Deborah L. Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage, Explore, Empower, 

9:19,843,0336 

"Nothing wil~ ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome," 

~ Samuel Johnson 



From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, 4:20 PM 
To: Uason Rosenfeld’ 
Subject: RE: UNC Sports Analytics Conference 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
F_,n,goOe. Explor~.. Empower. 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

.... unauthorized review, use, disck~sure o! dis~ribu[ion is prohibited, if you are ~iot [he in[ended !eclpient, please con[act the 5,:!haler by reply ,.Tnail and d,:!strov all COl:.i,:!5 of the original message. 

From: .Jason Rosenfeld [.mailto: 
Sent: Saturday, 2:36 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: UNC Sports Analytics Conference 

@gmail,com] 

Hey Deborah. nice talking to you yesterday. 

Some more thoughts: 

sounds groat. You may lose some NBA people whose teams are in the playoffs, but the college basketball season is over, the NBA 
regular season is over, and NBA dralt preparation hasn’t gone into high intensity yet. Plus, no way to find perfect dates for eveuone’. 

Speakers 
I think a groat way to make a list of people you might want to pursue is to go throngh the list of speakers at the other major sports analytics conferences - MIT 
Sloan, NESSIS, etc, mad look for the basketball people and the people who are general enough that would fit in well at a basketball analytics conference. 
Two days is a long time, ,so will definitely need a bunch of speakers! 

Veil tie 

One of the biggest challenges (and expenses) of these types of conferences is tiMing a venue. If yon already {bnnd one, ~d there is no charge, that is hnge!! 

Sponsors 

Speaking of expenses, one way to eazn money to counteract those expenses is through getting sponsors. Tiffs is one of the aaceas where that listing of 33 sports 

conferences I sent you could be useful. My recommendation is to visit all those conferences’ websites, a~d make a listing of all their sponsors. Then contact 

them all a~d see who might be interested. 

Ticket Prices 

You’ll need to set ticket prices. Ticket prices for sports conferences can range veu widely, fi~om as little as $20 for an academic sports conference like 

NESSIS, to $575 for MIT. What the conference is branded as -- is it for people in the industD~ who are already snccessful, is it for students, is it a career fair, 

etc -- a~d what the expenses axe, shonld drive this. 

Twists 
We spoke briefly about what twists we could have to make the conference unique. One thing that morn and morn conIEmnces seem to be doing nowadays is 
creating a resume book a~d distributing it to companies who attend the conference mad ask for it. So m~ incentive to attending the conference is that you get 
your resume in a book that gets distributed to sports companies. I think it’s a good idea and has worked well. I think an interesting added twist would be to 
also create a "What am you looking for?" skinny booklet (maybe only a two-pager). So, when a person signs up for the conference, they are prompted to 
answer the question, "What are you looking for?" Then all these responses are compiled into one veW skitmy booklet mad that is then dislributed to all 
attendees. I think this is cool because it enables people to roach out to other people who mw be able to help each other out. For example mwbe hvo people 
put "I am looking for a business parmer in my sports anal>lics start-np." When they am going thiough the booklet and see this, they can choose to connect 

Misc. 
Them are a host of other miscellaneous things worth thinking about, like, Should we videotape the conference? Should we have keynote speakers), if so, 
who? What food, drink, snacks should we provide? Shonld we have a cocktail party.? Should we have research paper competitions, MBA case 
competition~ like Sloan does? etc. 

Acceleration 
As you see from the above, them is a whole host of things to deal with, and I probably missed a bunch. So, it would probably be stnart to couti~me to romp up 



pmpaxalion efibrts soon, as the conference is only five months away. 

Potential 

I’m excited by the potential. The MIT Conference has been mldly successful, ruth people travelling from all over the world to attend. Why can’t the UNC one 

achieve similax success? 

Anything else I can do m help, just let m e know! I think this could be pretty exciting and I enjoy these types of things. 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 

Director of Basketball Analytics 

333 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

~ 704.688.8981 

C 

JRosenfeld@bobcats,com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Meet up this week 

Hey: 

I’m free pretty much at anMime during this week after 1 lam. So whenever you axe free, I shonld be able to match it. Just let me know what you decide! 

Also, when you upload the pictures, please send any and all pictures ruth me in tbem my way’. That’s the only thing I couldn’t retrieve offofthe cloud. 

Thanks tbr eveDTthing and see you soon! 



Ell)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 7:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Hatteras to lose millions; Raleigh-CaW mnong hottest markets tbr 2014 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 9, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Hatteras ~sland to lose millions with Bonnet Bridge closed 
Hatteras Island is taking a substantial economic hit with Bonner Bridge on N.C 

Highway 12 closed to traffic. 

IBie¢~se 

Raleigh-Cary among top 10 ’hottest American housing 
markets’ for 2014 
The Raleigh-Cary metro has been named one of the top I0 "hottest American 

hoJsing markets" for 2014 by Ziiiow, an online real estate database. 

A.qe. discrimination complaints by Baby Boomers on the 
rise 

As more Baby Boomers reach their sixties, age discrirr, finafion cases are on the 

Mark Cuban: Startups need ’secret sauce’ 

successes, Dallas businessman Mark Cuban 1old a University ef Texas aud]enoe 

k~st week 

: .... 

~t~te ~v~ry gr£~p has daunting task: Fix Medicaid 

Why isn’t the Global TransPark on BoeincJ’s short list? 

Why more Triangle motorists are using public transit 

KPMG study: M&A activity w~ll be strong in 2014 

enters market for ~uten4ree holiday cak#A 

.......................................................... Read Morning Edition >> 



Cancel Email Subscription 

70 unsubsc:Jbe fiom this emaii - ~:!!~;.11.1[!~?[~ 

bizjoslrnsls cssbme~ se~’,,ice, bizjoslrnsls 120 W Morehesd S[, C:i;ailo[[e Noi-[il Carolina 28202 

2063 Ameiican Ci[y Bssiness Journals inc 8rid its licenso~s All dghb reserved Ti;e msieiiai o!; this site ma~, no[ be 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michele Reeves <Michele.Reeves@sas.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 9:21 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

12/13 

Hi Debby, 

In this last email you asked me to 

Save-the-date: Dec 13th at 5:00 p.m. The Caucus will host our Holidaig Social at the Friday Center 

Since then I have discovered that it’s a double celebration - for Christmas and for ¯ Am I con-ect? Will you let me know- what the plans are? Would still love to come. 

Thanks! 
Michele 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 8:23 PM 
To: Michele Reeves 
Su~lject: Re: 9/30 Lunch 

Hi Michele. Thanks fbr the check-in¯ It’s been crazy busy Of course, that is the new- normal¯ ;) 
Save-the-date: Dec 13th at 5:00 pm. The Caucus will host our Holiday Social at the Friday Center I hope you are doing well too. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Stroman, PhD. CLU 

Engage¯ Explore Empower. 

919 843.0336 

@drstroman 
<http://twitt er. corn/If[/drstroman> 
3Sometimes you just have to look back at your past and smile about how far you’ve come." 

On 11/13/13 4:07 PM, "Machele Reeves" <Michele.Reeves@sas.com> wrote: 

>Hi Debby, 
>How are you? 
> 

>Sooooo I completely missed the boat on an October 21 lunch¯ ! filed 
>this to get back to you and did not. Of course, now it’s November 13th 

> 

>See you for the Christmas gatherings, wherever they may be? 
> 
>Hope you are well~ 
>~chele 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>Nora: S~oman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro~tmc.edu] 
>Sent: S~day, September 29, 2013 10:18 PM 
>To: Michele Reeves 
>Subject: Re: 9/30 L~ch 
> 

>Hi ~chele. I hope you had a nice weekend. L~ch on Monday, Oct. 21 ? 
> 

> 

>Debby 
> 

>Exercise and Sport Science, Sport A~inistration Lecturer Frank Hawkins 
>Kenan k~stitute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 
> 

>@drstroman 
>919¯843.0336 
> 

>"How wonderful it is that nobo@ need wait a single moment before 
>starting to improve the world. 
><http : //www. ~visdomquotes. com,’quoteiam~e-fra~- l.ht~fl> " ~ Anne Frank 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>On 9/24/13 11:22 ANL "Michele Reeves" <Michele.Reeves@sas corn> wrote: 
> 

>>Hello Debby, 
>>After all the effbrt to find a date, I now need to cancel the 9/30 lunch¯ 
>> I will be on my way out of to~vn Monday fbr a 4 day business trip¯ I 
>>f?ar I will be much too distracted to have a fun hmch. If it’s ok 
>>with you, I’m proposing to postpone lunch until later in October¯ 
>> 

>>Is that ok with you? 
>> 



>>If so, please feel free to send a few dates If not, we can wait until 
>>October and calendars are "slightly" more predictable. - LOL 
>> 

>> 

>>Warm regards, 
>>]Vhchele 
>> 
>>]Vhchele L. Reeves 
>>Manager, Organizational Development i tIuman Resources Professional 
>>Certified Coach 
>>phone: + 1 919 531 1992 i mobile: 

>>michele.reeves@sas.com ] wwa¥.sas.com 
>> 

>>"Use what talents you possess; the woods would be very silent if no 
>>birds sang there except those that sang best." - Henry van Dyke 
>> 

>>SAS(r) ... THE POdgieR TO KNOW(r) 
>> 
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>> 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 10:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum Kicks OffWednesdW in NYC. It’s Not Too Late To Register. 

fyi- a lot of speakers. 

JASON ~/. ROSENFELD 
Di!’ector of Basketball A!~ai’/tics 
BOBCATS i 
333 East Trade Street 
ChaHot~e, NC 28202 
T 704,~88,898~ 
C~ 

From: Street & Smith’s SportsBusiness Daily [thedaily@sportsbusinessdaily.com] 
Sent; Monday, December 09, 20:[3 :[0:26 AM 

To: 3ason Rosenfeld 
Subject-" IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum Kicks Off Wednesday in NYC. It’s Not Too Late To Register. 

RESERVE YOUR SEAT TODAY! 

The 12th annual IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum 
Kicks Off Wednesday in New York City 

Register Today for the "Must Attend" Event for 
Anyone Involved M the Business of Coflege Sports 

This is a time of significant growth and change in college sports. There are many big 
decisions ahead, and those attending the IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum will 
have an inside track into the thinking of many of the brightest minds collaborating to 
chart the best path for serving student athletes. 

Be sure to join us as the leaders of college sports will explore the growth areas and 
emerging trends in intercollegiate athletics. 

And, you won’t want to miss the opportunity to network with the more than 400 
intercollegiate athletic decision-makers who have already made plans to attend, 

You will hear from And a speaker faculty consisting of 55 industry thought leaders, 
including 14 of the Country’s top Athletic Directors and 11 Conference 
Commissioners. 



2013 IMG Intercollegiate Athletics Forum Speaker Faculty: 

Featured Speakers 

Mark Emmert, President, NCAA 

Rich Luker, Founder, Luker on Trends and the ESPN Sports Poll 

Betsy Wilson, Director, Global Sponsorship and Sustainability Communications, 

UPS 

Tracy Wolfson, Reporter & Host, CBS Sports 

Panelists, Facilitators and Guest Moderators 

Val Ackerman, Commissioner, Big East Conference 

Mike Aresco, Commissioner, American Athletic Conference 

Britton Banowsky, Commissioner, Conference USA. 

Bill Battle, Athletic Director, University of Alabama 

Karl Benson, Commissioner, Sun Belt Conference 

Bonnie Bernstein, Vice President, Content and Brand Development & On-Air 

Host, Campus Insiders 

Mike Bobinski, Athletic Director, Georgia Institute of Technology 

Bob Bowlsby, Commissioner, Big 12 Conference 

Brooks Boyer, Co-Founder & CEO, Silver Chalice Ventures 

Dave Butler, CEO, Paciolan 

Greg Byrne, Athletic Director, University of Arizona 

-]ustin Connolly, Senior Vice President, Programming, College Networks, ESPN 

-]ason Cook, Senior Associate Athletic Director, External Affairs, Texas A&M 

University 

Bubba Cunningham, Athletic Director, University of North Carolina 

-]ohn Currie, Athletic Director, Kansas State University 

Jim Delany, Commissioner, Big Ten Conference 

Chris Del Conte, Athletic Director, Texas Christian University 

Don Dethlefs, CEO, Sink Combs Dethlefs 

Matt DiFebo, Vice President, IMG Learfield Ticket Solutions 

-]oe Ferreira, Senior Vice President & Chief Content Officer, Learfield Sports 

Chris Ferris, Associate Athletic Director, External Relations, University of 

Pittsburgh 

Sam Gerace, CEO, Veritix 

Chuck Gerber, Sports Media Consultant 

Daryl Gross, Athletic Director, Syracuse University 

Tom Haidinger, President, Advantage Tnternational 

Kelli Hilliard, Senior Vice President, Events, Entertainment & Development, TMG 

College 

Eric Hyman, Athletic Director, Texas A&M University 

.]eft .]ames, Vice President & General Manager, Disney Institute 

Tom .]ernstedt, Senior Adviser, Big East Conference 

Larry .]ones, Executive Vice President, Fox Sports 

Dean .]ordan, Managing Executive, Global Media, Wasserman Media Group 

Mark Lewis, Executive Vice President, Championships and Alliances, NCAA 

Oliver Luck, Athletic Director, West Virginia University 

Chip Lydum, Associate Athletic Director, Capital Projects and Operations, 

University of Washington 

Burke Magnus, Senior Vice President, College Sports Programming, ESPN 

Tom Osborne, Athletic Director Emeritus, University of Nebraska 

Ashwin Purl, Revenue and Business Development, University of California 

Dan Radakovich, Athletic Director, Clemson University 

Larry Scott, Commissioner, Pac-12 Conference 

Mike Slive, Commissioner, Southeastern Conference 

.]on Steinbrecher, Commissioner, Mid-American Conference 

Scott Stricklin, Athletic Director, Mississippi State University 

Ben Sutton, President, TMG College 

.]ack Swarbrick, Athletic Director, University of Notre Dame 

.]ohn Swofford, Commissioner, Atlantic Coast Conference 

Rob Temple, Vice President, Sports Management, ESPN 

Steve Terrill, Senior Planner, AECOM 

Kevin White, Athletic Director, Duke University 

Brad Wolverton, Senior Writer, The Chronicle of Higher Education 

.]ustin Wood, Sport Practice Director, Dimensional Innovations 

.]amie Zaninovich, Commissioner, West Coast Conference 

For more INFORMATION and to REGISTER, 
visit www.IntercolleqiateAthleticsForum.com. 



If you haven’t already, download the NOBILE APP through CrowdTorch by Cvent 
or add the agenda to your CALENDAR through ECAL. 

For more information about this commercial email, write to: Customer Service, Street & Smith’s 
Conference Group, 120 West IVlorehead Street, Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. 

To notif)~ us that you do not want to receive e- mails like this in the future, use following link: 

https://f~rms.sp~rtsbusinessdailv.c~n~’unsub/~/ir~se~e~d(~)b~bcats.c~m/B7DAF2EF 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Merritt, Charles E. <memtt@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 11:03 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Merritt, Charles E. <merdtt@email.unc.edu-~; Stewaxt, John F <ji~tewar@email.unc.edu>; Caudill, Walter Low~ 

<wlcaud@em~l.unc.edu>; Feld~n~, Maryann P. <m~’ann.i~ldmml@unc.edu> 

Re: Exaa~ Proctor - Tomorrow 

image001 .j pg 

I can be there until 2:25 or so. 

Charles E. Merritt 

Entrepreneur in Residence 

UNC-Chapel ttill 

(mobile) 

_r__n___e___m__ J~_(q~_Ln__c:_:_e___d___u_ 

On Dec 9, 2013, at 10:56 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <d_._stj29.(~_~_Lr_kc_: .e_d_._t~- wrote: 

Hi. Do we want to do shifts for exam proctoring tomorrow? I can do 12:00-1:157 I have a meeting at 1:30. John, are you planning to be there 

the entire time? 

Explore. gngage~ Empower. 

~,ex~,uRc,edu 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seth Bennett <sbennett@bobcats.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 11:28 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Sport Analytics Summit 

Hey Debby, I had a good weekend and hope you did as well, Give rne a few days to research with the partnership team~ I am sure we have a few, 

Seth 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 20.t3 10:4-7 AM 
To: Seth Bennett 
Subject: Sport Analytics Summit 

Hi Seth. I hope you had a great weekend. When you get a chance can you please provide a warm referral for your corporate partners working in the 

analytics space? We are going to send the save-the-date announcement and wanted to see if they are interested in having their name/contact listed on 

this initial brief blast? 

We have the Bobcats, Bank of America, ESPN, and the ACC. 

Also, Karl Hicks recommended that I contact OKC’s Sam Presti too. 

Thanks! 

debby 

Deberah L, 5troman, Ph,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

Frank Ftawkins Kenan %~stitute of Private E~terprise, Se~ier Advis~r 

............................................. 

Chapel Hii~ NC 27599 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 9, 2013 12:37 PM 

Jones, Shandra <shandraj@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CBC Check 

Hi Shandra. FYI- I wrote a check to today for 

www.unc,edu/cbc 
debby 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,Do CLU 
Explore. Engacje, Empower= 

w~,exss, g~c,e~ U 

355 Wooll~ = C8 :#8700 
Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tides-bounces@europa.bus.ucf.edu on behalf of 

The Institute for Diversib’ aid Ethics in Sport. <tides@europa.bus.uc£edu> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 2:00 PM 

tides@europa.bus.ucl~edu 

[Tides] Richacd Lapchick s~aldy Assessiug the Academic Records of the 2013-2014 Bowl-bound College Football Teams 

2013 -2014 College Bowl Study.pdf; ATT00001.c 

For immediate release: 

Attached is "Keeping Score When It Counts: Assessing the Academic Records of the 2013-2014 Bowl-bound College Football ’reams," issued by The Institute [’or I)iversity and Ethics in 
Sport (TK)ES) at the University of Central Florida 

The overall academic progress of college football student-athletes continued while the substanfial gap between white and AdRian-American football student-athletes remained large for the 70 Football Bowl 

Subdivision (FBS) eligible schools. The res~flts were reported in "Keeping Score ~hen It Counts: Assessing the Academic Records of the 2013-2014 Bowl-bound College Football Teams," a study 

re] eased by The Institute for Diversity and Ethics hi Sport (TIDES) at the Universi~’ of Central F]otida 

Richard Lapchick, director of TIDES and the primaD’ anthor of the study, said, "The academic success of FBS football student-athletes conthined to grow this year The overall football student-athlete 

Gra&mtion Success Rate (GSR) for boM-bom~d teams improved d-ore 69 to 72 percent." 

I_,apchiclc added, "This year, eveD’ school participating in a bowl game had at least a 50 percent Graduation Success Rate for their football teams, an increase fi-om 96 percent hi the 2012 study In addifion, 97 

percent of the schools (68 of the 70) recalved a score higher than 925 on the NCAA’s Academic Progress Rate (APR), the same as last year. Both APR and GSR figures are encore-aging." 

Lepchick stated, "However, the gap between wtfite and Aftica~-Amefican football student-att~etes continues to be a major issue standing st 19 percent this year Among the 70 bowl-bound teams, the average 

GSR for African-American student-athletes is 65 percent, up from 62 percent in 2012. The average GSR for white football student-athletes went fi-om 82 percent last year to 84 percent this year. In addition, 

13 percent of the bowl eligible schools (9 ont of 70) graduated less than half of their African-American football student-athletes, wtdle no team gra&mted less than half of its wtfite football student-athletes." 

Lepchick noted, "It nlust be emphasized that Aftican-An~efican and white football players graduate st a higher rate than their male non-athletic peers in the student body. The gra&mtion rate for Aftican- 

Anlelican male students as a whole is only 45 percent, in comparison to the 67 percent graduation rate for white male students, according to the NCAA Education and Research Data That 22 percent gap for 

the general student population renlalns scandalous and totally unacceptable for educafion in AmetRia. The problenl goes back to the academic preparation students get before they ever get to college." 

Additional troubling stati stics in the study are: 

Among the bowl-botmd teams: 

~ 69 schools (99 percent) had G SRs of 66 percent or higher for white foolball studen’~-alttletes, wtfich was more than 2.6 times rite mtmber of schools with eqnivalenl G SRs lbr African-American lbotball 

studenl-athletes (26 schools or 37 percent). This distm-bing statistic has increased sligh’dy since last yea~. 

~ All 70 sdtools of lt~e schools graduated 50 percen’~ or higher of their wtfite fbo’~ball student-a’ddetes while 61 of lt~e 70 bowl-boand schools (87 percent) gradaated 50 pewenl or higher of fl~eir Aflican- 

American football studen’~-aflfletes. 

There were no schools lt~at graduated less fl~an 40 percent of fl~eir white or African-American football studenl-athletes. Tiffs is art improvemenl fiom last year. 

In addition, the size of the gap among some sal~ools is alarrmng: 

~ 16 schools (23 percent) had G SRs for Aliican-Amefican football student-athletes fltat were at least 30 percentage points lowe~ titan their rates lbr white football student-a~tfletes, which is a slight decrea.se 

flora 24 percent in the 2012 study. 

~ 33 sal~ools (47 pe~cen’0 had GSP~ for African-American foolball student-afldetes thal were a’~ least 20 percenlage points lower than their rales for white fbotball student-attfletes deca-easing li-om 51 percen’~ 

last year. 

Georgia (nine percentage poims higher), Notre Dame (eight percentage points tdgher), Rice (five percemage poims higher), D~tke (thi-ee percentage pohits higher), and Utah State (two percentage points higher) 

had Gra&~afl on Success Rates for their Afi~can-Amefican football student-attfl etes that exceeded their rates for white football student-athletes. There were ttn-ee schools with this distincfion hist year. 

©nly Boise Sta~e (12 pe~cenlage point, s higher) and Rice 0wo percen~age points higher) had overall GSR ra~es for football studen~-aflfletes thai were better than rite overall student-a~tfletes. Northern Illinois 

and Utah Sta~e had overall G SR ra~es lbr football studen~-aflfletes tha~ were fl~e same lbr overdll student-a~tfie~es. 

Lapchick said, "Rice and Boston College would have played fbr the National Championship if there was a national championship game based on Graduation Success Rates among bowl teams. Both teams 

gradaated al least 94 percent of all foolball student-afltletes and al least 93 percent of African-American foolball student-afltletes. Rice gradaated 100 percen~ of flteir Afiican-Arnefican fbotball student- 

afldetes." 

"Florida State and Aabum, which will contend for the National Championship, bofl~ had good acadenfic records. Florida State’s APR stood st 954, while Aub~na~ posted an APR of 950. They gradualed 58 

percent and 70 percent of all their fbo~ball student-attfletes, 50 percen~ and 63 percent of their African-American and 100 percen~ and 89 percen~ of flteir white football student-afldetes, respecqvaly. 

The top 15 APR schools a~e represented in multiple conferences. The Atlantic Coast Conference had five schools in rite top 15. Three conl~rences (Big 10, Southeastern Conlhi-ence, and rite American Afldetic 

Conf~ence) eadt had ~svo teams in the top 15 and lhitr confelences (ConlLn-ence-USA, Mid-~nerican Conference, Pacific-12 and rite Moan~aln West Conference) had one team. 

Both teams in two bowls have APRs higher or equal to 970 in 2013. Clernson and Ohio State in the Discov~- ©range Bowl have APRs of 985 and 982, respectively. The New Era Pinstlipe Bowl has Ringers 

and No~e Dante with 97S and 973, respectively. 

NCAA statistics were ased in tiffs study. The Institute reviewed data collected by the NCAA frorn member institutions for the graduation rate study. The Institule reviewed the six-year graduation rates of 

each sdtool’s li-eshinan alass that e~m~lled in 2006-07, and it then calc~flated a foar-alass average (li-eshmen classes of 2003-2004, 2004-2005, 2005-2006, 2006-2007). 

The NCAA ca-eared rite APR in 2004 as pa~ of an acade~uic refo~n package designed to rnore accm-ately measm-e student-a~ttletes’ acade~uic saccess as well as improve graduation rdtes st mentber institutions. 

The APR holds each team accounlable for the success of studen~-attfleles in the ala.ss~ont and fltalr progression towards graduation. Individual teams are penalized if trey l:all below art APR score of 925, 

which is an expected graduation ra~e of 50 percent of its student-afltletes. As of now, scholarship reductions are the o~dy penalties: up to 10 percent of scholarships can be taken sway. Historical penalties will 

be imposed on schools who contirme to iZdll below the 925 APR. 

The new postseason eligibilily st~q_tcture will take effect in the 2012-13 academic year, with a two-year implementation window before the benchina-k moves from 900 to 930 For access to postseason 

competition in 2012-13 and 2013-14, teatus must achieve a 900 mtdti-year APR or a 930 average over the most recent two years to be eligible 

This yea-, one bowl bound team (Louisville) had a~ APR below 925, which is a deca-ease from two in the 2012 study. 

The APR data does not include data from the 2012-13 academic performances of the teams in the study but instead uses fore- years of data ~ding in the 2011-12 school year. Tiffs is the most updated data 

availabhi on the NCAA website. 



The study was co-authored by Andrew DonovaJ~ and Vince Pierson 

For more infom~afion contact: 

Deidre Snively deirhesnively,@kni~hts.ucf.e&l, 330-428-2953 

Cltrtis Walker cwal1239~a)k~fi~hts ucf.edu, 757-509-8962 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Practitioner Inte~iew report notes 

Praclitioner Interview Repo(t notes.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

Here are some notes from my interview recording. Thank you for all of your help this semester. I really do appreciate it. Enjoy your holiday season and I 

look forward to seeing you next semester! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

International SymIx~sinm on Women and Education <coordinato@oxfordronndtable.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 3:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

16th Annual International Cont~rence on Women and Education 

’Ibis is a reminder that registration will close on December 30th for the 16th Annual Conference on Women and Education during the dates of March 16 - March 

20, 2014 at Brasenose College in the University of Oxford, Oxford, England. Brasenose College is one of the thirty-eight colleges that form the University of Oxford and 

was founded in 1509. We are pleased to invite you to become a tnember of this Round Table. Membership is limited to approximately thirty-five (35) interdisciplinary 

scholars who have a paxticular interest in this subject. 

Si~een years ago, a highly successful Round Table was specifically designed to explore women a~d education. You are invited amd encouraged to maJ~e a presentation and 

to provide a paper on a relevant aspect of the topic, however your participation as a member of the Round Table is not contingent upon presenting and you cam serve on a 

panel or as a discussion leader. Papers presented at the Round Table may be subsequently submitted for publication in the ~’orum, a journal of the Oxford Round Table. 

Papers considered tbr publication in the Forum are evaluated by peer reviewers as to teclmical and substantive quality amd for potential to tnake a significm~t contribution to 

new knowledge in the field. 

Should you accept this invitation you will be joined on the programme by Dr. Isobel Hurst who holds a BA, Classics and English, M Phil in English Studies and a D Phil in 

English from the University of Oxford. Her popular book, Victorian lVomen Writers and the Classics was published by Oxford University Press in 2006. She has taught 

at the Universities of Bristol, Wa~vick, and Oxford, United Kingdom. Dr. Hurst is currently a Lecturer in English and Comparative Literature, Goldsmiths, University of 

London. 

Members of the Oxford Round Table have access to an axray of academic, cultural and social resources, including the Oxford Union Debating Society, colleges and halls 

of Oxford dating back to 1204, tnuseutns, theatres, bookstores, college chapels, river boating, literary pubs, political clubs and may, on recotnmendation, become official 

readers of the venerable Bodleian Library of the University, founded by Duke Itumphrey circa 1440 and refounded by Sir Thomas Bodley 1602. A free aA~ternoon and 

evening will be available on Tuesday for independent travel to London (one hour south of Oxford), Stratford-upon-Avon, Bath, Stonehenge, Salisbury, Cambridge or many 

of the other cultural sights in England. 

Topics of discussion ~Jll include: 

Womeu and the University 
¯ Manifestation of Gender Discrimination Gender and Hierarchy of the University 
¯ Equal Pay 
¯ Effects and Limitations of Legislation 
¯ Gender and the hierarchy of the institution (chairs to presidents) 
¯ Politics and gender inequality 
¯ Invisible ceilings and the rationalization of disparities 
¯ Culture of the institution and gender inequality 

a Hidden hierarchies and gender 

Women’s Iuterests 
¯ Gender equality in theory and practice 
¯ Factors affecting compensation, tenure and promotion 
¯ Sexual harassment and consequences 
¯ Implicit institutional restraint on women’s leadership 
¯ Manifestations of discrimination in the university environment 
¯ Social and cultural restraint on equal pay 
¯ Implicit discrimination in the workplace 
¯ Invisible ceilings and wages 

Women and Careers 
¯ Career Traps for VVomen 
¯ Women’s Career Investments and Returns 
¯ Promotion and Pay 
¯ Barriers to Progress in the Cultural Religious Context 
¯ Overcoming the Obstacles on the Professional Ladder 
¯ Women in Power in a Man’s World 

Women in tlistory 
¯ VVo~nen in Government 
¯ Women and Nation Building 
¯ Against All Odds 
¯ African American VVomen in History 
¯ VVomen in Early America 
¯ Looking Back Looking Forward 

Women and Social Justice 
¯ Invisible Ceilings and Barriers 
¯ Cultural Expectations 
t Politics of Gender 
¯ Women and Patriotism 
t Citizenship 
¯ Political Activism 
¯ Families and Nations 
¯ The Stateless: Displaced People 

Women and Religiou 
¯ Women’s Health and Choice 
¯ Family Planning 
¯ Contraception Rights of Women 
¯ "vVomen and the Roman Catholic Church 
t Fundamentalist Protestant Constraints 
¯ ~omen and Islam 
t Contraception and Student Health Services 
¯ Employment Discrimination and Clerical Universities 
¯ Social and Cultural Restraints on Women 
¯ ClericalRationalization of Disparities 

Women and Sports 
¯ Techniques in Coaching’~gomen’s Sports 
¯ Sports Management 



a Sport and Health for Girls and VVomen 

* History of’~Vomen in Sports 

~ W’omen and the Olympic Movement 

* Media and’~Vomen’s Sports 

~ W’omen in Spoils Administration and Leadership Roles 

* Rise of VVomen’s Sports 

~ W~omen’s Sports International 

The conference will mn froln Sunday night through Thursday Inoming. We will have reception and dinners in the Olde Dining Hall on Sunday, Monday and Wednesday 

nights where the Oxford professors and students dine when university is in session. Lunches are provided on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday along with 

tea/coffee/biscuit breaks during the meeting. You can also reserve a room in the Oxford University dormitory at Brasenose College where students stay during term 

li~ne. More detailed information concerning the schedule of events and the registration fee can be found on our web site. 

In order to ensure that you are registered in a timely and accurate manner, we recommend that you register on our website at www.oxfordroundtable~co.uk. Should 

you be unable to attend, we would welcome your nomination of a colleague to attend in your place. We look tbrward to hearing from you. 
Alternatively, we a~e also hosting a few other sessions in 2014 that Inay be of interest to you as well: 

Childhood Education, March 16 - 20, 2014 

A~,s, Religion & Science~ March 23-28, 2014 

Re]ig!o!b March 23 - March 28, 2014 

I._~[_u__e_~_!AL_(_;l__~_!]_d___h__R~_!_d___~’:~_~__u__s~_}_t_!gAb._duly 27-July 31, 2014 

Health~ Nursing~ Agin~ and Nutrition~ July 27-July 3I, 2014 

F.nv~ronment Sus~,ainaMl~l~- and C~ima~ Control~ August 3 -August 7, 2014 

Critical Public Issues, August 3 - August Z 2014 

Please direct all inquiries to: 

Coordinator 

Oxtbrd Round Table 

6216 East Pacific Coast Highway, Box230 

Long Beach, California 90803 

Tel: 866-O1),I’-3411 

Fax: 866-244-8833 
E-mail: coordinator/~)oxfordroundtable .corn 

Web Site: ~x~vw.o:~d]:~rdroundtable.co.uk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Graduate School <saine@email.unc.edu~; 

Monday, December 9, 2013 3:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Last Issue ofUNC Gradschool News... Change Is on the Way 

.~i Hello my name is...? 

Vintage photo of Carolina graduate students 

We know you have them. Tucked away in a closet or 

storage chest you hardly ever ope.~ are photos from your 

days as a grad~ate st~den{ at Caro~na~ We waist ~o see 

them .... dated hMrstyle% interesting fasMon choices 

i~i Student at 
"Dissertation Boot Camp"----urn, dhat 

...... Disse~ation Boot does that mea~? To the graduate 
Camp students who s~gn up the m~nute 

valuable epporturdb/to hone ski~s 

they’l~ need 1:0~ their future careers. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 4:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Goldstein, Bud< <buck_goldstein@unc.edu>; Lowry Caudill < 

Merdtt, Charles E. <merritt@email.unc.edu>; Sawyer, Keith <rksawyer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Bootcamp Instructor Meeting- Friday between 8-107 

Bootcamp Syllabus 2013~doc 

~gmail.com>; 

Pardon the second foNow-up. I’ve attached last year’s syllabus to this email for reference~ I’ll have hard copies on hand for Friday. 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
__w__~____~___._~_~_c___e_~!_~9_r__.__o__r_~ I Schedule a meeting- 

From: <Hazeltine>, Lizzy <[!_z__z__y__.__h__a___z___e_J_t_!__n___e____@___u___n__£:__e___d__u__> 

Date: Monday, December 9, 2013 4:13 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>, "Hazeltine, Lizzy" <Nzzy.hazeltine@unc.edu>, Buck Goldstein <buck .goldstein@unc.edu>, Lowry CaudiN 

.~gmail.com>, Charles Merritt <merritt@emaiLunc.edu>, "Sawyer, Keith" <rksawyer@email.unc.edu> 

Subject; Re: Bootcamp instructor Meeting- Friday between 8-:10? 

So, to that end, let’s say 9 am in the 200 Suite if that suits all. 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

200 G Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
www.unceminor.orq I Schedule a meeting- http:i/doodle.com!lizzyhazeltine I Follow me @LizzyHazeltine 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, December 9, 2013 4:12 PM 

To: "Hazeltine, Lizzy" <[[_z__z__y__.__h___a__z___e_!_t_!__n___e____@____u___n__£:__e___d___u_>, Buck Goldstein <buck .goldstein@unc.edu>, Lowry Caudill < 

<merritt@email.unc.edu>, "Sawyer, Keith" <rksawyer@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Bootcamp Instructor Meeting- Friday between 8-:107 

~K_m___a__[J:_c___o___m__.>, Cha rl es M erritt 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~19.843~0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samue~ Johnson 

F~m: Hazeltine, Liz~ 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 20~3 3:1~ PM 
To: GoMstein, Buck; Stroman, Deborah L; Lowry Caudill; Merri~, Charles E.; Sa~er, Keith 
Subject: Bootcamp Instructor Meeting- Friday be~een 8-107 

HI All, 
it looks like this Friday from 8-10 am ~s the only avaNable slot for us to meet as a bootcamp team. WiN sometime in those two hours work for all of you still? 

Thanks, 
Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
9~9.843.8824 
wvwv.unceminor.orq I Schedule a meeting- http:!!doodle com!lizzyhazeltine I Follow me @LizzyHazeltine 





Fmra: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:00 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L vdstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Final Ex~n 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

I know it is a little late, but as I was reanalyzing the case I had a couple of questions On the income statement, I was wondering why it is EBIDA and nut EBIDTA? I was under the 

assumption that taxes were in the same categow as depreciation, amoltization, etc. and should not be included in the rest of the expenses as it ctu-rently is listed? Also, I was curious as to 

why depreciation was also included in the expense section of the income statement when it says in the notes that it it is earnings before depreciation If these two items should not be 

included in the earnir~s then I would have a much more favorable valuation of E-Doctor so I was just hoping to get some clarification. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:57 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Website 

Great job     ! I’ve included the user name & password for the CBC’s PayPal accounL Wix should have some info on how to incorporate it b~to a website. 

User: oj_mcghee@unc.edu 

Password: 

Regarding the videos, unfortunately, I’m un[amHbr w~th the W~x cNent. Howew?r, Wix should also provide an overqew to house the YouTube Nnks or pages into 

pages ~or the new webs~te. Let me know if ~ can be o[ any add~L~ona~ assh;tance. -OJ 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday,                4:44 PN 
To= McGhee, Oj; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject= Re: CBC Website 
Thanks. Hats off to , please research and build the payment center. O J, she may need your help. I am in Charlotte now and have limited time to assist here. I will have 

more time on Sunday. We may have people who want to join online next week, so this update is a priority. 

Video - I defer to you as to the best way to share them. I think we should just forward the visitors to YouTube like before. ?? 

Tony Patterson wrote me about switchin~ from unc.edu to the Union’s server??? I will forward you his note. I don’t understand what he meant. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L Streman, Ph,D. 
En~e. ~xplore. Empower. 

9:19.843.0336 

@drstroman 

"Sometimes you just have ~o look back at your p~ and smi~P abou~ ho~.f~r you’vP come." 

From: <McGhee>, OJ McGhee <oj mcghee@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday,                 4:38 PM 

$o: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

Cc: @live.unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: CBC Website 

Deb, 

The site ~ooks great~ Kudos to the web designer{s). I’ve posted [he redirect page to the home page of the original site {www:M~:~M/c~}. ~n the meantime, 

noticed that the v~deo vault Nnk 9ok~ted back to the original si[e. Vd Nke to redirect each of the pages to the new s~te in [he event users bookmarked pages~ I’ve 

hNd off on that until I hear if there ~re o~ans to create v~deo vault oages to house the vMeos. You’d probaMy w~nt the v~deo pages created in W~x so that they look 

consistent w~th the remainder of the s~te~ I abo d~dn’t notice a Nnk for Jo~n Us page that ~ndudes ~ payment form. ~ trust W~x has a template for P~yP~I 

have the PayPa~ account info for you ~:o use when y:x/re ready. I aBo have pk:s [r.:?Rl [:he Chancellor’s GMng Thanks ~ the W @-:ome Back ew?nts when you need 

~:hern. Just ~e[ ~ru~ Imow. [~]?~oy the weeket~d. 

O,J, McGi~ee, Ins{ructTonal MedTa Services Manager 

UNC - GilHngs School of Global Public Health 

21.6 Rosenau Hall, CB# 74.00, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(91.9) 84.5 -- 4J.49 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:45 PM 
To: McGhee, Oj 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: CBC Website 

H OJ. I bought the full package which included a domain. I grabbed __w____w____w__:_g__n___c_Lc___b___c_:_c___o___r__n_. So I think we should keep using __w____w____w__:__u___n___c__._~__d___L_~!__c_L_b__c_. but also promote 

the new one, as necessary. 

Please make the false page have this language: 

Welcome to the Carolina Black Caucus! 

You will be directed to our new website... 

If not, please click on www.unccbccom 

Does this option make sense? 

debby 

Deborah L, Strorna~ Ph,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower. 
EXSS Spo~ Jdrnini~ration~ Lecturer 
Frank Hawkins Kenan ~:nstit~te of Private Enterprise, Senior 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:18 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: ECON    GRADE CttANGE 

* Joht~ F, Stewart 
~ Professor of 
~ Director ot: Entrepreneurship Minor 

Department of Economics 

University of North Carolina 

Gardrmr Hall CB~ 330~ 

Chape~ HH~, NC 27599-.3305 

Voice: (919) 966-5~5 
Fax: (919} 966-4986 
]oh n__.stewart @u~c.edu 
htt p:i!www.u ncen~inor.or~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 3:53 PM 
To: Stewart, John F 
Subject: R/V: ECON    GRADE CHANGE 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

EtLq~qe= Explore, Empower: 

919,843,0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

F~m: 
Sent: Monday, 2:39 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: ECON 

HJ Dr. Stronmn, 

So~ ff~r not getting ~ck to you yeste~tay and tha~ you ~br emailing md I have looked np my bio post a=d it is under the discussion mb on Sakm. If you go to 

. under Madann Fddman’s clas~ I believe ] was the first to post. So so~ ~br the inconvenience. Please let me know what [udher steps I should 

On at 1:09 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi       , I did not hear back from you regarding the Bio assignment. There is no record in Sakai of your posting, 

Dr, Stroman 

Deborah L< Stroman, P~,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower, 

<imageOOldpg> 



From: @hotmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:40 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

we will be there the first week of Jan. 

The University of NorlJ~ Carolina at Chapel ttill 

From: dstro@unc.edu 
To: ~hotmail.com 
Subject: Re: 

Date: Tue, 04:58::[0 +0000 

Good to hear from you. When will you be in town? I am not traveling for the holidays. Classes are now over and I just have meetings. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,q~N~, gkplor’e, ~’mpowe~: 
9:19,843,0336 

@drstroman 

From: ~hotmail.com> 

Date: Monday, 10:50 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Hope all is well and wanted to say that 

you can let us know? 

and I will be in NC and wanted to come by and say hi. But we do not know your schedule is it any way that 

ThankYou 

The University of NortJi Ca~:olina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:12 AM 

Stroman, Deborah I~ <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Project Touchdown! 

ProjecffouchdownReview.docx 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you again for this opportunity. I have attached my review of the experience. If you would like to discuss any of it further, I would be more than 

happy to. It was a great chance to view other’s leadership, while asserting myself as a leader when I felt it was necessary. I will be around until the middle 

of December, so I am sure I will see you before the holiday. 

Thankyou, 

University of North Carolina 

@live.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 5:30 PM 

To: 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah 

Subject: Project Touchdown ! 

What a weekend! 

Thanks again for a wonderful trip and experience! You were dedicated and represented the best of the university, EXSS, EXSSoSport Administration, and the 

Ciub. I received great feedback about your work and attitude. 

As I mentioned in our closeoout meeting, I have some additional activities for you. Please complete the following actions: 

1. Thank you notes (Send to them before        - Handwritten to Dr~ Darin Padua, chair of EXSS; Mr. John Swofford, commissioner of the ACC; Mr. 

Michael Strickiand, associate commissioner of the ACC; and Ms. Aiyssa Francona, Associate Director Football Operations. 

2. Summary report of PT! - Consider the first ACC meeting, Chariotte’s Thursday night meeting, Friday Preparation, and Game Day: What worked? {~) 

What needs to be improved? 

3. A summary quote of the experience (Send back to me before Dec. 18):- P~ease respond to the following in five sentences or less: What did you learn 

from participation in P-i~? How or why did you enjoy the experience? 

I-he sooner you do these assignments whiie 

here’s a bfg hug~ 

Have a super restful hoifday bream 

Dr. Stroman 

RS, Remember to send me your photos~ 

debby 

Deborah L, Stroman~ P~,D. CL~ 
Explore. Engage. Empower~ 

3~5 Woollen - CB #8700 
Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maria DeGuzman @earthlink.net> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 12:41 PM 

[YNC Latina/o Studies<unc~t~rogram in latina o studie@iist~rv.unc.edu> 

[unc~program in latina o studies] Job posting: Executive Director-Hispanic Liaison of Chatham County 

Job application opportunity: 

From:"Hispanic Liaison of Chatham County" <Hispanic Liaison of Chatham Coun(~,mail.vresp.com> 

Date: December 10, 2013 12:38:22 PM EST 

To:           (~,earthlin k net 

Subject: Job posting: Executive Director-Hispanic Liaison of Chatham County 

Reply-To: "Hispanic Liaison of Chatham County" <reply-1545af97bO-db7426e882-dOe8(~,u cts vresp.com> 

Hispanic Liaison of Chatham County seeks 
Executive Director 

Dear Friends of the Liaison, 

We are excited to announce that the Hispanic Liaison 

of Chatham County/El Vincu[o Hispano is seeking an 

Executive Director. Please click here to see the Job 

Description and forward widely to anyone you think 

might be interested. You can also dick the [ink below: 

http:/iwww, hispanicliaison.orgijob-openings/ 

E! Vinculo Hispano busca Director Ejecutivo 

Queddos amig@s de[ Vincu[o, 

Estamos muy contentos de anunciar que E[ Vincu[o 

Hispano ha reanudado su busqueda para un Director 

Ejecutivo. Haga c[ic aqu~" para vet [a descripcidn de[ 

puesto y envie en anuncio a cua[quiera que considere 

que podria estar interesado. Tambien puede hacer c[ic 

en e[ siguiente en[ace: 

http://www, hispanicliaison.or.q/job-openin.qs/ 



You are currently subscribed to uncAprogram in latina o s~udies as: ds~tmman~emaJl.m~c.edu, 

To unsubscribe clickhere: ht’tp:/ilists.~mc.edtr/u?id~1724563.84e5fO48e8d19cfeb3t88553ca94cfld&n T&I unc program in latina o studies&o 33986927 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-33986927-41724563.84e5f048e8d19cfeb3f88553ca94cfld(~listserv.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Merritt ~me.com> 

Tuesday, 1:23 PM 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Caudill, Walter Lowry <Mcaud@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Feldman, MaD’am~ P. 

<maryann.feldmm~@unc.edu> 

Re: Team participation grades 

What is fascinating to me is having spent a semester with the studems I could have told you the ones who had a negative impact before hand! This looks and feels 

about right for my section. 

Charles 

ChMes E. Merritt 

@me.com 

On , at 1:18 PM, Stewart, John F <jfstewar(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

I have attached the spreadsheet with the results of the teamwork assignment. There is a separate tab of each section. The data show what each 

student thought about the contributions of each teammate in four different categories. 

The important numbers are in column C. This shows where they stand relative to the average on their team. A zero means they got average 

evaluations from their team. A score of.20 means their team thought their contribution to the team was 20% above the average (a leader or a star), 

and a -.20 is 20% below the average (a slacker or dud). An average team member gets the full team score on the project. However we can award 95% - 

105% of the score. We only want to make this adjustment for big deviations from average and where there is a consistent pattern. 

Column B has suggested adjustment. More everyone gets 100% of the project score but there are same standouts. 

Take a look and see if you agree with my first cut. We can make adjustments Friday. 

John 

* ,John F. Stewart 

* Professor of Economics 

* Director of Entrepreneurship Minor 

* Department of Economics 

* University of North Carolina 

* Gardner Hall CB# 3305 

* Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 

* Fax: (919) 966-4986 

* j__o___h__n___s__t__e_~_.4__a___r_t_@_~__n___c_=__e___d___u_. 
* _h___t_t_p__i_/_.:"_~__u___O__c__~___m_ j__n___o%__o__£g. 

* http:i/vw¢,’~,.u n c.ed u/~ifstewa r/ 

<Econ 325 F] 3 TEAM WORK.XLS> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

International SymIx~sinm on Women and Education <coordinato@oxfordronndtable.com> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

16th Annual International Cont~rence on Women and Education 

’Ibis is a reminder that registration will close on December 30th for the 16th Annual Conference on Women and Education during the dates of March 16 - March 

20, 2014 at Brasenose College in the University of Oxford, Oxford, England. Brasenose College is one of the thirty-eight colleges that form the University of Oxford and 

was founded in 1509. We are pleased to invite you to become a tnember of this Round Table. Membership is limited to approximately thirty-five (35) interdisciplinary 

scholars who have a paxticular interest in this subject. 

Si~een years ago, a highly successful Round Table was specifically designed to explore women a~d education. You are invited amd encouraged to maJ~e a presentation and 

to provide a paper on a relevant aspect of the topic, however your participation as a member of the Round Table is not contingent upon presenting and you cam serve on a 

panel or as a discussion leader. Papers presented at the Round Table may be subsequently submitted for publication in the ~’orum, a journal of the Oxford Round Table. 

Papers considered tbr publication in the Forum are evaluated by peer reviewers as to teclmical and substantive quality amd for potential to tnake a significm~t contribution to 

new knowledge in the field. 

Should you accept this invitation you will be joined on the programme by Dr. Isobel Hurst who holds a BA, Classics and English, M Phil in English Studies and a D Phil in 

English from the University of Oxford. Her popular book, Victorian lVomen Writers and the Classics was published by Oxford University Press in 2006. She has taught 

at the Universities of Bristol, Wa~vick, and Oxford, United Kingdom. Dr. Hurst is currently a Lecturer in English and Comparative Literature, Goldsmiths, University of 

London. 

Members of the Oxford Round Table have access to an axray of academic, cultural and social resources, including the Oxford Union Debating Society, colleges and halls 

of Oxford dating back to 1204, tnuseutns, theatres, bookstores, college chapels, river boating, literary pubs, political clubs and may, on recotnmendation, become official 

readers of the venerable Bodleian Library of the University, founded by Duke Itumphrey circa 1440 and refounded by Sir Thomas Bodley 1602. A free aA~ternoon and 

evening will be available on Tuesday for independent travel to London (one hour south of Oxford), Stratford-upon-Avon, Bath, Stonehenge, Salisbury, Cambridge or many 

of the other cultural sights in England. 

Topics of discussion ~Jll include: 

Womeu and the University 
¯ Manifestation of Gender Discrimination Gender and Hierarchy of the University 
¯ Equal Pay 
¯ Effects and Limitations of Legislation 
¯ Gender and the hierarchy of the institution (chairs to presidents) 
¯ Politics and gender inequality 
¯ Invisible ceilings and the rationalization of disparities 
¯ Culture of the institution and gender inequality 

a Hidden hierarchies and gender 

Women’s Iuterests 
¯ Gender equality in theory and practice 
¯ Factors affecting compensation, tenure and promotion 
¯ Sexual harassment and consequences 
¯ Implicit institutional restraint on women’s leadership 
¯ Manifestations of discrimination in the university environment 
¯ Social and cultural restraint on equal pay 
¯ Implicit discrimination in the workplace 
¯ Invisible ceilings and wages 

Women and Careers 
¯ Career Traps for VVomen 
¯ Women’s Career Investments and Returns 
¯ Promotion and Pay 
¯ Barriers to Progress in the Cultural Religious Context 
¯ Overcoming the Obstacles on the Professional Ladder 
¯ Women in Power in a Man’s World 

Women in tlistory 
¯ VVo~nen in Government 
¯ Women and Nation Building 
¯ Against All Odds 
¯ African American VVomen in History 
¯ VVomen in Early America 
¯ Looking Back Looking Forward 

Women and Social Justice 
¯ Invisible Ceilings and Barriers 
¯ Cultural Expectations 
t Politics of Gender 
¯ Women and Patriotism 
t Citizenship 
¯ Political Activism 
¯ Families and Nations 
¯ The Stateless: Displaced People 

Women and Religiou 
¯ Women’s Health and Choice 
¯ Family Planning 
¯ Contraception Rights of Women 
¯ "vVomen and the Roman Catholic Church 
t Fundamentalist Protestant Constraints 
¯ ~omen and Islam 
t Contraception and Student Health Services 
¯ Employment Discrimination and Clerical Universities 
¯ Social and Cultural Restraints on Women 
¯ ClericalRationalization of Disparities 

Women and Sports 
¯ Techniques in Coaching’~gomen’s Sports 
¯ Sports Management 



a Sport and Health for Girls and VVomen 

* History of’~Vomen in Sports 

~ W’omen and the Olympic Movement 

* Media and’~Vomen’s Sports 

~ W’omen in Spoils Administration and Leadership Roles 

* Rise of VVomen’s Sports 

~ W~omen’s Sports International 

The conference will mn froln Sunday night through Thursday Inoming. We will have reception and dinners in the Olde Dining Hall on Sunday, Monday and Wednesday 

nights where the Oxford professors and students dine when university is in session. Lunches are provided on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday along with 

tea/coffee/biscuit breaks during the meeting. You can also reserve a room in the Oxford University dormitory at Brasenose College where students stay during term 

li~ne. More detailed information concerning the schedule of events and the registration fee can be found on our web site. 

In order to ensure that you are registered in a timely and accurate manner, we recommend that you register on our website at www.oxfordroundtable~co.uk. Should 

you be unable to attend, we would welcome your nomination of a colleague to attend in your place. We look tbrward to hearing from you. 
Alternatively, we a~e also hosting a few other sessions in 2014 that Inay be of interest to you as well: 

Childhood Education, March 16 - 20, 2014 

A~,s, Religion & Science~ March 23-28, 2014 

Re]ig!o!b March 23 - March 28, 2014 

I._~[_u__e_~_!AL_(_;l__~_!]_d___h__R~_!_d___~’:~_~__u__s~_}_t_!gAb._duly 27-July 31, 2014 

Health~ Nursing~ Agin~ and Nutrition~ July 27-July 3I, 2014 

F.nv~ronment Sus~,ainaMl~l~- and C~ima~ Control~ August 3 -August 7, 2014 

Critical Public Issues, August 3 - August Z 2014 

Please direct all inquiries to: 

Coordinator 

Oxtbrd Round Table 

6216 East Pacific Coast Highway, Box230 

Long Beach, California 90803 

Tel: 866-O1),I’-3411 

Fax: 866-244-8833 
E-mail: coordinator/~)oxfordroundtable .corn 

Web Site: ~x~vw.o:~d]:~rdroundtable.co.uk 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Russell, Kresha <ka~-ussell@au×- services.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:11 PM 

Stronmn, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Revised Reception at Friday Center Dec 13th 

Dec 13.htm 

Debby, 

I have attached the revised order for your review. The new total is $579.03. Please let me know if you need any more changes. If everything looks fine simply 

respond to this email with your statement of approval. 

See you soon! 

Thanks, 

Kresha 

Kresha Russell I Carolina Catering, Director 

o: 9:19.962.05541 c: 

:100 Friday Center Drive Campus Box :1020 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Visit our website at www,carolinaca[ering.catertrax.com 

Stay Connected with Carolina Dining Services 

like. <http:!iwww.facebook.comiCDSatU NC> 

follow. <http:!/twitter.com/cdsatunc> 

visit. <http:iiwww.dining.unc.edu> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Crevin <matt@voiceofthebox.com~ 

Tuesday, 3:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~unc.edu 

Guest speaker 

Deborah, 

I would like to introduce myself. 

My name is Matt Crevin and I am the founder of Voice of the Box. I am a career coach and I specialize in developing the next generation of sports industry executives. 

I combine my 20 years of sports industry knowledge with my 17 years of corporate world experience to deliver fresh, relevmat m~d unique perspective to assist 

students, graduate students ~md young protEssionals. My main goal is to provide guidmace that helps my clients develop AND execute a caxeer seaJcch strategy that is 

tailored to each individua]. 

The cornerstone of Voice of the Box is my career coaching model. I deliver BOTH LIVE AND VIA SKYPE, unique and truly informative guest lectures and 

p~esentutions to and spo(ts conferences and sport management programs (as well as student mn groups) across the US. I believe so much in my mission that I 

authored my first boo~ "Get in the Gmne" 

http://voiceoffl~ebox.coiproducts- page/ 

Last year I added being a host of a weekly radio show to my brand. "Beyond the Game Sports Talk with Matt Crevin" which is gealed to provide another powerful 

resource to my community via my in depth sports indus~ interview series. 

www.facebook.com/btmsports 

And lastly I have a ~lid presence on Facebook and LinkedIn that provide articles, information and trends about careers in the sports industry 

w~¥.thcebook.com/VoiceoItheBox 

ww~v.linkedin.corn/in/mattcrevin 

I would enjoy the oppol~nity to talk with you about a possible guest presentation to the CSBC. 

I look forw~xd to connecting with you. 

- Matt 

Voice of the Box 
matt@voiceofthebox.com 

www.voiceofthebox.com 

m: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maria DeGuzman ~ ~earthlink.net> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edw~ 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus ttoliday Social 

Thmik you so much for the invitation, Debbie. I won’t be able to make it~ but I look fopa, ard to seeing you in the new year. 

All best.. Maria 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 10, 2013, at 9:08 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(ibuuc.edu~> wrote: 

Hi. I hope you can join the Caucus as we celebrate the season and the wonderful blessings of the year. Our gathering starts at 5:00 p.m. on 

this Friday at the Friday Center. If you haven’t already, please respond to your invitation. © 

Regrets? We will miss you. Have a safe, peaceful, and inspirational holiday break. 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. St:rom~, Ph.D. CLLT 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

919.843.0336 

~-~,v-.u nc.edu/cbc 
"When the root is deep, there is no reason to,ear the wind." 

<imageOOl.igg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail,com> 

Tuesday, 3:44 PM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@emml.unc.edu>; Shields, Edgar W <Ed.Shields@unc.edu:~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

. Chp. 1-3 Draft 

~2hp 1-3 Rough Draft.docx 

Hi Everyone, 

I’ve completed a draft of Chapters 1-3. Please revie~v. Any suggestions ~vill help 

Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:17 PM 

Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>; Chaxles Merftt ~ 

<marvann.fektnmn(~unc.edtr~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> 

Econ Exams 

@me.com>; Feldma~, Madann P. 

All, 

I have put the final exam papers in DropBox with a separate folder for each section. We are only missing one exam in Lowry’s section. He took the exam at 

the Accessibility Office so I expect it will be emailed to me or Lowry). And only one misnamed file for a change. 

Lowry and I were talking about UNC IT today. With ten minutes left and more than one person at a time trying to submit their exams, Sakai took a break. Then I had 

them email the exams to me. Shortly thereafter, email took a break. Got the last dozen or so on a flash drive. Maybe we could get the designers of HealthCare.gov 

to give UNC some efficiency advice. 

I will put the grading key in the drop box later today (almost finished). 

Thanks for a great semester and see you all Friday. 

John 

* John F. Stewart 

* Professor of Economics 

* Director of Entrepreneurship Minor 

* Department of Economics 

* University of North Carolina 

* Gardner Hall CB# 3305 

* Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 

* Fax: (919) 966-4986 

* john_stewart@unc.edu 

* htt p:!!www.unc.ed u!~j fst ewa ri 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 5:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access CaJ~eer Coaching Tips: Surprising Sports Jobs that Positively Afl’ect the Community 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates 





~rl+o is TeamWork Online? You have applied [’or jobs through us. TeaRn%rork Online is your one-stop connection 

to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our innovative technology 

networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at any time to confidentially 

choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how ~nuch you wish to be paid. We also suggest otlter 

currently posted jobs that ~nay match your needs. 93 % of the jobs in the last 12 months have been filled with an 

online applicant, htq}://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and login: 

http :!/www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

Tf you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 6:18 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Kim Stmm-Gottt~ed ~gmail.com); Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu~; Rennet, Joy J 

<3o,v Renne@med.unc.edu> 

Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 18 - 2 more FAC people - Acadelnic Achievelnent section of AD Strategic Plan 

Dear Molly: 

Debbie Stroman and Layna Mosely of the FAC will join me for the Dec. 18th meeting. I think Kim S-G will be in contact with you about possibly participating by 

phone. 

For Bubba and my colleagues, a reminder of the purpo~ of the meeting: 
th 1. Overall: Identify areas for explanation aa~d discussion atthe JanuaD~ 14 FAC meeting 

2. Possible elements (only suggestions) 

Bubba and colleagues thoughks on: 

What measurements to apply tbr assessing the top 3/top 10 goal for UNC teams [possibilities: Team GPA, APR, etc. Lisa B. notes that 
APR may not be the best measure] 

How to assess team trends 

Emly thinking on intermediate goals, especially for reruns that have the furthesl to go 

Debbie, Lasa~a, Kim, John: questions, concerns, suggestions 

Clarify topics mid Inaterials to provide for Joy and FAC to prep~xe for 1/14/14 meeting. 

Reference items (in Sakai): 
athletics strategic plan and unit objectives masquer doc.pdf- esp. page 11, 33-36 

A PR 201~I-12.pd~" 
Thanks, ,lohn 

Dr. John B. Stephens 
(919) 962-5190 

Skype:~ 
ht._t_£:/iwww.so~o.unc.edu/node/93 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 2:26 PM 
To: Stephens, John B; llle, Vince 
Cc: Kin Strom-Gottfried I       :@gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Thanks - various options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec, 5? 
Importance: High 
Correction: I was looking at the wrong date on Bubba’s calendar. Please let me know if Wednesday0 December $8 at 3:00pro will work. 
Thanks, 
Molly 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 2:24 PM 
To: Stephens, John B; llle, Vince 
Cc: Kin Strom-Gottfried .................. :._~g._m_.a_!!~_c_o_ .m_) 
Subject: RE: Thanks - various options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 
Please let me know i1: Tuesday, December 17 at 3:00pro will work for everyone. 
Thanks, 
Molly 

From: Stephens, John B 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 1:41 plVl 
To: 111e, Vince 
Cc: Norton, Molly; Kim Strom-Gottfried _    _ @gma!!~com) 
Subject: RE: Thanks - various options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 
Vince thanks. Understood I am OK with a December 16, 17, or 18 meeting with Bubba. 

th We will be sure not to ask for heavy duty research between then and the Jan. 14 FAC meeting where "alignment" and the Academic Goals in the Athletic 
Department strategic plan will be a main topic. 
Thanks, John 
Dr. John B. Stephens 
(919) 962-5190 
~_Le_p_!~_~_£_a?~?g:__u_!~_c_:£4__u_. 
Skype: jredstephens 1960 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 10:12 AM 
To: Stephens, John B 
Cc: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Thanks - various options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 57 
Hi John, 
’I’haiks for the message. Niy cunent plans have me out of the office December 3-8. My availabiliF on December 9-10 will be dependent upon factors beyond my 

control, but I will attend the FAC meeting if that is possible. I’m happy to meet with you and others if we can identify potential date,’times. 

I hope you’re doing well mad look forwmd to meeting sometime soon. 

Vince 

From: Stephens, John B 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 9:49 AM 



To: Norton, Molly 
C¢: ’       ~gmail.com’; Strom-got-b~ried, Kim; 111e, Vince 
Subject-" Thanks - various options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec..16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 

Molly thanks, and please c~]l me John. 

Unless Kim’s schedule has changed, she is only m~ailable until 3 pm on Dec. 5th. I am m~ailable at 4 PM or later, but it would be best for me and Kim (as the two folks 

from the FAC on this topic) to meet together. 

Thanks, John 

Dr. John B. Stephens 

(919) 962-5190 

Skype: jredstephens 1960 

http;//www.so~unc.edu/nodeO3 

From; Norton, Molly 

Sent: Monday, November 25, 20J.3 8:34 AM 

T~: Stephens, John B 

C¢: ’       @gmail.com’; Strom-gottfried, Kim; Ille, Vince 

Subject: R[: Meeting with Bubba - Dec..16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 57 

Hi Dr, 5tephens, 

Fve copied Vince on this email so that he can advise of his availability on December 5. 

I did want to let you know tha~ Bubba is available to mee~: at 4:00prn or la~:er on December 5, but if f recall correctly, I don’t believe l:ha~ you were available ~o mee~ 

after 3:00pro on December 5. It: your schedule has changed and you are available after 3:00, we can try to coordinate a time for you to meet with both Bubba and 

Vince late in [he afternoon on December 5. 

Thanks, 

Fro~-" Stephens, John B 
5~t-" Sunday, November 24., 2013 "10:02 PM 
To-" Norton, Molly 
C¢-"’       @gmail.com’; Strom-gott-~ried, Kim 
Subject-" RE: Meeting with Bubba - Dec. "16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 
Dear Molly: 

Thanks for the reply. I have not checked with Kim Strom-Gottfried, but December 16, 17, or 18 is fine with me. 

The other thought: there may be an advantage for Kim and I to meet with Vince, if he is available on Dec. 5. The reason is, that if there is research or other 

preparation for Bubba/Vince ahead of the Faculty Athletics Committee meeting on Jan. 7th, there would be more time to get that done rather than get too close to 

Christmas/Holiday break. 

So, perhaps you can set an appointment with gubba - but Bubba may want Vince-Kim-me to meet, if possible, on Dec. 5. 

Kim - what do you think? 

Thanks, John 

From-" Norton, Molly 

Sent-" Friday, November 22, 20"13 3:58 PM 
To-" Stephens, John B 
Cc:        :@gmail,com’ 
Subject-" Meeting with Bubba 

Hi Dr. Stephens, 
th gubba would be happy to meet with you all, but he will not be available on December 5. The week of December :16 works well for him if you all have any 

availability on December :16, :17, or :18. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

9:19-962-8200 (phone) 

9:19-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: ?}aol.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:46 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Hello Dr. Stroman how have you been? I have officially declared EXSS sports administration as my major and was wondering if I there was any possibility of me getting into 
your EXSS    class next semester? Would absolute love to have another one of your classes. Looking forward to hearing back from you. 

@aol.com 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, ~ 7:49 PM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu-~; Merfitt, Charles E. <merritt@email.unc.edu>; Petra~ka, Jeremy M 
<petrmak@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <~stro@unc.edu>; Feldman, Maryann P. <~naryann.t~ldman@unc.edt~-; Ma~’ann 

Feldman ~ ~gmail.cotn>; Stewart, John F <jfstewal@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Econ Wrap-up 

Hi all, 

I have exams at 8 ~md 12 on Friday ~ I won’t be able to make it to the meeting. In case I don’t get a chance to see you all again before then, it’s been great getting to 

know aM work ruth you all this semes~ter. Tha~k you all lbr the work a~d time yon put into making the e-minor great and investing in students. 

Doing the e-minor is one of the best decisions I’ve made during my time at Carolina, mad it has had a hnge impact on my own career trajecto~ (updates on that axe 

hopefully to come soon!), so I can say firsthmad that the students appreciate and benefit from the guidance and support you provide. 

Thmik you for everything, mad I look forward to staying in touch from across the pond next semeffter and Silicon Valley a£ter that’. 

Sincerely; 

On Wed, at 11:14 AM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 
Hello! 

After hearing from everyone, Friday morning is the only time that works for all instructors. We will meet on Friday, 
Reminder: final exams need to be graded by this point. 

Also, a correction from below: 
The final exam is Tuesday, at 12pm. 

Thank you all! 

Best, 

at 10am in the Gardner 200 Suite. 

From: _~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 11:53 AM 

To: ~gmail.com>, "Caudill, Lowry" <wlcaud@emafl.unc.edu>, "Merritt, Charles E." <merritt@email.unc.edu>, "Petranka, 

Jeremy" <petranka@email.unc.edu>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>, Maryann Feldman <maryann.feldman@unc.edu>, Maryann Feldman 

@gmafl.com>, John Stewart <jfstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Econ    Wrap-up 

Hello all, 

I hope everyone had a great Thanksgiving! Econ is wrapping up and I wanted to circulate some key information for us to finish strong. 



1. Presentations are Tuesday. Please email the and I your winning group name, members, and email information if you have not already. I will contact the 

winning teams and will make sure presentation materials are all ready to go by class. 

2. Right before class Tuesday, (student) will be taking a photograph of the Econ instruction team to have for marketing channels. She will also photograph 

the top groups and the winner. 

3. Make sure your section spreadsheet is completely up-to-date by this Wed, 

4. The final exam is Tuesday, at 12pro. 

5. We will have a final meeting to wrap-up the semester on either Thursday, . Please fill out thisdoodle poll to find the best time for all. Final 

exams needed to be graded before this meeting. 

6. We are hosting an Eminor hot chocolate, cookies, and blue book holiday gathering on Thursday, from 2:30-4:30pm in the Gardner 200 Suite. Join us if you can 

and want to! 

I am looking forward to seeing you all tomorrow. 

Best, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Stx~rks Business Club 

Dr. Stromen, 

My name is                                                                               I would love to be part of the Carolina Sports Business 

Club, but I don’t really know how to get involved. I was wondering if there was a Listserve that I could be added to, or if there is anything else I need to 

complete before joining. Also, I am trying to figure out what I want to minor in, and I know you are involved in the Sports Track of Entrepreneurship. I would 

greatly appreciate it if I could come meet with you after winter break to learn more about it and to help me decide which direction I want to go with my 

minor. 

Thank you so much and Happy Holidays, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farrar, Gloria T <gfarrar@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 1 l, 2013 8:35 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: DJ con’tact infbnnation 

Good morning, Dr. Stroman, 

Did you have a chance to sign the contract and alcohol policy? Also, D.I Snipes prefers to be paid at the end of the event. His telephone number is 

websi~:e: http://www.snipesentertainmentd~.com/. 

Gloria 

Gloria T. Fam~r 

Conference Services Manager 

The William and ~da Friday Center for Cond~u~g Education 

Campus Box it020 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel H~, NC 27599.-i{}2{} 
Phot~e (919) 962-2598 
Fax (919) 962-20@I 

His 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bruce, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:55 AM 

Madill, Valerie S <madill@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Madden, Annette P 

<madden@email.unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra <watldnsd@email.unc.edu>; Taylor, Virginia R <vrt@email.unc.edu>; Convissor, Linda 

<linda_convissor@unc.edu>; Ritter, E Tyler <etritter@email.unc.edu>; Barker, Marco J <barker@unc.edu>; Owre, Max 

<owre@email.unc.edu>; Russell, Kresha <karussell@aux-services.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Anthony, 

Robert G Jr <ranthony@email.unc.edu>; Norris, Christie Hinson <cnorris@unc.edu>; Hammett, Victoria LaFrieda 

<vhammett@email.unc.edu>; Wilson, Ada K <adaw@email.unc.edu>;                       @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Collier, Shauna D <colliers@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Cancelled -- Friday Center Black History Month Task Force 

Colleagues, 

We only have updates for you today so we’re going to provide those by email and cancel our scheduled meeting. 

Per the task force recommendations I have been in touch with UNC Professor Louise Toppin (Prof, Dept of Music) about a February event similar to last year’s "Give My Poor Heart 

Ease." Louise would like to broaden our initial focus on gospel and provide a more expansive performance/lecture on african-american music. Her idea is to intersperse 

performance with lecture so that the event moves at a brisk pace and we do not have an extended lecture (I think it’s a great approach). The music will include voice (louise and 

hopefully the unc gospel choir) and instrument {the Friday center grand steinway), and initial plans have the event being held under the atrium as opposed to the formal grumman 

auditorium. 

Mark your calendars for February 9th from 3-5 pm. This date works for the Friday Center and does not conflict with any events scheduled by Diversity and Multicultural Affairs or 

the Black Student Movement. The schedule (roughly) would be 

3-3:30 Reception provided by Carolina Dining Services 

3:30-4:30 Performance/Lecture 

4:30-5:00 Reception, Informal discussion 

We still have to finalize a pianist to accompany Louise and the UNC Gospel Choir. 

If you are aware of an art exhibit that would be appropriate and available to display please let me know. 

Best, 

Rob 

Robert Bruce, PhD 

D[!’ector 

Adjtmct A~stant e~-ofessor 

Department of E~g]ish and (]ompa~atb,~c l,Reratm’e 

The Un~ve]’s~ty of North Cm’o]Jna at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27~99 

~iI 9 962,2646 dh’ec~: ] 919.~i62 2061 ~i~x 

rob bruce@m~c.edt~ i ~d~¥centerm]~c.edu 

[}idagcenLe[’,tmc.edu/stor~es 

(live to the }"dd~7 Ctmte~’ at 

~>idaycente r.unc.ed u/gift 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela B~ant) <~Bo,antin@ncleg.net> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 9:53 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Now Accepting Applications - 2014 Bill Gates Scholars Program 

ALERT 
From The Office of Sen. Angela Bryant 

If you wish to no longer subscribe to these notices click here. 

2014 Bi~ Gates SchoMrs Program Wi~ Give Away 1,000 Scholarships 
To Minority Students 

Applications are now being accepted. The deadline for submission is January 14, 2014. 
Nationwide - Every year, the Gates Millennium Scholars (GMS) Program selects 1,000 
talented minority students to receive a good-through-graduation scholarship to use at any 
college or university of their choice. The program provides scholars with personal and 
professional development through our leadership programs along with academic support 
throughout their college career. 
Administered by the United Negro College Fund, the program was initially funded by a $1 
billion grant from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. Since 1999, it has funded the 
education of more than 16,000 students, awarding them more than $614 million dollars to 
pay for tuition, fees, books and housing. 

To apply for the 2014 Gates Millennium Scholars program, visit: 
www.scholarshipsonline.orq/2012/08/the-gates-millennium-scholars-program.html 
To find hundreds of other scholarship opportunities, visit: 
www.ScholarshipsOnline.or.q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <’ds~ro@unc.edu>; Feldman, Mazyann P. <marymm.feldman@unc.edu> 

RE: Econ    F,xam s 

I am studying abroad from --- postpone until then? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                12:08 PM 
To: Feldman, Maryann (City & Regional Planning); 
Subject: RE: Econ    Exams 

;( \X;~ ~l:c ~| t~Til:~g so l:~ar.’t... P;~}@~ ~x~ s~;o~d ",v~_@ ~:tt:~] l:}:t~: ~v~:c~ ~,~ 12.29 o~: 1.57 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Enduge. Explore. Empowen 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing w~]l ever be attempted ff all ~ossible objeet~ons must first 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: ~eidm~o, Ma~ano P. 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:59 PM 
To: 
Cc: S~roman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Ecoo    ~ams 

Oh I mn om ~l next we~k, if~he wemher lets me tmvd 

I hnve ~. ~:30 meeting on Fridny. 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On , at 7:44 PM, ~?~kenan-flagler.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Thursday a[t,-:~rnoonievening is bad for me...might be trying to fit a round peg into a sqt, ar,-_~ bole, tmless w,-_~ push K: back until ne:<t w,-_~ek. 

From: Feldman, Maryann P. [.~_~_a__[[_t__o__:_Ln_a___ryann.feldman@__u___n__c_~__e__d___u_] 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:33 PM 
To: 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject: Re: Econ    Exams 

I’m scheduled to be out of town and deferred eveD~thing until Friday. My Friday is packed how about meeting for a cockl~Jl Thursday afternoon? 

Sere from my iPhone 

On at 7:12 PM, ~i~kenan-flagler.unc.edu-* wrote: 

I am hoping to get the exams done by Thursday mid-day at the latest so if we could postpone until Friday lunch, that would be much 

better. 

rb a n ks, 

From: Feldman, Maryann P, [mailto:maryann.feldman@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday,                6:41 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject: Re: Econ    Exams 

Would Thursday breald’as~ work for you? 

On , at 6:32 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <d__s_t_p?_(_a~_~!r_t_c_:._e@.> wrote: 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En<gage. Explore. Empower. 

9:19,843,0336 

<imageOO~.~pg> 

"Nothing w~l~ eve~ be attempted ff al~ possiMe objections must first be 

~ Samue~ Johnson 



From: Feldman, Maryann P. 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:31 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

(.~kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: Econ    Exams 

Hello     , I have been running like crazy. Could Thur~ay work for lunch? 

Deborah would "that work Ii)r you? 

Are you able to access the exmns and key? Please let us know if you have questions. 

On at 5:40 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <~_t_.s_t_rs?.(q~_~!_r_Lc_:._e_@.> wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gng~qe, Explor(~,. Empower, 

93L9~843.0336 

<imageOO:t.ipg> 

"Nothing will ever be a~empted if all possible objedions must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From= Stewa~, John F 
Sent= Tuesday, 5:~7 PM 
To= Caudill, Walter Low~; Charles Merri~; Feldman, Ma~ann P.; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject= Econ    Exams 

All, 

I have put the final exam papers in Dropgox with a separate folder for each section. We are only missing one exam in Lowry’s 

section. He took the exam at the Accessibility Office so I expect it will be emailed to me or Lowry). And only one misnamed file for a 

change. 

Lowry and I were talking about UNC IT today. With ten minutes left and more than one person at a time trying to submit their exams, 

Sakai took a break. Then I had them email the exams to me. Shortly thereafter, email took a break. Got the last dozen or so on a flash 

drive. Maybe we could get the designers of HealthCare~gov to give UNC some efficiency advice. 

I will put the grading key in the drop box later today (almost finished). 

Thanks for a great semester and see you all Friday. 

John 

* John F. Stewart 

* Professor of Economics 

* Director of Entrepreneurship Minor 

* Department of Economics 

* University of North Carolina 

* Gardner Hall CB# 3305 

* Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 

* Fax: (919) 966-4~6 

* ~ohn stewart~unc.edu 

* http:/iwww.u nceminor.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:54 PM 

@live.unc.edtr> 

RE: Congrats and Thank you! 

Thank you for taking the time to reach out to me. It is truly a privilege for me to be able to interact with you and other tremendous students here at Carolina, 

The Universit:y of I~d~ine ~s a great opportunity, ~nd [ ~ook forward to the interview and selection process, 

The good news for me ~s that ~ a~ready h~w~ a job tha~: ~ ~ow~b so e~ther way, f can’t ~ose~ 

[ am happy to hear abou[ your decision to continue your education and eventually pursue a career ~n athledcs~ 

Keep readb~g, buiMk~g ~elat~onsMps~ ]earnin~ and growing,_if you do those four things, success w~[I find you, 

A[[ the best, 

Karlton 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday,                  2:~ P~ 

To: ~ree~h, Karl~on W 

Subject: ~ongra~ and Thank you] 

My name is            ~ was able to listen to you speak last month at the Carolina Sports Business Club meeting. I asked you for a recommendation on a 

few of your favorite books and I just finished "Training Camp" by Jon Gordon this past week. I had read "The Energy Bus" and "The Seed" and absolutely 

love all three. 

I wanted to congratulate you on the news from the University of Maine. ~nd the first tweet that I saw 

following this news was an article about the three finalists. While I was already ecstatic from m~ own good news I was almost as excited after reading 

that article. Being able to hear you speak at our club meeting answered several questions about what I really want to go towards in the ~ears to come. As 

I have fallen in love with college athletics. I have enjoyed being able to speak with Mr. Larry 

Gallo frequently and picked Mr. Cunningham’s brain while in Omaha this past summer. The passion and vision you spoke on was a clincher for me and I 

am very excited about I really cannot thank you 

enough for taking the time to speak at the meeting and hope you have a great holiday season~ 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caudill, Walter Low~y ~wlcaud@email.tmc.edu;~ 

Wednesday, 4:11 PM 

Stewart, John F <jfstewar@email.unc.edu>; Strom~, Debor~]~ L <dstro@unc.edtr~; Feldman, Maryann P. <m~ryann.~ldman@unc.edu-~; 

Merritt, Charles E. <merritt@email.unc.edu>; Feldman, MaD’ann P. <marya~n.feldman@unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com> 

FinaJ Exam grades 

This was one of the toughest exams I have over my seven years. \~z average ~vas 74.5 My range was 59.0 to 895. First time I have not had anyone in the 90s. The exam clearly spread my 
class out 

Lo;vry 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 4:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Belbre Christmas 

I have a lunch at 1 on Franklin. Other than that, Pin flexibl!! Does a~er 1 work for you sometime? 

On Wed, at 10:49 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro,@~unc.edu> wl~ote: 

Deborah L S~roman, P~.O. CLU 

919.843.0336 

"No~hing will ever be a~empted if all possible obje~ions must firs~ be overcome." 
- Samuel Johnson 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:02 AlVl 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: Before Christmas 

Hi Dr. StmmaJ~, 

Just realized that I hadn’t gotten back to you to confirm. My professor rescheduled my exam for tomorrow (Wednesday) at 10ran. I’m still free to meet at noon if 

you’re able. If not, just let me know. 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:12 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.eduv wrote: 

Congratulalions! That’s great publicity. 

I j ust got back t?om the ACC Football Championship. It was a super "trip. 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah I_,. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

Er~,g~b’e, Explore Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

@drsVcoman 

<AD987872-.C179.-4DES-.B29C-.AgA8236897A313].png> 

’q~ome~mes you.just have to look back at your past and smile about how far you’ve come. 



From: _~gmail.com> 
Date: Friday, 11:18 PM 
To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D, CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Before Christmas 

That should work[ I’ll have to confirm once I hear back frown one of~ny professom, though~ as I am rescheduling aaa exam for Wednesday or Thursday 

(I had a stomach bug yestmday and today) and have not yet heaacd back from him. 

Also, ComtnuniGift made it on the news last night! Check out the video/m~ticle and our facebook page below: 

http://www.wncn.com/storv/24149281/unc- sophomores- launch- website- to- aid- holiday- givhN 

https:i/www.facetx~ok.com/CommuniGift 

m~d twitter -- @CxmmauniGilt 

Talk to you soon to co~Nrm lunch! 

On Thu, at 12:37 PM, Stro~nan, Deborah L <dstro,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

Great! Wednesday at noon? 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-~nail message, including attachinents~ if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed 

and may contain coat]dentia] and/or privileged materi~£ An~ .... unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 

intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and des~troy all copies of the original tnessage. 

..... Origina] Message ..... 

From: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:13 PM 

To: Stroman, Debx~rah L 
Subject: Before Christmas 

I want to meet up before break, if possible! Hectic week this week but if you’re free Wednesday or Thursday of next week, let me know! 

Have some big announcements to make and questions/ideas to run past you. 

Cheers, 

Sent farm my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 4:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: [thearg] agenda, meeting tomorrow 

,Joy J, Rennel’, M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor imd [3[r~_~ctel" 

Uniw_~rsity of Nol’th Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduri~nt Hi, fi 

521.-A South Coh~mbia St 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

,’_’eli 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-.CONFIDENTIALITY NOi]GE: this e-m~l mess~ge, i~cludmg ~ttachments, if a~, is intended on~g for the --pe~’son or entity to which ~t is addressed and may contain confidenNa~ and/or 

privileged mater~i~L A~y ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you aH~ not the intended recipient, please co,tinct the sender by reply e-mail and 

destroy’ all cop~es of the oNg~nal message. 

From: Lee, Wayne E 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 8:26 AM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: [thearg] agenda, meeting tomorrow 

See below; I’m open to additions. 

ARG agenda 12/12/13 

1. Mary’s experience at FAC 

2. Drake report 

3. Admission statistics (apparently not yet released) 

4. Attending the Provost’s meeting? (and Willis’s report thereof) 

Wayne E. Lee 

Profess}r of HJsLozy 

Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

wlee@unc, edu 

www.ama:on.com/Wavns-E.-T~ee/e/B001KHRX~,W/ref :H:t athr dE r~el 

You are cmrently subscribed to thearg as: Jos! Re!me~@med.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc~eduA~?id 67643430.5e23cb330d016e1594669e2dd66a8a0e&n T&l thearg&o 33990092 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33990092-67643430.5e23cb330d016el 594669e2dd66a8a0e(tblistserv.mac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan-flagler.nnc.edu>; Feldman, Marymm P. <maryann.feldman@unc.edu> 

Re: Econ    Exalns 

linage001 .j pg 

Drs. Stroman and Feldman, 

I was hoping to have "the exams finished by mid day tomorrow bnt that may be a stretch. Is it ok ifI get them back to you by tomorrow midnight? 

and wanted to try ea~d get a l}w extra hours of sleep tonight if possible. 

I am happy to push and get them done tonight, especially if yon are under’time pressure to get grades in. Please let me kmow either way. 

Thanks! 

On at 5:40 PM "Stroman Deborah L" <dstro,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph£~. CLU 

En[]a,qe. E’xp!ore. firepower. 

919.843,0336 
<image001.jpg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel J~hnson 

F~m= Stewa~, John F 
Sent= Tuesday, 5:~7 PN 
To= Caudill, Walter Low~; Charles Nerri~; Feldman, Naryann P.; Stroman, Deborah L 

Ccl :@gmaKcom) 
Subject~ Econ    Exams 

All, 

I have put the fina~ exam papers in DropBox with a separate folder for each section. We are only missing one exam       in kowry’s section. He took 

the exam at the Accessibility Office so I expect it will be emailed to me or Lowry). And only one misnamed file for a change. 

Lowry and I were talking about UNC IT today. With ten minutes left and more than one person at a time trying to submit their exams, Sakai took a 

break. Then I had them emai~ the exams to me. Shortly thereafter, email took a break. Got the ~ast dozen or so on a flash drive. Maybe we could get 

the designers of HealthCare.gov to give UNC some efficiency advice. 

I will put the grading key in the drop box later today (almost finished). 

Thanks for a great semester and see you all Friday. 

John 

* John F. Stewart 

* Professor of Economics 

* Director of Entrepreneurship Minor 

* Department of Economics 

* University of North Carolina 

* Gardner Hall CB# 3305 

* Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 

* Fax: (919) 966-4986 

*john stewart@unc.edu 

* http:iiwww.u nceminor.org 
* h ~t p:!/www.unc.ed u/~ifstewa ri 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fredrickson, Barbara L <blf@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 10:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: FYI and tbel free to share... 

Hi Debby, 
I hope you’re doing well these days, 
I wanted ~:o share with you the link to my 1H)>: ~:alk, which just: c~me out. Follow the Love 2.0 Hnk below, ~n my signature. 

K you Hke what you see, wouh~ you conskter passing ~t along? Fd Iow~ to get the spF~t .:?f the messi~ge out to as many souls as poss~Me ..... 

Warmly, 

Barb 

Bmbara L. Fredrickson,_ Ph.I). 
Ken~m I)i~tinguishcd P~oibssor 
Dircctot:. Social Ps} chology Doctoral Progc~m 

Depadmen~ of Psychol%0, 

Dmde HNI. CB 3270 
Univemi~~ ofNoNa Caroli,m at C]mlX:i Hill 
Chapd t {i~[, NC 27599 

TEL: 919-843-009I 

FAX: 919-9(:;2-2537 
e.-mal: .b_ !j!:0i. _t_Ln_ £._e_.d___~! 

I)i~ecto~ ,)fthe PEP Lab ...................... 

A uthor of ./__)L)&i _t~v_~ i.y_ 

Author ol’Love 2.0 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, October 24, 2013 4:38 PN 
To= Fredrickson, Barbara L; Jacqueline Olich; Barrett, Deborah; Algoe, Sara 
Subject= RE: FYI and feel free to share... 

Just ~)~:( ~tl~e... ;) 

&bby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

~ngt~!e, ~xplore. Empower, 

919,34&0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality, The last is to say thank you. 

in between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Fredrickson, Barbara L 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 3:14 PM 
To= Jacqueline Olich; Stroman, Deborah L; Barrett, Deborah; Algoe, Sara 
Subject= Fwd: FYI and feel free to share... 

Hi friends, 

My tall{ at TEDxLowerEastSide is tomorrow at 3:30. See details below about live-streaming if you wish. 

Cheers, 

Barb 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Firestine, Ann" <~__n_.n___f.[r_e__.@_..u_ n__c_:_e_d__#.> 

Bate: October 24, 2013, 1:23:25 PM EDT 

To: "Fredrickson, Barbara L" <bK@unc.edu>, "Amy Unell 

~gmail.com)"             :@grnail.com> 

Subject: Re: FYI and feel free to share... 

@gmail.com>, "Jeff Chappell 

People can also watch the live stream from your website. 

Access it through the main page ~-h--t--t-p-j-j--p--~---s-j-t-!~-v-j-t-~y--r--e-~-s--~---n-~-a-~-n-~£-e-~~-c-~9-~--m-~/-Ln-~-d---e--x-,:~-h-~-t---m--!~ or 
go directly to the web stream page ..h..t..t.p.jj..p~.~.s.Lt.Lv.Lt.y..r~.e..s.~9.~.n..a...n...c...e.:~£~..m.j..T...E~..D..x.,~.~..t..r..e.~.a.~:~" 

We’ll be watching tomorrow- have fun! 

From: <Fredrickson>, Barbara L <blf@unc.edu> 

Bate: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 8:00 PM 



To; Ann Firestine <annfire@unc.edu>, "Amy Unell 

@K_m____a_!_[:__c__o____m__ > 
Subject= FYI and feel free to share... 

Hi Folks, 

My TEDx talk will be on Friday at 3:30 and will be live-streamed. 

For more information, and live-stream on Friday, Oct 25th visit: 

www.tedxlowereastside.¢om 

Barb 

Barbara L. Fredficksom Ph.D. 

Kenan Distinguished Professor 

Director, SociaJ Ps3~chology Doctoral Program 

Department of Psycholo&v 

Davie Hall, CB 3270 

[JNversity of North Ca~-olina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

TEL: 919-843-0091 

FAX: 919-962-2537 

e-mail: Nf(r-~unc.edu 

Director of the PEP Lab 
Author of PositivitF 

Author of Love 2.0 

@gmail.com>, "Jeff Chappell :@gmail.com)" 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Merritt, Charles E. <memtt@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:31 AM 

Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu> 

Stewast, John F <jIhtewar@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Feldman, Maryann P. <maryann.feldman@unc.edu>; 

Merritt Charles E. <memtt@em~l.unc.edu>; @g~nail.com> 

Re: Final Exan~ grades 

I have a few concerns on how we applied the Canvas and some of the answers from the key, really question 3. The BMG book defines post sale activities (service 

and support for example) as part oftbe Channel, not Key Activities, which makes sense. Customer support als~ is not a part of Customer Relationships but part of 

Channels. In the exam case, Customer Relationship is about the personal assistance given by an E-Doctor representative to a direct customer or reseller (so the nature 

of the relationship - is it personal, self- service, automated, etc.) I have not graded a]l exams, but some of my stronger students are actually referencing the texts and 

correctly noting these things, so hate to automatically deduct them tbr not saying "Sales" in Key Activities but then we won’t be grading consistemly, which seems a bit 

unfair. I will grade using the key answers and required deductions but I would expect people to a~gue some of these palms mad they would be correct in nay view. On 

the curve I mn guessing this will be a non-issue, but did want to mention this as not sure we got the Canvas piece 100% correct. 

I will take the Name for not focusing on that before we started grading and apologize for thaL but running another exam for 100 students simultaneously so was not 

able to focus on this really until I sta~ed grading this morning. 

Charles 

Charles E. Merritt 
Professor of the Practice, 
Richards Donohoe Social Entrepreneur in Residence 
Department of Economics 
207 Gardner Hall 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
(919)962-2696 (office) 

(mobile) 
merritt@unc.edu 

On , at 4:11 PM, Caudill, Walter LowW wrote: 

This was one of the toughest exams I have over my seven years. My average was 74.5. My range was 59.0 to 89.5. First tilne I have not had anyone in 

the 90s. The exam clearly spread my class out. 

Lo~’ 

Sent th)m my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones Christensen, Lisa<Lisa JonesChristensen@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:03 PM 

~gmail.com; ~yaJ~oo.com> 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; ttunter, Wanda M <wanda hunte@unc.edtP; Deena Hayes 
<dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>; Suzmme Plihcik~       @gmail.com>; Lighffoot, Alex~dra F <aflight@email.unc.edtp; Tye Huntet 

~yaJ~oo.com); Ammerma~, Alice S ~calice a~nerman@unc.edu> 

Grant Oppo(mifity- Interest? 

Hi All: 

I just became aware ot: this grant focused on social equity in NC {t:rorn the ZSmith Reynolds Foundation)-is it something about which any of you have fsmU~ar~ty? 

Do you tNnk ~t ~s worth ou~ t~me to try to put the course and othe~ wo~k (maybe Debbv~s ~dea about a blog and pe~so~a~ accountability project) into a grant 

request? 

Just checking in with this, hope you aH have a greaL holh~ay 

Here ~s the webs~te: 

Best, 

L.k~a Jones Chdstensen 
Assistant Professor of Strategy and EnttepreneursMp 
The Kenan-F~gler Business School (Room # 4419A) 
The University of North Caretna at Chape~ 
Campus Box 3490, MoCeH 
Chape~ HII NC 27599-3490 

Email: Usa~c@unc,edu 
~hone: (919) g62-4261 

Fax: (9’19} 843-7986 

F~m: ~mai.com [maim ~omai.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 11:28 PN 

Cc; Jones Christensen, Lisa; Eng, EugeNa (Hea~th Behavior); Stroman, Deborah (Exerdse & Spo~ Science); Nun~r, Wanda (Ctr Hea~th Prom Disease Prev); Deena Hayes; 
Suzanne Plihcik; Ligh~oot, Alexandra F; Tye Hunter (. @yahoo.com); Ammerman, Aice (Ctr Hea~th Prom Disease Prev) 
Subject-" Re: Racia~ EquiN Course Proposal - ~ANK YOU~ 

Many many congratulations eve~one~ ~ 

I &ink tNs is a really Ng deal[ Thanks for the piece eveo~one played on getdng us over tNs Ng hump. This is real mslitufionaJ organizing to me. We’re just geeing 

s~ed, reaJly :) but’this is am~ing~ 

Can we celebrate? Can we have a toast somewhere m CH ne~ week? 

Wi~ gratitude, 

Sent Dam my iPhone 

On at 1:54 PM, "Siega-Riz, Anna Maria" <am sie~ariz(?~uuc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you m~d we do want this to be a cross-campus court. Will keep you all posted. 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On at 10:55 AM, "Jones Christensen, Lisa" <Lisa JonesChfistensen(a)ke!lau-flagJer.unc.edu > wrote: 

This is fantastic news! Thank you again Anna Maria! I will do what I can (to the extent that you want them) to get Business School students and 
faculty to the course. Please keep me in the loop as you decide when to hold the course and whether you want!need cross-campus enrollment. 
What a great signal about the leadership of the SPH! 
Best, 
Lisa 
Usa Jones Chtistens~..n 
AssL<~tant Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 
The Kenan-Flagler Business School (Room # 4419A} 
"[h~,~ University ef North Carolina a~ Chapel 
Campus Box 3490, McColI Building 
Chapel HII NC 27599~4g0 

Emat: lisa [c@unc.edu 
Phene: (919) 962-4261 
Fax: (919) 843-7986 

From: Eng, Geni [euqenia___gnq@unc~ 
Sent: Saturday,                10:49 AM 
To: Siega-Riz, Anna Maria (Epidemiology); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Hunter, Wanda (Ctr Health Prom Disease Prev) 
Co: Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihdk;                  #gmail.com); Lightfoot, Alexandra F; Tye Hunter,        #yahoo.corn); Jones 
Christensen, Lisa; Ammerman, Alice (Ctr Health Prom Disease Prev) 
Subject: RE: Racial Equity Course Proposal - THANK YOU! 



FantasLic n~-_~ws, Am~a Maria! I’m copying D~-_~ef~a Hayes-Gr~-_~ef~,        , arid Suzam~e Plihcik from the Racial EquRy h~sL~tu[e, Lisa .Jones 

Christensen f~om Lhe Bus#~ess School, Tye Hunter fror~ the Law School, and Aiex UghtfooL and Alice Ammerr~an from HPDP. 

Thank you, ss always, for shephe~d~n~ ~mportanL and meaningful irmovations 

generat and our SPH, h~ pa~t~cu~r. Do ~et me kr~ow how ~ can assist you and the Academic Programs Committee h~ movin8 us forward. 

Cheers, 

Gem 

Eu~erJa Ens, MPH, DrPH 

Professor o[ Hea~th Behavior 

G~ings Schoo~ of Globa~ PuNic Hea~th CB #7440 

360 Rosenau 

LJf~vers~ty of North Caro~r~a 

Ch~pe~ ~-~ NC 27599 

919 966-39@3 
919 966-.2921 
eu{enia...en{~ u nc.edu 

~: Siega-Riz, Anna 
Senti Saturday,                 :8:41 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Hunter, Wanda N; Eng, Geni 
Subject: Re: Racial Equi~ Course Proposal - ~NK YOU~ 

Our Academic Programs committee met on the            and approved of the plan for the school to host this course. The Dean is also 

on board. Our student ~epresentative is checking on when is the better time frame to offer it-either in or . I will keep you posted. 

A~ma Maria 
Sent Ibm my iPhone 

On , at 3:52 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(i~unc.edu~~ wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engafe, E~plore. Empow~r, 

9~9.843.0336 

<~mageOOLjpg~ 

"The first respons~b~l~W ~f a leader ~s to ~e~]~e real~. The last ~s to say thank you. 

~n between, the leader is a sen, ant." --M. DePree 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, ,11:41 PM 
To: Siega-Riz, Anna Maria 
Co: Wanda Hunter; Eng, Geni; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Racial Equity Course Proposal- THANK YOU! 
Hi Anna. Thank you again for the time spent discussing this important course proposal. We appreciate your support and willingness to 

further investigate the SPH logistics and possibilities. Attached find the e-version of the document I handed to you today. 

]. SPH is very interested in offering the course as a pilot. 

2. If approved, SPH is willing to underwrite the funding of the pilot course. 

3. SPH is interested in offering the course such that non-SP~4 ~r~duate students will have access to enrollment. 

4. Goals: Offer the pilot course in the !summer or fall term and identify a mechanism to make the course sustainable over 

the long-term. 

5. SPH is supportive of the REI trainers delivering the initial workshop, and UNC faculty will co-instruct and manage the course. 

We will remain on "stand by" until you contact us regarding our next campus action item. </ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Feldman, Maryann P. <ma~ann.feldman@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:17 PM 

.~live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Final Exan~ grades 

Ww, grades are low. I would stick with the key as defined for consistency but this may be part of the problem. 

Begin tbrwa.rded message: 

From: "Merritt, Charles E." <merritt@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Final Exam grades 
Date:                 11:31:23 AM EST 
To: "Caudill, Walter Lowry" <wlcaud@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Stewart, John F" <ifstewar@email.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu>, "Feldman, Maryann P." 
<maryann.feldman@unc.edu>, "Merritt, Charles E." <merritt@email.unc.edu>. 

@flmail.com> 

I have a t~w concerns on how we applied the Canvas and ~me of the answers t?om "the key, really question 3. The BMG book defines post ~le 

activities (service and support tbr example) as pazt of the Channel, not Key Activities, which makes sense. Customer support also is not a part of 

Customer Relationships but p~zt of Channels. In the exaan case, Customer Relationship is about the personal assistance given by an E-Doctor 

representative to a direct customer or reseller (so the nature of the relationship - is it person~! self-service, automated, etc.) I have not graded all exams, 

but some of my stronger students are actually referencing the texts and correctly noting these things, so hate to automatically deduct theln for not 

saying "Sales" in Key Activities but then we wolft be grading consisteiNv; which seems a bit unfair. I will grade using the key answers oa~d required 

deductions but I wonld expect people to argue some of these points and they would be correct in my view. On the curve I am gnessing this will be a non- 

issue, but did want to mention this as not sure we got the Canvas piece 100% correct. 

I roll take the blame for not focusing on that before we s~arted grading and apologize for that, but running another exam for 100 students simultaneously 
so was not able to ti~cus on this really antil I started grading this morning. 

Charles 

Charles E. Herritt 
Professor of the Practice, 
Richards Donohoe Social Entrepreneur in Residence 
Department of Economics 
207 Gardner Hall 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
(919)962-2696 (office) 

(mobile) 
merritt@unc.edu 

On , at 4:11 PM, Caudill, Walter Lowo, wrote: 

This was one of the toughest exams I have over my seven years. My average was 74.5. My range was 59.0 to 89.5. First time I have not 

had anyone in the 90s. The exam clearly spread my class out. 

Lowry 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stewart, John F ~fstewar@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 12:44 PM 

Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>; Feldman, Maryann P. <maxya~n.feldman@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu:~; Charles Merritt ~ ~me.com> 

Econ 325/Plcy 327 final grades 

All, 

We meet tomorrow to do the final cut on grades. I would like to have all the information so I can distribute it tonight for you to look over it before we meet. 

Here is what I am missing 

Charles: 

Final exam scores 

Debbie: 

Final exam scores 

Lowery: 

Attendance for last recitation section (class 28) 

Maryann: 

Final exam scores 

Attendance for last recitation section (class 28) and class 16. 

Also, I have put together sort of a model exam to post for the students. It is attached. If you have time, take a look at it and send any edits or suggestions to me. We 

have one make-up exam tomorrow, but I would like to post it tomorrow afternoon. 

Thanks, 

John 

* John F. Stewart 

* Professor of Economics 

* Director of EntrepreneursNp Minor 

* Department of Economics 

* University of North Carolina 

* Gardner Hall CB# 3305 

* Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 

* Fax: (919) 966-4986 

* john_stewart@unc.edu 

* _h__t__t_p__:J_ J_w_w_w__:__u___n__c___e___m___[__n_9_r_:__o__r_g 

* !~ttp;[/wwwonc.edu/~jfstewarJ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Suzanne Plihcik ~gmail.com~ 

Thursday, 12:52 PM 

’Jones Christensen, Lisd <Lisa JonesChristensen@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; ~gmml.com; 

@yahoo.corn> 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@nnc.edu>; Stromma, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Hunter, Wm~da M <wanda hunter@nnc.edu>; ’Deena 

Hayes’ <dhayes@mcialequityinstitute.org>; Lighllbot, Alexmadra F <aflight~c)!emoJl.unc.edu>; ’Tye Huntet’ ~y~hoo.com>; 

Am~nemiar~ Alice S <alice ammennan@unc.edtc, 

RE: Grant Oppommity- Interest? 

I think ZSrnith would be ~ very good idea, REI ll~s been t:he const~ltant to a group who received a 2:Srn~th award, so they are hopefully [ami~i~r w~th 

On another note, ~ wanted to check ~n about the proposed date for the training Deena and I woufd do. The date does not work for me as ~ have a family conflict. We 

need to know if there is any flexiMJity is on this. ~ wN, of course, do my best to accommodate ~f there is none. 

F~m: Jones Christensen, Lisa [mailto:Lisa~onesChristensen@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,                 t2:03 PN 

.@gmail.com; 
Co: Eng, Eugenia (Health Behavior); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); HunMr, Wanda (Ctr Health Prom Disease Prey); Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik; Ligh~oot, 
Alexandra F; Tye Hunter ,_.       ~yahoo.com); Ammerman, Alice (Ctr Health Prom Disease Prey) 
Subject: Grant Oppo~uni~- In.rest? 

Do you tMnk ~t ~s word~ o~ dine to try ~o p~t the course and other work {maybe Debby’s ~dea abo~t a blog and pe~sona~ accountab~l~W project) into a grant 

request? 

,Just checking in with this, hope you a~l have a gre~t hol~dag. 

Here ~s the website: http:/!zsr.orgifocus!social-justice-and-equity 

Best, 

Msa Jones Chdstensen 
Assistant Professor’ of Strategy and EntrepreneursMp 
The Kenan-.F~agler Business School (Room # 441 
The University of North Carolina al Chape~ Hi~ 
Campus Box 3490, McCo~ Building 
Chape~ Hi~ NC 27599-3490 

Ema~k ~sa~nc.edu 
Phone: (919) 962-4261 
Fax: (919) 843-7986 

F~m: @gmaiLcom [ma~lto: ~qma corn] 
Sent: Saturday, ~:28 PN 
To: 
¢c: Jones Christensen, Lisa; Eng, Eugenia (Health Behavior); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise ~ Spo~ Science); Hunter, Wanda (Ctr Health Prom Disease Prev); Deena Hayes; 
Suzanne Nihdk; Ligh~oot, Alexandra F; Tye Hunter ( @yahoo.corn); Ammerman, Nice (Ctr Health Prom Disease Prey) 
Subjett: Re: Racial EquiN Course Proposal - ~ANK YOU[ 

Ma~y m~y congra~lations eve~yone~ ~ ~ 

I ~ink tNs is a really big deal~ ~ Th~ for the piece eye,one played on geeing us over tNs big hump. Tl~is is ~aJ insti~fion~J orgamzing to me. We’re just geeing 

s~ted, reaJly :) but tNs is am~ing[ 

Can we celebrate? Can we have a toast somewhere in CH ne~ week? 

With gmfi~de, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:54 PM, S~ega-Riz, Anna Ma:na am s~eganzta2unc.edu~, wrote. 

Thank yon and we do want this to be a cross-campus course. Will keep you all posted. 

Sere from my iPhone 

On at 10:55 AM, "Jones Christensen, Lisa" <I ,isa JonesChristensen@kenan-ilagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

This is fantastic news! Thank you again Anna Maria! I will do what I can (to the extent that you want them) to get Business School students and 
faculty to the course. Please keep me in the loop as you decide when to hold the course and whether you want!need cross-campus enrollment. 
What a great signal about the leadership of the SPH! 
Best, 
Lisa 
Lisa Jones Christensen 
Assistant Professor of St~’a~egy and Ent~’ep~’eneurship 
if’he KenamFla,_qlet Busin~;ss Schoo~ (Room # 4419A) 

The Un~ve~, of Nodh Carolina at Chape~ 
Campus Box 3490, McCol~ Bu~ld~ng 
C~ape~ H~II NG 27599-~490 

Erna~l: ~isa~c@unc.edu 



Phone: (919) 962-4261 
Fa>: : (919) 843-.7986 

From: Eng, Geni [eugenia eng@unc.edu] 

Sent: Saturday,                10:49 AM 
To; Siega-Riz, Anna Maria (Epidemiology); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Hunter, Wanda (Ctr Health Prom Disease Prev) 
Cc-" Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihdk;                   ~gLn___a_j!_&__O__Ln_); Lighffoot, Alexandra F; Tye Hunter,        _@_y__a_[_Lo_9_&_O__Ln_); Jones 
Christensen, Lisa; Ammerman, Alice (Ctr Health Prom Disease Prev) 
Subject; RE: Racial Equity Course Proposal - THANK YOU! 

Fantastic news, Anna Maria! I’m copying Deena Hayes-Green,         and Suzanne Plihcik from the Racial Equity Institute, Lisa Jones 

Christensen from the Business School, Tye Hunter from the Law School, and A~ex L~ghtfoot and Alice Ammerman from HPDP. 

"l’hm~k you, as always, for shepherdk}g ~mportant and mem~ingh.EI innow~tions to our professiona~ l:ra~ning program, s at C~roi~n~, k} 

gener~, and our SPH, m partk:ubr. Do bt me know how ~ can assist you and the Academk: Progn~ms Committee ~n moving us/orward 

Cheers, 

Eugenia Eng, MPH~ DrPH 

Pr(~fessor of HeaRh [~eh~viof 

G ~n gs 5choo~ of G Ioba ~ Pu M ic H ea ~ [:h C B ~ 7440 

360 Rosenau Half 

Unbersitg of North Carofina 

Chape~ HHt NC 27599 

919 966-39~) 
919 966-2921 (fax) 

9MgeN~ 9ng~nc.9~ 
F~: Sie~a-Riz, Anna Maria 
$e~t= Saturday,                8:41 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Hunter, Wanda M; Eng, Geni 
Subject= Re: Racial Equi~ Course Proposal - ~NK YOU~ 

Our Academic Programs committee met on the            aa~d approved of the plan tbr the school to host this course. The Dean is also 
on board. Our ffaldent representative is checldng on when is the better time fra~e to offer it-either in or I roll keep you posted. 

Am~a Maria 
Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:52 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(a)unc~edu> wrote: 

d~.bbv 
Deborah L. Stroman, P~.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empowem 
919243,0336 
<~mageOOl.jpg> 

"The first respensibiiity ef a leader is to de~me realiW, The last is to say thank yore 

lln between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:41 PM 

To-" Siega-Riz, Anna Maria 

Co: Wanda Hunter; Eng, Geni; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject; Racial Equity Course Proposal - THANK YOU! 

Hi Anna. Thank you again for the time spent discussing this important course proposal. We appreciate your support and willingness to 

further investigate the SPH logistics and possibilities. Attached find the e-version of the document I handed to you today. 

]. SPH is very interested in offering the course as a pilot. 

2. If approved, SPH is willing to underwrite the funding of the pilot course. 

3. SPH is interested in offering the course such that non-SPH graduate students will have access to enrollment. 

4. Goals: Offer the pilot course in the y/summer or fall term and identify a mechanism to make the course sustainable over 

the long-term. 

5. SPH is supportive of the REI trainers delivering the initial workshop, and UNC faculty will co-instruct and manage the course. 

We will remain on "stand by" until you contact us regarding our next campus action item. </ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:58 PM 

@kenan- tlagler.unc.edtr~ 

Feldman, Maryann P. <maryann.feldman@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L -~<lstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Econ    Exalns 

Thanks 

past. 

I won’t get a chance to take a look until later. Feedback from other profs who completed their grading; "the exam was hard." Lower scores than in the 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 12:05 PM, ’ @kenan- fl agler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Professors; 

I am ak~l.:_~st done with secl:i.:_~n 2-~ but warred to attach the grades so far I arn going to be ~n a rneel:h~g from I2:30.-2pm and then w~H ¢::oRtim~e woddn~ 

on these this afternoon and evening. Please ~et rne know ~[: you have any questions. 

The graded exarns are in Dropbox. 

Thanks, 

From: Feldman, Maryann P. [mailto:maryann.feldman.@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:49 PM 
To: 
Co: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject: Re: Econ    Exams 

Oh      as soon as you can would be appreciated but please take care of yourself. We have a meeting Friday morning but we need to review the 

exams. Perhaps you can give us a set by noon tomorrow and th rest when you finish them. Does that make sense? 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 20:02, @kenan--flagler.unc~edu> wrote: 

Drs. Stroman and Feldman, 

I was hoping to have the exams finished by mid day tomorrow but that may be a stretch. Is it ok if I get them back to you by tomorrow 

midnight? I am                                                       hours of sleep tonight if possible. 

I am happy to push and get them done tonight, especially if you are under time pressure to get grades in. Please let me know either way. 

Thanks! 

On at 5:40 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En~qage, Explore, Empowen 

9:19.843.0336 
<imag~-:~OOl.jpg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel ~ohnson 

From: Stewart, 3ohn F 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:17 PM 

To: Caudill, Walter Loww; Charles Merri~; Feldman, Ma~ann P.; Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: ~gmail.com) 
Subject: Econ    Exams 

All, 

I have put the final exam papers in DropBox with a separate folder for each section. We are only missin~ one exam in 

Lowry’s section. He took the exam at the Accessibility Office so I expect it will be emailed to me or Lowry). And only one 

misnamed file for a chan~e. 

Lowry and I were talkin~ about UNC IT today. With ten minutes left and more than one person at a time tryin~ to submit 

their exams, Sakai took a break. Then I had them email the exams to me. Shortly thereafter, email took a break. Got the last 

dozen or so on a flash drive. Maybe we could set the designers of Hea~thCare.Aov to 8ive UNC some efficiency advice. 

I will put the ~radin8 key in the drop box later today (almost finished). 

Thanks for a ~reat semester and see you all Friday. 

John 

* John F. Stewart 

* Professor of Economics 

* Director of Entrepreneurship Minor 



* Department of Economics 

* University of North Carolina 

* Gardner Hall CB# 3305 

* Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 

* Voice: (919) 966-5345 

* Fax: (919) 966-4986 

* http:!!www.unceminor.org 
* http:!iwww.u nc.ed u!~jfstewa r! 

<Econl Final Grades.xls~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Siteco~eECM@sitecore.net on behalf of 

Sitecore Marketing Team <SitecoreECM@sitecore.net~ 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Mobile content optimization: analyst webin~:r and companion study 

Web content & ©ust .... Experi .... Manag .... t 

Unlock the Business Value of Mobile Web 
Content Optimization 
Dear Deborah, 

Despile the steady increase in adoption of mobile web access, findings from Aberdeen’s 
research indicate ~hat mere than half of surveyed companies are still challenged with adapting 
their content for ~he mobile web. 

With this complimentary webinar and study you’ll learn key success factors for buildin.( mobile 
websites ~hat delight end-users while positively impacting key mobile web pedormance metdcs. 

sit ...... bi .... berd ..... bil .... tent eu ] 

WebiRar aRd study 

~obHe Con[en~r 

Download Now 

Download ~eday to learn: 

how mobib web optimization increases end-user satisfaction 

~, ke} success factors for buckling mobile webs~tes 

#os~t~ve ~m#acts on mobile web performance metrics 

You’~ get the exper~ ~ns~gh~ you need to leverage your mob~b channel[ 

Sincerely, 

S~tecore Marketing Team 

1-.415.-389-0600 I sa~es-ua@s~teceu~.net 

~:i Powered bySitecore 

’,’~;2013 Silece~e, Siieae~e USA, 59i Redwood Hi~hway, Bldg~ #4000, Mill Vailey, CA 94941, 

We will not sha~e S, our ~nfe~maik~n w~th any other o~gs~zafion. Read ou~ complete ~, 

Opt-Out / Unsubscribe Instructions: If you don’t want to receive any more of these e-mails, click this link: 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

We’ve Got The Perfect Sports Job For Your Students 

If may of your 2013 graduates need a full-tilne job, the MLS National SaJes Center Trainee program is perfect. Located in a northern suburb of Minneapolis, the 

trainees will be provided free of charge both bomding and personalize sales training for 2 ~ 5 months, with 90% of the trainees being sent on to MLS teams. 

Melanie Seiser, one of the first class of sales trainees, and mos~t recently one of the leading ticket sellers at the Colnmbns Crew, has become the new MLS NSC sales 

trainer. You[~ve all seen her job mm~ing video: http://~v.;~ontube.com/watch?v hoKzttl3WEg 

If accepted into the program, past data shows that these trainees are better trained, generate more money, earn more money and stay with the tea~ns tbr a longer 

period of time. That ~; s got to be the pert~ct package for you and your students! 

Please direct your students to till out an application immediately. The next ~ssion starts January 21st, 2014. 

Sales Trainee ~ MLS National Sales Center (Blaine, MN) 

http://mls.temnworkonline.con~/temnwork/r.cfin ?i 58085 

Happy Holidays, 

TeamWork Online 

22550 McCauley Road] Shaker Heights, Ott 44122 

216.360.17901c) 
b ul~(a)teamworkonline.com 

w~v.temnworkonline.com 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWorkiNyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http:/!www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reef 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Merritt, Charles E. <memtt@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:48 PM 

Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu> 

Stewaxt, John F <jt~tewar@email.uuc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Feldmau, Maryaun P. <maD,am~.feldman@uuc.edu>; 

Merritt~ ChMes E. <memtt@em~fil.unc.edu>; @g~nail.com> 

Re: Final Exaa~ grades 

I must have been feeling nice. My min was 75.5, max was 93.5, average was 855. I think I was pretty- consistent in ho~v I graded though so hopefully it all evens out in some sensible way. 

Charles 

Charles E. Merritt 
Professor of the Practice, 
Richards Donohoe Social Entrepreneur in R esidence 
Department of Economics 
207 Gardner tIa[1 
UNC - Chape[ tliH 

(919)962-2696 (oftice) 
(mobile) 

men-itt@unc, edu 

On at 4:11 PM, Caudill, Waiter Lowu <wlcaud@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

This was one of the toughest exams I have nver my seven years. My average was 74.5 My range was 59.0 to 895. First time I have not had anyone in the 90s. The exam clearly spread 
my class out 

l,owry 

Sent from my ~Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Feldman, Maryann P. <ma~man.feldmma@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:49 PM 

Merritt, Chm-les E. <merritV~:email.unc.edu-~ 

Caudill, Waiter Lowry <Mcaud@email.unc.edu>; Stewart, John F <jI~*tewa~’@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
Merritt. ChMes E. <memtt@em~l.unc.edu>;, ~g~nail.com> 

Re: Final Exo~m grades 

Mine will be ready soon 

Sent li*om my iPhone 

On at 11:48 PM, "Merritt, Charles E." <merritt@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I must have been feeling nice My min was 75.5, max was 93.5, average was 855. I think I was pretty consistent in how I graded though so hopefully it all evens out in some sensible way. 

Charles 

Charles E Merritt 
Professor of the Practice, 
Richards Donohoe Social Entrepreneur in Residence 
Department of Econolnics 
207 Gardner Hall 
UNC - Chapel Hill 

(919~62-2696 (office) 
(mobile) 

memtt@unc edu 

>> On at 4:11 PM; Caudill, Walter Lowp)~ <wlcaud@email uric edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> This was one of the toughest exams I have over my seven years My average was 745. My range was 590 to 89.5. First time I have not had anyone in the 90s The exam clearly spread 
my class out 
>> 

>> gowl3~ 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’dstro@unc.edu,; 

Friday, 12:05 AM 

Feldman, Maryann P. <ma~mm.feldmaJ~@unc.edu>; Memtt, Charles E. <merritV~:email.unc.edu-~ 

Caudill, Walter Lowry <Mcaud@email.unc.edu>; Stewart, John F <jt~’tewa~c@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 
@g~nafil.com> 

Re: Final Exm~ grades 

Hi. My average is 76.3 Minimum 61.5 and Maximum 91 

d 

On 

wro be: 

11:48 PM, "Feldman Maryann P" <mawann.fddman@unc.edu> 

>?,&ne will be ready soon 
> 

>Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>> On , at 11:48 PX4~ "Merritt, Charles E." 
>><merri@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> I must have been feeling nice My mm was 755, max was 93.5, average 
>>was 855. I think I was pretty consistent in how I graded though so 
>>hopefully it all evens out in some sensible way. 
>> 

>> Charles 
>> 

>> Charles E Merritt 
>> Professor of the Practice, 
>> Richards Donohoe Social Entrepreneur in Residence 
>> Department of Economics 
>> 207 Gardner tlal[ 
>> UNC’ - Chapel Hill 

>> 019)962-2696 (office) 
>>           (mobile) 
>> merritt@unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>>> On , at4:l 1 PM. Caudill, Walter Lowry 

>>><wlcaud@email.unc. edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>> This was one of the toughest exaras I have over ray seven years. My 
>>>average was 74.5. My range was 59.0 to 89.5. First time I have not 
>>>had anyone in the 90s. The exam clearly spread my class out. 
>>> 

>>> Lowry 
>>> 

>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Feldman, Maryann P. <mauman.feldmma@unc.edu~ 

Friday, December 13, 2013 12:34 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Final F~xam grades 

Hi, I think that ~ve should wait The discussion will be interesting. The key is ~Vl-ong! It came too late for me to review We are going to get major pushback from the students. 

He?’ the best thing about this semester ~vas working with you’. 

OnDec 13, 2013, at 12:10 ~x2,A. Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Mawaun, should we go ahead and release the exams to the students or wait 
until after our meeting tomolTow? 

>d 

On 12/12/13 11:48 PJ~ "Feldman, Mawalm P." <maryaun.feldman@unc.edu> 
wrote: 

>> Mine will be ready soon 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>>> On Dec 12, 2013, at 11:48 PJ~ "Merritt, Charles E." 
>>> <merritt@email unc edu> wrute: 

>>> I must have been feeling nice. My rain was 755, max was 93.5, average 
>>> was 85.5 I think I was pretty cunsistent in huw I graded thuugh su 
>>> hupefully it all evens out in some sensible way. 
>>> 

>>> Charles 
>>> 

>>> Charles E Merritt 
>>> Professor of the Practice, 
>>> Richards Donohue Social Entrepreneur in Residence 
>>> Department of Ecunomics 
>>> 207 Gardner tlal[ 
>>> UNC - Chapel Hill 

>>> (919)962-2696 (office) 
>>>           (mobile) 
>>> merritt@unc.edu 

>>>> On Dec 11, 2013, at 4:11 PM. Caudill, Walter Luwpf 

>>>> <wlcaud@emaibunc.edu> wrute: 

>>>> This was une of the toughest exams I have over my seven years. My 
>>>> average was 74.5. My range was 59.0 to 895. First time I have not 
>>>> had anyone in the 90s. The exam clearly spread my class uut. 

>>>> Lowry 

>>>> Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Feldman, Maryann P. <ma~aa~n.feldmaa~@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 1:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Merritt, Charles E. <merritt@email.nnc.edu-~; Caudill, Walter Lowry <Mcaud@email. unc.edu>; Stewart, John F 

<j fs~tewa@emo~l.unc .edu>; ~)gmail.com > 

Re: Final Exoa~ grades 

OK. I have a greater range. 

Mean = 797 
Min = 52! 
Max = 93.5 

SorW this is so late John. 

On , at 12:04 AM. Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi. My average is 76.3 Minimum 61.5 and Maximum 91 

> 

>d 

> 

> 

> On 11:48 PM, "YelNnan, Maryarm P." <maryann.feldman@unc.edu> 

> *vrote: 

> 

>> Mine will be ready soon 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 

>> 

>>> On , at 11:48 PM, "Merritt, Charles E." 

>>> <merrittO!email unc edu> wrote: 

>>> I must have been feeling nice. My- min was 75.5. max xvas 93.5, average 

>>> was 85.5. I think I was pretty consistent in how I graded though so 

>>> hopefully it all evens out in some sensible way. 

>>> Charles 

>>> Charles E. Merritt 

>>> Professor of the Practice. 

>>> Richards Donohoe Social Entrepreneur in Residence 

>>> Depaltment of Economics 

>>> 207 Gardner Hall 

>>> UNC - Chapel Hill 

>>> (919)962-2696 (office) 

>>>           (mobile) 

> >> merritt@unc, edu 

>>>> On at 4:11 P~VL Caudill, Walter Lowq- 

>>>> <wlcaud@emaihanc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> This was one of the toughest exams I have over my seven years. My 

>>>> average ~vas 74.5. My range was 59.0 to 89.5. First time I have not 

>>>> had anyone in the 90s. The exam clearly spread ray class out. 

>>>> Lowrg 

>>>> Sent from my iPhone 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 9:39 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L/<lstro@unc.edu> 

Internship Recommendations 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

For my internship ~ really want to do something with sports, I don’t reallv care where or what it is, I just know sports is the way I want to go. I figured you 
would be the best person to ask, do you have any recommendations for good sports internships? Please let me know. Also I was wondering if you have our 

group projects graded and what we got? Thanks for a great semester and hopefully next one will be just as good. 

Thanks, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OAR ofNC <~oarofnc@gmaiLcom> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 10:56 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The Best of Enemies: A Must- See 

, recommend the play, Best of Enemies, being shown now d~rough Dec 20 at 

g Theater ~n Durham. Th~s drama portrays the true story of Ann Atwater, a 

rights activis~: who s1:~1~ lives in Dk~rhs~m, and C.P I?~]is (now deceased) who 

the grand w~zard of the Durharn KKK. They were brought together as the unl~l<eiy co- 

chimers of i~ committee to fad~itate the desegreg~;~:~on of Durham schools. Whist ha~pens 

next ~s akb~ to a miracle or divb~e grace, however you choose to look at 

the story of what can happen ~f poor white people can get past their racial 

a~ld beg~n [:o see ~:heir commot~ circumst~nces ~nd se~f-interest w~th poor 

~e of co,or. [4ow can we use th~s story ~n our organizing to expose the ~ie of racism 

and to ~ft ~p the truth of o~r common hLm~anity? 

I~nk w~:h more ~nfo ~d)ot~t how to get tk:kets. 

Check out our Facebook and 
website: ....... 

Umted Chu~ch of CI° risb OAR i i802 r,~LI< PI~,,~,’ 20/~ Du~-r~am [’qC 27707 ::::::.~.:: iContact - T~y It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 11:51 AM 

Lowry Caudill ~ _~smail.com>; Goldstein, Buck <buck_8oldstein@unc.edu>; Merritt, Charles E. 

<merritt@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Sawyer, Keith <rksawyer@email.unc.edu> 

Following up : Creativity Syllabus + Past Bootcamp Attendee Master List 

I’ve added Keith’s creativity seminar outline and a list of bootcamp alums to our shared Dropbox folder ("Bootcamp 2014"). 

There are a number of other documents there- including notes from today’s meeting and past syllabi. 

Best, 
Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Innovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
www.unceminor.orq I Schedule a meeting- http:iidoodle.com/lizzyhazeltine I Follow me @LizzyHazeltine 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Saturday, 12:34 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ExaJn and Final Prqiect Grade 

Hi Dr. StrommL 

I didn’t see 

Thanks, 

presentation or final grade on your D~opbox spreadsheet and was wondering if you’d mind sending them to me so I could let him l, mow? 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: ~gma~l.co~n> 

Date: Fri,           at 5:50 PM 
Subject: Exaln and FinaJ Project Grade 

To:                           ~gmail.co~n> 

I am a little confused on how I received a B- Final Grade, so I was just curious what I received on the Exam and the Final Project. I would appreciate it if yon wonld 

let me know. 

Best, 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 8:24 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you are having a nice start to winter break! I tried to enroll again into the Sport Business Ventures course for next semester after you 
said there was room. I wasn’t able to enroll, do you have to do it manually? 

Also, let me know if you need me to update anything for the CSBC website. 

Thanks! 

On Tue, at 10:54 AM, Stroman, Deborah <dstro(~unc.edu~ wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EtN~qe, Explore, Empower: 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be a~empted if all possible obje~ions must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel lohnson 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:07 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I completely understand, I look forward to presenting the project and hopefully spiking some Carolina studen~ in applying to 
On an another note, I am working with Dr. Cooper and the innovation squad to build out the Undergrad page on the new Sport Admin 
website. We will incorporate the Club to the page and was wondering if I could add something to the Club’s website about the new website 
also. 

Finally, I know the Spo~ Business Ventures coupe is ve~ popular and was wondering what the status of it is. I still need a coupe above 
200 and I’m sure what else to take. 

Than~ and have a great dayl 



On Mon, at 1:08 PM, Stroman, Deborah <dsiro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

Explore, Empower: 

919.843.0336 

"No~hingwill ever be attempted ifall possible objectionsmustfirs~ be overcome." 

~ 5am~ellohnson 

FlOP/l: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

11:29 AM 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you had a nice weekend and are ready for tonight’s great CSBC meeting! First, I would like to apologize for my work in EXSS 
This summer and semester has been never ending, busy and stressful. When one thing ended another started up. My current internship 
with ELSM and the SpAd innovation squad along with classes, my after school tutoring program, and graduate school and job hunting has 
kept me extremely busy. I dropped my portfolio off at your office a little while ago, along with my supervisor’s evaluation. I know [ have 
missed the deadlines for the other assignments and were wondering if I could bring them to you in person. My resume and cover letter are 

within my portfolio and I have my other paperwork. My internship experience this summer has inspired me. I cannot wait till I get into the 
industry and [ would love to still receive credit for the internship. 

Thank you, 



From: dstro@nnc.edu 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: 

Subjet’t: ECON - Close Out 

9:59 PM 

To: 3’s Company Group 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels. I hope you had a nice weekend. I posted yonr final exams. I have also attached two outstanding ungraded final exams as a reference 

point. 

Undergraduate Grading Defini’dons: 

A Mastery of course content at the highest level of attainment that can reasonably be expected of students at a given sage of development. 

The A grade states clearly that the students have shown such outstanding promise in the aspect of the di~ipline under study that he/she may be strongly encouraged 

to continue. 

B Strong performance detnonstmting a high level of attmnment for a student at a given stage of development. 

The B grade states that the student has shown solid promise in the aspect of the discipline under s~ady. 

C A totally acceptable performance demons~trating an adequate level of attainment for a student at a given stage of development. 

The C grade states that, while not yet showing unusual promise, the student may continue to study in the di~ipline with reasonable hope of intellectual development. 

I eNoyed meeting and working with you. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

tlave a relaxing holiday season and a cheerful New YeaJc’. 

Dr. Stromm~ 

3 Final.docx 
3 Final.doc 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "PLCY 

Messages lbr this site: PLCY       F~A 

.FA ’ site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:38 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

JNO Selection Committee 

Debby, 

The Minor in Entrepreneurship has nominated you to be on the selection committee for the     JNO Award. This is $3,000- 
$5,000 no-strings-attached seed funding for ventures created by students in the Minor in Entrepreneurship. Selection will take 
place on Wednesday,            from 3:00-6:00pm. Approximately 6 teams will pitch their venture and 3-4 will be selected. 
The JNO application can be found here and information about last year’s winning teams is highlighted in this blog post. 

Please let me know if you are available and willing to be one of 5 members of the selection committee. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:53 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: JNO Selection Committee 

Debby, 

Thankyou!Also, lam workingfrom Nashville, TN startingtomorrow a~ernoon. Un~rtunately, l willnotbeavailable ~ran Econ    end ofsemesterlunch. Giventhatit wasyour 

suggestion(and onelam a big ~n of),wouldyoustilllike ~r metosend outa doodleforyou, Charles, Johnand Lowrytofindatime? 

Thanks, 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 9:50 AM 

To: ~.[[E e_._ .u_p_.c_ =.e_d_u_. > 

Subject: RE: JNO Selection Committee 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
g’n,qo,qe, g’xplor’e, Empower. 
9:19,843,0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samue~ Johnson 

Sent= Honday, 9:38 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= 3NO Selection Commi~ee 

Debby, 
The Minor in Entrepreneurship has nominated you to be on the seleotion oommi~ee for the     3NO Award. This is $3,000- 
$5~000 no-strings-a~a~hed seed funding for ventures created by students in the Minor in Entrepreneurship. Selection will take 
plaoe on Wednesday, 3anuaw 29th from 3:00-6:00pro. Approximately 6 teams will pitch their venture and 3-4 will be selected. 
The 3NO application ~an be found here and information about last year’s winning teams is highlighted in this bIo~ post. 
Please let me know if you are available and willing to be one of 5 members of the seIeotion oommi~ee. 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Monday, 2:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

[,ink to Panelist Ideas 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Here’s the link to our panelist ideas: 

Regarding this list, it would be great if you could help guide us a bit on which direction you think we should go. That is, if you could move over topics/guests that 

you don’t think we should pursue right now to the column with the red header, that would help immensely to focus our research efforts on relevant topics. 

l’ve also updated the KI Sport page with logistics information on our venue. Just navigate through the Sakai site as follows: Wiki > SAS > Logistics 

Will follow up with meeting notes to      later today. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EE Graduation Requirement 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you. I will be sure to follow up with you during the first week of classes to review the course requirements. I did recently switch majors from sport 

administration to       ; however, I have already taken two of the courses for the sport administration track and I believe the internship I am currently 

working classifies as sport administration. This switch was more of a personal decision based on what my plans are following graduation and I would be 

happy to follow up with you during our meeting to go more in-depth about this decision. Thank you again. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:29 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: EE Graduation Requirement 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engo,qe, gPplor’e, Empower: 

9~19,843.0336 

"Nothing w~ ever be attempted ~f a~ pessiMe objections must fi~st be overcome." 

~ Samue~ ~ehnson 

Sent: Sunday, ~2:24 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~E: EE Graduation Requh’ement 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to follow up with you about fulfilling the EE credit. I spoke with Dr. Weight and she was very helpful in some of the general information about 

this requirement but I hope you can help me a little further. She said that either EXSS    or EXSS    would fulfill this credit but I wanted your advice on 

want l should enroll in for next semester. 

I will already be in an internship position next semester that should fulfill this credit so now it is only the matter of enrolling in the class to receive the 

recognition for the internship. If you could please get back to me with your input, I would really appreciate it. 

Thank you, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:21 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: EE Graduation Requirement 

H] P]~ ~s~ c,::,r~£Jm~ your PID ~md wh~ is yo~r rn@~:? 

Dr, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Engage, f!~plore, Empowen 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing w~ll ever be attempted ff all possible ebject~ns must first be 

~ SamuN Johnson 

Nent= Honday, 9:03 AN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje¢t= EE Graduation Requirement 

Dr. Stroma~, 

I have a question to ask you regarding the qualifications to receive the Experiential Education requirement for graduation. Last week I had a meeting with 

Dexter Robinson in Academic Advising and he seemed to believe that if I had a question about fulfilling this requirement through the EXSS department that 

~ should contact you. 

For the last year and a half I have worked as an intern for the Athletic Department in the           . I accepted the internship position in the spring of 

my freshman year and I began working the fall of my sophomore year. I worked in this position all of my sophomore and I am currently still working 



through m~           And I just now realized that I may be able to receive the EE credit I need for graduation through this internship. I’ll be continuing 

the internship from now until May      the beginning of my senior year. 

So I am just curious about how I need to proceed in fulfilling this requirement. Is there anyway I can get credit for the work I have already done? Or will I 

need to do something this upcoming spring semester in order to receive the credit? Any help you can provide me is greatly appreciated! 

Thank you for your time and advice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.une .edus> 

Monda3, 6:55 PM 

@kenaa~- flagler.m~c.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L v-dstm@unc.edu> 

Meeting notes 

Hi 

Here are some of the things we discussed today. 

Complete -Confirm logistics (details copied below and available on the Sakai | 
Wiki) 

/ 
Send Dr. Stroman the case competition recommendation | 
Complete - Send I st of potent al panel sts to Dr. Stroman | 

Koury Auditorium is booked for 

o 3-Spm on Friday 

o 8am-Spm on Saturday 

o We have 3 classrooms booked as well for breakout sessions if necessary 

,, We have Latane Plaza (the courtyard outside of Kenan Institute) booked both days (great reception area!) 

o Susan to sort out A/V details in Jan/Feb 

o No restrictions on catering 

Review of Potential Panelists!Keynotes 

Nate Silver 

Jason Rosenberg (Bobcats) 

Wasserman Group rep 

Knicks rep 

Karl Hicks suggest Sam Presti 

Val Ackerman 



Flu)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

PT’. Summary Report 

Smnmasy Report of PT.docx 

Hey Dr. Stroman: 

I hope your holiday is going well so far. Here ~s my summary report. I sent all the letters and everything to everyone on the lOth, so everyone at the ACC 

should have them. 

Happy Holidays! 

PS- Can you please send me the pictures that I am in? 

PPS - What was the name of you analytics conference again? I have some time to work on graphics, but I couldn’t remember the name exactly. I know you 

wanted the colors to be purple and orange... 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Tim Barabas <~tbarabas@bobcats.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 5:53 PM 

Tim Barabas <tbarabas@bobcats.com> 

10th Annual Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair RegiS_ration 

Attention all teachers, advisors & counselors! 

it is that time of year again, as your students begin their searoh for internships, employment and general guidanoe in regards to their oareers, that we are 

pleased to announce the 10th Annual Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair. This event allows for your student body to network with a variety of companies and 

organizations, while also getting the opportunity to meet and learn from their fellow job seekers. 

The Charlotte Boboats career fair will be held on Tuesday, February 11th from l:00pm-4:$0pm at Time Warner Cable Arena. The Charlotte Bobcats will 

also be hosting a 30 minute interview and career information session where they will give advioe and guidance for taking the next step in your career! 

Interview, resume, and conduot tips are just a few of the things you’ll learn about. Then they will have the opportunity to meet and network with oompanies in 

the sports industry, as well as Iooal businesses and organizations. Details on this portion of the Career Fair will come as attendees start to sign up and feel 
free to share what a great opportunity this is for them as they begin their professional careers. 

There is an $18 registration fee that aooompanies this event as we work to bring some of the best companies in the region to our oareer fair. We do our 

best to put on an event that is beneficial for employers, potential employees, and/or internship seekers. The registration fee helps us ensure a high quality 

event for everyone and gives an opportunity for everyone to see firsthand the inner workings of the sports and entertainment industry. 
Not only does the registration grant your students aooess to the oareer fair, but it includes a tioket to that evening’s game against the Dallas Mavericks at 

7:00pro. This will give the participants interested in the sports industry an opportunity to see how an arena is transformed and how many different avenues 

there are to work in our industry. 

There are two (2) ways to register; 
¯ Call & register over the phone directly with Tim Barabas, Sr. Aooount Exeoutive with the Boboats. 

¯ Register Online https://oss.ticketmaster.com!html/qouhtml?l=EN&t=bobcats&o=620133&q=1255 at & enter the Special Offer Code: CAREER 

We will also be updating www.bobcat&com!careerfai[, with the latest vendors that will be present and current information on the career fair itself. 

There have been dozens of success stories that have come from the Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair and we are looking forward to hearing the next set of 

positive testimonials. 

Thank you for passing this information along to your students and feel free to call or email me with any questions. 

Best, 

T~M BARAI3AS 
Senior Account Executive, Group Saies 
BOBCATS i ’.~’O8T8 
3~3 East Trade Street 
Chariotte, NC 28202 
T 704.688.904~ 
~- 704.~88.8735 
t barabas(E}bobcats.com 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CatsStats 

My pleasure. I know the professor, Tim Chartier, quite ~vell, and ~vould be glad to send an intro e-mail if you’d like 
I’ve also met ~vith the Davidson Asst Coaches before- velT nice people. And, Davidson is only 30 minutes away Iicom Charlotte! 

This is Tim’s email: tichaltier@davidson.edu 

Let me know if you’d like me to do anything else here besides give them a heads-up about the conference and you potentially reaching out 

JASON W ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 

BOBCATS ] SPORTS &ENTERTAIN2vIENT 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.6888981 
C 
JRosenfeld@bobcats coin 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 8:24 PM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld 
Subject: Re: CatsStats 

Excellent! Great find. we will definitely reach out to them. Please give 

them a heads up. 

Thanks. 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.8430336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting 
to improve the world. 
<http ://www.wisdomquotes.c ore/quote/ann e-li’ank-1 html>" -. Arme Frank 

On 12/17/13 6:41 PM. "Jason Rosertfeld" <jrosertfeld@bobcats.com> wrote: 

>Hey - ray friend at Davidson are doing some cool stuff for the basketball 
>tearn. See litik below. 
>May make sense to get them involved in the conference in some way. 
> 

>JASON W. ROSENFELD 
>Director of Basketball Analytics 
>BOBCATS I SPORTS & EiN’I’ERTAIN~adENT 
>333 East Trade Street 
>Charlotte, NC 28202 
>T 704.688.8981 
>C 
> JRosenfeld@bobcats.com 
> 

> 

> 

>From: Chartier, Tint [tichartier@davidson.edu] 
>Sent: Monday, Decenrber 16, 2013 1:05 PM 
>To: Jason Rosenfeld 
>Subject: CatsStats 
> 

>Jason: 
> 

>Thought you’d enjoy this: 
> 

>http://w~vw davidson.edu/news/news-stories/131216-students-analyze-st at s-to 
>-aid-basketball 
> 

>Tim 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Diversi .ty and Muldcultural Affairs z<tiversity@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 10:00 AM 

Diversity and M ul ticultural AtthJrs ~’diversity@unc .edu> 

IDIC Meeting Notes and Thank You 

HIGH IMPACT CAROLINA.pdf 

Dear IDIC Members. 

Diversity and Multicultural Affairs would like to thank those of you who attended the December Institutional Diversity and Inclusion Collaborative Meeting and 

Celebration hosted bythe Friday Center. Carolina Catering. and DMA-Inclusive Student Excellence. For those of you who were not able to attend, here is a 

recap of the event. 

IDIC had the opportunityto hear from Dr. Rob Bruce. executive director for the Friday Center. Kresha Russell. catering director for Carolina Catering. and Ada 

Wilson. director for Inclusive Student Excellence. 

Dr. Bruce shared: 

* Friday Center’s mission of action 

~ Friday Center Website: _12t__t_p__iZ~_lLr_!__d__’_a_)Lc___e__r2iLr-~_L_u___r)__c_L:2_d___u_. 

* Friday Center’s reach, impact, and diversity 

* Credit Programs, including correctional education 

* Professional development and enrichment programs 

Kresha Russell shared: 

* Carolina Catering’s top-notch chefs 

* Carolina Catering menu 

* Carolina Caterings commitmentto fresh ingredients 

Ada Wilson (including shared: 

* Inclusive excellence and student development model 

* Student outreach and development programs in DMA 

* New innovations and changes with recruitment programs 

* Student stories 

We are also verythankful for those who were able to contribute to the toiletries collection effort benefiting foster care services in the Northside community, 

Those who have not yet made a contribution can still donate toiletries at DMA’s South Building or SASB locations Wednesday and Thursday, December 18 

a nd::L9 

The next meeting date for the IDIC is Monday, March ~_7, 20~_4 - please mark your calendars and visit http://diversity, unc,edu/about/advisory-groups/idic/ 

for updates, 

Announcements: 

Ronald McNair Program is taking nominations from faculty and staff of Carolina sophomores who are underrepresented and/or first-generation or low 

income and interested in research, 

* Encourage rising sophomores and juniors to apply for Summer Enrichment Programs to prepare students for graduate/health schools, 

* Minority Health Conference, February 28, 20~_4 

* !-V~----L--~---’-C---e-Le---b--r--a---t-L~---n----~-.-e-Z-r-LQ-t-.--e----L---e--c-‘-t----u-L-e-: Hill Harper, January 20, 2014 

* MLK/Black History Month Bridge Lecture: Dr, Cornel West. February 28, 20~4 

* DMA will be working to publish pipeline programs through the spring (working from previous list) 

* The MLK Community/University Planning Corporation still have tickets ($25) available for the 2014 MLK Banquet on Sunday, January 19 @ 6pro You 

may contact Diversity and Multicultural Affairs at (9:L9) 962-0202 by January ~_ to purchase tickets, 

There are very limited seats available for "High Impact Carolina" on February 7, 2014, a conference focused on how administrators and faculty can 

develop and foster high-impact practices (see attached flyer) 

Thank you again, 

The Diversity and Multicultural Affairs Team 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

http:/idiversi[y.unc.edu/ 

b__t__tp__:LZ~_._f~__c_~__h__o___o__b__�__o_~Zd ma u nc 
Diversity Matters a~ 
You are receiving this email as a member of the IDIC. If you no longer wish to receive these announcements, please send a reply emaiI to diversity@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Follow Up Re: Caxeer App Re- brocading 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks again for taking the time to meet with me today, you’ve really helped me get thinking of new ways to approach the app-name problem. 
keeps growing on me, but I’m definitely gonna keep my options open and keep thinking of new possibilities. 

Additionally, here are the apps we talked about during our conversation: 

Please let me know if you come across any interesting people at the holiday party, as I’d definitely love to connect with other great people in the area! 

Happy Holidays! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weight, Erimane A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:55 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc edu>; Nels Popp <npopp@ilstu edu> 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu> 

1~: True Sport Summit 

FYI - 

Update on the conference and roles of the 1 st years. This will be a big undertaking that they roll be involved with emensively, bnt it should be mild compa:ced to CSRI 

in years past. If there is an area you would like to be involved with, you cma let    know. 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Prot~ssor, Sport Administration 

The Universi~ of North Carolina - Cha~l tlill 

From-" 

Sent-" Wednesday, 11:15 AM 
To: Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Boxill, Jan 
Cc-" 
Subject; True Spor~ Summit 

Hello all, 

Things are now starting to pick up with the planning of the True Sport Summit we will be hosting here in May, and I think there will start to be opportuniti~ 

for each of you to get involved. We will be releasing a Save the Date announcement of the event some time soon, and then we will want to put a lot of effort into 

aggressively promoting the event, and contacting potential speakers/panelists. With this in mind, I have assigned various roles based on the interest each of you 

indicated in our last meeting. Here is what I have so far. If you have any issues with these assignments and would like to change, please let me know. Thanks! 

Promotion,!Marketing (Under direction of Dr. Cooper) -This will include updating the website, using social media to spread the word, and most urgently, 

designing a flyer that can be distributed at the NCAA convention next month. This team will be: and anyone else from Dr. 

Cooper’s innovation squad that would like to be involved. 

Content (Under direction of Dr. Weight) -This will include identifying potential panelists for each of our topics of discussion, then contacting these individuals and 

securing 3-4 for panelists for each topic. Would also include getting their bios and pictures for the website and coordinating their travel arrangements. This team 

will be: 

Conference Program -This will consist of designing the conference program to be distributed at the conference. Tim Kelly could be a great resource for this, as he 

did a great job designing last year’s CSRI program. This team will be and anyone from Dr. Cooper’s innovation squad that has the skills and 

interest to assist with this. 

Gift Bags -This will consist of deciding what to include in the gift bags given to our panelists/speakers, as well as for our conference registrants (potentially). This 

is obviously something that is not very urgent and we have some time on, and in fact we haven’t yet decided whether or not we will even do this. But if we do, this 

team will be: 

Meals -Arranging the ordering and organizing the logistics (delivery, set up, etc.) of meals for the conference (most likely will only be two. One will be dinner 

Friday night, just for the speakers; and the second will be lunch on Saturday for everyone). This is another one that can be handled much later. This team will be: 

IT-We could use help in some areas such as recording, live streaming, using the projector when needed, using Poll Everywhere, etc. I don’t currently have anyone 

listed as being interested in assisting with this side of things. Does anyone want to volunteer to help out with this? 

When it comes to the conference itself, each of you will be expected to assist in the following areas: Set upisignage/decorations; Registration; 

Hosting/transporting panelists/speakers. 

I will get back to you with dates and times for each of these teams to meet after I discuss this with Dr. Weight and Dr. Cooper. 

Again, I may have overlooked some people or given some people too many assignments, so please don’t hesitate to contact me to let me know that you were left 

off somewhere, or you would like to remove one of these responsibilities. No worries either way. I want to make sure everyone is getting the experience they 

want, but I also don’t want to overwhelm anyone. I’d rather have each of you do one or two things well than a bunch of things poorly, so only take on what you feel 

you can handle. Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday 2:13 PM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Debx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Nels Popp <npopp@ilstu.edu> 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu~ @emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Tree Sport Summit 

Thanks ]:or sharing, If you’d like a facufW supervisor for the Conference Program, I’m happy to vokmteer~ I’m also happy to assist Erianne w~th ideas about potential 

speakers, etc. (An ~dea._ once the Hat of top~cs ~s finalized, ~ust share with al~ of our faculty for ~deas!contactsietc.}. 

Th~s is excit~ng~H 

garbi~ra Osborne, J.D. 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Science 

University of North Carolh~a 

CB 8700, Woollen 309 

Chapel H~], NC 27599 

F~m= Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent~ Wednesday,                1:55 PN 
Te~ Osborne, Barbara; Stroman, Deborah L; Nels Popp 
~¢~ Cooper, Coyte 
Subject~ N: True Spo~ Summit 

FYI - 

Update on the conference mad roles of tJae 1 st years. This will be a big undertaking that they roll be involved with extensively, bm it should be mild compared to CSRI 

in years past. If there is an axea you would like to be involved with, you ca~ let know. 
Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Stx~rt Administration 

The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:15 AM 
To: Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Boxill, .]an 

Subject: True Sport Summit 

Hello all, 

Things are now starting to pick up with the planning of the True Sport Summit we will be hosting here in May, and I think there will start to be opportuniti~ 

for each of you to get involved. We will be releasing a Save the Date announcement of the event some time soon, and then we will want to put a lot of effort into 

aggressively promoting the event, and contacting potential speakers/panelists. With this in mind, I have assigned various roles based on the interest each of you 

indicated in our last meeting. Here is what I have so far. If you have any issues with these assignments and would like to change, please let me know. Thanks! 

Promotion/Marketing (Under direction of Dr. Cooper) -This will include updating the website, using social media to spread the word, and most urgently, 

designing a flyer that can be distributed at the NCAA convention next month. This team will be: and anyone else from Dr. 

Cooper’s innovation squad that would like to be involved. 

Content (Under direction of Dr. Weight) -This will include identifying potential panelists for each of our topics of discussion, then contacting these individuals and 

securing 3-4 for panelists for each topic. Would also include getting their bios and pictures for the website and coordinating their travel arrangements. This team 

will be: 

Conference Program -This will consist of designing the conference program to be distributed at the conference. Tim Kelly could be a great resource for this, as he 

did a great job designing last year’s CSRI program. This team will be and anyone from Dr. Cooper’s innovation squad that has the skills and 

interest to assist with this. 

Gift Bags -This will consist of deciding what to include in the gift bags given to our panelists/speakers, as well as for our conference registrants (potentially). This 

is obviously something that is not very urgent and we have some time on, and in fact we haven’t yet decided whether or not we will even do this. But if we do, this 

team will be: 

Meals -Arranging the ordering and organizing the logistics (delivery, set up, etc.) of meals for the conference (most likely will only be two. One will be dinner 

Friday night, just for the speakers; and the second will be lunch on Saturday for everyone). This is another one that can be handled much later. This team will be: 

IT-We could use help in some areas such as recording, live streaming, using the projector when needed, using Poll Everywhere, etc. I don’t currently have anyone 

listed as being interested in assisting with this side of things. Does anyone want to volunteer to help out with this? 

When it comes to the conference itself, each of you will be expected to assist in the following areas: Set up/signage/decorations; Registration; 

Hosting/transporting panelists/speakers. 

I will get back to you with dates and times for each of these teams to meet after I discuss this with Dr. Weight and Dr. Cooper. 

Again, I may have overlooked some people or given some people too many assignments, so please don’t hesitate to contact me to let me know that you were left 

off somewhere, or you would like to remove one of these responsibilities. No worries either way. I want to make sure everyone is getting the experience they 

want, but I also don’t want to overwhelm anyone. I’d rather have each of you do one or two things well than a bunch of things poorly, so only take on what you feel 

you can handle. Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:22 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Weight, EriaJme A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu>; Nels 

Popp <npopp@ilstu.edu> 

Coope~; Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tree Sport Summit 

TRUE SPORT U-Summit details (2).docx 

Professor OsboR)e, 

That would be great! Thank you [:or offering to supervise that. I have a[tached the list o[: topics, whicff~h-~ pretty sure is finalized, so you can start 

brainstorming potential panelists for each~ Thanks for your help! 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:23 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne A.; Stroman, Deborah L; Nels Popp 
l::c: Cooper, Coyte; 
Subject: RE: True Sport Summit 
Thanks for sharing, if you’d like a facuity supervb.~or for the Conference Program, ~’m happy to voh.mteer I’m also happy to assist Erianne w~l:h k~eas about potential 

speakers, etc. (An ~dea._ once the Hat of top~cs ~s [:b~aHzed, just share with sl~ of our fackdty for ~deasicontacts/etc.). 

Th~s is excit~ng~H 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 

Associate Professor 

Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

UniversiW of Nor[h Carolb~a 

CB 8700, Woollen 309 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

F~m~ Weight, Erianne A. 
Sent~ Wednesday,                1:~5 PN 
Te~ Osborne, Barbara; Stroman, Deborah L; Nels Popp 
~ Cooper, Coyte 
SubjeCt~ ~: True Spo~ Summit 

FYI - 

Update on the conference and roles of the I st years. This will be a big undertaking that they will be involved with extensively, but it should be mild compaJced to CSRI 

in years past. If there is an m-ea you would like to be involved with, you ca~ let know. 
Efimme A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistaaat Professor, Sport Administ~ation 

The UniveBib" ofNorfla Caxolina - Chapel Hill 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, ii: 15 AM 
To: Weight, Erianne A.; Cooper, Coyte; Boxill, .]an 

Subject: True Sport Summit 

Hello all, 

Things are now starting to pick up with the planning of the True Sport Summit we will be hosting here in May, and I think there will start to be opportuniti~ 

for each of you to get involved. We will be releasing a Save the Date announcement of the event some time soon, and then we will want to put a lot of effort into 

aggressively promoting the event, and contacting potential speakers/panelists. With this in mind, I have assigned various roles based on the interest each of you 

indicated in our last meeting. Here is what I have so far. If you have any issues with these assignments and would like to change, please let me know. Thanks! 

Promotion/Marketing (Under direction of Dr. Cooper) -This will include updating the website, using social media to spread the word, and most urgently, 

designing a flyer that can be distributed at the NCAA convention next month. This team will be: and anyone else from Dr. 

Cooper’s innovation squad that would like to be involved. 

Content (Under direction of Dr. Weight) -This will include identifying potential panelists for each of our topics of discussion, then contacting these individuals and 

securing 3-4 for panelists for each topic. Would also include getting their bios and pictures for the website and coordinating their travel arrangements. This team 

will be: 

Conference Program -This will consist of designing the conference program to be distributed at the conference. Tim Kelly could be a great resource for this, as he 

did a great job designing last year’s CSRI program. This team will be and anyone from Dr. Cooper’s innovation squad that has the skills and 

interest to assist with this. 

Gift Bags -This will consist of deciding what to include in the gift bags given to our panelists/speakers, as well as for our conference registrants (potentially). This 

is obviously something that is not very urgent and we have some time on, and in fact we haven’t yet decided whether or not we will even do this. But if we do, this 

team will be: 

Meals -Arranging the ordering and organizing the logistics (delivery, set up, etc.) of meals for the conference (most likely will only be two. One will be dinner 

Friday night, just for the speakers; and the second will be lunch on Saturday for everyone). This is another one that can be handled much later. This team will be: 

IT-We could use help in some areas such as recording, live streaming, using the projector when needed, using Poll Everywhere, etc. I don’t currently have anyone 

listed as being interested in assisting with this side of things. Does anyone want to volunteer to help out with this? 

When it comes to the conference itself, each of you will be expected to assist in the following areas: Set up/signage/decorations; Registration; 

Hosting!transporting panelists!speakers. 

I will get back to you with dates and times for each of these teams to meet after I discuss this with Dr. Weight and Dr. Cooper. 

Again, I may have overlooked some people or given some people too many assignments, so please don’t hesitate to contact me to let me know that you were left 

off somewhere, or you would like to remove one of these responsibilities. No worries either way. I want to make sure everyone is getting the experience they 



want, but I also don’t want to overwhelm anyone. I’d rather have each of you do one or two things well than a bunch of things poorly, so only take on what you feel 

you can handle. Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 10:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Sport Analytics 

wow, that’s a lot of options :) 

Will gladly (try!!) to order them in a moment, but first, would it make sense to integrate a UNC logo (or at least the letters "UNC") into it? I feel like it is a strong brand and it 
would be good to leverage it- especially if the conference is called the UNC Sports Analytics Summit 

Director of Basketball Anai~!tics 

BOBCATS :: 

333 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

C 

J Ro~;enfeM~ bobcats.co~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 10:53 PM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld 
Subject: FW: Sport Analytics 

Hi Jason. Your thoughts on the following dra~s? 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

IRB <irb no reply@maJlserv0.isis.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:30 AM 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

~email.unc.edtr~; 

IRB 60 Day Expiration Notice - 

~email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@m~c.edu> 

This automated reminder is being provided as a courtesy. It is your responsibiliF to ensure that IRB approval is renewed before the expiration date. If you have already 

submitted renewal materials and the IRB review is underway, you can ignore this notice. If the expiration date passes before the renewal is fiflly approved, your study 

will slill expire and you roll still receive notice of expiration of IRB approval. 

TO: ¸ 

FROM: Biomedical IRB 

DATE: 

EXPIRATION DATE OF APPROVAL: 

RE: Reminder of Impending Expiration oflRB Approval 

STUDY #: 

STUDY TITLE 

IRB approval tbr the above-ret~renced study will expire on the date listed above. Unless the approval is renewed before this date, all research-related procedures must 

halt, except where doing so wouldjeopa, dize the welthre of the human subjects. Continuing research activities in the absence ofIRB approva] is a violation of federal 

regulations and University policy. 

If you intend to continue the study beyond the current expiration date, please apply for renewal of IRB approval following the link above. PLEASE NOTE: IRB 

applications are now online. Therefore, you should submit your renewal o~fline using the IRBIS system. This will require that you enter all the 
information from your most recently approved paper application into the online application. The online application contains new questions and 

processes. YOU SHOULD ALLOW YOURSELF AND THE IRB MORE TIME THAN YOU HAVE IN THE PAST TO COMPLETE THE 

RENEWAL PROCESS. 

Failure to renew in time may result in grant timding attached to this approval being t?ozen; you should be in contact with the Oltice of Sponsored Research (OSR) if you 

anticipate that IRB approva3 will not be renewed in time. 

Please disregard this notice if you have already submitted your renewal materials. 

CC: 

Deborah Stroman, Exercise and Sport Science 

IRB Informational Message ~ please do not use email REPLY to this address 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 12:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Sport Ana]yfics 

Hey- makes sense, 

As for the Iogos: 

~ fike Ia more than lb. 

2’s are decent, if I had to choose one I’d choose the Carolina blue, which looks like 2b? 

23 and 4 and 7 k)ok a lil:de "old school" I:o me, maybe a b~t: too much so 

~ think 5 looks solid, and modern. 

Not a Ng fan of 6, a bit too s~miDr to Olympics. 

Hard to ~udge th~s l:hough~ Really no right: answer here. What are you guys th~nking? 

~ASON W, ROSENFELD 

Director of ~asketball Anaiytics 

BOBCATS :: 

5~5 East Trade Street 

Chariotte, NC 28202 

i 704,688.8981 

J Rosenfeid(N bobcats.corn 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, December 18, 2013 l:[:00 PM 

To; 3ason Rosenfeld 
Subject-" Re: Sport Analytics 

We need a separate logo first. We are still working with administrators on what part of UNC do we add... UNC, Kenan-Flagler Business School, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, 

etc. ;) 

From: Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Date: Wednesday, December :18, 20:13:10:56 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Sport Analytics 

wow, that’s a lot of options :) 

Will gladly (try!!) to order them in a moment, but first, would it make sense to integrate a UNC logo (or at least the letters "UNC") into it? T feel like it is a strong brand and it 
would be good to leverage it- especially if the conference is called the UNC Sports Analytics Summit 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 

D[reo’_or of Basketball Analytics 

BOBCATS I SI-’(,RI": & r.-~ir.r<r;:,iNMr. NT 

333 East Trade Street 

Chariotte, NC 28202 
T 704~B88.BgB)~ 

C 

)_ E _o__s__e__.’_,_. _f__e_ Ld__ ~ _.b___o___b__c__a__t__s_:_c__?_~_?_. 

From." Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, December 18, 2023 10:53 PM 



To: Jason Rosenfeld 
Subject: FW: Spor~ Analytics 

Hi Jason. Your thoughts on the following dra~s? 

Thanks. 
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Home Hiqher Education Center Newsletters Catalor~s Contact Us 

comprehensive resource available for collegiate athletic administrators. Loaded with 

complex roles in athletic programs of any size. Athletic directors will gain access to more 

our website this holiday season Enter promo code N947 at checkout to 

HK Rewards members regularly receive significant discounts on most 

o I Rewards members will receive additional 10 ~ savings. Act now and combine 

this extra discount with the e-book offer above for maximum savings. 

to receive the extra discount. Not yet a Rewards member? Join now--it’s free! 



Studies in Spot Management encourages submissions that involve, but are not limited to 

grassroots sport, media, ticketing, revenue generation, agencies, and consulting services 

A joint venture of the International Council for Coaching Excellence (ICCE) and American 

technical insights, examples of coaching methods employed around the world, engaging 

If you do not yet subscribe to the Journal of Intercollegiate Sport (JIS) now is the perfect 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 10:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The Black Faculty Staft’Caucus and University Archives 

Hi Dr. StrommL 

I apologize for dropping the ball on meeting with you! 

I understand that now you may be preparing for holiday pimps. However, I would love to meet ruth you sometime after the winter break to discuss the Caucus’ 40th 

anniversaw m~d how University Archives could contribute. 

Happy holidays a~d sage travels if you are traveling’. I look tbrward to hearing t?om you. 

Kind regards, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 12:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

A Tale of Two Bridges: Duke v UCLA at Madison Square Garden 

Newsletter 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the Clips RoundBallSWp. Hope you are well. 
Last night I attended a 0 neutral site 0 men [] s basketball game at Madison Square Garden, 

which immodestly ret~rs to itself as M The Most Famous Arena in the World. [J In the 

basketball sense of that phrase, there race some folks in Kansas, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, 

Kentucky and Durham who might taJ~e issue ruth that claim of ~; greatest, ~] but New York 

swagger is what it is. 

The cuirent Madison Squmce Garden (aka: MSG) is the fourth venue to bear that name, and it 

opened in 1968. However, a three-year renovation (price tag: $1-billion) has recently been 

completed on the 40-plus year old fftructure, so this is (solIa) the.fifth Madison Square 

Garden. 
Amazingly, Madison Squmce Garden sits right in the thick of midtown Manhattan, ruth a 50- 

stoly ski/scraper atop, and [] no kidding [] a bustling Penn Station rail and subway terminus 

below. 

I do not know all the intricacies of neutral site basketball games, but it’s east to piece it all 

together as a win-win-win tbr both sechools and tbr the venue as well. Neither team gets "the 

home court advantage (instead they both get the neutral court advantage), the venue makes 

money and each school (presumably) gets compenmted appropriately. Win-win-win. 
Furthermore, coaches ~md players get the wow lhctor of playing at the I~Gahden. ~; [New 

Yawk dialect here] Metro New York (read: all five boroughs, plus Long Island, Westchestei; 

the top half of New Jersey, the lower one-third of Connecticut and a couple slivers of eastern 

Pennsylvania) residents get to see their alma mater andior favorite team. And []in this 

case []donors quite distant from New York were quite willing to travel to New York City 

during the Christmas season. Aside: my unofficial observation (based on vocals and logoed 

wemmbles) was that Duke fans outnumbered UCLA fans by about 2-to- 1. 

As for the game itself, I will leave the details to the professionals (see a great recap below by 

ESPN [] s Dana O []Neill), but it was obvious to me that this was two games: a first half played 

almost even, and then a second half in M~ich Duke basically slammed the door shut. Final 

score: Duke 80, UCLA 63. It should not have been that bad, and the Bruins will now have an 

m-ihn 2,900-trip home to mull it over. 

As Clips readers know well, your Clips Editor revels in the two hours betbre tip-offto engage 

in schmoozing, and last night did not disappoint. I gor some time in ruth Duke AD Kevin 

White, plus I had a nice extended conversation (facilities, fundmising, team travel, branding, 

uranium enfichtnent, etc.) with Duke Deputy AD Mike Cragg. I also spoke with Chris 

Roberts, the 22-year []Voice of the Bruins. [] Plus snippets with Duke Associate AD Jon 
Jackson and TV guy Dick Vitale. Also, was that Duke President Richard Brodhead I saw in 

the second row sitting next to Kevin White? I was told that Mike Sobb, Jack Winters and Joe 

Manherlz from the Duke athletic stalt’were there, but I did not mn across them. 

At half-time it was more of the same with Dan Guerrero (UCLA AD) and Anne Marie 
Guerrero, plus UCLA Sr. Associate AD Mark Harlan and UCLA Assoc. AD Josh 

Rupprecht. I think UCLA basketball SID Alex Timiraos was there as well, but our paths did 

not cross. Enough name-dropping? 

College basketball is three seasons. November-December is non-cont}rence gmnes; January 

and Febmaxy are conference games and March is coifference playoffs and (for 68 schools) the 

N CAA tournan~ent. 

Last night was the wind-down for Phase One and next month the conference dog fights 

commence. 

A couple of post scripts .... 

A Clips thank-you to All Nudo, who works for Madison Square Garden. She solicitously 

took me on a great tour of the two Chase Bridges [] dangling [] (well, they [] re not really 

[]dangling, [] they are just sort of hanging) from the rafters of MSG. Hard to describe, but like 

notNng else I Mve ever seen. All said that there are no other ~] tk~m the ceiling L; seals in any 

other arena. The only other example I can "think of is the lihte broadcast cubicle that hangs on a 

wall (like a clinging bat) at Cameron Indoor Stadmm. 



Remember \Vhen? Being a native Metro New Yorker, Madison Square Garden was always 

the pinnacle of arena spectating (pro/college basketball, pro hockey, concerts, circuses, the 

Pope ~1 s visits, etc.). For my sixteenth birthday (1967), my parents took my brother and I to 

the old Madison Square Garden tbr anew York Rangers-Boston Bruins hockey game. This 
was a year before the present MSG opened. 

The old Garden (built in 1925) was positively ancient by then, and the seating footprint was 

much steeper and more vertical than today [] s bowl-like arenas. These have gradually rising 

rows that push the uppermost seats not all that tnuch higher than the courV’rink, but quite a 
distance away from the action. Not so at the 1925-vintage Garden. We sat in the second to 

the last row, and we were literally looking down on the tops of the players [] heads. 

There were no helmets in those days (and the NHL had only six teams []trivia [] can you name 

them?) and I remember that because one of the Brains [] brawlers was Reggie Fleming, and he 

had a red-orange shock of unruly hair atop his head. Snre enough, he got in a scuffle and a 

third shade of red (blood) also appeared on his head. Those were the days in the old NHL. Is 

it mnch difl~mnt now? 

Later, in about 1986, I was working for Labatt beer. and I was in Toronto. I walked into the 

old Maple Leaf Garden, and it looked like a carbon coW of the old MSG. not only do they 

not matte them like that any morn, but I don [] t think aW of them me still s~aading. 

Today [] s Chase Bridges (Chase, as in Chase Bank) in the renovated Madison Square Garden 

are a step back in the past in terms of perching very high and very steep, but the amenties are 
vastly superior. 

Have a good Friday. Have a good weekend. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
~’~,,,,’w.twitt e r .co n’J@Collegf eat h Clips 

As mentioned previously, Dana O ~ JNeill~l s account of the game can be found below. For 

now, here[]s a great one-pmagraph description, excerpted from "l?arker nnfazed by New 

York sta~e in leading Duke past UCLA" by David Gardner, SI.com, 12-20 

Eventually, 15, O00 fans filed into the Garden. Among them were Tyson Chandler 

and Tim Harck~way Jr. of the Knicks, 45 NBA scouts, and even Bruce Springsteen, 
whose daughter is a Duke sophomore. The), all had #ca-eta’for UCL4 vs. Duke, 

but what most of them wanted to witness was’ another episode of the Jabari 

Parker show. And Parker delivered again, scoring 23 points and adding 10 

rebounds and six assists to lead the Blue Devils’ to an 80-63 win. 

Parker puts on New York-worthy show 
By Dana O’Neil, ESP?~com, 12-19-13 

NEW YORK - New Yorkers love a good show, and the marquee at venerable Madison 

Square Garden promised a good one Thnrsday -- Duke versns UCLA, two basketball names 

that even the casual fan would recognize. 

New Yorkers, though, aren []t easily impressed, and nmnes alone amn []t enough to lure them 
into the seats on a December night. 

No, the main attraction was the new college basketball sen~tion, the one who has all the skills 

and all the promise of the Gardem ls usual superstar, Carmelo Anthony. 

Jabari Parker is the draw here, there and eve~where he goes. He is a one-man barnstorming 

show, a player who somehow even manages to transcend the attraction that is Duke 

basketball. 

’][’hey were all there to see him -- 15,410 fans, the 45 NBA scouts, Tyson Chandler and Tim 

Hardaway, Jr., even the Boss, Bruce Springsteen, who sat at center court alongside his 
daughter, Jessica, who is a Duke senior. 

Evegr’one wanted a glimpse of Parker. save maybe the gny canl~ing awmnd a teacup dog in a 

sweater and the rest of his displaced West Coast brethren. 

[] He is not afraid of the moment, [] Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski said. 
Indeed, Parker, who somehow was gilled the unnsual genetic cock/all of extraordinary talent 

without even a dose of am~gance, has been "that rarest of athletes, of stars in genera], and a 

person who actaally lives up to his hype. 

Every single night. 

By now Tibetan monks know that this is the Year of the Freshmen, and when they" play, we 

must critique, fawn and debate. 

Them is little to critique and less to debate about Parker. 

The fawning, however, continues. 

In Duke [] s 80-63 win over UCLA, he had 23 points, 10 rebounds and 5 assists. He hit 7 of 

13 of his shots fiom the floor, 4 of 8 from behind the arc, and all five of his free throws. 

The only thing he didn [] t do, people even tried to credit him for. At the end of the game, it 

looked like he met freakishly athletic Zach LaVine at the rim to block a dunk. 

But, of course, Parker came clean. 
llNo, no, not even close, ii he said. ~; It jus~t rimmed ont. ii 



Parker now ha~s nine games of 20-plus points. He ~1 s playedjnst 11 overall. On his "off’ night~ 

he had 19 (against Arizoua) and 15 (against Michigan). 

[11 know we I~ re in New York, but he has a lot of Melo in him, ~1 UCLA coach Steve Alford 

said. ~lHe ~1 s very, very talented. You don ~lt see a lot of guys like him, playing like this 10 or 

11 games into their freshmen yeast. [] 

Parker was asked about the Anthony comparison after the game and he didn [] t deny it. But his 

answer was a nice peek into the quali~ of Parker as both a player and a person. 

[] He [] s dlways about his fundamenta~ [] Parker said. [] He [] s someone who cons~ntly 

works on his craft. [] 

This is a kid who, at 18, is better than many will be before they ~etire, yet only womes about 

getting better. He didn []t care abont the scouts, he said. Didn []t care about the fans, though he 

did like the extremely pro-Duke crowd. 

tte jnst cared about playing his role and getting better on this Thursday night than he was a 

week ago. 

[J He loves to play, ~ Krzyzewski ~id. ~He ~ s a natural. In ditt~rent sports there are people 

who are natural, and he I~ s a natural but he always wants to learn. I~ 

Perhaps mofft astounding is that Parker can be so singula~rly good without being overbearing. 

He is not a one-man wrecking crew~ nor does he have to be. 
Unlike Andrew Wiggins and Julius Randle, who have been burdened by their teammates’ lack 

of performance, Parker has the luxury of raking over a game subtly~ of blending in with other 
capable players. 

Rodney Hood and Quinn Cook each had 14 against UCLA, and even better for the Blne 

Devils, Rasheed S ulaimon emerged from hibernation. The slnmping, dog-house-dwelling guard 

scored eight and gave ont four assists in 18 minutes, the most he [] s seen since a DNP against 

Michigan. 

And unlike Anthony, Parker has a good coach. 

Krzyzewski won this game as much as his players, tweaking both his offense and det~nse at 

halftime to turn what had been a bncket- for-bucket track meet into a Duke walkover. The 

Blue Devils used Amile Jefferson at the high post ~o get easy, open looks and then took away 

the Brains [] transition buckets, slowing down their pace and taking them out of their rhythin. 

[]We can get better obviously, but tonight was really good, [] Krzyzewski said. []The second 

half was really good basketball by us. [] 

The whole game was really good basketball by Parker. 

It [] s what everyone came to see -- and they got what they paid for. 

The scouts, the fans and even the Boss enjoyed a good show. 

Asked if he kilew any Brace Springsteen song,s, Parker smiled, []Nah, he [] s a little before my 

time. [~ 

The Boss knows Parker[Is tane, though. 

And itI~s pretty pitch-pert~ct. 







TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes ate items of particular interest that ate either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 
portion of Clips" sage & sawy subscriber base. el=LASHes are emailed directly to specially 

selected Clips subscribers. This particular renovated MSG eFLASH has been sent to all Clips 
subscribers, plus Kent Howerton, Tony Turin& Joey Ramona& Don Sasso, Mike Gminski, Jay 

Bllas, Jack Ramsey, the memory of Pistol Pete, Rick Mount, Calvin Murphy, Franny Zooey, Too 
Taft Jones, Mike Glenn, Mary Miscikowski, Tom Samele, Gloria Salvatote, Toby Kimball, Dominic 
Perno, Quincy Adams Wagstaff, Tate George, Fran Dunphy, Steve Lavin, the memory of Joe 



Lapchick, Rowdy Roddy Piper, Lionel Rose, Pele, Michael Schumachef; Dominick Dunne, Steve 
Rubbinnacio, Abe Iban, Philip Roth, Herb Caen, Dana O’Neill, Greg Bishop, Pat Forde, Dan 
Wetzel, BJ Schechter, Ben Jay, Nicole Auerbach, Glen Toth, Anne Marie Guerrere, Bill Husak, 
Jethre Tull, Jethre Clampet, Jim Livengood, Stacey Osbum, Brad Wolverton, Lorianne Lamonica, 
Ethel Merman, Grace Slick, Jom~a Kaukonnen, Jose Chepito Areas, Yuri BeregevoL Yufi Gagarin, 
Valerie Brumel, Dick Fosbury, Rollie Massimino, Roger Ayles, Zeppo Marx, All Nudo, Ali Bhutto, 
Muhammed All, Anna Banana, Oscar Bonavena, Nino Benvenuti, George Chuvalo, Wally Schirra, 
Howard Roafke, John Gait, Hank Rearden, Hank Aaren, Juan Fangio, AJ Foyt, Joe Wepner, the 
memory of Manute Bol, Kareem, etc. 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the 
eclectic, thought-prevoking, infonnational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the 
one above), which are award-worthy e-items that range far and wide to delve into the pedphery and 
soft underbelly of our modem day sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the 
passion and emotion so unique to college athletics. 

*To be removed from tiffs mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ives, Timothy <Timothy Ive@meda~nc.edu~ 

Friday, December 20, 2013 12:04 PM 

Faculty Well?are Committee <t~cultywelt?~ce@saJ~ai.unc.edu> 

Planning tbr next yeats work 

Good morning evelyone: 

Before I head out of town, I wanted to send this quick note to you. 

After we get the Facul~~ Handbook outlined, as a group, we discussed 

examining the faculD’ salary eqniD;’retention issnes here at UNC. 

For some prelimina~ reading, I’ve attached below what is happening at 

one of our correstx~nding university systems, the University of 

Wisconsin. This is ba~d uvm a recent article which you may have 

already seen: 

http:i/www, greenbaypressgazette.com/arficle/20131214/GPG0198/312140101/What- W e- Pay- De spite- targeted- r~ ses- UVv~- faculty- pa’~’- continues- laa 

Here is also the Chronicle of Higher Educatioffs tool from the AAUP’s 

Faculty SalaD~ Survey: 

http:/ichronicle.com/article/aaup- snrvey- data- 2013/138309#id 240444 
Type in Chapel Hill to add us to the list for a basic, rough comparison. 

Also, thinking outside of the bo~ there a~ce also some associated 
articles on flexibility that may be related to where we want to go. 

ttere’s one: http:i/chronicle.com/a~AcleiThink-of-It-Professors-Arei138363/ 

Enough for now. Enjoy the holidays ruth a few days away from all things 

acade~nic. 

Tim 

Timothy J. Ives, Pharm.D., M.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, Box 7574 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of Gener~ Medicine and Clinical Epidemiology 

Depaxttnent of Medicine, Box 7110 

The Unive~si~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.6480 

Fax: 919.843.0775 
Pager: 

e-mail: Timothy Ive@med.unc.edu 

This antomatic notification message was sent by Sa£ai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal) from fl~e Facul~, Welfare Committee site. 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at IVly Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Friday                ;12:11 PM 

Tu[~s, Amy Z <atufks@email unc.edt~- 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@email.unc.edtr% Stroman, Debx~rsh L <dslro@unc.edtr"~ 

EXSS    ADD 

Hi Amy, Please add the following students to EXSS 

Thanks. 

1. - Hurricanes - 

2. 

3. 

4. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Spring - 3 credits, 

- UNCAA Marketing 

- UNCAA Academic Advising 

- USA Baseball? 

, UNCAA Communications 

U NCAA Tickets 

Hurricanes/Intrepid 

Hopefully, we won’t have overload issues as I told them to clear their schedules and to check in with Steele. Thanks. 

Explore. Engage, Em[oower, 
EXSS Spo~ Administrat~n~ Lecturer (~.ex~.unc.edu.} 
Frank H~wki~s ~e~a~ In~itute o~ Priwte Enterpr ~, Senior Adv~r (h~i/_L.~,kenan-flag[~_~,_~_~_~_~_rJD~M~) 

9~9,843=033~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com 

Friday, December 20, 2013 2:04 PM 

@yahoo.com; arcarter@hlkn.tamu.edu; arfrancique@hlkn.tamu.edu; bhawk@uga.edu; CaviIJK@tsu.edu; 
crking@wsu.edu; djl@wsu.edu; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com; 
hhinton@nccu.edu; jmcd@illinois.edu;             @yahoo.com; kmjamies@uncg.edu;           ~gmail.com; 
rflowers@emich.edu; ridpath@ohio.edu; rorr@poyners.com;                         @email.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com; tinabwsf@temple.edu; wardell.johnson@eku.edu; Brenda Riemer <briemer@emich.edu>; 
Harry Edwards <          @icloud.com>; Jay Coakley <jcoakley@uccs.edu>; Jeff montez de Oca 
<        ,@gmail.com>; Marita Gilbert <mgilbert@allegheny.edu>; Nameka Bates <            @gmail.com> 

Letter To Southern Illinois 

Dear Colleagues: 

I hope all is well Please see the letter below. I am writing to ask if you will sign on. 

Per a recommendation from one of my mentors I have reduced our list to those scholar activists who are active in our work. 

I hope you will participate in this campaign. 

Updates will be forthcoming in the new year. 

Best 

ELG 

Souti~errl illinois University 

Souti~errl Illinois University 

Carbondal~!, li. 62901-6899 

Dear President r~oshard: 

Good day I am writing on behaif of of the Student-Athletes Human Rights Project (The Project) to express our deep concern about the comments made by your head men’s basketbaii 

coach Mr Barry Henson Mr Hinson’s disparaging remarks towards Southern Illinois University (SIU) men’s basketball student athletes entrusted to him by their parents are 

inexcusabie. The comments are inconsistent wit~ t~e way that a individuai who works in higher education and with young people should behave. 

In Mr Hinson’s press conference he referred to his SIU student-athletes as animais (in need of classical conditioning) compared then them to women and his rant inciuded sexual and 

g~!l: away with this behavior The SIU .~[uderlb.al:hietes must also race opl;onent.~ and opposirlg tans who might us~! these words agains[ them durirlg athie[ic ,’:orlte.~d:s 

We hope you and [he SIU community will take this comments seriousiv and consider a public reprimand, sensitivity training mandate, and/or short-term suspension of coach Hinson. 

Thank yo~ for yo~ time and consideration. 

The Project 

"l[’s like housirlg training a puppy dog .. bad dog.. get on the [readmi~ 

"1 got a b~nch of momma’s boys right now.:’ 

"(Guard) Marcus (F~yaw) was absolutely aw~u~ that’s about as PG-rated as I can say ~t. He was a,Mul O~r guards are 

Comparisons to Women 

"My wife ~ my wife~ ~ can score more than two buckets on 11 shots because I know my wife wiii at least shot fake one time." (Hinson talking about ~s b~g men.) 

SexuaJ ~nuJwndos 

:q:ve been l:e~]ng my wife ~his for years, s~z~ doesn’t mal~er." (Hinson was referring to h~s team’s problems with rebounding.) 

:’There was a snipper in the gym Dk~n’~ you see that? We had guys fa~ng down I would hav~ thought Navy SEAL. Team 6 was out there." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 3:39 PM 

StromaJ~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

RE: Sport Ana]yfics 

~kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Dr. Stroman, 

I don’t know anything about the university policy, but understand that we cannot use UNC text in the logo. 

Here are my top 2: la, 2b. I like these. 

Best, 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Saturday, 3:23 PM 
To; 
Subject-" RE: Sport Analytics 

the w,~r]d o£~mlver~/ty policy, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 
En,9%qe, Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From-" 

Sent; Friday, 5:26 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Sport Analytics 

@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu] 

Dr. Stroman, 

My top 3 are 2a, 3, the original one. (changing the color to Carolina blue) 

I still want the UNC logo somewhere. Also,        idea of "Basketball Analytics Summit" makes sense too. We want the logo strong enough by itself to speak 

about the brand equity, which needs to include the differentiating factors, including basketball and UNC/NC. 

For example, I think the Olympics Iogos have very clear messages - each of them at least has What (Olympics), When (2012), and Where (London). In our case, What 

(Basketball) and Where!Who (UNC!NC) are the most important points that we cannot miss. This is why I think we need to push forward the message of Basketball 

and UNC!NC on the logo. 



i.~.i htt p://3, bp. blogspot com/- 
M Tjisl3 LR Do/UA 19x n htG U I/AAAAAAAAA h Q/M pjQxVz LkJ E/s 1600/OI 
ympic-logc~.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 3:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: ProtEssional Pics 5 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, cg[J 

Endure. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From; @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, 10:44 AM 
To." Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Professional Pics 5 













[~)ken an-flagler.urtc, edu 



From: @live.tmc.edu;, 

Sent: Saturday, 8:16 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: Sport Analytics 

Attacl~: image001 .j pg 

I really like la and 2b :) 

> On at 2:18 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi ~Vhat are your top two picks? Thanks 
> 

> Dr. Stroman 
> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> [~ngage Explore [~mpower. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> [Description: Description: Description: Twitter2]<http://twitter.com/ii!/drstroman> 
> "Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible ot~jections must :first be overcome." 
> ~-~ Samuel Johnson 
> 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTK;E: ’]’his e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential anc~,or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 
> 

> 

> <image001 .jpg> 
> <BAS CompsRound2.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: KI Sport- Marketing 

Dr. Stroman, 

Sorry for my delayed response - I’m out here in 

Logos look good! I like 2B and 7A. I think it’s important to have the actual ball in the logo. 

One question (I’m sure I’ll become more oriented with this when the groups switch): Is there any branding behind it? Right now, those Iogos make it look 

like "Basketball Analytics" is the brand name. Will any Kenan Institute or UNC branding be used? I feel like the power of the Carolina Basketball brand 

would make an impact. 

Hope your break is going well...wishing you and family all the best and happy holidays! 

From: dstro@unc.edu <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 3:17 PM 

Subject: KI Sport - Marketing 

To: Consulting Team Group 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels. I hope you are relaxing and enjoying family and friends. ;) 

If you have a moment, please review the attached draft of logo comps. Please let me know your top 2 drafts. You can send me a note back at 

dstro@unc.edu. 

Note: These drafts are confidential. 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

BAS CompsRound2.pdf 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hiil Messages from the "Kenan Institute Sport" site. To reply to this message ciick this link to 

access Messages for this site: Kenan Institute Sport. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Sunday, 9:41 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Sport Ana]y’dcs 

and 5. 

JASON ~. ROSENFELD 
Di!’ector of Basketball A!~aiytics 

333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 29202 
T 

J Roser~e~d@ bobca ~s.com 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 3:24 PM 
To: .lason Rosenfeld 
Subject: FW: Sport Analytics 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
~g~!e, Explore, Empower, 
9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted ~f all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Saturday, 3:23 PM 

~ubje~t= RE: Spo~ Anal~ics 

d 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En,o’uge, Explore, Empovcem 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted ~f a~l possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 7:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Is Act II of Lenovo-HP rivalry hem?; American Tobacco bridge delayed 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

DECEMBER 26, 2013 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

Is Act II of Lenovo=HP rivalr~ here? 
Whiie Lenovo may have deiivered a royai smack to PC rival HP (NYSE: HPQ) this 

year, its rivalry with the California computer company is far from over. 

IDiec~ss 

American Tobacco Trail bridge delayed - again 
The American Tobacco Trail pedestrian bridge over i-40 in Durham has once again 

been delayed¯ 

Here’s why more baby boomers wRI sell their businesses in 

Business sales saw a big spike in 2013 with an increase of 68 percent from the 

~ N ~ M~g~ ~ie~ previous year- and brokers estimate even more businesses will sell in 2014 

~ ~M~A~t~m~ti~ 
because o, baby beomers retiring.. 

Discuss .................. 

Coasta~ par 3 course wants your ideas 
Business atihe Oak Island Par3 a1 Sunset Harbeur ceurse is slow, and nowk~wn 

officials are collecting ideas for impreving play arid increasing rew~nue. 

Discuss 

......................................................... Read ~rn~n~ EdR~on >> 

~ry real estate investor: Watch out for ’big bubble’ in 2014 

Durham drug developer NephroGenex files for $46M 

Gov. McCrory: Feel fortunate that I did not expand 
Obamacare 

Blue Cross wins round No. 2 against docs 

New car spending may break record in December 

Read Morninq 1Edition >> 

Contact Us 



Cancel Emeil Subscription 

bizjo~.imels cssbme~ se~’,,ice~ bizjo~.imels 120 Y~’ ~,io~ebe.sq S~, C:barlo~e Nor~il ©arolinc-~ 28202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business Journal <replytriangle@bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 9:22 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Did the holidays deliver? 





Email sent by Triangle Business Journal 
’v’=~,~,,. im~i_.’..,~!~. I ~:~H:!!s:;=ii:~ ~i-:’~(i=i~ I U~,i~t~:;~it e 3600 Glenwood Ave, Suite 100 Raleigh, NC, 27612, 

All rights reserved, © Triangle Business Journal                       USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Onliue) 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 11:27 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access CaJceer Coaching Tips: Gift to Employers - Your Employment Scrapbook 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http:flwww.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 

you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http :/t www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reeri 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.comitea mworkimyca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela B~ant) <Bo~antin@ncleg.net> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 4:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

11 th Am~ual tt.D. Pope Holiday Celebration 

Alert from the Office of Senator Bryant 

If you no longer wish to receive i~.lb~"mation fi"om our office, please click here 

Please join us i~ Rocky Mount t?)r the 11~ ~nual Holiday Celebrado~ 
This event: wiII be held on I)ecember 28, 2013 (;:00 p,m, at 

N(mh Carolina Wesleyan (Tol~ege 
)g4()0 N, ~7es~eyan Bird 

Rocky Mount, NC 27801, 
For dckets or more information contact H.D. Pope O~ice a~ 252-4 ~,6-969{5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 10:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday (Night) Update 12-30-13 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the Clips USAirwaysShip. Hope you are well. 

The Infantes had a nice four-day getaway to Scottsdale, and the highlights were family, food, 
golfing, cigars, Sedona, Red Rock Canyon and 4-wheeling. This last took a toll on your Clips 

Editor, and my arms and shoulders roll likely ~ sore lbr a week. 

So now I am tapping away this weekl ~ s collection of executive summarie~ reprints and 

commentaries, and I will send out this update when I return m fire Clips MotherShip (probably 

about llpm ET). 

This is boM season, obviously, and yesterday morning we were in search of brea]d’ast and 

came across a buzz of activi~’ at the Kierland Westin in Scottsdale. This was apl~rently the 

headquarters for Kansas State i:ans, and I saw Fiesta Bowl executive director Robert Shelton 

hobnobbing ruth the Manhattan faithlgl. I had never met Robert Shelton (he was a Clips 

subscriber for several years when he was president of the UniversiF of Arizona), so I started 

towa~l him to say hello, but my mfe deftly hooked my arm and reminded me that ours was a 

personal vacation. Son7 to have missed you Robert. 

That[Is all li~lks. 

][lave a good Tuesday. Have a good week. 

Nick Int~nte 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

www.twitter.com/(~)CdleaeAthClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the articles (below) 
on the website. If you are not logged in you will get a blank white screen. 



About our webs#e: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
w~ev.collegeathledcsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 

n ick~#,, colle,q ea th le ticsclips, corn or 908. 879. 9978 

*To be removed from thJ s mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Change yore subscription 
U[tsubscribe 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 2:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: 10 Tips on How Best to Leave Your Employer 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one=stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http:/Iwww.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 

you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and login: 

http :/z www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reeri 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

Tf you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.comitea mworkimyca reef 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Thursday, JanuaU 2, 2014 7:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: TriEx toils rise; Rex braces l~)r Obamacare; Chesterfield building sold 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 2, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

As of Jan 1, tolls on the Triangle Expressway went up, in accordance with project’s 

bond repayment schedule 

Oiscass 

i ~gwYSr~3#{g How Rex Hospital is bracin~ for the Obamacare wave 
~ O~i~8 R~i~{r{ With the Affordable Care Act officially going into effect on Wednesday, Rex Hospital 

in Raleigh is preparing itself for the influx of newly insured patients it expects to 

receive. 

i S~rd 
Durham’s Cheste~leld Building sells for 
The Cheste~ield building at 701 W Main St. in Durham has been sold to a 

Maryland real estate company 

Four years after restaurant smoking ban, N.C. stats show 
health improvement 
Faur years after u, caniraversial smoking ban went into effec, t in 1he tobaccoJoving 

state af Nadh Carolina, health siafistics have irnpraved 

Discass 

Read Mornin~ Edition >> 

Here are 5 Tdanq!~ ~tar~ps that can helpyou achieve your 
._N._e_~_~:i~_a_._r_’_t__~e_ ~_9!_~ _t.!q~ 

After transformation, Trader Joe’s shopping center sells for 
$34M 

We~ls Fargo: Consumer confidence shoots up heading into 
2014 

D,C, columnist: RTP is ’scrambling to urbanize’ 

Canes’ defenseman Fau~k named to U.S. Olympic team 

See how U.S. retirement policy stacks up against other 
countries 



Contact Us 

Cance~ EmaH Subscription 

bisioum,sls c(istomes se~a, ice, bisioum,sls I ~]0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, North Carolina 2820~]. 

2014 Ai]]ericar~ City Busir~ess Journals, b]c and its licer~so~s All ~igi]ts ieselsled ~-~e material on this sits may aot be 

~eprodeced, distributes, tr.snsPai~ed cached o[ othels,,,ise used; except ,,~’i~il the prio~ w~F~cen pem~,ission of bizioslmals 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tides-bounces@europa.bus.ucf.edu on behalf of 
The Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport. <tides@europa.bus.uc£edu> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 12:00 PM 

tides@europa.bus.ucf.ed u 

[Tides] Richard Lapchick study - Small Progress Throughout Collegiate Athletic Leadership: Assessing Diversity among Campus and 

Conference Leaders for Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) Schools in the 2013-14 Academic Year 

2013 D1 Leadership Report.pdf; ATTO0001.c 

For Im~nediate Release: 

Small Progress Throughout Collegiate Athletic Leadership: 

Assessing DiversiO, among Campus and Co~!ference Leaders 

for Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) Schools in the 2013-14 Academic }2,at 

By Dr. Richard Lapchick 

with De,An Beahm and Jason Robinson 

published January 2, 2014 

Orlando, FL ... Janua~ 2, 2014 The key leadership positions at Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) schools and conferences remain overwhelmingly white and male according to a new study 

released by The Institute for Diversi~ and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at the University of Central Florida This year’s report showed slight increases in the percentage of women and people of 

color in campus leadership positions The largest increase in people of color was in the Athletics Director position, which increased by 2.7 percentage points from 12.5 percent in 2012 to 15.2 

percent in 2013 while people of color holding Faculty Athletics Representative and President positions increased by 0.5 and 1.2 percentage points, respectwely. FBS head football coach was 

the one significant position that showed an increase in the percentage of whites. 

TIDES released Small Progress Throughout Collegiate Athle#c Leadership:: Assessing Diversity among Campus and Confbrence Leaders~br Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) Sc’hools in 

the 2013-14Academic Year. This is a study that examines the race and gender of conference coranaissioners and campus leaders, including college and university presidents, athletics directors 

and facult5’ athletics representatives for all 125 FBS institutions The study also includes head football coaches, assistant coaches and student-athletes for the football teams. Finally, the 

faculty as a whole is examined. 

Richard Lapchick, director of TIDES and principal author of the report, said, "The fact is that 88.8 percent of our presidents are white, 84.8 percent of our athletics directors are white, and 100 

percent of our conference commissioners are white. In those positions, 75.2, 784, and 100 percent are white men, respectively. Overall, whites held 341 (893 percent) of the 382 campus 

leadership positions reported in this study, which is a decrease from 907 percent These disproportionately white percentages do not reflect who is playing on college sport teams or the 

America that we ]~ow. 

"Perhaps the most troubling of all is having 15 head football coaches of color in the 2013 season after several years of progress That was a Now to the recent record of progress which had led 

to 18 head coaches of color in last year’s report." 

Lapchick added, "College sport is sadly behind professional sports with opportunities fi~r women and people of color for the top jobs," Lapchick said 

Seventy-five percent of the presidents are white men as are 78 percent of the athletics director positions at FBS schools. Ninety-four percent nf faculty athletics representauves are white and 32 

percent are women. 

Please note that a ~nopsis offindings is located at the end of this release; i~[brmation is current as q~October 1, 2013. 

Report Itighlights 

* Overall, whites held 89.3 percent of the 382 campus leadership positions. 

* White men held 75.2 percent of the 125 president positions. Bernadette Gray-Little at the Umversity of Kansas and Renu Khator at the University of Houston are the only female African- 

American and Asian presidents, respectively, at FB S schools. 

San Jose State Universi~ are the only male Asian presidents in the FBS. 

White men held 784 percent of the 125 athletic director positions at FBS schools White women held 6.4 percent of the AD positions. The number of athletics directors of color totaled 

19 (15.2 percent). There continues to be no female African-~erican, Latina, Asian or Native American athletics directors at FBS schools. 

Ninety-fore percent of faculty athletics representatives were white and 32 percent were women. There were only three women of color who are FARs. According to the 2011 [PEDSFall 

Staff Survey ofFull-Time Tenured Faculty at Four Year Institutions, 81 percent of facul~" members were white, nine percent were Asian, five percent were African-American and ttnee 
percent were Latino. %vo percent were other or multiple races According to the 2011 data compiled by The Chronicle of[Iigher Education, 47 percent were ~vomen. 

* All 11 FBS conference conm~issioners remain white men. 

* Coaches of color decreased by three to 15 frora 18 in last year’s study. 

* Latino head coaches decreased from two (1.7 percent) in 2012 to one (0.8 percent) in 2013. There were still two Asian/Pacific Islander head coaches. However the percent decreased by 

0.1 percentage points due to the increase in FBS schools. 

*, The percentage of African-American football student-athletes was 54.4 percent for the 2013 season, a 26 percentage point increase from 2012 The percentage of whites was 41.8 

percent, which was a 1 4 percentage point decrease from 2012. 

April Goss, the kicker for Kent State University, was the only female student-athlete on an FBS football team. 



New Life fo~" CCSF 

shutte!in,g City Coiie,ge of San FreI~cisco a~ least 

untii e lawsuit flied by the city attorney goes to trial 

The In and Out List 
,:\ look at the trends, peopie and terms that shaped 

2013, with predictions about [i~e year 1:o come. 

History Jobs Down 7~3% 

Arl:er two years of ,gains, openings drep, and !emem 

fer below iew!l of posi~ior!s before the economic 

downtu m 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordPress.com Upgrades <help@wordpress.com> 

Monday, Janual3’ 6, 2014 12:l0 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> 

[WordPress.com] Domain csbcunc.com roll be auto-renewed 

csbcunc.com is abeut te be automatically’ renewed on Ma,ch 7, 2014. 

If yeu don’t want to renew, you can d~eaMe automatic renewal under ~;t~2£2 ~2~z~ in yeur dashbeard. 

For a I~m~ted time, you can upgrade to WordPress.com Premium for oNy $79.00. This offer ~s va~id until February 20, 2014. 

P~ease rep~y to tMs ema~ with any questions. 



Up!oming Vocus Webinars 
Le~’n How to Ge~ R ~su~s IZrom Native Ads 
With Steve Rube~                               ~ .............................................................................................................................. 

Vocus ~s presenth~g a specia~ webinar flora 

Edelman’s CMef Content Strategist Steve Rubel 
~ Register 

3anuary 8. Jein us ~o understand how ~e depleyI~11 

~a~iw) advertising within a content ecosystem 

~ncludes t~ad~e~a~, soc~a~ and owned med~a. 

Attend and learn how: 

~ M ed~a oaUets envision offerhsg native 

advertising as a~ amplification ~eo~ fo~ 

bra~ds 

~ D eploying sponsored ads ~ an 

ethica~ fashion can build trust. 

~ To ~nteg~ate native ads ~to your 

’ med~a ~c~over~ea~" w~th t~ad~t~onal, 

soc~a~ and owned med~a 

A digita~ thought leade~ fer two decades, S~eve 

a~se offer other anecdotal ~ips fo~ commu~catms 

seek~r~g to be~e~ their game 

Register now fo~ Steve Rube~’s weMr~ar on 

January 8 at 2:00 p.m. BT 

About the Speakers 

~ Steve Rube~ ~s the Chief Ce~tent 8t~ateg~st of Edetman~ the 

I I world’s targest independent pt~b~c relations ~irrn. A raedia, 

I I technology and d~ital cu~tt~re thought 1eader, Steve speaks 

I I 
at events a~ound the wo~1d and has a monthly column in 

I I 
Adve~Us~ng Age. P~io~ to ~ohs~ng Ede~man in 2006, he spent 

I I 
15 years doi~g markethsg communications for torporate, 

nonp~ofit, ~nd sm~I~ and mid-s~zed PR 

NeW Webinar 

Mere than 17 peacent of onI~ne s~es th~s holiday 



From k~,w-enet~y -Blueteoth beacons to Goo~le        ~ 

Glass, 2014 w~] change "[here’s an app fo~ that" 

ex~ert Ken garmosh to ~e;am how to mere beyond 

smartpho~e and tamer ~pp]icat~o~s, be where yeur 

customers ~re v~th cow, text and lecatien, and 

apps that are future-p~oofed. 

About the 

service ~9ency thet helps Mg b~ends and se~ious 

make ~fe be~e~, one ~pp ~t a t~me He ~s a~ O’ReHly author 

a~d the b~ins beMnd mult~)~e c~a~t-topp~g applk;at~ons. 

Ken a~so ~egu]ar~y speaks about the fl~ure ef app~cetiens at 

outlets r~ng~ng from Bloomberg TV to 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela Bryant) <~Bryantin@ncleg.net> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 2:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Various Opportanities -Scholarships - Re-Ent~ Con£ - Dropout Grant - Rural Leader Institute 

ALERT 

From The Office of Sen. Angela Bryant 

If you wish to no longer subscribe to these notices click here. 

Scholarships] Re-Entry Conf.]Dropout Grant] 

Rural Leader institute 

Since its inception, the Golden LEAF Foundation has awarded over $29.9 million to help more than 

10,100 students fioln rural North Carolina attend the state’s colleges and universities. 

Scholarships are avaJlable to students from qualifying counties, who demonstrate financial need, to help 

them attend college at participating North Carolina public or private institutions or community colleges. 

See inlbnnation on the two scholarship programs below: 

(;olde~ LEAF Scholars Program 

Since establishing the scholarship program, Golden LEAF has provided over 3,600 scholarships to help 

North Carolinians attend participating UNC System universities and private colleges and universities in 

N.C. 

Participating institutions include UNC syslem nniversities and NC’s private, nonprofit institutions. Click 

here for the list of participating colleges and universities. 

High school seniors or community college transfer students planning to attend any of the partAcipating 

colleges or universities who reside in a q~lii~’ir~ coanty and demonstrate financial need. Recipients are 
selected based upon multiple factors including grade Ix~int average, financial need, length of residence in 

the county, and the abili~ to commtmicate a commitment to returning to a rural county that is 

economically distressed. 

For students awarded scholarships: 

High school seniors are eligible for a four-year scholarship totaling $12,000 ($3,000 a year over four 

years). 

Community college transfer students are eligible for $3,000 a year for up to 3 years. 

Years of scholarship support are subject to the number of credits transferred and the degree sought, 
among other eligiblity factors. 

Approximately 215 scholarships will be awarded each year. 

Visit CFNC.or_~gpldenleal~ to fill out the application tbrm or call 866-866-CFNC tbr assistance. 

Deadli~e 
March 1, 2014 

Since establishing the scholarship program, Golden LEAF has provided over 6,400 scholarships to help 
No(th Caxolinians attend pa(dcipat~ng communi~ colleges. 

Click here lbr the list of the 2013-2014 North Carolina communiF colleges participating in the Golden 

LEAF Scholarship program. You can only apply for the scholarship if your community college is 



participating in the program. 

Up to $750 per semester, including summer term, is available for curriculum stndents and up to $250 

per semester for students enrolling in occupational programs. Awards can be applied toward tuition, 

fees, books, supplies at the communi~ college where enrolled, transportation, child care expenses 

related to attending classes, and mid-skills credential testing upon course completion. 

Eligibility 
Students attending or planning to attend any of North Carolina’s participalmg communi~ colleges who 

reside in a qualifs"in~ counW and demonstrate financial need are eligible to apply. 

How to apply 
Contact your college’s financial aid office (!_i_!)__k____t£____N____C_’__C__’__(._i~j_~__~:_~_~_e___[?_~i_t__e_~) for more information on how to 

apply and deadlines for your application. 

Dead~i~e 
Each particiNti!ag cdleg~e will set the deadline tbr the scholarship application. Contact your college’s 

financial aid office (!_i__r_~_l_!_N___N____C__’__L_’_~’_}__~Le___b_}_i__t__e_f!) as soon as you plan to enroll to determine application 

deadlines. 

Golden LEAF Scholarship Program - Edna Williams at 919-248-4832 

Golden LEAF Scholarship Program Two Year Colleges - Karen Yerby at 919-807-7100 ext 7107 

If you received a Golden LEAF Scholarship prior to Fall 2011, contact the following with any questions 

about your current ~holarship: 

NC Community College System - Karen Yerby at 919-807-7100 ext 7107 

University of North Carolina System - Edna Williams at 919-248-4632 

North Carolina Independent Colleges and Universities =Colleen Maza at 919-832-,5817 

Updated 12-11-13 

Antioch Builds Community, Inc. (ABC, Inc.) will host the 2014 Faith Re-Entry Conference, 
Creating Partnerships with Local Congregations, on Saturday, January 11,2014 beginning at 
9:00AM at the Alfonso Elder Student Union at North Carolina Central University,1801 Fayetteville 
Road, Durham, NC 27707. 
The Luncheon Speaker will be the Congressman Danny K. Davis, Illinois 7th Congressional 
District of the U.S. House of Representatives and Sponsor of the Second Chance Act. The 
purpose of the Act is to reduce recidivism, increase public safety, and assist states and 
communities to address the growing population of inmates returning to communities. The focus 
has been placed on four areas: jobs, housing, substance abuse/mental health treatment and 
families. To date, the Act has received $200 million in federal funds. 
Registration is $25.00 which includes lunch, conference & materials. Make checks payable to 
Antioch Builds Community, Inc. and mail to 1415 Holloway Street, Attn: 2014 Faith Re-Entry 
Conference. 
Join them to hear about innovative faith based programs to reduce recidivism. 
ABC, Inc. is a community based 501 (c)(3) non-profit organization committed to identifying needs 
in the Durham community and responding with compassion through collaboration, support & 
education. Our vision is to assist in the support of individual lives and work cooperatively to 
improve the quality of our community. 
For more information or to register, visit -w..~..a.~.n..t.L~...c..b~.b...uJLd...s..c...~.~..m..~..m.~.u.~.nJ.ty~.c.~.~.~. 



~s p~ of ~.his i~qtiative. A T& T is launching the Aspire High School Success Initiative (HSSI) request for 
proposal (RFP) in January 20~4. 

million to eligible orga~iza~ons that 

have demo~s~ated success 
supposing and 
traditionally u~derse~,ed studen~ 
s~y i~ schoo~ ~r~ 

oppo~u~ity with organizations 
your community that help students, 
who are ~t risk of dropping ou~ 
succeed. Fu~ @~ta~s 

~.AspireRFP.com. 

open from J~. 2-~7, 

p~oposs~ ~ 2012 

The Rural Center has opened the application process for the 2014 Rural 
Economic Development Institute, the center’s signature program for rural 
leaders. 

More than 900 people, including local government officials, nonprofit leaders, 
business owners and clergy members have participated in the program since 
1989. Through an intensive training regimen, REDI addresses leadership in 
two ways: it provides participants with techniques designed to enhance their 
skills as community leaders, and enhances their knowledge of economic and 
community development strategies. 

REDI will take place April 23-25, May 14-16 and June 11-13 atthe Rural 
Center in Raleigh. Between classes, REDI class members complete homework 
assignments and are given the opportunity to put their skills into action in their 
home communities. Participants are selected through a highly competitive 
process. Tuition is $595, and limited scholarships are available. Applications 

are due Feb. 14, 2014. Learn more here or download the application. 
Questions? Please reply to this email or call: Misty Herget, 
Senior Associate for Leadership Development, (919) 250-4314. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 7, 2014 2:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Small Business Resolutions tbr 2014 

To ensure go:J re:e~ve updates From Docstoc; p~ease add ff!~_~E~!t~9~:£R[!! to yo~:r address book ~ Unsubscdbe 

B ggest Smai{I. giz Goai{s of 
~7i Sm~, ~ ...... Resolutions for Growth and 
..... Efficiency 

Share this news with your friends: 

January is the time when we all plan to resolve the 

problems of the previous year. 

While personal resolutions go by the wayside too 

often, business resolutions are vital to reaching goals 

for a calendar year This year, business owners have 

vowed to achieve several goals, including: 

Increasing their online presence 

Implementing a more flexible work policy 

Going paperless and retiring their office 

printers 

Read on to see how their resolutions stack up to 

yours: 

Click here for more surprising stats >> 

8maii Business 

Holiday 

8hopph%q on 

the Rise 

Top 5 

Contributors to 

Employee 

SatLsfaction 

Balancing Work 

and Life as a 

Small Busir!ess 

Owr!er 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, Janua~ 7, 2014 6:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: How to Come From Behind to Win a Sports Job 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http:flwww.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http :i/www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

[f you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http :!/www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44222. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OAR ofNC <oarofnc@gmaEcom> 

~Tednesday, January 8, 2014 3:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Racial Equity Workshop: Phase I - March 11-12 

Greetings OAR Network! 
The next Phase I Workshop, Foundation.~ in Historical und [nsti~tional Racism, 

has been seheduIed for March ~--~2o 

Racial Equity ~rorkshop Phase I 

United Church of Chapel HIH (8:30-5:15) both days 

Lead trainers: Deena Hayes-Greene a~d S~anne PHl~c~k, 

Racial Equity Institute 
Past participants may come li’ee of charge to all or any part, of the workshop. If 

you plan to come please let Wanda know (whuntev@raeialequi~yinstkute.ovg.) 

Also if you know others who may have h~terest in this workshop please fbrward 

t~e registration inlbrmation to ~hem and encourage ~hem to register as soon as 

possibb. 

Registration inR~ is on our wehsite. See below. Or you ean have folks eon tact 

Wanda. 
Also we are planning a Phase II workshop, StraU’~ies fbr Movingffom Ana~gsis 
to Acdon, fi~r the spring. Mease let us know if you’re interested in attending this 

workshop that huilds on the learnings in Phase I. 

All besL 

Stephanb Perry & Wanda Hunter, Co-ehairs 

Coordinating Committee for Organizing Against Racism 

irlis m, essage ,~,,3s sent to dstro@ul°:c edu fi-om: 

U!;:ted Churci; of Chdst- OAR ;: ~802 [vii. K Pk,ky 20~" ;: {)t~rham, NC 27707 









:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Snodgrass, MarketingProfs <MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 9, 2014 3:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MarketingProfs University: Persuasion 101 

Learn to put the power of persuasion to good use with MarketingProfs University 
and ~22.,t~.1~.C.".~,. + another $50 when you use code PERSUADE by January 16! 

Hi Deborah, 

Are you : 

Wrangling to get buy-in on a new budget? 

Trying to convince your bosses that marketing automation is the way to go? 

Appealing to potential donors to give to your non-profit? 

If you ever find yourself in a position where you need to secure buy-in from an audience 

or bring someone around to your way of thinking (which is, of course, the right way of 

thinking) then MarketingProfs University’s Pr~z~<~:~t 8< P~z~*~ua~:~<~ training course is for 

you. 

Because, just as important as what you say is how you say it. There are undercurrents 

and nuances to every conversation and every audience, and learning to read those is key 

to your ability to deliver the right message--one that resonates. 

Kicking off February 13, £>..~:#:#~R.t...~...~#..~:~£~£~.~!~ contains 7 classes (each 30-40 minutes) 

guaranteed to deliver insight into the psychology of persuasion, motivational techniques, 

and the tools to put them to use. 

~,~£ by January 16 using code PERSLIADE and your PRO Iogin credentials, and pay 

just $307 ($247 if you’re an MPU alum). In addition, you’ll receive 3 bonus months 

added to your MarketingProfs PRO membership. R%ji,,~ts=- no,,~ 

And did we mention that we like happy customers? ]If you’re not satisfied for ANY reason 

within the first 7 days of the course, just let us know and we’ll give you a full refund. 

See you in February, 

~ 
: : Matt Snodgrass 

:: Marketing Manager 

:: MarketingProfs University 

:: Tyv~t This ¢Sourse ~ 



MarketingProfs, LLC ] 4~9 N Larchmont Bird #295 ] Los Angeles, CA 90004 : (86}~ 557-962.~ 



....................................................................................................... ......................................................................................... 
Radiation Revolution 

Sha Chang and Otto Zhou want to 
attack tumors while sparing 
surrounding tissue. 

One day their technology may 
save patients with tumors in the 
hardest to treat places. 

[~i read mo::     ] 

FEATURES &VI D EO 

Evidence 
.AND ~et a job, try Is there a connection 

What messages are     :::::::: majoring in the :::::::: between stress and a 

children’s movies sending humanities, says folklorist mother’s ability to 

about weight? Bill Ferris. breastfeed her baby? 

I E~IEW~ ~NE 1 O MOS~ READ END~VQRS S 

UNC obstetrician Anne Recreating the full Will North Carolina have 

Lyerlyfound outfrom 101 skeleton of a one-of-a- enough water? And how 

women, kindprehistoricreptile, willwekeepitclean? 



~eL Fat 
A new culprit in the case of Calorie counts may not 

... and what it means for I quickening climate get people’s attention, but 

our health. I change, a different number does. . 

. .. I Why kids are so resistant A new kind of school for at- 
~ 

to new foods, and what risk kids, by a professor 

How does it impact the 
I 

parents can do to help 
I who knows how to beat the 

rest of a kid’s education? I them try new things, odds. 

~,o lVIore ~ ..... p c, ....... y not be better 

(.,la ! ses May 
Not be 
Better 

You don’t need 10 
or 12 APs to get 
into UNC. 

SP O T LIG H ~ MO R EINR E SEA R 

~.,’..odem caterpillars feed at 

r~igher temperatures m 

response to cdmate 

change: Over the past 40 

years, caterpillars seem to 

have evolved quickly to 

cope with a hotter and 

more variable climate. 

~U[’iC ~’,~ews ~’,eR, ices) 



This ei-nsii ,,~’ss sent to dstro@unc.edu 

w!~yd£ / 9et fbi,s? unsubscdbe from this list updste subscription preferences 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::    ,,:~. ~<~. , 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: discuss the Israel boycott movement and academic 









From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OAR ofNC <oarofnc@gmail.com> 

Saturday, Janua~ 11, 2014 4:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Lafino Challenges Racial Equi .ty Workshop 

Announcin 
2 Day Latino ChalMnges-RaciM Equity Workshop 

3anuary :~7-~.8, Greensboro, NC 

To register: 

C: UsersHayesDownloadsRE[Latino- RE[- 

workshop_registration_January2014.doc 

Or contact Veronica Hayes at vhayes@racialequityinstitute.org 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, Januao~ 12, 2014 10:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 1-13-14 

Dear Deborah, 

StmdayEveningGreetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

I am pleased to present you with another robust and comprehensive collection of pos~dngs 

about the business of college sports. As always, it is our pleasnre to find, select, t?act-check, 

summarize ancFor reprint thesc items for our busy readers. 

Coming np this week in San Diego is the NCAA convention, and this conld be one of the more 

historic gatherings ever. Tops on the agenda will be discnssions [land likely some 

decisions~agreements as well [] about ce~Iain, ah, accotnmodations that need/should/ought 

to/might be tnade to the biggest of the big to keep the entire NCAA []under one big tent. [] 

Of course, as always, I roll ma£e great efforts to become a Clips [] fly on the waJd [] in the 

banquet rooms where these high-level, top-secrek no-press-allowed [] big tent[] discussions 

will be taking place, and I will hopefully issue scoops to our readers via our signature 

ClipsEyewitnessReports. 

The biggest of the big, of course are the []Big 5, [] or []Power 5, [] or whatever we all 

eventually agree to call them ..... (in alphabetical order): the ACC, Big 12, Big Ten, Pac- 

12 and SEC. 

To say the Big 5 are difl~rent from the other 26 D1 conferences is obvious tbr all to see, and 

whether they shonld be granted separate governance accommodations has been the subject of 

intense debate over the past year. 
I have asked axound ple~W these past few ~nonths, and the consensus an~ong people from big, 

not so big and small conferences is that it is in everyone [] s interest to stay under one tent, and 

that cooler heads ought to prevail to figure out a way to m~ke that happen. It[]ll be tough, but 

doable. 

The convention roll be a week or so in length, and your Clips Editor roll be there on the three 

heaviest days: Wed. Jan. 15, Thur. Jan. 16 and Friday Jan. 17. I have emailed several dozen 

Clips subscribers to ask if they roll be there and [] depending on time of day [] if I migN be aNe 

to buy them a coffee or an adnlt beverage. I was surprised at how many of them roll be indeed 

be in attendance. 

And further, I was flattered that most of them agreed (or replied ruth a definite maybe) to my 

ott~r. I added up my potential financial exposnre and decided to significantly increase the credit 

limit on the ClipsCreditCard. Atter all, I can think of no better way to invest Clips hospitality 

funds than to buy rounds for my valued subscribers. 

After the convention I roll remain in Southern C~lifomia for a few days, visiting ruth my son 

(M~o lives in the Pacific Beach section of San Diego) and then visiting Clips subscribers at 

UCLA, Loyola Mmymount, USC, Cal State Northridge, Big West Conference, UC- 
Riverside, Cal Baptist. Cal Lutheran, Long Beach State, San Diego State, etc. IfI can 

crisscross that labyrinth of highways in SoCal to visit even half of these folks in "avo full days 

then I roll be a happy editor indeed. 

Also, please note that we have included among the pos~dngs below a feature we [] re calling the 

ClipsAmalgam An an~alg~un is a blend or a mixture of things (the word is the shortened 

version of I~amalganmtion U ). As evidenced by the word [1 s meaning, the ClipsAmalgam is a of 

catch-all collection of article~ quotes, pictures, headlines and graphics that were considered as 

postings of their own but did not make the final cnt. 

Check out the ClipsAmalgam today and over those to follow in the next few weeks. Based 

on your clicks and co~nments, this feature will live or die. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. I hope to see/meet Inany of you in San Diego. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 
Follow Clips on Twitter: 

w,’~,w.twitt e r.co m!~.Colle_cze,~t h C!ips 

Reme~nber, you must be log~ed in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. If you a~e not logged in you ~,,il~ get a blan~ ~’hite 



~ NCAA Proposal Would Give New Powers to Biggest Leagues 

mehs~, mars tresly t~: i~elp ~ti~iei.e.’.. ~i~d ’..’Vei,,elt~i% Ci~l~i~ids et Highe: i~d:.leetien. ~ h914 

I~ New NCAA Standards Encoura(l# Academic Shortcuts Last ys,~[the ~’iCAA 

",,,",]e}verb:~n, £:hn:~i%:;le o? Highs! l!duc~t}eli. ~-.~- 14 

About our webs#e: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
~wwv.collegeathleticsctips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 

nick@ co llegea th leticsctips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from tlds maili~g list or chm~ge the email format please use the links below: 

Chmlge yore subscription 
E mu_b.~_,g._b_~ 



Change ~’our subscription 
Unsub~ribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday-, JanuaU 13, 2014 7:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Is Raleigh’s plaiming chief on the move?; LocaJ solm" program expands 

If you are having trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY ’13, 20’14 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

Mitchell Silver, Raleigh’s chief planning and development officer, has been 

identified by "knowledgeable sources" of biewsday as the leading candidate to run 

the biewYork City planning department, 

Controversial solar program expands to Durham 

N.C Solar Center at N.C State University that aims to encou~ge citizens to buy 

solar panels from Iocai instaiiers i.. 

Discuss 
................. 

E~ectric cars in N.C. assessed $100 fee beginning this 
month 
Beginning with regisiratiens due in January, 1he Nerth Catalina Division ef Motor 

Vehicles will assess a $I00 annual fee on all eleciric w~hicies registered m the 

s~ate 
.................. 

Update: President Obama to visit NCSU Wednesday 
Whi{e House o~ficials confirm President Barack Obama will be visiting Nerth 

Carolina 8tare University in Raleigh Wednesday. 

Discuss 

Read Mornin~ Edition >> 

Raleigh named among $9P ~ places for business success in 

Michae~ Jordan’s diploma, personal UNC documents beinq 
auctioned 

Here’s what Charlotte offered to ~ure Boeinq 

ShareFile’s Lipson: Be like Rockefeller 

Is Durham’s BioMerieux charting a big expansion? 

The Startup F’~gry: Accelerators aren’t for everyone 

~B~u~s~t~!~n~g~B~d~N~:~C~;~s~e~s~e~c~n~!~gy~~ record 

......................................................... Read Morning Edition >> 



Cance~ EmaH Subscription 

bisioumsls customes seP,,ice, bisioumsls I~0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, NoRh Carolina 2820~. 

American Cil~>, Business ,Journals, inc. sad its iicenso8 Ali rights reseP,’ed The material on this site may not be 

~eproduced, distributed trsnsmited cached o[ otheP,~,,’ise used except wi~il the prior wd~cen pem;issio~ of biziosm~als 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle Review <chroniclereview@chronicle.com> 

Monday, JanualT 13, 2014 9:16 AM 

chroniclereview@chronicle.com 

This Week: Erez Aiden Contains Multitudes 

THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

Chronicle Review 
Monday, January 13, 2014 

Subscribe to The Chronicle today to get access to premium content and more. 

This Week’s Highlights 

Erez Aid.en C{.. ~ta~.~s M@tktldes 
By Christopher Shea 

A big thinker slaloms between the sciences and the humanities, inspiring both awe and skepticism. 

By Kristen Case 

Epiphanies are hard to measure, but the humanities regularly inspire them. 

By Stanley N. Katz 

Study abroad remains popular, but global thinking is wilting. 

The :Pedagogy (f i\ttitR)~ [] 
By TimoNy Stock 

Learning is sometimes unpleasant. If teaching is too, maybe that’s OK. 

Book Re,dew: Too -%, @e-~Eved ,’\K ~t %%st Sid.U ~ 
By Steve Nnebe~8 

There’s nothing eriti~l in a film scholar’s critical take on a classic musieal’s jump from stage to 

screen. 

New Scl:-~N.aAy Books [] 
Compiled by Nina C. iyoub 

Descriptions of the latest books, divided by category. 

In Views 

By Ric’hard Moser 

The hvo-tiered labor system sends the message that teaching and learning are unworthy activities. 

How Sh.ould Graduate Sob.oN. Change? 
By Leonard Cassuto 

A dean discusses the future of doctoral-education reform. 

By J~fj’rey &Wingo 



Instead of calling MOOCs a failure, combine them with other pioneering ideas to help higher education evolve. 

Sl:~ared Govenm~:~ce, Tenure, a~d. Acade~n~c FPeedo~n A~e -WoPl:~ t~e Trou.Ne 
By PVilliam Pannwacker 

Online learning doesn’t have to be a Faustian bargain. 

From The Conversation, the Review Blog 

It’s tempting to blame our education system for widespread scientific illiteracy, but American culture’s lack of respect for science has let us 

down, writes Arthur L. Caplan. 

Open--Records Requests a ~ d Academ~ c Freedom 
t,avvs intended to add transparenW and openness to government operations have been used as a tactic to harass and silence. What can be 

done? ask Neal H. Hutehens, Jefl>ey C. Sun, and Karen Mikseh. 

Kevin Gotkin, a doctoral s~dent in eommunimtion, muses on writing’s short shri~ in graduate education. 

From Lingua Franca, a Blog About Language and Writing 

B~ame It on t~:~e Sop~:-~ornores 
Allan Metealfexplains why "first-year student" hasn’t managed to obliterate "freshman." 

Summaize Yore" Thesis (O;~e Line) 
On a site where theses and dissertations are reduced to single sentences, Geoff Pullum finds humor, poetw, wnieism, and despair. 

Ilan Stavans muses on a literary character whose name became an adjective. 

1%:-~ Not: Bet:tk~g on I2: 
LuW Ferriss oi~brs the first challenge of 2o14 to the Lingua Franea community: When did we sta~ saying "you bet" ibr "you’re welcome"? 

Recently in the Review 

’NR:~ On~y~ng o£ tl:~e NYRB 
At 5o, the onetime upstart Nero Yor~ Reuiem of Books has become a staid, insular empire of its own. 

For many in media studies, the irritatin~ distractions have become the main attractions. 

An MLA M~story~ Mk, us t..~e Nosta]gi~-~. B 

The convention’s evolution has long been marke8 by struggles over cultural polities, redefinin~ literature and how it should be studied. 

Too Ma.~B~ Tkles ~ 
Scholars can’t possibly keep up with what they’re supposed to read. 

From {~e Are~ive8 

The analysis of hundreds of billions of words in Google Books brings quantitative corpus research into a new phase. 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 



50 ~..hades£ of Mbl:             The ,.£cholat¯ W tK~" ~ Sought" .... Role--~Play on CraigsllsL Is Really SoKy 

~ ~dn~D~nn 
An anonymous professor solicited partners for an interviewer-meets-seareh-eommi~ee-themed ddlianee. The whole ~ing hasn’t panned out 

as expected. 

By Elizabet/~ Ke~nan 

As a married adjunct living in New York City, I have the economic privilege of a 195os housewife. And yet I recognize that things could be so 

much worse. 

Market Crasl:-~ Course IV: iK.fll the Conference Inkerview! 
By Rebecc’a Sch~.trnan 

Scholarly conventions like the MLA are redly two events taking place at the same time--one full of camaraderie, the other a brutal meat 

market. Why don’t we just lop off the unpleasant part? 

Announcements 

The AImau;~c of N[$jher [[da~cat[or~, 2013~4 

The latest Almanac of Higher Education gathers an assortm ent of key data about the most important trends in higher education. It brings readers an in-depth 

analysis of colleges and universities with data on students, professors, administrators, institutions, and their resources...’Nick h~re ~.o g~ ~ ;; ~:o[~’. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Inc. Business Resources <IncBusinessResources@inc.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 2:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

How two compa~ies produced better brand accountability 

"raking Accountability to the Next Leve~ 
For Tasty Catering and VVhen Pigs Fly, two food delivery based businesses, who wanted 

to enhance their customer accountability, they looked to change their mode of 

transportation. By adding Mercedes-Benz Sprinters to their companies’ investment, they 

improved not only customer satisfaction but profits as well. See how both companies were 

able to customize their needs to produce better product accountability, and ultimately 

brand accountability. 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

list@momenmmmedia.com 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 1:01 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Compmay News: Master Lock 

You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail 

from 

Athletic ?danagement or Training & Conditioning. 

Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 

email? 



You are receiving this newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news from 

MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic 

Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscribe, click this link 

To change your email address, click this link 

To forward this newsletter to a friend, click this link 

Be sure to add lists@momentummedia.com to your address book or safe sender 

list so our emails will always get to your inbox! 

Copyright @ 2013 MAG Inc. All rights reserved. 

20 Eastlake Road Ithaca, New York 14850 (607) 257-6970 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Wednesday, JanuaU 15, 2014 7:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Obama’to almotmce new manufacturing institute in North Cm-olina 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY ’15, 20’14 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

Obama to announce new manufacturinq institute in North 
Carolina 
The president’s Raleigh visit brings a big announcement to N.C State University 

today. 

PMnnin.q phase extended for Chapel Hill development on 

The Chapel Hill Town Council voted to extend the pian~ing phase of a mixed-use 

development on U.S. Highway 15-501 

WeRs Fargo CEO cal~s 2013 ’outstandinq year,’ expects 

more growth in ’14 
It’s a clici~e I’m ready to ti~row away (OK, one more tirr, ie): cautiously optimistic. But 

it’s a fifl:ing way to describe the mood o[ execs at Wells Fargo & Co (NYSE: WFC) 

a~er the bank on Tuesday repot... 

Discass 

Triangle Restaurant Week kicks off Monday 
Triangie Restaurant Week, a weekI-Iong event ~eaiuring restaurants in Raleigh, 

Durham. Chapel Hiil and the surrounding area, kicks off Monday and runs through 

Jan 26. 

Discuss 

Ulpdate: Obama w~l~ tour RTP company on Wednesday 

Walmart to sel~ head lice product made by Morrisville 

company 

N.C. State. UNC chanceffors headed to the White House 

Triangle registers large increases in auto sales 

Campbell medical students to train at Harnett Health 

~..N.9...~.~.~...c...a...r...~..!~..n.~!..a.~.n.~..s.~..c.9..m...P.~..a.!...n.~..a...b....~...u...t.~.f.~.!.~.~.~.~ ~ ~_!~__~ ~_E~__~ 9_~_~_~ Y 
the most 

.......................................................... Read Mornin~ Edition >> 



Cance~ EmaH Subscription 

bisioumsls c(istomes seP,,ice, bisioumsls I~:0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, NoRh Carolina 2820~:. 

2014 American City Business Jourr~sis, iac and its licenso=’s All dgi]ts i~esel°,ied H-~e material on this sits may aot be 

~eproduced, distdbLited ti.snsl;~i~ed cached or otheP,~,,’ise used except ,;~’i[il the prio[ ’~’~H~cen pem;issior[ of bizioslmals 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Snodgrass, MarketingProfs <MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 16, 2014 2:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Communications t~-~J ning tbr your entire ovg~ation 

Build stronger communication skills and -~,:~-j.’-.C..~;:t: + another $50 when you use code PERSUADE by January 23! 

Trouble viewing this email? 

Hi Deborah, 

With the hustle and bustle of the holidays, year-end closings, and kicking off 2014, you 

may have missed the launch of our latest MarketingProfs University course: .!:?~.{%~.~..~ 

Geared not only toward marketers, but to anyone whose role puts them in front of an 

audience (regardless of size), this course is ideal for sales staff, entrepreneurs, account 

managers, customer support teams, trainers, HR folks, and others. 

The science behind motivation, why it’s an effective tool, and how it can be used to 

get your audience to care about your message 

How to tailor your presentation to any audience for maximum effect 

The psychology of persuasive messaging techniques and how "thinking like a 

salesperson" will help you deliver a perfect pitch every time 

Some of the most common presentation mistakes, and how to avoid them 

How to build credibility with your audience 

How being boring can be more inspiring than you’d ever imagine 

!~?~ti:{}.~;~!’. by January 23 using code PERSUADE and your PRO Iogin credentials, and pay 
just $307 ($247 if you’re an MPU alum). In addition, you’ll receive 3 bonus months 

I / 

added to your MarketingProfs PRO membership, l~ ~aegist ......... ] 

Feel free to share this email with friends and colleagues in other departments. We’ve got 

~.#?~!?.ig~!..#?!’.i~2~..~:~.~t for groups of three or more, so take advantage of big savings now. And 
with a 100% money-back guarantee, it’s practically a no-brainer! 

See you at the February 13 kickoff class, 



:: Matt Snodgrass 

:: Marketing Manager 

:: MarketingProfs University 

Copyright ~lh 2000-20 4 MarketingProfs LLC All Rights Rese~;ed 

:[~!33.s. under w, hich this service is provided to you 

We protect ~our prwacy All io9os and names are the copydght-S of the respective owners 



Coni~ectCarolina < eoni~ ectm n~lina_~n~b (;~ u nc.e&J > 
’]’hm’sday, Oanuary ]0~ 2o]4 3:z6 PM 

St.romar~, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu> 

ConneetCarolina Ne~,~Iekter for January 1~5, 2(t14 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

CormeckCaro]ina Newsletter ] January 16, 2o14 ] ttappy New Year! 

An important mi]esto~e has been reached as the CormectCaro]ina pnoect 

the Systems I:ntegration Testing (SIT) phase. For the first time, Finance, 

HRiPayro~l and Campus So]udous erwironmeuts are liM~ed for kestiug and 

b~siness o-whets are hands-on in the system, b:.x>:::d 

Wondering how we make sure that 

ConneetCarolffm is fial [y tested and 

tea@ for use? Check out this 

ip.:~::~.~.:;r:.~p~.ic detailing how the system 

will be tested to make sure it ~,~:~rks 

for Carolina. 



257 Days to GooL~ve! 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Creates <CarolinaCreates@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 10:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Creates: TEDxUNC 

iiiiiiii professional .... d ...... itymembersinterestedinattendingthe 

iiiiiiii conferencewitt be abte to fitl out the online registration form for a ticket 

iiiiiiii beginningat12:OOpmonWednesday, J .... ry22nd. Thetinkwi[tbe 

iiiiiiii avaitabteatted ......... Ticket ...... Kygoquicklysothoseinterested 

ilil)il in attending TEDxUNC are encouraged to register for tickets as soon as 

iiiiiiii F .... 
yquesti .... p[ ....... tacttheTEDxUNCOrganizingCommitteeat 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 10:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: "Paying Athletes Won’t Bankrupt College Sports[; 

Newsletter 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the Clips Ba~l~ont Hilton lobby office. 

The highlight of the NCAA convention today was a ve~ interesting 3-hour gathering of about a 
thousand D1 ADs, Sr. Associate ADs, FARs and SWAs in which they hovered at 30,000 feet 

cogitating and ruminating about D1 governance issues. I will report on that in tomorrowI~ s 

riveting and award-worthy Clips Eyewitness Report. 

Their second session tomorrow will taJ~e place much closer to ground level. 

Right now, however, the ongoing work of Clips continues. A little while ago I came across an 

interesting article from Deadspin.com entitled ~No, l ayingAthletes Won’t Bankrupt 

College Sports. [] The ~:rticle is reprinted below word-for-word. To have secured reprint 

approvaJ~ from the folks at Deadspin is definitely a coup. A ClipsCoup. This is the first time I 

have ever gotten reprint pem~ission from DeadspilL and let [] s hope there will be many 

Deadspin reprint permissions to come. 

For those who are unfamiliar with Deadspin, it is a collection of odd, unustml and sometimes 

ridiculous items about events and people in sports. Deadspin [] s s~-le is decidedly and 
consistenlly irreverent, with heaping dollops of cynicism, sarcasm and humor (~metimes 

disguised as ridicule). 

ttere is the Deadspin I ~About Us I~ video (click here~ 

This article was written by one of Deadspin [] s go-to guys, News Editor Ba~ Petcheslcy. In 

about a dozen paragraphs he comes to the conclusion that there is money aplenty to pay 
student-athletes. In fact, his sign-offline is LJSo, yes, tile money is there. The only question 

is: ~71o deserves it?[ J 

ttey, it I~ s one person ~] s opinion, mad it [1 s always good to be exposed to both sides. 

Nick Iat:ante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

www,twitter,co~r~@CollegeAt hClips 

No, Paying Athletes Won’t Bankrupt College Sports 

By Barry Petchesky, Dea&pin, 1-16-14. 12: 22pm ET 

The NCAA’s biggest and most bruited argument against compensating players is that 

athletics programs couktn’t take on the additional burden of player salaries without going 
banki-dpt. The argument has a certaAn appeal to a certain kind of fan, the one who thinks sports 

took a turn for the worse at roughly half-pasl Marvin Miller. It’s olso very. wrong. The money’s 

already there. 

That’s the finding of a repo(t by sport Inanagement professor Dr. Daniel Rascher, filed Monday 

on behalf of the plaintil~ in O’Bannon vs. NCAA; the case is technically only about athlete 

compensation for the use of their likenesses in video games, but in reali ,ty ifs a direct shot at the 

foundational principles of the NCAA. (We’ll have more on the latest filings, which together 

amonnt to a point-by-point rebnttal of every argument commonly made against pay-for-play.) 
Ra,sche~’s study, which is below, notes "that current Division I revenues would be sufficient 

under a pay-ibr-play regime; i~sjust "that right now, without any worklbrce to pay, an eye- 

popping share of the money is instead going to head coaches (to say nothing of assi stants and 



admini~_ra’five s~lt’and plush otfices andjewel-encrusted workout rooms). 

Here’s the data. the percentages of revenue devoted to head coach salaries at 107 top football 

programs and 60 top basketball programs, compaxed with those percentages in the NFL m~d 

NBA. 

(The seasons are the most recent for which complete data could be obtained. But Rascher 

notes that that average college football coach’s sala~ went up 59 percent from 2007 to 2012, 

and the average college basketball coach’s pay rose 112 percent from 2005 to 2012.) 

What do these numbers mean? Most simply, tiffs: If the top NCAA programs paid their 

coaches in line ruth pro coaches ~ not the same amount, but the same percentage of revenue ~il 

would free up tens of millions of dollars that could be used to, say. pay players. 

Even if that doesn’t seem like enougl~, know this: College programs don’t always tell the truth 

about their profits ~ sometimes for innocent reasons; sometimes not. 

In a separate report filed in the case last April (also below), Rascher detailed some of the ways 

athletic programs tweak their balance sheets to show a loss even though they’re actually turning 

a Nce profit. Among those "tricks: 

Not counting donations unless they’re specifically made to that program. 

Not counting mffversi~- bran&d ~nerchandise. 

Not counting a successful program’s effect on applications, enrollment, a~d tuition. 

Undervaluing concessions, proking, aaad team merchaaadise. 

Overvalning the cost of food, tuition, books, and room and board. 

These games aren’t new. A famous 1992 study looked at Western Kentuck~.,’s claim that its 
athletics department was losing $1.5 million a year. By adjusting for WKU’s creative 

accounting practices, the study found that the athletics program was actually turning a profit of 

more than $5 million. 

Rascher told me he believes programs usually aren’t being malicious Maen ti~dging the numbers. 

Because they’re attached to non-profit universities, athletic departments face little pressure to 

show a profit or even to have precise bookkeeping, and "it’s simply titne- consmning to t~?~ and 

parse out true sources of revenues or expenses." 

But there are glaring exceptions. Rascher notes that the athletics department at Texas counts 

among its expenses out-of- state tuition for every single athlete, whether they’re actually fi~om 

out of state or not. That’s more money going from athletics to the school’s bursar than is 

necessao~ ~"an obvious attempt to falsely increase expenses," Rascher says. Why? Smaller 

programs might exaggerate expenses to receive more funding. But, Rascher says, it works the 
other way a~ound too: "Really well-offathletic departments find ways to pay the rest of cmnpus 

so eve~one is fine with them doing their thing." 

In court, the NCAA’s research czax has a~ued that roughly two percent of its member schools 

show a profit in athletics. Aside from a~y creative bookkeeping, that’s a misdirection because it 

includes eveu sport at eve~?~ level. O’Bannon vs. NCAA is only about revenue sports. No one 

is claiming aD-III gymnast should be paid. In this class action, 100 percent of the class is FBS 

football or D- I basketball. 

Take football as an example: 70 percent of the damages claimed focus on the six power 
conferences. An analysis of the 66 football programs in those conferences found that only three 

were in the red; the average program’s profit was $18 million. 

So, yes. the money is there. The only question is: Who deserves it? 





This article has’ been reprinted on Clips with the permis:s’ion ~Deads’t~in.com. 

7’o access the 21-page re~hwted report by sport management proJOssor Dr. Daniel 

Rascher, filedMonday on behalf of the plaintiffs in O’Bannon vs. NC~L~i, click here 

To access this article in its original setting, click here: 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CL PS WEBSITE: www.colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emalled directly to specially setected 

Clips subscribers. This particular Deadspin eFLASH has been sent to all Clips subscribers. 

About our website: CoflegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips el=LASHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be remo’~ed from tt6s mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 



legislative agenda and a ~a~e chance for White 

controversial measure criticizing ~sraeli decisions on 

travel of scholars to the country and the West Bank 

Tracking A~ternat~ve Credentials 
US. Census Bureau’s first-ofqts-k~nd repo~ on the 

25 percen~ (ff adders who hold a nor<-degree 

crederfi:ial could influence policy and how co~e~e 

completion is viewed 

Ath~etes~ Drags and E~ntitlement 

also e×plore athietes’ sense of academic 

Tempered Expectations 
Survey shows academic leaders’ enthusiasm for 

orHine education dipped in 20!3 after interest 

The Thh’d Rail 
Speakers at M LA meeting endorse many reforms of 

















Thanks fix" youx’ membership ia the (ZAA. Members have exclusive 

access to fl:~e digital version of the Review. Watch for yore’ print copy of 

the Review tn fl~e mail, but tmfi] it’s delivered~ the digital edition is here 

ff~ r you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karon Hardy (Sen. Angela Bryant) <Bryantla@ncleg.net> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 6:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Area Job Fair - Enfield, Jan. 21st, at 9:00am 

ALERT 
From The Office of Sen. Angela Bryant 

If you wish to no longer subscribe to these notices click here. 

AREA JOB FAIR- ENFIELD 
Tuesday, Jan. 21, 2014 - 9:00-3:30pm 

Saint Paul Baptist Church 

421 South McDaniel Street 

Enfield, NC 

INFO. JOB SESSIONS 
9:00 Registration 

9:30 Welcome - Sponsors/Hosts 

9:40 NC Works - Tommy McKnight, Division of Workforce Solutions 

10:00 Klausner - Larry Crisafulli, HCC 

10:25 Criminal Records - Rights & Strategies -Atty. Daniel Bowes, NC Justice Center 

10:50 Break 

11:00 Drug Use, Abuse, Prevention, Tratment, Testing -Rev. DannyEllis 

11:20 Hiring by Employment Agencies - Diana Mallory, Holden Temporaries 

11:40 Job Ready, Job Coaching - Taylor Hawkins, Div. of Workforce Solutions 
Gary Middleton, Meherrin River Wood Products 

12:00 Lunch and Networking 

12:30- 3:30 Job Fair 

EMPLOYERS 
Americap 

Care Providers Network II, Inc 
CP TA 

Holden Temporaries 
Klausner 

Lowe’s Distribution 
Perdue Farms 

Reser ’ s Fine Foods 
Other Invitations Pending 



REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE 

ATTIRE & WHAT TO BRING: 
PLEASE be dressed neatly and appropriately. Bring any certificates such as: Human Resource 
Development or Career Readiness Certification. Bring your resume ’. 

EVENT SPONSORS: 
Sen. Angela R. Bryant, NC State Senate 
Rep. Michael Wray, NC House of Representatives 

Division of Workforce Solutions 
Halifax Community College 
Papa Johns 
Roanoke FA/IC 
Halifax FA/IC 

Roanoke Valley Chamber of Commerce 

Save-A-Lot of EnfieM 
Town of EnfieM 
Turning Point Workforce Development Board 

FOR INFOR34A TION: Contact: Frince Williams at 252-53 7-4188 or via email at 

Oqnce.williams@nccommerce. com. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

list@momentummedia.com 

Friday, January 17, 2014 11:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tools of the Trade: Longtime Coach Fired 

Longtime Coach Fired 
Despite a three-decade career with 960 victories, including a 48- 
2 record ~his season, a Texas high school volleyball coach was 
le~ 9o alter disagreements with parerfls. Commen~s accuse him 

From Wins to Dollars 
A look at how George Washington University is using its 
success in men’s basketball io increase Iundraising dollars. 

The Year’s Best 
Twenty-one high school coaches from across the country have 
been selected as 2013 National Coaches of ~he Year by the 

NFHS. ::::::::e::::: :::::: i:::~:e ::i~ ~:: :: ~:~;ii~::~,~r:.:~’. ..... 

Featured~ E-zinc 

Titan Strength Fitness 

Displaying their latest fitness equipment and flooring solutions, the Titan Strength 
Fitness e-catalog is chock full of concise descriptions and vibrant illustrations. 

Offering Student-Athlete Su pport 
The College of Sequoias has launched a pilol program to help 

student-athletes succeed in class. 

Overcoming Disability 
A high school gymnast is thriving, despite having only one hand~ 

Company News 
Pro Videoboards at N8 Pricing Large Iorrna~ video screens 
seen at college and pro stadiums were once only available at 
pricing well above $120,000. Now they can be installed for less 
than $60,000. American Press Box, in padnership with Larnat 
AdvertL<~[n.(, is offedng video scoreboards to small colleges and 
high schools throughout the counb¥ al tales 50 percenl less 
than standard pricing. How are we doing this? By refurbishing 
and certifying Iive to six-yea[-old video billboards. 



Ready for 8aseba~ 
W~th the staff of the cellege baseball season around the comer, 
this video gives a look inside the strength and condNon~ng 
workouts for the UNvers~ty of Georgia’s squad. 

F~orida Passes New PED Ru~es 
The Florida High Scheol Athletic Associafien has passed new 
rules for student~athletes who lest positive for perlormance- 

enhancement drugs. !!!!!!!:!:.:.!i? !i!:i:.:!!!: !!!:!!:’ !!::.::!ii!i::![ii~!:,:: 

Success at Michigan State 
An interview with Michigan State Iootball strength coach Ken 

Mannie, :?:::e:::,::::: i:::i:e ::il i:::: i:!dii::i, ir:/ ..... 

Product Showcase 
Track Facility and IBquipment Get your athletes on ~he right 
track with quality equipmen~ and ~ac~Hty solutions from these 
recegnized manufacturers. 

Referee A treated 
A fermer high schoel basketball referee has been cenvicted ef 

g[oping girls dudng games. ~:~:.:.:~?. ~:]:.~:.:. 

Protecting the Name 
With entrepreneurs selling T-shirts using the words 

"Stronghoms," "Texas Strong" and "UT Strong," the University 
Texas is working hard to pre~ect its right io such terms. 

Delivery From Coac~ 
In an elfe~t to draw mere fans, a Virginia high school ice hockey 
coach is giving tree pizza io students who attend games, i!!:qi:iii!;:i! 

Balanced Body, Inc. 
has provided 

innovation in Pilates 
er~uipment since 
1976. 

BEAM CLAY@ offers !;!;[!d:;:!.:ili. 
regional infield mixes Diamond Pro professional 
blended for every slate groundskeeping produc~s deliver 
and climate from bulk bng-lasflng pedem~ance and quality 
p~a~ts nationwide, while eNsa~c~g the ~ook and fee~ of a 

we~Fmainta~ned fie~d. 

Musco Sporis Lighting has 

been designing and 

manufacluring athletic fiekJ 

lighting systems since 1976, 

The easy way io build 

a mound, natun~l 
mound clay enhanced 
with polymer. 

WissTech Enterprises 

manufactures one of ~he weHd’s 

finest pe~lable beverage 

dispensers, the Hydration 

Station. 

You are receiving tiffs newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-m~fil news fiom MotnentumMedia or one of its publications: Tr~fining & Conditioning, Atifletic 

Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscfibe, click this link 

To change your email address, click this link 



To forward this newsletter to a friend, click this link 

Be ~s~re to add lists@momentummedia, corn to your address book or saJo sender 

list so our emails will always get to your inbox’. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

JeffGibbons <j gibbons@bobcats.com> 

Saturday, Januav 18, 2014 1:11 PM 

Jeff Gibbons <j gibbons@bobcats.corn> 

10th Annual Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair RegiS_ration 

Attention all teachers, advisors & counselors! 

it is that time of year again, as your students begin their searoh for internships, employment and general guidanoe in regards to their oareers, that we are 

pleased to announce the 10th Annual Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair. This event allows for your student body to network with a variety of companies and 

organizations, while also getting the opportunity to meet and learn from their fellow job seekers. 

The Charlotte Boboats career fair will be held on Tuesday, February 11th from l:00prn-4:$0prn at Time Warner Cable Arena. The Charlotte Bobcats will 

also be hosting a 30 minute interview and career information session where they will give advioe and guidance for taking the next step in your career! 

Interview, resume, and conduot tips are just a few of the things you’ll learn about. Then they will have the opportunity to meet and network with oompanies in 

the sports industry, as well as Iooal businesses and organizations. Details on this portion of the Career Fair will come as attendees start to sign up and feel 
free to share what a great opportunity this is for them as they begin their professional careers. 

There is an $18 registration fee that aooompanies this event as we work to bring some of the best companies in the region to our oareer fair. We do our 

best to put on an event that is beneficial for employers, potential employees, and/or internship seekers. The registration fee helps us ensure a high quality 

event for everyone and gives an opportunity for everyone to see firsthand the inner workings of the sports and entertainment industry. 
Not only does the registration grant your students aooess to the oareer fair, but it includes a tioket to that evening’s game against the Dallas Mavericks at 

7:00pro. This will give the participants interested in the sports industry an opportunity to see how an arena is transformed and how many different avenues 

there are to work in our industry. 

There are two (2) ways to register; 
¯ Call & register over the phone direotly with Jeff Gibbons, Acoount Executive with the Boboats. 

¯ Register Online https://oss.ticketmaster.com!html/qouhtml?l=EN&t=bobcats&o=620133&q=1255 at & enter the Special Offer Code: CAREER 

We will also be updating www.bobcat&com!careerfai(, with the latest vendors that will be present and current information on the career fair itself. 

There have been dozens of success stories that have come from the Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair and we are looking forward to hearing the next set of 

positive testimonials. 

Thank you for passing this information along to your students and feel free to call or email me with any questions. 

Best, 

JEFF GIBBONS 
Account Executive, Group Saies 
BOBCATS i ’.~’ORT:::. 
333 East Trade Street 
Chariotte, NC 28202 
T 704.B88.9044 
~- 704.~88.8735 
igibbons@bobcats.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Sunday, JanuaD~ 19, 2014 5:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

18-yr old is youngest UK lawyer in 600 years 

i 
Rappe~ :i:poke 

Remember Qaw’mane Wilson? He is the N-year otd rapper/dancer/fitmmaker in Chicago who is 

accused of kilting his mother for the insurance money, qaw’mane wasn’t an ordinapy Joe in the 

hood. He has thousands of fottowers from a very poputar ontine web series catted "The Nick Story," 

starring Nmsetf. The videos have 8otten over 100,000 [...] 

3*,Year Girl Co*,Capta n of a 
School Basketba[  Team 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins It’s hard enough to be a good athlete and make the team at a competitive 

schoot. But when you are a 13-year otd girt, it’s even harder. Even more, being a girt who gets to 

be the co-captain of a boy’s team pretty much makes you phenomenal Janya Lilty is the [...] 

r~ead More 

::N:: 

A pastor in Alabama has been accused of stabbing his wife to death. Police 

also... 

January 19, 2014 I I.~:£!~}.~.f~ 

By: KPy’stle Crossman Gabrielle Turnquest is a remarkable woman. At the young age of 18 she is the 

youngest qualified barrister in Wares and England. She is atso the youngest person to ever pass the 



Bar exam. At the age of just 17 she got her Graduate Diptoma in Law from the University of Law. 

By David Btoodsaw I guess you can’t win them all ... and it looks like Oprah won’t be up for an Oscar 

as best supporting actress in The Butter. Oprah played Gtoria Gaines the wife of Cecit Gaines who 

was a tong serving btack butter in the White House. The Butter is based on tong time [...] 

~::°acebook Claims that Su A Black 
Film is "Vio[[atin&,~ Commur-dt:y: Standards*’ 

| 
a 

By Dr. Sinclair Grey III The year 2013 was the year for Black firms and artists. Without a doubt, it 

was a year in which Black films and artists made a tremendous impact on the screen. Because of 

their impact, many Black artists were being mentioned for Oscars. In fact, there was a post on [...] 

The First Lady Turns 50 Warning Her Guests to Be Prepared to Dance 

The First Lad:~. Turns 50 Warnin~,~,. Her Guests 
to Be Prepared to Dance 

by Ltku Zetteke First Lady Mtchette Obama turned 50 on Friday, the 17th of January, 2014. The 

birthday bash, though, was planned to be the fo~[owing day. The White House didn’t retease the 

guest ~ist but some of them were caught on camera as they arrived for the event. The first tady 

spent her birthday [...] 

Popular Posts 

of Pc~)_#)) Bottl.es at the 

How to K~ow the Dffferen~:e Between a 

201 #_, Ca~-~ We 

January 19, 2014 I 0 Comments 

BY: John "Hennry" Harris Ftoyd "Aoney" Aayweather has announced his intentions to retire after 

the finn fight of his $200 mi[tion pay-per-view contract with ShowNme. Back in February 2013, 

Nay’weather signed a six-fight, 30 month... 



Januar3, 19, 2014 I 0 Comments 

The quest to be number one has been around since the be81nnin£ of time...no matter what country, 

city or state you come from, whether it be sports (Michaet Jordan vs. Kobe Bryant), potitics 

(Democrat vs .... 

January 19, 2014 I 0 Comments 

The mixed martiat arts (~) promotion Wortd Series of FiBhtin8 (WSOF) put on their 8th event tast 

niBht on NBC Sports in Ftorida. White it was 

What’s Hot on KultureKrit~c.com? 

¯ "Tt:e NAACI-~ AwaI’ds i~on:inai:~d Sho’,,vs with t4o BI.ack C,~st 

Con’..mit 

HW Infect’ion Often Li~:~ked To He4~rt 
Problems 

By David B[oodsaw It appears that patients infected with the AIDS virus are susceptibte to... 

January 19, 2014No Comm~::-;t~.~d Mo:e 

By Dr. Stnctair Grey III Whenever you read about a chitd rosin8 their rife because of neBtect, you 

can’t hetp but feet heartbroken. A chitd fuK of tauBhter... 

You[~ Products And Services 



December 24, 2013 

By Devin Robinson When I first released my book, "Power M.O.V.E.: How to Transition from 

Employee to Employer" I was quickly contacted by a world renown publicist. He had the 

credentials, connections and track record many publicists would pay to have. He said that he read 

my book, toyed iL and would [ike Lo represent me. He said he think ... R~d Mare ,, 

s NJ Governor Refused to Give 
Adequate Sand~{ Relief ~%one~t:_ for Po[itica~ 
Reasons 

I 

by Liku Zetteke When Hurricane Sandy hit the East Coast of the US in October 2012, 80% of the 
City of Hoboken was under water. Reports are now... 

~A[I £4en Are Bad" and Other Lessons 
Women Need to Re,-,think 

j ii.~.iI ’Ali Men Aiw Ssd" snd Oth~r Lessons W~.:men Ne~d to Re-ti~ink 

By: Kp~’sUe Crossman As women we 8row up hearin8 that men only want one thin8 from us. As we 

set older we realize that this is just somethin8 that is... 

Chan~# Your Hea~th and Your Life Withot£ 
The Pressure of We~ht--oLoss 

Weight .L,:~s 

By: KIs’st[e Crossman With the new year comes new year’s resotutions that usually are not kept. 

Think back to a time when you made a resolution and actually fat[owed through... 

boyce s,’,,stkh~s I 23f qtieens s,’,,sy I ca’q!ilh~-~h n? 13031 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

list@momentummedia.com 

Sunday, JanuaO, 19, 2014 8:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tools of the Trade: Longtime Coach Fired 

Longtime Coach Fired 
Despite a three-decade career with 960 victories, including a 48- 
2 record ~his season, a Texas high school volleyball coach was 
le~ 9o alter disagreements with parerfls. Commen~s accuse him 

From Wins to Dollars 
A look at how George Washington University is using its 
success in men’s basketball io increase Iundraising dollars. 

The Year’s Best 
Twenty-one high school coaches from across the country have 
been selected as 2013 National Coaches of ~he Year by the 

NFHS. ::::::::e::::: :::::: i:::~:e ::i~ ~:: :: ~:~;ii~::~,~r:.:~’. ..... 

Featured~ E-zinc 

Titan Strength Fitness 

Displaying their latest fitness equipment and flooring solutions, the Titan Strength 
Fitness e-catalog is chock full of concise descriptions and vibrant illustrations. 

Offering Student-Athlete Su pport 
The College of Sequoias has launched a pilol program to help 

student-athletes succeed in class. 

Overcoming Disability 
A high school gymnast is thriving, despite having only one hand~ 

Company News 
Pro Videoboards at N8 Pricing Large Iorrna~ video screens 
seen at college and pro stadiums were once only available at 
pricing well above $120,000. Now they can be installed for less 
than $60,000. American Press Box, in padnership with Larnat 
AdvertL<~[n.(, is offedng video scoreboards to small colleges and 
high schools throughout the counb¥ al tales 50 percenl less 
than standard pricing. How are we doing this? By refurbishing 
and certifying Iive to six-yea[-old video billboards. 



Ready for 8aseba~ 
W~th the staff of the cellege baseball season around the comer, 
this video gives a look inside the strength and condNon~ng 
workouts for the UNvers~ty of Georgia’s squad. 

F~orida Passes New PED Ru~es 
The Florida High Scheol Athletic Associafien has passed new 
rules for student~athletes who lest positive for perlormance- 

enhancement drugs. !!!!!!!:!:.:.!i? !i!:i:.:!!!: !!!:!!:’ !!::.::!ii!i::![ii~!:,:: 

Success at Michigan State 
An interview with Michigan State Iootball strength coach Ken 

Mannie, :?:::e:::,::::: i:::i:e ::il i:::: i:!dii::i, ir:/ ..... 

Product Showcase 
Track Facility and IBquipment Get your athletes on ~he right 
track with quality equipmen~ and ~ac~Hty solutions from these 
recegnized manufacturers. 

Referee A treated 
A fermer high schoel basketball referee has been cenvicted ef 

g[oping girls dudng games. ~:~:.:.:~?. ~:]:.~:.:. 

Protecting the Name 
With entrepreneurs selling T-shirts using the words 

"Stronghoms," "Texas Strong" and "UT Strong," the University 
Texas is working hard to pre~ect its right io such terms. 

Delivery From Coac~ 
In an elfe~t to draw mere fans, a Virginia high school ice hockey 
coach is giving tree pizza io students who attend games, i!!:qi:iii!;:i! 

Balanced Body, Inc. 
has provided 

innovation in Pilates 
er~uipment since 
1976. 

BEAM CLAY@ offers !;!;[!d:;:!.:ili. 
regional infield mixes Diamond Pro professional 
blended for every slate groundskeeping produc~s deliver 
and climate from bulk bng-lasflng pedem~ance and quality 
p~a~ts nationwide, while eNsa~c~g the ~ook and fee~ of a 

we~Fmainta~ned fie~d. 

Musco Sporis Lighting has 

been designing and 

manufacluring athletic fiekJ 

lighting systems since 1976, 

The easy way io build 

a mound, natun~l 
mound clay enhanced 
with polymer. 

WissTech Enterprises 

manufactures one of ~he weHd’s 

finest pe~lable beverage 

dispensers, the Hydration 

Station. 

You are receiving tiffs newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-m~fil news fiom MotnentumMedia or one of its publications: Tr~fining & Conditioning, Atifletic 

Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscfibe, click this link 

To change your email address, click this link 



To forward this newsletter to a friend, click this link 

Be ~s~re to add lists@momentummedia, corn to your address book or saJo sender 

list so our emails will always get to your inbox’. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Monday, Janua~ 20, 2014 9:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera January 20, 2014 09:08:46 P~] 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Does Bra~A:l Have t]t~e Answer? 

As income ineqna]ib" gets worse Je the IJnited States, it ~s failing in Brazil. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe >> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to t~is email tram NYlimes com. As a member 

the ~RUSTe privacy p~ogBm, we are commi~:ed to piotecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email ~ Privacy Policy I Contac’~ i Advertise 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 9:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

HlV-posilive student may have infected dozens on campus 

Threaten "Physical Act:on" If Campus 
Doesn’t Hear their Demands 

m 

The students at The University of Michigan are standing up to campus administrators on matters 

of diversity and inclusion. According to Mtive.com, the students stood on the steps of Hilt 

Auditorium, giving the university seven days to meet their seven demands on the lack of diversity 

or "physical actions" wit[ be taken. The incident occurred [...] 

January 21, 20141 ]ammentF.’ead 

Klan Flyers Distributed on ~\~%LK HoHda?£Ca~[ 
K:n~;a Per e~t and 

i I:N:: Klan Distribu:e’J MLK Ce.il ’~alver:’: and "Cemmcinist’: II Flyers 

For reasons which aren’t altogether dear, the Ku K[ux Klan is t@n8 to rebrand Rse[f in a last ditch 

effort to prove Rs relevancy. On Monday, which was also the offida[ Martin Luther Kin8 Jr. 

holiday, the KKK distributed flyers in East Texas. The Loyat White Knights, one of the many tribes 

of the KKK, [...] 

No Scrubs: How to Know if Your New 
Has a Future 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins I speak to my daughters regularly about how to choose a good man. Of 

course, their preferences often differ from my own, and I accept that. When one of my girls said 

that she would marry Li[ Wayne, I had to explain that you may not want to chase after a [...] 

Youn:.:,. Handsome~ NW Positive: Co::e%&. 
Student }nfected [?ozens and F:~.med Them 

1 
by Barry Burch Jr. Tettin8 even a singte person about your HIV status may seem unbearabte, but not 

re[tin8 them and ha~n8 Sex with them is not an option; not if you want to keep your freedom. In 

spRe of this truth, peopte infected by HIV are steadlty infecting others. Michaet Johnson, 22, is 

atte8edty [...] 

Weeks 



January 11, 2014 I 0 Comments 

Matcotm Ramsey, who rives in the Lovin£ Care Assisted Livin8 Facitity in Tampa, went throu£h a 

serious finandat chanse over the hotidays. The 55-year otd man, who rarefy 8or visits from 

relatives, was suddenty 8ettins... 

of ~ ~-~co me,, 

January 11, 2014 I 0 Comments 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins In my 12 years at Syracuse University, I a) never 8or a promotion, b) made 

tess money 10 years after I started than I did when I first arrived. At[ of... 

Stud’/. 

Accordin~ to the Chica~o Urban League, the unemployment situation for ~frican American teens 
has ~otten to the point of near hopelessness. The study, released and reported by MyFoxChica~o, 
says that a stunnin~ 92% of all teens in the city of Chica~o are currently unemployed. The study 
cites the steep decline in the number of available [...] 

Popular Posts 



January 9, 2014 I 0 Comments 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins I am not interested in trying to convince anyone to be a saint. I am also not 

trying to present myself as a perfect human being. But, without retting people to... 

Children and Reduce Their Chances Of 

By: Krystte Crossman As parents we want to do everything that we can for our kids to hetp them to 

be successfu[ in life. However there are things that we may be doing that are hindering their 

abitity to become leaders as they grow. We may not know that we are doing these things, but [...] 

Be{ow 3rd Graders and Got Death Threats 

By Yotanda Spivey A woman who was given permission by the University of North Carotina to do 

research on co[tege athletes is now receiving death threats due to the data she co[[ected. In a 

recent interview with CNN, Mary Wi[tingham states that her research reveated that 10 percent of 

the student-athtetes at UNC were reading [...] 

Read 

January 9, 2014 I 0 Comments 



by Vanessa Pasan if success were easy to obtain, everyone on Earth would be successful Nobody 
knows that better than Mr. Tyler Perry himself. Perry is an entrepreneur who is known aK over the 
world... 

~eby 

By: Krystle Crossman Actress Laura L]nney has recently 8]yen birth to her very first ch]td. The 49 

year old actress and her husband Marc Schauer welcomed a baby boy into... 

January 21, 2014N0 ConlmenLRead More 

Not Foo[in~T!yone 

Come On Yos~ re Net 

By Noma[an~a MR[a~[i-Moses A few days a~o~ I posted a Facebook status about the trend that I am 

seein~ with the [a{est shows on te{evision that feature Black women 

Cut and Pull Resistant 

Posted on January 20, 2014 By                        ~2~_/~:, To~ !:toqes 

Reported by Roe, "The (Ree)Iationship Guide" A new company named AR Wear is taMn8 on a very 

proactive, 21st Century approach to tacktin8 the issue of rupe. The company is creatin8 a fine of 

appare[ (e.8. panties, shorts, and workout c[othins) that are cut and pu[[ resistant. The appare[, 

which is so[ety for women at [...] 

................................. 

:::~:: Here Are 3 Reasons Why Cheating Si]ouldn:t Always Be 8 Deal 

E’.reaker 

Posted on January 20, 2014 By 

by Ree, "The (Ree)[ationship Guide" If you rounded up severa[ couples in a room and asked them 

whether or not they want to be cheated on by their significant other, Pd imagine that most of 

them would say no. If you take that same ~roup of couples and asked them whether or not 

infidelity is a [...] 

Leads to ~nstant Arrests 

Nigeria Passes ~ "Jail the Gays" Biii ti~c:t Leads to Ir:st~nt Arres?s 



The United States has been on a wave to support homosexuality, but the rest of the world has not. 

In more conservative parts of the world, the 

K:ds A~e Sno~tin~!~y_ And It’s Causi~-~___ 

[ ~ ~<ids ~’~e And It’s And inPectio~s In Tbeh Noses I 
| 

Causing 

By: Brit[ L Portsmouth Middle School in Rhode Island has been hit with a "widespread phenomenon" 

of midd[e-schooters snortin8 Smarties candy. Although the trend of crushin£ up the_. 

Popular Posts on BlackLifeCoaches. net 

Is Ym.u- Ca:eer Ci~oice ,s, Pe:sona[ity. Mism~stch~’ 

~ i.itt~e Kno’,,m ~~ctors [~=~t ¢ai~ Affect Ym.l:- Ability to Chanq~ Ym.u- 

boyce w~d:kir!s I 23f queeris w~y I oamillus, ny 13031 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 5:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wendy Williams cries ou TV: "My son doesn’t like me" 

It’s one thin~ to disl.ike the president, that’s OK. But when you ~et to the... 

January 21, 2014 I 0..~!~.Lr..2d~.:.’.~ 

January 21, 2014 I 0 Comments 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins Have you ever thought about owning your own business? Some peopte say 

that tatking about it and thinking about it aren’t enough, instead, you’ve got to do something. 

Even the smagest... 

[b.sts CI:~:,,~ t~he’,’~ ©,~,. Not~ Slack",:, 

Yes,_ That’s a Chair She’s S~ittir~ 
Black Woman,. but People are Outrag~d 
abot~t It 

That woman sitting on this "chair" is the EdRor-in-Chief of Garage magazine. The person she is 

sitting on is not real, but rooks that way. But the image has been buzzing around the Internet this 

week, making some wonder exacdy where the limits shoutd exist on "appreciation" for fashion and 

trying to do something different. [...] 

Were the Two Mail--~ Characters ol--~ X--MeI--~ 

by David Mitter If you’ve seen the X-Men series of firms, you know about Professor X and Magneto. 

These are two main characters who want to sotve the same probtem in different ways. Magneto is 

angry at humans for rejecting mutants and wants humans killed so mutants can take over. He leers 

that a [...] 

Wend,i 

Her Son Hates Her 



By Daphne R Tatk Show host Wendy Williams broke into tears in the middle of her Hot Topic segment 

on her show while covering the topic of Madonna ca[ring her son the N-word in a recent tweet. As 

Wendy spoke about the dose retationship between the "Materiat Girl" Madonna and her 13 year otd 

son, [.4 

January 21, 2014 I 0 Comments 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins The recently tetevised tirade and subsequent apotogy by Seattle Seahawks 

cornerback Richard Sherman was brought to my attention by friends who thought I might get a 

kick out of hearing a... 

i i:~i: Seyence s "Drunk In Love’: 8an!~ed Fro F’~omotin9 Dm~es~ic ’,.’qelence 

~;tyonce~s ~Drunk in Love~ Banned For 

By April Taytor There has been a tot of hype surrounding the release of Beyonce’s latest atbum, and 

there now seems to be controversy brewing regarding one of the tracks on the album, "Drunk In 

Love." Mad News UK has reported that a British internet radio station, BANG Radio, has censored 

a verse on the [...] 

Fox News Host Says B~ack ~ten Would Get 

?~ u d--~ Weed 

By Barry Butch Jr. Comments made by Martha MacCa[lum, a Fox News host, with regard to how to 

solve the high minority arrest rate, are traveting around fast. According to her, art minorities need 

to do is cut back on the pot. If it could at[ be so simpte. On Monday MacCagum presented a sotution 

[.4 
January 21, 201414o O:;mrqentP.::’~d 

NC NAACP President CalB GOP Senator 

i~i NC i’ii~\C:P Presiden~ Calls GOF’ SenstmTim Scott a ’Ventdloquis~ Dunl 

North Carolina NAACP President Rev. William Barber has made a name for himself by challenging 

income inequality in his state and putting together the foundation for an actual movement. But he 

has also ruffled a few feathers this week after catting Senator Tim Scott, South Carolina’s Mack 

Republican U.S. Senator, a ’ventriloquist dummy.’ ’% ventriloquist [...] 

January 21, 2014N0 CenlmeqtRfs~d More 

Shot Dead Duriny A Game 

Sues Schoci %",,stem A~t,---r Sc.r~ Shot De~;..’.’ During A Game 



By Britt L Almost a year after the fatal shooting of 1 7-year-old Tyrone Lawson, a lawsuit has been 

fired against the Chicago Pubtic Schoot System and higher [earning institution Chicago State 

University. Pameta Wright Young, mother of the [ate Morgan Park High Schoot student, fired the 

lawsuit Thursday, citing that both CSU and CPS did not adequately secure the January 16 [...] 

January 21, 2014No ConlmemRe~d More 

i.~.i m icile, ileoba m a.d~m k pie2 

Dunk Photobomb 

January 21, 2014 I 0 Comments 

BY: John "Hennry" Harris For the second year in a row, the NBA World Champion Miami Heat 

visited the White House, for what proved to be, at [east in my eyes, the most entertaining yet 

Room Cal~ed "Calm Down Room~ 

By Yotanda Spivey A charter school [ocated in Washington Heights, New York is coming under great 

scrutiny for the way they choose to discipline children who misbehave. KIPP Star Washington 

Heights Elementary Schoot is being accused of detaining two young boys in a room that is so smart, 

that it’s been described as a sma[[ [...] 

CM~dren and Reduce Their Chances Of 
Becomin~2,_ Leaders 

By: Kryst[e Crossman Parent genera[ty want to do everything that they can for their kids to help 

them to be successfut in life. However there are things that they may be doing that are hindering 



their chitdren’s ability to become readers as they 8row. We may not know that we are doin8 these 

thinss, but [...] 

Read Mora 

For reasons which aren’t a[tosether dear, the Ku K[ux Klan is tryin8 to rebrand itself in a last ditch 

effort to prove its relevancy. On Monday, which was also the official Martin Luther Kin8 Jr. 

holiday, the KKK distributed flyers in East Texas. The Loyal White Knishts, one of the many tribes 

of the KKK, [...] 

Dead 

A trasedy has unfolded at Purdue University this mornin8. It appears that details are stilt 

deve[opins, but at [east one person is dead and one arrested after... 

January 21, 2014N0 Conlme~RRead More 

~T@e Dealer Busted with S1 oSB,~ in Cocaine 
for Ta~kin~.~ on H]s Celt While Driving 

Dope Talk~n£~ 

by Liku Ze[[eke What was supposed to be a routine traffic stop has netted a haul of cocaine worth 

a reported street vatue of 51.3 million. The driver... 

p=-e Weddb9 Necess3ry? 

By: K~sL[e Crossman The stale of Colorado is Lryin8 Lo add another thin8 Lo the weddin8 checklist 

for couples. The Cotorado Aarriase Education Act is puLdn8 in a ba[[o~ [haL.. 

January 21, 20141 CommentRead ~,~e~e 

Gave Birth To Her First Baby 

By: Krystte Crossman Actress Laura Linney has recently 8iven birth to her very first chitd. The 49 
year old actress and her husband/4arc Schauer welcomed a baby boy into... 

boyce ~,,,.~tkins ] 2Bf qde~mJ ~,,,.~y ] .,’: ~r us, r y 13031 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 7:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching: Was Walt Disney Really a Gender Bigot Employer 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one=stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWorkiMyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter, 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http:/!www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, JanuaU 22, 2014 7:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Apex mayor resigns; Argos ~ts IPO price 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 22, 20t4 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

Reports; Ajpexmayor resigns for new iob he won’t disclose 
Apex Mayor Keith Weatherly resigned on Tuesday evening during a council 

meeting, telling both WRAL and ABC-I i his new job is not compatible with him 

being mayor, but declining to say what it is. 

Discuss 

Argos sets lPO price at $13 to $15 per share 
Argos Therapeutics priced its shares at between $13 and $i5 for the initial public 

offering in which it hopes to raise $69 million. 

~.~.~.~ 

David Cooke passed over for Dallas city manager’s job 
Former Wake County manager David Cooke, a finalist for the job of city manager in 

Dallas, has been passed over in favor of an internai candidate 

~.!~ ~.~.~ 

~ ABB 

Launch Chape~ Hffl ’graduates’ 3 companies, welcomes 7 
more 
Launch Chapel I-4iii a five.-menth accek~rater 1hat .,darted suppe!ting early-stage 

Discass 

Read ~ornin~ Edition >> 

The Trianfl~e’s most expensive home sales of 2013 
(SLIDESHOW) 

Hickory Tavern now open in Carrboro 

ABB expanding at Centennial Campus 

Taco Mac part of retail foursome opening soon at Car¥ 
shopping center 

Ca.ry doctor group takes aim at big boys with new office 

Target’s network was ’astonishin9ly ojpen~," report says 

.O__.r_gan zat on of Women in Internationa~ Trade creates 
_T___r_La___n__g_[_e_____c__#___aj#__t__e__[ 

OUt ook shows 

Buffett backs $1 billion prize to the NCAA fan with 
bracket 

TODAYS ~RNiNe 

E#i~iON Read Mornin~ 1Edition >> 



Contact Us 

Cancel Email Subscription 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info~yourblackworld.com> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 10:52 AIVI 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Pastor gave I{IV to congregators; Oliver Stoue drops MLK project 

devi~ was ir~ rise kids" 

by Barry Burch Jr. Police believe Monifa 5anford and Zakieya Latrice Avery are 

responsible for the... 

January 22, 2014 I 2 Comme:~ts 

of the World’s Wealth 

By David Bloodsaw The 85 richest people on the planet have the same wealth as a cumulative 50% of 

the planets’ poor. In other words, 85 people have as much money as half of ag the poor people in 

the world combined. A[jazeera America reports that the elite have rigged policy and laws that 

keeps [...] 

January 22, 2014 I 0 Comments 

If you don’t believe that economic inequality is real or think that Dr. Martin Luther King’s vision 

has been realized, get this: The wealth of the richest 400 Americans exceeds the entire net worth 

Pastor Lied About H~s HIV~pread it And is 

by Barry Butch Jr. A man from Stone Mountain was convicted by a Ctayton County jury on Tuesday 

for knowingly exposing a woman to HIV, as reported by The Atlanta Journal-Constitution. The 

court room was fu[[ and everyone seemed to be in utter anticipation. Craig Lamar Davis, 43, sat 

sti[[, awaiting his judicial fate. It wou[d [...] 

It’s one thing to dis[ike the president, that’s OK. But when you get to the... 

Janua~ 21, 2014 I 30 Commests 



By Gre8 B. Oliver Stone who has made several blockbuster films, inctudina; JFK, Platoon, Born on 

the Fourth of July, and Nixon is no stranaer to controversial biopics.However it appears that 

Stone has had a chanae of heart when it comes to producin8 the film about the tile of Dr. Martin 

Luther Kina, Jr. [...] 

January 22, 2014~4o Camme~t~ead 

D~’o Boyce; Black Students Protest the Univo 
of ~icBi£~£--ffs Cotton C~ub ~enta~it~ 

By Dr. Boyce Watkins The Mack students at The University of/~ichiaan are in the fiaht of their 

lives. They are demandin8 that the university end a [on£ reian of rada[ discrimination by at[owin8 

more African American students, hirin8 more black faculty members and attowin8 for a more diverse 

tearnin8 experience. The students are speakin~ [...] 

January 21, 2014~e CommemRe~d 

~ipeak Like A Champion 

January 20, 2014 

By Kristie Kennedy Do you ever wonder how it would feel to speak your personal messaae to the 

masses? If you had the opportunity to stand before a [arae audience what powerful tile lesson would 

you share? Have you secretly desired to use your voice to make a difference in the minds of 

others? What is hardin8 you back from unteashin8 ... £~.sd ~4o=e ~ 

Test~9 

By: Dr. Samori Swyaert WARNING- Behind the curtains and beneath the veneer of dru8 testin8 

welfare recipients ties a deeper ulterior motive./,&any people are either ianorina, or plain unaware 

of a revenue 8eneradn8 scheme conjured by corporate America. Capitalists wilt make Windfall 

profits from the passaae of Drub Tesdn8 [e81s[ation bein8 ushered in. This wilt have a direct [...] 

January 2% 2014No Commen[Re~.J More .......................................... 

Man Climbs A Fence~ Chases Down A Man 
’. 

! II 

by Barry Burch Jr. A 21 -year-old man was shot and kt[[ed last Thursday in Orlando, while attempdn£ 

to exit a man’s yard. Thouah the youn8 man did not appear to be stea[in8 from or threatenin8 

anyone, accordin~ to witnesses, Claudius Smith (pictured left) was stilt under the impression that 

he was a buratar. He proceeded [...] 

January 21, 2014~L~2~.~}~.~[.~:~.~~ 

Home Mana£#sment Tips For Busy_ Morns and 
Su~tested Cho~’es For" Kids 

By: Krystte Crossman Salty Ctarkson is a mother that home-schools her children. She describes bein8 



up in the morning and ready to go with their [essons ati ptanned out for the day and then she 

notices the disarray in her home. This happens to the best of mothers; sometimes there is just no 

time to [...] 

Read 

Room C~-:~Hed "Ca[~m Down Room~ 

By Yotanda Spivey A charter school tocated in Washington Heights, New York is coming under great 

scrutiny for the way they choose to discipline children who misbehave. KIPP Star Washington 

Heights Elementary Schoot is being accused of detaining two young boys in a room that is so smart, 

that it’s been described as a small [...] 

Social ~ed~a Posts of Dr~ Who Varnished Are 
Published for All the WoHd to See 

Dr. Teleka Patrick of Katamazoo, t~l disappeared without a trace and even though authorities have 

reached out to the pubtic, they stilt don’t seem any ctoser to finding Dr. Patrick than they were on 

the night she went missing. This has caused many who are investigating her disappearance to turn 

to socia[ media for dues [...] 

Posted on January 22, 2014 By 

by Patrice Daniel~e As we continue to see the number of single-parent homes sky rocket in the 

African American community, we are also affected in the dating arena. It is a rare chance that you 

run across someone nowadays who does not have children from a previous relationship. People with 

children should not automaticaUy be [...] 

/~an to Another Woman 

Posted on January 21, 2014 By ~[~?’)~m~.~on~.hi~ Gu!de [’~tin~ [’~ily_, ]_~dt£~[2 

by Ree, "The (Ree)tationship Guide" This week, I wrote an articte titted "Here Are 3 Reasons Why 

Cheating Shouldn’t Always Be a Dear Breaker." As I expected, I received a number of complaints 

from a stew of women about the nature of the article, which led them to question my integrity as a 

female writer. [...] 



Fianc(~-~ ~Act Like Brother and Sistel°~ 

Posted on January 21, 2014 By 

Reported by Ree, "The (Ree)tationship Guide" When people describe a couple’s interaction, they’ll 

8enera[ty say "they fisht like cats and dose" or "they’re inseparable like siamese twins." I t’s very 

rare that a couple wilt be described as sibtinss. In a recent appearance on "Bethenny," 

sinser/actress Christina Mitian talked weddin8 plans and love with the talk [...] 

Shelter Tie the Knot 

The recession has disrupted the lives of a 8real many Americans, but for one special couple, there 

was at least a silver [inin8 at the end of their stru88te. Ressurrection Graves, an entrepreneur, 

ended up at a homeless shelter after thin£s took a turn for the worse, but that’s also where she 

met her husband, [...] 

G@n9 

By Barry Burch Jr. For many, what it feels like to live with AIDS is a mystery. Oprah a[on£ with her 

viewers realized this truth 25 years a£o as they listened to the story of one of the show’s most 

memorable 8uests. The 11 -year-otd-sirt named Hydeia Broadbent, with her thick braids, hoop nose 

tin8 and [...] 

Than Those Who Have K~ds 

By: Kryst[e Crossman Most parents will say that their lives are fuller and happier with their children 

in them and they couldn’t imasine a better life. However a new study... 

Colo,’ado Wants To Fo~ce Pre-~Weddit-~.’L 
Classes Before Ma~ria~£~:_#_ .-, Is This Necessary~ 

[i£i Coio[ado Wants TO Farce Classes Eetole is This 
I 

Msnia,ge N ecess8 p~,? 

By: Kryst[e Crossman The state of Colorado is tryin8 to add another thin8 to the weddin8 checklist 

for couples. The Colorado Aarria£e Education Act is putdn£ in a ballot that... 

and Reduce Their Chances Of 
Becom-in~_ Leaders 



By: KI3’st[e Crossman Parent generatty want to do everything that they can for their kids to help 

them to be successful in tile. However there are things that they may be doing that are hindering 

their chitdren’s abitity to become readers as they grow. We may not know that we are doing these 

things, but [,,,] 

~e~d ~ere 

boyce wal:gk!s I 23..’- qi;eeris way I camillus, ny 13031 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 2:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

10 Innovations to Trm~stbnn Business 

Small Businesses 

That ’Wit: Change B-  s:ness 
The Future of Small Business 

Every now and then, innovations come along that stop 

people in their tracks In the digital age, these 

innovations often fade away as quickly as they come 

to light. 

But some new technologies stick and change the way 

we live our lives and conduct business Today, we 

highlight 10 that promise to do just that, including: 

3-D Printing 

Holographic Telepresence 

Net Neutrality 

Read on to see the rest of the list: 

Share this news with your friends: 

here for more surprising stats >> 

Stats Show 
Gender Gap in 

the Decline 

The Top Small 

Business blew 

Resolutions of 

2014 

Small Business 

Hoiiday 

Shopping on 

~he Rise 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vdme s.com> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 9:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 axticles) 

Charles Blow ,January 22, 2014 09:~9:22 P~I 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Reading Books Is Fundam¢~nta| 

I enj oy socia~ m edia, but there is n o intellectual eguiva~ent to al~owi~g on eself 

the time and space to get lost in another petson’s mind. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



Matt S~od~.ras~, Mark<~thCgProl~s <Markefi~gPr~lg(~.n¢arl.:ctmgp~ofs.com~ 

Ttmrsday, ,lam~a~5~ 21~, 2014 4:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah I,-~dstro@~mc.edt¢> 

Plus, ?.~’:{~.)}.~[]~,. ~- another $50 (more if yo~’re an MPU Alum) when ’fou use code 

Ever had to sit through a dull meeting? Or a lackk.lster 

presentation from a bodng speaker? ~f so, you know ~t’s tedious 

~Nether ~t’s a sNes p~tch, a marketing presenNt~on, or a 

company announ~ment, ensure you’re never ~umped ~nto the 

"dul~ and boring" categotN w~th our new course, Present & 

log the ~mpo rta nce of yo u r messag e, t he 

IPoweE o~ persuasive messaging [echniques, 

F e build crediM~ity wN~ your audience, and 

Jmore~ 

Pk~s, out r~s~-free, money-back guarantee mea~s ~hat ~f you’re 

not satisfied for any reason witMn the first seven days of the course, 

we’ll give you a ful~ refund~no questions asked, 

.~i~.~!~¢i.r by January 30 us~t~g code P~RSUA~ and your PRO ~og~n 

addition, you’ll receive 3 bonus mm~ths added to your Mmke[k~gP~ofs 

PRO membersMp .... ................... ; ...................... 

See you there~ 

~ 
:: Nail Snodgrass 

Narketin~ Nanager 

Ha~ketJngP~ofs University 

Tweet TS~s Course ~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 6:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips Update: 1-24-14 

Dear Deborah, 

G:eetings from the MotherShip. Yes, the real MotherShip, the one in a bunker several 

hundred feet under the W 40 ~ 47 [] N74 [] 18 ~ cooNinates haJfway between Nyack NY 

and Lawrenceville NJ. 

After attending three days of the NCAA convention in Sm~ Diego, weekending in the Pacific 

Beach section ofSD, criss-crossing the greater LA axea to visit with several Clips subscribers, 

and then enduring a 14-hour ordeal back to the east coast I have finally made it back to the 

cozy environs of the MotherShip. 

Below is a rare Thursday evening Clips Update (due to the ambitious activities described 

above). In addition, tomorrow I hope to put the finishing touches on re:other riveting, award- 
worthy Clips RoadT~ipReport which roll be likely entitled ~The Rest of the Road Trip, [] 

wherein I roll wow Clips readers about my visits to schools and conferences in the LA area, as 

well as other logistical oddities. 

Have a good Friday. Have a good weekend. 

Nick Inthnte 

Clips Editor 
Follow Clips on Twitter: 

v¢.vw.twitter.con’J@CollegfeA.t hClips 

Remember, you must be logged in w~th yot~r t~sername ~nd password to view the 

arlicles (be|ow) on the website. If you are not logged in you will get a blank white 

screen. 

"Jifferei~t i!~ the [:.:t~:~e By Nick i!~faq~e. ¢:iips .’2"Ji~or !. 15-14 



~ NCAA varies on def~nin~ amateurism a~d iflnores secret payments 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Arctiives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
~4~v.collegeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nickCi~,collegeathleticsclips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from this maili~g list or cha::ge the email format please use the links below: 

Chaltge yore subscription 

Unsnbscfibe 

Change ,your subscription 
Unsubscribe 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, Janua~- 24, 2014 7:31 AIVl 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: NCSU manufacturing re.arch hub confronts lhture chaJlenges 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 24, 2014 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

NCSU manufacturinq research hub confronts future 
challenges 
A sizable chunk of a newly announced $140 million conso~ium’s funding will go 

toward academics, such as a new clean-tech focused graduate degree program at 

Noah Carolina State University, 

Discuss 

N.C. regulators to explore discount power rates for 
industria~ customers 

........................................................... bi.C. regulators have opened new proceedings on proposals that were shot down 

this summer far special rates for large industrial custamers af Duke Energy Corp. 

~.[~.~.~ 

3 Triangle bars named among best in the South 
Ti~e Triangia is weii represanted en Seuti~ern I_iving’s "100 Best Bars of the 8auth," 

taking three spots en the list. 

Discuss 

Pittsboro’s Orchid Gaffery blossoms throuqh the recession 
Ti~e rrlare you kill, the better you get 

Discuss 

NCSU names interim head for manufacturing research hub 

With IBM buy, is Lenovo purchasing a sinking ship? 

Lenovo’s Parker: IBM server buy transMtes to more Triangle 
jobs 

N.C. pension investiqator ’disturbed’ by fund’s audit 
practices 

’Treasurer’s Eleven’ holds first meetinq to review pension 
governance structure 

HQ Raleigh partners with local coffee company 

~-n~c~e~g~a~L~F~e~r~r~Ln~g~t~n~U~m-s~t~~E~h~‘~J~!~ 

Read Mornin~ Edition >> 



Contact Us 

Cancel Email Subscription 

Te uf~subscdbe r[eif~ tilis 

reproduced, distributed, transmi~ed, cached oi otl:er,^,’ise used, except v~ith the priol w=@.en pelmissioa of bizioumals 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <ns~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Friday, JanumT 24, 2014 10:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera ,January 24, 2014 10:~9:04 P~I 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Taking stock 3o yea~ after the powerful stor?; of a severe schizophrenic was 

told. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Friday, JanumT 24, 2014 10:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 a~ticles) 

Charles Blow ,January 24, 2014 10:~9:04 P~I 

Op-Ed Columnist 

T~I~ e Pen ante of G~le~ Beck 

The fom~er Fox News host made a meaningful confession, but fl~e damage 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lis~,~@~momentummedia.com 

Saturday, JanuaD, 25, 2014 7:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tools of the Trade: Playiug Club Okay? 

P~ayir~g C~b Okay? 
h~ California, the state association is considering lifting its ban 
on high school a~hle~es participating simultaneously on club 

teams in the same sport, 

Make Way for Triath~on 
At the recent NCAA Convention, women’s triatMon was approved 

as an emergin9 sport, 

Since 1976, Samson has been designing and manufacturing innovative sb~ngth 
training equipment that is built to last, Read how Samson can customize strength 
training equipment to meet your needs and how the Samson advantage can 
provide your a~hletes the tools Ior success. 

Where They Live 
The next battle ground in the college athletic depmtmerfl arms 

race may be student-athlete housing. 

Suing For Lost Playing Time 
A high school gids’ basketball player is suing her school, 
claiming her head coach recruited players to take roster spets, 

Company News 
Pirates Athletic Ref~ab: What Bquipme~t is Best? Ken 
Endelman knews firsthand hew effective Pilates can be in 
rehabbing an injured athlete. Endelman is the founder and CEO 
of Balanced Body, a major 13ilates equipmen~ and education 
previder, His customers include many teams in the NBA. NFL, 
NHL, MLB and several NCAA programs, 



Bayk>r University has announced that next fall, it will complete 
construction on a 12,000-square-feet athlete-centered nutrition 
complex, complete with a fueling station for healthy grab-and-go 

options. !:i:!i;:!).,:i!~.~ :!==., .’=: =0 ~ !?., !i. :..i !i.==, .?..i!: ~ ::,.1%: :.: 

Substance Studies 
A new study examines the efficacy of caffeine, nicotine, ethanol, 
and tetmhydrocannabinel in enhancing performance, i!i!!!i!!:=:: :?=!!;i.. =.;i:?=:!ii: 

Strength Coach~s Influence 
Minnesota Timbewvelves s~ar Nikola Pekovic is c[ec!iting his 
great p~ay ~n par~ te ~he ~eam’s new strength coach. Ko~cM Sate. 
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Clips Monday Ulxtate: 1-27-14 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the Clips SundayNightShip. Hope you are well. 

Short and sweet this time. Here are the new postings since last week. 

ttave a good Monday. ttave a good week. 

Nick Inlhnte 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
"~,~,w.twitter.com/(~Colle~:~eAthClips 

Remem ber, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the 
articles (below) on the website. If yo~ are ~lo~ logged in yo~ will get a bla~k ~bite 
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Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

eFlash: Recruiting gifts tbr college sports becoming the norm? 

Newsletter 

Dear Deborah, 

MondaylVlomingGreelings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

Here below [] above the fold, on the front page of today [] s New York Times, amidst the 

headlines of drones in At~h~mista~ and legaJ cannabis I.is the latest of many recent ardcles 

about the recruitment of middle school aged gifts (whose bodies mature em’lier than boys) that 

play travel or elite level soccer, lacros~, tield hockey and volleyball. 

From the srticle: 
In today[]s sports’ world students are offeredJhll scholarships beJbre they have 

taken their first College Boards; or even the l~reliminam. SAT exams. Coaches’ at 

colleges large and small flock to watch 13- and 14-year-oM girls who th<v hope 

will fill out their furore rosters. This is’ happening despite ~ C.A.A. rules that 
appear to explicitly prohibit it. 

The heated race to recruit ever younger players has drastically accelerated over 

the last five years; according to the coaches involved It is generally traced back 

to the professionalization of college and youth sports; a shift that has transformed 
soccer and other recreational sportsJ?om after-school activities into regimens’ 

requiring strength coaches and managers’. 

The practice has’ attracted little public notice, except when it has’ occasionally 

happened in football ,md in basketball. But a review of recruiting dicta and 
interviews with coaches indicate that it is actually occurring rrmch more 

frequently in sports that never make a dime for their colleges. 

Early scouting has’ also become more prevalent in women [] s sports’ than men []s, 

in part because girls’ mature sooner than boys. But coaches say it is also an 
unintended consequence of Title IX; the federal law that requires’ equal spending 

on men [] s and women [] s sports. Colleges have sharply increased the number of 

women[]s sports’ scholarships’ they of)’~4; leading to a growing number of coaches 

chasing relent pools’ that have not expanded as’ quickly. In soccer, for instance, 

there are 322 women[is soccer teams’ in the highest division, upJ?om 82 in 1990. 

There are now 204 menus soccer teams’. 

Read on, Dear Reader, read on .... 

Nick Infa~te 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

www.twitter.com!@CollegeAt hOips 

Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 9th Grade 
By Nathaniel P opperjan, New York Times, 1-27-14, 2, 792 words’ 

SANFORD, Fla. ~ Before Haley Berg was done with middle school, she had the 

numbers tbr 16 college soccer coaches programmed into the iPhone she protected with a 
Justin Bieber case. 

She was all of 14, bat Hale~ as her friends call her, was aheady weighing oilers to attend the 

UniversiF of Colorado, Texas A&M and the UniversiF of Texas, free of charge. 

Hedey is not a once-in-a-generation talent like LeBron James. She just happens to be a very 

good soccer player, and that is now valuable enough to set offa frenzy among college coaches, 

even when [] or especially when [] the athlete in question has not attended a day of high 

school. For Haley, the process ended last summer, a few weeks before ninth grade begma, 

when she called the coach at Texas to accept her oiler of a scholarship four years later. 
U When I started in seventh grade, I didn k;t think they would talk to me that early, L; tlaley, 

now 15, said aiter a tournmnent late last month in Central Florida, where Texas coaches 



showed up to watch the herj uke past defenders, blond ponytail bouncing behind. 

I] Even the coaches told me, ~ ]Wow, we I~re recruiting an eighth grader, ~; ii she said. 

In today~] s sports world, students are oil,ered lull scholaxships before they have taJaen their first 

College Boards, or even the Prelimina~ SAT exams. Coaches at colleges large and small flock 

to watch 13- and 14-yeaa>old girls who they hope will fill out their future rosters. This is 

happening despite N.C.A.A. rules that appeax to explicitly prohibit it. 

The heated race to recruit ever younger players has drastically accderated over the last five 

yeaxs, according to the coaches involved. It is generally traced back to the professionalization 

of college and youth sports, a shift that has transformed soccer and other recreational sports 

from after-school activities into regimens requiring strength coaches mad managers. 

The practice has attracted little public notice, except when it has occasionally happened in 
football and in basketball. But a review of recruiting data and interviews with coaches indicate 

that it is actually occurring much more ti-equently in sports that never make a clime tbr their 

colleges. 

Eaxly scouting has al~ become more prevalent in women ii s sports than men ~] ~ in part 

because girls mature monet than bws. But coaches sW it is also an unintended consequence 

of Title IX, the federal law that mqnires equal spending on men ~ s mad women ~ s sports. 

Colleges have sharply increased the number of women ~ s sports scholarships they oiler, 

leading to a growing number of coaches chasing talent pools that have not expanded as 

quickly. In soccer, for instance, there are 322 women ~ s soccer reruns in the higbes~t division, 

up from 82 in 1990. There are now 204 men [] s soccer teams. 

[] In women [] s soccer, there are more scholaxships than there are good players, [] said Peter 

Albright, the coach at Richmond and a regular critic of early recruiting. [] In men [] s sports, it [] s 

the opposite. [] 

While women [1 s soccer is generally viewed as having led the way in early recruiting, lacrosse, 

volleyball and field hockey have been tbllowing m~d occasionally surpassing i’~ ~md other 

women [~ s a~d men ~] s sports are becoming involved each year when coaches realize a 

possibiliW of get’dng a~ edge. 

Precise numbers axe difficult to co,ne by, but an analysis done for The New Yorlc Times by the 

National Collegiate Scouting Association, a co,npaW that consults with families on the 

recruiting process, shows that while only 5 percent of men [] s basketball players and 4 percent 

of football players who use the company co,nmit to colleges early [] betbre the official 
recruiting process begins [] the numbers are 36 percent in women[] s lacrosse and 24 percent 

in women [] s soccer. 

At universities ruth elite teams like North Carolina and Texas, the rosters axe almost entirely 

filled by the time official recruiting begins. 
While the fierce competition for good female players encourages the pursuit of younger 

recrnits, menL; s soccer has retained a comparably rela~xed rhythm [] only 8 percent of 

N.C.S.A. [~ s male soccer athletes commit early. 

For girls and boys, the trend is gaining steam despite the mthappiness of many of the coaches 

and parents who are most heavily involved, many of whom worry about the psy’chological 

physical toll it is taking on yom~gsters. 

[] lt[] s detrimental to the whole development of the sport, and to the girls, [] Haley [] s future 

coach at Texas, Angela Kelly, said at the Florida touruament. 

The difficult; according to Ms. Kelly and many other coaches, is that if they do not do it, other 

coaches will, and will snap up all of the best players. Many parents m~d girls say that 

committing early ensures they do not miss out on scholarship money. 

After the weekend in Florida, the coach at Virginia, Steve Swanson, said, [] To me, it [] s the 

singnlar biggest problem in college athletics. L; 

The N.C.A.A. rules designed to prevent all of this indicate that coaches cannot call players 

until July after their jm~ior year of high ~hool. Players are not supposed to commit to a college 

until signing a letter of intent in the spring of their senior year. 

But these rules have enormous and widely understood loopholes. The easiest way for coaches 

to cimmnvent the roles is by contacting the students through their high school or club coaches. 

Once the students are alerted, they can reach out to the college coaches themselves with 

limits on what they ca~ talk about or how often they ca~ call. 

Haley said she was having phone conversations with college coaches nearly eveU night during 

the eighth grade. 

[] It[] s Killing All of Us [] 

The early recruiting machine was on display during the Florida tournament, where Haley played 

alongside hm~dreds of other teenage girls at a sprawling complex of perfectly mowed fields. 

A Sunday afternoon game between 14-year-olds from Texas ~md Ohio drew coaches from 

Miami, Arizona, Texas and U.C.L.A. [] the most recent Division I national champion. Milling 

among them was the most storied coach in women [J s soccer, Anson Dorrance of North 

Carolina, who wore a dark hat and sunglasses that made him look like a poker player as he 

scammd the field. 

Mr. Dormnce, who has won 22 national championships as a coach, said he was spending his 

entire weekend focusing on the youngest girls at the tournament, those in the eighth and ninth 

grades. Mr. Dormnce is credited with being one of the first coaches to look at younger 

players, but he says he is not hapw about the way the practice has evolved. 

[] It[] s killing all of us, [] he ,said. 



Mr. Dorrance ~1 s biggest complaint is that he is increasingly making early offers to players who 

do not pan out years later. 

[1 If you can ~t make a decision on one or t~vo looks, they go to your competitor, and they 

make an off~r, ~1 he said. [1 You are under this huge pressure to make a scholarship oiler on 

their firs~t visit. [] 

The result has been a growing number ofgMs who come to play for hitn at North Carolina and 

end up sitting on the bench. 

[] It [] s killing the kids that go places and don [] t pla~; [] he said. [] It [] s ldlling the schools that 

have all the scholarships tied up in kids who can [] t play at their level. It [] s jus~t, well, it [] s 

actually rather destructive. [] 

The organizer of the Florida event, the Elite Clubs National League, was set up a few years 

ago to help bring together the best girls [] soccer teams from around the country, largely for the 

sake of recruiters. At the recent event, in an Orlando suburb, an estimated 600 college 

coaches attended as 158 teams played on 17 fields over the course of three days. 

Scouts were given a hospitali~ tent as well as a special area next to the team benche~ not 

accessible to parents, to set up their ti~lding chairs. Nearly every youth club had a pmnphlet [1 

handed out by a parent during the ganges [] with a head shot, academic records, soccer 

achievements and personal contact information for each player. 

While the older teams, for girls in their final m,o years of high school, drew crowds of 

recruiters, they were generally from smaller and less competitive universities. Coaches from 

colleges vying for national championships, like Mr. Dorrance, spent most of their weekend 

watching the youngest age group. 

Despite the rush, there is a gromng desire among many coaching groups to push back. At a 

meeting of women [] s lacrosse coaches in Decembec nearly every group session was 
dedicated to complaints about how quickly the trend was moving and discussions about how it 

might be reversed. In 2012, "the Intercollegiate MenI~ s Lacrosse Coaches Association 

proposed rule changes to the N.C.A.A. to curtail early recruiting. But the N.C.A.A. declined 

to take them up, pointing to a momtomtm on new recruiting rules. (At the same time, though, 

the N.C.A.A. passed new rules allowing unlimited texting and ca2lls to basketball recruits at an 

earlier age.) 

[]’][’he most frustrating piece is that we haven []t been able to get any traction with the 

N.C.A.A., [] said Dora Sta~sia~ the men [] s lacrosse coach at Virginia. [] There [] s a sense that 

the N.C.A.A. doesn []t want to address this topic at all. [] 

In an interview, Steve Mallonee, the managing director of academic and membership affairs for 

the N.C.A.A., reiterated his organization [] s moratorium on new recruiting rules. He said the 

new rules on texfing and calling were allowed because they were a []presidential initiative. [] 

Mr. Mallonee said "the N.C.A.A. did not track early recruiting because it happened outside of 

official ch~mnels, tte added "that new rules "trying to restrict the practice would be hard to 

entbrce becausc of the unofficial nature of the commitments. 

LJWe are trying to be practical and realistic and not adopt a bunch of rules that are 

unenforceable and too difficult to monitor, [] he said. 

Club Coaches in Key Role 

’][’he early recruiting system has given significant power to club coaches, who serve as 

gatekeepers and agents for their players. 
One of the most outspoken critics of this process is Rory Dames, the coach of one of the most 

successful youth club teams, the Chicago Eclipsc. In Florida, Mr. Dames kept a watchful eye 

on his players between games, at the pool at the Mamott where they were s~aying. As the 14- 

and 15-year-old girls went down the water slide, he listed the colleges that had called him to 

express interest in each one. 

[1Notre Drone, North Carolina and Florida State have called about her, ~] he said as one ninth 
grader barreled down the slide. 

Another slid down behind her. I ~U.N.C., U.C.L.A. and I can[Jr even remember who else 

called me about hec [] he said. 

Mr. Daanes said that he kept a good relationship with those programs but that he generally 
refi~sed to connect colleges with girls before their sophomore year in high school, when he 

thinks they are too young to be tnnking decisions about what college to attend. 

Some colleges, though, do not take no for an answer and try to get to his players through team 

managers or other parents. After one such email was forwarded to him, Mr. Dames shot back 

his own message to the coach: [] How you think this reflects Ix~sitively on your universi~’ I 

would love to hear. [] 
tte did not hear back. Mr. Dames said that when his players wait, they find scholarship money 

is s~ill available. 

Most club coaches, though, are more cooperative than Mr. Dames and view it as their job to 

help facilitate the proces~ even if they think it is happening too early. 

Michael O []Neill, the director of coaching at one of the top clubs in New Jersey, Players 

Development Academy, said that he and his staB’helped set up phone calls so his players did 

not miss out on opportunities. They also tutor the players on handling the process. 

[] You almost have to, [] Mr. O []Neill said. [] If you don []k you can get left behind. [] 

Once the colleges manage to connect with a player, they have to deal with the prohibition on 

malting a formal scholarship offer before a player[] s final year of high school. But there is now 

a well-evolved process that is informal but considered esscntially binding by all sides. Most 



sports have popular websites where commitments are tallied, and coaches can keep up with 

who is on and offthe maJcket. 

Either side can make a different decision after an inli~rmal commitment, but this happens 

int?equently because players are expected to stop talking with coaches from other programs 

and can lose offers if they are spotted shopping around. For their part, coaches usually stop 

recruiting other players. 

[] You play this goo~ game of musical chairs~ [] said Alfred Yen, a law professor at Boston 

College who has written a scholarly a~ticle on the topic and also saw it up close when his son 

was being recruited to play soccer. [] Only in this gmne, if you are sitting in a chair, someone 

can pull it out from under you. [] 

Mr. Yen said that colleges mthdrew their offers to two boys his son played with, one of whom 

ended up in junior college and the other at a significantly less prestigious universi~. Other 
players who made early decisions went to colleges where they were unhapw, leading them to 

transfer. 

The process can be paxticularly tricky tbr universities with high academic s~tandaxds. 

I~T League college~ which generally have the toughest standards lbr admission, generally 

avoid recruiting high school freshtnen, but the prograans do not stay out of the process 

altogether, according to coaches at the colleges, who spoke on the condition ofanony~ni~ 

because they were not authorized to discuss the topic. 

Two Ivy League coaches said they were generally able to look at players ruth a grade-point 
average above 3.7 and a score above 2,000 on the College Boards [] out of 2,400 [] much 

lower than the standard for nonathlete applicants. Ivy League coaches can put their recruits on 

a list of preferred candidates given to admissions officers, who in turn help the process along 

by telling coaches in the summer aYter an athlete [] s junior year whether the player is likely to be 
admitted [J months before other applicants find out. 

Fearing a Toll on Minds 

At the Florida tournament, many players saJ~d they had given up all other recreational sports in 

middle school to play soccer year round. 

A growing body of academic studies has suggested that this sort of specialization can take a 

toll on young bodies, leading to higher rotes of injury. 

For many paxents~ though, the bigges~t worry is the psychological pressure falling on 

adolescents~ who are often ill equipped to deteru~ine what they will want to study in college, 

and where. 

These issues were evident on the last morning of the Florida event, on the sidelines of a game 

involving the Dallas Sting. Scott Lewis, the father of a high school sophomore, said his 

daughter switched to play for the Sting before this season because her old team was not 

helping steer the recruiting process enough. He watched scholaJcship oilers snapped up by girls 

on other team~ he said. 
ii Is it a little bit sick? Yeah, ~; he said. ~] You axe a little young to do this, but if you don lit, the 

other kids are going to. [1 

A paxent s~tanding ne.’~ to Mr. Lewis, Tmni McKeon~ said, [] lt[] s cansed this downward spiral 

for eve~body. [] The spiral is moving ~nuch faster, she sa~d, than when her older daughter went 

through the recruiting process three years ago. 

Ms. McKeon [] s younger daughter, Kyla, was one of four players on the Sting who com~nitted 
to colleges laser season as freshmen. Kyla spent almost 30 minutes a day writing emails to 

coaches and setting up phone calls. The coaches at gvo progrmns wanted to talk eve~ week 

to track her progress. Throughout the year, Kyla said, she []wonld have these little 

breakdowns. [] 
[1 You are making this big litb decision when you axe a freshman in high school, LI she said. 

[] Yo u know M~at you want in a week, but it [~ s hard to predict what you [Jll want in tbur 

years.[~ 
Kyla said that when she told Arkansas that she was accepting its oiler, she was hapw about 

her choice, but it was as ifa burden had been lifted frown her. 
[] I love just being done ruth it, [] she said. 
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The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 
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Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Aretha Franklin had two kids before the age of 14 and rose to the top 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World Network 

Januar3~ 27, 2014 I 0 Comments 

By Dr. Sinclair Grey III It’s hard growing up the child of a legend. Let me say it this way. Whenever 

you carry the name of a family member who has done so much for... 

As Low As 63 Cents 

By Yotanda Spivey Kentucky State University is again making big news for activity that is once 

again throwing students into chaotic situations. Recently they dropped a whopping 925 students 

who they claimed had outstanding balances on their student accounts. Some balances were as 

as a measly .63 cents. In [ate November, a town haK [...] 

by Thaii XP You probably love the music of the great and amazing Aretha Franklin. But what do you 

realty know about this amazing woman? She is a legend, no doubt, but her story is what makes her 

extraordinary. We consider her to be a part of black history, since she is one of the [...] 

January 27, 2014 I 0 Comments 

Chane Behanan was talented, but just wasn’t that guy. Rick Pitino and Louisville gave him a shot, 

but he kept messing up his opportunities over and over again. He wiK have a new start at... 



January 27, 2014 I 0 Comments 

Remember concussions? Those are the thinss that cause you to rose your memory, become suicida[ 

and have the brain of an 80-year otd man at the abe of 40. Losin8 brain function is a reaL.. 

Ladie:b Does Ethnicit~_pe The way: You 
Love Your 

January 27, 2014 

By Aleasa M. Word It onty takes a quick peek on the internet to see atl of the various dating and 

relationship sites tiffed with their quick tips on how to rove someone. There are sites that claim to 

have the secret to hetpin8 you find the love you’ve atways been tookin8 for. There are retationship 

experts with cookie cutter ... ~ead f4,ole ,~ 

Deal with Under Armour" 

by Liku Zeffeke She didn’t start baiter until she had reached the abe of 13. By 15 she was already 

winnin8 awards and fieldin8 professional offers. After two summers with the American Baiter 

Theater (ABT) she became a member of the Studio Company at 18 and a year later she was a 

member of the [...] 

With Faith and ’BI.:F Attitud          ~n 
Your Life ~s Possible 

January 27, 2014 

By Sheita Agnew Some years ago, my first professionat position after cortege was in the human 

resource department of a construction ensineerin£ company. Honestly, I covered up the fact that 

I lacked confidence in some of the responsibilities I was assisned, mostly because the experience 

was new to me. The company was actuatty [ookin8 for a candidate with more experience ... Read 

What’s Hot on KultureKritic.com? 

" ]~]~F_G2~ t’i~indsome, t’tIV Positiwt; Co[h-’4te ~tuder~t 

F~{med Th~m 

¯ W~l:r~ss~s: U~armed Mar~ H~d Har~ds h-~ The A~r 

/~,buses 

¯ 90-Year O~d M~ Ru~s Over ~-Year OMs A~d E!L~mes The K~ds For T~e 



by Thai1 XP The AKAs are respected for their power, beauty and 8race in a world that calls for the 

unity of African American women. Their pink and 8reen colors are recosnized around the 8lobe, 

and their commitment to service is beyond extraordinary. Most of us know at least one woman in 

this sorority, so [...] 

Attit~..~(le Fo[" BL~s~i~:~ess 

by Maria Lloyd Several weeks aso, I had the pleasure of speakin8 with an African-American female 

entrepreneur named Lynn McFait. She’s the founder of Socially Scene, a social media consuttin8 

company that helps businesses increase and expand their social media presence. It’s always 

refreshin8 to attain an understandin8 of entrepreneurship from a Black woman because [...] 

i~i ~~-~~:-:~~ 

January 19, 2014 I 0 Comments 

by Liku Zetteke Jacque Reid is a person that doesn’t need much introduction. She is the co-host of 

NBC’s New York Live. She is also the former anchor of BET Nishtty News. Her public imase... 

November 7, 2013. i corP..mer..t 

The Know[es family unit was once extremely ti£ht, but now it seems to be 

faI[ins... 

October 29, 2013 . i 

Is it risht or wron£? Good or bad? Pastor Ma~in Wlnans is one of the... 

What do we make of feminism? It is seen by many as a way to empower women and help them obtain 

equal rishts they deserve. By others, it’s seen as a way throush which white women seek to 

control and occupy the minds of black Americans. It has led to conflicts within the black [...] 



January 9, 2014 I 0 Comments 

by Vanessa Pasan If success were easy to obtain, everyone on Earth would be successful Nobody 

knows that better than Mr. Tyler Perry himself. Perry is an entrepreneur who is known a[[ over the 

world... 

What’s Hot on HealthyBlackWoman.com? 

boyce wal:kir!s I 23f qi;eeris way I camillu& ny 13031 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vlime s.com> 

Monday, January. 27, 2014 9:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera ,January 27, 2014 09:37:4.9 PM 

Op-Ed Columnist 

From Yore° Friends al- t~ae NoRoAo 

Membership has its perks. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe >> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to t~is email tram NYlimes com. As a member of 

the ~RUSTe privacy p~ogBm, we are commi~:ed to piotecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email ~ Privacy Policy I Contac’~ i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, JanuaW 28, 2014 7:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Five law firms imTestigating VantageSouth-Yadkin deal 

If you are havin,g trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

JANUARY 2~, 2014 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eaders. 

Here come the lawvers: Five firms investiRa~ 
Vanta.qeSouth-Yadkin deal 
At least five law firms are investigating the proposed merger of VantageSouth 

i[~ Bankshares Inc (NYSE: VSB) and Yadkin Financiai Corp. (NASDAQ: YDKN) 

Blue Cross wins billing dispute after doctors drop appeal 
Doctor groups dropped an appeal in a dispute over billing practices, ending an 

esoteric legal battle that stared in mid-2012. 

Discuss 

Orangetheory Fitness to open in Morrisviffe 
Morrisviiie is getting a new fitness center 

Discuss .................. 

VantageSouth-Yadkin CEOs: Size matters in our industry_ 

New poll shows incumbent Kay Ha.qan trailing Republican 
rivals 
Kay Hagan taok a i~it ~hi.,i rr.lan~i~ ~rom ~he leR on her re.-elecfion charlce.,i ne~t 

Now comes a swing from ~he righL 

Discuss 

Gluten-free Girl Scout cookie wil~ test-market in TrianqM 

Wolfpack ranked No. 5, Tar Heels No. 17 in preseason 
coffege baseball poll 

Why RMeigh’s Empire Eats restaurant group is sending its 
staff to Chica~o 

Wilmington ranks No. 2 amonq best small cities for film 
production 

Read Momin,~ Edition >> 

........ 

Jujube chef Charlie Deal to open new restaurant in Durham 



Camce~ Email Subscription 

"~o uasubsc:’ib® fi’om this em.aii - g~!!~;.l~.l/!s’~["~ 

bizjoslmsls c%b~?,er seP,,ice, bizjoslmsls 120 W ~,,~orehesd St, C%ilotte Noi-til ©arolina 28202 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

newsletter5@m5.comm 100edm5.com on behalf of 

Atiner Conferences <i~ffo@athensconferences.gr> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 8:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Spo~ts: Economic, Managemenk Marketing & Social Aspects Conference Athens Greece 

14~h Annual International Conference on Sports: 

Economic, Management, Marketing & Social Aspects, 
19-22 May 2014, Athens, Greece 

Call for Papers and Participation 
The The Sports Research Unit of the Athens Institute for 

Education and Research (ATINER) will hold its 14~ Annual 
International Conference on Sports: Economic, 
Management, Marketing & Social Aspects, 19-22 May 
2014, Athens, Greece. For further details, please go to the 
conference website: http:iiw~vw.atiner.gr/sports.h~m. The 
registration fee is i~1300 (euro), covering access to all sessions, 
two lunches, coffee breaks and conference material. Special 
arrangements will be made with a local luxury hotel for a 
limited number of rooms at a special conference rate. In 
addition, a number of special events will be organized: A 
Greek night of entertainment with dinner, a special one-day 
cruise in the Greek islands, an archaeological tour of Athens 
and a one-day visit to Delphi. 
The aim of the conference is to bring together scholars and 
students of all areas of sports. Participants can present on 
sports topics within broad streams of research areas. Areas of 
interest include (but are not confined to): the Impacts of 
Olympic Games, Professional Sports, Sport-Scheduling, 
Sports Tourism, Sports Law, Sports Conununication, Sports 
& Media, Sports & Society, Sport Psychology, Sports 
Violence, Sports & Education, Sports & Ethics, Sport 
Technology, Sports and Computer Applications, Sports & 
Information Technology, Sport Services and Sports History. 
Also, special sessions will be organized for individual sports 
(soccer, football, baseball, basketball, handball, ice hockey, 
tennis, car racing, gymnastics etc). Please submit a 300-word 
abstract by email, atiner~atmer.gL by ~ ~pril 2014 to: IVh. 
Christos Anagnostopoulos, Lecturer, Coventry University 
Business School, U.K. & Head, Sports Research Unit, 
ATINER, 8 Valaofitou Street,Kolonald, 10671 Athens, 
Greece. Tel.: + 30 210 363-4210 Fax: + 30 210 3634209. 
Please include: Title of Paper, Full Name (s), Current 
Position, Institutional Affiliation, an email address and at least 
3 keywords that best describe the subject of your submission. 
Please use the abstract submitting form available at 
http:iiwww.atiner.~,,’2014,,};’Ol~V[-SPO~doc. Decisions are 
reached within 4 weeks. 
If you want to participate without presenting a paper, i.e. 
organize a mini conference or a panel (session), chair a 
session, review papers to be included in the conference 
proceedings or books, contribute to the editing of a book, or 
any other contribution, please send an email to Dr. Gregory 
T. Papanikos, (~tp(~atiner.~r), President, ATINER. 
The Athens Institute for Education and Research (ATINER) 
was established in 1995 as an independent academic 
association with the mission to become a forum, where 



academics and researchers - from all over the world - could 
meet in Athens to exchange ideas on their research and to 
discuss future developments in their disciplines. Since 1995, 
ATINER has organized more than 200 international 
conferences, symposiums and events. It has also published 
approximately 150 books. Academically, the Institute consists 
of five R._~.c_’_a__r_._c_.h___]_)_.i~_ii_~i_._o_~?~ and twenty-three .R__~_~_e:._a_r_~.l)___l:~n_jt_~. 
Each Research Unit organizes an annual conference and 
undertakes various small and large research projects. 
Academics and researchers are more than welcome to 
become members and contribute to ATINER’s objectives. 
The members of the Institute can undertake a number of 
a_.~.a_c!_~?_i_.c___.a_~_t_i_E.i_t__i_e_~. If you want to become a member, please 
download the form (membership form). For more information 
or suggestions, please send an email to: info(E~atiner.~x. 

Currently, ATINER is upgrading its system of mailing list. 
Please let us know if you want to receive emails from us. 
Typically’, we will not send you more than 5 email alerts per 
year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 5:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

India Arie writes ang~ open letter about the Grammys: "Black axtists are excluded" 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World Network: 

The largest black media outlet that is NOT controlled by 

corporate America 

Pr~nc~pa~ 

What does an avowed racist do to earn a living once the world learns that he’s a racist? If you’re 

former Bronx school principal Frank Bolxetlieri, you change your name and tiT’ to move on, until 

you get caught. BoFZel[ieri, who was revealed as a racist while he was the principal at Our Lady of 

January 28, 2014~.) 

M~kes H~m Look L~ke ar~ Id~o~c 

January 28, 2014 I 0 Comments 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins I’m not sure where this question came from, but perhaps it’s the kind of 

iuestion that any black male athlete is expected to be able to answer at the drop of... 

Ho~se 



January 28, 2014 I 0 Comments 

Toni Braxton has said mitlions of records and earned miltions of dotlars. But havin8 a lot of money 

doesn’t mean that you’re atways £oin8 to keep it. Braxton ended up dectarin£ bankruptcy on debts 

India Arie Writes An~)jlsen Letter about 

The outspoken sin£er India Arie, who is not afraid to speak her mind, let [oose after the Grammys 

for 2014. Speakin8 aton8 with a chorus of many other black performers who are determinin8 that 

the Grammys are virtuatiy worthless, Arie £ave her honest opinions about this and other musical 

awards shows, which are focused mainly [...] 

of Kickbacks ~in Bl°a Faces Pr~ison 

K~patdc~: Exche:-~ge 

Emma Bet[, former fundraiser Lo convicted DetroiL Aayor Kwame Ki[paLrick, faces 9 Lo 12 monLhs in 

jail, accordin8 to the DetroiL Free Press. Belt became a 8overnmenL wiLness and revealed durin8 

her [esLimony a[ triat thai she 8ave Ki[pa[rick hundreds of dot[are in kickbacks, much of which was 

Lransferred from her bra Lo KitpaLrick’s hands. [...] 

[ ii~iI Ceme~ery’s Daols Closed A?[e[ Owlter Chs[ged ’~’.,itb Abssilt.:’. C:~ipse 

A Tennessee cemete~ has been ordered dosed after the owner was arrested and charsed with 

abuse of a corpse. Accordin8 to authorities, the owner of the cemete~ is charsed with "buryin8 

muttip[e bodies in the same 8raves without proper permission to do so." And this is not the first run 

in with the taw for [...] 

January 28, 2014~e CommemR~d 

What’s Hot on KultureKritic.com? 

¯ WitI:esses: Ur~apmeE1 ~4ai: Had Ha~ds h~ The Ah And ~-~o~.~(:e 

A~svwa~ 

Foem abo:.~t ~ncaFcerade~-~: "}]Cam te Serve 

Fi[med Them 

Lauren Ande~’so~:~: Black G~rls Have Been 
Re@..aced to Sexx O 

by Lauren Anderson, MS Objectification broadly put means treatin8 a person as a commodity or an 

object, without resard to their personatity or disnity. From a historicat standpoint, spedfica[ty, 

Mack women have been sexuatty objectified since stavery. Historicatty, black women have had tess 

access to power, wealth, and resources. Durin8 slavery, Mack women were often [...] 

Sneak}z Habits That Ruin Relationshi#s That 
Could }--~ave Been Great 



:-_ nea ky 

By: Krysde Crossman You think that you are in the happiest of relationships and everything is 
going along smoothly. Then all of a sudden it ends. You can’t figure out,,, 

Actress Jenifel° Lewis Ta~.ks About 
the ~Dal°kness*~ Of Her ~enta[ 

By: Kryst[e Crossman Actress Jenifer Lewis is known for many things. She is known for her bright 

and infectious personatity. She is known for her many roles on television sitcoms... 

Income [ne~y. Has Gotten Worse Under 
President Obama 

By Afiya J Watkins Obama may not need to worry about a reetection, but clearly he should be 

concerned with his Presidenda[ legacy. According to a Gagup po[[ this month, a growing number of 

people are doubtful that they can get ahead simply by working hard. This sentiment suggests that 

income inequality is becoming more entrenched in the [...] 

January 28, 2014 I 0 Comments 

Sasha Menu Courey’s name wiLL be all over the Internet and television and it may shock peopte when 

you hear her story. "Outside the Lines" reported that Menu Courey’s life was spiraling downward 

in 2010 

Adv~ice? Find Out Nere 

Posted on January 27, 2014 By 

by Ree, ~The (Ree)tationship Guide" Whenever you’re in a state of confusion as it pertains to your 

relationship, iris natural to turn to trusted friends and fami[y members to seek some advice. It is 

betieved that the advice given wit[ have your best interest at heart, but unfortunatety that may 

not be the case. A [...] 



Posted on January 27, 2014 By                      ~L~£, ~[:’[£~L[~[£ 

Reported by Ree, "The (Ree)lationship Guide" If you watched the steamy "56th Annual Grammy 

Awards" opening performance featuring Beyonc~ and Jay-7, you know the "Drunk In Love" singer 

kept viewers on the edge of their seats with her seductive movements, sultry tip-synching singing, 

and taced apparel The singer hotds many job titles: singer, songwriter, feminist, actress, etc.; [...] 

Rich Gu~:~ War Ag.ainst The Rich Is Like 
The Jewish Holocaust 

! II 

by Barry Burch Jr. It can be hard out here for the rich. Apparently so hard, times are reminiscent 

of N~zi Germany, according to one venture capitatist. Businessman Thomas Perkins penned a fetter 

to the editors at the Watt Street Journat, as reported by The Huffington Post. And in it, he 

compares the "progressive war" on [...] 

Popular Posts on the BOSS Sports Network 

Fad~e~ Children 

FoPme~~ ~.ou~sv~U.e Pb~,er. Cbane gehanan Leavh~.fo~~ Colorado 

Retouched Photos ........................................... 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lis~@momentummedia.com 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 11:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Compa~y News: FieldTurl" 

You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail 

from 

Athletic ?danagement or Training & Conditioning. 

Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 

email? 



You are receiving this newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news from 

MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic 

Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscribe, click this link 

To change your email address, click this link 

To forward this newsletter to a friend, click this link 

Be sure to add fists@momentummedia, corn to your address book or safe sender 

list so our emails will always get to your inbox! 

Copyright © 2013 MAG Inc. All rights reserved. 

20 Eastlake Road Ithaca, New York 14850 (607) 257-6970 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevi~onti@diversityinc.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 9:43 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Is °Thug’ the New N-Word? 

January 29, 2014 

Dark..Skirmed Blacks 

What experiment - did ~ ...... 
researchers do to produce 
these results and how do 
their findings line up with []i 

~revious studies? 

~S ’Th~$:~_!~ the New N.,,Word? 

Seattle Seahawks ~.. 
cornerback Richard i.~.i 

Sherman says critics who 
call him a thug might as wellr~q 
be using the more vile 
word. 

[ 

How do you reach today’s generation of increasingly 
diverse recent college graduates? Three Diversitylnc 
Top 50 companies share how they use social media. 

Are Teer~s OK W~th Us#-~ the N,.Word 
Other 

A new poll finds a change in attitudes among teens 
about the use and perception of different slurs. 

One click, 15,000jobs. 

Whether you’re IookNg 
looking to make more money, 
DiversitylncN Career Center has the 
/obs and career addce Nr yout 



Was this forwarded to youJhom aJhiend? 

Click here to receive the Diversitylnc newsleller. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 7:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: Introducing Mobile and Moo to hnprove Your Job Applications 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employsrs in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and login: 

http :!/www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reef 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 8:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: William Rhoden (2 articles) 

William Rhoden January 29, 2014 08:08:.32 PM 

V~deo Sports of The Times: :if Yo~, Can N’Iake :It Here... 

Sure, a Super Bowl always produces a hero or two, but a Super Bow] hero made 

i~ New York carries a ~i~le something special. 

V~DRO 

Sure, a Super Bowl always 

produces a hero or two, 

but William C. Rhoden 

says a Super Bowl 

made i~ New ~ork cm’Hes 

a Iit~e somekhing special 

FOLLOW US: Facebooi,: i ~@NYTimes 

Get unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe 

Access The. Ne~, York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android [ iPad® 

This is an automated emaiI.Please do not reply directly to this email from NY[imes.com As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage My Aleits i My Alerts Help I Change You~ Emaii i Privacy Policy I Con[act i Advertise 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Snodgrass, MaarkefingProfs <MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 30, 2014 2:06 PM 

Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Persuasive skills t~eling a bit rusty? 

Get ready to captivate, inspire, and persuade! 

Just two weeks left to 

Two weeks unti~ the kickoff of Prese~t & Persuade! 

Just a quick reminder that our newest NarketingProfs University course starts on 

February :13. 

Through these seven 30-minute classes you’ll learn to: 

¯ Use the science behind motivation as an effective persuasive tool 

¯ Tailor your presentation to an audience of any size (even a single person) 

¯ Harness the power of persuasive messaging techniques 

¯ "Think like a salesperson" to deliver a perfect pitch every time 

¯ Avoid the most common presentation mistakes 

¯ Build credibility with your audience 

This course is ideal for not only marketers, but sales staff, customer service teams, HR 

folks--anyone interested in boosting their persuasive skills. 

Whether your "presentations" are formal speeches, sales pitches, lunchroom 

announcements, or one-to-one conversations, after completing .{i?g~.~.{:~’..83..~t{~g!}.~,{~{~{% 

you’ll see a big uptick in the number of head nods you see during your next one. 

Register now to reserve your place~ 

~?.~.~}.~£ by February 13 and you’ll receive three bonus 

months added to your NarketingProfs PRO membership. 

And did we mention that we like happy customers? [f you’re 

not satisfied for ANY reason within the first seven days of the 

course, just let us know and we’ll give you a full refund. 

See you in February, 



:: Matt Snodgrass 

:: Marketing Manager 

:: MarketingProfs University 

Copyright ~lh 2000-20 4 MarketingProfs LLC All Rights Rese~;ed 

:[~!33.s. usder w, hich this service is provided to you 

We protect ~our prwacy All io9os and names are the copydght-S of the respective owners 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lis~@momentummedia.com 

Thursday, January. 30, 2014 8:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Industry. News: Jan 27th, 2014 

You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail from 
Training-Conditioning. Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 
email? 

ScoreRewards, a division of Sportable 
Scoreboards, is a program that allows 
schools and parks to receive brand new 
scoreboards at no cost to the 
organization. All scoreboards are state-of- 
the-art, LED scoreboards with wireless 
controllers. ScoreRewards utilizes local 
advertising to completely fund the project. 
Schools and parks are now able to update 
their scoring equipment and instantly 
transform their facility without using any of 
their budget. For information, call 888- 
235-8877. To learn how Score Rewards 
can work for you, check out our 15 minute 
webinar. 

Keep your athletes in peak condition as 
well as rehabilitate injuries. SwimEx aquatic 
therapy and fitness pools feature an 
industry exclusive paddlewheel propulsion 
system which creates the smoothest but 
most powerful water flow available. The 
pools offer multi-depths, built-in 
workstations, Woodway treadmills, 
adjustable water flow with an all fiberglass 
construction. SwimEx also offers hot and 
cold plunge tanks, one piece or sectional, 
for easy installation. 

Purchase and install turf, track and court 
systems with FieldTurf@, illuminate your 
field with Musco Lighting@, and provide all 
the movable and installed sports field 
equipment necessary with Sportsfield 
Specialties, all without having to duplicate 
the bid process. By using KPN’s 
cooperative purchasing program, your 
district can save time and money. 

In the first study of its kind, researchers 

found that the TheraBandTM Roller 
Massager+ increases flexibility in seconds 

without affecting performance. The Roller 

Massager’s unique ridged design supports 

both superficial and deep tissue 

mobilization while providing a massage-like 
experience. 

You are receiving this newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news from 

MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic 

Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscribe, click this link 

To change your email address, click this link 

To forward this newsletter to a friend, click this link 

Be sure to add fists@mornentumrnedia.corn ~o your address book or safe sender 

lis~ so our ernails will always ge~ ~o your inbox! 

Copyright © 2013 MAG Inc. All rights reserved. 

20 Eastlake Road Ithaca, New York 14850 (607) 257-6970 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevis~onti@diversib’inc.com> 

Friday, January 3 l, 2014 9:42 AIVI 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Candidate: Autism, Dementia Are Punishment for Gay Marriage 

January 31,2014 

N.~.~?~!...~:~.~.~.~...~?.~:~!N.~!.~...%~!. 
Virginia, once home to an    , ...... 
anti-LGBT activist attorney 
general, would become the 
18th state to begin issuing 
marriage licenses to same- 
gender couples. 

I 

Car~dk:~ate: ~t~sm, Demer~tiaL D~sasters 

Illinois Congressional       ~ . 
candidate says God is 
getting revenge on humans 
because of same-gender 
marriage and abo~ions. 
What else does she 
believe? 

Meet~r~ ~n a Box: [Nvers~t~L Metrics 

This educational tool, available for posting on your 
corporate intranet, includes how-tos and best practices 
on creating diversity-and-inclusion dashboards and 
scorecards. 

Is agreeing to disagree and loving someone anyway just 

~ pa~ of diversity and inclusion? 

I 

~b_~: the O~ers~t~~ 50 ~s Cred~Ne 

Critical points about the security of submissions, how 
data are analyzed, and the enhanced accountability 
factors, including CEO signoffs on submissions. 



P~2~¢tices 

Our subscriber-only area 
includes hundreds of articles, 
as well as a library of best 
practices web seminars, case 
studies[] start-ups to 
advanced[] including staffing 
and budgets, and our turnkey 
Meeting in a Box, which can 
be distributed to your 
workforce via corporate 
intranet. 

OR(~ANIZAT[ON ~S A MEMBER~ 

[                                  I 

Was this forwarded to you from a f~end? 

Click here to receive the DiversitFInc newsletter. 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii classes because of bad weather; and a policy change in an institution’s compensation policies 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::    ,,::. ~<~ , 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~ ~q ~ 
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In a State of the Union address that is mostly 

retread, President Obama calis for expanded access 

to appr,gnLice.si~ips and improved Lrainmg program.s 

empk)yer-demanded skills. 

Ki~ling Off a S~ccess 
Why is [he Unb’ersity of \4rgmia ba,’:kin~ away hom a 

student aid peiicy ~l~at succeeded in a~tracting more 

low--income s~udents? >~nd why is UNC standing by 

a s~milar policy? 

Keeping Sexes Separate 
If a student or group requests a gender-segregab~d 

setup for religious reasons, does the university have 

a respensibiiity to accommodate? 

Obama vs. Art History 
Pre.siden~ joins the ranks of politicians wi~e sug.~ eat 

liberai arts discipiines don’t lead to jobs 

Timid About Fair Use? 
A new reporl: frem thE! Cellege Art Aa.sociatkln says 

that a~sts and a~ historians have real and 

perceived concerns about fair use ~aws Expe~ts say 

Snow Hate 

When U of Illinois chancellor didn’t cancel classes 

For-Profit Wage Gap 

transfer Lo public er pri~ ate colleges, sLudv fir! 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Friday, JanumT 31, 2014 9:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera January 31, 2014 09:41:23 P~] 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Unioniz~d C’oll~ge Ath]leti~s? 

Dreaming of an organization that can h~ke o~ the Nl-powerflfl N.C.A.A., and 

gctdng a likile encouragement from Not’thwesiorn. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Friday, JanumT 31, 2014 9:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerks: William Rhoden (1 a~ticles) 

William Rhoden January 31, 2014 09:41:23 P~] 

Sports of The Times 

Too Lougll, Too Qui(~t: Tl~ose All]luring Nea][lawks 

Seattle’s Richard Sherman a~raeted aRe~fion because of his outgoing nature 

while his teammak? Marshawn I;ineh gained notice for his silence. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 10:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 a~ticles) 

Charles Blow January 31, 2014 10:07:48 P~] 

Op-Ed Columnist 

The ~’lt~se~l~ne 

The Repu])lican Pm’~" is in danger of becoming a man cave of cavemen. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to t~is email tram NYlimes com. As a member of 

the ~RUSTe privacy p~ogBm, we are commi~:ed to piotecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email ~ ,.°rivacy ,.°olicy I Contac’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Connection, PRWeb <reply@prweb.com> 

Saturday, Februaw 1, 2014 8:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

On the Go: Sprint to Mobile Marketing Success 

If you are having trouble reading this email, read the online version 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

A. T. Panter, @gmail.com> 

Saturday, February 1,2014 2:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Debby, it was great seeing you on Friday afternoon. Thank you for these powerful statements. I am so glad that you sent them to me. Sending my best, 
Abigail 

A. T. Panter 
@gmail.com 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February 1, 2014 at 12:32 PM 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi. Thank you for your support of the Caucus. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments. 

My mobile is 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club, Faculty Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February 3., 203.4 3.2:3.0 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Members. Thanks again for the ongoing support for our community at UNC. We are united, and we will continue to strive towards our vision of "a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of Black employees." 

Attached find the Statement that will be sent to university-affiliiated media and the Black Student Movement. Please forward to Black alumni and other persons who express 

interest and concern about our well-being. 

Please continue to stay in prayer. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 
#HeelForward 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 

.~i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 2:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

CBC We Stand United Statement.pdf 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro~unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February 1, 2014 12:32 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi. Thank you for your support of the Caucus~ 

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments. 

My mobile is 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club, Faculty Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Strornan Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February 1, 2014 12:10 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Members. Thanks again for the ongoing support for our community at UNC. We are united, and we will continue to strive towards our vision of "a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of Black employees." 

Attached find the Statement that will be sent to university-affiliiated media and the Black Student Movement. Please forward to Black alumni and other persons who express 

interest and concern about our well-being. 

Please continue to stay in prayer. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 

#HeelForward 

www.unc.edu!cbc 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to.fear the wind," 

carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 2:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureen Dowd (1 articles) 

Maureen Dowd February 1, 2014, 02:37:4,7 P~] 

Op-Ed Columnist 

~Fl~c" Go,spel Acco~oding to 

When it comes to ibol~ng aroused with an ~ntem J~ the Oval ,::)~Sce, ~s there a 

political statute of limitations? 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 2:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

CBC We Stand United Statement.pdf 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February 1, 2014 12:32 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi. Thank you for your support of the Caucus. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments. 

My mobile is 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club, Faculty Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wondetl’ul it is that nobody need wait a single mon~ent before starting to improve the world,’° ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February :1, 20:14:12::10 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Members. Thanks again for the ongoing support for our community at UNC. We are united, and we will continue to strive towards our vision of "a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of Black employees." 

Attached find the Statement that will be sent to university-affiliiated media and the Black Student Movement. Please forward to Black alumni and other persons who express 

interest and concern about our well-being. 

Please continue to stay in prayer. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 

#HeelForward 

www.unc.eduicbc 

9:19.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is No reason to[ear the wind°" 

carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Art Chansky @gmaJl.com~ 

Saturday, February. 1, 2014 3:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus Statement 

Debbie, this is ama.zingly well done. Good work. We’re putting it up on Chapelbom right away. 

See you soon, 

On Sat, Feb 1,2014 at 12:36 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> wrote: 

Hi Friends. This letter will be sent to university-related media outlets today. I wanted to also directly share this message with you. 

Thank you for your professionalism in this ongoing matter. 

Respectfully, 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 
Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 
#HeelForward 

www.unc.eduicbc 
9!9.843.0336 

L ~ Whe~ the root is deep, there is no re.son to foot the wi~d. I 

Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 

Art Chansky 

~o~nail.co~n 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tye Hunter~ @yahoo.com> 

Saturday, Februa~ 1, 2014 4:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus - We Sta~d United Statement 

very very good. 

On Saturday, February 1,2014 1:25 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

FYI. 

d 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February I, 2014 3_2:32 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi. Thank you for your support of the Caucus. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments. 

My mobile is 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club, Faculty Advisor 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world,"’ ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February 1, 2014 12:10 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Members. Thanks again for the ongoing support for our community at UNC. We are united, and we will continue to strive towards our vision of "a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of Black employees." 

Attached find the Statement that will be sent to university-affiliiated media and the Black Student Movement. Please forward to Black alumni and other persons who express 

interest and concern about our well-being. 

Please continue to stay in prayer. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 

#HeelForward 

www.unc.eduicbc 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 



Carolina Black C ..... 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wm~da Hunter <whunter@racialequityinsfuute.org~ 

Saturday, February. 1, 2014 4:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Suzanne Plihcik <      ~gmaJl.com>; Bay Love <        @gmail.com>; Deena Hayes <dhaye@racialequityinstitute.org>; Tye Hunter 
@alaoo.com>; Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edt~-; Jill Edens ~edens@unitedchurch.org> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stax~d United Statement 

Debby, 

Thank you for sharing the statement ruth me. Beautiful, strong, powerful and just what is needed. 

Kudos to you and your colleagues who crafted it. 

Wanda 

On Feb 1, 2014, at 1:24 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

d 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February 1, 2014 12:32 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi. Thank you for your support of the Caucus. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments. 

My mobile is 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club, Faculty Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a singM moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February 1, 2014 12:10 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Members. Thanks again for the ongoing support for our community at UNC. We are united, and we will continue to strive towards our vision of "a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of Black employees." 

Attached find the Statement that will be sent to university-affiliiated media and the Black Student Movement. Please forward to Black alumni and other persons who express 

interest and concern about our well-bein~. 

Please continue to stay in prayer. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 

#HeelForward 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

929.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to,ear the wind." 

<045444B1- FEAg-4csc-9E01-C19 F7 F6C9 EAD[2].pn~> 

<Surrender.png> 

<CBC We Stand United Statement.pdf><gurrender.png><045444B 1-FEA9-4C5C-9E01-C19F7F6C9EAD[2].png> 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lomy Caudill ~gmaiLcom> 

Saturday, February. 1, 2014 4:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Caxolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Thanks Debby for all you do! Please let me know how I can help. 

On Sat, Feb 1, 2014 at 12:32 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~,~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi. Thank you for your support of the Caucus. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments. 

My mobile is 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club, Faculty Advisor 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a singM moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From; <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date; Saturday, February 1, 2014 12:10 PM 

To; "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Members. Thanks a~ain for the on~oin~ support for our community at UNC. We are united, and we will continue to strive towards our vision of "a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of Black employees." 

Attached find the Statement that will be sent to university-affiliiated media and the Black Student Movement. Please forward to Black alumni and other persons who express 

interest and concern about our well-being. 

Please continue to stay in prayer. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 
Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 

#HeelForward 

www.unc.eduicbc 
9:19.843.0336 

"When the root ~s deep, there is no reason to [ear the wind." 

Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lomy Caudill @gmaiLcom> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 5:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus - We Sta~d United Statement 

I’~n in town through Tlmrsday. Then head to Jamaica on Friday with a work team from ~ny church. We me s~ill building a fellowship hall for a Methodis~ church in the 

southeastern comer of Jamaica - the part not on the tourist brochmes. 

On Sat, Feb 1, 2014 at 5:03 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~,~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Lowry. My head and heart are very heavy. This week has been very demanding in this regard. 

Let’s chat soon. 

HUGS, 

D 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world,°’ ~ Anne Frank 

From: Lowry Caudill <            ~gmail.com> 

Date: Saturday, February 1, 2014 4:34 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: FW: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Thanks Debby for all you do! Please let me know how I can help. 

On Sat, Feb 1, 2014 at 12:32 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi. Thank you for your support of the Caucus. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments. 

My mobile is 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club, Faculty Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the worldo" ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February 1, 2014 12:10 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Members. Thanks again for the ongoing support for our community at UNC. We are united, and we will continue to strive towards our vision of "a university community 

that consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of Black employees." 

Attached find the Statement that will be sent to university-affiliiated media and the Black Student Movement. Please forward to Black alumni and other persons who express 

interest and concern about our well-being. 

Please continue to stay in prayer. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 



#HeelForward 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is no reoson to fear the wind~" 

Carolina Black C ..... 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

Jill Edens <~jeden@unitedchurch.org> 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 5:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wanda Hunter <wlmnte@raciaJequi~inslitute.org >; Suza~ne Plihcik 

Deena Hayes <dhayes@raciaJequi~,institute.org>; Tye Huntet ~: 

Re: I~NV: Caxolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

@gmail.cotn>; Bayard Love ~        ,~!gm~l.com>; 

~yahoo.com>; Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

This is inspiring’. Thank you! Jill 

On Sat, Feb 1,2014 at 1:24 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~/unc.edu> wrote: 

d 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CkU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: Saturday, February :1, 2014 12:32 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CkU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi. Thank you for your support of the Caucus. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments. 

My mobile is 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club, Faculty Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wondeffu~ it is that nobod~� need wait a ~ingle moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Ann~ Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February 1, 20:14:12::10 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Members. Thanks again for the ongoing support for our community at UNC. We are united, and we will continue to strive towards our vision of "a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of Black employees." 

Attached find the Statement that will be sent to university-affiliiated media and the Black Student Movement. Please forward to Black alumni and other persons who express 

interest and concern about our well-being. 

Please continue to stay in prayer. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 

#HeelForward 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to,ear the wind." 



::.~.i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 

Jill Edens 
Paslor, United Clmrch of Chapel Hill 

1321 Maxtin Luther King Blvd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-942-3540 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 6:00 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: }tope to help! 

Hi Dr Stroman! 

I miss you’. I hope you are having a great tveekend! I apologize for being AWOL this semester I have been working over at Tar Heel Sports Properties quite a bit! Pretty much as soon as I 
get out of classes I am over there, or meeting with their clients’. I am really enjoying it too! 

I just tvanted to send a quick note to let you know- that I have been thinking of yo!! I am veiN busy with evewthing THSP right notv, but if there is anything I can do to help with the 
Basketball Analytics Surmnit please let me know-.. Maybe something promotional wise? 

I hope to see you soon[ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Northam, Rata <RNortham@wchl.com> 

Saturday, Februa~ 1, 2014 8:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Black Caucus Statement - Interview Request 

Hi Debbie, 

I saw the statement the CBC released and have posted on our website, Chapelboro.com 

Could you please add us to your media list I don’t think we received it when you sent it out. 

news@wchl.com 

Also, we’d love to talk with you. Would you be available for an interview Monday morning? Our best time slot is 7:06 a.m. I don’t know how early you 
get up, but that’s when we have the most listeners. 

We would love to have you live in the studio, but we could do it by phone if necessary. 

I know there’s a lot going on at Carolina right now, and there are a lot of angles and a lot of opinions. I want to make sure we cover every area as 
equally and fairly as we can. Hearing your side of the story would certainly help us achieve that 

Please let me know if we can chat. I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Than k you, 

Ran Northam 
News and Sports Director 

Even/day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

i.~.i triplelogo 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join the Chapelboro Insiders! 

6et Doily Deols for the Chapel llill-Carrboro community from OurLocal Deal.corn 

Have a ~ews ti~? 
See traffic or accider~ts on the road? 
Cal~ the WCHL ~ewsroom at 9674~363 o~ e4~ai~ us at 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info~yourblackworld.com> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 8:21 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Woma~’s supervisor leave a noose on her desk with words "Termination notice" 

Bra r- washed 

Negr~ 

Kathy Henry wrote this piece on YourBtackBtoggers.net, and we thought it was hitarious. Take a 

took at it and try to decide if you or any of your friends fit her criteria. Atso, is she being too harsh 

or should this be par for the course during Btack History Month? Maybe we need someone to [...] 

February 2, 

 )p*,Ed Refers to Jay,-,Z as a "Poor Excuse for 
Husband" 

by Liku Zet[eke The stars and guests at the 2014 Grammy Awards were entertained by none other 

than Beyonc~ and her husband Jay Z as they sung "Drunk in Love." Everyone there seemed to tike 

it: peopte were dancing to the steamy song and after it ended the coupte were given a standing 

ovation. But, [...] 

February 2, 2014 I 0 Comments 

by Dr. Boyce WatMns According to KATU.com a woman came to work to find the kind of surprise 

that no one wants to face on the job. She says that she arrived and found... 

i 
Rep~bik;a~ 

by Liku Zetteke A singte tweet from someone at ASNBC has rattted the Repubtican National 

Committee: "Aaybe the rightwin8 witt hate it, but everyone etse wit[ go awww: the adorable new 

#Cheerios ad w/ biraciat fatuity, http://t.co/SpB4rqDoAR" The tweet was referring to the new ad 

by Cheerios that shows a birada[ coupte exptaiNn8 to their [...] 

February 1, 2014~.2.~2~::[~?!??.@.£[[~.~[~.2~..~,R£t~ 



by Liku Ze[leke Ohio State University has just ~otten its first African-American president and its 

15th chief overall. Dr. Michael V. Drake, 63, was one of the five finalists that had been selected to 

be the next president of the university. The leaders that chose to appoint him to the position 

couldn’t help but note [...] 

February 1, 2014 I 0 Comments 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins Have you ever lied to your spouse about money? Studies show that about a 

third of art couptes have some source of finandat infidetity. Nikiya Spence is a Financiat therapist 

February 2, 2014 I 0 Comments 

Former NBA Prayer t~AcGrady attemptin8 Basebatt Career By Brandon Simmons When athtetes retire, 

the assumption placed upon them is that they are about to be an analyst for a tetevision station or 

makin8 a career... 

i~i Kansas Cir.? 

February 1, 2014 I 0 Comments 

By Gre8 B. Former runnin£ back Jahvid Best, who most recentty prayed for the Detroit Lions, has 

sued the NFL and the hetmet maker RiddetL Jahvid asserts that 



February 1, 2014 I 0 Comments 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins When I was a student at The University of Kentucky, I used to write about 

cot[egiate athletics in the campus paper. One of the prayers on the basketbat[ team told me... 

[ ~ F’am Oliver is O~ Her Ou~ Of £, Job if :i~i~e Doesn ~ Get A New Way 

Pare OHver ~s On Her Wa~!: Out Of A Job If 
She Doesn’t Get A New Contract 

By Greg B. This year has been a turbulent one for Pam Otiver. Oliver, who has been a Fox anatyst 

for 19 years, could see her contract ended at the completion of this season. We art know Pam 

Otiver from over the years as a wet[ articulated, insightful and professional woman on the sideline. 

However, [...] 

Thousands of NOnoovio~ent Federa~ Inmates 

Ms;, 

by Liku ZeKeke In a move that is seen as an overhaul to the criminal justice system, the Obama 

administration has caked for the early release of low-level, non-violent drug offenders who are 

currently serving time in federal prisons. According to Deputy Attorney Genera[ James M. Cole, the 

administration wants to free inmates who no [...] 

Popular Posts on the BOSS Sports Network 

¯ T~m Tebow ~_pb:~res Life W~thout A Contract h~ H~tar~ous T-~ob~e Super 

¯ Wh______}: ~s Mu~-~ammad A(~% SOn 

By Yotanda Spivey One of my son’s Christmas gift request this past holiday was for me to get him a 

chess board. I thought it was quite odd that a chitd of onty seven years of age woutd be interested 



in playing chess. I was under the impression he would be more interested in a [...] 

Here Are 3 Possible 

Posted on February 1, 2014 By 

by Ree, "The (Ree)tationship Guide" Atthouuh not scientificat[y proven to be true, when news broke 

that the surue of HIV infections in African-American women were primarily due to men who were on 

the down-tow, i.e. men enuauin£ in intimacy with men and women who do not identify themselves as 

say and/or bis~xuat, it created a wave of [...] 

Real Housewives of Atlanta Husbands Share 

By: Kryst[e Crossman When you read stories about people in the cast of Rear Housewives of Atlanta 

it is usua[ty a story about the turmoit that one of the wives... 

February 2, 2014~o ¢.omment~e~d More 

you 

By: Krystte Crossman With so many overweiuht peopte in the countP~’ it is no wonder why diet fads 

keep poppin8 up [eft and ri£ht. It seems that there is a... 

It’s Okay_ To Use Black Faces To Market 
Your Products And Services 

December 24, 2013 

By Devin Robinson When I first released my book, "Power ~.O.V.E.: How to Transition from 

Emptoyee to Emptoyer" I was quickly contacted by a world renown pubticist. He had the 

credentiats, connections and track record many pubticists wouId pay to have. He said that he read 

my book, toyed it and woutd [ike to represent me. He said he think ... 

Popular Posts 

are Excluded 

10 Facts You May Not K~<~w about the TV Shov%. :~Oood T~mes:~ 

For Caus~im~ a~ ~nnocent Man to Go to 



.................................................................................. 

By Barry Burch Jr. Injustice is real, and when a case invotvin8 an innocent man being locked up for 

25... 

boyce \,vstkins I 23f q:Jeens wsy I camiUus; ny 13031 i~i iContact - Try It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 9:11 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Great--I am picking her up at 1:15 to come to the game. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Stroman>, Debbie Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2014 at 9:03 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Thanks Bubba. The response has been great. Yes, let’s chat soon. Have a great day! I am calling the women’s game (radio) today and may have the Chancellor on to chat a bit. 

From: <Cunningham>, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2014 8:46 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Thank you--this is great. 

Hope we talk about it on Tuesday. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Stroman>, Debbie Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February 1, 2014 at 12:32 PM 

To: Debbie Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi. Thank you for your support of the Caucus. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments. 

My mobile is 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club, Faculty Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the woHd."’ ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February 1, 2014 12:10 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Members. Thanks again for the ongoing support for our community at UNC. We are united, and we will continue to strive towards our vision of "a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of Black employees." 

Attached find the Statement that will be sent to university-affiliiated media and the Black Student Movement. Please forward to Black alumni and other persons who express 

interest and concern about our well-being. 



Please continue to stay in prayer. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 

#HeelForward 

www.unc~edu!cbc 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep~ there is no reo~on to fear the wind." 

carolina E31ack C~ucus 542 with tsg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bruce Cairns @gmail.com> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 9:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statemem 

Also, don’t let the critics wony you- they are conflicted, weak and unprincipled (and deep down they know it). Stand strong...BAC 

On Snn, Feb 2, 2014 at 9:42 AM, Bruce Cairns 
Awesome’. Keep it up._.BAC 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

On Sun, Feb 2, 2014 at 9:06 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Bruce. I wish we would have heard from you earlier.., the Statement is already out, and the feedback has been very positive. ;) The message is clear and now we await 

await the pushback from the critics. The Chancellor also wants to meet with the Caucus again. 

Chat with you soon. 

From:          @gmail.com".         ~gmail.com> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2014 8:00 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Dear Debbie: 

This looks great. I offer some edits- but admittedly they are coming from my perspective, so they may be completely unhelpful-please feel free to completely ignore them 

(and me)[ 

Also, feel free to use any, all, or none of the edits. (Note- just before sending this email, I am not sure all of these suggestions work, but I can’t think of anything better at the 

moment) 

Finally, I offer the edits in the spirit of trying to help and thinking about some in the majority community might read them. Regardless I think it is clear this statement comes 

from the Black community. 

With all that, here we go: 

Love #~- hard hitting and sets the tone. 

Edit #2 from "Black students who wonderfully enrich our campus--those who are amazing geniuses and those who are academically less prepared" to "Black students who 

wonderfully enrich our campus---those who are academically gifted to those who are academically less prepared"- not that I don’t agree with the genius part, I just think this 

puts more precise focus on academics 

Edit #3 from "Black athletes who face stereotype threat and are targets of ridicule;" to "Black athletes who face unfair stereotypes and are targets of ridicule"-just added 

unfair and took out threat. 

#4 and #5 are nice. 

#6 This is the one I have thought about the most. I would change "The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies,which has been unfairly attacked, 

overly investigated, and whose legitimacy has been repeatedly questioned" to "The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies with its world renowned 

scholars and incredibly committed students addressing important problems of the day, which has been under-appreciated, unfairly attacked, and whose legitimacy has been 

repeatedly questioned." I took out the "overly investigated" because the Department has nothing to hide, but the impugning of its reputation must stop. Also I thought it 

was important to say something positive about the Department. 

#7 Change:" Black faculty whose research, teaching, and service contribute to knowledge production and social change on our campus and beyond" to "Black faculty whose 

research, teaching, and service make important contributions to understanding and social change on our campus and beyond." Just wordsmithing~ 

I like #8,9,10 as they are. 

I edited last paragraph (mostly minor edits) 

We choose to be a part of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. We are confident that our our various gifts and talents make important contributions to the 

University. We have been integral to this institution’s unique fabric of light and learning since its founding, though it has not been easy. We will not apologize nor back down 

from those who challenge our students’ worthiness on campus. We reaffirm our commitment to support the presence and contributions of Black students, faculty, staff, and 

administrators at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. With those who believe in fairness and justice, we believe in redemption and healing as a unified community. 

Like your ending: 

We ask you to stand with us - today and always~ 

Respectfully, 

Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black Faculty and Staff) 

Overall, very nicely done. 

Hope this helps. 



Bruce 

On Sat, Feb 1, 2014 at 12:10 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Members. Thanks again for the ongoing support for our community at UNC. We are united, and we will continue to strive towards our vision of "a university community 

that consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of Black employees." 

Attached find the Statement that will be sent to university-affiliiated media and the Black Student Movement. Please forward to Black alumni and other persons who 

express interest and concern about our well-being. 

Please continue to stay in prayer. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 

#HeelForward 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is no reoson to j~ar the wind," 

carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bruce Cairns ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 9:48 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

I can assure you when the Black comlnunity sta~lds up, united and unafraid, the tone of the dialogue and discussion will change. Guaranteed. BAC 

On Snn, Feb 2, 2014 at 9:45 AM, Bruce Cairns <        ~gmail.com> wrote: 
Also, don’t let the critics worry, you- they are conflicted, weak and nnprincipled (and deep down they know it). Stand strong...BAC 

On Sun, Feb 2, 2014 at 9:42 AM, Bruce Cairns 
Awesome! Keep it up....BAC 

~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

On Sun, Feb 2, 2014 at 9:06 AM, Strolnan, Deborah L < dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Bruce. I wish we would have heard from you earlier.., the Statement is already out, and the feedback has been very positive. ;) The message is clear and now we 

await the pushback from the critics. The Chancellor also wants to meet with the Caucus again. 

Chat with you soon. 

From: ’         ~gmail.com"          @gmail.com> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2014 8:00 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Dear Debbie: 

This looks great. I offer some edits- but admittedly they are coming from my perspective, so they may be completely unhelpful-please feel free to completely ignore them 

(and me)[ 

Also, feel free to use any, all, or none of the edits. (Note- just before sending this email, I am not sure all of these suggestions work, but I can’t think of anything better at 

the moment) 

Finally, I offer the edits in the spirit of trying to help and thinking about some in the majority community might read them. Regardless I think it is clear this statement 

comes from the Black community. 

With all that, here we go: 

Love #1- hard hitting and sets the tone. 

Edit #2 from "Black students who wonderfully enrich our campus--those who are amazing geniuses and those who are academically less prepared" to "Black students who 

wonderfully enrich our campus---those who are academically gifted to those who are academically less prepared"- not that I don’t agree with the genius part, I just think 

this puts more precise focus on academics 

Edit #3 from "Black athletes who face stereotype threat and are targets of ridicule;" to "Black athletes who face unfair stereotypes and are targets of ridicule"- just added 

unfair and took out threat. 

#4 and #5 are nice. 

#6 This is the one I have thought about the most. I would change "The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies,which has been unfairly attacked, 

overly investigated, and whose legitimacy has been repeatedly questioned" to" The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies with its world 

renowned scholars and incredibly committed students addressing important problems of the day, which has been under-appreciated, unfairly attacked, and whose 

legitimacy has been repeatedly questioned." I took out the "overly investigated" because the Department has nothing to hide, but the impugning of its reputation must 

stop. Also I thought it was important to say something positive about the Department. 

#7 Change:" Black faculty whose research, teaching, and service contribute to knowledge production and social change on our campus and beyond" to "Black faculty 

whose research, teaching, and service make important contributions to understanding and social change on our campus and beyond." Just wordsmithing. 

I like #8,9,10 as they are. 

I edited last paragraph (mostly minor edits) 

We choose to be a part of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. We are confident that our our various gifts and talents make important contributions to the 

University. We have been integral to this institution’s unique fabric of light and learning since its founding, though it has not been easy. We will not apologize nor back 

down from those who challenge our students’ worthiness on campus. We reaffirm our commitment to support the presence and contributions of Black students, faculty, 

staff, and administrators at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. With those who believe in fairness and justice, we believe in redemption and healing as a unified 

community. 

Like your ending: 



VVe ask you to stand with us - today and always~ 
Respectfully, 
Carolina Black Caucus (aka Black Faculty and Staff) 

Overall, very nicely done. 

Hope this helps. 

Bruce 

On Sat, Feb 1, 2014 at 12:10 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Members. Thanks again for the ongoing support for our community at UNC. We are united, and we will continue to strive towards our vision of "a university 

community that consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of Black employees." 

Attached find the Statement that will be sent to university-affiliiated media and the Black Student Movement. Please forward to Black alumni and other persons who 

express interest and concern about our well-being. 

Please continue to stay in prayer. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 

#HeelForward 

www.unc~edu!cbc 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, th~r~ is no reason to f~ar the wind°" 

Carolina Black C ..... 542 with tag 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

She,ll Kleinman -~ "_c}nc.rr.com> 

Sunday, Februao~ 2, 2014 1:26 PM 

The progtZac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progthc] Fwd: Carolina Black Caucus - "We S’ta~d United" Statement 

CBC We Stand United Statement.pdf 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [uncAprogram in latina o studies] Cm~olina Black Caucns - ’%Ve Stand United" Statement 

Date:Snn, 2 Feb 2014 18:02:58 +0000 

From:Ribo, John D ~jdribo@email.unc.edu-~ 
Reply-To:UNC Latina/o Studies <unc program in latina o st~dies(a)listserv.unc.edu> 

To:UNC Latina/o Studies <unc program in latina o st~dies(a)listserv.unc.edu> 

Please find attached the Co~rolina Black Caucus’s recent statement of unity and share ruth rill who may be interested. 

Thanks, 

Jolm 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progihc as: <a href "mailto:dstro@nnc.edu">dstro@nnc.edu%’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJl to <a hre~"mmlto:leave-34193935-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56fel eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34193935- 

56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<ia> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfaxmer@admissions.nnc.edu~ 

Sunday, Februao~ 2, 2014 1:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Dear Debby: 

Thank you, and thanks to all the members of the Caucus, for writing and sending this statement. It is wise and true. 

I especially appreciate the call to stand with students who have been unfairly maligned. Our students have earned their place here. We should be glad and grateful that they 
chose UNC. 

We talked awhile ago about my joining you for a meeting of the Caucus at some point. Just say the word and I will be there. 

Thank you again and best wishes. 

Steve 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 12:32 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi. Thank you for your supiyort of the Caucus. 

Please let me lmow if you have any questions or comments. 

My mobile is 

Respectfiflly. 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club, Faculty Advisor 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From= <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date= Saturday, February 1, 2014 12:10 PM 

To= "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject= Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Members. Thanks again for the ongoing support for our community at UNC. We are united, and we will continue to strive towards our vision of "a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of Black employees." 

Attached find the Statement that will be sent to university-affiliiated media and the Black Student Movement. Please forward to Black alumni and other persons who express 

interest and concern about our well-being. 

Please continue to stay in prayer. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 
#HeelForward 

www.unc.edu/cbc 
919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to[ear the wind." 



Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Souffrant, Eddy <esouffra@uncc.edu> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 1:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Wayne Reeves <REEVESW@ecu.edu>; jwjohns4@ncsu.edu 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Thanks Debby, 

Happy New Year to all! It is a wonderful document that should serve as a reminder to us all that we ARE the community too. 

With best regards, 

Eddy 

Center fbr Prof~ssio~al a~d Ap[~ied ~thic~:/ 

President. 

Un~ver;s’~ty FacuIO, Co~ncil 

UNC CIIARLOTJ:~" 

De},artment ~Philoso:)f~ 

9201 Umversi~ C~y 

Charlott~, NC 28222 - O00l 

gqnt~ingham Hail, ~ 09 

ti (?04) 687 -. 5422 

.fi’ (?04) 687 .- ~ 69I 

e-mail: esouf~’a@uncc. 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Sunday, February 02, 20:14 9:02 AM 
To; Wayne Reeves; jwjohns4@ncsu.edu; Souffrant, Eddy 
Subject; FW: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Friends. I hope this note finds you in good health and spirit. I waist to make sure you axe awaze of this comm~mication. Please share with your colleagues. We 

appreciate your support. 

Regards, 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

Mobile - 

"How wonde~ul it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ An~e Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February :1, 20:14:12::10 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Members. Thanks again for the ongoing support for our community at UNC. We are united, and we will continue to strive towards our vision of "a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of Black employees.’1 

Attached find the Statement that will be sent to university-affiliiated media and the Black Student Movement. Please forward to Black alumni and other persons who express 

interest and concern about our well-being. 

Please continue to stay in prayer. 

Respectfully, 



debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 

#HeelForward 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

919.843.0336 

Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frank Bullock ~ ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, February 2 2014 2:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thank You! 

Hello Dr. S~xomar~ 

You don’t know me, I’m simply another humble alumnus of UNC, but I wanted to drop you a quick line to tell how incredibly impressed I am with the s~atement of 

unily released bv~ the Carolina Black Caucus. Thank you.. We alumni stand united behind you.. #HeelFo~a~-ard 

Sincerely, 



From: ~livea~nc.edu; 

Sent: Sunday, 5:45 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Blog 2 Make-up 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Sakai would not let me submit the Blog I missed from earlier this week so I am emailing my responses like you asked. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.tmc.edu;, 

Sunday, 5:56 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; @kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Batting Leadoffx CSBC 

Batting Leadoff Management Team Application.pdf; ATI’00001.htm; Batting LeadoffFeamred Blogger Pmgram.lxtf; ATT00002.htm 

I have a friend at Comell that just sere me this. 

Think this might be a good oppommity tbr our CSBC anal.5~Acs sub group to explore ti~rther? 

Begin forwa~rded Inessage: 

From: Adam Kirsch <aik266~)comell.edu> 

Date: at 5:37:06 PM EST 

To: ~gmail.com 

Subject: Batting Leadoffx CSBC 

Hope all is well. I wanted to drop you a quick note to reconnect and 

let you know about opportunities at Batting Leadoffthat may be of 

interes~t to the CSBC. Batting Leadoff is a premium basebell blog 

off’efing player analysis, sabennemc leviews and more. 

Would you be able to shale the below with your members? 

~Vithgmtitude, 

Adam 

Batting Leadoff is a website dedicated to providing readers with 

premium ba~ball content. From m~alyzing Pitch F/X data, to providing 

extensive scouting reports on coveted prep players, to breaking down 
your favorite team’s s~trengths and weaknesses, Batting Leadoff covers 

it a~l. Our collection ofblogs is comprehensively reseaxched and 

skillfully written to give readers the most infom~ative and 

enter~ning insights on the web. 

Further, Batting Leadoff serves as a showcase for talented people 

looking to start careers in baseball operations, statistical analysis, 

and scouting. Through the Batting Leadoff space, writers are able to 

show protbssional personnel how they could one day contribute to an 

MLB Front Office. 

In our short time we’ve amassed over 33,000 views and shown growth in 

each month. We’ve also formed partnerships aad received suppo(t from 

established organizalions such as Strat-O-Matic, the Ivy Sports 

Symposium, SAB1L and Bloomberg Spolts. Addilionally, we recently 

distributed a newsletter to all 30 MLB clubs, which can be found 

below. 

http:#issuu.com/battmgleadotT2docs/battin~ leadoff newsletter 

Batting Leadoffis looking to expand in the coming months mad would 

like to bring on contributors as part of its Management Teana and 

Featured Blogger Program. See below tbr the application forms and we 

look forward to hearing from you. Any questions or concerns cma be 

directed to battingleadoffl(~gtnaJl.com and we encourage you to visit us 

a~v~v.battiiNleadoff: corn. 



Adam Kirsch 

Cornell University 

School oflndus~.rial and Lalx~r Relations 

Class of 2015 

w~v.li~kedin.com/i~v’adaanildrsch 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, FebruaO, 2, 2014 10:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

ClipsMonday Update 2-3-14 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShipSouth. Hope you are well. 

This Monday Update has been compiled on Sunday night while Nuirming through the ~?rry 

tbotball game that was called the Superbowl. What a colossal di~ppointment. 

This week!s conteut was dominated by everyone’s opinion about uuioniziug college football 
players, as well as possible paymeut (m er aud above tuitiou and room, boaM), as well as 

whether players (or student-athletes) should be considered employees, etc. etc. 

Other items we sifted fl~ough.... Notre Dame’s veO, impressive plm~s build three academic 
buildings attached to their football stadium.... FBiMBK coach pay, vis-a-vis Fo~raula One 
drivers..., the fi~t $1 million coordinator in The BIG.... a Clips Eyewitness Report about the 
Editor’s long weekend in South Florida.... non-p~ofit President’s pay-..., the last legs of fax 
machines (for NLI usage)..., an update on the NCAA’s Dan Gavitt.... Sun Belt distributions .... 
the physique ofMa;k Jeunings.... O’Ba~mon, Swinney, Blackistone, Motley Fool and Under 
Armour.... clink, Andy Huggins, CMG, Title IX, "this year’s lbotball coach carousel, etc. et.al. 
intinitum m~d so on ..... 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wv~v.twitter.com/~ColleqeAt hCli~s 

Reme~nber, you must be logged in wifli your username and password to view the 

articles (below) on fl~e website. If you are not logged in you will get a blank white 

stweeu, 



About our website: Colle~leAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
wwvv.collegeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nick@collegeathleticsclips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from tttis mailing list oi change the email format please use tire links below: 

Change yore- subsmipdon 
Uitsnbsmibe 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscfibe 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@ kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:31 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

SAL Meeting 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Please let me know if you need anything for tomorrow night’s SAL meeting. I expect there to be about 15 members in attendance. 

Thankyou! 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 6:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera February 3, 2014 08:08:01 

Joe o~ %~NYC*s "No~ey Talking": Janum’y 3~ 

"[’his week, doe Nseusses the Dew’s dowm~,ard slide. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

unlimited access to NYTimes.com and eur apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times flora anywhere wi~h our suite of apps: 

Android [ iPad® ] iPhone® i All 

About This ~mail 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to this email from NYTimes co1~1. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy progl’am, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerb Help I Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contac! i Advertise 



Pootbal pk~yers at Northwestern University have officially Ited a pettion with the National Labor Relations Board asking Go be ~rea~ed as a labo~ union. 

The College Athletes Players Association, as they propese to cal it, woukt have a seat at the table when the NCAA decides on issues that impact student 

athletes; like the players associations in professional athletics, they would have the right to collectively bargain with the NCAA. 

Principally, the student athletes say their concerns focus primarily on issues of health and safety. Among other things, they’d like scholarships to be 

guaranteed, ew~.n if the player can no longer play due to injury or other medical issues. In addition, the group would pursue the creation of a trust fund 

players could tap into after their NCAA eligibility is complete in order to complete their degree or be rewarded for degree completion. 

A union would give student athletes leverage they lack now, from the simple strength of acting as a group to the protection of labor laws. It’s easy to see 

why student athletes might want to form a union, but there’s no doubt they’ll face an uphil battle. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attad~: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday,               9:17 AM 

Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Sullivan, Susan <Susan Sullivau@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Dvatt- Case Compeddou 

Case Competition - on website.docx 

Dr. Stroman and Susan, 

Can you please check my draft for the Case Competition? 

Best, 



Fl’Olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevi~outi@diversityinc.com> 

Monday, FebruaD~ 3, 2014 9:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Resource Groups Web Seminaac Feb. 2~ ~ ~th KPMG & Hilt( n Worldwide 

Good morning, 

During our next Web Seminar on Feb. 25, Kathy Hannan, National Managing Partner, Diversity & Corporate Responsibility, KPMG (No 23 in the Diversitylnc Top 50), and Michael Ford, 

Vice President, Global Diversity & Inclusion, Hilton Worldwide (one of Diversitylnc’s 25 Noteworthy Companies), will share best practices on building and managing resource groups. 

You’ll learn: 

Howto start resource groups 

Howto build membership, including hourly workers. 

The best amounts and sources of funding. 

Howto find executive sponsors 

Howto increase participation 

Howto use groups for recruitment, engagement, promotions and market share. 

Resource Groups 

Date: Feb. 25, 2013 
Time: 2 p.m. ET 

Duration: 90 minutes 

Reglistration 

Diversitylnc Best Practices Members: Complimentary 

[Reqiste r Now] Log in with your corporate email address to register or crick here to find out how to subscribe. 

Non-Members: $350 (additional seats may be purchased at $50 each) 

[Reqister Now] 

Everyone who registers will be emailed a downloadable presentation of the Web Seminar If you can’t attend, you can view it within 24 hours of Feb. 25 from the Web Seminar Librarv on 

Diversit,/Inc Best Practices. 

Best regards, 

Luke Visconti 

Chief Executive Officer 

Diversitylnc 

Upcoming Events: Register Now--Dinner Tables Selling Fast! 

April 22, 2014 I The 20!4 Diversity, tnc Top 50 Event I New York City 

This e-mail was sent to dstro@unc.edu by Diverstylnc. 

Divereitylnc Media, 342 Nassau Street, Princeton, NJ 08540 

If you no longer wish to receive e-mail messages from Diversitylnc or would like to update your email subscriptions, please click here to manaqe your preferences or unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KERR, JAMIE ~k5971 @attcom> 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 10:21 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: bio 

Good seeing you, Dehbie~ Keep me posted on the basketball summit 

.la m ie Kerr 
Director, Corporate Sponsorships 

AT&T 
1055 Lenox Park Boulevard 
Suite D389 
Atlanta, GA 30319-5309 
(o) 404-986-1543 
(m) 
Email:james.kerr@att.com 
AOL IN: 
TEXTING and DR~V~NG... It Can Wait. _T_a___Ite___t___h__e__j~__[_e___d__.q_e_. ~oday a~d pass it on 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 6:09 PM 

To: KERR, JAMIE 
Subject: RE: bio 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
E~9~g!e,. E.~plore. Empower. 

919.343~0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From: KERR, JAMIE [._r[_)_a__[[_t__o_;j_k___5__9___7_~_~_a_~=_c___o___m__] 

Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 10:01 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: bio 

Here you go 

Jamie Kerr 
Director, Corporate Sponsorships 
AT&T 
1055 Lenox Park Boulevard 
Suite D389 
Atlanta, GA 303~9-5309 
(o) 404-986-1543 

(m) 
Email:iames.kerr@att.com 
AOL IM: 
TEXTING and DRIVING... it Can Wait. _T_a___k_e___t___h_e__p__!_e___d__g_e_. today and pass it on. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, 10:38 AIVl 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: 

We have all been put in these situations before. Sometimes we really ~vant to help students, but they need to help themselves as welh It is the balance of mentoring students and sometimes 
it is not as cut and dr~v as it seems Hang in there, I know you are doing the right thing! 

Meredith 

Meredith Petschauer, PhD, LAT, ATC 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
2202 Stallings Evans Sports Medicine Center 
UNC CH CB#8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Petschauer, Meredith A 
Sulziect: RE: 

5:44 PM 

Thanks Meredith I believe he slid a copy under my door. I didn’t notice it with the other papers. Nonetheless, he still didn’t follow directions. Thanks again. I certainly learned a lot about 
being stronger ;vhen faced with "begging" students Lol 

Have a relaxing weekend. 

DeborahL. Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
Engage. [~xplore. Empower 

919.8430336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
,-, Samuel Johnson 

CONF;DENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only [’or the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged materiah An?’ ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Petsch auer, Meredith A 
Sent: }:riday, 3:35 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: 

I am not sure who he sent it to. I did not get it. The bottom line is that he got and IN, if he does not complete what he needs to by the deadline to change the IN in March he will 
automatically get an F. Make sure you are clear with the deadlines and then if he does not meet them, that is his fault. You can only do so much. 

Meredith 

Meredith Petschauer, PhD, LAT, ATC 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
2202 Stallings Evans Sports Medicine Center UNC CH CB#8700 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Petschauer, M£redith A 
Subject: 

3: 20 PM 

Hi _Meredith. The      saga continues. He missed his draft deadline. He did not respond in a timely manner to my request for a meeting to discuss his draft. He left a note for me this 
morning stating that he submitted his proposal. I, nor the cormnittee, ncver saxv the final. I guess he sent it to you? Let me know yota thoughts. I did have a long chat with Diane about him. 
We both agree that he over promises and has great difficulty accepting and applying feedback. Thanks! 

DLS from my iPhone. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 11:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Academic Progress Reports 

If you have not yet submi[ted your Academic Progress Reports for spring      please do so a[ your earliest convenience. 

Instructors of undergraduate courses may submit Academic Progress Reports in ConnectCarolina until 

ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS 
Frequently Asked Questions 

WHAT IS AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

Academic progress reports (formerly called academic early warnings) are a tool for instructors to communicate with students. Instructors can provide 

comments to students performing well and to students exhibiting early signs of academic distress. Instructors may submit up to two comments for each 

student in a particular course. When an instructor submits an academic progress report for a student, the student will be contacted by email and through 

ConnectCarolina. A note will also be placed in the students advising record. Students who receive negative academic progress reports are encouraged to 

consider: 

1. Visiting their instructor during faculty office hours or make an appointment with their instructor to discuss their progress in the course and strategies 

for improvement. 

2. Meet with an academic advisor to discuss their strategies for success in the course and, if necessary, dropping the course. 

3. Utilize university resources for academic success. 

WHAT TYPES OF ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS MAY BE SUBMITTED? 

Instructors can submit up to 2 of the following items for each student enrolled in their course: 

Assignment/Homework Performance 

Class Participation 

Quiz/Examination Performance 

Writing Skills 

General Concern 

Immediate Action Suggested 

Never Attended 

Intermittent Attendance 

Stopped Attending 
¯ Keep up Good Work 
¯ Showing Improvement 
¯ Outstanding Performance 

WHEN CAN AN INSTRUCTOR SUBMIT AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

Instructors may submit academic progress reports in ConnectCarolina from the 4th through the 7th week of a fall or spring semester. The last day to drop 
th occurs during the 8 week of fall and spring semesters. There are no early warnings during the summer term. For , the Academic 

Progress Repot[ period is The last day to drop a course is Wednesday, 

WHY SUBMIT AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

While submitting academic progress reports are voluntary, they are a helpful tool to provide students with feedback on their academic performance early in 

the semester. 

Instructors may submit academic progress reports using ConnectCarolina. 

:L Between go to Faculty Center in ConnectCarolina. 

2. Click on the "Class Roster" page. 

3. Click on the "Academic Early Warning" link in the right corner. 

4. Select one or two comments per student using the drop down bars in the two columns that say "Comment 1" and "Comment 2." 

5. When you are done, click the "OK" button at the bottom of the page. 

WHAT IS THE CRITERIA FOR SUBMITTING AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

The criteria for submitting an academic progress report is determined by the instructor. An instructor may consider submitting an academic progress 

report if a student is performing well in the course or not meeting expectations in the following areas: 
¯ Assignment or Homework Performance 

,, Class Participation 

,, Quiz or Examination Performance 
¯ Writing Skills 

,, Attendance 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN ASTUDENT RECEIVES AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 

Students who receive academic progress reports are contacted by email and through ConnectCarolina. Students are encouraged consider: 

1. Visiting their instructor during faculty office hours or make an appointment with their instructor to discuss their progress in the course and, if 

necessary, strategies for improvement. 

2. Meet with an academic advisor to discuss their strategies for success in the course and, if necessary, dropping the course. 

3. Utilize ._q~j__v___ej:__s_j_t_y___r__e___s__9__u___r__c___e___s_ for academic success. 

DO ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORTS GO ON A STUDENT’S "PERMANENT RECORD" OR TRANSCRIPT? 

No. The academic progress report is an internal communication and will not appear on external student records such as a transcript. 

ARE ACADEMICADVlSORS NOTIFIED WHEN A STUDENT RECEIVES AN ACADEMIC PROGRESS REPORT? 



A note is put in the "Advisor Note" section of ConnectCarolina. Advisors in The Academic Advising Program review Advisor Notes when they meet with 

students. The Office of Underqraduate Retention receives reports on students receiving academic progress reports and frequently reaches out to students 

and/or refers students to appropriate resources and services on campus. 

WHAT IF I HAVE A NON-ACADEMIC CONCERN ABOUT A STUDENT? 

The Academic Progress Report System is primarily for academic concerns. If you have a general concern about a student and you would like to talk to the 

student in person, you may submit the "General Concern" early warning. If you are concerned about a student"s health or safety, you are 

encouraged to contact the ._D____e___a___n____o__f____S___t#_#__e___n__t___s____O____ff__!_c___e_. (919 ) 966-4042 or ~C~#~n~s~e~!~[~n~g~a~n~d~P~s~‘y~c~h~[~g~!£~a~[~S-~e-~m~[~c~e~s~ (919 ) 966-3658 immediately. If you have a 

student exhibiting disruptive behaviors during class, you may want to contact the Dean of Students and/or visit their website for helpful information. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subje~: 

@ive.unc.edt> 

Monday,               11:45 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sports Internships Oplx~rtm~ity 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

For the Entrepreneurship minor my goal is to eventually work in the sports industry. I haven’t been able to find any internships in that field, With your 

experience and connections I was wondering if you have heard of any internships that accepts college students. Or if you have any suggestions that would 

be great. I am open to any thing at any location. Thanks for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Souffrant, Eddy <esouffra@uncc.edu> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 11:52 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

We Stand United 

Hi Debby, 
1 also wanted to share my recent publication. Please see below: 
http: !/us. macmilla n.com/identiblpoliticalfreedoma ndcollectiveresponsibilibl!EddyMSouffrant 
If you have a chance do let me know your thoughts. 

Best, 
Eddy 
Edd~,~ 8o~ant, Ph. D., 
Associate Pr@ssor qt’Ph~losopfo,/ 

Facult), Associate, Business Ethic:~ A~’ea Leader 
Center fbr Prof~ssio~tal and ApI~lied Ethic’U 
President, 
Univer;s’l& FaculO, Council 
LL~C’ CIL~LOTTE 
Deparm~ent qf Philosophy 
9201 Universi& Cfiy Bh,~ 
Charlotte, NC 28223 - O00Z 
Z/~nmn,~ham Hail 109 B 
U (70~) 687 - 5422 
f~ (704) ~,87 - ~ ~,91 (New) 
e-mcng: esouffka(a)unoc.eclu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, February 03, 2014 9:25 AM 
To= Souffrant, Eddy 
Subject= Re: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Thanks Eddy. I appreciate your support. 

Be blessed. 

Debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Souffrant>, "esouffra@uncc.edu" <esouffra@uncc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2014 1:57 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Wayne Reeves <REEVESW@ecu.edu>, Joe Johnson <jwiohns4@ncsu.edu> 

Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Thanks Debby, 
Happy New Yearto all! ~ is a wondeffuldocumentthat should serve as a reminder tous allthatwe ARE the community too. 
With best regards, 
Eddy 

Ed@ )~ Souft?an~ ~ h. D., 
Associate Pr~(bssor q¢’Ph~losopkO,/ 
ICacul(y Associate, Business Ethic’s Area Leader 
Center.fin" Proj?ssional and Applied Ethicx/ 
PresMem, 
Univens’ity FaculO~ Council 
UNC CIL4JCLOTI~E 
Department of Philosophy 
9201 University Cily 
Charlotte, NC 28223 -. 0001 
~/inmngham Hail 109 B 
~/’ (704) 687 -. 5422 
f~ (704) 6~7 .- 169I 
e-.ma~k esouff?a~uncc, edu 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, February 02, 2014 9:02 AM 
To= Wayne Reeves; iw~ohns4@ncsu.edu; Souffrant, Eddy 
S..bject= FW: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Friends. I hope this note finds you in good health and spirit, I want to make sum you are aware of this communicafion. Please share with yonr colleagues. We 
appreciate your snpport. 



Regards, 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

Mobile - 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world,°’ ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February :1, 2014:12::10 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Members. Thanks again for the ongoing support for our community at UNC. We are united, and we will continue to strive towards our vision of "a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of Black employees." 

Attached find the Statement that will be sent to university-affiliiated media and the Black Student Movement. Please forward to Black alumni and other persons who express 

interest and concern about our well-being. 

Please continue to stay in prayer. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 

ftHeelForward 

www.unc.eduicbc 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is No reason ta [ear the w, indo" 

carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: 
~}gmail.com on behalf of 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, . 12:00 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus Speaks 

I thiuk this ve~y ett~clively illustrated your thoughts and rm not surprised it received such good feedback. I’m glad so mauy s~atements/inilialives me being staxted. 

Someone has to do it ;) 

On Sat,            at 12:50 PM, Stroman, Deborah <dstro(~unc.edu~ wrote: 
~i. Thank you for your attention to this communication. 

Regards, 

Respectfully, 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 
Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 
#HeelForward 

www.unc.eduicbc 
919.843.0336 

%@’hen the root ~ deep, there is no reoson to ~feor the wind," 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfaxmer~admissions.unc.edu~ 

Monday, February 3, 2014 12:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Debby, thank you for forwarding the response, and thank you for all you are doing. 

I’ve added 2/12 at 12p to my calendar-will certainly understand (and will gracefully bow out) if the Caucus wants to welcome Chancellor Folt instead. 

Thank you again and hope you are doing well. 

Steve 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 9:24 AM 

To: Farmer, Stephen M 

Subject: Re: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Steve. Thanks for your note. The response has been very positive.., from administrators, faculty, students, and alumni. Yes, I would love for you to come to our next meeting on 

Feb. 12 (12:00 p.m.), but I think the Chancellor wants to come back again. I will keep you posted. I am not sure if she wants to meet with us alone. 

Have a great day and stay encouraged! 

For example, here is one... 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
You don’t know me, I’m simply another humble alun~nus of UNC, but I wanted to drop you a 
quick line to tell how incredibly impressed I am with the statement of unity released by 
the Carolina Black Caucus. Thank you. We alumni stand united behind you. #HeelForward 

debby 
Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before star~ing to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Farmer>, Stephen M <.s__f..a_r_._m___e_._r_@_~__d_._m_!A.s_!..o_n__s_.:_u_.n_£: .e__d_._u_> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2014 1:35 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Dear Debby: 
Thank you, and thanks to all the members of the Caucus, for writing and sending this statement, ft is wise and true. 
I especially appreciate the call to stand with students who have been unfairly maligned. Our students have earned their place here. We should be glad and grateful that they 
chose UNC. 
We talked awhile ago about my joining you for a meeting of the Caucus at some point. Just say the word and I will be there. 
Thank you again and best wishes. 

Steve 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 12:32 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi. Thank you for your support of the Caucus. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or comments. 

My mobile is 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club, Faculty Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world,°’ ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February 1, 2014 12:10 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro(~unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus - We Stand United Statement 

Hi Members. Thanks again for the ongoing support for our community at UNC. We are united, and we will continue to strive towards our vision of "a university community that 

consistently and enthusiastically fosters, supports and celebrates the achievement of Black employees." 

Attached find the Statement that will be sent to university-affiliiated media and the Black Student Movement. Please forward to Black alumni and other persons who express 

interest and concern about our well-being. 

Please continue to stay in prayer. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 
Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 



#HeelForward 

www.unc:~edu./cbc: 

919.843.0336 

"When the root i~ deep, there is no reason toofear the wind°" 

Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 3, 2014 12:48 PM 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Stromm:, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Joy Renner - request for assitance and question 

Greetings fellow FAC members: 

In keeping with our move toward having better data and information on which to make decisions.....I have requested transcripts of our special talent admits (2012 - 

2013 and Fall 2013) so we can evaluate academic performance and see if there are lessons to be learned that can inform our recruiting and admissions processes as 

well as advising process. While we have seen some reports on GPAs of this group. As we all know, just having numbers does not always tell the whole story. A 

transcript can provide much more than just the overall performance. 

Would you (Layna I know you are not really "working" right now) be willing to meet with me, Lissa, and Michelle and someone from advising (Lee May or Andrea or 

Spencer) and review these transcripts in light of having a total picture of the individual? If possible, I would like to do this sometime this week or early next week. 

Thank you for considering this activity. 

Also, did we receive the majors information for the student athletes. I don’t believe we had that information for our last meeting. 

Joy 
Joy J, Renneq M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 
Associate_¯ Professor ;rod Dir~_~ctof 
Uniw_~rsity of Nol’th Caroiina at C~apel H[li 
School of Medich-~e 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduri~nt Hi, fi 
521.-A South Coh~mbia St 
Chapel Hdl, NC 27599-7130 

919-956-5147Desk 

Cell 

91.9-956-~951 

-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-niilq messilge, i!~c:lud[ng ;}tl:achments, if am/, is inter~ded only for the .-person or entity to whh:h [t is addressed and may corfl:ain confiden[[a~ and/or 

pr[vqeged mal:er[i}L A~W -.--un;~uthor~zed rev:ew, use, d~sc~osure or d:s[r[buth)n :s prohiNl:ed. If ~ou are not the intended reciph~nl:, please co~t:}c:[ the sender by reply e-ma:l and 

destroy all coph~s of the original message. 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: 

Subjet’t: I 

cno- veply@sakaia~nc.edu> 

2:10 PM 

<no- reply@ saJ~ai .unc .edu-~ 

- Announcement ] Welcome Jim Kitchen’. 

An announcement has been added in the’ 

7fadl’bab7fc3 ) 

site at Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/porml/site/lb86d397-c977-4347-97df- 

Subject: Welcome Jim Kitchen! 

Group: Site 

Message: 

Hi Heels. Mr. Kitchen is able to visit with us tomorrow, 

happen ruth a caring hea:rt. 

http://ii~nldtchen.or~ 

We am very, very’ forttmate to have his gifts back here at UNC. 

Come ready ruth qnestions! 

The opportunity to sha~re and spend time with him is special. This man makes things 

Dr. Stromm~ 

This antomatic notification message was sent by Sa£ai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal) from the EXSS328.001 .SP14 site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

((}gmail.com on behalf of 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus Speaks 

Wise words. 

I ~eceived an email from the DTH. I’ll forward it to you with my thoughts in a few moments. 

Ou Mon, at 2:17 PM, Stromm~, Deborah <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Engage, g~plore, Empow~n 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be aRempted if all possible obje~ions must first be overcome." 

~ Samue~ Johnson 

From= @qmail.com [mailto: ~qmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent-" Nonday, ~2:00 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Carolina Black Caucus Spea~ 

I tN~ tNs veW e~ctively illus~ated your thoughts and I’m not su~fised k received such good feed[~ck= I’m glad so many s~tement~inifiafives are being sta~ed. 

Someone has to do it ;) 

On Sat, at 12:50 PM, Stroman, Deborah <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi. Thank you for your attention to this communication. 

Regards, 

Respectfully, 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina 81ack Caucus 

@drstroman 

#HeelForward 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is no reoson to.fear the wind." 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

JeffGibbons <j gibbons@tx~bcats.com> 

Monday, Februaw 3, 2014 3:23 PM 

Jeff Gibbons <j gibbons@bobcats.corn> 

10th Annual Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair RegiS_ration 

Attention all teachers, advisors & counselors! 

it is that time of year again, as your students begin their searoh for internships, employment and general guidanoe in regards to their oareers, that we are 

pleased to announce the 10th Annual Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair. This event allows for your student body to network with a variety of companies and 

organizations, while also getting the opportunity to meet and learn from their fellow job seekers. 

The Charlotte Boboats career fair will be held on Tuesday, February 11th from l:00prn-4:$0prn at Time Warner Cable Arena. The Charlotte Bobcats will 

also be hosting a 30 minute interview and career information session where they will give advioe and guidance for taking the next step in your career! 

Interview, resume, and conduot tips are just a few of the things you’ll learn about. Then they will have the opportunity to meet and network with oompanies in 

the sports industry, as well as Iooal businesses and organizations. Details on this portion of the Career Fair will come as attendees start to sign up and feel 
free to share what a great opportunity this is for them as they begin their professional careers. 

There is an $18 registration fee that aooompanies this event as we work to bring some of the best companies in the region to our oareer fair. We do our 

best to put on an event that is beneficial for employers, potential employees, and/or internship seekers. The registration fee helps us ensure a high quality 

event for everyone and gives an opportunity for everyone to see firsthand the inner workings of the sports and entertainment industry. 
Not only does the registration grant your students aooess to the oareer fair, but it includes a tioket to that evening’s game against the Dallas Mavericks at 

7:00pro. This will give the participants interested in the sports industry an opportunity to see how an arena is transformed and how many different avenues 

there are to work in our industry. 

There are two (2) ways to register; 
¯ Call & register over the phone direotly with Jeff Gibbons, Acoount Executive with the Boboats. 

¯ Register Online https://oss.ticketmaster.com!html/qouhtml?l=EN&t=bobcats&o=620133&q=1255 at & enter the Special Offer Code: CAREER 

We will also be updating www.bobcat&com!careerfai(, with the latest vendors that will be present and current information on the career fair itself. 

There have been dozens of success stories that have come from the Charlotte Bobcats Career Fair and we are looking forward to hearing the next set of 

positive testimonials. 

Thank you for passing this information along to your students and feel free to call or email me with any questions. 

Best, 

JEFF GIBBONS 
Account Executive, Group Saies 
BOBCATS i ’.~’ORT:::. 
333 East Trade Street 
Chariotte, NC 28202 
T 704.B88.9044 
~- 704.~88.8735 
igibbons@bobcats.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sport Marketing and The Club 

Good afternoon Dr. Stroman, 

Last week in my meeting with Michael E~eale, we discussed how students are always reaching out to faculty, and interns like myself, on ways to get involved with Carolina 

Athletics. Here in the Marketing Office there is a database with emails and contact information from past volunteers, and students hoping to volunteer in the future. I know that 

CSF3C has a similar list, and both lists of emails are continuing to grow. Michael and I thought it would be wise to ask you about the future plans for the list of students wanting to 

get involved but not sure where to start. Is there a time that we could meet to discuss the different options, and some ideas we had about how to manage these lists and get more 

students involved and volunteering here? 

See you soon, 

University of North Carolina -Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu I 



Schedule At-a-Glance 

8:00 a.m. 

8:30 a.m. 

9:00 a.m 

10:15 a.m 

10:30 a.m 

11:30 a.m 

12:30 p.m. 

1:45 p.m. 

2:00 p.m. 

2:30 p.m. 

~.15 p.m. 

4:30 p.m. 

Check-In & Continental Breakfast, Alumni Hall 

Welcome 

Keynote Address: High-Impact Practice, National Focus and Trends, Alumni Hall 

Break 

Senior Leadership Panel Discussion, Alumni Hall 

Lunch, Alumni Hall 

Breakout Sessions (See next page for more information) 

Break 

Plenary Speaker: Engaging Students in High-Impact Practices Early in the Undergraduate 

Experience, Alumni Hall 

Student Panel Discussion, Alumni Hall 

Opening Access and Tracking High-Impact Practices at UNC-Chapel Hill, Alumni Hall 

Acknowledgements and Close 

High Impact Carolina Conference - February" 7, 2014 
The Carolina Club at the University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 



High Impact Carolina Conference: Breakout Sessions 

12:30 p.m.- 1:45 p.m. 

Opening Access to Global Opportunities 
Harris Room 
Niklaus Steiner, Director of Center for Global Initiatives 
Beth-Ann Kutchma, Senior Program Officer for Center for Global Initiatives 

The Center for Global Initiatives strives to open access to global opportunities to students, faculty, and staff traditionally 
underrepresented in this sphere. Through collaborative programs and projects, and competitive awards and fellowships, 
the Center connects people across borders and disciplines. Learn about the Center’s initiatives to expand access to global 
high-impact practices to underrepresented students and successful assessment efforts that track student participation over 
the past 10 years. 
The New Student Affairs Excellence in Action Competencies and High-Impact Practices 
Royal Room 
Bettina Shuford, Associate Director for Student Affairs 

Launched by Student Affairs in 2013, the Excellence in Action initiative represents a comprehensive framework that 
provides students with focused, integrative, and active co-curricular learning opportunities. The elements of the 

framework include: dynamic learning, honor, personal responsibility, and community engagement. Learn how Student 

Affairs will use the framework to impact student retention and graduation, assess students’ co-curricular learning 
experiences, and collaborate with campus partners to engage students in a diverse range of learning opportunities. 

Assessing Underserved Students’ Engagement in High-Impact Practices 
Alumni Hall II1 

Tia Brown McNair, Senior Director for Student Success in the Office of Diversity, Equity, and Student Success at the 

Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) 

Tia Brown McNair is the co-author of the recently published Assessing Underserved Students’ Engagement in High- 

Impact Practices, with AAC&U colleague Ashley Finley. Join in this discussion to gain insight about the key questions 

and findings of this recently released research project and fi~rther engage about opportunities to expand access to high- 
impact practices for historically underrepresented students and successful strategies for assessing and tracking student 
learning. 

Panel iDiscussions: High-Impact Pedagogy in STEM 
Dowd Room 

Eric Muller, Director of the Center for Faculty Excellence (Panel Moderator) 

Kelly Hogan, Senior Lecturer, Biology 

Viji Sathy, Lecturer, Psychology 
Mark Schoenfisch, Professor, Chemistry 

Gidi Shemer, iLecturer, Biology 

This panel discussion will explore strategies for transformative teaching and learning in STEM. Learn about professional 
development opportunities for instructors to implement high-impact practices pedagogy and discuss assessment initiatives 
to measure and track student learning. 

The Importance of High-Impact Practices in the First Year 
Peebles Room 

Betsy Barefoot, Vice President for the John N. Gardner Institute 

Join in this discussion about strategies to introduce all first-year students to high-impact practices in a way that helps 
students take o~vnership of their educational career and make thoughtful decisions about the curricular and experiential 
learning opportunities they pursue. Consider opportunities for building pipelines of support for students from high-impact 
practice to other high-impact practice from the first year through to graduation. 

High Impact Carolina Conference - February 7, 2014 
The Carolina Club at the University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman < ~(}nc.rr.com> 

Monday, Februaw 3, 2014 3:55 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] New York’s Anti-Boycott Bill 

http:/!academeblog, org/2 014/01/31/new-y orks -anti-boy cott-bil[/<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

proglhc as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJ~l to ~a bref "mailto:leave-34200847-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56tMeb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34200847- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56t~ 1 eb9b@listserv .unc .edu</a-~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cathem~e Andruzzi @gmail.com> 

Monday, Februaw 3, 2014 4:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

SVG College Carolina 

Debby, 

ALe you familiar with SVG College Carolina that will be held at UNC? 

Best, 
Cathy 

Cathy Andruz:zi 

Follow me on Twirler 

PEP’. Passion- Energy- Perseverance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Andmzzi @gnmil.com> 

Monday, Februaw 3, 2014 4:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

SVG College: Carolina 

Keeping my friend in the loop when infomlation conies across my plate that i think would interest you. The details are below. 

Blessings! 

Catky Andn~zzi 

Follow me on Trotter 

http:i/twit ter.com/CathyAndmTzi 

cafl~ya~druzzi.com 

PEP’. Passion-Energy-Perseverance 

Tour UNC’s Video Infrastructure 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

Jill Edens <jeden@unitedchurch.org> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 5:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu-~; YesISaidItl 0. ~debby@dstroman.com> 

Statement of Support for CBC Statement from UCCH Pastors 

We stand with the Carolina Black Caucus’ call for student worthiness to be affirmed; for the presence and contributions of Black students, faculty, staff and administrators to 
be supported; and for a unified community through a renewed commitment to redemption and healing. We are deeply concerned that African American students, faculty, 
administrators and staff have to pause from their daily commitments to defend their presence on campus and that they continue to experience the diminishment of their 
history and achievements. We lament the pain that unexamined bias-from without and within-continues to cause the university community. We affirm our respect and 
appreciation for African Americans throughout the generations who have contributed in multiple ways to the life and strength of the university, and hope that those on campus 
today will never again have to defend their rightfully earned place at UNC. We celebrate their presence and scholarship, their accomplishments on and off the field and their 
dedication to UNC. We at~ grateful to the Carolina Black Caucus for standing up at this critical moment and we are honot~d to join our voices with theirs. 

The Reverends Jill and Richard Edens, Jenny Shultz and Susan Steinberg, 
United Church of Chapel Hill, a congregation of The United Church of Christ 

Jill Edens 

Pastor, United Church of Chapel Hill 

1321 Maxtin Luther King Blvd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-942-3540 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 7:23 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Blogs 

Professor Stroma n, 

I just noticed on the Sakaisite that my blog number went from 2 to :I within the past few days I don’t know how that happened as I’m sure that I did the 
first blog on success. I just wanted to let you know so that I don’t lose credit for work that I really did do. 

Thanks for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Staci Rosche ~gmail.com> 

Monday, Februaw 3, 2014 9:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Madeline Levine Letter, Treatment of UNC Athletes 

Open Letter.doc 

I understand you will be part of a forum on WCHL tomorrow on the treatment of African American 
students and athletes at [YNC, and wanted to share a letter I prepared this weekend in response to Dr. 
Levine’s open letter that addresses some of the issues that jumped out at me in reading her much hyped 
letter. I’ve submitted the letter to the Durham Herald, Daily Tar Heel and Chapelboro.com in the hopes 
of publi shing a m easured response to Levine’s absurdly over-publicized I etter, but don’t have a 1 ot of 
hope about getting it published as her long letter required a long response. 

In any event, I wish you all the best as I have been extremely troubled, as the tone of these investigations 
has become increasingly biased m my opinion. I rallied in support of a stand-alone AFAM department 
and Black Cultural Center as a student and I support your efforts to respond to the increasingly 
hysterical and misguided investigations of and attacks on the African, African American and Diaspora 
Studies Department, At~ican American students and professors now. 

Staci E. Rosche, Esq.(UNC ’91) 

~_qmail.com 

srosche@mc~uirewoods, com 

(704) 373-8559 (W) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Interesting A¢~cle on Entrepreneurship 

thought you would enjoy reading this...it’s about teacher-entrepreneur hybrids. Sound familiar? 

http://us.cn n.com/2~14/~2/~3/~iving/teacher-entrepreneurs-pitch-night/index.htm~?sr=fb~2~314sharktan kteacherslp 

See you in class tomorrow! 

@live.unc.edu I 



From: @livea~nc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 11:32 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: ttonors 

Attach: Thesis Dra~.docx 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Attached is the final draft of my thesis. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Emaih. . @live.unc.edu 
Phone: 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:27 PM 

To; 

Subject: Senior Honors 

Hi      Piease send me your final thesis electronically. Thank you, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,Oo CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower, 

Frank Hawkins Kenan ~Rute of Private g~terpri~, Sea,or Advi~r (h~p://~.kenan-flagler.unc.edu/kenan-institute) 
3~5 WooRe~ - CB #8700 

9~9,843,033~ 

#Heel~orward 



From ." 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday,               12:22 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~tstro@unc.edu> 

CSBC m~d Hurricalaes 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I have been talking with Arielle at the Carolina Hurricanes about the Canes College Ambassador Program. While it wasn’t able to be started this year, she 

is hoping to start planning for next year. She asked if there are opportunities to giveaway coozies to spread the word about Canes College Nights, and I 

mentioned the Sport Business Club and Sport Administration classes. 

Could I meet with you to discuss the possibility of these happening? 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 

@|ive.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Staci Rosche @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, Februaw 4, 2014 6:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Madeline Levine Letter, Treatment of UNC Athletes 

Dr. Stmman: 

Thank you for your kind response and for taking the time to read my rather long letter. 

Thank you, too, for your efforts to respond to the current hysteria. I think what has sturted to really upset me is how much this crusade purportedly against big time 

college athletics has started to sound like the resistance to AFAM, the BCC, divestiture from South Africa, gay rights and the critical value of diversi~ from 25 years 
ago. I suppose those battles are never truly over. 

Bestofluck! 

Staci E. Rosche 

McGuireWoods LLP 

704.373.8559 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 11:57 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Staci. Thank you so ve~ much for taking the time to write me. I really enjoyed reading your letter. It is clear and direct. I roll share this document ruth 

the Caucus and other media outleLs. We can’t let up, and we must stay unified. 

God bless you! 

Staying prayerful, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, PhD CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science, Spo~t Administration Lecturer 
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: Stad Rosche         @gmail.com> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2014 9:29 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Madeline Levine Letter, Treatment of UNC Athletes 

I tmderstand you will be part of a forum on WCHL tomo~Tow on the treatment of African 
American students and athletes at UNC, and wanted to share a letter I prepared this weekend in 
response to Dr. Levine’s open letter that addresses some of the issues that jumped out at me in 
reading her much hyped letter. I’ve submitted the letter to the Durham Herald., Daily Tar Heel 
and Chapelboro.com in the hopes of publishing a measured response to Levine’s absurdly over- 
publicized letter, but don’t have a lot of hope about getting it published as her long letter 
required a long response. 

In any event, I wish you all the best as I have been extremely troubled as the tone of these 
investigations has become increasingly biased in my opinion. I rallied m support of a stand-alone 
AFAM depm~nent and Black Cultural Center as a student and I support your efforts to respond 
to the increasingly hysterical and. misguided investigations of and attacks on the African, 
African American and Diaspora Studies Department, At~ican American students and professors 
now. 



Staci E. Rosch e, Esq.(UNC ’91) 

@grnail,corn 

srosche@ rncguirewoods.corn 

(704) 373-8559 (W) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nancy cidlowski. @hotmail.com> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 7:49 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thankyou! 

Debbie 

Thank you SO much for your commentary on WCHL. 

I agree with you--so much. 

Let’s shine a light and move forward. 

Your passion was evident for the University and it’s students/’faculty AND administration. 

I, too, believe there is only one race--the HUMAN race. 

Nancy Cidlowsld 

Also, I appreciated your mentioning the difference between data analysis and research. 

Also keeping the tone civil and smart and POSITIVE! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info~yourblackworld.com> 

Tuesday, Februaw 4, 2014 9:25 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Pres. Obama bashes Bill Oreilly during "was~teful’’ interview 

February 4, 2014 I 0 Comments 

BY: John "Hennry" Harris Perhaps, in an attempt to get students interested in learning, a South 

Ftorida with eighth grade Engtish teacher of The Charter Schools of Boynton Beach assigned Lit 

Wayne tyrics as part... 

February 3, 2014 I 0 Comments 

The Super Bowl is over, and we’re glad. The game was one for the ages if you were a Seahawks fan 

and one that makes you want to slap yo mama if you’re a Bronco’s... 

lqrst Black Woman To Give Up Her Seat Was 

By gotanda Spivey Claudette Colvin was the first person arrested for what Rosa Parks became 

famous for-resisting the bus segregation in Montgomery Atabama. Born on September 5, 1939 in 

Montgomery, AL, Co[vin was just sixteen years otd when she decided that she no longer wanted to 

be treated as a substandard citizen. But unfortunatety, she [...] 

By David Btoodsaw If you didn’t know, there was a pre-Super Bowt interview between President 

Obama and Fox News pundit Bitt O’Reitty. The interview ventured into testy territories between the 

two which aired before the most watched sports event in the United States. The Huffington Post 

reports that President Obama accused Fox News of keeping controversiat [...] 

February 4, 2014~£.~.k’:~.~![!?~[~./[~{[.~!:f.~ 

Hi~[ary C~nton Bashes Fox News During The 



By David BLoodsaw America’s biggest sports event of the year is complete with sports analysis, 

culture, and everything else under the sun; with ag being captured and shared via serial media. 

One of the most retweeted items came from Higary Clinton regarding the Fox News interview with 

President Obama before the Super Bow[. According to [...] 

February 4, 

Woman Admits She Lied to Get Hel° Fathel° 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins A woman has been crusading for decades to get her father out of prison for 

a crime that she knows he didn’t commit. One... 

! 

The Woman Who Lay_Deceased i~ Her 
~’s_pa~’tment for 3 Yea~’s; Was She DeDressed? 

In this video, Dr. Boyce WatMns and S. Tia Brown speak on the story of Joyce Carol Vincent, the 

woman who lay dead in her apartment for three... 

February 3, 2014 / / Read Mo:v~ 

i i:~ i: Sps!t s A~Rdy s~ Jeff Lightsy Jr ~Fxp,sins He’,,’ t h,’-- Br ............. 3.st E,,s~t roy,’--~: ,s!l S:~:!ldsyi 

The game between the Denver Broncos and Seattte Seahawks can’t be described as nothing other 

than a comptete embarrassment. The Denver Broncos had the best offense of 

What’s Hot on KultureKritic.com? 

Rei~ssed to Record i.: 

KKK Leade.~ Says Tt~ere Is A~ "lsvisib~,e Empire:’ Of Public: Offida~s WM~ 

Poem abo:,~t ~r~carce~ado~-~: "Born to Se~ve T~me" 

Feet 

f~om Overdose 

Dr~ Samod Swy.!~ert; Wal~ St~’eet Speculates 
on Kidne~. Transf~ant Market 

By Dr. Samod Swygert When people hear about selling your body, their psyche will typically project 

the image of prostitution or human trafficking. However, the demand for human organs is at a 

premium, and the healthcare industry is poised to play as an active partidpant. I had the 

opportunity to read a brilliant article by [...] 

February 3, 

By Stephanie Alten-Gobert Potice arrived in the southwest suburb of Robbin% I1[ to find a trail of 

blood at the front door and a famity dead inside a home after they responded to a report of shots 

being fired around lO:40pm Sunday. Offida[s say Michaet Worsham, 43 carried out the brutat 

attack on his famity [...] 

February 4, 



D~d P~ D~dd~@ose To Cassio? An 

By Barry Burch Jr. Coutd the rumors surrounding P. Diddy and girlfriend Cassie’s engagement finally 

be coming to an end? New evidence has surfaced suggesting they may have gotten engaged 

recently. The ptatinum setting producer posted a picture of an engagement ring on his Instagram 

account along with the message, "Baby, do you [ike it? [...] 

February 3, 2014~!,i!.~:,’.::[!]!!].~’.~!~,.~!!!,i!..~,p.~!! 

A Black Doctor You Are Su_F@osed To ~\~eet 

By Dr. Sinclair Grey III Without a doubt, African-Americans can accomptish anything they set their 

minds to. From praying professional sports to potitics, to science, African-Americans have proven 

repeatedty that they betong. With disciptine, a strong work ethic, and serf-confidence, anything is 

possibte. That’s the story of Dr. Va[enda Walker, a neonato[ogist and c[inica[ professor [...] 

Wow: You Won’t BeHove What ~ost 
Don*t Know About the Banana 

i i~i Wow: "~’au Wo!ft Seiieve What Mast Don’t Know About B~e BgnsI~8 I F’eep~e 

By: Krystte Crossman Bananas are a fruit that many people love and for good reason. They are a 

sweet treat that is healthy for you as wet[. You may be... 

February 4, 

Shery[ Underwood is Gain Does She 
Know That Means No Bacon? 

By: Krystte Crossman Comedian Sheryl Underwood is for[owing in the footsteps of an ever-growing 

fine of cetebrities who are adopting a vegan [ifestyte. She says that she doesn’t want to... 

February 3, 2014 

By Atiya and Ingram Jones Love is an action that is demonstrated. When two people are married or 

in a serious relationship, it is not enough to say, "1 love you." The couple must provide an active 

demonstration on a continua[ basis in order for that rove to be a verified force in their retationat 

rife. White it is important to ... g, esd ~Aoie ,~ 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bruce Cairns ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 10:45 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: CBC Notes 

Hi Debbie! I’In really dying to know how it went tiffs morning. I’m sure you knocked it out of the paxk. Again, please let me know ifI can do anuihing to help.Thanks. 

Brace 

........ Original message ........ 

Froln: "Stromar~ Deborah L" 

Date:02/03/2014 4:34 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" 
Subject: CBC Notes 

Hi Friends. A special thank you for the prayers, feedback, and support for our CBC Statement. The response has been overwhelmingly positive. We have heaxd from 

students, alumni, BOT members, the Chancellor, senior administrators, stY; and faculb~. TNs document can hopefully be the spark to initiate and/or continue the 

necessary dialogue and education about power, privilege, and access at UNC. I roll be interviewed tomorrow at 7:06 a.m. on WCHL 97.9 FM 

(www.chapelbom.com). If anyone wishes to also be interviewed as a representative of the Caucus in future media requests, please let me know. I will ret~r your nan~e 

and contact number. ;) In addition, I was informed that a diverse sntudent group has been tbnned to also shaxe "their voice in this regard. 

tIere are two examples of the t~edback received: 

--[if !support&ists]-->l. <!--[endil]--:>You don’t know me, I’m simply another humble alumnus of UNC, but 11 wanted to drop yon a 
quick line to tell how incredibly impressed I am with the statement of unity released by the Carolina Black Caucus. Thank 
yon. We alumni stand united behind yon. #1teeIForward 

--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endil]-->Thank you, and thanks to all the members of the Caucus, for writing and sending this 

statement. It is wise and tr~e. I especially appreciate the call to stand with students who have been unfairly maligned. Our 

students have earned their place here. We should be glad and grateful that they chose UNC. 

Our February Monthly Meetinv is Tuesday, the 12th at 12:00p.m. (Union TBD). Note: The March meeting has been changed 
to March 5 (Change ffom Mar~h 12). 

Please check out the Fall 2013 newsletter flo~n the Department of Afi-icar~ African American, and Diaspora Studies. Shaxe with your friends and fmnily! 

Quick Reminder Notes (see the 1.28.14 E-Newsletter): 

Moment!" - Each year, on the 2nd Saturday, in February, at 9:00 a.m., thousands of HKonJ marchers flood downtown Raleigh, NC where the "HKonJ 

People’s Assembly" convenes and ultimately marches to the North Carolina General Assembly on Jones Street. HKONJ STANDS TO PROTECT 

"LIBERTY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL." http:/!www.hkonj.com/ 

<!--[if !supportLis~s]-->2. <!--[endil]-->"Lift Every Voice: African-American Music and Culture" Sunday, February 9 (Friday Center) An Afternoon 

with Louise Toppin and the UNC Black Student Movement Gospel Choir. http://fridaycenter,unc.edu!toppin/index.html 

<[--[if [sapportLis~ts]-->3. <[=-[endil]-- >"Black & Blue Tour" - Friday, February 21 - 3:00 p.m. The tour is a walking tour of black history on campus. 

This free tour starts inside Morehead Planetarium http://wunc.or?~/post/black-and-blue-tour-focuses-a£rican-mnerJcan-his~or~-unc 

--[if !supporti, ists]-->4. <’.--[endif]-->Celebrate our Black Athlete Pioneers! Men’s Basketball game vs. Wake Forest on February 22 (12:00 p.m. Smith Center) 

will feature a tribute to those men who participated in Carolina Athletics and laid the foundation of success on and off the conrt and field. Be there! 

http:i/ww’,~.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID 3350&ATCLID~09387018 

--[if !supportLists]-->5. <’.--[endiI]-->"Gathering Honey: StoNes of Black Southern Women "vVho Love \Vomen" - FNday, February 28 (8:00 p.m. Stone 

Center) E. Patrick John~n is a scholar, artist, and activist, Johnson has performed nationally and internationally and has published widely in the area of race, gender, 

sexuality and perli~rmance.) http:ffprocessseries.unc.edu/events’gathefing- honey/ 

Theological Seminaly, Wes~t will discuss ’~fhen & Now: Race in the South" as paint of a Martin Luther King, Jr. and Black History Month Bridge program. Before the 

speech, a uni~ dilmer and discussion, "fhen & Now: His Dremn ofUni .ty," starts at 5:00 p.In. in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

<!--[if!supportLisnts]-->7. <!--[endif]-->The Annual Minority Health Conference (February 28 - Gillings School of Global Public Health) was launched 

by the Minority Student Caucus in 1977 and has been conducted nearly every year since then. Major objectives are to highlight health issues of 
concern to people of color and to attract students interested in minority health to the School. http:/iwww,minority.unc.edu/sph/minconf/ 

Staying prayerfhl, 



debby 

Debotah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.u*~c.eduicbc 

#HeelForwatd 

"~q~en the root is deep, t]~ere is no reason to fear the ~,ind " 

Carolina Black C ..... 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February. 4, 2014 11:02 AM 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Willilbrd, Lynn E <lylm williford@unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Majors report 

Hi Chris. 

I used the Coum by Academic Plan and Sport spreadsheet to generate data on revenue sport (football and M and W basketball, bm not JV basketball) students’ 

majors, and to compare these between fall 2010 and fall 2013. When I did so, I noticed that the total majors was 98 in Fall 2010, but only 79 in Fall 2013. 

Since the~ are primary and secondary, this could be the result of a big shiIt in students having two (and going down to one) major. But that ~ems a rather big shiIt 

over a t~w years, so I’m wondering if something el~ explmns this. Is there some reason why the roster (esp ti)otball?) being used to generate these data is smaller in 

Fall 2013 than in Fall 2010? Simply more j uniors and seniors in 2010 than in 2013? 

Thanks, 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 

Dept. of Political Science 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3265 

mosle¥@unc.edu 

On Jan 13, 2014, at 12:35 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Layna and Deborah--- 

Attached please find the (hopefully) final versions of the reports that you requested~ Chris has included explanatory notes below, but if any 

questions or concerns, just let me know. 

Chris 

ChrisLopher Derickson 

Assistant ProvosL and University Registrar’ 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3:1.0g SASB N.:_~r~:h Campus Box 2100 

C:hape~ Hill, NC 27599-2I(X) 

T- 919-962-8289 

~- 9~9-962-1655 

F~m~ Eilers, Christopher ] 
Sent~ Monday, 3anua~ 13, 201~ ~2:05 PN 
Te= Derickson, Chris~pher P 
¢e~ Williford, Lynn E 
Subje¢t= RE: Majors repo~ 

Chris, 

Here are the two reports with the requested roods, and notes. These reports show stats for combined primary and second majors. In both of them 

I’ve consolidated several cases where the program/plan name had changed sometime during the four represented terms. Examples are: 

- ’African and Afro-Amer Studies’ was changed to ’Afri, Afri-Amer, Diaspora Stds’ 

- ’International Studies’ was changed to ’Global Studies’ 

- ’Slavic Languages’ was changed to ’Germanic and Slavic kang & Lit’ 

- "Women’s Studies" was changed to "Women’s and Gender Studies" 

I also consolidated any "UNC Best" plans into the equivalent non-UNC Best plan records, and also consolidated any "Joint NUS" plan records into the 

equivalent non-Joint NUS plan records. Let me know if this is okay or if I should back any of these out. 

Changes/Requests specific to the two reports: 

1. Enrolled Student Counts by Academic Plan.xls 

I added a percent value to the table which represents the percent of the total athletes or total non-athletes for the specific major. 

Also, The question was asked about what percent of students (by type) had a 2nd major: 

I Type       120 01 1 20 21 20 31 
I Non-Athletes / 23.3% / 24.9% / 27.6% / 28.~% / 
2. Enrolled Student Athletes Counts by Academic Plan and Sport.xls 

The question was asked about how many athletes participate in more than one sport: 

Fall Fall Fall Fall 

Type 20~0 20~ 20~2 20~3 

Three 

sports ~ 3 



I Tw°sp°rts I     21     11     41    221 
Very few athletes participate in more than one sport at a time but of those that do, the vast majority are participating in Outdoor Track, Indoor Track, 

and Cross Country, or some combination of those three sports. Not sure about why Fall 2013 is so much higher than prior terms but spot I spot 

checked many of the Fall 2013 cases and validated them via the team website rosters. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, or need any additional changes made. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Eilers 

Coordinator, Planning Support 

Office of Institutional Research & Assessment 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ceilers @email.unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 843-5645 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Derickson, Christopher P 

Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 12:59 PM 

To: Eilers, Christopher J 

Cc: Williford, Lynn E 

Subject: FW: Majors report 

Not sure how much of this is possible, but passing along the feedback from the faculty members who requested these reports. Second email to 

follow. 

Christopher Dedckson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T - 919-962-8289 

F- 919-962-1655 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Mosley, Layna 

Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 9:09 AM 

To: Derickson, Christopher P 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L; Williford, Lynn E 

Subject: Re: Majors report 

A follow up on my email: 

I noticed in the documents that there are separate entries for "international studies" and for "global studies." These are the same academic program; 

the change was in the name. Would it be possible to combine the two, to more accurately reflect this (none of the major requirements etc changed 

as I understand it -- my husband happens to chair that curriculum, so I’ve heard about it over the years!). 

Thanks, 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 

Dept. of Political Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 mosley@unc.edu 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 1:58 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Deborah and Layna - 

> 

> One of Lynn’s folks was able to pull together the data that you requested on student-athletes’ majors compared to the rest of the student 

population. Can I ask you to look at the attached drafts to let me know which of these will be most useful? Chris has provided some notes of 

explanation below, but if you have any questions, just let me know. 

> 

> Please note that these reports should be considered drafts and should not be distributed or used for any official purposes. Once we have the final 

reports ready, based on any feedback the two of you provide, then I would be fine with you using these reports for your upcoming meeting. 

> 

> Many thanks to Chris and Lynn for their support on this requesL 

> 

> Chris 

> 

> 

> Christopher Derickson 

> Assistant Provost and University Registrar The University of North 

> Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> 3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

> T - 919-962-8289 

> F- 919-962-1655 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Eilers, Christopher J 

> Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 12:25 PM 

> To: Derickson, Christopher P 

> Cc: Williford, Lynn E 

> Subject: RE: Majors report 

> 



> Chris, 

> Please take a look at the attached reports and let me know if you think they cover what FAC is looking for. Below are some brief notes about the 

files so you can make the decision on which ones you want to pass along. 

> 

> All report cohorts are based on students with a declared major (i.e. none with the ’ASBCH’ program) and with an academic level of ’JR’ or ’SR 

provided data from Fall 2010 to Fall 2013. Enrollment, major info., and athlete participation is all based on census data for each reported term. 

> 

> Reports by Academic Plan: 

> Students are counted as athletes only once, regardless of how many sports they are actively participating in. 

> 1~ Enrolled Students_Counts by Academic Plan.xls 

> This report combines primary and second plans together so students may be counted more than once if they have a second major~ 

> 2. Enrolled Students_Counts by Primary Academic Plan.xls 

> This report only looks at primary majors. 

> 3. Enrolled Students_Counts by Second Academic Plan.xls 

> This report only looks at second majors. 

> 

> Reports by Academic Plan / Sport: 

> Reports only look at student athletes. Student athletes will be counted multiple times if they are active participants in more than one sport. 

> 1. Enrolled Student Athletes_Counts by Academic Plan and Sport.xls 

> This report combines primary and second plans together so students may also be counted multiple times again if they have a second major. 

> 2. Enrolled Student Athletes_Counts by Primary Academic Plan and Sport.xls 

> This report only looked at primary majors. 

> 3. Enrolled Student Athletes_Counts by Second Academic Plan and Sport.xls 

> This report only looked at second majors. 

> 

> One last bit of info., more a word of warning, is that if someone tries to compare totals between the academic plan reports and the academic 

plan/sport reports, they will see differences. This is because the reports by academic plan/sport have students counted multiple times if they are 

active participants in more than one sport, whereas the report by academic plan does not. Hope that makes sense. I caught myself making that 

mistake when I was reviewing the results. 

> 

> Let me know if you have any questions, or see anything that is incorrect or needs further explanation. 

> 

> Thanks, 

> Chris 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Derickson, Christopher P 

> Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 4:36 PM 

> To: Eilers, Christopher J 

> Cc: Williford, Lynn E 

> Subject: FW: Majors report 

> 

> Chris - 

> 

> As the campus expert on reports related to student athletes, can you see the request below from representatives from FAC concerning some 

modifications they would like to request to the report that you had done previously on a breakdown of majors. I know you are swamped but wanted 

to pass this along to see if this would be a possibility after the New Year. I know that they are hoping to get this by January 14th, but I did not make a 

commitment to that date since I was not aware what your availability would be (and I didn’t mention your name in the discussion, so they won’t 

contact you directly). If any questions, just let me know. 

> 

> Chris 

> 

> 

> Christopher Derickson 

> Assistant Provost and University Registrar The University of North 

> Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> 3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

> T - 919-962-8289 

> F- 919-962-1655 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Mosley, Layna 

> Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 3:04 PM 

> To: Derickson, Christopher P 

> Cc: Broome, Lissa L; Stroman, Deborah L; Owen, Bobbi A 

> Subject: Re: Majors report 

> 

> Great. Thanks! 

> 

> (And if you can do it by January 14, even better, but I realize that could be tight with the holiday and the start of the semester). 

> 

> LM 



> On Dec 19, 2013, at 3:02 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" 

> <cderickson @unc.edu> 

> wrote: 

>> I’ll forward these requirements to IR and see what we can do. 

>> Christopher Derickson 

>> Assistant Provost and University Registrar The University of North 

>> Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>> 3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

>> T - 919-962-8289 

>> F- 919-962-1655 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Mosley, Layna 

>> Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 2:11 PM 

>> To: Broome, Lissa L 

>> Cc: Derickson, Christopher P; Stroman, Deborah L; Owen, Bobbi A 

>> Subject: Re: Majors report 

>> 

>> Thanks, Lissa. 

>> 

>> To add to this, Chris: 
>> 

>> 1. We’d like only juniors and senior student athletes (as well as 

>> juniors and seniors generally) 

>> 2. Since this request varies a bit from what has been generated in the past (because it’s only juniors and seniors), would it be possible to also pull 

these data for a couple prior years (which would allow the identification of trends, if any) -- maybe pulling at census date in 2011 and 2012 as well as 

2013? Again, doing this for all juniors and seniors vs. for student athletes who are juniors and seniors will allow us to differentiate between 

trends/patterns at the university as a whole and trends/patterns among a subset (I know there are trends in the student body as a whole, even over a 

couple of years). 

>> 3. These seem to only rarely include second majors (and the note at the bottom of the chart indicates that, I think). But given the prevalence of 

second majors at UNC, is it possible to produce a count that includes a major whether it’s #1 or #2 for a student? 

>> 

>> 4. Deb also asked in our meeting about another set of data that would sort majors by team (for the 28 teams in which UNC fields teams, even 

though that’s going to induce some double counting for track and field). Again, that would be junior and senior team members only, so it might be 

small numbers for some teams, but since that’s public information anyway, I assume that wouldn’t be a problem. 

>> Thanks, 

>> 

>> Layna 

>> 

>> On Dec 19, 2013, at 2:04 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" 

>> <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

>> wrote: 

>> 

>>> Hi Chris -- 

>>> 

>>> I defer to Deb and Layna on this, but two things I noticed: 

>>> 

>>> (1) This appears (by the numbers) to be all student-athletes (not 

>>> just juniors and seniors), and 

>>> (2) There is no information for comparison purposes with the student-body (juniors and seniors). 

>>> 

>>> Thanks and all the best for the holidays, 

>>> Lissa 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: Derickson, Christopher P 

>>> Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 11:01 AM 

>>> To: Stroman, Deborah L; Mosley, Layna 

>>> Cc: Owen, Bobbi A; Broome, Ussa L 

>>> Subject: Majors report 

>>> 

>>> Let me know if any problems accessing this report. Otherwise, please review and let me know of any changes you would like us to make to the 

report. 

>>> 

>>> Chris 



>>> Christopher Derickson 

>>> Assistant Provost and University Registrar The University of North 

>>> Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>> 3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

>>> T - 919-962-8289 

>>> F- 919-962-1655 

> <Enrolled Students_Counts by Academic Plan.xls><Enrolled 

> Students_Counts by Primary Academic Plan.xls><Enrolled Students_Counts 

> by Second Academic Plan.xls><Enrolled Student Athletes_Counts by 

> Academic Plan and Sport.xls><Enrolled Student Athletes_Counts by 

> Primary Academic Plan and Sport.xls><Enrolled Student Athletes_Counts 

> by Second Academic Plan and Sport.xls> 

<Enrolled Student Athletes_C;ounts by Academic Plan and Sport.xls><Enrolled Students_Oounts by Academic 
Plan.xl$> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela Bryant) <~Bryantin@ncleg.net> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 11:22 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

5 Days Away - HkoN - Feb. 8, 2014 

From The Office of Sen. Angela Bryant 

~D,ou no longer ~vish to receive informaiio~.#om o~r q[fice, please dick 
here 

~iI http://ih constantcontact.com/fs160/1101933772499/img/a98 jpg 

Days Until the Moral 
on Raleigh! 

http://ih.constantcontact.com/fs160/1101933772499/img/923.jpg 

March 

What is the Moral March on Raleigh? Find Out HERE 

Will you join us on February 8th? RSVP HERE 

Ain’t I a Woman?! 
"Ain’t I a Woman?!" I 2014 IV]oral March on Raleigh Promo 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

To stay informed about upcoming events, don’t forget to check 
the event page of the website 

KEEP MOBiLiZING AT HOME! 

Write a Letter to the Editor 

About Why You’re Marching on Feb. 8th 

Need help? Get published? Email [_a____u___r___e]_@__n____a____a___c_p____n____c___.___0___r_g 

Spread the Word on the Web 

Join the Moral March Facebook event 



Check out our Facebook page 

Follow us on twitter @ncnaacp 

Tweet/Post about the #MoraIMarch 

NEED SOME INSPIRATION? 

Check out Michelle Alexander’s, author of 

The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of 
Colorbfindness, letter of support of the #MoralMarch. 

Watch a 7 minute video of Rev. Dr. William J. Barber, II talking 
about the moral lens of justice and the need for moral dissent. 

Forward Together, l~ot Or~e Stel~ Back! 

Find us on the web,,, 

NC NAACP Website 

HKonJ Website 

NC NAACP Facebook Page 



From: ~live.tmc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subje~’t: Hnrficm~es Trip 

12:39 PM 

To: All Paxticipants 

From: 

Hi Heels, 

A t~w spots have opened np tbr our Hurricanes trip this Friday. The tour will begin promptly at 3, followed by a Q&A session wifl~ Hnrricanes staff a~d the game at 7. 

Ticket price is $20. 

If you are interested and definitely committed to attending please send an email mfl~ yonr contact info to anack@live.unc.edu. We will fill the spots on a tirst-come, 
firs~t- serve basis. 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC- Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message click this link to 
access Messages for this site: Carolina Sport Business Club. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Northam, Rma <RNortham@wchl.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 2:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus Statement - Interview Request 

That’s great. 

I wanted to share with you, too, that the full story is now up. 

b~#..:Lt.c...h...a..~...eJ.b..~...r..~..:..c...~....m.Ln...e....w....s.Lu...n...c..Lc...a.r..~...tLn...a..:.b1.a...c.~..k..~.c...a...u...c...u...s..-..s...a..zs..:i.e...t~.u...s.:.b.e....a..t/.. 

Than k you, 

Ran Northam 
News and Sports Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

9t9-867-8363 newsroom 
cell 

Facebook 

!._w_[~.e_._t: 
LinkedIn 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join Chapelboro Insiders] 

Get Doily Deols for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community: OurLocal Deal.corn 
Have a news tip? 

See traffic o~ accidents on the road? 
Calt the WCHL newsroom at 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 04, 2014 2:17 PM 

To; Northam, Ran 
Subject-" RE: Carolina Black Caucus Statement - Interview Request 

Th~mks t{at~! All is w{l]. The £%:edback h~s b~ w:y posh:ive 

&bby 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En9~(~, Explore. Empower, 

919,843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted ff all possible objections must f~rst be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 
£ON~DEN ~IAU [Y NO HCE: Hfis e-mail messmate, h~cludhN ~[tachments, ~f any, ~s in[ended ,:.~R~y for the -=:.~erson o~ entity to which ~t ~s addressed and m~y o:.mtain co~ff~den[kd ~nd/or =:.~riv~eged n~ater~aL Any --- 

F~m= No,ham, Ran [mail~:RNo~ham@wchl.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 04, 2014 12:58 PN 

To= Nash, Rachel; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Carolina Black Caucus Statement - Inte~iew Request 

Hi Debby, 

I’m sor~ for the trouble and that I didn’t get back to you. I had a meeting at U NC so I rushed out the door and handed the inte~iew off to a ~worker 

so it could get up quickly. 

I hope it’s working for you now. If you need anything else, please let me know. 

Than k you, 
Ran Northam 
News and SpoRs Di~ctor 

Every day I capture quality momenta. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel Hill-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-867-8363 newsroom 
cell 



Facebook 

Linkedln 
Are YOU on the Inside? J_ _ _o_ !_ _n_ _ _ _ _C_ _h_ _ _a_ £_ _e_ !_ _b_ _ _o_ _ _r_ _o_ _ _ L _n_ _s_ !_ _d_ _ _e_ _r_ _s_ ! 

Get Daily Deals for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro community: ._O___u___r__L_p___c__a__L_D___e__a__!:__c_p____m__ 
Have a ~e.ws tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the ~oad? 
Ca~ the WCHL news~oom at 9’~ 94~67~8363 o~ e-mai~ us at news~D,,wehl.com 

From: Nash, Rachel 
Sent= Tuesday, February 04, 2014- 11:20 AM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L; Northam, Ran 
Subject= RE: Carolina Black Caucus Statement - Interview Request 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
The audio link is working now! 
Thank you, 

Rachel Nash 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, February 04, 2014 10:51 AM 

To= Northam, Ran 
Co= Nash, Rachel 
Subject= RE: Carolina Black Caucus Statement - Interview Request 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel ~oh~so~ 

F~m= NoRham, Ran [mailto:RNoRham@wchl,com] 
Sent= Saturday, Februa~ 01, 2014 8:20 PH 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Carolina Black Caucus S~tement - Intewiew Request 

Hi Debbie, 

I saw the s~tement the CBC released and have posted on our website, Chapelboro.com 

Could you please add us to your media list. I don’t think we received it when you sent it out 

u_e_A~@~_~_bL~m 
Also, we’d love to talk with you. Would you be available for an intewiew Monday morning? Our best time slot is 7:06 a.m. I don’t know how early you 

get up, but that’s when we have the most listeners. 

We would love to have you live in the studio, but we could do it by phone if necessa~. 

I know there’s a lot going on at Carolina right now, and there are a lot of angles and a lot of opinions. I want to make sure we cover eve~ area as 

equally and fairly as we can. Hearing your side of the sto~ would ceRainly help us achieve that. 

Please let me know if we can chat. I look fo~ard to hearing back from you. 

Than k you, 
Ran Northam 
News and SpoRs Di~ctor 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel Hill-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 

cell 

i~ Imag ...... ’ed bysender triplelogo 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join the Chapelboro Insiders! 

Get Daily Deals for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community from OurLocal Deal.corn 

Have a news tip? 

See t~af~ic or ace}dents on the road? 

CaR the WCHL newsroom at 9674~383 o~ e~aR us at news@wchl.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alnnmimail@nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 4, 2014 2:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: New Dea~ of Business School; Yeast Sta~s With Scandal Prominently in News; Embark on a Europem~ Adventure 

% UNC GAA 

Are you th e g :L~\ Member of th e Mor~th P Scroll dow~ to firm o~t. 

Ke~an-Flagler Veteran Chose~ as New Dean 
Doug Sbaekelfl:~rd ’8o, wh~ has served on t~e fa,tflty since 199o, ~s an award-winning 

PeseaPcheP a[l(l teacheP w]lose work []-~euses on [axe~ and business s[cate&v. 

All-Single Roc ms Plam~ed for New Dorm 
Th e "m~per m~i tes" £)rmat eaters to wha t stu de~As wa n t in a b~i]din g klm t would occupy 

one of the last ~dentii~ed eonstn~etioB sffes on campus, 

If you had 3o seconds 

tel1 the world about 

yoursdf, what would you 

say? Dia] ~n a[ noon on 

create an e[~,e[ive 

personN commerdal. 

[] Difl’e~ent Textmoeo 

St~H Nostalgleo 

Review with you 

wherever yon go, Read 

your sm ar q?ho~e or ta blet 

with the R~rvie?,~,¢s mobile 

app --haduded wi~ yore" 

Available o~ the App 

Stot’e and on Google Play. 

Year~Starts    With     S~ candal Prominently in News 

specialisk’a research Pro£’ssor Emm~ta Levine shares concerns about adminish’afiorPs 

reaction. 

® UNC Rebuks Willingham’s Daka, Revokes Research Clearartee 

~ F~-~lt Se~fs Message About ’Pa[nfS:t] Jourt~ey’ 

~ Pt’omiBent Former t rofessor 3bare,, Scan&a] C~ nc~ Pns 

UNC Back ot~ Top of Princeh:~n Review List 
Carolina was 15 ~: in the best.-value canki ~g of publ k: colleges i ~ 2004 and 2o 12, N, C. 

S~te also is in Lhe top five. 

Hill Hall Au&tc rmm to Carry Moesers Nan~es 
The old music hail, now far below modern standards, artd the tti]l rotm~da will get a 

million renovation. 

For mope news items, see almnni.mae.edlffal~-icle.asp?SID=~ 8, 



E]]iott, to claim yore: IKe 

member pewter lieense 

p]ate~ ernail 

membership@nne.e&~ by 

Feb. 28. 

[] [ e} ond the Stone Wails’ Schedule Set 
,’\b:m~i and friends can shay c(mneek;d and remain involved with UNC ~,ith ~Beyot~d t:be 

S korm Wails" progra~n s. 

[] Stock Up on M.ember .Appreciation Day 
Save 20 pet’cetl t otl Feb~ 12 at +}o~ B By ’]’-.s]~iI’L S]~o+~, yoltr ~e~])eF ea t’(l i~ [~K~ st -~re of 

use promo code 13(ZLzXJTS for online and phone orders. 

Chemistry Chair, Nobel La ureate Honored 
Chemistry Professor VaJerJc Ashby ’88 and genefies seienfist ()liver Smit}}ies have 

received the GAA’s Faculty Service Award. 

[] Help Elect GAA Board Members 
Ballots for e]ecdng new members to ~he (~AA’s B~ard of Direelo~ were mailed with the 

Jan uary/[.’ebr~:mry (k~ro?im,~ ,4[umni Revi~rw. Get your ballot in by Maceh :{:t. 

Embark on a European Adventure 
Immerse yonrself into the daffy life of Provence, Ang. 3o-SepL :~1, or cruise the 

::banti~.,! Rhone from Pa~is t,-x Pcovet~ee, SepL 1.-9 

[] Get Your Career Moving Today 
Ready to revive yore’ career goals? Members receive a complimentary session from our 

~:areer coach, a ~vSO value; sehedule yours today 

Watch Carolina vs. Duke Feb° 12 
Carolina Clubs from coast to coast host game-viewing parties thro~ ghout basketbalI 

season. Find ouk where ko wate}~ l}~e }{eels i~ your area. 

Tell Us About ,.. The Yackdff Yg~ck 
In the era of social media and many other ways b) d(~eument college c~>,_~rieru>_~s wit:b 

classmates, are college yearbooks still relevant? Did yon have your picture taken for the 

~ekeW ~2:~ek at~d did you buy eopies of the yearbook while you were a sludent? Do you 

still look at the Yack to bring back me*nodes or has it been snpplartted by otBer media? 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SOUTHALL, RICHARD <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 4, 207L4 2:36 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@Nstserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] clustering in N’western article 

Willis, 
The concept of clustering has been dealt with by schola rs, including Fountain and Finley (2009) in the inserted article in the Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics: 

._h_ _~! ! _c_ _s_ _r_!:j!! _a_._ 9_ z ~ _i__d_ _o__S ~__n_ _~__e_~:t_~ ~__/~_ ~__c_!! _c_ _a_ ~ j__o_~:t_s_ _i__r __e_ _s_ _e_ _a__r__c__h_ __a_ _r_ _tts!_e_ ~__/_7 _0___0_ 2_/~ !_t _A_ _;~___0_ __0_ ~_~_ _V_-_9_ ~_~ La_ j_0_~_u__ _b_ !! _s_ _h_ _o_~ _2___0_ _C__ 9_ ~_ ~_ ~ _.__0__. ~_ _d___f. 

The constructed the concepts of "clustering" and "super-clustering" as well. The number of majors that a university offers may impact the use of various percentages. In addition, 

the degree to which the "regular" student body at a university may cluster in certain majors may also impact the use of various percentages as "red flags." 

Hope this is helpful. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M~ Southall 

Associate Professor 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 

h~m_LL~s__r_Ls__�:_o__r_~L 
Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

Cell: 

Email: southall@hrsm.sc.edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport - 

April 22-26, 2014 csriconference.o~q 

Office hours: 

Tuesday- 2:45-5:00pm 

Wednesday- l:00-3:00pm 

Other times by appointment 

From: <Brooks>, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Brooks, Edwin W" <._e_~__b__r___o___o__k___s___@_.__!!__v__e__.___u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Tuesday, February 4, 20:[4 at :[2:43 PM 

To: athletics reform group <thearg@Nstserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE:[thearg] clustering in N’western article 

I could be wrong, but in a recent meeting of those hwolved in changes here I thought 1 heard higher percentages that were needed at UNC for a red flag to be 

raised about clustering. My recoNection is 25 percent during the regular academic year, 30 percent during summer school How did Northwestern deride on 20 ..... 

and we on h~gher numbers? 

WilNs Brooks 

~mm= Willingham, Ma~ C. [mail~:mwillin~ham~unc<edu] 
Se~t~ Tuesday, Februa~ 0% 20~4 ~0:~3 AM 
Te~ athletics reform group 
S~bject~ [thearg] a~icle 

http:iiwww.cNca~obusi~ess.comia~Md201402~iOP~IONi140209970?template mobile 

Go Wildcats! 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ewbmoks!T~live~unc.edu. 

To unsubscdbe click here: http:/ilists.unc.edulu?id 61803861.73dld9d4009efd57950c577fd6f9033c&n T&l~thearg&o 34204076 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-34204076-61803861.73dl d9d4009etLt57950c577fd613)033c(a;listservamc.edu 

You are cmrently subsc6bed to thearg as: .~: q_th__~_d_!2;~2.h__~?g_LN:_e_.d_ _t!. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edulu?id 65422533.9b6d20b5a5301c90b917932e3b18caef&n T&l thearg&o 34205478 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



or send a blank emaJd to leave-34205478-65422533.9b6d20b5a5301 c90b917932e3bl 8caef,@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro~b~u!~c.edn. 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34206480-62524524.013b0048bfe8fl 9c85el 9d71 Id338e5d(F~listserv~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sherryl Kleinman -~ @nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 4, 2014 2:40 PM 

The progtZac maling list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progthc] Fwd: open letter m UNC administration (by Martine An’de) 

Open letter to UNC.docx 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:open letter to UNC administration (by Martine Antic) 

Date:Tue, 4 Feb 2014 12:56:13 -0500 

From :Martine Antle,           ~gmal.com> 
To: Sherryl Kleinmaa <ldeinman~b~email. unc.edu-~ 

Deal Shenyl: 

Could you please send my open letter to UNC administration on the progfac listserve? It has already been sent to the UNC administration and w~ions news agencies. 

Thank you for passing it on! 

with all my best rega~ls to my UNC friends and colleagues. 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to <a href "malto :leave- 34206496- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv .unc .edu">leave- 34206496- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 3:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Plagiaxism and Honor Code Quizzes 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

Sorry that I didn’t recognize the assignment when it was due, but I hope that I can get some credit for doing this now. Here are the two confirmation 

pages. 

Also I was wondering if for the entrepreneur interview if I could interview my dad, because he started his own schooi, or if I could interview a student 

entrepreneur whose venture already started through 1789 venture labs, 

Thanks 

CongratuMtions, you have completed the Nonor System Orientation! 

For more information or to get involved, please visit hcr~or~,~nc,~du. Please print this email as record of your completion. 

This Document certifies that: 

Has successful}y passed the Plagiarism Tutorial Quiz 
Sco~e: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holman NaslL DeVetta <dholman@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: BSM m~d HKonJ People’s Rally on Saturday 9:30a 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:08 PM 
To: Holman Nash, DeVetta 
Subject: RE: BSM and HKonJ People’s Rally on Saturday 9:30a 
Dear Ms. DeVetta, 
Thank you so much for sending me information regarding this event. I will be sure to send this out over our listserv in hopes that some of our members who may not have 
made plans to attend will participate in this rally. I may be in Atlanta this weekend, so I, personally, may not be able to attend, but I will make sure to have some form of BSM 
representation there this weekend. Thanks, again, for sending this information my way. 
Best, 

................. @!!ye:A[)£:edu :: Linkedln 

From: Holman Nash, DeVetta <dholman@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:00 PM 
To: 
Subject: BSM and HKonJ People’s Rally on Saturday 9:30a 
Dea~ 
It is rare, if at all, that I ask students to commit to a cause bigger than themselves; however, I wanted to make you aware of the upcoming HKonJ rally in Raleigh. The 
UNC Chapter of the NAACP, Campus Y, Students tbr a Democratic Society and Stadent Power are all collaborating to have a presence at the HKonJ Rally. I am 

confident that BSM, &s an organ~afion, would wa~t to take part in this seminal movement. The 31oral 31ondays Rail),, which [raw, spired each Monday last fidl will 

culminate on Saturday in a hundred thousmad coalition of citizens on Jones Street, Raleigh, North Carolina (hence HKonJ). BSM members shouM 

be a part of this histo~ malting event. 

HK on J People’s Assembly is a march and rally to unite our voices against the General Assembly’s blatant attacks on our voth~g rights, economic justice, public 

education, and equal rights under the law-. There will be transportation from UNC to Shaw University. Please contact Jennell McIntosh at,~Ln___c_i_&t£@!_i_2Le_=_u_!)__c_=_e__£t__u_ for 

mote ii~blmation. " 

The link to sign up for the bus is: http:/,,’bM .v/lil 7NWP 

At this point, signing up will put your name on a wait list and confim~ations will made no later than Thursday night for a spot on the bus. 

This event should be on our website and facebook. 

htrp:,//~v.hkoni~com/ 
ttope to see you there!!!! 

DeVetta Hohnan Nash 

Faculty Advi sor, 

UNC Collegiate Chapter of NAACP 

::[:~:;:: unc mail signature 

DeVetta Holman Nash~ MPH~ NCAPS-III 

Coordinator of Student Development & Academic Success 

Strategic Planner for Diversity initiatives 

Student Wellness Services 

Student Affairs - Office of the Dean of Students 

UNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Phone: 919-962-9355 

Email: dholman@emaiLunc.edu 

have never met a broken child.. I’ve met broken systems that fail our children." ~Alberto Caravalho 

"Health is the capacity of individuals and communities to reach their potential, it is not solely a biomedical quality measured through clinical indicators. Health transcends individual 

factors and includes cultura!, institutional, socioeconomic, and political infiuences~" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, Februao, 4, 2014 3:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Marketing Myths Exposed 

Common Business Myths Debunked 

Fact or Fictior~: The # 1 Goa~ of 
~arketir~9 ~s Acquiring New Customers 

Biz Question of the 

week 

Exp~-~r:dir:g your cus[om..er b~se is r:evei {~ bad [hirig, but should you %c~s a~ your 

market~r~g effarts so~e~y or~ ~a~d~g new c~,~stomers? The most popL~ar forms of 

ma~’ketk~g are o~en the most creative, but are they also the most effedive? And 

wh~[ abo~t those er~~i~ news~et[ers? Do subscribers rea~y gel s~ck of receM~g 

them? 

.=,.e[ us i?eip you sep~:~rate 1Z~ct f~om fictior~ a¢..d debur:k some commo¢., r~’..a~ke{i¢..9 

misconceptio~s that may be hoidi~g back smail bk~Sir~ess owr~ers like yourseives, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, Febma~ 4, 2014 3:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: Preparing for a job interview like an Olympian 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWorkiMyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter, 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http :i/www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Andruzzi < ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 4:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cracking the Code That Stalls People of Color - Sylvia Ann HeMett - Harvaxd Busiuess Review 

Debby -- thought you would be interested in reading this piece..... Cathy 

Cathy Andr~zi 

Follow me on Twitter 

http:/itwitter.com/CathvAndmzzi 

cathv~dmzzi.co~n 

PEP’. Passion- Energy- Perseverance 

http://b~gs.hbr.~rg/2~4/0~/crac~dng-the-c~de-that-stal~s-mt~icu~tu~a]-pr~fessi~na~s/?utm source~’eedbumer&utm ~nedium feed&uttn c~:mpa~g~Feed% 

3A ~ harva~dbusine ss%2FheMett ~ %28Svlvia~ Arm ÷ HeMett+ on4 HBR.org%29 

Cra eldng tt e Code T mt Stalls ple  of Color 

It’s a topic which corporations once routinely ignored, then dismissed, and are only now beginning to discuss: the dearth of professionals of color in 

senior positions. I~rot).-ssi~ ~.als of eokxr h~ld ~ ~.~g.. ~A% of executive l~’:~i in corporate America. ,~mo~ only six are black, eight are 

Asian, and eight are Hispanic. 

Performance, hal~l work, and sponsors get top talent recognized and promoted, but "leadership potential" isn’t enough to lever men and women into 

the executive suite. Top jobs are given to those who also look and act the part, who manifest "executive presence" (EP). 

(.!:>..!.!.~:~!, EP constitutes 96% of what senior leaders say it takes to get the next promotion. Yet because senior leaders are overwhelmingly Caucasian, 

professionals of color (African-American, Asian, and Hispanic individuals) find thelnselves at an immediate disadvantage in tlying to look, sound, and 

act like a leader. And the feedback that might help them do so is markedly absent at all levels of management. 

EP rests on three pillars: gravitas (the core characteristic, according to 67% of the 268 senior executives surveyed), an amalgam of behaviors that 

convey confidence, inspire trust, and bolster credibility; communication skills (according to ")8%); and appearance, the filter through which 

communication skills and gravitas become more apparent. While they are aware of the importance of executive presence, men and women of color 

are nonetheless hard-pressed to interpret and embody aspects of a code written by and for white men. 

CTI research finds that professionals of color, like their Caucasian counterparts, prioritize gravitas over communication, and communication over 

appearance. Yet, "cracking the code" of executive presence presents unique challenges for professionals of color because standards of appropriate 

behavior, speech, and attire demand they suppress or sacrifice aspects of their cultural identity in order to conform. They overwhelmingly feel that EP 

at their firm is based on white male standards -- African Americans, especially, were 97% more likely than their Caucasian counterparts to agree with 

this assessment -- and that eonfom~ing to these standards requires altering their authenticity, a new version of "bleached-out professionalism" that 

contributes to feelings of resentment and disengagement. People of color already feel they have to work harder than their Caucasian counterparts just 

to be perceived "on a par" with them; more than half (56%) of minority professionals also feel they are held to a stricter code of EP standards. 

EP further eludes professionals of color because they’re not likely to get feedback on their "presentation of self." Qualitative findings affirm that their 

superiors, most of whom are white, hesitate to call attention to gravitas shortfalls and/or communication blunders for fear of coming across as racially 

insensitive or discriminatoa,. While sponsors might close this gap, specifically addressing executive presence issues with their high-potentials, 

k~.~.}.~.~..:q?4}~?:~.~:{)~! shows that professionals of color are much less likely to have a sponsor than Caucasians (8% versus 13%). When they do get feedback, 

they’re unclear as to how to act on it, particularly if they were born outside the U.S. - a serious problem for corporations who need local expertise to 

expand their influence in global markets. 

In short, because feedback is either absent, overly vague, or contradictory, executive presence remains an inscrutable set of rules for professionals of 

color - rules they’re judged by but cannot interpret and embody except at considerable cost to their authenticity. Consequently, in a workplace where 

unconscious bias continues to permeate the corridors of power, and leadership is mostly white and male, professionals of color are measurably 

disadvantaged in their efforts to be perceived as leaders. 



As 2,.n’..e~:-i~:a be~’~r~tes more diverse a~ l~oc.~e and its companies are increasingly engaged in the global marketplace, winning in today’s fiercely 

competitive economy requires a diverse workforee that "matches the market." Such individuals are better attuned to the unmet needs of consumers or 

clients like themselves. ~.!~!2.t~;~.{~!.!tE]~..!).::~.t!2"....~.i~2~..{.]2J.}:~2~ shows, however, that their insights need a key ingredient to reach full-scale implementation: a 

cadre of equally diverse leaders. Yet the power of difference is missing at the top, just when it matters most. 

Editor’s note: We updated the headline and bod~ of this post danuar~ 0_3. The original post referred to professionals of color as "mulO’cultural 

professionals." We regret having caused o.~’ense. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 4:48 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Dr King’s sons allegedly want to sell Ns Nobel Peace Prize 

February 4, 2014 I 0 Comments 

By Afiya J. Watkins You may have heard the mind-boggling accounts of Vince Young spending 

$5,000 per week in a locat Cheesecake Factory or the frivotous consumption of $600 shots of Louis 

XIII de Remy... 

Februar3, 4, 2014 I 0 Comments 

By: Stephanie Allen-Gobert Phaedra Parks is a celebrated entertainment attorney and a star of 

RHOA. She Lives in the prestigious Buckhead area in Attanta with her husband ApoLlo Nida. Nida has 

reportedty been charged by... 

Brothers Want to Sell MLK’s Nobel Peace 
Prize 

The ongoing regal battle between Dr. Bernice Kin8 and her two brothers just got nastier and more 

public, with Dr Martin Luther Kin8 Jr.’s sons now caking on their sister, Dr. Bernice King to hand 

over her father’s Nobe[ Peace Prize, as w@tt as other prized possessions. In an open tatter, Dr. 

Bernice King responded [...] 

February 4, 2014No Com:~::-::.~,~ad Mo:o 

Corne~ West 

September 11, 2013 ! 23 Commei<s 

[ ii.~.i1 5 Fhings You Did Not Kno,~ Abolit C ....... I ’.",,’esti 

Many peopte know Dr. Cornel West for being an outspoken critic of President Barack Obama, once 

cat[in8 him the "Gtoba[ GeorNe Zimmerman." But despite his views on the POTUS, he has a genuine 

interest in a[[eviatin8 many rada[ disparities that exist in the United States. Born on June 2, 1953, 

this son of a Baptist [...] 



Gara~f~# Door Foils Car Jackin d 
TMef 

~h~f 

What do you think you need to protect yourself from a car thieP. Maybe a high tech alarm gadget 

or app that rings to your phone and alerts you immediately? Maybe. But it may also be true that 

you need to defeat a car thief is a working garage. A Chicago man was arrested 

February 4, 

Another Republican h&ember of Coheiress 
Ca~[s President Obama a Liar 

Dur~n8 a previous State of ~he Union address, Rep. Joe W~tson (R) yeLLed "you tie" dudn8 President 

Obama’s speech. ~parent[y the accusations of [yin8 don’t end there for the president, since U.S. 

Sen. Inhofe accused Obama of tyin8 dudn£ Ms pre-Super Bowl inter~ew w~th Fox News’ Bitt O’Reitty. 

At issue is the Benghazi attack and [...] 

February 4, 2014~.~.~[~]~]}.~.([~(~..~£(~ 

By Dr. Sinclair Grey III Who knows what you may find in a thrift store? Every now and then, you 

hear about someone finding treasure in what people have discarded as having no value. That’s the 

case with Mary Scanton. Last April white shopping at a Goodwill store in Phoenix, Arizona, Scanton 

noticed a box [...] 

February 3, 

Officials Seek A Site For Obama 

February 3, 2014 14.’:. CommeP.t 

By April Taylor The Grio is reporting that a foundation has been launched to help develop and build 

the Barack Obama Presidential Library, and the search for the library’s location has offida[[y 

begun. MarLy Nesbitt is reported to be leading the nonprofit Barack H. Obama Foundation which 

has undertaken the task. Nesbitt is from Chicago [...] 

February 4, 2014 I 0 Comments 

BY: John "Hennry" Harris I had to bring this story to the BarberShop because I need you to tell me 

what you think about this one. Now just like always, in the BarberShop fee[ free... 

Five Thin~.~s Black Parents Need To Stop__ 
Teaching. Their Children 

By Eulla Monte Most parents want the best for their children and for the most part, they do their 

best to make sure that their children are weU taken care of. UnfortunateLy, even with the best of 

intentions, parents stilt make mistakes that are detrimental to their children. Parents are their 



children’ first teachers so [...] 

Pead ~Ao~e 

Witness Testifies That He ~Aade Ex New 
OHeans/¢o in~s 50k Bribe Look 

M,svo~ 

Ex Detroit ~ayor Kwame Kilpatdck was recently sentenced to 28 years in prison for poUtica[ 

corruption, but he’s not the only black former mayor faring jail time. Former New Orleans ~ayor 

Ray Nagin’s corruption trial just began and already a witness is alleging that he helped Nagin 

disguise a bribe by using a family member’s [...] 

tt~ ....... 

By David Bloodsaw Who does Russell Wilson turn to before big games, such as 

the... 

February 4, 2014 I 

Phaed~’a and ,&4:~o[[~o 

Posted on February 3, 2014 By                      ~et~, .~.~:~ 

by Ree, "The (Ree)tationship Guide" If you haven’t heard atready, "Real Housewives of Atlanta" 

star Phaedra Parks’ husband, Apotlo Nida, is facing several years in prison for bank fraud and 

identity theft charges. Although Nida is currentty out on a $25,000 bond, media outlets have 

stayed on top of his tegat matters extensively, even claiming that [...] 

February 4, 2014 

A listener recently asked for advice regarding how to expand her handmade jewelry business 

beyond her current customer base. "1 started my handmade jewetry business back in march and I 

have a decent client base made up of my friends and some peopte that I have reached through the 

internet, but I tore to make jewetry and I want my ... Pearl ~4o=e ~ 

~-~’i Putting) 

By: Kryst[e Crossman Some people will do whatever it takes to get rid of someone and Rose Aary 

Vogel from Sun Lakes, Arizona is no exception. She wanted her husband... 

February 4, 2014No ¢.omment~,~,sd 

Jada Pinkett Smith: ~ Have 
Throug~~ Failure I Have Learned 

By Nomatanga t~htau[i-!~oses The more I learn and read about Jada Pinkett-Smith, the more I am 

convinced that she is a very wise woman. Of course not all the credit... 



3{}31 [ii~iI iContact - Try It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 6:21 PM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [thearg] clustering in N’western article 

I would argue that "clustering" in certain majors, in itself, should not be seen as something nefarious, if the clustering makes sense 
intellectually and with respect to vocational goals. For example, our athletes, especially in the revenue and highly publicized sports, are 
celebrities. Whether they go on professionally or not, they are likely to be in the public eye after they graduate. A major in Communication 
Studies seems quite appropriate and does not seem to be a source of inordinately high grades. 
f would look at grading in particular courses (and instructors)--obviously a harder job-in lots of departments to find possibly less 
justified "clustering." Eligibility is preserved more with specific course selection than with the selection of majors. 

Ny two cents, Dick Cramer 
Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 

From-" SOUTHALL, RICHARD [Southall@hrsm.sc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 04, 2014 2:36 PM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject; Re: [thearg] clustering in N’westem article 

WiHi~ 
The concept of clustering has been dealt ruth by scholars, including Fountain and Finley (2009) in the inserted article in the Journal of Issues #~ Intercollegiate 

Athletics: 

http:iicsri-iiia.o,r?_idocuments,’puclicationdresearch articles/2009,’JIIA 2009 1 Fountain Publish%20Copy ].0.pdf 

The constructed the concepts of"clustering" and "super-clus~tering’’ as well. The number of majors that a university offers may impact the use ofvaadous percentages. 

In addition, the degree 1,~ which the "regulaa¢’ student body at a universi~ mav cluster in certain majors may also impact the use of vazious percentages as "red flags." 

Hope this is helpful. 

Richazd 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 
Director - College Sport Reseaxch Institute 

htq~:/:csri- se~org/ 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 
Universily of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Ottice: 803.777-5550 

Cell: 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport 

April 22-26, 2014 csficonference 

Office hours: 
Tuesday 2:45-5:00pm 

Wednesday 1:00-3:00pro 

Other times by appointment 

From: <Brooks>, Edwin W < .e__w_b_.r_0_o_ls_~_~_[[_v_~_:..u_0__c_.:_e_.d__.u_.> 

Reply-To: "Brooks, Edwin W" <ewbrooks@live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2014 at 12:43 PM 

To: athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE:[thearg] clustering in N’western article 

Icoutdbewrong, but in a recent meeting of those involved in changes here thought l heard higher percentages that were needed at UNC for a red flag to be 

raised about dustering~ My recoflect~on is 25 percent during the regubr academic year, 30 percent during sumrner school How did Northwestern deride on 20 ..... 

and we on h~gher numbers? 

Wi~s Brooks 

F~m~ Wi~in~ham, Na~ C. [ma~l~:mw~llin~ham~unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Februa~ 04, 2014 10:13 AN 

To~ atNetics reform ~roup 

Subjeet~ [thear~] aRide 

h~p:/iwu~,.cNcag2business.comia~icle/201402~iOHNIONi140209970?template mobile 

Go Wildcats! 



You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ewbrooks~;live.unc,edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htlp://lists,unc.edtiu?id=61803861,73dl d9d4009efd57950c577tkt61~)033c&n=T&l=thearg&o=34204076 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-34204076-61803861.73dld9d4009el’d57950c5771"d6[t)033c(~listser~z.uuc,edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ~?__t_g__l!~!_l_@!)__r~_r_~=~:_e_~t___u_. 

(It may be necessm?~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34205478-65422533.9b6d20b5a5301c90b917932e3bI 8caet~listserv.t~nc.edt~ 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: mtvmmer(r-~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: l~ttp:/ilists.t~nc.edt~/u?id 61803863Ae73a3ab18764aa2ac3c76ee355c23d8&n T&l~bearg&o 34206480 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-34206480-61803863 Ae73a3ab18764aa2ac3c76ee355c23d8(tblistserv.uuc.edu 

Yot~ are currently subscribed to thearg as: dst:ro@tmc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: bttp://lists,unc,edu!u?id=62524524 013b0048bfeSf19c85el9dTlld338eSd&n=T&l=thearg&o=34208026 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34208026-62524524.013bOO48bfeSflgc85e19d711d338eSd@listserv.unc~edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;> 

Tuesday, 6:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: KI Dining Room reservations 

AV Costs docx; Catering List ]ocx; KC Reservation For~n Revised (SD).pdf 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

The F, enan Center Dining Room Reservation Form is attached. It looks pretty straightforward and we’ll need to give our payment with this form. Please feel free to 

send directly back to Jennie or back through me --- either wag is fine. 

From: Barbour, Jennie 

Sent: Monday, 12:30 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: KI Dining Room reservations 

Attached are the contract, a~)proved catering hat, and air sheet for reference. P~ease return at your convenience. 

Regards, 

Jennie 
Je~m~e J, Ba~b~ur 
Managing D~rector 

Campus Box 
UNC -- Ch~pel HHi 
9~9.962.0228 Fax 9~9.962.2787 

Sent: Thursday,              5:26 
$o: Barbour, Jennie; Howell~ Lingmei 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 
Subject: RE: ~ Dining Room rese~at~ons 

f~ust s~x)ke with our senior adv~soc Dr. Stroman (cc’d b 
ready? 

Thanks! 

cell), 

From: Barbour, Jennie 
Sent: Thursday, ~:~9 PM 

To:               Howell, Lingmei 

Subje~: RE: KI Dining Room reservations 

H~ Susan, 

The space is available on      from 4-.7pro, so I have placed a soft hold for your evenL Do you have a timefrarne t:or making the decision? I can t:orward a 

contrac[ when ready and have a[tached the Kenan Cen[er fact shoe[ (b-school fees in red) and the approved catering lisL 

Regards... 
.le~mie #, ~atbour 
Managing Director 
genan Cen[e~ 

KerlarPF~a~ler Busi~ess School 

Campus Box 
UNC - Chape~ Hill 
=t= ~62 0228 ~ax =t_ =6~ 2,~, 

Se~ Wednesday, ~0:28 AM 
T~ Howell, Lingmei~ Barbour, Jennie 
S~b~e~t~ RE: K~ Dining Room rese~ations 

Thanks fo~ d~e connection Un~meH 

H~ Jennie, 

~s the Kenan 

h~stkute Spo:t EntrepFeneursh~p~s Basketba~ An~lvt~cs Surnmk? 

’gVe were ~lop~n~ ~:o po[:ent~a~ have an open~n~ recep[:~on the~e as [:he k~¢::kof~ [:o [:b~; sunlm~[, 

] see you are out sk:]~ [:odav- hope Vou [ee] better~ 

Best, 

from 4pro --- 7pro? If so, is it possible for me to reserve it on behalf of the Kenan 

(cell) ¯ 

From: Howell, Lingme~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:24 AM 



To: Barbour, Jennie 

Subject: RE: KI Dining Room reservations 

No ~vorries,       To expedite the process, I"m inciuding Jennie who is in ci~rge i~ere... Thanks for ~skin~, 

~m~ 
$ent= Wednesday, ~0:~8 AM 
To: Howell, Lingmei 
$u~je~t: ~ Dining Room reservations 

Hi Lingmei, 

Who is in charge of the Kenan Institute Dining Room reservations7 Sorry, I know you gave me their name before, but I seem to have misplaced my 

notes. 

Thanks~ 



UPDATED SEPTEMBER 2013 

KENAN CENTER APPROVED CATERERS 

CAROLINA CATERING 
Epiphany Stephens, Campus Sales Coordinator (919-962-0336/office) 
Kresha Russell, Catering Director (919-962-0554/office) 
Desmond Scott, Catering Manager /cell/troubleshooting only) 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB 1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
efstephens@aux-services.unc.edu 
www.dining.unc.edu 

THE CATERING COMPANY OF CHAPEL HILL 
J.W. Walton, Partner 
Terri, Catering 
1322 Fordham Blvd. Suite 2 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-929-4775 
info@thecateringcompanych.com 
www.thecatedngcompanych.com 

CHAPEL HILL RESTAURANT GROUP CATERING COMPANY, DBA 
411 WEST ITALIAN CAFI5 
SPANKYS RESTAURANT 
SQUIDS SEAFOOD RESTAURANT 
MEZ CONTEMPORARY MEXICAN 
PAGE ROAD GRILL 
Peter Dorrance, Owner/Partner 
Kacie Stonesifer, Director of Events 
PO Box 7 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-941-1630 
kacie@mezdurham.com 
www.chapelhillrestaurantgroup.com 

CORE CATERING 
Pat Eder, President 
Monica Vaughn, Catering Director 
4904 Timberly Drive 
Durham, NC 27707 
919-349-1370 

(cell) 
patjeder@corecater.com 

DURHAM CATERING COMPANY 
Taran Rosenthal, Staffing Manager 
3710 Shannon Road, Suite 117 
Durham, NC 27707 
919-383-3000 

(cell) 
sales@durhamcateringco.com 

GREEN PLANET CATERING 
Daniel Whittaker, Managing Partner 
623 Glascock Street 
Raleigh, NC 27604 
919-832-6767 
info@greenplanetcatering.com 
www.greenplanetcatering.com 



UPDATED SEPTEMBER 2013 

HOME ON THE RANGE 
Diane Dodge, Owner 
12330 US Hwy 15-501 N. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-968-4412 
homeontherange01@nc.rr.com 

HUNGRY LEAF 
Peter Goodwin, Owner 
Pavilion East 
2608 Erwin Rd., #132 
Durham, NC 27705 
919-321-8001 
peter@hungryleaf.com 
www.hungryleaf.com 

MAMI NORA’S ROTISSERIE 
Nora Palmo, Owner 
302 Davidson Ave 
Durham, NC 27704 
919-220-9028 

~yahoo.com 
www.maminoras.com 

MARCEL’S CATERING CAFI~ 
Marcel Prather, Owner 
1821 Fordham Blvd., Suite 3 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-967-0066 

MARK DAY TO GO 
Peggy Bloodworth, Partner 
6113 NC Highway 86 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(cell) 
peggy@markdaytogo.com 
www.markdaytogo.com 

MEDITERRANEAN DELl 
Jamil Kadoura, OwnedManager 
410 West Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
919-967-2666 
medeli@bellsouth.net 
www.mediterraneandeli.com 

NANTUCKET GRILL 
Janet Silfen, Catering Manager 
PO Box 2655 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-632-6900 
catering@nantucketgrill.com 
www.nantucketcafeandgrill.com 



UPDATED SEPTEMBER 2013 

NEAL’S DELl 
Sheila Neal, Owner 
100-C East Main Street 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
919.967.2185 
info@nealsdeli.com 
www.nealsdeli.com 

THE PICNIC BASKET 
Erik Dailey, President 
Christine Tuozzo, Catering (919-619-3669/ce11) 
2501 University Drive, Suite 8A 
Durham, NC 27707 
919-490-5796 
erik@thepicnicbasket.net 
www.thepicnicbasket.net 

SAGE AND SWIFT GOURMET CATERERS, INC. 
Amy Tomquist, Owner 
Elizabeth or Shylah, Catering ~ cell) 
2505 Whilden Drive 
Durham, NC 27713 
919-957-7889 
elizabeth@sageandswift.com 
amy@sageandswift.com 
www.sageandswift.com 

SAVORY FARE INC. 
Gary Wein, Chef/Owner 
908 West Main Street 
Durham, NC 27701 
919-683-2185 
savory_fare@hotmail.com 
www. s avo ryfa re cat e ri n g. co m 

SOUTHERN SEASON CATERING 
Vanessa Haydock, Chef de Cuisine 
201 S. Estes Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-913-1218 
Vanessa@southernseason.com 
www.southernseason.com 

XU CATERING 
Kenton Jenkins, Owner 
421 Mountain Laurel 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-542-4772 

xucatering@aol.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordPress.com Upgrades <~help@wordpress.com> 

Tuesday, Februao, 4, 2014 7:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> 

[WordPress.com] Please Update Yonr Payment Intbrmation - Carolina Sport Business Clnb 

The payme~t i~formatien for csbcut~c,com ot~ ~:L.,~!S?.i.(!?.a..5...’!£!:’~..ii$~i~!..i~?.L.,..-.!£.£~:iS,¢~ is out of date~ our recerds ~nd~cate that it e:<pired ~ March 2014. TMs 

csbcunc.com costs $18.00, aod ~t ~s set to expire ~n 60 days, on Apr~ 6, 2014~ If this upgrade expires, your site w~l no bnger be ava~aNe at 

You asked us to renew csbcuuc.com automatically every year, but we’~ need your new payment ~nformatbn to renew it on time for you. 

Phase rep~y to tMs ema~ with any questbus. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info~yourblackworld.com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 8:37 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Mm~ found ruth throat slit, missing ear: But Sheriffsays he overdosed 

February 5, 2014 I 0 Comments 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins Getting our kids started down the path toward financiat freedom is a matter 

of instit[ing habits in them at an earty age that are conducive to making their own money. If... 

Februars~ 5, 2014 I 0 Comments 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins One of the urban tegends that is often rejoiced in the world of hip-hop is 

that of the "big batter." The big baker is the dude who watks into the dub... 

But the Sheriff Says He Overdosed 

By Daphne R This ts one of those stories that wttt stir your emotions and maybe even provoke 

feettngs of anger, and to think that this type of crime ts sttt[ taMng place tn the Deep South today. 

According to RottingOut.com, a young Mack professiona[ man named Atfred Wright worked as a 

phystcat therapist and [...] 

February 5, 2014!~o Coi:-~mentRead ;4o:-e 

by Damario Sotomon-Simmons The guaranteed free, four-year "fuji ride" schotarship every high 

school star footbaK player thinks they are receiving from their favorite schoot today is actually: 

NOT guaranteed for four (4) years~ and NOT reagy free; First, each scholarship is an one (1)-year, 

renewable at the institution’s discretion, financial aid package that can be canceKed at the 

discretion of his 

February 5, 

Dro Ron Danie[s; How Blacks are 
Bein~.g. "Screwed" b~1. Immi~.vation Reform 



by Dr. Ron Daniets After months of a relative lull, immigration policy reform appears to be on the 

front burner again. With President Obama emphasizing it in his State of the Union Address and 

Speaker Boehner and the Republican Party leadership adopting Principles, the stage appears to be 

set for passage of legislation this year. [...] 

February 5, 2014~2..C..~[:.!!!!.e...’.!~..R.~,!..,~.,.~.o..’.,~ 

Actress CCI---~I Pounder Joins Cast Of NCIS 
New OHeans Spinoff 

By Barry Burch Jr. The word busy does not even begin to explain the day for CBS’ New Orleans-set 

NCIS spinoff. It ag began with the successful selection of Scott Bakuta and JAG’s Zoe McLettan for 

starring roles in the backdoor pilot, as reported by The HoKywood Reporter. Within hours, the 

spinoff enlisted CCH Pounder for another major rote. The pilot [...] 

February 4, 2014[~.£.t~}.{{!(!!~C!}LF,.’~.d..b!.d:~ 

How To Date Black Women 

by Barry Burch Jr. Sometimes art a man needs is for a woman to leg him very simply, what she needs 

and does not need; what she tikes and does not like. One woman has decided to do just that and in 

doing so has probably saved a great deal of men a world of [...] 

February 4, 

By Greg B. Dawn Robinson who is a former member of EnVogue and former partidpant on the show 

R&B Divas, came dean about stirring up trouble, but is adamant that it was for a good cause. As 

reported on Eurweb.com Smith explained the issues she had with the pay structure of the record 

companies, the [...] 

What’s Hot on KultureKritic.com? 

Ou( O~ Wedb<k .................................... 

Refused ~.o Record 

Nelson Mandeia Leaves MiF[ions To Fame[% .... 
Staff And Schools 

By April Taylor Nelson/4andela’s will has finagy been revealed, and it appears as though his estate 

has been valued at $4.1 million according to Fox News. This excludes any royalties that may be 

earned and is equivalent to 46 migion rand. Mande[a’s family members were present for a reading of 

the wit[ on Monday. [...] 

February 4, 

Govo Chris Christie~s Bodys~.uard Arrested, .... 
Cau 
February 

4, 2014 ~..C.2[t.!!}.’.£!~.~" 

ii.~j Go,s. Chris Cbristi~’s Arr~sted. 

by Barry Butch Jr. As the saying goes, when it rains, it pours. Gov. of New Jersey Chris Christie 

has recently had his name ag over the news for tess than flattering reasons. And to add insult to 

injury, even the very people who should be protecting him are not helping. A New Jersey state [...] 



NYPD Wants Hoffman’s 

By Greg B. HoKywood star Phitip Seymour Hoffman died on Sunday, of an apparent drug overdose. 

Seymour who starred in numerous movies, inctuding the Hunger Games, and won... 

D’id Terrible 3"hin~,~s to Her 

i ::~:: Aqlen’s He Did ]er=ibie to Her Woody daughter :L~ays 

How do you balance a legacy of talent and criticat acclaim with a series of actions that are simply 

inexcusable? Woody Alton is respected like crazy in Ho[tywood... 

February 4, 2014 i Comment 

By Greg B. Ky[e Thompson is a 115 pound freshman on the football team, and got into an 

unfortunate disagreement with a teacher over a hit list of kids he wanted to tackle on the football 

field ,which ted to his expulsion. Thompson was a victim of his schoots’s zero tolerance poticy on 

crime, that [...] 

Stud~tys ~’P7 is Dama~g Black Boys and 
Their Se~f Esteem 

By: Krystle Crossman Watching television is something that almost every child does. A new study 

that was conducted over 12 months has found that watching tetevision is severety damaging to the 

serf-esteem of Mack children, spedficatty young boys. The images that they see and the characters 

that they are shown makes them feet like they [...] 

A~’e You On The Right Street~ But Headed In 
The W~’onq Direction? 

February 4, 2014 

By Sheiia Agnew White tistening to Otd Schoot music on the radio this weekend, a song prayed with 

the lyrics, "I’m on The Right Street, but the Wrong Direction.’Actuatty, I don’t recatt ever hearing 

the song before, but I reatty paid attention when the songstress sang with conviction, "Somebody 

hetp me find my way back ......... "Atthough the tyrics of the ... ~.~.a.#..~t’~£!£..L 

What’s Hot on HealthyBlackWoman.com? 

Have_~ou Heard of a "Thi!d Level 0r~@sm=? Ti~is ’=toy’= Promises One 



By Eutta Monte Most parents want the best for their chitdren and for the most part, they do their 

best to make sure that their chitdren are weft taken care of. Unfortunatety, even with the best of 

intentions, parents stitt make mistakes that are detrimental to their chitdren. Parents are their 

children’ first teachers so [...] 

Posted on February 4, 2014 By 

by Patrice DanieKe What is a "side chick"? In my own simple terms, I define a side chick as a female 

who is involved in s~xual relations with a male who is in a committed relationship with another 

person. One may ask why on earth an individua~ wou~d voluntarily choose to p~ay this ro~e in [...] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordPress.com Upgrades <help@wordpress.com> 

~Vednesday, Februa~ 5, 2014 11:55 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> 

[WordPress.com] Domain csbcunc.com roll be auto-renewed 

csbcunc.com is abeut te be automatically’ renewed on Ma,ch 7, 2014. 

If yeu don’t want to renew, you can d~eaMe automatic renewal under ~;t~2£2 ~2~z~ in yeur dashbeard. 

For a I~m~ted time, you can upgrade to WordPress.com Premium for oNy $79.00. This offer ~s va~id until February 20, 2014. 

P~ease rep~y to tMs ema~ with any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow-Up 

Thanks so much Dr. Stroman!" contact person is ! Her email is ~ }live.unc.edu. 

I shared the CBC statement with and the rest of the exec board yesterday and they plan to share it with members at tonight’s meeting! BSM will definitely develop our own 
statement to share with the Campus community, and I will be sure to email you a copy as soon as it is completed. 

Thanks again Dr. Stroman. We truly appreciate your suppont. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:20 AM 

To: 

Subiect: Re: Follow-Up 

Hi        You were fantastic! I would love to have VCno is your club leader? You? ;) 

Also, did you see the CBC Statement? I would only hope that the BSM discusses this message and sends its own communication regarding this important matter. Be critical 
thinkers~ 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@drstroman 
91%843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: <1 ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 3:34 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Follow-Up 

Hi Dr. Stroman! 

I hope this email finds you doing well! We had a great time singing at the Women’s Basketball game on Thursday, and it was truly an honor to be there. You mentioned that you 
wanted me to send you an email so I wanted to make sure I followed up with you. 

Looking forward to hearing from you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Womeffs Basketball Game Help 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks for bringing in some awesome entrepreneurs to class. Hearing from Branden today was really exciting! 

Just a recap on HYPE... HYPE stands for helping youth by providing enrichment, a committee within the Campus Y. We tutor low-income 
children that live in Section 8 communities in Chapel Hill. Our children are all students of color and are usually the ones that are affected by 
the educational achievement gap. Monday- Thursday we tutor them in math and reading, while also acting as mentors and role models. As 
Co-Chiar, ][ have implemented "fun fridays", which are activities that try to encourage creative thinking and team building. We also try to 
bring the children to campus so that they get to experience an inspiring atmosphere. 

The women’s basketball game that I am trying to organize would be for February 23rd at 2:OOPM against Virginia Tech. I was also 
considering the women’s basketball game against Duke, but I think it would be more difficult to organize and get tickets. We would bring 
around 30 children from kindergarden to fifth grade. I know that you are involved with the team and athletic department and I am 
reaching out to you for assistance in making this happen. I would love to make this a great experience for the kids to experience Carolina 
Athletics and UNC. 

Thank you again for your help! 

B.A., Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 
B.A., Psychology 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stachomcz, Christine <christine@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:10 PM 

Bickford, Donna M <dbickford@unc.e&t>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Ives, Timothy J.-<Fimothy Ives@med.unc.e&~>; 

Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan <kgio@emml.unc.edu> 

Turner, Katie <katie turne@unc.edu>; ~!live.unc.edu> 

RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Faculty Retention Data letter -cs.docx 

f hadn’t been thinking that we’d be getting (or requesting) any reformation on where those who left went, or where tfu:_dr external offers cam~-_~ from... If we’r~-:~ not 

requesting that kind of int:orrnation, then I like the content of this letter; I just changed some wording (attached). 

On a related note, Deb, f was quite hlteresb-:~d to read [:he op,-:m letter from Martine Antic Thank you for sharing that. 

As for the request to Ashley -- I have no objection, except that I don’t think she is the right person to ask. She certainly has access to the figures, and she might 

know the HR policiesi~sra.::tices re: hiring adjuncts. As for the other three questions, she might be able to redirect us lik~-:~ you sugg~-:~sted. Wfu:_d:her she redirects us 

to someone in HR, or to the Office of Academk: Personnel (which looks like it might be only ~or tenure-track, ~i’.<~:_~d term, or visiting faculty); or ~:Asewfu:_~re, Fm 

afraid that some ot: the responses will be, as in Dr. Ande’s letter, "Oh! That depends on the Chair of each Department and individual departments vary in their 

treatment of retentions:" 

Christine 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, 3:0:t PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Stachowicz, Christine; Ives, Timothy 34 Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Ce: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Oh, I think we are - and!or, he’s tracking that, anyway. I was thinking more that if we just had lists of where they went (like non showed in his powerpoint) that no 

one’s confidentiality would be violated. But, you are probably right that if only one person ended up at XYZ institution, that might be too visible too - 

db 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 2:59 PN 
To: Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Ives, Timothy 3,; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Ce: Turner, Katie; 
S,,bjeet: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Endu,qe. Explore, Empower. 

9:19.843.0336 

Believe 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, 1:5;6 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; Stachowicz, Christine; Ives, Timothy 34 Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

C¢: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi Deb, et al. 

Thanks for your comment on the draft - when we specify school or college, we mean just here at U NC, since we’re looking at our own retention data. 

Donna 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 12:15 PN 
To: Bickford, Donna M; S~ach~wicz, Christine; Ives, Timothy 3,; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

Ce: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 



Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, cg[J 
Enduge. Explore. Empower. 
919.843.0336 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, . . i2:06 PM 
To: Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, Timothy .14 Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

(::¢: Turner, Katie; i 
Subject: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi All: 

Attached please find another draft of a possible letter to Ron and Lynn, taking into account the earlier suggestions Christine made, and our discussion yesterday. 

Take a look and see what you think. 

On the adjunct issue - I thought we might send some version of the attached email to Ashley Niklis -let me know your thoughts. 

Donna 

Donna M. Bickford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

220 Graham Memorial 

CB2800 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2800 

O: 919-843-7790 

F: 919-962-1548 

dbickford@unc.edu 

our.unc.edu 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 4:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Steiubacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Women’s Basketba]l Game Help 

Dr. Stroman, 

We can certainly take care of group for the WBB game vs. VT on 2/23. 

Rameses’ Birthday Party, so the children should have a great time too. 

Thanks for your support! 

Scott 

would just need a list of the attendee’s names prior to the game. That game will 

Scott Palanjian 

Assistant Director of Marketing 

UNC Athletic Department 
919-962-5499 (W) 

(c) 
ScottP@unc.edu 

From: Strornan, Deborah L 

Sent: Thursday, 3:46 PM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 

Cc: Palanjian, Scott 

Subject: FW: Women’s Basketball Game Help 

D el::,l::,v 
~eborah L. Stroman, Ph.B. CLU 
Eng’uge. Explore. Empower. 
9~9.843.0336 

Believe 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 3:33 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Women’s Basketball Game Help 

Dr. Stroman, 
Thanks for bringing in some awesome entrepreneurs to class. Hearing from Branden today was really exciting! 
3ust a recap on HYPE... HYPE stands for helping youth by providing enrichment, a committee within the Campus Y. We tutor low-income 
children that live in Section 8 communities in Chapel Hill. Our children are all students of color and are usually the ones that are affected by 
the educational achievement gap. Nonday- Thursday we tutor them in math and reading, while also acting as mentors and role models. As 
Co-Chiar, [ have implemented "fun fridays", which are activities that try to encourage creative thinking and team building. We also try to 
bring the children to campus so that they get to experience an inspiring atmosphere. 
The women’s basketball game that I am trying to organize would be for February 23rd at 2:OOPM against Virginia Tech. I was also 
considering the women’s basketball game against Duke, but I think it would be more difficult to organize and get tickets. We would bring 
around 2}0 ~hildren from kindergarden to fifth grade. I know that you are involved with the team and athletic department and I am 
reaching out to you for assistance in making this happen. I would love to make this a great experience for the kids to experience Carolina 
Athletics and UNC. 
Thank you again for your help! 

B.A., Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 
B.A., Psychology 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 8:07 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Interview 

Dr. Stroman, 

Sor~ for the late e-mail, bnt it was never mentioned by Lindsay Robertson, the internship coordinator, who I would be interviemng ruth. It’s my hope that I would get 

a chance to speak ruth Ashley Bratcher (Director of Operations), David Perkins (COO), and Lindsay Robertson (Director of Communications), among many others’. 

I ki~ow there are a few Tar Heels ruth      . as we both know, Tar Heels look out for Tar Heels. 

Thank you, agaiu, for the help and I hope you have a relaxing weekend! 

Universi)- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

B.A EXSS i Sports Administration 

Dtrect 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 8:53 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: sports business 

Hi     Hope you are well. I have copied Dr. Stroman on this emaif. She is the faulty advisor’ and can tell you more about the dub. It is tough         and trying to 

be engaged in other campus act~vk~es, 

Sherry SaWyer, 

Master Lecturer, Direci:or o[ Undergraduate 

Department of Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

CB#8700, 25~ Fetzer Haft 

Univers~W of North Carolh~a at Chape~ H~I 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

93.9-952-.6947 

Fax: 919--952-0489 

Spring 20~4 Advis~ng/Ol:fice hours: 

Tuesdays 

Wednesdays lO:O0-II:15 and I:I5-2:45 

Thursdays 

or by a~x)intrnent or chance m my 211. Fe~:zer 

Sent= Thursday, ~2:~4 PN 
Te= Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject= spots business 

P rofesso r Sa lye r, 

As I come closer to the time to get a job and think about a career I’ve been leaning towards something In business. I chose EXSS as my major because I 

enjoy the subjects and classes but I think I want to do something in the business field that is related to sports. I get the emails from you about the sports 

business club and always find them interesting and just haven’t had the time to get involved. I would like to learn more about the club and hopefully get 

involved and learn about what it has to offer. Please let me know what I can do to get some more information and hopefully join. I can always stop by your 

office and talk to you about it if that works best. Hope your doing well. 

Thanks, 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:44 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: minutes lxtf 

You are completely welcome! ’][’he universi .ty benefits greatly fi~m your advocacy. I wm~t it to be recorded properl!! 

All best, 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 5:57 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dsto(a;uuc.e& > wrote: 

Deborah L. S~oman, PhYs. CLU 
gn~l~Ne, g~p!ore, gmpower, 
919.843,0336 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

Fmm:~ ~mail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:13 PM 
To= Turner, Katie 
Co= Stroman, Deborah L; Bic~ord, Donna H 
Subject~ Re: minutes pdf 
Hi Dr. Stmmau, 
I apologize for tNs lang~ge u~ on my NA. In my academic writing, Nmos~ eve~ statemeut someone makes is a~buted as an "aqument" whet~er it is 

"axgumenmtive" or not. I searched the document ~)r may time I used the ~ "argued" (I also unIb~unately a~fibuted it to Ms. Nicklis, and Pro£ Lau) mad 

replaced it ruth "~se~ed." I have uploaded the mvi~d document. Please let me know if there axe may further issues, quesfion~ or changes you would like 

me to maXe. Agm~ I apologize. 

All bes~ 

Turner, Katie <katie tumer~onc~edu>: 

Thanks, Deborah. I’m copying Martin to ask him to make the change to the minutes and repost them to Sakai. -once you repost, please let me 

know and then I can post the minutes to the public site. 

Best, 

Katie Turner 

Office of Faculty Governance 

204 Cart Building 

CB 9170 

Phone (~1~) 962-2146 

Fax (919} 962-5479 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 4:08 PM 

To: Turner, Katie 
Cc: Bickford, Donna M 
Subject: RE: minutes pdf 

D,:,rm~ Bi,:k ~,:::,~d ~dso h~d ~;m;l~ m,:~[Jdes ,~;rir~g th;s 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore, Empower. 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

From= Turner, Katie [mailto:kat~e turner@unc.edu] 
Senti ~ursday, ~:47 PN 
To= [~gR[~. welfare 

Ce= facul~welfare@sakaL unc.edu 
Subject= N: minutes pdf 

Greetings Welfare Committee Chairs, 

Please see the attached meeting minutes for January from the U NC-Chapel Hill Faculty Welfare Committee. 

All the best, 

Katie Turner 

Office of Faculty Governance 

204 Carr Building 

CB 9170 

Phone (919) 962-2146 



Fax {919) 962-5479 

[see attachment: "20140113MeetingMinutes.pdt", size: 53941 bytes] 

Attaclmaents: 

This automatic notification message was ~nt by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel ttill (ht~tps://sakai.u!ac.edu,’porta!,) from "the Facult.~ Welt?are Committee 

site. 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 9:31 AM 

Popp, Nels <nelspopp@email.unc.edu>; Osix~rne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu:~; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Stromma, 

Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Southall, Debx~rah Joy ~<ljsothll@email.unc.edu> 

Chalfin, Peter L <ch~Nn@emafil.unc.edt~- 

VW: Rnssia~ Delegation of Athletic Directors 

IF- Participant BiD - Russia.doc; IVLP One Pagerl.pdf 

Would one of you like to meet with two Russian Athletic Directors visiting us on Feb 20~h and 2Is~ who would like to learn more about sport management and 
intercollegiate athletics in the US? 
f will do H: ~f no one else volunteers -h:~o]~s hke a neat opportunRy] 
-E 

Div~,:tor Cer~tet i;,r Ex.::eJ]er~ce m Ird:er.::olJ%,~te 

919.4-4-8.487~ 

~ CEIA Small Horizontal 2 

Fmm~ Ben Hinton [mailto:              }gmail,com] 
Sent~ Thursday, Februa~ 06, 2014 2:40 PN 
T~ No~n, Molly 
¢¢~ Leila 
Su~jeet~ Russian Delegation of Athletic Directors 
Dear Molly, 

I just received your mes~ge. Thank you tbr the follow ~p. Item is an intm below, and I have attached a full program de~fiNon with biDs, and a descdpdon of the 

IVLP program. 

In late Febma~; we roll ~ lmNng ~-o a~letics and s~as recreation dimcto~ from UraJs State Economic Udversib, in Russia. The pNr roll ~ visNng un&r the 

auspices of the International Visi~rs LeadersNp Program, sponsored by the U.S. Depa~ment of State. 

The iddative m bring fl~e~ visito~ comes at a challenging time for U.S.-Russian relations, and the s~ of the Winter Olympics in Sochi. The goN of fl~eir visit roll be m 

learn more about athletics programs, m~ study 6~ ~N~s ~fifiage~nt, and s~dent recreation and wellness at universities in the U.S. For this reason, we would like to 

schedule a meedng ruth ~meone in your office. Ifa meedng is ~hedule& it should last about hour ~d fi~een minutes to an honr and a haiti 

I have a~ched the visitoB’ profiles for your review Nong ruth a fact sheet a~ut our orgaNzatio~ IntemationN Focu~ Inc. The visi~rs roll be avNlable to men ruth 
th st you on Thm’sday, Feb~aD~ 20 or Friday, Februa~ 21~ . 

I look fi~vard to hearing ~mm you. Than~ you for your ~me ~d consideration~ 

Since~ly, 

Ben Hinton, Pmgro~ Associate 

Intemation~ Visitor Leade~p P~gr~ 

International Focus, Inc. 

3700 National Drive 

Shire 21~ 

Raleigh, NC 27612 

Tel. 919/78~-0~ 

w~v.intemational focu snc~o~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevis~onti@diversityinc.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 9:45 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

N-Word vs. Negro: Principal Suspended liar Her Explanation 

February 7, 2014 

As the Olympics Games 
open, does the host city’s 
mayor really believe that his 
city has no gay people? 
Then how does he explain 
Sochi’s gay bars? 

[ I 

N.,Word vs, Ne~ro: Prir~c~ ended for 
Her 

~y was an elemental- 
school principal put on paid ....... 
leave Nr t~ing to explain 
the difference between the 
N-word and Negro? 

I 

CVS says sale of such products is "inconsistent with our 
purpose" as company evolves from retailer into 
healthcare company. 

This educational tool, available for posting on your 
corporate intranet, includes how-tos and best practices 
on creating diversity-and-inclusion dashboards and 
scorecards. We’ll show you the most effective ways to 
communicate diversity goals and data to your senior 
leadership; the metri~ that produce the most relevancy; 
and the most successful methods of holding executives 
and staff accountable for reaching diversity goals. 

I 
Video: How the Landscag~e Has Char~ed igor 
Women #n 

Dr. Jeanne Varrone, Vice President for Clinical 
Research at Boehringer Ingelheim, believes that there 
has never been a more impo~ant time for women to 
enter and succeed in the medical profession. 



One click, 15, O00jobs. 

Whether you’re looking for a job or 
looking to make more money, 
Diversitylnc’s Career Center has the 
iobs and career advice for you! 

Was this.forwarded to you from a friend? 

Click here to receive the Diversitvlnc newsletter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bennington, Robin A <robin.be~mington@unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:25 AM 

Lisa Weatherly (lweatherly@IIANC.com) 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS Spring Roster 

EXSS Spring ~2XSS    Roster.xlsx 

Lisa, 

Please find attached the EXSS 

Thanks. 

Robin 

Robin A. Bennington 

Risk IV~ani~gernent Analyst 

Universi 

Treasury & Risk Management Services 

:[04 A~rport Dr~ve, Suite 2700 

Campus Box :1.I00 

Chapel t-i~]~ NC 

robin.bennin~ton ~unc.edu 

9~9-962-.906I (t) 

9:1.9-%2-0638 

EXSS Roster for processing. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ann Handley, MarketingProfs <IVlarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Friday, Februa~- 7, 2014 2:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

[Today] Last day to save $900 on B2B Forum 2014 

T ro u b l e v i e w i n g th is e m a i I? !~!:!,ii:~i:: I i ?! 2:~:!iii:~ 

Dear Deborah, 

Today is the final day to register for Na~ketingPr~fs B2N Marketing 

~:o~m 2054 at the pre-sale rate, .~.:~~:~;~.;)~.~;::~~::..~;~:;~:.~;~.~::1:r: and pay the spedN PRO 

rate of $795. That’s more than half off the rack rate. Th~s ~s the best dea~ 

you w~l~ see on B2B Forum, so don’t hesitate, 

Why attend B28 For~ 211:t4., you ask? Well, tMs is no# your average 

conference, We work our b~s off to make sure that the program ~s awe-. 

~nsph’ing and actionable, Yes, attendees come for the content, Beyond that, 

there’s Nways plenty of chances to m~ngle, get inspired, and ~augh (it 

wouldn’t be a Narke~r~gProfs even~ w~thout some good humor) with your 

fellow, brilliant g2g marketers, 

Are you still hesitating? Don’t! [his could possibly be the !!;!!:!!;:.?!!!:!!i 

of the year .,, or maybe even the century! You wouldn’t want to miss out on 

that would you? 

Ann Handley 

Chief Content Officer 

Na rketing Profs 

our half-day, pre-conference workshops on October 8. 

Copyright © 2000-2014 MarketingProfs, LLC All Rights Reser¢ed 

[i:~i~]]!:i under which this service is provided to you. 

We protect your privacy. All Iogos and names are the copyrights of the respective owners. 

!~!i~!!~i!~ your mail preferences I :.) .~;::~!:!:! this message to a friend 

If you prefer to no longer receive MarketingProfs’ Event Announcements, you can 

MarketingProfs, LLC 1419 N. Larchmont Blvd. #295 I Los Angeles, CA 90004 I (066) 557-9625 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 2:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

favor 

Hi Debbie 
Could you give me a call when you get my message at 
Thank you 

Alassane 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Tuesday, November 13, 2012 9:12 PM 

To; Fall, Alassane 
Subject; Re: CBC - Possible Workshop Facilitab~r NEED RESPONSE 

Thanks! I will provide more details as we get closer to the date. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - .h__t__t_£__]_/__/__e__x__s__s__:_u___n__c__.__e__d___u_./ 

Sport Administration Lecturer and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Until realiW is defined, progress is impossible." 

From: <Fall>, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 7:09 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d._s_.t_r_o__.@_u__r!c_.__e_.d__u._> 

Subject: RE: CBC - Possible Workshop Facilitator NEED RESPONSE 

Hi Debbie, 
Thanks again for sharing. This looks great 

Yes, I will attend 

JEREJEF 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Tuesday, November 13, 2012 2:10 PM 
To; Campbell, Larry; 3ones, Shandra; Littlejohn, Ursula Eunice; McGhee, Oj; Murrill, Verita L; Robertson, Nakenge; Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢; Penn, Ann E; Fall, Alassane; Unah, Isaac 3; Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject; CBC - Possible Workshop Facilitator NEED RESPONSE 

Hi Team. Are you available on Tuesday, December 11 (12:30 - 2:00) to meet with Ernestine Taylor (see attachment)? We will have a working lunch to chat with her 

about her services and continue to design the BEST leadership training workshops for Black faculty AND staff. 

I have been speaking to David Kiel at The Center for Faculty Excellence over the past month and it is now time to meet with Ms. Taylor. CFE is very interested in 

supporting this effort. Plus, we don’t have the money for such. ~) 

Please respond before tomorrow noon. 

Ann, Kia, Alassane, and Isaac - I would love if you could attend as well. 

debby 

Regards, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.eduicbc 

"When the root is deep, there is No reason to fear the wind."~ 

carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@woMpress.com> 

Fridw, 3:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Email through CSBC Website 

Name: 
Email: @live uric edu 
Comment: Hi 
I am velT interested in joining the Carolina Sports Business Club and would love more reformation. 
Thank you’. 

Time: i at 8:21 PM 
IP Address: 6657.44.16 
Cor~ta ct FOlTn URL: http ://csbcunc.c om/contact/ 
Sent by an unverified visitor to your site 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Connection, PRWeb <reply@prweb.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 6:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Snatch the Media Spotlight in a Social World 

If you are having trouble reading this email, read the online version 



5160 Industrial Place, Suite 103 I Ferndale, WA 98248 I 1.866.640.6397 I Unsubscribe 
Copyright 1997-2014, Vocus PRW Holdings, LLC. All rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kena~- flagler, unc.edu-~ 

RE: Case Competilion 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you very much for editing, but I didn’t see the attachment. Could you send it again please? It is very nice to hear that Bobcats is working on the case now. 

It is also exciting if George Karl would be able to attend too. Fingers crossed! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, I 5:48 PM 
To: 

Subject: RE: Case Competition 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
Engrave, F, xplore, Empower, 

919.843.0336 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Case Competition 

5:50 PM 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Can we have a short meeting to talk about the case competition? I can’t join the meeting for panels/speakers starting from 3:00pm on Monday, since I have a class 

from 3:30pm. But I am free from the morning until 3:00 on the same day. For example, If you happen to have time from 2:30 to 3:00 to talk about this, that’d be 

great. I am free on Wednesday morning too. 

Best, 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vdme s.com> 

Friday, FebrumT 7, 2014 10:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera February 7, 2014 10:08:12 P~I 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Pussy R~ol- Tells 

The women Mao sp(q<e out in Russia and paid a high price are using t[~eir 

lk’eedom to promoke freedom. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Friday, Februm7 7, 2014 10:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 axticles) 

Charles Blow February 7, 2014. 10:.3~}:35 Pbl 

Op-Ed Columnist 

A Pen, a P~:~o~e a~d a N[eme 

The G,O,P,’s latest a~ad<: labeling ()bama as "~awless." 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to t~is email tram NYlimes com. As a member of 

the ~RUSTe privacy p~ogBm, we are commi~:ed to piotecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email ~ Privacy Policy I Contac’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

Kyle Toomey <kTle@thesportsquotient.com> 

Saturday, 1:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

,~!live.unc.edu> 

DigitaJ Sports Media Opportunities 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 

It’s my understanding that you both oversee the CSE~C at Chapel Hill. 

My name is Kyle Toomey, I am a senior at The Univeraity of Pennsylvania and CMO at The Sports Quotient (http://www.thesportsquotient.com). We are a fast-growing digitaP 
sports media startup comprised of college students across [he nation. We provide a platform for young, sports wri[era to capture like-minded readers and attain the 
recognition they deserve. We ensure that our writers develop valuable analytical writing skills, have access to a vast network of sports enthusiasts, and that their content is 
viewed by thousands of SQ visitors daily. 

I am reaching out to you because our goal is to have college writers from coast to coast, striving to provide coverage for evei¥ professional & collegiate team. We ar~ also 
looking to integrate fantasy games, sports quizzes, and numerous other agendas. 

Would you be willing to pass this on [o the rest of your club? Not only is it a great opportunity for people interested in sports journalism, but a great resume- builder[ 

As far as writing positions, we have numerous areas to get involved: becoming a weekly writer, joining our SoundOff team (shorter pieces centered around breaking 
news/recaps) or contributing to The SQ Pulse (finding awesome sports content from around the web and providing opinions on it). 

We are also looking to bring on more editors, broadcasters, computer programmers, web designers, mobile app developers, fantasy sports experts, people to create unique 
Top 10 lists, and a newsletter developer. 

If anyone is interested in joining the SQ team they can contact me at ..k2,!!Z4.~.~L.h.#..s.~...o..r.!A.q.~d.q.!j~L%#..o..r.t.~ 

Looking forward to hearing back from you! 

Kyle Toomey 
Chief Marketing Officer I The Sports Quotient 

kyle~thesportsquotient.com I http://www.thesportsquotient.com 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n,vfime s.com> 

Saturday, February 8, 2014 2:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureen Dowd (1 articles) 

Maureen Dowd February 8, 2014, 02:40:29 P~] 

Op-Ed Columnist 

What would Pad@ Chayefsky say, now that tb e apoca].~n2th? "Neh’¢ork" has 

come true a couple thousand dines over? 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ebony Watermann <ebony@ebonywatermann.com> 

Sunday, 8:23 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Touch Ba~: KI Sport Entrepreneurship Planning Insights 

Hello Dr. Stroman - I hope you are well and having a great weekend. I hope that we can connect about all of your progress soon to discuss Iny involvelnent going 

forwmd. Also, the MIT Sloan conference regislration tickets are all sold out. I wasn’t sure if you registered my attendance along with your information? The flights from 

Charlotte are fairly reasonable now and hotels slill have availabili .ty, however I haven’t pmvhased ant/thing yet until I hear front you... 

Thanks so much and I look forward to hearing from you soon! 

Best Regards, 

Ebony Watermann 

On , at 5:54 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" < _d__&t__r£@__uj~£:_e_d____~ wrote: 

Deborah L. Sb’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

9~9.843.0336 
<irnage001.jpg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

From: Ebony Watermann [maHto:ebon~ebon~atermann.com] 
Sent: Friday, 10:14 kH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Schedule Touch Base: KI Spo~ Entrepreneurship PlanNng Insights 
Ill 3ebby - Happy Fdday...l left you a voice mail l~t night to Ibllow up on our emails. Don’t hesitate to call me this weekend with any uNate~ if that 
works ~st for your schedule. 
Have a great weekend[ 

Best Regards, 
Ebony Watem~am~ 

On at 9:55 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dslm~unc.edu> wrote: 

How about Thursday? I will call you tomorrow. 

d 

From: Ebony Watermann <-e-~-b-~~-~-n--y---@---e-~-b-~~-~-n--y---w---a---t~-e--r---m--~-a---q--q~~£9~--m--> 

Date: Monday,.              9:54 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc:                                 ~kenan--flagler.unc,edu> 

Subject: Schedule Touch Base: KI Sport Entrepreneurship Planning insights 

Sounds good - I can meet anytime after lpm on Wednesday. 

~)kenan-flagler.unc,edu> 

Best Regards, 

Ebony Watermann 

On, , at 9:20 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro.~;nnc.edu> wrote: 

Let’s connect after Wednesday. I have a meeting with the s~ldents on Wednesday. I will also have more infommtion fiom 

Kenan. Thanks. 

d 

From: Ebony Watermann <ebony@ebonywatermann.com> 
Date: Monday,.               7:14 PM 
To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_..s_t__r_o.__@___u_._n_£._#_d__u_.> 
Subject: Re: Status Update: RE: KI Sport Entrepreneurship Planning insights 
Hi Debbie - what does your schedule look like between 8am - 11 am and an?dime after 2pin tomorrow? 

I sent an email to     and      to see if they can touch base tomorrow as well. I need to get a sense for content a~ld your 

guest speakers to truly gage costs. 

What are ? our goals for budget and pmfitability~ 

Best Regards, 

Ebony, Watemtann 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, Februao, 9, 2014 7:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update: 2-9-14 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. 

Your Clips Editor has experienced an overdose of TV viewership this week. I viewed parts of 
a couple dozen men U s and womenI~ s games this week. B ut fret not, dealt readers, I shall 

recover (especially with all the Sochi Olympic stuffto divert my attention). 

Meanwhile, there ~; s plenty of great content below, all of it relevant to the business of college 

sports. I want to call readersU attention to the item at the top: UN(TAA warns I~peace[1JForn 

concztssion law~v~its. ~ The posting is actually a compilation of four separate articles and it 

provides a comprehensive, up-to-date snapshot of potentially huge concussion litigation yet to 

come. Kudos to Jon Solomon of al.com for devoting plenty of research and analysis to the 

concussion issue. 
I am delighted to welcome over two hundred new Clips subscribers in the past month, for 

many of them this will be their first-ever Clips Monday Update. New subscribers come from 

Penn State ~ s John Curley Center for Sports Journalism, the UniversiU of Illinois, the Big West 

Conference, the University of South Carolina, Liberty University, UNC [] s Sports 

Admi nistration department, Troy University, Coker College, S tetson University, Amherst 

College, Northeastern University, Wichita State, UNC-Greensboro, Loyola Marymount 

University, Huxley College and Appalachian University, plus ~; civilians [1 from Cincinnati and 

Marina Del Rey. 

Here [] s a reminder to all our new subscribers (and to long-time subscribers as well). If you 

click on any of the links below and get a blank white screen that means you need to log in. To 

do so, click on []Log Ir~’Out [] in the upper left comer of the Clips website (see./peg below) 

and enter your usemame and password. If you have any trouble please contact me. 

Also, at the bottom of this email I have inserted a graphic to show you how you can have your 

computer save your Clips password. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 
Follow Clips on Twitter: 

vwvw.twitter.co~W@Colle,qeAt hClips 

Remember, you must be logged in ~vith your username and pass~w~rd to vie~v the articles (belo~v) on the 
website. Ifyot~ are ~o~ I~g~ed i~ )’~u w~l~ get ~+ bla~k wlfite screen, 

NCAA wants ~peace’ from concussion lawsuits with settlement 

What ~f they had a Winter Q~ympics in Manhat~n? ++:~+ ~+~.+ 





About our website: Colle~leAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
www.colle~s.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nick@collegeathleticsclips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from tttis mailing list oi change the email format please use tire links below: 

Chan~e your subscription 
Uitsnbscfibe 



Change your subscription 
Unsubscfibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bicklbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:37 AM 

Ives, Timothy J. --~Fimothy Ives@med.unc.edu>; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan <kgio@emaJl.amc.edu>; Stachowicz, Clmstine 

<chrJstine@unc.edu-~; Sta~man. Deborah L qtstro@unc.edw~ 

Turner, Katie <katie turne@unc.edu>; @live.nnc.edu> 

RE: follow up from yes~terday’s meeting 

Faculty Retention Data letter 2 10 2014.docx 

Hi All: Attached is the current version of the letter with Christine’s edits. We did include a timeline for them to get back to us (see the next to the last paragraph), 

but if we aren’t read to send the letter out yet, that suggestion won’t be workable. Currently the signature line is for Tim on behalf of the committee. 

Tim, personally, I think if you want to talk with Rumay that would be great. Since Deb talked with Taffye, she might have some insight about running it by Taffye as 

well. 

The reason we thought about sending it jointly is that Ron has the data, but it is identifiable. If he sends what he has to Lynn, that alleviates any problems about 

handling the data. But if we want to send separate letters, that’s fine with me. We can certainly send our request to the Provost instead if people think that is 

better. Or, maybe we want to work on finalizing these letters at our next meeting? 

sounds like it’s ok for me to go ahead and send our request re adjunct data to Ashley? 

Donna 

From: Timothy Ives [mailto:Timothy_Tves@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday,               4:19 PM 
To: Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan; Bicldord, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L 

Cc: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: Re: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Good afternoon everyone, 

The letter looks great. Here are a few thoughts: 

1. Has anyone spoken directly to Rumay Alexander regarding making this a collaborative effort with the Community and Diversity Committee? If not, I’ll be 

happy to do so. It might strengthen the letter considerably coming from two committees. Also, I agree with Christine that this letter should come from the 

entire FW Committee. 

2. We might want to ask about the data set that has been/will be used for this analysis. At our meeting last week, there were several questions posed 

where Ron Strauss got his numbers. 

3. For focus of the request, it might be worth a minute to discuss to whom this letter should go primarily (with the rest of them included as cc’s). 

4. Would it worth it to run this letter by Taffye Clayton (unofficially, that is) before sending it? She may have some insights as to where the Provost 

currently is on this issue. As an alternative to Ron Strauss, could Provost Jim Dean might be better suited to get the data to us, and more quickly? Just 

wondering out loud, as starting at the top usually works well, especially if this issue is on his front burner. 

5. It might be worth considering a separate letter to Lynn Williford, outlining the analysis, and a request for her office to perform it. That might separate 

out the issues and clarify what you are asking for (e.g, over what time period do we want to analyze?). Also, in the first letter, perhaps it could be changed 

into a sentence that describes where the data will be analyzed (i.e., OIRA) once it is received. 

6. In the letter, we need to also set down a timeline for this analysis. Otherwise, the letter may land on someone’s desk forever. 

Enough for now. Let’s try to tie it up, and send it in the next week or two. 

Tim 

Timothy J. ives, Pharm. D., M.P.N., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, CB # 7574 

The University o~ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of General Hedicine an@ Clinical Epi@emiology 

Department of Medicine, CB # 7110 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Mill 

Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.0391 

Fax: 919.843.0"7"75 

Beepe~: 919.216.0193 

e-mail: Ti’cthy Ives@med.klnc.e@u 



On 9:11 PM, Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan wrote: 

Good Evening, 
I’ve just read through the email exchange from yesterday. 
In terms of the letter, I agree with each of Christine’s suggestions. However, in the third paragraph where it discusses the external offers, should "receive" be 
changed to the past tense (received) since we are talking about data from the past several years? Or was the present tense intentionally used so that we may 
continue to request this data as each academic year comes? 
Finally, I also agree with Donna that it seems appropriate to ask Ashley since she is supporting the committee. 
-Kelly 

Kelly S. Giovanello, Ph.D. 
Department of Psychology and 
Biomedical Research Imaging Center 

Davie Hall 341A, CB#3270 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

From; Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, 5:21 PM 
To: Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, Timothy J.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

Co: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi All - Christine, I totally agree with you that Ashley might not be the right person to ask, but since she’s helping support the committee, it’s a good 

enough place to start, I think. And, I think your prediction is probably accurate O -- but then we have it documented and we can make some 

recommendations in our reports, etc. 

Donna 

From: Stachowicz, Christine 
Sent: Thursday, 4:10 plVl 

To: Bickford, Donna M; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, 1~mothy J.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Cc-" Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

I hadn’t been thinking thaL we’d be getting (or requesting} any information on where d~ose who le[t went, or where their exLernal ofl:ers came 

from_.. If we’re not requesting that kind of information, then I like the content of this letter; 1 just changed some wording (attached}. 

On a relaLed note, Deb, I was quite interested to read the open letter from Martine Antfe. Thank you for sharing thaL 

As [or t h~-’_~ r~-’_~quesL to Ashley -.-. I have no objection, excepL Lhat t don’t think she is ~he rigM: person to ask. She certainly has acc~-_~ss ~o ~he figures, and 

she mighl: know ~h~-_~ HR policies/practices re: hiring adiuncts As [or ~he other three ,questions, sh~-_~ might be able to redir~-_~ct us like you suggested 

Whether she redirects us to someone in HR, or to the Office of Academic Personnel (which looks like it might be only for Lenure-track, fixed Lerm, or 

visiting faculty}, or elsewhere, I’m afraid that some of the responses will be, as in Dr. Antle’s letter, "Oh! That depends on the Chair of each 

Department and individual departments vary in their treatment of retentions." 

Christine 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, 3:0~. plVl 
To: Stroman, Deborah L;’Sta~howicz, Christine; Ives, Timothy J.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

Co: Turner, Katie; 
Subject-" RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Oh, I think we are - and/or, he’s tracking that, anyway. I was thinking more that if we just had lists of where they went (like Ron showed in his 

powerpoint) that no one’s confidentiality would be violated. But, you are probably right that if only one person ended up at XYZ institution, that 

might be too visible too - 

db 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, Z:59 plVl 

To: Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Ives, Timothy J.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Cc-" Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 



From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, t:56 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L;’Sta~howicz, Christine; 1yes, Timothy 34 Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

Cc: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi Deb, et al. 

Thanks for your comment on the draft -when we specify school or college, we mean just here at UNC, since we’re looking at our own retention data. 

Donna 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday,. .               12:15 PM 
To: Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Ives, Timothy 34 Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
C¢: Turner, Katie; 
S..bject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Deborah L. S~roman, Ph.D, CLU 
Engage, Explore. Empower, 
919,843.0336 

Believe 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, 12:06 PM 
To: Stachowicz, Christinei St~oman, Deborah L; Ives, Timothy 34 Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

C¢: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi All: 

Attached please find another draft of a possible letter to Ron and Lynn, taking into account the earlier suggestions Christine made, and our discussion 

yesterday. Take a look and see what you think. 

On the adjunct issue - I thought we might send some version of the attached email to Ashley Niklis -let me know your thoughts. 

Donna 

Donna M. Bickford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

220 Graham Memorial 

CB2800 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2800 

O: 919-843-7790 

F: 919-962-1548 

d__b_j_c_k_ f. _o_ r__d_. _@__u_.n__c_:_e__d_. _u_ 



o~Jr.unc.edt~ 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 



Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan <kgio@ema&une,edu> 

Monday, 9:47 AM 

Stroman, Debora]~ L <dstro@unc.edtr~; Ives, Timothy J. <Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu>; Bickford, Donna M <dbickford@unc.edu>; 

Stachomcz, Chrisline <christine@unc.edu> 

Turner, Katie <katie turne@unc.edu>; ~!live.unc.edu:> 

RE: ibllow up from yesterday’s meeting 

agree with ALL of Debby’s sentiments and suggestion. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-’ Monday, 9:41 AM 
To: Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan; 1ves, Timothy J.; Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L 

Co-" Turner, Katie; 
Subject-’ Re: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi All. I am in favor of moving forward sooner than later. Most of these questions can be answered while the letter is sitting on their desk. The more delay only prolongs the work to 

be done. The home for this data is Institutional Research. Thus, I think it should be sent there asap. Since Ron’s presentation "initiated" the inquiry, I think it is appropriate to 

address him as well. Conversations can also be had with the Provost, Alexander, Clayton and others regarding our request or their interest and insight during this time period. We 

could ask for this analysis to be completed by March 17. Thirty days shouldn’t be an unreasonable request due to our committee status.?? ;) 

Let’s just take action. This step is our charge as a committee; there is no harm in getting the ball moving. 

Just my 2 cents. I defer to the committee consensus. 

debby 

From: <Giovanello>, Kelly Sullivan <_k_g!_9____@____e___m____a_j_[:__u___n__c__:__e__d__9_> 

Date: Monday,                8:38 AM 

To: Timothy Ives <Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu>, "Bickford, Donna M" <dbickford@unc.edu>, Christine Stachowicz <christine@unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. 

CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Katie Turner <katie turner@unc.edu>, " @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Tim and committee members, 

I’ve read through the message and suggestions, I do not personally know Rumav Alexander, Taffye Clayton, or tynn Williford, and as such, I don’t have much to add 

for poird:s 1, 4, a]ld .5. I do agre~-_~, however, that tif’qeline for the analysis would be importa]lt. Otherwise, w~-_~ may be waiting a long ~:ime. 

-Kelly 

From-’ Timothy Ives [mailto:Timoth~ Ives@med.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Saturday,               4:~9 PM 
To,, Giovanello, Kelly Sullivani Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L 

~¢; Turner, Katie; 
Subject-’ Re: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Good afternoon everyone, 

The letter looks great, Here are a few thoughts: 

1. Has anyone spoken directly to Rumay Alexander regarding making this a collaborative effort with the Community and Diversity Committee? If not, I’ll be 
happy to do so. It might strengthen the letter considerably coming from two committees. Also, I agree with Christine that this letter should come from the 

entire FW Committee. 

2. We might want to ask about the data set that has been/will be used for this analysis. At our meeting last week, there were several questions posed 
where Ron Strauss got his numbers. 

3. For focus of the request, it might be worth a minute to discuss to whom this letter should go primarily {with the rest of them included as co’s). 

4. Would it worth it to run this letter by Taffye Clayton (unofficially, that is) before sending it? She may have some insights as to where the Provost 
currently is on this issue. As an alternative to Ron Strauss, could Provost Jim Dean might be better suited to get the data to us, and more quickly? Just 
wondering out loud, as starting at the top usually works well, especially if this issue is on his front burner. 

5. It might be worth considering a separate letter to Lynn Williford, outlining the analysis, and a request for her office to perform it. That might separate 
out the issues and clarify what you are asking for (e.g., over what time period do we want to analyze?). Also, in the first letter, perhaps it could be changed 
into a sentence that describes where the data will be analyzed (i.e., OIRA) once it is received. 

6. In the letter, we need to also set down a timeline for this analysis. Otherwise, the letter may land on someone’s desk forever. 

Enough for now. Let’s try to tie it up, and send it in the next week or two. 

Tim 



Timothy d. Ives, Pharm. D., H.P~H~, BCPS, PCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, CB # 7574 

The University ef North Caz~lina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC           2/599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of General Helicine and Clinical Epide~’iology 

DepartmenL of Medicine, CB # 7110 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel }{ill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27699-7110 

Phone: 919.843.0391 

Fax: 919.843.0775 

Beeper: 919~2~6.0193 

e-~aii: Timothy Ives@me@.unc.edu 

On       9:11 PM, Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan wrote: 

Good Evening, 
I’ve just read through the email exchange from yesterday. 
Tn terms of the letter, I agree with each of Christine’s suggestions. However, in the third paragraph where it discusses the external offers, should "receive" be 

changed to the past tense (received) since we are talking about data from the past several years? Or was the present tense intentionally used so that we may 
continue to request this data as each academic year comes? 
Finally, ~ also agree with Donna that it seems appropriate to ask Ashley since she is supporting the committee. 
-Kelly 

Kelly S. Giovanello, Ph.D. 
Department of Psychology and 
Biomedical Research Tmaging Center 
Davie Hall 341A, CB#3270 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

From-’ Bickford, Donna M 
Sent-’ Thursday, 5:21 PM 
To,, Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; Tves, Timothy -14 Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

Co-" Turner, Katie; 
Subject-’ RE: follow up from yesterda,~’s meeting 

Hi All - Christine, I totally agree with you that Ashley might not be the right person to ask, but since she’s helping support the committee, it’s a good 

enough place to start, I think. And, I think your prediction is probably accurate ® -- but then we have it documented and we can make some 

recommendations in our reports, etc. 

Donna 

From: Stachowicz, Christine 
Sent: Thursday, 4:10 PM 
To,, Bickford, Donna M; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, Timothy ].; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Cc,, Turner, Katie; 
Subject-’ RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

hadn’t been thinldng [:hat we’d be getting (or requesting) any information on where those who left wen[:, or where their external offers came 

front.. If we’re not requesting that kind of information, then ] like the content ot: this letter; ] just changed some wordin~ (attached)~ 

On a related note, [}eb, I was quite in[eresl:ed [:o read the open h?t[:er from Martine Aerie. Thank you for sh~ring that. 

As for the request to Ashley -- I have no objection, except that I don’t think she is the right person to ask. She certainly has access to the figures, and 

she might know the HR policiesiprac~k:es re: hiring adjuncts. As for the other ~hree questions, she might be ~Me to redirect us like you suggested. 

Whether she redirects us ~o someone in He, or ~o ~he Office of Academic Persom~el {which looks lille it might be only for tenure--track, fi>:ed term, or 

visiting faculty), or elsewhere, I’m afraid that some of the responses ,,,viii be, as in Dr. Ande’s letter, "Oh! That depends on the Chair ot: each 

Department and individual departrnents vary in their treatment of retentions2 

Christine 

From-’ Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, 3:01 PM 
To,, Stroman, Deborah L; Stachowicz, Christine; Ives, Timothy ].; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

Co-" Turner, Katie; 
Subject-" RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Oh, I think we are - and!or, he’s tracking that, anyway. I was thinking more that if we just had lists of where they went (like Ron showed in his 

powerpoint) that no one’s confidentiality would be violated. But, you are probably right that if only one person ended up at XYZ institution, that 

might be too visible too - 

db 

Froro: Stroman, r)~hnr~h I 
Se~t: Thursday, 2:59 PM 



To." Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Ives, Timothy 34 Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

¢¢-" Turner, Katie; 
Subject-" RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Debor’ah L, Stromar~, Ph.D. CLU 

En,ga, ge, F~xplore, Empower. 

919.843.0336 

From-" Bickford, Donna M 
Sent-" Thursday, 1:56 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L; Stachowicz, Christine; Ives, Timothy J.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

¢¢-" Turner, Katie; 
Subject-" RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi Deb, et al. 

Thanks for your comment on the draft -when we specify school or college, we mean just here at UNC, since we’re looking at our own retention data. 

Donna 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Thursday, 12:15 PM 
To-" Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Ives, Timothy 3.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

�::¢-" Turner, Katie; 
Subject-" RE: follow up from ye~terday"s meeting 

Debora~ L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
Er~gab, e. Explore Empow~,r. 
9~9.843.0336 

Belie.we 

From-" Bickford, Donna M 
Sent-" Thursday, 12:06 PM 
To-" Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, Timothy J.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

~¢-" Turner, Katie; 
Subject-" follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi All: 

Attached please find another draft of a possible letter to Ron and Lynn, taking into account the earlier suggestions Christine made, and our discussion 

yesterday. Take a look and see what you think. 



On the adjunct issue - I thought we might send some version of the attached email to Ashley Niklis -let me know your thoughts. 

Donna 

Donna M. Bickford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

220 Graham Memorial 

CB2800 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2800 

O: 919-843-7790 

F: 919-962-1548 

dbick[ord@unc,edu 

our.unc.edu ............................ 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

list@momentummedia.com 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 2:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tools of the Trade: In The Courts 

~n the 
Iowa State University is in a legal battle to keep an athlete who 
was charged wi~h sexually assaulting a Iellow student off ~he 

men’s basketball team, 

Athlete Interns 
V~4hile some college athletes have pushed fer unienization, this 
article suggests intern status might be a better way to go. 

Featured Resource 

Parent’s Guide to Sports Concussions 

The world is starting to understand that a concussion is an extremely serious 
injury with potential long-term ramifications. But there is still much work to be done 
when it comes to parents, coaches, athletic trainers, physicians, teachers, arid 
the a~hletes themselves all being on the same page. Momen~umMedia, publisher 
of Training & Conditioning and Athledc Management magazines, has created this 
comprehensive guide on sports concussions specifically for athletes’ parents. 

For group orders, call Publisher Mark Goldbetg a~ 877=422-554 ext.11 

Field Hockey Changes 
Rules changes approved by the NFHS Field Hockey Rules 
Committee during its recent meeting center around the official 
game clock and location of where play resumes aider stoppage. 

After the NCAA encouraged officials 1o focus on rules ~e help 
increase scoring in college basketball, the game has seen an 
improvement of nearly four points a game. 

Case Study 
Home Rehab E~ffective For Rotato~ Cuffs A recent study 
shows tha~ home-based rotator cuff exercise is as eflec~ive as 
outpatient therapy. A quality home-based program also provides 
additional health-related quality of life benefits not seen in 
outpatient therapy. 



Sochi Connections 
For the next couple of weeks, the world’s eyes will turn to Sochi, 
Russia for the 2014 Olympic Winter Games. Here, we look a~ 

three athletic trainers with ties to the U.S, bobsled and skeleton 

From the Physicia~’s Desk 
Team USA’s Chief Medical Officer for ~he 2014 Winter Olympics 
discusses the medical challenges of this year’s games, new 
treatments, and performance-enhancing drugs. 

Raising Awareness 
High school students are raising awareness of femNe body 
image issues w[~h tire help of ~heir school’s boys’ basketball 
coach. :=:::i:~i!:~.i!i:::::== i: ::i: i!!:~ :=ili:=:: i:!dii::i, iry. ..... 

Product Showcase 
Uniforms and Apparel Keep your teams looking good with the 
la~est gear" from ~hese cu~tingoedge manufacturers. 

Rowing Coach Sues 
A high school crew coach is suing over Iris dismissal, claiming 
he was discriminated against because of his obligations as a 

pastor. 

On the 
Nebraska Head Football Coach Be Pelini wrestled a recruit 

during a home visit, 

High School Coach Goes Pro 
A 46-vear old high school ice hockey coach signed a one-day 
pro contract to serve as an emergency goalie for an AHL team, 

Flexall(R) gels enhance 
ultrasound, cp¢otherapy, 
T.E.N,S., and massage 
[herapies~ 

:::iiii::i!:.i[:.::::iiii!?::::::i::;: 
Pivotal Health Solutions 
manufactures, distributes 
and sells high quality 
health and wellness 
products. 

The Elile Seat(R) is an 
extremely effective and safe 
way for patients to achieve 
symmetric motion between 
knees. 

In addNon ~o aquatic 
therapy pools, SwimEx 
manufactures hot and cold 
plunge tanks in four 
standard sizes, 

GymWipes is ar~ industry 
leader in cleaning, sanitizing, 
arrd pro~ecting professional 
workout equipment. 

WissTech Enterprises is one of 
the oldest and most well 
established manufacturers of 
portabb drinking fountains and 
sideline equipment. 

View Jobs] Post a ResumelPost a Job I~ 

You are receiving this newsletter because yon’ve signed up to receive e-mail news l~om MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic 

Management or Coaching Management 



To unsubscribe, click this link 

To change your em~l address, click this link 

To forwoxd tiliS newsletter to a friend, click tiffs link 

Be sure to add lists@momentummedia, corn to your address book or safe sender 

list so our emails will always get to your #tbox! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bennington, Robin A <robin.be~mington@unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:02 PM 

.~live.unc.edu:~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Receipt of Premium 

Hi 

Just letting you know that I received your $15.00 premium for EXSS, 

Thanks so much. 

Robin 

Robin A Bennington 

Risk Management Analys~ 

University ot: North Carolina a~ Chapel 

T~easury & R~sk ManaSement S~rvices 

:].0~ Akport Drive, Suite 2700 

{::ampuls Box 1100 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-110~ 

919-%2-906I 

9:[9-962-0~36 

last week and deposited it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~; 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 5:29 PM 

dstern@nba.com 

ltosi@nba.com; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Basketball An~Jytics Summit - You’re Invited! 

Hi Ms. Tosi. Thanks again for the kind chat. You are certainly a gem for the NBA! 

Hi Mr. Stern. Congratulations on your recent retirement and ALL that you have done for the sport of basketball. I am a former player and teammate of Val 

Ackerman. l met you a long time ago. ;) lam hosting an inaugural BasketballAnalyticsSummitr~v.kisport.unc.edu) this May 2 & 3 at the University of 

North Carolina where I am a professor. I am working in a fun and forward-thinking academic space of sport entrepreneurship. The Summit response has 

been very good. John Skipper is a big supporter, FivethirtyEight, and the NBA Bobcats are also assisting me. 

I am writing to extend a very sincere invitation for your attendance and participation as a speaker. I think the attendees {students, faculty, and basketball 
professionals - pro/college/high school) would greatly enjoy hearing your thoughts on how the game has progressed and your vision or insights for the 

future. We will certainly work with your schedule. Our preference for your message is Saturday morning or afternoon. 

You can reach me directly on my mobile or by email. Thank you for your consideration. 

Wishing you all the best! 

Deborah L, $trema~, Ph,D, CLU 
Explore, Engage, Empower. 

3~5 Woollen - t28 #8700 

959,g43o033~ 

#HeelForward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Monday, 5:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Feb 19 Student Opportunity -- Collegiate Business Symposium i Re-branding the Charlotte Hornets 

Busiuess Symposium Flyer.pdf 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

YoL~ probably saw this already, blot here’s an FYI for a Bobcats symposium next week that CSgC members might be interested in, I wouM love to join, but a mid- 

week trip to Charlotte does not really work with my wallet or my schedule, 

You Are Invi~-ed 

Please add events@twca-email.com to your address book. Learn how, 

T[oubie viewing Li’lis emaii? y_j~_w__j_r.L~?_~i95_~L~_e_£, 

Charlotte Bobcats 

Bobcats 

Don’t miss the inaugural Collegiate Business Symposium which will highlight, among other topics, 
the Charlot[e Bobcats transition to [he ChaHotte Hornets and the impacted areas of 
Marketing & Brand Management, Sales, and Corporate Pmtnerships. Learn flom our Senior 
E×ecutive team about how the name change came to fruition and all the behind the scenes 
business decisions that went into bringing the Hornets name back to Charlotte. The collegiate 
business symposium is a must attend for any college business major, regardless of career 
industry aspirations. 

Bobcats 



How it Wor~s: 
Check In: 2:45p.m.-3:15p.m. (Please arrive promptly at Time Warner Cable Arena during this 
time) 
Symposium: 3:30p.m.-4:30p.m. (30 minute panel discussion, 30 minute Q&A from students) 
Bobcats vs. Pistons: 7:00p.m., doors at 6:00p.m. 
Students will exit the arena at 4:30pm and are encouraged to visit local restaurants and shops. 
Tickets for this exclusive event are just $20* and are open to college students of any major. The 
discounted $20 ticket cost includes both the Symposium AND a 200 Level ticket to the game that 
night! To purchase tickets, please click the link below and enter the Special Offer Code: BUZZ. 
100 Level seating options are available starting at the discounted rate of $38 per ticket 
Order early! Space for the Collegiate Symposium will be limited to the first 500 students to 
register. If you are registering multiple people at one time, we will reach out to get the other 
names of the members of your party. 

For more information, please contact Cara Dolan at 704.688.9018 or cdolan(~.bobcats.com. 
*There is a $5 per order fee, you can order as a group of friends to keep costs contained 

i~i TougherFa~erStronger 

HELP ASSISTS 

l’his email was sent by: Bobcats Sports & Entertainment 

833 E. Trade Stre6t Chsrlott6, NC, 28202 Time Warner Cabi6 Ar6ns is a trademark of Time Warner h!c. used und6r iicense 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Monday, 6:43 PM 

,~gmail.com>; Stromm~, Deborah L -~dstro@unc.edtr~ 

~live. unc.edu> 

KI Sport - Progra~ming meeling notes 

Hi, 

Sending out meeting notes and a quick follow-up from our meeting today. One additional thing regarding guests, at St. Vincents, !:!!3~.~..!:~?~.9.r:~ might be 

someone to look into (I don’t know much about her, but she’s a female registered dietitian who has worked with pro teams). 

Action items: 

- Email about Kenan Center lounge availability/capacity & the dining room availability 

-Add phone #s to contacts in Google doc 

All - update google doc (Panelists - Invited!Confirmed tab) with new information as it comes in. 

Corporate Relations: 

Start making pitches for local sponsors 

Using the database, we’ll go email out the sponsorship tier PDF to many companies, and then target a select few via emailiphone/in-person 

Begin establishing relationships with vendors by reaching out to them every few weeks to check-in and provide assistance for conference prep (need a 

Google doc with key information, e.g., point of contact, exhibitor space needed, etc.) 

Follow up with Dr. Stroman regarding sponsorship payment in the future 

Budget: 

We have the budget for flight/hotel for guests. Initiate invitation without the upfront perk of covering costs. Offer that later if needed. Circle back with Dr. 

Stroman if guests need more covered. 

Follow up with Dr. Stroman in the future regarding guest reimbursement process 

Registration: 

Using Eventbrite 

Make note of any fields that we want added (e.g., Company/University name, Coupon code, etc.) 

Thanks! 

MBA Candidate, Class of , UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

( cell ) ¯ £.@..[’;g’.0.#.~3 :~[~fl[#Z:R~3 £..~ ~.~4 ¯ 



From: ~live a~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 7:10 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Honors Thesis 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

My grade for EXSS 

Best, 

~till reads "Incomplete". I do not know if that is the grade you submitted, but I would rather take a "F" than an "Incomplete". 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

B.A. in Exercise and Sport Science with a concentration in Sports Administration 

Email: ~live.unc.edu 

Phone:, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagleramc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Business Symposium Flyer.pdf 

Called and let’t a voicemail! 

BA Exercise and Sport Science- Sport Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School, Class of 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On , at 10:13 AM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 
> 

> Good find! We can probably invite them up to the Club before the semester is over. Check our calendar and see if we have any dates available. 

> 

> Also, please call Mr Bowser to see if he is still coming through with the impending snow storm Thanks! 

> 

> Work - 757-396-6840, ext. 202 (Immediately dial the extension when the voice appears to bypass the secretaries) or company ~vebsite number 1-888-235-7658. 

> 

> Dr Stroman 

> 

> Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

> Engage. Explore. Empower. 

> 

> 919843.0336 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments ifam’ is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 

privileged materiah Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 

copies of the origina[ message. 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: ....... ~(~kenan-fla~l er.unc edu] 

> Sent: Monday, 7:59 PM 

> To: Stroman, Deborah I, 

> Subject: Business Symposium Flyer.pdf 

> 

> Looks interesting! Probably too late notice to organize a Club trip but in case aW students have next Wednesday free. 

> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 1:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Basketball Anal~Jcs Summit 

Interesting. I didn’t see the mock-up of the UNC system, but a few things we had mentioned for applicable fields include: 

Coupon code field 

Cornpany/universil:¥ name 

Studenti~ndustrv Professiona~ check box (so we can monitor % of each group) 

Food sl]ergy/requesLs ~s probaMy a good comment box to have 

Thanks! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, :12:25 PM 

To: McFarland, Karen 

Co: Dodson, Christy; Napier, Mary; Grissett, Tamala;              ; 

Subje~: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit 

(")k~r. Tl:~t;ks ~,~ t:}~’,, ~xd~_q:~:’. ] ~rn h~cL~d to c]~ss no’~,,~ I ~4]i t~k~- a look ~gain ]~t~-r 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn~Iog~, g~p!ore, gmpower, 

91~9.843.0336 

From: McFarland, Karen [mailto:Karen McFarland@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 10:42 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Dodson, Christy; Napier, Mary; Grissett, Tamala 
Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Hi Debby: 

Since we are collecting registration fees for the conference, I checked with Christy Dodson, the Assistant Dean for Financial Services for Kenan-Flasler 

Business School to make sure the EventBrite site could be used to collect the credit card payments. 

Christy has confirmed with the University’s Cash Management Office that the use of EventBrite for payment collection is not allowed through UNC credit 

card collection policies. Therefore, we need to use the UNC Event Registration System for the Basketball Analytics Summit registration and collection of 

registration payments. 

Per Christy, there appears to be many units on campus that use EventBrite for free events or areas that do not fall under the University proper and have 

different policies that would allow this use. 

Could you please reply and let us know what changes if any are needed to the current UNC Registration site before we publish it and go live next Monday? 

Please let us know if you have any other questions. 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland : Senior Grants Manager, Office of Research Grants and Contracts : UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

93_9.843 4327 :: faxg$9.843.3493 : Karen McFarland@kenan flasler.unc.edu : www,kenan fla61er.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [__m___a_!J_t__o_2_d___s__t_r_9__O_g_t]_c__#_~g] 
Sent-" Monday, February :[0, 20:[4 3:43 PM 
To: McFarland, Karen; Grissett, Tamala; Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics) 
Co: Dodson, Christy 
Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Th ank~. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn~]og~, gkp!ore, gmpower, 

9119.843.0336 



From: McFarland, Karen [mailto:Karen McFarland@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, February 10, 20:[4 3:39 PM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L; Grissett, Tamala; Napier, Mary E 
�::¢; Dodson, Chris~ 
$,,bject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Please note that each person that registers will be charged a fee much like when you buy tickets. Also, the money is sent by check at least one week after 

the end of registration. I am not sure what charge there would be for us. 

Please let us know if you still want to use EventBrite as we will need to get an account set up immediately. 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Carnpus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.843 4327 :: fax919.843,3493 : Karen McFarland@kenall flagler,unc.edu : www.kerlan fla61er,ullc,edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, February 10, 20.t4 3:31 PM 
To." Grissett, Tamala; Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics); McFarland, Karen 
Subject; RE: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Deborah L. S~ror~an, Ph.D. CLU 
Enga.qe, ~xplo~~. E~powe~: 
9~9.843,0336 

From: Grissett, Tamala [mailto:Tamala Grisset~kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~ebruary :tO, 20:[4 3:29 PM 

T~: Stroman, Deborah k; Napier, Mary [; Mc~arland, ~aren 

Subject: R[: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Hi Debby, 

We have used Event Brite for a couple of our event registrations and it worked well. Event Brite accepts American Express and Discover as well as Visa and 

MasterCard; the UNC Event Registration site only accepts Visa and MasterCard payments--AMEX payments would have to be handled through Kenan- 

Flagler Financial Services. 

I have not set up a registration site through Event Brite, but I understand it is easy to do. I don’t know what fees they charge. 

If you would prefer to use Event Brite, let me know and VII remove the event from the Event Registration site. 

Thanks, 

Tamala 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 1:36 PM 

To: Grissett, Tamala; Napier, Mary (Biochemistry and Biophysics); McFarland, Karen 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Deborah I~. Stroman, Ph.D. C~U 

9~9.8~3.0336 



From: Grissett, Tamala [mailto:Tamala Grisset$@kenamflaqler.unc.edu] 
So.t: Wednesday, February 05, 2014 3:03 PM 
To: Napier, Mary E; McFarland, Karen 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Because the merchant account is listed as the Center for Entrepreneurial Studies, the sponsor name displays as Center for Entrepreneurial Studies- Frank 

Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise on the event registration site; I don’t believe there is a way around that. 

From: Napier, Mary 

Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 20:14 7:59 PM 

To: McFarland, Karen 

Cc: Grissett, Tamala; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject: Re: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Karen and Tamala, 
We will need to change the sponsor. I have asked Debby to look things over and answer the questions you posed. 

Thanks a bunch for helping us out Tamala ! Much appreciated. 

Mary 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ° UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 
(919)843 7553 o fax (919)962 8202 ° ~zLLa_~j_e__E_~_B_rZ_c_:_e_!1__u_. 

From: <McFarland>, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, February 4, 20:14 5:33 PM 

To: Mary Napier <mary...napier@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Grissett, Tamala" <Tamala Grissett@kenan-fia~ler.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Hi Mary: 

Per our conversation, in the attached file page 1 is what the event will look like to the outside viewer once it goes live. The 2nd and 3rd pages are show the 

different details that are required to set up registration and the information that Tamala has used as well the registration entry options that are available if 

we want to use them. There is also an option to send a reminder email to those that register. 

Please let us know if you would like to include questions regarding special food needs or if you would like Tamala to set up the breakout sessions so that 

the registrant can pick which topic they want to attend for each of the breakout sessions. If there are any other suggestions or changes needed, please let 

us know. 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland : Senior Grants Manager, Office of Research Grants and Contracts : UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.843 4327 ":" fax919.843,3493 : garen McFarland@kenan flag!er.unc.edu :: www.kenan flagler,unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders [ Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Tuesday, 1:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Kena~ Institute availabili~ 

Hi Dr. Stroman,. 

I got some answers regarding the lounge vs. dining room & availability at the Kenan Institute: 

- Is the tO:_man Ioung~:_~ the:" room to the right when you first walk ~n ~:he mare end:tahoe of the Kenan Center? (yes) 

Wh~t"s the capadty for the ~enan Lounge ~nd ~s R a~so ~vaHab~e during the evening .:)n I~day 22 (75 and yes) 

Is the genan Center Dining Room avaHsNe throughout Lf~e day on May 37 ][: it b, can we p~esse puL a soft hold on it? (The dining room is booked both day 

and Nght on Saturday, May 3.) 

Best, 

MBA Candidate, Class of { ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(cell) ¯ ~[~!!#.~::[[~£1[.e.4:,R~)...~J.M ¯ 



Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld < @gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 2:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

How long me you available today, in case I want to call later? 310 until when? 

On Tue, Feb 11, 2014 at 10:31 AM, Jason Rosenfeld 

Got it, talk later. 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

On Tue, Feb 11, 2014 at 10:13 AM, Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu:~ wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

E~¢age. Explore, Empower, 

919.843,0336 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [mailto:i ,~qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 i0:13 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Anals~ics Sure,ni!! 

Hey- how about I call you at 3:15 pm or so today? 

So it sounds like some stuff will be going on that Fliday morning or so? Nothing on Thursday though, right? 



If that’s the case, I suppose we ca~ either colne Thursday night, or Friday Inoming. 

&bb7 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore, Empower. 

91%843.0336 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [mailto: Nqmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 20, 2024 9:57 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Hi Deborah, I know it is still some time away, but when do you think I should amve in the area fi)r "the event? May 1 ? May 2? I see it doesn’t start until 3pro 

May 2 but I figured you might like tbr me to arrive m)oner (which I should be able m do, as long as I plan accordingly). 

On Thu, Jan 23, 2014 at 5:40 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Friends. Ple(~e sk are w~tk.firier~d~, .flashily; stud~;~ts, 



I hope you can join us! We have ESPN, NBA, ~Q’4BA, SBJ, ACC, and many college basketball contacts in the mix. The students are fired up! I need your 

support to make the inaugural summit a success. Thin,ks. 

We roll also oiler an ’°Entrepreneurship in AnaJ?dics" session. This workshop is designed for students interested in Ang~ytics (regardless of the sport). We want to 
encourage their creativity, business ventures, mid promote networldng in this industiT. 

Host Hotel: Hampton hm 

Location: Kena~ Flagler Business School/Kena~ Institute 

Early Bird Registration (betbre Selection Sunday of March 16) - $149 Non-Students and $49 Students. Note: Registration begins February 17. 

http://kisport.unc.edu/index.php/ 

@KlSportUNC 

Move information coming soon.., please contact me if you have aw questions or feedback. 

Just Innovating, 

Explore, Engage, Empower. 

EXSS Sport Adminis[rati~n¢ Lecturer (_www.exss.unc,ed~) 

~ra~ 14awaits Ke~a~ ;[~s~itute of Private E~ter#ri~ Senior Advi~r (http://www.kenan-flagler.unc.eduikenan-institute) 

Carolir~a $1~rt Business Ci~b~ ~ac~ty Ad~iser (www.csbcunc.com) 

3:~,5 Woo{len - CE #8700 

919,843,0336 

#HeelFo~vard 

the End, we wi~ remember ~mt the wor~fs of our enemies, but the si~e~ce of our friendso" 



JASON W, ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS S~::ORIS ,~ ENI,~i.RIAiN,,",,~ENT 

333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 

704.688.8981 
C 
JRosenfeld@bobcats.com 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS S P C’. R ",,’S 

333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
’i 704.688.8981 
C 
J Rose nfeld(@,bobcats.co m 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS SP©RTS ~!’., Ei\iTERU.\iNMEbiT 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 

704.688.8981 
C 
J Rose nfeld@bobcats.com 

JASON W, IROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS :~:~:’©RTS & E?qT.ERTAiN,,",.~iEIqT 

333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
’i 704.688.8981 
C~ 
J Rose nfeld(@,bobcats.com 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Inc. Events <events@inc.com> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 3:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

You’re invited "to the leading event tbr growing companies 

Register NOW for GROWCO 2014 And Lock In The Early-Bird Rate. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ires, Timothy <Timothy Ive@med.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 4:39 PM 

Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan <kgio@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L qtstro@unc.edu>; Bickford, Donna M <dbJcktbrd@unc.edu>; 

Stachomcz, Chris"dne <christine@anc.edu> 

Turner, Katie <katie turne@unc.edu>i ~!live.unc.edu:> 

Re: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Fac@ty Retention Data lette~ .docx 

Good afternoon overtone: 

One last comment, I promise, but want to get it in betbre the snow hits, so this can be wrapped up by the end of the week, even if it’s done at home. 

In looking it over in the context of recent comments by everyone, it seems that the letter should go to Lynn, with just a cc to Ron. The comments of thanking him have 
already been done, and we can repeat theln at the Faculty Council meeting on Friday, weather permitting. 

That said, the first paragraph may be moot, and the cc to Ron can sel-~e as a mmker for Lynn to reference the database that was used for his ieport. I don’t know how 

i:ast her office can produce the data and the accompanying report back to us, but we need to get it to her desk and get things moving. 

if we are at or close to a consensus point, Katie and I can get the letter out ASAP. Any- other thoughts? 

Tim 

Timothy J. ires, PhaHa. D., M.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, Box 7574 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-7574 

Phone: 9~9.8~3.2279 

Fax: 9~9.962.@644 

Division of General Hedicine and Clinical Epidemiology 

Department of Hedicine, Box 7110 

The U~Jversity ef North Ca~lina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-/110 

Phone: 9~9.8~3.6480 

Fax: 919.843.0775 

Pager: 919.216.0i93 

e-ma i i : 

On 9:46 AM, Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan wrote: 

I agree with AU. of Debby’s sentiments and suggestion, 

-Kelly 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 9:4~. AM 
To: Giovanello, Kelly Suilivan; Ives, Timothy .1.; Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L 

1:::¢: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: Re: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi All. I am in favor of moving forward sooner than later. Most of these questions can be answered while the letter is sitting on their desk. The more delay only 

prolongs the work to be done. The home for this data is Institutional Research. Thus, I think it should be sent there asap. Since Ron’s presentation "initiated" the 

inquiry, I think it is appropriate to address him as well. Conversations can also be had with the Provost, Alexander, Clayton and others regarding our request or their 

interest and insight during this time period. We could ask for this analysis to be completed by March 17. Thirty days shouldn’t be an unreasonable request due to our 

committee status.?? ;) 

Let’s just take action. This step is our charge as a committee; there is no harm in getting the ball moving. 

Just my 2 cents. I defer to the committee consensus. 

debby 

From: <Giovanello>, Kelly Sullivan <_k_gj__o____@___e___m____a_!L.__u___n__£:__e_d_u_> 

Date: Monday,                8:38 AM 

To: Timothy Ives <Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu>, "Bickford, Donna M" <dbickford@unc.edu>, Christine Stachowicz <christine@unc.edu>, "Deborah 

Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

C¢: Katie Turner <katie [urner@unc.edu>, " @live.unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi ]im and committee 

I’ve read through the message and suggestions. I do not personally Imow Rumay Alexander, Taffve Clayton, or Lynn Williford, and as such, I don’t have 

much to add for points :L 4, and 5~ I do agree, however, that tirneline for the analysis would be important Otherwise, we may be waiting a long time, 



.-Kelly 

From: Timothy Ives [mailto:]]mothy Ives@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday,               4:19 PM 
To: Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan; Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L 

Cc: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: Re: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Good afternoon everyone, 

The letter looks great. Here are a few thoughts: 

1. Has anyone spoken directly to Rumay Alexander regarding making this a collaborative effort with the Community and Diversity Committee? 

If not, I’II be happy to do so. It might strengthen the letter considerably coming from two committees. Also, I agree with Christine that this 

letter should come from the entire FW Committee. 

2. We might want to ask about the data set that has been/will be used for this analysis. At our meeting last week, there were several 

questions posed where Ron Strauss got his numbers. 

3. For focus of the request, it might be worth a minute to discuss to whom this letter should go primarily (with the rest of them included as 

CC~S), 

4. Would it worth it to run this letter by Taffye Clayton (unofficially, that is) before sending it? She may have some insights as to where the 

Provost currently is on this issue. As an alternative to Ron Strauss, could Provost Jim Dean might be better suited to get the data to us, and 

more quickly? Just wondering out loud, as starting at the top usually works well, especially if this issue is on his front burner. 

5. It might be worth considering a separate letter to Lynn Williford, outlining the analysis, and a request for her office to perform it. That might 

separate out the issues and clarify what you are asking for (e.g., over what time period do we want to analyze?). Also, in the first letter, 

perhaps it could be changed into a sentence that describes where the data will be analyzed (i.e., OIRA) once it is received. 

6. In the letter, we need to also set down a timeline for this analysis. Otherwise, the letter may land on someone’s desk forever. 

Enough for now. Let’s try to tie it up, and send it in the next week or two. 

Tim 

Timothy J. Ives, Pharm. D., H.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, CB # 7574 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of General Medicine and Clinical Epidemioiogy 

Department of Medicine, CB # 7110 

The University of North CarolJ[ia at: Chapel HJ]] 

Chapel Hill, NC           2"7599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.0391 

Fax: 919.843.0775 

Beeper: 919.216.0193 

e-mail: Timothy Ives@med.unc~edu 

On       9:11 PM, Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan wrote: 

Good Evening, 
I’ve just read through the email exchange from yesterday. 
In terms of the letter, I agree with each of Christine’s suggestions. However, in the third paragraph where it discusses the external offers, should 
"receive" be changed to the past tense (received) since we are talking about data from the past several years? Or was the present tense 
intentionally used so that we may continue to request this data as each academic year comes? 
Finally, I also agree with Donna that it seems appropriate to ask Ashley since she is supporting the committee. 
-Kelly 

Kelly S. Giovanello, Ph.D. 
Department of Psychology and 
Biomedical Research Imaging Center 

Davie Hall 341A, CB#3270 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, 5:21 PM 
To: Stachowicz, Christinei Str~)man, Deborah L; Ives, ~mothy 3.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

~c: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yes~erQays meeting 



Hi All - Christine, I totally agree with you that Ashley might not be the right person to ask, but since she’s helping support the 

committee, it’s a good enough place to start, I think. And, I think your prediction is probably accurate ® -- but then we have it 

documented and we can make some recommendations in our reports, etc. 

Donna 

From: Stachowicz, Christine 
Sent: Thursday, 4:10 PM 
To: Bickford, Donna Ivl; S~roman, Deborah L; Ives, Timothy 3.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

Cc: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

I hadn’t been thinking that we’d be getting (or requesting) any information on where those who left went, or where their external offers 

came fl.:_~m,... If we’r~-:~ cot r~-:~quesl:ing that kind of ieformal:ion, tfu-_~[) I like the content of this h-:d:t:er; I just chaeged som~-:~ w.:_~rdieg 

(attached). 

On a relab-:~d cote, Deb, I was qui[:e in[:er~-:~sted to read th~-_~ open h-:d:ter from Marl:iru-:~ ~ntle. Thank you for sharing [:hat. 

As for the request to Ashley -- 1 have no objection, except that I don’t think she is the right person to ask. She certainly has access to the 

figures, and she might know the HR policies/practices re: hiring adjuncts. As for the other three questions, she might be able to redirect 

us like you suggested. Whether she redFed:s us to someone m HR, or to the Office of Academic Personne~ (which looks ~i]~e ~t m~ght be 

only for tenure--track, fi>:ed term, or v~sK:mg [acuJW), or elsewhere, Fm afraid [:hat some of ~:he respoeses will be, as ~e Dr. Ande’s letter, 

"Oh[ Ths[ depends on the Chsir of each Depsrtment and individua~ depsrm~en[s w~ry in their treatment of retentions/’ 

Chris[:ine 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, 3:01 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Stachowicz, Christine; Tves, Timothy 3.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

Cc: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Oh, I think we are - and!or, he’s tracking that, anyway. I was thinking more that if we just had lists of where they went (like Ron showed 

in his powerpoint) that no one’s confidentiality would be violated. But, you are probably right that if only one person ended up at XYZ 

institution, that might be too visible too - 

db 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 2:59 PM 
To: Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Tves, Timothy 3.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Cc: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,q~qe, Explore, Empower. 

9~9.843.0336 

Believe 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, 1:56 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Stachowicz, Christine; Ives, Timothy 34 Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

Cc: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from ye~terday"s meeting 

Hi Deb, et al. 

Thanks for your comment on the draft -when we specify school or college, we mean just here at UNC, since we’re looking at our own 

retention data. 

Donna 



From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 12:15 PM 
To: Bickford, Donna M; S~ach~wicz, Christine; Tves, Timothy 3.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

(:;c: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CI_,U 
Engage, Explore, Empower. 
919.843.0336 

Believe 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, 12:06 PM 
To: Stachowicz, Christinei Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, ~mothy 3.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

(::c: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi All: 

Attached please find another draft of a possible letter to Ron and Lynn, taking into account the earlier suggestions Christine made, and 

our discussion yesterday. Take a look and see what you think. 

On the adjunct issue - I thought we might send some version of the attached email to Ashley Niklis -let me know your thoughts. 

Donna 

Donna M. Bickford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

220 Graham Memorial 

CB2800 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2800 

O: 919-843-7790 

F: 919-962-1548 

dbickford@unc.edu 

our.unc.edu 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bicklbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, 4:46 PM 

Ives, Timothy J.-q’imothyIve@med.unc.edu>; Giovanello, Kelly Snllivm~ <kgio@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstm@unc.edu>; StachowJcz, Christine <christine@unc.edu> 

Turner, Katie <katie tume@unc.edu>; l@live.nnc.edu> 

RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Faculty Retention Data letter docx 

Hi All: 

That seems great to me; I altered the first paragraph to reflect Tim’s comments (see attached) and I am fine with Tim and Katie moving forward on this. 

FII go ahead and send out the email to Ashley as well- 

Donna 

From: Ives, 33mothv [mailto:Rmothy_Ives@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,               4:39 PM 
To: Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan; Stroman, Deborah L; Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine 

C¢: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: Re: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Good afternoon everyone: 

One last comment, I promise, but want to get it in before the snow hits, so this can be wrapped up by the end of the week, even if it’s done at home. 

In looking it over in the context of recent comments by everyone, it seems that the letter should go to Lynn, with just a cc to Ron. The comments of 

thanking him have already been done, and we can repeat them at the Faculty Council meeting on Friday, weather permitting. 

That said, the first paragraph may be moot, and the cc to Ron can serve as a marker for Lynn to reference the database that was used for his report. I don’t 

know how fast her office can produce the data and the accompanying report back to us, but we need to get it to her desk and get things moving. 

if we are at or close to a consensus point, Katie and l can get the letter out ASAP. Any other thoughts? 

Tim 

Timothy J. Tves, Pharm. D., H.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman Sohooi of Pharmaoy, Box 7574 

The University o~ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7574 

Phone: 9~9.843.2279 

Fax: 9i9.962.0644 

Division of Gerzerai Hedioine and Clinioal Epidemiology 

Department of Medicine, Box 7~10 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7110 

Phone: 919. 843. 6480 

Fax: 9~’9 . 843. {~775 

Pager : 919.2i6. 0193 

e-mail : !i!i!£!i!l~_ ~ves@med. un.;. edu 

On 9:46 AM, Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan wrote: 

I agree wit:h ALL o~ Debby"s sentiments and suggestion, 

-Kelly 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 9:41 AM 
To: Giovanello, Kelly Suilivan; Tves, Timothy 34 Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L 

C¢: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: Re: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi All. I am in favor of moving forward sooner than later. Most of these questions can be answered while the letter is sitting on their desk. The more delay only 

prolongs the work to be done. The home for this data is Institutional Research. Thus, I think it should be sent there asap. Since Ron’s presentation "initiated" the 

inquiry, I think it is appropriate to address him as well. Conversations can also be had with the Provost, Alexander, Clayton and others regarding our request or their 

interest and insight during this t~me period. We could ask for this analysis to be completed by March 17. Thirty days shouldn’t be an unreasonable request due to our 

committee status.?? ;) 

Let’s just take action. This step is our charge as a committee; there is no harm in getting the ball moving. 



Just my 2 cents. I defer to the committee consensus. 

debby 

From: <Giovanello>, Kelly Sullivan <kgio@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,                8:38 AM 

To: Timothy Ives <Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu>, "Bickford, Donna M" <dbickford@unc.edu>, Christine Stachowicz <chris[ine@unc.edu>, "Deborah 

Stroman Ph. D. CLU" < .d_s_.t_r_._o_ .@_.u__r!c_:_e_._d_ .u_> 

Cc: Katie Turner <katie turner@unc.edu>, " ~_ [ ! . _v_ . .e_ _. . .u_ .n_ _c_ : _e_ _d_ 9_ > 

Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi Tirn and committee members, 

read through the message and suggestions, t do not personally know Rumay Alexander, Taffye Cbyl:on, or Lyrm Williford, and a~,~ such, f dofYt haw:, 

rnuch to add for poinLs 1, 4, and K I do agree, however, that timeiine t:or the analysis would be imporLant Otherwise, we may be waiting a long time, 

-Kelly 

From: Timothy lves [mailto:Timothy Ives@med.unc,edu] 
Se~t: Saturday,               4:19 PM 
To-" Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan; Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L 
�::c-" Turner, Katie; 
Subject-" Re: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Good afternoon everyone, 

The letter looks great. Here are a few thoughts: 

1. Has anyone spoken directly to Rumay Alexander regarding making this a collaborative effort with the Community and Diversity Committee? 

If not, I’ll be happy to do so. It might strengthen the letter considerably coming from two committees. Also, I agree with Christine that this 

letter should come from the entire FW Committee. 

2. We might want to ask about the data set that has been/will be used for this analysis. At our meeting last week, there were several 

questions posed where Ron Strauss got his numbers. 

3. For focus of the request, it might be worth a minute to discuss to whom this letter should go primarily (with the rest of them included as 

CC’S). 

4. Would it worth it to run this letter by Taffye Clayton (unofficially, that is) before sending it? She may have some insights as to where the 

Provost currently is on this issue. As an alternative to Ron Strauss, could Provost Jim Dean might be better suited to get the data to us, and 

more quickly? Just wondering out loud, as starting at the top usually works well, especially if this issue is on his front burner. 

5. It might be worth considering a separate letter to Lynn Williford, outlining the analysis, and a request for her office to perform it. That might 

separate out the issues and clarify what you are asking for (e.g., over what time period do we want to analyze?). Also, in the first letter, 

perhaps it could be changed into a sentence that describes where the data will be analyzed (i.e., OIRA) once it is received. 

6. In the letter, we need to also set down a timeline for this analysis. Otherwise, the letter may land on someone’s desk forever. 

Enough for now. Let’s try to tie it up, and send it in the next week or two. 

Tim 

Timothy J. Ives, Pharm. D., M.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, CB # 7574 

The University ef Nerth Carolina at: Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of Gene<al Medicine and Clinical Epidemioiogy 

Departme~R: of Medioine, CB # 7110 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7110 

Phene: 919. 843. 0391 
Fax: 919 . 843. 0775 
Beeper : 919,216 . 0193 
~’-mail: Timothy Ivos@"~’ed.unc.edu 

On ,9:11 PM, Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan wrote: 

Good Evening, 
I’ve just read through the email exchange from yesterday. 
Tn terms of the letter, 1 agree with each of Christine’s suggestions. However, in the third paragraph where it discusses the external offers, should 



"receive" be changed to the past tense (received) since we are talking about data from the past several years? Or was the present tense 
intentionally used so that we may continue to request this data as each academic year comes? 
Finally, I also agree with Donna that it seems appropriate to ask Ashley since she is supporting the committee. 
-Kelly 

Kelly S. Giovanello, Ph.D. 
Department of Psychology and 
Biomedical Research Imaging Center 
Davie Hall 341A, CB#3270 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, 5:21 PM 
To: Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, timothy -1.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Co: Turner, Katie; ..... 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi All - Christine, I totally agree with you that Ashley might not be the right person to ask, but since she’s helping support the 

committee, it’s a good enough place to start, I think. And, I think your prediction is probably accurate ® -- but then we have it 

documented and we can make some recommendations in our reports, etc. 

Donna 

From: Stachowicz, Christine 
Sent: Thursday, 4:10 PM 
To: Bickford, Donna lvl; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, 3qmothy -1.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
I::c: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

I hadn’t been thinking that we’d be getting (or requesting) any information on where those who left went, or where their external offers 

came from... If we’re no~ requ~-:~sting l:ha~ kind of k~forrnatkm, then I Hke the c:ontent of th~s letter; I just changed sorne wordk~g 

On a r~-:~lated note, D~-:~b, t was quite interesl:ed to read the open letb-:~r from Martine Ande. Thank you For sharing that 

As for the request to Ashley -- I have no objection, except that 1 don’t think she is the right person to ask. She certain]y has access to the 

figures, and she might know the HR policies!practices re: hiring adjuncts. As for the other three questions, she might be able to redirect 

us iike you suggested. Whether she redhects us to someone ~n HR, or to the Office of Acadernic Personne~ (whh::h looks ~ike ~t m~h~: be 

only for tenure-track, fixed term., or v~s~t~ng fa(:u~tv), or e~sewhere, i’m afraid that some of the responses w~H be, as #~ Dr, Anl:kF’s kd:tec 

~Oh~ That depends on the Chair of each Department and ~nd~vidua~ departments vary in their treatment of retentions." 

Christine 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, 3:01 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Stachowicz, Christine; Ives, ~mothy J.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

(::c: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Oh, I think we are - and/or, he’s tracking that, anyway. I was thinking more that if we just had lists of where they went (like Ron showed 

in his powerpoint) that no one’s confidentiality would be violated. But, you are probably right that if only one person ended up at XYZ 

institution, that might be too visible too - 

db 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 2:59 PM 
To: Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Ives, Timothy _1.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Co: Turner, Katie; I 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En~qa~e, Explore, Empowea 

9:19.843.0336 



From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, 1:56 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Stachowicz, Christine; Ives, ~mothy .].; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

Cc: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi Deb, et al. 

Thanks for your comment on the draft -when we specify school or college, we mean just here at UNC, since we’re looking at our own 

retention data. 

Donna 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, :[2::[5 PM 
To: Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Ives, Timothy 3.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

Cc: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CI,U 
En~qage. Explore. Empower. 
9:19.843,0336 

~.,; Believe 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, :[2:06 PM 
To: Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, qqmothy .].; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Cc: Turner, Katie; ..... 
Subject: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi All: 

Attached please find another draft of a possible letter to Ron and Lynn, taking into account the earlier suggestions Christine made, and 

our discussion yesterday. Take a look and see what you think. 

On the adjunct issue - I thought we might send some version of the attached email to Ashley Niklis -let me know your thoughts. 

Donna 

Donna M. Bickford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

220 Graham Memorial 

CB2800 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2800 

O: 919-843-7790 

F: 919-962-1548 



dbickford@Ounc.edu 
our.unc.edu 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stachowicz, Christine <chfistine@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, t 5:23 PM 

Bicktbrd, Donna M <dbickford@unc.edu>; Ives, Timothy J. <Timothyjves@med.nnc.eduq Giova~ello, Kelly Sullivan 

<kgio@email.unc.edn>; Stroman, Debx~rah I, <dstro@unc.edu> 

Turner, Katie <:katie tume@unc.edu>; @live.nnc.edu> 

RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Faculty Retention Data letter -cs.docx 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:46 PM 
To: Ives, Timothy 34 Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan; Stroman, Deborah L; Stachowicz, Christine 
Co: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi All: 

That seems great to me; I altered the first paragraph to reflect Tim’s comments (see attached) and I am fine with Tim and Katie moving forward on this. 

i’ll go ahead and send out the email to Ashley as well - 

Donna 

From: Ives, Timothy [mailto;Timot[[y__[__v__e___s__@___m___e__c_l_~__u_E£:__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Tuesday,               4:39 PM 
To: Giovanello, Kelly Suliivar~; Stroman, Deborah L; Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine 

Co: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: Re: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Good afternoon everyone: 

One last comment, I promise, but want to get it in before the snow hits, so this can be wrapped up by the end of the week, even if it’s done at home. 

In looking it over in the context of recent comments by everyone, it seems that the letter should go to Lynn, with just a cc to Ron. The comments of 
thanking him have already been done, and we can repeat them at the Faculty Council meeting on Friday, weather permitting. 

That said, the first paragraph may be moot, and the cc to Ron can serve as a marker for Lynn to reference the database that was used for his report. I don’t 
know how fast her office can produce the data and the accompanying report back to us, but we need to get it to her desk and get things moving. 

if we are at or close to a consensus point, Katie and I can get the letter out ASAP. Any other thoughts? 

Tim 

Timothy J. ives, Pharm. D., M.P.H. 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, 

The U[iJ ve rsi ty of North Cai>l iNa 
Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7574 

, BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

Box 7574 

at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of General Helicine and 

DepartmenL of Hedici[H~, Box 7110 

The U[iJ ve rsi ty of North Cai>l iNa 

Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7110 

Clinical Epide~’iology 

at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919.843.6480 

Fax: 919.843.0’7"75 

Pager: 919.216.0193 

e-mail :             Ti’othy Ires@reed. 
On 2/10/2014 9:46 AM, G[ovanelIo, KeHv 

~ agree w~th ALL of Debby’s sentirnet~ts and suggestion. 

-Kelly 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 9:41 AM 
To: Giovanello, Kelly sullivan; Ives, Timothy 3.; Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L 

Cc: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: Re: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 



Hi All. I am in favor of moving forward sooner than later. Most of these questions can be answered while the letter is sitting on their desk. The more delay only 

prolongs the work to be done. The home for this data is Institutional Research. Thus, I think it should be sent there asap. Since RoWs presentation "initiated" the 

inquiry, I think it is appropriate to address him as well. Conversations can also be had with the Provost, Alexander, Clayton and others regarding our request or their 

interest and insight during this time perio&We could ask for this analysis to be completed by March 17. Thirty days shouldn’t be an unreasonable request due to our 

committee status.?? ;) 

Let’s just take action. This step is our charge as a committee; there is no harm in getting the ball moving. 

Just my 2 cents. I defer to the committee consensus. 

debby 

From: <Giovanello>, Kelly Sullivan <kgio@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,                8:38 AM 

To: Timothy Ives <Timothy Ives@rned.unc.edu>, "Bickford, Donna M" <dbickford@unc.edu>, Christine Stachowicz <christine@unc.edu>, "Deborah 

Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_ .s_t__r_o__@_.__u_._n_£._~_d__u_.> 

Cc: Katie Turner <katie turner@unc.edu>, " ~]_[y__e_.._9_.n__.c_:_.e._d_._u_.> 

Subje~: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Tim and committee mernbers, 

Fw? read through l:he rnessag~-:~ and ~.~ugg~-:~.d:ions. I do not ~)ersonally know Rumay Ak?xander, Taffye Clayton, or l_ym~ Williford, and as such I don’t have 

much Lo add for points 1, 4, and 5. I do agree, however, that timeline for the analysis would be importanL Otherwise, we may be waiting a long time. 

.-Kelly 

From-’ Timothy Ives [mailto:3~mothy 3[ves@med.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Saturday,               4:19 PM 
To,, Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan; Bickford, Donna N; Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L 

Cc-" Turner, Katie; 
Subject-’ Re: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Good afternoon everyone, 

The letter looks great. Here are a few thoughts: 

1. Has anyone spoken directly to Rumay Alexander regarding making this a collaborative effort with the Community and Diversity Committee? 

If not, I’ll be happy to do so. It might strengthen the letter considerably coming from two committees. Also, I agree with Christine that this 

letter should come from the entire FW Committee. 

2. We might want to ask about the data set that has been/will be used for this analysis. At our meeting last week, there were several 

questions posed where Ron Strauss got his numbers. 

For focus of the request, it might be worth a minute to discuss to whom this letter should go primarily (with the rest of them included as 

cc~s). 

4. Would it worth it to run this letter by Taffye Clayton {unofficially, that is} before sending it? She may have some insights as to where the 
Provost currently is on this issue. As an alternative to Ron Strauss, could Provost Jim Dean might be better suited to get the data to us, and 
more quickly? Just wondering out loud, as starting at the top usually works well, especially if this issue is on his front burner. 

5. It might be worth considering a separate letter to Lynn Williford, outlining the analysis, and a request for her office to perform it. That might 

separate out the issues and clarify what you are asking for (e.g., over what time period do we want to analyze?). Also, in the first letter, 

perhaps it could be changed into a sentence that describes where the data will be analyzed (i.e., OIRA) once it is received. 

6. In the letter, we need to also set down a timeline for this analysis. Otherwise, the letter may land on someone’s desk forever. 

Enough for now. Let’s try to tie it up, and send it in the next week or two. 

Tim 

Timothy J. Ives, Pharm. D.~ H.P.H., BCPS~ FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Phar~’acy, CB # 7674 

The Univezsity of North CarolJ[ia at: Chapel HJ]] 

Chapel Hill, NC           27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of General Hedicine and Clinical Epidemioiogy 

Department of Medicine, CB # 7]]0 

The Univezsity of North CarolJEH~ at: Chapel HJ]] 

Chapel Hill, NC           2"7599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.039] 

Fax: 919.843.0’7’75 



e-mail ~ 

On 

919.216.0] 93 

._T__!SI£!L]!I~ Ires@reed .uric. 

9:11 PM, Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan wrote: 

Good Evening, 
rve just read through the email exchange from yesterday~ 
Tn terms of the letter, 1 agree with each of Christine’s suggestions. However, in the third paragraph where it discusses the external offers, should 

"receive" be changed to the past tense (received) since we are talking about data from the past several years? Or was the present tense 
intentionally used so that we may continue to request this data as each academic year comes? 
Finally, I also agree with Donna that it seems appropriate to ask Ashley since she is supporting the committee. 
-Kelly 

Kelly S. Giovanello, Ph.D. 
Department of Psychology and 
Biomedical Research Imaging Center 
Davie Hall 34:LA, CB#3270 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, 5:2:L PM 
To: Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; ]:ves, ~mothy -1.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

C¢: Turner, Katie; 
S..bject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi All - Christine, I totally agree with you that Ashley might not be the right person to ask, but since she’s helping support the 

committee, it’s a good enough place to start, I think. And, I think your prediction is probably accurate ® -- but then we have it 

documented and we can make some recommendations in our reports, etc. 

Donna 

From: Stachowicz, Christine 
Sent: Thursday, 4::[0 PM 
To: Bickford, Donna IvY; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, -Rmothy -1.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
(::¢: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

I hadn’t been thinking that we’d be gettin8 (or requesting) any information on where those who left went, or where their external offers 

came from... If we’re not requ~-:~sting l:ha~ kind of mforrnatkm, then I Hke the content of th~s letter; I just: changed sorne wording 

On a r~-tated note, D~-_~b, t was quite interest:ed to read the open letb-:~r from Martine Ande. Thank you [or sharing thaL 

As for the request to Ashley -- I have no objection, except that 1 don’t think she is the right person to ask. She certainly has access to the 

figures, and she might know the HR policies!practices re: hiring adjuncts. As for the other three questions, she might be able to redirect 

us like you suggested. Whether she redirects us to someone ~n HR, or to the Office of Acadernic Personne~ (whk:h looks ~ike ~t m~h~: be 

only for tenure-track, fixed term., or v~it~ng fa(:@tv), or e~sewhere, i’m afraid thaL some of the responses w~H be, as #~ Dr. Anl:kF’s kd:ter, 

"Oh[ That depends on the Chair of each Department and ~nd~vidua~ departments vary in their treatment of retentions." 

Chdstine 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, " 3:0.t PPI 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Stachowicz, Christine; Tves, "~mothy -1.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

(::c: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Oh, I think we are - and/or, he’s tracking that, anyway. I was thinking more that if we just had lists of where they went (like Ron showed 

in his powerpoint) that no one’s confidentiality would be violated. But, you are probably right that if only one person ended up at XYZ 

institution, that might be too visible too - 

db 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 2:59 PM 
To: Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Ives, Timothy _1.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
~c: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En~qa~e, Explore, Empowea 

9:19.843,0336 



From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, 1:56 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Stachowicz, Christine; Ives, ~mothy .].; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

Cc: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi Deb, et al. 

Thanks for your comment on the draft -when we specify school or college, we mean just here at UNC, since we’re looking at our own 

retention data. 

Donna 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, :[2::[5 PM 
To: Bickford, Donna M; Stachowicz, Christine; Ives, Timothy 3.; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 

Cc: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: RE: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CI,U 
En~qage. Explore, Empower, 
9:19.843,0336 

~.,; Believe 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Thursday, :[2:06 PM 
To: Stachowicz, Christine; Stroman, Deborah L; Ives, qqmothy .].; Giovanello, Kelly Sullivan 
Cc: Turner, Katie; 
Subject: follow up from yesterday’s meeting 

Hi All: 

Attached please find another draft of a possible letter to Ron and Lynn, taking into account the earlier suggestions Christine made, and 

our discussion yesterday. Take a look and see what you think. 

On the adjunct issue - I thought we might send some version of the attached email to Ashley Niklis -let me know your thoughts. 

Donna 

Donna M. Bickford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director, Office for Undergraduate Research 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

220 Graham Memorial 

CB2800 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2800 

O: 919-843-7790 

F: 919-962-1548 



dbickford@Ounc.edu 
our.unc.edu 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ELA < _~nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: CBC Update 

Debby, do you know if the CBC meeting is still on for tomorrow? 

Regards, 

Elbert L. Avery 

--- Original Message .... 

To:      .~,nc.rr.com 
Sent: Sunday, February 09, 2014 9:16 PM 
Subject: FW: CBC Update 

Hi Elbert. I know you are concerned about Black male enrollment. Wednesday’s meeting will be very insightful. I hope you can make it. 

debby 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, February 7, 2014 6:05 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: CBC Update 

Hi Friends. I hope you had a nice week and will enjoy a very restful weekend. Maybe I will see you at HKonJ tomorrow! 

Our February meeting is this Wednesday at 12:00 p.m. (Union 3209). We will continue our dialogue and understanding of Black student undergraduate enrollment with Vice 

Chancellor Steve Farmer. He will speak on our general admissions process and also the special talent admits. We may be joined by Chancellor Folt and Board of Trustee Dwight 

Stone. This meeting is important {aren’t they all? smile) as we share our concerns and make inquiries of our administrative decisions in this regard. 

Note: I have received many more positive responses regarding the Caucus Statement. You may have read the disparaging comments made by Mr. Phil Jackson in Bloomberg 

and/or the DTH. I made a call to a dear Chicago friend who is a respected community organizer in Chicago and also completed a very basic Google inquiry on Mr. Jackson’s 

activities and impact. I was not surprised to find out that he is what I call a "puppeL" One journalist stated, "As long-.time readers of Substance know, the chieftain of the Block 

Star Project, Phitfip Jackson, served former Chicago Mayor Richard Daley throughout the I990s against the city’s African American community, and especially against the city’s 

black teachers.... There, under programs that Phillip Jackson helps the Daley administration push ot Chicago’s black people, reol public schools were disploced by charter schools 

ond public housing, some doting bock to the early yeors of ff~e New Deot, was des troyed.... Following his work in the public sector, Jackson reoppeored with the not-for-profit 

group "Block 5tar Project," which has been pushing its Astrotur, f versions of reolity os ovidly os the Ioter orrivo/s; like Advonce Illinois, illinois 5tond for Children, ond, most 

recently, Democrats for Educotion Reform. Together, they draw millions of dollars per year from the weolthiest (olmost always white) plutocrats in Chicogo ond elsewhere to 

push on onti-union ond pro-privotizotion version of "reform., 

[hus, I will not make any effort to engage him for clarity and support. I certainly do wish he had called me prior to the media rant though. I am also disappointed, but not 

surprised, that the DTH editors did not vet him before printing so many of his comments. 

As always, feel free to contact me directly if you have any questions or feedback. 

Respectfully, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

Chairperson, Carolina Black Caucus 

@drstroman 
#Hee IForward 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

919.843.0336 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 

carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~ kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

PGA TOUR Internship Info Session 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is             and I am a.     at UNCand have ~                      for the past two summers. I am contacting you to provide information about the PGA 

TOU R’s upcoming Internship Info Session on February 26 at UCS. Can you please pass on the information below to the members of CSBC and any other relevant EXSS groups? The 

TOU R’s internships are in a variety of departments - marketing, finance, golf course properties, television, communications, etc. - so the program can be very valuable to a wide 

range of students~ 

To my knowledge, the TOUR has not visited U NC in the past few years, so this is an exciting opportunity that I hope will interest many U NC students. You are welcome to invite 

students to contact me at             _~kenan-flagler.unc.edu if they have any questions about the TOU R. 

Thank you so much for your help! 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Business Administration, Class of 
~kena n-flagler.unc.edu I 

PGA "FOUR Internship Information Session 

February 26, 2014- 6:00-7:30pm 

University Career Services 

242 Hanes Hall 

Guest Speaker: Rich Vecchio, PGA "FOUR Recruiting Manager 

The PGA TOUR is committed to attracting and developing the best students. By ]everaging the assets of the PGA TOUR, we are able to offer students a variety 
of internship opporttaiities designed to provide optimal exposure and quality first-hand experience in the golf industry. 

About the PGA TOUR 
The PGA TOUR is the world’a premier membership organization for touring profeaaional golfers, co-sanctioning more than 100 tournaments on the PGA TOUR, 
Champions Tour and Web.corn Tour and is headquartered in Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida. 

The PGA TOUR’s mission is to entertain and inspire its fans, deliver substantial value to its parmera, create outlets for volunteers to give back, generate 
significant charhable and economic impact in commtmities in which it plays, and provide financial opporttmities for TOUR players. 

Program Overview 
Over the course of our 10-week paid internship program, yon will learn about the ironer workings of ;he PGA TOUR and gain an ~mderstanding of our corporate 
ft,~ctiona. In addition to the active role you will have within yottr department, we will provide you with a claasroom-baaed curricuhtm that will provide an 
opportuniw for personal and profeasional growtb. You will have the opportuniw to learn about out" core bnsinesa ~mits first hand from several leaders witbin oar 
organization aa well aa fine tm~e your reattme and interview akilla that will help you prepare for your future. ~d, of courae, we will have a little bit of ft~ in the 
process including opportunities to participate in chariW activities, networking events and golf ontinga! 

Additional information can be fottnd at our intern webpage http://’www.pgatour.corn/’company/internahips.htmh The program is open to studenta who have 
completed at least their sophomore year and have a cnmulative GPA of 3.0 or above. Applications are due by February 28, 2014. 

All studenta are welcome to attend! 



From: dstro@unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subject: 

6:21 PM 

EXSS    Trade Up - Dancing Ram~s 

To: All Pagicipants 

From: Deborah Stmman 

Hi Heels. 1 am slightly bummed to report that        Dancing Ramses is no longer mine. I went to see Mr. Bubba Cunningham (AD) for a meeting and shared with 

him my fun3’ friend. I then told the "compelling story/’ I did not know that he also likes fi~rry little creatures that dance. Well, you know what happened ne~... 

Mr. Canningham is ve~ happy with his new tiiend. I left his office without my Dancing Ram~s, but I gained a UNC lbotball helmet (Carolina Blue and nawy). 

Keep trading! 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 

Messages for this site: EXSS       .SP 

.SP " site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



Froin: ; ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:48 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sub jet-t: Oltice Hours tomorrow 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am feeling much better after getting 

catch up on what I missed the past two classes? 

Thank you so much for your time and cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

earlier today. It musfve been a Can I meet with you tomorrow between 12:45-3pm to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hecker, Brad <bhecker(~theacc org> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 8:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Save- the- Date! BasketbaJl Analy’d cs S ummit! 

Got it.,,. Thanks Debby. 

~RAD NECKER 
Director, Women’s Basketball 

O: 336 3694670 I C 
bhecke@b, theacc.orfl 

[ ::~:: ACC 2013-14 ESignat~re July1 (2) 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
$ent: Tuesday, Februa~ ~, 20~4 8:2~ PH 
To: Hecker, Brad 
$~ject: RE: Save-the-Da~ Basketball Ana~ics Summit~ 

,d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 
Er@’age, g~plore, Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

Beli£we 

From: Hecker, Brad [mailto:bhecker@theacc.org] 
Sent= Tuesday, February .t$, 2014 8:20 plVl 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 
Thanks for sending Debbie. 

Did you attach your ticket request? 

BRAD HECK[ER 
Directo=’, Women’s Basketball 

O: 3:2,6 3694670 I C 
bhecke@b, theacc.orfl 

::~:: ACC 2013-14 BSignature &llyl (2) 

E~= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Seat= Tuesday, Februa~ $$, 2054 8:$$ PN 
Te= Hecker, Brad 
$~bject= FW: Save-the-Date~ Basketba~ Anal~ics Summit~ 

d e I::, I:w 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLD 

9~9~84&0336 



From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Thursday, 3anuary 23, 2014 5:41 PM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman ’ 
Subject= Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit! 

Hi Friends. Pleese shere with friends, ,fomily, student:~, end colleagues! 

I hope you can join us! We have ESPN, NBA, WNBA, SBJ, ACC, and many college basketball contacts in the mix. The students are fired up! I need your 

support to make the inaugural summit a success. Thanks. 

We will also offer an "Entrepreneurship in Anaiytics" session. This workshop is designed for students interested in Analytics (regardless of the sport). We 

want to encourage their creativity, business ventures, and promote networking in this industry. 

Host Hotel: Hampton Inn 

Location: Kenan Fiagier Business School/’Kenan Institute 

Early Bird Registration (before Selection Sunday of March 16) - $149 Non-Students and $49 Students. Note: Registration begins February 17. 

http://kisport.unc.edu/inde×.php/ 
@KlSportUNC 
More information coming soon.., please contact me if you have any questions or feedback. 

Just innovating, 

Deborah L, Stro~nan, Ph,D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
EXSS Sport Adn~inistratien, Lecturer (www.exss.unc.edu) 
Frank H~wki~s Kenan Institute of Priwte Enterprise, Senior Adviser (http://v~vw, kenan-flagler,unc.edu/kenan-institute) 

93.9,8~3,0336 

#HeelForward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 12:20 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: Tips to Start Up a Business or Sports Career 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and login: 

http :!/www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

Tf you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



Fl’Oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 9:36 AM 

Strom~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: William Rhoden (1 a~ticles) 

William Rhoden February 12, 2014 09:35:51 

Sports of The Times 

Re,trowing a Line Tha~. Is So~el-i~n~x~ Crossed 

Volatile intera~No~s i~ recent weeks suggest that the ]o~gstm~ding covenant 

between fans and players needs revisiou t)elk)re a gay player like Michael Sam 

tills the field in the N ,F.Lo 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get unlimited access to NYTimes,com and our 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite el apps: 

Android I iPad® 

About This EmaH 

This is an automated el"nail.Please do not reply directly to ins email from NYTimes.com As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:08 AM 

StromaJ~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-*; 

RE: BAS Promotional Materials 

@kenan-flagler unc edu> 

Dr. Stroman, 

The post card looks fine. The email signature is nice too] 

I:Ni cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :[0:02 AM 
To: 
Subject: FW: BAS Promotional Materials 
Importance: High 

Hi. Please review the postcard. I think they are fine. (Susan, we will distribute these at MIT. ) 

Please add this signature to your email. I will also ask the students to do so as well. 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Internships 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

After our meeting on Monday, I remembered that I forgot to ask you did you have any suggestions for any good Internships. I know you said you knew some people that had their 

own investment firms; do you know of any Internships that I can do in that field? I’m trying to gain as much knowledge as possible because opening up an investment firm is 

something I can see myself possibly doing. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Great news! 

CA674869-0CDE-492A-9160-B 1C01F633A2313].png 

An>lime! I’m looking fon~-ard to hearing him speak. I’m glad he is coming after all. Never hurts to reach out via someone’s webpage I suppose. :) 

Do I need tickets to attend in May? 

Best, 

On at 12:18 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

THANK YOU! 

Dr. Stroman 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CkU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
Date: Wednesday,                 11:47 AM 
To: 

Cc: ~gmail.com>, .,)email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Great news! 

I just confirmed George Karl!! you can definitely tweet this big win. ;) 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.8430336 

@drstroman 

<CA674869-OCDE-492A-9160-BiCOiF633A2313].png> 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and H onors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

<CA674869-0CDE-492A-9160-B 1C01F633A2313].png> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Wednesday, 4:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~: 

RE: BAS Promotional Materia]s 

@kenaJ~- flagler.unc.edu-~ 

Hi Dr. gtroman, 

The postcards look good. I’m also so excited to have George ~(arl & an Automated Insights rep confirmed. It’s really all coming together! I’m adding a few notes as a 

little food for thought below: 

One of my dassrnates went to high school with the VP of Experience App (t~d~eting & sport experience app). i’m going through her as a conrad: to 

them~ W~H keep you updated~ 

There was a susta~nabillW conference at Duke this morning and I asked the organizers some ~ogist~cs questions: 

: 550 people registered, 225 attended (partly due to the weather, and partly due to the fact that registration was free.) 

:) Of those 55(L only 50 came to the receptkm tha~: was hos~:ed last n~ght. Just something to keep in mind with our reception on Frk~ay n~ght. How can 

we make sure that people really do plan ~:o atl:et~d [:hat. I think 538 reps speaking should do i1:, but )~s~: a pomp: ~ waisted [:o bdt~g up to you. 

o For the most part, everybody showed up for the con[:erence keynote at 9am. Breakfast started around 8:I5, but there were only a handful of guests 

there. People really started f~ooding in around 8:50. A bowl of bagels, coffee, and two pastry platters satbfied a~f 200 guests. 

Pretty pumped for both this conference and the game tonight! ~ don’t have a ticket but I’m hoping ] might be able to walk to the Dean Dome and get in given al~ the 

bad weather! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, :10:02 AM 

To 

Subject: FW: BAS Promotional Materials 

Importance: High 
Hi. Please review the postcard. I think they are fine. (Susan, we will distribute these at MIT. ) 
Please add this signature to your email. I will also ask the students to do so as well. 

d 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Wednesday, 4:38 PM 

~me.com>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

BAS Ops considerations 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hi again ops team, 

A few things to consider when you all meet to plan out some of your work: 

Check out EXMO as a potential conference app. I was at a sustainability conference at Duke this morning, and it worked great! They updated the conference 

agenda on the app, listed speaker bios, and had a survey to fill out at the end for feedback. It was also great for registration as we could all register digitally 

on the organizers’ phones. 

If you want to get a hands-on look at a conference happening in our venue, please go to this ~.[~.’,.9.[.g!.~?~.!~!~!£!i9~ conference. They use the exact same spaces 

that we will be using (Koury Auditorium, the Kenan Center Dining room, and classrooms in McColl) and they’ve got some great speakers lined up, so if you 

are interested at all in the topic, it’d be a great day to attend. 

Still hoping somebody on your team will find time to meet with MBAs who have organized conferences in this space. Let me know who can take the lead on 

this and I’ll setup the meetings. 

It’d be great to organize this conference with sustainability in mind. I’m going to organize a meeting with the somebody to discuss how we can do this - 

please let me know if any of you would like to join. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks! 

MBA Candidate, Class of ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(cell), ~-.fla ler.unc edu, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 10:12 PM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- lhc ulty@li story, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-thcul~] to ug on .-EaJcey 

p~e~i~usi~ sen~ 
Announcing the nomination period for the Patrick Earey Award. 

http://exss.unc.edu/main/awards-scholarships/patrick-.earey-award/ 

(sorry, we haven’t updated the website, so the dates on THIS email are accurate) 

Named in honor of Iongtime faculty member, Patrick F. Earey, the award signifies exemplary leadership, academic achievement and extracurricular involvement 

by a SENIOR exercise and sport science major. 

It is awarded annually to the outstanding senior major in the department. The student is recognized at the Chancellor’s Awards Ceremony in April and at the 

Departmental Graduation Ceremony in May. Dr. Earey, a professor from 1957-1987, taught health education and safety courses and served as varsity swim coach 

from 1957-1975. Dr. Earey passed away in 2005. 

Our recipient was 

Criteria: 

3.5 GPA; EXSS major graduating in 

Application is to include: 
¯ **Resume 

¯ *Letter addressing how the applicant meets the award criteria of outstanding academic achievement, extracurricular involvement(in the university and the 

larger community), and leadership 
¯ **One faculty endorsement (in the form of a letter addressed to the "Earey Award Committee" 

The recipient M UST be able to be present at the EXSS May graduation ceremony. Seniors graduating in August or December are eligible for the     award. 

Deadline for submission: F~i~Y ~ 5PN; Submit your letter or nomination to Dr. Salyer. Please bring to 211 Fetzer (Dr. Salyer’s office) or put in Dr. 
Salyer’s mailbox in 209 Fetzer. 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 919-962-0489 

Spring 2014 Advising!Office hours: 

Tuesdays 11:00-12:15 

Wednesdays 10:00-11:15 and 1:15-2:45 

Thursdays 11:00-12:15 

or by appointment or chance in my 211 Fetzer office. 

You are currently sub~fibed to e~s- faculi3~ as: dstro,@~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu~’u?i~55567101.548a982f~02a2aY15ee00e34blbcc32a&n T&I exss-tSculty&o 34249463 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-34249463-55567101.548a982f302a2aYl 5ee00e3461bcc32a(tblistserv.unc.edu 



FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick=collegeotkleticsclips.com@maJ1205.at181 .rsg~.net> 

Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 2:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu> 

Women in S~rts Symposium: Allow othletes the freedom to 

Dear Deborah- 

Greetings from the Clips Blbc.zordShip. It started snowing here in northwest New ,Jersey 

about ten hours ago~ and there’s about a ~eet o~ new snow. leday’s accum~latio~ ~s on 

top of previous snowfalls of eight, foul a~d s~x inches dye[ the post ten days~ w~th some 

freezh~g rain m~xed in as we~ 

I was going to atlend the RutgersoSMU men’s basketball game tonight, but it has been 

postponed. That’s good, because I den’t think t could get out of my driveway. 

But, aside from the weather report, I come across o good article befow about a keynote 

presentation at the University at* Buffalo Women in Sports Symposium yesterday by 

former UCLA softball coach Sue Enquist. Based on her impressive stats--in 18 years at 

UCLA os both co-head cooch end heed coach her record wos 887-175ol (o winning 

percentage of .835)--most would think that she was a greet coach. 

Nowever, it sounds like Coach Enquist spent more time on her faitures than on her 

successes, end she preached lealning from our isqistakes. It sounds like she did. 

Said Enquist, "Early in my caree< I was off the rails. I’m the [ceach] who threw the second 

ptoce trophy in the trash con." f guess an antic like that could motivate one or two 

ptayers, but it probably demotiw~ted meat ol them 

Wish I couRJa been there ..... Have o good Thursday. 

Nick lnfante 

Clips Editer 

sea;cts b~tt no lucx It might be ;e~ated to ~he nameo~.ggy of ~tate ~mivet~i#es iz~ New "/or~ LaM time I looked 

~hete were 64 ’SUN~"’s ’ ~BUNY be~z~g S~te Un/vers#y of ,~ew Yo~R so / g~e~:~ ffyou u~ed the ?bii ~ame---.SUN~4 .... 

Women in Sports Symposium hears cal  to 
provide athletes wi{h freedom to fail 

By Am, y ~,o¢ ,,., Bu,Ya,e News’, 2-12- I4 

~R ~lle~r 27 ~@a~rS of cooching ot UCLA, Sue Enquist guided the Bruins to a record t t 

national championships. She is the ~tandard of excellence when it comes to softbalf. Yet 

the story she shares isn’t one of success 



".F.arfy in my career, 1 was off the talk%" .F.nquist told a fulf ballroom at the Millennium Hotef 

on Wednesday altemoom "l’m the gi~f who threw the second place trophy in the trash 

can. And got caught" 

She tells the stol~- of her actions back in 2000 when her Bruins failed to win an inoseason 

tournament and hew it ended up getting serious national publicity it was a humorous 

story, one she went back to several times throughout he~ keynote p~esentation to about 

175 athletes, coaches and administrators as pair of the University at Buffalo’s Women in 

Spo~ts Symposium. 

it’s a stel~ she tells in all her presentations across the country to underscore several 

points in her bssons about life, success, badership and athbtics~ 

"It’s important to be able to have somebody like myself who has had a vel~ successful 

career to realize that t’m imperlect, to not take yourself too seriously and to learn 

your mistakes," Enquist said. "I afse want them to understand if they can always think 

bolero they do something that could be controversial as a student-athlete o~ as a coach, 

that you can’t ring back the belt. You can own the mistake~ but you can never unring the 

bell, and to me that’s an important lesson." 

Enquist=s presentation touched on her core values, which focus on competing, 

organizing, recovering from faiklre and enthusiasm She spent the most time di.~cussing 

failure, embracing imperfection and finding ways to succeed when ~hings go wrong 

"We were never in Plan A when we won 11 championships," Enquist said~ "We never won 

in Plan A. V’,,~e were inju~ed. We didn’t like each other. V’,,~e we~en=t confident. Leadelship 

is messy, and great teams are calm when it’s messy" 

And finding success in Pfan B is about being condortabfe with failure. It’s the word no one 

likes to talk about in coftege athletics, but Enquist belie~es that if student-athfetes have 

the fleedom to f~L they w~l~ feel mo~e comfo~able taking chances, affo~dh~g themselves 

more opportunities to be creat~ve~ to ~ead and to find success. "We don’t talk about 

failure at a~l," E~quist said. "it’s a~) about winn#~g. R’s a)~ about dominating. ~’s a~ about 

’we ow~ it.’ I~ste~d we ~eed to embrace fa~k~re~ We need to embrace a~d ce~eb~ate when 

people a~e g~eat h~ Plan B. If we started to do that w~th more balance, ~ th~nk the players 

wou~d h~ve more freedom to be successful 

’"The player today feels a lot o1’ pressure to be perlecL They don’t want to let down their 

families~ their coaches, theil teammates, tf v,’e create conditions where they reef free to 

fail, they’re going to have a better experience and uftimately get c~oser to their persona~ 

The presentation by Enquist was followed by panef discussions on establishing oneself in 

a predominantly male industry and on teaching empo~,vem~ent through keeping girls 

interested in sports. 





TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: r~~sc,,’i ~s.com 

fO ACCESS TNE CLIPS WEBSf~"E: !,?~tzSt,!:~.#.[[#g.~B.~.[!!.~:~.[~b~’.,"~’:&:~9.[Z] 

~)~ovokh~g, informafion;~ ~mJ occaeienal~y hdl~tereus 0~9~ e~LAgHes (hke this ene), which ;~re ~ward.- 

spolts/er:te£ainment CLHtLH’e to frs~sqe the essence of the pssslor: and emotion so unique to college 

C~#s Real~g~ne~t @~aph~cs, (we’re on Version 24 end counting), 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Andruzzi ~ ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 4:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Entrepreneur- m- Residence 

Hi Debby, 

I hope you were home staying nice and waxm yesterday. My friend        told me Chapel Hill was a mess’. 

I was all psyched to watch the Duke-UNC game yesterday..., what a bummer! 

On another note I am working on my calendar for March and my trip down to NC. Once again I am thrilled to work with you and your students as one of your 
program’s Entreprene ur- In- Residence. 

I would like to give a couple of lectures to your students. These presentations would be 20 w’ a Q&A at the end. I can present to your Sport Business Venture class 

or CBSC. 

The two topics I would like to speak about are: 

1. "Your Game Plml" -- your students roadlnap for the future. Are they jus~t living day by day, semesnter by semester, possibly coasting or do they creating fl~eir 

game plan lbr the future. 

This presentation would be tailored to the group I would be addressing.... I want to stimulate their thinking!! 

2. "Leaderslfip & Teamwork" - Their role as a leader and teammate. Inspiring orders by leading by example..., integrity...., challenges of being a college student .... 

Their role as a teammate and team player... 

I mn in the process of developing the content tbr the~ presentations and wanted to pass it by you first. Looking tbrwaxd to hearing t?om you. 

PS - al~ Maen i am down inNC I would be glad to help you in anyway in bminstomfing tbr the Basketball AnaJytics Summit... 

Blessings, 

Cathy 

Cathy Andmzzi 

Follow me on Twitter 

http:/itwitter.com/CathvAndruzzi 

cathyandmzzi.com 

PEP! Passion- Ene~- Perseverance 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edtc> 

Thursday, 4:35 PM 

EXSS Undergrad list <undergraduate@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

[undergraduate] Earey Award deadline and snow 

Announcing the nomination period for the Patrick Earey Award. 

h~pl//ex~s.~nc, ~d~irn~!nJ~ wa rcl~5~ch o1~ rs h!psJp~ t rick-~Eey5~ weed/ 

Named in honor of Iongtime faculty member, Patrick F. Earey, the award signifies exemplary leadership, academic achievement and extracurricular involvement 

by a SENIOR exercise and sport science major. 

It is awarded annually to the outstanding senior major in the department. The student is recognized at the Chancellor’s Awards Ceremony in April and at the 

Departmental Graduation Ceremony in May. Dr. Earey, a professor from 1957-1987, taught health education and safety courses and served as varsity swim coach 

from 1957-1975. Dr. Earey passed away in 2005. 

Criteria: 

3.5 GPA; EXSS major graduating in May 

Application is to include: 
¯ **Resume 

¯ *Letter addressing how the applicant meets the award criteria of outstanding academic achievement, extracurricular involvement(in the university and the 

larger community), and leadership 
¯ **One faculty endorsement (in the form of a letter addressed to the ~’Earey Award Committee" 

The recipient M UST be able to be present at the EXSS May graduation ceremony. Seniors graduating in August or December are eligible for the     award. 

Deadline for submission: B~ict~ Submit your letter or nomination to Dr. Salyer. Please bring to 211 Fetzer (Dr. Salyer’s office) or put in Dr. 

Salyer’s mailbox in 209 Fetzer. 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 919-962-0489 

Spring     Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays 11:00-12:15 

Wednesdays 10:00-11:15 and 1:15-2:45 

Thursdays 11:00-12:15 

or by appointment or chance in my 211 Fetzer office. 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

uudergraduate as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blm~k 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She,ll Kleinnran < ~(}nc.rr.com> 

Friday, Febrnary 14, 2014 11:04 AM 

The progt:ac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progti~c] Fwd: 2014 UNC Cont~rence on Race, Clas~ Gender & Ethnicity (2/22)/IncarcerationiFmnily/Communities 

FYI. At Law School, Feb. 22. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

17th Annual Conference on Race, Class, Gender, and Ethnicity 
Theme: "Captive Audience: Incarceration and the Family" 

\Vhen~Vhere: 9-5pm, Saturday, Febrna~ 22, UNC School of Law, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall (160 Ridge Road, Chapel Hill). Check in/Registration: 8-9AM 

Description: This year, UNC School of Lady’s conference will explore the myriad social dynamics implicated by incarceration’s destabilized lhmilie~ inclnding both 

causes of the destabilization and their results. The cont~rence roll invite speakers from the law, the academy, and the advocacy world to share their expertise on diverse 

topics such as how onr wa~ on drags has contribnted m mass incarceration and the des~bilization of poor families, the way our education system continues to thil 

children and adolescent~ how incarceration further (and permanently) divides immigrant thmilies, the psychological ett~ct of ~litaw confinement on individuals and their 

families, the way inco~rceration des~bilizes and reorders community and family economies, and how fm~filies of North Carolina prisoners roll adapt in our new political 

and social climate. 

Pand topics: the impact of mass inca~rceration on poor communities, Ino~ntaining family ties behind boxs, social and psychological consequences of mass inc~xceratio~ 

the prison economy, and alternatives to imprisonment 

Keynote Speaker: Bruce Western, P~ofessor of Sociology and the Daniel and Florence Guggenheim Professor of Criminal Justice Policy, Harvard Universi ,ty 

Registration: Registration tbr the conference is now open. Participation is t?ee tbr all area stndents, $20 Ii~r community members/non-area studenk~/non-CLE 

attorneys (a]though ~0 on~ ~il! b~ m~d ~w~ for !~k of fund~), and $100 for CLE applicants. The conference is worth 4.25 CLE honrs. To register and learn 

more about the conference visit: http://studentorgs.la~v.unc.edtv’crcgei 

Feel tree to RSVP on our Facebook event as well: https:/iwww.facebook.conv’events/1431554520389665/ 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul:~ 

proglhc as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.e&t">dstro@unc.edu~a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emml to -~a href "mailto :leave- 34255458- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56t~ 1 eb9b@l istserv .nnc .edn">l eave- 34255458- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b561~ 1 eb9b@listserv .nnc .edu~a-~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 11:17 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: R&W Social Media Training 

From: @yahoo.com". ~yahoo.com> 

Reply-To: ’ ~yahoo.com" < ~yahoo.com> 

Date: Monday, September 17, 2012 11:55 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: R&W Social Media Training 

Hey Deborah, 
Hope this finds you well. Just touching base following up with you on my company’s Sports Education Social Media program. Let me know if there 
is anything else I can do. 
Thanks as always for your help and support. 
Stay in touch. 
Angela 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oliver, Dean < @espn.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 11:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Thank you 

Debby --- 

I had to clear a couple things, but those days should work. As I mentioned, ESPN cannot pay travel, but if you’re covering that, we should be fine. 

I’m w_~ry much IooMng forward to b(fing back down [r~ Chape~ t-I~, e%~eda~ly m the spring, rny favorite sea~on there. 

Dean Dibber 

ESPN Director of Production ~na~y[~cs 

~uthor, Basketball on Paper 

~)espn.com 

860-7(~6-.4391 

C 

Tw~[ter: DeanO [SPN 

F~ Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Wednesday, ~brua~ 12, 201~ 3:13 PM 

To~ Oliver, Dean 
~bje~t~ Re: Thank you 

Hi Dean. Thanks for the quick chat. As I mentioned, ~ am hosting an inaugural Basketball Analytics Summit (www.ldsport.unc.edu) this May 2 & 3 at the University of 

North Carolina where ~ am a professor. I am working in a fun and forward-thinking academic space of sport entrepreneurship, which has given me the opportunity 

to create engaging and high-impact projects. The Summit response has been very good. John Skipper is a big supporter, FivethirtyEight, WNBA, and the NBA 

Bobcats are also assisting me. 

~ am writing to extend a very sincere invitation for your attendance and participation as a speaker. I think the attendees (students, faculty, and basketball 

professionals - pro/college/high school) would greatly enjoy hearing your thoughts on how the game has progressed and your vision or insights for the future. We 

will certainly work with your schedule. 

You can reach me directly on my mobile or by email. Thank you again for your support. (At some point, I wouM love to chat with you about a possible course 

development too.) 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 
919~843.0336 

Mobile - 
@drstrornan 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 
Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigrna Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

From: <Oliver>, Dean Oliver < g~espn.com> 
Date: Thursday, October 3, 2013 1:58 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_.s_t__r_9__@___u_._n_.£._..e_d__u.> 

Subject: RE: Thank you 

How did that go? 

Dean Oliw_~r 

~espn.com 

860-7~6-.439I 

Cell: 

Twitter: DeanO ESPN 

Frora: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Se~t: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 12:46 PM 

To: Oliver, Dean 
Subject: Re: Thank you 

Hi Dean. I hope you are doing well. I’m meeting with Skipper today on campus. I shared your name as one who will help us build the Analytics Summit3. 

Debby 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Aug 15, 2013, at 5:25 PM, "Oliver Dean" <I ~_e_.s_ .p_ _n_ : _c_ .o_ _ . .m_ _ > wrote: 

OK Just wanted to make sure, 

Let me know as plans come [ogether. [ am looking [o build travel budge[s this year, so knowing [h#~gs in advance is very he~p[:uL 

Dean OHver 

#espn.com 

860-766- 439I 

Ce~l: 

Twitter: DeanO ESPN 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Se~t= Thursday, August $5, 2013 4:21 PN 

To= Oliver, Dean 
Subject: RE: ~ank you 



Hi ()ea]]. I am not aware of a]]y such conference here last year. ~y work ~s all new. 

~ will keep you posted on developments. 

Thanks againl 

Do Good. 

Debm’ah L. S~oman, Ph.D. CLU 
En,g~e. ~,vplo~’e. Empower. 

919.843.0336 
<image001.jpg> 

F~m: Oliver, Dean [mail~:         ~espn.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, August ~4, 2023 ~2:43 AM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: ~ank you 

De~y --- 

Was there a sports ana]ytics conference at UNC Isst year? I saw a re~:erence somewhere that knp~ied ~t, but ~t wasn’t dea~. If there was, I’d Hke [o see 

any materials from that or anything yov have goh~g forward. 

Thanks. 

Dean Ol~w~r 

~espn.com 

~60-766--4391 

Ce~l: 

Twitter: DeanO ESPN 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro~unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~uly 3~, 2023 ~2:08 AM 
To= Oliver, Dean; Cunningham, Bubba 

~c= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Thank you 
Thanks Dean~ Yes, the MIT Sloan event is my inspiration. I think UNC can (and will) be a great setting for another version. ;) It is good to know that you have been 

attending their conferences. I can definitely use your insight. 

I will be in touch. 
debby 

From: <Oliver>, Dean < @espn.com> 
Date: Wednesday, July 3~, 20~3 ~0:56 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc~edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <ds[ro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Thank you 

Thanks. ] actually did a Goog~e search th~s morning to ~ook for th~s event. ~ am definitely excited about the possibility of contr~bvth~g back at my a~ma 

mater, having g~ven talks at many p~aces over the last ten vear~ about ~:he subject, hav~g done a k~t of scouting while at UNC. 

9ebby - 

~ have been at every one o~: [he 5~oan Sports Ana]ytics Confe~ences, 

and I have seen the evolution of the field. Not sure how much you’ve heard about that one, but it’s obviously been successful and can serve as 

something of a model. 

9can OHver 

~espn.com 

860--766-4392 

Ceil: 

T~4tter: DeanO ESPN 

From= Cunningham, Bubba [mailto: bubbac~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~uly 32, 20~3 20:28 AM 

To= Oliver, Dean 
Co= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= ~ank you 

Dear Dean, 

Thank you very much for the information about college football metrics. I found the conversation to be very interesting and the concepts outstanding. 

I look forward to learning more about the various metrics and how we can utilize them to improve our program. 

I mentioned to you that Debby Stroman, one of our faculty members in the Exercise and Sport Science department, is working on a collegiate sports 

analytics seminar in partnership with the Kenan Institute here on campus. Here is a link to Debby’s bio: http:/iexss.unc.eduifacultyideborah- 

By way of this email, I would like to introduce Debby to you so that you have her contact information and you may begin a dialogue that could be 

helpful to both of you. 

Thanks again. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

~’~ ",,~,:~ ~:::~,’,"~<:~" ~:,~.,"~ ~,’.,’.%’,~’,,"e ~,’.~’<,~,,’.~{~L’, A.,’~’~’~<.~" 



From: dstro@nnc.edu 

Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 11:54 AM 

To: 

Subject: Deep Alliance - Dave Paro Update 

To: All Poxticipants 

From: Deborah Stmman 

Hi Heels. I hope you are enjoying the ranter wonderland. Some of you may remember my friend, Dave Paro, who spoke to the Club. I received this note from him: 

Friends’, 

J~Iy apologies in advanceJbr the group emaiL 

After over 11 years" of opera#ng D~7~ :~LL~tNCE M~’IJNG I have accepted an exciting opportuni& to join the team at Van W~gner Sports’ & 

Entertainment in New York Ci& as an Ef 7~ with primal’ responsibiB& in the Consulting division. 

Launching and successfully operating DEEJ~ was a very special thrill. But the time is r~ghtJbr new challenges. Being part of the unique sen,ice pla~brm we 

are building at ~n g~gner is the ~ght challenge at the right #me. I am hopefid that we will be able to remain in contact and find w<vs to ~ buMness 

together. 

Best alw~,s, 
D~id 

D~id Paro ~ Van Wagner Sports & Entertainment 

800 ThirdAvenue, New York, NY 10022 
O: 212.699.8465 C: 

dparo@vanw ~gne r. corn 

,~other lesson ~ being Nnd, b~d~g come,ons, ~d ma~g tlfin~ happen. You will get more options when ~ople like you and you am able to get ~suRs. 

Remem~r, onr ne~ meeting is Feb. 25 with W~. h~:#~vw.wmgllc.comi 

Dr. Stroman 

This tbrwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages ti-om the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message click this link to 

access Messages tbr this site: Carolina Sport Business Club. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oliver, Dean < @espn.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 12:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Thank you 

Also let me know how much time I have on F night. I have done A LOT of basketball talks, from general to more specific to how I got into basketball analytics ---if 

there ix a specific message that is best, let me know. 

D~:_~a n (:}liver 

ESPN D#’ector o~ Production Ana~ytR:s 

Author, Basketbsl~ on Paper 

@es~n.com 

860-766-439I 

Cell: 

Twitter: Dea]?O 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro~unc.edu] 
Nent~ Friday, February 14, 2014 11:56 AM 

T~ Oliver, Dean 
S~je~t~ Re: Thank you 
Greatl I appreciate your being with us. I will be in touch regarding logistics. I will pencil you in for Friday night to share a message with the attendees. 

Stag warm and safe~ 

debbg 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonde~ul ~t is that nobody need wait a s~ngM moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Oliver>, Dean Oliver < . _ _@_ _ _ _e_ _s_ R _n_ _._ _c_ _ _o_ _ _m_ _ . > 
Date: Friday, February 14, 2014 11:45 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Thank you 

Debby - 

I had 1:0 clear a couple things, bu~: ~:hose davs sh.:_~uld world. As I mentioned.. ESPN cannot pay ~:raveL but if you’re cow~ring that, we ~houM be fine. 

~’m very much Iookb~g forward to being back down ~r~ Chape~ I-t~H, espeda~ly ~n the spring, my favorite season d~ere. 

Dem~ OIN’er 

ESPN D~rector of Production Ana~yt~cs 

Author, Basketball on Paper 

[gespn.com 

860-.766-439~ 

Twitter: DeanQ ESPN 

~ Stroman, Deborah L [ma~l~:dstro@unc.edu] 
SeBt~ Wednesday, ~brua~ ~2, 2014 3:[3 PN 

Te~ Oliver, Dean 
S~bject~ Re: Thank you 
Hi Dean. Thanks for the quick chat. As I mentioned, I am hosting an inaugural Basketball Analytics Summit (~_~_~_:~_[~2[L_M_~_:~_9_) this May 2 & 3 at the University of 

North Carolina where I am a professor. I am working in a fun and forward-thinking academic space of sport entrepreneurship, which has given me the opportunity 

to create engaging and high-impact projects. The Summit response has been very good. John Skipper is a big supporter, FivethirtyEight, WNBA, and the NBA 

Bobcats are also assisting me. 

I am writing to extend a very sincere invitetion for your attendance and participation as a speaker. I think the attendees (students, faculty, and basketball 

professionals - pro/college/high school) would greatly enjoy hearing your thoughts on how the game has progressed and your vision or insights for the future. We 

will certainly work with your schedule. 

You can reach me directly on my mobile or by email. Thank you again for your support. (At some point, I would love to chat with you about a possible course 

development too.) 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L Stroman Ph.D. CLU 
9~9.843.0336 
Mobile - 
@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

From: <Oliver>, Dean Oliver < ~_#_~RE:~_9_~!> 

Date: Thursday, October ~, 20~3 ~:58 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Thank you 



How did tha t go ? 

Dean Oliver 

860-766-4,391 

TwH:ter: PeanO }]SPN 

Frora: Stroman, Deborah L [__m___a__[l___tg_~!_s__t_E_o__~_M_n___c_=e__d___u_] 

Sellt: Tuesday, October 0:~, 2013 12:46 PM 

To-" Oliver, Dean 
Subject: Re: Thank you 

Hi Dean. I hope you are doing well. I’m meeting with Skipper today on campus. I shared your name as one who will help us build the Analytics SummitN. 

Debby 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Aug 15, 20:13, at 5:25 PM, "Oliver, Dean" < @espn.com> wrote: 

OK~ Just wanted to make sure, 

Let me know as plans come together, I am looking to build travel budgets this year, so knowing things in advance is very helpful 

Dean Ol~w~r 

~espmcorn 

860-766--439I 

Ce~l: 

Twitter: DeanO ESPN 

F~ Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro~unc.edu] 
~t~ Thursday, August 15, 

To~ Oliver, Dean 
Subject: RE: ~ank you 

Hi Dean. I arn not aware of any such con[erence here ~ast year~ My work ~s aH new. 

] will keep you posted on developments, 

Thanks again! 

Do Good. 

Debora~ L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Et~gage. Expiore, Empower, 

939.843.0336 

<imageOOl~jpg> 

"You can’t wake a person who is pretending to be asleep." Nava]o Proverb 

F~m: Oliver, Dean [m~ilto:         @e~pn com] 
Sent= Wednesday, August ~4, 20~3 ~:43 AH 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: ~ank you 

Debby .... 

Was there a sports ana~ytics conference at UNC last year? I saw a reference somewhere that ~mpHed ~t, but ~t wasn’t dear, ~f there was, Fd Hke to see 

any materials from that or mwthing you have go~ng forward, 

Dean OHver 

860-766-439t 

Tw~t~:er: DeanO ESPN 

~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Se~t~ Wednesday, July 3~, 20~3 ~:08 AM 
Te~ Oliver, Dean; Cunningham, Bubba 

~¢~ Stroman, Deborah L 
$~bject~ Re: Thank you 
Thanks Dean! Yes, the MIT Sloan event is my inspiration. I think UNC can (and will) be a great setting for another version. ;) It is good to know that you have been 

attending their conferences. I can definitely use your insight. 

I will be in touch. 
debby 

~mm~ <Oliver>, Dean < ~espn.corn> 
Date= Wednesday, July 31, 2013 10:56 AM 

Tm "Cunningham, Bubba" <.~.M.~_9@.~:MEg:9_~.M.> 

C¢= "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <J.~[9_~M~:~_~.> 

Subje~: RE: Thank you 

8ubba - 

Thard~s. ~ acl:ua~lv did a Goog]e search thb mornin~ to k)ok for ~:h~s event, 

rna~er having g~ven l:a~ks at many places ow~r the bs~: ~:en years about the subject, having done a k)~: o[ scouting whik~ at UNC, 

Debby .... 

~ have been at every one of the Sloan Sports Ana~ydcs Conferences~ 

htt p:!!www.sloa nsportsconference.com! 

and I have seen the evolution of the field. Not sure how much you’ve heard about that one, but it’s obviously been successful and can serve as 

something of a model. 

Dean Olber 

~n.com 



860-766- 

Twitter’: DeanO ESPN 

From= Cunningham, Bubba [mailto: bubbac@email.unc.edu] 

Sent; Wednesday, .luly 31, 2013 10:18 AM 
To-" Oliver, Dean 
Cc; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" Thank you 

Dear Dean, 

Thank you very much for the information about college football metrics. I found the conversation to be very interesting and the concepts outstanding. 

I look forward to learning more about the various metrics and how we can utilize them to improve our program, 

I mentioned to you that Debby Stroman, one of our faculty members in the Exercise and Sport Science department, is working on a collegiate sports 

analytics seminar in partnership with the Kenan Institute here on campus. Here is a link to Debby’s bio: http:!iexss.unc.edu!facultyideborah- 

stromani 

By way of this email, I would like to introduce Debby to you so that you have her contact information and you may begin a dialogue that could be 

helpful to both of you. 

Thanks again. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 12:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Interesting reads 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

A couple of interesting reads: 

10 most innovative companies in sports: 

~ Northwestern’s new ticket pricing scheme looks really interesting! 

NBA D-league -implementation of wearable tech 

You may have already seen these but wanted to be sure to pass them along. 

(cell) ¯ ! @ k~la( ler unc.edu ,’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 12:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Is Comcast growing by 50% good for college stx~rts? 

Newsletter 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the ClipsCableShip. Hope yon are well (and I hope you own Comcast stock). 

In thinking about the most reviled/least respected products, services, industries, companies, 

most people would likely come up with the post office, the airlines, the depar~nent of motor 

vehicles, Yugo cars, the IRS, the US Congress and Enron. 

And then there are the cable TV companies, that seem to sink lower and lower in customer 

satisthction every year. 

Anyone who readjust a few headlines yes~terday, or listened to a few minutes of news on the 

radio, surely heard about No. 1 in the cable industiy Comcast~ s bid to acquire Tilne Warner 

Cable (No. 2). Comcast (21.7 million cable custolners) offered $45.2 billion for TWC (11 
million cable cnsto~ners). That would give the co~nbined company al~nost a thild of the 

conntL5~[] s 100 million cable TV households. 

Those readers in the Clips audience who are media un- sa~y should take a few minutes to get 

yourselves up to speed with the basics. Why’? Because you all want to advance in your 

careers, and [] even though you might not be in marketing, sponsorship or business []yon s~ill 
should be knowledgeable about the ,sources of that great big chunk of media money that fuels 

the entire college athletics enterprise. All college athletics, not just tbotball and basketball. 

ttere in a few paragraphs is a histo~ oI; current status o£ and possible future scenarios of 

media, communications, teclmology, content, etc. [Clips readers who are already sa~ay 

about the past and present can skip, ~’kim the next three paragraphs.] 

Way way back there were hairy C~v Magnon types who drew pictures’ on cave 

walls’. 77~is is’ thought by many to h~rce been the beginn#~g of media. After a few 

thousand years their descenckmts began rhythmically pounding rudimentary 

percussion instn¢ments and singing together. Thus was born what we now call 

[] multimedia. [] 

~la~N centuries passed The percussion instruments expanded to include woolly 

mammoth skulls and the artwork got more sophisticated, depicting all body parts’ 
oJ~ollow Cro ~Ilag~ons. Verbal communications expanded to yelling, yodeling, 

catcalling and gesticulations. 

Then, all squeezed together, in the space ~f maybe ten thousand years, written 

words were developed, books" were printed and town criers became mankind[is 

.first []newscasters. [] Edison, Bell, ~4arconi, _~cLuhan, Ras~mssen, A lgore, Jobs’, 

Gates; Zuckerman, Finebaum andBilas did what they did, and here we now are.. 

¯ . with google glasses, cars" that drive (andpark) themselves, You Tube, Twitter 

andDick Tracy wrist radios. 
But what abont media, yon ask’? Well, I will remind everyone of Marshall McLuhan [] s 

prescient pronouncement from the 1960s: [] The medium is the message. [] In present-day 

media application, there is the medium (i.e.-via cable TV, via satellite, via internet, via 

smartphone, in person, etc.) and there is the message (the televised football game, the blogs, 

stand-up comedy, hate speech, etc.). 

YesteMay [] s news could have huge implications on the medinms sports viewers use/purchase 

to get what we want. 

Right now the ~pical cable TV company provides three services: TV stations, internet service 
and a telephone la~dline. The first is imtx~rt~t now, but might diminish in importance¯ The 

second will likely become the real moneymaker tbr cable TV companies. The third will largely 



go away. 

These past t~vo days your Clips Editor has pored over a dozen or so articles about 

Comcast ~1 s proposed acquisition. The day-after consensus is that this is match more of an 

intemet dea] than a cable TV deal. Live sports is the undispnted crown jewel of TV content 
[34 of the 35 most watched shows last year were NI~Z games, and I don~ t think the 

Finallyour or college football championship were.fiw behind], and Comcast is astutely 

hedging its bet on both possibilities for the medium that will canT live sports in the future. 

Comcast will cash in on bundled cable delivery (as it is for now) and/or by internet-&livered 
pay-per-view sure to come in the future. 

You hemal it all here first, especially the town crier part. 

Have a good Friday. Have a good weekend. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www.twitter.comi@Col~egeAthCiips 

Industry Shifts May Aid Comcast in Takeover Bid 
By Edward l~Tyatt, New York Times, 2-14-14 

On the face of it, the merger of the countty I~ s two largest cable companies would seem 

like a nonstm~ter, given its steep regulatoU hurdles and skepficism from consumer watchdogs. 

But Comcast [] s proposed acquisition of Time Warner Cable comes at a moment of seismic 

change in the television industu, with consnmers increasingly cutting their cable cons and 

instead s~treaming their favorite shows via the Internet throngh services like Nettlix, YouTube, 

Anmzon and Hulu. 

This shilling land~ape may aid Comcas~t a~s it seeks "to persuade government otticials L; and 

deploy its prodigious army of lobbyists [] to win approval tbr its $45 billion takeover. 

LJ I believe television will change more in the next five yeaacs than in the last 50, I~ Brian L. 

Roberts, Comcast ~] s chief executive, has said. 

Still, the combination of the two companies, creating a cable and broadband behemoth serving 

30 million custo,ners across 42 states, is expected to come under intense scmtiW from the 

Olmma administration, which has toughened its enforcement of federal atNtmst laws. 

But much of the focus on Thursday over how the proposed deal would alt}ct competition in 

cable TV overshadowed what cotdd be a more important consideration for regtdators: the 

merger [] s effect on broadband Intemet service, which is rapidly becoming the most important 

pipe mrming into the homes of most American consumers. 

A merged Comcast and Time Warner Cable would have nearly twice as many high-speed 
Internet subscribers as the next largest company mad would control roughly 38 percent of the 

high-speed Internet market, according to figures compiled by the Leichtman Research Group, 

an independent finn in Durham, N.H. The combined companies would account for nearly 32 

million broadband customer~ compared with 16 million tbr AT&T and nine million lbr 

Vefizon. 

The effect on cable TV and Internet service prompted ,nany consumer advocacy organizations 

to immediately express hostility towmd the deal. 

[] This industry is notoriously unpopular with consarners due to poor customer service, not to 

mention ever-increasing bills, and a deal this size doesn [] t exactly convince us that things will 

get better, [] said Delara Derakhshani, policy counsel for Consumers Union. 

Washington lawmakers also said they would give it close scrutiW. Senator Amy Klobuchar of 

Minnesota. chair~voman of the Senate Antitrust Subcommittee, said that because "the proposed 

merger ~J could have a significant impact on the cable indust~ mad att~ct consumers across the 

country. LJ she planned to convene a heaJ-ing to examine the deal. 

The transaction also has raised concerns among ~me of the cable net~vorks, whose channels 

reach consumers through providers like Comcast. Randel Falco, chief executive of Univision 

Communications, said the company would monitor the govennnent review. 

[] When the No. 1 and the No. 2 cable operators merge it is a cause of concern that requires 

significaJ~t scrutiny. [] Mr. Falco said. 

But Comcast olficials dismissed much of the criticism of the deal as [] hys~teria [] and noted that 

the new company [] s market share of cable subscribers would be no higher titan it was after 

completing a similar transaction with Adelphia in 2006. 

In addition, Comcast said that it and Time Warner Cable did not compete in a single ZIP code 

anywhere in the United States. Nor is the deal likely to have an effect on other providers of 

television programming [] including Verizon, AT&T, DirecTV and Dish I~ Maich in recent 

years have performed better than the cable companies. Since 2005, Comcast said, 

telecommunications compaJfies and satellite providers gained 18 million customers while 
traditional cable companies lost 10 million subscribers. 

[] Previous antitrust concerns axe truly aJ~tiquated in light of today [] s marketplace realities, [] 



David L. Cohen, a Comcast executive and its chief lobbyist, said on Thursday. 

There are also [lcord cutters ~1 who have jettisoned their cable providers and watch television 

on "the Internet via lkst-gromng services like Nettlix and YouTube. 

Comcast already has plenty of experience dealing with antitrust and other regulator officials in 

Washington. In 2011, the cotnpany spent a ye~x persuading officials at the Justice Departtnent 

and the Federal Communications Commission to approve its takeover of the ente~finment 

giant NBCUniversak It gained the approvaJ in p~xt by agreeing to certain conditions, ~anong 

them a promise not to use NBC ~ s clout as a provider of programtning to deny access to its 
customers by competing producers of television and films. 

But many in Washington say that Mr. Cohen, a veteran of Philadelphia Ix~litics, is Comcast ~ s 

secret weapon in trying to persnade govenmaent regulators to sign off on the deal. 

Mr. Cohen has close ties to President Obama, perhaps even closer than Comcast [] s chief 

executive, Mr. Roberks, who has golt~d with the president on Martha[ J s Vineyaxd. 

A major Democratic fund-raiser, Mr. Cohen and his wit~ hosted Mr. Obama at their 
Philadelphia home in 2011, raising $1.2 million at an event where the president called the 

couple ~;great friends. ~; 

Mr. Cohen also was a guest at the White House on Tuesday for tl~e state dinner in honor of 

President Fran [] ois Hollande of France. 

Other Comcast officials have the abili~ to reach deep into the regulatory agencies that roll 

review the merger~ while officials at those agencies also are very famili~x with Comcast and tl~e 

cable business. Shortly after the F.C.C. approved Comcast [] s purchase of NBCUniversal, 

one of the commissioners who voted in favor of the deal, Meredith A~vell Baker, joined 

Comcast as a lobbyifft. 

The current F.C.C. chairman, Tom Wheeler, once served as the leader of the cable indnstry [] s 

chief lobbying group. And the current director of the antitrust division of the Justice 

Department, William J. Baer, represented NBCUniversal during the Comcast deal as a lavxTer 

in private practice. 

A Justice Department spokeswoman declined to comment on whether Mr. Baerl ~ s work for 

NBC would a£fect his abiliU to oversee the investigation oftl~e Comcast-Time Waruer Cable 

transaction. 

Last month, well before the announcement of the Cotncast-Time Waruer Cable deal, Mr. Baer 

said in an inte~,~iew that any transactions revolving teleco~nmunications companies, including 
wireless phone companies or cable providers, would be closely scrutinized by the antitrust 

division. In 2011, the Jns~dce Department blocked AT&T [] s p~oposed $39 billion acqnisition 

ofT-Mobile. 

Comcast officials said on Thursday that they had not yet directly engaged regnlators about the 

deaJ other than to tell them it was occurring. But the company has in a way aJready started 

negotiating, saying that as part of the deal it would divest atx~ut three million subscribers. 

That will keep the combined comp~my with about 30 million subscribers, or less than 30 

percent of the national total. From 1993 until 2009, when a federal appeals court threw out the 

rule, cable companies were tbrbidden by the F.C.C. from controlling more than 30 percent of 

the nation [] s vi&o maxketplace. Though the rule is no longer in effect, Co~ncast officials cited 

it Thursday as proof that their transaction would not stifle competition. 

Many consumer advocates disputed that position. 

[]No one woke up this morning wishing their cable company was bigger, [] said Craig Aaron, 

president of the consumer advocacy group Free Press. []This deal wonld be the cable guy- on 

steroids [] pumped up, unstoppable and grasping for your wallet. [] 





Comcast’s Time Warner Deal Is Bad for America 

By Susan Cra~]brd Feb 13, 2014 Bloomberg, l l: 27 A3/[ ET 

David Cohen, Comcast Corp.’s executive vice president and the mastermind behind 

its deal to buy Time Warner Cable Inc., sounded pugnacious and confident on a recent 

conference call with inves~tors. Regulatory and antitrust approval of the de~L he says, will 

happen within the next nine to 12 months. But even Cohen had to acknowledge that the public 

might be worried about the power of this combination. "It may sound ~ary," he s~d. 

Indeed it does. Although Comcast’s management points out that when they’re finished -- and 
after they divest some of their sys~tems to others -- the combined company will have just 30 

percent of the national sh~xe of pay-television subscribers. Nationwide share means little to 

people and businesses, which often have little choice when it comes to cable: Ninety-one 

percent of Americans who subscribe to data services also buy video services, so the relevant 

market for them is the bundle. When it comes to bundles, satellite companies Dish Ne~-ork 

Co~p. and DIRECTV can’t offer the data capacity that Comcast can; their communications 
have to travel more than 22,000 miles one way. 

The reason this de~ is sca~’ is that for the vast majori~ of businesses in 19 of the 20 largest 
metropolitan areas in the country, their only choice for a high-capacity wired co~mection will be 

Comcast. Comcast. in turn, has its own built-in conflicts of interest: It will be serving the 
interests of its shareholders by keeping investments in its network as low as possible -- in 

p~yticul~Jc, m~J~ing no move to provide the world-class fiber-optic connections that ~ye now 

standard and cheap in other countries -- and extracting as much rent as it can~ in gd kinds of 

ways. Comcast, for purposes of today’s public, is calling itself a "cable company." It no longer 

is. Comcast sells infrastructure subject to neither competition nor a cop on the beat. 

For a count .ry attempting to compete on the global stage, this is a problem. It’s time to 
recognize that industrial policy -- lrue leadership, the kinds of initiatives that b~ought us the 

federal highway system and national electrification -- is called for. If regulating these guys is too 
difficult, let’s allow mayors to build alternative fiber-optic networks such as the one in 

Chattanooga, Tennessee, that has lured businesses and spurred economic growth. We can’t 

allow our future to be captured by the short-term cash flow desires of Comcast’s investors. 

Comcast’s job today is to create an ~5~r of inevitability about the de~L It’s busy pointing out that 

prior cable combinations have been approved by regulators and that competition won’t be 

reduced through the me~er. Cohen sounded particularly bullish on this poin~ pointing out that 

these two companies dofft compete in a single ZIP code in America. That’s because they long 

ago clustered their operations and divided m~xkets: Where consolidation is possible, 

co~npetition is i~npossible. 

The Deparhnent of Justice has a problem: It doesn’t do indus~trial policy. It can’t create 
competition where none exists. It can’t mandate that all U.S. businesses have world-class, 

inexpensive fiber-optic connections. But the Federal Communications Commission and the 

executive branch can. Along the way, by the way, we’ll have far better wireless connections 

because wireless needs tiber to flourish. 

If all of this sounds technical, tw~ this: We’re all the people of Fort Lee, New Jersey, trying to 

get on the George Washington Bridge. There’s a bully narrowing our access to the world 

whose interests aren’t aligned with ours. What we need is tbr that bridge to be maintained, for 

traffic to flow and for the bully to get punched in the nose, collectively, by the entire country. 

Let’s be clear: This is old-school monopolistic behavior. 

Whatever happens to this particular combinatior~ let’s keep the bigger picture in mind: High- 

speed wired connections ~e now infrastructure, just like bridges, roads, and water. We can’t 

flourish as a country unless someone takes the long view and ensures that American businesses 

aren’t forced to pay whatever tribute Comcast demands in order to thiive. 

(Susan Crawford the John A. Reilly visiting professor in inWllectual property at 
Harvard Law School and a fellow at the RooseveB Institute, is the author of ~ Captive 

Audience: The Telecom Inchtstry andMonopoly Power in the New GildedAge. ~ ] Follow 

her on Twitter at @scrawfi)rd) 



TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: vwvw.colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emailed directly to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular media eFLASH has been sent to all Clips describers 

About our website: CollegePtt~leticsClips.com provides executive summaries of cofiege athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column ~’e also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips el=LASHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery" and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertaimnent culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics 

*To be removed fiom 1iris maililtg list or chmtge the email fbrmat please use 1he links below: 

C~" snbsc]i tion 

Ultsnbscfibe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Earey Award deadline a~d snow 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

Just ~vanted to make sure you saw this I’m emailing my materials into Dr Salyer - you can do the same or hand her a hard copy on Monday 

Hope you’re eRioying the sno~v’. 
Thanks, 

From: Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:35 PM 

To: EXSS Undergrad list 

Subject: [undergraduate] Earey Award deadline and snow 

Announcing the nornination period for the Patrick Earey Award. 

ht[p://exss.unc.eduimain/awards-scholarships/patrick-.earey-award/ 

Named in honor of Iongtime faculty mernber, Pat_rick F. Earey, the sward signifies exemplary leadership, academic scNevernent and extracurricular involvement 

by a SENIOR exercise and sport science major. 

It is awarded annually to the outstanding senior major in the department. The student ~s recognized at the Chancellor"s Awards Ceremony ~n April and at the 

Departmental Graduation Ceremony ~n May. Dr. Earey, a professor from :[957-1987, taught health education and safety courses and served as varsity swim coach 

from 1957-~975. Dr. Earey passed away ~n 2005. 

Our recipient was 

Criteria: 

3.5 GPA; EXSS m~jor graduating in May 

Application ~s to include: 

**R~sume 

**Ee[ter addressing how the applicant rneets [he award crReria of outstanding academic achievement~ extracurricular involvement(in the urdversity and [he 

larger cornmuni[y), and leadership 

~ **One f~cu~ty endorsement (in the form of a letter addressed to the "Earev Award Committee" 

The redpient M UST be ~ble to be present ~t the EXSS May graduation ceremony. Seniors graduating in August or December are e~ig~ble for the award. 

Deadline for submission: ~id~Y Submit your ~etter or nomination to Dr. SaWyer. Please bring to 2:11 Fetzer (Dr. Salyer’s office) or put in Dr. 

Salyer’s ma~box ~n 209 Fetzer. 

Sherry Sa~yeL Ed.D~ 

Master Lecturer~ Director of Undergradua[e Studies 

Department of Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel HiH~ NC 27599 

919--962- 6947 

Fax: 919-962-0,~9 

Spring 2014 Advising/Office hours: 

Tuesdays 11:00-~2:15 

Wednesdays 10:00-11:15 and 1:15-2:45 

Thursdays 11:00-12:15 

or by appointment or chance ~ mv 211 Fetzer office. 

-- You are currently subscribed to 

undergraduate as:      @eroail.unc edu To unsubscribe send a blar, k 

email to leave-34252742-33080885.4bSe886915deee86f94eT03746dg0aaS,@listserv unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oliver, Dean < @espn.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 2:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Thank you 

Who from 538 is coming? lknow ah-nost everyone there and am curious. 

Dean Oliver 

ESPN Director of Pr.:_~ducl:ion AnalyLics 

~uthor BasketbaH on Paper 

860-.766-439~ 

Cell: 

Twh:ter: D:~anO ESPN 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, February ~4, 2054 ~:56 AN 

Te= Oliver, Dean 
Subject= Re: Thank you 
Great! I appreciate your being with us. I will be in touch regarding logistics. I will pencil you in for Friday night to share a message with the attendees. 

Stay warm and safe! 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful ff ~s that nobody need wa~t a single moment before starting to ~mprove the world." - Anne Frank 

From: <Oliver>, Dean Oliver < ~espn.com> 

Date: Friday, February 14, 2014 11:45 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <.d_s_.t_r__o_ ._@_u__o_c__._e_._d_ .u_> 

Subject: RE: Thank you 

Debby --- 

f had to cF:~ar a c.:_~uple things, but those days should work. As t mentioned, ESPN cannot pay traw:q, but if you’re covering thaL we should be 

~’m w?ry much IooMng forward to befog bad~ down ~r~ Chape~ ~-I~, e%~eda~ly m the spring, rny favorite sea~on there. 

Dear Oliver 

ESPN D~rector of Production Ana~yt~cs 

Authoc Basketball on Paper 

~espn.com 

860-7(~6-.4391 

TwiLter: DeanO 

~mm= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~lto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Se~t= Wednesday, ~brua~ $2, 20~4 3:~3 PM 

To= Oliver, Dean 
S~ject; Re: Thank you 

Hi Dean. Thanks for the quick chat. As I mentioned, I am hosting an inaugural Basketball Analytics Summit (~:k~port.M£~:##M) this May 2 & 3 at the University of 

North Carolina where I am a professor. I am worldng in a fun and forward-thinking academic space of sport entrepreneurship, which has given me the opportunity 

to create engaging and high-impact projects. The Summit response has been very good. John Skipper is a big supporter, FivethirtyEight, WNBA, and the NBA 

Bobcats are also assisting me. 

I am writing to extend a very sincere invitetion for your attendance and participation as a speaker. I think the attendees (students, faculty, and basketball 

professionals - pro/college/high school) would greatly enjoy hearing your thoughts on how the game has progressed and your vision or insights for the future. We 

will certainly work with your schedule. 

You can reach me directly on my mobile or by email. Thank you again for your support. (At some point, I would love to chat with you about a possible course 

development too.) 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L Stroman Ph.D. CLU 
959.843.0336 

Mobile - 
@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

From: <Oliver>, Dean Oliver < ~_~_~:_~£~.> 
Date: Thursday, October 3, 2013 ~:58 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Thank you 

How d~d that go? 



Dean ,::}liver 

_ _@ _e_ _ _s_ p_ n. co m 
860-766-.439I 

Cell: 

Twitter: DeanQ ESPN 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [.__m___a_!!_t__o_zd___s_t__r_9__@_u__~_c_=e__cJ__u_.] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 01, 2013 12:46 PM 

To: Oliver, Dean 
Subject: Re: Thank you 

Hi Dean. I hope you are doing well. I’m meeting with Skipper today on campus. I shared your name as one who will help us build the Analytics Summitl~. 

Debby 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Aug 15, 2013, at 5:25 PM, "Oliver, Dean" < ~__e__s_p____n_:__c_9___m__ > wrote: 

OIC Just wanted to make sure. 

Let me know as plans come together. 1 am looking to build travel budgets this year, so knowing things in advance is very helpful. 

Dean Oliver 

~espn.com 

860--766- 439:[ 

Twitter’: DeanO ESPN 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, August 15, 2013 4:21 plVl 
To; Oliver, Dean 
Subject; RE: Thank you 

Hi Dean. I am not aware of any such conference ~ere last year. My work is all new. 

I will keep you posted on developrnents. 

Thanks again! 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
E,n,g~,ge. F~xplore, F_,m~ower. 

919.843.0336 

<:imageOOl.jpg> 

"You cat~’t wake a perso~ who is pretet~dh~9 to be asieep," Nava]o Proverb 

From: Oliver, Dean [mailto:         @espn.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, August 14, 2013 11:43 AM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Thank you 

Debby --- 

Was there a sports anatytics conference at UNC last year? I saw a ret:erence somewhere that implied it, but it wasn’t dear. If there was, I’d like [o see 

any materials from that or anything you have going forward. 

Thanks. 

Dean Oliw:,r 

@espn:com 

860-766--439I 

(:ell: 

Twitter: DeanO ESPN 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3uly 31, 2013 11:08 AM 
To; Oliver, Dean; Cunningham, Bubba 
~c; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Re: Thank you 
Thanks Dean! Yes, the MIT SIoan event is my inspiration. I think UNC can (and will) be a ~reat settin~ for another version. ;) It is ~ood to know that you have been 

attendin~ their conferences. I can definitely use your insight. 

I will be in touch. 
debby 

From: <Oliver>, Dean < @espn.com> 

Date: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 10:56 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Thank you 

~ubba --. 

Thanks. I actually did a Google search this morning to look for this event. I am definitely excited about the possibility of contributing back at my aM~a 

mater, having given talks at many places over the last ten years about ~:he subject, having done a lot of scouting while at UNC. 

Debby - 

I }~ave been at every one ot: d~e Sloan Sports Anatytics Conferences, 

htt P~iiwww.sloa nsportsconference.com/ 

and I have seen the evolution of the field. Not sure how much you’ve heard about that one, but it’s obviously been successful and can serve as 

something of a model. 

Dean Oliver 

........................... __@____e___s£__n_:_c___o___m__. 
860--766-499~ 



Twit~.er: DeanO ESPN 

Fr~: CunnJngham, Bubba [mailto: bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, .luly 31, 2013 10:18 AM 
To= Oliver, Dean 
~c= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~ank you 

Dear Dean, 

Thank you very much for the information about college football metrics. I found the conversation to be very interestin~ and the concepts outstandinG 

I look forward to learnin~ more about the various metrics and how we can utilize them to improve our program. 

I mentioned to you that Debby Stroman, one of our faculty members in the Exercise and Sport Science department, is workin~ on a collegiate sports 
analytics seminar in partnership with the Kenan Institute here on campus. Here is a link to Debby’s bio: .~]~_~_:9_9_~:_~_~_~_~_~_~_~_~_E~_~: 

stroman! 

By way of this email~ I would like to introduce Debby to you so that you have her contact information and you may be~in a dialogue that could be 

helpful to both of you. 

Thanks a~ain. Look forward to seein~ you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oliver, Dean < ~espn.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 3:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Thank you 

Definitely follow up with them. Nell Paine is not allowed to write anything about basketball until July because he is under contract to the Atlanta Hawks. Not sure 

if that covers this conference explicitly, but I wou~d thh~k 

Dean C}l~w~r 

ESPN D~rector o~ Productk)n Ana~ytk:s 

Author, Basketbal~ on Paper 

~es~n.com 

860-766-439I 

Cell: 

Twitter: DeanO ESPN 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~lto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, Februa~ 14, 2014 3:30 PN 
Te~ Oliver, Dean 
Subject~ Re: Thank you 
Mike Wilson and he told me he wanted Neal Paine to join him. He is going to let me know. 

debby 

~rom: <Oliver>, Dean Oliver, ~_~[~Q:~.9_~!> 
Date: Friday, February ~4, 20~4 2:4~ PM 

Te: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

5ubje~: RE: Thank you 

Who [torn 538 ~s coming? ~ know abreast ew?wone ~:here and am curious. 

Dean Oliver 

ESPN D~rector of Production Ana~ydcs 

Author, Basketbal~ on Paper 

@espn.com 

860-766-.439~. 

Ce~h 

Twi~ter:DeanO ESPN 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~l~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, February 14, 20~4 11:56 AN 

Te= Oliver, Dean 
Subject~ Re: Thank you 
Great~ I appreciate your being with us. I will be in touch regarding logistics. I will pencil you in for Friday night to share a message with the attendees. 

Stay warm and safe! 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful ff is that nobody need wait a s~ngle moment before starting ~o ~mprove the world." ~ Anne Fran~ 

From: <Oliver>, Dean Oliver < @espn.com> 
Date: Friday, February 14, 2014 11:45 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Thank you 

Debby .-- 

I had to dear a couple things, but those days should work. As I mentioned, ESPN cannot pay travel, but if you’re covering thaL we should be hne. 

Vm uerv much IooMng forward to beh~g back down ~n Chapel H~[, espeda[Iv h~ the spring, my favorite season there. 

Dean Oliver 

ESPN D~rector o[ Production Ana~ytk:s 

Author, Basketbsl~ on Paper 

_@_~_~ n.co m 

860-766-439I 

Cell: 

Twitter: DeanO ESPN 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [.~_¢~eJ_~_~f£9_~_~g~_~.] 

Sent~ Wednesday, ~brua~ 12, 2014 3:13 PN 

To~ Oliver, Dean 
Subject~ Re: Thank you 

Hi Dean. Thanks for the quick chat. As I mentioned, I am hosting an inaugural Basketball Analytics Summit (www.kisportAJnc.edu) this May 2 & 3 at the University of 

North Carolina where I am a professor. I am working in a fun and forward-thinking academic space of sport entrepreneurship, which has given me the opportunity 

to create engaging and high-impact projects. The Summit response has been very good. John Skipper is a big supporter, FivethirtyEight, WNBA, and the NBA 

Bobcats are also assisting me. 

I am writing to extend a very sincere invitation for your attendance and participation as a speaker. I think the attendees (students, faculty, and basketball 

professionals - pro!college!high school) would greatly enjoy hearing your thoughts on how the game has progressed and your vision or insights for the future. We 

will certainly work with your schedule. 

You can reach me directly on my mobile or by email. Thank you again for your support. (At some point, I would love to chat with you about a possible course 



development too.) 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L Stroman Ph.D. CLU 
919.843,0336 

Mobile - 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Si8ma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Or8anization, Faculty Advisor 

From: <Oliver>, Dean Oliver <I ~Jespn.com> 

Date: Thursday, October 3, 2013 1:58 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Thank you 

How did that go? 

Dean Oliver 

~espn.com 

Twitter’: DeanO ESPN 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edul 
Sent: Tuesday, October 0L 2053 $2:46 PM 

To: Oliver, Dean 
Subject: Re: Thank you 

Hi Dean. I hope you are doing well. I’m meeting with Skipper today on campus. I shared your name as one who will help us build the Analytics Summit~]. 

Debby 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Aug 15, 2013, at 5:25 PM, "Oliver, Dean" < @espn.com> wrote: 

OK. Just wad]ted Lo mak~:_~ 

D:_d: rne know as plans come together. ~ sm look~n~ to build t:rave~ budgets this year, so know~ng tMn~s in advance is very helpful 

Dean Oliver 

860-766-4~9t 

Tw~t~:er: DeanO ~}SPN 

E~= Stroman, Deborah L [E)~_[[~£L~#~[#~_~_£:_¢#_~] 
Seat= Thursday, August $5, 2053 4:25 PN 

To= Oliver, Dean 
S~bject= RE: ~ank you 

H~ Dean. ~ am not aware of any such conference here last yea~. My work ~s all new. 

~ will kee~ you ~x~s~ed on developments. 

Th a n ks a ~ain ~ 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
£n,g@’e. ~xp/ore. £mpower. 

919.843.0336 
<imageOO~..jpg> 

"Yo~ can’t wa~e a person w#o is pretending to be asleep." Navajo Proverb 

From: Oliver, Dean [.[gAJ]~_~ 

Sent: Wednesday, August $4, 2013 $$:43 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: RE: ~ank you 

Debby - 

Was there a sports ana]ytics conference at U NC last year? I saw a referenc:e somewhere tha~: h~l~)lied ~1:, but ~: wasn’t clear. If there was, ~’d like to see 

any materials from ~hat or anything you have goh~g forward. 

Thanks, 

Dean Oliver 

~espn.com 

860--766- 439:[ 

Twitter: DeanO ESPN 

~= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Se~t= Wednesday, July 3L 20~3 ~$:08 AN 
Te= Oliver, Dean; Cunningham, Bubba 

C¢= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject= Re: Thank you 
Thanks Dean~ Yes, the MIT Sloan event is my inspiration. I think UNC can (and will) be a great setting for another version. ;) It is good to know that you have been 

attending their conferences. I can definitely use your insight. 



I will be in touch. 
debby 

From: <Oliver>, Dean < @espn.com> 

Date: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 10:56 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac~email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Thank you 

~3ubba - 

Thanks. ~ actually did a Goog~e ~earch th~ moaning to ~ook for th~s event. ~ arn de~:~nite~y excited about U~e possibility of contr~but~ back at my akna 

mate~, h~vin~ fi~ven ta~ks at many p~aces over the ~ast ten years about U~e subject, having done ~ ~ot of scoutk~g while at UNC. 

Debby - 

~ have been at every one of the S~oan Sports Ana]ytics Conferences, 

http://www.s~oansportsconference.corn/ 

and I have seen the evolution of the field. Not sure how much you’ve heard about that one, but it’s obviously been successful and can serve as 

something of a model. 

Dean Oliver 

~espn.com 

860-766--4391 

Ceil: 

Twirler: DesnO ESPN 

F~ Cunningham, Bubba [mailto: bubbac@email,unc,edu] 
SeBt~ Wednesday, July 3~, 2013 [0:~8 AM 
T~= Oliver, Dean 
~e= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bje~t~ ~ank you 

Dear Dean, 

Thank you very much for the information about college football metrics. I found the conversation to be very interesting and the concepts outstanding. 

I look forward to learning more about the various metrics and how we can utilize them to improve our program. 

I mentioned to you that Debby Stroman, one of our faculty members in the Exercise and Sport Science department, is working on a collegiate sports 

analytics seminar in partnership with the Kenan Institute here on campus. Here is a link to Debby’s bio: .b~Z~_~_:9_B_~:_~_~_M/~_9_M]_~_~Z~b_9_E~_b: 

stroman! 

By way of this email, I would like to introduce Debby to you so that you have her contact information and you may begin a dialogue that could be 

helpful to both of you. 

Thanks again. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Friday, 4:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Intelesting leads 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I need to put the panel abstract together this weekend and then was planning to pass along to hopeff~lly on Monday. Apologies for the delay on that 

one. Are we still good inviting them or do yo~ think we are getting too many panelists? 

Ws ~r£at we’v£ got so many confirmations! ~ definRe~y trust the# word, but g~ven how busy al~ these people probably are, ~ also b:>:?k ~orward to seeing ac~:ual 

itineraries of flights/hotels 

(cell 

cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 12:53 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Interesting reads 

Thanks. I share the first one with students every year. 

Have you had any success with your Nike person yet? I am almost feeling scared with all the confirmations and strong "yeses" received as speakers. I guess it is is a good 

problem to have... ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

Date: Friday,                12:43 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d~d:ro@unc.edu> 

Cc: 

Subject: Interesting reads 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

A couple of interesting reads: 

10 most innovative companies in sports: ~:!!www.fast~:on’~3026311~!most-~rmova~ve-~:omf)ar~es- ithe-wodds-~op-10-mos~- 

o Northwestern’s new ticket pricing scheme looks really interesting~ 

NBA D-league -implementation of wearable tech 

You may have already seen these but wanted to be sure to pass them along. 

(cell), kenan-fia ler unc.edu ¯ 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Friday, Februm7 14, 2014 9:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera February 14, 2014 

Op-Ed Columnist 

What bounb, wi]] the digital revoh~tio~ brJeg? 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to t~is email tram NYlimes com. As a member of 

the ~RUSTe privacy p~ogBm, we are commi~:ed to p~otecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email ~ Privacy Policy I Contac’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu> 

Saturday, 12:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Interesting ~eads 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Brad Shafer is the Associate Dean for Advancement at Kenan-Flagler who offered to send our panel abstract 8, proposal to his Nike contacts, I was going to put the 

abstract!proposal together today (based on our sport science/wearable tech) panel and then send to hh~ on Monday. Do you want to look at it before ~t goes out? 

~ think your s~gnature ~s good~ rhe logo ~s qu~te a b~t sfr~al~er than [:he quote Vou have bu[ it’s a b~[: [T~ore subl:h~ that? [T~ine t suppose. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 5:06 PM 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: Re: Interesting reads 

Who is Brad Sharer? The Nike person for the Sport Science panel? 

Your BAS signature looks great. I can’t tell if mine is too small or too big. ;) 

@drstroman 
93_9.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: ~, kena n-.fia~ e.~.u n c ed u > 

Date: Friday, 4:57 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

cc: 
Subject: RE: Interesting reads 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

~ need to ~mt the pane~ absLract Logether this weekend and then was p~anning to pass along to Brad 5ha[er hopeh.dly on Monday, Apob:?g~es for the delay 

on that one. Are we st~l~ good ~nvk#~g them or do you think we are getting too many panelists? 

~t’s great we’ve go~ so many confirmations[ ~ de[:#~ite~y ~rust d~eir word, but given how busy a~l d~ese people probaNy are, ~ a~so look forward to seeing 

actua~ ~tinerades of fl~ghts/hotels. 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6 A85FA9C0 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Friday, :12:53 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Interesting reads 

Thanks. I share the first one with students every year. 

Have you had any success with your Nike person yet? I am almost feeling scared with all the confirmations and strong "yeses" received as speakers. I ~uess it is is a 

good problem to have... ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 

929.843.0336 

"How wondedul ~t is that nobody need wait a s~ngM moment before starting to improve the worM." - Anne Frank 

From: 

Date: Friday, 12:43 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <~:9.~.~LQ£:~[~.> 

Cc: @ken~mfis~er,unc.edu> 

Subje~: Interesting reads 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

A couple of interesting reads: 



o Northwestern’s new ticket pricing scheme looks really interesting! 

NBA D-league- implementation of wearable tech 

~-~.~.~.~/. 
You may have already seen these but wanted to be sure to pass them along. 

(cell) ¯ D~ I~!i~no.edu ¯ 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vfime s.com> 

Saturday, February 15, 2014 3:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureen Dowd (1 articles) 

Maureen Dowd February 15, 2014 03:11:07 P~] 

Op-Ed Columnist 

France, it’s O.K. to cheat if you’re marr4ed, but not ~t’you’re single. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook [ ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe >> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to t~is email tram NYlimes com. As a member of 

the YRUSTe privacy p~ogBm, we are commi~:ed to p~otecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Emal ~ Privacy Policy I Contac’~ i Advertise 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <ns~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Saturday, February 15, 2014 9:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 a~ticles) 

Charles Blow February 15, 2014 09:07:37 

Tl~e Cow,federate 

W~ay raany of the deseendanN of "dee first president fought ~or 

the So~rth d~ri~g the Ci~il War. 

FOLLOW US: Facebooi,: i ~@NYTimes 

Get unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe 

Access The. Ne~, York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® 

This is an automated emaiI.Please do not reply directly to this email from NY[imes.com As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage My Aleits i My Alerts Help I Change You~ Emaii i Privacy Policy I Con[act i Advertise 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Sunday, 4:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~gmail.com> 

Sport science panel abstract 

BAS SportSciencePanelAbstract.docx 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Attached is the sport science abstract that I can send through Brad Sharer to invite a Nike rep. Please let me know what changes I should make before sending. 

Also, what do you think about trying to get somebody from the D-League to come talk about their experience !j~![?.!~.!~{?.~!?.~!!3~.~i~.~.r.~:2!.~.~.~5.!?. to 4 of their teams? 



The                                         will be held on Friday,       through Saturday,            on the beautiful 

campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Our mission is to engage with and explore the best practices of the 

leading basketball experts Cprofessionals, students, and scholars) who love, research, and work in the discipline of performance 

Cindividual or team] and busi hess analytics. Sessions include: Sport Science, Fan Experience & Engagement, Individual 

Performance/APBRmetrics, Marketing/Ticketing, and Entrepreneurship in Analytics. 

Abstract: Sport Science Panel 

As technology empowers teams to maximize efficiency and minimize injuries, early adopters gain a 

competitive advantage that can provide the edge necessary to win games and championships. Medical 

and training innovations are enabling players to reach full potential while wearable sensors provide real- 

time feedback to both coaches and players. This panel will explore the impact of biological and 

performance data on medical and training practices and innovations. 

With perspectives from a variety of professionals in the field, we’ll examine topics that delve deeper into 

data-driven gameplay, including: 

- What are the new technologies & software enhancing athlete performance? 

- How are teams maximizing player effectiveness and efficiency? 

- What are the short and long-term benefits/concerns of the new wave of biological performance 

data? 

- How can biological data be used to predict and prevent future injuries to keep players healthy? 

- How is biological data reshaping players’ performance metrics and goals? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, Februao~ 16, 2014 7:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips Update 2-17-14 

Dear Deborah, 

Snnday evening greetings from the MotherShip. Hope yon are well. 

I am watching the Creighton vs Villanova men ~ s basketball game as I finish up this Clips 
Ulxtate. And this gaane ainl .t pret~. Nova is ranked 6th and Creighton is ranked 18th and the 

gaane is being played at Creighton~] s arena in Omaha. Creighton has been playing superbly 

and Villanova cannot do anything right. With 4:30 to go, Creighton is up 89-68. It is going to 

be a long long flight back to Philadelphia for the V~ ildcats. 

I guess that ~11 Blue Jays graphics are going to resemble one another, but the j ulnbo Creighton 

Blue Jay at center comnt bears a strong reselnblance to that of the Toronto Blue Jays. See 

below. ([bronto is on the top, and Creighton is on the bottom) 

Enjoy the selections below. Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 
Follow Clips on Twitter: 

us, vwAwit~er.com;@CollegeAt hClips 

R emember, you must be logged in with your username and password to view the articles (below) on the 
website ffF’~u are not ~ged in y~ w~l} get a bBmk white scree~. 



About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
~v.collegeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 

nick@ co lleqea th leticsctips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from this maili::g list or cha::ge the email format please use the links below: 

Chmtge yore subscription 
Unsnbscfibe 

Change ,your subscription 
Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

CSFE 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Just wanted to let you know that the Exec Board for CSFE 

Hope all is well with you :) 

Best, 

is all set! We are aiming to have our first Exec Board meeting next Monday! 

P.S. I am still torn over what to do this summer... Can we meet and chat sometime soon? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, February :16, 20:14:10:55 PM 

Skipper, John < @espn.com> 

Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Thanks John. The panelists are filling in nicely. (FYI - 538 is on board and so is Dean Oliver). In terms of ESPN sponsorship, I would like to provide attendees with golf/polo shirts. Is it 

possible to work with ESPN as our shirt sponsor? 

Also, please let me know if there is a particular unit within ESPN that I should send any communications to regarding the event. I don’t want to leave anyone out that you 

specifically want to have engaged with this offering. Everyone I have spoken to has been very kind. ;) 

Stay warm! 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Skipper>, John Skipper <. @espn.com> 
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 20:14 7:58 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Marie Donoghue <Marie~Donoghue@espn.corn> 

Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Deborah - I going to put you in touch here with Marie Donoghue who manages Nate and 538. We may have a conflict on these dates but Marie is charged with helping you. I have 

told her I want us to be involved and helpful here. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 24, 2014, at 1:59 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

debby 

Deborah L. S~roman, Ph.D. GLU 

Eng~qe, Explore, Empower~ 

939,843,0336 

<image001 jpg> 

"Nothing w~l e#er be attempted ff a~l possible objections must first be overcemeT’ 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From; Skipper, John [mail~o:          #espn.com] 
Sent= Friday, December 27, 2053 $:$2 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Save-the-Da~ Basketball Anal~ics Summit 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 5:23 PM, "Stroman Deborah L" <dstro(r-4unc.edu> wrote: 

Season’s Greetings! Hi John. Great to see you last week! Here is the official save-the-date announcement that was sent recently 

to NBA, WNBA, and College Basketball contacts. Please share with your appropriate units. 

Friendly Reminder: Nate Silver to join us as the speaker on the evening o[ Friday, May 2 (pre[erred) or Saturday, May 3. 

The intersection* of technology, statistics, execution, and performance is here,_so, please save-the- 
date for the inaugural SPIEA ~e~ba#A~a~y~;i~N~mm# hosted by the Kenan Institute of Priva~e 
Enterprise on the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
Friday, ~ag 2 - 
Our mission is to engage with and explore the best practices of Line feadh~g basketball experts 
(professionals, students, and scholars) who love, research, and work in the discipline of performance 
(individual or team) and business analy~ics, 
Please pass the word to your colleagues, Nore de~alls soonl 
(Questions or Feedback: dstro@unc,edu) 



Rel~ards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

C- 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

"A good head and a good heart are always a formidable combination." Nelson Mandela 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shannon Repokis <repokis@clemson.edu> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 9:54 AM 

Shannon Repokis <repokis@clemson.edu> 

Clemson University Job Opportunities 

4H-SC2014.pdf; One-Page Flier Camps[1].pdf 

Dear Faculty and Administration, 
My name is Shannon Repokis, and I represent Clemson University’s Youth Learning Institute. Summer 2014 is approaching and we are looking for 
college students to work as summer counselors at our summer camps. 4-H takes place at Camp Bob Cooper and is located in Summerton, SC 
off the shores of Lake Marion. We work with children between the ages of 8-14. The program activities under 4-H include: 

Swimming, canoeing, tubing and fishing 
Paintball, archery, ropes course and climbing tower 
Nature hikes and team sports 
Arts, crafts, dance and talent show 
Nightly skits and games 

I have attached the job description, along with a one-page flyer of all the camps we run over the summer. The Youth Learning Institute has really 
appreciated your help with this in the past. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me via email (__R____e_p__o____k_[_s__@__c__[_e____m____s___o____n_~__e___d____u_.) or via 
phone 

Thank you and I hope you’re having a great day! 

Sincerely, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:55 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Gone with -Missing Class this Week 

Dr. Stroman, 

I will be leaving for Hawaii today at 3prn with : and we will return next Monday at 12:30, as noted on the travel schedule T gave to you at the beginning of the semester. 

I will go ahead and submit my interview notes to Sakai since I will be absent from class this week and get notes from my classmates. 

Please let me know if there is anything I can do to makeup for missing valuable class time. 

Sincerely, 

Cell @kenan flaqler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Van Hatchell <van@extraordina .ryventures.org> 

Monday, Februao, 17, 2014 11:35 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

F~xtraordinary Ventures Looking To Hire 

Extraordina~VenturesManager- JobDescription.pdf 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

We spoke about the position open at E~raordinary Ventures a few weeks back. I appreciate any help that you could give in our search for our ne~ social 

entrepreneur. We are looking to hire a new manager in June. It’s social entrep~eneurship at it’s finest. 

I’ve attached the job description. 

AI~, here are a few places we’ve been mentioned in the national media: 

¯ Bloomber,a 

¯ CNBC 

USA Today 

Thank you ve~ much 

- Van 

Van Hatchell 

Managing Director] ExWaordinaD Vemures 

van~ew~c.ora 

T: 919.967.1100 C: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Van Hatchell <van@extraordina .ryventures.org> 

Monday, FebruaD, 17, 2014 11:42 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Extraordinary Ventures Looking To Hire 

I celE~nly did. 

Luckily, I think we have enough lime before graduation to make tip for it. 

I hope you are doing well. 

On Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 11:37 AM, S troman, Debora ~ L <dstro@unc.e& > wrote: 

Thanks Van. I thought you got super busy and forgot about my request for a written follow up. ;) 

Have a great day[ 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: Van Hatchell <van@extraordinaryventures.org> 

Date: Monday, February 17, 2014 11:34 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Extraordinary Ventures Looking To Hire 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

We spoke about the position open at Extraordinary Ventures a few weeks back. I appreciate any help that you could give in our search for our next social entrepreneur. We are 

looking to hire a new manager in June. It’s social entrepreneurship at it’s finest. 

I’ve attached the job description. 

Also, here are a few places we’ve been mentioned in the national media: 

Bloomberg 

CNBC 

USA Today 

Thank you very much 

- Van 

Van Hatchell 

Managing Director I Extraordinary Ventures 

van@evnc~org 

T: 9:19,967.:1:100 C: 

Van Hatchell 

Managing Director] Extraordinary. Ventures 

van~evnc.org 

T: 919.967.1100 C: 



ITrom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Monday,                 1:33 PM 

Shat~r, Bradley ~,Bradle~Shafeg@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

@kenma- flagler.unc 

~tstro@unc.edu> 

Kenaa~ Inslitute Leadership Fellow lunch follow-up 

BAS~Sport$ciencePanelAbstract.pdf 

@gmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah L 

Hi Brad, 
Thank you again for taking the time to speak with us during lunch at the Kenan Institute the other week! We’ve made quite a bit of progress on the Basketball 

Analytics Summit, and would love to take you up on your offer to relay our invitation for a Nike representative to join us on our Sport Science panel if you think 

there might be a good fit. I’ve attached the abstract for our Sport Science panel per your request. Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Fve cc’d Dr. Stroman here as she is a Senior Advisor at the Kenan Institute and is spearheading the Sport Entrepreneurship work, including this summit. Just so you 

know,           (also cc’d here, a              scholar and member of our Kenan Institute Sport Undergraduate Consulting team) has another contact at Nike 

that he was going to reach out to as well for involvement in the summit (this panel or perhaps others as well). 

Hope all is well! Fun seeing you at Woollen the other week! 



The                                         will be held on Friday,       through Saturday,            on the beautiful 

campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Our mission is to engage with and explore the best practices of the 

leading basketball experts Cprofessionals, students, and scholars) who love, research, and work in the discipline of performance 

Cindividual or team] and busi hess analytics. Sessions include: Sport Science, Fan Experience & Engagement, Individual 

Performance/APBRmetrics, Marketing/Ticketing, and Entrepreneurship in Analytics. 

Abstract: Sport Science Panel 

As technology empowers teams to maximize efficiency and minimize injuries, early adopters gain a 

competitive advantage that can provide the edge necessary to win games and championships. Sport 

Medicine, Exercise Physiology, and Performance Training innovations are enabling players to reach their 

full potential quicker. For example, wearable sensors provide real-time feedback to both coaches, 

trainers, and players. This panel will explore these new technologies and the impact of biological and 

performance data on injury, rehabilitation, safety, and training of basketball players. 

With perspectives from a variety of professionals, we’ll examine topics that delve deeper into data- 

driven gameplay, including: 

- What are the new technologies & software enhancing athlete performance? 

- How are teams maximizing player effectiveness and efficiency using sport science? 

- What are the short and long-term benefits/concerns of the new wave of sport performance data? 

- How can data be used to predict and prevent future injuries to keep players healthy? 

- How is sport science data reshaping players’ performance metrics and goals? 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Monday, 2:02 PIVl 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~ j oining team 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I spoke with today and he will be joining the team. Can you please add him to the Sakai site? 

He can’t attend the meeting next Tuesday, but I’ll update him afterwards. Depending on our need (which we can discuss on Tuesday), he’ll either join the 

marketing or corporate relations sub-committee. 

Best, 

(cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tnfts, Amy Z <atufts@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:44 PM 

Shields, Edgar W <Ed.Shields@unc.edtv~; Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.~mc.edtr~; Battaglini, Claudia Luiz <claudio@email.unc.edu>; 

Osborne, Baxbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; ttackney, Anthony C <thackney@med.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A 

<mbusby@email.unc.edu>; Prentice, William E Jr <prentice@email.unc.edu>; Baltaglini, Rebecca L <bbatt@email.unc.edtr~; Southall, 

Deborah Joy <dj sothll@em~l.nnc.edu>; Blackburn, Troy <troyb@email.unc.edu>; Aguilar, Ala~n J <~alaguila@eraail.unc.edu>; Weight, 

Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Joseph B <joemyeis@email.unc.edu>; Hedgpeth, Elizabeth G <hedgpeth@email.unc.edu>; 

Ryan, Eric D <eduan@eln~l.unc.edu>; Hibberd, Elizabeth <ehibberd@email.unc.edu>;                @elnail.unc.edu>; 

~!gmail.cora; kondrak@eraail.unc.edu; Munay, Debra Jean Cote’ < nmrray@email.unc.edu>; Pietrosimone, Brian G 

<pietrosi@email.unc.edu~; Cooper, CoyOte <cgcooper@email.nnc.edu>; Defreese, Jonathan D <defreese@email.unc.edu>; Popp, Nels 

<nelspopp@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu~; Frank, Barnett <bsfrank@email.unc.edn>; Lane, Amy 

<lanea@email.unc.edu~; Sobolewski, Eric <esobo@email.nnc.edu~;                     ~live.unc.edu~; Pamukofl; Derek 

~(~live.unc.edu>; Manntel, Tim <mauntel@email.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu~; , 

~live.unc.edu> 

Summer Session Textbook Requests- Action Item 

Summer Session Textbook requests are due by next Wednesday, to me. Please indicate which textbook you will be using, including edition #, author, 
publisher, year, etc. Also indicate whether this text is required or recommended. 
I am new at this task so please tell me what your text is, even if it is the same as another semester. 
Please fill in as much information below as possible, 

Course number/Section: 

Author: 

ISBN: 

Edition: 

Title: 

Publisher: 

Copyright year: 

Quantity: ( Include in your total how many over your enrollment you want to add} 

Required/Recommended: 

Thanks, 
Amy 
Amy Z, Tufts 
209 Fetzer Hall~ CB 8700 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
9:1.9-962-2021 



From: _~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 3:04 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CSFE 

Attach: CSFE : Exec Team.xlsx 

Here is the finalized list of the CSFE 

~David 

Exec Team 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, at 10:39 PM 

To: ×@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CSFE 

Thanks. The Expo will be great this year! I feel iL.. ;) 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 10:37 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CSFE 

I am compiling an Excel document of the contact info as they accept their positions. Wanted to make sure everyone accepted first before solidifying the Exec Board! 

I will forward it to you once everyone accepts! 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, at 10:31 PM 

To: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CSFE 

Great! Congratulations. Send me the names and email addresses. Also, brainstorm out how you want to promote the Expo over the remaining Club meetings too. 

I hope you had fun in the snow~ ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait ~ single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: 

Date: Sunday, 10:27 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: CSFE 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Just wanted to let you know that the Exec Board for CSFE 

Hope all is well with you :) 

Best, 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

is all set! We are aiming to have our first Exec Board meeting next Monday! 

P.S. I am still torn over what to do this summer... Can we meet and chat sometime soon? 



From: ~kenan- flagler, unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 3:26 PM 

To: ~kena~- tl agler.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: KI sport check-in 

Good to know. If you want to take the lead on the marketing sub-committee, I would say go for it! We don’t have VPs, I was just hoping you a~l could scope and 

divide the work up as a team. Also, we don’t have specific action kems set for each sub-committee; ~nstead each sub-committee is responsible for meeting 

independendy to set your own stra~:egy and then provide s[:atus upda[:es [:o [:he broader ~:eam when we meet as the KI Sport group Does that ma~e sense? i’m 

afraid other sub-committees haven"t been discussing the details eRher, so [ w~[[ communicate Lh~s bett:er at the next meeting or talk with the team about a better 

approach to get[ing all of the work done. 

That beb~g said, some LMngs [ was hopin~ the marketing team woLdd ~e considering, indud~n~ the following. Spedfical]y, I Lhou~ht you all m~ght want to talk 

through who ~s doing each of these, how are they doing it, ~nd when are they doing it. 

[.[n[~ed~n page - Lhe MII sloan one ~s ~reat and h[~hlv used by attendees. 

~:aceboo]~ pa~e -this was ]eft with demo page but ~s now on OperatRms. [ think if we are going to do this, somebody on Marketing should t:ake 

the lead. 

Twitter .-- ~ think has tMs covered. 

Creative content plan (e.g., ~nterv~ews, videos) that we may want to cover over the course of the next month or two to promote the event. 

UNC University groups!clubs that we want to reach out to and invite; peer university departments/dubs that you want to invite 

P[am~ing [or registered attendee outreach - how ofl:en w~[I we emai[ out updates regard[n~ the conference 

AnytMng e[se you a[l thin[~ would be fun and e[h~ctive 

Thoughts? 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 3:08 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: KI sport check-in 
I’m glad you reached out, I was planning to email you tonight! No one has reached out to me from the marketing committee (and based on what was discussed last 
meeting it did not seem like there was any more help needed right now). So I haven’t really done anything and I was wondering if you need me to do something 
specifically now or if I should just hang tight for a bit until our workload picks up and I’m needed? Whatever works for me! 
And yes background is pretty good I think I have a good grasp of everything! 

Sent; Monday, 
To-" 
Subject-" KI sport check-in 

2:02 PN 

Hey 

How is everything on the KI Sport front. Is the marketing sub-committee meeting this week? 

Did last week give you enough of the background to dive right into the work? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 3:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Follow Up 

2142014UNCThoughtsFromTheProject.pdf 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: "emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com" <emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com> 

Date: Monday, February :[7, 20:[4 at :[0::[4 AM 

To: "Curran, Joel" <jgcurran@emaiLunc.edu> 

Cc: James Dean <james dean@unc.edu>, Chancellor <chance[Ior@unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Follow Up 

Please see the attached weekly statement from The Project regarding the UNC Student-Athlete Literacy Controversy 

Best The Project 

To: 

"emmettqill@studentathleteshumanriqhts com" <em mettqill(D, stu dentathletesh u ma n riqhts.com> 

Sent: 

Thu, 13 Feb 2014 20:54:20 +0000 

Subject: 

Follow Up 

Dear Dr. Gill - 

Provost Dean suggested I reach out to you regarding your interest in connecting with him to discuss your thoughts and plans for the Student Athletes Human Rights 

Project. I wanted to open a line of communication and would like to connect direclty with you. Our campus is closed today and will be tomorrow, as well, which has 

impacted my schedule a great deal. Would you be interested in a phone conversation early next week? 

Thank you, in advance. 

Best, 

Joel Curran 

Joel G. Curran, APR 

Vice Chancellor of Communications and Public Affairs 

102 South Building, CB 6226, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Office: (919) 962-2011 / Mobile: 

Follow me on Twitter @jgcurran 

Follow us on Twitter @Carolina_news 

Visit us at ~,tww.unc.edu 



Fror~-" 

To; 

Subject~ 

~live.unc.edu > 

[,4onday,                  4:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
IViPA Coffee Hour 

Dear Deborah, 
I would like to invite you to the Minority Postdoctoral Alliance Coffee Hour at the Beach Cafe on at 2 pro. 

The Postdoctoral Association hosts these each month and in April the NPA is cosponsoring the event. It is an informal gathering, where attending postdocs 
usually talk and network over free coffee and pastries. 

Please let me know if you are able to attend. 

Thanks and have a nice day, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
~Jjve.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com 

Monday, 5:18 PM 

StromaJ~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Live Streaming Basketball An~lytics Summit 

Equipment Needed for Stream.docx; ATT00001 .httn; SBEN Information.pdf; ATF00002.htm 

From the streaming service, just wanted to send it your way for consideration. I told her we’d get back to her later this week. 

Thin,ks 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

Begin forwa~cded message: 

Fr~n: Beth Grupsmith <beth.gmpsmith,@~sbeiflive.o ,rg> 

Date: ,5:13:33 PM EST 

To: @gmail.com 
Subject: Live Stremning Basketball ~M, mlytics Smnmit 

Let me give you a bit ofbackgro~md on SBEN and how the live stream works. 

SBEN is a non-profit organization created and funded by the McCormack Foundation. Our mission is to provide next generation’s sport industry leaders with 
shared wisdom and insight from current leaders through cost-free high quality, live event coverage. 

SBEN is an aggregate ne~,’~ork with 12,000+ followers who are notified when a new channel is published on the network and then when the events of the channel 
go live. In our first year the network has had unique visitors from 58 different countries worldwide. 

Each organization we work with receives its own branded channel with promotions of the event, organization behind the event, sponsors and anything else as 

preferred. We also use our social media output to aid in protnoting the event, registration of the event, and encourage conversation with the event designated 
hashtag on Twitter. 

However much of the conference is to be streamed is entirely up to the event organizer. SBEN serves as an organization to help expand the event’s reach and 
add more attendance numbers through the form of live stream. These videos can then be used for your promotional purposes as they are easily downloadable. 
Through Livestream we are also able to embed these videos directly onto a website of your choosing. 

So to answer your question, yes we can stream as little or as much as you would prefer. Usually we help organizations promote their registration period and the 
selling of tickets. We don’t promote the fact that we’re live streaming until a week prior to the event, or whenever the organization prefers. We do put a huge 
emphasis on the fact that we’re supplementing the event for those who don’t know about it or can’t attend as opposed to "covering" the event to take away from 

ticket sales and actual bodies in seats. 

In terms of conducting the actual stream, we are not always able to afford to send a member of our team to the event. This is where we recommend a liaison or 
volunteer be elected to conduct the stream. The majority of our streams are conducted in this manner. We work with the event organizers remotely and are 
available 24/7 should we be needed. Streaming can be done from an HD handheld camcorder and all other technical equipment will be provided as necessary 

(see attachment.) 

Lastly, attached please find our one-sheeter for more information. I also recommend you visit our website new.livestream.com/sben to view our past streams. 

Let me know if you have any questions’. 

Best, 
Beth 

Beth Gmpsmith 

Mmaaging Director 

Sports Business Education Network 

(o) 617-398-7236 

(e) beth.gmpsmith(& sbenlive.org 

(w) www.new.livestream.comisben 

@SBEN Live 



Beth Grupsmith, Managing Director 

b eth.grupsmith@sbenlive.org 

The Sports Business Education Network (SBEN) is a non-profit, membership-centered organization established 
and funded by the Mark H. McCormack Foundation. Mark H. McCormack, widely recognized as the founder of the 
sports marketing industry, was committed to business education and sharing, ’~Vhat They Don’t Teach You at 
Harvard Business School." SBEN’s mission is to carry on this tradition by linking live events featuring top 
executives in the industry with the next generation of sports leaders--whether they are new to working in the 
industry or students interested in entering the field. 

SBEN works with companies, universities and associations in the sports industry, who are staging events where 
experts are gathered to address an audience. From keynote addresses at a conference, to guest lectures at a 
University, to a corporate internship program, senior executives are often called on to share their wisdom. 
SBEN is designed to amplify those efforts by allowing audiences from around the world to tune in to live, 
multimedia coverage of those events. 

Organizers Retain Full Control Over Their Events 

Event owners are in full control of their own editorial presentation. SBEN’s goal is not to report or "cover" an 
event burro extend the reach of the event organizers’ efforts. SBEN provides a common platform for the 
industry to aggregate its collective educational efforts, sharing the fruits of its labor with all the members who 
choose to support its mission. 

Event owners are also in full control of the media used to cover their event. Some event organizers already have 
multiple HD cameras covering an event and are producing a live switch-feed. Smaller event budgets may have to 
rely on single camera coverage; others audio only. Even the smallest events can provide live blogging updates 
via text and photo updates. 

Event organizers also fully control the commercial presentation of their event. If someone has paid $1000 to 
sponsor a session or address, one would hope that by building an online audience that doubles or triples the 
reach of the event will add value to future sponsorships. During the Livestream an event organizer can promote 
registrations for the next events they are hosting. Simply put, all event promotions on SBEN and any 
promotionally oriented posts in the live event feed are exclusive designed to further business and commercial 
partnerships of the event organizer. 

What SBEN Provides 

Consultation and advice on the optimum 
production workflow. 
All costs associated with encoding, streaming 
and storing live HD video and other 
multimedia content created by the event host 
on SBEN. 
All cost associated with designing an "Event 
Poster" and promotion of the event. 
Access to a dedicated "login" (via laptop 
computer and/or lOS and Android devices,) 
allowing Event Owner to stream video and 
other multimedia content in real time to 
SBEN. 
Consultation and advice on how the event 
owner can best promote the event and 
integrate online audience into the event 
itself. 

What the Event Organizer Provides 

Live editorial coverage (from HD video, to 
photographs, text, etc.) 
Creative material for promotional or 
commercial partners of the event. 
Any required legal clearances for 
transmitting content of SBEN. 
Internet connection fbr possible stream. 
Necessary equipment for production. 
Volunteer to assist with production. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 5:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Follow Up 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg 

Not good. 

Bubba 

Sent t~om my iPhone 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 5:13 PM, "Stroman, Deborah 12 <dstro(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Gulp’. 

Deborah L Stroman, PkD. CLU 
En,ga,~e. ~xplore. Empower. 
919.843,0336 
<im~ge001.jpg> 

CONRD~NT~AUTY NOTICE: TM:~ e-mail mes:~age, h~duld~ng attachments, if any, is in~e~,:led only f,sr {he -peRson or enti{y to which i{ i5 a6dressed and may contain congi,:lent~a~ a~,:lior privileged 

F~m~ Cunnin~ham, Bubba 
Sent{ Monday, Februaw 17, 2014 3:36 PN 
T~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~: Follow Up 
Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: "emmett~il~@studentathleteshumanrights.com" <emmettgi~l@studentathleteshumand~hts.com> 
Date: Monday, February ~7, 20~4 at ~0:~4 AM 
To: "Curran, Joel" <~gcurran@ernail.unc.edu> 
Co: James Dean <j_~_¢~ dean@unc.edu>, Chancellor <~b_~_g_E~_[~2[~_p_B_~:_~_~_~>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <~_~_~_~_~_~_�~_~_[:_~£~:_~_~_~.> 
Subje~: Re: Follow Up 
Please see the attached weekly statement from The Project re~ardin~ the U~C Student-Athlete Literacy Controversy. 
Best The ~roject 

To: 

"e rn rn ettq ill (~ st u d e n ta t h let e s h u m a rl r iq h t s co m" < e m m ettq i l I(~st u d e n ta t h I ete s ti u m a n r i q hl:s. c o m > 

Ce: 

Sent: 

Thu, 13 Feb 2014 20:54:20 +0000 

Subject: 

Follow Up 

Dear Dr. Gill 

Provost Dea]~ suggested I reach out to you regarding your interest in connecting with him to discuss your thoughts ad~d plm~s for the Studem 

Athletes Huma~ Rights Project. I wrested to open a line of communication a~d would like to connect direcl~ with you. Our campus is closed 

today ad~d roll be tomolTow, as well, which has impacted my schedule a great deal. Would you be interested in a phone conversation emly 

next week? 

Thmhk you, in advance. 

Best, 

Joel Curran 

Joel G. Curran, APR 

Vice Chancellor of Communications mid Public 

102 South Building, CB 6226, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Office: (919) 962-2011 / Mobile: 
Follow me on Trotter @jgcurran 

Follow us on Twitter @Carolina news 
Visit us at ~a~a~-.unc.edu 



FloP/l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

-donotreply@wordpress.com> 

Monday,                7:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L/<lstro@unc.edu> 

Email tl~rough CSBC Website 

Name: 
I just learned about it. I was wondering if there is an?’ way to get involved with it now or if it is too late in the year. Email: ~live tmc.edu 

Con~ment: Hey~ I am very interested in the Spo~t Business Club but 

Thanks, 

Time: " at 12:18 .aM 

IP Address: 
CoN.act Form U~,L: htt ://csbcunc co~W~ontact/ 
S ent by an unverified visitor to your site. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 7:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Joy - agenda lbr flais Mtemoon 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg; image003~pg 

I just wasn’t on my game today. T~ing to see the swamp or the meadow but couldn’t get out of the weeds to which one was just beyond our grasp. 

I do appreciate your patience and willingness to go with the flow. 

Sent fi~m my iPad 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 6:27 PM, "Stroman, Deborah I," <dstro(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

~st w~l] 

d 

Deborah L. S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 

E~gage, Explore, Empower, 

<image001.ipg> 

9:l 9,843,0336 
<imi~ge002 jpg> 

[~m~ Rennet, Joy ~ 
Sent~ Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 12:29 PN 
T~ Foster, Beverly B.; Perrin, Andrew ]; Stroman, Deborah L; Stephens, John B; Kim Strom-Go~ried i @~mail.com); [ri~a, Paul (Paul FrNa@kenan- 
flaqler.unc.edu); Osborne, Barbara; Nosley, Layna; Broome, Lissa L; Cunnin~ham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Brown, Nichelle 
~ubjett~ Joy - a~enda for this afternoon 

See you at 3:30 for our second February meeting. Agenda attached. 

Joy 
.IoV .L Rennet, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 

Univers[tv of North Carolina at Chapel HHI 
Schooi of Medicine 
CB ~7130 UNC-CH BonduranE Hall 
32~-A South Columbia 5L 
Chapel ~-Iili~ NC 27599~7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFI£?ENTIALri’f NOTICE: -[his e-mail messag;e, including attachmen[s, i[ any is intended oralg for the -person or entity to which i[ is addressed and mag contain 

confidential arid/or privileged material AnV --ur~aL~[horized review, use, disclosL~re or distribution is prohibi[ed, If you are not [Pie intended recipient, p~ease contact the 

sender b~, reply e-mai~ and destroy, aH copies o~ the original message, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Battaglini, Rebecca L <bbatt(~email unc edu> 

Monday, 7:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Summer Session Texttx~ok Requests- Action Item 

Hey girl! 

I didn’t know you were teaching B-bMH Awesome! 

There sre no addi[ional [:ex[:books r~-:~quired for/.FIT classes skate they have ~:o pay a fee already, ~f you find matedai that ,ou hke, then you can slways post ~kd~s, or 

articles, e~:c to Sakm (or at ~east that is wb~L ~ recommend for my TA’s). 

We w~l get together’ (al~ the summer LF~T instructors) Jn s ~T~oRth or So to go over the ins and outs of LF~T! 

Let me know if you need anythk~g else/ 

Becca Battaglini, },,I.A. 
Director, Lifetime Fitness/Physical Activities Program 
Departmen[ ol Exercise and Sport Sc~et~ce 
University of North Carolina at Chapel 
215 B Wool]on Gym, CB #8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, 6:14 PN 
To= Ba~glini, Rebecca L 
Subject= ~: Summer Session To.book Requests- Action Item 

Impedance= High 

d 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D~ CLU 

En,q~qe. Explore. Empowen 

I 
~X:~ em~ilSignature 

9~9.8~3.0336 

From: Tufts, Amy Z 
Sent-" Monday, 2:44 PM 
To: Shields, Edgar W; Salyer, Sherry L; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz; Osborne, Barbara; Hackney, Anthony C; Petschauer, Meredith A; Prentice, William E Jr; Battaglini, Rebecca L; 
Southall, Deborah -1oy; Blackburn, Troy; Aguilar, Alain _1; Weight, Erianne A.; Myers, _1oseph B; 

@qmail.com; kondrak@email.unc.edu; Cooper, Coyte; Defreese, _1onathan D; Popp, Nels; Stroman, Deborah L; 

Subject: Summer Session Textbook Requests- Action Item 
Importance: High 
Summer Session Textbook requests are due by next Wednesday~ to me. Please indicate which textbook you will be using, including edition #, author, 
publisher, year, etc. Also indicate whether this text is required or recommended. 
I am new at this task so please tell me what your text is, even if it is the same as another semester. 
Please fill in as much information below as possible. 

Course number/Section: 

Author: 

ISBN: 

Edition: 

Title: 

Publisher: 

Copyright year: 

Quantity: ( Include in your total how many over your enrollment you want to add) 

Required/Recommended: 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Z. Tufts 
209 Fetzer Hall~ CB 8700 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



919-962-2021 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 9:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera February 17, 2014 ~9:37:45 P~] 

Op-Ed Columnist 

&~yee Does It Her Way 

An artist’s eommitmeet to i~minism aed bet music pro~ides lessons for us a~l. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook [ ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to t~is email tram NYlimes com. As a member of 

the ~RUSTe privacy p~ogBm, we are commi~:ed to p~otecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email ~ Privacy Policy I Contac’~ i Advertise 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lnke Visconti <lnkevisconti@diversib’inc.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 18, 2014 9:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MUST SEE: Sportscaster’s Response to Gay NFL Prospect Goes Viral 

February 18, 2014 

Dallas TV spo~scaster      ~ ...... 
dismisses hate-filled 
responses to NFL prospect 
Michael Sam’s revelation 
that he’s gay with a 
commenta~ that goes viral. 
Watch it here. 

~!_);_;_ Novies~ TV Shows With [)iverse Casts 
Perform Ieter 

"Holl~ood would do a lot    ~ ....... 
better [financially] if it were 
better reflecting the 
diversity of America," says 
the study’s lead author. 

P 

Do you know the definition of an employee resource 
group? How about sponsorship? Here is a primer on 
what you need to know. 

[ 

You’re naYve if you don’t think the most successful form 
of affirmative action is for wealthy white people. Take a 
look at the IW League. 

[ 

White Me~-:~ Still Getir~£ the Best Jobs? 

After several decades of attention to diversity and 
inclusion, most large companies have programs and 
policies that are intended to expand diversity in the 
workforce. They often have diversity officers to oversee 
these effods. 



Best Practices Conference & Announcement 
Dinner 

April 22I NYC 
¯ Find out who makes the 2014 

Diversitylnc Top 50 Companies 
for Diversity fist. 

° Get Talent Development and 
Pipeline/Recruitment Best 
Practices 

° Hear from 3 CEOs 
o Network with the top companies 

in the diversity-management 
space 

More than half of the ballroom soldt. 

I 

Was this for~,arded to you from a friend? 

Click here to receive the Diversitylnc newsletter. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld "_c}gmafil.com> 

Tuesday, February. 18, 2014 9:50 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ben Woldenberg <bwoldenbe~@bobcats.com>; Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.com>; Brian Clouser <bclouser@bobcats.com> 

Re: Conference Agenda, Floor to ourselves vs. being part of a panel, case study 

Hey Deborah, thanks for giving us some time to get back to you. 

We discussed this as a group and are interested in the speaking option for our group, as opposed to one of us being on a panel. I just want to run this by a few people 

at the Bobcats to get final approva£ Once we have that, we’ll be in touch again about specifics. 

We are also interested in the case study and a~e aware we need to get you a case by this time next week. 

Just let me know if you’d like an?Ahing else from us. Thanks agmn. 

On Thu. Feb 13, 2014 at 9:10 AM. Stroman. Deborah L <~stro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay. Yes, he is aware. I am playing phone tag with Liz Ralon as she is providing the case for him. 

debby 

From: Jason Rosenfeld <                ~gmail.com> 

Date: Thursday, February 13, 2014 8:35 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Co: Ben Woldenberg <bwoldenberg@bobcats.com>, Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.com>, Brian Clouser <bclouser@bobcats.com> 

Subject: Re: Conference Agenda, Floor to ourselves vs. being part of a panel, case study 

Hey- thanks for this. 

Will talk with my group and get back to you on floor vs. panel. 

As for case competition, I did not know deadline was so soon; does Seth know? Perhaps I should touch base with him, since it looks like both he and I would need to get you 

questions within two weeks. 

On Wed, Feb 12, 2014 at 11:02 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Team. The Friday night session (after the opening reception) is slotted for speakers that [ am inviting to have the floor to themselves. My only invites at this time are for 

you, Dean Oliver, and FiveThirtyEight. FiveThirtyEight and Dean Oliver have accepted. 

Saturday is the four panel sessions (as noted on the website). If you choose to join the Individual Performance panel, I can only have one from your team. Coach George Karl 

and Robbie Allen have already accepted on this panel. I am waiting to hear back from my other two invites. 

And of course, I am still hoping that David Stern is coming. If so, he can jump in wherever his schedule permits. ;) 

Case Competition - The judging is virtual. The winning team will be at the Summit and will have the opportunity to share their findings. I need your case before Feb. 25. The 

following is our tentative schedule (not for public release): 

Case specifics will be released ~ two months before the conference, ond teams will hove two weeks to work on their 1st-round submission (executive 

summary). The results of the 1st-round will be announced before Morch 28th, 2014. If ~our teom successfull~ reaches the 2hal-round, gnu will be asked 

to submit the finol presentotion bg April 11th, 2014. The winner will be announced b~ April 18th, 2014. The winner will present their solutions ond 
receive their prizes at the Summit. 

¯ Registrotion Opens: February 17th, 2014 

¯ Registrotion Deodfine: Februory 28th, 2014 

¯ Case specifics release: Morch 7th, 2014 

¯ lSt-roundsubmission deadline: Morch 21st, 2014 

¯ 1St-round winners onnounced: March 28st, 2014 

¯ 2nd-roundsubmission deadline: April 11th, 2014 

¯ Winner announced: April 18th, 2014 

~ Conference: May 2nd -3rd, 2014 

Let me know if you have any additional questions. Thanks again 

debby 



@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world.°’ ~ Anne Frank 

From: Jason Rosenfeld <                ~[qmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday, February 112, 20:14 110:29 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Ben Woldenberg <bwoldenberg@bobcats.com>, Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.com>, Brian Clouser <bclouser@bobcats.com> 

Subject: Conference Agenda, Floor to ourselves vs. being part of a panel, case study 

Hi Deb nice speaking to you a few days ago. 

First off, introducing you (again) to my team, Ben Woldenberg, Brian Clouser, and Angus Mitchell (all cc’d here); I think you met Ben and Angus in person. 

We were wondering if you know what the conference agenda will look like? Is it all panels? Some invited speakers? Research presentations? 

We ask because we are trying to make a decision on the floor to ourselves vs. being part of a panel options. We very much appreciate the options and would love to take 

advantage of the exposure, but we don’t want to look out of place, either - so if we would be the only people in the two days who had the entire floor to themselves, perhaps 

that would be strange and should be avoided? 

As for the case study, what is the timeline? When do we supply the question? When do the students work on the problem? When do we judge? 

Thanks and talk soon. 

JASON W. ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Anal~ics 
BOBCATS S,F:’OR’q-’.~ ~. ENTE~<TAI,,"~’,~’i~:-!,,"#’.," 

333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 

704.688.8981 

J Rose nfeld(~,babcats.com 

JASON W~ ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 

BOBCATS SPORTS 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NO 28202 

704.688.8981 
C 
J Rosenfeld@bobcats.com 

JASON W. ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS SF"ORT:S & ENTFiRi?-’~iNIViENT 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.688.898I 
C 
J Rose nfeld(@,bobcats.com 



From: @livea~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:54 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: exss    absence 

Dr. Stroman, 

I sincerely apologize, but I don’t think I can make it in to class today 
today 

¯ I am concerned about missing the quiz in class 

Kind regards, 

p.s. - I will message the members in my group and coordinate ~vith them on the interview an entrepreneur assignment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Bahne ~ bahne@wmgllc.com> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 5:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Catch 

Yes.. the grok~p is looking forward to a12ending! And we all love CSBC!UN£ @) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 5:00 PM 
To: Jennifer Balme 
Subject: RE: Catch Up! 

Deborah L. Sbroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En,qage, Explore. Empow~m 

i’~i emailSignature 

91%843,0336 

Believe 

From: Jennifer Balme [mailto:jbalme@wmgllc.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:58 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Catch Up! 

PerfecL. @s plan to cafl Elizabeth. I"m sending the invite/detaib now. 

Jennifer 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:57 PM 
To: Jennifer Balme 
Subject: RE: Catch Up! 

Deborah L. StToman, Ph.D. CLU 
E’ngo,qe, E’xpIor’e, ~’mpower, 



i.~.i emailSignature 

919.843.0336 

Believe 

From: Jennifer Balme [mailto:ibalme@wmqllc.com] 

Sent; Tuesday, February 18, 20:[4 4:55 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Catch Up! 

H ~-’_!11 o Debby, 

Nice to meet you! Thanks so much for providing your availability over the next few days~ 

Eliz~beth is traveling tomorrow, wit:b limited tffne ~vail this week. Please let: me know if any of the folk)wing timeframes may worl~ for you: 

Thurs, Feb~ 20~b at 2pro 

Mort, Feb, 24th --.anytime between 1:00pro- 3:30pro 

Please let rne know and VII be happy to send a rneeting invite. 

Thanks, 

Jennifer Balm4. 

Wassermar~ ~edia O~oup 

4208 Six Forks Roa~L Suil:e,~ 1020 

Raleigh, NC 27609 

P: 919-256-6628 I C: 

WWW.WR~(~I~C~CO~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [.__m___a_!!_t__o_zd___s_t_£9__@__u___n__c_=__e__c_l__u_] 
Sent= Tuesday, February :[8, 20:[4 4:4:[ PM 
To-" Elizabeth Lindsey 
Cc: Jennifer Balme 
Subject: RE: Catch Up! 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Eng~,qe, Explore. Empower: 

i.~.i emailSigr, ature 

919.843.0336 



Believe 

From: Elizabeth Lindsey [mailto:elindse_y_,@__w__[Tjg_[[_c_,_£_o_E)] 

Sent: Tuesday, February :[8, 20:[4, 2:49 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Jennifer Balme 
Subject: RE: Catch Up! 

Hi Debby 

Congral:s on the launch .,, v~-_~ry cool. Happy to help m any way f can .., I will ask Jenni f~-_~r {coi:@_~d here} to reach out for time we can connec[ and catch 

Thanks 

EBI. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.eduJ 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 6:23 PM 

To: Elizabeth Lindsey 

Subject: Catch Up! 

Importance: High 

Hi Elizabeth. I hope you are well. Lots going on over here.., well, I now have a joint appointment in the B-School now and finally got the support to launch 

the Basketball Analytics Summit this May 2-3..__w____w____w___.__k_!_s_#__o___r_t_-_._#__n__G__e___d___u_. As per our last chat, I definitely would like for you to be a part - speaker, panelist or 

whatever. Lol. John Skipper and the NBA Bobcats are assisting me in this regard. 

Let’s chat soon, Thanks again for ALL you have done to support UNC students and sport business, I will be in the office tomorrow until 2:00 p,m, If I miss 
you, I will connect back asap and feel free to call me over the weekend if that works for you, 

Regards, 

~ebby 

Del~arah L Stroma~, PI~,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

EXSS Sporl: A~Imi~istratio~ Lecturer (www,exss,unc.edu) 
Frank Hawkins Kenan :~stitute of Private E~terprise, Senior Adviser (http:l/www.kenan-fla#ler.unc.edulkenan-institute) 

3:~5 Woollen - C8 #8700 
Chape~ Hii~ INC 27599 
959,843.033~ 

#HeelForward 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 7:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: 3 Secrets to Top Producing Athletes, Bnsinesses, and Job Search 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http:fiwww.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http :i/www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 
http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/mvca reef 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

She,ll Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 9:11 PM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] Fwd: SNCF PLEASE SUPPORT UNCG FACULTY LETTER-WRITING CAMPAIGN 

See below. Share with others in the state. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:SNCF PLEASE SUPPORT UNCG FACULTY LETTER-~RITING CAMPAIGN 

Date:Tue, 18 Feb 2014 18:37:48-0500 
From:Lisa Levenstein <             ~gmail.com> 

To: sncf- scholar@duke.edu <sncf- scholar,~duke.edtr~ 
CC:El~abeth Keathley _<         ,%bellsouth.net> 

Dear SNCF, 

UNCG faculty are organizing’.!! Please suppo(t ef[brts to protest the severe cuts to our academic programs. 

Below you roll find m-o kinds of information. 

1. Description of an email campaign you can join. All North CaJcolinians have a staJ~e in UNCG remaining strong. Please con sider sen cling an email 

protesting the cuts in UNCG’s academic budgets. 

2. General information about Outrage Week! Facul~ on other campuses might see models they can adopt on their own cmnpuses if you face similar situations. For 

more information, please contact Elizabeth Keathly: elkeathl~uncg.edu 

Best, Lisa 

E-lnail campaign to UNCG Chancellor Brady, UNCG Board of Trustees, and Pres. Tom Ross 

Every" student, alumna/us, faculF member, Greensboro residenL and Norfl~ Carolina taxpayer has an interest in the sustainabiliD" of UNCG as a public 

ins~titution of higher education. Our sustainabiliF is tinder existential threat. 

As facul~ surely know by now, we are facing a reduction of a[x~ut $12.5 million (7.5%) in our state fi~nding next year; nearly $8 million of that ($7.9, actually) 

is the result of missed enrollment targets/declining enrollments. Chancellor Brady proposes that 84% of the cuts come from Academic Affairs. 

We propose that every,one send Chancellor Brady an e-mail expressing his or her opinion on the prov~sed cuts and related matters. Copy your message to the 

entire board of Trustees and to Tom Ross, President of the University of North Carolina. Your message will help Chancellor Brady make the case to the trustees to 

save academics at UNCG. 

Some things to beax in ~nind as yon formulate your message are: 

¯ Such deep cuts will be unsustainabh, cktmay:iny~ to academic proy;rams. 

¯ Stadents already report being shut out of sections and courses, delaying graduation 

¯ We’ve already lost adjunct facul~, and tenured faculty have loser reseaxch time to increased teaching loads. 

,, In addition, the Board of Trustees’ Educational Quali~ and Fiscal Afti~irs Committee projects the new cuts will lead to: 

¯ 390 fewer course sections 

¯ 16,100 fewer seats 

¯ $400,000 in lost graduate assistantships 

¯ Fewer part-time jobs for students & other temporary employees 

Reduced course (~[ferin~zs and sections will lead to lower enrollments, exacerbating the problem that led to the largest cuts. 

~isun/ustt~expectthatacademicpr~gramssh~u~dsn~erthec~nsequences~fthe$8mi~i~n~take back,’whichistheresultofanadminis~tmtionerror;the 

error should be rectified within the administration. 

,, Considering the recent dramatic increase m the number of administrators, that does not seem unreasonable. 



fees to build a new rec center nearly equal to the mnount of the "hold back." 

Most of the students surveyed last November saw no need tbr a new rec center. 

Related Issues: 

¯ Increasing fees harm our students’ academic snccess. 

¯ Our working-class students must work more hours, take on more debt, or drop out. 

Students object to paying for amenities they do not use. 

(See my letter of Saturday for other related issues) 

E-mail addresses to cut and paste: 

To: lpbrady(h)uncg.edu, chancello(a)uncg.edu 

Cc: cblachnon(~:tuggleduggins.com, ~b~aol.com ~gm~l.com, 

mcaN ste ,~c~weaverinvestment.com, ~earthlink.net, ~b.~ma~l .com~ 

!~nafil.com, tomross~northceaolina.edu 

Subject: No ~nore academic slash and burn! 

These are the people you are sending yonr message to: 

Chm~cellor Linda P. Brady 

Board of Trns~tees members: 

Mr. Charles Blackmon 

Ms. Frances Bullock 

Ms. Linda Carlisle 

Ms. Vanessa Carroll 

Mr. Nathan Duggins 

Mr. Randall R. Kaplm~ 

Mr. M. Lee McAllister 

Mr. Wa~rd Russell 

Ms. Susan M. Safran 

Ms. Harriet Smalls 

Mr. David Sprinkle, Chamnan of BoaKl of Trustees 

Mr. Martin P. Weissburg 

Ms. Cwstal Bayne, SGA president 

Tom Ross, President of the University of North Carolina 

The EOFAC proposes considering reallocation of resources. UNCG has aheady collected $7,808,000 of ours students’ money in the form of debt service 

,~..aol.com, nduggin~a)tuggleduggins.com, rkaplan~b~capsulegroup.com, 

~yahoo.com,         ~me.com, 

Please send out your e-ma~l today, Monday, or as close to Monday as you can it will help set the stage for developments later in the week! 

Thank you for partficipaling! 

In solidarity, your colleague, 

Elizabeth Keathley 

Dear Colleagues, 



Recent news of yet another round of"death by a thousand cuts" warrants a robust and unified outcry from UNCG faculty. The regressive de-funding of academics at 
UNCG is not j ust the work of an anti-education legislature, but rather an outcome of unreasonable campus spending priorities: the proportion of the budget devoted to teaching 

and research has declined since 2008, signaled most clearly by a net increase of seventy-five administrative ("executive and professional") positions and decrease of two faculty 

positions during the period from 2010 through 2012. 

Students are dropping out chiefly" for financial reasons, but reduced course offerings, closed sections, oversubscribed classes, and overburdened professors also impede 

their progress toward graduation. Student loan debt has become onerous for our students and a drag on the economy. U.S. ~,\,~an~s a~d V/orldReport has dropped UNCG from its 

"Best Value" list and ranks UNCG as 190 of 201 ranked colleges and universities natiom~ide. 

The UNCG administration’s fantasy of building a sports dynasty is crumbling under its own weight: the Athletics Department sends begging e-mails to students, offering 

them freebies for attending basketball games in the coliseum; donations for athletics continue to be low, especially among alums and parents; and the financial unsustainability of 
the athletics program has been a topic of discussion at the last two Board of Trustees meeting. 

UNCG’s ambitions as a real estate developer are faring no better: UNCG and its surrogates now own property along both sides of W. Lee Street all the way down to the 
coliseum, in addition to other locations in Greensboro, but there are vacancies in many of the residence halls, and community resistance to the new rec center continues apace. 

Greensboro and Guillbrd County collect no taxes on state-owned property, so these land holdings also hurt our communit?’. 

~’ s time.for a paradigm sh~ft. 

lJ/-e must qfffirm the value of academics at ~ A CG and insist that academics take priority aver athletics, amenities, and real estate. 

l~/-e have the power to make positive changes ~we pull together and make our voices heard (~ee the attached calendar for wgvs you can help!). 

I had the privilege to attend two inspiring events recently: the Moral March in Raleigh last Saturday, and the assembly’ of Guilford County school teachers who spoke 

before the Board of Education last Tuesday. Those teachers were amazing! They could see through the legislature’s latest play to induce them to give up tenure and Governor 
McCro~’s divisive tactic to oiler bonuses to some teachers over others. The school teachers~ solidarity and eloquence convinced the Board to de~ the new state law a 

breathtaking victory! 

l.f UNCG.facMty can muster just a.frac~ion qf the commitment and solidari~r" the GuilJbrd CaunO: school teachers showed, we can achieve positive and important 

changes to our universitF. That would be good not only for us, but, more importantly, for our students and tbr the citizens of North Carolina. 

Students, faculty, alums, and community members are organizing events tbr next week, Outrage Week! to coincide with the Board of Trustees and Board of 

Goveruors meetings. I urge you to participate in as many of the events as you can. It is especially important to get a good turn out for the e-mail campaign and the Wednesday 

Rally. We can all plav a part, no matter haw small the stakes are high~ so let’s make the commitment! Below is the calendar of events. Please send me an e-mail to let me 

know which events you commit to! 

In solidarity, your colleague, 

Elizabeth Keathley, D epartmaent of Music Studies 

Outrage Week! Events Calendar 

Monday Friday, 17 21 February 

No more academic slash & burn! 

Wear purple and green (a rift on blue and gold) all week! 

Monday, 17 February Kickoff e-mail campaign to Chancellor Brady, the UNCG Board of 

Trustees, UNC President Tom Ross & Board of Governors, and 

Guilford County delegation to NC legislature: No more 

Academic Slash & Burn! 

Tuesday, 18 February [related event; not an Outrage event]: 

4:00 pm Virginia Dare Room, Alumni ttouse. Sponsored by I,qqCG-.A~kI;P 
Guiltbrd College’s Prot~ Robert Malckoff clarifies the issues 

with Division I intercollegiate athletics, based on his research and 

work on the Rawlings Panel at Chapel Hill, encouraging honest 

dialog. 

Wednesday, 19 February [Board of Trustees Committee Meetings, EUC] 

1:00 pm Enough is ENOUGH Rally & Press Conference on EUC lawn! 

Faculty and students, alums, staff & communit?- 

members! Let’s tell the truth! Why are student fees skyrocketing 

while academics are shrirddng? ttow are high fees, debt, and cuts 
afl;ccting students? Speakers, skits, tcsti~,ing, and music! 

Facebook event: https ://www.facebook.com/eventsi792110987470507/ 

4:00 pm [related event; not an Outrage event]: 

Virginia Dare Room, Alumni House. Faculty Senate 

Open Meeting with Chancellor Brady. All faculty welcome. 

Thursday, 20 February Board of Trustees Full Meeting, Alumni House. Picket and 
8:30 am protest! Bring your own sign, or let us know if you want us to 

provide one! 

Friday, 21 February Board of Governors’ meeting in Chapel Hill. Action TBD. 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

proglhc as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emafil to ~a bref "mailto:leave-34275643-56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56tMeb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34275643- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<)’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yvonne Dobson <~,onne@alum.emo~.edu;, 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 11:52 PM 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-tlagler.unc.e&~ 

Napier, Mary <Mary Napier@kenan-Ilagler.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Logo EPS 

708 1 lf-Employee-Independent-Contractor-Detemfination-Checklistl.pdf 

Hi Ms. McFarland, 

The completed paperwork is attached. If you need any additional information, or have questions, please feel free to contact me. Thank you, 

5_%onne Dobson 

From: "McFm’la~nd, Karen" <Karen McFarland(?~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, FebrumT 18, 2014 at 3:10 PM 

To: Yvorme Dobson <yvorme(d~alum.emorv.edu> 
Cc: "Napier, Mary" <~:!__~gSL____X__’__a_p_i~__r~q)~!?~_n__-_fl_La_g!_e_~:__u_!~_c_:_~__d___u_>, "Stroman, Deboral~ (Exercise & Sport Science)" < .d_~.t_!i.o_@u_p_.c_=~_d_._u.> 
Subject: RE: Logo EPS 

Good Afternoon Ms. Stevenson: 

Deborah Stroman forwarded to me the paperwork you completed regarding being hired as an Independent Contractor by UNC CH last Thursday. In reviewing this 

paperwork and in consultation with our Human Resources and Finance Services offices, it seems there is a newer version of the Independent Contractor review 

form than the one you completed. Regrettably, we need you to complete and sign this form before we can move forward in getting you approved for payment. 

I am attaching the new form to this email. If by chance you are a c-Corporation, then we can process your invoice with only receiving a W-9 from your company. 

We regret this delay in processing your payment, but are restricted due to the latest IRS guideline. Please let us know if you have any questions. We look forward 

to receiving your new IC request form. 

Best Regards, 

Karen McFarland 

Karen M~Farland : Senior Grants Manager, Office of Research Grants and Contracts : UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

9J_9.843 4327 : fax 919.g43.3493 : Karen McFarland@kenan flagler.unc.edu : www~kenan flagler.unc,edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [.__m___a_!!_t__o_2_d___s_t__r_9__@__u___n__c_=e__c_l__u_] 
Sent-" Thursday, February 13, 20:t4 5:06 PM 

To; McFarland, Karen 
C¢: Napier, Mary 
Subject: FW: Logo EPS 
Hi Karen. I think you are the one who would process this invoice. It seems that the email never left my outbox, so here’s a resend. ??? 

Dobson - Logo Design and Logo formats 

Let me know if you have questions. Thanks! 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.B43.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a singM moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: Yvonne Stevenson <y__v_o_n_n__e____@_.___a_J__u____m__:__e____n?_9__r_y:__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 9:49 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Logo EPS 

No worries .... :-) The paperwork is attached. Thanks, 
~’onne 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 at 10:26 AM 

To: Yvonne Dobson <yvonne@alum.emory.edu> 

Subject: RE: Logo EPS 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. C]_,IJ 

En,o’uge. Explore. Empowen 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if a~l possible objections must first be overc~me." 

~ Samuel Johnson 





THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

708.1.1 f- Employee / Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Yvonne Dobson Name of Service Provider/Independent Contractor: 

The information on this form is used to determine whether the service provider is an independent 

contractor under IRS guidelines. This form must be completed and signed by the individual performing 

the service; reviewed and signed by the responsible department and approved by Disbursement 
Services, all completed prior to any services initiated. 

If payment for the services provided is greater than $10,000 per 12 months, please complete Independent 

Contractor Services Agreement. Other forms may also be required. 

This checklist helps Disbursement Services determine whether an employer/employee relationship exists 
for federal, state and FICA tax purposes. The questions below provide information as to the degree of 

control and the degree of independence in the relationship between the individual performing services 
and the employer (UNC at Chapel Hill). Additional information may be requested to make the appropriate 

determination. The final determination is made by Disbursement Services in conjunction with Human 

Resources and is based on consideration of all the known facts and not any one answer alone. 

All signatures are required prior to submission to Disbursement Services. Incomplete forms will be 

returned to the originating department. 

SECTION 1 - Current Employer- Employee Relationship 

A. Is the service provider currently employed by UNC-Chapel Hill? 

B. Is the service provider currently employed by any other State of NC agency? 
If yes, what agency/department? 

Was the individual on the UNC-Chapel Hill payroll (regular or temporary) 
during the 12 month period prior to the date these services begin? 

Does UNC- Chapel Hill plan to hire the individual as an employee after the 
period of his or her services as an independent contractor? 

Is the service provider, his/her spouse, registered domestic partner, 
dependent child or partner an employee or regularly retained agent of UNC- 
Chapel Hill? 

Yes No 

D D 

r] E] 

D rq 

D D 

708.1.1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 5/20/2013 Page I 



THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

SECTION 2 - Details of Service 
Complete only one part (A, B, or C) depending on the type of services provided. 

Part A - 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Lecturer/Instructor 
Yes No 

Is the individual a "Guest Lecturer", e.g., an individual who lectures less r] r---I 
than lO% of the class time? 

Is the individual the primary instructor in a department course being r-] r-] 
offered for academic credit toward a university degree? 

Is the individual responsible for the content of the lecture/presentation r-] r-I 
(versus presenting materials that have been prepared/dictated by the 
University)? 

Part B - Researcher 
Because research is a key function of UNC-Chapel Hill, individuals engaged to perform research services 
for a department or sponsored program will generally be treated as employees, unless they are faculty at 
another research institution or university. 

Will the individual serve in an advisory or consulting capacity with a 
University faculty member or director in a "collaboration between equals" 
type arrangement? 

rq E3 

2. Will the individual perform research in an arrangement whereby a UNC- r-] r-] 
Chapel Hill faculty member or director serves in a supervisory capacity? 

Part C - 

1. 

Individuals who are not Instructors/Lecturers or Researchers 

71 r-1 Does the individual routinely provide the same or similar services 
outside of UNC-Chapel Hill to the general public as part of a continuing 
trade or business? 

2. Will the Department provide the individual with specific instructions, r-] r-] 
supplies, and equipment to perform the required work, rather than rely 
on the individual’s expertise, supplies and equipment? 

3. Will the University set the number of hours and/or days of the week that E] r-] 
the individual is required to work, as opposed to allowing the individual 
to set the work schedule? 

4. Will the University pay the individual an hourly rate similar to what other r] r-] 
employees are paid on campus for similar work? 

5. Does the individual engage in entrepreneurial activities in an established E] 
business at risk for loss? 

6. Does the individual have his/her own insurance for work-related injuries? E] r-~ 

7. Does the individual provide similar services to other clients? [q 

8. Are the services performed on campus? If no, indicate the appropriate 
percentage of time the individual spends on campus, 0 

% 

708.3..:1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 5/20/203.3 Page 2 



THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

SECTION 3- General Information 
(Please type or print clearly) 

Service Provider’s 

Yvonne Dobson 

Name 

c~ty state 

SSN 
Note: Please leave SSN blank (or cover) during 
initial determination phase when emailing. 
During payment processing, insure SSN is 
available and visible. 

Description of specific service to be provided (add pages if necessary): 

Design/layout "SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit" logo; provide client with original artwork. 

Location where service will be provided: 

12/9/2013                    01/22/2014 Start Date:                      End Date: 

500 
Service Fee ($): 

How fee is determined: 

Fee is fixed F] Milestone based 

Estimated expenses ($): 

Hourly rate ($):           Other: 

(Rate)             (Method) 

All Independent Contractor approvals expire at the end of each Fiscal Year (6/30/XX). 

708.:1.:1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 5/20/20:13 Page 3 



THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

SECTION 4 - Twenty Factor Test for Determining IC/Employee Status 
(Source: IRS, Revenue Ruling 87-41) 

Please Check one box for each item Yes No 

1. Is the worker free to perform services for a number of firms at the same r] 
time? 

2. Are the worker’s services regularly made available to the general public? r] 

3. Must the worker devote substantially full-time to the work? r] 

4 can the worker realize an economic loss for non-performance other than the r] 
loss of payment for personal services? 

5. Is the worker free to establish his/her own hours? r] 

6. Has the worker invested in facilities or equipment in order to perform the r] 
service? 

7. Will a significant portion of the work be done in UNC-Chapel Hill facilities? r] 

8. will the worker receive training of any type? r-] 

9. Does a continuing relationship exist between the worker and UNC-Chapel r] 
Hill? 

10. If assistants are needed, will these be provided by UNC-Chapel Hill? r] 

11. Will UNC-Chapel Hill determine or have the right to determine the order or r] 
sequence of the tasks to be completed? 

12. Are progress reports required periodically? r] 

13. Will the worker be paid on an hourly, weekly, monthly, or other periodic r] 
basis? 

14. Will the worker be reimbursed for incidentals? rl 

15. Will UNC-Chapel Hill furnish tools other than specialized equipment? r] 

16. is the worker required to comply with instructions about where, when, or r-] 
how he or she is to work other than general parameters? 

17. Does the success of the project hinge on the performance of the worker? r-] 

18. Must the service(s) be rendered personally? r-] 

19. can the worker be discharged for convenience as one would an hourly r] 
employee as opposed to discharge related to contract requirements? 

20. Can the worker unilaterally terminate the work prior to completion without r-] 
liability? 

D 
D 
D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

D 
D 

D 
D 

D 

D 
D 
D 

D 

708.1.1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 
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THIE UNIVERSITY 

~ NORTiI CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

SECTION 5 - Certification of Service Providerllndependent Contractor 
Under penalties of perjury, I certify that the above information is complete and accurate. If UNC-Chapel 
Hill engages me as an independent contractor, I am responsible for taxes, insurance coverage, and 
business expenses and am not eligible fo~~ro~ed benefits. 

Yvonne Dob son 02/19/2014 

Name of Service Provider Sigr~t’ure of Service Provider Date 

SECTION 6 - Certification of UNC-CH Department 
I certify that I have firsthand knowledge of the potential service relationship in order to review the above 
checklist with complete and thoughtful accuracy. 

I have reviewed the above responses and acknowledge that as a person with authority over the indicated 
cost object, I understand that should the Internal Revenue Service CIRS") disagree with this classification 
UNC-Chapel Hill may hold my department financially responsible for any additional compensation (due to 
gross up, including fringe rate), taxes, interest, or penalties that the IRS or other regulatory bodies might 
assess. 

Name of Department Representative Signature of Department Representative Date 

Phone Number 

Department Name 

Email address 

Department Number 

SECTION 7- Submission and Return of Assessment 

Please email completed checklist to Disbursement Service at: ic_review@unc.edu 

TO BE COMPLETED BY DISBURSEMENT SERVICES ONLY 

Assessment: 

Assessment By: Phone: Date: 

HR Concurrence By: Phone: Date: 

708.:1.:1f- Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist 

Revised: 5/20/20:13 Page 5 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hanilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, Februa~- 19, 2014 7:41 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: N.C. Commerce says job creation way up, but investments way down 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin{~ this emaiI, dick here 

FEBRUARY 10, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

N,C, Commerce: Job creation wa~/~ bu~ !n~tments w~y 

Last year turned out to be a ~ood year for job creation projects involving recruiters 

from the NoAh Carolina DepaRment of Commerce 

Construction to s~rt on ~uxury neighborhood in Wake 
Forest 
All good things must eventually come to an end, and a~er more than i3 yeaB of 

neaFconstant new home construction at the 2,500-acre Heritage community in 

Wake ForesL devebper Andy Ammens is get[in .. 

.................. 

Here’s how Durham startup Validi¢ ~sed Mark Cuban’s 
cash 
Morfihe aft:el shoating a blind email ta ’Shark Tank’ investor Mark Cuban, Ryan 

Beckland and his Durham star[up, Vaiidic, are ready te launch an app network 

Discass 

LaP,ace Louisiana Cooker~ now open in Hi~lsborough 
A new restaurant speciaiizing in Cajun fare has opened in Hill.%ereugi~ 

Discues 

est mates 
’~i*Y ........................... 

Research Tr ang e Park ~ cks arch tects for mass ve s te 

~a~gh ~n~repreneur takes aim at the U.S, Open in 
Pinehurst 

Snow storm chi~ls bcal entrepreneurs, small businesses 

Raleigh ranked amonq top U,S. cities for female 
entrepreneurs 

Durham, Chape~ Hill rank as top retirement spots for 
basketba~ fans 

Edition >> 



Conts~t Us 

Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 

bisioum.sls customes se~,,ice, bisioum.sls I ~]0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, North Ca[olina 2820L 

2014 Ai11erical~ City Busil~ess Journsis, iac and its licel~so~s All ~igi]ts iesel°,ied ~-~e alaterial on this sits may aot be 

~eprodeced, dist~ibLite(~, ti.snsl;~i~ed cached o~ othels,,’ise used; except ,;~’i~il the plio~ ’~’~F~cen pem;issio~ of biziotlmals 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

list@momentummedia.com 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 9:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tools of,he Trade: Snapchat Okayed 

Snapchat Okayed 
The NCAA has deemed that effective Aug. 1, Snapchat, a 
popular social media app, will join Facebook, Twitter, Instagrarn, 
and text messaging as a petmiss~Me term of commuNcafion 

Mercy Ru~e Discussed 
In Oregon, coaches and administrators discuss the need for a 

mercy rule in high school basketball. 

Athlete Suspended For Tweet 
Kent State University suspended (me of its student-athletes for 
anti-gay tweets, ii!:]ii!:::ii::~i!:?i..ii.i[:u::::’..:i:.:::::.i.i..::i:.i.:i?::::]i::[ ..... 

Success on [he playing field and court means fueling for optimal perIormance, 
which stads with a healthy diet and well-planned pregame meals. From 
MomentumMedia, publisher of Training & Conditioning and Athletic Managemenl 
magazines comes "The Athlete’s Guide to Nutrition," a book p~viding practical, 
easy-to4ollow advice~ It’s a useful resource for a~hletic directors and coaches at 
any level. 

For group orders, call Publisher Mark Goldberg at 877-422-5s4 ext.11 

Coach Shoved by Fan 
A hi.~lh school wrestling teach was shoved by a fan after a 
match, and says he intends to press charges 

Gold Standard 
Baylor University is going to sell its game-worn golden chrome 
helmets for $2,000 each as pari of a fundraiser, ii!;iii!=;ii==~i!:?i..i.i?i!=;i..i.==i@. 

Case Study 
Volleyball Technology Trends Nick Cusick is co-feunder and 
CEO of spods equipment manufacturer Bison, h~c., 
headquadered in Lincoln, Nebraska. In this adicle, he lists [he 
top innovations that have eccurred with respect te velleyball net 
systems and related equipment during the past 30 years. 



Olympic 
It’s no secret that American athletes at the Sochi Games have 
access to the best sports medicine care in the world. In this 
blog, we prolile athletic trainers wo~’king with the U.S. Women’s 

Hockey and U.S. Curling teams. 

A hea~ed deba[e is ~aging abou~ the NCAA Football Rules 
Commi[~ee’s p~’oposal ~o slow down huny-up offenses Ior sale[y 

reasons~ ::::::::::::::::::::: !:ii’i::!:! =:h.~i::ii :!die~i ~iL . 

A[ I[haca College, a wrestler prepa~’es mentally for his matches 
by solving a RL~bik’s Cube beforehand. !!!i:..:!:.i:ii::!.:!ii!!.:!!.!::]!.!!::..:!:.=:!:=:!!.!..!]!.!.!i]!.=:::=.ii!: ...... 

Product Showcase 
Fundfaising and Promotion The keys ~o having a successlul 
fundraiser il]clude devoted volunteers, proper promotions, and the 
right product. The following companies can assist you in 
reaching your fundraising goals. 

Click here to check out our Online Buyer’s Guide where you can find information 
for companies advertising in our 2014 Buyer’s Guide, including in~et’active links, 
product images, and more detailed product ILl,tings. Click en the fellowing featured 
companies to learn more about what they have to offer. 

Tea~n Walks Out 
A girls’ high school basketball squad walked out on its head 
coach, alleging he was controlling and had a bad temper~ 

Going Socia~ 
W~th a new coaching staff in place, Boise State UniversityL~ 
football program is changing its social media policies. 

in New York City, a higi~ school football coach has a strict policy 
in place: Bully a teamma[e over [heir sexual orientation, race, or 
religion, and you’re off the team. !!i!!i!ii:::.! !i ! 

:::.?.i ~i..i :: :: d::::!::i"~:!i :~:!~,:!i.::!wL SelfGrip(R) helps athletes PolyMem and SpoilsWrap 
Recognized soume of per[otto at their best by providing wound dressings enhance 
technical inlorma~ien firm compt’essien and maximum healing, help t’elieve pain, and 
when building a support to ligaments, tendons, reduce inflammatien for 
sports facility, and muscles, athletes. 

heart rate variability based tool Swede-O has a wide 
fo~" real-~ime t[ainin9 load ~’ange of ankle braces 
monitoring and overnight recovery designed Io~ all sports 
detection, and conditions. 

Total Strength and Speed 
oIIe~ equipmen~ flom 
Williams Slrenglh to Force 
VV’eig ht Eq~ipment. 



You are receiving this newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news fiom Momenm~nMedia or one of its publicalions: Trafining & Conditioning, Athletic 
Management or Coaching Management 

To nnsubscribe, click tNs link 

To chm~ge your emaJl address, click this link 

To forward this newsletter to a ti-iend, click this link 

Be sure to ackt lists@momentummedia, corn to your address book or safe ser~der 

list so our emails u’ill always get to your inbox’. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld < @gmaJl.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 9:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ben Woldenberg <bwoldenbe~@bobcats.com>; Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.com>; Brian Clouser <bclouser@bobcats.com> 

Students taking part in the case competition 

Hey Deb we’re working now on putting together a case competition. Can you tell me who the teams roll be - axe fl~ey all MBA ffmdents, from which schools, how 

many are there, their backgrounds, etc? I ask so we can pose an appropriate question. 

Thanks. 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
’i 704.688,8981 
C 
J Rose nfeld@bobcats.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tnrner, Katie <katie turner@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Febrnary 19, 2014 11:21 AM 

/hcnl ~tywe lfa~e@ sak~J, unc. ed u 

FW: Recurring Child Care Advisory Meeting Calendar 

Forwarding some resources that might help for the faculty handbook. 

Katie Turner 

Office of Faculty Governance 

204 Carr Building 

CB 9170 

Phone (919) 962-2146 

Fax (919) 962-5479 

From: Barmmer, D 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 20:t4 9:25 AM 
To: Streeter, Charles D; Turner, Katie 
C¢: Banks, Matthew R; Holman, James B 
Subject: FW: Recurring Child Care Advisory Meeting Calendar 
This is one ot: the thinga I’d like us to publicize .-- through divisional listserv or intouch or both. 

These hst summer camp options in the area. 

The Child Care Se~ices Association comp~led the Hs;t. I work with them in my role as the Forum’s repres;en~:ative on the Chancellor’s Childcare Advisory Commi~ee. 

~t needs to be done sootL as now ~s the time (a~ Vm ~:ok~) paren~:s star~: looking for and et~roll~ng ~n summer camp opt~ot~s. 

The committee thought sharing ins ~nformation broadly would help some of those sta[:f/studenL parents who were sad to see the Carolina Summer Camp program 

end here on campus a cou#e years ago. 

A]so -~’d ~[ke to include mention of the parenting webs~te the committee assists w~th (mm~aged by Christ~ Hunt, who ~s also a member, out of the Women’s 

Center): http:iiparent[ng.web.unc.edu! 

As we]l as a I~nk to a list of paref~tk~g programs af~d cNkk:are optkms provided by our HR: http:!/hr.unc.edu!benefits/work.-life-pro~rams/parenting-programs/ 

h t t p [i!h r. unc.eduibene fitsiwor k--[ ffe-£r ogra m s/ch~d-care--p rosr a m si 
and probably the best ~nk, the CCSA: ~_~£_;[/_~_~_~:_~h~J_~_~_r_~_~_~_E_~_~_~_:~E~ 

And ~ctua~y, mention should be made of the Child Care Financia~ Assistance Program at some point (which is controlled by my committee). And V~ctory 

Hmm_. Maybe some of tNs deserves ~n article, but we should disperse h~fo ~bout the attachments asap~ as they are more th~ely, 

Thanks, 

~’Dat~ 

Fmm~ Vivian Eto [mailto:viviane~childcareservices.or9] 
Sent~ Wednesday, Februa~ 19, 20~4 8:53 AM 
To~ Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae; Andrews, Kim A.; Barmmer, D; Cleveland, Joanna Carey; Baffoot, Dianne A; Hu~, Christi; Anderson, Kathleen L; ’Kelly Epley’; Kreizman, 
Leslie M; Pa~rson, Kristine Blaiu ’Linda Chappel’; Mangrum, Ben; ’May Lishih’; Mulvey, Michael 3; ’Miriam Pulsipher’; Nicklis, Ashley; Tanner, Ryan; Tchaptchet Y., Sandrine~ 
Smith, Shannon Hood; Weaver, Cinnamon S;           ~_~_~9_~_E!; Nidkiff, Brooke; Grant, Maggie 
Subjeet~ RE: Recurring Child Care Adviso~ Meeting Calendar 

He~fo committee members .... 

Per our meeting discussion Monday, ~ wanted to forward you e~ectronic copies of our summer camp guides, The guides are a~so availaMe on our website at: 

htt p:i!www.childca reserv~ces.org/fs!resou rces.htm k 

Please forward the documents and the web-I~nk to those forums or groups that m~ght find the ~nformat~on helpful ]f you know of additional locations where you 

believe physical copies would be of benefit, #ease ~et: me know af~d we will add these Iocath:)ns to our distr~butkm plan 

Thanks, 

V~v~an 

Vivia. [to, Director of Family Support Services 

Child Care Se~Mces Association 

1201 South Briggs Avenue, Suite 200, Durham, Noah Carolina 27703 

~,childcarese~ices o r~ - ~ 

main 919 403.6950 fax 919.403.6959 
] 

Fmm~ Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae [mailto:nikk~a@unc.edu] 

Sent~ Wednesday, Februa~ 12, 2014 11:58 AM 
T~ Andrews, Kim A.; Barmmer, D; Cleveland, Joanna Carey; Baffoot, Dianne A; Hu~, Christi; Anderson, Kathleen L; Kelly Epley; Kreizman, Leslie M; Paterson, Kristine Blair; 
Linda Chappel~ Mangrum, Ben; May Lishih~ Mulvey, Michael J; Miriam Pulsipher; Nicklis, Ashley~ Tanner, Ryan; Tchaptchet Y., Sandrine; Smith, Shannon Hood; Vivian Eto; 
Weaver, Cinnamon S;           ~me~com; Nidkiff, Brooke; Grant, Maggie 
Subjeet~ RE: Recurring Child Care Adviso~ Meeting Calendar 

Good morning a~k ~ am writing about the upcomk~g Child Care Advisory Committee meeting scheduled for th~s Monday from 2:30--4:30pm at the AOB. We wHf plan 

to meet as schedu~ed~ Please contact me if you have mW potential items that you would I~ke to contribute to the agends. Also, #ease rep~y to me d~rectly to 

confirm your attendance~ 

Stay sa~e and warm as we deal with the winter weather that’s; approaching, 

N~kMa 

NH<kia Sheppard Lynch 

Bus~ness Officer 

Office of the ~xecut~ve V~ce Chancellor and Provost 

Univers~:y of Nor~:h Carolina at Chape~ ~-I~[I 

218 South gu~ktk~g; Campus Box 



Chapel HiIl~ NC 

..... Original Appointment ..... 

I=r~m: Andrews, Kim A~ 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 "1.t:37 AM 
To: Andrews, Kim A.; Maxwell, Kelly L; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae; Barmmer, D; Cleveland, Joanna Carey; Baffoot, Dianne A; Socola, Donna Marie; Greene, Heather 
West; Hurt, Christi; Gallagher, Kathleen Cranley; Anderson, Kathleen L; Kelly Epley; Kreizman, Leslie M; Patterson, Kristine Blair; Lauffenburger, Julie C4 Linda Chappel; 
Malone, Brenda Richardson; Mangrum, Ben; May Lishih; Mulvey, Michael J; Miriam Pulsipher; Nicklis, Ashley; Tanner, Ryan; Tchaptchet Y., Sandrine; Smith, Shannon Hood; 
Vivian Eto; Weaver, Cinnamon S; Wo~hington, Erin N; ~memom; Midkiff, Brooke 
$-bject: Recurring Child Care Advisory Meeting Calendar 

When: Monday, February 17, 2014 2:30 PM-4:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: 1501-C 
Hello everyone- 
The CCAC meetings have been scheduled for July - December 2013. We will meet the third Monday of every month at 2:30- in AOB. 
Please accept or decline these meeting, This step will help determine if a meeting should be canceled based on the attendance. 
Have a great Day- 
Kim Andrews 
Program & Event Coordinator 
Benefits & Work Life Programs 

[see attachment: "image001 .jpg", size: 32739 bytes] 

[see attachment: "image002.gif’, size: 1088 bytes] 

[see attaclmmnt: "i~nage003.gil", size: 916 bytes] 

[see attachment: "2014 SO Wake FINAL.pdt~’, size: 6450370 bytes] 

[see attachment: "2014 SO DurOrg FINAI.pdI", size: 5890118 bytes] 

Attachments: 

.i_r__n_~__e_!_)~}_!~2r_,~. 

imaRe003.gif 

2014 SO Wab FINAL.pall 

2014 SO DurOrg FINAI.,pdf 

This automatic notification message was sent by Saka] @ UNC-Chapel Hill (._h__t_t_p_~]_!’__s?_a_~j=_tLr_tc_:_e___~_l__%/]__x2!__t_g_[) fiom the Faculty Welfare Committee site. 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Wednesday, FebrnaU 19, 2014 11:38 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thanks for tim call; Chris Z 

Hey Deb, thanks again for the call a little while ago about the case competition. My group is brainstorming right now and we are looking forward to getting back in 

touch with you soon with ideas. 

Also, I may have mentioned this before, but I think it would be great for Chris Zeppenfeld on our business side to talk about business analytics impact on our ticket 

sales. He hired an analyst a couple of months ago and I know they are ramping up their efforts. 

Anything else I can do, just let me know! 

JASO~ W, ROSENFELO 

Director of Basketball Anaiytics 
BOgCAiB i SPGPT:. & ~.,",,’TI.PT.e,I~,I~,"I~N~ 

333 East trade Street 

Chariotte, NC 28202 

~ 704.688,8981 

J Rosenfeid(~0 bobcats,corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

White, Carla <cywhite@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 12:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus 

Thanks Debby! 

Carla White 

Interim, Regional Associate Dean, Elizabeth City Campus 

Director, Innovative Leadership and Diversity 

U NC Eshelman School of Pharmacy 

IOOR Beard Hall 
301 Pharmacy Lane, CB 7566 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7566 

Office: 919.966.7571 

Cell: 

Fax: 919.966.6919 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Wednesday, February 19, 2014 12:12 PM 

To: White, Carla 
Subject; Re: Carolina Black Caucus 

Yes. I will get you the number, I’m away from my desk. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Ou Feb 19, 2014, at 11:34 AM, "White, Carla" <cywNte@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah, 

I wasn’t aware. Thanks so much for sending. I need to renew my membership. Is there an account number that I can transfer the funds to. Who should I contact. 

Hope you are doing well! 

Carla 

Carla White 

Interim, Regional Associate Dean, Elizabeth City Campus 

Director, Innovative Leadership and Diversity 

U NC Eshelman School of Pharmacy 

IOOR Beard Hall 
301 Pharmacy Lane, CB 7566 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7566 

Office: 919.966.7571 

Cell: 

Fax: 919.966.6919 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Wednesday, February 19, 2014 9:24 AM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" FVV: Carolina Black Caucus 

To: Black Faculty 

The Caucus is meeting TODAY at 1:45 p.m. iu Union 3102. 

FYI. Apologies for duplications. 

debby 

From: <Stroman>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:47 PM 

To: "Deborah Strornan Ph. D. CLU" <.d_ _s. _t _r. _o_ . _@_ _u_ . .n_ c_._ e_ . _d_ . .u_ > 

Subject: FW: Carolina Black Caucus - Tomorrow! 

Tomorrow - We&msday, 2.19, ;) 

Deborah L. Sbroman, Ph.D. CLU 
£ngab, e. Explore. £mpowen 
<Jmage003.ipg> 



919,843.0336 

<imageOO6~jpg> 
dmageO07 ipg> 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Tuesday, February 18, 20.14- 2:43 PM 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Carolina Black Caucus - Tomorrow! 

<imageOOS.png>Hi Friends. We are scheduled to meet tomorrow, Wednesday, 2.19 in Union 3102 at 1:45 p.m. Vice Chancellor Farmer will 

address Black student and special talent admissions. In addition, if time permits, I would like for the Caucus to discuss the attachment. 

Please save-the-date! May 16, 2014 - CBC 40th Anniversary Celebration. Nakenge Robertson and Shandra Jones are leading the planning of this 
wonder~ful event. 

See you tomorrow! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

www.unc.edu!cbc 

"When the root is deep, there is No reeso~ to,feet the w, ind." 

<image005.jpg> 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ives, Timothy <Timothy Ive@med.nnc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:37 PM 

Faculty Well?are Committee <thcultywelt?~xe@saJ~ai.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu~; 

<~knne Whisnant@unc.edu>; ’][’timer, Katie --~katie turner@unc.edu> 

Faculty Handbook update and a request for your inputs 

~live. anc.edu>; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 

Good afternoon eveo~one: 

This is a fi’iendly reminder that                 continue to work on 
the handbook, and are adding the lin~s, but they haven’t heard from the 

committee with all of the links flint we have been collecting. There is 

no need to collect them and send them as a group (I’m guilty as chaxged 

on this one) to as they would appreciate receiving them 

whenever you find them. 

As ibr an initial deadline for sub~nitting something, let’s shoot for EOB 

next Wednesday,            That way,                can incorporate 

the materials from the committee into the current version of tlae 

handbook in time for our next committee meeting on If you have 

any ques~tions, please feel free to contact             Many thanks. 

Tim 

Timothy J. Ives, Phann.D., M.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, Box 7574 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of General Medicine and Clinical Epidemiology 

Department of Medicine, Box 7110 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.6480 

Fax: 919.843.0775 

Pager: 

e-m~k Timothy Ives,a)med.unc.edu 

This automatic notification message was sent by SakaJ @ UNC-Chapel ttill (https:/isakai.unc.edu/portal) t~om the Faculty Weli?are Committee site. 
You can modif31 how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Business JoumaJ <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 1:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dsiro@unc.edu> 

Breaking News: Triangle on short list for Google Fiber network 

If you are, havin9 trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

Triangle on short list for Google Fiber network 

Google has just announced that the Triangle is one of nine metro areas around the country that 
might get access to Google Fiber, an ultra high-speed fiber network that allows users to access 
the web at speeds of up to 100 times faster than basic broadband. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ives, Timothy <Timothy Ive@med.nnc.edu.; 

Wednesday, 1:33 PM 

Faculty Well?are Committee <thcultywelt?~e@saJ~ai.unc.edu~ 

@live.unc.edu>; 

<Anne Whisnant@unc.edu>; Turner, Katie --~katie turner@unc.edu> 

Re: Faculty Handbook update and a request for your inputs 

~live. anc.edu>; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 

It’s time for to get moving ruth the handbook. My area was Policies and Procedures. Here are the webpage links for University Policies and one for Administrative 

Policies: 

http://Ix~licies.unc.eda/policy-catego~’/university/ 

http://policie s.unc.edu/policv- category/administrative/ 

On each, there a~e a number of links to numerous issues. If you’ve ~Jready seen this tinge, then let me know. If we need to pick which ones to use, then we can go 

through them one-by-one. 

The finance division has a number of links, but only a limited number that have a faculty orientation, but it may be worth looking into them: 

http:/ifinancepolic¥.tmc.edu/policv- procedure/ 

Lastly, you may already have this, but the Academic Personnel web site has numerous policies and procedures for academic life: 

https://academicper~nnel .unc.edu/l?aculty- policies- procedures- guideline~ 

Enough for now. More to come. 

Tim 

TimotPy J. Tves, Phaxm. D., M.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Esh~’lman School }f Pharmacy, Box 7574 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7574 

Phone: 919. 843.2279 

Fax: 9i9. 962 . @644 

Division of Ge~erai HH!ioine and Clinioal Epideni~logy 

Department of Medicine, Box 7110 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7110 

Phone: 919. 843 . 6480 

Fax: 9i9.8/~3 . @775 

Pagei[ : 

e-mail: Timothy Tves@med.unc. edu 

On 12:37 PM, Ives, Timothy wrote: 

Good afternoon everyone: 

This is a tiiendly reminder that                 continue to work on 
the handbook, and ~xe adding the links, but they haven’t heard from the 

com~nittee with all of the links that we have been collecting. There is 

no need to collect them and send them as a group (I’m guilty as chaxged 

on this one) to as they would appreciate receiving them 
whenever you find them. 

As for an iNtial deadline for submitting s~mething, le*ds shoot for EOB 

next Wednesday,           That way,.                can incorporate 

the materia]s from the committee into the current version of the 
handlx~ok in time lbr our next committee meeting on . If you have 

any questions, please feel t?ee to con’tact Many thanks. 

Tim 

Timothy J. Ires, Pharm.D., M.P.H., BCI?S, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, Box 7574 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of General Medicine and Clinicg~ Epidemiology 

Department of Medicine, Box 7110 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.6480 

Fax: 919.843.0775 

Pager: 

e-mail: Timothy Ive~:med.unc.edu 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal) from the Facnl~ Welfare Committee site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sa£ai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal) from fl~e Faculty Welfare Committee site. 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at IVly Workspace > Preferences. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ives, Timothy <Timothy Ive@meda~nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 1:53 PM 

Faculty Well?are Committee <t~cultywelt?~xe@saJ~ai.unc.edu> 

A quick update tbr Faculty Retention subcommittee work 

Good afternoon everyone: 

I was at a meeting this morning with Rumay Alexander, the chair of the 

Community and Diversity Committee. Afterwards, I updated her about what 

we are doing in terms of e~mining the universi3~ data on facul3~ 

retention. Her committee was considering asking for similar data set to 

what we are asking, and I mentioned that we have sent a letter to Lynn 
Williford. She was most interested in having collaboration between the 

two committees on "this issue. IlTwhen the time is right, she suggested 

that we contact her as chair, and we can go t?om there on how to pursue 

the data analysis and disselnination of the results. 

Titn 

Timothy J. Ives, Pharm.D., M.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, Box 7574 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of General Medicine and Clinical Epidemiology 

Depaxtment of Medicine, Box 7110 

The UniversiF of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.6480 

Fax: 919.843.0775 

Pager: 

e-mail: Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu 

This automatic notification message was sere by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai.unc.edu/portal) from the FaculF ~Velfare Committee site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 2:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Norflawestern’s Kain Colter pitches players C union 

Newsletter 

Dear Deborah, 
Greetings from the Clips Labor-and-ManagementShip. Hope you axe well. 

Yesterday, in Chicago, Northwes~tern QB Kain Colter testified for more than four hours before 

the National Labor Relations Board. This was the first day of what will be a four-day hearing. 
By all accounts, Colter was aadiculate, passionate and credible as he described I~ with numerous 

exan~ples (see articles below) ~1 why college footbe]l players are more employees than they are 

students, or [~ student-athletes. U 
It would be easy to reduce this difference ofopinion~employees?...not employees?Uto the 

tried and tree ~havesihave-nots~ litmus tes~t. Conferences, schools, coaches, administrators 

and media are the ~ haves [] . . . after all, they have a~l the power and almost all the money. 

The [] have- nots [] are the players, or, student-athletes (in the NC?~k vernacular) who get fax 

t:ar less money and no power. 

But there [] s much more than money involved. There are working conditions, roles, hours, 

health and safe~ (read: concussion management). In each of these areas players have veD~ little 

say (indeed, we heaxd that repeatedly at the NCAA convention last month). Curiously. Colter 

and the College Athletes Players Association are focusing on non-moneta~ issues for now. 

Probably a smart thing. 

Most onlookers agree that it will be a long shot for the NLRB to grant employee status to 

college players. If CAPA cannot be granted union status, then the issues above will not simply 

fade away. 

Maybe (just conjecturing here) the NC?u~k will take this opportunity to allow student-athletes, 

ah, players, to have more of a say in things. After all, unions are not the only way to shme 

power. The NCAA could conceivably do that within the exis~ting governance s~tmcture. 

A relevant example comes from [] of all places [] Chattanooga, Tennessee. [That’s where the 
2012 ~qV P assat Clip~:~Iobile was assembled] Earlier this week workers at the 

Vollcswagen plant there voted agaAnst bringing in a union by something like 710-660. This was 

because V~V had dropped s~trong hints that they would set up [] workers [] councils [] like they 

have in Europe to address working conditions. It doesn []t have to be a traditional union .... 

Whether it I. s a union, a ~] students council, U or whatever, the issue of players U, urn, 

Flstudent-athleles~] rights won~]tjust fade away. 
The re-adjustment of [;amateurism I1 status (deliberately bracketed in quotes because it~ s not 

really an~ateurism) is the recurring issue of our day [] not tmyments for likenesses, not media 



payment~ not concussion reform. And worse, whenever amateurism discussions come up, the 

NCAA comes offas "the bad guy. It should not be this way. 

You heard it here first. 

Have a good Wednesday. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

~wvw.~wit~er.com;@CollegeAt hClips 

Northwestern Quarterback Makes His Case for Players [] Union 
By Ben Strauss, New York Times, 2-18-14 

CHICAGO [] Kain Colter, a football recruit, arrived at Northwesteru University with 

dreams of becoming an orthopedic surgeon. But the summer betbre his freshman year, he said, 

he was steered away t?om a chemistry class toward less strenuous options like sociolo~ and 

African histo~. He is now pursuing a psychology degree instead of the premed track. 
During the 2012 season, after Colter was named the starting qua~lerback, Northwestern 

traveled to Ann Arbor, Mich., for a day game against Michigan. The Wildcats made the five- 

hour trip by bus, had team meefing~ held walk-throughs, played the g~ane, met reporters and 

then returned to campus in Evanston~ Ill. According to Kolter [] s [] accountable hours [] log to 

ensure he had time for academic,s, he spent 4 hours 8 minutes on football activities. 

Colter, the leader of the Northwesteru football team [] s petition to form a union, which was 

filed laser month, offered more than four hours of teshinony Tuesday afternoon before the 

Nafional Labor Relations Board. In question is the relationship between academics and 

tbotball tbr players ~J specifically, which comes first and whether’these athletes should be 

classified as stadents or employees. Colter insisted he was on campus to play football. 

[J Itr~ s truly a job, r~ Colter said. [] There ~J s no way around it. ~] 

Northwesteru graduates 97 percent oftbotball players, the highest among schools in the 

Football BoM Subdivision. Lav~’ers for the universi .ty, which axgues that its football players do 

not meet the requirements for a union because they are full-time students, expressed difficulU in 

understanding why Northwestern was chosen as a test case. 

’][’hey then painted Colter as a football player who has benefited greatly from his educational 
experience, and argued that athletics and academics go hand-h-hand. 

Colter has a grade point average above 3.0. He was Academic All-Big Ten each year he was 

eligible. He took classes like Financial Business and Intmducfion to Neurology. He received 

tutoring and extra help when he asked for it. He is scheduled to graduate this yem: earlier than 

expected. There could be no truth, Northwesteru[] s la~Ters said, to the accusation that he 

was not permitted to study r~ and sludy what he wished. 

The hearing was moved from the N.L.R.B. [J s regional office to a lazger room in a federal 

building in downtown Chicago because of increased interest. Tuesday began with Colter 
fielding questions from John Adan~, a lawyer for the College Athletes Players Association, the 

newly formed group seeking to represent Northwestern players in collective bargaining. 

Colter, who e:d~austed his athletic eligibilib’ lasl season, laid out in great detail his experiences 

during what he called the yearlong college football season. He spoke of the time demands, the 
control exerted by coaches and administrators and the academic sacrifices he said he had to 

make. 

[] It makes it hard for you to succeed, [] Colter said. [] You can []t ever reach your academic 

potential with the time demands. You have to sacrifice, and we [] re not allowed to sacrifice 

tbotba]l. LI 

Training cmnp before the season, Colter said, requires 50 to 60 hours per week mad 14-hour 

days, on occasion. The in- season commitment is 40 to 50 hours each week. Summer 

workouts require a return to campus only a l~w weeks after the end of the previous 

year. Colter said he was never allowed to schedule a class before 11 a.m. because of practice, 

which made it difficult to take the courses he needed to continue as a preened student. 

’][’he idea was to cast Colter and his team~nates as employees, with responsibilities to match. 

’][’he compensation, argued Colter, is an athletic scholarship, valued by Northwesteru at 



$76,000 per year. And, he continued, because it can be revoked year to year in some cases, 

there is a quid pro quo to deliver on the football field. (When Colter was recruited, he received 

a one-year renewable scholarship, but later he was given a multiyear scholarship.) 

When he was cross-examined by university lawyer~ Colter was pressed about whether his 

scholarship money dedicated to tuition was taxed. And he was asked whether he received 

retirement and pa~d ti~ne-offbenefits like other Northwestern employees. He said he did not. 

Beyond the employee-student construction, there were other logistical ques~tions raised by 

Northwes~tern [] s lawyers. The College Athletes Players Association does not seek to 

represent non- scholarship football players or any athletes who do not play football or 

basketball, including women, which raises issues surrounding Title IX, the federal law that 

requires equal spending on men [] s and women [] s sports. 

The hearing continues Wednesday and is expected to last all week. 

The players I~ group has a~other witness to call, and Northwestern will call scveral experts to 

try to rebut Colter. The regional N.L.R.B. office here will then make a ruling, most likely within 

a month of the hea6ng ~ s conclusion. That decision can be appealed to the t~deral board in 

Washington. 

Colter~ meanwhile, will head to the N.F.L. combine in Indianapolis this weekend. 

Questions for Northwestern’s Kain Colter at CAPA hearing 
By tk~evin Trahan, U~A TODAY Sports, 2-18-14 

CHICAGO [] Former Northwestern quarterback Kain Colter made one thing clear 

Tuesday as he took to the witness stand, the first person to testil}’ on behalf of Northwestern 

football players petitioning to form a union. He says he is a student and a~ athlete, but not a 

student-athlete. 

"(Football is) a job," he said. "There’s no way around it~ it’s a job." 

Colter is one of the key figures as the College Athletes Players Association tries to make its 

case that Northwestern tbotball players are employees under the National Labor Relations 

Act. 
CAPA la~er John Adam said at a hearing last week that he would prove that Northwestern 

football players are compensated through scholarships that aye conditional on a service they 

perform, thus making them employees under the memaing of the act. On Tuesday; much of 
Adam’s questioning of Colter reflected that point. 

Colter testified that, in essence, the tbothall staff’at Northwestern controlled what he could and 
couldn’t do, at least beyond what would be controlled if he were a regular student. Colter said 

that football players have to get approval to for certain housing options, and their speech is 
restricted, because there are rules about what they can post on social media. Moreover~ he 

safid that football conflicted with his academic goals. 

"What classes you can take, what major you can paxticipate in~ it’s all based on football and 

your schedule," Colter said. 

Colter said that when he crone to Northwestern, it was his dream to go to medical school, but 

that football obligations got in the way. He said an advisor at Northwestern urged him to not 

take a chemistry class he needed for his pre-med track when he was a freshman, and that, 

combined with other practice requirements, put him behind his classmates to meet the pre-med 

requirements. 

Despite those lofty academic goals, Colter said he would not have been oft~red admission to 

Northwestern had he not played tbothall, implying that tbotball, not academics, is the reason he 

is at the university. 

Ultimately, what Northwes~tern’s football players seek is representation in the NCAA decision- 

making process. Colter was a ~nember of the Northwestern football team’s leadership council, 

but his assessment of that council reflected CAPA’s position regmding player representation in 

the NCAA. 

"Coach (Pat Filzgerald) makes it clear that he’s the head coach," Colter said. "He’s 51 percent 

of the vote." 

Adam axgued that football and academics are "separate and distinct," m~d Colter said that his 

play on the field and his time on the leadership council did not pv:~vide any educational value. 

However, attorney Anna Wermuth, representing Northwestern, attempted to cast doubt on 

that statement, saying that Colter noted his football leadership skills on an imemship application 

to Goldman Sachs. Wennuth al~ Iyosed the suggestion that Colter learned bow to "critically 

analyze intbm~ation" while he was a member of the foothall teaan. 
We~muth also questioned a strong assertion by Colter that his pay~nent for treatu~ent of injuries 

he received at Northwestern is "in dispute." Colter recently had m~kle surgeu due to injuries he 

sustained during his playing caree~; m~d he said the university refused to pay tbr an MRI. 

However, he safid that the university did agree to reimburse him, trying to "~nake things right," 
after major damage was found. 

Northwestern currently pays for players’ medical needs up to one yeax after they exhaust their 

eligibility. The policy varies at each school, but CAPA is t~ing to get expm~ded medical 

coverage for players. That is theoretically attainable, but under NCAA roles, some of the 

potential refonns listed on CAPA’s website [; securing clue process rights and allowing athletes 

to receive compensation I1 are not up to the universi~’s discretion. 

"Most of the objectives CAPA is trying to achieve are not even controlled by Northwestern," 



Alex Barbour, representing the universi~, said. 
Both parties recognized that the NCAA is not a joint employer, so CAPA would not be 
collectively baxgaining with the oversight organization. Despite the CAPA website’s sqated 
goals, Colter said CAPA would not push tbr action that Northwestern cannot give under 
N C,%~_ j ufi sdiction. 
"We’re not going to jeopardize our players’ eligibili .tyy Colter said. "We’re s~till going to have to 
abi& by NCAA rules." 
To even start to think about how those rules play into the process, CAPA roll need to continue 
on a long road that it hopes ends ruth college athletes being deemed employees of their 
universities. 

When the proceedings continue Wednesday. as both pasties plan to call witnesses, the 
fundamental question among all the small comple~ties remains the same: Are Colter and his 
teammates students, or are they athletes, first and lbremost? 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: v~Nw.colle,qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLPSHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. el=LASHes are emaifed directly to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. 7~his particular Cotter eFLASH has been sent to Clips subscribers. 

About our website: �3ollegePthletics¢lips.cem provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoldng, 

informational and occasionally humorous �31ips eFLPSHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To he removed from tiffs mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Change yo]]r subscription 

U~tsuhscribe 





Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:55 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edtv~; @kenan-flagler.unc.edu~; 
<     @live.unc.edt~ 

Carolina Spo(t Business Club (UNC vs State) at Hickory. Tavern 

Hi 

Glad I got to see you Monday and today for lunch! Love the restaurant! 

I’m just follomng tip abont the CaJcolina Sport Business Club having a gathering at Hickoiy Tavern next Wednesday,             tbr the away Slate game at 8 pm. I 

know I mentioned using the back room, but it might work just as well if we conldjust reserve a few bx~oths together (they’re tota]ly big enough) to fit everyone. 

Let Ine know your thoughts on this a~d enjoy your few days o~t] 

Dr. Stroman (or and ): When you get around to it could you send a Carolina Sport Business Club slide to put on the TVs. 

Thanks team, 

Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 3:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

DTH interview 

Hello Prof. Stroman, 

My name is           and I am a reporter with the Daily Tar Heel. I’m doing an article on Silent Sam. The piece will focus on what the 
statue symbolizes and its sociopolitical implications here on campus. I’d love to speak with you on the matter. I left a voicemail at your office 
but I’m reaching out via email, as it might be easier to get in touch this way. 

My deadline is this Friday. Are you available to chat anytime between now and then? 

Sincerely, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JeffGibbons <j gibbons@tx~bcats.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 6:51 PM 

Jeff Gibbons <j gibbons@bobcats.corn> 

Collegiate Sports PR and Communication Symposium 

CharloLte Bobcats 

You Are £nviLed 

Please add events@twca--email.com to your address book, Learn how, 

rroubie viewing Lh~s emair? View in browser. 

Description: Charlotte Bobcats 

Description: Bobcats 

Don’t miss the inaugural Collegiate Spoils PR and Communication Symposium and a special 
guest panel from the Charlotte Bobcats. Learn from an NBA franchise perspective about the 
various areas of Public Relations, Broadcasting, Social Media and re-branding as the team gets 
ready to enter next season as the Charlotte Hornets. The collegiate Collegiate Sports PR and 
Communications Symposium is a must attend for any college Broadcasting, PR, Communications 
or Journalism major, regardless of career industry aspirations. 

$20 Tickets: Includes Symposium and Bobcats Game 

~se Special Offer Code: B~ZZ 

::.~.i Description: Bobcats 

How it Works: 
Check in; 2:45 to 3:15 p.m. (Please arrive promptly at TWCA during this time) 
Symposium: 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. (30 minute panel disscussion, 30 m~nute Q&A) 
Bobcats vs. Rockets: 7:00 p.m. (Doors open at 6:00 p.m.) 
Students w~l~ exit the Arena at 4:30 p.m. and are encouraged to v~s~t ~oca~ [estaurants and shops. 
T~ckets for tMs exclusive event are just $20* and are open to college students of ~ny ma~o[~ The 
$20 t~cket cost ~ncludes both the Symposium AND the game that night~ To purchase t~ckets, 
please cl~ck the ~nk below a~d enter the Special Offer Code: BUZZ. We hope to see you there~ 
Order ear~y~ Space for Collegiate Symposium w~l~ be I~m~ted to the first 500 students to [egJster. ~f 
you are registering m~tiple people ~t one time, we w~l re~ch out to get the other names of the 
members of your par~ 

For more ~nformat~on, please contact Jeff G~bbons at 704B88~9044 or Nibbons@bobcats.com. 
*The~e zs a .~5 per o~dez fee; you can order as a group of #fend~ # ~eep cost~ con ta#~ed 



Description: TougherFasterSt ronger 

Pdvscy Policy 

,~EFF 

Account Executive, Group Saies 

333 East Trade Street 

Chariotte, NC 28202 

i 704,688.9044 

~ 704,688,8735 

j£ Lb___b__9__O__s_@__b__9___b__c__a__t__s_:_c__9___m__ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordPress.com Upgrades <~help@wordpress.com> 

~Vednesday, February 19, 2014 7:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> 

[WordPress.com] Please Update Yonr Payment Intbrmation - Carolina Sport Business Clnb 

The payme~t i~formatien for csbcut~c,com ot~ ~:L.,~!S?.i.(!?.a..5...’!£!:’~..ii$~i~!..i~?.L.,..-.!£.£~:iS,¢~ is out of date~ our recerds ~nd~cate that it e:<pired ~ March 2014. TMs 

csbcunc.com costs $18.00, aod ~t ~s set to expire ~n 45 days, on Apr~ 6, 2014~ If this upgrade expires, your site w~l no bnger be ava~aNe at 

You asked us to renew csbcuuc.com automatically every year, but we’~ need your new payment ~nformatbn to renew it on time for you. 

Phase rep~y to tMs ema~ with any questbus. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Wednesday, Febma7 19, 2014 8:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 articles) 

Charles Blow February 19, 2014 08:.38:08 

Op-Ed Columnist 

T~e Bias Against Nack Bodies 

The conundr~m~ of the curre~t Africa~-America~ e~efie~ce: How to rescue 

peo~)]e fi’om a system and culture that flareatens to drown them? 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTi~’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Andtoic! I iPad(’~D ] iPhone® i All 

About This Emai~ 

This is an automated emaiI.Please do not reply directly to this email from NYTimea.com As a membe[ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alells i My Alerts Help I Cha~ge Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Co~tac?’~ i Advertise 



From: ~live.unc.edtc> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:50 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Minor 

Dr. Stroman, 

I was wondering if you were going to be free anytime soon? I want to learn more about the Entrepreneurship minor, 

Go Heels! 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 10:44 AM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu-~; Osborne, Barbara <stx~rtlaw@unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; 

Popp, Nels <nelspopp@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Shields, Edgar W <Ed.Shields@unc.edu>; Kelly, Tim R 

<timkelly@emaJl.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene <cgreene@gtaa.gatech.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Lain/A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

Botta, Brett <bbotta@unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu> 

SpAd Interview Weekend Friday Dinner 

Friday Dinner Schedule.pdf, ATT00001.htm 

HelloAll, 

I hope each ofyou are having a wonderful week so tiar! We are just one day away t?om the s~tart of our     Sport Administration Iuterview Weekend. I wanted to 

remind each of you about a IEw details regarding the dinner tomorrow night and the interviews on Saturday morning. 

Dinner tomonow night (    ) roll last from 6:00 - 8:00 pm in the BoMes Hail of Champions in the Dean Smith Center. The peaking lot across the street roll be open 
after 5 pro, so that should not be eaa issue. The schedule is attached for your reference. 

Interviews Satarday morning i    ) roll last from 7:30 - 11:15 am in the Kenan Stadinm Pope Box. We are serving breakfast at 7:00 am on the fourth floor and you 

are more than welcome to attend. Interview panels (both faculb~ and athletics) roll be held on the third floor and the alumni case s~dy session will be held on the fourth 

floor. We ask that you be in your seat at 7:15 am for a quick briefing. Please bring your interview packet with you. Also, we roll be on campns early enough that 

parking on Stadium Drive should not be an issne. 

Those are the quick facts/reminders I wanted to get out to you. As always, please let me kiaow if you have any questions! 

Thank you again to each of you for all the help and suptx~rt you have given and roll continue to provide "this weekend. This is such a special graduate progra~n and the 

unique quaJities, such as this interview weekend, are what set it apart on a national scale. 

Wishing you aJl the best, 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Sport Administration Graduate Program Interview Weekend 

Welcome Dinner Schedule 

Friday, 

5:45 

6:00 

6:15 

6:30 

7:15 

7:20 

7:25 

7:30 

7:35 

7:40 

7:45 

7:50 

7:55 

Candidates and First-Year Students Arrive 

*Tour of Basketball Museum 

Arrival of Faculty and Guests 

Welcome (Dr. Cooper) 

Dinner (Faculty rotate to various tables) 

SPAD Movie 

SPAD 101~ ) 

Grad Program Overview (Dr. Shields) 

LFIT (Brett Botta) 

First Year Course Overview (Dr. Popp) 

Athletic Operations               ) 

Internships/Second Year (Dr. Weight) 

Thesis (Professor Osborne) 

Conclusion (Dr. Cooper) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Bahne ~ bahne@wmgllc.com> 

Thursday, Febma~ 20, 2014 11:25 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: call wifl~ El~abeth 

Wonderful thank you! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 1 .t:24 AN 
To: Jennifer Balme 
Subject; RE: call with Elizabeth 

debby 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

En,q~qe. Explore. Empowen 

I 
~X:~ em~ilSignature 

9~9.}343.0336 

From: Jennifer Balme [mailto:jbalme.@wmgllc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 20:14 :t1:23 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: call with Elizabeth 

I’m very sorry, Debby... Elizabeth has been held up longer than anticipated. Please let me know if you’re still avail when she wraps up (which really should be any 

minute now), and she will call you. 

Thanks for your understanding! 

Jennifer Balm~ 
Executive Assistant, Global Consulting 
Wasserman Media Group 
4208 Six Forks Road, Suite 1020 
Raleigh, NC 27609 
P: 919-256-6628 I C: 
www.wmqllc.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grofl; Diane G <groff@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dsiro@unc.edu> 

have a studetu of mine shawdow 

Hi Deb, 

I just wanted to see if you could assist me in helping one of my students shadow one of the players a day. Just a bit of background: my students 

the Disability, Culture and Intro. To Therapeutic recreation course have to do a simulation where they pretend to have a disability for 24hours. They will either 

wear a pair of sunglasses that obscures their vision, or they will use a wheelchair for 24 hours. One of my students actually has a disability however, so we are 

trying to make the assignment relevant for him. He would like to see what it would be like to be a collegiate athlete for a day. 

, be an athlete would be very enlightening. 

Could you please ask       if he, or one of his teammates would be willing to allow a fellow UNC student to shadow him for a day (of course the 24 hour 

experience is "flexible" in that he would still maintain his privacy, etc. It would just be allowing him to shadow him during the "public" times of his day, (e.g. 

meals, practice, classes, social activities, study hall, etc.). 

Thanks, 

Diane 

Dr. Diane O Greff 
Associate F~rofessor - Rec.reation Administratien Specialization 

Associate Member -. Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Co-Founder - Get REAr. & HEEl.. Breast Cancer F~rogram 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

306 Woollen Gym; CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--8700 

919-962-0534 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagleramc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@gmail.com> 

Re: CSBC Wassennan Meeting 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Yes we are all set ~vith Fetzer 109! We have it from 5pm-7pm. 

On 1:58 P\{, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

>Hi Are we secure with Fetzer 102 at 5:00 p.m.’? 
> 

>Dr. Stroman 
> 

>Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>Engage Explore. Empower 
> 

> 

> 

>919.8430336 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>CONF][DENTIALITY NOTICE: ’]’his e-mail message, including attachments, if 
>any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed 
>and may contain confidenti a[ and/or privileged material. Any 
>---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 
>If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 
>e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Stroman, Deborah L 
>Sent: Monday, 1:33 PM 
>To: 
>Cc: 
>Subject: RE: CSBC Wasserman Meeting 
> 

> Please contact Adamson for Fetzer 109. Work with to create the 
>flyer. Thanks[ 
> 

>Dr. Stroman 
> 

>Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 

>919.843.0336 
> 

>"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be 
>overcome." 
>~ Samuel Jokmson 
> 

>CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if 
>any, is intended only- for the -person or entity to which it is addressed 
>and may contain confidential and/or privileged materiah An?" 
>---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 
>If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 
>e-mail and destroy- all copies of the original message. 
> 

> 

>-----Original IVlessage ..... 
>From: ~kenan-flagler.unc edu] 
>Sent: IVlonday, 12:17 PM 
>To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>Subject: Re: CSBC Wasserman Meeting 
> 
> works for them. "¢,~ich do you prefer? 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>Sent tlcom my iPhone 
> 

>> On at 3:06 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> ~vrote: 
>> 

>> Hi 
>> 

>> Dr Stroman 
>> 



>>> On 2:20 PM, ~!kenan-flagler.unc edu> 
>>>wrote: 

>>> Hi I)r. Stroman, 

>>> I hope you had a great weekend! Since we are having the meeting with 

>>> Bowser on         , which week would be best J2~r the meeting with 
>>> Wasserman? I was planning on talking to them tomorrow. 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 2:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: One Carolina -- This Summer 

Will you be at the game on Saturday? Just want to make sure you’re aware of the people that will be there, in case you’d like to network a bit. 

Jim, Graham, Terese, and Derrick. Check out: htlp:/itandemse.com/?page~temn 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Jhn Tanner <itanner~tandemse.com> 

Date: Thu,            at 1:59 PM 
Subject: RE: One Carolina -- This Sunmaer 

To:                    @gmail.com> 

Cc: Terese Whitehead <twhitehead@tandemse.com>, Graham Boone <oboo~@taJ~demse.com>, Derrick Powell <~tandemse.com> 

~.et’s try to catch up at the game on Saturday. Graham, Terese Whitehead and Derrick Powe]l will also be there. See ~ 

TANDEf¢ SF~ORTS-~ E~TERT~:,~fCE~T 

itanner~tandemse,com ~ Nndemse,com 

9h~)r~e (703/740-5020 [:,~x (7031740-5029 

~’N~ tandem emails~g 

o~ then. JT 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: W~dnesday: 7:40 PM 
To: Jim Tanner 
(::c: Meredith Geisler; Graham Boone 
Subject: Re: One Carolina -- This Summer 

Jim. I appreciate it. I love plRiects such as this one, and especially love the collaboration bem,een so Ina~y people that is necessary to Inake it happen. Look for more 

from One Caxolina in the future. 

I’ll s~art coordinaling with the others to hash out the details for the internship. My number is 

free to text/call. 

Hope to catch up in Chapel Hill. I’ll be at both games. Feel 

Cheers, 

On Tue, at 5:52 PM, Ji~n Tanner <itmme~ta~demse.com> wrote: 

This story is incredible. Thanks for sharing and congratulations on making AnLhony’s dream come true. Meredith Geisler and Graham Boone coordinate our 

internship program. I have cop~ed them both on th~s ema~ and will leave ~t to you all to work out the deta~s. I w~H be comh]g to Chapel H~ll on Thursday night, so 

~’1] m~ss the Duke game, ~ have Morehead meetings on gdday and then a meeting in Durham on Friday n~ght, ~ plan to go to the Wake game on Saturday. Look 

forward to cat(:hmg ~) w~th you while ~’m there, My (:el~ rmrnber ~s             What"s v(mrs? "[’hanks. Jim 

TANNER 



£900 ¢:!}’sSal Drb~ Suite 420 A!ii!~.cSor~ ’,,’A 2220£ 

From: ’ ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 2:45 PM 
To: .tim Tanner 
Subject: One Carolina -- This Summer 

Hey Jim, 

I hope this email finds you well I just wanted to share a recent project of mine with you as well as get the conversation started again for this summer. 

l’ve been busy the past two weeks pulling together the creation of a new student movement, "One Carolina", and launching it with something            and I were already 
doing. It’s picked up national media and was well received, so I thought you would enjoy checking it out. Below are a few links for you to check out to know all about the 
initiative and the launch. 

One Carolina: http://onecarolina1789.comi 

Great behind-the-scenes piece on howthe day came together: http:llvcwvv.mor.qanton.com/community/article 2c838f8c-9370-I le3-9b20-001a4bcf6878.html?TNNoMobile 

The Launch: https:/Itwitter.comlOneCarolina1789/status/433435332101410817 

NBC Sports: http:Hcolle.qebasketballtalk.nbcsports.com/: Inorth-carolina-team-treats-disabled-fan-to-a-memorable-day-videol 

CBS Sports: http:~~vvv~W.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~~~eqebasketba~~~eve-~n-c~~~eqe-basketba~~/2444~243~vide~-~~ca~-disab~ed-kid-is-surprised-b~-a-day-with-unc-basketba~~ 

GoHeels: http://ww,~.goheels.comAliewArticle.dbml?DB LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&ATCUD=209403619 

Also, l’ve submitted my Summer Enrichment Program formal application to the Foundation today, so we can begin officially planning for the summer internship, l’m excited to 

begin talking about details of the summer so we can nail down dates and I can start working out housing. 

Also, David Greer tells me you’ll be in Chapel Hill for the game on Thursday. I hope that we can connect, even if briefly. Are you only in town for the game or are you hanging 
around? 

l’m sure the past few months have been busy, but, from what I can tell, Tandem 8E is off to a great start. Looking forward to hearing back from you. 

Cheers, 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ann Handley, MarketingProfs <IVlarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 2:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Marketing Measurement & Ana~lytics 

Take the mystery out of measuring your marketing efforts 

and ~!:L~..@.:}~: when you register using code MEASURE¯ 

Hiya Deborah, 

Let’s be honest, number crunching isn’t all that glamorous (or fun). I understand that. 

It’s way more interesting to create compelling content, design inspiring graphics, and 

launch great new campaigns. But how can you tell whether that campaign’s as amazing 

as you think it is, without actually measuring what’s happening? 

That’s where our newest course, Na~k~ti~-~.;~. Ne:~a-:~e~:~-~’~t 8~ g~},tic’~ comes in. 

Through 9 classes, we’ll show you the what, the why, and (most important) the how of 

marketing analytics. We’ll also make it pain-free. (Promise!) 

You’ll walk away from ~!:~.i~..~4~.~.~:N~ a better marketer, armed with the knowledge to break 

down even the most complex marketing campaigns to show what worked, and why. 

When you can confidently demonstrate what your Return on Marketing Investment 

(ROMI) is for any activity, you’ll be the talk of the break room. Plus, bosses love that 

stuff, so you’re practically lining yourself up for a promotion. 

Marketing Measurement & Analytics begins April 10; check out the c¢~g~r~e ~N:! for 

more information and to see the list of instructors. ~:~.i~: by February 28 using 

promo code ii:~!iii!AS!.J~:iiii!! along with your PRO Iogin credentials, and pay just $307 ($247 

if you’re an NPU Alum). 

I’m really excited about this course--you are, too, now ... right? Join me there! 

:: Ann Handley 

:: Chief Content Officer 

:: MarketingProfs 

:: (866) 557-9625 

P.S. Want more savings? We offer discounts for 3 or more MPU tickets purchased at 

one time--whether they’re all for you or a group. S~v~e b..~. 



MarketingProfs, LLC ] 4~9 N Larchmont Bird #295 ] Los Angeles, CA 90004 : (86}~ 557-962.~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 3:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Brian Clouser <bclouse@tx~bcats.com% Angus Mitchell <amitchell@tx~bcats.com>; Ben Woldenberg <bwoldenberg@bobcats.com> 

Bobcats Analyiics Temn: Case Study Ideas 

Bobcats Basketball Analytics Case Colnpetition Idea~ 2-20-14.docx 

Hey Deborah, we brainstormed some ideas; attached are our write-ups. 

We’d love to get your feedback on them, which you recommend going with, and how to proceed. 

Thanks ir~ advance! 

JASON W, ROSEN~ELD 

Director of Basketball Anaiytics 

BOBCATS :: :.~"O~~S .:~ 

BBB East Trade Street 

Chariotte, NC 28202 

T 704.588.898:1. 

C 

J Ro~;enfeid@ bobcats.corn 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ChmnberlaJn, Bill <Bill.ChambeflaJn@ncdps.gov> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 4:29 PM 

Chris.whitmire@ncleg.net 

Carolina Black Caucus Meeting:2/l 9/2014 

Representative Whitmore, 

Thanks for speaking to me yesterday. The meeting addressed some real issues, that need focus. The student athlete issues are in need of real focus, and I have 

some solutions that are able to be implemented, if given the opportunity. In this case, an outside, objective perspective, that has more latitude regarding 

observing and dealing with "Associates" of our student athletes, is in order. Any support you could muster, along those lines would be appreciated... 

Once again, and always GO HEELS!!! 

Bill Chamberlain State REP Training Officer 

NDPC SAA!SPOC 

NC Division of Emergency Management 

4236 Mail Service Center 

1630 Gold Star Drive Room 631 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

bill.chamberlain@ncdps.gov 

919-825-2261(0) 

919-825-2684(F) 

C) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Archie Ewin <aervin@gatech.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 4:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; aervin@gatech.edu 

RE: Caroliua Black Caucus 

Hello Debby, good to hear from VOU~ 

Been on th~-_~ run all day so will send you some names and perhaps we can taJk Jater. 

The names thsL ~ have from memory Lhat led the Nack FacukyiStaff Caucus are: 

Dean Harold Woodard 

Professor Harry Amana 

Professor Frank Brown 

Professor Audrey Johnson 

Dr. CHfford Charles 

Professor Charles Dave (a founder) 

Mr~ Harold Wa~]ace (a foLmder) 

Ms. Zenobia Hatcher.-WHson 

Pro[essor ]rudJer Harris 

Me 

Others may come to mind ~al:er and ~ so w~H forward, 

Hope LMs he~ps. 

Arch~e 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February ~9, 20:[4 5::[8 PM 
To: aervin@gatech.edu 
Subject: Carolina Black Caucus 
Tmporl:ance: High 

th 
Hi Archie~ ~ hope all is well for you and yours‘ Please give me a call when you can‘ ~ want to informally invite you to our 40 Anniversary celebration on 

May 16th, (The official invitations are on the way to all the past presidents,) I also want to chat with you about helping me identify other past presidents, 

Thanks! 

My mobile is any time before 10:00 p.m. 

H ugs, 

debby 

Deberah L Stroma~, P~,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

EXSS Spert ASministration, £ect~rer (www,exss,unc.edu) 
Frank Hawkins ~(enan ~nstitute of Private Enterprise, Senier Advis~r (http:/[www.kenan-flagler.unc.edulkenan-institute) 

3:~5 Woollen - CB #8700 
Chape~ Hiil, NC 27599 

9~9,843o033~ 

#HeelForward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 5:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Has college tbotball peaked? (by Dennis Dodd, CBS) 

Newsletter 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings fiom the Football-Has-a- 12-month-SeasonShip. And what a coincidence that I am 

tapping this out while listening to the Paul Finebaum radio show on ESPN radio, which is 

definitely 12 months oftbotball as well. 

A couple hours ago the habitually profound and prescient Dennis Dodd of CBSSports.com 
posted a superb axficle titled ~ ][tas college football peakecf~ Ripples on su~ce bear 

watching. [ ~ 

It is my great pleasure to bring you Dennis~ article (with his permission) in its 1,925-word 

totally. This is a thoroughly-resemched co~nmentary, with input from other great thinkers, and 

Dennis expertly pulls it all together with wit, clarity and comprehensiveness. 

To give you m~ idea of the Dodd style, this is how he begm~ his m~tJcle: 

0 There is a theoryfloating out there relating to college football that is as scary as 

it is real. 

In the 1950s, geoscientist.,~ King Hubbert co#ted the te~n "peak oil, "the time 

when oil production is at its maximum, half of the planet’s supply has been used 
From that point earth ~ most valuable natural resource is in decline. I ~ 

Peak oil? Geoscientist? Huh?....what does tlmt have to do with college tbotball ? An intriguing 

and wacky lead-in, this is standard DoddSpeak, a~d it makes Ibr a great lead-in to his robust 

remaJcks about the potential plateauing of big-time college tbotball. 

I will herewith exit this ClipsIntro a~d get you to Dennis ~ aNcle posthaste. 

Nick Iat:axite 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wwwAv~tter,comt@C o~legeAthC li ps 

Has college football peaked? Ripples on surface bear watching 

By Dennis Dodd CBSSports. corn, 2-20-14 

There is a theory floating out there relating to college football that is as scmy as it is real. 

In the 1950s, geoscientist M. King Hubbert coined the term "peak oil," the time when oil 

production is at its maximum, half of the pb~et’s supply has been used. From that point eazth’s 

most valuable natural resource is in decline. 
Scary and real because it’s going to happen, if it hasfft already. Apply tlmt to our favorite 

sport. Is it blasphemous in these heady times to ask whether college football has reached its 

peak? Was the dramatic rise of the game in the past 16 (BCS) years as good as it gets? 

As fun and bright aM promising as "the playoffem seems, it’s still an athletic I1ND. Conference 

realignment is all but over. All the conference rigNs lees -- except tbr the Big Ten - - are 

negotiated thr into the future. Legal concerns loom regarding the head trauma issue. 

It’s time fi)r the game to reprove itselil Historically, there’s something about college tbotball "that 

does not endure. There’s a reason there hasn’t been a back-to-back Heisman runner since the 

mid- 1970s, or that no team has ever won three consecutive national titles in the wire service 

era. 

We’ve enjoyed trmisformative players such as Tiln Tebow, Cam Newton and Johnny Manziel 

in recent years. Can we contim~e to count on such compelling figures? 

Or is it the game itselt? 

Six months until that fil~t playoff season, we’re going to at least raise some of those peak oil 

issues ... 

Already cracks -- small ones -- are appeazing in attendance. While another uational 

attendance record was set this season (38 million total), average per-game attendance 

was flat -- up an average of only 230 persons per gmne. (Even with a record 7.5 million 
fans watching tl~e SEC last season, tl~e overall average attendmace increased only 136 

folks per game.) 



There is a t]ceak-out fuctor regarding student attendance. Overall, it "seems to be down. 

The Big Ten isNo. 2 in overall attendance to the SEC. But as ESPN.com’s Darren 

Rovell pointed out, mighty Michig~m has seen a concerning decline in student 

attendance. The lack of WiFi in decades-old stadiums is giving students a reason to stay 

away. Win, lo,see or flask students love to text, Instagram, Snapchat -- stay in touch. 

The larger concern is that current students choosing to stay hotne in front of liDs won’t 

be infected with that college spirit that causes them to becotne donors years from now. 

As promising as the coming playoffis, there are still uncert~nties. ’Fake the venerable 

Rose BoM. In the playoffero, it may be changed forever. College Football Playoff 

executive Bill Hancock expressed concern on Jan. 1 that the Granddaddy of Them All 

may not "sell out next year. 

Is the SEC’s stranglehold good for the game, or not? Basically how much is too much? 

Industry experts agree that television is oversatarated ruth college basketball, ttoop 

heads may delight in Syracuse-Duke or an undetEated Wichita State, but those are 

spikes in an otherwise flat-line of a regular sea~n. All that really matters is March. 

College tbotball ratings are through the roof, but does any of this portend a peak oil stage? In 

the BCS era, college football became the nation’s No. 2 sport behind the NFL. 

"The question is not how big can it get, but at what cost?" Michigan State AD Mark Hollis 

said. 
Hollis is considered perhaps the No. 1 idea man in college sports. It was his idea to match 

Michigan State and North Carolina basketball on the deck of an aircraft cartier. Michigan 

State-Kentuclcy in 2003 set a (then) world record for hoops attendance at Detroit’s Ford 

Field. 
He had the brilliant concept of playing tbur basketball games at once on the floor of AT&T 

Stadium, site of this year’s Final Four. For a variety of reasons, his idea didn’t take hold. 

Hollis has built flourishing ch~unpionship programs in men’s basketball and tbotba]l, some 

would ~y, in the shadow of rival Michigan. One thing can be said: MSU is little brother no 

more. 

"I don’t see a decline in football or college basketbafl," Hollis said. "Where I "see the decline is 

the ability of the athletic depm~ta~ent to fulfill the mission of a broad-based program. 

"You put more and more emphasis on those two sports, it has a dilution factor that starts to 

take you away fi~om an academic "setting to one of commercialism." 

Balancing the academic mission vs. a for-p~ofit business model is behind every major issue in 

college athletics these days: the O’Bannon lawsnit, concussions, coaching salaries, rifles 

violations. 

The amateur enterprise exists in a market-driven environment, ttollis eloquently- addressed the 

"~ak oil" question last year. 

"The populaJdty of the sport is at an all-time high," said Dean Jordan, a wefl-known media 
consultant who has worked with the ACC, Big Ten ~md Big 12, among others. 

"Our competition is people’s time," Jol~tan added. "We have to have a product where the value 

to the buyer and the experience is warmth that person’s time. As long as we have that, then we’ll 

be OK. 

"I don’t fllink that we’re at a tipping point. I think we’re at an exciting stage of the game." 

Judge for yourself: 

The plnyoff: It’s here because of the sport’s popularity. ESPN and the commissioners 

wouldn’t have assembled a 12-year. $7 billion entit?~ if there wasn’t upside. 

The question is what unintended consequences lay ahead. The national discussion over which 

teams are (perceived to be) screwed will be at least as loud as the BCS. 

With coach’s contracts now increasingly including [x~nuses for making that playofl; careers will 

be impacted because of the opinion of that 13-person selection committee. 

A ti)ur-team playoff doesn’t cure all ills, but ~m eight-team bracket, critics say, that would ruin 

evet?~daing. 

Are we stuck in playoffpragato~y? 

O’Bannon: The NCz’u~k is going to have to address the landmark lawsnit in some sort of way. 

Ifa "settlement includes some sort of professionalization of players, does that tam offthe 
public? 

We’re virtually assured in the future of a cost-of-attendance stipend that will pay athletes ... 

because they’re athletes. If the Jolmny Manziels of the future are able to profit offtheir likeness 

(jersey sales, autographs), does that pollute the amateur purity, of the sport? 
Imagine Johnny Football becoming Johnny Inc. -- while he’s still in school. 

The SEC issue: Like it or not, that SEC Network is lannching in August. 

It is the result of micro economics. Within wildly popular college tbotball, "the SEC is the most 

intensely tbllowed conference. ESPN is betting there is no such thing as SEC thtigue, to the 

point the cable networlc is reportedly asking for $1.30 per cable subscriber within its 11-state 

footprint. That’s more than the Big Ten and Pac- 12 networks. 

You may have been sick of’seven s~traight SEC national championships (streak broken in 

January). But the success of the network may be based on the belief that the SEC is going to 

compete for a national championship evel3~ season. 

The Big Ten Network has thrived. The SEC Nero-ark looks promising, but there are 

cautionao~ reminders -- the defunct The IVltn. and straggling Longhorn Network 



Virtually every FBS game is now televised whether its streaming on the S an Belt sight or 

multiple games on BTN. That wasn’t the case at the beginning of the BCS. 

The regular season: The playoffstakeholders are determined to protect it. They believe that 

a tbur-team playoffdoesn’t impact, say, Ohio State-Michigan to the point that Urban Meyer 

(for example) is res~ting his starting quaxterback because the Buckeyes are already in. 

Consider that last season, the Iron BoM would most likely have been for seeding in a four- 

temn playofll In that scenario, Bama could have been chasing four nationals titles in five years 

while winning the SEC only twice during that span. 
Isn’t that impacting the regular season? 

Studio football: The concept being, that the TV experience has become so compelling that 

attendance matters less and less. The upshot being that the living room and HD become the 

experience instead of game day. 
Thus, studio tbotball. Hey, even the migh~ NFL has become vulnerable. 

"I don’t think it [studio lbotball] is OK," Hollis said. "The value of TV is to see the experience 

and the enthusiasm, the lull s ’~a~dium, the s~tudent bo@." 
"Fxery game is on HDTV," Jordan ~id. "When you get a situation M~ere "the in-home 

experience is a 60-inch flat screen with an easy chair with a cooler full of beer, that becotnes 

tough to pass up." 

It’s hard to make the studio football case when the SEC, Big Te~ ACC and Pac- 12 set 

overall attendance records in 2013. But sotne of that has to do with conference realigtm~ent. 

The SEC and ACC should have set records. Those conferences grew in membership. 

"There’s always a saturation point," sa~d former Big 12 commissioner Dan Beebe. "Maybe 

there has to be a retreating from the (ticket) cost. along with enhancing that in-stadium 

experience that you can’t get at home." 

Everyone spoken to for this column agreed with Football Bowl Association executive director 

Wright Waters. That in-s~adium experience trumps all. The color, history, tradition and tailgate 

of the game should override the concern of wiring 80-year old stadiums with WiFi. Waters 

called it a "wrestling match" matched against the possible overexposure of television. 

"Attendance is a componenk" he said. "It’s not the cotnponent. 

"If we don’t have people in the stands we lose some of the feel for gmne. Does that tnean 

s~naller stadiums being built? ’][’he atmosphere is what drives people to spend money to go to 

the games. 

"Does TV take away from that or is TV an infomercial for people to go in the future." 

The answer is obvious for some. Infomercials for mops may be annoying but they grow college 

football. Ne~ year there will be a record 38 bowls. With thiee more FCS teams jumping up to 

FBS (129 total), there will be more bowl eligible teams to fill those 76 spots. Appalachian 
State (average 25,000) and Georgia Southern (15,000) may drag down the national 

attendance average, but they also will be warm bodies tbr lower-level bowls. 
And if you think those lower-level boMs axe umvatchable, someone is flipping on the set. TV 

ratings were up in 56 percent of all boMs (70 total games) the last two seasons. 

Screens: Increasingly we consume our games, entertainment and news on tablets, phones and 

computers. ’][’he so-called TV Eve~M~ere concept is great for the consumer, but how does it 

impact a possible college football tipping point? 

’][’hose apps may end up being nothing more than value added for consmners. 

"TV Everywhere is a mechanism to keep people from dropping their cable systems," one cable 

industo~ expert said. 

But college stadiums have to be wired to keep the modem consumer. NFL stadiums tend to 

turn over faster, and thus are more likely equipped with latest techi~ology. 

One answer might a combination of elements in a modem, wired, smaller package. 

"I wonder if20 or 30 years farm now the experience on TV is so great that the next phase of 

stadia is going to be 50,000 seats," Beebe said. "It becomes a demand to get those seats. 

Instead of 85,000 seats, it star[s to change down ... 

You pack it in and it’s a raucous atmosphere. That is good for the experience and for TV." 

Doesn’t sound like peak oil, more like a sport that is s~till pealdng. 

Dennis Dodd writes for CBSSports.com. This article has been ~printed on Clips with the 

author~s permission, To access CBSSports click here. 



TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick(~.collegeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: ~_,_c_’_o__[!#.g__e__a__!_h__[&t_Lu_’__s__c_’Jips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular #~terest that are e#her time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 
portion of Clips" sage & sawy subscriber base. eFLABHes are emailed directly to specially 
selected Clips subscribers. This particular "peak off" eFLASH has been sent to 99% of Clips 
subscribers, including darlings, dudes, dudettes, dissenters, disbelievers, dandies, dabblers, 
drunkards, dentists, doctors, drivers, dribblers, debutantes, dodgers, drifters, droolers, dunces, 
doers, drizzlers, drapers, dabbers, dastardlies, demonizers, didactics, dunkers, doinkers, 
debonairs, dreamers, dears, doves, dromedaries, dolce& dummies, denizens, deniers, deemer& 
dutiful& dweebs and dilletants. 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the 
eclectic, thought-provoking, informational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the 
one above), which are award4~orthy e-items that range far and wide to delve into the pe#phery and 
soft underbelly of our modem day sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the 
passion and emotion so unique to college athletics. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~live.unc.e&~> 

Thursday,                7:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thank you & EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to say how much Fve en oyed the course so far. I’ve learned a lot and even obtained a new internship. 

social 
I spoke to Brendan a few times on the phone and I’m now interning with E©N Sports. As of Monday, I’ve been helping run the company’s 

media. 

Also ..... 1 really liked today’s conversation about irmovation in sport (as I’m sure you could tell bg~ my eagerness to participate). That being said, you should check out everything the Warriors 

have done in their marketing department! Their social media night was quite respiring. 

See you Tuesday (or at baseball’s home opener)! 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Skipper, John < @espn.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 8:27 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Donoghue, Marie <Marie.Donoghue@espn.com> 

Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball AnaJs~ics Sumlnit 

7816DE4A-2555-43AC-B42C-31929791B355 [16].png 

Marie - see below - who should Deborah communicate with’? 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Feb 16, 2014, at 10:55 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@nnc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks John. The panelists axe filling in nicely. (FYI - 538 is on boo~rd and so is Dean Oliver). In terms of ESPN sponsorship, I would like to provide 

attendees ruth golf/polo shirts. Is it possiNe to work with ESPN as our shirt sponsor? 

Also, please let me ki~ow if there is a particular unit within ESPN that I should send any communications to regarding the event. I don’t want to leave 
anyone out that you specifically want to have engaged ruth this offering. Everyone I have spoken to has been ve~ kind. ;) 

Stay wam~! 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonder!~ul it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 
< 78 ~_ dDE#A-2555-d3A C-B42C-3 ] 929 79 

From: <Skipper>, John Skipper < ggespn.com> 

Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 7:58 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d__s_t__r_9_@u__n_._c_=_e_~_q> 

Cc: Marie Donoghue <_lk/l_a_._rLe_=._D_..o_.n__o_g.h__u_._e_..@.__e_s_pn.com> 

Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Deborah - I going to put you in touch here with Marie Donoghue who manages Nate ~ld 538. We Inay have a conflict on these dates but Marie is 

charged with helping you. I have told her I want us to be involved and helpful here. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 24, 2014, at 1:59 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dslm~unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage, Explore. Empowen 
919.843.033~ 
<imageOOl.j~g> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted ff a~l possible object~ons must f~rst be overc~me." 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From: Skipper, John [mai~to:          @espn.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 27, 2013 1:12 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Save-the-Date[ Basketball Analytics Summit 
Nice ~ mn into you - roll sNak ruth Nate 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 5:23 PM, Str( man, Deborah L -dstr( qa!unc.edu~- wrote: 

Season’s Greetings! Hi John. Great to see you last week! Here is the official save-the-date announcement that was 

sent recently to NBA, WNBA, and College Basketball contacts. Please share with your appropriate units. 

Friendly Reminder: Nate Silver to join us as the speaker on the evening of Friday, May 2 (preferred) or Saturday, May 

3. 



The intersection~ of technology, statistics, execution, and performance is here...so, please 
save-the-date for the inaugural SPIEA Basket#aX~Anal]fdcs S~mmit: hosted by the Kenan 
Institute of Private Enterprise on the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chape~ 
H~I~, 
Friday, ~ay 2 - ~urday, ~ay 3, 20~4 
Our m~ss~on ~s Lo engage with and explore the best practices of the ~eading baskeCba/] 
experts (professionals, students, and scholars) who love, research, and work hq the 
d~sc~p~ine of performance (ind~v~dua~ or team) and bus~ness analyt~cs, 
P~ease pass the word to your colleagues. More detai~s soon~ 
(Questions or Feedback: dstro@unc,edu) 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 
919.843.0336 
C- 
@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins I<enan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 
Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 
"A good head and a good heart are always a formidable combination." Nelson Mandela 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Donoghue, Marie <Marie.Donoghue@espn.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 8:51 AM 

Sldpper, John <J @espn.com>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Davis, Moira E. <Moira.E.Davis@espn.com>; Macedo, Edmundo <Edmundo.Macedo@espn.com> 

Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

I would suggest Moira on the sponsorship and Ed with respect to communications about the event. I trust he’ll keep FiveThirtyEight in the loop. 

Best, 

Marie 

From: <Skipper>, John Skipper < @espn.com> 

Date: Friday, February 21, 2014 8:26 AM 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <d__s__t_r__o_._@__u_.n__c_.__e__d_u__> 

Cc: espn espn <Marie.Donog__h___u___e___@__.___e___s_p___n_:__c___o___m__.> 

Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Marie - see below - who should Deborah communicate with? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 16, 2014, at 10:55 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <.d__s_t__r.o__@_~._n_c_:.e__d__L].> wrote: 

Thanks John. The panelists are filling in nicely. (FYI - 538 is on board and so is Dean Oliver). In terms of ESPN sponsorship, I would like to provide attendees with 

golf!polo shirts. Is it possible to work with ESPN as our shirt sponsor? 

Also, please let me know if there is a particular unit within ESPN that I should send any communications to regarding the event. I don’t want to leave anyone out 

that you specifically want to have engaged with this offering. Everyone I have spoken to has been very kind. ;) 

Stay warm! 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

<7816DE4A-2555-43AC-B42C-31929791B355116].png> 

From: <Skipper>, John Skipper < ~Pespn.com> 

Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 7:58 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d__s_t__r_q_@.__u__n_.£:._e_~l_q> 

Cc: Marie Donoghue <Marie.Donoghue@espn.com> 

Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Deborah - I going to put you in touch here with Marie Donoghue who manages Nate and 538. We may have a conflict on these dates but Marie is charged with 

helping you. I have told her I want us to be involved and helpful here. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 24, 2054, at 1:59 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

M~y I now ~c~vertlse 

Deborah L, S~oman, Ph.D. CLU 
En~e, Explore, Empower, 
9~9.843.0336 

<image001d0g> 

"Nothing w~l ever be attempted ff a~l possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

From= Skipper, 3ohn [mailto:          @espn.com] 

Seat= Friday, December 27, 2053 $:$2 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 

Sabje~t= Re: Save-the-Date~ Basketball Analytics Summit 

Nice ~ mn into you - will s~& wi& Nate 

Sent t~om my iPad 



On Dec 26, 2013, at 5:23 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Season’s Greetings! Hi John. Great to see you last week! Here is the official save-the-date announcement that was 

sent recently to NBA, WNBA, and College Basketball contacts. Please share with your appropriate units. 

Friendly Reminder: Note Silver to join us as the speaker on the evening of Friday, May 2 (preferred) or Saturday, May 

3. 

The ff~tersection* of technology, statistics, execution, and performance ~s here...so, p~ease 
save-the~date for the inaugural SPIEA Basketba~A~a~ics ~ummi~ hosted by the Kenan 
Institute of Private Enterprise on the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Our m~ss~on is eo engage wieh and explore the best praceices of the ~eading 
experts (professionals, students~ and scholars) who love, research~ and work hq the 
discipline of performance (indiv~duaf or team) and bus~ness analyt~cs, 
Please pass the word to your colleagues. ~ore details soon~ 
(Questions or Feedback: dstro@unc.edu) 

Resards, 
debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 
959.843.0336 

C- 
@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 
Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 
"A good ~ead a~d a £oed ~ea~ are alwa~ a fo[~idable coabiaatio~." Nelsoa ~aadela 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

list@momentummedia.com 

Friday, February 21, 2014 9:04 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Company News: Astmturf Offers First 10 Year Warranty 

You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail 

from 

Athletic ?danagement or Training & Conditioning. 

Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 

email? 

You are receiving this newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news from 

MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic 

Management or Coaching r4anagement 

To unsubscribe, click this link 

To change your email address, click this link 

To forward this newsletter to a friend, click this link 

Be sure to add lists@momentummedia, com to your address book or safe sender 

list so our emails wi# always get to your inbox! 

Copyright @ 2014 MAG Inc. All rights reserved. 

20 Eastlake Road Ithaca, New York 14850 (607) 257-6970 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ives, Timothy <Timothy Ive@meda~nc.edu~ 

Friday, February 21, 2014 9:41 AM 

Faculty Well?are Committee <t~cultywelt?~xe@saiai.unc.edu> 

Leonard, Stephen T <sleonard@email.unc.edu>; Kelley Gregory <kelleyg@no(thcarolina.edtp 

Re: Health care for part-li~ne universi .ty employees 

Good morning everyone: 

Jnst received this note from Catherine Rigsby, the chair of the UNC FactflU Assembly. As we have been looking into this all year, and as UNC-Chapel Hill may have 

the largest number of adjunct facul~’ at risk for loss of health benefits (perhaps our letter to the P~ovost on adjnnct faculty added snpport to this eflbrt), I’m adding this 
to onr agenda lbr discussion at our next meeting in early Maxch. I’ve attached the document fi-om the Board of Governors that Catherine mentioned. The general 

commems to item 5 is on page 2, but a slightly larger description is on page 14. 

As Catherine is requesting, our opinions and suggestions, as a part of all of the t~ulty welfare committees across the ~stem, will be important lbr the FA F~-;ecntive 
Committee in their deliberations. 

See you soon. 

Thn 

Timothy J. lves, Pharm. D., H.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, CB # 7574 

The University oi North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.22’79 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

DivisJor~ of General Medicine and C]Jr~ica] Epidemio]ogy 
Department of Medicine, CB # "7110 
The Nniversity of No<th Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843~039~ 
Fax: 919.843.0775 

e-mail: Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu 

On 2/21/2014 8:46 AIVl, Rigsby, Catherine wrote: 

Dear FacNty Welfare colluagnes, 

The following is a proposed item for the UNC legislative lobbying effort in the General Assembly’s upcoming short session (from the legislative agenda approved 
by the Board, in the BoG online meeting materials): 

Item ~) Permit UNC to administer a health insurance program to contain Affordable Care Act (ACA) costs. 

At this point this is only a proposed item for the UNC legislative lobbying effort. But it is related to discussions we have had at FA meetings. 

Under the ACA, UNC and other state government agencies must provide healthcare coverage for non-permanent employees or face significant fines. Current 
service levels provided by the State Health Plan are greater than what is required by the ACA. At $5,200 per employee annually, this is a major unfunded 
mandate impacting both UNC system and state agency budgets. This recommendation would allow the UNC system to create a pilot healthcare program that 
would save an estimated $2,000 per employee, yet still meet ACA service level requirements. 

The FAEC welcomes feedback from you and your colleagues on this item. 

Thank you for consideration -- and for your continuing hard work. We look forward to hearing from you. 

Catherine 

Catherine A. Rigsby 

Proi~s~)r of Sedimentology and Chair of the UNC Faculty Assembly 

Department of Geological Sciences 

Easl Caxolina Univelity 

Greenville, NC. 27858 

252-328-4297 

http:/,,Www.ecu.edui~eolo ~~ 
http://www.northc~xolina.eduifiacul~-assen~bl’iindex.htm 

You axe currently subscribed to fhculty welfaxechairs as: Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 69745000.d4c2c928f49th49dae32ba32253cc02b&~T&l thculrv welfare chairs&o 34289780 



(It may be necessary to cut and paffte the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34289780-69745000.d4c2c928f49fa49dae32ba32253cc02b~listserv.unc.edu 

[see attachment: "Item 3 NC Leg Policy Agenda.pdl", size: 961696 bytes] 

Atiachmenks: 

Item 3 NC Leg Policy Agenda.pdf 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai.unc.edu/portal) from the Facul~ Welfme Committee site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



Push by grad students at UT Austin shows how 

difficu~ i1: can be te define wha[ docbral suppod: is 

Taking the Direct Path 
Competency-based education is gaining steam, but 

Depa!tment of E~duca~ion will back. 

The Preside~t a~d the Paupers 

Activi.sts at St Mary’s College of Maryland and 

[3randeis Univer.sil:y i~ave asked presk~ents te l:~e 

their wages ~o sl:arf sa~ar}es 

Time for a 
Faculty at [i~e U of liiinei.s a[ Urbana-Champa:gn are 

divided over a unienization drive, and watching 

stalled nego~iatk;ns at university’s Chioago oampus. 

h~tegrating ~ntematio[~a~ 
Students 

your campus So what’? 

’Virtually No Difference° 
Large study finds neariy identical ac~demic 

perfermance ~ v s~udents whe submi!~ed and d}dn’t 

submit SAT o[ ACT scores st test-optional colleges 

Not Q~ite Two Cultures 
The divide between scier!tists and people of faffh 

may be less clearcut than many imagine, in pa~S 

because many scientists have religious faith, sur,/ey 

WWW~g~Zo~D UdlFYE/S 
WANT TO AD~RTISE HERE? 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, February 21, 2014 12:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@anc.edu> 

O’Bam~on Case to Trial ] Transgender Athletes OK’d ] ’People’s Stadium’ Bonds 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Judge Sends O’Bannon Class Action Against NCAA to Trial 
Remember Ed O’Bannon, the lbrmer UCLA ba~sketba]l player who tiled suit 

agmnst the NCAA more than tbur yea~s ago, alleging it was ... 

Transgender Students Allowed to t lay. Homeschoolers Benched in Virginia 
It was a big news week for high school athletes in Virginia. On Wednesday, the 

Virginia High School League sanctioned the paxt~cipation of... 

Dolphins Sack O-Line Coach, Trainer in Wake of Report 
The firings Wednesday were the fi~t punitive steps taken by the Dolphins since a 

report on the NFL’s investigation into the scandal was released ... 

Wrestling Team in Photo Flap Trimmed tbr State Event 
) o Seven t hillipsburg High School wrestlers have been removed by school officials 

from the Dislrict 1 competitio~ which on Saturday s~a(ts the ... 

Tmget School in Wrestling 1~ hoto: ’A Teachable Momem’ 
The coach in Paul Morina hated this week. The educator in him loved it. The coach 



hated how his Paulsboro wrestling team was tbrced to ... 

In West Virginia, a Move to Legislate ttealthy I Jf~styles 
A bill moving through the West Virginia f.egislature is intended to maJae it easier fbr 
co~nmunities to help residents lead healthy lifestyles .... 

’People’s Stadmm’ Bonds Idea Scores with Minnesotans 
If you think the municipal bond business only’ gets exciting when a big issne goes 

into default, you need to know about the People’s Stadium 

Vikings Pledge $250K to Address TCF Neighborhood Impact 
The Vikings will play two seasons at TCF Bank Stadium, and as part of their 

agreement with the Universi~ of Minnesota, the Vikings agreed ... 

Twins’ S~ Home Gets ~8.5M MaJaeover 
Spectators will be able to walk around the entire stadium, thanks to a concrete 

boardwalk that spans from foul pole to foul pole behind the ... 

How Many Council Votes Does It Take to Build a Stadiu,n? 
With a Richmond City Council vote looming, the administration of Mayor Dwight 

C. Jones is lemdng itself some wiggle room on the precise 

Sexual Identits, Talk Unlikely to Follow Sam at Combine 
The crowd for Missouri defensive end Michael San s session Saturda~ m ght be 

big. But behind closed doors it’s unlikely NFL temns will show ... 

New Mexico Mulls Central~ed Prep Football Title Game 
While there were no extraordin~sy developments from Wednesday’s New Mexico 

Activities Association board of directors meeting, there was one ... 

Australian Bodybuilder Muscles into U.S. Gym Market 
From the mountains of southern Australia to the mountains of southern West 

Virginia, Nell Gardner hopes to leverage a prolific 30-year ... 

Another Olympics, Another Figure Skating Controversy 
One of the nine j udges who picked a young Russia~ skater over two more refined 

competitors fbr the Olympic gold medaJ ThurMay night was ... 

Bl~ CouSin Later 

Tomorrow marks the 34th anniversau of the Miracle on Ice. AB’s Paul Steinbach 
recalls memories of that game and of meeting one of its heroes .... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

College Soccer Players Suspended for Fihning Nude Girl 
Three VCU soccer playe~ have been charged, but they claim it was just an 

innocent prank gone wrong .... 

New Reader Comments: 

Y Execs in Kansas Balk at Bill Imposing Tax on Nonprofits 
Paying property, taxes would "devastate" the Y? Interesting, especially since it 

would cost the Y $4-5 million but they, had a profit (of course .... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu.: 

Friday, Februaly 21, 2014 1:26 PM 

debra.sannders-M~ite@nccu.edu 

debra.saunders-white@nccu.edu; Stroman~ Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-> 

Reconnect 

Hi Debra. Sorry it has taken me so long to get back to you.., it’s Debby, the UVA alum. ;) However, I know you have lots on your plate too. Congratulations 

on your transition and key decisions. Let’s try to connect soon. In particular, I need to discuss the recommitment of NCCU’s Business School Dean to our 

advisory board over here at the Kenan Institute. I know you made changes, and we want to keep that position on our board. 

My mobile is if you want to chat over the weekend. 

Have a blessed weekend! 

Deborah L Stroraan, Pb,D, CL~J 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

EXS$ Spo~ Administr~tion~ Lecturer (www.exss.unc.edu) 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Instit~lte of Private Enterpri~ Senior Advisor (http://www.kenan=flagler,unc.edu/kenan-institute) 

919,843,0336 

#HeelForward 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moore, Cecelia<cecelia moore@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 2:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: description 

go ahead and have theln send it to me, bat make sare that the student undelst~xids that it will also have to sabmitted through the HR system eventually and I will let 

theln know when that window is. thx. 

Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 
& Historian 
OFFice: 919-962-0933 
Mobile: 

On Feb 21, 2014, at 1:59 PM. Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~)unc.edu > wrote: 

d 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph£~. CLU 
f~’n~]o,qe, E’xp!ore, f~’m,rmwer, 

<~mage00L~pg> 
9~9.843.0336 
<:image002.jpg> 

From: Moore, Cecelia 
Sent: Friday, Februaw 2~, 20~4 2:55 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: description 
Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 
& Historian 
OFFice: 9~9-962-0933 
Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nakenge Robertson (Google Drive) < @gmail.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 2:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Key Administrators 022014 Updated (dstro@unc.edu) 

i’ve shared an item with you, 

~ UNC Key Adrrfir~istrators 02201,-l Updated 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~; 

Friday, Februmy 21, 2014 3:40 PM 

Pellegrini, Denise <Denise.Pellegrini@espn.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Save-the-Date! Basketbo]l AnoJytics Summit 

BAS 2014 Flyer.pdf 

me t]-~e ,~pp,~rl:tmily ~o ,;*es~te er~;~;J~; ~m,~ t~igt~ impact ptojec~:s. 

Go ACC~ 

d~bby 

Deborah L. S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 

Eng~qe, Explore, Empowen 

9~ 9.843.0336 

Believe 

From: Pellegrini, Denise [mailto:Denise.Pellegrini@espn.com] 
Sent; Friday, February 21, 2014 :[:14 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [.__m___a_]!_t__o_2_d___s_t__r_9_~_u___n__c_,_e__c_l__u_] 
Sent-" Friday, February 2~, 20:L4 ~:::L2 PM 
To-" PellegriN, Denise 
Subject: RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

d e I::, 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n,qo,qe, g’xplore. Empower. 

i.~.i emailSignature 



From: Pellegrini, Denise [mailto:Denise.Pelleqrini@espn.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 9:51 AN 
To: Skipper, John; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

From: Skipper, John 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 8:26 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Cc: Pellegrini, Denise 
Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 
Denis~ - can yon help Deborah witJ~ the shirts please 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 16, 2014, at 10:55 PM, Stroman, Debt rah L <-dstto(a)unc.edu- wrote: 

Thanks Jolm. The panelists axe filling in nicely. (FYI - 538 is on board and so is Dean Oliver). In terms of ESPN sponsorship, I would like to provide 

attendees with gol£polo shi~s. Is it ~ssible to work with ESPN as our shi~ sponmr? 

Alm~ please let me M~ow if there is a pa~iculm unit wiflfin ES~ N that I should ~nd any communications to regarding the event. I don’t want to leave 

anyone out that you specifically want R~ have engaged wi~ this o~}fing. Eveuone I have spoken to has [~en ve~- Mnd. ;) 

S~y w~ 

debby 
@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonde~ul ~t is that nobody need wait a s~ngle moment before starting to ~mprove the world/’ ~ Anne Frank 

< 78 / dDE#A-2555-d3A C-B42C-3 ] 929 79/B355[/ 

From: <Skipper>, John Skipper <: 
Bate: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 7:58 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 
C¢: Mar~e Donoghue <Marie.Donoghue@espn.com> 
5ubje~: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Deborah - I going to put yon in tonch here with Marie Donoghue who manages Nate and 538. We may have a co~ict on these &tes but Marie is 

charged with helping you. I have told her I want ns to be involved and helpfifl here. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 24, 2014, at 1:59 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(a;unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

d ~ b b 7 
Deborah L. S~oman, Ph.D. CLU 
Eng¢qe, Explore, Empower. 
9~9.843.0336 
<image001.~pg> 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome/’ 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From= Skipper, 3ohn 
Sent= Friday, December 27, 2013 1:12 PH 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Save-the-Date~ Basketball Anal~ics Summit 
Nice ~ mn into you - will speak with Nate 

) Sent fiom my it ad 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 5:23 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Season’s 6reetings! Hi John. 6reat to see you last week! Here is the official save-the-date announcement that was 



sent recently to NBA, WNBA, and College Basketball contacts. Please share with your appropriate units. 
Friendly Reminder: Nate 5liver to join us as the speaker on the evening oj~ Friday, May 2 (preferred] or .Saturday, May 

3. 

]he intersection* of technology, statistics, execution, and performance is here.,.so, please 
save-the-date for the inaugural SP:[EA Bas;{e[bal;Anafy~cs~£~n~n~t hosted by the Kenan 
institute of Private Enterprise on the campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
H~II. 

Our m~ss~on is ~o engage wi~h and explore the best practices of the leading baskedbail 
experts (professionals, students, and scholars} who love, research, and wor~< in the 
discipline of performance (individual or team} and business analyt~cs, 
P~ease pass the word to your colleagues, btore details soonl 
(Questions or Feedback: ~_~_C~_@_g_D_¢_~_g_~_g_) 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

C 

@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 
"A good head and a good heart are always a formidable combination." Nelson Mandela 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld < ?}gmafil.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 4:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ben Woldenberg <bwoldenbe~@bobcats.com>; Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.com>; Brian Clouser <bclouser@bobcats.com> 

Re: Conference Agenda, Floor to ourselves vs. being part of a panel, case study 

Hey Deb, we received the approval to do the invited speech, so please count us in’. We will begin brainstorming what we’ll say. 

We sent you a few case stadies to review, so we are looking forward to your thoughts on that. 

Anything else we can do, just let us know! 

On Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 5:03 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. S~a’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’n9o,cl~, gkpIor’e. E’mpower. 

i.~.i emailSignature 

91_9.843.0336 

From." Jason Rosenfeld [mailto: @. gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 18, 2014 9:50 AM 
To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
~¢; Ben Woldenberg; Angus Nitchell; Brian Clouser 

Subject: Re: Conference Agenda, Floor to ourselves vs. being part of a panel, case study 



Hey Deborah, thanks tbr giving us some time to get back to you. 

We discussed this as a group and are interested in the speaJdng option for our group, as opposed to one of us being on a panel. I just want to mn this by a few 

people at the Bobcats to get final approval. Once we have that, we’ll be in touch again about specifics. 

We are also interested in the case study and are aware we need to get you a case by this time next week. 

Just let me know if you’d like a~aything else t?om us. Thanks again. 

On Thu, Feb 13, 2014 at 9:10 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay. Yes, he is aware. I am playing phone tag with Liz Ralon as she is providing the case for him. 

debby 

From: Jason Rosenfeld < ~gmail.com> 

Date: Thursday, February 3[3, 20:14 8:35 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Ben Woldenberg <bwoldenberg@bobcats.com>, Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.com>, Brian Clouser <bclouser@bobcats.com> 

Subject: Re: Conference Agenda, Floor to ourselves vs. being part of a panel, case study 

Hey- thanks for this. 

Will talk with my group and get back to you on floor vs. panel. 

As for case competition, I did not know deadline was so soon; does Seth know? Perhaps I should touch base with him, since it looks like both he and I would need to get you 

questions within two weeks. 

On Wed, Feb 12, 2014 at 11:02 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Team. The Friday night session {after the opening reception) is slotted for speakers that I am inviting to have the floor to themselves. My only invites at this time are for you, 

Dean Oliver, and FiveThirtyEight. FiveThirtyEight and Dean Oliver have accepted. 

Saturday is the four panel sessions (as noted on the website). If you choose to join the Individual Performance panel, I can only have one from your team. Coach George Karl and 

Robbie Allen have already accepted on this panel. I am waiting to hear back from my other two invites. 

And of course, I a m still hoping that David Stern is coming. If so, he can jump in wherever his schedule permits. ;) 

Case Competition - The judging is virtual. The winning team will be at the Summit and will have the opportunity to share their findings. I need your case before Feb. 25. The 

following is our tentative schedule (not for public release): 

Case apecifics will be released~-, two months before the conference, and teams will have two weeks to work on their 1st round submission (executive 

summary). The results of the l st-round will be announced beJbre March 28th, 2014. If your leant succes~sful~F reaches the 2nd-round you will be asked to 



submit the final presentation by Apri111th, 2014. The winner will be announced by Apri118t~, 2014, The winner will present their solutions and receive 

their prizes at the Summit. 

"Registration Opens: February 1~, 2014 

m Registration Deadline: February 2~, 2014 

¯ Case specifics release: March 7th, 2014 

¯ 1St-round submission deadline: March 21st, 2014 

¯ 1St-round winners announced: March 28st, 2014 

¯ 2hal-round submission deadline: April 11th, 2014 

¯ Winner announced: April 18th, 2014 

¯ Conference: May 2nd -3rd, 2014 

Let me know if you have any additional questions. Thanks again! 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: Jason Rosenfeld <               @gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday, February 12, 2014 10:29 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: Ben Woldenberg <bwoldenberg@bobcats.com>, Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.com>, Brian Clouser <bclouser@bobcats.com> 

Subje~: Conference Agenda, Floor to ourselves vs. being part of a panel, case study 

Hi Deb nice speaking to you a few days ago~ 

First off, introducing you (again) to my team, Ben Woldenberg, Brian Clouser, and Angus Mitchell (all cc’d here); I think you met Ben and Angus in person. 

We were wondering if you know what the conference agenda will look like? Is it all panels? Some invited speakers? Research presentations? 

We ask because we are trying to make a decision on the floor to ourselves vs. being part of a panel options. We very much appreciate the options and would love to take 

advantage of the exposure, but we don’t want to look out of place, either - so if we would be the only people in the two days who had the entire floor to themselves, perhaps 

that would be strange and should be avoided? 

As for the case study, what is the timeline? When do we supply the question? When do the students work on the problem? When do we judge? 



Thanks and talk soon. 

JASON W. ROS1ENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS SI..’OR ~S 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 

704.688.8981 

J R ose nfeld (~,bo bcats.ce m 

JASON W. ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Anal~ics 
BOBCATS SR©R~S & E,,"~’.,,ER’.,,Aib,,,’M~:-.b,,,’T 
333 East Trade Street 

Charlette, NO 28202 
704.688.8981 

C 
J Rose nfeld ~,bo bcats.ce m 

JASON W. ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS Si:."ORTS & ,~i:NTERiRiNM,~i:NT 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 

704.688.8981 
C 
J Rose nfeld~ bobcats.corn 

JASON W. ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS 
333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.688.8981 
C 
J Rosenfeld~bobcats.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Friday, 4:45 PM 

Barbour, Jennie <JennieBarbour@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu> 

Stroma~L Deborah L <ds~ro@unc.edu>; 
flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: KI Dining Room reservations 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Ma~.., <Mary Napier@kenan- 

Hi Jennie: 

Could you please go ahead and forward us a contract for the use of the KI Dining Room on from 4-8:30pm? This event is being sponsored by the Kenan Institute. 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland : Senior Grants Manager, Office of Research Grants and Contracts : UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

Shaping Leaders ] Driving Results 

Fmm: Stroman, Deborah L [maNto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:25 PN 
To: McFarland, Karen 
Cc: Barbour, Jennie 
Subject: ~: KI Dinin~ Room reservations 

H~ K ~c~:~, (;~:~ yo~ t~kc c~c~: ~f thls tc ms,orlon? L~’t rn~: kt~ow i[:I n~:d ~o sl;~ or ~pprov~’ ~nythlt~. (Not ~;~:~’ ot~ t]ds pc~c~ ss) 

We ,~o water l:~e Ke~an Cemer [c:,~       ---4:00 ~:,~:~ --- 8:30 p.m.) ]~ pc,ssib]e. 

&bby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLO 

gnfl~Ne, g,vplore. Empower. 

9:19.843.0336 

Senti Thursday, 5:17 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= FW: KI Dining Room reservations 

Hi Dr. Stroma~, 

W~-_~ haw:_~ a soft: h.:_~h:~ on tfu:_~ Kenan Center Dining room. fl: h:~ol~s like the space its~-Af will b~-_~ ,’;<300, and then w~/N have to orct~-_~r from tfu:_~ir cab:_~rir~g list for 

food/drinks, Please tel me know what you think as far as the timeframe for decision making goes. 

Thanks! 

From: Barbour, Jennie 

Sent: Thursday, 1:19 PM 
To:               Howell, Lingmei 

Subject: RE: KI Dining Room reservations 

Hi Susar,, 

The space is available on      from 4-.Yprn, so I have placed a soft hold for your event. Do you have a timeframe for making the decision? I can forward a contract 

when ready and have at[ached the Kenan Center fact sheet (b-school fees in red} and the approved cs[ering fist. 

Regards... 
Jennie J, Barbour 
Managing O~rector 
Kenan 
Kenan-l:iagler Busine55 achool 
Campus Box ~550 
UNC - Chapel 
919.962.0228 Fax :1:~62 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;> 

Friday, 4:48 PM 

Stroman, Debora~h L <dstro@unc.edu>; klb~lingmei howell.con <lingmei howell@kenan-tlagler.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Reservation contirmation 

Hi, 

FYI---just sending a confirmation that our space is booked for the summit so you two have it on record as well, 

I have Motived t(oury Audil:.:)rium, I_atane ~h~za, and LoudermHk foyer on Friday evening and al~ day on Saturday. (Even ~ we don’t: use ~:he courtyard or Koury 

audil:odum spedfical~y on Friday ew~mk% ~ wanted to book ~t to kee~ another ~arge event [torn being planned that overlapped w~l:h ours.) 

From: Barbour, Jennie 

Sent: Friday, 4:20 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Reservation confirmation 

Hi 

These dates in May were reserved by either Megan or Ketly. She also reserved the courtyard for Friday evening. I will cancel that one if not needed. 

Have s n~ce weekend, 

Jennie 
Jem~e J, ~arbour 
Managing Dh’ec [or 

Kenan-F~ag~er Business School 
Campus Box 
tJNC - Chapel ~-I~1~ 
9Zg.9~2.022a Fa~ 9~9.9~2.27~7 

Sent= Friday, 3;25 PN 
T~= Barbour, Jennie 
S~bject= Rese~ation confirmation 

Hi Jennie, 

Thanks for lettin~ me pop my head in just now~ As we mentioned, I’m hopin~ to confirm reservations for Koury Auditorium and Loudermilk Foyer on the evenin~ 

of from 4pm to 8pm and Latane Plaza, Loudermilk Foyeu and Koury Auditorium on (all day specifically from 7:30am to 7pro). 

Hopefully there is already an existin~ reservation for us (either under my name or under "Kenan Institute Sport"). 

Thanks for your help~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Connection, PRWeb <reply@prweb.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 5:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

3 PR Secrets From Brands That Consistently Win 

If you are having trouble reading this email, read the online version 

........................................................................................................................................ s,,s (,(>:~ ..... n’( ~ ~’c,s- ~ ~-,~e~ (,,’~ .... <,,@c’,~ ~" ~’~ ~ee>:c~’,, ~ d ............ , ................................................. . ...... ,:, .............. ~, ,    :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



5160 Industrial Place, Suite 103 I Ferndale, WA 98246 I 1.866.640 6397 I Unsubscribe 
Copyright 1997-2014, Vocus PRW Holdings, LLC All rights reserved. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: description 

Fellows Cover Letter.pdf 

Attached is my cover letter. Let me know of any changes you think I should make. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:55 PM 

To: 

Subject: FW: description 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,qqqe. Explore. Empower. 

l 
ix:i emailSignature 

9119,843.0336 

From: Moore, Cecelia 

Sent: Friday, February 21, 20!.4:1:55 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: description 

Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 
&. Historian 
Office: 919-962-0933 
Mobile: 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Friday, FebrumT 21, 2014 9:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera February 21, 2014 09:09:31 PM 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Wi]ll t~e Net Stay 

If the Federal Commm~ieatkms Commission can’t ensm:e equal Internet access, 

maybe companies like Google can. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vfime s.com> 

Friday, Februm7 21, 2014 9:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 axticles) 

Charles Blow February 21, 2014 09:41:11 P~] 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Aeeo~m~o~tating Divisiw=,ness 

The ugly words of Ted Nugent don’t beloe g in pr>]itk:s. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe >> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to t~is email tram NYlimes com. As a member of 

the YRUSTe privacy p~ogBm, we are commi~:ed to p~otecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Emal ~ Privacy Policy I Contac’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Battaglini, Claudio Luiz <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Kucera, Kristen L <kkucer~r@email.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Dr. Hm~son Monday Lunch! 

Dear Debby and Kristen, 

Thank you so much for agreeing to go out for lunch on Monday,        with Dr. Erik Hanson. You are scheduled to have lunch with Dr. Hanson from :t2:35 to 2:00pm. If you 
could meet with him around 12:30 in Fetzer 20:t (EXSS conference room) and then head out to lunch that would be great. 

Please feel free to take him to whatever place you like. To make things easier, even a walk to Franklin street could be a good option. Whatever you want is fine! 

One of you will have to pay the bill and then turn in the receipt to Kelly for reimbursement. 

After lunch, if one of you could please bring him back to Fetzer lobby kiosk that would be greaL one of my second year master student, will be in Fetzer at 
the lobby kiosk waiting for you so he can then give Dr. Hanson a tour of our facilities and laboratories, will bring Dr Hanson to my office after the tour. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a great weekend and thanks again for all your help. 

Claudio 
P.S. Attached you will find Dr. Erik Hanson itinerary and CV. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 
Associate Professor, Exercise and Spor~ Science (Exercise Physiology Specialization) 
Director of the Integrative Exercise Oncology Laboratory 
Director of Get REAL & HEEL Breast Cancer Research Program 
:t25 Fetzer Hall, CB# 8700 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Tel: (9J.9) 843-6045 
Fax: (9119) 962-0489 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: description 

fallows cover letter.doc 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:30 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: description 

Resend in a Word doc. Thanks. 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"Now wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

::~:: 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, 6:08 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: description 

Attached is my cover letter. Let me know of any changes you think I should make, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstroC~unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:55 PM 

To: 

Subject: FW: description 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,qa, qe, Explore. Empower, 

9:[9.84&0336 



From," 1’4oore, Cecelia 

Sent; t=riday, 1:55 PM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject," description 

Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 
& Historian 
Office: 919-962-0933 
Mobile: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 11:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

ktbs kisport.con <kisport@kenan-flagler.anc.edu~ 

Re: Basketl~Jd AnaJytics Summit - Thanks’. 

kenpoln 160x160.gif 

Hey Debby, 

Thanks tbr the invitation. I am looking tbrward to participating in the panel. I’ve attached a logo. Let me know if you need anything else. 

On Thu, at 3:38 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(&unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi . Thanks for the chat. I am veiy excited a~out this offering to our students and the basketball world. ;) 

As I mentioned, I am hosting an inaugural Basketball AnaJVlics Summit (~vw.kisport.unc.edu) this         at the UniversiF of North Cm~olina where I am a 

proi~s~r. I am working in a fun and tbrwaxd-thinking academic space of sl~ort entrepreneurship, Maich has given me the opportuni~ to create engaging and high- 

impact prqiects. The Summit response has been very good. John Skipper is a big supporter too. My vision is to have a ve~ impactful, yet more intimate setting tbr 

learning and sharing. 

I am writing to e~end a very sincere invitation for your attendance and participation as a speaker on the Individual Performance panel. I think the attendees 

(students, facul~, and basketball professionals pro/college/high sehool) would greatly enjoy hearing your thoughts on how the game has progressed and your vision 

or insights for tl~e future. 

Thank you again for your support. Also, please tbrward your company logo. 

Have a great weekend, oa~d I look forward to spealdng with you again. 

Regards, 

Explore. Engage, Empower. 

EX$$ Spo~t Adrninis~cra~ion~ Lecturer ~www.exss,unc.edu) 

Frank Hawkins iKe~an Institate o~ Privale En~:erprise, Senior Advisor (htltp:/[www, kenan-fla#er.unc,edu/kenan-institute) 

31.5 Woollen = CB #8700 

Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 

919,843.0336 



#HeelForward 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Saturday, Febma~ 22, 2014 7:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: William Rhoden (1 aNcles) 

William Rhoden February 22, 2014 07:35:43 AM 

Sports of The Times 

wind,s ot’Cl[~ange Are Swirling Around t|~e Hidebom~d 

N~F.L 

Richard Sherman, Jona[han Mar~in and Michael Sam a~z" young Afl~ean- 

~neriean p]aye~s w[~o can introduce mueh-~eeded change i~ the league. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get unlimited acuess to NYTimes,com and our 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite el apps: 

Android I iPad® 

About This EmaH 

This is an automated el"nail.Please do not reply directly to ins email from NYTimes.com As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage My Aleits i My Alerts Help I Change Yeu~ Emaii i Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan-flagler.unc.ed~" 

Saturday,                10:01 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

H~pa]ytics 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 
The Hoopalytics founder is coming to MIT Sloan conference. Looks like a small but relevant operation he has going right now. Here’s his Linkedln profile - perhaps 

another option for guest speaker if we need it: http://www.linkedin.com/in/jcipoletti 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Saturday, 2:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

BAS updates 

BAS Di~ectionsLogistic s.docx 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

For this conference, am I the co-Director? I’m writing a blurb about my position as a . and I just want to get titles right. 

I know you don’t like long emails © but I’ve listed FYIs below in case you have a minute. I can discuss them with you on Tuesday too. 

FYIs: 

I think we could add a logistics page to the summit site as another option for the dropdown menu. Check out the attached document - I took it from another 

conference website and adjusted the wording for our needs. (I’m emailing those conference organizers to make sure they don’t care that I just copied the 

content.) 

Pictures of our conference space (Koury, Dining Room, classrooms) are on the Sakai side in the Basketball Analytics Summit folder on Sakai (file named 

"BAS_EventSpace") so anybody on the team who hasn’t been over there can see the space we are working with. 

I bet Dr. Napier was envisioning multiple page program booklets whereas I was envisioning one page programs to be handed out at registration. That is 

probably why we had such different cost estimates. 

Here’s how the team divided into sub-committees: 

o Programming: Taylor Sharp, Caroline Mwaura 

c~. Marketing: Michelle Bandklayder; Edgar Walker; Tyler Hagan; Toby Egbuna 

,~ Operations/Event Planning: Bryan Harrison; Alex Kirby; Bri Arey; Beth Carter; Jon Shadid 

o Corporate Relations: Toby Egbuna (also on marketing); Chris Donaldson 

~ + Alan Sharpe (marketing or corporate relations) 

c~ + Kathryn Pettine, Alexia Richardson, and Maria Grimshaw (MBAs, teams TBD) 

Thanks! 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <ns~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Saturday, February 22, 2014 3:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureen Dowd (1 articles) 

Maureen Dowd February 22, 2014 03:15:11 P~] 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Cl~risfie Puts l[]~e 

As Chris Christie reh~rns to his forum of choice, t~e bnl~y is on his best 

behavior. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, February 23, 2014 1:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Deborah Stroman 

Funding alerts for your saved 
searches 
Results: February 23, 2014 

Logi~ to view 
yo~ ~" saved 

12o8o07 
I funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
National institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA) 

Amount: 
$500,000 

Deadline: 
April 4, 2014 

rtu rt-’~er 1 
1 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
Johnson Foundation, Robert Wood (RVVJF) 

Amount: 
$75,000 

Deadline: 
February 27, 2014 

rtu rt-’~er 2 
8 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Semices 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
Office of the Director (OD) 

Amount: 
$1,500,000 

Deadline: 
April 5, 2014 



Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human SePt’ices 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Healt~ (NIH) 
Office of the Director (OD) 

Amount: 
$I ,500,000 

Deadline: 
April 5, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Sen/ices 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Heall:h 
Office of the Director (OD) 

Amount: 
$1,500,000 

Deadline: 
April 5, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Sewices 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) 

Amount: 
$1,500,000 

Deadline: 
April 5, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Sewices 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) 

Amount: 
$1,500,000 

Deadline: 



April 5, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Sen/ices 
(HHS) 
National institutes of Heall:h (NIH) 
Office of the Director (OD) 

Amount: 
$1,500,000 

Deadline: 
April 5, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Sewices 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
Office of the Director (OD) 

Amount: 
$1,500,000 

Deadline: 
April 5, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Silberman Fund, Lois and Samuel 

Amount: 
$40,000 

Deadline: 
April 30, 2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: February 23, 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kucera, Kristen L <kkucera@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 4:14 PM 

BattagIini, Claudio Luiz <claudio@emaiLunc.edu>; Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro@~mc.edtr~ 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Dr. Hanson Monday Lunch! 

Claudio ---Thank you for the email and for getting everything organized. Looking t:orward to meeting with Dr. Hanson! 

Debby - Do you want to meet in front of the conference room a Httle eaHy and figure o~t where to eat? I.ooking forward to seeing you~ 

Hope you both are enjoying th~s ~ove~y weekend~ 

~:riste~ 

F~m= Ba~gl~ni, Claudio Luiz 
Merit= Friday, ~0:04 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L; Kucera, Kristen L 

Subject= Dr. Hanson Monday Lunch~ 
Dear Debby and Kristen, 

Thank you so much for agreeing to go out for lunch on Monday,        with Dr. Erik Hanson. You are scheduled to have lunch with Dr. Hanson from 12:35 to 2:00pm. If you 
could meet with him around 12:30 in Felxer 201 (EXSS conference room) and then head out to lunch that would be great. 

Please feel free to take him to whatever place you like. To make things easier, even a walk to Franklin street could be a good option. Whatever you want is fine! 

One of you will have to pay the bill and then turn in the receipt to Kelly for reimbursement. 

After lunch, if one of you could please bring him back to Fetzer lobby kiosk that would be great. 

the lobby kiosk waiting for you so he can then give Dr. Hanson a tour of our facilities and laboratories. 
will be in Fetzer at 

will bring Dr Hanson to my office after the tour. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a great weekend and thanks again for all your help. 

Claudio 
P.S. Attached you will find Dr. Erik Hanson itinerary and CV. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 
Associate Professor, Exercise and Sport Science (Exercise Physiology Specialization) 
Director of the Integrative Exercise Oncology Laboratory 
Director of Get REAL & HEEL Breast Cancer Research Program 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB# 8700 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Tel: (919) 843-6045 
Fax: (919) 962-0489 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

list,N@~momenmmmedia.com 

Sunday, FebruaD, 23, 2014 5:58 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tools of the Trade: Student Slump 

Decfining student attendance at major college football games is 
becoming a concern for athletic directors, iii:!::fi:ii=i:;ii..ii.ii:=.fi:.:i[!q.i[ji. 

Dolphins Fire Athletic Trainer 
The Miami Dolphins fired their head athletic trainer and assistant 

coach in the wake of a 144-page report into bullying that 
included an assistant athletic trainer as a target. 

Co~d S~oulder to Icing 
A number of spods medicine professionals are debating the 
eflicacy of ice as a ~reatmen~ 1ool, with some arguing it delays 

Featured E-zine 

GearBoss by Wenger 

This electronic publication highlights the GearBoss family of products for athletic 
depa~tmerfls~from athletic ~eam lockers to specialized storage and ~ranspo~t 

solutions. 

Team Barred From Playoffs 
An Illinois gids’ high school basketball team and its head coach 
were suspended from the playoffs Iollowing rules violations 

New Surface Floors UTEP When it comes to making changes 
at ~he University of Texas at El Paso’s Don Naskins Cente[o- 
named for the legendary basketball coach whose 1966 national 
championship-winning team was the inspiration behind the film 
Glory Road~-there is a lot el history to consider. Fortunately, the 
longstanding relationship between UTEP and Robbins opo[ts 
Surfaces made the recent selectien and installation ef the Bio- 
Channel Classic surface an easy and positive process. 



Good Eye 
A new study suggests a visual training program can improve 

A~ent Troubles 
An Oregon State baseball player is waiti~Xg te see if he will be 
cleared by the NCAA after the Philadelphia Phillies mpo~ed~y 
~nformed the NC~ he used an agent dudng contrac~ 

negotiations. ~£:~: :=.:2:: S=.3=..:=.::~=:,, ~:.~BCZ=..S=.=. =.., :(:~L:~ ~. =:,, :: :.:~:.: :£:. ~:: 2S~:: ....... 

The NFH8 has adopted new fooJball Fules de{ining and penalizing 
targeted hits above the shoulder in an effert to minimize the risk 

Product Showcase 
Gym Oornporie~ts Feel like youF gym is missing something? 
Check out how these innovative produds may help you fill the 
void. 

Our online Buyer’s Guide features a custemized pages for companies advertising 
h~ our 2014 Buyer’s Guide, ~ncludhsg inte[acfive ~h~ks, product ~mages, and more 
detailed produc~ listings. Hem are ~nks to four companies ~eatured in our Guide: 

Click here to check out the complete Online Buyer’s Guide. 

S~owing the Slow Down 
The chairman of ~he NCAA Football Rules Committee suppods 
waiting for safety data before implementing a pmpesa~ thal ceu~d 

s~ew dewn fast-paced effenses~ 

Wrapped in Controversy 
A high school baseball coach’s company built a new tud infield 
at no cost to the school, but the move has landed the principal in 

hot water. 

The Atlantic 10 Conference is promoting itself with an aggressive 
ad campaign, which inck~des a "microsite2 

Balanced Body, h~c. Dymatize Nutrition is an industi¥ 
has provided leader, supplying the high-quality 
innovation in PHates nut[~tiona~ supplements ~o mi~Hons 
equipment sh~ce of fitness enlhusiasts a~d atMetes 
1976. around the worM. 

Gbbal Bodyweight Training 
is the ultimate resource for 
the bodyweight athie[e with 
equipment, videos, and 
apparel. 

,~PRI )fiefs training and Train your athletes befere Shockbo× is a simple, wireless 
conditioning for everyone - the games begin with impact sensor that alerts 
from student to Rogem Athletic s~reng~h~ athletic trainers when a hit ~s 
pFofess~ona~ a~Metes, training equipment, too haFd and when to check ou~ 

#layem. 



You are receiving this newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news fiom Momenm~nMedia or one of its publicalions: Trafining & Conditioning, Athletic 
Management or Coaching Management 

To nnsubscribe, click tNs link 

To chm~ge your emaJl address, click this link 

To forward this newsletter to a ti-iend, click this link 

Be sure to ackt lists@momentummedia, corn to your address book or safe ser~der 

list so our emails u’ill always get to your inbox’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, Februao~ 23, 2014 8:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips Update: 2-24-14 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the SundayNightShip. Hope you are well. 

We have not done a 4-dot stream-of-thought Update intro in a while, so here goes [] .mofft 
thrilling gmne of the week: Duke over Syracuse on Thur~tay I..best coaching tantrum of the 

week: Syracuse ~] s Jim Boeheim (also on Thursday) U .Clips ~; now has a thvofite j udge: 

Claudia Wilkens ~] .enough ruth the Olympics (and I was weirded out even?., time I saw Bob 

Costas) ~] .this is not a trivia question: Are there any other basketball arena (other than 

Duke’s Cameron Indoor Stadium) in which the baskets hang fiom the ceiling’?..., this is a trivia 

question: Lm~ry Bird [] s ahna mater? holne town?....cool listing below of Top 25 Twitter 

accounts of BK temns and coaches []. ~ eflbrling [] is not really a word, but I like to use it 

maDvay ~ .rhetorical quefftion: If you lead a horse to water, can you then teach him new 

tricks? .... 

In an effort to arrive at greater efficiency so that we might s~la,e our Clips subscribers in an 

even more outstanding manner, we logged tl~e amount of time spent this past week on the 

various tasks that keep the MotherShip afloat. Here is our tally: 

Hm~e a good Sunday nighV’Monday morning. Have a good week. 

Nick Inl?ante 

Clips Editor 
Follow Clips on Twitter: 

vwvw.twitter.co~@Colle,qeAt hClips 

Reme~nber, you must be logged in wifli your username and password to view the 

articles (below) on the website. If you ~re n~t logged in 3:’~u w~l~ get a blank wl~ite 

eyes on OaRMnd in June for the OL 1Bannon triN c~ips eFlash ¢,~,~! ~:,~r 



About our website: Colle~leAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips LeR Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
w~wv.collegeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 

nick@ colleg ea th leticsctips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from tiffs mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Change yore subscription 
U~s ubscfibe 

Change your subscription 
Unsub~dbe 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, FebruaU 24, 2014 7:48 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Raleigh named ’emerging tech hub’; New nonstop flights at RDU? 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

FEBRUARY 24, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

Raleigh labeled one of 8 ’emerq!n~ tech hubs’ in the world 
Raleigh has been named one of eight "emerging tech hubs you should pay 

attention to" by the international money transfer seP<ice TransferWise - and it’s the 

only U.S city on the list. 

Are nonstop flLqhts to Austin, Frankfurt in RDU’s future? 
bion-stop flights to Austin and Frankfu,,i are at the top of the wish-list of Raleigh- 

Durham international Airport Director Mike Landguth. He says these couid be 

added within the next few years 

Discuss 

Cary reopens 1940s movie theater after renovations 
After a year. of renovations the Town of Cary’s first indoor movie theater reopened 

on Saturday. 

Why Google Fiber snubbed Apex and Wake Forest 
AS felks in Raieigh and Durham ceiebraieihe big news that Goegle Fiber couid be 

on its way net users in Apex and Wake Forest are notably quiet. Why? Because 

Goagk~’s armeunoement pinpamts Carrbaro,. 

Ca~ Brook Apa~ments sold for $24M 

Wrginia venture ou~it sends a start~p scout to Raleiqh 

New Hya~ hotel ¢o~inq to Chapel Hill’s 8o~thern ViiMqe 

Rocket Fizz now open in Carv 

~_~yer’sRetreatnowopenonNCSU’sCentennia~Cam~_~_ 

Google a~ ma~ make it easier to connect to ~ublic ................................................................................................................................................... 



Contact Us 

Subscription 

(c> ~:014 Ameiica~ City Business Journals i~c .snd its lice~sors. All rig~-~ts reser~’ed, li~e mstedai oq this site may not be 

~ep[edslced; distdbs[ed ~[ansmitted, cached er otherwise used except’,~,ith ~ile prior ,~’d[[en permission of biz.iournals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle Review <chroniclereview@chronicle.com> 

Monday, FebmmT 24, 2014 9:04 AM 

chroniclereview@chronicle.com 

This Week: The Marriage Paradox 

THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

Chronicle Review 
Monday, February 24, 2014 

Subscribe to The Chronicle today to get access to premium content and more. 

This Week’s Highlights 

By Clan@" Martin 

There’s nothing like a holiday dimaer with one’s first, second, and third w~ves to prompt reflections on love, lies, and self- deception. 

Four MyLhs Abouk Pove.rt:y                                        ~ 
By David B. Grus&, 

Entrenched interests would have us believe it is inevitable, natural, complicated, and too 

expensive to eliminate. Don’t be fooled. 

The Econonic Logic of t-l:~e I--Iumankies ~ 
~y Jacob Soll 

The arts and sciences have long been seen as a necessary component of a wealthy and stable 

soeie~. 

WelI-dRed ~ 

In China, a class in "eriti~l thinking" involves anything but 

Book R~,~ ~c~.~. Gat.sbis New Yo~’k dat~:, of Mhad ~ 
~y E Austin Graham 

Sarah Churehwell’s Careless People seeks to ground Fitzgerald’s classic 

in newsy eonte~. But was it ever meant to be grounded? 

New ,..choIat:, Books ~ 
Compiled hy Nina C. Ayoub 

Descriptions of the latest books, divided by eategou. 

ketters an~ Comments 

Gl~c.~om and Doom in the Review 
"I’m fed up with this kind of pseudoshocking revisionism romanticizing the alleged virtues of frazzled nerves and melancholy." 

In Views 

Protect Free Speect~, Not Trademarks 



By Jacob H. Rookaby 
When colleges claim exclusive rights to certain phrases, like "first-year experience," they threaten the public-serving soul of nonprofit higher 

education. 

Km)w the Vkal Players in Your Career: the Campuswide C( mmktee 
By David D. Perlmutter 

These professors are the faeul~" guardians of the gates to tenure. 

College Rati~g Systems: One Size ’~ .... N.t All 
By Ellen McCulloch-Lovell 

President Obama wants to make higher education accountable tbr the J~deral financial aid it 

gets. But colleges, in all their variety, must define their own values. 

To U-nders~.and ~ °:’ ~ , " SeRrate, S~.udy Hls[ory 
By Alg,andra Dubcowky 

The things we think of as inherent are, it] *:act, social and historical constructions, often with 

complicated and unpleasant roots. 

From The Conversation, the Review Blog 

The University of Illinois at Chicago faculty union has taken to the picket line. Lennard Davis and Walter Benn Miehaels explain why. 

From Lingua Franca, a Blog About Language and Writing 

¯ ~75 Years OK 
,~dlan Metealf anticipates the dodransbieentennial of OK. 

Bet] Yagoda considers a student-compiled list of cliches from journalism professors, and finds to his dismay that he has said every one. 

Coming and Going 
Geoff Pullum hears a Brazilian businessman say that the price of iron ore "came" from $1o to 818o, and realizes that there is no guarantee 

that English will or ever could be logical. 

Do gh~.cs:~cs Ha-re s:-~ Inf:efiofity Complex? 
Ilan Stavans wonders whether a name associated with failure might be turned into an engine of success. 

Recently in the Review 

A Lkeravy Scl~.olaffs Voice in the Wfldemess 
Elaine SearW fights American complacency about nuclear arms. 

Bvl.t.ms on Vet-t:h:-~g 
A proposal to evaluate academic work more efficiently that] our current publishing model allows. 

The Fa]]. ~:md Rise o.[ Int:el]ect:t~t History ~ 

The field’s interdisciplinary and multi-era stveep jibe with a renewed confidence in the power of ideas to move minds. 

Book Review: Ode Less Traveled ~ 
Robert Frost’s letters reflect mundane human Dail~ in conversation with transcendent literary vision. 

From the Archives 



Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

The PhoD~ Needs CPR 
By Josh Boldt 

No one balks at the surgeon who expects a job after medical school. Why is the conversation so different with regard to the doctor of 

philosophy? 

By Sarah Kendzior 

And what does it mean to promise her an affordable education in an era of downward mobility? 

A~:~at.om),’ of a Let.t.er: What. Universit.ies Tell Ad,i~mcLs AbouL Unions 
By Sydni Dunn 

As more part-time faeult)- members start talking about unionizing, campus administrators are getting quicker with responses. And whether 

they’re neutral or cautionary, many follow a basic template. 

Announcements 

Don’t let conference costs limit your academic success. Create a FREE account on Vitae, fl~e new online career hal) just for higher ed, to be eligible to win one of 

five $1,o oo grants to attend the conference of your choice. S~:gs s[’~ for Vitae, and enter to win. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amelia Roberts-Lewis < ~gmall.com~ 

Monday, FebruaU 24, 2014 9:34 AM 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ron strauss@unc.edu>; Richman, Jack M <jrichman@email.unc.edtr"~- 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Dean, Jr., James W. <James Dean@unc.edu> 

Meeting on Wednesday, Feb. 26th @ 1 lain - Agenda 

Hi Jack & Ror~ 
Below ~s a succinct agenda for our meeting on Wednesday. I will not rehash the m,o emails (one that was sent to Jan Boxill and one to Jim Dean) that I forwarded to 

you a week or so ago. But, please hold them as my reality and my context for the agenda. I expect a very brief meeting, 30 minutes max! 

AGENDA 

1. From Slippe .ry Slopes to a Safe Environment tbr All Faculty & Sta)t" 

2. Two Issues Needing Resolutions - Betbre Retirement 

3. A Personal Request - Regarding ttamssment 

I have asked Debby Stroman to join me. I also request that this be a closed meeting between the 4 of us (unless Jim Dean-Vice Chancellor desires to attend). 

Regards, 

Amelia Roberts- Lewis 



From: dstro@unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 

To: 

Subject: 

10:23 AM 

Basketball Analytics Summit - Early Bird Deadline 

To: All Paxticipauts 

From: Deborah Stmman 

Hi Heels’. The inaugural summit is 

-- be here’. 

The early bird di~ount of $49 ends on Selection S~mday, Register now! 

w~a~,.kisport.unc.edu 

The basketball world roll be coming to Chapel Hill. If you want to work in the Basketba]l indust~ and/or sport anal~ics 

lTtere will also be a session to learn about analytics in sport. ]P~cilitated by Elias Sports, the only official stats representative of the NBA, NFL, NI1L, 

and ?rILB. 

Tell your friends! 

A special shout out to the students working on the plmmiug commitee! 

BAS PostCard 1Up.pdf 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC- Chapel Hill Messages from the "Carolina Sport Business Club" site. To reply to this message click this link to 

access Messages for this site: Carolina Sport Business Club. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:42 AM 

@gmail.com; 

dhollie@so utheastpsych.com; 

~aol.com 

Strolnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Kenan Institute Sport Update 

.BAS - Save-t1~e- Date.j pg; BAS 

~unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.e&t>; @gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; ~live.com; @4ourthns.com; dpa~o@vmawagner.com; 

Flyer.pdf; BASPostCard 1Up.pdf 

Hi Working Advisory Group. I am writing to provide you with an update of our progress with the Basketball Analytics Summit. www.kisport.unc.edu (We 

have all "hands on deck" for this effort. The additional work for the sport innovators celebration and the sport-related companies in NC database are on 

pause.) We are excited to have launched BAS and have received confirmations and!or "I’m definitely in if my schedule permits" from the following sport 

leaders: 

A¢C 

Val Ackerman, Big East Commissioner 

Robbie Al~en, Automated ~nsights 

Marcus Brown, Spo~tsMedia 

ESPN 

FiveThirtyEight 

Steve Hirdt, Elias Sports Bureau 

Coach George Karl 

Brian Kopp, SportVU 

Dean Oliver, ESPN 

Ken Pomeroy 

NBA Charlotte Bobcats Anal~ics, Market~ng, and Ticketing Depa~ments 

Jason Teitler, Burson-Marstel~er 

WNBA 

We have many other attendance (non-speaking) commitments from across the basketball world too. The students have done a great job with social media, 
so we haven’t had to spend as much money on the traditional marketing. I will attend the MIT Sloan Sports Analytics Conference later this week to learn 
more and to share our event. Please share the attachments with your network. We will also have one session that is for students to learn about the field 
of Analytics (even if they don’t want to be a part of basketball). It will be hosted by Elias Sports, the only official stat company for MLB, NFL, NHL, and 

NBA. 

Thanks again for your support. If you plan on attending the event, please book your hotel room now as the Hampton may sell out. Apologies if I have not 
spoken to you by phone lately...this train is moving very fast. ;) 

Let me know if you have any questions or feedback~ 

Regards, 

Deborah C Stroma~, PN,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

Frank Hawkins Kenan In~itute of Private Enterpri~, SeNor Advi~r (h~p:/l~,kenan-fla#er.unc.edulkenan-institute) 

315 Wo~l~en = CB #87~0 
Chape~ H~II~ NC 27599 

#HeelForward 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Dixon (Sen. Angela B~ant) <Bo~antin@ncleg,net> 

Monday, Februa~ 24, 2014 12:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

NEW DATES - IMPORTANT AEERT FOR HALIFAX COUNTY 

E V’,/ DATES 
IMPORTANT ALERT FOR HALIFAX 

COUNTY 
Public Workshops 

Comprehensive Parks & Recreation Plan 
ttalifax County, in cooperation with local partners, is 

developing a county-wide plan for parks and recreation. 

YOUTtt, ADULT AND FAMILY IN’PUT IS NEEDF~! 
Please join other community leaders to provide YOUR INPUT 

ABOUT parks and recreation needs at the following workshops: 
March 6 - Agricultural Center Auditorium - 359 Ferrel Lane 
March 10 - Enfield Municipal Complex - 200 Whitfield Street 
March 11 - Scotland Neck Town Hall - 1310 Main Street 
March 12 - Hobgood Town Hall - 207 West Commerce Street 
March 13 - Littleton Vohmteer Fire Dept. - 226 ttwy 158 
March 17 - Weldon Town Hall - 109 Washington Avenue 
March 19 - Chief W.R. Richardson Tribal Government Complex - 39021 
Hwy 561 
March 20 - Lloyd Andrews Building - 700 Jackson Street 
Public workshops will be held from 6:00 PM-8:00 PM 
Questions/Comments: Ms. Dig Denton, Assistant County Manager at 
(252) 583-1131 
dentond@halifaxnc.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 12:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@gmail.com> 

Experience app is tentatively confirmed 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Experience App is in for the ticketing session! I mentioned to them that we are working on securing complementary panelists, and so if they have any partners 

they currently work with that they might want to do a panel with, we are open to inviting them as well. Kelly guday (Experience’s PR person) will follow up with 

me regarding who is available to come to the summit and if they have any partners to bring along as well. 

I need to follow up this week with: 

Panel specifics: 

o Panel format and the content that they will present (let’s discuss this tomorrow night) 

o Planned panel time 

Attendee numbers: goal of 150, 25% students, 75% industry professionals 

Link to page where we plan to put their logo (so they can check it out) and then they are fine with us promoting it 

Sponsorship tiers 

Other discussion notes: 

Kelly emphasized that they aren’t just tickets - they have many other fan experiential opportunities! 

First customer was the Clippers - briefly mentioned inviting them as a co-panelist.., we’ll see where this goes 

i~i cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Craig Douglass <~craig@sportstmvelacademy.com> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 12:30 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy <djsothll@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbaxa <sportlaw@unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Global Sport Industry Summer Study" Abroad Invitation 

Hello All 

I hope all is well. I wasn’t sure who the most appropriate Sport Admin. Professor was to send this to? Are one of you folks the Sport Admin. Program Coordinator? I 

checked the website and didn’t find who the cunent coordinator was. Anyway i figured because I know you all I’d send this invite to you all. RichaKl is leading the 

August program to Brazil! Have a good day. Craig 

UNC-CH Sport Admin. student, s are invited to participate in one of the below Global Sport Industry Faculty Led Summer Study Abroad Programs. All programs 

cater to under-graduate students and some also cater to Grad students. It is possible for some students who may not wish to receive credit to participate in a 

proi~ssional development capacity (this option is paxticulMy good ti~r graduating seniors and some grad students). Your students are invited to join may of the below 

programs and they are welcome to contact me with questions. 

Dates: May 14-25, 2014 
Des~dnation: Ireland 

Host School: Jmnes Madison University 

Facul3~ Leader: Dr. Nell Martin 

Program Name: SRM 490: Special Issues: Sport & Recreation Management in Ireland (2 credit hours) 

Travel Cost: $3000 (+ applicable tuition) 

Application due: March 3, 2014 

More Inibrmation at: http:/isportstravelacademv.com/destination~irelancFimnes- madison 

Dates: May 11-26~ 2014 
Destination: Netherlands, Germany, Austria & Swi~erland 

Host School: Georgia State University. & UniversiF of Cincinnati 

Facul~ Leaders: Dr. Brenda Pitts (GSU) & Proi~ Bob Brinkn~eyer (UC) 

Program Name: European Sport Industu (3 credit hours) 

Travel Cost: $4380 ( ÷ applicable tuition) 

Application due: March 3, 2014 

More Information at: http:i/sportstmvelacademv.com/destinafion,~’europe 

Dates: .Iulv 9-30, 2014 
Destination: Australia 

Note: There are three schools taking an Aussie Program and all have between 3-5 open spaces. 

Program Name: Australia: Sport, ttistory & Culture (3 credit hours) 

Faculty Leaders: Dr. Stacy Warner (ECU), Prof. Rick Burton (SU); Dr. Traci Geaxhart (Wingate) 
Travel Cost: $5100 (+ applicable tuition) 

Application Due: March 3, 2014 

More Infolmation at: http:i/sportst~avelacademy.com/destinations/aus~tralia 

Dates: August 4-19, 2014 
Destination: Brazil 

Note: This is a Professional Development Program 

Program Name: Brazilian Sport Indufftry 

Academic Director: Dr. Richard Southall 

Travel Cost: $4500 

Application Due: April 1,2014 

More Inibnnation at: http://sp~rtstrave~academy.c~m/destinati~n~/brazi~/p~ofessi~na~-deve~pment-pro~ram 

NOTE TO STUDENTS: Please contact me (details below) for more subs~ntial information on any of these programs. 

As always if any of your stadents apply I will be sure to shoot you an email and let you know. We thank you in advance for your support and for allowing us to invite 

your s~udents to participate in a temfic international educational & cultural opportuniU. As always if you would like to anange your own Global Sport Industry Study 

Abroad P~ogram with us please let me know and I roll get you additional information. Have a good day-, Craig 

#STAcademy 

Craig Douglass 

Sporks Travel Academy 

122 Wheatsbury Drive 

CaiN, NC 27513 

~ 1 (919) 465 2320 office 
+               mobile 

cmig,@~sportstravelacademy.com 

www.sportfftravelacademy.com 



www.facebook.com/SportsTravelAcademy 

www.twitter.conv/SportRavAcadem¥ 
At Sport~ Tr~-el A~°~lemy the World is Yot~r C~assroom! 

Now offeri~g a br~md ne~, Pro~an~ desiN~ed f+~r NCAA I)-3 Soccer & S~4~n Team at|~|etes m con~bh~e Study Abroad & Off-Seasor~ ~¥orks i~ Irela~d. 

(May 29-,Nne 28, 2014) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Ana]ytics Summit 

From: uOn Behalf Of 
Sent: Monday, 3:21:49 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
To: KISPORT@UNC.EDU 
Subject: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 

To whom it may concern, 

My name is            and I am        , student in the ~        department here at UNC. I just heard about the SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit that will be held in 

I have a couple questions about this. First, I am currently doing research on how performance changes with age in NBA players. I am wondering if it is possible for me to 
present my research at the Basketball Analytics Summit. Second, I was hoping to get more information on the NBA Analytics Case Competition. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grissett, Tamala <TamalaGfissett@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Monday, 3:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagler.unc.edtv~ 

I~q: Questions about SPEIA Basketball An~]ytics Summit 

I roll let know that I forwmded his message to you. 

From: [mailto ] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Monday, 3:20 PM 
To: Grissett, Tamala 
Subject: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 

Ms. Grissett, 

My name is            and I mn         student in "the        department here at [INC. I just heard about flae SPEIA Basketball AnaJytics Summit that will be 

held in    . I have a couple questions afx)ut this. Firs1, I a~n currently doing research on how pertbrma~ce changes with age in NBA players. I am wondering if it is 

possible [br me to present my reseaJcch at the Basketball Analytics Summit. Second, I was hoping to get more inIbnnation on the NBA Analylics Ca~ Competition. 

Thanks~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Community Foundation <infonnation@trianglec£org> 

Monday, Februa~ 24, 2014 3:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Dofft miss the 2014 What Matters Community Luncheon’. Register today. 

Wednesday, Apr~ 2~ 2014 I Raleigh 

Convent~o~ Center 

Noon L~nch & Pregra~ ~ 2 pm 

Breakout Sessions 
~n honor of our 30th anniversary, we 
are proud to bring back a popular 
event this year. The VVhat Matters 
Community Luncheon, presented by 
Wells Fargo, focuses on issues that 
matter to our region, featuring a 
program with speakers followed by 
breakout sessions for smaller group 
dialogue. 
This year we turn our attention to Community Innovation. Many impo~lant ~ssues facing 
our communffy ale bro~der than any one enti~ can address. The Foundation stdves 
to he~p the region add[ess them co~lec[~ve~y by concentrating resources and engaging 
commun~-m~Rded ~ndivMua~s. We need [o inves[ in the nonprofi[ sec[or and reward 
renovation that helps create ~ast~ng, ~arge sca~e socia~ change. We also bring back the 
What Ma~ers ~nnowtion Award to showcase strong nonprofit ~eadersh~p ~nd ~mpact in 
our community. 
The ~at Matters Community Luncheon a~racts a unique m~x of corporate, cMc, 
philanthropic, ~cadem~c, ~el~g~ous, and nonprofit ~eade~s ~ Chatham, Durham, 
Orange, and Wake Counties. Event proceeds support TCF programs that address 
youth li[eracy, community deve~opme~L a~s and the environment. Four very special 
~at Matters Innovation Awards wil~ be announced at the event, you won’t want to 
miss ~t~ Join us fo~ tMs 30th anniversary celebration. 
Featured Speaker 

J,:~.~.~g..~[.~.b~.~, Sen~or Adv~sor, 
Les~e ~s ~n author, speaker, and leading ~uthority on scaling social innovation and 
h~gh-impact phi~anth[opy. Most recently, she co-autho[ed Do More Th~n Give and 
Forces fe[ Good: The Six Practices of H~ghqmpac[ NoRp[ofits, [ecegn~zed by The 
Economist on ~ts Best Books of Yem list. For the past decade, Les~e has guided a 
range of nonp[ofit and pMlanthrop~c organizations across Noah Amer~c~ Leslie is a 
frequent media cont[ibute[ whose work has been featured in The WasMng[oR Post, 
Fast Company, The Chronicle of Philanthropy, Stanford Soc~a~ Innovation Review, and 
she has ~ppea[ed on programs such as ABC News Now, NPR, and PB& Les~e ho~ds 
an MBA and a BA f[om HaR, ard Un~ve[sity. 

Nonprofits Transforming the Region Through Innovation: We are 
fortunate to have a vibrant nonprofit sector in the Triangle that is leading the 
way in bringing new approaches to our most pressing issues. Join us for a 
smaller group discussion where a panel of local nonprofit leaders will share their 
experiences in innovating at the local level. 

Beyond the Money: Local Funders Doing More Than Giving: Funders can be 
more effective when they go beyond writing a check and actively engage with 
the community they support. Join us for a conversation with local funders who 
have embraced issues they are passionate about and are giving in a different 
way. 

Wb;~t Matte~s k~novetion Award 
Four $5,000 awards will be presented to nonprofit organizations actively engaged in 
the 2014 What Matters theme. Our region will help select the winner through an online 
voting process. Through this award, Triangle Community Foundaflo~ w~ll recognize 
organizations tackling our community’s ~ssues through thoughtful effective, and 
~ast~ng efforts. We are pa[ticu~ady ~nterested ~n ad~pflve organizations that se~’e a~d 
advocate, build ne~e[ks within the community, and inspire others to gel involved. CHck 

b.?.~:9, to fred out more, and apply today. The deadline to apply for this award ~s March 
2, 2014~ PuM~c voting will beg~ on M~rch 17. 2014~ 
Presenting Sponsor 

RSVP ~).~.~ by March 24, 20t4. To purchase tables of i0 or for any other 
questions, call the Foundation at 919-328-4008. 



ir~angie Community Foundation i 324 Bisckweii Street, Suite ~220 i Durham NC 2?i’0i I ii ~;~ ii iContact - Try It Free! 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Macedo, Edmundo <Edmundo.Macedo@espn.com> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 4:23 PM 

Stronmn, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Donoghue, Marie <Marie.Donoghne@espn.com> 

RE: Save-the-Date! BasketbaJ1An~lytics Sumruit 

Debby: 

The entire ESPN team in Charlotte is now aware of the BasketbaU Analytics Summit and wiU be examining schedules to see if some of their folks can attend. The 

Stats & Information Group, which ~ oversee and of which Dean O~ver is a member, I~ke~y wUI send one of our Charlotte-based staffers to the event. Thanks for 

mak~t~g us aware o~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, Februap! 21, 2014 1:08 PM 
To: Macedo, Edmundo 
Subject: RE: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

I]i "Ed ~}~m~ks ~br you~: co~ctio~..Jo}~ tins bc’e~ most ~:;~,c;ous, ~d I waist t:o m~]~:e sure 

~my~:I~ing e~se. 

Respec~:~i~l]y, 

&bby 

9eborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gnfl~Ne, g,~plore. Empower. 

9:19.843.0336 

From: Macedo, Edmundo [._ns_a__[Lt_o_:_E___d_~_u___n__d_o__~_N___a_c__e_d___o_@_e_s_p_a,_¢~_~] 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 8:54 AM 
To: Donoghue, Marie 
C¢: Skipper, John; Stroman, Deborah L; Davis, Moira E. 
Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Will do. Thanks. 

Edmundo Macedo 

ESPN Vice Presidem 

Stats & Infom~ation Chonp 

(860) 766-4895 (oNce) 

(cell) 

On Feb 21, 2014, at 8:51 AM, "Donoghne, Marie" <Marie.Donoghne(a)espn.com> wrote: 

I would suggest Moira on the sponsorship m~d Ed with respect to colnmunications about the event. I trust he’ll keep FiveThirblEight in the loop. 

Best, 

Marie 

From: <Skipper>, John Skipper < ~Sespn.com> 

Date: Friday, February 21, 2014 8:26 AM 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <._d_.s__t_.r__o_.@_u__n_c_:_.e__d_._u_> 

Cc: espn espn <__M____a_r_!__e_:__D__o_n__9_g__h___u__e__@_e___s_p_n__:_c__9___m_.> 

Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Analytics Summit 

Mmie - see below - who should Deborah comruunicate with’? 

Sent froln ruy it hone 



On Feb 16, 2014, at 10:55 PM, Stroman, Deborah L dstm~70~nc.edn wrote: 

Thanks John. The pm~elists ~re filling in nicely. (FYI - 538 is on board and so is Dean Oliver). In terms of ESPN sponsorship, I would like 

to provide attendees with gol/~polo shirts. Is it possible to work with ESPN as our shirt sponsor? 

Also, please let me lmow if there is a l~rticular unit within ESPN that I should send a]~y communications to regmding the event. I don’t want 

to leave anyone out that you specifically want to have engaged with this offering. Everyone I have spoken to has been very kind. ;) 
Stay warm! 

debby 
@drstroman 
919~843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single momen~ before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne 

Frank 

< 7,~ 16DI,_I4A-2555-#35 C-L~#2C-3 ] 92 9 7~ I 1~355/! 6].png > 

From: <Skipper>, John Skipper < @espn.corn> 
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 203_4 7:58 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <d__s_.t__r_.o._ .@_.__.u._n_._c_:._e_..d_9_> 
cc: Marie Donoghue <Marie.Donoshue@esDn.com> 
Subject: Re: Save-the-Date! Basketball Anah/tics Summit 

Deborah - I going to pnt you in tonch here with Marie Donoghue who manages Nate and 538. We may have a conflict on these dates but 

Marie is charged with helping you. I have told her I want us to be involved m~d helpful here. 

Sent flora my iPhone 

On Jan 24, 2014, at 1:59 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

d~bb7 

Deborah L, Stroman, P~.D: CLU 

Engage, Explore, £mpowen 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ SamuN Johnson 

From: Skipper, John [maHto:          ~espn.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 27, 20~3 ~:~2 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Save=the-Date~ Basketball Anal~ics Summit 

Nice to mn into yon - will s~ak wifl~ Nate 

Sent ti-om my iPad 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 5:23 PM, Stroman, Debt rah L -;dstro.’,a+nnc.edu~~ wrote: 

Season’s Greetings! Hi John. Great to see you last week! Here is the official save-the-date announcement 
that was sent recently to NBA, WNBA, and College Basketball contacts. Please share with your 
appropriate units. 
Friendly Reminder: Nate Silver to join us as the speaker on the evening of Friday, May 2 (preferred) or 
Saturday, May 3. 

The intersection* of technology, statistics, execution, and performance is here.,. 
so, please save-the-date for the inaugural SPIEA 
hosted by the Kenan ]nst~tute of Private Enterprise on the campus of the 
University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

Our mission ~s to engage w~th and explore the best practices of the leading 
baskeSba/t experts (professionals, students, and scholars) who love, research, and 
work in the discipline of performance (lnd~vidua~ or team) and business analyt~cs, 
Please pass the word to your colleagues, Nore detai~s soon~ 

(Questions or Feedback: dstro@unc,edu) 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 
919.843.0336 

C-. 

@drstroman 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 



Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 
"A good head and a good heart are always a formidable combination," Nelson Mandela 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 5:04 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Class 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you had a great weekend, and were able to come out and enjoy the great weather at the Bosh! 

This year I am working closely with marketing and promotions and have several pre-game responsibilities. We have a game tomorrow and I need to be 

there an hour and a half before. The game is at 3 PM, so I need to leave class around 1:20. This is our last Tuesday game before 4, so I won’t have to 

leave class again early. 

I just wanted to inform you. 

Thanks for your time! 

Best, 

I UNC Baseball 
University of North Carolina 

@live.unc.edu I C: 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 5:08 PM 

To: Stroman_ Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Dr.S~oman, 

My name is i_              and I am a sophomore EXSS major at UNC. I was recently olt’ered a summer internship with the                ; but am required to receive course credit as 
compensation. Dr. Weight refen-ed me to you She said that you taught EXSS    ,, the Sport Administration internship class and I was wondering how I would go about getting involved in 
the class in order to receive credit for my internship Do I need to enroll in the class for the summer? 
Thank you for your time, 

Sincerely, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

- Possible BAS panelist 

Nathan Walker - he’s located in Raleigh, per his Twitter bio. Has a decent following and has engaged with the KI Sport account. His About page on his blog 

says he is a     graduate of App State. 

Website/Blog: http:/ithebasketballdistribution.blogspot.com/ 

Lists nbastatsfix.com as his domain name, homepage says it’s the "Future Home" of NBA Stats Fix, so it appears he’s trying to get something off the 

ground. Could be cool to say that we were the launching ground for his analytics work if we think he fits the bill of what we want. 

On Twitter 

I can shoot him a DM on Twitter for his contact info, if you think he’s worth following up with. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:56 PM 

StromaJ~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-*; 

RE: BASBudget V2 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Dr. Stroman and 

I think we can add another ~;3,300 (= 165 people * ~20/person) which is the same for the opening reception at this point. 

Actually, I will meet a kitchen manager at Tavern Sports bar (next to Hampton Inn) tomorrow at 4:30pro to ask for any good deals. I will update you after that. 

Best, 

i.~.i cid:irnage001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,           20:t4 2:25 PM 

S,,bject: RE: BASBudget_V2 

Please advise your esl:itn~tes. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
Engt~e. Explore. Empower. 

919,843.0336 

Believe 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, ~.0:24 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: RE: BASBudget_vz 

Hi Dr~ Stroman, 

Attached is an updated v,:_~rsion of the budget, I"ve added a few things since [:he last version, [.ookit~g forward to your thoughts - probably ne*:_~d to r*-:~plac*:_~ my initial 

assumptions with some definite quotes at this poinh 

reached out to in the M BA programs office today to get a list of caterers they’ve used in the past so we can start figuring out specific catering costs, 



f[:’s be~:’r~ a crazy week so didn’[: quite have time 1o chat this evening, bLat t’11 be around nlore this weekend! 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:32 PM 

Subject: RE: BASBudget_V2 

I w~i] b~ ~v:fi]ab]~ [c)~:;]~[ Lint:i] :[0:30 to t~l]c th:o~tg}~ a~y ~t~ms t:oo, 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,~a~e. Explore. Empower, 

:: ::~:: :: ems{ISignature 

19,84a._~aa6 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:28 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: BASBudget_V2 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Zeppenfeld <czeppe~ffeld@bobcats.com> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 6:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Chris Zeppenfeld - Charlotte Bobcats 

Hey there! Hope all is well with you. I wanted to let you know that we have an internship for Analytics on the business side that is now posted on our job site, If 

you have a star pupil, please let me know! 

http:[/charlotte.tearnworkonline.com/tearnwork/r.cffn?i=54905 

CHRIS ZEPPENFELD 

Director, Database Marl,:et~ng 

BOBCATS ~ 3~-’ORT’: & [-~4T[RT;:,~NM~N[ 

SBS East Trade Street 

Chariotte, NC 2B202 

T 70,I..688.88S2 
~-.., 

~ 70,I..688.87S6 

czepgenfeld~Obobcats:co m 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 26, 2023 10:43 AN 
To: Chris Zeppenfeld 
Subject; RE: Chris Zeppenfeld - Charlotte Bobcats 

H; Chris, ’~’h~mks 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

EngiNe, Explore. Empower, 

919,84&0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted ~ all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

F~m= Chris Zeppenfe~d [mailto:czeppenfeld@bobcats.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 26, 2013 8:00 AN 
Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Chris Zeppenfe~d - Charlo~e BobcaN 

Deborah, 

It was nice to meet you last night. I look forward to cha~ng with you in the future about your conference. Please feel free to reach out if you have any 

questions/ideas you’d I~ke to bounce off of me. 

CNRIS ZEPPEN~E~D 
Director, Database Marketing 

BOBCATS ~ S[-()RT’: {:: 
3~3 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
f , 04..~8~.~o ~2 





The Muse~rn of Mathematics in New York Ci~y is hosting a bracketology workshop where you can get a littfe more scientific abou~ your March Madness 

bracket, The museum c~a~ms the cemputer sol,rare its exped, Dr. Chattier, and his students have developed has predueed brackets that have beaten, 

"~s ma~y as 99~9 percent of competitors in ESPN’s bracket chaflenge." 

Ale you wi~ing to wager $50 on the registratb~ for the potential to 

If so, here’s how you can register ~or the workshop: 

WHO: D~. lqm Cha~lier, Dav~dson Coflege Professor and Bracke~ology Exper~ 

Glen V~itney, MoMath Founder and Execrative Director 

WHEN: Thursday, March 13, 2014, 7:30 pm - 9 p.m 

WH~R~: Nationa~ Museum of Mathematics (MoMath) 

11 E. 26fl~ Street (between 5th and Madison) 

New Yo~k, NY 

RS&~: C~ck here 

~See :;~li comme~%s 

T~o~ble e~iskir~g? C:opy and p~:si:,9 this URL into your browser: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Tuesday, February. 25, 2014 7:37 AlVl 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Reynolds Coliseum to get updates; New breakthst joint at North Hills 

If you are having trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

FEBRUARY 28, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders, 

NCSU’s Reynolds Coliseum qets OK for $35M in 
renovations 
NoRh CBFOIiF,,B State UniveFsitF’s Board of L’~oveFnaFs has officially appFoved a $35 
mHiio~ r~ovatio~ p,o;ect foF~ ~      ~’.~ V~O,~S= ~ obscure ~’ 

Another Broken Eg~ ready for March 3 opening at North 
Hills 
~Fea~ast ~at~Fy A~otheF ~Foke~ Egg wMch a~F~ady has TFia~ ~ocatio~s i~ 
MordsvH~ a~d DurhBm~ ~s set to ope~ m Raleigh o~ March 3 

Discuss ................. 

McCro~, coastal governors press offshore drilling in 
Washington 
When President Barack Obama came to Raleigh k~st manth, Gay. Pa~ McCrory raid 

the cFowd af repoders ~athered at N C. Sta~e University that the visi~ reignited the 

debate of whether o[ riot In drill af.. 

~iscuss 

Raleigh IP attorney brings legal chops to local craft beer 
scene 
While [here’s currently no such I:,hh]g as a beer lawyer, Raleigh-based John 

Szymankiewicz might be the closest thing to it 

Discuss 

[ 

E~zzy Peach frozen :yogurt franchises sold for ul~ to $830K 

Chimerix CEO: Local druq developers must collaborate 
betteL or else 

This entrepreneur has a plan to entice Google Fiber to 
Raleigh 

The specs on Samsung’s new Galaxy 85: Bigger screen, 
better camera 

Read IMiomi~g Editio~ >> 



Conts~t Us 

Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 

bisioum.sls customes se~,,ice, bisioum.sls I ~]0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, North Ca[olina 2820L 

2014 Ai11erical~ City Busil~ess Journsis, iac and its licel~so~s All ~igi]ts iesel°,ied ~-~e alaterial on this sits may aot be 

~eprodeced, dist~ibLite(~, ti.snsl;~i~ed cached o~ othels,,’ise used; except ,;~’i~il the plio~ ’~’~F~cen pem;issio~ of biziotlmals 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <~MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Tuesday, Febma~ 25, 2014 10:08 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Do Email Right] CMOs Bullish] Sm~]l Business on LinkedIn ] Customers’ Consideration Phase 

Feb 2014 
".’Oi "i ::!, N,::~ :!:!:! 

ii.~ orange bar ] 

¯ 
i.~ In This Issue 

~ Are You Doing IEmail Wrong? Just Four Steps 

to Increase Sales 

with #lospects, [,"rip emsil m~iketirl9 ;~ows vo~ fo e~s~y follow u~ ;~1-; .......... ’ ....... 

~ NEW! Take 10: Set: Expectations for Your 

............ Outbound Telemarketing Program 

I i:~i: Survey Says ] 

CMOs Bullish on US Economy, 
Struggling ~th Social Measurement 

Marketil’~{! execut~,~es" co~fide~ce ~ the eco~omy of 

. ~,c . ~ ...~2 ............... 



~ The EEight Touchpoints of a Customer’s 

Consideration Phase 

Feb 27 

Mar 4 

Mar 6 

Mar 11 

Mar 14 

Apr 10 

Oct 9-1 O 

O~lestions? Commerds? S~lg.’.estiol~s" Le~d~" C<mtsct 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business Conference & Expo <conference@athleticbusiness.com> 

Tuesday, Februao, 25, 2014 10:49 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Dinner Might Be On Us - Please Take Our Survey 

Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 

With Such Rapid Change In The Athletic/Fitness/Recreation Industry, 
Continuing Education And New Products And Services 

Have Never Been More Important. 

Please Take Our Survey Now-- It Will Help Shape 
HowAnd What You’ll Learn At Future Face-To-Face Events. 

To Thank You --You May Win A Gourmet Dinner At A 
Restaurant Of Your Choice*. 

Dear Athletic/Fitness/Recreation Professional: 

Whether or not you’ve ever been to a conference or trade show, you can help 

determine the future structure and contents of these events, thereby aiding our entire 

industry. Please help us with this important project -- take our survey now. 

This study is being sent to a limited number of professionals -- so its accuracy 

depends on your response. Kindly click here to be taken to the survey site. 

I truly appreciate your help, 

Athletic 

Business 

Conference 

Sue Searls 

Conference Director 

*Up to a total bill of $300. You may choose to donate this amount to a charity. 

M~n~.ge Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to fLItL:fe emaiis of this ~vpe == Forward ~:~ !::oiie:~gcie 

[bis e i:~sii messaf~e ’,,’,as saint trom a notiticatian ailly sddiess tl:~t cahnot accept iq~comiq~ a-maii. 

Pie~se email Lis~~, a~ lisa~athleticbusiness.com ,,’~’i~il edestions a#od~ "f,.’.d~ accoc;nt 

]hi.~ email wa.~ .~enf to dstro@unc edu by: 

AB Media Inc 



¢:;’ 2013 i P[iva¢¥ 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 12:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 articles) 

Charles Blow February 25, 2014 12:37:25 

Newco~ers to Casi~o B~tt|e Eye Loe~tion CIoser to New 

York City 

AS developers ibcus on Orange Ccam~’, which critics say ~eeds a~ eco~omic 

boost ]ess dmn other areas~ eompetRion aud tensiou are mounting. 

FOLLOW US: Faceboi;k i ~@NYTimes 

Get unlimited ~ccess to NYTimes.com and our ~pps. S~.~bselribe >} 

~ A ccess The New York Times from snywhere with our suite of apps: 

A~droid I iRadCb I iPhoneCb i 

About This Email 

This is an au,’_e~T~a~ed email Please cio not reply directly ~o ins email fro~T~ N~(q-i~T!es com. As a ~T~ember of 

the rRUSTe privacy progBm, we are commit[ed to protecting your prwacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 7:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: Passion, Persistence, and ttumility-Wilmers at the Olympics and WhatsApp 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http:flwww.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http :i/www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http :!/www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44222. 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vdme s.com> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 10:12 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureeu Dowd (1 articles) 

Maureen Dowd February 25, 2014 10:08:40 P~I 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Parade ~Marche~ Backward 

?m ~rish drag queen ex])lains why the New ~Zork St. Pad@’s T)ay Parade is a 

drag. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marketo Webinars <bwilliams@marketo.com> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 2:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

[Webinar Series] Get the Latest Tips for More Effective Lead Generation 

Hi Deborah, 

Want to take a deep dive into the latest and greatest strategies for 

growing your pipeline? Learn from industry experts about how paid 

programs and website optimization can turbocharge your lead 

generation efforts. Join us for the March episodes of our lead 

generation webinar series, divided into six digestible, 29-minute parts! 

Episode 3,: Get More From Less: Tips for Creative Programs That 

Drive Results, presented by I-leidi Bullock 

¯ Tuesday, March 4th at lOam PT/lpm ET 



Episode 4: More Effective Lead Generation Using Persuasive Scenario 

Planning, presented by Jeffrey Eisenberg 

¯ Tuesday, March 18th at 10arn PT/1pro ET 

St:. " ting, Marketo    Managing Partner, 

Eisenberg Holdings 

If you haven’t already, be sure to download The Definitive Guide to 

Lead Generation! 

I hope to see you there, 

Blake Williams 

Sales Development Representative 

(650) 539-3509 

©C~p~rjgh!2014, Mar~eto !n~ ~l!iig~ts r~s~ed ~,i.i.l.i..i..~.i~.i.i~ 

This email was sent to you because you requested information from Marketo or a partner. If you wish to unsubscribe or update your email 
subscription, please visit our email preference center. View our privacy policy. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OAR ofNC <oarofnc@gmaiLcom> 

~Tednesday, February 26, 2014 3:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Author Michael Wenger roll be in Orange County to discuss RACE and PRIVILEGE 

Author Michael Wenger wilt be at the Orange County Main Library in 

Hillsborough on Mop,day, Ma~ch &tst f~m 6:00-8:~) to d~scuss hb book about 

Race and Wh~:e Privilege. His memo# en~:~tbd My L-~/~(:k iq~m~/v, M£ ~,1/i~i~, 

(s~.L:~{~({~ takes the readers on a journey Lhrough the obstacles and ~ssues he 

faced as a White mm~ from the Northeast who married a Nack womm~ from 

North Carolina. The book ~s sva~aMe at the Orange County and Chapel H~H 

~brades as well as F~yleaf Bookstore. You, however, do not need to read the 

book as a precursor to ~tLend. The event ~s ~ree and ope# ~:o #~e #ub~¢, The 

Ubrary is ~ocated at &37 West Margaret Lane, H~bboroug#, NC, 

rrds message ,~,,ss sent to dstro@ur:c edu fi-om: 

U!;:ted Churci; of (:::hd~t- OAR ;: ~802 MI.K Pk,ky 20/ ;: {)urh~m, NC 27707 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Wednesday, FebmmT 26, 2014 9:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 axticles) 

Charles Blow February 2~, 2014 09:09:27 P~I 

Op-Ed Columnist 

No Or~unl-~°y ~r elM Mores 

Just as young i:,eol.qe are bdrning aw~y from religions that don’t tolerate gay 

and lesbian people, they may turn ~rom the Repul)Iica~ Party, too. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



To! S tr~ ~ ~ b ~ <d ~!ro @ u~ 

rumit~n a~oncj with ~ts spot, sots ~nwte presenat~or~ proposals for its second annual 

v~lus~ conh~rence on the topic of plag~dsm, p~ag~adsm prevention, academic 

~nt~gr~ty, arid er~hanc~ng stud~nt rese~rch 

The theme o~ this year’s conference is "From Copying to Crifica~ Thinking." We are interes~e0 ~n 

proposals that speak to the critical ~extJs thal exists between student leamh~g, strident 

research, and the enhancement of student critical th~nk~ng skills. 

If gout preposal is accepled, we will invite ye~J {e participate in one of our daily vi~tua~ conference 

sessions the week of April 21 st to April 25th. You will also be eligible to win a tr~p to the %h 

Other proposals will be consMered for guest blogs and papers that will be made available for 

download. 

3, 20t4 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 1:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: [JAn emerging sport? [JBlame the NCAA ~1 ~; 

Newsletter 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the Clips UnsealedDocumemShip. Hope you are well. 

The word [] blame, [] as used above in the subject line: OAn emerging sport? []Blame the 

NCAA [] 0 is unfortunately symptomatic of our times. We are of[en quick to place blame but 

not so quick to give credit. OK, enough of the Golden Rule, let[is get down to it. 

The eyes and ears (and hopes and dreams and agita) of the college sports world are all 

trmned on Oakland, Caliibrnia, that unglamorous cousin of glittering San Franci~o, right there 

in plain sight, just a t~w miles on the other side of the San Francisco Bay (why isn U t it call the 
Oaldand Bay?). 

Oakland [] California [] s St. Paul/Fort Worth [] is the site of the US Nimh Circuit Court of 

Appeals, where the legal proceedings for what is commonly known as ~the O [] Bannon 

case M axe being played out. 

Yesterday US District Court Judge Claudia Wilken idled that 18 doculnents totaling 75 pages 

that had been submitted by the plaintiffs (O [] Bmmon ~ s side) would be unsealed. While your 

Clips Editor was sleeping last night, a couple of energetic reporters (Jon Solomon of AL.com 

and Steve Berkowitz of USA Today) dove into what Steve referred to as a []trove of 

documents. ~ 
Attorne)~s in the Clips audience who’d like to directly access court documents click here 

Being that the 75 pages contain mostly email chains and now [] s the highly appropriate time to 

remind Clips readers that email records have led to the downfall of many. even if they are 

innocent. Here ~ s the Clips Email Golden Rule: If one feels the need to commtmicate something 

by email something that one would not want his boss, enemy, wife/husband, mother, a federal 
investigator, a competitor or a judge to read, then one should use an untraceable method of 

communication: unobserved sign language, face-to-face conversation, secure phime lines 

or U the old Mafia technique U commanicating ttmmgh a go- between. 

Cited in the axticles below are several instances of pote~Nally damning evidence culled from 

emails of NC?u~k executives, EA~ Sports Illustrated and the IEG consulting fim~. 

One of the bestJworst examples is the email below from one of Jon Solomon [] s articles in 

which Jim Isch, then intemn NCAA President (and now COO) lmnented the ongoing challenge 

that it has in being understood by its own membels. This one ~night come back to bite the 

NCAA when the trial s~rts in June. 

In 2010, then-interim NC~L4 VP of Communications Bob Williams fom~arded to 
some high-ranking NCAA officials a story in which then-~&ryland basketball 

coach Gary Williams said college athletes shouM be paid Gary Williams pointed 

to the new $11 billion NCAA Tournament television contract asjustification f!)r 

his suggestion to pay players $200 a month, but said the NCAA would say there’s 

not enough money. 



"That, what the NC.4A will tell you, "Gary Williams said in the story, "but if you 

did pay the revenue-producing ,sports athletes, you would still have that mon~ 

coming in that they exist on now. There’s plenty of money off’the men’s basketball 
tournament that you can pay men’s basketball players, f!)otball players, whatever, 

the revenue-producing sports, and still have enough money to run other ~ports, 

and I think that’s’ why a lot of people (believe) they should be paid" 
Bob Williams forwarded the story via e-mail and wrote, "PTI, Gary Williams has 
corrte on line supporting payment to SAs ... and no surprise he doesn’t quite have 

the facts right. Apparently he also doesn’t ~qow where the money from the 

bundled rights agreement goes ... right back to membership. I’m not sure there has 

been a proposal as he indicates ... and his school/conference could certainly 

6ponsor it if they truly believed it could/should be done. He’s pl~o4ng the old card 
of blaming the ’NCAA ’ and forgetting that he is the NCAA. " 

Jim [sch, the NCAA ’s outgoing interim president at the time and now the NCAA ’s 

COO, re~vxmded to Bob Williams’ e-mai£ 
"This again points to our challenge of cormnunicating with our members, "lsch 

wrote. "We had the same challenged yester~ho~ with the commissioners. They are 

all better off’to just blame the NC./L,I." 

I have written many times about the inaccurately [] and pervasively [] negative mariner in which 

the NCAA is regularly portxayed, even by its own members! That is not a good thing. NC?u~k 
members should be praising the Associafion, not condemning it. If the NCAA is not ,seen as 

being worthy of praise, then eveD~ eflbrt should be made to improve things, not just throw 

hands in the air and complain that members [] blan~e the NCAA. [] Perception? Reality? You 

pick. 

Have a good Thursday. 

Nick Int?~te 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w,’~,w.twitt e r.co m!@Colle.~ eat h Clips 

NCAA opposes Ed O’Bannon plaintiffs’ latest class definition for 
live TV claims 
By don Solomon, al.com, 2-27-14 

The NCAA opposes the Ed O’Bannon plaintiff’s’ motion to amend its class definition~ calling 

the two changes so significant that they require a request to certi~ a new injnnctive class. 

U.S. District Judge Claudia Wilken said last week she is inclined to reconsider the class 

definition. The O’Bannon plaintiffs filed a mofion for an amendment to the class, which seeks an 

injuncfion against NCAA restrictions over paying players. The new proposed class definition is: 
"All current and tbrmer student-athletes residing in the United States who compete on, or 

competed on, an NCAA Division I ... college or universi~ men’s basketball team or on an 

NCAA FootbaJ1 Bowl Subdivision ... meffs tbotball team and whose images, likenesses and/or 

names may be, or have been, included or could have been included (by virtue of their 

appearance in a team roster) in game footage or in videogames licensed or sold by Defendants, 

their co-conspirators, or their licensees." 

’][’he proposed class definition added the phrase "or could have been included (by virtue of their 

appearance in a team roster)." The NCAA said it opposes this addifion because it seeks to 

add athletes who never played in a game on television. 

"An (student-athlete) who never played in a televised gmne has no plausible claim that his 

(name, image and likeness) licensing rights were restrained for such games," the NCAA wrote 

in its motion. "To j nsfify their an~endment, (the plainfiffs) need to show how (student-athletes) 

who never played in any televised games could have been restrained from licensing their (name, 

image and likeness) [br use in televised ganres. (The plainti[t~) cannot do so." 

The O’Bannon plainfifl~ have said college athletes would enter into group licenses and be paid 

for their name, image and likeness fights for broadcast of game tbotage. 
The NC?~k argues there is no evidence of any such group license in U.S. professional sports 

and cites testimony from an O’Bannon expert and the NBA Players Association’s executive 

director, who said his member’s group licensing agree~nent doesn’t include NBA television 

revenue. The NFL players’ contract grants name, image and likeness rights only for publicizing 

and promoting games, not for a license for game broadcasts, according to the NCAA. 

"In the pros, revenues from broadcasts -- like revenues from tickets, concessions, parking and 

the like -- can and do form the salary pool used to pay pro athletes for their performance," the 
NCAA wrote. "But no athlete is paid for an (nmne, image, likeness) license -- whether group 

or indivi&tal -- tbr appearance in live broadcasts." 

The new proposed class definition al~ deleted the phrase "after the conclusion of the athlete’s 

paJ;ticipation in intercollegiate athletics" to define when the game tbotage or videogames were 

licensed or sold. The NCAA said that deletion should be denied because it expands the class 

into live broadcasts, an area in which the NCAA has sought sum~nary judgment for in its favor. 

Lawyers tbr the O’Bannon plainfiffs wrote that the proposed amendment of the class is 



"minis~tefial and will not prejudice the NCAA." 

Jon Solomon writes for al.com. This article has’ been reprinted on Clips with the 

author~s pel~nission. To access the al.com home page click here 

NCAA leader about membership complaints: ’They are all better 
off to just blame the NCAA’ 
By Jon Solomon, al.com, 2-27-14 

Even the NC~ says schools should blame the NCAA. The blame-the-NCAA syndrome 

that often occurs over controversial issues in college sports was displayed in an internal NCAA 
e-mail filed this week as pea~t of the Ed O’Bannon lawsuit. 

In 2010, then-interim NCAA Vice President of Communications Bob Williams forwarded to 

so~ne high-raxaldng NCAA officials a story, in which then-Mauland basketball coach Gau 

Williams said college athletes should be paid. Gray Williams pointed to the new $11 billion 
NCAA Tournament television contract as justification for his suggestion to pay players $200 a 

month, but said the NCAA would say there’s not enough money. 

"That’s what the NCAA will tell you," Gao~ Williams said in the sto~, "but if you did pay the 

revenue-producing sports athletes, you would still have that money coming in that they exist on 
now. There’s plenty of money offthe men’s basketball tournament that you can pay men’s 

basketball players, li~otball players, whatever, the revenue-producing sports, and still have 

enough money to run other sports, and I think that’s why a lot of people (believe) they should 

be paid." 

Bob Williams forwarded the sto~ via e-mail and wrote, "FY1, Ga.i~ Williams has come on line 
supporting payment to SAs ... and no surprise he doesn’t quite have the facts right. Apparently 

he also doesn’t know where the ~noney frown the bundled rights agreement goes.., right back to 

membership. I’m not sure there has been a proposal as he indicates.., and his 

school/conference could certainly sponsor it if they truly believed it could~’should be done. He’s 

playing the old card of blaming the ’NCAA’ and forgetting that he is the NCAA." 

Jim I~h, the NCAA’s outgoing interim president at the time and now the NCAA’s chief 

operating officer, responded to Bob Williams’ e-mail. 

"This again points to our challenge of communicating with our members," Isch wrote. "We had 

the same challenged yesterday with the commissioners. They are all better off to j ust blame the 

NCAA." 

NCAA document: EA Sports and CLC sought to use college 
players’ names in video games 
By Jon Solomon, al.com, 2-26-14 

It’s no secret that ~nedia partners and companies with NCAA relationships have sought to 

push the envelope in recent years to use college athletes’ names and likenesses. Some of that 

interest was displayed in a document unsealed today in the Ed O’Bannon lawsuit. 

Electronic Arts Sports and Collegiate Licensing Company sought in 2007 to use players’ 

names in video games, according to an NCAA document from its study group on the use of 

athletes’ names and likenesses. The document, which summarized guest comments at the 

meeting, noted that rosters were already embedded within video games, "hidden, in a way." 

"Using the rosters in the games, and maybe the names of student-athletes on jerseys in the 

game would be worthwhile," the NCAA document said in summarizing CLC’s position. 

"Reasons: 1) EA would put into each game all players on the entire roster and they include 

over 140 Div. I schools in their games; 2) Rosters are imbedded within the product!game 

(hidde~ in a way) not on the cover/outside when you buy the product; and 3) this would wipe 

out #rd pmly infringers -- better to have schools/conferences and the NCAA control this." 

EA reques~ted the abili~ to represent college athletes in the games "just as they are shown on 
TV broadcasts," according to the NCAA document. "This means putting s~dent-athlete names 

on ros~ters and on jerseys in the gmne, and secondarily using facial likenesses (this could be 

done in stages)." 

In exchange for more authentic video games, EA ofl~red to recommit to inserting NCAA- 
requested elements like "academic related features, APR, NCAA values etc.," the document 

said. E-mails previously released in the O’Bannon suit showed the NCAA knew that EA made 

video games intending to match real-lit~ chaJcacteristics of college athletes. 

EA and CLC announced a settlement with all plaintifl~ in September, although the agreement 

hasn’t been filed yet with the court for approval. The NC.A~\ has not settled the video-game 

claims and is suing EA and CLC for not protecting the NCAA during settlement talks. 

The s~dy group ~neeting canoe at a time when the NC~ was trying to rewrite legislation for 

better sponsorship value and to address changing technology. Other co~nments by companies 
during the meeting, according to the document: 

Cingular and State Fam~ said they didn’t want to attach athletes in "any kind of 

endorsement way," but noted that not being able to use current athletes in footage and 

photos of advertisements and promotions "loses relevance with the general public." 

CLC did not tZavor changing the NCAA rule prohibiting sale ofjerseys with athletes’ 



names, but requested relaxing rules related to photographs and paintings. "Schools 

would be better offif we controlled this area than having 3vd parties dictate it," tlrc 

document said in summasizing CLC’s comments. 

Nike requested that roles be changed to permit manufactarer’s logos to be included in 
congratulatory ads even if they include college athletes we~ing apparel or equipment 

fi~m that cotnpany. Michigan State identified concerns and benefits and said "tl~is would 

be considered value-added to a sponsorship agreement - could have a tremendous 

i~npact," the NCAA document said. 

CBS and ESPN wanted to use interviews with athletes to promote the broadcast, 

"a]most a ’call to action’ by the s~mdent- athlete but willing to do it in a way that is 

permissible," the document said. "Question was raised whether this should be okay for 

broadcast entities but not corporate entities???" CBS and ESPN were comfortable with 

the study group’s requirements, which the document described as "team vs. individual, 

clearly state the relationship, no student- athlete/school/contErence/NCAA voice 

retErencing the broadcast partner or commercial entity in a ’call to action.’" 

’][’he NCAA document said that then-NCAA President Myles Brand didn’t view adaptang new 

standa~s as "liber~JSzing the roles," but mtl~er m~king them "more sensible." 

’][’he document summ~zed paxt of Brand’s comments this way: "We can not exploit individual 

stadent-atltletes, but it is not cleax what exploitation is -- an overlay to a key play is not a 

problem (even if it is focused on the quarterback) but we don’t want to have a student-athlete 

holding a phone or a bag of chips. Game environment/plays vs. artificial envim~maent -- don’t 

directly endorse a specific prodnct/service." 

In another filing, an e-mail chain from Janua~’ 2008 showed an LSU athletics department 
officia] questioning the NCAA about whether Slyorts Illustrated was permitted to offer a DVD 

commemorating LSU’s tbotball national tille and if players in the DVD would thce eligibili~ 

questions. 

Leeland Zeller, who was the NCAA membership ~rvices associate director at tlrc time, 

responded that an NCAA rules interpretation prohibits the use of the DVD as pre~nium content 

with a Spo~ts Illustrated subscription. 

"Regardless, SI does this ever year," Zeller wrote. "If the school asks about it, they axe advised 

to send a cease and desist letter, which preserves the eligibiliU oftl~e student-athletes. SI 
ignores the letter and we a]l go on about our business." 

Ed O’Bannon suit expert: A 2010 Alabama football player 
would have made $47,330 from live TV 
By Jon Solomon, al.com, 2-26-14 

How much money a college athlete could make if the Ed O’Bannon antitrns~t lawsuit succeeds 

remains an unanswered question. But documents unseaJed m the case today provide at least 

one proposed model and shed insight into bow pro leagues split revenue. 

O’Bannon economic expert Daniel Ra~seher estimated that a football player on Alabamgs 2010 

team would have received $47,330 ficom live broadcasting revenue "that year and about 

$190,000 over four years. By contrast, a football player at USC would have received about 

$27,651 and roughly $110,000 over four years. 

Meanwhile, the NBA and NHL split licensing revenue evenly between the league ~J~d players, 

and the NFL provides players with roughly one-third, according to one document. The 

O’Bannon plaintiffs axe attempting to remove restrictions against paying college athletes based 

on their nan~e, image and likeness. 

The NBA had designated its licensing details confidential, but U.S. District Judge Clandia 

Wilken ruled the NBA had not adequately explained how disclosing the information would 

impact future negotiations with the players’ union. The details were part of a report by 

O’Bannon economic expert Roger Noll, who has axgued tbr a 50- 50 split of licensing revenue 

tbr college athletes, including TV money. 

’][’he 2011 NBA collective bargaining agreement calls for a 50-50 split of~J1 licensing revenue. 

Noll’s repo~t listed 41 product license agreements from the NBA Players Association. Details 

about the companies with NBA licensing agree~nents are paxt of his report except tbr the length 

of contract and financial tern~s, which are redacted. 
Noll w~me that the 2012 NFL collective bargaining agreement sets different "fractional splits" 

for different Upes of revenue, "but the players’ fraction of broadcast revenne is 55 percent." 

The NHL’s most recent collective bargaining agreement produced a 50-50 split of revenue, the 

report said. 

"All of the examples above axe a tbrm of group agreement about sha~ing revenues when two 

Upes of parties collaborate to create a licensed product," Noll wrote. "The standaxd result is 

an even split of revenue. The implication lbr this litigation is that in the absence of NCAA 

res~trictions, student-atltletes also would receive a 50 percent, not zero percent, of licensing 

income." 

At a summaxy judgment hearing last week, O’Bannon attorney Michael Hausfeld faced some 

difficult questions from Wilken about whetber the plaintiffs wanted college players to receive 

licensing payments during their college careers or have money put aside into a trust fund for 

after tl~ey leave. Hausfeld nltimately said he would be fine with an injunction a]lowing money to 

be put aside in a fund. 



"I’m not issuing any injunctions unlil there’s a finding ofliabiliU," Wilken ,said at the hearing. 

"And it probably wouldn’t be a question of compromising, it would be a question of what had 

been shown to be a violation. So if you want to compromise, I’m all tbr it. And we’ll talk about 

that later, but I wouldn’t be compromising." 
Other unsealed docmnents today reflected how much tnoney college athletes could receive 

from licensing under deJnages caJculations from Rascher. So~ne examples that were cited: 

A Michigan State men’s basketball player in 2010-11 would have received about 

$275,675 that year from live broadcasting, compared to $191,512 from a UCLA 

player. 

Southern Miss football player DeAndre Brown would have earned $2,739 for 2008 yet 

could have made much more at nearby schools Ole Miss ($20,098) and Mississippi 

State ($22,395). 
Back in 2007, Utah defensive end James Aiono would have earned $1,886 a year at 

Utah, $3,336 at Utah State, and over $21,000 at Colorado. 
Memphis basketball player Jelan Kendrick would have been in line to receive $76,416 

at Me,nphis in 2010, but over $219,000 at Tennessee. 

Gonzaga basketball star Austin Daye would have gotten $22,640 from Gonzaga in 

2007, yet could have earned ,nuch more at nearby Washington ($150,058) and 

Washington State ($136,390). 

The examples came from a report by NCAA expert Daniel Rubinfeld in an attempt to show 

competitive balance issues for teams if players wmv allowed to be paid. 

Wilken, the judge in the case, said last week she has a "problem" with the NCAA’s 
procompefitive axguments involving competitive baJance, amateurism and integrating athletics 

with education. Wilken said the case roll move tbrward to atrial staxting June 9 if there is no 

settlement. 

Jon Solomon writes for al.com. ]’his article has been reprinted on Clips with the 

author ~s permission. ]b access the al.com home page click here 

More. 

Unsealed records" q[fer preview in O’Bannon versus NC4A 
Steve Berkowit:, U2qA TODAY Sports 7.35 p.m. EST Februa~ 26, 2014 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@,colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.collegeathleticsclips.com 
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subscribers 

About our ~vebsite: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics ne~vs 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally" humorous Clips el=LASHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery" and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertaimnent culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics 

*To be removed from this mat]trig list or change the email format please use the links be]my: 

Chaltge yore subscription 

Ullsnbscfibe 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ann Handley, MarketingProfs <IVlarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 6:45 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Reminder: Marketing Measurement & AnaJytics 

Take the mystery out of measuring your marketing efforts 

and ~i!:L~..@.:};: when you register using code MEASURE¯ 

Hiya Deborah, 

Let’s be honest, number crunching isn’t all that glamorous (or fun). I understand that. 

It’s way more interesting to create compelling content, design inspiring graphics, and 

launch great new campaigns. But how can you tell whether that campaign’s as amazing 

as you think it is, without actually measuring what’s happening? 

That’s where our newest course, Na~k~ti~-~.;~. Ne:~a-:~e~:~-~’~t 8~ g~},tic’~ comes in. 

Through 9 classes, we’ll show you the what, the why, and (most important) the how of 

marketing analytics. We’ll also make it pain-free. (Promise!) 

You’ll walk away from ~!:~.i~..~4~.s,~.~:N~ a better marketer, armed with the knowledge to break 

down even the most complex marketing campaigns to show what worked, and why. 

When you can confidently demonstrate what your Return on Marketing Investment 

(ROMI) is for any activity, you’ll be the talk of the break room. Plus, bosses love that 

stuff, so you’re practically lining yourself up for a promotion. 

Marketing Measurement & Analytics begins April 10; check out the c¢~g~r~e ~-I~:! for 
more information and to see the list of instructors, and :~?~l.i~z!~.~: by March 6 using 

promo code ii:~!iii!AS!.oi~:iiii!! along with your PRO Iogin credentials. You’ll pay just $307 

($247 if you’re an MPU Alum). 

I’m really excited about this course--you are, too, now ... right? Join me there! 

:: Ann Handley 

:: Chief Content Officer 

:: MarketingProfs 

:: (866) 557-9625 

P.S. Want more savings? We offer discounts for 3 or more MPU tickets purchased at 

one time--whether they’re all for you or a group. S~v~e b..~. 



MarketingProfs, LLC ] 4~9 N Larchmont Bird #295 ] Los Angeles, CA 90004 : (86}~ 557-962.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / Psychology Press <mail.jxtmcazrfcdelqwac@tandtlmsgfocus.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 9:07 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Stand Up to Bullying ruth Routledge: 20% OFF + FREE SHIPPING* 

Click here to view our titles on bullying 

Is this email not displsying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forwsrd to a Friend 

STAND UP to Bullying 
with Roufledge! 

This Friday is International STAND UP to 
Bullying Day. To view our titles on the issues 
surrounding bullying, please click here. 

Now until March 4th using discount cede 
QRK58 at checkout and receive 20% off your 
order. Remember, all web orders over $35 
receive IFREE SH~PP~NG in the US and 
Canada. 

To learn more about the STAND UP to Bullying 
movement, please click here. 

*Ottg, r valid only w~,#} web or(g,t:s at roudedge.com, 
routledge.com/eyeonedt,,cadon, focaIp,,ess.com, 

psypress.com or toutledgemental~}ealth.cor~t. 

i.~ii 20 percentoff 

Sh~re the S~vings: ~~ 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P ..... 

~i_fl_L~_~[p___tO$___s__u__b_j__e~’:t___a__~__e_’_a_ to ~ecNw news and offers straight to your inbo× [rom the Taylor & Francis Group. 

Yo[i will be abie to update your details or [insubscribe at any time. 

We respect your privacy and will not d~sclose, rent or sell your er..aa~i address to any outside organizations 

Copyright 2013 ]aylor & Franc~s, an intorma business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Irffo~ma UK Limited. registered in ~ngland under no. 1072954 

Registered office: MortiR-~er House, 37-4! Mortimer Street London W!T 3JH. 

If you wish to unsubscribe please click her~e. Please note this is an automated operation 

X Powere,-! W      ] 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Graduate School <saine@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 28, 2014 9:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Chronicle: News t?om The Graduate School 

Tim Beatley 

"Tim Beatley continues to adva~:ce k~:owledye that is helping 

us navigate significant challenges in our hscreas~ng~y urban 

world," sa~d Steve Hatson, dean of The Graduate £;cbooL 

l~N~ Katie Aiello ~ S.~..~.b @...~.~.~.~S ~.~..~.~.,., ~ 

The CaroJk~a Chronicle ge~s its 

~a~se frogs the creativity of 

(jraduate student Ka[~e A~eHo 

and the conth~ued enga(jeme~[ 

of graduate ak~mni, 

Cardiovascuiar disease and 

blood clotting disorders are the 

leading cause of death in North 

Carolina, And l’4aria Aieman is 

creat~r~ d~scover~es [o he~p 

fight bbod dots more 

effectively, 



;oi~ us to hea~ four America~; 

h,~a~ers d~scuss their perspectives 

~__~__~_~t_~ _~_~_S~_~_~_ ~:~ David Csizmadia 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



restoring adiuncts’ sections in the wake of guidance 

from the iRS~ they aren’t mo\,mg yet 

How i!~uch Can Be Cut? 
Iowa Wesk~yan eiiminal:es 22 of its 53 faculty and 

half of ~ts acsdem~c ~ro#~ms The president thh~ks 

R ~s now ready ,( grow. Cmn R? 

New York’s governor hopes a college education can 

help cut prison coats Critics think the money is 

going 1:o 1:he wrong p,~!opie 

Ready or Not 
New surveys reveal big disparities in how business 

leaders anti l:he public view higher educal:~en and 

aurprising resul~a 

What ~ Learned in College 
Eve!g!,~!en State College’s lone graduation 

requhemenl: is surpdsingiy aimpie ---and 

aurprismgiy comple>: 

Who Should Teach Ethnic 
Studies? 
Cai S~ate Los Angelea profesaers vote to require all 

students to take a course in race or ethnicity, but tail 

to adopt proposai that course be taught in ethnic 

Ha~dshake to Headsha~,e 
A deal to merge two Christian colleges in the South 

coiiapsed It’s not entireiy clear why Montreat Coiiege 

but many al: Montreat agree it’s a good l:hm9. 

The Proctor ~s In 





................................................................................................................................................. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ li~e bes, so,.:ial media gt~ides (,1! [he web often come directly ~rom fine verg si,es ~ha~ we w~sh to t~se for :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <~MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Friday, February 28, 2014 10:08 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

New Intemet Domain F2xtensions ] #SocialSkim ] WhatsApp Usage Stats ] Master Mobile Marketing 

ii.~ orange bar ] 

i.~ In This Issue 

Feb 28~ 2014 

~ New lntemet Domain Extensions: Don’t Get 

Blinded by the Sunrise or Run Over by the 
Landrush I£~ ,-~:,~’,’--ro ~,~"~I 

and meow me~e----.~a,;e a~eedy begun to a~J~(:b Re~d More 

~ Online Planning Tool: Blog Like a Pro 

Read Mo~e 

l I:NI: Sun/ey Says j 

WhatsApp by the Numbers: Where It’s 
Popular; Teen Usage Stats 
B;’ ,:!yaz 

spp~ba0o~ ~hs~ Facebook acqu~sd for 119 

I% Quick Take] 

#SociatSkim: Twitter Cards How-To, 
Netflix Drone to Home, the Oscars~ 
GIF Resumes 



~ Three Principles for Mastering Mobile 
Marketing in 2014 

Mar 4 

Mar 6 

Mar 11 

Mar 13 

Mar 14 

Apr 10 

Oct 9-10 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbnsines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, Febrnary 28, 2014 1:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

$60M ItS Stadium Cracking i Court-Stomping Goes Wrong ] Heart Tests Worth It? 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

’Extensive Cracking’ Closes $60M ItS Stadium 
Remember when Allen (Texas) High School’s tbotball stadium was making 

headlines for its price tag? The 18,000-seat stadium cost $60 million ... 

) Fans, t layers, Coaches Caught in Court-Stormina Melee 

It’s a situation a~y administrator or facilities professioned dreads: a court- s~nning 

gone wrong. And that’s exactly what happened Thursday night ... 

Studies: Are Athlete Heaxt Tests Worth Cost, False Alarms? 

Sndden heart deaths in athletes stun schools and communities and leave families 

wondering in their grief what more could have been done .... 

Editolial: Temple Needs to Give Cut Teams More Time 
Sometilnes it taJ~ces guts and Inoney to reverse a controversial decision. Temple 

University’s board of trustees needed ample helpings of both to ... 

NCAA Football Co~nmittee to Reconsider Slowdown Rule 

Members of the committee plan to discuss the proposal, which would reqnire a 10- 



second delay betbre ott~nses could snap the ball, before it goes to ... 

Board Opts for Bigger Stadium Capacity, Bleacher Comfort 
The committee appeared to be leaJ~ing toward a seating capacity of 1,400 to 

1,600. But with s~adium seating, what is considered "as-built" ... 

Poll: Tax Sugalsz Drinks, Pay for School Nutrition. Exemise 
A solid majority’ of California voters favor warning labels on sodas mad sugagr’ 
drinks as well as a tax on those beverages to pay for ... 

Voters Growing Weary of Another HS Pool Referendum 
The I,ake Park (Ill.) school board decided to push tbr a pool again this spring 
partially because the vote last year was as close as it’s ever been .... 

City’s $126K Pool Resurfacingto Fix $1 K-Per-Month I,eaks 

’][’he city" of ChMes~ton’s Martin Luther King Jr. Pool is scheduled to re-open in 

mid-Mamh after undergoing a resurtRcing and the ins~llation ... 

Rigor of AAU Basketball’s ][ laver Develop,nent Questioned 
Is the way of AAU youth basketball pext of the reason why professional talent 

seems a bit thin right now? Could the AAU game be 

NBA Stars Embracing Pla,/er-Eflficienc,/So~vam Program 
The pilot program, called SportVU, records every movement and action of a 
player during a 48-minute game. In all, 792,000 data points ... 

Albu uer ~acd Bi est in MiI,B 

The Albuquerque Isotopes said Wednesday that they aace spending $1 million on a 

new high-definition LED videoboard to be installed at Isotopes ... 

MLB’s Expm~ded Repla’~ Rules Mean New Strategies, Hires 
The dirt-kicking, cap-flipping, vein-popping argument that has been part of 
baseball’s fabric for a centaU mad a half is about to give way to a 

Nautilus Reports Near- Tripled Profits in 2013 from 2012 
Nautilus Inc., the Va~couver-based manufactarer oflfitaess equipment, wrapped up 

2013 with solid eaznings, company oflficials saJ~d Monday, including .... 

Inco~mito’s Swin s: OL Admits 1,~ SmashingCar with Bat 

It was not known what triggered the outburst in Richie Incognito, whose emotional 

swings have been central to accusations of bullying within the ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Coming to a Scoreboard Near You: Ads for Health;~ Foods 
Even the scoreboards in high school gyms will have to adveNse only healthy foods 

under new roles announced Tuesday by the Obama administration .... 

New Reader Comments: 

Blog: Let Them Eat Cake, If They So Choose 
Thank you lbr summing up the problem associated with an administration that 

thinks that putting band-afids on the exterior will somehow fix the ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 9:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 3-3-14 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the AcademyAwalxtShip. Hope you are well. 

Here comes another 4-dot Update intro, properly sream- of- thoughted, elliptically packaged 

and assymetrically unadnlterated, and ~, herein, heretotbre and e~o, in all of Herb Caen’s 

dreamy dot- dot- dottery, here goes nuthin’ ~] .ttarri~n Ford is blathering right now at the 

Awards I think he s qnlte anamated a~d etherea]....Emma Wats( n, Kate Hudson, Sally Field, 
Martin Scorcese, the spirit of Luca Brasi, Sophia Lauren, Kevin Spacey and Federico 

Fellini....and now, back to college sports....tnost thlilling gmne of the week: was it UVA over 

Syracuse~ ...UConn over somebo@, ....What would Mendy Rudolf have done with Boeheim’s 
tm~tmm? ~ .Clips wants an interview with Judge Supremo Claudia Wilken [] .I don’t miss the 

Olympics [] .this is not a trivia question: Are there any other basketball arena (other than Duke’s 

Cameron Indoor Stadinm) in which the baskets hang fiom the ceiling?..., this is a trivia 

question: Jim DelanF/s home town?...."eflbrfing [] is not really a word, but I like to use it 

an~¥ay.... 

Nick Inthnte 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

v~,,vw.twitter.com/@CollegfeAt hClips 

Remember, you lnust be logged in with your username and password to ~ew the 

articles (below) on the website. 1~’ you are not logged in you ~1~ get a b|a~lk 



About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Lett Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
vwwv.collegeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
n ick~,, colleg ea th le ticsctips, com or 908. 879. 9978 

*To be removed from tiffs mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Change yore subsci~pdon 
U~subscI1be 

ChanRe ~’our subscription 
Unsubscribe 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

fn Janualy 2014, we were excited to welcome Dr. Nefs Popp to the EX,~ faculty. Nels is an Assistant Professor in our department, with a 

focus in Sport Administration Prior to joining our faculty, he spent five and a half years as an assistant professor and graduate program 

State coordinator for the spolt management program at Illinois University. 

His research interests include revenue generation for college athletic departments with a particular emphasis on sport ticket sales at both the collegiate 

and professional spolt levels. Nels’ work and expe~Sise has been referenced in ESPN.com, Street and Smith’s Spo[tsBusiness Journal, and the Chronicb 

of Higher Education, and his research has been published in a variety of academic journals. His research and teaching expertise are a perfect match for 

our expanding programs in Spo~t Adminis~ratiorL ]his week we highligh~ Dr. Popp’s research where he examines factors influencing ticket sales in 

Division 1 college sports. 

Why we did this study? 

Have you ever attended a coibge sporting event and wondered why there are so many empb, seats? For many co,,ege sport 
I I marketers and co~bge athletics administrators, a ~ack of I~ve attendance (perhaps due to the hsc[eased popLdar~ty of watcMug 

garnes on ~arge Mgh-defink~on televisions at home) has knpl~catbns both m terms of ~n-.game atmosphere, but more #~portantly, 

terms of needed revenue for the athletb department. Ticket subs represent one of the Mggest, ~f not the Mggest s~ces of the revenue "p~e" for co~lege 

athletics. Most NCAA Division I athletic departments dedve needy a qua~ler of their revenue from the sale of [~ckets, wMle at some schools with large 

football stadiums, that percentage can be upwards of 40 percent (At UNC, for exampb, t~cket revenue equals rougMy 28% of athbt~c revenue 

Yet after spending time studying the structure of NCAA Division I college athletic departments, my colleague and I were stuck wondering why so few 

programs ~nvest ~n staff whose specific job it ~s to se~ tbkets~ ~ many other ~dustrbs which rely on the sub of products to generate income, whethe[ it is 

#~surance, computer software, o~ heavy macMnery, sales p~ofessbnals are empbyed to he~p move the product being produced. FMs is a~so true ~n the 

rea~m of profesmonal spods, where most major hague teams employ be~veen 15 and 50 outbound sales professionals whose lob it ~s to build 

[elationships w~th fans and se~ p[oducts that meet their needs, such as group outings, seaso~ tickets, o[ p[em&ms seats. ~n fact, if one we[e to bok at a 

staff d~rectory of any major hague team, the Imges[ percentage of front o~ice empbyees wou~d be found unde~ the sales umbrella. Yet, when we boked 

at the make~up of college athletic departments, we consistently found far more empbyees performing other functions such as media relations, 

compliance, event and facility operations, or equipment management than dedicated to the job of se~ing tickets~ ~n many atMetb depa~ments, the job of 

se~lmg [~ckets nJght fal~ under the superv~mon of mmket#~g, box office operatbns, or perhaps devebpme~t (fund-rais~g)~ howeve~ none o~ these 

positions have the single task of prospecting for potential buyers, developing relationships w~th those buyers, and se~mg them ticket packages. To us, 

tMs just doesn’t make sense for depa~ments concerned w~th bringing in more revenue tha~ they are spending 

Now did we perform the study? 

Io perform our study, we wanted to understand a couple of things. For starters, why don’t more colbge athbtic departments hire fulbtime sales 

professionals? Second, for those schools that do hire a sales team, are they effective at generating more revenue? And third, we wanted to know what 

these sales teams looked like; who was being hired, how were they being compensated and trained, and how many contacts were they making with 

potential ticke~ buyers~ To Iind the answers to ~hese questions, we developed a survey which we sent to every Division f athletic departmen~ in the 

country. We had a strong response rate of 3£5%, which gave us a pretly good snapshot of the current environment Here is what we found 

What did we learn? 

The biggest reason many college athletic departments don’t hire sales representatives is because they are unable to get additional positions funded or 

they are not able to pay commission, which is the [ypicaf Iorm of incen[ivizing sales professionals. Arnong schools which d~d commk to h#mg an outbound 

subs team, we examined the d~fference m t~cket revenue they reported the year before introducing the team and the year after. ~t~i~e we are st~l~ 

collecting data to answer th~s questbn, out p[el~m~nary findings revealed that schools ~ntrodudng an outbound sales program saw, on ave[age, a bump 

of needy $1 mJl~bn #~ ticket ~evenue. Some of th~s ~evenue can be a~tdbuted to h~sproved team success and some of the schools in our sampb achml~y 

generated bss revenue a~er ~nstituting an outbound subs team. However, we fee~ qu~te confident that on average, there ~s significant return on 

~nvestment lot depaAments that ~nvest ~n a sales team Perhaps the most surprising o[ interesting finding, however, ~s the answer to our tM[d quesfion~ 

Our ~esul~s were a~ over the map. Some schools h#ed teams of ~ve or s~x fu]l-tirne p~ofessbnals, wh~e others staffed the# sa~es team ent#e~y with 

undergraduate work-study students. On the Mgh end, some schools reported making over 2,000 subs ca~b~ a week, a volume typically seen ~n 

p[ofessiona~ spoAs~ On the low end, some departments [eported making fewe[ than 20 ceils per week. (~n professbna~ spoRs, typical dose rates are ~n 

the 3 to 5 pe~cen~ range.) F~erhaps most a~arm#~g was the fact that 78.2 percent of schools reporting that they stinted an outbound sales team indicated 

they spent fewer than 20 hours a year on subs training. In fact, 32 percent said they spent no t~me at all on sales trah~h~g. Sales is a difficult profession, 

and spending such I~e t~me formally training empbyees ~s viAual~y unheard of ~n many other ~ndustr~es. It ceRa~n]y impacts the effectiveness and 

efficiency of subs professionals. 

Now can these fit~db)gs {mpact athletic depa~lments? 



Tire trend of college athletic departments utilizing sales professionals to sell their ticket inventory is quickly gaining in popularity. And from our preliminary 

results, it appears this trend can be very beneficial for athletic departments. However, college athletic departments have significant improvements to 

make before these efforts will match the p~even productivity levels seen in professional spe~ls. While the primary beneficiaries of our reseerch are 

college athletics administrators, our research also has an impact on any fan of college sports Outbound ticket sales teams are a proven way to increase 

attendance at college sporting events and produce increased levels of revenue, which allows athletic departments to be mere competitive, 

~XSS Impae~ 

~ I ntercollegiate sports is olten referred ~e as the "front perch" of e university because of the high profile visibility and foundationef core for 

campus spirit. Research examining ways te enhance attendance at cellege spo~ting events provides important infermation te maximize the 

positive impact of college athletics. These findings show the importance of hiring professionals with training and education in sales to 

enhance college sport attendance through improved ticket sales. Our Spe~’~ Administ~etion progrems, at both [he undergreduate and graduete levels, 

play an impo[tant role in developing future leaders in college sport administration who may apply these e~idence based practices to improve the overall 

intercollegiate athletics experience for all constituencies. 

Copy and paste this URL into you~ browser: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 7:41 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Durham’s Scynexis files tbr IPO; Duke tuifion rising 

If you are havin,0 trouble viewing{ this emaiI, click here 

MARCH 3, 20~4 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eadere. 

~iiiiiiuiii ~iiiii~ Durham’s Scynexis f~les for $55M IPO 
Durham pharmaceutical company 8cynexis flied to go pubiic with the intent to raise 

,$55 miliion through an initiai public offering, 

IBiseaes 

Ad~ini{t?a~i~ Duke tuition hiked for underwad, business 

Duke University’s board of trustees on Saturday approved a 3,9 percent increase in 

the total cost of attending the university in the 2014-i 5 academic year 

~J~.~.~. 

Will chanqes to Raleiqh’s sign rules hu~ small businesses? 

~.~ q.~.~ 

’Bi~er and beret’ HibernMn Pub reopens at Glenwood 
South 

8ou[h distric~ in [ate 2012~ [he bar reopened fer business on Saturday. 

......................................................... Re~d ~orn~B~ EdR~oB >> 

Endo Pharmaceuticals to ~y N.C. $1.5M for MedicaM fraud 

S~x Blue Cross executives in N.C. break $1 M pay 

Tony Guriey accep~ s~te budget posRion, resigns as Wake 
Co. commissioner 

.......................................................... Smashburger sets March 12 opening date in Durham 

U.S. and coas~ N.C. boat sales on the rise 

.......................................................... Read Morning Edition >> 

Contact Us 
C<~nt~ct Us Fo: a{i inquiries i~9~rdin9 this off®: 

~r~n<~le~. b{z~o~rna iscom 
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From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle Review <chroniclereview@chronicle.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 8:25 AM 

chroniclereview@chronicle.com 

This Week: ttow Politics Thwart Colleges’ Role in Upward Mobility 

THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

Chronicle Review 
Monday, March 3, 2014 

Subscribe to The Chronicle today to get access to premium content and more. 

This Week’s Highlights 

Equaliz~\~rs No More 
By Suzanne Mettler 

t olities are thwarting eoll%es role in upward mobili~. 

Paul de 5f[ar~, Deconstm~cked 
By Carlin Romano 

Evelyn Barish’s new biography raises questions about how a scholar’s ethics should affect our 

reading of his work. 

By Judith Eve Lipton and David P. Barash 

Cognitive etholo~" may someday illuminate animal emotions. Meantime, though, our pets’ 

behavior toward us sure looks a lot like love. 

The Day Pete R~-,~-,~:,.~-,,-, ~ s~ ~ ~ ......... ~ ....... Came to Cl.ass [] 
By Paul Kane 

What do you do with students who have ideals but no hope? 

Book Review: Epic Fail [] 
By oron Agar 

In "Lonely Ideas," Loren Graham explores why Russia has struggled to transform brilliant ideas 

into big companies. 

New ,..cho]a~’I] Books [] 
Compiled hy Nina C. Ayoub 

Descriptions of the latest books, divided by category. 

In Views 

The Dear E ~:.[,art.cdo Rei"lecdons on 
By Judith Shapiro 

What makes for a good passing of the baton? Just as important, what about a change that’s less than happy for the ne~v leader, the old one, or 

everyone on the campus? 

In Dh:;ersity Gap at Michigan Flagship., ~.~gns of a Los[ Public Missio.r~ 
By Scott Kurashige 

The scramble for students who "pay full freight" is aggravating society’s race and class inequities. 



I-tow to Level t.~e P]ayi.r~g Field for Women fn Science 
By Mary A n~ Mason 

The "baby penalty" in academe could be eased with four key reforms. 

Trah~in$ Hist.orians and t.he Dual 1~ %t<,e 
By Merli~ Chowk~,anyu~ and Karen M. Tani 

In the debate over graduate-education reform, why aren’t more departments considering this approach? 

For College Presidents, the Interview Never E.r~ds 
By Irene K<)vaia 

Even after a new leader has arrived on campus, she is constantly put to the test. 

From The Conversation, the Review Blog 

Home College: an Idea Whose Time Has Come (Again) 
Hollis Robbins muses on a eollege-levd version of home schooling and the potential benefits for students, parents, and underemployed Ph.D.’s. 

Acaden~ic Tribalisn~ 
Scholarship suffers when academies embrace a tribal mentality, writes Robert d. Sternberg. 

.Assigrm-~en[: Researcl:-~ YOur Adj unct Teachers 

Scan Patrick Hill introduced his writing students to the realities faced by contingent faculty like himself’. 

From Lingua Franca, a Blog About Language and Writing 

Pedal to the Medal 
William Germano examines the history of the verb meaning "to win gold/silver/bronze." 

Concerning Deve]opments 

Ben Yagoda doesn’t love "worrying," the adjective, but telling people it’s wrong is worse. 

Gat’de~>-Vavieb" Clich<~s 
Allan Metealf says overused words and phrases are like weeds, in more ways than one. 

Real--Tinge Automated Essay Writing? 
Geoff Pullum is taken aback on discovering what appears to be a computer program that will write literate essays to order. 

Recently in the Review 

The Mat’viage Parado× 
There’s nothing like a holiday dinner with one’s first, second, and third wives to prompt reflections on love, lies, and self- deception. 

4 Myths About Poverty 
Entrenched interests would have us believe it is inevitable, natural, complicated, and too expensive to eliminate. Don’t be fooled. 

A L.~t~:.rar°y Seh,)lar s Voice fr~ the Wilderness 
Elaine Searry fights American complacency about nuclear arms. 

Be~.t.ing on Vet:[.ing 

A proposal to evaluate academic work more efficiently than our current publishing model allows. 

From the Archives 



Education, long praised as the gre~t equalizer, no longer seems to be per[orm~ng as ~dvertised. Why? We asked ~o experts to weigh in. 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

TI:H~ A.mazir~g Advent.t~res of tSe Combo-book Dissert.ator 
By Sydni Dunn 

Nick Sousanis is doing something pretty guts}, with his academic opus. Now for the tough question: Can he and his advisers mount a successful 

defense? 

The Professo~" Sis In: Should You Men@on Your BIog {n Yo(~" Job AppHcat~on? 
By Karen Kelsky 
If it’s filled with vulgar invective or photos of your eats, the answer should be elea r by now. Otherwise, here’s what you need to know. 

By ~gtacia Browr~ 

Students’ outside lives can’t be kept out of the classroom or contained to the page. And that’s especially true for the ones who are also parents. 

Announcements 

Don’t let conference costs limit your academic success. Create a FREE account on Vitae, the new online career hub just for higher ed, to be eligible to win one of 

five $1,o oo grants to attend the conference of your choice. S~q,..~t t~p for Vitae, and enter to win. 
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SEO mad Website Redesigns i Common Email Tactics ] SMBs Going Social ] Small Data 

ii.~ orange bar ] 

i.~ In This Issue 

Mar 3, 2014 
".’Oi "i::!, N,S <:i 

~ Five S[EO Steps to Take Before Redesigning 

Your Site 

~PRO: N~W Seminar! How to Use Goog}e 
............. Analytics Secret Data to Improve Your 

Campaigns 

[ ~.~j S u.’e7 S~ j 

The Most Commonly Used 
Marketing Tactics 

[ ii.~j Qoick T~k~j 

The Year of the Social SMB 



[~i ~,Wew Small Data Can Help Businesses Be More 
Human 
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Mar 11 

Mar 13 

Mar 14 

Apr t0 

Oct 9-10 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Community Foundation <infonnation@trianglec£org> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 10:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Reminder: Dofft miss the 2014 What Matters Community Luncheon’. Register today. 

Wednesday, Apr~ 2~ 2014 I Raleigh 

Convent~o~ Center 

Noon L~nch & Pregra~ ~ 2 pm 

Breakout Sessions 
~n honor of our 30th anniversary, we 
are proud to bring back a popular 
event this year. The VVhat Matters 
Community Luncheon, presented by 
Wells Fargo, focuses on issues that 
matter to our region, featuring a 
program with speakers followed by 
breakout sessions for smaller group 
dialogue. 
This year we turn our attention to Community Innovation. Many impo~lant ~ssues facing 
our communffy ale bro~der than any one enti~ can address. The Foundation stdves 
to he~p the region add[ess them co~lec[~ve~y by concentrating resources and engaging 
commun~-m~Rded ~ndivMua~s. We need [o inves[ in the nonprofi[ sec[or and reward 
renovation that helps create ~ast~ng, ~arge sca~e socia~ change. We also bring back the 
What Ma~ers ~nnowtion Award to showcase strong nonprofit ~eadersh~p ~nd ~mpact in 
our community. 
The ~at Matters Community Luncheon a~racts a unique m~x of corporate, cMc, 
philanthropic, ~cadem~c, ~el~g~ous, and nonprofit ~eade~s ~ Chatham, Durham, 
Orange, and Wake Counties. Event proceeds support TCF programs that address 
youth li[eracy, community deve~opme~L a~s and the environment. Four very special 
~at Matters Innovation Awards wil~ be announced at the event, you won’t want to 
miss ~t~ Join us fo~ tMs 30th anniversary celebration. 
Featured Speaker 

J,:~.~.~g..~[.~.b~.~, Sen~or Adv~sor, 
Les~e ~s ~n author, speaker, and leading ~uthority on scaling social innovation and 
h~gh-impact phi~anth[opy. Most recently, she co-autho[ed Do More Th~n Give and 
Forces fe[ Good: The Six Practices of H~ghqmpac[ NoRp[ofits, [ecegn~zed by The 
Economist on ~ts Best Books of Yem list. For the past decade, Les~e has guided a 
range of nonp[ofit and pMlanthrop~c organizations across Noah Amer~c~ Leslie is a 
frequent media cont[ibute[ whose work has been featured in The WasMng[oR Post, 
Fast Company, The Chronicle of Philanthropy, Stanford Soc~a~ Innovation Review, and 
she has ~ppea[ed on programs such as ABC News Now, NPR, and PB& Les~e ho~ds 
an MBA and a BA f[om HaR, ard Un~ve[sity. 

Nonprofits Transforming the Region Through Innovation: We are 
fortunate to have a vibrant nonprofit sector in the Triangle that is leading the 
way in bringing new approaches to our most pressing issues. Join us for a 
smaller group discussion where a panel of local nonprofit leaders will share their 
experiences in innovating at the local level. 

Beyond the Money: Local Funders Doing More Than Giving: Funders can be 
more effective when they go beyond writing a check and actively engage with 
the community they support. Join us for a conversation with local funders who 
have embraced issues they are passionate about and are giving in a different 
way. 

Wb;~t Matte~s k~novetion Award 
Four $5,000 awards will be presented to nonprofit organizations actively engaged in 
the 2014 What Matters theme. Our region will help select the winner through an online 
voting process. Through this award, Triangle Community Foundaflo~ w~ll recognize 
organizations tackling our community’s ~ssues through thoughtful effective, and 
~ast~ng efforts. We are pa[ticu~ady ~nterested ~n ad~pflve organizations that se~’e a~d 
advocate, build ne~e[ks within the community, and inspire others to gel involved. CHck 

b.?.~:9, to fred out more, and apply today. The deadline to apply for this award ~s March 
2, 2014~ PuM~c voting will beg~ on M~rch 17. 2014~ 
Presenting Sponsor 

RSVP ~).~.~ by March 24, 20t4. To purchase tables of i0 or for any other 
questions, call the Foundation at 919-328-4008. 



ir~angie Community Foundation i 324 Bisckweii Street, Suite ~220 i Durham NC 2?i’0i I ii ~;~ ii iContact - Try It Free! 
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Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 12:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera 

Pm~s of Pompeii C~mble U~der H:eavy Rai~s 

Pompeii suffe~,~ new damage, adding to the dispute over the ~andli~g of the 

arehaeologica] site. 

FOLLOW US: Facebooi,: i ~@NYTimes 

Get unlimited access to NYTimes,com and our apps, Subscribe 

Access The. New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® 

This is an automated emaiI.Please do not reply directly to this email from NY[imes.com As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage My Aleits i My Alerts Help I Change You~ Emaii i Privacy Policy I Con[act i Advertise 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, March 3, 2014 1:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Soccer and CTE ] Gender Equity’s Costs ] Anti-Bullying Law 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

CTE Discovered Posthumously in Former Soccer Player 
Researchers said Patrick Gr~mge of Albuquerque, N.M., was the tirst soccer 

player found to have chronic traumatic encephalopathy.... 

Gender Equit-i Settlement Costing Qainnipiac $5M ][ lus 
Nearly one year after a consent decree over gender equity in women’s sports was 

approved, Quinnipiac Universi~ is finding it will cost more thm~ $5 million ... 

Wage Issues Halt UConn Facility Construction 
Construction of the University of Connecticm’s new $33 million basketball practice 

facility has been put on hold due to illegal payments to workers ... 

Anti- Bullying Law Would Impact Florida ttigh Schools 
’][’he proposed state law would require FHSAA student-athletes to sign a pledge 

not to engage in bullying. If students doift ... 

Smaller Arena Capacity Worries Wyoming Ticket Holders 
With the renovations at the Arena-Auditorium set to begin, some University of 



Wyoming sea,n-ticket holders axe leery ... 

Theft Allegations Lead to Call tbr Pool Pass Transpaxency 

The Pahn Beach County Parks and Recreation Department is in the process of 

changing the way it processes prepaid pool passes and reconciles ... 

High School Offers P.E. Credit for Skateboarding Sessions 
Twice a week, 30 Simi Valley High School students ditch their gym clothes, leave 

the sports field and head to a skate park. For 

Sportsplex Offers Special Fitness Class for Firefighters 
A rigorous new fitness class is being oflEred through the village of Orl~md PaJck as 
of March 11, specifically designed for tirefighters to get them ... 

t F~ ~ooster Clubs Try to Make Relationship Work 
Throughout Ventura CounU, Cali£, the relationships between booster clubs and 

high school athletics retnafin a delicate hot-button topic .... 

High School’s New Athletic Director Focuses on Wellness 
Jimmy Lynch has held seminars for s~dents, launched an Iron Crusader fitness 

club, and opened the weight room to all students before and 

Are Frida,/Night Games Coming to Big Ten Football? 
Several media outlets reported early in the week that Big Ten commissioner Jim 

DelaW was seeking input l]com school officials atx~ut playing ... 

WAC Susl~ends Two Pla,~’ers Involved in Post-Ga~ne Brawl 
A wild postgame brawl following a contentious game between Utah V~1ley and 

New Me:rico State highlighted the risks when fans and players ... 

Rate the Facility of the Week: 

i.~.i Facility of the Week 
Special Events Recreation Center - The 
Colle_cle at 8rockport: SUNY 
For the College at Brockport, a medium- 
sized State University of New York 
college, the traditional field house model 
evolved into a Special Events and _. 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Fans, Pla’~’ers, Coaches Caught in Court-Storming Melee 
It’s a situation a~y adminis~trator or thcilities protEssional dreads: a court-storming 

gone wrong. 

Or~anizin~ a Safe Court-Stormin~ Celebration 
In light of last week’s court-storming incident at Utah Valley University, AB revisits 

Emily Attwood’s January feature on prepm~ing for sa£e post-gatne celebrations. 



~ Forv~rd to a friend 

Facebook ~ 

Stay Connected 

AB Newswire Xll AB Digital I .... ] 

Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 

Stay Informed 

i.~.i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

ii~:~iI ABSign upfor E-News ] 

Mc-~itage EmaJl Preferences I UnsubscrJbe Lo f:~h.i[e smails o? Lilis type i Forward to a Coiieag:.:e 

This emaii was se¢~t to dstro@unc.edu by 
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MarketingPrefs PRO <MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 2:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

This Month in PRO 

Check out what’s new for PRO members this March¯ 

Trouble viewing this email? 

~:: Malketi:~f~F’i~o~s i New PRO Resoii:-ces 

This March, uncover the secrets of Google Analytic, 

develop fantastic content, and become the most highly- 
recommended brand in your category. I ..... I 

with Jeff Sauer 

Join us on March 6 as we discuss how you can 

find and understand the rich (and hidden) search 
and social data that is available to you within 

Google Analytics and how you can use it to 

shape future campaigns. 

with Shelly Kramer 

Join us on ~arch t3 to gain a solid 

unde~tanding of how to effectively develop the 

kind of content you need, as well as a roadmap 

of when, where, and how to deploy it for optimal 

results. 

~:~t~_Y with Paul Rand 

Join us on ~arch 27 to learn helpful word-of- 

mouth best practices and discuss real-world 

examples that show how you can become the 

most highly-recommended brand in your 

catego~ and gain a competitive edge. 

~ Have you joined our 

PRO 

Did you miss out on 
February’s PRO resources? 

How-To Guide: 

Take 10 Video Tutorials: 

[] [] 
On-Demand Seminars: 

Looking for something? 

know what you need¯ We’ll get back 
to you within t~wo business days 
with content that fits the bill! 

Copyright © 2000-2014 MarketingProfs, LLC All Rights Reserved 

![e::!~2 under which this service is provided to you 

We protect your privacy. All Iogos and names are the copyrights of the respective owners. 

If you prefer to no longer receive PRO member notices from MarketingProfs: 

~I?.,:~.~ your preferences I !:q.’~:!5~ this list 

MarketingProfs, LLC 1419 N Larchmont Blvd #295 I Los Angeles, CA 90004 I (866) 557-9625 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Americml Marketing Association <membership@mailama.org> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 5:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dsiro@unc.edu> 

You’ll Love AMA’s New Websiie! 

The AMA’s 
New W=ebsite 
is Here! 

The American Marketing 

The site has been completely redesigned to better meet your needs, 
featuring a fresh, new look and content-focused navigation. 

Here are a few things you’l~ ~ove about www.ama.org: 

Streamlined, easy-to-navigate structure 

Content organized by topic, including Digital, Marcom and Research 

Responsive design for smartphones and tablets 

Expanded archives, including more content exclusively for members 

Improved search capabilities 

Better article sharing and comment features 

New sections dedicated to volunteers, academics and students 

Plus, accessing AMA events, career resources and members-only content 
is now even easier. 

Go to www.ama.org and see the improvements for yourself! 
We’d love to know what you think. 

Unsub~fibe 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Newsletter@Facul~Diversity.org 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 10:15 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

NCFDD Newsletter: When It Comes to Mentoring, the More the Merrier 

Development & Diversit  

MARCH NEWSLETTER 

I’m in the thick of my busy travel season and that 
means I’m spending LOTS of time in airports and 
hopping from one campus to another every week. 
People often ask how I’m able to do over 40 campus 
workshops per year and the answer is very simple: I’m 
surrounded by an amazing team of support! Between 
the NCFDD’s core team and our coaching staff, I get to 
spend most of my working hours doing what I love: 
working with faculty face4o-face on campuses across 
the U.S. and working intensely each term with over 100 
faculty members in our Faculty Success Proclram. 

Do you have the support you need to work at your 
highest potential? When you think about your current 
support network: Are you getting all of your needs met? 
And if not, what would it take for you to take a step 
forward this month towards getting the support you 

need to spend increasing amounts of time each day 
doing what you do best? 

If you still have some room to grow in your support 
network, guess what? We’ve created several 
opportunities this month for you to develop new skills, 
make new connections, and envision new ways to be supported so that you can operate at your 
highest potential. This month’s feature article describes how you can create a broad network of 
support (When it Comes to Mentorinq the More the Merrier). We’re getting straight to the hear/of 
increasing your research productivity this month with two training workshops: 1) Riyad Shahjahan 
will be teaching how to Develop A Resilient Writing Spirit and 2) I’ll be teaching How to Develop A 
Daily Writing Practice. You can also read how Crystal Fleming’s experience of support in the 
Faculty Success Program has boosted her success. You can meet our newest Institutional 

Member: the University of California, Davis. For those of you who want to learn more about how our 
team works and howwe manage our productivity, check out our brand new blog: NCFDD Insights. 
And if you want to experience a direct community of support, I’ll be giving campus workshops this 
month at the University of Texas-Pan American and the University of Iowa. 

I hope the idea of being surrounded by all the support you need is an exciting one! And I hope that 
our March Newsletter contains exactly what you need to take the first step in that direction! 

Warmly, 

Kerry Ann Rockquemore, PhD 
President, National Center for Faculty Development & Diversity 

FACULTY SUCCESS PROGRAM SPOTLIGHT 



Read Crystal Flemming’s blog about her experience with the Faculty 
Success Program. Check it out in this month’s Faculty Success 
Program spotlight along with a link to our free summer session 
preview call. 

Read more 

INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERSHIP 

This month we welcome our newest Institutional Member: The 
University of California, Davis 

Click here for more information on how to become an NCFDD 
Institutional Member. 

CONSIDER BECOMING AN NCFDD INDIVIDUAL MEMBER 

If your college or university isn’t currently an NCFDD Institutional 
Member, why not consider joining us as an Individual Member? 

Learn more about member benefits 

MARCH TRAINING WORKSHOPS 

This month’s core curriculum workshop is How to Develop a Daily 
Writing Practice, where Kerry Ann Rockquemore invites you to join 
us in discussing project strategies, binge-and-bust writing pitfalls, 
and how to develop healthy, consistent writing routines. 

Click her~ for more information 

Riyad Shahjahan comes on for our guest expert series in Mamh with 
a workshop titled Developing A Resilient Writing Spirit: How to 
Overcome Shame, Impostor Feelings, and Become a Prolific 

Scholan 

Click here for more information 

UTPA 

MARCH CAMPUS WORKSHOPS 

In March we’ll be presenting workshops at the University of Texas-Pan 
American and at the Affect and Inquiry Humanities Symposium at the 
University of Iowa. 

See event information and find out how to bring a workshop to your 

campus. 

NEW FROM THE NCFDD! 



We’re pulling back the curtain on our business strategies, 
techniques, and practices so other budding social entrepreneurs can 
get their businesses off the ground, running efficiently, and start 
making change! 

Read our first post: "Three Steps to Zero Your Inbox" 

HAVE YOU VISITED THE NCFDD CAREER CENTER? 

NCFDD 

CAREER CENTER 

Chief Diversity Officer: California State University, 
Chico 

See the full posting I Visit the Career Center 

NCFDD RECOMMENDS 

2nd Annual Faculty Women of Color in the Academy 
Conference 

With a theme of "Taking it to the Next Level", the gathering’s goal is 

to connect, empower and support women as they pursue the next 
level of their career in the Academy. Highly recommended! 

See the event details 

FEATURE ARTICLE 

When it Comes to Mentoring, the More the Merrier 

This month’s feature article delves into the surprisingly vague notions 
of"mentoring", the flawed approaches many campuses take in the 
process, and how to ask yourself: What do I need, and where’s the 
best place to get it? 

Click here to read this month’s feature article 

Click here 

National Center for Faculty Development & Diversity 

www.FacultyDiversity.org 

This email was sent to ’dstro@unc.edu’ from National Center for Faculty Development & Diversity because you are 
either an Individual Member or your college/universit~ is an Institutional Member To unsubscribe, visit 

’http://www.facult~diversity.orglmemberslEmailOptPreferences aspx? 
id=13689046&e=dstro@unc.edu&h=f33c3d4cfbf4ffeb675b008cdbSb597c2f09095c’ or send a request to 

U NSUBSCRIBE~,FacultyDiversity oral. 





DISH has reached a wide.-ranging deal with The Wal~ Disney Company, which includes Longhorn Network and SEC Network. The 

channels are headed to yeur DISH lineup in time for cellege feetball season this fall if yeu have the America’s Tep 120+. and higher 

packages. 

Longhorn Network, which launched in 2011, will see its distribution isumbers double with the DISH deal, and DISH is the first nationwide provider to 

announce it will carry SEC Network. AT&T U-Vexso has abe ¢ommitled te carrying the SEC Ne~work, but ihe came company is (:urrerffty available ~n .jus[ 22 

slales to 5.5 m~l~on subscribers, 

Both Longhorn Network and SEC Ne~,ork will be available to DISH subscribers both at home and omthe-go, allowing fans to view live and on-demand 

content on ~heir computers, tablets and mobile devices. 

Longhorn Network featu~es mo~e than 175 athletic events a year, including at least one University of Texas non.-conlerence football game each year. 

Last year LHN ai~ed three games: two non-cenfe~ence games against New Mexico State and Ole Miss, and erie conferonce game against Kansas. LHN 

also airs coaches’ shows and pre~ and post-game coverage, along with events from 20 sports, academic and cultural programming. 

SEC Network launches this August and wilt air more than 1,000 live events, including ~hree football games each Saturday. In addition~ more ~han 100 

men’s basketball games, 60 wemen’s basketba~ games, 75 baseba~ games~ and 50 so~ba~l games and events f~om othe~ SEC spo~ts w~l~ be featured on 

SEC Ne~,ork for the 2014-2015 school yean SEC Netcxork w~l~ a~so air a Coflege GameDayd~ke show on Saturday momhsgs ca~ed 

feature 

In addition to the other new offerings, DISH subscribers wilt also get access to VVatchESPN fel the first time with the new deal, along with ESPN Goal Line 

and ESPN Buzze~ Beater. ESPNEWS, ESPNU will akso launch in high definition en DISH with the new agocement, and ESPN Classic will be effered as a 

video-on^demand channel. In addition, the new deal gives DISH subscribers a host of Disney and ABC on-demand ~l-oducts. 

Change your emaii .set~ilxls at                    . 

Tro~ble ~,~i~.~4in~? Copy and pas~e ~his URL ink~ yo~ browser: 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vlime s.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 11:41 AM 

StromBn, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 articles) 

Charles Blow March 4, 2014 11:3~:57 AM 

Bookends 

W~:l~t~s ~rt Like Readi~:lg ~Pey~.on Place~ To~ 

Grace Metalious, w~ose "Peyton Place" was a pabl~sidng sensation, ~ed 5o 

years ago. Thomas Mal]on and Atom Holmes talk al)ou~ how the ~ovel holds up 

today. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlirnes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android [ iPad® ] iPhone® i All 

Abou~ This ~mail 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to this email from NYTimes co1~1. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corrm0tted ~o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contac/’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alnnmimail@nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 2:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: BOG: Reconsider Nonresident Tuition Hike; Ma-ch Madness Is lJIx~n Us; Solar Energy - Day or Night 

){ UNC GAA 

Are yon th c g :Lf\ Member of th e Mor~th ? Scroll dow~ to firm o~t. 

Leata how to distinguish 

yourseff from the 

eompcSLion, deal wRh 

anxiely and ark~eulatc 

your sb’engths. Dial in at 

noon oft March 17 ko learn 

how h:, make the most of 

your j,xb interview. 

BOG: Recon si d er Nonresid ent T ui-tion }-{i ke 
The UNC Syskem b~mrd passed a resoh~fiot~ urging the N.C. Genera] Assembly to stop 

m)m’esident tuit%~ bmreases at 1-4 h~s[itu[ions. Ot~e of the bigger hikes wot]ld hit 

(;arolina. 

Fra ternhies Cc mind -to Preven{ Sexual Assa 
The I~terfltaternib~ Coune[~ ~s working throl%h a program ~hat gives people the 

knowledg:~ a ~}d skills 1 o reeogdze b~terpersotml v%]ence a ~}d take preyer;tire action. 

Tho Ro~.¢**d Hoarse Picked for Summer Reading 
77~e Round Hoarse, by Pu~itzer P~ze-nornirmkd Lonise Erdtich, was chosen in part 

because of UNC’s eurrent ism~es with sexua] assalflt. 

Attorney Will Investigate Academic Irregularities 
Kenneth L. Wainstein, a tg-year veteran of the U.S. Justice Department will have access 

to i~fformafio~ discovered in the district attorney’s criminal probe, 

Solar Energy -- Day or Night 
P cores s or To m M ey er and [ ;N C’s F,~ ergy Fro n~:ie r }Zesea ~’(:~ Center b ave b t~i]t a system 

that convm N the sun’s ener&v into hydrogen fuel and stores it lbr later nse. 

Take the <aroginaMv.mni 

For mo re news i t,: ms, s,: e a] t~ mni.un ?.ed t~ /a ctiele4~sp?SID= :t 8. 



wherever )<m go, Read 

~be mos~ reeer~t issues on 

your sm ar g ~hot~e or {a bier 

with the R~rvfew’s mobile 

app --included wi~ your 

prin t s~fl)se~ption. 

Available o~ the App 

Store and on Google Play. 

Joh~ Ellliol~t 

John was seleekxt at: 

raw, dora from 

subscribed b) "Out of 

reedve a d~scmmt. :~s a mumbur take advantagu of thesu aBd oiher valuable 
member benefiN. 

[] Explore fhe Spanish Coasf 
The GAA’s Tar }{eel Travel program has two ex~ it ng ways for y m h ~ xp ore SpMn this 

Jail From []aceelona to 8an 8 l~bas[ia 11, un -:ovt~r your next great adve[] 

RSVP for .Anm:~al AI umni Luncheon 
JoiB. ammm"    " aBd fi:iends in tl~e Oe :~rge Watts Hill Ahmm~ Jenter on May. ~o wheB 

OAA’s 2o14 I)is~:k~guisbed Services Medals are presented. 

UNC Is #Instagood 
W~aerever you lind yoursdf in flae world, you ea~ always see that it’s a beautiful day 

Chapel Hill - simply follow ~t, UNCG~%A on Instagram, ABd w}}~e you’re {here, s}}are yore" 

ph )tos w~th fallow ’far He 

~ Learn About C.ollege Adm]sskms 
To ease hig[} school skudenks and theh: parenLs into khe ever-~:ha a:4 a:4 world of 

u ~}{]{;rgra{] uate adm issions, 1t}{; GAA offers membecs a fot’tlt]’t A[],{[. 1--2. 

March Madt~ess Is Upon Us 
Keep up with postseasort kourrmme~k fan information and how you ca~ support our 

teams as they journey throug}~ tl}e ACC and NCAA brackets. 

[] Help Elect GAA Board Members 
Ballots for electing new membe~ to ~e O.&~\’s Board of Direekors were mailed with the 

January/February C{~roSn{~Ah~mni t@~dew, Get your ballot in by Mare}] 3I. 

Tell Us About .o. Sp:ri,~g Break 
Car<flirts students are wrappk[g up midterms this week and will be heading off for spxing 

break. Did ym] bare a special spring break, m~e}] as a lrip with fliends? Or did you ~se il 

as a eha*]ee ~:(} rest and get ready to finish the semesk~r? Share your spring break 

memo*{es o~ our ahmmi message boards and on Faeebook. 

8baFe stot’[es i)i1 i)~lr abitr[] t]i ’~lessa]~e boat’tJ& as well as or] Fa{)eboold, 

All a]umBi and friends are invitud to read eommeB{s f}’om {’,21low Tar Heels; 



their thoughts on ~ariou’s subjects. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 9:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureen Dowd (1 articles) 

Maureen Dowd 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Frozen ~n a 

When will Ho~13~vood accept that the world is cur~% a~d the cm’vy world can 

be profikable? 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 11:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Caxeer Coaching Tips: Is Your TeamWork OnlineiMoo.com Business Card the New Selfie 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http:flwww.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http :i/www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

[f you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 
httl~ ://www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/mvca reef 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44222. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 7:53 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Fredon says Perkins+Will deal was years in the making 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

MARCH 5, 20t4 - Business news essentia~ to Raleigh’s ~eadere. 

Freelon: Perkins+Will dea~ was years in the makinq 
W,hile gathering more information on Tuesday’s announcement that ara,hitectura 

firm Perkins+Wiii ,had purchased Durham’s The Freeion Group, i uncovered a trail 

that was years long 

Discuss 

Treasurer Cowell targets 5 companies to chanqe board 
structu res 
As part of a national corporate governance initiative. North ~arohn~ ot~t. Treasurer 

Janet Coweii is calling for five companies to change the structure of their boards of 

directors, contending that b, 

Triangle hospitals prep to combat drug shortages 
Hospitals ara agairl bat~iing drug shertages, this time af produc~s as common as 

~,i~g saline so~ul:k~n 

Aviator 8re~n# Co. spreader# ~#s a~oR# East Coast 
Aviater Brewing Company, a Fuquay-Vadna-based brewery tha~ staded eut in an 

airplane hangar in 2008. is exoandinq sales into Geargia. 

Read Morning Edition >> 

~sAs ~rc~£~[~ g~ant Perkins+Wil~ buy~ Durham’s Freelon 

Two Triangle s~ups ~ face t~e ~th 100 Si~co~ Valley 
investors 

Cinco de Mayo restaurant cominq to Durham 

Cary’s Saffron Technology snags $5M ~n equity lander 

First brewe~ in Apex to open this spring 

Wake schoo~ board as~s lawmakers to [#£ea~ teacher 
co~tract law 

that can hel~ 

5 th rigs bus nesses shou d know about Obama’s budget - .............................................................................................................................................................. 

On ted A r nee crack ng down on overs zed ................................................................................................................................................. 



Cancel Email Subscription 

(c> ~:014 Amenca~ Ci%, Business Journals i~c snd its lice~sors. All rig~-~ts reser~’ed, li~e mstedai sa this site may mot be 

~ep[edslced; distdbs[ed ~[ansmitted, cached ei otherwise used except’,~,ith ~ile prior ,wi[[en permissie!; of biz.iouinals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Wall Street Journal ~heWallStreetJournal@e.dowjones.i~ffo> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 9:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Reviews You Can Trust: WSJD Personal Tech 

Trouble viewing or printing this message? Click. here to view as a Web page¯ 

i ~ TheWall Street dournal. 

YOUR SOURCE 
FOR PERSONAL TECH 

Visit the newly redesigned home for 

personal technology coverage at WSJD. 

Our dedicated team gives you the reviews 

and news you can trust, from the latest 

trends in smartphones and gadgets to the 

lowdown on the apps and services that are 

changing our lives. 

Recent headlines: 

Review labie~.s Get Down to Business 

Getting a Baby’s Attention for Better Pics 

At Electronics Show, a Fieok of 

Smartphone Robots Couid Be About to 

invade Our Homes 
@2014 Dew Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved 

X:: WSJ.D on iPad 

This mailing was sent to dstro@unc.edu, 

because you are subscribed to receive Dew ~ones Special Offers. 

Unsubscribe I ~’danage [~mP.il Preferences I Privacy Policy I Contact us 

The Wall Street Journal Online j Attn: Customer Service I 4300 Route 1 North I South Brunswick, 

N2 08852 

©2014 Dew ~ones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved 



As Noithwestern student a~hletes are in the mktst of an attempt to form a union, the NCAA is considering adding a s~uden~ athbte to the Board of 

Dhecto~s that vvau~d vote on legisJatbn fo~ Divisbn J. A ;~£~Le.0..t;:~.L.~g.!8.~;.~Ld£~-~.~. says the steering oomm~ee warking on the rest~uctudng of Division I 

w~l de~ver a p~oposed governance model this spring so that it can be d~scussed at the spdng meeth~gs he~d by the v~rbus athletb eenferences. 

"We are leaning toward a board of 17 presidents, but we are considering adding add~tbn~J vo~oes to the boardroom," s~id Wake Forest University 

President Nathan Hatch, who b both chairman of the current Board af D~recters and of the steering commi~ee. "~e have yet ta decide whethe, these 

Currently, student atMetes have non-voting seats on some of the councils wMoh repol* to the Board of D~ectors. They’ve ne~e~ had a seat on the Board 

of Directors~ not even in a non-.voth~g capadty. No doub~ tMs w~lf be one of the issues d~scussed by confe,ences this sprh~g. 

VVhHe the Northwestern student athfetes are seeking b unionize as employees of the University~ not as empbyees of the NCAA, ~t’s an ~ssue the NCI~,~ is 

na doubt taking h~te censideraflon, because at its heart the NC.~ is really just the member h~stkutk)ns working ~n concert. NCAA President Mark Emmert 

~s not a dictator who s~gns ne~,~ regulations into existence on h~s own. Member ~nstitutions ,vote on a~l those Jules and regulations, and currently they ~lJ 

have an equal voice. 

That’s why ~t’s so d~fficult fo, the five "pewer conferences" to pass anything w~th regards to stipends or anytMng e~se ]a,ge~y’ ddven by football and ~ts 

[evenue - every ~nstitution ~n D~v~sbn J (a total of 351 ~nstitutions for 2013-2014), inckld~ng those who play footbaJ~ at the FCS ~eve], or who don’t play 

football at atl, votes on al~ bgislation. In the end, there are more Division ~ institutions t~ot it, ~he powe, five conferences ~han there are h~ those five 

confe~ences. 

Unde, the mode~ being propased by the steering committee, there wouM be a dec~sien-making bady’ called, the "Counc~U’ That group weuM be made up 

of potentially 38 members: one fl-om each confereuce (J~kely ~thletic d~[ectors), two student atMetes aud four conference commissioners~ The athbfic 

d~rector who chairs the Cound~ would I~kety have a seat on the Board of Dhectors. 

The new mode~ a~sa suggests that the five power canfe,ences m~ght have seine, "legislative autonemy" when ~t cames to football meaning thase 

conferences could essentially make some of their own ruJes. As you cau ~m~gine, that would ~ike~y increase the gulf between the so-ca~Jed haves and 

have.-nots in cotlege football. However. it could mean greater benefits fo, student athletes ~n a number o~ a,eas~ as the k, stitutions in the power 

However, the steedng commktee still wants an overdde optk)n fo, the membe,s ef UMsbn L ~,ghether o, nat that ovenide wou~d apply te foatbalPspecific 

~eg~sJatbn by the five power conferences ~s unclear. Currently, ~t onJy takes 75 override requests (from the total 351 member ~nstitutions) fo~ p~oposed 

bgisfatbn to go to an ovemde vete~ whe,ein a 5/8 majority of voth~g schools can defeat the proposal. The s~eerh~g committee ~s p,opos~ng re,shag the 

numbe, ef votes required fer an oven[de ~n the futu,e. 

Se, hew soen (xx~k~ we see ~hese eha~ges to Div[si(x~ ~ gew~rnanee and a rea~ w)iee for student a~hletes (vq~h potentially two sl:t~de~ff atMel:es on the Council an(J (x~e o[ 

the Boa~d of D~rectors)’7 The Boa,d of Directors hopes to ade~)t a~ least ~he bash s~r~c~u~e by Augast 

He,e’s my question: does the poten[ia~ good for student athletes ou[weigh the po[ent~a~ nega[ive impact on the non-powe, conferences a[ the FBS bve~t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 10:01 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Dish!Disney Agreement is a Blockbuster 

Newsletter 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the Clips MediaShip. Hope you are well. 

Although no expert, your Clips Editor has more than a passing interest in the incremental, 
inevitable, incessant march towaxd m an uuimaginable media future. (For example, my kids 

have taught me how to view six channels simultaneously, so rm "the hot stuff). 

Below are several articles, headliues, quotes and chaxts about a ~ big deal in the media 
world that was anuounced yesterday: an agreement between Disuey (aka: ESPN & ABC) mad 

Dish Network in which [] a~long several other things [] the still- gestatiug SEC Network will get 

instaut nationoJ distribution on Dish. Well, well, well .... our frieuds at the SEC axe now 

lookiug like geniuses for their decision to ally with ESPN. 

From Clay Travis[] article below .... "[The Slz’C Network will be carried on] Dish 

Network’s’ 120 + package nationwide. That’s’ a level of nationwide distribution that 

neither the Pac 12 Network nor the Big Ten Network currently have. (Those networks’ 

are only cmailable on the 200 ~ channel package nationwide). Being carried on the 120 ~ 

package goes’ a long way towards’ endorsing the SEC and ESPN’s proposition that they 

see the 5~C Network as a nationwide (~fering that should be awtilable in 75 million 

homes, the same number of homes as F~’PN~L L; 
Clay goes on to remark that "the SEC Network is basically the hot chick with the "bazooka," 

but I guess when it’s taken out of context it doesu’t quite have the same impact (see below for 

the context). 

Overall, I think that the SEC Network is off to a velN good start .... 

Clips’Whimsy .... 

Someday[]soon, I hope[]I wouM like to orchestrate a panel about the fitture of 

,sports’ media (which would reall~v not be that different from the fitture of all 

medi~O. I would love to be the erltdile, provocative moderator, but I think weL ;d 

be better off with somebody like Bob Costas, Jay Bilas; Jim Nance, Mary Carillo, 

Paul Finebaum or Robin Roberts’ maybe? Andpanelists’? [ dunno. . . in no 

particuhtr order (alphabetical is s~(O?) . . . Dick Ebersol, ESPN GameDay 

impresario Lee P’itting, TV consultant extraordinaire Chuck Gerber, t~SPN exec 

Burke :Ilagrms, CBS Sports’ prez Sean McManus, Neal Pilson, Nil Times media 

expert Richard Sandomir, Big Ten Network prez Mark Sih,erman . . . plus a gaggle 

of people involved in social media, Hollywood, technology, etc ...... people 

whose names none of us even know. 
Topics wouM #tclude the zmiqueness (and premium value) of #ve programming, 

paid content, bundled vs. pay-per-view 77/; the future of ach,ertising, the impact oJ 

viewing on 4-inch s’creens vs. jumbo screens’, the medium is the mess’age (or not?), 

how long it will be beJbre wireless (i.e.-satellite) will get closer m fiber optics, etc., 

etc’., elc. 

II lll get working on thai panel .... 

Have a good Weduesday. 

Nick Iat~s~te 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

w~w~,.twitter.co~N@CollegeA~hClips 

Readers please note: Out/dck the Coverage fbunder Clay Travis has been consistently ~7)ot-on in 

his analyses and prognostica#ons Qt’the media changes in college sTorts. ]n this article below, he 

correctly ascribes the huge significance of the Dish-Disney alliance. However, he sofia kinda 

meanders off into the salacious by making men#on @ and providing pictures of(which, yes, 

Clips is duly-bound to pass along-just one of them, mind you), q{a photo shoot by Johnny 



)~anziel[5]s girfj?iend Lauren Hanle~; posing with a bazooka. Yes, a bazooka. But; as always, 

Clay actually ties it in to the media happenings that have occurred Read on, dear readens; read 

Dish Network Officially Adds SEC Network 
By Clay Travis; Outkick the Coverage, 3-4-14 

Last night news officially broke that Dish Network had agreed to can)~ the SEC Network. 
Combined with the already announced deal with AT&T Uverse, the SEC is now assured that 

its network will be in twenty million hou~holds tbr the August 14th lannch. (The SEC is also 

launching a week earlier than earlier announced to increase the pressure on DirecTV, 

Comcast, Time Warner, and other smaller cable and satellite providers). You’ll recall that 

roughly ten days ago DirecTV made the mistake of emailing SEC t:ax~s that it would not be 

caxry, ing the SEC Network and immediately felt their wrath on social media after Outkick 

published those emails. 

The ~nulti-year deal with Dish Network is big for the number of homes that will carry the 
nemork, but also for the tier on which the channel will be carried as pext of the multi-year 

agreement -- Dish Network’s 120+ package nationwide. That’s a level of nationwide 

distribution that neither the Pac 12 Network nor the Big Ten Network cnrrently have. (Those 

networks are only available on the 200+ channel package nationwide). Being carried on the 

120+ package goes a long way towards endorsing the SEC and ESPN’s proposition that they 

see the SEC Network as a nationwide ofl~ring that should be available in 75 million homes, the 

same number of homes as ESPNU. 

It also proves that Dish Network, the nation’s third largest cable or satellite distributor alter 

Comcast and DirecTV, believes the SEC Network will be much more in demand than the Big 

Ten or Pac 12’s Network. In fact, Dish is so confident in the SEC’s appeal that it plans to role 

out a specific marketing campaign encouraging SEC fans to switch cable or satellite providers 

to ensure they have the SEC Network by launch. 

I could write more about the significance of the SEC’s new difftribntion deal with Dish Ne~avork 

and how it demonstrates that this channel will be more valuable than either the Big Ten 

Network or the Pac 12 Network or I could just show you pictures of Johm~y Manziel’s latest 

lady friend holding a bazooka while wearing lingerie. 

Which wonld y’a]l preIEr today? 

Thought so. 

So here’s Johimy Manziel’s ladyfriend, Lauren Hanley, posing with a ~ooka. 

I feel quite confident that there’s a subtle sexual allusion being tnade here that I can’t quite nail 

down. 

Let me jus~t think a bit more about it. 

Tying this all together; the SEC Network is basically the hot chick ruth the bazooka. Y’all cant 



resist the power of either. Neither can Comcas~t or DirecTV. Which is May they’re going to 

crumble too. 

And why Lanren is presently the odds on favorite to be the next president of UkraJme. 

(Tlay Travis is the Jbunder and editor of Outkick the Coverage. This article has been 

reprinted on Clips with the author~s permission. Ib access the Outkick the Coverage 

website click here 

Deal Between Dish and Disney Seen as a Win for Both 
By Brooks Barnes, New York Times, 3-4-14 

LOS ANGELES [1 Media analysts and investors on Tuesday cheered a newly signed accord 

between the Walt Disney Company and Dish, the nation [] s No. 3 pay- TV provider, that ends 

fighting over a controversial ad- skipping feature and includes advances in how digital television 

rights me handled. 

’][’he ~,o co~npanies mmounced a long-term distribution deal late Monday. Under the 

agreement Dish roll disable its AutoHop ad- skipping function for ABC, which Disney owns, 

for three days after programs ave initially shown [] a concession of critical importance to ABC 

and other broadcasters as they seek to protect advertiser revenue. 

Disk which has 14 million subscribe~, also obtained something it badly wanted from Disney: 
The entertainment conglomerate, whose channels include ESPN, ABC Family and Disney 

Channel, gave Dish the ability to oiler its progra~nming over the web, Nettlix style, which 

would be a first tbr a United States cable or satellite provider. 

Disney shares climbed about 3 percent on Tuesday, to roughly $81.72. Dish shares rose about 
1 percent, to $59.52. 

[] Bigger and broader than w-hat was expected [] is how Michael Nathanson, an analyst at 

MoffettNathanson, summed up the deal. Mr. Nathanson noted that Dish agreed to cany 

Disney [] s Watch apps, which allow for live and on-demand viewing of television progmamning 

on mobile devices. Move important, he said, Dish agreed to ca~ Disney[] s fledgling college 

sports channel, the SEC Network, which roll most likely []put pressuve on both Time Warner 

Cable and Comcask who have not yet signed up. [] 

Dish roll als~ begin canying Disney Junior, a channel aimed at pre~hool children; Fusion, a 

news and entertaimnent channel aimed at English-speaking Latinos; and the Longhorn 

Network, centered on University of Texas athletics. 

Mr. Nathanson said, [JWe believe Disney comes out a runner. [1 

Marci Ryvicker, aWells Fargo analyst, called the contract a I ~win-winl ~ for bx~th companies, 
while Michael Morris, a Guggenheim Securities analys~t, w-rote in a vesemch note that he saw 

the deal as encouraging for the broader television industry, Milch is undergoing wrenching 

change. [] The breadth of these ultimately successful negotiations [] across nem, orks, platforms 

and technologies [] shows that these ~najor players can find common ground mthin the existing 

ecosystem. [] 

Both Dish and Disney positioned the deal [] s framework as creating a blueprint for media 

companies. The contract replaces one that expired in September and was put in place in 2005. 

Financial terms were not disclosed. 
[1 The creation of this agreement has really been about predicting the future of television, [; 

Jo~ph Clayton, Dish [1 s chief executive, said in a statement. Anne Sweeney, co-chairwoman 

of Di sney Media Networks, added that, ~1 We knew eaxl y on we had a re sponsibility with this 

deal to not oNy do what was best lbr our business, but to also position our industry, tbr future 
gro~h. [] 

Still, whether other media companies [] in particular the broadcast-heavy CBS [] roll view the 

deal ruth such sunniness remains unclear. Disney agreed to drop an AutoHop-related lawsnit, 

but CBS, Fox and NBC are all still sning Dish over the ad- sldpping function~ which they say 

violates copyrights and breaches retransmission agreements. Dish has connteved with legal 

action of its own. 

In particular, the agreement by Dish to disable AutoHop for three days may be viewed as 
insulticient. Three days was selected because adverti~rs pay rates based on viewership of a 

show ~] s commercials during the live telecast and during DVR playback for three days 
thereafter. But broadcasters have been pushing advertisers to pay tbr programming played 

back on DVRs up to seven days alter initially airing. 

A Disney spokesman declined to comment on seven-day playback, which is ki~own as [] C7 [] 

in the industry. But Todd Juenger, a Bernstein Resemch analyst, wrote in a vesearch note that, 

based on caxefully vague worsting in the Disney-Dish news release, []we believe if the currency 

measure is extended to C7, Dish would extend the disable of AutoHop for seven days. [] 
http://www, ny~ rues. combO14/03/05/business/~edm/deal-between-dish-and-d~sney-seen-as-a-winz~&r- 
both.html?emc edit tnt 20140304&tntemailO 3, 

Dish, Disney reach carriage deal with streaming options 
Roger Yu, USA TODAY, 3-4-14 

The Walt Disney Company and Dish Network said Monday they’ve agreed to a new 

carriage deal that veslficts an ad- skipping feature in Dish’s digital recorder and grants the 

satellite TV service provider new stremnmg fights. 
In partnering with one of the world’s largest media companies, Dish gets the right to provide to 

its customers - - though it didn’t commit to it -- lk’e-stvea~ing of Disney’s channels, including 

ABC and ESPN, as a separate service. 



Many pay-TV providers, including Dish, Comcast. DirecTV and Vefizon, allow sub~ribers to 

stream Hollywood’s content -- TV and movies -- on other devices inside mad outside the 

home. But this new deal is the first to rafise "the possibiliU of a pay-TV provider using a media 

company’s content, in this case Disney’s chammls and movies, tbr a new online service without 

requiring customers to subscribe to the video portion of their cable or satellite subscription. 

"Disney is saying, ’If you want to create an Internet service that is not sitnply an enhancement to 

what (subscribers) already get ~ you have the rights to do that.’ That is diff,erent," says. Phil 

Swarm, president of TVPredictions.com. "The actual technology isn’t different, but the structure 

The deal als~ dismisses the legal fight between Disney and Dish over the ad- skipping 

technolog3~, called AutoHop, that was available in Dish’s Hopper with Slingbox. Hopper is a 

DVR that allows Dish subscribers to watch live TV and recordings online or through an app. 

ttopper’s PrimeTime An54fime feature records the primefime content of the four major 

broadcast networks. But the networks, which rely on advertising revenues, have opposed its 

AutoHop ad-skipping tEature. Dish and Disney agreed to toss out their lawsuit and turn off 

AutoHop tbr Disney’s shows tbr three days after the show has aJ~red. The feature will be 

available for other networks’ prograamning. 

Disney channels, including Disney, ESPN and ABC, have been airing on Dish’s lineup despite 

the expiration of their carnage contract in September. The carriage contract detMs the financial 

and operations terms between the two parties, including the amount of money Dish pays 

Disney for its chmanels. ESPN is by far the most popular cable network. 

Under the terms of the new deal, Dish also receives several other streaming options. 

Dish plans to ofl’er its customers later this year a new capabili~ for streaming -- likely 

through an app and desktop -- Disney’s content that axe currently avMable through 

Disney’s online channels, including Watch ESPN, Watch Disney, Watch ABC Faintly 

mad Watch ABC. Dish users will have to authenticate their sub~ription betbre using the 

t~ature. 
Dish’s on- de~naaad video feature will include Disney’s content, which is currently ~nissing. 

Dish will make avafilable for the first time seveM cham~els, including Disney Junior, 

Fusion, ESPN Goal Line and ESPN Buzzer Beater. 
Dish will launch ESPNEWS, ESPNU, Disney Charmel and ABC Family in high 

definition. 

The deal "removes the risk ofa blackout...and provides opportunities for incremental revenue 

(for Disney) with the inclusion of video on demand." wrote Drew Crum, an analyst at Sfifel in a 

report Monday. 
hltp:/(/w~u’, usa[oday, com/~’tory/money/bu~’iness/20 ! 4/03/03/dish-network-wall-disney-in~ernet- 

1v/5 9 84663 / 

Pf~ESS RELEASE 
Englewood, Colo. and Burban~ Calif., March 03, 2014 [] The Walt Disney Compaaay 

(NYSE:DIS) and DISH Network Corporation (NASDAQ:DISH) today announced a 
groundNvaking, long-term, wide-ranging distribution ag~vement that will provide DISH 
customers with access to Disney [] s robust lineup of top quality- sports, news and entertainment 
content across televisions, computers, smartphones, tablets, gaming consoles and connected 
devices. 
The renewal agreement supports the companiesL; mutual goal to deliver the best video 

content to cus~tomers across multiple platforms by strengtheN ng the value of the multichannel 
video subscription today and by creating the opportunity for DISH to deliver new services in 
the future. 

The extensive and expanded distribution agreement grants DISH rights to strean~ cleared 
linear and video-on-demand content from the ABC-owned broadcast stations, ABC Family, 
Disney Channel, ESPN and ESPN2, as part of an Internet delivered, IP-based multicharmel 
off’craig. 
Additionall> for the first time, DISH customers will be able to access Disney [] s authenticated 

INe and video-on-demand products, including WatchESPN, WATCH Disney-, WATCH ABC 
Fmnily and WATCH ABC using Internet devices in the home and on the go. 
The agreement will result in dismissal of all pending litigation between the two companies, 

including disputes over PrimeTime Anytime and AutoHop. As part of the accord~ DISH will 
disable AutoHop functionality for ABC content within the C3 ratings window. The deal also 
provides a structure tbr other Mvertising models as the market evoNes, including dynamic ad 
insertion, advertising on mobile devices and extended advertising mea,surement periods. 

[] The creation of this agreement has really been abom predicting the future of television with a 
visionary and forward-leaning partmer, [] said Joseph P. Cla~on, DISH chief execntive officer 
and president. []Not only will the exceptional Disney, ABC, ESPN entertainment portfolio 
continue to delight our customers today, bnt we have a model from which to delNer exciting 
new services tomorrow. [] 

Anne Sweeney, Co-Chairman, Disney Media Networks, and President, DisneyiABC 

Television Group, said, []We knew early on we had a responsibility- with this deal to not only 
do what was best for our business, but to aJso position our indust~ for future growth. After 



months of hard work and out-of-the [x~x thinking on both sides, led by Bob Iger and Chaxlie 

E~en, "this agreement, one of the most complex and comprehensive we [Jve ever undertaken, 

achieves just that. Not only were innovative business solutions reached on complicated current 

issues, we also planned for the evolution of our indust~. I~ 

Added John Skippe~; l?resident, ESPN & Co-Chairman, Disney Media Networks: [] We 

worked with DISH to smaxtly address the future of the ~nulti- screen world on several levels. 

Together, we axe adding value to the traditional video subscription by malting great content 

accessible across platforms and delivering new products, including our WatchESPN 

authenticated networks, the highly anticipated launch of the SEC ESPN Network, expanded 
distribution for Longhorn Network, and a reimagined ESPN Classic video-on-demand 

chamM. At the same time, we are creating opportunities to add new subscribers and 
introducing "the value ofa multichannel subscription to a small subset of broadband- only 

consumers. [J 

[JThis agreement allows us to bring more innovation to the customer experience, including 

new maxketing, packaging and &liveu options, [] said Dave Shull, DISH Executive Vice 
President and Chief Co~nme~eial Officer. [] This paves the way for more customer choice and 

control over the viewing experience. [] 

DISH will make available Disney Junior, Fusion~ ESPN Goal Line, ESPN Buzzer Beater, as 

well as Longhorn Network and the upcoming SEC ESPN Network upon its launch. In 

addition, DISH, ESPN and ESPN Deportes customers roll have access to the live and video- 

on-demand channel ESPN3. 

As part of the agreement, DISH roll launch ESPNEWS, ESPNU, Disney Channel and ABC 
Family in high detinition. ESPN Classic roll be reintroduced as a video-on-demand channel. 

The extensive and expanded rights package gives DIStt customer access m video-on- 

demand content at home, on computers and on-the-go through the DISH Anywhere app for 

tableks and smaJtphones, including: 

ABC On Demand, a fast forwaxd-disabled service that features a selection of top- rated 

primetime entertai~maent programming, including episoodes of such populax current ABC 

shows as [] Scandal, [] Castle, [] [] Grey [] s Anatomy, [] [] Once Upon A Titne [] and 
[] Revenge. [] 

ABC Family On Demand, which features a varlet?- of top-rated full episodes, refreshed 

monthly; fi~om such populax millennial favorites as []The Fosters, [] [] Starched at 

Birtl~ [] []Baby Daddy-[] and []Melissa & Joey. [] 

Disney-branded On Demand ofl[~rings, including Disney Channel On Demand, Disney 

Junior On Demand, and Disney XD On Demand. Reti-eshed each month, the Disney 

Channel On Demand ott~ring will include episodes from such series as ~ 1Mickey Mouse 

Clubhouse, I~ [1Sofiathe Firstl ~ and [JJake and the Never Land Pirates~ tier 
preschoolers, as well as varie~ of episodes from []A.N.T. Farm, [] []Liv and 

Maddie, [] [] Jessie [] and other popular series for older kids. Select episodes featured 

on Disney Channel On Demand will be available in i~movative new offerings, such as 

pla~vliffts and monthly programming blocks, in addition to a number of episodes available 

in multiple languages. A variety of Disney Channel Original Movies roll also be available. 

Disney XD On Demand features a selection of episodes fiom such series as the Emmy 

Award- winning m~imated hit [] Phineas and Ferb. [] [] Pair of Kings [] and [] Kickin [] 

It. [] 
Expanded On Demand content ti-om ESPN, including content them ESPN Deportes 

and ESPN [J s award-winning original content from ESPN Fihns. 

The companies also renewed carriage agreement tbr ABC I~ s eight owned local stations, 

including WABC-TV in New York City, IC~kBC-TV in Los Angeles, WLS-TV in Chicago, 

WPVI-TV in Philadelphia, KGO-TV in San Francisco, WFVD-TV in P, aleigh-Durhmn, 

KTRK-TV in Houston, and KFSN in Fresno. 
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To: 
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lis~@momentummedia.com 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 12:20 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Co. News: IPI by Bison 

You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail 

from 

Athletic ?danagement or Training & Conditioning. 

Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 

email? 

You are receiving this newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news from 

MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic 

Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscribe, click this link 

To change your email address, click this link 



To forward this newsletter to a friend, click this link 

Be sure to add/istsCo]momentummedia.com to your address book or safe sender 

list so our emails will a/ways get to your inbox! 

Copyright (© 2014 MAG Inc. All rights reserved. 

20 Eastlake P, oad Ithaca, New York 14850 (607) 257-6970 
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Sent: 
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Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Spring Into Actio!! 

Get ready toi Csneda’s/knti-Spal~ I.aw ~ipd.stes. Join our webinar! 

[~ WhatCounts 
Weekly 

Get these tips to build your list! Find out how 
to send an apology email. 

Earn More S~bscribers with 
These List*Building Strategies 



Get going with 57 tips for growing your list! 

Join usat 

eTail West March 3-6. 

::X Join us at 

LeadsCon March 25-26 

Cometo 

Chicago for the We Love 

Email Innovation Tour! 

We Love E~’~ail 
I~ovation Tour 



~i WhatCountsWeekly~                                    "~ 
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Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@anc.edu> 

CFB Slowdown Rule Stopped ] Prep Residency Fraud ] Lagree Fitness Spreads 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

NCAA Tables Comroversial Football Slowdown Proposal 

Proponents of t?ast tbotball can celebrate as they did Wednesday, when Texas 

A&M coach Kev~n Sumhn proclmmed a wct( ry for comm( n sense 

Quarter of Football Temn Parents Folged Enrolhnent Docs 
At least one-fourth of Grad~v High School’s football team was fraudulently enrolled 

at the school by parents who i:aked their addresses and forged ... 

Wisconsin Students OK Rec Facilits~ Overhaul in Landslide 

A $223 million plan to upgrade the UniversiU of Wisconsin-Madison’s lagging 

recreational sports facilities passed in a landslide student vote ... 

OttSAA Approves Revised Competitive Balance Proposal 
Ohio High School Athletic Association commissioner Dan Ross unveiled a slightly 

revised competitive balance proposa1 Tuesday that he hopes ... 

Township to Little League: 1~ rep Fields to Eliminate Fees 
Manheim (Penn.) Central Little League coaches can prepare their own baseball 



fields at no charge according to Penn Township supervisors .... 

Sports Dome Budget Balloons by $2M, Prqiect Moves On 
Edina, Minn., is going ahead with a sports dome and outdoor ice rink neaa~ 

Braemar Arena despite construcfion issues that will raise the ... 

Tuff Costs Shelve Plans for Jumbotron, Field House 
The Alcoa, Tenn., school system was allocated $1 million to install the turf, 

Jumbotron and field house. The turf, grading costs and a ne~x .... 

Despite Debate, $400K Shifted from Parks to Firefighters 
What Ft. Wayne, Ind., controller Pat Roller thought would be a simple budgetary 

move turned into a dispute over ci~ priorities and promises ... 

Teens Question Shuttlin~ ~xtment Personnel 
Ten facility, directors or management employees have been reassigned within 17 

Chattanooga, Tenn., recreation centers, which have been ... 

Donation b,/Y’s Nan~esake Spurs $3M Expansion Proiect 
The Foglia YMCA in Lake Zurich, Ill., is planning to expand its facility and the 

work could be done as earl.’,, as the end of the ... 

Lagree Studio Brings Hollywood Workout to Chicagoland 
The Studio Powered by I,agree in downtown Highland Park, Ill., opened its doors 

this month, and according to studio President Jacob Zablotny, ... 

Critics Call Timeout on Soldier Field Expansion Talk 
Mayor RaJ~m Emanuel has no business even exploring the idea of expanding 

Soldier Field at a time when Chicago is drowning in debt and its ... 

Cig’ Tentalivel,/Authorizes $35M Minor League Ballpark 
On a 4-3 vote, the ciU council in Columbia, S.C., gave the first of two required 

approvals to a deal with Atlanta-based Hardball Capital to bring 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Sandusks, Whistleblower Told PSU Plavers of Own Abuse 
Mike McQueary, the tbrmer Penn State assistant coach, told players in 2011 that 

he was sexually abuscd when he was a child, ESPN The Mag~ine reported 

Tuesday. 

New Reader Comments: 

’Extensive Cracking’ Closes $60M High School Stadium 
Agreed! 

Spehnan College 1~ resident Talks Wellness Revolution 
This is a fantaslic idea and much needed on university and college campuses 

around tl~is country’. I think if more adminis~trators were as ... 

Anti- Bullying Law Would Impact Florida High Schools 
I enjoy reaxting the a~ficles in AB and enjoy reading the comments. This is the first 
time that I am taking the time to leave a comment. It is a shame .., 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Snodgrass, MarketingProfs <MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 1:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu> 

Marketing Analytics Made Easy 

Ready for pain-free marketing metrics? 

Check out our newest course: 

Trouble viewing this email? 

Hi Deborah, 

Well, the fun stuff is in the can. 

You’ve written your copy, created your graphics, and launched what could be your best 

campaign to date. 

Now comes the hard part--the dreaded collecting of the data. Analyzing. Synthesizing. 

Number crunching. The stuff that nobody* likes to do. 

The good news, though, is that there’s really nothing all that hard about it. It doesn’t 
have to be bad when you have ~.~:.~:~.~:~.<.~}~.~:~’~:~1~. on your side. 

Our newest MPU course, Na~’k¢~:i~<~ Ne~.*~u~z~-~e:~,~t & A~’~a~_~Ct~_~;% will break it down and 
teach you exactly what you need to know, where to focus your time and effort, and 

what to let go by the wayside, 

These 9 classes are jam-packed with tips for analyzing your marketing efforts and will 

make figuring out metrics like return on marketing investment (RONI) a lot simpler, 

quicker, and less painful. 

Classes start on April 10, ~.~.i~:~: now! 

~ 
: : Matt Snodgrass 
:: Marketing Manager 
:: MarketingProfs University 

* Alright, almost nobody, There are a few brave marketers out there who like this stLIff :) 

Copyright c:, 2000-2014 MarketmgP~ofs, LLC All Rights Resewed 

Te:ms under wMch tMs service is provided to you 

We protect your privacy. All ;egos and names are the copydght~ of the respective owner~. 





OUR Newsletter 
March 6, 2014 

The Off:ice for Lir~de.~’gr~duate Research newsletter is published bi-weekly to share news 

about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, accomplishments of our students 

and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our website or email us at 

In this newsletter: 

On tile 

LJ.eoon::ng OLJR Ev~ nts 

OUR News 

On the Blogs 
our~ ~iog: Read about C:~ieiina Kirby:s v,/orl< in languages, literature and film and take advantage of 

these Spi[ng 2914 uade~g~adust~ res~a~ch evehts. 

Upcoming OUR Events 

NOTE: We’ve rescheduled the Inquiry-~?,a,sed le~-:chin,’j workshop for Friday, April 4, from 10-12 in 

Graham Memorial 039. Regb~t,’-~r i~,’-~!,’-~. 

Are you interested in hearing from undergraduate researchers? Attend the Caiebration of 

Undergraduate F,~esearci~ symposium or one of these other Spril:9 2014 events. 

Howto Create an Effective Poster: a Pro-Symposium Workshop 

Monday, March 24, 3:00-4:00 p.m. 

Carolina Population Center, University Square, East Tower, Conference Room 405 

Are you planning to present during the poster session at the upcoming Caiebration of Undei~iaduate 

Res{~arch or another professional conference? Join Tom Swasey, the Director of Publication & 

Graphics SeP,,ices at the Carolina Population, to learn more about how to design a poster to effectively 

communicate your research findings. Seating is limited, so you must rsvp il,’-~re to attend. 

How to Give an Effective Presentation: a Pro-Symposium Workshop 

Wednesday, April 2, 4:00-5:30 p.m. 

FPG Student Union Room 3102 

Are you giving a talk at the upcoming ::::ek’-~br~,~di;n o~ Und,m,,’~r~-:duaie Resear,’:il or another professional 

conference? Join OUR i..i~ison.s for Under{.tr~iduai!:, Re.searci~ Dr Hilary Lithgow and Dr. Jenny Hayden 

and learn howto create a compelling presentation to communicate your research findings. 



OUR News 
Check out this r{~cent pl-ofii{~ of UNC on North Cal-oi~-~s Now, which features former OUR Ambassador 

Marquis Peacock. 

We’ve created a (}RC I[l:,,!r,,!s: i::iai~b~.~ e If you’re a graduate student interested in serving as a 

Giaduat~! r~a <(~:~r ~h Co!~sui!:an~ please register. If you’re a faculty member racrui~iil~ ~ G~\~C, here are 

some options 

Have you had a substantial research experience? Are you interested in talking with other students 

about undergraduate research? Consider applying to join the OUR Ambassadors. You can find more 

information h,,!re, including a link to the application. The deadline to apply is March 18. 2014. 

Are you planning to take a research-intensive course during MaymesterlSummer School 2014? Apply 

for tuition support through our new Summei Award ~or ~:~! ~earcl~-Inteilsi,,e !::o~ir.~es. The deadline to 

apply is April 11, 2014. 

2013 SURF recipient J G:ay S~,va~.z_el will be exhibiting his work at the Car:ack Gaiia~’ from April 15-26, 

with a reception on April 18 and an artist’s talk on April 24. 

Give to OUR 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift here. 
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Stroman, Deborah L <dmro@uuc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera 

Letter 

Jeff" Sovern of St. J o~m’s 12 nive~,~ity Se~oo] of D~w responds to a column by 

Joe Nr~eera, 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe >> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is an autemated email Please cio not reply directly to ins email from N’(Times com. As a member of 

the rRUSTe privacy prog~m, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



~ W e are extremely fortunate ~r~ the Department of Exercise and Sport Science to have a fantastic group of individuals, who always go 

above and beyond the call ef duty, to provide our faculty and students with unmatched se~s~ce and suppart These ~ndMduals ensure that 

we are able to achbve our missbn, v~sbn and goab and truly impact a~ that we do~ These ~nd~vidua~s ate the many d~fferent support staff 

members o~ ~he EX,~ team. 

March 7th is employee appreciatien day, and I know that all of our faculty are extremely appreciative and thankful that we are able te werk in a 

depaltment where we have such a tremendous staff. In all areas from business / administration, technical, facilities, utility, recreation, and research, we 

have a collective group of individuals who me committed to the success of our department 

I am particularly thankful to have the opportunity to work with these individuals during my first year as department chair. Each and everyday [hey keep 

they keep me and the department on track, so we a~’e on target to achieve eu~ goals. I know how much time and energy they put inte making our 

department a success. It’s great to know that we can always count on our staff to go the extra mile and help us make an impact on society, 

To all of our staff in the Department of Exercise ando - opolt ~-~ence THANK YOU for all that you do for our department! 

7o our faculty and students, be sure to say thanks to our world class staff, and let them know how much we appreciate all they do to make EXSS great! 

Change yoga-emaii settings at 

Tro~,~b}e ~:~i~’ki~g? Copy and paste this URL into you~ browser: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Student-Athlete Compensation ] NFL Gun Ban Targetedi Sports tbr the Mentally Challenged 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Former WVU Football Player the Latest to Sue NCAA 

Shawne Alston’s suit claims the NCAA and college tbotball’s five major 

conferences violated antitrust laws by agreeing to cap the value ... 

NCAA’s Emlnelt Calls for Student-Athlete Stipends 
NCAA presideut Mark Emlnelt said scholarships do uot cover the full cost of 

attending college and s~dent-athletes should be giveu a slipeud ... 

SportsPlex Shuttered Days After Team Pa;,s $1,200 Fee 

A Little League coach who organized a winter youth baseball league said Thursday 

that teams were asked to pay the Auburn SportsPlex for the full ... 

Coach S uspended After Profane Interactiou with Player 
For the second time this season, South Carolina meu’s basketball coach Frank 
Mastin is in trouble after a vulgar interaction with a plwer .... 

Ousled High School Basketball Coach Sties District 

Cetshwayo Byrd, who was dismissed as the Camden High School boys’ basketball 



coach last April after leading the Panthers to back-to-back South ... 

UT Band Director Irked bv Marketing Encroachment Is Out 

The Universi~ of Tennessee removed Ga~ Sousa on Thursday as director of the 
Pride of the Southland marching lmnd following a public battle ... 

Intramural Sports League Integrates Challenged Students 
Most participants struggle with various forms of conduct disorder, or handicaps 

snch as OCD and atnism. The ultimate goal is for the students ... 

Bill Protects VarsiW- Eligibihlv of Mentally Disabled 
Minnesota high school stadents with documented mental disabilities may soon be 

automatically eligible to play varsi~ sports if they tmnsIEr k) a ... 

School WeiRhs $330K Floor Fix orNew $1.2M WeiRht Room 
’][’he befly question of how to solve Muskego High School’s weight-room floor 

dilennna has been reduced to two options. The ... 

Police Target NFL’s Stadium Gun Ban fbr Off-Du~" Cops 
The NYPD’s sergeants union believes oft-duty cops should be allowed to caru 

guns in NFL stadiums and is planning legal action to get the ... 

Tax Mone,/Focns of Eft’ort to Halt Falcons Stadium Project 
The unlikely at~.er-the- 11 th-hour pitch is largely tbcused on just how much of the 

city’s hotel-motel tax revenue will be u~d k~ build, maintain ... 

Poorly Attended Loss Was Last Straw for Bills in Toronto 
The Buft:a2lo Bills’ cancellation Wednesday of their ganm in Toronto this f:a2ll was an 

admission of failure in their bid to create a home away ... 

NBA Vows Transparenc,/Amid Fan Scrutiny of Refs 
The mystery surrounding officials and the system for evaluating them has long fed 

the fire of conspiracy theorists. Now, the NBA is pulling back... 

Smooch-A-Pig Fundraiser to Aid Ball Diamond Upgrades 
The Richmond Flying Squirrels announced they a~-e launching a Smooch-A-Pig 
campaign designed to finance the renovation of l 2 city fields through ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Quarter of Football Tean~ Parents Fomed Enrollment Docs 
At this Georgia high school numerious parents were caught forging documents to 
get their student-athletes enrolled at a specific high school. 

New Reader Comments: 

Quarter of Football Tean~ Parents Fomed Enrollment Docs 
I suppose High School is a good time to learn the difference between competition 
and cheating if it has not been learned at an earlier age. 

Quarter of Football Team Parents Foxed Enrollment Docs 
Wow--makes it kind of’hard "to teach kids right tkom wrong when their parents are 

complicit in this kind of outright lying and deception. 
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Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Change the World and Strengthen Yonr Corporate Brand 

If you are having trouble reading this email, read the online version 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WordPress.com Upgrades <help@wordpress.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 7:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

[WordPress.com] Payment receipt - Carolina Sport Bnsiness Club 

Dear Carolina Sport Business Club, 

The following WordPress.com upgrades were purchased or renewed successfully: 

Item: Domain Mapping for http://csbcunc.~vordpress.com 
Cost: $13.00 

Item: Domain Registration for http://csbcunc wordpress.com 
Cost: $5.00 

TOTAL: $18.00 
Transaction ID: 154986571W733592K 

Thanks for blogging at WordPress cam! 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vdme s.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 9:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 axticles) 

Charles Blow 

Op-Ed Columnist 

T]~ Nelf(ie) Generation 

We seem to be exI~er~encing a wave of liberal-minded detach-ees, a generath:~n 

in which instRutions are subordinate to the in dividua]. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android [ iPad(’~D ] iPhone® i 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?/rdirec@n.vfime s.com> 

Saturday, March 8, 2014 3:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureen Dowd (1 articles) 

Maureen Dowd 

Op-Ed Columnist 

IJ tlle R-N-P-E-C-T 

Pooty-Poot and his owe pa~,,’ are socking it to Barn, 

FOLLOW US: Facebook [ ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to t~is email tram NYlimes com. As a member of 

the ~RUSTe privacy p~ogBm, we are commi~:ed to piotecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email ~ Privacy Policy I Contac’~ i Advertise 



Fro~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, March 9, 2014 12:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Deborah Stroman 

Funding alerts for your saved 
searches 
Results: March 09, 2014 

Lo.~li~ to view 

I funding opportunities 

Steve }:~atte~’so~ A~0ar~ for E×¢~el~e~ee 

Sponsor: 
Johnson Foundation, Robert Wood (RWJF) 

Deadline: 
April 9, 2014 

~tu ~’~"~e ~~ I 
I funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
National Association of Pediatric Nurse Practitioners, 
Inc. (NAPNAP) 
NAPNAP Foundation 

Amount: 
$3,000 

Deadline: 
April 30, 2014 

~-tu ~~-’~e ~- 2 
5 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) 
National Institutes of Heal~ 
National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research 
(NIDCR) 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 



Ca~sal Pathway ~esea~"ch in 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research 
(NIDCR) 

Amount: 
$275,000 

Deadline: 
June 16, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Ministry of Science, Innovation, and Higher Education 
Danish Agency for Science, Technology and 
Innovation (DASTI) 
Danish Council for Strategic Research 

Deadline: 
April 28, 2014 

Wi~ia~ T, G~’ant [}isti~s,~a(aished Fe~b:~ws 

Sponsor: 
Grant Foundation, ~Mlliam T. 

Amount: 
$175,000 

Deadline: 
May 6, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappeli 
(NWO) / Netherlands Organization for Scientific 
Research 

Amount: 
�450,000 

Deadline: 
May 14, 2014 

Funding ale~ls for your saved searches 

Results: Mamh 09, 2014 
saved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 7:42 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: N.C. Democrats may clo~ Raleigh HQ: IBM CEO issues mea culpa 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

MARCH 10, 2014 - Business news essential to RaieigWs leaders. 

N,C. Democrats may close historic RMeiq~ h~ad~uarters 
The Noah Carolina Democratic Pa~y may be moving from its Raleigh headquarters 

due to lack of funds. 

IBis¢~es 

~BM CEO issues mea culpa 
In a note to investors this weekend, IBM (NYSE: IBM) CEO Virginia Rometty 

admitted that the company’s performance fell short last year and said Big Blue 

must continue shifting its focus away from deci ... 

D scuss 

Wilmington industriM proper ,t’y market stir sputtering 
Although the residential property market in the Wilmington area has begun to 

improve, the market for industrial property has lagged behind¯ 

Discass 

Cisco CEO Chambers lauds North Carolina fo~ focus on 

The federal governmeni should take a lessan fram North Carolina 

Read Morning Edition >> 

........ 

First look at the Trianqle’s first Publix and Cary’s $80M 

Hot IPO market mobilizes Ioca~ firms to test waters 

Neuse River Brewing targets north Raleigh for company 
launch 

Raleigh Tamale Festival set for March 16 

Durham’s ’Prince of Bitcoin’ weiqhs future of 

currency 

How your company can bypass the health insurance 

companies 

Re~¢l ~ernin~ Edition >> 

Contact Us 



Cancel EmaiI ~ubscription 

L:.izjo{iin~.~ls c~is~emer .~e!’.,ice; L:.izjo{iin~.~ls 120 ~N. Morehead Si.. C!;~doiie, N.:;r~il Carollna 28202. 
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Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 articles) 

i ............. I i MY ALERTS ~,,i~-,,,-,r ~-~%-,~ik-:i wi~,-io My Account 

Charles Blow March 10, 2014 09:07:24 A~V] 

Ackmm~s :Battle to Bri~g :Dom~ :Herbal~fe 

William A, Ackman and his lobbying effort 1o t)Hng dow~ Herbalife. i 

Documents poi~t to mortgage ]apses at Credit Suisse. ~ A judge rules agai~st 

R.B.C. over [he Ie~der’s advice in a 2o~ z buyouL I Bankers go to grea[ lengths 

to gel e~dit l))r deals, even if they ~d ~o[ advise on them. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 
i ~_~ ,~,<<o,I 

Gel unNmited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~; 

~ A ccess The New York Times flora anywhe[e wi~h our suite of apps: 

Android [ iPad® I iPhoneL~) i All 

About This ~mail 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to this email from NYTimes com. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corrm~itted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aler[s Help I Change Your EmaN :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle Review <chroniclereview~chronicle.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 9:09 AM 

chroniclereview@chronicle.com 

This Week: Jaded Children, Callow Adults 

THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

Chronicle Review 
Monday, March 10, 2014 

Subscribe to The Chronicle today to get access to premium content and more. 

This Week’s Highlights 

Jaded. Cl:~ild.re~ Coallt>a,n, Ad~Its 
By Gary Cros’s" 

Tweens burW into adolescence while adolescents shun adulthood. What’s going on? 

:[’]:-~e °:ged:-~.o]ogisks’ Sfren Sor~g 
By [U. Patrick A~cCray 

t tucksters for innovation play do~ its political, economic, and environmental costs. 

By David ~Uright 

White authors have a duty to create black characters. 

A@.~.~lCt o,, and Lo~:ing It 
By Brian Goedde 

There’s just one catch. It doesn’t work if’you live in America. 

Book Re~:iew: }-tow-St<.kelv Car~:~icl~ael g~r~ed Brfgl~to g~r~:led (.)~t [] 
By Timothy B. Tycoon 

A new biography explores the activist’s vision, his missteps, and his legacy. 

New Sc]:-~olar;1)~ g,oo]<.s [] 
Compiled by ;Vina C..dyoub 

Descriptions of the latest books, divided by category. 

In Views 

By Kevin Care}, 

Their mere existence would be enough to alter institutional reputations and administrative actions. 

Tension Cit.}, and the Camp[~s In[.e~"iew 
Bv . ~’~’ dliam Pannapaclcer 

What academic job searches have in common with presidential debates. 

Cr3,~g ;~.lc, out Stude~t Dd:>t? What Else Are They,- Spe~d.i~g (.)~l? 
By Robert L. Burns 

The shiny cars that fill student lots are a poor investment when compared with a degree. 



Who Knew? Art.s Education FueIs the Economy 
/3y Su~il lye~gar aadAyaa~a IIudso~ 

New figures from the ibderal government point to a value beyond cultural enrichment. 

From The Conversation, the Review Blog 

Tols-t-oy’s Gl-~ost 

Robert Zaretsk~ on the Russian novelist’s lessons For us on Ukraine. 

Now That the ’Evil Emph’d Is Back~ So Is My Career 
Mary ManjiMan on how Vladimh’ Putin’s strong-arming of Ukraine has revived interest in Russia experts. 

From Lingua Franca, a Blog About Language and Writing 

Allan Metealf mnsiders the deetronie innovation that gave us the greeting we use rodW. 

Perfeci-~ 
Anne Curzan examines the changes this word has undergone to reJ~r to things that are decidedly not faultless. 

Auto~-Covrec[ed 
Ilan Stavans muses about the iPhone’s language abilities. 

Linguistics qua _Afflh~i~ion 
Geoff Pullum tries to explain, with the help of Poe and an Italian wine crate, what it’s like to be a linguist. 

Recently in the Review 

Eq.uallzers No More 
Polities are th~varting edleges’ role in uDvard mobiliba 

Paul de Man~ Deconstvucted 
Evelyn Barish’s new biography raises questions about how a scholar’s ethics should affect our reading of his work. 

.Animal Magnet{sin ~ 

Cognitive ethology" may someday illuminate animal emotions. Meantime, though, our pets’ behavior toward us sure looks a lot like love. 

., "~ " ~-    ~ ~ "~ T~~.e Day Pete :-~e%e~ Came tc Clas~ ~ 
What do you do with students who have ideals but no hope? 

From the Archives 

The Case for Breaking Up W{th Your Parents 
Love them if you have to, but to free your mind, leave them behind. 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

Wh.y Can’t We Talk.About Race? 
By Noliwe Rooks" 

Far too many of us consider the act of discussing structural racism to be racist in and of itself. It’s a problem in society, and it’s a problem in 

the academy, too. 

Trigger Wanfln$s~ Quentin Tarantino, and t.he ColI%e Classroom 



By Kelli Marshall 

There’s been a lot of talk this week about ~vhether professors should alert students before broaching difficult subjects. But it’s worth asking a 

related question: What shape should trigger warnings take? 

By Theresa Mac’Phail 

The secret is that there is no secret. So sit your butt down and write. 

Announcements 

Don’t let eonfe[~nee costs limit your academic success. Create a FREE account on Vitae, the new online career hub just for higher ca, to be eligible to win one of 

five $1,o oo grants to attend the conference of your choice. Y~ig~a ~p for Vitae, and enter to win. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 10:08 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Marketing Les~ns From Improv Influencer Tactics ] Social Management Software ] Mobile Content 

ii.~ orange bar ] 

i.~ In This Issue 

Mar 2014 

~ E verything I Learned About Marketing Came 
From Comedy, Part 2: tmprov 

~ PRO Seminar: How to Develop Effective 

............. Content for Each Stage of the Buying 
Journey 

co~:ten~ yo~ ~:esd, 8s ~,,/8~ as s ~oad rasp of ,,vhe~, where, ~:n8 how ~o deploy 

li~i Survey Says ] 

lnfluencer Marketing: Top Tactics and 
Challenges 

l ii.~j Quick T~k~] 

The Best Social Media Management 
Software [Infographic] 



~ The Challenges of Creating Mobile Content for 

Global Markets 

Mar 11 

Mar 13 

Mar 14 

Mar 25 

Mar 27 

Apt 10 

Oct 9-10 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 11:19 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Mistaken identity: Man left in jail on tMse gm~/dmg charges, loses his job 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World Network 

Americar~ Women 

For African-American women, being the target of racist remarks and attitudes is tied to a higher 

risk for obesity, according to researchers from the SIone Epidemiotogy Center at Boston 

University. The link between racism and obesity was greatest among women who suffered from 

consistently high prej udice over a 12-year period. The research, punished online in [...] 

Re~d 

Sata~--~ E×cluded From ’%on of God" To 
Avok~ Media Distractions 

By Nisei Boys After their success with the popular miniseries, "The Bible," producers Roma Downey 

and her husband, Mark Burnett, have succeeded in another Biblical story that has... 

March 10, 2014 / / Read Moie 

Dog ~pends 

Jail in Case of Mistaken ldent~ity~ 

A case of mistaken identity and incompetence led to an innocent New Jersey man having to answer 

for a crime he didn’t commit not once, but twice. The... 

h~&ak]ng Love Happen: 5 
Whi~e Waiting For k~ro 

By Gtenda Warren I saw an itlustration on soda[ media of a woman sitting at a bus stop waiting and 

the caption read "Waiting for the Perfect... 

l ii.~j G~c.i%;e Z ...................... ~;ig h..~ A uto~-p~ ph s n,t Lc,~.~:I Fl.r~ridn, G u h ,:.;h o~,i 

Local F~orida Gun Show 

As if it weren’t troubling enough that George Zimmerman gunned down 1 7 year old Trayvon Martin 

and didn’t suffer any consequences, now Zimmerman is being treated like a... 

March 10, 2014 / / Re~.:.4 Mo~e 

By Staff The abuse of authority by police is growing excessively and on a nationa[ scale. Cops are 

shooting more unarmed individuats. Cops... 



By Dr. Sinclair Grey III We all know that racism exists in corporate boardrooms and other 

professions. Not only is racism prevalent in... 

Does Medical Show make Mack female 
doctors look ~norant? 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins I was curious when I saw the new trailer for the television show, "Married to 

Medicine." The show features a bunch of black femate doctors in Atlanta, showcasing the drama in 

their rives with a tittte bit of medical practice thrown in to justify the titte. When I saw the trailer, 

By Andrew Scot Be[singer Rutgers University’s choice of former Secretary of State Condoteezza 

Rice as this year’s commencement speaker has not gone over weg with some professors... 

March 10, 2014 / / Re~.d More 

What’s Hot in Your Black World? 

Sl.ack Actress Cast as ’An~ie’ and Wiqte Racists Go Berserk oi: Twitter 

Life Of A Savage: RondoNumbaNine 
Char:~ed With M.urder~ 

:~iI LifeOfASavage: RondoNumbaNineChargedWith Murder ] 

A Chicago Tribune article reports that 17-year otd Chicago, Ittinois rapper RondoNumbaNine has 

been arrested and charged with murder. The Tribune reportsthat Rondo, whose given name is C[int 

Massey, is... 

[ ~ De, nell issa’s SleRant Disrespect Of Cos~ Him His F’esi~ion May 

Darrell Issa~s Blatant Disrespect Of 

By Andrew Scot Be[singer After three years of watching Catifornia Republican Darre[[ Issa wield his 

burry putpit as chair of the House Oversight Committee against the Obama... 

JJ Evans~ I A~&ean Jimmie Walker Says that 



~}i Evans, Mean Jimmie Walker Says that People "Black Enough" JJ Don’t Think He’s 

You probably didn’t know that Jimmie Walker is 65-years old. That means he’s reaching the Bill 

Cosby age where you just start ranting about things and don’t care if anyone likes what you have 

to say. In order to promote his new book, "Dyn-o-mite," Walker has been appearing on every talk 

show he can get [...] 

Can Do These Thin~s But Women Are 

By: K~st[e Crossman This world is fuji of s*xism and double standards and they don’t appear to be 

going away any time soon. What is ~ood for a man 

March 10, 20142 Comme~¢’£~ead ~o:-e 

Posted on March 9, 2014 By 

Reported by Ree, "The (Ree)[ationship Guide" What happens when your best pal refuses to be in 

your wedding? Does that indicate that the friendship has been terminated? Rapper Kanye West 

may be re-evaluating the extent of his relationship with long-time professional pal Jay-Z after the 

rap and business mogul turned down an invitation to be [...] 

Self Pt’ofessed "Stinky_ Girl~ T!Ds for 

By: Krystle Crossman Body odor is a terrible thing to have. For most deodorant takes care of it 

through the day, you shower, and then you are good to go .... 

boyce wal:kk!s I 23f qi;eeris way I camillus, ny 13031 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, March 10, 2014 1:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Teams Share State Title ] Park Timecards Fudged ] Transgender Woman Sues CrossFit 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Facing 8th OT, Coaches Agree to Share State Hockey Title 
After ~ven overtime periods, hockey coaches t?om St. Ignatius and Sylvania 

Northview agreed to share the state title as the OHSAA final ended in a ... 

?ark Employees Arrested for Falsif~’ing Timecards 

It all began with a phone call from an Immokalee mother whose daughter’s W-2s 

were incorrect: She’d been at college and couldn’t have worked those ... 

South Caxolina Coach Apologizes for Profane Outburst 
For 23 hours, 59 minutes and 48 seconds each day, South Carolina men’s 

basketball coach Frank Martin feels pre~ good about himself as a... 

Police Call for More Securib, After Fight at LA Fitness 

When police responded to a large fight Sunday at a Minneapolis LA Fitness. it 

wasn’t the first time they had been called to respond ... 

Transgender Woma~ Sties CrossFit Over Competition Flap 
A transgender womma in Northern California has sued the company behind the 



popular CrossFit workouts for refusing to let her compete in the ... 

Rec Center Credited for Helping Reiu in Youth Crime 

Youth crime has dropped steadily in Brooklyn Park since the northern suburb 
began ramping up a£ter-school prograa~s from basketball to ballet ... 

Home-School Students Learn Teamwork Through Sports 
On the day of a big swim meet held midweek~ Austin Avery doesn’t have to go to 

school. As a 17-year- old home- schooled senior at American ... 

Editorial: Schools Settiug Bouudaries for Booster (2houps 
Raising private douations to suptx~rt high-~hool sports programs is a lhct of life in 

ma~y Ventura Counb~ communities. But it’s a double-edged sword ... 

UT Report: Band Director Had Pattern of Iusubordination 
Iu the two years before Ga~7 Sousa was suspended as University of Tennessee 

band director, he la~cgely stopped t~]ldng to auyone in the ... 

D-I Athletics Helps Grand Can’�on U. Become Profitable 
When Jerome Garrison got his first recruiting call from Grand Canyon, he didn’t 
know where the school was. Grand Canyon, an NCAA 

Underestimated Costs Shake Up Rec Project Priorities 
The ~hool district originally had $3.25 million available $900,000 tbr middle 

school improvement~ $1.55 million to build a tield hou~ and ... 

Updrades Could MaJ~e Park a Sand Volleyball Tourney Site 

The only Spokane, Wash., public park that features saud volleyball courts is being 

studied for potential upgrades that would make it a more attractive ... 

Complex at ’Field of Dreams’ Film Site Closer to Rea]it~ 
An All- Styx Ballpark Heaven developer said her group has reached a "milestone" in 

its quest to build a youth baseball and softbe]l tournmnent complex ... 

St. Paul Saints. Coutractor Reach $43.8M Stadium Deal 

The agreement between the city and the builder was the tinal hurdle to be crossed 

before grouud is broken this spring at the Lowertown ... 

Analylics Focus Shifts l]com CreatinRStats to Using Them 

It has becotne more important for the stats geeks iu the front ofl]ce to effectively 

comtnunicate their ideas to the players and coaches whose job ... 

Rate the Facility of the Week: 

i~i Facility of the Week 
University of South Dakota Wellness 
Center 
The University of South Dakota wanted a 
Wellness Center that represented its 
commitment to quality of life throughout 
the campus community. As such, the _. 



Friday’s Most Read: 

Coach Suspended After Profane Interaction with Player 
If you’ve ever seen South Caxolina’s Frank Martin on the sideline, you know he’s 

intense. He let that intensity get the best of him last week and earned himself a 

suspension. 

New Reader Comments: 

NCAA’s Emmert Calls for Student-Athlete Sfigends 
If students are considered employees this would open up a new area of tax law and 

taxes. If the athletes are employees the scholarships a~d s~tipends ... 

ii"~ Facebook ~ 

i .~ Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... &Expo/ 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 

i.~.i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 
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Monday, March 10, 2014 3:37 PM 

Stroruan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

This Week, Brush Up On Your Content Marketing Skills 

This Thursday at noon ET: How to Develop Effective Content for Each Stage of the Buying Journey I Add h:~ voui 

Trouble viewing this email? [t’~.~).-’. I 

This Week: Content Marketing 

Content Marketing That Works 

Content marketing can be both created and digested 

in a multitude of ways. Knowing what content funnels 

your customers through their path to pu1~hase is 

invaluable. Are you tailoring your content to your 

customers’ buying journeys? Join us for 

~~,~}~ this Thursday at 12pm ET and learn 

how to develop the type of content you need, as well 

as a roadmap of when, whe[~, and howto deploy it for 

optimal results. 

Take t0 PRO Seminar How-To Guide PRO Seminar 

MarketingProfsPROmemberslikeyouhavefree24/7accesstoreports, 
I ~ [.~[’ ........ I 

guides, tools, seminars, and other resources designed to improve your ........ 

content marketing efforts. Check out our PRO Library to c,’-~i .< i~d~ d! 

Stay Connected ~[~ 

Copyright © 2000-2014 MarketingProfs, LLC All Rights Reserved 

![e::[~2 under which this service is provided to you 

We protect your privacy. All Iogos and names are the copyrights of the respective owners. 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 9:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera Cc, n’,pii~d: ®arch 10, 2014 09:40:32 PM 

Ieahn*s War olg~Vords "W~th eBay 

Car] C. Ieahm the activist investor, is in a batt]e with 

A~adreessen, the e~atrepreneur tm’~aed teehno~oKv iovestor. 

FOLLOW US: Facebooi,: i ~@NYTimes 

Get unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe 

Access The. Ne~, York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android [ iPad® 

This is an automated emaiI.Please do not reply directly to this email from NY[imes.com As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage My Aleits i My Alerts Help I Change You~ Emaii i Privacy Policy I Con[act i Advertise 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ON24 <marketing@on24.com> 

Tuesday, March 1 l, 2014 7:04 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tomorrow: Learn how video ca~ cha~ge your webinars 

Register now 

If you have trouble displaying this email, view it as a web page. 

Deborat}, 

Are your webinars just talkin,~t powerpoints while your 
competitoi~ ate delivering highly engaging multi-media video 
presentations? On March 12, attend the launch of the Video 
T~ack of the WeMnar Academy and learn how to leverage ~he 
power of video to lransform your weMnats from presenlafions to 
engaging conversations. 

The ;~i@.~)?.&{..~%.~#.~#.~?:!)! provides best practices and key tactics 
to ~mprove your ovetN~ webinar pedormance. ~t.~i[..~?~ for 

the launch o~ the Academy video track where you can attend the 
folbwing sessions: 

Introduction to Video Webcasting 
Best Practices for Using Webcarns 
Take the Cemplexity out of Studio Video 

ON24 



e Live Event Webcasting 

Take yoL~r webina~ to the nex~ level ~oy leveragin9 ~he power of 
videe to deliver a truly engagi~x(t a~J(Jiepce experience. 

Register now 

..".’~te: Wedrlesday, Marci~ 

12 

~’i~}~8:10 am PT I 1 pm ET 

To unsubscribe from future e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences, click here. 

ON24, Inc. 

201 Third Street, 3rd Floor I San Francisco, CA 94103 I 877.202.9599 

Privacy Policy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 7:41 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: RestauraJ~t trio opens in Durham; Duke clazifies student aid policies 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

MARCH 11, 2014 - Business news essential to RaieigWs leaders. 

Trio of restaurants with sinqle kitchen opens in Durham 
A care and a fine dining restaurant have opened at 5240 Durham-Chapel Hill 

Boulevard between Durham and Chapei Hill, and a beer garden will be added later 

this spring. 

Duke clarifies policies after being accused of possible 
improper student aid practices 
Dui~,e Jniversify and Davidson College clarified financial aid application information 

after being accused of requiring students to fill out more than the required 

papePwork to receive federal student a. 

~!~.~.~. 

Own a Chapel Hill business with an alarm system? Reqister 
it or pay a fine 
The Town o~ Chape~ Hill will sean star[ fining downtown businesses and prapedy 

owners that fail to register their alarm systems 

Discuss 

8 Triangle-area towns named best places to own homes in 
North CaroLina 
Praciicaiiy every eperafiw~ rrletric used te measure 1he slreng[h af [he area’s 

hausing markei is ticking up Nowcemesanatherrepart~rempersanal~inance 

website Nerdwallet 1hal: says there is basical .. 

Discuss 

Cree exec: We’re stickinR with The Home Dep~ 

New 1300-acre, 2200qot development pMnned for southern 
Ponder County 

Nea~ Hunter-backed startup raises $3.5M 

New barbecue joint in Cary sMted for mid-April opening 

On the auction block: Lunch with a Triangle CEO of your 
choice 

stock 



online complaints 

Cancel Email Subscription 

To LI!;sL:bscdbe fiom this 
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(RILS) provide this Xnowledge by delivering precise visibihty of 

cdt~cal assets--supply chain~ manufacturin9~ and human--in Learn how Zebra RIL.S can 

rea I-time. give you the ’As~bil~ty you 

need to make faster snlarter 

- 

Like our barcode selotions. Zebra’s innova[iw~ RTI.S selotions 

provide your business with the knowledge needed to make better, 

more informed decisions that m~prove efficiency and productiwty, 

while controlling costs L~am how yo~ c~m h~ve r~a~-bme ’,.~s~b~hty 

into vo~;r ~roc~s~ e~ with Zebra’s RTI.S and RF~D technalegk~s. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 10:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Guide the Buyers Journey ] Top Digital Opportunity] The Mobile Landscape ] Big Data Principles 

Mar tl, 2014 

~ G uide the New Buyer’s Journey W~th 
Marketing Automation 

~ Take 10: How to Ensure Your Target 
.............. Audience Views Your Content 

I~: j~sf I0 miracles, wa’ll pres.e~t ihe mos.l effac~v8 maa~s for cor~e~t 

1 
The Most Exciting Digital Marketing 
Opportunity of 2014 

The Mobile Landscape for 2014 
[lnfographic] 



~i MyView Five Big Data Principles to Guide Your 
Marketing Strategies 

Mar 11 

Mar 13 

Mar 14 

Mar 25 

Mar 27 

Apr 10 

Oct 9-10 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 10:19 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

12-yr old dies atler fight at school 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 

Network 

co . [d 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins I wanted to share a very quick thought about a conversation I had this 

morning. Someone got mad at me for saying this, but I stand by it tit[ the end: Men who have lots of 

kids with tots of women damage the Mack community as much or more than George [...] 

When becomes deadly: 12-oyear 

By Barry Burch Jr. Before you tett your chitd that fighting is OK under certain conditions at schoo[, 

make sure you weigh art of the possible consequences. Perhaps rather than fighting that chitd 

should be taken seriousty when there’s troubte, and if necessary, taken out of the schoot 

attogether. One Moss Point, Mississippi preteen is [...] 

Respected s .. r eon Dr Ben Carson has 
raised m  [ ons to r Jn for president 

In a speech that brought the CPAC crowd to its feet, former Johns Hopkins pediatric neurosurgeon 

Ben Carson decried the Obama administration and vowed to continue the sharped-tongued 

rhetoric that has made him betoved in conservative circtes and hated in liberal ones. "1 wit[ 

continue to defy the PC [potitical correctness] police who have tried, [...] 

~e~d 

Aretha Franktin says she forgives President Barack Obama for misspetting her famous 

song, "Respect." But the media hasn’t been so forgiving. The twitterverse and the rest of the 

world noted the president’s mistake, when he acddenta[ty spe[ted the song, "R-S-P-E-C-T" during 

an appearance by Franktin. The event was a "Women of Sour" gathering hosted by [...] 

March 11, 2014N,’. Cor~!ine~t~eaq ~,*,.~re 

By Barry Burch Jr. Sometimes when you want something atl you have to do is just ask. And when it 

comes to Oprah, apparently you can just ask her on Twitter. A woman in Attanta was ecstatic to 

discover this to be true. She [iterat[y asked the media mogul for ctothes out of her ctoset [...] 



Dr. Witmer J. Leon, III "You 8o into these sma[[ towns in Pennsylvania and, like a lot of stoat[ towns 

in the Midwest, the jobs have been 8one_. 

Rubir~ .~Hu~’dcane}. Carteh boxer o~ezTed 

Prostate cancer has been his touBhest foe, but the Hurricane refuses to 8o down for the count. 

Rubin (Hurricane) Carter, whose professionat boxin8 career was cut short by a wronBfut murder 

conviction, is fiBhtin8 a terminal illness that has reduced the former middteweiBht to just 90 

pounds. "1 t’s hard to look at him like this," [_.] 

A new study on the risks of HIV transmission between partners - where one is HIV neBative and 

the other is HIV positive but has the virus suppressed with antiretrovirai therapy - is providin£ 

8timpses of 8ood news. A team of researchers from institutions inctudin£ University Co[teBe London, 

the University of CopenhaBen and the University [...] 

~e~d ~4eie 

Reported by Rio Last week, media outlets buzzed about the release of Baton Rouse, LA rapper 

Boosie. After spendin8 four years of his tile in prison on... 

~4an Gets t 8 ~onths in Prison fo~" 9okin~:.L 
Holes In Condom 

Gets iB Menti~s i!~ F’~isen fo~ Pekin’,: Holes 

Posted on March 10, 2014 By ~fJ?)?~3! L~’+zrence Top 5% Top Stories. 

Reported by Bahiya Lawrence, Esq. A Canadian man received an 18 month prison sentence after 

bein8 found 8uitty for s~xuat[y assauttin8 his sir[friend. Since the sentencin8 in 2011, he has been 

appeat~n8 the tower court’s derision. However, recentty the Canadian Supreme Court concluded 

that the man’s actions of p~erdn8 condoms w~th a p~n before enBa£in8 [_.] 



Mh-~r-~es®t~ Lawmaker: Street CHine Would ................................................................................................................................................................................. 

b re~ k’in~b rown~ corn 

A Minnesota state [awmaker is under fire after making what some deem as a racist tweet about 

NBA prayers. ~Let’s be honest, 70% of teams in NBA coutd... 

March 11, 2014 / / ~ead More 

Antonio Cromartie~_ the man with 12 kids 
!Zk! 8 women~ o~ets drouth!: the Jets 
Antonio Cromartie is not just known for being a great prayer, he is atso known for being quite 

fertite. Cromartie has fathered 12 children by 8 women alL.. 

BlackLifeCo~:~.~chesonet: I----’~ow To Live A 
Life It--/5 SteI~_~ 

March 10, 2014 

By Penny Jones-Richardson Do ’ ou ever look at the lives of other people and wonder why they seem 

to be happy aK the time? Do you wonder if they have a secret to happiness that they haven’t 

shared with anyone else? In the past I’ve wondered the same things. I can remember having 

friends that always seemed to have it together .... r<ead M~;re , 

Teachers 

By Andrew Scot Bolsinger The demand for teachers remains high, but according to U.S. 
Department... 
March 10, 2014 / l~o Comment / Read Mo~e 

What Sin~,~le Mothers Need To Know About 
Income Suppot’t For" Their Families 

March 9, 2014 

By Jackie Whitehead Women have the tendency to look after everyone else but themselves. We 

care for our communities, our churches, our children, our co-workers, even the famity pet more 

than ourselves. There are three piKars of security that every woman needs for a strong financia~ 

rife for her and her ramify. Those three piltars are: health insurance, rife insurance, ... P’~ad Mo:e 

Them Walk Three Miles 

By Da\4d Btoodsaw A western Pennsylvania bus driver wit[ be charged with child endangerment for... 

March 10, 2014 / N~ Coi:’~meht / R’~d Mo:e 

It is T~me To T~ke Control. of our Chfldren*s 



By Moya Ojarigi I woutd say as a parent the most exhilarating time after watching your child take 

their first step is watching them read their first book! It opens the door to this whore other wortd 

of possibility, hope, and prosperity. They can have conversations with you. They can read to you 

at bed [...] 

By: Krystte Crossman Cortege courses can be demanding, time-consuming, and very hard. Most 

students wilt study as much as they can, do a[t of the required work and show up for every class. 

Other students however have found that it is easier for them to hack into the professor’s 

computer system and change their grades [...] 

Popular Posts 

* Why_ F4o~e Co [eqe Student~ are Havh~&’=Ba~:k-dooY~ Sex 

boyce wal:kins I 23f qi;eeris way I camillus, ny 13031 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, March 1 l, 2014 3:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

How Do Workers Waste Company Time? 

Wasteful Workers: Time Lost in the Office 

How Much Time Do Your Employees 
..... Waste? 

It’s no secret that we all occasionally waste 

time at the effice, but exactly hew much 

time is wasted, and who are tile biggest 

offenders? 

A recent study asked these questions and 

more to reveal tile biggest time-wasters at 

work, De you agree with their findings? 

69% of U,$, workers admit to wasting 

time at work on a daily basis 

11% say they waste "several hours" a 

day while on the clock 

Check out the previous articles: 

Male vs 

...... Female 

Leaders 

Top ~0 
...... Business 

Movies 

% A Lookatthe 
..... Minimum 

Wage Debate 

ir~deper~dettce: 

The Frediance 

=.ipc..’stas if yo~.; wish to uasubscribe, w< provic..’< e safiil 9s lir=k st tiw" bot:ols of tlsis p~_~e; of send =.is a~= 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 6:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: Career Intimnation lost in hour of Daylight Savings 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http:flwww.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and login: 

http :i/www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http :!/www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 8:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 axticles) 

Charles Blow 

The men are sni~g, saying dete~Nves imprope~dy conducted identJficaticms, 

coerced Nlse statemenks from Mknesses and hid evidence in khe ~995 killings. 

FOLLOW US: Faceboi;k i ~@NYTimes 

Get unlimited ~ccess to NYTimes.com and our ~pps. S~.~bselribe >} 

~ A ccess The New York Times from snywhere with our suite of apps: 

A~droid I iRadCb I iPhoneCb i 

About This Email 

This is an au,’_e~T~a~ed email Please cio not reply directly ~o ins email fro~T~ N~(q-i~T!es com. As a ~T~ember of 

the rRUSTe privacy progBm, we are commit[ed to protecting your prwacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vfime s.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 9:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureeu Dowd (1 articles) 

Maureen Dowd C.c, mpii~d: ~areh 11, 2014. 09:09:11 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Tl~e Spies W]~o D~dn’t Low~ Her 

[)iN blows the whistle on C~ntra] Intelligence arrogm~ce, 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to t~is email tram NYlimes com. As a member of 

the YRUSTe privacy progBm, we are commi~:ed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Emal ~ Privacy Policy I Contac’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 7:36 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Burlington Outlet owner Jim Amhow fights tbreclosure auction 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, dick here 

MARCH 12, 2014 - Business news essential to RaieigWs leaders. 

......................................................... Budin~qton Out~et owner Jim Anthony ~pects to file 
Chapter 1~ to stall foreclosure auction 
Jim Anthony, owner of the sprawling Burlington Outlet Village shopping center in 

Burlington, s~ys he will ~ikely be fiiing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection for the 

prope~y "very soon" to st~ve of .. 

D scuss .................. 

Durham o~cials approve plan for affordable housing along 
transit line 
Durham city and county offioiais voted Tuesday on a plan to require at least i5 

pe[cen~ o[ heusing between each t[ansit step in Durham County along ~he new 

Durham-Orange transit line [o be affordable. 

UNC saves $23.5M in energy costs thanks to NCSU-trained 

engineer 
The effer~s of a rr, lechank:al engineer traineci at N C. State University have helped 

UNC--Chapei Hill save mere than $23 million in energy costs since 2009 

Raleigh’s World Beer Festival announces brewery ~ineup 
Just in time for spring, the World Beer Festiw~l in Raieigh has reieased iis lineup o~ 

Discuss 

Ashton Woods breaks ground on high-end community!~ 

~i~i~N __C__a___r_y 

Central Carolina Hospital taps former Chatham hospital 
exec as CEO 

Acquisition gives Clinipace access to emerging markets 

Durham’s Ponysaurus brewery to sell bottled and tap beer 
at Sam’s Quik Shop 

Wells Fargo launching into brand journalism w~th ’Wells 
Fargo Stories’ 

R’s Funny or Die for Obamacare as HeaRhCare.qov 
enrollment deadline nears 



Cance~ EmaH Subscription 

bisioumsls c(istomes seP,,ice, bisioumsls I~:0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, NoRh Carolina 2820~:. 

2014 American City Business Jourr~sis, iac and its licenso=’s All dgi]ts i~esel°,ied H-~e material on this sits may aot be 

~eproduced, distdbLited ti.snsl;~i~ed cached or otheP,~,,’ise used except ,;~’i[il the prio[ ’~’~H~cen pem;issior[ of bizioslmals 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Updates <~MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 12:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Markeling training in your pocket 

MarketingProfs on your smartphone--free app! 

Trouble viewing this email? Web I 

Copyright (© 2000-2014 MarketingProfs, LLC All Rights Reserved 

Te:ms under which this service is provided to you 

We protect your privacy. All Iogos and names are the copyrights of the respective owners. 

~.,’.-E’~3~ your mail preferences I !:.~!~2!9L~: this message to a friend 

If you prefer to no longer receive MarketingProfs’ Product Announcements, you can i~’.v ~ ~i~i,~ li~. 

MarketingProfs, LLC 1419 N. Larchmont Blvd. #295 I Los Angeles, CA 90004 I (866) 557-9625 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 12:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Video Voyeur Sentenced i Peeing iu Public Pools i Arena Sa£ety Net Injures Fans 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Parks Employee Gets 10 Years for Voyeur Videos 
A tbrmer Boca Raton Parks aud Recreation worker was sentenced to 10 years in 

pri~n and another five years on sex olt~nder probatiou tbr using ... 

Mayor on Vote Allowin~ Guns in Rec Centers: ’Disgraceful’ 
"Disgraceful." That’s how Charleston Mayor Danuy Jones characterized the 

passage of a bill allowing conceg~ed firearms iuto city recreation ... 

Peeing in Public Pools Common and Harmful, Sa’~’ Studies 
It might not come as a huge shock, but now there’s actua]ly proof to back it up: 

peeing in the pool is hmrnful to swimmers’ ... 

Safety Net Pole That Iuiured Bruins Fans Not Inspected 
’][’he safety, net pole that s~vung down mid injured two M~ne women after a Boslon 

Bmius game last week is considered a piece of equipmeut that is ... 

NHL Medic~1 Guideliues Credited in t everle’~" Response 
The NHL has strict guidelines that state team physicians hm~e to be av~Alable in 



close proximity, (within 50 tbet) of the players’ bench .... 

Tribe PraJ~ses MaJme Schools’ Eftbrts to Change Nicknames 
A ti~ur-yeax push to end the use of school nicknames such as Indians, Redskins 

and Warriors in Maine has led to multiple name changes .... 

UNM Cup-Thrower Sorry. Will ’Cheer Loudly from Home’ 
The University, of New Mexico Lobo fan who threw a cup at a San Diego State 

player after a Feb. 22 game in the Pit said in a statement to the ... 

Stadium Reno’s Costs, Delays Blamed on UH Oversight 
Mired in controversy, delays and cost overruns, the latest estimate is $3 million 

above the project’s planned $13.7 million budget and is still at least ... 

Ci~, Commits $12M in Reserve Funds to New HS Gym 

’][’he money will not be taken out in a lump sutn, but even drawing the tnoney over a 

two-yeast period will be catastrophic to the reserve fund, says ... 

Donations~ Fees to Fund $25M VCU Basketball Facility, 
Virginia Commonwealth University announced plans to build a $25 million 

basketball practice facility that Rams men’s coach Sha£a Smart ... 

More State Help Sought in Florida Spring Ballpark Efibrt 
Palm Beach Count?, commissioners Tuesday said they’ll need more help from s~ate 

legislators before they can build a two-tean~ baseba]l stadium ... 

Legislation Seeks to Revive In-State Basketball Rivalry2 
State law would make the Huskies play the Zags in basketbell eve~y year under a 

proposal introduced Tuesday by a Spokane senator .... 

Former Golf Course Welcomes ’21 st-Century’ t la’~’ground 

The sprawling, 6,000-square-foot facili~ just below what used to be the 12th 

green on the now defunct Country-side Golf Course has all the ... 

Two-Sport Stars Passing on Football in Fm~or of MLB 
Greater knowledge has emerged in recent years about the health elt~cts of an NFL 

career including the specter of a massive lawsuit brought ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

AED Saves t laver in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game t ostponed 

Dallas Rich ][ everley collapsed on the bench Monday night after sufI~ring from a 

"caxdiac event." Thanks to an AED, he was able to regain conseiousness. 

New Reader Comments: 

AED Saves t layer in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game t ostponed 
Interesting fun fact to know and tell is the guy who invented the AED was saved by 

one. 

High School’s Athletics Face 25 Percent Budget Cut 
It is am~ing how much we spend on professional and college sports venues 

($Billions) and then you hear about cutbacks to youth sports. 

AED Saves Pla~’er in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game Postponed 
There axe definitely improvements to be made, but the good news is that tno~e and 

more places are adding AEDs. We’ve had several stories in just ... 



AED Saves Player in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game Postponed 
A hallway is perfect but better than locked up in an office. There ave some states 

that have an app to help located AED’s in buildings. As you may 

Ontdoor Rinks Disappsaring from the ’State of Hockey’ 
I live in suburban Minneapolis and when the weather is nice (tbr winter) I am 

always surprised how few people are outside skating at the ... 

AED StaTes Player in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game Postponed 
Good poin~ David. I’ve seen rn~y high schools where the AED is in the hallway or 

the entryway, not the gym itsel£ 

MentaJ He~Jth Focus of Youth Sports SafeW Summit 
Mental health is a huge issue across the board for the whole population. As an 

unfod:unate reminder the VA Tech shooter also attended Fairfax ... 

Blog: Evew Athlete Deserves a Certified Athletic Trainer 
Another issue is players playing injured which only can cause more problems. I 
watched the MN state high school hockey championships on ... 

AED Saves Player in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game Postponed 
External &fibrillators (AED’s) ave pre~" common at spo~ts ve~mes including ice 

ri~s these days. Unfortunately many of them me in lobby’s or... 

Iii’~ Fo,ward to a friend ] 

::.~ Facebook ~ 

I ~ Ath,etioB~si .... Conf ..... &ExpoI 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 

i~i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

Manc=~!e Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to fi.ltu=e emsiis ot this type == Forward to a Coiiea~!i~e 

Piesse ei:~ail List: at lisa~,athleticbusiness corn witir questions sboi)t you= account 

Thk~ email was :~ent to dstro@unc.edu by: 
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2~ E Mi#lin St, Ste 910. Msdisoq Wi 53i03 

2=.313 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JeffGibbons <j gibbons@tx~bcats.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 6:09 PM 

Jeff Gibbons <j gibbons@bobcats.corn> 

College Sports PR aM Communication Symposium 

Good evening, 

I wanted to reach out to you and extend a special offer that we have for all Communication, Journalism, and Public Relations students and teachers. This event is 

not limited to these major’s, but is open to any student that would be interested in attending. We encourage as much participation as possible. Please pass this 

along to the correct contact so that it can be sent out to all of the students and teachers that would be interested in attending. If you could please let me know 

when the offer is sent out, so that I can make sure the link is working properly and be prepared for an influx in phone calls. 
Charlotte Bobcats Please add events@twca--email.com to your address book, Learn how, 

You Are ~nvited rroubie viewing th~s emaii’? View in browser. 

Description: Charlotte Bobcats 

[~ Description: Bobcats 

Don’t miss the inaugural Collegiate Sports Public Relations and Communications Symposium with 
a special guest panel from the Charlotte Bobcats. Learn from an N BA franchise perspective about 
the various areas of Public Relations, Broadcasting, Social Media and re-branding as the team 
gets ready to enter next season as the Charlotte Hornets. The collegiate Collegiate Sports PR 
and Communications Symposium is a must attend for any college Broadcasting, Public Relations, 
Communications or Journalism major, regardless of career industry aspirations. 

$20 Tickets: l~c~udes Symposium and Bobcats Game 

Use Special Offer Code: BUZZ 

::.~.i Description: Bobcats 



Check in: 2:45 to 3;t5 p,m. (Please arrive promptly at TWCA during this t~me) 
$ymposk~m: 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. (30 minute panel disscussion, 30 minute Q&A) 
Bobcats vs. Rockets: 7:00 p.m. (Doors open at 6:00 p.m.) 
Students wJl~ exit the Arenm at 4:30 p.m. and ale encouraged to visit ~oca~ restau[ants and shops. 
T~ckets for tMs exc~LlsJve event ~re just $20* and are open to college students of any major. The 
$20 dcket cost ~ncludes both the Symposium AND the game that nighfi To purchase dckets, 
please cl~ck the ~Jnk below and enter the Speciai Offer Code: BUZZ. We hope to see you there~ 
Order e~r~y~ Space for Collegiate Sympos&~m w~l~ be I~m~ted to the first 500 students to reg~ste[~ ~f 
you are re#isteHng multiple people at one time, we will reach out to #et the other names of the 
members of your par~. 

Purchase T ck  ts 
For more information, please contact Jeff Gibbons at 704.688.9044 or jgibbons@bobcats.com 
*There is a $5 pez order fee, you can order as a grou~ of friends to keep costs contained. 

.~:i Description: TougherFasterStronger 

GET HELP Ert~A]L SETTINGS 

Subscribe- 

ASSESTS T~CK~TS 

Groups 

[h~s email was sent by: Bobcats Sports & Entertainr~ent 

333 E Trade Street Charlotte, NC 28202 Time Warner Csbie Arena is a trademark of Time Warner inc used under license. 

AccouRt Executive, (Stoup Sa~es 

BOBCA% ~ ~:.PO~T’.> & ?.NTt-~TAH~JMt-.NT 
~B~ East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704.~88~9044 
E 704.588.87~5 
iR~bbons@bobcats,com 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 8:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 axticles) 

Charles Blow Cc, I:’,f.:ii~d: Naroh 12, 2014, 08:09:4,0 

Op-Ed Columnist 

B~ssy :Pan t,s 

Too many children are born to single mothers, but in stead of addressing the 

issue from a policy perspective some hat~) on pop cuIhm" and blame Beyo~c(~. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 7:26 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Raleiglfs in one of nation’s 12 ’regional powerhouses ddviug the U.S. economy’ 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

MARCH 13, 2014 - Business news essential to RaieigWs leaders. 

Raleigh’s in one of nation’s 12 ’recj~gn~ powerhouses 
driving the U,S. economy’ 
Raleigh is inotu~ in o~ of th~ o~tioo’s 12 "r~giooal powerhouses driving the 

U3. economy," according to a repoR released Wednesday by The Atlantic Cities. 

Alphanumeric hosts Raleigh job fair to fill ~00 open 
positions 
~leigh iT st~ffing firm Abhanumedc ~ystems i~ Mring - an~ f~st 

Discuss .................. 

Raleigh investment firm ups stake in Honq Kon~-based 
UTSI 
Raleigh--b;~sed inves[merfi ~hm Sh;~h Capih~l has purchased 2 miIHon sh;~res o~ 

UT8h~rcom, ;~ 9iebai telecommunk;afions infras[ructure previder based in Hong 

Kong 

Discuss 

~nto~ ............ Regado shareholders to sell off stock 
Early sharehok~:e!s o~ Duke spinout Regado BioSdanc’es will sell seme ef ti~eh 

sh~res on the open rn~rkei Sale ceuid net 1hem a combined $42 miiiien 

Discuss 

~t~p~ Hill Wi!~gton firms in line for muRimillion-dollar 

Coal ash, health care among hot topics for McCrory 

Duke mathematician: Your chances of ~Mnning $1 B prize for 
perfect NCAA bracket 

Duke, UNC students to join hackathon event in Virginia 

Wrightsville Beach drawbridge construction nears 
completion 

Federal Trade Commission opens inq~i~ into Herbalife 



Contact Us 

Cance~ Email Subscription 

(c> ~:014 Ameiica~ City Business Journals i~c .snd its lice~sors. All rig~-~ts reser~’ed, li~e mstedai oq this site may not be 

reproduced, distributed, trai’~smiSed, cached oi other,^,’ise used, except with the prior ~,’,’=’i~e~’~ permissioq of bisio~imals 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

..................................................... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

offer÷d fie÷ ~o indMduaLs who meet pre-es~ablished demo£traphic criteria. 

As a special service, from time to time we would like to provide you access to information we feel will be of interest to you. If you no longer wish to receive such notifications please 

click here, 

Forward thi ....... geto a friend 



This ~pon~Ok ~ge i~ ~en~ to ~o~by rhe Chronicle ~Philanthropy on beha~o~ 

Are you just getting started in planned giving? Would you like to reenergize your planned giving 

program? This webinar is designed to cover the fundamentals of planned gifts including guidelines 

for gifts of cash, stock and real proper~. During this exciting web event, you will learn the basics of 

bequests, gift annuities, charitable remainder unitrusts and how to offer these gift opportunities to 

your donors. Speaker Kristen Schultz Jaarda will also cover valuable information on planned gi~s 

marketing, gift acceptance policies and gift administration. 

Kristen Schultz Jaarda is Executive Vice President for Crescendo Interactive, Inc. She 

specializes in charitable tax planning and online marketing for planned gi~s. She is responsible 

for client education and consultation for Crescendo’s web and software services. She is a 

nationally recognized speaker, conducts seminars nationwide and is a principal faculty member 

of GiftCollege. 

Kristen sewes as a board member for the American Council on Gift Annuities (ACGA) and as a 

member of the ACGA Rates and State Regulations Commi~ees, Editorial Advisory Board member 

for Planned Giving Today, Committee Member for the ABA Charitable Planning and Organization’s 

Group, past Legislative Chair and a board member for the Partnership for Philanthropic Planning 

of Greater Los Angeles (PPP-LA), a member of the Ventura Coun~ Planned Giving Council and a 

commi~ee member and volunteer for several California charities. She writes weekly for 

CrescendoTweet and her planned giving blog h~p:i!~.plannedgivingblog.com 

Previously, Kristen sewed as Counsel to the Assistant Secreta~ of Education in Washington, 

D.C. and was Oversight Counsel to the U.S. House Commi~ee on the Judiciary. Prior to that, she 

worked in a public affairs law practice. Kristen graduated from UCLA School of Law where she was 

Law Review Editor. She completed her Tax LL.M. with honors at Loyola School of Law. Kristen is a 

member of the California State Bar, D.C. Bar and the Maryland State Bar. 

Wednesday, ~arch 26, 2014 . 11:00 a.m. Pacific, 2:00 p.m. Eastern 

~ Register Now 

This exciting and informative webcast is sponsored by Crescendo and hosted by The Chronicle of Philanthropy. 

All content presented during the event is provided by Crescendo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info~yourblackworld.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:01 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Bill O’reilly says Beyonce creates "exploitative garbage" 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 

Network 

Now He’s Free 

By: Stephanie Alten-Gobert Imagine being on death row for 26 years knowing your innocent, but 

stiff might be executed. Since August of 1988, Gtenn Ford has sat on death row waiting to be set 

free or executed. On Tuesday afternoon, Ford, 64 watked out of prison at Angola in Louisiana a 

free man. A judge [...] 

Boondocks Creator Aaron McGruder is 

By David Btoodsaw Exciting news for Aaron McGruder fans; not only wi[[ The Boondocks return for 

another season, but Adult Swim gave the green Fight on another project from the controversial and 

funny producer reports the entertainment website Shadow and Act. The live-action scripted 

comedy, tried Black Jesus wi[[ debut later this year. Jesus wilt [...] 

Out 

I t’s old news that Nit O’Reilty isn’t a fan of hip-hop, but as it turns out he’s not a fan of Beyonc~ 

either. At issue is Beyonc6’s most recent album, which has raunchy songs, accompanied by even 

raunchier videos. During a discussion on Monday with Russell Simmons, O’Reit[y shredded the idea 

that Beyonc6 is somehow [...] 

March 13, 201414o Cor~!nlent~eaci ~,*,.~re 

i i~i ~Nili~e3 ~t C:oileee Be.nned F~om D~ve:s~t,~ H:~o~’ Hou¢ 

Whites at �ollege Banr-~ed From 
Dive r sit ~ Hg_ ~HAp~zy.. Hour’ 

Administrators at South Puget Sound Community Cortege in Washington are now apotogizing after a 

group of emptoyees banned white peopte from attending a diversity happy hour. Since the... 

March 13, 2014 / / 

By Andrew Scot Botsinger Police arrested cosmetologist Tamira MoNey of Wood Bridge, N.J. on 

Monday stemming from a faired cosmetic surgery MoNey performed on Tamara Btaine in 2013 that 

ted to Btaine’s death from a seizure. Blaine paid MoNey to perform a tilt of the buttocks in the 

Liberty Inn Hotel in Manhattan. During the [...] 

How A Tar~et Photoshop Ruined A 



By Andrew Scot Botsinger Most photoshop work on is designed to make them look flawtess, a 

practice that is increasingty coming unto pubtic scrutiny and backtash for perpetuating unreatistic 

and unattainabte standards of "beauty." But Target recentty unwittingty joined the debate for 

something at[-together different. The retait giant’s attempt to thin down the thighs of [...] 

Bb-:~ck Man SaHib_ Past Life ~-:~s a Woman Makes 
Him A~;~preciate Feminism 

Reported by Ashtey Naptes One of the primary chat[enges of the ongoing gender war is that neither 

gender is abte to empathize with the other’s point-of-view. It’s hard for a man to empathize with 

women about the pain and prevalence of sexuat harassment - even if they are 100 percent against 

harassment - because they’ve [...] 

March 12, 2014Ho ComnlentRead More 

5 Fun Facts You Didn’t Know About the 
Movie 

by Maria Lloyd If you were to survey a diverse group of Black men and women between the ages of 

21-54 about their awareness of John Singteton’s firm titled "Baby Boy," I’m wit[ing to bet at teast 80 

percent of the survey participants wiK say they have at teast heard of the firm at some point [...] 

[~iI This 33-y ..... Id Republican beauty q ......... ts to be th .... t Balack Obama / 
J 

This 33--year old Republican beaut[~L~].ueen 
wants to be the next Bal°ack Obama 

By Liku Zelteke History seems to be repeating itsetf in Chicago, the city that gave us President 

Barack Obama. Just tike him, there is a Harvard tawyer that... 

March 13, 2014 / / Read More 

workouts 

by Dr. Boyce WatMns A total of 13 University of Iowa footbatt players ended up in the hospitat after 

a series of heavy duty workouts that [eft their... 

March 13, 2014 / / ~ea.’i More 

~}!: T~-:~x G~_[}!: Had Permiss~on To Sc~’ew Me 
Over--- PART I .......................................................... 

March 12, 2014 

By Dominique’ N. Reese It’s that infamous time of the year again, tax season. Some of us welcome 

it, for the a~mighty refunds, we so eagerly await to receive, while others, dread it, for they know 

they wiK owe. No matter which side you seem to fail on, we aK have to be more diligent about 

learning more about taxes. For ... Read More ,> 

You’~[ never" believe what this orqanizatJon 
did to hi~2ht siaveo! 



By Liku Zet[eke March 8th, is International Women’s Day, a day that is cerebrated wortdwide. 

Gtobatty, conferences, meetings, commemoration for notable women and awareness programs are 

the normaL.. 

March 12, 2014Na Eommem.Read Mole 

CBS ~nvesti~ative Reporte[" Resi}~.0ns from 
CBS~i~ liberal bias of the network 

i ~ CB8 frc.~ ¢:S:’- liberal bias ol the n,--.~c.ri ~ Repor~e~ 

CBS investigative reporter Shary[ A[[kisson on Aonday announced her derision [o resign from the 

network before the end of her contract Accordin8 [o Politico, ALLkisson had "grown frustrated... 

l ~,:~ G:-s ndf~t her K~8. J ~3y %’o ........ %’~,o P:-e,~ed Oh H h. ~,t Ws bm~=~I 

On Him At Wab-,mart 

by Barry Burch Jr A grandfather in Coden, Alabama, has been murdered and the two women being 

herd responsibte coutd be facing the death penatty. Both of the women were arrested and charged 

with fetony murder in connection with the robbery and shooting. Saraya Atkins (pictured felt) and 

Kymber[i Lindsay (pictured right) were arrested a [ittte after [...] 

Columbine 

After Dadon Marcus Aguitar, 19, walked into a Maryland skate shop in the mat[ and took the rives of 

two emptoyee% no one had any idea of what... 

March 13, 2014 / / Read 

Wou~d You Share Your Husband W~th Four 
Other **W{ves"? These Women Do 

By: Krystte Crossman TLC has debuted a new show catted "My Five Wives". It is about a polygamist 

ramify in Utah. The man that is the center of the marriages... 

How Parents Teach The{r Kids To Become 
L:iars 

By: Kryst[e Crossman When you catch your child tying and want to force them to te[[ the truth you 

te[[ them to took you in the eye and say what... 

Save My_. MarriageZ 

March 11, 2014 

amb~J,s;1 

In a recent "Ask the Expert" segment with relationship and marriage coach Martez Layton, 

Towanna Freeman presented a viewer’s question regarding a new husband’s lack of motivation: "1 

earn more money than my husband, and I feel resentful towards him. We are both in our 40s, and 

when we married, I betieved in him and at[ his efforts to better ... ~Zead £~,ore ,~ 

f hompsoi: ~: .......... SNL Might Hsve A L%b,~ On T~,e 1,’~,~i 



By Andrew Scot Bolsinser Saturday Nisht Live’s Kenan Thompson and his wife Christina Evanseiine 

are expectin8 their first child, a daushter due to arrive in June, accordin8 to... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WhalCounts <maxketing@whatcounts.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Emml Maxketing Es~ntiaJs: Testing, Tracking, and List-Building 

maiq,;~tir~g upd~3tes, inciudiq9 57 Tips for Growin~q Your Email List! 

WhatCounts 

Weekly 

Spirit Airlines’ edgb, email - good or bad? Kids are 

tomorrow’s marketing audience Learn from 

their behavior now! 

Go [d£~y wit~ Emai~, ~t 



I ~iI Come to 

theWe Love Email Innovation Tour! 

Join us at 

LeadsCon March 25-26 

ii~iI Come to 

Ohicago for the We Love 

Email Innovation Tour! 

LeadsCon We Love 
~nnovation 

i i ~i WhatCounts Weekly                                    "~ .......... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Breut <~Brent Lane@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~; 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 11:40 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fw: Edward Lane- Complimentary Pass - March 27th CIO Forum in Bostou 

Hi Deborah. I thought you might be interested in a March 27 meeting of Chief Info Officers in Boston that features the VP of Technology of the 
Celtics. I am not attending but it might be an opportunity you could utilize. 

Its a pricey event but I have access to complimentary tix. There are direct flights early and late afternoon from RDU so it could be a single day trip 
for you, Let me know if you might be interested and I’ll hook you up. I can help with the costs if the short notice is a problem. 

Brent Lane 
UNC Kenan Institute 
Campus Box 3440 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 
919.962.8871 office 

mobile 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Liz Parsons <cioboston@argyleannouncements.com> 
To: brent_lane@unc.edu 
Sent: Thu, Mar 13, 2014 10:06:45 EDT 
Subject: RE: Edward Lane- Complimentary Pass - March 27th CIO Forum in Boston 

Edward, 

I just wanted to check in about the below invitation to our March 27th CIO Forum in Boston. We have 5 complimentary passes remaining, so please let me know by the end of 

the week if you or a colleague would like to request a seat. 

As a reminder, this forum features the VP of Technology of the Boston Celtics, CIO of Reader’s Digest, and many others. Please find a full list here. 

Best, 

Liz 

Liz Parsons 

CIO Community 

Argyle Executive Forum 

P-646-839-0112 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Liz Parsons [mailto: cioboston@arflyleannouncements.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, March 5, 2014 9:31 AM 

To: brent_lane@unc.edu 

Subject: Edward Lane- Complimentary Pass - March 27th CIO Forum in Boston 

voh~tile economy technology ~eaders have a 
Event Dav~ 

mique opportunity to provide real business value 

¯ ¯ g:ooa m=6:ooI. m 

.... Participation 

Argyle Executive Fel’~m, is bringing together Meetin~ 

- ~ r ~ S~ .... ~ , , c Ovierview ...................................................................................................................................... leading (I)s..A~ )s, £’h)s~ ; [ s. ] F, Fechmfiog~/M L~ ........... : ..................................................................................................................................... 

di ........ best pt’aeti ........ d i ......... tire ~eehuolo~y Speakers 

stt’ategies at the 2o14 Chief Inf ..... tion Officer Noininate 

Colleague 
Leadership F ..... (Boston), taking p] ..... March 

Nonfinate a 

:-7, 2 "4 in ~o t ..... MA, Speaker 

Argyle ,] ....... 1 



invDa~:io~o For an)’ q~testions, please eontai:t 1.{7 

Parsons at LParsons@argyleforum.eom. 

Chief Infom~ation Ot’{~cers as a Change 

Agent 

Cloud Computing: ~D’ansformation of IT 

New i~novations i~ ~{obite Teehno]og)’ and 

Contim*ed EvoIution 

Social from a Chief Information Officer 

Pet’s peetis e 

Please click here for a ft~I! agend;~. 

Pat’tieipation is reserved for i;xei;utis es that meet 

the [’ollowing criteri;< 

~ vP Leve[ or higher informafio~ technology 

execuLives, as ~ell as select direct reports, 

from companies with at least $*b m annual 

~ Chief Inform;~tion O8~ieers (or eqaiv~Ien~), 

as well as select direct reports, from 

companies with at ]east $*oomm in a~mta[ 

¯ -Chief In{’ormatio~ Of[leer, Aget’o 

-Director of Information ’Fechtm[ogy, Ametek 

-CIO. Atlas Air Worldwide Holdings 

¯ -Chief In[’ormation O{fieer, Bain CapRa[ 

-Director of Technology, Conde Na~t 

-SVP and CIO, ’Ihe Savings Bank Life Insurance 

Company 0[’ Massachusetts 

-Chief Architect, hfformation Systems, gond and 

Finaneial Pt’oduets, The Travelers Companies 

-SVP & Chief Technology Offieer,Woodard & C~trr;m 

-Chief Technology Officer. Rue La La 

-Vice President Information Teehno[ogy, Roehe 

gros Supermarkets Company 

-VP rr, North ~neriean Stores & O~hne and Expert 

Centers, Staples 

-CIO & VP, Apphe~tion Services, Stanley Black & 

Decker 

-Associate Director, IT Business Partner Global 

SuppIy Chain, Shire Pharm~ceu[iea[s 

-IT Director, Sanofi 

-VP, In{’ormation Security O~{ieer, State Street 

Global Advisors 

-Chief IT Architect, Santander Bank 

-CI0 -- McLean Hospital. Partners Hea[thCare 

System 



¯ -Chief I~[’ot’mation O~[’ieer, Senior Whole Health 

-St. Director, Global ]tfformation Tee]mo]ogy 

Services, Skil[Soff 

¯ -Vice Preside~t, I~[’ormation See~rity Manager’, 

RBS Citizena 

-VP~ Investor "technology Services, State Street 

-SVP and IT Director. Commercial Banking~ 

Saint al~der Ba~k 

-Vice President & CIO, ~i ravelers ]nsm’anee 

-Vice President & CIO,VCE Company LLC 

-Senior Vice Preside~at. Technology,Vona ge 

Holdi~gs Corporation 

-Director of Information Technology, Waters 

Corporation 

-VP of ITiFieket Network 

Confirmed Speakers incl.*de, b~t 

not l~m~ted 

~ http://9 
...... 9gleforum.c 

om/rs/a rgyl day Wessland 
eexecutivef Wee President of Teeh~ologv 
orum/imag . 
es/b6ce57 

Boston Ce~ttes 

55blffe256 

£ http://g .... 
gyleforum.c 
om/rs/argyl D aw]l-~Iarie 
eexecutlvef 

,. " Head o{’ Global Information SeeurR3 
orum¢~ma~ 
es/78~cc6    Urba~ Out{~tters I~e. 
160elb7d5 

http://g .... 
....... gyleforum.c 

om/rs/argyl Rob Hi[k~rd 
eexecut~vef Vice Preside~L C}~ief Technology Officer 

;;~2~i1 Reader’s Digest 

liard.jp~ 

http://g .... 
....... gyleforum.c 

om/rs/argyl deffrev 
eexecutlvef Chief Information )filter 
orumkmag " The ~:[ E NTO ~ N etwork 
es/de05cc 
3db68822a 

http://g .... 
gyleforum.c 
om/rs/argyl Brook Colangelo 
eexecutivef Sellior Vice President and Chief Information Officer 
orumkmag " Ho~ghton Miftlm Hm’court Publishing Companv 
es/0d2el 1 
88d7d7~b 

http://g .... 
....... gyleforum.c 

om/rs/argyl Bruce 
eexecutivef Sellior Vice Presiden[ ~nd Chic[~ ~nformatio~a Officer 
orum/imag Lahe)’ Health 
es/87a958 " 

df73f0452b 

[~ http://go.a r 
...... gyleforum.c 

om/rs/argyl Edward Hanapo]e 
eexecutivef (}hie[ Information Officer 
orum/imag Kaplan 
es/Edward 

Hanapole. 

http://go.a r 
gyleforum.o 
om/rs/argyl ~a~ts Neier 
eexecutivef Chief I~formatio~ Officer ~erieas 
orum/imag Sehind[er Elevator Corporatio~ 
es/Klaus 
Meier.j~ 



To manage your email subscription settings click here. 





From: ~livea~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 12:04 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: RE: - lonl 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Hope your Spring Break is well. Just wanted to give you an update this week like we discussed. 

No luck with          passed a message down saying that all of their volunteer and help spots has been filled by people who have helped or attended 
the Sports Conference in the past. He did say that I should somehow come to the conference, meet him and , and there might be an opportunity for 
me next year. 

I have explored the entirewebsite for the                         . I now know it inside and out Iol. I am now in the process of researching all of the 
people, companies, and partners that are attending so that I know who to connect with come May. Let me know if there’s anything that I can assist with. 

I have a phone interview with next week (thanks to the help of 

week from and the passed my info and resume to 
agreed to mentor me in pursuit of my career goals so I hope to learn a lot from him. 

), and I have also received interview requests this 

. Upon my request,       has also 

Thanks again for the eye-opening, progressive 1-on-1 meeting! The days of being tentative are over. It’s time for me to be resourceful, purposeful, and 

direct! Have a great rest of the break, see you next Tuesday in class. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 12:12 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: - lonl 

Hi    Right after class... 

Dr, Stroman 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 6:37 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject:    - lonl 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope your day has been well. Sorry for the delay. If possible, I would like to meet for a few moments before Spring Break begins. I am in need of a little 
direction and advice. Before or after class may be possible tomorrow or at a time that may work for you on Friday as well. Please let me know, thanks! 



FYom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ann Handley, MarketingProfs <IVlarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 1:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Marketing Writing Bootcamp 2014 -- Early Bird Pricing 

A special Early Bird offer for Marketing Writing Bootcamp: 

[ii~:,.’#..~%~;~. when you register using code EARLYBOOT14! 

Trouble viewing this email? 

Dear Deborah, 

Can you believe it’s that time of year again? 

2014’s ~’#.#.~:~#2~i.~?~L}4~!~’.i$.i.~:~L~#£-~’~A~[~:~t is right around the corner, and I’m especially 

excited about our new course. I’m in the home stretch of writing my as-yet-unnamed 

second book, which focuses on great writing as the backbone of great content. So this 

year’s course is particularly meaningful to me. 

As marketers, you and I both know that words are the currency of the web: the secret 

to getting our emails opened, our pages viewed, and our posts shared is inspired, 

reader-centric writing. 

That’s why #~.~::~g[~.i.~:~.}..~}{~:.i$.i.~:~.~..~#.~’..~:~A~:~?t~...°.~.{~ covers a broad spectrum of writing 

topics. We’re offering 16 new classes to develop your writing muscles from puny to 

brawny. We’ll lead you step-by-step through lessons that will turn you into a lean and 

powerful marketing writing machine. 

You’ll learn how to: 

¯ Create a memorable and distinct brand voice 

¯ Master writing style, techniques, and processes 

¯ Write for longer B2B sales cycles 

¯ Turn your press releases into shareable content 

¯ Beef up your blog posts 

When you do, you’ll get these 16 classes: 

1. Communication in a Digital World 8. Video & Multimedia 13. Blog 

2. Developing Tone & Voice 9. Presentations 14. Social Media 

3. Storytelling 10. Case Studies 15. Website 



4. Style, Grammar, & Usage 

5. Writing Inspiring Copy 

6. The Long Conversion 

7. Contemporary Business Writing 

11. Public Relations 

12. E-books 

16. Email 

This is your chance to take advantage of some serious savings! After March 31, there will 

be no discounts for Marketing Writing Bootcamp. Save 55o/o (65% if you’re an MPU 

Alum!) when you ~%’,.~3i.&~ with promo code EARLYBOOT14. 

Whether you’re in direct response, corporate communications, product marketing, 

freelance services, or just get pulled into writing occasionally, I’m confident that 

#l~eti~’~                    will provide the training you need. 

See you there! 

:: Ann Handley 

:: Chief Content Officer 

:: MarketingProfs 

:: (866) 557-9625 

P.S. All marketers are writers, and every one of us needs to gain writing muscle. Please 

~~..~’.b.iA.i.~:~Xi:~A~’i.~’~.~...~!.~~t:~.~3. Your colleagues will be grateful for you not leaving them in 
the dust. And if you’ve got multiple people you’d like to enroll, save even more with our 

Copyright© 2000-2014 MarketingP~ofs, LLC All Rights Rese¢¢ed 

MarketingProfs LLC 1419 N. Larchmont Blvd. #295 I Los Angeles, CA 90004 i (866) 557-9625 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 1:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Basketball Analytics Summit 

In theory we can issue refunds, but we do need to decide what the parameters will be and how much notice they need to give us. And is there a penalty. I don’t want everyone 

canceling 5 days before. 

Another option - offer them an opportunity to let someone else go in their place. 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 10:38 PM 

To: Mary Napier <mnapier@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: FW: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Hi Mar% What do you think? 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderfu~ it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: "kfbs_kisport. con" <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 9:44 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Basketball Analytics Summit 

From-" Yudelman, Adam 
Sent; Tuesday, March 11, 2014 9:44-:46 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

To: kisport@unc.edu 
Subject; Basketball Analytics Summit 

Hello, 

I have a question regarding registration for the summit. I and several of my friends have interest in attending the event, yet the summit is occurring directly during our first two 

days of exams. Is there a way where we can register now, then receive a refund if we’re unable to reschedule our exams and they impede us from attending? 

Thanks, 

Adam Yudelman 
Wake Forest University’16 

Mathematical Economics Major 

Editor-in-Chief 

www.WFUSportsAnalytics.com 

Treasurer, Alpha Sigma Phi - Beta Mu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Elevate Yourself Internship Competllion 

Thought this would ~e something good for the Club. I don’t have much intemet right now, but I can post it when I get back! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbr~vaxded message: 

From: TPG Sports Group <wend~tpgsportsgroup.com> 

Date: at 2:00:09 PM EDT 

To: < ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Elevate Yourself Internship Competition 
Reply-To: TPG Sports Group <wend~)tpgsportsgroup.com> 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: makers within ~ae iMusu,,.v, We ~re exei~ed to add yet anoth~r 

~ o o-3oo word composition or 9o second vMeo clip in which you -wiI~ 

presont 3’otar %[evakor pitch". An eVe~.ive elevator pitch should quickly 

Cor~telius. NC 2803 ~ 

Add us to your address book 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Forese --~JohnForese@LiveNation.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 7:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Follow np t?om Sloan Stx~rts Contbrence 

Hi Deborah - Sorry for the delay but I wanted to follow up on your kind offer to have me join the Basketball Analytics Summit you are hosting in May. 

Unfortunately I can’t make it out those days so will have to skip. Good luck with the summit and please keep me in mind for next year’s event. Best -John 

~V~-’ & ~:-.,’~ 

?:: johnforese@livena~ion.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 7:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Done DeaJ: Finalizing Lenovo’s RTP expansion took rive weeks 

If you are havin,~ trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

MARCH 14, 2014 - Business news essential to RaieigWs leaders. 

Done Deal: Finalizinq Lenovo’s RTP ~pansion took five 
weeks 

~ ~v~ ~ ~te~i~ Fast That’s the ward everyone uses when taHdn9 about Lenovo’s recently signed 

Ne~pp: We’re stil~ committed to Research Trianqle Park 
~ ~r~er NetApp (Nasdaq: NTAP) officials say the announced comp~nywide layoffs won’t 

impact their commitment to Research Triangle Park 

Moore & Van Ai~en movMg Mw firm to Duke ReaRy"s 
Perimeter Three 
Moare & Van Aiien, one af ~he largest pa~ent law ~irms in the Triangle, will be 

relocating in October [o Duke Re;~l~y Corp.’s new Perimeter Three office building. 

Aberdeen f~rm part of $10 b~Rion defense contract award 
An Aberdeen tactical ge;~r supplier to the military has wan a huge contract fram the 

Defense I_.agis~ics Agency. 

Discuss 

Amazon Prime member? You~ annual fees will now be $99 ................................................................................................................................................................. 

Raleigh penny stock company completes deal involving 87 

million shares 

Raleigh gets its first ’Viflaqe Post O~ce’ and Jimi gets a 
stamp 

Tech investor Moody backs Raleiqh fashion firm 

4th of July celebration to return to Fort Braqg 

Step right up folks and get your Obamacare exemption 

~ad ~[nir~ Edition >> 

Contact Us 



Cance~ Email Subscription 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Events <IVlarkefiugProfs@e.marketingprofs.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 9:04 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Time tbr another bright idea -- Enter the 2014 Bright Bulb B2B Awards 

We’re celebrating innovation and brilliance in B2B marketing. 

Trouble viewing this email? ~(~.~ I ~[~. 

What’s the Bright Idea? You Tell Us! 
Enter the 2014 Bright Bulb B2B Awards today. 

Hey there, you brilliant B2B marketer. 

It’s that time of year again, when we honor the best B2B ideas 

from around the world. 

For what you do, ideas are essential. We know that you work hard 

all year long to come up with good ideas. Ideas that get noticed. 

Ideas that build brands. Ideas that generate more leads and 

engage customers like never before. 

But just how good is your good idea? Is it the best? Is it the 

brightest? 

[~Find out--enter the 2014 t)~a~keti~g~fL~:~J:);~ Bulb B2B    [] 

~.t4~!:d.~, recognizing the best and the brightest B2B marketers, 

agencies, brands, and campaigns. 

There are nine categories this year, honoring everything from 

best small agency to the best B2B in-house campaign, so there’s 

something for everyone. (Check out the links on the side for full 

category descriptions.) 

Finalists will be announced the first week of July. And just like last 

year, we’ll announce the winners at ,.~.,.’.~.!:!.~i~..~.i.r.!..@.~.r..~.!..s.~..~-.~..2..~.~. 

~’,,~ark~fti~% Fo~~m in October, making sure that everyone sees 

your bright ideas. 

Ready to see what your ideas are really made of? We are too! 

Entries are due May 15, 2014, so don’t delay. 

Good luck! 

Entry Deadline: May 15, 2014 

2014 Bright Bulb B2B Awards 

Submission deadline: May 15 

Submission fee: $95/entry 

[~ !.~.~I..9.L~I ~Y~..!’~.#~’~.~!:! ~#.: 

B2B Marketer of the Year 

Small Agency of the Year 

Large Agency of the Year 

B2B Brand of the Year 

Small Team In-House 
Campaign of the Year 

Large Team In-House 

Campaign of the Year 

Best B2B Creative 

Best B2B Marketing Project 

Best Newcomer Agency 

Copyright ~h 2000-2014 MarketingProfs, LLC All Rights Reserved 

i[~!~ under which this service is provided to you. 

We protect your privacy. All Iogos and names are the copyrights of the respective owners. 

S’L~e your mail preferences I Fo=~rd this message to a friend 

If you prefer to no longer receive MarketingProfs’ Event Announcements, you can ==~¢..~.~.;.!i~. 

MarketingProfs, LLC 1419 N Larchmont Blvd #295 I Los Angeles, CA 90004 I (866) 557-9625 





iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii of creating international branch campuses, and the difficulty one professor encountered when 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::    ..::. ;q 

Unveiing 
Yhe White House 91yes reporters a sneak peak at its 

final 9ainful employment proposal, but important 

delail.s should be released today. 

Scores of Prob~e~s 
the US Department of Education says a schoo~ fo~ 

hypnetists is in better financial hea~th flqan Hafvsrd 

Umversity Could there be semel~n9 wreng ’w~th the 

math? 

Negotiated Out of a Job 

nego~ialons resuH:ed ~n her losing the offer entirely 

A Pa~nersh~# Approach 
7eGether, U of M~chiganandShanghaiJiaoTongU 

run innevatiw~ joint insl:~tute. 

the Branch Ca~p~s 
~hese umverst:~es aren’~ butding in~ernal:kma~ 

Insecurity Deposit 

universities they may never at[end Are theae 

cher~ es 

programs 

N~nt~ng for a University 
A Ca/fom~a c~ty makes s pitch for a new engh~eedng 

campus at the American Council on ~ddcat~on’s 

Is a Cr~n~na~ Past Relevant? 
Some Princeton students push unwers~ty to stop 

w}th experience in the jusloe aysb~rn 

........... Pre sidie nts!FO:RUl i & ................................................................................................................................................. 



for oppesing a national d~Labase o,~ stude,~ts, wi~}ch 

proponents ssy would bdng muchmeeded 

.~O;k.K "T. ~K[~o ~V~ew a~) 

~/ aF" " - 

Arguments tlsat sl:ab~ h~her educal:~op systems consl:rs~r~ flagship un}versil:}es miss the point: publio 

Candidates r~eed a d~fferen, ao~)~oach flem what ~hey may have h~amed in gr~d~al:e school writes 

]~me and samty s3vin9 hacks 

L;~vers~ty of Ve~s 



A !)ian ~o leveFa,ge an e!)isode on ~eam-based course design 

The debate ow~F "bossy." ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

C:os[s and consequences of effoRs to ~);omob~ compk~tbn. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

T~,~ o~,,,, s~,~ u,~,.~- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

of Compliance D,-eotor and 1-i1:~e IX/Clery Act Coordiru~br ~n ~he Offkx~ of Umversi~y Complh~r,ce and h~tegdty .... 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The Board of Trustees of The City University of New YoFk (curt~’) and the Gmqduate Center Presk~ential Search 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



"why dJd ~get ~h~s? ~m$~bsctibe from th~s ~i~t u[.~date subscription preferences 

inside H~ghe=" ~d !015 18th ~]tieet NW Suite ! 100 Wash~r=gton DC 20036 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RagalL Ronda <Ronda Ragan@kenan-flagler.unc.edu;, 

Friday, March 14, 2014 10:25 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Debby - what are the 3 receipts for? -- your travel is ready to be signed. Ronda RE: STROMAN/DEBORAH L 27FEB RDU 

962-8868 or 962-8201 (kipe main number) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 i0:12 AM 
To: Ragan, Ronda 
Subject: Re: Debby - what are the 3 receipts for? -- your travel is ready to be signed. Ronda RE: STROMAN/DEBORAH L 27FEB RDU 
Hi. What is your phone number? 

From: <Ragan>, Ronda Ragan <Ronda ~R~a~Ka~n~e~n~a~n~:~f~[~a~g]~e~r~:~u~n~c~:~e~d~u~> 

Date: Thursday, March 13, 2014 2:24 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Debby - what are the 3 receipts for? -- your travel is ready to be signed. Ronda RE: STROMANiDEBORAH L 27FEB RDU 

Can you drop the receipts off for the taxi and the parking and I’II include them in this travel? I believe we’ve already covered all the meals you’re allowed to claim 

using the standard per diem rates {no receipLs are necessary). We’ve claimed 3 dinners and I break[:ast (2/27, 2/28, 3/1 .-- dinners), (3/2 ---breakfas@ The oLher 

meals were covered during the conference (breakfast/lunch) so we couldn’t claim them. 

f[ you couM scan and send the items to me b~-’_~fore coming over, I can have the changes made and have H: ready [or you to sign. 

7hanks, 

Ronda 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~to:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, March $3, 20~4 2:~8 PN 
Te= Ragan, Ronda 
Subject= Re: Debby - what are the 3 receip~ for? -- your travel is ready to be signed. Ronda RE: S~ONAN/DEBORAH L 27FEB RDU 

Parking & a meal. 

DLS ficom my iPhone. 

On Mar 13, 2014, at 10:48 AM, "Ragan, Ronda" <.[.~S~!)..d..’.a..~.I.~’.a.g.a...n.@~.e.~.n.£r1.-..~.~i~g!..e..r~.t1~9~1> wrote: 

What are the receipts for? If it’s meals I won’t need them since we processed wkh the straight per diem. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 5:16 PN 
To~ Ragan, Ronda 
$ubje~t~ Re: Debby - your travel is ready to be signed. Ronda RE: S~ONAN!DEBORAH L 27FEB RDU 
Impedance: High 
Oopsl l just cleaned out my wallet and found three more receipts for this trip. Should I submit separately or get them to you? Thanks. 

debbg 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wondeNul ~t i$ that nobody need wait a s~ngle moment before starting 1o improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

<im~geOOl,png> 

From: <Ragan>, Ronda Ragan <Ronda .~_~g~_~_@~_~_~g_D2~!gler.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesda% March 12, 2014 9:30 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

5ubje~: Debby - your trave~ is ready to be signed. Ronda RE: STROMAN/DEBORAH L 27FEB RDU 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [~)~_[[~_~[~_~_g~_¢~_~] 
Sent= Wednesday, March 12, 2014 8:23 AN 
To= Ragan, Ronda 

Subject= N: S~OMAN/DEBORAH L 27FEB RDU 

From: Wendy Ford <~_g_[R@_~_~g_~_[9_~£~2~_[:~_9_~1> 

Date: Thursday, January 9, 2014 6:10 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Karen McFarland <Karen McFadand@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subjed: STROMAN/DEBORAH L 27FEB RDU 

Thard~ you, this ~s confirmed 

Wendy Ford 

919 967 8888 

F~m= MAUPIN ~AVEL 
Sent= Thursday, January 09, 2014 5:09 PM 
Wendy Ford 
Subject= ~ONAN!DEBO~H L 27FEB RDU 

STROMAN/DEBORAH L 27FEB RDU 

***PLEASE REVIEW ALL, DOCUMENTATION I?~dEDIATEI,Y.*** 

MAUPIN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

DISCREPANCIES 

S TRO}6~.N / DEBORAH L 



ACCOUNT NUMBER 2105000000 

RESERVATION NU~4BER(S) 

SERVICE 

JETBLUE AIRWAYS 

B6 984 

U ECONOMY 

B@iOMAIOR 

DATE FRO}{ 

27FEB RALEIGH DUR NC BOSTON HA 

THURSDAY RALEIGH DURHAM LOGAN INTL 

TERMINAL 2 

AIRCRAFT: EMBRAER 190 

447P 

TO 

638P 

TEH<ilNAL C 

RESERVATION CONFIRMED 

SEAT 07C NO SHOKING CON[ 

JETBLNE AIRWAYS 

B6 1383 

O ECONOHY 

02HAR BOSTON HA <’S~LEIGH DUR NC 837A 1044A 

SUNDAY LOGAN INTL <’S~LEIGH DURHA}i 

TERHINAL C TERMINAL 2 

AIRCRAFT : EHBP~ER ] 90 

RESERVATION CON~’IRHED 

SEAT O4B NO SHOKiNG CON[ 

TNANK YOU FOR USING HAUPIN TRAVEL 

AIR FARE 

TAXES AND AIRLINE IMPOSED FEES 

TICKET PAYHENT: CA XXXXXXXXXXXX2304 

MCO PAYHENT: CA XXXXXXXXXXXX2304 

RESERVAT ION NUHBER ( S )            B6 iOHAIOR 

ETKT:B6 279 7354436217 STRO~.%~NiDEBORAH L 

SVC: 890 0607638211 STROHAN!DEBORAH L 

***PLEASE REVIEW ALL DOCUMENTATION IMMEDIATELY.*** 

MAUPIN TRAVEL CANNOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR 

DISCREPANCIES NOTED MORE THAN 24 HONRS AFTER RECEIPT 

OF DOCUHENTS WHETHER BY FAX/ELECTRONIC DOCUHENTION 

OR PAPER TICKETS. 

HAUPIN TRAVEL IS PLEASED TO ~’URNISH THE FOLLOWING 

TOLL FREE NUMBERS FOR YOUR USE 

888-466-6451 MONDAY - FRIDAY 830AH-530PH 

FOR EMERGENCY HELP *ONLY~ AFTER THE ABOVE HOURS USE 

800-669-1318 YOUR PERSONAL iD CODE IS E7654 

***ADDITIONAL FEES WILL APPLY FOR THESE CALLS*** 

GOVERNMENT ISSNED PHOTO ID REQUIRED FOR CHECK IN 

CHARGES FOR CHECKED LUGGAGE YD~Y APPLY 

PLEASE CHECK YOUR    AIRLINES    WEBSITE    FOR    DETAILS 

MOST CARRIERS’ E-TICKETS HAVE EXPIRATION DATES AND CONDITIONS OF USE. 

CNECK TNE CARRIER’S FARE RULES FOR MORE INFOR}~TION. 

BAGGAGE POLICY - FOR TRAVEL TO/FROM, WITHIN THE US, PLEASE VISIT: 

H’F~PS:i!BAGS.AHADEUS.COM?R ZBZIPP&N STROMAN 

0503 STROHAN/DEBORAH L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tides-bounces@enropa.bus.ncf.edu on behalf of 

The Institute for Diversib’ mid Ethics in Sport. <tides@europa.bns.uc£edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 10:33 AM 

tides@europa.bus.uc£edu 

[Tides] Richaxd Lapchick reports 2014 Academic Progress Rate/Graduation Success Rate Reports of Division I Men’s and Wo~nen’s 
Basketl~all Tournament Temns to be released on Monday, March 17, at 1 p.m. EDT (Men’s) and Tuesday, March 18, at2 p.m. EDT ... 

ATT00001 .c 

Media Advisory: 

Academic Progress Rate/Graduation Success Rate Reports of Division I NCAA Men’s Basketball Tournament Teams to be released at 

1 p.m. Monday, March 17, 2014 

Men’s and Women’s Teams Report to be released 

2 p.m. Tuesday, March 18, 2014 

Richard Lapchick, director of The Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at the University of Central Florida, will issue a report on the NCAA 

Men’s and Women’s Basketball Tournament Teams that will emphasize the Graduation Success Rates but will also include their Academic Progress 

Rates {APR). The package is the most comprehensive look at basketball student-athletes participating in the NCAA men’s and women’s Division I 

Tournaments and will include a breakdown by race. 

The Tuesday release of the joint men’s and women’s report will be distributed at 2 p.m. 

When The Institute examined graduation rates, which include breakdowns according to race, many of the tournament teams showed a huge disparity 

between the graduation rates for their white and African-American student-athletes. Likewise, when the report of the women’s team is released, it will 

show how much better the women basketball student-athletes do than the men. 

The men’s report will be released Monday, March 17, 2014 at 1 p.m.E.D.T 

The women’s report will be released Tuesday, March 18, 2014 at 2 p.m.E.D.T 

For more information, contact: 

Jonathan Pelts -jpelts@knishts.ucf.edu, 940-39::[-5873 

Lizzie Haldane - Haldane@knishts.ucf.edu, 914-522-3282 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bonnie Norman <bnorman@wbca.org> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 ll:ll AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Session Power Point 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Just needed to see if you had a power point presentation or handouts for your session. If you do, would you forward a copy to me so we have them on hand as 

well. We like to also have a back in the event it is needed. Also, wanted to let you know we will be posting a copy of your May event postcard to your Game 

Changer web page. You are welcome to bring some postcards to handout at your session as well if you like. 

I am sure everything will run very smoothly at convention. However, if something comes up and you need to reach me my personal cell number is 

will be available the hour before your session and will be in attendance. 

Thank you, 

Bonnie 

Bonnie M~ Norman 

Manager of Professional Development and Legislation 

Women’s Basketball Coaches Association 

4646 Lawrenceville Highway 

Lilbum, GA 30047 

770-279-8027 ext. 102 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Medley, A~ma Rose <amm.medley@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 11:51 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

call me 

ANNA ROSE MEDLEY 

ASSISTANT TO THE CHANCELLOR 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

T: 919.962.1365 

ii.~.iI unc mail signature 



From: @live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Friday, 1:55 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Referred by / Request tbr a Meeting 

Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman, 

I hope this email finds you well. 

My name is              m~d I am currently a Pre-Medical Post-Baccalaureate student here at UNC. I moved to North Carolina fi~om Michigan in the fall of 

and now that I mn more established, I would love to become more involved in the campus commtmity. After speaking with he mentioned that you would 

be an excellent person to contact to learn more about leadership opportuNties a~d commuNty involvement. 

I would love to get your perspective and would appreciate any time you could aflbrd me at your conveNence. I truly look forward to hearing back from you. 

Best regards, 
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-- Event ID ~ Event Name i Event Start Date i Event End Date 

25291 iAnalytics Summit 

ID ~ PID ~ First Name ~ Last Name 

3498965 i 

3498361i 
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E 
-- Event Sponsor                        ~Host Office 

Center for Entrepreneurial Studies i Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Title ~ Department 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Student Manager i Math 

Business Analyst ~Operations 

Student 

Senior ~Stats, Econ, and CompSci 
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4 Davidson College 

5 Bank of America 

6 Emory University 
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3 Email ~Special Needs ~Date Registered 

4 __ @gmail.com ~None ~ 3/:13/2014 

S @email.unc.edu i N/A 

7 @email.un¢.edu inone ~ 3/07/2014 
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User Type ~Amount Paid ~Paid In Full ~Status 

, , ........................................................................... ~49:00 ii ..................... ~R~E ..................... ii Regi~e~! ........... 

, , Non:~;~udent ................................................................................................................................................. ~99:00 ii ..................... -[R~E ..................... ii Regi~e[e~! ........... 

, , ........................................................................... $49:00 ~ ..................... ~a~E ..................... ~ aeg!5~e[e~ ........... 
[adg gird {Student) before March 16 $49.00 TSU[ ~Segistered 
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T U 

Are you: i How did you hear about the Summit? 

~I m a student manager for the Davidson men s basketball team and Abe 

~Woldeslassie the Director of Basketball Operations for the team told 

Student ~me. 

Other ~Twitter - Dean Oliver 

Student ~Via an email sent from my MBA Program Office 

Student iiThrough a colleague 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@wlime s.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 9:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 axticles) 

Charles Blow 

Op-Ed Columnist 

We Can’t G~0ow t]tm Gap Away 

The income chasm not only won’t take care of itself as the economy e:,~mnds; 

it’s a bat~er to growth. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~3 I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Saturday, March 15, 2014 12:08 PM 

Strom~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera Cc, n~,piied: Nareh 15, 2014. 12:07:53 P~l 

Joe o~ !,’VNYC’s l~lo~ey TalR~g 

This week, Joe ponders the e~d of Fannie l’qae and Freddie Mac. 

FOLLOW US: Faceboi;k i ~@NYTm]es 

Ge~ unJimi~ed 8ccess to NYTimes.cem and our 8pps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

A~droid I iRadeb I iPhoneeb i 

About This Email 

This is an au,’_e~T~a~ed email Please cio not reply directly ~o ins email fro~T~ N~(q-i~T!es com. As a ~T~ember of 

the rRUSTe privacy progBm, we are commit[ed to protecting your prwacy. 

Manage My Ale,s i My,Alerts Help I Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vfime s.com> 

Saturday, March 15, 2014 3:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureen Dowd (1 articles) 

Maureen Dowd 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Dems i~ Distress 

O:,mpared to the aJoof Bart.’, desperate Democrats see the trJanguJating 

Clinton as Mother ’Fer~?sa. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D ] iPhone® i 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kopp, Brian <bkopp@stats.com> 

Saturday, March 3.5, 203_4 3:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Follow Up 

Deborah - 

Unfortunately I won’t be able to make it down for your conference this year. I have a conflict that weekend so can’t make it. 

Thanks again for offering to have me participate. Good luck with the event and hopefully it’s something I can make next year. 

Take ca re, 

Brian 

Briari C. Kopp 

Senior Vice President, Sports Soiu[ions 

STATS LLC 

Work: (847) 728 433~ 

Ceil: 

]witted-: ~3 bkop..ostats 

bkopp@stats.com 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, March 3, 2014 at 3:30 PM 

To: Brian Kopp <bkopp@stats.com> 

Subje~: Follow Up 

Hi Brian. Just a friendly reminder to please send me a bio and photo. I left you a vmsg. Thanks. 

The Summit lineup looks great. I am excited to offer this basketball-focused conference to students and professionals. I appreciate your support. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Regards, 

debby 

@drstroman 

9~9.843.033B 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world,’° ~ Anne Frank 



Too~s of the Trade 

Coff)y Ce[]ege’s men’s basketball team is making waves with its 

unique bench celebrations, 

Co~ch $~e~ for Not Breaking ~p Fig[~t 
After a player had his jaw breken, a New Yerk high school 
feotball coach was sued for not breaking up a k~cker room fight. 

===.::.?: :~i~i,::i~=: :~i:!==..!i !?: !~i~!..!:i~: !~.! !==.. 2 !il =.:i=. .~:2...:... 

The Tta~n#~g & Cond~don#~g Buyer’s Guide includes expanded product listings not 
available in print. URLs listed in this publication are active, meaning you can click 
on a company’s Web site where it appears in the Buyer’s Guide to learn about the 
company and its products. 

~domitab~e Spirit 
Zacf~ Pickett, a ware[ polo player a~ Shingle Sp[ings (Calif.) 
Ponderosa High Scheol, has been selected the 2014 national 
recipient of the "National High School Spirit of Sport Award" by 

the NFHS, 

Company News 
Performance On the Surface Pedormance, manufactu[ed by 
ECORE, a company tf~a~ transforms waste #fro unique 
pe~1ormance sudacing, is a premier sports su~1ac~ng, ideal for 
mufti-purpose areas, ~ndoo~ tracks, gymnask~ms, aeroMc 
cen~e~s, and court sur[aces~ Using BCORE’s paten~pendin9 
itslru lechnok~gy, Performance ~s c~eated by fusienbending a 3 
mm ECORE recycled rubber we~r ~ayer to an ECORE recycled 
~ubber underlaymenL T[~e undedayment ~s available ~n five and 12 
mm ~h~cknesses, depending upon [he applica[ion. 



Pass 
The Univemity ef To×as has hired Anthony Pass as its new 

Youth Concussions 
The NATA has released a new position statement on the 
management of spori concussion that addresses education, 
prevention, documentation and ~ega~ aspects, eva~uafion, and 

retum-to-p~y considerations. :::.:~ ~::::~:. ~:~::..~:~.~:.:.~:~:..i~:.~:.~.~ ::..:~::::.::::. ~..:.~:...:.. 

Breakthrough Research 
Certain biomarker levels in concussed athletes could indicate 
when they can salely [e~urn to play, new research shows. 

Product Showcase 
Basketball Facility Equipment These top manufacturers can 
Iill all of your basketball equipment and facility needs with 
cutting-edge ideas and products. 

On~ine Buyer’s Guide 
Out online Buyer’s Guide Ieatures a customized pages Io[ companies advertising 
in our 2014 B[Jyer’s Guide, including interactive link.s, product images, and more 
detailed product listings. Here are links to four companies featured in our Guide: 

Click here te check eut the complete Online Buyer’s Guide. 

Head of the C~ass 
A Michigan high school athletic director gave a college lecture 
on how his department deals wi~h overzealous parents, i:!i::,::b=:::ili[ 

Overcoming Adversity 
On the women’s basketball team a~ the University of Wisconsin- 
Whitewater, a graduate assistant teach has thrived desp~le 

Proactive Chm~ges 
The Omaha Public ochoels will spend nearly $1 million, much of 
it privately donated, on three softball fields to head off potential 

Title IX complaints. 

or begin a new ene 
with CaI-U’s 100- 
percent online degree 
programs. 

Game Ready cornbines 

circulation of ice water and 
pneumatic pr%ressive 
compression to help speed 
recovery, 

Count on quick turnaround, 
na%nwide shipping, and 
competitive prices for your 
media displays from 
Me~roMedia Technologies. 

Veritix provides s~a~e-oI4heoar~ digital ticketing, even~ marketing, and relationship 
~qanagement applications, enabling spolts teams and universities to build better 
relationships with their customers and fans. 

View dobs.IPost a ResumelPost a Job I~ 



You are receiving tiffs newsletter because you’ve signed ap to receive e-mail news flom MomentumMedia or one of its publica’~ions: Training & Conc~tiotting, Atttle’dc Mansgemen’~ or Coactting Management 

To ansubsc~ibe, dickh’~rp://lists2.momenmmmedia.com/?p ~tsubscfibe&uid cda9eld8367364f31561d4159565e9ec 

To change yore email address, dick h~-p://lists2.moment~nmmec~a.com/?p prel~-ences&~tid cda9eld8367364f31561d~l159565e9ec 

To t’~w~-ard this newsletter to a friend, click ht~p://lists2 nmmentu~mnedia.cont/?p t’o~-ard&uid cda9eld836736df31561dd159565e9ec&mid 27 

Be sm-e to add lists@momentmtgnedia corn to yore- address book or safe sender list so our ~nails will always get to your inbox! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill <no- reply@sakai.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:20 PM 

EmaS~l notification for assig~maent submission 

Site Title: EXSS 

Site ID: 57e2112a-2612-4f96-8621-39abead9f6ca 

Assignment: Practitioner Inteladew Ouestions 

Assignment Due Date:            12:00 pm 

Student: 

Submission ID: elb23f93-5333-4873-b24d-b8f5ac2587e6 

Submitted on: 8:20 pm 

Submitted Te:~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 7:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Sola. developers scrambling tbr ta.x break; N.C. auto sates take a hit 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

MARCH 17, 2014 - Business news essential to Raieigh"s leaders. 

M 

Exp~r~n~ solar incentive has developers scramblinq 
An in-state solar panei installation tax incentive set to expire at the end of 20~ 5 has 

developers rushing to break ~round on projects ranging from 5 mw (megaw~Rs) to 

300 mw. 

N,C. auto sales take 6 percent hit in January, February 
biew auto sales across North Carolina suffered in January and February taking a 

63 percent dip in new car and truck sales, according to a report out from the North 

Carolina Automobile Dealers Associat .. 

Pappas Ventures fuels pharma startup’s $45M fundet 
A Pappas Ventures company just snagged $45 million in financing 

Tasty 8’s Gourmet Hot Doqs comin~q to downtown Raleiqh 
Tasty 8 = ~ourmA Hut Do~s ,s coming to downtown Raleigh this spring. 

Read Moming Edition >> 

....... 

’House of C~rds’ director working o~ terrorist4ocused 
drama in Wilmin~ 

ABB exec: We need to build more robot enqineers 

Geolas: Lenovo expansion ’validates’ our RTP efforts 

Raleigh is not just for tech entrepreneurs 

Newest on the recaR list: Hondas 

Read Norn~nq Edition >> 



Conts~t Us 

Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 

bisioum.sls customes se~,,ice, bisioum.sls I ~]0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, North Ca[olina 2820L 

2014 Ai11erical~ City Busil~ess Journsis, iac and its licel~so~s All ~igi]ts iesel°,ied ~-~e alaterial on this sits may aot be 

~eprodeced, dist~ibLite(~, ti.snsl;~i~ed cached o~ othels,,’ise used; except ,;~’i~il the plio~ ’~’~F~cen pem;issio~ of biziotlmals 



Fans love Choir !ive college sports~ tt comes as no surprise then that over Che years more and mere NCAA games have been available on Cable and 

Satellite, with teams getting more national exposure than ever before. When teams and conferences create their own netwerks, the deals that cable 

providers make to carry these networks can be extremely lucrative. The most recent of these deais comes i~ the form of DISH network coming to terms 

with The Walt Disney Company te carry both the Longhorn I’~etwork and SEC Network~ 

In response to this new deal, it is interesting to note hew college sports fans are really watching their favorite teams compete. Prior to SEC Network 

signing on with DISH, the only providers that had arranged to carry the network were not national ones. Thus, if someone from outside the coverage 

networks of either AT&T U-.Verse or National Rural Telecommunications Cooperative would have wanted to watch a program en SEC Network starting this 

summer, he or she would have had to look elsewhere. 

With time proliferation of online streaming se~s,’ices, such as Netflix, when viewers can’t get their college sports fix on TV, it makes sense that they would 

turn to the Intemet. In fact, ESPN is giving 15 college conferences their own dedicated, national TV channels streamed over the Internet through 

~NaCchESPI’~. These channels wilt initially be available on Apple TV and Roku seC.-top devices, but there are plans to expand Co computers, tablets, 

smartphones, etc, Typically, one can access WatchESPN, a webs@ that allows one to stream a multitude of ESPN channels, if he or she is a current 

subscriber of a traditional cable provider such as Comcast, Time ~"~/arner Cable, AT&T U-verse TV, Cablevision, or Verizon FiOS. WatchESRq has also 

been awrilabte through Apple TV and Roku, whose subscribers have spent a higher than average time viewing WatchESPN, in comparison Co those Chat 

have access to it through their cable subscriptions The 15 new college conference channels are from those conferences that do not have a major TV 

presence currently, such as the ACC, America East, Big West, Mid-American, Missouri Valley, Southern, and Sun Belt. 

The Costs o~~ Watching CotJege Sports 

One of the advantages of WatchESPN providing these channels on Roku and Apple TV is that time conferences do noC need Co negotiate with cable or 

satellite providers about carriage fees and terms. ~,M~at some viewers do not realize is th~s he~ps them from paying those TV subscriptions fees that seem 

to ~ncrease every year. ~en ESP~q ~nks a deal w~th a ce~a~ conference (profess~ona~ o~ collegiate), ~t usually pays a hefty pdce to broadcast the 

games. Those costs are then passed onto the TV providers (cable or satellite) ~hat broadcast ESRN. Finally, those costs are then passed onto ~he 

viewers, who continue pay for the cable and satellite subscriptions due to the fact that these TV providers are st~]l the ma~n players in bringing live sports 

action ~nto the home. 

Besides the costs borne by viewers, TV providers also stand to bear dire costs by not providing Choir subscribers with time college teams thaC they want to 

watch. Presently, DirecTV, unlike its main competitor DISH Network, has not come to terms to carry the SEC Network, This has [~.~)..~..’.~.!.~!~! many fans, with 

some of them taking to Twitter to threaten that they would switch providers if DirecTV will not cany it. How many subscribers would actually switch still 

remains to be seen, but since many hardcere sports fans choose DirecTV because el its NFL Sunday Ticket package, Che number could potentially be 

substantial. 

A more in-depth breakdown of the costs associated with carrying collegiate sports on televisien can be found 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tides-bounces@enropa.bus.ncf.edu on behalf of 

The Institute for Diversib’ mid Ethics in Sport. <tides@europa.bns.uc£edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 1:21 PM 

tides@europa.bus.ucl~edu 

[Tides] Richard Lapchick ffaldy Keeping Score When It Counts: Graduation Success m~d Academic Progress Rates for the 2014 NCAA 

Division I Men’s Basketball Tournament Tea:ms 

The 2014 Division I Men’s Basketball Toummnent Stud~v.pdf; ATT00001 .c 

For immediate Release: 

Attached is the "Keeping Score When it Counts: Graduation Success and Academic Progress Rates for the 2014 NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball 

Tournament Teams" issued by The institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at the University of Central Florida, 

The study examines the Graduation Success Rates (GSR) and Academic Progress Rates (APR) for tournament teams as reported by the NCAA. This study 

also compares the graduation rate data of white and African-American male basketball student-athletes. 

Dr. Richard Lapchick, the primary author of the study, is the director of TIDES and Chair of the DeVos Sport Business Management Graduate Program at 

UCF. This study was co-authored by Drew Donovan and Juan Dominguez. 

Richard Lapchick said, "There is not much good news to report as almost every category examined remained the same or got worse. The GSR numbers for 

white male basketball student-athletes decreased slightly from 90 percent in 2013 to 89 percent in 2014. The GSR for African-American male basketball 

student-athletes remained the same from 2013 to 2014 at 65 percent. 

The enormous gap between the graduation rates of white and African-American student-athletes narrowed slightly by one percent from 25 percent in 2013 

to 24 percent in 2014. 

In the 2014 men’s field, seven teams were below the 925 APR standard compared to three teams in the 2013 field. The APR standard has been elevated to 

930 and eight tournament teams fall below 930. Last year six tournament teams fell below the 930 standard. 

Lapchick added, "The most troubling statistic in our study is the continuing large disparity between the GSR of white basketball student-athletes and 

African-American basketball student-athletes. Although the gap closed by one percent, it is still a staggering 24 percent in 2014." 

Lapchick commented on two other alarming statistics. "It is simply not acceptable that in 2014, 38 percent of the men’s teams had a GSR disparity of 

greater than 30 percent between white student-athletes and African-American student-athletes, and 47 percent had a GSR disparity of greater than 20 

percent." 
There was mixed news regarding the overall GSR: 

¯ 87 percent (59 teams) graduated 50 percent or more of their men’s basketball student-athletes in 2014, remained the as in 2023. 

¯ 78 percent (53 teams) graduated 60 percent or more of their men’s basketball student-athletes in 2014, up from 65 percent (44 teams) in 2013. 

¯ 53 percent (36 teams) graduated 70 percent or more of their men’s basketball student-athletes in 2014, which remained the same as in 2013. 

The percentage of teams with GSRs below 40 percent decreased to three percent (two teams) in 2014 from last year’s rate of six percent (four 
teams). 

Lapchick emphasized that, "This year we seemed to be treading water instead of moving ahead. The academic reforms have led to positive change since 

their passage almost a decade ago. We need to raise the bar and move toward 60 percent being the acceptable standard for the APR. This year 88 percent 

of the teams in the men’s tournament are already there. The NCAA has started to do this by raising the APR minimum score to 930. This year 74 percent of 

the teams have a score of 950 or more." 

The APR, developed in 2004, is a four-year average of academic performance that rewards student-athletes for remaining eligible as well as continuing 

their education at the same school. The NCAA recently voted to institute stricter policies with regards to APR performance and postseason athletic 

participation. The new legislation will require teams to have a four-year APR above 930, equivalent to a 50 percent graduation rate, to qualify for 

postseason participation the following year. The current system provides that teams scoring below a 925 APR can lose up to 10 percent of their 

scholarships. Teams can also be subject to historical penalties for poor academic performance over time. Beginning two years ago, teams that receive 

three straight years of historical penalties (below 900 APR or approximately a 45 percent GSR) face the potential of restrictions on postseason competition 

for the team, in addition to scholarship and practice restrictions. 

Until this year, there had been a steady reduction of the number of teams that fell below the original 925 APR cut score. In the 2014 men’s field, seven 

teams are below the old 925 APR standard compared to three teams in 2013, eight teams in 2012, 10 teams in the 2011 field, 19 teams in 2010, and 21 

teams in 2009. 

The percentage of teams whose APR was greater than 950 dropped to 74 percent in 2014 from 79 percent in 2013. 

However, with the new standards, eight teams (12 percent) have APRs below 930 this year. Those teams would be subject to NCAA imposed sanctions 

that could include not being eligible for postseason participation. These teams include California State University, Northridge, Coastal Carolina University, 

North Carolina Central University, Oklahoma State University, Providence College, Texas Southern University, University of Connecticut, and University of 

Oregon. 

NCAA statistics were used in the study. The institute reviewed the six-year graduation rates of each school’s freshmen class that enrolled in 2006-07, and 

then it calculated a four-year class average (freshmen classes of 2003-04, 2004-05, 2005-06 and 2006-07). The APR data does not include data from the 

2012-13 academic performances of the teams in the study, but instead uses the four-year data from the 2008-09, 2009-10, 2010-11, 2011-12 academic 

years. 

Lapchick noted, "Race remains a continuing academic issue not only in college sports but also in higher education in general. The 24 percentage point gap 

between graduation rates for white and African-American male basketball student-athletes demonstrates that. However, it must be emphasized that 

African-American male basketball student-athletes graduate at a much higher rate than African-American males who are not student-athletes. The 

graduation rate for African-American male college students as a whole is only 39 percent, a full 26 percentage points lower than for African-American 

male basketball student-athletes." 

Lapchick continued to emphasize "that "Secretary of Education Arne Duncan’s push to improve urban high schools is crucial. Many of our African-American 

student-athletes graduate from underfunded and underequipped schools. Some arrive on too many of our predominantly white campuses and do not feel 



fully welcomed whether or not they are athletes. We have to find new ways to narrow this gap." 
"There are schools that show the way. The ten teams with the highest GSR were: the University of Kansas, Duke University, University of Louisville, 
University of Memphis, University of Michigan, University of Florida, University of Dayton, University of New Mexico, Stanford University, and the 
University of Colorado. In 20:14 seven men’s teams had a GSR rate of 100 percent: Duke University, Harvard University, University of Dayton, University of 
Kansas, Villanova University, Western Michigan, and Xavier University. 
Note: The percentages for this report were calculated as follows: 

Overall rates were based on 68 teams 

Rates.for Aj:rican-American student-athletes are based on 68 teams due to zero teams having no African-American basketball student-athletes in the 

period recorded. 

Rates.for white student-athletes are based on 57 teams due to 6eorge Washington University, Manhattan University, North Carolina Central 

University, Texas Southern University, University oj~ Cincinnati, University oJ: Connecticut, University oJ: Memphis, University oJ: Michigan, University oJ: 

Nebraska, University oJ: Oklahoma, and Virginia Commonwealth University, having no white basketball student-athletes in the period recorded. 

The disparity f!gures are based on 57 teams due to the,fact that the 11 teams listed above either had no white basketball student-athletes or African- 

American basketball student-athletes in the period being reported. 

The GSR was developed in 2005 in response to the demand for a more accurate measure of graduation performance of NCAA athletics programs. In order 

to calculate the GSR, the NCAA tracks student-athletes for six years following their entrance to an NCAA member institution to monitor the graduation 

rates of member institutions and their athletic programs. The GSR is used by the NCAA as a measuring device to signal performance of NCAA athletic 

programs while the APR is used to determine penalties for academically underperforming athletic programs. 

The Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport ("TIDES" or the "Institute") serves as a comprehensive resource for issues related to gender and race in 

amateur, collegiate and professional sport. The Institute researches and publishes a variety of studies, including annual studies of student-athlete 

graduation rates and racial attitudes in sport, as well as the internationally recognized Racial and Gender Report Card, an assessment of hiring practices 

in coaching and sport management in professional and college sport. The Institute also monitors some of the critical ethical issues in college and 

professional sport, including the potential for exploitation of student-athletes, gambling, performance-enhancing drugs and violence in sport. 

The Institute is part of the DeVos Sport Business Management Graduate Program in the University of Central Florida’s College of Business Administration. 

This landmark program focuses on business skills necessary for graduates to conduct successful careers in the rapidly changing and dynamic sport 

business and entertainment management industry while also emphasizing diversity, community service, and social issues in sport. 



I I 
B@rch B,ladness is finatly upon us~ That sweet time of year where our favorite colfege basketbal~ teams go dancing and the res~ of us fans m..ticulously 

out ou, bn~ckets a~d begin to watch game afte, game until an ukimate NCAA Champien is crow~ed. 

Hewever, what if the chamois were actually determined by their Twitter presence, as op~tosed to theh abiH~ on the court? Over the ne:<t few weeks, 

be Jookh~g ~t the various teams’ Twitter haudJes and determh~h~g who would move on in the Brackets as a result of their Twitter presence. The current 

Each team will be judged ~n the following ways: 

~ Number of fo~owe~s 

e Numbe~ of tweets 

~ Kk~t Score 

, ~:~.~j.}. score in Sports Pee~Group and BasketbalJ PeerGroup - measures whether Twitter handles have the "right" felJowers a~d interact w~th 

peopJe that m~ke a d~ffe~ence (for some teams tMs data is not readily 

Round I 

Matchup I: 16 Albany vs, 16 Mount St, Marv’s 

A~bany (@UA~b~my....~,/iBB) Mount St. M~rys 

(@MountHoops~ 

# of Fo~bwers ~24 

KIout Score 54 55 

Peeirerach Score N;A 

Although, Mount St. Mary’s has ever 200 mere followers tha~ Aibany does, the team has under 200 tweets and envy started Tweeting 9 months ago (June 

2013). Additionally, even though, A~bany has had ~ts cu[rent ha~dJe s~ce September 2011, most of ~ts tweets have occurred ~n the past 7 months (sh~ce 

August 2013), Th~s means thaL estimath~g roughly, Mount St, Mary’s tweets about 20 tweets/month, and Albany tweets about 90 th~,es/month, Thus, 

despite Mount St. Mary’s havh~g a higher Kk, ut score, and having enough data to determine a Peeneaoh score ~n the Spo,ts PeerOrou~), A~bany has 

clearly been tweeting more rel~g~ous~y~ To me, that 9Nes Albany the slight edge. 

Matchup 2:12 NC State vs. 12 Xavier 

INC St~ te                    X~v~er 

# of Tweete 18,36B 7,705 

K~out Score p9 

I1(Basketball) / 

In this matchup, NC State dominates in every single c~tegory, 

This battle ~s the equivalent of a blowout. 

M~tohup 3: 16Ca] Po]y vs~ 16 Texas Southern 

Ca~ PoJy Texas Sout.hem (@TXSOT~gers)* 



# of Tweetxs 372 

Kiewit Sconce 49 

Peerreach Score #35,000 
(Sports} 
Peerseach Sco~e 

{Basketball) 

Although it may seem ~hat Texas Southern wins every category, ~his is a ha~d matchup because we are comparing one school’s Men’s Basketball Twitte~ 

handle against the other school’s overall Athletics Twitter ha~dle Despite this, I am goi~g to give time win to Cal Rely for a few reasons. First, Texas 

Southem’s handle only acknowledges that the team won the SWAC Tournament Championship Title, but has not yet congratulated the team for being 

selected fo~ ~he NCAA TournamenL albeit it being almost a day since the Selection Committee created the brackets. Second, Cat Poty’s KIout Score is 

only one less than Texas Southern’s, even though its handle focuses o~ly on one spo~ts, as opposed to evepi sport at the school. 

Winner: 

Matchup 4:11 Iowa vs. 1 1 Tennessee 

Tennessee (@VOio,,Hoops} 
35,100 

#2~310 

Except for a hasdful of Twitter followers, Tesnessee beats Iowa in 4/5 categories, Perhaps most significant, is Tennessee’s Peereach score in the 

Basketball PeerGroup: it is in the top 5,500 of all Twitter handles focusing on Basketball, whereas Iowa is only in the top 16,000 of all Basketball Twitter 

handles~ Anothel interesting poin~ about Tennessee’s handle is tha~ the website in ~he hie brings one to a Vizify (a personalized website that is based off 

erie’s social media profiles) page about Tenr~essee Men’s Basketbal£ whereas time website in Iowa’s hie brings one to the Iowa Athletics page for Mer~’s 

Basketball. I think what Tennessee is doing on Vizify is unique. 

Stay tuned Ier time next instaf#T~ent featuring time Second Round competitors. Leave a con~ment below on your opinion of the various team’s Twitter 

presences! 

*Some schooLo~ do [mot have a separate Twitter for Men’s Basketball 

Change your email settings at 
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Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: A Mother of a La~vsuit vs. the NCAA 

Newsletter 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the Clips Anti-TmstShip. Hope yon are well. 

Somewhere in the midst of the conference tournaments, Selection Sunday/Monday and the 

rei~rendum on the Crimean peninsula, there was filed in the United States District Court lbr the 

District of New Jersey (Governor Clm sfie U s old stomping grounds) an anfi~a-ust claim against 

the NCAA on behalf of several college basketball and football players. 

The plaintittg are arguing that the NCAA has unla~vfully capped player compensation at the 
w2lue of an athletic scholarship. 

It is of no small significance that high-profile sports labor attorney Jeffrey Kessler is 

representing the players. Kessler has a stellar reputafion in these circles, plus he (and his finn, 

Wins,on & Strawn) axe thought to have the financial wherewithal to wait out the anticipated 

stalling tactics by the NCAA. 

This is a big one, and it is surprising that it got relatively little play today in sports nrcdia circles. 

I guess eve~one was filling out their brackets? 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

"~,5a,w,twitter,com; @Colleg~eAthClips 

Jeffrey Kessler suit against NCAA 
The ~it argues the association has unlawfidly capped plcc,er compem’ation at the value 
of an athletic scholarship. 

By Tom Farrey, ESPN com, 3-17-14 

In the most direct challenge yet to the NCAA’s longstanding economic model, high- 

profile sports labor attorney Jeffrey Kessler filed an anfitrnst claim Monday in anew Jersey 

tEderal court on behalf of a group of college basketba]l and tbotball players, arguing the 

association has m~la~x4"ully capped player compensafion at the value of an athletic scholaxship. 

"The main objective is to strike down pennanently the restrictions that prevent atWetes in 

Division I basketball and the top tier of college football from being t:airly co,npensated tbr the 

billions of dollaxs in revenues that they help generate," Kessler told ESPN. "In no other 

business -- and college sports is big business -- would it ever be suggested that the people 

who are providing the essential services work for five. Only in big-time college sports is that 

line drawn." 

The lawsuit names the NCAA and the five largest conferences (the Southeastern, Big Tei~ 

Pacific- 12, Atlantic Coast and Big 12) as defendants and effectively asks for an end to 

NCAA-style amateurism. The players listed as plaintiffs include Clem~m defensive back 

Maztin Jenkins, Rutgers basketball player J.J. Moore, UTEP tight end Kevin Perry and Cal 

tight end Bill Tyndall, though the claim is a class action and proposes to represent all 

scholarship players in FBS tbotball and Division I basketball. Jenkins is a junior, while the 
other three axe seniors who recently JmNins is ajuniol; while the other thiee axe seniors 

recently completed their NCAA eligibili~. 

The move comes on the heels ofa similal; if less aggressive, claim filed eMier this month by a 

Seattle fim~ on behalf of former Wes~t Virginia running back Shawne Als~ton. In that suit, which 

does not inclnde current players, the stone defendants that Kessler’s group is targefing were 
asked to pay, damages for the difference in the value of an athletic scholarship and the full cost 

of attendance -- an amount eqnivalent to several thousand dollars annually. 

By contrast, the Kessler snit dispenses with the cost-of-attendance argument and does not ask 

tbr damages as a group. It simply states that no cap is legal in a free market, and asks the 

judge to issue an inj unction against the NCAA ending the practice. It contends that NCAA 



member universities am acting as a "cartel" by fixing the prices paid lbr athletes, who 
presumably would receive off}rs well in excess of tuition, room, board and books if not 
restricted by NCAA rules. 
"We’re looking to change the s3~stem, that’s the main goal," Kessler said. "We want the market 
tbr plwers to emerge." 
An NCAA spokesman could not be immediately roached tbr comment. But in other public and 
legal venues, officials of the governing body have contended that the agreed- upon financial 
constraint is necessaU to preserve its notion of anlateurism, which the officials argue is 
significantly tied to the educational mission of universities and the commercial snccess of college 
sports. 
Kessler said he disagrees with that contention. 
"Do fans care that the coaches on these teams are making millions of dollars?" he said. "Do 
funs cam that the~ programs [collectively] a;e genera’ring billions of dollars in revenue? I don’t 
think it will be an issue for lhns if some reasonable, thir portion of the revenue goes to the 
athletes, many of whom never gradate or most of whom never have a pro career but along the 
way contribute to the revenue pie of college sports." 
’][’he suit highlights the willingness of players to challenge the once- feamd NCAA. In February., 
senior quarterback Kain Colter led tile lammh of a union movement at Northwestern, asking 
the National Labor Relations Board to declare them employees of the college. While his 
eligibility has expire& many of his teannnates who signed will mtum next season. Before tile 
Northwestern move, players at Arizona and other lmiversifies joined a suit challenging the 
NCAA on its licensing of their names and images without compensation. 
Yet, for the embattled NCAA, the most significant aspect of the new lawsuit may be the ent~ 
of Kessler, a lifigator with a histoU of victories agains~t sports leagues roaching to the 1970s. 
Kessler helped bring free agency to the NFL, winning a key jury verdict lbr the NFL Players 
Asmciation in 1992. He remains outside counsel to the NFLPA and the NBA’s player nnion, 
has taken on Major League Baseball, and mpmsented star athletes including Michael Jordan 
and Tom Brady. For municipal authi~rifies, he tbrced the Raiders to honor their stadium learn 
and stay in Oaldand. 
Kessler also has a former NC~A~\ insider riding shotgun in this eftb~t: Tim Nevius, previously 
one the organization’s top investigators of rules violations and now co-chair of the college 
sports practice at their New York-based law finn. As an associate director of enforcement, 
Nevius worked on sonrc of the NCAA’s most high-p~ofile investigations, including that of Ohio 
State football, whose former coach, Jim Tmssel, lost his job after admitting to Nevins he had 
broken NCAA rules related to his knowledge of the sale of memorabilia by players. 
In October, Kessler’s gronp mmounced its intention to begin pursuing lawsuits on behalf of 
college players with a tbcus on compensation related to the $16 billion in television contacts. 
That move came less than a week after the announcement of a proposed settlement in the Ed 
O’Bannon antitrust lawsuit -- the same one the Arizona players had joined -- in which 
Electronic Arts and the Collegiate Licensing Corporation agreed to pay $40 million 1,~ be 
removed from the claim. ’][’he settlement left the NCAA as the lone remaining defendant, with 
NCAA chief legal officer Donald Remy vowing to take its argument to the Supreme Court if 
necessary. 
In the O’Bamlon lawsnit, cunvnt and fomrcr players allege that the NCAA and its member 
schools sold their images and likenesses to media companies in violation of antitrus~t laws. The 
federal judge presiding over the case has ruled that players as a group cannot receive dmnages 
for past wrongs but can challenge the NCAA’s ban on them receiving a sham of video ganrc, 
media and licensing revenues. A trial is scheduled for Jlme 9, five years aker the snit was filed. 
On Friday, the judge in "the Alslxm casc asked the judge in the O’Bannon case to review 
whether the two actions sbonld be bundled together, as both address the compen~tion of 
players. The new lawsnit Kessler filed is broader in scope. It makes no claim on specific 
revenues, only that athletes should be treated like other students, who are not subject to 
educational or financial compensation caps by agreement among universities. High-value 
students in areas like physics receive whatever the market will bear, in some cases a full 
scholarship plus cash. 
Raanogi Huma, a former UCLA linebacker and central figure in several of recent actions 
against the NCAA, told ESPN’s "Ontside the Lines" he advised Kessler as the lawsuit was 
being assembled. Huma is both pmsideut of the National College Players Association, a 
longtime advocacy group, and the College Athletes Players Association, a newly created enfity 
which submitted the union cmvls to the NLRB on behalf of Northwestern players. 
"The players couldn’t have secured better mpreseutation than Jeff’Kessler," Huma mid. "The 
NCPA endorsed this lawsuit in large part because Jefris the lm~Ter and he’s fbcusing on 
injanctive relief" 
Huma was involved in a lawsuit several yea~-s ago "that began to chip a~vay at the NCAA’s 
unquesfioned control over player compensafion. White vs. NCAA asked a federal court to 
allow schools to cover tile cost of attendance, and scored a major victory when the judge 
cm~tified the players as a class, raising the prospect oftmbled damages if they prevailed at trial. 
But lauTers settled the case, to the mgmt of Huma, who felt morn progress could have been 
made if legal fees had not piled up. The NCAA agreed to make morn funds available to 
atbletes to cover miscellaneous expenses but did not commit to allowing cost of attendance, 
much less change its compensation model. 



Since then, NCAA president Mark Emmert and major-cont~rence commissioners have 

expressed a desire to push the value of scholarships up to the cost of attendance but so t?ar 

have been rebutted by colleges with lesser resources. Emmert has said that any payment 

beyond that amount is not a move his constituents would ever support, and he has expressed 

his comtnitment to preserving a ban on outside, athletics-related income as well. 

Kessler said he is confident the courts will strip the NC.A~\ of its ability to retain those controls, 

given the media revenues flowing into college sports. In 2010, CBS and Turner Sports agreed 

to a 14-year contract to televise the men’s NC?u~k tournament worth $11 billion~ a 41 percent 

bump. ESPN paid $5.64 billion over 12 years to create the College Football Playofi; which 

will be introduced with the 2014 season. 

"I can’t say enough about the courageous players standing up for the fights of cunent and future 

college athletes," Huma said. "Amefica is a capitalifft nation with laws to protect the free 
market. We’ve fought wars and lost soldiers to defend our economic sys~tem. The NCAA’s 

cap on players’ compensation is both un-American mad illegal." 

It’s haxd to predict how college sports might be impacted if players axe granted the equivalent 
of tiee agency. Kessler said. But he warned against assuming the wors~t and expressed 

confidence that if his players win their challenge, college sports will emerge in a better place. 

"This will end up saving college sports~" he said. "It will end up with fair treatu~ent tbr athletes 

and a more sus~inable, attractive product and system that everyone can get behind, just like in 
football, basketball, baseball and hockey at the pro level. The owners in the 1970s said free 

agency and competition for players would destroy those sports. All you have to do is look at 

those sports today --just the opposite has happened." 

This article has been reprinted on (?lips with the permission of ESPN.com. To access the 

ESPN. corn website click here 

What does the Kessler antitrust lawsuit vs. the NCAA mean? 
Michael McCann explains 



B.V Zac Ellis, S1. corn, 3-17-14 
A high-profile attorney filed an antitrust suit against the NCAA on Monday, presenting 

another challenge to the organization ~ s longtime model of aanateurism. 

Sports labor attorney Jeffrey Kessler filed an antitrust suit against tile NC.A~\ and the five 

power conferences in which he axgued that tile value of student-athletes has been unlawfitlly 

capped at athletic scholarships. In reporting the suit, ESPNDs Tom Farrey described the 

antitrust suit as Dthe most direct challenge yet to the NCAA~ s longstanding economic 

model. [] Kessler has significant experience in sports labor cases, having played a key role in 

the establishment of free agency rights in the NFL, and lockouts in both the NFL and the 

NBA. 

What does this new legal pursuit mean for the NCAA going tbrward? Campus UNon caught 

up with SI.com legal analyst Michael McCann to find out. 

SI: How significant is Jetti-ey Kessler~; s lawsuit in comparison to other legal challenges t~ing 

the NCAA, such as the Ed O ~ Bannon case? 
Michael McCann: I think it ~ s a big deal because it involves current players who are 

essentially asking for the right to beco,ne free agents. Basically they ~ re asking for a world 

where college athletes are like college coaches: They can sign with any college that pays them 
the most money. That D s a veu dill}rent model from the college sports that we all know. It ~ s 

a lawsuit that tries to drive a stake into the model of college sports that we ~re all fmniliaz with. 

SI: Much is being made of Kessler ~ s involvement with this suit, given his experience in legal 

situations with both the NBA and the NFL. What ~ s the takeaway here? 

MM: It~] s a significant development that Kessler is the pmna~ lav~?er in this case. He has a 

track record of some success. I think he has his share of critics, but his major success was the 

Freeman McNeil case against the NFL in 1992, which helped establish tiee agency fights for 

NFL players. Critics, of course ~] especially those connected to the NBA and the NFL ~] 

would aargue that Kessler ~ s advice to players during those lockouts was not successful. I 

kknow that some NBA executives axe not big t:ans of his. 

But it ~ s significant in that Kessler has the reputation and probably the financial wherewithal to 

litigate this for a while. So,ne lawy’ers don~t have the resources to have a very long case, if 

they ~ re spending a lot of money on discovery, drafting documents and whatnot. Kessler and 

his firu~ have the wherewithal to play this out for a while. 

SI: Kessler D s suit is already being compared to that of Shawne Alston, a former West 

Virginia football player who filed an antitrus* suit agains~ the NCAA earlier this month. Are 

these two caaes similaac? 

MM: They are very similar-. The similaxities aace that both lawsuits aace bringing antitrust 

a~uments against the limits on scholarship. Both of them are arguing that the NCAA and 

member schools of conferences have joined hands in an anti-competitive way 1,~ limit what 
players can get. That point is esse~Nal to both lawsuits. 

It ~ s also worth noting that while the Alston co,nplaint expressly asks for money danlages, it 

also asks for an injmlction. So the two suits are similar in that regaard as well. They [] re both 

asking for a judge to say, ~This sys~te*n is unlawful. [] 

SI: What does an inunction mean for both cases? 
MM: Basically you can ask for two things in a lawsuit: The firs~t is money for pas~t harm, like if 

I made a video game ruth you in it without asking your permission. The other thing is an 

inunction, so you can ask the judge to command some action, such as asking the judge to say, 

[J You, the NCAA, cam~ot use thi s rule. [] Kessler ~] s lawsuit is only Ii~cused on getting a 

judge, by decree, to end amateurism. It wants a judge to ~y student-athletes can sign lbr any 

amount of money that the market dictates with a ~hool. So star players could get a lot more in 

this world than they currently get. 

SI: Kessler ~ s lawsuit includes a handful of current student-athletes as well as foruler ones. Is 

that important for his case’? 

MM: It~ s significant in that it builds a stronger case for an injunction. These players axe 

currently i,npacted by these rules, as opposed to Als~ton and potentially others who come to his 

case, who are former players. So, in that regard, it,s a stronger argument because they are 

currently being harmed, allegedly, by these rules. 

SI: Northwestern made news a few weeks ago when a group of players joined in an effort to 

unionize. The efforts are ongoing, but how might these two cases affect one another? 

MM: They[Ire on separate "tracks, this lawsuit and "the anionization eltbrt. But they~ Ire related 

in the sense that, if college athletes were in a union, they may be able to demand higher pay. It 

may be easier, you could say, for college athletes to get more money as a tbrm of 

compensation if they were in a union than if they were independent persons. But that ~; s sort of 

speculative. The cases me very different. 

Of course, you could argue that if you D re a staac college player, maybe you don ~ t want to be 

in a union. If there were a union of college athletes, it could potentially negotiate collective 

baargaining agreements with the NCAA. That could create limits on scholarships all over again. 

But the unionization ettbrt is unlikely to prevail. 

SI: It ~ s important to note Kessler~ s antitrus~t suit is not calling for specified compensation for 

NCAA student-athletes, correct? His suit only calls for restrictions on compensation to be 

taken away. 

MM: That [ J s exactly fight. Kessler wanks to eliminate caps on scholarships, not guarantee pay 

tbr players. So some players may end up with less. And also, this could lead to a sys~tem ~; 



and I think the NCAA would argue this ~] that is anti-competitive in its own right because 

some schools could aflbrd to pay more, and therefore resources could be hoarded by some 

schools. It could maJ~e college sports prohibitively expensive lbr universities that don ~]t have 

the bndgets of other schools. 

SI: Could Title IX throw a wrench into Kessler [] s legal efibrts against the NCAA? 

M M: I tlffnk it [] s definitely a factor. It [] s not part of the lawsuit; it [] s a separate legal issue 

that would have to be resolved because in a world where star college athletes can obtain their 

mMcet value, men in all likelihood would disproportionately benefit. ’][’hat could lead to 

imbalance in gender equip, in college sports. You would have staac college basketball players [] 

predominately men [] who are getting paid a lot more money than female athletes. There would 

likely be a Title IX challenge to a world mthout ,scholarship caps. 

Sh Where does Kessler[] s lawsuit go from here? What is the timeline for any sort of 

resolution? 

MM: It~] s going to be a while. At least months, but more likely longer. The NCAA will file an 

answer to this complaint. Of course, how it responds to the Alston lawsuit will be a great 

preview of how it will respond to "this lawsnit. The NCAA will likely men’don several cases that 

have come up in the past for tiffs issue, such as the Agnew v. NCAA case that I wrote about 

previously. I talked about the defensive sq_rategy in that case, and tile NCAA is going to make 

the same core a~guments in tiffs case. 

This article has’ been reprinted on Clips with the permission of SI. com. To access the 

SLcom home page click here 

The NCAA-KilIing Lawsuit Might Finally Be Here 

Deadspin, 3-17-14 

Sports labor attorney Jeffrey Kessler has filed suit against the NCAA and five 

power conferences, alleging that capping player compensation at the cost ofa scholmslffp is an 
antitrust violation. Unlike previous shits, this one does not seek damages. It wants to tear down 

the NCAA. "We’re looking to change the system," Kessler said. "That’s the main goal." 

The snit names as defendants the NCAA, the ACC, the Big 12, the Big Ter~ The Pac- 12, and 

the SEC. The plaintiffs are Rutgers forward J.J. Moore, Clemson DB Martin Jenkins, UTEP 

TE Kevin Perry, mad Cal "tight end William Tyndall, though as a class action claim, it hopes to 

represent all FBS football players and D-I basketball players. 

The introduction to the suit, sums the argument up well: 
The Defen&~nts in this action...ea~ billions of dollars in revenues each year 

through the hard work, sweat, and sometimes broken bodies of top-tier college 

football and men’s basketball athletes who perJbrm services for Defendants’ 

member institutions in the big business of college sports’. However, instead of 

allowing their member institutions to compete for the services of those players 

while operating their businesses, Defendants have entered into what amounts to 

cartel agreements with the avowed purpose and efjbct of placing a ceihng on the 

compensation that may be paid to these athletes for their services. Those 

restrictions are pernicious, a blatant violation of the antitrust laws, have no 
legitimate pro-competitive justification, and shouM now be stntck down and 

enjoined 

Kessler is the biggest hitter yet in the war against amateurism. He’s partially responsible for 

bringing free agency to the NFL, and has served as outside counsel tbr both MLB and NBA 

players in labor battles agafinst their respective leagues. He’s joined in tiffs suit by Tim Nevius, 



once the NCAA’s associate director of enforcement. 

Kessler Whiskey is an A mel~can brand ofblended whiskey, started by Julius Kessler in 1888. It is known 
{br the slogan, "Smooth as Silk". The brand is currently, owned and produced by Beam Inc. Beam claims 
it is the ¢2 selling American blended whiskey. Kessler started selling whiskey in Lea&fille, Colo~r~do in 
the late 1870s. In the early" day~; Julius Kessler went f!’om saloon to saloon selling the whiskey. Kessler’s 
company quickly, became profitable, in part cbce to the higher prices the whiskey commanded in remote 
a~vas. Kessler retired f?om the business" in 1921 at the age of 65. N-ote f?om the Clips Editor: We bare not 
vet been able to-nor might we ever be able--to establish a link between Barrister Kessler and ~laltster 
Kessler f?om a century" ago. But we suspect that the "Smooth as Silk" descripi~or would fit fbr todcs,’s 
Kessler as well 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS VVEBSITE: www.colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 
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Clips subscribers. This particular Smooth as Silk eFLASH has been sent to all Clips prescribers. 

About our ~vebsite: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips el=LASHes (like the one above), which are a~vard-~vorthy 

e-items that range far and vgide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 
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============================================================================================== 

Authorib~ score measures a useCs influential content on Twi~er based en hew many of ks followers are retweeting the user’s tweets and how recent those 

[etweeted ~’eets occurred~ 

Round ~ 

FJorida’s nationaJ athletb reputation across alJ sports, and in particuJar basketball, ~s what ddves ~ts Twitter dominance. AJbany poses zero threat ~n tMs 

matchup~ 

Winner: Florida 

Matchup 2:8 Cobrado vs. 9 Pittsburgh 

Peeneach :Score (Spor~s) p£’Y,611 #40,i 53 

Peerreach Score 

Ye~ another matchup where one wins by a {andsfide~ Although Pittsburgh’s Klout Sco{e is c{eepmg up on Cobrado’s score, Co{oracle sti{~ wins m every 

~inne~: Oolorado 

M~tohup 3:5 VOU vs. 12 Stephen F. Austin 

K~out Sco~-e 

go deep hlto the tournament it toe will see an increase m ~ts natbnal recognitbn, and subsequently, its Tvq~er followers and reach 

w~: vcu 

Matchup 4:4 UOLAvs. 13 Tulsa 



#~ of Fotiowers 

# oF Twe@,s 

KIout Sconce 

Peerreech Score (Sports) 

Poe r~eaci’.. Soo~e 

{Basketball} 
Social Autho~ity Sco~e 83 35 

UO.LA 

#20,317 

Although Tulsa beats UCLA in its Spo~ts Pooheach Score, UCLA dominates m every o~her category. Perhaps most significant is the amount of followers 

UCLA has in comparison to the amount that Tulsa has. 

Win~e~: UCLA 

Matchup 5:6 Ohio State vs 11 Dayton 

# oF F:oliowers 

~ of Twee’.’ss 

Klout Score 

Peerseach Sco~e (Spo~te) 

Peerreach Score 
Basketball} 

Socir.~:l Authon(y Score 

A~though ebb State only has a measly 600 Tweets, 

Ohio S~ate 
(~OhioStsteHoops} 

6OO 

Dayton (@Dayton~tBB} 

3,056 

~2 

~28,888 

~/A 

wins in every ether category, incklding an overwhelming win in number of followers. I can foresee 

the numbe~ of tweets For Ohio Sta~e being its downlalf in subsequen~ rounds: but fo~ now it cornes out on top. 

Winner: Ohio Sta~e 

Matchup 6:3 Syracuse vs. 14 Western Michigan 

Syrsc.:.~se (@SyrBesketbalt} 

~ of Foliowe~s 

#< of Tweets                              28,~K 

}<Gout Score 

Peerreach Score (Spor-bs)                  #3~729 

Peerresch Score 

Soc~a~ ,~uthodty Score                      7I 

Aiestern ~4 ich k.~:<m 

!}09 

57 

~/A 

As a BasketbaN Powerhouse, it is no wonder that S ,racuse wins every categow by the biggest margins we’ve seen so faL What is interesting ~o note 

though, with only 138 days spent on Twitter thus far, WMU is aheady averaging 3.8 lweets,’day. If WMU keeps tweeting at a regular pace, it can surely win 

some devout fotlowers~ but it wilt be a long ~ime bolero it even poses even a minor ~hreat to Syracuse’s Twitte~ p~owess. 

Matchup 7:7 New Mexico vs. 10 Stanford 

New Mexico (@UN.."vlHoops) 

tt of Foliowe~s 4,152 

# of Tweete 3,320 

I<lout Score 62 

Peerreach Score (Spor-bs) #31, 100 

Peerresch Score 
Br.o: s ket br.otl 1 ) 

Socb..-’l Authority Score 39 56 

1,0SS 

We Iinalfy have our first upset! However, wi~h only 336 days on Twitter, in comparison to S~anFord’s 1,767 days, New Mexico has actually been ~wee~ing 

on a more regular basLs, and thus poses a big threat to Stanford’s Twitter p~esence in this matchup However, at the end, Stanford ekes out the slight 

v icte % 

Matchup 8:2 Kansas vs. 15 Eastern Kentucky 

Kansas (@KU....Hoops) Eastern Kentucky 
I@EKUHoops} 

# of Foliowers 2;I 86 2, 104 

# of Tweete 806 ~231 

I<lout Score 55 ~1 



Peerreach 8core (Sporbs) #4~3"Yl ~42,300 

Peerreach Score #1 ~848 

Basketball) 

Socbsl Authori~,y Score 42 

I ~s, ould have ~ever guessed hew much ef a close call this ma~chup is. Cer~sidering Ka~sas’s program domi~ance year in and year out, t surely would 

ha~e predicted that their Twitter preserrce would reflect tire success they’ve had on the court. Although Kanas tectxrically wirrs irr 2/3 of the categories, 

Eastern Kentucky earns the victory here. Its Kleut score is much higher, and for a school with less national recognition, it does not have that issany fewer 

Twitter followers. Additionally, with 286 days less on Twitter (Ka~sas has 849 days and EKU has 563 days), EKU has over 2400 mere tweets. These 

thi~rgs alone give EK(J the narrow edge. 

Winner: Eastern Kentucky 

Round 3 Matchups: 

Matchup 1 : l Florida vs. 8 Colorado 

Matchup 2:5 VCU vs. 4 UCLA 

Matchup 3:6 Ohio State vs. 3 Syracuse 

Ma~chup 4:10 Stanford vs~ 13 Eastern Kentucky 



tteie i ...... pling of the latest news at WIAReport ....... 

Lauderdale, Florida She roll become president of Olive-Hap~-ey 

In 2012, 71 percent of women high scllool graduates had enrolled in some 

was d] perce~t The gender gap is eve~ larger for Hispanics m~d Africa~ 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 12:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

NCAA ’Unlawful Cartel’ ] Lawsuits Over Lit~ Les~ms ] Track Equipment ’Wish’ 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Lawsuit Calls NCAA, Five Cont~rences an ’Unlawful Cartel’ 
The NCAA is illegally restricted the earning tx~wer of football and men’s basketbaJl 

players while making billions offtheir labor, according ... 

Tuesda,~" Takedown: Lawsuits Oa er Life Lessons 
There is a disturbing treud that is showing no signs of slowing down: The rise of 

lawsuits in youth sports. Rather thma focus on the ... 

CFB Coaches Support Paying Parents for Recruiting Travel 
ACC and SEC head coaches have radically different ideas on rule chm~ges to 

improve college football recruiting, but there seems to be 

Prep AD Suspended, I,ocks Changed, Investigation On 
School district officials have lauuched ~ invesligation iuto Leominster High School 

Athletic Director Chris Young ~£ter Superiutendent Jaaa~es P .... 

Athlete with Cancer U ses M~ce-A- Wish to Equip School 
Ilaitially, Rhett Jensen thought about asking for a new snowmobile. Ultimately, Rhett 



said he knew what he wanted berter track equipment lbr his ... 

Little League Won’t Sink Thousands into Flood-Prone Field 

The field, which is next to Chiques Creek, sustained damage t?om flooding in 

October 2013 and severe damage from Tropical Storm Lee ... 

Users Rallying Fitchburg State to Keep Ice Arena Open 
A large crowd is expected to rally’ Saturday outside the Wallace Civic Centers 

Landry Arena, but it is not a protest as much as an ... 

Program Gives Preps Peek into Athletics on College Level 
Franklin & Marshall’s Athletic Leadership Council (AI ~C) held the second annnal 
Lancaster-Lebanon League Leadership Day S unday afternoon ... 

~ School’s New Weight Room AttractingNon-Athletes 
’][’he goal of the school’s physical education staff is to get those s~dents, and 
students whose high school athletic careers are ending, to make ... 

) t rep Football League Clarifies Film Exchange t mtocol 
The coaches and athletic directors of the Vermont Interscholastic Football League 

on Monday- agreed they were not hapw with some ... 

Gronp Against Braves Stadinm to Discnss Taxes, Lawsnits 
A gross-roots organization opposed to Cobb County’s $300 million investment in a 
new Atlanta Braves s~tadinm will hold a town hall meeting tonight, ... 

Cnbs to Provide Free Remote Parkin for 1 000 Cars 

The Cubs on Monday delivered on a promise to provide fiee remote parking for 

up to 1,000 cars for fans attending night and weekend gmnes ... 

U. of Hawaii Considers Constructing 30K- Seat Stadium 
The Universi~’ of Hawaii Rainbow Warriors could be retiring Aloha Stadium as 

their home field. The UH-Manoa Athletic Department is apparently ... 

Dayton Making ’Last Statement’ as First Fonr Host 
Dayton is guaranteed to host the NCAA tonrnament’s First Four this year and next, 

an event organizers ~y pumps rmlhons into the region s ec( nomy. 

Colts Owner Irsav Faces Felom~es After Tralt]c Stop 
Indianapolis Colts owner Jim Irsay is known in NFL circles as a tough business,nan 

and eccentric billionaire who enjoys interacting with t:ans about his ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Parents of Gift Who Broke Leg on Base Path She League 
When a home plate slide resulted in a bv~3ken leg, a youth softball player’s parents 

are blaming the league and the town to the tune of $50,000. 

New Reader Comments: 

Marching Band a Substitute for PE? New Me, co Says Yes 
So, if marching in band counts l~)r physical education credit, a physical edncation 

teacher who uses music in his/her class, shonld count as a fine arts ... 

Marching Band a Substitute fbr PE? New Mexico Says Yes 
With all due respects to the concerns expressed about accepting marching band 

participation ~br physical education crediL my obse~wations as a .... 



Opinion: Is It Time to Dump Confe:ence Tournaments? 
The expansion of most major conferences has indeed taken away from some of the 

pageantD’ and luster of conference tonrnaments, with one ... br> 

Gnns in Public Places Bill Advances: Stadiums Exempt 
Well said & true David’. 

Guns in Public Places Bill Advances; Stadiums Exempt 
The NRA is a great exmnple of how a well connected and well tinanced special 

interest group can wield power in Congress. The membership ... 

Swing Teams Practice Patience as Winter Maintains Grip 

it is warm in Chicago, I was in northern MN over the weekend for a hockey 
tournament and it was well below zero Saturday night. 

Parents of Gift Who Broke Leg on Base Path She League 

Why should anybody be surprised by this? We live in a litigious societ7 with too 

many lawyers. Hopefully this ~ftball organ~ation has had this ... 

Guns in Public Places Bill Advances; Stadiums Exempt 

Che~l & David: I agree with you both 100%! Perhaps someday this will happen 
when the majori .~ of Americans will value the lives of those lost... 

Marching Band a Substitute for PE? New Mexico Says Yes 

While mmehing band and athletics may provide the "physical" part of physical 

education, I’m concerned that the "education" part of physical ... 

ii.~ Facebook ~ 

I × Ath,etioBusi .... Conf ..... &ExpoI 

Stay Connected Stay informed 

i~i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

[ iii~iiI ABSign upfor E-News ] 

Mahaqe Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to fi.lt{i=e ~,i=lsiis ot this type i Forward to a Coiiea{!i;e 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 
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Attach: 

tides-bounces@europa.bus.ucf.edu on behalf of 

The Institute for Diversib’ and Ethics in Sport. <tides@europa.bus.uc£edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 2:01 PM 

tides@europa.bus.ucl~edu 

[Tides] Richaxd LaNhick fie1@ Keeping Score When It Counts: Academic Progress/Graduation Success Rate Study of 2014 NCAA 

Division I Men’s and Wotnen’s BasketbaJl Tournament Teams 

The 2014 Division I Men’ s and Women’s Basketball Study.pdi) ATT00001.c 

For immediate release: 

Attached is the "Keeping Score When it Counts: Graduation Success and Academic Progress Rates for the 2014 NCAA Division I Men’s and Women’s 

Basketball Tournament Teams" issued by The institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at the University of Central Florida. 

This study is a follow-up report to the men’s tournament study that was released on March 17, 2014. The study compares the academic performance of 

male and female basketball student-athletes and of African-American and white basketball student-athletes by examining the Graduation Success Rates 

(GSR) and the Academic Progress Rates (APR) for the tournament teams. The women graduated at a rate of 87 percent vs. 72 percent for the men. The 

women also did not have any teams in the tournament with an APR below a 925 compared to the men who had seven teams. 

Lapchick stated, "Once again, the women’s teams bring good news to the report this year with 21 women’s teams that have a 100 percent graduation rate 

in the 2014 field and three teams that scored a perfect APR score of 1000. Student-athletes on women’s basketball teams graduate at a higher rate than 

student-athletes on men’s basketball teams. The gap between white and African-American student-athletes has always been significantly smaller on 

women’s teams than on men’s teams. There was a one percentage point decrease in the disparity between graduation rates of white and African- 

American women student-athletes resulting in a five percentage point gap compared to a 24 percentage point gap for the men’s teams." 

All of the women’s teams graduated more than 60 percent of their student-athletes except Florida Gulf Coast University. 

This year, both Duke and Dayton had a team in the men’s and women’s tournament each of which had a 100 percent graduation rate on both teams. 

There are many categories where the women outperform the men academically. White female basketball student-athletes on tournament teams graduate 

at a rate of 92 percent compared to 87 percent for African-American female basketball student-athletes. White male basketball student-athletes on 

tournament teams graduate at the rate of 89 percent versus only 65 percent of African-American male basketball student-athletes. The five percentage 

point women’s gap is clearly far less alarming than the 24 percent men’s gap. The gap for men decreased by one percentage points from a 25 percent gap 

in 2013, while the gap for women decreased from six percent in 2013. 

Lapchick noted, "For the last two years, 98 percent of the women’s tournament teams graduated at least 50 percent of their basketball student-athletes. In 

comparison, 87 percent of the men’s teams in this year’s tournament graduated at least 50 percent of their basketball student-athletes. Thus there is an 

11 percentage point gap between women’s and men’s basketball graduation rates at the 50 percent mark in the 2014 tournament." 

In addition: 

¯ 89 percent of the women’s teams compared to 53 percent of the men’s teams graduated at least 70 percent creating a huge 36 percent gap. 

¯ 98 percent of the women’s teams compared to 78 percent of the men’s teams graduated at least 60 percent resulting in a 20 percent gap. 

¯ No women’s teams graduated less than 40 percent while two men’s teams were below this mark. 

Based on Graduation Success Rate data, additional highlights from the study include the following: 

70 percent graduation rates 

90 percent of the women’s tournament teams graduated 70 percent or more of their white basketball student-athletes, while 81 percent graduated 

70 percent or more of their African-American basketball student-athletes, resulting in a nine percentage point gap. This gap remained the same as 

in 2013. 

Among the men’s teams, 84 percent of the men’s tournament teams graduated 70 percent or more of their white basketball student-athletes, while 

only 44 percent graduated 70 percent or more of their African-American basketball student-athletes, resulting in a 40 percent gap among the men, 

which was the same as in 2013. 

60 percent graduation rates 

95 percent of the women’s tournament teams graduated at least 60 percent or more of their white and African-American basketball student- 

athletes resulting in no percentage point gap which was a decrease from the two point disparity in 2013. 

Among the men’s teams, 93 percent graduated 60 percent or more of their white basketball student-athletes, while only 60 percent graduate 60 

percent or more of their African-American basketball student-athletes. This resulted in a 33 percent percentage point gap, which was a three 

point decrease from 36 percent in 2013. 

50 percent graduation rates 

97 percent of the women’s teams graduated at least 50 percent or more of their white basketball student-athletes, and 98 percent graduated 50 

percent or more of their African-American basketball student-athletes resulting in a one percentage point difference favoring African-American 

women basketball student-athletes. Last year’s study showed a three percentage point disparity favoring white student-athletes. 

98 percent of the menls tournament teams graduated 50 percent of more of their white basketball student-athletes, while only 76 percent 

graduated 50 percent or more of their African-American basketball student-athletes. This resulted in a 22 percent gap among the men, which was a 

five percentage point decrease from the 27 percent gap reported in 2013. 

40 percent graduation rates 

97 percent of the women’s teams graduated at least 40 percent or more of their white basketball student-athletes, compared to the 98 percent, 

which graduated 40 percent or more of their African-American basketball student-athletes at this level resulting in a one percentage point gap 

favoring African-American women basketball student-athletes. 

Among the men’s teams, 98 percent of the men’s tournament teams graduated 40 percent of more of their white basketball student-athletes, while 



85 percent graduated 40 percent or more of their African-American basketball student-athletes resulting in a 13 percentage point gap among the 

men in favor of white male student-athletes, which was a one percentage point increase from 2013. 

There are 21 women’s teams that had a 100 percent graduation rate: Army, DePaul University, Duke University, Iowa State University, Louisiana 

State University, Penn State University, Saint Joseph’s University, St. John’s University, University of Dayton, University of Florida, University of 

Georgia, University of Idaho, University of Kentucky, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, University of Notre Dame, University of Oklahoma, University of 

Pennsylvania, University of South Carolina, Columbia, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Vanderbilt University, and Wichita State University. 

Hampton University and Prairie View A&M, two of the Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU’s), did not have white student-athlete 

graduation rates to report. Gonzaga’s women’s team did not have African-American graduation rates to report. 

Some other distressing results are: 

The GSR data shows nine women’s tournament teams (15 percent) have a 30-percentage point or greater gap between the graduation rates of 

white and African-American basketball student-athletes. Six of the teams (10 percent) with a 30-percentage point or greater gap experience higher 

graduation rates for white student-athletes while three teams (five percent) have a similar disparity in favor of African-American student-athletes. 

17 women’s teams (28 percent) have a 20-percentage point or greater gap between the graduation rates of white and African-American basketball 

student-athletes. Thirteen of the teams (21 percent) with a 20 percentage point or greater gap experience higher graduation rates for white student- 

athletes, while four teams (Seven percent) experience higher graduation rates for African-American student-athletes. 

Lapchick noted, "All of the women’s teams received a score of 925 or more on the NCAA’s previous APR measure. In comparison, seven men’s teams 

did not receive a score of 925 or more on the NCAA’s APR. 

There are three teams within the women’s basketball tournament field and one in the men’s field that scored a perfect APR score of 1000." 

The NCAA has raised its standards to a 930 or greater APR. Northwestern State University was the lone team in the women’s field to fall below 930. 

On the men’s side, eight teams (California Polytechnic State University, Coastal Carolina University, North Carolina Central University, Oklahoma 

State University, Providence College, Texas Southern University, the University of Connecticut, and the University of Oregon) are under the 930 

score. 

The APR, developed in 2004, is a four-year average of academic performance that rewards student-athletes for remaining eligible as well as 

continuing education at the same school. The NCAA recently voted to institute stricter policies with regards to APR performance and postseason 

athletic participation. The new legislation will require teams to have a four-year APR above 930, equivalent to a 50 percent graduation rate, to 

qualify for postseason participation the following year. The current system provides that teams scoring below a 925 APR can lose up to 10 percent 

of their scholarships. Teams can also be subject to historical penalties for poor academic performance over time. Beginning three years ago, teams 

that receive three straight years of historical penalties (below 900 APR or approximately a 45 percent GSR) face the potential of restrictions on 

postseason competition for the team, in addition to scholarship and practice restrictions. 

The APR data does not include data from the 2012-13 academic performances of the teams in the study, but instead uses the four-year data from 

the 2008-09, 2009-10, 2010-11, 2011-12 academic years. 

All of the women’s basketball tournament-bound teams in the Football Bowl Subdivision conferences represented in the APR study did well this year. 

The AAC, ACC, Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-12, and SEC, had their entire tournament-bound member institutions receive an APR score greater than 930. The 

ACC, Pac-12, and SEC, are each represented by at least two teams in the top 15 APR scores. 

Lapchick stated that, "For the women’s basketball tournament field, 21 schools had a 100 percent graduation rate compared to ten schools in the 

men’s tournament. This year, Duke and Dayton’s men’s and women’s basketball teams had a 100 percent graduation rate on both teams in both 

tournaments. Women’s basketball student-athletes epitomize the balance that is needed to be a successful contemporary student-athlete. We hope 

that women’s basketball student-athletes will continue to succeed, the men will do better, and we will see a further decrease in the disparity 

between white and African-American student-athletes." 

Note: The percentages for the women’s report were calculated as follows: 

1. Overall rates were based on 64 women’s teams. 

2. Rates for African-American student-athletes were based on 63 teams due to Gonzaga University having no reported African-American basketball 

student-athlete data in the period recorded. 

3.    Rates for white student-athletes were based on 62 teams due to Hampton University and Prairie View A&M University having no reported white 

basketball student-athlete data in the period recorded. 

4.    The disparity figures are based on 61 teams due to a lack of reporting for white or African-American student-athletes or not having a certain race 

represented on a team. 

Note: The percentages for the men’s report were calculated as follows: 

1. Overall rates were based on 64 men’s teams. 

2. Rates for African-American student-athlets were based on all 68 teams due to zero teams having no African-American basketball student-athlets in 

the period recorded. 

3.    Rates for white student student-athletes were based on 57 teams due to George Washington University, Manhattan University, North Carolina 

Central University, Texas Southern University, University of Cincinnati, University of Connecticut, University of Memphis, University of Michigan, University 

of Nebraska, University of Oklahoma, and Virginia Commonwealth University, having no white basketball student-athletes in the period recorded. 

4. The disparity jfigures are based on 57 teams due to the fact that the 11 teams listed above either had no white basketball students-athletes or African- 

American basketball student-athletes in the period being recorded. 

The GSR was developed in 2005 in response to the demand for a more accurate measure of graduation performance of NCAA athletics programs. In order 



to calculate the GSR, the NCAA tracks student-athletes for six years following their entrance to an NCAA member institution to monitor the graduation 

rates of member institutions and their athletic programs. The GSR is used by the NCAA as a measuring device to signal performance of NCAA athletic 

programs while the APR is used to determine penalties for academically underperforming athletic programs. 

The Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport ("TIDES" or the "Institute") serves as a comprehensive resource for issues related to gender and race in 

amateur, collegiate and professional sport. The Institute researches and publishes a variety of studies, including annual studies of student-athlete 

graduation rates and racial attitudes in sport, as well as the internationally recognized Racial and Gender Report Card, an assessment of hiring practices 

in coaching and sport management in professional and college sport. Additionally, the Institute conducts diversity management training in conjunction 

with the National Consortium for Academics and Sports. The Institute also monitors some of the critical ethical issues in college and professional sport, 

including the potential for exploitation of student-athletes, gambling, performance-enhancing drugs and violence in sport. 

The Institute is part of the DeVos Sport Business Management Graduate Program in the University of Central Florida’s College of Business Administration. 

This landmark program focuses on business skills necessary for graduates to conduct successful careers in the rapidly changing and dynamic sport 

business and entertainment management industry while also emphasizing diversity, community service, and social issues in sport. 
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Make Creativity a Cultural Constant 

Everyone is creative. The key in putting creativity to work for your business is inspiring it. Here’s how 

you can mine and Ii~s[er crea[ivity in your team every day. That’s just one example of the relevant 

content Business Re-imagined, a collaboration between Inc. and the Disney Institute offers to help 

you view your business -- and your team -- from new angles and achieve greater levels of success. 



Ma~chup 1:1 Virginia vs. 16 Coastal Carolina 

Virginia 

(@UVAMensHoops} 

3costal Ca rolir~ 

I@CCU Hoops) 

# of Fotiowers 

#~ of Tweets 

Klout Score 

Peerreach Score 

Peerreech Score 

Social ,~uthodty Score 

#! of Fotiowers 35,8K 

# of Tweets i ,300 

KIout Score 

Peerreach Score (Sped.s} #4,430 

Peerseach Sco~e 

{Basketball) 
Soc~a~ £uthodty Sco~e 59 

Matchup 2:8 Memphis vs, 9 Geerge Washington 

taam’s handle does need te tweet more original contant and twaet much more often than it has. 

Memphis 

(@UofM’" gerst- cops) 

Even though Memphis has spent on 1.700 days on Twitter, meaning that it Tweets less than once per day, its 30,000+ mere followers are extremely 

significant. GWU has spen~ 593 days on Twitter, averaging 7.8 tweets/day. ]his can surely help it increase its Twi~ter presence in the near Iuture. 

Additionally, Memphis increased its pesition in time Basketball Peergroup by 210 places in the last menth, hm comparison, the only Peergroup @GW...MBB 

is even recognized in is "Politics" - guess that’s what happens when you play in the Nation’s capital. 

Winner: ~.~emphis 

Matchup 3:5 Cincinnati vs. 12 Harvard 

Cir~ci~snati 

(@GoBEARCATS) 

33,8K 

24,7K 

#6~724 

N/A 

S2 

{@hoopsatha ~va rd) 

~,i90 

~35,097 

WA 

These two teams are hard to compare because Cincinnati does not have its own handle dedicated to time Men’s Basketball team: players, coaches, and 

athletic department staff members dealing with basketball all have their own, and the Women’s Basketball team has its own, but the Men’s Basketball 

team does not. Thus, at first glance, it seems as if Cincinnati beats Harwrrd in every category, but we are not exactly comparing apples-to-.apples here. 

As a result, just like in the First Four Matchup of Cal Poly vs. Texas Southern, I am going to have to give the win to the team that actually has a handle 

dedicated solely to the Men’s Basketball team. 

¢7 14 
As was the case with time South, the number 1 seed easily beats the 16 seed in thLs Twitter matchup One way fer Coastal Carolina to improve its Twitter 

influence is to start tweeting more organic tweets, as opposed to just retweeting other Twitter users, which it seems to do veb, often. Perhaps Coastal 

Carolina relies heavily on its main athletic Twitter (@GoCCUsports); howeveb if the Men’s Basketball team is going to gain exposure on its own, the 

# o~ [:oliowere 10,3K ~25 

# of Tweets 

Klout Score 68 1,7 

Peer~eaci’.. Sco~e (S~so~ts) #50,722 0~48,200 

Peerreach Score NiA 

Soc;a~ ,~uthodty Score 



Wir~ner: Harvard 

Matchup 4:4 Michigan Stats vs. 13 Delaware 

Michigan @~:,~ te 

(@MSU_Basketball) i@UDeIBasketball) 

# of Fotiowe~s 64,4K 333 

#~ of iwee(s ~.~t}84 503 

Klout Score 72 S0 

Peerreach Score (Spo~ts) #£~542 ~54,100 

{Basketball) 
Soc~a~ ~uthodty Scots 7S 22 

Dslaware is again one of those schools that reliss more hsavily en its main athletic handle (@UDBlusHens) than en its own basketball Twitter handle. 

Rega~dbss of this, the handle dsdica~ed to solely Baskstball is lacking in all regards, and Michigan Sta~e ove~whelmingly wins. 

Whirler: ~ichigan S~ate 

Ma~chup 5:6 No~th Carolina vs. 11 Providence 

(@U NC_Basketball} i@PCAthlstics) 

# oF goliowers 156K ~),55i 

Klout S co.~e 75 

Peerseach Scots (8po~te) #1 ~054 ~15,836 

Peerreach Score #8~$g ~/A 
BasketbaJl) 

Soc[~ai Authon[y Score 75 

The Providence Men’s Basketball team (tees not have its own Twitter handle, although it has its own Facebook page with 7,402 likes. Additionally, the 

Head Coach of the Fdars has his own handle (@CoachCoeleyPC) wi~h 4,009 foftowels and 129 ~wee~s. Despi~e this~ it is obvious that UNC wins this 

matchup 

Wi~rner: No~th Carolina 

Matchup 6:3 Iowa State vs. 14 N C. Central 

~owa Stste 

(@CycloneM ’@NCCU Basketbaft) 

# of Foliowe~s 

Kbut Score 

Peer~eac~s Scots (Spo~te} 

Peerreach Score 

Soc~s~ Author~(y Score 

Ne~th Carolina Central poses very little threat to Iowa State’s Twitter presence - Iowa State easily wins in every category. 

Winner: ~owa State 

Matchup 7:7 Connec~icu~ vs. 10 Saint Joseph’s 

(@UConnMBB) 

11,3K 

~5 

#4~800 

Saint Joseph’s 

:@SJ U H avvks~.M BB) 

2,827 

,201 

WA 

For two teams from the Northeast, these teams are diametrically opposed in Twitter presence. This is the foulth Jandslide victory in a row ir~ the East. 

However, one must give credit where credit is due, and I really enjoy the amount of pictures that Saint Joseph’s tweetsl 



Winner: UOonn 

Matchup 3:2 Villanova vs. 15 Milwaukee 

(@NovaMBB) 

\/iiiwaukee 

{@MKEPanthers) 

# of Fotiowe~s 4,I92 ¢,061 

#~ of iwee(s i ,763 :};44"Y 

KIout Score t~3 ~3 

Peerreach Score (Spo~-~s) #16,500 ~13~500 

Peerreech Score N/A 1iA 
{Basketball) 
Soc~a~ ~uthodty Sco~e 50 ~9 

,Just like Cincinnati, Milwaukee Men’s Basketball coaches have Twitter presences, as well as the Women’s Basketball team, but the Men’s Basketball team 

itsell does net. YeL even when you compare Villanova’s Men’s Basketball handle to Milwaukee’s handb for all of its sports, Villanova still has more 

followers, a higher Social Authority scora, and the same Kleut score. 

V~inne~: Villanova 

Round 3 Matchu~_.~ 

Matchup l: 1 Virginia vs. 8 Memphis 

Matchup 2:12 Harvard vs. 4 Michigan State 

Matchup 3:6 North Carolina vs. 3 Iowa State 

Matchup 4:7 UConn vs. 2 Villanova 

:~:.~.: ~.~’.~ ~:. ~.~ to no ienger recewe posts from 

Trouble ~;~i~.kin~? Copy and pash~ ~his URL ink~ yore browser: 
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Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 7:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edu> 

My Alerts: William Rhoden (1 a~ticles) 

William Rhoden Cc, n’,piied: ®arch 18, 2014 07:07:09 

Sports of The Times 

Harvard’s Latest Basketl~a]l]l SuccOr,aS: Winning Over 

Coach Tommy Amaker says the basketball program’s recent zfise has made it a 

sort of common ground for the university’s far--flung components. 

FOLLOW US: F3cebooi,: i ~@NYTimes 
i :~: ,-,,,~, i 

Get unlimited access to NYTimes,com and our 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite el apps: 

Android I iPad® 

About This EmaH 

This is an automated el"nail.Please do not reply directly to ins email from NYTimes.com As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage My Aleits i My Alerts Help I Change Yeu~ Emaii i Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 7:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: Have you Disappeared? Get Noticed by Sports Employers 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

’12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 

you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http : //www.teamworkonline.com/TeamWork/MyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http :i/www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reer 

Thank you. 

TeamWork Online, 22550 I~lcCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 7:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Son defends mother from bullies, and they kill him 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World Network 

Too much? Daughter goes missing four three days and father punishes her on camera 

.... 
camera 

BY: John "Hennry" Harris At some point in time chitdren witt go to extremes to test the timits of 
their parents. Especiatty, in this day and age, where... 
March 18, 2014 / / ~..e.~..~E~ 

[~ Yvette Carnell: 7 Doesn’t Want You to Remember About Bill Clinton Things Hillary 

Want You to Remember About Bill Clinton 

by Yvette Carnett After Repubtican Paut Ryan dog whistted to the racist wing of the Repubtican 
Party by catting into question the wittingness of inner city btacks to... 



Son Killed After Mother Harassed by Mob for Singing 

Son defends his Mother from a mob that 

bullies shoot him in the head 

A New York man was kitted after a 8roup of men jumped on his mother for sinsin8 outside her 
apartment on Sunday. DNAinfo reports that famity members confirmed... 
March 18, 2014 / / Read More 

Has Tyler Perry Lost His Grip On Black Women? 

Women? 

By Lechette Watker Tyter Perry’s premier of the box office firm "The Sinste Moms Ctub" did not 
make a 8rear impression in the box office this weekend. The firm that is starrin8 Nia Lon8 and Amy 
Smart, came in 5th ptace over the weekend, brinsin8 in S8.3 mittion. The firm had terribte reviews, 
which coutd [...] 
March 18, 2014~.~..~..m..~..e.~.~...M..g.r.~ 

Viral Video of Baby-Faced Teen in Prison shows the horrors of incarceration 

shows the horrors of incarceration 

This video was sent over to us and we wanted you to see it. We don’t know much about this youth 
other than his first name, which he... 
March 18, 2014 / / 

i~ BOSS Sports I 4 University of Georgia Football Players Arrested For Theft By Deception 

Deception 
By Brandon Simmons In the NCAA footbat[ offseason, prayers may be ripe to set into some form of 
troubte. For the University of Georsia footbat[ prosram, four of... 
March 18, 2014 / / 



Would these two people make a handsome couple? 

Would these two p.e._ople make a handsome 

By Andrew Scot Botsinser Former NFL wide receiver Ahmad Rashad is no stranser to hish-profite 
retationships. His [atest romantic invotvement takes that exposure to a new [ever, even... 
March 18, 2014 / / Read More 

i~~ Damon Dash confronts reporters for being racist: Youwon’t believe what happens nexti 

racist: You won’t believe what happens 
next 

Damon Dash isn’t just a stron8 exampte of btack business buitdin8 and independent weatth, he is 
atso very, very intettisent. Dash was the co-founder of Rockefetter Records, atons... 
March 18, 2014 / / ..R..e..a..d.....M..o..r..e. 

i l~ iDateDaily.com: [Watch] Kim Kardashian Makes Desperate Attempt to Show Off Engagement Rir 

iDateDaily.com: [Watch.] Kim Kardashian 
Makes Desperate Attempt to Show Off 

Reported by Ree, "The (Ree)tationship Guide" By this time, everyone shoutd know that Kim 
Kardashian is a shametess 8oral-diBBer. If bein8 married three times to three 
different "entertainers"... 
March 18, 2014 / /.R..e...a..d....M...q.r..e. 

Why Did Oprah Sell Harpo Studios? 

Why. Did Oprah Sell Harpo Studios? 

By Lechette Watker Harpo Studios in Chicaso has been put up for sett by the media mosut Oprah 
Winfrey. Oprah has apparentty decided to move on from the tocation that started her career and 
the venue that contributed to her increased poputarity. The 3.5 acre campus that is set to sett for 
$32 mittion, in [...] 

Popular Posts on TheMedicalBIog.net 

¯ Sodium: The Sitent Kitter of African Americans 0 comments 
¯ Why.. Do Btack Women Die Of Cancer? 0 comments 



Man with 132 Lb Scrotum Dies at 49 0 comments 
Study.£ Whites Think Black People Fee[ Less Pain 0 comments 

comments 
Makers of OxyContin to Submit "Abuse-Resistant" Painki[[er to FDA 
0 comments 
A woman catches HIV from another Woman 0 comments 

comments 
How many. calories p~.r...d.0y should the average, woman consume? 0 
comments 

9.n.....sp.a..o.k.J.n..g 0 comments 

Cleveland Judge Accused of Abusing Defendants, Banned From Hearing Cases 

A Cleveland judge who is under investigation has been banned from hearing criminal cases. 
Cleveland Municipal Court Judge Ange[a Stokes, who has been accused of abpsing staff, lawyers... 

March 18, 2014 / / .R..e..a..d....M..o...r.~ 

i~ Men arrested them for refusing to hand over their White Castle Hamburgers ~ say cops 

l 

Most people eat at White Castle at some point in their lives. Some people even form an addiction. 

But this story is probably one that you’ve never heard,... 

March 18, 201~ / / Read More 

Jailed man smuggles a 10 inch gun in his rear end 1 

rear end 

There are some amazing things that people wi[[ do in order to evade a gun charge, but this one 
might take the cake. A man in Jacksonville, Florida... 

i~ Rutgers Faculty Votes to Cancel Condoleezza Rice’s Commencement Speech 



Faculty at Rutsers University haven’t 8ive up their fight to cancel Condo[eezza Rice’s 
commencement speech, which is currently scheduled for May. Professors at the Rut~ers-Newark 
campus voted on... 
March 18, 2014 / / Read More 

Find Your Flow 

March 18, 2014 

I .~..~. deepak-chopra oprah 

By: Stephanie A[[en-Gobert With the recent success of their OWN ventures, Oprah Winfrey and 
renowned mind-body heaUn8 8uru Deepak Chopra have announced a new onUne meditation 
experience dubbed Findin8 Your Row. The resistration besan Monday for the free 21 -day workshop, 
which kicks off on April 14th and is desisned to serve as an inner 8uide for transformin8 
participants’ rives. The ... ~.R..e..a...d....M..o...r.e...L~ 

What’s Hot on HealthyBlackWoman.com? 

Cancer, Dementia, Diabetes 

..w.~.h.‘y.~.~.~.r..e.~.c.~.~.~!!~.e.~.e.~.s.~.t..u...d...e....n..t..s.~.a...r..e..~.H....a..v..t .n.~..’Aa...q..k..-..d...o...o...r.’.’...~...e...x. 

Secretions 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 10:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureeu Dowd (1 articles) 

Maureen Dowd Cc, mpii~d: Nareh 18, 2014. 10:07:29 P~] 

Op-Ed Columnist 

A~othe~° Tal~ of Two Cities 

T)emocrafie mayors oe each coast provide a stark eoetrast 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe >> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to t~is email tram NYlimes com. As a member of 

the ~RUSTe privacy p~ogBm, we are commi~:ed to piotecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email ~ Privacy Policy I Contac’~ i Advertise 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:15 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Wendy Williams ~ys she smoked crack ou the job 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World Network: 

The strongest independent, 100% Mack-owned media outlet 

in the country - we give you the TRUTH 

Reported by Barry Butch Jr. A young couple, Brittney and Loren, appeared on daytime TV 

show "Steve Harvey" to seek out some advice with regard to women taking on their husband’s tast 

name after marriage. The two people who provided them with sound advice were none other than 

Dr. Phi[, who was a guest on the [...] 

debt 

The music industry isn’t always everything it seems to be. A lot of celebrities start off strong 

financiagy and think that the money wiK never stop flowing. Then,... 

March 19, 2014 / / ~!~.:.4 More 

j i"~i ",.:t;~ndy ’,.",/iiii~ms T~Ii s ikbc<:.~t Smoldng Cra,:’k At Work 

Wend?£. Williams Talks About SmoMnq Crack 
At Work 

By Andrew Scot Bo[s[nger Author and television host Wendy Wit[iams spoke candidly about her past 

that [nctuded on-the-job cocaine use in a recent interview for a documentary. Wittiams,... 

March 19, 2014 / / r~ead M~re 

R~ghts 

Coretta Scott Kin~.’.~ Slammed the Civil RJ~hts 

by Sommer P. Most people know her so[ely as Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s wife, but there’s a 

reason why a powerful man married and started a ramify with the tare Coretta Scott King. Born on 

April 27, 1927 in Marion, Atabama, Coretta came from a ramify of strong-wiKed people. Her father, 

Obadiah "ONe" Scott, was [...] 

Ash~e~?pson Rea[~y: Wants To N~arriy___ 
Diana Ross’ Son 

By: Stephanie AKen-Oobert "Honestly, we could go and get married right now, wherever," Evan 

Ross... 

March 18, 2014No Commentr~ead More 

N Roll Hal~ Of g~me 



By: Stephanie A(~en-Gobert This time maybe he should have kept his tongue in his mouthL_ 

March 18, 2014N0 Commem.~e~d 

By: Stephante Atten-Gobert The Real Housewives of Attanta (RHOA) reality star, NeNe Leakes ts 

hittin8 the dance floor for season 18 of Dancin8 with the Stars. Leakes is bto88in8 about her 

experience exdusivety for E! Online with a new post every Monday. The competition is fierce, but 

honey, NeNe is fiercer. "Hunni, my nerves! I’m [...] 

What’s Hot in Your Black World? 

Vira~ Video of Baby-Faced Teen in Prison 
shows the horrors of incarceration 

This video was sent over to us and we wanted you to see it. We don’t know much about this youth 

other than his first name, which 

lii ~ ii ~v!i@elb Ob ....... b (:;ol:~{i lo Chlna [~ut Y’~,s nt.’~ lo/,wb ~ Politi~ si 

Wants To Avon 

By: Stephanie A[ten-Gobert The first lady, Miche[[e Obama [eaves Wednesday for a week-ton8 trip to 

China that wilt include stops in Beijin8 and two other cities, where she... 

March 19, 2014 / / Read ~,’,ore 

Over Half of Smartphone Users Have Done 
TNsoooand Probab[~.ShouNn’t Have 

i 
i~i Over I-~ai[ of 

iJse[s Have C~one T~is and ShouLin:~ Have F’~ababi~’ 

By: Kryst[e Crossman If you own a smartphone you may be one of the ~,o of people that does 

someth~n8 that you probably shouldn’t be doina. It is risky and_. 

~arch 18, 20141 (ome~ent~;tead :%:xe ....................................... 

V,~.~gs 

By: Krystte Crossman Actress Countess Vauahn started out on Star Search and then became a very 

we((-known star on many different shows such as Hanain’ With Mr. Cooper, Moesha, and... 



We know that Mack peopte are great, but how great are we choosing to be? The panetists for New 

Paradigm New York exptain that our greatness goes as far as we choose to take it. Weatth, 

Education, Famity and Community: A New Paradigm for Btack America, is an initiative created by 

Syracuse University professor Dr. [...] 

By Lechette Watker Ralph E[tison was a [iterat[y genius that contributed to the [iterat[y component 

of his times. His contribution and ideotogy is stilt vatid in today’s ever-changing... 

About Life After G~’aduation 

By: Krystte Crossman Some of the most inva[uabte information that you can get as a home-schoo[ 

parent is advice from other parents who home-schooted their chitdren. They have been through 

the process and know what it takes to make the educationat experience at home as successfu[ as 

it can be. Here is some advice that [...] 

boyce \,vstkins I 23f queens \,vsy I camdlus ny 13031 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 10:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Marketing Leadership i Freaky Entrepreneurship ] BraM Advocates CMOs in 2014 Sharing Info 

ii.~ orange bar ] 

i.~ In This Issue 

Mar 193 2014 

Table 

L ] 

~ Seven Traits of an Effective Marketing Leader 

~ E ntrepreneurship for Freaks: Chris Brogan 
Talks to Marketing Smarts 

Ii~i ;aoI ~iIHow-To Guide: Build Your Content Factory: 
¯ "     " Must-.Have Toob to Get Your Assembly Line 

Humming 

[ ii’~] Survey Says ] 

When Are Consumers Wilting to 
Sha~e Personal lnfo With Brands? 



Six Tips to Get Your Customers 
Talking About Your Brand at the 
Dinner Table 

~ Three Big Ways CMOs Are Changing Their 

Marketing in 2014 

Mar 25 

Mar 27 

Apr 1 

Apr 10 

Apt 10 

Apr 11 

Oct 9-10 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Inc. Events <events@inc.com~ 

~Vednesday, March 19, 2014 1:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edn> 

Register Now: Greatest Savings Expire in 1 week 

GROWCO’s $300 Early Bird Savings Expire in 1 Week! 



You are receiving t[tis newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news from MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Traimng & Conditiotting, Atltletic Management or Coaclting Management 

To unsubsc~ibe, clickhttp://lists2nmmen~nmedia.com/?p~msubscribe&uid cda9eld836~’364f31561d4159565e9ec 

To change yom email address, dick hrq):i/lists2.momen~unmedia.com,’?p preferences&uid cda9eld8367364f31561d4159565e9ec 

To fo~-ardthis newsletter to a f~end, click h~rp://lists2momentummedia.cm~’?p fo~-ard&uid cdageld8367364f31561d4159565e9ec&mid 30 

Be sm-e to add lists@moment~tmmedia corn to yore- address book or safe sender list so our emaJls will always get to yot~- inbox! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Marketing Association (webcasts) <~webcast~mailmna.org> 

~Vednesday, March 19, 2014 3:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

4 B-to-B Validation Techniques and Best Practices 

In B2B research, incidences are low and a few rogue respondents can 

create havoc. How do we control quaiity without roaring respondents feel 

they’re in a long line at airpotl security’? 

SSI shares four tested validation techniques and best practices. 

Attendees should come away with the following key take-aways: 

Importance of recruitment source to quality 

Which validation technique are effective 

Pitfaiis to watch out for when validating business sample 

SPONSORED BY: 

 SSio 
Not an AMA member? Learn more about how to gain access to member-only 

webcasts, content and resources. Visit w~^,~v iointheama.com. 

Watch AMA TV, delivering you the latest in industry trends, marketing insights and 

career tips. Tune in twice monthly where you’ll hear from industry leaders and stay up- 

to-date on marketing news. 

Unsubscfibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OAR ofNC <~oarofnc@gmaiLcom> 

~Tednesday, March 19, 2014 5:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ta-Nehisi Coates, Race in America, TOMORROW at Duke! 

Trlis m, essage ,~,,ss sent to dstro@ur:c edu from: 

U!;:ted Churci; of C:hd~t- OAR ;: ~802 [’~11.1{ Pk,ky 2(?~" ;: {)t~rh~m, NC 27707 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OAR ofNC <oarofnc@gmaiLcom> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 6:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

OAR People of Color Caucus meet March 27 

People of Color Caucus 
Thursday, March 27 

Light Supper & Discussion 
"Divide and Rule" 

Greetings, all! 

It’s S[ephanie Perry, the fi~cilitator fi)r the OAR POC Caucus. 

a reminder that our next POC Caucus meeting is in Chapel Hill on Thursday, 
March 27. 
I hope you’ll j oin ~s, as conti n uing to orga n ize an d cau cus is so cri dca] ~o our 

communities and beyond. I encourage you to attend. 

WHO? The POC Caucus is for ALL People of Color’, that is, for all who do not 

identify as white or as mernbers of the dorninant white culture. 

~:HEN? Th u rsday, March 27 

(ChaPel Hi!l meetings are ~!w0y~ ~h ~hRcsdays. We will also be organizing 
mg~fl~!y mqe~i~g~ i~ D~r~a~. B~th ~9$ti~gs ~e opgn t9 e!!. ~tay ~un~d !bF mprq 

infot’mation) 

r,r)gram discu ssion (see bek, w) 

WHERE? United Church of Chapel Hill ~32~ Martin [uther King &’ 

Bird Chapel Hill, NC 275~4 (Located on the corner of Homestead Rd and MLK 

Blvd in Chapel Hill) 

~r~T? A light supper and discussion about "Divide and Rule" 
FromPedagogy of the Oppressed by Paulo Freire: 

Another fundamental dimension of the theory of oppressive action is as old as 

oppression itself. 

As the oppressor minority subordinates and dominates the majority, it must 

divide it and keep it divided in order to remain in power. It is in the interest of 

the oppressor to weaken the oppressed still further, to isolate them, to create 

and deepen rifts among them." 

Characteristics of Oppressive Cultural Action 

1. Focalized view of problems vs. problems as a dimensions of totality 

2. Promotion of selected leaders vs. promoting the community as a whole 

Discussion Questions 
There is a common cultural belief that Black people and other People of Color 

cannot and will not stick together. Our collective history has proven otherwise 

especially during the civil rights movement. 

Why do you think this is so? 

How can we create a culture of trust amongst Black people and other 

People of Color? 

What are the biggest threats today toward our collective unity? 

~ArHy I~IEET? To deepen out’ understanding and raise our consciousness 

armmd the impacts of internalized racisrn in ourselves and our communities so 

that we can more effectively organize to lead a movement l~r change. 

If you have any ques 6ons at all, please giv e me a call at g~_g_9_:2 25-618 7 or email 

-Stephanie Perry 





:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Our alumni go on to be leaders and impact players in each el ou~ dilfe~ent specialization areas across Exercise and Spot[ Science. ]his pas[ year, one el 

graduate program alumni (Karen Ocwieja, MA, ATC) from the Athletic Training specialization area, was cho.%e to represent the United States Paralymic 

Team at the Winter Olympics in Sochi, Russia. She has provided us with an overview of her experiences and shares hew she is making an impact! We 

are certain p~oud to have Kmen as one el our outstanding alurnni and are proud of all ~hat she has accomplished 

~.~,-:~i,.,.::~ 1 I am Karen Ocwieja, University of Nerth Carolina at Chapel Hill graduata of the Master’s in Athlatic Training program and current health 

/ I care provider for the United States Olympic Committee. 

Six years ago I accepted a position as a graduate student and assistant at UNC. I wanted to pursue a career in the collegiate setting, and I also wanted to 

expand rny professional experience florn the Division IU setting of North Centra~ CoUege [o the D~v~sio~ I se[ting o~ UNC. One key reason ~ chose UNC was 

the know~edge that ~ could research any topic that h~terested, me and that ~ weuld have the breadth and experience of the research department to guide 

my resem-ch~ ~ found that and m~ch more whi~e ~ was there~ UNC’s Exercise and Spelt Science dep~Rment provided the necessary knowledge and 

experience ~o transition into my current posit~on of High Performance Health Care Prov~de~ at the USOC. In addition to working with other athletic trainers, 

I and my fellow graduate students werked w~th coaches, equipment managers, dieticmns and phymcians to help our athietes compete safe~y and 

effectively as wel~ as recove[ from ~jury as quickly a~d thorougMy as poss~Me. 

One of my long term goals as an athletic trainer was [e become involved in the Olympic Movement To fulfill this goat, my plan was [o work ~n the coUege 

setting ~n order to fulfill the requirement of being an active profess~ona~ for five years, before applying for the USOC’s vohmteer program (the requhement 

~s now three years profess~ona~ experience, and you can check ~t out here: tesmusa.orgiAbout~th~USOCiAth~ete~Deve~W~,~r,~Sports~ 

~’!.9~t.~}~419.[~.{}:~t.{~:.~{~1£~.{X}). That plan changed during my finaf sernester at UNC a~ter a conversation w~th Sal~y Mays, Staff A[Met~c Trmner at UNC. 

She had been an atMet~c trainer at the Atlanta 1996 O~ymp~c Games and told me about the poss~bU~ty of a Sports Medicine FeUewsh~p position at the 

USOC. LuokUy, there was a position open at the U ~S. Ob~mp~c Trainh~g Center in Lake Pladd, N.Y., so three weeks after graduating, I moved to Lake 

In rny current pos~Nen, ~ provide heal~hca,e to 

mult[d~scUinary approach to heakhcare that utilizes atMetic trainers, chiropractors, phymca~ therapists, massage therapists and other heakh care 

p[ofess~oua~s~ I~ Lake P~acid, we host a w~de ~ange of competitions, and ~ have h~d the oppoRunity to cover Worm Cup competitions w~th bobsled, 

coasta~ cluster, where whee~cha~[ curUng and sled hockey competition wUI take p~ace. There is a diverse support g[ou9 on the ..... 

ground pr~or to and dudng [he Para%m~p~c Winter Games so that U.S. atMetes only have to worry about competing. As a staff, we 

work ~n con]unct~on w~th each sport to keep everytMng running smootMy. ~ arr~ved one week pdor to the Opening Ceremony, but the Athlete’s VUlage 

begin1 hosting athletes ou Mm-ch 1. 

In addition to the medbal equipment and personnel that we h~ve, SocM 201-4 has a w~de range of services ~vai~aMe ~t the Polyclinic ~n e~ch Athlete’s 

V~Ilage. In the Coas[al Village, the services are coord~na[ed with the Adler C~t}’ Hospi[a[ S~nce arriving, we have v~sited the PolycUn~c and Hospi[al [o view 

the facilities and meet the staff. The facilities a,e b,and new and have state of the a,t equipment h~ place. 

Ihave had an amazing experience so far and hope eveb, one back home was ~ble to watch the oove[~ge on NBC and TeamUSA.org. 

D~~n A, Padua, ~hD, ATC ~:~i~;m;:::t: 20 

d:~s:.~bscrm~ to no longer recewe posts frOl-~ 
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Webinar - Columbia Business School Creates Per~mal~ed Email Marketing 

This sponsor message is sent to you by The Chronicle of Higher Education on behalf of Salesforce.com Foundation. 

Columbia Business School: Creating Stronger Connections using ExactTarget Marketing Cloud 

Dsborsh, 
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as a Chronicle account holder, may be interested in products or seR, ices offered by our advellisers 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 10:08 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

B2B Survey Checklisl ] Customer Experience Map ] Marketers’ Intb Cousumption ] Content Marketing 

i.~ orange bar ] 

i.~ In This Issue 

Mar 20, 2014 
".’Oi "i ::!, N,S 

L l 

~ 10-Step B2B Customer Satisfaction Survey 
Pre-.Survey Checklst 

get out of it, Dolce proped? th~ sul’~;~ y should De a sk)Mfica~t source of 

~ Seminar: PreZentatk)n Techniques to 
............ Reduce Public Speaking Stress, Increase 

Confidence 

Ii~i Survey Says ] 

How Marketers Find and Consume 
Information 
g;’ ,:!yaz 

Mo~e 

I i.~.i Quick T=k~] 

How to Get to the Heart of Customer 
Experience 



~v8 key s~eps 

~ Content Marketing for the Custome>-Focused 

Marketer 

Mar 25 

Mar 27 

Apr 1 

Apr t0 

Apr 10 

Apr tl 

Oct 9-1 O 

Rethink ti’a. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 1:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sm~dusky Secret Widespread? ] Fired Lesbian Coach Collects ] Fighting Violence ruth ttoops 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Prosecutor: More Top PSU OIficials Knew About Sandusky 

Seven months before Jerry Sandusky’s arresl, investigators believed they were on 

the verge of a bigger bombshell: that top olticials at Peimsylvania State 

Universi~... 

Lesbian Golf Coach Fired b’~ Minnesota Aw~:rded $360K 
Katie Brenny was coach for less than two Inonths in 2010 when, she said. most of 

her job duties disappeared without any reasonable explanation... 

HS Football Program Defended Amid Harassment Claim 
The president of the Westlake High School football boosters club and members of 

the schoors PTA executive boaxd axe leading the charge against claims that... 

Discrimination at He~xt of Female Wrestlin~ Lawsuit 

When a female youth wrestler was told she could no longer compete againsl boys, 

her falnily sued. So did she require equal treatment under the U.S. Constitution... 

101-Mile Trips: Redistricting Costs HS Class Time, Mone;, 



Benjamin’s baseball team doesn’t mind traveling tbr a good game. But the 

Bnccaneers hmTe never had to go too tier to play its district schedule .... 

Three-Way, 30-Year Deal Means $529K in Field Upgrades 
The deed means the soccer o~ganization will have its practice fields, hotne field and 

youth academy in West Ca~rollton, where its office is located .... 

WVU Seeks Third-Part’v Help in Selling Excess Tickets 

Pa(tnering with an outbonnd ticket sales company leks the company take control of 

the unsold tickets tbr games .... 

New Facilities Make USF Men’s Basketball Job Desireable 
ESI~ N s Dick Vitale once described USF men’s basketball as the hardest job in 

America because of the facilities and the program’s histo~, with only three... 

CiW Battles Gan~ Violence with Basketball League 
The league sta(ted after members of the Police Department approached New 

Haven Family Alliance s~treet outreach workers and other groups... 

Synthetic Turf to Make School ’Center of the Community" 
The Town Council voted 4-0 Tuesday to spend $400,000 to install artificied turf on 

Jupiter High School’s stadium field if school boosters cm~ raise... 

March Madness Brings N.J. Push to Legedize Sports Betting 
What if New Jersey had sports betting? How much revenue would the NCAA 

Maxch Madness Tournament generate for Atlantic City... 

Upscale Menu Greets Fans at Prep Hoops Tonrnaments 

Eating dinner at a ballgane usuedly means nachos covered in crayon-colored 

cheese, hot dogs cooked on a roller and big bags of super-salty popcorn .... 

Park Playground Opens to Yonnger and Special Needs Kids 
The project edso reclaims old park space that has gone unused for a number of 

years, city officieds said... 

Locker Room Slurs on Agenda of Upcoming NFL Meetings 
It could become a bit easier to make the playofl’s and a bit harder to make e~ra 

points in the NFL, but one virtual certainl?,... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Zumba Prostitution Scandal Closes Qnietl’,~ with Fined Fine 
Remember the Zumba prostitution case that made news months ago, It has finally 

reached a rather anticlimactic conclnsion. 

New Reader Comments: 

Lawsuit Calls NCAA, Five Cont~rences an ’Unlawful Cartel’ 
Well said, it is an opportunity that they can value and use to their benefit or ignore 
and abuse to their detriment. What is really interesting is how... 

Seven Insights for Anyone Working in College Athletics 
Thanks for the good advice! 

Cities Straggle With Goli’s 100-Courses-Per-Year Decline 
Thanks for the update, David. 



Cities Struggle With Goll~s 100- Co urses- Per- Year Decline 
The Edina City Council voted to clo~ the Fred after the 2014 season last night. 

There are plenty of upset backers of the Fred who may make... 

Seven Insic~’n Colleoe Athletics 

I would agree experience is a great educator. Good advice. 

Footb~]l Team Handed Penalties Over Forged Enrolhnents 
In a way you can’t blame the parents, look what is going on with D1 college 

football or whatever the next level is called probably IN for... 

Tuesday Takedown: Lawsuits Over Life Lessons 

As a retired public high school athletic director, I have seen and even been a part 

of cr~y lawsuits m~d throats of lawsuits. Anyone can sue over... 

ii~ Facebook ~ 

I .~ Athletic Busi ..... Conf ..... &ExpoI 

I~.~ Linked’n II .~ YouTube l 
Stay Connected Stay Informed 

iNi AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

~,,,’~ai~sge Email Preferences I Unsubscribe ~o fu~u;e smails o~ ~ilis type i Forward :o a Coiieag:.:e 

AB Media Inc. 

22 E MiPPlin :i:t Ste 910, Madisorh W153703 
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Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 
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How to Get Your Very First Customer 

Powerful su bjec’~ lines and why they work 

Creative ways to land your very first customers 

Work With Competitors, Not Against Them 

We ali tmow ti~e importar~ce o1’ ~a r~’~itisdzirLg,: o~rsetw~s wkh ~he compe~tb~, bst ~ot 

e~ough ~ew businesses co~s~der the possibility of co£abora#r~2 w~{h them, ~f yo~ 

they get too many requests 

Get More Specific With Your Targeting 

Se~uch er:gir:e m~lketing sp..d actvertising through.. Googk~ ActWords arid F~cebook 

csls be effective for getdng ~ew customer& but the cost of testing ~t ~et of keywords 

csn run Mgh, Mstesd, cor~side~- sdveR~s~ng ~n more niche r~etwerks, Mogs, 

~ews~et{ers a~d s~{es that are more spec~Bca~y cs{ered to yo~ar exsct ts~get madder, 

~eam how, c~ck on {he fu~ article bebw, 

3. Get Press Without Hassle 

if yes want to ~:~e{ your busi..’~ess some press, conside!’ sigP, iP, g up for }4elp a 

Reporter Ost (HARe), which co~ects jouma~bts to sources T~sere s~re s~k, vays 

8 ~tt~e SEO boost. 

4. Sell Your Product Before it Exists 

Before you start fteshir:g out yo~r pl-oduct, test wlsethel of ~ot people wili buy it, You 

car: do this by bu~d~g s kmdMg p~ge for a hypothedc~8 prod~ct or service, 

you have vat,dated [hat t~sere ~s ~[erest ~n yeast b~ashsess ~dea, 

sites; arc Our usa of 3rd pa~ty ti-ademarks does r:ot sig;:ify or suggest th~ ar:del-semer=t; affiiiatiol , or s..’.’..onsc:rsh~p, o~ or by ~.;s of ti:osa tl-sdelsark owl el-s or their products 
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Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Raleigh ,school teaches 3 Ms morals, manners, math 

Girl Scouts providing hope for 

at-risk girls 
read more_. 

Talent competition to help 

Durham veterans 

The heart and DNA of an 
Olympian 

New ’Annie’ garners racist 

criticism 
read more,,. 

Click to find a copy of this week’s paper! 

Unsubscribe: To be removed from this mailing list, please click here. 

To be removed from this mailing list, please click here. 

%, 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 11:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edu> 

My Alerts: William Rhoden (1 a~ticles) 

William Rhoden 

Sports of The Times 

l)ay~on~s ~A,~in elitists ValMatio~ for a Fob’met Buckeye 

Jordan SJbert tnmsferred to Da?~on aRer a year at Ohio State dm’ing which he 

dashed wi[h Coach Thad Matta over playing time. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Buan Hanilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 7:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edi’fion: WaJ~e DA leaving post; Automated Insights, Salt"on relocating 

If you are havin,~ trouble viewin{~ this emaiI, dick here 

MARCH 21, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

McGuireWoods firm 
Jnivers~y ...................... 

Lon~time Wake County District A~omey Coion Willoughby is stepping down from 
office to join the Raieigh office of ~aw fircq McGuireWoods. 

Automated Insights movinq to do~to~ Durham 
Automated ~nsights is reiocatin9 to downtown Durham’s Diamond View 1 

................. 

Cary’s Saffron Technobqy packing up for Silicon Valley 
Saffron Technology, a Cary company founded by ex-iBMers in 1999, says it’s 

packing up ~nd moving to Silicon Valley. 

Discuss 

McCrory: Here are 3 thinqs holding back North Carolina’s 
startups 
Afier a recent, trip to Siiicon Valley, Gov Pai McCrory took a break From his schedule 

on Thursday to chat all things e~[repreneurship, saying North Carolina needs to do 

[hree things diffi~renfiy in or 

Discass 

Read ~ornir~ Editior~ >> 

...~..£~.e...n..!...n.,~..a..~.b..[..e..‘.~..e...~.Z~...w.~.a.~.t..c...h..~..~.~gt....f..~..L [#_g__a_] detai~s 

North Carolina helping Obama reach ACA enrollment goal 

Should Furiex be an acquisition tarqet for Sali×? 

Five4tar Umstead Hotel’s pastry chef leavinq to open 
bake .ry in downtown Raleigh 

RaM~h hailed as affordable ’off the beaten path’ spring 
break option 

Starbucks addinq alcoho~ to eveninq menu in select markets 

Read ~4om~n~ Edition >> 

Contact Us 

Contact Us For all inq~;iries iegardin9 this offer or subsc=iptio=~ to the Triangle Bi~siness .Je[i=’nal, please el~ail ~;s at: 



Cancel Emeil Subscription 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbnsines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, March 21, 2014 12:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

NCAA’s $60M Surpluses ] Muslim Woma~ Sues Pla~et Fitness i Protecting Pitchers 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

NCAA Snrplus Exceeds $60M for Thirst Consecutive Year 
The NCAA recorded a nearly $61 million snrplus for its 2013 fi~al year. 

according to an audited financial statement the association released... 

Muslim Woman Sues Planet Fitness CATer Head Covering 
The national gym chaJm Pl~met Fitness has trademarked the phrase "Judgment Free 

Zone," but it didn’t really seem that way to Tarainia McDaniel when... 

t rep Basketball t la’~ers Face Difi~rent Bullying Charges 
Two senior members of Heath High School’s basketball team were charged with 

bulbing-related crimes Wednesday. Evan Barrett, 18, of 698 Radian... 

Blog: Leading the Wa’~’ to Ener~--Saving Behavior 
Most architecks will tell you that they practiced sustainable design long beibre there 

was LEED. They thought of it as "sma(t design" sourcing materials ..... 



After ’No’ Vote on l?ool. HS Officials Ponder Ne:~ Move 

For now, the mosnt pressing pool-related concern has shifted to finding a place 

next yeax’s swimming and diving teams to practice and compete .... 

Cities Employing Gnards in Parks Valne Their Presence 

Riverside is considering hiring guards after shootings in La Sierra mad Arlington 

Parks in the past few months and residents complained about drug... 

Special Needs Rec Thriving, But Facilities Still a~ Issue 

Facility space is "very, very tight," said David Breen, executive director of Specia] 

Olympics of Illinois, adding that the organization was able to get... 

Legislation Would Establish Fees for Staging Road Events 
The proposed fees would charge races $500 for use of an established race course 

by the city. However, coordinators of events may request a waiver of the fee... 

Compliance Lagged, But Little League Suspension Lifted 
ttundreds of Little I ~eague players were back swinging their bats ~md fielding fly 

balls Monday atter a four-day snspension that shocked a~d infuriated... 

Reds l?itcher Iniured: Where are MLB’s Protective Caps? 
Cincinnati Reds closer Aroldis Chapman spent Thursday having smgely for broken 

bones above his left eye, requiring a titaaaium plate that will remain in... 

Orioles Skipper Touts Functionalilv of Spring Ballpark 
Midway through his team’s Wednesday morning workout at misU Ed Smith 
Stadium, Orioles manager Buck Showalter boarded a golf cart bonnd for the 

pitchers’ training... 

New Video Board at Riley Park Among I ~argest in MiLB 
Baseball ~:ans will notice a big difference in Riley Park this season. The ballpark has 

added a new video board and new scoreboard that... 

Opinion: In CFB Playoff Ero. SEC Scheduling Must Improve 
In the 2013 college football season, SEC schools played nonconference games 

against such baked goods as Coastal Carolina, Murray State, ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Prosecutor: More Top PSU Officials Knew Abont Sandusky 

Investigators were on to the Jerry Sandusky case months betbre it finally broke. 
) And now they say nutnerous t eim State officials were protecting Sanduslu... 

New Reader Comments: 



Lesbian Golf Coach Fired bv Minnesota Awarded $360K 

College athletics needs to move beyond the good old boys mentalib, and get into 

the 21st century. Between this and the ongoing Sanduslcy case at PSU this paints a 
poor picture of the attitudes of college athletics. 
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The Ears Have It: The Top Trend for Social Media in 2014 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 7:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Anita Baker finally speaks on her arrest warrant 

The latest from the Your Black World Network 

Reality TV Star says she will not go to war with a black woman on camera 

with a black woman on camera 

By Lechette Watker When are btack women going to say no to the "Angry Btack Woman 
Stereotype"? Wett, Laverne Cox, who has a rote in the Netflix series "Orange is the New Btack", 
speaks out about being the first transgender btack woman on an American reatity tetevision show 
and having to stand firm on her [...] 

She was a Delta and a Queen: 10 Things You May Not Know about Dorothy Height 

by Thai X Most of us know that Dorothy Height is a giant, there is no question about that. She rived 
a tong rife and achieved a great dear. Her active and spirited nature is one that we can teach our 
chitdren so that they might continue her astonishing tegacy. Here are a few things [...] 



Grammy Award-winning singer Anita Baker has gone through a tot, but she probabty never saw this 
one coming. Anita Baker finatty spoke pubUcty about the warrant issued for... 

March 21, 2014 / / ..R..e..a..d.....M..o..r..e.. 

I l~ Jesse Jackson says the Zech Industry is Racially-exclusive] 

Jesse Jackson says the Tech Industry is 

By Dr. Sinctair Grey III Civit rights is never d**d. Let me say it this way. Whenever peopte of 
different races and ethnicities are exctuded rather than inctuded,... 
March 21, 2014 / /R..e..a.d....M..o..r..e. 

i~ S°uth Park’s funny epis°de ab°ut c°llege athletes being slavesi 

So.u.t.h...Pa..r..k....s.....fu..n.ny...epl..S.o.de...a.bo.u.t....co.!.!ege... 
athletes being slaves 
You know that the NCAA has tong been known as the professionat sports teague that defines itsetf as 
amateur. The amateur tabet is an arbritary creation, promoted by... 
March 21, 2014 / / Read More 

i I .~..~. Even Black Preschoolers More to be I 
Likely Suspended 

1 

Suspended 

Over the past year, attention given to the schoot-to-prison pipetine has intensified to the point that 
even Attorney Generat Eric Hotder has stepped in to offer new guidetines... 
March 21, 2014 / / Read More 

I~ Jordan Davis’ mother says guns are taking too many young lives l Black Blue DogI 

J..o...r.da.n....Da...v.!..s.. ....... m..o..t.he...r.....s..ays...gu.n..s.....a..r.e...t.ak!.n.g... 
too rnany_y_o__.ung lives I. Black Blue Dog 

By Dr. Sinctair Grey III By now, everyone is famitiar with the Stand Your Ground taw in the state of 
Ftorida. It’s because of this taw that two... 
March 21, 2014 / / .R...e..a..d....M...o..r..e. 

i~ Obama’s Pastry Chef Quits Out Of Protest 



By: Stephanie A[[en-Gobert Bit[ Yosses, White House pastry chef is cajun8 is quits. He blames first 
lady Miche[[e Obama’s focus on ’healthier’ eating for the leave. Former first... 

March 21, 2014 / / ..R..e..a..d.....M..o..r..e. 

What’s Hot on HealthyBlackWornan.corn? 

Marion Barry on D.C. Mayor Vincent Gray: He Has a "Solid Crack Record" 

He Has a "Solid Crack Record" 

Politicians misspeak at[ the time, but sometimes an errant comment can sound Freudian, or it can 
play into an already established narrative. This was certainty the case when... 

March 21, 2014 / / .R...e..a..d....M...o..r..e. 

Why Common Core Is a Failure 

By: Kryst[e Crossman Fu[[ implementation of the Common Core standards are underway and those 



who had vehementty supported the standards before are becoming more and more quiet as the year 
progresses. The Common Core is a set of standards that rooks to equatize the education of the basic 
math and reading skirts that every student [...] 
Read More 

Meet Chris Emdin: The Professor From the 

By: Krystte Crossman A professor at Cotumbia University is trying to take education to a whore new 
tevet. Chris Emdin, a Bronx native and former high schoot teacher, is getting a project off the 
8round catted "The Science Genius Project". The basis of the project is that he uses rap music to 
hetp his students [...] 
Read More 

i I .~..~. Black Voter Confronts Rep. Paul Ryan Over Racist Remarks 

Racist Remarks 

A btack voter at a town hart on Wednesday in Wisconsin confronted Rep. Paut Ryan over comments 
Ryan made where he insisted "inner-city" men don’t want to work .... 
March 21, 2014 / / Read More 

I~ Dr Sam°ri Swygert: Energy C°mpany Dumps 61M Gall°ns °f T°xins In Drinking Wateri 

Dumps 61M Gallons of Toxins In Drinking__ 
Water 

Reported by: Dr. Samori Swygert A few days ago, Your Btack Wortd pubtished an articte I 
wrote about the environmenta[ crisis invotvin8 Duke Energy (the nation’s [argest etectricity ptant) 
in... 
March 21, 2014 / / ..R..e..a..d.....M..o..r..e.. 



i I .~..~. Virginia Klan Leader: We’re Not Hateful, We’re Christians I 

.... 
We’ re Christians 

One of the readers of a domestic terror organization made famous for kitUng African-Americans has 
come forward to say that the group is not hatefut at art. In... 
March 21 2014 / / Read More 

1~ If a woman isn’t married, should she give her child it’s father’s last name?I 

Author Tony A. Gaskins, Jr. is best known for his books discussing retationships and dating. He posts 
dairy quotes and/or remarks on his Facebook fan page, which has... 

March 21, 2014 / / .R...e..a..d....M...o..r..e. 

Popular Posts 

¯ Zoe Satdana Say# She Let Hersetf Go 

.A....m...e...r.i..q.a...n....t..d..~..L.~...n.....H....e..r....T.hi.r..d.....A...t..t..e....m..~..t. 
¯ Whoop!.Gotdberg Is Now A Great Grandmother 
¯ 
¯ .N.j..n...a.....s.i..m...~...n..e....!.s.....n..~...t....h...e...r....r..e...a..!...n...a....m...e..:....1..~....~..t...h..e...r..i.n...t..e...r..e...s..t.j..n.g...t...hj..n.g..s..‘y..~...u.....m...a.y... 

not know ....................... 

¯ Shocking...R...e.port: 77% of A[[ Nigerian Women Use Skin-Li~_e...n..i..n.g.. 
Products ..................... 

Is She Overexposed? 

No Milk: How To Get Your Calcium Without 
Dairy 

By: Krystte Crossman Being dairy-free can be a chattenge. It is a chattenge to get in your dairy 
catcium when you are not drinking mitk or eating yogurt. Young women... 
March 21, 20141 CommentRead More 



By: Krystte Crossman You may think that you have this retationship down and that you are marriage 
materiat but are you reatty? The Nationat Longitudinat Study of Adotescent Hearth rooked... 

i I ,~..~. Rikers inmate loses his life after being "baked" in his cell at 1 O0 degrees ] 

Rikers inmate loses his life after 
being "baked" in his cell at 100 degrees 

How did an inmate at Riker’s Istand end up being "baked" in his cett? This case, invotvin8 a former 
Marine, has sparked additionat debate on the treatment of... 
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To: 
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NYTimes.com <ns~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 1:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerks: William Rhoden (1 a~ticles) 

William Rhoden March 22, 2014 01:05:20 A~I 

Sports of The Times 

Tl~ose W|~o Staye~t With IJC’onn He|]pied Save It 

ARer a postseaso~ ban and nm]fiple dei~etions, Shabazz Napier, %,let Olander 

and NieD Oil’[k?y "saved tkis program," the second-year ~ach Kevin Ollie said. 
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~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 
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the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <dave mason@unc.edu~ 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 1:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Help <help@unc.edtr~ 

UN C-CH Remedy Ticket 2726905 

Client h~formation: deborah 1 stroman 
Location: 315 woollen gym 300 south road cb 8700 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation: 
Department: exercise & spolt science 
Phone: (919) 843-0336 
Email: dstro@unc edu 
Short Description: Email -Exchange- Quota increase 

Email Text : Hi Deborah, 
Instructiuns Jk~r purchasing mailbox quota can be found here: 

http://help, un c edu/help/exchan~e-q uota-extensiun-service/ 

Dave 

445-0051 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 11:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Deborah Stroman 

Funding alerts for your saved 
searches 
Results: March 23, 2014 

12o8o07 
2 funding opportunities 

1 Research 

Sponsor: 
National Operating Committee for Standards in Athletic 
Equipment (NOCSAE) 

Deadline: 
May 5, 2014 

Sponsor: 

Grant Foundation, VV~lliam T. 

Amount: 
$600,000 

Deadline: 
May 6, 2014 

rtu rt-’~er 1 
3 funding opportunities 

Pre~e~t Childhood Obesity 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
National Institute of Food and Agriculture 
Agriculture and Food Research Initiative (AFRI) 

Deadline: 
April 17, 2014 

Ho~e and Family Based Approaches fo~" the 

Preve~tior~ or ~’4a~a~,~e~-~e~t of Overwei~3ht or 
Obesity i~ Early Chi~d~ood (~01) 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 



Deadline: 
June 5, 2014 

3 World Food Prize 

Sponsor: 
World Food Prize (WFP) Foundation 

Amount: 
$250,000 

Deadline: 
May I, 2014 

~’tu ~x-<t÷ ~" 2 
11 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health 

Deadline: 
June 5, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Amount: 
$275,000 



Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

5 Research o~ the Hea~th of LGBT~ Population, s (R21} 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health 

Amount: 
$275,000 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Amount: 
$100,000 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Amount: 
$900,000 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Arbeids~ og Sosialdepartementet (ASD) / Minist~, of 
Labour and Social Affairs 

Amount: 
kr 2.000.000 

Deadline: 
May 15, 2014 

P~’eve~t Child~’~oo~ Obesity 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA) 
Agriculture and Food Research Initiative (AFRI) 



Deadline: 
April 17, 2014 

10 
Th~o~bosis 

Sponsor: 
American College of Chest Physicians (ACCP) 
CHEST Foundation 

Amount: 
$150,000 

Deadline: 
May 31,2014 

II 

Sponsor: 
Grant Foundation, \,’~lliam T. 

Amount: 
$600,000 

Deadline: 
May 6, 2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: March 23, 2014 

you~saved 

searches 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Clips Mothe~SNp <nick~collegeathletic sclips.com@mail 171 .us4.mcsv.net> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 3:50 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: Challenges to NCAA amateurism gaJming critical mass? 

Dear Deborah- 

Sunday afternoan greetings from tt~e MotherShipNer~h (Totting,on, Conn.)r Hope you 

ape watt 

This morning Jon Solomon of the Birmingham News pasted a ~imety "remember when" 

articfe about Colorado football player Jeremy Bloom, wha was declared ineligibfe for 

foe,bail in 2004 by tile NCAA because he ]sad received payments fram ski spansors. See 

Although the Bloom case is not apples-taoapples with tile O’Bannon case (or the recently 

flied .~effrey Kesslel case)~ they all relf up to a cansiderable threat to the state of NCAA 

amateurism today, which is really not that much different than tile state of NCAA 

amateurism ten years aga: or ~wen~y yea~s ego, or ¯ .... 

One raalfy wonders where big-time catlega foe,bali/basketball will be in just a few years, 

end who will determine ~he shape el ~he NCA/\ of t~e Iuture .... university presidents at 

federal judges? 

Have a good Sunday. 

Nick lnfante 

Clips Editar 

’q fee~ ~ike it’s my child" 

Befo~e the O’Bant~a~ case, deret~,y ~foam ~~,~affenged ,~OAA ~mateu~fsm, seekinp~ skii~£ 

Ten years [~ave passed and Jeremy Bloom remains passionate about changing callege 

sports¯ He makes it a paint to fatlaw the Ed O’Bannen fawsuit against the NCAA seeking 

to fat college athletes receive money based an their name, image and fikeness. 

feel like it’s my chifd," Blaam says of ttse O’Bannan suit. "1 feel as connected to it as a 

family member 2 

Long before the college sports world focused on the O’Bannon trial, which is scheduled 

for trial on June 9, Bloom fought a losing, ,we-year battle against the NCA& over simifer 

principles. 

Bloom was the Colorado football player who a decade ago sought to keep ~is college 

afigibility while receiving endorsements as an Olympic mogul skier. He lost his lawsuit and 



the NCT,A held firm that although college a~hletes could accept salaries as professionals 

in other spo~ts, they a~eWt permitted to be paid from sponsors. 

A talen[ed kick returner and wide receiver at Colorado, r:’~loom sued the NCAA and 

argued tile only way he could pay for skiing was to sign an endorsement contract. Bloom 

wondered how he could no~ be a pro in skiing ye~ Drew Hanson could make $I million 

from his basebaf] salal~y while keeping his college football eligibility. 

"One of the reasons at tile age of 19 f decided to sue tile NC,%,-~ was out of principle," 

Bloom says. "1 couldn’t comp~ehend why an elganizatien in Indianapolis could te~l ~ kid 

~ike me, who had werked my ass off to get where ~ was in skHng and football, that ~ 

couldn’t do it. ~t wasn’t a coach saying youhe not good for the team or you’re a 

d~straction. ~t was a no4aced, unknown organization say~ng no, you can’t do that" 

In addition NCAA rules prohibiting Bloom from accepting endorsement money as a skia~. 

he was restricted from participating in entertainment and modeling opportunities B~oom 

had been o~fe~ed a contract to host a show on N~cke~odeen and had ~n offer from 

Tommy HHfiger~ Bloom ~rgued the endo~sements were ~ result of Ms skih~g ~b~l~ty, not h~s 

football ability. 

"It really turned into the things we argued fer was allowing .~tudant-atMetes the ability to 

own ~heir likeness and net aIIow the NCAA to control it," Bloom says. "t~’s similar 

principles to O’Bannen." 

]eday, BIoom serves as a pact-time Olympic broadcaste~ Ier NE;C and college football 

announcers for the Pac~l 2 Nek,~’ork His major work ~s as a successful entrepreneur who 

raised $20 mi~]io~ of venb.~re c~p~al as co..founder of Integrate, a marketing software 

company with five off~ces ac~oss the counby. He also estaM~shed W~sh of a Mfetime, 

non-p~ofit foMndat~on that grants wishes to people 80 and older. 

Hole’s the thing about Bloom: He says he holds no ill will toward the NCAA. 

’t, Mnen asked if he ever would give some of his wealth to the NCAt~ given their history, 

Bloom says, "1 don’t think the NCAA ~s the evil empire. ~ just tMnk they’re so stMck ~n thei~ 

ways and can’~ ge~ out of the way of themselves. They’re so scared of any change of the 

p~ofits of their organizafion~ At some point, whether ~t comes externally or internally, 

they’H be forced to get over ~t. If the NCAA called me today and said he~p educate us on 

your view of the wet]d, I’d be ~here tomorrow." 

The NCAA recorded a nearly $6t million surplus in the 2013 fiscal year, USA Today 

repotted last week. That marked the third consecutive year in which the NCAA’s annual 

surpk~s exceeded $,60 milfion. The NCAA’s net assets increased to more than $827 

million, sligh[fy tess than double where the assets stood in 2007. 

A new V~hshingten Post,’ABC News poll shows onfy 33 percent of the public supports 

paying college athfates~ Public open,on was sp~t~ however, when asked whethe~ college 

athletes should be able to form a union. 

Bloom says the NCAA should "doubfe down" on the fact that college spo~ts is so popufar 

and generates so huge investments from corporate America. 

"What they shoufd do is stop navigating this fuzzy line of we’le amateur~ but we’re going 

to operate in a professional manner," Bfoom says "Put all their chips on the table and 

say we’re going to take advantage of a~ the resources out there from corporate America 

and med~a out]ets~ and we’re goh~g to build tMs brand of cohere athletics and take ca~e 

of student-athletes and Wive them the opportunity to be able ~e capitalize on the~ 

talents." 

Bloom knows ~he counterargumenL CIaims that allowing athletes to be paid will cause 

mere "cenuptien" in celfege sper~s and p~evide a huge recruiting advantage for 

funded schoots~ 

"Have you seen their facilities?" Bloom said "They’ve get fiatoscreen TVs in their locker 

and wa~erlalfs. You think they’ll visit Alabama and say, ’Nab, f’m going to go to Colorado 

State?’" 



~?Vha~ Bloom started a decade ago~ others a~e now carrying to new fevel, Anc, ther 

settlement c,o~ferenc, e with the NO,’AA in the likeness c,]aims bn)ught by fom~e~ Arizona 

~tete and NeMeske quarterback Sam Keller is schedutec! for ~,londay, 

Bloom believes the end g~me over this decadesqon9 deb~te is for the NCAA and its 

schools to finally conclude thai ~he college spo~ts system is broken, 

"If the NCAA can come to theft concfusion itsef[, which is the bestocase sce[~ado, the[~ 

there’s enough smart, ~RteHigent people ac[oss college athletics that wJl~ come up with a 

system that makes se[~se," he says. "But yoM h~ve to accept it Afte~ that we can out~ne 

all ~he nua~ces~ Does a jersey sa~e go into e ~rust fund? How about TV revenue? Who 

played hs the game? What are the percentages? Are we ushsg money as als ~cent~ve to 

g~aduate? I think people get c~ght up too much h~ the I~tt~e micro det~Hs before they 

admit there’s a preMem2 

No football for Bloom while taking 
ski endorsements 



Jeremy Bloom: From skiing moguls to 
business mogul 

World~Champio~ Ski÷r ~J÷remy 

NCAA spurns Bloom’s bid to keep 
~up football with skiing 

proves it’s outlived its p~l:~pose in 

Amateurs at work 

Follow Clips on Twirler: 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: ~c.scii ,s.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLt~S WEBSITE: 

About our websiie: Co~legeA~.h~etiesC~ips.com .o!ovides e~.gcdiive summari.ge of [he business ef 

college 5poRs with va~ue-added commentary Also feat:Jred a~e exclusive ~i#s Guest Commentsr~es, 

C[~ps Best Q~ot~s, C[~ps A~chiws and Tb~ Clips Left Coium~ We also issue l:he eclectic, l:heughb. 

proveking, inrormatienal and eccasional~y humorous C~ps eF~SHes ([~ke this one)wbic~ are award- 

wo~hy edtems tl’:st renge fa~ 3r:d wide to delve into tr~e pedp~ery and eoft underbelly of our ~:qodern day 

athletics. Other CI~ps eutbeuqd em3iled gems include Ctips Eyewitaess Repots, Clips eSORVEYs, 

a~d C~£s Rea~g#me#t Graphics. (we’re or: Vers~o~ 25 and count~n#} 





GReeTINGS RRO~’4 CHAPEL HILL 
The date has been set, the opponent selected 8nd the hos~ ho~e~ confirmed. Tweet, Facebook, call or text you~’ ~el~ow Carolina 
alumm and make p~ans to attend tMs yeaCs B~ack Ak~mn~ Reunien. BAR wi~ ~ake p~ace during Hemecern~ng weekend and ~be Tar 
Heels w~l face the Pittsburgh Panlhers on Saturday, Now 14~ ~n Kenan Stadium. V~s~t a~n~.~nc.ed~iba~ fo~ reunion updales~ 
Online ~eg~s~ation opens ~ly 14. 

I-~© ~,T HOTEL 
The Sheraton ChapeB Hil~ is ~his yeaCs best betel CD~k here to make your reservation engine er call (919) 969-2174 (reference 
UNC B~ack Alumni Reunion). The room rate ~s $179/nigbt p~us tax (sh~gJeddouMes). Canceling a reservation, w~lhout pena~ty; w~ 
have to be done 30 days p~ior to the reunion. P~ease note [he hotel block w~ll fi~ quickly. The committee recommends you make 
~’eur reserva~k~n as seen as pess~Me. 

Project Uplift is celebrating 45 years. Join Univemi~y staff, s~uden~s and alumni for an in~e~’aetive breakfast tha~ will highligh~ and 
i)remete Caretina’s continued commitm~.m~ to student access and sucsess. Dr. ArcMe E~vin ’99 (PhD) will be ~he breakIi-)st keynote 
speaker. From updates to the PU curricuh~rn to inten~ctive opportunities to share your PU sto[,¢, this is not an event that you will 
want to miss. Visit aIMl~nni.Mn¢.edu/projectu#lift fer additional event infem~ation. 

THANK YOU 
Alumni activities and GAA-sponsored scholarships a~’e not D~e items in ~he University budget but am made possible because of 
GAA member dues paid by you and 69,000 o~her members. You can ~ake pride in knowing your membemhip cont~’ibu~es to all ~his 
and me[’e. Yeur GAA membersMp insfud~.~s discounts on r~.~unien even[~.~r ;-) subscdp[ien ~e l:t~e digital and print ~e~.~iens ef the 
Ca~ofit}a Aidrr~ni Review ph~s many other valuable benefits and services. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 9:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 3-24-14 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the SundayNightShip. Hope you are well. 

Well, we are 34 games into the 67 game menl .s basketball tonmament, and I would like to 

offer the ~bllowing: 

The tournament champ has to win six straight games" to go all the way. 

There will be one champion and 67 ~losers [] (of course, they are not really losers; just 

to make it to the tournament is something to be proud or; mad [] for some [] to make it to 

the Four, Eight or Sixteen is even better). 

If we accept the 350 as the number of D1 basketball programs (UIPA, Incarm~te 

Word are you D1 yet?), then there were 282 schools on the outside looking in (i.e.-did 

not make the NCAA tournament) and 247 with no post-season games (that number 

backs ont the NIT, CBI and CIT participants). 

One of my viemng pleasures is to pick out notables sitting at the scorer [] s table (these 
are usually people on the basketball committee, host school~contbrences, etc.). It varies 

by the venne and "the camera angles, but some of these people are inthe background as 

ma~y as a dozen times per game.Hello Peter! tlello Jamie! Hello Lynn! Itello 

Richard~ 

As for the women I. s D1 tournament, they j ust got under way Saturday, and the only upsets 

far have been 12th seed BYU over 5th seed North Carolina State and 1 lth seed James 

Madison over 6th seed Gonzaga. And lst-seed UConn is crashing 16th seed Prairie View 18- 

2 with 11:24 to go in the first 

Okay, please forgive me for a little homerism here, but our daughter Lisa is a graduate of D3 

Fairleigh Dickinson College, located in Madison N J, just 20 miles from the Clips MotherShip. 

Lisa is a 2014 grad now finishing up on her masters in education. And why is this relevmat? 

Well, the FDU women[] s basketball team became the NCAA D3 champs by beating 

Whitman Collage women ofWalla WaJla, Washington (Iota w ~] s). Hoorayf!)r the Lady 

Devils. 



Believe it or not, them is litb in college spo~ts other than b&sketba]l. I ~; m not sure what that is, 
but I think it would be baseball, softball, sand volleyball and whatever else./M~d them is lit~ out 
in the world as well. That MaJaysia~n jet is still lost Vladimir P. continues to be a bully in the 
Crimea and them was a terrible mudslide in Washington state. 
So, them are still 80 or so games combined yet to be played in the men’s and women’s D1 
tourna:ments. How many will you watch? 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Inthnte 

Clips Editor 
Follow Clips on Twitter: 

wu~’v,twitter,com/@CollegeA~hClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your usemame and password to view the articles 

(below) on the website. ~fyou are not ~ogged m 3,o~ will get a blank white screea. 



~ ~~~[~t~L~~~t~9~ 
NCAA DI Men ~s and Wome~ ~s Basketbal~ Tournament Teams ~:.~,~; ~,~ 

College BasketbalPs FAost Valuable Teams 2014 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured at~ exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
~¢a,w.collegeathleticsctips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
n ick£~, collepea th leticsctips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from tiffs mailing list or change the email format please use the links belo~v: 

Change yore subscfip~on 
L nsuhscri be 

Unsubscfibe ............................ 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 9:08 PM 

Strom~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: William Rhoden (1 a~ticles) 

William Rhoden Cc, n’,pii~d: ®arch 23, 2014 09:07:44 P~] 

Sports of The Times 

Hi,~ ~ulu~°e Brig~l, Dayton’,~ C’o~ct~ Fo~,ses on l~e Now 

Archie Miller was proud of his players’ peffom~a~ees agNnst Ohio State 

Syracuse, but he was also [ocused on extending his team’s success, a path 

eonfi~ues Thursday in Memphis. 

FOLLOW US: Facebooi,: i ~@NYTimes 
i :~: ,-,,,~, i 

Get unlimited access to NYTimes,com and our 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite el apps: 

Android I iPad® 

About This EmaH 

This is an automated el"nail.Please do not reply directly to ins email from NYTimes.com As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage My Aleits i My Alerts Help I Change Yeu~ Emaii i Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle Review <chroniclereview~chronicle.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 8:17 AM 

chroniclereview@chronicle.com 

This Week: We Are All Mutants 

THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

Chronicle Review 
Monday, March 24, 2014 

Subscribe to The Chronicle today to get access to premium content and more. 

This Week’s Highlights 

We Are All Mutants 
By Paul Uoosen 

Humanity’s diversity inspires and confounds scientists hunting for the genetic roots of disease. 

In Re~,eavci-~ f~}vh~g (}~q:ome A~a}ys~s, Some Se~, 

What’s i.n a Name? 
Bv L . aura S~andera l>ombley 

Identity’s a weighty matter. For the adopted, far more so. 

Jewis]:-~ Studies Is Too Jewis]:-~ [] 
By Aaron VY. Hughes 

Its insularity and ideologically fl’eighted support erode it fi’om within. 

Fame’s Capt’ice [] 
By Michael F. Brown 

Academic ambition is no guarantee of lasting renown. Just ask James Orton. 

By Jeffrey A aron Snyder 

"Hold Fast to Dreams" underscores the importance of counselors to disadvantaged students’ 

college planning. 

New Scl:~ol.arly Books 
Compiled by Nina C. Ayoub 

Descriptions of the latest books, divided by eategoIj~. 

In Views 

The Lack of Public I~telk~ctuals at Cc mmumt~i L’:( II%es 
By Rob Jenkins 

Fear and disrespect keep faculty members from speaking out on major issues. 



ColI%es Should Step Up £~" Gay Athlete,s 
By Michael Muska 

It is time for every athletic department to make sure all players feel safe. 

To Xeacl:-~ t~e New M:a~’ket fo.~’ ]{-}k!lucatio.r~ Colleges Have Some 
Learning to Do 
By J@’ey Seii~go 

Colleges still think of higher eduction as something ~at happens at one time in a person’s life, 

in one place. 

One Size Doesn’t Fit All in Open Access 
By Jennij~ Sinor 

How a creative-writing faculty had to lobby for changes to protect graduate students’ work. 

Tt’ouble Recv[~i[in$ Top Faculb~? Promote Collabot’ation 
By Chase I~i Robinso~ 

A university leader explains how his public institution hires scholars away from highly ranked 

private colleges. 

From The Conversation, the Review Blog 

(]-ett~;}g Creatfve ?(bout Creat~ ,utv Stud.i.es 
The more time students spend studying creativity as a stand-alone subject, argues John Calhoun, the less likely they are to mature into 

world-beating innovators. 

~v ...... Time :{--Iasn~t Wo~:’ked :{)ea]i.m~ WiLh Student Loans One ~..1~s~ at a 
To solve the student-debt problem, vve need to face the large issues of price-insensitive students and cost-insensitive colleges, say Joel and 

Erie Best. 

From Lingua Franca, a Blog About Language and Writing 

Mar’oh Madness Madness! 
Ben Yagoda offers braeketology for the champion of sins against the language. Help him choose the winner. 

Scripture fix’ OK Day 
Allan Metealf suggests reading aloud the Urte~ to celebrate the ~75th birthday" of "OK." 

Cl:-~h-rfing In on ’C~firning With~ 
Anne Curzan explores the histoU of an alternative to the construction "jibe with." 

The Sex Class 
Does intercourse have its own grammar? Ilan Stavans asks his students to overcome their discomfort and consider the question. 

Recently in the Review 

Walte.r’ Ben.}amin’s 
How a Harvard University Press editor helped bring a German man of letters to prominence. 

,.,ct:u.<,. M~, While I Kiss This. t,-uv ’~ ,, 
][ to~v we misunderstand rock lyrics can be instructive. 

First-person accounts have spread like a virus from memoir to scholarship. 

No Two OheK.os At’e Alike [] 



The Chicago model has been so influential that it has blinded us to variations in other poor urban areas. 

From the Archives 

Bu;de¢t ,Aiive: tee Concept of Race i~:-;~ Science 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

T}~e P~:’ofessof Is I.r~: I--low I)o I Pf[:cE Myself for a \?fsitfng Assist:ant P>ofessor’sEfp? 
By Karen Ke.isky 

Applying for a full-time but temporary job is a balancing act. Here’s how to walk the tightrope in your letters. 

The Best. New google Does Tools for Teacher’s and Students 
By Josh Boldt 

Goog]e’s web-based word-processing software just closed the gap with Microsoft Word. Here are a few new "~dd-ons" writers and researchers 

should try. 

H(w I Got Ttfis J(b: A]lySO~l C( restock 
By Sydni Dunn 

An Auburn University art professor tells us how she scored a unique grant and wound up embedded in a scientific research team in 

Antarctica. 

Announcements 

Don’t let conference costs limit your academic success. Create a FREE account on Vitae, the new online career hub just for higher ed, to be eligible to win one of 

five $1,ooo grants to attend the conference of your choice.~’~b’J,e: -. ~p fox’ Vitae, and enter to win. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy18.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 8:38 AM 

Stromam, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Ticket 2727118 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 03/24/2014 A surmnary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

Please review the summaly below to ensure that we have addressed the request satisfactorily. 

Ticket #2727118 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

ADDRF~SSED BY: Shelley (mas) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST NAME: deborah 
LAST NAME: stroman 
LOCATION: 315 woollen gym 300 south roa d cb 8700 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMA1L ADDRES S: dstro@uaac.edu 
PHONE: (919) 843-0336 
DEPARTMENT: exercise & sport science 
’KICKET NUMBER: 2727118 
SHORT DESCRIPTION: Emal[- Exchange- Quota increase 

Extended Exchange Quota Increase 
***************** End of Summary ***************** 

If you have questions or your request has not been completed to your satisfaction, please contact us by email at its systems@unc.edu. No response after 7 days will result in the ticket 
being closed 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle - Sponsor Message <chronicle@chroniclefyi.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 10:01 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

[Free Webinm" hnproved Program Effectiveness m~d GraJ~tmaJ~ing mfl~ Predictive Analytics 

This sponsor message is sent to you by The Chronicle of Higher Education on behalf of lBMo 

FREE WEBINAR - REGISTER NOWAT HTTP:i/PHILANTHROPY.COMANEBINARS/IBM 4 

Predictive Analytics is increasing in adoption throughout organizations that are moving from 

passive (this program doesn’t seem to be successful, should we fund it again?) to predictive 

(which beneficiaries is this funded program not working for and why? who is likely to donate to our 

nonprofit, what is the likelihood certain groups can give more, and what’s the best channel to 

reach them?). By uncovering hidden patterns and associations within data and anticipating likely 

outcomes, organizations are able to more efficiently allocate resources to those areas that deliver 

the most cost-effective solutions. 

Join us on Tuesday, March 25, as David Schwartz, Director of Research and Evaluation at the 

William Penn Foundation, and Marygrace Bateman, Marketing Manager at IBM, discuss how 

foundations and nonprofit organization can apply predictive analytics to more accurately inform 

their decision-making and gain insight into the impact they are trying to achieve. Topics will 

include: 

Use cases on how predictive analytics have been utilized to improve program effectiveness and 
predict fundraising outcomes 

¯ Challenges that non-profit organizations face in terms of limited skills, time and budget, and how 
predictive analytics can still be leveraged to inform decision-making 

Tips on how to get started in implementing a predictive analytics solution 

This exciting and informative webcast is sponsored by IBM and hosted by The Chronicle of Philanthropy. 

All content presented during the event is provided by ~BM. 

You are receiving th~s e-mall message because The Chrorfic~e o~ H~ her ~duc~t~on believes that you, 

For more irfforma~ion, please read our privacy policy 

if you do not wish to receive siJch messages from The Chronicle piease go here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Marketing Association <pddigest@mailama.org> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 2:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@~mc edu> 

UPCOMING ONLINE EVENTS: Webcasts on Social, Refine-el Marketing a~d Demand Gen, and a vill~lal evm~t for Higher Ed! 

The Next Social Marketing Revolution 

REGISTER NOW 

Fact vs. Fiction: 5 Regerral Marketinq Myths 
March 25 i Sponsored by: Extoie 

During this webcast you will learn the truth behind five referral marXetin9 misconceptions ir~ckiding 

complexity 

LEARN MORE 

State of Demand Gen 2014 

March 27 I Sponsored by: Pardot 

in such e fast-paced market, the state of demand gen is constantly evoiving During this webcast you 

will i~ear abet~t ti~e overall .state of demand gen for 2014 ~ncluding adoption rate of marketing 

automation~ improvements in the use of today’s marReting best practices and socb~ influence for 

Higher Education Interactive: Tips for D!gital Success 

March 28 ] P~esented by: American Marketing Association 

Digital~ Online; interactive Whatever you call it, we all know that this is the pdmary v,~ey universities 

adapt their ell:e~ts. 1-his Vi~tual Xahange@ ew~nt will shew how ye~; car~ opl:~mize your d~g~tal 

strategies to connect with this key greup. 

LEARN ~RE 

"">’:.:~’::;:: !t Cut Through the Noise: Create Conversations, Not Campaigns 

March 31 i Spor:sored by: Marketo 



Think back to the i~s~ marketing email you r,~!oei~’ed that w~s ~r~e~evant ~e yeu Wasn’t i~ frustrating? 

Discover hew to drive better results through more engaging mad,;eting. You will learn hew 

target buyers and why traditional tools jt~st don’t cut iL 

LEARN MORE 

How to Get the Most Out of Your Inbound Marketinq 

Apdi 1 i Sporlsored by: C;~llidu.~;CIot~d 

but stay anonymous and show iit~ie inclff!atksn to engage? [_earl1 how data and technoio,(;y can heip 

transform your entire marketing strategy through web optimization best practices and key metrics 

that infl~ience your rr!ad,;e~in9 campaigns. 

LEARN MORE 

Effective Messaqin~] Throu~qhout the F’urchase Process 

[’__D__Ld___’_@__u____P_A_c_J_£_Y___o__u___r___O__’~_n____B___a_g:s?" Effective. Resl#ondent-Friendl_,t. B2B Validation 

Hew and Why 1:o Include Webirlars in the CentenL Marketirlq Mix 

The AMA has new & improved newsletters? 
;Nheti~er or not you are a member you can sign up to receive any or all of the 8 refreshed newsletters ranging in 

tepi,’:s from M~rke[ing Insights [i," Careers ~3.2B and AMA Worldview. Si~n up today! 

Unsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs PRO <MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 3:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

This Week: Word-o[-Mouth Marketing 

Thursday at 12ET: Transform Your Business to Be the Most Highly Recommended Brand in Your Category I Add to ~,:~ur 

Trouble viewing this email? ?-’~-~)--’- I 

~(:: ThisWeek: Customer Advocates 

Tap Into Word-of-Mouth        - 
Join us for Thursday’s PRO seminar, Y~allsto~m You~ 

~.~.~.[l.!)..~[5~!:.~.~g~E!:~, as we discuss best 

practices and real-world examples that will show you 

how you can become a highly-recommended brand 

and gain a competitive edge. You’ll learn how to 

discover where and how your customers are talking 

about your brand, connect directly with influencers, 

and build a successful social business. 

PRO Seminar PRO Seminar Take 10 Report 
t--:ow fo Cfe~te ~ ~,~lonster i!].!!:?..i~.,~t.~.9.r.,,,.igL[,~!}.!!}.~gj:~ }:.~9~2.!~...=:~.q}?:}~.LL~:]~ 

These resources just barely scratch the surface of the content available 

to you as a PRO member. !::~:j~[.:i’L~2Lt.L[?.~L.~£~..I:,j~2~:~.-.’.P,.’ full of articles, 

seminars, Take 10s, how-to guides, podcasts, and morel 

Sta  Oonnecte. 
Copyright © 2000-2014 MarketingProfs, LLC All Rights Reserved 

T~tm~ under which this service is provided to you. 

We protect your privacy. All Iogos and names are the copyrights of the respective owners. 

If you prefer to no longer receive PRO member notices from MarketingProfs: 

~_h7~t’_ your preferences I I.~e this list 

MarketingProfs, LLC 1419 N. Larchmont BIvd¯ #295 I Los Angeles, CA 90004 I (866) 557-9625 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n.vfime s.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 5:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 axticles) 

Charles Blow 

Editorial 

Unde~° t~e Streets, a Lm°king Danger 

O:mgress cm~ hasten the e~brt to repair and replace oM, leaki~g ~m~n:al-gas 

pipelines na~om~de. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info~yourblackworld.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 7:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Judge Joe Brown gets arrested 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 

Network 

York .Jet 

By Andrew Scot Bo[singer NFL quarterback Michael Vick’s continuing story of redemption wffl write 

another chapter on the nation’s biggest stage now that the ink is dry on... 

March 24, 2014 / / Read More 

To St Over g~oney_:,~ For Now 

By Dr. Sinclair Grey III For at[ of the work that Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. did in trying to undo a 

sinful and unjust system of 

Tirade 

Judge Joe Brown has had a tough run at things lately, finding himself on the wrong side of the 

this week. According to TM2, the judge was arrested after losing his cool in a courtroom in 

Memphis. Judge Brown was reportedly in court to represent someone in a cNld support case. 

That’s when the [...] 

March 24, 201414e CornmentRead 

The story of Mary Turner is one for the ages and it’s also a reminder of the kinds of struggles that 

people of color have endured since this nation was founded. Mary was born in 1899 and died on May 

19, 1918, exactly seven years before the birthday of the great Malcolm X. What [...] 

Boondocks: The show just isn’t 
the same w~thout 

i ::~:: Aa~on Is No A F’a~t Of The Eoond,sci :~ II Lc.~,~er 

By Andrew Scot Bolsinger The popular cartoon Boondocks has been "hijacked," according to 

creator and executive producer Aaron McGruder, who confirmed he’d have no part of the show’s 

upcoming fourth season. After news of the bitter divorce swirled recently, McGruder would only 

confirm that he has no involvement with the show’s next season. McGruder had [...] 

March 24, 2014Na Com:’aem.Bead Mole 

Church Is Still an Orphan 



Chu:ch 

Davion Only was 15 years old when he stood up at a church in Ftorida and begged parishioners to 

adopt him. Davion wanted to be placed with a ramify in time for Christmas when he went before 

churchgoers to hetp him find a home, but months tater, Davion slit[ doesn’t have a permanent 

home. Some [...] 

What’s Hot in Your Black World? 

fhe;~ ObarP, a 

before he r~assed away 

/~rnazh~ ~4art~:~ Lsthe~ [<h~ ~sterv~ew~ Wh~ we shoutd not ~_~ght h~ 

O~ink Mo~e Wat<~r ......................................... 

~pec~a[ Needs Son 

MaHssa Alexander X~w Poo~ Tahsted as [~osecuto~~ D~stHbstes 

Letters 

~_~]~.O00 reward issued fo~ 5600,000 theft ~ Joe~ Osteen’s chu~d~ - 

warns obscure rule could h(.irt doctors 

Posted on by star’:_ in ,~edica[ News, #Ae#!cil:e ,snd ~oiit!cs, Fbe i~:e#!osi],~rofession, Uncatey#orized 

with O Comm.:mt~ 

The [argest doctors group in the country is raising alarm that an obscure ObamaCare rute coutd 

stick them with the tab for patients who skip out on paying their premiums. The American Medica[ 

Association, which originat[y supported the Affordabte Care Act, warned the rule could pose 

a "significant financia[ risk" for doctors and hospitals, and 

Prfvate Investf~.[ator believes Or~ Te[eka 
Patrick ~s stilt 



KALAMAZOO, Mich. (WXYZ) - A beautiful and brisht youn8 doctor suddenty vanishes from Michisan. 

She’s been missin8 for three months, and her disappearance has made headlines around the 

country. They are hauntin8 ima£es: videos on YouTube made for a mystery [over. Amon8 the 

thousands who’ve watched those recordinss are countless cops and Battte Creek private [...] 

l" 1 

Former Scandal Actor Wilt Be The First 
Black Lead Of "Phantom" 

By Andrew Scot Bolsinser Actor Norm Lewis has been chosen to be Broadway’s first Mack to star 

in "Phantom of the Opera," openin£ May 12, with Sierra Bo88ess, who wit[ take over the rote of 

Christine Dam6. Lewis, 50, drew tidin£s of con£ratutadons from a[t over the wortd on Twitter, the 

Attanta Black Star reported. [...] 

March 24, 2014Na Commem, Read Mole 

Fraudu:ent? 

By Dr. Sinclair Grey III Modeiin8 is a tou£h business. With so much competition, anyone who wishes 

to £et into this industry must do their research, have p[enty of patience, and meet the risht 

peopte aton£ the way. Looks are 8ood but in today’s fashion world, you need to have more than 

rooks. Watchin8 actors [...] 

March 24, 2014No Commeht~ead 

By Liku Zelleke For those that are fans and fotlow Real Housewives of Atlanta (RHOA), it isn’t news I 

Porsha Wi[tiams and Wendy Wittiams don’t seem to set aton8 too watt. They have been havin8 an 

onsoin8 feud that has {asted we[t over a year. Last year, Wendy ctaimed that Porsha was "tess than 

smart". [...] 

Popular Posts on TheBlackHomeSchool.com 

boyce \,vstkins ] 23f queens \,vsy ] camillus ny 13031 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 7:51 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Mayor McFarlane pushes transportation; Raleigh, Google meet again 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

MARCH 25, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Raleig~ may~r pushes transportation development in State 
of the Ci~ address 
Raieigh Mayor Nancy McFarlane on Monday delivered her State of the City address, 

which focused on transpoRation as the key for Ra[eigh to maintain its current r~te of 

grown, h, ABC~ ~ repots. 

Ci~ of Raleigh, Google meet for third time on F~ber 
Three. That’s how many meetings the City of Raleigh has had with Google 

inv~st~ (Nasdaq: GOOG) about its ultra hi~h-speed internet, Googie Fiber, either via 

~ ~ii~ }~iu}~i~}~ conference call or in-person since Google announce . 

~.~.~. 

ChannelAdvisot could be ege~Bg new office diqs 
.......................................................... Is ChanneiAdviser (NYSE: ECOM) moving te Morrisviiie’s Perimeter Park? 

Jim Goodnight: Universities can use SAS analgtics for free 
SAS CEO Jim Goodnight announced via the SAS Globu, I Forum, ti~at "SAS Analyfics 

U" will be available for free to all urwersity students, researchers and professors. 

It’s part of his personal mission te .. 

Discuss 

Could Charter Square’s 20-story’ sister tower be close 

Canes’ Rutherford could step down as GM at end of season 

Carolina Pottery now open on Kildaire Farm Road in CaD’ 

Lowes Foods now accepting direct sales from produce 
farmers 

Chapel Hill chefs on Food & Wine’s ’Best New Chef’ 
contender list 

TBJ’s Health Care Heroes honored at awards ceremony 
(PHOTOS) 

H~w~n you believe Nate Silver’s Senate predictions when 
his NCAA picks flopped? 



Contact Us 

Cance~ Email Sub~,cription 

reproduced, distribi;ted, trai’lsmi~ed, cached oi otl:er,^,’ise used, except ,,’vith the priol s,’,’:’i~ei’l pelmissio:~ of biz]otimals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Marketing Association (webcasts) <webcast~mailmna.org> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 10:01 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

How and Why Top Brands are Leading in Mobile 

More than half of customers interact with brands on mobile, and more than 

half of revenue is influenced by mobile How is your brand adapting its 

mobiie messaging strategy to exceed competitors9 

Urban Airship presents its surprising findings from a study of more than 

500 million pushes and 2,400 apps to reveai the ieaders and iaggards in 

mobiie marketing, as well as insights from a survey of how 500 top brands 

perform in mobile 

Data-driven influences on audience engagement and conversion 

The first-ever mobile benchmarks by industry 

Strategies for audience segmentation using expressed and 

implied preferences 

Strategies to integrate mobile in the total brand experience to 
elevate customer leyaity 

~ Mobiie Ma[urity Benchmarks Repert (Februu, ry 2014) 

. Goed Push index (November 2013) 

SPONSORED BY: 

Not an AMA member? Learn more about how to gain access to member-only 

webcasts, content and resources. Visit wvwv.iointheama.com. 

Watch AMA TV, delivering you the latest in industry trends, marketing insights and 
career tips. Tune in twice monthly where you’ll hear from industry leaders and stay up- 

to-date on marketing news 

Powe:ed by tire Ame:icsa ~’,’~a rketin2 Associatioa I Copyrigi~t © 2014 ~,’,~.~’w.a me.or9. ]i~e site contcat m.sy not be copied, rep:oduced 

Unsubscfibe 



"No wh ere is this methe~ e ~ ~romo t ion more applicable than in o~#e 

~hi s guide pro ~[ d e s6~ e p s fo re stab !! s h ing an d[ e ~ era g ing~ o u~ ~! a i 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 10:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Build Brand Loyalty i Who’s Most Retweeted? ] Employee Advocates ] Getting Apps Wrong 

Mar 25, 2014 

~ For True Brand Loyalty, Bu/d Contextual 

Marketing Strategy Into Your Brand: Part 1 

~ Take 10: How to Set Up Your Metrics for a 

.............. Successful Campaign 

Who Do Marketers at Midsize 
Companies Retweet? 

L i.~:i Quick Take ] 

Unleash the Superpowers of 
Employee Advocates [lnfographic] 



~i MyView What Marketers Are Getting Wrong About 
Apps 

Mar 25 

Mar 27 

Apr 1 

Apt 10 

Apr 10 

Apt 11 

Oct 9=10 



~r c~iii (S6t;~ 



Don’~ miss ~i~ese FRI£E 30-.Minute Webcas~s 

prevent p~agiadsm and imps’ore studen~ s~.~ccess, 

~eaturing ann Murray of F’hoen:x Un:on H;qh "c~ool Di<tr;ct ’ ’ 

P~ease jo~n us for a conversation w~tt-, educator ~nn Murray who vv~ share insights into 

how Turnit~n can be best used to supood the eveluetion ef student work across 

dwerse population a~d also proven strategies for driving Tumitin implementation 

across a iarge, urban district (comprised of 16 campuses). 

Marc Heigeson, Rich Central High School, Illinois ’ 

Grade Anything:" from Turnitin has opened up the door for instructors in every discipline to provide 

feedback and evaluate assignments beyond written papers. Learn how our panelists have eva~uated 

PowerPoint@ presentatk?ns, visua~ images, p~ays end ol:her performances using Turnitin 

;~ Register Now 

Hosted by ~-s~v~ ~v~ ~’s.~ me, d,,’,:::, o~ 9 

Join ~s th~s summed [his event will build on the conference’s reputation 

a forum for best practice, bringing [ogether gksbal expedise and experience. 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglas Freemau <info@vi~comconsulling.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 12:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Mission:Build a Culture of Inclusion, Engagement and High Pedbmmnce 

i i~ VC ba ..... 

Click Here fur Inch~sive Business Skdlls 1 pager 

A Message from Douglas C. Freeman, CEO of Virtcom Consulting. 

Douglas Freeman 

As D&I Practitioners, we are often asked by "all ievds of management: 

Why are we doing these D&I Initiatives??? 

Alter many years of ans~vers from changing demographics, to tile business case tbr 

diversit)- to the war for talenL I believe there is all ans~ver that resonates with people 

from most organizations in the US and globally. 

Your Organization’s Mission: To build a culture of hiclusion, engagement and high 

performance! 

This stops internal critics and naysayers stone cold in thdr tracks. But the next inevitable 

question is hon,??? 

I would like to introduce you to the concept of Inclusive Business Skills, a systems based 

approach to D&I learning, that has a range of’ competencies designed to help "all levels of 

your organization move file organization to reach tile D&I Mission. 



Feel free to contact lne directly (dfreemml#~drtroinconsultin~.com), as I am a true 
believer that this can help support your D&I activitie!! 

Click Here t~r Iuclt~sive Business Skdlls 1 pager 

Best, 
INmg 

Forward email 

this emsil wss sent to dstroCc~unc,edu by _d__~_r__e__e_[~_a__n__~a~virtcomconsultin%com :: 
Update Profiie/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy, 

Virtcom Consulting 152 Madison Avenue 20th floor New York NY :: 10016 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OAR ofNC <oarofnc@gmaiLcom> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 1:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Upcoming REI workshops & OAR gatherings 

Us;:t~d Chinch o[ ChrLsb. O.&R :: i802 MLK Pk’,~,’y 207 :: i::i~;d~,;am, NC 27707 :’-.::::@:: iContact - Try It Free! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 1:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Coatesville Texting Fallout] Judging Planet Fitness ] Saving ItS Sports 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Texting Scandal: Panel to Monitor Coatesville Schools 

The state’s civil rights commission will be monitoring the Coatesville Area School 

District to make sure it keeps its promises to be more transparent ... 

Woman Who Repaid $90K Youth Hocke’~l ’][’heft Gets Jail 
A Depew woman who rep~d the $90,000 she embezzled from a youth hockey 

club and its donors to support her gambling addiction was ... 

Free Swim? Town Sas~s Collecting Fees Not Cost-Ell~ctive 
Maxana plans to make its public swimming pool free, s~rting this summer. Fees 

collected by the town, which add up to less than $4,000 

Tuesday Takedown: Judgmental Gym Sends V~ ron~ Message 
It has been quite a week for the "Judgment Free Zone" nationaJ~ gym chain known 

) as t lanet Fitness, which made national headlines for being the ... 

Inspections, Monitoring Key to Optilnal Gym Operation 
When everything in a facility is in good working order and operating smoothly, it’s 



all "too easy for staffmembers to become complacent, trus’rng that ... 

Gym Owners: We Need Your Input 

Let your voice be heard for an upcoming issue abont membership retention. Which 

is more challenging: retaining members or acquiring thegn? 

HS Baseball Player with Ra~re Disease Deemed Eligible 
Competing in sports at the high school level is no easy, feat, but for one Louisiana 

high school student becoming eligible to compete has been ... 

Board Hears Pleas to Fund Sports Amid $780K Deficit 
Parents, students and teachers packed the Ma ~ryvale Board of Education meeting 

Monday night, as the district straggled to overcome a nearly ... 

DePaul Arena Seen as Key Piece of Entertainment District 
After a McCormick Place revamp brings a DePaal University arena to the area, the 

Near South Side could be as hip a dining and entertainment ... 

Soccer Club Threatens to Abandon ’Delapidated’ Stadium 
Complaints include mold in locker rooms, air-conditioning problems, weeds on the 

field, litter and debris in the dugouts and inadequate stadium 

Goodell Wants Evaluation of Dolphins Before Discipline 
The three ottEnsive linemen named in the Miami Dolphins locker room harassment 

investigation will be subject to medical evaluations betbre being ... 

Code Amended to Allow Sports Center in Industrial Zone 
Finding new businesses knocking on the door to its oldest industrial park, 

Bumsville has decided to let a sports performance center in ... 

Local Little Leamle Oft~rs Head Iniarv Awa~reness 1~ ro~ran~ 
The Libe~ville Little League, a member of the Illinois District 13 Little League 

organization, is committed to the safety of all players and .... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Planet Fitness Clarifies Corporate Policy on Head Scarves 
After a PR nightmare last week, Planet Fitness haa clarified that i’~s members are 

allowed to wear head ~arves ti~r religious purposes in their clubs. 

New Reader Comments: 

Fallout Expansive in Gmdy HS Football Eligibility Fraud 
Thank goodness George Washington, the founding fathers and Maxtin Lather King 

and Captain Kirk didn’t feel that way. This many "liars" indicates ... 

Fallout Expansive in Gmd,~" HS Football Eli~ibilit-i Fraud 
Lying is not a virtue. If you don’t like the way the system works you work (legally) 

to change it. This s~tory is all about athletics and winning noting ... 

For These Gifts. Soccer Concussions an Ongoing Straggle 
Part of the development of any sport is the continual evolution of rules tbr safety, 

for thn enjoyment, tbr speed of play etc. This is literally a... 

Fallout Expansive in Crradv ItS Football Eligibility Frand 
College student athletes, band, dran~a and even regular students get to select the 

Georgia or even national college of their choice. Competition ... 



Planet Fitness Clarifies Corporate Policy on Head Scarves 
The firs1 impression would seem that if Planet Fitness had trained their employees 

more thoroughly in each location they would not be in this ~.. 

Upcoming Events: 

.A._C__S_._M__ .H_ ~. _A_ . .L_ .T__H___&__ .F_! .T__N__E_.S__..S__..S_ .U._ .NN_LT__..&_.E_ .X._p__O. __S_!_T_!_ .O_N.. 
Atlanta, Ga. I April 1,2014 --April 4, 2014 ... 

.2_.0__!_4___~. __ .H__P_ E__R_. _D__N _A_!LO_NA_L_ C__O_N_V_ .E__ .N!! O._N_ ~__E_X_P_._O_ 
St. Louis, MO I April 1,2014 --April 5, 2014 ._ 

2014 WBCA NATIONAL CONVENTION 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 4, 2014 --April 8, 2014 ... 

IDEA PERSONAL TRAINER INSTITUTE-WEST 
Seattle, WA I April 10, 2014 -- April 13, 2014 ... 

View more events ... 
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Mitchell College in New London, Connecticut, 
Hires a Business Executive as Its Next 
President 

Janet Steinmayer is tile f~)under attd chief executive officer of Appleseed Food 
Frontiers and is the fomter president and CE© of Centerplate, Inc., the fifth 
lsw, est food s~udce company in North America 

AdditionM Recent Articles 

¯ Do American Bar Association Ratings Serve to Unfairly Exclude ~omen 

From the Federal Bench? 

¯ Another Women’s College Is Considering Admitiing Men 

¯ University Study Finds a Significant Gender Wage Gap for Art Museum 

Directors 

¯ Fresno State University Names Its Next Provost 

¯ Renay Scott Chosen to Lead Dona Ana Communi .ty College in Las 

Cruces, New Mexico 

¯ Three "~Vomen Are Finalists for Provost at the Universi~- of Wisconsin 

¯ Northwestern Universi .ty Scholar to Lead a Key Directorate at the 

National Science Foundation 

¯ Five W~omen Appointed to Named Professorships 

¯ Four W~omen Scholars Awarded Tenure at Carletun College 

¯ Oceanographer Is the New Head of the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration 

Two Women in Academia ~Vin National Book Critics Circle Awards 

A Trio of New Deans 

Davidson College Promotes Two "~Vomen to Full Professor 

Stanford University Scholar Wins Two Awards for Debut Fiction 

"~Videner Universi~- Names Two Women to Dean Positions 

Rice University Scholar Named Co-Editor of CulturalAnthropology 

Four VVomen in New Faculty Posts 

Four "~Vomen Academics Receive Ronors 

Ten Women Assuming New Administrative Roles at American 

Universities 

Three Women Competing for a Dean Position at Virginia Tech 

in Memoriam: Tanya I. Edwards: 1960-2014 

In Memoriam: Samira Sayeh, 1969-2014 

In Memoriam: Carole BrandL 1937-2014 

Recent Books That May Be of Interest to "~Vomen Scholars 

Online Articles That May Be of Interest to ~VIAReport Readers 

Grants or Gifts Relating to "~Vomen in Higher Education 

X t,V[;-\Repo¢, Employment 
Zo!le 





You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail from 
Training-Conditioning. Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 
email? 

While athletic budgets continue to be 
strained to the max, many organizations 
would undoubtedly welcome new, 
innovative methods to combat these 
unrelenting economic realities. In response 
to the dire financial situation encountered 
by virtually every athletic organization 
today, the ScoreRewards Partnership 
Program was launched in 2013. 
ScoreRewards utilizes local advertisers to 
cover all costs associated with the 
acquisition of new scoreboards. 

Champion BrownTN is the newest addition 
to the lineup of Turface@ Pro League@ 
infield conditioners. Its deep, dark color 
delivers a first-class look, and provides 
excellent ball visibility. Smaller, uniform 
particles assure a smooth, professional 
playing surface, minimizing potentially 
dangerous bad hops. Moisture-absorbing 
properties improve footing and help to 
prevent rainouts. With Champion Brown, 
Turface AthleticsT~I gives you every 
advantage to bring home a safe, playable 
field. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 5:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Is March Madness Bad tbr Business? 

Quicken 

Docstoc 

The True Cost of March Madness 

Office Madness: How the NCAA Tournament 
..... Affects the Workplace 

Dunks. Upsets. Cinderellas. It’s easy to get 

last in the madness of the NCAA 

tournament. 

But while countless workers try to win 

money with pedect brackets, companies 

are sacrificing millions of dollars in lost 

productivity. Exactly how much is lest? Let’s 

find out: 

An average worker spends 90 
minutes a day tracking the 

tournament 

8.4 million will watch a game during 

work hours 

Check out the previous articles: 

10 Tips for 

Getting Your 

First 

Customer 

Keys to 
Turning E- 
Shoppers Into 
E-Buyers 

How Much 

Time Do 

Employees 

Waste? 

Movies 

E:very 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

~Tednesday, March 26, 2014 12:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: 7 Do’s and Don’ts of Cover Letters 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http:/Iwww.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http :i/www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

Tf you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http :!/www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 HcCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjoumals.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 7:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Spanning political world with Richaard Bum Hmvest 18 opens in Durham 

If you are having trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

MARCH 26, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

~pann~n9 political world with Richard Burr 
NorthCaroiina’ssenioriJ~ senator wishes (but doubts) Joe Biden will run for 

presiaenr, ana backs Thom Tiiiis in the ,~uP field tu t~K. on Kay Hagan 

Discuss 

Harvest 18 restaurant opens in Durham 
Ha~/est 18, the new farm-to-fork restaurant launched by local chef-proprietor Jason 

Smith, has opened in the Renaissance Village shopping center in southern 

Durham. 

~.~.~.~ 

Local drug developer touts survey showing patients wouM 
adhere better to its drug 
Raleigh onooiogy medication company Dara BioSciences is touting a s u ~/le ’~ that 

shews pafienis with breast cancer would be mere likely to preperly adhere ~o J]eir 

medk~a~ion if i[ came in a drinkablel .. 

Survey: Duke Enerqy has too much pull in state, blocks 
strong regulation 
Duke Erlergy (NYSE: DUK) arid state environmental effic, ials Fare poeriy in a poll ef 

registered N.C vo[ers on environmen~ai issues and ~he ceai ash spill en [he Dan 

Riw~r. 

Discuss 

Triangle Rock Club wins SBA award 

Square 1 Bank reduces total share offering before IPO 

Staal brothers’ foundation to sponsor Canadian PGA Tour 
event 

Got a stinkbug? Tweet it to North Carolina’s PestLine 

Read Morning 1Edition >> 



Cance~ EmaH Subscription 

bisioumsls c(istomes seP,,ice, bisioumsls I~:0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, NoRh Carolina 2820~:. 

2014 American City Business Jourr~sis, iac and its licenso=’s All dgi]ts i~esel°,ied H-~e material on this sits may aot be 
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S~bjee~t~ 

Com~ectCarolhm < coni~ ect.~m~lina_in~b (~ u m;.edu > 
Weclncsday~ March 20~ 2014 2:30 PM 

Stromar~, D~J~orah I, <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cutover Planning, Chartfields Webinar and More: ConnectCaro]ina N~r~alekker March 20, 2ot4 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

ConnectCaro[ina News]etter ] March ::6, 2o14 

’]’he transition to ConnecK~arolina 

will nok be as simple as flipping a 

swi tch. A [a rge n u rn bet of i r~d h4 dual 

tasks will have ko be executed over 

sea, era] weeks to trar~sitio~ fvorn 

legacy syskems to Connect Carolina. 

Rc’cordff~gs of a r~ew Chartfields 

wcbinar and the recent 

Conr~eetCarolirm Town Hall are r~ow 

a}ailable online. 

The October expansion of 

("onnecK?aro]ina [o include Finance 

and HR,!Payrdl wilt replace more 

timr~ two dozer~ ~egacy s~:~t.ems with 

single software. The integration of 

multiple business flanctions into Com~ed.Caro[ina is a rmjor change (br the 



~ ~h;’ers~t.v-.-. and orie w~th ’,~orne definite advanb~ges, 

ConnectCaro]ina means [ors of changes Ibr ~hcul%,, staff and students, Use the 
form on thb (,:4:F.: to submit your questions, ideas, concerns or tbedb~ck about 

(k~nnect(]arolina. We -~nt to kno-w what’s on ]amr mind, so we can help you 

l.mnsil.io~ to and use this new system. 

Pr~ect tef~m sb~ff arid bt~siness owners are 

com’c~’ging on ~testil~g centmF’ in the ~TS 

ManninB buiJdin[4 to test f~)J the pieces of 

ConnectCarolina and how the pie~s work 

together. 

Fi nd out what wc’~’e wo~’ki ng 

on now and what’s coming 

on the path to go.divc~ . i,.~,.~. 



Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc,edu 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 7:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 articles) 

Charles Blow Cc, I:’,pii~d: Naroh 2~, 2014, 07:07:40 P~] 

Op-Ed Columnist 

The dance behveen diplomacy and force, ])e~’een aggressive responses and 

appropriate ones, is more complk’ated khan souud bites can couvey. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



The regional National Labor Relations Board in Chicago issued a stunning decision Wednesday, granting employee s[atus and unionization rights to 

college football players at Northwestern Unbersity (!!}.[:!.{;...!?]..g.,!!.,’.~i.-’.ii2!:!.i}££!.~.). The decision will almost certainly be appealed to the national NLRB in 

Washington, D.C., and from there can move over into the federal appellate courts and ultimately the Supreme Court. While we won’t have a final 

resolution to this issue anytime soon, [he decision issued today was significant and wilt have immediate impacL 

Remember, we’re less than three months away flom a trial in the O’Bannon v. NCAA case which has been in time courts since 2(3(39. A jLidgment against 

the NCAA there would no longer allow it to profit off of student-athlete (or should I now call them employee-athletes-student?) images and likeness without 

compensation. 

~.~2e also had a !!~’2fkg.%!~’..!!{!~’.g.]ust this month directly targe[ing the cap on scholarship amounts, demanding that time free mmke[ determine wha[ a school 

may offer a p~’ospectiw~" student-athlete. 

In Janua~y, time NCAA hosted sessions at its convention on time futLire of Division I athletics. But the feedback was skeptical and the detail missing. Time 

presentation reeked of bureaucratic speak such as new committees and task forces. 

New with this NLRB decision, you gel [he feeling the entire student-atMete / amateurism model is going off the rails. But ~s, hat did the decision ackmlfy say 

and haw does it apply? 

It says the scholarship (walkoons are excluded) college football players at Northwestern Unbersity are employees, and have the right to unionize and 

collectively bargain for compensation and benefits. The decision focused mostly on the level of control the school, via it’s athletic department and 

coaching staff, has over it’s athletes. It covered in depth time athbtes’ daily rou[ine, the hours spen[ on football, and the rules thai must be adhered to in 

order to ~’emain on the team and keep time schola~ship Special emphasis was placed on time fact the scholarship is contingent on a nLimber of different 

factors which all ultimately are controlled by Northwestern, the employer. 

Northwestern tried to argue that a 2000 NLRB decision involving graduate-students at Brown University should control, and lead to a determination the 

athletes are not employees (!..t~‘.<‘1!.!~i£!?.~£!~i~i1.!b~.!.‘1!~:@i£f~..!K![~;iy.‘‘:!i.‘‘..i.£!~.£!~.(~i..![~;~ii~1‘~.}.~£!?~. The N tRB said the B~own case did not apply hare, and ew~,n if it did, 

the result would be the same. 

Presumably, today’s decision would allow other private university athletes to follew a similar path. The NLRB does net govern public institutions, so 

athle[es at state schools will have to navigate the unionization process in their own state under stale law~ 

To this point the College Athle[e Players Association (CAPA) has not said it will pursue increased financial compensation and!or salaries for 

performance. It’s focus has been on better heakh care as we~ as some ~,pe of structure to recebe funds from ~keness and image use~ as we~l as 

spo~sorsMp [eveuue (Le. abng the ~nes of O’Bannon case issues)~ However, the authority g[anted by the NLRB today wo@d ceAa~y pen~t ~ucreased 

compensation ~o be ~cluded in any collective barga~mng. 

It’s also difficult to ~’ead today% decision and not think it could ve~’y easily be applied to many othe~ spo[ts at many different levels As I mentioned, the 

focus was much more on the time commitment of the athletes and the control the coaches and school have over them, rather than the large amount of 

revenue time athletes in major college football generate. Many student-.a[hletes in nora.revenue sports and a[ smaller schools are on scholarship, pu[ in 

the same hours, and are under the same Liniversi%~ control. It will be interesting to see which group of college athletes follows in Northwestern football 

players’ footsteps. 

There are two key dates coming Lip soon as this process moves foe¢~ard. Northwestern must file a list of eligible employees with the NLRB (Chicago) by 

April 2nd. [hem Northwestern has until Apdl 9th ~o file an appeal with the na~ona~ NLRB h~ Washington, D.C~ ~t most ce~tain~y will do ~hat, and where it 

goes from the~e ~s l~kely a long, windy road through the federa~ courts. 

Northwestern football players won a victory today. What remains to be seen is whether, upon further review, the decision is confirmed or reversed. 

Follow Daniel at celbge%po:tsbdefs.cons and .@Daniel Hare. 

Change your eraaii .set[m.qs at [~J.{{~!{{2.{!..<i.~{i?.~i{[£1}J[i.{!~!% 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tides-bounces@enropa.bus.ncf.edu on behalf of 

The Institute for Diversib’ mid Ethics in Sport. <tides@europa.bns.uc£edu> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:00 AM 

tides@europa.bus.uc£edu 

[Tides] Richaxd Lapchick s~l@ Graduation Success/Academic Progress Rates Study of 2014 NCAA Division I Men’s and Women’s 

Basketball Toummnent Sweet 16 Teams 

2014 Sweet 16 Stady.pdf; ATT00001.c 

For immediate release: 

Attached is "Keeping Score When It Counts: Graduation Success and Academic Progress Rates for the 2014 NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball 

Tournament Sweet 16 Teams," issued by The Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at the University of Central Florida. 

The study examines the Graduation Success Rates (GSR) and Academic Progress Rates (APR) for the 2014 NCAA Division I Men’s and Womenls Sweet 16 

tournament teams on the Graduation Success Rates {GSR) and Academic Progress Rates (APR) of the teams in the NCAA Division I Women’s and Menls 

Sweet 16. This study is a follow-up report to the annual study, "Keeping Score When It Counts: Graduation Success and Academic Progress Rates for the 

2014 NCAA Division I Women’s and Men’s Basketball Tournament Teams," which compares the GSR and APR for all the teams that were selected for the 

men’s and women’s basketball tournaments. 

Dr. Richard Lapchick, the primary author of the study, is the director of TIDES and Chair of the DeVos Sport Business Management Graduate Program at 
UCF. The study was co-authored this year by Erika Loomer and Drew Donovan. 

Lapchick commented that, "There is good news regarding academic success in general for both the men’s and women’s Sweet 16 teams. The GSR and the 
APR rates of the teams are overwhelmingly high. As in the past, the women still do better than the men. The most troubling statistics in the report come 
when we look at the historical gap between the graduation rates of white and African-American student-athletes which grew substantially for both the 

men’s and women’s teams in the 2014 Sweet 16 fields." 

Lapchick stated, "It is clear that elite women’s basketball teams are performing at higher levels in the classroom than the elite men’s teams. There are 

seven women’s and one men’s Sweet 16 teams that had 100 percent graduation success rates. There are 11 women’s and two men’s teams with GSRs 

above 90 percent. In addition, 100 percent of the women’s teams compared to 81 percent of the men’s teams graduated at least 60 percent of their 

basketball student-athletes. It is notable that this year for the first time the GSR for white male basketball student-athletes slightly exceeded that for 

women basketball student-athletes by 98 to 97 percent. Both were obviously outstanding." 

There was good news for both the women’s and men’s Sweet 16 teams when we examined the APR rates. There were 12 men’s teams {75 percent) and 15 

women’s teams (94 percent) with an APR of 950 or above, 11 men’s teams {69 percent) and 13 women’s teams (81 percent) with an APR of 960 or above, 

and eight men’s teams {50 percent) and nine women’s teams {56 percent) with an APR of 970 or above. 

Lapchick added, "The worst news to report is that at the 2014 Sweet 16 the achievement gap between white and African-American basketball student- 
athletes is even worse than when all the tournament teams were examined. The GSR of white male basketball student-athletes is 98 percent (up three 
percentage points from 2013) versus only 55 percent (down 13 percentage points) for African-American male basketball student-athletes resulting in a 
staggering 43 percent gap. In the 2013 Sweet 16, the gap was an already deplorable 27 percent. 

White female basketball student-athletes graduated at 97 percent (down 1 percentage point) compared to 84 percent (down 8 percentage points) for 
African-American female basketball student-athletes. The 13 percent gap was nine percentage points higher than in 2013." 

Other positive findings include: 
¯       With the new NCAAAPR cut rate at 930, only one of the 32 teams in the men’s and women’s 
Sweet 16 was below that that standard. 
¯ 15 women’s teams (94 percent) and eight men’s teams (50 percent) graduated at least 70 
percent of their basketball student-athletes. 
¯ No women’s team graduated less than 40 percent, while only one men’s team was below that 
mark. 
Six schools have teams in both the men and women’s 2014 Sweet 16 fields: Baylor University, Stanford University, University of Connecticut, University of 
Kentucky, University of Louisville, and University of Tennessee. Stanford University and Baylor University achieved the highest level of success on the 
court and in the classroom. Both of their men’s and women’s teams have an APR of 960 or above and a graduation rate above 80 percent. 
If the Sweet 16 for men’s and women’s basketball teams were seeded based on Graduation Success Rates {GSR), then the complete seeding would be: 

Men’s Women’s 

#1 University of Dayton (100) #1 (tie) DePaul University (100) 

#2 Baylor University {91) #1 (tie) University of Tennessee {100) 

#3 Michigan State University (89) #1 {tie) University of South Carolina {100) 

#4 Stanford University {83)                              #1 (tie) University of Kentucky {100) 

#5 University of Kentucky {82) #1 (tie) Louisiana State University (100) 

#6 (tie) San Diego State University (75) #1 {tie) University of Notre Dame (100) 

#6 (tie) University of Michigan (75) #1 (tie) Penn State University (100) 

#8 University of Louisville {70) #8 (tie) University of Louisville (92) 

#9 (tie) University of Arizona {64) #8 (tie) Stanford University (92) 

#9 (tie) University of Virginia (154) #8 (tie) University of Connecticut (92) 

#11 (tie) University of Florida (60) #8 (tie) University of Maryland (92) 

#11 (tie) University of California, Los Angeles (150) #12 Baylor University (88) 



#11 (tie) University of Tennessee (60) #13 Texas A & M (80) 

#14 Iowa State University (54) #14 University of North Carolina (79) 

#15 University of Wisconsin (44) #15 Brigham Young University (75) 

#16 University of Connecticut (8) #16 Oklahoma State University (61) 

In addition, based on Academic Progress Rates (APR), the Sweet 16 seeding for men’s and women’s basketball teams would be as follows: 

Men’s Women’s 

#1 (tie) University of Louisville (995) #1 (tie) DePaul University (1000) 

#1 (tie) University of Michigan (995) #1 (tie) Stanford University (1000) 

#3 University of Florida (989) #3 University of Tennessee (990) 

#4 University of Dayton (985) #4 (tie) Penn State University (985) 

#5 Stanford University (984) #5 University of Connecticut (984) 

#6 University of Wisconsin (980) #6 Baylor University (982) 

#7 University of Tennessee (973) #7 (tie) Brigham Young University (980) 

#8 Michigan State University (971) #7 (tie) University of South Carolina (980) 

#9 University of Arizona (969) #9 University of Kentucky (976) 

#10 Baylor University (965) #10 University of Notre Dame (968) 

#11 University of Kentucky (963) #11 Texas A & M (965) 

#12 University of California, Los Angeles (951) #12 Louisiana State University (964) 

#13 Iowa State University (949) #13 University of North Carolina (963) 

#14 University of Virginia (946) #14 University of Louisville (953) 

#15 San Diego State University (935) #15 University of Maryland (950) 

#16 University of Connecticut (897) #16 Oklahoma State University (944) 

Lapchick emphasized, "While race has persisted as an ongoing academic issue, it is especially disheartening to see the large increases in the gap 

between the graduation rates for white and African-American student-athletes of women Sweet 16 teams. These are the most alarming statistics we have 

reported in our graduation rate studies in many years." 

Other notable results on the topic of race and academics for the Sweet 16 teams’ GSR data include: 

¯       Two women’s teams and ten men’s teams have a GSR disparity between African-American and white basketball student-athletes greater than 30 

percent. Last year’s study showed one woman’s team and seven men’s teams with a 30 percent disparit% 

¯       Four women’s teams and 12 men’s teams have a GSR disparity of over 20 percent. In comparison to last year’s Sweet 16 teams, the women’s 

field has one more team while the men’s field has increased by four with the 20 percent gap. 

Lapchick concluded that, "No matter how many teams we examine, overall women basketball student-athletes achieved greater academic success than 

their male counterparts. And no matter whether we look at women’s or men’s college basketball, there is a gap between the graduation rates of white and 

African-American basketball student-athletes. The fact that this year’s numbers are so much worse is distressing and needs to be closely watched in the 

future. Both the women’s 13 percentage point gap and the men’s 43 percentage point gap are unacceptable." 

Note: The men’s and women’s percentages were calculated as follows: 

1. All men’s and women’s graduation rates were based on 16 teams. 

2. GSR and APR scores are based on the most recent statistics provided by the NCAA. 

3. Disparity figures are based on the difference of the average GSR for white basketball student athletes and African-American basketball student- 

athletes. 

4. Two men’s Sweet 16 teams (University of Connecticut and the University of Michigan) do nobave any white basketball student-athletes in the 

period recorded. 

THE INSTITUTE FOR DIVERSITY AND ETHICS IN SPORT (TIDES) 

The Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport ("TIDES" or the "Institute") serves as a comprehensive resource for issues related to gender and race in 

amateur, collegiate and professional sport. The Institute researches and publishes a variety of studies, including annual studies of student-athlete 

graduation rates and racial attitudes in sport, as well as the internationally recognized Racial and Gender Report Card, an assessment of hiring practices 

in coaching and sport management in professional and college sport. The Institute also monitors some of the critical ethical issues in college and 

professional sport, including the potential for exploitation of student-athletes, gambling, performance-enhancing drugs and violence in sport. 

The Institute is part of the DeVos Sport Business Management Graduate Program in the University of Central Florida’s College of Business Administration. 

This landmark program focuses on business skills necessary for graduates to conduct successful careers in the rapidly changing and dynamic sport 

business and entertainment management industry while also emphasizing diversity, community service, and social issues in sport. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevi~onti@diversityinc.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:34 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

VP Bideu: Anti-LGBT Laws Are "Close to Barbaric" 

March 27, 2014 

Wome~~ at f=ar Greater Risk of A~zheimeCs 

A new study finds that after ~ ....... 
a ce~ain age, women are at ~ 
a much greater risk of 
Alzheimer’s than men. The 
new numbers are stunning, ~ 
placing Alzheimer’s ahead 
of another deadly disease. 

of Breast Ca~?cer .................................................. 

~ ......................................................................................................................................................................... 

~P B~der~: AetL.LGBT Laws Are "C~ose to 

Vice President Joe Biden 
speaks out in support of 
LGBT rights at a Human 
Rights Campaign dinner 
and pushes for passage of 
the Employment Non- 
Discrimination Act. 

VP Bk~er~: LaG~ard~a A~rpod ~s Uke ’Some Third Wedd 

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Ideological policy runs much of what goes on in 
Washington these days. But the Republican Pady is 
seeing a change in the ideological values of its youngest 
members, especially on one hot-button social issue. 

Meet#-~g ~~ a Box: WomerCs H~sto~-Sf. 

This educational tool, available for posting on your 
corporate intranet, includes a historical timeline, facts & 
figures and our popular "Things NOT to Say" series, all 
focused on Women’s Histo~ Month. 

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 



For Wells Fargo Exeoutive Vice President and (thief 

Risk Officer Kevin Moss, a new marriage has ohanged 
not only his personal life, but brought new perspeotive to 
his professional life. 

Was this forwarded to you from a friend? 
Click here to receive the Diversitvlnc newsletter. 

One click, 15,000jobs. 

Whether you’re looking for 

a job or looking to make 

more money, 

Diversitylnc’s Career 

Center has the jobs and 

career advice for you! 

CL/C’K HERE TO SEARC’~. 

I 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:39 AIVI 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 articles) 

Charles Blow 

A Fa~l~re for C~tigro~p 

The l~’cderal Reserve rq]ectcd Cidgroup’s capi~l plans. [ Thc chief execu[ive of 

King Digital Entertainment remained ~:g~timistie after shares of his company 

Jell nearly ~6 percent on their first day of public krading, i Corporations are 

pressing law firms to dghken their cyber seenrib’. I Reverse morkgages ar~ 

stinging heirs. 

FOLLOW US: Facebooi,: i ~@NYTimes 

Get unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe 

Access The. Ne~, York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® 

This is an automated emaiI.Please do not reply directly to this email from NY[imes.com As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage My Aleits i My Alerts Help I Change You~ Emaii i Privacy Policy I Con[act i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Americm~ Marketing Associalion <conferences@mailama.org> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:47 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Nonprofit Marketing Conference ] It’s Time to Meet the Speakers! 

Focus on nonprofit marketing that gets 

This yeaCs nonprolit cenlerence Ieatures dynamic programming, case studies and leadership 

insights to keep you a~d youl organization on po~t. Engage w~th a d~verse g~oup of your 

~eers f~om non~ofits of a~l types and s~zes, inck~ding foundations, charities, education, 

museums, associations and more. Den’[ miss th~s opper[un~ty ~e boos[ your nonprofit 

marketh?g momentum and move your organization forward. 

Platinum Sponsor: 
Reception Sponsor: 

Sapient° 

E×TRAORD~NARY L~NE UP OF KEYNOTE SPEAKERS: 

Thomas cart, Senior Director of Marketing and Creative Content, 

What’s Next: Lookt?~g Ahead ff~ Nonprofit Marketing 

&die Di×on, Deputy Directol, Georgetown University Center for Soci~ 

Imp>act Commu~icati<ms 

The Eva/uriah of [nfluet?oe at~d ~/hat it Means ~or Your Nonprofit 

Andy Goodman, Nationally Recognized Author, Spaaker ;and Consultant in the 

Change the Star}< Change the doHd 

Paul Pelizzotto, Ptesiden[ and F.ounder, CBS ~col~ectia, Inc. 

HameesfiTg Advertising and Chat?nelit?g it Into Tangib/e Social Chat?go 

Matt lhompson, Director ol Vertical tni[iatives, NPR 

7 ~e Brand is Deae. L.aag L.i~ e the 8rand~ 

REGISTER BY JUNE 23 AND SAVE! 



Individua~ ~ates [~embe~s 

Through 6123 $660 $900 

After 6i23 $760 

!gil@ama,org. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WhatCounts <marketing@whatcounts.com~ 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 11:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Are You Ready? 

Prep ~o~ changes to 

I 

I 

Sign up for our webinar to learn 

lifecycle email strategies! 

I 

~i April email campaigns 

I 
I 

Where should we stop next on the We Love Email | 
II 

:: Innovation Tour? 1 

Litmus: Mobile Emai~ is Here to Stay: What Comes Next? 

i,~ i::::.:i ~: ~ 2: :i:) i 2: :::, i,~ i i:: i,:i ~:,:i:: i:i ::1 i ::;: ;i: i:’ i:::, ~:~ :~:: i::i :i ::,:, i i ::!:,:: ::~ 

~ead ~",,",,o.,,"e [] [] 

I 
ii~~ WhatCounts Weekly 

I 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 1:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

How Cognitive Biases Affect Success 

Docstoc 

Cognitive Bi .... That Affect Your Work S ..... 

How your own brain sabotages you at work 

1, Confirmation Bias 

Ce..’~Iirr~~atie..’~ bias is ti~e tende~cy [e fsver your ewr, hypett’,esis a~d seiectively 

celiect infevms~ier, ths~. s~ppo~ts yo~r belief, ~t cs~ be par{~cu~ady commo~ ame~gs~ 

unw~n9 to deviate from the~ or~g~8~ p~s~r~ ~ sp~te of r~ew evidence. 

2, The Bandwagon Effect 

The bandwager., effect states that the ir:ole peopi÷ who do or believe something, the 

~ke~er othel-s are to jo~l~ them; ~ sp~te of any co~4rs~y ev~der~ce The be~efit of the 

ba~dw~gor~ effect car~ be seer~ ~l~ s~ccessfd~ mmkefi~g c~mps~gl~s: o~ce s cel-ts~ 

~umber of co~ssur~.~ers have stav[ed ~ash~g your pvod~sct, people a~e ~e~e~ to 

purchase ~t as we~L The challenges come whets employees are ~srsw~hng [e spesk 

out sbo~st irseff~c~e~c~es, h-~sprover~~ents o~ eve~ ~c~[ activities w~[hirs a bus~ness, 

Which biases ~ff÷ct you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 1:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Athletes Score Union Ruling i Investing in tteadhunters ] tta~dling Disaster 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Athletes’ Union~ation Attempt Scores M~ior Victor?, 
In their attempt to unionize college athletes, the Northwestern football players and 

the recently formed College Athletes Players Association scored a ... 

Editorial: Blame Widespread ibr ’Absurd’ Labor Rulin~ 

The best hope of heading off this absurd development is for Northwestern and the 

NCAA to refomi their ways. Bring back the tide spirit and practice ... 

Sidetracked Coach Search Shines Light on Headhunters 
The University of South Florida paid $60,000 to Eastman & Beaudine for the 

coaching search. It had paid $100,000 to the same firm in Januar?, ... 

Flood Emergency Provides I,essons in Crisis Management 
As a gym owner or manager, there’s one phone call, above all others, that you do 

not want at 1 a.m .... 

Sex Abuse Victim Speaks at Former Coach’s Sentencin~ 
A former Collierville High School softball player fought tears Monday during the 



sentence hearing for her onetime coach and teacher, who admits ... 

Public Meeting Seeks Ways to Trim $7M Rec Subsidy 
Residents were asked to mark a paper to show how much they valued the town’s 

various athletic programs, speci~2t events, sports fields, pools, ... 

Sweet De~Js: Coaches Cash In on NCAA Tournament Runs 

Winning is at a premium in college basketball this lime of year, and for Virginia 

coach Tony Bennett, the stakes have never been higher 

School Considers WBI Tournament Costs an Investment 
The College of Charleston’s athletic department could spend as much as $50,000 

playing in the Women’s Basketball InvitationaJ tournament, but ... 

Maine Principals to Survey{ Interest in 5-Cla.ss Basketball 
Declining s~dent epaollments and the southwmd tnigration of the state’s populalion 

have swelled the number of smaller schools in northern and ... 

) Groundbreakin~ to Honor ’Athletic Fields Forever’ t layers 
Oconomowoc High School will take another step forward in its Athletic Fields 

Forever vision with a groundbrealdng ceremony March 28 at... 

Residents Pool Ideas for Proposed Aquatic Center 
Al?ter more than a half-hour of debating and priorit~ing, Fred Bounds’ group had 

whittled dozens of possible aquatic center tEatures down to about ... 

MLB Unveils tlNh-Tech Room as tiub of Re--stem 
B aseba2tl’s newly constructed Replay Operalions Center, a 900-square-foot 

enclave within Major League BasebaJ,1 Advanced Media’s offices ... 

No Fun League: Rare Crossbar Dunk Celebrations Banned 
Just 3 percent of touchdown celebrations last season involved a dunk over the 

crossbar. Nevertheless, one game last season was delayed so the ... 

Opinion: NFL Efforts to Improve Culture Deserve Kudos 
Several months away ti’om the tirst training camp fight, the vibe was so upbeat 

regarding the NFI, initiative to re-establish respect as the league ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Backp=round Check Sto~os USF from Hiring ~s Coach 

Steve Masiello was all set to beco,ne the next head coach at South Florida, until 

the school discovered he lied on his resume and never ea:med his undergraduate 

degree. 

d to a friend 

ii~ Facebook ~ 

ii"~ Linkedln ~iii YouTube 

Stay Connected Stay informed 

AB 
Newswire Xll AB Digital I .... 1 

Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 



i~i AB App Now here 

I ii.~.ii ABSign upfor E-News ] 

Premium Partners 

Mah:={!e Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to fi.lt{i=e ~,i=-~siis ot this type == Forward to a Coiiea{!i~e 

Thi!~ email was !~e!~t to dstro@unc.edu by: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Creates <survey@qualtrics.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 1:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

We need your help! 

Carolina Creates needs your feedback! 

Carolina Creates helps students make their ideas happen by providing the necessary resources. We’ve been serving the Chapel Hill community 
for several years, but we’re always trying to grow and improve. Throughout our tenure, we’ve helped a lot of student groups and events, including 
TEDxUNC, UNC Mobile App, A Drink for Tomorrow, Carolina Mock Trial, Bhangra Elite, etc. Overall, we support six collaborative communities: 
Music, Visual Art, Dance, Writing, Technology and Ideation. 

Recently, we’ve begun to rebrand Carolina Creates, and we want to incorporate your advice! 

Please take this lo minute survey, and learn how Carolina Creates can help you! 

Follow this link to the Survey: 

Take the Survey 

Or copy and paste the URL below into your intenlet browser: 

https://unc.azl .qualtrics.com/VVRQualtricsSurveyEngine/?Q_SS=l HoJ5HdO6Vxez2J_l MnE7WEwZ4n8xbn&_=l 

Follow this link to opt out of future emails: 
Click here to unsubscribe 

Thank you! We appreciate your time! 
-CC Team 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hanilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 7:30 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: TBJ’s new look; Red Hat beats expectations; Coach K plans 5 more yeaxs 

If you are having trouble viewin{~ this emaiI, dick here 

MARCH 28, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

TIBJ’s new look born from a new vision 
What a week. In my ~2-pius years as editor, I have never been more excited about 

this issue and those planned for the coming weeks 

Driven by subscriptions, Red Hat’s 4Q beats analyst 
expectations 
Red Hat (NYSE: RHT) CEO Jim Whitehurst was full of good news regarding 

subscriptions Thursday. He delivered that good news via an earninqs call that 

touted an analyst-beating fourth quarter, which saw .. 

~ ~BRE Krzyzewski: I w~t to coach another 5 ~ears 
Speaking at his end-of-season address to media on Thursday, Duke men’s head 

baske~baii coach Mike Krzy~ewski said he plans io sbck around fer anether five 

years. 

Discuss 
~ Gi~CS~i~SRii~ ................. 

Moissan~te jewel makers’ stock loses luster 
Merrisviiie-based Charles & Ceivard. J]e makers o[ moissanite gerrrs ~ake a hi[ in 

the stock markei after fourth quarter earnings are released Analysts question the 

company’s low cash flow and iarg .. 

Disease 

Skviine buiMinqs gaining favor with Raleigh businesses 

Raleigh’s BioDelivery Sciences partners with Quintiles to 
sell new drug 

We must have missed the announcement about Raleiqh 
housing 1 million-plus people 

Obamacare signups top 6 million; is that a success? 

Apple flies ’transparent textinq’ patent to make walkinq while 
texting safer 

Ask Career ~ojo: 2 recommendations for the Ionq4erm 
u nero p~oyed 



Conts~t Us 

Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 

bisioum.sls customes se~,,ice, bisioum.sls I ~]0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, North Ca[olina 2820L 

2014 Ai11erical~ City Busil~ess Journsis, iac and its licel~so~s All ~igi]ts iesel°,ied ~-~e alaterial on this sits may aot be 

~eprodeced, dist~ibLite(~, ti.snsl;~i~ed cached o~ othels,,’ise used; except ,;~’i~il the plio~ ’~’~F~cen pem;issio~ of biziotlmals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Covenant and Achieve Carolina Scholars Programs <info@maJlva.evite.com~ 

Friday, March 28, 2014 9:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fxite Invitation: Covenmat and Achieve Mentor Appreciation Reception 

Carolina Covenant and Achieve Carolina Scholars Programs invited you to 

Cow:ma r-It a nd Ach iew:~, i~lentor ..A..~reciatior~ 

"t’i:tm,;day, i\~rii 10. 2014 
05:00 RM - 07:00 

100 E ..’cr~mkli.q St 

Ci’,apei 14ill NC 27514 

VIEW THIS INVITATION 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 1:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Temple University student hit in the face with a brick 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 
Network 

Student told that Jesus is no hero and she can’t write about him ] 

Student told that Jesus is no hero and she 
can’t write about him 

By Andrew Scot Botsinger An eight-year-otd girt and her mother ctaim that the chitd’s North 
Carotina schoot woutd not arrow her to write about Jesus as her hero for a crass project. Second 
grade students at Cerro Gordo Etementary Schoot in North Carotina were recentty asked to write 
about who they consider to be a [...] 
March 28, 2014No CommentRead More 

I~ President of Women’s Rights Org Believes Michelle Obama Lacks Hillary Clinton’s Courage 

Reported Ashtey Naptes As anticipated, First Lady Michette Obama has endured a significant amount 
of criticism for choosing to vacation in China with her daughters Sasha and Maria. There are 
comptaints about the amount of money the trip is costing; the First Lady’s decision to vacation in 
China in tieu of the country’s growing concerns [...] 
March 28, 2014.N...o....C..o...m....m...e..n..t..R..e...a..d....M...o..r..e. 



Temple Student Incident has the campus on high alert 

.by.you~nggirls between 8 and 14 years old 

By: Stephanie Atten-Gobert A 19-year otd Tempte University student suffered serious faciat injuries 
after a ~roup of ~irts hit her with a brick onty a brock from campus on Friday. The youn~ adutt is 
recoverin~ from the incident, which distocated her teeth and caused muttipte faciat injuries. The 
student was watkin~ with her 20-year otd [...] 
March 28, 2014.N..9...C...o...m...m...e...n..t..R..e..a...d..~..o..r..e. 

i I .~..~. Writer claims that black students lack impulse control, leading to suspensions ~ 

Writer claims that black students lack 
impulse control, leading to suspensions 

By Liku Zetteke It might be true that "the numbers don’t tie" - but a tot can be said about the way 
we read the same numbers and arrive at opposite conctusions. Of course, there is a toterabte 
mar~in of error that is acceptabte in case of mistakes, but takin~ what is ctearty stated and [...] 

Memorial To Honor the 150 Black Women who were Lynched 

Memorial To Honor the 150 Black Women 
who were Lynched 

By Yotanda Spivey A memoriat is bein~ herd to honor and pay tibations to the 150 Btack women who 
were tynched in America durin~ the 19th and 20th centuries. The event, "In Remembrance of Our 
Sisters: 150 Btack Women Who Were Lynched in the U.S. Between 1870-1957," witt be herd on 
Sunday, March 30, 2014 at 3:00pm [...] 

BOSS Sports J Kareem on LeBron: "Whenever he averages 55 points a game, then I might listen 

BY: John "Hennry" HarrisWho is the G.O.A.T.? The greatest of at[ time - this is a topic that gets 
any barbershop or socia[ gathering buzzing especiatty when the... 

March 28, 2014 / / Read More 



Ted Nugent Once Said He Uses the "N" 
Wo.rd.Because.HeHangsO...ut...W.i.th.Nigge.r..s 

Ted Nugent, the one time rocker turned unhinged right wing spokesperson, has been advancing 
racist ideas for years, according to a report by news watch dog Media Matters .... 
March 28, 2014 / / Read More 

I~ #1high school recruit believes NBA raising age limit is "unfair"i 

#1 high school recruit believes NBA raising... 
age limit is "unfair" 

by Jeff Lightsy Jr. Recentty, new NBA commissioner Adam Sitver has been very vocat about how he 
woutd tike to raise the minimum age to enter the NBA... 

March 28, 2014 / / ..R..e..a..d.....M..o..r..e. 

i I .~..~. Texas Man Says False Robbery Charges Ruined His Life ~ 

Ruined His Life 

A Houston, Texas man says fatse robbery charges turned his rife into a riving nightmare. Gitford 
Beatty says the troubte began when he received a message from a... 
March 28, 2014 / / R..e..a..d...M.9..r..e. 

i~~ New Jersey Teen Suspended for Flying "Redneck" Confederate Flag ] 

~.N....e....w...~~~J.e~.r..s.e.y~~~~~T~~e~e~n~~~~~~u~.s..pe~..n..ded~~f...o.~.r.~~~ 
Flyi._ng "Redneck" Confederate Flag 
A New Jersey high schoot student was suspended after he refused to remove the "redneck" 
Confederate flag from the back of his pickup truck. Gregory Vied, 17, says... 
March 28 2014 / / Read More 

l~ Homeless Mom Arrested for Leaving Children in Car During Job Interview ~ 

A hometess Arizona woman probabty thought her tuck was changing when she got catted in for an 
interview. The onty probtem was that she didn’t have anyone to... 
March 28, 2014 / / Read More 

l~ LouisianaParishBansSaggyPants, OffendersFace$50Fine i 



O.f..f..e.n.de..r..s.....F..a.�.e.....S...50.....F...i.n.e 
by Yvette Carnett For years in this country, citizens have been attowed their freedom of expression 
without threa$ of fine or imprisonment. When teens corot their hair blue,... 

A New Approach To Home-school Math 

By: Krystte Crossman Math can be an extremety frustratin~ subject for the student and the teacher. 
This is especiatty true when home-schootin~. You may hear them ask when they are ever ~oin~ to 
use math and why do they have to [earn percentages and formutas? If this is a dairy stru~te that 
you find yoursetf [...] 
Read More 

What Parents Can Do When Kids Complain 
About School Work 

By: Krystte Crossman Kids witt atways comptain about their schootwork. It is a fact of rife. How you 
handte their comptaints can make the difference between continued comptaints or a better 
attitude towards the work that they have to do. Younser kids have a hard time sittin8 stiff. Even 
when you are in a home-schoot [...] 
Read More 

Than White Women 

By: Krystte Crossman An annuat report from the Viotence Poticy Center has shown that btack women 
are kitted far more than white women. The peopte that kitt them are usuatty... 



March 28, 20141 CommentRead More 

Why You Should Say Good-bye To Coffee 
Once and For All 

By: Krystte Crossman If you are not a mornin8 person, caffeine may be your best friend. You may 
want to ditch the caffeine however and 80 with somethin8 a tittte... 

Her Stepfather Beats Him 

Posted on March 27, 2014 By .T..h...e...(.R...e..e.).La..t.ig..n..s.b.iE..G...u.i.d...e...T..o.E..5.’..s., ..T..o.E..S..t..o..r.i..e..s. 
Reported by Ree, "The (Ree)tationship Guide" S~x is constantty bein8 thrown in the faces of adutts 
and chitdren. With this in mind, it’s atmost impossibte to expect teenasers to not want to ensase in 
some form of intimacy. Unfortunatety, thoush, they’re oftentimes isnorant of the repercussions of 
their actions which can resutt in unwanted presnancies, [...] 

Posted 
on March 27, 2014 By ,.M...a..r..qyi.s..e.....W...a..t.s..o...n" .D...a..t.i.n...~..D..a..i!.y, .T...o.p....5.’.s.. 

by Thee Urban Sophisticate, author of 21 Date Ideas for Couptes Sick of Dinner & a Movie I woke up 
this mornin8 and made my rounds around the hip-hop bto8 sites and after readin8 about the 8enius 
of this secret Wu Tan8 atbum, I stumbted upon a video bto8 by rapper 2 Chainz 



titted "#1sThisYourThot." If you [...] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 2:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Couple accu~d of adopting black children to harves~ their organs 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World Network 

by Dr Boyce Watkins I am good friends with former NBA player Etan Thomas. I consider Etan to be 

one of the great athletes of our generation not... 

March 29, 2014 / / Re~,:.~ Mo~e 

Tiara Wittiams, in this episode of Your Reel World, asks how a man was able to get a 10 inch gun into 

his behind. She atso has 

[ I 

ch~[dre~:~ and starvff-N tt~em to harvest their 
~ar~s 
By Dr. Sinclair Grey III Anyone who decides to adopt is making a huge difference in the Ufe of a 

child. With so many chitdren in the system... 

[ I 

By Liku Zeileke The number of Christians is on the dectine in the United Sates. This dectine in 

numbers is being caused both by people stopping having any... 

March 29, 2014 / / Read More 

The Secret Source Of Your Bad A&ood (And 
How To Overcome It)~ 



By Ange[a Haupt for U.S. News We can slap a bandage on a cut or an ice pack on a bruise. But that 

only works for the physicat kind. "We typicat[y try and bust a bad mood with the most generic 

approaches," says psychologist Guy Winch, author of Emotionat First Aid: Practicat Strategies for 

Treating [...] 

[ ii.~.iI Did~’~I~>’e[~’b’Ki:~ 10~:.~lii’/.;e:’KiI~9 Fi~nchlses? Re~oi!:~,~y~,edldi 

By Liku Zegeke The next time you hear that centuries-otd, mind-boggting question, "What do you 

buy a woman that has everything?" simpty answer: "Burger King, a chain of them". Confused? 

Here’s the exp[anatiom Kanye West, 36, is planning to get his fiancee Kim Kardashian, 33, a chain 

of Burger King franchise restaurants across Europe as [...] 

March 28, 2014No Comi:~en~r~ead More 

li~i Ne!,e LeaEe s E:riminai ~:~st L ....... ~.ck ~ o i-taLmt t-ieri 

Nene Leake*s Criminal Past Comes Back To 
Ha(~nt Her 

By Lechette Walker NeNe Leakes has a criminal past that has been kept secret during her rise to 

fame. According to the reality queen, she had some troubte with the taw when she was younger on 

one occasion. News reports have pubtica[ty reveated that Linnethia Johnson, who is now NeNe 

Leakes, has a record that [...] 

Obamacare 

Posted on by .’.4~,f’:_ in ~f=ican ~me:ican health with 0 Comment’> 

By Lechette Walker African Americans have not been rushing to sign up for the Obama Healthcare 

coverage in California, according to reports. The Latino population is also slow about getting the 

coverage that is necessary for the plan to work. The widespread approach to reach out to the 

Latino community, after the numbers were running [...] 

can live lon~~t~ to fff:fish his deal with 
Marvel Comics 



Samuel L. Jackson is a mesastar with Marvel Comics, 8ettin~ the coveted role of Nick Fury. He’s 

makin~ a ton of money, but he has a major nine film contract, which means that the 65-year old is 

probably ~oin~ to be hemmed up for the rest of his life. This article discusses how Jackson plans 

Black Peo~:~le Love Goins To The Movies 

Anybody 

By Andrew Scot Bolsinser African-American movie attendance hit a new high mark in 2013, a year 

when several b[ack-themed films were released, inc[udin~ the year’s Oscar winner for best 

picture, "12 Years a Slave." The Motion Picture Association of America estimates that more than 

170 miKion African-Americans attended movies in 2013, a 13-percent increase from [...] 

bl~ck isck 

Writer claims that black students lack 

~~:!_Du[se contro[~ leadin        ensions 

By Liku Zetteke It misht be true that "the numbers don’t tie" - but a tot can be said about the way 

we read the same numbers and arrive at opposite conctusions. Of course, there is a toierabte 

marsin of error that is acceptabte in case of mistakes, but takin8 what is c[earty stated and 

March 28, 201414 Coeimen~ i~’ead 

A~Mgediy 

Naval Traff~ee AIle~!_!i~t Tried to 
P~ane to Go See His 

Every 8ood son roves his mother, but how far would any of us 8o to arranse a visit with mommy 

dearest. One Atlanta man is in hot water... 

[ 

Student told that Jesus is no hero and she 
ca~"~*t w~-"ite about him 

By Andrew Scot Botsinser An eisht-year-otd 8Jr[ and her mother ctaim that the cMld’s North Carotina 

schoot woutd not at[ow her to write about Jesus as her hero for a class project. Second 8rade 

students at Cerro Gordo Elementary Schoot in North Carotina were recentty asked to write about 

who they consider to be a [...] 

Schools’ Curriculum? 

By: KI~’stle Crossman It is all about technolosy and how it can entertain us these days. We have 

iPads, tabtets, smartphones, computers, and video same systems that peopte just seem to be 

addicted to. With that in mind countries around the wortd are 8ivin£ their kids a head start into 



the future of technotosy by [...] 

Between Plain &~eanness and Bu~ 

By: Krystle Crossman Kids often have no fi[ter when it comes to some of the things that they say. 

They are young and naive and often don’t realize that what they are saying could be considered 

rude. Then there are kids that like to tease each other and are doing so to be mean, but [...] 

Read ;’,~o~ e 

t~arch 28, 2014 

Women’s Executive Coach Jenn ’ Garrett, Black Life Coaches contributor and author of the self- 

help book, "Rocking Your Role," appeared on Ask the Expert to respond to a viewer’s question 

about women changing careers later in life. The viewer asked, "1 have a friend who is 49 years 

and wants to change careers from a current career in design. What ... Reaq ~,*,ors ,, 

What’s Hot in Your Black World? 

~7} Watkins: ,5 Distt.l!i)in~ Observations about Kobe 

Dr~nk ~tore Water" 

se~ 

BOSS ~sorts ~ Kareem on ~..eB~on~ ~Whenever he averages 55 ~)oints a 

Does a man need to match Ms w~fe’s ~ncorne~ The Kand~ B~rr~ss 

boyce wetkh°:s I 23f queens way I camilkis, n’¢ 13031 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OAR ofNC <oarofnc@gmaikcom> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 7:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

REI Workshop as UNC Course (grad/prof students + community) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fundingalert@cos.com 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 11:32 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Deborah Stroman 

Funding alerts for your saved 
searches 
Results: March 30, 2014 

I funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Heal~ (NIH) 

Amount: 
$275,000 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

~°t~,.,il ~ne ~° 2 
funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Sem’ices 
(HHS) 
Nationallns~tutes of Health(NIH) 

Amount: 
$275,000 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Semices 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
National Cancer Institute (NCI) 

Amount: 
$100,000 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 



Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Heall:h (NIH) 

submission 

Deadline: 
April 28, 2014 

Law i~-~ F~"agile a~-~ Co~flict 

Sponsor: 
Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappeli (NWO) / 
Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research 

Amount: 
�44.300 

Deadline: 
May 12, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human Sewices 
(HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Amount: 
$275,000 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: March 30, 2014 

Login to view 

saved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 2:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

}tow fl~e government int~cted black lhmilies ruth Syphilis 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World Network 

WAKE FOREST, N.C. - Janette Simon has four chicken legs and five kids to feed. Her freezer is 

bare. And her latest trip to the food pantry yielded little else for dinner this night: a bag of day-old 

croissants, a box of Corn Flakes, and some canned goods. She slathers barbecue sauce on the 

chicken, [...] 

Ce[lphor~e use ca~..~ses over 1 in 4 car 
acddents 

Drivers are constantly reminded not to use their phones while behind the wheel, but a new study 

reminds us just how dangerous it is. The Nationat Safety CoundPs annuat injury and fatality 

report, "Injury Facts," found that the use of ceilphones causes 26% of the nation’s car accidents, 

a modest increase from the previous year. [...] 

~ead ~Ao~e 

TheMedicaIBlo~]x:om: How the ~.~overnme~t 
infected black families with syphi~iis 

Many people have the impression that racism simpty invotves isolated acts of prejudice. However, 

the racism that results in tong lasting oppression of people from minority backgrounds is typically 

perpetuated by institutions. People of color have faced instRutiona[ racism in housing, education 

and taw, to name a few. Some of the most unsettting examples of [...] 

~e~d ~,ei e 

Former NCAA star I~::tan Thomas: 
arid Coaches Get Pa~d--~Ath~etes Get 

by Etan Thomas Recentty, Bit[ Aaher tweeted that "March Madness realty is a stirring reminder of 

what America was founded on-making tons of money off the tabor of... 



March 30, 2014 / / Re~d More 

~yor Of Chat’lotto Arrested On Serious 
Co~Tu#tion 

By Dr. Sinclair Grey III Here’s a warning for a[t those aspiring to go into politics. Don’t tel your 

position go to your head and get you into... 

March 30, 2014 / / Read Mora 

[ 

Runaway_. slave was fe~ced to ~K%£~( $500 
be taken back ff-~ cha-ir~s 

By Andrew Scot Bo[singer Writing goes back several generations for author Regina Mason, whose 

ancestor William Grimes wrote the first known non-fiction story by a former slave, perhaps... 

March 30, 2014 / / Read More 

Right after appearing in the Jay-Z documentary, ~A genius leaves the hood,"Dr Boyce Watkins 

speaks about the difference bewtween the tappers Jay-Z and Lil Wayne. He talks about... 

March 30, 2014 / / Re~.d More 

What’s Hot in Your Black World? 

¯ Ma~ A.q~ested Wiql.e Ta~ilxl ~-~£naist Gii{friend i:o 

¯ Yvette Ca~neU: Ebony ~’4aq~Th~e Throws Editor U~de~~ the Bus Ove~~ 

D~nk Mo~e Wate~ 

does she deseiwe ~t? The 2 Cha~nz 
incident 

by Thee Urban Sophisticate, author of 21 Date Ideas for Couples Sick of Dinner [t a Movie I woke up 

this morning and made my rounds around the hip-hop biog... 

March 30, 2014 / / Read More 

[i~iL ........ ,.’: Hip. Hop sk~r hi~ ~ay bulie~ a~ i,i ..... ~iler’s f ....... Ii 

Love arid Hi~? star h~t by. bu~[ets at his 
mother’s f,unera~ 

The tapper Benzino is welt-known for his rote on the hit TV show, "Love and Hip-Hop." But now he is 

known even more widely for an unfortunate incident... 

[ 

Porsha Stewa~t sax~s Wendx Williams seeks 



By Liku Zel[eke For those that are fans and follow Real Housewives of Atlanta (RHOA), it isn’t news - 

Porsha Williams and Wendy Williams don’t seem to get along too well They have been having an 

ongoing feud that has lasted wet[ over a year. Last year, Wendy claimed that Porsha was "tess than 

smart". [...] 

March 23, 2014~!! Commen~iPea,q 

Nas Tyler Pertly Lost His Grip On B[[ack 
Women? 

By Lechette Watker Tyler Perry’s premier of the box office film "The Single Moms Club" did not 

make a great impression in the box office this weekend. The film that is starring Nia Long and Amy 

Smart, came in 5th ptace over the weekend, bringing in $8.3 mi[tion. The firm had terribte reviews, 

which coutd [...] 

March 18, 20145 Comm~ntsRe~d 

Unemployment Rate 

By Andrew Scot Botsinger A new unemptoyment report shows that while minorities continue to 

experience the hardest impact of the Great Recession, Mack women have done better than men in 

bouncing back. The tabor department announced that the unemptoyment rate for btack women 

over the age of 20 fett betow 10 percent for the first [...] 

Popular Posts 

iDateDai~y~com* 3 Ways the Feminization 
of ~,en Affects Datin&& And Relationshi#~!~ 

Posted on March 30, 2014 By ~:)}£.i~}5."-.!~}!}.~!}}£.9£!{!.~ ~[-.=.{[g.~({Z!!}~, !}.-}£.~:’.} 

by Ree, "The (Ree)tationship Guide" If you’ve been watching the ~atest trend in pop cutture, youqt 

notice that men are becoming more and more "diva." Now this is nothing new under the sun, as 

there was a surge in androgynous culture in the 70s and 80s. Much tike their forefathers, today’s 

men are getting French [...] 



Posted on/~arch 30, 2014 By ~T~-~ ~]~, ~p ~;s 

by Tim Forde The most popular trend of today is the ce~ebration of women who earn their money 

the erect way, we~L.the hard way. That wou~d be the ~old-di~in~ ~roupie, or the woman who may 

not be most ~ikely to succeed~ but she could be most ~ike~y to ~et a reality show. Prepare your 

daughters, [...] 

Salmon 

By: Kryst~e Crossman Fish is a very healthy food for you. It can ~ive you p~enty of protein and 

omegas that are ~reat for your mind and body. However if... 

,V, arch 29~ 2014140 Comnlen~Rea~i £ore 

By: Krystte Crossman It is atmost a 8uarantee that a new diet fad witt come out at toast once a 

month if not more frequentty. Peopte are atways tryin£ to... 

boyce wetkins I 23f queens way I cai-~illus, ny 13031 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

< @kenan- flagler.unc,edt~;" 

Sunday,              5:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L/-dstro@unc.edu> 
~kenan- flagler.unc.edtv~ 

scheduling next BAS team meeting 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 
Can you meet again on the evening of    or ? Going to send an invite out for another BAS team meeting and want to make sure you are available. 

Thanks! 

MBA Candidate, Class of     ¯ Kena ~ ~st tute Leadershi~ Fellow ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 
(ceil),              {~ ~ r).~ ~:.f-~-g- ~2=g-r~9=~y-" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 5:114 PM 

< @l<enan-fiagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

< @ kena n-fla{~ler.unc.edu> 

Re: scheduling next BAS team meeting 

I will be at the Women’s Final Four this Saturday through Wednesday, , morning. My schedule is very tight that evening. Go ahead and schedule and we can debrief before and 

after. Let’s make sure we start sending regular "check-in" emails through Sakai too. 

From: < < 

Date: Sunday, 5:07 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <~str2~[~)....-.~t:~:.#.~£> 

Cc:              <              ~! ~.~.~ ~.~Lf.[~!Z~L W.~.t:~:.~ ~!~ 

Subject: scheduling next BAS team meeting 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Can you meet again on the evening of    or ? Going to send an invite out for another BAS team meeting and want to make sure you are available. 

Thanks! 

MBA Candidate, Class of ¯ I~.~!].~£..!£.&}j}.H}.~.L##.~}#.[~.[Z]I?..~.~JJJ?.~2 ¯ UNC Kenan-Flag{er Business School 

(ceil). 



From: < @kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 8:05 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Case participants 

Dr. Stroman, 

Here is the list of participating schools: 

¯ UNC Chapel Hill 

¯ Duke 

¯ Wake Forest 

¯ NC State 

¯ GeorgiaTech 

¯ University of Chicago 

¯ Emory 

¯ University of Notre Dame 

¯ Georgetown 

¯ University of Texas Austin 

¯ Loras College 

Majors and degrees are great mix: 

¯ Business 

¯ Statistics 

¯ Economics 

¯ Math 

¯ Sports 

¯ Organizational Psychology 

¯ Accounting 

Best, 

I:Ni cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FAgC0 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Sunday, 5:58 PM 
To; 
Subject: Case participants 
Hi     . Please send me a list of the colleges represente& Nothing fancy. I may have to name a few schools in my presentation tomorow to our Board. Thanks. 
Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Khan Academy <hello@khanacademy.org> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 9:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Prisoners’ dilemma: Would you conl~ss? 

Don’t miss the top things to learn on Khan Academy this week: 

~i Would you snitch? 

Prisoners’ dilemma: 

Would you confess? 

~:: Think like a scientist 

Skill practice: 

Use a simulation to test a theory 

~:: How big is the 

...... uni ...... ?          Sa] explains cosmic inflation 

Just added from the Exploratorium: 

~i Howdoyou make 

....... co~oredshadows?      What happens when you mix red 

green, and blue light? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 12:51 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips Sunday Update 3-30-14 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the SundayNightShip. Hope you are well. 

There’s a lot that has transpired this week. The top of the list has been the NLRB ruling (as 

well as the #2, #3 and #4 spots). There have been several hundred articles about the potential 

ramifications of union~ation on big time football and basketball, mad most of them have been 

draconian. 

And, oh, by the way, the men’s and women’s basketball tournaments have kept chugging 

along. 

Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

wu~’~,.twitter.com/@CollegeA~hClips 

Remember, you must be logged in with your usemame and password to view the articles 

(below) on the website. ~fyou are not ~ogged m you will get a blank white scrce~t 

Look Li ke wi~at v,,,ili the slnienized wo[Id o? coiisge spa[re look like in 2020? ~ay G#enn Wang, UMass, ............................ 

~ NCAA: Chanqe? ..or be forced to chanq#~ cnps eFlash ~s 

3- ::~9-14 

the ~g Fbe? ~s ~ ~oo gs~ awsy for 8 comp[om~ss? NC;:,A o[g 3-25-14 

~ March Madness: Does it Pay To Let Women Play? F~o~: a policy paper 

~ Anybody Notice Which Colleq~ Team Has Foothold In 

~Col~e~e Basketball’s to~ured fans ~men~ ~ ranHn9 (:.fl:he nsost [oR;~hsd ~n k:.a ~e~, 

~ Want to make the regular season more releva#t? Move ~t ~,,la~-c~= 

foo~baBqom~na[sd ma~ketp:ac~ Sy Jan V’~ner San Jose M~[c:.::)i N~:,vs 3- ~g-~4 

~ Why Won’t Colleqe-Basketbali Coaches Stay Off the Court? coac~-~¢s are 

Busk~ess JoL:maL 3.17-1,1 

About our webs#e: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 



news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
www.collecleathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nick@collegeathleticsclips.com or908.879.9978 

*To be removed from tttis mailing list oi change the email format please use tire links below: 

Chan~e your subscription 
Uitsnbscfibe 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 



[~f ...... = ............ ] Th~s year’s Blyth Lecture speaker is Francis G~ O’Co~w~or, MD, MPH. Dr. O’Conno~ ~s cum~nt%, the Professor and Chair of the 
/ I Department of M~l~tary and Emergency Medicine at the Uniformed Services Universi~, and Associate Director fer the <~:!P.~).~Kd:t~.~LO:L2R 

He3~th ~nd M~t~v Performance (CHAM~ He has been on the board of sever~ boding organizations in spo[ts medbine ~ncluding the 

American Coflege of Sports Med~dne, and the American Medica~ Athletic Assocmtbn; he ~s a past president of the American Medical Society of Spo~ts 

Med~ch~e. A Cobnel m the Unked States Army, Dr. O’Connor ~s a graduate of the United States Military Academy at West Point. 

common d~sorder encountered in the military and athletic setting. This disorder can be precipitated by a number of factors, but ~s 

frequently associated w~th unaccustomed levels of exertbna~ stress or as a complbatbn of dehydration and/or exerfiona~ heat 

~Hness, ~n particular, heat stroke. ER h~s recently been the focus of controversy ~n a number of re~ated areas~ This presentation w~l discuss the basic 

defink~on of ER, as well as ~he re]atJonsMp of ER w~th dietary suppbments, extreme exercise programs, and sickle ceil ~ra~t~ The focus of the ~alk will be to 

Ment~, where there is consensus, and where there ~s considerable opportumty for future collaborative study. 

The Department of Exercise and Sport Science has a long history of conducting research that has focused on discovering solutions to conserve the 

fighting strength of the United States military forces. During the 1990’s, Dr. Hacknez helped the military and the National Academies of Science develop 

training and dietary recommendations based on his funded research investigating "stress responses in mifl~ary personnel during high altitude exposure 

the extreme-environments", and "hormonal stress reactivity in military personnel during basic training" 

Over the past 10 years, Dr. Padua has worked with Dr. Stephen Me,shall (Epidemiology, School of Public Health; Injury Prevention Research Canto0 to 

identify risk factors for lower extrernih! rnuscutoskebtal injudes and develop injury prevention strategies in the United Sta~es mifi[ary academies. [his work 

began as a prespectbe cohort study, where we assessed the biomechanics, strength, postural alignment injury histo[y, and physical activity levels of 

incoming freshmen at the United States Naval Academy, Air Force Academy, and Milita[y Academy. We then followed these individuals to see who went 

on to sustain an ACL injury, pateflo-femeral pain, or stress fracture~ ]his information allowed us to identify risk factors for these injuries. Over the past 4 

years we have implemented an injury prevention exercise program at the US. Military Academy at West Point to determine if lower extremity injuries could 

be reduced. 

Most recently, Drs. Mihslik and Guskiewicz have started a clinical partnership with members of the US Army Special Forces community in 2011. Since this 

time, groups of special forces operators have visited the Matthew Gfefbr Sport-Related Traumatic Brain Injury Resemch Cen~er to compb~e a 

comprehensive and robust pre-depbyment baseline program Th~s p~ogram ~ncludes neurocogn~five testing (performed at Fo~t Bragg), postural 

staMl~tyiba~ance testing, visual and sensory performance testing, ana~ys~s of Mood bbmarkers, and advanced ~euro~mag~ng. [,~eu soldiers are ~ujured 

during training or depbyment they matriculate through the Matthew Gfe~br Cen~er for additional ~es~mg. These clh~cal data are provided to the speda~ 

forces medbal personnel to inform appropriate referrals and return-to-duty recommendatb~s for these el~te speda~ forces operators. G~ve~ the 

uniqueness o~ ~his work, the Defense Adwmced Research Program Agency (DARPA) has partnered with the United States Army Spec~a~ Operations 

Command (USASOC) to fund Dr M~ha~ik and h~s team to more extenmve~y study the clm~ca~ data to further enhance the mterre~aflonsMps of these c~inica~ 

metrics ~ the military medicine landscape, and to correlate these c~inica~ findings to measured Mast exposures sustained by m~l~tab, personnel. Th~s 

funded m~t~atJve involves EXSS collaborators ~n the ~njury Prevention Research Center, Department o~ Epidem~obgy m ~he School of Public Hea~th, and 

the Department of Radiology in the Schoo~ of Medicine. 

\,’de are proud of the research done by EXSS faculty and students to support the readiness of our militmy personnel and compliment the werk of 

~udMdual’s ~ke D~ Franc~s O~Connor. VVe hw~te you te jo~ us at tMs yeaCs B~yth Lecture te learn more about hew exercise and spo~ science related 

research plays a cfitica~ rob ~n maintaining the Umted States fighting strength. The B~yth Lecture will be he~d on Wednesday ApHI 1~ at t2:30pm ~ 

Fetzer t 09. As pa~i of the B~ylh Lecture, we w~li a~so h~troduce thb yeaCs winner of the R<ma~d .~.jyat~ Schob~sh~x wMch honors one of our outstanding 

u~dergraduate students. We bok forward to seeing you at th~s great evenL 

Uils isbsciibe ~o r!o Ionqer receive posts frorr! EXS8 IMPACT 

Change your erna~ settings at ~S.:.:L:.:.:£:.’.t:C:~.’.~.:S:.:~Li.~:.~.i.’.~L:.:: 

Tr~:~bl~ e~i~ki~g? Copy and paste this URL into your browser: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 7:41 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Calitbmia firm buys third TriaJ~gle property; GSK recalls diet pill 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

MARCH 31, 2014 - Business news essential to RaieigWs leaders. 

California firm buys third Trianq~ property, ups investment 
to $96~ 
Third time’s a charm for C~lifornia real estate firm Passco Companies that has 

acquired its third muitifamily prope~y in the Triangle in the I~st nine months. 

GSK recaRs diet piR after fear of tampering 
~ F~A GiaxoSmithKline recalled all aiii weight ~oss products from U.S. and PueRo Rico 

retailers saying it believes some of the packages were tampered with 

Discuss 

Buyer found for Butterbal~ plant in Colorado 

has been de~yed because the company has a dea~ in the works to sell the turkey 

processin~ plant. 

North Carolina ranks No. 3 for growth in women 
entrepreneurship 
In Ner~i~ Caroiin;,,, women own 267.800 firm.,; ;,,nd empley 268,300 people, 
according te a new reporf [rom. American Express OPEN. which ranks the 

third in the grewth o~ wernen-owned firms over the last .. 

Exclusive: 20 minutes with Yuanqing Yang~ CEO of Lenovo 

Red Hat to hire 800 this fiscal year 

RDU to open Terminal 1 on April 13 

Council of State to vote on big, new ~ease for Department of 
Public Safety 

Angel group investments, valuations climbed in 2013 

Contact Us 



Cancel EmaiI ~ubscription 

L:.izjo{iin~.~ls c~is~emer .~e!’.,ice; L:.izjo{iin~.~ls 120 ~N. Morehead Si.. C!;~doiie, N.:;r~il Carollna 28202. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:37 AM 

Tye ttuntet ( @ahoo.com); Stroman, Debx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Bayard Love ( @gmaJl.com) 

Wanda H~mter (whunte@racialequityinslitute.org); Deena Hayes ~dhaye@racialequityinstitute.ovg>; Suzanne Plihcik 

<       ~!gln~l.com> 

Law School policy 

Hi, team, 

I have already received emails from 4 PhD students in EDUC and this one from a law student wanting to enroll. I want your guidance on: 

If the Law School policy is that the Dean’s Office has to approve students taking non-Law Schoo~ courses, on the condition of reviewing [he course syllabus, here 

~s my suggestion: 

o Tye communicate w~th the Assodate Dean that our syllabus wH~ not be finalized unti~ eaHy May, and 3 s~ots are being reserved for ~aw school st~dents (2 

current and ~ in-com~r~g) on a first come, first served bas~s, There[ore, we are reques~:~ng ~hat he alh:~w the first 2 current s~uden~:s to register 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Sent= Sunday, 5:36 PN 
To; Eng, Geni 
S~bject= Enrollment in SPHG 

Ms gng, 

I am a law student at [~C, and I received an e-mail from Tye ttunter aN)ut this course. I s~)ke ruth Nm briefly ~day aNmt the structure of the course, and l wm~t to 

enroll as long as ~e law ~hool roll let me ~mke it tbr credit. Is fl~ere a syllabus for file class flint I could give to our associate deal] in order tbr the law school ~) 

eva]uate? I have file flyer that Tye tb~va~ded k) me, but any e~za intbmmtion would ~ helpful. I e-totaled ~e flyer ~ the dean that approves classes outside of the law 

school and he me~Noned that he would likely approve it, but ideally would like to see a syllabus betbmh~d. 

Best wishe~ 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate, Class of 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @kenan- flagler.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 8:41 AM 

<"               ~kena~-tlagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

RE: BAS NBA Ana]ytics Case Competition 

I agree with 

around, 

as well. 1 think if we stated it in the rules, we need to go by them at least for this year, and can always do things differently our second time 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 2:16 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’ve been thinking and swinging a lot, but in my opinion, we should limit the participation only to full-time students this year. We already stated that on 

our website, and I already declined the participation request from a part-time MBA student at . To be fair, we should stick to the full-time status, 

at least this year. 

I’ve looked over other major case competitions. Some of them are open to both full-time and part-time students, including Executive MBA. I think it 

depends on how much risks case sponsors can accept. I also found one which clearly states like "all enrolled graduate students are eligible, excluding 

students who are current paid employees of XXX firm." We can use this line from next year. 

Again, for this year, I think we should limit the participation only to full-time students. 

Best, 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6 A85FA9C0 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Sunday, 5:39 PM 
To-" 
C¢-" 
Subject-" Re: BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition 
Okay. Thank you for that clarification. 

please contact me asap to discuss their participation in the case. 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 
919.843.0335 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: < < ._~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 5:35 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, < @kenan--flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject~ RE: BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition 

Dr. Stroman, 
T work for    in the HW server design group as a Reliability Engineer. The remainder of my group are classmates in the Evening program and work in commercial 

real estate for         and as a project manager for              None of us have NBA or analytics experience, but are all avid sports fans. 

Thank you for your consideration, 

¯ : Evening , MBA for Executives .: UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

[~0 kena n-flaKler.unc~ed u 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Sunday, 5:04 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" Re: BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition 

Hi     . What is your background? Where are you employed? Our concern is to avoid having current NBA executives or professional analytics persons 

working on the case. Thank you. 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 



From: < < @kenan--flagler.unc~edu> 

Date: Sunday, 4:57 PM 

To: < ~_k___e__n___a___n__:_f__[_aj~]_e___r_:__u___n__c__:_e___d___u__> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition 

Thanks 

I didn’t know where the EMBA program landed on the full time status. Though it is a different program, we finish in two years so it has a similar pace and coursework 

to the traditional program. ]~f that gets it over the hump for full-time status, that’d be excellent and :[ know we’d still like to participate. Ill not, is there a way to get 
access to the material for my own interest? Sports analytics is an area T’m hoping to move into upon graduating and think this sounds like an excellent opportunity to 
get a handle on the challenges that are being faced. 
Best regards, 

¯ . Evening , MBA for Executives . UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

~# ke na n-f[aKler:unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 5:34 plVl 

To: 
Co: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition 

Dear       and team members, 

Thank you very much for registering for our Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Analytics Case Competition. 

We notice that you are currently enrolled in the Executive MBA program at UNC Kenan-Flagler, and we assume that you study as part-time. If so, you would 

not be eligible to participate because only full-time students are eligible to participate in this case competition as stated in our website 

Please let us know if you have any questions. Thank you for your understanding. 

Best regards, 

The Summit Core Committee 

~unc.edu~ 

:: ::~:] :: cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle Review <chroniclereview~chronicle.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 9:14 AM 

chroniclereview@chronicle.com 

This Week: Embrace the Unexplmned 

THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

Chronicle Review 
Monday, March 31,2014 

Subscribe to The Chronicle today to get access to premium content and more. 

This Week’s Highlights 

EmSrace tl~e Unexplained 
By J@ey J. Kripal 

Materialism constricts our study of consciousness, but myste~ compels it. 

Generation Jo.r) es 
By Jeffrey J. Williams" 

Neither boomer nor Gen X, an age group’s identity has beeome s~ndwiehed between 

stereotypes. 

Do tl:-~e Blind Percdve Race? [] 
Bv r~ ~ ~sag~e L~ ObasRgi~ 
The answer might surprise you. And it suggests flaws in how we talk about prejudice. 

A Cov~spirac?/of F~ssbt~dget.s [] 
By Bob Blaisdell 

Do your students’ awkward, unseemly, messy errors mortify you? Get over it. 

BOOR R~ ~tu~, Talking Divh,’ [] 
By Naomi Seidmcm 

Josh Lambert’s "Unclean Lips" examines the role that obscenity 

has played in Jewish-American life. 

New Scholarly Books [] 
Compiled by Nina C. Ayoub 

Descriptions of the latest books, divided by eategoU. 

Letters and Comments 

Deconstructhlg Paul de ),Wa~’s Critics 
The editor of Legacies of Paul de Man criticizes Carlin Romano’s take, and Romano replies. 

In Views 

Don’t R,o~) t.~e Soc.~aI Scienc£s of Peer Review and iPublic Dollars 



By ]Zdward Liebow 

A proposed bill threatens to dismantle behavioral research in the United States. 

Rest\ructuring M~gb[ S~eceed -W~ere Regulath)n F~ounders 
By Eric Best and Joel Best 

States’ corporate laws might be more effective than embattled tEderal r~gulations at ~eusing for-profit colleges on student success. 

How t.o Tell Your Adviser 
By L. i&re~ I~’ood 

The anxie~ that m~W Ph.D. students feel about admi~ing their nonf~eul~ ~spirations is justified. 

From Th~ Conversation, the Review BIo9 

Unsent:hnent:a~ 
It’s OK to teach Kant at a eommuni~ college, says Robert Cowan. 

A Plan for the Modem College 

Why should adjunct faculty members have all the fhn? JetW Harp has a modest proposal. 

From Lingua Franca, a Blog About Language and Writing 

Bill Germano turns to Mel Brooks for help with a trouNesome French word. 

Are You Feeling 
Rose aaeobs embraces linguistic change--helped by Ronald McDonald and friends. 

Conuumflcat.h~g Wit.h the Public 
Geoff Pullum shared some views about English grammar with a journalist ... and then unwisely looked at readers’ abusive reaction to the 

feature article that resulted. 

That Word 
Is the "that" trend a fi~ing one for our weirdly selgeonseious era? as~ Ben Yagoda. 

Recently in the Review 

We Are All Mutants 
Humanity’s diversity inspires and mnfounds scientists hunting for the genetic roots of disease. 

What’s in a Name? 
Identib?s a weigh~ ma~er. For the adopted, far more so. 

Jew{sh Studies 
Its insulari~ and ideologically freighted support erode it from within. 

The Capriciousness 

Academic ambition is no guarantee of lasting renown, gust ask games Orton. 

From the Archives 

The Truth Is Out Thet’e 
A philosopher explores the paranormal. 



Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

By Sydni Dunn 

Lately there’s been a lot of talk (but little consensus) about how to negotiate an academic job offer. So we asked eight Vitae Voices to dole out 

advice. 

The Professor Is In: (.)K~ Lefts Talk About Nezotiat[nS SaIar7 

Don’{ panic: I{’s overwhelmingly unlikely tha{ asking for more money will get your offer rescinded. Still it’s important to go abou{ this the 

right way. 

I-?-aki.nZ It: Womem Academ.la~ and Impostor Syr~dr’ome 

Why is it that the more we know, the more we feel like frauds? 

Announcements 

Don’t let conference costs limit your academic success. Create a I~]tEE account on ~ttae, the new online career hub just for higher ed, to be eligible to win one of 

five $1,o co grants to attend the conference of your choice. ~{i;.{a up for Vitae, and enter to win. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:58 AM 

Salyer, Sherry L <s~Jye@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Weight, Elimme A. <eweigh@email.unc.edu> 

FW: ACC GDOC Internship 

image001 .jpg; ATT00001 .htln; GDOC Descfiption.pdf; ATT00002.htm 

Great opportunity! 
Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
Associate Professor 
Exercise and Sport Sdence 
Universi[:y of Nor[:h Carolina 
CB 8700, Woollen 309 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 
919/962-5:1.73 
sportlaw@unc.edu 

::N:: CE~A Small Hortizontal 2 

Sent: Thursday, 9:33 AN 
To: Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: Fwd:     ACC GDOC Internship 
Feel free to forwozd to whomever you think this woald benefi!! Thanks so Inuch! 

If they have any qaestions, if they don’t wm~t to elnail i , they ca~l em~Jl me, I mn helping cooldinate all the intern s~ff for next year :) 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: <     @live.unc.edu> 
From: "Tario, Ben" <btario@theacc.org> 
Subject: ACC GDOC Internship 
Date: l at 10:23:54 AM EDT 

To: Candace Johnson <johnsoncs@guilford.edu>, < 
"Harrison Houlihan" <houlihanhd(~,guilford.edu>, < 

< ~gmail.com>, < 
@guilford.edu>, @guilford.edu> 

Cc: "Gammons, T.C." <tc,qammons@theacc.orfl> 
Team ACC GDOC: 
[t"s been great to see many oi: you around, particularly at basketball. 
Please see the attached description for the     ACC GDOC Internship. Please forward on to qualified candidates as appropriate. 
Best wishes for an enjoyable and productive spring. Thank yOU! 

BEN TARtO 
Ass;start� Comm;ss;one~ Foo~.bal/ Md/dmed;a arid Le.qal A£~-~;rs 

4512 WeybrJdge Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 

O: 336 8548787 x 1204 == C:: 

btario@theacc.oqq 

theAOO.com ¯ ;{=,,~tbe ACC 

@yahoo.com>, Emily Seawell <eseawell@elon.edu>, 

@aggies.ncat.edu>,            <      @live.unc.edu>, 
~highpoint.edu>, "Max Skinner" <mskinner2@elon.edu>, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 10:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Crow Your Social Media Presence ] B2B Vendor Content Email Best-Pracices i Augmented Reality 

i.~ orange bar ] 

i.~ In This Issue 

Mar 2014 

1 

~ Five Important Lessons: How Social Media 

Like a Garden 

~ 5-Star Seminar: Five Simple Steps to 
............ Generate and Close Leads Using Linkedln 

enga98 mot8 8flectivsiy wiH~ your ~:eIwork, 8~:d close ~or8 de@s usir~9 

~ RCi ImaLie ] 

L l 

How B2B Buyers Consume Vendor 
Content 

Nearly al t2B o~qs~izstio~:~ (94%) ~eml Io 

acco~di~g to a ~ece~t repod from The CMO Cour~ct 



i~i ~,w~w Are Marketers Seein9 the V~ote Picture? The 
Rise of Augmented Really 

Apr 1 

Apr 8 

Apr 10 

Apr 10 

Apr 11 

Apr 17 

Oct 9-10 





From: @kenan- flagler.unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 10:21 AM 

To: 

Subje~’t: Demo to start the player peribrmance panel 

; Stroman, Deborah (dstroman); Undisclosed-Recipients 

From: 

Quick thought I think it’d be awesome if we could get somebody from the audience to kick offthe player performance panel by taking a few shots with a 94fifty ball 

and ruth Nike Hyperdunk + shoes. Then we could load the data fi~om the ball and the shoes (I bet this wouldn’t take more than 5 minntes, but I’ve never tested it) and 

show on the prqiector how easy it is to get player data, and how that is just the tip of the iceberg. I’m looking into getting shoes donated from Nike, but it’s not looking 

too promising. I’ve tbund the shoes on eBay tbr around $130. 

We could raffle both items offdufing the summit, ~ we’d recover some (likely all) of the cos"t tbr the ball and the shoes. 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Kenan Institute Sport" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages for this site: Kenan Institute Sport. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 

@kenm~- flagler.unc.edu 

ll:04AM 

Ad on 99.9 the t~n 

To: ; Stroman, Deborah (dstromm0; Undisclosed-Recipients 

Fl~om: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I have a meeting with onr account exec from 99.9 the Fan tomom)w at Caacolina Ca#} at 3:30pm to di~uss options aJ~d strategy. If you cm~ weigh in on the below that 

wonld be great: 

- They mentioned options on radio, web, a~d mobile which will all have difl}rent pricing options that rtm the gamut depending on our needs. Do you have any idea of 

the budget I cm~ work with on for this advertising? 

- Radio ads can include sponsorship mentions. Any corporate sponsors that you would want to offer this to in return for additional sponsorship funds? (I would think it 

should be a majol; new sponsor that commits significantly to the summit and who we want to be signaled as our ’pextners’.) 

Will send you an update after the meeting tomonow. 

This lbrwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Kenan Institute Sport" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 
Messages tier this site: Kenan Institute Sport. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, March 31, 2014 1:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Shock Cmnp tbr AD Attackers ] Gun Law Challenged ] Facili~ Madness 2014 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Teens Sent to Shock Camp Following Assault on AD 

Two teenagers who punched the Lockport High School athletic director and a 

monitor while being thrown out of the ~hool gym during ... 

Gun Law Challenge: Are Rec~ Ed Facilities the Stone? 
Charleston officials want a Km~awha judge to decide whether the city’s municipdl 

recreation centers are educational facilities under state law. If the ... 

Unionization Efibrt Brin~s Haiti-to-Answer Questions 

What about taxes’? What about Title IX? Won’t this cost the players more money 

than it’s worth? At this point, nobody can answer those questions ... 

Inside the Murk’v World ofttigh School Transt~rring 
It used to be simpler. If a student trmasferred from a private school to a public 

school, he or she was immediately eligible. The same rule applied ... 

Pure Barre Fitness Studios Springing Up Nationwide 
High intensity, low impact and using muscles you never knew e~sted is how Rachel 



Ca]~ayla-Wynne describes a workout at Pure Barre, the new ... 

Owner Defends Trampoline Park as ’Safer Than Bowling’ 

Pediatricians axe no fans of commercial trampoline parks. They call trampolines 
downright dangerous and urge parents to keep their children ... 

Pro Soccer Team Banl~-uptcv Blamed on Stadmm Debt 
Owners of the Pittsburgh Riverhounds professional soccer team and Highmark 

Stadium in the South Side filed this week for Chapter 11 bankruptcy 

In Utah, Prep Soccer Assault. Eiections Raise Red Fla~ 
An alarming number of ejec’fions ti~3m boys high school soccer games this spring 

became a tiightening reality tbr two schools last week when a fight ... 

Geor~ Football Coaches Given Preparation Choice 
Georgia high school football coaches long have lamented the I:act that they are 

allowed just one preseason scrimmage to prepare for the season .... 

Sports Tourism: Do Youth Facility Inves~tments Pay 
The cost-benefit analysis Upically reserved for pro ballparks is playing out in 

surprisingly small venues: youth baseball diamonds and basketball ... 

Study: Tourism Spending Lags in Grapefruit League Cities 

A half-century ago, spring training served as a reliable cleanup hitter tbr Florida’s 

tourism indust~. Now, though, the Grapetitdt I ~eague finds itself... 

Weather Seen as Key to ANuatic Center’s Rebound 
The Kroger Aqaatic Center at The Heights is scheduled to open Memorial Day 

weekend. In 2013, the aquatic center had a net loss of... 

Go Inside AB’s Facility of the Week: 

i~i Facility of the Week 
The Salvation Arm~! Ray and Joan Kroc 
._C_o__r_p_s_’___C_o__r_!)_r_!)_t_Ln__[!y___C__._e__L~!#_r_ 

The 137,000-square-foot Salvation Army 

Ray and Joan Kmc Corps Community 

Center in the Phoenix South Mountain 

area is one of the largest such facilities ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Manhattan Coach Placed on Leave Over Fudged Resume 
In just a t~w days, one of the brightest futures in college basketball has become one 
of the most unce~ntain. 

New Reader Comments: 

Athletes’ Unionizalion Attempt Scores Maior Victory 



Son5., guys, I think yon a~e missing the point in all of this. Unionizing isn’t the real 

goal--this is just a ve~ smart group of kids who came up with a way ... 

Membership Growing at Gwn for ParkJn~n’s Patients 
Thank you for helping raise awareness on the benefits of exercise for people with 

Parkinson’s Disease! Beck?" Farley keep up the great work! 

Iii~ Fo,ward to a friend ] 

::.~ Facebook ~ 

I ~ Ath,etioB~si .... Conf ..... &ExpoI 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 

i~i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

Manc=~!e Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to fi.ltu=e emsiis ot this type == Forward to a Coiiea~!i~e 

Piesse ei:~ail List: at lisa~,athleticbusiness corn witir questions sboi)t you= account 

Thk~ email was :~ent to dstro@unc.edu by: 

AB Media Inc 
2~ E Mi#lin St, Ste 910. Msdisoq Wi 53i03 

2=.313 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 2:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Woma~ j aJ, led liar 7 years tbr a crime she didn’t commit 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 

Network 

By Andrew Scot Bo[singer The first African mode[ to appear on the cover of "E[te" magazine, A[ek 

Wek said her mother was horrified at the idea. Wek was just 19 and had emigrated from Sudan just 

five years earlier when a mode[ scout from a London agency approached her. Wek’s mother feared 

the worse that [...] 

[.~. Ali,:’ia ~(,’--vs that ~si~e fi!li~iled h bdght yo~ 

Alicia Ke~y~ was so bri},~ht that she finished 

know 

by Sommer Payne Alida Keys is one of the strongest and most respected singers on the planet. But 

there are a tot of things about her past that you may not know. Let’s go down the list and talk 

about one of the greatest singers of at[ time. Here are a few things you may [...] 

defend Hobe Bryar-~t’s (~.~_norance 

by Dr. Boyce WatMns I’ve atways toyed Stephen A. Smith. His energy, inteKect and instinct as a 

sports anatyst is second-to-none. I also appredate the fact that every... 

March 31, 2014 / / ~ead More 

i i i~i NYC Wama!~ Sues ~\~ter Spendin? 7 Yeals in Jail far a C~ime :~;he Didn ~C,.’,mmit 

NYC Woman Sues After Spendin~.’.;_ 7 Years in 
Jail for a Cr~me She B~idn’t Caromit 

A Bronx woman is suing the city after spending 7 long years in jail for a crime she didn’t commit. 

Matisha Btyden was convicted in 2007 for having... 

An Oktahoma father whose son was put up for adoption without his permission has won back 

custody of his son, but he’s also suing the adoption agency for... 

March 31, 2014 / / Re~.d More 

Pastor/Rag?per £4aSe ri~~{. Ms 
con~,~ation for bein~.~#ocrite 

Reported by Brian Skyz Contrary to expectations, Apostte Mason Betha made a statement that 



raised suspicions amongst his church members. ~’Too bad I don’t never keep my word,"... 

March 31, 2014 / / ~ead Mole 

For Woma:-~ Who Left Her K:ds ~"~ ’F~~e Car 
Durff-~ A Job ~--~terv~ew 

By Andrew Scot Bo[singer A groundswett of financiat support has raised nearly $50,000 over the 

Internet for a 35-year-otd Arizona hometess woman arrested after she teft her two young chitdren 

in the car white she interviewed for a job. On March 20 a bystander catted Scottsda[e, Ariz. police 

to report two boys [eft atone in [...] 

iii"~il Hispai:ic Ge:eJdo Ri ..............................."~ " ~-~ ~’: :~’~ "" " ’ " D: ~} I ~i:~ck ~’i~.ie Deai’           .. 

~panic Geraldo R:vera Says ~Ethnic** 
Po~iticians Are D~rt~_____l B~ack Blue Do~ 

By Andrew Scot Bo[stnger Perhaps pandering to his Fox News audience, noted television raconteur 

Geratdo Rivera said "ethnic potittcians" are guilty of criminatity and corruption, but aren’t 

prosecuted... 

March 31, 2014 / / ~ead 

i~i ’,,<i~aia !ltee Lil [:’,oosie car~ do gc<,d for black Am~:,ri,s~ if he us~:,~s iris; ir~ii,;e~ce f~:<r ,~oc.~ 

~a~antee: Li[ Boosie ca~:~ do .~4ood for black 
America if he uses his influence for ~&;_ood 

Rapper Vigatantee discusses how Lit Booste can do good for btack America .... 

March 31, 2014 / / Re:~d More 

NBA star Kobe Bryant sparked a great deal of outrage last week when his reason for not rattying 

behind Trayvon Martin was reveated. In an interview from the... 

March 31, 2014 / / Re:~.d #~ore 

The job of police officers ts to protect the most vulnerable among us, not prey on them. But one 

former New Orleans detective is rooking at jail time... 

March 31, 2014 / / ~eaci ~,*,,:]re 

[i~i Reiatienshi~ expe:~’s ~uide women: L:~in~ Ri,’,.. to S~op 

Relationshi uide to women° 

iDateDai[y’s Thee Urban Sophisticate had an opportunity to speak exclusively with Enitan O. 

Bereota II, an award-winning, two-time bestse[ting author of Gent{ewoman: Etiquette for a Lady, 

from a... 

Popular Posts from TheBlackHomeSchool.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @emaJl.unc.edu; 

Monday, 3:17 PM 

Center Activities <cfeanno~mce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cfea~nounce] CFE Events tbr April 

You are currently snbscribed to ctbaJmounce as: dstro@~unc.edu. 

To ansubscribe click here: http://lists.anc.edu/n?id 69745086.0662ed7e914c8b42e8a3dlf43fc07417&n T&I cfeannonnce&o 34466117 

(It may be necessm7 to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34466117-69745086.0662ed7e914c8b42e8a3dl f43fc07417(~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:04 PM 

< ~kena~-tlagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Case Competilion Judging criteria 

Hi 

I hope you are doing well. Time goes by fast - I need to graduate here in . As I e-mailed you before, your CSF class helped me a lot during the internship. I will 

work for         upon graduation. 

I am writing this e-mail to ask you if you have any Case Competition Judging Criteria. 

As you may remember, we are organizing Basketball Analytics Summit on our campus on . Part of the summit, we are holding NBA Analytics Case 

Competition sponsored by NBA Charlotte Bobcats. (http:!!kisport.unc.edu!index.php!case-competition!) 

Charlotte Bobcats will review all the submitted slide decks and select the winner, but we want to provide them with UNC’s general Case Competition Judging 

Criteria that Bobcats could refer to, if we have any. If you don’t have such material, we understand. 

Thank you for your help in advance! 

Best, 

I[vIBA Class c~t 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Collovedo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email.tmc.edu~-- 

Monday, March 31, 2014 4:23 PM 

athletics retbrm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[theaa’g] does aa~yone know much about the caa~didates liar Chair of Faculty? 

Hi Everyone, 

The candidates for Chair of Faculty seem to present quite different options when it comes to athletic reform. 

When I spoke up once at Faculty Council about my concern that the athletic program at UNC was growing uncontrollably, approached me afterwards 

and cautioned me that speaking in such a way would most likely harm the university. He also had a letter in the N &O that seemed to reiterate the standard PR 

position on the contributions of athletes. 

On the other hand, I gather from some of the interactions on this list that is more willing to raise substantive concerns about the scale of our 

commitment to athletics. 

Does anyone else have any more information about these candidates and where they stand on athletics? Their statements on the topic are too generic to know 

what their commitments are. 

Rudi 

Rudi Colloredo-M ansfeld, PBD 

Professor and Chair 

D eparlmenl of Anlhropology 

CB3115, UNC-ChapelHill 

Chapel Hill, N C 27599-3115 

(919) 843-8978 

You are curreutly subscribed to thearg as: dstro(?~)unc~edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htlp://lists.mic.edu,’u?id=62524524.013b0048bfe8fl 9c85e19d711 d338e5d&u=T&l=fl~earg&o=34466731 

(It may be necesmry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or seud a blank emafil to leave-34466731-62524524.013b0048bfe81719c85el 9d71 ld338e5d@listsei~z.unc.edu 



From: < @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:41 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Internship Credit 

Dr. Stroman: 

My major is 

help! 

Best, 

and and my PID is . Thank you for your 

From; 
Sent; Monday, . :1:06 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject," Internship Credit 

Good afternoon, Dr. Stroman: 

I hope all is well with you. Friday, I was offered a summer internship with the Atlanta Hawks. In order to take the internship, I must be able to receive 

course credit. I spoke with Dr. Weisht, and she said you were the 8o-to woman! This is an opportunity I cannot pass up; is there any way I could receive 

course credit? 

Thank you for your help. 

Sincerely, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OAR ofNC <oarofnc@gmaiLcom> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 6:32 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Jim Crow Wisdom: A Conversation with Jonathan Scott Holloway and Mark Anthony Neal 

Jim Crow Wisdom: 
A Conversation with Jonathan Scott Hofloway and Mark Anthony Neal 

Thursday, Apr. 3, 7 p.m. 

Hayti Heritage Center, 804 Old Fayettevilie St. 

Durham County Library and Duke University’s Forum for Scholars and Publics 

will host Dr. Jonathan Scott Hol[oway, Yale University Professor of History, 

American Studies and African American Studies, for a readin~ from his book 

Jim Crow Wisdom: ~4emory and Identity in Black America since 1940. The 

pro£ram takes ptace at 7 p.m. on Thursday, Aprit 3, at the Hayti Herita£e 

Center, 804 Old Fayettevi[[e St. 

In Jim Crow Wisdom, Ho[[oway weaves intimate persona[ and family memories 

into his analysis of broad social, cultural and political phenomena. He explores 

race memory from the be£innin£ of the modern civil rishts era to the present. 

Duke Professor of African and African American Studies Mark Anthony Nea[ 

wi[[ lead a discussion with Professor Ho[[oway after the readins. A book 

sisnin8 and [i£ht reception wi[[ follow. 

A limited number of free copies of Jim Crow Wisdom wi[[ be available on a 

first-come, first-served basis at The Re£uiator Bookshop, 720 Ninth Street for 

participants in the Forum for Scholars and Publics discussion. Copies are also 

available at the library. 

T~iis m, essage wss sent to dstro@unc edu fi-em: 

:ted C h u r-cb of C h dst- OAR ~ ~ 802 M I. K Pkwy 2(}~" ~ Dt~ rh a m, N C 2 }707 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:35 PM 

Tye Huntet ! ~yahoo.com) 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@~mc.edu-~; 
:@gmaJl.com > 

l~v’: Enrolhnent in SPHG 

@gmail.com); Deena ttayes <dhayes@racialequi~institute.org>; 

Were you able to speak with a Dean at the Law School? Bottom line, can we enroll 2 continuing law students by the end of this week...and :[ in-coming law student 
in August? 
Geni 

Sent: Mo~day, 6:15 PM 
To~ Eng, Geni 
Subject= RE: Enrollment in SPriG 
Thank 39u for e- mailing me ~ck and adding me ~ ~e list, Tye e-mailed tne earlier today, ~ hoN~]ly Ns talk ruth the &a~ roll approve fl~e cl~s for law s~&nts. 

Best mshe~ 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate, Class of 

From: Eng, Geni <__e__u__g__e___n_!__a___e___n_g___@____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Sent: Monday, 2:49 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Enrollment in SPHG 

We will not have a syllabus ready until ~-_m d of May. rye has a call in [:o have a c.:_~nversatkm with the dean. In tl’u-_~ rneantime .... 

Thank you for wandng to pre-.regis[er for our new course! I have added your information to our Hat of students expressing interes[ ~n enrolling, and w~H get back to 

you b~ a week on your enro~fmen[ status. We are very much hesr[ened by [he response to our new course offering. 

Cheers~ 

Geni 

Eugen~a Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Heakh Behavior and Hea~th Education 

GHl~ngs School of G~oba] Public Health 

University of North 

Chapel kH~], NC 27599 

9:[9 966- 

919 96&-292I (fax) 

eugeNa eng@unc.edu 

N~Bt~ Sunday, B:36 PN 
T.~ EtN, GeN 
~u~jeet~ [nrollment in SPHG 

Ms Eng, 

I am a law strident at ~C, and I received an e-mail from Tye Hunter a~ut this course. I spke with Nm briefly today a~ut the structure of the course, and I want to 

enroll as long as ~e law ~hool will let me rake it 

evMuate? I have fl~e flyer that Tye tb~va~ded k) me, but any e~za intbmmtion would ~ helpful. I e-mmled ~e flyer ~ the dean that approves classes outside of the law 

school and he mentioned that he would likely approve it, but ideally woMd li[e to see a syllabus beforehand. 

Best wishes, 

University of NortJi Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate, Class of 



From: Tye Hunter < ~yahoo.com> 

Sent: Monday, 6:40 PM 

To: Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Co: Stroman, Debom~h L <clstro@unc.edw~; 
< ~gm~JJ.co~n > 

Subject: Re: Enrollment in SPHG 

~gmail.com); Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequi~institute.org>; 

I called the Associate Dean this morning and left a message, but no call back. I will try again in the morning. I don’t expect a problem with law 
students enrolling, but may be an issue as to whether in first semester can take class. I think whole year is required courses, but I will check 
it out. 

Tye 
On Monday, 6:35 PM, "Eng, Geni" <eugenia_eng@unc.edu> wrote: 

Were you able to q~eak with a I)ea~ at fl~e Law School? Bottom li~e, can ~ e enroll 2 c(mt~nah~g Ia~ smdems hy the end ofth~s week.~ .a~ad I [t>com~g law student m 
zM~gus~? 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 6:15 PM 

To: E~g, Geni 

Subject: ~: E~ollment m SPHG 

Thank ~vu for e- mailing me Nck and adding me m the list, Tye e-mailed me earlier today, ~ hoN~lly Ns talk with the de~ will approve the class for law s~dents. 

Bes~ wishes, 

Universit.y of North Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate, Class of 

From: Eng, Geni <~__u_~g_e__n_i__a__~!_~_g{q)__ujLc_:_~_~__u_.> 
Sent: Monday, 2:49 PM 
To: 

Subject: RE: Enrollment in SPHG 

We ~a~ill not have a syllabus tea@ tmfil end of May. T?e has a ca~l h~ to have a co~versadon wi~ the dean. I~ the meantime 
~I~mnk To~ R~r wanfi~g to pro-register [br our ~ew eou~e~ I ha~e added your ~n[brmaIion to our lis~ of stude~ts expressi~g i~terest i~ era’oiling, a~d will get back to you in a 
week o~ your enro~hne~t statas. We are very much hc~JXe~ed by fl~e response to our new com~c ollbrh~g. 

Chee~, 

E.~genia Eng, MPH., DrPH 
Proi?ssor of Health Behavk~r and Health E&[catkm 
G~llings School of GM)al P~blic ftea~h CB #7440 
U ni ve~sily el No~h Carolinas 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 
919 966-3909 
919 966-2921 (i5 x) 
g!kgg~&__g!N_(a? unc¯ e du 

Sene Stmday, 5:36 PM 
To: [;~g, Geni 
Subject: Enroi]me~t i~ SPHG 
MS Eng, 
I am a law Nudent at UNC, and I received an e-mail from Tye HunNr about this coume. I spoke with him briefly today about the structure of the 
coume, and I want to enroll as long as the law school will let me Nke it for credit. Is there a syllabus for the cla~ that I could give to our associaN 
dean in order for the law school to evaluate? I have the flyer that Tye fo~arded to me, but any extra information would be helpful. I e-mailed the flyer 
to the dean that approves classes ou~ide of the law school and he mentioned that he would likely approve it, but ideally would like to see a 
syllabus beforehand. 
Bes~ wishe~ 

University of Norlk Carolina School of Law 
J.D. Candidate, Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Interview questions approval 

interviewquesliona~re .docx 

Here is the document attached, they should also be available to you on sakai, if you need to access them later, 

Thanks, 

Class of 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sports Administration 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, 7:08 PM 
To 
Subject: Re: Interview questions approval 

Attachment? 

From: < < @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 7:O2 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: interview questions approval 

Good afternoon Dr. Stroman, 
I am emailing you in regard to my submission of my interview questions to be approved by you. I was unable to submit them through Sakai 
and sent them directly to you through Sakai’s messaging on the due date of the assignment. I am looking to hold the interview early this 
week, but have no received any sort of approval. Please let me know that you received my submission, and that my questions are appropriate 
so that I may conduct my interview. 

Thank you, 

Class of 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sports Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hassan Pinto <hassan.pinto@greatestfan.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 8:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Pitch Judge 

I am in San Francisco on the 22nd. I would ifI were going to be here. 

Cheers, 

HassaJ~ Pinto 

Managing Director 

GreatestFaJ~ 

Direct 

hassan.pinto(9) greate sffan.com 

wv~vv.greate sffan.com 

Skype: 

World Number # 

Mobile Business Card: Text "Pinto" to 80366 

"Nothing great can be accomplished mthout belief, focus and enthusiasm" 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

The intbnnation contained in this message is intended ti)r the use of the individual or enti~ to which it is addressed and may contain intbnnation that is privileged, 

contidential, and/or exempt t~m disclosure under applicable law. All proprietary inti)rmation herein is property of GreatestFan.com, LLC. If the reader of this message 

is not the intended recipient (or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient), you are hereby notified that any dis~mination, distribution or 

copying of this communication is prohibited. If you have received this communication in e~ror, please noli~ the sender immediately by e-ma~l or telephone ~d delete 

the origindt message immediately. 

On Mar 31, 2014, at 8:46 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(&unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Hassan. I hope you are doing well. The EXSS 

you can join us as a judge. 

Sport Entrepreneurship student pitches roll be held on Tuesday, April 22nd. Please let me kmow if 

12:30 1:45. Woollen 302 

Thanks tbr your consideration. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

<CA674869-0CDE-492A-9160-BIC01F633A2311].png> 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info~yourblackworld.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 9:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Millionaire molesls his child, judge gives no prisou time 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 

Network 

by Liku Zelleke Some peopte can earn a reputation that they do not deserve, while... 

March 31, 201414c:. Comine~t~ead More 

Dr~ K~mber[}~ Brown asks Nas and ~4ichae[ 
Eric Dyson; Wh~tyou teachin 

hood? 

by Dr. Kimberty Brown Recently, Nas and Michaet E. Dyson discussed hip hop. They sat in a 

Georgetown lecture hat[. The moderator is a professor there. Dyson teaches... 

March 31, 2014 / / Read More 

confesses to m@iest~ng Ms Mds and gets no 
prison dine: Judge concludes that prison 
wou~d be too harsh for him 

An heir of the famousty weatthy du Pont ramify has been revealed to be a chitd rapist of the worst 

kind. Nearly six years ago, Robert H .... 

March 31, 2014 / / Read More 

~ser bAanagement Book 

By Andrew Scot Botsinger First he tried to use his words to express his feetings... 

March 27, 20141 Comeim~t~:ead More 

Black [~<~e set records for ~_ to the 
movbs -ir~ 2013 

By Andrew Scot Bo[singer African-American movie attendance hit a new high mark in 2013, a year 

when severat btack-themed films were reteased, including the year’s Oscar winner for... 

March 31, 2014 / / head 



Becoming ~!:ffem~nate? 

by: Dr. Samori Swygert In the most disgusting, disrespectful, feminizing disptay of the degradation 

of Mack male character, we have sunk to a new tow. My friend showed... 

March 31, 2014 / / ~ead More 

Atlanta Mayor Kasim Reed Enid_, .... 

Attanta Mayor Kasim Reed has confirmed unofficia[ reports that he is engaged and expecting a 

child. According to the Atlanta Journa[ Constitution, Reed, a rising potitica[ star, 

March 31, 2014 / / Read ~,ol-e 

The daughter of one of Martin Luther King Jr.’s closest friends, Andrew Young, has taken a leave 

of absence from the board of the Nationa[ Center for CiviL.. 

KAP~.LA: F~orida Man Unleashes Road Ra~?___ 
And Then Crashes 

By Andrew Scot Botsinger A video posted on YouTube captures road rage with a twist .... 

March 31, 2014Na Cemmem.~ead Mole 

and athletes who care nothin~,1 about black 

Vigalantee has a lot to say about Kobe Bryant not backing up Trayvon Martin. He... 

March 31, 2014 / Ne Coml~:ent / Read 

Life Is "Under Construction~ 

March 31, 2014 

By Early Jackson I recentty did some promo shooting for my new relationship book, The Modern 

P rincess: A 21st Century Guide To Fairy Tale Retationships. As I met with the production team we 

settled on a [ocation in our offices that were stir[ being remodeled. The primes was a two part 

shoot showing both the section under construction and the remodeted portion .... R~&d f,~,.:;re . 

Heart 



By Dr. Sinctair Grey III Marriage is a beautifut thing. Two individuats coming together to pledge 

their tore and devotion to one another is something that’s difficu[t to express in words. Why? 

Because words onty give a gtimpse of marriage. It doesn’t give the fut[ scope. Too many peopte have 

unfortunately dissed the idea of [...] 

Read 

People Out 

By Andrew Scot Botsinger More than a hatf a century after universities in the Deep South 

integrated, the battte of segregation continues on the University of Atabama campus. A group of 

student senators voted overwhelmingly against a bitt to fuUy integrate the frats on campus. The 

move Mocked a pubtic vote, according to news reports. [...] 

March 31, 2014No Comnlen~Read More 

/’,,he L~fl ~!er Ki,h II~ I he ~.~r Du rin,q ~’ Job h’,’~e~’,~i~,i 

F’undrager He~d For Woman Who Left Her 

By Andrew Scot Bo[singer A groundswet[ of finanda[ support has raised near[y $50,000 over the 

Internet for a 35-year-otd Arizona hometess woman arrested after she [eft her two young chitdren 

in the car white she interviewed for a job. On March 20 a bystander catted Scottsda[e, Ariz. potice 

to report two boys [eft atone in [...] 

March 28, 2014 

Women’s Executive Coach Jenn ’ Garrett, Black Life Coaches contributor and author of the serf- 

help book, "Rocking Your Rote," appeared on Ask the Expert to respond to a viewer’s question 

about women changing careers tater in life. The viewer asked, "1 have a friend who is 49 years 

and wants to change careers from a current career in design. What ... Reaq ~,*,or,~i ,, 

London skeletons revea~ secrets of the 

Black f:)eat h 

LONDON -You can learn a lot from a tooth. Molars taken from skeletons unearthed by work on a 

new London raitway fine are reveating secrets of the medieva[ Btack Death - and of its victims. This 

week, Don Watker, an osteotogist with the Museum of London, outtined the biography of one man 

whose ancient [...] 



[i~i Mo:e Wonlen Are The F’s:].OsbMethod:’ F..’.r Ei:th Conb.’.l I Wi:’f 

By: Kryst{e Crossman The pu{l-out method is a popu{ar birth contro{ method but it is not a{ways 

effective. There is a good chance that you wiK stiK get pregnant even... 

March 31, 20143 Corqin.:mt:Re ~d Mer~ 

By’: Krystle Crossman Celebrities do reaKy strange things in the name of beauty. They spray’ tan, 

pluck, feather, and get things lifted. Divurgent and Secret Life of the American Teenager... 

March 30, 2014No Commentr~ead More 

Buy 

By: Kryst[e Crossman Millions of people buy skim mKk because they believe that it is "better for 

you". They are seduced by the words fat-free. When it comes to milk,... 

By: Kryst[e Crossman Fish is a very healthy food for you. It can give you plenty of protein and 

other nutrients that are great for your mind and body. However... 

Just emba~’rass~ng}~ 
Obamacare arrives and webs:ite is shut 
down 

Peopte trying to appty and enro[[ for private health insurance through Obamacare before Monday’s 

midnight deadtine are discovering the website is "currentty unavaitabte." Heatthcare.go% the 

online marketptace bedevited by bugs since its taunch fast fat[, is down, a statement from the 

Department of Hearth and Human Services said. The statement said "the tech team is [...] 

boyce ’,#al:kms I 23i ,qu~eqs way I cam:llus~ ny 13031 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clms Mumford < @gmafil.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 9:40 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Pitch Judge 

Hi. I love the idea, but I will be in Colorado that week. Let me know how it goes. 

I hope you are well. 

Chris 

LinkedIn Profile 

Joe Startup Intro Video (03:30) 

http://www,ioestartup.com 

Entrepreneur-h-residence @ Launch Chapel Hill 

On Mar 31, 2014, at 8:46 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Chris. I hope you are doing well. The EXSS 328 Sport Eutrepreneurship sVadent pitches roll be held on Tuesday, April 22rid. Please let me l, mow if 

you can join us as a judge. 

12:30 l:45. Woollen302 

Thanks for your consideration. 

Debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843,0336 

@drstroman 

<CA674869-0CDE-492A-9:~60-B:~C0:~F633A2312].png> 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schroer, Marianne <mschroe@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 10:20 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Lebold, Matthew<Matthew Lebold@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu-* 

RE: Congmts! and Help! 

Great, I will get those in the mail to you [oday. Thanks! 

MARIANNE SCHROER 

Atlantic C~_’,~s~ Conf~,~rence 

O: 336.369.12~6 j C: 
msehmer@thescc,or9 

theACC.com ~ @theACC 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mallto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2054 $0:$5 AN 
To= Schroer, Hadanne 
C~= Lebold, No,hew 
Subject; RE: Congra~! and Help! 

D~, Dd)ors~ St~,:man 

Ch~pel Hi]I, NC 27599 344~) 

Deborah L. S[roman, Ph.D. CLU 

En.q~qe, Explore, Empower, 

~N~ emailSignature 

9119,843,0336 

From: Schroer, Marianne [mailto:mschroer@theacc.orq] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2054 9:57 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Yakola, Amy 
Sabject: RE: Congrats! and Help! 

Good 

It’s no problem t.:) send 3.50 lanyards, fs the best address the .:)he in yo{~r signature? llhanks~ 

MARIANNE SCHROER 

Allanfic Coast Conference 

O: 336.369.1216 ~ C: 

theACC.com ~ @theACC 

E~= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Seat= Saturday, March 29, 2054 9:55 PN 
To= Yakola, Amy; Stroman, Deborah L 

6¢= Schroer, Marianne 
$abject= ~e: Congra~ and Help~ 
Thanks Amy. Do you have ~ 

debby 

@drstroman 
9~9.84~.0~6 

"How wo~de#u~ ~t is that ~obody ~eed wait a s~g~e moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: <YakNa>, Amy Yakola <.a__y_a___k__9_]__a__@_t__h___e___a__c__£:__o__r_~> 

Date: Monday, March 24, 2014 5:14 PM 



To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc,edu> 

Cc: "Schroer, Marianne" <__m____s__c__h___r__o___e_£___@___t__h___e___a__c___c_,___o_Eg> 

Subject: RE: Congrats! and Help! 

]~[’~aJ~l~s. A~?.~~ 
A~VfY YAKOLA 
Senior Associate Commissioner. Cor~nltirlications s~ld PLibiic Reistions 

ayakola~.theacc.or~q 
I:heACC tort! ¯ (~theAO0 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [ma~to:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:43 PH 
To= Yakola, Amy 

C¢= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Congrats~ and Help~ 

Hi Amy. Congratulations on two GREAT ACC basketball tournaments. I was the proud recipient of remarks from a gushing Pitt fan who was so ELATED to 

experience an ACC tournament. He and his wife were so happy to share their sentiments on how the Greensboro Coliseum and ACC staff were so nice in 

comparison to Madison Square Garden and other locations. They just raved about being in the ACC and how everyone seemed to really care about their 

experience. So, again a sincere Congratsll 

Friendly reminder - I am in need of lanyards for my attendees (and any other closet ACC items. Iol) at the inaugural Basketball Analytics Summit. 

~_~_~:_~[~£[~:_~]_B_£:_¢~_M If your schedule permits, please let me know if you can attend. 

Thanks. 

Deborah L, Stro~a~ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore, Enga~je, Empower. 

Frank H~wkh~s Ke~a~ ~n~itute of Priwte Enterpri~, Senior A~vi~r (h~p://~,kenan-flagler,unc,edu/kenan-institute) 

Too Late To Start 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 10:21 AM 

athletics retbrm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [thearg] does anyone know much about the cmadidates tbr Chair of Faculty? 

Sorry- yesterday --- [ posted back some information and did not do reply all so the email just went to .lay~ 

Here is our conversation. ---of course in reverse order Thanks for the opportunity to participate in the discussions 

You have made a rather large assumption._..and I am not sure what you have witnessed to support that assumption. They do not bring concerns to the faculty or 

seek sympathy. It is open communication that connects everyone with any influence on the experiences of our students. We can have sessions when appropriate 

where they do not participate. 

Lissa is a member of the faculty and not the Athletics Department. 

Thanks for including me in the discussions. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 31, 2014, at 6:20 PM, "Jay Smith" <j_a__y_s_9!!_t___h___@__e__m___a_j_[:__u___n_c__:_e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Joy--thanks. I still think it’s wrong for athletics people to have three people permanently in residence at a faculty committee (though I suppose Michelle Brown 

*could* be regarded as something other than athletic--but only if you stretch definition.) Seems to me that the FAR ought to be enough. I get the sense that the 

purpose of having those people present is for faculty to understand and be sympathetic with the concerns that *athletics* has. -Jay 

On 3/3:1/14 6::15 PM, Renner, Joy J wrote: 

The AD and th~-_~ Director for Academic Support are invited members of the commRtee for information purposes and he~p w~Lh Lime~y infi)rmation during d~s(:usskm 

rather ~han having t~ LaMe d~scussi~n until one ~f us seeks them out ~ find the ~nf~rm~t1~n needed. They do not partidpate in agenda setting or have any vot 

hold a position ~n our topic areas. Excluding these [:o~ks from the conversations does not make sense as almost everything we discuss w~l] impact their ro~es and 

responsibH~fies~ We want them to be informed about what the faculty perceive as needs and concerns and hear ~t first hand from faculty. 

.Just wanted to clarify the composition of the FAC. 

Jo,l J. Renner~ M.A., K](R), FAE~RS 
Associate Pro~essor and Dh’ec[or 
tJn~versi[y of Nor[h Carolina a[ Chapel ~-I~1~ 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
B21-A Sou[h Co~umNa St 
Chape~ HIll, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 
Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 
-CQNFIDENFb~.L~I-Y NOI-ICE: This e<nad !’r, essage~ [!~cILld[l~g a[tachments [f any, is intended or@ ~or [he -person or en[ity [o which [t is addressed and may contain conf[den[ia~ and/or 
pr[vdeged material Any ---unau J~or[zed review, use, disclosure or dis[r[buJon is F rohib[ted. I. you are no~ the ha[ended recipient, please con[ac[ [he sender b,i reply e-maq and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 

F~m: Smith, Jay M 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 5:00 PM 
To= athletics reform group 
Subject: ~e: [thearg] does anyone know much about the candidates for Chair of 

I honestly know next to nothing about Cairns, though what we’ve seen from him on the athletics front has been uninspiring. In any case, ~ admit that I would prefer 

that the Chair of the Faculty come from the College--espeda~ly when athletics will remain front and center for the foreseeable future. Peo#e who actually 

encounter the occasional fb or bb player in a class can bring ~nsights to the table that others can’t. 

I generally have great respect for Andy. He was a charter member of ARG (before deciding, basically, that we were too radical and I was too shrill.) I think he’s an 

"incrementalist" uninterested in big change (he would admit that, I think), but he certainly is not afraid to ask tough questions. And his instincts on integrity 

matters are rock solid. I am quite troubled by his public stance on the whole Mary-v-The University issue, which I have found baffling for someone as perceptive as 

he usually is, but that’s one issue (though an important one.) All in all, I’d say we could do much, much worse than Andy Perrin. 

One specific item of interest: in the past, at least, he was vehemently opposed to the idea that athletes were not students first, and/or the idea that they should 

be compensated. Not saying that should make a difference in any way; just throwing it out there for added info. 

Oh, and finally: the fact that we have two candidates foisted upon us in this way, with no chance to provide preliminary faculty input (and recall that Cairns was a 

member of the committee that chose the nominees!) reminds me that our system is both unrepresentative and broken. I also see things about the structure of the 

FAC that are very troubling to me. (For example, the AD should not be on it.) I hope we can try to push (either as ARG or as individual, concerned faculty) for a 

revamping of our system in the years ahead. 

On 3/31/:14 4:23 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 

The candidates for Chair of Faculty seem to present quite different options when it comes to athletic reform. 

When I spoke up once at Faculty Council about my concern that the athletic program at UNC was growing uncontrollably, Bruce Cairns approached me 

afterwards and cautioned me that speaking in such a way would most likely harm the university. He also had a letter in the N &Q that seemed to 

reiterate the standard PR position on the contributions of athletes. 

On the other hand, I gather from some of the interactions on this list that Andy Perrin is more willing to raise substantive concerns about the scale of 

our commitment to athletics. 

Does anyone else have any more information about these candidates and where they stand on athletics? Their statements on the topic are too 

generic to know what their commitments are. 

Rudi 
Rudi Colloredo-Mansfeld, PhD 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Anthropology 
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From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:51 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Good News 

Hi Dr. Stroma~l, 

I hope you are doing well. I just wanted to let you know that I received my acceptance letter into the JDiMBA program! I am e~vmely excited for the future 

opportunilies I roll have by comNning business and law. 

Thank you so much for all of your support and I hope to continue to make you proud! 

P.S. Just in case you would like to shaare with some of your students or possibly attend yourselt: 

A SELS A~n~al Conference 
NCCU Law’s Sports & Ente[tairwnent Law Society (SELS) ex[ends invitations to the annual SELS Conle[ence"OuZside the ~tox wiZh Sports and ~r~ter&~#tmef~L" 

Come hear about emerging issues in spods and entertainment! The conference will take place Saturday,             from 9am-3pm. It features discussion panelists from 
Nodh Carolina and the Atlanta Metropolitan Area. Conference admission includes: breakfas[ an’~ l~ur~c}~; ~f~t~t~r~p~r~l’~ -~n~ ~ k~ote address featuring sports and 
enteda~nmenl professionals. Time will be a~otted for networkh~g oppodunNes. 

P~ease refer to htt#/inccuspo~sent~awconference.yeemfix.comi for more detailed information and pre-sNe tickets/RSVP. Admission prices are as follows: (1) paid SELS 
members are free of charge; (2) non-member s~uden~s are $10; and (3) the genetN public ~s $25. 

Attendees and members will be able to purchase pro-sale SELS shirts at the conference at $10. 

We. look ferward to seeing you there! 

TIME & DATE 

Saturday, 9AM - 3PM 

LOCATION Great Hall l Room 100 

PRICE 
Members- FREE 

Nonmembers (students) - $10 
General Public - $25 
Register/RSVP @ http://nccusportsentlawconference.yeemtix.com/ 

North Carolin~ Central University School of Law 

]uris Doctor Candidate, 
@eagles.nccu.edu 

~alumni.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 11:30 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Oprah Wintiey’s stepmother thces eviction 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 

Network 

Aunt Jemima Was the First 
C oi\~)or:-:te S~\person? 

Reported by Yolanda Spivey For over a century, her face has graced the covers on millions of 

pancake mix boxes-she is famously known as Aunt Jemima. Nancy Green aka Aunt Jemima, was 

born on November 17, 1834 in Montgomery County, Kentucky. Although she was born a slave, she 

went on to become the first [...] 

is A ~’,t usiim" ~.~m~ pai~!i~ LI pset... C ........ ’ativ~: Grouf~si 

By Andrew Scot Botsinger A bi[tboard that temporadty posted a message that "Jesus is a Muslim" on 

the North Side of Chicago has drawn the attention and ire... 

Court For Her Ev~ct:ior-i 

By: Stephanie Allen-Gobert A Wiiliamson County judge could decide Monday whether to evict, 

Barbara Winfrey, the former stepmother and ex-wife of Oprah Winfrey’s father Vernon Winfrey, 

from the suburban Nashvitle home owned by Oprah. Barbara Winfrey, who was divorced tast year 

from Oprah’s father and barbershop owner Vernon Winfrey, wit[ face General Sessions Court Judge 

April 1, 

and Bumped His Head 
reakin}~brownocom 

by Yvette Carnet[ Throughout New York there have been reports of young black teens ppnching 

unsuspecting victims, many of whom were Jewish. In one such a[teged incident, it... 

April 1, 2014 / / 

By: Stephanie Atten-Gobert As Ket[y Row[and’s wedding to Tim Witherspoon draws near, the wortd 

can’t wait to see the beauty Ketly wilt bestow on us. Atthough, Kelty is reporting that the wedding 

wig be just a nice peacefut day with her new hubby and their mothers only. One can onty imagine on 

her wedding day [_.] 

~.~ Kob~ E~:~, ,nt .q:dn ~ ..... t b) ha,.~ T ~:~T,,.:; n r,4, r~::l .~ ~; ,cki 



Kobe Bryant stated earlier in the week that he refuses to support Trayvon Martin just because 

he’s btack. This set off a firestorm of controversy, where peopte started... 

Nick Cannon to Re~ease "White People 
Part~}!: ~usic** bY_ Whiteface Alter E~.~ 

by Barry Butch Jr. Nick Cannon has been incredibty vocal about race in America - at teast a 8rear 

dear more than his peers. He once su88ested on... 

April 1, 2014 / / %ad 5;~re 

~:~ecr~,~itment Drive Across 

Given that the Ku Ktux Klan is responsibte for the deaths of countless African-Americans, one woutd 

expect the racist terrer orsanization to slink away into obtivion. But instead... 

April 1, 2014 / / Read ~,’,ore 

Re..e:eJ~y 

In the South, 8hosts from the Jim Crow era stilt rinser and haunt. As evidence, rook no further than 

one Georsia hish schoot which herd its first ever... 

What’s Hot in Your Black World? 

Or~nk ~vtore WaL~r 

Pre~nant at 13: Sarah Jakes Shares Her 
Sto~\~z~. in New Book 

S~c~y 

By: K~st[e Crossman Sarah Jakes 8rew up in a home where you were expected to be a completely 

moral person that always obeyed religion 100% of the time. She 

By: Krystte Crossman New research in the medical fietd is hetpin8 women to fisure out what is fact 

and what is fiction when it comes to their hearth. Here are... 



Utah Passes Leg~s~ation Protectff-~g Home-° 

By: Krystle Crossman SB39 is a Utah bitt that rests the decisions about what children are tearning 

during home-schooting square on their parents’ shoutders. This is a big victory for home-school 

mothers as it gives them more opportunities to be creative with their tessons and to truty give 

their children a fun tearning experience. On [...] 

Bead ~’,’~o ~ e 

By: KP~’stte Crossman/4ore and more parents of children who have ADHD are pulling their chitdren 

out of the schoo[ system and teaching them at home. They feet that their chitdren are not getting 

the attention that they need and they woutd be right. There are IEP plans that can be put in ptace 

but [...] 

Method*~ For B:il°th Control 

i :::+;:: ’,NIs~ Mor,e ’,N,’:.m.:~n Are Us:nq The ’Pu:J-OubMethc.d’ For [gi!l:h Co:!tb:sJ | 
! 

By: Krystte Crossman The pug-out method is a poputar birth controt method but it is not a{ways 

effective. There is a good chance that you wi[{ sti[t get pregnant even... 

The Medical Blog 

Weight Loss Surge_~::~Z Can "Cure~ Diabetes? 

By Lechette Walker Years of skepticism has led to new research supporting the idea that weights 

rose surgery coutd cure diabetes or at teast offset the detection for diabetes patients. The 

research indicated that the surgery has shown better resutts than using insutin and medication. 

There were severat researches done that yielded mitdly different results. [...] 

By Dr. Sinctair Grey III Aardage is a beautifut thing. Two individuals coming together to ptedge 

their rove and devotion to one another is something that’s difficult to express in words. Why? 

Because words only give a gtimpse of marriage. It doesn’t give the full scope. Too many peopte have 

unfortunately dissed the idea of [...] 

~e~d 

boyce wal:gir!s I 23..’- qi;eeris way I camillus, ny 13031 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:12 PM 

StromaJa, Detx?rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; @gmail.com; Susan Stdlivma <Susan Sullivan@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Basketball Anal.vtics Summit 

Here is the email I sent out today to the 119 people who registered for CSFE. 

UNC class of 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From:                            @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: [Test] Basketball Analytics Summit 
Date: at 12:06:10 PM EDT 
To: < @live.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: <us8-4306c45c58-fe0bcec773@inbound.mailchimp.com> 

Dear CS~:E Atiendees, 

First off, thank yo{~ to evelyone who made it out to the Caroiina Sports Business Expo, 

and we iook to seeing eye,one again ~his year. I would like let everyone know about a 

great opportunity coming to UNC on . The Basketbali Analytics Summit 

presented by the Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, The event inciudes speakers 

and paneiists such as: 

VN Ac~<erman, Big Easl Commissioner 

Marcus Brown 

M}ke Curtis; University of V~rgin~a Strength & Conditioning 

A~drew Dreski~, Ticketfly 

Jo#~# Hoi~inger, NBA Memphis Grizzlies 

Oea~ O~ver. ESPN 

NBA C~a[~o[te Bobc~sts Basketba~ A~a~yt~£s Team and 



And 

The event is weJi worth the $49 price for students and is a great opportuni~, to Jeans 

more beI’.¢’.,d decisio¢., making learns and companies. I encourage you Io go and 

interaci wiih some ol the best in basketball! 

If you have any ques~ioas~ feei free to contact me via emaii ( 

U[tC Ciass of 

1wi~ier    VVebsiL~ 

Basketbsil Al-=ai2tics Sumalit ¯ 204 Ral®igi~ Street. Chapel HEll, NO, Uaited S~atas ¯ Chapel HEll. NO ~][514 tJS.~, 

Email Marketing 
Powered by 
MailChimp 









Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 1:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Reaction Paper Resend 

ReactionPaperIIwRef.pdf 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I am resending this with the correct attachment of my reaction paper. 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina 
Class of 
Exercise and Sports Science I Sports Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alnnmimail@nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 2:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Out of the Blue: Dance Maxathon Rai~s Over $500,000; Enroll in Alumni Summer College; New Building Focu~s on Research 

)K UNC GAA 

[] Career ’I’e]esemi~a v: 

Netwov]dng is noL about 

asMng everyone you know 

lbr a job. It is abon[ people 

.... whom you ~ow, whom 

they know, what they know. 

Dial in a1 noon on ApdI ~4 to 

discover how to make 

net worm n g work fl:~r you. 

Take the C~ro~i~aAiumni 

Review with you wherever 

you go~ Read the most 

sma~fphom: or tab]eL with 

the Review’s mobile app -- 

hae]uded wilh yore’ print 

Are you the OAA Member of d3e Month? Scroll do~q~ Lo find out. 

Maior New Building Focuses on Research 
Mat’sJco }-I;?~][, UNC’s thirdqargest hffhlit~g, opens wilh a hmg insdh~e and several 

resea rob ee~ters tha k ai~ ~ ko fimda ~ m~ tally advan ce knowledge of ca~cer and oth er 

d~seases, 

Medical Unffs Remain High in Ranldngs 
Caro|hm appears on more than ~o ffs~ of schools, degree programs and speeiaky 

areas in the latest "America’s Lest Orad uate Schools" publisi3ed by U.S. News & 

Dance Marathon Goes Over $500,000 Mark 
Th e sta [e’s largest siu dent-run finn d raiser kept m ore tha n 2,o o o stu d ents, m their 

feet for 24 ho :m~ Lo support th ~ patients and families of N .C. Childre~Ys Hospi 

Three Honored for .Advancement of Women 
TbeJc wock is credited wi{.b promoting the re :’.ru[tment, cetet3tiot3 at3d proi)~ssiotmi 

developmenk of women on campus. 



the App Store and on Ooog]e 

Play. 

AJison, to claim yore" 825 

gift eedifieate t:o J,-4mny T- 

shir~, email 

membership@nnc,e&~ by 

April 3 o. 

AJison was selected at 

rartdom fl’om (b~\ members 

eurret~ily subscribed [o 

Blue," 

Well-Traveled Senior to Add Asia to His List 
Ca ro] ina contt n ~es ~o ] e a d lh e n al iot~ J n Lure Schol a~s~ xdth si:x~ sd e~:~ted ~ n {h e pu st 

For more news items, see alumni.unc,eduiaHicIe.asp?SID=] 8, 

[] Represents a GAA member exclusive program or service, or G-J~%\ members 

mere ber ben ufits. 

[] Save the Date for t--tomecoming 2014 
Chapel I{ill or bust! B*Jng your family and friends and come back to the Southern 

Pa~ of Heaven Nov, 14--16 ~g)r Carolina’s Homecoming, 

R~.. \, I for the Annual Alumni Luncheon 
Join a]unmi and friends in dm George Wath~ tti]l Alumni Center on May 1,:) when the 

OAA’s ~o~4 J)lsth~guished Service Medals are presented, 

[] Enroll in A1 umni Summer College 
Joir~ ns Jmm *a---~5 for our third Ahmmi Su nmer Co ]ege "Old and New: StudFing 

the South h~ the 2~st Cent~ry." 

[] Sa[ari With Tar Heel Travel 
}.;xpex-iet~ce fi~sthand A[dea’s ~vi]dIff~ in the grassh~nds and highlands of Kenya and 

Tan zania or the dN~ts of Botswana. 

[] Carolina Is Comh:~g to You 
F,~.io3, an eveni~,4 wiff~ Tin’ tteds and [dends wffh our Deyond t:be Stone Wa]ls series~ 

Cheek ou t upcoming even ~s n ear you, 

OBT, G.AA. Programs Win Awards 
The o]des t C4AA-sp~ ns :~red stude ~ ~ g ~up, O ’der ~f the Be]] Tower, has received 

awards h~ t’eg[onal competition} a mo~}g s[:uderd: adva ~}eeme~]t groups in the Southeast. 

Tell Us About .., Commencement 



Catalina studenm are orderi~g their caps and gown, s a~d making ofl~er preparatkms 

k)r ~g~adua [ion, Was Commci~ceme~l[: a b~g m~k~sto~m h~ yoar life? Was it spccia~ 

yore" family? Was it a party ak kl:~e finish li~e of your college edneation? Did you even 

All ahnnni a~d frie~ds are invRed to read comments flora fellow Tar }{eels; 

post their thoughh+ on 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:51 PM 

To: @nc.rr.com> 

Co: Stroma~, Debora~ L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Subject: Re: Ana]ytics 

@keuan- flagler, unc.ed 

Hi 

I hope this email finds you well. I can certainly tell you more about the event. It’s being put on by the Kenan Institute of Sport, a temn that consists of both 

undergraduate m~d graduate students, and is the brain child of Dr. Deborah Stroman. 

From our website: 

http://ki sport, unc.edu/index.php’analyli cs" 

"The inaugural SPEL~k Basketball Ana]ytics Summit roll be held on Friday,      through Saturday~            on the beautiful campus of the University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. Our tnission is to engage with and explore the best practices of the leading basketball experts (professionals, students, and scholars) who love, 

reseaxch, and work in the discipline of perfommnce (individua] or team) and business m~al~ics. Sessions include: Fan Experience & Engagement, Individua] 

Performance/APBRmetrics, Marketing/Ticketing, Sport Science, and Entrepreneurship in Anals~ics. In additior~ undergraduate and graduate students are welcome to 

participate in the NBA Anab~tics Case Competition. Cost to attend is: $199 (Professiouals) & $49 (Students). Business Casual Dress." 

We have an excellent cast of confirmed gues~ts/panelis~ts’speakers. Some names that might be of interest to you: 

George Karl 

Dean Oliver 

Ken Pomeroy 

FiveThirtyEight 

Va2l Ackenna~ (Big East Co~nmissioner) 

In addition, there roll be plenU of represcntatives from NBA teams and a varieU of apps/products that relate to basketball m~a]~ics/performance. A full list of invitees 

can be seen here: ht~://ldsport.unc.edu/index.php/invited-speakers/ 

As we get closer to the event, I’m sure more names will be added to the list above, especially some more Tar Heels. It’ll be a great event bringing together a wide 

variety of leaders in the basketball industry--no better place to do so than in Chapel Hill’. We’ll want to make sure the press that comes from the event sheds a good 

light on Chapel Hill mad expresscs why we’re holding the summit. 

Let me know if you have any further questions. We’d love to have your support and involvement in any way. I’ve copied Dr. Stroman on this emaJd so she can chime in 

with a~54fiing I missed! 

Have a good day and thanks for reaching out. 

On Tue, at 9:17 AM, ~nc.rr.com> wrote: 

> , hope you’re doing well. Quick question for you--can you tell me more about this basketball mml~ics event that I’ve heard a little bit about? It sounds 

interesting. 
> 

> Let me know ifI can do an.vthing to help. 

> Thin,ks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 3:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: New Graduate Racial Equity Course 

Debby 

T]lanks for copying me on this. Looks great. 

Karen 

Kare~ M Gil, Ph.D 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G Pedersen Distinguished Professor ol Psychobgy 

C B #3100 

UniversRy of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt, NC 27599~31000 

919-.962-3082 

919@62H 165 

919-962.-2408 fax 

k.qil,..@~e mail ,unc,edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, March 29, 2014 5:37 PM 
To: Parker, Patricia S; Cravey, Altha J; Paul Cuadros; Barker, Marco J; Teuton, Christopher Barrett; Hertel, Amy Locklear; Blair, Wayne A; Maria DeGuzman 
C¢: Gil, Karen M; Shackelford, Douglas A; Cone, Judith 
Subject: FW: New Graduate Racial Equity Course 
Hi Friends. I want to make sure that you knew that we have just gone "live" in the marketing and solicitation for this exciting offering. We are very thankful to Dean Barbara Rimer 

for leading the way in providing academic credit for this special course. 

I am excited to be a part of this impressive planning team, and I hope that you will view this pioneering course as another step in our development of holistic leaders and 

researchers. Undoubtedly, this comprehensive racial analysis will greatly assist in preparing our students to be critical thinkers in their respective fields. The course is limited to 24 
students in total, and we are sending invitations to six UNC professional schools and/or departments. Thus, the enrollment will be somewhat selective and limited to create a 

diverse cohort. The Chancellor, Provost, and Dean Rimer are looking forward to the positive outcomes of this pilot for graduate students. We have had ~180 UNC faculty and staff 

participate in this powerful workshop, and the response has been overwhelming. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks for sharing with your network. 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a singM moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Eng>, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, March 28, 2014 3:55 PM 

To: "Alexander, G. Rumay" <_r__u___n_2_a__y____@____e___m____a_!!:___u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.>, "Rounds, Kathleen A" <karounds@. email.unc.edu>, Ericka Patillo <p___a__t_!_[!__o____@____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Cc: Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org>, Bayard Love.         @gmaiLcom>, Tye Huntet <         ~yahoo.com>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" 

<dstro@unc.edu>, Deena Hayes <dhayes@racialequityinstitute.or~>, Suzanne Plihcik < @gmail.com> 

Subject: New Graduate Racial Equity Course 

Rumay, Kathleen, and Ericka, 

We are so excited to send you the flyer, announcing our new fall 2014 course for graduate students enrolled in professional degree programs -- Leading for Racial 

Equity: Examining Structural Issues of Race and Class. With pre-registration beginning on April 1, we are requesting your help in distributing our flyer to all grad 

students (and faculty) in your respective Schools. 

If you have questions or need more information, do not hesitate to let me know. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

EugeNa Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

Gillings School of Global Public Health CB #7440 

360 Rosenau Hall 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 966-3909 

919 966-2921 (fax) 

eugenia eng~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friga. Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 3:47 PM 

Cone, Jndith <jacone@email.unc.edu~~ 

Napier, Mary <Mary Napier@kenan-flagler.nnc.edu-~; Stroman, De[x)rah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: KI Board of Advisors Meeting 3.31.14 

Judith and Mary, 

I am guessing that we will have a debrief at our next Advisory meeting? It may be really nice if Dean Shackelford could join us as well---I sense that he may not get 

the full breadth of our current strategy and the process we went through ~n terms of prior[t~z~ng actions over the 3 year period? groin the suggestions of the Board, 

[ don’t fl~mk they dh~ eRher-many of ~:he~r suggestions are what we are currently doing and the mternationa~ aspects were purposefully put on ho~d for scope? 

EiLher way, I look forward Lo more discussions! I arn ccing Debroah Stroman as she and I were discussing this idea at lunch and she also said she heard some 

pos~ve comme~lts from BeVy on current events. 

linked irnsge001 692BlI7F-3160~ATA-9C42- 

261881DC6092 png 

Pa~l N, Fri~a, 

Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

Director of STAR Program - www.star.unc.edu 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Kenan-F[agler Business School 

HcColl Building ~ CB 3490 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

919-962-3786 - o~[ce 

- mobile 

~.pau[friga.com 

F~m= Cone, JuNth [ma~lto:jacot~e@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, April 01, 20~4 2:02 PN 
Te~ deHsa@redhat.com;       @man.corn; sherman@bobcat.corn; ruben@ncsu.edu; dpc@coqsvilleqroup.com; donald.dwiqht@ey.com; En~isle, Barbara (Sociology); 

gg_¢J~_~f@_¢~_9£g; ~g_¢~_E?~B_@_¢bgzZ~_[~Jflb_,£¢E?; ~b_¢J~£tf@£~[,~tig; Hol~o~h, Donald (Health Policy and NanagemenD; 
susanharrison@howard[eeinstitu~.org; Martin, Charles (Office of the Chancellor); Nelson, Steve; marc.pau~@bakermckenz[e.com; dpigues@nccu.edu; kDo~B@sid[ev.com; 
truhe@kauffman.org; chfis~@ha~erasvp.com; jsrose@cednc.org; amit.singh@spectraforce.com; Eric John Toone, Ph.D. (eric.toone@duke.edu); rcadton@kauffman.org; 
Andrea Yackenovich, Ph.D. (andrea_luteran@dqke,ed~0; Seymore, Paige A. (pas@~i.or¢); m!ane@co~svi!leqrou~,com; Riordan, Bridget ~C for Research); Usa Swank 

(~_B_~f@_¢~_9£g); [?~J~E@~¢:_E¢[9_[g[t=9_&E!; BanB, LaChaun; Bolas, NicheHe; DMow, Nicholas; Dohe~, Jason; ~ldman, Naryann (Ci~ N Regional Planning); Friga, Paul; 
Greis, Noel; drharoon; Hoba~, John ~C for Research); Howell, Lingme[; Johnson, Jim; Lane, Brant; Lee, ~omas (Comprehensive Cancer Cente0; Li~le, Mark; Nogueira, 
Nonica; Reifsnider, Cynthia; SanseveHno, Nancy (Journalism/Mass Communication); Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science); ZoHer, Ted; Evans, Jack; Bensen, Mark; 
Shackelford, Douglas 
~¢: Napier, Na~ (Biochemistry and Biophysics); Smith, Kennetha Ariel 
Subject: ~ Board of Advisors Meeting 3.3L ~4 

Dear Board of Advisor Members, 

On behalf of Dean Shackelford and my colleagues at the Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, we thank you for your service on the Board of 

Advisors and for your attendance at the meeting yesterday. (For those who could not come, we will send you the handouts). This was the second meeting of this 

Board of Advisors and the Institute is gaining traction on some of its initiatives as you heard yesterday. I am pleased you got to have a conversation with Dean 

Shackefford and hear his thoughts regarding the Kenan-Flagler Business School and the Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise. The Institute faculty are committed to 

being a bridge across lines on the campus and among our colleagues in the Triangle, the State, and the world to strengthen the innovation economy. 

Your input yesterday was helpful, and I trust you will emai[, call, or come by anytime to g~ve us the benefit of your wisdom. 

Best regards, Judith 

Judith Cone [ 8J.6.305A.073 ~ 

S<~.~th ~u~Mh~:g, 200 C ~::~e~<~rb Cf.: 9]00 :: Cb:~pe~ WH, e~t. 
Ass~t:~:~t: ~imm~t~a Sq~th ~ SL~S~-g.g~L?30.¢ ~ kennetha~unc.edu 

Descriv, t~on: 

03A65-ECCE4B1 E- 

http:/iwww.kenan-flaRler.u nc.edu/kenan-.institute.aspx 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, 4:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

99.9 the Fan ad 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

and I met with Josh Jones (99.9 the Fan account exec) about getting some web and radio ads up. We’ve got a plan put together and want to get your opinion - 

any chance you are free tomorrow before lOam? It’d be great if we could swing by to discuss. If not, what time works for you? We could always chat on a 

conference call too. 

MBA Candidate, Class of ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,            5:52 PM 

Stroman, DeN~rah I, <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenaJ~- flagler, unc.edu-~ 

UNC Student ] Basketball Anal.~cs Blog 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Just wanted to share a basketball analytics blog by one of our vetT 
own UNC students, He’s already signed up for the case competition, so 

will be atthe event, but would love any opportunity to share his 
research! 

You can read his stuff here: 

His name is              , a sophomore using statistical analysis to 

better understand basketball. He can be reached at @         on 
twitter or by email at "@live.unc.edu I’m sure he’d lo~e your 

feedbackt 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:20 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Fwd: Anal ~c s 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: ~nc.rr corn> 
Date: Tue, at 6:15 PM 
Subject: Re: Analytics 
To: .~gmail.com> 

Sounds like a great event. I appreciate the infomaation. I’m glad 
Chapel Hill is hosting something like this because it seems like the 
kind of event that will draw a good deal of interest. 

On , at 2:50 PJ~ -@gmail corn> wrote: 

> Hi 
> 
> I hope this emai[ finds you well. I can certainly tell you more about the event It’s being put on by the Kenan Institute of Sport, a team that consists of both undergraduate and graduate 
students, and is the brain child of Dr Deborah Stroman. 
> 

> From our website: 

> http :i/kispor t.unc edu/index.php/anals~ti csi 

> "The inaugural SPEIA Basketball 2malytics Summit will be held on Friday,       through Saturday,            on the beautiful campus of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
Our mission is to engage with and explore the best practices of the leading basketball experts (professionals, students, and scholars) who love, research, and work in the discipline of 
performance (individual or team) and business analytics Sessions include: Fan Experience & Engagement, Individual Performance/APBRmetrics, Marketing/Ticketing, Sport Science, and 
Entrepreneurship in Analytics In addition, undergraduate and graduate students are welcome to parucipate in the NBA Analytics Case Competition. Cost to attend is: $199 (Professionals) 
& $49 (Students). Business Casual Dress." 

> We have an excellent cast of confirmed guests/panelists/speakers. Some names that might be of interest to you: 
> * (ieorge Karl 
> * Dean Oliver 
> * Ken Pomeroy 
> * Five~I]airtyE~g ht 
> * Val Ackerman (Big East Commissioner) 
> In addition, there will be plenty of representatives from NBA teams and a variety of apps/products that relate to basketball analytics/per formance. A full list of invitees can be seen here: 
http://k isport.unc, edu/index.php/invited-speaker s/ 
> 

> As we get closer to the event, I’m sure more names will be added to the list above, especially some more Tar Heels It’ll be a great event bringing together a wide variety of leaders in the 
basketball industry--no better place to do so than in Chapel ttillt We’ll want to make sure the press that comes from the event sheds a good light on Chapel tIill and expresses why we’re 
holding the summit 
> 

> Let me know if you have any further questions. We’d love to have your support and involvement in any way. I’ve copied Dr. Stroman on this cmail so she can chime in with anything I 
missedt 
> 

> Have a good day and thanks for reaching out. 

> On Tue, at 9:17 AM, ~nc.rr.com> wrote: 
> > , hope you’re doing well. Quick question for you--can you tell me more about this basketball analytics cvent that I’ve heard a little bit about? It sounds interesting. 

> > Let me know ifI can do anything to help. 

> > Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 11:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: Risk Takers Awarded 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and Iogin: 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reer/ 

[ xi 1D°n’t miss our job postings, follow us 
~on Twitter, 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http :i/www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reer 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:11 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~NV: Online ad placement 

SpolntsFan sizes.pdf 

Would love to talk this out via phone, but basically :    and I want to run about a ~1000 web/radio ad campaign with 99.9 the Fan. We c~n talk more ~r~ det~i~ about 

the specifics of the radio campaign, but we’d I~ke t~ start the web ads on Monday if poss~ble. (which obviously means we also need to pay soon - credit 

card/check} 

For ~350, they will put the ad roger:her f.ar u~ (u~ng .aur e’,dsting rnateri~l~ so ~t matches our branding; we get fina~ ~p~rovai) and run the ad [or 2 weeks (50,000 

impressh:ms) on WRAL {see ad ~)lacement in PDr: at[:ached). 

Let me know what you think and when you m~ght have t~me to discuss[ Josh Jones (emsi~s below} is our account exec at 99.9 the Fan. 

From: Jones, Josh [mailto:jjones@999thefan.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:51 AM 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Online ad placement 

So good question. I forgot we just Immched a re-design. 

Attached should show a good representation ot: where you can [k~d them~ The 300x600 goes on the homepage. The 300x250 goes on any other page~ I’m proposing 

we do a homepage only type of ad with the 300x600. 

~osb lones 

Capitol groadcas~i~g Spor~s 
WCMC-FM / ~NC-AM 

31 ~) 0 I Iighwood s B oulevard 

Raleigh, NC 2’;’~Xbt 
blobile: 
Oflice: (9]q} ~190~5228 
>:marl: jj.~B.~5.0?~! 2fJ3 cfaB.£~ m 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:17 PN 
To: Jones, Josh 

Subject: Online ad placement 

Hey Josh, 

Quick question regarding the web ad placement. We went to !3~i?.JJ..~i~).Y£’,.Y..:k~t!:~.!~.!:~.~.~.~!3:.~!~O:~ and couldn’t find exactly where the ad would go. Can you point us in 

the right direction please? 

Thanks! 

MBA Candidate, Class of                                    ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(cell) "i             ~ler unc.edu ¯ ~te~^,.lin kedin.com/in!~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Howell, Lingmei <Lingmei Howell@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 10:15 AM 

Sullivan. Susan ~<Susan Sullivan@kena~>flagler.unc.edu>; Nishihara, Tetsuo <TetsuoNishihaxa@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stencel, Amy 

<Amy S tencel@kenan- tlagler, unc.edtr> 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.unc.edu>; Napier, Mar,:, <Mary Napie@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Bracey, Rasheed <Rasheed Bracey@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Mallard, T@or <Faylor MaJlard@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Gmmel, Aslfley 

<Ashley Grelnel@kenma-flagler.unc.edu>; Shankar, Sriram <Sfiram Shanko~r@kenm>flagler.unc.edu>; Moorehead, Bern 

<Bern Moorehead@kenm>flagler.unc.edu>; Willimns, Jennifer <Jennifer iWilliam@ken~-flagler.unc.edu:>; Ka~e, Ellen 
-<Ellen Kane@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Messados, Spyros <Spyros Messados@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Zhong, Lucille 

<Lucille Zhong@kenan-flagler.unc.edu;; Violette Zhu (         @gmail.com); Gveenberg, Rachel <Rachel Greenberg@kenm~- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Kearns, David <David Kea~ns@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Potts, ~Villiam <William Potts@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

AnaJytics Summit -- Kudos! 

Fantastfc. Thanks for getting the word out via d)e GPSF Newsletter, As weil, thank YOU for ali o[ your hard work, team! [Check out the higMighted area 
below, folks__l ---. Ungmei 

,r;,e’c~ .- ’r~ a qc .... c-,". o qc-" ~" 

F~m= bounce-3~7S176-4347700@listse~.unc.edu 
Sent= Wednesday, April 02, 2014 8:00 AN 
Te= UNC Gradua~ and Professional Studeng 
Subject= [gps>news] GPSF Newsle~er: April 2, 2014 

T~e (Traduale and Pr(gbssional Stu&nt Fe&ration g}PSF) Newsletter is sent out ~ice per monl~ 1o communicate i,~b~ation about social and 

inWllectual ~enls on campus, fimding opporlunilie& public se~ice opportuni~es, and more, to the graduate and proJbssional slu&nl populaaon at UNC- 

Chapel Hill. If you have questions regarding cw,tent or use qfl the #st, please entail ~xsjg’ecreta~(a}unc.edu. 

Happy Spring Weather evmyone’. ~ Sol~ the NewsleRer is late. But sometimes, grad~te school gets in the way. Read on a~ut all the thn tNngs hapNning this mon~’. 

Side note: This will be my las~ NewsleRer. I maJly enjoyed filling your in~xes ~vice a mon~ 

We’ve been off}ring prizes to new Facebook and Twi~er followers to sm~ offthe school year, and it’s been such a success that we’re going to keep rewarding our 

friends on social media’. EvmT month we’ll pick a random Facet~ok or Twi~er follower to win a $25 gift card to the ~NC Student Stores. Follow (?~GPSFatUNC on 

Twi~er or Like UNC GPSF on Facebook. and the ne~ luc~- winner could be you~ 

~ oMh~e version of the NewsleRer can be fom~d here, 

Contents 

~Mmouncements aid GPSF News ................................................................................. 

¯ Apply to se~’e on the GPSF Cabinet - April 6fl~ 

¯ Rem~h Wrifina: U sing Somve I~ommfion Successtifllv 

¯ Graduate and Prol~ssional Student Divemi>’ planning & dialogue bnmches 

¯ GPSF Emergency Fund now open 

Universi~; Social, Service, and Student Group Ew’nts 

¯ z~ Evening wifh [U Mi~e - April 3N, 7pm 

¯ 2nd ammal Charig~ Gala in benefit of the Holzwo~h Scholarship - April 4th 

¯ Student Loan Re,torment In[o~ation Session: Apfi~ 8, 2014 

¯ Southern Feminisms: Stories of~Vomen’s Activism in a Changing South - April 

¯ CaJl tbr Grad/Prot~ssional Student nominations lbr 

¯ REGISTER NOW tbr tim LGBTQ Center I~h ~mvetsms~ 

¯ 7th AmmN Har~ Guess MemofiN Lecture: April 23, 2014 

¯ McNNr Scholars Program Graduate Assislantship - Apply by April 25th 



Social Evems 

Health and Wellness 

¯ Trausportafiou News 
General GPSF h~fo~m arian 

Contact Intb 

Newslet~ter Schedule & I)eadlines ........................................................................... 

Announcements and GPSF News 

Apply to serve on the GPSF Cabinet - April 6th 

The Cabinet is part of the GPSF Executive Branch that enables exceptionally motivated graduate and prot}ssional students to serve as chairs or co-chairs of paxticular 

areas of campus and community litb that require our paJ~J~cipat~on in policy-making and programming. The Cabinet and "the Executive Officers brmnstorm, design, 

implement, and engage new initiatives in collaboration with "the graduate mad professional student community. An Application can be found on the Cabinet webpage as 

well as additional intbrmation about the offered positions. 

Research Writing: Using Source Information Successfully 

lgednesckg, April 9, 3:30-5 in Room 1009 of the FedEx Global Education Center. 

The Writing Center, Office of International Student and Scholar Services, Graduate and Professional Student Federation, and the Graduate and Professional Honor 

System have come together to host a workshop tiffed, "Resea, ch Writing: Using Source Information Successfully." Open to students at all skill levels, this workshop 

will tEature strategies tbr integrating sources effectively and tbr citing them properly. Space is limited. Register here. 

Graduate and Professional Student Diversity planning & dialogue brunches 

The GPSF Diversity Summit & Workshop is an occasion to come together and identify common problems affecting graduate and professional students across 

campus, organized for graduate & professional s~rudents, by graduate & professional students. The first ever DSW will be held next September as part ofa GPSF 
initiative to launch a campus-wide conversation about graduate s~dents and diversi~. 

We need your help envisioning the DSW! Please come to onr planning & dialogue brunches 

Wednesday, MARCH 19TIf 10:30-12:00 
and Tuesday, APRIL I$TH 10:30-12:00 

Venable tlall, Room TBA 
RSVP via this or~ine titan. 

Participation is capped at 30, or at the discretion of the organizers. 

Learn more about the GPSF Diversi~" Smnmit & Workshop ~!__e__r_ie_. 

GPSF Emergency Fund now open 

Do yon have recent, emergency medical bills? ttave yon recently needed to replace belongings dne to theft or tim? You may now apply to have these and other 

emergency costs reimbnrsed. 

The GPSF is excited to announce the launch of the GPSF-Emergency Fnnd. The GPSF Emergency Fund was created to assist graduate and prot~ssional students at 

UNC-CH a£fected by unibreseen financial circumstances that could hinder their abiliF to co,nplete their graduate cmeer. To see if your emergency needs qualify 

funding or to fill out an application, visit the _[_’_;__n_)__e_!g_e__~gy___t_2’__u__~_d__3:_~_~_e___b_}_i_t__e_. online. Students are encouraged to apply concurrently to the _l__J_N__C_’__~_t_k~t_e__r!_t___t_~_r!~_e_rg_e___r!__c2~:_]~__u_~!~J. 

when applying to the Graduate and Professional Student Emergency Fund. 

If you have any questions, please contact the                                            at        .~_~_~_’_4_i__l_._u_n___c_:__e___d___u_.. 

University, Social, Service, and Student Group Events 

Professional Development: Upcoming Events 

Please retEr to the GSPD Events website tbr more upcoming events in the month of September. Evems and resources are announced through the GSPD listserv. Join 

the Graduate Student Professional Development list by sending an e-m~Al to listmana~er~)listsel~.anc.edu with "subscribe gmdevelopment" in the body of the ~nessage, 

leaving the subject field blank. 

Career Services: Upcoming Events 

Virtual Career Fair Featuring 27 SEC & ACC Universities - April 1, 2014 8:00am - April 3, 2014 5:00pm 

Daia Sciences Career Panel and Net~vorking F~;ent - April 7, 2014 6:00- 8:00pro 

Please ret~r to the Cmeer Services Events website lbr more upcoming events in the month of September. Questions about Career Services opportunities and events 

should be directed to Amy Blackburn via e~nail (_~_g~.)~_b__l_’_4£__k__b_u_r__r_~@_u__!~:__e_d___u_:) or by scheduling an appointment (!~.t.t.~:!.c2aJ2e~e..r.~..u..r1.c.~..e..d...u.:~..ri.e.~..u..ri.c..e..~!Lc.~1..e..d~t.d.e.~ 

An Evening with RJ l\litte - April 3rd, 7pm 



On Thnrsday, April 3rd, at 7:00pm, RJ Mitte will be speaking in room G100 of the UNC Genome Science Building. He will be speaking atx)ut disabili~ fights, how he 

transformed his di~bility into an asset and how he went ti~om bullying victim to Hollywood star. Following the talk’there will also be a Q&A session. The event is 

sponsored by the Can~pus Y committee, Best Bnddies. 

Tickets are $5/person. There are a limited amonnt of seats available, so be snre to get your ticket today at: http:i/www.efix.com,’ticket/onlme/per’{ormanceSearch.iSl~? 
p__e__r__t_)~_~:n__:~!:~_c___e____i_d___A~!)_2 5__~_5__ 
We also have a Facebook event page that posts regular updates: ~t~t~]‘~/~:~w~:~2~c~e~?~(~?~@~c~9~n~)~!~e~Y~e~n~t~!~2~6~!)~~z/~ 

2nd annual Charity Gala in benefit of the Holzworth Scholarship - April 4th, 2014 

UNC’s Student Globa] tlealth Committee and School of Public Health Student Government would like to invite you to the 2nd annual ChaaJty Gala in benefit oftbe 

ttolzwoN~ ScholarsNp ~)r HIV Positive Young Adults. The ~cipients of this ~hola~Np paxticipate in vocational ~aimng progmm~ which allow them oppogunities 

they may not othe~vi~ receive. 

In addition to fnn music, great tbo& and outs~ding networking opg)~unities, this event is a great way to benefit a wonderIhl organization. TNs event would not be 

possiNe wi~otu your sup~g, ~d we hope to see ~u there[ Additionally, as a one time only donation, the Holzwogh fmnily will match eve~~ dollar donated~ 

To purchase tickets click here: 
To donate click here: ~;(:(g_~Y/~I~2~:~?~(_~/~zh~_~ 

auKl bQTn34&Nspatch 5885d80al 3c0dbl INe263663d3thee8d8cdct517b037M5005ctSd4eda3b985b 
Vim ~x~5~,.gNin#~sifivdg.oN to learn morn abont ~e scholarship’. 

Student Loan Repayment Information Session: April 8, 2014 

Graduation is right mound the comer and s~dent loam paytnents axen’t far behind, which means yon tnay have money questions on your mind now! Come learn about 

Federal stu&nt loan reNyment plans and your responsibilities as a student loan borrower from a Federal student loan servicer. More infom~ation can be tbund in the 

attached flier. 

Southern Feminisms: Stories of Women’s Activism in a Changing South - April 9th 

7:00 pin, Ititchcock Multipurpose Room, Stone Center 
Join us lbr a speaker and panel di~ussion with grad s~tudents, recent alumni, and current student activists on inter~ctional t~minist identities and Sonthem culture! The 

speakers will discuss histories of t~minist activism across diverse communities in the Sonthem United States. This event will encourage group discussions about 

individuals’ personal experiences ruth feminisms in the South and will present oral histo~ collection as a tool to sha~:e these stories. 

Sponsored by Carolina Women’s Center and the Southern Oral H isto~. Program 

Call for Grad/Professional Student nominations for LGBTIQ Advocacy Award - deadline Monday, April 14 

The LGBTQ Center is pleased to announce the call tbr nominations for the LGBTIQ Advocacy Award. This awaxd recognizes contributions to or advocacy on behalf 

of the LGBTIQ communities at the University of North Caa~olina at Chapel Hill. Individuals who axe graduating and who have contributed in one or more of the 

tbllowing ways are eligible for consideration: 

¯ Elevated the status of LGBTIQ-identifiedpersonsand/orallies; 

¯ Helped to i~npmve caanpns or co~nmunity policies affecting LGBTIQ-identified persons; 

¯ >Enhanced visibility aa~d awaxeness of LGBTIQ issues. 

One undergraduate and one graduate/professional student will receive the LGBTIQ Advocacy Award. The awaxdee will be honored at Lavender Graduation on 

Sunday, May 4th at 4 pm in Upendo Lounge located in SASB North. 

To nominate someone for the LGBTIQ Advocacy Award, please complete the online application (available at lgbtq.unc.edu under "Programs & Services’Lavender 

Graduation) and email it to Adrianne Gibilisco adrigibi(c-~email.unc.edu or mail to CB#5100 (self-nominations will not be considered). Nominations may be submitted 

until 5 pm on Monday, April 14th, 2014. Contact Adrimme Gibilisco adfigibi(~email.unc.edu or 919-843-5376 if yon have ques~tions about the award or nomination 

process. 

Now Hiring: Carolina Women’s Center Program Coordinator 

The Carolina Women’s Center is gromng! We’re hiring a full time Pr~gmm CooMinator to develop and manage programs and activities sponsored by the CWC to 

benefit UNC-CH s~dents primarily, but will also support programs for facnl~ and stalt’in collaboration with other C~VC statt; For more info and to apply, see 

https://unc.peopleadmin.com/postings/40546. The deadline to apply is April 14, 2014. 

REGISTER NOW for the LGBTQ Center 10th Anniversary Reunion!!! 

The weekend-long celebration roll be taking place May 2nd-May 4th. The events kick offwith the newly added Histo~ Panel at the Freedom Forum Center (J 

School) on May 2nd (3:30-4:30 pro), followed by an Alumni mixer at Top of Hill (5-7 pm), a Recognition Banquet at the Carolina Inn on May 3rd (12-2 ptn), and 

Lavender Graduation at SASB North’s Upendo on May 4th (4-6 pm). To register, please go to ~p__r_~)_Lfi_=_u__r!_c_:_e_3t___u_/_!g__b__t__q. For those who use screen readers, please call 

Adrianne Gibilisco at 919-843-5376 with yonr information to be registered over the phone. Registration deadline is April 21st. 

7th Annual Harry Guess Memorial Lecture: April 23 

Please join the UNC-Ctt Student Chapter of the Intemational Society tbr Phannacoepidemiology for the 7th Annual ttany Guess Memorial Lecture where Dr. 

Malcolm Maclure roll present "Cotnpmmising on Rigor to Encourage Participation? Applying Epidemiologic Methods in Patient Safety and Quality hnprovement." 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014, 3:30-4:30 PM in Tate-Tumer-Kuralt 136. Reception in 2102 McGavran-Greenberg to follow. 

McNair Scholars Program Graduate Assistantship - Apply by April 25th 



The UNC Chapel Hill McNair Scholars Program serves 25 undergraduate, first generation, low income, and traditionally underrepresented students in higher 

education. Our objective is to prepare students tbr success in doctoral programs. The Graduate Assistant tx~sition is an essential suptx~rt role to the Assistant Director 

and Director of TRiO programs. This tx~sition is a year round position requiring availability in "the Fall, Spring, and Summer semesters. Duties include a~ssistance in 

pl~uming semester and summer programs; a~ssistance in recruitment activities; providing direct services to students through advising sessions; assisting with "tutoring, 

counseling, academic advising and other service refe~eds; graduate school application suppo~ including GITLE preparation; and the ability to teach a writing; and 

reseaxch course during the sunnner internship program. The GA will work 20 hours per week and receive a $18,000 stipend. For more information on how to apply, 

UNC Ba~kctbaR Analyfi~S Summiti May 2 and ~ 

here~ {~!!ow Us (a)K ~SportUNC NF 

Know somewhere on campus that doesn’t have a WiFi signal? 

ITS is currently looking for places to upgrade Wifi on campus. If you find an~vhere on campus without a wireless signal, please notify, our 
~unc.edu). 

on 

Social Events 

SexualHealth I)qvia April 9th, 8-10pro, Steel String Brewery Come test your knowledge and win some prizes at Sexual Hedlth Trivia! April 9th, 8-10pm, Steel 
String Brewely. Must be 21 and over. 

Hosted by Student Wellness 

Health and Wellness 

Counselling and Psychological Se~wices (CAPS): Courage Group for Survivors of Sexual Assault 
Open to survivors seeking support from others as they journey thiough sexual assault recover. 
Meets Thursdays 12:30-1:30. 
Contact Amy Leach (alead~{~{!email.unc.edu) at 919-966-3658 to schedule a pre-group meeting. 
For more information about this and other group therapy sessions please visit http:i,’can~pusheedth.unc.edu,’caps/group-therapv. 

International Student Support Group 
Thursdays, 2:00-3:15pm - Student Union Annex Building 2511 

The adjus~tment to a new environment and academic setting can be challenging in many ways. This weekly drop-in group provides an opportunity for intematioual 

students to meet one another, obtain support and guidance, and discuss their experiences. Facilitator: Preeti Vidwans, PsyD. 

Sister Talk 
Sis~ter Talk is a group for women of color who would like to discuss any relationed, transitiona] change that is impacting their ability to successfully be the best they can 
be. The group will discuss such topics as relationships~ self-care, work/life balmme, academic success, managing s~tress~ self-image, and other topics that the group feels 
would be pe(tinent to their personal success and achievement. 
Time: EveU other Wednesday 12 noon- lp 
Location: Frank Porter Gin]ram Student Union, Room 3102 
Facilitator: DeVetta Holman-Nash, MPH 

Transportation News 

New License I late Office in Orange ComlU 
Orange County’s new License Plate office will be located in the Gateway Commons shopping center at 1704 E. Franklin St, Chapel Hill, NC. 

CHT and TFA Holiday Bus Schedule Information 
Information about UN C and Town of Chapel Hill Park and Ride Lots. 
Chapel Hill Transit and IriatNle Transit Authority route changes effective August 19th. Sign up for TFA and CHT alerts! 

General GPSF Information 

The "gpsf-news" listserv was set up to deliver news relevant to the [YNC graduate and protEssional student population. If you have questions regarding content or use 

of the list, please email gpsfsecretm3@;unc.edu. 

Contact Intb 

Follow us on Twitter 

’Like’ our Facebook page 

Send us an ema~l: gpsl~creta~’@unc edu 

Visit our website: https://gpsiiuac.e&t/ 

Newsletter Schedule & Deadlines 



The GPSF Newsletter is published on the I st and 15th of each month. To publish m~ a~anouncement on the 1 st, the anno~mcement nmst be sent in by the 28th. To be 

punished on the 15th, it nmst be sent in by the 12th. During the summer, the newsletter is punished once a month on the 1st. Send a~anouncements (no more than 100- 

150 words, please) to gpstgecretaD,(tbunc.edn. 

Doctoral Candidate, Depaxtment of Physics and Astronomy, UNC-CH 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Katie Hemming <katie@atmahotelgmup.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 11:54 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Bball Analtyics Conl~rence 

Hi Deborah 

I noticed the block we have at our Hampton downtown location hadn’t picked up any rooms yet. The rooms dropped today froln the block. However, I extended the 

group cut off date and added a few rooms until April 6 so anyone that still needs to make a reservation may do so. Just wanted to let you know. 

Thank you, 

Katie Hemming 

Sales Manager. Atma ttotel Group, Inc 

(919) 969-6988x7152 

-Mobile 

(919) 969-6989-Fax 
Hampton Inn & Suites, Chapel Hill/Cm~bom 

NOW OPEN 

w~a~’, chapel hi 11 cmr[x~ro suite s. h~ npto ni na~. co rn 
Hmnpton hm & Suites, Chapel Hilt,Durham 

~x~x~v.chapelhillsuites.hamptoninn.com 

Holiday hm Express, Chapel Hill/Durham 

www.hiexpress.com/chapelhillnc 
QuaJity Inn, Chapel Hill 

www.choicehotels.con~/hotelinc694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elyse Crystall < @mindspring.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 1:55 PM 

The progfac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progfac] Black Geographies Roundtable: April 4, 3.15-5pm 

A Roundtable on Black Geographies: Politics and Poetics 

]P¥iday, April 4, 2014 

3:15- 5:00 pm 

The Sonya Haynes Stone Center, Auditorium 

Poeto~: C. J. Suitt, Sacrificial Poets (hrtp:gsacrificialpoets.org/) 

Introductions: Willie O. Wright and Pavithra Vasudevan (Department of Geography, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelisls: 
Alexis Pauline Gumbs (http://aJexispauline.conv) 

Howard Craft (http://~vww.howardcralt.com/) 

Renee Alexander Croft (Department of Communication Studies, UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Moderator: YeustffAl- Bulushi (Department of Geography, UNC- Chapel Hill) 

Organized by the Graduate Association of Geography Students (GAGS) in collaboration with the Department of African, AJ?ican American, andDia~pora 

Studies: 2N~ GLOBAL AFRICANA A;VJVUAL CONFERENCE 

Suggested reading: 

McKittrick, Katherine, and Clyde Woods. "No one knows the mysteries at the bottom of the ocean." Black geographies and the politics of place (2007): 1-13. 

*** Please publicize widely! 
<ul> 

<li> -You at~ currently subscribed to 
</ul> 
progfac as: <a href="mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email to <a href="mai~t~:~eave-34477462-56223~2~.18abcb432~~37~a7c12481b56fe1eb9b@~istserv~unc.edu">leave=34477462= 
56223020.18abcb43200370a7c12481 b56fel ebgb@listserv.u nc.edu </a > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oliver, Dean <Dean.Oliver@espn.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 _ :07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: The Summit 

Debby - 

You ~.~hould haw? my flight itinerary. The cos~: of the flight was S374. t get into f4DU at ].0:54 am .:)n 1:he [7n�;. l return at 9:(}B am on Sunday morning. 

~t look~ Hke some former co~leagues ~rorn UNC are hoping to have lunch when I get ~nto town, so kfl: me know ~d)out the ride back so ~ ~:an sche(kfle w~Lh Lhern. f did 

gel Lwo nights at the recommended hotel 

Very much Iooldng forward to th~s summiL George ~arf and ~ actually d~d a joinL session yesterday at ESPN where we answered s ~ot of the same questions from 

our two perspectives. ~t was definitely usefui for a lot of people... How much time do J have h~ my talk? 

Dean ()lh~er 

ESPN Dke~:tor of Producth:m Aoa]yLics 

Author, Basketball on Paper 

860- 766- 4.391 

Cell: 

Tw~Lter: D:~anO t?SPN 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L [mailM:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, March 29, 20~4 6:07 PN 

To: Oliver, Dean 
Subject: Re: ~e Summit 
Hi Dean. Good to hear from you and THANKS for the promotion. 

Please book your travel and we will reimburse you. Send me a cop~ of gout e-ticket. Try to arrive on Friday, May 2 before 4:00 p.m. (Note: If you are a golfer, we have tee times 

available in the morning.) We will pick you up from the airport, RDU. Use the host hotel for gout Friday and Saturday stay. (http:iikisport.unc.edu!index.php!host.-hotel!) The 
conference will end Saturday evening. 

Your session is Friday evening. Based on what is trending this plagoff season, feel free to share ~our thoughts. 

Suggested format: 

1. Brief introduction on how you got to where you are today 

2. What do you do? ;) 

3. Trends and Insights 

4. O.&A 
Let me know your technology needs. We do have wireless internet, big screen capability, laptop computer, etc. 

Thanks again!! 

debby 

@drstrornan 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a singM moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Oliver>, Dean Oliver <Dean.Oliver@est~n.com> 

Date: Friday, March 28, 2014 2:25 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: The Summit 

Deborah - 

Good seeing you at SIoan. I’ve certainly been mentioning the meeting to a number of people. Jay Bilas (a Dukie) is interested but is also coaching his son’s team, 

which will probably keep him from coming. Trying to get a couple of our analysts also. 

A couple pragmatic questions: 

Should I book travel now or wait for your side to book it? Do you have a preferred hotel? 

Do you have a preference for what I talk about? Do I have a short/long slot? Is it a panel? 

You tell me that stuff and I can be pretty independent, since I know you’re going to be really busy up until then... 

Dean Oliver 

ESPN Director of Production Analytics 

Author, Basketball on Paper 

Dean.oliver@espn.com 

860-766-4391 

Cell: 

Twitter: DeanO ESPN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L ~:dstro@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 4:04 PM 

Napier, Ma~ <Mary Napier@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu>; Lebold, Marthew <Matthew l,ebold@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: follow up co~nmunication plans ruth the bo~:rd 

BAS 2014 Flyer.pdf; 2014 BAS Sponsorship Levels.pdf 

9:[9,84E0336 

From: Napier, Mary [mailto:Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, April 02, 20J.4 9:J.7 AM 
To: Mallard, Taylor; Kearns, David; Gremel, Ashley; Didow, Nicholas; Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject-" follow up communication plans with the board 
You have indicated that you want to send some materials to the board members. Please send the materials to Matthew and to me and we will construct an email and send by the 

end of the week~ 
Thanks a~ain for your efforts to make this a ~reat board meeting. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Online ad placement 

Can you give me a call just so I understand what Susan is proposing. 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Carnpus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 . fax (919)962 8202 . mnapier@unc.edu 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L 

Date: Wednesday, 4:07 PM 

To: Mary Napier 

Subject: FW: Online ad placement 

Deborah L. Sb’ornan, Ph.D. CLU 

_£n,q~qe, ~xplor~, Fmpower. 

9~ 9.843.0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Wednesday, 4:07 PM 

To; Napier, IVlary E 

S,,bject; FW: Online ad placement 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLIJ 

F~n~]a,q~~. F~xplor~. 

919.84&0336 

From: [ mail~x :.@. ~#.!):#.!)~ / ! #.,’.!! #.!~!~.~) ~ .~.e.,~.!~.] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:11 AM 



To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject-" FW: Online ad placement 

D~", Stroman, 

Would love to talk this out via phone, but basically and I want to run about a ~1000 web/r~d~o ~d c~mpa~gn w~th 99.9 the Fan. We c~n talk more ~r~ deta~ 

about the specifics of the radio c~mp~ign, but we’d ~ike to st~t the web ads on Mo~day K possible, (which obviously means we also need to ~ay soon --credit 

card/check) 

For ~350, they wiJl put the ad roger:her for us (using our existing materials so ~t matches our branding; we get finaJ approval) and run the ad h:~r 2 weeks (50,000 

impressh:ma) on WR~L (see ad placement in PDF art:ached). 

Let me know what you think and when you m~ght have t~me to d~scuss[ Josh Jones (em3i~s below) ~s our 3ccount exec at 99.9 the Fan. 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:51 AM 

Subjeet: RE: Online ad placement 

So good question. I forgot we just launched a re-.design. 

~ttached should show 3 good representation o[ where you can [k~d them~ The 300x600 goes on the homepage. The 300x250 goes on any other ~age~ I’m ~roposing 

we do a homepage only type of ad with the 300x600. 

31 t){ lIighwoods Boulevard 

Raleigh, NC 
Mobile: 
Office: (919} 

Sent; Tuesday, 5:17 PM 
To; .]ones, .]osh 

$,,bject: Online ad placement 

Hey Josh, 
Quick question regarding the web ad placement. We went to !3~i?.J~.~i~;~3t;~3.’.:k~’.!:~.!~29.!:~.?.~.~!3:.~2!~Oz;. and couldn’t find exactly where the ad would go. Can you point us 

in the right direction please? 

Thanks! 

MBA Candidate, Class of:                                   ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(cell) ¯              ~le~ unc.edu ¯ ~t,~^,.lin kedin.com/in! 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~,aime s.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 4:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: William Rhoden (1 articles) 

William Rhoden April 2, 2014 04:35:49 

Sports of The Times 

Ea#es Dial[ Not Have to Kick DeSear~ Jackso~ on His ~ray 

O~t 

The Eagles sold kl~e narrative d a young bla& player’s snspeeted gang 

affiliation ko rationalize par[ing ways wi[h [heir best receiver, 

FOLLOW US: Facebooi,: i ~@NYTimes 
i :~: ,-,,,~, i 

Get unlimited access to NYTimes,com and our 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite el apps: 

Android I iPad® 

About This EmaH 

This is an automated el"nail.Please do not reply directly to ins email from NYTimes.com As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage My Aleits i My Alerts Help I Change Yeu~ Emaii i Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: @kenan- flagler.unc.edu~, 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:01 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: 99.9 the fan ad 

Attacl~: 99.9TheFanAd .docx 



WRAL web ad: 

4/7 - 4/:18 

50,000 impressions @$7 per impression = $350 

7-:10am; :1:1am - 2pm 

300x600 dimensions 

They will put together the ad and get our approval before publishing 

Radio ad: 

Josh to get back to us with :10 second and 30 second options 

:10 second is "this hour presented to you by..."; $35 

30 second rate is $50 - $80; they help up the script together and do all production 

Starting on 4/:14 and run for xxx many days 

Would run likely from 5-6pm (discount for evening ads but effectiveness should be the same as 

AM) 

Can any sponsors offset this cost? 

Payment 

Credit card 

Check made payable to WCMC or Capitol Broadcasting for web option 

Questions/Actions: 

Josh - Where is the ad space on WRAL? 

- Send Josh soft copy of :1 pager 

Dr. Stroman- 

o Who can sponsor this? We could have them say "BAS presented by Bank of America" 

o Should we ask about getting them to moderate panel? 

o Do we want a personality to record this for us? 

o Went with a budget of $1000 total for this campaign? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info~yourblackworld.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 7:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Olticer puts guu in the thce of a fifth-grader 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 

Network 

Being a 911 operator ts one of the most stressfut jobs you can have, and one imagines that it’s 

even more stressfu[ your first day on the job .... 

Apri[ 2, 2014 / / Read ~¢,ore 

Answer Before ’l Do’ 1 iDateDai~y~com 

by Anna Betta 5o, you’ve been dating for a white now. You’ve seen him when he’s had the man flu, 

he’s seen you at that time of the... 

Apri[ 2, 2014 / / 

f.iftho-.grader 

A fifth-grade boy tn Georgia went through the terror of his ttfe as he says that he was confronted 

by a potice officer who puged a gun out on him. Omari Grant, an 11 -year otd who was building a tree 

house with his friends, says that a neighbor catted potice on the boys for what [...] 

Apri[ 2, 201 

Recentty, Paut Ryan was catted out for remarks about inner city men, with Democrats catting him a 

racist. But Bttt Maher pointed out that Mtchette Obama made a... 

April 2, 2014 / / 

l ii.~.ii B:bo:>i E:ditor ’:3 ~t~, ~;li[~o:~, F::’om "Fh 

By Aprtt Taytor A recent soctat media exchange on Twitter has pitted Ebony magazine editor Jami[ah 

Lemieux against the deputy press secretary for the Repubtican Nationa[ Committee (RNC). 

According to the Grio, Lemieux expressed her tack of enthusiasm for a btack conservative 

magazine recentty taunched by Dr. Ben Carson and Armstrong Witliams. This expression of [...] 

Ap ri[ 2, 2014~9.2~::!::!!?.:2~: !!:.:~!!! 

Michael Strahan To Join Good 



Americ~ Cast 

By Brandon Simmons Since his retirement in 2008, former New York Giants defensive end Michael 

Strahan has stayed in the spotlight for good reason. Shortly after his exit,... 

April 2, 2014 / / ~ead 

By: Stephanie Allen-Gobert Sseko, An American fashion accessory brand is empowering the women 

of Uganda with employment and college education, Newsone reports. Operating from the Kyebando 

area Kampata, Uganda’s largest city, Sseko-per its official website-"hires high potential women in 

Uganda to make sandals to enable them to earn money through dignified employment that wilt go [...] 

Ap rit 2, 2014!:4.!:!.!~Er[~[!!!!!~.~.~.~’-~.~!.~[.,.i!!]! 

7 tMn~fi~_ to expect in your re~ationshi[~ with 

Some ladies like men who are dangerous and maybe even fun. Thugs fit the bill and there are a 

whole bunch of songs you’ve been hearing since you were a tittle girl that glorified the thug 

lifestyle. So, older women would like to give you some advice about what to expect if you enter [...] 

Masters Tournamel--¢ Of Career 

BY: John "Hennry" Harris The Masters Tournament is intertwined with the legend of Tiger Woods 

and for many it was at the Masters where his celebrity and gotfing... 

April 2, 2014 / / ~ead 

By: Stephanie Atten-Gobert During a recent appearance on Extra, the beautiful Halle Berry was 

quick to squash at[ rumors of divorce or marital strife with her husband Oliver Martinez. Berry 

even spoke about her happy family life and her husband, Martinez’s recent guest stint on the hit 

ABC show Revenge. "Last week I watched the [...] 

Ap rit 2, 2014!J.!!.!~E~[!]!~!.’..~.~.~.~!.~z~!!!]~ 

Popular Posts 

Fac<~ 

By Liku Zelleke The Real Housewives of Atlanta (ROHA) doesn’t took like it is a place where ladies are 

to be found, it seems. At least not when there are fights involved and the police have to intervene 



to keep the peace between them. The ROHA does have its more than fair share of screaming [...] 

jii"~] bl,_,!ielSc,~’,s~:.~D~festsDL:M~yo~v~i ...... 3~%,, i!l St,_,!l~i~g Vic’~o!yi 

Mude[ Bowser Defeats D,C~ Mayor Vince 
Gr~}zt in Stunrdng Victm’y 

Until Tuesday, speculation swirled over whether D.C. Mayor Vincent Gray would be indicted while 

stilt in office. Atthough that’s stir[ a possibitity, the voters of D.C. sent 

April 2, 2014 / / ~e~d ~ol-e 

For much of the week, the media has been congratulating Kwasi Enin for getting into all 8 Ivy 

League schoots. You heard right, Enin was accepted into Yale,... 

How an HIV Positive Woman From iowa 
Ended U:I~. on The Sex Offende~"s Re i~.ZI{ 

[i~i ~m.’,’ H~v F’ositi,;e wom:~n F~om ie’a,t~ E~ea Ti~e s~x Orre~d~:s 
I 

J 
Registry 

By: Kryst[e Crossman Iowa tawmakers are looking to make a change in the way they run things 

deating with HIV. Lestie F[aggs was given a 25 year suspended jail sentence... 

Apri[ 2, 2014~ (.ommenl:sR~ ~d 

White Women 

By: Krystte Crossman When it comes to bre®st cancer treatments there is a very large 

discrepancy between who has the treatments avai[abte to them. Bre®st cancer research has made 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 8:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

COM1NG TttURSDAY .... TIlE NEW CLIPS WEBSITE 

Newsletter 

BIG NEWS! 
COMING SOON TO A 

COMPUTER / TABLET / SMART PHONE 

SCREEN NEAR YOU... 

A top-to-bottom, completely new College Athletics Clips website! 

The new Clips website is scheduled to go live tomorrow (Thursday) ~nomiug. Pleasc visit the 

new website here so~netime Thursday iu the late af[emoon. 

To make it easier for everyone to visit the new Clips webs#e, we have eliminated the 

need~ passwords for the next few weeks. 

In addition to the new Clips website, we have improved the design and capabilities of our 

award-worthy emaJled Clips eFlashes, Clips Weekly Updates, Clips Eyewitness Reports, etc. 

Thesc all will be significantly more eye-catehing, with bigger graphics, brighter colors and 
better spelling & syntax. 

Please forgive whatever lauuch hiccups that might occur during our intro~ and let us know what 

you think of the new Clips look. 

Here [] s a reduced version of the new Clips front page: 



Any questions, please contact me. 

Nick Infaaate 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

www.twitter.co~r,~@Colle.qeAt hClips 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick(~,cNle.qeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.collegeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only" a 



portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHes are emaifed directly to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular new website eFLASH has been sent to all Clips subscribers. 

About our website: CoflegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of coflege athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoldng, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLPSHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be removed from thJ s mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Chan~e your subscription 
Urtsubscfibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

postmaster@sakai.unc.edu 

Thursday. 12:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill notification digest 

Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill notification digest for 

1. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 

1. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 

Site Title: EXSS SP 
Site ID: 57e2112a-2612-4it)6-8621-39abead9f6ca 

Assignment: Practitioner Interview- Report 
Assignment Due Date: 12:00 pm 

Student: ( : ) 

Submission ID: 88c969ed-c42b-4caS-a988-bb9b0c6b4ed8 
Submitted on:            7:20 pm 

Attachments 

EXSS S Interview docx (1 ] 3 KB) 

This automauc notification message digest was sent to users of Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai unc.edu) 
You can modif~y your notification preferences ~n your 2/[y Workspace. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_~hotmail.com> 

Thursday, 6::14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Youth Leadership Summit Letter 

Dr. Stroman, 

As we continue to prepare for the Youth Leadership Summit, I am writing to see if you have any AV needs and/or if you have materials that will need to be 

copied. If so, please let me know as soon as possible. 

Thanks, 

From: dstro@unc.edu 

To:        @hotmail.com 

CC: sibby@email.unc.edu 

Subject: RE: Youth Leadership Summit Letter 

Date: Thu,            :15:03:50 +0000 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

Fmfla, qe. F~.vplore. F_,mpower, 

~:~ emailSignature 

919.843.0336 

From: [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:35 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
Subject: Youth Leadership Summit Letter 

Good morning Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the upcoming 

information related to the event. 

Youth Leadership Summit. Please find attached your confirmation letter with key 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SOUTHALL, RICHAI~ <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:24 AM 

athletics retbnn group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Ellen Staurowsky <ejs95@drexel.edu>; NAGEL, MARK <NAGELM@hrsm.~.edu>; Jolm N. Singer <singerjn@hlkn.tamu.edu> 

Re: [the~:rg] DTH on Northwestern 

Jay & colleagues, 

I think of much more importance in the alticle are the comments of 

should be applauded for speaking up and articulating ~vhat is the 
crucial point - 

Also, congratulations to the DTH staff for a ~vell constructed and 
informative article. 

In addition, it should not be minimized that Bubba and Am?" have both 
modified their positions in recent months 

The rest is what it is... 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
http://csri-sc.or~/ 
Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 
Umversity of South Carolina 
Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 
Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

Cell: 

Email: southall@hrsm, sc.edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport 
April 23-25, 2014 csriconference.org <http:/icsriconfcrence.orgi> 

Office hours: 
Tuesday 2:45-5:00pm 
Wednesday 1:00-3:00pm 
Other times by appointment 

On 4/3/14, 7:09 AM, "Jay Smith" <jaysrr~ith@eraail.nnc.edu> wrote: 

>htt~ ://~’w. dailvtarheel, cotr~’arti cle~ 
>lctics-debate-at-unc-nationwide 
> 

>Some thit~ athletes alrea@ have enough of a voice: 
> 

>’But Barbara Osborne, a UNC professor who has specialized in legal 
>issues surrounding athletics, said athletes have a voice ttnough things 
>like the Student Athlete Advisory Committee, an ACC student-run 
>organization, and team captains. 
> 

>~It would be foolish for ibotball players to vote to unionize Because 
>what football players ~vould get as employees is probably far less than 
>they alrea@ get now,~ Osborne said.’ 
> 

>-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: southall@hrsm.sc edu To 
>unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://listsnnc edu~’u?id 65422533.9b6d20b5a5301c90b917932e3blScaef&n T&I 
>thearg&o 34480336, or send a blank email to 
>leave-34480336-65422533.9b6d20b5a5301 c90b917932e3b 18caef@listser~ nnc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu To nnsubscribe 
click here: http:/~lists nnc.edu/u?id 62524524.013b0048bfeSf19c85e19d711d338e5d&n T&I thear~&o 34480358, or send a blank email to leave-34480358- 
62524524 013b0048bfeSfl 9c85e19d71 ld338e5d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:43 AM 

To: Stronmn, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Internship 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Sorry, I didn’t see that class but yeah, seeing if I could get any EXSS 

My PID is 

credit would be awesome! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:07 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Internship 

h{i S~a}~. \Vh~t Js your PID? ,be.~’~ ~ r~ ii~:~:ir~, to t~XSS    ? 

1)r. Str,:,m as~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

E~Enmower, 

::N:: emsilSignature 

919.843.0336 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:02 PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Internship 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I’m interning for the , a team in this summer. I already obtained my EE credit from another class, I 

was just wondering if there are any other papers or requirements that I should get for my internship. I just wanted to make sure I had everything covered 

because the woman I’m interning for was asking if I had to get any papers to her. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Walker, Jack <Jack Walke~,4(}kenan-llagler.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:50 AM 

@ken~- flagler.unc .edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Basketball AnaJUdcs Summit - Daily tar heel ad 

BAS Smnmito BW.pd£ BAS Smnmit Cym~.pdf 

Here are both versions ready to send.,. 

Jack 

Wednes~tay, 5:25 PM Sent: 

To: Walker, Jack 
Subject: Basketball Anal/tics Summit - Daily tar heel ad 

Hi Jack, 
Can you send me both the black and white versions of the summit ad (with "register now" instead of "save the date") for the Daily Tar Heel? I’ll confirm the cost of 

each and set one to run. 

Thanks for your help! 

MBA Candidate, Class of                                    ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 
(cell) ¯           N.h#.n#.n=t[#.q[¢z.#.nn..er4u" t¢~’4~,!Jn.he.g.[n..£q.m!.tn/: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WhatCounts <marketing@whatcounts.com~ 

Thursday. April 3, 2014 11:03 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Want More Subscriber Love? 

Earn i{ wi~il the iifscvcis 

I 
ii~~ WhatCounts WeeMy 

I 

I 
I 

::~i Remarket smarter Avoid sending SPAM 

~:: Download this guide about Canada’s 

anti-spam legislation. 

I 
I 

NetFinance! 

Sign upf ..... free 

webinar. 

Xi Come to the Atlanta 

Apt. Assoc¯ tradeshow with 

us! 

[ 

~t;s Not Them, 

Subscriber 
Relationships with 

r 
r 

Atlanta Apartm÷~t 
Assoc, Tradeshow 
[ 



I 
ii~~ WhatCounts Weekly 

I 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Thursday. April 3, 2014 11:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Pastor gets big donatiou, then buys a $2M dollar house 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 

Network 

By Yotanda Spivey The case of Shanesha Taytor received nationat attention after she was arrested 

for tearing her chitdren tn the car during a job interview. The case was controversiat because some 

of us coutdn’t understand why a mother woutd go to jait for trying to get a job that wit[ hetp her 

take care [...] 

April 3, 2014No Commel:t~ead :S, ore 

[ ii~,;~ iI :::i~,.s..’~’ea: Old a ile,,’:e.:Jly to I~ ,sl ....... ft p!sy bef ........... ring h:n," hi 

By Niger Boys Marcos and Kathy Perez, Christian parents of a five-year-otd daughter, have derided 

to putt their chitd out of punic school and possibty continue her education by homeschooting her 

because she was agegedty not a[towed to pray before eating her tunch at her school The Perez’ 

daughter, Gabrtega, said that she was just [...] 

by Barry Burch Jr. When you reach the cetebrity status of Beyonc~, tawsuits become just another 

part of the business. White there are mi[ttons who tore the singer, there are sttg some who woutd be 

witting to sue her. Two women are ctaiming that they were trampted white waiting for Beyonc6’s 

Live Nation concert at Chicago’s [...] 

April 3, 2014No Commel:t~ead :S, ore 

Stories {ike this seem a bit awkward. But as Dr. Sinctatr Grey mentions in the btog post betow, this 

bishop has a tot of exptaining to do. But... 

Apri[ 3, 2014 / / head 

by Barry Burch Jr. Influence can sometimes extend beyond the grave. This is attegedty the case 

when it comes to Whitney Houston’s apparent influence on Rihanna, according to [ovebscott.com. 

Though the "Umbretta" singer debuted on the big screen in 2012 in the movie "Battteship," she 

reportedty has kept away from Tyter Perry based on advice that [...] 



burns aborted fetuses to heat 

Reported by Niger Boys Hospitals in the United Kingdom are burning the remains of aborted fetuses 

in an effort to cut down their bills on heating their hospitals, according to a report from British TV 

channel 4’s Dispatches program. The recent revelation from Dispatches’ investigation has brought 

condemnation from both the public and politicians as [...] 

Ap ri[ 3, 2014t~g.~t[:!:!!]].r)~[ [!:.:.’.a,.!!!! 

Robber Who Got Away] Finds Re[igor% .... 
Turns Himself in 6 Years Later 

It is rare that a cold case ever generates new leads, but it’s even rarer that an assailant would 

turn himself in years after a crime had been... 

April 3, 2014 / / r~ead M~;re 

[ ii.~j M~mPhls G~:~-~ Mere b~,i~, Put RK~IrY A~,ide. Boi:d ~t Ba rb~l~-~h’r~Pi 

Memphis Gan~ Members Put Rivair A~~:~ .... 

In Memphis two gangs that are known for warring with one another have found a place where they 

can put their rivalry behind them. Both gangs are known... 

April 3, 2014 / / Read More 

Devil ~4ade i41m Do It 

By Niger Boys Robert Harris, Pastor of Hardett Memorial Freewill Baptist Church, Forest City, 

North Carolina, has been charged with s~xual battery after he harassed a woman in... 

What’s Hot in Your Black World? 



By: Krystle Crossman As parents we are always told that we should not let our children watch 

television or play video games. We are faced with images of stay at home mothers that are sitting 

around the table playing endless amounts of board games and covering their kitchen tables with 

arts and crafts projects. Is [...] 

The Wa}LAut~sm ~s D~ia~#"~osed Could Get 
Better Thanks To New Tools 

By: Krystle Crossman Autism is a tough disorder to diagnose. There are so many different variabtes 

and comptexities that require the patient to be subjected to muttipte tests that wit[ took at every 

aspect of their behavior, their personatity, their development, and their hearth. Even then it is 

hard to diagnose autism due to how [...] 

~e~d 

L-ies Told About Women Who Have a of Of 

By: Krystle Crossman Women who have a lot of s*x are usually not looked at as "classy" women. 

They are looked down upon and called names. And yet men are... 

April 3, 

How One Woman Gave Up D;ietin~. and Lost 
Over 100 Pounds 

Up E, iet~g 

By: Krystle Crossman Gen Neeley had always been a bigger girl. She said that by the time she hit 

high school she weighed around 230 pounds. She was bullied, taunted,... 
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From: ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday. 11:29 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Quiz 2 

Attach: EXSS    Quiz 2.doc 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am unable to attend class today and have attached my quiz. 
I apologize for the last minute notice, but I am stuck in 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

B.S, Business Administration ¯ Kenan Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Cell @kenan fiaqler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cynthia Reifsnide~@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday. 11:37 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Great news tbr a BAS speaker! 

I read this last night (so coo1!) - someone else mentioned his company to me, and Fm really wanting to get my husband    introduced to them. 

the job hunt at this point, and his background in data, SOL, programming and neuroscience (intelligent agent concepts) seem like such a good match! 

I’m looking forward to learning more about Automated Insights! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:19 AM 
To: Cone, Judith; Napier, Mary 
Co: Reifsnider, Cynthia; ; Zoller, Ted 
Subject: Great news for a BAS speaker! 

Hi All. Robbie is one of our biggest supporters and is a panelist at the Summit. 

h tt p://www, b izjo u r n a ls. co m/t ria n gleiblog/tec h fl as hi2014/04/a ol-co-fou n de r-steve-c a s e-to-i n ve st-in-d u rh a ms, h t m I? 

ana=e trig rdup&s=newsletter&ed=2014-04-03 
~tebby 

Deborah L Strornan, PN.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

EXS$ S~o~ Administration, Lecturer (~.ex~.unc.edu) 
Frank Hawkins Kenan In~itute of Private Enterpri~, Sen~or Advisor (h~p:JI~.kenan=fla~ler.unc,edu/kenan-institute) 
3~5 Woollen - CB #8700 

919,843,033~ 

#HeelForward 

iNi fish forward 

focusing on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

ktbs lingmei howelLcon<lingmei howell@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu> 

FNV: Options 

Hey Dr. 5troman, 

I’ve got an updated quote from 99,9 the Fan that I’d love to talk through with you. An~ chance ~ocl have ~ime t~da~ ~ chat ab~u~ ~his? Our contact at 99,9 actually 

suggested web over radio, so he ~nc~uded a quote for the web too. 

Karen reached out to me w~th questb:?m~ regarding the cost as well, so ["m meeting with her Lodav at 3pm Cc’ing Lingmei here too so she get~ an idea of ~ome of 

the mar~eting Fm puLt~t~g togeLher (and has ~nfo on file #~ case ~t is ever fe~evst~[: for other fellows’ work in the future). 

From: Jones, Josh [mailto:jjones@999thefan.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 12:12 PM 

To: 

Subject: Options 

, let me know what you think. Thanks. 

Radio Option # 1: 
Monday- Friday, 6 AM - 12 midnight 

20 (:15) commercials 

Cost: 6 passes to event (~;1200 value) 

Monday-Wednesday, 6 AM - lOAM 

18 (:15) commercials 

Cost: $810 

¯ Total: 28 commercials 

¯ Total Cost: ~810, 6 passes 

Radio Option # 2~ 

Monday- Friday, 6 AM - 12 midnight 

20 (:15) commercials 

Cost: 6 passes to event (~;1200 value) 

Monday-Wednesday, 6 AM - lOAM 

12 (:15) commercials 

Cost: $600 

¯ Total: 22 commercials 

¯ Total Cost: $600, 6 passes 

Online Option: 

- Monday- Friday, 6 AM - 2 PM 

100,000 impressions 

Cost: 6 passes to event (~1200 value) 

- Monday- Friday, 6 AM - 2 PM 

100,000 impressions 

Cost: ~700 

¯ Total: 200,000 impressions 

¯ Total cost: ~700, 6 passes 

Josh Jones 
Capitol Broadcasting Sports 
WCMC-FM / ~NC-AI~I 

310 0 Highwoods B oulevard 
Suite 140 
Raleigh, NC 27604 
Mobile: 
0f[ice: (919) 8906228 

i×i logo 



OUR Newsletter 
April 3, 2014 

The Office for LMde.~’gr~duate Research newsletter is published bi-weekly to share news 

about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, accomplishments of our students 

and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our web:~ite or email us at 

In this newsletter: 

On the Blogs 
OU~"~ ~ieg: Read about our recent workshop on How te Creste ~i E:tfective Pester and learn howto 

participate in the OUR Oio,qi~i M~dia Ch~ile!~ge 

Celebration of Undergraduate Research 

The Fifteenth Annual Celebiaii,)n of Uil~ar~.~ra,~ius:iie R~!s!:’~irci3 symposium is Monday, April 14, 2014 

from 1:00-3:15 p.m. in the Frank Porter Graham Student Union. Students will present their research at 

the poster session and in talks during the platform sessions. This is a wonderful opportunity to learn 

more about the rich variety of research in which Carolina undergraduates are engaged. 

An awards ceremony follows at 3:30 p.m. where we will honor C~[eii!~a R,’!semch Schol~r,% recipients 

of the Gibed ;al÷ Stud ~nl M ~nl~iin,~i Award and graduating OUR/-" miami ~.~idors Please join us! 

Upcoming OUR Events 
It’s not too late to register for tomorrows inquii~’4-3asad ~eacl~in~ workshop, scheduled for Friday, April 

4, from 10-12 in Graham Memorial 039. Regisier here. 

OUR News 



Please welcome our new graduate assistant, Beth Fischer. Beth joins OUR with several years of 

experience helping undergraduates with original research in art history and medieval history. She has 

a passion for helping facilitate and publicize research at all levels, with previous work as a 

Communications Specialist for a healthcare non-profit, Editor-in-Chief of an online graduate Medieval 

Studies journal, and e-book designer for independent authors Beth’s own research focuses on the 

depiction of space in early medieval manuscripts, as well as the connections between medieval 

manuscripts and modern websites. 

Here’s an article from the Coiiege of Ad:s & Scienc{~s about the inaugural ~,/]cCein ~.fdcan and Oiaspoi-a 

S!:ud.,!nl U~id.’-~!g!ad~:i~ Res.’! ~Ich {}.’~!~i~;emse, which included presentations by 2013 SURF recipient 

Olivia Dorsey and 9 other undergraduate students, and brief comments by OUR Associate Director 

Donna Bickford. 

We’ve created a G~\~C Inteu~.~t Dst!:abase. If you’re a graduate student interested in serving as a 

Grand,late i~es~-~arc~i Co~sultsl=t, please register. If you’re a faculty member iecruitin.~ a G~~.C, here are 

some options. 

Are you planning to take a research-intensive course during Maymester/Summer School 2014? Apply 

apply is April 11, 2014. 

Other News, Events and Opportunities 
GO! Global Orieni~tion or~ Cuiiu~!~" ~ E~ilic.<~ Coitt,e!,enc~! 

April 5, 2014 I FedEx Global Education Center, UNC 

Adding a global dimension to your academic career? Before you pack your bags and jet set off to 

explore this complex world, learn about what it means to go abroad, whether you’re traveling, studying, 

conducting research or serving the global community To navigate through this complex system, the 

GO! Initiative, a daylong conference on global culture and ethics, will give you the opportunity to explore 

cultural contexts, build realistic expectations and anticipate ethical issues. Hear about challenges 

students faced, network with Carolina’s international community and gain hands-on skills from 

workshops and seminars led by expert faculty and staff. Ri~gi.~l:~di;~i ~s a.ee~i and the conference is 

free - breakfast and lunch will be provided 

The Naii.’)rial Ceilso!Lium for Daia Scieric~ (NCDS) Data Science is pleased to give students the 

opportunity to present their research posters at its NCDS Data Innovation Showcase on Thursday, May 

21, 2014 at RENCI: The Renaissance Computing Institute in Chapel Hill, NC. The Student Poster 

Session will give students in data science, informatics, information science, and related fields the 

chance to highlight their work. This CFP is open to current graduate and undergraduate students at 

NCDS member academic institutions. This includes UNC Chapel Hill, North Carolina State University, 

Duke University, UNC Charlotte, Texas A & M University, North Carolina A & T, and Drexel University. 

The deadline to submit is April 28, 2014. You can find more information here. 

[’ieu~agen{~s~s, a journal for undergraduate neuroscience research, is accepting submissions for its 

fifth edition This journal features interdisciplinary submissions around the world and is meant to be a 

platform through which undergraduates can share their original works with other budding 

neuroscientists and experience the scientific revision process for journal submissions. If you’re 

interested in submitting, read more her{~. Submissions will be accepted on a rolling basis. If you have 

any questions, please feel free to contact Ha ~ial:. 

Give to OUR 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift here. 





Thi~ ~p6~me~ sag~ is ~ ~t tO you by The Chronicle o f Highe [ Education On be ha~or Bla ckb ~rd. 

Join us for a complimentary webinar: 

The Proactive Marketing Plan: Attracting, Enrolling, and Graduating 
the Right Students: Results Revealed 

When: April 15, 2014 at 2PM ET/1PM CT 

Space is limited. 

ii"~’iI Register Now button ] 

What is holding you back from reaching your enrollment numbers and improving student performance? This 

webinar will explore howthe use of an effective marketing & recruiting plan can dramatically change the way 

institutions attract and retain students. This presentation will highlight new findings from Gatepoint Research 

on the most crucial trends to watch over the next five years, and show how institutions are turning a 

competitive higher education landscape into an opportunity. 

Join this live webinar to learn how leading schools are both boosting enrollment numbers and improving 

student outcomes and why you should be thinking about your long-term marketing & recruiting strategy 

What you will learn: 

¯ Which marketing strategies have been the most successful for higher education institutions 

¯ What key marketing capabilities are in most demand for today’s student consumer market 

® How institutions are managing the challenges of increasing competition within higher education 

Re~qister Now > 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 2:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Your Meetings Suck - How to Fix Them 

Why Your Meetings Suck 

Click Here for Article on Forbes 

(and How to Fix Them) 

VVe’ve all been there. Sitting in a meeting, 

checking our phones, wondering "when is 

this going to be ever?" 

If you have ever felt that way, then that 

meeting was a failure. In this Forbes article, 

Jason Nazar (Decstoc CEO) breaks down 

how to stop having useless meetings, and 

start getting things done. 

Know real cost of meetings 

Get the cheat sheet for making 

meetings work 

Check out the previous articles: 

How Much 

Time Do 

Workers 

Waste? 

Male vs 

Female 

Leaders 

Top 10 

Business 

Movies 

Minimum 

Wage 

Debate 



From: @live.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subjet’t: Practitioner Interview 

2:31 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (dstroman) 

From: 

Dr. Stroman, 

How do we know if our questions have been approved? 

Thank~ 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai (@ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSSI 

Messages for this site: EXS S       , S_~_P 

.SP " site. To ~vply to this message click this link to access 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 3:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureen Dowd (1 azticles) 

Maureen Dowd April 3, 2014 03:35:33 

Celebrate Sl~mkespeare o~ His 45ot1~ :Bi~J~day:     ~.~.~ 

Neve~ ideas for ’l’eae~g and Learnh~g 

In honor of flae Bm’d’a 45ofl~ birthday thia mo~th, m~d the 

aurplus of Shakespeata" i~ d~eate~ as a resuR, we’ve revamped 

oar mai~ ~souree page and provided seve~ broad ideas ~[~ak migh~ se~Ye as 

stm~ing points i~ teachi~g his work. 

FOLLOW US: Facebooi,: i ~@NYTimes 

Get unlimited access to NYTimes,com and our apps, Subscribe 

Access The. New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® 

This is an automated emaiI.Please do not reply directly to this email from NY[imes.com As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage My Aleits i My Alerts Help I Change You~ Emaii i Privacy Policy I Con[act i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 4:10 PM 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroma~, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; 

~kenan- fl agler, unc.edu-~ 

Napier, Maly <Ma~ Napie@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Cmrent Registration 

Thank you, Karen. 

Now, the 45 consists of 38 students and 7 professionals. 

https:iidocs.google.com!spreadsheet!ccc?key=OAptYvJ_KOw e7dEdHRIhBdO:[zSmJ_XTGY5TVdOZ3FEUnc&usp=drive web#gid=O 

From: McFarland, Karen 
Sent: Thursday, 3:54 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
C¢: Napier, Mary 
Subject: Current Registration 

Wanted to alert you that we have 40 paid registrations and 5 that have registered and not paid. 

The full list of everyone that has registered is attached with all their contact info. The group of five at the top are those that registered but have not paid. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland : Business Officer: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.843 4327 ": fax 919.843.3493 : Karen McFarland@kerlan fla~ler.unc.edu : www.kenan fla~jler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 4:18 PM 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu>; Stroman, Debx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Bayard Love ( 

(whunte@raci~lequityinstitute.o~); Tye Hunter / @y~J~oo.com) 

SPHG 690 - Fin~lcia3s 

@gmail.com); Wanda Hunter 

Hi All. l spoke to Dr. Clayton today, and she is very supportive, asked forS2500. She is confident that she can make it work. 

We discussed due date and processing. 

I suggested August 8 - to pay the caterer. {$2000 to cover a light breakfast and lunch for 35 people for four Sessions). 

Geni, let’s think through how can we reimburse, if necessary, community members for travel. Dr. Clayton and I both find that one to be very tricky because 

of state policies. 

Thanks. 

~tebb~ 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 
EXSS Spo~ A~ministratio~, Lecturer (~.ex~.unc.edu) 
Frank Hawkins K~n~n I~l~l~ of Private E~te~p~i~, Sen~or Advi~ (h~g;]J_~,k~_~_~_:_~_g~_~_~]_~_~_~:~_B~g~_~H_~ 

3~5 Woo~en - C~ #8700 

919,843,0335 

#HeelForward 

i~i fish forward 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 7:50 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: A&Tis~ng 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

This is           , Sports Administration jumor and member of the                           . I would like to see if you have any time in your 
schedule to talk with me about a number of things. First, my class schedule for the next two semesters and making sure I am on the proper track for 
graduation. I also have a few questions about prerequisites for a couple of classes I want to enroll in. Second, I would like to talk to you about 
opportunities and internships that I could work towards for this summer and the last two semesters of my enrollment here at Chapel Hill. And last, I simply 
want to get to know you better, as well as tell you a little about myself. I have met you a couple times here and there, but I would really enjoy getting to 
know a great leader in our department and the Sports Business Club. Also, I enjoyed watching you on OTL. You handled some unfair questions the best 
way UNC could have asked for. 
I’m sure this is a busy time, so let me know when you have an opening in your schedule and I would be happy to come by your office. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, _ 9:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Story about Social Media 

Is 10:30 better? Maybe 117 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, 10:25 PM 
To: 

Subject: RE: Story about Social Media 

9:~9.843.0336 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En,q~qe. Explore. Empowen 

I 
~X:~ em~ilSignature 

9~9.8~3.0336 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 4:12 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: Story about Social Media 

Thank you’.’. Can I come by tomorrow a.{ 10? It is a video story but my teacher wil] be the onJy one to see k urdess it aJ~ on fl-~e student tv show in which case I would 

get ?~ur pe~rdss~on fi~f! Thank you[ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:50:38 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Story about Social Media 

Dr. Str,~masa 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Eng~qe. ~plore. Empowen 

919.843.0336 



Sent; Thursday, 2:4:£ PH 
To: Strornan, Deborah L 
Sul~ject; Story about Social ~4edia 

Hi Dr. Stroman! 

My name is and I"m a jumor in the J-school looking to get your help. I’ve interviewed you before about the entrepreneurship minor at UNC 
for the and once again for class about the Bobcats becoming the Hornets again. Now I need your help if you’re free! I saw today that Chancellor Folt 
just got a Twitter account and I"d like to do a story on the rise of social media, particularly within university administrators and professors. I emailed you 
because I know you have a very strong presence on Twitter, especially with your students, and thought you’d be good to talk to. Are you free at all 
tomorrow {Friday) for a quick five minute interview? 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 9:44 PM 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Cool photo of Phil Jackson and his 12 championship rings 

I have not looked it up, but ! think Lao Tzu might be the Malaysian pilot who ditched the airlinerin the Indian Ocean .... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

postmaster@sakai.unc.edu 

Friday, 12:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill notitication digest tbr~ 

Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill notification digest for 

1. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
2. Subject: Email notification for assiglm~ent submission 
3. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 

1. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 

Site Title: EXSS SP 
Site ID: 57e2112a-2612-41a)6-8621-39abead9f6ca 

Assignment: Practitioner Interview- Report 
Assignment Due Date:            12:00 pm 

Student: 

Submission ID: c6819e50-450b-46d2-gfN’-3cSf6bfl~3925 

Submitted on: 11:23 am 

Attachments 

EXSS S Evaluation docx (16 KB) 

2. Subject: Email notification fur assignment submission 

Site Title: EXSS SP 
Site ID: 57e21 f2a-2612-4f96-8621-39abead9f6ca 

Assignment: Practitioner Interview Repurt 
Assignmem Due Date:            12:00 pin 

Student: 

Submissiun ID: e7bfSd35-a316-44f7-bafc-0727f2fd~f40 
Submltbed on:           2:26 pm 

Attachments 

EXSS S - ]nterview.ducx(20KB) 

3. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 

Site Title: EXS~ .SP 
Site ID: 57e21 f2a-2612-4f96-8621-39abead9f6ca 

Assignment: Practitioner Intel~,’ie~v Report 
Assignment Due Date:            12:00 pm 

Student: 

Submission ID: 08b767ac-fafd-4acl-9bef-96~c4c839576 
Submitted on:            9:09 pm 

Attachments 

EXSS S Interview.docx (113 KB) 

This autoraatic notification message digest was sent to users of Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (httt~s:/isakai.~mc.edu) 
You can modify your notification preferences in your My Workspace. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 7:45 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: Design firm ~) analyze Cameron Village; Apex Chamber aptx)ints new head 

If you are having trouble viewing this emaiI, click here 

APRIL 4, 20!4 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Sfati~ti~ 

Raleigh will soon be launching a new vicinity plan study for Cameron Village and its 

surrounding neighborhoods, and it has hired design consulting firm Lord Aeck 

Sargent to lead the task. 

Discuss 

Apex Chamber appoints executive director 
The Apex Chamber of Commerce has named Stephen Xavier its new executive 

director 

N,C, ranks second in U,S, aerospace ,job growth 
North Carolina ranks second in aerospace job gro’÷Ah between 2007 and 2012 

........... EInlv~R=,,y ..................... .................. according to a recent report by Avalanche Consulting of Texas, which analyzed data 

from the U.S Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

N.C. appeals court upholds Chapel Hilts Northside 4-car 
rule 
The Narth Carolina Court ef Appeais i~as upheid a Tawn of Chapei Hill erdinanc, e 

limiting the number af cars thai can be parked in the Nadhside residential 

neighborhaod ta faur 

Discass 

Cree seeking contractors to build new facility in Durham 

UNC researchers develop new data tool catered to big 
corporations 

How these two women are helping North Carolina save $5M 

a year 

Raleigh trash bag company to help clean up NCAA Fina~ 
Four 

Chapel Hill entrepreneurs makinq apps for kids with anxiety 
disorders 

The List: Triangle’s largest M&A deals in 2013 



Conts~t Us 

Cance~ EmaH ~ubscription 

bisioum.sls customes se~,,ice, bisioum.sls I ~]0 W. Morebead ~:}t.. C~-~srlo~e, North Ca[olina 2820L 

2014 Ai11erical~ City Busil~ess Journsis, iac and its licel~so~s All ~igi]ts iesel°,ied ~-~e alaterial on this sits may aot be 

~eprodeced, dist~ibLite(~, ti.snsl;~i~ed cached o~ othels,,’ise used; except ,;~’i~il the plio~ ’~’~F~cen pem;issio~ of biziotlmals 



After a very brief hiotus, the mon~hfy A~hfe~cs Conskuctbn Roundup ~s back~ It ~s hord to believe ~hat I hove been wrRing ~hese ~or over a yea~ now. To 

celebrate, 1%s phased ~o un~e~l a flesh forma~ for the roundup: one ~hat I hope ~s eas~er ~o read and ¢ardes ~ess of a r~8~ academic fee~ to ~t~ If you ~ruly 

hate the new format fee~ free to let us knew in the comments section. 

The Athletics Gonstruction Roundup ~s a montMy serbs on construction of athletics fac~l~tbs. Each month Ill provide you w~th a I~st of athbflc construction 

projects h~ progress (and recently completed) across the country~ ]nch~ding details on budget and scope of the project 

Footba~ 

Oklahoma ~s btt~ng fans ~ote on the.~.~f~..~£}.({~}, for ~ts spring game. Voters wi~ have to choose between six endzone layouts and three midfield Iogos. 

Astrotu~1 w~ll be k~stalling the ne~<. tu~f at Oklahoma State’s Boone Pbkens Stadium next month. The new surface ~s the same as the one ~nsta~led last 

year o~ two fields at the Cowboys’ Sherman E. Smith Training Fac~ity~ 

Florida State has announced foc~Hty upgrodes that a bcker room renovation, h~ on interesth~g move, [he facJlky wi~ include a replica of the set used on 

Season tickets are ~2~..~}.,,~ for Bay,or’s h~augura, season at McLone Stod,um The $260 m,,,ion stadk, m w,,, open h~ the fail 

Texas has hired Pr~cewaterhouseOoopers to cemplote a feasibility study en the poss~MIRy ef at Roya~-Memoda~ Stadk, m. 

A~though the expansion would increase capacity, its pr~mab~ goal wo@d be addin add~tbnal s@tes to the stadk, m. 

Work wi~ begin ~n May on Vkgb)ia Tech’s bng awaited ,.(}£~£EK.#£#.~k~’..~:~#£;~}.,:~SL. The $21.3 mi~ion projec~ sho@d be compbted by the fo~ of 2015. 

Arkansas State has added ~[}.(£:L.~.~..!~s~}.#t(.!~£@#3(;~ to the areo outside of CentennJa~ Bank S~adkml~ 

VCU~s mon% and women% basketball w~ll call a new compbx home ~n 15 months. The $25 m~llbn project ~ncludes bcker ~ooms and 

A s~m~or proiect w~ be b@lt at Georqetown, The John R Tham~so~s ~nte~co~b@ate AtMet~cs Cente~ w~ll be a $60 m~ll~on. 144,000 square foot 

when ~t ~s completed hs 2016. 

Humphrey Coliseum at Bississippi State ~s getting a new ~~eeard~ The project a~so ~ncludes standard upgrades such as shot and 

bcker room clocks. 

Central ~ich~ga~’s ~t£b.~..~£~:~.~L~;i~:i~;~:~)openod ~ast month. This ~b.9.~2.£}£~.~f~.D£ provides a deto~lod look at the facility and the festNRbs surrounding its 

~th a new program often o new ~aci~ty fo~bws~ That’s the case w~th ~o~tana as a $1 m~km stodkms w~l~ built before the depa~tnsent’s inaugura~ softba~ 

~ See ~ comments 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenml- flagler.unc.edu 

9:18AM 

Radio M options 

To: ; Stroman, Deborah (dstroman) 

From: 

Dr. Stroman, 

Radio options are below. If we’re stuck ruth only $600 and 4 passes, then my vote is for Radio Option 3 below. Please let me know what you’d like to do. I’ve also 

cc’d Chris so he can share his perspective. 

One additional note - I actually think giving 6 passes to get more spots on air than those listed below would be sma~ct, since we may have ~ats avMable a~d the Fan 

employees would probably be able to add a lot to our discussion. 

Radio Option # I w/:15 commercials 

Monday Friday, 6 AM 12 midnight 

14 (:15) con~nercials 

Cost: 4 passes to event ($800 value) 

Monday Wednesday, 6 AM 10AM 

12 (:15 ) commercials 

Cost: $600 

Total: 26 cormnercials 

Total Cost: $600, 4 passes 

Radio Option # 2 wi :30 coinmercials 

Monday Friday, 6 AM 12 midnight 

14 (:30) commercials 

Cost: 4 passes to event ($800 value) 

Monday Wednesday, 6 AM 10AM 

8 (:30) commercials 

Cost: $600 

Total: 22 conmxelcials 

Total Cost: $600, 4 passes 

Radio Option # 3 w/a mix of :30 mid :15 commercials 

Monday Friday, 6 AM 12 midnight 

14 (:30) cormnercials 

Cost: 4 passes to event ($800 value) 

Monday Wednesday, 6 AM 10AM 

12 (:15 ) commercials 

Cost: $600 

Total: 26 cormnercials 

Total Cost: $600, 4 passes 

This forwarded Inessage was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Kenan Ins~timte Sport" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages for this site: Kenan Institute Sport. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <~MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Friday, April 4, 2014 10:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Negative Social Media] Referrals, Twitter and Mesagraph, Facebook Ads ] Woman-Owned SMBs 

ii.~ orange bar ] 

i.~ In This Issue 

Apt 4, 2014 

~ How to Turn Negative Social Media Into a 

Positive 

~ Online Planning Took Bk)gging 

Yhis o~:lir~e ieolkit givss you a alep~by~slep bluepri~t 

The State of Woman-Owned Small 
Businesses [Infographic] 

Web.tern, ae;~d More 

l% Quick Takej 

#SociNSkim: Engaged Referrals, 
Seniors, Facebook Ads, Twitter and 



Mesa#raph, More! 

~ The Unbundling of Email Deliverability: What 

CMOs Need to Know 

Apr 8 

Apr 10 

Apr 10 

Apr 1t 

Apr t5 

Apr 17 

Oct 9-10 

MR@@ $i.~rrf:!~4~,----[lH~ $l~.~!:.~! OI 82@ M ~N<.’-}i}Y:@ Oai~: 2(14 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stafford, Lauren <LStafford@wchl.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 10:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

WCHL: Community Forum Invite! 

Hi Deborah, 

It’s about time for our annual Community Forum, an all-day series of 10 hour-long panels on the key issues facing Chapel Hill, Carrboro, Hillsborough and Orange 

County--and I’m writing to ask if you’d be willing/able to serve on an hour-long panel we’re calling "Big Time Sports" at Noon discussing college athletics and the 

role it plays both nationally and locally. 

The forum is taking place on Thursday, April 24, at our building on Vilcom Center Drive (in northern Chapel Hill, off Weaver Dairy just across from the Timberlyne 

shopping center). 

We’d love to have you be a part of the forum this year--we’re going to have more than 60 community members joining us, so we’re really excited about it. Please 

let me know if you’re able to make it--and if you have any questions, let me know. 

Thanks in advance! 

Laure~ S~alford 

Marketin9 Director 
97.9 F’M WCHL 
88 V~Com Ce~te~ Dr~ve 
Suite 130 
Ch~pel H~ll, NO 27514 
919-240~043 once 

Istafford~wchLcom 
"Life is~’~ abou~ sutvivin~l ~he sk~rm; but how you d~mce ~n the rain" 

~X~ triplelogo 

Are YOU on the ~ns~de? Jo~n the Chapelboro Insiders! 

Get bo~fF DeeL, for the Chapel Hi~i-Carrboro comm~m~W from Ourkoca}DeaLcom 

Have ~ news t~p? 
$ee t~affic or acck~ents on the road? 

Cal~ the WCHL ~ewsroom at 9~7~63 o~ e~na~ us at news@wcht.com 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevis~onti@diversib’inc.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 10:20 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Mother Allegedly Beats 4-Year-Old to Death Over Perceived Homosexuality 

April 4, 2014 

The young duo insist they    ~.~.~ 
can keep their business ...... 
separate from their 
evangelist belieN, but 
resudacing information 
proves that the line is o~en 
blurred. 

Coud records recount 
incriminating Facebook 
messages and Internet 
searches, proving a histo~ 

~f physical abuse. 

Acc~der~t 
.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Coworkers 

Despite growing acceptance of LGBT employees, 
offensive comments and stereotypes still persist in the 
workplace. Our expels reveal the phrases you should 
avoid. 

AT&T, Marriott International, Aetna and Verizon explain 
why it’s more impodant than ever for corporations to 

~tand up for inclusive values. 



Rockwell Oollins’ emergence as a diversity leader in the 
past five years was because of a focused, disciplined 
approach to creating an inclusive workplace. Kelly 
Ortberg, who took over as President in 2012 and CEO 
last July, has been a leader in the company for decades. 

Was this forwarded to you from a f~end? 

Click here to receive the Diversilvlnc newsletter. 

Our subscriber-on& area 
includes hundreds of articles, 
as well as a library of best 
practices web seminars, case 
studies~sta~-ups to 
advanced~including staffing 
and budgets, and our turnkey 
Meeting in a Box, which can 
be distributed to your 
workforce via corporate 
intranet. 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:38 AM 

@dailytarheel .corn> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Dally Tin Heel ad invoice 

Hey 

Can you send the invoice to Dr. Stroman (cc’d here) who can pay on behalf of the Kenan Institute? I’II be on the lookout for the final proof today or Monday - 

thanks! 

As an FYI - the summit is being organized by the Kenan Institute, which falls under the umbrella of Kenan-Flagler. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks! 

MBA Candidate, Class of: ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(cell) ¯ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 11:45 AM 

Jones, Josh <jjones@999thethn.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Basketball Analytics Summit - radio ad 

Hey Josh, 

We’d like to go with the combination of :15 and :30 ads that we discussed (the option copied below). Dr. Stroman is our Kenan Institute Senior Advisor who is 

spearheading the summit. I’ve cc’d her here. If you can please follow up with the final bill, she can get you CC info for payment. 

Please let me know how we can begin with the script and production of the ad. Regarding the registrations, we have four general registrations reserved for 99.9 

the Fan. If you identify specific names of attendees in advance, please let me know. 

Thanks! 

Radio Option # 3 wi a mix of :30 and :15 cominercials 
Monday Friday, 6 AM 12 midnight 
14 (:30) con~nercials 
Cost: 4 passes to event ($800 value) 
Monday Wednesday, 6 AM 10AM 
12 (: 15) commercials 

Cost: $600 
Total: 26 conmaercials 
Total Cost:      $600, 4 passes 

MBA Candidate, Class of                                    ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(cell) ¯                 k~la( le.r unc.edu ¯ ~^,~v.lirlkedirl.comlin/ 

i~i cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FAgC0 



and the quick end to an experiment involving online education at elite colleges. That and more 

,,::. ~<~ 

Should sen, zing as the provost of a school that closed 

amid sLat,~! irwe.%tigatk’lns di.%qdaiffy e!~e te lead a 

comrru;rfil:y aollege? 

Back #~ Business 
Maricopa johqs 8 growing n~mber of community 

celleges in finding aew rewmae by ceiling job 

2U Ends Semester 

c,’lurse p,’loling ocms,’lrlium wili disband by the cad 

Law Sc5oo~ 
Ends Discou~ts 
I_a Verne tries a radicai approach to pricing. Could i1: 

catch on in iega~ education? 

I~flatio[/ Pk~s Whatever 
Middl,~!bur!/College gives ~teelf a Ioephole in its plan 

Iinkin~ l:uit}o~], room and board b) 

Stopp#/g a Shortcut 
to In-State Tuitio~ 
Two Coiorado companiea promiaed to help out--of- 

atate studenta ,get }n-state l:uitior!. Then the Unk,’ersity 

of Coiorado cracked down 

Droppi~g the Ba~l oR Disabilities 
Studenta with d}sabilitiea say the ignorance of faculty 

and staff members makes it difficult to get the he~p 

they need-~ and in some cases, makes them ~ess 

willing ,o disclose their condil:ien 

Room to G row 
What do academic depadzments dak when they’re 

not p’erceived a.% being "flexibk~!" erlough 1:o 

only parents feel the pir!ch, a new study auggesta 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 









Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@dailytarheel.com> 

Friday, 12:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Kenan Institute Ad Invoice 

Kenan Institute .docx 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Attached is the invoice for the Kenan Instimte’s ad that is running on Wednesday. Yon can either prepay with a credit card or check, or yonr depaxtment can be billed 

at the end of the month. 

Thin,ks ~ much. 

Cmnpus Account Executive 

The Daily Tar Heel 

919-962-1163 ext. 2 

~dailytarheel.com 

Drive traffic & revenue to your business, let us build your affinity app! 

For a first-hand demo, click here to check it out! 



Advertising Invoice 

Daily Tar Heel 
151 East Rosemary St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Assistant Account Executive: 
Phone: 919-962-1163 ext. 2 
Fax: 866-566-3208 
Date: 

Advertiser: Kenan Institute 

1 4x5 page ad 
(4 columns x 5") 

Spot 
blue 

$10.65/Column 
Inch $288.00 

TOTAL: $288.00 

THANK S ! 

The Daily Tar Heel is part of DTH Publishing Corp., 
A 501 ©(3) educational non-profit organization. 

Federal Taxpayer 1D: 56-1247570 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Photos 

Sport Administration Faculty photos 181 .JPG; Spo(t Administration Faculty photos 182.JPG; Sport Administration Faculty photos 

183.JPG; Sport Adtninistration Facul~ photos 184.JPG; Spo(t Administralion Faculty photos 185.JPG; Sport Administration Facul~ 

photos 186.JPG; Sport Administration Faculty photos 187.JPG; Sport Administration Faculty photos 188.JPG; Sport Administration 
Faculty photos 189.JPG 

Hi Dr. Stroman! 

Attached are some of your individuals shots from today. I’m going to send you another email with the rest of them because they won’t all fit in one email. 
They look great :} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

More photos 

Sport Administration Faculty photos 187.JPG; Spo(t Administration Faculty photos 188.JPG; Sport Administration Faculty photos 

189.JPG; Sport Adlninistration Facul~ photos 211 .JPG; Spo(t Administralion Faculty photos 212.JPG; Sport Administration Facul~ 

photos 213.JPG; Sport Administration Facul~ photos 214.JPG; Spo(t Administration Faculty photos 218.JPG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@ive.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

One more 

Sport Administralion Faculty photos 219.JPG 

Sorry for all the separate emails! Here is one more of you and Dr. Weight that would not fit on the last two emails, 

Hope you like them, 



FFOB" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Friga. Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.e&~> 

Friday,. 12:37 PM 

@kena~- flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Case Competition Judging criteria 

Judging - Presentation Feedback Forms - Group.docx 

Here what. I use. ~ood luck! 

Associate Professor of Strategy and Enbepreneursh]p 

Director ol STAR Program --. ~w.star.unc.edu 

The Umvers~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Kenan-F[agler Business School 

HcCoH 8uHd[~g - C8 3490 

Chapel HHI, Noah Carolina 27599 

9~9~962-3786 ~ 

- mobile 

pnfOunc.edu 

w~paulfri£a~com 

Sent: Monday, 4:04 PM 
To: Friga, Paul 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spo~ Science) 
Subject: Case Competition Judging criteria 

Hi Paul, 

I hope you are doin8 well. Time ~oes by fast - I need to 8raduate here in May. As I e-mailed you before, your CSF class helped me a lot durin~ the internship. I will 

work for Emerson upon 8raduation. 

I am writin8 this e-mall to ask you ff you have any Case Competition Jud~in~ Criteria. 

As you may remember, we are orsanizin8 Basketball Analytics Summit on our campus on Part of the summit, we are holdin8 NBA Anal~ics Case 

Competition sponsored by NBA Charlotte Bobcats. (http://k~sport.unc.edu/index.php/case-competition/) 

Charlotte Bobcats will review all the submitted slide decks and select the winner, but we want to provide them with UNC’s ~eneral Case Competition ]udsin~ 

Criteria that Bobcats could refer to, ff we have any. If you don’t have such material, we understand. 

Thank you for your help in advance] 

Best, 

iNi cid:irnage001 .ipg@01CF27D6.A85FAg©0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flaglera~nc.edu> 

Friday, 12:50 PM 

~kena~-tlagler.unc.edu>; Stromaa~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

@kenan- llagler.unc.edu-~ 

Napier, Mm7 <Mai7 Napier@kenan-flag]er.unc.edu> 

RE: Cmrent Registration 

Hi all: 

We have had two additional registrations come through since my email yesterday afternoon. 

One is a student who has not paid yet and the other is an Industry professional who has paid. That gives us 39 students and 8 professionals who have registered. 

None of the five that were listed as unpaid on the spreadsheet yesterday have paid. 

First    Last 

ID PID Name Name Title 

3500951 

3500982 

Have a great weekend. 

Karen 

Gabriel Farkas 

MBA 

Director 

of 

Basketball 

Analytics 

Department 

Kenan- 

Flagler 

Business 

School 

Basketball 

Operations 

Organization 

UNC-Chapel 

Hill 

Spurs Sports & 

Entertainment 

Street City, 

Address State ZIP Phone Fax Email 

@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu 

gfarkas@attcenter.com 

Karen McFarland : Business Officer:: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.843 4327 :: fax 919.843.3493 : Karen McFarland@kenan flag]er.unc.edu : www.kenan flagler.unc,edu 

Shaping Leaders ] Driving Results 

From: 
Sent: Thursday~ 4:10 PM 
To: McFarland, Karen; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Co: Napier, Mary 
Subject: RE: Current Registration 

Thank you, Karen. 

Now, the 45 consists of 38 students and 7 professionals. 

https:iidocs.google.com!spreadsheet!ccc?key=OAptYv:lKOw e7dEdHRIhBdO:[zSm:lXTGY5TVdOZ3FEUnc&usp=drive web#gid=O 

i~i cid:imageO01.jpg@O 1CF27DB.A85FAgCO 

sp 

no 

From: McFarland, Karen 
Sent: Thursday, 3:54 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Co: Napier, Mary 
Subject: Current Registration 

Wanted to alert you that we have 40 paid registrations and 5 that have registered and not paid. 

The full list of everyone that has registered is attached with all their contact info. The group of five at the top are those that registered but have not paid. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland : Business Officer: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.843 4327 ": fax 919.843.3493 ": Karen McFarland@kerlan flagler.unc.edu :" www.kenan fla~jler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbnsines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, April 4, 2014 1:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

One and Done Dying? ] Facility Madness Sweet 16 ] Wine at the Gym 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Momentum to Nix NBA- Influenced One- and- Done R ule 

During his Monday radio show, John Calipari launched into a ~liloquy. It wasn’t 

about his Kentucky team’s improbable mn to the Final Four. Or the ... 

Opinion: Is AT&T Stadiuln World’s Greatest Sports Venue’? 
Jerl7 Jones has sure built a winner. Nope, not the Dallas Cowboys, although he’s 

tlTing in his own way. But the house that Jerry ... 

Facility’ Madness 2014: Round of 16 

More than 25,000 votes were cast in the first round of Facility Madness and just 

like the NCAA Tournament, our first round was filled with ... 

Blog: ~ine atthe Gym? Ill Drink to That 
Cardio equipment? Check. Towel service? Check. Group exercise schedule’? 

Check. Liquor license, t ending. 

Contractor Fined $51K for Death at Saints Ballpark Site 
A conslmction company worldng on the new Saints ballpark in downtown St. Paul 



is contesting fines tbr serious safety violations after one of its workers ... 

Photographer at Lirtle I,eague Games Draws Concern 

Repeated sigh’rings of a man in his 50s taJ~ing photographs of children at Signal 
Mountain Little League games and practices has drawn ... 

AB Bu,/ers Guide: We Want Your Input 
By now, you should have received your copy of Athletic Business’s annual Buyers 

Guide, a directory of manufacturers, suppliers, architeci~s .... 

Bill Calls for Concussion Educatior~ Pamntal Consent 
The concussion issue may soon be "tackled at the state level in Connecticut. A 

proposed bill to raise concussion education and awareness ... 

Random Druo Te~ of Debate at ttioh School 

After listening to residents speak for and aga~nst starting random drag testing at 

Muskego High School, the Muskego-Norway School Board ... 

UNCW Unveils Vision for Coliseum. Stadiu~n Upgrades 
The fixture of UNCW athletics is laid out in rough sketches, though it’s going to 

take a major fundmising effort to make the facilities ... 

U. of Minnesota Seeks Consultant Help on ’Athletes Village’ 
The University of Minnesota’s hoped-for $190 million athletics complex is still 

without a groundbreaJaing date and the fundraising effort ... 

Dayton Police ~$32K of Overtime During First Four 
The volume of people who flooded the streets 3,000 strong during the largest 

celebration on Mmch 27 rivaled St. Patrick’s Day in 2013 ... 

Falcons Takin~ $100 Deposits from Season-Ticket Hopefi~ls 
In a first step toward selling seats in their planned new stadium, the Falcons have 

begun accepting refundable $100 deposits for spots on a waiting ... 

In Virginia, Ba]lpa~ck Plan Linked to Slave-Trade History 
The city of Richmond has spent $23,000 so far on a historic-review process in 

Shockoe Bottom, but how far the review will go depends on ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

¯ ~las’ers Get T-Shirts as Hoops Coaches Reap Bonuses 
College scholarship athletes face thousands in out-of-pocket costs while coaches’ 

salaries and revenue from college sports continue to rise dran~atically. 

New Reader Comments: 

Park District Considers $6M Exlc~nsion of Fitness Center 
Them is nothing I like more than a heamvarming s~o~’ about a local mmficiNliU 

that uses government ~nding to com~te against for profit businesses. 

I ~ ABN .... i,-~ I ] ~:~ A~ Di~i~,, 

I X Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... &~poj 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Josh <jjones@999thefan.com> 

Friday, 2:17 PM 

~kena> flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Basketball AnaJ~cs Summit - radio ad 

?’his looks great. I will get the order created immediately and send over a draft~ Do you have time next week to discuss the commerda~? 

Please resch out to me when you get ~ ch~nce ~nd we csn handle payment 

Thanks 

-Josh 

Capitol Broadcasting Sports 
WCMC~FM / 
~.wralSPORTSfan.com / ~hSchoolOT.com / www.es ntrian le.com 
3 l t~ 0 H~ghwood s B ou]evard 

Rakdgh, NC 27604 
Mobile: 
Office: (919) 
gt~a~l: ~999thefamcom 

From: [mailto: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, 11:45 AM 
To; Jones, Josh 
~¢; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject; Basketball Analytics Summit - radio ad 

Hey Josh, 

We’d like to go with the combination of :15 and :30 ads that we discussed (the option copied below). Dr. Stroman is our Kenan Institute Senior Advisor who is 

spearheading the summit, l’ve cc’d her here. If you can please follow up with the final bill, she can get you CC info for payment. 

Please let me know how we can begin with the script and production of the ad. Regarding the registrations, we have four general registrations reserved for 99.9 

the Fan. If you identify specific names of attendees in advance, please let me know. 

Thanks! 

Radio Option # 3 wl a lnix of :30 and :15 commercials 
Monday Friday, 6 AM 12 midmght 

14 (:30) commercials 
Cost: 4 passes to event ($800 value) 
Monday Wednesday, 6 AM 10AM 
12 (:15) commercials 

Cost: $600 
Total: 26 commercials 
Total Cost:      $600, 4 passes 

MBA Candidate, Class of                                    ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(cell) ¯                 k~la( le.r unc.edu ¯ ~^A~v.lirlkedirl.comlin/ 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Website Review 

Dr. Stroman, 

Everything is coming together great! I think I just need the ruminations and we are ready to go live. 

Thanks! 

B.A., Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 
B.A., Psychology 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Fri, at l l: 19 AM, Strolnan Deborah <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Blurbs on Services and Ruminations for the front page: 

1.~ -- 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Engage, Explore, Empower, 

::N:: emsilSignature 

919.843.0336 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 11:05 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Website Review 

Good IVlorning Dr. Stroman, 

I added the Services information to the website. The email about in the news did not have an attachment. There is still a couple of things 
need from you. 

-Ruminations content 



-In the News content 

-Blurbs on Services and Ruminations for the front page 

I can publish the website and send you the link once I am done. 

Thanks! 

B.A., Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

B.A., Psychology 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Thu, at l 1:34 PM, Stro~nan, Deborah <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi . I head out on Saturday morning. Can I please take one more look before I leave? Let me know. 

P.S. Tandem is interested in talking to you. :) She also wants you to meet Boone at the Summit. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 3:28 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

IDST Courses & Registration 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Registration is upon us, so I am sending emails and nmdgating Connect Carolina to best prepaxe for next semes~ter. 

Other than that. I’m figuring out my best options. I met with Elizabeth Cox and updated my academic worksheet and we are very on track. All of my gen-eds and 

requirements are looking good--I can mainly focus on the IDST, E-minor, and a few electives and 111 be just fine: 

With my recent entry to the E-minor, my only guaxanteed class right now is ECON TuTh from 1230-145. rm also thinking that 

I’ll take PSYC . In addition to these two courses, I certainly want to "take EXSS EXSS or even both. I’ve already emailed Dr. Cooper about getting into 

EXSS i    MWF from 12-1250. From there, I have EXSS    which I am taJ~ing with you (I believe) that will be tield experience ficom my extensive internship this 

summer. Fin sare it could a]so extend into extracurriculars I am doing in the fall, as well. I am fairly unsure of how that course works, especially when it comes to credit 

hours, but will wait to hem form you about that. I am plarming on it being 1 of my 5 classes, thougk that hopefully fulfills 15 credit hours in the fall semester. I’m also 

looking at some JOMC classes, but have not yet found the perfect class. ArOMC                     is a core class for the IDST, and I believe it’s being offered. 

but am not sare about it. I’m sure I’ll find another relevant elective between now and the fall semester, as well. 

So, that lem~es ns with these possible classes: 

¯ ECON -- TuTh 1230-145 -- *GUARANTEED ENROLLMENT* 

¯ PSYC -- haven’t yet determined section - - *Enrollment shouldn’t be a problem* 

¯ EXSS -- MWF 12-1250 -- *Waiting to hear back t?om Dr. Cooper on enrollment* 

¯ EXSS -- TuTh 11-1215 -- *Is Fall the semester to try to "take this one?* 

¯ JOMC -- TuTh 930-1045 -- *Do we still want it to be acore requirement tbr the major?* 

¯ EXSS -- unsure of format -- *Hopefully a 3-credit corase. Internship from summer plus more?* 

Just wanted to keep yon apdated and to get your thoughts. No rush. We’ll determine what we think is best and continue reaching out to the professors. I’m oat of town 

most of next week, bat can probably come by your once on Monday. If not, you can always reach me at             or hash oat over email. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 3:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: IDST Courses & Registration 

Have fun at the final four! That should be good fun. Wish you had more of a reason to sport Carolina blue bm Fin sure you will an~-ay. 

I leave Tuesday of next week for Cas~ting for Hope (busy week). So, yes, phone/email indeed! 

I mainly need your thoughts for EXSS    , EXSS , JOMC    and any other class you can think of. I’d like to take EXSS    if you think the time is right. I’m 

looking forward to EXSS but we just need to discuss more about what that entails. And I’m 

indittErent about JOMC --i~s a course requirement for "the IDST right now but I tEel like there might be a JOMC course that’s a better tit. I might even talk with the 

great Prof Byars to ~e what he thinks. 

Looking forward to hea~ing your thoughts (whenever you have time to put them down) and then I’ll go about getting into these claa~s in the m~conventional way that 

IDST students must. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On , at 3:29 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(~arac.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Enga~o,e. Exp[ore. Empo~,en 
<~mage00:l .ipg> 
9~9.843.0336 
<imageOO2.jf?g> 

From: [__m_a_j);_9_; 
Sent: Friday, 3:28 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: IDST Courses & Registration 
Hi Dr. Strolnan, 

Registration is upon us, so I mn sending emails and navigating Connect Carolina to best prepaxe for next selnester. 

Other than that, I’m figuring out my best options. I met ruth Elizabeth Cox and updated my academic worksheet and we are very on track. All of my gen- 

eds and requirements are looking good--I can mainly focus on the IDST, E-minor, and a few electives and I’ll be just fine! 

With my recem entry to the E-minor, my only guaranteed class right now is ECON ) Ttffh from 1230-145. I’m also 
thinking that I’ll take PSYC    , In addition to these two courses, I certainly want to take EXSS EXSS or even both. I’ve already emailed Dr. 

Cooper about gethng into EXSS i MWF from 12-1250. From there, I have EXSS    which I a~n taking with you (I believe) that roll be tield 

experience from my extensive internship this summer. I’m sure it could also extend into extracurriculars I am doing in the fall, as well. I am fi~J~fly unsure of 

how that course works, especially when it comes to credit hours, but roll wait to hear form you aIx)ut that. I am plam~ing on it being 1 of my 5 classes, 

though, that hopefully fulfills 15 credit hours in the fall semester, rm also looking at some JOMC classes, but have not yet found the perfect class. JOMC 

) is a core class for the IDST, and I believe it’s being offered, but am not sure about it. I’m sure I’ll find another relevant elective 

between now and the fall semester, as well. 

So, that leaves us with these possible classes: 

¯ ECON -- TuTh 1230-145 -- *GUARANTEED ENROLLMENT* 

¯ PSYC -- haven’t yet determined section -- *Enrollment shouldn’t be a problem* 

¯ EXSS -- MWF 12-1250 -- *Waiting to hear back from Dr. Cooper on enrollment* 

¯ EXSS -- TuTh 11-1215 -- *Is Fall the semester to try to take this one?* 

¯ JOMC -- TuTh 930-1045 -- *Do we still want it to be a core requirement tbr the major?* 

¯ EXSS -- unsure of tbrmat -- *Hopefully a 3-credit course. Internship t~om summer plus more?* 

Just wanted to keep you updated and to get your thoughts. No rush. We’ll determine what we think is best and continue reaching out to the professors. 
I’m out of town ~nost of next week, but can probably" come by your office on Monday. If not, you can always reach me at , or hash out 

over email. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu 

Friday, 4:03 PM 

Hill Carrow - CEO and Founder of Sports & Properties, Inc. 

To: Stroman, Deborah (dstromm0 

F~om: 

Dr. Stroman, 

Attached is my Practitioner Interview Retx~rt. 

Thank~ 

EXSS    -Hill Carrow Interview.docx 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 
Messages ti~r this site: EXSS       .S~P 

.SP " site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jones, Josh <jjones@999thefan.com> 

Friday, 4:19 PM 

Stroma]~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

McFarland, Karen (Karen McFarland@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu) 

RE: Basketball AnaJ~l:ics Summit - radio ad 

Proposal040414.pdf; Credit Card Authorization Form.doc 

@kenan-flagler unc edu> 

[,’lease see atLached for the cont,act and credit card form. I have gone ahead and put the order in, so just get this back to me when you can. 

Susan and ~ are meeting next Monday to go over copy points, We should have a script built soon after, 

Thanks! 

--Josh 

Capito~ Breadcasth~g Sports 
WCMC-FM / WDNC-AM 
~.wra[SPORTSf~m.com / ~hSchoolOT.com / www.es ~ntrian le.com 
3~00 H~ghwoods Boulevard 

Mobile: 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, 3:18 PM 
To; Jones, Josh; ’. 
Co-" McFarland, Karen (Karen_McFadand@kenan41agler.unc.edu) 
$object-" RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - radio ad 

}tJ. I ~n i~ the :a~i(’l(’li~ <,~:- ~inis}fi~,~:; m aiot proi~c:l:s b~lZre I }~ ~d o~t: of t<,’,*m. ()u~ Business Ma~agv :; F:,are*~ c:m p~oc:ess pa?m~*~t. P]c’~s~ p~c’pmc the 

asap:, so we can do the edits. I will }rove access to my emaJ[ a~:ter 6:00 p.m., Jf 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

En,q~qe, Explore. Empowen 

I 
~X:~ emailSignature 

9~9.8~3.0336 

From: Jones, Josh 
Sent; Friday, 2:17 PM 
To: 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - radio ad 

Susan, 

This k)oks gr~-_~a L f will get th~:_~ order cr~-_~ated immediately and sen(] ow?r a draft. Do Vot~ have ~:ime n~-_~>:t we~-A~ ~:o disct~ss the commercial? 

Dr, Sl:FomatL 

Please reach out to me when you get a chance and we can handle payment. 

Thanks al!! 

--Josh 

Capi~o~ Broadcasting Sports 
NCMC-FM / WDNC-~I 

31 {}0 }{ighwoods Bm~]evard 



From: [meJIto: 
Sent: Friday, 12:45 AM 
To: Jones, Josh 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit - radio ad 
Hey Josh, 

We’d like to ~o with the combination of :15 and :30 ads that we discussed (the option copied below). Dr. Stroman is our Kenan Institute Senior Advisor who is 

spearheadin~ the summit. I’ve cc’d her here. If you can please follow up with the final bill, she can get you CC info for payment. 

Please let me know how we can be~in with the script and production of the ad. Re~ardin~ the registrations, we have four ~eneral registrations reserved for ~.~ 

the Fan. If you identify specific names of attendees in advance, please let me know. 

Thanks! 

Monday Fri&~, 6 AM 12 midnight 
14 (:30) commercials 
Cost: 4 passes to event ($800 value) 
Monday Wednesday, 6 AM 10AM 
12 C15) commercials 

Cost: $600 
Total: 26 conmxercials 
Total Cost:      $600, 4 passes 

MBA Candidate, Class of ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FAgC0 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Connection, PRWeb <reply@prweb.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 5:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Attract New Customers With Stand Out Social Media 

If you are having trouble reading this email, read the online version 



5160 Industrial Place, Suite 103 I Ferndale, WA 98246 I 1.866.640 6397 I Unsubscribe 
Copyright 1997-2014, Vocus PRW Holdings, LLC All rights reserved. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edn> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 6:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: B~ketb~l Summit 

From: Karen Wirth 
Sent-" Friday, April 04, 2014 6:07:21 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
To; kisport@unc.edu 
Sul~ject: Basketball Summit 

I just saw your flyer for the basketball summit. Is there a~ age requirement or could a 17 year old interested in sports anal?4Acs attend? A pazent would be with him. 

Thanks so much! 

Have a great day! 

Karen Wirth 
~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Wirth < @gmail.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 6:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC BAS Summit 

’I’hm~s so much for your prompt reply! Can he attend the session m~d not reception? Is that correcff Thanks so much! 

Thanks! 
Karen Wirth 

~F~)gmai[com 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 4, 2014, at 6:29 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@nuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Karen. Thank you for your interest in the Summit. We are very excited about the event. There is no age limit for participants. We do expect all participants 
under the age of 16 to have the necessary interest, maturity, and independent spirit for this conference. ;) 

University policy: Those under the age of 18 are not to be present when alcohol is served. We will have alcohol at the Friday opening reception (not Session I). 

Regards, 

Dr. Stroman 

From: Karen Wirth 
Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 6:07:21 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern ~me (US &. Canada) 

To: kisport~unc.edu 
Subject: Basketball Summit 

I just saw your flyer for the basketball summit. Is there an age requirement or could a 17 year old interested in sports analytics attend? A parent would 

be with him. Thanks so much! 

Have a great day! 

Karen Wirth 
tCd>gmail.com 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,q¢ge. Explore, Empower. 

<imageO03 .jpg> 

919,843.0336 
<irnageOO2.jpg> 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vfime s.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 7:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera April 4, 2014 07:35:59 

Letters 

St~der~t, A[~|el-e arid 

Readers discuss a ruling that Northwestern Universi~" l))okball players have 

the figj~t to i))rm a union. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe >> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

Tills is an au,tema[ed email Please cio not reply direc[ly [e ins email from N’(Th’nes com. As a memk~er of 

the rRUSTe privacy progBm, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 7:43 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS S Interview 

Attach: EXSS S Interview.docx 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Still having ITS problems with adding attachments to Sakai from my laptop. Here is a hard copy of my interview I conducted last week with Mr. Rick Steinbacher. 

Thanks, 

UNC 

University of North Carolina -Chapel Hill I Class of 

BA Sport Administration 

@live,unc.edu I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flaglera~nc.edu> 

Friday, 7:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

(kissett, Tamala <tamal%grissett@unc.edtv~; 

RE: SPIEA Basketb~J1 Anal,vtics Sure,nit 

@live.unc.edu> 

He is correct, for some reason we miss that we had used     3pro to     ,6pro. That has now been correct. 
FYI- the email confirmation that is sent once the registered had the correct information. 

Not sure how we all missed this. 

Thank you for bringing this to our attention. 
Have a good weekend. 

Karen 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,, 3:18 PM 

To: McFarland, Karen 
Cc: Grissett, Tamala; (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: FW: SPIEA Basketball Analytics Summit 

d 
Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
g’nt]tN~, g~plor’e. Empower. 

919,84,3~0336 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 1:26 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: SPIEA Basketball Analytics Summit 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I wanted to let you know that I just registered for the Summit, and I am very excited about meeting some of the panelists who will be in attendance. I also 

wanted to make you aware that during the payment process it says that the event is and which I know is obviously not true, but I figured that for 

some people it might be confusing. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

B.A. in Exercise and Sport Science with a concentration in Sports Administration 

E m a ih .(~_[!_v_.e__._._u__r.!c_._e__d_.u__ 

Phone: 



From: 

Sent; 
To; 
Subject; 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@emai].unc. edu> 

Friday,                8;09 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc. edu> 

9uestion About Student 

Quick question. Is 
have here[ 

a solid student? She wants to get into EXSS 

Coyte 

< !--[if !vml]--> 

i~ii Description: 
Macintosh 
H D: Users:coyteco 
oper:Desktop:SA 
logo (tiny).jpg 

CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) 
Website: www. elite]evelsportmarketing com 

Twitter: #coytecooper ~ELSMarketfn~ 

COYTE�OOI~I{R, PHI) 
Assistant Professor & Graduate Coordinator 
Sport i<~inistrat~on Program 
University of North Carolina 

919.962~0959 

and mentioned that she knew you. Appreciate any insights you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:26 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Question About Student 

A5D64E2E- 5496-4E 11-9DB5-05F717D998B5168].png; 7816DE4A-2555-43AC-B42C-31929791B355.png 

Will do! Dumb of me to assume it was a female. It is a very nice male name as well :-) Enjoy yonr weekend’. 

Cos/re 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration ] UNC - Chapel 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I 919.962.0959 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (Robin Sharma) 

On . at 9:57 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" < dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Coyte. I was going to reach ont to yon on Monday. ;) 

a male, is one of my top sludents and a Momhead Scholar. He is doing an IDST with me. Please let him in your section, if possible. Thanks!! 

(Barbara accepted him into    this semester.) 

d 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody’ need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 
< 78 / dDA;dA~2555~dSA C-t3#2C~3 / 92 9 79/BS55.png> 

From: <Cooper>, Coyte Cooper <cgcooper~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday,            at 8:09 PM 

To: "Deborah Strornan Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Question About Student 

Hi D, 

Quick question. Is 
insights you have here! 

Coyte 

solid student;? She wants 1;o get into EXSS 

< !--[if !vml]--><A5D64E2 E-5496-4E 11-9DB5-05F717 D998 B5168].png > 

CO~H~COOIER, PHi) 
Assistant Professor & Graduate Coordinator 
Sport Administration Program 
University of North Carolina 

CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) 
~bsit~: www. elit~lexelsportmarketing, com 

Twitter: @coytecooper @ELSMarketing 

and mentioned that she knew you. Appreciate any 

"7 "7 <A5D64E2E-5496-4E11-9DB5-05F~ 1, D998B5168].png> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

postmaster@sakai.unc.edu 

Saturday, 12:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill notification digest 

Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill notification digest for 

1. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
2. Subject: Email notification for assigrmaent submission 
3. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
4. Subject: Email notification for assigrmaent submission 
5. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
6. Subject: Email notification for assigrmaent submission 

1. Subject: Email notification for assiglm~ent submission 

Site Title: EXSS 
Site ID: 57e21~a-~JS12-4f96-8621-39abead9iiSca 

Assignment: Practitioner Interview Report 
Assignment Due Date:            12:00 pm 

Student: 

Submission ID: c583d275-Sa53-4acl-adlb-89244beb286d 
Submitted un: 1:46 am 

Attachments 

EXSS Interview ducx (20 KB) 

2. Subject: Email nutification for assigmnent submissiun 

Site Title: EXSS 
Site K): 57e21f2a-2612-4196-8621-39abead9f6ca 

Assignment: Practitioner Interview Report 
Assignment Due Date:            12:00 pm 

Student: 

Submission ID: 0dca436c-bS0e-4250-a7cb-3bcb0d8168ce 
Submitted un: 9:42 am 

Attachments 

EXSS Intet,,~icw.docx (17 KB) 

3. Subject: Email notification for assignruent submission 

Site Title: EXSS 
Site ID: 57e21 f2a-2612-41>6-8621-39abead9f6ca 

Assignment: Practitioner Interview Report 
Assignment Due Date:            12:00 pm 

Student: 

Submission ID: 8aaed846-695a-4c2e-Sd88-f17bblgafa54 

Subrrlitted on: 10:54 am 

Attachments 

EXSS .docx (20 KB) 

4. Subject: Email notification for assignruent submission 

Site Title: EXSS .SP 
Site I13: 57e2112a-2612-4i~)6-8621-39abead9f6ca 

Assignment: Practitioner Interview- Report 
Assignment Due Date:            12:00 pm 

Student: 

Submission ID: 7664a51 d-947a-4480-al fa-e900fSe6000b 
Submitted on: 10:35 am 

Attachments 

EXSS Interview.docx (104 I<2B) 



5. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 

Site Title: EXSS 
Site ]~D: 57e21f2a-2612-41~)6-8621-39abead9f6ca 

Assignment: Practitioner Intep~iew Report 
Assignment Due Date:            12:00 pm 

Student: 

Submission 1D: 3ac699df-a65a-48da-a98d-518eS0adde76 
Submitted on: 11:51 am 

Attachments 

EXSS Intervicw.docx (20 KB) 

6. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 

Site Title: EXSS 
Site ID: 57e21~2a-2612-4~6-8621-39abead9f6ca 

Assignment: Practitioner Interview Report 
Assignment Due Date:            12:00 pm 

Student: 

Submission ID: 84262cla-5dga-4it2-99dd-19c290424280 

Submitted on: 11:28 am 

Attachments 

EXSS kNTERVIEW.docx (109 KB) 

This automatic notification message digest was sent to users of Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai unc.edu) 
You can modil}’ your notification preferences in your \~z Workspace. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vfime s.com> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 12:38 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: William Rhoden (1 articles) 

William Rhoden April 5, 2014 12:35:51 PM 

Sports of The Times 

As Tlicir Numbers Fall, Co||ege Basketball’s Black Coaches 

In 2o14, the pereenkage of .&ffiean-~eHean kead coaches is ak its lowest Ievd 

since the 1995-96 seasen. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 
i :~: ,-,,,~, i 

Get unlimited access to NYTimes,com and our ,sOps, Subscribe 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite el apps: 

Android I iPad® 

About This EmaH 

This is an automated el"nail.Please do not reply directly to ins email from NYTimes.com As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage My Aleits i My Alerts Help I Change Yeu~ Emaii i Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global Health Connections Int’l <info@mailva.evite.com~ 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 12:59 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

F, vite Invitation: Astronaut Bem~xd A. Ham s, Jr., MD 

Global Health Connections Int’l invited you to 

12:00 PM - 01:30 

Cardngtor~ Hall - R:oom LTO0 N,’~,w Additioq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 2:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: William Rhoden (1 articles) 

William Rhoden April 5, 2014 02:05:15 P~] 

Inbox 

Readers sound of[" on the latest headlines. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe >> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to t~is email tram NYlimes com. As a member of 

the ~RUSTe privacy piogBm, we are commi~:ed to piotecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email ~ ,.°rivacy Policy I Contac’~ i Advertise 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 3:09 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureen Dowd (1 aJrticles) 

Maureen Dowd April 5, 2014 03:09:05 P~] 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Bring i~¢Ie ~t~y Dragon,s! 

The power struggles in the nation’s ealAta] seem pNl~d compared te fl~ose in 

flae Seven Kingdoms. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Gel unlimited access to NYTin’~es.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 4:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera April 5, 2014 04:35:57 

Joe o~ I~NYC’s Mo~ey TMki~g: April 4, 2o14 

This week, Joe discusses the General Motors recall and high-frequency 

tradi~g. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

unlimited access to NYTimes.com and eur apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times flora anywhere wi~h our suite of apps: 

Android [ iPad® ] iPhone® i All 

Abou~ This ~mail 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to this email from NYTimes co1~1. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy progl’am, ~e are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerb Help I Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contac! i Advertise 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eng Geni <eugenia eng(~unc edn> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 8:07 PM 

Bayaxd I,ove ~gmail corn); Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Tye Hunter I @yahoo.corn); Deena ttayes 

<dhayes@racialequityinstitute.org>; Suzanne Plihcik ~ @gmail.com>; Wanda t tunter (whunter@racialequib4nstitute.org) 

Enrolhnent decision for SPHG 690 

PreRegisteredStudentList.docx 

Folks, 

We need to let students know their status by this Tuesday, 4/6. Maybe we can handle this by email. 

I’m sending you a table on the 48 requests from grad students to register for our course, so that you can see the distribution by professional program and the 

date/time of the request. I put an asterisk by those I know to be of color or has a disability (wheel chair bound). If you know of others on the list, please let me 

know and VII place an * next to their name. 

None was received from grad students in Business School or Exercise & Sport Sciences. With this overwhelming response, we need to reconsider modifying our 

original thinking about a "quota" of accepting i in-coming and 2 current students from each School, which means we would need to publicize again in August. 

1. Should we forget about in-coming students and just select from these 48? 

2. Should we save slots for 3 current BUSI students, assuming Bay and Debby can recruit them? 

3. Should we increase our total of 35 (24 students, 11 community)? 

4~ Of the 38 students from Public Health, should we accept up to 3 from each department? 

~ If we say YES to #1, #2, & #3 above, our 27 would be: 

¯ EDUC: 3 

¯ LAW: 2 

¯ MCH: 3 

¯ HBEH: 3 

¯ BiOS: 1 

¯ EPID: 2 

¯ ENVR: :[ 

¯ NUTR: ~ 

¯ HPM: 3 

¯ G OVT: 2 

¯ SOWO: 3 

¯ BUSI: 3TBN 

5. What is your opinion on the wisdom of "hand picking for diversity" versus "first-come-first-served?" 

6. For students not selected, we’ll put them on a waiting list, but do we also want to offer them the option of completing the regularly scheduled REI trainings 

for $25? 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugenia Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

Gillings School of Global Public Health CB #7440 

360 Rosenau Hall 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 966-3909 

9:19 966-292:1 (fax) 

_e___u_g_?_p__!_a___e___n_g__@.___u__p___c_:__e___d___u_ 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bayard Love < @gmail.com> 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 11:47 PM 

Wanda ttunter <whunte@racialequi~institute.org> 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu>; Tye Hunter 
<~thayes@racialequi~institute.o~g>; Suzanne Plihcik < ~)gmail.com> 

Re: Enrollment decision for SPHG 690 

@yahoo.com>; Deena Hayes 

Thanks Geni and Wanda - 

I have a couple of thoughts - but am open to what the group thinks is best. Geni - thank you for all you’ve done over the years to generate so much intemfft from the 
PH ~hool! ’. rm sore., that you are in a position k~ have ot make some tough deci sions on such a short timeline. Please let me know how else we can help. 

l ) Could we please wait to recruit business students? I an~ certain we can have 3 high-quality business students participate. I was thinking we had more time to recruit 

so I hadn’t done any targeted outreach. This Sunday I have brunch with 2 current s~tudents and the Jeremiah (Ibm~er head of minori~ business association) - all 3 of 

wholn have been through the workshop and who are planning to help ID the best students to recruit. 

2) I think we should either hand-pick for diversity, or do first-colne flight-serve in a race-based way. I would recommend hand-picking, because I think that people 

from one racial group can represent ve131 different constituencies. Some Latinos we’ve ha& I’ve felt, tend to ’leon towards white’ and tend to bring more of a ’white’ 
perspective into the room. 

If ~ve do race-based first-come first- serve, I would suggest we consider breaking into at least three groups - U.S. borrfraised Black/Latino/Native Am. (characterized 

as ’under-represented minoriU’ in the business ’diversi~’ world), other people of color (inc.Black and Latino International s~tudents in this group), and white. 

3) I’d suggest we keep the number at 35 participants. With all of us, there will be a good number of’extra’ people. I also suspect we might want a little wiggle room at 

the end. For example, I’d like to propose that we invite some key suptx)rters to participate - eg. Lisa ti~om the B-School, Tait)e Clayton... or others - who’s 

participation could help us ensure we’re able to re-up after the pilot. 

4) Geni - I LOVE the idea of offering a ’special’ rate for student who we have to turn away. Do we have money from the budget we could use to subsidize theln? It 

would be so so great to have increasing numbers of studnets go this yeo:r - the Inore can experience the workshop the Inore support we’ll have to re-up after the pilot, I 

suspect. 

5) I agree ruth Wanda - let’s be proactive and s~txategic about the communily recnfifing. I’m happy to help as well (althought I doubt y’all need any more - probably a 

question of you to turn away!) 

Bay 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
(cell) = ~qmail 

On Sat, Apr 5, 2014 at 10:35 PM, Wanda Hunter <whunter(~racialequiWinslitate.org> wrote: 

Hi Gani, 

Thank you tbr letting us know about this deadline. I’d like to think about your good questions and reply by tomorrow evening. The oatached table seems incomplete- 

- only about 20 students listed aM no asterisks. Maybe you attached an earlier version? 

As to question #5, the I~EI training requires at least some racial diversity, so we need to figure out a way to assure this, whether it is handpicking or some other 

method. 

If we do first-come, first served, we can alternate by race, e.g., (1) first POC applicant from the schoolidept, (2) first white..., (3) second 1~OC..., (4) second 

white..., etc. for as fo~ as this goes. Given the racial distribufion of our sludents, we’ll still end up ruth Inajority white, but will have also assured diversity. 

Maybe you and I (and Alex?) can talk by phone about the status of recruitment of community members and develop a plan. 

Wanda 

On Apr 5, 2014, at 8:06 PM, Eng, Geni <eugenia eng(a)m~c.edu> wrote: 

Folks, 

We need to let stadents know their s~atus by this Tuesday; 4/6. Maybe we con handle this by email. 

I’m sending you a table on the 48 requests from grad students to register for our course, so that you can see the distribution by professional program and the 

date/time of the request. I put an asterisk by those I know to be of color or has a disabilil~’ (wheel chair bound). If you know of others on the list, please let me 



know and I’ll place a~ * next to their name. 

None was received frown grad students in Business School or Exercise & Sport Sciences. With this overwhehning response, we need to reconsider 

modi~ing our ofigina] thinking about a "quota" of accepting 1 in-coming ~d 2 current s~dents from each School, which meaaas we would need to publicize agafin in 

August. 

1. Should we forget about in-coming s~dents and just select from these 48? 

2. Should we save slots for 3 current BUSI students, ~ssuming Bay and Debby can recruit them? 

3. Should we increase our total of 35 (24 students, 11 communiU)? 

4. Of the 38 students ti~om Public Health, should we accept up to 3 t?om each department? 

~ If we say YES to #1, #2, & #3 above, our27 would be: 

¯ EDUC: 3 

[] LAW: 2 

[] MCH: 3 

[] HBEH: 3 

[] BIOS: 1 

[] EPID: 2 

[] ENVR: 1 

[] NUTR: 1 

[] HPM: 3 

[] GOVT: 2 

[] SOWO: 3 

[] BUSI: 3TBN 

5. What is your opinion on the wisdom of"hand picking for dive~5ib"’ versus "firs~t-come-firs~t- served?" 

6.    For students not selected, w-e’ll put them on a waiting list. but do we also want to offer them the option of completing the regularly scheduled REI trainings 

for $25 ? 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugenia Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

Gillings School of Global Public Health CB #7440 

360 Rosenau Hall 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 966-3909 

919 966-2921 (fax) 



eugenia eng@unc.edu 

<PreRegis~teredStudentList.docx> 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 1:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera April 6, 2014 01:05:26 A~I 

Correetio~s: April 6~ Ro14 

Corrections appearing in print on April 6, :2Ol4. 

FOLLOW US: Faceboi;k i ~@NYTimes 

Get unlimited ~ccess to NYTimes.com and our ~pps. S~.~bsclribe >} 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

A~droid I iRadCb I iPhoneCb i 

About This Email 

This is an aLl,’_e~T~a~ed email Please cio not reply directly ~o ins email fro~T~ N~(q-i~T!es com. As a ~T~ember of 

the rRUSTe privacy progBm, we are commit[ed to protecting your prwacy. 

Manage My Ale,s i My,Alerts Help I Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Fl’oill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eng Geni <eugenia eng(~unc edu> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 1:28 AM 

Wanda l?][unter <whunter@mcia] equi~i nstitute.org> 

Bay Love < @gmaJ .corn>; Strornan, Debx~rah I, <dstro@unc.edu>; Tye Hunter 
<dhayes@racialequi~inslitute.o~g>; Suz~ne Plihcik ~ @grn~fil.corn> 

RE: Correct ’][’able for SPHG 690 

PreRegiste~edStudentLisl04- 06-14.docx 

:@yahoo.corn>; Deena t layes 

So sorry for" a~taching the wrong versb:_~n of tfu-:~ table to last emai] ]h~s on’e correct] 

Cheers, 

Geni 

E~= Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@racialequi~institute,org] 
Senti Saturday, April 05, 2014 ~0:35 PM 
To= Eng, Geni 
~= Bay Love; Stroman, Deborah L; Tye Hunter; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik 
Subject= Re: Enrollment decision for SPHG 690 

Hi Geni, 

Thank you for letting us know about this deadline, l’d like to think about your good questions and reply by tomorrow evening. The attached table seems 

incomplete--only about 20 students listed and no asterisks. Maybe you attached an earlier version? 

As to question #5, the REI training requires at least some racial diversity, so we need to figure out a way to assure this, whether it is handpicking or some other 

method. 

If we do first-come, first served, we can alternate by race, e.g., (i) first POC applicant from the school/dept, (2) first white..., (3) second POC..., (4) second white..., 

etc. for as far as this goes. Given the racial distribution of our students, we’ll still end up with majority white, but will have also assured diversity. 

Maybe you and I (and Alex?) can talk by phone about the status of recruitment of community members and develop a plan. 

Wanda 

On Apr 5, 2024, at 8:06 PM, Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> wrote: 

Folks, 

We need to let students know their status by this Tuesday, 4/6. Maybe we can handle this by email. 

l’m sending you a table on the @ requests from grad students to register for our course, so that you can see the distribution by professional program and the 

date/time of the request. I put an asterisk by those I know to be of color or has a disability (wheel chair bound). If you know of others on the list, please let me 

know and I’II place an * next to their name. 

None was received from grad students in Business School or Exercise & Spo~ Sciences. With this overwhelming response, we need to reconsider modifying our 

original thinking about a "quota" of accepting i in-coming and 2 current students from each School, which means we would need to publicize again in August. 

~. Should we forget about in-coming students and just select from these 48? 

2. Should we save slots for 3 current BUSI students, assuming Bay and Debby can recruit them? 

3. Should we increase our total of 35 (24 students, ~ community)? 

4. Of the 38 students from Public Health, should we accept up to 3 from each department? 

o If we say YES to #~, #2, & #3 above, our 27 would be: 
¯ EDUC: 3 
¯ ~W: 2 
¯ MCH: 3 
¯ HBEH: 3 
¯ BIOS: ~ 
¯ EPID: 2 
¯ ENVR: ~ 
¯ NUTR: 1 
¯ HPM: 3 
¯ G O~: 2 
¯ SOWO: 3 
¯ BUSI: 3TBN 

5. What is your opinion on the wisdom of "hand picking for diversity" versus "first-come-first-served?" 

6. For students not selected, we’ll put them on a waiting list, but do we also want to offer them the option of completing the regularly scheduled REI trainings 

for ~25? 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugenia Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavior 

Gillings School of Global Public Health CB #7440 

360 Rosenau Hall 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 966-3909 

9~9 966-292~ (fax) 

eugeniaiiieng@ u nc.edu 

<PreRegisteredStudenflAst.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.nnc.edup 

Sunday, 10:55 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Story about Social Media 

Thank you! I definitely will. I really appreciate you taking the time out of your schedule to help me. I’m still straggling ~o find my cax keys and was wondering if maybe 

they showed up in 5’our office? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 3:37:58 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Story about Social Media 

TL,M:s a,~:;:~M. Please l~rw:atci, tweet, :~d I Lope you c:m l~dp cover 

L)r. 

Deborah L. S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore. Bmpowen 

9~ 9.843.0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, 10:16 AM 
To: 
SubjeCt: RE: Story about Social Media 

I ~m ~r~i~;~b~.~, I::,.~qw~,.~ l 0:30 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. ~LU 

Enflt~qe. E,~plore. Empowett 

9:19.843.0336 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 10:44 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Story about Social Media 

P.S.              saw me writing this email at The Daily Tar Heel and wanted me to tell you that he said hi! He’s one of my best friends :) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu> 



Sent: Thursday, 7:50 PM 

To; 

Subject; RE: Story about Social Media 

Deborah E. Stroman, Ph.D. CEU 

Enf]t~qe. Explore. Empowe~t 

919.8~3.0336 

Sent; Thursday, 2:4,:1 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Story about Social Media 

Hi Dr. Stroman! 

My name is             and I"m a                   looking to get your help. I’ve interviewed you before about the entrepreneurship minor at UNC 

for the DTh and once again for class about the Bobcats becoming the Hornets again. Now I need your help if you’re free! I saw today that Chancellor Folt 

just got a Twitter account and r’d like to do a story on the rise of social media, particularly within university administrators and professors. I emailed you 

because I know you have a very strong presence on Twitter, especially with your students, and thought you’d be good to talk to. Are you free at all 

tomorrow {Friday) for a quick five minute interview? 

Thanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

fundingabrt@cos.com 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 11:34 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Deborah Stroman 

Funding alerts for your saved 
searches 
Results" April 06, 2014 

2 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA) 
Special Research Grants Program 

Deadline: 
May 15, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Laerdal Foundation for Acute Medicine 

Amount: 
$50,000 

Deadline: 
October 1,2014 

7 funding opportunities 

#4(altidiscip~i~a~" St~.~dies of NIV~A~DS a~sd 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) 
National Institutes of Heal~ (NIH) 

Deadline: 
April 9, 2014 

#4(altidiscip~i~a~" St~.~dies of NIV~A~DS a~sd 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) 
National Institutes of Healt~ 



Deadline: 
April 9, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS) 

Deadline: 
June 9, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) 
National Institutes of Heallq (NIH) 

Amount: 
$100,000 

Deadline: 
April 9, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Eurofound -European Foundation for the Improvement 
of Living and Working Conditions 

Amount: 
�50.000 

Deadline: 
April 28, 2014 

Sponsor: 
Toyota Foundation - Japan 
Research Grant Program 

Amount: 
¥8,000,000 

Deadline: 
September 5, 2014 

[R43tR44]} 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) 
Administration for Children and Families (ACF) 
Office of Planning, Research, and Evaluation (OPRE) 

Amount: 



$1,500,000 

Deadline: 
August 5, 2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: April 06, 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info~yourblackworld.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 12:13 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tina Campbell is sorry she revealed her husband’s cheating in public 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 

Network: 100% Black-owned, 100% of the time 

p_!2?ylicia Rashad Says There ~s Nothin~L 
Abnormal Abo,Jt S~.lccess%ll Black FamH:~es 

otherwise 

by Afiya J. Watkins It’s hard to believe that it’s been 30 years since The Cosby Show first entered 

the homes and hearts of mi[tions. In particutar, the show greatly changed the way African 

Americans saw ourselves in the media, and provided an a[ternative view for how others saw us. It 

is fair to regard it an [...] 

Coffee Foam 

By Niger Boys Megan Pinion, a Catholic believing teacher in the punic schoot system, went into a 

Starbucks tocation at the Mag of Louisiana, to enjoy a coffee,... 

April 6, 2014 / / Re~d More 

Tina Campbell Says She Had No Right to 

by Niger Boys According to Tina Campbett, one hatf of the gospet music singing duo Mary Mary, one 

of the greatest sources of hetp when she was going through the hurt and pain of discovering that 

her husband, Teddy Campbell, had been unfaithful to her was found when she started reading the 

Bibte. The 39-year-otd [...] 

April 6, 

[ II 

for reparatior~s in the War on 

Reported by Maria Lloyd Renowned attorney and author Michelle Alexander has been a consistent 

and loud voice in the fight against the War On Drugs. Her book, The... 

Aprit 6, 2014 / / 

Michaet Jackson and Beyonce Knowles have very simitar revels of success. They both dominated the 

top of the music industry for a tong period of time, they both... 

i’~’i .-"i;:aedal J~:::~t~e:lth i Lhbm: i..~ag:.:e S;3y~s A!~icm: ~;e:ica::s A:~ ~X:,,:~A~ .~ h~ T~e Job Mmk~t 



Market 

By Dr. Sinclair Grey III Have you heard of the expression around employment circtes re£ardin8 

whites and blacks which says, ’when whites sneeze, btacks catch a cord?’ This... 

iii~ilWhyTifi~;q-~ir~Cc<t~,.!uctorAnfje~~q-I ........ .’,’~ In Chicago<i 

77J}Y. This Train Conductor Answered 

the wheel 

By Dr. Sinctair Grey III Brittany Haywood, a first-year operator with CTA has been fired for dozin 

off at the controls that caused Blue Line141 to crash into O’Hare’s Airport ptatform. Thank 

8oodness no one was seriousty injured. After its investisation, ’the CTA says first-year operator 

Brittney Haywood faired to show at a disciptinary hearin8 [_.] 

d Oe Ab~sh~S-i His F ........ i 

By: Stephanie Allen-Gobert Not excused from this, The Game and Tiffney Cambridse’s retationship 

has been on the rocks tately. Most fans who watch the couple on VH1, understand to "expect the 

unexpected" but, I don’t think anyone expected this... Accordin8 to TMZ, the former G-Unit rapper 

is under investisation for attesed[y attackin8 his "Marcy The [...] 

Aprit 6, 2014No ComrnentRead More 

Relatfonshi9:~:___] iDateDailyocom 

by JB Despite its [abe[, an "open retationship’ is a misnomer. People tend to not be "open" about 

their preference for open retationships. There are a few who woutd find no quatms admittin8 their 

retationship arransement, but most try to keep it hush-hush. Personatty, this set-up is not for me. 

have my sudden, atthoush, [...] 

Fea~s 

By: Krystte Crossman Now that home-schootin8 is on the rise you may be thinkin8 of pu[tin8 your 

teen out of schoo[ so that you can teach them at home. Some may be resistant to this at first 

because of some of the stismas that are thrown around about home-schoo[in8. If you have a teen 

that [...] 

April 6~ 2014No Commel:t~ead 

iDateDaflyocom: 3 Thin le Morn 

by Anna Betta That’s 8rear, risht? You’re happy, you’re enjoyin8 the flirtatious textins, you’re in a 

8ood ptace, but you’re a sinste morn. Is that a probtem when... 

April 6, 2014 / / Read More 

What’s Hot in Your Black World? 

¯ TiaI’a WiU.iams~ You! Reei Wo!id: h~tfodsch~S ti~e 3 WORST Pastors on 



By Andrew Scot Botsinger The junior di\4sion of the Alvin Aitey Dance Theater is at[ grown up, 

ce~ebrating its 40th anniversary this year. A "staple in b~ack history,"... 

April 6, 2014 / / 

Stuck at a Desk? Try: These Disc~’eet 
Exerdses to He~p Your Tired ~4uscles 

By: KrysEe Crossman Being stuck at a desk all day can reaEy take a toll on your body. Remaining 

sedentary through the day is not good for your muscles and... 

Ap ri[ 6, 2014N.9.;t[:!:!!]}.:31t[!:.:~!!! 

By: Kryst[e Crossman When you get married you think it is going to last forever. Through the 

course of your relationship you may not realize that you may have some... 

boyce w~=tkh°:s I 23f queens w~=y I carnillus, nv 13031 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu~ 

Sunday, 2:41 PIvl 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Transportation for BAS 

Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman, 

and I discussed a tentative plan in regards to transportation for the summit and I’m reaching out for feedback before I move forwaxd ruth the vendor. The maJn 

question is how many seats did we want to provide in regards to transportation? These estimates are based on providing transportation for 20 people. 

Friday 

Provide a MB Coach (14 passengers) and 1 SUV (up to 6 passengers) from 8-9pm after the first session. The thought of providing transportation on Friday only aiier 

the firs~ session, is due to the assumption that speakeis roll be flying in at different times and the greatest need for transportation is at the conclusion of Friday’s events. 

Saturday, 

Provide the same vehicles as Friday evening (MB Coach & 1 SUV) on Saturday morning from the hotel, beginning at 7:30am until 8:30am. 

The plan for Saturday evening will depend on the location for the Networldng Reception. If the reception is on sight at the business school we would provide the SUV 

to bring people back to the hotel begirming at 4:30pm, ruth the MB coaching joining at 6pm in order to provide additional seats, until 7pm. 

If the reception is at Hickory Tavern we would instead provide the full 20 seats (MB Coach & 1 SUV) starting from 4:30pm until 5:30pm from the business school m 

Hickory Tavern. 

Please let ~ne know if there should be an adjust~nent on the number of seats, or the length of time transportation will be provided. Thanks for your feedback. 

Best, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Sunday, 4:13 PIvl 

@kena~- flagler.m~c.edu> 

Stroma~, Deborah L <dslro@m~c.edu>;                              ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Angus Mitchell 
<amitchell@bobcats.com>; Ben Woldenberg <bwoldenberg@bobcats.com>; Brian Clouser <bclouser@bobcats.com> 

RE: Basketball Analvl:ics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi all, thanks for sending this. 
Including on this e-mail Ben, Brian and Angus who work with me, will be reviewing the responses with me, and will be at the conference. 
We are looking forward to reviewing the responses. To be clear, the only thing you need from us is our selection of the best entry? 
Sounds like we’d only have 8 days to review the entries,           will be a very busy time for us as we prepare for the playoffs but will do the best we can to get this done. 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Saturday, 4:48 PM 

.lason Rosenfeld 
Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)~ 

S..bject: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi Jason, 

My name is First of all, thank you very much for your 

~reat support for this summit! Without your help, we couldn’t have made this happen. We cannot thank enough for all what you have done for us. 

Re~ardin~ the case competition part, we have received registrations from 24tearns so far] Attached spreadsheet is the list of participatin~ teams. Students are 

participatin~ from all over the place. Great mix of de~rees and majors - business, stats, sports, math, etc. We already released the case specifics, and each team is 

workin~ on that. 

The deadline of submittin8 slide decks is . As soon as we receive the slide decks from the teams, we will forward all of them to you and would like you to 

pick the winnin~ team by so that we can announce the winner accordingly. 

Another attachment is a ~eneral case competition jud~in~ criteria that we use here at UNC Kenan-Fla~ler Business School. I hope it helps in selectin~ the winner. 

Schedule: 

* Case specifics release: 

* Submission deadline: 

* Winner announced: 

* Conference: 

A~ain, thank you very much for your ~reat support] 

Best re~ards, 

i:Ni cid:irnage001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 4:24 PM 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com>; @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Angus Mitchell 
<amitchell@bobcats.com>; Ben Woldenberg <bwoldenberg@bobcats.com>; Brian Clouser <bclouser@bobcats.com> 

Re: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Thanks Jason. Yes, please select the winner and add a few statements of why they won. We will post the case winner with your quotes on the website. 

d 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"Nov7 wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.corn> 

Date: Sunday, at 4:13 PM 

To:’ ~_k__e___n_a___n__:_f_)_a__g !_e_r_:__u___n__c__:_e___d___u__> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>,                            @kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.com>, Ben 

Woldenberg <bwoldenber~@bobcats.com>, Brian Clouser <bclouser@bobcats.com> 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi all, thanks for sending this. 
Including on this e-mail Ben, Brian and Angus who work with me, will be reviewing the responses with me, and will be at the conference. 
We are looking forward to reviewing the responses. To be clear, the only thing you need from us is our selection of the best entry? 
Sounds like we’d only have 8 days to review the entries, will be a very busy time for us as we prepare for the playoffs but will do the best we can to get this 
done, 

JASON W, ROS£NFFLD 

Director of Basketball Analytics 

BOBCATS i ’.~’ORT~:. ~]: [-NTLRTAIN~’,.’I~.NT 

333 East Trade Street 

Chariotte, NC 28202 

T 704~588.898~ 

J Rosenfe~d@ bobcats.corn 

From: ,,~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Saturday, 4:48 PM 
To; Jason Rosenfeld 
Cc; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Subject; Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

HiJason, 

My name is                                                                                                 First of all, thank you very much for your 

great support for this summit! Without your help, we couldn’t have made this happen. We cannot thank enough for all what you have done for us. 

Regarding the case competition part, we have received registrations from 24teams so far! Attached spreadsheet is the list of participating teams. Students are 

participating from all over the place. Great mix of degrees and majors - business, stats, sports, math, etc. We already released the case specifics, and each team is 

worldng on that. 



The deadline of submitting slide decks is . As soon as we receive the slide decks from the teams, we will forward all of them to you and would like you to 

pick the winning team by so that we can announce the winner accordingly. 

Another attachment is a general case competition judging criteria that we use here at UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School. I hope it helps in selecting the winner. 

Schedule: 

Case specifics release: 

Submission deadline: 

Winner announced: 

Conference: 

Again, thank you very much for your great support! 

Best regards, 

::~:: ¢id:irn~ge00"l .jpg@0"l OF27D&A8~FAgO0 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edn> 

Sunday, 4:46 PM 

~kenan- llagler.nnc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; @kenan-tlagler.unc.edu 

Sponsorship Update- Fmnldin St. Vendors 

and I went np to Franklin Street on Friday. As we expected, the stores either were not able to give cash or decided not too. We did have some success with 

gethng vane prizes/giveaways and ~me deals we can consider. 

Chapel ttill Sportswear- $25 gift card in hand 

KrisW Kreme- possibly rolling to supply fiee doughnuts, following up this week 

Insomnia Cookies- knows campus rep and is going to see if they could do anyfliing 

Caribou Coffee- Offered 50% offany coffee for the event and want to be able to bring a table to serve the coffee (I think that is a great deal and good service), 

will follow up when you and Dr. Stroman decide if we want to do this over Eins~tein’s coffee. 

Mians- They were very nice and sonnded willing to donate something, I roll follow np with a phone call and email this week. 

Gentlemen’s Corner- They stud they will give a gift card, I roll get up with them to get that this week. 

TOPO- There sponsorship manager was not there but hostess made it sound like they would do ~mething, I will contact them this week and till out sponsorship 

request. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info~yourblackworld.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 6:55 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Teleka Patricks’ mother says a bo@ has been tbund 

The [atest from the writers in the Your Black World Network 

Brazilian Gir~. Claims She Can Hea~. The Sick 

By Nigel Boys Pastor Adauto Santos has found a new way of raising funds for his church at his 

Pentecostal church, the "fave[a of San Gonzatos," in the... 

Apri[ 6, 2014 / / ~e~d ~,ore 

Get Their New BLack Head Coach 

By Da\dd Bloodsaw The USA Today reports, Ex Louisville football coach and current head coach of 

the University of Texas footbatt team, Chartie Strong wit[ reportedty earn $5... 

April 6, 2014 / / Read 

been found 

The body of missing doctor Teleka Patrick has allegedly been found, at least according to her 

mother. Authorities are not yet confirming that a body found in Northern... 

Reported by Liku Zelleke To some people, Beyonc~ is the epitome of womanhood - beautiful, with a 

magical voice, successful and a famity person. She is the person they want to be when they grow up 

and untit then they dance and sway to the hits that just keep coming. Carrie Sheffietd isn’t one of 

[...] 

Unbelievable: Deaf Woman Robbed at ............................................................................................................................................................... 

Reported by Liku Zelleke There comes a time in life when we are forced to confront our decency. A 

decent act of kindness, tending a hand when needed or simply dialing 911, when we see someone 

etse in trouble, are some of the things that should be a naturat part of us, as civitized human [...] 

April 6, 2014No Commel:t~e~d 

by JB Despite its [abel, an "open retationship’ is a misnomer. People tend to not be "open" about 

their preference for open relationships. There are a few who would find no qualms admitting their 

relationship arrangement, but most try to keep it hush-hush. Personally, this set-up is not for me. I 

have my sudden, although, [...] 

Popular Posts 



¯ Ti~:a Cam~3~{ She. Had No Ri~.~hl to Discuss 

schootin~_ Lessons 

By: Krysde Crossman Technology has come a long way and is a great tool for home-schooling if you 

know how to use it right. Kids can definitOy learn from education computer games, television 

programs, and even apps on a tablet. They cannot learn by technology by itself however as they 

need human interaction to learn [...] 

Posted on April 6, 2014 By ~{!{!~.~[~!}:~ ~:![}g..~!}~9 ].9;(t.~i~ 

by Anna Beffa There are certain times in every couple’s life when their relationship changes in a 

major way. Sometimes the change can be welcoming, sometimes it can turn your life upside down in 

ways you never thought possible. The important thing is to be prepared for the unexpected, even 

when you’re expecting it! Having [...] 

F~ee Love O~° Another Label? An 
UnderstandingS_ of Pans~ixuality_ 

Posted on April 6, 2014 By :!.!!. 

by JB We are fond of labeling, contrary to claims that we are not. And there is nothing really 

horrible with putdng labels in the right context because names and descriptions give us the sense 

of knowing what we are; and yes, who we are. With this particular label, it’s sometimes caffed 

Gender-blind. Others term [...] 

80--YearoO[d ManooEatfn~}~ Crocodile In Afdca 

Report by Liku Zelleke A crocodile that had terrorized fishermen on Lake Victoria, Uganda, and... 

Apri[ 6, 2014 / 

Hook For Good 



By Andrew Scot Botsinger A new bill passed the Florida state Senate that would grant... 

April 5, 2014 / 3 Commehts / Read ~oie 

When designated hitter of Boston Red Sox of M, LB, David Ortiz, took a selfie with... 

April 4, 2014 / I ¢.omment / [eead ,~ore 

boyce ’,#al:kins I 23i .qu~eqs way I camdlt~ ny 13031 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Clips MotherShip <nick~collegeathleticsclips.com@mai166.wdc01 .mcdlv.net~ 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 10:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update: 4-7-14 

Greetings fiom the Clips Mo~herShip~ Nape yeu are well 

Somebody famous once said :’The only constant in life is change," ’tNeft, after enduring 

several weeks of change while we have unde~1aken a soup-to-nuts upgrade of the 

College Athletics CHps, the last tNng I want to be constant ~s change ~ the form of this 

CHps upgrade. 

We are within site ef the Iinish fine, as evidenced by going live with the new Clips site on 

Thursday (C~iC:~ .~.~.[~. tO access tl~e new s~te), ~’k~s, ~f yo~ a~e read~ng [his, 
then our new bu~k e-mailing system ~s wo~Mn~ as weL 

Nero’s what to you need te know as we rail out all the new 

The new Clips website is fuUy functional, Here and there are funky spacing 

glitches, but we will have those corrected soon 

~n orde~ to bypass any access problems,.2~.[?.~.E~..~[~[..~.~..[}.9..R~.~.~.~LQ..R~.~.#.~.~ 

access the CUps website fo~~ the ~ext few weeks~ So, tell your friends and 

colleagues that now’s a great time for them to sample the CUps website 

Out online credit card payment capabilities are net yet operational. Yherefore, 

solo subscribers whose subscriptions are expiring will not be able to pay 

b~stead, you can give us a ca~l at 908.879.9978 and we wHI take your credit ca~d 

info over the phone. We expect to have the online capaMl~t~es up and 

sometime this week. 

Any piobfems, questions, gripes, complaints (and praise too?) calf the Clips Editor at 

908,879.9978. 

Nick lnfante 

Clips Edi[er 

908,879.9978 

Note are the new postings fer the week: 

News 

~ Athletic Director Frequent Flyer Miles Eight htcky ADs (seven 
[his year) will leg plenty al miles following their Final Foui teams. ::::,.::,.;:;~:,; ,~:.~. ,.: 

~ Does the NCAA have an official EVERYTHING’? v’,~oufd this 
be award..winning ad copy?._ "Being en top of a Warner ~adder at the NC¢,A 

championship ~s Uke being on top of the world." ,:::~,,:,,,~ ~v;,.,:: :~:.:~:..~ 

~ Georgia S~mimming Allegations Offer First Glimpse into 
New [iinforeement Program Allegations stem from a coach’s supposed 



in[ervantion with a proleaser on behalf of one of his team members. 

~ Revisiting "A Nation Still at Risk" The educational morass in 

American Kol 2 ~nd Higher Education continues unabated a.s .school wars 

persist in the K-12 sac[or while the NC,~, st~]l ru~es at fat too many mst[tu[[ons 

of higher lealnhsg that ale cha~actedzed by "bee~ and circus’~ campuses, but 

s~gnff~cant change ~s ~n the whsd, .s~ .,:.-...~: : .~::~ .::..,~..,~.:,tr..:~o~./.,:; :.x.~.~# 

~ March Madness’s Chief Cheerleader Ferrne~ NCAA VP 
Grog Shaheen is as much M~. March Madness as anybody else. i!:.;, i!: ... ,:::.:~,÷.-.-.- 

~ Heading Into NCAA Final Four, Some Fans Fh~d Booze Ban 
Hard to Swallow The NCAA doesn’t sell ~lcohol to the generaf public at its 

basketball championships. ~.~-~.::.,.....,~x~-...:.-~..;:~ 

~ The college footbalf assembly line cups GUEST COMMENTARY 
Our guest autho~ proffers an interesting compalison of unionizing 

Northwestern football players as relative to autoworkers ~t Volkswagen’s 

Chattanooga, Tenm plant. ~:.:. #,;.:,.:;; x...:.:-:~::;;.:~, :,~.:-.::: :, .~..~ 

~ 
~ Welcome to the New College Athletics C~ips webs~te~ 

As the man ~n the I~tt]e photo to the bft says, the new Co~lege 

Athletics Cl~ps website is Mgger, bo~de~, brighter and better. <:--=:.~ 

The NCig~, is under fire on multiple fronts ~- is anyone in 
charges~ At some point in recent ye~rs college athletics became ~ Bob Dylan 

pro~es~ song. It was an awaken~ng~ a realization, a revo~u~on~ :::.: a~.,, :...>:x.-i 

~ Pay Increases for Academic Professionals Outpace 
Inflation The madison base safary of professional staff member.s on college 

campuses rose by 2.1% ~his academic year~ ou~pac~g the 1.5% ra~e of 

hlflat~o~l. :...fo:-,..:~,. :-,:~:::::~-,.:~;,::~,..::::::-,...:~...~ .~,.~ 

~ Local TV Station Reenacts NCig~ Tournament Highlights 
Since they didn’t h~ve rights to actuaf footage, they improvised with ~ qu~te 

~nny V~d~O, p,e.: :,’:>:,,#> cc:~ S.3":’:.;: 

~ Document details effort for autonomy among power 
conferences The broad outline mole formally ~ecognizes those five 

conferences’ desire to adiu.st rules dealing with agent contact, ~m~ts on 

coaching stall s~ze and scholarship [enewal. ~::. ,.;::/ :,.-,c;: :.: :.::::.;;,:r,; :.s:.,’.; 

~ ]ales of the Logo Police: "The NCAA Took Away My Cat 
Mug" Herein is a hilarious story peking fun at the NCAA’s zealousness in 

safeguarding the precious bn~nding and media components that are the 

source of the annuat bonanza of March Madness revenues. ~.~’-.~.s:,.-.- 

~ Final Four Tickets Out of Reach? HowAbout a Virtual Seat? 
How about a technology that could offer fans a front-row experience fer a 

Iraction of the cost. ~;, .: :.:~f i.,:~ .,.;:r;;,:: c:. :. :~.s> ;;, ~.:,: ~::.: ~;:,.~...:;, .;:.:. ~.-: 

~ Coach compensation conthsues to climb 21 men’s basketball 

coaches in this year’s 68cream NCAA field are making at least $2 million this 

sea, son and the 58 coaches from public schools (of the total 68) ~verage 

heady $1.8 mi~ion pay. Here’s a great chart capturing ~t a~l. .:;/., .-...:<,, ,.~ ..~ :: 

~ Amateur Delusions Here’s a fictional inteP¢iew between a bigotime 

President and a big4ime Athletic Dilector. ,::. ,.,,..,.-x ~.....~<, su,..., <,,-, ~-,,.,-:., ..~:: :,4 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdimc@n~vlime s.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 8:07 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 a~icles) 

Charles Blow C orr/,~-,iie~-b April 7, 2014 08:05:20 A~I 

Nlor~ti~g Age~da: Credit Sttisse’s Growi~tg 

Credit Suisse is facing a double-barTeled inquirT over its liability- for 
i~wolveme~t in tax shelters. I B]aekRod< reshuNes mmmgement. I Ceme~t 

~anks agree to merge. I A big pharmaceutical deal in India. 

FOLLOW US: Faceboi;k i ~@NYTimes 

Get unlimited ~ccess to NYTimes.com and our ~pps. S~.~bselribe >} 

~ A ccess The New York Times from snywhere with our suite of apps: 

A~droid I iRadCb I iPhoneCb i 

About This Email 

This is an au,’_e~T~a~ed email Please cio not reply directly ~o ins email fro~T~ N~(q-i~T!es com. As a ~T~ember of 

the rRUSTe privacy progBm, we are commit[ed to protecting your prwacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <’MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Monday, April 7, 2014 10:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Customer Loyalty ] Digital Ad Bencbmm’ks ] Personal BraJ~ding: A to Z ] Rich Media vs. Multimedia 

ii.~ orange bar ] 

i.~ In This Issue 

Apt 7, 2014 
".’:3i "i ::!, N,:? 

L ] 

~ B uild Customer Loyalty With Rewards and 
Other Tactics That Motivate 

~ PRO Seminar: Use Your Data to Cut Through 

............. the Noise and Drive Customer Engagement 

Digital Advertising Benchmarks: 
Performance Metrics by Format 

l ii.~j Quick Takej 

The Complete A to Z Guide to 
Personal £randin9 [Infographicl 



~ Why Rk~h Media Messagin9 Trumps 
Multimedia Messaging 

Apr 8 

Apr 10 

Apr 10 

Apt tl 

Apr 15 

Apt t7 

Oct g-I 0 



i)r c;!/ii (,-~8~~) 557-962o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevis~onti@diversityinc.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 10:35 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Marie Claire’s Cornrow Confusion 

April 7, 2014 

New army appearance 
regulation called racist 
against Black women. See 
what it includes here.      L_Ui 

Ask the White G~y__;_ De BIscks Need to Relax Their 
Hair ~o Ge~ Promoted? 

~E~{~:~}_ NOT te Say: to Veterar~s 

Made C~a~re’s Comrow Cor~fus~on 

The fashion magazine lauds ~ ...... 
a white celebrity for her 
"bold," "epic" and 
"new" (yes, NE~ hairstyle: 
comrows. See what the 
magazine had to say a~er a 
social media backlash here. 

A~?~4!;oc~a~ Med~a: Stu~}Z g~nds Racist Tweets Are Sent 

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

~;~?y_ Do~:~t You Wear Yo~Jr Na~r Nat~Jra~?’ and 
Other Th~n{~ NOT to Sa~,: to Blacks 

A guided inte~iew on how to handle these types of 
comments and behavior. 

............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Choosing NaturN Na~r Stybs St~ a Career 
Cor~cem for Black 

How will it impact my career? ~11 my employer accept 
the change? ~11 I be able to get a job? ~11 this change 
prevent me from getting promotions? 

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Meet#-~g #-~ a Box: As~ar~ American ar~d PacNc 
~s~a~-:~der Ner~ta~? 

A historic timeline of legislation and events impacting 
Asian-Americans and their achievements in the United 



States, Facts & Figures demonstrating Asian-American 
advancement (and opportunities) in education and 
business, and our cultural-competence series "Things 
NOT to Say," focusing on Asian-Americans. 

Was this forwarded to you from a friend? 

Click here to receive the Diversitylnc newsletter. 

Our subsciber-only area 
includes hundreds of articles, 
as weft as a library of best 
practices web seminars, case 
studies~sta~-ups to 
advanced~including staffing 
and budgets, and our turnkey 
Meeting in a Box, which can 
be distributed to your 
workforce via corporate 
intranet. 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:44 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Schedule a~ Appointment? 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 11:17 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Hey and Thank You! 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you’re doing wellt I will be on campus meeting with a representative of UNC’s Academic Support Program for Student Athletes on 
Thursday, at 4:oopm. Will you be around after 4:3opm or so? I’d love to stop by and chat for a little bit if you’re available and on 
campus! 

Let me know, 

On Tue,             at 8:23 PM,                         ~gmail.com> wrote: 

I will definitely reach out to you to schedule an in-person chat soon! 

Thanks! 

On Tue, at 11:37 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi     Thanks for your kind ~ote and congratulations! I hope you s~ay i~ touch and schedule a chat with me in perso~. (,) I have had a few students go to S~ate 

for the grad degree. It is a nice combo ---UNC & NCSU. 

I teach T!R, so MWr: are best for me. 

Stay focused! 

E,’.r St r.:_~nl a n 

Do Goo& 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

Engag,,,~, Explore, Empower, 

9~9.843.0336 

"The first responsibility of a leader is to define reali .ty. The last is to say thank you. 

In. between, the leader is a servant." --M. DePree 

From: [mailto: ,~. clmail .corn] 
Sent: Monday, 9:58 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S,,bject: Hey and Thank You! 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

This is (Class of    ). I hope all is well your way! 

rm cnrrently at NC State in the                                           a~d I’m loving it so thr. The more I leanL the more I become interested in 

combining my undergraduate degree in sport administration ruth the higher education master’s degree. At "this poinl, I have no idea what that wonld look like in a 

job, but I’m thinking. ) 

I just wanted to send you a note m~d say thank you for being an awesome professor, and for a]ways being available and supportive. I’m also very grateful for the 

recommendation letter you wrote for me when I was applying to graduate school. 

Thanks again! I hope your school year is offto a great 

Go Heels - Always! 



University of North Carolina I Class of 
North Carolina State University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fran Fraschilla ~aol.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 11:34 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Conference 

Deborah, 

Hope all is well. SorlT about those Tar Heels in the Tournament. 

Just wanted to get details on the conference. I assume you still would like to to come. Do I make my own travel plans? Do you have any other details, my responsibilities, etc? 

Thanks! 

Fran 



From: 
@gmail.com on behalf of 

~live.unc.edu~; 

Sent: Monday, 11:51 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~t: Fwd: 

2 class down, a few to go. I’,n now eurolled in 

Let me know what your thoughts are about 
class I’ll be happy to hear them and give my iuput. 

Hope the Final 4 is excellent. 

and 

course in the fall semester, and I’ll go to work on PYSC. And, when you have more details on the 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope~(~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Date: Mon, at 6:55 AM 
Subject: Re: 
To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Hi 

I will geg you permiss{on to regisger for the course. I look forward to working with you in the fall! Enjoy your week! 

Coyte 

;Nil Description: 

Macintosh 

H D: Users:co~,nteco 

oper:Desktop:SA 

logo (tiny).jpg 

COYTE�OOPI{R, PHD 
Assistant Professor & Graduate Coordinator 
Sport Administration Program 
~niversity of North Carolina 
919.962.0959 

CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) 
Website: www, eliteleve[sportmarketing, com 

Twitter: ecu#tecooper #ELSNarket:ir~g 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, at 2:59 PM 

To: "Cooper, Coyte" <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Dr, Cooper, 

I hope this email finds you well. I’m emailing you about the            course you are teaching in the fall of          ~,IWF from 12 1250. I am 

hoping to gain eutry into this class. I see that it’s currently open, but I do not have permission to enroll due to not being an EXS8 major. 

I’m actually an               focusing on ~he Ph{iosophy and BUs{hess of Sport. Ny faculty sponsor (Dr. Deborah S~roman) and I chose to make 

a core requirement for my major, as it aligns directly with my individual interests and the major’s intentions. Is there any way that 

you can add me to the class? It would be greatly appreciated. If you need any more information about myself or the        feel free to shoot 

Thanks! 

PID: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ives, Timothy <Timothy Ive@meda~nc.edu~ 

Monday, April 7, 2014 11:52 AM 

Faculty Well?are Committee <t~cultywelt?~xe@saJ~ai.unc.edu> 

Budget issue at UNC-G 

Good morning evelyone: 

I thought that you might be intelested in last week’s article about the 

budget plans at UNC-G: 

http://www.news-record.com/news’article 2830673e-baad- 1 le3-alca-0017a43b2370.html 

I’ve also attached the PowerPoint that was provided at their facul~ 

senate meeting. It might be worth a brief conver~tion about its 

potential impact, both at [5NC-G m~d elsewhere. 

I’ll be sending out the agenda for this Friday’s final meeting of the 

year in the next day or two. See yon Friday. 

Tim 

Timothy J. Ives, Pharm.D., M.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, Box 7574 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of General Medicine ~d Clinical Epidemiology 

Depaxtment of Medicine, Box 7110 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.6480 

Fax: 919.843.0775 

Pager: 

e-mail: Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu 

[see atgaclmaent: "Presentation-to-Faculty- Senate Provisional-Budget-Reduction-Plan-2014 15.pptx", size: 148043 bytes] 

Attaclmaents: 

Presentation-to-FaculW-Senate Provisional-Budget-Reduction-Plan-2014 15.pptx 

This auto~natic notification message was sent by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai.unc.edu/porml) from the Faculty Welfare Committee site. 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > PrefErences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 12:54 PM 

The progtZac mmling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~> 

[progfac] Colleges’ spending on sports (NYT) - AAUP report 

I admit I haven’t read it yet: 

http:/iwww.nytimes, con.’2014/04/07/education/colleges-increasing-spending-on-sports -fa ster -than-on-academics-report-finds.html? 
emc=etal& r=0 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

proglhc as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emafil to <a h~e~"m~filto:leave-34503410- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34503410- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<)’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 12:57 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

How Procrastinating Can Help You 

Docstoc 

;N:: Biz Question oftheWeek 

Are Boredom and Procrastination Really 
Bad for Productivity? 

Answer: 

We ali ~:~e~ bored, s¢’..d w~ all put ti~i~#s elf for ~a~er. ~3~.~t why do [he seem~nt~y nat~ra~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 1:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Woman killed at the White House was shot in back of the head 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 

Network 

In this video, Dr Boyce WatMns speaks with attorney and former athtete Damario Sotomon- 

Simmons. The conversation invotves the state of African American males, cogegiate athtetics and 

the... 

April 7, 2014 / / Re~.d More 

~da B. Wells Refused to Give U_g~ Her Seat 70 
Years Before Rosa Parks, P~us ~a4ore Facts 

Reported by Somer P. Ida B. Wefts didn’t betieve in fogowing the rutes. In fact, her rebet[ious spirit 

is what made her the historical icon she is today. Wegs was born on July 16, 1862 in Hotly Springs, 

MS. She was conceived by two staves, James and Etizabeth Wet[s, whose occupations were 

carpentry and cooking. Atthough President [...] 

April 7, 

[ ::~:: Autopsy vV ........... q :o sii~ged b; b.s:~!~d the Wb~te H ......... ’-ss Si?ot ~n the B-sck of the Neadi 

the White House ~.:..late was Shot ir~ the Back 
of the Head --o She also had no druqs in her 

by Tyrone Cousin Your Black World Investigative Reporter It is a matter that has become all too 

famitiar in America. The use of excessive force by taw... 

April 7, 2014 / / Read ~,~,ore 

Have Natural Habit? 

By April Taylor Toya Sharee recently punished an article in Madame Noire about the stereotypes 

women face when they choose to wear their hair in naturat styles. Even though it has been years 

since India Arie’s song, "1 Am Not My Hair," hit the radio waves, the assumptions many men make 

about women with natural [...] 

Doctors sayl latest Ebo[a outbreak 
w@recedented: Should we be worried? 



A virus that causes peopte to breed from their ears and pops open Mood vessets has spread from 

remote tropica[ forests in Guinea to the West African country’s teeming capitat. It has hopped the 

border to Liberia and is suspected in more than 90 deaths in an outbreak Doctors Without Borders 

has catted "unprecedented." It [...] 

Bead 

Reported by Nige[ Boys Conflict has again arisen between Christians and Mustims in the dry of 

Dearborn, MI regarding something as simpte as an invitation to an Easter... 

April 7, 2014 / / Pead ff~ole 

Arrested Twice ~n Three Da~!;}~ [n Domestic 

BY: John "Hennry" Harris Minnesota Timberwotves forward Dante Cunningham has gotten himself 

into some serious troubte after being arrested Friday morning on a fetony domestic abuse charge. 

According... 

April 7~ 2014 / / Re~.d ~,~ore 

Fatherhood Initiative Wil~ Bui~d Better Dads 

By Itoro Udofia On Aprit 2nd the Department of Chitd and Famity Services (DCFS) taunched its 

Fatherhood Initiative to support famtties with absent fathers in Attanta. The initiative began... 

April 7, 2014 / / Re~.d 

Peopte who have thrived with Type 1 diabetes for 50 years or more are inspiring doctors in 

Toronto to investigate why and how they’ve accomptished the feat in order to hetp other patients. 

Type 1 diabetes is an autoimmune disease that stops the pancreas from producing the hormone we 

need to use carbohydrates as fuel [...] 

A F~-:~ther Explains Why Dads Need Paternity___ 
Leave Too 

By: Stephanie Atten-Gobert The rote of men and fathers are constantty changing and becoming more 

significant. A New York sports radio show eartier this week triggered a tong over due conversation 

about the rote fathers pray ba[andng or hetping to batance work, life and family. Some of the hosts 

and carters on the New York [...] 



Jesse J -: ckson Moved to Alab -: ma Prison 

Jesse Jackson Jr., who was being housed in a North Carolina prison, has been moved to an ALabama 

prison after becoming involved in a dispute which ted to... 

April 7, 2014 / / ~ead Mole 

Nim for" Askin Zi __ 

Asking a police officer a question isn’t usuatty considered an offense, but one man who’d only 

recently moved to New York from Los Angeles says posing a question... 

By: Krystte Crossman Home-schooting your child has so many benefits, but one of the best ones is 

that you get to decide what your child wig [earn and what method wit[ be used to hetp them. Here 

are five different home-schoot methods: 1. Unschoo[ing: This is one of the more controversiat forms 

of home-schooling. There [...] 

Smooth as Poss-ib[e 

By: Kryst[e Crossman If your cM[d has previously attended public school it may be tricky to have 

them switch to home-schoo[[ng, but there are ways to make it as seamtess as possibte for both you 

and your chitd. Here are some steps that you can take to transition your chitd out of public schoot 

and [...] 

Hustle 

Apd[ 7, 2014 

By Earty Jackson A friend and successful producer, writer and phi[anthrop%t Sixx King once totd 

me; "1 wilt always be on a fixed income. If I don’t hustle, it won’t get fixed!" Hustle has been a 

word used dramaticaKy in the past 10 years. Ranging from corporate raiders, athletes and the Hip 



Hop community atike, hustle has a centra[ theme ... P,,~i~,~ More 

Popular Posts 

Okay Fo~ A Pastor To CaU. Women ’Hoes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, April 7, 2014 1:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@anc.edu> 

Rutgers AD vs. MediaI Tax Breaks for Kansas Clubs Coach Search Costs 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Rutgers AD Back in t teadlines with tteadline Comment 
Rutgers athletic director Julie ttermann is not making any fi-iends with the local 

media .... 

Kansas Senate Approves Tax Break for Health Clubs 
After a long and heated debate, the Kansas Senate approved a bill on Friday 

exempting for-profit health dabs frown paying prope~ taxes ... 

Opinion: NCAA’s Problem- Solvin~ Promises Ring Hollow 
Ignoring a problem and hoping it goes away is no way to get things done. The 
NCAA has managed to turn it into an art ... 

UttSSA to Factor Socioeconomics into Class Realignment 
Keams football coach Matt Ricka~rds recently began digging into the relationship 

between the socioeconolnic statuses of Utah high schools and ... 

New Coatesville Athletic Director t ledges Transpaxencv 
Corey Sigle followed what happened lasl fall at Coatesville, where the athletic 



director and superintendent resigned because of racist text ... 

NCAA: UGA Coach Tried to Influence Swimmer’s Grade 

Worried atx~ut a star athlete losing his academic eligibilit.5~ a2[’ter t~ll semester, 

Georgia swimming and diving coach Jack Bauerle interceded ... 

Coaching Search Consultant Fees Soar into Six Figures 
The hiring of a head football coach is a pretty big deal at the Universit?, of Texas. 

It’s such a big deal that Texas ... 

Northwestern Coach Urges Pla;,ers to Say No to Union 
The players will have a chance to vote on timning a union April 25, but Pat 

Fitzgerald’s stance on fl~e issue is pretty clear. "I believe ... 

T T ~ ~7 V~ hat Impact Coukt Unionization ttave on V~ omen s Sports. 

What if the preliminary right given to Northwestern scholarship football players to 

form a union expands to various men’s and women’s teams ... 

’12 Years a Slave’ Descendants Rall’~l Against Ballpark 
Opponents of the Shockoe Bottom baseball stadium rallied again Thursday, this 

time with a boost from a famous name: Solomon Northup. At 

Struggling Parks Authofits~ Misses $9K Ballpark Pa,/ment 
The cit.5~ of Butler’s cash-strapped Parks and Recreation Crrounds and Facilities 

Authori~ has missed at least one mortgage payment on Kelly ... 

Atlanta Braves Embrace Smartphone Ticket Scanning 
As technology speeds away from traditional tickets and even from the print-at- 

home tickets popular in recent seasons, the Braves for the first ... 

How Red Sox Groundskeeper 1~ repped Frozen Fenwa’~ 
The thawing process involves ground heaters with hoses that pump Glycol at 140 

degrees Fahrenheit. An inflated blanket with parts on top covers the ... 

Go Inside AB’s Facility of the Week: 

::.~.i Facility of the Week 
Stephens Family YMCA partnered with 
the nonprofit Larkin’s Place to create a 
community center that welcomes 
everyone. Universal design standards 
were incorporated into every .., 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Facility Madness: Round of 16 
Which ~:acilitv do ? ou think is the best in college basketball, Today is your last day 

to vote in the round of 16. 



New Reader Comments: 

Blog: Wine atthe Gym? rll Drink to That 

Excellent thought~ Emily. Purists will certainly balk at the idea of adult beverages 
being served at the gym, bnt there’s no better way for most adults ... 

Blog: Wine at the Gym? I’ll Drink to That 
Based on this article, I wonder if the author would also be in favor of setting up a 

ma~ij uaJ~a dispen~ry inside my health club in Colorado? And if not, May not? 

Stay Connected Stay informed 

i~i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

AB Media Inc. 

22 E MiPPlin :i:t 5:re 910, M:3dison, W1537C.3 

20!3 i Privacy Policy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday~ 1:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Practitioner Interview Report 

Interview’.docx; ATT00001 .htm 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Attached please find a copy of my practitioner interview reIx~rt. Unfom~nately I was unable to submit it via sakai. (I wanted to make sure that my supervisor was fine 

with me including everything that I recorded during our interview). If you have any ques~tions, please feel free to let me know. Have a nice day! 

Thank~ 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Class of 

Exercise and Sports Science & English 

EmaJl: @live.unc.edu 
Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marketo Webinars <bwilliams@marketo.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 2:34 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

[Metrics and Analytics Clinic] Discover the True Value of Your Programs 

Hi Deborah, 

So, your marketing team is cranking out campaigns like nobody’s 

business. Your emails have an impressive click-through rate and your 

webinars boast high attendance numbers. You’re good, right? 

Not if you don’t know how your 

programs are impacting revenue. 

Join Marketo’s Jon Miller on 

Monday, April 21 to discover: 

:~: How to identify the right data 
:~: The power and influence of 
revenue cycle metrics 
=~ Examples of Marketo’s own program metrics and performance 

Hope to see you there! 

Blake Williams 
Sales Development Representative 

(650) 539-3509 



This email was sent to you because you requested information from IVlarketo or a partner. If you wish to unsubscribe or update your email 

subscription, please visit our email preference center. View our privacy policy. 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blackburn, Richard <Richard Blackbum@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, April "7,, 2014 3:29 PM 

Blackbuna, Dick <dick blackburn@unc.edu> 

2014 Bloomberg BusinessWeek Undergraduate Business Program Rankings 

Dear UNC Kenan-Flagler Community: 
I wanted to share the news with you that Bloomberg BusinessWeek recently released their rankings of undergraduate business programs in the US and 
ranked our Undergraduate Business Program lOth. Last year BusinessWeek also ranked our program lOth, 
This year’s detailed rankings (with last year’s ranking in parentheses) include: 
¯ A+ for teaching (A+) 
¯ A+ for job placement (A+) 
¯ A for facilities and services (A+) 

° 4th for public undergraduate programs (4th) 

¯ 33rd for recruiter survey rank (28th) 

¯ 6th for student satisfaction (7th) 

¯ 11th for MBA feeder school (12th) 

° 12th for academic quality (14th) 

We are pleased that our Undergraduate Business Program received A+’s for teaching and job placement, and we will look more closely at the results of 

the survey to see if we can find out why we dropped from an A+ to an A in facilities and services and from 28th tO 33rd on the recruiter survey (even as our 

job placement rating remained an A+. And kudos to faculty and staff for moving the needle on Academy Quality from 14th to 12th, The Dean’s office and 

the Undergraduate Business Program are committed to working with students, faculty, recruiters and alumni to maintain or improve all of these areas the 
influence program performance. I also believe that improvements being undertaken in the Program will hopefully be reflected in even higher overall 
rankings in the future. There is no reason why we cannot become one of the top five undergraduate business programs in the US and then the very best. 
These ratings also confirm the high marks from that the Program has received from U.S. News & World Report, which ranked our program tied for 7th in 
their most recent poll based on its reputational survey of deans and program directors. 
Please join me in congratulating and thanking the extraordinary dedication of the undergraduate faculty and Undergraduate Business Program team who 
work in partnership with our exceptional undergraduate business students to ensure a world-class educational experience at the Kenan-Flagler Business 
School. If you see an undergraduate faculty member, program team member (Angela Bond, Francesca Crutchfield, Matthew Curulla, Sue Harbour, Heather 
Johnson, Leslie Melton, Anna Millar, Lawrence Murray, Courtney Porter, Amanda Tyus, Kim Vaughn, David Vogel, Jillian Wahlbrink, and Lora Wical), and/or 
undergraduate student - pat them on the back for a job well done. Our thanks as well to Alison Adams who rides herd on the processes that must be 
completed to insure our participation in this ranking. Alison has provided the following links to further information about these results. 
Overview article 

Ranking chart 
~www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-.04-.04~ublish.-the-com le[e-rankin -b~t-under Tadua[e--business-schoob-2014#r=nav-r--~ 
Profile 

Comments from student surveys: 
~www.businessweek.com!bschools!rankin ~~ate mba -rofiles unc comments 
M ethodology 
~www.businessweek.com articles 20~4-04-04 best-under*raduate-business-sch~s-2~14-meth~d~gy-for-h~w-we-ranked-the-sch~s#r=nav-r-st~rY~ 
FAQ 
b.~£~.:.//~.~!~t!!1.e.-:~.~.e.~..e.-.~.£f~.~/~.~.!~!..e.-:~.~?:..~.7:~:~:~.~/:~.~:~!.~.~.~g~:~!~:~!~.s.!~.e.~:~!~D~!~g~.s.~.2:.~Q~1~{~.=.~ 
If you have any comments about this information or these results, or if you have any suggestions as to what we can do to improve our position in future 
rankings, please do not hesitate to share this information with me or with any of the Undergraduate Program team. 
Thanks again and take care. 
Dick 
Dick Blackburn ¯ Associate Professor 

¯ Associate Dean, Undergraduate Business Programs 

¯ Kenan Flagler Business School 

¯ University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
¯ 4653 McColl Bldg. ¯ Campus Box 3490 . Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3490 USA 

¯ phone 959,962.3562 ¯ cell               ¯ fax 959.962.4266 

¯ dick blackburn~’~unc,edu ¯ www.kenan fla&ler, unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

Visit UNCK ..... Flagl ...... L.L.J I LLJ I L.L.J I L.~JI ~1 ~1 ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OAR ofNC <oarofnc@gmaiLcom> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 4:52 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Equal Justice Symtx~sium in Greensboro April 11 8:30-4 pm 

Alliance member James Williams will be moderating the 1~.1:h Annual Symposium 

Equa~ Justice Under the Law comrnemorating the 50 Year’ anniversary of the Civil 

hts Act and the ~Oth Ann~versar,¢ of Brown v. Bo~rd of Education, 

day of excelJet~[: speakers at ~:he Intemal:[onal C~v~l Rights Museunl and Greet~sboro, 

Check out our Facebook and 
website: 

U!;:ted Churci; of Chdst- OAR ;: ~802 MI.K Pkwy 20~" ;: {)t~rham, NC 27707 :...:::.~.:: iContacl - Tiy It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 

@kenm~- flagler.unc.edu 

5:02 PM 

BAS faculty rate 

To: Stroman, Deborah (dstromm0 

F~om: 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Do UNC thculty/professors have to pay $199? I had a professor ask me if we had a thculty rate. I think it’d be nice to give them the student rate, but "that would mean 

rethnding any professors who might have aJready paid the full $199. 

This fora,arded message was sere via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Kenan Ins~timte Sport" site. To reply to tiffs message click tiffs link to access 

Messages for this site: Kenan Institute Sport. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timothy Ives <Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 7:47 PM 

Faculty WellZare Committee <t~cultywelt?~e@saJ~ai.unc.edu~ 

Re: Budget issue at UNC-G 

Good evening all: 

Here’s one more on the subj ect of adjuncts from today’s Chronicle: htlp://chi~onicle.com/articleiCommuni~’- Colleges- Can- Foster/145793/ 

Perhaps one of the potential activities for this committee for the coming ?,ear is to start to catalog some of these best practices across the countw for the adjuncts in 

order to offer some structure here at UNC-CH. 

Donna asked about it earlier today, but for everyone, there has been no communication thus lhr from the Provost’s office or farm Lynn Williii~rd. 

See you Friday. 

Tim 

Timothy J. Tves, Pharm. D., H.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman Sohooi of Pharmaoy, CB # 7574 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7574 

Phene: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division ef Ger~erai Hedioine and Clinioal Epidemiolegy 

Department of Hedicine, CB # 7110 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.0391 

Fax: 919.843.0775 

Beepe1: 

e-mail: Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu 

On 4/7/14, 11:52 AM, Ives, Timothy wrote: 

Good morning eye,one: 

I thought that you might be interested in last week’s a~icle about the 

budget plans at UNC-G: 

http://www.news- record.com/news/article 2830673e-baad- 11 e3-al ca-0017a43b2370.html 

I’ve also attached the PowerPoint that was provided at their thculty 
senate meeting. It might be worth a brief conversation about its 
potential impact, both at UNC-G and elsewhere. 

I’ll be sending out the agenda ibr this Friday’s final ,neeting of the 

year in the next day or two. See you Friday. 

Tim 

Timothy J. Ives, Pharm.D., M.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelma~ School of Pharmacy, Box 7574 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of General Medicine and Clinical Epidemiology 
Department of Medicine, Box 7110 
The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.6480 

Fax: 919.843.0775 

Pager: 

e-mail:Timothy Iveg~med.unc.edu 
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Attachments: 

Presentation-to-Facnlts~-Senate Provisional-Budget-Reduction-Plan-2014 15.pptx 

This automatic notification message was sent by Saka~ @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.nnc.edu/portal) fio~n the Faculty Welfaxe Com~nittee site. 

Yon can ~nodi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > l?references. 

This automatic notification message was sent by S~k~ @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:/isakai.unc.edu/portal) from the Faculty Welfare Committee site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info~yourblackworld.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 9:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Media reveals A1 Sharpton’s past as an FBI it~brmant 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World Network 

Game 2:" 

By Itoro Udofia Spike Lee, director of critically acclaimed films such as Crookiyn and Bamboozled, 

spoke enthusiastically about the possibility of directing a sequel to He Got Game... 

April 7, 2014 / / 

Reveals Names of Jurors Who 
Acquitted Georsge Zimmermar~ 

Jurors in high profile cases often attempt to keep their identities private so as to avoid criticism 

from the punic. One of the jurors in the George Zimmerman... 

l ii.~j Yv.:B:~e (.;~i! he,, A, S!,, r~:,b ~ n’ ........ k ...... F ~:3, i,if.xm~inl ......... ba(k te !,su,i~ !,imi 

Yvette Came[I; A[ Shar >ton’s work as an 
[:°BI ~nformant comes back to hatmt h’im 

by Yvette Carnelt Although Rev. A[ Sharpton has gone from marching on the streets of Harlem in 

jumpsuits to becoming counset to President Obama, his past continues to... 

Apri[ 7, 2014 / / Read 

Next James Bond grim [ Black Like Moi 

By Dr. Sinctair Grey III There’s a rumor going around that the next villain to be prayed in the epic 

James Bond movie is actor Chiwete[ E[iofor. E[iofor... 

April 7, 2014 / / r~ead More 

Ladies: 6 TMngs to Do Immediate[?& 

by Anna Bella How did it happen? After a wonderful weekend spent with his friends and intimate 

moments, he tells you he needs a break. Or even worse,... 

Apri[ 7, 2014 / / Read 

Out <~ Moth~,iff~ood: ’7,,’iii St~:biliT~,the b~sck 

By Rachel Mitter-Bradshaw In the early 90s young btack women woutd rush like it was their duty to 

birth chitdren in their late teens or early twenties. Many... 

Apri[ 7, 2014 / / Pead Mole 

Popular Posts on TheMedicalBIog. net 



wo~de~ 0 comments 

0 comments 

A Fati~e~" E×.o[~,i~.~ ~!)_~ i)ads Need Pa~ern~bL Leave Too 0 comments 

~2:[E%~.’Z 0 comments 

~f~a~ ....... ~::he~ ................. s C~:~ ~Z.~:L~h~:~LL~2~Z..~L~).~:~.Jr       ~ " ’ ~.~..~.~..~:~£. 0 com ments 

comments 

Diabeb~s 0 comments 

5cient?~ts 0 comments ....................... 

comments 

to Japan 

by Dr. Samori Swygert ~EVERYWHERE THERE% WAR~ RUMORS OF A WAR~ WAR IN THE EAST.- 

April 7, 2014 / / Ra~d 

By Dr. Sinclair Grey III News outlets from all over have been engulfed with the... 

l i~i Hov,, Often Do You %’-.~:, ~31~ck F’eopl~:, hl ¢:omic Books?i 

How Often Do You See Black People in 
Cor-n~c Books? 

By David Btoodsaw Black comic book super heroes have suffered a storied history from laughabte 

characterization or being relegated to stereotypicat sidekick status (often times both). The Root... 

April 7, 2014 / / ?ead M~ra 

[ ii.~.iI R Q,"[:,e! T ii’:K Dad’:-%’ F i:!,q,~i"ha H) n ,’~, ~ L)’ ) n’t P~i,,’i 

By Dr. Sinclair Grey III Maurice Young aka Miami rapper Trick Daddy was arrested Thursday on 

cocaine and weapons charges. Broward Sheriff’s Office obtained a ’sniff warrant’ for... 

April 7, 2014 / / Read Mere 

Comedian W, Kamau Belt Admits He Got 
~}~yed for a Sucker bTL B’[[[ h~aher 

by Yvette Carnell The black community’s double standard on everything Obama was perfectly 

encapsulated in one toting moment two weeks ago on Rear Time With BiK Maher, Comedian,,, 

April 7, 2014 / / Re~.:.4 More 

Popular Posts on Techyville.com 

New [.;~w !~{~!~:£ Let Z~mmerman Off Th~t~ Hook Fo~ Good 



Dr E~oZ~Lt~ W~tk~r~s~ Kobe ~.:~a~t~s r~ma~Jts about ]~~’~vo~~ 

boyce ’¢£:tkil°:s ] 23f queens ’¢£:y ] camiIRis, ny 13031 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ELA ~nc.rr.com~ 

Monday, April 7, 2014 11:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Next Black Caucus Meeting 

Hey Doc, when’s the next Black Caucus meeting? Hope your speech went well. 

Take care. 
Regards, 
EIbert L. Avery 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

postmaster@sakai.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 12:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill notitication digest 

Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill notification digest for 

1. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 

1. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 

Site Title: 
Site ID: tb86d397-c977-4347-97df-7fadtbab7fc3 

Assignment: Triangle Sport Businesses 
Assignment Due Date:              12:00 pm 

Student: 

Submission ID: 453a61b0-7f45-4ad7-a4b0-268124f58dle 
Submitted on:            1:45 pm 

Attachments 

.xlsx (14 KB) 

This automauc notification message digest was sent to users of Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai unc.edu) 
Ynu can modtl~y your notification preferences ~n ynur 2{y Wnrkspace. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

F, vite <info@mailva.evite.com > 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 4:51 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Event Reminder: Covenant aJ~d Achieve Mentor Appreciation Reception 

Csrelil~a Covsnsnt ar:d Aci:ie~e Ca..’olina 

T~day, £pr~ ~ 0~ 2014 

05:00 P6’t ~ 07:00 

Don’t forget to snap * share 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 7:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: TfiaJ~gle hogging majority of new jobs; Charlotte aptxfints new mayor 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

APRIL 8, 20!4 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Trian~ ~arlotte ~o.qg !n ~ m~or!ty of n ~w |o~ ~0 ~q 
recovery 
Durinq th~ ~ecovery from the Great Recessioa, Noah CaroHaa’s two ~ar~st metro 

a~eas, the Triangle and Cha~o~e, accounted fo~ aeady 70 perc~at of aU new.jobs, 

even as they account for only 42 pement of aH employment. 

Dan C~odfeRer appointed mayor of Charlotte 
Charlotte City CouncU members chose state Sen Dan C~odfe~ter as the city’s 

mayor on Monday n~ght, capping a tumultuous two-we~k polibca~ wMr~wind. 

............. ~ f~,,o ......................................... 
One of WRm~ngtoWs tallest buHd~ngs head~ng to auction 
The i l-story Murchison Buiiding in downtown Wilmington, located at the corner of 

Froni and Ches~nui s~reets, has been put en [he auction bleck 

Dis~ass .................. 

Carrboro to consMer developer incentives to increase 
affordable housinq 
The Town ef Carrboro’s Beard of AMermen will be discussing options [or 

~noreasmg the availability o[ a[Fordable housing a[ a meeting Tuesday evemn9 

Discass 

~d ~ Edition >> 

Breakfast care concept comes to Wavefly Place in Cary 

Sanford ice cream maker to beqin selling in Lowes Foods 
stores 

Mentoring Monday leads TBJ’s Women in Business Awards 
luncheon 

NCSU’s Hunt Library to be featured on PBS series ’Cool 
Spaces’ 

Apple documents: ’Consumers want what we don’t have’ 



Cancel Email Subscription 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: BAS faculty rate 

Definitely not $49. Is this a UNC prof? How many profs have registered? Do whatever you think is best and seems fair. 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, .         9:23 PM 

To: Mary Napier <~ ~ier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: BAS faculty rate 

Hi Mary. What do you think? I say $199 or $99. Not $49. 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the wodd/’ .~ Anne Frank 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, . at 5:02 PM 

Subject: BAS faculty rate 

To: Stroman, Deborah (dstroman) 

From: 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Do UNC faculty/professors have to pay $199? I had a professor ask me if we had a faculty rate. I think it’d be nice to give them the student rate, but that would mean refunding 

any professors who might have already paid the full $199. 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Kenan Institute Sport" site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this 

site: Kenan Institute Sport. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FacultyBooks.com - we buy textbooks’. <marketing~texasbooLccsend.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 9:52 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

We pay a bonus with this emaJl. 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

FacultyBooks.com offers you the best value in the industry by paying you the highest 
buyback prices around. We provide outstanding customer service dedicated to providing you the best 

experience possible. Our professors mean a lot to us - let us show you how much! 

i~ We have Free Shipping, Free Packing Materials and pay the HIGHEST Prices in the Industry for Used Textbooks. Visit FacultyE~ooks.com now. 

For,,~a ~fl email 

T~is email was sent to dstroman@email.unc.edu by £-u--s-t-.-~--n~--Le--r-s-‘-e--r-~fj-c--e-~-f-9-c-‘-u-~-t~z~-~-9-9--k-s-‘:-£~‘~~ 

Update ProfileJEma![ Addres~’s :. Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeT" Privacy’ Po!!cy. 

Texas Book Company I 850[ Technology Circle I Greenville I TX I 75402 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:52 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: BAS faculty rate 

599 is fine for UNC profs. KI people are comped. Agree that we need to know the numbers. So please draft a note to them. 

Mary Napier, Ph.D. ¯ Executive Director, Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise ¯ UNC Kenan Flagler Business School 

Carnpus Oox 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

(919)843 7553 . fax (919)962 8202 . rnnapier@unc.edu 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,            9:40 AM 

To: Mary Napier <mary napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: BAS faculty rate 

Yes, the inquiry is about U NC profs. I think the rate should be 599 if you are a UNC system full-time prof. 

We also need to send a note to KI faculty/staff. I can draft something. Didn’t we say we would comp them but we needed to know if they were going to attend??? ;) 

From: <Napier>, Mary Napier <Mary Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,            at 9:24 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: BAS faculty rate 

Definitely not 549. Is this a UNC prof? How many profs have registered? Do whatever you think is best and seems fair. 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,            9:23 PM 

To: Mary Napier <mary_napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: BAS faculty rate 

Hi Mary. What do you think? I say 5199 or 599. Not 549. 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, at 5:02 PM 

Subject: BAS faculty rate 

To: Stroman, Deborah (dstroman) 

From: 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Do UNC faculty/professors have to pay 5199? I had a professor ask me if we had a faculty rate. I think it’d be nice to give them the student rate, but that would mean refunding 

any professors who might have already paid the full 5199~ 

Susan 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Kenan Institute Sport" site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this 

site: Kenan Institute Sport. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 11:20 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cost of Unionization ] Pool Testing Problems ] Facility Madness 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Tax Expert: Unionizing May Cost College Football Players 
Northwestern players claim fl~ey want to unionize to get better medical benefits, 

concussion testing, and perhaps to be paid tbr their services .... 

SlnaJler Arenas Not in Final Four s Near Future 

NCAA president Mark Emmert was asked on Sunday if the organization will ever 

consider retaining its bigges~t event to a regular lmsketball venue .... 

Facility Madness 2014: Quarterfinals 
A new college basketball champion has been crowned (and the women’s champion 

will be determined Tuesday night), but our search for the best arena in ... 

Opinion: Competition tbr Public Stadium Funding Good 
It seelns only fair that professional sports teams should be required to compete 

among themselves when asking for public money to build a ... 

After 133 Closures in 2013, City Steps Up t ool Testing 
Under proposed changes to the outdated pool-testing roles, only certified pool 



operators or pool testers would be allowed to do qnality checks ... 

Class Action Taiing Shape Over Minor League Contracts 
Most minor league ba~ball players get less than $7,500 for playing a~ entire 
season of 142 games. And some ofthetn believe that’s not enough .... 

Reduced TOs, Shollened Shot Clocks for College Hoops? 
College basketball’s role changes to give players greater freedom of movement 

helped perimeter players in 2013-14. Now, those tasked with 

In Minnesota, Freon’s Fate a Concern for Rink Operators 
Roughly 120 axenas that dot the state and are as cherished as parks in the cities 

and "towns that own them still rely on the ... 

MI,S Franchi~ to Play in New Atlanta Falcons Stadium 
’][’he Atlanta team would become the 22nd frm~chise in MLS and would open play 
in 2017~ which is g~so when the new $1 billion downtown ... 

For Non-Revenue Coaches. Fundraisin~ Comes with Job 
The morning after a signature win by the New Mexico Lobos men’s soccer team, 
UNM coach Jeremy Fishbein and associate athletic director 

Tuesday Takedown: Business Booming for College Search Firms 

The University of Sonth Florida thought it had its new men’s basketba]l in Steve 

Masiello, but an inconsistency uncovered during a backgronnd ... 

Health Club Plans $1M Renovation of Elementary School 
The owner of Ultimate t hysique, a Lockport health club that plm~s ~o buy the 

closed Washington Hunt Elementa~~ School, safid it will cost ... 

?rofessors Group Decries Attention Given ~o Athletics 
An "irrational exuberance" for athletics and a shift of vesonrces away from 

academics axe signs higher education is losing focns on its ... 

Basketball/Volleyball Center Plmmed for Boeing Building 
Operators of the youth athletic program, Athletes In Motion 4 Life of Huntington 

Beach, received the cib,’s approval last week to open a ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Rutgers AD Back in Headlines with Headline Comment 

AD Julie Hern~am~ told a class ofjoum~lism students it would be "great" if New 

Jersey’s biggesl newspaper went out of business. 

New Reader Comments: 

’12 Years a Slave’ Descendants Rally Against Ballpark 
Slm~ery is an ugly part ofAmericma hifftoo~ that in many areas there have been 

attempts to literally bury the pafft. My children attended public schools 

Upcoming Events: 

!_~ [_AR_[B ~_O._N_A_LISAIN [_R_[N S__I! I_q!~_-._W~_ ! 
Seattle, WA I April 10, 2014 -- April 13, 2014 ... 



San Diego, CA I April 15, 2014 --April 17, 2014 ... 

NIRSA 2014 
Nashville, Tenn. I April 23, 2014 --April 26, 2014 ... 

Indian Wells, Calif. I April 27, 2014 -- April 30, 2014 ... 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sheroll Kleinman @nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, 11:34 AM 

The progtZac mailing list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progfac] Speaking to Your Class 

BangladeshiWorkersSpeakOutonSweatshops.pdf 

Please email uncsaw~gmail.com directly. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Speaking m Your Class 

Date:The,          04:16:54 +0000 

From :Student Action with Workers <uncsaw~b~gmail.com> 

To:<kleinma~@email.tmc.e&~> 

Hello Professor Sherryl Kleinman, 

I’m just writing to follow up on my email from a week or so ago about Student Action with Worker’s event "Bangladeshi Garment Workers Speak Out on Sweatshops". The 
event will be on          at 7pro in Union Room 3408, and we at~ hoping for as many student and faculty members as possible to have the opportunity to hear Aleya 
Akter and Aklima Khanam, a survivor of the deadly Rana Plaza factory collapse in Bangladesh, speak at UNC. 

I’m wondering if a member of SAW could come to your class to announce the event. We would be very grateful for the opportunity to speak briefly to your students about the 
lecture. Also, would you be willing to offer extra credit to your students to attend this event.’? We really need the help of professors to get the word out to more 
students about the issue of sweatshop labor and unsafe work#aces. Attached is a flyer for the event. 

Thank you very much as always for your support. 

Best, 

Student Action with Workers 

Bangladeshi Workers Speak Out on Sweatshops 

Who: Aleya Akter (General Secretary of the Bangladesh Garment & Industrial Workers Federation), Aklima Khanam (Survivor of the Rana Plaza collapse), 
United Students Against Sweatshops 

What: Aleya Akter and Aklima Khanam, two Bangladeshi garment workers leaders who are leading the fight in Bangladesh for safe workplaces and living 

wages, will speak to the UNC community. Aklima is a survivor of the Rana Plaza factory collapse that claimed the lives of over 1,100 Bangladeshi garment 

workers. They will talk on the causes and consequences of deadly factory disasters in Bangladesh, and their struggle to urge apparel brands to accept 

responsibility for safety conditions in their factories by signing the Bangladesh Safety Accord, a legally enforceable agreement that will transform the 

Bangladesh garment industry from deathtraps to safe workplaces. This event will be an incredibly powerful and informative opportunity for workers to speak 

directly with students and faculty about sweatshop conditions in the global apparel industry. We hope to see you there! 

When: Tuesday . 7pm 
Where: Student Union Room 3408 

Link to facebook event: https://wvwv.facebook.com/events/557434254355173/ 

To find out more information about this event, or to cosponsor it, please contact Student Action with Workers at uncsaw@gmail.com. 

Student Action with ~Vorkers 

University of NoRa Ca.olina at Chapel Hill 

www.nncsaw.wordpress.com 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

</ul > 

progfac as: -<a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu</av. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "mailto:leave-34511559- 56223020.18abcb43200370a7c 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34511559- 

56223020.18abcb43200370aTc12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:37 PM 

Strom~m, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 
@kenan- flagler, unc.edw~ 

FW: SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit Payment 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edtr~; 

FYI- 

Could you please reply to Winston Jones and answer his question? Does the student rate only apply to students or to their partners as well? 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland : Business Officer:: Frank Hawldns Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise:: Affiliate ofUNC’s Kenan-Flagler Bu.siness School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 

919.843-432,’7 ::: ~o.x 919843.3493 ::: Karen McFadand@l:enan-fla.gh,n-.mlc.edu ::: wv,~v kenan-flag]c~-unc edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Grissett, Tamala 
Sent-" Tuesday, 12:01 PM 
To-" McFarland, Karen 
Subject: FW: SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit Payment 

Could you respond to him? I told him that I w~s only aware of the 2 rates, but would forward his question to a summit orgm~izer to confirm. Thank you. 

From: Winston Jones [__m__~_[[t_o__:_ ................................... @K_m____a_!_[:__c_9___m_] 

Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014 11:10 AM 

To: Grissett, Yamala 

Subject: Re: SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit Payment 

Tamala, 

Thank you tbr your quick response. Also, are there discounts tbr paxtners of students? My partner is named and she is enrolled in the 

[fiqC Chapel Hill. If there is no discount, is there a way that I can provide her IYNC ID information during regi~xation? 

Appreciate your help. 

Best, 

Winston 

program at 

On Tue, at 10:24 AM, Grissett. Tamala <Tamale Gfissett(~)kenan-fl, ,agler~unc~edu> wrote: 

Hi Wins�on, 

I apologize for the delay in responding. I had to remove your name, ,so you can go back into the registration site to re-register and pay. Hease let me if you have 
additional issues with accessing the site. 

Thank you, 

T~unala 

From: Winston Jones [mailto: @gmail.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:03 AM 
To: Grissett, Tamala 
Subject: Re: SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit Payment 

Hello Taa~al~ 
Any update on this? Thanks. 

Winston 

On Men, at 12:22 PM, Winston Jones < @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hello, 
I registered tbr the Summit online, but received a "timed-out" notification betbre I was able to make a payment. I received an email saying that I am registered, but 

unpaid and I do not see a way for me to log back in m~d make my payment. C~m you please advise? 

Thanks, 
Winston 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:49 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenaJ~- flagler.unc.edu>; 

<tamala grissetl@unc.edu> 

RE: BAS Regis~tration 

.~kenan-flagler.unc.edu~; Grissett, Tamala 

Hi Debby: 

I have added another registrant Type named Associate and a ~99 amount. Do you want anything else to show in the Registrant type other than the name 

Associate? 

Karen 

Karen McFarland ::: Business Officer::: Frmlk Hawkins Kenan Institute of PtJvate Etlterpi~se:: Affiliate ofUNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business Schoo] 

Campus Box 3440 ::: Kenan Center ::: Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 

919843-4327 ::: ~ax 919.8433493 ::: Karen McFal-l~nd@kenan-flaglerulic.e&t ::: ~,,svw.kell~n-fl~sler.~mc.edl~ 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:44 AM 

To: McFarland, Karen 

Subject: BAS Registration 

Hi Karen. We are ~oin~ to ~o with a ~99 rate for all UNC system full-time professors. Can we build somethin~ in the registration to accommodate these registrations? 

Please name it "Associate." 

I will try to call you later to discuss~ Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

9:19.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 2:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner - FAC today 

Wow ---that is great! How did gou session go? 

Jo,l J. Rermer~ M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 

Assodate Pro~essor and Dh’ec[or 

tJn~versi[y of Nor[h Carolina a[ Chapel FIq~ 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant HaU 

B21-A Sou[h Co~umNa St, 

Chape~ HIll, NC 27599-7130 

919-9.’56-.5147 Desl,: 

Cell 

91%966-.6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: ]his ~_~--mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended en~y for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may ce~tain confident~a~ and/or 

pr[wleged mater[ai. Any -----unauthorized rewew, use, disclosure or d~sh4but[on ~s prohibited. If you are net the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-mad and 

destroy all cep~es of the or~gh-~al message 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 201~ 2:53 P~ 

To: Renner, Joy J 

Subje{t: Re: ~oy Renner - FAC today 

HI Joy. I took an early flight back for a number of reasons. I just got in, and I will be there today. 

d 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wo[::derfu] it is thgt nobody need wait a siug]e mome~<tt before startiE:g to in,prove the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Renner>, Joy Renner <Joy...Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, April 8, 20:14 at 2::17 PM 

To: Beverly Foster <bbfoster@email.unc.edu>, Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu>, "Mosley, Layna" <rnosley@unc.edu>, Andrew Perrin 

<andrew perrin@unc.edu>, "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Kim Strom-Gottfried <        @gmail.corn>, "Stephens, John B" 

<_s__t__e__p__h___e___n___s_@__s_gg:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_>, Paul Friga <P--~a--~u--LF--r--[ga--~@-k-~-e-~9-~a---n-~:~f-~~a--g!~e--~:~-u-~-n-~£~~e--~d--~u-->~ Lissa Broome <.[_b___r_g_g___m____e___@.___e____m___a__!]_:9__n___c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Cunningham, gubba" 

<bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>, "Brown, Michelle" <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>, Carol Folt <carol.folt@unc.edu> 

Subject: Joy Rennet - FAC today 

As usual, late breaking finalization of agenda and discussion. We will be brief today because of the large number of Committee Members were are not available 

today and in recognition of the "outside" meeting time required this month. I hope to wrap up by 4:30. 

I have attached today’s materials for those not able to access Sakai right now and for those now with us today for comment. We have one guest with us today - Bob 

Orr to introduce issues related to student discipline and athletic eligibility. I have alerted him that we are a smaller group today. 

March minutes and today’s minutes will be posted this weekend by Lissa. 

See you at 3:30. 
JoyJ. Rerm~r~ M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Pro[essor and Dh’ec[or 
Universi[y of Nor[h Carolina a[ Ci~apel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant HaU 
521-A Sou[h Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-71:~0 

919-g56-514.7Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CGNFIDENTb~,L~TY NOTICE: This e<nail message~ [!~clud[ng a~tachments 1t: a~W, is intended or@ ~or ~he -person or en~ity ~o which it is addressed and may contain con.iden~a~ andio~ 

pr[vdeged material ArW ---unau J~or[zed review, use, disclosure or dis[r[buJon is F rohib[ted. I. you are no~ the ha[ended recipient, please cor~[ac[ [he sender b,i reply e-maq and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 





When she takes office on JuIy 1, Dr. Kristin G Esterberg will be the first 
woman p~eside~tt of SUN’~r Potsdam Curre~ttly, she is provost mid academic 

vice presideut ,at Salem State University iu Mass,achusetts 

Moving Out of High Poverty Neighborhoods 
Benefits Girls More Than Boys 

A study of more ~han 4,600 [imtilies who were given vouchers to move out of 
high-poverty urban areas from 1994 to 1998 found that 10 to 15 yem-s later, in 
reims of meat‘a] health gifts in these fhmilies were better off but boys were uot. 

Linda LeMura to Be Named the First 
La)~voman President of a Jesuit College 

Linda LeMura has been selectcd to become the 14th presidcnt of Le Moync 
ColIege in Syracuse, New York. Site will be the first laywoman and only the 

Study Finds That Stress Levels in Wo~nen Can Impact hffertility 

¯ Texas ~oman’s University Names Sole Finalist to Be Its NeW President 

¯ In Lower Socioeconontic Groups, Risk of Heart Disease for Women 

Outpaces That of Men 

¯ The First Woman President of Humboldt State University in California 

¯ Barbara McDonald to Lead Minnesota West Com~nunity and Technical 

College 

¯ ~omen in the Pool of Accepted Students at Some Top-Ranked Colleges 

and Universities 
¯ Ruth McRoy Honored as Child Advocate of the Year 
¯ Two ~omen at Virginia Tech Awarded Emerita Status 

¯ New Website Offers Online Space to Share Stories of Sexism on 

Campus 
¯ American-Trained Scholar Is the New Finance Minister of Romania 

¯ Two ~omen Promoted and Granted Tenure at the College of the Holy 

Cross 
¯ New Deans Named at Five Institutions of Higher Learning 

¯ Two W~omen Among the Finalists for Dean of the College of Liberal 

Arts and Sciences at the University of Maine 
¯ Three "~Vomen Scholars Named to Endowed Chairs 

¯ Eileen Breslin Named President of the American Association of 

Colleges of Nursing 
¯ University of Georgia’s Charlotte Mason Named Educator of the Year 

¯ Five VYomen Appointed to New Teaching Positions at American 

Universities 
¯ Four ~omen Earn Academic Honors 
¯ New Administrative Posts in Higher Education for Nine W~omen 

¯ Northwestern College Awards Tenure to Three Women Faculty 

Members 
¯ Online Articles That May Be of Interest to g’IAReport Readers 
¯ Recent Books That May Be of Interest to "~Vomen Scholars 
¯ Grants or Gifts Relating to g’omen in Higher Education 





~:i cartoon businessman 

I.,obb~4~g A.merk~a 

A time when business decided to fight back--and change the country’s political 
landscape 

[~iii read .... ] 

E EATURES 

Eludes Russia Numbers 
Forty million Americans 

Like Eskimos with snow, What would the US look struggle with addiction, 

Russia has many words ........ like if all Americans were ....... but little is known about 

for civil unrest, runners? how it works. 



Landmark study te gwde pretocol 

~--ie~,~t~,. Ca,e~              " 

offshore wind energy 
I 

UNC sta~lup N.2,an ar, noJn_es p..swv~ phase z ,-esm~s for 

potential: Two 3,000- 
I nove~ ac~e treatment ([~sff, es~ W~re) 

pound buoys will help : 

identify viable lease block 

locations for offshore wind ~ 
farms. (Public R~dk~ ~i~st) I UNC [esearc~}ers shcw cancer cl~emcthe[aFy acce~eral:es 

~.~ baw I~king into mi .... 

R OUNA~ ~UO 

"The asse~on that desus ~s Go6 ~s ar~uablg the s~n~le most 

impo~ant development in Western civilization."--ga~ Ehrman, 

for FPG:s Abecedar~aq              Chromc~e~ 

kids: 30 years later, 

children who got high- 

quality early care are doing 

better physically as well as 

mentally ~:PG Ch~k~ 

GE~GQNNEC~ED 

~ Endeavors oq Facebook ~ Endeavors ~n T’witte~ ~ RSS Feed 

.............................................................. ............................ .............. )~f .............................................................. 

Th~s ~ma~i was sent to dst[o~uRc edu 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:34 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Class 

Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman, 
I want to genuinely apologize for even having to write you this email. Unfortunately, I was running late today to class, and did not arrive until around 12:41 p.m. Consequently, 
Dr. Abbey Smith-Ryan had already left the room after taking attendance. I stopped by her office to get credit for attendance today but she wasn’t there. I just wanted to write 
to you explaining I was there today for class. I even took a photograph just in case policy required further proof. 
I am again sorry for the hassle. I hope you’re trip is going well and wish you safe travels heading home. 
Thanks in advance for your help! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Newsletter@Facul~Diversity.org 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 3:46 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

NCFDD Newsletter: Time to Pause, Assess, and Adjust 

Development & Diversit  

APRIL NEWSLETTER 

I have to admit I’m feeling :::::::::::::::: ........ 
particularly energized heading into 
April! The reason why is pretty 
simple: we just finished an amazing 
NCFDD team retreat! If you know 
me, you know that I’m a big fan of 
taking scheduled pauses to step 
back, take stock, assess progress, 
and ADJUST in ways that will move 

towards long-term goals. 

For Team NCFDD that means 
pausing twice a year to come 
together face4o4ace and engage in 
some brutally honest discussion about our collective and individual performance, out’ strategic 
.goals for growth and improvement, and creating a plan to move fopA, ard, keep growing, and continue 
serving our 45,000 members at the highest level. 

This month, I want to challenge YOU to ask youBelf: what is working and what isn’t working? Trust 
me, I know it can be extremely uncomfortable, but we’ve structured this month’s resources to help 
you identify and make progress on the things that aren’t working. First and foremost, if you haven’t 
been as productive this year as you may have hoped, we invite you to consider joining our Faculty 
Success Proqram this summer. If you want to learn how the program works and why over 90% of 
participants become more productive, join us for a Preview Call on April 18th. If you feel like what’s 
not working is how you manage your time, then join us for this month’s core workshop "How to 
Master Academic Time Management." If you’re struggling with marketing your work, then join us for 
this month’s guest expert workshop on "How to Market Your Book From Day One" with Kate Wahl 
(Editor in Chief at Stanford University Press). If external funding is what you’re seeking, then why 
not register today for our next multi-week course with Lee Carpenter on "How to Seek (and Get!) 
Foundation Funding". And if you’re just feeling stuck at mid-career, then check out this month’s 
feature article: "Overcoming Post-Tenure Paralysis." 

I hope this month’s resources will inspire you to take a pause, honestly assess your progress, and 

use our resources to make positive adjustments. 

Warmly, 

Kerry Ann Rockquemore, PhD 
President, National Center for Faculty Development & Diversity 

FACULTY SUCCESS PROGRAM 

Read about Karla Erickson’s experience as a Faculty Success Program 
participant in this month’s alumni spotlight. 

Read more 



Registration for the Summer session of the Faculty Success Program is 
now open! And don’t forget to register for our preview call on April 18th. 

Read more 

INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERSHIP 

Team NCFDD was recently in attendance at the American Council on 
Education (ACE) and National Association of Diversity Officers in 
Higher Education (NADOHE) annual meetings. 

Click here for more information on how to become an NCFDD 
Institutional Member. 

CONSIDER BECOMING AN NCFDD INDIVIDUAL MEMBER 

If your college or university isn’t currently an NCFDD Institutional 
Member, why not consider joining us as an Individual Member? 

Learn more about member benefits 

APRIL TRAINING WORKSHOPS 

This month’s core training workshop is How to Master Academic 
Time Mana~lement. Kerry Ann Rockquemore will discuss how to 
create time for academic r~search and writing and how to organize a 
network of accountability and support. 

Click here for more information 

Kate Wahl joins the NCFDD for our guest expert series this month 
with a workshop entitled: Know Your Audience, Reach Your Readets: 
How to Market Your Book from Day One. 

Click here for more information 

APRIL CAMPUS WORKSHOPS 

In April we’ll be presenting workshops at the University of the Pacific, 
West Virginia University, and Seattle University. 

Click here to see this month’s lineup and find out how to bring an 
NCFDD workshop to your campus. 

HAVE YOU VISITED THE NCFDD CAREER CENTER? 



NCFDD 

CAREER CENTER 

Director, Diversity Initiatives & Resource Centers: 
California State University, Fullerton 

See the full ~ I Visit the Career Center 

NCFDD RECOMMENDS 

2014 Empowering Women in Science & Engineering 
(EWISE) Symposium 

This one-day event will provide participants with the chance to 
network and establish relationships with women and champions of 
women across the STEM disciplines. 

Click here to read more 

FEATURE ARTICLE 

Overcoming Post-Tenure Paralysis 

This month’s feature article explores how post-tenure can get stuck 
and suggests specific ways to get unstuck. 

Click here to read this month’s feature article 

Click Here 

National Center for Faculty Development & Diversity 

www.FacultyDive rsitv.or ~1 

This email was sent to ’dstro@unc edu’ from National Center for Faculty Development & Diversity because you are 
either an Individual Member or your college/universit~ is an Institutional Member. To unsubscribe, visit 

’http://vwvw.fac ultydiversity.org/mem be rs/EmailOptPrefere nces.as px? 

id=13689046&e=dstro@unc.edu&h=f33c3d4cfbf4ffeb675b008cdb8b597c2f09095c’ or send a request to 

U N S U BSC RI B E(~,FacultvDive rsit¥.o qq 



From: Pete Philo- @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:57 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Conference. 

Hey Deb, 

How are you? Quick question. I spoke to Fran today and he was unsure if you still wanted/needed him for your conference. If you could clear up the picture that would be very helpful as he 
has another opportunity in Kansas that he should not let slip through the cracks. He is committed to you if you need him, he just needs to know what the situation is. 

Thank you! I will catch up with you soon to give you some insight into our successful conference. We helped out your guy 

Pete 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: ~}live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:06 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Portfblio 

Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman, 

Several weeks ago we emailed about my 
from the                       internship? 

Thank you, 

internship portfolio that I am interested in re-obtaining. Did you ever check the inventory to see if you still have my portfolio 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:27 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Stroma~L Deborah L <dstro@uuc.edu>; @kenan-flagler.uuc.edu>; 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu>; Grissett, Tam~Ja <taan~Ja gfissett@unc.edu> 

RE: BAS Regis~tmtion 

Done 

We are at 46 paid and another 7 registered but unpaid. 

Karen 

Karen McFarland ::: Business Officer::: Fmllk Hawldns Kenan Institute of P]~vate EnterpI~se:: Affiliate ofUNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 ::: Kenan Center ::: Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 

919.843-4327 : ~ax 919.843.3493 : ~.~-e-~--t----M---c--F-.~-]i~-~t--~-~-~-~J-~-e--r-t--a~t-~--~-d~--e-~-i-~-c-~-e-LI-~~ :: "_w__~2~:_k__e__t_t_~t_~_:~[!L~lerancedu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah k [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, :t:47 PP1 

To: McFarland, Karen 

Co: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); ; Grissett, Tamala 

Subject: Re: BAS Registration 

Special registration rate reserved Ibr KI Sport guests and UNC system full-time t~culty and s~tatt~ 

DLS from ~ny iPhone. 

On at 12:49 PM, "McFafland, Karen" <Kmvn McFarland@kenau-flag!er.unc~du> wrote: 

Hi Debby: 

I have added another registrant Type named Associate and a ~99 amount. Do you want anything else to show in the Registrant type other than the 

name Associate? 

Karen 

Karen McFarland ::: Business Officer:: Frank Hawkins Kenan Insti’mte of Pt4,vate Enteq~4,se::: Affiliate ofUNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 

919.843-4327 :: Fox 919.843.3493 :: Karen McFaHand~_k_._e__~_l_L]_l_12!!’~g_l_%;_LtL~_c_’:_e_~_!_L~ :: .~_v__v3_2"__w_:J_~_e__r_t__a!t_:__fl2_d~l__e_t_~_m__c_:_e_Lt_~_~ 

Shaping Leaders [ Driving Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah k [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:44 AN 

To: McFarland, Karen 

Subject: BAS Registration 

Hi Karem We are going to go with a ~99 rate for all UNC system full-time professors. Can we build something in the registration to accommodate these registrations? 

Please name it "Associate." 

I will try to call you later to discuss. Thanks~ 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

9~L9.843.0336 

@drstroman 

<imageOO:Lpng> 
EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Tuesday, 6:02 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Transtx~rtation for BAS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I spoke with about this on the phone, so I thought I’d add some additional detail. Depending on whether we want 1~, ~r 20 seats, the cost ranges from 

~:o ~720 for ~:ransportation to and from the summit a~: start and stop l:~mes (tha~: ~s, there won"t [~e con~:muous service throughout the ew~mt). I’ve outlined 

proposa~ for ~:r~dav and Sa~:urday transpor~:atkm bek~w, 

Two quid( questions for you that w~l~ help us to pick Lhe Hght option: 

~, How mary guests total are we going to be trar~sport~ng? (below are general #arts [:or 1~ and 20 guests) 

2. ~s the Saturday reception at H~ckory Tavern? (We assumed so in the proposal below.) 

8-gpm: ~150-- i Mercedes genz coach; seats I4 ~)eople 

O~Honoi: add~tiona~ $90 for 1 SUV thsL seats 6 

7:30-8:30am: Same as Friday night (either 5:~50 or 5240); 14-20 guests from Hampton Inn to Kenan-Fl~g~er 

4:30-5:30pm: Same as Friday night (e~ther %[50 or ~240); 14-20 guests from Kenan-Flagler to Hickory Tavern~ 

f hope you are having Km at the tournament~ 

From: [mailto: 

Sent: Sunday, 2:41 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Cc: 

Subject: Transportation for BAS 

_a)live.unc.edu] 

Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman, 

and I discussed a tentative plan in regards to transportation for the summit and Fin reaching out for feedback before I Inove forward with the vendor. 

The main question is how many seats did we want to provide in reg~xds to transportation? These estilnates are based on providing transportation for 20 

people. 

Friday 

Provide a MB Coach (14 passengers) and 1 SUV (up to 6 passengers) from 8-9pm after the first session. The thought of providing transportation on Friday 
only after the tirst session, is due to the assumption that speaJaers will be flying in at different times and the greatest need tbr transporl:ation is at the conclusion of 

Friday’s events. 

Saturday, 

Provide the same vehicles as Friday evening (MB Coach & 1 SUV) on SaturcNy morning from the hotel, beginning at 7:30an~ until 8:30an~. 

The plan for Saturday evening will depend on the location for the Networking Reception. If the reception is on sight at the business school we would provide 

the SUV to bring people back to the hotel beginning at 4:30pro, with the MB coaching joining at 6pro in order to provide additiona] seats, until 7pm. 

If the reception is at Hicko~ Tavern we would instead provide the full 20 seats (MB Coach & 1 SUV) s~rting from 4:30pm until 5:30pm from the business 

school to Hicko~ Tavern. 

Please let me know if there shonld be an adj ustment on the number of seats, or the length of time transportation will be provided. Thanks tbr your tEedback. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 6:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: Raising Money Raises You 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one=stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employers in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and login: 

http :!/www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

Tf you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reef 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Tuesday. April 8, 2014 9:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureen Dowd (1 azticles) 

Maureen Dowd April 8, 2014 09:07:08 P~I 

Op-Ed Columnist 

today’s fire-breathing R~publJcan Par~,~, is ,Job B~sh’s race over before 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clmstopher Mumford @gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 10:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Basketball Ana]~5~cs Summit 

Hi. Great. So I will co-facilitate. Let me know if there is anything I need to prep prior to the discussion. Thanks. 

I hope you are well. 

Chris 

LinkedIn Profile 

Joe Startup Intro Video (03:30) 

http://www,ioestartup.com 

Entrepreneur-h-residence ~) Launch Chapel Hill 

On Tue, Apr 8, 2014 at 10:28 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro,@,unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Chris. Thanks again for your willingness to help us! 

www.kisport.unc.edu 

Planning is going very well. The "Entrepreneurship in Analytics" Session will take place on Friday, May 2 from 4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. This workshop will be for students only. I 

would like you to co-facilitate this session. We will talk about the various requirements to have a career in analytics in ANY sport. I am awaiting confirmation with Elias Sports, 

the official and only stats company for the Big Four sports leagues, to join you. I would like for them to learn about soft skills such as communication, collaboration, and team 

work. The analytics expert can provide more of the technical tips such as stats, software packages, math, etc. And please add your expertise and background as well. The 

format will be short presentations and then Q & A. 

Chat with you soon! 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Prog <ckprog@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 1 1:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Kickoff 

Dr. Stromal~ 

Greetings from the Carolina Kickoff(formerly Freshman Camp) Programming Committee! We hope you aace enjoying this seme~.er! 

For nearly sixty years, the C~wapus Y has sponsored Carolina Kickoff e~s an in~)rmal introdoction to the University of North Carolina for more than 15(11 incoming tirst- 

year st~dents. Each year the staffendeavors to paiut a well-rounded pictt~re of campus life iu jt~s~ three days~ 

We would like ~,? e~end an invitation to yo~ to help us complete this picture. Carolina Kickoff will take place fl~is ye~u on at Camp New 

Hope in Chapel Hill. 

We would love for you to come m~d introduce the Depm~rnent of Exercise and Si~)~s Science to the newest batch of Carolina sit, dents. This 5,ear, we are inviting our 

professors to come m~d have luuch with our campers on Wednesd ay, at 1:1)1) pro, We hope this will instill a lg,~sting habit of getting to kmow prof~::s~rs 

one-on-one. 

Ft~rthermore, your insight will help &velop a sense ofwlmt a lrue Carolina experience is m-~d can be [br firs>year campers, Your presence at camp will raise the energy 
and atmosphere to new levels, We tufty look forward to having you there. 

If yo~ have any questions or would like to RSVP, please e-mail ~e Programming Committee at ~.!517g?lq!YY)qg~kii!:9::2g~.. You may al~ contact: 

~live.unc.edu 

Plea,~ respond as ~on as possible. We will be hapD~ to ~nd you directions lo Camp New }tope and any inti~rmafion you may need regarding ~mr visit. Thank you 

and we look forward ~o seeing you al Carolina Kickoff 

Sincerel> 

Carolina KickoffProgrammmg Committee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~-- 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 11:17 PM 

Fran Fraschilla @aol.com>; Stroma~L Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Conference 

default[1 ].xml 

Hi Fran. Thanks again! 

Please book your travel and we will reimburse you, as necessaly. Send me a 
copy of your e-ticket Tly to arrive on Friday, May 2 before 
4:00 p.m. (Note: If you are a golfer, we have tee times available in the 
morning.) We will pick you up from the airport, RDU Use the host hotel for 
your Friday and Saturday stay 
(http:i/kisport.uaacedu/index.php/host-hotel/) The conference will end 
Saturday evening 

Thanks again for your support and cummunications tu yuur students. We have 
25 schouls registered for the NBA Case Cumpetitiun ’]7he speaker line up is 
solid and certainly offers uur students the best in the business: 

Coach Geurge Karl 
Ken Pomeroy 
Robbie Allen, Autumated Insights Rep 
Graham Buune, Tandom Agency 
SportVU/Stats 
Jill Ste[[’ux, Zebra 
Mike Curtis, UVA Strength & Conditiuning 
Ga~ McCuy, Catapult 
Liz Ralon - Bobcats Marketing Directur 
Jasun Teitler - Burstun MarsteHer 
SportsMedia - Marcus Bruwn 
Experience App 
Flavil Hampsten, Bubcats Tickets 
FlveThirD’Eight - Mike Wilsun 
NBA Charlotte Bubcats Analytics Team - Jason Rosenfeld 
Dean Oliver - ESPN Analytics 
EVP Steve Hirdt - Elias Spurts Bureau Rep (DS) 
Chris Zeppenfeld, NBA Bobcats - Director uf Database Marketing 

Chat with you soon[ 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting 
to improve the world. 
<http:/iwww.wisdomquotes.com/quote/anne-frank-l.h~l>" ~ Arme Frank 

On 4/7/14, 11:33 AM. "Fran Fraschilla" < @aol.com> wrote: 

>Deborah, 
> 

>Hope all is well. Sorry. about those Tar Heels in the Tournament. 
> 

>Just wanted to get details on the conference. I assume you still would 
>like to to come. Do I make my own travel plans? Do you have an?’ other 
>details, my responsibilities, etc? 
> 

>Thanks! 
> 

>Fran 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fran Fraschilla ~aol.com> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 11:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Conference 

Thanks, Deborah 

will get on travel quickly. 

Sent from my iPhone 

OnApr 8, 2014, at 10:16 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> ~vrote: 

Hi Fran Thanks again! 

Please book your travel and ~ve will reimburse you, as necessaW. Send me a 
copy of your e-ticket Try to amve on Friday, May 2 before 
4:00 pm (Note: If you are a goRe, r, ~ve have tee times available in the 
morning.) We will pick you up from the airport, RDU. Use the host hotel f,ar 
your Friday and Saturday stay. 
(http://kisport.unc edu/index php/host-hotel/) The conference will end 
Saturday evening. 

Thanks again for your support and communications to your students. We have 
25 schools registered ~2~r the NBA Case Competition. ’]7he speaker line up is 
solid and certainly offers our students the best in the business: 

Coach George Karl 
Ken Pomeroy 
Rabble Allen, Automated Insights Rep 
Graham Boone, Tandom Agency 
SportVU/Stats 
Jill Ste[fox, Zebra 
Mike Curtis, UVA Strength & Conditioning 
(iapf McCoy, Catapult 
Liz Ralon - Bobcats Marketing Director 
Jason Teitler - Burston MarsteHer 
SportsMedia - Marcus Brown 
Experience App 
Flavi[ tIampsten, Bobcats Tickets 
Five~IhirtyEight - Mike Wilson 
NBA Charlotte Bobcats Analytics Team - Jason Rosenfeld 
Dean Oliver -ESPN Analytics 
EVP Steve tt~rdt - Elias Sports Bureau Rep (DS) 
Chris Zeppenfeld, N[3A Bobcats -Director of Database Marketing 

(;hat with you soont 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How- wonderful it is that nobo@ need wait a single moment before starting 
to improve the world. 
<http:i/www.wisdomquotes.com/quoteianne-frat~k-l.html>" ~- Atme Frank 

>> On 4/7/14, 11:33 AM. "Fran Fraschilla" ~_@aol.com> wrote: 
>> 

>> Deborah, 
>> 

>> Hope all is well. Sor~ about those Tar Heels in the Tournament. 
>> 

>> Just wanted to get details on the conference. I assume you still would 
>> like to to come Do I make my own travel plans? Do you have any other 
>> details, my responsibilities, etc? 
>> 

>> Thankst 
>> 

>> Fran 

<default[ 1 ].xml> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kena~- tlagler.unc.edu;                               @kenan- flagler, unc.edw~; 

~bkenan-flagler.unc.edu>; ldbs lingmei howell.con <ling~nei howell@kenma-flagler.unc.edw, 

KFBS MBAs - Kenm~ Institute Sport 

Hi Heels. You expressed interest in Kenan Institute Sport last fall and I want to give you another update on the Summit: 

SPEIA Basketball ,amalytics Summit www.kisport.unc.edu Planning is in full swing, and we have a great line up of speakers. We have over 25 teams participating in the N]3A 

Case Competition. The Summit student rate is $49. We will also have a special student-only session on Friday at 4:00 p.m. That will focus on careers in sport analytics. If you 

are interested in this field, don’t miss this session. Special thanks to                        who have been assisting in the planning and execution. 

Speakers: 
Coach George Karl 
Ken Pomeroy 
Robbie Allen, Automated Insights Rep 
Graham Boone, Tandem Agency 
SportVU!Stats 
Jill Stelfox, Zebra 
Mike Curtis, UVA Strength & Conditioning 
Gao~ McCoy, Catapult 
Liz Ralon - Bobcats Marketing Director 
Jason Teitler - Burston Marsteller 
SportsMedia - Marcus Brown 
Experience App 
Flavil Hampsten, Bobcats Tickets 
FiveThirtyEight - Mike Wilson 
NBA Charlotte Bobcats Analytics Team - Jason Rosenfeld 
Dean Oliver - ESPN Analytics 
EVP Steve Hirdt - Elias Sports Bureau Rep (DS) 
Chris Zeppenfeld, NBA Bobcats - Director of Database Marketing 

We are awaiting confirmation from SAS and Wasserman too. I ~et me know if you have any questions. Thanks again for your interest and 
support. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Yvonne Dobson <~,onne@alum.emo~.edtc> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 12:03 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Logo EPS 

Hi Debhy, 

Just following up. I haven’t heard anything from Karen... 
~’onne 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(i-~)unc~edu> 

Date: Saturday, Maxch 29, 2014 at 9:49 PM 

To: Yvom~e Dobson <~)~_9__n_!Le_@_a_LtL_m__:_ej__n_o__r2ze_~__u_.> 

Subject: Re: Logo EPS 

Wow! I will send her a note now. Thanks. If you haven’t heard from me by Tuesday, let me know. 

From: Yvonne Stevenson <yvonne@alum.emory.edu> 

Date: Saturday, March 29, 20:14 9:27 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Logo EPS 

Hi Debby! 

I hope all is well. I’m just following up on this email... I haven’t heard anything from Karen McFarland, after sending the paperwork last month. Should I contact her directly, 
or give it more time? Just let me know. Thanks, 

From: "~%’o~me Dobson <.EE~2Lm____e_@_a_[_uj__n_=~Ln__o__D_~:~_(t___u_> 

Date: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 at 11:51 PM 

To: "McFarland, Km’en" <Karen McFarland(a’~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Co: "Napier, Ma~" <MaW Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Stroman, Debordn (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Logo EPS 

tti Ms. McFarland, 

The completed paperwork is attached. If you need any additional information, or have questions, please feel free to contact me. Thank you, 

Yvonne Dobson 

From: "McFmia~d, Karen" <Karen McFarland(?~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 at 3:10 PM 

To: Yvorme Dobson <’~’vorme(d~alum.emorv.edu> 
Ce: "Napier, Mazy" <Mary Nap!er~)~kenan-fla~l~r:un~:~du>, "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <dstro(d;unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Logo EPS 

Good Afternoon Ms. Stevenson: 

Deborah Stroman forwarded to me the paperwork you completed regarding being hired as an Independent Contractor by UNC CH last Thursday. In reviewing this 

paperwork and in consultation with our Human Resources and Finance Services offices, it seems there is a newer version of the Independent Contractor review 

form than the one you completed. Regrettably, we need you to complete and sign this form before we can move forward in getting you approved for payment. 

I am attaching the new form to this emaiL If by chance you are a c-Corporation, then we can process your invoice with only receiving a W-9 from your company. 

We regret this delay in processing your payment, but are restricted due to the latest IRS guideline. Please let us know if you have any questions. We look forward 

to receiving your new IC request form. 

Best Regards, 

Karen McFarland 

Karen McFarland : Senior Grants Manager, Office of Research Grants and Contracts : UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 
919.843 

4327 :: fax 919.843.3493 : .-~-~-r-~--n--~-c---F--a--r-[-~-~--n--d---@-----k-~-Ln---a--n--~-f!--a-g.!~‘--[~-u--r-Lc-~‘--d---u- : ._w___w__k~_.__k_~__n__~_~__n_:_f_[~!~_[~_r_:__u__r_~_c__=~__d__u- 

Shaping Leaders ] Driving Results 

From." Stroman, Deborah L [.__m___a_!!_t__o_2_d___s_t__r_9___~__u__~_c_=e__cJ__u_] 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2024 5:06 PN 

To; McFarland, Karen 
Cc: Napier, Mary 
S~bject; FVV: Logo EPS 
Hi Karen. I think you are the one who would process this invoice. It seems that the email never left my outbox, so here’s a resend. ??? 

Logo Design and Logo formats 

Let me know if you have questions. Thanks! 

debby 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a singM moment before starting to improve the world°" ~ Anne Frank 



From: Yvonne Stevenson <yvonne@ak~rn.emory.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, January 114, 20114 9:49 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph, D. CLU" <_d_.s_t__r_o.__@___u_._n_.£,_..e_d__u.> 

Subject: Re: Logo EPS 

No worries .... :-) The paperwork is attached. Thanks, 
Yvorme 

From: "5troman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edt,> 

Date: Tuesday, January 114, 2014 at 10:26 AM 

To: Yvonne Dobson <,gvonne@alum.emory.edu> 

Subject: RE: Logo EPS 

drs~:ror~m ~cc,::,~ mr. [".:,r some rea~;.:,n, I c~m’t ret~;eve ~):om ~:}~e drst~,::,rn~m ~cc,::,~ mt ~ow. #st~tpJdemail 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EngiNe, Explore. Empower, 

919,84&0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted ff all possible objections must first be overc~me." 

~ Samuel Johnson 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

postmaster@sakai.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 12:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill notification digest tbr 

Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill notification digest for 

1. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
2. Subject: Email notification for assiglmaent submission 
3. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 
4. Subject: Email notification for assiglmaent submission 
5. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 

1. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 

Site Title: 
Site ID: tb86d397-c977-4347-97df-7fadtbab7fc3 

Assignment: Triangle Sport Businesses 
Assignment Due Date:              12:00 pm 

Student: 

Submission ID: 3ff12613-fc6b-43e6-b0el-bf8503a53dfd 
Submltbed on:           1:19 pm 

Attachments 

xlsx (31 KB) 

2. Subject: Emai[ notification fur assignment submission 

Site Title: 
Site ID: tb86d397-c977-4347-97df-7fad[bab7fc3 

Assignment: Triangle Sport Businesses 
Assignment Due [)ate:              12:00 pm 

Student: 

Submission ID: 1"1545e76-f3cf-4a6b-95eb-bc7963ba2023 
Submltbed on:           1:13 pm 

Attachments 

xlsx (34 KB) 

3. Subject: Eruail notification for assignment subruission 

Site Title: 
Site ID: fb86d397-c977-4347-97df-7fadfbab7fc3 

Assignment: Triangle Sport Businesses 
Assignment Due Date:              12:00 pm 

Student: 

Submission ID: 713425dl-0419-439a-ac6d-abaeSa4a0501 
Submitted on:            3:53 pm 

Attachments 

xlsx (33 KB) 

4. Subject: Eruail notification for assignment subruission 

Site Title: 
Site ID: fb86d397-c977-4347-97df-7fadfbab7fc3 

Assignment: Triangle Sport Businesses 
Assignment Due Date:              12:00 pm 

Student: 

Submission ID: f7dab32a-(;,471-4556-87da-3a9616ee96aa 
Submitted on:            5:20 pm 

Atta chments 

~sx (44 KB) 



5. Subject: Email notification for assignment submission 

Site Title: 
Site ID: ~86d397-c977-4347-97df-Tfad~ab7fc3 

Assignment: Triangle Sport Businesses 
Assignment Due Date:              12:00 pm 

Student: 

Submission ID: f34066dd-5d99-42ab-aa75-5026a3566del 
Submitted un:           10:31 pm 

Attachments 

S 14xlsx (27 K[3 ) 

This autumatic nutificatiun message digest was sent to users of Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc edu) 
You can mudi~ yuur nutificatiun preferences in your My Workspace 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Freddie Kiger < ~aol.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 12:42 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu> 

Re: Basketball Ana]~Acs Summit 

Deb 

Wow, how good is Connecticut!?! Thanks li?r thMdng to share this with me. The date again_. 

F 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Apr 8, 2014, at 5:12 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Good seeing you! I hope you can l~rticil~te’. Let’s chat... 

We have a great lineup including George Karl, Dean Oliver, Ken Pomemy, and Robbie Allen. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph,D, CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

<CA674869-0CDE-492A-9160-B1C01F633A2311].png> 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan lnstitute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 7:30 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: The search for Dzau’s replacement begins; N.C. keeps ’AAA’ bond rating 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

APRIL 9, 20!4 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

Du ke University ~ppoints search committee for Dzau’s 

~ St~hd~r~&P~5~ repJacement 
Duk~ University assembled a search committee to find the r~p~acement fOF DF 

Mictor Dzau, chancellor of Duke Medicine and head of the Duke University Hospitai 

System. 

Than~s to low debL North Carolina ~eeps top ’AAA’ bond 
rating 
On the strength of a low debt burden and one of the country’s strongest pension 

funds, Nerth Carellna has re~ained lis "AAA" bend rating by all three ra~ings 

agencies, ~he o~fice o~ the N.C Depadmen~ of Staie Treasurer announc, ed on 

Tuesday. 

Could Comcast take a page from Raleiqh’s Republic 
Wireless? 
Republic Wireless, Cemeast c.euld be aiming it.,; cerporate crosshairs at you 

Reporl:edly, the cable giant is considering offi~ring a wireless servioe, us{ng i[s ewn 

WiFi hotspeis wiih a W~rizon baokup Sound familiar? 

Discuss 

Mebane approves incentives in bid for $34M Cambro plant, 
100 jobs 
Mebane City Map.ager David Cheek said Tuesday the city unanimously approved 

$690~000 woRh of incentives to attract Cambro Manufacturing. which is considering 

a facility at the N.C. Industrial Center that would create ! 00 jobs 

......................................................... C a r y:..s.~-W.~.a.~:..e..r.!.y..~.P..!..a.~.c.~.e..~..r..e-t-a.!.L.c-e...n...t..e-r..~..a-d..~..!..n..~-~..~.~-m-~..[..e..:.~..A.- 
g ;i0ecuejo nt and a ne sho  .................................................................................... 

~ Trian.q!9 star~ps selected as finalists in Charlotte Venture 
Chal~en~qe 

Duke biomedical enqineers implant Mb<jrown muscle tissue 
in mice 

industry advice from a Raleiqh hip-hop producer 

Chape~ Hifl church to make way for office buiMinqs 

Data~ink maintains growth trajectory after Cary acquisition, 
CEO says 



ch~ 

Contact Us 

Cance~ Email Subscription 

(c> ~:014 Ameiica~ City Business Journals i~c .snd its lice~sors. All rig~-~ts reser~’ed, li~e mstedai oq this site may not be 

reproduced, distributed, trai’~smiSed, cached oi other,^,’ise used, except with the prior ~,’,’=’i~e~’~ permissioq of bisio~imals 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 7:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Permission lbr. 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have recently declared my major in                         , and I thought that this should enable me to take 

says I need departmental permission. Could you tell me why this is/how I may obtain permission to be in this class? 

Thank you, 

but on Connect Carolina it 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport~kenan-flagler.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 8:33 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Basketball Analgics 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, . 8:32:50 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
To: Kenan Institute Sport; 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics 

Hey 

Quick FYf- Visu~;l Sl:udio is a Microsoft: preduct. They have an ALM Rangers Program that basically keeps Microsoft tapped ~nto "re~l worl¢~ users whe I beth?re as 

consu~t~ntsipart tkne contractors on ALM VisuM Studio pre~ects, Not sure who his U5 S[:rategy partner ~s.. definitely ph~ued my k~terest though. We need more 

ticket sales[ @ 

Dave Crook is definitely en the ~st o[ approved ~)eople: ~s.rnsdn.com!b~eter schaub!~;rch~vei20:C~/22/h’d:roducm~.the-visuabstudk> 

~ was checking it out so ~ jus[ wanted to pass the ~nfo 

From: Stroman, Deborah On Behalf Of Kenan institute Sport 

Sent: Tuesday, J.1:40 PM 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: FW: Basketball Analytics 

Hi Can you please connect with David and find out exactly what is his ask? ;) I am not familiar with this company. Are you? Thanks~ 

d 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before stalting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: David Crook 

Date: Tuesday, at 9:37 PM 

To: "Id:~porl:@u*;c.edu" <kis~)ert #bur~,::.edu> 

Subject: Basketball Analytics 

Hello, 

I would love to partner with you on this. I have partners at US Strategy who would also like to partner with you on this. We are also currently running a large 

event around data analytics in athletics. 

Please get in touch with me ASAP so we can get this rolling and I can get the appropriate people from your side set up with the appropriate people from my 

side. I have made the entire day of Tuesday, available to meet with anybody who can discuss this. 

Thanks, 

~.~.~ dd:knage004 JPg@0~ CE99A8 F561DCF0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eng, Geni <euge~fia eng@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 8:53 AM 

Wanda ttunter <whunte@mcia] equi~institute.org> 

Lighttbot, Alexandra F <ailigh@email.unc.edw~; Bayard Love @gmaJl.com); Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu>; Tye 

Hunter        @yahoo.com); Deena Hayes <~thayes@raciedequityinstitute.org >; Suzanne Plihcik <      ~z)gmail.com> 

RE: oilier possible communi~ pea~Jcipants 

Since yesterday, Yve received 

~ 5 additional requests frorn students--2 from BUSI and 3 frorn SILS--for a toLal ot: 53 sLudents requesting to enroll 

:]. additional request flom a communRy member (an African Amerk:an woman from Rocky Mount} - for a [oral of 2 community members request:my ~:o audR, 

So, ~m~da, please have all community members send me an ema~L 

Cheers, 

F~m= Wands Hunter [mailto:whun~r@racialequiWinstitute.org] 
Sent~ Tuesday, April 08, 201~ 5:06 PN 
To~ Eng, Geni 
Subject~ other possible communiW participants 

Deaz Geni, 

J~es Davi~ a fmfly ~gung ~ican-American max,, is inte~sled in auditing as a communi~ member. Once I co~nn that the dates a~d times u, ork for N~n, rll ~et ~m 

to con~ct you to ~gister. 

Civil Rights Specialist 

Phone: (9~9) 245-2~8 

" 
Rollin Rus~ll, a white mfi~ed Ns~r aM a leader in a~fi-racism activMes in the UCC denominatio~ may al~ ~ interested. He sewes on the Orange CounF Hum~ 

Rights Commission with James. I haven’t actively recmimd Nm ~cause I w~n’t sure if you w~ted upper middle class well-educated white people or nN. But he is an 

older m~ (70s) who has some good aw~eness aleut the Nsto~- of racism, the straggle, and white privilege. He coNd add m the Nversi~’ of pe~pectives... 

How mm~y communi~~ mem~ do we have now? How many s~dent applic~? 

Wanda 

Begin tb~va~ded message: 

From: dames Davis <Ndavis~omn~ecounWnc.~ov> 
SuNect: RE: Thanks 

Date: April 8, 2014 at 9:30:19 AM EDT 

To: Wanda Hunter <whunter@raciNequi~institute:org>, Rollin Rus~ll < ~nc.rr.com> 

Wands, 

~ would ~ove to ate:end the course. What are the ~roposed course times and days? 

J D 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Eng, Gent <euge~fia eng@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 8:56 AM 

Wanda ttunter <whunte@mcia] equi~institute.org> 

Lighttbot, Alexandra F <ailigh@email.unc.edw~; Bayard Love, @gmaJl.com); Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.e&t>; Tye 

Hunter ( 3!yahoo.com); Deena Hayes <dhayes@mcialequi~institute.org >; Suzanne Plihcik ~)gmail.com> 

Updated list 

PreRegisteledStudentLis~04- 08-14.docx 

ff you know the racelethnicit¥ of these students, pl~:_~ase I~-:d: me know. 

Gent 

Frora: Eng, Gent 

Se~t: Wednesday, April 09, 20:IA 8:52 AM 
To: ’Wanda Hunter’ 
Cc: Lightfoot, Alexandra F; Bayard Love         @gmail.com); Stroman, Deborah L; Tye Hunter 
Subject: RE: other possible community participants 
Since yesterda% I~ve received 

@yahoo,com); Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik 

* 5 additional requests from students ---2 from BUSI and 3 from SII.S ---for a total of 53 students requesting to enroll, 
~ 1 additional request from a community member (an African American woman from Rock’,, Mount)--for a total of 2 community members requestk~g to audit, 

A~ex and Veronica Carlisle just sent our course announcement today to their respective Hst serves of community experts. 
o So, Wa~da., #ease have all community members send me an ema~l. 

Cheer~, 
Ge~i 

From= Wanda Hunter [mailto:whun~r@racialequi~institute.o~] 
Sent= Tuesday, April 08, 20~4 5:06 PM 
To= Eng, Gent 
S~bject= other possible communi~ participants 
De~ Geni, 
James Davi~ a lhifly yo[mg AiHcan-Amedcan mail, is interested in auditing as a community member. Once I confi~ that the dates and times work for him, I’ll get Nm 

to contact you to register. 

Civil Rights Specialist 
Phone: (919) 245-2~8 

Rollin Rus~ll, a whim mtired NsU)r and a leader in a~fi-racism a~tivities in the UCC denominatio~ may al~ ~ interested. He sewes on the Orange County Hun]an 
Rights Commission with James. I havefft actively recruiled him ~cause I w~sn’t sure if you wa]]ted upper middle class well-educated white people or not. But he is a~ 
older man (70s) who has some good a~w~eness aN)ut the histo~ of racism, the struggle, and white privilege. He co[dd add to the diversi~ of peBpectives... 
How ~n~y communi~ ~nem~B do we have now? How m~y student applica~B? 

Wanda 
Begin B~v~ded ~nessage: 

~ubje~t: RE: Thanks 
Date: April 8, 2014 at 9:30:19 AM EDT 

To: Wanda Hunter <whunter~racialequi~insfltute.org>, Rollin Rus~ll < ~nc.mcom> 
Wanda, 
I would ~ove [o attend the course. Wha[ are the proposed course times and days? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Susan Sullivan@kenan- flagler.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 9:17 AM 

99.9 The Fan ad - need approval by end of day today 

. Stroman, Deborah (dstroman) 

From: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

][][ere are the 99.9 fan scripts that      and I worked on - can you please edit/change as you want and send back my way. If I get these to Josh at 99.9 

the Fan by end of day tod~v, they can start production tomorrow. 

Two other quick notes - (1) we were thinking of changing the highlighted section to "right here at UNC!"; (2) we axe at the :30 and :15 second mayk~ so any additions 
need to replace cuirent content. 

:30 second 

The brightest minds in basketball ase coming to the Triangle! 

ESPN’s Dean Oliver, former NBA coach George KM and many more roll be headlining the first basketball analUtics summit hosted by UNC’s Kenan Institute of 

Private Enterprise. 

All tho~ h~t~r~:sl~:d m d~e scieI~ce belched the game are invited to cegister for this ~.~x,o day event 
Networking sessions, Panel discussions, and 

in Chapel Hill. 

Register now at K-I-Sport dot U-N-C dot E-D-U, that’s K-I-Sport dot U-N-C dot E-D-U! 

:15 second 

Come see basketball’s brightes~t Ininds including ESPN’s Dean Oliver and former NBA coach George Karl at the basketball anal.vtics summit 
Chapel Hill! 

Regisler now at K-I-Sport dot U-N-C dot E-D-U, that’s K-I-Sport dot U-N-C dot E-D-U. 

in 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Kenan Institute Sport" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages tbr this site: Kenan Institute Sport. 



From: ~kenm~- flagler.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:24 AM 

To: 

Subject: BAS Updates 

To: ling~nei howell@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu (ling~nei howell@kenan-flagler.nnc.edu); Stm~nan, Deborah (ds~troman) 

From: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Disclaimer - This is a long email, tlappy to discuss over "the phone, but I knew I wanted to get you it in writing too (lots of into) so I just thought I’d send it all at once. 

We’ve been working really hard, aa~d there are a lot of updates, especially regm’ding costs, mad I’m still not totally sure what kind of expends we aye willing to incnr. 

Cc’ing Lingmei so she knows what I’ve been up to. 

These axe listed in order of impo~Cax~ce with FYIs at the bottom: 

1. 99.9 the Fan needs approval on the radio script. I will send the coW over to you in another e~nail. Please edit as you ~vould like and send back to me by 

end of day today if possible. I need to get the final coW to our contact by end of day today to start production tomonow. 

2. We are indeed paying for speaker hotel rooms correct? Any protocol you need me to follow for reserving one for our gnest from Experience? 

Junior Gaspard from Experience will be here for onr ticketing panel and has asked for the following info: 

a. Topics I will send them our abstract 

b. Other presenters \Vho is officially confirmed to present on the marketing/ticketing panel? Is Fran Fraschilla confirmed to moderate? 

c. What we need to bring (slides, etc.) V~qmt do you think? 

4. Are you available next Thursday evening at 6pin tbr a KISport team lneeting? 

5. If we are hiring a photographer, I would recolnmend 

tilnes throughout the event. He’s an avid basketball fmL 

do you think? 

It would cost $300 to hire hiin tbr a total of 6 hours during what I thought were relevm~t 

and intralnural bball champ so he seemed like a good option. Here’s his portfolio. What 

Tent options: 

a. Tent out on the Latane Plaza on Saturday would start at about $1100 (and increase to rig00 depending on additional needs like the tables and table 

cloths) 
b. If we are hosting the Saturday reception at Hickory Tavern, then really the only time this wonld be used wonld be tbr lunch. If that’s the case, I’m not sure 

it’s k~taJly worth it. "~llat do you think? 

7. Daily ’Far Heel ad runs today! 

a. If this is successful, I’d like to also mn the ad in the Duke and NC State papers. It should be less than $300 for each. Any initial reactions to that? 

Nike Hyperdunk~ & 94fifty ball 

a. Any word from 94fifty on donating a ball? 

b. 94fifty is bringing a hoop for their demo right? (making snre we don’t have to provide one) 

c. As I mentioned before, it’d be cool to kick offa panel with a shoot arotmd in the Nike Dunlc shoes with the 94fifty ball. We could recover ,some of that 

cos~t in a raffle perhaps, but it’d be good to make those purchases in the next week or so to accommodate for delivery time and to test them ont. Please 

let me know if you want to move forward on this. 

~at do you think about offering Kenan Institute board members 5 guest passes to the summit depending on how our registration numbers look 

by next Wednesday? 

a. I know that’s a lot, but our indush3~ professional regis~trations are low, and we have such amazing guests coming I really wm~t to fill up Koury as much as 

possible. 

10. FYI - Trm~spormtion options: High level overview --5 20 people for $720; 14 people for $450. 

a. Going with 14 people per your suggestion (there are also options for 6 or 12 people that I didn’t originally include) 

11. FYI - The summit is posted on the UNC Events Calendar. 

up this week to confirm offers 

13. FYI Basketball Museum will be open on Saturday from 9ran I pm. They ca~ hold up to 75 guests at a time. Something to consider if we ever want to 

encourage people to go down there on one of our breaks. 

14. FYI Updated budget is attached. I made a few major changes: 

a. Saturday lunch changed from $20 to $15 

b. Transportation decreased significantly. 

c. Added 99.9 the Fan ad 



d. I switched to only 30 professional guests, m~d 120 s~tudents 

B asketbedlAne&~tic sS urn,nit Budaet04092014.xl~ 

’][’his fol-vvarded ,nessage was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Kenan Ins~timte Sport" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages for this site: Kenan Institute Sport. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Wednesday, 9:57 AM 

Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Basketball AnaJ~Jcs Snmmit - NBA Case Compelilion 

Hey- great to hear from you. Some thoughts and questions: 

Ben, Angus, Brian and f wilI be ~.;ure to arrive before 4pm on Friday, 

As for book#~g the hotel, is that through you guys (~s the conference pay~n~ for our rooms as invited speakers), or is that the Bobcats responsiN[ity? 

Our first round series might sti]~ be go~ng on when the conference takes place (during game 6--home for us--or more Hkely game 7---road for us). W~th that said I 

don’t really know what changes I suggesL What t#r~e exactly do you have ~or Friday n~ght? And what t~me does the conference end on Friday? 

Thanks for the Suggested format info. As a heads-up, ~t would be BHan, ARgus, geR and I aH on stage together. 

We haven’t ~anned our presentation yet but once we do, we cm~ let you know our technology needs. 

Thx tot the info re: pricing; [ wil~ spread the word. 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
~ent~ Tuesday, . 10:ll PN 
T~ Jason Rosenfeld 
~u~jeet~ Re: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi Jason. Here’s the official speaker confirmation letter: 

Thanks again for your participation at the Summit. We are excited that you are joining us! 

Please try to arrive on Friday,       before 4:00 p.m. (Note: If you are a golfer, we have tee times available in the morning.) We will pick you up from the airport, 

RDU. Use the host hotel for your Friday and Saturday stay. (h ttp:,//kisport, unc.edu/index.php/host-hotel!) The conference will end Saturday evening. 

Your session is Friday evening. Based on what is trending this basketbafl season, feel free to share your thoughts. 

Suggested format: 

1. Brief introductfon on how you got to where you are today 

2. What do you do?;) 

3. Trends and Insights 

4. Q&A 

Let me know your technology needs. We do have wireless internet, big screen capability, laptop computer, etc. 

You will have three complimentary registrations (Angus, Ben, and Brian). The Bobcats organization will have a group discount of $99 per pemon. 

Regards, 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"ttow wonderfal it is that nobody need wait a single rnorner~t before startirN to it~iprove tile world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: Jason Rosenfeld <j£__o__s___e___q_f__e__[_d____@___b___o___b__£_a__t___s_.__c__9___m__.> 

Date: Sunday, it 4::13 PM 

To: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>,                            @kenan-.flagler.unc.edu>, Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.corn>, Ben 

Woldenberg <bwo[denberg@bobcats.com>, Brian C[ouser <bdouser~bobcats.com> 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi all, thanks for sending this. 
Including on this e-mail Ben, Brian and Angus who work with me, will be reviewing the responses with me, and will be at the conference. 
We are looking forward to reviewing the responses. To be clear, the only thing you need from us is our selection of the best entry? 
Sounds like we’d only have 8 days to review the entries, will be a very busy time for us as we prepare for the playoffs but will do the best we can to get this 

done. 



,]A$O~ W, ~OSE~FELD 
Director of Baske,’_baH Analy[ics 

BOBCATS ~ 

333 East Trade S~ree~ 

Char~o[te~ NC 29202 

C 

J Rosenfe~d~;~ bobcats.corn 

From: [Tetsuo @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 4:48 plVl 

To; Jason Rosenfeld 
Cc-" Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject-" Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

HiJason, 

My name is                                                                                                 First of all, thank you very much for your 

great support for this summit! Without your help, we couldn’t have made this happen. We cannot thank enough for all what you have done for us. 

Regarding the case competition part, we have received registrations from 24teams so far! Attached spreadsheet is the list of participating teams. Students are 

participating from all over the place. Great mix of degrees and majors - business, stats, sports, math, etc. We already released the case specifics, and each team is 

working on that. 

The deadline of submitting slide decks is As soon as we receive the slide decks from the teams, we will forward all of them to you and would like you to 

pick the winning team by so that we can announce the winner accordingly. 

Another attachment is a general case competition judging criteria that we use here at UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School. I hope it helps in selecting the winner. 

Schedule: 

Case specifics release: 

Submission deadline: 

Winner announced: 

Conference: 

Again, thank you very much for your great support! 

Best regards, 

iXi cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FAgC0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Wednesday, 10:05 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Basketball Ana].,AJcs Snmmit - NBA Case Competition 

Also, how long does rny group have the stage for the invited q~eech? 

And for the case competition, nothhlg we t~eed to do at the conference H:self, just pick a w~-_~ek in advat~ce? 

JASON W, ROS~NFELD 
Director of Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS i ’.>~’08Tg 

333 East Trade Stree~ 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

T 704~588.~9~ 

C 

J Rosenfod@ bobcats.cam 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, . 10:11 PM 
To; Jason Rosenfeld 
Subject-" Re: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi Jason. Here’s the official speaker confirmation letter: 

Thanks again for your participation at the Summit. We are excited that you are joining us! 

Please try to arrive on Friday,      before 4:00 p.m. (Note: If you are a golfer, we have tee times available in the morning.) We will pick you up from the airport, 

RDU. Use the host hotel for your Friday and Saturday stay. (http://kisport.unc.edu/index.php/host-hotel/) The conference will end Saturday evening. 

Your session is Friday evening. Based on what is trending this basketball season, feel free to share your thoughts. 

Suggested format: 

]. Brief introduction on how you got to where you are today 

2. What do you do?;) 

3. Trends and Insights 

4. O&A 

Let me know your technology needs. We do have wireless internet, big screen capability, laptop computer, etc. 

You will have three complimentary registrations (Angus, Ben, and Brian). The Bobcats organization will have a group discount of $99 per person. 

Regards, 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How \vat,doff u1 it is [hat nobody need wait a ~ingle mome~?t before ~tm’[it~g to iri~/~rove [h~~ world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: Jason Rosenfeld <i_r_9__s__e___n___f__eJ__d____@____b___q__b__c__a___t__s_;__c__o____m__> 
Date: Sunday, . at 4:13 PM 

To: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>,                            ~gkenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.com>, Ben 

Woldenberg <bwoldenberg.@bobcats.com>, Brian Clouser <bclouser~bobcats.com> 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi all, thanks for sending this. 
Including on this e-mail Ben, Brian and Angus who work with me, will be reviewing the responses with me, and will be at the conference. 
We are looking forward to reviewing the responses. To be clear, the only thing you need from us is our selection of the best entry? 
Sounds like we’d only have 8 days to review the entries, will be a very busy time for us as we prepare for the playoffs but will do the best we can to get this 
done. 

JASON W. ROSENFELD 

Director of Basketball Anal,/tic5 

BOBCATS i sP08i3 ~ [Nir8iAH\I~\,?[-~.~T 



333 East Trade Stree~ 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

T 704,588,~9~. 

J Ro~enfeid@ bobcats.corn 

From: _ @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 4:48 plVl 

To: 3ason Rosenfeld 
12c: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

HiJason, 

My name is                                                                                                 First of all, thank you very much for your 

great support for this summit! Without your help, we couldn’t have made this happen. We cannot thank enough for all what you have done for us. 

Regarding the case competition part, we have received registrations from 24teams so far] Attached spreadsheet is the list of participating teams. Students are 

participating from all over the place. Great mix of degrees and majors - business, stats, sports, math, etc. We already released the case specifics, and each team is 

working on that. 

The deadline of submitting slide decks is As soon as we receive the slide decks from the teams, we will forward all of them to you and would like you to 

pick the winning team by so that we can announce the winner accordingly. 

Another attachment is a general case competition judging criteria that we use here at UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School. I hope it helps in selecting the winner. 

Schedule: 

Case specifics release: 

Submission deadline: 

Winner announced: 

Conference: 

Again, thank you very much for your great support! 

Best regards, 

Schc~o:.i ~ u nc.ed u [ ~0~ ww.lk:k~!d h~,co m/ir!Z 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wed nesday, 10:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sigma Alpha Lambda 

_~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

My name is and I was just appointed as the new school year. I’m so excited to take over this position 

and work with you to help take our SAL chapter to the next level. I know did a great job this past year and so I wish to continue to improve on the progress that she made 

with SAL. I’m in the process right now of meeting up with to get some SAL items like the Fall Fest banner so that we will be ready for this fall. I can’t wait to meet you and 

talk to you more about our plans for this year. 

Have a good Wednesday, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

@kena n-flagler~unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevisconti@diversityinc.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 10:10 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Georgia High School Holds its First Integrated Prom 

April 9, 2014 

,@~.~..:~b.~..:~ b.!.~t.~...~i~i.~.;...£~ B@~...B~.~ 
The combination of         ~ ....... 
dramatic demographic 
shi~s in our count~ and 
free social-media 
communications has 
enabled mass mobilization ~ 
of public opinion that is 
decisively in favor of 
diversity, 

Teams Have to be %ve~se and 

A Georgia high school      ~ 
finally catches up with the 
rest of the count~ by 
holding its first integrated 
prom. ~y did it take so 
long? 

& Lat~r~o Stude~ts 

What Not to Sa}t.to Your CBO About 

Having obse~ed what gets CEOs fired up about 
diversity~and how they hold their executives 
accountable for sustainable results~ivers~tg~nc 
to~ether a primer on what NOT to sag to C~Os about 
6~vem~tg an6 ~nclusbn. 

This Meeting in a Box gives you valuable information 
includin9 succession planning/mandato~ diverse slates; 
exposure to sen~or management; an6 the ~ncreas~n~lg 



important mentoring/sponsorship. 

............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Is it necessa~ to put such practices in place now so that 
they are ingrained in the agency culture and promoted 
w~th ~rowth? Or shoul6 ~ol~c~es, proce6ures an6 

~racflces be put ~n place a~er ~rowth? 

Was lhisJb~,arded to youJ?om aJHend? 

Click here to receive the Diversitylnc newsletter. 

=JDive~.sityl~~c Best 
P~°actices 

Our subscriber-only area 
includes hundreds of articles, 
as well as a library of best 
practices web seminars, case 
studies--start-ups to 
advanced--including staffing 
and budgets, and our turnkey 
Meeting in a Box, which can 
be distributed to your 
workforce via corporate 
intranet. 

ORG.;~NIZA’J[ION IS A MEM~’~ER! 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 10:45 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Basketball Analy’dcs Summit 

7816DE4A-2555-43AC-B42C-31929791B355122].png; image002.png 

From: Patricia Hopkins 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 10:44:56 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
To: Kenan Institute Sport 
Subject: Re: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Hi Debby, 

No, Marcus will not be joining the panel. 

It will be Gerard Hall, CEO or Don Tupper VP of Bus Dev 

And I’ve invited Lisa Shan~liar~ VP of Operations. 

Thank you 

Patricia 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Apr 8, 2014, at 6:43 PM, "Kenan Institute Sport" <ki~;i-,ori2~kenat~fla.~zk:r ~lnc e&l> wrote: 

Hi Patricia. Is Marcus going to jam us? We need one rep t¥om SMT. Let me know if you need anything else. Debby 

Here’s the official speaker confirmation letter: 

Hi Marcus¯ Thanks again ]’or your participation at the Summit¯ We are excited that you are joining us] 

Please try to arrive on Friday, May 2 before 4:00 p.m. (Note: If you are a golfer, we have tee times available in the morning.) Use the host 

hotel for your Friday and Saturday stay, if necessary. (http://kisport.unc.edu/index.php/host-hote//) The conference will end Saturday evening. 

Your session, Fan Experience & Engagement, is Saturday. Based on what is trending this basketball season, feel free to share your thoughts. 

Suggested format: 

i. Brief introduction on how you got to where you are today 

2. What do you do ? ;) (products and services) 

3. Trends and Insights 

4. Q&A 

Let me know your technology needs. We do have wireless internet, big screen capability, laptop computer, etc. 

Each speaker will also receive one complimentary registration. Please send the person’s name, mobile number, and email address to 

hisport, unc.edu before April 18. If your company has more than ]’our registrations, we will offer a discount to the group of $99 per person. 

Thanks again!! 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 
< 78~6DE~lA-2555-43AC-~42C-3] 92979~B355122],~,mg’~"~ 

Date: Monday, March 31, 2014 at 12:36 PM 

To: "kisport@u[:c.edu" <ki[~)ori:@ur~(:.edu> 

Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Hi Deborah, 

I wanted to touch base about the Summit. 

We have agreed to do a foul shot (silver) sponsorship for ~1000. 

How many SMT folks do you need to sit on Saturday’s panel at 8:30am? 

When you talk about us we now go by SMT (SportsMEDIA Technology) 

Can you also send all the details - Location, parking etc. 

Thanks very much 

Patricia 

Vice President, Marketing 
<imageO02 png> ¯ 

o: 919-354--4722 I c: 

p.hopkins@smt.com I www.smt.com 

The information transmitted in this e-mail and/or attachments is intended solely for the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential 

and/or privileged material that may not be shared. This information and all attachments are for use only by the intended recipient. To the extent that the information 

contained in this e-mail or any attachment is proprietary, copyrighted, patented or trademarked, all rights are reserved. Any review, retransmission, dissemination 

or otho" use of or taking action in reliance upon tbis infbrmation by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this email in error please contact the sender and delete and/or destroy all copies of the material 

<image002.pug> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Graham Boone <gboone@tandemse.com> 

Wednesday, 11:00 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Basketball Anal~fics Summit 

Thanks Debby! I am looking forward to the e×perience and will have my travel arrangements soom Please feel free to reach out with any updates or questions via 

ernail or my office number 703-740-50:1.8. Tall< soon and as always, Go Heels! 

(?[ ra h a m 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailb:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:57 AM 

To: Graham Boone 
Subject: RE: Basketball Anal~ics Summit 

’Fh~s Gr~m.       w;~l b,’ fi~c~~. H,’ Js ,~r~,~" 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

g’nfl~N~, g~plor’e, gmpower. 

9~9.343~0336 

From: Graham Boone [mailto:gboone@tandemse.com] 
Sent: Wednesday,            .t0:.t3 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; Meredith Geisler 
Subject: RF: Basketball Analytics Summit 

We receive a complimentary registration for this cont:erence. I was thinking it may be a nice gesture to offer to our intern, Le~ me know your thoughts. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, . 8:35 PM 

To: Meredith Geisler; Graham Boone 
Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Hi Graham. Thanks again for your participation at the Summit. We are excited that you are joining us. 

Please book your travel and we will reimburse you. Send me a copy of your e-ticket. Try to arrive on Friday, before 4:00 p.m. (Note: If you are a 

golfer, we have tee times available in the morning.) We will pick you up from the airport, RDU. Use the host hotel for your Friday and Saturday stay. 

(http:iikisport.unc.edu/index.php/host-hotel/) The conference will end Saturday evening. 

Your session, Individual Performance, is Saturday. Based on what is trending this basketball (and in particular, the playoff season) season, feel free to 

share your thoughts. 

Suggested format: 

1. Brief introduction on how you got to where you are today 

2. What do you do?;) 

3. Trends and Insights 

4. Q&A 

Let me know your technology needs. We do have wireless internet, big screen capability, laptop computer, etc. 

Each speaker will also receive one complimentary registration. Please send the person’s name, mobile number, and email address to kisport.unc.edu 

before . If your company has more than four registrations, we will offer a discount to the group of S99 per person. 

Thanks again!! 

debby 
Deborah L. Strornan Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



Sport Administration Meeting 
April 9, 2014 

1. Welcome / Announcements / Nexvs 

2. Review Action Items (below) 

3. SpAd Suite Decor (Southall) 

4. Grad Program (Cooper) 

a. Marketing Updates 

b. Policies for leaving early / internship 

c. Cohort Update 

d. 1st year adxfisors / topics 

e. Grad Thesis timeline info / incentives (Popp) 

Undergraduate Program (Weight) 
a. Undergraduate curriculum - focus group (Southall / Popp) 
b. Operations / Sales internships / class opportunities 
c. 221 Online 

6. Department Initiatives (Weight) 

a. Faculty hires (TT/Lecturer - justification) 

b. Grad student EXSS blurbs 

7. Other 
a. Sports Analytics Summit 



January 29th SpAd Meeting Action Items: 
All: 

Send Erianne names / contact info for successful UG alums to feature (by Friday morning 
if possible) 
Send Erianne names / contact info (if possible) for Center board of advisor individuals. 
Send Coyte marketing ideas for the grad program so we can double our applicants for 

next year. 
Have an amazing Super Bowl Sunday! 

Cooper: 

¯ Finalize applicant list to invite for interview weekend - work to get approval for "fringe" 
standouts 

Osborne 

¯ Visit (Intern Visits) - by March 1 

Popp 

Visit Kelly (Business Office), & Sanders (New Media) (Intern Visits - talk wi Erianne 
about protocol) - by March 1 
Create content for "community outreach" section of the center website 

Southall: 

° Oversee ad-hoc student committee to evaluate undergraduate program 

Stroman: 

o 

o 

Organize club cells 
Discuss athletics internship process vvi Erianne so there isn’t duplication of 
effort/confusion.., discuss at next meeting. 

Weight: 

Visit (Intern Visits) - by March 1 

Get Center Website LAUNCHED! 
Collect board of advisor ask list and begin ask process. 
Gather survey content for current students - for website info (see agenda) 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Atkins, Cindy M <atkin@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 11:54 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li story, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-t~culty] Thesis Prolx~sal 

FYI 

Notice of Master of Arts Thesis 

Proposal 

Student: 

Title of Masters Thesis: 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Date: Thursday, April 17, 2014 

Degree: Master of Arts 

Room: 201 Fetzer Hall 

Time: 3:30pro 

Advisor: Dr. Claudio Battaglini 

Thesis Committee Member: Dr. Edgar Shields 
Dr. Anthony Hackney 

Mr. Eric Sobolewski, MS (ex-officio) 
Hope to see you at thesis proposal. 

~ou are currently sub~fibed to e~s- facuJ~ ~: gs~roman(~emaJJ~tmc.edu. 

To unsubscfi~ click here: h~p:/ilists.unc.edtvu?id 55567102.4537814¢g668~57eTeeg9dd3adc4e5g&n T&I exss-factdW&o 34518695 

(It may be neces~ to cut mad paste flae a~ve URL ffflae line is broken) 

or send a blank em~hl to leave-34518695-55567J02.4537814cd668~957e7eedgdd3adc4eSd(~fislse~;.unc.edu 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Atkins, Cindy M <atkin@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 11:54 AM 

EXS S Faculty List <exss- l~ ulty@li story, uric .edu-~ 

[exss-t~culty] Thesis Prolx~sal 

FYI 

Notice of Master of Arts Thesis 

Proposal 

Student: 

Title of Masters Thesis: 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Date: Thursday, April 17, 2014 

Degree: Master of Arts 

Room: 201 Fetzer Hall 

Time: 3:30pro 

Advisor: Dr. Claudio Battaglini 

Thesis Committee Member: Dr. Edgar Shields 
Dr. Anthony Hackney 

Mr. Eric Sobolewski, MS (ex-officio) 
Hope to see you at thesis proposal. 

You are currently sub~fibed to e~s- facul~ ~: gstro¢~unc.edu. 

To unsubscfi~ click here: h~p:/ilists.unc.edwtRJd 55567101.548agg2f302~a715ee00e34blbcc32a&n T&I e=ss-faculW&o 34518695 

(It may be neces~ to cut mad paste flae a~ve URL ffflae line is broken) 

or send a blank em~Jl to leave-34518695-55567 J0] .548a982t302a2a715ee00e34bJ bcc32a~listserv.u~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 12:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

EMS workers stood by mad watched pregnant woman die 

The [atest from the writers in the Your Black World Network 

~ssues 

Reported by Barry Burch Jr. Movies, a tot like music albums, sometimes get pushed back. There are 

even instances when the project is never actually released. Fortunately for Halle Berry and 

Phylicia Rashad, their movie "Frankie & Alice," which was shelved for three years, was finally 

released in 125 theaters nationwide today, as reported by The Grio. [...] 

April 9, 2014No CommehtRe~d 

J~m~e Foxx Seeks To Reconr~ect With H-is 

By: StephaNe At[en-Gobert Jamie Foxx, born Eric Marton was [eft in the care of his mother’s foster 

parents, Esther Marie (Nelson), a domestic worker and nursery operator, and Mark Ta[[ey, a yard 

worker, when he was seven months old. Fo)o< has struggled much of his life trying to understand 

why his birth parents did not [...] 

Woman’s Death 

by Barry Burch Jr. The two city medics that atlowed a pregnant woman to suffer from an asthma 

attack wilt not be going to jait, nor witt they have to pay any damages, according the New York 

Daily News. The excuse provided by the medics explaining why they did not hetp the unconscious 

woman was that [...] 

April 9, 2014No CommehtRe~d 

Yo~.~ng Woman 

By Nigel Boys During the funeral procession of 22-year-old Lakisha Wilson, a young woman who died 

fogowing a procedure for an abortion, residents throughout Cleveland, OH gathered to mourn the 

city’s loss. Among the mourners were respected community leaders Dr. Day Gardner of the 

National Black Pro-Life Union and Director of African-American Outreach A[veda King 

April 9, 2014N0 CommehtRe~d 

Your Ree~ World: K~m Kardashian and Her .............................................................................................................................................................................. 

funn2:. 

Kim Kardashian is famous in the black community for a lot of reasons, many of them not favorable. 

She atso knows black men pretty well, since she seems... 



Ballet Scene 

Reported By Liku Ze[teke The American Batter Theater’s Summer Intensive is described as 

being "the most thorough and rewarding dance experience a student can have during summer". 

Every year hundreds, if not thousands, of hopefut appticants darken its doop~’ays for a shot at this 

once-in-a-tifetime [earning experience. Most don’t make it. But 10-year-oLd twins Imani [_.] 

By: Stephanie At[en-Gobert The Legal troubles for singer Chris Brown are far from over. Brown’s 

assault case is going forward after a judge in Washington, DC rejected a request to dismiss. 

Lawyers for the Grammy award winning singer had argued the case shoutd be dismissed because 

prosecutors abused the grand jury process to prepare for [_.] 

[ii ~:~ iI ~:.5.~a M~rcili8 fiig~, i~est rainin{; o=der a%;~inst scm:i 5c~ hi~I~d a hd ~hen ta k ........... fin{; pic"~lii~ ...... ~hhim 

pictu~’es with him 

Eva M, arcitle (formerly Eva Pigford) was known as the winner of "America’s Next Top Modet." She 

atso received media attention when she had a child with her boyfriend Kevin McCa[t. According to 

TMZ, all is not right with their relationship, however. The network says that Eva flied a restraining 

order against Kevin on/~4arch 28th. [...] 

April 8, 2014~ Commei~t’~r~ead 

[ 1 

too 

Cat fighting is never cute, especiatty if it happens in pub[ic. But cetebrity beefs wilt never go away, 

and this one is internationat. Two African superstars are going after each other in public, each of 

them ctaiming that the other is a victim of white supremacy. Lupita Nyong’o is the darling of 

Hot[Fwood, and has [...] 

Music Career 

By Aprit Taylor According to heKobeauLifuLcom, R~B singer Joe is alleging that R. KeLty attempted to 

sabotage his career. Joe provided competition for R. Kerry around 2000 when his atbum, My Name is 

Joe, sotd more than three migion copies and reached the #2 spot on the Bittboard top 200 List. 

During that same year, [...] 

April 8, 2014No Commel:tRead ~ol-e 

~t BB-Year-Oid 8B 

Reported by Barry Butch Jr. Not many people would argue with the statement: "B.B. King is a riving 

tegend." The icon has his own radio charmer, a number... 

April 9, 2014 / / ~ead 



Reported by Barry Butch Jr. People of African-descent in America are arguaMy the most targeted 

ethnic group to be fed into the betty of systemic racism. They face... 

Chiwetel E]iofer ~ay. Be The Villain In The 
Next James Bond Yi~m 

By Dr. Sinclair Grey III There’s a rumor going around that the next villain to be played in the epic 

James Bond movie is actor Chiwetei E[iofor. E[iofor is a British actor in film, television, and theatre. 

Born in London to Nigerian parents, this talented actor has made his way into the acting field from 

Roman Catholic Church Toils Teachers 
HomoSe×ualit\{ and Other" Thh-~q£s Can Get 
Them Hred 

By: Krystle Crossman Catholic school teachers in Cincinnati have been given a cheat sheet of the 

things that can get them fired under the Catholic doctrine. Their contracts inckude specific events 

that are offenses that wit[ get them fired on the spot. If a teacher shows any indication that they 

are practicing a "homos*xuat lifestyle", [_.] 

Safety. In Schools: Sexual Violence In ~4]ddle 

By: Krystte Crossman School is supposed to be a safe place for our children but unfortunately a tot 

of teachers are not stopping the large amount of s*xua[ violence that is occurring right 

underneath their noses. The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign conducted a study on 1,391 

middle school students in the Midwest. They found [...] 

With Your" Co-oWorker 

Here’s Wha~ b:) ~.;.:;n.~ i~,~!i Before ~ou Sleep Wil:h 

Posted on April 9, 2014 By 

By Anna Bella When you work with someone five days a week in dose proximity, there is always the 

potential for attraction. The attraction could be born out of loneliness in your personal tile, or a 

true chemistry between two people, or it could also be just because two people who work 

together, share the [...] 

Laddies: 6 Th~n~_s to Do Immediately___ 
Follow{rig a Break--Up_ 

Posted on April 7, 2014 By ~{~{!{!~.@[{!!:~ ~:[[!g..~!!~(, ].£;{t.~J~ 

by Anna BeKa How did it happen? After a wonderful weekend spent with his friends and intimate 

moments, he teKs you he needs a break. Or even worse, that it’s over. You may see it as a blessing 



or the worst moment of your life. So how do you survive? Keep Busy - Distract yourself [...] 

~iI Whileworking as an Sharpton a a tape / FBI informant, used briefcase with recorder 

Re�entry, it was reveated that Rev. A[ Sharpton was an FBI informant for a number of years, 8ivin8 

federat asents evidence that attowed them to take down the... 

boyce ws;tkir:s I 23f queens ws;y I ¢ar~illus, n’~’ 13031 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BobLee Says <blsays@att.net;~ 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 1:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Closure.... moving on. 

Dr Stroman: 

I contacted you a month or so ago about "luaach" to discuss your WCHL interview. You had expressed concerns about public reaction to the ongoing athletic dept 

scand~J especially as it involves AfAm student-athletes. I have followed the "scand~J" and reported extensively on its various twists and turns over the pas~t five years. 

felt we could exchange POVs to our mutual benefit and edification. 

I appreciate that your priorities would not allow such time away from your students. I’ve been advised by severoJ of your faculty/stmff colleagues that to pursue any sort 

of meeting would be thiitless. I an~ taking that advice. If you express additional public thoughks as this matter proceeds, I will look tbr them in the regional media. 

Sincerely, 

BobLee 

PS: Knowing your basketball background, I would be curious if you believe UCONN’s oveiw-helming dominance is "good" for the spo(t. Dynasties in any sport 

create all sorts of fan reaction. 

BobLee Says 

www.bobleesays.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

~Vednesday, April 9, 2014 1:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC’s ’Paper Courses’ ] Gun Goes Offin Y ] Event ’Swag Bags’ 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Federal Complaint Filed Against UNC CATer ’Paper Courses’ 
The complaint alleges that UNC athletes were shuttled into cla~sses that never met 

and only required a term paper at the end of the semester .... 

Man Eiected from NFL Game Gets $75K Juw Award 

A Maryland man who was m~ested by t hiladelphia police t~yiug to eject several 

people from Lincoln Finaucial Field betbre the 2011 Eagles home opener was... 

Bloods~ Baseball Collision Brin~s Out Best in Host School 

The injured mouth and dental repair for one player and the s*aples in the head of 

another eventually will be forgottei~ but Arts &... 

Civic Group Ties Bucks Arena Support to Rec Upgrades 
’][’he Milwaukee Bucks want a uew arena to replace the BMO Hams Bradley 

Center. A Milwaukee communiF group known as... 

Ma~ Iniured When Gun He Brought into Y Discharges 
A small handgun inside a gym bag discharged at the Renaissance Pointe YIVICA on 



Monday morning, inj uring the owner of the firearm. Police were... 

Blog: Are Event ’Swag Bags’ Worth the Cost Am~more? 

I registered lbr a communi~ fun rind/walk not long ago m~d as I was walking away 
from the entW desk, I checked through my race... 

UGA Woos Football Recruits with Hand-Drawn Portraits 

Georgia’s recruiting eflbrts made national news af[er coach Mark Richt sent hand- 

drawn portraits with autographed messages to some of the 

Sports Center Investors Urae Court to Stop Sale 
Nothing about the tortared financial and legal tangles of the Vadnais Sports Center 

has been easy. And the 2 -hour court hea~ing Monday that... 

New NHL Arena to Be Home Ice tbr Second College 
As qnickly as the bricks and mortax go up at the downtown Harboff2enter, so, too, 

do the pa~nerships bem~een the Buflhlo Sabres and other area... 

Richmond Cil-~" Council E,/es Hiring Ballpark Consultant 
The legal challenges of hiring help came into focus Monday night for the Richmond 

Ci~ Council as ci~ attorneys outlined the process of selecting a... 

U.S. Soccer: Player Mutin’~’ Not Cause of Coach’s Firin~ 
Tom Sermanni helped the 13.S. women to a 13-0-3 record last year, but the 

Americans went 1-2-1 at the Algarve Cup, the last major tournament... 

Columnist: Indoor Climbin Chmn ionshi Offers Thrills 

Being ~s~ outdoor rock climber, my focus is on the the natural world, so when I 

visited the USA Climbing’s Open Nationals at Sender One... 

Opinion: Arkansas Hiring Shows Little Respect for WCBB 
The "biggest sto~y-" for women’s basketball may not be the NCAA Division I 

women’s final four but, once again, the issue of hiring practices for... 

AB Bu,/ers Guide: We Want Your Input 
By now, you should have received your copy of Athletic Business’s a~nual Buyers 

Guide. How can we make it better?... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Facilits~ Madness 2014: Quarterfinals 

Af[er going viral yesterday, there is still time to vote for your favorite axena in 

college basketball. Voting in this round ends tomorrow... 

New Reader Comments: 

Tax Expert: Unionizing May Cost College Football Players 
I’m a little unclear as to what the author wants me to take away from this article? 

He includes information/testimony that would ,seem to... 

Kansas Senate Approves Tax Break for Health Clubs 
Full di~losure--I own a commercial, for-profit health club. And I couldn’t be 

happier that we have finally made some progress’.!!! As tbr ... 

Opinion: NCAA’s Problem-Solving Promises Ring t tollow 
So, since the "adults" couldn’t come up with a reasonable solution (one that didn’t 

include them keeping ALL the money) the kids seems to... 



Northwestern Coach Urges Players to Say No to Union 
Person~Jly, I think the coach should stay out of it. He’s completely biased and he 

does a huge disservice to his players by twing to influence their... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 1:48 PM 

Walker, Jack T <jack walker@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Basketball Analylics Summit follow up 

Hi Jack, 

Any chance you have 30 minutes to meet next week regarding some of the printing items (signs, programs, etc) we were thinking about for the Basketball 

Analytics Summit. Karen said you’d be a good person to reach out to, and I wanted to be sure to catch you before you head out on vacation. 

I’m available on Monday at 4pm, Tuesday from :12-2pm or 3:30-5pm. Please let me know if any of those slots work for you. 

Thanks! 

MBA Candidate, Class of ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(cell) ¯ ~-.fla [er.unc edu ¯ 



S~ bje.e~t~ 

(]onneci.Carolina < corm ect.~m~lina_in~b (~ u nc.edu > 
Wednesday, April 9, 2o~ 4. 2:,:~4 PM 

St.romar~, D~J~orah I, <dst.ro@unc.edu> 

()et’dng Ready ~or <}o-live: ConnectCarolina Newsletter April 9, 2o~z~ 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

ConnectCaroHna NewsletterI April 9, 2o14 

’]’he transition to ConneckCarolina 

will riot be as simple as flipping a 

switch. Many, many tasks will be 

executed over severa] ~eeks ko 

transit.ion t}om legacy systems to 

Connect Carolina. 

Are you on top of the Ch a rf.fi e]d 

changes coming with 

ConnectCaro~im~? Learn about [hem 

in a new Charkfields webinar 

recording ~mw available o~Jine. 

The October expansion of 

ConnectCaro]ina ko indude Finance 

arid IiR/Payro]] is a major change 

the I ~niversity -- and one with some 

de{]nile advantages. 



Find out ~vha~ ~ve’ce ~vocking 

on the path ~o go-live; ~:~e~’ 

Days to Go-Live! 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:12 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Subje~’t: Leaders 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu) 

Dr. Stroman, 

Here is the list that and I have come up with for next year’s leaders: 

- President 
- Co-President 

- Finance 
- Marketing 

- PR/Social Media 
- Website Management 

- Special PrRjects 

We decided to go with a smaller group so that evelyone is being fully utilized. Let us know what you think! 

Thanks, 



You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail from 
Training-Conditioning. Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 
email? 

ScoreRewards, a division of Sportable 
Scoreboards, is a program that allows 
schools and parks to receive brand new 
scoreboards at no cost to the organization. 
All scoreboards are state-of-the-art, LED 
scoreboards with wireless controllers. 
ScoreRewards utilizes local advertising to 
completely fund the project. Schools and 
parks are now able to update their scoring 
equipment and instantly transform their 
facility without using any of their budget. 
For information, call 888-235-8877. To learn 
how Score Rewards can work for you, check 
out our 15 minute webinar. 

Champion BrownTM is the newest addition to 
the lineup of Turface® Pro League® infield 
conditioners. [ts deep, dark color delivers a 
first-class look, and provides excellent ball 
visibility. Smaller, uniform particles assure a 
smooth, professional playing surface, 
minimizing potentially dangerous bad hops. 
Moisture-absorbing properties improve 
footing and help to prevent rainouts. With 
Champion Brown, Turface AthleticsTM gives 
you every advantage to bring home a safe, 
playable field. 

Is your facility ready for football season? We 

have seat numbers and any hardware you 

might need ready to ship. As the premier 

manufacturer of grandstands, Southern 

Bleacher is your ideal choice. Fans in every 

U.S. state and Canada cheer from our 
bleachers. Family owned for almost seven 

decades, we have the experience you can 

trust. 

Gillette Stadium officials announced that 
they are upgrading their field surface and 
the New England Patriots and the New 
England Revolution have selected FieldTurf’s 
Revolution turf system and VersaTile 
drainage and shock underlayment for its 
unparalleled player safety and extraordinary 
durability. The installation of the FieldTurf 
Revolution and VersaTile has begun and will 
be completed and ready for use for the 
Revolution’s next home match on April 12. 

PowerMax Equipment Designs, 

Manufactures, and Sells Athletic Training 

Equipment. Specializing in ’Athlete 

Engineering’ we focus on the fundamental 

development of speed, strength, power, 

and agility. 

Advantage Fundraising Online offers high 

school athletics students the ability to raise 
$1,000s! The exclusive, free fundraising 

websites, email & social media platform is 

the ideal fundraising software for any 

organization in need of raising money for a 

cause. Learn how these athletes raise more 
money with this platform. 



You are receiving t[tis newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-m~il news from MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Traimng & Conditiotting, Atltletic Man~gem~t or Coaclting Management 

To unsubsc~ibe, clickhttp://lists2nmmen~nmedia.com/?p~msubscribe&uid cda9eld836~’364f31561d4159565e9ec 

To change yotu- em~il address, clickhttp://lists2.momentmnmedia.cont,?p preferences&ttid cda9eld8367364f31561dd159565e9ec 

To fo1~-ardthis newsletter to a fi~end, click h~rp://lists2momentummedia.cm~’?p fo~-ard&uid cdageld8367364f31561d4159565e9ec&mid 44 

Be sm-e to add lists@moment~tmmedia.com to your adrh-ess book or safe sender list so ore- emaJls will always get to yot~- inbox! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ken Pomeroy @gmaJl.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 6:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: KENNETH R SALT LAKE CITY 29APR14 

Hey Debby, 

Below is the ticket I booked. Let me know if you need anything else. My                  , and I’ll be visiting them before attending the Summit. So I won’t need 

transportation from the airport, though I could use it to the airport on Sunday if that is being offered. 

As far as the talking portion, how long do we have for this? Are all of the people involved in the session going to be together or in separate locations? 

Thanks’. I’m looking lbrwaxd to this, 

Ken 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Delta Air Lines < DeltoJkilLines(~e.delta.coln> 

Date: Fri, Mar 28, 2014 at 12:58 PM 
Snbject: KENNETH R SALT LAKE CITY 29APR14 

To:       ~gmail.com 

N:: DELTA Xi My    ~i Earn Miles 

Trips 

|         ~k~ 

[ 
Check ~n [or your flight: up to 24 boars prior 
to departure at delta,(:om or with the F~ 

Delta app - a~se check flights, change seats, 

j 

Nake changes to eligDJe electronic t~ckets 

through My [rips at delta,com. 

[f yoa need to contact Delta for assistance 

please call 1-800-221-1212 or visit 

d elta,comihelp. 

] 



KENNETI’t RE~ F~O~IERDY ~IR ODEI.TA 2500 0288 

[3SkyMites DELTA 1282 024C 

DELTA 2488 026F 

0 
0 
0 

0 

*~%qsit delte.com or use the Ry Delta app to view, seiec[ or change your ~at 
[f you purchar,~,d an Economy Comfort ~at or a Trip Extra, please visit My Trips to access a receipt of your 

purchase. 

: cha=ges ar:dier credits ma~, ~pp:’,,,’ al~d are displss, ed iq the sections 

L~:[temize~i: 

7.50 AY 13,50 XF 12.00 ZP 24,21 US 
0 [ 

[ ] 

~ KENNEIH REX 
~00623555I~9703 ~LAXWEB ~28MAR~4 ~28MAR15 

PONEROY 

Visit delta.com for details on ba!};~age embargos that may apply to your itinerary, r 

! ~ ~F~P~l~ ~1~ 1 I~ ’ 

I V isit delta.com for deta~s on ha#gage embargos that may apply to your itinerary,I I~ 
U ’ 

l:On Deita-op ~rated .dghts, you may carr17 on one bag and a small personal item free of ci~arge. E:arry-on allowances may 

differ and fees may apply for flights operated by carders other than Delta. Contact the operating carder for detailed carry-on 

limitations and charges. 

8usinessEii[e!First/Business E:iass weigh[ ailowance reverts ~o sg ibs for all checked bags beyond the reguiar free allowance. 

Travelers [o/from Key West, Florida are limited ~o one checked bag. 

At the time of check in with Delta for Delta-marketed and Delta-operated flight(s) 0nduding Delta cor~r~ection), SkyMiles 

MedalJ~on@ members, Skyffeam Eiite & Elite Plus, Alaska MVP & MVP Gold and active US M:litary personnei are elig:ble for fee 

weivers and other benefits. For more detaiis, visit delta.com/baggage 

At the time of ched< in with Delta for Delta-marketed and Delta-operated flight(s) (including Delta connection), Basic 

Cardmembers with a Gold~ Platinum, or Resen,’e Delta SkyMiles Credit Card from American Express are elig:bie for the first 



bag fee waiver, Waiver is only for normal bag fee, if any, for the gist checked be# that is not overweigh[ or oversize under 

Delta’s applicabie Jules es set for[h in Delta’s contract of carriage. See delta.com!firstbagfree for more de[ails. 

A standard checked bag with Delta may be tip to 50 ibs and 62 linear inches (per .oiece). Additional fees apply for oversize, 

overweight, and/or additional pieces of checked baggage. Please review Delta’s baggage guidelines for details. Weight and 

r 

SETTLE IN FOR 

r]rA~.EOFR @ 
: Get on board sooner, 

secure an overhead bin 
and settle in for takeo~ 
with Priori~.’ goarding, 

available on most flights. 

MILEAGE BOOSTER, @ ::    HERTZ, @ SMART PHONE, 

BI £ncreaseyourm:ieage~ B~E]S ...... pto~O%aqd ~i SMARTEP, T~,~VEL* 
[[]rlbaiance faster by ush~e ~ earn 3,400 m~les or more’ ~Check % change seats, 

Mileage Booster. ~ with this bestqn-market check ~he upgrade ~s~ 
Purcha~ up to 3,000 ~ Hertz offer, and more with the Fly 

additional miles. Learn :: Delta app. 

badt~age. 

Claim restrictions ir<ludir=g time periods withir= wi~ich you must file a ciaim or brln9 action agalast us. 

Or:: right to chanrje terms of ti~e 

Our dgh~s a~d ~hT~S O[ .sur }~ab~i~y for deby o~ ~ailure ~e perform servk:e~ h~clud~n# schedule char~d.S~ 

Ou: pohc? o~ overbooking flights, a:~d your d2hts if we dei:y you bos:d~:~2 due to 

iike to taie adval~tage of other Deita ea:aii progi-ams fe~turi:~g special fa:-es, p:oa:oBoas, ii:fe:i:~tiol~ ~r:d fhgt:t updates~ 
plea ~e vi~i~: deit~.osm/emailprograms ,x deita.com/notifi,::ations. 

COPYRIGHT 
:his emaii mesr~=ge al~d its coater=ts ai"~ copyrighted aad ~re propdetai~, products 
Box 20705 At~m.a~ GA 3032B-~-:0B~. Any :_maud~edzed 
madium~ ~s strictly proh~b£ed 

:his is s post or@ emaii. Piesse do i:ot i-espond to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bayard Love @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 8:12 PM 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Wanda Hunter <whunte@racialequityinstitute.org>; Lighttbot, Alexandra F <allight@email.unc.edu-*; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Tye Hunter        @ahoo.com); Deena Hayes <~thayes@racia~equi .tyins~itute.org>; Suzaa~ne Plihcik 

@gma~l.com> 

Re: Updated list 

]BUSI 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu 

Man 1:51 PM 

Man 1:56 PM 

and me Africa~ A*nerican. 

More Business Students (and conslituents) to come. I’ll be meeting with some cmrent s~dents on Sunday who are our fmntline o~ganizers at the B- school ;) 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ ~gmail 

On Wed, at 8:55 AM, Eng, Geni <eugenia eng~)unc.edu> wrote: 

It: you know the racelethnicity ot: these students, please let me know, 

Geni 

From: Eng, Geni 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:52 AM 
To: ’Wanda Hunter’ 
C¢: Lightfoot, Alexandra F; Bayard Love ~      @gmail.com); Stroman, Deborah L; Tye Hunter 
Subject: RE: other possible community participants 

@yahoo.corn); Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik 

Since yesterday, I’ve received 

5 additional requests from students--2 from BUSI and 3 from SI~.S--for a total of 53 students requesting to enroll. 

:1 additional request from a community member (an African American woman from Rocky Mount} ---fora total of 2 community members requestb~g to 

audit. 

: A~ex ~nd Veronica C~r~s~e just sent oil/course announcement today to their respective I~st serves of community experts. 

, So, Wanda~ please have a~l (:ommun~:y members send me an emaiL 

Geni 



From: Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@racialequityinstitute.orq] 
Sent; Tuesday, 5:06 PM 
To-" Eng, Geni 

Subject; other possible community participants 

James Davis, a fairy young African-American man, is interested in auditing as a communily member. Once I confim~ that the dates and times work for him, I’ll get 

him to contact you to register. 

Civil Rights Specialist 

Phone: 

a white ~etired l~stor and a leader in aaati-racism activities in the UCC denominatior~ may also be interested. He sewes on the Orange Coun~ Human 

Rights Commission with Jan~es. I haven’t actively recruited hitn because I wasn’t sure if you wanted upper middle class well-educated white people or not. But he is 

an older man (70s) who has some good awareness about the hislory of racistn, the slruggle, and white privilege. He could add to the diversity of perspectives... 

How many communib~ members do we have now? How many student applicants? 

Wanda 

Begin tbm’arded message: 

From: James Davis <jadavis@oran.qecountync..qov> 

Subject: RE: Thanks 

Date: at 9:30:19 AM EDT 

To: Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.org>, @nc.rr.com> 

Wanda, 

would love to attend the course. What are the proposed course times and days? 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vdme s.com> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 8:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 aJrticles) 

Charles Blow April 9, 2014 08:07:2~ P~I 

Op-Ed Columnist 

We Nhou]M Be ~,~ ~ Rage 

When will we demand the counh’y we desewe? If we don’t like the path we’re 

on, we can alter it. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTin’les.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad(’~D I iPhone® i 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:08 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

RE: Basketball Ana]~,cs Snmmit - NBA Case Competition 

@kenaJ> flagler.unc.edu> 

Bittersweet to see that.., understandable though, Thanks for the heads up! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:35 PM 

To: 

Subject: FW: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
E’n$]o,q~. E’xp!ore, E’mpower. 

i.~.i emailSigr, ature 

919.843.0336 

.... unaud]odzed le,/iew, use, disck~5ure or disuibutk~r: is p=ohibited iiyou are :-~c~ the hirer:deal recipient; please contact the 5erldel by reply ~mail ar:d destroy all copies of die original message. 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [mailto:irosenfeld@bobcats.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 5:2:1. plVl 

To-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hey Deb, I spoke Lo Seth about the playoff series, and he did thi~k it was worth mentioning that there is a chance our series could lasL into when the 

conference is set to take place. Seth would then be on the road (at least for game 7; game 6 would be in charlo12e). Not sure vet if my analytics team and I 

would also be travelling. 

Of course unk~rtunately won"t know ~-_~xact g~iayoFf schedule until , and won’t know how long our piayoFf series will go unt:il end of Ag~ril! 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Analvtics 
BOBCATS i SP©PF. & f.,",,"f~f<f.e,~NM~~’q~ 

33~ East [fade Street 

Chariotte, NC 28202 
~ 

J Rose n reid (d0 bo bcats~co m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Dates for Durham Bulls 

Debby, 

Could you float the following dates by Robbie Allen at Automated Insights and see what works for him: 

*These dates would be helpful because I will be out of town and need someone to cover* 

Although if I could make it, that would be awesome too. 

Let me know! 

Best, 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

W:919.843.2689 

C 

unceminor.org I schedule a meeting I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Basketball Analgics 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:10:27 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
To: Kenan Institute Sport 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics 

Thanks 

a l:t e t~ d e 

Thanks, 

, I’m reviewing this now and will try to connect with David tomorrow. Are we still looking for speakers to fill in on any of the panels or strictly 

o i i, C Ker~sn-F’,sgler B~ sir~ess Sci~ooi 

i.~.i Description:cid:88DTI2Dg- 
1D894414-A98C- 
9DD9BSC3A593 

i~i cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:33 AM 

To: Kenan Institute Sport; 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics 

Q.uick FY’f-Visual Sl:udio is a Microsoft: preduct. They have an ALM Bangers Program that basically keeps k, licrosoff tapped ~nto %eal world" users whe I believe as 

consultants/part t~rne contractors on ALM Visua~ Studio pro~ects. Not sure who his US SLrategy partner b.,. definitely p~qued my b~terest though. We need more 

ticket sales[ @ 

Overview of the ALM rangers program: ~.~.~.~g~}:.[~}.~.~5~}~/.~?.~1~4~.[2~£~}.#L‘‘~£~.~.}~.~?/.#.~£~1[~:~ ........................... 

Daw? Cr.:>:~]~ is definitely on the I~sl: of approved people: ~~i,ie/ iintroduc~n~;i-t[~e..v~suM..studio- 

~ was checking it out so ~ust wanted to pass the ~nfo 

From: Stroman, Deborah On Behalf Of Kenan Institute Sport 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:1:40 PM 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: FW: Basketball Analytics 

Hi . Can you please connect with David and find out exactly what is his ask? ;) I am not familiar with this company. Are you? Thanks. 

d 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before stalting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: David Crook, 

Date: Tuesday, at 9:37 PM 

To: "Id~@orl:@unc.edu" <kis~xxt @ur~c.edu> 

Subject: Basketball Analytics 

Hello, 

I would love to partner with you on this. I have partners at US Strategy who would also like to partner with you on this. We are also currently running a large 

event around data analytics in athletics. ~~~:20lathletech-.dats-ans~v~:~cs-chaHen~ 

Please get in touch with me ASAP so we can get this rolling and I can get the appropriate people from your side set up with the appropriate people from my 

side. I have made the entire day of Tuesday, available to meet with anybody who can discuss this. 

Thanks, 

David Cro~k ~ (980~228~278 



i.’~i ,:~id:inla ge004 jp,~]@ 01C;E99AS. F561 D([:F0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elyse Crystall @mindspring.com> 

Thursday. April 10, 2014 7:44 AM 

The progtZac maling list <progfac@listserv.unc.edu> 

[progthc] FILM: Exploring UNC’s Racialized ttistory, 4/16 

WED APRIL 16 

7:30-9:30 
220 SAUNDERS tIALL 

The Real Silent Sam Coalition invites you to a film screening in support of our current RENAME SAUNDERS CAMPAIGN asking for the Board of Trustees to 

change the name of Saunders Hall, named after KKK Leader William L. Saunders. 

"Uncovering the Past, Politicizing the Present: Exploring UNC’s Racialized Histo~%" was created by coalition members in order to add a visual analysis to the 

conversation. The film will be followed by a discussion and refreshments. We are looking forward to seeing you therel 

FILM BLURB 

This film focuses on our relationship as students and community members of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to the racialized histories of our 

campus, which manifest themselves as prominent spatial landmarks. We explore the implications of monuments such as Silent Sam, the statue on McCorkle 

Place erected during a White Supremacist campaign that toured the South in 1912. The University often ignores the racist history of Silent Sam and stifles 

conversation about his significance for students of color who may feel uncomfortable due to its presence. Many other UNC buildings, such as Saunders Hall, 

named after KKK leader William L. Saunders, share similar histories. 

This documentmaj denounces the invisiblized white supremacist narrative that undergirds UNC and the wider Chapel Hill community, while highlighting the often- 
minimized resistance work and mobilization undertaken by students, activists, and community members to confront these structures. We seek to draw 

connections between our identities and the historical weight of the spaces we inhabit. Using interviews with community members and archival footage and 

audio, we create a visual ethnography of UNC’s racialized geography. By instigating further conversation on alternative histories, we are attempting to 
address the collective historical amnesia we suffer from as a community. 

https://www.facebook.com/eventsi1423286514595805/ 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe send a blank <b~> 

em~fil to <a l~-ef "mailto :leave- 34523258- 56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listse~w .unc .edu">leave- 34523258- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<ia> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Thursday. 7:54 AM 

Vines, Anissa I <avine@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Question Regarding an Alternate Course tbr the ECHO Ce(dficate Progrmn 

Yes, this is the course. We consider this our pilot test to provide evidence to Deans o1: professional grad schools on student interest and need for making this a 

regular course offering~ For th~s inaugura~ offering D_D_[~ we’ve received finanda~ commrtment from SPH to cover RE~ trainers fee and DMCA to cover food and 

reh~burse communrty part~dpant mileage. Hence, for the purposes of the Certificate Program, we don’t know yet ~f this course wiU be offered regularly. ~t wou~d 

certair~y lit, atld your Board couR~ consh~er h~d:ting it count for l:h~s fall 

Know that your expressed ~nteres~: ~s already adding to our body of evidence on need for such a course THANK YOU ~ 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eugen~m Emg, MPH, DrPH 

Proh~ssor of Heakh Behavkx" 

(~Hl~ngs School o[ Gh:~bal Publk: Health CB #7440 

350 Rosenau Hall 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolb~a 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599 

919 966-39~ 

919 966- 2921 (fsx) 

eu~eNa en~@unc:edu 

F~m= Vines, Anissa I 
Sent~ Wednesday, 9:38 PN 
Te~ Eng, Geni 
Subject~ N: Question Regarding an Alternate Course for the ECHO Ce~ificate Program 

Is tNs the course that you and Alex mentioned that includes Undoing Racism? If so, I would like ~ discuss the potential for it to sere as a required disparities ce~ifica~ 
course. Let me know when you have a moment to discuss, especially since the syllabus won’t be ready until early Nay. 

Than~, 

From: Anderson, Herleesha 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:33 PM 
To: Vines, Anissa I 
Co: White, Brandolyn Shea 
Subject: FW: Question Regarding an Alternate Course for the ECHO Certificate Program 

Hi Anissa, 

Below is the course description from a second student that is also interested in Dr. Geni Eng’s course for Fall .. I have communicated with the professor, and 

she stated she will have the syllabus by late May. 

Best, 

Herleesha 

Herleesha Anderson 

Social/Clinical Research Assistant 

UNC ECHO Program 

CB # 7435, 265 Rosenau Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: (919) 843-3539 
From: _~__g__i3_3__a__[[~__C_Q__i3_3_ [Fnailto: @_g__n_!_a_iLc_£_n_~_] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:11 PM 
To: Anderson, Herleesha 
Subject: Question Regarding an Alternate Course for the ECHO Certificate Program 

Hi Ms. Anderson, 

I am interested in enrolling in a new course oft~red by Dr. Geni Eng next setnester. The course is SPHG 890: "Leading for Racial Equi .ty - Examining Strnctura] Issues 

of Race a~d Class". I mn curious if this course will be able to be counted towards the credit requiretnents for the interdisciplinary certificate in health dispa~ties. 

I have pasted the course description below. 

Thank you, 

Health Behavior MPH Candidate~ 

"Leading for Racial Equity: Examining Structural Issues of Race and Class 

SPHG 690 (section 001) 2.0 credits, Fall 

This professional interdisciplinary seminar is partnering with the Racial Equity Institute (REI), a national anti-racism training organization, to prepare graduate 

students flom professional degree programs to become effective leaders in an increasingly diverse wodd~ The goal is to provide them with a flamework that 

directs them to critically analyze institutions, rather than characteristics of individuals and groups, in order to understand institutional legacy, response, and 

accountability to different populations. This course also involves local community members as a key element of the pedagogy, so that the interactive nature of 

the course will allow all participants to learn from the perspectives of others with different backgrounds and in different stages of life. 

Participants will complete an intensive 2-day training, , with REI trainers and course instructors on the explicit and subtle ways that racialized 

patterns in American culture, policies, and practices permeate political, economic, and social structures. At two and four weeks following this initial training, 

students will meet to discuss, evaluate, and analyze completed readings and group-work assignments to be submitted for critique/grading and credit. 

"It’s not about Diversity Training. It’s not a whiner session. It’s not a vent and ’feel good’ session. Racial Equity work is critical, meaningful, engaging, and 

paradigm shifting. If you want to discover, learn, and share with others - please experience this workshop with us." [Past participant] 



Course Instructors: 

Eugenia Eng, Gillings School of Global Public Health (Lead Instructor) 

Tye Hunter, School of Law 

Bay Love, Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Deborah Stroman, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Course Schedule: Full day sessions - and 

Course Materials: No pre-readings. Course resources and assignments will be provided to participants. 

Student Enrollment: Limited to 24 graduate students (Permission Required by Lead Instructor). Send your name, UNC department affiliation, PID, and email 

address to eugenia en.q~)..unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eng, Gent <eugenia eng@unc.edu> 

Thursday. April 10, 2014 8:01 AM 

Ba~vard Love @gmail.com> 

Wanda Htmter <whante@racialequit.5~institute.org>; Lighttbot, Alexandra F <allight@email.unc.edu-~; Stroman, Deborah L 

<dstro@unc.edu>; Tye Hunter        @ahoo.com); Deena Hayes <~thayes@raciaJequi .tyinslitute.org>; Suzanne Plihcik 

@gmaJl.com> 

RE: Ulxtated list 

received th~!ir emaii5 and bare added th~!ra to our li51:. Thar!k you for recruitJr!~ ~heni~ lqowever, yokel need to hold off: now because stude!~t5 fro!’n SIL5 ha~e aBo registered 1:his week. 

Wi~h 53 regis~rar!l:s, 5elecl:ing fr..’)m ~hi5 pool [5 going t..’) be painfiA. Dee!~a went through the list with rm’~ yesterday and made! educated guesses on ra..’:e/eth!~icil:¥, based on r!ames. 

Geni 

From: Bayard Love [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 0% 2014 8:12 PM 
To: Eng, Gent 
Co: Wanda Hunter; Ligh~oot, Alexandra F; Stroman, Deborah L; Tye Hunter 
Subject: Re: Updated list 

I BUSI 

@yahoo.com); Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihdk 

~kenau- flagler.unc.edu               [ 

@kenan- []agler.unc.edu                 I 

Mon 1:51 PM 

Mon 1:56 PM 

are African American. 

More Business Students (and constituents) to come. I’ll be meeting ruth s~me current students on Stmday who are our frontline organizers at the B-,school ;) 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ ,@g mail 

On Wed, Apr 9, 2014 at 8:55 AM, Eng, Gent <_e___u_g_ej3i£___el~g~}__uj3_%_e__d_t!> wrote: 

If you know the race!ethnicity of these students, please let me know. 

Gent 

From: Eng, Gent 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 8:52 AM 
"re: ’Wanda Hunter’ 
(::c: Lightfoot, Alexandra F; Bayard Love _@g__m___a_j!~__c_o___m_); Stroman, Deborah L; Tye Hunter 
Subject: RE: other possible community participants 

Since yester’day, I’ve received 

@__y__a___h_9_9~__c_9_~_~); Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik 

5 additional requests from students-2 [rom BUSt and 3 from S[I_S- [or a total of 53 students requesting [:o enroll. 

additional reqt~est from a conlrmmi[:y member (an African Americat~ woman [rom Rocl~y Moun0 -for a total of 2 COfrERluni[y members reqkE,:_~sting to audi[:. 

:~ Alex and Veronica Carlisle jtlst sent ot~r course at~t~ouncement ~:oday [:o their respective list serves of communiW experts. 

So, Wa~da~ please have all commtmi[:y members send me an email. 

Cheers, 
Gent 

From: Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@racialequityinstitute.orq] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014 5:06 PM 
To: Eng, Gent 
Subject: other possible community participants 
Dear Gent, 

James Davi~ a tSJrly young Aliican-American man, is interested in auditing as a community member. Once I co~dirm that the dates and times work tbr him, I’ll get him 

to contact you to register. 

Civil Rights Specialist 
Phone: (9:[9) 245-2&% 

, a white retired pastor and a leader in anti-racism activities in the UCC denomination, may also be interested. He sewes on fl~e Orange County Human 

Rights Commission with James. I haven’t actively recruited him because I wasn’t sure if you wanted upper middle class well-educated white people or not. But he is an 

older man (70s) who has some good awareness about the history of racism, the struggle, and white privilege. He could add to the diversity of perspectives... 
How many communib’ members do we have now? How many student applicants? 

Wanda 

Begin tbm’a~ded message: 

From: James Davis <jadavis@oran~ecountync.Rov> 
Subject: RE: Thanks 
Date: April 8, 2014 at 9:30:19 AM EDT 

To: Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.or,q>,                        @nc.rr.com> 



would love [o atte~d the c()u~’se. Wha[ are the p~’oposed cou~se times and days? 

JD 



rFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vines, Anissa I <avine@email.unc.edn> 

Thursday. 8:19 AM 

Eng, Geni <eugeni%eng@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Question Regarding an Alternate CouBe lbr the ECHO Ce(dficate Progrmn 

Geni, thank you for getting a course like this initiated and your willingness to let it serve as an eligible certificate course this fall. If it is okay with you, we will list and promote it 
along with the other available fall health disparities certificate courses. 

Cheers, 
Anissa 

Research Assistant Professor, Department of Epidemiology 
Associate Director, UNC ECHO Program 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
266 Rosenau Hall, Campus Box 7435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7064 
919.843.1210 OFFICE 919.966.7457 FAX 

http:!/wvcw.sph.unc.edu!echo 

From: Eng, Geni 
Sent: Thursday, ¯ 7:53 AlVl 
To: Vines, Anissa I 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Question Regarding an Alternate Course for the ECHO Certificate Program 

Yes, this is the? ~:ourse, ~Ne c.:_3[~sidF4r this our pil.:_M: test to provide ev~deflce to I}ea[~s of professior~aJ grad s(:hoo~s on s[uder~t ~nteres[ and need for [T~akk~g [his ~] 

regular course .:}ffedn~. For th~s inau~[ura~ offerin~ ~, we’ve receiw~d finanda~ cornmRment from SPH [o cover RE~ trahlers fee and DMCA [o cover food and 

romburse cornmLm~ty part~dpanL mileage. Hence, for the purposes o~: Lhe Certificate P~ogram, we don’t know yet ~]: this course wi~ be offered regularly, ~t woLdd 

certa~n~y fit, aRd your Board could consider ~ettin~ it counL ~:or th~s fall. 

Know that your expressed ~nterest is already adding to our body of evidence on need for such a course, THANK YOU ~ 

Cheers, 

Ger~i 

Eu~enia Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Health Behavbr 

Gi]Hngs School of Gbba~ Public Hea~th CB #7440 
g60 Rosenau Hall 

UniversiW of North Carolina 

Chapel Hi~, NC 27599 

959966-3909 

919 965--292I (fax) 

eugen~a...eng@ u nc,edu 

Emm= Vines, Anissa 1 
Seat= Wednesday, 9:38 PN 
Te= Eng, Geni 
Sabje~t= ~: Question Regarding an Alternate Course for the ECHO Ce~ificate Program 

Hi Geni, 
Is this the course that you and Alex mentioned that includes Undoing Racism? [f so, I would like ~ discuss the potential for it to sere as a required disparities ce~ificate 
course. Let me know when you have a moment to discuss, especially since the syllabus won’t be ready until early Nay. 

Than~, 

iA~ni55a 

From: Anderson, Herleesha 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:33 PM 
To: Vines, Anissa I 
Cc: White, Brandolyn Shea 
Subject: FW: Question Regarding an Alternate Course for the ECHO Certificate Program 

Hi Anissa, 

Below is the course description from a second student that is also interested in Dr. Geni End’s course for Fall 

she stated she will have the syllabus by late May. 

Best, 

Herleesha 

Herleesha Anderson 

Social/Clinical Research Assistant 

UNC ECHO Program 

CB # 7435, 265 Rosenau Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: (919) 843-3539 

From:       o @gmail.com [mailto:           @gmaii.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:1:1 PM 
To: Anderson, Hedeesha 
Subject: Question Regarding an Alternate Course for the ECHO Certificate Program 

Hi Iris. Anderson, 

¯ I have communicated with the professor, and 



I am interested in enrolling in a new course ott~red by Dr. Geni Eng next semester. The course is SPHG 890: "Leading for Racial Equity - F.xaJnining Smictum] Issues 
of Race m~d Class". I mn curious if this course will be able to be comated towards the credit requirements Ibr "d~e interdisciplina .ry ceNficate in health dispazities. 
I have pasted the course description below. 
Thank you, 

Health Behavior MPH Candidate, 

"Leading for Racial Equity: Examining Structural issues of Race and Class 

SPHG 690 (section 00~t) 2.0 credits, Fall 

This professional interdisciplinary seminar is partnering with the Racial Equity Institute (REI), a national anti-racism training organization, to prepare graduate 

students from professional degree programs to become effective leaders in an increasingly diverse world. The goal is to provide them with a framework that 

directs them to critically analyze institutions, rather than characteristics of individuals and groups, in order to understand institutional legacy, response, and 

accountability to different populations. This course also involves local community members as a key element of the pedagogy, so that the interactive nature of 

the course will allow all participants to learn from the perspectives of others with different backgrounds and in different stages of life. 

Participants will complete an intensive 2-day training , with REI trainers and course instructors on the explicit and subtle ways that racialized 

patterns in American culture, policies, and practices permeate political, economic, and social structures. At two and four weeks following this initial training, 

students will meet to discuss, evaluate, and analyze completed readings and group-work assignments to be submitted for critique/grading and credit. 

"It’s not about Diversity Training. It’s not a whiner session. It’s not a vent and ’feel good’ session. Racial Equity work is critical, meaningful, engaging, and 

paradigm shifting. If you want to discover, learn, and share with others - please experience this workshop with us." [Past participant] 

Course Instructors: 

Eugenia Eng, Gillings School of Global Public Health (Lead Instructor) 

Tye Hunter, School of Law 

Bay Love, Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Deborah Stroman, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Course Schedule: Full day sessions - and 

Course Materials: No pre-readings. Course resources and assignments will be provided to participants. 

Student Enrollment: Limited to 24 graduate students (Permission Required by Lead Instructot)~ Send your name, UNC department affiliation, PID, and email 

address to eugenia eng@unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vines, Anissa I <avine@email.unc.edn> 

Thursday.. 8:24 AM 

Eng, Geni <eugeni%eng@unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Question Regarding an Alternate CouBe lbr the ECHO Ce(dficate Progrmn 

Oh my goodness, yikes, but that is great and challenging news. Rather, it is a testament to its need on campus. 

From: Eng, Geni 
Sent: Thursday, 8:22 AM 
To: Vines, Anissa ~ 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Question Regarding an Alternate Course for the ECHO Certificate Program 

No need ~:o prorno~:e it. We have over twice the mJmber represef~tif~g ’7 (hfferent schools (and a~ departrnef~ts h~ our SPH). Se~ect]n~ is going to be a pak~fuI task 

We are so hearte~ed by the grad stude~t response, 

Cheers, 

Geni 

~= Vines, Anissa 
Se~t= Thursday, 8:$9 AN 
To= Eng, Geni 

C~= Stroman, Deborah L 
~je~t= RE: Question Regarding an Alterna~ Course for the ECHO Ce~ificate Program 
Geni, thank you for geeing a course like this initiated and your willingness to let 
along with the other available fall health disparities ce~ificate courses. 

Cheers, 
Anissa 

~osearch Assistant 
Assodate Direc£or, ~C £CHO ~ro~ram 

The University o£ 
G~]]i~s Sd~ooi o£ Global 

9~9.8~3.~2Z00£~[CS 9~9.966.7~57 

From: Eng, Geni 
Sent: Thursday, 7:53 AM 
To: Vines, Anissa I 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Question Regarding an Alternate Course for the ECHO Certificate Program 

Yes, this is the? course, ~Ne co[~sidF_~r this our pi~.:3t test to pro~/~de ev~ef~ce to Dei~[~s of pro~essio[~a~ gra~ s(:hoo]s ¢:m s[ude[~t ~rtteres[ aod Reed for [T~i~k~g [his ~ 

regular course ot:fer~ng. For thb inau~ura~ of~:erin~ £E[~ we’ve received financ~a~ con~m~tn~ent from SPH to cover RE~ trah~ers fee and DMCg to cover food and 

reh~burse community participant m~]eage. Hence, for the purposes of the Certificate Program, we don’t know yet if this course wi~ be offered regularly. ~t wou~d 

certa~n~y fit, and your Board couM consider ~etting it count for th~s faH~ 

Kr~ow that your expressed ~nteres~: ~s alre~dy add~r~g to our body of evidence o~ ~eed for such a course rH~NK YOU ~ 

Cheers, 

Geni 

Eu~enia Eng, MPH, DrPH 

Professor of Heslth Behavior 

Gi]Hngs .School of Gbba~ Public Hea~th CB #7440 

360 £osenau Hall 

UniversK:y of North Carolina 

Chapel Hi~, NC 27599 

919 965~39~ 

9:~9 966-292:~ 

eugen~a eng@unc.edu 

F~= Vines, Anissa [ 
$eBt= Wednesday, 9:38 PN 
Te= Eng, Geni 
$~bje~t= ~: Question Regarding an Alternate Course for the ECHO Ce~ificate Program 

Hi Gent, 
Is this the course that you and Alex mentioned that includes Undoing Racism? If so, [ would like to discuss the potential for it to sere as a required disparities ce~ificate 
course. Let me know when you have a moment to discuss, especially since the syllabus won’t be ready until early Nay. 

ThanB, 

iA~ni55a 

From: Anderson, Herleesha 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:33 plVl 

To: Vines, Anissa 1 
Cc: White, Brandolyn Shea 
Subject: FW: Question Regarding an Alternate Course for the ECHO Certificate Program 



Hi Anissa, 
Below is the course description from a second student that is also interested in Dr. Geni Eng’s course for Fall . I have communicated with the professor, and 
she stated she will have the syllabus by late May. 
Best, 
Herleesha 
Herleesha Anderson 
Social!Clinical Research Assistant 
UNC ECHO Program 
CB # 7435, 265 Rosenau Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: (919) 843-3539 
From: ~gma!!~com [~ailto (,~grna!!.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent-" Wednesday, 3:11 PM 
To-" Anderson, Herleesha 
Subject-" Question Regarding an Alternate Course for the ECHO Certificate Program 
Hi Ms. Anderson, 

I am interested in enrolling in a new course off}red by Dr. Geni Eng next semester. The course is SPHG 890: "Leading for Racial Equi .ty - Examining StructuraJ Issues 

of Race and Class". I am curious if this course will be able to be counted towards tke credit requirements for the interdisciplinaD’ certificate in health disparities. 

I have pasted the conrse de~ription below. 

Thank you, 

Health Behavior MPH Candidate, 
"Leading for Racial Equity: Examining Structural Issues of Race and Class 

SPHG 690 (section 001) 2.0 credits, Fall: 

This professional interdisciplinary seminar is partnering with the Racial Equity Institute (REI), a national arrti-racism training organization, to prepare graduate 

students from professional degree programs to become effective leaders in an increasingly diverse world. The goal is to provide them with a framework that 

directs them to critically analyze institutions, rather than characteristics of individuals and groups, in order to understand institutional legacy, response, and 

accountability to different populations. This course also involves local community members as a key element of the pedagogy, so that the interactive nature of 

the course will allow all participants to learn from the perspectives of others with different backgrounds and in different stages of life. 

Participants will complete an intensive 2-day training, , with REI trainers and course instructors on the explicit and subtle ways that racialized 

patterns in American culture, policies, and practices permeate political, economic, and social structures. At two and four weeks following this initial training, 

students will meet to discuss, evaluate, and analyze completed readings and group-work assignments to be submitted for critique/grading and credit. 

"It’s not about Diversity Training. It’s not a whiner session. It’s not a vent and ’feel good’ session. Racial Equity work is critical, meaningful, engaging, and 

paradigm shifting. If you want to discover, learn, and share with others - please experience this workshop with us." [Past participant] 

Course Instructors: 

Eugenia Eng, Gillings School of Global Public Health (Lead Instructor) 

Tye Hunter, School of Law 

Bay Love, Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Deborah Stroman, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Course Schedule: Full day sessions - , and 

Course Materials: No pre-readings. Course resources and assignments will be provided to participants. 

Student Enrollment: Limited to 24 graduate students (Permission Required by Lead Instructor). Send your name, UNC department affiliation, PID, and email 

address to _e___u_g__e___n_j__a___e___n_g@_unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behaJf of 

Mike CroMey <croMey.mj@94Fifly.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 8:35 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: I~,V: BasketbeJl Anab~,ics Summit - You’re Invited! 

Deborah, 

My aIx~logies and thank you for the follow up. Mm~ch is a crazy month for us and I have been on the road constantly. Emails get to me sometimes when I am traveling 

and can get buried. 

Ill plan to give you a call either today or tomom~w to follow up our MIT discussions. 

Regards, 

Mike Crowley 

Founder and CEO 

InfoMotion Spo~ts Technologies Inc. 

Deborah L. Strornan, Ph.D, CL~J 

#;nga,qe. ExpIore. Empower. 

iNi emsilSignature 

919.843.0336 



From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 8:41 PM 

To; ’dave.calloway@94fifty.com’ 
Cc; kisport@unc.edu 
Subject-" RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - Yoffre Tnvited! 

Hi Dave. I am following up regmding our wonderful meeting in Boston. I hope you are able to still attend our event in Chapel Hill on May 2 & 3. We have space for 

you and want to promote your product. Are you available to chat in file morning? Thanks again! 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,gage. hkplore, h~mpower: 

i’Ni emailSignature 

919,843.0336 

CONt iDENIJAldI’Y NOTICE: This e..mail me~sage, incl~ding al:taclm~ents, i~ an’),, is ir~tended only ~;:>~ [he -pexscn or e?i]Jl2? t,:) ~v}~ich it i~ ad&e~sed a~d may ,2ortt !?n ccnfide~lJ~d a~d,’o~ privileged material Art3 - 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Monday, March 10, 2014 5:16 PM 
To-" ’dave.callowav@94fifts,.com’ 
C:e; kisport@unc.edu; Stroman, Deborah L 



Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit - You’re Invited! 

Hi Dave. Thanks again for our quick chat and time spent in Bos~ton. Yes, your ball and technology is aweso~ne! I just left you a ~nessage at your office. 

We would love to have you join us’. Here’s a recaps.. 

I am hosting an inaugural BasketballAnalytics Summit (www.kisport. unc.edu) this May 2 & 3 at UNC and would be remiss" iJ7 did not invite 94FiJ[v. ;) l 

am now working in afire and forward-thinking academic space of s’port entrepreneurship, which has’ given me the opportunity to create engaging and 
high-impact prqjects. The Summit response has been very good John Skipper is a big supporter, FiveThirtyEight, WNBA, NBA Charlotte Bobcats, and 
Automated lnsights. We have also confirnted Coach Geo~2ge L~arl. 

I am writing to extend a very sincere invitation for your attenckmce and company participation as a sponsor. I think the attendees (students; faculty, and 

basketba# pr(fessionals pro/college/high school) wouM greatly enjoy learning more about your technology as it assists with basketball analytics. 

17ou can reach me directly on my mobile or by email. I look.f!)rward to chalting with you. Thank you again f!)r your support oJlyoung people. 

debby 

Deborah I.~ Stroman, Pb,D, CLU 

Explore. Engage, Empower, 

ENSS Spoffc Administration, Lecturer (~nAn~x.exss.unc.edu) 

Frank Hawkins Kenan ~nstit~=te o~ Private Enterprise~ Senior A~tvisor (http://www, kenan-flagler,unc.edu/kenan-institute) 

325 Woolle~ - CB #~700 

Chapel Hiil~ NC 27599 

919,843,0336 

#tleelForward 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eng, Geni <euge~fia eng@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 10:03 AM 

Wanda ttunter <whunte@raciakquityinslitute.org>; Bay Love @gmaJl.com> 

Lighttbot, Alexandra F <atligh@email.unc.edu->; Stromml, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; Tye Huater 
Hayes <dhayes@~racialeqniNnslitute.org>; Suza~ne Plihcik @gmail.com> 

RE: aW feasible ways to serve aJl or ~nosl of the registrants? 

@yahoo.com>; Deena 

Wands, 
Our financing situation would not cover the trainers fee fora2ndREI2-daytraining, Plus, doubling the time commitment fromTye, Bay, Debby and me would be 
pr~:’t~:y tough on us. 
{::an’~: you designate a lim~:ed nurnber of sb~:s for our course o~erflow StLEdet?[:S, WhO WOLEk] gay ~25 [or theh" food, at regub~rly scheduled trahhgs throughout the 
year? 
Geni 

From= Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@racialequiNnstitute.org] 
Sent~ Thursday, April 10, 2014 9:42 AN 
To= Bay Love 
C¢~ Eng, Geni; Ligh~oot, Al~andra F; Stroman, Deborah L; Tye Hunter; Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik 
Subjeet~ any feasible ways to sere all or most of the registrants? 
CoMd there be a 2rid ~gI workshops in early September to allow us to accommoda~ all the students, and then divide the group into 2 sections Br the tbllow-up 

classes wi~ t~cM~? 
ON~ will be ~heduling a Septem~r commum~-based u, orkshog but have not scheduled ~tes yet. We cannot a~brd to allow ~nove than a few s~dents to aEend for 
$25, bnt if there was UNC funding to supp~ them, we could o~r pfiofi~ in vegistmtion. Is tlfis something we shoMd discuss with T~e? 

Wanda 
On Apr 10, 2014, at 9:06 AM, Bayard Love= @gmaJl.com> wl~te: 
ThaWs for the heads up. 

Can we have the 3rd ’rese~ed’ business spot? It would help us so much to have a third. Understood if it’s just too tough to say no to so many. 

Also - c~ we work out a ’discomff for students who c~ot get M to take the workshop in CH? 

I loved your suggestion on that, GeN, because I thi~ capturing all tNs interesting and geNng the~ fol~ into a workshop roll help is have he base we need to mm from 

pilot to lhll-fledged course. 

Or may~ we build another workshop in the t~11 specifically ~r oveNow t?om flae course? 

Exciting news. Thanks tbr leMing the hard N~ ofcu~ing b~k. 

Bay 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On Apr 10, 2014, at 8:00 AM, "Eng, Geni" <eugenia eng~!unc.edn> wrote: 

Bay, 

I rec.,’~iw!d their emafls and i~av.,’~ added i:hem [o our ~isl:. Thank ’¢ou for recruiting them[ However, ~’ou’l~ need to hotd off now because s[udents from Sl[.5 

registered th~s week~ W[l:h 53 reg[sl:rant~b selecting from this pool is going to be painfi;I. Deena went through the list w[[h me }’esl:erday and made educated gue~ses on 

ra(:e/ethnicit~,, based on names. 

~m~ Bayard Love [mailto:       ~majl.com] 
N~Btl Wednesday, April 09, 2014 8:12 PN 
T~ EN, Geni 
~e~ Wanda Hun~r; Li~h~oot, Alexandra ~; Stroman, Deborah L~ Tye Hunter, @gahoo.com); Deena Hayes~ Suzanne Plihcik 
Subjeet~ Re: Updated list 

I BUSI 

~ ~k~nan-fla~kr.un~.~du Mon 1:51 PM 

~_~z_~95:~:~0_~ Mon 1:56 PM 

ave AfiScaaa American. 

More Business Students (and constituents) to come. I’ll be meeting ruth some current students on Sunday who ave our l~ontline organizers at the B- 

school ;) 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ @gmail 

On Wed, Apr 9, 2014 at 8:55 AM, Eng, Geni <eu~el~ia eng(buuc.edu> wrote: 

If you know d~e race/ethnicity of these students, #ease ~e~ me know. 

Gen~ 

From= Eng, Geni 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 20~4 8:52 AN 

To: ’Wands Hunter’ 
Co: Lighffoot, Alexandra F; Bayard Love .@qmail.com); Stroman, Deborah L; Tye Hunter 

Subject: RE: other possible communi~ pa~icipanN 

(,Oyahoo.com); Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik 

additional requests from students--2 from BUSI and 3 from SILS --for a total of 53 students requesting to enroll. 



additional request from a community member (an African American woman from Rocky Mount) --for a total of 2 community members 

r~-_~quest:ing t:o m~diL 

o So, Wanda, please have all community members send rne an ernail. 

Chee[s, 

Geni 

From= Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@radalequityinstitute.org] 
Sent= Tuesday, Apdl 08, 2014 5:06 PM 
To: Eng, Geni 
Subject= other possible community participants 

Dear Geni, 
James Davis, a fairly young African-American man, is interested in auditing as a communi~’ member. Once I confirm that the dates and times work for 
him, I’ll get him to contact you to register. 

Civil Rights Specialist 

Phone: 
<image001.jpg> 

a white retired pastor and a leader in anti-racism activities in the UCC denomination, mw also be interested. He serves on the Orange 
Coun~ Human Rights Commission witJ~ James. I haven’t actively recruited him because I wasn’t sure if you wanted upper middle class well-educated 
white people or not. Bm he is an older man (70s) who Ms s~me good awareness aN~m the hJstoU of racism, the struggle, and white privilege. He could 
add to the diversity of perspectives... 
ttow many communib~ members do we have now? How many student applicants? 
Wanda 
Begin tbm-arded mesmge: 
From: James Davis <jadav!s@oran£!ecountync+gov> 
Subject: RE: Thanks 
Date: April 8, 2014 at 9:30:19 AM EDT 
To: Wanda Hunter <..w....h.~.u.~.t...e..r.@.r..a...c..L.aj~.e.~.u.j~.n.~.s..tj.t...u..t..e.~..~.~[~q> ............................. _@_n___c__:_r_[:__c___o__~.> 
Wands, 

I would love to attend the course. What are the proposed course times and days? 

.ID 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevi~onti@diversityinc.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 10:28 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Mich. Woman Attacked Atter Being Recognized From Televi~d SaJne-Gender Wedding 

April 10, 2014 

A 28-year-old woman was ~ ....... 
beaten unconscious, 
allegedly because of her 
televised wedding 
ceremony. 

Act~vis~:: G~_~<~ ’Don’t: Get Ext~ Rig~~ts’.,, L~k~ 

~:q:: F~-anc~s: ~s CM~ Un~on for Catholics Poss~Me? 
............................................................................................................................................................................. 

The young duo insist they    F i~i 
can keep their business 

i " 

separate from their 
evangelist beliefs, but 
resurfacing information 
proves that the line is often 
blurred. 

P~’~.~dent~ Ex~ores the Ad~,ant~:~g.es of 

An in-depth look into the financial rights LGBT couples 
are now entitled to in the wake of the Supreme Coud’s 
ove~urning pa~ of the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) 
last year. 

Resource groups are the most effective means of 
increasing recruitment, retention, engagement and talent 
development of people from underrepresented groups 
in a company. They also are vital conduits to e~ernal 
stakeholders, cIientslcustomers, community groups and 



suppliers. 

............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Otrberg on how he plans to use diversity and inclusion to 
achieve his three business goals: global expansion, 
focus on core values, and innovation. 

Was this forwarded lo youJ?om aJ?iend? 

Click here to receive the Diversit~lnc newsletter. 

Our subscriber-only area 
includes hundreds of articles, 
as weft as a library of best 
practices web seminars, case 
studies~sta~-ups to 
advanced~including staffing 
and budgets, and our turnkey 
Meeting in a Box, which can 
be distributed to your 
workforce da corporate 
intranet. 

CLICK ~{ER g TO SE ~ IF Y OU~ 
ORG~’~NIZ:~TION IS A MEMBER! 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 10:30 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Basketball Anab~ics Summit question 

From: Ettleman, Lee Stuart 
Sent-" Thursday, April :tO, 20:t4 :t0:29:38 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
To: kisport@unc.edu 

Co-" Rotilie, Paul Norman; Raft Nulman @gmail.com) 
Subject-" Basketball Analytics Summit question 

Hello, 

Our team had a quick question about the deadline for the basketball analytics summit. The submission deadline is tomorrow, but do you know what time? Is any 

time prior to :11:59pm on April 11 valid? 

Thank you, 

Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Creates <CarolinaCreates@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 11:01 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Carolina Creates Accepting Applications tbr 2014- 2015 Board of Directors 

Carolina Creates is UHC’s incubator for student creat~ty. Our mission is to foster innovative creation 

on campus by pro~din8 the resources needed to make ideas happen. We want to build a 

coUaborative commuNty of innovators, leaders, thinkers, and doers. 

We’ve helped launch T£DxU~qC, Shotdd Does, and CH£W: Chape~ H~[[ Eats We~t. We also suppo~ campus 

initia~ves Uke )~j.~.~..~.~)?.~):~.~, ~.~[))~.~[8~.~, and the g.[J.~.~£~.~g..~.~g. Our Visual A~s, 

Technolosy, Ideation, Dance, Music, and Wdters CommuniZes are currently workin8 on eye,thin8 

from a cross-campus dance showcase to music events to UHC’s next mobile app. 

If you’re interested in helpin~ shape the direction of student creati~ty on campus, please consider 

appl~n~ for a 2014-2015 leadership position. We would fike to emphasize that no prior involvement 

with Carolina Creates is necessary; we are looking for dedicated individuals with a diverse range 

of interests who are passionate about making ideas happen. 

There are currently 4 open positions on the 2014-2015 £aroHna £reates Board of Directors: 

The Director of Finance ~ll manaxe both Carolina Creates’ endowment and operatin~ budget throughout the 

year. t~ particular, the ~rector of Nnance ~ll be tasked wgth communicatin~ ~th each of Carolina Creates’ 

communities and initiatives to allocate funds and discuss budgetary needs. 

The Director of Development ~ll work to form new relationships that help increase Carolina Creates" ~sibility 

and impact on campus as well as the fundinN that helps support al! of our initiatives. 

The Director of Technology will lead Carolina Creates" efforts to support a~d promote tech creation on campus. 

This indi~dual will wor~ wgth Carolina Creates" exgstin~ technology initiatives li~e the UNC Mobile App, Carolina 

Creates Crowd-Fu~dfN, Discover Platform, and Idea Generator-and [orm new collaborative partnerships ~th 

innovate campus tech projects. ~plicants are not required to have studied computer science, but some sort of 

tech or desi~ experience/i~terest is preferred. 



The Ideation Community is o new oddition to Carolina Creates. The Director of Ideation will oversee the 

plonnin~ ond execution of creotive ond ideotion projects on compus. These could be onythfn~ from skills 

workshops to creotfve meet-ups to competitions like hock-o-thons, desi.gn-o-thons, or fdeo-o-thons. Key to this 

new position fs f ormfn~ on Ideotfon Community thor con ossfst fn plonnin~ fdeos ~nd p~rtfcfp~tfn~ fn events. 

Please submit a resume and one-paso cover letter ~ carolinacreates@unc.edu by 11:59PM 

on Sunday, April 20th. Feel free ~ reach out ~th any questions as well. 

Your cover tatter shoutd include the for[owing: 

1) Experiences w~th Carot~na Creates (not required) 

2) Experiences that may relate to the position 

3) What do you think Carotina Creates shoutd prioritize in the comin8 year, in order to achieve its mission of 

fosterin8 creativity on campus? Do you have any spedfic ideas for projects or cot[aborations? 

4) What you wish to 8ain from the position, and how your vision for Carolina Creates a[iSns with your rote 

Carolina Creates 2013-2014 Board of Directors 

I ii.~.ii iContact- T~/It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 12:53 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

PSU’s Sm~dusky Penalty i Open-Access Event Security i Maslers Sex Sting 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Judge Takes Issue with NCAA’s $60M Penalts, Against PSU 
A j udge on Wednesday ripped the NCAA Ibr forcing Pelmsylvania State 
University to pay $60 million in the waJ~e of the Jen3., Sandusky child... 

Northweslem Quarterback Sa51s He’s Against Unionizin~ 
With little more tha~ two weeks until Nort~hwestern football players vote on 

whether to foim a union~ one of the team’s leading voices, qumnterback... 

Technology, Collaboration Key- to Protectin~ Open-Access Evems 
After last yeaa:’s marathon bombings, Boston law enforcement and event planners 

have had to reexamine all aspects of sal"e~ and securi~ in anticipation... 

Charter Schools Question Threats to Sports Programs 
) For the first time since the t IAA voiced concerns that chaxter schools tilt the 

competitive balance in their favor because of enrollment practices... 

Cits~ Coancil Keeps t ennv for t o~rks Option Alive 
Advocates of the so-called "pem~y for parks" proposal for raising money to 



improve the standard of mafintenance of Durham’s parks succeeded... 

Baxclavs Center to Add Env ro amentallv Friendly Roof 
In an effort to become a berter neighbor to the Prospect Heights neighborhood in 
Brooklyn~ N.Y., The Bmclays Center, home of the NBA’s Brooklyn... 

Video: Stunning Pregame Show Tranforms Ice Rink 
Laser month, Athletic Business introduced our readers to the newest trend hilling 

sIx~rts facilities around North America: venues turning their playing... 

Football Meeting Room a Priorit51 in WVU’s $106M Upgrade 
Among eight rendi’~ ons of stadium upgrades displayed during a news cont~rence 

Tuesday was that of a new team room with large, plush... 

America~ Athletic Conference En~Eaxlv Success 
Excuse America~ Athletic Conference Commissioner Mike Aresco for wanting to 

bask in the moment. Long after Connecticut’s 60-54 win againfft... 

Climbing Wall Brings New Dimensions to Phys. Ed. Class 
The $15,000 climbing wall - purchased through a donation to the Fremont 

Education Foundation - was inslalled in the gymnasium’s s~age m~ea at Fremont... 

Boos~ter Parents’ Snow Removal Preps Baseball Diamond 
A dedicated gro up of Hinsdale Central paxents provided a maj or assist in getting 

the ba~ball team on the tield tbr its tirst five games of... 

Falcons Stadium Public Financing Debate Back in Court 
An efIbrt to block the partial public financing of the new Atlm~ta Falcons s~diurn 

resumes in Fulton County Superior Court today, when a judge... . 

Latest in String of Sports Sex Stings Targets The Masters 
The Masters is drawing attention this week -- and not all because ofgol£ It’s the 

latest major sporting event to be the target... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Facility Madness 2014: Quartertinals 
Voting in this round ends today. This is your last chance to cast your vote tbr your 

thvorite college basketball arena betbre the tield is trimmed to tbur... 

New Reader Comments: 

Blog: Are Event ’Swag Bags’ Worth the Cost A avmore? 
Here’s a way to extend the life of the promo items. We set up "recycling bins" for 

swag items. Don’t want the highlighter with a company logo... 

d to a friend 

AB Newswire Xll AB Digital I .... 

ii~ Facebook ~ 
Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 

iii~ Linkedln Xll YouTube 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 



i~i AB App Now here 

I ii.~.ii ABSign upfor E-News ] 

Premium Partners 

Mah:={!e Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to fi.lt{i=e ~,i=-~siis ot this type == Forward to a Coiiea{!i~e 

Thi!~ email was !~e!~t to dstro@unc.edu by: 
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fFoln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 1:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 azticles) 

Charles Blow C.c~q~ii~d April 10, 2014 01:08:18 

The llmportm~ee of lBei:~g Nieky 

The prolific decorator Nick), ttas]am takes the oppoYhmity to 

p~ay up his extroverted personali~" in his new home. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get unlimited access to NYTimes,com and our apps, Subscribe 

Access The. New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® 

~his is an automated emaiI.Please do not reply directly to this email from NY[imes.com As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage My Aleits i My Alerts Help I Change You[ Emaii i Privacy Policy I Con[act i Advertise 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstoc <messages@docstoc.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 2:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

The Secret to Better Willpower 

The Secret to Finishing What You’ve Started 

Click Here for Full Article Even [he most ambitious people have 

issues with fellow=through. No matter how 

important your goals are to you personally, 

finishing them is always frustratingly 

difficult. 

Here’s the good news: studies have 

revealed a simple solution to this problem, 

and it all comes down to basic psychology. 

Learn the trick o1: "to=go" thinkit~g 

Understand how to increase your 

wi{Ipower 

Check out the previous articles: 

How Much 

Time Do 

Workers 

Waste? 

Male vs 

Female 

Leaders 

Top 10 

Business 

Movies 

Minimum 

Wage 

Debate 

Boredom 
Actea~y Fua~ ~Ze~T~els Make B~ses Theft 

~:’oo~s’ Day 
P~od(scfiv~ty? Bet[e~ Lesde~s? Affect Yoer Work 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sullivan, Susan <SusaJl Sullivan@kenan-flagler.unc.edu5, 

Thursday, 2:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: BasketbaJl Analytics Summit Inii~rmation 

FYI ---I sent a personal invite to about I00 tJNC school system contacts --student body presidents, program directors, department heads, club presidents, etc. and 
have gotten a pretty good response (see one below). Hope to see a bump in registrations! 

From: @ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, ~:4~ P~ 

To: Sullivan, Susan 

Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit information 

Hi Su~n, 
My name is                 m~d I am a cmvent MS Anab~cs s~dent at NC S~te Umversi~ as well as a fom~er gmd~te student in file Ma~ematics depa~ment. I 

~ceived the e-mml you had sent to Dr. Hmder and fore, reded it to the s~dents in our ~ab~ics de~tnent. 

Unfo~nateb~ I do not thine maW of our s~denB all ~ able to a~end since we aze graduating in the mo~ng on Sam~y, May 3. But since the s~dent price is so 

~a~nable even ruth tnissing the morning sessions, we may have sortie interested s~denB. I a~ended fl~e MIT Sloan Spoas Anab~cs cotfference eazlier tNs ?~a~; and 

it seems that the BasketNll ~al~Jcs Summit you ~e hosting all ~ morn info~afive and intimate, which is what the Sloan coherence was l~ng. 

I just wanted to introduce myself and tha~ you for noti~-ing NC S~te of the coherence. 
as we iifi~ th fi~he~at~fifi~Statisti{~ ~m~t~ 

Best, 

MSA Candidate 
Institute for Advanced Analytics 
NC State University 

~:~,,ncsu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagler.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:11 PM 

Jones, Josh <jjones@999thethn.com> 

~kena~- flagler.unc.edu>; 

<Mmy Napie@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman. Deborah L <ds~tro@unc.edu> 

RE: 99.9 The Fan payment information 

~live. unc.edu>; Napier, Mar}., 

Josh: 

Thanks for sending the forms and information. Per the agreement you sent the 14 30 second commercials to air the week of are valued at ~;800 and 

we will be providing 4 passes to the Basketball Analytics Conference valued at $800 as well. Could you please provide information regarding # and length of 

commercials and their cost for the week of . We also need an invoice for this cost before we can provide any credit card authorization. 

Could you make a change to the trade agreement before we sign? In the first sentence, could you please add "Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise (client)" after 

the word "between" so that both parties are listed. 

Once we have the revised trade agreement we will get this sign and returned to you. 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland : Business Officer: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

93_9.843 4327 : fax 93_9.843.3493 : Karen McFarlandCqnkenan flagler.unc.edu : www~kenan flagler.unc,edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Jones, Josh [mailto:jjones@999thefan.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:30 PM 
To: NcFarland, Karen 

@live.unc.edu) 
Subject: 99.9 The Fan payment information 

Karen, 

Please see attached for two items we need back for the Kenan Institute basketball summit advertising campaign. 

1. The trade agreement that needs signed and sent back by tomorrow,    ~ at 11pro so commercials can air on Monday 

2. Credit card authorization form needed by ~ at 11 prn so commercials can air on Monday 

Thanks. 

--Josh 

Josh lones 
Capitol Broadcasting 
Mobile: 
Of{ice: (919) 8906228 
Email: iipnes @999tl~el~n.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Suzanne Plihcik @gmail.com~ 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 2:25 PM 

’BayaJrd Love’         @gmail.com>; Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@unc.edu-~ 

’Wanda Hunter’ <whunter@racialequityinstitute.olg>; LighflboL Alexandra F <allight@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 

<~stro@unc.edu>; ’Tye Hunter’ @yahoo.corn>; ’Deena Hayes’ <dhayes@racialequiFinslitute.org > 

RE: Ulxtated list 

I know you are giving toLs of thought to the make-up ot: Lhe first group o1: students to participate in the course. As you look at race, gender’ and school, I would ask 

you to a~so consider who will be the most engaged and best aMe to hear our analysis. I fully appreciate how difficult tNs is to determine and I still ask you to put ~t 

in your thh~king as you make these derisions. ~ must add th~s ~s not because ~ doubt our or your abihty to change m~nds and hearts. It ~s because success ~s d~fficu~t 

~:o gage and one semester far too short to gage ~t. Those deriding ~f the course is to be conl:~nued w~l~ hke~y use fairly ~:radRiona~ measures This first group’s 

e>:perience seems pret[:y important 

Suzanne 
From: Bayard Love [mailto:       @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 20~4 8:~2 PN 
To: Eng, Geni 
C¢: Wanda Hunter; Ligh~oot, Alexandra F; Stroman, Deborah L; Tye Hunter 

Subject= Re: Updated list 

~ 
BUSI 

@yahoo.tom); Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihdk 

~kenau-flagler.unc.edu ~ Mon 1:51 PM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu ~                          Mon 1:56 PM 

are African American. 

More Business Students (and conslituents) to come. I’ll be meeting with some cmrent s~dents on Sunday who are our fmntline o~ganizers at the B- school ;) 

:c~B 

Bayard P. Love, MBA, MPP 
(cell) ¯ @~qmail 

On Wed, Apr 9, 2014 at 8:55 AM, Eng, Geni <eugenia eng@tmc.e&t> wrote: 

If you know the race!ethnicitv of these students, please let rne know. 

C-:eni 

From: Eng, Geni 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 20:t4 8:52 AN 
To: ’Wanda Hunter’ 
~c: LNhtfoot, Alexandra F; Bayard Love i @qmai!.com); Stroman, Deborah L; Tye Hunter 
Subject: RE: other possible community participants 
Since yesterday, I’ve received 

@yahoo.corn); Deena Hayes; Suzanne Plihcik 

5 additional requests from students --- 2 t:rom BUSI and 3 from SILS --- t:or a total o1:53 students requesting Lo enroll. 

additional request from a co[~lmuniLy member (an African Americat~ v,¢onlatl [rom Rocl~y ~i[.:)ur~[:) -for" a to[al o[ 2 cof’qmuni[y members requ,:_~sting to audiL 

o Alex and Veronica Carlisle just sent our course announcernent today [o their respective list serves of community experts. 

So, Wanda, please have all communiW rnembers send me an email. 

Cheers, 

Geni 

From: Wanda Hunter [mailto:whunter@racialequityinstitute,org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014- 5:06 PN 
To: Eng, Geni 
Subject: other possible community participants 

Dealt Geni, 

James Davis, a fairly young African-American man, is interested in auditing as a community member. Once I confirm that the dates and times work for him, I’ll get him 

to contact you to register. 

Civil Rights Specialist 

Phone: 

a white retired pastor and a leader in anti-racism activities in the UCC denomination, may also be interested. He serves on the Orange County Human 

Rights Commission with James. I haven’t actively recruited him because I wasn’t sure if you wanted upper middle class well-educated white people or not. But he is an 

older man (70s) who has some good awareness about the history of racism, the struggle, and white privilege. He could add to the diversity of perspectives... 

How many community members do we have now? How many studem applicants? 

Wanda 

Begin forwarded message: 

Subject: RE: Thanks 

Date: April 8, 2014 at 9:30:19 AM EDT 



To: Wanda Hunter <whunter@racialequityinstitute.or.g.>, 

I would love Lo atte~d the course~ WhaL are the proposed course times and days? 

@~nc.rr~oom> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sheroll Kleinman < @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 2:54 PM 

The progtZac maling list <progfac@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[progfac] Fwd: TONIGHT! #ScaredtoDebt. Personal stories, Popcorn, and Power 

UNCCHscaredtodebt.png 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:TONIGHT! #ScaredtoDebt. Persoual stories, Popcorn, and Power 

Date:Thu, 10 Apr 2014 11:18:12-0400 

From: ~a)gm all .com> 
To:Sher~j1 Kleinma~ @nc.rr.com> 

Could you send the message below to the SEJ listselwe and Prog Fac? 

What: Scared to Debt Story Sharing and Teach-In 

When: Thursday at 8PM 

Where: Murphey Hall Room 115 

Come join the NC Student Power Union on campus for an evening of scary stories of debt. 

We’ll have candy, marshmallows, popcorn, and other campfire food available. We want to create a comfortable, creative, and community-based forum 

for students to hear and share stories of how student debt has impacted them. 

Want to go to grad school but worried about the way more debt will burden you? Forced to take on jobs that take away from your study time or time to do things 

you love? This is your chance to tell your story, and join us in crafting a way to fight back. 

Bring all your friends for good food, good friends, and resistance against student debt! This will take place on the eve of the Board Of Governor’s meeting and 

student protest, so we’ll be joined by students from across the state! 

studentpowemc(~gmail.com 

http:i/studentpowernc.org 

studentpowemc~£mal.com 

http://sludentpowernc.ovg 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

progfac as: <a hre~"mailto:dstro@unc.edu">dstro@unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe seud a blank <b~> 

em~fil to <a l~ef "mailto:leave-34526246- 56223020.18abcb43200370aTc 12481 b56fe 1 eb9b@listse~.unc.edu">leave-34526246- 

56223020.18abcM3200370a7c12481b56feleb9b@listserv.unc.edu<ia> 



~,o~ <i~ yo~ 

: ..................................................................................... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Clips Mothe(Ship <nick=collegeathleticsclips,com@mai193,us4,mcs~’,net> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 10:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips Mid- Week Update 4-10-14 

Greetings from the Clips ThursdayShip. Hope you ;~re well 

By new most Cfip~ ~ubscriber~ h~ ve visited the brandonew (8 days efd) Clips website, For 

those wha have nat. please check aut our website 

’tNe--we being the Clips Editor and eLink Design in Lexingtan, Kentucky I’wha / 

give t~e a taft at~d id giw~ you theb~t~beO.....weil, we did ~o~ p~an ~t ~his way, but ~he 

short strokes of design eccuned such that we e~ded Lip ~au~ching the ilew C~ps s~te 

days before the Men’s F~nal Four. 

..... bJeedless ta s;~y, this past weekoobfending basketball with ;~ website bu~ch--has 

been a frenzy, 

We’ve signed up a lot of new subscribers recently, so I hope th;~t Clips veterans will 

indulge me with the butlers below: 

We send out Clips Updates weekly, on Sunday nights at about midnight Eastern 

time. The Updates leek like this one, they have 10o15 I~ks to new postin#s o~ the 

websi~e, 

Occasbnal~y~about o~ce a month~we send out a second Update because we 

have come across ~n unusual vok~rne o~ good content, [Ms is the second Update 

of this week~ 

~Nhen yo~ c]~ck on one of the ~nks be~ow, you w~]l be t;~ken r~ght to that post~ng on 

the C~ips websib, 

UsLl~y yon wou~d have to bg in w~th your password to get Jllto the pasting (every 

subscriber gets ;~ passward), but fo~ the first month of the ~ew webs~te we a~e 

Some of you did not receive the las[ [we emai~ed C~ips eF~ashes and Sunday’s 

Update, Sorry abo~t that. We had tro~bb adding everyone’s name to our new 

data b~se. 

Okay~ that’s about it for now, 

If anyane has any questions: constructive criticisms, corr~pliments, a~taboys, praise or 

credit card numbers they’d like to gbe me, by all me;~ns em;~il me or ca~ me at 

908~879~99F8~ ~ anyone has any cornp~e#~ts or nastiness, p~ease ema~ me at 

n~ck@this~snota nema~Lcom 

Have a good Friday. Have a good weekend, 



Nick lnfanto 

Clips Editor 

908.879~9978 

News 

~ UConn’s APR Warning Was Different Than Most Clips Guest 
Commentary Our guest ;~uthor, while refraining from letti~g UOonn off the 

hook, po#~s out ~hat thek postseason ban was different from previous ba~s 

that the NCAA’s m~es cha~ge mucked things up. ~:.; :.,-,,-,-*::. :.:~ .?.:....,, ~,.-.::...:: 

~ Here it is, what you’ve been waiting for... 
. ClipsGraphics The revised, reworked, retooled Version #2.5 of the Cli~s 

Conference Realignment Graphic, now available in high ~es exactitude to 

Cfips subscribers in good standing. No charge, c~:.: : -:.=h .: ¢..,~::.;. .! :~ ~. 

~r~ Amid National-Title Celebration, Academic Questions Take 
Center Stage The UOoms men’s basketbaft team came back from a one- 

year postseason penal~y fop a lew APR sco~e~ ~::~:.:-~i ~:~ :.~:-~’:;:::~. ~! :,..:~::.. ~.~. ;.-~ 

~ For the 1st ti me ever: The Clips 2013~ 14 D1 -A Football 
Head Coach Changes (}hart ClipsGraphics Here they are, whether they 

were se~ off’ by retirements, resignations, "~esigna~iens," or "Iirings," 24 

schools decided to, or, "go in a different di~ection" this yea~. 

~ University of Delaware Baseball Unveils Renovations The 
renovations have made Bob H;~nnah Stadium one of the premier b;~seba~l 

fa(:~l~tk~s ~n the Colonial/~h]et~c Assec~a~on and ~he East. ~:::~.~:.~:.,~.. 

~ Who has the best men’s AN[:) women’s basketball 
programs? (historically) The numbers usualfy don’t fie, and the numbers 

show a couple schools clo~:;er th;~n one would think. ,:;.~,;. :.:’ 

~ Report Describes Increase in Female #;[hletes but Lack of 
Female Coaches The 37th yea~ update of ~’Women ~n intereotleg~ate 

Spelt: A Longitudinal Nationa~ Study’~ ~s jam-packed w~th stats, trends and 

~ Known by the company you keep: UConn version Clips 
eFlash LfConn’s ~oasketball successes rekindle hopes Ier conlerence change. 

~ SEC revenue $314.5 million for fiscal 2013 Revenues 

increased b,/$41 ~1, a 15% increase over the previous fisc;al ye;ar, i..!,,.~ :: :..:~.:= :; 

~ An Odyssey of Reform Initiatives: Some Markers along the 

~ ~v~qat The New T~4tter Cards Can Do For You clips 
eTech TwO,or ~s rolHn~ out some eng;~gemont tools ;~l~owing b~ands to take 

up mo~e ~eal estate and add specF~c lead acquisition toots ~e their channel 

~ Wrong prescription for college sports Clips Guest 
Commentary Ailowing athletes to unionize coukl well destroy progr;~ms, writes 

Pao’-I 2 commissioner ~:, ~::~: ~, ;::::::~ P; :.i::: :::::::::::::::::::::: -~ ~::~ ~b:::~:;. :~:.;:]..i:f 

~ Asteroids, L.eadership, and Change in College 
Spor[s Referruing big-time college sports lequires prosid~nt~ ~ < to tak~ the 

~ NC/-V-\ class warfare closer Clips Guest Commentaly Power 5 

conlereF]oes pL~st’~ ]ow-~eveFK~e schools aw~y, ~!i;,~{:::~::: ~:: ;:::..:4:~ ~::~! L:::.;;,::,; f.;:. :.: 



~ Pro[esso[ Pay Up 2.2% Full@~e faculty ~er~be~- safaries are 
up 2,2 percent this yeal over tast~ outpacing [he ~ate of ir~ftatior~ fo~ rise filst 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 8:10 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: McCrow: N.C. Commerce pfivatization may be getting resis~me 

If you are havin,g trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

APRIL 11, 2014 - Business news essential to R;~ieigWs leaders. 

McCrgry: N.Co Commerce privatizat~on may be 

N.C Gov Pat McCm~y acknowledges his administration may be "stepping on some 

toes" with its effo~s to privatize some functions of the state’s Commerce 

Department 

New England restaurant group to open eatery a~ 
North Hil~s 
Raleigh’s Noah Hills ha~ attr~ct~ th~ attent~oa ofth~ b.goo~ restaurant grou~ that 

will be the company’s ~irst venture outside of New England 

Hilton deal to sp~r job gro~h ~t R~leiqh’s B~lk TV & 
Intemet 
Bulk PV & Internet is growing Tha[’s according [o 1he presiden[ of the Raleigh-- 

based DIRECTV (Nasdaq: DTV) supplier, Dave O’Connell, who says some of tha~ 

is due k)~he recently signed Hilion Worldwide deal. 

Discuss 

Lenovo remains on top of PC world, makes U.S. 
Lenovo onoe again reigns supreme in the PC worM, as ~he Chinese techneiogy 

~ ~i~ H~ey. ~fe gian[ shipped more computers ~han any e~her oompany dudng the firs[ quarter of 

2014. aeoo[ding io research [irm iDC. 

Discuss 

~.~..~ .~..~..~.~. ~ ~.~ ....... 

Southwest Airlines launches new ~Anq tip design to save 
fuel 

Tax code’s complexity bigger problem for small businesses 
than tax bill itself 

Feds to business: It’s OK to share cybersecudty threat 
information 

Google will let anyone buy Glass on April 15 

Read Momi~g Editio~ >> 



Cancel Email Subscription 

To LI!;sL:bscdbe fiom this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lebold, Matthew <Matthew Lebold@kenan-flagler.unc.edu;, 

Friday, April 11, 2014 8:18 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 
<Karen McFarlm~d@kenan- flagler.tmc.edu> 

I:W: Catering Quote for Buffet Reception on May 2nd 

@kenaJ~-flagler.unc.edu>; McFarland, Karen 

Hi guys, 

See below for Diane w/Home on the Range response. She is unable to help cater the reception on May 2*~d...I have heard back from 

Savory Fare and they are able to cater the event, I will fotavard the proposed menu for you to take a look at. 
-matthew 

From: Diane Dodge [mailto: @gmail.com] On Behalf Of Diane Dodge 
Sent: Thursday, April :~0, 2014 8:10 PM 

To: Lebold, Matthew 
Subject: Re: Catering Quote for Buffet Reception on May 2nd 

Hi Matthew, 
Thank you so much for your inquiry. Unfortunately, we already have 2 events that day, and wouldn’t be able to take on an additional 

job of this size. I so hate to turn down business and I hope you will try us again next time! 
Sincerely, 

-- Diane Dodge 
Home On The Range Catering 

919-968-4412 

www.chefdd.corn 

From; "Lebold, Matthew" <Matthew Lebold@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu> 

Date; Thursday, April ~0, 20:M 9:~0 AM 

To: Diane Dodge < (~nc.rr.corn> 

Cc: " @kenan.-flagler.urlc.edu> 

Subject: Catering Quote for Buffet Reception on May 2nd 

t ti Diane, 

I have a few- questions for you about a reception we’re looMng to have on Friday May 2*~d 2014. 

First, would you be available to cater an evening reception (actual reception would be 5:30-6:30pm) on Friday May 2*~d, 2014 hosted 

here in the Kenan Center Dining Room. 
Second, could you provide an estimated menu for us to look at? \Ve’d like heaxT hors d’oeuvres on a buffet line down the center of 

the room and 2 bars serving beer and wine to the attendees, probably situated in opposing comers of the room (diagonally across 
from each other) to keep the flow of the room moving. 

We don’t have a final head count }~t so if you could do an estimate for 100 people, 150 people and 200 people that would be terrific. 
Please don’t hesitate to reach out with any questions or concerns you have, 
Thanks so much! 
-m atthew 
MatthewA. Lebold : Administrative Support Associate, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise :: ONC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

9J_9.962.682:1 :: fax 9J_9.962 8202 : matthew_lebold@kenan flagler.unc.edu : www.kenan fla~ler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lebold, Matthew <Matthew Lebold@kenan-flagler.unc.edu;, 

Friday, April 11, 2014 8:20 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 

<Karen McFarlm~d@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

I:W: Catering Quote for Buffet Reception on May 2nd 

@kenaJ~-flagler.unc.edu>; McFarland, Karen 

Hi guys, 

See below- for Gary w/Savory Fare proposed menu for the reception May 2~d...the other caterer we contacted wasn’t able to do the 

event (we are getting into graduation season, wedding season, etc) so if this looks good then we probably want to lock this in today 
and then as he said we can work on tweaking the menu. 
-matthew 

From: Gary Wein Wein [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, April 10, 2014 5:57 plVl 

To-" Lebold, Matthew 
$..bject; RE: Catering Quote for Buffet Reception on May 2nd 

Hi Matt- 
Here is a proposed menu as requested: 
All tabled: PLEASE CHOOSE 8 of the FOLLOWING CHOICES: 

Smoked Scottish salmon and scallion cream cheese on mini bagel crisps 

SouthWest marinated, grilled chicken breast, sliced on crostini, chipotle drizzle 

Grilled Tenderloin of beef and marinated mushroom on skewers 

Proscuitto-wrapped sweet cantaloupe crescents 

Vietnamese rice paper vegetarian spring rolls, sweet chili sauce 

Asparagus and gruyere cheese puff pastry tarts, cut into finger bites 

Icy cocktail jumbo shrimp, creole cocktail sauce 

Chafered SavoryFare hickory and mesquite pulled BBQ NC pork, housemade buns 

Belgian endive with port-poached pear, candied walnuts, blue cheese crumbs 

Chafered NC turkey cocktail meatballs, ginger wasabi sauce 

Bruschetta with Market tomato, red onion, and calamata salsa 

Shaved Johnson county Country Ham on open face NC sweet potato biscuit, red eye drizzle 

Assorted dessert miniatures: 
Assortment of miniatures to include our chocolate chess squares, lemon curd tartlet with rasberries, and mini cream puffs, chocolate 
dipped strawberries 
Food cost:: $19.95 per person 
Service for 50:$595.00 
( includes 1 kitchen, 1 headwaiter, 1 bartenders, 2 waiters) 
Service for 100:$895.00 
(includes 2 kitchen, 1 headwaiter, 2 bartenders, 3 waiters 
Service for 150: $995.) 
(includes 2 kitchen, 1 headwaiter, 2 bartenders, 4 waiters 
Service for 200:$1295.00 
(includes 2 kitchen, 1 headwaiter, 4 bartenders, 5 waiters 
Savory Fare supplies all buffet platters, chafers, serving p~eces, cocktail napkins, etc 
Linens have to be rented - floorlength for rounds and 6’ are $21.50 each to rented 
We can supply ice for the beverage areas if needed. 
Beverages: White and red bar wines in bottles, bottled beers, sodas, Perrier 
Wines: $14.95 per bottle 
Beers: $3.00 per bottle 



Sodas: $1.50 per can 
Perrier: $2.00 per bottle 
Estimated beverages: $5 per person 
Kenan Charge: $1.00 per person 
Please let me know if this works for you or if we need to tweak it - 
Thanks Gary 

Gay Wein Chef/Owner 
Savory Fare, Inc. 908 West Main St. 
Durham NC 27701 
T 919-683-2185 F 919-683-8418 

@hotmai[.com 

www.savoryfarecatering.com 

From: Matthew Lebold@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

To:          @hotmail.com 
Subject: Catering Quote for Buffet Reception on May 2nd 
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2014 13:11:46 +0000 

Hi Gary, 

have a few questions for you about a reception we’re looking to have on Friday May 2nd 2014. 

First, would you be available to cater an evening reception (actual recepfon would be 5:30-6:30pm) on Friday May 2*~d,. 2014 hosted 

here in the Kenan Center Dining Room. 

Second, could you provide an estimated menu for us to look at? We’d like heaW hers d’oeuvres on a buffet line down the center of 
the room and 2 bars serving beer and wine to the attendees, probably situated in opposing comers of the room (diagonally across 
from each other) to keep the flow of the room moving. 

We don’t have a final head count yet so if you could do an estimate for 100 people, 150 people and 200 people that would be terrific. 

Please don’t hesitate to reach out with any questions or concerns you have, 

Thanks so much! 

-matthew 

~ A. Lebold Administrative Support Associate, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Ente~l)rise UNC’s 

Campus 
Box 3440 [ 

919.9626821 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Keilall Center Chapel Hill, NC 27599-34d0 

919.962-8202 matthew lebold@kenan-flaglca- m~c edu www.kenan- fI~’gler.unc.ed a 

Shal~ing Leaders I Dri~-|ng Results 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lebold, Matthew <Matthew Lebold@kenan-flagler.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 8:37 AM 

Banks, LaChaun <LaChaunBanks@kenan-flagler.anc.edu>; Bolas, Michelle <mcschau~rt:~email.unc.edu>; Cone, Judith 

<jacone@email.unc.edu-~; Didow, Nicholas <Nick Didow@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Doherty, Jason ~\lason DoherLv@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Feldman. Madann P. <maryann.lEldman@unc.edu>; Friga, Paul <PaulFIiga@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu>; Greis, Noel P 

<noel g~eis@unc.edu>; drharoon <drharoon@med.unc.edu>; Hobart, Don <hoba(t@em~fil.unc.edu>; kI’bs lingmei howell.con 

<lingmei howell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Johnson, Ji~n <3ohnsonJ@kenan-flagler.nnc.edu>; Lane, Brent <B~ent Lane@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edw,; Little, Mark <Mark Litfle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Napier, Maly <Mary Napie@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Nogneim, 

Monica <Monica Nogueira@unc.edtc,; Reifsnider0 Cynthia <Cynthia Reifsnide@lcenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Zoller, ’Fed 
<Ted Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu’-; BasNght, Elizabeth <elizabeth.basnigh~}unc.edu>; Grissett, Tama]a <ta~nala grissett~unc.edu>; 

Lebold, Matthew ,~Matthew Lebold@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; McDaniel, Mark <Mark McDaniel@kenan-flagler.unc.edtc,; McFarland, 

Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagler.unc.edn>; RagalL Ronda<Ronda Ragan@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Santos, Pamela 

<Pamela Santos@unc.edtc,; Smith. Kennetha Ariel <kem~etha@unc.edu;,; Snedden, Pamela <PamelaSnedden@kenan-flagler.unc.edu’-; 

Spivey, Kay Tilley <kay spivey@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~; Vernon, Patrick <pv@nnc.edu>; Walker, Jack T <jack walke@kenan- 

flagler.anc.edu-~; Wilson, BetW L <bet~y wil~m@~mc.edu:~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edw~;                                  ~kenan-llagler.mac.edu>; 
@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Basketball Anab~tics Sum~nit - You’re Invited’. 

Hi Team. Thanks again for your sincere efforts to promote, plan, arid support the inaugnral Summit on 

(www.kisport.unc.edu)/~1 Kenan institute staff and senior advisors will receive a complimentau registration. It is important for us to 

know if you are planning on attending ~ough. 

Please send Karen McVafland a note if you plan on attending on 1) Both days, 2) ~riday only or 3) Saturday only before Wednesday, 

at 12:00 p.m. 

Dish. Dunk. Data. 

Regards, 

Deborah L, S[roman, Ph,D. CLU 
Explore~ Engacje. Empower. 
E~$$ S~o~ Administr~t~n~ Lecturer 
Frank H~wkins ~enan ~n~i~u~e of Priw~e En~erpri~, Senior Advi~r (h~p://~.kenan-flaqler.unc.edu/kenan-institute) 
3~5 Woollen - CB #8700 
Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 

#HeelForward 
MatthewA. Lebold : &dminist~atiw Support ~ssociate, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise : UNC’s Kenan-Flagle~ Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

9~9,962.682~ :: fax 9~9,962 8202 . matthew_lebold@kenan flagler,unc.edu : www.kenan flagler,unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Friday, 10:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Seth Bennett <sbennetl@bobcats.com> 

RE: Basketball AnaJ>l:ics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hey--Ok. When I catl to book the hotel, do I just tell them four rooms for my group, and to bill you guys? Anything else specific I need to tetl them? 

Also --it’s looking more and more likely that we might play on Friday night, the first night of the conference, or even Saturday. To be on the safe side, perhaps you 

should rnow? my group to Saturday rnormng, when we definh:e~y won’t be p~ay~ng (my group would definitely want: to be aw~ihd)le to at:t:end our game ~f we are at 

home; not sure yet if we’d be 1:rawhiding on the road)? You may a~so wan~ ~:o cha~ w~th the o~her Bobcats pp~ mw:~lved h~ case there ~s anvth~ng e~se you and t:hey 

want to plan according~y~ I’ve afready spoken to Seth but cc’ing h~m here just so he 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, 7:39 AM 
To; .lason Rosenfeld 
Subject; Re: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi Jason. Contact the hotel directly and book your room. Use the link - http://kisport.unc edu!index php!host--hotel! Are you stayin~ Friday and Saturday? We are takin~ care of the 
hotel stay. 

Friday night speakers will have ~ 45 minutes. Coach George Karl has a travel issue, so we might have to move him to Friday night. Regardless, your team will have 45 minutes. 

Let me know if you need anythin~ else. 

Thanks. 

d 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"t]ow wor~deYfu] it is that nobody ~e(’d waJ~ a si~gke ~no~n(’nt before startir(< to Jrr~o~ove file woYid." -’ Anne Frank 

From: Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld~bobcats.com> 

Date: Friday,             at 7:29 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hey Deb - just wanted to follow up on a few of these items. 
How does booking the hotel work? 
Also, how long will brian, angus, ben and 1 be on stage together? 

JASO~ W, ROSENFELD 

Director of Basketball Analyt~cs 

BOBCATS :: :.PORTS ,:~ ~.Iq~T.R~AIN~\:bS,",,"~ 

333 East ]rade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

T 704~B88.8981 

C 

~_ ~_9__te__.?_. _f_ _e_ ! _d_ _ ~ _.b_ _ _o_ _ _b_ _c_ _a_ _t_ _s_ : _c_ _?j:n_ . 

From; 3ason Rosenfeld 
Sent; Wednesday, 9:57 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hey- great to hear from you. Some thoughts and questions: 

Ben, Angus, Brian and ~ wi~ be sure to arrN, e before 4pro on Friday, 

As for booking the hotel, is that through you guys (~s d~e conference pay~n~ for our rooms as inv~[ed speakers), or is that the Bobcats responsibfl~W? 

Our first round ser~es m~ght still be going on when the conference takes place (during game 6--home for us--or more Hkely game 7---road for us}. W~th that said I 

don~t really know what changes I suggest. What dine exactly do yov have for Friday n~ght? And what ~me does the conference end on Friday2 

Thanks for ~he Suggested ~ormat info. As a hesds-up~ ~t would be Bdan~ Angus, Sen and I aH on stage ~o~ed~er. 

We haven’t p~anned our presentation yet but once we do, we can ~et you know our technology needs. 



for the info re: pricing: I will spread the word, 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [__m___a_jJ___tg_;~!_s__t_Eg__#~__u__n___c_=e__d___u_] 

Sent-" Tuesday, 10:11 PH 
To; 3ason Rosenfeld 
Subject; Re: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi Jason. Here’s the official speaker confirmation letter: 

Thanks again for your participation at the Summit. We are excited that you are joining us] 

Please try to arrive on Friday,      before 4:00 p.m. (Note: If you are a golfer, we have tee times available in the morning.) We wi!l pick you up from the airport, 

RDU. Use the host hotel for your Friday and Saturday stay. (h ttp://kisport, unc.edu/index.php/host-hotel/) The conference will end Saturday evening. 

Your session is Friday evening. Based on what is trending this basketball season, feel free to share your thoughts. 

Suggested format: 

1. Brief introductfon on how you got to where you are today 

2. What do you do?;) 

3. Trends and Insights 

4. Q&A 

Let me know your technology needs. We do have wireless internet, big screen capability, laptop computer, etc. 

You will have three complimentary registratfons (Angus, Ben, and Brian). The Bobcats organizatfon will have a group discount of $99 per person. 

Regards, 

debby 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wondet’fui it is tt:,a~ r~obod:~ ]-teed wait a single ntontent before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: Jason Rosenfeld <j_r___o__s___e___n__f__e__[_d____@,___b___o___b___c__a__t___s_,__c___o___m__.> 

Date: Sunday, at 4:13 PM 

To: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, Susan Sullivan <Susan Sullivan@kenan--flagler.unc.edu>, Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.corn>, Ben 

Woldenberg <bwoldenberg@bobcats.com>, Brian Clouser <bdouser@bobcats.corn> 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi all, thanks for sending this. 
Including on this e-mail Ben, Brian and Angus who work with me, will be reviewing the responses with me, and will be at the conference. 
We are looking forward to reviewing the responses. To be clear, the only thing you need from us is our selection of the best entry? 
Sounds like we’d only have 8 days to review the entries, will be a very busy time for us as we prepare for the playoffs but will do the best we can to get this 
done. 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 

Director o[ Baske,’_ball Analy[ics 

BOBCATS i 

BBB East Trade S[ree~ 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

[ 704.688.8981 

C 

J Rosenfe~d@ bobcats.corn 



From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 4:48 PM 
To; .~ason Rosenfeld 
Cc; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Sullivan, Susan 
Subject; Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

HiJason, 

My name is                   year MBA student at UNC Kenan-Flagler and a        of Basketball Analytics Summit. First of all, thank you very much for your 

great support for this summit! Without your help, we couldn’t have made this happen. We cannot thank enough for all what you have done for us. 

Regarding the case competition part, we have received registrations from 24teams so far! Attached spreadsheet is the list of participating teams. Students are 

participating from all over the place. Great mix of degrees and majors - business, stats, sports, math, etc. We already released the case specifics, and each team is 

working on that. 

The deadline of submitting slide decks is . As soon as we receive the slide decks from the teams, we will forward all of them to you and would like you to 

pick the winning team by so that we can announce the winner accordingly. 

Another attachment is a general case competition judging criteria that we use here at UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School. I hope it helps in selecting the winner. 

Schedule: 

Case specifics release: 

Submission deadline: 

Winner announced: 

Conference: 

Again, thank you very much for your great support! 

Best regards, 

::~:: cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



From: ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 10:25 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: ]:aN: Kenan Ins. for approvaJ 

Attach: Kenan 30 .rap3; Kenan 15 .tnp3 

Here are Lhe ads fo~ 99.9 the Fan. What do you guys think? Vm a little nervous about the emphasis of "learning about a caree~ in anatytics" on the 30 second ad 

since this is meant to draw ir~ industry professionals more than students. 

Other than that, ~ ~ke them! 

From: Jones, Josh [mailto:jjones@999thefan.com] 

Sent: Friday, 9:06 AM 

To: 

Subject: FW: Kenan Ins. for approval 

Importance: High 

See attached, let me know what you think. 

Thanks! 

--Josh 

Capi~ Broadcasting 
Mobile: 

}.:ma:~[: jpones @999the~5~n.co m 

From: McMahon, Patrick 
Sent: Thursday, 4:12 PM 

To: Jones, Josh 
Subject: Kenan Ins. for approval 
attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attada: 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:12 AM 

Jones, Josh <jjones@999thethn.com> 

@kenaJ~-llagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Napier, Mary <Mary Napier@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: 99.9 The Fan payment information 

150028487.pdf 

Hi Josh: 

Sorry for the delay. Attached is the signed trade agreement and the approved Advertising proposal. I will send you the credit card info on Monday. 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland : Business Officer: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: Jones, Josh [mailto:jjones@999thefan,com] 
Sent; Thursday, 2:16 PM 

To-" McFarland, Karen 
Subject; RE: 99,9 The Fan payment information 

Karen, 

Sorry about that typo, Attached is the new trade agreement. Also attached is the invoice for the overall campaign (both the trade and the paid). 

Please let: me know if you hav~:_~ any additional quest:ions. 

Thanks! 

--Josh 

Josh ~ones 
Cap~t,_~ll 8roadcasthag 
Mobile: 
()f[Jce: (919) 890622’t~ 
}’[mail |ion~999theiJn.com 

From: McFarland, Karen [mailto:Karen McFarland@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 2:11 PM 
To: Jones, Josh 
Cc: @live.unc.edu); Napier, Mary; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: RE: 99.9 The Fan payment information 

Josh: 

Thanks for sending the forms and information. Per the agreement you sent the 14 30 second commercials to air the week of are valued at ~800 and 

we will be providing 4 passes to the Basketball Analytics Conference valued at ~800 as well. Could you please provide information regarding # and length of 

commercials and their cost for the week of . We also need an invoice for this cost before we can provide any credit card authorization. 

Could you make a change to the trade agreement before we sign? In the first sentence, could you please add "Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise (client)" after 

the word "between" so that both parties are listed. 

Once we have the revised trade agreement we will get this sign and returned to you. 

Thanks, 

Karen 

Karen McFarland :" Business Officer: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.843 4327 : fax 919.843.3493 :: Karen McFarland@kenan fla~qler.unc.edu :: www.kenan fla~!er.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders [ Driving Results 

From: Jones, Josh [mailto:jiones@999thefan.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:30 PM 

To; McFarland, Karen 
Co: @live.unc.edu) 
Subject-" 99.9 The Fan payment information 

Karen, 

Please see attached for two items we need back for the Kenan Institute basketball summit advertising campaign. 

1. The trade agreement that needs signed and sent back by tomorrow~    ~ at 11pro so commercials can air on Monday 

2. Credit card authorization form needed b~_ , at 11 pm so commercials can air on Monday 

Thanks. 

--Josh 

Josh Jones 

Capitol Broadcasting 
Mobile: 
Office: (919) 8906228 
Email: jjones@999thefameom 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edup, 

Friday, 12:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Basketball Anal.vlJcs Summit spon~)rship 

FYI - Carolina Brewery is going to donate two kegs to our reception at Hickory Tavern! I’m going by Hickory Tavern to talk to 

From: Mitchell Capriglione [mailto:                 @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 11:12 AM 
To: 

Co: mitch@carolinabrewery.com; Charlie Helms 
Subject: Re: Basketball Analytics Summit sponsorship 

about the reception today. 

\V~ w~id ~ m~ th~i ~appy ~) ~at~ tw~ ~ ~) ~fii ~i~sin~ ~pti~ We greatly appreciate all oftbe MBA’s support over the years mad would live to return 

the favor. 

When is the event and what style of beer would you guys prefer? Once I have that information we can work on delivery, and set up of the beer. Thanks and have a 

good one. 

Mitch 

On Wednesday, ({~kenan- fla~ler.unc .edu> wrote: 

tti Mitch, 

I’m a year MBA student at UNC Kenan-Flagler helping to organize a Basketball Anabdics Summit. We’re hosting our closing reception at the Hickory Tavern, 

andI was wondering ifyou all might be able to sponsortwokegstbrthisclosingreception. We’ve gotagreatline-uptbrthe summit UNCalummadformerNBA 
coach George Karl, ESPN’s Dean Oliver, loca), entrepreneur and Automated Insights founder Robbie Allen, and more! 

As a business student, we’ve had quite a few Thursday happ,v hours where your beers have been a huge hit, so I wanted to reach ont and see if you were interesled 

in being a tmrt of this event with us. 

Please let me know if you have a~y additiona), questions. 

Best, 

MBA Candidate, Class of                                    ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

( ce II)                (~ ke n a rl-fl a [q le r. u rl c e d u ¯ w~m. l i n Re d i n co rn/irl 

i~i cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA900 

Sent fiom GmaJl Mobile 
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6 
7 
8 

A B C D 

-- Event ID ~ Event Name ~ Event Start Date 

25291~ SPEIA Basketball Analytics 

ID i PID ~ First Name ~ Last Name 

3501546i 
.................... ~ ~ ....... ~Gabriel ~ Farkas .............................................................. 

~Jontue 

~ Nick 

Long 



E 

Event End Date 1 

3 Title 

4 Coach 

5 Director of Basketball Analytics 

6 Assistant Professor 

7 Mr. 

8 Researcher/Student 

9 n/a 

10 Partner 

11 Head Coach 

12 Graduate Student 

13 Graduate Student 

14 UNC Women’s Soccer Assistant of Match Analysis 



Event Sponsor 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 

Department 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Basketball Operations 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Accounting 

9 Int’l Studies, Poll Sci, PPE 

10 Financial Planning 

11 Basketball 

12 Philosophy 

13 Economics 

14 Kenan-Flagler Business School 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

G H 

i 
1 orga,izat!~n ............................................................................................................................... iistreet Add!~ess .............................................................................. 

, ¯ UN~:�~hape! Hi!! ....................................................................................................................... 

, , Kena~!:l~!9~!e[ B~siness Sc~h~! ............................................................................ 

9 UNC~:~haPe! Hi!! ....................................................................................................................... 

11 St MiC~h~l th~/~[�~hang~! ~h~!ic~ ~h~! ........................................... 

13 NC State 

14 



I J K [ L M 

2 

3 City, State iZlP iPhone iFax iEmail 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

,@~mail.com 

@attcenter.com 

@unc.edu 

@unc.edu 



N 0 P Q R 

2 

3 Special Needs ~Date Registered ~UserType Amount Due ~Amount Paid 

4 ~Student ~ ~0.00 $49.00 

5 N/A 

6 None 

7 None 

8 None 

9 none 

10 None 

11 No 

12 None 

13 no 

14 None 

i Non-Student i $0.00 i $199.00 

~Associate ~ $0.00 $199.00 

~Student ~ $0.00 $49.00 

i Student i $0.00 $49.00 

~Student ~ $0.00 $49.00 

~Student ~ $0.00 $49.00 

i Non-Student i $0.00 i $199.00 

~Student ~ $0.00 $49.00 

~Student ~ $0.00 $49.00 
~ $0.00 $49.00 ~Student ~ 



S T 

1 

3 ....................... i~e~ou! ........................................................... 
4 TRUE iStudent 

s .................... ~aU E ..................... ..................... 
6 TRUE ~Faculty 

7 TRUE ~Student 

8 TRUE iStudent 
:: 
:: 

9 TRUE ~Student 
10 TRUE iStudent 

11 TRUE iOther 

12 TRUE iStudent 

13 TRUE iStudent 

14 TRUE iStudent 



U 

2 

3 How did you hear about the Summit? 

4 Social Media 

5 friend who is UNC graduate student. 

6 Email flyer 

7 I heard about the Summit through talking to Dr, Stroman. 

8 Website 

Referred to it through a friend who works as a student manager for the 

9 UNC Basketball Team, 

10 Sports club at Fuqua 

11 Acquaintance 

12 Word of mouth 

13 Email from 

14 My boss 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday,             1:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Loras College Slide Deck 

Sent: Friday, 1:01:46 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern ]3me (US & Canada) 

To: kisport@unc.edu 
Subject: Loras College Slide Deck 

Hi, 

Our presentation can be found ._h___e_[__e_. 

Thanks, 

Loras College 

Mathematics Major 

Sport Management Major 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, April 11, 2014 1:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

PA Announcer Gets TO ] Tanning Camera Trouble ] Facility Madness Semis 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Mars’ PA Announcer Blasts Refs on Twitter. Gets Benched 

Dallas Mavericks public address announcer Sean tteath has been suspended for 

two games by the NBA atier a series of tweets criticizing... 

Tanning Booth Camera Leads to Charges for Fitness Worker 

A 35-yeast-old local mini who worked at a fitness center is facing multiple sex 

charges as the result of an investigation... 

Facilit-i Madness 2014: Semifinals 

After more than 30,000 votes were casl in the quarterfinals, Athletic Business’s 

search for the best arena in college basketball is down to just four 

Opinion: AD’s Resignation Words Should Ring Loudly 
Will Westbrook athletic director’s resignation be heard, or go to waste? Marc 

S a~)~er’s strong words after an athlete-suspension controvelsy... 

Summer t ractice Expansion Approved for W. Va. Schools 
The bond between players and coaches may have just gotten a lot stronger for 



West Virginia high school athletes. The SSAC’s general Board of Control... 

Officials Seek to Separate Coinciding Top Track Meets 
The Palm Beach County Track and Field Championships and the Florida Relays 
have been scheduled for the satne week each of the past three years,... 

Upscale Gwn Targets Area’s Top 20 Percent of Earners 
For people who normally sta~v at a Ritz-Carlton hotel when they travel, there is now 

a gym in Tampa where they’ll feel right at... 

School Debnts $800K S;,nthetic Softball/Soccer Field 
There’s no place like home. And for the Pojoaque Valley ttigh School ~ftball 

team, home is right where it’s supposed 1,~ be: on campus where... 

Plmmed $14M Diamond Complex Boosts Tourne~ 
’][’he baseball and softball cotnplex will include eight fields, concession stands, a 

playground, a one-mile walking and wellness trail and... 

Weight Room Plans Hinge on Pool, Field House Place~nent 
IfMuskego High School ever gets aronnd to building swimming pool, field house 

or weight room additions, most of it would fit... 

College Gets Stadium, Ends 50-Year Prep Partnership 
Athletic leaders from the San Angelo Independent School District expressed no 

resentment towaxrl Angelo State University tbr pulling its... 

Rent ttike at I Jnc Rekindles Temple Stadium Talk 
An unwillingness to pay a higher renL coupled with a $12 ~nillion cash payment up 

front for the use of Lincoln Financial Field tbr home... 

State s Stake in New Falcons Stadium Continues to Grow 
State officials are prepared to spend more than $30 million to buy land and bnild 

parking for the new Atlanta Falcons stadium, despite... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Judge Takes Issue with NCAA’s $60M Penalty Against PSU 
A j udge ripped the NCAA and argued that the penalties unfairly attEcted people 

who had nothing to do with Sandusky s cnmes... 

New Reader Comments: 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
No. Just someone who watches games and has traveled around a bit. Not a Cat 

fan; Opposite, in fact. 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
yon must be a Kentucky fan... 

Facilit-v, Madness 2014: Semifinals 

You mean the scorebomvl that hangs down and ONLY interferes with play with 

someone lobs the ball 50 t~et into the air? That one? Yes, that one... 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 

You mean the Bud Walton Arena with the scoreboard so low that it intert}res with 
play~ THAT Bud Walton Arena’~ 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Ana]y’tics Summit 

cmrent.pdf 

From:     @virginia,eduOn Behalf Of 
Sent: Friday, 2:19: :tO PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern 1~me (US & Canada) 
To: 
Cc: ; Kenan Institute Sport; (Admissions) 
Subject: Re: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 

Ms. 

Attached is a brief summaly of the paper I have submitted to the Journal of Quantitative Analysis in Sports. The flavor of Iny posler presentation would be like this 

summ~u. 

The full paper can be found here: http:/i~xy21v.orp_/abs/1403.7548 

If you have any questions please let me know. 

Thanks, 

On Fri, at 12:32 PM, 

Can you please send the research you’d like to submit 

that will be exhibited at the san~mit, 

Thanks for your interest! 

@kenan- flagler, unc. edu > wrote: 

(cc"d here}, Sheql be reviewing submi[ted work and wilt follow up with the poster’ template 

MBA Candidate, Class of     ¯ Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(cell).              @kenan-flafller.unc.edu ¯ ~,.linkedin.com/in! 

:: ~:*:: :: cid:image001.jpg@010F27D6.A85FA9C0 

From:      @virginia.edu [mailto:     @virginia.edu] On Behalf Of 

Sent: Thursday, J.11:59 PM 

To: Kenan Institute Sport 

Subject: Re: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’m very interested in presenting my work with a poster presentation! I look forward to hearing about the format. 

Thanks, 

On Thu, at 11:44 PM, Kenan Institute Sport <kisport~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi . We welcome your research at the Summit. Are you familiar with poster presentations? We will allow students to share their research by displaying your 

poster. There will be time during Saturday breakfast and lunch to stand near your research and share with interested attendees. 

Let me know if you still wish to join us. We will be in touch with the poster format. Thanks! 



Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 

919.B43.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to irnprove the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, at 4:2:1 PM 

To: "kisport @unc.edu" <kisport@unc.edu> 

Subject: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 

To whom it may concern, 

My name is           and I am graduate student in the statistics department here at UNC. I just heard about the SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit that 
will be held in May. I have a couple questions about this. First, I am currently doing research on how performance changes with age in NBA players. I am 
wondering if it is possible for me to present my research at the Basketball Analytics Summit. Second, I was hoping to get more information on the NBA 
Analytics Case Competition. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelly, Kip <Kip Kell>Q@kenma-flagler.unc.edu’- 

Friday, April 11, 2014 2:21 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Leonazd, David <David Leonard@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

introduction 

Deborah, 

Hello from Kenan-Flagler. Jennifer Conrad suggested I connect with you. 

I’m involved in the non-degree executive education programs offered here at UNC Kenan-Flagler. We offer a variety of shorL public programs on a variety of 

topics, but most of our work involves highly customized leadership development programs for individual companies and organizations. Our clients include 

ExxonMobil, Bank of America, Lowe’s, and Duke Energy, among many others. 

I understand from Jennifer that you are a senior adviser at the Kenan Institute and that you may be working more with Kenan-Flagler in the future. I was 

wondering if you might like to meet for coffee or lunch sometime in the coming weeks? I’d like to learn more about your work and share with you our experience 

and capabilities. 

Hope to connect soon. Have a great weekend. 

Kip 

Kip Michael Kelly :: Director of Marketing & Business Development 

UNC Executive Development :: Kenan-Flagler Business School 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ::: Campus Box 3445 

Loudermilk Hall :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3445 

Office +1-919-843-6061 ::: Mobile 

Mp_kelly@unc edu ::: ~^tww.ExecDev.unc.edu 
The Power of Experience 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Loras College Slide Deck 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg; image003.png 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for forwarding. Tonight is fl~e deadline. Please forward me all the slide decks, then I roll put them together. 

Best, 

at 1:27 PM, "Stromm~, Deborah L" <dstro(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EnBa~qe. Explore. Empower: 

<image001.jpg> 

919.843.0336 

<imageOO2.jpg> 

F~m~ Kenan Institute SpoR [ma~to:kispoR@ke~an-fla~ler.unc.edu] 
Sent’- Friday, 1:02 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" ~: Loras College Slide Deck 

From-" Katie L. Gonzales 
Sent," Friday, 1:01:46 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
To: kispor~(.~unc.edu 
Subject-" Loras College Slide Deck 

Hi, 
Our presentation can be found here. 

Thanks, 

Katie Gonzales 
~ Loras College 
~ Mathematics Major 
~ Sport Management Major 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu> 

Friday, 3:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dsta~@unc.edu~; 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Anabtics Smnmit 

@live.unc.edu-> 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

has been leading this and she and I have been working on the template --- we’re modeling it off of MITs, We were plm~ning to send our branded poster template 

ne×t week to interested students. 

If you’d prefer to go wi~:h your b:_~mplate below, just let us know. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, :1:36 PM 

To: (Admissions) 

C¢: 

Subject: FW: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 

~{i. [ lJi~e t}ris [.~]i’~; J~-o p%:~e t:o sc’~r~ to stucic’~rt:s ~ct to .:p~c~ o~ the vce~silx. 

http:///gradschool.uf~c.edu / acactemics iresourcesipostertips~html 

Design and layout specifications 
* The entire poster must be mourned on a 40" x 60" foam-core board. The poster does not necessarily have to fill the entire 
working area. 

* The board must be oriented in the "landscape" position (long dimension is horizontal). 

, A banner displaying your poster title, name, and department (or class, if appropriate) should be positioned at top-center of 
the board (see Figure 1). 

* Make it obvious to the viewer how to progressively view the poster. The poster generally should read from left to right, and 
top to bottom. Numbering the individuals panels, or connecting them with arrows is a standard "guidance system" (see Figure 
1). 
, Leave some o >en space in the design. An open layout is less tiring to the eye and mind. 

"~Ki http://,+tww.pitt.edu/~etbell/nsurg/FigurelGuide.gif 

Figure I: Conventional layouts for a poster¯ Long panel at top-center is title/author banner¯ Individual panels can be connected by numbers and arrows. Also, note the use of space 
between panels to achieve visual appeal¯ (f?om: C. W. Connor, 1992, The Poster Session: A Guide for Preparation: U. S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 88-667.) 

}tt :p:! ,/\v\vw. p~tLe(:lu/-- eibe]], nsur :~/ l: osterGu~.c[e.}~ 

Deborah L Strornan, PtLD. CLU 

l~’nfio,q~, g’xp!ore, l~’mpower, 

i.~.i emailSignature 

From: Kenan Institute Sport [mailto:kisport@kenan-flagler,unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 12:33 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FW: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 



Front-" 

Sent; Friday, 12:32:37 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
To-" (Statistics and Operations Res) 

C¢-" ; Kenan Institute Sport; (Admissions) 
Subject: RE: Questions about SPE~A Basketball Analytics Summit 

Hi 

Can you please send the research you’d like to submit to 

template that will be exhibited at the summit. 

Thanks for your interest! 

(cc’d here). Sheql be reviewing submitted work and will follow up with the poster 

MBA Candidate, Class of     ¯ Kenan Institute Leadership Fellow, UNC Kenan-Flagller Business School 

(cell) ¯               ~kenan-fla!qler unc.edu ¯ www.lJnkedm.cerrllinl 

i~i cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 

From:      @virginia.edu [mailto:      @virpjnia.edu] On Behalf Of 

Sent: Thursday, 11:59 PM 

To: Kenan Institute Sport 

Cc: 

Subject: Re: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’m very interested in pre~nting my work with a poster presentation! I look forward to hearing about the format. 

Thank~ 

On Thu,            at 11:44 PM, Kenan Institute Sport <kisport(a)kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi    . We welcome your research at the Summit. Are you familiar with poster presentations? We will allow students to share their research by displaying your 

poster. There will be time during Saturday breakfast and lunch to stand near your research and share with interested attendees. 

ket me know if you still wish to join us. We will be in touch with the poster format. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: . @.__[j_v_e__:. _u_ .q c_._ e__d_.u_. > 
Date: Monday, at 4:2:1 PM 

To: "kisport@unc.edt£’ <kisport@unc.edu> 

Subject: Questions about SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 

To whom it may concern, 

My name is           and I am graduate student in the statistics department here at UNC. I just heard about the SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 
that will be held in May. I have a couple questions about this. First, I am currently doing research on how performance changes with age in NBA players. 
am wondering if it is possible for me to present my research at the Basketball Analytics Summit. Second, I was hoping to get more information on the 
NBA Analytics Case Competition. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Friday, 3:02 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

BAS updates 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Did you get a second to listen to the radio ads? If we change the career session part (I still think we should), it probably won’t be able to start airing until Tuesday at 

the earliest. Also, l’d really appreciate your response to my previous email when you get a moment. 

To answer your emails: 

I. I went by Hickory Tavern this afternoon around :i but      is out of town for the weekend, l’m following up on Tuesday. 

2. As you saw in my email, and I had been working on the poster submissions. She and I have been working on a template (we have MITs and were going to 

build off of that) so that all the posters would be branded with our logo and in matching formats. 

3. I’II try to get the list of student names to by Tuesday. 

4. Also, does our goal of 75 registrations by include non-paid registrations? l’m wondering if we are still at risk of cancelling -if it included unpaid 

registrations, then I think we are there; but if it does not include unpaid registrations, I suppose we need about 25 more. 

l’m pretty much out of commission until next Wednesday but I will try to stay up to date on any time 

sensitive emails. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:06 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition Snbmission 

appendix.pdf; Case Competition P~esenmtion ( ).pdf 

From:     @virginia,eduOn Behalf Of 
Sent: Friday, 3:02:46 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern ~me (US & Canada) 
To: kisport@unc.edu 
Subject:      BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition Submission 

Attached is my team’s snbmission for the case competition as well as the corresponding appendix. The top of each slide in "the appendix ret~rs to the slide in the 

presentation that it appends. 

If you have a~ny questions please let Ine know. 

Thanks~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edup, 

Friday, 3:15 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Kenan Ins. for approva] 

Great --- I’ll give Josh the go ahead to run these starting on Monday. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 3::13 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Kenan Ins. for approval 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

91~9,843,0336 

From: [ t_n___a_!!_t__o__; _@__k___e__n___a__n__:_f_!_a__g!__e_ti#__t:1c__#__c_!_u_] 

Sent: Friday, :tO:2S AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: FW: Kenan Ins. for approval 
Importance: High 
tqere are the ads; for 99,9 the F~;n, What do you gt~ys; thinly? Vrn a little n*:_~rvous about the emph~;sis o[ "rlearning ~;bot~t a career in anNyticsi’ on the ?;0 second 

ad since this is meant to draw in industW professionals more than students. 

Other than that, I like them! 

From: Jones, Josh [m~!~9;jjones@999thefan.com] 

Sent: Friday, 9:06 AM 

To: 

Subject: FW: Kenan Ins. for approval 

Importance: High 

See attached, let me know what yo~ think~ 

Thanks! 

--.Josh 

losh ~o~es 
Capi~o~ Broadcasting 
Mobile: 
Ofi~ce: 
EmaJ~: i~ones6 ~9 ?theNn.com 

::N:: c~d:~mage004.ipg@01C N cid:imag~05jpg@0 
F5598 B81CF850 1CF5598 Bg1CF850 

i~i cidimage006ipg@010F5598BglCF850 



From: McMahon, Patrick 
Sent-" Thursday, 4:12 PM 

To: Jones, Josh 
Subject: Kenan Tns, for approval 
attached 



8~udy documenta impact of atter!dir!g an elite 

doctoral program on facuity members’ careers. 

Professor Pay 
Up 2,2% 
Faaul~y salaries outpace ~nfia~k)n. aaeerdmg to a new 

AAUP report, which ~otes ma~y lingering economic 

ch~llel~(ges. Pk~s l~sts of the msl:l~utions wl~h 

highest secedes. 

So Much to 

New research finds pro~essors spend ccr~s~der~ble 

much of their time alone 

Fix#~g the Commo~ App 
C," ~sul,anl’s report blames ir~sufficient testing and ~ 

poor plan for frustrat}ng problema e>:perienced in the 

fell. Analysis alse notes conaerns about bdaing 

policies that may have left colleges mo~e ,/u~ne~ab~e 

than they m~ght have been 

WoAh the Effort? 
Library directors at liberal arts colleges see an 

opportunity for a ~ew ope~ access publisher~ even 

wi~h ~h¢! odrrent slate ef aoademic publi.~hing 

Getting Their Act{io~}s Together 
Ir~ e~fort ~i; ward elf meunlh~g crifioism ,’if 

Shrinking as a Strategy 
Whqe dozel~s o[ liberal arts colleges are banking on 

plans te gFow, a VeFmont }nsl:}tul:}on doesn’[ think 

that’s realistic and has developed a path to preser,/e 

itself by getting smaller 

Apprenticeship as Degree 
Pathway 
The Obama administration unveiis a new program 

aimed at mekJng it easier for studei]ts to reap 



VtI!iWS 

Critics say accreditation is a barrier to im~o\,ati\,e thinkin9 in nigher educatio~ Twenty },ears of evidence shows 

~ tudent Activism Worldwide 

F rotests h~ ms~y countries are a remh~der of the h]npo~ance of m~dersts~dh~g the political mo,/ements that 

err~erg~ l’rerrl carr~pdses, w[il:e F~h~p G Al~bach ~nd Ma~ja 

and Climate Change 





did ~get ~hi.~? ur~sub.~cribe fron~ thi.~ ~i~t update subscription preterer~ce.~ 

inside Higher ~d 1015 ISth Stiget i’iW Scli[e i 100 Washi~gton, DC 2003~:. USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Josh <jjones@999thefan.com> 

Friday, 3:17 PM 

@kena~> flagler.onc .edu> 

Stroman, Debx~rah I, <dstro@onc.edu>; 

RE: Basketball AnaJ~l:ics Summit - trade agreement 

@live. unc.edo> 

Will do. Thanks! 

~osh Jones 

Capitol F;roadcasting 
Mobile: 
Of[ice: (919) 8906228 
Ema~k i[gnes @999thellSn.com 

From: [mailto: @kenan-fiagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:17 PM 
To: Jones, Josh 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - trade agreement 

Hey Josh, 

We’re good to go with those commercials! Please beg~n runrdng them on Monday per the 5;chedu[e we had discussed 

Thanks! 

From: Jones, Josh 

Sent: Friday, 2:21 PM 

To: 

Subje~: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - trade agreement 

Thanks     ] D~d you guys on ~: we are using these commercials o~ not? 

Capitol Broadcasting 
Mobik:: 

I’]maik ~mes@999thel]~n.com 

From: [.~:?k[[:.:~; :~2) J~ g£!:a..{!: !:.{~ 9.{g L:~!~?.{;:.~ ~.{!] 

Sent: Friday, 2:03 PM 
To: Jones, Josh 
Cc: McFarland, Karen 
Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit - trade agreement 

Hi Josh, 

To confirm our trade agreement regarding the Basketball Analytics Summit at UNC: 

WCMC will have four registrations available for use and WCMC will provide names for these four registrations to Kenan Institute prior to the event. The 

individuals using the registrations will show up and those names given will be on the registration list. 

Thanks! 

MBA Candidate, Class of ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 
(cell) ¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Napier, Mary <Mary_Napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:51 PM 

Lebold, Matthew <Matthew_Lebold@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; McFarland, Karen <Karen_McFarland@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Basketball Analytics Summit- You’re Invited! 

Thanks Matthew - I will plan on attending the Friday and Saturday events. 

From:<Lebold>, Matthew<Matthew Lebold@kenan-f!agler.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, April 11, 2014 8:36 AM 

To: "Banks, LaChaun" <LaChaun Banks@kenan--flagler.unc.edu>, "Bolas, Michelle (Innovation and Entrepreneurshp)" <michelle.bolas@unc.edu>, "Cone, Judith 

(Office of the Chancellor)" <iudith.cone@unc.edu>, "Didow, Nicholas" <Nick Didow@kenan.-flagler.unc.edu>, "Doherty, Jason" <Jason Daherty@kenan- 

.f_!__a_gler.unc.edu>, "Feldman, Maryann (City & Regional Planning)" <.-m--.-a-£L/.-a---n---n-:--f--e-!--d-.-m--.-a---n----@----u---n--c--~-e-.-d-.-u-.>~ "Friga, Paul" <.-P--a-.-u-!_-F--r-!g-a--~-~--e--n---a---n--~-f--La--g!--e-.-r:---u---n--c--~-e-.-d-.-u-.>~ "Greis, Noel" 

<Noel Greis@kenan-flag!_e___r_:__u___n__c__=_e___d__~.>, "drharoon (-z-!-s---h--a---n-_-h-.-a-£--~---~--n----@--~----m----e---d--‘--u---n--c--~-e---d---u-.)’~ <zishan haroon@med.unc.edu>, Don Hobart <._d___o___n_:__h___o___b__a___r__t_~__u___n___c_:__e__d__~.>, "Howell, 

Lingmei" <Lingmei Howell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Johnson, Jim" <JohnsonJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Lane, Brent" <Brent Lane@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>, "Little, Mark" <Mark Little@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Mary Napier <mary napier@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Nogueira, Monica" 

<Monica Nogueira@unc.edu>, "Reifsnider, Cynthia" <Cynthia Reifsnider@kenan--flagler.unc.edu>, "Zoller, Ted" <Ted Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Basnight, 

Elizabeth (elizabeth.basnight@unc.edu)" <elizabeth.basnight@unc.edu>, "Gdssett, Tamala" <Tamala Grissett@kenan-.flagler.unc.edu>, "Lebold, Matthew" 

<Matthew Lebold@kenan-flagLe__r__:_u___n___c__:_e___d___u__>, "McDaniel, Marl<" <Mark McDaniel@kenan-flag.ler.unc.edu>, "McFarland, Karen" <Karen McFarland@kenan- 

f!agler.unc.edu>, "Ragan, Ronda" <Ronda Ragan@kenan-f!ag!er=unc.edp>, "Santos, Pamela" <Pamela Santos@kepan-f!agler=unc.ed!J>, "Smith, Kennetha Ariel 

(kennetha@unc.edu.)" <kennetha@unc.edu>, "Snedden, Pamela" <Pamela Snedden@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Spivey, Kay" <Kay...Spivey@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>, "Vernon, Patrick" <Patrick Vernon@kenan--flagler.unc.edu>, "Walker, Jack" <Jack WMker@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Wilson, Betty" 

<Betty Wilson@kenan.-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <_d__s__t_£__o____@___u___n___c_:__e___d___u_>,                                 ._@___k___e__n___a___n__:f__!_a_g!_e___D__u___n__c__:_e___d___u__.>, 

.__@___~_e___n___a___n_=_f]_a__gLe___r_:__u___n__c_=__e___d___u_. > 

Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit- You’re Invited! 

Hi Team. Thanks again for your sincere efforts to promote, plan, and support the inaugural Summit on 
(www.kisport.unc.edu) 2~1 Kenan institute staff and senior advisors will receive a complimentau registration. It is important for us to 
know if you are planning on attending though. 

Please send Karen McFarland a note if you plan on attending on 1) Both days, 2) Friday only or 3) Saturday only before 

Wednesday, at 12:00 p.m. 
Dish. Dunk. Data. 

Regards, 
debbg 

E;<plore~ Engacje, Empower. 
E~ Spo~ Administration, Lecturer 
Frank Hawk~s Kenan ~it~te ~f Private E~terpri~ Sen~or A~visor (h~p://~.kenan=flaqier,unc,edu/kenan=institute) 

3~5 Woollen - CB #8700 

#HeelForward 

MatthewA, Lebold : Administrative Support Associate, Frank Hawkins Renan institute of Private Enterprise : UNC’s Renan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Renan Center : Chapel Mill, NC 27599 3440 

919.962.682~ :: ~ax 919.962 8202 : matthew_lebold@kenan flagler.unc.edu : www.kenan flagleF.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



El’am: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pat Timmons Goodson <, 

Friday, April 11, 2014 3:51 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Con’tact 

ahoo.com> 

Debby, good to hear from yon. I am out-of-state attending a meeting. Will be in ~ouch by phone M~en remm on Satmday night. Will ca]l Sunday. Pat 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 11, 2014, at 2:21 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(d~unc.edt~> wrote: 

Hi Judge Goodson. I am trying to reach you. Thanks! 

Are you available on Friday, May 16 - 6:00 p.m.? It is the Black Faculty and Staff’s 40th anniversary celebration. 

Deborah Lo ~;troman, Ph,D, CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

EXSS $l~*rt Administration, Lecturer (~:gx__~_:__u_n__e__,_g~_~.) 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Ad*¢iser (http:[lwww, kenan-fla~l!ermnc,eduZkenan-institute) 
3~.5 Woolle~ - CB #19700 

<image001.jpg> 

#HeelForward 

<imageOO2.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Non, ham, Ran <RNortham@wchl.com> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 6:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: WCHL Website 

So sorry! All fixe!! 

Thank you - and thank you for coming on with us today. 

Ran Northam 
News and Sports Director 

Every day I capture quality moments, 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

Facebook 
Twitter 

Linkedln 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join Chapelboro Insiders! Get 
Daily Deals for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro community: _O____u__r___L_9__c___a_!_D___e___a_!:_c__9___m__" 

Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the woad? 
Cal~ the WCHL r~ews~oom at 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 11, 2014 6:00 plVl 

To: Northam, Ran 
Subjeet= WCHL Website 

Hi Ran. Can you please correct the spelling of my name? Thanks! 

http://chape~b~r~"c~m/news/unc/independent-review-discredits-unc-academic-advis~rs-~ndin~s/ 

debby 

Debora~ L, Strornan, P~,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower, 
EXSS Spo~ Adminis~rat~on~ Lecturer (~,ex~,unc,edu.) 

3~5 Woollen - C8 #8700 

#HeelForward 

::N:: fish forward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 7:24 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Bobcats BasketbaJl Analytics Summit S ubmi ssion 

Charlotte Bobcats Basketball AnaJytics Summit - Nulman-Rotilie-Ettlemm~ Submission.pd£ Charlotte Bobcats Basketball Anab~tics Summit 

- Nulman-Rotilie-Ettlemau Submission.pp~ 

From: Ettleman, Lee Stuart 
Sent: Friday, April 11, 2014 7:23:56 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern ~me (US & Canada) 
To: kisport@unc.edu 
C¢: Raft Nulman (        @gmail.com); Rotilie, Paul Norman 
Subject: Bobcats Basketball Analytics Summit Submission 

Hello, 

Please find attached our submission for the Charlotte Bobcats Basketball Analytics Summit Case Competition. Thank you!! Please let us know if any additional 

information is required. 

Note: The two files here are the same content -we’ve included a PDF and PPT for your convenience. 

Best, 

Lee, Raft and Paul 



(double c cc;upanc} ) 

7:00 a.m. Depa~ure from; 
Su!pe~ Talget 
8210 Renaissance Pad~way 
Durham., NC 

.~:~ I.* 14 $I 25 Deposi due by ~ ~’~:" 
$I 30 Pa~’ment due by 3/!5!14 
$180 Balance due by 4/15/14 

G@Iot to~" of Oha~lesto~% SO 

Charlestor~ Harbor" 

Souvenir" gift 
LuggaI~e 

taxes arid 



CHA LESTON, SOUTH 
3 Days o 2 Nights 

A 

The sample itinerary described below is approximately like the one your group wilt be following during your stay with 
WHITE STAR TOURS. However, the exact times, days, and destinations may vary for your group. 

Day ’~ o Depart from your hometown in early morning and travel south where you will meet your guide for 
a Historic Charleston Tour. Charleston is one of the most beautiful and historic cities in the 
South and it features stately homes with lovely gardens, magnificent public buildings, and majes- 
tic churches. You will see the College of Charleston, Harleston Village (one of the early suburbs of the 

city), the Citadel, the Military Coltege of South Carolina, and the famous Battery with its elegant 
townhouses. Then check into your motel, This evening enjoy dinner at one of Charleston’s 
popular restaurants. 

Day 2 - Enjoy breakfast, then depart for a visit to the ~lagnolia Plantation where you will have a tour 
of the home and a Nature Tram Tour of the Gardens. The Plantation dates back to 1676 and 
is one of the oldest plantations in the South. It was originally a rice plantation that became 
known for its gardens in the mid 1800s. Enjoy lunch on your own in Charleston’s historic area 
before departing for an afternoon harbor cruise and a visit to Fort Sumter, which is known as 
The Battery. Fort Sumter was built following the War of 1812 and is best known as the site upon 
which the shots initiating the American Civil War were fired at the Battle of Fort Sumter. After the 
cruise, return to your hotel to prepare for dinner which wilf be at one of Charleston’s fine 
restaurants. 

Day 3 ~ Following breakfast, check out and depart for the Tanger Outlets for some shopping. After your 
visit, depart for home with lasting memories of your trip to Charleston. 

THANK YOU FOR ALLO~,~ING WHITE STAR TOURS TO BE A PART OF YOUR TRAVEL PLANS! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Da~’l M. Davis <daryl.davis@parrishgrp.com> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 8:30 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Follow Up/Contact Info 

Debby, 

Here is all my information: 

Daryl M. Davis 
The Parrish Group, LLC 
1701 Pennsylvania Ave ~¢,r 
Suite 300 
Washington, DC 20006 

(best mobile) 
daryl, davis@parrishgrp com 
@daryl davis 

Let’s schedule a time tu get un a call tu discuss what we tuuched un today. Really interested in suppurting and participating in your endeavurs. Great seeing yuu again 

Sincerely, 
Dary[ M Davis 

Daryl M Davis I Managing Member i The Parrish Group, I,LC 

1701 Permsylvania Ave NEVi Suite 3001 Washington, DC 20006 
202.580.6527 (v) 1202.580.6559 (I) l (m) 
daryl, davis@parrishgrp cure 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 9:19 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Michael Eric Dysou blasts Cornel West: "You’re Tripping" 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 

Network 

BY: John "Hennry" Harris Felix Trinidad is considered one of the best boxers in Puerto Rico’s 

history and hotds the record for the longest reign as Welterweight Champion... 

April 11, 2014 / / Pe~d 

[ i:~i: ~:E’.I ~’~gent wi~o put wire o!~ :i:he.lpton: "He 

FBI Agent who put wire on Shau)ton: "He 
was an informant ~.. caught in a bear 

This article from DNA Info details a conversation with one of the FBI agents who has agreed to 

openly discuss the scenario when At Sharpton was "flpped" and... 

Apri[ 11, 2014 / / Read 

li.~.i M’ch~ie’Eii’;L~Y,~on bh~stsCom’:~Iv’,;e’l: ’,.oureT!ipplng"! 

The tension between leading scholars Dr. Cornel West and Michael Eric Dyson has come to a head 

on several occasions. Much of the differential has been due to... 

Apri[ 11, 2014 / / R~ad 

A Baltimore high schoot principal has pteaded guilty to stealing $2 migion dottars from needy kids, 

reports the Battimore Sun. Frederick Dougtass High School Principal Antonio h**t is... 

April 11, 2014 / / Pe~d 

Christian Chief of Police Under Attack For 
ious Effort to Curb Crime 

Reported by Nige[ Boys Although A.C. Roper, an ordained minister and chief of Potice in Birmingham, 

AL, has come under attack for his participation in a recent effort... 

Apri[ 11, 2014 / / Read 

C:~mpbel h,1~;ry 

Erica Campbe[~ from Mar~_[y_ starts a 
new church with her husband 

By Niger Boys Edca Campbe[t, one hatf of the gospet singing duo Mary Mary, who has recently gone 

solo from her sister, Tina Campbett, and reteased her first... 



Apri[ 11, 2014 / / R~ad 

Tea Partx Candidate Said He Would Refuse 
to Pay. Taxes ~f Blacks Got Reparations 

Exactty how hard woutd some on the far right fight to ensure that btacks were never repaid for the 

free tabor their ancestors contributed to this country? That’s... 

Popular Posts on TheMedicalBIog. net 

4 Old--Fashioned Datin~yles That Need to 
Make a Comeback } iDateDai[~}[!____.! It’s 

by JB Guess what? Dating rules change. What used to be the norm became "uncoot" severa[ 

decades tater. Perhaps the digital age has not onty influenced the way... 

Karyn WasMn~ton: Black Wome~t~ and 
Suidde 

Karyn Washington inspired Mack women around the world to embrace the beauty of their 

blackness with the creation of her "For Brown Oir[s"(FBO) b[og and the #DarkSkinRedLtp Project. 

Her tegacy ts being remembered far too soon. Reports confirm that Karyn Wahtngton has passed 

away at the young age of 22 from an apparent suidde. The [...] 

~ead Mo~e 

Tra~:~s~ender Mode~s Shares Her Stor,¢L of 
Goin~] From Ph]L]]@]nes to NYC,_ and Her 

[ ::~:: r,,~odels S~sres Her of ~:rom to sn,4, Her 
I 

NYC 

By: Krystle Crossman Geena Rocero is a trans~ender model. She has been all over the world and is a 

huge advocate for those who are transitionin~ their lives as we~[ .... 

~ri[ 11, 2014~’~o CommentRead ~ore 



Posted on April 10, 2014 By 

byAnna Bella Datin8 doesn’t have to be expensive. A~thoush in today’s economy, one could be 

completely forgiven for thinkin8 that. However, there are still ways you can take that special 

person on a memorable date and do it without breakin8 the budset! Home Movies - These days with 

all the different types of movie [...] 

Are You A ~oember Of The Wa[kfn~ Dead? 

April 10, 2014 

By LaKia A[ten Has the stress of bein8 everythin8 to everyone [eft you feetin8 tike a comptete 

zombie? Are you a member of the Wa[kin8 Dead? If you find your,err "8oin8 throush the motions" in 

tile, [ackin8 enthusiasm for much, my 8uess is that you are. I tiken the "Watkin8 Dead 

Popular Posts 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yvolme Dobson <D~onne@alum.emou.edtc> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 9:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Logo EPS 

Thanks Debby. If I need to resubmit the papel-vvork or ans/thing just let me know. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 11, 2014, at 4:46 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(E~unc.edu> wrote: 

Debora~ L S~’oman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore. Empower. 

<image001.ipg> 

919,843.0336 

<image002 .ipg> 

From: McFarland, Karen [.mail~:Karen 
Sent: Friday, April 11, 2014 9:40 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Logo EPS 

Let me check on this and I will get back to you. 

Karen 

Karen McFarland : Business Officer: Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise: Affiliate of UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

929.843 4327 ":" fax 929.g43.3493 ": KaFen McFarland~)kenan *]aster.unc.edu :: www.kenan flagleF.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

Fmm: Stroman, Deborah L [E)~_[[~LO~D~_~3_G_~_~] 
Sent: Friday, April ~, 2024 9:32 AM 

To: McFarland, Karen 
Subject: Fwd: Logo EPS 

Sent from my iPad 

"Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all." Aristotle 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Yvonne Dobson <yvonne@al!Jm_emory.edp> 

Date: April 9, 2014 at 12:03:23 AM EDT 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Logo EPS 

Hi Debby, 

Just following up. I haven’t heard anything from Karen._ 

Yvonne 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, March 29, 2014 at 9:49 PM 

To: Yvonne Dobson <yvonne@alum.emory.edu> 

Subject: Re: Logo EPS 

Wow! I will send her a note now. Thanks. If you haven’t heard from me by Tuesday, let me know. 

d 

From: Yvonne Stevenson <yvonne@alum.emory.edu> 

Date: Saturday, March 29, 20149:27 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro(t~unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Logo EPS 

Hi Debby! 

I hope all is well. l’m just following up on this email... I haven’t heard anything from Karen McFarland, after sending the paperwork last 
month. Should I contact her directly, or give it more time? Just let me know. Thanks, 
Yvonne 

From: Yvonne Dobson <yvonne@alum.emorv.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 at 11:51 PM 

To: "McFarland, Karen" <Karen McFarlarld@kenan--flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Napier, Mary" <.--M---a-~y---N---a--p--Le---r-~-[<---e--n---a---n--~-f-La--g!--e-.-r:--u---n---c--.--e-.-d-.-u-.>, "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <_d__s__t_£__o____@___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> 

Subject: Re: Logo EPS 

Hi Ms. McFarland, 
The completed paperwork is attached. If you need any additional information, or have questions, please feel free to contact me. 
Thank you, 
Yvonne Dobson 

From: "McFarland, Karen" <Karen McFadand@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 



Date: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 at 3:10 PM 

To: Yvonne Dobson <y__v_o_q_n_e____@___a_!__u___n_!:__e____m__9__r_y:__e___d___u_.> 

Cc: "Napier, Mary" <__M____a_[y___N___a_p_!__e__r____@___k___e___q_a___n__:_t]__a_~ler.u nc.ed u>, "Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)" <_d___s__t__r__o____@____u___n__c__.___e__d___u_.> 

Subject: RE: Logo EPS 

Good Afternoon Ms. Stevenson: 

Deborah Stroman forwarded to me the paperwork you completed regarding being hired as an Independent Contractor by UNC CH last 

Thursday. In reviewing this paperwork and in consultation with our Human Resources and Finance Services offices, it seems there is a 

newer version of the Independent Contractor review form than the one you completed. Regrettably, we need you to complete and sign 

this form before we can move forward in getting you approved for payment. 

I am attaching the new form to this email. If by chance you are a c-Corporation, then we can process your invoice with only receiving a W- 

9 from your company. 

We regret this delay in processing your payment, but are restricted due to the latest IRS guideline. Please let us know if you have any 

questions. We look forward to receiving your new IC request form. 

Best Regards, 

Karen McFarland 

Karen McFarland : Senior Grants Manager, Office of Research Grants and Contracts :: UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: genan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.843 4327 : fax 9$9.843.3493 : .-K~-a--r-~-n--~[-c--F-~-a~-r~[~-n-~-d-~-~£‘‘--n-~-a~[]~-f-]~a-~!--e~[~-u-~-n~-c-~--e~-d-~-u~ :: Z~__w____w_:__k_~_n__~_n__:/_La_~.!_~_.,__r_:_u__[!_c_:_~_.,__d___u_ 

Shaping Leaders I Dr]wing Results 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [ma!lto:dstro(@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February :[3, 20:[4 5:06 PM 

To: McFarland, Karen 
Cc: Napier, Mary 
Subject: FVV: Logo EPS 
Hi Karen. I think you are the one who would process this invoice. It seems that the email never left my outbox, so here’s a resend. ??? 

Dobson - Logo Design and Logo formats 

Let me know if you have questions. Thanks! 

debby 

@drstroman 
9:[9.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne 
Frank 

<imageOO2.png> 

From: Yvonne Stevenson <y___v__o___n___n___e____@____a_]__u____m___.__e___m____o___r_y_:__e___d___u_> 

Date: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 9:49 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Logo EPS 

No worries .... :-) The paperwork is attached. Thanks, 

From: "Stroman, Deborah k" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 at 10:26 AM 

To: Yvonne Dobson <[i__v___o___q_n___e____@___a_!__u___n_!=_e____m__9__r_y_:__e___d___u_.> 

Subject: RE: Logo EPS 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn,qa#e. Explore. Empower, 

9:1%843.0336 

<imageO0g.ipg> 

"Nothing wil~ ever be attempted i[ al~ possiNe objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samue~ lohnson 

<imageOO2.png> 

<imageOO3.jpg> 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 9:47 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Joe Nocera (1 articles) 

Joe Nocera :2.c~H~iiad April 11, 2014 09:.38:45 P~] 

Op-Ed Columnist 

These days, the tecb indush’y ia baN~eg over patents instead of new 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe >> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is ~n automated email Please do not reply directly to t[3is email tram NYTimes com. As a member of 

the rRUSTe privacy progBm, we are commit[ed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Friday, April 11, 2014 10:16 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Charles Blow (1 azticles) 

Charles Blow C.c,~H~ii~d April 11, 2014 10:06:51 P~I 

Op-Ed Columnist 

T~e Self- Sog[ 

It’s easy to demonize, or simply dismiss, people you don’t know or see. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe >> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to t~is email tram NYlimes com. As a member of 

the ~RUSTe privacy p~ogBm, we are commi~:ed to piotecting your privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email ~ Privacy Policy I Contac’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cone, Judith <jacone@email.nnc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:29 PM 

Lebold, Matthew <Matthew I,etx~ld@kenan-flagler.unc.e&~; Banks, LaChaun <I,aChaun Bank@kena~-flagler.unc.edu>; Bola~ 

Michelle <mc~haut@emml.unc.edu>; Didow, Nichol&s <Nick Didow@kena~>flagler.unc.edu>; Doherty, J&son ~\lason Doherb,@kenm~- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Feldman. Mauann P. <maryann.tNdman@unc.edu>; Friga, Paul <PaulFdg@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Greis, Noel P 

<noel gmis@unc.edu>; drharoon <drharoon@med.unc.edu>; Hobart, Don <hobart@emafil.unc.edu>; kI’bs lingmei howell.con 

<lingmei howell@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Johnson, Ji~n <JohnsonJ@kenan-flagler.nnc.edu>; Lane, Brent <Brent Lane@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; LiNe, Mark <Mark Litfle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Napier, MaI?" <Mary Napie@kenan-flagler.unc.edt~-; Nogneira, 

Monica <Monica Nogueira@unc.edtc,; Reifsnider, Cynthia <Cynthia Reifsnide@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Zoller, ’Fed 

<Ted Zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~; BasNght, Elizabeth <elizabeth.basnigh~}unc.edu>; Grissett, Tamala <tamala grisset@unc.edu>; 

McDaniel, Mark <Mark McDaniel@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Ragan, 

Ronda<Ronda Ragan@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Santos, Pamela<Pamela Santos@unc.edu>; Smith, KennethaAriel 

<kennetha@unc.edu>; Snedden, Pamela <PamelaSnedden@kenan-flagler.nnc.edu>; Spivey, Kay Tilley <kay spivey@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>; Vernon, Patrick <pv@unc.edu>; Walker, Jack T <jack walke@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu>; Wilson, Betty L 

<betty wilson@unc.edu> 

Stmman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; @ken~m-llagler.unc.edu>; 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

I~E: BasketbaJ1 hmalytics Summit - You’re Invited! 

Count me it~ for both days, 

From: Lebold, Matthew [mailto:Matthew_Lebold@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,             8:37 AM 
To: Banks, LaChaun; Bolas, Michelle; Cone, Judith; Didow, Nicholas; Doherty, Jason; Feldman, Maryann P.; Friga, Paul; Greis, Noel P; drharoon; Hobart, Don; 
kfbs_lingmei_howell.con; Johnson, Jim; Lane, Brent; Little, Mark; Napier, Mary; Nogueira, Monica; Reifsnider, Cynthia; Zoller, Ted; Basnight, Elizabeth; Grissett, 
Tamala; Lebold, Matthew; McDaniel, Mark; McFarland, Karen; Ragan, Ronda; Santos, Pamela; Smith, Kennetha Ariel; Snedden, Pamela; Spivey, Kay Tilley; Vernon, 
Patrick; Walker, Jack T; Wilson, Betty L 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit - You’re Invited! 
Importance: High 

Hi Team. Thanks again for your sincere efforts to promote, plan, and support the inaugural Summit on 
(www.kisport.u_nc.edu) All Kenan institute staff and senior advisors will receive a complimentaU re~strafion. It is important for us to 
know if you are planning on attending ~ough. 
Please send Karen McFarland a note if you plan on attending on 1) Both days, 2) Friday only or 3) Saturday only before Wednesday, 

at 12:00 p.m. 
Dish. D~k. Data. 
Regards, 
~ebby 
Deborah L, ~troman~ Ph,D. CLU 
Explore. Engage, Empower. 
EXSS S~o~ A~ministrati~n, Lecturer (~.ex~.unc.edu) 

325 Woo~e~ - C~ #8700 

#HeelForward 
M~tthe~A. L~bold : Administrative Support Associate, Frank Hawkins Kenan institute of Private Enterprise : UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 : Kenan Center :: Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.962.6821 : fax 919.962 8202 : matthew_lebold@kenan flagler.unc.edu : }I~kY_W_:JS~_[!A[!:~J29_~!KC_:~R~:~_~. 

Shaping Leaders ] Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:56 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Bobcats Ca~ Competition Deck 

NBA.BB~J1An~Jytic sS ummit.YRTC .Pres.Final.pptx 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 11:55:35 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
To: kisport@unc,edu 
Cc: 
Subject: Bobcats Case Competition Deck 

Please see attached. 

Thank you. 

* M~A. Cia,ss af ~ UNC Ker!an-.Fla,~ier ~usiness Schaol 

The Consortium for Graduate Study in Mm~sgement ~ Management Leadership for romon-ow (MLI) MBA Fallow 

Shaping Leaders ~ ~iv~n~ ResulN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday,             11:58 PM 

Stroman, DeN~rah I, --~dstro@unc.edu> 

I~T: BAS NBA An~]ytics Ca~ Competition Specifics 

Case Competition v3.pdf; Case Competition v3.pptx 

Sent: Friday, $1:56:56 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

To: kisport@unc,edu 
Cc: 
Subject.’ BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition Specifics 

Dear 
Please find attached our final slide deck (as pptx an das pdf) and our video for the BAS NBA Analytics Case Competition Specifics. 

Thank you very much. 

Best Regards, 

¯ MBA Class of ¯ U NC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

cell ¯ @kenan-flagler.unc.edu ¯ www.linkedin.com!in! 

Shaping Leaders .:;. Driving Results 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Little, Mark <Mark Litfle@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 1:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Basketball Ana].vl]cs Summit - You’re Invited’. 

Debby, I will be down east in Bertie County during the summit. I’m real sorry I can’t make it. I look forward to learning just how much I missed! 

best, 
mgl 

From: Lebold, Matthew 
Sent: Friday, 8:36 AM 
To: Banks, LaChaun; Bolas, Michelle (Innovation and Entrepreneurshp); Cone, Judith (Office of the Chancellor); Didow, Nicholas; Doherty, Jason; Feldman, Maryann (City & 
Regional Planning); Friga, Paul; Greis, Noel; drharoon (zishan_haroon@med.unc.edu); Hobart, Don (don.hobart@unc.edu); Howell, Lingmei; Johnson, Jim; Lane, Brent; Little, 
Mark; Napier, Mary; Nogueira, Monica; Reifsnider, Cynthia; Zoller, Ted; Basnight, Elizabeth (elizabeth.basnight@unc.edu); Grissett, Tamala; Lebold, Matthew; McDaniel, Mark; 
McFarland, Karen; Ragan, Ronda; Santos, Pamela; Smith, Kennetha Ariel (kennetha@unc.edu); Snedden, Pamela; Spivey, Kay; Vernon, Patrick; Walker, Jack; Wilson, Betty 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit - You’re Invited! 

Hi Team. Thanks again for your sincere efforts to promote, plan, and support the inaugural Summit on 
(_xk2~_~_2~2__k__i_~_p___c__>_g~_d~?__c__._g__d_&~) All Kenan institute staff and senior advisors will receive a complimentary registration. It is important for us to 
know if you are planning on attending though. 
Please send Karen McFarland a note if you plan on attending on 1) Both days, 2) ~riday only or 3) Saturday only before Wednesday, 

at 12:00 p.m. 
Dish. Dunk. Data. 

Regards, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
Explore~ Engage. Empower. 
g×SS Sport A~Iministr~tion~ Lecturer (N:__e___x__s___s_:_~__n_~:__e_~_u__) 
Frank Hawki~s ~enan ~nstit~te of Private Enterprise, Senior Adviser (http:/[www.kenan-fla#er.unc.ed~/kenan-institute) 

3~.5 Woollen = CB #8700 

959,g43o033~ 

#HeelForward 

MatthewA. Lebold : Administrative Support Associate, Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise :: UNC’s Kenan Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3440 :: Kenan Center : Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3440 

919.962.6821 :: fax 919.962 8202 : matthew_lebold@kenan flagler.unc.edu : www.kenan i:lagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders ] Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday, 8:40 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC Basketball Summit 

FYI - Received an elnail from journal of sports analytics contact. Definitely going to loop him in and we can distribute his call for papers at registration. Hopefully they 

will be able to send someone to attend. 

I roll follow up on MondW - please let me know if you have any specific suggestions for getting them more involved. 

So pumped abom this summit! 

Begin forwarded Inessage: 

From: Philip Maymin via Linkedln <membe~linkedin.com > 

Date: at 7:54:25 AM EDT 

To: ~gma~l.com>, 
Subject: UNC Basketball Summit 

Reply-To: philip~,maymin.com 

Wahoo.com> 

I saw your post on the Linkedln SSAC group, and looks like it will be a 
really fun event~ 

We’ve recently launched a new Journal of Sports Analytics: 

http:i/journalofsportsanalytics.com 

By way of background, our advisory board comprises Rich Cho, Tim 
Connelly, Marc Cuban, Eric DeCosta, Kevin Demoff, Dell Dumps, Jessica 
Gelman, Dan Kantrovitz, Tony Khan, Ted Leonsis, Sig Uejdal, and Daryl 
Morey. Our editorial board further includes top sports analysts and 
practitioners from various teams and leagues across a variety of 
sports; please see the website for a complete list. Eugene Shun and I 
are the co-editors-in-chief. The publisher is lOS Press. 

Perhaps it makes sense to consider some sort of arrangement that would 
benefit your attendees? For example, perhaps we could publish your 
conference proceedings, or offer a general invitation to your 
participants to submit to the journal. Or perhaps in future years if 
you add a research paper track, we might be a useful collaborator 
there too. 

For now, do you think it would be possible to distribute 
call-for-papers to attendees? The PDF is attached and I can arrange to 
have copies printed and sent down there. 

Best regards, 
Philip 

Ps tried sending this to your UNC account but got an undeliverable 
message, and to the main contact email group listed there. Best. Philip. 

Philip Z. Maymin 
Assistant Professor of Finance and Risk Engineering, NYU School of 



Email: philip@maymin.com 
Web: http://philipmaymin.com 
NYU: http:llen.qineerin.q.nyu.edulpeoplelpmaymin 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 10:33 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CongraLs’. 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you so much! It is a great honor to be recognized as a ,~rthur Ashe Sports Scholar, but in my mind the honor should be shared among the countless 

people, including so many people m the EXSS Department, whe have influenced mv Hie in such a p.:)~Htive way, You have been a ro~e model to me from afar, and 

am truly amazing by your akdHty te balance aH o[ your d~fferent ro~es and respons~Mlith?s on camptls. ~t~ addi[:~otL although my csreer path ~s still very much rgD, t 

have considered going into academia, and ~t ~s great to see women ~ike you b~ a [ie~d which is stH~ heavily dominated by men. I am very, very proud to caU myself 

Tar Heel and be a part of the amazb~g UNC [:anlHy[ Go Heels[!~ 

AH the best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 4:36 PM 

To: 

Subject: Congrats! 

Congratulations on your Arthur Ashe Sports Scholars award! You are an outstanding athlete, student, and leader. I am so glad you are a part of 

the UNC family. 

Continued success to you. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L, Strorean~ Ph,D. CLU 
Explore, Enga~je, Empower. 

Frank H~wkh~s Kenan lnstitute of Priwte Enterprise, Senior Adviser (http://~,kenan-flagler.unc.edu/kenan-institute) 
3::1.5 Woollen - CB #8700 

#HeelForward 

fish forward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Saturday, 6:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborak L ~ds~ro@unc.edu:~; 

RE: I ~oras College Slide Deck 

~kenan- flagler.nnc.edu) 

hi - anything we need to do with this, or is this already included in the other more recent email? 

.JASON ~6/. ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Anaiytics 
BOBCATS i ":P~:SgiS & ~NiEgiAINIv~ENT 

333 East Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
T 704,~8,898~ 
C 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:27 PM 
To= ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Jason Rosenfeld 
Subject= FW: Loras College Slide Deck 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
g’ngo,q~, gkplor’e. E’mpower. 

919,843~0336 

From: Kenan Institute Sport [mailto:kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, :t:02 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= FW: Loras College Slide Deck 

From= 

Sent: Friday, 1:0J.:46 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern ~me (US & Canada) 

To= kisport@unc.edu 
Subject= Loras College Slide Deck 

Hi, 

Our presentation can be found here. 

Thanks, 

>> Loras College 



Mathematics Major 

Sport Management Major 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n)~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Saturday, April 12, 2014 7:10 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureen Dowd (1 aJrticles) 

Maureen Dowd :2.c~H~iied April 12, 2014 07:08:18 P~ 

Op-Ed Columnist 

A ~$~1 for A|| Sea,son s 

With a quicksilver wit and bask’ decency, Colbe~’s the real deal. 

FOLLOW US: Facebook [ ~@NYTimes 

Get uNimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe >> 

Access The New York Times frem anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android I iPad® I iPhone® i All 

About This Email 

This is sn automated email Please do not reply directly ~o t~is email tram NYlimes com. As a member of 

the rRUSTe privacy progBm, we are committed to protecting yotir privacy. 

Manage My Alerts i My Alerts Help I Change Your EFnail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, April :12, 20:[4 8:38 PM 

Minda Brooks <minda@wildacresleadership.org>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: William C. Friday Fellowship Nomination - Congratulations 

HI Minda. I completed my application today. I went back into the system this evening and saw that my application was blank. ;( 

Please tell me that you can see my application. Otherwise, I will have complete it all over. (Note: I thought I saved the file to my flash drive and when I opened that file up it was 

also blank.) 

Thankyou~ 

Deborah Stroman 

From: Minda Brooks <.-n-1!--n---d--a----@--.-~--w-~[!--d---a--c-~-r~-e--s-]--e---a---d---e--r--s---h-!£:~-~-~-rg> 

Date: Wednesday, March 5, 2014 at 1:12 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject; William C. Friday Fellowship Nomination - Congratulations 

March 5, 2o14 

Dear Deborah, 
Congratulations! In recognition of your exemplary" leadership, you have been nominated by Thomas J. Carmon for the 2o14-16 William C. Friday 
Fellowship for Human Relations, a program of the Wildaeres Leadership Initiative. On behalf of our Board of Advisors, allow us to say how pleased we 
are to invite you to apply. 
The William C. Friday Fellowship for Human Relations identifies and invests in North Carolina leaders who have the will to learn, the skill to lead 
publicly, the courage to influence systems, and the drive to be innovative, just and fair. 

The Fellowship’s primary goal is to endorse and embody a renewed vision of leadership in North Carolina that is courageous and engaged at all levels. 
We encourage and support: 

< !--[if !supportListsJ--> ¯ < !--[endif]--> Lhe participation of multiple voices in decision-making, 
< ]--[if ]supportLists]--> ¯ < i--ten dill--> civil and skilled deliberation and dialogue, and 
< ]--[if ]supportLists]--> ¯ < ]--[on dif]--> leadership for improved human conditions for all North Carolinians. 
Each two-year Fellowship cycle brings together a diverse group of 15-2o people from across the state to experience: 
< !--[if !supportLists]--> ¯ < ]--[endif]--> Six, 4-day residential seminars, 3 per year, 

<!- - [if ’. supportJ~ists]- ->. <! -- [endif] -->I ndividualized coaching, 

<’.--[if!supportLists]--> <!--[end~/]-->Peer-tnentoring, and 

<’.--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[eudit]-->Story-telling and documentary. 

The program is fully subsidized, so there is no cost to the participant or his!her organization. 
There is much more to learn about this leadership challenge, so we suggest you eli@ [_~__e_N to read a fuller description. We also invite you to attend one 

th of six information sessions about the program and the application process being held across the state between Mareh 19 and April 4th . 

The application, in the form of a writable PDF, can be found on our website, but you must be signed in. See below instructions for how to do that. 
There is also a list of Responsibilities and Expectations of the Fellowship that you would sign upon acceptance found on our {Z~__k_Q_#_,jge_-._. 

The deadline for applying for the Fellowship is April ~4~ 2o~4. 
A few initial points to consider before applying: 

<! [ig’.suppot~Lists] >- <! [et~dif] >Intheeventy~ud~bec~meafina~istf~rthepr~gram~thereisama~datoryse~e~ti~weekend~n~ne6-7~ 

20~4 in Chapel Hill. If you are not able to attend this weekend, please do not apply for the program in this cycle as you will be ineligible. 
<’. [if!supportLists] >- <! [endit] >Simi~ar~y~thedatesforsixsemina~she~dduri~gthetw~y~arsarelistedbel~w.Ify~uareunablet~attend 

every day of each seminar, please do not apply for this cycle as you will be ineligible. 

<! [if!supporrLists] >c~ <! [endit~ >Seminar I: October 22-26, 2o14, Charlotte and Wildacres Retreat in Little Switzerland 

<! [if!supportLists] >: <! [endif] >Seminar II: February5-8,2o15,1ocationTBD 

<! [if!supportLists] >: <! [endif] >Seminar III: June 4-7, 2o15, Trinity Center in Emerald Isle 

<! [if!supportLists] >: <! [endif] >Seminar IV: October ~5-18, 2o15,Wildacres Retreat in Little Switzerland 

<! [if!supportLists] >: <! [endif] >SeminarV: February21-24,2o16,1ocationTBD 
<! [if!supporrLists] >~ <! [endif] >SeminarVI: June 2-5,2o16,1ocation TBD 

<! [if’.supportLists] >- <! [endif] >A requirement of the program is ~lease time tbr 6 days a year from your employer or board chair. The 

application will need a signature to indicate that support. 
We are eager to have you apply, and what follow below are step by step directions to do so. We know you may have additional questions and direct you t( 
our FAQ page on the Friday Fellowship wcbsite for answers. Also, you may email or call, Kathleen Crabbs Clark, Lead Faculty and Coach, at 
kathleen(~ wildacresleadership.org or 919.923.o932. 
Again, congratulations. 

Sineerel% 

Lee Carol Giduz 



i 
.~ir~ Selection Committee 

Kathleen Crabbs Clark 
Lead Faculty and Coach 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

STEP TWO: 
<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

Minda Brooks 
Network and Program Director 

THE APPLICATION PROCESS 

All application materials must be submitted by April 14th. This includes: application essay questions~ tmo letters of referenee~ 

resume/C~ and complete online profile information, l~e will contact you the week of April ~1st to con.firm receipt qf your 

application. 
The Fellowship groups are created to be intentionally diverse. In applying fi~r the Fellowship~ candidates are asked to provide as 
much information on their identities as is comfortable. IVhile candidates will not be penalized for choosing not to provide 
demographic information~ they are encouraged to do so to assist the selection committee in creating a diverse group. 
STEP ONE: 

<! [endi~] >Sign in to wv~-w.fridayfellowship.org 

<! [endit] >Your usernameis_g_?_~_t__t_:9_~<_u___rt_e__.__e_d___u_. 

<! [endit] >The password is case sensitive: 

<! [endit] >In the top right corner, eliek "My Profile" 

<! [endit] >Under "My ProNe," click "Manage Profile" 

<! [endi~] >-Under "Information & Settings," click "Edit Bio" 

<! [endi~] >Complete Personal, Professional, and Additional Information seetions. 

<! [endit~ :>Add a photo of yourself-- this does not have to be a professional headshot, but please choose a photo where your 
face can be seen dearly 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ <! [endit~ >Under"MyProfile"eliek"ProfileHome" 
<! [if!supportLists] >’ <! [endit~ >Hover over the box to the left that says "Photo not available" and diek the green arrow. 
<! [if!supportLists] >’ <! [endit~ >Click the "Browse" button and select an RGB image in GIF, JPEG, or PNG format from your personal files. The~ 

dick the "Submit" button. 
STEP THREE: 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

STEP FOUR: 
<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [endit] >If you are able to attend, register for an information session in your area 

<! [endit] > Sign in to .__w____w_)y_:_[_r__i___d__’_a_2__li_e__l_!!?!2:~}j_p__:!?__r~g as above 

<! [endit] >Under‘‘Ca~endar~~~nthe~efthandside~fthepage,diek~ntheappr~priateinf~rmati~nsessi~niny~urarea 

<! [endit~ >-On the event page, click "RSVP for this event" 

<! [endit~ >Choose two people (who are not family mmnbers, including partners/spouses) to write a recomtnendation for yo~ 

<! [endit~ >Forward the following link to them by email: 

~:.~m~fr..i...4~:.~:f.e~.~..~:a.h..i.~..#...1.t...e..-.:.m..,.~m~?~.~:].{~f~.m~:~.~E~m: 
th <! [it-!supportLists] >’ <! [endif] >Follow up to ensure that the): have submitted their recommendations on line prior to the April 11 deadline 

STEP FIVE: 
<! [if !supportLists] >’ <! [endii] >Sign in to www.fridayfe!lowship.oK4 as above. Access the writable PDF application which contains the essay 

questions after you have signed in by pasting this address into your browser: http: iiwww.fridavfellowship.org/?page=Applieation 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ <! [endiq >Type your answers directly into the PDF and save the document in your personal files (you can save an unfinishe, 

version as many times as you choose) 
<! [endii] >When it is complete to your satisfaction, sign in to www.fridayfellowship.org as above to upload the document to <! [if!supportLists] >’ 

your profile 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [endiq >Under "My Profile" click "Files & Links" 
<! [endiq >Above File Librau, dick on "Manage Files & Links" 
<! [endiq >Click on "Add a New Item" 
<! [endiq >Name your file "your last name_application 9014" 
<! [endit] >Click "Choose File" next to "File to Upload" 
<! [endit] > Ensure that next to "Visible to" "Pdvate" is eheeked 
<! [endit] >Cheek the box next to "I agree with the terms of the Upload Agreement" 
<! [endit] >Click"Submit" 
<! [endit~ >-Your application is now submitted for review 
<! [endit~ >’If, before the deadline of April 14, you submit your application and then want to make a change, go into your 

profile, dick on your file and make your change 
<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

STEP SIX: 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [if!supportLists] >’ 

<! [endit] :>After the deadline, you are precluded from making any changes to your essay questions 

<! [endit] >Upload a resume or CV that is no more than two pages to your profile 

<! [endit] >Sign in to www:fridayfellowship:org as above 

<! [endit] >’Follow steps 4-6 under Step 5 above 

<! [endi~] >-Name your file "your last name_resume 9o14" 

<! [endi~] >Follow steps 8-n under Step 5 above 

<! [endit] >-Your resume is now submitted for review 
th <! [endi~ >Again, you may make changes before the deadline of April 14 but not after 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

S aturday, 9: 3 9 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~kenaJ~- flagler, unc.edu-~ 

RE: NBA Analytics Case Co~npetition Deck 

Dr. Stroman, 

Can you please forward me the attachment as well? 

Thank you! 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FAgC0 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 5:35 PM 
To’, 

Subject: FW: NBA Analytics Case Competition Deck 
Hi Accept this submission. 

d 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." .~ Anne Frank 

From: "kfbs_kisport. con" <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday,             at 3:44 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: NBA Analytics Case Competition Deck 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Saturday, 3:44: J.:t PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

To: kisport~@unc.edu 
Subject: NBA Analytics Case Competition Deck 

Hi, 

Attached to this email is the final deck for the NBA Analytics case competition. Please let me know if you have any questions regarding the submission. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina    I Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:12 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Case Submissions 

CA674869- 0CDE-492A- 9160- B 1 CO 1 F633A23 [2]. png 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, :t2:12:05 AN (UTC-05:00) Eastern 33me (US & Canada) 
To: Kenan Institute Sport 
Subject: Re: Case Submissions 

No problem! Thank you for sending the slide decks again. I will double check and update accordingly. 

Best, 

On , at 11:14 PM, "Kenan Institute Sport" < kisport(dbkenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi’    . I am solly abont this ~’stem. It is ont of my control. I am now working from and reading the KISport email account. I believe that all of these 

submissions are duplications. Just in case I am going to fon~-ard you the emails. 

Please update, as necessaD’. Thanks. 

d 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

<CA674869-OCDE-492A-9:I60-B:ICO:IF633A2312].png> 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 7:20 AM 

Osborne, Baxbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L -<tstro@unc.edu>; Stephens, John B 

<stephens@sog.~mc.edu-~; Kim Strom-Gotffried        @gmaJl.com); Perrin, Andrew J <andrew~perrin@unc.edu>; Foster, Beverly B. 

<bbfoste@email.unc.edu>; Ffiga. Paul (Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.~mc.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Joy - Panel discussion yesterday 

The panel discussion yesterday for the Order of the Golden Fleece alumni reunion I believe went pretty well. It was a nice public forum for messaging about 

changes that have been made and continuing issues we will discuss moving forward. If you hear comments, it may be that l occupied most of the time. lnmy 

defense, I had the most to share related to the questions. If the session was supposed to be an open discussion of differing opinions about college sports, then 

that was not what the majority of time involved. So there may be disappointment by some present. There were some comments shared about overhauling 

football and basketball to make the sports a part of the student’s experience and not consume the experience. Also, it was suggested we not have separate 

academic support for student athletes but integrate them into the campus wide support offered to all students. 

The main reason I write today is to tell you that after the panel session, several participants asked me to thank the Committee for first being willing to do the work 

and second for the work we are doing. ~ believe the best work is yet to come, but at least there are those who feel the University and our Committee are on the 

right trajectory for change. 

Thanks to all. 

Joy 

Jo~,J. Rem~_% M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor a~d Director 
University of North Ci~roiina at Chi~pel Hdl 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura~t Hail 
B21-A South Columbia St. 
Chapei HIll, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9~)6-.514.TDesk 

919-9e6-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AL]T’¢ NOTICE: This e.-ma[I r~]essage, ir!,,’:lud[ng al:[;~chments, if ;}r~y, [5 inte~ded onh/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o which it is addressed and r~]ay co~t;}ir~ c:onfidenth}~ and/or 

privileged mi}ter[ak Ar!~ .--.-unautk!orized review, use, disclosure or d[si:r[bufion is prohibited, If you are not [he [hi:ended recap[eta[, please corfl:aci: 1:he set, dot by reply e-.n~a[I and 

destroy all copies Of the or[g:nal mess;~e, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~; 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 8:03 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~ 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Mosley, Layua <mosley@unc.edu~~; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Stephens, Johu B 

< s~ephens@sog.unc.edu>; Kiln Stro~n-Gotlfried        @gmafil.co~n); l?errin, Andrew J <andrew pemn@unc.edu>; Foster, Beverly B. 

<5bfoste@ema~l.unc.edu>; Friga, Paul (Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy - Pm~el discussiou yesterday 

Thanks Joy. This experieuce should serve as good prep for our campus fornms. Have a restful day! 

DI,S tkom my iPhone. 

On Apr 13, 2014, at 7:20 AM, "Renner, Joy J" ~<foy Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

The panel discussion yesterday for the Order of the Golden Fleece alumni reunion l believe went pretty well. It was a nice public forum for 

messaging about changes that have been made and continuing issues we will discuss moving forward. If you hear comments, it may be that 

occupied most of the time. In my defense, I had the most to share related to the questions. If the session was supposed to be an open discussion of 

differing opinions about college sports, then that was not what the majority of time involved. So there may be disappointment by some present. 

There were some comments shared about overhauling football and basketball to make the sports a part of the student’s experience and not consume 

the experience. Also, it was suggested we not have separate academic support for student athletes but integrate them into the campus wide support 

offered to all students. 

The main reason I write today is to tell you that after the panel session, several participants asked me to thank the Committee for first being willing to 

do the work and second for the work we are doing. I believe the best work is yet to come, but at least there are those who feel the University and 

our Committee are on the right trajectory for change. 

Thanks to all. 

Joy 
Jog~. Renne!’, N’I.A., RI-(R)~ FAEIR5 
Associa[e Proiessor and DirecEor 
U~iversi~y of North Carolh~a at Chapel 
5choo~ of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH gondurant Hall 

32Z-A Sou~h Columbia 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-9r36-5Z,~7Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENgIALIT¥ NOTICE: l-i~is e-mail n’~essage including a[tachments, [1: an% is in[ended oqly ~or the -person or e~[i[? [o which it is addressed and may contain 

confide~[ial aqdior privileged ma[erial. Any --uqadthorized reviea~: use, disclosdre or dis[r[bu~[on is [:rohib[ted. If you are not the intended recipient, p~ease con[act 

sender by reply e-mai~ and des[roy ad copies of [he or[~inal message. 



Sent: 

Subject: 

fundingabrt@cos.com 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 9:16 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

COS Funding Alert for Deborah Stroman 

Funding alerts for your saved 
searches 
Results" April 13, 2014 

rtu~:~er I 
3 funding opportunities 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) 
National Institutes of Heal~ (NIH) 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) 
National Institutes of Heal~ (NIH) 

Amount: 
$100,000 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Amount: 
$275,000 

Deadline: 
June 16, 2014 

rturner 2 
funding opportunities 



Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Amount: 
$100,000 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Amount: 
$275,000 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

Obesity i~-~ ~.-~.arly Cl~ik~hoo~ {R21) 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Amount: 
$275,000 

Deadline: 
June 16, 2014 

S~.~ch as "[~hose Deta~ed ~# the A~coho~ 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism 
(NIAAA) 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 

Sponsor: 
United States Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 

Deadline: 
May 7, 2014 



Sponsor: 
United States Department of Justice (DO J) 
Office of Justice Programs (OJP) 

National Institute of Justice (NIJ) 

AmoLint: 
$250,000 

Deadline: 
June 9, 2014 

Funding alerts for your saved searches 

Results: April 13, 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim Strom-Gottf~ied @gmail.com> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 9:23 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~ 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu~~; Stroman. Deborah L <dstro@nnc.edu>; Stephens, John B 

< s~ephens@sog.unc.edu>; Pemn, Andrew J <~andrew perrin@unc.edu>; Fostel; Beverly B. <bbfoste@eln~fil.unc.edu>; Friga, Paul 

(Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy - Pm~el discussion yesterday 

Thanks for representing us, Joy~, 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On Apr 13, 2014, at 7:20 AM, "Renner, Joy J" ~<foy Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

The panel discussion yesterday for the Order of the Golden Fleece alumni reunion l believe went pretty well. It was a nice public forum for 

messaging about changes that have been made and continuing issues we will discuss moving forward. If you hear comments, it may be that 

occupied most of the time. In my defense, I had the most to share related to the questions. If the session was supposed to be an open discussion of 

differing opinions about college sports, then that was not what the majority of time involved. So there may be disappointment by some present. 

There were some comments shared about overhauling football and basketball to make the sports a part of the student’s experience and not consume 

the experience. Also, it was suggested we not have separate academic support for student athletes but integrate them into the campus wide support 

offered to all students. 

The main reason I write today is to tell you that after the panel session, several participants asked me to thank the Committee for first being willing to 

do the work and second for the work we are doing. I believe the best work is yet to come, but at least there are those who feel the University and 

our Committee are on the right trajectory for change. 

Thanks to all. 

Joy 
Jog~. Renne!’, N’I.A., RI-(R)~ FAEIR5 
Associate Proiessor and Director’ 
U~iversi~y of North Carolh~a at Chapel 
5choo~ of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH gondurant Hall 

32Z-A Sou~h Columbia 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-9r36-5Z,~7Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENgIALIT¥ NOTICE: l-i~is e-mail n’~essage including a[tachments, [1: an% is in[ended oqly ~or the -person or e~[i[? [o which it is addressed and may contain 

confide~[ial aqdior privileged ma[erial. Any --uqadthorized reviea~: use, disclosdre or dis[r[bu~[on is [:rohib[ted. If you are not the intended recipient, p~ease con[act 

sender by reply e-mai~ and des[roy ad copies of [he or[~inal message. 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, ~:31 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Pleasure to Meet "~’ou at the Youth S ummit! 

Dear Dr, Stroman, 

My name is               and I am a second year Masters of Public Health student here at UNC-Chapel Hill. It was a 
pleasure to meet you yesterday at the SWAG Youth Leadership Summit! I was energized to learn about your passion for 
positive affirmations. I too believe in the power of our words¯ I wanted to reach to you for two reasons: 

1. Once      introduced us I felt as if we had met you before, but I could not recall where. This morning that I realized 
I had the opportunity to briefly meet you during one of the breaks at the Racial Equity Institute’s March Training at the 

¯ Please forgive my lapse in memory - as the mantra goes "charge it to my head and not my 
heart". Thank you so ’much for sharing your business card with me during our brief interaction. This final semester of my 
Master’s program has been a little intense, but if possible I would love to connect with you after classes are over to talk 
more about the Racial Equity Institute. Please let me know if this is something you would be interested and available to 
do. 

2. Also, I wanted to sincerely thank you for the kind words and encouragement you offered me yesterday regarding the 
start of my doctoral journey this fall. I sincerely appreciate it. 

Warmest Regards, 

MPH Cmadidate in Health Behavior, 
Student Wellness Specialist- L2",IC Student Wellness 
l~Tniversit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

.~live.unc. edu 
Connect with me on LinkedIn 

PRIVACY NOTICE: Thise-mail message, inciuding any attachments, isfor the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain private and privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or dis’~rib[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathleen crabbs clark ~gmaiLcom> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 1:42 PM 

Minda Brooks <mind~mldacresleadership.org>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<ts~ro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: William C. Friday Fellowship Nomination - Congratulations 

Deborah, I an~ solly to note that when I open the file that you saved into your profile it is blank for Ine too. I am a£raid you will have to redo it ~ld I am so solD" for 
that. I an~ cutting and pasting the instructions for you to save and upload the file below so that yon c~l reference it easily. Your resume was there-- that is good news! 
Let me know if there is anything I can do to be helpful. 

Kathleen 

~ Sign in to ,aw~wv.frida ~fellowshi .or as above. Access the ~vritable PDF application ~vhich contains the essay questions after you have 
signed in by pasting this address into your browser: http:i/w~’.fridayfellowship.org/?page=Applieation 

"13~pe your answers directly into the PDF and save the document in your personal files (you can save an unfinished version as maW times 
as you choose) 

. When it is complete to your satisfaction, sign in to vw~a~.t’ridayt’ellowship.org as above to upload the document to your profile 

. Under "My Profile" dick"Files & Links" 

* Above File Library, dick on "Manage Files & Links" 

. Click on "Add a New Item" 

. Name your file "your last name_application 2014" 

. Click "Choose File" next to "File to Upload" 

. Ensure that next to "Visible to" "Private" is checked 

. Cheek the box next to "I agree with the terms of the Upload Agreement" 

~ Click "Submit" 

* Your application is now submitted for review 

If, before the deadline of April 14, you submit your application and then want to make a change, go into your profile, dick on your file and 
make your change 

After the deadline, you are precluded from making any changes to your essay questions 

On Sat, Apr 12, 2014 at 9:08 PM, Minda Brooks <minda@wildacresleadership.org> wrote: 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, April 12, 2014 at 8:37 PM 

To: Minda Brooks <minda@wildacresleadership.org>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: William C. Friday Fellowship Nomination - Congratulations 

HI Minda. I completed my application today. I went back into the system this evening and saw that my application was blank. ;( 

Please tell me that you can see my application. Otherwise, I will have complete it all over. (Note: I thought I saved the file to my flash drive and when I opened that file up it was 

also blank.) 

Thankyou. 

Deborah Stroman 

From: Minda Brooks <minda@wildacresleadership.org> 

Date: Wednesday, March 5, 2014 at 1:12 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: William C. Friday Fellowship Nomination - Congratulations 



March 5, 9-o14 

Dear Deborah, 

Congratulation!! In recognition of your exemplary leadership, you have been nominated by Thomas J. Cartoon for the 9-o14-16 William C. Friday Fellowship 
for Human Relations, a program of the Wildaeres Leadership Initiative. On behalf of out’ Board of Advisors, allow us to say how pleased we are to invite you to 
apply. 

The VCilllain C. Friday Fellowship for H~m~an Relations identifies and invests in North Carolina leaders who have the will to lear% the skill to lead 
publicly, the courage to influence systems, and the drive to be innovative, just and fair. 

The Fellowship’s primary goal is to endmse and embody a renewed vision of leadership in North Carolina that is courageous and engaged at all levels. We 
encore’age and support: 

the participation of multiple voices in decision-making, 

civil and skilled deliberation and dialogue, and 

leadership for improved human conditions for all North Carolinians. 

Each two-year Fellowship cycle brings together a diverse group of ~5-2o people from across the state to experience: 

Six, 4-day residential seminars, 3 pet’ year, 

Individualized coaching, 

Peer-mentoring, and 

Story-telling and documentary. 

The program is fully subsidized, so there is no cost to the participant or his/her organization. 

There is much more to learn about this leadership challenge, so we suggest you click here to read a fuller description. We also invite you to attend one of six 

information sessions about the program and the application process being held across the state between March 19th and April 4th. 

The application, in the form of a writable PDF, can be found on our website, but you must be signed in. See below instructions for how to do that. There is also 
a list of Responsibilities and Expectations of the Fellowship that you would sign upon acceptance found on our FAQ page. 

The deadline for applying for the Fellowship is April ~4, 2o~4. 

A few initial points to consider before appl~dng: 

In the event you do become a finalist for the program, there is a mandalory seleetlon weekend on .lune 6-7, ’~o~4 in Chapel Hill. If you are 
not able to attend this weekend, please do not apply for the program in this cycle as you will be ineligible. 

Similarly, the dates for six seminars held during the two years are listed below. If you are unable to attend every day of each seminar, please do 
not apply for this cycle as you will be ineligible. 

.~ Seminar I: October 9-9--9-6, 9-o14, Charlotte and Wildaeres Retreat in Little Switzerland 

~. Seminar II: February 5-8, 9-o15, location TBD 

.~ Seminar III: ,June 4-7, 9-o15, Trinit3~ Center in Emerald Isle 

~ Seminar IV: October 15-18, 9-Ol5,Wildacres Retreat in Little Switzerland 

c~ Seminar V: February 9-1-9-4, 9-o16, location TBD 

~ Seminar\q: June 9--5,9-o16, location TBD 

A requiretnent of the program is release time for 6 days a year frotn your employer or board chair. The application will need a signature to indicate 
that support. 

We are eager to have you apply, and what follow below are step by step directions to do so. We know you may have additional questions and direct you to our 
FAQ page on the Friday Fellowship website for answers. Also, you may email or call, Kathleen Crabbs Clark, Lead Faeulkv and Coach, at 
kathleen (~wwildaeresleadership.org or o lO.O 9- a. o o a 

Again, congratulations. 

Sincerely, 



Lee Cm’ol Giduz 

Chair, Selection Committee 

Kathleen Crabbs Clark 

Lead Faeul~ and Coach 

Minda Brooks 

Network and Program Director 

THE APPLICATION PROCESS 

All application materials must be submitted by April 14th. This includes: application essay questions, two letters of reference, 

resumeiCV, and complete online profile information, l~e will contact you the week of April 21st to confirm receipt of your 

application. 

The Fellowship groups are created to be intentionally diverse. In applying for the Fellowship, candidates are a~sked to provide as 

much information on their identities as is comfortable, tVhile candidates will not be penalized for choosing not to provide 

demographic information, they are encouraged to do so to assist the selection committee in creating a diverse group. 

STEP ONE: 

Sign in to w~v.fl~dayfellowship.org 

Your username is Dstrog~)une.edu 

The password is ease sensitive: 

In the top fight corner, click "My Profile" 

Under "My Profile," click "Manage Profile" 

Under "Information & Settings," click "Edit Bio" 

Complete Personal, Professional, and Additional Infotrnation sections. 

STEP TWO: 

Add a photo of yourself-- this does not have to be a professional headshot, but please choose a photo where your face can be seen clearly 

Under "My Profile" click "Profile ttome" 

ttover over the box to the left that says "Photo not available" and click the green arrow. 

Click the "Browse" button and select an RGB image in GIF, JPEG, or PNG fotrnat from your pm.~ona] files. Then click the "Submit" button. 

STEP THREE: 

If you are able to attend, register for an infortnafion session in your area 

Sign in to www.ffidayfellowship.org as above 

Under "Calendar" on the left hand side of the page, click on the appropt~iate infotrnation session in your area 

On the event page, dick "RSVP for this event" 

STEP FOUR: 

Choose two people (who are not family members, including parB~et~!spouses) to write a recommendation for you 

Fot~ard the following link to them by entail: 

http://fridayfellowship.site-ym.eom/?page=RefereneeForm 



Follow up to ensure that they have submitted their recommendations on line prfior to the April 11th deadline 

STEP FIVE: 

Sign in to w~’.fl~idavfellowship.org as above. Access the writable PDF application which contains the essay questions after you have signed in by 

pasting this adche.ss into your" browser: http://u-~vw.fl’iday’iellowship.org!?page=Applieafion 

’I}’pe your answers directly into the PDF and save the document in your personal files (you can save an unfinished version as many times as you 

choose) 

When it is complete to your satisfaction, sign in to w~v.frida34ellowship.org as above to upload the document to your profile 

Under "My Profile" click "Files & Links" 

Above File Libraw, click on "Manage Files & Links" 

Click on "Add a New Item" 

Name your file "your last name_application 2o14" 

Click "Choose File" next to "File to Upload" 

Ensure that next to "Visible to" "Prfivate" is checked 

Check the box next to "I agree with the terms of the Upload Agreement" 

Click "Submit" 

Your application is now submitted for review 

If, before the deadline of April 14, you submit your application and then want to make a change, go into your profile, click on your file and make 

your change 

After the deadline, you are preeluded from making any changes to your essay questions 

STEP SIX: 

Upload a resume or CV that is no mote. titan two pages to your" profile 

Sign in to ~wvw.fl{dayfellowship.org as above 

Follow steps 4-6 under Step 5 above 

Name your file "your last name_resume 2o14" 

Follow steps 8-~1 under Step 5 above 

"*’our resume is now submitted for review 

th 
Again, you may make changes before the deadline of Apr~il ~4 but not after 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 4:06 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: new SAL officer 

Dr. Stroman, 

My name is 

am a current 

with you ! 

and I am one of the newly appointed             for UNC SAL. I just wanted to touch base with you and introduce myself. I 

and am the current                    for SAL. My contact info is listed below for your convenience. I’m excited to begin working 



Too~s of the Trade 

Co~ch Resigns 
A state championship winning Georgia high school football 
coach has resigned after allegations arose that he recruited 
players and his wife committed academic m[sconducL 

Head Spot for Sa~e 
Arkansas State University is auctioning off a chance for a fan to 

coach its spring football game. 

Huge Gesture 
A high school athlete is giving up hi,:: spot in a national contest 
for the most inspirational athlete to another player. ]i];!ii::::!=~i~!:~;!..!i!}?=:==:,= 

Hot Off the Press and Now Online 

Check out the digital version of April/May 2014 issue of AthleJc Mana2ement, 
which includes feature articles on: 

Conquering the highs and lows of athletic administration 

Preventing bullying and improving team chemistri 

Combining high school athletics with community sports 

Implementing p~e-participation cardio screening 

La~est product news Ior outdoor facilities 

New R~les in Cheer 
The NFHS has adjusted several rules in cheer with the goal of 
minimizing risk and increasing creativity. 

The Truth Behind Tra~sfers? 
The athletic directo~ at ~he Un[ve~[~y of Nevada says bigoname 
schooF:: are aotive[y goh~g after p~ayers from sma~er schoo[s~ 

NORDOT(R) A~-Weat~er Adhesives 
NORDOT{R) AIFWeathef Adhesives NORDOT(R) Adhesives 
have a long histo[y el worldwide success for the ~o~al glue~down 
andier seaming ef synthetic turf football fields as well as other 
spert and recreational sudaces. Their one-part curing urethanes 
are easy ~o handle and can be used in any weather ~he installer 
can work-ffem sub-freezing to desert-like temperatures, and in 
damp, dry-, or windy conditions. 



Simplify For Succe~ 
Vern Gambet/a p~evides his thougMs on improving athletes’ 
pelfomqance in an information rich, dynamic environment. !!!i=.:!:.i ii:=!:!ii!! 

No S~pervisio~ Lawsuit 
A school district was sued by parents of a football p~ye~ who 
suffered permanent damage after being punched dudng a 
mandatory workout where no coaches we[e presenL ~:~:.~=::~,..:=:::.~[..~.~::.::~, 

Softba~ Safety 
In Dallas, some high school are requiring Iacemasks Ier seltball 

play e rs. ==i:!:’ ,.i:i: !ii=. =.:::!..’!:.i!.i =.ii:..’=[~!i:.=.i.==[ !i.. !ii !i:=.:?. =.i. :!i~: :..: :.. 

Product Showcase 
Synthetic Turf If this wet spring has taught us anything, it’s the 
vMue of synthetic turf fields. Check out these field solutions from 
the industry’s Iines~ synthetic ~ud manufacturers. 

O[~i[~e Buyer’s Guide 
Our online BuyeCs Guide featu[es a cusiomized pages for companies adve[t~s~ng 
h~ our 2014 Buyer’s GuMe, ~nclud~ng interactive ~h~ks, preduct ~m~ges, ~nd more 
detailed product listings. Here are ~nks to four eempan~es feak~red in our GukJe; 

Click here to check out the corr~plete Online Buyer’s Guide. 

Comir~g O~t Story 
At the University of Massachusetts, a sophomore student- 
athlete has become ~he first openly gay NCAA Division I men’s 

basketball player. 

P~ayer Coach 
A multi-spor~ high school atMe~e and future NCAA Division I 
basketball player is having success coaching middle school 

teams. :::::,::!:!.;ii:::ii it::i,~i~ :::u::i :!::t,::i~’ ’~:. 

The athletic director at Rutgers Unive~dty is being criticized for 
her comments about a local newspaper. !:!II:.=::L~iL=I:==..:=~I!==:!:~::L.!==:.==.:==!==.! 

~I~LI! !:i:=..G’....: ... 

Recognized source 
technical int~rmation 
when building a spe~ts 
Iacility. 

Diamond Pro professional !:!:i.L:i?.:.f:!.:ili.:=:;::=r: 
groundskeeping p~’oduc~s deliver" long- DJO is a leading 
lasting pedormance and quality while global previder of 
enhancing the look and fee~ of a well- high-quality, 
mainta#~ed ~ield. orthopedic devices. 

Kinesio(R) in~roduced the 
worm to elastic therapeutic 
taping, and centim~es to 
drive the industry. 

Muhl Tech has been a 
leader in developing high- 
quality baseball and softball 
training aids and practice 
equipment since 2001. 

h~ addition to aquatic 
therapy pools, SwimE× 
manufactures hot and cold 
plunge tanks in four 
standard sizes. 



You are receiving lhis newsletter becmtse you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news li-om MomenmmMedia or one of its publications: Traitfing & Conditioning, Attfletic Management or Coaclfing Managemen’~ 

To ~msubscribe, clickt~ttp:/’/lists2.momentummediacomi?p~ansubsc~ibe&uid cdageld8367364f31561dd159565e9ec 

To change your email ad&-ess, click hwp://’lists2momentummedia.com/?p preferences&uid cda9eld836736df31561d4159565e9ec 

To fox.Yard this newsletter to a f~ie~d, click h~p://lists2.momentmrm~edia.com/?p fonYard&uid cda9eld8367364f31561d4159565egec&mid 46 

Be sm-e to add lists@momentummedia.com to yore- address book or safe sender list so our emails will always get to yotu- inbox! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Speakers at Carolina <unc.speakers@gmail.com> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 7:34 PM 

Speakers at UNC! <unc-speakers@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[unc-speakers] Speakers at Carolina 

Our Web Address: 

In addition to this listserv, all events are listed one our website, ~r}.~:.~l.~L~ja#.(~.~.~[§. The submission information is also available on the website. If you know of an 
event please subrr~i~ i[ todayl 

Featured Event: 

Come hear Professor Juan Carrillo, the 2014 Carolina Chiton Teaching Award Recipient*, giving "the lecture he has always wanted to give." The talk is titled 
"What is Your Bands? Finding Your Sounds in the Uncornfottable" and will be Wednesday, April 16th at 5:30 PM in Gerrard Hall. 

The event is sponsored by Linda’s Bar and GNI, RHA, UNC Hillel, the Order of the GraiFValkyries, and the Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise. 

Linda’s Bar and Grill will be catering! 

*The Carolina Chiron Award is given to an educator, recognizing him or her for remarkable character and service to the undergraduate population of the 

university~ Nominations are submitted and reviewed solely by UNC students. The award gets its name from the mythological Greek centaur-teacher who sought 

to inspire the pursuit of wisdom and enlightenment in those around him. 

Follow Us on Twitter: 

The ~,eakers twitter account sends out tweets 24 hours in advance of all speaking events publicized on the website. 

Speakers for the next week: 

Musicaf Coversations 
Pulitzer-Prize winning composer Caroline Shaw has a voice with many overtones. Many of Shaw’s compositions grow out of making music for and from the places she has 
lived and ~raveled, and the gleaming textures of her works invite audiences ~o join her on personal journeys, sometimes to her native North Carolina. Shaw will joins the UNC 
Department of Music in com,’ersation and musical improvisation to discuss her North Catolina roots, share reflections on her Pulitzer--prize winning "Partita," and make music 
with fellow NC-violinist-composer Jennifer Curtis. You’re enthusiastically invited to join the conversation, take the reins, and listen in. 

5:30 p.m. 
i..’014 (,’arotir~-~ Chiron Award 
Come hear Professor Juan Carrillo. the 2014 Carolina Chiton Teaching Award Recipient*, giving "the lecture he has always wanted to give." The talk is titled "What is Your 
Bands? Finding Your Sounds in the Uncomfortable" and will be Wednesday, April 16th at 5:30 PM in Gerrard Hall. The event is sponsored by Linda’s Bar and Grill, RHA, UNC 
Hillel, the Order of the Grail-Valky[ies, and the Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise. Linda’s Bar and Grill will be ca~ering! *The Carolina Chiton Award is given to an educator, 
recognizing him or her for remarkable character and sere’ice to the undergraduate population of the university. Nominations are submitted and reviewed solely by UNC 
students. The award gets its name from the mythological Greek centaur-teacher who sought to inspire the pursuit of wisdom and enlightenment in those around him. 

Atexandray Cousleau: "This BIue Planel: Preserving and %~staining a Healthy Earth" 
Campus Earth Week Keynote Address Alexandra Cousteau, granddaughter of Jacques Ives-Cousteau and founder of Blue Legacy, will give Carolina’s Campus Earth Week 
keynote address. A National Geographic "Emerging Explorer," Iilrnrnaker and globally recognized advocate on water issues, Cousteau continues the work of her renowned 
grandfather Jacques-Yves Cousteau and her father Philippe Cousteau, St. She has mastered the remarkable stoi.~telling tradition handed down to her and has the unique 
ability to inspire audiences on the weighty issues of policy, politics and action. There will be a reception for students to meet Alexandra before her talk at 5:15 pm in the 
Hitchcock Room of the Stone Center This event is free and open to the public. Free parking will be available in the Bell Tower Lot behind the S~one Center. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Khan Academy <hello@khanacademy.org> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 9:37 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

BraJmteaser: Can you beat Mon .ty Hall? Then let’s make a deal! 

Don’t miss the top things to learn on Khan Academy this week: 

~i Propel ping-pong balls 

So you want to build a ping-pong ball 

launcher.,, 

~:: Let’s makea deal 

Brainteaser: Can you beat Monty 

Hall? Then let’s make a deal 

~:: Get better at calculus 

Calculus quiz: 

Can you find the one-sided limit? 

Just added from the Exploratorium: 

~i You can makesound 
....... intolight           Can you turn sound into light and back 

again? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Sport Business Club <no-reply@sakai.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:49 PM 

Carolina Sport Business Club <no-reply@sakai.unc.edu> 

[ Carolina Sport Business Club - Announcement ] Congratulations! New CSBC Leaders 

An m~nouncement has been added in the "Caxolina Spo(t Business Club" site at Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai.unc.edtr/porta]isiteit2e77c63-3411-49b4- 

bcdT- 16655bl 8b17a) 

Subject: Congratulations! New CSBC Leaders 

Group: Site 

Message: 

Congratulations to the Club Leaders! 

Come meet them on Wednesday! 

Dr. Stroman 

This automatic notification message was sent by SakaJ @ UNC-Chapel ttill (https:/isakai.unc.edu/portal) ficom fl~e Carolina Sport Business Club site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Pret~rences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Monday, 12:17 AM 

~kenm~-tlagler.nnc.edu>; Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.com>; Ben Woldenberg 
<bwo denberg@bobcats corn>; Brian Clouser <bdonser@ITobcats.com> 

Stroma~, Deboral~ L <dslro@unc.edu>; ~kenan-flagler.nnc.edu> 

RE: Basketball Ana]>~cs Summit - Case Co,npetition - additional team 

Thanks very much for this. 

Right not we are deep in playoff:prep rhode but will try to take a look at this all by the middle of the week. 

Also, plz correct me if Frn wrong but sounds like we can disregard earlier emails and instead use what you included in this one. 

JASON ~. ROSENFELD 

Director o~ Basl,:e~ball Anaiytics 
BOBCATS i ":t"Qgi5 & ~N~{-R~AHx~Iv~{-NT 

333 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

T 704.688,898~ 

C 

J Rosen[e~d@ ~obca ~s.com 

From: .~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 6:50 PM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition - additional team 

Hi Bobcats team, 

We received another slide deck from an UNC team (team #4). I updated the registration spreadsheet as attached, and uploaded their product to the online link 

accordingly. Now, we have 9 products submitted to us. 

9 teams: 

#2 - Chicago Booth 

#4- UNC 

#8- Duke 

#12- U NC 

#15- U NC 

#18 - Loras 

#19- Georgetown 

#20- U NC 

#25- U NC 

You can find the products in the same link: 

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=OBStYvlKOw e7bmlpMW4xdFBrU 1U& usp=sharing 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Best regards, 

::~:: cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 12:52 PM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition - Submitted products 

Hi Bobcats team, 

Last night was the deadline for the case competition, and we’ve received products from 8 teams. All of them look great! The registration spreadsheet is updated as 

attached. 

You can find the products in the following link: 



ht~_ps://drive.google.com/folderview?id=OB5tYvlKOw e7brnlpMW4xdFBrU 1U&usp=sharing 

Please let me know if you have any questions regarding the submitted products. I tried to consolidate them in separate folders so that it’s easy to follow. We are 

also double-checking any missing items. If there are any, we will send you updates. 

Thank you very much for your time and support. We are looking forward to hearing your decision by 

Best regards, 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FAgC0 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:24 PM 

To: Jason Rosenfeld; 
(::c: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject: Re: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 

Thanks Jason. Yes, please select the winner and add a few statements of why they won. We will post the case winner with your quotes on the website. 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the wodd/’ .~ Anne Frank 

From: Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Date: Sunday, . at 4:13 PM 

To: ~)kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Co: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, .~kenan-flagler.unc~edu>, Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.com>, Ben 

Woldenberg <-b-.--w-.-~-!.-d---e---n---b---e--r-g~-b-.-~-.-b--c-.-a--t--s--~.-c---~---m-->, Brian Clouser <._b__c_!_9__u___s__e_£___@____b___o___b__c__a___t__s__.__c_9__n_2> 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi all, thanks for sending this. 
Including on this e-mail Ben, Brian and Angus who work with me, will be reviewing the responses with me, and will be at the conference. 
We are looking forward to reviewing the responses. To be clear, the only thing you need from us is our selection of the best entry? 
Sounds like we’d only have 8 days to review the entries, will be a very busy time for us as we prepare for the playoffs but will do the best we can to get this 

done. 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 

Director ,:)f Basketball Analytics 
BOBCATS i 5~.:ORT’: & [-~T[RT.~:qN~,,’;.~N~ 

B~B East Trade S[ree~ 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

[ 704.688.8981 

C 

J Rosenfe~d~a bobcats.corn 



From: .~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 4:48 PM 

To; .~ason Rosenfeld 
(~¢; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science). 
Subject; Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

HiJason, 

My name is                  -year MBA student at UNC Kenan-Flagler and a        of Basketball Analytics Summit. First of all, thank you very much for your 

great support for this summit! Without your help, we couldn’t have made this happen. We cannot thank enough for all what you have done for us. 

Regarding the case competition part, we have received registrations from 24teams so far! Attached spreadsheet is the list of participating teams. Students are 

participating from all over the place. Great mix of degrees and majors - business, stats, sports, math, etc. We already released the case specifics, and each team is 

working on that. 

The deadline of submitting slide decks is As soon as we receive the slide decks from the teams, we will forward all of them to you and would like you to 

pick the winning team by so that we can announce the winner accordingly. 

Another attachment is a general case competition judging criteria that we use here at UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School. I hope it helps in selecting the winner. 

Schedule: 

Case specifics release: 

Submission deadline: 

Winner announced: 

Conference: 

Again, thank you very much for your great support] 

Best regards, 

)unc,edul 

:: ~:+:] :: cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salyer, Sheru L <salyer@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, April 14, 2014 12:26 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS undergrad message 

rJ~JSt sent it out. 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Master I_ecturef, Director o[ U~ldergradual:e Studies 

Department of Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

CB#8700, 25~ ~etzer 

UniversiW of NorLh Carol#~a at Chape~ H~I 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919-962-.6947 

Fax: 919--962-0489 

Spring 20~4 Adv~s~ng/Ol:Bce hours: 

Tuesdays Z~:00-.I2:15 

Wednesdays ~0:00-I~:~5 and I:I5-2:45 

Thursdays 1:[:00-12:15 

or by a~x)intrnent or chance m my 211 Fe~:zer 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Sunday, April ~3, 20~4 ~0:56 PN 

To: SaWyer, Sherry L 

Subject: EXSS undergrad message 

H~ Sherry. Please send out the following message. Thanks~ 

Carolina Sport Business Club - End-of-the-Year meeting: 

We will close out the year with our annual Club Celebration and hear from our athletic director, Mr. Bubba Cunningham. Come hear his leadership journey and perspective on the 

UNC athletic/academic situation. 

A "can’t miss" meeting for all members interested in careers in college sports and the state of the NCAA. We will also welcome our new Club leaders and discuss the plans for the 

upcoming year. 

Wednesday, April 16, Fetzer 109 - 4:30 p.m. 

New members welcome! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

9~9.843.0336 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bryan Hamilton, Publisher <reply@mail-1 .bizjournals.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 7:30 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Morning Edition: Grubb Properties buys home of the Charlotte Chamber 

If you are having trouble viewing this email, click here 

APRIL 14, 2014 - Business news essential to Raleigh’s leaders. 

’iiiiTODA¥iSMORiNINiGiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

io CBREGroup 

ioGla×oSmiithKlineiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

ioEude×PhairmaiCeutiiicailisiiiiii 

io NCiS~a~eUniVersity 

i ¯ Virginia ~eCh University 

i 
R~rai De~ei~pmeni 

i, US Department6f 

Grubb Properties buys home of the Charlotte Chamber 
The Charlotte Chamber, which is evaluating its real estate options, has a new 
landlord. 

Promotion to CEO of Chimerix comes with perks 
Receiving a promotion to CEO of a drug development company comes with its perks. 
So found out Dr. M. Michelle Berrey when she took over as top executive of Durham- 
based Chimerix (Nasdaq: CMRX) after Ken Moch suddenly resigned. 

Discuss 

Bull City Ciderworks gears up for May opening 
A group of five Durham entrepreneurs is making preparations to brew craft hard 
ciders made from North Carolina apples. 

Durham startup wows Fox Business Network’s ’The Willis 
R__eport’ 
Gerri Willis, host of"The Willis Report" on Fox Business Network, got a surprise 
when Durham’s own Matt Williamson appeared on the show this week. "Matt, I 
expected a 19-year-old with some kind of app, but not you," she said. "You have a 

i = Nati~nai institQt~ for Read Momin- 
i F~d ............................... u. Edition >> 

i= FisherH~Sse 

io Am~d~anR~dC~5~s 

ie Bushmiiisinn 

i= Lumie~e Eqri#x[s t#P execs receive 70% Pay increase in 2013 
~e A~aouse 



iiii.iiiiiiiiSONOSiS~iuinidiiSiyistemsiiiiiiii 

BB&T to build $89M data center in eastern Wake County 

Bav#~ CropScience chartinq #xpansion in RTP 

USDA: North Carolina leadinq food-hub movement 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Travel: 10 hotels that feel like Home Suite Home 
iiii,iiiiiiPhai~mai#6Q~ii~iaiiisiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ............................................................................................................................................... 

iiii’iiiiiiEinitiiiepienieuisiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Read Momin_q Edition >> 

Contact Us 
Contact Us For all inquiries regarding this offer or subscription to the Triangle Business Journal, please email us at: 
~ournals.com 

Cancel Email Subscription 
To unsubscribe from this email - click here 

If you need other assistance, please let us know or contact: 
bizjournals customer service, bizjournals 120 W. Morehead St., Charlotte, North Carolina 28202. 

© 2014 American City Business Journals, Inc. and its licensors. All rights reserved. The material on this site may not be 
reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with the prior written permission of bizjournals. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farel, Paul B <paul farel@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 9:16 AM 

athletics retbrm group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

[thearg] From the N&O 

Old news, but I’ve not seen it explicitly com~nented upon. This N&O piece includes what I find to be a particulMy egregious and insidious exmnple of the influence of 

revenue sports. 

www.newsobserver.comi2014/03/...iunc- athletes- speak- up- about-their.html. 

Emphasis added. 

"qqone of my academic advisers hmze pushed me one way or the other,’ said Ryan Switzer, a sophomore wide receiver on the tbotball team. 

Switzer did say that when he first staxted at UNC-CH, he had plans to major in nursing, but the time demands of his sport meant that was impossible. He showed a 

slide of his schedule, ruth ,aide swaths colored in yellow to indicate football time, frown weightlifling to team meetings to a£temoon practice. 

Such "time demands aren’t for everyone, said Swi~er, an exercise and sports science major." 

You are cuirently subscribed to thearg as: dstro~)unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 62524524.013b0048bfe8f19c85e19d711d338e5d&n T&I thear~&o 34539111 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34539111-62524524.013b0048bfe8fl 9c85el 9d71 ld338e5d~listserv.unc.edu 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle Review <chroniclereview@chronicle.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 9:18 AM 

chroniclereview@chronicle.com 

This Week: The New Academic Celebrity 

THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

Chronicle Review 
Monday, April 14, 2014 

Subscribe to The Chronicle today to get access to premium content and more. 

This Week’s Highlights 

By Christol)her Shea 

Theory thumpers are so 9os. What ’FED and the rest of the "ideas" circuit prize are upbeat wizards of science and social science. 

~, ~kil Saval By ~ 

C. Wright Mills foresaw the plight of today’s politically feeble, emotionally brittle white-collar 

masses. 

Is Philosoph}; Obsolet.e? 
By Rebecca Newberger Golds’rein 

No. It helps make us coherent to ourselves, and that’s a never-ending project. 

Heads Toget.het" [] 
By~,~atthew D. Lieberman 

Online or oft; learning’s more successful when it’s more social. 

Oxford i~ the Fifties [] 
By John Carey 

A literaW critic recalls a daunting realm of elitism and eccentricity. 

Book Re-vie->7: Col<.~r Her C,o~?t~.. Iex [] 
By Matthew Pratt G~terl 

The interwar memoirs of the expat Anita Reynolds reflect her puckish parrying of racial categorization. 

Weekly Book List, .Ap~:i.1 -IS, 2o.I4 [] 

Compiled by _~Tina C. Ayoub 

Descriptions of the latest books, divided by category. 

In Views 

I~:-~ [t)e Courts, an I~.r~t: <.].t~:.c.L Sc.].ut~.).~) to~.{!.}~].<,:_~a[.~.c.]-~ s             l.,,)~:-~.. ,_ Shadow 
By Carlos A. Gonzdlez 

Systems with a history of de j ure segregation should confront the past and take charge of the changes necessary to bring the systems into 

compliance with the Constitution. 



The Lonely Decision 
t3)" Dennis ~l. Barden 

In an executive search, when is the right time to tell your employer you’re a candidate elsewhere? 

From The Conversation, the Review Blog 

Untie t..~e Knot. Bh:@ing College Sports and. Educationa~ V~:dues 
It’s time for universities to take the problem of big-time sports seriously, writes William G. Bowen. 

Embracing t.he Unexplained~ Par~. ::~ 
The religious- studies scholar Jeffrey J. KripN counters critics who have accused him of being both a science- bashing rdigionist and a rdigion- 

bashing materialist. 

Good News R}r Low--Income Students 
A campaign to challenge racial-preference policies at three universities should move higher education toward affirmative a@ion based on class, 

says f~ehard Kahlenberg. 

From Lingua Franca, a Blog About Language and Writing 

.L, angu4~,<, ~: ~.r Lott:ie 
Geoff Pullum explains why the failure of animals to master human languages does not incline him to feel superior to them. (And at the bottom 

of the post: the results of Ben Yagoda’s Language Madness competition.) 

Academic L~mgtmge, Codified 
Paste some te~ into an Academic Word List highlighter, says Rose Jaeobs. You might be surprised by what you find. 

Miss Prism% Mistakes 
The delight in comedy, sa)~ William Germano, is the pleasure in discovering not only the characters’ misprision but our o~. 

The Latest Sbi.le 
Allan Metmlf looks at newly stylish language, according to the Associated Press. 

Recently in the Review 

Do We Know Philip Roth? 
He’s sprinkled doppelgfingers all over his work. But thW amount to an ingenious camouflage. 

AIo~e h~ the Cosmos 
Fine, so Earth is a speck of cosmological dust. But it’s our speck, and we should prioritize accordingly. 

The Upside of Narcissism ~ 

When American social critics adopted the psychoanalytic @neept almost a halgeentury ago, they tbrgot the good part. 

.AltmKi R.e]atio.r~s: a Horror Stcrv ~ 

Dear alma mater, if you’re going to interrupt my dinner and patronize me, at least get my name right 

From the Archives 

From :~999: Murray SpeN:)er on NC&,’\ Tril:)@atk}ns 

Vitae: News, Jobs, and Tools for Your Career 

Your Students Aren’t Just Rating You° They’re Drawing You, Too, 
By Sydni Dunn 



If RateMyProfessors.eom and Microsoft Paint had a loveehild, it would look a lot like this new (and strangely captivating) website. 

By Elizabeth Keenan 

Leave a bad relationship, and your friends will congratulate you on walking away. But tell them you’re leaving academia, and they’ll probably 

pressure you to stay. ~ tere’s how to politely explain yourself. 

Wh.~-,L t:]:-~e ~--Ieck .A.m ]] Suppose;.t Lo Do Wit]:-~ M]y Li.~ke¢tI~~ .Acco,:mL? 
By Jormthan Rees 

I’ve amassed a small posse of connections, but as a professor, I still have no earthly idea how this kind of networking is going to do a thing for 

my career. 

Announcements 

Let Vitae Pay Your Way t<~ a C¢~fere~ce ¢~f You~ Choice 

Don’t let conference costs limit your academic success. Create a FREE account on Vitae, the new online career hub just for higher ed, to be eligible to win one of 

five $1,o oo grants to attend the conference of your choice. ~~ib;~: ~q> for Vitae, and enter to win. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevis~onti@diversib’inc.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 10:06 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sebelius Resigns: What Does This Mean For The Attbrdable Care Act? 

April 14, 2014 

Former Presider~t Jimm~ Carter on Race & 

The 39th President of the 
United States addresses 
equality concerns in front of 
a packed crowd at the 50th 
anniversary celebration of 
the Civil Rights Act in 
Austin, Texas. 

FDNY Dk-~cdmina~en Lawsuit Settled 

The AffordaNe Care Act? 

A~er a rocky 5 years of 
leading Obamacare, Health ....... 
and Human Sewices 
Secreta~ Kathleen 
Sebelius resigns. What 
does this mean for 
healthcare reform? 

’U~ffordabb’ Obam~ca~e Pk~r~ Ce~d Save Wem~r~ More 

Pioneering Philadelphia advocate and founder of the 
NABJ dies a~er an ongoing battle with congestive hea~ 
failure. 

Where &re A~ the B~ack ar~d Lat~no Doctors? 

Blacks are now 14 percent of the U.S. population and 4 
percent of physicians’ Latinos are 16 percent of the 
population and 5 percent of physicians. What can 
hospitals do to create a pipeline of physicians from 
these groups and to effectively recruit and retain them? 



Hear how one leading heaithcare organization is 
proactively addressing the gap. 

A step-by-step guide for what to do, based on 
Diversityinc’s four years of extensive global diversity 
research. Our most recent research survey covered 46 
countries and had 203 corporate submissions. We are 
starting a new survey, with more in-depth best practices 

~lobally, and welcome sponsors. 

Was this forwarded to you from a friend? 

Click here to receive the DiversitFInc newsletter, 

Our subscriber-only area 
includes hundreds of a~icles, 
as weft as a library of best 
practices web seminars, case 
studies~sta~-ups to 
advanced~including staffing 
and budgets, and our turnkey 
Meedng in a Box, which can 
be distributed to your 
workforce da corporate 
intranet. 

1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <~MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Monday, April 14, 2014 10:13 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Big Data and Revenue State of SEO in 2014 ] A Flood of Business Info i E-Commerce Opportunity 

ii.~ orange bar ] 

i.~ In This Issue 

Apt 14, 2014 
".’Oi "i::!, N,S ;’1 

That 

Data: The Secret to Revenue Creation 
[kffographic] 

.......... 

~PRO Seminar: Five Tips for Creating Email 
............. Subject Lines That Increase Conversions I 

We’ll discuss Iiw ~ct~c~ ~ps ~h~t w~ r~vok~tbn~z~ how yoa wd~e em~ ..... 
[~ ~:~:cebook ~ 

li~i Quick Takej 

Day’s Worth of Business 
h~formation in the Age of Big Data 
[Infographic] 

E"~!"Sn k~i;’ .!’i~;h 



~ The Huge Oppod:unity E,-Commerce Marketers 

Are Overlooking 
.:~,qmqa, t%’M ....... 

Apt 15 

Apr 17 

Apt 22 

Apr 24 

Jun 12 

Oct 94 0 

!-j:!~.i~.i~5~.l~]j.;!g.;:---- r i,;q Tiix~ for Cret:tii’:£~ Emr:il S:.~b.::ect L{ne~ tbr:t ~r~c;7"r:se Corr~er%~ons 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:27 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Smdem Summary Meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 

I would like to set up a meeting time to conduct the student summary meeting for my field experience. My availability for the next two weeks will be 

Monday/Wednesday 11:00am-12:OOpm. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ie~: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:53 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Student Smnmary Meeting 

Hey Dr. Strolnan, 

l’m writing to schedule my s~dent summary meeting. The best times for me to meet are Mondays m~d Wednesdays from 11:00-12:45pm. 

Also, I was looking at the assig~maents tab for the class on Saka~, and thele’s a submission page for the biog. Are we supposed to submit something for the blog? If so, 

what exactly should we submir? 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration 
Minor in Public Relations 
Certificate in Sporbs Communication 

~live.unc.edu I 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info~yourblackworld.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 12:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sick bx~y was dyiug in school, teachers ignored him 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 

Network 

malfunction 

Reported By Liku Zelteke Ever the gentleman, President Barack Obama, made sure that his wife, 

/4ichette, didn’t reveat more than was necessary when he lent her a hand just as her skirt was 

suddenly whisked up by a strong breeze - not once, but twice. The presidentiat coupte was in Texas 

on Thursday to attend [...] 

Producers he~gzt:~ush sexx tape of M~m’i Faust 

When a show is hungry for ratings, there is atmost nothing they won’t do. Mimi Faust from the VH1 

reatity TV show, "Love & Hip-Hop" has an adult tape out with her boyfriend on the show, Nikko 

Smith. The two made the tape to promote themselves Kim Kardashian styte, pushing the tape with a 

company [...] 

April 14, 2014!~o CommentRead 

"Th~i~y_j.ust told him to s-it dowr-~ and do 
work 

Reported By Liku Zetteke At what point shoutd a teacher listen to, and realize that. a student is not 

feigning ittness to get out of doing crass work? Without professionat training woutd a teacher be 

able to tog if a chitd is ig? Wett, Tyesha Ford, mother of 9-year-old boy Brake Ford, certainly thinks 

so. [.4 

W~3~y.. ~4~[~ions of Doctors Now abso~utel:x.. 



By the end of this year, it’s estimated that 300 physicians wig commit suicide. While depression 

amongst physicians is not new-a few years back, it was named the second most suicidal 

occupation-the level of sheer unhappiness amongst physicians is on the rise. Simply put, being a 

doctor has become a miserable and humiliating undertaking. Indeed, [...] 

When She’s Not Pl~g Tennis 

Serena WiKiams graces the cover of Fitness Magazine and talks about not being seen as someone 

who "plays nice," on and off the court. NY Daily News gets the scoop on her interview and has the 

images of her sporting a red bikini on the beach. WiKiams, recognized for being a world famous 

athlete and [...] 

Against 

Against Black Women? 

Black women have historicatty faced abusive scrutiny in regards to their appearance. In the U.S. 

Army, where they serve their country, the scrutiny continues. The Army released a new grooming 

regutation that put a ban on certain hairstyles. These banned hairstyles most certainty target the 

majority of Btack women and women of color. The proposed [...] 

April 14, 2014Ne ¢ommen[Read 

Reported By Liku Zelleke In a case that can only be classified as child abuse, a Vine user has posted 

a video that shows a toddter smoking marijuana. Although the video has since been deleted, the 

furor that it has raised isn’t about to die down any time soon. The short video that was uptoaded 

[...] 

Popular Posts on TheMedicalBIog. net 

abo~£ hi rr.. 

}~:~iected t:imsel.f with 

drow~e8 ~ 



A Hall Of Famer ................................................................. 

By Andrew Scot BoLsinger Georgetown Legend ALonzo Mourning and four others were elected to the 

National Basketbag Association’s halt of fame. Mourning, who won his only championship with... 

April 14, 2014 / / ~ead Mo~e 

Athletes 

By Dr. SincLair Grey III Shaun Harper, executive director of the Center for the Study of Race and 

Equity in Education at the University of PennsyLvania’s Graduate SchooL. 

April 14, 2014 / / Pe~d Mc:.H 

Worst Whee~ of Fortune Contestant Ever 

JuLLan BaLLs, the Indiana University student who’s been the butt of jokes for his epic faLL on Wheel 

of Fortune, totd Good Morning America that he has no... 

April 14, 2014 / / Read ,~ore 

Reported By Liku ZeLLeke A 5-month-oLd baby wilt grow up never knowing her parents. She was found 

crying and tying between the dead bodies of her parents. The baby’s parents, identified as Jose 

Migue[ Sa[inas and his girlfriend Me[issa Ann Guerra - both 23 years old - had been shot. According 

to Houston PoLice Department’s [...] 

April 14, 2014No C,xnrr!entPe ~d 

Woman Received $200 T~:/:~. At Ihop_~, Then 
Got Pil°ed 

By Andrew Scot Botsinger Joy over a $200 tip quickly turned to misfortune for a Virginia-based 

International House of Pancakes employee. Chanetrice Carter was caked into a dosed-door 

meeting with her IHOP manager a week after she received the Large tip, WWBT reported. "He 

said, ’That’s his handwriting. That’s his signature. But he only meant [...] 

i ii~ ii Hero W~:,~;!i!lg S;.ip ......... H.sodie :i ...... ’:%~; by P ram B u m i~9 [:’.u iL!i!lgi 

Hero Weadn~perman Hoodie Saves Baby__. 

When someone Left candles unattended in an apartment where the eLectridty had been turned off, 

a four alarm fire erupted. As residents scurried to save themselves and their... 

Your Sexual Peak and What To Do With ~t 

By: Krystte Crossman Women tend to have their s*xuat peak in their early to mLd-30s. This Ls not an 

exact science as research slit[ has yet to show conclusive results... 

April 14, 20141 :amman[Read 

actions and 
an infection to go with it 

received 1000 bytt-iRiections and 8R infectioR to go vvith it i 



When it comes to bptt injection surgery, just don’t do it. This woman’s story is going to scare you 

into remembering the getting these kinds of procedures done on... 

April 13, 20142 ~c~n:ments£ead ~;bre 

In this video, lyan[a gives the kind of truth that we air need to hear. Check her out in Oprah’s 

Lifedass and ask yourself: Are you always honest about who... 

boyce w~=tkh°:s J 23f queens w~=y J ¢~qmill{~s, n’¢ 13031 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Monday,             12:45 PM 

McFarland, Karen <Karen McFarland@kenan-tl@er.unc.edtt~- 

S~troman, Deb~rah L <dstro@unc.edu~- 

Comped registrations 

Co~nped Registrations.xlsx 

Hi Karen, 
Attached is a list of the students on the Basketbal~ Analytics Summit p~anning committee, as well as 4 reserved spots per our trade agreement with 99.9 the Fan, 

and one spot for our speaker from Experience. 
Any chance you might be able to send the full registration export sometime this week once these are added? 

Thanks] 

MBA Candidate, Class of    ¯ Kenan In..s~ti.t..u~t~ Fellow ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(cell) ¯ z             @kenan-fla ler.unc edu ,www.linkedin~cornlinl 
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T U 
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Are you: ~How did you hear about the Summit? 

Student member of planning committee 

Student member of planning committee 

Student member of planning committee 

Student member of planning committee 

Student member of planning committee 

Student member of planning committee 

Student member of planning committee 

Student member of planning committee 

10 Student member of planning committee 

11 Student member of planning committee 

12 Student member of planning committee 

13 Student member of planning committee 

14 Student member of planning committee 

15 Student member of planning committee 

16 Student member of planning committee 

17 Student member of planning committee 

18 Student member of planning committee 

19 Student member of planning committee 

20 Student member of planning committee 

21 Nonstudent Trade agreement 

22 Nonstudent Trade agreement 

23 Nonstudent Trade agreement 

24 Nonstudent Trade agreement 

25 Nonstudent SPEAKER 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aaron Lopez <ALopez@PepsiCenter.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 12:56 PM 

5troman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Visit - George Karl 

Dr. Stroman: 

Afraid I have some bad news. Due to his personal travel schedule and the charity event he has on May 3, Coach Karl is not going to be able to attend the Analytics Summit. He 

sends his sincere apologies and hopes to participate in the future. 

I also apologize for not checking with him sooner to make sure his calendar was still free and clear. 

Thanks for your understanding. 

Aaron 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@t, nc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, April 10, 2014 1:53 PM 

To: Aaron Lopez <alopez@pepsicenter.com> 

Subject: RE: UNC Visit- George Karl 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En,q~qe, Explore. Empower, 

9~ 9.843.0336 

From: Aaron Lopez [E)_a__[!_t__o_2_A___L__o__p___e__z__,r@__P__e_#siCenter.com] 
Sent= Thursday, April :!.0, 2014 2:09 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: UNC Visit - George Karl 
Dr. Stroman: 
I’m still working with Coach Karl to see if he can attend the summit. The charity event that he has scheduled for May 3 involves an organization that helped him and his family 

immensely during his recovery from cancer in 2010. I will let you know as soon as possible if we can find an itinerary that works for everyone. 

Thanks for your patience and understanding. 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, April 8, 2014 6:21 PM 

To: Aaron Lopez <alopez@pepsicenter.com>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: UNC Visit- George Karl 

Hi Aaron. Thanks for your note. We had him scheduled for Saturday, May 3rd but we will certainly make the adjustment. I know he recently was in a panel format with Dean 

Oliver. We can do the same for the Summit, if Coach likes that idea. Otherwise, he can speak on his own. Let me know. 

Here’s the official speaker note: 

Hi Coach Kari, Thank you for your participation in this inaugurai event. We are excited that you will join us, 

Piease book your travel and we wili reimburse you. Send me a copy of your e-ticket. Try to arrive on Friday, May 2 before 4:00 ,o,ml (Note: If you are a 

golfer, we have tee times availabie in d~e morning,} We wiil pick you up from d~e airport, RDU, Use the host ho~el for your Friday and Saturday stay, 

(http:iikisport.unc.edu/index.php/host-hoteli) The conferertce wiil end Saturday evening, 

Your session is Friday evening. Based on what is trending this playo[f season, feel free to share your thoughts. 

Suggested gotmat: 

Brief introduction on how you got to where you are today 

What do you do?;) 

Trends and Insights 

Q&A 



Let me know yo~r technology needs. We do have wireiess internet, big screen capabiiity, laptop comp~ter, etc. 

Each speaker wili aiso receive one compiimentary registration. Please send the person’s name, mobile number, and email address to kisport.unc.edu 

before ApriJ ~8. [f your company has more d~an four registrations, we w~Jl offer a dfscoun~ to the gro~p of 599 per person. 

Tha nks again~ 

Dr. Stroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

From: "ALopez@ PepsiCen Ler.com" <ALopez@ PepsiCenter.com> 

Date: Tuesday, April 8, 2014 at 12:11 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_.s_t__r_o._~_u_._n_.q_:..e_d__u.> 

Subject: UNC Visit- George Karl 

Dr. Stroman: 

Touching base to see if you still have Coach Karl scheduled to take part in your analytics summit? Coach also has a charity event in Denver on May 3. He would still like to take part 

in the summit on May 2 and then fly out that evening, if possible. 

Please let me know if that will work. 

Aaron 

removed by 

sender. KSE 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

~kenan- flagler.unc .edu;, 

Monday, 1:01 PM 

philip@maymin.com; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

B~ketball Ana~5~cs Summit involvement 

Hi Philip, 

Thanks for reaching out about the Basketball Analytics Summit! Sorry the email address didn’t work, but I wanted to connect you with our Senior Faculty Advisor 

Dr. Deborah Stroman, who has been spearheading this Basketball Analytics Summit. I forwarded your previous note to Dr. Stroman as well, although I didn’t see 

the PDF attachment that you mentioned on the Linkedln message. 

We’re pretty excited about this summit -glad I could connect you two] 

I see you are a professor at NYU - I hope you’ve been able to enjoy this weather. Fve been in NYC since Saturday and I’m glad I could come visit when the winter 

weather was finally gone! 

Best, 

[ :i’~’i: cid:image001.ipg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~: 

RE: UNC Visit - George Karl 

~kena~- flagler.unc.edu-~ 

gummer, But Dean Oliver, Ken Pomeroy, and Robbie Allen are huge draws for national and local guests respectively. We should iust craft a note to registered 

attendees carefully with a number of updates (th~s one, but other positive one~ too ~ike the reception det~i~s once we confirm those) and then ~ke you s~id, keep 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, :12:59 PM 

To: 

Subject: FW: UNC Visit- George Karl 

Debora~ L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Et~gaae. Explore, Empower. 

~ emaiISignature 

9~ 9,843.0336 

care 

From: Aaron Lopez [.__m___a_!!_t__o_2_A___L___o_p___e__z__~__P__e_.£siCenter.com] 
Sent-" Monday, April :[4, 20:[4 :[2:56 PM 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: UNC Visit - George Karl 
Dr. Stroman: 

Afraid I have some bad news. Due to his personal travel schedule and the charity event he has on May 3, Coach Karl is not ~oin~ to be able to attend the Analytics Summit. 

He sends his sincere apologies and hopes to participate in the future. 

I also apologize for not checkin~ with him sooner to make sure his calendar was still free and clear. 

Thanks for your understanding. 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, April :10, 20:14:1:53 PM 

To: Aaron Lopez <_a_Lo_~__e__z__@p___e_p___s_!__c__e___n___t__e__r__.__c__o____m__.> 

Subject: RE: UNC Visit - George Karl 

’Fi~a~k you :%r,::,~. H~ i~ a bi~, ~:,~tt o£ ~:,~ ~r r~ ~tk~i~... ~my~:i~ir% you can do ;s ~I~p.~:~ ,::i~t,~’d. I ,::}~am ,.-I wil:}~ him bri,~’~li,, 

Debora]~ L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Er~a,qe. Explore. Empower. 

9~ 9,843.0336 



From: Aaron Lopez [__m___a_!Lt__o_;__A___L___qp___e__z__~__P__e~_s_j__C___e_L~_t__e_._~_L&_9_~] 

Sent: Thursday, April 10, 20:~4. 2:09 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: UNC Visit - George Karl 
Dr. Stroman: 
I’m still working with Coach Karl to see if he can attend the summit. The charity event that he has scheduled for May 3 involves an organization that helped him and his 

family immensely during his recovery from cancer in 2010. I will let you know as soon as possible if we can find an itinerary that works for everyone. 

Thanks for your patience and understanding. 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, April 8, 2014 6:21 PM 

To: Aaron Lopez <alopez@pepsicenter.com>, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: UNC Visit- George Karl 

Hi Aaron. Thanks for your note. We had him scheduled for Saturday, May 3rd but we will certainly make the adjustment. I know he recently was in a panel format with 

Dean Oliver. We can do the same for the Summit, if Coach likes that idea. Otherwise, he can speak on his own. Let me know. 

Here’s the official speaker note: 

Hi Coach Karl. Ti~ank you for your participation in this ir~au~urai event. We are excited ti~at you wiil join 

Piease book your travei and we wili reimburse you. Send me a copy of your eoticket. Try to arrive on Friday, May 2 before 4:00 p.m. (Note: If you are 

a goifer, we have tee times avaiiable in the morning.) We wi]i pick you up fl"om the airport, RDU, Use the host hotel for your Friday and Saturday 

stay. (http:iikisport.unc.edu!index.php/host-hoteli)The conference wiil end Saturday evening, 

Your session is Frfday evening. Based on what is ttendin~ tMs playoff season, feel free to share your thoughts. 

Suggested format: 

Brief introduction on how you got to where you are today 

What do you do?;) 

Trends and Insights 

Q&A 

Let me know your technoio~y needs, We do have wireless i~temet, big screen capability, laptop computer, etc, 

~ach speaker wili aiso receive one compiimentary registration. Please send tt~e person’s name, mobile number, and emaii address to 

kisport.unc.edu before April :l.B. If your company has mote thaq four registrations, we will offer a discount to the group of S99 per person~ 

Thanks again[[ 

Dr. Stroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world," ~ Anne Frank 

Date: Tuesday, April 8, 2014 at 12:11 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC Visit- George Karl 

Dr. Stroman: 
Touching base to see if you still have Coach Karl scheduled to take part in your analytics summit? Coach also has a charity event in Denver on May 3. He would still like to 

take part in the summit on May 2 and then fly out that evening, if possible. 

Please let me know if that will work. 

Aaron 

removed by 

sender. KSE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, April 14, 2014 1:36 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@anc.edu> 

Coaches in Trouble ] Facility Madness Final ] Notre Dame’s Turf Conversion 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Arbitrator: Reinslate Mankato Coach Cleared in Pore Case 

Milmesota State University, Mankato was wrong to dump tbotball coach Todd 

Holther al?ter a judge dismis~d child pornography charges against... 

?rep Footlmll Coach Resians in Wake ofHazina Incident 

The incident in question involved the coach requiring a junior on the team to do 

punishment drills involving a heavy, chain ~ld fiee weights. The ... 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
After two weeks and more than 100,000 votes, our search for college basketball’s 

finest arena is down to just two. Not surprisingly, the newest arena ... 

Steubenvtlle Coach Punished for Silence in Rape Case 
A Steubenville High School wrestling coach will perfo~In com~nunity service and 

attend training on the problem of sexaa] violence as part of a plea ... 

Number of Anti-Union t la’~ers Growing at Norfliweslem 
Getting a preliminal7 count on the unionization vote by Northwestelll players slated 



for April 25 would make even the countr)"s best pollsters dizzy .... 

Looking Back to 1989: Fnmre Games 

A March court ruling granting football players at Northwestern University the right 

to unionize has left everyone speculating about the future of the ... 

Notre Dame Stadmm to Be Converted to Synthetic Turf 
Athletic director Jack Swarbfick tried to come up with a solntion to keep a gross 

playing snfface at Notre Dame Stadium. He said there wasn’t ,,. 

On-Campus Stadiums Seen as Key to Football Snccess 

Car), Fowler made a lateral career move from Midwestern State to Taxleton State 

in 2008 in part because his new team played its home Ibotball ... 

Inside the ’Fastest-GrowinA YMCA in the Countrv~ 

With ,nore than 20,500 members, the Havedbrd Area YMCA has become so 

popular that as cars pnll into the expressive parking lot, attendm~ts ... 

Milwaukee County Board Endorses Arena Referendum 
Voters would get a chance to weigh in on whether tax dollaxs should be used for a 

new downtown sports arena, under a referendnm proIx~sal ... 

Coors Field’s $10M, 38,000-Square-Foot ’Rooftop’ Popnlar 
The concept of a hip "party destination" inside a ballpaa~k is one that more clubs are 

considering, catering to the cra£t beeritbod zeitgeist and younger ... 

Ohio State’s $6.3M Indoor Golf Practice Facility a flit 
For much of three decades, Ohio State wirming a Big ’Fen golf championship each 

spring was only slightly less certafin than death and taxes ... 

OSU Lowers Prices Day Before Sprinp, Gatne~ 60K Attend 
Snre, there was a footba]l game, but 6-year-old Mekhia Lampkins was there to 

see Brutus Bnckeye. She was one of many little Buckeye fans ... 

Security Will Be Tight as Boffton Braces for Marathon 

The 118th Boston Maxathon will be a mixture of triumphs aa~d teaxs, beginning with 

a tribnte event Tuesday honoring those inj ured in last yeais ... 

Go Inside AB’s Facility of the Week: 

iNi Facility of the Week 
Bill R. Foster and Family Recreation 
Center ----- Missouri State University 
The Bill R. Foster and Family Recreation 
Center creates a campus connection that 
previously did not exist and activates 
pathways that were once mere ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 



Opinion: AD’s Resignation Words Should Ring Loudly 
The words of this high school athletic director were haxsh and damning. They 

carried the pain of a native son who had returned to his hometown to succeed, not 

to t~Jl. 

New Reader Comments: 

Facilit~2 Madness 2014: Semifinals 

Ed, I understand. I was replying to Jeremiah’s comment that it was rigged. The 

polls just automatically closed lasnt night at midnight so any attempts ... 

Facilit,/Madness 2014: Semifinals 

I didn’t imply it was rigged, quite the contrary - it appeared both sides were having 

trouble voting, which I hope can be resolved in the final round .... 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 

Jeremiah and Ed, the voting is cer6anly not "rigged." As the aNcle states, voting in 

this round closed at 11:59 pm last night. The championship round ... 

Facilit~ Madness 2014: Semifinals 
Hinkle voters can’t get in either~ seems to be a problem this round .... 

Judge Takes Issue with NCA~AJs $60M Penalty Againsl PSU 
I would think that the scandal itself was enongh of an embarrassment for Penn 

State and their "fans." However, it would seem that eveuone in ... 

Opinion: AD’s Resignation Words Should Ring Loudly 
A sad stoW to be sure. And we will all be surprised when these kids, who have 

never learned personal responsibili~ or accountabili~, can’t ... 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 
whv would you rig a contesl like this~ you conld have had a lot more fans like your 

page but you would not let Arkansas fans vote’, smh 

Facilit5~ Madness 2014: Semifinals 

Rotnei Clarke left Arkansas for a reason! 

Facility Madness 2014: Semifinals 

$750K in 1928 is equivalent to almost $6.5M in 1993. Not the same, but at least 

significantly closer. That was also money spent only on a place to ... 

Facilirv Madness 2014: Semifinals 

Neal, betbre you comment on anyone’s intelligence, you might make snre you can 

back your statements up with fact. Fact is, more than half of ... 

[ii.~ F .... rd to a friend ] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Monday, 1:59 PM 

Inst Afiican Amer Research liar Facul~, <iaar- fac@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

~unc.edu> 

IAAR Re~ninder: Caldwell &     T~Jk 

Please review the information below- and flyer attached regarding The Institute of Africa~ Americma Research’s upcoming event: 

"Middle Socioeconomic Status Black Women and Healthcare Provider 

Communication about HIV Testing: The Importance of Self-Advocacy" 

Kia Caldwell, Ph.D., 

Associate Professor of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

& 

Doctoral Student, UNC Gillmgs School of Public Health 

Abstract 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 
12:30-2 PM 

Incubator, Hyde Hall 

In 2010 the Committee on HIV Screening and Access to Care and the Institute of Medicine recommended that healthcare providers increase efforts to improve access to 
HIV testing for their patients. Despite these recommendations, a significant number of testing opportunities are missed, particulaxly for black Americans. For black women, 
the issue of testing is pa(ticularly critical given the racial disparities in rates of HIV int~ction among women. According to the National Center Ibr HIV/AIDS, black 
women accounted for 64% of HIV cases among women nationwide. This talk explores the impact of patient a~d health provider communication on the HIV testing 
behaviors of middle socioeconomic status (SES) Black wotnen in North Carolina. By tbcusing on the experiences of middle SES black women, the analysis seeks to 
expand the scope of existing HIV prevention resem’ch to address socioeconomic divemity within the black community. ~lhe analysis is based on qualitative individual 
inte~wiews that were conducted with fifteen *niddle SES black wo~nen. Our findings point to the importa~ce of patient self-advocacy and missed oppo(tunities for 
providers to address ttIV stigma, con’ect patients’ misperceptions about ttIV, m~d assist them in improving their eflbrts to remain healthy. Considering the alm~ming trends 
in sexually transmitted int}ctions and HIV incidence this talk highlishts the importance ofhealthcare provideL~ engaging their patients in routine talks about sexual health 
and sexual risk reduction. The analysis also highlights the importance of including SES as a vaziable in data collection and reseaxch in order to better understmad how class, 
race, mad gender affect sexual health mad the provision of prevention and care to diverse populations. 

You are cuirently subscribed to ia~:r- fac as: @tj29_@..u__r!_c_:._e_.d___t!. 

T o unsubscri be click here: _[!t_y?_i ,_/_/_’ !_i_ ~_t_~:__u__~Lc_2 _e__~_t___u_i’__t_~~ ~ i~t____6___8_ _1___4__ ~__6_ ~ __5_:j_a_N__ _)__b_~} 2 _l__0=3___7_ __4_ __0_ _7__{ _)_9_ __7__4__ ~__c_t~ _t_ _2__ .at__ 0__4___5_ 2 _d_4___c_ __8_ _b__ __&__ __n_ ___i !i__&__ !___i :~Lr:_l_ ]~_c___&_’__ _o__ ____3__ _4__ _5___4__ _1__5___7 _3__ 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34541573-68146635.abOb691d374070c745d3f24dd59d4c8b(?~listse~a~.unc~edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Docstec <messages@docstoc.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 2:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu~ 

The Pros and Cons of Internships 

Quicken 

Docstoc 

Are Internships Really Worth It? 

The Pros and Cons of internships Internships have become a rite of passage 

for college students looking to start their 

careers, and they’re also a £~reat way for 

businesses to get inexpensive labor and 

recruit future full-timers~ 

But with the number of potential pitfalls for 

beth the students and the employers, do 

internships really pay off? Click through to 

get the answer: 

Just under half of all U.S. internships 

are unpaid 

Interns are 70% more likely to land a 

full-time gig out of college than non- 

interns 

Check out the previous articles: 

The Secret to 

Finishing 

What You’ve 
Sta ¢ced 

The Benefits 

of Boredom 

and 

Procrastinatio 

n 

The Biggest 

April Fools’ 

Pranks 

Cognitive 
Biases That 
Affect You r 
Work 

The Secr,’~t fo Hew,, .~oi{÷dem The÷ Best April 5 Ce~i~:itiv{÷ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Clips MotherShip <nick~collegeathleticsclips.com@mail61 .wdc01 .mcdlv.net~ 

Monday, April 14, 2014 2:42 PM 

Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edn> 

Clips Monday Update: 4-14-14 

C-;reetings flom the Clips MandayShip Hape you are well. 

I apologize for being late with what is usually the Sunday-atomidnight Clips Update. [Sorry 

Diana, Ue, n~ A~dre, Mi~es~ Vanes~a ~t~d Pat~icA; ! know you fofk~;~a~d a bunch o~ we~t 

coastet~s.....consLstent!y crick open [~e C#)s Uf~dates on Sunday t~@~ts] However, I had a 

rare back-to-back of Clips eyewitness weekend acfivNes and those got ~ the way of the 

m~dn~ght deadline, 

But here’s a tip for you all. Mast of the postings fisted on the emailed Sunday night 

update have already been posted b!?:!.9£f.:t the update email is aggfome~ated, So you do 

not have to wait for the update email, just cNck onto the site whenever you want to see 

what’s new. 

One of the activities was a superb Raast ;and Toast for retiring Princeten AD Gal5~ 

Waiters, t[ was a very impressive gathering ol guests and twill be wdting up an 

eyewitness reper~ in a day or two. 

The second activity was the dual championship parade in Haltford for the UCenn 

women’s and men’s basketbalf teams, There’s a write-up of the UConn parade on the 

Clips site. 

That’s alf for now, except for a reminder that we are still Jn the mktst of converting to a 

new CeHege Athletics Clips, ]he website itself should be okay Irom yeur end= but we are 

fine-tuning the back-end of the website, plus bulk emaiNng, targeted emailing, subscriber 

database and subscription management capabiNties. 

A couple other reminders: 

First, we are stilf allowin~ access to the Cfips website without a password. Please 

tell your Iriends and colleagues ~hat the nex~ ~ew weeks wH~ be a~ easy way to 

sample CNps. 

Second, during this upgrade our subscription renewa~ capabilities are not quRe up 

to snuff. Anyone who reaches theh subscription date %sN~out submitting theft 

renewal payment) win continue to receive CNps eFlashes and have access to the 

CNps websi[e unti~ we can sort things out. 

Have a goad Monday. Have a gaod week. 

Nk:k lnfante 

Clips Editol 

908.879 9978 



~i::~ ~ Everybody Loves a Parade Clips Eyewitness Report The Clips 
~i~:~ Editor braved the teerning rnasses of jubilant UConn fans who converged to pay homage to 

~ their dual basketball champions. ~:~ ........................... ~-~. ~,~.:~ .?~:,~,,.,.~ ~, :~.~ .~ .... 

~ W~at NCAA talking points look like about pay-for--play and 
unions People have to knowwhat to say. And people in the same organization should be saying the 
s a m e t h i n g s =e ~.:~. ~-~.~ ~: :i.i 

~ The "Daily Show" mocks NCAA amateurism "Daily ShoW’ host Jon 
Stewart teed off last week on the NCAA’s opposition to unions. As always, hilariously 

delivered by Mr. Stewart (videos) ~!::,,:~:~:.~i~ 

~ College athletics work for the many, not the few Herds a refreshingly 
pragmatic take on revenue and non-revenue sports, and the greater good. i!:y 

~ LSU athletics generate $397 million local irnpact consulting company 
analyzes the impact on the four-parish Baton Rouge area in 2012. 

~ Rule makers planning to make NCAA men’s basketball even more 
fan--friendly Among consideration are reducing timeouts, widening the lane, no scoring on a 

charge, a 30 (or 24) second shot clock, etc.’~’=:~<.,.~:~:.,.,:; ~,, ~.= 

~ NLRB Ruling on Nolthwestem Athletes: A Teaching Moment Clips 
Guest Commenta~y This commentary is an extension of the author’s remarks prompted by news of 

the National Labor Relations Board ruling on Northwestern athletes that came just after posting of his 

CLIPS Guest Commentary, "Revisiting ’A Nation Stillat Risk’."~:..~::.-..-.: : ::.~, /::~ ~:.,i.:.~,,-.-....-: 

~ ~ Universi~ of Maryland Announces Plan to Celebrate 
Move to Big Ten Conference A campus-wide integration adopts a ’THINK B1G’ 

-- theme. :: .:~:-,:#:~ .:: :<;1<..~:.~.:.: 

~ Time for 8 Sports Degree We teach our students the profession of sports 
performance, however, we deny them the structure and benefit of a focused curriculum and degree. 

~ Beware big-boy college commissioners asking the NFL and 
NBA to change their way Big 12 Commissioner Bob Bowlsby basically suggested 

the NFL and NBA stop using the NCAA as their minor leagues. ,:~:~:;:~....:.~=:?.s-~ 

~ Choose your demise - drowning or nuclear weapon Clips 
Guest Commentary NCAA governance changes inevitably lead to the same place. 

~ UConn’s APR VVarning Was Different Than Most Clips Guest 
Oon"~menta~y Our guest author, while refraining from letting UConn off the hook, points out that their 

postseason ban was different from previous bans in that the NCAA’s rules change mucked things up. 

~ Here it is, what you’ve been waiting for .... ClipsGraphics The 
revised, reworked, retooled Version #25 of the Clips Conference Realignment Graphic, now available 

in high res exactitude to Clips subscribers in good standing No charge. :::’~.~.: :i ~-=~: !-. .:T >~,:,.~ ,~ :!i= 

~I Amid NationalZTitle Celebration, Academic Questions Tak:e (}enter 
Stage The UConn men’s basketball team came back from a one-year postseason penalty for a low 

Tourney scoring upl pace down we knew it, and Ken Pomeroy confirmed it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dina Mills --~dina@launc hchapelhill.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 3:41 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Re: EXSS 328 - Pitch Judge 

Hi Debby: 

Must have missed this when it came in. I was away on a much needed vacation. Unfortunately I have a previons engagement at that time on the 22nd. I will reaJly miss 

it as I love hearing about the groat ideas the students are working on. 

Lunch, ,sometime?? 

Dina 

On Mon, Apr 14, 2014 at 3:11 PM, Strolnan, Deborah L < d stro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. £~plore. Empower. 

~N~ emailSignature 

919.843.0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent= Monday, March 31, 2014 8:45 PM 

To= dina@launchchapelhill.com 

Subject: EXSS 328 - Pitch Judge 

Hi Dina. I hope you are doing well. The EXSS 328 Sport Entrepreneurship student pitches will be held on Tuesday, April 22nd. Please let me know if you can join us as a judge. 

12:30 - 1:45. Woollen 302 

Thanks for your consideration. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 



EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 

Dina Mills 

Program Manager 

Launch Chapel Hill 

~,~-.launchchapelhill.com 



From: EXSS 

Sent: Monday, 

To: EXSS 

Subject: [ EXSS 

<no-reply@sakai.unc.edu> 

3:58 PM 

vno- reply@ saJ~ai .unc .edtr-~ 

- Announcement ] EXSS - Reminders 

An m~nouncement has been added in the "EXSS 

39abead9f6ca) 

’ site at Sakai @ UNC- Chapel Hill ( https://sakai.unc.edu/porta]!site/57e2112a-2612-4f96- 8621- 

Subject: EXSS - Reminders 

Group: Site 

Message: 

Hi Heels. Congraks on your excellence and commitment to success. 

The blogs have been super! Last chance: Remember, the ff~llowing frotn the syllabus: You must huge at least three envies that reflect your thoughts to a particular 
idea, concept, question or eommentaW from the Thaler and Koval textbook. Please take the time to review your blogs and make sure you have completed ~is 
requirement. 

I have aM gnu p sheet o n my do o rfo e the S u m m a ry Meetings Plea s e we ire yo u e ham e and m obil e n u m bet on the b e st a p p o in tin e nl tim e 
slot fo~ you, They be~n Monday. 

Please make sure you am securing your finM evaluations before the end of the semesMr. 

Don’t foI~get our final mandatmy class meeting too~ Tuesday, 9:00 a.m. Woollen 3Ol 

Dr. S~’oman 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sakad @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:/isakai.unc.edu/portal) from the EXSSI 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 

site. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu> 

Monday,. 4:01 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: [ EXSS - Announcement ] EXSS - Reminders 

Dr. Stroman, 

When is the mandatory meeting? 

Best, 

has already passed. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 3:57 PM, "EXSS <no-reply~sakai.unc.edu> wrote: 

An announcement has been added in the "EXSS site at Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal/site/57e2112a-2612- 

4f96- 8621- 39abead9f6ca) 

Subject: EXSS - Reminders 

Group: Site 

Message: 

Hi Heels. Congra~s on your excellence and commitment to success. 

The blogs have been super! Last chance: Remember, the following from the syllabus: You must h~ve at least three entries that reflect yore" thoughts to 
a partieular idea, concept, question or eommentaly from the Thaler and Koval textbook. Please take the time to review your blogs and make sure 
you have completed this requirem ent. 

Ih ave a sign up sheet on m ydoo e foe the Sum rnary Meet i ngsi P lea s e we ire you r nalne an d m o bil e n u mbee on th e best 
appointment time Mot fo~ you. The~ be#n Mondayi 

Please make sure you ale securing your final evaluations before the end of tile semester. 

Don’t fol’ge~ our final mandatoly class meeting too! Tuesday, 9:00 a.m. Woollen 3ol 

Dr. S[roman 

This automatic notification message was sent by Saka~ @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/po(tal) from the EXSS 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 

site. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Pleasants, Robert <bpleas@emafil.unc.edu:, 

Monday, April 14, 2014 5:11 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fwd: One Pager 

Hi Deb, 

Thanks ,so much for the great talk this morning. I value your input and insight. 

I wanted to follow up re: Blue Cross. Do you know any of the folks below? 

Thanks! 

-bob 

Begin forwarded Inessage: 

From: Keeva Kase <keevakase~bullcitv.fo~-~vard.o~g> 
Date: April 14, 2014 at 4:32:55 PM EDT 
To: Bob Pleasants < ~gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: One Pager 

ha. you were on my brains, jufft sent you an email about something else... 

oh, you never go in with an ask, first, you go in seeking alignment, we will work over the summer on it. and it mW not be redwoods, could be a shoe 
company - who knows, we’ll get it. 

our BCBS people are: Cl~is Peronto, Alan Hilyer~ Maumen OConnor, Preethi White, Katie Eyes, Tom Carlton. i’m sure them am others, either way, 
we’ll gladly lend our support. 

On 4/14/2014 4:28 PM, Bob Pleasants wrote: 

Hey man, 

Please see the attached and let me know if them is anything I should add. You tell me your thoughts, but I was thinking it might be good to 

suggest that we want to approach them tbr advice about garnering corporate sponsorship and stazt with more of a conversation instead of an 
ask, perl~aps. If you can do your awesome thing of cheerleading for us and then suggesting that we meet, that might stoxt to t:acilitate ne:~ 

steps. 

You have greater msdom than I in this regard. What do you think? 

Also, made a connection with someone this morning that wants to get us in front of BCBS fairly soon. I’ll get some names and let you know 

so we can see if your contacts are the same. Would be great if we were introduced from two different sources... 

Much appreciated. Hope you are having a great week. 

-bob 

Executive Director 

Bull Cie,~ Forward 

www.btfllcitvii~rward.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 7:14 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Mother j ailed for putting a basketball court in her driveway 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 
Network 

Father Claims Mom Locked Away Daughter in Mental Institution Without His Permission 

in Mental Institution Without His Permission 

by Chevett Davis SteVona Vattery is a beautifut fourteen year otd girt who enjoys praying softbatt and 
coaching her brother’s T-batt team. Unfortunatety "Vona", as she is catted by her father Steven and 
stepmother Lestie, has been caught in the middte of a bitter, unheatthy struggte between her 
mother, Sherteen Ann Taytor, and her Dad. [...] 
Aprit 14, 2014No CommentRead More 

I~ Bar Offensive Beer to Domestic Violence | Sports Displays Sign Likening 

Reported by Krystte Crossman A poputar sports bar in the Chinatown section of Phitadetphia is under 
fire for a sidewatk sign that disptayed a poor choice of words. The sign read, "1 tike my beer tike I 
tike my viotence...domestic." Bar-Ly, tocated at 1 lth and Apptetree, drew a tot of criticism for their 
poor taste. Domestic [...] 

Mother goes to jail for putting a basketball goal in her front yard 



basketball goal in her front yard 

It seems that the courts are atways [ookin8 for ways to make money from American citizens these 
days. One of those methods is by increasin8 the rate of... 
Apri[ 14, 2014 / / ..R..e.a..d..~.o..r..e.. 

l~ ManSuesforRighttoPost"Run, N*ggerRun"andNotGetFiredlbreakingbrown.com ] 

A former schoo[ secretary who posted a racist comment about President Obama on Facebook is 
suin~ the schoot district for vi?tatin~ his freedom of speech, accordin~ to Courthouse... 
Aprit 14, 2014 / / .R..e...a..d....M...o..r..e. 

iI.~4 WhyteenagersNeedtoStartSchoolHalfanHourLaterltheBlackHomeSchooli 

an Hour Later ~ The Black Home School 

By: Krystte Crossman If you have a teenager you know how hard it can be to wake them up in the 
mornin8 when it is time for schoot .... 

Read More 

36 People Gunned Down in Chicago Over 

Chicaso’s viotence continued to spirt out of controt over the weekend with 36 peopte bein8 shot, 
four fatatty. The incidents besan on Friday, accordin8 to the Chicaso Tribune, when a 17 year otd 
8irt was kttted, and two other peopte hurt. "There were atso fatat shootinss in the South Shore 
neishborhood Friday nisht and the [...] 
Aprit 14, 2014No CommentRead More 

.Na.n.c.y...~e.~...~...s.i....Re.m.i..n.d..s........V......~..t.e...r..s......T...ha.t...Sh.e.... 
Thinks Republicans Are Racist 



By Andrew Scot Bo[singer As the campaign cycle starts to heat up for November’s mid-term 
elections, Democratic Minority Leader Nancy Pe[osi, D-Calif., is reminding voters who is holding up 
immigration reform and offering her reason as to why. The culprits are obvious in Pe[osi’s mind: 
The Grand Old Party of Republicans. But the reason? "I [...] 
April 14, 2014..N..o....C...o..m....m...e..n..t...R..e..a..d.....M..o..r..e. 

Popular Posts 

Man Pours ~j.p..i..n..g Hot Grease On His Chitd’s Mother White She Was Asteep. 

..E...v..a....M....a..r...c.!.!!..e..’..s...R...e..!..a..t.j..o...n...s...h !.p.L .I..s...!.t.....A....B.!.g ...O.!i...M...e...s..s.~ 
Comedian Mo’Nique Is 80 Pounds Lighter But Stitt Reveres Hersetf as 

..D...e...s.p..e...r..a...t..e.....f..~...r..#..u...b.!1.c..i..t..~.L..L...~...v..e....&...H..~p..:.U.~..p....P...r..~...d...u...c...e..r..s.....h..e.!.p..#..u...s..h.....s..e..~...t..a..p..e.... 
of Mimi Faust 

matfunction .............................. 

..w..~.~.~..m~.a.~.n.~.R...e.~.c...e.!~.v...e.~.d~..2...~...~.~..T~p.~.A...t.~b..~.p.~.T...h..e.~.n.~.~..t.~.F.!~.r..e.~.d~ 
Tamar Braxton carts out women who steat husbands and boyfriends 
..a._w....a.y 
..w...b‘v.....D.!.d...n..~..t...T..Ln...a....c...a....m.p...b..e..!L.K...e...e.p....U..e..c..U..u..s..b..a...n..d.~.s.....c..~..e...a..t.!..n..g....P.r.!..v...a..t...e..~ 

...u...n.!.t..y!.!. 

~rit 14, 2014 / ..N..o....C..o...m....m...e..n..t. / .R..e...a..d....M...o..r..e. 

UNC Still Under Fire For Creating Fake 
C!asses..And.No..t...Educat!.ngAth!etes 



By Dr. Sinctair Grey III For those who have been fottowin8 the current news in the NCAA, you’ve 
probabty heard about the case of the students from Northwestern University seekin8 unionization. 
The tatk has been art over the media. Peopte are weishin8 the pros and cons behind the matter. 
White unionization is a hot topic [...] 
Aprit 14, 2014..N..o....C...o..m....m...e..n..t...R..e..a..d.....M..o..r..e. 

Government Failed to Incarcerate 

Reported by Krystte Crossman In 1999, Corneatious "Mike" Anderson III was part of an armed 
robbery. He and a friend took a BB sun and robbed a tocat Burser Kin8 manaser who was tryin8 to 
drop money from the day into a safe deposit box. Two months tater, Anderson was arrested due to 
witnesses 8ivin8 [...] 

By: Krystte Crossman Some peopte try to make their rives heatthier but it doesn’t seem to work at 
times. They may be makin8 some common mistakes that many peopte make... 
Aprit 14, 20142...C.o..~n...m..e..n..t.s.R.e.a..d....M..o...r.e. 

Your ..Sexual Peak and What To Do With It 

By: Krystte Crossman Women tend to have their s*xuat peak in their earty to mid-30s. This is not an 
exact science as research stitt has yet to show conctusive resutts... 



Child 

By: Krystte Crossman When chitdren attend pubUc schoots they tend to come home with a massive 
amount of homework. Their bookbass are so heavy that they end up with back issues. They have to 
spend so much time on their homework that they are too tired to do anythin8 etse that evenins. 
These are just [...] 
Ee..a...d..~.o...r.e.. 

This message was sent to dstroman@email.unc.edu from: 

boyce watkins I 23f queens way I camillus, ny 13031 

Unsubscribe I Forward To a Friend 

Email Marketing by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_ ~gmail.com on behalf of 

Mike Crowley <crowley.mj@94Fifly.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 9:12 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: SPEL~ Basketball An~l~ics Summit 

Debbie - just saw- this. Still t~ing to figure out travel. My California trip is bmnping up against flights out on Fri&y PT, which will tnake it difficul to get to NC. Ill tLT to 
provide mroe detail tomorrow as I get the travel coordinated. 

Mike 

On Sun, Apr 13, 2014 at 12:53 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

O,::,ops: ;) 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLD 

g’n¢]o,qe, g~plor’~,. £’mpower. 

i.~.i emailSignsture 

919,843.0336 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Saturday, April 12, 2014 7:25 PM 
To; crowley.mi@infomotionisports.com 
¢c; crowley.mi@infomotionisports.com 
Subject; SPEIA Basketball Analytics Summit 

Hi Mike. Thanks again for the chat. I am glad your company will join us. 

Please book your travel and we roll reimburse you, if necessagr’. Send me a cop>’ of your e-ticket. Try to amve on Friday, May 2 before 4:00 p.m. We roll pick you 

up fiom the airport, RDU. If you can Et make that work, let me know if you wish to come in late Friday or early Saturday. We roll adjust the schedule and your pick 

up. 

Use the host hotel tbr your Friday and Saturday stay. (h~lp:i,,’kispx~rt.unc.edu,’hMcx.php’host- herd/) The conference roll end Saturday evening. 

Your session, Fan Experience & Engagement, is Saturday at 8:30 a.m. Based on what is trending this basketball {and in particular, the playoff season) 

season, feel free to share your thoughts. 

Suggested format: 

1. Brief introduction on how you got to where you am today 

2. What do you do? ;) (share infonnation on your products) 

3. Trends and Insights 



4. Q&A 

Let me know your technology needs. We do have wireless internet, big screen capability, laptop computer~ etc. We also want to have the 94Fifty demonstration 

avalable on Friday late afternoon. 

Each speaker will also receive one complimentary regisn’ation. Please send the person ~ s name, mobile number, and email address to kisport.unc.edu before April 

18. If your company has more than four registralions, we will offer a discount to the group of $99 per person. 

What we need: 

1. Your shortbio 

2. Company logo (jpg) 

3. Your photo 

4. Case Competition Winner prizes - Balls (5) 

’I’ha~ks again!! 

debb¥ 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

9~9.843.0336 

EXSS Sport Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Padua~ Darin A <dpadua@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:33 AM 

EXSS Undergrad list <undergraduate@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

[undergraduate] Meet oul EXSS Impact Scholars ] EXSS IMPACT 

To All, 
Belo~v is a link to this week’s EXSS Impact blog post. This week we highlight our undergraduate EXSS Impact Scholars, who presented their research at yesterday’s Celebration of 
Undergraduate Research. 
The facul~ in EXS S are excited to begin working with next year’s group of EXS S Impact Scholars and have an even bigger group present at next year’s Celebration of Undergraduate 
Research 
Have a great day. DAP 

Sent from my iPhune 

Darm A. Padua, PhD, ATC 
Professor & Chair, Exercise & Sport Science 
Director, Sports Medicine Research Laboratow 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

--- You are currently subscribed to undergraduate as: dstro@unc edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to leave-34545142-20725646.67d0b60a634b194ace5322a39307c2ff@lisksep~ unc edu 



Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buan Hmnilton, Publisher <reply@mail- 1.bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 7:55 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Morning Edition: North Raleigh ’party mansion’ owner pleads guilty "to tax evasion 

If you are havin,q trouble viewin9 this emaiI, click here 

APRIL ‘16, 20’14 - Business news essential to R;~ieigWs leaders. 

ew~io~ 
The owner of a Noah Raleigh house dubbed the "pa~y mansion" has,~ieaded 

guilty to tax fraud, health care fraud and money laundering in two separate cases in 

federalcouR 

D scuss 

RTI report: N.C. clean~nerqy investment in 2013 nearly 
equals toni for previous 6 years 
NoRh Caroii~ compam~s inwst~d almost $I .3 billion in renewable e~ergy and 

effick~ncy prejec~s lasi year, accerding io a new repert produced by 

IrfiernatienaL 

DIscuss 

UNC roll~ng out ’contextual grading’ to curb grade inflation 
UNC-Chapel Iqiii is preparing te debut wha?s being called "contextual grading" in 

an effect to cut dewn on grade inflatk)n, The Daiiy Tar Heel repods 

Discuss 

Meet Mark Buff, CEO of Raleiqh’s Mohu and Kickstarter kinq 
Thinking abou[ a Kicks[arier campaign? Meet Mark Buff. His company, Raleigh- 

based Mehu, just snagged nearly $145,000 in an ow~rsubscribed Kk;ks[arl:er round. 

And he tells us how he did it 

Discuss 

::X 

TBJ’s 40 Under 40 Leadersh p_ Awards 2014 w nners 
revea ed ........................ 

(::~ry GP8 company ~gs $1 M loan 

N,C, Sports Hall of Fame to honor Pinehurst and its No. 2 
COUrSe 

Scynexis negotiates obstacles en route to public debut 

Congressional report says e-cigarette industry should be 
regulated 

Holt brothers to host third annual football camp 

Obamacare costs less than ex~cted, but there’s a catch 



Contact Us 

Cancel Email Subscription 

reproduced, distributed, transmi~ed, cached oi otl:er,^,’ise used, except ,,qth the priol w:’i~en pelmissioa of biz]oumals 



Sunday, May 11: 

Evening: 

Monday, May 12 

8:15 am 

8:45am 

9:00am 

lO:OOam 

lO:15am 

12:00pm 

l:30pm 

2:45pm 

3pm 

4:00pm 

5pm 

Prep for Day 2: 

Tuesday, May 13 

UNC Faculty Bootcamp: Draft Schedule/Syllabus 

Participants Arrive 

Reception + Light Dinner, screen Module 1 
IAH?- ask GA to sponsor 

Orientation/Intro, Welcome by Carol Folt (confirmed) 

Faculty introductions 

Marshmallow Challenge [Keith]- what materials needed? 

Break 

Module 1: Think 
Ideation and Design Thinking [Keith] 

John McGowan, Lunch Speaker [confirmed) 

Project Sharing + Critique 
Pitch your idea to your classmates 

Break 

Group Formation and Group Intros 

Module 2: Listen [Charles] 
Identifying Customers and Customer Segments 

Exercise: Customer Empathy Map 
Developing the Value Proposition 

Wrap up 

Watch Module 3, Module 4 

8:30am 

9:00am 

10:15am 

DRAFT 

Mark Katz (confirmed) 

Module 3: Plan 
Strategy [Buck] 

Break 

{PAGE } 4/15/14 



lO:30am 

11:45am 
Finding the $ 

l:00pm 

2:30pm 

3pm 

4:45pm 

Prep for Day 3: 

Module 4: Clarify 
Communicating your idea to others [Debbie] 
Refining the Value Proposition 

David Roth + Mark Meares, Lunch Speaker (confirmed), 

Group Work [should we have them "get out of the building" 
and talk to customers? I say yes, but let’s discuss.] 

Extended Break 

Group work - what is your value proposition? 

Wrap up 

Watch Module S, Module 6, Presentation Examples 

Wednesday, May 14 

8:30am Joe DeSimone at Breakfast (confirmed) 

9:00am Module S: Support 
People and Team [Lowry] 

10:1Sam Break 

lO:30am 

11:4Sam 

l:00pm 

2:30pm 

3:00pm 

4:15pm 

Module 6: Iterate 
How to use the Lean process to build your business 
[Buck & Charles] 

lim Johnson, Lunch Speaker (confirmed) 

Group Work [Get out of the building session] 

Extended Break 

Group work - Developing your pitch 

Faculty/Coach/Mentor Speed Dating (tweak 
Have an idea and want to get feedback7 Here is your 
chance! Speed dating with the Bootcamp faculty and 
coaches 

S:00pm 

DRAFT 

Wrap up 

{PAGE } 4/15/14 



Prep for Day 3: 

Thursday, May 15 

8:30am 

9:00am 

10:45am 

]ere Confrey, peer example at Breakfast + Recap (confirmed) 

Final Team Prep with coaches/pitch practice 

Break 

11:00am 

l:00pm 

Pitch to Judges 
(Outstanding invites, Tom Ross) 

Luncheon/Celebration 

3 pm Participants depart 

NOTE: I know we have done an evening wrap up event but think midday is better 
for those who want to try and get home somewhere in NC. We had a number of 
departures last year prior to dinner. I have also made no provision for evening 
plans, and think we should provide some guidance and maybe have an evening 
reception or social hour one night during the week. 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIAdditional Details////////////////////// 

Instructor Presentations to Large Group: 5-10 mins 
Module Intro: key take-aways, iconoclastic moments 

Groups: teams of 5 (4), a few w 6 (2), small instructional groups 11-12 (w 

instructional team facilitator) 
Each module facilitator gives an overview for the module, prompts in 

question form 

Coaches: 
Afternoon sessions with coaches. Join as much as possible, need for lunch 

*Julia Grumbles 
*Ken Weiss 

*Mimi Chapman 

*Judith Cone 
Livis Freeman - _~gmail.com, former judge 

Maureen Buck- Onc.rr.com, former judge 

//////// 
Jim Kitchen - jim@jimkitchen.org 

DRAFT {PAGE } 4/15/14 



Chris Mumford - cmumford@email.unc.edu 
Cathy Andruzzi - _ggmail.com (not local - would need plenty of 

notice) 
Ted Zoller - ted_zoller@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Noel Greis - noel_greis@unc.edu 
Carla Daniel - carla@blackmansloop.com 

Karen Levert- klevert@setechinv.com 

Judges: 

Jed Simmons 

David Neill 

Will DuBose 

Richard Hibbits 

Lee Borden 

*Malbert Smith 

Learning Objectives, Overall: 

Arm faculty with tools to 

Pre-~vork: 
Ask to bring problems that they want to work on, not a solution 

Must watch Module i pre-viewing 

I////ll////ll////ITimeline for Instruction Team/////////////// 

Module Prep Before April 14 
Slides Developed + To Lizzy- 

DRAFT {PAGE } 4/15/14 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:54 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Dates for Durham Bulls 

Debby, 

Willyou see below fora few datesto float by Robbie Allen?lam happyto handle alllogistics but wouldlove anintroductions. 

Thankyou! 

Best, 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

W:92~9.843.2689 

C 

unceminor.or[~ I schedule a meetin[~ 

From: 

Date: Wednesday 9:29 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Dates f:or Durham Bulls 

~live.unc.edu> 

Debby, 

Could you float the following dates by Robbie Allen at Automated Insights and see what works for him: 

*These dates would be helpful because I will be out of town and need someone to cover* 

Although if I could make it, that would be awesome too. 

Let me know! 

Best, 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of: Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

W:919.843.2689 



c 

unceminor.orgl schedule a meeting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MarketingProfs Today <~MarketingProfs@e.marketingprofs.com~ 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 10:14 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Email Improvement Challenges i SMB Tax Deduction Find, Access Big Data ] Single Customer View 

Apt 153 2014 

~i ~;:T°1 Three Email Marketing hnprovement 
Challenges for 20’t 4 

Mo~e 

~ NEW How-To Guide: The Marketer’s Guide 

.............. to Campaign Measurement, Tracking & 

Analysis 1.~i ~.,..o ,,=~,~+, ] 

page O.uide yo~’ii k~m how to ~ove the s~ccess of you~ campsi~’~ by 

27% of SMBs Unaware of Marketin9 
Tax Deduction 

ce~tair~ ma~keH~9 8xpsr~ses ~rom H~8ir tsxss, 

Inl:elligence by Variety: Where to Find 
and Access Big Data [lnfographic] 



data, Re~d .."v’..ore 

I 

~i MyView Why Your Business Needs a Single Customer 

Q~Jestio~.<¢:’ Commel~ts[’ Sug..’!~ stioss? Lesds? Costact 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fran Fraschilla < ~aol.corn> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 11:04 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Conference 

Deborah, 

My flight is all set. 

At some point let’s figure out how I can best moderate the various panels. 

I am looking tbrward to the conference. It should be informative and fun 

Fran 

Sent from my iPhone 

OnApr 8, 2014, at 10:16 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> ~vrote: 

Hi Fran Thanks again! 

Please book your travel and ~ve will reimburse you, as necessaW. Send me a 
copy of your e-ticket Try to amve on Friday, May 2 before 
4:00 pm (Note: If you are a goRe, r, ~ve have tee times available in the 
mormng.) We will pick you up from the airport, RDU. Use the host hotel for 
your Friday and Saturday stay. 
(http:i/kispor t. unc edu/inde× php/host-hotel/) ’l/he conference will end 
Saturday evening. 

Thanks again for your support and communications to your students. We have 
25 schools registered 12~r the NBA Case Competition. ’l/he speaker line up ~s 
solid and certainly ofl’ers our students the best in the business: 

Coach George Karl 
Ken Pomeroy 
Robbie Allen, Automated Insights Rep 
Graham Boone, Tandom Agency 
SportVU/Stats 
Jill Ste[fox, Zebra 
Mike Curtis, UVA Strength & Conditioning 
(iap)~ McCoy, Catapult 
Liz Ralon - Bobcats Marketing Director 
Jason Teitler - Burston Marsteller 
SportsMedia - Marcus Brown 
Experience App 
Flavi[ tIampsten, Bobcats Tickets 
Five~flairtyEight - Mike Wilson 
NBA Charlotte Bobcats Analytics Team - Jason Rosenfeld 
Dean Oliver -ESPN Analytics 
EX¢~P Steve Hirdt - Elias Sports Bureau Rep (DS) 
Cktris Zeppenfeld, ix.~BA Bobcats - Director of Database Marketing 

Chat with you soont 

debby 

¢] 9.843.0336 

"How- wonderful it is that nobo@ need wait a single moment before starting 
to improve the ~vorld. 
<http:i/www.wisdomquotes.com/quoteianne-frar~z-l.html>" ~ Atme Frank 

>> On 4/7/14, 11:33 AM. "Fran Fraschilla" ~aol.com> wrote: 
>> 

>> Deborah, 
>> 

>> Hope all is ;vell Sorly about those Tar Heels in the Tournament 
>> 

>> Just ;vanted to get details on the conference I assume you still ;vould 
>> like to to come Do I make my own travel plans? Do you have any other 
>> details, my responsibilities, etc? 
>> 
>> Thankst 
>> 

>> Fran 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kenan Institute Sport <kisport~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 11:12 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: Basketball Analyfics Summit 

From: Patricia Hopkins 
Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 11:12:08 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
To: Kenan Institute Sport 
Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Hi Debby, 

We have a compilation reel that is only a couple of rninuLes Iong~ We can certainly showcase a variety of our products and services very quickly through Lhis video ~f 

that works for you. 

A~so, can you p~ease send me an address where we can send our sponsorsNp check --.or should be brh~g ~t with us Friday n~ght, May 2? 

Thanks very much. 

Best. 

Patricia 

From: Stroman, Deborah [mailto:Deborah_Stroman@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] On BehaffO[ Kenan InsUtute Sport 

Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014 11:36 PM 

To: Patrida Hopkins 

SuNect: Re: Basketball Analytics Summit 

ThankM Let me know if you want to showcase any of your products or services. 

Regards, 

debbv 

919.843.0336 

"l’~ow wonderful it is Ihat nobody ]teed wait r~ single moment before starting to irnr)rove the world." ~ Anne Frank 

Date: Wednesday, April 9, 20:14 at :10:44 AM 

To: "kfbs_kisport. con" 

Subject: Re: Basketball Analytics Summit 

Hi Debby, 

No, Marcus will not be joining the panel. 

It will be Gerard Hall, CEO or Don Tupper VP of Bus Dev 

And I’ve invited Lisa Shanahan, VP of Operations. 

Thank you 

Patricia 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 8, 2014, at 6:43 PM, "Kenan Institute Sport" <!~!5~.~!:~.~@~!?.?.!?.::~.!~g.!f;~{:.~!!!~:~.~!> wrote: 

Hi Patricia. Is Marcus going to join us? We need one rep from SMT. Let me know if you need anything else. Debby 

Here’s the official speaker confirmation letter: 

Hi Mamus. Thanks again for your participation at the Summit. We are excited that you are joining us! 

Please try to arrive on Friday, May 2 before 4:00 p.m. (Note: If you are a golfer, we have tee times available in the morning.) Use the host hotel for your 

Friday and Saturday stay, if necessary. (i~,ttp:/~dsporLunc.edu/)?~,~’:~.ph~.Z~,ost..hotel,/) The conference wil! end Saturday evening. 

Your session, Fan Experience & Engagement, is Saturday. Based on what is trending this basketball season, feel free to share your thoughts. 

Suggested format: 

1. Brief introduction on how you got to where you are today 

2. What do you do?;) (products and services) 

3. Trends and Insights 

4. Q&A 

Let me know your technology needs. We do have wireless internet, big screen capability, laptop computer, etc. 

Each speaker will also receive one complimentary registration. Please send the person’s name, mobile number, and email address to k~port.~mc.~,d~ 

before April 18. if your company has more than four registrations, we will offer a discount to the group of $99 per person. 

Thanks aaain!! 

919.843.0336 

")tow wonderful it is ti~a[ Ilol2.ody need wait a siri~]e Inolnell[ before startiri~ to im]~rove d~e wor]d." - A[~ne Frank 

<7816DE4A-2555-43AC-B42C-31929791B355122].png> 

From: "[~:.~21~1~.~4.~73.~:~.~?)." <[?.:~).~.~.(L~.~)~rnt.c°rn> 

Date: Monday, March 31, 2014 at 12:36 PM 

To: ".~.[~2~[~.~.{?.~:~}~." <~4:~.RRr.~.~.~}~:~.:~.~.> 

Sublet: Basketball AnalyUcs Summit 

Hi Deborah, 

I wanted to touch base about the Summit. 

We have agreed to do a foul shot (silver) sponsorship for 



How many SMT folks do you need to sit on Saturday’s panel at 8:30am? 

When you talk about us we now go by SMT (SportsMEDIA Technology) 

Can you also send all the details - Location, parking etc. 

Thanks very much 

Patrida 

Vice President, Marketing 
<image002 png> ¯ 

o: 919-354--4722 I c: 
p.hopkins@smt¯com I www.smt.com 

The information transmitted in this e-mail and/or attachments is intended solely for the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential 

and/or privileged material that may not be shared. This information and all attachments are for use only by the intended recipient. To the extent that the 
information contained in this e-mail or any attachment is proprietary, copyrighted, patented or trademarked, all rights are reserved. Any review, retransmission, 

dissemination or other use of or taking action in reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited. If you 
have received this email in error please contact the sender and delete and/or destroy all copies of the material. 
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You m-e recdving tiffs newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news fi-om Momen~atmMedia or one of its publications: Trait~ing & Conditioning, Att~letic Management or Coad~ing Mm~agement 

To unsubsc~Jbe, dickhttp:i/lists2.momeniamlmedia comi?p~msubsc~be&ltid cda9e]d8367364f31561d4159565e9ec 

To change yotn- email address, dick http://lists2 momenttmmledia.com/?p preferences&~id cda9eld8367364t31561d4159565e9ec 

To fo~a~ard this newsletter to a f~end, click h~):/ilists2.momen~amamedia.com/?p fota~ard&uid cda9eld836?364f31561d4159565e9ec&mid 48 

Be sure to add lists@momenttmamedia.com to your address book or safe sender list so our emails will always get to yore- inbox! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

_~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, [1:39 AM 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu>; wdubose@southwinltd.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Great to See You! 

Will, 

It was great to see you at the Working Group meeting on Friday. Thank you for your willingness and interest in getting involved with our program and our students. 

Generally, our Triangle Group students tour companies weekly on Tuesday or Wednesday evenings around 5pm. Currently, the following dates are available: 

Please let me know if any of those dates work for your schedule.Students will greatly benefit from seeing your business and hearing your story. 

Additionally, Professor Debby Stroman (cc’d) would love to have you help judge her class’ final pitches. These will take place: 

12:30-1:45pm 

Woolen 302 

Let us know if that works for your schedule. 

Thanks again! 

Best, 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

W:919~843~2689 

C 

unceminor.org I schedule a meeting I 

From: <Hall>, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,             10:25 AM 

To: "wdubose@southwinltd.com" <wdubose@southwinltd.com> 

Cc: ~live,unc.edu> 

Subject: Great to See You! 

Will, 

I hope all is well. It was great to see you at the meeting on Friday. Thank you again for your willingness to give students in our Triangle internship group a tour of 

your facilities in Greensboro and share your Carolina story. I am certain the students will enjoy this opportunity,              our internship director is copied on 

this email so that she can connect with you directly to get this scheduled. Additionally,      mentioned you might have an interest in judging final pitches during 

the last week of classes, can also help connect you there as well. 

All the best, 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Senior Associate Director of Development 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

plive.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:49 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: WG member visiting your class 

Debby, 

Thank you! 

Here is more info about his company: http:!!southwinltd.comiabout-us/ 

He is from Greensboro and apparently his company has been incredibly successfuk He is a UNC alum himself. I found this about him online: http:i/www.zoominfo.com!p/William-- 

Du Bose/34897399 

I can ask for more background if helpful. 

Also, where do you generally have guests park? 

Best. 

internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

W:919.R43.26R9 

C: 

_u___n___c___e__r_~_L_n_o__r__._9___rg I .s___q_~3__e_d_u_j__e_L_a___r_~__e___e___t_L_n_g 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 11:29 AM 

To: ~)live,unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: WG member visiting your class 

12:3t~ p.m.---1:45 p.m. 

Wool]~ n 302 
d 
Debocah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En,qwe~ Explore, E~npoweg: 

~ ema~lSignature 

9119,843,0336 

From: 
Sent= Tuesday, 1:[:07 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= WG member visiting your class 
Debby, 

Will Bubose of Greensboro would like to visit your class. What time and where does it meet? Is Tuesday the best time to see class presentations. 



Best, 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
The Universitv of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 
:200 D Gardner Hall 
W:919,843,2689 

unceminor~orgl schedule a meeting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 11:50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: FAC request -- absences 

Hi Vince, 

I just ~vanted to follow up to see how the collection of this information was going We would like to have something to present at/post for the retreat in earl?- May. THanks, 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 
Dept. of Political Science 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3265 
mosley@unc.edu 

On Mar 26, 2014, at 1:21 PM, "IHe, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I’m happy to help and will coordinate the collection of documentation for you 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Mosley, Layna 
> Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 11:35 AM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: FAC request -- absences 
> 

> Hi Vince, 
> 

has asked Deb and I to, as part of the "academics" topic area, pull together information on excused absences related to athletic competition or travel to competition, sorted by team I 
believe that this is the same irfformation that Glynis Cowel[ compiled for FAC last year (and that FAC discussed at its May 2013 meeting). 
> 

> I believe that, last year, you sent Glynis copies of the forms used to approve missed classes (although perhaps one could also figure this out from the schedules for each sport) If you 
could do this again for 2013-2014 (or direct rue to some other source that does this), we’d really appreciate it. We realize that, in some cases, not every member of a team participates (e.g. post 
season competition in individually-oriented sports), but we’d like to get a good overall picture of class misses (and how this varies, perhaps, between MWF and TR classes). 
> 

> ThatfKs very- much, 
> 

> Layna and Deb 
> 

> 

> Layna Mosley 
> Dept. of Political Science 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 ruosley@unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Curtis, Michael Adrian (mac5s) <mac5s@virginia.edu> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 11:55 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Conference Information 

Hi Debby, 

What is the procedure for booking the hotel? I will be driving down. I probably will not be able to make it to Chapel Hill before 4pm as that is a training day for our basketball 

programs. 

With me being part of a panel discussion what exactly would you be looking for in terms of visual aids, etc? 

MC 

Mike Curtis, M=Ed., CSCS, USAW, NASM-PES, CES, FMS-I 

H ead Strength & Conditioning Coach, Basketball Programs 

U niversity of Virginia Athletics 

Office: (434) 243-1056 

Website: www.virginasports.com 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah L<dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, April 8, 2014 at 9:18 PM 

To: Mike Curtis <mac5s@virginia.edu> 

Subject: Re: Conference Information 

HI Mike. Thanks for the follow up by email. Again, a BIG congratulations on the season. It is wonderful how you have developed and rehabbed their 
bodies. I certainly noticed! ;) 
Thanks also for your participation at the Summit. We are excited that you are joining us! 
Will you drive down? We can reimburse your mileage, if necessary. Let me know if you are thinking of another travel option. Try to arrive on Friday, May 2 
before 4:00 p.m. (Note: If you are a golfer, we have tee times available in the morning.) Use the host hotel for your Friday and Saturday stay. 
(http://kisport.unc.eduiindex.phpihost-hotel/) The conference will end Saturday evening. 
Your session, Sport Science, is Saturday. Based on what is trending in Strength and Condition in the basketball world, feel free to share your thoughts. 
Suggested format: 
1. Brief introduction on how you got to where you are today 
2. What do you do? ;) 
3. Trends and Insights 

4. Q&A 
Let me know your technology needs. We do have wireless internet, big screen capability, laptop computer, etc. 
Each speaker will also receive one complimentary registration. Please send the person’s name, mobile number, and email address to kisport.unc.edu 
before April 18. If your company has more than four registrations, we will offer a discount to the group of $99 per person. 

Thanks again!! 

Go Hoos, 

debby 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Curtis>, "Michael Adrian (mac5s)" <mac5s@virginia.edu> 

Date: Monday, April 7, 2014 at 3:04 PM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Conference Information 

Debbie, 

Please feel free to shoot me an email to detail the weekend if that is easier for you. I know you are busy. 

Best, 

MC 

Mike Curtis, M.Ed., CSCS, USAW, NASM-PES, CES, FMS-i 
H ead Strength & Conditioning Coach, Basketball Programs 



U niversity ef Virginia Athletics 

Office: (434) 2~-1056 

Website: www.virginasports.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fran Fraschilla <            . ~aol.corn> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 12:22 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Conference 

That sounds great. I’ll make sure to tell about the TV business, as ~vell. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Apr 15, 2014, at 10:31 ANd. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Great! Yes, I ~vant to fill you in on all the personalities and flow 
> 

>d 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage Explore Empower. 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: ’]’his e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential ancL, or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 
> 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Fran Fraschilla [rnailto ~aol coral 
> Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 11:04 AM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Re: Conference 
> 

> Deborah, 
> 

> My flight is all set 
> 

> At some point let’s :figure out how I can best moderate the various panels. 
> 

> I am looking forward to the conference. It should be informative and l~an. 
> 

> Fran 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>> On Apr 8, 2014, at 10:16 PM. "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@ur~c.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hi Fran. Tharks again! 
>> 

>> Please book your travel and we will reimburse you, as necessary. Send 
>> me a copy of your e-ticket. Try to arrive on Friday, May 2 before 
>> 4:00 p.m. (Note: If you are a golfer, we have tee times available in 
>> the 
>> morning.) We will pick you up from the airport, RDU. Use the host 
>> hotel for your Friday- and Saturday stay. 
>> (http://kisport.unc.edu/index.php&ost-hotel/) The conference will end 
>> Saturday evening. 
>> 

>> Tharks again for your support and communications to your students. We 
>> have 
>> 25 schools registered for the i’~A Case Competition. The speaker line 
>> up is solid and certainly- offers our students the best in the business: 
>> 

>> Coach George Karl 
>> Ken Pomeroy 
>> Robbie Allen, Automated Insights Rep 
>> Graham Boone, Tandom Agency 
>> SportVk~/Stats 
>> Jill StelfoE Zebra 
>> Mike Curtis, UVA Strength & Conditioning Gary McCoy, Catapult Liz 
>> Ralon - Bobcats Marketing Director Jason Teitler - Burston Marsteller 
>> SportsMedia - Marcus Brown Experience App Flavil Hampsten, Bobcats 
>> Tickets FiveThirtyEight - Mike Wilson 5,~3A Charlotte Bobcats Analytics 
>> Team - Jason Rosenfeld Dean Oliver - ESPN Analytics EVP Steve Hirdt - 
>> Elias Sports Bureau Rep (DS) Chris Zeppenfeld, NBA Bobcats - Director 
>> of Database Marketing 
>> 

>> Chat ~vith you soon’. 
>> 
>> 



>> 

>> debby 
>> 

>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> 

>> "How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before 
>~ stamng to improve the world. 
>> <http://www.wisdomquotes. com/quoteianne-fraak-l.ht~rfl>" -~ Anne Frank 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>> On 4,’7/14, 11:33 AM. "Fran Fraschilla" )aol.com> wrote: 

>>> Deborah, 

>>> Hope all is well. Sorry about those Tar Heels in the Tournament. 

>>> Just wanted to get details on the conference. ~ asstane you still 
>>> would like to to come. Do I make my own travel plans? Do you have 
>>> any other details, my responsibilities, etc? 

>>> Thanks{ 

>>> Fran 
>> 

>> <default[ 1 ].xxx~l> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenm~- flagler.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 12:57 PM 

Hampton Inn room tbr Experience app rep 

To: Stroman, Deborah (dstroman) 

F~om: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Can you please add 

Th~nks! 

to our block of rooms at the HaJnpton Inn? I called "the hotel but was having difficulty adding him to our block of rooms. 

This fom,arded message was sere via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Kenan Ins~timte Sport" site. To reply to tiffs message click tiffs link to access 

Messages for this site: Kenan Institute Sport. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:16 PM 

Kelly Buday <kelly@expapp.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu> 

RE: bio for experience speaker 

Hi Kelly, 

Thanks for your follow up note! This link outlines the session details: http:!!kisport.unc.edu!index.php!session-details!. I’ve also cc’d Dr. Stroman (our Senior 

Faculty Advisor who is spearheading the summit) again here in case you have any additional follow up questions. 

Regarding the hotel and registrations, I’II add Junior Gaspard to our room block at the Hampton Inn. We are more than happy to comp Nate’s registration for the 

Summit. Can you please send me his email address and phone number and I will add his name to the registration list. If Experience wanted to send additional 

people to the Summit, we can also offer a registration discount to a group of four or more for 599 per person. Regarding Nate’s hotel reservation, if he could call 

the host hotel (Hampton Inn at 370 E Main St, Carrboro - 9:19-969-6988) to arrange accommodations, that would be great. 

We suggest arriving on Friday, May 2 before 4:00 p.m. If Junior and Nate are golfers, we do have tee times available on Saturday morning. We can also pick them up 

at the airport (RDU) if they would like. The conference will end Saturday evening. 

As I mentioned, your session, Fan Experience and Engagement, is Saturday morning. Based on what is trending this basketball (and in particular, the playoff 

season) season, feel free to share your thoughts. 

Suggested format: 

:1. Brief introduction on how you got to where you are today 

2. What do you do? ;) (including products and services) 

3. Trends and Insights 

4. Q&A 

We are intentional in designing this conference so that there is time for Q&A and audience engagement at each session (90 minutes). Each speaker with have ~ :10 

minutes to share their insights on basketball analytics. This message may include information about your company products and services. 

Let me know your technology needs. We do have wireless internet, big screen capability, laptop computer, etc. 

Looking forward to having you join us, and please let us know if you have any additional questions. 

Best, 

iNi cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 

From: Kelly Buday [mailto:kelly@expapp.com] 

Sent: Monday, :1:1:24 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: bio for experience speaker 

The Saturday am slot will be fine - junior can do this. 

Also, please do reserve him a room at the hotel. 

Finally, Junior will be bringing along Nate Klein from Experience - c~ you also reserve a room for him (we roll pay sep. for this room). 

He would also like to attend the conference if you ca~ ~zrmige for his registration. 

Thmiks so much. 

Kelly Buday 

Kelly Buday 
Experience 
(&ExpApp 

On Fri, at 6:30 PM, 

Thanks Kelly! 
Here are some answers for you: 

Day/time: We had planned for you to be in a panel mid-afternoon on Saturday, but is there any way Mr. Gaspard can join us during the 8.’30-10am Fan 

ExpeHence Panel on Saturday 5/37 

Topics and other presenters: We’ll give you all about 10 minutes at the beginning of the panel to introduce yourselves and your organization, and talk about 
the future of the fan experience. Charlotte Bobcats Marketing Director Liz Ralon and Jason Teitler, Managing Director at Burston-Marsteller will also be joining this 
panel. We’re working on finalizing the Fan Experience abstract and can send this your way when we have it through. I’m super excited to have you all on board! 

What you need to bring: Supporting introductory slides if you’d like, but they are not required. 

We can also provide Mr. Gaspard with accommodations at the Hampton Inn where we have a block of rooms blocked for our invited speakers. Please let me know 
if I can set one aside for him. 
Thanks again for participating in this event! 



i [:+:; i cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 

From: Kelly Buday [mailto:kel!y@exDapp.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:55 PM 

To: 

Subject: bio for experience speaker 

Artached is the bio tbr our speaker, Junior Gaspard. 

Would you mind confirming a few things for me: 

Day/lime of our session. 

Topic and other presenters. 

What we need to bring (slides, etc.) 
Thanks so mnch. 

Kelly 

Kelly Buday 
Experience 

@ExpApp 



UPDATED MARCH 2014 

KENAN CENTER APPROVED CATERERS 

CAROLINA CATERING 
Epiphany Stephens, Campus Sales Coordinator (919-962-0336/office) 
Kresha Russell, Catering Director (919-962-0554/office) 
Desmond Scott, Catering Manager (919-730-3887/cell/troubleshooting only) 
100 Friday Center Drive, CB 1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
efstephens@aux-services.unc.edu 
www.dining.unc.edu 

CAROLINA DINING SERVICES (EINSTEIN’S BAGELS) 
Jerod Haxton, Location Manager 
36 Lenoir Hall, CB 1505 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-6079 

(Cell) 
jwhaxton@aux-services,u nc.edu 
www,dining,unc.edu/Catering 

THE CATERING COMPANY OF CHAPEL HiLL 
J.W. Walton, Partner 
Allison St. Clair, Catering and Events 
1322 Fordham Blvd. Suite 2 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-929-4775 
info@thecateringcompanych.com 
www.thecateringcompanych.com 

CHAPEL HILL RESTAURANT GROUP CATERING COMPANY, DBA 
411 WEST ITALIAN CAFI~ 
SPANKYS RESTAURANT 
SQUIDS SEAFOOD RESTAURANT 
MEZ CONTEMPORARY MEXICAN 
PAGE ROAD GRILL 
Peter Dorrance, Owner/Partner 
Kacie Stonesifer, Director of Events 
Albert Wojciechowski, Catering Director 
PO Box 7 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-941-1630 
kacie@mezdurham.com 
www.chapelhillrestaurantgroup.com 

CORE CATERING 
Pat Eder, President 
Monica Vaughn, Catering Director 
4904 Timberly Drive 
Durham, NC 27707 
919-349-1370 

(cell) 
patjeder@corecater.com 

DURHAM CATERING COMPANY 
Taran Rosenthal, Staffing Manager 
3710 Shannon Road, Suite 117 
Durham, NC 27707 
919-383-3000 

(cell) 
sales@durhamcateringco.com 



UPDATED MARCH 2014 

GREEN PLANET CATERING 
Daniel Whittaker, Managing Partner 
623 Glascock Street 
Raleigh, NC 27604 
919-832-6767 
info@greenplanetcatering.com 
www.greenplanetcatering.com 

HOME ON THE RANGE 
Diane Dodge, Owner 
12330 US Hwy 15-501 N. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-968-4412 
homeontherange01@nc.rr.com 

HUNGRY LEAF 
Peter Goodwin, Owner 
Pavilion East 
2608 Ewvin Rd., #132 
Durham, NC 27705 

peter@hungryleaf.com 
www.hungryleaf.com 

MAMI NORA’S ROTISSERIE 
Nora Palmo, Owner 
302 Davidson Ave 
Durham, NC 27704 
919-220-9028 

~yahoo.com 
www.maminoras.com 

MARCEL’S CATERING CAFI~ 
Marcel Prather, Owner 
1821 Fordham Blvd., Suite 3 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-967-0066 

MARK DAY TO GO 
Peggy Bloodworth, Partner 
6113 NC Highway 86 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

~cell) 
peggy@markdaytogo.com 
www.markdaytogo.com 

MEDITERRANEAN DELl 
Jamil Kadoura, OwnedManager 
410 West Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
919-967-2666 

~bellsouth.net 
www.mediterraneandeli.com 

NANTUCKET GRILL 
Janet Silfen, Catering Manager 
PO Box 2655 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

catering@nantucketgrill.com 
www.nantucketcafeandgrill.com 



UPDATED MARCH 2014 

NEAL’S DELl 
Sheila Neal, Owner 
100-C East Main Street 
Carrboro, NC 27510 
919.967.2185 
info@nealsdeli.com 
www.nealsdeli.com 

THE PiCNiC BASKET 
Erik Dailey, President 
Christine Tuozzo, Catering 
1508 East Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-490-5796 
erik@thepicnicbasket.net 
www.thepicnicbasket.net 

’cell) 

ROCKY TOP HOSPITALITY AT THE BLUE ZONE 
Alison Purdee, Catering Manager 
The Loudermilk Center, PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-850-2340 

(cell) 
alisonpurdee@rockytophospitality.com 
www.rockytopcatering.com 

SAGE AND SWIFT GOURMET CATERERS, INC. 
Amy Tomquist, Owner 
Elizabeth or Shylah, Catering ’cell) 
2505 Whilden Drive 
Durham, NC 27713 
919-957-7889 
elizabeth@sageandswift.com 
amy@sageandswift.com 
www.sageandswift.com 

SAVORY FARE INC. 
Gary Wein, Chef/Owner 
908 West Main Street 
Durham, NC 27701 
919-683-2185 
savory_fare@hotmaii.com 
www. s avo ryfa re cat e ri n g. co m 

SOUTHERN SEASON CATERING 
Vanessa Haydock, Chef de Cuisine 
201 S. Estes Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-913-1218 
Vanessa@southernseason.com 
www.southernseason.com 

XU CATERING 
Kenton Jenkins, Owner 
421 Mountain Laurel 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-542-4772 

Icell) 
xucatering@aol.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

)live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:04 PM 

Knox Massey <knox@keithmasseypartners.com> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Final Details - Dean’s Working Group Dinner and Meeting - Agenda Attached 

Directions to EXSS Woollen.pdf 

Knox, 

We would love to have you. Each venture class has their final pitches on the last day of classes (Thursday). Prof. Debby Stroman (cc’d) would love to have you at her Sports 

Workshop class to give feedback to the student ventures. Her class is Thursday, April 24th from 12:30-1:45 in Woolen 302 (directions attached). If this does not work for your 

schedule, I’d be happy to reach out to other professors and confirm the time of their classes. 

Additionally, I’d love to figure out the best way for you to engage with the students we have in Atlanta this summer. We can schedule an event any evening June-July. I have found 

Tues-Thurs evenings to be best for students. Would you be interested in hosting a dinner or coffee gathering for the 3-6 students that will be interning in Atlanta? 

Let me know! 

Best, 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

W:919.843.2689 

C 

unceminor.org I schedule a meeting I 

From: Knox Massey <knox@keithmasseypartners.com> 

Date: Tuesday, 1:19 PM 

To: ~)live.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Hall, Ishna" <ishna.hall@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Final Details - Dean’s Worldng Group Dinner and Meeting - Agenda Attached 

AT the Dean’s Working Group for EnLrepreneurship meedng lasL week, there was a mention of a "pitch" evenL next week (week of where they needed some 

vokmteers. Iq~ be in Chape~ HH~ at the end of next week ~ut could possibly rearrange my schedule depending on the day of the event. 

Any idea what day the event is next week? 

Thanks .... 

Knox Massey 

Knox Massey 
Managin9 Pa~tneuKe~th.-Mass~y Family ~nvesknents 
Alla~ta Technology V~lage 

3423 P~edmon~ Road~ Suite 520 
At~anl:a, GA 30305 
404~229~2807 

~m~ Hall, Zshna [mail~:ishna.hall@unc.edu] 
$e~t~ Tuesday ~: ~8 AH 
To~ Knox Hassev 

5~ject~ RE: Final Details - Dean’s Working Group Dinner and Heeting - Agenda A~ached 

Hi Knox, 

I hope all is well. It was 8rear to see you at the meetin8 on Friday. Thank you asain for your willinsness to 8ive students in our Atlanta internship 8roup an 

opportunity to encase with you while in the Atlanta area this summer. I am certain the students will enjoy this opportunity,              our internship director 

is copied on this email so that she can connect with you directly to ~et this scheduled. Additionally, can also assist in connectin~ you with instructors 

re~ardin8 class pitches. 

All the best, 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Senior Associate Director of Development 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~34 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 275~4 

(9~9) 843-4885 (office) 

(9~9) 962-2535 (fax) 



From-" Knox Massey [mailto:kno×@keiU~masseypartners.com] 
Sent; Monday, April 14, 2014 8:4.6 AM 

To: Hall, Tshna 
S,,bje¢l:; RE: Final Details - Dean’s Working Group Dinner and Meeting - Agenda Atl:ached 

Ishna ..... 

Great to see you last week. Thanks again for getting me involved. 

When are the program pitches week of 4/2:l? h~n currently planned to be in CH Thursday afternoon that week, but may be able to change plans depending on 

timing of pitches 

Also, put me in [ouch with the Atlanta summer interns. Happy to spend tk~e w~th them and help out if ] can. 

KROX 

K~ox M~ssey 
Managing Par[n£r/Ke~th-Massey Family ~nvestments 
Atlanta Technok~gy V~lage 
3423 Piedmont Road, Suite 520 
A~lanta~ GA 30305 
404-229-2(~07 

~mm= Hall, Zshna [ma~lto:~shna,hall@unc.edu] 
SeBtl Wednesday, April 09, 20~4 ~:08 PM 
To~ Hall, Ishna 
S~ject~ Final Details - Dean’s Working Group Dinner and Meeting - Agenda A~ched 

My apologies, the agenda is attached. 

Safe travels~ 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Senior Associate Director of Development 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 275~4 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 



From: EXS~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: EXSS 

Subjet’t: [ EXSS 

<no- veply@sakaia~nc.edu> 

2:08 PM 

~no- reply@ sa~ai .unc .edu-~ 

- Am~ouncement ] PITCH DAY - TUESDAY 

An m~nouncement has been added in the "EXSSI 
7fadfbab7fc3) 

’ site at Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/porml/site/lb86d397-c977-4347-97df- 

Subject: PITCH DAY - ]VESDAY 

Group: Site 

Message: 

Hi Heels. We must keep the pitch day on Tuesday. There are some administrative concerns that are out of~ny control. 

Be prepared m~d ready to go on this Tuesday, ~ 

Dr. Stroman 

This auto~natic notification message was sent by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai.unc.edu/porml) from the EXSS 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Pret~rences. 

site. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Will DuBose <wdubose@southwinltd.com> 

Tuesday, 2:23 PM 

~live.unc.edu~; Hail, Islma <ishna.hall@unc.edu:~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Great to See You’. 

Tuesday the     will be great. Any suggestions on parking? 

f will let you I~now later this week which da~:e works best. 

How many students usually ~)arth::~pate and how k~ng is a 

~’norRla~~ tour? 

Thanks. 

From’, mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 1~:39 AM 
To~ Hall, Ishna; wdubose@southwinltd.com 

¢c~ Stroman, Deborah 
Subject~ Re: Great to See You~ 

Will, 

It was great to see you at the Working Group meeting on Friday~ Thank you for your willingness and interest in getting involved with our program and our students. 

Generally, our Triangle Group students tour companies weekly on Tuesday or Wednesday evenings around 5pro. Currently, the following dates are available: 

Please let me know if any of those dates work for your schedule.Students will greatly benefit from seeing your business and hearing your story. 

Additionally, Professor Debby Stroman (cc’d) would love to have you help judge her class’ final pitches. These will take place: 

Tuesday, 

12:30-1:45pm 

Woolen 302 

Let us know if that works for your schedule. 

Thanks again! 

Best, 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

W:919.843.2689 

unceminor.org I schedule a meeting I 

I:rom: <Hall>, Ishna <ishnmhall@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,             10:25 AM 

To: "w d u b o s e @ s o u t h w i n I ~d__._c_._o_..m_ ." < ~g_d_._u_..b_ 0__s_..e_..@__.s__o_._u_.t__h_~!_n_!_t_.d_ ._.c_ 0__ng.> 

Cc’, ~live.unc.edu> 

Subje~: Great to See You! 

Will, 

I hope all is well. It was great to see you at the meeting on Friday. Thank you again for your willingness to give students in our Triangle internship group a tour of 

your facilities in Greensboro and share your Carolina story. I am certain the students will enjoy this opportunity,              our internship director is copied on 

this email so that she can connect with you directly to get this scheduled. Additionally, Lanier mentioned you might have an interest in judging final pitches during 

the last week of classes, can also help connect you there as well. 

All the best, 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Senior Associate Director of Development 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pat Timmons Goodson < 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 2:25 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Con’tact 

~yahoo.com> 

Debby, I called yesterday Inoming. Know that I trying to leach you. Pat 

Sent farm my iPhone 

On Apr 11, 2014, at 4:24 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(d~unc.edt~> wrote: 

Oeb~r3~ L. Sm~m~n, Ph.D. CLU 

Eng~qe. Explore. E~,power, 

4mage001.~pg> 

9:~ 9.843.0336 

<image002~jpg> 

[~ Pat Timmons Goodson [mailto 
~Bt~ Friday, April l~, 20~4 3:B~ PM 

T~ Stroman, Deborah L 

Debby, good to hear from you. I am out-of-state attending a meeting. Will be in touch by phone when return on Saturday night. W~II call Sunday. Pat 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 11, 2014, at 2:21 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Judge Goodson. I am trying to reach you. Thanks! 

Are you available on Friday, May 16 - 6:00 p.m.? It is the Black Faculty and Staff’s 40th anniversary celebration. 

DeBorah L Stroman, PI~oDo CLU 
Explore, Engage, Empower. 

Frank H~wkins Kenan Xnstit~te of PrN~e En~erpd~, Senior Adv~s~r (h~p://~.kenan-flagler, unc.edu/kenan=institute) 

Chape~ H~l~ NC 27599 

<image001.jpg> 

#HeelForward 

<imageOO2.jpg> 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Knox Massey <knox@keithmasseypartners.com> 

Tuesday, 2:31 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Final Details - Dean’s Working Group Dinner and Meeting - Agenda Attached 

Let’s do a lunch for the interns at Adanta Tech Vitlage where I have an off:ice? When will the students be here in Atlanta? That way, I can meet them all, they can 

meet each other, etc 

We can perhaps get one of the community managers to come by and do a short presentation on the Village. Easy to arrange, just need dates, etc. 

ht[p://atlantatechvillage.com/ 

OK on [he .... ~et Rle know the various cbsses and I can try to hk a few if possiMe. I’H see if ~ can arrange to come in Wed Right 8nd be ~tl CH a]~ day Thursday, 

Knox 

Knox Massey 
Managing PaflnedKe~th-Massey Family ]nves~ments 
Atlanta "Fochnok)gy V~Hage 

3423 Pk~dmont Road, SuSie 520 
Atlanta, GA 30305 
404-22%2607 
........................................................................................................................... 

F~m: [mailto: Hive.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, 2:04 PM 
To= Knox Massey 

Co= Stroman, Deborah 
S~bje~t= Re: Final DeVils - Dean’s Working Group Dinner and Meeting - Agenda A~ached 

Knox, 

We would love to have you. Each venture class has their final pitches on the last day of classes (Thursday). Prof. Debby Stroman (cc’d) would love to have you at her Sports 

Workshop class to give feedback to the student ventures. Her class is Thursday, April 24th from 12:30-2:45 ~n Woolen 302 (d~rections attached). If this does not work for your 

schedule, l’d be happy to reach out to other professors and confirm the time of their classes. 

Additionally, l’d love to figure out the best way for you to engage with the students we have in Atlanta this summer. We can schedule an event any evening June-July. I have found 

Tues-Thurs evenings to be best for students. Would you be interested in hosting a dinner or coffee gathering for the 3-6 students that will be interning in Atlanta? 

Let me knowl 

Best, 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

W:919.843.2689 

unceminor.org I schedule a meeting I 

From: Knox Massey <knox@keitllrnasseypartners~com> 

Date: Tuesday, 1:19 PM 

To: ~.[[~_e_._ .u__n_.c_ :.e__d__u_. > 

Cc: "Hall, Ishna" <ishna.hall@unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Final Details - Dean’s Working Group Dinner and Meeting - Agenda Attached 

AT the Dean’s Working Group for EnLrepreneurship meeLing lasL week, there was a mention of a ~’pitch" ever~L next week (week of , where they needed some 

volunteers. I’ll be in Chapel Hill at the end of next week but could possibly rearrange my schedule dependin~ on the day of the event. 

Any idea what day the event is next week? 

Thanks .... 

Knox Massey 

Knox Massoy 
Managing PattneriKeith-Massey Family kwes~ments 
Allanta Technology Village 

3423 Piedmon~ Road, Suite 520 
Atlani:a, GA 30305 
404-229o2807 

From: Hall, Tshna [mailto:ishna.hall@unc.edu] 
Se~t: Tuesday, 11:~8 Alvl 
To: Knox Massey 

Subject: RE: Final Details - Dean’s Working Group Dinner and Meeting - Agenda Attached 

Hi Knox, 

i hope all is well. It was great to see you at the meeting on Friday. Thank you again for your willingness to give students in our Atlanta internship group an 

opportunity to engage with you while in the Atlanta area this summer, i am certain the students will enjoy this opportunity,              our internship director 

is copied on this email so that she can connect with you directly to get this scheduled. Additionally, can also assist in connecting you with instructors regarding 

class pitches. 

All the best, 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 



Senior Associate Director of Development 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 

From: Knox Massey [mailto:knox.@keithmasseypa~tners,com] 

Sent: Monday, 8:46 AM 
To: Hall, Tshna 
Subject: RE: Final Details - Dean’s Working Group Dinner and Meeting - Agenda Attached 

Ishna ..... 

Great to see you last week. Thanks again for getting me involved. 

When are the program p~tches week of ) Fm currently p~anned to be hi CH Thursday afternoon that week, but may be able to change plm]s depending on 

tim~r~g of p~tches 

Abo, put me m [:ouch w~th the Atlanta summer mterr~s, Happy [o spend tm~e w~th them and help out if t can. 

KROX 

Knox Massey 
Managin9 Par[n£r/Ke~th-Massey Family ~nvestments 
Atlanta Technok~gy V~lage 
3423 P~edmont Road, Suite 520 
Atlanta, G~ 30305 
404-229-2607 

From: Hall, Ishna [._n_!a__[Lt__o__:_Ls__h___n__a__~__h__a_JJ_@_u___n__c_,__e___d__u_.] 
Sent: Wednesday [:08 PM 
To: Hall, [shna 
Subject: Final Details - Dean’s Working Group Dinner and Meeting - Agenda Attached 

My apologies, the agenda is attached. 

Safe travels! 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Senior Associate Director of Development 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglas, Liuda Brown <linda dougla@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 2:35 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: New submission from Speaker Request Form 

Will do. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Tuesday, April 15, 2014. 2:34. PIv] 
To= Douglas, Linda Brown 
Subject= RE: New submission from Speaker Request Form 

t:ll L;.nd ~, ~l’]-~t d~t~:s ].~oks ~]n’.’. P]’..as~: k’.’~-p rn~: p~t~:ct. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

EEq~qe. Explore. Empowen 

I 
~X:~ emailSignature 

9~9.843.0336 

From: Douglas, Linda Brown 
Sent= Tuesday, April :tS, 20:14 :t2:50 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= FW: New submission from Speaker Request Form 

Are you available for this presentation?’ 

Linda Brown Douglas 

Director of Community Reiations 

University of Nortiq Caroiina at Chapel Hill 

2:].0 Pittsboro Street 

Campus Box 6225 

Chapel Hiil., NC 27599-6225 

Linda Dou~las@unc.edu 

Office ~ hone: .~1.3-~, 

Ceil Phone: 
From= Speaker Request Form [.&~a!!Lo__:__e_h_a____m____m___o__0__d__@__u_n___c_=_e__d___u_] 
Sent= Tuesday, April 15, 2014- 11:20 AN 
To= Douglas, Linda Brown 

Subject= New submission from Speaker Request Form 

Your Contact Inlbrmation 

Organization Name 

Carolina Room Charlotte Mecklenburg Library 

Name 

Address 

Da~ime Phone 

Email Address 



sbu rngarner@cmlibrary.org 

Speaker Details 

Preferred Speaker 

3. Deborah Stroman 

Speech Title 

Plantation or Platform? The Black Male Student-Athlete’s Plight in Higher Education 

Date 

02/21/2015 

Time 

01:00 pm 

Location of Speech 

TBA 

Audience Size 

75 

Length of Speech 

one hour 

Open to Public? 

Yes 

Comments 

We would love to have Dr. Stroman speak about this very current topic during Black History Month. If that is not agreeable then let me know other times she is available. 

Thanks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Knox Massey <knox@keithmasseypartners.com> 

Tuesday, 2:43 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Final Details - Dean’s Working Group Dinner and Meeting - Agenda Attached 

Sorry--will not be up to Chapel Hill until at the earliest, Appreciate the invite, tho! 

Knox Massey 
Managing PartneriKeith-Massey Family Investments 
Atlanta Technology Village 

3423 Ph~dmont Roast, SuSie 520 
Afla~ta. GA 30305 
404-229-2607 

E~= Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Seat= Tuesday, 2:23 PN 
To= Knox Nassey 

Subject: ~E: Final Details - Dean’s Working Group Dinner and Meeting - Agenda A~ached 

. l: :~.c ,,~.~ m~ know 

d ~bb ~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D= CLU 

9~ 9,843,0336 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:04 PM 

To: Knox Massey 

C¢: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Re: Final Details - Dean’s Working Group Dinner and Meeting - Agenda Attached 

We would love to have you. Each venture class has their final pitches on the last day of classes (Thursday). Prof. Debby Stroman (cc’d) would love to have you at her Sports 

Workshop class to give feedback to the student ventures. Her class is Thursday,         from ~2:30-~:45 in Woolen 302 (directions attached). If this does not work for your 

schedule, I’d be happy to reach out to other professors and confirm the time of their classes. 

Additionally, I’d love to figure out the best way for you to engage with the students we have in Atlanta this summer. We can schedule an event any evening June-July. I have found 

Tues-Thurs evenings to be best for students. Would you be interested in hosting a dinner or coffee gathering for the 3-6 students that will be interning in Atlanta? 

Let me know! 

Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

200 D Gardner Hall 

W:919.843.2689 

C: 

unceminor.org I schedule a meeting I _ 

From: Knox Massey <knox@keithmasseypartners.com> 

Date: Tuesday, 1:19 PM 

To: .blive,unc.edu> 

Cc :" H a II, Is h n a" <.!s_._h_o_a_:_ .h__a__!! .@_..u_ n__c:__e_.d__~).> 

Subject: RE: Final Details - Dean’s Working Group Dinner and Meeting - Agenda Attached 



A’[" the Dean’s W.:_~rkk~g Group for Entrepreneurship meeting last week, there was a mention of a "p~Lch" event next week {week of 4/2:[) where they f~eeded some 

volunteers. I’H be in Chapel FtH~ aL the end of next week but could possibly rearrange my schedLde depending on the day of the evenL 

Any idea what day the evenL b nexL week? 

Thanks ..... 

Knox Massey 

K~ox Massey 
Managing Pa~tneriKe~th-Massey Family Investments 
Atlanta Technobgy V~Hage 

3423 Pbdmont Roa[L Sub~ 520 
A~anta, GA 30305 
404-229-2607 

~= Hall, [shna [mailto:ishna.ha~@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 11:18 AM 
To= Knox Massev 

Sabject= RE: Final Details - Dean’s Working Group Dinner and Meeting - Agenda AEached 

Hi Knox, 

I hope all is well. It was great to see you at the meeting on Friday. Thank you again for your willingness to give students in our Atlanta internship group an 

opportunity to engage with you while in the Atlanta area this summer. I am certain the students will enjoy this opportunity              our internship director 

is copied on this email so that she can connect with you directly to get this scheduled. Additionally, can also assist in connecting you with instructors regarding 

class pitches. 

All the best, 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Senior Associate Director of Development 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-253~ (fax) 

F~m= Knox Massev [maHto:knox@keithmasseypa~ners.com] 
Se~t= Monday. ~:46 AM 
To= Hall, Ishna 
S~bject; RE: Final Details - Dean’s Working Group Dinner and Meeting - Agenda AEached 

bhna ..... 

Great to see you ~ast week. Thanks agah~ for gettin~ me involved. 

When are the program O~tches week of 4/217 I’m currendv p~anned to be ~n CH Thursday afternoon that week, but may be able to change plans depending on 

K~ox 

Knox Massey 
Managing PaftneriKe~th-Massey Family h~w~sknents 
Atlanta Technobgy V~Hage 

3423 Pbdmont Road, Suite 520 
Aflsnta. GA 30305 
404-229-2607 

F~m: Hall, Ishna [[3~]]~_;]~_bD_~;_~}_~]]@_MEGA#_M] 
Sent; Wednesday $:08 PM 
To= Hall, Ishna 
Subject= Final Details - Dean’s Working Group Dinner and Meeting - Agenda A~ched 

My apologies, the agenda is attached. 

Safe travels] 

Ishna 

Ishna J. Hall 

Senior Associate Director of Development 

The Arts and Sciences Foundation 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

134 East Franklin Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(9~9) 843-4885 (office) 

(919) 962-2531 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <lizzy.hazeltine@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April :15, 20:[4 2:47 PM 

~smail.com 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Invitation to Coach Faculty Bootcamp, 5/12-15 

Bootcamp_Sylla bus_2014_Coach.docx 

Dear Ms. Andruzzi, 

Debby Stroman shared your information when she, the instruction team and I were looking for people to help coach teams at a workshop on entrepreneurship for faculty at UNC 

Chapel Hill. 

This year’s Entrepreneurial Mindset Faculty Bootcamp will be held in Hyde Hall from May 12-15, and the instruction team and I are looking for backup. That backup would be your 

help coaching a team or two of faculty from UNC-CH and the UNC system as they develop an idea. Your background makes you a perfect fit to help the teams work through the 

process. 

I’ve attached an outline of the workshop with the most critical coaching moments highlighted in blue- generally a few hours each day after lunch. Would you be available and 

interested? 

If you’re available, we’d love to include you in as much of the workshop as you have time to attend, too. 

Thank you for considering lending some of your time to our effort! 

Lizzy 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Program Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Director, Tnnovation Scholars Program 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 G Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
www, unceminor,orq I Schedule a meeting- http:!!doodle.com/lizzyhazeltine I Follow me @LizzyHazeltine 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Honeycutt @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 2:54 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: E-connection 

I’In great. I got an exciting job with RCA and am maintaining their ecomlnerce website and social media outreach, as well as creating graphicdl content for their 

consumer electronics (packaging, POS displays at retailers, etc.). I’m verb, happy with it. I still pull on a lot of the m~xketing materidt learned in your class’. 

On Tue, at 2:39 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(~unc.edu> wrote: 

~a~a:c~: :~11 i~ -,re1] }acre. B~sy wh:l~ my upcoming co~a})~re~ace, x~v.kisport.unc.edu P]e~ bveet ~out it’. ;) 

Deborah L S~roman, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage. Explore, Empower, 

~ errlailSi~natu re 

919.843.0336 

X:: care 

From: Michael Honeycutt [mailto           @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:20 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Re: E-connection 

Thanks £or the connection, Dr. Stroman. Hope aJl is well with you, too. I’ll reach out to 

On Tue, at 2:10 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Michael. I hope you are well. Let this note serve as an e-coimection with my student, 

Please allow him to chat with you about your shoe world. ;) 

’I’h~lks! 

Dr. Strommi 

Deborah L, Stroman, Pb,D. CLU 

Explore, Engage, Empower. 

. He reminds me of you and your passion tbr sneakers. 





~,~ ~ ...... p~,,~ of,~,~ ~t~ n~w~ ~ w~ ....... " ...... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

less likely to work in research and developme~t either in or :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
outside acadg~[~a :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

MaD~ An~ Peters spent 30 years in fl~e d~p~m~ic se~z~ice, iududin~ a ~enr~ ~s ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

The study by researchers at RJ ...... d UC Sail Diego [bund that l~eop]e who :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 







FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelly Buday <kelly@expapp.com> 

Tuesday, 3:55 PM 

~kena~- llagler.~mc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: bio for experience speaker 

TNs may be a silly question - but      is fine presenting on the SATURDAY 8:30 am proM, but will you also need him for the SATURDAY 3:00 pm Marketing & 

Tickets panel as listed on the current agenda per the link you provided? 

Jnst want to make sure we are cleaac on our obligations. 

Thanks. 

Kelly 

Kelly Buday 

Experience 

~)ExpApp 

On Tue, 

Hi Kelly, 

at 1:16 PM, ~kenan- flagler.tmc.edtc, wrote: 

Thanks for your follow up note! This link outlines the session details: http:/ikisport.unc.eduiindex.phpisession-details!. I’ve also cc’d Dr. Stroman (our Senior 

Faculty Advisor who is spearheading the summit) again here in case you have any additional follow up questions. 

Regarding the hotel and registrations, I’II add Junior Gaspard to our room block at the Hampton Inn. We are more than happy to comp Nate’s registration for the 

Summit. Can you please send me his email address and phone number and I will add his name to the registration list. If Experience wanted to send additional 

people to the Summit, we can also offer a registration discount to a group of four or more for $99 per person. Regarding Nate’s hotel reservation, if he could call 

the host hotel (Hampton Inn at 370 E Main St, Carrboro - 919-969-6988) to arrange accommodations, that would be great. 

We suggest arriving on Friday, May 2 before 4:00 p.m. If Junior and Nate are golfers, we do have tee times available on Saturday morning. We can also pick them 

up at the airport (RDU) if they would like. The conference will end Saturday evening. 

As I mentioned, your session, Fan Experience and Engagement, is Saturday morning. Based on what is trending this basketball (and in particular, the playoff 

season) season, feel free to share your thoughts. 

Suggested format: 

1. Brief introduction on how you got to where you are today 

2. What do you do? ;) (including products and services) 

3. Trends and Insights 

4. Q&A 

We are intentional in designing this conference so that there is time for O.&A and audience engagement at each session (90 minutes). Each speaker with have ~ 

minutes to share their insights on basketball analytics. This message may include information about your company products and services. 

Let me know your technology needs. We do have wireless internet, big screen capability, laptop computer, etc. 

Looking forward to having you join us, and please let us know if you have any additional questions. 



Best, 

i’~i cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 

From: Kelly Buday [mailto:kellv@expapp.com] 

Sent: Monday, 11:24 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: bio for experience speaker 

The Saturday am slot will be fine - junior can do this. 

Also, ple&se do reserve him a reom at the hotel. 

Finally, Junior will be bringing along Nate Klein fiom Experience - can you also reserve a room for him (we will pay sep. for this reom). 

tte weuld also like to attend "the conl~rence if you can arrange for his regislration. 

Thanks so much. 

Kelly Buday 

Kelly Buday 

Experience 

@F~xpapp 

On Fri, 

Thanks Kelly! 

at6:30PM, ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> w~ote: 

Here are some answers for you: 

Day/time: We had planned for you to be in a panel mid-afternoon on Saturday, but is there any way Mr. Gaspard can join us during the 8:30-10am Fan 
Experience Panel on Saturday 5/3? 

Topics and other presenters: We’ll give you all about 10 minutes at the beginning of the panel to introduce yourselves and your organization, and talk 
about the future of the fan experience. Charlotte Bobcats Marketing Director Liz Ralon and Jason Teitler, Managing Director at Burston-Marsteller will also be 
joining this panel. We’re working on finalizing the Fan Experience abstract and can send this your way when we have it through. I’m super excited to have you 



all on board! 

What you need to bring: Supporting introductory slides if you’d like, but they at~ not required. 

We can also provide Mr. Gaspard with accommodations at the Hampton Inn where we have a block of rooms blocked for our invited speakers. Please let me 
know if I can set one aside for him. 

Thanks again for participating in this event! 

~ cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 

From: Kelly Budav [mailto:kelly@expapp.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:55 PM 

To; 

Subject: bio for experience speaker 

Attached is the bio for our speaker, Junior Gaspard. 

~Vould you mind confirming a few things for me: 

Day/time of our session. 

Topic and other presenters. 

What we need to bring (slides, etc.) 

Thanks so much. 

Ke,y 

Kelly Buday 

Experience 

@ExpApp 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 3:55 PM 

[hcnl~athletic@ ~k~J. unc .edu 

Joy - thoughts on our web section on the Facul~ Governance website 

I am meeting with Katie and Anne tomorrow morning about our FAC presence on the Faculty Governance website. 

Your thoughts on organization: (below is what I remember we talked about at our last meeting) 

Section for minutes 

Section for statements and messages 

Section for FAQ that is searchable if possible or organized in a certain way 

Section for informational productions -organization, advising, faculty policies and responsibilities (things we have been producing to educate faculty related to 

athletics) 

?? other thoughts 

Thanks, 

Joy 

PS -I will post some info and organize the "tasks" needed this week and preparation for next week. We have space identified in Saunders and the Genome 

building for our listening forums next week. 

Jo~/J. Re!~r!er, M.A., ~’~T(R), FAEIRS 

Un[ve!’sity of North Caroiina at Chapel WII 
School of Medicine 
CB #7Z30 UNC-CH Bondurar~t Hall 
B 21-A South Colum bia 5[, 
Chape~ FI[II, NC 27599-7130 

919-985-5147Desk 

Celi 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-.CONFIDENTIALITY NOi~CE: this e-mi~il messi~ge, including i~ttachments, if any, is intended only for the --person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 

privileged mater[i~L A~y ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are ~ot tile [~tended recipient, please co,tinct the sender b~ reply e-mall and 

destroy’ all cop~es of tile original message. 

This automatic notification message was sent by SakaJ @ UNC-Chapel Hill (._h__t_t_p_~]_!Ls2_a_~i_:_y__r_Lc_:_e___c_t__u__/£_x_?!__t~!) fiom the Faculb" Athletics Co~nmittee site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > t references. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ives, Timothy <Timothy Ive@meda~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 4:04 PM 

Faculty Well?are Committee <t~cultywelt?~xe@saJ~ai.unc.edu> 

Another idea for next year’s agenda 

Good afternoon everyone: 

Yes, we are finished for the year. but I think that this article in the 

Chronicle may provide a foundation for another topic area for the coming 

year: 

http://chronicle.comiblogs/data/2014/04/11/there- is- a- gender- pay- gap- in- academe- bat- it- m~- not- be - the - gap- that- matters" 

While a relyort was provided in Faculty Council last year, it may need to 

be revisited tbr greater clarity. 

I hope that eveiyone enjoys a fabulous sumlner. 

Titn 

Timothy J. Ives, Pharm.D., M.P.H., BCPS, FCCP, CPP 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, Box 7574 

The Universily of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7574 

Phone: 919.843.2279 

Fax: 919.962.0644 

Division of General Medicine ~d Clinical Epidemiology 

Department of Medicine, Box 7110 

The UniversiF of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7110 

Phone: 919.843.6480 

Fax: 919.843.0775 
Pager: 

e-mail: Timothy Ives@med.unc.edu 

This automatic notification message was sere by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai.unc.edu/portal) from the FaculF ~Velfare Committee site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: @kenan- flagler.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:28 PM 

To: @kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: BAS Printing Follow up 

Attach: AgendaContent.docx 

Hi 

Thanks for meeting! Here are the items we discussed to have made for the summit: 

¯ Half poster for bottom of kenan drive, arrow into parking deck, and leading up to latane plaza 

¯ The PPT template with BAS logo 

¯ Large poster of summit agenda to go next to the registration desk 

¯ Folded programs (TBD on inclusion of panel abstracts) 

I’ve attached a tentative agenda to use for the initial program template. 

MBA Candidate, Class of ¯ !~.#.QAI3..I.13~:~[’~M.t#. ~. ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 



Poster with BAS logo 

o Bottom of Kenan Drive 

o On Bricks leading up to latane plaza (upstairs) 

Poster with BAS logo + "Parking --)" arrow 

Poster template with BAS logo at the top 

Large printout of summit agenda to put next to registration desk 

8.5x11" agendas printed 

Panel abstracts printed 

Action Items: 

Let know if we are adding abstracts by Thursday evening 

We need to get the "line art" or EPS files from sponsors for printed brochures (otherwise we will just try to find 

highest res image) 

Evening of    ~ getting    :any agenda/programs updates 

o will order on the 

o FedEx office will deliver next day before noon 

Educational Media 

o PPTslides, videos? 

o Media is always a pain; we need to get these in advance! 



<BAS + Kenan Institute logo??> 

Times Event Location 
4-Spin* Registration Kenan Center 

Basketball Museum 
4-Spm 

Tours 
UNC Basketball Museum 

Careers in Analytics 
McColl Classroom 4-5pm 

Panel 

5-6:30pm Opening Reception    Kenan Center Dining Room 

6:30-8pm 
Session I: 

Friday Forum 
Koury Auditorium 

While here in Chapel Hill, please feel free to take advantage of checking out 

the UNC Basketball Museum during after you register or on Saturday during 

the lunch break! 

In this students-only session, Steve Hirdt, EVP of the Elias Sports Bureau, will be 

talking with students about the careers options and entry points in the sport 

industry. 

Please join us for networking, food, and drinks as we kickoff the UNC’s first 

Basketball Analytics Summit! 

George Karl: UNC alumna and former NBA coach 

538 

Charlotte Bobcats Analytics Team 

Dean Oliver: Director of Production Analytics, ESPN 

7:30-                              Loudermilk Foyer & 
Breakfast                                     Please join us in Loudermilk Foyer and on Latane Plaza for bagels and coffee. 

8:30am Latane Plaza 

Liz Ralon: Director of Marketing, Charlotte Bobcats 
Session II: 

8:30am-                                                     ¯ Jason Teitler: Managing Director, Burston-Marsteller 
Fan Experience &         Koury Auditorium 

loam      Engagement Panel                               ¯ Junior Gaspard: VP of Sales, Experience 

Catapult 

Zebra Technologies 
lO:30am-        Session II1: 

Koury Auditorium * Mike Curtis: Men’s Basketball Strength and Conditioning Coach, University 
11:45am Sport Science Panel 

of Virginia 

TBD 

Robbie Allen: Founder and CEO, Automated Insights 

Ken Pomeroy: 
lpm- Session IV: Individual 

2:30pm Performance Panel 
Koury Auditorium * Chi Nwogu: Basketball Analyst, Bloomberg Sports 

¯ Graham Boone: Director of Basketball Operations, Tandem Sports + 

Entertainment 

¯ Flavil Hampsten: SVP of Ticket Sales & Marketing Partnerships, Charlotte Session V: 
3pm - 

Marketing &           Koury Auditorium            Bobcats 
4:30pm 

Ticketing                                   ¯ 

Closing Reception 5pm-7pm 

Hickory Tavern 

(370-110 E Main St in 

Carrboro) 

Join us as we continue the basketball analytics discussion over beer graciously 

provided by our very own Carolina Brewery! 

sParking opens at 4pm on Friday afternoon. 



Panel Overviews -TBD if we include or not 

Session I1: Fan Experience & Engagement 

Session II1: Sport Science 

As technology empowers teams to maximize efficiency and minimize injuries, early adopters gain a competitive 

advantage that can provide the edge necessary to win games and championships. Sport Medicine, Exercise Physiology, 

and Performance Training innovations are enabling players to reach their full potential quicker. For example, wearable 

sensors provide real-time feedback to both coaches, trainers, and players. This panel will explore these new 

technologies and the impact of biological and performance data on injury, rehabilitation, safety, and training of 

basketball players. 

With perspectives from a variety of professionals, we’ll examine topics that delve deeper into data-driven gameplay, 

including: 

What are the new technologies & software enhancing athlete performance? 

How are teams maximizing player effectiveness and efficiency using sport science? 

What are the short and long-term benefits/concerns of the new wave of sport performance data? 

How can data be used to predict and prevent future injuries to keep players healthy? 

How is sport science data reshaping players’ performance metrics and goals? 

Session IV: Individual Performance Panel 

Session V: Ticketing & Marketing 

Ticketing (and the marketing that propels ticket sales) is one of the key drivers of revenue generation for the sport 

industry. Businesses, municipalities, universities, and professional sport teams have recognized the opportunity that 

exists to increase revenue as traditional ticketing methods are redefined through the use of technology and analytics. 

Panelists will discuss this critical and evolving component of the sport industry as we uncover solutions to typical 

ticketing and marketing strategies. Through the lens of tech, digital space, and big data, we’ll discuss relevant topics such 

as: 

What are the optimal pricing strategies? 

What does the future of ticketing look like? 

What technologies are disrupting traditional ticketing methods, and how can teams take advantage of them? 

What solutions are being developed for the challenges in the secondary ticketing market? 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Scheduling a Meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 

I was wondering if I could meet with you later this week or next to talk about the EXSS class that we discussed last week. 

I am available Monday and Wednesday after :F~:O0 a.m. and Tuesday and Thursday after 3:30 p.m. 

I hope you have a good day. 

Thank you, 



From: @live.unc.edu’- 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:04 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: CSBC meeting 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I am so excited for next year with the CSBC! Unfortunately, I have ; tryouts tomorrow at the same time as the meeting, so I won’t 
be able to attend. 
If I could meet with you before the semester ends to discuss more of my role and my internship plans for next year, it would be greatly 
appreciated! 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 

BSBA     ¯ Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Second Major, EXSS Sport Administration 

))live.une.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?~direc@n~vlime s.com> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 10:17 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Ale�B: Maureen Dowd (1 azticles) 

Maureen Dowd 

Op-Ed Columnist 

Game of Drones 

It just might be the right time for a "Top Gun" sequel, considering we’re 

already on fl~e highway to the danger zone. 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlimes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Android [ iPad(’~D ] iPhone® ] All 

This is an automated emaiLPlease do not reply directly to this email flom NYTimea.com As a mernbe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted [o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Aier[s Help I Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contac:’~ i Advertise 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:23 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

My name is               I spoke with you after the panel tonight. I am currently a sophomore Public Relations major with a minor in African-American 
Studies. I thoroughly enjoyed listening to your comments and your life experiences. I was intrigued that you said that you taught marketing and 
entrepreneurship classes, I am really interested in better marketing myself and learning new techniques. In the future I want to own a PR Firm specializing 
in athletes images. I would love to be able to learn hands on about how to being a business using entrepreneurship techniques. 
Listening to your comments on building a personal brand resonated with me because I believe that it is essential to good networking. The problem I run 
into is how to do it at times. I would love to set up a meeting with you and learn exactly how you managed to achieve all that you have. As a public 
relations major I’m really interested in marketing as well building a better brand. Thank you for your consideration in this matter and for being a panelist 
this evening. 

Respectfully, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kanan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:07 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: A Program tbr Young Women: REMINDER/DISCUSSION POINTS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I cannot express my gratitude enough for your participation. The audience and myself found all of your advice so insightful and engaging. I received tons of positive feedback 
from the attendees and my sorority sisters. I hope tonight you felt the impact your guidance had on so many young women. Thank you again for your time! 

Also, below is a message from Vice Chancellor Washington. I am so glad you all enjoyed each others company. 

Best, 

B.S. Business Administration ] Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Class of 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

From: Washington, Felicia A. [felicia.washington@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday,, .8:47 Plvl 
To: ~ 
Cc: i          : Clayton, Taffye (Provost); Russell, Chloe (Academic Advising); King, Crystal (Carolina Union); Fisher, Annice (School of Education); 
Subject: Re: A Program for Young Women: REMINDER/DISCUSSION POINTS 

Ladies, 

It was my pleasure to meet you and serve on a panel with you. I would like for us to gather for lunch and hope that you would be amenable to fl~at. 

I am also hopefid fl~at you may be able to provide referraJs for responsible persons who may be interested in a job to include picking up Iniddle schoolers from after 

school activities and being present and supervising in the home some evenings. 

Regards, 

Felida 

(c) 

On , at 3:51 PM, (~kenan-fla~ler.anc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Everyone, 

Thank you so much for agreeing to participate in our panel discussion. During this time we will explore how women build leadership skills and leverage them for 
success in both a professional and personal setting. Through this program we hope to inspire our attendees to further pursue their personal development goals 
and learn from your real life experiences. 

The program will be hosted in the Union, room 3209, and will begin at 6 pm ending approximately at 7:30 pm. We ask that our panelist arrive at 5:50 pm. Thank 
you again for your participation! With your help I know our event will be a success! 

Attached you will find the discussion questions. We ask that you view them prior to the event. If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to ask. Have a great 
week and I look forward to seeing you all on Tuesday,       at 5:50 pm! 

Best, 

B.S. Business Administration [ Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill [ Class of: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

<Discussion Questions.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 6:56 AM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

UNC Sports Administration group subscription 

Barbara/Debby- 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

I received this email below from Coyte Cooper. Please comment (to him and/or me). 

Thanks in advance. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

From: <Cooper>, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc~edu> 

Date: Tuesday, April :[5, 20:[4 at :[1:38 PM 

To: Nick Infante <nick@collegea[hleticsclips.corn> 

Subject: Re: Clips renewal reminder 

Hi Nick, 

As of right now, the grad program does not really have funds at our disposal to spend on something like this. I am going to double check on 
whether our office has funds for subscriptions. I know that some of our faculty definitely use your service so we will try to make it work. I 
will get a final answer from them tomorro~ Thanks! 

Coyte 

<!--[if!vml]--> 

"~ill Description: 

Macintosh 

HD:Users:coyteco 

oper:Desktop:SA 

logo (tiny).jpg 

COYTECOOI~I{R, PHI) 
Assistant Professor & Graduate Coordinator 
Sport Ac~JnistratJon Program 
University of North Carolina 
919.962.0959 

CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) 
Website: ww~. elite]evel£po~-tmarketi~!g.~ corn 
Twitter: #coytecooper ~ELSMarketin~ 

From: "nick@collegeathleticsc[ips.com" <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Date: Tuesday, April :[5, 20:[4 at :[:[:3:[ AM 

To: "Cooper, Coyte" <cgcooper@ernail.unc.edu> 

Subject: Clips renewal reminder 

Coy~- 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

I am circling back to see if you are interested in renewing the UNC Sports Administration group subscription to the College Athletics Clips service. 
Your current subscription expires on 3-15=14, but I will keep everyone’s (there are 28 on your subscription) access to Clips active until you decide 
what you want to do. 

Richard Southall purchased a subscription for 29 people for two years for $1,260, or $21.72 per person per year. I will follow up with a quote for a 
renewal if you can tell me how many subscriptions you would like to purchase. The price for a solo subscription is $99!year, so the rate above is a 
substantial discount. 

Thanks in advance for your consideration. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
908.879.9978 



From: Nick Infante <nick@colle~eathleticsdips.com> 

Date: Monday, March 10, 2014at 12:14 PM 

To: Nick Infante <--q!-c-~[£--@---c-~-~-)~L-e-g--e-~-a--t--h-~!--e--t-!-c-~-s--c-!~p~-s-:~£9~--m--> 

Subje~: P3 UNC Sp Admin 3-15-14 

From: Nick Infante <nick@collegeathleticsdips.com> 

Date: Monday, March 10, 2014 at 11:13 AM 

To: "_c_g_c___o___o_~__e__r___@__.___e___n_~_a__[J:__u___n__£_.__e___d___u_" <_c_g_c___o___o_p___e___r___@___e____m___a_)_[:__u___n__c__:__e__d___u_.> 

Subje~: Circling back regarding Clips subscription 

Coyte- 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

I am circling back to see if you are interested in renewing the UNC Sports Administration group subscription to the College Athletics Clips service. 
Your current subscription expires on 3-15-14, but I will keep everyonels (there are 28 on your subscription) access to Clips active until you decide 
what you want to do. 

Richard Southall purchased a subscription for 29 people for two years for $1,260, or $21.72 per person per year. I will follow up with a quote for a 
renewal if you can tell me how many subscriptions you would like to purchase. The price for a solo subscription is $99!year, so the rate above is a 
substantial discount. 

Thanks in advance for your consideration. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

From: Nick Infante <nick@collegeathleticsdips.com> 

Date: Monday, February 17, 2014 at 10:46 AM 

To: "Cooper, Coyte" <cgcooper@email.unc.edu> 

Subje¢t: Thanks for getting back to me 

Coyte- 

Thanks for the email. No hurry, take your time. 

The main thing is to make sure you are familiar with the Clips service. You have been on the UNC Sports Administration group subscription for 
two years now. So you should have been receiving 1-3 Clips emails per week (have you?), and you have access to the Clips website by using 
Cooper-U NC as both a username and password (do you?). 

Other people currently on the subscription (includes first year students, grad students and faculty) are listed below. 

Any questions please call. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Grant Leiendecker 
Allsion Bass 
Darin Padua 
Byron Sanders 
Catherine Mitchell 
Doron Tamari 
Korie Sawyer 
Nels Popp 
Hunter Barrett 
Brett Botta 
Jeff Caudill 
Hannah Fleishman 



CJ Hunter 
Stephen lannotta 
Mark Ketterer 
Jessica Rippey 
Joe Smaldone 
Robert Sawyer 
Tim Kelly 
Carly Dressier 
Deborah Stroman 
John Dougherty 
Elizabeth Hedgpeth 
Coyte Cooper 
Erianne Weight 
Robert Turner 
Barbara Osborne 
Peter Chalfin 

From: <Cooper>, Coyte <cgcooper@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Monday, February :17, 20:14 at :10:24 AM 

To: Nick Infante <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Subject: Re: Clips renewal for UNC Sports Admin 

Hi Nick, 

Sorry I missed on your first message. I am the new coordinator and will follow up with our group to get their opinions on the subscription. I will also 
need to check with our office to see if they will find it of we are interested. I will try to do this by Friday. Thanks! 

Coy~ 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. I Assistant Professor in Sport Administration UNC - Chapel Hill 
CEO of Elite Level Sport Marketing (ELSM) I _9___!_~_.__9__~__2__,_0___9___5__~. 

From: Nick Infante <nick@collegeathleticsdips.com> 
Date: Monday, February :17, 20:14 at :10::10 AM 
To: "_c_~_c___o___o_p_e__r_@_.___e___n_~_a__!!:__u___n___c__,__e_d_u_" <_c_~_c_o_o_p__e___r_~__e____m___a_!_L.__u___n__£._e__d___u_.> 
Subject: Clips renewal for UNC Sports Admin 

Coyte- 

Greetings from College Athletics Clips. 

I am following up on my email from last week (see below) to ask whether you are the new director of the UNC Sports Administration program, 
and < if so < please take a look at the renewal offer below and let me know if you are interested. 

Your current subscription expires on 3-15-14. 

Thanks in advance. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

From: Nick Infante <nick@collegeathleticsdips.com> 

Date: Thursday, February 6, 20:14 at 3:36 PM 

To: "cgcooper@email,unc.edu" <cgcooper@email,unc.edu> 

Subject: Are you the person for a Clips renewal? 

Coy~- 

Greetings from College Athletics Clips. 

As I believe you are aware, Richard Southall purchased a Clips group subscription two years ago for 20 people in the UNC Sporbs Administration 
program (you are one of them). Barbara Osborne informed me that you have taken Richard~s place, so that’s why I am reaching out to you 
regarding a renewal. The current subscription expires on March 15. 

Richard purchased a subscription for 20 people for two years for $1,260, or $31 per person per year. I will follow up with a quote for a renewal if 



you can tell me how many subscriptions you would like to purchase. The price for a solo subscription is $99/year, so the rate above is a 
substantial discount. 

will follow up with you in a week or so, or feel free to reach out to me before then. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vdme s.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 8:44 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Alerts: Maureen Dowd (1 aJrticles) 

Maureen Dowd April 16, 2014 

Bank of.America posts a $276 million loss. I Fed ehah~’oman su&gests new 

rules tbr short-term 1)orrowi~g. I Moe]is & O:,mpa~y faces a~ I.P.O. market 

ckilL I Investors got a glimpse of .&libaba’s growtk in Yahoo’s earnings re’pot L 

Questions about the value of eorpor~[e monitoring 

I:OLLOW US: Facebook i ~@NYlirnes 

Ge~ unlimited access to NYTimes.com and our apps. Subscribe ~ 

~ A ccess The New York Times from anywhere wi~h our suite of apps: 

Android [ iPad® ] iPhone® i All 

Abou~ This ~mail 

This is an automated email Please do not reply directly to this email from NYTimes co1~1. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are corranitted ~o protecting your privacy 

Manage My Alelts i My Alerts Help I Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contac/’~ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:27 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Dates for Durham Bulls 

Debby, 

Rereading my email confused me too. So sorry. 

The dates with the asterisks I am out of town. Therefore, I will have to find someone to lead the outing. For your outreach and scheduling purposes, this shouldn’t be a 

consideration. I did not need to include that in the previous email, but it was more me "thinking out loud" as my mother would call it. I am sorry for the confusion. 

If you could see if is available on the following dates and which he would prefer, that would be great: 

Thanks, 

Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

W:919.843.2689 

C 

unceminor.orglschedule a meetingl 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Stroman <dstro~6)unc.edu> 

Date: 9:47 PM 

To: .@__!!_v_. _e__.__u_ .n_ c__. e__d_ _u_ > 

Subject: RE: Dates for Durham Bulls 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

En,q~qe~ Explore, Empower, 

~X~ emailSignature 

919,843,0336 

From: 
Sent= Tuesday, 9:54 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Dates for Durham Bulls 
Debby, 

Will you see below for a few dates to float by ? I am happy to handle all logistics but would love an introductions. 



Thank you! 

Best, 

, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

W:919.843.2689 

C 

unceminor.or/~l schedule a meetin£ I ~ 

From: ~]_!y._e_..__u_.n__.c_:_.e__d_._u_.> 

Date: Wednesday, 9:29 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman <dstro@)unc.edu> 

Subject: Dates for Durham Bulls 

Debby, 

Could you float the following dates by at Automated Insights and see what works for him: 

*These dates would be helpful because I will be out of town and need someone to cover~ 

Although if I could make it, that would be awesome too. 

Let me know! 

Best, 

, Minor in Entrepreneurship 

Department of Economics 

The University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

W:919.843.2689 

C 

unceminor.orgl schedule a meeting I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Wednesday, 10:52 AM 

@kena~-tlagler.nnc.edtr~; Angus Mitchell <a~nitchell@bobcats.com>; Ben Woldenberg 

<bwo denberg@bobcats com>; Brian Clouser <bclonser@bobcats.com> 

Stroma~n, Debora]~ L <dslro@unc.edtP-; ~@cenan-flagler.nnc.edu> 

RE: Basketball Ana]~cs Summit - Case Co~npetition - additional team 

Hi, thanks for this. We are beginning to review the slides now. 

Do we need to fill out the presentation feedback form you sent (and give scores up to 100) for atl 9 groups? There ~s a section on Delivery (eye contact, etc.) that 

doesn’t seem re]evm~t s~nce we are gradh~g before we see the presentatiom 

~r~ terms o~ choosing a wim~ec are we to just l:el~ you who our #I team is? Anything else you need from 

A~s.:% you put        as the day to ge~: back to you by. That ~s a Saturday. {::ou~d we haw~ unti~ Moeday ~f we I~ke? 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Senti Sunday, ~. 6:50 PM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 

~e: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject: Basketball Anal~ics Summit - Case Competition - additional team 

Hi Bobcats team, 

We received another slide deck from an UNC team (team #4). I updated the registration spreadsheet as attached, and uploaded their product to the online link 

accordingly. Now, we have 9 products submitted to us. 

9 teams: 

#2 - Chicago Booth 

#4- UNC 

#8- Duke 

#12- U NC 

#15- U NC 

#18- Loras 

#19- Georgetown 

#20- U NC 

#25- U NC 

You can find the products in the same link: 

h~s~//driv~:g~ogle.com/folderview.id=OB:~tYvlKOw e7brn:lp MW4~d F~[U ~ U &~p=sh~[!ng 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Best regards, 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, t 12:52 PM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition - Submitted products 

Hi Bobcats team, 

Last night was the deadline for the case competition, and we’ve received products from 8 teams. All of them look great! The registration spreadsheet is updated as 

attached. 

You can find the products in the following link: 

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=OB5tYvJKOw e7bmlpMW4xdFBrU 1U&usp=sharing 

Please let me know if you have any questions regarding the submitted products. I tried to consolidate them in separate folders so that it’s easy to follow. We are 

also double-checking any missing items. If there are any, we will send you updates. 



Thank you very much for your time and support. We are looking forward to hearing your decision by 

Best regards, 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FAgC0 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, . ~:24 PM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld; 
~¢: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science)i 
Subject: Re: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 

Thanks Jason. Yes, please select the winner and add a few statements of why they won. We will post the case winner with your quotes on the website. 

@drstroman 

9:[9.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the wodd/’ .~ Anne Frank 

From: Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Date: Sunday, ~ at 4::13 PM 

To: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>, ~kenan--flagler.unc~edu>, Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.corn>, Ben 

Woldenberg <_b____w___o_)__d___e__9___b_£_r_g~_b___o___b__c___a__t__s_:__c___o___m__>, Brian Clouser <._b__c_)_9__u___s__e___r___@_.____b___o___b__c__a___t__s_:__c_9_9_~> 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi all, thanks for sending this. 
Zncluding on this e-mail Ben, Brian and Angus who work with me, will be reviewing the responses with me, and will be at the conference. 
We are looking forward to reviewing the responses. To be clear, the only thing you need from us is our selection of the best entry? 
Sounds like we’d only have 8 days to review the entries, will be a very busy time for us as we prepare for the playoffs but will do the best we can to get this 
done. 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 

Director of Basketball Analvtics 

BJB East Trade Street 

Chariotte, NC 28202 

-.:- 704,588.898~. 

J Rosenfeid@ bobcats.corn 

From: @kenan-f ag e" unc edu] 
Sent: Saturday, ¯ 4:48 PM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld 



Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport: Science); 
Basket:ball Analyl:ics Summit: - NBA Case Compet:it:ion 

HiJason, 

My name is                  -year MBA student at UNC Kenan-Flagler and ~         of Basketball Analytics Summit. First of all, thank you very much for your 

great support for this summit! Without your help, we couldn’t have made this happen. We cannot thank enough for all what you have done for us. 

Regarding the case competition part, we have received registrations from 24teams so far] Attached spreadsheet is the list of participating teams. Students are 

participating from all over the place. Great mix of degrees and majors - business, stats, sports, math, etc. We already released the case specifics, and each team is 

working on that. 

The deadline of submitting slide decks is As soon as we receive the slide decks from the teams, we will forward all of them to you and would like you to 

pick the winning team by so that we can announce the winner accordingly. 

Another attachment is a general case competition judging criteria that we use here at UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School. I hope it helps in selecting the winner. 

Schedule: 

Case specifics release: 

Submission deadline: 

Winner announced: 

Conference: 

Again, thank you very much for your great support! 

Best regards, 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FAgC0 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(} kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:59 AM 

~kena~- flagler.~mc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: BAS Printing Follow up 

progrmn.pdf 

Hi 

The directional posters are all complete. They are all haft: poster sizes-- ll"xlg"~ They are the ones you saw yesterday and one that just has the logo on it. Do you 

want me to go ahead and send them on and do you want them mounted on foam core? 

A~ached is the first draft of the program, Take a ~ook and ~et me know what edits you need to make, If we could get th~s as dose as possible to the finished 

produc~: be[ore ~ h~aw~ that wou~d be best. ~ ~efl: a space fl)r sponsors on the back page, I will a~so go ahead and ma~e a w~rsh:m with the panel abstracts in case you 

decide ~o do ~hal:. ~ w~ send that on shortl%.. 

Thanks~ 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:28 PM 
To: 
~c: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Spor~ Science) 
Subject: BAS Printing Follow up 

Hi 

Thanks for meeting! Here are the items we discussed to have made for the summit: 

* Half poster for bottom of kenan drive, arrow into parking deck, and leading up to latane plaza 

* The PPT template with BAS logo 

* Large poster of summit agenda to go next to the registration desk 

, Folded programs (TBD on inclusion of panel abstracts) 

l’ve attached a tentative agenda to use for the initial program template. 

MBA Candidate, Class of ¯ Kenan Institute ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(cell), ~ kenan-fla ler u nc~d u ¯ ~^,.lin kedin.com/in! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maria DeGuzman < ~earthlink.net> 

Wednesday, 11:02 AM 

UNC Latina/o Studies<uncAorogram in latina o studie@list~rv.unc.edn> 

Perez, Josmell <josmell@emafil.unc.edu>;                        @live.unc.edu>; Ribo, John D <jdribo@emafil.unc.edtr~ 

[unc program in latina o s~dies] Are you Minoring in Latina/o Studies (LTNO)? 

IMPORTANT NOTICE -- please send this on to the CLC listserv and the CHISPA listserv. Gracias: 

Are you minoring in Latina/o Studies? If so, please email Dr. Maria DeGuzmfin at : (~earthlink.net by the end of fl~e week to let 
her know. We are trying to compile the most accurate and up-to-date list of Minors possible. 

Are you potentially interested in minoring in Latina/o Studies? If so, please email Dr. Maria DeGuzmfin at I: 
that she can answer any questions you might have. 

~earthlink.net so 

BLU]?d3 about the LFNC Latina!o Studies Undergraduate Minor (LTNO): 

The administrative boards of the College of Arts & Sciences approved the [YNC Program in Latina/o Studies March 2004, a little more 
than ten years ago. At the time it was the first program in Latinaio Studies in the Southeast. The second one is at Duke Universi~v and the 
third one is at Vanderbilt. The focus of Latina/o Studies is Latina/o populations living within the geographical borders of the United States. 
Latina/o Studies as a field is constituted out of the transdisciplinary study of Latina/o cultural production and experience in terms of a 
whole varie~v of factors. Latinasios are defined as people of Latin American and/or Iberian heritage living and working in the United States 
or U.S.-based but also moving between the U.S. and the rest of the A~nericas. Latinas/os are ethno-racially diverse, of African, indigenous, 
Asian, and European descent; linguistically diverse, speaking varieties of English, Spanish, Portuguese, Spanglish, African, Asian, and 
indigenous languages; and culturally diverse, coming from more titan 35 coua~tries and 5 continents. Unlike Latin American Studies where 
the primary focus is on the cultures and experiences of various parts of Latin America (an mnbrella term covering Mexico, Central 
America, the Caribbean, and South America), Latina/o Studies takes as its primary concern the presence of Latin America, Spain, 
Portugal, and the myriad combinations of Ilispanic-Native-African-Asian-and-European non-Hispanic cultures within the borders oJtt~e 
United States. Latina/o Studies does not duplicate the work of Latin American Studies; it draws on it and complements it. Ideally, this 
scholarly relation works in reverse, too. An excellent book on the relation of Latin American and Latina/o Studies in the era of 
transnationalism and globalization is Critical Latin American and Latino Studies, edited by Juan Poblete ~Iniversity of Milmesota Press, 
2003). 

You are cunently subscribed to unc prograa~ in latina o s~dies as: ds~trotnan~ema~l.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id~1724563.84eSf048e8d19cfeb3f88553ca94cfld&n T&I unc program in latium o studies&o 34552702 

(It may be necesmU to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34552702-41724563.84eSf048e8d19cfeb3f88553ca94cfld(~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:16 AM 

@kenan- flagler.nnc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: BAS Printing Follow up 

Thanks     I really like the format! We’ll likely have a few content adjustments on the : , but we’ll try hard to get the template finalized and the content close 

to complete so that there aren’t any major shifts in the format while you are away, 

Yes - please have the posters printed and mounted on foam core? Can you a~so p~ease fl)rward PDFs our wav? Let me D~ow when they come ~r~ and f can sw~r~g by 

Lo ph:k them up, 

~ do have some content changes for the program.,A apologize that ~ d~dn’t have these included k~ the agenda dra~:t I gave you~ 

Page :1.: 

Can you p{ease put a space h~ between 2 & g on the cover? 

Page 2: 

Can you please take out the Basketball Museum Tours from 4-Spin? 

Can you please make registration las[ undl 5:15pm? 

I guess the careers b~ ana~ytics summary should read ".,. about career options and entry points [o [he sports 

Can you take the George Karl off of the Friday Forum? 

Can you please add this speaker to the Fan Experience & Engagement Panek Gerard Hall: CEO of SMT (SportsMED~A Techno{ogv Corp.} 

Page 3: 

Sport science panel ---The "Coach, University of VA" ]h~e shouM be included it~ the bullet above Ot got pushed to second bullet) 

Best, 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:59 AM 

To: 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject: RE: BAS Printing Follow up 

The directionaf posters are aft cornplete~ They are atl half poster sizes --- 11"xI8"~ They are the ones you saw yesterday and one thaL just has the ~ogo on 

Do you want me to go ahead and send them on and do you want them mounted on foam core? 

Atta ch ed ~s the [irst: d raft: of th e progra m, Ta]~e a ~ook a nd let m e know wha [: ed~[:s you n eed to rna ke, f[ we could get th~s a s dose as possible to th e fi nished 

product: be[ore I leave that wouM be best, ~ iefl: a space for sponsors on the back page I will aiso go ahead and make a version with the pane~ abstracts ~n 

case you deride to do thsL ~ wH~ send that on shortly._ 

Thanks~ 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:28 PM 
To: 
Ce: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: BAS Printing Follow up 

Hi 

Thanks for meeting! Here are the items we discussed to have made for the summit: 

¯ Half poster for bottom of kenan drive, arrow into parking deck, and leading up to latane plaza 

¯ The PPT template with BAS logo 

¯ Large poster of summit agenda to go next to the registration desk 

¯ Folded programs (TBD on inclusion of panel abstracts) 

I’ve attached a tentative agenda to use for the initial program template. 

MBA Candidate, Class of : ’ ~#.[~A[LI.D.~:~[~).D.. ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(cell), ~kenan-fla ler unc.edu, www.linkedin.com/in/,! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming <candicef@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 11:23 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Pea~cls Gathering 

Dr. Stroman, thank you so much for this information, I would love to come on May :[6th if there’s room for me. 

f[: is always wo~derh.EI [:o see yOLE~ 

Candice 

~= Stroman, Deborah L 
8eBt~ Wednesday, April ~6, 20~ ~0:59 AM 
Te~ Washington, Felicia A. 
~¢~ Cla~on, TafNe Benson; Millar, Anna lane; Russell, Chloe; King, C~s~l Latoya; Fisher, Annice E; Powell, Candice Shields Fleming 
~ject~ Pearls Gathering 
Hi Felida. ~an~ for the wonderful follow up and invitation to stay more connected. ] welcome the oppo~uni~ to "break bread"with eye,one. 

Note: The Caucus 40th Anniversary Celebration is Friday, May 16th at 6:00 p.m. at the Friday Center. It is going to be a special time to connect, laugh, and eat well! ;) I hope 

you have rsvp’d through your formal invitation. If you are not a member, please let me know if you are interested in attending. 

I hope everyone has a blessed holiday too! 

Hugs, 

debby 

From: Washington, Felida A. [felicia.washington@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 15, 2014 8:47 PM 
To; Walker, Taylor 

Cc; Millar, Anna; Clayton, Taffye (Provost); Russell, Chloe (Academic Advising); King, Crystal (Carolina Union); Fisher, Annice (School of Education); Vega, .Jeannette Maria 
Subject-" Re: A Program for Young Women: REMINDER/DISCUSSION POINTS 

Ladies, 

It was my pleasure to meet you and serve on a panel with you. I would like for us to gather for lunch and hope that you would be amenable to that. 

I am also hopeful that you may be able to provide referrals for responsible persons who may be interested in a job to include picking up middle schoolers from 

after school activities and being present and supervising in the home some evenings. 

Regards, 

Felicia 

(c) 

Deborah L, Stror~a~, Ph,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

Frank Hawkins Ke~a~ ~n~it~te o~ Private Enterpr~, Senior Adv~r 
~.d~ro~n.com 
3~5 Woollen = CB #8700 
Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 
9~9,g43.033~ 

#HeelForward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~ 11:28 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

@kenaJ~- tingler, unc.edu-~ 

RE: Basketball AnaJ~cs Summit - Case Co~npetition - additiona~ team 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for answering to        -mail. Can we ask them to provide #2 and #3 also? By doing so, we can give the #2 and # 3 teams an opportunity to present 

their products in the research exhibition space, if they plan to attend and want to do so. Currently, we have only 1 participation for the research exhibition. 

@ u n c,c,d u i ,~ w,,;,,i h-~i< ed h-~ co n~/: n~ 

I:Ni cid:image001 .jpg@01CF27D6.A85FAgC0 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :06 AM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 
Co: ~ 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition - additional team 

i~ette~, @e~s~s wl:~at they s[~ cific~dl 

Yes, dis~e%u:d ,::,~ deiete the eTe c,::,qtacl: 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
Eng, age, Explore. Empow~m 

i~i ernailSignature 

919,84&0336 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [mailto:irosenfeld@bobcats.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, :~0:52 AM 
To: Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 



Co: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition - additional team 

Hi, thanks for this. We are beginning to review the slides now. 

Do we ne~-_~d to fiil o~.d: the presenl:ation [e~-_~dback Form you sere: (and g~ve scores up to 100)for a~i 9 ~roups? There ~s a sec[ion on Delivery (eye contact., e[c.) that 

doesn’t: seem reh~want since we are grad~n~ before we see the presentation 

~n terms of choosing a winner, are we to just tel~ you who our #~ team is? Anything e~se you need from us? 

A~so, you put        as the day to ~eL back to you by. That ~s a Saturday. Could we have unti~ Monday ff we I~ke? 

From: @kenan-flagler,unqedu] 
Sent: Sunday, 6:50 PM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 
Co: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject-" Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition - additional team 

Hi Bobcats team, 

We received another slide deck from an UNC team (team #4). I updated the registration spreadsheet as attached, and uploaded their product to the online link 

accordingly. Now, we have 9 products submitted to us. 

9 teams: 

#2 - Chicago Booth 

#4- UNC 

#8- Duke 

#12- U NC 

#15- U NC 

#18 - Loras 

#19- Georgetown 

#20- U NC 

#25- U NC 

You can find the products in the same link: 

https://drive~g~g~e.c~m/f~dervie~?id=~B5tYv1K~w.~e7bm1pM~4xdFBrLJ1U&usp=sharing 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Best regards, 

i~ u n c.e d u I 

::~i cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FAgC0 

Frol~*l: 

Sent: Saturday,, 12:52 PM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject-" Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition - Submitted products 

Hi Bobcats team, 

Last night was the deadline for the case competition, and we’ve received products from 8 teams. All of them look great! The registration spreadsheet is updated as 

attached. 

You can find the products in the following link: 

h t [ps://d rive.google.com/fold erview?id=OB5tYvlKOw eTbrnlpMW4xdFBrU ~U&usp=sharing 

Please let me know if you have any questions regarding the submitted products. I tried to consolidate them in separate folders so that it’s easy to follow. We are 

also double-checking any missing items. If there are any, we will send you updates. 

Thank you very much for your time and support. We are looking forward to hearing your decision by, 

Best regards, 



i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [__m_a__~_l___t#_;_c_[s__t_Eo__~__u__n___c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent: Sunday,, 4:24 PM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld; 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
S,,bject: Re: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 

Thanks Jason. Yes, please select the winner and add a few statements of why they won. We will post the case winner with your quotes on the website. 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improw) the wodd/’ .~ Anne Frank 

From: Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Date: Sunday, at 4::13 PM 

To: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d__s__t___r__o____@____u___q_c__.__e___d___u_>, ~_l_<___e___q_a___n__=t]__a_g!__e__r__.__u___n__£:__e___d__u__>, Angus Mitchell <._a___m__)__t_£_h___e__[!_@__b__o___b___c__a___t__s__._c___o___n_~>, Ben 

Woldenberg <bwoldenberF~@bobcats.com>, Brian Clouser <bdouser@bobcats.com> 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi all, thanks for sending this. 
Including on this e-mail Ben, Brian and Angus who work with me, will be reviewing the responses with me, and will be at the conference. 
We are looking forward to reviewing the responses. To be clear, the only thing you need from us is our selection of the best entPl? 
Sounds like we’d only have 8 days to review the entries, will be a very busy time for us as we prepare for the playoffs but will do the best we can to get this 
done. 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 

Director of Basketball Analytics 

BOBCATS i ’.~’ORT~:. ~]: L-RTLRTAIN~’,.’I~.NT 

333 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

T 704~588.898~ 

J Rose~fe~d@ bobcats.corn 

From: @ kena n-flagler~unc~edu] 
Sent-" Saturday, ~ 4:48 PM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld 
C¢: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

HiJason, 

My name is                   -year MBA student at UNC Kenan-Flagler and         of Basketball Analytics Summit. First of all, thank you very much for your 

great support for this summit! Without your help, we couldn’t have made this happen. We cannot thank enough for all what you have done for us. 



Regarding the case competition part, we have received registrations from 24teams so far! Attached spreadsheet is the list of participating teams. Students are 

participating from all over the place. Great mix of degrees and majors - business, stats, sports, math, etc. We already released the case specifics, and each team is 

working on that. 

The deadline of submitting slide decks is As soon as we receive the slide decks from the teams, we will forward all of them to you and would like you to 

pick the winning team by . so that we can announce the winner accordingly. 

Another attachment is a general case competition judging criteria that we use here at UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School. I hope it helps in selecting the winner. 

Schedule: 

Case specifics release: 

Submission deadlin~ 

Winner announced: 

Conference: 

Again, thank you very much for your great support! 

Best regards, 

i.~.i ¢id:image001 ]pg@0"l OF27D&ASgFAgO0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@kenan- llagler.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:31 AM 

~kena~- flagler.unc .edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: BAS Printing Follow up 

BAS Logo small.pdf; BAS Right s~nall.pdf; BAS Up s~nall.lxtf 

Hi t 

The directional posters are attached. I will send them today to get printed and mounta~ of each right? 

Thanks! 

Sent: Wednesday, :tl: 16 AM 
To: ~ 
Co: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: RE: BAS Printing Follow up 

Thanks I really fike the format! We’ll ~kely have a ~:ew conLent adjustments on Lhe , but weq~ Lry hard to get the template finafized and the content dose 

to complete so that there aren’t any major sNfts in the format wMle you are away~ 

Yes - please have the posters printed and mounted on foam core? Can you a~so p~ease forward PDFs our way? Let me know when they come ~n and ~ can sw~ng by 

t:o pick them 

~ do have some content changes for the program.,A apologize thai ~ didn*t have these included k~ [he agenda dra[:t I gave 

Page 1: 

C~n you p~e~se put a space h~ between 2 & g on the cover? 

Page 2: 

Can you please take out the Basketball IV~useum Tours from 4-Spin? 

(:an you please ma]~e registration lasL unLfl B:lBpm? 

I guess the careers b~ ana~ytics summary should read "._ about career options and entry points [o [he sports 

Can you take the George Karl off of the Friday Forum P 

Can you please add th~s speaker to the Fan [xpedence & Engagement Panel: Gerard Hall: CEO of SMT (SportsMED~A Technology Corp.} 

Page 3: 

Sport sdence pane~ -The "Coach, Un~versRg of VA" ~h~e shouM be included m the bulk~t above Ot got pushed to second bulk~t} 

Best, 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, :10:59 AM 

To: 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject: RE: BAS Printing Follow up 

The direcLionaf posters are aft cornplete~ They are aft half poster sizes --- :i:~’~x~8"~ They are the ones you saw yesterday and one th~L ~L~st has the ~ogo on ~t. 

Do you want me to go ahead and send them on and doyou want them mounted on foam core? 

Attached ~s the first draft of the program. Take a ~ook and let me know what edits you need to make. ~f we could get th~s as dose as possible to the finished 

producL be[ore I leave that wouM be best. ~ ~efl: a space for sponsors on the back page I will a~so go ahead and make a version with the pane~ abstracts ~n 

case you deride to do thaL f w~l~ send that on shortly., 

Thanks! 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:28 PM 
To: 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: BAS Printing Follow up 

Hi 

Thanks for meeting! Here are the items we discussed to have made for the summit: 

* Half poster for bottom of kenan drive, arrow into parking deck, and leading up to latane plaza 

* The PPT template with BAS logo 

* Large poster of summit agenda to go next to the registration desk 

* Folded programs (TBD on inclusion of panel abstracts) 

l’ve attached a tentative agenda to use for the initial program template. 

MBA Candidate, Class of ¯ Kerlarl Institute , UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(cell) ¯ o~er ~c.edu ¯ www.lirll<edin.cerrllinl 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Powell, Candice Shields Fleming <candicef@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 11:32 AM 

Washington, Fell cia A. <t~li ci a. washingto n@ unc. edu>; Mill at, Anna Jane <millara@em all. unc. ed u~~ 

Fisher, Annice E <fisherae@emml.unc.edu:~; Russell, Chloe <cjrussel@email.unc.edu>; Clayton, Tattle Benson <talE/e@unc.edu:~; 
Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; King, Crysta2l Latoya <kingcl@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Pea~rls Gathering 

Mrs. Washington, 

It was an honor to sit with you and the other distinguished women on the panel last night. I hope I can be included your invitation to lunch. ~ have much to learn 

from you al~ and am st~l (and w~J~ always be) hungw to learn and grow. ~ am humbled, and empowered, to be connected w~th each of you, 

~Iook forward to meeting i~gain soon, 

Wi~rm~y, 

Candice 

Candice Powell, M.Ed. 

Retention Specialist 

Office of Undergraduate Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3006 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

9~9.84&6443 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu 

www.firstgeneration.unc.edu 

Faculty Advisor --.~!j3hA Ch~p~e[, Theta Nu Xi Multicultural Sorority Inc. 

From: Washington, Felida A. [felicia.washington@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April ~5, 20:[4 8:47 PM 
To: Walker, Taylor 
Cc: Millar, Anna; Clayton, Taffye (Provost); Russell, Chloe (Academic Advising); King, Crystal (Carolina Union); Fisher, Annice (School of Education); Vega, .Jeannette Maria 
Subject: Re: A Program for Young Women: REMINDER/DISCUSSION POINTS 

Ladies, 

It was my pleasure to meet you and serve on a panel with you. I would like for us to gather for lunch and hope that you would be amenable to that. 

I am also hopeful that you may be able to provide referrals for responsible persons who may be interested in a job to include picking up middle schoolers from 

after school activities and being present and supervising in the home some evenings. 

Regards, 

Felicia 

debby 

Explore. Engage, Empower, 
EX$$ Spo~ Adrninistration~ Lecturer ~.ex~,unc.edu) 
Frank H~wki~s ~e~a~ ~n~itute o~ Priwte Enterpr~, Senior Adv~r 

~.d~ro~n,com 

3~5 Woollen = CB #8700 
Chapel Hil~ NC 27599 

9~9,843.033~ 

#HeelForward 

:::~:: fish foreword 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:38 AM 

@kena~-tlagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Basketball Ana]yl~,cs Summit - Case Competition - additional team 

My communication misstep here ---’ I followed up with Dr. Stroman too and she’s got it covered, Thanks! 

Sent: Wednesday,             11:28 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition - additional team 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for answering to Jason’s e-mail. Can we ask them to provide #2 and #3 also? By doing so, we can give the #2 and # 3 teams an opportunity to 

present their products in the research exhibition space, if they plan to attend and want to do so. Currently, we have only 1 participation for the research 

exhibition. 

:: [:~:] :: cid:image001.jpg@010F27D6.A85FAgC0 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,.. 11:06 AM 
To: 3ason Rosenfeld; Angus Hitchell~ Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition - additional team 

1. S,::,rne ~:eavxts expecl: and w,::,~ld app.~:e.::Gte ~.>e."~back. P]e~se sco*e everyot~e. Feedback 

soJw tJot~ ~::,e~:ter. (ve~:sus w}~al: t]tey specigJc~l~y did 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage, Explore, Empower, 

i.~.i emailSignature 

919.843.0336 



From= Jason P.c~enfeld [mailto:iresenfeld@bobcats.cem] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:52 AM 
To: Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition - additional team 

Hi, thanks for this. We are besinnin8 to review the slides now. 

Do we need to fiil out th~-’_~ pr~-:~s~-:ml:ation feedb~cl~ form you sent (and g~ve scores up to 100) for a~ 9 groups? There ~s a secl:h:m on Delivery (eve contact, 

etc.) [hat doesn’t seem relevant since we are grading before we see the presentation. 

~R teRT~S O~: choosing a winner, sre we [o just tell you who our #~ team ~s? Anything else you need from us? 

Also, you put        as the day to get back to you by. That is a Saturday~ Could we have un~ Monday ~f we like? 

From: ~__k__e___n__a__[): _f_!_a_ g Le__r_ =u__n___c_ = _e__d___u_ ] 
Sent: Sunday, ¯ 6:50 PM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 
C:c: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition - additional team 

Hi Bobcats team, 

We received another slide deck from an UNC team (team #4). I updated the registration spreadsheet as attached, and uploaded their product to the online 

link accordingly. Now, we have 9 products submitted to us. 

9 teams: 

#2- Chicago Booth 

#4- UNC 

#8- Duke 

#12 - UNC 

#15 - UNC 

#18 - Loras 

#19 - Georgetown 

#20 - UNC 

#25 - UNC 

You can find the products in the same link: 

https:i/drive.google.comifolderview?id=OBStYvlKOw e7bmlpMW4xdFBrLJ:lU &usp=sharing 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Best regards, 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 12:52 PM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian CIouser 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Subject; Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition - Submitted products 

Hi Bobcats team, 



Last night was the deadline for the case competition, and we’ve received products from 8 teams. All of them look great! The registration spreadsheet is 

updated as attached. 

You can find the products in the following link: 

Please let me know if you have any questions regarding the submitted products. I tried to consolidate them in separate folders so that it’s easy to follow. 

We are also double-checking any missing items~ If there are any, we will send you updates. 

Thank you very much for your time and support. We are looking forward to hearing your decision by 

Best regards, 

Schoo;.i 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6 A85FA900 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Sunday, 4:24 PM 
To-" Jason Rosenfeld; 
Ce-" Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
$~bje¢t-" Re: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 

Thanks Jason. Yes, please select the winner and add a few statements of why they won. We will post the case winner with your quotes on the website. 

@drstroman 

919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improw) the world/’ ~ Anne Frank 

From: Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Date: Sunday, at 4::13 PM 

To: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>,                            @kenan--fla~ler.unc.edu>, Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.corn>, 

Ben Woldenberg <-b-~--w-~-~-)~-d-~-e-~-n-~-b-£-r-g--@-~-b-~-~-~-b--c-~-a--t--s--.~-c---~---m--.>~ Brian Clouser <._b__c_)_9__u___s__e___r___@____b___o___b__c__a___t__s__._c___o___n_~> 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi all, thanks for sending this. 
Including on this e-mail Ben, Brian and Angus who work with me, will be reviewing the responses with me, and will be at the conference. 
We are looking forward to reviewing the responses. To be clear, the only thing you need from us is our selection of the best entry? 
Sounds like we’d only have 8 days to review the entries, will be a very busy time for us as we prepare for the playoffs but will do the best we can to get 
this done. 

JASON W, ROSENF£LD 

Director of Basketball Anaiytics 

BOBCATS i 
333 E;~st Tr;~de Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

C 

JRosen reid ~ bobcats.corn 



From: @kenan-fiagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 4:48 plVl 

To; Jason Rosenfeld 
C¢-" Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject; Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi Jason, 

My name is                   tear MBA student at UNC Kenan-Flagler and          of Basketball Analytics Summit. First of all, thank you very much for 

your great support for this summit! Without your help, we couldn’t have made this happen. We cannot thank enough for all what you have done for us. 

Regarding the case competition part, we have received registrations from 24 teams so far! Attached spreadsheet is the list of participating teams. Students 

are participating from all over the place. Great mix of degrees and majors - business, stats, sports, math, etc. We already released the case specifics, and 

each team is working on that. 

The deadline of submitting slide decks is As soon as we receive the slide decks from the teams, we will forward all of them to you and would like 

you to pick the winning team by so that we can announce the winner accordingly. 

Another attachment is a general case competition judging criteria that we use here at UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School. I hope it helps in selecting the 

winner. 

Schedule: 

Case specifics release: 

Submission deadline: 

Winner announced: 

Conference: 

Again, thank you very much for your great support! 

Best regards, 

~choel1 @unc.eduiw~o~w,iirq~edir!.ce,m/in/~!tsuonishih~r~ 

:: ::o:] :: cid:irnage001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Millar, Anna <anna millax@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 11:49 AM 

StromaJ~, Detx~rah L <dstro@unc.edu-*; WashinTton, Felicia A. <tElicia.washington@unc.edu> 

Cla.5~n, Tatt)e Benson <ta~},e@unc.edu>; Millar, Anna Jane <millar’,~email.unc.edu>; Rus~ll, Chloe <cjrussel@email.unc.e&~>; King, 

Crystal Latoya <kingcl@email.unc.edu>; Fishm; Annice E <fisherae@email.unc.edu>; Powell, Cm~dice Shields Fleming 

<ca~ndice f@ email.unc.edtP, 

RE: Pearls Gathering 

Ni Fefida, 

I too would welcome the opportunity to have lunch with this powerhouse group of womem While I don’t have any recommendations for an after-school driver- 

sitter off the top of my head, let me do some research and get hack in touch~ 

My Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, April 16, 2014 10:59 AM 
To: Washington, Felicia (Office of the Chancellor) 
C¢; Clayton, Taffye (Provost); Millar, Anna .lane; Russell, Chloe (Academic Advising); King, Crystal (Carolina Union); Fisher, Annice (School of Education); Powell, Candice 
(Undergraduate Education) 
Subject: Pearls Gathering 
Hi Felicia. Thanks for the wonderful follow up and invitation to stay more connected. I welcome the opportunity to "break bread"with everyone. 

Note: The Caucus 40th Anniversary Celebration is Friday, May 16th at 6:00 p.m. at the Friday Center. It is going to be a special time to connect, laugh, and eat well! ;) I hope 

you have rsvp’d through your formal invitation. If you are not a member, please let me know if you are interested in attending. 

I hope everyone has a blessed holiday too! 

Hugs, 

debby 

From: Washington, Felicia A. [felicia.washington@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 8:47 PM 
To-" Walker, Taylor 
~c-" Millar, Anna; Clayton, Taffye (Provost); Russell, Chloe (Academic Advising); King, Crystal (Carolina Union); Fisher, Annice (School of Education); Vega, .leannette lviaria 
Subject-" Re: A Program for Young Women: REMINDER/DISCUSSION POINTS 

Ladies, 

It was my pleasure to meet you and serve on a panel with you. I would like for us to gather for lunch and hope that you would be amenable to that. 

I am also hopeful that you may be able to provide referrals for responsible persons who may be interested in a job to include picking up middle schoolers from 

after school activities and being present and supervising in the home some evenings. 

Regards, 

Felicia 

debby 

Debarah L, 5troman~ PN,Do CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
EX55 Spo~ A~miniatratio~, Letterer (~,ex~,unc,edu.) 
Frank HawMns Kenan ~tute of Private g~terpri~, 

315 Woollen = C~ #8700 
Chape~ H~ll~ NC 27599 

#HeelForward 

::X:: fish forward 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Wednesday, ~ 12:03 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Basketball AnaJ~Jcs Snmmit - Case Competition - additional team 

All good, thanks. We are on it. 

JASOn4 W, ROSENFELD 
Director of Basketball Ar!alytics 
BOBCATS i SI-’(!RTS 
333 East Trade S[reet 
Chario[te, NC 28202 
[ 704.688.898~ 

J Roseqle]d~;) Dobcats.cor~ 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday,            11:06 AM 
To; 3ason Rosenfeld; Nishihara, Tetsuo; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 

Subject; RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition - additional team 

\~,’e really apprecJa~:e your 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
E~Lqcqe, Explore, Empower, 

i.~.i emailSignature 

9~ 9.843.0336 

From: Jason Rosenfeld [mailto:irosenfeld@bobcats.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, 10:52 AN 
To; ; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 
C¢; Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject; RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition - additional team 

Hi, thanks 1:o~’ this. We a~’e beginning to review the slides now. 

Do we need to fill out the presentation feedback form you sent (and give scores up to 100) for all 9 groups? There is a section on Delivery (eye contact, etc~} that 

doesn’t seem relevant s~nce we are grading before we see the presentation. 

fn terms of choosing a winner, are we to just tell you who our #1 team is? AnytMng e~se you need from 

Abo, you put        as the day to get back to you by, That is a Saturday, Couk~ we have until Monday ~f we like? 



From: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday,, . 6:50 PM 
To: 3ason Rosenfeld; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenbera: Brian Clouser 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition - additional team 

Hi Bobcats team, 

We received another slide deck from an UNC team (team #4). I updated the registration spreadsheet as attached, and uploaded their product to the online link 

accordingly. Now, we have 9 products submitted to us. 

9 teams: 

#2 - Chicago Booth 

#4- UNC 

#8- Duke 

#12- U NC 

#15- U NC 

#18- Loras 

#19- Georgetown 

#20- U NC 

#25- U NC 

You can find the products in the same link: 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Best regards, 

i~i cid:image00 lJpg@01CF27D6A85FAgC0 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, ~ 12:52 PM 
To: .~ason Rosenfeld; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 
Co: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 

Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition - Submitted products 

Hi Bobcats team, 

Last night was the deadline for the case competition, and we’ve received products from 8 teams. All of them look great! The registration spreadsheet is updated as 

attached. 

You can find the products in the following link: 

https:i!d rive.google.comifold erview?id=OB5tYvlKOw...e7bm:~.p MW4xd F Br U 1U & usp=sh a ring 

Please let me know if you have any questions regarding the submitted products. I tried to consolidate them in separate folders so that it’s easy to follow. We are 

also double-checking any missing items. If there are any, we will send you updates. 

Thank you very much for your time and support. We are looking forward to hearing your decision by 

Best regards, 

s c b c,o i :: @ u n c.e d u I 

::~i cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FAgC0 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 



Sent: Sunday, 4-:24 PM 

To: 3ason Rosenfeld; 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah ~.~xerc~se ~ ~por~ Science); 
Subject-" Re: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 

Thanks Jason. Yes, please select the winner and add a few statements of why they won. We will post the case winner with your quotes on the website. 

@drstroman 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world." - Anne Frank 

From: Jason Rosenfeld <j_r___o__s___e___q_f__e__[_d____@___b___o___b__£_a__t___s_.__c___o___m__.> 

Date: Sunday, at 4::13 PM 

To: )kenan-fiagler.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu>,                            @kenan--flagler.unc~edu>, Angus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats~com>, Ben 

Woldenberg <bwoldenberg@bobcats.com>, Brian Clouser <bdouser@bobcats~com> 

Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi all, thanks for sending this. 
Including on this e-mail Ben, Brian and Angus who work with me, will be reviewing the responses with me, and will be at the conference. 
We are looking forward to reviewing the responses. To be clear, the only thing you need from us is our selection of the best entry? 
Sounds like we’d only have 8 days to review the entries. MII be a very busy time for us as we prepare for the playoffs but will do the best we can to get this 
done. 

JASON W, ROSENFELD 
Director ol Baske.’_baH Analy[ics 
BOBCATS i :~I-:(!~~T’: ~:, 
333 East Trade 
Char~o[te, NC 28202 

J Rose¢fl e~d~;~ Dobcats.cor~ 

From: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday,, 4:48 plVl 

To; 3ason Rosenfeld 
Co-" Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
$~bject-" Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

HiJason, 

My name is                  -year MBA student at UNC Kenan-Flagler and a        of Basketball Analytics Summit. First of all, thank you very much for your 

great support for this summit! Without your help, we couldn’t have made this happen. We cannot thank enough for all what you have done for us. 

Regarding the case competition part, we have received registrations from 24teams so far! Attached spreadsheet is the list of participating teams. Students are 

participating from all over the place. Great mix of degrees and majors - business, stats, sports, math, etc. We already released the case specifics, and each team is 

working on that. 

The deadline of submitting slide decks is . As soon as we receive the slide decks from the teams, we will forward all of them to you and would like you to 

pick the winning team by so that we can announce the winner accordingly. 

Another attachment is a general case competition judging criteria that we use here at UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School. I hope it helps in selecting the winner. 



Schedule: 

Case specifics release: 

Submission deadline: 

Winner announced: 

Conference: 

Again, thank you very much for your great support! 

Best regards, 

@ u nc,ed u I w’,,0, w,:.i ~kedir!,c~m/iRi 

:: ::+:: :: cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

~Vednesday, April 16, 2014 1:18 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

College Basketball’s Best Arena ] AEDs & School Liability i Stadium Sign Policies 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Facility Madness 2014: ’][’he Best Arena in College Basketball Is ... 
Congratulafions to Pinnacle Bank Arena, the winner of the 2014 Facilib’ Madness 

tournament. ’][’he beautiful new arena, home to the Nebraska ... 

Fla. Lawsuit Set to Define Schools’ Legal Duts~ to Use AEDs 

Potentially, every, sports facility or pmgrmn that is made available for youth athletics 

would have to be prepared to use an AED if an athlete ... 

Legislation Wonld Open Up Athletic Resources tbr Universities 

The coaches at West Chester University axe not looking to upgrade to Division I or 

to leave the Pennsylvm~ia State Athletic Cont~rence. The real hope ... 

CiW’s New Sign Polic’~’ Limits Advertising at Stadium 
According to the new signage policy, signs can only be hung during evens. For 

groups whose events span multiple days, such as sports seasons, signs ... 

MLB’s Replay System a Work in Progress 

Ifba~ball’s new insta~t- replay system were a new car, fl~e manufacturer would 

have issued a recall by now. 

ComplaAm Alleges Clemson Football ’EntaaNled ruth Religiolf 
The Freedom From Refigion Foundation has sent a letter of complaint to Clemson 

University citing concerns that Clemson football coach Dabo Swinney has 

promoted a ... 



Portland Pirates Cede to Circus in Scheduling Conflict 

After nego’dating for the better part of 24 hours, Andro~oggin Bank Colisee 

management, the Kora Shriners and "the Pirates couldn’t work out an amenable 

solution... 

Basketball Tourney O~ganizers Reverse Ban. Allow Gift to Play 

Organizers of the coming Southwest Salsa Slam basketball tournament have said 

they roll allow fourtl~-grader Jaelyn Bates to play ruth her otherwise all-boys team 

after... 

Sixers Navy Yard Practice Facility Nixed 
There are so many elements that need addressing tbr the 76ers to seriously start the 

rebuild they’re currently in, with a new practice t~cility being ... 

Opinion: Women’s Lacrosse Needs to Pick Up the Pace 
If ill-timed shooting space and 3-second defensive calls weren’t bad enough, the 

sport gives us its version of u~atching paint d~7 with a backward approach ... 

Park Dis~trict’s Police Dept. Maldn~ Do with Fewer Officers 
This time laser year, there were six full-time and abont four part-time officers to 

patrol the district’s parlcs. Today, there are four full-time and one 

Field Vandalism Causes Delays for Youth Soccer 
Repairing the field has forced players to hold practices at other fields a~cound town, 

cansing overcrowding at various locations. 

Content Libraq¢- (~¢m Flooring 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Six Events that Forever Altered Athletic Venue Security 
On the one-year anniversa~ of the 2013 Boston Marathon bombing, we look 

back at how the sports world has changed over the past few decades in response 

to new security thieats. 

New Reader Comments: 

Six Events that Fox, ever Altered Athletic Venue Secnrity 
Forgetting a major event. The tlillsborough Disaster in 1989 where 96 Liverpool 

fans were trampled change how every English Football Clnb ... 

Facility Madness 2014: The Best Arena in College Basketball Is ... 
There is no place like Nebraska. 

Facility Madness 2014: Chmnpionship Round 

Rob, we’ve cleaned up some of the inappropriate cotnments. We appreciate the 
input. 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 

And that has WHAT to do with the current subject? 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Ronnd 

Wrong. All, I repeat ALL of Nebraska’s men’s basketball ganges were sold out this 

year at PBA. Yes, that includes those played prior to football ... 

Facilits~ Madness 2014: Chan~pionship Round 
Athletic Business- if you have this contest ne:g year, please monitor the comments. 

Cotnments from both sides have made a fun contest into a trash ... 

Facility- Madness 2014: Championship Round 
How many National Championship NCAA Big Dance Final Gmnes has 

Cornhusker Basketball been in?? 

Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 

I’m glad yon love your athletic events & arenas that house Nebraska’s very fine 

sports teams tbr both gals & guys. ttere in Indy, we love ttinkle ... 



Facility Madness 2014: Championship Round 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stafford, Lauren <LStafford@wchl.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 1:20 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: WCHL: Community Forum Invite! 

Hi Deborah~ 

t,’V~-:!’ll t8 k~-’_! whs[: time you ci~l i]rovide us! Thi~nks and W~F’~I see you o~1 

Lm~ren 

Marketing Director 
97.9 FM WCHL 
88 W~Com Center Drb’e 
Suite 130 
Chapel H~L NO 27514 
919-240-8043 og~ce 

ce~ 
Istafford@wchl.com 
"l..~e isn’t about survivinq the stom~; bu~ how you dance ~n ~he rain" 

Are ~+OU on lhe I~sMe? Join the Chapelboro Insiders~ 

Ge~ Daily De¢]~ ~or the ¢ha~el Hil~-C~t’rboro eommuNty [rom OurLocal Deal.corn 

Have a news 
~ee traffic or acck~e[~ts on the ~oad? 
Cat~ the WCHL newsroom ~t 967~3~3 or e4~a~ us ~t 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L [mail~:dstro@unc.edu] 
~ent~ Wednesday, April 16, 2014 1:01 PM 
To~ Stafford, Lauren 
~ubjeet~ RE: WCHL: Communi~ Forum Invite[ 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

gn4l~Ne, gxplore. Empower. 

9:19.843.0336 

From: Stafford, Lauren [t_n_ajJ__tg_Lk_S_t_a___ff_9_£_d___@_k_v_c_[_~J_&9_t_n_] 

Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 10:09 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" WCHL: Community Forum Invite! 

Hi Deborah, 

It’s about time for our annual Community Forum, an all-day series of :10 hour-lon~ panels on the key issues facin~ Chapel Hill, Carrboro, Hillsborou~h and Orange 

County--and l’m writin~ to ask if you’d be willing/able to serve on an hour-lon~ panel we’re callin~ "Bi~ Time Sports" at Noon discussin~ colle~e athletics and the 

role it plays both nationally and locally. 

The forum is takin~ place on Thursday, April 24, at our buildin~ on Vilcom Center Drive (in northern Chapel Hill, off Weaver Dairy just across from the Timberlyne 

shoppin~ center). 

We’d love to have you be a part of the forum this year--we’re ~oin~ to have more than 60 community members joinin~ us, so we’re really excited about it. Please 

let me know if you’re able to make it--and if you have any questions, let me know. 

Thanks in advance! 

Lauren Stafford 
Marketing Director 
97.9 FM W(3HL 
88 ViICom ©e~ter Drive 
Suite 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-240-6043 office, 



cell 

i’~i triplelogo 

Are YOU on the ~nside? Join the Chapelboro Insiders! 

Get D~i~y Dea~s fo~’ ~:he (.’hazel Hil~-C~rrbm’o comm~ni~y from OurLoca~ DeaLcom 

Have a news tip? 
See t~f~c or accidents on the ~o~d? 

Cal~ the ~VCHL ~ewsroom at ~7~363 o[ e~nai~ us at news@wchl.com 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 1:23 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Fire kills children’s book author and her sou 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World Network 

-,~,~,.,:.~: ~.ovo~..~-~.~-~opS~a.~So:~:~r~pei 

embarra.%ed her ch~d for [fie 

In this video, Dr Boyce Watkins and Jet Magazine’s S. Tia Brown discuss the decision by Mimi Faust 

on Love & Hip-Hop to release a se~o~ tape. There are some serious Financia[ Lovemaking questions 

that should be asked about the decision by this mother of a young child to put herself out there on 

video [...] 

How a miss~ns.’.i or hurtfu~ father car-~ 

How does our relationship with our father shape us, in contrast to the mother-daughter 

relationship? Your father’s character, and his relationship with you, influences your identity 

strongly. It influences your abitity to love and to trust, and the growth of a healthy sexuatity and 

body image. We’ve found that it’s fathers who can really help [...] 

~e~d 

[ ii.~.iI F ii.:~ "," ~i, e, 1:ho Li~e .:,’f Children ~ ~:.X:.o,, .,ul:, ....... d H,ei B Y.:~a~ Ok~ B~oI~i 

Fire Takes the Life of Ch~drel--¢s Book 
Author and Her 8 Year Old Son 

A New Jersey mom and her 8 year old son were both kdled in a New Jersey house fire on Sunday 

night. Someone who noticed the flames at around 11:30PM called 911, but firefighters were unable 

to save Tanji Dewberry, 37, or her son, Evan Soler. Both bodies were found in the son’s room, 

leading [...] 

April 16, 201414o ’L.)mrr!ent~?e ~d ~’,.~,’.i~ 

Hundreds Of Thousands Of Dollars 

By: StephaNe Alten-Gobert Katherine Jackson, the mother of musical pop star Michael Jackson has 

been... 

April 16, 2014!~o CommentRead 

| 
~3~ack 

By Aprit Taytor The Huffington Post is reporting that Chicago is toning its status as... 

Apri[ 16, 2014No :emmentPead ,’4o~e 



The tragic story about Atexandria Shetton, the GrambUng University senior whose body was found 

in a park near campus, was a shock and nightmare to any parent of children who are or witt be 

cottage age in the near future. Shetton was an honor student set to graduate in just a few weeks, 

but won’t [...] 

April 16, 2014!40 Col1:mentRead ~ore 

[ ii.~.iI N~’,u L~w C~ h H~,ip i’h~ N~xt M~dss:~ ;,: ......... d~ri 

By Dr. Sinctair Grey III The state of Ftorida has definitely been the topic of much discussion [ate[y. 

The Stand Your Ground taw has been talked about and discussed at tength within the dvit rights 

community. In addition to the law, the cases of Trayvon Martin, Marissa Atexander, and Jordan 

Davis, just to name a [...] 

April 16, 2014N0 Commei~t~:e~d ~Aoie 

5 Year O:d Guns Down A 7 Year O:d Gir: 

By Dr. Sinctair Grey III On Saturday night in Gaston, South Carolina there was a birthday party for 

tittte kids. As you can imagine, there were supposed to be games and a whore tot of play. However, 

what was expected to be fun turned into tragedy. At the party, a 5-year-aid boy shot 7-year-aid 

Jutiet [...] 

April 16, 2014No Commen[Read Mare 

Officer Did Cavib{ Searches For Fun,~ Now 
He’s Going To Prison 

People 

By: Stephanie At[en-Gobert In t~i[waukee, Wl, a scandal involving potice officers who performed 

ittegat a~t... 

Apri[ 16, 2014No G:x~rr!enl:Re ~d 

Customer Service Ca:B Customer 

Rarely do customers feel insulted when reaching out to their ceU phone provider, but one Chicago 

man was taken aback after receiving an email from Sprint. An automated... 

April 16, 2014 / / Read 

by Barry Burch Jr. Serving as an attorney of the law comes with great responsibility. It also can 

come with some bad unforeseen consequences, especiat[y if the attorney... 

April 16, 2014 / / Read ~’aare 

[ ! 

homeless and she has pictures to prove 

Alexsandra Wright has been in the news a bit over the last few weeks for having a baby with 

Mathew Know[es, the father of Beyonce. She has also been... 

[i ~i C: ’ati,,%~ Bali t,~ ........... ::~hc, u:d ~.~ ~::o:x.8.J to Heed Men 



Should Be Forced to Need 

Reported by Krystte Crossman Women have stru££1ed for a ton8 time to be paid the same wase that 

men who hold the same position are paid. To date, women set paid $0.76 to every dottar that a man 

makes. The Republican party has been workin8 retenttess[y to set femate voters, as they have lost 

many [...] 

The Worst Teachers? 

By: Kryst[e Crossman The Center for American Prosress has reteased a report that they have been 

puttin8 tosether about how minority students often £et the short end of the stick when it comes 

to the teachers who are teachin8 them in school The report pulled data from schoots in Louisiana 

and Massachusetts in tow4ncome areas. [...] 

Up 

By: Kryst[e Crossman There are some women who find that they have a very low s*x drive. 

Sometimes they feel as if it is ~one for ~ood. Many will 

boyce e,,.~[kins ] 2:;f qde~ms e,,.~y ] .’: ~r us, r y 1303 I 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(} kenan- flagler.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:12 PM 

@kena~- flagler.unc .edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: BAS Printing Follow up 

agendaPoster.pdf 

Hi 

Here is the agenda poster so far,_ 

Thanks! 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:09 PM 
To: 
Co: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: RE: BAS Printing Follow up 

That would be great- d~ank you! 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:31 AM 

To: 

C¢: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject: RE: BAS Printing Follow up 

The directional posters are attached~ I ,,,viii send them today to get printed and mounted... [[ of each right? 

Thanks! 

Sent: Wednesday,, l~.: 16 AM 
To: 
Co: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: RE: BAS Printing Follow up 

Thanks ! I really like the format! We’ll ~ikely have a few content adjustments on the , but weql tW hard to get the template finalized and the 

content dose to complete so that there aren’t any major sMfts in the format wh~e you are away. 

Yes --please have the posters prh~ted amd mounted on foam co~e? Cam you m~so p~ease forward PDFs ou~ way? Let me kmow when they come ~n and I can 

sw~ng by ~:o pick them up. 

~ do bare some content changes [or the program, A apoh:~gize tha~: ~ didn’t bare these ~ncluded it~ the aget~da dra~[ ~ gave you[ 

Page ~: 

Can you please pu~ a space ~n between 2 & 3 on the cover? 

Page 2: 

Can you please ta~e out the Basketball Museum Tours from 4-Spa? 

Can you please ma~e reg~stra~:~on k;st un~:~ S:lSpm? 

I guess the careers ~n ana~ytics summary should read "_. about career options and entry pob~ts to the sports industry." 

Can you take the George Karl off of the Friday Forum? 

Can you please add th~s speaker to the Fan Experience & Engagement Panek Gerard Ha~l: 

Page 3: 

Sport sdence panel- The "Coach, Uniw~rsity of VA" ~ne should be included ~n the bullet above (it got pushed to second bu~et} 

Best, 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, :10:59 AM 

To: 

Cc: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 

Subject: RE: BAS Printing Follow up 

The directional posters are all complete. They are all half poster sizes --- ~_"x~_8"~ They ~re the ones you saw yesterday and one th~L ~ust has the 

~ogo on ~t~ Do you want me to go ahead and send them on and do you want thern mounted on ~:oam core? 

Attached is the first draft of the program. Take a look and ~et me know what edits you need to make, if we could get tNs as close as possible to the 

finished product before ~ leave that would be best. ~ ~eft a space for sponsors on the back page, ~ w~li also go ahead and make a version w~th the 

pane~ abstracts ~n case you deride to do that I will send ~:hat on shortly.., 

Thanks! 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday,, 4:28 PM 
To: 
Co: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject-" BAS Printing Follow up 

Hi 

Thanks for meeting! Here are the items we discussed to have made for the summit: 

= Half poster for bottom of kenan drive, arrow into parking deck, and leading up to latane plaza 

¯ The PPT template with BAS logo 

¯ Large poster of summit agenda to go next to the registration desk 



Folded programs (TBD on inclusion of panel abstracts) 

I’ve attached a tentative agenda to use for the initial program template. 

MBA Candidate, Class of: ¯ Kenan institute ¯ UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

i (cell) ¯ ~er.unc.edu ¯ vcct~v.linkedin.comiin/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

buff)@teamworkonline.com (via TeamWork Online) 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 2:39 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

MVP Access Career Coaching Tips: Too Old tbr More Education? 



Who is TeamWork Online? You have applied for jobs through us. TeamWork Online is your one-stop 

connection to a career with over 750 of the biggest brand name employsrs in sports and live events. Our 

innovative technology networking employers’ recruiting systems onto a single platform empowers you at 

any time to confidentially choose where, what, with whom you wish to work and how much you wish to be 

paid. We also suggest other currently posted jobs that may match your needs. 93% of the jobs in the last 

12 months have been filled with an online applicant, http://www.teamworkonline.com 

*On average, each job posted on TeamWork Online has 178 candidates. 

You are receiving this email because you applied for an employment position via TeamWork Online. To view other opportunities that might interest 
you, or to modify your account and email preferences, click the link below and login: 

http :!/www.tea mworkonline.com/Tea mWork/MyCa reer/ 

~ Don’t miss our job postings, follow us 
on Twitter. 

If you would like to completely delete your record from all TeamWork Online employment systems, please delete your record at 

http ://www.tea mworkonline.com/tea mwork/myca reef 

Thank you. 
TeamWork Online, 22550 McCauley Road, Shaker Heights, OH 44122. 



Fl’Olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 

Wednesday, 2:41 PM 

@kenm~- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Stromm~, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

RE: Basketball AnaJ>lics Summit - Case Competition - additional team 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Hi--there are ~= .... ~:~ teoma listed in the attached, and you said 9 products. So does that mean there were 16 teams that diff~ submit anything/we shouM d~sregard 

them? 

From: ........................................ !_~__k__e___n__a___n_:_fJ__a_gLe_r_=_u__n___c_:__e__d___u] 

Sent: Sunday, 6:50 PM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld~ Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenber~; Brian Clouser 
~c: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition - additional team 

Hi Bobcats team, 

We received another slide deck from an UNC team (team #4). I updated the registration spreadsheet as attached, and uploaded their product to the online link 

accordingly. Now, we have 9 products submitted to us. 

9 teams: 

#2 - Chicago Booth 

#4- UNC 

#8- Duke 

#12- U NC 

#15- U NC 

#18 - Loras 

#19- Georgetown 

#20- U NC 

#25- U NC 

You can find the products in the same link: 

https~//drive~g~g~e.c~m/f~derview?id=~B5tYv1K~w~e7bm:1~pM~4xdFBrU1U&usp=sharing 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Best regards, 

Class of .k=_’,’:_:2~_Lr2_j_P_.k ~:t~L~_t_ ?_ ................................................................... "_,’[?.:f_-L_f_-L:3jliZslk,2":~Ld_p__:ik IUNC 

cid:image001.jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 12:52 PM 
To: Jason Rosenfeld; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenbem: Brian Clouser 
Co: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit - Case Competition - Submitted products 

Hi Bobcats team, 

Last night was the deadline for the case competition, and we’ve received products from 8 teams. All of them look great! The registration spreadsheet is updated as 

attached. 

You can find the products in the following link: 

Please let me know if you have any questions regarding the submitted products. I tried to consolidate them in separate folders so that it’s easy to follow. We are 

also double-checking any missing items. If there are any, we will send you updates. 

Thank you very much for your time and support. We are looking forward to hearing your decision by 

Best regards, 



i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01CF27D6.A85FA9C0 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:24 PM 
To: .~ason Rosenfeld; 
(::c: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science);             ~; Angus Mitchell; Ben Woldenberg; Brian Clouser 
Subject: Re: Basketball AnalyUcs Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Thanks Jason. Yes, please select the winner and add a few statements of why they won. We will post the case winner with your quotes on the website. 

@drstroman 

9:[9.843.0336 

"How wor~derful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before startin~ to improve the world." ~ Anne Frank 

::[:~:];: linked image002 6FD78CA2-6E]F4PJAS- 

984F42B6 IDD1E275 png 

From: Jason Rosenfeld <jrosenfeld@bobcats.com> 
Date: Sunday, at 4::13 PM 

TO: 1~kena n-fla~ler.u nc.ed u> 

C¢: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> .................................. ~kenan--fla~!er.unc~edu>, Ansus Mitchell <amitchell@bobcats.com>, Ben 

Woldenberg <.b.~..w.~.~.)~.d.~.e.~.n.~.b...e..r.g~-.b.~.~.~.b..c.~.a..t..s.:~.c...~...m.->, Brian Clouser <._b__c_)_9__u___s__e_£@__b___o___b__c__a___t__s_:_£9__n_~> 

Subject: RE: Basketball AnalyUcs Summit - NBA Case Competition 

Hi all, thanks for sending this. 
Including on this e-mail Ben, Brian and Angus who work with me, will be reviewing the responses with me, and will be at the conference. 

We are looking forward to reviewing the responses. To be clear, the only thing you need from us is our selection of the best entry? 
Sounds like we’d only have 8 days to review the entries, will be a very busy time for us as we prepare for the playoffs but will do the best we can to get this 
done. 

Director of Basketball Analvtics 

BOBCATS i ’.~’ORT~:. 

333 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

T 704~588.898~ 

C 

J Rosenfefid@ bobcats.corn 

linked irnage003 EOAEE363-68B642F8-9057-2F2D70472078.jpg 

linked 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, ¯ 4:48 plVl 

To: Jason Rosenfeld 
Co: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Subject: Basketball Analytics Summit - NBA Case Competition 

HiJason, 



My name is                   year MBA student at UNC Kenan-Flagler and a        of Basketball Analytics Summit. First of all, thank you very much for your 

great support for this summit! Without your help, we couldn’t have made this happen. We cannot thank enough for all what you have done for us. 

Regarding the case competition part, we have received registrations from 24teams so far! Attached spreadsheet is the list of participating teams. Students are 

participating from all over the place. Great mix of degrees and majors - business, stats, sports, math, etc. We already released the case specifics, and each team is 

working on that. 

The deadline of submitting slide decks is . As soon as we receive the slide decks from the teams, we will forward all of them to you and would like you to 

pick the winning team by so that we can announce the winner accordingly. 

Another attachment is a general case competition judging criteria that we use here at UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School I hope it helps in selecting the winner. 

Schedule: 

Case specifics release: 

Submission deadline: 

Winner announced: 

Conference: 

Again, thank you very much for your great support! 

Best regards, 

i.~.i cid:image001 jpg@01OF27D6.A85FA9C0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSai~ Jean <jdesaix@email.unc.edu~; 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 11:17 AM 

Academic Advi sing Pazt- Time Advisors Li story ~’advi singpa~Ettime@li skserv, unc.edu> 

RE: [advisingpartl~ime] Part Timers and Computer 

If we get there and can’t log on, we cannot read this email to try to figure out what to do. Whom should we call? 

What is this about, has something changed? 

.Jean 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Jean DeSa~x, Ph.D. Sen~or Lecturer it~ g~o~ogy 

Director Hea~th Pro[:essions Adv~sb~g Office 

Department of Nology Coker Ha~ CB#B280 

Uni~ersity of North Carolina at Chapel HHI, N(: 27599..2{280 

Work Phone: 919-962-.I{}68 Home Phone 

FAX919-962-.1625 emai~ jdesaix@emaiLunc.edu 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

F~m: Nichols, Julia [mailto:julia_nichols@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 20~ 9:04 AM 
Te: Academic Advising Pa~-Time Advisors UsNe~ 
Subject= [advisingpa~ime] Pa~ Timers and Computer 

Helk) All, 

~f you have proNems Jogging into your computer in Steele/Advising p~ease r’ead thb from our IT guy, John D. We will provide Mm wiLh your onyens buL in the 

meantime ~ wanted Lo share this 

Thank you, 

.Julia 

F~m~ D’Ades~, John D 
Sent~ Monday, August 22, 2011 9:49 PN 

T~ Nichols, Julia 
Subjeet~ RE: Pa~ t~mers 

.Julia 

~f the part t~mers have problems Jogging onto thek computer, have them try ad~onyen and their onyen password. They may not be administrators on the computer 

but [:hey w~ll be able to use them. W~thou[: onyens on the Hat f need to wait until f’m back on campers [:o [igure ou[: who’s who., before ~ make as[l[:dor~lait~l 

accounts Although ~ may be able to bypass the need for ~:hem. Anyway, ~:hepsr~: ~:imers sho~ld be able to k)gon ~s~ng their onyen and password the way the 

computers a[e currently setup. 

Call me with any ma~or prob~enls. 

John 

F~m= Nichols, Julia 
Sent~ Monday, August 22, 2011 3:51 PN 
Te~ D’Ades~, John D; Womack, Tammy S 
Subject~ RE: Pa~ timers 

Attached is a list of just our PTers and kecturedAdvisors (similar to PTers)~ I.et us know if yo~J need anything e~se. 

Julia 

F~m= D’Ades~, John D 
Sent~ Monday, August 22, 2011 3:41 PN 
Te~ Nichols, 3ulia~ Womack, Tammy S 
Subject~ Pa~ timers 

Ladies, 

Would one of you be kind enough to send me an updated list of part time advisors so I can make sure they can Iogon in steele this week. 

Than k you, 

John 

Sent ~<ia DROID on Vetfzon Wireless 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

advisingpartame as: idc~ix(~)email.unc.edu.To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.eduh~? 

idM954209.2c05e29dd5eTed8eb81263c94bc10f6d&n T&l advisingparttime&o~9715817 or send a Nank email to leave-29715817- 

4954209,2c65e29dd5e7ed8eb812b3c94bc10f6d@listserv.unc,edu 

* -- You are currently subscribed to 

advisingpa~Etfime as: dstro(a?unc.edn.To unsubscribe click here: htqo:i/lisks.unc.edu/u? 

id 39934318.6195342d18346be8ca12e69t:a47d23d9&n T&I advisingparttitne&o 29717194 or send a blank email to !_e__’_a_&,__e_:_2__2__7__l___7___l__~__4_:_ 

..s.%3~.4..?.~L~.~L2~.5.~.4..~.d.~L%.4.~.b..~!~.2...~b~.4.~7st.~.~.~..~@~.i.~.t.~E~.."..~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Womack, Tammy S <womack@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 23, 2011 11:30 AM 

Academic Advi sing Pazt- Time Advisors Li story ~’advi singpaxttime@li skserv, unc.edu> 

D’Adesky, John D <john dadesky@unc.edu>; Nichols, Julia <julia nichol@~mc.edw~ 

[advisingparttime] ONYEN request from OASIS 

Hello all: 

Please excuse this going to the listserv, but I do not have individual emails for all part-time advisors. John D’Adesky, our OASIS contact, is requesting that the 

following people contact him and provide their Onyen. John needs this to establish all of your access to the appropriate systems within Academic Advising. If you 

have questions, please direct them to John. You may reach him via email at : dadesky@unc.edu or by phone at 843-7022 or 

Thanks in advance. 

Tammy 

Brandon Hunziker 

Anna Miller 

Holly Mann 

Gidi Shemer 

Wenhua Shi 

Debbie Stroman 

Jonathan Weiler 

Acact~ mic AdvJsit~g 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

advisingl~ti~ne as: ._d_~_r_~2~i__t_Ln__c_’_:_e_~t___u_.To unsubscribe click here: http:dlists.unc.edu/u? 

id 39934318.6195342d18346beSca12e69fa47d23d9&n T&I advisingparttime&o 29717307 or send a blank e~nail to !__e__a_~:_e__-___2___9___7___l___7_3_0_7__-_. 

-_S__2__9__-_S____4_~ ~_S___.__6_~2 ~_-_~___4___2___a_]~_S__-_S___4___6__b£_S___c_~ ~__2___e___d_2!}a~ I ~=!~2:~}~i_~_~:~::_U~ ~_:~_~_~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nichols, Jnlia <juli%nichols@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 23, 2011 11:40 AM 

Academic Advi sing Pazt- Time Advisors I ,i story ~’advi singpa~rrtime@li skserv, unc.edu> 

RE: [advisingpartlJme] Part Timers and Computer 

If a PTer was in Steele and computer didn’t work, I trust they would find me. So I assumed you all received this email and could read it from your departmental 

We’ve had ~:olks move a~ound as we’ve had some adv~sors leave, so some computers were moved. None on srd, So you and you~ ~roup shouldn’t be ~rnpac~ed. 
~f anyone e~se has any questions p~ease ~et me know. 

Thank you~ 

Julia 

From= DeSaix, Jean 
Sent= Tuesday, August 23, 2011 11:17 AM 
To= Nichols, Julia; Academic Advising Part-Time Advisors Listserv 
Subject= RE: [advisingparttime] Part Timers and Computer 
If we get there and can’t log on, we cannot read this email to try to figure out what to do. Whom should we cal~? 

What: ~s this about, has something changed? 

.Jear~ 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Jean DeSa~x, Ph.D. Sen~or Lecturer b~ g~o~ogy 

Director Health Professions Adv~sh~g O~ce 

Department o[ g~ol.:?gy Coker I-tN~ CB#3280 

Ut~iversity of Nerth Carolina at Chapel Hi~l., NC 27599..2{280 

Work Phone: 919-962-.I068 Home Phone 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

F~m: Nichols, Julia [mailto:julia_nichols@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 20~ 9:04 AM 
Te: Academic Advising Pa~-Time Advisors UsNe~ 
Subject= [adv~singpa~ime] Pa~ Timers and Computer 

Hello 

~f you have proNems ~ogg~ng into your computer in Steele/Advising p~ease read thb from our IT guy, John D. We will provide Mm wiLh your onyens buL in the 

meantime ~ wanted to share tMs emaH. 

Thank you, 

Julia 

F~m= D’Ades~, John D 
8ent~ Monday, August 22, 2011 9:49 PN 
Te~ Nichols, Julia 
Su~jeet~ RE: Pa~ timers 

.Julia 

f[ ~:he part rhymers have problems k)ggmg onte their compu~:er, have them try ad~enven and their enyen passwerd. They rosy not be admin~s~:rators on the con~puter 

bu~ ~:hey w~ll be able to use them. W~thou~: onyens on ~he Hst f need ~o wai~ un~H Fm back en carnpus ~:o [~gure ou~: who’s who, before ~ make asn~:dornaml 

accounts~ Although ~ may be able to bypass the need for [heR1. Anyway~ [hepsr[ lime,s should be able to ]ogoR us~[~g their onyen and password the way the 

computers are curre~tly setup~ 

Call me with any major proMems. 

~= Nichols, Julia 
Se~t~ Monday, August 22, 20~ 3:5~ PM 
Te~ D’Ades~, 3ohn D; Womack, Tammy S 
~bjeCt~ RE: Pa~ timers 

Attached ~s a Hst of just our PTers and Lecturer/Advisors (similar to PTers)~ I.et us know if you need anythh~g e~se. 

JuHa 

F~m= D’Ades~, John D 
Sent= Monday, August 22, 2011 3:42 PN 
To= Nichols, Julia; Womack, Tammy S 
Subje¢t= Pa~ timers 

Ladies, 

Would one of you be kind enough to send me an updated list of part time advisors so I can make sure they can Iogon in steele this week. 

Than k you, 

John 

Sent ~4ia DROID on Vetfzon Wireless 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 
advisingpartame as: jdc~ix@email.unc.edu.To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 

idM954209.2cd5e29dd5eTed8eb81263c94bc10f6d&n T&l advisingparttime&o~9715817 or send a Nank email to leave-29715817- 

4954209.2c65e29dd5eTed8eb812b3c94bc 10f6d(~,listserv.unc.edu 



¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

advisingpaxt’6me as: dslro(tbunc,edu.To unsubscribe click here: ht~p:i/lisks.unc.edu/u? 

id 39934318.6195342d18346be8ca12e69fa47d23d9&n T&l advisingparttime&o 29717399 or send a blm~k email to leave-29717399- 

39934318.6195342dl 8346be8cal 2e69tia47d23d9(tblistserv,mac,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nichols, Jtflia<julia nichols@unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 26, 2011 4:29 PM 

Academic Advi sing Paxt- Time Advisors Li story ~advi singpaxttime@li skserv, unc.edu> 

’Academic Advising Full-Time Advi~rs Listserv’ <advisingfulltime@list~rv.unc.edtr’~; Academic Advising Pa~t-Time Advi~rs List~rv 

(advisiugl~rttime@listserv.unc.edu) 

[advisiugl~rtlime] Fall ’11 Walk In aud Schedule Sheet 

walk ins and schedules fallll.xlsx 

Hi All, 

Attached is our updated Walk Ins and Schedules fact sheet. 

"What’s on it?" you ask?: 

"Walk In Schedule for Fall ’ll" =This is the breakdown of which advisors are doing walk ins. These names will not be posted on the display board I am creating for 

the main lobby. Rather this is internal information for us, and on occasion students ask when specific advisors are doing walk ins. Please note that the Grad Div. 

will be participating in the same walk in schedule, but not on Fridays. As the sheet says if a Dec. SR comes in on a Friday and their issue can’t wait please contact 

Shaun/Dr. Cramer to see if Dr. Cramer might be able to help them. 

"Pre .... Advising" = For our Pre- Hlth, Law and Graduate School advising just a reference for how to direct students seeldng help. 

"PT and kAs schedules" =This is the list of all of the PTers and LAs, their schedules, room # and phone #s. 

"Student Assistants’ Schedules" = We are looking forward to having both       and      return to us. While       was here in the fall, spring and summer, 

was just here with us this summer. I will be training her as a student greeter, but if you have any projects that don’t include any student information/files 

please let me know. During quitter times we want small projects for them to accomplish. 

If you have any questions please let me know. And if you see anything that needs correction/updating please let me know that too. 

Thanks! 

Julia 
Ms. Julia Nichols 
Student Services Manager 
Academic Advising Program in the 5eneral College and the College of Arts & Science 
#20~5 Steele Building, CB# 3~0 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hifl 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3~ ~0 
h ttp://advising, uric. edu/ 
(T) g~9-843-8909 
(F) 92.9-962-6888 

¯ -- You me currently subscribed to 

advisingl~xttime as: _£t_~t_!2£~__u_!)__c_=_e__d___t!.To uusubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 

id 39934318.6195342d18346be8ca12e69t:a47d23d9&n T&l advisingparttitne&o 29747453 or seud a blauk email to leave-29747453- 

39934318.6195342d 18346be8cal 2e69fa47d23d 9,@Jistserv.unc.edu 



Walk In Schedule for Fall ’ 
A 

1 

2 

3 FAH 11-12 

4 SBS 11-12 

5 NSM 11-12 

6 

7 FAH 2-4 

8 SBS 2-4 

9 NSM 2-4 

10 

11 Grad Divsions 

12 

13 

14 

15 Pre-Hlth Advising = See "Advising Hours" page for link to their site w/hours 

16 Pre Law Advising = See "Advising Hours" page for link to their site w/instructions 

17 PreoGraduate School Advising = Please use our Appointment System to make appt. 

18 

19 Fall ’11 Part Time Advisor and Lecuter/Advisor Schedules 
20 Name 

21 Adamson, David (DRAM) 

22 Austell, Todd (CHEM) 

23 Collins, Marcus (NSM+Summer Bridge) 

24 Cowell, Glynis (ROML) 

25 Cramer, Richard (Grad Div) 

26 GrawOzburn, Kara (EDU) 

27 Hogan, Kelly (BIOL) 

28 Hunziker, Brandon (HIST) 

29 Jordan, Elizabeth (PSYC) 

30 King, Richard (Grad Div) 

31 Lich-Tyler, Stephen (ECON) 

32 Lithgow, Hilary (ENGL) 

33 Mann, Hollie (POLl) 

34 Maroni, Gustavo (Grad Div) 

35 Millar, Anna (BUSI) 

36 Negrete, Merida (MUSC) 

37 Page, Julie (NURS) 

38 Pre Professional Advising 

39 Pruvost, Valerie (ROML) 

40 Renner, Joy (Allied Hlth Sci) 

41 Rozan, Ellen (BUSI) 

42 Shemer, Gidi (BIOL) 

43 Shi, Wenhua (COMM) 

44 Stroman, Debbie 

45 Weiler, Jonathan (Global Studies) 

46 

47 Student Assistants 

48 : M 11-2/T 3:30-5/W 11-2/TR 3:30-5 

49 M and F 2-4 



B 

1 

2 Mondays 

3 Kaplan 

4 RMB/Webster 

5 LME/Nelson 

6 

7 Kaplan 

8 Edwards/Webster 

9 Shuster/Harvey 

10 

11 There will always be an advisor during regular walk in times, but Fridays. 

12 Fridays- if a Dec. grad comes in on a Friday and their issue just can’t wait until Monday, 

13 ~lease contact Shaun/Dr. Cramer [unofficially here on Fridays] 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 Schedule 

21 W+F 9-12 

22 T 8:30-11;W 1-4;TR 8:30-11 

23 T 10-12 

24 M +W 1-3:30 

25 M-TR 9:30-1:30(Fs unofficially 

26 T 12:30-5+TR8-12:30 

27 M 12:45- 4:45 

28 T and TR 8:15-10:15 

29 M 8-12 

30 M-TR 1-5 

31 M+W10-12 

32 TR 9-1+ F 11:15-1:15 

33 T 12-4 

34 T 8:30-2:30 +TR 8:30-2:30 

35 W 1-4 +TR 9-12 

36 F 8-5 

37 T 2-4 + W 2-4 

38 Various/See their website 

39 T 9-12:30 + W 2:30-5 + F 2-4 

40 TR 1-5 

41 T 1-4 + W 9-12 

42 TR 1-5 

43 TR 9-12 + 1-3 

44 W 1-5 

45 TR 10-2 

46 

47 

48 

49 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

C 

Tuesdays 

Stenross 

Soberl/Edwards 

Shuster/Cox 

D 

Wednesdays 

Outlaw 

RMB/Webster 

Caldwell/Hodges 

Thursdays i Fridays 

Shugart Junk 

Maitland/Soberl iRMB/Soberl 

Caldwell/Nunn iJahn/Harvey 

Stenross Outlaw Shugart Junk 

Covalt/Maitland Soberl/Webster RMB/Maitland iEdwards/Covalt 

Shuster/Nunn Jahn/Nelson Hodges/LME iCaldwell/various 

T 

Phone # 

962-6042 

962-3407 

843-4482 

Room # 

G015D 

2017D 

2015D 

G005 

G017C 

1007 

2017D 

1015D 

2015D 

G017D 

1007 

G007 

1006 

G005 

i005 

G010 

2015D 

3rd Floor Steele 

1007 

2015D 

100.5 

2017D 

G010 

G015D 

1006 

843-8586 

962-6043 

843-8917 

962-3407 

962-0883 

843-4482 

962-3411 

843-8917 

843-9029 

843-8648 

843-8586 

843-8912 

TBA 

843-4482 

N/A 

843-8917 

843-4482 

843-8912 

962-3407 

TBA 

962-6042 

843-8648 



From: F, vite <info@mailva.evite.com > 

Sent: Thursday, July 21,2011 11:33 AM 

To: debby@so ul fulgolf.com 

Subje~’t: Fxent Reminder 

TW}G ~, CCGA GOLF M}XER at W}lmar Golf Coax’so 

Carolyn Daye wanted to remind you that Tv’gIG - CCGA GOLF MIXER at Y~,~lmar Golf Course is coming up on 7/23/2011 at 8:15 AM. 

Your current reply: Not Yet Replied 

\/iew ]his tnvit~-:tion 



Understanding the full capacity of RTLS and how it can benefit your      U?d::~:~:~ ::~~;~:~;~.,~:~e,,G ,~;~:,;.;?~., , 

used and whst you need to 

K~Ot~ efo~ dep oy n, 

view the omdem~d web~ar. You will learn the basics or RTL8 
technology, how it out-performs simple asset t~acking solutions 

the ditferent ways compames are leveraging the real-time data it 

provk~es Then, wa~chyeuremai, rorreaFworldexamp~eso[ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle - Sponsor Message <chronicle@chroniclef),i.com> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 8:46 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Your help needed tbr a Higher Education Survey, a chm~ce to win a $50 gift caxd 

This sponsor message is sent to you by The Chronicle of Higher Education on behalf of Carbonview. 

League Innovation 

Good day: An industry-leading cloud application provider is conducting a survey among a small number of 
individuals who are leaders in higher education so your cooperation is essential to the accuracy and results 

of this study. The insight you provide will help us learn more about your needs and awareness of cloud 
applications= 

To thank you for your time, you’ll be entered in a drawing to win a $50 American Express gift card after you 
complete and submit your responses. 

Please take a few minutes to complete the survey. Just click on (or copy and paste) the link below: 

htt p://survey.ca rbonview.com/wix/p39773083.aspx?r=37045&s= KBODI BLA 

Your answers will be treated in the strictest confidence and will only be used in conjunction with those of other 
higher-education professionals. 

The survey is being hosted by an independent market research company that will not identify you to anyone. 

If you have already completed the survey, thank you for your participation. 

Thank you for your help. 

Best Regards, 

Jane Wilson 
Survey Administrator 

CarbonView Research, Inc. 
1061 East Indiantown Road, Suite 300 
Jupiter, FL 33477 

If you no longer wish to receive emeil from Carbonview, please click here 

You are receivin9 this e-mail message because ]he Chromcie of Higher Education believes that you, 

as a Chronicle account holder, may be interested in products or sere, ices offered by our advellisers 

For more h~fomqatio~L please read our privacy po~. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukeviseonti@diversityinc.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 10:09 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

PAC: Equal Pay Act Should Be Abolished Because °Womeu Are F~xtremely Busy’ 

March 20, 2014 

According to a newly ~ ...... 
released study, ::~:: 
underrepresented and 
disabled students are 
suspended at 
’dispropo~ionate rates,’ 
compared to white 
students. 

& Lat~r~o St~tde~-~ts 
D 

The executive director for a i ....... 
new political committee 
representing women says 
the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay 
Act needs to be abolished. 
Her answer to what should ~ 
replace it needs to be seen 
to be believed, and we have 
it here. 

Ge~:~:~r~_______________9 the [~est Jobs? 

~at did the invitation say that has students and 
administratom up in arms? And what rationale does one 
of its authors use to defend it? 

.............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Are you using your resource groups as well as you could 



be? This turn-key resource highlights what your D&I 
staff; HR, Marketing and Communications staffs; and 
resource-group leaders need to know. 

............................................................................................................................................................................. 

AVAILAE~LE NOW! W#-:lter 20~14 

~at do millennials really want? ~at don’t you know 
about diversity councils? The newest digital edition of 
the Diversitylnc Magazine is available now~ 

Was lhis fi)~,arcled to youJ?om aJHend? 

Click here to receive the Diversitylnc newsletter. 

~JDiversity#-:lc Best 

Pt2:~ctices 

Our subscriber-only area 
includes hundreds of articles, 
as well as a library of best 
practices web seminars, case 
studies--start-ups to 
advanced--including staffing 
and budgets, and our turnkey 
Meeting in a Box, which can 
be distributed to your 
workforce via corporate 
intranet. 

I 



Too~s of the Trade 

Coach Wins Lawsuit 
A former associate golf coach at the University of Minnesota was 
awarded more than $300,000 in a lawsuit against the school in 
which she claimed she lest her job after i~ was discovered ~hat 

she was a lesMan~ ~::~:~:~ :~ 

Going# 
"Independent athletes" are a growing tren~ in some school 

districts. 

Last I~i~te Save 
A leek at how ,:he University of the District ef Columbia managed 

to keep its athletic department, 

Deep Threat: Rise of the Stretch Fo~r 

With March Madness now in full swing, check out how top basketball coaches.-- 
including V~sconsin’s Be Ryan and Creighton’s G[eg McDermott--are 9erring 
mere out ef the power forward pesition. 

Legislators Step ~n 
An Illinois state senator recently introduced a bill to the state 
education committee that would require all high school athletic 
direcio~’s, head coaches, and ass~sian[ coaches 1o complete an 

Case Study 
~t A~l Starts with the Feet In past issues we have talked about 
how irnpor[ant it is Ior athletes io maintain a strong core. After" 
all, a sb’ong co~’e is tantamount [e keeping the whole body 
healthy - especially the e×tremities, which obviously take a 
pounding because of the repetitive nature of an atNete’s motion. 



ACL Studies Take Center Stage 
A look at new research on ACL tears and reconstruction 

techniques. ===.::.?: :~i!i,::ii=: :~I:!=L !i ! ?: !~ii!..!:ii: !i. ! !=L :iii:. !il =.:i =..i:i!iL..: .. 

Better Testing 
A new testing strategy for performance-enhancing drugs has 
been found to be 1,000 times rno~’e effective those cur~’en~ly 

used. i!:i:!:.~ !?.: !=.=.~ :]==.. !:=. !i.’=. i !?.. !i. =...i ! .==...!i!:..~=. =.:.:=..i[’.!/.’...... 

No Link to Cog~itio~ 
A new study Iound no link between years of play and decline in 
neurocegnitive abilities in high school football players. 

Prod~ct Showcase 
~r~door Surfaces and Covers Check out the latest and greatest 
indoor surI~cing and cover options from the ~ndustty’s leading 
manufacturer,s. 

On~ine Buyer’s Guide 
Out online Buyer’s Guide Ieatures a customized pages Io[ companies advertising 
in our 2014 Buyer’s Guide, including interactive links, product images, and more 
detailed product listings. Here are links to four companies featured in our Guide: 

Click here te check eut the complete Online Buyer’s Guide. 

Coac~ Steps Dow~ After Tweets 
An AIrican-American boys’ basketball coach has s~epped down 
after his students ~wee~ed ~’acist messages a~ ~he ~eam ~hat 

eliminated h~s from the p~ayo~fs. 

College to Hig}~ Sc}~oo~ 
Franklin & Marshall’s athletic department ~oek time to teach 
leadership to Mgh sehoo~ atMeles during a special program. 

T~at Stings 
A high school volleyball assistant coach allegedly asked 
students to take part in a drug sting. The students were nearly 

arrested and are suing the distr~cL ~:~:~:]~:~:]~;1:]~[~?~:]~]:~?:~:]~:~:~:]:?~:~]~:~: 

American Public University offeta alfordable online Human Kinetics is ~he inlorrna~ion 
degrees to help you achieve your career .goaL<~. leader in physical activity. 

K&K Insurance is a Pela~ Team(2) softwa~ 
rece.~;nized leader of provides you with the best 
sports, leisure, and possible features for analysis 

entertainment insurance and reporting tools to get the 
produc~s, peak perfe~’mance out el your 

players. 

PowenMa× supplies spo[ts 
performance products to the 
USOC, US military, and 
many top US high school 
and collegiate p[ograms. 

View Jobs.IPost ~ ResumelPost a Job I~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Your Black World Team <info@yourblackworld.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 11:24 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Bullied teen murdered after begging for help from adults 

The latest from the writers in the Your Black World 
Network 

Acid Attack victim says police insinuated that she did this to herself 

Acid Attack victim says_police insinuated 
that she did this to herself 

Naomi Oni has endured the kind of nightmare that most of us can’t even imagine. She was the 
victim of a horribte acid attack, where a former friend attegedty threw the substance in her face 
out of spite or jeatousy. But now she has to endure an even more troubte assertion: That she 
threw [...] 
March 24, 2014.N...o...C...o...m...m...e...n..t..R..e..a...d....M...o..r..e. 

Bill Maher says NCAA gets rich from unpaid black people 

Bill/~aher says NCAA gets rich from unpaid 

by Dr. Boyce Watkins Leave it to comedian Bitt Maher to inject humor into the truth in such a way 
that it acceterates the b**e on those who... 
March 24, 2014 / /R..e..a.d....M..o..r..e. 

Teen Who Was Cyber-Stalked for Months Prior to Killing Laid to Rest 



Teen was bullied for months on Facebook 

shot him in the head 

A Tunica, Mississippi teen who was cyber-statked prior to bein8 k!tted was [aid to rest on Saturday, 
accordin8 to WMC-TV. Donterrius Jackson was harassed on Facebook for months... 
March 24, 2014 / / Read More 

Muslim woman told she can’t cover her hair at the gym; told to wear a baseball cap instead 

Muslim woman told she can’t cover her 

instead 

by Afiya J. Watkins Everyone seems to be tryin8 to set into shape [atety, and that is a 8reat thins. 
With new 8ym chains and [ocations poppin8 up everywhere it is now easier than ever before to find 
a facitity in which to work out. Ptanet Fitness is one of the nationa[ 8ym chains that [...] 

i~ 91-year old woman challenges big corporations to keep her home 

By Liku Zetteke Georsia Bert, from Lawrence, KS., is 91. She has been tivin8 in her one-bedroom, 
840-square-foot house for 68 years but the house itsetf was buitt... 
March 24, 2014 / / Read More 

Grant Hill: People Hate on Duke Because of the Good White Players 

Former Duke basketbatt star Grant Hitt unintentionatty stirred a bit of controversy durin8 an 
interview with Bteacher Report where he coined the phrase "white on white" hate and... 
March 24, 2014 / / Read More 

i~ Local Pastors Demand That Marissa Alexander Accept Plea Deal 

Local Pastors Demand That/~arissa 



Ftofida prosecutor Angeta Corey, who was at best mediocre in her prosecution of George 
Zimmerman, has putted out art the stops in her prosecution of Marissa Atexander. If... 
March 24, 2014 / /R..e...a..d...M...o..r..e. 

What’s Hot in Your Black World? 

i l~ Porsha Stewart says Wendy Williams seeks to destroy black women 

Porsha Stewart says Wendy Williams seeks 

By Liku Zetteke For those that are fans and fottow Rear Housewives of Attanta (RHOA), it isn’t news - 
Porsha Wittiams and Wendy Wittiams don’t seem to get aton8 too weft. They have been having an 
ongoing feud that has tasted wet[ over a year. Last year, Wendy ctaimed that Porsha was "tess than 
smart". [...] 
March 23, 2014.9....C...o..m....m...e..n..t..s..R...e..a..d....M...o..r..e. 

i~ Chrissy from Love and Hip-Hop Received a Huge Inheritance: Five Things You May Not Know 

Chrissy from Love and Hi.p_-.H..gp Received a 
Huge Inheritance: Five Things You May Not 
Know 

By Yotanda Spivey Christine "Chrissy" Lampkin was born in Hartem New York to parents of Cuban 
decent. The date of her birth is unknown but it is suspected that she is around the age of 42. We 
know Chrissy to be the outspoken 8irtfriend of tapper Jim Jones and a poputar reatity tetevision star 
appearing on the [...] 



Evelyn Lozada gives birth to a new bundle of joy (with a very wealthy man) 

Evetyn Lozada may not be everyone’s favorite reatity TV superhero, but she knows how to grab the 
rich guys. According to OK Magazine, Lozada just gave birth to a baby boy by LA Dodgers star, Cart 
Crawford. Reports are that the chitd was born on Saturday, March 22 at 3:55 am. She reportedty 
had [...] 

Read More 

Grown Man Giving Instructions? 

The cutture of New Orteans has two faces. One is an etegant btend of french and southern styte 
riving. Where you can find amazing food and there’s atways a Beignet, Daiquiri and a good 
cerebration. But then there is the not-so-favorabte side of the cutture of btack New Orteans, which 
is very different from the [...] 

March 2, 2014.4....C..o...m....m...e..n..t..s..R..e...a..d....M...o..r..e. 

She’s the Reason Nelson Mandela was 

Winnie Mandela 

Behind every great tegendary man, there is a great woman. For Netson Mandeta, that woman was 
Nomzamo "Winnie" Zanyiwe Madikizeta. White he was incarcerated it was Winnie who supported his 
tegacy and championed his cause. It was Winnie’s strength, courage and toyatty that uttimatety 
contributed to the retease of Netson Mandeta after 2 



November 28, 2013 66 Comments 

i ~ Letter to Dr. Boyce: Why Don’t You Work for an HBCU and How Can They Stay Alive? I 

Someone sent me this note, I thousht it was interestins. So, rather than simpty respondin8 on my 
Facebook watt, I thousht that it woutd be hetpfut to respond in a bto8 post. The HBCU issue was 
atso interestin8 to me, since Steve Perry and I tried desperatety to hotd our Washinston DC event at 
Howard [...] 
.c..o...n..t.! .n..u...e...r..e..a..d..! .n..~ .... 

Can Full-time Home-school Destabilize 

By: Krystte Crossman Home-schootin8 can be 8reat for your famity but can be reatty toush on your 
marriase. If you are not carefut it coutd even ruin it. One of the bi88est commitments that you can 
make in tile other than marriase is home-schootin8 because it is a 24/7 job. Your kids are atways 
tearnin8 [...] 
B.e..a...d..~.o...r.e.. 

What’s Hot on HealthyBlackWoman.com? 

Over Hatf of Smartphone Users Have Done This...and Probabt.y...l~#.sret It 

Her 
Jennifer Hudson Sax!# Good-By_# To Weight Watchers 80 Pounds Liqhter 
‘‘R‘‘‘e‘‘‘‘m‘‘9‘‘v‘‘‘e‘‘‘‘t‘‘~‘i‘‘s‘‘Z9‘‘xJ‘~‘‘Er‘9‘‘‘m‘‘‘Z‘~‘‘u‘‘r‘‘‘D‘‘£e‘‘‘t‘;J‘L‘c‘‘‘a‘‘u‘‘s‘‘e‘‘‘s‘‘‘‘‘H‘‘‘e‘‘‘a‘‘‘r‘‘t‘‘‘‘A‘‘‘t‘‘t‘‘a‘‘‘c‘‘‘k‘‘s‘‘~‘‘‘s‘‘‘t‘‘r‘‘~‘‘‘k‘‘‘e‘‘‘s‘ 
.c...a...n...c...e...r.~...D...e...m....e...n..t..i..a..~...D..La...b...e..t...e...s. 
How One Woman With HIV Disctosed Her Status To The Man She Loved 

..~...a..i.Lv....~...e...h...a...v.!..~...r....T..h...a..t...ZZ..P...e...r..c...e...n...t....~..f.....w...~...m...e....n....E..x..~Lb.!..t....a...n...d.....N..e...e...d....t...~....s..t...~..p.. 
.~...e...x....T..o..y.J..n...t..e..~..e...n..t..Lo...n.;.....w...by. J.t...~.a..y....~...e....T.!..m....e....t..~.....q..e..t.....R.j..d....~..f....Y...~...u..r...E.a...v...~.rLt...e... 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle - Sponsor Message <chronicle@chroniclef),i.com> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 8:51 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Reminder: Your help needed for a ttigher Education Survey, a chance to win a $50 gift caxd 

This sponsor message is sent to you by The Chronicle of Higher Education on behalf of Carbonview. 

League hln ovation 

Good day: An industry-leading cloud application provider is conducting a survey among a small number of 
individuals who are leaders in higher education so your cooperation is essential to the accuracy and results 

of this study. The insight you provide will help us learn more about your needs and awareness of cloud 
applications= 

To thank you for your time, you’ll be entered in a drawing to win a $50 American Express gift card after you 
complete and submit your responses. 

Please take a few minutes to complete the survey. Just click on (or copy and paste) the link below: 

htt p://survey.ca rbonview.com/wix/p39773083.aspx?r=37045&s= KBODI BLA 

Your answers will be treated in the strictest confidence and will only be used in conjunction with those of other 
higher-education professionals. 

The survey is being hosted by an independent market research company that will not identify you to anyone. 

If you have already completed the survey, thank you for your participation. 

Thank you for your help. 

Best Regards, 

Jane Wilson 
Survey Administrator 

CarbonView Research, Inc. 
1061 East Indiantown Road, Suite 300 
Jupiter, FL 33477 

you no Io~ger wish to receive emell from Carbonview, please click here 

You are receivin9 this e-mail message because The Chromcie of Higher Education believes that you, 

as a Chronicle account holder, may be i~terested i~ products or sep,,ices olfered by our advellisers 

For more h~fom~atio~L please read our privacy policy. 



T h e a u te m o b~le in d u st ry l i ke m e st h a s b e e n a ffe cte d b V t h e 

economy forcing the industry’s manufacturers to take steps to 

reduce costs 

and increase effic~encies. Android industries an automotive 
.... Learn how Android ~mproved 

~,ha,ehge or =Qenl=~, ~n~ am, r~,~,u,~=,lg wasle ~,l ks ,na[erlal anQ ~ep~en~shmere processes 

replenishment workflow in order to build a flexible and lean w~ile reducing ........ fac~uring 

Android leversged Zebra’s rRFID-based Matedal F~ow 

replemshment ~)ar~ demand throughout its entire facility, includh~g 

of production, and point of return. Oowrfload the case s!:udv to see 

how Android went f~om 85 percent utdizatJon without waste to 89 

percent- well on the way to the company’s goaJ of 93 percent 

efficienoy -- after oollec~ing and analyzing just one week’s worth 

of data 



You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail from 
Training-Conditioning. Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 
email? 

While athletic budgets continue to be 
strained to the max, many organizations 
would undoubtedly welcome new, 
innovative methods to combat these 
unrelenting economic realities. In response 
to the dire financial situation encountered 
by virtually every athletic organization 
today, the ScoreRewards Partnership 
Program was launched in 2013. 
ScoreRewards utilizes local advertisers to 
cover all costs associated with the 
acquisition of new scoreboards. 

Champion BrownTN is the newest addition 
to the lineup of Turface@ Pro League@ 
infield conditioners. Its deep, dark color 
delivers a first-class look, and provides 
excellent ball visibility. Smaller, uniform 
particles assure a smooth, professional 
playing surface, minimizing potentially 
dangerous bad hops. Moisture-absorbing 
properties improve footing and help to 
prevent rainouts. With Champion Brown, 
Turface AthleticsT~I gives you every 
advantage to bring home a safe, playable 
field. 

You are receiving lids newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news li-om MoreenmmMedia or one of its publications: Traitdng & Conditioning, Attfletic Management or Coaclfing Managemenl 

To ~msubscribe, clickhttp:/’/lists2.momentummediacomi?p~ansubsc;ibe&uid cdageld8367364f31561d4159565e9ec 

To change your email ad&-ess, click ht~p://’lists2 momentummedia.com/?p preferences&uid cda9eld8367364f31561d4159565e9ec 

To fox.Yard this newsletter to a fde~td, click ht/p://lists2.momentmrmtedia.com/?p fonYard&uid cda9eld8367364f31561d4159565egec&mid 34 

Be sm-e to add lists@momentummedia.com to yore- address book or safe sender list so our emails will always get to yotu- inbox! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 11:45 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: [1 NCAA: Change? ....Or be tbrced to change? 

Newsletter 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the MarriottShip. Hope you are well. 

It was huge news when it broke Wednesday, and it is still huge news three days later. The 

Chicago National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) ruled that the Northwestern University 

football rerun could li~rm its own union. 

I have read the NLRB U s 24-page ruling, and it states emphatically and repetitively that 

Northwestern football players fit into the criteria of being "Employees." ~md the most signiticant 
factors in coming to this conclusion were the U rules and time constraintsl, controlled by the 

[] Employer ~ that [] s Northwesteru). 

Here it is, in the Queeffs English, from the ruling write-up: OPlayem receiwng scholarships 

to pe~brmJbotball-relaled services for the Employer under a conlract fi)r hire in retu~ 

[br compensation are ~s~bject to the Employerk ;s control (end are theref!)re employees 

within the meaning of the [National labor Relations Act] act. [1 To access the 24-page 

report click here 

In the 72 hours since the ruling there has been a flood of commento~, not just from the usual 

sports-oriented sources, but a]so from US and foreign mains~trean~ media sources as well. 

Not sure if the analogy tits, but I mn re~ninded of the comment of the Los Angeles’ accidently 

t:amous Rodney King, when he sai& [] Why can [] t we all just get along? [] 
Indeed, in the context of the layers of pending lawsuits versus the NCAA~ one might ask 

,something similar to King [] s simple but profound utterance, maybe something along the lines of 

[] W~ can [] t we alljust figure out how to narT"ow our differences without going to 

court? [] (that [] s nobody [] s quote, I just made it up) Naive? Simplistic? Pollyannaish? Well 
maybe, but just look at the pickle we are in now. 

For decades the NCAA ruled supreme and unlettered, cha]lenged only intermittently ~] such as 



losing tbotball TV rights to ~hools/cont~rences in 1984 and losing "the &ssis~nt coach salad 

lawsnit in 1998. Otherwise the NCAA has settled squabbles via out of court settlements, thus 

sidestepping the need to contemporize the ~ lcollegiateC model [J aka: mnateurism (others 

have called it nastier things). 
All of the above (except for my clever made-up quote) are statements of fact, ruth no 

editorializing whatsoever. However~ in keeping with College Athletics Clips ~ ~both sides of 

the sto~y ~ custom, presented below are articles, excerpts, quotes and links that present a 

good cross section of the opinions expressed so far out there. 

Before we get to the bottom, I [] d like to offer my own two cents on the NLRB ruling. I think I 

am as knowledgeable as the ne~ person. After all, I was an economics major in college, and I 

took a couple labor economics classes. Plus I was a United Automobile ~Vorkers union 

member for a year, when I worked in a big, dilW, loud and dangerous rare mill for a company 

that made roller bearings. And I played shortstop on the [JAW Local 1674 slow-pitch soitball 

team (made more errors than I got hits). 

But one does not need to be an economics major, or to have been a union member to know 

that "organized labor" (the scholazly name ti)r unions) have been declining tbr many yea~s. 
According to stats froln the Bureau of Labor Statistics~ the number of union workers in the US 

in 2013 was 14.5 million, down froln 17.7 million in 1983. Union workers were 11.3% of the 
worklbrce in 2013, down from 20.1% in 1983. Dig deeper and you []11 find that union 

membership was only 7% of the world’orce in the private sector in 2013. Northwestern 

Universib’ is in the private sector. 

Not only have the numbers of union workers declined, but the profile and clout of union 

workers hat changed markedly. It Wash []t long ago that there were well-paid and well- 

pensioned union anto workers, steel workers, Teamsters, etc. Now many of those jobs have 

disappeared or become non- union jobs. 

Many say that unions are not M~at they used to be. That may be true, but the big unions are 

still something ofa tbrce to be reckoned with. The Northwestern football players~] NLRB 

ettbrts were funded by the United Steelworkers nnion, M~ich once represented hundreds of 

thousands of US steel workers at giant colnpanies like US Steel and Bethlehem. However, the 

once migh~ US steel industry was decimated by low wage producers a~ound the world, and 

now the US is not even in the top ten of steel producers worldwide. Connect the dots. 

Today [] s United Steelworkers union still has over 500,000 members, but most of those 

members are not employed as steelworkers. Indeed, the full name of the USW is the United 

SWel, Paper and Foresto,, Rubber, ~lanufacmring, Energy, Allied lnchtstrial and Service 

Workers International Union. So it [] s no snrprise that the USW is making a modest 

investment in college athletes now in hopes of adding to its membership rolls and increasing its 

intake ofnnion dues as well. 

Consider this remaxk from Vince Dooley, now retired alter four decades as Georgia’s tbothall 

coach and athletic director, "If this ever happens the is~s~es wouM be unlimited What 

rm!ght happenJ?om school to school, J?om day to day, J?om year to year, [ don’t know. 

I’m just gladI’ve served my time." 

Yikes. 

More later ...... 

Nick Iat~nte 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
w~w~,.twitter.co~N@CollegeA~hClips 

Before college is even in session, Northwestern football players spend up to 60 hours a week 

practicing at a one-month training camp. During the three- or four-month football season, they 

put in up to 50 hours a week prepa~ing for games. That [] s more time than many full-time 

employees devote to their jobs. 

Looking at these basic facts, the logic is cleax. Football players at colleges like Northwestern 

with big-time sports programs are not ~] student-athletes, [1 as the National Collegiate Athletic 

Association claims, but employees. Critics have been ma~ing this point for years. Finally, on 

Wednesday, a regional director of the National Labor Relations BoaJcd agreed, ruling that 

Northwestern football players on scholarships were eligible to tbnn a union and baxgafin 

collectively. 

[] It cannot be said that the employer [] s scholaxship players axe [] primarily students, [] [] Peter 

ON wrote in his 24-page decision, noting that players were recruited for their athletic talents 

rather than academic abilily, must undergo drng testing, and that they risked losing their 



scholarships if they did not fi~llow team regulations. 

This is a big deal, or at least the beginning of a big deal Northwestern has already announced 

that it would appeal the decision to the N.L.R.B. national office. If it is upheld, Northwestern 

can still refuse to bargain with the players (assuming they actually vote to tbrm a union), sending 
the case to a federal appeals court. 

Still, Mr. Ohr~ s ruling gives weight to the axgument that scholarship athletes axe not amateurs 

who play merely ~for the love of their sport~ ~ as the N.C.A.A. said in a statetnent reacting 

to the decision. 

The N.C.A.A. and athletic directors have fiercely resiffted calls for change and argued that 

professionalization would ruin college sports. Naturally they m~e attached to the way things are 

because they benefit financially from capping compensation at the value of a scholarship. 

Northwesteru football reported $235 million revenue from 2003 to 2012. USA Today 
revealed in September that the team coach, Pat Fi~gerald, made at least $2.2 million in 2011, 

maJ~ing him the universi .ly ii s highest paid employee. 

The college- sporks establishment has brought this trouble on itself by not moving to address 

players ~] legitimate grievances. The group that brought the North~vestern petition to the 

N.L.R.B., the College Athletes Players Association, isn,t seeking a specific share of football 

revenue or even salarie~ but better ~nedical protections for concussions and other injuries, 

guaranteed scholarships that cover the full cost of attending college and the establishment of a 

trus~t fund that players can use to finish their schooling after their N.C.A.A. eligibili~ expires. 
Those are modest, reasonable goals. If Northwestern and other universities don ~ t want to 

have to deal ruth unions, they shonld stop fighting their players and work with them to improve 

conditions. 

Here ~ 3s a Washington Post poll pegging the yea or nay from regular citizens’ on 
unioniz~aion of college f!)otball players: 

AndJi~)m another poll, J?om Marist College: 

To Unionize or Not to Unionize? 

Maadst Poll, 3-25-14 
75% @~me~cans, including the same propor¢ion of coll~e ~ports fans, think 

college athletes shouM not be allowed to join a union since they are not college 

employees. More than one in five ~ 22% ~ believes student athletes should be 

able to join a union so ¢h~ can receive p<~ents and benefits’, fbur percent are 

UHSUF~, 

Non-whiW resi~nts ~ 28% ~ are more like@ to support unionizing ~v college 

resi~nts than white resi~nts ~ 19%. Nearly eight in ten white residents ~ 78% 

~ compared with 67% (¢’non-white Americans be#eve college athletes shouM not 

be able to join a union. 

Union Decision One More Push of the NCAA Off Its Fence 
~V John Ir{[ante, Bylaw Blog, 3-26-14 (John lnfante is not related to the Clips Editor) 
Today ~ s victory for the College Athletes Players Association in front of Chicago [] s regional 

labor relations board roll take a long time before it becomes final. It will likely end either in the 

Supreme Court or the halls of Congress. It is ffhll a coin-toss about how it ends up, with an 

appeal npcoming to the full National Labor Relations Board and possible judicial ~eview. 

But the ruling, much of its rationale, and other ongoing attacks on the NCAA are helping to 

make the NCAA [] s position untenable. But not the position of amateurism and education as 

compensation. And not the position of commercial athletics on college campnses. What the 
NCAA is being fi~reed to abandon is the assertion that it can straddle the t~nce bet~veen both 

those positions. 

On the one hand, the NCAA is technically a private, non-profit corporation governed by its 

members. That status was enshrined in law by the Tarkanian Supreme Court decision. In many 

ways it was extended to the member schools by the Board of Regents and Law v. NCAA 

decisions which prevent the NCA~\ fro,n regulating ,nany aspects of the commercial business 



of college athletics. 

On the other hand, the arguments for the NCAA [1 s status a~s a state actor or public institution 

are still strong. The NCAA receives a large public subsidy in the form of tax-exempt status. 

Many of its members are public universities, arms of state governments. Most athletic 
depal~lents are subsidized, in many cases heavily so, by institutions which depend on state or 

federal aid for revenue. And in almost every other country in the world, one of the NCAA [] s 

primmy functions, preparing Olympic or national team athlete~ is funded and overseen by the 

gove~rmlent. 

Broadly speaking, the current legal assault on the NCAA syfftem demands that it abandon 

pretenses of being a regulatory agency or charity- and operate as a better corporate citizen. 

Even CAPA [] s demands, which sound like they would be made of a more [] public [] NCAA, 

are being pushed through the creation of an employer/employee relationship and collective 
baaegaJning. 

Bamng a quick and at least slightly su~rising rever~l of their legal tbrtanes though, the 

NCAA[1 s only recourse might be to embrace their public, quasi-governmental side. That might 

mean accepting greater government regulation; expanded due process for atltletes, staff" 
members, and institutions; limits on salaries; more secure scholarships; and external 

enforcement investigations and decisions in exchange for a broad antitrust exemption, no 

employee s~tatus for athletes, and relief frown the ongoing lawsuits. 

If the NCAA were ever going to embrace that idea. now would be tile time. The legal 

challenges make it more attractive (or at least palatable) than it has ever been. The 

reauthorization of the Higher Education Act makes it much more likely that Congress could be 

moved to action. Congress is already considering regulation of the NCAA, so the NCAA 

might as well adopt the strategy that the []enemy of my enemy is my friend[] 

http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2013/10/11/academics- propose- t~deral-legislafion- 

res~a"ucturng- ncaa and t~ to get something in return. 

A year ago, I called the O [J Bare,on legal strate~ aa~ all-in bet, which (mixing nay gambling 

metaphors) was then doubled down on with the union case. If the NCAA does not look tbr 

other outs and decides to defend its middle ground beevveen amateurism and professionalism, 

co~nmercialism and education, it would essentially be calling that bet. The even bigger proble~n 

for the NCAA is that now its opponents have it covered. 

Obama Kills College Sports 

By ~!/Iichael Schaus, townhall.com, 3-27-14 

The National Labor Relations Board in Chicago has decided that college athletes [] who are 

getting a subsidized education and a shot at a multi-million dollar career [] have the right to 

unionize as employees. The Labor backed etti~rt to unionize college students who play games 

as an ~] education I1, according to the Chicago NLRB, now have a seat at the [1 bargafining 

table I~ in college athletics[l Because, obviously, consumers of higher education (AKA: 

[1 students~] ) don Ilt currently have any seat at the [lbargaining "table ~]. 

The short s~tory is that pockets of education consmners (which is the technical definition for 

individuals who voluntarily elect to attend private or public universities [] ya kilow: [] students [] ) 

who engage in sporting events feel they should have the same powers as, say, antoworkers. 

And now, the Labor Board has given tile green-light to taming college sports into the athletic 
equivalent of General Motors [] This will turn out great (just ask Detroit). 

According to CNN: []The board’s decision indicates that there was enough evidence 

presented that the athletes are employees of (Northwestern Universi~) -- gethng paid in the 

form of scholarships, working between 20 and 50 hours per week and generating millions of 

dollars tbr their institutions. I1 

So [] Good news to all those MIT students, and doctoral candidates who generate millions of 

dolla~ in government funding for their universities: You can now union~e as well! I~ 

Apparently dedicating yourself to university activities ti3r an arbitrary number of hours per 
week, and being []compensated[] with scholarship opportunities, qualifies you as an 

[] employee [] capable of unionizing your peers. According to file NLRB, an [] employee [] is 

regmded as someone who operates under the direct control of a manager while being 

co,npensated Ibr their work. Athletes fit that definition~ according to their union friendly hacks 

in Chicago, because they are [] compensated [] with scholarships and are managed by coaches 

and university statt[ 

Strangely, the NLRB gave no ruling on medical students, or other scholaacship recipients [] But, 

I guess that [] s because the National Spelling Bee doesn [] t generate the same level of interest 

as a college football bowl game. 

There are, quite obviously, two sides to this stoD’. One side deals primarily with the union thugs 

that helped fund the legal et][i~rt to recognize students a~s [;employees [J capable of unionizing [] 

The other side of the stoD’, is a group of students who t~el that a t?ee education and the 

opportuni~ to play a game (that may net billions of dollms in professional wages alter 

graduation) i sn []t good enough for their entitled sense of self-worth. 

Students, primaa-ily guided by the Labor-backed Northwestern qua~terback Kain Colter, have 

been fighting for larger scholarships (because paying for education is [] so 20th century [] ), and 

the possibility of wages (because opportunity- is good enough for aspiring teachers, doctors, 

and engineers [] bhnt not football players). Naturally, seeing an opportuniD’ to capitalize on 

impressionable due-paying Democrat-funding members, Labor Unions rushed to back 



Colter I1 s legal fight. (Maybe we sbould allow little leagues to unionize ~] After all, little league 

football is big fuudraising ~br many meal school districts.) 

The main issue ~; as is evidenced by the NLRB [J s refuel m acknowledge interning s~tudents 

and other scholarship recipients as [lemployees~ 1 ~; seems k) be that athletics raise quite a bit 

of money for universities. An& appa~:ently, it is [] uniSJr [] that these college s~dents don [] t see 

any direct divideuds from that revenue (assumiug you ignore their scholarships, classrooms, 

trainiug equipment, and life experience). 

This means that, in the end, the decisiou leaves Northwestern Universi~ ruth ouly two practical 
options outside of appeal: They could stop raising revenue offoftheir excellent competitive 

sport progrmns; or they could begin paying their students [] 

Of course, a lack of revenue will quickly bring an end to their sports program, and therefore 

leave numerous students with no opportunily for higher education. Likewise, considering 

students as employees will quickly result iu diminishing scholarships, and t~wer educational 

opporttmifies tbr ~athletic employees [1 (such as business classes, sports-medicine, or financial 

pla~ming) ~ College sports will, essentially, devolve into a minor league football circuit that 

raJ~ses roughly the ~me revenue as compethive Ping-Pong touman~ents. 

Unions, the American Lett, and the National Labor Relations Bornd, have ouce agaiu done 

what they do befit: They have pluudered and pillaged iustitutions that dare to provide a se~zice 

or good while malting a profit ~ Aud they have done it all in the name of eulisting a few more 

due-payiug members for Labor Unious. 

Apparently; unionizing the staffwasn [] t good enough. Now we [] re targeting the kids ~s well. 

Be Careful What Your Wish For 
By Glenn Wong, New York Times, 3-28-14 

Significant improvements must be made tbr college athletes, especially those highly acclaimed 

student-athletes who make an athletic departanent ~ls bottom line soax. But college athletes 

want a union to win those benefits, they should be careful what they wish tbr. 

If studeut- athletes axe ultimately allowed to be considered e~nployees, the value of their 

scholarships will be taxable. If they decide to be represented by a union, they might face strikes 

and other worker actions and the employer universities will be able to use work actions such as 

lockouts. 
Schools that have unions would have more to offer to their players than schools without unions. 

But which sports within those schools will have unions? Will it only be revenue-generating 

sports? Or will it include non-revenue generating sports? What will the bargaining units look 

like? 

Another important issue will be the impact of Title IX on gender equity if benefits axe increased 

tbr the men LJ s sports. It is likely that the additional benefits will need to be proportionally 

increa~sed on the womeu[1 s side. 

And finally, will the current tax-exempt status of college athletic programs and the N.C.A.A. 

be j eopardized? 

How will schools pay for pay and benefits to scholarship s~dent-athletes, Title IX 

considerations, workers ~ compensation insurance aud increased taxes due to loss oftax- 

exe~npt s~tatus. For 23 schools in Division I, it will be easy. 

The other 328 schools might need to reduce coaching and administrative salaries and eliminate 

sports programs and opportunities. 

Unionized sports may reduce rosters and introduce workplace roles for missing practice, poor 

on-field performance, offthe field conduct, subpe~ academic performance and drag testing. 

But there are ways to improve the welthre of student- athletes without a uniou. 

Scholaxships can be iucreased to cover the cost of attendance, even atter eligibili~ has 

expired. 

Studeut-athletes can be given their maxketing rights and be prepared for a professioual 

career with credit courses ou contracts, agents and fiuances. 

Health benefits should be i~nproved and disabiliU iusurauce offered to top pro 

prospects. Student-athletes can be loaned money to pay premiums, with the loans 

forgiven if the s~udent- athlete is not involved in any NCAA violations. 

And student-athletes must have a voice at the N.C.A.A., conference and school level. 

They need to have representation in transfer, financial aid and eligibiliU cases and advice 

from lawyers s on potential professional sports contacts. 

Some of these changes are underway. It is time to begin lookiug for wide-ranging solutions, 

although it is and will remain avery complex issue. 

Glenn Wong is a lawyer and professor at the Mark 1I. ~cCormack Department at the 
lsenberg School of Management, Universi~ of Ma~s’achusetts Amherst. He is now a 

visiting scholar at the Star~Jbrd University Law School. 

To access all guest editorials (tiffed ~Scholars, Players and Union A4embers~) click 

here 



A Victory for Athletes as University Employees 
By William C. Rhoden, New York Times, 3-26-14 

In a gmundbrea£ing decision that acknowledges ~e special s~tus of~e college scholars~p 

athlete, a regional director of the National La~r Relations Board confi~ed Wednesday what 

ma~y of us al~ady know: Athletes run,rig a~d jumping across our television screens are 

unive~i~" employees. 

The N.L.R.B. ~ s decision fl~at fbotba~l pla~zrs at Northwestern have the fight to fo~ a ration 

and baxga~n collectively pulled ~ck the veil of big-time college atNefics. 

Fi~lly. 

This was the N.C.A.A. ~s darkest day, though one the orgmfizafion had ~ ~ow was coming. 

Peter Ohc the N.L.R.B. regional directoc sadd that scholarship players fall within fe&ral laN~r 

law ~ s defimfion of ~ employee. ~ 

Whether it is the football player at GramNing or the basketball temn at Kenmc~, the 

scholarsNp athlete is N~ of an on-campus ente~inment system that uses unpaid labor ~ 

generate profit and Nversion tier universities and flae N.C.A.A. 

Anyone who has been ~llomng fl~e N.C.A.A. men ~ s bKsketball tournament cannot possibly 

conclude that the N.C.A.A. is not a commercial operation. 

The N.C.A.A. has lucrative television deals ruth CBS and EStN. Louisville Coach Rick Pifino 

earns just under $5 million a ye~x; Kenmc~ Coach John Ca]ipafi earns a ~po~ed $5.4 

~ion. 

How can m~yone call tNs m~lfing but an employee/employer ~elationsNp? The pla~r is 

recruited to play a spo~ and signs a one-year renewal schola~hip. That ~ s a contract. 

I don~t advocate pay for play. The oppo~ni~- ~ earn a degree ~om the nation ~ s finest 

umversifies is an unp~alleled oppo~N~-. But the N.C.A.A. mus~ loosen its iron-fisted grip on 

revenue-producing atNetes, mus~ give them morn figNs, morn ~nefits and greater fle~bili~’ to 

sign with agenks a~d explore the V~ssibili~ oftu~ng pm mthout losing eligiNlity. 

The question, of court, is where fl~e N.C.A.A. and fl~e scholarsNp athletes go from here. Will 

uNversi~des simply opt out of the business ofNg-time sg~, &ciNng fl~ey are not interested in 

a business relationship wN~ s~dent-atNetes? 

Paul Hewi~, the coach at George Mason and a fom~er coach at Georgia Tech and Siena, ferns 

that Wedne~ay ~ s ruling could lead the ~holmship system to ~co~ne mo~e like ~e EumNan 

club system. 

~ My fear is that schools roll say, ~ O.K., we ~ 11 give you some money, you can come play for 

us, but the education pa£ of it is going to be out of the eq~fion, ~ ~ Hewi~ stud ~Vednesday 

NgN. ~ People really undersell jus~ how much education these atNetes get. ~ 

What the College Athletes Players Association wants seems reasonable: organizing players, 

guaranteeing coverage of spots-related meNcM ex~nses tbr cu~ent and tb~er players, 

ensu6ng ~tter procedures to reduce head inj ufies and allowing playe~ to pu~ue commercial 

sponsorships. 



Hewitt said he would support increa~d stipends aJ~d allomng players to capitalize on their 

likenesses. 

[1 My biggest tba~ is that we go to an employee-employer model where kids play, and when 

their bodies wear out, the coach says, [;O.K., leL] s get someone else. [1 It becomes minor 

league pro sports. ~ 

But in too Inany ways, colleges already are. 

The N.C.A.A. saJ, d in a statelnent that it was disappointed by the ruling. It said that student- 

athletes play ~tbr the love of their sport, not to be paid. ~ 

The N.C.A.A. has a wonderful business model, one that any entrepreneur would love to have: 

a profitable business in which your employees help generate billions of dollars and basically 

work for the honor and the glory of the business and little more. 

Expect the N.C.A.A. to fight this ruth all its resources. If the decision stands and other players 

at other universities t~ to unionize, the N.C.A.A. I~ s house of cards could collapse. It does not 

have a winning a~ument when it insists that it is not a commercial enterprise. Indeed, the 

organization argues against itself with each day of March Madness. 

Face it: The jig is up. 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick~,colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www.collegeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLASHos are emalled dllectly to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular unionization eFLASH has been sent to all Clips subscribers 

About our website: CoflegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoldng, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be removed t’rom thJ s mailing ]ist or change the email format please use the links below: 

Change ¥o]]r subscription 

U~tsubscribe 



From: ~kenm~- flagler.unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 11:19 AM 

To: 

Subje~’t: 99.9 the [’an marketing meeting 

To: ~gmail.com ~ ~@g~nail.com); , Undisclosed-Recipients 

F~om: 

Hey marketers, 

In case you are interested, wanted to oiler one of you the opportunily to join me tomorrow at 3:30pm to meet our account exec at 99.9 the Fan to scope out our ad 

options. If you want to join, let me know. 

This fora,arded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Kenan Ins~timte Sport" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages for this site: Kenan Institute Sport. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pursuant <resources@pursuantgroup.com> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 2:09 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Become a Fearless Fundraiser - Only 10 spaces left! 

Enable images to see what you’re missing from Pursuant 

Dear Deborah, 

Join your peers and Pursuant on April 15th for an intensive one-day training that will dramatically 
increase your skills, confidence and knowledge when making the ask and constructing a high performing 
major gifts portfolio. During this Fearless Fundraising session you will receive expert coaching to 
identify and qualify donors who should be in your portfolio, deepen their commitment to your cause, and 
strategize the solicitation. 

just one day you’ll learn how to: 

Get the appointment, confidently make the ask, and ovemome objections 
Determine how to identify which donors to put in a high performing major gift portfolio 
E~ective~y manage y~ur time whi~e drastica~ly impmving y~ur fundraising perf~rmance and resu~ts 
Use storytelling to communicate your need, impact and vision in an unforgettable way 
Promote a pipeline of storytelling from the front lines to engage donors and motivate teams 

Now is the time to be inspired, so let Pursuant equip you 
with a road map to retain and upgrade your donors for life. 
If you are interested in attending the session, please 

~i!~.’_~_~_’.,~’.-_r~ to register. Only 10 seats remain open for our 
April 15th event. 

Full participation in the Fearless Fundraising session is 
applicable for 6 points in Category 1 .B - Education of the 
CFRE International application for initial certification and/or recertification. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle - Sponsor Message <chronicle@chroniclef),i.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 10:02 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Reminder: Your help needed for a ttigher Education Survey, a chance to win a $50 gift caxd 

This sponsor message is sent to you by The Chronicle of Higher Education on behalf of Carbonview. 

League Innovation 

Good day: An industry-leading cloud application provider is conducting a survey among a small number of 
individuals who are leaders in higher education so your cooperation is essential to the accuracy and results 

of this study. The insight you provide will help us learn more about your needs and awareness of cloud 
applications= 

To thank you for your time, you’ll be entered in a drawing to win a $50 American Express gift card after you 
complete and submit your responses. 

Please take a few minutes to complete the survey. Just click on (or copy and paste) the link below: 

htt p://survey.ca rbonview.com/wix/p39773083.aspx?r=37045&s= KBODI BLA 

Your answers will be treated in the strictest confidence and will only be used in conjunction with those of other 
higher-education professionals. 

The survey is being hosted by an independent market research company that will not identify you to anyone. 

If you have already completed the survey, thank you for your participation. 

Thank you for your help. 

Best Regards, 

Jane Wilson 
Survey Administrator 

CarbonView Research, Inc. 
1061 East Indiantown Road, Suite 300 
Jupiter, FL 33477 

If you no longer wish to receive email from Carbonview, please click here 

’You are receiving tb~s e-mail message because ]he Chrot~icie of Higher b2ducation believes that you, 

as a Chronicle account holder, may be interested in products or ser,,ices offered by our advellisers 

For more h~fomqatio~L please read our privacy policy. 



Save on reliable reporting and essential insight 
Get instant access to premium, subscriber-only content 

The world of academe is changing. From 

creating joint majors that will feature both the 

humanities and science to testing newer and 

bolder channels through which to reach a 

broader range of prospective students, higher 

education is undergoing an evolution and you 

can’t afford to fall behind. 

How are you staying up-to-date on the topics 

that are most important to you and your 

institution? 

Subscribe to The Chronicle of Higher L__ 

Education today to get the premium exclusive 
Kepor~s ano analysis on the effects o~ 

coverage and analysis you need to navigate             . 
~oaays economy on acaeeme 

this time of growth and innovation ...... 
in-aepth insight into the ~a~es~ insd~u~iona= 

buaget cr~s~s ~nd f~nanc~ d~t~. 
¯ Plus suweys and reports on how social 

media can improve your institution’s 

" Offer or:~v ~ali{S fc:" ~?rst [h":’~e s~Jbsc:ibers or snvoae who hr~s not had r~:’~ sctive subscriotior= withh~ [h~s psst s~x moa[hs. 



You are receiving this email because you have signed up to receive e-mail from 
Training-Conditioning. Your email address has not been given to any third parties. 

Having trouble reading this 
email? 

ScoreRewards, a division of Sportable 
Scoreboards, is a program that allows 
schools and parks to receive brand new 
scoreboards at no cost to the organization. 
All scoreboards are state-of-the-art, LED 
scoreboards with wireless controllers. 
ScoreRewards utilizes local advertising to 
completely fund the project. Schools and 
parks are now able to update their scoring 
equipment and instantly transform their 
facility without using any of their budget. 
For information, call 888-235-8877. To learn 
how Score Rewards can work for you, check 
out our 15 minute webinar. 

Champion BrownTM is the newest addition to 
the lineup of Turface® Pro League® infield 
conditioners. [ts deep, dark color delivers a 
first-class look, and provides excellent ball 
visibility. Smaller, uniform particles assure a 
smooth, professional playing surface, 
minimizing potentially dangerous bad hops. 
Moisture-absorbing properties improve 
footing and help to prevent rainouts. With 
Champion Brown, Turface AthleticsTM gives 
you every advantage to bring home a safe, 
playable field. 

Is your facility ready for football season? We 

have seat numbers and any hardware you 

might need ready to ship. As the premier 

manufacturer of grandstands, Southern 

Bleacher is your ideal choice. Fans in every 

U.S. state and Canada cheer from our 
bleachers. Family owned for almost seven 

decades, we have the experience you can 

trust. 

Gillette Stadium officials announced that 
they are upgrading their field surface and 
the New England Patriots and the New 
England Revolution have selected FieldTurf’s 
Revolution turf system and VersaTile 
drainage and shock underlayment for its 
unparalleled player safety and extraordinary 
durability. The installation of the FieldTurf 
Revolution and VersaTile has begun and will 
be completed and ready for use for the 
Revolution’s next home match on April 12. 

PowerMax Equipment Designs, 

Manufactures, and Sells Athletic Training 

Equipment. Specializing in ’Athlete 

Engineering’ we focus on the fundamental 

development of speed, strength, power, 

and agility. 

Advantage Fundraising Online offers high 

school athletics students the ability to raise 
$1,000s! The exclusive, free fundraising 

websites, email & social media platform is 

the ideal fundraising software for any 

organization in need of raising money for a 

cause. Learn how these athletes raise more 
money with this platform. 



You are receiving t[tis newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-m~il news from MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Traimng & Conditiotting, Atltletic Man~gem~t or Coaclting Management 

To unsubscribe, clickht~p://lists2momentummedia.com/?p tmsubscfibe&uid 0a980bd25f3fbd193963857ec209c374 

To change yotu- em~il address, click http://lists2.momenttu~media.com/?p prefc~-ences&uid 0a980bd25f3Po419396385~’ec209c374 

To fm~-ard this newsletter to a fi~end, click htrp:/ilists2 momen~mm~edia com/?p fo~-~vard&uid 0a980b425tBfl~419396385,’Tec209c374&mid 44 

Be sm-e to add lists@moment~tmmedia.com to your adrh-ess book or safe sender list so ore- emails will always get to yot~- inhox! 



development, HR infom,afion systems, rebcation, retirement Nanming, workNace security, 

As a special service, from time to time we would like to provide you access to information we feel will be of interest to you. If you no longer wish to receive such notifications please 

click here, 

Forward thi ....... geto a friend 







Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Luke Visconti <lukevisconti@diversityinc.com> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 10:23 AM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Anti-Semite Racist Allegedly Kills 3 at Ka~s Jewish Facilities 

April 15, 2014 

Fo~oce0 

A four-year investigation     ~ ...... 
concludes that the APD use 
excessive force, which has 
caused 23 fatalities since 
2010. What kind of 
changes does the city plan []i 
on implementing? Find out 
here, 

Jewish F~:~cilities 

Anti-Semite Racist 
Allegedly Kills 3 at Kansas 
Jewish Facilities 

’Sta~-~d Yo~ G~oL~nd’ Law 

7 Th~ng~_ }~ot to Sa}~ to 

Confronting subconscious biases and stereotypes 
about race is a frequent occurrence for many 
professionals in the workplace~in pa~icular, those from 
traditionally underrepresented groups. While many 
comments and questions are raised merely out of 

~uriosity or ignorance, it doesn’t lessen the offense. 

~ .......................................................................................................................................................................... 

A valuable tool supplying a historic timeline of legislation 
and events impacting Asian-Americans and their 
achievements in the United States, Facts & Figures 
demonstrating Asian-American advancement (and 
oppo~unities) in education and business, and our 



cultural-competence series "Things NOT to Say," 
focusing on Asian-Americans. 

How AT&T Re~ch÷~t 

AT&T has been sewing Asian customers for many 
decades, but today’s competative environment requires 
new approaches to elevate your brand. Our goal was to 
focus on tech-sa~ Asian Millennials who oRen 
influence the purchasing decisions for the entire family. 

Was this forwarded to you~’om a~end? 

Click here to receive the Diversi&Inc newsletter. 

Our subscriber-only area 
includes hundreds of a~icles, 
as weft as a library of best 
practices web seminars, case 
studies~sta~-ups to 
advanced~including staffing 
and budgets, and our turnkey 
Meedng in a Box, which can 
be distributed to your 
workforce da corporate 
intranet. 

I 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Schinelli, Michael <MichaelSchinelli@kenan-flagler, unc,edu;~ 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 3:17 PM 

KFBS Facnlty’,.Staff’,Students <KFBSFac-StMt’-Students@kenan-flagler.unc.edtr~ 

bx~bpuccini@mizunousa.com; Kim.folk@m~unou~.com; Harper.comell@m~unousa.com; Ahmet.abaci@mizunou~.com 

SpeciaJ~ Event Invitation: What if Everybody Rma? - April 30 - 5:30PM - Kouly Auditorium - RSVP 



Michael Schinelli ¯ Chief Marketing Officer, b2~TC Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Direct, 919.962.0148 ¯ Mobile,             ¯ michael schinelli~)unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders & Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Thursday, 10:15 AM 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Dear Professor Stroman, 
I just want to thank you for your time and effort put forth to help I can not express how appreciative we are that you have taken such time and concern for her. She speaks 
very highly of you and is so excited to be able to have the opportunity to work on an Independent Study with you next semester. 
Once again THANK YOU and I really hope to have the opportunity to meet you at graduation. You have gone above and beyond and I hope makes you a proud 
professor! 
Have a wonderful 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 7:29 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Crceetings 

Deborah, 

The recent Newsletter was ~vell done! Thank you for including the 
~vas excited about it and forwarded copy to me. 

I’ll have to become an Honorary Carolina alum one day Maybe I can 
take a course so I ~vill be more Carolina blue. 

I’m glad your tenure as President will continue You’ve brought great 
leadership to the organization 

Best wishes, 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:04 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Hello’. 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
I hope you had a lovely Weekend! I just wanted to say thank you for all of your guidance and adxrice during my first year at Chapel Hill. You were very 
helpful and are a great representative of UNC. Enjoy your and I’ll be sure to keep in touch! 
Best, 

Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cathy Zimmer-<cathy zimmer@tmc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:33 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS Tour 

Thrall YOU, Debby! You are the only progrmn that includes mi Odum introduction in your orientation. We really appreciate it! I will look forw~ard to next yem¢. 

Have a great day! 

Cathy 

///// 

Catherine Zimmer, PhD 
The Odum Institute 

UNC-Chapel ttill 

cathy zimmer(tbunc.edu 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On . at 7:59 PM, "Strolnan, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

THANKS again Cathy! Great presentation and tour. 

Have a super Hump Day. 

d e b b ,/ 

Do Good, 

Deborah L. S~-roman, Ph.D. CI,{J 

91[ 9,843,0336 
<imi~geO01 jpg> 

’One woman c;m make a differe~tce but 

women working k*geiher cm~ chm~ge the world," 

From= Cathy Zimmer [mailto:cathy_zimmer@unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 9:37 AM 
To= Stroman, Deborah k 
Subject= Re: EXSS Tour 
Great. Debby! I am ready tbr you aJl! 

Cathy 

On 9:28 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Cathy. We are still or,. schedule for our visit today, l will try to bring the"~’ by at ~ ll30 a.m. 

Thanks 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. 

Engage. Explore. Empewer. 

CLU 

919.843.0336 

women working together can change the world." 

..... Original Hessage ...... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Cathy ZiK~aer 

Subject: RE: EXSS Tou£ 

5:13 PM 

Hi Cathy. It’s that fine ,of year again! 

Our EXSS Graduate Student Orientation will be held Monday, 

Regards, 

debby 

Similar to last year, i am coordinating their 



Do Good~ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. 

Engage. Explore. Empower. 

CLU 

919.843.0336 

"Never lose sight of the fact tPat the most important yardstick of your success will be Pow you treat otPer people." 

..... Original Hessage ..... 

From: Cathy Zinper [maiito:cathy zin~i~er@unc~edu] 

Sent: Thursl~y, 11:59 AM 

T~.’~. Stroman, Deborah Lynn 

Subject: Re: EXSS Tour 

Sounds like fun, Debby! i have it on my calendar, so we are all set! 

Be well- 

Cathy 

On 9:46 AH, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi CatPy. T hope all is well fox you and Odum. We will introduce our 

new                              to UNC on i~bnday,                 . Ks it possible for 

us to stop by again between 1:20 and 1~45 that day to tour Odum? Thanks. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

Explore. Engage. Em~ower. 

919~843.0336 

http : / !exs s. unc ~ e~u!ul~@er graduat e-progr am/~a-~ n-exs s/spo t-a~mil~istr at 

ion!ov 

erview/ 

"Each day comes bearing i%s own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 

Schabacker) 

..... Original Hessage 

From: Cathy Zin~[er 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:26 PH 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: EXSS Tour 

You are welcome! i was happy to do it! i look forward to worki;~g with 

your students as they progress through your program. 

Cathy 



FFom; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday,              11:47 AM 

Stroman, Deborah I~ <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to email you to notify you bhat I am back at school again and if you would like to meet sometime please feel free to let me know so we can work it out. Thank you 

again for the great learning experience you gave me, I really enjoyed your class. Have a great day. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:00 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Dilmer- Friday 

Thanks for the kind words Dr. Stroman! I owe a lot of my success to you and your emphasis on connections and getting involved. 
search process! 
Happy Holidays!!! 

will be a big year as I begin the job 

Direct 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:20 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Dinner- Friday 

Okay. l.et’s just check-in after the new year. ;} 

You had a super semester with classes and leadership. Rest up and come back ready 

Hugs, 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Dinner- Friday 

Unfortunately I have an exam tomorrow and I have to work the basketball game against 

we could just work something out when we get back in January. 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

7:37 PM 

on Saturday at 12. I could do breakfast Saturday morning or 

Have fun at the parties! 

Sent via DroidX2 on Vedzon WirelessTM 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: ~live.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, 00:15:24 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Dinner- Friday 

Hi Chris. I have holiday parties Lornorrow and Friday night, ;) 

Can we do lunch on Saturday or are you availaNe tomorrow at 2:30"? 

Dr, Stroman 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Sh’oman, Ph,D, CLU 

k’nSu~Te, Expiate. ~’mpow~r, 

9:19.843.0336 

"Nothing in the world is more dangerous than a sincere ignorance and conscientious stupidity," 

2:59 PM 
From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Dinner- Friday 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

You mentioned last week that you wanted to grab dinner and catch up on some stuff. I’ve got to stay in CH until Saturday for the bball game, so I was wondering if 

Friday night worked for you. Just let me know, my schedule is really open so I could do anytime. 

Thanks! 

Direct 



Fi~olll: 

Sere: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 4:44 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: The banquet descriptor 

Debby, that was beautiful! I didn’t even know about this! Has     been fol~vvarded it yet? That captured all of the elements that I love about you. Whoever wrote it 

did a wonderful job. 1 didn’t know the content of the book you were worldng on. I knew it was a leadership book but didn’t know it’s scope. It’s great’. 

Thanks for forwarding! Congratulation!!! 

-E 

Erianne A. Weight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assistant Professor, Stx~rt Administration 

The University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

(919) 448-4870 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Saturday, November 16, 2013 2:20 plVl 
To: Weight, Erianne A. 
Subject: The banquet descriptor 

Hi E. I thought you might want to see the write-up from the banquet. It was so special. Thanks for your friendship. 

~ebby 
Deborah L Stroman~ Ph,D, CLU 
Explore, Engage, Empower. 
EXSS Spor~ Administration, Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Pri~ate Enterprise~ Senior Advi~r 

3~5 Woollen - C8 #8700 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DoughV, Allison--~adoughb@theacc.org> 

Monday, 11:39 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

@unc.edu>; 

@em~]l.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC STUDENTS- PROJECT TOUCHDOWN 

@gmail.com>; ~email .unc.edu>; 

ThalJcS Dr Stroman. 

I really appreciate it. I will give you a call tomorrow afternoon to touch base. 

We look Jbrward to having you all. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU [mailto:dstroman(£emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: ]Vlonday, 11:36 PM 
To: Doughty, Allison 

Cc:      @unc edu; 
Subject: Re: UNC STUDENT’S- PROJECT TOUCItDOWN 

Hi Allison. Thanks for your update We are more than willing to "go 
with the flow" in terms o:[’housing in Tampa. We thank you again :[’or the 
hospitality. MY flight gets in at 2:35 and I would like to be at this 
meeting (Prayerfally, all will work out fine.) l,et’s chat about the 
final arrangements tomorrow afternoon as per your note. If I miss your 
call, I will call you back asap. 

In terms of attire, please advise K shirts will be provided on site, 
let us know if that is what you would like us to wear and on what day. 

look forward to chatting with you! 

Go ACC! 

Dr. Debby Stroruan 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Adruinistration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting "Doughty, Allison" <adoughty@theacc.org>: 

> Hello All- 
> 

> We look forward to you joining us in Tampa this week. 
> 

> I wanted to follow up with you on a few details as we get closer to 
> the big day (4 days!). 
> 

> Due to sorue hotel conflicts (a roorn shortage on Thursday evening), 
> you will be housed on Thursday night at the Hyatt Place-Westshore at 
> this time. There is a chance that I may be able to get you into the 
> Grand Hyatt on Thursday (I will know more after meeting ;vith the 
> hotel contact tomorrow) but, at this time- you will unibltunately be 
> in the Hyatt Place on Thursday evening and then switch to the Grand 
> Hyatt on Friday morning. Please let me kno;v of any transpoltation 
> needs due to this change, we will be happy to help facilitate those 
> and set up rides as much as possible Once you get onsite at the 
> Grand Hyatt, you ~vill be provided with all the transportation 
> amenities that are available to our guests at the Headquarters Hotel 
> 

> If possible, I would like to meet with you on Thursday afternoon 
> briefly to run-through the week and the areas that I have placed you 
>in. Please let me kno;v if you would be available to touch base at 
> 3:30 at the Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay- Herring Gull Room (Second Floor) 
> 

> We look forward to having you and I hope this will be a beneficial 
> opportunity for each of you. 
> 

> Please do not hesitate to contact me via cell to touch base I will 
> be in Tampa starting tomon-ow- 
> 

> Cell: 
> Tampa Office #: 813.207.6512 
> Email: adoughty@theacc.org<mailto:adou~htv@theacc or~> 
> 

> A[I.ISON DOUGHTY 
> Assistant Director of}:ootball Operations 



Atlantic Coast Conference 

P.O Drawer ACC 

Greensboro, NC 27417 

P- 336.854.8787 ext. 265 

F- 336369.1212 

adough~’@ theacc org<mail to :adought’,@)th eacc.org> 

[cidimage001 jpg(~01C9~3FD 2206EBC0] 

<mailto :adought’i-(~theacc. org> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Debolah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Saturday,              9:52 PM 

~email.unc.edu"~ 

Re: Course Syllabus 

EXSS    Syllabus    .pdf 

@email uric edu wrote: 
> Hi Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> I was wondering if you could send me a copy of the EXSS 
forward to this semester[ 
> 

> Thanks again, 

Thanks l\~r ynur note See attached. 
Blackboard tech problems, should be fixed now. 

syllabus. I think I may have deleted it by accident and I can’t l)nd it on blackboard. Thanks in advance and I’m looking 



EXSS 322 - Fundamentals of Sport Marketing 
Course Syllabus - Spring 2008 

MWF: 9:00- 9:50 a.m. 
109 Fetzer 

Faculty: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. 
Office: 315 Woollen 
Email: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Phone: (919) 843-0336 
Mailbox: 205 Woollen 

Office Hours: M& W: 3:00 p.m.- 5:00 p.m. 
T: 9:00 a.m - 12 noon 
And by appointment 

Obiectives: 

The United States has become a nation of sport fans and participants. Media coverage of 
sport in all outlets has experienced dramatic growth. With the increase in media exposure, 
competition within the sport industry has also increased, segmenting the market, leaving 
sport organizations competing for the consumer’s discretionaqrT time and dollar. The 
marketing of sport in today’s market place must be a rational and pragmatic system, 
matching sport consumers with sport products. Through lecture, case study analysis, and 
practical application, the course will provide students with the understanding of the 
importance of marketing theou and fundamentals specific to the marketing of sport. 
Students should seek: 

To understand the market forces that create the need for enlightened marketing 
strategies in the sport industry 
To understand the marketing mix and obstacles to successful sport marketing 
strategy and tactics 
To identify the current trends in technology and media and how they affect sport 
marketing 
To understand sport marketing through endorsements and sponsorships 
To identify the factors that make sport marketing a unique enterprise 
To gain knowledge of various career and research opportunities in sport marketing 

Course Description: 

This course is designed to introduce students to marketing within the sport industry, 
including understanding the unique aspects of the sport product, sport consumer market, 
and the sport product market. Students with additional preparation through courses and 
experiences should use this knowledge to contribute to class discussions, thereby positively 



affecting the learning of others with less experience. Guest lecturers are scheduled to 
present relevant information to the class. The syllabus is subject to revision during the 

semester due to ~speaker availabi#ty and app#cable ,sport marketing events and/or news. 

Required Publications: 

Stotlar, D. K. (2005). Developing Successful Sport ~larketing Plans. Morgantown, WV: 
Fitness Information Technology, Inc. ISBN#: 1885693249 

Stotlar, D. K (2005). Developing Succes~sful Sport Sponsorship Plans. Morgantown, WV: 
Fitness Information Technology, Inc. ISBN#: 1885693249 

Street & Smith’s Sports Business Journal 

Discounted rates will be given to students. The 12-week minimum will be $65. 
Please complete the College & University Program document distributed on the first 

day of class or electronically through Blackboard. (Class box number is 87523.) 
Each student must sign up no later than Wednesday, January 16, 2008. Please 
bring a copy of your order form with either a credit card number or check made 
payable to ’ SBJ’ to class no later than Wednesday, January 16, 2008. No 
exceptions. 

*Do not have the subscription sent to you directly. The publications are 
received every week and distributed to the class. 

Students are required to read the cover story and assigned SBJ readings each week. 

Additional Readings: 

Sport Marketing Quarterly, Fitness Information Technology, Inc., Morgantown, WV. 
ISBN#: 1061-6934 

NCAA News. Available: http:iiwww.ncaa.orgi 

Cialdini, R. (2001). I~tfluence: Science and Practice (4th Ed.). Needham Heights, MA: 
Allyn & Bacon. ISBN#: 9780321011473 (Optional) 

Honor Code aud Campus Code: UNC’s Honor Code and recommendations for academic 
misconduct will be strictly enforced in EXSS 322. For more than 1120 years, Carolina 
students have pledged not to lie, cheat, or steal. Students enj oy a great amount of freedom 
at Carolina and have been entrusted to hold each other accountable for maintaining a just 
and safe community. As such, students hear and decide all alleged cases of conduct and 
academic integrity violations. If you are not familiar with the complete Instrument of 
Student Judicial Governance, you can pick up a copy in the Office of the Dean of Students 



or review it online at: http:iihonor.unc.eduiindex.html. Please examine your rights and 
responsibilities of the Carolina Honor Code. 

Students with Disabilities: If you need accommodations in this class, please contact 
me or the Department of Disability Services Center as soon as possible to better ensure 
that such accommodations are implemented in a timely fashion. 

Attendance Policy: Class attendance is crucial and missing or being late for class will 
have a negative impact on grades. You may miss four (4) classes without penalty. For each 
subsequent absence, up to eight absences (absence 5, 6, 7, and 8), five points will be taken 

off your attendance grade, up to 20 total points. If this situation were to happen, you would 
have eight (8) total absences and would only have the possibility to receive 80 total points 
in the entire course (100 total course points - 20 attendance points = 80 total points). On 
your 9th absence you will automatically fail the course. Excused absences are those that 

are approved by the University Administration and those permitted by the course professor. 
Voice mail and email messages will not be accepted as valid excuses for ANY absences. 

Students must verbally communicate requests to leave class early on a given day’. Note: 
Leaving class early without consulting with the professor prior to class is a violation of the 
Honor Code. 

Each student should sign his/her name to each daily class attendance sheet. Corrections in 
attendance for a given day" will only be accepted up to the next class day. Once the next 
class commences there will be NO corrections in reporting for the previously "missed" 
class attendance. 

Attendance and participation grades will be heavily influenced by disruptive behavior in the 
class, including talking, text messaging, reading newspapers, and non-class related 
computer screens. Please do not bring your cell phones or MP3’s to class. If they ring, 
beep, buzz or disturb the classroom environment, you will be asked to leave the class. It is 
expected that all students vdll participate in class discussion and answer when called upon. 
Students who wish to use their laptops for note taking are required to sit on the first two 
FOXY S. 

Course Reqnirements: 

1. Sport Marketing Proj ect & Presentation 20% 
3. Event Market Analysis 10% 
4. Exams (2) 30% 
5. Attendance 20% 
6. Participation, Assignments, or Quizzes (PAQ) 20% 
Total 100% 



PAQ: 

All assignments and presentations are to be original works used for this course and this 
course only. All papers must be submitted electronically and n_9_o late projects will be 

accepted. Papers are due at 9:00 am. on the assigned day. THERE ARE NO 
MAKE-UPS. Missing any assignment, test, quiz, or presentation without an excused 

approved absence will result in a zero grade. Unforeseen circumstances do arise and 
accordingly, email and phone is available. Please contact the professor. 

PAQ points will be earned by being involved in class discussion, critiquing current sport 
marketing articles, completing assignments, and quizzes. These points will be worth 20% 
of your entire grade. There will be a total of eight (8) assignments/quizzes given 
throughout the semester, with each assignment counting for 2.5% of your entire grade, 
equaling a total of 20% of your total grade. Assignments and/or quizzes may be given at 
the beginning of class, and if you are late to class, you will not be allowed to complete the 
assignment. If an assignment is due the next class period, it is up to you to contact a 
classmate or the professor to determine the assignment. 

Exams: 

Exams will consist of objective (T/F, Multiple Choice) type questions. Exam # 2, the final, 
will be comprehensive. 

Grading Scale: 

A 94 and above 
A- 90 - 93 
B+ 87 - 89 
B 84 - 86 
B- 80 - 83 
C+ 77 - 79 
C 74 - 76 
C- 70 - 73 
D+ 66 - 69 
D 60 - 65 
F 59 and below 



EXSS 322 Fundamentals of Sport Marketing: Spring 2008 Calendar 

January 9: Syllabus & Course Calendar 
Understanding & Expectations 
Getting to Know You 
Read: Marketing (Chapter 1) 
Read: SBJ Cover Story 

January 11: The Year in Sports: 2007 
Overview of the Sport Industry 

January 14: Sport Marketing Overv’iew 
Marketing - Sales & Influence 

January 16 & 18: Product and Service Analysis 
Complete Worksheets in Book 
Read: Marketing (Chapter 2) 
Read: SBJ Cover Story & other SBJ readings 

January 21 : Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
No Class 

January23: Situation Analysis 
Assigned: Sport Marketing Project 
Read: Marketing (Chapter 3) & Complete Worksheets 

January 25: Guest Lecture: TBA 

January 28: Situation Analysis (Continued) 
Assigned: Event Market Analysis Assigned 
Read: SBJ Cover Story & other SBJ readings 

January 30: Tour of Football Facility 
UNC Football Operations 

February 1 & 4: Target Markets 

Read: Marketing (Chapter 4) & Complete Worksheets 
Read: SBJ Cover Story & other SBJ readings 

February 6: Marketing Obj ectives 

Read: Marketing (Chapter 5) 

February 8: Guest Lecture: TBA 



Read: SMQ Article 

February 11 & 113: Marketing Strategies 

Read: Marketing (Chapter 6) & Complete Worksheets 
Read: SBJ Cover Story & other SBJ readings 

February" 15 & 18: Marketing Mix 

Read: Marketing (Chapter 7) & Complete Worksheets 
Read: SBJ Cover Story & other SBJ readings 

February 20: Implementation, Control, & Evaluation 

Read: Marketing (Chapter 8) & Complete Worksheets 
Read: SBJ Cover Story & other SBJ readings 

February 22: Exam Review and Make-Up Lectures 

February" 25: EXAM #1: Marketing 

February" 27: Understanding Sport Sponsorship 

Read: Sponsorship (Chapter 1) & Complete Worksheets 
Read: SBJ Cover Story & other SBJ readings 

Feb. 29 & March 3: Prospecting Sponsors & Sponsor Needs 

Read: Sponsorship (Chapter 2 & 3) & Complete Worksheets 
Read: SBJ Cover Story & other SBJ readings 
Due: Event Market Analysis (March 3) 

March 5: Financial Implications & Pricing 
Read: Sponsorship (Chapter 6) & Complete Worksheets 

March 7: ACC Women’s Basketball 
Volunteer Help in Greensboro 
Complete Assignment 
Read: SMQ Article 
Spring Break (5:00p.m.) Classes resume 3.17.08 

March 17 & 19: Developing Proposal & Securing Agreement 
Read: Chapter (7 & 8) & Complete Worksheets 
Read: SBJ Cover Story & other SBJ readings 

March 21 : Group Work/Research Day for Sport Marketing Proj ect 

March 24: Managing Sport Sponsorships (Evaluation) 
Read: Sponsorship (Chapter 9) & Complete Worksheets 
Read: SBJ Cover Story & other SBJ readings 



March 26: 

March 28: 

March 3 l: 

April 2: 

April 4: 

April 7: 

April 9: 

April 11: 

April 14: 

April 16: 

April 18: 

April 21 : 

April 23: 

April 25: 

The NCAA & the Media 

Olympic Sponsorship Programs 
Read: Sponsorship (Chapter 4) 
Read: http :iiwww. ol’yTmpic_orgiukior~ani sationiindex uk. asp 
Read: SBJ Cover Story & other SBJ readings 

Individual Athlete Sponsorships: 
Read: Sponsorship (Chapter 5) & Complete Worksheets 
Read: SBJ Cover Story & other SBJ readings 

Guest Lecture: TBA 

Licensing and Logos 

Read: SMQ Article 

Marketing - Sales & Influence 

Read: SBJ Cover Story & other SBJ readings 

Current Events in Sport Marketing 

Current Research in Sport Marketing 

Due: Sport Alarketing Projects 

Guest Lecture: TBA 
Read: SBJ Cover Story & other SBJ readings 

Presentations 

Presentations 

Presentations 

Finalists (3) - Presentations 

Exam Review and Make-Up Lectures 

Monday, May 5 - 8:00 a.m.: EXAM#2: Marketing and Sponsorship 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:49 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: AI~S - Update Assignraent 3 

@email.unc.edu wrote: 
Dr. Stroman 

Can you let me know who Brown and Ryan are? We should have the bios 
completed by Tuesday at the latest, but I have personally hit a snag 
trying to figure out ~vho the mysterious speakers might be 

Any assistance would be greatly appreciated 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 

>> Assignment 3 - Delete Wend?- Larry. Add new names to bio research 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Now testing credit card link for online. Victor, tech support, is 
>> ~vorking on 
>> website design. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Version 5 includes ACC feedback 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> The buzz is getting greater around the region. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Thank you. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D., CLU, PDO 
>> 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Department 
>> 

>> AVA Professor of Sport Administration 
>> 

>> 315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8605 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> dstroman@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> "Things to do today: Exhale, inhale, exhale. Ahhla." 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

lol! 

Debbie Ryan - Head Coach - Universi~ of \ irginia 
Matt Brown, Managing Director - Greensboro Coliseun~ 

Weren’t they listed on the FINAL Registration fom~? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:06 AM 

@email. unc.edu-~ 

Re: bio on tillett 

wrote: 
> Just wanted to let you know I got a copy of Mr. Tillett’s resume and 
> will create a bio while I’m home on I will get you the 
> final copy by when we return Iicom break Monday 
> 

> Have a good weekendt 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 

> 

> 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:47 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Event Market Analysis 

.2~email.unc.edu wrote: 
> Dr. Stroman 
> 

> Attached is my event market analysis, please advise if you have 
> ditt’culties opening the attachment 
> 

> 

Thanks I hope you had a nice break. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:49 PM 

@email. unc.edu-~ 

Re: Event Market Analysis 

wrote: 
> 

> Dr Stroman, 
> 

> Attached is my Event Market Analysis Assignment. 
> 

> Thanks and have a good weekendt 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 

> 

> 

Thanks I hope you had a nice break. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:08 PM 

Patrick Hope < ~yahoo.com> 

Re: MY FIRST JOB 

Patrick Hope wrote: 

> 

> Best Wishes, 
> 

> 

> 

> Patrick Hope 
> UNC c/o 2007 
> 

> Looking for last minute shopping deals? Find them fast with Yahoo! 
> Search. 
><http://usrd.gahoo.corrdevt 51734/*http://tools.search.gahoo.com/newsearch/categorgphp?cate~ory shopping> 
Hi Patrick. What a nice surprise to hear li’om you! I am sotO’ ]2~r the 
delay in getting back to you as you can now see how life flies by when 
you are leading young people. :) 

Glad to hear that you are working with youth. You will be a blessing to 
them so don’t hesitate to tell them things that you know they need, but 
they may not want to hear :) I can’t believe how we all survived that 
last semester but I know we all learned valuable lessons in the process. 

I am down in Tampa for the women’s Final Four and am excited about the 
tIeels chances in San Antonio. 

Please let me know if you need any assistance with your instruction and 
leadership. 

Stay in touch[ 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby 
919.843.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:52 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: class 

Hi Thanks for your communication. Stay tuned to Blackboard for 
il~formation on Friday’s assigl~cnent. 

Relax on your interview and make sure you speak clearly and with 
passion! I am confident you will do well. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Stroman 

Quoting ~)email unc.edu>: 

Hey, 
I just wanted to let you know that I will not be able to be in class 
tomorrow-. I am leaving town tonight for a meeting in 
where I have an interview for a internship this stammer. I am sorly 
for such late notice I know we have an in class assignment Friday so 
i ~vas wondering if I could stay after class on Monday to do it. I 
will just come and talk to you after class and hopefully we can work 
something out. Thank you and have a good weekend. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:00 PM 

@email.unc.e&~> 

Re: EXSS    Extra Credit question 

Hi I am not sure of the meaning of your question. If you are referring 
to the extra credit options, the directions are clear: 

By              12:00 p m, submit to flae Blackboard digital dropbox 
a SWOT analysis.. 

Please review your textbook as to the meaning of SWOT. By examining all 
four areas (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) of an 
organization, one can gain insight internally and externally. 

Hope that helps’. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Stroman 

Quoting "@email. unc. edu>: 

Hey Dr. Struman, 

I know this is a last minute questiun, but do we have to du an 

external SWOT :[’or each organization, too’? I’ve dune an internal 

SWOT, but wasn’t sure if we were suppused to do an external alsu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:02 PM 

Grolt~ Dia~e G <grott@email.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS    Sport Marketing Project 

SUPER! Thanks again 

debby 

Quoting Diane Groff <groff@email.unc.edu>: 

> Hi 
> 

> I will briefly ans~ver most of your questions but do not have time to 
> answer the 4th question. I kno~v this assignment is due tomorrow and 
> really would have liked to help but you should have contacted me well 
> before today. 
> 

> 1) We have mn 1 successful fund raising event : a basketball 
> tournament. Largely our ti~nding comes from grants and gifts 
> 

> 2) No other sites 
> 
> 3 ) No similar programs in the state or in the country 
> 

> 4) Too much to answer in an el:nail. 
> 

> Good luck. 
> Dr groff 

>        ~)email.unc.edu wrote: 
>> IX. Grofl~ 

>> I am writing a paper for my sporI marketing class on your Get REAL & 
>> HEEL program. I just had a few questions about it. If you could 
>> answer them and email me back at your earliest convenience, that 
>> would be very much appreciated! Thank your 
>> 

>> 1 ) Are there aW fundraising events, such as a 5K run or t-shirt 
>> sale, that the Get REAl, & HEEL program puts on? 

>> 2) Does the program have any other sites besides UNC-CH? 
>> 

>> 3) Are there aW competing or similar programs in the area or state 
>> that you know 
>> 
>> 4) YVhat are some of the areas that need improvement or receive 
>> suggestions from the patients, if there are any? 

>> Thank you again very much[ 

> Dr. Diane O. Grofi; LRT/CTRS 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Department of Exercise and Spelt Science 
> Recreation and Leisure Studies Specialization 
> Co-Director Get REAL & HEEL Breast Cancer Program 
> CB# 8700 Woollen Gym 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> (,919) 962-0534 
> groff@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:03 PM 

@email .unc.edu-~ 

Re: golf operations project 

Hi Posted directions: 

By              12:00 p.m., submit to the Bla ckboard digital dropbox 
a SWaT analysis. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Stroman 

Hi Dr Stroman, I asked someone in class for the notes from Wednesday 
so I’m all set with that; however, I do have a question about the 
project. I was fortunate enough to meet with                  and he 
gave me great advice as of what to use in my paper I wanted to know 
what time it is due on Friday. I will be leaving for             in 
the morning tomorrow and wanted to make sure I got it into you before 
it was too late. Thanks for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:08 PM 

@emml .unc.edtr~ 

Re: Extra Credit 

Hi Extra credit is not computed until all final grades are completed. 
I apply the value after reviewing how the entire class (eg. a cur,~e, 
ifnecessaw) has performed Please set an appointment with me if you 
have concerns regarding the status of your grade 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Stroman 

Quoting ~)email.unc.edu>: 

Dr. Stroman, 

I helped put the t-shirts on the chairs before the Virginia Tech game 
and was wondering how much extra credit I received for that? Thanks[ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,. 9:09 AM 

@email.unc.e&~> 

Re: EXSS    concerns 

Hi Please resend your EMA to me by replying to this note. No, you will 
not be penalized. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Stroman 

Quoting @email unc edu>: 

Dr Stroman, 
"¢,qaen I posted my extra credit this morning, I noticed that my event 
analysis may have not have been received. I posted it the day it was 
due, but at the time I didn’t realize simply posting it ~vould not 
actually send it to you. I remember sending you an email the day it 
was due ~vith my event analysis attached in case something went wrong. 
I hope this explains everything and does not result in a lower grade. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Sunday, 8:58 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Leaving Town 

Hi        . Thanks for the con~munication Yes, ~ve will have the exam. 
It ~vill be objective and I will provide the class with an outline for 
study. When do you return? 

Also, I would like you to share your marketing plan (ppt) with the 
class tomorro~v. 

Dr. Stroman 

Quoting @gmail. corn>: 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

I wanted to remind you that I will be leaving on Wednesday after class for 

I am not sure if~ve are having the 

exam or not, but you told me previously that it would be ok if I made it up 

either after I got back or before I leave. Just let me know! I hope you had 

a good weekend. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:02 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Absent on Friday, ? 

Hi     . The excused absence does not mean excuse from class ~vork. :) 
Excused means that your absence is not held against you and you are 
permitted to complete the work. 

It IS your choice to complete Friday’s assignment. The assignment is 
2.5% of your grade. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Stroman 
Quoting @email.unc.edu>: 

> If the absence was excused, are we still required to write a paper? 
> 

> 

> 

> dstroman@email uric edu wrote: 
>> Hi. If you ~vere absent on Friday, please note the posted assigmaaent 
>> in Blackboard. This information will be helpful for you on your 
>> final exam. I encourage yuu tu cumplete this ducument [’or yuur own 
>> benefit 
>> 

>> I will extend the policy (as posted) ]2~r Missed Quizzes fur this 
>> assignment. See Oppurtunities fur Success and carefully read the 
>> directions. Yuur paper will be due by Thursday, at 3:00 
>> pm Please contact me if you have any questmns 
>> 

>> Gu }{eels! 
> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:06 PM 

@email. unc.edtr~ 

Re: extra work 

Quoting @email.unc.edu>: 

> Professor Stroman, 
> I was NOT absent on friday, therefore I completed the 
> assignment in class as directed. Ho~vever, I ~vanted to email you 
> regarding my assignments sent invia blackboard, digital dropbox. I 
> have submitted two extra credit articles for the 10 possible points 
> AS WELL as the S;VOT ANALYSIS ( 25 points extra cred), all on time. 
> However I am not stare if you recieved them, since that can not be 
> shown on blackboard. I wanted to just let you know what I have done 
> and sent, making sure the?’ have been recieved Thank you very much, 
> see you in class tomorrow morning. 
> 
> 
> 

Hi . I received all of your work. However, you can’t do a SBJ 
article to replace a class quiz (Please read the policy.) I will take 
into consideration your strong effort and communication to do well in 
this class when computing final grades. :) 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Stroman 



Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:16 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Leaving Town 

Hi Call me before 11 tonight, if possible. 

Thanks 

Quoting @gmail. corn>: 

Dr. Stroman, 

Sorly I realize I was not rely clear in my last email. I would be able to 
take the exam next Thursday,       . Or I can take it before I leave on 
Monday or Tuesday (or Wednesday during class). I leave on Wednesday right 
after our class. 

Thank you, 

On Sun, at 9:04 PM; ~@gmail corn> 
wrote: 

>> [Dr Stroman, 
>> 

>> I will be back on Wednesday of next week I can take the exam on Thursday 
>> if that is OK. I will be happy to share my Marketing plan tomorrow 
>> 

>> Thank you, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Sun, at 8:58 PM, <dstroman@email unc edu> wrote: 
>> 
>> > Hi . Thanks for the communication. Yes, we will have the exam It 
>> > will be objective and I will provide the class with an outline for study. 
>> > When do you return? 

>> > Also, I would like you to share your marketing plan (ppt) with the class 

>> > Dr. gtroman 

>> > Quoting @gmail.com>: 

>> > Hi Dr. Stroman, 

>> > > I xvanted to reruind you that I will be leaving on Wednesday- after class 

>> > > I am not sure if~ve are having 

>> > > exam or not, but you told me previously that it would be ok if I made 
>> > >itup 
>> > > either after I got back or before I leave. Just let me know-! I hope 
>> > > you had 
>> > > a good weekend. 

>> > > Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:23 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Event Market Analysis 

Quoting @email unc edu: 

Dr Stroman, 

You told me to email you about getting my event market analysis 

grade. It was never put tap on the digital drop box. 

Thanks, 

Hi Please resend ?’our document with a .doc extension (~vord). If you 
have problems contact ITS. The file you sent previously was not in that 
folTnat. 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:57 PM 

~eraaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Event Market Analysis 

Quoting ~email unc edu: 

Dr Stroman, 

Here is my event analysis I think that the reason that it didn’t 
send was because I have a MAC. But I also was the one who sent the 
Marketing plan project, so does that mean that it didn’t send too. I 
hope this isn’t a problem and I don’t want my group to get penilized 
for my mistake. So I also attached that one too 

Thanks, 

Quoting dstroman@email.uaac.edu: 

>> Quoting @email.unc edu: 
>> 

>>> Dr. Stroman, 

>>> Yuu told me tu email yuu about getting my event market anal;’sis 
>>> grade. It was never put up on the digital drop box 

>>> Thanks, 

>> Hi. Please resend yuur ducument with a doc extension (word) Ifyuu 
>> have prubIems contact ITS The file yuu sent previuusly was nut in 
>> ~at 

>> Thankst 

>> Dr Stroman 

Hi        . You will not be penalized. Huwever, yuur E]VI~. is still not 
in a wurd ducument format The extension shuuld be doc not dat 

Please resend 

Thank yuu. 

Dr. Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:58 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Exam Question 

Quoting ~email.uaac.edu>: 

Pro£ Stroman, 

cannot find anything on Polaroid v. Polarad. Is it on any of the 
PowerPoints from class? 

Hi. Lecture 16 - slide 10 - Determining Trademark InIicmgement 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Stroman 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:36 AM 

~email. unc.edu-~ 

Re: - Marketing Project 

Hi      Thanks for your note and follow up. Yes, 
the files I had to recheck my inbox 

Thanks! 

did submit 

Dr. Stroman 
Quoting    @email.unc.edu: 

Dr Stroman, 

and I completed the powelT)oint the same day we completed the 

proposal (which was also with      help) But         told me that 

he submitted it because I could not because I was traveling with the 

team for our weekend series I am sorry that it was not 

submitted, I guess I should have submitted everything on my own But 

I promise we did complete it before it was due. IfI send it to you 

now- would you consider taking it, because we truly completed it on 

time Thank you 

Quuting dstrom an@emaiI.unc.edu: 

>> See attached Unfortunately, you never submitted a powerpulnt 

>> presentation Please advise. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:48 AM 

@email. unc.edtr~ 

Re: Problem?? 

Hi. I am not sure why ?’our scantron did not process properly You 
scored an 86, which is good as the class average was 78. I am 
calculating final grades today. 

Let me know if you have an?’ other questions 

Dr. Stroman 

Quoting @email.unc.edu>: 

Professor, my name is I am not sure fft2ae final exam 
grades have been posted for the final exam, but I know a 
friend of mine in our class has received her score Maybe not all 
have been posted on studentcentral. However, my score has not come up 
yet Was there a problem? I ~vas sure to fill in my name and PID 
correctly..both on the scantron and exam. Hopefully, there is no 
problem Thank you ve~z much. Son5’ to email, I just am al~ious and 
was wondering if there was an issue with the machine or my test, 
thank you again. 

Also, if you need the 
I have the note with me I 

will bring it to you whenever or by whenever if you would like to see 
it or need to see it regarding absences. Other than that, I should be 
full attendance Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:52 AM 

@email. unc.edu> 

Final Exam 

Hi. I noticed that your test score may not have been posted. You scored 
a 76 The class average was 78 I am calculating final grades today 

Let me kno~v if you have an?- questions. 

Dr. Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Ly~m <dstroman@email.u~lc.edu> 

Tuesday 10:54 AM 

.@e nail.unc.edw- 

Final Exam 

Hi        I noticed that your test score may not have posted. 
scored a 70. The class average was 78. I am calculating final grades 

today. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Stroman 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 7, 2008 10:26 PM 

Brenda Lambert <bl8w@cras.maJl.virginia.edu-~ 

Re: dawn s~ta]ey to university of south carolina 

Wow! I knew she wasn’t super happy anymore at T. there goes our chance 
AGAIN! Well, I wish her the best...she will do ~vell there. Lots of 
money and support. Sylvia Hatchell turned the position down. 

debby 

Quoting Brenda Lambert <b18 w@cms.mail.virginia edu >: 

Temple’s Dawn Staley to coach South Carolina 

Associated Press 

Updated: May 7, 2008, 4:58 PMET 

COLL2vIBIA, SC. -- Dawn Staley, a tl~ree-time Olympic gold medalist, 
will leave Temple to become the women’s basketball coach at South 
Carolina 

She will replace Susan Walvius, who resigned after 11 seasons ;vith 
the Gamecocks. Staley’s hiring must be approved by the board of 
trustees, the school said. 

Staley became Temple’s winningest coach (172-80) the past eight 
years. She was the Atlantic 10 coach of the year in 2004 and 2005. 
The Owls earned a conference title in Staley’s second season in 2002, 
then won three straight crowns from 2004-06. 

The 38-year-old coach has been on the USA Basketball staff since 2006 
and will serve through this summer’s Bei)ing Olympics 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:42 PM 

~email. unc.edu-~ 

Di~ussion 

Hi         Thanks again for your frankness and kindness I am most 
hurt that certain students did not have the confidence or con’ffort level 
to speak to me directly about their thoughts on my ability’ to serve 
them. I guess my abili~z to cormnunicate an "open door" policy was 
rather inefiEctive. 

Regardless, I will continue to do better and take corrffolt in the 
numerous students and colleagues ~vho appreciate my effort, energy, 
insight, and teaching style. I ~vould bet $1M (if I had it! ) that one 
day they will understand and appreciate the information and universal 
"life tips" that I imparted.. 

Continued success, 

Dr. Stroman 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:08 PM 

@emaJl. unc.edu> 

RE: ques~fion 

Hi Glad to hear that all is well Unfortunately, I am bogged down with 
UNC responsibilities and then catching up with some friends this 

weekend as I was at the beach last ~veekend :) 

As you already know, at that level most of the players have the 
technical skill. The difference is the mental state and physical 
stamina and strength. Soak it all in and keep that journal/notes going 

Have fun! 

Dr. Debby 

Quoting ~,email.unc.edu : 

hey dr. stroman 
luck?’ today was the first day i ;vas able to check my mail!! Yes i am 
taking evels’thing in this week. CAd@ing is hard work but its ~vorth 
it and im having fun. I cant wait to tell u all the stories about 
this week and the neat things i have expirenced since i have been 
here Hope al[ is well.., im piarming on doing some studying in the 
morning becasue we have a [ate tee time. I also have extra tickets if 
you are interested in coming to watch!! She play thurs and fri and 
hopefully we will make the cut ~2~r the weekend! i belive she can do 
it [[ Let me know if you r interested in solne free tickets i have 
plenty. Talk to you soon.., better to call ifu are intersted See ya 

Q uoting Deborah Strom an <dstroman@email.unc.edn>: 

>> Hi I hope aH is well., use this time wisely. You have lots to 
>> process 
>> 

>> Go tleels, 
>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> UNC - EXSS - CB# 3182 
>> Sport Administration 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> dstroman@email.unc.edu 
>> http://www.unc, edn/depts/exercise/sport administr ation/index.htm 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From:     @email.unc.edu [mailto:     (~email.unc.edn] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 9:38 PM 

>> To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
>> Subject: question 
>> 

>> hello 
>> 

>> so i know- u mentioned that our exam is next thursday. I will not be 
>> there so i was wondering when you would like for me to take it? I can 
>> take it before i leave on sun or whenever u would like for me to. Let 
>> me kno~v, thanks. See you tomorrow in class. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 



Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 8700 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <ds~roraan~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:37 PM 

@emml .unc.edu> 

Re: Finance Project 

> Is it possible to increase the page maximum on the paper? I have 
> written 4 pages already and I have not written about the budget 
> Everything I have in my paper is necessary and camaot be removed. 

Therefore, if my group members write the same amount as I did then 
our paper will be ~vell over the limit. 

Thanks, 

.~email.unc.edu: 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit on an 

acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:45 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: I am retarded! 

Hi Breathe. :) All oft assigrmats r posted. Let’s spk aftr class. I don’t ~vant u 2 miss them eitl~r. Tks D yr cormnuncam.Quoting 

Hi there. It is      from your              classes. I was trying 
to get a lot of stuff done this weekend and I think I am retarded. I 
saw on the syllabus for          that there is a Marketing Plan; 
which I assume are the things in the groups, and then there is an 
Event Market Analysis and I feel that I do not quite kno~v what that 
is But I haven’t missed an?’ classes, so I just feel really confused 
right now So I guess that is it for now. Oh yea, I also was 
wondering something I know I should have already started on the 
extra paper and been reading in my coursepack, but I haven’t. I ~vent 
to the store the other day to get the coursepack and the?’ didn’t have 
anymore and so the guy said that he would make me a new one Well, 
had to go to work and was not able to get back there to get it. So I 
am going to head there tomolxo~v and hope that they have one, but if 
they don’t I was wondering if we could ~vork something out. But I 
understand if you don’t let me. I guess if nothing else I could get 
up early and head to the bookstore and then miss the first class so 
that I can get the paper in by 12pm, but I would just hate to miss 
class. So I guess that is it for now. tlope you are having a great 
weekend and hopefully everything will work out. ~Ihank you. 

~emaihunc edu: 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit on an 

acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:52 PM 

’@yahoo.com 

Fwd: [peess-f] to ug on 

interested? 

..... For~varded message from salyer@email.unc.edu ..... 

Date: Fri,            17:24:43 
From: Sher~z Salyer <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Sherry Salyer <salyer@email unc.edu> 
Subject: [peess-f] to ug on 

To: The peess-fmailing list <peess-f@listserv.unc.edu> 

Just got this from UCS: 

There are now three SUlnmer, paid, marketing internships available with 
the Carolina Panthers in Charlotte, NC If you are interested in 
pursuing this, contact Chrystal Rowe, Ticket Marketing Manager and UNC 
alum at 704-358-7488 or Chrystal Rowe@panthers nfl.com. Use our 
Associate Director?s name, Tim Stiles, when you contact her. He met with 
her in Charlotte on Weda~esday ? 

Sherry Salyer, EdD. 
Senior Lecturer, Director o17 Undergraduate Studies 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Gym 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel t Ii[1, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 919-962-0489 

Assistant Dean 

[[’he Academic Advising Program in the College o17 Arts and Sciences and 

the General College 

CB# 3110,35A Phillips 

919-843-4481 

First Summer Session Advising Hours 
Tuesdays 2-5 
Fridays 2-4 

--- You are currently subscribed to peess-f as: dstroman@email.~xc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-22394372-9992594.d4e434045d4b097c867e66f85d5bSa20@listserv.anc.edu 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit on an 

acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:15 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Extra Credit 

Hi I received the Event Marketing Analysis (twice submitted in 
the alrd boxes) and LAM extra credit I have no record of your 
Economic Impact paper. I will allow you to submit to me by 12 noon 
Saturday or call me at my office with ari explanation immediately. No 
exceptions 

Thank you. 

Dr. Stroman 
Quoting @email.unc.edu: 

What’s up Doc? I just wanted to let you know I added the paper to 
blackboard, and wanted to make sure you see it was added, and also 
the event analysis. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 8700 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:51 PM 

~gmail.com:~ 

Re: Economic Impact 

Received. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Quoting ~gmail corn>: 

Here is the Economic Impact document from Blackboard 

On Mon, at 11:26 A~’~L Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaihunc.edu> 
wrote: 

>> Hi. Please resend by 6:00 pm today. Again, I have no file for you for 
>> this 
>> assigmnent. This elTor may have occurred when the Blackboard system was 
>> having teclmical difficulties. 
>> 
>> Thanks. 
>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> UNC - EXSS - CB# 3 ] 82 
>> Sport Administration 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> dstroman@emaihunc edu 
>> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration/index.htm 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: @emai[.unc.edu [_mai[to: i~email unc edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, 10:00 AM 
>> To: ~>email unc edu 
>> Subject: Economic Impact 
>> 

>>Iti 
>> 

>> I am checking my blackboard from the library right now and the economic 
>> impact article summary is the very first article/document posted to my 
>> blackboard drop box labeled               . Please email regarding any 
>> questions or difficulty- finding the first docmnent. It was posted on 
>> 

>> 

>> Thanks 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 8700 Chapel Hill, NO’ 27599 

919.843.0336 

There are two w-ays to get to the top of an oak tree. One ~vay is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:55 PM 

~emaJl.unc.e&t> 

Re:    - Panthers cover page 

Hi You can check Digital Dropbox for your graded marketing plan. I 
enjoyed having you in class too. Don’t ~vorW about your final grade 
You are a super student and I certainly can read that from your ~vork, 
participation, questioning of lecturers :), and overall diligence to 
the course requirements 

Do stay in touch! You are going to be a very successful person 
personally and professionally Continue to share that beautiful smile 
and COlmect ~vith people to of~Er ?’our gifts. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Stroman 

Quoting    @emaihunc.edu: 

Dr Stroman, 

Thank you ibr the kind emaih I really enjoyed your class and 

learned a lot! Probably one of my favorites that I have taken so far 

at this umversity Thank yuu for making it a great summer 

experience 

I was wondering how our group did un the panthers marketing plan? We 

worked very hard and I was vep)~ happy with uur :finished product, just 

wondering how we ended up! 

Alsu, I just saw that I got a 77 un the final and I was not so happy. 

I thought I had a good handle on the material going into the exam, 

but I definately struggled on many of the questions I’m wondering 

huw this will effect my grade because I really did learn a lot and 

don’t think it is indicative of my knuwledge and interest in the 

cuurse 

Thank you again for yuur patience and all your help this semester! 

It truly was a great experience, and I will definately keep in touch! 

Quoting dstruman @email unc.edu: 

>> Very nice work. You are so talented and gifted...bright, athletic, 

>> and artistic. :) 
>> 

>> Stay in touch. 

>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 8700 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:58 PM 

~emml .unc.edu> 

Re: final 

Hi      Don’t worW about your grade. You have been a diligent student 
and you also displayed your commitment to success by participation and 
excellence on assignments 

Do stay in touch and remember me when you make your millions! :) 

Dr. Stroman 

Quoting @email unc. edu: 

> What kind of curve are you leaning toward on the final? You can 
> probably tell that I’m not happy with the grade. Also, how are you 
> distributing extra credit points from the daily questions and from 
> Fridays jeopardy (If thats ~vhat the special prize was)? 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 8700 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One *w~y is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Monday, June 16, 2008 11:11 PM 

Ondrak, Kristin S <koudrak@uuc.edtr~ 

RE: lunch next week 

Hi Can I get a raincheck? I need to run to Raleigh at 11:30 a.m now. 
How is your schedule on Wednesday after 2:00 p.m.? THANKS’.! 

debby 

cell- 

Quoting Kristin Ondrak <kondrak@unc.edu>: 

Tuesday at noon sounds great. I’ll come by your office and we can 
head to Franklin. 1£ it’s REALLY hot, then we could always settle 
for Alpine which is closer. :) See you then! 

Kristin 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 

>> Good day I hope you had a relaxing ~veekend. I am okay for tomorrow. 
>> Noonish? Come by my office and we can head to Franklin? Or do you want to 
>> meet at Lenuir or Alpine? 
>> 

>> d 
>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> UNC - EXSS - CB# 3182 
>> Spurt Administration 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> dstroman@email.unc edu 
>> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/spurt administratinn/index.htm 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Origina[ Message ..... 
>> From: Kristin Ondrak [mailtu :kondrak!~unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, June 13, 2008 12:41 PM 

>> To: dstroman@emaii.unc.edu 
>> Sublect: lunch next we& 
>> 

>> Debby, 
>> Are yuu free on Tuesday or Wednesday of next week for lunch? See 
>> you tomorro*v at the Race for the Cure! 
>> 

>> Kristin 
>> 

>> Kristin Ondrak, Ph.D. 
>> Lecturer, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> C’~# 8700 

>> Phone: (919) 843-4537 
>> Fax: (919) 962-0489 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Kristin Ondrak, Ph.D. 
Lecturer, Department of Exercise and Spott Science 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 8700 
Phone: (919) 8434537 
Fax: (919) 962-0489 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 8700 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 



on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 17, 2008 10:54 AM 

Ondrak, Kristin S <koudrak@uuc.edw~ 

RE: lunch next week 

Hi THANKS! Sorly for the change up.Monday is okay for me too, but if 
tomorrow afternoon changes -- let me kno~v[ 

debby 
Quoting Kristin Ondrak <kondrak@unc edu>: 

Debby, 
5,-o problem The rest of the ~veek is up in the air for me (I have 

relatives coming to town and I don’t know their schedule just yet). 
Can we do next Monday or Tuesday? If not, how does the following 
week look? 

It would probably be easier if I called you, but I don’t have my 
cell phone with me and my office phone doesn’t have long distance 
Sorry for the run around. Talk to you soon! 

Kristin 

Quoting "Deborah L. Stroman, PhD., CLU" <dstroman@email uric edu>: 

>> Hi. (;an I get a raincheck? I need to run to Raleigh at 11:30 a.m. 
>> now. How is your schedule on Wednesday after 2:00 p.m. ? ’ItlA]VKS!! 
>> 

>> debby 
>> 

>> ceil - 
>> 

>> Quoting Kristin Ondrak <kondrak@unc edu>: 
>> 

>>> Tuesday at noon sounds great I’ll come by your office and we can 
>>> head to Franklin. If it’s REALLY hot, then we could always settle 
>>> :[’or Alpine which is closer. :) See you then! 
>>> 
>>> Kristin 

>>> Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 
>>> 

>>>> Good day. I hope you had a relaxing weekend I am okay for tomorrow 
>>>> Noonish? Come by my office and we can head to Franklin? Or do you want to 
>>>> meet at Lenoir or Alpine? 

>>>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>>>> L~-NC - EXSS - C’~3# 3182 
>>>> Sport Administration 
>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>> dstroman@email.unc.edu 
>>>> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administratiorgindex.htm 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Kristin Ondrak [mailto:kondrak(~unc. edu] 
>>>> Sent: Fric~y, Jtme 13, 2008 12:41 PM 
>>>> To: dstroman@email.m~c.edu 
>>>> Subject: lunch next week 

>>>> Debby, 
>>>> Are you free on Tuesday or Wednesday of next week for lunch? See 
>>>> you tomorrow at the Race for the Cure[ 

>>>> Kristin 

>>>> Kristin Ondrak, Ph.D. 
>>>> Lecturer, Department of Exercise arid Sport Science 
>>>> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>> CB# 8700 
>>>> Phone: (919) 843-4537 
>>>> Fax: (919) 962-(;,489 



>>> Kristin Ondrak, Ph.D. 
>>> Lecturer, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
>>> Umversi~ of North Carolina at Chape[ Hill 
>>> (;B~ 8700 
>>> Phone: (919) 843-4537 
>>> Fax: (919) 962-0489 

>> Dr. Debby Stronran 
>> University of North Carolina 
>> Exercise and Sport Science 
>> CB 8700 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to 
>> sit on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

> Kristin Ondrak, Ph.D. 
> Lecturer, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
> Universit7- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> C~3# 8700 
> Phone: (919) 843~537 
> Fax: (919) 962-0489 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 8700 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 19, 2008 11:00 AM 

Ondrak, Kristin S <kondrak@unc.edw~ 

RE: lunch next week 

Hi We are set for Monday. Thank YOU’. 

debby 

Quoting Kristin Ondrak <kondrak@unc edu>: 

Debby, 
Does Monday (6/23) still work for lunch? If so, I can meet you at 

your office at noon if that’s conveinent. Just let me know when you 
have a chance. Thanks! 

Kristin 

Quoting "Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU" <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 

>> Hi. THANKS! Sorry for the change up ..Monday is okay for me too, but 
>> if tomorrow afternoon changes -- let me know[ 
>> 

>> debby 
>~ Quoting Kristin Ondrak <kondrak@unc edu>: 
>> 

>~> Debby, 
>>> No problem. ~fhe rest of the week is up in the air for me (I have 
>~> relauves coming to town and I don’t know their schedule just yet) 
>>> (;an we do next Monday or Tuesday? If not, how does the following 
>>> week look? 
>>> 
>~> It would probably be easier if I called you, but I don’t have my 
>>> cell phone with me and my office phone doesn’t have long distance. 
>~> Sorry :[’or the run around. Talk to you soon[ 

>>> Kristin 

>>> Quoting "Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D., CLU" <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 
>>> 
>>>> tli. (;an I get a raincheck? I need to mn to Raleigh at 11:30 am 
>>>> now. How is your schedule on Wednesday a[’ter 2:00 pm ? THANKS!! 

>>>> debby 

>>>> cell - 

>>>> Quoting Kristin Ondrak <kondrak@unc.edu>: 

>>>>> Tuesday at noon sounds great. I’ll come by- your office and we 
>>>>> can head to Franklin. If it’s REALLY hot, then we could always 
>>>>> settle for Alpine which is closer. :) See you thent 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Kristin 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroruan@craail.unc.edu>: 
>>>>> 

>>>>>> Good day-. I hope you had a relaxing weekend. I aru okay for tomorrow. 
>>>>>> Noonish? Come by my office and we can head to Franklin? Or do 
>>>>>> you want to 
>>>>>> nleet at Lenoir or Alpine? 

>>>>>> d 

>>>>>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>>>>>> L2qC - EXSS - CB# 3182 

>>>>>> Sport Administration 
>>>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>>>>> 919.843.0336 

>>>>>> dstr oman@email.unc.edu 
>>>>>> http ://wwa¥.unc.edu/depts/exerciseispor t adn~inistration/index, htm 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>>>>> From: Kristin Ondrak [mailto:kondrak@unc edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Friday, June 13, 2008 12:41 PM 

>>>>>> To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
>>>>>> Subject: lunch next week 

>>>>>> Debby, 
>>>>>> Are you free on Tuesday or Wednesday of next week for lunch? See 
>>>>>> you tomorrow at the Race fbr the Cure[ 



>>>>>> Kristm 

>>>>>> Kristm Ondrak, Phi). 
>>>>>> Lecturer, Department of E×ercise and Sport Science 
>>>>>> Umversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>> CB# 8700 
>>>>>> Phone: (919) 8434537 
>>>>>> Fax: (919) 962-0489 

>>>>> Kristin Ondrak, Ph.D. 
>>>>> Lecturer, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
>>>>> Universi%- of North Carolina at (-’hapel Hill 
>>>>> CB# 8700 
>>>>> Phone: (919) 843-4537 
>>>>> Fax: (919) 962-0489 

>>>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>>>> Universi)- of North Carolina 
>>>> Exercise and Sport Science 
>>>> CB 8700 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>>> 919.843.0336 

>>>> "There are t~vo ~vays to get to the top of an oak tree. One ~vay is 

>>>> to sit on an acorn and ~vait; the other is to climb it" 

>>> Kristin Ondrak, Ph.D. 
>>> Lecttu-er, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
>>> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> CB# 8700 
>>> Phone: (919) 843-4537 
>>> Fax: (919) 962-(;,489 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> University of North Carolina 
>> Exercise and Spolt Science 
>> CB 8700 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 919843.0336 

>> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to 
>> sit on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

> Kristin Ondrak, Ph.D. 
> Lecturer, I)epartment of Exercise and Sport Science 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel }{ill 
> CB# 8700 
> Phone: (919) 8434537 
> Fax: (919) 962-0489 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 8700 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"There are two xvays to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:31 AM 

a~nccullen@email.unc.edu 

Grade Change - 

Hi I need a grade change form for           Incomplete (?) this past 
spring I will try to stop by later today or tomolTow. 

Thanks’. 

debby 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 8700 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:35 AM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

Grade Change Form 

Hi I need a grade change form for 
later or in the morning Thanks’. 

I ~vill tu to stop by 

debby 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 8700 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 24, 2008 11:17 AM 

’McGlade, Bernie’ <bvmcglade@theacc.org> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lyun <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

ALS letter 

NACWAA Thank you.doc 

Good day Attached :find a draft letter to send to Jennifer. I will be 
on the road aRer 11:30 a.m so call me on my cell to discuss, if 
necessary Is the amount of $1150 okay? ]£ so, proceed with check and 
mailing. You can s~gn my name. And then I will get you a check made 
payable to the ACC for $1150, right? 

Thanks 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 8700 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Monday, June 30, 2008 3:10 PM 

McGlade, Bernie <bvmcglade@theacc.org> 

Stroman, De~x~rah Lyun <dstro@unc.edtr> 

RE: ALS letter 

Good day. I hope you had a nice weekend. 

1. I will send money with letters to NAC;VAA and EXSS (Chairperson). 
2. I will draI’t a similiar letter to EXSS from us too al’~d sign your name. 
3. Send letter to: Debby Stroman 

Call me if questions! 

Thanks. 

d 

Dr Debby Stroman 

University of North Carolina 

Exercise and Sport Science 

CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One *w~y is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting "McGlade, Bernie" <bvmcglade@theacc org>: 

Re-working the letter, will send it your way for signature first of the 
week..I assume you’ll cut the check? Sign and mail off>>>>give me the 
address to send the letter to you once I sign Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU [mailto:dstroman(~,email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Jtme 24, 2008 11:17 AM 
To: McGlade, Bernie 
Cc: dstroraan@email.unc, edu 
Subject: ALS letter 

Good day. Attached find a &aft letter to send to Jennifer. I will be 
on the road after 11:30 a.m. so call me on my cell to discuss, if 
necessary. Is the amotmt of $1150 okay? If so, proceed with check and 
mailing. You can sign my name. And then I will get you a check made 
payable to the ACC for $1150, right? 

Thanks. 

>d 

>c 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 8700 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"There are two ~vays to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:15 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 

Hi Thank you for your inquiry, is going by SO fast.. 

Don’t worW about the waiting list Just show- up on the first day and I 
will add you to the class roll :) 

Have fun and relax over the holiday weekend. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Q uoting @emaih unc.edu: 

Dr. Stroman, 

I took your          class last      and have signed up for the 

class you are scheduled to teach in the    When I 

registered I was waitlisted at #6 and have moved to #4 as of today. 

I was just wondering what the chances were that I get into your class 

or what your policy is concerning this. I will be a      in the 

and hope to get most of my remaining required classes out of the 

way this coming semester. 

I hope you’re having a nice 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 1, 2008 11:12 AM 

Kahn, Megan <mkahn@theacc.org> 

Re: hey there 

NACWI’u~k Thank you.doc 

Hey! Stammer? V~at summer? :) I taught first session -- econ/finance 
and marketing classes. 

My stacks that I dragged from NC aren’t getting any 
smaller either Well, the good thing is that I did play in one golf 
tourney so far and ~von a trophy, lol. 

And you? 

Attached find the draft letter. I need to make a similar letter for 
EXSS too I told Bernie I would sign her name. I processed the checks 
for the two organizations yesterday. 

Snail Mail :final copy to: Debby Stroman : 

I will be here until August 7th Home office # 

Let me know if you need anything else! Thanks 

d 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting "Kahn, Megan" <tr~kahn@theacc.org>: 

>HeyD- 
> 

> 

> 

> Are you enjoying your sunm~er??? 
> 

> 

> 

> rm helping Bernie revise the letter to Jennifcr regarding ALS... any 
> chance you could quick send me the draft you sent Bernie??? She’s out of 
> town and I don’t have access to the original you sent her. 
> 

> 

> 

> Thanks...hope all is well. 
> 

> Megan 
> 

> 

> 

> Megan Kahn 
> 
> Administrative Assistant 
> 

> Atlantic Coast Conference 
> 

> 4512 Weybridge Lane 
> 

> Greensboro, NC 27407 
> 

> Phone: 336.854.8787 
> 

> F~_’{: 336.5476267 
> 

> mkahn@theacc org 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 2, 2008 6:30 AM 

Kahn, Megan <mkahn@theacc.org> 

RE: hey there 

Kevin Guskie~vicz 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carnlina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting "Kahn, Megan" <n~alm@theacc org>: 

can you please send me the name of the UNC EXSS chairperson, we’re 
going to do a "combo" letter., and then bernie will sign off and 
we’ll get all to you.., thanks. 

Frnm: Deburah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
Sent: Tue 7/1/2008 11:11 ~M 
Tu: Kahn, Megan 
Subject: Re: hey there 

Hey! Summer? What summer? :) I taught first session -- ecun/finance 
and marketing classes. 

My stacks that I dragged l~um NC aren’t getting any 
smaller either. Well, the gnnd thing is that I did play in one gulf 
tourney so far and wun a trophy. [ul. 

And yuu? 

Attached :find the draft letter I need tu make a similar letter for 
EXSS tuo. I told Bernie I wuuld sign her name I prucessed the checks 
fur the two urganizations yesterday. 

Snail Mail final cupy to: Debby Struman 

I will be here until August 7th. Home office # 

Let rue know if you need anything else[ Thanks. 

>d 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to 
sit on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting "Kal~L Megan" <mkahn@theac c. org>: 

>> Hey D - 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Are you enjoying your summer??? 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I’m helping Bernie revise the letter to Jennifer regarding ALS... any 
>> chance you could quick send me the draft you sent Bernie??? She’s out of 
>> town and I don’t have access to the original you sent her. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Thanks...hope all is well. 
>> 

>> Megan 



>> Megan Kahn 
>> 

>> Administrative Assistant 
>> 

>> Atlantic Coast Conference 
>> 

>> 4512 Weybridge Lane 
>> 

>> Greensboro, NC 27407 
>> 

>> Phone: 336.854.8787 
>> 

>> Fax: 336.547.6267 
>> 

>> mkatm@theacc.org 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, July 3, 2008 5:33 PM 

Anderson, Victor L <techguy@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Re: S ca~ner/Copier/Printer 

Thanks’. Hopefully, they will have the machine "broken in" upon my 
return in August. :) 

Call me when you get a chance. Need your feedback on the best way to 
organize and share information on guest speakers for our courses. We 
need a calendar and/or listing fOlTllat to let myself, Richard, Barb, 
Deb, and Shelley know ~vho is available, ~vhat courses the?- are guest 
lecturing for, what dates, and their contact info 

Oracle? Another L~.-C offering? 

home/office - 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Victor Anderson <techguy@emai].unc edu>: 

> 

> ’]?he scarmer/copier is ready for use. You’ll need to check the 
> instruction book :For how to use it (In the table drawer under the 
> scanner.) ’]’he copier part is straight forward. Make sure the "Copy" 
> (I think that’s what it says) is pushed and illuminated Then use as 
> a normal copier Sheets don’t go all of the way into a corner. They 
> center between marks. Also, copies come out under the "copy" shelf. 
> It makes more sense when you are looking at it. 

> For the scanner features, it has to scan to the computer. Again, 
> check instructions for the program. I just glanced and tested the 
> scanmng If you want access to the computer, let me know and ]’11 
> call with the password. If you need help, let me know and I’ll study 
> the program :Further 
> 
> The color printer is missing a cable. I’m getting the cable and will 
> set eye.one up to print to it when I have the cotiect cable. 
> 

> If you have any questions, and you most likely may, please feel free 
> to contact me. 

> Take care, 
> Victor 

> Victor Anderson 
> Computer Systems Administrator 
> Department of Exercise and Spolt Science 
> 919-843-6139 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, July 5, 2008 9:13 PM 

Sou’d~a]l, Richard Michard ~soufl~aJl@emaJd.tmc.edu> 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu>; ’Shelley Johnson’ <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Southall, Detx~rah Joy <djsotNl@email.uuc.edu> 

RE: EXSS Undelgrad Curriculum Planning 

EXSS 322 Syllabus S08 rev.doc; EXSS 322 SS1 2008 - Sport Marketiug.doc 

Good day. I hope everyone enjoyed their July 4th celebration. 

Attached :find the 322 syllabi used last spring and the first summer session. 

Richard, I can for~vard you examples of marketing plans completed by our 
undergrads and graduate students. Please advise. 

debby 

Dr Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Richard Southall <southall@email.unc.edu>: 

Hello all, 

Prior to our meeting on Monday I thought I’d share the syllabi for the 
sport-marketing and sport-promotions classes that we had developed in 
Memphis. In addition, I’ve attached a sample marketing plan. 

Hope everyone has a great weekend[ 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Director: College Sport Research Institute 
Coordinator: Graduate Sport Administration Program 
The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3182 Smifl~ Building 05 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.962-3507 (office) 

(cell) 
southall@email.unc.edu 
..... Original Message ..... 

From: Barbara Osborne [mailto:sportlaw@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 6:59 PM 
To: Shelley Jokmson 
Cc: djsothll@email uric edu; Deborah Stroman; southall@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: EXSS Undergrad Curriculum Planning 

Those are the correct dates. How about we add Tuesday, August 12 to discuss 
the complete curriculum? 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science Universib’ of North Carolina CB 
3182, Smit2a Building 03 (Basement) Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

Shelley Johnson wrote: 
>> 

>> Hello all, 
>> 

>> I wanted to reconfirm the days and dates (and classes we will be 
>> covering) since there have been some Monday/Tuesday swaps. 
>> 
>> IVlonday, July 7: EXSS 322 (sport marketing) Tuesday, July 15: EXSS 324 
>> (sport finance & econ) Monday, July 21 : EXSS 326 (sport la~v) Tuesday, 
>> July 29: EXSS XXX 0"acilities and event management)Monday, August 4: 
>> internships 
>> 

>> Thanks again for everyone’s input on the EXSS 221 curriculum. Deb and 
>> I will 12~llow-up and hammer out the details for the fall class. 
>> 

>> Deb, did you want to meet later this week, or look to next week? 
>> 



>7 - Shelley 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 7, 2008 10:52 AM 

Southall, Richaxd Michavd <southall@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Debora]~ Joy <dj sothll@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS Undergrad Curriculum Planning 

Event Maxket Analysis.doc 

Good day I just realized that you probably don’t have a copy of this 
assignment for 322. The students really value this exercise and I think 
it is an excellent tool for learning. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting southa]l@email.unc.edu: 

That’d be great 

Quoting "Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU" <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 

>> Good day. I hope everyone enjoyed their July 4th celebration 

>> 

>> Attached find the 322 syllabi used last spring and the :first summer session 

>> 

>> Richard, I can forward you examples of marketing plans completed by 

>> our undergrads and graduate students Please advise 
>> 

>> debby 

>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 

>> University of Nolth Carolina 

>> Exercise and Sport Science 

>> CB 3182 Chapd Hill, NC 27599 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> 

>> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to 

>> sit on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting Richard Southall <southall@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hello all, 

>>> Prior to our meeting on Monday I thought I’d share the syllabi for the 

>>> sport-marketing and sport-promotions classes that we had developed in 

>>> Memphis. In addition, I’ve attached a sample marketing plan. 

>>> Hope eye.one has a great weekend[ 

>>> Richard 

>>> Dr Richard M. Southall 

>>> Director: College Sport Research Institute 

>>> Coordinator: Graduate Sport Administration Program 

>>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>> CB 3182 Smith Building 05 

>>> Chapel Hill, ix,-C 27599 

>>> 919962-3507 (office) 

>>>          (cell) 

>>> southall@email.unc.edu 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: Barbara Osborne [mailto:sportlaw@unc edu] 

>>> Sent: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 6:59 PM 

>>> To: Shelley Johnson 

>>> Cc: djsothll@email.unc edu; Deborah Stroman; southall@email unc.edu 

>>> Subject: Re: EXSS Undergrad Curriculum Plalming 

>>> 

>>> Those are the correct dates How about we add Tuesday, August 12 

>>> to discuss 

>>> flae complete curriculum? 



>>> Barbara Osborne, J.D 
>>> Associate Professor 
>>> I)epartment of ]~;xercise and Sport Science Universi~" of North Carolina CB 
>>> 3182, Smith Bui[&ng 03 (Basement) Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>> 919,’962-5173 

>>> Shelley Johnson wrote: 

>>>> Hello all, 

>>>> I wanted to reconfirm the days and dates (and classes we will be 
>>>> covering) since there ha’,~e been some Monday/Tuesday swaps. 

>>>> Monday, July 7: EXSS 322 (sport marketing) Tuesday, July 15: EXSS 324 
>>>> (sport finance & econ) Monday, July 21: EXSS 326 (sport law) Tuesday, 
>>>> July 29: EXSS XXX (facilities and event management) Monday, August 4: 
>>>> internships 

>>>> Thap2~s again for everyone’s input on the EXSS 221 curriculum Deb and 
>>>> I will follow-up and harmner out the details for the fall class. 

>>>> Deb, did you want to meet later this week, or look to next week? 

>>>> - Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 7, 2008 2:42 PM 

SouflmJ1, Pdchaacd Miclmacd ~souflmJl@emml.tmc.edu> 

RE: EXSS Undergrad Cumculmn Plalming - 322 

EXSS 322 Sport Marketing Project Guide SS108.doc; Marketing Plan Guide.doc 

Good day. 

See attachments. 

d 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One ~w~y is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting southall@email.un c edu: 

> That’d be great 

> 

> Quoting "Deborah L. Stroman, Ph D., CL U" <dstroman@email un c edu>: 

> 

>> Good day I hope everyone eRioyed their July 4th celebratinn. 

>> 

>> Attached find the 322 syllabi used last spring and the first smnmer sessinn. 

>> 

>> Richard, I can forward you examples of marketing plans completed by 

>> our undergrads and graduate students. Please advise. 

>> 

>> debby 

>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 

>> Univcrsity of North Carolina 

>> Exercise and Sport Scicnce 

>> CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> 

>> "Thcre are txvo xvays to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to 

>> sit on an acorn and xvait; the other is to climb it." 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting Richard Southall <southall@eraail.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hello all, 

>>> Prior to ore meeting on Monday- I thought I’d share the syllabi for the 

>>> sport-marketing and sport-promotions classes that we had developed in 

>>> Memphis. In addition, I’ve attached a sample marketing plan. 

>>> Hope everyone has a great weekend[ 

>>> Richard 

>>> Dr. Richard M. Southall 

>>> Director: College Sport Research Institute 

>>> Coordinator: Graduate Sport A&ninistration Program 

>>> The Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>> CB 3182 Smit2a Building 05 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>> 919.962-3507 (office) 

>>;           (cell) 

>>> southall@email.unc edu 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: Barbara Osborne [mailto:sportlaw@unc.edu] 

>>> Sent: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 6:59 Pivl 

>>> To: Shelley Johnson 

>>> Cc: djsothll@email.unc.edu; Deborah Stroman; southall@email.unc.edu 

>>> Subject: Re: EXSS Undergrad Curriculum Plalming 

>>> 

>>> Those are the correct dates. How about we add Tuesday, August 12 

>>> to discuss 

>>> the complete curriculum? 

>>> Barbara Osborne, J.D. 

>>> Associate Professor 

>>> Department of Exercise and Sport Science University of North Carolina CB 



>>> 3182, Smith B uilding 03 (Basement) Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>> 919/962-5173 

>>> Shelley Johnson wrote: 

>>>> Hello all, 

>>>> I wanted to reconfim~ the day-s and dates (and classes we will be 
>>>> covering) since there have been some Monday/Tuesday swaps. 

>>>> Monday, July 7: EXSS 322 (sport marketing) Tuesday, July 15: EXSS 324 
>>>> (sport finance & econ) Monday, July- 21: EXSS 326 (sport law-) Tuesday, 
>>>> July- 29: EXSS XXX (facilities and event managenrent) Monday, August 4: 
>>>> internships 

>>>> That~ks again for cveryone’s input on the EXSS 221 CUlTiculum. Deb and 
>>>> I will follow-up and hanmxer out the details for the fall class. 

>>>> Deb, did you xvant to meet later this week, or look to next week? 

>>>> - Shelley 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 9, 2008 12:35 AM 

Johnson, Shelley tt <shj@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: 750 

Hi Yes, 11:00 a.m today (;Vednesday) is fine 

Call me at Thanks 

debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting sl~j@email.unc, edu: 

> 

> huw about tumorruw at 11 am? 
> 

> sorpf i gut your uther email before i checked this accuunt 
> 

> 

> Quuting "Deburah L. Struman, Ph.D, CLU" <dstrnman@email.unc.edu>: 
> 

>> Good day. Yes, tomorruw will be fine 1 am thinking sumetlme between 
>> 11 and 2. Let me know the best time tu meet and what number to call 
>> you on. 
>> 

>> I want to make sure we are not integrating tuu much of the 
>> internship experience, prucess and its [ugistics intu 750/751 The 
>> internship debriefing that is central tu this cuurse is quite 
>> extensive in itse[*2 Withuut having read thrnugh Richard’s notes, ! 
>> am sensing that some uf this effort may indeed be his rule as the 
>> chair of the prugram and nut this particular course. Nonetheless, I 
>> think we are willing tu support him and most importantly, the 
>> students Let’s keep discussiun, ideas and thought muving forward. 
>> 

>> d 
>> 

>> Dr. Debby Struman 
>> University uf Nurth Carolina 
>> Exercise and Sport Science 
>> CB 3182 Chapd Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to 
>> sit on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting shj@emaihtmc.edu: 
>> 

>>> debby, 

>>> hope you had a festive holiday weekend. 

>>> thailks for the drafts i will give them a look in the next day. 
>>> great j ob xvith the articles. 

>>> in the past, there was no written explanation of the current event 
>>> assigament, there is nothing too particular about it: bring in 
>>> articles about cmrent events in the industry for discussion, be 
>>> prepared to provide an overview and then discussion prompts for the 
>>> class. 
>>> 

>>> i spoke with richard after the EXSS undergrad curriculum about the 
>>> leadership seminar, we spoke extensively about the second-year 
>>> internship experience’s involvement (reflection, evaluation and 
>>> support) in the seminar. 
>>> 

>>> he sent us documents to this effect from his previous experience, 
>>> and i sent similar documents which i developed with colleagues to 
>>> you and richard. 
>>> 

>>> i can explain more when we speak, and you can walk me through ~vhat 
>>> you have put together would you be available to talk at some 
>>> point on ~vednesday? 



>>> - shelley 

>>> Quoting "Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D., CLU" <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 

>>>> Hi. Please review (especially the dates) these draft documents and 
>>>> let me know when you are able to discuss. Thanks[ 

>>>> Let me know what you thip2~:: The special topics would be an 
>>>> offering whereby they could choose an assignment. We need to add 
>>>> the current event assigrwaent -- please forward the description (or 
>>>> your understanding) of this assigtwaent. 

>>>> d 

>>>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>>>> University- of North Carolina 
>>>> Exercise and Sport Science 
>>>> CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>>> 919.843.0336 

>>>> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is 

>>>> to sit on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 9, 2008 11:02 Aivl 

Johnson, Shelley H <shj@emml.~mc.edu> 

Re: 750 

Hi On urgent call Vghat number can I reach you in fe~v? 

d 
Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting shj@email unc edu: 

> 

> telTific, talk to you soon 
> 

> 

> Quoting "Deborah L. Stroman, Ph D., CL U" <dstruman@email un c edu>: 
> 

>> Hi. Yes, 11:00 a.m. today (Wednesday) is :fine. 
>> 

>> Call me at ’]’hanks. 
>> 

>> debby 
>> 

>> Dr. Debby Struman 
>> University uf North Carolina 
>> Exercise and Spurt Science 
>> CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> "There are two ways to get to the tup uf an uak tree One way is to 
>> sit on an acorn and wait; the uther is tu climb it" 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting shj@email unc edu: 
>> 

>>> how abuut tomorruw at I lain? 

>>> sorly i got your other email before i checked this account. 

>>> Quoting "Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU" <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 

>>>> Good day. Yes, tomoiiow will be fine. I am thiaking sometime 
>>>> bet~veen 11 and 2. Let me know the best tirue to meet and what 
>>>> number to call you on... 

>>>> I want to make sure we are not integrating too much of the 
>>>> internship experience, process and its logistics into 750/751. The 
>>>> internship debriefing that is central to this course is quite 
>>>> extensive in itself. Without having read through Richard’s notes, 
>>>> I am sensing that some of this effoit may indeed be his role as 
>>>> the chair of the program and not this particular course. 
>>>> Nonetheless, I think we are willing to suppoit him and most 
>>>> impoltantly, the students. Let’s keep discussion, ideas and 
>>>> thought moving fo15vard. 

>>>> d 

>>>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>>>> University of North Carolina 
>>>> Exercise and Sport Science 
>>>> CB 3182 Chapel Hill, 5,-C 27599 

>>>> 919.843.0336 

>>>> "There are t;vo ;vays to get to the top of an oak tree. One ;vay is 

>>>> to sit on an acorn and ;vait; the other is to climb it" 

>>>> Quoting shj@email unc edu: 

>>>>> debby, 



>>>>> hope you had a festive holiday weekend. 

>~>>~ thanks fur the drafts i will give them a luuk in the next day. 
>>>>> great job with the articles. 

>>>>> in the past, there was nu written explanatiun uf the current 
>>>>> event assignment, there is nuthing tuo particular about it: 
>>>>> bring in articles abuut current events in the industry 
>>>>> discussiun be prepared to provide an overview and then 
>>>>> discussion prompts for the class. 

>>>>> i spoke with richard after the EXSS undergrad curriculum about 
>>>>> the leadership seminar, we spoke extensively about the 
>>>>> second-year internship experience’s involvement (reflection, 
>>>>> evaluation and support) in the seminar. 

>>>>> he sent us docmnents to this effect from his previous experience, 
>>>>> and i sent similar documents which i developed with colleagues to 
>>>>> you and richard. 

>>>>> i can explain more when we speak, and you can walk me through 
>>>>> what you have put together, would you be available to talk at 
>>>>> some point on wednesday? 

>>>>> - shelley 

>>>>> Quoting "Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU" <dstroman@email.~mc.edu>: 

>>>>>> Hi. Please review (especially the dates) these draft documents 
>>>>>> and let me know when you are able to discuss. Thanks[ 

>>>>>> Let me know what you think: The special topics would be an 
>>>>>> offering whereby they could choose an assignment. We need to add 
>>>>>> the current event assignment -- please for~vard the description 
>>>>>> (or your understanding) of this assignment 

>>>>>> Dr. Debby Stroman 

>>>>>> Universi~ of North Carolina 
>>>>>> Exercise and Sport Science 
>>>>>> CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>>>>> 919.8430336 

>>>>>> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree One way is 
>>>>>> to sit on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 9, 2008 2:09 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shj@emml.~mc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx)rah Lyun <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Re: 750 

SA Leadership Seminar Syllabus REV2.doc 

Hi Attached find my lastest ramblings. :) I really like the 
direction of how we are rebuilding this course! 

Let me l~ow your thoughts. 

d 
Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting shj@email.unc.edu: 

trying to get through on the phone., but keep getting the messagae 
that "all circuits are busy. please try again later." 

Quoting "Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU" <dstrol~an@eraail.tmc.edu>: 

>> Hi. Yes, 11:00 a.m. today (Wednesday) is fine. 
>> 

>> Call me at Thartks. 
>> 

>> debby 
>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> University of Nolth Carolina 
>> Exercise and Sport Science 
>> CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to 
>> sit on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting shj@email.tmc.edu: 
>> 

>>> how about tomorrow at 1 lam? 

>>> sorry i got your other email before i checked this account. 

>>> Quoting "Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU" <dstroman@email uric edu>: 
>>> 

>>>> Good day. Yes, tomorrow ~vill be fine I am flainking sometime 
>>>> between 11 and 2. Let me know the best time to meet and what 
>>>> number to call you on. 

>>>> I want to make sure we are not integrating too much of the 
>>>> internship experience, process and its logistics into 750/751. The 
>>>> internship debriefing that is central to this course is quite 
>>>> extensive in itself. Without having read through Richard’s notes, 
>>>> I am sensing that some of this effort may indeed be his role as 
>>>> the chair of the program and not this particular course. 
>>>> Nonetheless, I think ~ve are willing to support him and most 
>>>> importantly, the students. Let’s keep discussion, ideas and 
>>>> thought moving forward. 

>>>> d 

>>>> Dr Debby Stroman 
>>>> UniversW of North Carolina 
>>>> Exercise and Sport Science 
>>>> (2[3 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>>> 919.843.0336 

>>>> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is 

>>>> to sit on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it" 



>>>> Quoting shj@email uric edu: 

>>>>> debby, 

>>>>> hope you had a festive holiday weekend 

>>>>> thanks for the drafts i will give them a look in the next day-. 
>>>>> great job with the articles. 

>>>>> in the past, there was no written explanation of the c~trrent 
>>>>> event assignment, there is nothing too particular about it: 
>>>>> bring in articles about current events in the industry for 
>>>>> discussion, be prepared to provide an ov-erview and then 
>>>>> discussion prompts for the class. 

>>>>> i spoke with richard aRer the EXSS undergrad curriculum about 
>>>>> the leadership senrinar, we spoke extensively about the 
>>>>> second,’ear internship experience’s involveraent (reflection, 
>>>>> evaluation and support) in the seminar. 

>>>>> he sent us documents to this effect from his previous experience, 
>>>>> and i sent similar documents which i developed with colleagues to 
>>>>> you and richard. 

>>>>> i can explain more when we speak, and you can walk me through 
>>>>> what you have put together, would you be available to talk at 
>>>>> some point on wednesday? 

>>>>> - shelley 

>>>>> Quoting "Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU" <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 

>>>>>> Hi. Please review- (especially the dates) these draft documents 
>>>>>> and let me know when you are able to discuss. Thanks’. 

>>>>>> Let me lcaow ~vhat you think: The special topics would be an 
>>>>>> offering ~vhereby the?’ could choose an assignment. We need to add 
>>>>>> the current event assignment -- please forward the description 
>>>>>> (or your m~derstanding) of this assignment. 

>>>>>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>>>>>> University of North Carolina 
>>>>>> Exercise and Sport Science 
>>>>>> CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>>>>> 919.843.0336 

>>>>>> "There are two ways to get to the top of ari oak tree. One way is 
>>>>>> to sit on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 9, 2008 4:50 PM 

Ondrak, Kristin S <koudrak@uuc.edtr~ 

RE: lunch next week 

We have been working on SA curriculum, ~vhich is great We have weekly 
meetings reviewing each course for content and consistency. Everyone 
provides feedback and shares their syllabus, best practices, and 
thoughts. I wish I had this last semester Oh well .I am teaching the 
grad and undergrad econ/finance course this fall. 

I am twing to play more golf while I am home too. 

Take care and let me know how you are doing. 

Hugs, 

debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Q uoting Kristin Ondrak <kondrak@unc. edu>: 

> Debby, 
> Does Monday (6/23) still work for lunch? If so, I can meet you at 
> your office at noon if that’s convenient Just let me know when you 
> have a chance. Thanks! 
> 

> Kristin 
> 

> Quoting "Deborah L. Stroman, Ph D., CL U" <dstroman@email un c edu>: 
> 
>> Hi. THANKS! Sotly for the change up...Monday is okay for me too, but 
>> if tomol~o~v afternoon changes -- let me know[ 
>> 

>> debby 
>> Quoting Kristin Ondrak <kondrak@unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Debby, 
>>> No problem. The rest of the week is up in the air for me (I have 
>>> relatives coraing to town and I don’t know their schedule just yet). 
>>> Can we do next Monday or Tuesday? If not, how does the following 
>>> week look? 

>>> It ~vould probably be easier if I called you, but I don’t have ray 
>>> cell phone with me and ray office phone doesn’t have long distance. 
>>> SorW for the run around. Talk to you soont 

>>> Kristin 

>>> Quoting "Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU" <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 

>>>> Hi. Can I get a raincheck? I need to run to Raleigh at 11:30 a.m. 
>>>> now-. How is your schedule on Wednesday after 2:00 p.m. ’.’ THANKS!! 

>>>> debby 

>>>> cell - 

>>>> Quoting Kristin Ondrak <kondrak@unc.edu>: 

>>>>> Tuesday at noon sounds great. I’ll come by your office and we 
>>>>> can head to Franklin If it’s REALLY hot, then we could always 
>>>>> settle for Alpine which is closer :) See you thent 

>>>>> Kristin 

>>>>> Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email unc.edu>: 



>>>>>> Good day. I hope you had a relaxing weekend. I am okay for tomorrow 
>>>>>> Noonish? Come by my office and we can head to Franklin? Or do 
>>>>>> you want to 
>7.>>7.> meet at Lenoir or Alpine? 

>>>>>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>>>>>> UNC - EXSS - C[3113182 
>>>>>> Sport Administration 
>>>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>>>>> 919.843.0336 

>>>>>> dstroman@email.~c.edu 
>>>>>>http:/iw~wz.unc.edv.’deptsiexercise/sport a dministration/index, htm 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: Kristin Ondrak [mailto:kondrak,@,unc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Friday, June 13, 2008 12:41 PM 

>>>>>> To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
>>>>>> Subject: lunch next week 

>>>>>> Debby, 
>>>>>> Are you free on Tuesday or Wednesday of next week for lunch? See 
>>>>>> you tomorrow at the Race for the Cure[ 

>>>>>> Kristin 

>>>>>> I<5istin Ondrak, Ph.D. 
>>>>>> Lecturer, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
>>>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>> CB# 8700 
>>>>>> Phone: (919) 8434537 
>>>>>> Fax: (919) 962-0489 

>>>>> Kristin Ondrak, Ph.D 
>>>>> Lecturer, Department of Exercise arid Sport Science 
>>>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>>>> CB# 8700 
>>>>> Phone: (919) 843-4537 
>>>>> Fax: (919) 962-(N89 

>>>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>>>> Umversity of North Carolina 
>>>> Exercise and Sport Science 
>>>> CB 8700 Chape[ t]rll, NC 27599 

>>>> 919843.0336 

>>>> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is 
>>>7. to sit on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

>>> Kristin Ondrak, Ph.D. 
>>> Lecturer, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>7, CB# 8700 

>>> Phone: (919) 843-4537 
>>> Fax: (919) 962-0489 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> Universit-y of Nolth Carolina 
>> Exercise and Sport Science 
>> CB 8700 Chapd Hill, NC 27599 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to 
>> sit on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



Kristln Ondrak, PhD. 
Lecturer, Department of }{xercise and Sport Science 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 8700 
Phone: (919) 8434.537 
Fax: (919) 962-0489 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, July 9, 2008 6:02 PM 

Souflm]l, Pdchaacd Miclmacd ~’.souflm]l@emml.nnc.edu> 

Re: Welcome 

Great note! Thanks. 

Right before I left Kev G asked me to draft a letter for you to send to 
the SY (second year) grad students this summer regarding the upcoming 
year. In particular, he wanted me to help ease the process of the 
leadership seminar course being considered more "serious" and a 
significant part of the final requirements. Now- that Shelley and I are 
in the final stages of our curriculum development for 750/751 I feel 
more con’dortable working on that task 

I will send to you shortly for your consideration or disregard. :) 

Dr Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get tu the tup uf an oak tree. One *w~y is tu sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quuting Richard Suuthal[ <suuthall@email.unc.edu>: 

Hello all: 

On behalf uf the UNC Sport Administration (sportad) facul~, 1 want to 
welcome yuu to the UNC spurt-adminstration graduate program. We hupe you’re 
excited to get your first year underway! 

Over the next few weeks, in preparation 12~r your arrival, FII be sending 
alung pertinent informatiun, as well as a number of furms for yuu to 
cumplete As part ufthis process, I will be forwarding you an updated UNC 
Athletic I)epartment Directury, 2008-2009 Event Calendar, and 
Spurt-A&ninistratiun Graduate-Program Orientatiun Manual shurtly. 

Since this year is my first at UNC and as spurtad graduate courdinator, we 
will all be learning a great deal frum the "veteran" spurt administratiun 
faculty and UNC athletic department staffmembers, in addition tu the 2nd 
year graduate students abuut huw things have been dune around here. The 
transition will be a smooth one. I arn well aware that a sense of continuity 
and institutional rnernory is important to all of us. All the faculty and 
staff are collm~itted to making your first year in the program a rewarding 
expcrience. 

It’s also iraportant to remember this is a new- and exciting time for our 
prograrn, xvhich allows us to engage in a process of evaluation and reflection 
that will result in an improved sportad grad prograrn. Change, by its vcry 
nature, is always unscttling. But as my great uncle (a I:armer) once said, 
"In order to get a "b~tmper crop," you first have to till the soil. With this 
in mind, over the course of this year, there will, in all likelihood, be 
some program changes instituted. However, any changes will only be made 
after careful deliberation and consultation among sportad graduate faculty. 
Our goal is to make our spolt administration graduate program the best 
program in the United States. 

YVhile you may at times feel ovel~vhelmed by the amount of "stufl" you ~vill 
have to get done prior to and at the beginning of the semester, recognize we 
will all work together to make sure your fLrst year gets off to a great 
start. The best advice I can give you is to be prepared to "adapt, 
improvise, and overcorne;" don’t be afraid to ask questions; and don’t forget 
to breathe! 

Next xveek I xvill be sending out invitations to a "kick-offgathering" for 
sport administration graduate students and faculty right before classes 
begin We hope you will be able to attend. 

In the interim, if you have any questions, feel ticee to contact me. 

Take care, 

Dr Southall 

Dr Richard M. Southall 
Director: College Sport Research Institute 
Coordinator: Graduate Sport Administration Program 
The University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 



CB 3182 Smith Building 05 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919962-3507 (office) 

(ceil) 

somha[l@email unc.edu 

Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-iiia.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, July 9, 2008 6:29 PM 

Souflm]l, Pdchaacd Miclmacd qsouflm]l@emml.nnc.edu> 

RE: Welcome 

RS welcome ltr.doc 

Oh Yes, I already have you penciled in to join us :) At least t~vice 

the first semester I think. :) 

See attachment 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One *w~y is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Richard Southall <southall@email.unc.edu>: 

d, (I guess this will ease my confusion *vith Deb) 

Thanks for getting in touch. I just sent a letter to the second year 
students as well. I think sending a letter to the 2nd year students re: the 
leadership seminar is very appropriate. Based upon my discussions *vith 
Shelley and the inl2mnation you have sent me, I think we need to not only 
send them a letter introducing the change in emphasis, but I also think it 
will be important for me to speak to them during the first seminar class 
session to let them know the importance we will be placing on the 
re-structured leadership seminar program and how it fits with the newly 
instituted intership evaluation program that ! hope to implement 

Let me kno*v as you progress with this and *ve can work to make it happen. 

thanks, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Director: College Sport Research Institute 
Coordinator: Graduate Sport Administration Program 
The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3182 Smith Building 05 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.962-3507 (office) 

(cell) 
southall@email.unc.edu 
Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-iiia.org 
..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU [mailto:dstroman(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 09, 2008 6:02 PM 
To: Richard Southall 
Subject: Re: Welcome 

Great note[ Thanks. 

Right before I left Key G asked me to draft a letter for you to send to the 
SY (second year) grad students this SUlnmer regarding the upcoming year. In 
particular, he wanted me to help ease the process of the leadership seminar 
course being considered more "serious" and a significant part of the final 
requirements. Now that Shelley and I are in the final stages of our 
curriculum development for 750/751 I feel more comfoltable working on that 
task 

I will send to you shortly for your consideration or disregard. :) 

>d 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise al’~d Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, N(? 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree One ~vay is to sit on 
an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



Quoting Richard Southall <southall@email.unc.edu>: 

>> tlello all: 
>> 

>> On behalf of the UNC Sport Administratinn (sportad) faculty, I want to 
>> welcome you to the UNC sport-adminstratinn graduate program We hope 

you’re 
>> excited to get your first year underway[ 
>> 

>> Over the next fexv weeks, in preparation for your alTival, I’ll be sending 
>> along pertinent information, as xvell as a number of forms for you to 
>> complete. As part of this process, I will be forwarding you an updated LrNC 
>> Athletic Department Directory’, 2008-2009 Event Calcndar, and 
>> Sport-Administration Graduate-Program Orientation Manual shortly. 
>> 

>> Since this year is ray first at UNC and as sportad graduate coordinator, we 
>> will all be learning a great deal from the "veteran" sport administration 
>> facul~" and I~’N-C athletic department staff members, in addition to the 2nd 
>> year graduate students about how things have been done around here. The 
>> transition will be a smooth one. I am well aware that a sense of 

continui)- 
>> and institutional raeraolT is iraportant to all of us. All the i:aculty and 
>> staff are cormnitted to making your first year in the program a rewarding 
>> experience. 
>> 

>> It’s also important to remember this is a nexv and exciting time for ore 
>> program, which allows us to engage in a process of evaluation and 

reflection 
>> that will result in an improved sportad grad program. Change, by its ve13, 
>> nature, is always unsettling. But as ray great uncle (a farmer) once said, 
>> "In order to get a "bumper crop," you first have to till the soil. With 

this 
>> in mind, over the cottrse of this year, there will, in all likelihood, be 
>> some program changes instituted. However, an?’ changes will only be made 
>> after careful deliberation and consultation among sportad graduate 

faculty. 
>> Our goal is to make our sport administration graduate program the best 
>> program in the United States 
>> 

>> While you may at times feel ovelT~’helmed by the amount of "stufI" you will 
>> have to get done prior to and at the begilming of the semester, recognize 

we 

>> will all ;vork together to make sure your first year gets off to a great 

>> start. The best advice I can give you is to be prepared to "adapt, 
>> improvise, and overcome;" don’t be afraid to ask questions; and don’t 

forget 
>> to breathe[ 
>> 

>> Next week I will be sending out invitations to a "kick-off gathering" for 
>> sport administration graduate students and faculty right before classes 
>> begin. We hope you will be able to attend. 
>> 

>> In the interim, if you have any questions, feel free to contact me. 
>> 

>> Take care, 
>> 

>> Dr. Southall 
>> 

>> Dr. Richard M. Southall 
>> Director: College Sport Research Institute 
>> Coordinator: Graduate Sport ANninistration Program 
>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel tIill 
>> (2[3 3182 Smith Building 05 
>> Chapel tIill, NC 27599 
>> 919.962-3507 (office) 

(cell) 
>> southall@em aihunc, edu 
>> Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-iiia org 
>> 

>> 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 9, 2008 6:35 PM 

SoutlmJ1, Richaacd Miclmacd ~soutlmJl@emml.~mc.edu> 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gu@email.unc.edu> 

Re: New ardcle in Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics (JIIA) 

Thanks! 

F2X - I started a project (and soon to be finished) last semester 
whereby I noticed that we didn’t have an electronic catalogue of all 
the theses since inception in the department. Thus, I now have (with 
the invaluable assistance of Cindy) a excel file of ALL the theses, 
which can be searched by name, year, title, subject, research design, 
etc Needless to say 2vLAJOR project but I thought was long overdue. They 
all currently reside in Ed’s office. 

I hope to finalize and distribute to faculty, students, alumni, and 
make awfi [able by web for other researchers or parties of interest. We 
need to promote our product! :) 

Dr Debby Stroman 

University of North Carolina 

Exercise and Sport Science 

CB 3182 Chapel ttill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One *w~y is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Richard Southall <southall@email.unc.edu>: 

I thought you might find this new article from JIIA of interest. 

Dr Southall 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Director: College Sport Research Institute 
Coordinator: Graduate Sport Administration Program 
The Universib- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3182 Smith Building 05 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.962-3507 (office) 

(cell) 
southall@email.unc.edu 
Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-iiia.org 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 10, 2008 7:51 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gu@email.unc.edu> 

Re: New article in Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletic~JIIA) 

Hi I can’t believe how time is tlying...I am tying to take care of 
the critical stacks since I ~vill be back to Blue Heaven shortly. :) I 
really miss NC 

We are making GREAT progress with our curriculum review meetings. I am 
so excited about this process as we get eveczone’s input on course 
content and consistency I know things were challenging for evely’one in 
regards to my transition but this collaboration is invaluable to new 
hires. 

You should be getting a check and letter from myself and the ACC soon 
for the ALS (Some cash/checks I gave directly to IV~chael to process so 
there is a difference in the stated amount in the letter and the actual 
check.) Thank you again for the opportunity to sho~vcase us with the 
conference. I spoke to Nora Lynn Finch, the ne~v WBB associate 
commissioner, today and she wants me to continue in that 
academic-liasion role for 2008-09. 

I hope you are getting a chance to relax You have had a VERY fulfilled 
2008 so far. 

Peace&Blessings, 

debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Q uoting Kevin Guskiewic z <gus@emai I uric. edu>: 

’]?hanks Deb. I hope you are enjoying your time away. 
Kevin 
...... Original Message ...... 
[~’rom: Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
Sender: 
To: Richard Southall 
Cc: gus@email.unc.edu 
Sent: Jul 9, 2008 6:34 PM 
Subject: Re: New article in Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate 
Athletics(JIIA) 

Thanks t 

>FYI - I started a project (and soon to be finished) last semester 
whereby I noticed that we didn’t have an electronic catalogue of all 
the theses since inception in the department. Thus, I now have (with 
the invaluable assistance of Cindy) a excel file of ALL the theses, 
which can be searched by name, year, title, subject, research design, 
etc. Needless to say MAJOR project but I thought was long overdue. They 
all cua~ently reside in Ed’s office. 

I hope to finalize and distribute to faculty, students, alunmi, and 
make available by ~veb for other researchers or parties of interest. We 
need to promote our product! :) 

>d 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Universi~" of North Carolina 
Exercise alrd Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree One way is to sit 
on an acol~ and wait; the other is to climb it" 

Quoting Richard Southall <southall@email.unc.edu>: 

>> I thought you might find this new article fi-om JIIA of interest 
>> 



>> Dr. Southall 
>> 

>> Dr. Richard M. Southa[l 
>> Director: College Sport Research Institute 
>> Coordinator: Graduate Sport A~ninistratinn Program 
>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel tIill 
>> (2[3 3182 Smith Building 05 
>> Chapel tIill, NC 27599 
>> 919.962-3507 (office) 

(cell) 
>> southall@email.m~c, edu 
>> Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-iiia.org 
>> 

Sent from ray Verizon Wireless BlackBelry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 13, 2008 6:25 PM 

Soufl~aJ1, Pdchard Michard ~soufl~aJl@emaJd.tmc.edu> 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu>; ’Shelley Johnson’ <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Southall, Detx~rah Joy ~<tjsotNl@email.uuc.edu> 

RE: EXSS Undelgrad Curriculum Planning 

EXSS 324 - Econ Fin Mgmut.doc; EXSS 324 SS1 2008 - Econ Fin Mgmut.doc; EXSS 324 - Econ Fin Mgmnt.doc; EXSS 324 SS1 
2008 - Econ Fin Mgmnt.doc 

Eli Artached find the syllabi ]2~r 324 ~fall) in which I taught the 
"second half" of the course and first session stunmer school. 

Chat with you on Tuesday’. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Richard Southall <southall@email.~mc.edu>: 

Hello all, 

Prior to our meeting on Monday I thought I’d share the syllabi for the 
sport-marketing and sport-proraotions classes that we had developed in 
Memphis. In addition, I’ve attached a sample marketing plan. 

Hope everyone has a great weekend! 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Director: College Sport Research Institute 
Coordinator: Graduate Sport Administration Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3182 Smith Building 05 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919962-3507 (office) 

(cell) 
southall@email unc.edu 
..... ©riginal Message ..... 

From: Barbara Osborne [mailto:sportla;v@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 6:59 PM 
To: Shelley’ Johnson 
Cc: djsothll@email.unc.edu; Deborah Stroman; southall@email uric edu 
Subject: Re: EXSS Undergrad Cumculum Plarming 

Those are the correct dates. How about we add Tuesday, August 12 to discuss 
the complete cumculum? 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
Associate Professor 
Depaltment of Exercise and Sport Science Universi~ of North Carolina CB 
3182, Smith Building 03 (Basement) Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

Shelley’ Johnson wrote: 
>> 

>> Hello all, 
>> 

>> I wanted to reconfirm the days and dates (and classes we will be 
>> covering) since there have been some Monday/Tuesday swaps. 
>> 

>> Monday, July 7: EXSS 322 (sport marketing) Tuesday, July 15: EXSS 324 
>> (sport finance & econ) Monday’, July 21 : EXSS 326 (sport law) Tuesday, 
>> July 29: EXSS XXX @acilities and event management)Monday, August 4: 
>> internships 
>> 

>> Thanks again [’or everyone’s input on the EXSS 221 curriculum Deb and 
>> I will follow-up and hammer out the details for the fall class. 
>> 



>> Deb, did you want to meet later this week, or look to next week’? 

>> 

>> - Shelley 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2008 9:18 PM 

SouthaJ1, RichaJcd Michaxd ~southaJl@emml.~mc.edu> 

’Shelley Johnson’ <shelljo@uncaa.m~c.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gu@email.unc.edu>; ’Ed Shields’ <shields@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Internship materia] 

Hi. Thanks for sharing I will work on my review and send to Shelley by 
Sunday. 

d 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Richard Southa]l <southa]l@email.unc.edu>: 

Hello Shelley and Debby: 

I’m attaching draft copies of the internship guidebook and manual. I have 
gone through and edited both 12~r content and to make them more appropriate 
for our purposes. Let me know what you think and what items you might want 
to include from shelley’s material. 

Thanks, 

richard 

Dr Richard M. SouthaH 
Director: College Sport Research Institute 
Coordinator: Graduate Sport Administration Program 
The Universib- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3182 Smith Building 05 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.962-3507 (office) 

(cell) 
southall@email.unc.edu 
Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-iiia.org 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2008 9:43 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shj@emml.~mc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: RE: EXSS 750/751: guest speaker 

Hi I agree ~vith your selections. I ~vill add to the draft syllabus 
(with the other revisions) and send your way. 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carnlina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting shj@email unc edu: 

debby, 

this is the response i got from jeff sackaroff from ucs regarding the 
possiblity of doing a sequence of career development workshops for 
the second year SpAd grad students. 

he has attached the stock workshops which ucs provides, we can draw 
from those, but he has also offered to present on other topics not 
listed 

i would think that the following workshops would be beneficial: 
resumes and cover letters 
networking your way to a career 
how to prepare for the interview 
mock interview day 
case intel~dew wofl~shop 

- shelley 

..... Forwarded message from sackarnf@email uric edu ..... 
Date: Mon, 14 Jul 2008 14:59:38 
From: Jeff Sackaroff <sackarof@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Jell" Sackaroff <sackaro]i~email unc edu> 
SubJect: RE: EXSS 750/751 : guest speaker 

To: shj@eraail.unc.edu 

Shelley - 

Attached is a copy of our fall workshop guide. I am not sure if there is 
anything here that you feel would be a good fit for your students. If there 
are specific areas or topics not listed here that you would like me to focus 
on, let me know. Maybe we can come up with ideas together .... 

Jeff 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: shj@email.unc.edu [mailto:shi(~email.unc.edu] Sent: Saturday, 
July- 12, 2008 5:09 PM 

To: sackarnf@email.~mc.edu 
Subject: EXSS 750/751: guest speaker 

Jeff, 

Just wanted to follow up on your thoughts about the series of presentations 
~ve discussed for the second year graduate students Do you have an 
invento~ of topics from ~vhich ~ve chould choose? 

- Shelley 

Quoting shj@email.unc.edu: 

>> 

>> Jeff, 
>> 

>> This is great to heal- Glad that you are so willing to work with us. 
>> 



>> We are thinking about workshops in the fall and the spring., to 
>> have them spread throughout the year. The hiring cycle for 
>> collegeiate athletics administration begins in May, so we are not 
>> too pressed to get them by a particular time. 
>> 

>> ’l’here would be 9-10 students in the class which would run for 90 minutes. 
>> 

>> As for topics/issues, I think that if you provided us a list of your 
>> standard and specialized workshops we could conduct a needs 
>> assessment SUlwey with the rising second year graduate students in 
>> addition to staff members in order to get an idea of what they would 
>> benefit from. 
>> 

>> - Shelley 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting Jeff Sackaroff <sackarof@emaihunc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Shelley - 

>>> Thanks for the email, and the invitation to speak to your class. 
>>> We offer a lot of different standard workshops ttnough UCS each 
>>> semester - once the schedule is completed, I can send it to you. 

>>> Are there particular issues that you feel your students xvould 
>>> benefit from learning (interviewing, career success/emotional 
>>> intelligence, networking, etc)? I don’t have a specific series, 
>>> per say, for grad 
> students, but I ara 
>>> sure I can put sorae tl-~ings together. Maybe a combination of a few 
>>> specialized workshops, in addition to the ones we ~’pically offer 
>>> would ~vork... 

>>> Are you thinking spring or fall (or both). Also, any idea how many 
>>> students or length of the class? 

>>> Thanks - 
>>> 

>>> Jeff 
>>> 

>>> Jeff Sackaroff 
>>> Associate Director 
>>> University Career Services 
>>> The Universi~z of Norfl~ Carolina at Chapel Hill http://careers uric. edu 
>>> 919-962-7658 
>>>jeff sackaroff@unc.edu 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: shj@email.tmc.edu [mailto:shla~)email unc edu] 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, June 04, 2008 9:07 AM 
>>> To: Jeff Sackaroff 
>>> Subject: RE: EXSS 221: guest speaker’.! 

>>> Jefl; 

>>> I hope that sun~mer is treating you well 

>>> ! am helping with the sport administration graduate seminar again 
>>> next year in addition to the undergrad "[ntro to Sport Admin." We 
>>> thought the grad students would benefit from an expanded series of 
>>> workshops 
>>> (4-6 workshops) with you. ls there a series of workshops that you 
>>> present on career planning? something beyond resumes and cover 
>>> letters? 

>>> - Shelley 

>>> Quoting Jeff Sackaroff <sackarof@emaiLunc.edu>: 

>>>> Thanks for giving me the class time - 1 enjoyed it Hopefully we 
>>>> can schedule something in the fall if you teach another class. 

>>>> Take care - 

>>>> Jeff 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> [~’rom: shj@email.unc.edu [mailto:sN@email uric edu] 
>>>> Sent: Monday, April 14, 2008 4:01 PM 
>>>> To: Jell" Sackaroff 
>>>> Subject: RE: EXSS 221: guest speaker[[ 

>>>> thanks for meeting with EXSS 221 today, suffice it to say you 
>>>> were able to elicit from the class the moat queations of any of 
>>>> our guest speaker this semeater.., which shows they were paying 
>>>> attention, well done[ as i mentioned earlier, it was both 
>>>> educational and 



> entertaimng 

>>>> have a great week 

>>>> Quoting Jeff Sackaroff<sackarof@email.unc.edu>: 

>>>>> Shelley - 

>>>>> I just wanted to touch base and see if I was still on to present 
>>>>> to your class Monday. 

>>>>> If possible, can you tell me how many students you have and how 
>>>>> long the class will am. I do want to mention that I did a 
>>>>> presentation for 
>>>> Dr. 
>>>>> Salyer’s undergraduate class last week on resmnes and cover 
>>>>> letters - I am not sure if many of your students were also in her 
>>>>> class. If so, I can alter the presentation to focus more on 
>>>>> interviewing, etc. 

>>>>> That~ks - 

>>>>> Jeff 

>>>>> Jell" Sackaroff 
>>>>> Associate Director 
>>>>> Univcrsib" Career Selyices 
>>>>> The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill http://careers.unc.edu 
>>>>> 919-962-7658 
>>>>>jeff sackaroff@unc.edu 

>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: shi@email.unc.edu [mailto:shi@email.m~c. edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2008 3:36 PM 
>>>>> To: jeff sackaroff@unc.edu 
>>>>> Sulziect: EXSS 221 : guest speaker!’. 

>>>>> Jell; 

>>>>> It is Shelley Johnson We spoke this morning at the graduate 
>>>>> Sport Admin seminar I had contacted you last semester about the 
>>>>> possiblity of speaking to the undergrad EXSS 221 Introduction to 
>>>>> Athletics 
>>>> Administration class. 
>>>>> You graciously accepted but fell sick. So let’s try, this again.. 

>>>>> Would you be available on Monday, April 16 to speak about 
>>>>> resumes, cover letters and interviewing? The meet class meets at 
>>>>> 1:00pm in Fetzer 106. YVe have a computer and screen for your 
>>>>> nifty powerpoint presentation., which you can most certainly 
>>>>> recycle for use with t2ae 
>>>> undergrads. 

>>>>> By the way, I thought you did a great j ob this morning given the earl?- 

>>>>> I expect even greater things at the 1 o’clock hour when you 
>>>>> should be at :full strike. 

>>>>> - Shelley 

End forwarded message ..... 

End forwarded message ..... 

End fol~varded message ..... 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:07 PM 

@email. unc.edu-~ 

Re: thesis 

Hi. Thales for your thoughtful note. 

I hope to chat with you again by phone to explain the follo~ving: 

A committee of four is not unreasonable (ProIi Osborne, Shelley, Dr. 
Shields, and myself-- correct?) for a graduate thesis. In addition, 
each faculty works with each student as to the structure of their 
relationship. If you just want my feedback as a reader and/or periodic 
input, ie no meeting involvement, that is fine. :) 

The change is as simple as my signature on forms 

I will fill you in by phone as to my reasoning. 

Chat ~vith you soon! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc.edu>: 

tli Dr Stroman, 

Thanks [’or your call the other day It was very thought[u] and nice 
to hear from you. I will keep your step father in my thoughts. 

] checked in with Barbara about my thesis this week and if it would 
work to add you to my con~nittee since I strongly value your opimon 
and expertise in the leadership area. My current commmittee is 
listed as Shelley Johnson, Barbara, and Dr. Shields 

I ]2mnd the Graduate School rules require that your thesis committee 
be composed of a majority of full graduate faculty from the 
department. Since in my case you and Shelley would both be outside of 
the official graduate faculty in the department as visiting or 
adjunct, apparently that would not abide by the majority merr~bership 
rule.. 

Adding yet another graduate faculty member to abide by the majority 
membership rule (making a c onm~ittee of 5 ) seems somewhat large for a 
thesis cormnittee to me. Therefore, I am wondering if you would be 
willing to to collaborate with me during my thesis process and be a 
part of my corrm~ittee as an m~official raembcr? I tluly value your 
ideas and opinions and ~vould love to have you a part of this process 
with me but I also do not ~vant to impose on your time. Let me kno~v 
what you think or any advice you may have. 

Take care and have a good weekendt It was great to hear from you. 

Sport Administration Graduate Student/Teaching Assistant 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 8605, Woollen Gym #205 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

cell: @email uric edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 17, 2008 12:51 PM 

athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr> 

Re: Draft documents for discussion during tomorrow’s meeting 

Hi. Please call me at for today’s call at 1:00 p.m. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel ttill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One ~w~y is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Richard Southall <southall@emaibunc.edu>: 

Larry & John, 

I hope your weeks are going well I know we’re making progress in sport adm 
and looking forward to the chance to v~sit with both of you tomotrow 
afternoon I wanted to for*w~rd you a couple of draft documents that we’ve 
developed in anticipation of our meeting so you had a chance to see some of 
the concepts and ideas we’re thinking could help foster discussion during 
our meeting. I l,mow we’re all excited about making the great relationship we 
already have better. 

Thanks for taldng the ume to meet with us. 

Take care, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Director: College Sport Research Institute 
Coordinator: Graduate Sport Administration Program 
The Universi~- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3182 Smith Building 05 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.962-3507 (office) 

~cell) 
southall@email.unc.edu 
Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-iiia.org 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, July 17, 2008 7:14 PM 

LarD’ Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Southall, Richaxd Michard <southall@email.unc.edu>; John Blanchavd ~gl~ uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Today’s meeliug 

Thanks Larry and John -- we are making a super partnership even more 
effective! 

Onwardt 

debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Larry GaHo <athgallo@uncaa unc.edu>: 

Debby, Shelley, Richard, & John: 

Richard, you beat me to the keyboard! 

Thanks to Debby, Shelley, John and you for today’s meeting. Needless 
to say, the collaborative efforts of you all will lead to some "new 
structure" ]2~r our ~ntern program. It will be beneficial to all, but 
most importantly, to the interns/graduate students 

Thanks so much for meeting today, and I am excited to learn more 
about the direction we are taking See you all next Tuesday, July 
22nd at 3:00 PM in room 216 of the EWAC 

Take care, and all the best! 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

>>>> "Richard Southall" <southall@email.unc.edu> 7/17/2008 3:07 PM >>> 
Larry’, 

Thanks for meeting ~vith us today. We really appreciate the opportunity to 
work with you and Jotm (as well as the athletic dept. super, dsors) on 
improving the internship program. It’s easy- to make a great thing better and 
working ~vith you ruakes it even easier, rru looking forward to learning from 
you and your staff as we move forward. 

I’ll forward you a PowerPoint outline for next week’s meeting this ~veekend. 

Take care, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Director: College Sport Research Institute 
Coordinator: Graduate Sport Adruinistration Program 
The University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3182 Smith Building 05 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919962-3507 (office) 

(cell) 
southall@email unc.edu 
Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-iiia.org 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: LarO’ Oallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2008 3:41 PM 
To: Richard Southall; Jolm Blanchard 
Cc: Ph.D CLIY ’Deborah L Stroman; Shelley Jolmson 
Subject: Re: Draft documents for discussion during tomorro;v’s meeting 

Thanks very much for this information, Richard I shall revie;v, and I’ll 
see you tomorrow at 1:00 PM in the Ernie Williamson Athletics Center (EWAC) 

room 236 (second floor) 

Regards, 
La~ 

>>>> "Richard Southall" <southall@email.unc.edu> 7/16/2008 3:32 PM >>> 
LarD- & John, 



I hope your weeks are going well I know we’re making progress in sport adm 
and looking forward to the chance to v~sit with both of you tomorrow 
afternoon I wanted to forward you a couple of draft documents that we’ve 
developed in anticipation of our meeting so you had a chance to see some of 
the concepts and ideas we’re thinking could help foster discussion during 
our meeting. I know we’re all excited about making the great relationship we 
already have better. 

Thanks for taking the time to meet with us. 

Take care, 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Director: College Sport Research Institute 
Coordinator: Graduate Sport Administration Program The University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill CB 3182 Smith Building 05 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.962-3507 (office) 

(cell) 
southall@emaihunc.edu 
Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-iiia.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 20, 2008 9:48 PM 

shelljo@tmcaa.unc.edu 

shield@email.unc.edu; Southall, Richm-d Michard ~<~outhall@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Internship materia] 

UNC- IuternManua] REV.doc 

tti Shelley. Here are my edits :[’or the manual ][]he weekend has been 
rather ]filled as my stepdad passed on Friday night. I hope to have the 
guide finished by cob tomorrow. 

Cal I me if questions! 

Thanks 

d 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Richard Southall <southall@email.~mc.edu>: 

Hello Shelley and Debby: 

I’m attaching draft copies of the internship guidebook and manual. I have 
gone through and edited both for content and to make them more appropriate 
for our purposes. Let me know what you think and what items you might want 
to include from shelley’s material. 

Thanks, 

richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Director: College Sport Research Institute 
Coordinator: Graduate Sport Administration Program 
The Universi~- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3182 Smith Building 05 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.962-3507 (office) 

(cell) 
southall@email.unc.edu 
Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-jiia.org 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 21, 2008 1:01 PM 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Internship materia] 

Thanks Shelley. 

d 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carnlina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

Debby, 

I am very sorry to hear about your stepdad’s passing Again, I will 
keep you and your family in my thoughts 

- Shelley 

>>>> "Deborah L. Stroman, PhD., CLU" <dstroman@emaihunc.edu> 
>>>> 7,’20/2008 9:48 PM >>> 

Hi Shelley. Here are my edits for the manual. The weekend has been 
rather filled as my stepdad passed on Friday night. I hope to have the 
guide finished by cob tomorrow 

Call me if questions! 

Thanks. 

>d 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Universi~ of North Carolina 
F.xercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and xvait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Richard Southall <southall@emaihunc.edu>: 

>> Hello Shelley and Debby: 
>> 

>> I’m attaching draft copies of the internship guidebook and manuah I have 
>> gone tl~ough and edited both for content and to make them more appropriate 
>> for our purposes. Let me know xvhat you think and what items you might want 
>> to include from shelley’s material. 
>> 

>> Thaaks, 
>> 

>> richard 
>> 

>> Dr. Richard M. Southall 
>> Director: College Sport Research Institute 
>> Coordinator: Graduate Spolt Ackninistration Program 
>> The Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> CB 3182 Smith Building 05 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 919.962-3507 (office) 

~cell) 
>> southa ll@emaihunc, edu 
>> Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-jiia org 
>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 21, 2008 3:14 PM 

Atkins, Cynthia D <atkin@email.~mc.edu> 

Re:hi 

Hi Things are moving ,,’el?’ fast and I can’t believe it is almost time 
for classes again 

My address locally is 
I use my cell as my phone - 

Thanks 

d 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Cindy \tk ns <atkins@em ~i unc edu> 

hi debby 

hope you are enjoying your summer - can i get your local address, 
phone # [’or our EXSS departmental directory 

thanks 

cin@ 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 21, 2008 3:22 PM 

Southa]l, Pdchaacd Miclmacd qsoutha]l@emml.unc.edu> 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy ~djsothll@email.unc.edu>; ’Shelley Johnson’ ~-shelljo~io~uncaa. ~ ¯ " u ~c.edu> 

RE: check the date 

Thanks! 

I am wide open the 12 -15 and fully support us getting this concern on 
the first faculty meeting agenda IMHO, time just slips away (what 
happened to surnmer???) and the earlier we can find agreement and make 
change the better. :) 

Dr Debby Struman 

University’ of Nurth Carolina 

Exercise and Spurt Science 

CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get tu the tup uf an oak tree. One *w~y is tu sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quuting Richard Suuthall <suuthall@emaihunc.edu>: 

> I’m sure that will work for us (the Suuthalls) 

> Dr. Richard M. Suuthall 
> Directur: College Sport Research Institme 
> Courdinator: Graduate Sport Administratiun Program 
> The University of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> CB 3182 Smith Building 05 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919.962-3507 (office) 

(cell) 
> southall@eraaihunc.edu 
> Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-iiia.org 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Barbara Osborne [mailto:sportlaw(~,unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, July- 21, 2008 2:37 PM 
> To: Richard Southall; Deborah Southall; Deborah Stroraan; Shelley Johnson 
> Subject: check the date 
> 

> Hi All, 
> Could you please check your calendars for availability on Tuesday, August 5 
> (to move the August 4 meeting to the 5th)? Also, since we no longer are 
> dealing with surrm~er school class conflicts, is there a better time for the 
> meeting? 

> Also, let’s set a date for discussion/strategic plamxing for the 
> undergraduate sport management track. Ideally, we should do this before our 
> first departrnent faculty meeting which is on August 18 -- so what is your 
> availability August 12-15? Also, do we want to get this on the agenda for 
> the first faculty meeting (start the year off with a bang) or should we hold 
> off until the September meeting when things are settling down a bit? 
> 

> I will forxvard the document from the tmiversity regarding experiential 
> learning and internships (as soon as I can find it). h~ the meantime, if 
> you have anything in your files of examples from internships at other 
> places, please feel free to send them to eve~’one. 
> 
> Thanks for another good meeting today. 

> Barbara 

> Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
> Associate Professor 
> Depaltment of Exercise and Sport Science University of North Carolina CB 
> 3182, Smith Building 03 (Basement) Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 919/962-5173 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 21, 2008 3:34 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Re: check the date 

Chat with you soon. 

d 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Barbara Osborne <sportla*v@unc edu>: 

Thanks for the quick response. 

Please don’t 
hesitate to ask if there is anything I can do for you 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
Associate Professor 
Department of E×ercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
(;13 3182, Smith Braiding 03 (Basement) 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D, CLU wrote: 
>> Thanks! 
>> 

>> I am wide open the 12 -15 and fully support us getting this concern 
>> on the first faculty meeting agenda. IMHO, time just slips away 
>> (xvhat happened to smnmer?’.’?) and the earlier we can find agreement 
>> and make change the better. :) 
>> 

>> d 
>> 

>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> Univcrsity of North Carolina 
>> Exercise and Sport Scicnce 
>> CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> "Thcre are txvo xvays to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to 
>> sit on an acorn and xvait; the other is to climb it." 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting Richard Southall <southall@eraail.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> rm sure that xvill work for us (the Southalls) 

>>> Dr. Richard M. Southall 
>>> Director: College Sport Research Institute 
>>> Coordinator: Graduate Sport Administration Program 
>>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>> CB 3182 Smit2a Building 05 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>>> 919.962-3507 (office) 
>>>          (cell) 
>>> southall@emaihunc edu 
>>> Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-iiiaorg 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Barbara Osborne [mailto:sportlaw@unc edu] 
>>> Sent: Monday, July 21, 2008 2:37 PM 
>>> To: Richard Southall; Deborah Southall; Deborah Stroman; Shelley Johnson 



>>> Subject: check the date 
>>> 

>>> tIi All, 
>>> Could you please check your calendars for availability on Tuesday, August 5 
>>> (to move the August 4 meeting to the 5th)’? Also, since we no longer are 
>>> dealing with summer school class conflicts, is there a better time for the 
>>> meeting? 

>>> Also, let’s set a date for discussion/strategic planning for the 
>>> undergraduate sport raanageraent track. Ideally-, we should do this 
>>> before our 
>>> first department faculty meeting which is on August 18 -- so what is your 
>>> availability August 12-15’.’ Also, do we want to get this on the agenda for 
>>> the first faculty meeting (start the year offwith a bang) or 
>>> should we hold 
>>> offuntil the September meeting when things are settling down a bit? 

>>> I will forward the docunrent from the uni-,~ersity regarding experiential 
>>> learning and internships (as soon as I can find it). In the meantime, if 
>>> you have anything in your files of examples from internships at other 
>>> places, please feel free to send them to e-,~eryone. 

>>> Thanks for another good meeting today-. 

>>> Barbara 

>>> Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
>>> Associate Professor 
>>> Department of Exercise and Spolt Science L-niversity of North Carolina CB 
>>> 3182, Smith Building 03 (Basement) Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>> 919/962-5173 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 21, 2008 3:36 PM 

Atkins, Cynthia D <atkin@email.~mc.edu> 

Re:hi 

Thank YOU! 

d 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Cindy Atkins <atkins@email.unc.edu>: 

cin@ 

Deborah L. Stroman, Phi)., (X.U wrote: 
>> Hi. Things are moving very fast and I can’t believe it is almost 
>> time for classes agam 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> My address locally ~s 
>> I use my cell as my phone - 
>> 

>> Thanks. 
>> 

>> d 
>> 

>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> University of North Carolina 
>> Exercise and Sport Science 
>> CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to 
>> sit on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting Cindy Atkins <atkins@email.tmc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> hi debby 

>>> hope you are enjoying your summer - can i get yottr local address, 
>>> phone # for our EXSS departmental directou 

>>> thanks 

>>> cindy 

>> 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 21, 2008 5:40 PM 

Shelley Johnsou <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

Re: internship supervision pretErence 

SA Leadership Se~ninar Syllabus REV3.doc 

Hi. Yes, I had given this task some thought last week. Here is the 
latest update on the syllabus. See notes at the end. 

I am still working on this doc but here’s a copy so you can read my 
thoughts :) 

Thanks. 

d 
Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Spor~ Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc edu>: 

Debby, 

Do you have an?’ preference ]2~r the distribution of supervisory 
responsibility of the interns? In short, who would like to work 
with? Who would you like to supervise? 

My only suggestion would be that you work with 
their faculty super~dsor since I will be working as their colleague 
in 

I spoke with Richard about his thoughts. He seemed fine to leave it 
up to us. 

- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 22, 2008 12:07 PM 

Larry Gallo ~thgallo@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Today’s meeting 

Good day Yes, I am still in MD until the 7th. I will be attending 
Women’s Weekend (Ram’s Club) and really look forward to that event. 

When I return I ~vould love to meet with you and chat Thanks for ALL you do’. 

d 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Larry GaHo <athgallo@uncaa unc.edu>: 

Debby, 

Are you not attending the meeting today? We should call you like 
last week and you will be on speaker phone? 

Thank you, and have a good day[ 

Larq 

>>>> "Deborah L. Stroman, PhD., CLU" <dstroman@emaihunc.edu> 
>>>> 7/22/2008 8:13 AM >>> 

Hi Law)~ Please call me at today 

I also forwarded my revisions to the ppt. I am not sure if the document 
has alrea@ been distributed Let me know if I can be of assistance in 
any other way. 

Thanks t 

debby 

Dr. I)ebby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Lar~ Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

>> Thank you, Debby. 
>> 

>>>>> "Deborah L. Stronran, Ph.D., CLU" <dstroman@eruaih~mc.edu> 
>>>>> 7/20/2008 10:13 PM >>> 
>> Hi. To all -- As per our discussion, attached find the job descriptions 
>> that were forwarded to rue by two of last year’s graduate students. 
>> 

>> d 
>> 

>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> University of Nolth Carolina 
>> Exercise and Spolt Science 
>> CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> 

>> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
>> on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting Lar~’ Gallo <athgallo@uncaa uric edu>: 
>> 

>>> Debby, Shelley, Richard, & John: 



>>> Richard, you beat me to the keyboard! 
>>> 

>>> Thanks to Debby, Shelley, John and you for today’s meeting. Needless 
>>> to say, the collaborative efforts of you all will lead to some "new 
>>> structure" for our intern program It will be beneficial to all, but 
>>> most importantly, to the interns/graduate students. 

>>> Thanks so much for meeting today, and I am excited to learn more 
>>> about the direction we are taking. See you all next Tuesday, July 
>>> 22nd at 3:00 PM in room 216 of the EWAC. 

>>> Take care, and all the best! 

>>> Larry Oallo, Jr. 

>>>>>> "Richard Southall" <southall@email.~mc.edu> 7/17/2008 3:07 PM >>> 

>>> Thanks for raecting with us today. We really appreciate the opportunity to 
>>> work with you and John (as well as the athletic dept. supervisors) on 
>>> imprnving the internship program. It’s easy to make a great thing 
>>> better and 
>>> ~vorking with you makes it even easier. I’m looking forward to learning from 
>>> you and your staff as we move forward. 

>>> I’ll fol~’ard you a PowerPoint outline for next week’s meeting this weekend. 

>>> Take care, 

>>> Richard 

>>> Dr. Richard M. Southall 
>>> Director: College Spolt Research Institute 
>>> Coordinator: Graduate Sport A&ninistration Program 
>>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>> CB 3182 Smitda Building 05 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>>> 919.962-3507 (office) 
>>:           (cell) 
>>> southall@email.unc edu 
>>> Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-jiia org 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: LalIy Oallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc edu] 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2008 3:41 PM 
>>> To: Richard Southall; John Blanchard 
>>> Cc: PhD. CLU’ ’Deborah L. Stroman; Shelley Johnson 
>>> Su’qject: Re: Draft documents t;ar discussion during tomorrow’s meeting 

>>> Thanks very much for this information, Richard I shall review, and I’ll 
>>> see you tomorrow at 1:00 PM in tJ~e Emie Williamson Athletics Center (EWAC) 
>>> room 236 (second floor). 

>>> Regards, 
>>> LarD, 

>>>>>> "Richard Southall" <southall@email.unc.edu> 7/16/2008 3:32 PM >>> 
>>> LarD’ & John, 

>>> ! hope your weeks are going well. I know we’re making progress in 
>>> sport adm. 
>>> and looking forward to the chance to visit with both of you tomorrow 
>>> afternoon. I wanted to forward you a couple of draft documents that we’ve 
>>> developed in anticipatinn of our meeting so you had a chance to see some of 
>>> the concepts and ideas we’re thinking could help foster discussion during 
>>> our meeting. ! know we’re all excited about making the great 
>>> relationship we 
>>> airea~dy have better 

>>> Thanks [’or taking the time to meet with us. 

>>> Richard 

>>> Dr Richard M. Southall 
>>> Director: College Sport Research Institute 
>>> Coordinator: Graduate Sport Administration Program ’]?he University of North 
>>> Carolina at Chapel ttill CB 3182 Smith B uilding 05 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>>> 919962-3507 (oltice) 
>>>           (cell) 
>>> southall@email.unc.edu 
>>> Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-liia.org 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, July 24, 2008 1:11 PM 

Anderson, Victor L <techguy@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Pictures 

Hi Is it possible for you to send me a few pictures of myself taken 
for the ~vebsite? Thanks. 

Hope your summer is going well. 

At some point I would love to get more understanding of ho~v to create 
contacts in webmail. Sometimes it works but most often -- it does not 
I have to take so much time going back and forth from Outlook to grab 
email addresses. :( 

Call me when you can. home/office - 

debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are twu ways tu get to the top of an uak tree. One way is to sit 
un an acurn and wait; the uther is tu climb it." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 25, 2008 3:18 PM 

mballen@uncaa.unc.edu; bmille@uncaa.unc.edu 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

EXSS 746 - Econ/Fin Course Revisions 

Good day. I hope you are enjoying this fast paced summer! I am in MD 
and will be back to Chapel Hill on the 7th. I hope that you are 
scheduled for Women’s Weekend as I am looking forward to the getaway. :) 

As per previous discussions, I am revising the graduate finance and 
econ class I would like to add real life applications as small group 
projects throughout the sememster 

I would appreciate your identi~ing 3 -4 financial-related problems or 
"to-do’s" that come across your desk that require criticial thinking, 
research, or careful consideration I am not focusing on the student’s 
deriving of an absolute answer, but rather their ability to learn how 
to find and process information correctly. In addition, aW insight you 
may have as to how to create or manage a budget as a learning exercise. 

I will connect with you next week by phone, if possible, to hear your 
thoughts so I may then download the possibilities into a working 
document. :) 

Thanks AGAIN for your support of our SpAd program 

Go Heels, 

debby 
home/office- 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 25, 2008 3:19 PM 

Soufl~a]l, PdchaJcd Micha~d qsoufl~a]l@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Welcome Letter 

Thanks Richard. I think this note sets the tone and I appreciate your 
leadership and sharing of information. 

Go Heels, 

d 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Richard Southall <southall@email.unc.edu>: 

Hello all: 

Attached please find a short welcome letter. Hope all is well and look 
forward to seeing as many of you as possible at the August 17 Social. If you 
have any questions, fee[ free to contact me 

Thanks, 

Dr. Southal[ 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Director: College Sport Research Institute 
Coordinator: Graduam SpoA Administration Program 
The Universi~" of North Carolina at Chape[ Hill 
CB 3182 Smith Building 05 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919962-3507 (office) 

(cell) 
southail@email unc.edu 
Jouma[ of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-iiia.or~ 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:17 AM 

To: @email.unc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Re: EXSS Fall class 

Hi      Yes, I remember you[ Don’t ~vons’ about the waiting list. Just 
make sure you show up to class the first day and remind me to add you 
to the roster 

hope you are enjoying this fast-paced summer! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carnlina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ))email.unc.edu: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

My name is    and I was in your                class this past 
semester I don’t l,mow if you remember me or not but I am 

wait]isted for your EXSS class this comin~ semester and I 
would really like to get in. 

I really 
enjoyed your other class and it would be awesome if I could take this 
one with you. Thanks in advance for your help 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:54 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Thesis Literature Review (Draft #1 ) 

Hi. Please review- the following questions for our discussion today. Thanks! 

1. Tell me ho~v you organized this chapter? By dates? By author? By sulzj ect? 
2. Tell me ~vhat you learned from the literature review. 
3. YVho are the "top 3" experts in this topic/field, if any? 
4. ~Vhat is missing from this bo@ of knowledge? 
5. What does your thesis add to this body of knowledge? 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~¢ of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting " ~em ail unc.edu>: 

Good evening Dr Stroman. Attached is a rough draft copy of my thesis 
literature review. I did not include the reference pages because I am 
still working on it. 

I also realize that I have additional APA formatting corrections that 
I need to make, but I just wanted to get this copy to you for your 
critiques. I :figure this is the first draft of several before the 
final draft is complete, but it is a good start Take your time 
reviewing and let me know what you think 

I will also be sending you my updated CSF Survey within the next 
couple of days for review 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel IIill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:51 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 

Hi       Good to hear from you FYI -    will be offered in flae 
Hope that works for you...let me know. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting    @email.unc.edu : 

Hey Prof. Stroman, 

’]7his is i     from your                         class, and I was 

wondering if it would be possible for you to add me to your EXSS 

I was waitlisted but I just checked and saw 

it was off my schedule completely. 

would like to take another one of your 

courses. Let me know if it can work out. Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 17, 2008 3:57 PM 

Jimmy Black <Jimmy.Black@RaymondJaJnes.com> 

RE: UNC Guest Lecturer - Black 

Oh my’. You should have told me..I will make stare you have a parking 
pass[ We are back at our "regular" building now too ..Fetzer 106. 

Also, what is your cell number? I can’t find it now -- must have been 
deleted during a software installation. 

Thanks. I teach 2v~VF so golf is good f,ar me on Tues. or Thurs. during the week. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 
c- 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Jimn!g Black <Jimmy.Black@Raymond James.corn>: 

Hey, last time I was there I got a ticket and my car was towed. But I’ll be 

back. Count me in I’d love to do it Let’s look at a weekday to hit that 

golfl~a]l Please advise Thanks. J.B 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(@email unc edu] 

Sent: Friday, August 15, 2008 8:10 PM 

To: ’J~mmy Black’ 

Cc: ’Deborah Stroman’ 

Su[liect: UNC Guest Lecturer - Black 

Hi J~mmy. I hope your summer has gone we]l Time to come back to UNC! I 

would love for you to join our EXSS 324 (Finance and Economics of Sport) 

class on September 12th We meet on MWF at 11:00 a.m. in Fetzer 106. 

Let me know asap. Thanks. 

Golf soon? 

Hugs, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC’ - Exercise and Sport Science 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

dstroman@email.mac, edu 

http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

"At the bottom of things, most people want to be understood and 

appreciated." 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:07 PM 

< ;@gmail.com> 

Re: University financial decisions 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting < @gmaih com>: 

Not sure that I will be able to get to a printer before class tomorrow, but 
here are a few of the more interesting articles that I ~2~und: 

Discussing impact of gas prices on fans (not a :financial decision by the 
University, but still interesting) 

> http://tennessean.comJapps/pbcs.dll/article?A][D /20080801/COLUMNIST0202/808010383/1002/SPORTS 

Discussing the most valuable college ~2~otball programs in the country: 
http://www.forbes com/sportsbusiness,           notre-dame-~2~oball-biz-sports-cx ps ll20colle~ebaH.html 

Discussing Tennessee’s renovations to the stadium: 
http :i/www.ut sports.comisports/m-footbl/spec-rel aaa.html 

USF signed lease renewal with Ra,vmon James Stadium: 
>http://www.sptimes.comi           SportsiR~wmond James to stay.shtml 

USF talks of new lease: 
>http://wwwsptimes.com Sports/Stadium decision [ies.shtml 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:09 PM 

@bellsouth.net 

Re: FW: [stonelistserv] Stone Center Email Update 

Good! I am still tying to decide it" I will check out this weekend If 
not, let’s tly to cormect We still need to do some bike riding! 

xxox, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @bellsouth.net: 

Thanks D. Hope you had a great day. Finally got settled 
I fill you in when we talk 
Love, Peace, Blessings, Prosperity and Grace 
MariIyn 

.............. Origina[ message from "Deborah Stroman" 

< dstroman@email uric edu>: .............. 

>> Lots of great stuff next month[ 
>> 

>> d 
>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> Sport Administration 
>> UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 
>>CB ��3182 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> dstroman@email.unc.edu 
>>http:i/www.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administr atiorvindex.htra 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: ofriday@email.unc.edu [mailto:ofriday(~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday                 2:18 PM 
>> To: Stone Center Announcement 
>> Subject: [stonelistsel~’] Stone Center Email Update for August 25, 2008 
>> 

>> Content of this email message: 
>> 

>> 1. A Conversation with 1968 Olympian Tonmite Smith 
>> 2. Film Screening, "Chisholm ’72: Unbought & Unbossed" 
>> 3. Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Fihn 
>> 4. Book/Staged Reading: "Sweet Tea: Black Gay Men of the South" 
>> 5. Apply- Now: Stone Center DUAL/Beech Fellowships 
>> 6. Become a Fan on ota Official Facebook Page 
>> 

>> ************************************************** 

>> 1. A Conversation with 1968 Olympian Tormnie Smith 
>> Thtas, / 7 p.m. / Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 
>> 
>> Tommie Smith, the Olympic Gold IVledalist ~vho famously gave the clinched 
>> fist, black leather glove salute at the 1968 Stammer Olympic Games in 
>> Mexico City, will discuss this historic moment and its impact on the 
>> world 
>> 

>> This program kicks-off the Stone Center’s semester long reflection on 
>> the global significance of 1968/69 
>> 

>> 2. Fitm Screening, "Chisholm ’72: Unbought and Unbossed" 
>> Tues,        / 7 p.m. / Hitchcock Multipurpose Room 



>> 

>> In 1968, Shirley Chisholm became the first elected African-2,merican 
>> Congresswoman and the first to run for President of the United States 
>> (1972). Director and producer Shola Lynch introduces and will lead a 
>> discussinn of this documentary film chronicling Chisholm’s ’72 bid 
>> the Democratic presidential nomination. 
>> 

>> The screening is part of the Stone Center’s re:tlection on the global 
>> significance of 1968,’69 
>> 

>> 3. Diaspora Festival of Black and Independent Fihn Thur s, / 
>> 7 p.m. / Hitchcock Multipm~,ose Room 

>> The Stone Center’s fall     edition of the Diaspora Festival of Black 
>> and Independent Film will feature six films that explore the 
>> intersection of race, ethnicity and cultural identity. The festival 
>> theme, "Post Racial Nation? or Pem~anence of a Racial State," includes 
>> fihns that highlight contemporary and historical beliefs and traditions 
>> regarding race. The Stone Center will kick-off the film festival with 
>> three films that explore the interactions between Asian-Americans and 
>> African-Americans: 

>> "Akira’s Hip-Hop Shop" Racial tensions abound when a Japanese hip-hop 

>> record store owner and DJ falls for a Black culinat?, student. 

>> Two colleagues, an African-American man and Asian-American woman, are 
>> suddenly at odds when they learn one of them will be protnoted to senior 
>> vice-president based on a presentation they each will give. 

>> "Slowv This" 
>> A short film that documents a conversation about race between t~vo male 
>> ti~iends, one Japanese American and the other African-American. 

>> 4. Book/Staged Reading: Sweet Tea: Black Gay Men of the South 
>> Book Reading/Thurs,        / 1 p.m. ** Staged Reading / 6:30 pm 

>> IJ2qC Mu.mnus, E Patrick Johnson will discuss his ne;v book, "Sweet Tea: 

>> Black Gay Men of the South" The book, an oral history of black gay 
>> men, gives voice to a population previosuly unaccounted for in Southern 
>> history The reading will take place at 1 p.m. in Wilson Library’s 
>> Pleasants Family Assembly Room 

>> Later that evening, Johnson will perform, "Pouring Tea: Black Gay Men 
>> of the South Tell Their Tales, a staged reading based on stories 
>> collected for "Sweet Tea" A pre-show reception will take place at 6:30 
>> p.m., follo;ved by the periblrnance in the Stone Center’s Theatre & 
>> Auditorium 

>> 5. Apply Now-: Stone Center Beech/Dual Fellowships 
>> Application Deadline is September 15 by 5 p.m 

>> The Stone (;enter is currently accepting applications for its tIarvey E 
>> Beech Professional Development Fellowship and its I)irector’s 
>> Undergraduate Administrative Fellowship 

>> ’l’he following Beech fellowships are available: Community 
>> (Cowanuniversity) Educatinn Fellowship (email lmmack@email.unc.edu) and 
>> PR & Communications Fellowship (email ofriday@email unc.edu). Call 
>> 962-9001 Jk~r m~re information. 

>> The DI.YAL Fellowship provides an opportunity for two undergraduate 
>> students to work with the Stone Center Director. For more informatinn, 
>> contact Olympia Friday at ofriday@email unc.edu. 

>> 6. Become a Fan on our O:t?Scial Facebook Page 

>> Find us on Facebook -join our official Facebook page: 
>> ht tp ://www. facebook com/pa~esichapel-hill-NC/The-S onia-H avnes-Ston e-Center-f 
>> or-Black-Culture-and-History/8495510834 

>> For a complete list of fall programming, visit the Stone Center Web 
>> site at www unc.edu/depts/stonecenter or call 962-9001 for more 
>> information. 

>> Olympia Friday 
>> Public Relations The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 150 South Rd. CB# 5250 



>> (919) 962-7265 ph 
>> (919) 962-3725 fax 
>> 

>> --- You are cun-ently subscribed to stonelistserv as: 
>> dstroman@email.unc, edu. 
>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>> http://listsuncedu/u?id 10128912.57cec01bSlc49bl 2c22f05c217bd31 de&n T&I st 
>> onelistserv&o 22832704 or send a blank emai[ to 

>> leave-22832704-10128912.57cec01 b81 c49bl 2c22f05c217bd31 de@listserv.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Friday, August 29, 2008 10:09 AM 

Jablonski, Margaret A <mj ablon@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Contact 

Good day Sunday is great. My cell is             I may be back to 
square one AGAIN because I went to a clinic yesterday evening at 
Hillandale. The pro ~vas great but once again...tinkering with my 
backswing and now my irons are all over the place. Aaarggghl~h! :) 

Go Heels, 

debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Peggy Jablonski <n!jablons@email unc.edu>: 

Debby, 

Any chance you would want to play golf this Sunday afternoon? Not sure on 
the weather, but one regular in the Finley group was thinking of playing 
Sunday afternoon I’m waiting to hear what night next week my homeowner’s 
association meeting is. Perhaps I can play one other evening. I’ll let you 
know. 

Peggy 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(@email unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 28, 2008 4:27 PM 

To: mlablons@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Contact 

Hi. I just wanted to check in and see if we can find a time soon to 
connect..on or off the golf course. :-) I teach M~\’~" and ara available 
generally after 3:00 p.m. 

Thanks ! 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

I~-C - Exercise and Sport Science 

4 Smitfa Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

dstroman@email.unc, edu 

http://www.unc, edu~’depts/exercise/sportadministration 



> 

> 

> "’]’he heart is like a garden. It can grow compassion or fear, resentment or 
> love. What seeds will you plant there?" 
> 

> 

> 

> 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 29, 2008 10:13 AM 

Salyer, ShelD’ L <saJyer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Sports Communication Certificate 

Thanks! 

Also, please add               to independent study this semester. He 
is working directly with me. See notes from 320.08 and 424.08. Let me 
know if you need anything else. 

Go Heels, 

d 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Sher~ Salyer <salyer@emaikunc.edu>: 

just sent out. 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> Ill Sherry. One of my favorite students suggested that I should let 
>> my students know about this program: 
>> 

>> The Sports Communication Program brings the rew~lutionary 
>> commercial world of sports to students, while allowing them to 
>> confront the extraordinary changes occurring in sports This 
>> knowledge will assist them in the pursuit of competitive jobs in the 
>> sports industry and give them a unique perspective on many of the 
>> fundamental dilemmas of our time 
>> 

>> The Sports Communication Program is designed to accommodate students 
>> in the news-editorial, electronic communication, advertising, public 
>> relations and visual communicatinn sequences. It aims to lead the 
>> nation in educating young practitioners about important issues of 
>> sports in the United States and beyond. 
>> 

>>/*/Sports cormnunication certificate/*/ 
>> 

>> The School’s certificate program in sports cormnunication began in 
>> spring 2004. A certificate, a concentration of three or more courses 
>> in a related field of study, is noted on a student’s transcript. A 
>> limited number of students will be a&nitted into the program and 
>> will be guaranteed a seat in each of the three required courses: 
>> 

>> * JOMC 377 "Sports Cormnunication" (3 credit hours). An overview of 
>> the organizations involved in the sports cormnunication field. 
>> Topics include the major television and radio networks, leading 
>> magazines and newspapers, and raarketing and advertising firms. 
>> Subjects include publishing, jo~trnalism, team and league media 
>> relations, college sports irfformation, TV and radio productions, 
>> and advertising. 
>> * JOMC 476 "Ethical Issues and Spolts Communication" (3 credit ho~trs). 
>> Examines ethical dilermnas and decisions in the comraercialization 
>> and coverage of modern sports. Topics include the influence of 
>> television, pressure to change sports traditions and standards for 
>> money, and negative influence on athletes from commercialization 
>> as well as a range of social controversies. 
>> * JOMC 376 "Sports Marketing and Advertising" (3 credit hours). 
>> Examines the range of protnotional techniques being used in the 
>> modem sports industry. Topics include sponsorships, advertising, 
>> merchandizing and the effects of commercialization 
>> 

>> For more reformation about the certificate or the Sports 
>> Con~nunication Program (School of Journalism and Mass Communication) 

>> generally, e-mail jsweeney@email.unc.edu 
>> <mailto:jsweene,v@email.unc.edu> This email address is being 
>> protected from spam bots, you need Javascript enabled to view it or 
>> call (919) 962-4074 
>> 

>> In light of the fact that we don?t offer Spolt Con~nunication 
>> (although ;ve in SpAD have discussed its importance and possibility), 
>> maybe we should let our students/majors know about this offering. 



>> She suggested the notification as one *vho was very disappointed that 
>> no one had told her about the certificate earlier J 
>> 
>> Your ca[h 
>> 

>> Thankst 
>> 

>> d 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>> UNC -Exercise and Sport Science 

>> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 919.8@.0336 

>> dstroman@emaihunc.edu <rr~ailto:dstroraan(~,emaihm~c.edu> 

>> http ://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

>>/*/"The heart is like a garden. It can grow compassion or fear, 
>> resentment or love. What seeds will you plant there?"/*/ 

> Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 
> Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 
> Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
> 

> CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Gym 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-962-6947 
> Fax: 919-962-0489 
> 

> Assistant Dean 
> The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and 
> the General College 
> CB# 3110,2017B Steele Buildir~g 
> 919-843-4481 
> 

> Fall 2008 Advising Horn-s: 
> Tuesdays and Thursday from 2-4 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 1:04 PM 

< @email .unc.edu-~ 

Re: Fwd: RE: flyer 

Hi I am in Indianopolis and just read this note I am not able to open 
the file as I don’t have my computer with me. (The computer I am using 
does not have the full Office suite.) Hopefully, you had a chance to 
make changes. You are correct though Marketing docs should have lots 
of white space and fe~v words and graphics. Just the details -- who ~vhat 
why where ~vhen. :) 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc.edu: 

> 

> Hey this is a flyer I had work on but in my opinion its way to 
> wordy if that make sense let me know what you think... [m going to be 
> in Smith today from about 1:30-3 and get a :final copy to this 
> afternoon in the office.. 
> ..... Forwarded message fi-om @email.unc.edu ..... 
> Date: Thu, 14:55:59 -0400 
> From: < @email uric edn> 
> Reply-To: < ~email.unc.edu> 
> Sutziect: RE: flyer 
> To: @email.unc.edu 
> 

> Hey, here is the :flyer. It’s simple. Just an ovep~iew of the club and who 
> can join along with the time, date, location of the meeting 
> 

> Feel fi-ee to do whatever you would like to the :flyer, even if that means 
> taking the information and making a completely different one. 
> 

> Thanks for the help! 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> ~email.m~c.edu 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> Front: @email.unc.edu [nrailto: ,@,email.unc.edu] Sent: 
> Wednesday-, 10:47 PM 
> To: @email.unc.edu 
> Subject: flyer 
> 

>Hey!!!! 
> just wondering if you had sorue free time today- if you could get a flyer done 
> in word or publisher that has time date when what where with sonre graphics 
> or sonrething that will grab peoples attention and send it to rue and if 
> necessary I can make ch ages and get them printed and posted. The 
> sooner the better just let me know feel free to eruail or call me on ray 
> cell anytime today anytirae Looking forward to working with you 
> Thanks Let me know- , Sport Administration Graduate 
> Student/Teaching Assistant The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Department of Exercise and Spolt Science 
> 

> 

> 

> ..... End forwarded message ..... 
> 

> 

> Sport A&ninistration Graduate Student/Teaching Assistant 
> The University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Depaltment of Exercise and Sport Science 
> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 1:07 PM 

< @eraaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: respone paper 

Hi        Submit your paper by Monday at 12:00 p.m Congrats on the 
super win! Thank you for the conwnunication. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc edu: 

> Prufessur struman, i was wondering if i could get a little bit uf an 
> extensiun on the response paper, maybe a day ur twu i just gut back 
> frum       and my [aptup had been acting up and me prior tu the 
> trip but wasn’t anything serious, and now it keeps cutting uf[" after 
> like 2 minutes of being lugged unto anything. Im using a neighburs 
> computer to send you this right nuw. Thank you for any help pussible 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:22 PM 

~yahoo.com 

Re:    Class - Monday 

Hi i . Friday is covered. Just monitor tomorrow Thanks! Have a great week. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting < @yahoo.com>: 

Dr Stroman, 
Just wanted to let you know I got the email. One question, do you 
need me to do anything on Friday? We discussed this a while ago, so 
rm a little foggy on the details. My cousin is getting married next 
weekend and I had planned to be out nf town Friday. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email unc edu> 

Date: Sat: 21:01:31 
To: ~ ~)email.unc edu> 
Cc: < ~r)yahoo.com>; ’Deborah Stroman’<dstroman@email unc edu> 
Sut~ject: (;lass - Monday 

Hi      . Please use the attached documents :[’or class on Monday Meet at 
Davis 246 at 11:00 a.m. 

1. Attendance - All students must sign. 
2 Library Research Assignment - Half of the class will complete this 
"Scavenger Hunt" assigrwacnt while the other half participates in the library- 
workshop with Gary Patillo. Each conference group member must sign the 
assigmnent docttment. One document per conference; please make four copies as 
there are four conferences. 

Monday, September 29th - Conferences: ACC, Big 12 and Big East - Classrnom 
Workshop 

Monday, September 29th - Conferences: SEC, Big 10 and Pac 10 -Library 
Research Assigrwaent 

This Friday the groups will switch, i.e. half will go to the workshop and 
the other half will do this same assignment. 

If there are an?" questions you can’t answer, tell them to provide their best 
guess. :-) 

I am available by email Sunday. Thank YOU! I look forward to chatting with 
you about your semester progress. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 



UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB//3182 

Chapel t Ii[l, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstroman@eraail.tmc, edu 

> htt p:iiwww.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

"The heart is like a garden. It can grow compassion or fear, resentment or 
lo~-e. What seeds will you plant there’?" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,               12:47 PM 

< @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Road Trip 

Hi      Yes, the official day ends after the tour. We as a group may 
decide to eat aI’terwards though. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc.edu: 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have a guest arriving in from out of town Wednesday. Is our meeting 

li’om 4-4:20 our last commitment? I would be all [’or doing dinner with 

the group and socializing on another day, but this is a business 

partner that I need to spend some time with. 

Thank you 

Quoting dstroman @email unc.edu: 

>> Hi Superstars! Attached find our itinerary for Wednesday. Please 

>> fam ilarize yourself with the ACC and these speakers Let’s be 

>> informauve and ready to ask questions that will assist you in your 

>> learning and career 

>> 

>> In addition, start brainstorming driving possibilities. They always 

>> encourage guests to carpool 

>> 

>> Have a great weekend[ 

>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 17, 2008 11:46 PM 

Reynolds, Cynthia R <cynthiax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE:hi. 

Thanks again! I will drive up m the morning. 

Did you get your new clubs yet? I played yesterday at Finley. 

Go Heels, 

debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Cynthia Reynolds <cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

Clint says to pick up tickets at UNC Will Call at the East Gate. 
If you don’t end up going, no problem with the tickets 
Dress warm and be prepared for rain!! Not the best football weather 
for spectators. 
Drive safe. 
Cynthia 

>>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@emaihunc.edu> 10/17/2008 3:13 PM >>> 

Thanks I will leave in the morning?looking to carpool but haven?t 
found anyone yet. Octavus is supposed to call me today if he hears 
anything 
Good reminder ? I should vote today too! 
debby 

Ik. I)ebby Stroman 
Sport Administration/College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 

>CB #3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstroraan@cmail.tmc, edu 
> http :i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administr at ion/index, htm 

From: C’5~nthia Reynolds [mailto:cynthiar(~uncaa.unc. edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 17, 2008 1:35 P_’vf 
To: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: RE: hi. 

Debby, 
I emailed Clint this morning to make sure he has 2 tickets for you at 
’will call’. 
I just emailed him again after checking emaih 
I expect a reply this afternoon. 
Regardless, you can go to the will call window and ask for Clint Gwalmcy. 
I am cotffident he will take care of you. 
\~2~en are you leaving town? Today- or tomorrow? 
I will check email in a few hours ................... 
.......... offto vote’. 
cr 

>>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email unc.edu> 10/17/2008 10:30 A2~ >>> 
Hi Cynthia. Just wanted to check back in?tickets still okay? 
Thank YOU’. 

Go Heels, 
debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration/College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 



UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 

CB ~3182 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

dstroman@em aikunc, edu 

http ://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/spor t administration/index.htm 

From: Cynthia Reynolds [mailto:cy-nthiar(d?uncaa.unc. edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 14, 2008 11:22 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah 

Subject: RE: hi. 

are you driving up to Virginia? Is so, I will need to find out if 

you can take my two tickets 

and what and where you need to pick them up. (probably- a will call window) 

cr 

>>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.tmc.edu> 10/13/2008 8:23 PM >>> 

Heyt Thank you so much for the great event. I really had a super time 

with everyone. (_My students even pointed out that Cynthia and I made 

the DTH sports section photo with Cam[[) 

I tl~ly appreciate all you do for our students too. 

I will stalt foea’arding pictures soon. 

Go Heels, 

Debby 

P.S. I am pumped about the UVA game now[ 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration/College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 

CB #3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

dstroman@email.tmc, edu 

http :i/www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadministrationiindex.htm 

From: Cynt2aia Reynolds [mailto:cynthiar@uncaa.unc. edu] 

Sent: Stmday, October 12, 2008 12:12 PM 

To: cohel~md@email.unc edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu 

Cc: Beth Bridger; Jaimie Lee; Octavus Barnes 

Subject: hi. 

Debby and Marc, 

Thank you for being GREAT guest coaches It was so much fun to have 

two people so "into" the game and to really have fun on the sidelines. 

All of us throughly enjoyed having you with us :[’or that great wint 

I am also thankful that there were no sideline incidents and that 

Debby did not rush out onto the field to try and pick off a play. 

Speaking on behalf of my entire team, we appreciate your support and 

all that you do to help our young men mature and be successful in the 

classroom[ 

Best, 

Cynthia 

Cynthia R. Reynolds 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

College of Arts and Sciences 

Universi~ of North Caro]ina - Chapel Hill 

919.962.9893 (o) 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:13 PM 

To: < @gmail.com> 

Subje~’t: Re:    - CBT 

Thank you. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting < @gmail corn>: 

> Excel I certificate 
> 

> On Sun, at 9:59 PM. <dstroman@email uric edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi. Please bring a copy of your CBT Excel I certificate to class. ~Ihanks! 
>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:56 PM 

@email.unc.e&t~ 

Re: CSBC: FIRST LEADERSHIP MEETING 

Hi      Thank you for the update. TW to let folks kno~v earlier so 
they may plan accordingly (preferably a week). Please send me a list of 
who you have assigned positions to asap. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting < @email unc edu>: 

CSBC Leadership, 

The leadership positions J2~r the 2008-2009 Carolina Sports Business Club 
have :finally been filled. As I have stated before, this is going to be an 
exciting year, as we create something from scratch and make a mark in the 
history books within the sports administration department and entire UNC 

communi~’. 

Many of you have very impressive backgrounds, while others show great 
potential. I hope this year will be as beneficial to you as it will be for 
the establishment of the C SBC There are a lot of things that need to be 
accomplished and it is time to start this week. 

As you all know, the first official CSBC meeting is this Wednesday, 
at 5:00 p.m. in Fetzer 106. I was hoping to meet with you all be[’ore 

that meeting time to make sure we are all on the same page before the 
meeting and so that you all could have some input during the meeting. 

I just want to know your thoughts as well as officially meet you. (;an you 
meet me at 4:00 pm in Fetzer 106 on Wednesday? 

Some things to think about and have in place before Wednesday: Come up with 
ideas of what it is that you want to do this year - maybe have a program 
already planned out on paper. If you have alrea@ sent me something, 
consider that enough and just print out your idea and bring it to the 
meeting on Wednesday. 

I know you all have great ideas because many of you are some powerful 
students on campus and hold some great positions. Whether it’s establishing 
partnerships with organizations you already work for, or coming up with 
brand new ideas of your own and seeing them through to completion, you have 
the freedom ~vithin in your position to do all that is asked of you. All 
that I ask is, you give it your all and do not fall behind. 

We are creating soraething new and only have a year to do it. It’s crunch 
time. ~amyone that does not pull their weight will be replaced. 

So let’s make it happen. I look forward to meeting and working with you all. 

If you have an?" questions or conm~ents, just email me. 

Have a good night. See you Wednesday! 

@email.~mc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:03 PM 

<1 @email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: t~f: Knight Commission 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting < @emaihunc.edu>: 

IX Storman, 

Here is the email from Dr SouthaH. 

On an u~elated note: if any of you have an interest in attending the 
Ihe meeting of the Knight Cowanission on Intercollegiate Athletics, 

let me know. I am planning on driving up to Washington, DC on sunday and 
coming back immediately after the meeting. I would enjoy having some 
students to share the drive with me The meeting topic ~s: 

<http:i/www.knightcommission.orgistudents/item/knight cowanission to meet 
to discuss publicity rights fantasy games/> Publici~ Rights, Fantasy 

Games, and Commercialism 

<http://wwwkni~htcommissionor~/> http://www.k ni~ htcommission.or~/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:04 PM 

< @email. unc.edu-~ 

RE: Independent Study 

Thanks for the communication. I will see you next Tuesday 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc edu: 

Dr Stroman, 

I can’t come to your office hours this Tuesday, but next week would 

be fine! I have class until 10:45, so how about 11:00 on Oct. 28? 

’]?hank you!! 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaihunc edu>: 

>> Hi       . I like your topic and it is indeed very timely. Let’s set a time 

>> to chat during my oit’ice hours on Tuesdays 9:30 - 12:00 Please advise your 

>> availabiliW. 

>> 

>> Thanks 

>> 

>> (io tIeels, 

>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 

>> Sport Administration/College Sport Research Institute 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>> UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 

>>CB #3182 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 

>> 

>> 919843.0336 

>> dstroman@emaih unc.edu 
>> http://www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administr ation/index.htm 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From:       @email.anc.edu [mailto:       ~cmail.anc.edu] 

>> Sent: Wednesday, 2:04 PM 

>> To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 

>> Subject: Independent Study 

>> 

>> Dr. Stroman, 

>> I’ve been talking to Dr. Salyer over the past couple of ~veeks about 

>> doing an independent study in the EXSS department for the spring 

>> semester. She told me to get in touch with you to see if you would be 

>> willing to guide me in my- independent study because what I want to 

>> research is more in your expertise. I attached the proposal that I gave 

>> to Dr. Salyer. I would love to talk to you more about this, and if 

>> there is anything I need to do, please let me know! 

>> Thaaks[ 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 8:08 PM 

To: < @email.unc.edu-~ 

Subjet’t: Re: EXSS Course Grade 

Hi         Thanks for your communication. Let’s set a time to chat 
next week. Are you available Tuesday morning before noon. I already 
ha~’e an 11:00. 

I will review your grades and consider options. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting .... < @era li unc edu> 

Dr Stroman, 

My name ~s and I am a student in your 

on MWF. In light of the poor grade that I received on 

the midterm, I rea]ly am concerned about my academic performance thus 

far in your class I understand that we still have some other 

assignments, ie. the :finance presentation, that could help increase 

my fina] grade, but with such a low score on the midterm, I am having 

serious doubts about what kind of final grade to expect in your 

class. Outside of the rest of the assignments listed on the syllabus, 

is there anything that you would be willing to a]low me to do to help 

supplement my midterm grade as far as extra assignments are 

concerned l ~w)uld be willing to meet ~vith you during your office 

hours or some other scheduled time to discuss this Any help you can 

provide me with would be much appreciated Thank you 

The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill c/o 

~@email unc.edu 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:25 PM 

To: < @gmail.com> 

Subje~’t: Re: Meeting 

Hi I ~vill have a window tomon-ow from 11 -12 if you ~vould like 
to stop by. Friday I will have time after class. 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
LTniversi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t;vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Q uoting < @gmail.com>: 

Dr. Stroman, 

’]’his is from your class. I spoke to you today 

about setting up a meeting soon so I wanted to Jk~llow up with an 

email. Do you have any :free time tomorrow morning? I am free until 

12:30. If not, when would be convenient [’or you? Thank you in advance. 

Sent :from my iPod 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:27 PM 

< ~email.unc.edu~ 

Re: Is FI09 available 5 - 7 tonight? 

Thanks. I ~vas going to move our Club meeting there because of our guest 
speaker. We worked it out ha F106. 

I picked up my stack this afternoon. Thanks for the reminder! 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting < @emaikunc.edu>: 

> You will need to check with Diane Adamson in Campus Rec. She 
> schedules rooms after 4:()0pm. Also you left some papers on top of 
> the work stu@ station awhile ago and they are still up there. 
> Thanks. 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> 

>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

>> Sport AdministrationJCollege Sport Research Institute 

>> 4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 919843.0336 
>> 

>> dstroman@emaikunc.edu <mailto:dstroman@emaihunc edu> 

>> http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

>>/*/"The heart is like a garden. It can grow compassion or fear, 
>> resentment or love. What seeds will you plant there?"/*/ 

> Ashley McCullen 
> Adrainistrative Support Specialist 
> Exercise and Sport Science 
> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-2022 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 22, 2008 10:31 PM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

RE: class 

55 undergrads 

d 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Beth Maller <bmiller@uncaa.uaac.edu>: 

Debby, 

How many are in the class? Are they all undergrads? 

thanks, 
,-Beth 

>>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 10/21/2008 11:51 2M\~I >>> 

Hi Beth. Thanks :[’or the note. Yes, I still have you scheduled for 
this Monday at 11:00 aan. in F106. 
EXSS 
Your background ? Students er~joy hearing how one ?got to where they are? 
Your position and responsibilities 
UNCAA ? anything unique or noteworthy as to how we ?get it all done? 
Budgeting ? insights; how we do it 
Career Advice 
Q&A 
Let me know if there is anything else? 
PS. I am really considering going to the Bahamas Any update on 
space on the charter? Would I have to pay, if available? How much? 

>d 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration/College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 
CB #3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstroman@email.mxc, edu 
> http ://www.tmc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport adl~xinistr at iol~’index, htra 

From: Beth Miller [mailto :bmiller(d},,uncaa.mxc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 21, 2008 9:21 
To: Deborah Stroraan 
Subject: class 

Debby, 

I have on tW calendar that I will meet with yottr class on Monday- at 
11:00 ~4. If this is still accurate, xvhat topics xvould you like me 
to include in the presentation? 

Hope all is well. 

~-Beth 

Beth \filler 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 
PO. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Tel: 919-%2-0463 



> Fax: 919-962-1(>~5 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:32 PM 

To: < @gmail.com> 

Subje~’t: Re: Meeting 

Hi You wanted to chat about careers? Let’s hold off until next 
week as I will speaking about opportunities on Fridoy Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting < @gmail.com>: 

Dr. Stroman, 

’]"his is from your class. I spoke to you today 

about setting up a meeting soon so I wanted to ]2~llow up with an 

emai[. Do you have any free time tomorrow morning? I am free until 

12:30. If not, when would be convenient for you? Thank you in advance. 

Sent from my iPod 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:35 PM 

To: < ~email.unc.edu> 

Cc: < @emaJl.unc.edu>; < @ema~l .unc.edu-~; < @ema~l .unc.edu-~; ’ 
<           ~kenan- flagler.unc.edu>;                  <        @email.unc.edw,; ’           <          ~kenan- 

flagler.unc.edw,;          , Amy <       ~!e~nafil.unc.edu>;                   @kenaaa-flagler.unc.edu; 

<       @emafil.unc.edu>;               <       ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Thanks Club Leaders FRIDAY 

FYI. I will be speaking about careers in my EXSS    class on Friday at 
11:00 am in F106. You are more than welcome to join us! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

University of North Carolina 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration - 04 Smith Butlding 

CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One ~w~y is to s~t 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting, < @email.unc.edu>: 

Just wanted to say THANK YOU to you all. I apologize once again for the 
short notice in scheduling the meeting. But you all did an excellent job 
with what time and guidlines you were given. 

It seems we have a lot of ideas to explore and a lot of great people to make 
those ideas come to life. 

So let’s get started. 

is preparing a list with all of out contact information that ~vill be 
posted on blackboard. So if you would please send i (EAA) an cmail 
that includes: 

1. Name 
2. Email Address 
3. Cell Phone 
4. Best Tirues You Can Have Meetings 

You can contact at @email.unc. edu. The sooner you send this email 
the better. 

I think we as The Club’s leadership should have another meeting next week. 
We will use this time to Ibrmalize ideas we came up with tonight, and 
prioritize what needs to be done, and establish a plan of action. 

In the mean time, continue to stay in contact with one another and try to 
get some plans together betbre our meeting next ;veek 

I will be using the Meeting Times that you all send to schedule the 
meeting. 

Thanks Again For All of Your Help! I Am Truly Excited! 

@email.utac.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Saturday, 4:47 PM 

@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting about Grades 

Hi     Yes, you are doing very well in class. I have office hours on 
Tuesdays from 9:30 to noon. Othelavise, we can set an appointment. 

As noted in the syllabus: 

PAQ points ~vill be earned by being involved in class discussion, 
critiquing current sport finance articles, completing assignments, 
projects, and quizzes These points will be worth 20% of your entire 
grade There ~vill be a total of eight (8) assignments/quizzes given 
tl~roughout the semester, with each assignment counting for 2.5% of your 
entire grade, equaling a total of 20% of your total grade. 

Note: When I calculate the final grade, quizz grades can be offset by 
class participation! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting < @email unc edu>: 

Ill Dr Stroman, 

I wanted to see if ] could set up a time to meet with you in the near 
future and discuss my grades for the course ] really want to do 
well in your class and I feel like I have done well on the test and 
the assignments, but I have some concerns about the quizzes I was 
j ust hoping we could get together at some point and talk about my 
progress 

Thanks{ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Saturday,               4:49 PM 

< @email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: cbt assigmnent 

Hi At the completion of the course, there should be a 
certificate of completion. Please submit that document to the dropbox. 

Let me kno~v if you have any other questions. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email unc edu: 

ix/Is. Stroman, 

Sorry to bother you on the weekend. My next few weeks are busy so 
was just trying to get a head start on the CBT assignment and I am a 
little corffused about what we are supposed to turn into digital 
dropbox. I)o you want us to answer the lesson reviews on Word or just 
submit the course assessment from the website? Thank you for your 
help. Hope you are having a great weekend[ 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:14 PM 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Re: CBT Excel Assignment 

Hi        Please complete the CBT - lab and lessons. Submit the 
certificate of completion to Digital Dropbox. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting .~email.unc.edu: 

Dr. Stroman- 

I was wondering for the CBT Excel assigmnent are we responsible for 

doing the lesson follow up questions, the lab in each lesson, or 

both’? Please let me know at your earliest convenience. Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Saturday, October 25, 2008 7:52 PM 

Jackie Lmnbert~n .~meridians. u~ 

Re: As promised ... 

Letter 08 10 24REV.docx 

Hi Jackie 

1. Attached find letter Great job! See my red pen (,track changes) 
still fresh from grading papers :) 
2. Spoke with Jan Boxill about TEMPO. She is very interested in 
supporting TEMPO She concun-ed with the history and sad state of 
affairs (Facul~z, team academic advisor, radio color personality’) 
3. Met Brenda at Late Night...she asked if we were still on for Monday 
I said, "yes." To your note, I will be coming from campus .i.e I will 
be hungry :) THANK YOU[![ 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One *w~y is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Jackie Lambertsen @meridians us>: 

H o~wdy Debby[ 

Attached is the first draft of my letter to endowment donors. Please review 

and conm~ent in red before our meetings next week. 

Also, are we on for Monday night 5 pm with Brenda Mucklevene? I think she 

confirmed but I will check with her. We are on for SyMa Hatchell on 

Tuesday- evening. I ~vill prepare light snacks and tea so do not be afraid to 

amve hungry! 

Also please email me the meaning for TEMPO! I did not ~vrite it down! 

Thanks and I hope that you are having a great day! 

Jackie 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 10:00 PM 

To: < ~email.unc.edu-~ 

Subje~’t: Re: CBT Excel 

Great job Please make a copy of your document and submit that to 
the Drnpbox I appreciate your leadership and participation in class 
You have a rely bright future and surely will be successful 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting < ~@email unc edu>: 

Dr Stroman, 

Your assignment description asks [’or a certificate of completion. I j ust 

finished all the lessons, creating a total o:[’3 worksheets with several tabs 

(the first 5 lessons are in 1 worksheet, the 6th being in the other two), 

but there is no certificate What do you suggest? 

BSBA (;lass of 

Kenan-F]ag]er Business School 

’]Ne University of NoSh Carolina at Chapel Hi[] 

Phone: 

?))unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:51 PM 

@email.unc.e&t~ 

’@eraml.unc.edu’~; 

Re: Track OffiClaaS clinic Sign-Up 

~email.unc.edu>; ’~ @kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Hi. Edit, as necessary, and make this announcement: 

The Club Counts! Win an iPod nano! 

All CSBC members are eligible to win an iPod nano (SG) at the end of 
the semester for participation in Club events The top 25 most active 
members will be placed in a dra~ving for this awesome prize! How do YOU 
get in the count? Sign up for the Track Clinic on November 1st Future 
activities to be included TBD. 

tIope this helps[ 

Dr Debby Stroman 

University of North Carolina 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 

CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are two ~w~ys to get to the tnp nf an nak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Q uoting < @email.unc.edu>: 

We currently have less than 10 people signed up to attend the Track Official 
Clinics. Ideally, we need more than 10 people to sign up, to ensure that if 
someone cannot make it, there will be alternates. Does anyone have any 
~ncentives in mind as far as [’or what we can offer members to get them to 
attend the clinics. I was thinking we could offer them a :Free CSBC t-shirt. 
Could you all let me know any ideas you may have ASAP so I can send out an 
email to try to get more people to attend this Nov. 1 clinic. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:52 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Track Ofl]ciaJs Clinic Sign-Up 

Also, add comments to this blast It is a good listing for the resume 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carnlina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting < @email.unc.edu>: 

We currently have less than 10 people signed up to attend the Track Official 
Clinics. Ideally, we need more than 10 people to sign up, to ensure that if 
someone cannot make it, there will be alternates. Does anyone have any 
incentives in mind as far as [’or what we can offer members to get them to 
attend the clinics. I was thinking we could offer them a free CSBC t-shirt. 
Could you all let me know any ideas you may have ASAP so I can send out an 
email to try to get more people to attend this Nov. I clinic. 

Thanks, 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:15 PM 

To: < ~email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Contact 

Hi I need to chat with you for a few brief minutes asap. Let me know 
your availability this week. THANKS! 

debby 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 8:56 PM 

To: < @gmail.com> 

Subje~’t: Re: Meeting 

Hi I will be in my office tomorrow Iicom 9:30 to noon and 
certain times in the afternoon. Are you available? Another option may 
be Friday morning Please advise. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quotin~ < ~)gmail.com>: 

I)r Stroman, 

I just wanted to ]~llow up with our conversation last week about setting 

up a meeting Do you have any time this week to sit down for a few 

minutes? Thank you in advance. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:24 PM 

< ,,@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Law Quote 

Thanks! 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting < ~email.unc.edu>: 

In Law: Unless expressly prohibited, it is pernaitted 

In Business/Accounting: Unless it is expressly permitted, it is strictly 
prohibited 

Juris Doctor Candidate, 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

Master of Arts Candidate, Sport Administration, 

University of North Carolina 

<mailto:, :(~unc.e&l> @anc.edu, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:35 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

@eraail.uncaa.edu 

Re: EXSS Wednesday, 

Hi Thank you for your note. 

In regards to your absence on Wednesday-, I need additional information 
for this class to be an excused absence for a standing office meeting. 
Since the course is structured to accomodate the internship experience, 
excused absences are limited to major events or preapproved situations 
I will be in touch 

Based on your options my visit can be scheduled next week on Wednesday 
aRer 5 pro. or Friday after 2:00 pm Please a&’ise. 

have noted the Mentorship paper for your special assignment. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Bmlding 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One ~wiy is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting < ~gmail com>: 

Dr. Strohman and      - 

Due to certain circumstances, our office had to reschedule our Monday 
morning weekly office rueeting froru Monday 8:00 to Wednesday 8:00 am. 
Because of this I ~vill be unable to attend class this Wednesday. I apologize 
for this. On a side note, Dr. Southall will be making his visit ~vith me on 
Wednesday here at 2:00 pm. 

Dr. Stroruan- For our on-site visit is there anyway we could go soruetime on 
Wednesday,              or Friday,              ’ We have a couple department 
meetings on Monday, Tuesday is our basketball production day, and Thursday 

and I are presenting to the First years. Wednesday- would be best for me 
because Friday, but please let me kno~v what works best for you. Thank you 
for your flexibility. 

Also I will be doing the Mentorship paper by interviewing     on his 
mentorship style. Please let me know if there is a problem with that. 

Once again I apologize I ~vill not be in class, and I will see you all the 
following week. Thap2Ks and have a great day. 

On Mon, at 6:47 AM. < @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> 

>> EXSS 
>> 

>> As indicated in our updated course outline, Dr. Stroman will be covering 
>> the Principles of Empathic Communication (235-260) and Creative Cooperation 
>> (261-284). and will be presenting their current events 
>> 

>> Friendly reminders.. 
>> 1. Review the sell; supervisor and internship experience evaluations. 
>> These are evaluations which you will need to complete for the end of the 
>> semester Also, review with your supervisor the evaluation which s/he will 
>> complete on you. 
>> 

>> 2 Schedule a time when your faculty supervisor would be able to visit 
>> your internship site next week 
>> 

>> 3. This week, please identify to your faculty supervisor which special 
>> topic assignment you will be doing 
>> 

>> See you on Wednesday 
>> 

>> - Shelley & Dr. Stroman 
>> 



> "’]’here are those that look at things the wax’ they are, and ask why? I dream 

> of things that never were, and ask why not!" 

> -Robert F Kennedy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:41 PM 

@yaJ~oo.com 

Re: Reply ti~n~ 

Thanks again for the ~vonderful introduction today I researched his 
background and uaaderstand the motivation to have continued success off 
the field I will work diligently to help him achieve his goals! 

I look foward to meeting James. 

You are a wim~er,       [ 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting " @yahoo.corn>: 

Dr. Stroman, I wanted to thank you again for your time on 

Friday       you helped me so much. 

Dexter Reid (former Super Bowl player with the Patrioks and Colts)and 

] have a meeting planed for Monday(     ) at 12:00pro I would like 

you two to meet as well, that same day around 4pm, if that works :[’or 

you? I also spoke with Dexter’s attorney (who plans to represent 

and a :[’ew others) after their season ends. I’ve already spoke 

to him about you and he is very" interested in meeting with you this 

week (anytime after 7pm). 

[\/~y cell number is:             and my email adress is:       @ahoo corn 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:42 PM 

< @uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Thesis Protx~sa] with Page Numbers 

Congrats! Very thorough and well presented Friendly reminder - send me 
your ppt. 

Continued success, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting < @uncaa.unc.edu>: 

Dear Comlmttee, 

After enlisting the help o17my new ITS tech support friend. I have 

deciphered how to put page numbers with roman numerals and numbers on 

in the new Word format 

Attached is a copy of my proposal I previously sent to you with page numbers. 

See you tomorrow at 3pm in Fetzer Corfference Room 

Thank you!, 

********************************************** 

UNC Athletics Graduate Intern 

Office o17 Student-Athlete Development 

Teaching Assistant 

UNC Dept of E×ercise and Sport Science 

cell: I, 

emai[:       ~)uncaa uric edu 
************************************************ 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:58 PM 

To: < ~gmail.com> 

Subje~’t: Re: Meeting 

Yes, I should be there unless I run over to Franklin for 15 mins. to 
complete an errand. I will make a note that you are coming by. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting < ~)gmail.com>: 

Dr Stroman, 

Wil[ you be in your office any time after 2 tomorrow ~[’ternoon? ~[’not, 

I think I can drop by around 10:30 or 11 am. I have class from 12:30-1:45 

Thank you. 

On Mien,            at 8:56 PM, Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU < 

dstroman@email uric edu> wrnte: 

>> Hi        I will be in my office tomorrow from 9:30 to noon and certain 

>> times in the al~emoon. Are you available? Another option may be Friday 

>> morning Please advise 

>> 

>> Go tteels, 

>> 

>> Dr. Debby S~oman 

>> University of Noah Carolina 

>> Exercise and Sport Science 

>> Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 

>> CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 

>> 919843.0336 

>> 

>> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit on 

>> an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Quoting < ~gmail.com>: 

>> 

>> ~. Stroman, 

>>> I just wanted to follow up with our conversation last week abo~t setting 

>>> ~p a meeting. Do yo~ have any time this week to sit down for a few 

>>> minutes? Thank you in advance. 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 30, 2008 2:24 PM 

@mefidiaJ~s.us 

Fwd: Re: Wbb Marketing Meeting 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

..... Forwarded message ffum rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc edu ..... 
Date: Wed, 29 Oct 2008 22:19:32 -0400 

Frum: Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa unc.edu> 
Reply-To: Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc edu> 
Sut~ject: Re: Wbb Marketing Meeting 

To: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Debby, 

Great to talk tu yuu today as always. I value uur friendship and upen 

dialog Cuuple ufthings: 

1. I can du Tuesday at 5:30 pro, priur to the Game Let’s plan on that 
and meet in my office (\Villiamson Center, Ruom 208). My understanding 
is the meeting ~s yuu, me and Jackie. If utherwise, I may want tu 
rethink the timing and the place. 

2. I cuntinue tu have sume cuncerns abuut our dialog tuday I can 
share them more cumpletely when we meet. Fucus gruups, suggestion uf 
ideas, etc. ~s great and I welcume fully Anything mure than that and 
I have significant cuncerns about We have by far the most broad based 
athletic program in the ACC and have cummitted significant resources tu 
our wonderful Women’s Basketball prugram An?’ ideas that help us more 
successfully utilize those resources is soraething I want to discuss. 

3. Tuesday’s game / election day - I disagree with that idea and would 
not support it. One of the most important things we believe in is that 
the vast majority of gameday attention should be fi~cused on the 
athletes competing in that particular competition. We limit all else 
to a few sponsor promotions that enhance the game atmosphere and 
perhaps recognition of athletes from other spolts not competing that 
day that have accomplished something worthy of recognition academically 
or athletically. This philosophy is core to our "brand management" and 
how we operate game day for all sports. To incorporate election day in 
to one of our games in my opinion takes the attention away from our 
wonderful student athletes competing in that game and is not consistent 
with how we manage our brand and focus attention on our student 
athletes. 

Looking forward to Tuesday! 

OoHeelst 

Rick 

>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc edu> 10/29/2008 5:39 PM >>> 
Hi Rick. Thanks for the discussion. Meeting options: 

1. Tuesday before the game - 5:00 p.m 
2. Thursday at 2:30 p.m. 

Also, any thoughts on marketing this Tuesday’s game as part of the Election 
Day experience? 

"Vote and come ~vatch women’s basketball!" Since the election returns go on 
and on, promote showing the election returns at halftime and at the end of 
the game. Just a thought?? 



Thanks for EVFRYTH1NG’. 

ttugs, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport A&ninistration/College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

http:i/www.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

"The heart is like a garden. It can grow compassion or fear, resentment or 
love. \rV2~at seeds will you plant there?" 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 6:08 PM 

To: < @email.unc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Re: Thank You’. 

Thank YOU’. I enjoyed spending time on "your turI~’ and discussing ?’our 
internship. I am happy to see your development and feel confident that 
you both ~vill have successful careers. 

Hugs, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email unc.edu: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

and I just wanted to say thank you for meeting with us 
yesterday. We both er~ioyed showing you our office areas, talking with 
you about what our goals and deltas of this internship are, and I 
think it’s safe to say we both learned fi-om it as well! So once 
again, thank you so much and we will see you next week[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,                8:55 PM 

< ~email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Special Topics Assignment 

Yes! I look forward to reading your report. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CE 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~email unc.edu: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

] was wondering if ] can interview Barbara Osborne ll)r my specia] 
topics assignment. Just ]et me know. 

Thanks, 

Graduate Intern 
Student-Athlete Development 

~unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:14 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: The Club - SMA Student Volunteer Program 

SMA Membership Brochure.pdf; Student Vol App.doc 

Hi Thanks for your inquiry Your next step is to review the 
attached documents If you want to proceed, contact Professor Barbara 
Osborne asap 

B Osborne: sportlaw@unc.edu and 919.9625173 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 

University of North Carolina 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 

CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc.edu: 

Dr. Stroman, 
My name is and I recently" received the m[’ormation about 
the SMA student volunteer program. It seems like an amazing 
opportunity and I am very interested in applying. I saw on the 
application that ] would have to be a SMA student member in good 
standing, which means a department head’s signature to veri:[’y my’ 
student status when I mail o]![’the membership form I was wondering 
who I should get to sign this form and if this is enough time to 
still apply for the volunteer program? I:[’you have aW other 
information I would also greatly appreciate it. 
Thank you, 

Quoting dstr oman@email.m~c.edu: 

>> FYI. 
>> 

>> The Stadittm Managers Association (SMA) has implemented an 
>> opportunity titled the "SMA Student Volunteer Program". You must 
>> be(over the age of 21) or graduate student and have an interest in 
>> the sport facili~ or event management industry. There are few 
>> opportunities like this available for those b’pes of students. The 
>> purpose of the student volunteer program is to expose students to 
>> the world of sports and facility management by giving the students 
>> hands-on experience and allowing them the opportunity to gain 
>> impoltant networking contacts. In total, ten students will be chosen 
>> as student volunteers for the      SMA Aunual Seminar I 
>>                  . The SMA Board picks up the tab for the 
>> student’s hotel rooms and a lot of their meals. The students work 
>> 6-8 hours a day.....while networking with industry nrembers and the 
>> other volunteers. The cost of airfare and/or ground transportation 
>> to the seminar is the responsibility of the student. Two S2~tk Staff 
>> members will supelwise the students who are accepted into the 
>> volunteer program. The students applicants must be at least 21 
>> years of age with junior, senior, or graduate student standing, a 
>> minimun~ 2.5 GPA and a focus in sport facility management. 
>> 

>> Students submit their membership dues along with their application 
>> materials (application fbrm, resume, writing sample, 2-3 letters of 
>> Recommendation) all in the same envelope. Application deadline is 
>> two weeks from Friday, ,, so time is of the essence 
>> 

>> Let me klmtV if you are interested in receving more information[ 
>> Serious inquiries only 
>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 
>> 

>> theclub@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:24 PM 

@emml.tmc.edu 

Re: 

Hi        . Please see guidelines on Blackboard as there are options 
for this assignment 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc.edu: 

> I)r Stroman, 

> For the CBT Training we are expected to complete Excel 2003 Level 1, 
> correct? ’];hanks 

> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science-Sports Administration 
> Class o] 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:59 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: SMA opportunity 

SMA 2008 Membership Brochum.pde Student Vol App.doc 

Hi      Please review the attached documents This opportunity is not 
limited to EXSS majors If you want to proceed, please contact 
Professor Barbara Osborne asap at: 

sportlaw@unc edu or 919.962.5173 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 

University of North Carolina 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 

CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Q uoting @email unc edu>: 

tli Dr Stroman, 

I am definitely interested in this opportunity Do you know when it 
is to take place? Also, I am a journalism-public relations major but 
am interested in facility management so would I still be considered, 
or is it solely for EXSS majors? Thankst 

*PS.- I can’t seem to figure out how to edit my signature so that I 
can add The Club on it, can you assist me with this’.’ 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
School of Journalisrn and Mass Cormnunication 

@email.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:12 PM 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: SMA Student Volunteer Program 

SMA 2008 Membership Brochme.pdf; Smdeut Vol App.doc 

Hi Thank you for your kind note. 

Please review the attached documents I am confident ?’our age ~vill not 
matter. If you are interested in proceeding, contact Professor Barbara 
Osborne asap at: 

sportlaw@unc.edu 
919962.5173 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Braiding 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One ~w~y is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @k enan-flagler uric edu>: 

> I)r Stroman, 

> Hi, [ had a few more questions about this SMA Student Volunteer 

> Program opportunity This sounds almost too good to be true! I would 

> definitely be interested in more details/information in this but 

> wanted to see if I was eligible? I know you have to be 21 to apply, I 

> am currently 20, and however, I turn 21 on               Also, I saw 

> that a focus in Sports Management is required. I’m majoring in 

> Business A&ninistration with a minor in EXSS, however, all of my 

> involveruent both on and off campus is related to sport management and 

> I plan on focusing my career in this area. Thank you for your time 

> and I look forward to hearing back from you. Thank you again also for 

> all you do with The Club! 

> 

> All the best, 

> And always GO HEELS[ 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> Kenan-Flagler Business School 

> Universi~" of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

>            @Kenan-Flagler.anc.edu<mailto @Kenan-Fla;ler.~mc.edu> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:20 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Special "topics assignment-interview questions 

Thanks 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @uncaa.unc.edu>: 

Shelley and Dr. Stroman, 

Attached are my interview questions for Jolm Blanchard I am 
~nterview~ng Mr Blanchard this week ~2~r my Special Topics Assignment 
and saw on the syllabus you wanted to see the script used prior to 
the interview. 

Let me know if you see any changes necessary. Hope you had a nice weekend! 

********************************************** 

©]’rice of Student-Athlete Development 
Teaching Assistant 
UNC Dept. of Exercise and Sport Science 
cell: 

email       @uncaa.unc. edu 
************************************************ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:21 PM 

@eraaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Excel Project 

You are most welcome[ 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email unc edu: 

Dr Stroman 

I just wanted to let you know that I completed the excel project and 
submitted it on blackboard. Thank you so much for the extension it 
really helped. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 9, 2008 6:26 PM 

Sou’d~a]l, PdchaJcd Michaxd ~’.soufl~aJl@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Mueller, Frederick O. <mueller@email.unc.edu>; Ed Shields <shields@eraail.unc.edw~; Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Re: Sport Adlnin Grad Faculty. Meeting 

DS EXSS 747 FaciliU-Event Managelnent Spring 2009 4 0 doc for approval (2).doc 

Richard. Attached are my thoughts and edits Hope this helps! I look 
foward to our discussion tomorrow. 

Dr Debby Stroman 

University of North Carolina 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 

CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting "Richard M. Southall" <southall@email unc.edu>: 

> hello all: 
> 
> It seems the ruost convenient time to meet will be late afternoon on 
> Monday, so let’s plan on meeting at 2:45pm on Monday in Sruith 
> Building (Rooru 5). 
> 
> The agenda will be as follows: 
> 

> Discussion iterus: 
> 
> 1. EXSS 747 -College-Sport Facility and Event Manageruent course syllabus, 
> 2. Whether we want to consider developing 2nd year internship as a 
> "credit" co~trse, 
> 3. Teaching assignments for Fall 2009, and 
> 4. Graduate curriculum in general. 
> 

> If anyone has other iterus they’d like to include in the agenda, feel 
> free to get them to me. 

> Look forward to seeing everyone. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Richard 

> Dr. Richard M. Southall 
> Assistant Professor: Sport Administration 
> Coordinator: Graduate Sport-Administration Program 
> Director: College Sport Research Institute 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> CB 3182 Smith Building 05 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919962-3507 (office) 
> (cell) 
> 919962.6325 

> southall@email.unc.edu 
> 

> Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics (http://csri-iiia org/ 
> 

> Please j oin us April 15-18, 2009 - for the 2009 Scholarly Conference 
> on College Spolt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 10, 2008 1:35 PM 

Jackie Lmnbert~n @meridians.u~ 

Re: FW: A couple of things 

Hi Jackie. Let’s discuss this tomorrn~v. Thanks 

debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Jackie Lambertsen ~meridians us>: 

Debby, can you get this information or should I contact 
directly? Trying not to step on any toes. Thanks, Jackie 

From: Jane tligh [mailto:ihi~h~uncaa unc edu] 
Sent: t;riday, November 07, 2008 2:50 PM 
To: Jackie Lambertsen 
Subject: Re: A couple of things ..! 

Looks good!! Jackie I know that the half time events would be 
marketing which is                and I am pretg~" sure that she is 
also the one that could supply the merchant sponsors as well. Her 
emai[ is         @nncaa unc edu and her phone # is         . Letme 
know ifI can help you any more. Have a great weekend! 

Jane High 

UNC Women’s Basketball 

Admin Assistant 

919-%2-5187 ofc 

919-%2-2506 fax 

>>>> "Jackie Lambertscn" @rueridians.us> 11/7/2008 2:15 PM >>> 

First of all, thanks for the photos. As you can see, I will put them 
to good use as I ?visualize? what I want[ 

Who do I contact to find out what half-time events are planned for 
this season? 

Also, does Women?s Basketball have merchant sponsors? And if so, who 
are they? We don?t want to recruit ones that we already have[ 

Thanks, Jackie 

Court 11 .jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:38 PM 

~email.unc.edtr> 

RE: Project Touchdown! Application 

Hi Let’s chat tomorrow I haven’t looked at flight prices yet 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting .~email.unc.edu>: 

Dr Stroman, 

I am interested in applying for this but I think it may be a bit difficult, 

and a little pricy, to make resep~ations to Tampa. Do you have an?’ 

suggestions? Will you be attending? If so, do you plan on driving or flying 

down there? 

I would love to talk with you a bit more about this 

..... Original Message ..... 

Dom: dstroman@email.unc.edu [mailto:dstromanO~emaihunc.edu] 

Sent: Mi)nday, 10:43 AM 

To: dstrnman@email uric edu 

Sutzject: Project Touchdown! Application 

Attached find application for Prnject Touchdown! 

Dr. Stroman 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emal.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:40 PM 

~eraail.unc.edu> 

Re: - Unitbrm Project 

Hi Yes, please make sure it gets in my mailbox in Smith tomon-ow. 
Thanks for the communication! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc edu: 

Ill Dr Stroman, 

I had printed out our project and I had it out to hand it in to you 
today ( I think you saw it in fi-ont of me) in class, but I did not 
have a chance to give it to you before you left class. Apparently 

brought some of the other groups’ prc~jects over to Smith, but I 
was not aware of this ~ti[ now, because I had to rush to an 
appointment right after class and just got back home a little while 
ago. I :figwed you would just collect it in class on Wednesday.. 

Anyways, I’m not sure if I am co~[used, but I di~’t know if the 
email you sent me meant that you realize that you did not collect 
them in class, or if it is my fault that I did not &op it off at 
Smith a:Rer class? Sorw to be long winded, I just want to make swe 
that you realize that    and I did the assignment and had it rea@ 
to be handed in on time today in class 

I can hand the hard copy into you tomom~w, or if you’d rather, in 
class on Wednesday Please let me know, and again, sor~ if I 
interpretted yo~ email incorrectly Thanks for your understanding. 

Quoting dstroman @email ~c.edu: 

>> Hi. I have noted that I did not receive yo~ hard copy as directed 
>> for the assignment. 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> ~. Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:42 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: ACC Championship Internship 

Hi 

1. Yes, you would be excused from class on the 
2. If selected, you would have to make arrangements with your 
professors. I can’t speak for their course guidelines 3 You need to 
submit your peer recommendation 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Q uoting @gmail.com>: 

Dr. Stroman, 

Sorry to bother you again, but rm filling this application out and ! 

~ ust have a couple of questions. For next, Wednesday’, would the class 

absences be considered school related’? For the actual game weekend, I have 

that Friday’. Would that be something she would 

be :flexible about? And lastly, do we need to send in the peer 

recommendation with our application, or will you contact them? 

Thank You, 

On Mort, at 7:59 PM, 

>> Got it. ’]’hank you. See you Wednesday! 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Mon, at 7:58 PM, Deborah Stroman 

>> <dstroraan@email.~c.edu>wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi. Check the documents section again. Thankst 

>>> Dr. Debby Stroman 

>>> Sport Administratiol~;College Sport Research Institute 

>>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>>> LrNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 

>>> CB # 3182 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> dstro@unc.edu 

>>> theclub@unc.edu 

>>> http ://www. unc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration/index.htm 

@gmail.com> wrote: 



>>> *From:* [(~r!gmail.com] 
>>> *Sent:* Monday, 7:49 PM 
>>> *To:* Deborah Stroman 
>>> *Su~iect:* Re: ACC Championship Internship 

>>> He got in contact with me right after you forwarded me your stuff and I 
>>> thought he signed me up Are you talking about the Blackboard 
>>> site? I have 
>>> access to that now-, I just couldn’t find anything other than the 
>>> announcement you made on the home page. 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> On Mon, 

>>> Hi 
>>> Contact 
>>> site. 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> Dr. Debby Stroman 

>>> Sport Administratiol~,’College Sport Research Institute 

>>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>>> UNC - F~XSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 

>>> CB # 3182 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> dstro@unc.edu 

>>> theclub@unc.edu 

>>> http ://www. unc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration/index.htm 

>>> *From:* i~mail com] 
>>> *Sent:* Mi~nday, 4:56 PM 
>>> *To:* Deborah L. Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
>>> *Subject:* ACC Championship Internship 

>>> Dr. Stroman, 
>>> I may just be missing it, but is there a link on the blackboard page to 
>>> the application for this internship It sounds veW interesting and I’d 
>>> love to apply. I may have misheard you during class as well, I just wanted 
>>> to check. Also, have you had a chance to look at my resume? 

>>> Thanks, 

at 6:02 P_M. Deborah Stronran <dstroraan@email.unc.edu> 

You need to be a member of the Carolina Sports Business Club. 
at his address above. The itfformation is posted in the Club’s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:37 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: What contErence am in again? 

Oklahoma State 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~,email unc edu: 

Dear Dr. Stroman 

I know this is a stupid question but what conference am I in for 

group assignments? I know I am in the Big 12 but I cant remember if 

it is red or blue. I am thinking that it is red but I just want to 

make sure. Thanks for all the help and I promise I wont e-mail you 

with stupid questions again 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 15, 2008 11:08 AM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Re: Project Touchdown! - Pretly Pleeezzeee 

Thanks’. :) 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu>: 

Hi Debby, 
I read all of the applications and then your ranking form, so I 
really didn’t feel like going back through and ranking again. 

This is how I ranked them: 

as air. 

Hopefully you really don’t need the numbers (pleeeeeeeease) 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
Associate Professor 
Department of E×ercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 3182, Smilh Building 03 (Basement) 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

Deborah Stroman xvrote: 
>> Hi Team. Thar~ks for your help with this evaluation process. Here are 
>> the seven applications for four slots. Please use the attached form 
>> to let me know yottr top four picks plus one alternate. (Although we 
>> had a few grad students express interest in participation, zero made 
>> application by the deadline.) 
>> 

>> Thus, I ara going to take all tmdergraduates. 
>> 

>> *If possible, I would truly appreciate your answers by the end of 
>> the day. Prett-v pleeezzee! t* 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> 

>> UNC -Exercise and Sport Science 
>> 

>> Sport Administration 
>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 

>> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> dstro@unc edu <mailto:dstro@unc edu> 
>> 
>> http ://~vw~v.unc.edu/d epts/exercise/sportadministration 
>> 
>>/*/"The heart is like a garden. It can grow compassion or fear, 
>> resentment or love. What seeds will you plant there?"/*/ 
>> 



7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:14 AM 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Project Touchdown 

Hi     I am in Mary-land The final decision for the slots has been 
made. I will be making the amaotmcements today. If you are serious 
about this opportunity, you need to confirm that you can attend the 
meeting on Wednesday and join us in Tampa You must arrive in Tampa 
before 4:00 p.m. on Thursday (I alrea@ have my flight secured.) I 
will add you to the group, but I need to know immediately as my 
announcement will be consistent and not appear inequitable to others 

Call me asap as I can’t delay this information to the ACC ofl)ce. 

Thank you. 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are twu ways tu get to the top of an uak tree. One way is to sit 
un an acurn and wait; the uther is tu climb it." 

Q uuting ~email un c edu>: 

Dr. Stroman, 

When is a goud time to talk tu yuu about project touchduwn I just finished 

a group meeting and ] am abuut tu head to the library. Are you in yuur 

office, and would sumetime in the neat- future be a guod time to gtve yuu a 

rtng? 

Juris Doctor Candidate 

Universib" of North Carolina School of Law 

Master of Arts Candidate, Sport Administration 

Universib" of North Carolina 

<mailto ~tmc.edu> @unc.edu, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:03 AM 

Salyer, Sher~, L <saJyer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Project Touchdown! - Pretly Pleeezzeee 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Sheru Salyer <salyer@email.unc.edu>: 

> Got it. Do you think      would be able to stay awake long enough to 
> do his work at The Championship? 
> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Phi)., CLU wrote: 
>> Peer Recommendation 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> UNC Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ~@email. unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> Unn’ersity of North Carolina 
>> t{xercise and Sport Science 
>> Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
>> CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to 
>> sit on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroraan@email.tmc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Team. Thanks for your help with this evaluation process. Here are the 
>>> seven applications for four slots. Please use the attached form to let me 
>>> know your top four picks plus one alternate. (Although we had a few grad 
>>> students express interest in participation, zero made application by the 
>>> deadline.) 

>>> Thus, I am going to take all undergraduates. 

>>> If possible, I would truly appreciate your answers by the end of the day. 

>>> Pret~ pleeezzee[ [ 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
>>> 
>>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

>>> Sport Administration 

>>> College Sport Research Institute 

>>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>>> 

>>> 4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 
>>> 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>> 919843.0336 

>>> dstro@unc.edu 

>>> http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

>>> "The heart is like a garden It can grow compassion or fear, resentment or 
>>> love What seeds will you plant there?" 

> Shew)~ Salyer, Ed.D 
> Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 
> Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

> CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Gym 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-962-6947 
> Fax: 919-962-(N,~9 

> Assistant Dean 
> The Academic Advising Program in the College of Alts and Sciences and 
> the General College 
> CB# 3110,2017B Steele Building 
> 919-843-4481 



t"all Advising Hours: 

Tuesdays and Thursday from 2-4 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 16, 2008 10:15 AM 

Jackie Lambert~n @meridians.u~ 

@verison.net; @yahoo.corn 

Re: UNC Women’s Basketball: Increasing the TEMPO! 

Great’. I am on my way back from Twerp land and should be at the game today 

Go Heels! 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Jackie Lambertsen" @meridians.us>: 

> Albert: This is the email version of the letter that I mailed two weeks 
> ago. Let’s get together before one of the next games and I will update you 
> on the large amount of interest that we are uncovering. Our small band of 
> merw fans has plans to increase student participation but we are trumped at 
> the moment in administration issues. So we have some insiders working to 
> unclog the system for us in the next couple of weeks 
> 

> AI Wood told me Friday night that he would send me a list o17issues that he 
> would like us to tackle He also told me that Darmy Lotz was vep)~ 
> instrulnenta[ in working as an outsider with the men’s team when he played at 
> UNC Is there any way you could arrange a meeting with Danny, Debby 
> Stroman, and the two of us to ask Danny what he found to be successful in 
> the past? Debby is on the faculty at UNC so we will need to coordinate 
> schedules. 
> 

> No matter what else, Sylvia and the team deselwe our support. Let’s not 
> carlN the load of 20+ years of problems; Let’s clean the slate and build 
> what we wantt Here’s the letter: 

> In 1988 I designated the Sion D. Jennings Endowed Scholarship to the 
> Women’s Basketball program. It ~vas actually an easy decision. After all 
> had followed Carolina Basketball since1957 when I spent three nights lying 
> on my stomach in front of our brand new- black and ~vhite television ~vatching 
> UNC play in three overtimes each night to win the National Championship. At 
> eleven years old, I was thrilled to stay up past my bedtime on school nights 
> and I was hooked on basketball. 
> 

> As the years rolled by, my father and I sat in the bleachers in the Tin Can 
> to watch Billy Carmichael, risked our lives to drive NC 54 during the 60’s 
> to attend all sessions of the Dixie Classic until the basketball scandals 
> shook the ACC, froze to death when we left Carmichael deaf at 11 p.m. in ice 
> storms ~vet frora our own sweat, and rallied behind UNC in their first game in 
> the Dean Dome. 
> 

> So in 1987 when tW father contributed an endowment scholarship, he asked me 
> what spolt to support. ;\~en we looked at L~’~’C ~vomen’s basketball, ~ve sa~v a 
> program in sirnilar stages to the UNC men’s frora the early 60’s. And with 
> the understanding that our support of the program would enable it to blossom 
> into national success, ~ve focused his endowment on UNC Women’s Basketball 
> 

> The players on the U2X!C Women’s Basketball team certainly achieve their 
> goals: for the past foul- years they won the ACC Championship, placed as the 
> #1 seed in the NCAA tournament, and ranked in the top 5 teams in the nation 
> In addition 86% of our ~vomen players graduate from U2X-C and foul- former 
> stars are currently playing in the YVLFBA. 
> 

> But one statistic truly bothers me: fan attendance at Carmichael How bad 
> is it really? The NCAA targets attendance for women’s basketball events at 
> 70% of stadium capacits’, which would average 7,125 for each home game at 
> Carmichael Last season our average attendance was 5,143 or 28% less than 
> the NCAA goal. During my research, I stumbled onto the fact that UNC women 
> draw more fans at their away games than their home games. I am not talking 
> about size of the stadium or the quality of the opposition. The fact is 
> simple: UNC fans, and especially L~,-C students, are not supporting their 
> Women’s Basketball Program. 
> 

> To research why, I started to interview others. Does Carolina really define 
> basketball, the sport? When Carolina basketball fans hear sneakers squeak 
> under the flash of blue uniforms running up and dowri the COUlt, does it 



really matter whether the players are male or female? It’s still 
bask etball, isn’t it? 

First and ]2~remost there is no conflict within the system between men and 
women’s sports because the last time I looked, our women’s team has never 
played our men’s! The UNC women’s top opponents are the women’s basketball 
teams at Tennessee (2008 average home attendance of 15,796), UConn (10,479), 
Maryland (7,947), and Duke (6,750) In the past decade, these programs 
created strong, successful marketing efforts which we need to emulate 

\:V2xen Maryland won the NCAA Women’s Basketball National Championship in 2006, 
their home attendance in 2007 increased from 4,813 to 9,533: it doubled. 
How did they do that, I wonder? May I suggest that our goal should be to 
fill Carrrlichael to an average of 8,000? We need to AIM FOR 8! 

It is a miracle that Coach Hatchell successfully recruits outstanding 
players when our fan support is compared to these other top ranked 
universities. Our scholarship students may not deserve more financial 
funding, but they certainly deserve better student, alumni, and fan support. 

To that end, a small, corrm~itted group of fans called L~C TEA~M TEMPO is 
generating ideas for UNCAA and the Ram’s Club that do not require additional 
dollars, but rather will combine the basketball pride of IJ~’NC fans, the 
positive aspects of attending the women’s games, and the poxver of the Rain’s 
Club public relations machine. Sttrely these forces can help develop UNC 
Women’s Basketball program into one that surpasses Tennessee’s Rocky Top 
Mania. 

Quite simply, our goal is to assist The Ram’s Club and the UN-CAA define the 
issues so that they can then take their current resources, focus them, and 
spend the next decade creating more fun and excitement for IJ~’ix-C basketball 
fans. at the women’s games. We are aftm group of Tar Heel supporters 
with years of business and rrlarketing experience and with a passion for 
women’s basketball We want to work within the system -- and we want the 
system to work 

Would you share in our endeavors? We need no money; we need energy.[ We 
would appreciate your support, whether it be adding your views of the 
issues, requesting more support ~vithin the current system, generating 
marketing and public relations ideas, or inviting more folks to the home 
games 

Would you be so kind as to cop?- the form below, modify it, and email it back 
to me? I will contact you no further if you indicate no interest to 
participate. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me 
directly. 

Thank you f,ar your time and attention. Come visit me at the home games in 

Section 125, row D, Seat 12. Go Heels[ 

Jacqueline "Jackie" Jelmings Lambeltsen, 

B. S.B.A 1968, Executive Program 1983 

1988 Donor of the "Sion D. Jennings Endowed Scholarship for Women’s 
Basketball" 

<mailto "@meridians.us> @meridians us 

NAME: 

Yes, please keep me inJk~rmed about mafl~eting developments. You can reach me 

By email at: 

By phone: 

By mail at: 

Contact me for names of more supporters for the UNC Women’s Basketball 
program! 

Yes, I would like to meet witl-i LYNC TEA~M TEMPO to offer my suggestions and 
support. Please inl’otm me of the first official meeting in C’hapel Hill in 
November and send me official ammuncements. 

Yes, I want to sign a letter requesting inure focused support from the Ram’s 
Club and L~CAA. 



No it is inconvenient lk~r me to ioin this e:t?k~rt at this time Best 
Wishes! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 16, 2008 7:13 PM 

Battaglini, Claudio L uiz ~claudio@emaJl. unc.edu-~ 

Re: Project Touchdown! - Pretly Pleeezzeee 

Thanks! 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email uric edu>: 

> Hello my friend, 
> here is my evaluation of these amazing kids: 
> 

> Final Four Recommendations: 
>l. 
>2 
>3. 
>4 
> Alternate ? 

> I hope I could be of help. 
> CB 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> Hi Team Thanks 12~r your help with this evaluation process. Here are 
>> the seven applications for four slots. Please use the attached form 
>> to let me know your top four picks plus one alternate. (Although we 
>> had a few grad students express interest in participation, zero made 
>> application by the deadline ) 
>> 

>> Thus, I am going to take all undergraduates 

>> *If possiNe, I would truly appreciate your answers by the end of 
>> the day. Pretty pleeezzee! t* 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>> UNC’- Exercise and Sport Science 

>> Sport Administration 

>> College Sport Research Institute 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> dstro@unc.edu <mailto:dstrn~unc.edu> 

>> http:i/www.unc.eduide~ts/exercise/sport administration 

>>/*/"The heart is like a garden. It can grow corapassion or fear, 
>> resentment or love. What seeds will you plant there?"/*/ 

> Claudio Battaglini, PhD. 
> Assistant Professor, Exercise Physiology 
> Depaltment of Exercise and Sport Science 
> Co-director of the Get REAL & HEEL Breast Cancer Program 
> University of North Carolina 
> 25-C Fetzer Gyrmaasium, CB#8700 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700, U.S.A. 
> Tele (Office): 919-843 -6045 



> }"ax: 919-962-(M,~9 

> emai[: claudio@emaiI.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:57 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Absence tomorrow 

Hi Thanks for the cormnunication. Keep working hard in the 
classroom and field. I enjoy ~vatching you play! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @emaihunc.edu: 

Dr. Stroman, i will miss your class tomorrow morning      because i 
have to testify in court. I know this deeply disappoints you, but 
you’ll see me before you know it 
holla holla sand dolla! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:06 PM 

@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: FinacM Project 

Hi Let’s chat tomon-ow at’ter class 

Thanks 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc.edu>: 

tli Dr Stroman, 

I hope you are enjoying your weekendt I just had a quick question 
about the financial project I think you may have talked about this, 
but I was unsure. The school I was assigned is Baylor University, 
which is a private school. I have trying to do some research but I 
cannot find their financial records anywhere. I have even emailed a 
person in the Athletic Department but she has not gotten back to me, 
so I am going to call on Monday However if that does not pan out, I 
do not know what else I should do. Since they have no obligation to 
report, I do not know where else I could find those records. Do you 
have any ideas or any places that I may have overlooked? 

Thanks! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:36 AM 

~email.unc.e&t> 

Re: Tomorrow’s Meeting 

Thank you for your communication Always tly to reform your leaders of 
the agenda at least five days in advance Also, delete "good luck" from 
your vocabulaw. :) This phrase can imply that there is a lack of 
confidence in others or that the situation will be rather overwhelming 
so "I hope you survive." And I know that you don’t have that spirit. 

hope all goes well for you in your meeting. I ~vill be at the Club meeting. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email unc edu>: 

Hey 

] apologize for putting this pressure on you at the last minute. But my 
partner is having family problems, so I have to fill in for him because it 
is somewhat of a major account, it pays the majority of my bills 

I know you will do :fine, I tried to alleviate some stress on your end by 
making a simple outline for the meeting. Just keep the meeting as short as 
possible, and t~ to prnvoke some interaction from the members to make them 
feel like the?" have a say in the matter. 

Since we are behind on sponsorships for this year. We will need to charge 
dues. I did not want to do this, but to lower costs of refreshments at our 
Career Networking Nights, to host an Etiquette dinner, lower upfront costs 
of the Golf Tournament we need to start gaining funds ASAP As stated in the 
CSBC Bylaws: 

Section 2 - Armua[ dues: The amount required for annual dues shall be $10 
each year; unless changed by a majority vote of the members at an annual 
meeting of the full membership. Continued membership is conungent upon 
being up-to-date on rr~embership dues. 

Therefore we will be charging dues of $5 for the second semester. Please 
disregard the $10 i said in the previous emaih Members will have ~til 

the night of our Sport Career Netwurking Night to pay their 
dues. A collection session will take place at our meeting as 
well. 

Also, be sure to remind The Club about the             Track & Field 
Officials Clinic. We need people to sign up. Tell them dates of Track 
Meets will be posted on Blackboard by the end of the weekt 

This should be all that is needed. I will send a reminder email about the 
meeting to the entire club in the A.M. 

If you wouldn’t mind, please give me a call at some point tomorrow night 
after the meeting to let me know how- things went And if you have any 
questions before the meeting, please call and ask me. I will try tW best to 
get back to you befi~re 5:00. 

Good Luck! 

Thanks so much, 

- Carolina Sports Business Club 

~email.uaac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, November 20, 2008 10:31 AM 

Sou’d~a]l, Pdchaacd Michaacd ~soufl~aJl@emml.tmc.edu> 

Re: Facility and Event Management Syllabus 

Hi Richard. I teach at 11:00 tomorrow and am available aRer class. Thanks. 

debby 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting "Richard M. Southall" <southall@email unc.edu>: 

> t~ello all: 
> 

> Based on the feedback from our graduate facul~ meeting, I have made 
> additional modifications to the proposed 
> 

> EXSS 747: CO[~LEG E-SPORT FACILITY AND E~INT N~NAGEMENT syllabus. 
> Sher~’ Salyer has indicated a deadline of Nnv 24 for submission of 
> course name changes; course additions; course description changes; 
> n~ber changes and accompanying syllabi for consideration If any one 
> has additional comments, suggestions or edits, please return to me no 
> later than Friday mormng so I can make sure this is in Sherw’s 
> possession by Monday (11/24). 
> 

> Debbie Stroman and I will meet later this week to begin the process 
> of developing an internship syllabus, but I do not want to rush that 
> process, so don’t wowy, I’m not going to flood your inbox with a new 
> internship syl [abus this week :) 
> 

> ’]Nanks, in advance, for all your help in mnving this lbrward. 
> 

> richard 

> Dr. Richard M. Southall 
> Assistant Professor: Sport Administration 
> Coordinator: Graduate Spolt-Administration Program 
> Director: College Sport Research ~stitute 
> ~e Universi~- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> CB 3182 Smi~ Building 05 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919.962-3507 (office) 
>          (cell) 
> 919.962.6325 (fax) 
> southall@emaihunc.edu 
> 

> Jomnal of Issues in Imercollegiate Athletics (http://csri@ia.org) 
> 

> Please j oin us April 15-18, 2009 - for the 2009 Scholarly Cotffcrence 
> on College Sport 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:35 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Meeting with You 

Hi I am off site this morning I am going to try to stop by my office 
4:30 p.m today. 

Friday after class is a better time as I will be in my ofiice for a few hours 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Q uuting @gmail.com >: 

> Are u going to be in your uffice tomanorow? 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:41 AM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

Hi      Please check now to see if you are able to see the other 
group’s wiki and see if someone can see yours no~v., thanks! 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc.edu: 

> The current setup for the wiki on blackboard allows the other group 
> to see our work product Is there anyway to "secure" the wiki so the 
> other group cannot see what we have done and what we are doing’? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emal.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:43 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Special Topics Assignment-EXSS 

Thanks! Great job of planning your work so you are not bogged down over 

the ~veekend. :) 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @uncaa.unc edu>: 

> My Special Topic Assignment -]merview with John Blanchard-tbr EXSS 
> Leadership Seminar is attached 
> 

> Thanks!, 
> 

> 

> 

> ********************************************** 

> UNC Dept of Exercise and Sport Science 
> cell: 

> emai[:       @uncaa uric edu 
> ************************************************ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:06 AM 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Fa~nily Eme~ency 

Thanks for your commumcation 
my prayers. 

I ~vill keep you and ?’our family in 

Have a joyful Thanksgiving. You do have a lot to be gratetM for! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @era ail.unc.edu>: 

tli Dr Stroman, 

I just got a call from my morn telling me that 
Things at home aren’t good right now at a[]. I was 

planning on leaving Saturday to get back to     for court on Monday, 
but my morn changed my flight to tomorrow mormng. 

the best 
thing right now is for me to be home I will not be in class tomorrow 
or Monday I have done all my work [’or the group finance project. I’d 
like to sit down and talk to you after break about evewthing that’s 
going on. I’m sorry for the late notice. Thanks so much for being the 
teacher you are You’ve taught me more in the past [’our months about 
career choices and economics then I’ve learned in the r~ast 4 years. 

Have a wonderful Thanksgiving and I’ll see you              Take care 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:17 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE:    Financial Project 

Hi     The wiki format is another form of my being able to monitor, 
review alrd evaluate your work and ~vorkload. Also, this activi~ is a 
learning tool for students. If you or your group members have questions 
on its usage -- please see ITS or ask me after class 

All one needs to do is to go to the site and click ’new’ to add work or 
use the upload link to add flies. Since you all have met and are on 
target with your responsibilities, uploading your ~vork should be rather 
simple. 

Remember, using wiki is NOT an option, l£your group does not comply, 
your grade will certainly reflect such. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc.edu>: 

I don’t understand this wiki thing. MY group and I have met and are all in 

accordance with what we want to do I don’t see why the wiki is necessary 
~1" we’re meeting in person 

Thanks, 

BSBA Class of 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 

@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: dstroman@email.unc.edu [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:29 AM 

To: dstr oman@email.unc.edu 
Subiect:    Financial Project 

Hi. I see zero postings on your wiki. Please utilize this format as 
referenced in class. Post your institutional findings prior to the 
submission of your final paper. 

Dr. Stroman 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 22, 2008 1:42 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Shelley Johnson <sheHjo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Powe~point for Special Topic Assignment 

Shell - wouldn’t it be nice if all the students had work ethic?! :) 

Have a great day! 

d 
Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Braiding 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One ~w~y is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @uncaa.unc.edu>: 

Special Topic Assignment Po~ver point presentation attached. 

Have a great weekend and go heels! 

********************************************** 

UNC Sept of Exercise and Sport Science 

cell: 

email:       ~uncaa.unc.edu 
************************************************ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 22, 2008 5:28 PM 

Jackie Lmnbert~n @meridians.u~ 

Re: List of members 

Hi. Do you have Macrosoft Word? Please resend in that format and not 
Adobe Thanks! 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Jackie Lambertsen @meridians.us>: 

> tIere is the latest information, All their el:nail addresses are attached to 
> @meridians us so that any email sent to that address is forwarded 
> to all, Jackie 
> 

> 



Exercise and S 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact: Dr. Debby Stroman 
Tel: 919.843.0336 
Mobile: 
Email: dstro@unc.edu 

November 22, 2008 -- The Exercise and Sport Science Department (Sport Administration) of the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill partnered with the Atlantic Coast Conference and the Carolina 
Sports Business Club ("The Club") to offer the unique 2008 Project Touchdown! experiential learning 
experience, which will be held at the ACC Football Championship in Tampa December 6, 2008. 

Project Touchdown! is a hands-on learning activity focused on the practical application of sport marketing, 
event planning, and operations of a major college football game. Four students in the EXSS Sport 
Administration specialization and members of The Club were selected to participate in business meetings 
held at the ACC office and prior to the championship game. Championship responsibilities include 
assignments in the areas of game operations, media and communications, and special events such as ACC 
FanFest youth outreach, ACC Night of Legends, ACC Coaches and Awards Luncheon, and the 
Channelside community outreach. 

"Providing opportunities for students to shadow leading athletic administrators as they develop and deliver 

a first-class sporting event is tremendous! Our students now have the chance to apply management theories 

and concepts from the classroom to a major real-world business sport setting," Dr. Debby Stroman, Project 

Touchdown! coordinator and UNC-Chapel Hill assistant professor, states. "The ACC is a wonderful 

partner and our passion for the league is showcased as we work hard and smart to bring value to Mr. 

Kelly’ s team." 

Project Touchdown! participants chosen after an extensive application process are undergraduate students: 

The graduate student,          is a dual-degree 

student in law and sport administration. Michael Kelly, ACC associate commissioner of football 

operations, states "This is the fourth year of the game and it has become our mini-super bowl. We are fired 

up -- working with the Tampa Bay Sports Commission and Raymond James Stadium people - the outreach 

to the community is phenomenal. I fully support getting students involved in all aspects of our 

Championship." The Carolina Sports Business Club is a student-run organization that is purposed to 

"connect and collaborate" students interested in business careers in sports. Members coordinate and 

participate in lectures, workshops, sport facility tours, UNC sporting events, and fundraising activities. 

For more information, including pictorial highlights l¥om 2008 Project Touchdown!, please visit 
~.~y..~.:.~..n....c..:g?..~..~..~E/..d..g?.p...t..s.‘../.~..e...r...c..i..~g?../..s.‘.p..9..r..t-.@..g..~.....n...i...s..t...r..~.t..i...~....n.. or contact Dr. Debby Stroman at ..d_~__t.r_~._u_._n_._c_:_e__d__u_. For 
more information about the ACC Football Championship, please visit www.theroadtotampabay.com 

Presented by the Exercise and Sport Science department in partnership with... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:03 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: Finance Prqiect Progress 

Hi APA requires double-spaced format 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc.edu: 

Hi everyone! Hope you’re all enjoying your ~veekend (that loss didn’t 
help mine tuo much)..I am in the prucess of getting tugether our 
paper portiun ufthe our pruject, which is proving to be quite a 
large task, larger than expected anyways. Du any of you l~uw whether 
ur not this is suppused tu be duuble spaced or not, if su some ofyuu 
will have to reduce the length uf your new revenue stream portiun. I 
just wanted to make sure before I started tu format it Also, du yuu 
think that it’s possible if each persun send a shurt cumparison of 
their schoul cumpared tu the other schouls in uur group, maybe just a 
paragraph? This will be a tremendous help tuward completing the 
cumparison analysis I don’t think it’s a une person jub, because 
I’ll admit I’m not a huge finance analyst person and I’m running uut 
uf things tu say :-(    , you’re rea]ly goud at cuming up with 
comments and info pertmning tu sports in general :-) Su I might be 
buthering yuu more than you wuuld like me to ifI need additional 
help aside frum whatever information yuu all submit 

Just let me know as soun as pussible if you guys think this is feasible. 

Thanks a bunch, 

I am in the process of wrapping up sume final changes on my 
new revenue stream portiun, I will send that tu yuu tonight, thanks 
for your patience! 

**       , I’ll give yuu a call tomorruw, I’ll probably be needing 
some assistance putting things together, but I’ll try to get into 
contact with you before you head off to Charlotte... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:10 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: project 

Hi Yes, the FBS games are okay. 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc.edu: 

>Dr. S, 
The project says that ~ve can’t "make up" revenues. I think that we 
said that was along the lines of "finding" a benefactor like T. 
Boone. Would it be allowed to start playing the FBS teams that are 
nearby to generate the guarantee? I think that is within the 
guidelines, but want to ask before we get too far along. 
Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 26, 2008 3:58 PM 

Robin Wood @yahoo.com> 

Re: Team Tempo- TtlANKSgiving 

UNC Wbb TT.jpg 

Thanks for ?’our kind note Prayelfully, it will not take as long to 
effect positive change as it has to build tap a great program with ~veak 
support. :) 

I look folavard to working with you[ 

I am in Freeport now with the team .are you here? If not, I will see 
you soon 

IIappy Thanksgiving! 

Keepin’ the tempo, 

debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One ~w~y is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Robin Wood ~yahoo corn>: 

This is Robin Wood, Al’s wife, and I am soooooooooooooooooooo 
thanld’ul and excited about ~vhat you are doing. I’ru at the game no,v, 
sick about the empty student section. But I ara getting moved more to 
radical action as a result. 

I look forward to ~vorking on Tearu Tempo and will share more ~vhen 
alqe. It’s about time for 2nd half of game! 

Thai.ks for yo~tr time, heart, and passion for wbb. 

Robin Wood 

On Nov 25, 2008, at 2:57 PM. by"Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroruan@email.unc.edu> ~vrote: 

Good day TT! 

In this season and spirit of gratefulness, I wish to extend a very 
sincere ?happy thanksgiving? to you and yours. Your pioneering 
participation in the most energetic and conmfitted group of Tar Heel 
women?s basketball supporters ever is celtainly worth being thankI’ul 
for! Our group is growing very, vely fastt ! Just like the speed of 
our players on the court? 

Update: 

TT is working on offense and defense to increase momentum towards our 
goal of increased attendance in Carmichael next year (Carmichael 
construction is on pace regardless of the economic situation. UNCAA 
has a strong desire to give Smith back to Mbb ? enough said. J) 

Offense ?Go to the Hole? 
? TT leaders have met with Rick Steinbacher 
(Director of Marketing) repeatedly to outline our mission and to gain 
more knowledge of UNCAA?s plans for Wbb. RS has emphasized that the 
entire senior leadership of LEX-CAA has to be committed to this effort 
Marketing alone is not enough to effect change consistently Thus, ;ve 
are being asked to be patient. RS met with Jolm Montgomery, the Rams 



Club president, and Coach to discuss ongoing support strategies for 

Wbb. 

?              RS is coordinating three major marketing 

campaigns to pack the house this year at Smith. [The Ct (1 1909) and 

Dook (2.9.09) games have been selected thus far?waiting to hear about 

the third game] We want to break the ACC attendance record; stay 

tuned :[’or more information If you have any ideas to help, please let 

me know asap 

Defense ?Apply Pressure? 

?               We must continue to increase our n~trabers[ 

If you know- ANYONE interested in L~-C YVbb, please ask them to join our 

teara. Interested persons may send an email to 

headcoachtt@meridians.us or teara.tempo@meridians.us. 

Our website is being created and we have a 

page on Facebook. Join and add the site to your profile. 

(ww~v.facebook.com and search on Teara Tempo ? UNC) 

?              Game days: If you want to network, corrm~ent 

on the game or just meet a new friend, join TT in the front of cntcy- 

D at halkime. We are xvorking on securing TT member badges. J 

?             We have identified marketing niches. [t" 

you want to take a leadership role and apply your skills to a xvorthy 

cause, give me a call. I will share the various needs of TT. (e.g. 

website development, canvassing, relationship building, connecting 

with communit’y groups, mentoring students on Wbb raarketing projects, 

transportation coordination, graphic design, media relations, etc.) 

?             Next month I will share ottr specific TT 

strategies and tactics to assist with attendance for this year. We 

aren?t waiting f,ar UNCAA to implement very simple activities that can 

make a difference NOW. Give me a call if you can?t wait until the 

next emaih J 

Thales again for your dedication. Our mission is lofty-, yet 

attainable with a collective positive attitude AiX~) action 

Hope to see you at a game soon[ 

Go Heels’. 

Keepin? the Tempo, 

TT Head Coach ~ Debby Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 



?The gap in our economy is between what we have and what we think we 
ought to have - and that is a moral problem, not an economic one.? 

i>?The gap in our economy is between what we have and what we think 
we ought to have - and that is a moral problem, not an economic one.? 

body> > 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 29, 2008 10:00 AM 

Jackie Lmnbert~n @meridians.u~ 

Wbb update 

He?’ Jackie! I am having a great time in Freepolt with the team Slow 
start but the?’ rewed up the engines after 10 minutes in the game last 
night. Iman and Italee played their best games of the year! 

I received an email from Rick with the almost final :) group ticket 
prices. He said he is ;vaiting on more info but should have the final 
answers on everything this week I have been asked about the OSU game 
and how fans are going to t;allow the team with no radio 
(unbelievable!), so I passed that query on to Rick. I am looking 
forward to his reply. 

Hope you had a blessed and joyii~l holiday. 

I will be back home tomorrow night 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Struman 

University of Nurth Carolina 

Exercise and Spurt Science 

Spurt Administratiun - 04 Smith Building 

CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are twu ways tu get to the top of an uak tree. One way is to sit 
un an acurn and wait; the uther is tu climb it." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 29, 2008 10:02 AM 

jackie Lambertsen @meridians.u~ 

TT doc - SignUp 

Hi Please forward that word doc so if I get a chance I will share with 
all the fans who have travelled ~vith us Obviously, this group LOVES 
the team. 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:49 PM 

@eraail .unc.edu> 

Re: ttapw Thanksgiving 

Hi        Thali,: you for your note. With only two classes day- left, 
there is nothing else to do to affect your grade except attendance and 
the last examination. Please feel free to call or visit me during my 
office hours to review your grades. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~))email.unc edu: 

Dr. Stroman, 
Firstly I just wanted to wish you and yours a wonderful thanksgiving, 
I hope you are ertioying your w~cation. I also want to apologize 
bothering you with work matters on the holiday, but being around so 
many family’ members constantly" asking questions about how school is 
going and what not, I was actually kind of curious myselfl I know I 
did not perform as well as I had hoped on the midterm, and am 
confident our group did very well on the project, so I was just 
wondering if" there was anything else that could be done to ensure 
good :final marks in your class. If there is anything I can do or we 
can work out, I would greatly appreciate it Again, I am very sorry 
for emailing you about this on thanksgiving, I just wanted to make 
sure that if there was something to work out, we would have time, 
since the semester is coming to a close Thank you for your time, 
and I really do hope you’re having a great holiday 
Happy Thanksgiving, 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:47 AM 

To: @emaJl .unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re:    - 

Hi Call me between 12 and 1 or see me prior to class. The posting is 
just a summaly of all lectures and postings The review will give you 
more insight on the content of the examination and its format. 

Thanks 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc.edu>: 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have a few questions regarding the course outline you posted on 

Blackboard for the final. Should I wait to address these in class on 

Wednesday? 

Quoting dstrom an@emaik unc.edu: 

>~ Hi I hope you had a relaxing holiday break 

>> 

>~ Monday - Group presentations Please come prepared to share your 

>> :findings with one another using your ppt. It is expected that 

>~ everyone will make comments regarding the analysis and 

>> recommendatinns 

>> 

>> Wednesday - Course review 

>> 

>> Let me know if you have any questions. 

>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 1, 2008 11:36 PM 

Doughty, Allison <adoughty@theacc.org> 

@unc.edu>; 

@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC STUDENTS- PROJECT TOUCHDOWN 

@gmail.com>; @email .unc.edu>; 

Hi Allison Thanks for your update. We are more than willing to "go 
with the flow" in terms of housing in Tampa. We thank you again for the 
hospitality My flight gets in at 2:35 and I would like to be at this 
meeting. (Prayerfully, all will work out fine ) Let’s chat about the 
final arrangements tomorrow afternoon as per your note If I miss your 
call, I will call you back asap. 

In terms of attire, please advise. If shirts will be provided on site, 
let us know if that is what you would like us to wear and on what day 

I look forward to chatting with you[ 

Go ACCt 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One ~wiy is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting "Doughb’, Allison" <adoughty@theacc.org>: 

> Hello All- 
> 

> We look forward to you joining us in Tampa this week. 
> 

> I ~vanted to follow up ~vith you on a few details as ~ve gct closer to 
> the big day- (4 days!). 
> 

> Due to some hotel comq_icts (a room shortage on Thursday evening), 
> you will be housed on Thursday night at the Hyatt Place-Westshore at 
> this time. There is a chance that I may be able to get you into the 
> Grand Hyatt on Thursday (I will kno~v more after meeting with the 
> hotel contact tomorrow) but, at this time- you will unfortunately be 
> in the Hyatt Place on Thursday evening and then switch to the Grand 
> Hyatt on Friday- morning. Please let me know of an?" transportation 
> needs due to this change, we will be happy to help facilitate those 
> and set up rides as much as possible. Once you get onsite at the 
> Grand Hyatt, you will be provided with all the transportation 
> amenities that are available to our guests at the Headquarters Hotel. 
> 

> If possible, I would like to meet with you on Thursday afternoon 
> briefly to run-through the week and the areas that I have placed you 
>in. Please let me know if you would be available to touch base at 
> 3:30 at the Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay- Herring Gull Room (Second Floor). 
> 

> We look for;vard to having you and I hope this ;vill be a beneficial 
> opportunity for each of you 
> 

> Please do not hesitate to contact me via cell to touch base. I will 
> be in Tampa starting tomorrow- 
> 

> Cell: 
> Tampa Office #: 813.207.6512 
> Email: adough~z@theacc.org<mailto:adoughtv@theacc.org> 
> 

> ALLISON DOUGHTY 
> Assistant Director of Football Operations 
> Atlantic Coast Conference 
> P.O Drawer ACC 
> Greensboro, NC 27417 
> P- 336.854.8787 ex~. 265 
> F- 336369.1212 
> adoughty@theacc org<mailto :adou ~htv@theacc.or~> 
> 

> 

> [cid:image001.jpg@01C953FD.2206EBC0] 
> 
> <mailto:adou~hty(~theacc or~> 
> 

> 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:42 PM 

@hotmaJl.com> 

Re: Meeting 

Hi 

I have a conference call at 10:00 a.m. and have a meeting at 12:15 p.m. 

I look forward to chatting with you 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ’~hotmail.com>: 

Hi Dr. Stroman,I think I must have written your number down on a 
piece of paper, which I currently can’t find. Nevertheless, I will 
more than likely be in Smith tomorrow so I will stop by and we can 
discuss Right now, my schedule is a little up in the air, but I 
should have a good amount of free time. What time is good for 
you?Thanks 

Coior codin~for safetyi ~indow~ Live Hotmail alerts you t ..... pici ........ il. 

>http://windowslive.com/Explore/Hotmail?ocid TXT TAGLM WL hotmail acq safety 112008 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 11:50 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: A tEw "things 

Hi         Thanks for being a good sport. The only good thing is that 
you got the question and you are a smart student I would have felt 
really bad if one of my poor students would have been stumped. :) 

Let’s wait to hear back from Ms Doutry in terms of attire (see my 
reply- back to her). 

The latest I can administer the exam is on Wednesday morning. I need to 
submit    grades that afternoon. Please advise 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @gmail.com>: 

I)r Stroman, 
I just wanted to thank you again for the trick question you gave me 

today You got me pretty good tlahaha. Seriously though, I just had a 
couple of questions about this week Do you know what we are supposed to 
wear ~n Tampa? I know you mentioned trying to find us some shirts but I did 
not know if you were able to do so Ms. I)oughty asked for our shirt size, 
but did not mention in her email today what they would have for us and what 
they expected us to wear for the three days we are working. 

In regard to the final exam, would it be alright if       and I took our 
exam next Wednesday? We are taking our Sport Law exam this Wednesday 
afternoon and then I have a paper due on Monday as soon as we get back. I 
l,mow you mentioned going out of town next week sometime, so just let me know 
what is the most convenient for you. 
Finally, you asked me to 12~llow up with you about talking to 

so I was just wondering if you had had a chance to speak with 
him. Thank you for everything and I will see you Wednesday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 7:43 AM 

@gmail.cora> 

Re: Intemship 

Thanks! 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @gmail.com>: 

Here it is. I did not realize you needed it electronically. Thanks 
for you help. 

On 

>> Hi Reminder - Please send me your 
>> 

>> (io tIeels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
>> UNC -Exercise and Sport Science 
>> Sport Administration 
>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> dstro@unc.edu 
>> http :i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> ’?’];he gap in our economy is between what we have and what we think we 
>> ought to have - and that is a moral prob]em, not an economic one? 
>> 

at 7:44 PM; Deborah Stroman wrote: 

paper electronically. Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 4, 2008 8:08 AM 

~mefidiaJ~s.us 

Wbb update 

Hi. FYI - was hired as the new YVbb marketing coordinator. 

Off to Tampa for the ACC Football Championship until Sunday 

Regards, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, December 4, 2008 4:51 PM 

Guskiewicz, Keviu M <gu@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Good Luck in Tampa! 

Nice note from the football family . 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

..... Forwarded message from bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Thu, 04 Dec 2008 08:23:36 -0500 

From: Brenda Haithcock --.bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc edu> 
Subject: Good l,uck in Tampa! 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Hi        We just wanted to tell you on behalf of our office, Good 
Luck, Have Fun and we know you will represent EXSS and our University 
well in Tampa! ’]’his is an awesome opportunib" for you and the others 
to represent UNC and the ACC We are proud of you[ 

"Miss" Brenda and the UNC Football Family 

GO TAR t IE]b;] 
Brenda Haithcock 
Recruiting Program Assistant 
UNC Football Office 
919-962-9147 

bhaithcock@uncaa.unc edu 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:30 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Grades 

Hi I am in Tampa until Sunday Don’t worry about your quiz. ~at is 
your phone number as I may try to call you over the ~veekend 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Spurt Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~gmail. corn>: 

tli Dr Stroman 

I was wundering ifyuu had time tumorruw ur Saturday aftemoun sumetime tu 

meet with me. I just wanted to check my grades before the :final I alsu 

missed a quiz while I was away fur a           I ~[ked to you abuut it 

afterward, and you said nut to worry about it, but I wanted to confirm that 

it will nut affect my grades. Thank yuu! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, Deceraber 4, 2008 5:34 PM 

~eraail.unc.edtr~ 

Re: 

Thanks     Please check ~vith me by phone if you have any anxiety 
around the exam :) I want you to do well Just read through your notes 
and make stare you study the topics mentioned in Jeopardy and the HH 
posting on Blackboard 

xxox, 

Dr. Debby Strnman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email unc edu>: 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you. Thanks for your understanding. It was a good trip I 
was impressed by their athletic facilities. It was neat to see in 
person instead of just reading about it. 

I will get the notes from someone. I also will stop by and fill out 
a course evaluation 

See you next week. Have a good weekend. 

’]’he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 5, 2008 8:26 AM 

@att.blackberry.net 

Re: Address 

See below 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @att.blackberly.net: 

Please send your address 
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:42 PM 

~email .unc.edtr~ 

Re: Website Intb 

Thanks. Give them a call and ask them how much the?- are selling this 
domain name for...you are inquiring for a friend 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @emaih uaac.edu >: 

Hey Dr Stroman, 

According to godaddy.com, the trianglesportsmgmt.com domain is owned 
by the Toronto based Tucows, Inc (pronounced "two cows"). Their 
website is ~vw.tucowsinc.com. 

According to their website, "Tucows provides domain names, email and 
other services through ow extensive reseller network, called our 
OpenSRS group. We sell these se~ices directly to consumers and small 
businesses through our unified Retail group known as Hover". 

There are several other domains similar to this one that are not 
registered including trianglesportsmanagement.com (iust 

Godad@.com contact nmnber: 480-505-88~ 

Tucows contact info: 
Main telephone: 416-535-0123 
Mare fax: 416-531-5584 
Toll&ee North America: 1-800-371-6992 

General emai[: iN~@tucows corn 

Godad@ corn lists the following standard in~2~ about the 
triaglespo~smgmt (along with their te~s of agreement, etc): 

Domain Name: TRIANGLESPORTSMG~gP.COM 

Registrar: ~COWS ~C. 
k~2mis Setter: whois.mcows.com 
Referral L~: http://domainhelp.opensrs.net 
Name Ser~el: NS 1.SPEED2~NS.~T 
Name Sc~er: NS2.SPEED~NS.~T 
Status: ok 
Updated Da~: 21-jan-2008 
Creation Date: 21-j an-2008 
Expiration Da~: 21-j an-2~9 

>>> Last update of whuis database: Fri, 14:40:21 EST <<< 

NOTICE: The expiration date displayed in this record is the date the 
registrar’s sponsorship of the domain name registration in the 
regist~ 
is curremly set to expire. This date does not necessarily reflect the 
expiration date of the domain name registrant’s agreement with the 
sponsoring registrar. Users may consult the sponsoring registrar’s Whois 
database to view the registrar’s reported date of expiration for this 
registration. 

~IS OF USE: You are not authori~d to access or q~e15~ o~r ~ois 
database tNough the use of electronic processes that are high-volume 
and automated except as reasonably necessary to register domain names 
or modi~z existing registrations; the Data in VeriSign Global 
Regist~- Se~ices’ ("VeriSign") ~Nois database is provided by 
VeriSign for inik~rmation pwposes only, and to assist persons in 
obtaining 
i~ormation about or related to a domain name registration record. 
VeriSign does not guarantee its accwacy. By submitting a ;~ois quecz, 
you agree to abide by the follo~ving terms of use: You agree that you may 
use this Data only for lawful purposes and that ~der no circmstances 
will you use this Data to: (1) allow, enable, or othe~-ise support the 
transmission of mass ~solicited, commercial adveltising or 
solicitations via e-mail, telephone, or facsimile; or (2) enable high 
volume, automated, electronic processes that apply to VeriSign (or 
its computer systems) The compilation, repackaging, dissemination or 



other use of this Data is expressly prohibited without the prior 
written consent of VeriSign. You agree not to use electronic 
processes that are automated and high-volume to access or query the 
Whois database except as reasonably necessary to register domain 
names or modify existing registrations. VeriSign resettles the right 
to restrict your access to the Whois database in its sole discretion 
to ensure operational stability. VeriSign may restrict or terminate 
your access to the 
Whois database for failure to abide by these terms of use. VeriSign 
reserves the right to modi~ these terms at any time. 

The Regist~" database contains Oi’~L Y .COM, .NET, .EDU domains and 
Registrars. 

>http:i/who.godadd¥.com/WholsRegData.aspx?k ex~g~rNiPcIZSR/rkzM+xOee3BqBOMuYsAs&doruain trianglesportsragrat.com&prog id godad&/- 

This is a start. I didnt want to call or anything until you and your 
collegues viewed this initial irtfo. Please let me know if there is 
additional info you may be looking for and how you would like to 
proceed froru here. 

Tar Heei Kids Camp 

George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB# 9180 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660 
Stadium Drive, P.O. Box 660 
Phone 919.962.3578 
Fax 919.962.0010 

"Hold yourself responsible for a higher standard than anybody expects of 
you. Never excuse yourself." ---Henry Ward Beecher 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 5, 2008 5:52 PM 

Murray, Debra Jean Cote’ <nmrray@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: [peess-f] Christmas Project Update 

Hi Deb. Thanks again for your coordination of this special project. I 
am in Tampa with the ACC Football Championship until Sunday. I was 
hoping to be able to shop this year, but upon nay return my schedule 
will be filled. (My two exanas are M and T.) 

Thus, I will just submit money again :( Put me down for $50 and I ~vill 
remit by cash. I will see you at the wrapping party 

Hugs, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Deb Murray <murray@emaihunc.edu>: 

Hello Colleagues, 

I wanted to give you some ideas as to what is left to be purchased for 
the 2 families, is still in need of any of the clothes and shoes 
on the list; is still in need of some clothes and towels; is 
in need o17 some pants; has not received any gifts thus far, so 
her list is wide open; only has two shirts o:ffofthe "needs" 
list and has not received any of his "wants";       has only received a 
gray long sleeved shirt and a gray football thus far, and        is 
still in need of a "speed racer" short sleeved t-shirt and the toys on 
his "wants" list. 

Please continue to let me know what gifts you are interested in 
purchasing or the amount of money that you would like to contribute to 
the "pot". ’]’here are only 4 shopping days left until the wrapping partyt 

The wrapping parD" is still scheduled for Wednesday, Dec. 10 from 
l:30-3PM in the 2nd floor coiffurence room. As always, please plan to 
coine to the parD" to see the multitude of gifts that we have purchased, 
to wrap the gifts and to fellowship. There xvill be refreshments and 
holiday music. If you have any extra wrapping paper and tape, please 
bring that with you. 

Feel free to call me at             if you are out shopping and you see 
something that you would like to purchase and don’t know if that gift 
has already been claimed. 

Let’s finish this project in the same strong way that we have in the past. 

Have a great week[t[ 

Love, Deb Murray 

-- You are currently subscribed to peess-f as: 
dstroraan@emaihtmc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blai,,k 
email to 
leave-23603378-9992594.d4e434045d4b097c 867e66f85d5bSa20@listserv.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:56 AM 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: Final Exam Question 

Hi         Did you check course documents in Blackboard? That’s where 
I posted exam information. Thanks. 

Let me kno~v if you have any other questions. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email unc edu: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, I was going over some material in preparation for the 
exam and realized I was missing something.."hints" Just wondering 
if you were going to send out the hints that you spoke of on Monday, 
I couldn’t remember whether or not you mentioned something about them 
on the last day of class or not Hope your weekend is going well thus 
far, see you again soon. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:45 AM 

@emml .unc.edu> 

Re: questions 

Hi 

1. Time Value docs are posted in Blackboard See # 13. Note: The 
compensation example (copied from the text) is a good example of a test 
question 2. See Sponsorship Lecture. I lectured on the three types of 
sponsorship pricing. I also noted the posting of an example of Cost 
Value in Blackboard - # 23. 

Let me know if you have an?’ other questions 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc.edu>: 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am reviewing the material ]2~r our final and have a few questions :[’or you: 

1. You said the answers to the time value problems were posted but we 

do not find them on blackboard. Would it be possible ]’or you to 

provide the answers so that we can confirm we are calculating the 

problems correctly? 

2. The hints you sent mentioned sponsorship pricing - what does this 

refer to? The only thing mentioned in our notes were some listed 

benefits of sponsorship Are you referencing the sponsorship exercise 

we did in class, and if so, how would that form an objective question? 

2~tk Candidate, Sport Administration 

Department of Exercise and Spolt Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:48 AM 

~email .unc.edtr~ 

Re: Website Infb 

Yes, I agree Call me tomorro~v and make sure I make the purchase Thanks’. 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~)email unc.edu>: 

Ok...did a little more research. 

The domain is actually owned by a MVision Media Solutions out of 
Raleigh (tucows is just a reseller). The Administrauve contact 
listed is Jamaal Heyward. I spoke with Mr Heyward today and he 
informed me that he has a client using that particular domain and he 
"couldnt sell it even if’he wanted to". 

He did share that the client has a new business and is still in the 
process of getting their website together. Are you sure that no one 
from our TSM alrea@ purchased that domain through this company? 

I was thinking that perhaps, our TSM should go ahead and purchase the 
trianglesportsmanagement.com domain, just in case Mr. Heyward’s group 
decides that they want to purchase all the similiar domain names as 
the one the?’ already own Thoughts? 

Maybe something can still be negotiated though..let me know what 
you want me to do. 

Here’s all the contact info: 

Registrant: 
MVision Media Solutions 
4728 Aienja Ln 
Raleigh, NC 27616 
US 

Domain name: TRIANGLESPORTSMGMT.COM 

Administrative Contact: 
Heyward, Jamaal 
4728 Alenja Ln 
Raleigh, NC 27616 
US 
+1.9194223772 

Alrighty.....enjoy yourself and have safe travels backt 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU wrote: 
>> Thaaks. Give them a call and ask them how much the?" are selling this 
>> domain name for...you are inquiring for a friend. 
>> 

>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> University of Nolth Carolina 
>> Exercise and Sport Science 
>> Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
>> CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree One ~vay is to 
>> sit on an acol~ and wait; the other is to climb it" 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting @email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> He?- Dr. Stroman, 

>>> According to godaddy.com, the trianglesportsmgmt corn domain is 



>>> owned by the Toronto based Tucows, Inc. (pronounced "two cows"). 
>>> Their website is www.tucowsinc.com 

>>> According to their website, "Tucows provides domain names, email 
>>> and other services through our extensive reseller network, called 
>>> our OpenSRS group We sell these services directly to consumers and 
>>> small businesses through our unified Retail group known as tIover". 

>>> There are several other domains similar to this one that are not 
>>> registered including trianglesportsmanagement.cora. (iust f¥i) 

>>> Godaddy.com contact nun~ber: 480-505-8877 

>>> Tucows contact info: 
>>> Main telephone: 416-535-0123 
>>> Main fax: 416-531-5584 
>>> Toll-free North America: 1-800-371-6992 
>>> General email: itffo@tuco~vs.com 

>>> Godaddy.com lists the following standard info about the 
>>> triaglesportsragrat (along with their terrus of agreement, etc): 

>>> Domain Name: TRIANGLESPORTSMGMT.COM 
>>> Registrar: TUCOWS INC. 
>>> Whois Sel~’er: ~vhois.tuco~vs.com 
>>> Refelral UP, L: http :i/domainhelp.opensrs.net 
>>> Name Ser,,er: NS1 .SPEEDYDNS.NET 
>>> Name Sel",~er: NS2.SPEEDYDNS.NET 
>>> Status: ok 
>>> Updated Date: 21-jan-2008 
>>> Creation Date: 21 =ian-2008 
>>> Expiration Date: 21 -jan-2009 

>>> >>> Last update of whois database: Fri, 14:40:21 EST <<< 

>>> NOTICE: The expiration date displayed in this record is the date 
>>> the registrar’s sponsorship of the domain name registration in the 
>>> registry 
>>> is currently set to expire. This date does not necessarily reflect the 
>>> expiration date of the domain name registrant’s agreement with the 
>>> sponsoring registrar Users may consult the sponsoring registrar’s Whois 
>>> database to vie~v the registrar’s reported date of expiration for this 
>>> registration. 

>>> TERA/IS OF USE: You are not authorized to access or quelN our YVhois 
>>> database through the use of electronic processes that are 
>>> h~gh-volume 
>>> and automated except as reasonably necessary to register domain 
>>> names or modify existing registrations; the Data in VeriSign Global 
>>> Registry Services’ ("VeriSign") Whois database is provided by 
>>> VeriSign for intbrmation purposes only, and to assist persons in 
>>> obtaining 
>>> information about or related to a domain name registration record. 
>>> VeriSign does not guarantee its accuracy. By submitting a Whois query, 
>>> you agree to abide by the following terms of use: You agree that you may 
>>> use this Data only for lawful purposes and that under no circunastances 
>>> will you use this Data to: (1) allo~v, enable, or othela~’ise suppolt the 
>>> transmission of mass unsolicited, commercial advertising or 
>>> solicitations via e-mail, telephone, or facsimile; or (2) enable h~gh 
>>> volume, automated, electronic processes that apply to VeriSign (or 
>>> ~ts computer systems). The compilation, repackaging, dissemination 
>>> or other use of this Data is expressly prohibited without the prior 
>>> written consent of VeriSign You agree not to use electronic 
>>> processes that are automated and high-volume to access or query the 
>>> Whois database except as reasonably necessary to register domain 
>>> names or modify existing registrauons. VeriSign reserves the right 
>>> to restrict your access to the Whr~is database in its sole 
>>> discretion to ensure operational stability VeriSign may restrict 
>>> or terminate your access to the 
>>> Whois database for failure to abide by these terms of use. VeriSign 
>>> reserves the right to modify these terms at any time. 

>>> The Registry database contains ONLY .COM, .N[£T, .EDU domains and 
>>> Registrars. 

>>> http://who.zodaddy.com/WhoIsRezData.aspx?k exV~NiPcIZSRirkz]Vl+xOee3BqBOMuYsAs&domain trianzlesportsmzmt com&proz id ~odaddy This is a start. I di~t want to call or 
anything ~til you and yow co]legues viewed this initia] iN2). Please let me know if there is additional in:go you may be looking for and how you would like to proceed 19ore 
>>> here 
>>> 

>>> George %Vat~ Hill Al~mi Center, CB# 9180 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660 
>>> Stadi~ L~Ne, P.O. Box 660 
>>> Phone 919.962.3578 
>>> Fax 919.962.0010 

>>> "Hold yourself responsible for a higher standard than anybo@ expects of 



>>> ?’ou. Never excuse yourself." ---tlenry Ward Beecher 

> George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB# 9180 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660 
> Stadium Drive, P.©. Box 660 
> Phone 919.962.3578 
> Fax 919.962.0010 
> 
> "Hold yourself responsible for a higher standard than anybody expects of 
> you. Never excuse yourself." ---Henry Ward Beecher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Deceraber 30, 2008 12:15 PM 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~meridi~s.us; i@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Re: Fwd: Group Ticket Rates for WBB 

Hi Rick Let’s discuss this today if you are attending the game. Your 
ticket response was not finalized by      until yesterday (I ~vas told 
to have TT wait as everything would be completed online and then there 
was confusion as to the correct prices) 

Thanks 

debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One ~wU is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa unc.edu>: 

> Debby - 
> 

> I am confased as to why Jackie keeps saying we never got you group 
> ticket prices unti[ yesterday. We have certainly added another tier 
> and provided some more information to make it easier which will 
> hopefully be a big help, but below is the email I sent you on 11/26 
> which listed the group prices that we aheady had in effect at that 

> Thanks, 

> Rick 

> Got your kind note today! 

> Thanks so much. Hope you had a great time in the Bahamas. Great to 
> get two wins. There will be no radio coverage for the OSU game. 
> YVhen there are conflicts of Women’s Basketball vs. Football or Men’s 
> Basketball radio shows we are able to request WCHL to carry the 
> Women’s games live and tape delay the Radio shows (that has happened 
> twice this year). If there are conflicts between Women’s Basketball 
> and Football or Men’s Basketball wcIqL must cover Football or M]3B due 

> to sponsor contracts. We have tried to find an alternate station for 
> those coaflicts but cannot since \~XJNC is not allowed to air any 
> sponsored ads or cven mentions. 

> The ©SU game is the last conflict we have this year. All other games 
> will be broadcast on WCHL and on TarHeelBlue.com. 

> Rick 

>>>> "Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
>>>> 11/29/2008 9:54 AM >>> 
> Thanks Rick! I am in Freepolt wifla the team Prayerfully, flae football 
> team will win today ) Let me kno~v when I can pick up the "packets" 
> after the ticketing and other questions are finalized 

> I missed you at the "¢~b game on Tuesday; I had a card for you :) I saw 
> you come in but by the time I made it to other side you were gone I 
> imagine you had to go to the soccer game and other events. 

> I am getting questions about how people can follow the women’s game at 
> OSU since there will be no radio Please advise Thanks. 

> Chat with you soon. 

> Go Heels, 

> debby 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 
> LTniversity of North Carolina 



]~*;xercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

>> Debby, 
>> 

>> Hope you had a great Thap2;sgiving! Below is the group ticket rates 
>> already in effect for Woruen’s Basketball. We are having a meeting 
>> this week to answer yo~tr other questions and get to work on numerous 
>> other things. 
>> 

>> Rick 
>> 

>>>>> Emily Cozart 11/26/2008 1:11 PM >>> 
>> Rick, 
>> 

>> 25-49 $4 each 
>> 50-99 $3 each 
>> 100-149 $2 each 
>> 

>> These are the group ticket rates for games, excluding Duke and UConn. 
>> h~ the past, for ore prcmmru games-at least for D~tke-we have not 
>> implemented group ticket rates. Before promoting these prices for 
>> ore premi~tm games, I would need to mn it by Clint and Tim. 
>> 

>> Let me know if you need anything else. 
>> 
>> Thankst 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:20 PM 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: RE: MODIFIED INFO SHEET 

ATT00001.jpe; ATT00002.jpe; Team Tempo Group Ticket Sales Information.doc 

Dr, Stroman, 
Attached is an updated Team Tempo Info sheet with the group ticket information from the ticket office, 
Thanks! 

>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc,edu> 12:47 PM >>> 

If possible, send me an updated Quick [:acts sheet: with this information. That: w~y I can just forward it to ’IT members. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Strornan 

Sport Administration/College Sport Research Insti rote 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

UNC EXSS 4 Smith Bldg. 

CB # 3182 

Chapel ~ till, NC 27599 

919 843.0336 

theclub (~unc.edu 

ht~p:/’/www.unc.eduidep~siexercise/’sport a dram is~ ration/’in de x.htm 

From: @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:24 AM 
To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Cc: Rick Steinbacher 
Subject: HODIFIED ~NFO SHEET 

Dr. Stroman, 

The ticket information is incorrect and I will have updated ticket ordering info by the end of the day. Please use the attached quick facts sheet instead of the one I 
previously emailed as the ticket information on that one is incorrect. 

Thanks, 



Team Tempo Group Ticket Sales Information 

Ticket Ordering Information: 

Interested fans can call 1-800-722-4335 and mention the Team Tempo group discount when they speak 

with a ticket office staff member. 

Group Discount Prices are as follows: 

Groups i0-24 receive $8 tickets; 

Grps 25-49 receive $4 tickets; 

Grps 50-99 receive $3 tickets; 

Grps 100+ receive $2 tickets. 

Seating Location Information: 

With this year’s Carolina Women’s Basketball team playing all their home games in the Smith Center, it 

provides a unique opportunity to see outstanding basketball played in an arena with ample seating. 

Seating will be assigned on a best-availability basis for you and your group. 

PA/Video Board Recognition 

To show our appreciation for you and your group’s support of Carolina Women’s Basketball we will 

recognize your group with a PA announcement during the game as well as your group’s name and/or 

logo on the video board. Please submit your group name and logo to 

@uncaa.unc.edu to have it placed on the video board during the game at which your group is 

in attendance. 

Parking/Bus Instructions 

Along with the added benefit of having ample seating in the Smith Center this year for all home Carolina 

Women’s Basketball games, comes ample parking. The Skipper Bowles Lot as well as the Manning Lot 

are conveniently located in close proximity to the Smith Center for general public parking. If you and 

your group will be traveling via bus, please contact                           @uncaa.unc.edu in 

order to make the appropriate arrangements in advance of the game that you and your group will be 

attending. 

Posters/Schedule Cards 

Carolina Women’s Basketball would like to thank you for your interest in purchasing tickets and if you 

and your group are interested in receiving 2008-2009 Carolina Women’s Basketball posters and 

schedule cards please contact                           @uncaa.unc.edu and we will send your 

group a packet with posters and schedule cards for all of your Carolina Women’s Basketball fans. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Deceraber 30, 2008 12:35 PM 

Jackie Lmnbert~n @meridians.u~ 

Re: Status Update 

1. delete MEN’S from Men’s football 
2. add player/coach/manager -- instead of just player to your questions 
3. Don’t understand more ’balance’ - what does balance mean? 
4. Number the questions 
5. Tyler’s -- which day? eve~-day this season? for a few nights? 

Good job! Keep me posted. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One ~w~y is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Jackie Lambertsen @meridians us>: 

No, I cannot come today. On crutches until 1/20/09 and husband is busy this 
afternoon. Gave my tickets to others I will contact Jane High and see how 
I can get access to the lower level on crutches so I can hobble up ten steps 
instead of down 80. 

Will send Baddour email today as I believe it is important to close that 
chapter and start selling group tickets. Sharon Jewett is hot to go. I 
will try to call Anja and see what her availability is short-term, ie 40 
days! 

PLEASE sign onto www meridians us/ncteamtempo and take the member sup~ey. 
need feedback before I send it to all the members! 

Jackie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:23 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Sports Marketing 

Hi Please come to class today. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc.edu: 

Hi Doctor Stroman, 

My name is and I am a Senior at UNC. rlhere was a 
problem with my credit hrs soming into the semester because I had 
missed some exams due to the       team making it to the national 
championship The has not been resolved until now and I was wondering 
if you could make an exception by adding me to you sports marketing 
class considering my circumstances and my demanding athletic schedule. 

Thanks so much 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:25 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Con’tact 

Hi See you then’. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc. edu>: 

I have class until 2:50 So I will stop by when that is over, if that 
is okay with you. 

UNC Chapel Hill 
Class of 
Carolina Sports Business Club 

.2))era ail.unc.edu 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> 

>> tti I am in the office now and will leave at 6. I will also be 
>> here tomorrow a]~r 1:30. 
>> 

>> (io Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
>> 

>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 
>> 

>> Sport Administration 
>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 
>> 4 Smith Bktg. - CB# 3182 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> dstro@unc.edu <mailto:dstro(~unc.edu> 
>> 

>> http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>>//’.’The gap in our economy is between what we have and what we think 
>> we ought to have - and that is a moral problem, not an econotnic 
>> one.?// 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 19, 2009 10:27 AM 

Jackie Lmnbert~n @meridians.u~ 

Re: Did you get the photos? 

photos received, thanks have ti~n tonight! 

d 
Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Jackie Lambertsen @meridians.us>: 

How@ Debby! 

I tried to sendyou several photos ]2~r the next email blast Seems like I 
sent too many on one email I do not want to send them to you again unless 
you did not receive them in which case I will email them a couple at a t~me 
to you. 

Hope you are having a great weekend, Jackie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 19, 2009 2:28 PM 

Jackie Lmnbert~n ~meridians. u~ 

Re: Thanks! 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universib~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Jackie Lambertsen" @meridians.us>: 

Thales tbr the great lead alticle on the UConn women’s basketball game! 
Also the cormnentary and photos about Hatchell’s 800th victoW was excellent 
last week! 

Would you consider adding comments about the women’s team to "What they are 
saying" as the women play Tar Heel Hoops too! Comments should be plentiful 
after the game tonight! Or change the phrase to Men’s Tar Heel Hoops? 

Thanks for your consideration! 

Jackie Lambertsen 

Home 

Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 20, 2009 10:37 AM 

Blackburn, Troy <troyb@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [peess-f] Clemson tickets 

Hi Troy. Today is YOUR day! I am in D.C headed dowri to the 
Inauguration events. More importantly, I am battling a head cold and 
when I get back I will need to rest up so you may have my CU tickets. :) 

I prayerti~lly will get in late-late tonight and should be able to drop 
them off in your box tomorrow Please send me a text to remind me as my 
mind is a "little evelywhere" ~vith all the excitement 

Go USA[ 

Hugs, 

d 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Q uoting Troy Blackburn <troyb@email.unc.edu>: 

> Hey Folks, 
> 

> I know this is a long shot, but if anyone has tickets to the Clemson 
> game (this Wednesday at 9pro) that the?, aren’t using, I’d be willing 
> to take them offyour hands. Thanks 
> 

> Troy 

> J Troy Blackburn, PhD, ATC 
> Assistant Prol~ssor, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
> Director, Newomuscular Research Laboratou 
> UinversiD" of North Carolina at Chapel ttiH 
> (919) 843-2021 
> 

> -- You are c~rently subscribed to peess-f as: 

> dstroman@email.~nc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blar~ email to 
> leave-23838561-9992594.d~434045d4b097c 867e66f85d5bSa20@listselv.~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 5, 2009 9:31 AM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - (;,4 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Photo cuurtesy of Greg Yvars 

TEAM TEMPO Update 

February 4, 2009 

Calendar 

Thursday, February 5th 

The Heels have risen tu the challenge. With two sulid wins over WFU and 
NCCU, the team is nuw back on track to regain our rightlSl pusitiun as 
the league leader. A win over Virginia Tech at 7:00 p.m will help us 
mnve up and gain mumenturn to uvercume Duuk and Florida State. The game 
can be alsu viewed thruugh ACC Select. Visit the o]Ticial UNC WBB 
website! Hall~ime activities will feature the reenactment of the 
original rules uf"The Game" Luok for yours truly tu break a sweat and 
take this journey back in time! 

Monday, February 9th 

It’s rivahT time! At 7:30 p.nr. Dook brings their tenacious defense to 
Chapel Hill (ESPN2) to stop our "fast and furious" offense. Don’t miss 
out on this exciting game as we battle for the regular season 
championship. (Note: Contact the Dook athletic departrnent for tickets 
to the away game on March 1st. Visit goduke.conr to purchase online. We 
need to fill any and all available seats in Cameron xvith Carolina 
Blue! ) Please come early and set the tone for the Heels to feel the 
energy from the fans. Halftime activities include fantastic protnotions 
from the Daily Tar Heel, the Carlyle Cup, and Brixx Pizza! And don’t 
miss a special performance of the national anthem 

Coach Hatchell Radio Show Moves to Tuesday This Week 

Join us at Tyler’s in Cat*boro (919.929.6881) on Tuesday for the weekly 
radio show. Host Brad Heller (Learfield Sports and "Our Voice of the 
Tar Heels") will chat with the Hall-of-Fame Coach on WCHL-1360 AM. TT 
nrembers corae early- at 7:00 p.m. to eat and fellowship! The shoxv begins 
at 8:00 p.m. 

Can’t make the trip to Tyler’s? Through the efforts of TT, a mp3 copy 
of the radio show (starting with the Febmar,v 2nd show) is NOW 
available on the main page of the women’s basketball official website. 
Yes! Go TEAM TEMPO! 

AWAY Friday, February 13th 

Get your popcorn ready’. This barn burner versus Florida State starts at 
6:30 p.m. on RSN network. The Heels will need to sectu-e this important 
road victor?- to gain the top spot for the ACC tournament seeding and 
the regular season championship. We must send positive thoughts to 
Tallahassee so our team can feel the Tar Heel Nation spirit on the road. 

Away Games 

According to the L,~’C Ticket Office, there is a limited supply of 
tickets still available for the $25 bus caravan to the NC State game at 



7:00 pro. on Monday, February 23rd. Sign onto the UNC Women’s A~vay 

Game web site today to order your tickets[ The price of the caravan 

includes your admission ticket to the game! 

TEMPO TALK 

Player Blog 

out player blogger this year, says "thanks" to TEAM 
TEMPO for out support. Check out her latest blog and look for her 
comments after every game on the TT website. Did you know- that 
plays the French horn, flute, and guitar? And her mother, 
played basketball at Howard Universib’? Our 4th year post-player 
believes that it is best to "learn from yesterday-, live for today, and 
hope for torimrrow." 

Tickets and Parking 

Please continue your marketing efforts and direct your groups to UNC’s 
ticket office (Emily Cozart - 1-800-722-4335 or 919-962-2296) to 
receive group discounts. 

Group prices: 

10-24 - $8 per person 

25-49 - $6 

50-99 - $4 

100+ - $2 

PA/Video Board Recognition - To show appreciation for group support, 
UNCAA (Athletic Department) will recognize the attending group with a 
PA aimouncement during the game as well the group’s name and/or logo on 
the video board Tell the group leader to submit their group name and 
logo to               at        @uncaa.unc.edu 

Parking/Bus Instructions - Along with the added benefit of having ample 
seating in the Smith Center this year for all home games, comes ample 
parking The Skipper Bowles Lot as well as the Maiming Lot are 
conveniently located in close proximity to the Smith Center for general 
public parking. It’you and your group will be traveling via bus, 
please contact                at         ~,uncaa.unc edu in order to 
make the appropriate arrangements in advance of the game that you and 
your group will be attending 

Media Volunteers Needed 

Welcome Ed Weiss as our new squad leader for Media! Contact Ed 
@rocketmaihcom) to share your ideas regarding how best to 

increase our home attendance through marketing strategies related to 
the press (print, electronic, radio, tv, etc) Ed has years of’media 
experience and has been a long-time women’s basketball supporter. 

To increase our ~mpact, we need TEAM TE]VfPO members to read the 
newspapers following each game AND contact the journalists to express 
their opinions. If the article and coverage was great give them a 
compliment! If the coverage was inadequate or inappropriate, be 
professional and give them feedback. We want the Triangle media to know 
that we care about media support and we value our Tar tIeels. Let us 
know i:[’you are able to stay abreast of our team in the media. Contact 
teamtempo@meridians.us TODAY! 

Our latest partner in the effort to support UNC WBB is Scott Bridges’ 
Scout Inside Carolina (http://mbd.scout.corrgmb.aspx?s 78&f 3777. 
Their itlfol~lative site has a women’s basketball forun~ that we all 
should join to share our cormimnts. Scout has recruiting and team 
performance news too! Go directly or visit the link on the TT website. 



Recruit! Recruit! Recl~dit[ 

As Coach Hatchell would tell us, recruiting is the lifeblood of her 
success. Let’s continue to build the merubership of TEAM TEMPO. Tell 
everyone you know about our grassroots organization. We are cormnitted 
to supporting UNC Women’s Basketball and want to meet others who have 
the same passion. If you know- of other supporters, Rams Club merubers, 
faculty, staff; students, relatives, forruer players, coaches, or 
managers ask them to join us and to visit our TEAM TEMPO web site 
TODAY! There is power in nmnbers! 

Member Sm’,~cy "Let your voice be heard!" 

This upcoming Tuesday, the leaders of TT will discuss the marketing 
strategies suggested by YOU. We need your feedback each and every week. 
We will forward this information to the marketing coordinators in the 
athletic department. So please, complete the TT sua-,zey; your feedback 
is essential as it is the gauge of effectiveness and the first step to 
marketing success. We need to know what you want TEAM TEMY’O to 
accomplish to increase attendance and how you visualize us embracing 
the UNC Women’s Basketball program. 

If you have not yet sent us your feedback, please sign onto our TEAM 
TEMPO web site to complete the member survey[ 

Your Ideas and Skills are Needed 

How should we identify each other at public events? Should we wear 
badges, lanyards, or name tags? Similar apparel or hats? Suggestions? 

What is your talent or gift? Would you like to learn ne~v skills to help 
TEAM TEMPO? We are empowering everyone to assist the effort. Volunteer 
in your area of comfort. Do you enjoy computers, talking on the phone, 
drafting letters, working with charities, chatting with senior citizens 
or youth groups? Please contact us so we may match you up with another 
member to get you into action-mode to increase the attendance! 

Commentaries Welcome 

Feedback is essential for success. Please contact us whenever you have 
a constructive suggestion or critique[ We need your support AND your 
feedback! 

Note: This update is posted on the www.meridians.us/ncteamtempo site; 
click on "Weekly Updates" button on left sidebar 

As always, a sincere THANKS for your time and effort. A special thank 
you to Bill Poteat, Gail McKinley, Ann Hennessey, Cinderella Jackson, 
Annette Litzenberger, Laurie Ferris, Maureen Buck, Ed Weiss, Judy 
Gurlitz, and Joy Farley fi~r their assistance in the women’s basketball 
office The team and coaches are MOST appreciative. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby 

Tickets: UNC Ticket Office 1-800-722-4335 or 919-962-2296 



Dr Debby Stroman 
LTniversi~/ of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t;vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 5, 2009 9:31 AM 

Brenda Mucklevene @yahoo.com> 

Re: TT Leadership Meeting 

Great! Thanks. 

debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - (;,4 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Brenda Mucklevene @yahoo.com>: 

Brenda Mccants ~vill be attending. 

--- On Tue, 2/3/09, Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email uric edu> wrnte: 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaii.unc.edu> 
Sublect: TT Leadership Meeting 
To: teamtempo@meridians us 
Cc: "’Joy Farley’"       ~beHsouth.net>, "’Albert Long’" 

@verizon.net> 
I)ate: Tuesday, February 3, 2009, 6:12 PM 

Hi Team Based on numerous discussions and the timeliness of the 
season, let?s try to meet this upcoming Tuesday, 10th at 3:00 pan. at 
Franklin Street Pizza and Pasta. (Just find a park and walk near 
Sutton?s.) 

One ttour Agenda: 

Grin and chuckle over the big ~vin against Dook 
Purchase of marketing buttons 
TT update and progress 
Review of TT marketing ideas ? we need to identify the best and the 
most doable this season or next. 

Let me know if this rueeting tirue does NOT work for you. Thanks t 

Note: An?" TT member who is truly interested in attending is welcome! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC’ - Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport A&ninistr ation 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstrn@unc.edu 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

?Everybo@ can be great., because anybody can serve. You don’t have 
to have a college degree to serve. You don’t have to make your 
subject and verb agree to serve. You only need a heart full of grace. 
A soul generated by love.? ML. King Jr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 5, 2009 9:36 AM 

Salyer, Sherry L <saJyer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [peess-f] Turner funeral 

Thanks Sherry. It is good to know that our department is being 
represented. 

Be blessed, 

debby 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Sherry Salyer <salyer@email uric edu>: 

>    If anyone would like to join me, let me know. I teach in the 
> Kenan Stadium Field House au&torium from 9:30-10:45, so I will be 
> coming from there and wil[ have to let the class out a few minutes 
> early I will not come back in the building, but will leave from 
> Stadium Drive. I am happy to drive I will take my cell phone to 
> class             )if you want to contact me (obviously I will not 
> have access to email from about 9:10 on. 

> Sherry Salyer, EdD. 
> Senior Lecturer, Director of 12ndergraduate Studies 
> Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

> CB118700, 211 Fet/er Gym 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel tliH 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-%2-6947 
> Fax: 919-%2-0489 

> Assistant Dean 
> ’]7he Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and 
> the General College 
> CB# 3110,2017B Steele Building 
> 919-843-4481 
> 

> Spring 2009 Advising Hours: 
> Mondays: 1:15-4:15 and Thursdays 11:30-12:30-in 2017-B Steele 
> 

> Departmental advising hours: 10-11:30 

> -- You are currently subscribed to peess-f as: 

> dstroman@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
> leave-23973454-9992594.d4e434045d4b097c 867e66f85d5bSa20@listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emal.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, Februa~ 5, 2009 9:44 AM 

~meridians.us 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

TEAM TEMPO Update 

ilnage001 .j pg 

Sent from MacPro 

TEAM TEX/2PO Update 

February 4, 2009 

Calendar 

Thursday, February 5th 

The Heels have risen to the challenge. With two solid wins over WFU and 
NCCU, the team is now back on track to regain our rightful posiuon as 
the league leader. A win over Virginia Tech at 7:00 pan. will help us 
move up and gain momentum to overcome Dook and Florida State The game 
can be also viewed through ACC Select Visit the o:fficia[ UNC WBB 
website! Halftime activities will feature the reenactment of the 
original rules of"The Game." Look for yours truly to break a sweat and 
take this journey back in time! 

Monday, February 9th 

It’s rivalry timer At 7:30 p.m. Dook brings their tenacious defense to 
Chapel Hill (ESPN2) to stop our "fast and furious" ofl;ense. Don’t miss 
out on this exciting game as we battle for the regular season 
championship. (Note: Contact the Dook athletic department for tickets 
to the axvay game on March 1st. Visit goduke.com to purchase online. We 
need to fill any and all available seats in Cameron with Carolina 
Blue! ) Please come early- and set the tone for the Heels to feel the 
energy from the fans. Halftime activities include fantastic promotions 
from the Daily Tar Heel, the Carlyle Cup, and Brixx Pizzat And don’t 
miss a special performance of the national anthem. 

Coach Hatchell Radio Show Moves to Tuesday This Week 

Join us at Tyler’s in Carrboro (919.929.6881) on Tuesday for the weekly 
radio show. Host Brad Heller (Learfield Sports and "Our Voice of the 
Tar Heels") will chat xvith the Hall-of-Fame Coach on WCHL-1360 AM. TT 
members come early at 7:00 p.m. to eat and fellowship! The show- begins 
at 8:00 p.m. 

Can’t make the trip to Tyler’s? Through the efforts of TT, a mp3 copy 
of the radio show (starting with the FebmalT 2nd show) is NOW 
available on the main page of the ~vomen’s basketball official website. 
Yes! Go TEANI ITI~MPO! 

AWAY Friday, February 13th 

Get your popcorn read,v! This barn burner versus Florida State starts at 
6:30 p.m. on RSN network The Heels ~vill need to secure this important 
road victory to gain the top spot for the ACC tournament seeding and 
the regular season championship. We must send positive thoughts to 
Tallahassee so our team can feel the Tar Heel Nation spirit on the road 

Away Games 

According to the UNC Ticket Oft~ice, there is a limited supply of 
tickets still available for the $25 bus caravan to the NC State game at 
7:00 p.m. on Monday, February 23rd Sign onto the UNC Women’s Away 
Game web site today to order yore- tickets! The price of the caravan 
includes your admission ticket to the game’. 

TEN/2PO TALK 



Player Blog 

our player blogger this year, says ~thanks" to TEAM 
TEJk,fPO [’or our support. Check out her latest blog and look :[’or her 
comments after every game on the TT website. 

believes that it is best to "learn fi~om yesterday, live for today, and 
hope for tomorrow." 

Tickets and Parking 

Please continue your marketing e:t?2~r ts and direct your groups to UNC’s 
ticket office (Emily Cozatt - 1-800-722-4335 or 919-962-2296) to 
receive group discounts. 

Group prices: 

10-24 - $8 per person 

25-49 - $6 

50-99 - $4 

100+ - $2 

PAiVideo Board Recognition - To show appreciation for group support, 
UNCAA (Athletic Department) will recognize the attending group w-ith a 
PA announcement during the game as well the group’s name and,’or logo on 
the video board. Tell the group leader to submit their group name and 
logo to                         @uncaa.unc.edu 

Parking/Bus Instructions - Along with the added benefit of having ample 
seating in the Smith Center this year for all home games, comes ample 
parking. The Skipper Bowles Lot as well as the Maiming Lot are 
conveniently located in close proximity to the Smith Center for general 
public parking. If you and your group will be traveling via bus, 
please contact                           @u~caa.unc.edu in order to 
make the appropriate arrangements in advance of the game that you and 
your group ~vill be attending. 

Media Vohmteers Needed 

Welcome Ed Weiss as our new- squad leader for Media! Contact Ed 
@rocketmail.com) to share your ideas regarding how best to 

increase our home attendance through marketing strategies related to 
the press (print, electronic, radio, tv, etc.). Ed has years of media 
experience and has been a long-tune ~vomen’s basketball supporter. 

To increase our impact, we need TEAM TEIVIPO members to read the 
newspapers follo~ving each game AND contact the journalists to express 
their opinions If the article and coverage was great give them a 
compliment! ffthe coverage was inadequate or inappropriate, be 
professional and give them feedback We want the Triangle media to know 
that we care about media support and we value our Tar Heels. Let us 
know if you are able to stay abreast of our team in the media. Contact 
teamtempo@meridians us TODAY! 

Our latest partner in the e:t?2~r t to support UNC WBB is Scott Bridges’ 
Scout Inside Carolina ~http:i/mbd.scout.com/mb.aspx?s 78&~3777 
’]?heir m[’ormative site has a women’s basketball forum that we all 
should join to share our comments. Scout has recruiting and team 
performance news too! Go directly or visit the link on the TT website. 

Recruit{ Recruit{ Recruit{ 

As Coach Hatchell would tell us, recruiting is the lifeblood of her 
success. Let’s continue to build the membership of TEAM TfiMPO. Tell 
everyone you know about our grassroots organization We are committed 
to supporting UNC Women’s Basketball and want to meet others who have 
the same passion. If you know of other supporters, Rams Club members, 
faculty, staff, students, relatives, former players, coaches, or 
managers ask them to join us and to visit our TEAM TEMPO web site 
TODAY! There is power in numbers! 



Member Sur,~ey "Let your voice be heard! 

This upcoming Tuesday, the leaders of TT ~vill discuss the marketing 
strategies suggested by YOU. We need your feedback each and every week. 
We will forward this information to the marketing coordinators in the 
athletic department. So please, conrplete the TT survey; your feedback 
is essential as it is the gauge of effectiveness and the first step to 
marketing success. We need to l~mw what you want TEAM TEMPO to 
acconrplish to increase attendance and how you visualize us embracing 
the UNC Women’s Basketball program. 

If you have not yet sent us your feedback, please sign onto our TEAM 
TEMP© web site to conrplete the menrber SUl~ey[ 

Your Ideas and Skills are Needed 

How should we identi~z each other at public events? Should ~ve ~vear 
badges, lanyards, or name tags? Similar apparel or hats? Suggestions? 

What is your talent or gift? Would you like to learn new skills to help 
TEAM TEMPO? We are empo~vering evelszone to assist the eft’,art Volunteer 
in your area of comfort. Do you enjoy computers, talking on the phone, 
drafting letters, working with charities, chatting with senior citizens 
or youth groups? Please contact us so we may match you up ~vith another 
member to get you into action-mode to increase the attendance’. 

Cormnentaries Welcome 

Feedback is essential for success. Please contact us whenever you have 
a constructive suggestion or critique[ We need your support AND your 
feedback! 

Note: This update is posted on the www.meridians.us/ncteamtempo site; 
click on "Weekly Updates" button on left sidebar. 

As always, a sincere THANKS for your time and effi~rt. A special thank 
you to Bill Poteat, Gall McKinley, Ann tIennessey, Cinderella Jackson, 
Annette Litzenberger, Laurie Ferris, Maureen Buck, Ed Weiss, 
(iur[itz, and Joy Farley for their assistance in the women’s basketball 
office. ~I]ae team and coaches are MOST appreciative. 

Go tteels, 

Tickeks: UNC Ticket ©ffice 1-800-722-4335 or 919-962-2296 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise and Spoit Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC~ 27599 

919.843.0336 

There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to clinrb it." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 5, 2009 9:49 AM 

Jackie Lmnbert~n ~meridians. u~ 

Re: Changes On this cow; spacing mad links updated, added others to special thanks list, radio show on rues not mon 

Thanks. Not at the office.sent from my mac Will send again later 
from the PC. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Jackie Lambertsen @meridians us>: 

Photo courtesy of Greg Yvars 

TEAM TEMPO Update 

FebmaW 4, 2009 

Calendar 

Thursday, February 5th 

The Heels have risen to the challenge With two solid wins over WFU and 

NCCU, the team is now back on track to regain our rightful position as the 

league leader A win over Virginia Tech at 7:00 p.m. will help us move up 

and gain momentum to overcome Dook and Florida State The game can be also 

viewed through ACC Select Visit the official UNC WBB website! Halft~me 

activities will feature the reenactment of the original rules of "The Game." 

Look ]2~r yours truly to break a sweat and take this journey back in time! 

Monday, February 9th 

It’s rivalry time! At 7:30 pan. Dook brings their tenacious defense to 

Chapel Hill (ESPN2) to stop our "fast and furious" offense. Don’t ruiss out 

on this exciting garue as we battle for the regular season championship. 

(Note: Contact the Dook athletic department for tickets to the away game on 

March 1 st. Visit goduke.com to purchase online. We need to fill any and all 

available seats in Cameron with Carolina Blue! ) Please corae early and set 

the tone for the Heels to feel the energy- from the fans. Halftime activities 

include fantastic promotions from the Daily Tar Heel, the Carlyle Cup, and 

Brixx Pizza! And don’t ruiss a special perforruance of the national anthem. 

Coach Hatchell Radio Show Moves to Tuesday This Week 

Join us at Tyler’s in Carrboro (919.929.6881) on Tuesday for the weekly 

radio show. Host Brad Heller (Learfield Sports and "Our Voice of the Tar 

Heels") will chat with the Hall-of-Fame Coach on YVCHL-1360 AM. TT members 

come early at 7:00 p.m. to eat and fellowshipt The show begins at 8:00 p.ru. 

Can’t ruake the trip to Tyler’s? Through the efforts of TT, a mp3 copy of the 

radio show (starting with the February 2nd show) is NOW available on the 

main page of the women’s basketball official website. Yest Go TEAM TEMt)O! 

A;VAY - Friday, February 13th 

Get your popcorn read?’[ This barn burner versus Florida State starts at 6:30 

pm on RSN network. The Heels will need to secure this important road 

victory to gain the top spot tbr the ACC tournament seeding and the regular 

season championship We must send positive thoughts to Tallahassee so our 

team can feel the Tar Heel Nation spirit on the road. 

Away Games 



According to the UNC Ticket Off’ice, there is a limited supply of tickets 
still available for the $25 bus caravan to the NC State game at 7:00 p.m. on 
Monday, February 23rd. Sign onto the UNC 
<http:i/evlO.evenue.net/cgi-bin/ncommerce3/SEGetEventList’?groupCode WBT&link 
ID unc&shopperComext &caller &appCode > Women’s Away Game web site today 
to order your tickets! The price of the caravan includes your achnission 
ticket to the game! 

TE)¢g)O TALK 

Player Blog 

our player blogger this year, says "thanks" to TEAM TEMt~O 
for our support. Check out her latest blog 

and look for her 
comments after evet?~ game on the TT website. Did you know- that     play-s 
the French horn, flute, and guitar’.’ And her mother,       played 
basketball at Howard University? Our 4th year post-player believes that it 
is best to "learn from yesterday, live for today-, and hope for tomorrow." 

Tickets and Parking 

Please continue your marketing effolts and direct your groups to L~N’C’s 
ticket office (Emily Cozart - 1-800-722-4335 o1 919-962-2296) to receive 
group discounts. 

Group prices: 

10-24 - $8 per person 

25-49 - $6 

50-99 - $4 

100+ - $2 

P.adVideo Board Recognition - To show appreciation for group support, UNCAA 
(Athletic Department) ;vill recognize the attending group ;vith a PA 
announcement during the game as well the group’s name and/or logo on the 
video board. Tell the group leader to submit their group name and logo to 

at @uncaa.unc.edu 

Parking/Bus Instructions - Along with the added benefit of having ample 
seating in the Smith Center this year for all home games, comes ample 
parking. ’]?he Skipper Bowles Lot as well as the Manning Lot are conveniently 
located in close proxunW to the Smith Center for general public parking. 
If you and your group will be traveling via bus, please contact 

at @uncaa.unc.edu in order to make the appropriate 
arrangements in advance of the game that you and your group will be 
attending. 

Media Volunteers Needed 

Welcome Ed Weiss as our new squad leader :[’or Media! Contact Ed 
~)rocketmaiLcom) to share your ideas regarding how best to increase 

our home attendance through marketing strategies related to the press 

(print, electronic, radio, tv, etc.). Ed has years of media experience and 
has been a long-time women’s basketball supporter 

To increase our impact, we need TEAM TEMPO members to read the newspapers 
following each game AND contact the journalists to express their opinions. 
If the article and coverage was great - give them a compliment! If the 
coverage was inadequate or inappropriate, be professional and give them 
feedback. We want the Triangle media to know that we care about media 
support and we value our Tar Heels. Let us know if you are able to stay 
abreast of our team in the media. Contact tearntempo@meridians.us TODAYt 

Our latest partner in the efl’ort to support UNC WBB is Scott Bridges’ Scout 
- Inside Carolina (http://lnbd.scout.com,’mb.aspx’.’s 78 
<http://mbd.scout.com,’mb.aspx?s 78&f 3777> &f 3777. Their informative site 



has a women’s basketball forum that we al] should join to share our 
comments Scout has recruiting and team performance news toot Go directly or 
visit the [ink on the TT website. 

Recruit[ Recruit! Recrmt[ 

As Coach Hatchell would tell us, recrmting is the ]ifeb[ood of her success. 
Let’s continue to build the membership of TEAM TEMPO. Tell every/one you know 
about our grassroots organization. We are committed to supporting 
Women’s Baskctball and want to meet others who have the same passion. If you 
know of other supporters, Rams Club members, faculty, staff, students, 
relatives, former players, coaches, or managers - ask them to join us and to 
visit our TEAM TEMPO web 
<http :i/wwa¥.1rleridians.ush~ctealntempo/season%202009%20tickets.htm> site 
TODAY! There is power in numberst 

Member Survey - "Let your voice be heardt" 

This upcoming Tuesday, the leaders of TT will discuss the marketing 
strategies suggested by YOU. We need your feedback each and cvet?~ week. We 
will forward this irfformation to the marketing coordinators in the athletic 
department. So please, complete the TT sm~cy; your fcedback is essential as 
it is the gauge of effectiveness and the first step to marketing success. 
We need to know what you want TEAM TEMPO to accomplish to increase 
attendance and how you visualize us embracing the I_TNC Women’s Basketball 
program. 

If you have not yet sent us your feedback, please sign onto our TEAM TEMPO 
web site <http://~’w.meridiansusincteamtempo> to complete the member 
SUl~ey! 

Your Ideas and Skills are Needed 

How should we identify each other at public events? Should we wear badges, 
lanyards, or name tags? Similar apparel or hats? Suggestions? 

What is your talent or gil’t? Would you like to learn ne~v skills to help TE.~M 
TEM~’O? We are empowering evely’one to assist the effort Volunteer in your 
area of comfort Do you enjoy computers, talking on the phone, drafting 
letters, ~vorking with charities, chatting with senior citizens or youth 
groups? Please contact us <mailto:teamtempo@meridians.us> so we may match 
you up with another member to get you into action-mode to increase the 
attendance[ 

Commentaries Welcome 

Feedback is essential for success Please contact us 
<mailto           @meridians.us> whenever you have a constructive suggestion 
or critique[ We need your support AND your feedback! 

Note: This update is posted on the www meridians.us/ncteamtempo site; click 
on "Week]y Updates" button on left sidebar. 

As ahYays, a sincere THANKS for your time and effort. A specia] thank you 
to Bill Poteat, Gall McKinley, Arm Hennessey, Cinderel]a Jackson, Annette 
Litzenberger, Laurie Ferris, Maureen Buck, Ed Weiss, Judy Gur]itz, and Joy 
Farley for their assistance in the women’s basketbal] office ’];he team and 
coaches are MOST appreciauve. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. I)ebby 



Tickets: 1L2NC Ticket Office 1-8(;{)-722-4335 ur 919-962-2296 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

L~-C - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration 

College Spolt Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc edu 

> http://www.unc, edu~’depts/exercise/sport administration 

"Everybody can be great .. because anybody can serve. You don’t have to have 

a college degree to serve You don’t have to make your subj ect and verb 

agree to serve. You only need a heart full of grace. A soul generated by 

love." ML King Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 5, 2009 10:06 AM 

@21stceg.com 

RE: TEAM TEMPO Update 

http :/i~vw~v.meridians.us/ncteamtempo/ 

Hope to see you soon’. 

debby 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @21stceg.com: 

Good Morning Deborah, 

Thank you [’or such great information 

Can you please send me the link to the website - I failed to save it 

thanks, LM 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D, CLU" 
Sent: Thursday, February 5, 2009 9:44am 
To: ~meridians us 
Cc: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: TEAM TEX/;PO Update 

Sent from MacPro 

TEAM TEMPO Update 

Febpdary 4, 2009 

Calendar 

Thursday, February 5th 

The Heels have risen to the challenge. With two solid xvins over YVFU and 
NCCU, the team is now- back on track to regain our rightful position as 
the league leader. A win ovcr Virginia Tech at 7:00 p.nr. will help us 
nrove up and gain momentum to overcome Dook and Florida State. The game 
can be also viewed tl’uough ACC Select. Visit the official UNC WBB 
websitet Halftime activities will feature the reenactment of the 
original rules of ?The Game.’.’ Look for yo~s truly to break a sxveat and 
take this journcy back in time! 

Monday, FebruaW 9th 

It?s rivalry timer At 7:30 p.m. Dook brings their tenacious defense to 
Chapel Hill (ESPN2) to stop our ?fast and furious? offense. Don?t miss 
out on this exciting game as we battle for the regular season 
championship. (Note: Contact the Dook athletic department for tickets 
to the away game on March 1 st. Visit goduke.com to purchase online We 
need to fill any and all available seats in Cameron with Carolina 
Blue! ) Please come early and set the tone for the Heels to feel the 
energy from the fans Halftime activities include fantastic promotions 
from tdae Daily Tar Heel, the Carlyle Cup, and Brixx Pizza! And don?t 
miss a special perfolTnance of the national anthem. 

Coach Hatchell Radio Show- Moves to Tuesday This Week 

Join us at Tyler?s in Carrboro (919.929.6881) on Tuesday for the weekly 
radio show. Host Brad Heller (Learfield Sports al’~d ?Our Voice of the 



Tar Heels?) will chat with the tlall-of-Fame Coach on WCIIL-1360 AM. TT 
members come early at 7:00 pan. to eat and fellowshipt The show begins 
at 8:00 p.m 

Can?t make the trip to Tyler?s? Through the effBrts of TT, a rap3 copy 
of the radio show (starting with the February 2rid show) is NOW 
available on the main page of the women?s basketball ofiScial website 
Yes~ Go 

AWAY ? Friday, Febmal3, 13th 

Get your popcorn rea@t This barn burner versus Florida State starts at 
6:30 p.m. on RSN nea~ork. ~e Heels will need to secure this important 
road victory to gain the top spot for the ACC tournament seeding and 
the regular season championship. We must send positive thougNs to 
Tallahassee so o~ team can feel the Tar Heel Nation spirit on the road. 

Away Games 

According to the L~C Ticket Office, ~ere is a limited supply of 
tickets still available for the $25 bus caravan to the NC State game at 
7:00 p.m. on Monday, Februaq- 23rd. Sign onto the ~-C Women?s Away 
Game web site today to order yo~ tickets[ ~e price of the caravan 
includes yo~ admission ticket to the garnet 

Player Blog 

ow player blogger this year, says ?thanks? to TEAM 
TEN~O for our support. Check out her latest blog and look fbr her 
co~ents after eve~’ game on the TT website Did you ~ow that 

believes that it is best to ?learn from yesterday, live for today, and 
hope fbr tomon-ow.? 

Tickets and PaNing 

Please continue your marketing effbrts and direct your groups to L~C?s 
ticket office (Emily Coza~ - 1-8~-722-4335 or 919-962-2296) to 
recewe group discounts. 

@oup prices: 

10-24 - $8 per person 

25-@ - S~ 

50-99 - ~ 

>100~ 

PA/Video Board Recognition - To show appreciation for group support, 
UNCAA @thletic Department) will recognize the attending group with a 
PA announcement dwing the game as well the group?s name and/or logo on 
the video board. Tell the group leader to submit their group name and 
logo to                         @~caa.unc.edu 

Parking/Bus Instructions - Along with the added benefit of having ample 
seating in the Smith Center this year fi~r all home games, comes ample 
patting. ’]Ne Skipper Bowles Lot as well as the Manning Lot are 
conveniently located in close proximity to the Smith (;enter fi~r general 
public parking. If you and your group will be traveling via bus, 
please contact                             @uncaa ~c.edu in order to 
make the appropriate arrangements in advance of the game that you and 
yore group will be attenditN. 

Media Volunteers Needed 

Welcome Ed Weiss as our new squad leader for Media~ Contact Ed 



@rocketmail.com) to share your ideas regarding how best to 
increase our home attendance through marketing strategies related to 
the press (print, electronic, radio, tv, etc.). Ed has years of media 
experience and has been a long-time women?s basketball supporter. 

To increase our impact, we need TEAM T[~MPO members to read the 
newspapers J2~llowing each game AND contact the journalists to express 
their opinions. If the article and coverage was great ? give them a 
compliment[ If the coverage was inadequate or inappropriate, be 
professional and give them feedback. We want the Triangle media to know- 
that we care about media support and we value our Tar Heels. Let us 
know if you are able to stay abreast of our team in the media. Contact 
teamtempo@meridians.us TODAY[ 

Our latest partner in the effort to support UNC VVBB is Scott Bridges? 
Scout ? Inside Carolina (http:/;’mbd.scout.com’mb.aspx?s 78&f 3777. 
Their informative site has a women?s basketball forum that we all 
should join to share our coruments. Scout has recruiting and team 
performance news too! Go directly or visit the litg~ on the TT website. 

Recruit[ Recruit[ Recruit[ 

As Coach Hatchell would tell us, recruiting is the lifeblood of her 
success. Let?s continue to build the membership of TE~X~M TENg)O. Tell 
evelNone you know about our grassroots organization. We are coramitted 
to supporting I~rNC Women?s Basketball and want to meet others who have 
the sarue passion, ffyou know of other suppolters, Rarus Club members, 
faculty, stafl; students, relatives, former players, coaches, or 
managers ? ask them to join us and to visit our TEAM TEMPO web site 
TODAY! There is power in numbers! 

Member Su~ey ? ?Let your voice be heard! ? 

This upcoming Tuesday, the leaders of TT will discuss the marketing 
strategies suggested by YOU We need your l~edback each and every week 
We will folavard this information to the marketing coordinators in the 
athletic department. So please, complete the TT survey; your feedback 
is essential as it is the gauge of effectiveness and the first step to 
marketing success. We need to know what you want TEAM TEMPO to 
accomplish to increase attendance and how you visualize us embracing 
the krix,’C Women?s Basketball program 

If you have not yet sent us your feedback, please sign onto our TEAM 
TEMPO web site to complete the member survey[ 

Your Ideas and Skills are Needed 

How should we identiJ}’ each other at public events’? Should we wear 
badges, lanyards, or name tags? Similar apparel or hats? Suggestions’? 

What is your talent or gift? Would you like to learn new skills to help 
T]~;AM TEMPO? We are empowering everyone to assist the e:t?k~rt. Volunteer 
in your area of comt’ort Do you enjny computers, talking on the phone, 
drafting letters, working with charities, chatting with senior citizens 
or youth groups’? Please contact us so we may match you up with another 
member to get you into action-mode to increase the attendance[ 

Commentaries Welcome 

Feedback is essential for success. Please contact us whenever you have 
a constructive suggestion or critique! We need your support AND your 
feedback! 

Note: This update is posted on the www meridians.us/ncteamtempo site; 
click on ?Weekly Updates? button on left sidebar. 

As always, a sincere THANKS for your time and effort. A special thank 
you to Bill Poteat, Gall McKinley, Arm Hennessey, Cinderella Jackson, 
Annette Litzenberger, Laurie Ferris, Maureen Buck, Ed Weiss, Judy 
Gurlitz, and Joy Farley for their assistance in the women?s basketball 
office. The team and coaches are MOST appreciative? 



Go Heels, 

Dr Debby 

Tickets: L~C Ticket Office 1-8(~0-722-4335 o1 919-962-2296 

Dr. Debby Stronran 
Universi~" of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Adnrinistration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to clirnb it." 

"The Leader In Integrated Expo Solutions" 

Leslie McFarland, VP/CFO 
21st Centur?’ Expo Group, Inc 

301-386-9771, ext 101 
301-386-9780 - fax 

@21 stceg corn 
w’~v. 21 stceg corn 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 12:05 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: EXSS EI Assigmnent 

Hi There is no EI assignment due on Monday. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @aol corn: 

Dr Stroman, 

My name is              and I am inyour EXSS     class that meets on 

I was wondering where I could find the EI assignment I was a 

little late to the library this morning and didn’t hear what you had 

to say to 

the class before the lecture began. Is the EI the assignment you 

handed out to 

the students who didn’t take pa~ in the lectwe or is it a different 

assig~ent? 

Thanks for your help, 

********************* says I love you like flowers~ Find a florist near you 

now. 

>(http://yellowpagesaolcom/search?que~ florist&ncid emlcntusyelp00000002) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, February 14, 2009 12:08 PM 

nc.rr.com 

Re: TEAM TEMPO - Hot NEWS you can USE’. 

:( 

Great time, but tough loss to watch. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @nc.n corn: 

> Sorry I just checked my email and it is too late to go now. ! will 
> be rooting [’or them and talking to the TV. Go Heels! 
> 

> ---- Deborah Strom an <dstroman@email uric edu> wrote: 
>> Thanks Joan!t 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> FYI. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>Subject: [tarheelsWB3] Viewing Party at Time Out 2/13, Valentines for 
>> 

>> > the Team 
>> 

>>>Date: Thu, 12Feb2009 14:25:25-0500 
>> 

>>>From: Joan Danaher 
>> 

>> > Fellow Tar Heel Women’s Basketball fans- You may recall last year we 

>> > had several viewing parties for away games at the Time Out Sports 

>> > Bar/Restaurant at the Holiday Irm in Chapel Hill. 

>> > I have called to arrange one for tomorrow’s game against Florida State 

>> > at 6:30 p.m. We had good turnouts, and lots of fun last year. Let’s do 

>> > it again! 

>> > Plan to arrive by 6:00 if you are ordering dirmer. 

>> > Also, dming halftirne, ~ve will be making (no skill required) 

>> > Valentines for the team that will be given to theru at their 2 p.m. 

>> > practice (which is closed) on Saturday. 

>> > I’ll bring all the supplies, but I ~vill need someone to take them to 

>> > the Women’s basketball ofi)ce on Saturday around 1:30ish. 

>> > Joan Danaher, Ph.D 



>> > N[~CTAC, Associate Director 

>> > FP(I Child Development Institute 

>> ~ Campus Box 8040, UNC-Ctt 

>> > Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8040 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>> UNC -Exercise and Sport Science 

>> Sport Administration 

>> College Sport Research Institute 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> dstro@unc edu 
>> 

>> http://~vw~v.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

>> "Evelybody can be great .. because anybody can sel~e. You don’t have to have 
>> a college degree to serve You don’t have to make ?’our subject and verb 
>> agree to sel~e. You only need a heart full of grace. A soul generated by 
>> love." M.L. King Jr. 

> Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, February 14, 2009 12:37 PM 

Jackie Lmnbert~n @meridians.u~ 

Re: FW: Photos 

FYI I spoke with Roger and I am getting him a pass for tomorrow. This 
action is a one-time "favor" that I negotiated through my relationship 
with t2aem. 

So if anyone else ever asks in the Ii~ture..say that it is not allo;ved 
or to make their own request through L~,-CAA Cormnumcations (no 
afiliation with TT or me) We can’t afford to damage our relationship 
with L~,-CAA personnel. 

Thanks. 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universib~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Q uoting Jackie l,ambertsen <j ackie@meridians.us>: 

Lambertsen 

Home 

Fax 

"All is well Relax and Breathe!" 

From: Roger D. Werner [mailto: ,~,,gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February- 10, 2009 5:39 PM 
To: ’Jackie Lambertsen’ 
Subject: RE: Photos 

I will meet you at 12:50 outside the Ram’s Club offices. Call ray cell and I 
will meet you at the curb so you don’t have to get out of your car. 

Deborah can reach me at 919 929-7737 or by cell. Please forward this to her 
as I don’t have her e-mail in ray Outlook here. Thanks. 

Roger 

From: Jackie Lambertsen [mailto      ~meridians.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, February- 10, 2009 5:18 PM 
To: ’Roger D. Wemer’ 
Cc: ’Deborah L. Stroman, PhD., CLU~ 
Subject: RE: Photos 

My cell phone is         and I have a 1 pm hair cut in Carrboro Let me 
know where to meet you just after 12:30 and I will retrieve the stick. 



> 

> I have talked to Deborah Stroman about a press pass J2~r you and she will 
> contact you to meet you ahead of the game. At least that is my 
> understanding. Please email her ?’our phone number(s) 
> 

> 

> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> 

> 

> Jackie Lambertsen 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Home 
> 
> Cell 
> 

> Fax 
> 

> 

> 

> "All is well. Relax and Breathe!" 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Roger D. Wemer [mailto (~raail.cora] 
> Sent: Tuesday, Febma~ 10, 2009 2:28 PM 
> To: ’Jackie Lambertscn’ 
> Subject: Photos 
> 

> 

> 

>Hi, 
> 

> 

> 

> When you speak with Coach Hatchell about getting me a floor pass for 
> photographers, please remind her that ~ve are Rashanda McCants’ scholarship 
> donors. 
> 

> 

> 

> Let me know where you will be tomorro~v. As I said I have a 1 PM meeting at 
> the Ram’s Club offices, so I could meet you just before that/[" it will ~vork 
> for us. 
> 

> 

> 

> Roger 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 5:57 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

Re: EI-DUE? 

Hi As almounced in class, there is no assignment due on Monday. 
With the changes made regarding CBT, it is necessary- to rearrange 
assignments. 

Enjoy your weekend 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc.edu> : 

tley Dr. Stroman, 

I was looking over the syllabus and saw that we have an El due on 

Monday. What exactly is that? (I did not see it in the syllabus). 

Thanks 

UNC-Chape[ Hill, Class of 

Exercise and Sport Science - Sports Administration, BA 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, February’ 19, 2009 12:22 PM 

Mike Johnson @ea(thlink.net> 

RE: TEAM TEMPO Update 

Thank YOu! Seems like now that we are getting more organized and 
effective, the season is almost over! Let’s keep sharing and building 
for the future 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Mike Johnson @earthlink.net>: 

Thanks Deborah! 

Make & Anne 

I am using the Free version of SPAMfighter <http://www spamfi~hter com/len> 
> 

We are a community of 6 million users fighting spam. 
SPAMfighter has removed 3125 of my spam emails to date 
The Professional version does not have this message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February. 24, 2009 8:22 AIVl 

Balaban, Rita A <balabanr@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Fwd: IM Basketba]l Playofl; Captain’s Meeting] 

Thanks 

I will see you there 

d 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carnlina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting balabanr@email.unc, edu: 

I just returned from the captain’s meeting and our first game is 
TOMORROW. Februaw 24th at 7pro. ~[]ae game is in Woo]en gym on Court 4. 

Let’s go Finley’s Finest[ 

Rita 

Quoting Rita A Balaban <balabanr@email unc.edu>: 

>> FYI I’ll be attending the playoffmeeting on Mon&ry 
>> 

>> Looks like there are roughly 60 teams in the bracket and our first 
> game will be on either 2/24, 2/.5, or ./26. I guess we are clumped 

>> with all the CoRec-Rec teams, including the undergrads. Are there 
>> any days that you cannot play? Per the standings, it looks like we 
>> are the 38th seed so we will have the 38th choice for what slot we 
>> want to fill 
>> 

>> The playoffbracket can be found at 
>>http://campusrec.unc.edu/Intramural/im schedules/Spring 2009 CoRec BasketballCoRec Rec Basketball WinnersBracket html 
>> 

>> Take care and have a great weekend! 
>> 

>> Rita 
>> 

>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>>Subject: Fwd: IM Basketball Playoffs Captain’s Meeting 
>> Date: Fri, 20 Feb 2009 16:37:33 -05(~0 
>> From: @graail.com> 
>> To: Rita A Balaban <balabanr(~email.unc.edu> 
>> References: ~ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Hey evewone, 
>> I just wanted to remind you that there will be captain’s rueetings 
>> for IM Basketball Playoffs on Monday February- 23. The Co-Rec Rec 
>> meeting will be at 7:00pru in Fetzer 109. You *MUST* have a 
>> representative there in order to be scheduled for playoffs. Playoffs 
>> begin on Tuesday, FeblxlalN 24. Teams will pick their seeding for the 
>> playoffs in order of their ranking. There are some brackets posted 
>> online. You can look at these to get an idea of the seeding you 
>> would like to be pick but beware these brackets are not finalized. 
>> They are still subject to change at this point. If you have any 
>> questions, please let me know. 
>> 

>> Intramural Sports 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill Campus Recreation 
>> Student Recreation Center 101 
>> (919)8434770 

~mail.gmail.com> 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February. 24, 2009 8:24 AM 

@email .unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: IM Basketba]l Playott; - PLAYOFFS TONIGHT! 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

..... Forwarded message fi-om balabam@email.unc.edu ..... 
Date: Mun, 23 Feb 2009 20:02:42 -0500 

Frum: balabanr@email uric edu 
Reply-To: balabanr@email.unc.edu 
Sutziect: Re: [Fwd: Fwd: IM Basketball Playui%s Captain’s Meeting] 

To: Rita A Balaban <balabanr@email unc.edu> 

I just returned from the captain’s meeting and our first game is 
TOMORROW, February 24th at 7pro. The game is in Wuolen gym on Court 4 

Let’s gu Finley’s Finest! 

Rita 

Quoting Rita A Balaban <balabanr@email uric edu>: 

FYI I’ll be attending the playoffmeeting on Munday 

Louks like there are roughly 60 teams in the bracket and uur first 
game will be on either 2/24, 2/25, or 2/26. I guess we are clumped 
with all the CuRec-Rec teams, including the undergrads. Are there 
any days that yuu carmut play? Per the standings, it looks like we 
are the 38th seed so we ~vill have the 38th choice for what slot ~ve 
want to fill. 

The playoff bracket can be found at 

>http://campusrec.~mc.edu/h~tramural/im schedules/Spring 2009 CoRec BasketballCoRec Rec Basketball WinnersBracket.html 

> Take care and have a great weekend[ 

> Riga 

Original Message ........ 
> Subject: Fwd: IM Basketball Playoffs Captain’s Meeting 
> Date: Fri, 20 Feb 2009 16:37:33 -0500 
> From: @gmail.com> 

> To: Rita A Balaban <balabanr@email.unc.edu> 
> References: < 

> Hey everyone, 
> I just wanted to remind you that there will be captain’s meetings for 
> IM Basketball Playoffs on Monday February 23. The Co-Rec Rec meeting 
> will be at 7:00pm in Fctzer 109. You *MUST* have a representative 
> there in order to be scheduled for playoIt’s. PlayofI~ begin on 
> Tuesday, February 24 Teams will pick their seeding for the playoffs 
> in order of their ranking There are some brackets posted online You 
> can look at these to get an idea of the seeding you would like to be 
> pick but beware these brackets are not finalized The?’ are still 
> subject to change at this point. If you have an?- questions, please 
> let me know-. 

> Intramural Sports 
> Lr>,-C-Chapel Hill Campus Recreation 
> Student Recreation Center 101 
> (919)843-4770 

~mail.g~ail.corrl> 



> 

> 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 6:28 PM 

@email. unc.edu 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

Re: e~an 

Hi Meet me in my office at 11:00 am on Tuesday. Thank you 

Go tIee]s, 

Dr Debby Stroman 

University of North Carolina 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 

CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email unc edu: 

Ill Dr Stroman, 

I’m just reminding you that I will need to make up the exam next week. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:25 PM 

Balaban, Rita A <balabanr@email.unc.edu> 

Re: ~md IM ttoops 

Yes, I sa~v him in class today and reminded him. Thanks. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CE 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Rita A Balaban <balabanr@email uric edu>: 

Hi Debbie, 

] hope al[ is well. I’m not sure if anybody has contacted       to 
let him know that we have a game at 6pro tonight. If you have his 
emai[, then kindly let him know. 

Take care and I’l[ see you at the game. We are on court 2 in Woolen 

Go 

[Lira 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:27 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Trivia Night 

Hi Make stare an email is sent from Bb to the members! 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting .~emaihunc.edu>: 

Okay, we are going to postpone the trivia night. We ~vill still have it in 
March, either the first week back or the next. Let’s decide on the official 
ne~v date by wednesday so we can announce it to our members at the meeting. 
We also need to actively seek more participants [’or it Jeun, we need to 
post this update ASAP. 

We also will still have the pit table tomorrow. The weather is supposed to 
be okay so things should be definite. It is 10-2, and I will send out a 
little schedule of who will be there when by tonight Thanks, and know that 
we need this to promote Val’s speech. 

Enjoy the snow! 

On Fri, at 12:52 AM~ 
~kenan-flagler unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Club, 
>> 

>> We need to get some teams registered for Sports Trivia Night ASAP. So ~ar 
>> we have one team that expressed interested. This ~s a great opportunity to 
>> fundraise and raise brand awareness for our club If everyone can j ust 
>> corn’ince a team of friends to play we will be in good shape for Monday 
>> Please keep promoting the event and the great prizes. Let me know ASAP if 
>> you have a team to register and if you are planning on being there. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:57 AM 

Sou’d~a]l, PdchaJcd Michaxd ~soufl~aJl@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Sonny Vaccaro COMPLETED FLYER 

Thanks. I also made changes such as adding a contact email address and 
identifying him in the photo 

We also need to chat about Dan Gale He accepted a job in Colorado and 
is leaving in 10 days. 

debby 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting southall@email.unc.edu: 

Nice work on the flyer. I would make one small suggestion - I would 
remove the Nike logo and jumpman, since to have them on there is not 
an authorized use and also seems to suggest that Nike is endorsing 
Mr Vaccaro’s talk. I would do that before any are distributed. 

Dr Southall 

Quoting ~)email.unc edu>: 

>> Hey guys! We have a completed flyer! 
>> 

, can you please take care of distributing the 
>> flyers to the EXSS facul~’, CSRI table in the Pit, and throughout 
>> campus, as suggested in my previous email with the tasks 
>> 
>> can you please send out an email on as many 
>> listservs as you are capable of with the flyer and two articles that 
>> I sent out earlier attached to it That would be a great way to get 
>> the word out 
>> 

>> please put the flyer up on the blackboard site and our CSBC wcbsite. 
>> 

>> Dr. Strotraan and Dr. Southall- if you have students willing to help 
>> distribute the flyer, please pass along the flyer to them... 
>> 

>> Thanks evewone[ 
>> 

>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:58 AM 

~emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

Re: advice 

Hi i Stop by after 2:00 on Fridoy. 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srrath Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~email unc edu: 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope all is going wel[ with you as the wonderful time of March 
Madness is finally beginning - go heels! I need to please stop by 
and talk with you [’or about 15-20rain on how to handle a situation 
with a class / professor. ! apologize in advance for taking up your 
time but I just need some good, solid advice. I am free Friday from 
11-1150 and 1-330 Are you avaible by chance during those time slots 
on Friday? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:59 AM 

Sou’d~a]l, PdchaJcd Micha~cd ~’.soufl~aJl@emml.tmc.edu> 

’Shelley Johnson’ <shelljo@m~caa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Preseutation 

I will try to reach you by phone and ifI miss you, give me a call at 
your convenience. Thanks. 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are twu ways tu get to the top of an uak tree. One way is to sit 
un an acurn and wait; the uther is tu climb it." 

Quoting southa]l@email.unc.edu: 

> Debby & Shelley, 
> 

> I’m in NY @Ithaca Cullege until Saturday and then leave Sunday for FL 
> - Nuva Suutheastern Univ. (back un Mk~nday evening) I can prubably 
> meet Tuesday late (after 4:00pm) ur sumetime Wed I agree we need to 
> meet with asap. 
> 

> Richard 
> 

> Quoting Deborah S~ruman <dstroman@email.unc edu>: 
> 

>> Hi Richard. Let’s discuss asap. He has missed the last three classes without 
>> cummunicatiun ][’hanks. 
>> 

>> (fro Heels, 
>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> Sport Adrainistration/College Sport Research Institute 
>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> LRqC - EXSS - 4 Stmff~ Bldg. 
>>CB #3182 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> dstro@unc.edu 
>> theclub@unc.edu 
>> 

>>http:i/www.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport adrainistr atiorv index.htra 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: ~)email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 9:31 AM 
>> To: Deborah Stroman; 
>> Subject: Presentation 
>> 

>> Dr. Stroman and 
>> Sometimes when people screw up, they tD’ to lie or make excuses to 
>> cover up their mistakes or make themselves seem less culpable I try 
>> not to do that when I make really bad mistakes I simply forgot that I 
>> had class this morning. Dr. Stroman, I forgot in light of 
>> emailing me just last week about the presentation (which I never got 
>> back to her about). I hope you will not penalize        for my 
>> ineptitude I have submitted the summaW that goes along with the 
>> presentation to the digital dropbox on Blackboard 
>> I am veW sorry for putting you in this situation. I really 
>> 

>> do apologize for not being there this morning and not getting back 
>> ;vith you about the presentation. I’m sure you did well and again, I’m 
>> sorl3z. 
>> Dr. Stroman, please let me know if there is anything you need me to 
>> 

>> do or want me to do to make this up to you and 
>> 

>> My apologies again, 
>> 

>> 

>> 



> > bs~riffl~email uric edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:02 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

~Kenan- Flagler.uuc.edu; ~emaJl.uuc.edu>; 
~Kenma- Flagler.unc.edu>; ~z) em~Jl.uuc.edu>; 

~email.uuc.edu>; Southedl, Richa~rd Michmd <southall@elnail.unc.edu> 

Re: Updated Flyer 

~email.unc.edu>; 

Thanks 

Leaders - please rsvp to theclub@unc.edu if you ARE available ]’or the 
post-lecture outing after the speech by Monday, 12 noon 

I *vill make arrangements at Spanky’s or FSPP ]l’I don’t hear from you, 
I will take that as a NO. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
University’ of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are two ~w~ys to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @eruaihunc.edu>: 

Heyt Dr. Strotman, I catmot change the flyer personally because it 
saves as a PDF that I cannot change. Can you please remove the Nike 
and Jordan logos as Dr. Southall requested? Thank you very much. 

Also, I spoke with Mrs. Pare Vaccaro, his wife, on the phone today. 
They- are staying at the Franklin Hotel. I have al~anged for 

to escort them to the Stone Center before the event. They 
also wanted to take our leadership group out after, possibly for a 
bite on Franklin Street. I coordinated all of the technical details 
with the Stone Center guy as well. Sonny is welcoruing any intet~ziews 
people want to give after the lecture or over the phone... I have his 
different phone numbers if anyone needs theru. 

After the flyer is updated, can ~ve please work on distributing them, 
as ~vas stated in the previous email. Also, if you have access to 
listsetws, please send out the flyer and articles tl-trough theru to 
reach as ruany people as possible. Thanks for everything guys! Enjoy 
the            starting tomorrow[[ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Thursday, 1: 5 8 PM 

~tmcaa.unc.edu"~ 

Re: Site visit 12 pm Thursday 

Great seeing you! 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 

on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @unca a unc.edu>: 

I thought she ~vas coming at 11:00 

>>>> 3:25 PM >>> 
Just confirming... 12pm faculty, site visit tomorrow with I)r Stroman. 

********************************************** 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Thursday, 1:59 PM 

@email.unc.e&t> 

Re: Time to meet with you 

Hi I ~vill be in the office on Tuesday from 9:30 - noon and then 
after 2:00 p.m. Please advise 

Thanks! 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~email.unc.edu>: 

Hello Professor Stroman- 

I hope that you’re doing well. It was great to run into you last week[ 

I was hoping to stop by your office at some point next week and 
wanted to tW to coordinate our schedules I would love to sit down 
with you and hear about what you have been doing as well as bounce 
some ideas off of you Please let me know, at your convenience, when 
you will be available to chat. 

Best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:00 PM 

~uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: Site visit 12 pm Thursday 

Hi          It was good chatting with you. I hope to continue our 
discussion soon. :) 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @uncaa.unc.edu: 

> Confirmed for noon tomorrow 
Original Message ...... 

> From: 

> To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
> To: Cricket Lane 
> To: 
> Sent: 4:54 PM 
> Subject: Re: Site visit 12 pin Thursday 

> I thought she was coming at 11:00 

>>>> 3:25 PM >>> 
> Just confirming... 12pm facul~, site visit tomorrow with I)r Stroman. 

> Sent via BlackBerp)~ by AT&T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:06 PM 

vackerman@usabasketball.com 

Fwd: Val Ackerman 

Hi Val. FYI on for~varded note. Your call. Let me know if you will 
contact her or if I should have her contact you through me. 

Thanks again. Students are still raving.. :) Solmy Vaccaro spoke last 
night and also told them to think about careers overseas. 

I spoke to Lyn Anastasia. She is on a project in DC. t;ar the next 
year. She wants to connect with evelTone too I told her about the 
Trenton gathering, but I think she may have a conflict. I will counect 
her with Chrissy. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One *w~y is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

..... Fopa, arded message from       @email uric edu ..... 
Date: Wed, 22:47:05 -WRX) 
From: @email.unc.edu 

Reply-To: ~@email unc edu 
Subject: Val Ackerman 

To: dstroman@emaihunc.edu 

[)ear Dr. Stroman- 
Hi, my name is a junior in the Sport Administration 
program I know it has been a few weeks, but I attended the Val 
Ackerman lecture and spoke with her a few moments afterwards about law" 
school I thoroughly enjoyed listening to what she had to say I was 
wondering if you could possibly give me an email or physical address 
[’or her so ! can write and thank her for her words of advice. Thanks 
so much and have a great rest of the week! 
Thanks- 

..... End forwarded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:08 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: BIG PUSH!!! 

Thanks 

FYI Periods and commas go inside of quotation marks 

I appreciate your assistance with helping the Club develop You are a 
TRUE team player. This gift will tnke you far... 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc.edu>: 

Thanks fur talking all that mess the uther night. We shuuld have wun that 
game, but I’ll leave it at that. 

2myway, I am nut emailing yuu tu talk mess back. I am emailing yuu as a 
reminder that we need tu make a big push on the Bill Rhoden book signing. I 
l~uw Carulina Spurt Business Club is the primary sponsur, but it is my 
understanding that yuu and yuur gruup are ]eading the prumotions and 
advertisements 

’]’he buok sigmng is set fur 4:00 p.m. un Friday          and Bill would 
like ~2~r us tu promote his bunk "$40 million dullar slaves" and tu have sume 
copies and/or mention his other buok "Third and a Mile". It is my opinion 
that we need to have a very visible display guing up in the bunkstore by 
early next week. ’]’he publisher also needs to be cuntacted immediately to 
make sure the bookstore gets the books in a reasonable amount of time before 
the book signing. I can work with Bill and you to make this happen. Just 
talk with the bookstore and let me know- their usual process. 

I have cc’ed the leaders of CSBC: 
on this email. Essentially I want them to be aware of what’s going on, what 
needs to be dune, and let them have an opportunity to let you know if the?" 
would like for anything in particular, like a banner.etc, to be at the 
bookstore behind Mr. Rhoden while he is signing his book. 

Keep me posted on advances and I will certainly help in any way I can. 

Thanks, 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:10 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

Re: CBI app 

Hi I am not in my office this afternoon. 

CBI is a priority. Make the time to hand deliver ?’our documents. Never 
trust the mail on something so important that is less than one mile 
away. :) 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Q uoting @gmail.com>: 

Good morning Dr. Stroman, 

I am t~ng to put in?’ application in the mail today, because I am 

worried about mailing it, I do not have good luck with mail getting 

delivered. Will you be available in your office some time this 

aRemoon? I am volunteering at an elementary school until 2, I am 

free anytime after that 

Have a good day, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:20 PM 

Val Ackennan <VAckerman@usabasketball.com> 

RE: Val Ackerm~ 

:) As you kno~v there are man?’ factors involved to have a top program 
I would say recruiting/retention, player development, and coaching are 
the three most important. In all three aspects, I think she is a ’B’ 
(at best). At one time, she ~vas an ’A’ in recruiting/retention. 

From the Bubba Parris files, "yes, I said it!" 

I love Debbie, but she needs to retire and become an administrator. The 
game and this generation has moved beyond her competencies And most 
importantly, her health does not allow her the abili~ to give 150%. 
Only in sports does the CEO stay because "she built the program." 

Whatever :) 

This is business’, loh 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"’]?here are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Val Ackerman <VAckerman@usabasketba]l corn>: 

Not a problem to give her my e-mail I’m stil] at a loss about 
Debbie’s 26-poim loss to Ca[ -- what in the world will it take to 
get that program back to the Final Four??? (Now, now, don’t say it 
-- though probab]y true). ] watched Duke lose to Michigan State -- 
must have been a tough pi]l [’or Joanne to swa]lowt 

..... Original Message ..... 
}:rom: Deborah L Stroman, Ph D., CLU [mailto:dstroman(@email un c edu] 
Sent: Thu 12:05 ]?M 
To: Val Ackennan 
Sut~ject: Fwd: Val Ackerman 

Hi Vah FYI on forwarded note. Yo~tr call. Let me know if you will 
contact her or if I should have her contact you through me. 

Tharf~s again. Students are still raving... :) Sonny Vaccaro spoke last 
night and also told them to thirf~ about careers overseas. 

I spoke to Lyn Anastasio. She is on a project in D.C. for the next 
year. She wants to connect with everyone too. I told her about the 
Trenton gathering, but I think she nray have a cordlict. I will connect 
her ~vith Chrissy. 

>d 

Dr. Debby Stronran 

Universi%" of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Adnrinistration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it. 

..... Forwarded message from cemitch@email unc.edu ..... 

Date:Wed, 22:47:05 
From:, ~email.nnc.edu 

Reply-To: ~)email uric edu 
Subject: Val Ackelrnan 

To: dstroman@email nnc edu 

Dear Dr. Stroman- 



Hi, my name is                  a junior in the Sport Administration 
program I know it has been a few weeks, but I attended the Val 
Ackerman lecture and spoke with her a few moments aRerwards about law 
school I thoroughly enjoyed listening to what she had to say. ! was 
wondering if you could possibly give me an email or physical address 
[’or her so I can write and thank her [’or her words of advice. Thanks 
so much and have a great rest of the week[ 
Thanks- 

..... End fol~varded message ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:21 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Val Ackerman 

Hi 

You can reach Ms. Ackerman at vackerman@usabasketbalhcom 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @emaihunc edu: 

Dear Dr. Stroman- 
Hi, lay name is a junior in the Sport 
Administration program I know it has been a few weeks, but I 
attended the Val Ackerman lecture and spoke with her a few moments 
afterwards about law school. I thoroughly enjoyed listening to what 
she had to say. I was wondering if you could possibly give me an 
emai[ or physical address ~2~r her so I can write and thank her for 
her words of advice Thanks so much and have a great rest of the 
week[ 
Thanks- 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:34 PM 

Battaglini, Rebecca L <bbatt@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: [Fwd: Re: tennis] 

Unbelievable! or not so uaabelievable. :) 

Thanks for your help on the home’. 

d 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting Becca Battaglini <bbatt@email.unc.edu>: 

emai[ .... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: tennis 
Date: Wed, 20:50:12 
From: @email uric edu> 
To: Becca Battaglini <bbatt@email uric edu> 
References: <20090323170346 jqfeqizyaSsScw4s@webmai]4 isis.unc.edu> 
<49C8434A.7000703@email.unc edu~ 

[3ecca, 

Ashley’ told me that racquet sports were now held at Cobbs Courts You 
gave me instructions on how to get to the OEC, so am I not supposed to 
go to Cobb, or did you not know or fi~rget since you were away? 
Let me know please so taht I can let me my class know tonight or early" 
tomorrow for tomorrow’s 2:00 class 
Thank you, 

Quoting Becca Battaglini <bbatt@email.unc.edu>: 

>> 

>> You should have gotten a key at the beginning of the semester frora 
>> Amy in the office. Obviously you didn’t...so you will either need to 
>> get one from her before you head down there, or borro~v a key from 
>> another TA who teaches Tennis. If neither of those work, your last 
>> resort would be to ask the Research Assistant at the Get REAL and 
>> HEEL for her keys, but that ~vould be the LAST option. 
>> \Vhen you are at the courts, there are upper and lower courts. I 
>> ~vould keep your students on the upper courts at first, and then 
>> aRer they have had the instruction for the day-, they- can spread out 
>> if needed. The equipment is in a store room - when looking at the 
>> Get REAL and HEEL (the top floor) from the courts, there is a door 
>> (on the bottom) on the right side. This is where rackets and balls 
>> are stored. The rackets are not great, so tell your class they are 
>> welcome to bring their o~vn if they have one. 
>> I hope this makes sense. 
>> Take care, 
>> Becca 
>> 

>> wrote: 
>>> Becca, 
>>> Can you tell me ~vhere/ho~v to get balls/racquets for tennis 
>>> tomorrow’.’ I have emailed the class directions, but not sure how to 
>>> get balls and racquets. I think I heard they are out there, but 
>>> want to find out. 

>> 

>> Becca Batt~nglini 
>> Director, Lifetime Fitness/Physical Activities Program 
>> Department of Exercise alrd Sport Science 
>> University’ of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 



>> Fetzer Gym, CB #8605 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> Becca Battaglini 

> Director, Lifetime Fitness/Physical Activities Program 

> Department of Exercise and Spolt Science 

> University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> Fetzer Gym, CB #8605 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:35 PM 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Sonny’s Email Address 

Hi Yes, everything ~vas super! 

I am in the process of sending out a note to everyone. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Sn’fith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~)kenan-flagler unc edu>: 

I)r Stroman, 

I was wondering if you could send out Sonny’s email to everyone so we 

can write thank you follow up emails 

~hanlcs for everything YE STERDA Y WENT (3 REAT! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:51 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Follow Up 

Thanks for the follow up. "¢,qaat is ?’our mobile phone number for future 
reference? (I lost some contact information in my phone) 

Have a blessed 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Q uoting @emaih unc.edu>: 

He?" Dr Stroman. I contacted him last Monday like he asked and he 
said to contact him after the Final Four So, I called back today 
and he said he was slammed for the next few days, which I totally 
understand, and to call him Monday. He said he wants to sit down 
with me then and wants me to start soon So it sounds like he’s 
interested, he’s just been too busy to take me on right now. I will 
let you know how Monday goes I am definitely very excited about the 
opportunity. Thanks again for recommending me. Have a great 

Take Care, 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> Hi What is the status of you and the Learfield opportunity? 
>> 

>> Thanks 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
>> 
>> UNC -Exercise and Sport Science 
>> 

>> Sport Administration 
>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 

>> 4 Smith Bktg. - CB# 3182 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> dstro@unc.edu <mailto:dstro(~unc.edu> 
>> 

>> http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> i/?Evel~/body can be great.., because anybody can serve. You don’t 
>> have to have a college degree to serve. You don’t have to make your 
>> subject and verb agree to Sel~’e. You only need a heart full of 
>> grace. A soul generated by love.? M.L. King Jr.// 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:52 AM 

@email. unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS Scholar Athlete Nomination 

Hi        I will be in my office late this afternoon. Call me to 
discuss. I am with CSRI activities today. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc edu: 

IX Struman, 

] just wanted to check in with you abuut the recommendation form fur 

the EXSS award. My app]ication is due this Friday, su I can pick it 

up whenever you have had the chance to cumplete it... pussibly if we 

meet this week? Please just let me know when~ 

Thank you so mucht 

Q uuting Deburah Strom an <dstruman@email.unc.edu>: 

>> Hi Please furward me your resume. ’lNankst 

>> 

>> Dr. Debby Sh-oman 

>> Spo~ Administration 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 

>> Carulina Sports Business Club 

>> 

>> UNC - EXSS - 4 Smi~ Bldg. 

>>CB #3182 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> dstro@m~c.edu 

>> theclub@m~c, edu 
>> 

>> http://www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administratio~index.htm 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: ~@email.mxc.edu [mailto "&cmail.mxc.edu] 

>> Sent: Monday, 1:21 PM 

>> To: Deborah S~oman 

>> Subject: ~: EXSS Scholar A~lem Nomination 

>> 

>> Dr. Stroman, 

>> Thank yout t I just stopped by your office in Smith and left the form in 

>> vow mailbox. I will come get it from you whenever it’s convenient. 
>> 

>> 

>> Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.~c.edu>: 

>> 

>>> Hi I was hoping that you would apply. :) I am honored to write 

>> your 

>>> reco~endation. 

>>> I teach at noon in F106. ~tem~ards I will be in Smirk ifI can make it 

>>> through the monsoon :) 

>>> 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> 

>>> Dr. Debby Stroman 

>>> Spo~ Administration 

>>> College Sport Research Institute 



>>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>>> 

>>> UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg 
>>> (2[3 ~ 3182 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> dstro@unc.edu 
>>> theclub@unc.edu 

>>>http:i/www.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport adrninistr ation/index.htra 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: ~email.unc.edu [mailto ~email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Monday, 8:46 AM 

>>> To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
>>> Subject: EXSS Scholar Athlete Nomination 

>>> Dr. Stroman, 
>>> I hope you are doing well and excited for the garae tonight! t I received 
>>> an email on Friday that I ara nominated for the EXSS Scholar Athlete 
>>> Award. If I dropped off a facul~ recorcancndation form with you, would 
>>> you be willing to fill it out? 
>>> Thankst 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday. 7:39 AM 

~email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: Question 

Hi Go to the registration table at the COl~ference at the Friday 
Center. Ask for Kendra if your pass is not there 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Srmth Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting .~email unc edu>: 

Dr. Stroman, 

I appreciate you granting me media access for this weekend I was 

wondering what I should do to pick up the credential from you. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday. 7:39 AM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: CSRI Case Study Corapetition 

No problem. Make sure you send me your cell number. 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~email.unc.edu>: 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> 
> I just wanted to say I won’t be able to pick up our team guidelines 
> tomorrow morning. I didn’t want there to be any confusion, and like 
> you say" commumcauon is the key. 

> Sor~, for the confusion. 

> Sincerely, 

> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Journalism and Mass Commtmications -Public Relations 
>E-Mail: ~@email.unc.edu 
> Phone: 
> Address: 

> Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc edu>: 
> 

>> Hi Heels 

>> UNC will present its findings at 2:00 p.m. on Friday’. Each team will receive 
>> the case by" email 24 hours prior to presentation (i.e, Thursday ~-~ 2 p.m.) 

>> We are expected to have one representative meet tomorrow at the Friday 
>> Center at 7:45 a.m. to receive the case guidelines (not the case!). Please 
>> advise if you are not available. Otherwise, I will represent the UNC team 
>> and pick up the packet. 

>> Please fot~¥ard me your mobile phone so I may reach you, if necessalN. I look 
>> forward to seeing you tomorrow[ 

>> My ruobile - 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>> UNC’- Exercise and Sport Science 
>> 

>> Sport Administration 

>> College Sport Research Institute 

>> Carolina Spolts Business Club 
>> 

>> 4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> dstro@unc edu 
>> 

>> http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/e×ercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> "Everybody can be great.., because anybody can serve. You don’t have to have 
>> a college degree to ser,~e. You don’t have to make your subject and verb 
>> agree to serve. You don’t have to know about Plato and Aristotle...or 
>> Einstein’s Theory of Relativity... or the Second Theory of Therraodynaruics in 
>> physics to set~e. You only need a heart full of grace. A soul generated by 
>> love." M.L. King Jr. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday. 7:39 AM 

~email. unc.edtr~ 

Re: CSRI Case Study Corapetition 

Ok Thanks! 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - (;,4 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting b~email.unc.edu: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I’m including my mobile number here:            As ~vell, I have an 
interview" tomorrnw at 9am and will be unable to be present for the 
guidelines packet pickup. 
Please feel free to inform me if you have any quesuons 

Sent from my B lackBerryC_r¢ wireless device from U.S. Cellular 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Deborah Strnman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 21:59:45 
To: ~email unc edu> 
Subject: FW: CSRI Case Study Competition 

Dr. I)ebby Stroman 

Sport Administration 

College Spolt Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

L~-C- EXSS -4 Smiff~ Bldg. 

C~3 #3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstrn@unc.edu 

theclub@unc, edu 

http :i/www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration/index.htm 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto :dstroman@email unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:59 PM 
To:’ ~email uric edu; 

@email.unc.edu 



Cc: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: CSRI Case Study Competition 

Hi Heels. 

IJ~-C will present its findings at 2:00 p.m. on Friday. Each team will receive 
the case by email 24 hours prior to presentation (i.e., Thursday -~ 2 p.m.) 

We are expected to have one representative meet tomorrow at the Friday 
Center at 7:45 a.m. to receive the case guidelines (not the caset). Please 
advise if you are not available. Othel~vise, I will represent the UNC team 
and pick up the packet. 

Please forward me your mobile phone so I may reach you, if necessary. I look 
forward to seeing you tomorrow-[ 

My- mobile - 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smit2a Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc edu 

http://www.unc.edu~’depts/exercise/sportadministration 

"Everybody can be great .. because anybody can selene. You don’t have to have 
a college degree to serve You don’t have to make your subj ect and verb 
agree to sep~e. You don’t have to know about Plato and Aristotle ..or 
Einstein’s Theory of Relatlvi~..or the Second ~I1neory of Thermo~dynamics in 
physics to serve. You only need a heart full of grace A soul generated by 
love." ML King Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:10 AM 

~email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Case Study Guidelines 

Case Study Presentations Guidelines.docx 

@email.tmc.edu>; ~email.unc.e&t~ 

Dr. Eric C. Schwarz 

Associate Professor of Sport Business 

Department of Sport Business and International Tourism 

School of Business 

Saint Leo University 

33701 State Road 52 

PO Box 6665 - MC2067 

Saint Leo, Florida 33574-6665 

Phone: 1-352-588-7326 

Fax: 1-352-588-8912 

E-Maih eric.schwarz@saintleo.edu 



CSRI Case Study Guidelines 

This will provide you some guidance on the steps for the case study competition. 

You will receive the case study 24 hours before your presentation time via email. It will be your 
responsibility to provide the Case Study Coordinator with a valid email address to send the case 
to, and also to email a confirmation of receipt of said case. 

A schedule of presentation times has been provided with this packet, so you will know when you 
will receive the case later today. If there are any problems or issues, you should contact Dr. Eric 
Schwarz, Case Study Coordinator at eric.schwarz@samtleo.edu; @gmail.com; or 
813-783-4600. 

You may use any and all resources you have to put together your presentation, but only the four 
people on file with the CSRI Office as representing your institution may present the case. If there 
are changes to this list, they must be made prior to leaving the informational meeting. All team 
rosters are frozen at 8:15am on Thursday, April 17. 

The presentations will be judged by individuals who do not have a direct association with any of 
the universities competing at each level. You will not find out who the judges will be in advance. 

CSRI Case Study Presentations 

This document should provide you with some guidelines for the structure of your case study 
presentations. Assume tkat your audience consists of experts in sport management who are not wholly 

familiar with the case study in advance of your presentation. 

¯ The presentation should take no more than 10 minutes for undergraduates students (15 
minutes in the finals), and 15 minutes for graduate students (20 minutes for the finals), 

followed by 5 minutes for questions. These limits will be enforced strictly. 

¯ While not required, it is recommended that all group members contribute equally to the 

presentation. One way of ensuring this happens is to have each member conduct an equal part of 
the presentation, i.e., have each member speak in turn. 

° PowerPoint should be used to ontline and supplement the oral presentation. You should have the 
presentation on a USB flash drive ready to insert into the computer, open, and start. 

° T~ to provide an overview of the case study in terms of the motivation to control the process, 
and where the process might be used in industry. Also provide motivation for each step that you 
performed in the case study. 

° Touch briefly on the available literature, i.e., present a very short history of previous attempts to 
model the particular process described in the case. 

° Provide a summary and your conclusions at the end of the presentation. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:26 AM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: 

Hi Tly to add him no~v. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ashley McCullen [mailto:amcculle@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:25 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: 

tie will need to get permission to take 19 hours or he needs to drop a 

class Thanks 

-Ashley 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Please add to Thanks! 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 
> Dr Debby Stroman 
> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 919.8430336 
> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership ttonors Society) 

Original Message ..... 
> From: @gmail.com [~ailto ~)gmail.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 4:42 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Subject: Re: 
> 

> Hey- I can meet tomorrow at 320 if that works for you’.’ And I am working 
for 
> the            and ray supel~Asor is 

> PID 

Original Message ...... 
> From: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: RE: 
> Sent: ¯ 4:06 PM 

> Hi I would love to chat with you about and your career. Do 
you 
> have time between 2 and 3:30 tomorrow? Othel~’ise, Monday after 12:30 
will be 

> What dept. are you ~vorking in for athletics? YVho is your supervisor? 

> Go Heels, 

> Dr Debby Stroman 
> Spolt Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 919.8430336 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

Original Message ..... 

> From:                            ~email.unc.edu] 



Sent: Wednesday, 2:02 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Internship Credit 

Dr. Stroman, 

I was wondering if I could set up a time to come and talk to you about 
the possibili~" of receiving credit hours J2~r my internship this 
semester with the Athletic Department as well as to discuss my career 
aspirations. I would really appreciate any feedback or advice that you 
could provide. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBen)~ 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJ.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:21 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    - Follow up 

Resend your resume as a ,doc file. Not ,dat. Thanks! 

Go H~el.s, 

Z)ro L)ebby Strom~n 

Sport Adm~n~stPat].on Faculty and E-XSS Academ].c Adv~soP 

919~ 843, @336 

College SpoPt ReseaPch 

CaPo]..i.na Spomts Bms.i.ness Club 

S~gma A].pha l_.ambda (Leadership HonoPs Soc~.ety) 

~= @email,unc,edu] 
$emt~ Friday, ~:4~ AM 
Te~ Deborah Stroman 
$~bje¢t= Re: E~S    - Follow up 

D~. StmmmL 

I went ~ UCS this momm8 and JeffSacka~ffwas not availabe ~ I did not get a chance to meet with him but I did meet with a advimr who helped me out a 

bit. I thought I should send you my ~esume and cove~ le,e~ before I sent it to Mn Cake so ~u can see what you thi~. 

On , at 4:01 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Do giv,-_~ him a cMI Lhough and leave a msg that you will be in cot~[act ir~ the t~ear fu[:ure wi[:h your resurr~,:_~. Thanks 

Go Heels, 

Dr’. Debby StPom~n 

Spor’t: Adm:in~steat~.on Faculty and EXSS Academ~.c Adv:isor’ 

9:L9.84~. 6336 

Co].].ege SpoPt Research Inst~_tute 

{::arol~_sa .5por:s Bus~_sess C].ub 

S±gma Alpha Lambda (LesdePsh±p HonoPs Soc£eLy) 

I=rem; @email,unc,edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 3:0:[ PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
S~bject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you so much, that sounds great! Would you like me to send my resume to you betbre I send it to Mr. Cake so "that you can let me know if anything needs to be 

edited? And would it be a good idea to contact him today to express my interest or should I wait until I have my cover letter and resume finalized? 

On at 2:36 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi 

and also send him your resume and cover letter 

finley.html and become familiar with the operations as much as possible~ 

Mr Johnny Cake 

jcake@uncaa.unc.edu 

9622349 

~ am exalted about your fie~d expedence~ 

Keep me posted~ 

Go Heels., 

Dr, D~?bby ,StPoman 

Spopt AdmJ.n~.strat&om Facu].ty and EXSS Academic AdvJ.sor 

9~9.843~9336 

Co].].ese SpoPt Research ~nst-[tute 

Carol-him Sporcs Bus-bless C].ub 

SJ.gma Alpha Lambda (l_.eadePshJ.p Honors Soc~_ety) 

Sent~ Wednesday, 4:5~ PN 
To~ Deborah Stroman 
S~bject~ Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman~ 

Two quick questions: 

] ) Whe~ is your office? 

Great News! I just spoke to Mr. Cake and he is looking forward to interviewing you for an internship at UNC Finley this semester. Please contact him 

Visit the Finley website at htt#:/itarheelb!ue:cstv.com/finleyiunc- 

2) My schedule changed and I now have a class at 11 AM. I am a]so able to meet before 10 if that fits in ruth your schedule. If not, will we have enough lime to talk if 

I need to leave at around 10:45-10:50? If not, I dont have class between 1:45 and 3:30 if you would prefer to meet then. 

;~email.unc.edu 



On at 11:23 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

HL ket’s meet at lO in my office. Thanks! 
Go Heel.s ~ 
L)ro L)ebb~v 
Spor’-t Administr’ation Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919~843.@336 
Co]]ege Spore< Research 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha I_.arabda (Leadership ~-fonors Society) 

F~m~ ~email.unc.edul 
Sent~ Tuesday, 10:~3 PN 
T~ Deborah Stroman 
Subjeet~ Re: EXSS 
Dr. Stroman, 
I have class [kom 12:30- 4:45 on Thusly so I can meet anytime belbm my ~t class. Let me know your avaJabilib, and I will work ~mefl~ing out. Tha~k you ve~ 
much. 

On , at 9:24 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Okay. Let’s meet on Thursday. What is your availabilib, betbre 3:00? I 

should be able to find you one. 

Go tteels, 

Dr. Debby Stro~nan 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lamb& (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frown: i ~ _e_ Lr_k’_aj != _t Ln__c2 _e__d_t_j 

Sent: Tuesda55 4:55 PM 

To: Deborah Stro~nan 

Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am absolutely interested in EXSS    if is possible for me to enroll 

in the class. If there is anything that I can do please let me know. 

’~em~fl.unc.edu 

On at 3:36 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 



tti. Are you still interested in ? Let me know asap. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

Fmm: ~i__e__r__n__~__U_Lu_! )__c_:_e___@_ ] 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:55 PM 

To: _t _k__%c_Lu_ b/~ __=__mc_:_e___�~__u_ 

Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am going to be on vacation when the conference call for the EXSS 

class will be taking place. Is them any other way that I can get morn 

infonnation on the class becan~ it is definitely something that I 

would be interested in. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:22 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Hoping to set up meeting 

Hi     Thanks for sharing It is cra W the first week of school but do you 
have time on Tuesday at 5:00 p.m.? :) 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Friday, 12:23 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Hoping to set up meeting 

[)ear Professor Stroman, 

I was hoping that we could sit down and talk early this next week about 1) 
which internship would be the best choice for me and 2) My hopeful career 
plans. 

I just want to give you a quick background about lay interests in the sports 
field for our meeting. My hopeful career would to be involved in either the 
Olympics or FIFA in their slowly growing, but present environmental 
department. I want to be inw~[ved ~n setting up solid contracts for host 
ciues that create long term sustainable developments. As you said in class 
today, c~ties spend billions of dollars on building and I would love to be 
involved in making sure those buildings will be revolutionary (particularly 
in the environmental sense) and not be a strain on the city in the long 
run. 

know there is a lot of work to be done. That is a basic explaination of my 
interests and ! look forward to discussing the possibilities of a career 
dealing with these issue with you during our meeting 

I am available MWF anytime besides 11-12 and 1-315, and TITH anytime 
besides 11-1215 

Thanks for taking time out of your busy schedule to read this e-mail. I 
look fol~vard to your EXSS course and talking with you. 

Sincerely, 

Economics & Envirorwaental Studies 



FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:24 PM 

’Faun Dri~oll’ <ti_triscoll@sportsproperties.com> 

RE: Sports & Properties Fall Internship 

6o Heels, 
Dr’. Debby 
Spor-t Administra~tion ~aculty amd EXSS Academic Advisor 

{:o]lege Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports }]usiness 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

F~m: Faryn Driscoll [mailto:fdriscoll~spo~sproperties,com] 
N~n[: Wednesday, August 0~, 2009 ii:i6 AM 
T~: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Nu~j~[: SporN ~ Properties Fall Internship 
Debo~’ah, 

f wrested to folk~w ~p about: ~:he [~] internship) program ~t Sports & Prope~~:~es ~nc., m Caw. As the host organkatb:~n for the 2011 U.~. Fig{~re Skatk~g Championships, 

Lh~s is a very exalting t~me for us. We have had some greaL UNC interns over the past few year’s, and are looking forward Lo work~n{ w~th new studenLs this fall 

During U~e fail and spring semesters, we pr’ovide flexible part-time internships that can be fit k~to their class sched~]e~ We w~H also ~e happy Lo work with the 

students and their advisors on receiving credit. 

[ntefested sh~dents should ema~l a resume and cover ]etter t:o fddscoll@sportspropertiesmom as soon ~s 

Fawn 

Dgecto] 

20 ] ~ ~}. S Yigme Skah~sg Champiorts]ti[)s 
Oreensb~wo, Notlh Cm-o]ina 
9] 9.6781652 phone 
919.6"’8.1655 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 10:18 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi       You have been dropped from this class and it is now- closed There 
was a long ~vaiting list and you did not attend the first two days of class 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society,) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ,@,email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday 9:00 AM 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Subject: EXSS 

Hello Dr Stroman, 

This is             and I used to have class with you last semester. For 
some reason I was dropped from your EXSS    class at 11 £/2WF. I thought 
that I sent an mail saying they ! would not be in til Monday last week 
Currently I fell below 12 hrs and I wont be eligible unless I get back ~n 
your class. If you could email me back as soon as possible so that ! can 
figure out where to go it would be greatly appreciated. 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:18 AM 

@yahoo.com> 

RE: (Word File) 

Thanks! Received. 

Go Heels, 

Dr o Debb2’ 5tromun 

Sport Adm_~n_~strat~.on Eaculty and EXSS Academ~.c Advisor 

9~9~ 843, @336 

College Sport Resear’ch Institute 

Caro]..i.na Sports Bus.i.ness C[ub 

Sigma Alpha I_.ambda (t_eadership Honocs 5oci.ety) 

F~m: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, 8:43 AN 
To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject:           ~ord File) 

Good mo~ng Dr. S~omm~. I apologize for missing your phone call l~t evening. I have a~ched a mic~ word file ofmy thesis. Plea~ let me ~ow i~you have o~y 

problems accessing it or have any questions. ~ look £o~,md to receiving your dra~ soon. Thmlk you agmn for all your help o~d assistance. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:19 AM 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: help 

Hi I will be m my office aI’ter 3:00 today. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original NIessage ..... 
From: She~ Salyer [mailto:salver@email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:55 AM 
To: 
Cc: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Subject: Re: help 

I am so sotO’ that you are struggling. It is hard being a 
You will not be able to get in    . I let in several on the 

tlrst day,, but will not be letting in anymore. 

I could see you about 8:30 this morning; 9:15 today or about 1:30. 
Otherwise things are hectic today. Tuesday at 11:0 or 1. Let me know so 
I will be looking [’or you 

Dr Stroman may be able to help today too. 

wrote: 
Hi there Mrs. Salyer, 

My name is              and I am a             I know it is kinda 
late but I’m really lost right now and don’t know what to do I am taking 
two classes right now that I dont need, so they will be considered as 
electives. My problem is I think I want to change my major from Comm to 
EX 
and Sport Sci I was hoping to get into either one of your foundations 
class as this will help me determine basically what I want to do with my 
life. And if I do choose to go with Comm I can use your class as an 
elective instead of this drama class that i really dont want to take. I 
also feel that I would enjoy myself more in your class If you could help 
me out I would appreciate it greatly as you will have solved many of my 
problems. Thanks P]D number 

Thanks, 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:21 AM 

~email.unc.edu-> 

FW: Joining Caxolina Sporks Business Club 

Hi, I will ~dd to Bb. Please follow up, Thanks! 

Go Heel.s, 

Z)ro L)ebb.y 5trom~n 

Sport Adm_in_~stmat].on Facu]ty and E-XSS Academ].c 

9Z9~ 843, @336 

CoZ1ese Spo~-t Resea~’ch 

Camo]..i.na Spomts Bms.i.ness Club 

S~ma A].pha l_.ambda (Leadership Honoms Soc].ety) 

F~= @yahoo.corn] 
$emt~ Sunday, ~0:58 PM 
Te~ dstroman@email,unc,edu 
$~bje¢t= Joining Carolina Spor~ Business Club 

Ms. Deborah Stroman~ 

My no~e is at ~C. I am interested in joining the Carolina Spots Business Club and was wondering if that is still ~ssible. Plea~ 

respond back. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:22 AM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Internships 

Hi     Yes, you can receive credit for your internship Today is hectic, 
but I should be in my office after 3:00 today. 

opportunities are posted on our EXSS listserv Contact Dr Salyer 
to get on the listing, if you haven’t already. 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 



From: ~h)email unc edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:17 PM 
To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 
SubJect: Internships 

Dr. Stroman, 

I apologize for the tardiness of this email I spoke to you on Wednesday 
after the first class for sport finance about the internships this 
semester. My first general question is just if you knew- of, or handled, 
any of the coaching opportunities in the area. Specifically, I xvas looking 
for a                  Also, I was xvondering if there xvas am~" xvay to 
gain credit through my position at 

Not to go into too many details about my- position in this 
email, but ray duties include: supervising officials, programming one sport 
a semester, being on duty select nights throughout the semester where I 
oversee all of the intramurals going on that night, and conducting the 
officials’ clinics. I have also taken a position as a 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJ.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:24 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

FW: The Club - Course Reminder: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp 

Hi     Start here a, nd then conta, ct me asap, Thanks, 

Go Heels, 

Z)ro L)ebby 5trom~n 

Sport AdministcatJ.on Faculty and E-XSS Academ].c Advisor 

9~9~ 843, @336 

College Sport Research 

Caro]..i.na Sports Bus.i.ness 

Sigma Alpha l_.ambda (t_eadership Homoms Soc~.ety) 

F~m= Dr. Stroman [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Semt~ Monday,              2:14 PM 
Te~ ess.Carolina_Spo~_Business_Club.grp : 
Nubjemt= The Club - 

EXSS 

ess.Carolina_Sports_Business_Club.grp 

) 

Hi Heels’. Many of you have inquired about this uniqne course being offered this fall semester. This new course is designed to provide you ruth academic credit for a 

sport administration internship. For exmnple, the sport-related field experience (UNC or non-UNC) can be related to careers in marketing, financial management, 

operations, ancL’or facilities. You roll report to your sport organization in lieu office classroom. The em~ollment is limited so if you are interesled follow these inslructions: 

1. Listen to a recorded conference call at your convenience on the course tbrmat. (712)432-1590 m~d the access code is 

Fast forward 30 seconds, *5 Pause/Resume) or see Course Documents #19. 
2. Emml or call Dr. Stroman asap to check availability. 

(*1 - Rewind 30 seconds, *2 

843.0336 

dstro@unc.edn 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,               10:25 AM 

@email.unc.edu-> 

FW: EXSS 

Hi I haven’t read through your resume yet, but send an introductory note to Mr. Cake today. Thanks. 

Go Heels~ 

L)r, Debby 5trom~n 

Spor~ Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919 ~ 84.3, t~336 

College Sport Resem-ch Institute 

Caro].:ina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

~m: Johnny Cake [maHto:jcake@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 8:31 AN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Debby, 

Tell that the voice mail message he sent me I could not understand. It must have been a bad connection. Please have him email me. ok? 

Thanks~ 

Johnny 

Johnny Cake 

Director of Golf 

UNC Finley Golf Course 

(919) 843 7399 

>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu>          2:36 PM >>> 
Hi        G rei~ t News! I just spok~-’_~ t,:) M r. Calve a n d h~-’_~ is h>:)ld ng forwa rd to h~terv~ew~ng you for a n intern sh~p at U N C rq n~ey this sere ester. P~ease contact h~rr~ a nd 

also send him your resume and cover ~etter . V~sit the FirJey website at htt~;//tarhee~Nue.cstv.com/fin~eg/unc-fin~e~:htm~ and 

become farnHh~r w~Lh Lhe operaLions as rnuch as poss~Ne, 

Mr. Johnny Cake 

jcake@uncaa.unc.edu 

9622349 

I a m e>;dt ed a bout you r fi e]d exped ence ~ 

Keep me posted~ 

Go Heels, 

Sport AdministPation Faculty and EXSS Academic Ndvisor 

919.843~336 

College SpoPt Research Institute 

Carolina S~or"Ls ~us&ness Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

F~m: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:54 PM 
T~: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

Two quick questions: 

1) Where is your once? 

2) My schedMe changed aud I uow have a class at 1 ] ~. ~ am also able to meet be£)re 101£ that fits in with your ~hedule. If uo’~ will we haw enough’time to talk i£ I 

need to leave at around 10:45-10:50? IfnoL I dont have class between 1:45 a~d 3:30 if you would pretbr to meet then. 

@email mtc.edu 

On             at 11:23 PM, Deborah Stromm~ wrote: 

Hi. Let’s meet at I0 in my office. Thanks! 

Go Heels~ 

Dr, Debby %trom~n 

.Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic AdvksoP 

919.843. ~336 

College Sport ResesPch ZnsL&-Lute 

Carol:ina SpoPts B~Js:~ness Club 

S&gma Alpha Lambda (Leadersh&p Honors Soc&ety) 

#email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 25, 2009 10:13 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stmmau, 

I ha~e class £mm ]2:30- 4:45 on Thu[s&y so I ca~ meet an}~{me bc£o~ my 5[st class. ~et me ~ow your a~]ab{]{~ m~d I w~] work ~mcth{n~ ore, Th~k you 



£email.m~c edu 

On              at 9:24 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Okay. Let’s meet on Thursday. What is your availability betbre 3:00? I 
should be able to find you one. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Adminis*ration FaculU and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Reseaxch Institute 

Caxolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Origina1 Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

4:55 PM 

Dr. Stroma~l, 

I am absolutely interested in EXSS    if is possible for me to enroll 

in the class. If there is maything that I can do please let me know. 

~}ema~l.unc.edu 

On , at 3:36 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi. Are you still interested in ? Let ,ne kmow asap. Thanks’. 

Go Heel~ 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Adminis~tration Facul~ m~d EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Resemch Institute 

Caarolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha La~lxta (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (a)~em all .tmcvdu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:55 PM 

To: theclub(~m~c.e&t 

Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stromm~, 

I an1 going m be on vacation when the cont}rence call t~r the EXSS 

class will be taking place. Is them any other wW that I can get morn 

information on the class becaus~ it is definitely something that I 

would be interested in. 



(c-~ e medl .unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 31, 2009 10:26 AM 

Tutts, Amy Z <at ufks@email.unc .edu> 

FW: UNC - Guest Lecturer 

Hi, Please send a parking pass. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

L)ro L)ebby 5tromm~ 

Sport Adrninistmation Faculty and E-XSS Academic Adv~so¢ 

9~9~ 843. @336 

College SpoPL Resear’ch #r~stiLu-Le 

CaPo].in~ Spo~ts Business Club 

Sigma Alpha I_.ambda (Leadership Homoms Society) 

F~: Brady, Rich [mailto:RBrady~durhambulls.com] 
Semt: Friday, August 28, 2009 3:52 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
S~b]emt: RE: UNC - Guest Lecturer 
Hi Dn Stroman, 
You ¢an send a parking pass to: 

Thanks! 
Rich 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2009 :[0:47 AM 
To: Brady, Rich 
Subject: RE: UNC - Guest Lecturer 

Hi Rich. Wednesday, Sept :[6th is good. I will contact you a few days prior and have a parking pass sent to you. What is the best address? Thanks! 

Go HeeIs., 

DP, Debby Stroman 

SpoPt Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919,84:3, ~336 

College SpoPt Resear’ch Znst&tute 

Car’ol&ns Spor"Ls BUs&hess Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leader’ship Honors Society) 

~m= Brady, Rich [mailto:RBrady@durhambulls.com] 
$eBt= Thursday, August 27, 2009 9:30 AN 
To= Deborah Stroman 
~bje~t= RE: UNC - Guest Lecturer 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I hope that you are well. Did one of those days work out Br your schedule? 

Thanks, 
Rich Brady 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, August 22, 2009 9:22 PM 
To: Brady, Rich 
C¢: ’Dr. Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: UNC - Guest Lecturer 

Hi Rich, I incorrectly addressed you... 

Sorry and I hope you will consider joining us! Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr, Debb.y ,Stnoman 

SpoPt AdministPstion Faculty m~d EXSS Academic Advisor’ 
919.843.0336 

Co].].ege SpoPt Research Institute 

{::arolinm Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (LeadePship Honops Society) 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, August 2~, 2009 6:27 PN 
Te= rbrady@durhambulls.com 
Ce= Dr. Deborah Stroman 
Subject; UNC - Guest Lecturer 
Impedance= High 

Hi Ryan. I was happily referred to you by Laura Caso. I am teaching the Finance and Economics of Sport class this fall and invite you to join us as a guest lecturer. 

(Matt DeMargel has come over to speak with us in the past.) My class meets on MWF at 11:00 a.m. I would love for you to share on one of the days during the week 
th of September ~4 . 

Possible topics to share (30 - 40 rains, including Q&A) with the students: 

L Your career and work in sports (always helpful to share with them career paths and options) 

2. Information on the various methods to maintain/raise revenue for the Bulls. 

3. How the Bulls make money with media partners 

4. Your viewpoint on economic impact studies (any samples or case studies) 

4. Career recommendations 



5. Any current event or case study that may be appropriate at the time 

Thanks for the consideration! 

Regards, 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept~ 

Sport Admh~istration Faculty 

EX~SS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Clut, 

Siena ?alpha Lambda (Leadership t tonors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dst~o @unc.edu 

htt?://www~tmc.edu/dc~ts~ exerctse/sporL=admm~st~arton 

"Statistics are ~o substitute for judgme~to" No C~ag 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:26 AM 

~email.unc.e&~> 

RE: Enrolling into EXSS 

Hi. This class is now closed. Thank you for your interest. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 12:02 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Subject: Enrolling into EXSS 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

I was wondering if you had any seats left in your EXSS 
and whether or not you were still accepting students. I’m really 
interested in the class, is it possible for me to still enroll? Please 
let me l~ow, thanks! 

class 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 1:08 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: F~xss 

Hi In a meeting. Call me on my cell at 2:30 at 

On Mort: 16:15:57 +0000, ~email uric edu ;vrote: 
Hi Dr Stroman, 

I never heard back from my last email to meet with you about the 
internship. Would anytime after 2 today or Wednesday work? 

Let me know-’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, August 31, 2009 3:58 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

Add 

Hi. Please add 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~t Science Dep~ 

Spor~ Administration Faculty 

E~S Academic Adviso~ 

Co~ege Spor~ Research Institute 

Carolhm Spor~s Business Club 

Siena Npha Lambda (Leadership H ...... Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3[82 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

ds~o ~2]uncedu 

h~://w~wv.u~c.edu/dq~rs/exercise//spor~adminisrrarion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, August 31, 2009 5:07 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

EXSS    - Add 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~t Science Dep~ 

Spor~ Administration Faculty 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolhm Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership H ...... Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3[82 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

ds cr o ~2",,uncedu 

htrp://w~wv.u~c.edu/dq~rs/exercise//sporr_administrarion 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJ.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:21 PM 

~emaJl .nnc.edu-~ 

FW: The Club - Course Reminder: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp 

Hi, Please note the foUowing announcement. Let’s schedule a time to meet asap this week after you complete the instructions, Thanks! 

Go Heel.s, 

L)ro L)ebb.y’ Strom~n 

Sport Adm~n~stPat].on ~:aculty and E-XSS Academ].c Adv~soP 

919~ 843, @336 

College SpoPt ReseaPch 

CaPo]..i.na Spomts Bms.i.ness Club 

S~gma A].pha l_.ambda (Leadership HonoPs Soc~.ety) 

~= Dr. Stroman [mailto:dstroC~unc.edu] 
$emt~ Monday, August 2~, 2009 2:~ PM 
Te~ ess.Carolina_Spo~_Business_Club.grp : 
$~bje¢t= The Club - Course Reminder: ess.Carolina_Spo~s_Business_Club.grp 

EXSS 

Hi Heels’. Many of you have inquired about this uniqne course being offered this fall semester. This new course is designed to provide you ruth academic credit for a 

sport administration internship. For exmnple, the sport-related field experience (UNC or non-UNC) can be related to careers in marketing, financial management, 

operations, ancL’or facilities. You roll report to your sport o~anization in lieu office classroom. The em~ollment is limited so if you are interesled follow these inslructions: 

1. Listen to a recorded conference call at your convenience on the course tbrmat. (712)432-1590 m~d the access code is 286316#. (*1 - Rewind 30 seconds, *2 

Fast forward 30 seconds, *5 Pause/Resume) or see Course Documents #19. 
2. EmaJl or call Dr. Stroman asap k) check availability. 

843.0336 

dstro@unc.edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:38 PM 

Welbom, Spencer Brooks <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi Please contact me regarding He has not shown tap for class 
and thus, was dropped from (There ~vas a long waiting list ) Now, he 
claims he ~vas sick and thought he had sent me an email. I have closed my 
class to registration. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Spencer B. Welborn [mailto:~velborn@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:05 PM 

To: dstroman@emaih unc. edu 
Sut~iect: 

Greetings: 

He]lo Ms. Stroman, I hope this email finds you we]l I currently have a 
student              in your EXSS    class this semester and I am 
wondering how he is per~l)rming in your c]ass. 

He has encountered academic trouble in the past and we are just making 
sure he is on the right track this semester Since it is now 
the semester will be over before we know it and we would ]ore to have the 
opportun~ to improve his performance in your class Lastly, this will 
he]p us tailor our services for him for the remainder of the semester 
based on your comments. 

Any help in this matter would be greatly appreciated. 

Thanks, 

Spencer Welborn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:20 PM 

@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

Hi I had an emergency to take care of and didn’t have ?’our number. 
Call me tonight if possible and let’s reschedule Thanks. 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are t~vo ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting ~,email unc edu: 

tley 

I just lel~ your office I thought we were suppose to have a meeung 
at 6:15’? Maybe I misunderstood your last email 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ’ 9:58 AM 

~emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

Yes, 1:30 will be better Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original NIessage ..... 

From:      @emaihmc edu [mailto     @email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                    9:47 A2vl 
To: Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

can meet u at 130 of’the offer still up, but if not then I will see you 
at 2! Just let me know. 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Debnrah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
To:      ~email unc.edu 
Sut~iect: Re: Meeting 
Sent:              8: ] 9 PM 

tti I had an emergency to take care of and didn’t have your number. 
(;all me tonight if possible and let’s reschedule Thanks. 

Dr Debby Stroman 

University’ of North Carolina 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 

CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.unc.edu: 

Hey 

I just left your office. I thought we were suppose to have a meeting 
at 6:15? Maybe I misunderstood your last email 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:16 AM 

@email.unc.edu-~; 

Rain Check :( 

~raed.~mc.edu-~ 

Oh no! I just got a note that I have to make EXSS presentations from 12 - 1 tomorrow. Sorry gang! Please have fun and connect. 

I am available next week though -pretty pllleeezzzee?!! 

Go Heels, 

ct 

Deborah St~oman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Admhaistradon FaculV 
E~XSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business 

Si~a Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dst~o @unc.edu 

htt?://www~tmc.edu/dc~ts~ exerctse/spor~admm~st~arton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 10:26 AM 

Liz Jewell <ejewelI@NCCU.EDU> 

Resume 

Resmne.doc 

Thanks! 

Go t teels, 

Dd~orah S/roman, Ph.D, CLU 

"~JNC Exercise and Sport Science Dep~ 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Chub 

Si~aa Npha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel }{~, N(7 27599 

919.~3.0336 

&tro @unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:34 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Thesis Protx~l 

Hi 

Tues - ~-ide open 
Weds - After 12 
Thurs - Checking to see if I am out of town. 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facult5’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Societs’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:11 AM 
To: Jan Boxill; Ed Shields; Deborah Southall; Deborah Stroman 
Cc: Dr Southal[ 
Subject: Thesis Proposal 

Dear Committee Members, 

Due to a variety of circumstances and with the support of Dr Southall, 
we think it is best if we push in)’ proposal back one we& This would 
mean that I would propose on 
wanted to check your availabili~ on          Please let me know as 
soon as possible so I can get a time finalized and the room reserved 
with Ms. Atkins If this date does not work, please let me know what 
other days the week of i               that you would be available. 

apologize [’or the inconvenience 

Thanks, 

Sport Administration MA Candidate 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
cell- 
office-(919)962-1518 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:35 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~; 

~@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Rain Check :( 

~raed.unc.edu-~ 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (].eadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Cc: [)ebb?" Stroman; 
Subject: Re: Rain Check :( 

~!email uric edu] 
0:54 AM 

))med.unc.edu 

Sounds good to me! It’s in my calendar! 

wrote: 
Lunch next week then ~2~r the three of us, the 9th? 

On: 10:33 AM, ~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Oh, so sad[ I’m available next week Monday-Wednesday for l~mch (I’m 
>> going to Chicago for a few days Wednesday late afternoon). How’s 
>> your ~veek going? .~re you enjoying your class? Hope all’s welh 
>> 

>> Cheers, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman ~vrote: 
>>> Oh not I just got a note that I have to ruake EXSS presentations from 
>>> 12 - 1 tomot~cow. SorlN gang[ Please have fun and cunnect. 

>>> I am available next ~veek though - pret~- pllleeezzzee?t ! 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> d 

>>>/Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLEf/ 
>>> 
>>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> Sport A&ninistration Faculty 
>>> 

>>> EXSS Academic Advisor 

>>> College Sport Research Institute 

>>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>>> 

>>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>>> 4 Smifla Bldg. - CB# 3182 



>>> Chapel IIill, NC 27599 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> dstro@unc edu <mailto:dstro@unc.edu> 

>>> http://www.unc, eduidepts/exer ciseisport administration 

>>> *"**Statistics are no substitute for judgment." H. Clay*** 

> Sadye Paez Errickson PT Pl-tD 

> Assistant Professor 
> Division of Physical Therapy 
> Department of Allied Health Sciences 
> lJ2"qC at Chapel Hill 

> CB #7135, Bonduxant Hall 
> 919.843.8647 
> Fax: 919.966-3678 
> http:i/www.med.nnc.edn/ahs.l~hvsical 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 2:54 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

Add 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~t Science Dep~ 

Spor~ Administration Faculty 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolhm Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership H ...... Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3[82 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

ds cr o ~2",,uncedu 

htrp://w~wv.u~c.edu/dq~rs/exercise//sporr_administrarion 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:11 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

EXSS 

Hi      Please contact Mr. Ford, the Director of Intramurals, as I recently spoke with him about you. 

Let him know that you are following up regarding 

intramural/recreation department. 

jgford@email.unc.edu 

(919) 843-4769 

Also, send me asap! 

Go t {eels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dep~ 

Sport Administration Faculty 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Chlb 

Sigma Mpha Larnbda (Leadership H ...... Society) 

4- Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

ds cro @uncedu 

]~tq:p: £f www.~g~ c.ed!~£ d ep tsz ~e~c ~se £ sp or t~ administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:15 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Resume and Cover Letter 

Hi       . Please contact Linda Smith, Business Development Manager for the 
Town of Cary, as I recently spoke ~vith her about you. 

Let her know that you are following up 
a sport manager ’for a 

municipality’. The?- have major championships, including the N(?AA, scheduled 
over the next five years. 

(919) 380-2765 
lind a smith@townofc a~’. org 

Thanks and keep me posted! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 5a)email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:44 PM 
To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 
Subject: 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I hope that you are doing well I apologize that I am just now forwarding 
you 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 3:53 PM 

@email. unc.edu>; 
@gmaJLcom> 

Stromo~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS 

@email.unc.edu-~; @email. unc.edu; 

Hi Heels! We have started Lhe sernesLer and I haven’t heard from you regarding a one-on-one appointment. Did you receive my last enlait sent last week? ~ need to 

ta~k to you asap to make s~re aH is wel~ and that there is clear expectation of the semester. 

Call me~ Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Spot’t Administration Faculty m~d EXSS Academic Advisor’ 

919, 

Co].].ege Spor’i: Resear’ch 

Car’o]-i~?a Spor":s Bus-i~?ess Cl.~Jb 

SJ.gma Alpha t_ambda (l_.eadePshJ.p }{ono~s Soci_ety) 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Nonday,              2:21 PN 
Te~ undergraduate@listse~.unc.edu 
¢¢~ ’Dr. Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: EXSS 
EXSS 
Nany o~ you have ~nqu~red about th~s unique course being o~ered this ~all semester. Th~s ne~ course ~s designed to provide 

you ~ith academic c~edit ~or a sport administration internship. Fop example, the sport-related ~eld expe~ence (UNC o~ non- 

UNC) can be related to careers ~n marketing, ~nanc~al management, operations, and/or ~ac~t~es. You w~ report to you~ 

sport organization ~n lieu o~ the classroom. The enrollment is l~mited and requires instructor approval so ~ you ape 

~nterested ~o~ow these instructions ~mmed~ately: 

~. L~sten to a recorded con~epence ca~l at your convenience on the course format. Call (7~2)432-~59e and the access code ~s 

2863~6#. (*~ - Rewind 3e seconds, ~2 - Fast ~oPward 3e seconds, ~5 - Pause/Resume) 
2.Ema~l oP ca~ Dr. Stroman asap to check availability. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah St~oman, Ph.D, CLU 

UN-C F, xe~cise and Spo~[ Science D~r~ 

Spo~E Administration Faculb" 
F,~qS Academic 

Co~ege Spo~[ Research Institute 

Siena ?alpha Lambda (Leadership t tonors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

dsuo@unc.e&t 

~}~t}~Z / www~tmc.edu/d~,R~ exe~ts~z spo~Ladlnm~s~auon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesdas. 3:59 PM 

g.hall@slx~rtsmedia.com; d.tuppe@sportsmedia.com; r.louthan@sportsmedia.com 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

I~NV: UNC Internships 

Hi Sirs. Your" names were given to me by Vail earlier today. I arn writing to see if you have need of a student intern frorn IJNC --- Chapel Hill. As the coordinstor ot: our 

sport administration internship program, I am now actb, e~y seeMng new employers for our enthusiastic students. 

More h~format~on on our program can be found at: http://www~unc.edu/depts/exe~cise/unde~graduate..pr~gram/sp~rt..adm~n~strati~n...track~htm 

Please con~:act me ~sa~ as ~:he ~lacements need to be fim~l~zed by the 

Thank you [:or your consideradom 

Regards, 

Dr’. Debby 5~-rom~m 

Sport Adm~n~stcation ~:acu]ty and E-XSS Academic Advisor 

919.843,0336 

College 5poct Reseat’oh Instiku-te 
Cscolina Spor’ts Bmsiness Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Hm~o~-s 5oci.e-ty) 

F~m~ Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:30 PM 
To: ’jobs2009@spo~smedia.com’ 
~¢: ’Dr. Deborah Stroman’ 
S~ject~ UNC Internships 
Hi Vail. Your name was given to me by my student,                He enthusiastically invited me to reach out to you regarding our new academic course. We can 

now offer our students academic credit for sport administration internships. Nease let me know if you would like to chat in more detail about this super 

opportunity for our students and local sport industry firms. We would love to have one or more work with you to assBt in your efforts for success. 

Thank gou for your time and consideration. 

Regards, 

Debby 

Deborah St~oman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science D~p~. 

Sport Admh~isr~adon Facul7 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Spo~t Research Insdmte 

Carolhm Sports Bush~ess Club 

SJ~a Alpha Lambda @eadership Honors 

4 Smith Bldg. (7B~ 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

91%~3.0336 

dst~o (@unc edu 

h~t?:~ / www~unc,edu/dQ~ exe~ctse~ spor~=admmm~armn 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:04 PM 

@emml .unc.edu> 

FW: UNC Internships 

t50 

Dm Debb.y Str’o~z*an 

Spot’t AdmJ.ni.stpation gacul.ty and [X .... Academic AdvJ.sor 

959.843.~336 

College Spor’t Resea~’ch institute 

Capolina 5po~’ts Business Club 

S~.gmm Alpha Lambdm (I..eader’sh~.p Honor’s Society) 

~mm: Deborah Stroman [mailto;dstroman@email.unc,edu] 
S~mt: Tuesday,                 3;S9 PN 
T~: g.hall@sporbmedia.com; d,tupper@sporbmedia,com; r.louthan@spo~smedia,com 
C~: ’Dr. Deborah Stroman’ 
Subjemt: ~; UNC Internships 
Hi S~rs, Your names were gh~en to me by Vail earlier t:odav, ~ am writing t,:) see if you have need o{ a student intern from UNC-Chape] HiE As the coordinat:or o~our 

sport admb~strat~on inte~nsh0 program, I am now actively seeking ~]ew employers [or our enthusiastic students~ 

More kfformation oR our program ca~] be found at: h~tp://~ww~unc~edu/depts/exercise/underg~aduate-pr~gram/sp~rt-admh~strati~]-track~htn‘~ 

Please cont:act me asap as t:he pk~cernents need to be finalb:ed by the 

Thank you ~or your considera{:k)~L 

Rega~-d s, 

Dr’, Debby St~’omun 

Spot-If Adm:inist~-atJ.on Facu]ty and EXSS Academic Adv:isor~ 

959. 843. 0336 

Co].].ege Spopt Research I~5tJ_tL~t~? 

{::apolJ_na Sports Business (:l.ub 

S~g~a Alpha Lambda (Leadet-sh~p [{ono~-s 

F~m: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:30 PN 
Te: ’jobs2009@spo~smedia,com’ 
¢¢: ’Dr, Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: UNC In~rnships 
Hi Vail. Your name was given to me bv my student,                , He enthusiastically invited me to reach out to Vou regarding our new academic course. We can 

now offer our students academic credit for sport administration internships. Please let me know if you would like to chat in more detail about this super 

opportunity for our students and local sport industry firms. We would love to have one or more work with you to assist in your efforts for success. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Debby 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 
U~’C Exercise and Spore Science DepL 

Sport Administration FaculD" 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Spor~ Research Institute 

Ca~olh~a Spo~ts Business Club 

Siena Npha Lambda (Leadership H ...... Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel H~, NC 27S99 

919.843.03 ~6 

ds t~o (~unc edu 

h~);/’/’www.unc,edu/’dq)rs!/exercise/’sporLadminisu’ation 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:04 PM 

~emml .unc.edu-~ 

FW: EXSS 

Disregard the other email concering SportsMedim © 

Go Heel.s, 

L)ro L)ebby Strom~n 

Sport Adm~n~stPat].on Faculty and E-XSS Academ].c Adv~soP 

919~ 843. @336 

College SpoPt ReseaPch 

CaPo]..i.na Spomts Bms.i.ness Club 

S~gma A].pha l_.ambda (Leadership HonoPs Soc~.ety) 

~= Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
$emt~ Tuesday,                 3:53 PM 

~email.unc.edu;      ~email.unc.edu;       ~email.unc.edu; 
~ ’Dr. Deborah Stroman’ 
$~bje¢t~ FW: EXSS 
lm~e~aB¢e~ High 
Hi Heels~ We have started the semester and ~ haven’~ hei~rd from you resardi~# i~ .:)he-on--one a~)~x)~n~rnen~ l:)~d you receive my ~as~: emaH se~R ~as~: week? ~ need to 

[alk to you asap to make sure aH is well and [hat there is clear expec[ation of the semester. 

Call [~e! Thanks. 

Go Hee.l.s, 

Dr’, Debby 

Sport Adm~n~stPmt~.on Faculty and EXSS Academ~.c Adv~soP 

9:[9~ 843,0336 

College SpoPt Reseat’oh 

Cm~o1£na Spor’ts Bus£ness Club 

S:igma A].pha l..ambda ([.emder-sh:ip HonoPs Soc.i.e-t-y) 

~m~ Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
~ent~ Monday,              2:2~ PM 
To~ undergraduate@listse~.unc.edu 
~m~ ’Dr. Deborah Stroman’ 
S~jemt~ EXSS 
EXSS 
Many ot you nave znqumre~ a~out trims unzque course Bezng ottere~ tn~s fall semester. Th~s new course ~s designed to provide 

you w~th academ£c cPed~t for a sport administration ~nternsh£p. For example, the sport-related f~eld expeP~ence (UNC oP non- 

UNC) can be related to careers ~n market~ng, f~nanc~al management, operations, and/or ~ac~l~t~es. You w~11 report to your 

sport organization ~n 1~eu of the classroom. The enrollment ~s 1~m~ted and requires ~nstructor approval so ~f you are 

~nterested ~ollow these ~nstruct~ons ~mmed~ately: 

~. L~sten to a recorded conference call at your convenience on the course format. Call (7~2)432-1590 and the access code ~s 

2863~6#. (~I - Rewind 30 seconds, ~2 - Fast ~orward 30 seconds~ ~5 - Pause/Resume) 
2.Ema~1 or call Dr. Stroman asap to check ava~lab~1~ty. 

Go 

Deborah S~om~m, Ph.£). CLU 

UNC Exercise and ~po~ Science 

Sport Admmisvradon FaculV 

E~S Academic Advisor 

Co~ege Spo~t Research Insdmte 

Carolina Spo~ts Bus~aess Club 

Si~aa Alpha Lamb& (Leadership Honors Socie@ 

4 Smivh Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.~&0336 

h~):////www.m~c.edu//depB/exe~c~se//spo~LadmtntsErar~on 

"Statistics are no substitute for judgment." H, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:06 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Hoping to set up meeting 

Hi     Thanks for the super discussion At’ter you left I found this dOOK 
event that you may be interested in: 

http://soc cerpolitics.com/ 

"Alicica in the Global Economy of Sport" 

I will t~z to attend 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 1:22 PM 

To: 

Sut~iect: RE: ttoping to set up meeting 

tIi     ~i]aanks for sharing. It is crazy the first week of school but do you 
have time on Tues&iy at 5:00 pro.? :) 

Go tteels, 

Dr. [)ebb?’ Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha l.ambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 12:23 PM 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Hoping to set up meeting 

Dear Professor Stroman, 

I ~vas hoping that we could sit down and talk early this next week about 1) 
which internship would be the best choice for me and 2) My hopeful career 
plans. 

I just want to give you a quick background about rrly interests in the sports 
field for our meeting. My hopeful career would to be involved in either the 
Olympics or FIFA in their slowly growing, but present environmental 
department. I want to be involved in setting up solid contracts for host 
cities that create long term sustainable developments. As you said in class 
today, cities spend billions of dollars on building and I would love to be 
involved in making sure those buildings will be revolutionary (particularly 
in the environmental sense) and not be a strain on the ci~" in the long 

Fhat is a basic explaination of my 
interests and 1 look for~vard to discussing the possibilities of a career 
dealing with these issue with you during our meeting. 

I am available MWF anytime besides 11-12 and 1-315, and T/TH anytime 
besides 11-1215 

Thanks for taking time out of your bus?’ schedule to read this e-mail. 
look forward to ?’our EXSS course and talking with you 

Sincerely, 

UNC 
Economics & Envirol~nental Studies 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:09 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: FW: EXSS 

Hi I have a meeting at 12:15 and should be back at my office by 12:30. 
Ok? 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:13 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: t,~V: EXSS Course 

[)ear Dr Stroman, I could meet tomorrow at 1. pro. I)oes that work for 
u? 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email unc.edu>: 

> tti Heels[ We have started the semester and I haven’t heard ~rom you 

> regarding a one-on-one appointment Did you receive my last emai[ sent 

last 

> week? I need to talk to you asap to make sure all is well and that 

there is 

> clear e×pectation of the semester. 

> 

> 

> 

> Call me! Thanks. 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> 

> 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 

> 

> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> 

> 

> College Spolt Research Institute 

> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(~emaihunc.edu] 

> Sent: Monday,                 2:21 PM 

> To: undergraduate@listsel~,’.unc.edu 

> Cc: ’Dr. Deborah Stroman’ 

> Subject: EXSS 
> 

> 

> 

> EXSS 

> 

> 

> 

> Man?- of you have inquired about this unique course being offered this 

fall 

> semester. This new course is designed to provide you with academic 

credit 

> for a sport administration internship. For example, the sport-related 

field 



> experience (UNC or non-UNC) can be related to careers in marketing, 
> financial management, operations, and/or facilities. You will report to 
your 
> sport organization in lieu of the classroom The enrollment is limited 
and 
> requires instructor approval so if you are interested follow these 
> instructions imanediately : 
> 

> 

> 

> 1. Listen to a recorded cotfference call at your convenience on the 
course 

> format. Call (712)432-1590 and the access code is 286316#. (*l -Rewind 
30 
> seconds, *2 - Fast forward 30 seconds, *5 - Pause/Resmne) 
> 
> 2. Email or call Dr. Stroman asap to check availability. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 

> kE-C - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> Sport A&ninistration Faculty 
> 
> EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 

> 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smit2a Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> dstro@unc edu 
> 

> http://www.unc.edu~’depts/exercise/sportadministration 
> 

> 

> 

> "Statistics are no substitute for judgment." tI. (;lay 
> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 6:18 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

EXSS 

Hi Martina. Please send me            asap. I was able to make headway with the SportsMedia firm. 

Please contact Mr. Steve Mills, V.P. of Operations of SportsMedia, as I recently spoke with him about you. 

SportsMedia turns technology (hardware and software) into video. They work with all of the major networks and are based in Durham. E.g. the yellow line in 

football and graphics on scoreboards. Let him know that you are following up 

Mr. Mills will 

Steve Mills 

919-493-9390 x242 

S.Mills@sportsmedia.com 

Keep me posted! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dq~ 

Sport Administration Faculty 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sig-ma Alpha t,ambda (Leadership Honors Socieg) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

3 st_to @un c.ed~ 

ht~p:/’iwww,unc,edu/’deprs/exercise/’sporL~a&’ainist~a~inn 

"Statistics are no substitute for judgment." H, C~ay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 1, 2009 6:32 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

Add FW: Internships 

Hi Please add Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 



From: pber~jami [m ail toeni am i(~email unc ed u] 
Sent: Saturday, August 29, 2009 2:17 PM 
To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 
SubJect: Internships 

Dr. Stroman, 

I apologize for the tardiness of this email I spoke to you on Wednesd~U 
after the first class for sport finance about the internships this 
semester. My first general question is just if you knew- of, or handled, 
any of the coaching opportunities in the area. Specifically, I xvas looking 
for a basketball position. Also, I was xvondering if there xvas any xvay to 
gain credit through nry position at Campus Recreation in the Intranrttral 
Department. Not to go into too many details about my- position in this 
email, but ray duties include: supervising officials, programming one sport 
a semester, being on duty select nights throughout the senrester where I 
oversee all of the intranmrals going on that night, and conducting the 
officials’ clinics. I have also taken a position as a marketing intern for 
the American Collegiate Intramural Sports for this semester. 

B en Pruitt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:37 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

add FW: Internship opv~rtunity 

Please add to Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: 

2:40 PM 
@email.unc.edu] 

Pro£ Stroman, 

My PID is           and I would be happy to meet with you How is 
tomorrow after class? Also, I did not get any information on EXSS 
I was thinking maybe you forgot to attach it. Thank you 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 

Hi Glad to see you in class. I look foreword to working with you. 

have forwarded more information on too. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. I)ebby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty" and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society,) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      @eraail.mxc.edu [mailto      ~email.mxc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:29 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 

Subject: 

Pro£ Stroman, 

Hello. I am emailing you in regards to the                     that 

is being offcred for students. I mentioned my- interest in class today 

and would like to get more information. I would love to take advantage 

Again, it is a pleasure to be in your class and I 

plan to engage in evcry aspect of this course with much iraprovement. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday ’ 6:39 PM 

~emml.unc.edu> 

RE: ttello! 

Offto another meeting but I wanted to drop a line of "thanks"! It was 
great seeing you and getting caught tap. Stay in touch[ 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration FaculW and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors SocieW) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: ttello! 

3:25 PM 
@emaihunc.edu] 

Dr. Stroman, 

I hope things are going well for you as you prepare to start another 
busy school year. ! was writing to see how the research was coming 
regarding your new book? Last time I spoke with you, you mentioned 
that you would need some assistance gathering some irfformation. I have 
decided to                                               we are 
hoping for a busy year this year and I want to get as much experience 
as possible..you can never have enough! Anyway, I was seeing if you 
still needed some help, as ! would be honored and privileged to assist 
in any manner possible. Let me know what I can do, as I love embarking 
on new challenges 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:55 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: FW: EXSS 

Fetzer 106 and then I will head back to Smith Build mg 

On Tue,           19:00:34 -0400, naharrel@email unc.edu ~vrote: 
Perfect, where is your meeting I have class at 1 in fetzer 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc edu>: 

>> Hi. I have a meeting at 12:15 and should be back at my office by 12:30 
>> Ok? 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> College Spolt Research Institute 
>> Carolina Spolts Business Club 
>> Sigma Alpha I,ambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: @emaiI.unc.edu [mailto 5@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, 5:13 PM 
>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> Subject: Re: FW: EXSS Course 
>> 

>> Dear Dr. Stroman, I could meet tomorrow at 12 pm Does that work [’or 
>> u? 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> Hi Heels! We have started the semester and I haven’t heard from you 
>>> regarding a one-on-one appointment. Did you receive my last emai[ sent 
>> last 
>>> week? I need to talk to you asap to make sure all is well and that 
>>> there 
>> is 
>>> cleat- expectation of the semester. 

>>> Call me! Thanks. 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> Dr. Debby Stroman 

>>> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> College Sport Research Institute 

>>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>>> Sigrua Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>>> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Monday,                 2:21 PM 
>>> To: undergraduate@listserv unc.edu 
>>> Cc: ’Dr. Deborah Stroman’ 
>>> Subject: EXSS Course 

>>> EXSS 



>>> Many of you have inquired about this unique course being offered this 
>>> fall 
>>> semester. This new course is designed to provide you with academic 
>>> credit 
>>> J2~r a sport administration internship. For example, the sport-related 
>> field 
>>> experience (LrNC or non-lJ~-C) can be related to careers in marketing, 
>>> financial manageracnt, operations, and/ur facilities. You will report to 
>> your 

>>> sport organization in lieu of the classroom. The enrollment is limited 
>>> and 
>>> requires instructor approval so if you are interested follow these 
>>> instructions ir~m~ediately: 

>>> 1. Listen to a recorded conference call at your convenience on the 
>>> course 

>>> format. Call (712)432-1590 and the access code is 286316#. (*1 - Rewind 
>>> 30 

>>> seconds, *2 - Fast forward 30 seconds, *5 - Pause/Resume) 

>>> 2. Email or call Dr. Stroman asap to check availabilib’. 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
>>> 
>>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> Sport Administration Faculty 

>>> EXSS Academic Advisor 

>>> College Sport Research Institute 

>>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>>> 

>>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~z) 

>>> 4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 
>>> 

>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>> 919843.0336 

>>> dstro@unc.edu 

>>> http : //www unc. eddidepts/exercise/sport administration 

>>> "Statistics are no substitute for judgment" H Clay 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University’ of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport ANninistration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:24 AM 

@yahoo.cam> 

FW: Hello! 

© 

Dr’. Debbff 
Sport AdminJ.strat:iot] Facu].ty and EXSS Academic Advisor- 
919. 843,@336 

College Sport Research 3nstitute 
Carolina Spor’ts Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership t-lonor’s Society) 

F~m’. ~gmail.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 8:49 
T~ Deborah Stroman 
Subjeetl Re: Hello~ 
Dr. St~)ma~ 

I calmot express to you how forttmate I am to have someone like you in my comer...to have a mentor and figure such as yourself has set me on the correct path more 

times than not! It was a pleasure catching up with you and discussing the EXSS graduate program as well as LASR...tell me what you need on that ti~mt and I will do 

my best to get you the infom~ation and statistics that will support your quest for understanding. I talked to Butch after our meeting and he said he would be delighted to 

come and speak to one of the classes...he also had ve~ high praise for you. Let me know when would be a good tilne to have him come, so we can pencil something 

ir~ 

Thanks ag~dn~ 

On Tue,            at 6:38 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstmman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
aftra another meeting but I wanted to drop a line of"thanks"’. It was great 

seeing you mad getting caught up. Stay in touch! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stro~nan 

Sport Administration Faculty- and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership tIonors Society) 

..... Origina~ Message ..... 

From: ................... _~_a~__e_ Ln_ ~i !_:_t_Ln__c_’_:_e___d__t_~] 

Sent: Monday, 3:25 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Hello! 

Dr. Stmman, 

I hope things are going well for you as you prepare to start another 

busy school )’ear. I was writing to see how the re,arch was coming 
regeading your new book? Lasl time I spoke with you, you mentioned 

that you would need some assistaaace gathering some infom~ation. I have 

decided ~o delay tny admission into Law School until next year~ we are 

hoping for a busy year this year and I want to get as much experience 
as possible...you can never have enough! Ans~vay, I was seeing if you 

still needed some help, as I would be honored and privileged to assist 

in any manner possible. Let me know what I can do, as I love embarking 

on new challenges. 

All "the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:25 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

FW: Getting involved in the sports business club 

Hi, Please follow up, Thanks! I will add to Bb, 

Go Heels, 

Z)ro L)ebb~v 5trom~n 

Sport Adm_in_~stratJ.on Faculty and E-XSS Academ].c Advisor 

9~9~ 843, @336 

College Sport Research 

Caro]..i.na Sports Bus.i.ness 

Sigma Alpha l_.ambda (t_eadership Homoms Soc~.ety) 

F~m: .@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~: 20 PM 
To: thedub@unc.edu 
S~bject: Geeing involved in the spots business club 

Hi them, 
My na~m is a~d I ~ a looldng m get involved in this club. Plebe help~ ’. [ 
Tha~ 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:25 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

RE: Gettiug involved in the sporks business club 

Hi, I will add you to the Bb site and have our pres, follow up. Thanks for your interest! 

Go Heel.s, 

L)ro L)ebb.y’ Strom~n 

Sport Adm~n~stPat].on ~:aculty and E-XSS Academ].c Adv~soP 

919~ 843, @336 

College SpoPt ReseaPch 

CaPo]..i.na Spomts Bms.i.ness Club 

S~gma A].pha l_.ambda (Leadership HonoPs Soc~.ety) 

~= ~yahoo,com] 
$emt~ Tuesday, ~: 20 PM 
Te~ theclub@unc.edu 
$~bje¢t= Geeing involved in the spots business club 

Hi them, 
My na~m is m~d I ~ looldng m get involved in this club. Plebe help~ ’. [ 
Tha~ 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 2, 2009 9:27 AM 

Ma~ilyn McClaJn           ~bell~uth.net> 

FW: INFORMATIONAL: Concerned about your child or adolescent? 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify unc.edu [mailto:nobodv@notifv unc.edu] On Behalf Of 
cliinc@unc edu 
Sent: Wednesday, September 02, 2009 12:02 AM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: INFORMATIONAL: Concerned about your child or adolescent? 

We offer psychological assessment and treatment for children and 
adolescents who experience difficulties at home, in school, or with 
their peers. 

Reduced fees are available based on ~ncome 

We can help with: 

*Sadness or irritability 
*Disruptive behavior and aggression 
*Inattentiveness/hyperactivity 
*Mood swings and anxiety 
*Conflicts with parents or peers 
*Assessments ~2~r learning disorders, giftedness, and early admission to 
kindergarten 

We are affiliated with the 1UNC-Ctt clinical psychology. Ph.D. program and 
provide reduced fees based on income. Treatment is provided by doctoral 
students under the supervision of licensed psychologists who are faculty 
members in the Department of Psychology. 

Children and adolescents are seen in our nearby off-campus location on 
Finley Golf Course Road with afternoon and evening appointments and 
readily available ac~iacent parking. 

For more irfformation please contact us at 919-962-6906 or 

clinic@~mc.edu <mailto:clinic(d~,,unc.edu> or visit 
http ://psychologyc linic.unc.edu/. 

Please be aware that if the irfformation you provide indicates that 
there may be abuse of a child or disabled adult, or that you or another 
person is in danger, ~ve will need to respond as required by state law. 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Department of Psychology Corrmmni~" 
Clinic. 

This email is sponsored by: Psychology" 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
httos:/idir.unc.edu/diriuodate. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:47 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Schedule ~m appointment 

Hi Next Weds at 2:30 is fine Thanks 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Deborah Stroman 

Cc:      @email uric edu 
Sublect: Schedule an appointment 

@email.unc edu] 
11:25 AM 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am emailing you in regards of trying the schedule an appointment 
with you to talk about opportunities after graduation. ! know that you 
inJ2~rmed me that Wednesday and Thursday are the best days for you. I 
am available from 11 am~4pm on Wednesdays and 2:00pm-4:00pm on Thursday. 
I will gladly accept any time that works :[’or you during those times. 
Thank you for taking time out your schedule to give me some additional 
assistants. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 1:03 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: EXSS 

Hi Add for 3 hours. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ashley McCullen [mailto:amcculle@email.mac.edu] 
Sent: iVlonday, 11:49 .A2vl 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: EXSS 

ttow many hours should these be for, It can be awwhere from 1-3 hours 
Thanks. 

-Ashley 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> 

> Dr Debby Stroman 
> Sport Administration 
> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 
> CB ~3182 
> Chapel tlill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 919.8430336 

> dstro@unc.edu 
> theclub@unc.edu 
> 

> http ://www.tmc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport adl~xinistr at iol~’index, htra 
> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: (~,email.mxc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 10:52 AM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Subject: Re: EXSS 
> 

> My PID . I am really excited about the EXSS 
> class. 
> 

> 

> Quoting Deborah 8troman <dstloman@email.m~c.edu>: 
> 

>> Hi. Please send me yottr PID so I may enroll you in EXSS 
>> Thanks. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
>> 
>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 

>> Sport Administration Faculty 
>> 

>> EXSS Academic Advisor 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> 



>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 

>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> dstro@tmc.edu 
>> 

>> http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> "V~ny would anybody accept the leadership of another except that the 
other 
>> sees more clearly- where it is best to go’.’ Perhaps this is the current 
>> problem: too many who presmne to lead do not see more clearly and, in 
>> defense of their inadequacy, they all the more strongly argue that the 
>> ’system’ must be preser~,~ed - a fatal error in this day of candor." 
Robert 
>> Greenleaf, from The Sel~zant As Leader 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

Ashley- McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:06 PM 

Ford, Justin G <jgford@emaJ~l.unc.edu-~ 

EXSS 

Hi Justin. I will have 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Swoman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~ Science Dep~ 

Spor~ Administration Faculty 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Spor~ Research Institute 

Carolina Spor~s Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership H ...... Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3[82 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

ds cr o ~2",,uncedu 

htrp://w~wv.u~c.edu/dq~rs/exercise//sporr_adminisrrarion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:20 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: club stuff 

1. We have a positive balance -- yes’. - of $173.57 
2. Received balmer - Need the other certification doc 
3. Yes! Let’s try to keep a balance of $250 at the start of each year 
4. Yes, I spoke with Mr Kelly this        and we are continuing Project 
Touchdown’. Information will go out in early unless budgeta~ cuts 
change things I am hoping nothing happens to change their needs. I know 
you all ~vere vital to success last year. :) 
5 

Thanks again for your leadership! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:30 PM 
To: Dr Stroman 
Subject: club stuff 

He?" Dr. Stroman, 

You had a line waiting for you so i figured an email would be better. 

I just had a couple of updates :[’rom the meeting that weren’t on the 
sheet I j ust sent out 

1. We talked to someone who worked with student government (the people 
who give out funds) and he said we needed a detailed plan of what we 
need money :[’or. So I was just wondering if there were any outstanding 
balances that we have that need to be paid 12~r that we can include on 
the list of things that we need money for 

2. I picked up and signed the form from your mail box and will drop it 
off tolnorrow. I also put the banner in your mailbox. 

3.                 is going to take the       test tomorrow, so rra 
going to try and come up with a presentation for the student government 
so we can try and get some money to help us with start up costs. 

4. Also, have you talked to anyone at the ACC about continuing project 
touchdown’.’ 

That’s all I can think of off the top of my head, but if anything else 
comes up I’ll let you know. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emafil.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 3:37 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Call me now~ Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Or o L?ebby 5tromun 

Sport Adrainistration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

9~9~ 843, @336 

College Sport Resear’ch Institute 

Caroli.na Spocts Business Club 

Sigma Alpha I_.ambda (Leadership Honocs Society) 

~: ~email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:47 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sub~emt: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman~ 

H~m is my Let m~ b~ow what you flhnk. 

On at 12:46 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Thanks Send me the is a go, 

Go Heels, 

Dr’, De~by StPomun 

Sport Adm:in~stration Facu]ty and EXSS Academic Adv:isor 

9~9. 843,0336 

College Spop~ Research Insti_~ute 

Caroli_na Sports Busi_ness Cl.ub 

S~ma A~pha Lambda (Leadership HonoPs Society) 

F~m: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~1:37 AM 
Te= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I sent Mr. Cake a~ email a few days ago but I haven’t heard back from him yet. I aJso wanted to know if you have ~2en a chance to look at 

am in the p~cess of re-tbnnatting it. I can get it to you by this afternoon if you would like to see it then. Also, I remember ~eing an 

yet, because I 
with the 

On at 10:24 AM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi . but send an introductory note to Mr’. Cake today¯ Thanks. 

Go Heels~ 

Dr’, Oebt~y .Str’omr~n 

Sport Administrat_~on Facu].t:y and EXS5 Academic Advisor 

919,843,e33d 

College Spor’t Resear’ch Institute 
Carolina SpoPts Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda ([eadeeship Honors Society) 

~m: Johnny Cake [ma[ItojcakeC@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Senti Saturday, 8:3[ AM 
T~: Deborah Stroman 
$~bjem[: RE: E~S 
Debby, 
Iell that the voice mail message he sent me I could not understand. It must have been a bad connection. Please have him email me. ok? 
Ihanks~ 
Johnny 
Johnny Cake 
Director of Golf 
UNC Finley Golf Course 
(919) 843 7399 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstrornan@email.unc.edu > 2:36 PM > > > 

and also send him 

_f_[_n__ke__y_:__h__t___m___[ and become familiar with the operations as mud~ as possible. 

Mr. Johnny Cake 

jcake@uncaa.unc.edu 

962.2349 

Lhis s~-’_mlest~-’_~r. Pieas~-’_~ corridor him 

¯ Visit the Finley website at ~t--t--~--;~~t-~&r-~h---e---e--!-b--[u--~e--:~c--s---t--v-~.--c-~~--~-m--~/-f--Ln--[e--~Z-u-~-n-~c--~ 



I am exciLed about your field e>:perience! 

Keep me posLed. 

Go ~4eeZs ~ 

Dr, Debby 5tr’om~n 

Spor-: Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
9:[9.g43,~)336 

College Sport Research 

CsroZ£na Spor£s Bus£ness Club 

Sigma A].pha I..ambda (Leadership Ho~ors 

From: CemaiLunc~edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:54 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. St~mau~ 

Two quick questions: 

1) Wh~ is your 

2) My scbedul~ changed and I now hav~ a class at 11 AM. I am also abl~ to m~et befor~ 10 if that fi~s in with your schedule, If not~ will w~ have ~nough tim~ to ~lk 

ifI n~d to l~ave at around 10:45-10:50? If not, I dont haw class ~v~cn 1:45 and 3:30 if you would prefer to m~ct th~n. 

/~;email.m~c edu 

Ou             at 11:23 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi. Let’s meet at :1.0 in my office. Thanks! 
Go Hee].s~ 
Dr, Oe~V 5tro:.~:Jn 
SporL Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919,843~e336 
College Sport: Research Insi:J.t:ut:e 
Carolina Spor-L-s Business C].ub 
Sigma AXpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

F~m: #email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, i0:13 PN 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= Re: EXSS 
Dr. Stmman, 
I have class fm~n 12:30- 4:45 on Thur~ay ~ I ca~ meet an~ime before ~ny firsl class. Let ~ne ~ow your availabilib’ m~d I will work something out. Tha~ you veO" 

much. 

On at 9:24 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Okay. Let’s meet on Thursday. What is your availability before 3:00? 1 
should be able to find you one. 

Go tteels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Admiuistration Facul~ m~d EXSS Acade~nic A&dsor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Reseazch Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 2~)email.unc.eda] 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:55 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I mn absolutely iuterested in EXSS    if is possible for me to enroll 

in the class. If there is a~.vl]~ing that I can do please let me know. 

Thank you! 



O11 at 3:36 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi. Are you still interested in ’ Let me know asap. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Ad~ninistmtion Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Stx~rt Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha L~mbda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ’,~emafl.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:55 PM 

To: theclul~,% unc.edu 

Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am going to be on vacation when the conference call for the EXSS 

class roll be taking place. Is there any other way that I can get more 

information on the class because it is definitely something that I 

would be interested in. 

~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:58 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

docx 

Hi As per our discussion, use this resume and then go gel it reviewed by UCS. 

Go Heels., 

D~, Debby Str~on:*an 

Spopt Administration Faculty and EXS5 Academic Advisor 

919,843.9336 

College Spor’t Resear’ch Institute 
Car’o]-ina Spor’ils Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (l..eader%hip Honors Society) 

From: }email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:47 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

~om Js my up.ted resume. Let me ~ow- w-ha~ you t~u~. 

On at 12:46 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

ThanD Send me the upda[:ed resume rhe Finley internship is a go. 

Go Heel.s, 
Dr< Debby Sir’omen 
Spor’-t Administr’ation gaculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.843,e336 
College Spore: Reseaech Ins::i-tute 
Carolina Spoets Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leader’ship Honor’s Society) 

F~m: ~email.unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1~:37 AN 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subje¢t= Re: EXSS 
Dr. Stmman, 
I sent Mr. Cake an emml a t}w days ago but I haven’t heard back t?om Nm yet. I also wanted to know if you have ~ken a chance to look at my resume yet, because I 

am in the process of m- tb~maRing it. I c~ get it to you by tNs a~emoon if you would like to see it ~en. Also, I rmnember ~eing m~ internship oppo~ni~ m~ tim 

Carolina Humcanes tNs yea,. Is it wo~ it m send them my resume or do you tN~ I have a good chance fl~at ~e intemsNp mfl~ Finley will work out? 

On at 10:24 AM, Deborah Strolnan wrote: 

Hi [ hm~en’t re~d through Vour resume yet:, but send ~r~ introductory hole to Mr. Cake Lodav, Thanks. 

~o Heels, 

Dr, Oebby .Strom~n 

Spore: Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

9:19.843,@336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Capolina Spor’ts Business Club 
S£gma Alpha Lambda (Leader’sh£p Honor-s Soc£e-Ly) 

Fm~: Johnny Cake [mail~:jcake@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Senti Saturday, 8:3~ AN 
Te= Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: E~S 

Debby, 

Tell :hat the voice mail message he sent me I could not understand. It must have been a bad connection, Please have him email me. ok? 

Thanks~ 

Johnny 

Johnny Cake 

Director of Golf 

UNC Finley Golf Course 

(9~9) 843 7399 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu >          2:36 PM > > > 
Hi         ;rear News! [ lust: spoke to Mr. Cake and he is looking [orw~rd to ~nterviewing you for an int:ernship at UNC Finiey thb semester Ph~ase contact: him 

i~nd a~so send Mm your resume and (:owner letter (tailored to a goff-r’eJated mt:ernship) Visit the ~qnley website at http:iitarheeiblue.cstv.com/finley!unc-- 

[~_9J_9_~:_~_[~]. and become fam~lbr with the operations as much as poss~Me. 

Mr. Johnny Cake 

jcake@uncaamnc.edu 



9622349 

I am excited about your field experienc!! 

Keep me posted, 

Go Heels., 

Dm O~b~&y S~r~omr~n 

Spomt Administratioo Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919,843 ~@336 
College Spo~’t Research Institute 
Ca~oI-ina Sports Bus-iness Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leademship Honors Society) 

Sem~ Wednesday, 4:54 PM 
T~ Deborah Stmman 
S~b~em~ Re: EXSS 
Dr. Stmman, 

Two quick ques~ons: 

1 ) Whe~ is your once? 

2) My schedule changed and I now have a class at 11 AM. I am also able to meet before 10 if that fits in with your schedule. If not, roll we have enongh time to ~lk 

ifI need to leave at around 10:45-10:50? If not, I dont have class ~meen 1:45 and 3:30 if you would prefer to meet then. 

On . at 11:23 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

HL I.et’s meet at lO in my office~ Thanks! 

Go }tee]s, 
Dr’, Debby 5tr,om~m 
Spor’t Administr’ation Fsc~lty and EX$S Academic Advisor" 

Co]]ege Spots: Research Ins~::i-Lute 
CaPo].in,~ Spo~ts Business C]_ub 
S_igma Alpha I_.,~mbda (Leadersh_ip Hoqons Soc_iety) 

I=ro~; ~email.unc.edu] 
8e~t: Tuesday 10:13 PM 
To; Deborah Stroman 
$~bject-" Re: EXSS 
Dr. Sta~man, 

I have class ti~om 12:30- 4:45 on Thur~tay so I ca~ meet anytime betbre my firsl class. Let me know your availability a~d I will work something out. Thank you veW 

much. 

~emsJl.unc.edn 

On             , at 9:24 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Okay. Let’s meet on Thursday. What is yonr availabiliU before 3:00? I 

shonld be able to find you one. 

Go tteels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculb~ aa~d EXSS Academic Advi~r 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Rese~xch Institute 
C~rolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lam[xla (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Mes~ge ..... 

From: ~)~e~n all .~mc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:55 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Strolnan, 

I am absolutely interested in EXSS    if is possible for me to enroll 

in the class. If there is anything that I can do please let me know. 



Thank you! 

On . at 3:36 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi. A~e you still interested in Let me know asap. Thanks! 

Go tteels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Stx~rt Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email.t~nc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:55 PM 

To: theclub~c-~u~c.edt~ 

Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am going to be on vacation when the conference call for the EXSS 

class will be taking place. Is there any other way that I can get more 

information on the class because it is definitely something that I 

would be interested in. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:45 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Resume and Cover Letter tbr ca~npus Recreation 

Great! Contact IVLr Ford as I have spoken to him about you. He has your 
resume and cltr. 

Justin Ford 
Intramural Sports, Director 
Ph. 919.843.4769 

Keep me posted. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum        ~email. unc edu              ~)em aii.unc, edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:14 PM 
Tu: Deborah Stroman, Phi). 
Sut~iect: Resume and Cover Letter fur campus Recreatiun 

[)ear Dr Stroman, 

Thank you su much :[’or all yuur help today. I am very excited to get 

started with my internship at Campus Recreation. I am attaching a cupy of 

my resume and cover letter for you tu send tu Mr Furd. Thanks again for 

ever,f thing and I hope ~’ou have a great rest of your week. 

talk to you soun[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:57 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

Salyer, SherD’ L <salye@eraail.nnc.edu-~; Welborn, Spencer Brooks <welborn@nncaa.unc.edn> 

FW: EXSS 

After my discussion with him today, I remain conflicted regarding my 
decision. Nonetheless, please add :) 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From h?email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:56 AM 

To: dstroman@em ail.unc, edu 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman 

I apologize but I was sick and I could have sworn that I emailed you about 
this. Normally I would not be so worried about this but I am planning on 
graduating in the fall and this is one of 2 classes that I need to 
graduate If I dont get back into this class it will really put a dent in 
my future plans. So if there is anything that you can do to help I would 
greatly appreciate it 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:10 PM 

~emml .unc.edu 

RE: Internship optx~rtunity 

Hi I am still waiting on your resume. Mr. B1Tant (SJG Greater Sports LLC) 
has agreed to interview you. Also, you have been late to class ;Vhat is 
going on? I don’t feel comfortable referring you if you are not punctual. 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From      @email.unc.edu 
Sent: Thursday, 2:40 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
SubJect: RE: Internship opportunity 

"@email.unc.edu] 

Prol~ Stroman, 

and I would be happy to meet with you How is 
tomorrow after class? Also, I did not get any information on EXSS 
] was thinking maybe you forgot to attach it. Thank you 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaikunc.edu>: 

Hi Glad to see you in class. [ look foreword to working with you. 

have forwarded more information or too. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. I)ebby Stroman 

Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~eraail.mxc.edu [ ~email.mxc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday,                1:29 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 

Subject: Internship opportunity 

Pro£ Stroman, 

Hello. I am emailing you in regards to the internship opportuni~ that 

is being offhred for students. I nrentioned my- interest in class today 

and would like to get more information. I would love to take advantage 

of this opportunib" and actually need to register for another class to 

be full-time this semester. I think this would be a great career 

eifiaancing experience. If you could explain to me hoxv the process goes 

and xvhat companies/sports tearns are offering these internships, this 

would be a great chance to get some credit hours doing something I am 

truly interested in. Again, it is a pleasure to be in your class and I 

plan to engage in every aspect of this course ~vith much improvement. 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 12:44 PM 

Jewell, Elizabeth A <ejewell@NCCU.EDU> 

RE: Resume 

Okay. Thanks for the attempt 

d 
On Thu, 3 Sep 2009 12:27:41 -0400, "Jewel1, Elizabeth A" <~iewell@NCCU.EDU> 
wrote: 

>D, 
> spoke with Coach Rison he has the info. 
> He’s extremely busy. 
> Being familiar with FB operations, i          should know that pre-season 
> or spring ball is more conducive to mal~lng contact with teams & coaches. 
> Anyway, hope it works out for him. 
> Thanks for trying to help him 
> 

> All the best, 
>E 
> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [dstroman@email uric edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, September 01, 2009 10:26 AM 
> To: Jewell, Elizabeth A 
> Subject: ~esume 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Go Heels 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> Sport Administration Faculty 
> EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 919843.0336 

> dstro@unc edu<mailto :dstro(~r)unc edu> 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> "Statistics are no substitute for judgment" H. Clay 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 

EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:46 PM 

~emml .unc.edtr~ 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstro@unc.edtv~ 

Re: EXSS 

Super news! Yes, you will have the three hours of credit. 
I suggest that you purchase the book as it will provide lifelong success 
tips. :) 

Let’s chat next week by phone. Congrats’. 

Dr. Stroman 

On ’]23u, 14:59:43 ~ 0000 @email unc.edu wrute: 

> I)r Struman, 

> I was awarded the internship. I will be wurking abuut 15 huurs a week I 

> was wundering if this would still quali~ fur 3 hours of credit Alsu, I 

> was wondering if I needed 2 purchase ’]7he Power of Nice ur would the 

> photocupies be enough. Finally I will be emailing yuu a copy of my 

resume. 

> Thank yuu 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 

EXSS Department - Spurt Administratiun 

919843.0336 

dstru@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpuse to create and sustain peace." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Thursday, Septeraber 3, 2009 12:47 PM 

Lorianne Lamonica <loriaJmelamonica@sportsbusinessjoumaJ.com> 

RE: College & Uuiversity Progrmn Fall ’09 Enrollraent 

Yes. Thanks’. 

On Thu, 3 Sep 2009 10:02:43 -0400, "Lorianne Lamonica" 
<loriannelamonica@sportsbusinessj oumal.com> ~vrote: 

Hi Deborah, 

I can definitely get the address changed; however, your subscription did 
expire with the 8/10 issue. Would you like to renew-? 

Thanks ! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email uric edu] 
Sent: ;Vednesday, September 02, 2009 1:24 PM 
To: Loriamae Lamonica 
Cc: ’Dr Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: College & Umversi~ Program Fall ’09 Em-ollment 

Hi Lorianne. I am having trouble ~vith the address for my subscription. I 
guess someone in the mailroom likes your publication. I never received 
this 
week’s edition and I really need the special on athletic adm programs. 
Would 
you please send me ~[~,~O copies to the following address’? 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 

Please make this change permanent too. :) 

THANK S [ ! 

Go }}eels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculb" and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lorianne Lamonica 
[mailto: loriannelamonica(~sportsbusinessi ournal.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2009 8:41 AM 
To: Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Cc: sportlaw@unc.edu 
Subject: RE: College & University Program Fall ’09 EarolN~ent 

Hi Debby, 

It’s great to hear kiN(2 will be participating once again this fall! Feel 
free to sign up with the advance copy link belo~v or to email or call to 
get set up as in the past - whichever is easiestt 

www. sportsbusinessj ournal, comiadvancecopy 

Thanks ! 
-Lorianne 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU [mailto:dstroman(~email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2009 2:02 PM 
To: Loriatme Lamonica 
Subject: Re: College & UniversI~ Program Fall ’09 Em-ollment 

Hi Lorianne We will continue with our departmental sport 
administration policy of requiring the SBJ subscription. Barbara 
Osborne should be in touch with you for an?- changes, if necessaW. 

Thanks ! 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of North Carolina 
Exercise arid Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smit2a Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



919.8430336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it" 

Quoting Lorianne Lamonica <llamonica@sportsbusinessjoumal.com>: 

>> The College & Universi~" Program and Your Fall 2009 Semester 
>> 

>> 

>> Each week, a combined readership of close to 90,000 sports business 
>> executives rely on SportsBusiness Journal and SportsBusiness Daily as 
>> their day-to-day, real-world "textbook". 
>> 

>> \~nat better way to prepare the industly’s future professionals, than 
>> by incorporating SportsBusiness Journal and SportsBusiness Daily into 
>> your cumculum. 
>> 

>> Not only will students be exposed to the most accurate, up-to-date 
>> sports business information out there, but the College & University 
>> Program is designed to make using the publications as easy as 
>> possible and offers many benefits to both professors and students, 
>> including: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Tailored semester subscription packages to meet the needs of your 
>> students and your semester schedule. 
>> Digital delivelN for SportsBusiness Journal. We offer a digital 
>> delivery option to ensure students receive the weekly issue first 
>> thing Monday morning. 
>> Irmnediate access to online content. \~2~en students subscribe online 
>> they are automatically granted access to SportsBusinessJoumal.com 
>> and/or SportsBusinessDaily com. (Ask about getting added to the 
>> online site for ordering) 
>> Complimentary semester subscriptions for professors; your choice, 
>> either print or digital(with at least 20 paid student orders).NEW FOR 
>> PROFESSORS! 
>> 

>> 

>> All professors em-olled for the fall ’09 semester will receive four 
>> select in-depth teaching tools over the course of the semester. These 
>> pieces have been specifically re-formatted for classroom use and are 
>> a great addition to your curriculum at no extra cost to you or your 
>> students[ 
>> 

>> For more information or to enroll in t2ae program, call (704) 973-1523 
>> or reply back to this e-mail You can also enroll quickly and easily 
>> by visiting the era-aliment sites listed below: 
>> 

>> For SportsBusiness Journal -~vww.sportsbusinessjournal.com/advancecopy 
>> For SportsBusiness Daily - www.sportsbusinessdaily.comiadvancecopy 
>> 

>> I look forward to working with you and your students this fall! 
>> 

>> Loriarme Lamonica 
>> College & Universi~ Program Manager 
>> (704) 973-1523 Direct 
>> llamonica@sports businesN ournal, cam 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> For more iNk~rmation about this cotmnercial email, either reply to 
>> this emai[ or write to: Customer Service, Sports Business Journal, 
>> 120 W Mi~rehead St., Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28202. To noti]}’ us 
>> that you do not want to receive emai[s like this in the future, 
>> please advise us by replying to this email with the word "Remove" in 
>> the subject line 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent By: 
>> SportsBusiness Journal 
>> 120 West Morehead Street 
>> Suite 310 
>> Charlotte NC 28202 
>> U S.A. 
>> 

>> To view as a web page press on or copy this [ink into your browsers 
>> address bar 
>>https:i/w~wz.SwiftpageS.com/speasapage.aspx?X 300 SWRRSHQXDFSUS00YYV~U 
>> 

>> If you prefer not to receive future e-mails of this type, please copy 
>> to your browser or press on this link 
>> 

"http://w~.SwiftpageS.com/SpeSupIt.aspx?X 300S\~,RSHQXDFSUS00YYYVL-&Addr d 
stroman ~2email.unc.edu" to 



>> unsubscribe 
>> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. (TLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department- Sport Administration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:36 AM 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

RE: Resume 

Hi       As per our discussion, meet ~vith Career Ser,Aces FIRST and then 
send to me electronically. Thales 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From      ~)email.unc.edu I           ~,email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:03 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Fwd: Resume 

Pro£ Stroman, 

Attached is my resume I have not met with anyone at career services yet. 
I did not know if you just wanted a copy to look over or if you wanted a 
final copy ~gter I go over the resume with someone at career services. 
Please let me know if you have any suggestions or if anything should be 
changed. This is a copy of my :gull resume, so considering the internship 
responsibilities, I may remove some of the information before submitting 
it to my interviewer Thank you 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 12:56 PM 

To: ~yahoo.com> 

Subject: RE: Resume 

Thanks. There are some suggestions 1 will make the next time we chat by phone, Give me a call on Wednesday afternoon. I will forward to Mr, Mills. Please give 

him a call now to set up an interview, 

Sb:_~v e Mills 

VP. Op~:_~ra riot, s 

3511 Univers~W Ddve, Durham NC 27707 

919-.493-9390 x242 

S.M~s@sportsmedia,com 

www.sportsr~) edna cor~) 

Go Heels~ 

Dr’~ Debby 5tr’oman 

Spor’-L AdminisLr’aL/on FsculLy and EXSS Academ/c AdvisoP 

919~843.~336 

College Spor"L Research Zr~sL.i.-L-ute 

(:acolins Spor%s i?usiness (:lub 

Sigma A].pha I_.arabda (LeadePship Hoqocs Society) 

F~m: @yahoo.com] 
Seat; Friday, 6:09 AN 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject: i      Resume 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 4, 2009 12:57 PM 

’Steve Mills’ <s.mills@slyortsmedia.com> 

RE: 

Resume.pdf 

HL Here is resume. She wilf be in touch~ Thanks. 

Go Heels., 

DP, D~bb.y 

Spopt AdmJ.n~.stPation F,7,.cu].ty and EXSS Academic AdvJ.soP 

9:1.9, 

College Spor’t ReseaPch ~nst±tute 

Car’ol-~]~ Spor"cs Bus-~]ess Cl.~b 

SJ.gma Alpha Lambda (I..eadePshJ.p Honor’s 

Frera: Steve Hills [mailto:s.mills@sportsmedia.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 0J., 2009 5:50 PH 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: 
Dr. Stroman, 
Thanks very much for contacting SportsMEDIA today. I am anxious to open a door to the sports technology industry through an intern relationship with your university. Please 
forward any resumes of people you feel might be interested and I will work to interview and provide an opportunity for those that fit our requirements. Again thank you and I 
look forward to hearing from your students. 

Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:58 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Exss 

Hi Tuesday at 12:30 is fine Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~,email.unc edu] 
Sent: Friday 12:53 PM 

To: dstroman@email.m~c, edu 
Subject: Exss 

Dr. Stroman 

I am so glad I ran into you today I :felt like I was in a big mess with my 
classes. 
Thank you :[’or letting me do an independent study 
Is it ok if I come tn see you on Tuesday, I need to get the add Jk~rm signed 
so the class is nn my schedule 
Are ynu J?ee around 1230 on Tuesday’? 

Thanks so much 
Have a blessed weekend. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:05 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Exss 

Hi         My schedule has changed and I ~von’t be in the office at that 
time Please leave the form in my mailbox and I will sign it. Otherwise, I 
will be m the office ai’~er 2:00 p.m and Ileum 10:30 to 11:50 am. 

Congrats on the big first win! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Struman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 

~ 
12:53 PM 

Tu: dstruman@email.unc, edu 
Subject: Exss 

Dr. Stroman 

I am so glad I ran into you today. I felt like I *w~s in a big mess with my 
classes 
Thank yuu 12~r letting me do an independent sturdy. 
Is it uk if I come to see yuu un Tuesday, I need to get the add :form signed 
su the class is on my schedule. 
Are you free aruund 1230 un Tuesday? 

Thanks su much 

Have a blessed weekend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:09 AM 

~emml .unc.edu-~ 

RE: Spreadsheet assignment 

Hi I am going through old emails and saw- this note. If you haven’t 
noticed, the dyads are posted. Thanks’. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From       ~email.unc.edu 
Sent: Monday, ~ 9:31 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: Spreadsheet assignment 

@email uric edu] 

Dr. Stroman 

(;an you post our partners for the Spreadsheet assignment on blackboard 
or reply with my partners name. I did not hear it in class today. 
Thank you 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 7, 2009 9:31 AM 

Jablonski, Margaret A <mj ablon@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Ditto. We had just finished another advising orientation. 

I hope your weekend is going well. I was headed to AT{. but decided to stay put working on the house and resting. .1 know she 

wi~ be ha~y to see you. 

Looks ~i~e rain th~s s[temoon so if ~ get motivated ~ w~l go to the range around h.mchtk~e, ~) 

d 

Dr’, Debb}~ 

Spor-t Adm:inis£~-a£J.on Facu]£y and EXSS AcademJ.c Adv:isor’ 

9:19. 843,0336 

Co].].ege Spopt Resea~ch I~sti_tL~te 

Ca~-ol~na 5por’ts B~s~ness Club 

S~g~a AIpha Lambda (Leadet-sh~p [{ono~-s 

Fmm~ Peggg ]ablonsN [mailto:mjablons@email,unc,edu] 
Sent~ Friday, September 04, 2009 7;54 AN 
Te~ ’Deborah Stroman’ 

Good to see you the other day when I was with Holden and Steve. Things went a little better this week with ’~he boys" in south. Am going to play golf on sun with Bruce and 
his friends. Going to the Umstead spa today with Cynthia Runberg to RELY. I need it. If you are back on Monday and want to play, I think I’m playing with Rita Balaban. 

I’m looking fomard to seeing her next week. It was good 
to talk with you about things in general. Thanks[ 
Peggy 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 7, 2009 9:32 AM 

Ma~ilyn McClaJn           @bell~uth.net> 

FW: INFORMATIONAL: Child Care Financial Assistance 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facult5’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Societs’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv@notifv.unc.edu] On Behalf Of 
noreply@unc.edu 
Sent: Friday, September 04, 2009 12:31 AM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Sut~ject: INFORM~.TIONAL: Child Care Financial Assistance 

’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill provides a limited 
amount of financial assistance to UNC-Chapel }Jill employees and students 
for qualib" child care UNC-Chape[ }Jill contracts with Child Care 
Sel~ices Association (CCSA) to administer the program, with Benefits 
Services serving as the Universi~’s liaison to CCSA. 

Details about this program are available at: 
http://hr.unc, edu/Data/SPA/benefits/workl’amil~/’/c hildcareisubsidy 

Because funding ~2~r the program is limited, eligibility cannot guarantee 
assistance. 

Students and employees who have questions or need in~2mnation about the 
child care financial assistance program may contact contact Child Care 
Services Association at 403-6950 or Aimee Krans, Work/Life Manager, at 
962-6008 

’]?his email is sponsored by: Chancellor’s Child Care Advisory Committee 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass emaih To set your iN2~rmational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
https:/idir.unc.edu/diriupdate. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday 9:38 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sport Marketing Project 

Hi       I will be in my office after 2:00 on Tuesday for 
discussion. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:40 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Sut~iect: Sport Marketing Prqiect 

Dr. Stroman, 
In Dr. SouthaH’s Sport Marketing class we are working on a project 
where we have to do an analysis of either the Sport Administration 
graduate program, CSRI, or the Corfference on College Sport My group ~s 
doing the Sport Admin program. We wanted to get your input on some 
things such as what you :Feel is the mission of the program, what are 
some of the malor objectives, and what you think the main strengths and 
weaknesses of the program are. If you have some time tomorrow (Friday) 
or maybe Tuesday maybe I could come by and talk to you about it, or if 
you don’t have time [’or that if you could just emai[ me back with some 
of your thoughts, it would be much appreciated. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday 9:43 AM 

~eraml.unc.edu> 

RE: Reques~ted Documents 

Thanks           Stay tuned to Blackboard and begin your e-journal posts. I 
hope you are having a good holiday weekend. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From @email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:17 PM 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Subject: Requested Documents 

Hello 

I visited Mr. Sackarofftoday, and he helped me with my resume and cover 
letter. I have attached a copy of both I also mailed a check to Mm. 
Hoernke for my student intern insurance coverage as she requested. Let me 
know if there is anything further I should take care of. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:45 AM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: EJoumall 

Thanks 

rest! :) 
Please submit to Bb’s Digital Dropbox in the future Get your 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 



Sent: Thursday, 
To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 
Subject: EJournall 

a)email unc edu] 
5:11 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, i 9:50 AM 

~email.unc.edu 

RE: UNC Sports Communication Oppu(mnity 

Hi          Please give me a call in my office tomorrow- after 2:30 p.m 
or leave me a number to call you. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:    ~)email.ua~c.edu [          ~emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,             6:53 PM 

To     .~email.unc.edu 
Sut~ject: UNC Sports Communication Oppurtum~ 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am very interested in the opportunity with the women’s basketball news. 
ttowever, I would not be able to start until August 3, because of a family 
event going on that weekend. Because of this, would I still be able to 
pamcipate if" I was chosen? Thank You 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 9:51 AM 

~eraail.unc.edu> 

RE: SAI, update 

Thanks ;Vhere will your meeting be held? 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ~email.mac.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:54 PM 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Subject: SAL update 

He?" Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to give you an SAL update SAL is recognized for this 
current school year and I am having an o:[’ficers meeting tonight at 8pro ~n 
the student union. Our first chapter meeting will be held on Thursday 

at 8pro Thanks Jbr all your help and I will see you in class 
tomorro~v. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 7, 2009 10:10 AM 

’Lofianne Lamonica’ <loriannelamonica@sporksbusinessjouma].com> 

RE: College & University Program Fall ’09 E~rollment 

Thank YOU! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul%’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie%’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Loriarme Lamonica 

[mailto: loriarmelamonica@sportsbusinessi ouma 1.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 03, 2009 1:26 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: FW: College & University Program Fall ’09 Enrollment 

Please see attached ~2~r your invoice. Dehvery will resume with the 9/14 
issue to your SC address 

Thanks! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman, Phi). [mailto:dstroman(fr!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: ~Naursday, Sepbember 03, 2009 12:47 PM 
To: Loriarme Lamonica 
Subject: RE: College & University Program Fall ’09 Enrollment 

Yes. ’]’hanks! 

On Thu, 3 Sep 2009 10:02:43 -0400, "Lorianne Lamonica" 
< [oriannelamonica@sportsbusinessj oumal corn> wrote: 
> Ni Deborah, 
> 

> I can definitely get the address changed; however, your subscription 
did 
> expire with the 8/10 issue. Wo@d you like to renew? 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Deborah Stroruan [mailto:dstroman(~,email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, Scptembcr 02, 2009 1:24 PM 
> To: Loriarme Lamonica 
> Cc: ’Dr. Deborah Stroman’ 
> Subiect: RE: College & Univcrsi~" Program Fall ’09 Ertrollment 
> 

> Hi Lorianne. I aru having trouble with the address for my subscription. 
I 
> guess someone in the mailroom likes your publication. I never received 
> this 
> week’s edition and I really need the special on athletic adm programs. 
> Would 
> you please send me TWO copies to the following address? 
> 

> Dr. Deborah Stroruan 

> Please make this change permanent too. :) 
> 
> THAix,NIS ! ! 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 
> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 919843.0336 
> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 
> 
> 

Original Message ..... 



> From: Lorianne Lamonica 
> [mailto: Iori ann elamonic a(i3 sportsb usinessi oumal c om] 
> Sent: Thursday, August 06, 2009 8:41 AM 
> To: Deborah L. Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
> Cc: sportlaw@unc.edu 
> Su[liect: RE: College & Unlversi~ Program Fall ’09 [~nrollment 
> 

> Hi Debby, 
> 
> It’s great to hear lj2XlC will be participating once again this fall! 
Feel 
> free to sign up with the advance copy link below or to email or call 
to 
> get set up as in the past - whichever is easiest[ 
> 

> www. spot tsbusinessj ournah com/advancecopy 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> -Lorianne 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU [mailto:dstroman~d~,,eruaihunc.edu] 
> Scnt: Wednesday, August 05, 2009 2:02 PM 
> To: Lorianne Lamonica 
> Subject: Re: College & Univcrsi~" Program Fall ’09 Ertrollmcnt 
> 

> Hi Lorianne. We will continue with our departraental sport 
> administration policy of requiring the SBJ subscription. Barbara 
> Osborne should be in touch with you for any changes, if necessat3,. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 
> University of North Carolina 
> Exercise and Sport Science 
> Spolt Administration - 04 Smith Building 
> CB 3182 Chapel Hill, N(? 27599 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> "There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree One way is to 
sit 
> on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 
> 
> 

> Quoting Lorianne Lamonica <llamonica@sportsbusinessjoumal corn>: 
> 

>> The College & University Program and Your Fall 2009 Semester 
>> 
>> 

>> Each week, a combined readership of close to 90,000 sports business 
>> executives rely on SportsBusiness Journal and SportsBusiness Daily as 

>> their day-to-day, real-world "textbook". 
>> 
>> ~nat better way to prepare the industcis future proi~ssionals, than 
>> by incorporating SportsBusiness Journal and SportsBusiness Daily into 

>> your curriculum. 
>> 

>> Not only will students be exposed to the most accurate, up-to-date 
>> sports business information out there, but the College & University 
>> Program is designed to make using the publications as easy as 
>> possible and offers many benefits to both professors and students, 
>> including: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Tailored semester subscription packages to meet the needs of your 
>> students and your semester schedule 
>> Digital delivepf for SportsBusiness Journal. We offer a digital 
>> delivery option to ensure students receive the weekly issue first 
>> thing Monday morning 
>> Immediate access to online content. When students subscribe online 
>> they are automatically granted access to SportsBusinessJournakcom 
>> and/or SportsBusinessDaily corn (Ask about getting added to the 
>> online site for ordering) 
>> Complimentary semester subscriptions for professors; your choice, 
>> either print or digital(with at least 20 paid student orders).NI{W FOR 

>> PR() F7~;S SOR S! 
>> 
>> 
>> All professors et~rolled for the fall ’09 seruester will receive four 

>> select in-depth teaching tools over the course of the semester. These 

>> pieces have been specifically- re-formatted for classroom use and are 
>> a great addition to your curriculmn at no extra cost to you or your 
>> students[ 
>> 

>> For more itfformation or to emoll in the prograru, call (704) 973-1523 



>> or reply back to this e-mail. You can also enroll quickly and easily 
>> by visiting the et~rollment sites listed below: 
>> 

>> For SportsBusiness Journal -www.sportsbusinessjournal.com/advancecopy 
>> For SportsBusiness Daily - www.sportsbusinessdaily.comiadvancecopy 
>> 

>> I look fol~vard to working with you and your students this fall! 
>> 

>> Loriarme Lamonica 
>> College & University Program Manager 
>> (704) 973-1523 Direct 
>> llamonica@sportsbusinessj ournal, corn 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> For more reformation about this cormnercial email, either reply to 
>> this email or ~vrite to: Customer Service, Sports Business Journal, 
>> 120 W Morehead St., Suite 310, Charlotte, b,-C 28202. To noti~z us 
>> that you do not want to receive emails like this in the future, 
>> please advise us by replying to this email with the word "Remove" in 
>> the subject line 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent By: 
>> SportsBusiness Journal 
>> 120 West Morehead Street 
>> Suite 310 
>> Charlotte NC 28202 
>>U S.A. 
>> 

>> To view as a ~veb page press on or cop?- this link into your browsers 
>> address bar 
>>https://ww~SwiftpageS.co~rdspeasapa~e.aspx?X 300 SWRRSHOXI)F8 US 00 Y 2~VU 
>> 

>> If you prefer not to receive future e-mails of this type, please copy 

>> to your browser or press on this link 

>> 

> 

"http://wv,~,.Swiftpa~eScon~,SpeSupIt.aspx?X 300SWRRSHQXDFSUS00YYWU&Addr d 

> stroman~-~-,2email unc edu" to 

>> unsubscribe 

>> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department- Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:30 AM 

To: ~email.unc.edu"~ 

Subjet’t: RE: Internship 

Hi I saw- you ticom a distance at the game on Saturday :) 

SA    Update: NCCU football is closed to the idea this . They state 
they are too focused on their season now to introduce a new- program. They 
recommend the      semester instead. WBB would prefer a staff person 
complete those type of duties that Andre performs Ibr tbotball and not a 
student. 

Thus, let’s chat tomorrow again about              and how you might best 
get "closer" to yotu- career goals ~vithin your current assigmnent with the 
team. 

I ~vill be in after 2:30 pm. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (a)email uric edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 2:32 PM 

To: dstroman@em ail.unc, edu 

Sublect: Internship 

Dr. Stroman, 

I had a great conversation with              today, tie not only explained 
to me what he did, but he also gave his personal insight on the nuances of 
employment in the sports industry tie seemed very interested in the course 
and said that students should definitely utilize it to gain leverage in such 
a competitive field. It was difficult for him to put his job description on 
paper, so I did a little research and used his experiences to create a few 
bullets of exactly what the does 
They are below: 

Thanks once again for everything. I will also attach my resume. I look 
forward to hearing from you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:38 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: The Club - EXSS Sport Administration Course Reminder: ess.CarolinaSpo(ts Business Club.grp 

Hi Let’s schedule a time to chat about 

You can already have your internship site or I can work to find you one The 
resume and cover letter are course requirements This fall the SA courses 
are optional. Enrollment for    ends Friday. 

Let me kno~v your availability tomorrow- after 3:00 and Wednesday after 1:30. 
Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:55 ~\~i 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: ’]’he Club - EXSS Sport Administration Course Reminder: 
ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp 

Dr. Stroman, I just had a couple questions about the EXSS :lass. 

First off is it okay if we alrea~dy have the internship, or does it have to 
be one that you are lust starting 
Also to go along with that, if we still had it would we still need to 
provide a resume and cover letter? 

Secondly, do the Sports Administration Track courses include all the 
classes you need to take to graduate with a BA in t:.XSS 
or just EXSS 188, EXSS 221, EXSS 322, t:.XSS 324, t:.XSS 326. 

On                 10:24:13 -0400, "Deborah Strornan" 
<dstr oman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi      Start here and then contact me asap. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~z) 

From: Dr. Stroman I mailto: dstro(~unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                  :14 PM 
To: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp : 



> Subject: The Club - [~XSS Sport Achnmistration Course Reminder: 
> ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp 
> 

> 

> 

> EXSS Special Topics (Sport Administration Field t~xperience) 
> 

> Eli }tee[s! Many of you have inquired about this unique course being 
offered 
> this fall semester. This new course is designed to provide you with 
> academic credit for a sport a&ninistration internship. For example, the 
> sport-related field experience (L~’,’(~; or non-IrN(~;) can be related to caaeers 
> in markcting, financial management, operations, and/or i~acilities. You 
mll 
> report to yottr sport organization in lieu of the classroom. The 
et~rollment 
> is limited so if you are interested follow these instructions: 
> 

> 1. Listen to a recorded cotffcrence call at your convenience on the course 
> format. (712)432-1590 and the access code is 286316#. (* 1 - Rewind 30 
> seconds, *2 Fast forward 30 seconds, *5 Pause/Resume) or see Course 
> Documents # 19. 
> 2. Email or call Dr. Stroman asap to check availability. 
> 

> 843.0336 

> dstro@unc.edu 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:50 AM 

unc@salhonors.org 

RE: SAI, KickoffMeeting .Join Us! 

Do know that Fetzer i3 available to you. Contact Ashle,{ McCu[len for details. 962.2022~ 
Also, note this .site: http:!/hotline.unc.edu/index.cfm?fuseaction=classroom.roomsearch 
Go ~-feels 

Spot’~ ;XdministPation Faculty and ~XSS Academic ;Xdvisor~ 
919, 
Col].ege Spor~t Reseacch 1nst-itute 
Ca~-olina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (l_.eade~ship Hono~s Society) 

[mailto: unc~salhonors,org] 
[~;2[ AM 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Thursda’~ 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: SAL Kickoff Meeting ..Join Us! 

If’you have trouble viewing this document, click here. 

Sigma Alpha Lambda Kickoff Meetinq 
..please join us! 

Welcome back fellow Tar heels, 

We will be having our first general bx~dy meeting on             at 8pm. We will be 

serving reti~eshments and pizza. At this meeting we will be discussing upcoming service 

events so "this is a great oppor’mnity on how to become involved with SAL. I am 

currently working on retrying a room "that is big enough to accommodate us. I roll send 

out an email out soon ruth a link to RSVP to our meeting. 

Have a great week. 

Sincerely, 

Chapter email: unc(a)salhonors.org 

P.S. We invite all new members to join our SAL Facebx~ok group: 

._h__[tp_2:_~,_~/!~_c__e_b_9___o___k_ _c_’_,_?__n_:~_!ko_!:_n_e ........ p_] m~_!~!m:_o__~m:~[~:_<:;gid______3__!_)_-!(_L7_~!Q_7___3___o_&~_[__~~ ¯           ~, 
If you do not wi~] to receive any emails from this compm~y, click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 10:52 AM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

Helpful site 

FYI. 

http:i!hotline.unc.edu!index.cfm?ft, seaction=classroom.roomsearc[~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~E Science Dep~ 

Spor~ Administration Facul~" 

E~S Academic Adviso~ 

Co~ege Spor~ Research Institute 

Carolhm Spores Business Club 

Siena Mpha Larnbda (Leadership H ...... Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

ds~o ~uncedu 

h~://www.u~c.edu/dq~rs/exercise//spor~adminisrrarion 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&p 

Monday, 10:55 AM 

~gmail.com:~ 

RE: Iatemship 

Hi That’s great news) Make sure you try to learn from folks who you may not have a direct report to_ © 

The year is very busy as I started another position besides teaching._as a departmental academic advisor. ~n fact, I was goh~g to send you a note to send me a copy 

o~ your "green" paper. I rnet a studenl: who ~s inl:erested ~r~ ~earrfing rnore about: l:his fieR~ and f l:old Mrn about your work Thanks. 

The recessRm ~s definitely affec~:mg class s~ze, but we mus[: a~ be grateful. ]ake care a~ld stay ~[~ touch. Maybe you can come back and share your e>:pedences later 

Lh~s year. 

Go Hee~s., 

Dm Debby Str~oman 

Spopt AdmJ.n~.strat~on Faculty and EXS5 Acaderaic AdvJ.sor 

91.9, 

College Sport Resear’cb Institute 

Car’olina Sports Business Club 

5J.gma Alpha Lambda (I..eader’shJ.p Honors Society) 

F~:, @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, ~0:20 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Internship 

Hey Dr. Stroman~ 

go~~ ifs ~ken me so long to get back to you but I couldn’t ~nd your phone nnm~r. I acidly chose to go with the Charlo~e Checkers. ] s~rted last Monday. ] 

decided to get some ex~fience in professional spoffs becau~ l ~ow 1’11 be wor~ng with college spoffs in grad school. ThaWs for your interest. HoWs the year going 

so 

On Wed, at 2:32 PM, Deborah Stroman <_d__Et_!~?__r!3_~__m__~)__e__r!3~!:_LLn__c_’_:_e_d_a> wrote: 

t-li S~per news! Oive me a ca]l. If I miss you, leave yoar n~mlber. That~ks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr, t)ffb~y .Stroman 

gpor’t Adm;J.n~.stPat_i_on F~cu].ty and EXSS AcademJ_c AdvJ.soP 

Co].lege Spopt Research lnst~_tute 

Ca~olLna Sports BusLness Club 

S±gma Alpha Lambda (Leade~-sh±p Ho!]o~s SocLety) 

From :~)gmail.com] 
Seut: Tuesday, 5:59 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Interuship 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I have so~ne great news. I’ve received two internships, one frown Davidson College m~d one frotn the Charlotte Checkers tninor league hockey team. I’tn not sure which 
one to pick Davidson oilers experience in college sports which is what I’m interested in for a cazeer, but the Checkers have more resources, aze heavily involved with 
new ~nedia, amd can teach me some graphic design which I’ve really wanted to learn. Do you have any suggestions? 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:56 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Thesis Propx~l 

Hi     I received my update. The 17th is fine for me. Here’s the rest of 
my availability that week: 

Not available 
~ -teachfrom 11 - 12 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:11 AM 
To: Jan Boxill; Ed Shields; Deborah Somhall; Deborah Stroman 
Cc: Dr Southall 
Subject: Thesis Proposal 

[)ear Committee Members, 

Due to a variety of circumstances and with the support of Dr Southall, 
we think it is best if we push in?’ proposal back one week This would 
mean that I would propose on , rather than ..... 
wanted to check your availabili~ on Please let me know as 
soon as possible so I can get a time finalized and the room reserved 
with Ms. Atkins If this date does not work, please let me know what 
other days the week o:                 that you would be available. 

I apologize for the inconvenience 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:56 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: SAL KickoffMeeting    ..Join Us! 

Hi He may contact you about room usage. Please refer him to Diane for aI’ter 
hours. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: b~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:04 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: SAL KickoffMeetin8     ..Join Ust 

Hi Dr. Stroman. I have had trouble booking a room through the student 
union and I will contact Ashley McCullen. ’]’hank you. 

Sincerely, 

On Mon,           10:50:13 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

< dstroman~!email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Do know that Fetzer is available to you Contact Ashley 

McCullen for details 962.2022. 

Also, note this site: 

http ://hotline.unc. edu/in de× c fm, fuseac tion=classroom.roomsearch 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

From: mailto:unc@salhonors org] 

Sent: Thursday, 11:21 AM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 

Subject: SAL KickoffMeetin~ Join Ust 

If you have trouble viewing this document, 

<http://mailmgr.salhonors.org/support/~iew email asp?c=dedgdhde&l=dcdfdgdfdf 

dg&s=dgdeddgq=dbdadidgdg> click here 



> 

> 

> 

> 

<http://mailmgr.salhonors.org/support/goasp?u giheheh adk cpcphdgbgmgigpgogph 
> chdcogphcghcp&c dedgdhde&[ dcdfdgdfdfdg&s dgdedd&i dbdadidgdg> 
> 

> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda Kickoff Meeting . please join us! 
> 

> \Velcome back fellow Tar heels, 
> 

> We will be having our first general body meeting on at 8pm. 
We 
> will be ser,~mg refieshments and pizza. At this meeting we will be 
> discussing upcoming service events so this is a great opport~mity on how 
to 
> become involved ~vith SAL. I aru currently working on reset, ring a room 
that 
> is big enough to accotrm~odate us. I ~vill send out an email out soon with 
a 
> lip2~ to RSVP to our meeting. 
> 

> Have a great week. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> Chapter emafl: unc@salhonors.org 
> 

> P.S. We invite all new members to j oin our SAL Facebook group: 
>http:/iwww.facebook.con~/home.php?#/group.php?gid 30307810730 

> 

<http ://mailmgr. salhonors, org/support/go, a sp ?u gihehehadkcpcphhhhhhcogggbgdg 
> 
fgcgpgpglc ogdgpgncpgigpgngfcohagihadpcd cpghhcgphfhac ohagihadpghgjgednd dd addd 
> 

adhdidbdadhdddacggbgnhadlhcgfggdnhehd&c dedgdhde&l dcdfdgdfdfdg&s dgdedd&j d 
> bdadidgdg> &ref ts 
> 

> 

> 

> If you do not wish to receive an?- emails fi-om this company, 
> 

<http://mailmgr.salhonors org/support/unsubscribeasp?c dedgdhde&l dcdfdgdfd 
> fdg&s dgdedd&j dbdadidgdg> click here. 
> 

> 

> 

<http://maihngrsalhonorsorg/support/emV.asp?c dedgdhde&l dcdfdgdfdfdg&s dg 
> dedd&j dbdadidgdg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 7, 2009 8:16 PM 

’Maxgaret Jablonski’ <MargareLJablonski@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Wow! You are my heroine. © Let me know when you can hit again, Thanks. 

d 

Go Hee]_s, 

DP, t)~?b~.y 5tro:.~an 

Spork Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919,843.0336 

Co].].ege Sport Research Inst-/tutze 

{::aro1~_na Sports Bus~_ness C].ub 

S~.gma Alpha Lambda (l_.eadersh~.p ttonors Soc$_ety) 

~ Margaret ]ablonski [mailto;Nargaretjablonski~unc.edu] 
~e~t~ ~onday, September 07, 2009 3:4~ P~ 
¯ ~ ’Deborah Stroman’ 
S~b~e~t~ RE: 
~ood football game. Let’s hope they oan keep it going. 
Today I played at Ooooneeohe with Rila Balaban and Bruoe and his friend. I shot 84, and had a bow up holes at the end. 8o I was playing really well until then. Now I won’t 
play for a couple of weeks. That is a de~enl oour~e in Hill~borough, and only $40 on the weekend to play. Maybe lhi~ fall we will get out there. 
Peggy 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 07, 2009 9:3:1. AM 
To: ’Peggy .lablonski’ 
Subject: RE: 

Ditto, We had just finished another advising orientation. 

I hope youF weekend is going well. I was headed to ATL buL decided to stay put woFking on the house and resting I know she 

will be happy to see you~ 

Looks like rain this afternoon so if I get motivated 1 will go to the range around Iunchtime. @ 

Dr o L)ebb~’ 5trom~n 

Sport Aclm±n~sLrarL&on Faculty and EXSS Academic Adv±sor 

9~9o 843. 43336 

Col]eye Spore: Research ZnsLi.tute 

Carol.].ha Sports Bus].ness C]_ub 

S_igma A].pha I_.arnbda (Leadersh_ip Honors Soc].ety) 

Frera: Peggy .lablonski [mailto:mjablons@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 04, 2009 7:54 AM 
Te: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: 
Good to see you the other day when I was with Holden and Steve. Things went a little better this week with ’]he boys" in south. Am going to play golf on sun with Bruce and 
his friends. Going to the Umstead spa today with Cynthia Runberg to RELAX. I need it. If you are back on Monday and want to play, I think I’m playing with Rita Balaban. 

I’m looking fon~vard to seeing her next week. It was good 
to talk with you about things in general. Thanks! 
Peggy 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:11 AM 

~email. unc.edu> 

RE: Sports Adrainistration Graduate PrograJn 

Hi      I will be in my oftice afier 2:00 on tomorrow and I have office 
hours on Wednesday afternoon as well. Let me know if you would like to 
schedule a specific time. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:00 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Sports Administration Graduate Program 

I el:nailed you last week, but the email at my apartment has not been 
working so I thought I would try again just in case! I have a few 
questions about the graduate program offered at UNC in the area of 
sports and was wondering if I could meet with you sometime to discuss it 
further. I am extremely interested in learning more about the 
educational opportunities that exist :[’or me after graduation 

Thank you so much and I look forward to hearing from you. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJ.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:15 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS    - Sport Administration Course 

. Please listen to the recorded call as noted in the attached note. LeVs set a time to chat this week as Friday is the last day to add to this course. Thanks. 

~o Heel.s, 

L)r~ L)ebb~’ 5trom~n 

Sport Adm~n~stcat~.on Eaculty and EXSS Academ~.c Advisor 

9~9~ 843. @336 

Collese Sport Resea~’ch #nstitu-~e 

Camo]..i.na Spomts Bms.i.ness Club 

S~ma A].pha l_.ambda (Leadership Homoms Soc~.ety) 

~= Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Semt~ Monday,              2:2~ PM 
Te~ undergraduate@listse~.unc.edu 
~ ’Dr. Deborah Stroman’ 
$~bje¢t~ EXSS    - Smo~ Administration Course 
EXSS 
Many o~ you have enquired about this unique course be~n8 offered th~s fall semester. Th~s new course ~s designed to provide 

you wCth academic cmed~t for a sport adm~nistrat¢on ~nternsh~p. For example, the sport-related f~eld expemCence (UNC on non- 

UNC) can be related to careers ~n market�rig, f~nanc~al management, operations, and!or ~ac~l~tCes. You w~ll report to your 

sport organCzat~on ~n l~eu of the classmoom. The enrollment ~s limited and requires Cnstructor appmoval so if you are 

~nterested ~ollow these ~nstruct¢ons ~mmedCately: 

1. L~sten to a recorded conference call at your convenience on the coumse format. Call (712)432-159@ and the access code ~s 

286316#. (~1 - RewCnd 3e seconds, ~2 - Fast forward 3e seconds, ~5 - Pause/Resume) 
2.Ema¢l or call Dr. Stroman asap to check ava~lab¢l¢ty. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Sv~oman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~ Science D~ 

Spor~ Administration FaculV 

E~S Academic Advisor 

Co~ege Spo~ Research Insvim~e 

Carolina Spor~s Bus~tess Club 

Si~aa Alpha t,ambda (Leadership Honors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.~&0336 

ds~ro @m]c.ed~ 

ht~p: / iwww,unc,edu /d~rs/ exercise /spo~L=admhag~a~ion 

"Statistics are no substitute for judgment." H, C~ay 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:26 PM 

~emml .unc.edu> 

RE: Liabili ,Iy Insurance 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:26 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Liability Insurance 

I have the liability insurance I thought I sent this alrea@, but I am 
not 100% sure Sorp)~ ifI have not yet. 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:26 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu-~ 

Subjet’t: RE: EXSS EXSS~ .FALL: 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:49 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS EXSS 

dr. stroman, 

i have paid Jbr the liability insurance 

FALL 

jasmine 

> Hi Tar Heels! 

> Please make sure that you have sent me (by email) the Jbllowing two 
> items by Friday,           at 12 noon: 

> 1 Resume and cover letter - Reviewed by UCS. I will be in contact with 
> you, as necessa~, ifI feel I have additional comments to further 

> 2 Confirmation that you have secured the Liability’ insurance 

> If you have started your field experience, please PR INT and complete 
> Appendices B & C in the Guidebook posted under course documents Let me 
> l~ow if you have any questions Due Monday,         by 5:00 pro. 

> If you have NOT posted your first e-journal to Digital Dropbox, begin so 
> tiffs week! 

> I am here to help so please contact me if you need to chat or review 
> your responsibilities. 

> Dr. Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 3:14 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: EXSS 

Let’s delete her...i.e, she won’t be el~rolling now. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ashley McCullen [mailto:amcculle@email.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:56 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: EXSS 

She is still not enrolled due to a financial stop Thanks. 

-Ashley 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> FYI. Thanks. 

> 

> 

> 

> Dr Debby Stroman 

> 

> Sport Administration 

> 

> 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 

> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

> 

> 

> 

> UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 

> 

> CB #3182 

> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> dstro@unc.edu <mailto:dstro(d~unc.edu> 
> 

> theclub@unc.edu <mailto:theclub(d}unc.edu> 
> 

> 

> 

> htt~ ://www.tmc.edu/del)tsiexercise/sl3ort adl~xinistr at iol~’index, htra 

> 

> 

> 

> *From: ?~gmail corn] 

> *Sent:* Friday, 1:03 PM 

> *To:* Deborah Stroman 

> *Subject:* Re: EXSS 

> Dr Stroman: 

> Thank you ibr your message. I am unsure if my registration would go 

> through you (as my understanding is Continuing Education students must 



pay immediately at the tmie of enrollment), tlowever, in the event 
that this is not the case my PIL~ 

Thank you again, 

On Mon,            at 10:51 .aaM. Deborah Stroman 
<dstroman@email.unc.edu <mailto:dstroman(d}email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Hi. Please send me your PID so I may enroll you in EXSS : 
>,                           Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNT’ - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Adrninistration Facul~" 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~¢) 

4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu <mailto: dstroa~)unc.edu> 

http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

//"Why would anybody accept the leadership of another except that the 
other sees more clearly where it is best to go? Perhaps this is the 
cnrrent problem: too many who presume to lead do not see more clearly 
and, in defense of their inadequacy, the?, all the more strongly argue 
that the ’system’ must be preselwed - a fatal error in this day of 
candor." Robert Greenleaf, from The SepCant As Leader// 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:16 PM 

~emaJd .unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborak Lynn <dstro@unc.edu-~ 

Hi. Please contact me asap. You will be dropped from the course this Thursday unless I hear otherwise. Thanks. 

Go t ][eels, 

Dd~orah Strornan, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport~Science 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Adviso~ 

CoEege Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business 

Si~a Npha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie@ 

4 Smid~ Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel }¢~, N(7 27S99 

919.~3.0336 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJ.unc.e&p 

Tuesday, 3:17 PM 

.~email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi You have been enrolled in I will send another message to Mr. Cake. I know he wants you to intern with him~ 

Go Heels, 

Z)r‘o Z)ebby 5trom~n 

Sport Adm~n~stcatfon Faculty and E-XSS Academic Adv~so¢ 

9~9. 843. @336 

College Sport Research #rlsk~ku-ke 

Caro]..i.na Sports Bus.i.ness Club 

Sigma Alpha l_.ambda (t_eadership Homocs Society) 

F~m: }email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 1:52 PH 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

~r. ~tmmmL 

I have m,o quick ques~ons: 

1- I haven{ he~d from Mr. Cake yet and I have called Nm once and e-mmled Nm ~vice. Is there an>~Nng el~ I should do to tD~ ~ get in contact with him? 

2- Will EXSS     ;how up on my transcript becm~ fight now I am at 13 credits and I was hoping to be at leas~ at 15 this ~mester. 

On at 3:58 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi As per our discussiorL use this resume and th~-_~n go get it: reviewed by UCS, 

([~o Heels, 

Dr’. Debby St.r‘omr]n 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXS5 Academic Advisor 

9~9. 843,6336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carol~_ma Spor~s Bus~_mess Club 

S±gma Alpha Lambda (Leadersh±p Honors Society) 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:4-7 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

Here is my updated resume. Let me know what you think. 

On , at 12:46 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Thanks Send me the upda[ed resume~ The Finley internship is a go, 

Dr’. Debby Str’oman 

Sport AdmfnfsVration FaculVy and EXS5 Academic Advisor 

91.9,843.9336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Car’olfna Sports Business Club 

SJ.gma Alpha Lambda (l..eadershJ.p Honors Society) 

F~m: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~1:37 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stmman, 

I sent Mr. Cake a~ email a few days ago but I haven’t heard back from ~m yet. I aJso wanted to ~ow if you have ~ken a chance to look at my resume yet, because I 

am in the process of re- fo~a~ing it. I c~ get it to yon by tNs a~emoon if yon would like to see it then= Also, I remember toeing an internship oppo~nib- wit~ the 

Carolina Hu~icanes t~s ye~. Is it wo~ it to send them my resume or do you t~ I have a good chance that ~e internsNp with Finley will work ont? 

On at 10:24 AM, Deborah Stromm~ wrote: 

Hi I haven’t read through your resume yet, but send an introductory note to Mr. Cake today. Thanks~ 

Go }{eels, 

Dr‘, Debby 5trom~n 

Sport AdMir~istr’a-tio!] Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843. t~336 



College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leader’ship ~-bnors Society) 

F~m: Johnny Cake [mailb:jcake@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Saturday~ 8:32 AM 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: E~S : 

Debby, 

Tell that the voice mall message he sent me I could not understand. It must have been a bad connection. Please have him emaH me. ok? 

Thanks! 

Johnny 

Johnny Cake 

Director of Golf 

UNC Finley Golf Course 

(9~9) 843 7399 

>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu>           2:36 PM >>> 
Hi        Great News! fiust spoke to Mr. Q~ke and he is k)oking forward to im:erviewing you for i~n ir~ternship i~: UN¢ Finley d~is semester. Please conti~ct him 

and also send him your resume i~nd cover le~:~er (l:ail.:)red to a goF.-reli~ted ir~ternship). Visit: the Finley website i~: h[tp://tarheelblue.cstv.comirinleyiunc- 

_f_Ln__!__e_~:__h__t___m___[ and become t:amiliar with the operations as much as possibfe~ 

Mr~ Johnny Cake 

jcake@uncaa.unc.edu 

962.2349 

I am exci~:ed about your field experierK:e! 

Keep me posted, 

Go Heels, 

Dr’, Oebby 5~-r,om~r~ 

Spor-c Adm~nist.ration Faculty and EXSS Academic Adv~so~ 

¢o].].ege SpoP£ Research Institute 

¢aroZ£na Spord:s Bus£ness Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

From: ,~. email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:54 PM 
Te: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman~ 

Two quick questions: 

1) Where is your office? 

2) My schedule changed and I now have a class at 11 AM I am also able to meet before 10 if that fits in with your schedule. If not, roll we have enough time to talk 

ifI need to leave at around 10:45-10:50? If not, I dont have class between 1:45 and 3:30 if you would pret~r to meet then. 

a;.ernaiI .~mc edu 

On             at 11:23 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi. Let’s meet at ].0 in my office. Thanks! 

Go Heels., 

Dr, L?ebb.F .5t~’o:min 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919,843 o@336 
College Spor’t Research Institute 
Carolina Sporl-s Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leademship Honors Society) 

Sent= Tuesday, 10:13 PM 
Te~ Deborah Strom~n 
Subject= Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stmman, 

I have class fm~n 12:30- 4:45 on Thur~ay ~ I ca~ meet an~ime before ~ny firs~ class. Let ~ne ~ow your availabilib’ m~d I will won something out. Tha~ you veu 

much. 

.......... 2 .e_r_r_Lm_ L ~m c_’: e_.d_ u. 
On at 9:24 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Okay. Let s meet on Thursday. What is your availability before 3:00? I 

should be able to find you one. 

Go Heels, 



Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Reseaxch Institute 
Caxolina Sports B usiness Club 

Sigma Alpha LaJnbda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~{ _e___n_ )_ _a_4 _l_ : _ _u_ _r! _c_ : _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_] 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:55 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am absolutely interested in EXSS    if is possible tbr me to enroll 

in the class. If there is an~ing that I can do please let me know. 

you’. 

O11. , at 3:36 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi. Are you still interested in Let me know asap. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Ad~ninistration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Spo~ts Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socieb’) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~2__e__r_~_~__U_!:__u_!)__c_:_e_st___u_ ] 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:55 PM 

To: theclul~ anc.edu 

SuNect: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I mn going to be on vacation when the contErence call for the EXSS 

class roll be taking place. Is them any other way that I can get more 

inlbrma~fon on the class because it is definitely something that I 

would be interested in. 

~email xmc ~edt~ 



~er’na[I.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJ.unc.e&p 

Tuesday, 3:19 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

I left him a message stating that you would call and write him again today. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Z)r‘o Z)ebby 5{roman 

Sport Adm_in_£stratfon Faculty and E-XSS Academfc Adv~so¢ 

9~9. 843, @336 

College Sport Research #rlsk~ku-ke 

Caro]..i.na Sports Bus.i.ness Club 

Sigma Alpha l_.ambda (t_eadership Honors Socfety) 

F~m: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 1:52 PH 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I have ~,o quick questions: 

1- I havent he~d from Mr. Cake yet and I have called Nm once and e-mailed Nm ~vice. Is there an~tNng el~ I should do to t~, ~ get in contact with him? 

2- Will EXSS    ~how up on my transcript becau~ fight now I am at 13 credits and I was hoping to be at least at 15 this ~mester. 

On at 3:58 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi As per our discussiorL use this resume and th~-_~n go get it: reviewed by UCS. 

([~o Heels, 

Dr’. Debby S~r‘om~n 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXS5 Academic Advisor 

9~9. 843. 6336 

Co].].ege Sport Research Xnst-Ltute 

{::arol~_mm Spor~s Bush_mess Club 

S~ma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

~m= 9email.umc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 2:~7 P~ 
¯ e~ Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hem is my up,ted resume. Let me know what you tNnk. 

On at 12:46 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Thanks Send me the upda[ed resume~ The Finley internship is a go, 

Dr’, Debby Str’omam 

Sport AdmfnfsVration FaculVy and EXS5 Academic Advfsor 

91.9,843,9336 

Collese Sport Research ~nstftute 

Car’olfns ~ports Busfness Club 

Sfgmm Alpha Lambdm (l..eadershfp Honors Socfety) 

~m:l }email.unc.edu] 
Semi: Wednesday, ~:37 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
8~jemt: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stmman~ 

I sent Mr. Cake a~ email a few days ago but I haven’t heard back from ~m yet. I Jso wanted to ~ow J~you have token a chance to look a~ my resume yet~ because I 

am in the process o~ m- [o~a~mg it. I c~ get Jt to you by tNs a~moon J~you would like to see it then. Aiso~ I remember ~dng an internship oppo~nJb- wJt~ the 

Ca~lina Humcanes t~s ye~. Is it wo~h Jt to send them my resume or do you t~ I have a good chance that ~e intemsNp with Finby wJH work our? 

On at 10:24 AM, Deborah Stromm~ wrote: 

Hi haven’t read through your resume yet, but send an introductory note to Mr. Cake today. Thanks~ 

Go }{eels, 

Dr‘, Debby 5{roman 

Sport Ad#lir~istr’a-tio!] Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843. t~336 



College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leader’ship ~-bnors Society) 

F~m: Johnny Cake [mailb:jcake@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 8:32 AM 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: E~S 

Debby, 

Tell that the voice mall message he sent me I could not understand. It must have been a bad connection. Please have him emaH me. ok? 

Thanks! 

Johnny 

Johnny Cake 

Director of Golf 

UNC Finley Golf Course 

(9~9) 843 7399 

>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu:           2:36 PM >>> 
Hi         C-:reat News! fiust spoke to Mr. Q~ke and he is k)oking forward to inl:erviewing you for i~n internship i~t: UN¢ Finley d~is semester. Please conti~ct him 

and also send him your resume i~nd cover le~:ter (l:ail.:)red to a goF.-reli~ted ir~ternship). Visit: the Finley website i~: h[tp://tarheelblue.cstv,comirinleyiunc- 

_f_Ln__!__e__y_:__h__t___m___[ and become t:amiliar with the operations as much as possibfe~ 

Mr~ Johnny Cake 

jcake@uncaa.unc,edu 

962.2349 

I am exci~:ed about your field e>:perierK:e! 

Keep me posted, 

Go Heels, 

Dr’, Debby 

Spot.:: Adm~nist.ration Faculty and EXSS Academic Adv~so~ 

¢o].].ege SpoP£ Research Institute 

¢aroZ£na Spordis Bus£ness Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

From: .~email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4-: 54- PM 
Te: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman~ 

Two quick questions: 

1) Where is your office? 

2) My schedule changed and I now have a class at 11 AM. I am also able to meet before 10 if that fits in with your schedule. If not, roll we have enough time to talk 

ifI need to leave at around 10:45-10:50? If not, I dont have class between 1:45 and 3:30 if you would pret~r to meet then. 

a;,emaiI .~mc edu 

On.           , at 11:23 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi. Let’s meet at ].0 in my office. Thanks! 

Go Heels., 

Dr, L?ebb.F .5t~’o:min 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919,843 o@336 
College Spor’t Research Institute 
Carolina Sporl-s Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leademship Honors Society) 

Sent= Tuesday, 10:13 PM 
Te~ Deborah Stroman 
Subject= Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stmman, 

I have class fm~n 12:30- 4:45 on Thur~ay ~ I ca~ meet an~ime before ~ny firs~ class. Let ~ne ~ow your availabilib’ m~d I will won something out. Tha~ you ve~" 

much. 

zLe_r_r_La_L,~:c::e_.d_u. 
On            . at 9:24 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Okay. Let s meet on Thursday. What is your availability before 3:00? I 

should be able to find you one. 

Go Heels, 



Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Reseaxch Institute 
Caxolina Sports B usiness Club 

Sigma Alpha LaJnbda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~{ _e___n_ )_ _a_4 _l_ : _ _u_ _r! _c_ : _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_] 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:55 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am absolutely interested in EXSS     i’is possible tbr me to enroll 

in the class. If there is an~ing that I can do please let me know. 

you’. 

&emaila~nc.edt~ 

O11 . at 3:36 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi. Are you still interested in Let me know asap. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

Sport Adtninistration Faculb~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.843.0336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Spo~ts Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socieb’) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~2__e__r_~_~__U_!:__u_!)__c_:_e_st___u_ ] 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:55 PM 

To: theclul~ anc.edu 

SuNect: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I mn going to be on vacation when the contErence call for the EXSS 

class roll be taking place. Is them any other way that I can get more 

inlbrma~fon on the class because it is definitely something that I 

would be interested in. 



~er’na[I.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 3:55 PM 

~gmail.com> 

~gmail.com>; Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn ~<Mro@unc.edw~ 

EXSS 

Hi. Please contact me asap. You will be dropped as a consideration for this course on Thursday unless I hear otherwise. There are internship placements available if 

you have not secured one yet. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science D~p~ 

Sport Administration Faculty 
EXSS Academic Adviso~ 

Co~ege Spore Research Institute 

Carolina Spo~ts Business Club 

Si~,a )apha Lamb& (Leadership H ...... Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

ds~o (2);unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 3:59 PM 

~emaJl. unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS -E~ollment 

Hi          "¢,qaat is your PID? Please listen to the recorded call (see other 
note) and then we need to meet this week. Thanks I teach MVVF at 11:00 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society,) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:26 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: EXSS    -Enrollment 

Eli I)r Stroman, 

My name is and I am currently a senior. ! work with 
She informed me about the internship program 

and I was wondering if I could be added to the class. I am not a Sports 
Admin major, but ! am still interested in the Sport Admin field. Thank you 
and I look forward to hearing 1"l-Ol10 you. 



FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:59 PM 

~emaJl. unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS - Sport Administration Course 

t50 Heels.~ 

Spot~t Administration Faculty and [XSS Academic Advisor 
919, 
College Spor’t Reseapcb Institute 
Capolina Spopts Business Club 
~J.~m~ Alpha Lambd~ (l..eader%hip 

~m: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman~email.unc.edu] 
~Bt: Monday,              2:21 PM 
T~: undergraduate~listse~.unc.edu 
~m: ’Dr. Deborah Stroman’ 
~j~mt: EXSS    - SBo~ Administration Course 
EXSS 
Many of you have inquired about this unique course being o~ered this fall semester. This new course is designed to provide 
you with academic credit for a sport administration internship. For example~ the sport-related field experience (UNC or non- 
UNC) can be related to careers in marketing~ financial management~ operations~ and/or facilities. You will report to your 
sport organization in lieu of the classroom. The enrollment is limited and requires instructor approval so if you are 
interested follow these instructions immediately: 

i. Listen to a recorded conference call at your convenience on the course format. Call (712)432-159@ and the access code is 
2863~6~. (~I - Rewind 30 seconds~ ~2 - Fast forward 30 seconds~ ~5 - Pause/Resume) 

2. Email or call Dr. Stroman asap to check availability. 
Go 
Drbo~ah S~om~n, Ph,D, CLU 
UNC Exercise and Spo~c Science 

Spo~E Adminisrzadon Facul~" 

E~S Academic Advisoz 
College Spor~ Research Institute 
Ca~olhm Spor~s Business Club 
Si~a Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Sociev) 
4 Smid~ Bldg. CB~ 3182 
Chapel H~, NC 27599 
91%~3.0336 

help://www.unc.edu/dq~, exerctse/spore adln~tis~adon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:01 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: EXSS 

The three missing ones are I wrote         and 
today giving them one last chance until Thursday -- otherwise the?’ 

are dropped or dropped from consideration 

I would like to add one more, but I don’t know her PID yet: 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ashley McCuHen [mailto:amcculle(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:55 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sut~ject: Re: FW: EXSS 

wasn’t sure if she was still wanting to enroll or not. I have put her 
~n. ~Ihanks. 

-Ashley 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Hi. Please add to EXSS ]"hanks! 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> Ik. I)ebby Stroman 

> Sport Administration Faculty" and EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 919843.0336 

> 

> Co]lege Sport Research Institute 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: ~email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Wednesday, 8:09 PM 

> To: dstro@unc.edu 

> Subject: EXSS 

> 

> Dr. Stroman, 

> 

> I ara interested in enrolling for the course this 

> fall. I already have an internship lined up and ara already participating 

in it. I’ve listened to the conference call and understand I need to 
send ray resume and cover letter to you. Please let me know if there is 
any further irfformation regarding entering this course. 

Thank you for your time, 

Ashley- McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 4:15 PM 

~gma]l.com> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi am sorry to hear of the accident. I hope all is well now, 

The course will be offered in the spring. Let’s look to secure a 3osition at that t~me. Continue to focus on your studies and family well-being. 

[.et me k[~o~v ~f yo~ have ar~y questions, 

Go Heel, s ~ 

Dru D~,bby 

Spor-t A~ministra~tion ~ac~lty a~r~d EXSS Academic Advisor 

{::o]lege Sport Research Institute 

CaPo].ina Sports Business 

Sigma Alpha La~mbda (Lea~dership Honors 5o{iety) 

F~m: N~mail,com] 
~ent: Tuesday, 3:58 PM 
T~ Deborah Strom~n 
~u~jeet: Re: EXSS 

Dr. Sta)mam 

I apologize for the delay in getting back to you. I had a family emergency 

recovering. I just returned home and am catching up on Iny emaJls. 

early last week as my dad was in an accident. He’s out of the hospital now and is 

I spoke with the registrar’s office at UNC and because I an~ auditing EXXS     nstead of being fully enrolle& that is why there was a hold on the account I would 

love the opportuniU to secure an internship over the ne~ year, however I won’t be able to "oflficially" enroll in your course this semester unless I am also auditing the 

course. 

Thanks for your patience and understanding and please do let me kmow your thoughts. 

Best, 

On Tue, at 3:55 PM, Deborah Strolnan <st_![r~?_tr_La_~_!@_e_~r_a_i_l_:__u_!!_c_=_e__d___t_p wrote: 

Hi. Please contact me asap. You roll be dropped as a consideration for this course on Thursday unless I hear otherwise. There are internship placements available if 

you have not secured one yet. Thanks. 

Go }£eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lan~bda (Lea(]ership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.ed~ 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:17 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: ttey Dr. Stroman 

Thanks for the update       Fhe internship is for a semester You can 
continue in the spring if the site wants you to stay -- for credit or not. 

Continue to tly by phone for the insurance. I couldn’t find another number 
or website :( 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: Hey Dr. Stroman 

@email.unc.edu] 
12:57 AM 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I hope that you are doing welh I have been meaning to email you I spoke 
with ?,/Is. Smith last week. We are scheduled to meet on ;               in the 
afternoon She said she would be out of the office this week. She did ask 
how long the internship would run. ! told her that I would check with you 
and let her know. I also attempted several times to contact Ms. Hoernke to 
obtain Liability insurance however, I have been unsuccessful Is there an 
office I can go to in place of calling? I look forward to hearing from you. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:18 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Internship Class 

Hi        Please listen to the recorded call (see other note) and let’s 
meet this week so I may get you enrolled and up-to-speed. I teach 2vi~VF at 
11:00. 

What is your PID? 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 

Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From ~)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:08 PM 
To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Subject: Internship Class 

This is        I was told to email you since I got the internship and you 
would forward me the stuff I need to do to get my internship to count 
hours this semester. 

Hope you’ve had a good weekend, 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:22 PM 

To: ~email. unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS EXSS .FALl 

Hi        2:00 on Thursday meet me in my office. Near S~vam parking lot 
and next to New East. (Same side as The Old Well) 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:12 AM 
To: Dr Stroman 
SubJect: Re: F.XSS F.XSS        FALl.: 

Hello Dr Stroman, 

Are fi-ee to meet on Thursday                  ~etween 11am to 3pro? SotO’ I 
am just emailing you. Last week wasn’t a good week :[’or me. Can’t wait to 
meet with you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:24 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

RE: Sports Adrainistration Graduate PrograJn 

Hi 2:00 tomon-ow is fine. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, l 1:11 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Sports Administration Graduate Program 

Thanks fi~r meeting withe me. Would 2:00 tomorrow (Wednesday) work? 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>tli      I will be in my office after 2:00 on tomorrow and I have office 
> hours on Wednesday afternoon as well Let me know if you would like to 
> schedule a specific time. Thanks. 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Ik. I)ebby Stroman 
> Sport Administration Faculty" and EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 919843.0336 
> 

> Co]lege Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 
> 
> 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: ~emai].unc edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 5:00 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Subj ect: Sports Administration Graduate Program 
> 

> Hey, 
> 

> I cmailed you last week, but the email at ray apaltment has not been 
> working so I thought I would try again just in case! I have a few 
> questions about the graduate program offered at L~’NC in the area of 
> sports and was wondering if I could meet with you sometime to discuss it 

further. I am extremely interested in learning more about the 
educational opportunities that exist for me after graduation. 

Tharf~ you so much and I look forward to hearing from you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 8, 2009 5:09 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

Hi. Drop him from Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science 

Spot: Administration EaculV 

E~SS Academic Advisor 

College Spo~ Research Institute 

Carolma Spor:s Business Club 

Siena ?~pha Lambda (Leadership t {ono~s Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel )t~, NC 27599 

919.~3.0 336 

ds~o (2);unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:17 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS Advising 

Hi        I would love to meet with you; however, only the advisors in 
Steele "sign off for graduation requirements If you want to discuss EXSS 
curriculum or career decisions, let’s chat 

Let me kno~v! Thanks 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From 
Sent: Tuesday, 

Tu: dstro@unc edu 
Sut~ject: ]b;XSS Advising 

%email uric edu] 
4:52 PM 

Dr. Struman, 

I am a senior EXSS- Sport Administratiun m~jur. I was wondering if I 
cuuld schedule a time to come meet with yuu to get sume advice and tu 
make sure I graduate on time. 

Best, 

~email unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:17 PM 

~email.unc.edu"~ 

RE: [Fwd: Student Intern Policy] 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:13 PM 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Subject: Fwd: [Fwd: Student Intern Policy] 

[)ear Professor Stroman, 

The below message is the confirmation frum Janet Hoernke that ! have 
received the required liabiii~" insurance. 

See yuu tomorruw. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Sublect: [Fwd: Student Intern Policy] 
[)ate: Tue,            16:00:08 -0400 

Frum: Janet Huemke <hoemke@email.unc.edu> 
To:     ~email unc edu 

I received yuur check tuday You are paid in :gull. 

Please let me know ifyuu should have any questions Thanks 

Janet 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:25 PM 

hoernke@email.unc.edu 

FW: Student Intern Policy 

InternshipBrochure pdf 

Thanks Janet! It’s my Sport Administration Field Experience course that 
may be causing this flood of inquiries Let me know if you have any 
questions or concerns[ 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

Co]lege Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Janet Hoemke [mailto:hoernke(~r!email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday,                   1:36 PM 

To:     @email.unc.edu 

Subject: Student Intern Policy 

Thanks for your student intern policy coverage request I am attaching a 
copy of the brochure for      s’hich lists the coverages and some of the 
exclusions. I didn’t have the current brochure but the coverages are 
still the same for the      policy period. 

The premium [’or the Fall     semester ~s $15.75 per person. Please send 
your check payable to "UNC-Chapel ttiH" to my attention at the address 
below I don’t have the capabili~" to accept credit cards or bill your 
student account (only checks). 

I will go ahead and request coverage for you and once your payment is 
received, I’ll advise. 

Please let me know- if you should have aW questions. Thanks. 

Janet HoerrfKe 
Treasury & Risk Management Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

104 Ail~OOlt LVrive; CB# 1100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1100 
Tel: 919-962-6681 
Fax: 919-%2-0636 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 9:32 PM 

~email. unc.edt~ 

RE: Sl~rt Marketing Project 

Hi I teach \~¢,rF at 11:00. I will be in my oftice tomon-ow after 3. On 
Thursday I will be available after 3:00 if you would like to set an 
appointment. Friday after 1:00. Please advise. 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: @email.unc edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:48 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Sut~ject: Re: Sport Marketing Project 

Dr. Stroman, 
Sorry we couldn’t make it this aRernoon, all three o17 us teach at 2 on 
Tuesday and Thursday. We were wondering if there is another time you 
could meet this week, if not you could just email me back with some of 
your thoughts about it. Whichever way is easier :For you just let me know. 
Thanks, 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> tli       ! will be in my o:t?Sce after 2:00 on Tuesday for 
> discussion Thanks! 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 
> Dr Debby Stroman 
> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 919.8430336 
> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> Sigma Alpha Larahda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: ~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday 10:40 PM 

> To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
> Suhject: Spolt Marketing Proiect 
> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> In Dr. Southall’s Sport Marketing class we are working on a project 
> where we have to do an analysis of either the Sport Administration 
> graduate program, CSRI, or the Conference on College Sport. My group is 

> doing the Sport Admin program. We wanted to get your input on some 
> things such as what you feel is the mission of the program, what are 
> some of the major objectives, and what you think the nrain strengths and 
> weaknesses of the program are. If you have some time tomorro~v (Friday) 
> or maybe Tuesday raaybe I could come by and talk to you about it, or if 
> you don’t have time for that if you could just email me back with some 
> of your thoughts, it would be much appreciated. 
> Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:33 PM 

~emml .unc.edu-~ 

RE: 

Thanks for your communication. Drink plenty of ~vater and keep washing your 
hands! :) 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday 7:54 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: 

SorW it has taken me so long to respond, I have been pretty sick all 
weekend. I’m just glad it isn’t swine flu! I think I’m just going to 
take for internship credit next semester. Thanks for aH your help 
though. 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Hi. Please contact me asap You will be dropped from the course this 

> Thursday unless I hear otherwise Thanks 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> 

> 

>/Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU/ 

> 

> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> Sport Administration Faculty 

> 

> EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 

> 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 

> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> dstro@unc.edu <mailto:dstlo(~c.edu> 
> 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> 

> 

> *"**Statistics are no substitute for judgment." H. Clay*** 

> 

> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 9:33 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:54 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: 

SotW it has taken me so long to respond, I have been pretty sick all 
weekend. I’m just glad it isn’t swine fl!! I think I’m just going to 
take ~r internship credit next semester. Thanks for all your help 
though 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> tti Please contact me asap. You will be dropped from the course this 

> ’]Thursday unless I hear otherwise. Thanks. 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> 

> 

>/Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU/ 

> 

> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> Sport Administration Faculty 

> 

> EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 

> 

> 

> College Spolt Research Institute 

> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society,) 

> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> dstro@unc.edu <mailto:dstro@unc.edu> 
> 

> htt~://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/st~ort administration 

> 

> 

> 

> *"**Statistics are no substitute for judgment." H. Clay*** 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:34 PM 

@email. unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS Advising 

Are you available this Friday between 1 and 3? Or next week on Tuesday or 
Wednesday after 1? 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ?~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday 8:01 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: F.XSS Advising 

I would love to talk with you about career decisions and get some 
suggestions on classes ~2~r next semester. Thank you so much for 
responding so quickly! 

Best, 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> tti        I would love to meet with you; however, only the advisors in 

> Steele "sign off’ for graduation requirements. If you want to discuss 

EXSS 

> curriculum or career decisions, let’s chat 

> 

> Let me knowt Thanks 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> Dr. Debby Stroman 

> Sport Administration Fac~l~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> College Spolt Research Institute 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: ~email.~mc.edu] 

> Sent: Tuesday, 4:52 PM 

> To: dstro@unc.edu 

> Subject: EXSS Advising 

> 

> Dr. S~oman, 
> 

> I am a senior EXSS- Sport Administration m~ior. I was wondering ifI 

> could schedule a time to come meet with you to get some advice and to 

> make swe I graduate on time. 

> 

> Best, 

> 

> 

> 

> 

~email.unc edu 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emal.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:09 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

FW: INFORMATIONAL: Speakers at Carolina Website: Online Calendar of Speakers and Lectures at UNC 

Let’s get posted here. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobodv@notify.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv@notifv.unc.edu] On Behalf Of 

@unc. edu 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:01 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Sut~ject: INFORMATIONAL: Speakers at Carolina Website: Online Calendar of 
Speakers and Lectures at UNC 

ttello, 

We are writing on behaKof the Speakers Committee, a special prolect of 
the Executive Branch of the Student Gnvernment. 

’]7his semester, we continue to offer our exciting new website, Speakers 
at Carolina, that provides a calendar showing speakers and lectures on 
Carolina’s campus. It also provides a description of the event, 
directions to the venue, and tracks past speakers. In exciting news, 
the address is now easier to remember: unc edu/speakers. 

We encourage you to visit the site, http://unc.edu/speakers, 
to view upcoming events and post any speakers that your organization or 
department is presenting 

We look forward to seeing you at an event soon! 

~,unc. edu 

~email.~mc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Speakers Committee of the Executive Branch 
of Student Goverrwacnt 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
https:/idir.unc.edu/diriupdate. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2009 9:07 AM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ashley IVlcCullen [mailto:amcculle@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wedaaesday, September 09, 2009 8:22 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: 

The date has passed for me to do that, but I don’t think I had 
registered him. Thanks 

-Ashley 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Hi. Drop him li’om ’]’hanks. 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> 

> 

>/Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU/ 

> 

> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> Sport Administration Faculty 

> 

> EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 

> 

> 

> College Spolt Research Institute 

> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society,) 

> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> dstro@unc.edu <mailto:dstro@unc.edu> 

> 

> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/st~ort administration 

> 

> 

> 

> *"**Statistics are no substitute for judgment." H. Clay*** 

> 

> 

> 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:53 AM 

~emml.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS: FALL 

Hi       As long as I receive written proof of the subscription, the academic center usage is fine, Thanks! 

Go ~eel.s, 

Spoc~ A6ministcatJ.on ~:aculty and E-XSS AcademJ.c Advisop 
919~ 843, ~336 
College Spork Research 
CaPo]..i, rla Sports Bus.i.ness Club 

Sigma A].pha I_.amb6a (t_eadecship Honors Soc].ety) 

F~m= ~email,unc,edu] 
S~ntl Tuesday, 8:43 PH 
T~= EXSS: FALL 
Subject= SBJ: EXSS      ,FALL 
Good a~emoon Dr. Stmman, 
I hoN ~is emaJl finds you well, I’m emaJling you in mgaNs to the SBJ a~d wondering iffl~e SBJ’s in the academic center were su~cient enough for ~e class instead of 
subscribing to the online ~icles because i have uNimited access to them at the academic center. 

thanks for you time, see you in class tomorrow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesda~ 9:56 AM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: CONFIRMED Time, Date mad Location for Thesis Proposal 

Thanks Please send me your ppt prior so I may help ~vith edits or 
thoughts. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:53 AM 
To: Jan Boxill; Dr Southall; Ed Shields; Deborah Southall; Deborah Stroman 
Sut~iect: CONF]R~/2ED Time, Date and Location ]’or Thesis tS-oposal 

Dear Committee Members, 

My thesis proposal will be Thursday 
the Conference Room in Fetzer. 

at 2 p.m. in 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:44 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

RE: 

Okay, Thanks, 

Go Heel.a, 

Sport A~Jm_inistratJ.on Faculty and E-XSS AcademLc Advisop 

919~ 843. ~336 

College Sport Research Ir~stitLrte 

CaPo]..i,r~a Sports Bus.i.ness Club 

Sigma Alpha I_,ar~b~a (Leadership Honors Soci, ety) 

F~m: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday ~:34 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: 

I will not be able to call you until ~:~0. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:50 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: wednesday class 

Thanks for your communication I hope you continue to rest and heal. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ~)email unc.edx O)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                    10:03 AM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: wednesday class 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

I won’t be able to attend class today because I woke up with 
and most lik~                    I’m on the 

I’m going to the doctor at 11 today, so they 
will be able to tell me when rm allowed to return to school I’m going 
to try and complete the project due Friday with my partner over the 
phone. Hopefully it works out! 

’]7hanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:51 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu-~; Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edtr~; Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu>; 

Southall, Deborah Joy ~djsothll@email.unc.edu-~; Southa]l, Richard Michaxd <~uthall@email.unc.edu-~ 

FW: wednesday class 

FYI. Ytkes! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email unc.edu ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                   10:03 AM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
SubJect: wednesday class 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

I won’t be able to attend class today because I woke up 
and most like                    I’m on 

I’m going to the doctor at 11 today, so they 
will be able to tell me when rm allowed to return to school I’m going 
to try and complete the project due Friday with my partner over the 
phone. Hopefully it works out! 

’]7hanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:19 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: [Fwd: Student Intern Policy] 

Thanks      It is always better to be professionally dressed when one is 
unsure or in doubt. Let the employer "joke" and say that it wasn’t 

necessaD’. :) 

Be confident and shotv your enthusiasm! 

Keep me posted. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Ori~zinal Message ..... 

From: i~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:39 PM 
To: Deburah Stroman 
Subject: [Fwd: Student Intern Policy] 

Dr. Stroman, 

ttere’s the J2~rwarded email for the intern insurance Also, wuuld i be 
correct in assuming i shuuld be in shirt and tie attire for my interview 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2009 3:22 PM 

Souflm]l, Pdchaacd Miclmacd ~souflmJl@emml.tmc.edu> 

Thesis 

Hi Richard. Would you please forward me 

interest to pursue from his work. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Svroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and £porcScience 

Sport Administration FacultT 

EKES Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Busi~aess Club 

Sigma Alpha t,ambda (Leadership Honors Socie@ 

4 Smkh Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hi]l, NC 27599 

919.84&0336 

h v:p: / /ww~v.~mc.edu /depr~s iexercise/spocr_a&xfints~rauo~ 

**Statistics are no substitute for judgment. 

thesis? Thanks. I have a student interested in this field and I wanted to see if there were any concepts or areas of 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:22 PM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: EXSS EXSS FALL 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 

Om Z?ebby 

Sport Admim~stration Faculty and E-XSS Academic Advisor 

9~9~ 843, ~336 

College Sport Resear’ch Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha I_.arabda (Leadership Honocs Society) 

F~m= Ngmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:58 PM 
Te~ Dr. Stroman 
Subject: Re: EgS EgS: FALL 

Dr. Stmmm~ 

I have attached a cover letter that I snbmitted last spring when I applied for an internship with the NBA. You shonld already have my resume which I sent you last 

week and I also talked with Janet Hoernke about the insurance yesterday and she shonld be receiving my check in the mail today or tomorrow and once that takes 

place I should be good to go there. Let me know if you need anything else. 

On Mon, at 9:01 PM, Dr. Strotnan <~_t_s.tj29_~._u__r!c_:_e_.d_ _t!> wrote: 

Hi Tax Heels! 

Please make sure that you have sent ~ne (by email) the following two ite~ns by Friday, at 12 noon: 

1. Resume and cover letter - Reviewed by UCS. I roll be in contact with you, as necessaD,, ifI feel I have additional comments to further assist you. 

2. Confirmation that you have secured the Liabili~ insnrance. 

If you have sIarted your field experience, please PRINT and complete Appendices B & C in the Guidebook posted under course documents. Let me know if you have 

any questions. Due Monday,         by 5:00 p.m. 

If you have NOT posted your first e-journaJ to Digital Dropbox, begin so this week! 

I am here to help so please contact me if you need to chat or review your responsibilities. 

.,’%-. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 3:38 PM 

@email. unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS Advising 

C’ya then! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wech~esday, 8:51 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS Advising 

Friday at 2 would be great! 

Again, thank you so much 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Are you available this Friday between 1 and 3? Or next week on Tuesday 

or 

> Wednesday after 1 ? 

> 

> Go }]eels, 

> 

> Dr. I)ebby Stroman 

> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 919843.0336 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: ~email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Tuesday, 8:01 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: Re: EXSS Advising 

> 

> I would love to talk ~vith you about career decisions and get some 

> suggestions on classes for next semester. That~ you so much for 

> responding so quickly! 

> 

> Best, 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 

>> Hi I would love to meet with you; however, only the advisors 

in 

>> Steele "sign off for graduation requirements If you want to discuss 

EXSS 

>> curriculum or career decisions, let’s chat. 

>> 

>> Let me know! Thal~ks. 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 

>> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> 

>> College Spolt Research Institute 



>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (I.eadership IIonors Societ’~’) 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>7, From: ~)email.unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Tuesday, 4:52 PM 

>> To: dstro@unc.edu 

>> Subject: EXSS Advising 
>> 

>> Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> I aru a semor EXSS- Sport Administration major. I was wondering if I 

>> could schedule a time to come rueet with you to get some a&~ice and to 

>> make sure I graduate on time. 
>> 

>> Best, 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:39 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Work Study/Part-Time Jobs 

Hi       Let’s schedule a time to chat about your curriculum and career 
interests I teach 2vf¢,~ at 11:00. Let me know if you have time on Wednesday 
afternoons. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email unc.e&a] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:27 PM 
To: salyer@email unc.edu 
SubJect: Work Study/Pari-Time Jobs 

Professor Salyer, 

My name is             I am a freshman in the Exercise & Sport 
Science Dept. at UNC, on the Sport Administration track I was 
wondering if you could help me pinpoint any work study or part-time jobs 
related to the sport administration field that ~w~uld give me some good 
experience :[’or a career in the field after college. If so, please let 
me know and thank you for your time. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:39 PM 

Salyer, Sheny L <saJyer@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [Fwd: Work Stndy/Pa~-Time Jobs] 

Will do Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Shew Salyer [mailto:salver,~email uric edu] 

Sent: Weda~esday, 7:51 AiVl 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Subject: [Fwd: Work Study/Part-Time Jobs] 

Debby, can you answer 

v’rote: 

Professor Salyer, 

My name is                am a freshman in the Exercise & Sport 

Science Dept. at UNC, on the Sport Administration track. I was 

wondering if you could help me pinpoint any work study or part-time 

jobs related to the sport administration field that would give me some 

good experience for a career in the field after college. If so, 

please let me know and thank you for your time. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:52 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: meeting lime 5:15?? 

Hi Let’s get the almouncement out today I have a few inquiries regarding 
time and place Send through Blackboard. Thanks’. 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~9?email unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:32 PM 
To: @email.unc.edu; 

Dr. Stroman 
Subj ect: meeting time 5:15 ?? 

is evetyon e more com[’ortable with a 5:15 meeting time? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:14 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sports Administration 

Hi        ,et’s schedule a time to chat about your curriculum and career 
interests I teach 2vfO,,T at 11:00. Let me know if you have time on Wednesday 
afternoons. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From y)email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:28 PM 
To: dstroman@em all.unc, edu 
SubJect: Sports ANninistration 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

My name is and I am cun-ently a :freshman ~vith an undecided 
major :lass that you spoke 
with today. I am serioulsy considering m~tjoring in Sports 
Administration and I wanted to schedule an appointment with you to 
discuss the fidd Please email me back and let me know if this is ok. 

Thanks 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:15 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Schedule ~m appointment 

Hi Thanks for stopping by. I ei~joyed speaking with you. Keep me 
posted[ 

Go Heels, 

Dr Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Facul~ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919.8430336 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~) 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frorc       ~)email unc.edu 
Sent: Wednesday, i 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Cc:       ~email.unc.edu 
SubJect: Schedule an appointment 

~email.uaac.edu] 
11:25 AM 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am emailing you in regards of trying the schedule an appointment 
with you to talk about opportunities after graduation I know that you 
irfformed me that Wednesday and Thursday are the best days for you. I 
am available from 11 am-Cpm on Wednesdays and 2:00pm-4:00pm on Thursday. 
I wil[ gladly accept any time that works ~2~r you during those times. 
Thank you for taking time out your schedule to give me some additional 
assis rants 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:19 PM 

Salyer, Sher~, L <saJyer@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [Fwd: Work Smdy/Pa~-Time Jobs] 

Okay-. At this point, I am not sharing any knowledge by email. :) Just 
thank you’s for the inquiW and possible appointment times. V~en I get 
better I will then cc you on curriculum-related responses Lol 

appreciate you remembering me though! C’ya tomorrow-. 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sherry Salyer [mailto:salver~email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:15 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sublect: Re: [Fwd: Work Study/Part-Time Jobs] 

be sure to Bcc me on your responses, so I can be getting a feel for your 
"knowledge." 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Will do. ~Ihanks 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> Dr Debby Stroman 

> Sport Administratinn Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 919.8430336 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Sherly Salyer [mailto:saly-er(~,email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Wednesday-, 7:51 AM 

> To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 

> Subject: [Fwd: Work Stu@/Part-Time Jobs] 

> 

> Debby, can you answer 

> 

> x-rote: 

>> Professor Salyer, 

>> 

>> My name i~ I am a freshman in the Exercise & Sport 

>> Science Dept. at UNC, on the Sport Adn~inistratinn track. I was 

>> wondering if you could help me pinpoint any work study or part-time 

>> jobs related to the sport administration field that would give me some 

>> good experience for a career in the field after college. If so, 

>> please let me l~mw and thank you for your time. 

>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:26 PM 

@kenan- llagler, unc.edu-~ 

RE: Senior Honors Thesis 

Hi Thanks for your note, I am glad to hear that you will do the honors thesis! 

I am available at 3:00 tomorrow or between I:00 and 3:30 on Friday. Note: It is my understanding that the official university policy is that you may have as many 

committee menlb,:_~rs as you wou~d l~ke. ~t is just preferred to have Lhree to best manage faculty member’s schedules. ~) Most students never bother as~dng h:~r 

four... 

Go ~4ee[s, 

DP. Debby 

Spor-t Adm:inis£~-a£ion Facu]£y and [XSS Academic Adv:isor’ 

9:19~ 843,0336 

Co].].ege Spopt Resea~ch I~sti_tute 

Ca~-ol~na 5por’ts B~s~ness Club 

S~g~a AIpha Lambda (Leadet-sh~p Hono~-s 

F~m~ @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Nent~ Wednesday 4: lO PM 
Te~ Southall, Richard N.; dstro@unc.edu 
SubjeCt~ Senior Honors Thesis 

Hi Dr. Southall and Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you are doing well! This year, I am planning on completing a senior honors thesis. I would like the third 

member of my committee to be from the EXSS major. I am planning on doing a thesis within the sports marketing discipline and am in the process of nailing down 

my research question. I have started to shape my ideas from topics of personal interest and from literature review. Would it be possible to meet with each one of 

you to discuss my ideas and the possibility of having either of you on my committee? I would greatly appreciate it. I can meet tomorrow (Thursday, 

morning before my 12:30 class, between 2 and 4 p.m., sometime Friday or next week. 

Thanks, 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:51 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sport Marketing Project 

Sounds good. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
Sport Administration Faculty’ and EXSS Academic Advisor 
919843.0336 

College Spolt Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society’) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~,email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:48 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Sport Marketing Prqject 

] can meet with yuu tumorrow (Thursday) at 3:15. 
’]?hanks, 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Hi. I teach ]X&VF at 11:00 I ~vil[ be in my office tomorruw after 3. On 

> Thursday I will be available after 3:00 if you would like tu set an 

> appointment Friday ~[~ter 1:00. Please advise. 

> 

> Thanks. 

> 

> Gu Heels, 

> 

> Dr Debby Stroman 

> Sport Administratiun Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisur 

> 919.8430336 

> 

> Cullege Spurt Research Institute 

> Carolina Spurts Business Club 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honurs Society) 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: ~emaih unc.edu] 

> Sent: Tuesday, 6:48 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: Re: Sport Marketing Project 

> 

> LVr. Stroman, 

> Sorry ~ve couldn’t make it this afternoon, all ttnee of us teach at 2 on 

> Tuesday- and Thursday. We were ~vondering if there is another time you 

> could meet this week, if not you could just email me back with some of 

> your thoughts about it. YVhichever way is easier for you just let me 

know. 

> Thanks, 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 

>> Hi       I will be in ray office after 2:00 on Tuesday for 

>> discussion.Thanks! 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 

>> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~z) 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: ~email.unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Thursday: 10:40 PM 

>> To: dstroman@email uric edu 

>> Subject: Spolt Marketing Project 

>> 



>> Dr Stroman, 
>> In Dr Southall’s Sport Marketing class we are working on a pr(~iect 
>> where we have to do an analysis of either the Sport Administration 
>> graduate program, CSRI, or the Conference on College Sport. My group 
~s 
>> doing the Sport Admin program. We wanted to get your input on some 
>> things such as what you :[’eel is the mission of the program, what are 
>> some of the major objectives, and what you think the main strengths and 

>> weaknesses of the program are. If you have some time tomorrow (Friday) 

>> or maybe Tuesday raaybe I could come by and talk to you about it, or if 
>> you don’t have time for that if you could just email me back with some 
>> of your thoughts, it would be much appreciated. 
>> Thartks, 
>> 

>> 

> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:53 PM 

~kenan- llagler, unc.edu-> 

RE: Senior Honors Thesis 

Thanks! Cya in the basement-- oops! Lower level, that is. © 

Go Heels, 

Z)ro Z)ebb,v 5trom~n 

Sport Adm_in_£stratJ.on Faculty and E-XSS Academ].c Advisor 

9~9~ 843, @336 

College Sport Research 

Caro]..i.na Sports Bus.i.ness 

Sigma Alpha l_.ambda (t_eadership Homoms Soc~.ety) 

F~m: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:31 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L. 
Subject: RE: Senior Honors ~esis 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks for getting back to me so qu~ckly! I.et’s plan on meeting at l~O0 on Frida% Are you st~ll in the basement of Smith? And thanks for your note, ~ wH~ definitely 

consider this! 

Se8 yOLE soon; 

pkenan--flagler.uec.edu 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:26 PM 
To; 
Subject: RE: Senior Honors Thesis 

]batlks for your note. I am glad to hear that y.:)u will do the honors thes~s~ 

~ am avaHaMe at 3:00 tomorrow or between I:O0 and 3:30 on Fr~day. Note: It ~s my understanding that the offida~ university policy is that you may have as many 

committee members as you wou~d Hke. ~t is just preferred to have d~ree to best manage faculty member’s schedules. © Most students never bother asking for 

four_. 

Go Heels, 

L)m L)ebb~’ 5trom~n 

Sport Adm~n~stra~on ~scm1ty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

9~9~ 843, @336 

Co]]ese Spor-:: Reseamch 

Caro]..i.na Sports Bus.i.ness CIub 

S~ma Alpha Lambda (Lemdersh~p Honors 

F~m: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:~0 PM 
To: Southall, Richard M.; dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Senior Honors Thesis 

Hi Dr. Southall and Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you are doin8 well] This year, I am plannin~ on completin8 a senior honors thesis. I would like the third 

member of my committee to be from the EXSS major. I am plannin~ on doin~ a thesis within the sports marketin8 discipline and am in the process of nailin~ down 

my research question. I have started to shape my ideas from topics of personal interest and from literature review. Would it be possible to meet with each one of 

you to discuss my ideas and the possibility of havin8 either of you on my committee? I would 8reatly appreciate it. I can meet tomorrow (Thursday, 

mornin8 before my ~2:30 class, between 2 and 4 p.m., sometime Friday or next week. 

Thanks, 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  2:22 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Salyer, Sherry L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: exss- sa 

Hi I     Thank you for" your inquiry! 

Yes, you still have time to specialize in Sport Administration, The most important step is to recognize the requirements and calculate what you wN need to 

graduate h~ eight semesters~ Please v~s~t our website st http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/undergraduate...pr~gram/sp~rt...administrati~n...track.htm 

[:o become familiar with the course sequet~c~ng for SA, 

f would I~ke to schedule an appointn~ent w~th you next week to re~z~ew your dedsh:m and d~s(:uss dedaral:h:m, 

~ teach MWF aL $1:00 and prefer Wednesdsy aften~oon or Thursday, 

Go Hee~s, 

Dr, Stromsn 

dstro@ Un c,ed U 

F~m= @email.unc.edu I ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday,                 1:49 PN 
To= dstro@unc.edu 
Subject= exss-sa 

hello ~ny name is and i mn a junior majoring in file generdl field ofexss, do i still have lime to change to tfie sport admin track? 

~thoa*lk yOU 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.tmc.e&~> 

Sent: Friday, 2:23 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu-~ 

Sub.ie~-t: RE: 2hapters I-3 

Is this my home~vork? :) Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~ ~email.unc.ed~ 

Sent: Friday, 1:27 PM 

To: Jar, Eoxill; Dr.Southall; Deborah Southall; Deborah Stroman; Ed Shields 
Subject:                  Chapters 1-3 

Hello. Attached is Chapters l tlma 3.1 look forward to seeing each of 

you next Thursday, at 2 p.m. in Fetzer 201 (conference 

room) for my thesis proposal. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  2:23 PM 

~gmml.com> 

RE: NC Grad Programs in Sports Admin/Management 

Oh, you ARE the man! (z~ Thanks, 

I will be in touch! 

From .~gmail.com] 
Sent; Friday, :t:[:52 AM 
To= Deborah Stroman 
S~bject= NC Grad Programs in Spo~ Admin/Nanagement 

Dr. StmmmL 

Attached you will find all the Graduate Programs offered in the state of North Carolina as they pertain to Sports Administration/Managelnent. I scoured ever,:" Graduate 

School in the state of North Carolina and listed what programs they offer. If you need any additional i~fformation, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks agadn~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  3:27 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS~ FALL Appendix B - Intern Contract 

Okay. Thanks for the communication! Have a resttM weekend. :) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:10 AM 

To: dstro@U~TC EDU 
Subject: Re: EXSS FALL Appendix B - Intern Contract 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’ve been t~’ing to finish the paper~vork tbr the internship, but with 
the hectic nature of football this week with having a road game, I’m not 
stare if I’ll have time to discuss it with my internship supervisor and 
have it back to you by Monday. We’ve been going full force since 
Sunday, and since getting the papers Tuesday, I haven’t had a chance to 
complete them with my supervisor. 

dstro@UNC.EDU wrute: 
You as the intern, draft answers for the folluwing and then discuss them 
with your supervisor Make your internship meaningful. Think about 
your mission, guals and action plans. What do yuu hope tu gain from 
yuur internship experience? ttow will yuu achieve your goals achieved? 
What du yuu want tu take away l~;um this experience that will help yuu 
with yuur career goals? What du yuu need tu impruve upon, Who du yuu 
need to meet and build a relatiunship with during this experience? 

Questiuns frum Appendix B - Please pruvide ~n writing and discuss the 
fulluwing elements with the intern: 

Internship I)escriptiun : describe the primary 
respunsibilities and duties of the intern (locatiun, travel 
requirements, uffice/wurk space available and compensation) 

Benefits fur Intern : what skills perspectives, cuntacts ur 
uther benefits can the intern expect tu derive frum the experience? 

Specific Expectations : what final set of"deliverables" do 
yuu expect to see? 

Skills : what special skills must the intern have in order tu 
be cumpetitive and successful throughuut the experience’? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  3:28 PM 

@graaJl.cora:~ 

RE: Class 

Thanks Have fun! 

Dr. Stroman 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 3)gmail cam] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:26 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Class 

Dear Dr. Stroman, I just wanted to remind you that i ~vill be missing 
class tomorro~v because i am in PA f,ar Thales for 
your time. 

Sent from my mobile device 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  3:31 PM 

’Jmmie Lee’ <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: travel this weekend... 

Thanks Jaime! Let me know if you are watching the game somewhere_.drinks and popcorn on me! © 

From: Jaimie Lee [mailto:jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:17 PM 
To~ ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject: travel this weekend... 

Hello Dr. S[rornan[H 

In case our young men d~d noL g~ve yot~ a Lravel letLer, [ wanted to give you a heads up the guys will miss class tomorrow. 

wi]~ definitely m~ss tomorrow because they wH] already have left for The rest of the schedule is below! Thanks, and I ho~e you have 

a great weekendHH 

1. Saturday Sept. 12 @ 
**Students scheduled to leave Friday ; 

2. Saturday Sept. 26 @ 
**Students scheduled to leave Friday . 

3. Thursday Oct. 29 @ 
**Students are scheduled to leave Wed 
(tentative, may" change) 

Students will miss ALL classes on Thursday 
4. Saturday Nov. 21 @ 

***Students scheduled to leave Friday 

Football Away-Game Schedule 
Tentative Days/l ?mes of B4issed Classes 

(~ 9am (tentative, may change) 

@ 9am (tentative, may change) 

~ 9am 

@ 9am (tentative, may change) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  3:33 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Cover Letter Question 

Hi Yikes! Sorry to hear about your sickness. 

Address the cover letter to your internship and pretend. :) 

Get ~vell, 

Dr. Stroman 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:59 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Subject: Cover Letter Question 

Hi Dr Stroman, 

I know this is really last minute, but as with most of U2X!C I have been 

and finally feeling somewhat better 
I know the cover letter is due tomorrow but I had one last question. Am 
I addressing the cover letter tu yuu/the EXSS Department or tu my 
internship? If it is my internship shuuId I pretend I have nut already 
gutten it’? 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Friday, September 11, 2009 3:34 PM 

’Ed Weiss’ < @nc.rr.com> 

RE: Absolutely Am~ing! Ed 

l.oL I hope all is well for Vo~ and yours. 

No, I don’t miss this form of planning for such a simple concept and activity. 

From: Ed Weiss [mailtc @nc,rr,com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 10, 2009 5:54 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Absolutely Amazing! Ed 

By-Laws 
ARTICLE I ORGANIZATION 

1. The name oftl~e o~ganization is ’~ar Heel Team Tempo." 

2. The organization is established as a Booster Group in support of UNC Women’s Basketball and operates in strict compliance with NCAA and ACC 

regulations. 

ARTICLE II PURPOSES 

Fans of UNC Women’s Basketball created this o~anization: 
1. To support the UNC Women’s Basketball program with a focus on expanding the thn ba~ mad increasing game attendance; 

2. To serve as a voice and a source of information for fans of UNC Women’s Basketball; 

3. To provide opportunities for those M~o shaace a passion for the UNC Women’s Basketball program to spend time with otl~ers who feel the same way; 

4. To be a resource for the Coach and her staffin support of their efforts to make the basketball program increasingly more successful, and 

5. To be a resource for UNCA.A_ by off’ering assistat~ce in support of tl~eir activities related to tl~e pro~notion ofthe UNC Won~en’s Basketball progran~. 

ARTICLE III MEMBERSHIP 

Membership shall be open to individuals who endorse the s~ated purposes of Tar Heel Team Tempo and who comply with membership reqnirements. 

All members are expected to adhere to policies established by the Board of Directors. 

ARTICLE IV MEETINGS 

Section I. The mmual meeting of the members shall be held each yem- sometime during the 30 days Ii~llowing the last game of the season at a time and place to be 

determined by the Board of Directors. 

The Secretaw shall notify each member by written commanication oftl~e date, time, location and agenda at least 10 days before the annual meeting. 
Section 2. Special Ineetings oftl~e genera] membership may be called by the Board of Directors, or tl~e President, or at the written request of twenty-five percent 

(25%) of the ~nembers. 

The Secretary shall noti .fy each member by written communication oftl~e date, time, location and agenda at least 10 days before the special, called 

meeting. 

The notice shall state the pnrpose of the meeting and no other business shall be conducted. 

Section 3. At the annual meeting and any special, called meeting, ten pereent (10%) of the members entitled to vote shall constitute a quorum. 

Section 4. A member may be represented by a proxy at any meeting of the general membership, wNch proxT must be in writing and submitted to the Secretau 

prior to the meeting. 

ARTICLE V VOTING 

At all meeting~ except tbr tl~e election of Director~ voting shall be by show of hands. For the election of Directors, voting shall be secret ballot. 

At may annua] or special, called meeting, ira majori~ so requires, any issue may be voted upon by secret ballot. 

Prior to voting by secret ballot, fire Presiding Olticer shall appoint a committee offl~ree to tally the votes. None offl~ese individuals shall be a candidate tbr office or 

shall be personally interested in the issue being voted upon. The results oftbe vote shall be sublnitted in writing to the Presiding Officer. 

ARTICLE VI ORDER OF BUSINESS 

1. Approval of Minutes 

2. Treasurer’s Report 

3. Correspondence and Communication 

4. Reports of Committees. 

5. Old Business. 

6. New Business. 

7. Adjourn. 



ARTICLE VII BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Section 1. The organ~afion shall be managed by a Board of Directors (hereinafter retorted to as °’Board") consisting of Nine (9) members. Members of the Board 

shall include the President, Vice President, Secretary, mad Treasurer. 

The Head Coach of the UNC Women’s Basketball program or designee shall be an ex-officio, non-voting me~nber of the Board. 

Section 2. The Board may not talce any action that would create a financial obligation for the organization beyond the approved annual budget mthout obmkfing 

prior approval from the membership. Such approval would reqnire a 2/3 vote of tim membership present in person or by proxy at an annual or special, 

called meeting. 

Section 3. The term of office for a Board member shall be there years, with one-third of the Board rotating offthe Board, each year. 

Nominations and elections to fill the vacancies for those Directors whose terms expire shall be made in the follomng manner: 

a) At least 60 day’s before each annual meeting, the President shall appoiut a Nominating Committee to elicit candidates for the Board. The majori~ of 
this Committee must be non-Board members, yet the Board must be represented. 

b) The Nominating Committee shall nofil~, afl members ofits intent to elicit nominees and shall receive suggestions for nomhmtions t~r a period of not 

less than 21 days after such notitication. The Committee shall compile a slate of candidates who have expressed a mllingness to serve mad submit 

its report to the Secretary in sufficient time to allow tbr the intbrmation to be sent to all members at least 15 days prior to the annual meeting. 

c) In addition to the nominations reported by the Nominating Committee, nominations may be received from the floor at the annual meeting, provided 
such nominees indicate a willingness to serve. 

d) Elections for tl~e Board shall be held at the annual meeting oftl~e members by written ballot. Each member eligible to vote may vote for as nmaay 
nominees as there axe vacancies, and tl~ose nominees receiving the highest number of votes shall be decla~ced elected. 

Section 5. Vacancies that occur during the year on the Board shall be filled for the duration of the unexpired term by a vote of the majori~ of the remaining members. 

Section 6. The Board shall schedule regular meetings to be held at least every two months. Additional meetings may be called by the President or by any tltree 

Directors. Written or telephone notification shall be made at least seven days prior to the meeting and shonld include the time, place and agenda. 

Section 7. A majority of the Board shall constitate a quorum. All matters coming betbre the Board shall be decided by majority vote. 

Section 8. Any Board member who shall be absent from three consecutive meetings of the Board, without excuse satislhctory to the Board, may be deemed to 

have resigned ti~om the Board. 

ARTICLE VIII OFFICERS 

Section 1. Oft]cers shall be elected ammally by the Board, and each Officer shall be a mmnber of the Board. At the first meefing of the Board tbllowing the annual 

meeting, the Board shall elect the President. The President may~ at his/her option, nominate the other Officers subject to confirmation by a ~najori~" of the Board. 

The Board may, by a majori~’ of its members, remove any Officer or declare any office vacant and elect a successor to fill the unexpired term. 

Section 2. The Officers of the Board shall be the Presideut, the Vice President, the Secretary, and the Treasurer. 

Section 3. The President shall provide the operational leadership to ensure that Board 

decisions are caJcried out and that the organization accomplishes its goals and 

objectives. 

The President shall preside at all meetings of the Board, the Annual Meeting mad at any special, called meeting. At each annual meeting, he or she will 

report on the affairs, activities and condition of the Organization. 

The President shall be the principal liaison with the Head Coach of the Women’s Basketball prognnn. 

The President shall perform other duties as the Board may direct. 

Section 4. ’][’he Vice President shall perform the duties of the President in his/her absence or disabiliU and such other duties as the Board may direct. 
Section 5. The Secretaxy shall record and keep the minutes of all meetings of the Board and of the general n~embership; oversee membership records, and perform 

other duties as assigned by the Board. 

Section 6. The Treasurer shall have responsibili~’ for all fiscal nmtters of the organization and is one of the Officers who shall sign checks,. The Treasurer shall 

report on the financial operations and condition of the organization at each regular meeting of the Board and at the annual meeting of the members. 

Section 7. No Officer or Director shall, for reason of his or her office be entitled to receive any salary or compensafion. However, nothing herein shall be construed 

to prevent an indivrdual t?om receiving compensation from the organization ti~r services peflbrmed other than as an Officer or Director. 

ARTICLE IX COMPENSATION 

The Board of Directors shall hire and fix the compensation of any and all employees that they, in their di~retion, may determine to be necessary tbr the conduct of 
the business of the organization. 

ARTICLE X COMMITTEES 

’][’he President shall, with the advice and consent of the Board, appoint a Board member or other individual as tim Chairperson of tl~e following standing committees: 

1. Membership: 

The Membership Committee shall establish and execute programs that seek to maintain current members as well as to attract new ones to Tar Heel Team 
Tempo. 

2. Commnnications: 

The Co~nmunications Committee shall function as tbe voice of Talc Heel Tean~ Te~npo. It will be a source ofinformation to and feedback from the 

membership and other ~:ans of UNC Women’s Basketball concerning both Tar Heel Team Tempo and the basketball program. 

3. Volunteer: 

The Volunteer Committee shall es~blish and execute progran~s that seek to recruit volnnteers from within the membership to serve on Tar Heel Team Tempo 

Committees and staffits ad hoc projects, as well as to be able to respond to requests for assistance from NCAA marketing and the basketball team. 

4. Promofions: 

The Promofions Committee shall establish and execute progra~ns that seek to expand the fan base of the UNC women’s basketball team mad promote 

attendance at its games. It will also serve as a resource tbr UNCAA by offering assis~tance in support of their activities related to the Women’s Basketball 

program. The Chairperson of the Promotions Committee will serve as the principal liaison with UNCAA 

5. Fxents: 

The Events Committee shall plan, promote and cant out social activities that seek to make membership in Tar Heel Team Tempo an even more enjoyable 
experience. 



Each of the committees is authorized to establish its programs, consistent with the purposes of the orgmaization, and subject to the approval of the Board. 

The Chairperson of each Committee roll present a written report on the committee’s activities at each Board meeting. In addition, each Chairperson will prepare a 

written mmual report, describing and evaluating its perIbrmance tbr presentation at the annual meeting. 

ARTICLE XI DUES 

Dues shall be determined by the Board of Directors and shall be payable ammally. 

ARTICLE XII AMENDMENTS 

These Bylaws and any portion thereof may be amended, altered, or repealed by the aNm~ative vote of two-thirds of the tnembership either p~esent or by proxy; and 

voting at ~ am~ual meeting or special tneeting. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  3:44 PM 

@emml.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Welcome to UNC! 

Hi        As your C-Step mentor, I am writing to extend warm greetings to Chapel Hill. As a transfer student, there is lots to do and learn so pace yourself. © I am 

a resource for you, so please communicate early and often!! 

Let’s try to get together next week, if possible. I teach MWF at 11:00. My preference is Wednesday afternoon or Thursday. Let me know your availability. 

I look forward to meeting you! 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Stroman 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

Advisor- Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lamba (Leadership Honors Society) 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 11, 2009 3:45 PM 

’Ed Weiss’ < ~nc.rr.com> 

RE: Business or snpport gronp???? 

Have ti!! As past co-president you would think that I would receive emails._she has kept me off the list. I didn’t know about 10,6, 

Oh well.,, 

From: Ed Weiss [mailtc      ~nc,rr,com] 
Sent: Friday, September 11, 2009 3:36 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Business or support group???? 

Planning to come October 6. I want to be pa(t of Team Tempo from a member position near the back of the room. We’re headed to the beach. Have a great 

weekend. Ed 

--- Original Message .... 

To: : E__d___W. _ej_s_.s_’j. 
Sent: Friday, September 11,2009 3:33 PM 
Subject: RE: Absolutely Amazing! Ed 
Lol. t h.:_~pe all is well h:~r you amd yours. 
No, I don’[ miss this form of pfannin~ for such a simple concept and activity. 

Frem: Ed Weiss [mail~ ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent= ~ursday, Sep~mber 20, 2009 5:54 PM 
To= Deborah Stroman 
S~bje~t= Absolutely Amazing~ Ed 

By-Laws 
ARTICLE I ORGANIZATION 

1. The name of the organization is "Tar Heel Team Tetnpo." 

2. The organization is established as a Booster Group in support of UNC Women’s Basketball and operates in strict co~npliance with NCAA and ACC 

regulations. 

ARTICLE II PURPOSES 

Fans of UNC Women’s Basketball created this organization: 

1. To support the UNC Women’s Basketball program with a focus on expanding the fan base and increasing game attendance; 

2. To serve as a voice and a source of information for fans of UNC Women’s Basketball; 
3. To provide opporttmities for those who share a passion tbr the UNC Women’s Basketball program to spend time with others M~o feel the stone way; 

4. To be a resource for the Coach and her staffin snpport of their eff’orts to make the basketball program increasingly more successful, and 

5. To be a resource for [5NCAA by offering assistance in support of their activities related to the promotion of the UNC Women’s Basketball program. 

ARTICLE III MEMBERSttIP 
Membership shall be open to individuals who endorse the stated purposes of Tar Heel Team Tempo and who cotnply with membership requiretnents. 

All members are expected to adhere to policies es~blished by the Board of Directors. 

ARTICLE IV MEET1NGS 

Section 1. The annual meeting of the members shall be held each year sometime during the 30 days following the lafft game of the season at atime and place to be 
determined by the Board of Directors. 

The Secretary shall not@ each member by written commuNcation of the date, time, location and agenda at leas~t 10 days before the annual meeting. 

Section 2. Special meetings of the general membership may be called by the Board of Directors, or the President, or at the written request oftwenU-five percent 

(25%) of the members. 

The Secretary shall notify each member by written communication of the date, time, location and agenda at least 10 days betbre the special, called 

meeting. 

The notice shall state the purpose of the meeting and no other business shall be conducted. 

Section 3. At the armnal tneeting and an5’ special, called meeting, ten percent (10%) of the metnbers entitled to vote shall constitute a quorum. 

Section 4. A member may be represented by a proxy at any meeting of the general membership, which proxy tnust be in writing and submitted to the Secretary 

prior to the meeting. 

ARTICLE V VOTING 

At all meetings, except for the election of Directors, voting shall be by show of hands. For the election of Director, s’, voting shall be secret ballot. 

At any annual or special, called meeting, ifa majority so requires, any issue may be voted upon by secret ballot. 

Prior to voting by secret ballot, the Presiding Officer shall appoint a committee of three to tally the votes. None of these individuals shall be a candidate for office 

or shall be personally interested in the issue being voted upon. The results of the vote shall be submitted in writing to the Presiding Officer. 

ARTICLE VI ORDER OF BUSINESS 

1. Approval of Minutes 

2. Treasurer’s Report 

3. Correspondence and Communication 

4. Reports of Committees. 

5. Old Business. 

6. New Business. 

7. Adjourn. 



ARTICLE VII BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Section 1. The organization shall be managed by a Board of Directors (hereinafter referred to as ’°Board") consisting of Nine (9) members. Members of the 

Board shall include the President. Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer. 
The Head Coach of the UNC Wotnen’s Basketball program or designee shall be an ex-officio, non-voting member of the Board. 

Section 2. The Board may not take any action that would create a financial obligation for the organization beyond the approved annual budget without obtaining 

prior approval fiotn the membership. Such approval would require a 2/3 vote of the metnbership present in person or by proxy at an annual or 

special, called meeting. 

Section 3. The term of office for a Board member shall be three years, with one-third of the Board rotating offthe Board, each year. 

Nominations and elections to fill the vacancies for those Directors whose terms expire shall be made in the following manner: 

a) At least 60 days before each annual meeting, the President shall appoint aNominating Committee to elicit candidates for the Board. The majority 
of this Committee must be non-Board members, yet the Board must be represented. 

b) The Nominating Committee shall notit~ all members ofits intent to elicit nominees and shall receive suggestions fi~r ar~minations lbr a period of ar~t 

less than 21 days a!’ter such notification. The Committee shall compile a slate of candidates who have expressed a willingness to serve and submit 

its report to the Secretary. in sufficient time to allow for the irdbrmation to be sent to all members at least 15 days prior to the annual meeting. 

c) In addition to the nominations reported by the Nomiuating Committee, nominations may be received from the floor at the annual meeting, 

provided such nominees indicate a willingness to serve. 

d) Elections for the Board shall be held at the annual meeting of the ,nembers by written ballot. Each me,nber eligible to vote may vote for as many 
nominees as there are vacancies, and those nominees receiving the highest number of votes shall be declared elected. 

Section 5. Vacancies that occur during the year on the Board shall be filled for the duration of the nnexpired term by a vote of the majority of the rema]ning members. 

Section 6. The Board shall schedule regular meetings to be held at least eveD, two months. Additional meetings may be called by the President or by any three 

Directors. Written or telephone notification shall be made at least seven days prior to the meeting and should include the time, place and agenda. 

Section 7. A majority of the Board shall constitute a quorum. All matters coming before the Board shall be decided by majority vote. 

Section 8. Any Board member who shall be absent t?om three consecutive meetings of the Board, without excuse satisfac~tory to the Board, may be deemed to 

have resigned t]com the Board. 

ARTICLE VIII OFFICERS 

Section 1. Officers shall be elected annually by the Boa~], and each Officer shall be a member of the Board. At the first meeting of the Board following the mmual 

meeting, the Board shall elect the President. The President may, at his/her option, nominate the other Officers subject to confirmation by a majority of the Board. 

The Board may, by a majority of its members, remove any Officer or declare any office vacant and elect a successor to fill the unexpired term. 

Section 2. The Officers of the Board shall be the President, the Vice President, the Secretary, and the Treasurer. 

Section 3. The President shall provide the operational leadership to ensure that Board 

decisions are carried out and that the organ~ation accomplishes its goals and 

objectives. 

The President shall preside at all meetings of the Board, the Annual Meeting and at any special, called meeting. At each annual meeting, he or she will 
report on the al’fairs, activities and condition of the Organization. 

The President shall be the principal liafison ruth the Head Coach of the Women’s Basketball program. 

The President shall perform other duties as the Board may direct. 

Section 4. The Vice President shall peflbrm the duties of the President in his/her absence or disability and such other duties as the Board may direct. 

Section 5. The Secretary. shall record and keep the minutes of all meetings of the Board and of the general membership; oversee membership records, and 

perform other duties as assigned by the Board. 

Section 6. The Treasurer shall have responsibility for all fiscal matters of the organization and is one of the Officers who shall sign checks,. The Treasurer shall 

report on the financial operations and condition of the orgm~ization at each regular meeting of the Board and at the annual meeting of the members. 

Section 7. No Officer or Director shall, tbr reason of his or her office be entitled to receive may salary or compensation, ttowever, nothing herein shall be 

construed to prevent an indivrdual t?om receiving compensation farm the organ~ation tbr services perfonned other than as an Officer or Director. 

ARTICLE IX COMPENSATION 

The Board of Directors shall hire and fix the compensation of any and all employees that they, in their discretion, may determine to be necessary for the conduct 

of the business of the organization. 

ARTICLE X COMMITTEES 

The President shall, with the advice and consent of the Board, appoint a Board tnember or other individual as the Chafirperson of the following standing comtnittees: 

1. Membership: 

The Membership Committee shall establish and execute programs that seek to maintafin current members as well as to attract new ones to Tar Heel Team 
Tempo. 

2. Communications: 

The Communications Committee shall fnnction as the voice of’Far Heel Team Tempo. It roll be a source of information to and feedback fiom the 

membership and other fans of UNC Wotnen’s Basketball concerning both Tar Heel Teaan Tempo and the basketball program. 

3. Volunteer: 

The Volunteer Committee shall establish and execute programs that seek to recruit volunteers from mthin the membership to serve on Tar Heel Temn Tempo 

Committees and staff’its ad hoc projects, as well as to be able to respond to requests for assistance from NCAA marketing and the basketball tean~. 

4. Promotions: 
The Promotions Committee shall establish and execute programs that seek to expired the fan base of the UNC women’s basketball rerun and promote 

attendance at its games. It will also serve as a resource for IYNCAA by ollbring assistance in support of their activities related to the Women’s Basketball 

program. The Chairperson of the Promotions Committee will serve as the principal liaison with UNCAA 

5. Evenks: 

’][’he Events Committee shall plan, promote and carry out social activities that seek to make me~nbership in Tar Heel Team Tempo an even more enjoyable 
experience. 



Each of the committees is authorized to establish its programs, consistent with the purposes office organ~ation, aJ~d subject to the approval of the Board. 

The Chairper~n of each Committee will present a written report on "the committee’s activities at each Board meeting. In addition, each Chairperson will prepare a 

written annua] report, describing mad evaluating its perli~rm~mce for presentation at the annual meeting. 

ARTICLE XI DUES 

Dues shall be determined by the Bomd of Directors mid shall be payable annually. 

ARTICLE XII AMENDMENTS 

These Bylaws and any portion thereof may be aanended, altere& or repeaJed by the ait]imative vote of two-thirds of the membership either present or by pro:u; and 

voting at an annual meeting or speciaJ meeting. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:46 PM 

¯ aa me I ~ee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: travel this weekend... 

Have fun! Bring back warmfla. :) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jaimie Lee [mailto :jaimieleea~)uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:41 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: travel this weekend... 

You are welcome! I would love to take a rain check on that’. I am in Savannah 
with the f family this weekend. I hope I can even catch the game! Have a 
good one 
J 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaihunc.edu> 
Sent: Friday                  3:30 Pivl 
To: ’Jaimie Lee’ <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: travel this weekend. 

Thanks Jaime! Let me know if you are watching the game somewhere., drinks and 
popcorn on me! J 

From: Jaimie Lee [mailto:iaimielee(gr)uncaa uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday 7:17 PM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Sutziect: travel this weekend.. 

Hello Dr Stroman[[[ 

In case our young men did not give you a travel letter, I wanted to give you 
a heads up the guys will miss class tomon-ow. 
and                 ¥ill definitely miss tomorrow because they will already 
have left for Connecticut! The rest of the schedule is below! ][’hanks, and I 
hope you have a great weekend!!!! 

Jaimie 

Football Away-Game Schedule 

Tentative Days/Times of Missed Classes 

1. Saturday 

**Students scheduled to leave Friday Sept. 11 @ 9am (tentative, may change) 

2. Saturday i 

**Students scheduled to leave Friday Sept. 25 @ 9am (tentative, may change) 

3. Thursday, 

**Students are scheduled to leave Wed 

(tentative, may change) 

Students will miss ALL classes on Thursday 

~ 9am 

4. Saturday 



***Students scheduled to leave Friday @ 9am (tentative, may change) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Friday,                  3:51 PM 

Tutts, Amy Z <atufk~@eraail.unc.e&~ 

FW: EXSS -Enrollment 

Please add to I just signed her ADD form. Thanks. 

She is dropping another course. 

PID- 

Thanks 

Note: My computer is out of the hospital. The next 48 hours are critical :) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~)email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:48 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: EXSS -Emollment 

will be at ?’our office at 3:15pm. See you then Thanks 

On ~%u,            16:03:18 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi I teach at 11. We can meet at my office (near Swain and across 

the 

street from Peabo@/Phillips) tomorrow at 1:30 or aRer 2:30. My schedule 

fills up fast! 

Please advise Thanks. 

Ik. I)ebby Stroman 

Sport Administration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 

>CB #3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

theclub@unc, edu 

> http :i/www.anc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administr at ion/index, htm 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (~,email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 10:09 AM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: RE: EXSS -Earolhnent 

Iraportance: High 

Thartks Dr. Stroman. My P~D is           ~2~q~ere exactly is your 

officeiclassroonr located so we can nreet tomorro~v Friday- 

> at 11:00 am. I look forward to hearing from you. Thanks. 
> 

> 

> 

> On Tue, 15:58:48 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
> <dstroraan(3)email.unc.edu> ~vrote: 
>> Hi         . "¢,q~at is your PID? Please listen to the recorded call (see 
>> other note) and then we need to meet this week. Thanks. I teach Nf\;~ at 
>> 11:00 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>> Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> College Spolt Research Institute 
>> Carolina Spolts Business Club 
>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 



Original Message ..... 

>> From: ~email.unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Thursday, 5:26 PM 

>> To: dstro@unc edu 

>> Subject: EXSS -Enrollment 

>> 

>> 

>> Hi Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> My narae is and I ara cunently a senior. I work with 

She itfformed me about the internship program 

>> and I xvas wondering if I could be added to the class. I am not a Sports 

>> Ach~m major, but I am still interested in the Sport Admin field. Thank 

> you 

>> and I look forward to hearing from you. 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:33 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

RE Thesis (Word File) 

Hi     1 wanted to give you an update. I am researching the best iournal to make submission. Most of them require that you only submit to their publication until 

rejected. Very archaic and political system but it is the reality. ~) We sho~ld also consider breaking the research into smaller components a~d then writing a 

mant~scriptiarl:k:~e for additional journals. 

Let’s chat on tomorrow/Sunday. Thanks~ 

~ am so happy the NFLis here! ~) 

Dr. Stroman 

From’, }yahoo,corn] 
Sent~ Nonday, 8:43 AN 
To~ dstroman@email,unc,edu 
Subject:.     Thesis ~ord File) 

Good mo~n~ Dr, 8~oma~. ~ apologize [or missJn~ your phone cai] ]&st evening. I have a~ached a mJcm~ word ~le o[my thesis. ~]ea~ ]et me ~ow J[you have any 

problems ~cessm~ it or have auy questions. I 1oo~ [o~vazd to receivin~ your dra~ soou, Th~k you a~ain [or nil your hdp and assJs~nce. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, Septeraber 12, 2009 11:45 PM 

Billy Hawkins <bhawk@uga.edu-~ 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr> 

HELP! - Journal Selection 

Hi Billy. I wanted to ask your assistance as I work with     to get his theisis work published. Do you have a suggestion as to which journal might be the best choice 

to make submission. Any feedback would be greatly appreciated. Thanks! 

Also, in your opinion is it too late to submit my dissertation work that was completed in 2007? 

debby 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje¢~: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <ds~roman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                  1 h01 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

P,E: 

Hi        You don’t have to meet with me first..lust be professional and smile! They want to work with eager students willing to learn and help with their 

services. Make sure you review their webs~te to gak~ more ~nformat~on prior to the interview. 

CaII me if you have any questions~ t-fave h~n ~ 

Go Hee~s, 

9 L 9 8 %,3 0,3,3 6 

http:/’/www.unc,edu/’depts/exe~cise//sport adm~nistt’adon 

F~m: ~yahoo.com] 

Se~t: Sunday, : 9:E9 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 
S~bject: 
My inte~iew tomorrow is at 4:30 tomorrow. Do I need to meet with you before I go there? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:07 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Meeting this week - 

Hi Wednesday at 1:30 Thanks’. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~ ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:03 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Meeting this week - 

Hi Dr Stroman. Just getting in contact ~vith you again to see if you had 
designated a time to meet with me on Wednesday this week. Again, I’m 
free awtime Iicom 11-2 Look for~vard to meeting you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 13, 2009 11:09 PM 

’Billy Hawkins’ <bhawk@uga.edu> 

RE: HELP’. - Journal Selection 

Thanks Bill?’! Yes, we are considering JIIA but I also wanted your opinion 
outside of "home." I hope you are doing well and enjoying the food and 
culture. Your Dogs seem to have righted themselves too. :) Big win over 
SC. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Billy Hawkins [mailto:bhawk@u~a.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, September 13, 2009 7:09 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
SubJect: Re: ttELP! - Journal Selectiun 
Importance: tIigh 

You all du nut want tu try the institute’s journal, or is that tuo clase 

tu hume? There is Journal uf Spurt and Social Issues, and i can’t think of 

the exact title but the editor is out of Indiana (IU) 

Billy Hawkins, Ph.D. 

367 Ramsey Student Center 

University of Georgia 

Athens, GA 30683 

706-542-4427 

"The limits of tyrants are prescribed by the endurance uf thuse whom they 
uppress" Frederick I)uuglass 

.... Original message .... 
>Date: Sat, 12 Sep 2009 23:45:03 -(MO3 

>From: "Deburah Struman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
>Subject: HELP! - Journal Selection 
>To: "Billy Hawkins" <bhawk@uga.edu> 

>Cc: <dstro@anc.edu> 
> 

> Hi Billy. I wanted to ask your assistance as I xvork 
> with to get his theisis work published. Do you 
> have a suggestion as to which journal might be the 
> best choice to make submission. Any feedback would 
> be greatly appreciated. Thaaks[ 
> 

> 

> 

> Also, in your opinion is it too late to submit nay- 
> dissertation work that was corupleted in 2007’? 
> 

> 

> 

> debby 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 13, 2009 11:15 PM 

@gmail .corn> 

RE: Finance Project Questions 

Hi t31ad to hear from you! Do stay in touch and let me know how you are progressing. Also, visit and post on UNC EXSS UNITE! on Facebook. 

Check out: 

http:/io~e.ed~gov/athlet[csi 

http://www~orbes.com/2~9/~9/~2/nf~-pr~-footba~-business..s~ortsrnoney-~tba[~-va~ues..~..~ land.html ?pa rtner=relatedstoriesbox 

(Forbes reviews the Ng Four spo~ts every yea~ h~ deta/) 

http:/iwww2~indystar.com/NCAA financial reportsZ([ndyStaO 

Hope th~s he[ps~ 

(5o I-tee~s, 

tmp:!’/%’ww.unc.e du / dcp~:s/’e xe~cise/’ sport :~ctminisu’~ tion 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, September 13, 2009 5:32 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
S~bject: Finance Project Questions 

~r. St~mm~ 

I hope you are doing well! I am attending graduate school a in order to get my Masteds of Sport Administration. I was wondering if you still 

happened to have fl~e website that we uscd in order to find out all office budget and financial information for our individual universities for our Finance Project (when I 

had you back i~           ...That information would be really helpful again with something that I am working on, but could not remember where we collected that 
data fi~om. Th~mk you ve~ much Ii~r your help’. 

Have a great week! 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 11:17 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: RE:    Class 

Hi          Jet’s talk first...I know you are doing a lot and I want to 
make sure this decision is well thought out. :) 

I will be out of the office tomorrow and may miss you all. Call me on the 
phone if you need me. Thanks! 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 11 : 13 PM 
To: ’Stroman, Deborah L’ 
Subject:    Class 

Dr. Stroman, 

Due to personal reasons I’m going to have to drop the    class I just 
have a little too much on my plate and even though it ~s not a very 
demanding course and a great opportunity, I have so many other things 
going on. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:36 PM 

.~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Meeting place 

Hi 2viy office in Smith Building lower level Thanks 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~ ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:08 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Meeting place 

Where should I meet you at 1:30 this Wednesday? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 9:43 PM 

vrentarower@gmail.com> 

RE: Rent a Rower 

Hi Thanks for your communication. Please let me know if there is any availability this weekend. Thanks again. 

Go Heels, 

l)~ bora~ St:eoman, Ph.D. CL~ ~ 

(.r:qc at Chapel >{JE 

http:iiwwwamc.edu/~3epts/~exerciseisport administration 

From: [mailto: rentaroweregmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, : 7:4~ PM 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= Re: Rent a Rower 

Hello, 

I contacted our rowers bm dne to conflicts no one is available to work on Tuesday. Our rowers usually have conflicts between class and practice during the week. We 

usually schedule jobs for weekends. I apologize that we cannot accomodate yonr reqnest. 

On Thu, at 12:41 AM, 

Hello, 

q~5_~)_Le__r£_a2jg__n_ ! _@_ :_ _c£Ln_ ! > wrote: 

Thank you for inqniring about our program. Yes, we can do interior painting. 

On Wed. at 4:04 PM, Deborah Stroman -~dslmman,~;email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Hi. Do you do interior tminting? Thanks. 

Go } {eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CL[ ; 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science DepL 

Sport Administration Facuhy 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena Npha Lambda (Leadership } {onors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

ds~ ro(@mc.edu 

http:!///www.unc.edu/ depts/~exercise// sport administration 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:28 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

RE: Update 

Super’. I am so excited for you. Keep me posted! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday,, 9:51 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Subject: Update 

Hello Dr Stroman, 

I met with Leda Isenhour today the Marketing Specialist with the Town of 
Cary Parks, Recreation, and Cultural Resources per request of Ms. Smith. I 
have secured the internship position there and I am set to start next week. 
I will make sure to obtain liabili~ insurance be:tore then. I have not been 
able to reach Ms. Hoerke yet However, I will put forth an extra effort 
tomorrow to take care of that. Just a quick update. 

Best Wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:29 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi        I will finish my discussion with Coach Berry tomorrow Thanks 
for your follow-up[ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
L~C: at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:16 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Sulziect: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hello, I hope all is well. I put my documents in your mailbox today I 
also registered for insurance Did you ever hear from Coach Blake or Coach 
Berpf? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:07 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi 
heat?[ 

was thinking of you. How are your classes going? Enjoying the 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:       .~email.unc.edu [! 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:49 PM 

To: dstroman@emaihunc, edu 
Subject: 

?~email.unc.edu] 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to contact you and say hello I hope your summer is 
going well. Mine is moving along quite nicely. I finished in?’ 
accounting course with an A and currently have a 100 average in 
business stat Also, I got an internship with the 

Unfortunately it is unpaid and one of 
the few places around campus offering an unpaid internship. I tried to 
get a paid GA position, but because o17 the school’s cutbacks, there are 
very few offered and many are occupied by second year grad students. 
I’m very excited because in a few weeks 

I hope you enjoy these last few weeks of the smnmer vacation and I know 
you will have a lot of really cool things happening within the club 
this semester. Hopefully, when I come back up there, I can come by 
your office and say hello. I’m planning to come ~l~r homecoming, but I 
am volunteering for all the football, basketball, and baseball games 
here and I know we have a game that weekend. I guess we will see what 
happens 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:08 AM 

~gmail.com> 

RE: need yeur w~te 

Hi      I was thinking of you. How are things going? 

1beborah St~,)man, t-"}l.l)., Ci .(S 

~ ~NC at C}~ape] ~ {ili 

9~98630336 

~2ilz ~tK}v:u~!~:~Ei~c~ ~!~ k~i~2 o r t admmis~:ration 

From: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 4:14 PN 
To: associa~3@womensspo~foundation.org; 

Jan Boxill; @hotmail.com; 
@aol.com; 

Subject: need your vote 
Please vote, pass along, spread the word, etc!!!! 

Thanks 

@email.unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu; 

@email.unc.edu; 
~uncaa,unc,edu; Cricket Lane;       @uncaa.unc.edu;, 

@gmail.com; 
Deborah Stroman; sportlaw@unc.edu 

@yahoo.com; 

Hi, 

Please take the time to vote for us and send to all you know!!! thanks! 

Cary has been chosen as a finalist for the Best Tennis Town Award, sponsored by the USTA. Top prize is $100,000 for the community to spend on tennis facilities and 
programs, and will be based on the support shown through the on-line voting process. The voting period runs from             and we need your help to bring the top prize, 
and the funding for tennis facilities and programs, to Cary. Go to besttennistown.com and vote for Ca[y today! After you vote, you will receive an email you must respond 

to in order for your vote to count. 

Please help us get the word out by forwarding this email to all of your friends, cowvorkers, family members, church groups, civic organizations, and other contact lists you 
may have, regardless of where they live, and ask them to vote for Ca[y too! 

For more information about the award and why Cary should be voted the Best Tennis Town, t~ad the New Release below. 

Ma[y Henderson, Director 

Parks, Rec~ation, and Cultural Resources 
Ca[y, NC 

9194694066 (Phone) 
9194694344 (Fax) 
ma [y.henderson@townofca [y.org 

At the Town of Ca[y we focus every day on enriching the lives of our citizens by creating an exceptional environment and providing exempla[y services that enable our 
community to thrive and prosper. 

Note: Emails sent to and from this address are subject to the North CaroIMa Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 

SHOW YOUR LOVE & VOTE FOR CARY IN NATIONAL TENNIS COMMUNITY AWARD CONTEST 

Caty one of top 10 finalists, North Carolinians encouraged to vote online & make Cary #1 

CARY, NC - In a contest sponsored by the US Tennis Association, Cary has been selected as one of the top 10 Best Tennis Towns in the nation; the decision for 
the number one spot is in the hands of online voters, and North Carolinians are asked to go to _h___t_t_~_;_/__/~,__b__e___s__t__t__e_LLn__i__&t_9____w__L~_,_c___o__[~ today through       and vote 
for Cary for this prestigious award. The winner of the :    Best Tennis Town award will take home $100,000 to be used for community wide programming or facility 

enhancements that the winning entrant endorses, and the community will be recognized during the     U.S. Open. 

’lNe all know Cary’s commitment to tennis, and I’m personally asking everyone to go online and vote for Cary so that the rest of the world can know how great we are," said 
Ca[y Mayor Harold Weinbt~cht. "Each year, we enjoy working with Triangle community organizations and tennis associations to promote tennis and a healthier quality of life. 

In that same spirit of teamwork, I’m inviting our citizens and tennis enthusiasts everywhere to join us in putting local tennis in the national spotlight." 



To support tennis, the Town of Cary constructed the Cary Tennis Park with 30 championship lighted courts, later converting one count to four permanent 36-foot QuickStart 
courts, making the Tennis Park the largest in North Carolina and one of the largest in the Southeast. The Town also boasts 25 other tennis courts at four parks - Annie L. 
Jones Park, Harold S. Dunham Park, Robert V. Godbold Park, and Middle Creek School Park. Furthermore, the Town has assembled top notch staff charged with operating 
the tennis program with a team based philosophy. 

In addition to the Town’s tennis facilities, there are more than 200 tennis courts in Cary including public courts, private clubs, schools, businesses, and HOA facilities. There 
are more than 20,317 people participating in organized tennis activities in Cary including Town programs, Western Wake Tennis Association tournaments and leagues, private 
club programs, corporate leagues and adult social leagues. Many of these organizations work together to provide adult league play, junior league play, charitable organization 
fundraiser events, QuickStart tennis programs with local elementary school PE classes, Bridge II Sport’s wheelchair tennis program and local public and private high school 
teams. 

Regular players on Cary’s tennis courts come from across the Triangle, including Cary, Durham, Raleigh, Chapel Hill, Apex, Morrisville, Holly Spring, Fuquay-Varina and other 

surrounding communities. And many tournaments bring people fi~)m across the state and a few draw tennis players from across the nation to play tennis in Cary. 

"The counts are full all the time. Programs keep growing, and we actually have waiting lists," said Bill Kamszik, Western Wake Tennis Association executive board member. 

"It’s amazing how easy it is to get volunteers for the programs and events we conduct." 

Mrinal Das, an avid tennis player who lives in Durham, also praised Cary for its tennis programs. "I’ve played tennis all over the country and what is unique and different about 
this place is, not only do you have the love [for the game] there is this meeting place [the Cary Tennis Park] that brings people from all over with similar likes and interests 

together. Having all these people together allows you to go from the passive tennis enthusiast to the actively involved member as well." 

For more, visit Cary Tennis Park at vwv’w.townofcary.org. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 11:48 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi        I spoke with Coach Berry today and we will have your internship 
officially with his office. Please complete the appendices as noted in my 
previous email. 

Let me know if you have any questions! 

Thanks! 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
h~p:~wwwunc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadminisgation 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~emaihmc edu] 
Sent: iVlonday, 10:16 Pivl 
To: dstru@unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Struman, 

Hello, I hope all is *yell. I put my documents in your mailbox today. I 
a]su registered for insurance. Did you ever hear from Cuach Blake or Cuach 
Berry? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 2:40 PM 

~email.unc.edu"~ 

Docs Received 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

LJiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institut:e 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dst ro~-~unc.ed~ 

http:/’/www.unc.edu/’depts./exercise/’sport administration 

" A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice." - 1. Callaghan 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:56 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS EXSS 

Yes, that is fine. Thanks! 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: })email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:32 PM 
To: Dr Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I havent had a chance to meet with Mr. Cake yet, he emailed me about 
meeting this week and I responded but I havent heard back from him 
yet. As soon as I have my interview, I ~vil[ type up the questions and 
answers in a word document and submit it to you Is this ok? 

~emall.unc.edu 

On at 9:56 PM, Dr. Stroman wrote: 

Hi Please submit your documents to me or in my absence, in my 
mailbox in Smith no later than Wednesday at 5:00 p.m 

I will be in my ol!fice tomorrow and Wednesday afternoon. 

Let me know if there are nay extenuating circumstances Thanks{ 

Dr. Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 3:07 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: exss- sa 

Hi, Are Vot~ ~,vailable on Thursday at I:00 p.m,? 

Deborah St~oman, t-"t~.l)., CI.U 

9~98630336 

ht~p~/’lw~w.u~s~:~J~i&pW’c~ki~i~ort adminis~:ration 

From= }email.unc.ed~ #email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday,                 12:20 PN 
Te= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= RE: exss-sa 

i was just t~y-ing to get a confonnation on when and where we will be having our meeting? 

thank you 

..... Message from dstroman@e,na£unc.edu ......... 

Date: Fri,            14:22:14 -0400 

From: Debordt~ Stroman <ds~tromm~@email.unc.edu> 
Reply- To: Deborah Stromma ~<lstromma@email.unc .edu;> 

Snbject: RE: exss-sa 

To:      ~email.unc.edu 

> Hi Thank yo u tbr your inqui~! 

> 

> 

> Yes, you s~till have ti~ne to specialize in Sport Administration. The most 

> important step is to recognize the ~qui~ments and calculate what you will 

> need to graduate in eight semesters. Please visit our website at 

> http:i/~vw.unc.edu/depts/excrciseiu~dergraduatc program/sport administration 

> trackitm 

> to become thmiliar with the cour~ sequencing tbr SA. 

> I would like to schedule an appoint~nent with you ne:~ week to review your 

> decision and discuss &clmation. 

> I teach M~VF at 11:00 and prefer Wednesday afternoon or Thursday. 

> Go tteels, 
> 

> 

> 

> Dr. Stroman 

> 919.843.0336 

> dstro@unc.edu 

> From: ~email.unc.edu [ma~lt~ ~email.unc.edu] 



> Sent: Friday, 1:49 PM 

> To: dstro@unc.eau 
> Subject: exss-sa 

> hello my name is         and i am aj unior majoring in the general field 

> of exss. do i still have time to change to the sport admin track? 
> 

> thank you 
> 

> 

> 

..... End message fiom dstroman@email.unc.edu ..... 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:29 PM 

To: ~emaJl .unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS EXSS FAI .L 

Hi     See Blackboard. Appendices B&C from the Guidebook. (Contract and 
Learning Agreement) 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:49 PM 
To: Dr Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS EXSS 

Are ;ve suppose to turn in the Intern Contract Appendix? Or is there 
another document that you are talking about? 

On ?,/Ion, 21:56:56-0400 (El)’]?), "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> tli. Please submit your documents to me or ~n my absence, in my mailbox in 
> Smith no later than Wednesday at 5:00 pm 
> 

> I will be in my offine tomorrow and Wednesday afternoon 
> 

> Let me know if there are nay extenuating circumstances. Thanks! 
> 

> Dr Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:48 PM 

~emml .unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS EXSS 

Thanks! 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:42 PM 
To: Deborah Stroms~n 
Subject: RE: EXSS EXSS: FAL~ 

I’m sorry, I never noticed that document on Blackboard rll deiinately 
have that to you before Wednesday 

On Tue,             15:29:13 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi     See Blackboard. Appendices B&C from the Guidebook. (Contract and 

Learning Agreement) 

Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (&!emaiLunc.edu] 

Sent: Mi)nday, 10:49 PM 

To: Dr. Stroman 

Subject: Re: EXSS EXSS: ’ALL~ 

Are we suppose to turn in the Intern Contract Appendix? Or is there 

another document that you are talking about? 

> 

> On Mor~ 21:56:56 -0400 (EDT), "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu> 
> xvrote: 
>> Hi. Please submit your documents to me or in tW absence, in my mailbox 
in 
>> Smith no later than Wednesday at 5:00 pan. 
>> 

>> I will be in my office tomorrow and Wednesday afternoon. 
>> 

>> Let me know if there are nay extenuating circumstances. Thanks{ 
>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, Septeraber 15, 2009 3:54 PM 

Trawalter, Sophie <trawal@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: [assistantpersonnel] [psycha~l] Creator and Producer of"Unnatural Causes: Is Inequality MaI:ing us Sick?" to speaJ~ in Chapel Hill on 

9/15 

Hi Sophie. I will attend. 

Let’s meet in the lobby outside of the auditorium, if 
possible, at 7:15 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN(? at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: trawalt [mailto:trawalt(~r)email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, September 11, 2009 11:19 AM 

To: Deborah Lynn Stroman; Sadye Paez 

Subject: Fwd: [assistantpersonnel] [psychaH] Creator and Producer of 

"Urmatural Causes: Is Inequality Making us Sick?" to speak in Chapel Hill on 

9/15 

Hi Debby and Sa~dye, 

Chicago is lovely but I miss Carolina already! I’m pitiful. 

Thought you might be interested in attending this talk on Tuesday evening 
(see below) 
I just registered for it. It sounds great, no?! 

Hope ali’s well 
See you soon! 

Sophie 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [assistantpersonnel] [psychall] Creator and Producer of "Unnatural 
Causes: Is Inequality Making us Sick?" to speak in Chapel Hill on 9/15 
Date: Fn, 11 Sop 2009 09:38:51 -0400 
From: Jessica Pasion <jvpasion@emaihunc.edu> 
To: "Assistant Professors" <assistantpersonnel@listset~z.~c.edu> 

Lat~y Adelman of California Newsreel is creator and executive producer of 
the award-winning doc~nnentalN, Urmatural Causes , which explores how 
social conditions and racial inequities affect the health and longevity of 
all Americans (www.unnamralcauses.org [ 1] ). ~ 2009 winner of the most 
prestigious honor in broadcast journalism, the Alfred I. &ff)ont-Columbia 
Award, Unnatural Causes challenges many longstanding beliefs about what 
makes Americans health?" or sick, and it sheds light on changes needed to 
improve health. ~ On the evening of September 15, Mr. Adehnan will speak and 
share selected video clips from the series. 

Please join us at the Grmnman Auditori~nn, William and Ida Friday 
Continuing Education Center, Chapel Hill, NC. [] Admission and parking are 
free, but you must register in advance. [] To register and get your free 
ticket, please go to: 
https:/iwww.surveymot~:ey.con~/s.aspx’.’sm Heg6szlaSmy8Gm3ZS5xkEYQ3d 3d [2] 

Sponsored by the CDC-PRC Healthy Aging Research Net~vork in conjunction 
with the symposium, Promoting Environmental and Policy Change to Support 
Healthy Aging, September 15-16, at the Friday Center [] For symposium 
information, please visit: 
http ://w~vw.prc-hanconferences. com/2009-conference [3] 

Larry Adelman of California Newsreel is creator and executive producer of 
the award-~vilming documentary, Unnatural Causes , which explores how 
social conditions and racial inequities affect the health and longevity of 
all Americans (www ulmaturalcauses org [4]). [] 2009 winner of the most 
prestigious honor in broadcast journalism, the Alfred I duPont-Columbia 
Award, Unnatural Causes challenges many longstanding beliefs about ~vhat 
makes Americans health?’ or sick, and it sheds light on changes needed to 
improve health. [] On the evening of September 15, Mr. Adelman will speak and 
share selected video clips from the series. 

Please join us at the Grunnnan Auditorium, William and Ida Friday 
Continuing Education Center, Chapel Hill, NC [] Admission and parking are 



free, but you must register in advance. [] To register and get your free 

ticket, please go to: 

https://wwwsurve~vmonkeycom/s.aspx?sm He~6szhSm’~,SGm3ZS5xkEYQ 3d 3d [5] 

Sponsored by the CDC-PRC Healthy Aging Research Network in conjunction 
with the symposium, Promoting Environmental and Policy Change to Support 
Healthy Aging, September 15-16, at the Friday Center [] For symposium 
information, please visit: [] 
http ://www.prc-hanconferences. con~,2009-conferen ce [6] 
Award-winning documentarian and producer, Larry Adelman, will be 
speaking in Chapel Hill next Tuesday, [] 9/15 at 7:30PM. [] The talk is free 
and open to the public. Please see the attached flier for more information 
about this exciting event. [] Also, please forward to your listservs. [] We 
hope to see you on Tuesday-! 

* --You are currently subscribed to 

psychall as: assistantpersonnel@listset~.unc.edu [7] 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave-25331102-10224656.1 e,438606ffe258aSaSdt~b304882be043@listserv.anc.edu 

Lirks: 

[1] htt p :i/www.utmatur alcauses, org 
[2] https://www.surveymonkev.com,’s.aspx?sm Heg6szt~Sm~/SGrr~3ZS5xkEYQ 3d 3d 
[3] htt’0 ://www.l~rc-hancotffcrences.comi2009-c onfcrence 
[4] httl~ :/iwww.unnaturalcauses. or~ 
[5] htt,os:i/www.sttrvcvmonkev.corrgs.asl~x?sm He~6szhSmvSGm3ZS5xkEY(.) 3d 3d 
[6] httl~:i/www.lxc-hancorKerences.com/2OO9-conference 
[7] mailt o: assistantl~ersonnel(a)listsel~’.tmc, edu 

mailto:leave-25331102-10224656.1 c438606ffc258aSaSdJ5304882be043@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:56 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: exss- sa 

My office. 

Smith Building --.lower level - #4 

htt:p:iiwww.unc.edui~]epts/~exerciseisport administration 

From @email.unc.edu I ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tues6ay,                 ~:51 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: exss-sa 

yes i can do that all i hm,e is a class at2 so that should be fine. where will we be meeting? 

..... Message from dstroman@emml.tmc.edu ......... 

Date: Tue,            15:06:30 -0400 

From: Detx~rah Stroman -<ts~roman@email. unc 
Reply-To: Deborah Stromma <dstromma@ema~l.unc.e&p- 

Subject: f~E: exss-sa 

To:      ~email.unc.edu 

> Hi. Are you available on Thursday at 1:00 p.m.? 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

> UNC at Chapel ttill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 919.843.0336 

> http:ii~v.tmc.edu,’dept~’exet~i~ispo~ administration 

> From ~email.unc.edu [mailtc ~email.~mc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday,                   12:20 PM 

> To: Deborah Stmman 

> Subject: RE: exss-sa 
> 

> i was just trying to get a conformation on when and where we will be having 

> our meelmg? 
> 

> thank you 

Message fio~n dstroman@email.unc.edu ......... 

> Date: Ffi,            14:22:14 -0400 

> From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
> Reply-To: Deborah Stroman <~dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

> Subject: RE: exss-sa 

> To:      ~email.unc.edu 

>> Hi Tha~k you tbr your inquiry! 



>> Yes, you still have time to specialize in Sport Administration. The most 

>> impotent step is to recognize the requirements and calculate what ~u 

>> need to graduate in eight ~mesters. Plea~ visit our website at 

> h~p:i:~vw.unc.edu/deN~excmiseim~detNmduatc pmgyam/spo~ admims~’ation 

> <hRps:/,’wcbmml4.isis.unc.edu/mNFse~ice~go.php?url h~p%3A%2F%2F~.unc 
> .edu%2FdeNs%2Fexercise%2Fundergmduate~rogrmn%2Fspoff admimstrafion> 

>> track.htm 

:~> to become thmiliar mfl~ the course sequencing Ibr SA. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I wand like to schedNe aa ap~intment ruth you ne~ week to review your 

>> decision and Nscuss declaration. 

>> I roach M~T at 11:00 and prefer Wednesday attemoon or Thursday. 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Dr. Stroman 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> dstro@unc.edu 

>> 

>> 

>> Fron ~emml.unc.e& [mailt~ ~emml.unc.e&] 
>> Sent: Friday, 1:49 PM 

>> To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: exss- sa 

>> hello my name is a~d i mn aju~fior majoring in the general 

> field 

>> of exss. do i Nil have time k) change to the s~ff Mmin track? 

>> thank you 

End message from ds~roman@email.unc.e& ..... 

..... End message from dstroman@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 10:45 AM 

~email. unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi I ~vill be in my office after 2:00. Thanks. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: ~email unc eduj 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:42 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Are you available to meet anytime tomorrow? Should I be turning in 
assignments although I have not officially started my internship? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:46 AM 

@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Assigrm~ent 

Thanks. Received 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frol~ ~email uric edu i ~email.ua~c.edu] 
Sent: We~aesday,                    9:54 AM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: Assignment 

Hey 

I put my assigmnent in ?’our chair behind your desk within your office this 
morning 

Thanks 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&’]; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 3:03 PM 

’Steve Mills’ <s.mills@sl~ortsmedia.com> 

RE: Internships 

S~per! I w~,nted to make sure that        finished her interview before sending another blast --. more directed to technical students. I appreciate the update and 

hope to have more students contacting you very soon! 

Regards, 

9 Z~),843,033,~ 

htt p:///’www.unc.edu/ide ptsfexercise/isport administration 

F~mi S~ve Nills [maiJto:s.mills@spor~media.com] 
Senti Wednesday, 3:02 PN 
Te~ dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject= Internships 
I wanted to send a note thanking you for having       stop by to visit Spo~sMEDIA. She is putting together a schedule d time she might be available to work here at the 
office. We have determined that our creative and marketing groups are the best fit for her and she seemed excited to learn. I appreciate your help. ~ have an immediate 
opening for an intern who is a more technical type person working with our help desk group to suppo~ customer requirements in the field. If you have any candidates please 
let me know. 
Thanks 
Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 3:04 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

RE: 

Hi, How did the interview go? Let me know if you have any questions, 

Go Heels, 

hl:t:p:/’//www.ur]ce~u//(]epts!/ exercJse//sport 

From @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, : 9:22 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: 
My inte~iew tomorrow is at 4:30. Do I need to meet with you before I go there? 
Also, did     ever email you back information involving my resume or cover letter? 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:28 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: SAI Is meeting agenda 

Hi This agenda looks good. How- much time to do I have? I will stop by 
and want to inject a Leadership Quiz to have a little fun and get students 
understanding the nature of their own style. 

Let me kno~v. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: @emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:27 PM 
To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 
Subject: SAL’s meeting agenda 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

I am attaching my kickoff agenda Jbr tomorrow night’s meeting. Please let me 
know what you think. 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  3:52 PM 

~email.unc.eda-~ 

RE: CSBC Meeting Thursday at 5:30: ess.Carolina~Sports Business Club.grp 

Thanks, Please @ace the pizza order and I will have the cc read,/whe~ they come to Fetzer. 

Deborah St~oman, PINk, CI.@ 

919 8~,3 0336 

http:i/’www.unc.edu/ depts/exeKise/sporL..,admmist:ration 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 

Sent= Tuesday, ~:36 PM 

To; ess.Carolina_Spo~_Business_Club.grp : 
Subject= CSBC Meeting Thursday at 5:30: ess.Carolina_SporN_Business_Club.grp 

Hey Everyone, 

I just wanted ~,~ remind you of our generaJ interest meeting, pizza pa~ty this Thursday at 5:30 in Felzer 109. 

I hope to see you there! 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:52 PM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: The Club - EXSS    Guest Speaker Tomorrow: ess.Carolin%Sports Business Club.grp 

Please advise. Thanks’. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesda? 11:27 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: Re: The Club - EXSS }uest Speaker Tomorrow: 
essCarolina SportsBusiness Club.grp 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I dont know if this is a confasion, but until today it appeared on in?’ 
blackboard account that I was in your class. I did not sign-up :For it; and 
therefore I have not been attending your class at all. I do not know what 
happened, but if you could help me clari~ this, it would be great! 

Thank you and sorl%, for the inconvenience, 

On Tue, 15:44:08 -0400 (EI)T), "Dr. S troman" <dstro@ unc edu> 
wro be: 

> Hi Heels! 
> 

> FY]. In my Finance and Economics course tomorrow at 11:00 aan. (Fetzer 
> 106), ]VI;. Rich Brady will be a guest speaker. ]VI;. Brady is the Business 
> Development Coordinator of the Durham Bulls. His presentation will 
include 
> an overwew of:Financing for minor league baseball, economic impact, and 
> career options. 
> 

> Please :Feel ]]~ee to join us! 
> 

> Dr. Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:07 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: CSBC Meeting Thursday at 5:30: ess.CaroliuaSports Busiuess Club.grp 

Hi No one answers the phone.. :( 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:08 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sulzject: RE: CSBC Meeting Thursday at 5:30: 
ess.Carolina SportsBusiness Club.grp 

Dr. Stroman, 

we decided to get Gumby’s Pokey Sticks, the total is $66.05 but you have to 
call with the credit card number before noon tomorrow. The number is 
919-968-3278. 

thanks, 

On Wed,            15:51:49 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
< dstroman@emaih unc.edu> wrote: 
> Thanks. Please place the pizza order and I will have the cc rea~dy when 
they 
> come to Fetzer 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CI.U 
> 

> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> <http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration> 
> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> 

> 

> From: ~eraail.m~c.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, l 1:36 PM 
> To: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp : 
> Subject: CSBC Meeting Thursday at 5:30: 
> ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp 
> 

> 

> 

> Hey Everyone, 
> 

> I just wanted to remind you of our general interest meeting/pizza patty 
> this Thursday at 5:30 in Fetzer 109. 
> 

> I hope to see you there[ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:08 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: allotted time tbr SAI, meeting 

Great! I will see you there. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:57 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Subject: allotted time for SAL meeting 

You can take as much time as you want. I have the room resel~ed from 8pm 
until 9pm. Just a reminder that our meeting will be in Bingham room 103 
Thank yuu for all yuur help Dr. Struman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, Septeraber 17, 2009 1:25 PM 

Sou’d~a]l, PdchaJcd Michaxd ~’.soufl~aJl@emml.tmc.edu> 

Ed Shields <shield@emaik unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Keviu M <gu@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: Grad Sport Adminisntration SWOT An~Jysis 

Thanks for sharing’. I think this assignment is an excellent tool to teach 
and promote teamwork for the students as they analyze organizational 
structure and culture It’s also helpful for us as we continue to build 
unity and increase our "connectedness." :) 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel ttill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc. edu/dep ts/exerciseisport administration 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ri chard M. S uuthal[ [in ailto:suutha H (@email un c edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2009 10:34 AM 
To: Deburah Southall; Barbara Osburne; Deborah L Stroman, Ph.D., CLU; 
Shelley Johnsun; Coyte Couper 
Cc: Ed Shields; Kevin Guskiewicz 
Subject: Grad Sport Administration SWOT Analysis 

ttello all: 

Wanted to furward the SpAd grad-prugram SWOT analysis from lay first-year 
marketing class.I have attached both the ppt and wurd ducuments. Thanks to 
all ufyou who were able to cume by and sit in on their presentauon 
I thuught they did a great job and think their work pruvides a framework 
frum which we can move forward as a program (faculty, students, 
administration, alumni) with developing strategic plans for buth the grad 
and undergrad programs. 

I am open to how ~ve move forward from here, but would suggest we meet as a 
faculty and develop an initial planning schedule. 

Again, thar~ks for your support of this project and your willingness to 
move forward in a unified fashion. 

richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Assistant Professor - Sport Administration Coordinator - Graduate 
Sport-A&ninistration Program Director - College Sport Research Institute 

The University of North Carolina at C’hapel Hill CB 3182 Sraith Building 05 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.962-3507 (office) 

919.962.6325 (lhx) 
Email: southall@email.~mc.edu 

*UNC Sport Adrainistration Prograra 
http ://w~vw.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadrainistrationiindex.htm 

*College Sport Research Institute 
http ://www.unc. edu/csri 

"2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport April 21-23, 2010 
http://www.csriconference org 

*Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics 

http://csri-iiia.org 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 17, 2009 7:11 PM 

’Marcus Berry’ <mbero,@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Oft]cia] Visit Weekend - East Carolina Ga~e 

Thanks. Will do! 

Deborah 

9 i9,843.0336 

http:/’/’www~unc~edu/’depts/exercise /sport aclministration 

From: Marcus Berry [mailto:mberry@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September :t7, 2009 7:08 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Official Visit Weekend - East Carolina Game 

Dr. Stroman, 
Here are the itineraries and profile information for both of our official visitors this weekend. Like we discussed, we would like for you to meet us here at 2:30pro for the Sports 
Administration academic meeting. Please bring some material that he and his dad can take back with them for reference. Again, thank you for your time! Take care and GOD 
BLESS!!! 
Respectfully, 
Marcus Berry 
Director of Player Personnel 

UNC Football 
9~.9-962-9~.75 Office 

ELb__e_r_ry@ uncaa, u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 17, 2009 7:33 PM 

Humplmes, SaJcah <shumphri@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Business or support group???? 

FYI, 

919 84,3 0336 

From: Ed Weiss [mailto:     ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent; ~ridag, September 11, 2009 3:36 PN 

To: Oeborah Stroman 
Subject: Business or support 9roup???? 

Planning to come October 6. I want to ~ pan of Team Tempo from a member ~sition near the back of the room. We’re headed to the beach. Have a great 

weekend. Ed 

--- Original Message .... 

To: ’Ed Weiss’ 
Sent: Friday, September 11,2009 3:33 PM 
Subject: RE: Absolutely Amazing! Ed 

l.ol. I hope all is well for you ~.nd yours. 

No, t don’t mi~s this form of i:~li~t~t~ir~g h:!r st~(:h a ir~p~e codices:d: ~m~J ac[:~i[},. @ 

F~m= Ed Weiss [mail~:~ ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent: ~ursday, September 10, 2009 5:54 PN 

To= Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Absolu~ly Amazing~ Ed 

By-Laws 
ARTICLE I ORGANIZATION 

1. The name of the organization is "Tar Heel Team Tempo." 

2. The organization is established as a Booster Group in support of UNC Women’s Basketball and operates in strict compliance with NCAA and ACC 

regulations. 

ARTICLE II PURPOSES 
Fans of UNC Women’s Basketball created this organization: 

1. To support the UNC Women’s Basketball program with a focus on expanding the fan base and increasing game attendance; 

2. To serve as avoice and a source ofiI4brmation tbr t~ns of UNC Women’s Basketball; 

3. To provide opportunities tbr tl~ose who share a passion for the UNC Women’s Basketball progra~n to spend time with others who tEel the same way; 

4. To be a resource for the Coach and her stalt’in suppo(t of their efforts to make the basketball program increasingly more successful, and 

5. To be a resource for UNCAA by offering assistance in support of their activities related to the pro~notion of the UNC Women’s Basketball program. 

ARTICLE III MEMBERSHIP 

Membership shall be open to individuals who endorse the stated purposes of Tar Heel Team Tempo and who comply with membership requirements. 
All members are expected to adhere to policies established by the Board of Directors. 

ARTICLE IV MEETINGS 

Section 1. The mmual meeting of the members shall be held each year sometime during the 30 days follomng the laser game of the season at atime and place to be 
determined by the Board of Directors. 

The Secretary shall notit) each member by written communication of the date, time, location and agenda at least 10 days before the annnal meeting. 
Section 2. Special meetings of the general membership may be called by the Board of Directors, or the President, or at the written request of twenty-live percent 

(25%) of the members. 
The Secretaxy shall noti~ each member by written communication oftl~e date, time, location and agenda at least 10 days before the special, called 

meeting. 

The notice shall s~ate the purpose of the meeting and no other business shall be conducted. 

Section 3. Atthe annual meeting and any special, called ~neeting, ten percent (10%) oftl~e members entitled to vote shall constitute a quorum. 

Section 4. A member may be represented by a proxy at any meeting of the general membership, which prox%- must be in writing and submitted to the Secreta~ 

prior to the meeting. 

ARTICLE V VOTING 

At all meetings, except for the election of Directors, voting shall be by show of hands. For the election of Directors, voting shall be secret ballot. 

At any annnal or special, called meeting, ifa majority so require~ any issue may be voted upon by secret ballot. 

Prior to voting by secret ballot, the Presiding Officer shall appoint a committee of three to tally the votes. None of these individuals shall be a candidate for office 

or shall be personally interes~ted in the issue being voted upon. The results of the vote shall be submitted in writing to the Presiding Officer. 

ARTICLE VI ORDER OF BUSINESS 

1. Approval of Minutes 

2. Treasurer’s Report 

3. Correspondence and Communication 

4. Reports of Committees. 

5. Old Business. 

6. New Business. 

7. Adjourn. 



ARTICLE VII BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Section 1. The organization shall be managed by a Board of Directors (hereinafter referred to as ’°Board") consisting of Nine (9) members. Members of the 

Board shall include the President. Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer. 
The Head Coach of the UNC Wotnen’s Basketball program or designee shall be an ex-officio, non-voting member of the Board. 

Section 2. The Board may not take any action that would create a financial obligation for the organization beyond the approved annual budget without obtaining 

prior approval fiotn the membership. Such approval would require a 2/3 vote of the metnbership present in person or by proxy at an annual or 

special, called meeting. 

Section 3. The term of office for a Board member shall be three years, with one-third of the Board rotating offthe Board, each year. 

Nominations and elections to fill the vacancies for those Directors whose terms expire shall be made in the following manner: 

a) At least 60 days before each annual meeting, the President shall appoint aNominating Committee to elicit candidates for the Board. The majority 
of this Committee must be non-Board members, yet the Board must be represented. 

b) The Nominating Committee shall notit~ all members ofits intent to elicit nominees and shall receive suggestions fi~r ar~minations lbr a period of ar~t 

less than 21 days a!’ter such notification. The Committee shall compile a slate of candidates who have expressed a willingness to serve and submit 

its report to the Secretary. in sufficient time to allow for the irdbrmation to be sent to all members at least 15 days prior to the annual meeting. 

c) In addition to the nominations reported by the Nomiuating Committee, nominations may be received from the floor at the annual meeting, 

provided such nominees indicate a willingness to serve. 

d) Elections for the Board shall be held at the annual meeting of the ,nembers by written ballot. Each me,nber eligible to vote may vote for as many 
nominees as there are vacancies, and those nominees receiving the highest number of votes shall be declared elected. 

Section 5. Vacancies that occur during the year on the Board shall be filled for the duration of the nnexpired term by a vote of the majority of the rema]ning members. 

Section 6. The Board shall schedule regular meetings to be held at least eveD, two months. Additional meetings may be called by the President or by any three 

Directors. Written or telephone notification shall be made at least seven days prior to the meeting and should include the time, place and agenda. 

Section 7. A majority of the Board shall constitute a quorum. All matters coming before the Board shall be decided by majority vote. 

Section 8. Any Board member who shall be absent t?om three consecutive meetings of the Board, without excuse satisfac~tory to the Board, may be deemed to 

have resigned t]com the Board. 

ARTICLE VIII OFFICERS 

Section 1. Officers shall be elected annually by the Boa~], and each Officer shall be a member of the Board. At the first meeting of the Board following the mmual 

meeting, the Board shall elect the President. The President may, at his/her option, nominate the other Officers subject to confirmation by a majority of the Board. 

The Board may, by a majority of its members, remove any Officer or declare any office vacant and elect a successor to fill the unexpired term. 

Section 2. The Officers of the Board shall be the President, the Vice President, the Secretary, and the Treasurer. 

Section 3. The President shall provide the operational leadership to ensure that Board 

decisions are carried out and that the organ~ation accomplishes its goals and 

objectives. 

The President shall preside at all meetings of the Board, the Annual Meeting and at any special, called meeting. At each annual meeting, he or she will 
report on the al’fairs, activities and condition of the Organization. 

The President shall be the principal liafison ruth the Head Coach of the Women’s Basketball program. 

The President shall perform other duties as the Board may direct. 

Section 4. The Vice President shall peflbrm the duties of the President in his/her absence or disability and such other duties as the Board may direct. 

Section 5. The Secretary. shall record and keep the minutes of all meetings of the Board and of the general membership; oversee membership records, and 

perform other duties as assigned by the Board. 

Section 6. The Treasurer shall have responsibility for all fiscal matters of the organization and is one of the Officers who shall sign checks,. The Treasurer shall 

report on the financial operations and condition of the orgm~ization at each regular meeting of the Board and at the annual meeting of the members. 

Section 7. No Officer or Director shall, tbr reason of his or her office be entitled to receive may salary or compensation, ttowever, nothing herein shall be 

construed to prevent an indivrdual t?om receiving compensation farm the organ~ation tbr services perfonned other than as an Officer or Director. 

ARTICLE IX COMPENSATION 

The Board of Directors shall hire and fix the compensation of any and all employees that they, in their discretion, may determine to be necessary for the conduct 

of the business of the organization. 

ARTICLE X COMMITTEES 

The President shall, with the advice and consent of the Board, appoint a Board tnember or other individual as the Chafirperson of the following standing comtnittees: 

1. Membership: 

The Membership Committee shall establish and execute programs that seek to maintafin current members as well as to attract new ones to Tar Heel Team 
Tempo. 

2. Communications: 

The Communications Committee shall fnnction as the voice of’Far Heel Team Tempo. It roll be a source of information to and feedback fiom the 

membership and other fans of UNC Wotnen’s Basketball concerning both Tar Heel Teaan Tempo and the basketball program. 

3. Volunteer: 

The Volunteer Committee shall establish and execute programs that seek to recruit volunteers from mthin the membership to serve on Tar Heel Temn Tempo 

Committees and staff’its ad hoc projects, as well as to be able to respond to requests for assistance from NCAA marketing and the basketball tean~. 

4. Promotions: 
The Promotions Committee shall establish and execute programs that seek to expired the fan base of the UNC women’s basketball rerun and promote 

attendance at its games. It will also serve as a resource for IYNCAA by ollbring assistance in support of their activities related to the Women’s Basketball 

program. The Chairperson of the Promotions Committee will serve as the principal liaison with UNCAA 

5. Evenks: 

’][’he Events Committee shall plan, promote and carry out social activities that seek to make me~nbership in Tar Heel Team Tempo an even more enjoyable 
experience. 



Each of the committees is authorized to establish its programs, consistent with the purposes office organ~ation, aJ~d subject to the approval of the Board. 

The Chairper~n of each Committee will present a written report on "the committee’s activities at each Board meeting. In addition, each Chairperson will prepare a 

written annua] report, describing mad evaluating its perli~rm~mce for presentation at the annual meeting. 

ARTICLE XI DUES 

Dues shall be determined by the Bomd of Directors mid shall be payable annually. 

ARTICLE XII AMENDMENTS 

These Bylaws and any portion thereof may be aanended, altere& or repeaJed by the ait]imative vote of two-thirds of the membership either present or by pro:u; and 

voting at an annual meeting or speciaJ meeting. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, i               12:46 PM 

@kenan- llagler, unc.edu-* 

RE: meeting next week? 

Hi Great seeing you yesterday. Thursday at 2:007 

Go Heels, 

htt:p:/’iwww4mce~u/(]epts/exercJse/~sport a~JminJstratioi~ 

From= @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent~ ~riday, 10:39 AN 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L. 
Su~ject~ meeting ne~ week? 

Dr. Stroman, 

~ was wondering if you’d be available anytime next Thursday to meet about my thesis. The research question is due on Monday 

Thursday to discuss it with you to make sure l’m not missing anything~ I just have class from ~2:30-1:45 and a meeting from 2:30-3~ 

Thanks, 

]nd I’m hoping to have it by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  12:52 PM 

~kenan- llagler, unc.edu-~ 

RE: meeting next week? 

Second thought --. Is :[1:30 better? 

htt:p:/’//www.ur]c,e~u//(]epts!/ exercJse//sport 

From: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 10:39 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L. 
Subject= meeting ne~ week? 

Dr. Stroman, 

I was wondering if you’d be available anytime next Thursday to meet about my thesis. The research question is due on Monday’ 

Thursday to discuss it with you to make sure I’m not missing anything~ I just have class from ~2:30-~:45 and a meeting from 2:30-3~ 

Thanks, 

and I’m hoping to have it by 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Friday, 1:01 PM 

@email.unc.edn> 

RE: SpAd Collaboration: Mission Sta’tement, Goal~ Objectives 

H         I am available on     @ 3:00. I teach M~VF at 11:00 and hold 
office hours on Wednesday afternoons and Thursdays. 

Thanks for your leadership in this regard. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: %emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:19 AM 
To: Deborah Joy Southal[; Richard M~chael Southall; Barbara J Osborne; Coyte 
Cooper; Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Cc: 
Sublect: SpAd Collaboration: Mission Statement, Goals, Objectives 

Dear SpAd faculty, 

On behalf of our Sport Administration marketing group, I wanted to thank 
you all for taking time out of your Wednesday to attend our SWOT analysis 
presentations. Your :feedback was instrumental in helping us create a 
complete SWOT analysis, and it was exciting to hear feedback as well after 
the presentation. 

As noted in the opportunities section, one important next step to enhancing 
our program ~s to now come together as students, faculty and alumni to 
create a mission statement, goals and objectives. Our group would like to 
get the ball rolling on this next step as soon as possible. Understanding 
that we need to fuse ideas from a variety of stakeholders with vep), 
different schedules, our group wanted to get an initial feel for 
availability for this meeting. 

Today our ~rout~ threw out the idea of potentially having the meeting next 
Friday                 at 3pro in Fetzer We understand that this may be 
too quick of turnaround J2~r many of you, and do not have this date and/or 
time set in stone. Will you please let me know if this date and time will 
work for you? If it does not, can you suggest other times that you xvould be 
able to attend? 

Thank you for your time and have a great weekend! 

Sincerely-, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:28 PM 

Pattillo, Gary N <pattillo@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: EXSS    - Fall Schedule 

Hi Gary We will see you on Monday Thanks again for your support of my 
department and our students[ 

Go Heels, 

Debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ga~z Pattillo Imailto:l~attillo(~email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, [ 0:37 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Su[~ject: Re: EXS~ - Fall Schedule 

Hi Deborah, 

OK, we are all bnnked in Davis .47 lbr Monday and Friday of that week 
(Wednesday, I am nnt available). 
Let me know if there is anything specific you’d like me to cnver. 

Cheers, 

Gary 

Debnrah Stroman wrote: 

Hi Gary. I hope you have enjoyed your summer. I am planning our visit to 

Davis and would like to bring the class (two sessions again) the 

week of 

Please advise availabili~ for two of those days. The class meets frora 

Thanks [ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

LS,-C - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smit2a Bldg. - CB# 3182 



> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 

> 

> 

> 919843.0336 

> 

> dstro@unc.edu 
> 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> 

> 

> "Wily would anybo@ accept the leadership of another except that tile 

other 

> sees more clearly where it is best to go? Perhaps this is tile current 

> problem: too many who pres~tme to lead do not see more clearly and, in 

> defense of their inadequacy, they all the more strongly argue that the 

> ’systeru’ must be presel~’ed - a fatal error in this day of candor." 

Robert 

> Greenleaf, from The See�ant As Leader 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday 7:31 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS - SA Field Experience: EXS5 

Great         2urrently, the only requirements are the appendices B&C, 
resume and cover letter Stay tuned to Blackboard[ I will be out of the 
ofi)ce tomorro~v until the afternoon. If I am not in my office, you can 
leave the docs in my mailbox. Thanks. 

I kno~v you will do ~vell...take advantage of this opportunity and have fun! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

..... Original Message ..... 

Fro~ (i~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Fri&~y 4:16 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Su[~iect: Re: EXSS ~ SA Field Experience: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

On at 2:55 PM. Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Yes, that is fine. ’]’hanks! 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CI.U 
UNC at Chapel IIill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 
> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:32 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXS~ SA Field Experience: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

~eruail.~mc.edu 

On at 9:56 PM. Dr. Stroruan ~vrote: 

>> Hi. Please submit your documents to me or in my absence, in my 
>> mailbox in Smith no later than Wednesday at 5:00 p.m 

>> I will be in nay office tomorro~v and Wednesday afternoon. 

¯ Let me know if there are nay extenuating circumstances Thanks[ 

>> Dr. Stroman 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday 7:36 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Breast Cancer Walk 

Hi . Thanks for your note as I was not aware of this organization! 
I am active with Komen events 

each year. l "vVlll ctonate towaros your w alk. Should I use the link online? 

hope you are enjoying your weekend. It was a great ~vin for footbalh 

Note: We are meeting at the libraw on Monday 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email uric edu [mailto 
Sent: Friday, 4:01 PM 
To: Dr Stroman 
Sut~ject: Breast Cancer Walk 

~a)email uric edu] 

Hello Dr Stroman, 

I am contacting you about a Breast Cancer Walk that I am participating 
in This is my third year participating and as a walker, we are 
collecting donations of any amount up until the actual walk in 
lind-October. I would greatly appreciate anything offered to help the 
organization. If it is not feasible at this time, ! understand.You 
are still a wonderlhl teacher! 

Here is a link for more information about the organization: 
http://www sistersnetworkinc.or~i 

Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Saturday, 7:39 PM 

@kenan- llagler, unc.edu-* 

RE: meeting next week? 

See you then! 

9 P.).863.0336 

htt:p:/,/www.unc.edui~]qHs/exerciseisport administration 

From: mailto: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, ~2:~7 PM 
To= Stroman, Deoora~ L. 
Subject= RE: meeting ne~ week? 

M:30 sou~d~ ~ood~ 

@kenan--flagler.uec.edu 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 12:52 PM 
To: 
Subject: ~1=: meeting next week? 
Secoed thought - Is 11:30 better? 

DeboraJ:t Stroman, PI~-D.~ CI.U 

92~ 9 8 63 0336 

F~m: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, i0:39 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L. 
Subject= meeting ne~ week? 

Dr. Stroman, 

I was wondering if you’d be available anytime next Thursday to meet about my thesis. The research question is due on Monday 

Thursday to discuss it with you to make sure l’m not missing anything~ I just have class from ~2:30d:45 and a meeting from 2:30-3~ 

Thanks, 

and I’m hoping to have it by 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:02 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Exss 

Hi Congrats on the super win! 

My schedule has changed Please meet me on Monday at Davis Library Room 247 
at 11:15 a.m. Thanks. Send me a reply so I know that you have received this 
note 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

..... Original Message ..... 

From 2~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, ~ 2:53 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Subject: F.xs~ 

Dr. Stroman 

I am so glad I ran into you today. I felt like I ~wis in a big mess with my 
classes 
Thank you ]2~r letting me do an independent sturdy. 
Is it ok if I come to see you on Tuesday, I need to get the add :Form signed 
so the class is on my schedule. 
Are you free around 1230 on Tuesday? 

Thanks so much 

Have a blessed weekend. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:29 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

@unc.edtr~; 

I~W: Club Soccer Advisor 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

Hi    I am willing to ser~,e as the faculty advisor for the 
year. Let me kno~v if you need anything else 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Saturday, ~ 11:30 PM 

@gn~aJl.cora:~ 

RE: Class 

Congrats on the big win last night! Best wishes tomorrow. 

Note: Meet at Davis Libraly Rm. 247 on Monday. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on every continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From @~mail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:26 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Sut~j ect: Class 

;)ear Dr. Stroman, ! j ust wanted to remind you that i will be missing 
class tomorrow because i am in PA for a Thanks 
your time 

Sent from my mobile device 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:15 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

Hi      Thanks for your note. Do you have availability on this Thursday 
between 2 and 5? Or next Wednesday al’ter 1 ? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a ci~ called Rome on every continent. 

..... Oriainal Message ..... 

From: ~email unc edu] 
Sent: Monday 11:49 AM 
To: Deborah Lyrm btroman 
Subject: Meeting 

Hello Dr Stroman, 

’]?his is               I attended the interest meeting for the Carolina 
Sports Business Club and I brie:fly got a chance to speak with you 
aftel~,~ards As ! mentioned. I am a sophomore li’om Annat~olis. MD, double 

majoring in                                               I just wanted 
tn see when I could possibly meet with ynu Please let me know what time 
and day works best for you. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:24 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Breast Cancer Walk 

Thanks. Please see me after class to receive a donation. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on every continent. 

..... CIri~inM "~,¢essage ..... 

From @email.unc.edu [mailtc 
Sent: Sunday, 11:43 t)M 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Breast Cancer Walk 

~email.unc.edu] 

Hi I)r Struman, 
Since working with 

this urganization I have really been exposed to a lot of infurmation 
and realities uf breast cancer. Donating online would be a great methud 
if it is mure convenient for you However, as part of uur experience as 
walkers we are physically accepting and documenting donations towards a 
grand total that wuuld be annouced at the walk. Either way, suppurt for 
the organization is always appreciated. ~I1nank you so much and I will 
see you at the library tumurrow 

PS, ’]’hat was a wonderful win, GO HEELS! 

Quoting Deborah Struman <dstruman@email unc.edu>: 

> Hi Thanks fur your note as I was nut aware of this urganization! 

I am active with Komen events 
each 
> year. I will donate tuwards your Walk Shuuld I use the link online? 
> 

> I hupe you are enjnylng yuur weekend. It was a great win for fuotball 
> 
> Note: We are meeting at the libra13~ on Monday. 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> l~a~’,IC at C’hapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> From: ~email.anc.edu [mailto:qmallard(~email.anc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, 4:01 PM 
> To: Dr. Stroman 
> Subject: Breast Cancer Walk 
> 

> Hello Dr. StromarL 

> I am contacting you about a Breast Cancer Walk that I am participating 
> in. This is my third year participating and as a walker, we are 
> collecting donations of any amount up until the actual walk in 
> rind-October. I ~vould greatly appreciate anything offered to help the 
> organization If it is not feasible at this time, I understand.. You 
> are still a wonderful teacher! 
> 

> Here is a link for more reformation about the organization: 
> http:i/www, sistersnetworkinc, org/ 

> Thank you for your time, 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:32 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

RE: Class 

Hi    Super’. The EXSS Sport Administration track is the one focused on 
the business of sport. (The other non-sport-related business major is 
through Kenan-Flagler. Students interested in business must apply to KF) 
To declare majors or minors you must see ari advisor in the Steele 
Building. 

http://advising.unc.edu/ScheduleanAppointment 

Let me know if you have additional questions! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN(? at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rume on ever?" continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From ~amail com] 
Sent: Sunday 11:02 AM 
To: Deburah ~roman 
Sublect: Re: (;lass 

Thanks so much. today should be fun bc buth my parents attended 
lungwoud Quick question can i make an appt with u (for advising) to 
change my m~jur tu finance?? 

On         Deborah Struman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrute: 
> Congrats un the big win last night[ Best wishes tomorruw. 

> Note: Meet at Davis Librar?’ Rm. 247 on Monday 

> Gu Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> F.xercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 919.843.0336 
> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> Weekly- Weird Fact: There is a ci~ called Rome on every continent. 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From ~gmail.com] 
> Sent: Thmsday 9:26 PM 

> To: dstro@unc.edu 
> Subject: Class 
> 

> Dear Dr. Stroman, I just wanted to remind you that i will be missing 
> class tomorrow because i ara in PA for ~ Thartks for 
> yo~ time. 

> Sent frora my mobile device 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:09 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

@eraail.unc.e&t~ 

RE: Meeting Review 

Super note! Let’s get that thank you note sent to members before tomorrow 
night!! Remember, all people want is cormnunication. 

Also, have some calculate our membership number. There was a request for 
business cards, your thoughts? 

Let me know if you need help 

Go tteels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http:/i*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on ever?" continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~emaihunc.edu 
Sent: Thursday, 7:18 PM 
To: 

Sutzject: Meeting Review 
Stroman, Deborah L. 

Hey guys! I thought we had a really awesome first meeting tonight! The 
turnout was fantastic and ever?’one seemed really interested in getting 
involved in the Club. ’]’hanks for all your help with running the meeting 
and getting all the supporting materials put together (pizza, slideshow, 
infi~rmation sheets, etc.). 

For those of you who xvere not at the meeting, I will give you a quick 
reviexv of xvhat happened. Dr. Stroman started the meeting by discussing the 
basic goals of the Club and hoxv to stay involved in something you believe 
in. Dr. Stroman discussed many of the opportunities the Club offers, 
including Project Touchdown. Next, I introduced the leadership team and 
also mentioned those of you who xvere not at the meeting tonight. I also 
gave a general overview of our goals for the year and xvhat we have in mind 

tour of the football facility, ultimate frisbee later this 
semester, club corcanittee groups, USA Track & Field officials, possible 
trips to sporting events, etc.). I explained that there are $10 dues for 
the Club to support networking and speaker events, t-shirt, internship 
information, and various trips xve have in mind. We had about 15 people pay 
the dues at the end of the meeting. 

has the list of paid members and the money, now that he is a 
certified Treasttrer! t 

We had approximately 60+ people at the meeting, according to the sign-in 
sheets. New merabers filled out infomxation sheets that are split up among 
myself,                         to enter into the spreadsheet. I am 
attaching the spreadsheet to this email so you guys can upload them as 
soon as you can. Once you have your portion uploaded, please send them to 

to add to Blackboard. Once everyone is eraoiled, we can send out a 
general message to the club outlining some of the things covered at the 
meeting. Hopefully- we can have this done by the end of the weekend so we 
are still fresh in eveuone’s mind. 

The vote at the meeting ~vas to have t-shirts instead of business cards 
So, that means we need to find the best way to get t-shirts for paid 
members by the end of the year (sponsorships, good deals, student 
government money now that        is certified???) 

I think we should have an executive board meeting Monday at 
3PM, like we have been recently. If that ~vorks for eveiyone, then that 
would be a good way to catch up on some of our ideas for the year We need 
to figure out a day (and event) for our meeting, mainly working 
around the possible football facility tour 

Thanks for reading my long email and for helping out with everything 
It’s gonna be a good year! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 21, 2009 3:17 PM 

’Hermes, Robyn’ <robyn.hermes@Itu.edu> 

Battaglini, Rebecca L <bbatC~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Rese~rcl~ 

Hi Robyn. I cc’d Becca Battaglini who supervises our Lifetime Fitness 
classes. 

Continued success, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on ever?" continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Hermes, Robyn [mailto:robyn.hermes(~r!ttu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2009 2:13 PM 

To: dstroman@em aihunc, edu 
SubJect: Research 

I am a graduate student at Texas Tech University in Sport Management. I 
am currently wofldng on a study for risk management plans in exercise 
classes I could not find a contact name for an Instructor for Personal 
Fitness and Wellness classes I was wondering if your Umversity had 
these classes, and who taught the classes. At Texas Tech, we have 
Teaching Assistants who do this I was wondering if you could help me out 
with a contact to get in touch with about conducting this research Any 
inJ2)rmation would be greatly appreciated. 

I hope you are having a good Monday-, 

Robyn Hermes 
Teaching Assistant 

Texas Tech Universi~" 
robyn.hermes@ttu, edu<mailto:robyn.hermes(~ttu, edu> 
<mailto:r obyn.hermes(~ttu.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 3:21 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

EXSS    - Field Experience SA 

Please contact me asap to discuss your participation this semester. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dst ro~-~unc.ed~ 

http:/’/www.unc.edu/’depts./exercise/’sport administration 

" A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice." - 1. Callaghan 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, ~ 3:30 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr> 

RE: Resume 

Hi       . I asked you to contact me today and am disappointed that you 
have not communicated with me prior to my request today EXSS     is 
designed for students to demonstrate initiative and professionalism as 
they pursue careers in the sport industry. 

To avoid a failing grade as you have not met the requirements of the 
course, it is best for you to drop the course asap. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc. edu/dep ts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a cl~ called Rome on ever,), continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From ~.@email uric edu 2(a)email uric edu] 

Sent: Thursday,                    5:03 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 

Subject: Fwd: Resume 

Prol~ Stroman, 

Attached is my resume. I have not met *vith anyone at career sepdces yet. 
I did not know if you just wanted a copy to look over or if you wanted a 
final copy after I go over the resmne with someone at career services. 
Please let me know if you have any suggestions or if anything should be 
changed. This is a copy of my full resume, so considering the internship 
responsibilities, I may remove some of the infonnation before submitting 
it to my interviewer. Thaak you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lwm <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 10:30 AM 

~emml.unc.e&~ 

FW: EXSS 

Hi Let me know what I or she needs to do. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a ci~ called Rome on every continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ))email unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ; 10:26 AM 
To: Deborah Lvlm Stroman 
Subject: EXSS 

Professor Stroman, 

I think there has been a mix up. I am still enrolled in the Field 
Experience course EXSS     I thought I had said I couldn’t fit it in my 
schedule this semester and that I wanted to do it in the Spring. I’m not 
sure if I am still on your roster, but on student central it says that I am 
enrolled. Please let me l~ow if I need to go to advising to drop the 
course or if you can do it manually. 

SotW about the confusion, and I look forward to the Spring semester! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, September 22, 2009 10:34 AM 

’Piper Malone’ ~gmail.com> 

RE: Good Mornin!! 

Thanks Piper! Stay encouraged. 

htt:p:iiwww.un c.e du/~{]epts/exercise ispor~: administratio~ 
Weekly Weir’{t F~ct: There is a city c~lled Rome on es~erv continent. 

F~m~ Piper Malone [mailto @gmail.com] 
Senti Tuesday, SeNember 22, 2009 8:S7 AN 
T~ dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subjeet~ Good Norningl 
Good Mo~ng Dr. Stroman: 

I hoN tNs emml finds )~u doiug well and having a wondel~l Tuesday Inoming. TNs is my pmna~ email address mid I look tbm’amd m spealdng ruth ~e young lady 

interested in law school ~d spoas. Tha~ you so much for eve~hing, and I will keep you posted regarding HowaN aM my plan B. 

I hoN you have a wonderful day. 

SincemN 
Piper C. Malone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:41 AM 

McCullen, Ashley D <amcculle@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: EXSS 

Ok Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/’exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a ci~ called Rome on every continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ashley McCullen Imailto:amcculle@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:41 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sulziect: Re: F~V: EXSS 

I added her on the last day for departments to add I think you had 
sent her an email that same day asking her to get back with us ASAP 
However, it was after I had left or not until the next day when it was 
too late to drop her. So she will need to get a drop/add form to drop 
~t. Thanks 

-Ashley 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Hi. Let me know what I or she needs to do. ’]7hanks! 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on every conunent. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> Fron @email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 10:26 AM 
> To: Deborah Lynn Stroruan 

> Subject: EXSS 
> 

> 

> Professor Strornan, 
> 

> I think there has been a mix up. I ara still enrolled in the Field 
> Experience course EXSS     [ thought I had said I couldn’t fit it in my 
> schedule this semester and that I wanted to do it in the Spring. I’m not 
> sure if I am still on your roster, but on student central it says that I 
> am 
> enrolled. Please let me know if I need to go to advising to drop the 

course or if you can do it manually. > 

> 

> Sorry about the confusion, and I look forward to the Spring semester! 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:43 AM 

~emml .unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi         I think there was a mix up with con~munication and my assistant 
was not able to drop you in time It is important that you get an ADD/DROP 
form signed to officially leave the course. I can’t do it manually. :( 

look forward to working with you in the spring. 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city, called Rome on every continent. 

..... Ori~ina I Message ..... 

From (&!emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: I uesc~ay, 10:26 AM 
To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 

Subject: EXSE 

1 think there has been a mix un ! am still enrolled in the Field 
Experience course EXSS     [ thought I had said I couldn’t fit it in my 
schedule this semester and that I wanted to do it in the Spring I’m not 
sure if I am still on your roster, but on student central it says that I am 
enrolled Please let me know if I need to go to advising to drop the 
course or if you can do it manually 

Sorry about the confusion, and I look forward to the Spring semester! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:44 AM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: First Meeting Updates: ess.CarolinaSports Business Club.grp 

Excellent! Stay dry todsy~ © 

htt:p:/,/www.unc.eduf ~]eptsf exercisef spor~: adrninJstratio~ 

Weekly Weird Fact: There is s; city called Rome on e~erv continent. 

F~m: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Honday, 8:32 PH 
To: ess.Carolina_bpo~_uusmess_ciub.grp : 
Subject: First Neeting Updates: ess.Carolina_Spo~s_Buslness_Club.grp 

Hey guys[ We had a g~at turnout at our fi~t meeting this ~st Thursday night in Fe~er. I really appreciate eve~one coming out and enjoying ~tne free pizza[ If you 

were not able to affend our first meeting, no womes~ I wifl give you a brief ove~iew of what we discussed at ~e mee~ng, e]ong win our fum~ plans. 

At the meeting on Thursday, Dr. Stroman introduced herself and delivered a very motivating talk abont slaying involved in clnbs that you enjoy. Dr. Stroman highlighted 

the goaJs ofonr club and explained some of the fun opportunities that you can [-enefit from as a club member. Next, I introduced the leadership team for this year. I 

explained some of our ideas for this year and followed with a Q & A session. 

The leaxtership team is very excited to get all our members involved as much as we can this year. Our goal is to give you guys many opportunities to listen "to influential 

sports speakers, interact ruth club members to plan and organize events, and enhance your passion tbr sports. 

We axe having dues of$10 tfiis year to cover the cost of our various expenses and provide a ieward to club members. By paying tfiis $10 for the year. you will have 

tree access to all of our speakers, networldng nights, club events & social~ internships and job oppoitunities, and Inany other cool enhancements. We collected dues 

from some ,nembers at our first meefing, but you can pay at our next ,neeting in October (to be announced) as well. 

Finally, I wanted to emphasize that our leadership tean~ is completely open to any suggestions and ideas that yon gws have for speakers, evems, club outings, and ways 

we can improve your experience with our clnb. Rememt-er: Dr. Stroman is rewarding the most involved club member with an iPod at the end of the year’. I roll follow 

up ruth more information about onr ne~ meeting when we know the complete details. Thanks to all my fellow sports fanatics, and Go Heels!! G Tech doesn’t stand a 

chance... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 0:45 AM 

@eagles.nccu.edtr~ 

RE: Graduate School Meeting 

Hi I can n~eet with you between 2:7,0 and 4.:00. Please advise. Thanks for your persistence and 

Debora}~ S~:rom~n, Ph.D,, CL~ 

htt:p:iiwww.un c.e du/~{]epts/exercise ispor~: administratio~ 

Weekly Weir’{t Fact: There is a city c~flled Rome on e~erv contlnet) L 

F~m: @eagles.nccu.edu] 
Senti Nonday, 8:09 PN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Gradua~ School Neeting 

Hello Dr. Stroman, I just wanted to follow up m make sum that our meeting for Wedne~ay 

ch~]lged ~mdin~ our meelin~. Tha~ 

)atience. 

is still in good staudiug. Contact me back if a~ything has 

On Thu at 3:47 PM, ~eagles.ncc~.edu:, wrote: 

Good Afternoon Dr. Stroma~ md myself have decided we would both like to meet with you next Wednesda? at 1:00 pm. Please 

contact me if’this lime is not good tbr you. We bofl] are excited a]]d looking tbrwaJ~d k) meeting ruth you and hopethlly Dr. Southall as well to discuss the program. 

Tha]]k You. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:41 AM 

;@email.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS - Field F~xperience SA 

S~ill trying to reach you! Call me asap. Thanks~ 

Debora}~ S~:rom~n, I~h.D,, CL~ J 

htt:p:/iwww.unc.edui~]epts/exerciseisport adrninJstratio~ 

Weekly Weird Fact: There is ~; city called Rome on every contlnet)[:, 

F~m~ Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday,                 3:21 PN 

~@emaJl.unc.edu’ 
Subject: EXSE - Fie~d Experience SA 
Impo~ance= High 

Please contact me asap to discuss your participation this semester. 

Go t leels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CL[ J 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administration Faculv 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Si~ Npha Lamb& (Leadership Honors Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.g4&0336 

htt:p:iiwww.un c.e,~u i~epts/~ exercise/sport admmis’~ratio~ 

" A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice," - J, Callaghan 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesdas. 12:09 PM 

~emml .unc.edu-~ 

RE: Basketba]l Ma~cathon opportunity 

Hi Please meet me at 3:15 in my office. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city, called Rome on every continent. 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday 12:03 PM 
To: Deborah Lylm- Stroman 

Subject: Basketball Marathon opportunity 

Dr. Stroman, 

Could you send this message to the CSBC listserv and to all your other 
stduents? It is a w) lunteer opportunity with the Basketball Marathon. 
Thanks! 

Students, The I)uke-Carolina Student Basketball Marathon needs YOU[l! 
Want to take part in the Carolina-Dnke rivalry and help kids while doing it? 
Consider helping with the Duke-Carolina Student Basketball Marathon 
We are recruiting players, coaches, cheerleaders, fundraisers, and 
w~l unteers [ 
Interest Meetings will be held Monday, September 21 and Monday, September 
28, at 6:30 pm in Union Room 3203 
Hope to see you there 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:26 PM 

;@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: EXSS    - Field Experience SA 

Super! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city, called Rome on every continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From      @email.unc.edu [mailto      ;@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday-, 2:15 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sulzject: Re: F~V: EXSY - Field Experience SA 

tIi Dr. Stroman, 

I can talk to you after class tomorruw if that wuuld work for yuu. I 
am at the hurricanes now! 

Thanks, 

Quoting Deborah Struman <dstruman@email unc.edu>: 

Still trying to reach you! Call me asap Thanks. 

Gu Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly- Weird Fact: There is a ci~ called Rome on every" continent. 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailtoldstroman(~,email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                    3:21 PM 
To        ~email.unc.edu’ 
Subject: EXSS - Field Experience SA 
Importance: High 

Please contact me asap to discuss your participation this semester. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 



Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

- ~B~ 318~ > 4 Smith Bldg. (2 ~ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

> htt p:iiwww.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

" A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice." - 

Callaghan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emal.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:09 PM 

~gmal.com> 

RE: NC (kad Programs in Sports AdmirdManagement 

Hi     Yes, and thanks again for the reminder, I have two projects that I would like you to assist with this semester, What is your availability ne×t week? Monday 

or Tuesday after 2:007 

Deloorah ;!%~rornan. Ph D., (3I .U 

http:///’www,unc.edu ideptsfexercise/isport administration 
Weekly Weird r:act: There ~s a city csHed Rome on every continer~t 

F~m: NgmaH.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:46 PN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: NC Grad Programs in Spots Admin/Nanagement 

I ho~ the cl~s schedule is too ta~ng for 39u now, but if you need me to do an~hing for yo~ don’t hesi~te to ask~ 

On Wed,.             at 12:57 PM,                              @mnail.com> wrote: 

hope it helps’. Let me know if there is anything else I can help you with! 

On Fri at 2:23 PM, Deborah Stromm~ <dstmman~%email.unc.e&p wrote: 

Oh, you AR[~ the ma~t @ ThartE~. 

wil] be N toucht 

Dr, Sta~m~t~ 

From: ;~)gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 11:52 AM 
’re: Deborah Stroman 
Snb.ieet: NC Grad Programs in Sports Admin/Management 

Dr. Stroman, 

Attached you will find all the Graduate Programs offered in "the state of North Cazolina as they pertain to Sports Administratiog/Management. I scoured every Graduate 

School in "the state of North Cazolina and listed what programs they oiler. If you need any additional infimnation, please do not hesitate "to contact me. 

Thanks again, 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 4:36 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: EXSS    - Field Experience SA 

SA Field Experience-Internship Guidebook.doc 

I need you to complete Appendix B&C and bring me an ADD,©ROP form. Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on ever?" continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      ;O~email uric edu [maflt~        ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday 2:15 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW - Field Experience SA 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

I can talk to you aRer class tomorrow if that would work for you. I 
am at the hurricanes now[ 

Thanks, 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaikunc.edu>: 

Still tpfing to reach you! (;all me asap. ’]’hanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D.. CLU 

LRX!C at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 

> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on every continent. 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday 3:21 PM 

To: ’in~vatts(3)eraail.unc. edu’ 

Subject: EXS~ - Field Experience SA 

Lmportance: High 

Please contact me asap to discuss your participation this semester. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor 



College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

> htt p:iiwww.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

" A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice. 

Callaghan 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                   ):38 AM 

’Lain.~ Gallo’ <athgallo@tmcaa.unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS - SA Field Experience 

Thank YOU. Note is with the Carolina Hurricanes. 

Have a great day! 

Go 1 {e~is, 

D@orah Stro;na~, Ph.D.. CL,~ ] 

<’I9.843.0336 

hu:p: / / www.unc.edu,/ depts,/e:(ercise,/sport administration 

WeeMy Weird Fac~:: There ~s a dty ca]Ied Rome on every continent. 

F~m: Lar~ ~allo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa,unc.edu] 
Senti Tuesday, 10:00 PN 
Te: Deborah Stroman 
Subje¢t: Re: EXSS - SA Field Experience 

Thank you, Debby. I shall get back with you once I have discussed this wittn our staff. It certainly appears to be a great idea and experience for the students. 

Take care, 

Lar~ 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu :           11:54 AM > > > 
Hi Larry. Thanks for the chat. Attached is the listing of students receiving academic credit and their assignments/supervisor. 

I appreciate your checking into the possibility of a "Green Project" for UNCAA too. 

Go Heels, 

debby 

Deborah St:roman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports N~siness Club 

Siena ~pha Lamh~la (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

~sm~unc.edu 

http:/’/’www.unc.edu,/depts//exercise,/sport a~]ministration 

" A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice." - J. Callaghan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesda? 1:48 PM 

@NCCU.EDU> 

FW: Graduate School Meetiug 

Hi, I have not heard back from him. Do you know if they are coming by? Thanks. 

Debora}~ S~:rom~n, Ph.D., CL~ J 

htt:p:/,/www.unc.eduf ~]eptsf exercisef spor~: adrninJstratio~ 

Weekly Weir{t Fact: There is a city called Rome on every contlnet) L 

F~m~ Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email,unc,edu] 
N~ntl Tuesday, lO: 45 AN 
T~ 
Subjeet~ RE: Graduate School Meeting 

I can n~eet with you between 2:70 and 4:00. Please advise+ Thanks for your persistence and patience. 

t~,-ga~xJs, 

Debora}~ S~:rom~n, Ph.D., CL~ J 

htt:p:i fwww.un c.e du/~{]epts/~ exercise fspor~: administratio~ 

Weekly Weirxt Fact: There is a city called Rome on every contlnet) L 

F~m: @eagles.nccu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:09 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Gradua~ School Meeting 

Hello Dr. Stroman, l just wanted to follow up ~ make sum thin our meeting for Wedne~ay 

chm~ged mgmding our meeting. Tha~ You. 

is still in good staudiug. Contact me back if m~ything has 

On Thu, at 3:47 PM, ~eagles.ncc~.edu> wrote: 
Good Allemoon Dr. Stroman, and myself hmze decided we would both like to lneet with you next Wednesday at 1:00 pm. Please 

contact me if this time is not good tbr you. We bofl~ are excited m~d looking tbrwaCd k) meeting ruth you and hopethlly Dr. Southall as well to discuss the program. 
Thm~k You. 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:27 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Tar Heel InvitationaJ 

Thank~          I do think o1: you often as I wall< across Hooker Field each morning, @ I hope all is going well, Continue to pace yourseH: and enjoy being a gradua[e 

student, Before you know it, the bell will ring and recess @ will be over. i.e, the real bills start coming in. Lol 

Let me know if I can be of further assistance, 

]att~x////wwwurce’~u/cte tk/exerdse/s or a~r~iaistraiot 

Weekly Weird Fac~: There is a city called Rome on every continent, 

From: ~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, I0:53 AM 
To: dstroman~email.unc.edu 

Subject: Tar Heel Invitational 

Dr. Stroman, 

~t has been a while since ~ have last spoken with you. ~ hope the semester has gotten off to a great start. ~ saw where the Sports Business club meeting is tonight so ~ hope that 

goes well. 

~f you did not know, ~ am interning in Athletic Operations this year. Part of roy experience this year is to help coordinate the Women’s golf team Tar Heel ~nvitational. ~ know 

you are very good about always trying to give your students ways to volunteer or resume build. We are currently looking for a few more volunteers so ~ thought ~ would pass 

this along to you. Feel free to tell whomever you feel appropriate (students, The Club, etc, ), [ have attached the volunteer sheet for the tournament. ~t should have all the 

information you would need. 

The tournament occurs on Friday,            Sunday           Volunteers do not have to be there all three days. They are welcomed for half day, one day, or all three 

days, however they can help. Volunteers will also receive free lunch and a gift for volunteering. 

Thanks, 

Brandon 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
Work 

Cel 

www.tarheelblue.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:43 PM 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Hopes for Meeting 

Hi i     [ am headed out to a meeting so let’s connect tomorrow 
F2~ - Mr. Gallo presented your request to the senior staffmeeting today! :) 
He said he ~vould get back to me. 

Thanks for your follow up 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on every continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frnn ~email uric edn] 
Sent: Wednesday ~:28 PM 

To: dstro@unc.ectu 
SubJect: Hopes :[’or Meeting 

[)ear Professor Stroman, 

I must have j ust missed you this aftemnnn at your office I was hoping 
though that we can sit down this week and talk about a number of things 
’]?his includes the internship, help with writing a sponsorship letter, and 
advice on me writing e-mails to professionals in the Environmental Sports 
sector I am free ’]2aursday after 1215 or Friday before 11 and after 2. If 
this week is not possible I would love to be able to meet next week 

Also I just wanted to say that I really enjoyed this weeks SBJ. Its nice to 
see that more sports teams are thinking about getting involved in the green 
revolution. 

I hope you have a nice evening and I look forward to sitting down and 

chatting again. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:00 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

CSBC Ldrshp Meeting 

Hi ;Vhat time is the meeting on Monday? Thanks. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Facul~z 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Thursday, 12:13 PM 

@eagles.nccu.edu:~ 

RE: Follow Up 

Hi            Thanks again for taking the time to come to Chapel Hill. You are very impressive and have great passion for your career interests~ I enjoyed meeting 

you and hope that you will stay in touch and get h~vo~ved in our activities. Let me know ~f you need my assistance. 

Cont~rme to e>;ce~ ~: NCCU ~md encourage others to 

Regards,, 

U~4C at C~apc] Hill 

9 2 9 84.3 033 (~ 

http:/’/www.unc,e~u/’~epts,/exe~ciseisport a~mmistration 

Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on every continent. 

From: @eagles,nccu.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 5:l0 PN 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= Follow Up 

Good AIlemoon Dr. StromaN I wanted to ~y fl~ank you Ibr meeting with me k)day and I hope to meet with you again ve~’ soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, ’ 12:32 PM 

l@moc 1 .gannett.com 

FW: INFORMATIONAL: Carolina Billiards Club 

:) 

Hint-Hint. Looks has a home here.. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN(? at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on every continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv@notifv.unc.edu] On Behalf Of 
billiards@unc.edu 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:47 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: IN[~’ORMATIONAL: Carolina Billiards Club 

Dear Fellow Tarheels, 

A group of passionate billiards players have united to fi)rm the Carohna 
Billiards Club. Interested faculO’, staff; students, and communiO" 
members are invited to share their passion for this sport and j oin us 
for gaming, techniques, and strategies. The club is open to all skill 
levels and is currently not requiring any dues. For more information, 
please contact                          tat billiards@unc.edu Thank 
you and we loo~ iorwarc~ to nearing Irom you[ 

Sincerely, 

This email is sponsored by: Carolina Billiards Club 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your in]k~rmational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
https:/idir.unc.edu/diriupdate. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:43 PM 

@email.unc.edu"~ 

RE: Pilot Progr~un at NCCU 

Thanks. I will review and speak you and the AD prior to submission. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on every continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday ’ 12:30 AM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Subject: Pilot Program at NCCU 

Dr. Stroman, 

l hope al[ is welt This is the document that you requested from me 
Please let me know what changes you see fit before you send it off. 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~ema]l.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:45 PM 

~kenau- llagler, unc.edu-~ 

RE: Research Question 

Okay late owl © 

Thanks again for the time spent! Your initial research work looks great. 

}~xerc:[se aad Spo~t S, dcm:e 

http: / /’www,unc.ed.,i dep~s,lexercise,,i sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on ew?ry continent 

F~m: Nkenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, ~:22 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L. 
Subject: Research Question 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’ve attached a copy of my research question and will bring a hard copy to our meeting at ~:30. ~ hope to discuss what I’ve come up with in tomorrow’s meetingl 

See you at ~:30, 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 1:06 PM 

’Beth Bridger’ <bridgerl~uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Please excuse my ~ping! 

Thanks! Friday, $1.6 for the dOOK game. I wilt be coming from class but I wilt be there! 

I look forward to the VTtrip. Do you have a general idea of what day we leave and return yet? I know the final details will be worked out as we move closer to the 

date. 

’)I9.843,0336 

Weekly Weird Fac[: There is a city called Rome on every continent. 

F~m: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2009 12:45 PM 
To: undisclosed-recipients: 
$~bject: Please excuse my typing! 

Please excuse my typing error.,, 

Friday Lunch with Football Head Coach Butch Davis 

Please RSVP by Monday September 28th (not 9th!) 
Lunches to choose from 

Friday October 2nd (UVA) 

Friday November 6th (DUKE) 

Hope to see you soon! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Assistant Director! Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday ~2:18 PM 

’,@gannett.corn>;’ 

RE: INFORMATIONAI ~: Carolina Billiards Club 

@hotmail.com> 

And there are NO dues required!’. :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city, called Rome on every continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: @~armett corn] 
Sent: Thursdav~ 1:09 PM 
To: 
Cc: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: FW: INFORS/LA_TIONAL: Carolina Billiards Club 

Look at Debby shamelessly campaigning for you to move to NC. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(£email.unc.edu] 
Sent: ~I]qursdav 12:32 PM 
To: 
Subject: FW: [N[~’ORMATIONAL: Carolina Billiards Club 

Hint-Hint. Looks has a home here.. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http:/i*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/spor t administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on ever?" continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify.unc.edu [mailto:nobody(&notifs~.unc.edu] On Behalf Of 
billiards@unc.edu 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:47 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: INFOPJvIATIONAL : Carolina Billiards Club 

Dear Fellow Tarheels, 

A group of passionate billiards players have united to form the Carolina 

Billiards Club. Interested facul~, stafi; students, and conmxuni~ 
members are invited to share their passion for this sport and join us 
for gaming, techniques, and strategies. The club is open to all skill 
levels and is cmrentlv not reouirin~ any dues. For more information, 

please contac                          at billiards@unc.edu. Thartk 
you and we look iorwarcl to t~earlng irom you[ 

Sincerely, 

This email is sponsored by: Carolina Billiards Club 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email ~vill only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line director,v web site at 
https:/idir.unc.edu/dir/update. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 2:19 PM 

’Beth Bridger’ <bridgerb~uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Please excuse my ~ping! 

Th a n ks ! 

9119,843,0336 

http: //www.u*lc.edu/ctepts/’exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on every continent, 

From." Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, September 24, 2009 1:20 PM 
To-" Deborah Stroman 
$~bject-" RE: Please excuse my typing! 

We will leave on Wed, not sure of departure, probably noon or earlier. 

We will return after the game on Thurs, so arrival back around 3/4am. 

More later .... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Assistant Director! Learnin9 Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 
bddclerb@u ncaa.u nc.ed u 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 9/24/2009 1:06 PM > > > 

[hanks! Friday, 1:].. 6 h:~r the dOOK game. t will be cornmg from class but t will be there! 

I look forward to the VT trip, D,o you have a general idea of what day we h?ave and return yet? I know the final details will be worked out as we rnow:_~ closer to the 

date. 

(.}J:’~C at C]aap~d } till 

o!9,843,0336 

http: //www.ul~c.edu/ctepts/’exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fa(:[:: There is a city called Ronle on every continent. 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, September 24, 2009 12:45 PM 
To-" undisdosed-redpients: 
$..bject." Please excuse my typing! 

Please excuse my typing error... 

Friday Lunch with Football Head Coach Butch Davis 

Please RSVP by Monday September 28th (not 9th!) 

Lunches to choose from 

Friday October 2nd (UVA) 

Friday November 6th (DUKE) 

Hope to see you soon! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 



Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c 

bridgerb~u ncaa.u nc,ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~email.uuc.e&~> 

Thursday, 2:33 PM 

fCemail.unc.edu-~ 

Club - 

Hi. I just met with Darrius. With your okay, I will put out an email regarding forming a Slam Dunk Contest committee today. 

Also        said he just got your email regarding the bs cards and he did plan on responding. He was also inquiring about general Club information. I told him that 

I don’t run the Club and that his questions should be directed to everyone on Monday. Overall, the meeting was great! 

I will chat with you soon. 

Go } {eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

[di’qC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Si~ Npha Lambda (Leadership Honors Societ:7) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

ht~t~:Z?’www,unc.e~uZdc~ts/exer~;~s~//st?or~ admh dstration 

" A leader must have khe courage to act agNnsk an experk’s advice." - J. Callaghan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lwm <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:48 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: exss- sa 

Hi, Still waiting on your resume! I need the electronic version~ I spoke with Coach Berry today. Thanks. 

htt:p:/’//www,unc:.e~Ju/~(]epts//exercJse/~sport adminJstrat{oi~ 

Weekly Weird }:act: There is ~; city called Rome on every 

~email.unc.edu [mail~:    :@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~:5~ PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
S~bject: RE: exss-sa 

yes i ca~ do that a),l i have is a class at2 so that should be fine. where will we be meeting? 

..... Message from dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu ......... 
Date: Tue,            15:06:30 -0400 
From: DeboraJ~ ~troman <dstroma~@emml.~mc.edu~> 
Reply-To: Deborah Stroma~ <dstroma~@emml.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: exss-sa 

To:     @email.unc.edu 

Hi. Are you available on Thursday at 1:00 p.m.? 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 

http:i,’www.uuc.edu/depts’exercise/sport administration 

From @email.unc.edu [maJlt~ @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                  12:20 PM 

To: Deborah Stromm~ 
Subject: RE: exss-sa 

i was just trying to get a conformation on when and where we will be having 

our meeling? 

thank you 

..... Message t~om dstroman@email.unc.edu ......... 

Date: Fri,            14:22:14 -0400 

From: Deborah Stmman <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: Deborah Stmman <dstmman@e,nail.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: exss-sa 

To @email.unc.edu 



>> Hi Thaa~k you tbr your inquiry! 

>> Yes, you still have time to specialize in Spoilt Administration. The mofft 

>> impotent step is to recognize the requirements a~d calculate what you 

>> need to graduate in eight ~mesters. Plea~ visit our website at 

> hRp:/%~vw.unc.edu/deptdexemiseiundergmduate programispo,t admims~’afion 

> hRps:i/webmail4.isis.unc.edu/mNFse~iceggo.php’, url=hRp 763A ozF 7b2Fv~v.unc 
o o~ oA oz > .edu~o2Fdepts~o2Fexercise, o2Fundergmduate~rogrmn~o2Fspo~ admimstrafion> 

>> track.htm 

>> to become familiar wifl~ the course sequencing for SA. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I would like to schedule an apg~intment with you ne~ week to review your 

>> decision and discuss declaration. 

>> I teach M~ at 11:00 and prefer ~ ednesday attemoon or Thursday. 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Dr. Stroman 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> dstro@unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From ~email.unc.edu Imailto ~emml.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Prlday, 1:49 PM 

>> To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: exss- sa 

>> hello my name is a~d i mn ajumor majoring in the general 

> field 
>> of exss. do i s~ill hm~e time ~ change to the s~ admin track? 

>> thank you 

End message from ds~roman@email.unc.edu ..... 

..... End message from dstroman@email.unc.edu ..... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 24, 2009 3:42 PM 

’Maxgaret Jablonski’ <Margare~Jablonski@unc.edu> 

RE: Picas~ 

Hi, I can’t do Picasso but would love to see , Thanks! 

d 

9Zq’ 8q3 0336 

http // /’www,unc.e~u/ ~epts/%xercise// sport a~mmistrat~on 

Weekly We~d Foct: There h; o cites coifed Rom~, or, every cor, dnent. 

F~m~ Nargaret 3ablonski [maHto:Nargaret~ablonski@unc.edu] 

Sent= Wednesday, Sep~mber 23, 2009 12:04 PN 

Te~ ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subje¢t~ Picasso 

Hello, 
Something to ponder for Sunday, Nov 1. I am playing host for UMass alumni for a tour of the Picasso exhibit at the Nasher aft Museum at Duke. I have invited a friend of mine 

from Greensboro,      to attend and have 2 other tickets. We plan to meet at 12:45, tour the exhibit for about 1 hour and then have lunch. Let me know if this is something 

you wo@d be interested in doing and FII save you a ticket. 

Also,                                        and she lives in Hillsbomugh. So I thought we could visit her for a bit after golf on Friday. She said if she is up to it she 
would welcome a half hour or so visit from us. Then we could eat somewhere if we’d like. 
Peggy 
Margaret Jablonski 
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 
University of North Carolina 
112 Carl Box 5000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5000 
919-956-4045 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@ema]l.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 3:47 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: exss- sa 

© 

Thanks for" the reminder. I spoke to Coach Berry today and you need to call him tomorrow (leave a msg, if necessary} to set up an interview appointment 

Remember, be polite and professional. Show your enthusiasm and ~ know you will do well 

He has a copy of your updated resume. 

Debora}~ S~:rom~n, Ph.D,, CL~ J 

9i9-843-0336 

http:iiwww.unc,edui{]epts/exerdseisport admmis’~ration 

Week~V Weird Fact: 77~ere is ~ c~ty coiled Rome on every continenL 

F~m: <@email.unc.edu [mail~: ~email.unc.edu] 
Senti Thursday 3:~9 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: exss-sa 

we saved it to your computer when i was in there, do you want me to elnail it to you still? 

..... Message from dstroman@emaJ.unc.edu ......... 
Date: Thu,            14:47:44 -0400 
From: Deborak Stroman <dstroma~@emml.~mc.edu> 
Reply-To: Deborah Stromam <dstromam@emml.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: exss-sa 
To:     ~email.unc.edu 

Hi. Still waiting on your resume’. I need the electronic version. I spoke 
with Coach Beny to&y. Thin,ks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 

http:i:www.unc.edu/depts’exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city- called Rome on every, continent. 

From ~email.m~c.e&t [mailto: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                  3:51 PM 

To: Deborah Stmmm~ 

Subject: RE: exss-sa 

yes i can do that all i have is a class at 2 so that should be fine. where 

roll we be meeting? 

..... Message th)m dstroman@email.unc.edu ......... 

Date: Tue,             l 5:06:30 -0400 

From: Deborah Stmman <dstroman@enmJ.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: Deborah Stmman <dstmman@elnail.unc.edu> 



> Sul2iect: RE: e?css-sa 

> To:     @emaJl.unc.e&~ 

>> Hi. Are you available on Thursday at 1:00 p.m.? 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>> UNC at Chapel Hill 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fsport administration> 

>> From: @email.unc.edu [mailto: @email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday,                  12:20 PM 

>> To: Deborah Stroman 

>> Subject: RE: exss-sa 

>> i was just tlying to get a conformalion on when and where we will be 
> having 

>> our meeting? 
>> 

>> thank you 

>> ..... Message from dstroman@email.unc.edu ......... 
>> Date: Fri,            4:22:14 -0400 
>> From: Deborah Stro~naa~ <ds~troman@email.unc.edu> 
>> Reply-To: Debora]~ Stroman ~-~ds~troman@email.unc.edu> 

>> Subject: RE: exss-sa 

>> To     @email.unc.edu 

>>~ Hi Fhank you for your inqui~! 

>>> Yes, you still have time to specialize in Stx3rt Administration. The most 

>>> important step is to recognize the requirements and caJculate what you 
:x> roll 

>>> need to graduate in eight semesters. Please visit our website at 

> http:/?www.unc.edt~/depts/exorciseiu~idetgraduato program/sport administration 

> <https:/,’wobmail4~isis.unc.edt~/mail/services/go.15hp?url http%3A%2F%2F;~.unc 

> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fundergraduate~progrmn%2Fsport administration> 

> <ht tps:/,’webmail4.isi s.mic.edu/mailiser~ice~go.php? url=~attp%3A%2F%2F~a~a~,.unc 
> <ht tps:/,’webmail4.isi s.mic.edu/mail/ser~ices’go.php? url=https%3A%2F%2Fwebmai 
> 14.isis.~mc.edu%2Fmail%2Fservices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.un 

>> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fundergraduate pmgram%2Fsport administration> 
>x> track.htm 

>>~ to become familiar ruth the course sequencing for SA. 



>>> I would like to schedule an appointment with you next week to review your 

>>> decision and discuss declalation. 

>>> I teach IVlV~rF at 11:00 and prefer Wednesday afternoon or Thursday. 

>>> Go tteels, 

>>> Dr. Stroman 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> dstro@unc.edu 

>>> From ~emaJl.unc.edu [mailm @email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Friday 1:49 PM 

>>> To dstro@unc.£du 

>>> Subject: exss-sa 

>>> hello my name is and i am ajnnior majoring in the general 

>> field 

>>> of exss. do i still have time to change to the sport admin track? 
>>> 

>>> thank you 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... End message from dstroman@email.unc.edu ..... 

End message ficom dstroma~@email.nnc.edu ..... 

..... End message from dstroman@email.unc.edu ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emofil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:12 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: exss- sa 

© 

That’s part of your’ wor’k. Find his number, r’esearch his background, learn about UNC footbalk 

the process. 

Did you take marketing yet? The best time to cal~ ~rofess~ona~s ~s ~n the morning, Don’t ca~l at ~unch time or on Friday afternoons, Hope that helps! 

E~a:,;ise md ~’,por~ S~:Jer~ce Deft, 

919-S43-0336 

http:iiwww.unce,~ui~epts/exercise/sport admirfi sma:io~ 

Week~V" W&d Fact: 7?m’e is ~ c~ty coiled ~ome on every 

F~m: @email.unc.edu [mail~ ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: ~ nursday,                 4:03 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: exss-sa 

yes i will cdll him but what is his number? and is fl~ere any particulos time that you would suggest for me to coal? 

..... Message from dstroman@emo~l.unc.edu ......... 
Date: Thu,            15:46:51 -0400 
From: Deborah Stroman <dstromm~@emo]l.~mc.edu> 
Reply-To: Deborah Stromom <dstromom@emo]l.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: exss-sa 
To     @email.unc.edu 

>J 

Thanks for the reminder. I spoke to Coach BerU today and yon need to call 

him tomon~ow (leave a msg, if necessa~) to set up an interview appointment. 
Remember, be polite and professional. Show your enthusiasm and I know you 

roll do well. 

He has a coW of your updated resmne. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 

http:ii~v.tmc~edddept~’exem ~ispo~l administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: There is a ci~ called Rome on ever>- continent. 

From: :@email.unc.edu [mailto: @email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday’                   3:19 PM 

To: Deborah St~mo~ 

Subject: RE: exss-sa 



> we saved it to your computer when i was in there, do you want me to email it 
> to you still? 
> 

> 

> ..... Message from dstroman@email.unc.edu ......... 
> Date: Thn,            14:47:44 -0400 
> From: Deborah Stroman z<lstromma@email.unc.edu~ 
> Reply-To: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.nnc.edu~ 
> Subject: RE: exss-sa 

> To:     ~ema~l.unc.edu 

>> Hi. Still waiting on your resume! I need the electronic version. I spoke 

>> with Coach Berry today. Thanks. 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> 

>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> 919.843.0336 

> <https:/:webnrml4~isis.unc.edu/mail/services/go.15hp?url http%3A%2F%2F~¥.unc 
> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fsport administration~ 

>> ~Veekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on eve~’ continent. 

:~> From: @email.unc.edu [mailto: .~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday,                   3:51 PM 

>> To: Deborah Stroman 

>> Subject: I~LE: exss-sa 
>> 

>> yes i can do that all i have is a class at 2 so that should be fine. where 

>> will we be meeting? 

>> ..... Message t?om dstroman@email.nnc.edu ......... 
>> Date: Tue,            15:06:30 -0400 
>> From: Deborah Stroman <zls~troman@e~nail.unc.edu> 
>> Reply-To: Deborah Stro~nan <dstro~nan.~)ema~l.unc.edu> 

>> Subject: RE: exss-sa 

>> To:    k~email.unc.edn 

>>> Hi. Are you available on Thursday at 1:00 p.m.? 

>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>~~> UNC at Chapel Hill 

>~~> Exercise m~d Sport Science Dept. 



>>> 919.843.0336 
>>> 

>>> ht~p://www.m~c.edt~depl~exercise,’sl:~rt administration 

> <htlps:i/webmai14.isisa~nc.edu,’mail/services,’go.php?tM=htlp%3A%2F%2Fwww.nnc 
> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexe~vise%2Fspo~ administration> 

> 14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fse~’ices%2Fgo.php%3Fnfl%3DhRp%253A%252F%252Fwv~v.un 

> c> 

>> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fs~g administration> 

:~>> From @email.nnc.e& [mail’~ ~emml.tmc.e&] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday,                  12:20 PM 
>x> To: Deborah Stmman 

>>> Subject: RE: exss-sa 

>>> i was just tuing m get a conformation on when and where we roll ~ 

>> having 

>>> our meeting? 

>>> thm~k you 

>>> ..... Message fro,n dstmma@ema~l.unc.edu ......... 

>>> Date: Ffi,            14:22:14 -0400 

>>#. From: Deborah Stmman <dstmman@emml.unc.edW" 
>>> Reply-To: De~r~ Stroman <ds~roman@emml.unc.edu> 

>>> Subject: RE: exss-sa 

>>> To:     @email.unc.edu 

:~>>> Hi Thank you tbr your inqui~ 

>>:~> Yes, you still have time to sNcMize in S~ Admims~’ation. The most 

>>:~> impo~ant step is to mcogn~e fl~e requirements m~d cNculate what you 

>>> roll 
>>>> need to graduate in eigN semesters. Plea~ visit our website at 

> http:i/~aYw.unc.edu,’depts,’exemise/tmdergmdnate program/sport adminisgation 

> <htlpa:#webmai14.isisa~nc.e&~,’mml/se~,ices,’go.php?tM=htlp%3A%2F%2Fwww.nnc 

> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fm~dergmduate~rogram%2Fspo~ admimstration> 

> 14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fse~wices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3DhRp%253A%252F%252Fww~v.un 

>> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fun&rgrad~te~rogmm%2Fs~)~ administration> 

> <hRps:/,’webmml4~isis.uuc.edu/mail/se~ice~go.php?url hRp%3A%2F%2Fv~n~n¥.unc 

> <hltps://webmail4.isi s.m~c.edWmml/se~ices’go.N~p? url=https%3A%2F%2Fwebmai 
> 14.i sis.tmc.edu%2Fmml%2Fse~’ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl %3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.un 

> c> 

> 14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fse~’ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3DhRps%253A%252F%252Fwebma 

> i> 

> 14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fse~ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3DhRp%253A%252F%252Fw~-.nn 



>>:~ .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fundergradua’te~program%2Fsport administration> 

>>:~> track.htm 

>>>> 

>~-c~> m become famili~x ruth the course sequencing tbr SA. 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> I woNd like to ~hedule an appointment ruth you ne~ week to review 

> your 

>>>> decision and discuss declaration. 

>>>> I teach M~ at 11:00 and prefer Wednesday afternoon or Thursday. 

>~>> Go Heels, 

>>~> Dr. Stroman 

>>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>> 

>>>> dstro@uuc.edu 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> From:      ~emafil.unc.edu [mailto      ~emafil.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Friday, 1:49 PM 

>>>> To: dstro@unc.edu 
>>>> Subject: exss-sa 

>>:~> hello my nmne is 

>>> field 

>>:~> of e~s. do i still have time to change to the spo~ admin ~ack? 

>>~> thank you 

>>> ..... EM message t?om dstmman@email.unc.edu ..... 

>> ..... EM message from ds~roman@email.unc.edu ..... 

> ..... End message from ds~roman@email.unc.e& ..... 

m~d i atn a junior majoring in the gener~2l 

..... End message from dstmman@email.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:21 PM 

r@email.unc.e&~> 

RE: Last rescheduling tbr SpAd Mission Statement Meeting 

Hi Danielle. i"~E VER make promises. 

"A loser makes promises A winner makes cormnitments" 

Thanks for your communication. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city’ called Rome on every continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ~evaail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:13 PM 
To: Deborah Joy Southal[; Richard Michael Southal[; Deborah Lynn Stroman; 
Coyte Cooper; Barbara J Osborne 
Subject: Last rescheduling for SpAd Mission Statement Meeting 

Hello Faculty, 

] promise this is my LAST email to reschedule the Sport Administration 
mission statement meeting. Wednesday, September 30th did not work [’or 
everyone and therefore we are making one :final reschedule to meet at 3:30pm 
on Thursday, October 1 st It appears the conference room in Fetzer will not 
be large enough for the meeting, so we are planning to use one of the 
classrooms on the :first floor ofFetzer. I will follow up as the meeting 
gets closer with the exact location as well as some initial quesuons to 
think about in preparation. 

Thank you ]2~r your time and flexibill~ and I hope this will be the last 
reschedule-p]ease no objections :) 

Have a great weekend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 4:45 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: exss- sa 

http:!!www.gazette.net/stories!O2262009/fortspol.64259...32474.shtml 

No more clues! @ 

9 ~0,843,0334 

http://,/www.unc.eduideptsf exercise/isport admmistrat£on 
WeeMy Weffd [:{~d: There h; ¢~ dtv co/fed Rome on every continent. 

F~m: :@email.unc.edu [mailto: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,                 4:28 PN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: exss-sa 

so is his name coach berry as in berry, is his first name or be~D" is his lasl na~m because when looking at the unc coaching staffno coach is named berry, but the 

recruiting coo~vlinator is on them. 

..... Mesmae from dstronmn@email.unc.edu ......... 

Date: Thu,            16:12:17 -0400 

From: Detx~rah Stroman ~<tslromm~@email. unc .edu> 
Reply-To: Deborah Stroman qtstroman@emaJl.m~c.edu> 

Subject: RE: exss-sa 

To     @email.tmc.edu 

:> J 

> 

> That’s part of your work. Find his nnmber, research his background, learn 

> abont UNC football. I want you to take ownership of this opportunity so you 

> may learn in the process. 
> 

> Did you taJae marketing yet? The bes~ time to call prol}ssionals is in the 

> morning. Don’t call at lunch "time or on Ffi&y at~ruoons. Hope that helps~ 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

> ~C at Chapel Hill 

> Exercise and Spo~ Science Dept. 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

:> 

> WeeMy Wei~ Fact: There is a cib, called Rome on eve~ continent. 

> From: @enmil.unc.edu [mailm @email.unc.edn] 
> Sent: Thursday                  4:03 PM 

> To: Deborah Sta~mm~ 

> Subject: RE: exss-sa 

> yes i roll call Nm but what is Ns num~r? and is ~em any NNcula, time 

> that >~u would sugges~ for me to call’? 



Message t~om dstroman@email.unc.edu ......... 

> Date: Thn,            15:46:51 -0400 

> From: Deborah Stromm~ ~-~dstroman@ema~l.unc.edu> 
> Reply-To: Deborah Stroman <~tstroman@e~nail.nnc.edu> 

> Subject: RE: exss-sa 

> To:     @email.unc.edu 

>> J 

>> Thanks tbr the reminder. I spoke m Coach Berry today and you need m call 
>> him tomorrow (leave a msg, if necessary) to set up a~ interview 

> appointment. 

>> Remember~ be polite and professional. Show your enthusiasm a~d I know you 

>> roll do well. 

>> He has a cow of your updated resume. 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>> UNC at Chapel Hill 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> hltp:/,’~¥.unc.edtt,’depts,’exevcise/sport adminis~ralion 

> .edn%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fsport ad~ninistration> 
>> 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city caJled Rome on eveu continent. 

>> From: @emaikunc.edu @emafil.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Thursday,                  3:19 PM 

>> To: Deborah Stroman 

>> Subject: RE: exss-sa 

>> we saved it to your computer when i was in there, do you want me to email 

> it 
>> to you still? 

>> ..... Message from dstroman@email.unc.edn ......... 

>> Date: Thn,            14:47:44 -0400 
:~> From: Deborah Stroman <ctstromm~@email.~mc.edu-~ 
:~> Reply-To: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emafil.unc.edu> 
>> Subject: I),22: exss-sa 

>> To: @email.nnc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>>~ Hi. Still waiting on your resume! I need the electronic version. I spoke 

>>~ ruth Coach Berry today. Thanks. 



>>-’~ Go Heels, 

>>-’~ Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 

>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> 919.843.0336 
>>> 

>>> http://w~w¥.unc.edu,’depN’e×ercise/slx~rt administration 
> <hltps:/,’webmail4.isi s.mm.edu/m~iliser~ice~go.php? url=~ttp%3A%2F%2F~¥.unc 

> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fsport administration-~ 

> < ht~tps://webmail4.isis.nnc .edu/n milise~zices/~o:php? url~ ~ttp%3A%2F%2 F~a~a¥. unc 

> 14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fservices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.nn 
> C> 

>> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fsport administration~ 

>>~ Weekly WeiN Fact: Them is a city- called Rome on eve~ continent. 

>>> From: kyork@emaJl.unc.edu [mailm:kyork@email.unc.edu] 
>>-’~ Sent: Tuesday, September 15, 2009 3:51 PM 

>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>~-c. Subject: RE: exss-sa 

>>> yes i can do that all i have is a class at 2 so that should be fine. 

> where 

>>> roll we be meeting? 

:~>> kevin york 

>>> ..... Message ti-om dsta~mma@email.unc.edu ......... 
>~> Date: Tue, 15 Sep 2009 15:06:30 -0400 

>>> From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu:> 
>>> Reply-To: Deborak Stroman <~stromani~!e~n~l.unc.edu> 

>>> Subject: RE: exss-sa 

>>> To: k3~ork@email.unc.edu 

>>>> Hi. Are you available on Thursday at 1:00 p.m.? 

>>-~> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>>> 

>>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>>>> 

>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>> 919.843.0336 

>>>> ht~p://www.~mc.edwdepta’exercise/sport adminislration 

> <hltps://webmail4.isi s.mm.edu/mailiser~ice~go.php? url=~attp%3A%2F%2F~a~a¥.unc 

> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fsport administration-~ 
>> 

> 14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fservices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.un 

> c> 

>> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fsport administration> 



<htlps:#webn~ai14.isisa~nc.edu,’mail/services,’go.php?url=htlp%3A %2F%2Fwww.nnc 

<htlpa:i/webmai14.isisa~nc.edu,’mai~,’se~’ice~go.php?tM=htlpa%3A %2F%2Fwebmm 

14.isis. unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fse~zices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dhtlp%253A%252F%252Fw~.un 

14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fse~wices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dh~ps%253A%252F%252Fwebma 

i> 

14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fse~ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dh~p%253A%252F%252Fw~v.un 

>>> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fspo~ administration> 

>>:~> From:     ~@email.unc.edu [mNlm:l~ork(~pemafil.unc.edul 
>:~>> Sent: Tuesday, 12:20 PM 

>~>> To: Deborah Stm~nan 

>>~ SuNect: RE: exss-sa 

>>>:~ i w~ just t~ing to get a conlbnnation on when and where we roll be 

>>> having 
>>>2~ our meeting? 

>>>> thank you 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> ..... Mes~e from ds~oman@emNl.unc.e& ......... 

>>>> DNe: Ffi,            14:22:14 -0400 

>>>> From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emml.unc.edw, 
>>>> Reply-To: Deborah Stromm~ -~stromm~@email.tmc.edu~ 
:~>>> Subject: RE: exss-sa 

:~>>> To      @emml.unc.edu 

>>:~> Hi 2hm~ you for your 

>7~> Yes, you still have time to sNciNize in Sg~ Admims~ation. The 

most 

>7~> impo~ant step is to recognize the requirements and cNculate what you 

>>>~ roll 
>>>:~> need to graduate in eigN ~mes~ers. Please visit our website at 

.edu%2Fdepts%2Fexe~vise%2Funde~gmduate prog~%2Fspo~ admimstration> 

<hRps:/,’webmml4~isis.uuc.edt~/mNl/se~ice~go.php?url hRp%3A%2F%2Fv~n~n~-.unc 

<hRps:/,’webmml4~isis.uuc.edt~/mNFse~ices’go.php?url hRps%3A%2F%2Fwebmai 
14.isis.unc.edu%2FmNl%2Fse~’ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3DhRp%253A%252F%252Fwv~v.un 

c> 

>> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fun&rgradtmte~rogram%2Fs~g adminisgation> 

14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fse~ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3DhRp%253A%252F%252Fwv~v.un 
C> 

<h~ps://webmail4.isisx~nc.edu"mmFsetx’ice~’~o.php?t~fl hRps%3A%2F%2FweNnN 

<h~ps://webmail4.isisx~nc.edu"mmFsetx’ice~’~o.php?t~fl hRps%3A%2F%2FweNnN 



> 14.isis. unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fservices%2Fgo.php%3Furl%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwebma 
> 1> 

> 14.isis. unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fservices%2Fgo.php%3Furl%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fw~¥.un 

>>> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fundergmduate pmgram%2Fspog admiuistratiou> 
>>>> 

> <h~ps:/:webmml4~isis.uuc.edu/mNFse~ice~go.php?url h~p%3A%2F%2F~¥.unc 
> <h~ps:/:webmml4~isis.uuc.edu/mNgse~ices’go.php?url h~ps%3A%2F%2Fwebmai 
> 14.isis.unc.edu%2FmNl%2Fse~ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dh~p%253A%252F%252Fw~v.un 
> c> 

> <hltps:/,’webmai14.isis.mm.ed~mml/se~ices’go.N~p?url=https%3A%2F%2FwebmN 

> <hltps:/,’webmai14.isis.mm.ed~mml/se~ices’go.N~p?url=https%3A%2F%2FwebmN 
> 14.isis.unc.edu%2FmNl%2Fse~ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dh~ps%253A%252F%252Fwebma 

> i> 
>> 

> 14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fse~ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dh~p%253A%252F%252Fw~¥.un 

> <h~ps://webmail4.isisx~nc.edu/mmgset~ice~’~o.php?t~fl h~ps%3A%2F%2FweNnN 
> <htlps:2webmail4.isisa~nc.eN~/m m~/se~ice~go.php?tN =htlps%3A %2F%2Fwebmm 
> 14.isis. unc.edu%2Fmml%2Fsen, ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwebma 
> 1> 

> 14.isis.uuc.edu%2Fmml%2Fse~ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dh~ps%253A%252F%252Fwebma 

> i> 

> 14.isis.unc.edu%2FmNl%2Fse~wices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dh~ps%253A%252F%252Fwebma 

>’> i> 

> 14.isis.tmc.edu%2Fmml%2Fse~ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.un 

>>>~ .edu%2F&pts%2Fexercise%2Fundergraduaie~rogram%2Fsporl administration> 
>~>>> track.htm 

>~7> to become familiar with the cour~ sequencing for SA. 

>~>> I woNd like ~ schedule an appointment with you nexl week ~3 review 

>>>>> decision and discuss declaration. 

>>>>> I teach MWb at 11:00 and prefer Wednesday afternoon or Thursday. 

>>>>> Go Heels, 

>>>>> Dr. Stroman 

>>>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> >> dstro@unc.edu 



>>>:~> From:     :@ema~l.~mc.edu [mailto:     @email.nnc.edu] 

>~:~>> Sent: Friday, 1:49 PM 

>~:~>> To: dstro@unc.edu 
>>>>> Subject: exss-sa 

>>>>> hello my n~e is 

>>>> field 

>>>>> of e~s. do i still have time to change to the spog admin track’? 

>>>~ thm~k you 

>>>> ..... End ~nes~ge ~om ds~man~e~naikunc.e& 

>>> ..... EM message t?om dstmman@email.unc.edn ..... 

>: ...... End ~nessage 

> ..... End message from ds~romaa@emml.unc.e&~ ..... 

and i am a junior majoring in the general 

..... End message ti~om dstroman@email.unc.edu ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emall.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:54 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: exss- sa 

Super! 

http:/iwww,unc.edui~]epts/exerciseisport adrninJstratio~ 

F~m: @email.unc.edu [mail~ ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursda~                  4:44 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
S~bject: RE: exss-sa 

thin,ks but i tbund it already, ill let you know how eve ,ryt~ing goes 

..... Message from dstroman@emall.unc.edu ......... 
Date: Thu            16:12:17 -0400 
From: DeI’rorak Stroman <dstroma~@emall.~mc.edu,* 
Reply-To: Deborah Stroma~ <dstroma~@emaJ~l.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: exss-sa 
To     @email.unc.edu 

>J 

That’s part of your work. Find his number, research his background, learn 
about UNC football. I want yon to take ownership of this opportunity, so yon 
may learn in the process. 

Did you take maacketing yet? The best time to call proi~ssionals is in the 
morning. Don’t call at lunch time or on Friday afternoons. Hope that helps! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 

~_tp;_,!!’__~y_~y___~y__:__u__r_Lc_:~!~_t___e_[_~_t_~’__e_,_e_!_gi_~ :’_~p o~’t administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: There is a ci~ called Rome on every continent. 

From :@email.unc.edu [mailto: ~email.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,                  4:03 PM 
To: Deborah Stmma~ 
Subject: RE: eycss-sa 

yes i roll call him but what is his nmnber? and is there m~y particula~ time 
that you would sngges~t for me to call? 



Message t?om dstroman@email.unc.edu ......... 

> Date: Thu,            15:46:51 -0400 

> From: Deborah Stroman <dstroma~@emaJd.unc.edu> 
> Reply-To: Deborah Stmman <~tstmman@etnail.unc.edu> 

> Subject: RE: exss-sa 

> To: ~email.unc.edu 
> 

>> J 

>> Thanks tbr the reminder. I spoke to Coach Berry today and you need to call 

>> him tomorrow (leave a msg, if’necessary) to set up an inte~iew 

> appointment. 

>> t~_emember, be polite and professional. Show your enthusiasm aa~d I know you 

>> will do well. 
>> 

>> 

>> He has a copy of your updated resume. 

>> Go tteels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>> UNC at Chapel Hill 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> http:/,~v.unc.edu, depts, exemiseisport administration 

> <ht tps:/, webmail4.isi s.m~c.edu/n~ail, service~go.php?url=:http%3A%2F%2F~¥.unc 
o o/~ oA > .edu ~b2Fdepts~ o2Fexercise o2Fsport administration> 

>> 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: The~e is a city caJled Rome on every continent. 
>> 

>> 

>> From: @email.unc.edu [mailtc @ema~l.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Thursday,                  3:19 PM 

>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> Subject: RE: exss-sa 

>> we saved it to your computer when i was in there, do you want me to email 

> it 

>> to you still? 

>> ..... Messo~ r~ ~o~man@email.unc.edu ......... 
>> Date: Thu,            [4:47:44 -0400 
>> From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@enaail.unc.edw~ 
>> Reply-To: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emaJd.unc.edu> 

>> Subject: RE: exss-sa 

>> To: :@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>>> Hi. Still waiting on your ~esume! I need the electronic version. I spoke 

>>> with Coach Berry today. Thanks. 
>>> 

>>> Go Heels, 



>>-’~ Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>>-~ UNC at Chapel 

>>> 

>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> http:/iww~,.t~nc.edu/depts/exercise/s~:~rt administration 

<https:/:webnradl4~isis.uuc.ed~/mail/services/go.!shp?url htt p%3A%2F%2Fv~-xmc 
.edu%2Fdepts%2Fexerci se%2Fsport administration-~ 

<https:/,’webmail4 ~isi s.m~c.edu/mailiser~ice~go.php? url=~ttp%3A%2F%2F~,.unc 

<https://webmail4 ~isi s.m~c.edu/mail/ser~ices’go.php? url=https%3A%2F%2Fwebmai 
14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fservices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.un 
C> 

>> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fsport administration> 

>>> Weekly WeiN Fact: There is a city- called Rome on eveu continent. 

>>> From @emaJl.unc.edu [mailm ~email.unc.edu] 
>>-~ Sent: Tuesday:                    3:51 PM 

>>-~ To: Deborah Stroman 

>>> Subject: RE: exss-sa 

>>#, yes i can do that all i have is a class at 2 so that should be fine. 

where 

>>> roll we be meeting? 

>>> ..... Message ti-om dsta~mm~@email.unc.edu ......... 

>>> Date: Tue,            15:06:30 -0400 

:~>> From: Deborah Stroman <dstromas~@email.unc.edu> 
>>> Reply-To: Debora~h Stroman <dstromani~!e,nail.unc.edu> 

>>> Subiect: RE: exss-sa 

>>> To:     @ema~l.unc.edu 

>>>> Hi. Are you available on Thursday at 1:00 p.m.? 

>~-~> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>~-~> UNC at Chapel tlill 
>>>> 

>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 919.843.0336 

>>>> http:i/vx~vw.unc.edu:depts:exereise/sport adminisn’ation 

<https:/,’webmail4.isi s.mm.edu/maiFser~ice~go.php? url=~ttp%3A%2F%2F~,.unc 

.edu%2Fdepts%2Fexerci se%2Fsport administration-~ 

<https://webmail4.isi s.mm.edu/mmFser~zice~go:php? urlq~ttp%3A%2F%2F~’.unc 

14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fservices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.un 

>> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fsport administration> 

<https://webmail4.isisx~nc.edu/medliservices/go.php?t~fl http%3A%2F%2Fwww.unc 



<htlps:#webmai14.isisa~nc.edu,’mai~,’service~go.php?url=htlps%3A %2F%2Fwebmai 

14.isis. unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fse~zices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dhtlp%253A%252F%252Fw~¥.un 

c> 

<https://webmml4.isis.unc.e&~/mai~/services~o.php?u~t https%3A%2F%2Fwebmai 

14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmml%2Fse~ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dh~ps%253A%252F%252Fwebma 

i> 

14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fse~ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dh~p%253A%252F%252Fw~v.un 

>>> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fspo~ administration> 

:~>>> From: @email.unc.edu [mailm: ~email.unc.edu] 
>:~>> Sent: Tuesday,                   12:20 PM 

>~>> To: Deborah Stm~nan 

>>:~> SuNect: RE: exss-sa 

>>~ i was just t~’ing to get a co~o~ation on when and where we roll be 

>>> having 

>>>:~ our meeting? 

>>:~> flaank you 

>>>> 

>>>> ..... Mes~oe from ds~nan~emNl.unc.edu ......... 

>>>> DNe: Ffi,            14:22:14 -0400 

>>>> From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emml.unc.edw. 
>>>> Reply-To: Deborah Stromm~ -~stromm~@email.tmc.edu~ 

>>>> SuNect: RE: exss-sa 

>>>> To:     @emaikunc.edu 

>>~>> Hi . Thank you tbr your iNN~ 

>>:~>> Ye~ you still have time to sNciMize in S~ Admims~’ation. The 

most 

>~> impo~ant step is to recognize the requirements and cMculate what you 

>>>~ roll 

>>~> need to graduate in eigN ~mes~ers. Please visit our website at 

http:i/~a~’w.unc.edu,’depts,’exemise/tmdergmduate program/sport adminis~ation 

.edu%2Fdepts%2Fexe~vise%2Funde~gmduate prog~%2Fspo~ admimstration> 

<https://webmml4.isis.unc.e&~/mN1/services/~).php?u~] http%3A%2F%2Fwww.tmc 

<hRps:/,’webmml4~isis.unc.edu/mNFse~ices’go.php?url hRps%3A%2F%2Fwebmai 
14.isis.unc.edu%2FmNl%2Fse~’ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3DhRp%253A%252F%252Fwv~v.un 

c> 

>> .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexemise%2Fun&rgrad~te~rogmm%2Fs~)~ administration> 

<hltps:/,’webmail4.isi s.mm.edWmmlise~ice~go.O~p? url=~attp%3A%2F%2F~a~a~,.unc 

<hltps:/,’webmail4.isi s.mm.edWmml/se~zices%o:N~p? url https%3A%2F%2FwebmN 
14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fse~ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3DhRp%253A%252F%252Fwv~v-.un 
C> 

>> 

<ht~ps://webmail4.isis.unc .edu/m~fl/se,~zice s,’ao:php? url hRps%3A%2F%2FweNnai 

<h~ps://webmail4.isisx~nc.edu"mmFsetx’ice~’~o.php?t~fl hRps%3A%2F%2FweNnN 
14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fsen, ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3DhRps%253A%252F%252Fwebma 

i> 



> 14.isis. unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fservices%2Fgo.php%3Fud%3Dht~p%253A%252F%252Fwx~,.un 

>~-~ .edu%2Fdepts%2Fexercise%2Fundergradua’teAorogram%2Fsport administration> 
>>>> 

> <h~ps:/,’webmml4~isis.unc.edu/mNFse~ices’~o~p?m’l h~ps%3A%2F%2Fwebmai 
> 14.isis.unc.edu%2FmNl%2Fse~’ices%2Fgo.php%3Fnfl%3DhRp%253A%252F%252Fwv~v.un 

> c> 

> <hltps:/,’webmail4.isi s.mm.ed~mml/se~ices’go.N~p? url=https%3A%2F%2FwebmN 

> <hltps:/,’webmail4.isi s.mm.ed~mml/se~ices’go.N~p? url=https%3A%2F%2FwebmN 
> 14.i sis.unc.edu%2FmNl%2Fsewices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwebma 

> i> 
>> 

> 14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fse~ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3DhRp%253A%252F%252Fwv~v-.un 

> <h~ps://webmail4.isisx~nc.edu"mmFsetx’ice~’~o.php?ufl hRps%3A%2F%2FweNnN 
> <h~ps://webmail4.isisx~nc.edu"mmFsetx’ice~’~o.php?ufl hRps%3A%2F%2FweNnN 
> 14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmail%2Fsen, ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3DhRps%253A%252F%252Fwebma 
> i> 

> <htlps:dwebmail4.isisa~nc.e&~,’m *~,’se~,icedgo.php?tM =htlps%3A %2F%2Fwebmm 
> <htlps:dwebmail4.isisa~nc.e&~,’m *~,’se~,icedgo.php?tM =htlps%3A %2F%2Fwebmm 
> 14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmml%2Fse~ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3DhRps%253A%252F%252Fwebma 

> i> 

> 14.isis.unc.edu%2Fmml%2Fse~ices%2Fgo.php%3Fufl%3DhRps%253A%252F%252Fwebma 
>’> i> 

> 14.isis.unc.edu%2FmNl%2Fse~’ices%2Fgo.php%3Fnfl%3DhRp%253A%252F%252Fwv~v.un 

>>>> .edu%2F&pts%2Fexercise%2Fundergraduate~rogram%2Fsport administration:~ 

>>>>> track.htm 

>>:~>> to beco,ne familiar wi~ the cour~ sequencing for SA. 

>>~>> I wotfld like ~ schedule an appointment with yon new week to review 

>> your 
>>:~>> &cision and Nscuss &clarafion. 

>>>>> I teach MWb at 11:00 and prefer Wednesday a~emoon or Thursday. 

>>>>> Go Heels, 

>>>>> Dr. Stroman 

>>>>> 919.843.0336 

>:~>>> dstro@unc.edu 

>>~> From: @emNl.unc.edu [mailto: @email.unc.edN 



>>>>> Sent: Friday:_ 1:49 PM 

>>>>> To: dstro@unc.edu 
>>>>> Subject: exss-sa 

>>>>> hello my n~ne is 

>>>> field 
>>>>> of e~s. do i still have time to change to the spo~ admin track? 

>>>>> thank yon 

>>>> ..... End ~nes~ge ~om ds~oman@e~naikunc.edu 

>>> ..... End message from dstmman@email.unc.edu ..... 

>> ..... End message farm ds~troman@email.unc.edu ..... 

> 

> 

> ..... End message from ds~romaa@emml.unc.edn ..... 

and i am a junior majoring in the gener~J 

..... End message ti~om dstroman@email.unc.edu ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:55 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Forgot to attach. 

Thinking of you ..how are things going? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a ci~ called Rome on every continent. 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:13 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Forgot to attach 

sorry 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~email.uuc.e&~> 

Thursday, 6:27 PM 

’Janet Adotta’ <j.arlotta@sportsmedia.com> 

RE: 

SA Field Experience-Internship Guidebook.doc 

Thanks for the update. I know k will be challenging [:or her due to her          commitment. However, I spoke to her it~ detail abou~ preparing [:or fife after 

sports. @ ~ did send another note out to the students h~ the Carolh~a Sports Business Club too; go hopef@ly you w~ll be hearing from them as we~[, (They can’t 

receive academic credit though as they are not enrolled in th~s course. ) 

Attached [k~d t:he offidal Guidebook that we are using ~s a pik)t: for t:h~s vear, Some o[ the kdormatkm W~ that g@de will be used tMs semester. Current:ly, she is to 

comph~d:e appendices B&C, She can devise her own goals and d~scuss ~:hem w~th Vou (:)[~ work with you to ensure ~:hat ~wervone has a 

Thanks agah~ and ~ look forward ~o visiting this semesLer, 

Deborah Stroman, PI~-D,, CI.U 

919 84.3 0336 

Weekly ~eird Fact: There is a city called Rome a~ every co~tinent. 

F~m: Janet Arlo~a [mailto:i.arlo~sporNmedia.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:16 PN 
Te= dstro@unc.edu 
Subject’, 
Hi Debra, 
We’ve ~et with and would be interested to have her as an intern. She has requested 2 hours per day, after 4:30pro. We are thrilled to offer this oppo~unity and will 
our b~st to mak~ th~ arrangement work with her restricted schedule. If w~ find that the schedule is too challenging for all p~ies, we will n~ed the flexibility of ~nding the 
arrangemenL We look fo~ard to working with her. 
Please let ~e know if you need any additional information. 
Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:54 AM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu"~ 

RE: Job Posting 

Hi      "hanks for the sharing the information. I will make sure that it goes out 

time so I won’t overbook, I look forward to catching 

L)e~)orah ;:AR)man. Ph D., (2I ,U 

UNC ~t Ch~pel~ 

9298430336 

htt}~///%vww,unc.e d u / de}~ts/%xercise//sport administration 

Weekly Weffd Foct: ?’hen~ h; (2 city co//ed Rom~" or~ every 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
~ent: Thursday, 6:57 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: 3ob Posting 

Dr Stroma~, 

~o c~ch up on The Club and ev~wthing ets~ gob~g around c~mpu~. 

But ~ at~o w~nted to se~d th~s your w~y._ ~ got an em~H from my ~ster abo~t a ~ports Dkec~o~ ~osition ~vaHaMe in Cary... 

Ch~ck out the info~mat~oo be~ow aod ~ttached. 

pKenm>Flagler~unc.edu 

(mobile) 

From: @YMCATriangle.org] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:16 AM 
To: 
Subject: FW: Job Posting 

Here us a Sports Direct,or position that is available in Cary...In case you know anyone who may be ~n~erested! 

Hope you are well, 

Jess~ca Russell 

Community HOPE S~te Coordinator 

A.E. Nn~ev YMCA 

9~9-&~5-.3880 office 

This electronic communication (including ottochments) mey contoin conJidentio/ information intended only[or the use o[ the named recipient. I[ you ore not the intended recipient, you ore not authorized to intercept, 

teed, print, retoin, copy, ~orword, or disseminote this communicotion. I[ you hove received this communicetion in erroc p!eese immediotely noti[y us by return messoge or by telephone et 9~9-7~ 9-9522 end delete this 

communication ~rom your system. Thank you. 

F~m: Bd~, Ann 
Sent: Wednesday,                 4:53 PM 
To: Broo~, Beth; B~ce, PaEi; Cummings, Nancy; Gresse~, Randi L; Grinds~ff. JeNs: Hick, Bethany H.; Hughes, Chris; Jac~on, DonNe; Keith, Kim; Kornegay, James; LaJune 

Harrison; Matin, Carla; Moron, Adrienne; Noser, Kim; Richard, Renae; Sobha, Yo; Spears, Mike; Strzalkowski, Bianca; Vance, Katherine 
Subject: N: Job Posting 

Ann 

F~m: Phillips, DebNe 
Sent: Wednesday, k00 PN 
To: Barbee, Julia; Bri~, Ann; Bush, Kim; Eves, Ryan; Gravley, Mary; Lee, Diane H.; McDonald, Julia; Pritchard, Teresa; Shoed, Vicki; Squizzato, Nancy; Strzalkowski, Bianca; 
TreviHian, Beck; White, Pat; Winchester, UM 
~¢: [Ca~ Directors 
Subject: ~ob Posting 
Branch H£ RepresenNflves please post at yore’ branch and press the i~forma~on to appropriate branch sNff. 
Position: Sports Director 
Reports To: ~VeHness Director 
Department: Adult and Wellness 
Status: Full time, Exempt 
Branch: CmN Family YMCA 
Date Posted: September 23~ 2009 



Accepting Resmnes/Cover Letters until: October 7, 2009 
Submit Resume and Cover Letter to: 
Amanda Dismukes 
Wellness Director 
Ca~T Family YMCA 
101 YMCA Drive 
Ca~T, NC 27513 
(919) 469-9622 Ext. 176 
Amanda .dism uke s(~YMCATriangle.org 
Thankyou. 
Debbie Pl~ illips 
Human Resources 

Ca~" Family YMCA 

101 YMCA Drive 

Cary, NC 2751 ~3 

919469.9622 x126 

9194693112 (fax) 

This elect’o,tic co*rmamficafio*~ (includfl~g a~ar,hments) ma), ¢oxttail/co*~fidenfial iiifor tnafioxt intended only for the use of the named recipient(a). If you are not the intended recipient(a), you are not authorized to ixtte* cept, read, pril/t, 

r atai*t, copy, forwa* d, or disseminate tiffs cotmraunicafion. If you received tlfis COltmmnicafion in error, please irrmtediately *tofify us by retnrtt message or by telephone at 9197199622 atld delete tlfis COlm~tmficatlon ~’om your system. 
"[~lallk you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Friday, 9:58 AM 

Tutts, Amy Z <atuft~@eraail.unc.edu> 

FW: FW: EXSS .-Enrolhnent 

atulis.vcf 

She says she completed the form last week and it still has not processed on 
Student Central. Would you please follo~v up with someone or advise as to 
what I may do? Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a c~ called Rome on every continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Am?’ Turks [mailto:atufks(a)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:27 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: t,~vV: EXSS    --Enrollment 

We can no hmger add on our computers, so if she has filled out the add/drop 
form she’ll just need to take the signed copy to her advisor and dean for 
s~gnatures and then to the registrar’s office. 

Today will be a great day and your computer will be problem free I proclaim 
it! (: 

Amy 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Please add to I just signed her ADD form. That~:s. 

> 

> She is dropping another cottrse. 

> 

> PgO - 

> 

> Thanks. 

> 

> Note: My computer is out of the hospital. ~e next 48 ho~s are 

> critical. :) 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 

> From: ~email.m~c.edu] 

> Sent: ~wsday, 9:48 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: ~: EXSS 290-Et~ollment 

> 

> 

> I will be at yow office at 3 : 15pm. See yon then. ~a~s 

> 

> 

> 

> On ~u 6:03:18 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

> <dstroman@email.~c.edu> xvrote: 

>> Hi        I ~ach at 11 We can meet at my office (near Swain and 

>> across the street from Peabo@/Phillips) tomo~ow at 1:30 or after 

>> 2:30. My schedule fills up i3stt 

>> 

>> Please advise. Thanks. 

>> 

>> Dr. Debby S~-oman 

>> Sport Administration 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~z) 

>> 

>> I~C - EXSS - 4 S~ Bldg. 

>>CB #3182 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> dstro@unc.edu 

>> theclub@unc, edu 
>> 



>> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration/index.htm 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From ~)email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: rIlnursday 10:09 AM 
>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> Subject: RI~: [~XSS Enrollment 
>> Importance: High 
>> 

>> 

>> Thanks Dr. Stroman. My PID is ~\~ere exactly is your 
>> officeiclassrooru located so we can meet toruorrow Friday 

>> at 11:00 am. I look fol~vald to hearing fiom you. Thartks. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Tue, 15:58:48 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
>> <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> Hi          What is your PID? Please listen to the recorded call 
>>> (see other note) and then we need to meet this week. Thanks. I teach 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>>> Sport Adrmnistration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 
>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> College Sport Research Institute 
>>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>>> Sigrua Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From 

° 
~)email unc.edu] 

>>> Sent: Thursday,               5:26 PM 
>>> To: dstro@unc edu 
>>> SubJect: EXSS    -F~m-ollment 

>>> Hi Dr. Stroman, 

>>> ik/~¥ name is and I am currently a senior. I work with 
> 
> in Carolina Video. She informed me about the internship 
>>> program and I was wondering if I could be added to the class. I am 
>>> not a Sports Admin ma~or, but I am still interested in the Sport 
>>> Admin field. Thal~K 
>> you 
>>> and I look forward to hearing ilcom you. 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:5 8 AM 

To: ~emaJl. unc.edu> 

Subject: Rt -EXSS JournaJs 

Thanks I am checking again to see what is the snafu. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city’ called Rome on every continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: %email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:08 PM 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Sulziect:            .-EXSS Journals 

He?" Dr. Stroman, 

I’m really sor~ to be e-mailing you so late, but I just noticed that I was 
officially added to the F, XS~     31ackBoard site. While the class still 
does not appear on my studentcentral page, I do have access to the class 
through Blackboard. So, I am e-mailing you my journal entries for the past 
2 weeks. Now that I am on the BlackBoard site I will start to get all the 
homework in ontime and using the digital dropbox I am e-mailing my :first 
2 weeks of journals to just make sure that they definitely get to you. 
Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:05 AM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edtp 

RE: EXSS ~riday: EXSS! 

Thanks for sharing Amy! Listen and learn. 

EnioV your weekend too, 

}~xerc:[se aad Spo~t S, dcm:e 

http: / /’www,unc.ed.,i dep~s,lexercise,,i sport administration 

Weekly Weffd f:~d: There h; c2 cites coiled Rom~, or, every cor, tinent. 

From: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 7:06 AM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: Re: E~S    - ~riday: E~5 
Dr. Stroman, 

I am attending the symposium at the business school today, so I won’t be in EXBS     There is a panel on careers in sports, with executives from the 
Bobcats, ESPN, and the Washington Nationals, which should be very interesting. I know you don’t take attendance, but I thought I would let you know! Also, I 

realized I never actually sent my "getting to know you" sheet, so I have attached it now. 

Have a aood weekend! 

On 12:56 PM, "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi. Remember to meet in Davis Library Room 247 tomorrow. Switch group locations! (Computer room vs. Library assignment) 

Thanks! 

Note: Article posted regarding possible new NBA investor. 

Dr. Stroman 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:07 AM 

~emaJl. unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS questions 

Hi          I teach MV~,rF at 11:00 I am available on Wednesday afternoons 
and llaursclays. Do these days fit ~vith your schedule? 

What type of internship are you considering? Management? Athletic 
training? Fitness professional? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNCl at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on eve~- continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sherry Salyer [mailto:saNerO~email uric edu] 
Sent: [~’ridav 7:58 AM 
To: 
Cc: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Sutzject: Re: EXSS questions 

I am going to let you talk with Dr Stroman about this. 

wrote: 
>Iti, 

I am an EXSS major and I’m thinking about setting up an internship for 
next summer. I just have a few questions about the ma1 or and the 
internship process, and ! was wondering ifI could schedule a meeung 
with you to talk about some of this If you could let me know when you 
are available, that would be great 

Thanks, 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 
Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetze* Gym 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-6947 
Fax: 919-962-0489 

Assistant Dean 
The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and 
the General College 
CB # 3110,2017B Steele Building 
919-843-4481 

Fall 2009 Advising Hours: 
TR: 2-4--in 2017-B Steele 

Departrnental advising hours: 2-4 M~V 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Friday 10:10 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Sports Business Club 

Hi        I added you to the Club Blackboard site. Stay tuaaed on the 
next meeting date. 

Also, take the time to revie~v the many activities and opportunities 
posted. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a c1~ called Rome un every cuntinent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Sherry Sal~’er [mailto:salver(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 7:57 AM 
To: 
Cc: Deburah Lynn Stroman 
Sublect: Re: Carolina Sports Business Club 

yes there is une. Are yuu un the EXSS listsep~? The email 
below was sent uut on Contact Dr. Stroman for the next meeting 
dates 

The Carolina Spurts Business Club will be meeting [’or the :first time 
this year on Thursday,                at 5:30 PM in Fetzer 109 Cume out 
to the meeting to learn more about the Sports Business Club, huw you can 
become involved, and what goals we have for the year. We will be serving 
FREE PIZZA as well, so come htmg13~! 

The Carolina Sports Business Club is a club that focuses on bringing 
students closer to the business aspect of the sports industry. 
Throughout the year the club welcomes guest speakers and holds programs 
and events that introduce its members to sports professions such as 
general management, facility operations, and sports agency issues at the 
college, minor league, and professional levels. Last year, we welcomed 
the following speakers to campus: Sonny Vaccaro (basketball icon who 
signed Michael Jordan and LeBron James to shoe contracts); Val Ackerman 

(President of the ;\’2x,~BA); Mr. Dick Baddour (L~N’C’ Athletic Director); and 
representatives from the Carolina Hmricanes and Durham Bulls. The CSBC 
also provides members with information about upcoming internships and 
j ob opportunities located in the Triangle and Triad regions. If anyone 
is interested in becoming a member or learning more about the CSBC 
please contact: @email.unc.edu. We look forward to 
seeing you at our meeting[ 

wrote: 
Lvr. Salyer, 

I was xvondering if there is still a Carolina Sports Business Club. I am 
interested in being involved this year but can’t find any information 
about it on the internet. Could you point me in the right direction? 

Thanks and I hope all is going wellt 

Shew Salyer, Ed.D 
Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Gym 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 919-962-0489 

Assistant Dean 
The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and 
the General College 
CB# 3110,2017B Steele Building 
919-843-4481 



Fal      Advising Hours: 
TR: 2-d--m 2017-B Steele 

Departmental advising hours: 2-4 ]X/PAr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Friday, 10:13 AM 

@email.tmc.edu> 

~eraml.unc.edu>; 

Updates on Blackboard 

@emml.unc.edu> 

Hi      Please post under staff information the 2009-10 officers (names, positions, and email addresses) information by Tuesday. Thanks. 

Please confirm receipt of this email note. Also, let me know if you are not able to complete this request. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

LJiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institut:e 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dst ro~-~unc.ed~ 

http:/’/www.unc.edu/’depts/exercise/’sport administration 

" A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice." - 1. Callaghan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:20 AM 

~emaJl. unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS questions 

Hi Meet me in my office (Smith Building - near Swain and New East) on 
Wednesday at 2:00 Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sparta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a ciW called Rome on every continent. 

..... Original K/[essa c~ e ..... 

From: @email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:11 AM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Sut~iect: RE: EXSS questions 

Wednesday afternoons or Thursdays between 9:15 and 10:45 work for me. 
want to do an internship with my physical therapist from home, and I’ve 
already talked to him about it Just let me know which time works best 
[’or 
you! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(h?emaibunc.edu] 

Sent: Friday 10:07 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: EXSS questions 

Hi         I teach MWF at 11:00 I am available on Wednesday afternoons 
and Thursdays. Do these days fit with your schedule? 

What type of internship are you considering? Management? Athletic 
training’? 
Fitness professional? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 
http:/Iw~vw.unc.eduidepts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a cib" called Rome on every continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sherry Salyer [mailto:salver,@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 7:58 
To 
Cc: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS questions 

, I am going to let you talk with Dr. Stroman about this. 

wrote: 
>Hi, 
> 

> 

> 

> I am an EXSS major and I’m thinking about setting up an internship for 
> next summer. I j u st have a few questions about the maj or and the 
> internship process, and I ;vas wondering ifI could schedule a meeting 
> with you to talk about some of this If you could let me lcaow when you 
> are available, that would be great 
> 

> 

> 

> Thanks, 
> 



She~ Salyer, Ed.D 
Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Gym 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 919-962-0489 

Assistant Dean 

The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and 

the General College 

CB�� 3110,2017B Steele Building 

919-843-4481 

Fall     Advising Hours: 
TR: 2-d--m 2017-B Steele 

Departmental advising hours: 2-4 ]X/PAr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 25, 2009 12:35 PM 

robyn.herme@tlu.e&~ 

Contact 

Hi. Your email must have a block. My response came back. Please provide your phone number. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

LJi"qC Exercise and Sport Science DepL 

Sport Administration FaculV 
EX~qS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institut:e 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.84-3.0336 

dst ro~-~unc.ed~ 

http:/’/w~wv.unc.e du/’depts//exercise/’sport administration 

" A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice." - J. Callaghan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Friday,                  10:02 PM 

~emml.unc.edu> 

Mann Podcast 

Great job with your interview! Continue to shine. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

LJi"qC Exercise and Sport Science DepL 

Sport Administration FaculV 
EX~qS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institut:e 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.84-3.0336 

dst ro~-~unc.ed~ 

http:/’/w~wv.unc.e du/’depts//exercise/’sport administration 

" A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice." - J. Callaghan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Friday,                0:06 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

FW: Ackerman Lecture 

Hi Can you please follow up with someone in the Journalism department to get our video copy? Let me know if 

believe has graduated. I do know a senior, and she may be aMe to assist, Thanks~ 

We couh~ (:ertakHy use tha~: v~deo on o~r webs~:e 

Go 

Deborah Strolnan, ~:’1~.12),, 

1,]]4C at Chapc] Hill 
E:<ercise :rod Sport ScJer~ce 

929 84.3 03,3 (~ 

http:/’/www.unc.e~ui~epts/exe~ciseisporE administration 

Week@ Weird Fact: There is a city calIed Rome on every 

F~m: @email.unc.edu] 
$ent: Wednesday, ,6:~ PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
$ubject: Re: Ackerman Lecture 

tli~ 

I mn ~ttmlly in the Bahamas this week on Sp~ng Break ~ I haven’t had a chance ~ go through the tbomge though. I roll give you a call ne~ week to di~uss your 

video needs~ ThaWs for ~e congratulations on the schola~hip. Talk to ?gu ~on~ 

Best, 

O at 12:19 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi     Thank you again for your generous support of the Carolina Sports Business Club. You ;vere veO, kind, professional, and helpful! I knexv you were a 

super athlete and it ~vas nice to see you perform in your academic role. ~ 

Now that I have bad a chance to "breathe" I have ret:hought our needs for the video. Give me a call when you can. I arn interested in the full master version as 

we dlseussed plus a short edited one t:hat would be "-~ 10 minutes in length. 

Hnve a relaxing break~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Administrat:ion 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Cl.b 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HiE NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro~-~unc.edu 

http:/’/www.unc.eduidepts/exerciseisport administration 
’%veo,bo@ can be greaL., because a~bo@ can se~,e. 12m don’t have to have a college degree to se~,e. 12m don’t have to make your su~lect and verb o;gree to serve. You only need a 
heart .[#ll ~f grace. A soul ~enerated ~v love. "’~L. Ki~ Jr. 

;(’~unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:15 AM 

~gmaJl.com> 

RE: RAR - Sunday 

Hi 

My address is 
prep and painting 

Thanks. 

Home 

We will do some room 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a ci~ called Rome on every continent. 

..... Ori~zinal Message ..... 

From: (~mail com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:17 AM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: R~kR - Sunday 

Deborah, 

It was good talking to you this morning. Thanks again for signing up 
for a Rent-A- we really do appreciate your support. Myself and 
another will be at your home 9am on Sunday morning prepared to 
paint and move boxes[ Just a reminder, you supply paint 
brushes/paint/tools/etc., and we’ll supply the labor. My contact 
in]f~rmation is below in case you have aW questions or changes. Please 
don’t hesitate to give me a call. 

Thanks agmn, 

@gmai[.com 

(~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 1:56 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: FW: Ackermm~ Lecture 

Thanks for your response Start wi*h *~acking down      , the person who 
did the work. Then, reach out to i     and she if she can assist. Lastly, 
I would call the J School ofi)ce (ask a receptionist??) and find out what 
steps can be done to get a copy 

A little investigative project. :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city’ called Rome on ever?- continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~)emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday ’ 12:32 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sublect: Re: FW: Ackerman Lecture 

Sure, I would love to help getting that video on our site I do not 
personally know anyone in the Journalism department who I could contact, 
but if you could give me an email or phone number for someone I could 
work with, that would be ver?’ helpful. If not, I can ask        if she 
knows anyone, because I bet she does. Thanks, and let me know what I 
need to do... 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Hi : Can you please follow up with someone in the Journalism 
> department to get our video copy? Let me know if I need to speak to a 
> faculty member I believe      has graduated. I do know 

> a semor, and she may be able to assist Thanks! 
> 

> 

> 

> We could certainly use that video on our website. 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 

> L~C at Chapel Hill 
> 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

>/Weekly Weird Fact: There is a ci~ called Rome on every" continent./ 
> 

> 

> 

> *From:* ~email.~mc.edu] 
> *Sent:* Wednesday. ’ 6:44 PM 
> *To:* Deborah Stroman 
> *Subject:* Re: Ackem~an Lecture 
> 

> 

> 

>Hi! 
> 

> I am actually in the Bahamas this ~veek on Spring Break so I haven’t 
> had a chance to go through the footage though. I ~vill give you a call 
> next week to discuss your video needs[ Thanks for the congratulations on 

the scholarship. Talk to you soon! 

Best, 



at 12:19 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi     . Thank you again for your generous support of the Carolina 
Sports Business Club. You were very kind, professional, and helpfult I 
knew you were a super athlete and it was nice to see you perforru in your 

academic role. J 

Now that I have had a chance to "breathe" I have rethought our needs for 

the video. Give me a call when you can. I ara interested in the full 
master version as we discussed plus a short edited one that would be - 
10 minutes in length. 

Have a relaxing break! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science 

Spolt Administration 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu <mailto: dstro@unc.edu> 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

/" Everybody can be great., because anybod?’ can serve. You don’t have to 

have a college degree to sep~e. You don’t have to make your subject and 
verb agree to serve You only need a heart full of grace. A soul 
generated by love" M.I.. King Jr./ 

~@unc.edu <mailto ,~unc edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunda? 8:19 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Hopes For Meeting This Week 

H     Are you available aRer 2:30 on Wedaaesday or Thursday between 1 and 
3? If not, please let me klmw your best times Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a ci~ called Rome on every continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: b~email unc edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 6:55 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Hopes For Meeting This Week 

[)ear Professor Stroman, 

I was hoping there could be a time we could sit down and talk this week 

Does any day work for you? 

Also, I know its not your policy for us to tell you if~ve are missing 
class, but I will not be able to make it to class tomorrow for religious 
commitments. So if you want to meet before your o]’fice hours on Wednesday 
please just e-mail me. 

Thanks so much 

Sincerely, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <ds~roman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 27, 2009 8:22 PM 

’Beth Bridger’ <bridgerh~uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Could you help? 

Will 

L;J:<C at Chapei I till 

919,84-3,033(3 

http: //www.u~lc.edu/ctepts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact There is c~ cily ccff/ed Rome on evety continent 

From." Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Sunday, September 27, 2009 2:42 PM 
To-" dstroman@email.unc.edu 
$~bject-" Could you help? 

Professor Stroman 

Could you help me with a little recruiting? I have sent out emails to a lot of the faculty from the EXSS department about the Friday Lunches with Coach Davis and havefft 

gotten much of a response. Would you be willing to see if any would like to attend, especially this week? 

Anyone who would like the opportunity is welcome to come, I just need a head count. 

I hope all is well! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(W) 919 843 5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 
Monday_ 2:52 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 
RE: Internship Class 

Thanks        for the documents. We need to meet asap so we can get you 
caught up on the parameters of    Let me know your availability on 
Wednesday after class or Thursday Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNCl at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on eyeD- continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:08 PM 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Subject: Internship Class 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

I listened to the conference call. Also my PID number is 
However is it a problem that I had vhen it was Facility and F.vent 
Management 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:30 PM 

@email.unc.edu-* 

FW: Clips weekly update 

FYI. GreaL idea! Thanks, 

Ez,’r.-ise :~r,c[ ~o~’~: Scier, ce Deft. 

http:/’/’www.un c.e du/~epts//exercise/~sport a~ministration 

Week~V W~drd Fact: 77~r~? is ~ c~y calied Rome on every 

F~m= College Athletics Clips [ma~l~:nick@collegeatNeticscl~ps.com] 
11:17 PN Sent: Sunday, 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Clips weekly updat~ 

~ e Newsletter 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the Clips SundayNightShip. 

Below are the newly posted items, ready for your perusal. 

Much of this week’s iteration of Clips was compiled during a weekend Clips Road Trip that included 
the Navy-Western Kentucky football game in Annapolis, a Washington Nationals-Atlanta Braves 
baseball game (in the beautiful new Nats Stadium), a flyover of Annapolis in a Cessna 152 and a 
Washington Capitols-New York Rangers pre-season hockey game. 

My son Mark was my partner for the weekend’s activities (he was the pilot of the aforementioned 
Cessna 2-seater) and we had a great time. If I can find the ClipsCamera and my mini notepad I’ll 
post an eyewitness report on Monday or Tuesday, with photos (including the obligatory shot of 
your loyal Clips Editor with the Naval Academy cheerleaders). 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
908.879.9978 
[) j_£_k__@_C__QJ_tgfl_e__’_a__t_[) J_&t_[_c_’A£]j~ s ¯ c o m 



CSange ~’oa7 subscription 
Unsub~fibe 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of colle~le athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should Io~1 on to 
~q~v.colle~eathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
~__~ _c___k_@ __c__oJ]_~9!__e__a___t_h__!gt__ig__s__q_/j£;~_q_~£~ ! or 908. 879. 9978 

*To be removed fiom 1tfis mailing list or cItmtge the email fbrmat please use 1he links below: 

L) nsnbsctibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 3:44 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~; 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

CSBC 

~email .unc.edw~: @email.tmc.edu~>; 

http:/istudentorgs.u nc:edu[carsbci 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

L/iNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institut:e 

Carolina Sports I~;usiness Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dst ro~-~unc.ed~ 

http:/’/www.unc.edu/’depts./exercise/’sport administration 

" A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice." - 1. Callaghan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:15 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Internship Class 

Okay. Let’s meet right after class for 20 mins Thanks’. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses ever,v letter in the alphabet. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (~,email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:43 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Internship Class 

tIi Dr. Stroman, 

I have a break right after our class on Wednesday then I’m not free again 
till 3[ Thursday I have class at 11:00 then I have to go straight to my 
internship Just let me know what works for you. 

’]?hanks again, 

On Men,            14:52:25 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
< dstroman(wemall.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank~        for the document~ We need to meet asap so we can get you 
caught up on the parameters of     Let me know your awfilability on 
Wednesday after class or Thursday. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CIAJ 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: There is a ci)- called Rome on every continent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (&email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday: 10:08 PM 
To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Subject: h~ternship Class 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I listened to the conference call. A]o~’ ~ty PID nmnber is 
However is it a problem that I had when it was Facili~" and Event 
Management. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@ema]l.unc.edn> 

Monday: 4:16 PM 

@eagles.nccu.edu> 

RE: Thank you and contact intb 

Thank you      for your note. I enjoyed meeting you and 

research projects we have here at Chapel Hill. 

My c~.:_m:_~r a~,’J phon~-’_~ i~re a~w~ys open [o you~ 

1.]~q,’Z ar C~mpe] Hill 

9 ~2 9 84.3 0336 

http:iiwww.unc.eduideptsiexe~ciseisport administration 

We~’k& W~’#d Foct: The se~ence "The quic~¢ brow~ fox jurnps over {he kazp’ do~." us~’s ~’~eW A, tter i?~ the ol,ohobet. 

From: ~eagles.nccu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~2:26 PM 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: ~ank you and conMct info 

Dea~ Dr. St~man: 

I waJ~ted to express my gratitude ff~r allowing mysd~ and to come s~ak with you last Wednes~y. I truly do appreciate it. I wanted to p~vide you with my 

~,-,,r~r i,fhmm6on, ~ we cml stay m touch mid ~ cml provide you with upc~tes oDny progress. 

You have a very bright future. Continue to stay in touch and try to participate in any events and!or 

Please feel free to contact me whenever yon feel the need to and I will contact you if I have m~y other questions about the program. Thank you again for meeting with 
me. Hope to hear from you soon. 

Sincerely, 

North Carolina Central Universi~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, ’ 4:24 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: [Fwd: Re: Va] Ackerma~ Video] 

Excellent! You THE man! I appreciate your leadership and feedback too. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses ever,v letter in the alphabet. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 2~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monda? 4:20 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L. 
Subject: [Fwd: Re: Va[ Ackerman Video] 

I am working with ~ to get the video., here is her message to me... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday 4:31 PM 

@email.unc.e&~>; 

~B E-Newsletter - Update? 

l@yahoo.com> 

Hi. I need to hear from you...thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

LJiNC Exercise and Sport Science DepL 

Sport Administration FaculV 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institut:e 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dst ro~-~unc.ed~ 

http:/’/www.unc.edu/’depts./exercise/’sport administration 

" A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice." - 1. Callaghan 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:32 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: grad ~hool essay 

Thanks! I forgot to mention the Smith Center option for making $. Call me 
later tonight aI’ter 8:30, if possible. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses eveW letter in the alphabet. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: O?email unc.edu] 
Sent: Mond ay 4:19 PM 
To: Dr Stroman 
Subject: grad school essay 

my ecu essay is attached thanks for evewthing! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 4:40 PM 

l@gmail.com> 

RE: Thesis Protx~sal Availabilib~? 

Hi     Congrats! 1 will probably be out of town during those days~ Let’s chat face-to-face prior if you end up choosing one of those dates. Thanks! 

I hope all is well. 

9 Z%843.033,’~ 

htt}~: f/’www.unc.e d u/ide}~ts fexercise//sport administration 
W~ek~y Webd Fac~: 7h~ !;~n~enc~ "71~e quick brown fo>: jump!; over the ~azy dog." uses evew 

F~m: @gmaiLcom] 
Sent: Monday, ~0:40 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Thesis Proposal AvaiMbili~? 

Hi Dr. StrommL 

So I thi~ I am ready to propose my thesis soon, and I wanted to get in touch with you to see when you would be available. I am looking at the week of 

preferably in the morning (like 9ran ish). How do your Mon, Tuesday m~d Wednesday mornings look? Afternoons would be ok too, but just thought it would be 
nice to get it over with in the morning :) Please let me know whenever you get a chance to look at your caJendar. 

Thm~k you! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:58 PM 

’MARILYN MCCI ~A1N’ @bellsouth.net>; ’Jewell, Elizabeth A’ <ejewell@NCCU.EDU>; Octavus Barnes 

<obarnes@uncaa unc edu-~ 

EW: venture capita] class - fitness 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown 12~x jumps over the laW 
dog." uses every letter in the alphabet. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ~r)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 3:02 PM 
To: jeremybailey@fitnesstogether corn; LeeSch@us ibmcom; Deborah Stroman 
Cc: Bonita Ma~ks 
Subject: Re: venture capital class - fitness 

Eli Lee, Deb, and Jeremy, 
As you probably picked up from Dr. Marks’ cmail, I’m looking for one or 
two folks to join my team for L~-C business school’s Launch the Venture 
course. These potential teanmxates could be students, faculty, staff or 
even non-L~-C people--mainly, rm looking for someone with 
knoxvledgeiexperience with the fitness industry. It xvould be a great 
opportunity for someone to explore the business and entrepreneurial side 
of fitness. I’ll give the basic info and save the details for anyone 
who’s interested in hearing more. 

Briefly, I’d like to explore the possibility of bringing an overseas 
group fitness franchise to U.S. gyms. The company is called Radical 
Fitness, and they are similar to Les Mills @nown for their Bo@Pmnp, 
BodyCombat, etc group fitness classes). The business school’s Launch 
the Ventuxe program guides teams in conducting the market analysis of 
their venture idea, which is done in the next phase, called Feasibility. 
The Feasibility phase starts on Oct 20 and finishes at the end of 
semester. Teams then apply to the next phase of the program, which 
involves writing a business plan for their venture. Team members can 
attend the business school Launch class if they want to (it will be on 
Monday evenings 5-8:30pm) or they may choose to just help out on the 
project without attending the class. 

In addition to team members, I’m also happy to talk with people who 
could set’,,e as itfformal advisers to the project. Please pass this email 
on to anyone who you think might be interested. 

Feel free to call me or oass on my phone number to others if that’s 
easier than email - 

Thanks for your help!! It’s much appreciated 
Kerri 

Bonita Marks wrote: 
> Hi 
> I am not involved with the venture capital class this fall due to many 
> man?’ fall deadlines. However, thank you for contacting me & if you’d 
> like to have a mocha starbuck’s chat, I could meet you for an hour or so 

> for that. I’ve had my own exericse consulting business prior to becoming 

> a univ prof so kno;v a few things about that as well as the industry as a 

> whole as my doctorate focused on not only science but the fitness 
> business industry. That said, for worker bee students (which is what you 

> seem to have described needing lbr market analysis research), I’d 
> suggest you contact one/all of these folks: 
> 1 ) Lee Schunmelfing, M.S - teaches our undergrad fitness management 



class (EXSS 159)and may have a few in need of a project this semester 
2) Deb Strohman, Phi). - had her own sports management consulting 

business prior to coming to UNC to teach & teaches our tmdergrad/grad 
sports managment classes so might be able to send some industrious 
masters students your *wiy 

3) Jeremy Baily, masters degree exercise physiologist & owner of 
Fitness Together in Meadowmont. He indicated a willingness to chat with 
you & may be a valuable resource. 

I’ve cc all 3 so they will know- xvho you are (slightly) if you come 
a-callin’. 

Good Luck & Have F~ 
Dr. Bonita Marks 
Director, Fitness Professional Track 
Dept. EXSS, L2x~C-CH 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emal.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 5:00 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@unc.edu>; 

¯ "    -- ~eraail.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu> 

IfW: venture capita] class - fitness 

~email. unc.e&t>; 

@eraail.unc.edu-~; 

~eraail.unc.edu- 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@emal .unc.edu>; 

~email. unc.edu>; 

FYI Please forward or for those of you with the entrepreneurial 
spirit., may be a great way to learn from K-F too 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "~Ihe quick brown fox lumps over the laW 
dog." uses every letter in the alphabet 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ’~email.unc.edu.] 
Sere: Saturday, ~:02 PM 
To: jeremybailey@:[itnesstogether.com; LeeSch@us.ibm corn; Deborah Stroman 
Cc: Bonita Matins 
Sut~iect: Re: venture capitol class - fitness 

Hi Lee, Deb, and Jeremy, 
As you probably picked up from Dr. Marks’ email, I’m looking for one or 
two folks to join my team for L~’~’C business school’s Launch the Venture 
course. These potential tearmnates could be students, faculty, staff or 
even non-L~’~’C people--mainly, I’m looking for sonreone with 
knowledge/experience ~vith the fitness industry. It would be a great 
opportuni~ for sonreone to explore the business and entrepreneurial side 
of fitness. I’ll give the basic info and save the details for anyone 
who’s interested in hearing more. 

Briefly, I’d like to explore the possibili~ of bringing an overseas 
group fitness franchise to U.S. gyms. The company is called Radical 
Fitness, and they are similar to Les Mills (known for their BodyPump, 
Bo@Combat, etc group fitness classes). The business school’s Launch 
the Venture program guides teams in conducting the market analysis of 
their venture idea, which is done in the next phase, called Feasibility. 
The Feasibility phase starts on Oct 20 and finishes at the end of 
semester. Teams then apply- to the next phase of the program, which 
involves writing a business plan for their venture. Team members can 
attend the business school Launch class if the?" ~vant to (it will be on 
Monday- evenings 5-8:30pm) or they may choose to just help out on the 
project without attending the class. 

In addition to team raembers, I’nr also happy to talk with people who 
could ser,~e as irKotmal advisers to the project. Please pass this entail 
on to anyone who you think might be interested. 

Feel free to call me or pass on my phone number to others if that’s 
easier than email - 

Thanks for your help!! It’s much appreciated. 
Kerri 

Bonita Marks wrote: 
> H: 
> I am not involved with the venture capital class this fall due to many 
> many fall deadlines. Ho~vever, thank you for contacting me & if you’d 
> like to have a mocha starbuck’s chat, I could meet you for an hour or so 

> for that I’ve had my own exericse consulting business prior to becoming 

> a univ prof so know a few things about that as well as the industry as a 

> whole as my doctorate focused on not only science but the fitness 

> business industry. That said, for worker bee students (which is what you 



> seem to have described needing for market analysis research), I’d 
> suggest you contact one/all of these folks: 
> 1 ) Lee Sch~nmelfing, M.S - teaches our undergrad fitness management 

class (EXSS 159)and may have a few in need of a project this semester 
2) Deb Stroman, Ph.D - had her own sports management consulting 

business prior to coming to I_2NC to teach & teaches our undergrad/grad 
sports managment classes so might be able to send some industrious 
masters students your ~w~y 

3) Jeremy Baily, masters degree exercise physiologist & owner of 
Fitness Together in Meadowmont. He indicated a willingness to chat with 
you & may be a valuable reso~ce. 

I’ve cc all 3 so they will know- who you are (slightly) if you come 
a-callin’. 

Good Luck & Have Ftm 
Dr. Bonita Marks 
Director, Fitness Professional Track 
Dept. EXSS, L~4(2-CH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 5:04 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

FW: CSBC Minutes 

Also, post your mim~tes from the I~,st meeting too, 

Debora}~ Strom~n, I~h.D., CL~ J 

Ezm:,;ise ~nJ Spot[ [~cJence Dept. 

9 Z").~43.0336 

http:/’//wwwamc.e~Ju/~(]epts// exercJse/~sport administration 

Weekl~s Weird Foc~: The ser~ence "77~ quit;: browr~.fox ~lumps ow~r llt?~" iozy do{~o" use~; ev~’r~, lett~r in ~he o)~habet. 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Senti Monday,                 3:~ PN 

Subject: CSBC 

http:/!studentorgs,unc.edu!carsbci 

Go ~,~ls, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.I), CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculb, 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institut:e 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Si~a .~pha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel t{flL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.ed~ 

http:/’/www.unc.edu/’depts./exe~cise/’sport administration 

"A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice." - J. Callaghan 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, ’ 11:18 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: --EXSS Enrollment 

Cancelled? I will find out what is going on and let you know Thanks for 
the update[ 

Dr. Stroman 

I went back to the registrars office to find out why I haven’t been 
officially e~olled in EXS~     The?- said that the class had been 
canceled and that I can not el~roll in this class. I don’t understand this. 
Are you free for me to stop by sometime this week to get evec¢thing 
straightened out? Or can you e-mail me and let me know- if there is 
something else I should be doing to be officially em-olled in the class. 
Thanks 

On Fri,             )9:58:05 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Thanks I am checking again to see what is the snafu. 
> 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on every conunent. 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: ~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: ~t t~ursd~r 10:08 PM 
> To: I)eborah Lynn Stroman 
> Subject: -EXSS Journals 
> 

> ttey Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> I’m really sorry to be e-mailing you so late, but I just noticed that I 
was 
> officially added to the EXSS     31ackBoard site. YVhile the class still 
> does not appear on my studentcentral page, I do have access to the class 
> tl~ough Blackboard. So, I am e-mailing you my journal entries for the 
past 
> 2 weeks. Now that I am on the BlackBoard site I will start to get all 
the 
> homework in ontime and using the digital dropbox. I am e-mailing ray 
first 
> 2 weeks of journals to just make sure that the?" definitely get to you. 
> Thank you. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, i0:28 AM 

[@gmail.com> 

RE: Thesis Proposal Availabilib,? 

Thanks ._ I just spoke with Prof, Osborne m~d we are looking at the She will get back in touch with us. 

ht[p:/’/www.unc.edu idepts./exe~ciseisport administration 

WeeklV Weird Fod: "Ig~e sen~ence "74~e quid: brown fox jumps over ~t~, iozy 4~{~" use~; ev~’~:y letter in ~he olphabet. 

F~m: ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~ 9:58 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Thesis Proposal Availabili~? 

Hi Dr. Stmmo~, 

Thmflcs for getting back to me. I definitely would like to set a proposal date that you would be able to attend.., will you still be out of town on Thursday. 

(9am ish)? I could~ft tell from your em~]l if you will be gone the whole week, or just Mon-Wed of that week. If Thursday th,     :loes not work, I could possibly do 

Ffi,           or Monday         Please let me ki~ow when you get a minute. 

ThankyotP. 

Fn}m: ~)gma i[.com ] 
Sent: Monday, 10:40 
’ro: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Thesis Proposal Availability? 

Dr. Stroman, 

So I think I mn ready to propose my thesis soon, and I wanted to get in touch with you to see when you would be available. I am looking at the week of 

preferably in the ~noming (like 9am ish). How do your Mon, Tuesday and Wednesday mornings look? Afternoons would be ok too, but just thought it would be 

nice to get it over with in the morning :) Please let ~ne kiiow whenever you get a chance to look at your c~]endar. 

ThankyotP. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:29 AM 

~email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Hopes For Meeting This Week 

C’ya then! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses evely’ letter in the alphabet 

..... Ori~inM Kdess~c,e ..... 

From @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday 12:27 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Hopes For Meeting This Week 

Hi Prufessur Stroman, 

Thursday at 2 would be great! 

On Sun,            20:19:14 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

< dstroman(a~emall.unc.edu> wrute: 

> Hi Are yuu available after 2:30 on Wednesday ur ’]2aursday between 1 

and 

> 3? If not, please let me know yuur best times. ’]’hanks. 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> Deburah Struman, Phi)., CLU 

> UNC at Chapel Hill 

> Exercise and Spurt Science Dept 

> 

> 919843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administratiun 

> Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rume on every conunent. 

> 

Original Messaae ..... 

> From (d},,email.tmc. edu] 

> Sent: Stmday, 6:55 PM 

> To: dstro@unc.edu 

> Subject: Hopes For Meeting This Week 

> 

> 

> Dear Professor Stroman, 
> 

> I xvas hoping there could be a time we could sit doxvn and talk this week. 

> Does any day- wurk for you’.’ 

> 

> Also, I kmow its not your policy for us to tell you if we are missing 

> class, but I will not be able to make it to class tomorrow for religious 

> commitments. So if you want to meet before your office hours on Wednesday 

> please just e-mail me. 

> 

> Thanks so much. 

> 

> Sincerely, 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 2:36 PM 

~gmail.com> 

RE: Fwd: Thesis Pmposa] Availability? 

teach at tI:l. so that sounds great[ Thanks. 

htt:p:/’//www.ur~c.e~Ju/~(]epts//exercJse/sport a~JrninJstratioi~ 

Weekl~s Weird ~:’oc~: The ser~tence "77~ quit;: browr~.fox ~lumps ow~r llt?~" iozy do{~o" use~; ev~’~:~, lett~r in ~he o)~habet. 

F~m: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:22 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
S~bject: Fwd: Fwd: ~esis Proposal Availabili~? 

So~ to keop ~m~rdm~ ~ou ~itb emai]s, but we are ~effin~ o]ose to seffm~ a dato... Fdda~ at 9:30am works ~or Dr. S~e]da and ~ar~ra... are ~ou available 

at 

Hope you are having a great day! 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Barbara Osborne <~?__r_t_!~i@__u__r!_c_:__e__d___t_q- 

Date: Tue,            it 2:19 PM 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Thesis Proposal Availability? 

To                            ~2~) a~rn all .corn> 

9:30 or 10:00am on Frida?, works for me! 

Barbara Osborne, J.D. 

Associate Prot~ssor 

Depaxtment of Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Cmolina 

CB 3182, Smith Building 03 (Basement) 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

Barbara, 

Dr. Strommi said yon spoke with her about Friday          possibly worldng... Dr. Shields is also available on th~    (pleferably at 10am, but he said lie would 

be able to do earlier if it was better for everyone else). So when yon get the chance to speak with Dr. Stroman again, let Ine know what will work best for the two of 

yon (I can go anMime on that Friday). 
Thanks! 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: *Ed Shields* <sNelds,~;email.unc.e&, <mailto: shield~a)~email.unc.edu>> 

Date: Tue, i            at 12:29 PM 
Subject: Re: Thesis Pronosal Availability? 
To:                         ~grnai!.com < mailto:           (g~grnail.com >> 

is good for me. 10:00 AM is probably better for lne, but if9 is better for evelyone else let me l, mow and I’ll see what I can do. 



Edgar W. Shields Jr., Ph.D. 

’][’he Universi~ of North Cmolina - Chapel Hill 

Depaxtment of Exercise & Sport Science 

Administration: Director of Graduate Studies 

Director of Graduate Admissions 

Academic Area: Applied Statistics & Resem~ch Design 

CB# 8700, 202 Fe~er 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-8700 

Telephone: 919-962-3351 FAX: 919-962-0489 

NOTE: Electronic Mail is not secure, may not be read eve~ day, and should not be used for urgent or sensitive issues’. 

wrote: 

Dr. Shields 

I mn trying to coordinate adate to propose my thesis, m~d after 

talking with BaJcbara and Dr. Stromm~, it looks like 

might work for them. Could you take a look at your schedule and let 

me lmow what your Fridas~       looks like? We were thinking 

morning time, ~xound 9 or 10ish, but I mn flexible. Please let me 

ki~ow as soon as you get a chance. 

Thankyou’. 

On Tue, ~            al 10:27 AM, Deborah Stroman 

<ds~a~m an(a)~em ail. unc.edu <maJlto: dstroman(a)~email.mac .edu> 
<mailto: ~t_ ~t__r_~_?_~__r_~_~_ )_@ _e_ ~r_a_i_l_:__u_! )_ _c_ :_ _e_ _d_ _ _t! <~mailto:~t__s__t_B?~r_a_~_~@_e__n__)_a__~_l_:_u__~_~c__:_e___d__t_!>>> wrote: 

Thanks I just spoke with l?ro£ Osborne m~d we are looking at 

the She roll get back in touch with us. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 

http:/Tw~a~.unc.edt~/depts,’ exerciseisport administration 

/Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over 

the lazy dog." uses eveu letter in the alphabet. / 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stmmau, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 29, 2009 4:06 PM 

’Larry Gallo’ ~4athgallo@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS - SA Field Experience 

Hi Larry. Any thoughts or~ how we might er~gage my student in a "Green Project" for the athletic department yet? If I give him the "green ~ight" to explore cost- 

cutting measures and w~tb your permission, to ~nterv~ew staff members, is that okay? 

rbanks again, f am rneel:~ng w~l:h b~rn on Thursday. 

UJ:qC at Cha?ei } till 

9 i9,84-3.033(3 

htrp: i iwww.unc.edu// d~pts[’exerc~sez/ sport administration 

Week@ Weird Fad: The sentence "The quick brown f~x ]um~s over ~he iazy dog." uses every letter in the aiphobet. 

F~m= Lar~ Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, Sep~mber 22, 2009 ~0:00 PN 
Te= Deborah Stroman 
Su~ject~ ~e: EXSS - SA Field Experience 

Thank you, Debby. I shall get back with you once [ have discussed this with our staff. It certainly appears to be a great idea and experience for the students. 

Take care, 

Lar~ 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 9/22/2009 11:54 AM > > > 
Hi Larry. Thanks for the chat. Attached is the listing of students receiving academic credit and their assignments/supervisor. 

I appreciate your checking into the possibility of a "Green Project" for UNCAA too. 

Go Heels, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

U>,TC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro (~),unc.e du 

http:/’/’www~unc~edu/depts/exercise /sport administration 

"A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice," - J, Callaghan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 7:03 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

EXSS 

Hi        Sorry for the delay. 

Phase I- Research the types of law enforcement (federal, state and local) agencies in the Triangle (Raleigh, Durham and Chapel Hill) that provide youth athletic 

services. 

Write your findings in a document that lists the agency, the contact person, phone number and email address. 

From these findings, identify the top three (3) programs that interest you the most for either a 1) possible career, 2) research interview to learn more or 3) the 

most comprehensive and rewarding to youth from your initial perspective. 

Due: 12:00 p.m. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Remember, to journal once a week in Blackboard Digital Dropbox starting next week. 

Go ~eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

U)qC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administrat:ion Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4- Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.84-3.0336 

" A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice." - 1. Callaghar~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 9:48 AM 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Question for Assignment 

No need for an abstract Thanks! 

G.~ } "::eels, 

919 84.3 0336 

Weekly Weird ~oct: The sentence "The quick brown fo.~r jumps over the tow dog." uses every letter in t,~e ott~f~abet 

From: [@email.unc.edu] 
8ent: Tuesday, : 9:2~ PN 
Te: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Question for Assignment 

DR Stroman, 

I was wonderin8 if we needed to do an abstract pase for the paper that is due Friday. I didn’t really know how formal you wanted the APA style to be. Thanks so 

much 

l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:48 AM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Hopes For Meeting This Week 

Hi 2:10 is fine Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses evely’ letter in the alphabet 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:17 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Hopes For Meeting This Week 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

I just realized I have a commitment right up until 2 pm on Thursday. ~f]aat 

means I will be at your office by 2:10. Is this okay? Or is ~t better I 

come in tomorrow ~[’ternoon at 3:30? 

See you in class tomorrow 

Thanks again for meeting with me. 

Sincerely, 

On Tue,            10:28:54-0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dstroman@email. unc edu> wrote: 

C’ya then! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jttmps over the lazy 

dog." uses evelT letter in the alphabet. 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frol~: ,~,email.tmc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:27 AM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: RE: Hopes For Meeting This Week 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

Thursday at 2 would be great! 

On Sun,            20:19:14 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Hi Are you available after 2:30 on Wednesday or Thursday betxveen 1 
and 

>> 3’.’ If not, please let me know your best times. Thar~ks. 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>> L2qC at Chapel Hill 
>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> http ://w~vw unc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
>> Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city, called Rome on every continent 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 



>> [~’rom (&)emaih unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Sunday ~ 6:55 PM 

>> To: dstro@unc eau 
>> Sut~ject: Hopes Fnr Meeting ’]?his Week 
>> 

>> 

>> Dear Professor Stroman, 
>> 

>> I was hnping there could be a time we could sit down and talk this *veek 
>> Does any day work for you’? 
>> 

>> Also, I know its not your policy for us to tell you if we are missing 
>> class, but I xvill not be able to make it to class tomorrow for religious 
>> commitments. So if you want to meet before yottr office hours on 
Wednesday 
>> please just e-mail me. 
>> 

>> Thanks so rnuch. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:52 AM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: [Fwd: Re: Caxolina Sports Business Club] 

?rv to keep our tag line consistent as much as possible. rhz~nks, 

~ ~NC at C}~ape] ~ 

9~98630336 

Weekly Weird Fort: The sentence "The quick brown fox jump~ over d~e tow dog." uses every letter in 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:00 PN 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: [Fwd: Re: Carolina SpoRs Business Club] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesda~ 9:58 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

,@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: CSBC 

Super! Thanks again, Your bacl<grosnd and expertise is invaiuable. Please begin brainstorming possible judges and format for the Dunl< Contest. Connect 

with with your tt~oughts, 

t;’.,o } ic,’ls, 

1}),’borah S~:~oma~, PhD., CL[ ~ 

Exet’cise ar~t Sport Scirr~ce Drp~:, 

htrps//iwww,unc.edu/deptsf excrc~sL[sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown ]bx jumps over the lazy dog." uses eveW ]etter in the alphabet. 

F~m: I@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ,7:03 PH 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: CSBC 

Hi~[ TMke to Mr. McCloud yesterday and he seemed ve~ interested...he’s looking tb~vard to your oN1. 

From: "Deborah Stmmaa" 

Date: Man, 15:44:19 -0400 
To: @email.unc.edu>; 7(}emailamc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: CSBC 
http://studentorgs.unc.edu!carsbci 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Ui’qC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administrat:ion Faculty 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
4- Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

[ _t__t_p__ 2z__£_w___::::,__: ~_ :£@_~_/__:J_!:p__Ls, c__% £h ~__e:~_{ ~I?_~_:_,_:L~: _c_! ~ ~_ ~ !~?__t_~_:_,_. 

" A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice," - J, Callaghan 

@email.tmc.edu>; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 12:31 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: quick question 

Hi Yes, I am here until 4:30. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses eveW letter in the alphabet 

..... Original Message ..... 
From %email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday 10:37 AM 

To: dstroman@email.uaac, edu 
Subject: quick question 

Hello Dr Sroman, 

I hope your day is going well. I was wondering if you would be in your 
office any time after 2 p.m. so that ] can stop by and we can talk about a 
few quick things 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 30, 2009 12:40 PM 

’Va] Ackennan’ <VAckerman@usabasketball.com> 

RE: FW: USA Basketball Women’s National Team Training Plans Unveiled 

Hi Val, f look forward to seeing you on Sur~day~ I have one of my studer~ts com~31eting her honor’s thes~s on NBA Ch~r~s. Do yoL~ know who 

at the NBA office who works d~rectly with the effort? [hanks~ 

Go Moos, 

Deborah St>m~an, PI~-lk, CI.U 

9 2 9 84,3 0336 

Week[y Weird Fuct: The sen~ence "The quick b~’own fox jumps over ~h~’ iuz~" do~." uses ev~’ry iette~ in the 

Fmm: Val Ackerman [mailto:VAckerman@usabasketball.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 17, 2009 5:59 PN 
To: @verizon. net 
Cc: @aol.com; dstroman@email.unc.edu; :@comcast.net 
Sub]eel= RE: ~: USA Basketball Women’s National Team Training Plans Unveiled 

Great! rll send out details about ticket pick-up next week Look forward to seeing you soon. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @verizon.nct [mailto: (~t!verizun.net] 
Sent: Thu 9/17/2009 4:34 PM 
To: Val Ackerrnan 
Cc: @sol.corn; ~verizon.net; dstroruan@emaihunc.edm @comcast net 
Subject: Re: FW: USA Basketball Worucn’s National Tearn Training Plans Unveiled 

Hi All, 
Val, sotmds great. Cotmt me in for Stmday. Looking forward to seeing you and maybe others as well. 
Chrissy 

Sep 16, 2009 09:28:50 PM. VAckennan@usabaskctball.com ~vrote: 

FW: USA Basketball Women’s National Team Training Plans LTnveiled 
All, the USA national team is training in DC at the end of the month/begilming of October -- an open practiceiintrasquad scrimmage is planned for Sunday Oct 4th beginning at noon at 
American U. Coach Auriemma is at the helm this time. I’m told Jeff Jones (AU head men’s coach) may come? I’ll be there and would love the company -- if any interest, just let me know-! Val 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: USA Basketball [K~_a_!!p__:_F__&L_m_~&i_!@__L_~_S_’_~_a__s__k_-~_t__b_0_!_l_s__o_g).] 
Sent: Fri 9/11/2009 2:01 PM 
To: Val Ackerman 
Subject: USA Basketball Women’s National Team Training Hans Unveiled 

To vie~v this email as a web page, go to the link below, or copy and paste it into your bro~vser’s address ~vindo~v. 

~1 t__tl?_t/£c_’ _1= __e_x_c_iL_n_ ~_b_ ’19_ ~ )2£ J_ ~ 2__4_ _7_ _1_ _~5_~ _q £_7_ *_ !_7_ j_ _7_ 2! __&__l_ ~____f_£e_ _8_ _1_ i? _8_ 2_~ _c_’ _Q !~_ ? _8_ 2:! J_ _c_ _7_ 2 ? ~ _2_~t ~ :3_ ~_’5_ J_7_ £1_! ~ !__f__e__*~ #__!_0__ ~ ~_1~_ ? _c_ (_5_ _7_ r_ )__~__ ~:__~___c_’,_ 5! ! }_? 8__ _7_ !~_ ~ _c_ _q 2_,_%_ _7_! J_ ~_J. _b_____ff__c_~_ 1!_4__ __&__t___. 

httpli/cl.exctnet/?ju~e3316747162077f741171 &ls fdc81578746c0078761 c797d&mqt3617717666&l~’e~t) 10767c6704&s~L’e551378706c027b7516&tb~L’i%f14&t 

FOR ]2v~/IEDIATE RELEASE/September 11, 2009 
DO NOT REPLY TO ~,[IIIS RELEASE: For further irfformation contact 

mailto : cmi[]er@usabasketba]l com 
Craig iVhl[er, 

mailto:cwil[isms@usabasketball.com 
Caroline Williams or 

mailto:jmaag@usabasketbaH com 
Jenny Maag at USA Basketball (              or Williams at 

USA Basketball Women’s National Team Scheduled To Kick-Off Training In Nation’s Capitol Sept. 30 - Oct 5 

-- Tickets Now Available For USA’s Oct. 4 Training Session, Scrimmage, Autograph Session -- 

COLORADO SPK[NGS, Cob. (Sept. 11, 2009) -- ~[he USA Basketball Women’s National Team ~vill begin training for next year’s F[BA World Championship with a camp at American 
Umversity’s Bender Arena in Washington, D.C., Sept 30-Oct. 5 The USA’s training camp will be highlighted by the 2009 USA Basketball Women’s National Team Fall Showcase at 12:00 
pan. (EDT) on Sunday, Oct. 4 

The USA Showcase will include team drills, an intrasquad scrimmage, a question and answer session with U SA and Universi~ of Connecticut head coachGeno Auriemma and a post- 
practice autograph session with selected players. 

Tickets for the USA Basketball Women’s National Team 2009 Fall Sho*vcase are $5.00 and available by calling 202-885-T]XX or online at v#s,w.AUeagles.com Children six and under will be 
admitted free of charge 

Following the six-day domestic training camp, selected players will travel to Ekaterinburg, Russia, where the USA *vill compete in the 2009 UMMC Ekaterinburg International Invitational In 



addition to the Russian professional team I_TMMC Ekaterinburg, also competing in the tournament will be Euroleague professional teams MKB [guroleasing Sopron li*om Hungary and USK 
Praha from the Czech Republic. 

Athletes expected to attend the USA team training camp include 2009-12 USA National Team members and Olympic gold medalistsSeimone Augustus (£/iinnesota Lynx),Sue Bird (Seattle 
Storm),TamikaCatchings (Indiana Fever),Sylvia Fowles (Chicago Sky),Kara Lawson (Sacramento Monarchs),Candace Parker (Los Angeles Sparks),Cappie Ponde×ter (Phoenix Mercuu) 
andDiana Taurasi (Phoenix Mercup)~) Additional athletes will be added to the training camp roster at a later date. Augustus and Lawson are injured, however, both are expected to attend the 
training camp. Players involved in the WNBA Finals will not attend training camp 

The U.S. will hold practices at 10:00 a.m (EDT) at Bender Arena on Sept 30, Oct. 1, 2 and 5, and will practice at 10:00 a.m ([gDT) on Oct. 3 at a site ’]TBD. USA team practices are open to 
credentialed personnel only. 

http:/Tcl.exct.net/?iu fe2d167471620771~/71778&[s fde81578746c0078761c797d&m~.~617717666&[ fcf910767c670d&s fe551378706c02767516&ib~fcfld&~ 
More -- 

- Coraplete Release 

http:/Tcl.exct.net/?iu fe2d167471620771~/71’778&Is fde81578746c0078761c797d&m~[’.~617717666&l fcf910767c67(M&s fe551378706c02767516&ib~fcfl,~&~ 
Online / 
http:/Tcl.exct.net/?iu fe2c16747162077[’771779&ls fdeS157874<’;c0078761c797d&m 1t3617717666&1 fe[’910767c6704&s fe551378706c02%7516&ib ffcf14&~ 
PDF 

http://cl.exctneb".’iu fe3416747162077f]71070&ls fde81578746c0078761c797ckgrn flB61771’7666&l fefg10767c6704~s fc551378706c027b7516&ib~’cf14&t 
2009 USA Fall Training Camp Schedule 

htti~27cl.exct.net/?~u fe33167471620771~/71071&ls fdcS1578746c0078761c797d&m~!f3617717666&l fe[’910767c6704&s fe551378706c027b7516&:tb ffcf14&~ 
2009-12 USA Basketball Women’s National Team Roster 

htt~:~://ckexctneb’?tu fe3216747162077f]71072&ls fdeS1578746c0078761c797ck~rn flB61771’7666&l fefg10767c6704~s fc551378706c027b7516&ib~’cf14&t 
2009-12 USA Basketball Women’s National Team Events 

This email was sent by: 
USA Basketball 
5465 Mark Dabling Road 
Colorado Springs, CO, 80918, USA 

We respect your right to privacy - visit the following URL to vie~v otu- policy 

Visit the following LrRL to manage yotu- subscriptions. 

Visit the following URL to update your profile. 

(httpi,,%l:excta~e~/’?ju fe2b16747162077f741179&1s fde81578746c0078761c797d&m tt3617717666&l fet~#10767c6704&s ~:?551378706c027b7516&ib ffc*~14&t ) 

Visit the following U~,L to unsubscribe. 
(http://cl.exct.nel/?j~fe2e16747162077*771076&ls~deS1578746cOO78761c797d&m fi3617717666&1 fe*>10767c6704&s~’e551378706c02767516&ib t%cfl4&t ) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:53 PM 

~email.~mc.edw~ 

@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Sports Business Club 

Done. The Bb site is veW busy with good stuff\ Lel 
president, know- of your interests. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc. edu/dep ts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "~Ihe quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses every letter in the alphabet 

..... Original Message ..... 
Front ~email unc. edu] 
Sent: Wednesday 1:20 PM 

To         ~)email.unc edu; theclub@unc.edu; csbc@unc edu 
Subject: Carolina Sports Business Club 

I’d like to be part of CSBC, could you please add me to the listserv? 
Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 30, 2009 1:54 PM 

Salyer, SherO’ L <saJyer@email.unc.edu> 

’Patience Vanderbush’ <write.patience@erizon.net> 

IFNV: Girls’ l~asketl~all coaching openings at Caxolina Friends School 

Hi Sherry. Please send to our iistserv. Thanks. 

t;’.,o } 

WeeMy Weh’d Fact: The sentence ":~, quick brown jbx jump: ov~,r the lazy dog." uses eveW ~ett~,r hi tl?e alphabet. 

F~m~ Patience Vanderbush [mailto:write @verizon.net] 
$ent~ Wodno*day, Sep~mber 30, 2009 12:55 PN 

@verizon. net 
~¢~ ’A~ex Gordon’ 
Subject~ Girls’ basketball coaching openings at Carolina Friends SchoN 
The Carolina Friends School (CFS) is seeking women to fill the following gMs’ basketball coaching openings for the coming season: 
1) MMdle School ~S) gifts’ basketball coach 
2) Upper School (US) Junior Varsity (J~ gifts’ basketball coach 
3) Upper School Assistant Varsity girls’ basketball coach 
All three positions require a flexiMe schedule. The MS team practices from 3:30-5:00 p.m. on weekdays (except Wednesdays), and games stad at around 4 p.m. The JV and 
Varsity girls’ teams practice from 5:00-6:30 p.m. eve~ weekday, except Wednesdays, when the Varsity practices from 3:30~:00 p.m. and the JV practices from 6:30-8:00 

p.m. Practices begin on November 2nd (a week or ~o later for the MS team), and games begin in mM-November and continue through Februa~. 

The US Varsity games begin at 5:30 p.m. on weekNghts (usually Tuesdays and Fridays), and the team bus sometimes has to leave as early as 3:00 p.m. to trave~ to away 
games (as far away as ~nston~alem). The MS team and the US JV team will play fewer games and trave~ less than the US Varsity team. 
If ~ou (or anf women gou know) have a flexible sch~ule, ha~e piaged high school or collie basketball, and have coaching experience (or a strong desire to coach and a 
willingness to learn), please send a note and your CV to the CFS Athletics Director, Alex Gordon, at aLqordon~cfsnc~o~q as soon as possible. 
The Carolina Friends School is a unique (and, in my opiNon, special) place, and if you’d like to find out more about its educational pMbsophy and workings, check out ~ts 

website: hItp]/~.cfsnc:orfl/ 
If you have any prelimina~ questions about the time or other requirements d these positions, don’t hesitate to e-mail me at Pafience25~verizon.net 
Thanks, 
Patience Vanderbush 
CFS US Varsity Girls’ Basketball Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday ’ 2:00 PM 

’Hugh smith’ ~yahoo.com> 

RE: WBB E-Newsletter - Update? 

@emml.unc.edu> 

Hi. Thanks for tt~e note. (Note: the z4ttachrnent was blank,) 

1, Narrow the title down to two possibilities. Continue to survey folks. She’s Got Game has been overused in WBB circles, 

2. Submit a draft emewsletter to me by Oct. 8th. {lnc~ude headers of content sections, p[ctt~tes, and a few lines of text for eacts section.) 

Let me know if ,/o~ have q~estions~ 

The first day of practice is a~most here~ 

91q.843.033,% 

http://!’www,unc.e d u/idepts fexercise//sport administration 

Weekly Webd Eact: The se~ence "The quick brow~ ]k~x ]umps over the/azy dog." uses eveW ~e~ter bl the a/ph~beL 

F~m: Hugh smith [mail~:hpa~onsmith@yahoo,com] 
Sent: Nonday, 4:35 PN 
Te: Deborah Stroman; 
Subject: Re: WBB E-Newsle~er - Update? 

Hi, 

The ideas about what we have come up ruth so far me attached. 

Hugh Slnith 

--- On Mon, 9/28/09, Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email unc. edu> wrote: 

From: Deborah Stroman <dslroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 
Snbiect: WBB E-Newsletter - Update? 
To: (a)emml.unc.e&~>, "tlugh smith" 

Date: Monday, ,4:31 PM 

~y~loo.com> 

Hi. I need to hear from you.., thalflcs! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Spor~ Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena Alpha Lamhda (Lea~]ership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(d~un c.edu 

http:!///www.unc.edu/ depts/’exercise/’ sport administ:ration 

" A leader must hm, e the courage to act agNnst an expe~l’s advice." - J. Callaghan 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:38 PM 

t@gmail.com:~ 

RE: Thesis Protx~sa] Intb and Thesis Ch. 1-3 

lha nk you! 

Deborah Stroman, t->t~.D,, CI.U 
~ ~NC at C}~apJ ~ 

9~98630336 

Week@ Weird Foot: The sentence "The quick brown fl)x jump~ over the tozy doff." uses every ietter in t,~e otphabet 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday 2:08 PN 
To: Ed Shields; Barbara Osborne; Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Thesis Proposal Info and Thesis Ch. 1-3 

Thank you for your help in coordinating my Thesis Proposal, which roll be Friday, at 9:30ran in Felzer Gym, Room 026 (basement). 

Attached are my Chapters 1-3. Also, a draft of my survey is up on www.survevmonkey.com under the rifle, 

, if you would like to VaJae a look. I will bring a hard coW of the survey to the proposal as well. 

’][’hmiks in advance for all your help with this process. I know it is not an eau one, but I really appreciate your support! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 4:02 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@eraml.unc.edu>; 

Debx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; 

The Club Sponsorship Proposal 

CSBC Blank Sponsorship.doc 

@email. unc.edu>; 

@email. unc.edu>; 

@email. unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu-~; 

@email.unc.edu-~; Stroman, 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

Hi Team. I had a great conversation with a possible financial sponsor today. I forwarded the attached doc plus copies of our 

speaker/event flyers from the 

I should hear back within the next two weeks. 
Issue -They want to see our WEBSlTE asap. I don’t want to send the link now because we don’t appear too active. Thus, WE MUST 

U PDATE TH E SITE ASAP!! 
PLEASE coordinate our updates. 

1. Leaders -check out your name and get a statement posted. Get a picture uploaded. 

2. Leaders - Visit UT’s site and get ideas, http://web.utk.edu/~partners/I think the idea of listing the members (Student 

Partners), having quotes (Quotes of Note) is super. How about a sports trivia section? Post an iPod pic and a note about how 

that is the participation prize each year? Be creative! 

3. - Get your minutes posted and your column/news. 

4. - Post last year’s events and the ones for this year. State the name and TBD (if we don’t have an exact date) For 

example, Advisory Panel        Tour of UNC Football Facilities (TBD), Celebration Week (TBD), Project Touchdown!     , 

Slam Dunk Contest (TBD), Tour of Time Warner Cable Arena (TBD), etc. 
5. - Delete the poll and put up a new one. 

6. - Make sure we have a link to our Facebook page. 
We must give them a reason to give us 35. These are tough times for corporate sponsorship. 

Let’s make history and be the [irst leadership team to secure external [unding!! 

Thank YOU! 
Go } {eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

[dNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept:. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigm~ Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors SocietT) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB#, 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

h]i!p: f f www.u*Ic.e,~t~/’~!ept~.!/ exer@~e/’spor~ adrnirdstrafion 

" A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice," - ], Callaghan 



Mission: The Carolina Sports Business Club (CSBC)was established to support the academic 
and professional success of University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill students pursuing a 
career in the sports industry. CSBC seeks to encourage and empower the leadership development 
of its membership through the identification, partnership, and participation in purposeful 
business and/or sporting activities. CSBC will achieve this mission through the connection and 
collaboration of its membership with the faculty, staff, students, athletic department and 
businesses of the UNC and Triangle communities. 

Proposed Partnership with 

Investment + Support during Celebration Week 

Annual Club sponsorship 
Club Celebration Week - semester weekly program of events including a 
prominent sport industry speaker event. Support may include hosting a reception, 
assistance with speaker fees, speaker gift, etc.     Speaker - Val Ackerman, Esq. 

The Win: 

Increased exposure on campus - faculty, staff and STUDENTS 
Access to dedicated students focused on careers in business and sports; Majors include 
Exercise and Sport Science, Business, Economics, and Journalism 
Opportunity to place your logo/tag line on Club marketing materials (including website, 
t-shirts, and flyers) 
Opportunity to host a X career night or vendor information event (i.e. display possible 
career and internship opportunities) 
Inclusion on all program speaker panels, as requested 
Opportunity to distribute X career, marketing, and/or management information to 
students 
Access to bright, passionate students for research focus groups or internships 
Exclusivity - No other (without prior approval by X) will serve as a partner with 
named benefits 
Engagement with the leaders of tomorrow and potential future employees 
Join the UNC family of supporters of experiential learning 

Contact: 
Dr. Debby Stroman, Faculty Advisor - theclub@unc.edu 919.843.0336 

@email.unc.edu 
@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, September 30, 2009 4:07 PM 

’Lynch, John D’ <john.d.lynch@bankofamerica.com> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Contact 

l~J~oden 2009 flyer.pdf; CSBC Vaccaro Flyer.pdf; CSBC April 2009 Baddour.pdf; CSBC 2009 Ackerman Lecture.pdf; CSBC BofA.pdf 

Thanks again John! Attaci~ed find the proposai and several speaker flyers. 

The Ck~b is not iust any group of undergrad~ates. Our _175+ members are the future ieaders in the sport b~siness world - professionai, intercoliegiate, and 

in~erscholastic. They have varied majors and career interests incl~ding, bu~ not iimited to, athletfc directors, chief financiai officers, marketing directors, 

technoiogy experts, wealth managers, entrepreneurs, coaches, and sport cons@rants! The Club meets monthiy for ar~no~ncements, schedule updates, 

guest speakers, and workshops. -rhro~gho~t d~e year, the members participate fn special activitfes, host events, vok.mteer to gain experience, risk sport- 

related faciiities, and create fnnovatfve events to showcase their skills and foster new relationships. 

f appreciate your ~ime and consideration, Ii~e students are awesome and worth ~he investment! 

De].)orah ;!%~rornan. Ph D., (31 .U 

Kxercise a~;d Sp,~t Sdc~;ce 

tlttp;!///www.unc.edrl/clepts//exercise/sport administ:ra tion 

Weekl}/ Web’d [:act: 77~e ~_;en~ence "The quick brouvn fox jum.r_~,_; over t:~e ~azy dog." uses eve.W letter #~ ~he a~pb, obet. 

Frorm Lynch, John D [mailto:john.d.lynch@bankofamerica.com] 

Sent: IVlonday, September 28, 2009 2:23 plVl 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Contact 
I am in the office all day tomorrow. I usually hit the door around 8am. 
Please feel free to call my anytime. 
John D. Lynch 
Senior Vice President 
Global Commercial Banking / Healthcare & institutions 
Bank of America Wierrill Lynch 
421 Fayetteville Street; 17 Floor 
Raleigh, NC 27601 
919.829.6609 Office 
704.264.2305 Fax 

Cell 
john.d.lynch@hankofamerica.com 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2009 6:39 PM 
To: Lynch, John D 
Subject: Contact 
~’mportance: High 
Hi John, Please Let me know a convenient time to chat with you about another student venture that may be a good fit for you, I teach MWF at 11:00. Thanks! 

Note: I am Patricia Brooks Nobles friend here at UNC. She e-connected us earlier this year. 

Regards, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Instimt:e 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4- Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Mill, NC 27599 

919.84-3.0336 

dstro@unc.ed~ 

http:/’/www.unc.edu/’depts/exercise/’sport administration 

" A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice." - A Callaghan 



Mission: The Carolina Sports Business Club (CSBC)was established to support the academic 
and professional success of University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill students pursuing a 
career in the sports industry. CSBC seeks to encourage and empower the leadership development 
of its membership through the identification, partnership, and participation in purposeful 
business and/or sporting activities. CSBC will achieve this mission through the connection and 
collaboration of its membership with the faculty, staff, students, athletic department and 
businesses &the UNC and Triangle communities. 

Proposed 2009-10 Partnership with Bank of America 

$500 Investment + Support during Celebration Week 

Annual Club sponsorship 

Club Celebration Week - Spring semester weekly program of events including a 
prominent sport industry speaker event. Support may include hosting a reception, 
assistance with speaker fees, speaker gift, etc. 2009 Speaker - Val Ackerman, Esq. 

The Win: 

Increased exposure on campus - faculty, staff and STUDENTS 
Access to dedicated students focused on careers in business and sports; Majors include 
Exercise and Sport Science, Business, Economics, and Journalism 
Opportunity to place your logo/tag line on Club marketing materials (including website, 
t-shirts, and flyers) 
Opportunity to host a BofA career night or vendor information event (i.e. di splay possible 
career and internship opportunities) 
Inclusion on all program speaker panels, as requested 
Opportunity to distribute BofA career, marketing, and/or financial management 
information to students 
Access to bright, passionate students for research focus groups or internships 
Exclusivity - No other financial institution (without prior approval by BofA) will serve 
as a partner with named benefits 
Engagement with the leaders &tomorrow and potential future employees 
Join the UNC family of supporters of experiential learning 

Contact: 
Dr. Debbv Strom an_ Facultv A dvi sot - thedub@unc, edu 919.843.0336 

~email.unc.edu 
@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:50 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Hi Dr. Stroma~ 

Hi        Do you follow ibotball? How about UNC Football Operations? They 
may need assistance in recruitment work. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNCl at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses ever,v letter in the alphabet. 

..... Original kdessac~a ..... 

From: ;~,email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:17 PM 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Subject: Hi Dr Stroman 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I hope that you are doing well. I just wanted to touch basis with you I 
have been looking ~2~r another internship since we last spoke however, I am 
finding that I have missed many of the application deadlines I am going to 
continue to look ~2~r one. If you come across anything please let me know. 
At this point I am open to a wide range of opportunities. 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Thursday, 1:07 PM 

@gmaJl.com~ 

RE: admising 

Hi , How is },,our" schedule this Wednesd[~y? I have office houcs z~fte< 1:15 p.m. 

Let me 

Thanks, 

l: ]NC a~: C}~apd Mi]i 

9 ~2 9 84,3 0336 

Weekly Weird Foct: The sengence "The quick b~’own fox flu~ps over the’ iozy dog." uses eva’ry iette~ in the 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:21 PN 
To: dstroman@ENAIL.UNC.EDU 
Subject: advising 

Dr, Stmma~ 

ttope you have had a wondefl~l I was wondering if you had any available time in ~e ne~ week or two ~) discuss classes [br next semesler as well ~s internship 

oppo~unities. Thank you tbr your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday 1:13 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Hi Dr. Stroma~ 

Hi I for~varded your resume to the Football office. I hope to hear back 
from them today Stay tuned[ 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNCl at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses every letter in the alphabet. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From        ?~email unc.edu I mailtc       @email.unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:18 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Hi Dr Stroman 

Yes! Really[[[ ~,[lqat wuuld be great[ Thanks. Just let me know who to 
contact and ! will get un it[ 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deburah Struman 
To 
Subject: R[~: Hi Dr Struman 
Sent              5:49 PM 

Hi I)u yuu follow football? How abuut UNC Football Operations? ’]’he>, 
may need assistance in recruitment work. 

Go Heels, 
Deburah Struman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Spurt Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown 12~x jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses every letter in the alphabet. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From t~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 5:17 P_’vl 

To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 

Subject: Hi Dr. Stroman 

Hello Dr. StromatL 

I hope that you are doing well. I just wanted to touch basis with you. I 
have been looking for another internship since xve last spoke however, I ara 
finding that I have missed many of the application deadlines. I am going 
to 
continue to look for one. If you corue across anything please let me know. 
At this point I am open to a wide range of opportunities. 

Sent via BlackBerry fl-ol;q T-Mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Thursday,, 1:15 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 1NFORM_ATIONAL: New Orleans Relief Fall BreaJ¢ Tfp looking tbr 25 yeaxs and above drivers! 

Hi Do you allow facul~¢ to go on your trips? Thanks 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
LrqC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses evew letter in the alphabet. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobo@@notify unc.edu [mailto:nobodv@notifv unc.edu] On Behalf Of 

@email.unc.edu 
Sent: Wednesday 8:25 PM 
To: dstro@unc.ectu 
Subject: INFORMATIONAL: New Orleans Relief Fall Break Trip looking for 25 
years and above driverst 

Extended Disaster Relief, a committee of Campus Y, is planning its first 
trip for 
the year over Fall break! We’ll be going do*vn to New Orleans, Louisiana 
[’or the 
Fall break as a response to the repeated large scale natural disasters 
in the 
past several years During the holidays more than aW other time, small 
gestures 
and acts reach even farther. EDR is now looldng for people who would 
like to 
play an integral role in helping make this trip a success! We need 25 
years 
and older pamcipants to be dr~vers for the trip who are motivated for 
the 
cause. We’re offering NO TRIP FEES to FOUR 25 year old and above 
individuals 
who sign up to be drivers. 

Please contact: ~@email.unc.edu if you’re interested in becoming a 
driver 
and have a wonderful experience for FREE with a hint of shared 
responsibility! 

This email is sponsored by-: Extended Disaster Relief 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
https:/idir.unc.edu/diriupdate. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursda? 1:16 PM 

@emmLunc.edu> 

RE: Economic Impact Analysis 

Yes, you may definitely research other sources’. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses evelT letter in the alphabet 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frorc      @email unc.edu [mallt      @email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 8:24 A2~ 

To: dstro@unc.edu 

Subject: Economic Impact Analysis 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

I ~wis wondering if we were allowed to use other sources for our paper 
or if we had to stick to what we read in the course packet in terms of 
citing. I am doing principle #1 and I get the idea of it but I wasn’t 
understanding it 100% I looked online to better understand the 
principle so I was just wondering if I was allowed to cite other 
sources? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:18 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses evelT letter in the alphabet 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frol~ }email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2009 11:03 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

Here is my cover letter and resume after being reviewed by Jeff Sackarol![~ 
I also submitted my qjournals for the first two weeks to Blackboard. 

}emaiLunc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:35 PM 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Inviolable Paper 

Hi Please give me a call if you have questions 

The course pack chapter explains the concept of Economic Impact. I also 
discussed it in class There are five principles. Take one and defend or 
critique it using your opinion. Your position must be explained, which may 
include examples. You may use outside sources as well to support your 
conmlents 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses eveW letter in the alphabet 

From: ~i~emaihunc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:22 AM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Sublect: Inviolable Paper 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am a bit confused about the paper assignment that is due on 
Friday. 
I don’t l~ow if I missed the explanation last Friday when we are at 
Georgia Tech but I am unsure of what is expected. Are we supposed to 
research examples that support one of the principles, or is this 
strictly an opinion paper? 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:36 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Economic hnpact Paper 

Hi No need for the abstract and intro 

I am expecting title and reference pages. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses eveW letter in the alphabet. 

From: @email uric edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 12:55 PM 

To     ~)unc edu 

Sut~ject: Economic Impact Paper 

Dr. Stroman, 

] had a question regarding our paper that is due tomorrow Do you want us 
to just have our references and citations in APA format or does our paper 
need to also contmn an abstract, intro, discussion, etc? Thank you in 
advance for any help you can give me on this issue. 

Sincerely, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, October 1, 2009 2:44 PM 

’Larry Gallo’ ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXSS 290 - Field Experience in Sport Administration 

327 Field Experience SA Guidebook.doc; 327 Field Experience SA Syllabus.doc 

Thanks again Larry! You are THE best.    will give Richie a call tomorrow. 

See attached docs submitted to the College for approval for the semester beginning Fall 2010. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration b’acuhy 
E~X2_c;S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Npha Lambda (Leadership 1: tonors Society) 
4 Smith Bldg. CB~, 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
dstro(a),unc,edu 

" A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice." - J. Callaghan 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday 2:46 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Economic Impact Analysis 

Hi           You have the option to use other sources If you are 
comfortable with your position and the information in the course pack, 
that is fine. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses evel5’ letter in the alphabet 

..... Original Message ..... 

From        ~email uric edu [mailt~o 
Sent: Thursday, 2:28 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Sublect: Economic Impact Analysis 

@email.unc.edu] 

Dr. Stroman, 
I have the assignment completed, but as I go back over it I’m 
concerned. Do we need to have a lot of references or more or lessjust 
use the course pack article? Thanks so much. See you tomorrow. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emal.unc.e&~> 

Friday,            12:20 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: EDR NOLA Trip- More Intb 

Thanks. I can’t make it on this trip, but I wanted to know if I was 
eligible to apply for future ones. I ~vill definitely make note. 

Thanks for all you do’. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses evely’ letter in the alphabet 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ff~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, ~:58 PM 
To: un disclosed-recipients: 
Subject: EDR NOLA Trip - More Info 

H eyy ! 

Thanks for your interest :) 

Facul~, staff and students all can sign up to be drivers if 25 or above 

The trip will be leaving Wednesday October 21st, 2009 (depending on 
class/work schedule of everyone) and returning on 
Sunda~                 (aiming before 7pro) 

The cost of the vans, gas, accommodations and all of your meals during 
the trip (except for meals 
while on the road to and fi-om Chapel Hill) will be covered by us. 

There will be total of 22 participants - 16 trip participants, 2 trip 
leaders, and 4 drivers (2 per van!). 

’]?he vans are from enterprise and are 2 of the 15 passenger vans. 

Three days at work - Thursday, Friday and Saturday - St. Bernard’s 
Project. 

Let me kno~v if the dates work %r you and rll add you to the trip email 
listserv to keep you updated[ 

Thanks :) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 2, 2009 12:23 PM 

’Francona, Alyssa’ <afrancona@theacc.org> 

RE: ACC Men’s and Women’s Soccer Championships 

Thanks Alyssa, I will for~vard them the note and i~ave them reply directiy to you. I appreciate the contact and hope ali 

9~98630336 

F~m= Francona, Alyssa [mailto:afrancona@theacc.org] 
Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2009 4:43 PN 

Te= dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: ACC Men’s and Women’s Soccer Championships 
Hi Deborah, 
My name is Alyssa Francona. 1 am the Championships intern at the ACC Office. 1 was wondering ~fyou wo@d fomvard th~s to your grad students to see if any of them wo@d be 
interested in worNng the Soccer Championships at WakeMed Park in Ca~. The ACC Women’s Soccer Championship is November 4, 6 and 8 and the ACC Men’s Soccer Championship 
~s November 11, 11, 13 and 15. We would love ~ have any of your students that are interested. Please have the student contact me so we can set up a schedule as the Championship 
gets closer. My informa~on is listed below. Thanks in advance for your help. 
Alyssa t:rancona 
Championships ln~rn 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybhdge Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
(336) 854-8787 x 267 
afvanc(ma@theaee.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,               12:26 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Paper Concerns 

Hi        Unfortunately, you sent your note rather late and I just 
received your email Please let me kno~v if you still have questions 

The paper requests your DEFENSE of your position You may use the course 
pack and/or additional resources to accomplish the objective. There is a 
paper length maximum to encourage brevity and f,acus of analysis. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sparta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the la~- 
dog." uses eveW letter in the alphabet 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frotr     ~email.unc.edu [mailto:    ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday 7:59 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
SubJect: Paper Concerns 

Dr. Stroman, 

I was curious as to how much research we should include into our papers 
of economic impact. Were we supposed to find figures that would back up 
our argument or were we simply supposed to state our belie[’s either in 
congruence with the authors or opposed with the authors’ beliefs. Thank 

yOU, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,               12:26 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: E- Joumal 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses every letter in the alphabet 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~,email uric edu] 
Sent: ~hursda?~, 8:26 PM 
To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Subject: E-Journal 

Hi Dr. Strnman, 

I have been trying to write my E-Journal J2~r the last 20 minutes or so but 
blackboard is not working for me. I just wanted to let you l~ow that I 
haven’t forgot. Ill write it as soon as I can get blackboard to work for 
me. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Friday 12:29 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Economic Impact Analysis 

Hi I am tr.ving to encourage students to become familiar with APA. This 
paper is not focused on your excellence ~vith APA. :) Do your best Also, 
use the librarians and additional online resources. 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC: at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses ever.v letter in the alphabet. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From      @email.unc.edu [mailt~ 
Sent: Thursday, 9:31 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Economic Impact Analysis 

~email.m~c edu] 

tIi Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks :[’or emaiiing me back I am trying to cite the course packet, but 
I don’t know how to go about it. Do I cite it as a book and list you as 
the author? Inside on the ]first page it says in the top right comer in 
small print "reprinted with permission from:Financing sport" copyright 
2004 Fitnrdd information technology." Is this what we cite’? Just wanted 
some clarification. 

Thanks again, 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email unc.edu>: 

Yes, you may definitely research other sources! 

Go tteels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 
> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly- Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses every letter in the alphabet. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From     @email.m~c.edu [mailto     ;@email.m~c.edu] 
Sent: I nursctay 8:24 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Economic Impact Analysis 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I xvas wondering if we were allowed to use other sources for our paper 
or ifxve had to stick to what we read in the course packet in terms of 
citing. I am doing principle #1 and I get the idea of it but I wasn’t 
understanding it 100%. I looked online to better understand the 
principle so I was just wondering if I was alloxved to cite other 
sources’? 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday               12:30 PM 

@optonline.net> 

@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: CAROLINA SPORTS BUSINESS CLUB Interest 

Hi have added you to the Bb site. Please take a look at all the 

intblrnation posted,                 is the president and I ccd here on 
this note You can follow up with her for more details. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown ]2~x jumps over the laW 
dog." uses every letter in the alphabet. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ~optonline.net] 
Sent: Thursday, 11 : 19 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Subject: CAROMNA SPOR;]TS BUSINESS CLUB Interest 

I was interested in joining. (;an i get some information? 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday 12:36 PM 

@email.unc.edu"~ 

RE: Blackbom-d confusion 

Hi Resubmit your paper. Thanks 

Have a ~vonderful ~veekend! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
dog." uses ever,v letter in the alphabet. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1 : 15 AM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: Blackboard confusion 

[)ear Professor Stroman, 

Tonight as I submitted my essay I saw that the other two files that were 
due via digital dropbox said ’added’ but not necessarily ’submitted’ I am 
not sure if that means you never received them on the due date or if I am 
j ust being paranoid about blackboard terminology 

Sorry for the confusion I just wanted to veril?’ that you received them on 
the correct date. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Friday, 12:53 PM 

@email.unc.edu> @tmc.edu 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Sport Administration Mission Statement Meeling Notes 

Thales for your leadership in this effort. Great work’. 

Suggested: 

"Integrating theoW and practice to prepare graduate students for leadership 
positions in intercollegiate athletics." 

Thought (to address the question of integrate ’what’?) 

"To successfully integrate business and sport-related theory and its 
practical application to prepare graduate students :[’or leadership positions 
in intercollegiate athletics." 

ttave a great weekend! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC at Chapel tIill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fi~x jumps over the laW 
dog." uses every letter in the alphabet. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From ..... r@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday 11 : 13 AM 

To: 

shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu; Barbara J Osborne; 

bouttlall; Deborah Jog Southall; Coyte Cooper; Deborah L’!tm Stroman 

Cc: 

Subject: Sport Administration Mission Statement Meeting Notes 

Hello Faculty, Stafi; and Felloxv Students 

On behalf of our first-year sport administration class, I wanted to thank 
you for your participation and enthusiasm in yesterday’s mission statement 
meeting. It was vital to have representation from all kcy stakeholders, and 
as Jordan alluded to yesterday, a unique privilege as graduate students to 
be able to participate in a meeting with senior staff and l:aculty. 

I have attached a few notes from the meeting yesterday. Hopefully this will 
provide an easy guide for future discussions surrounding the mission 
statement, vision, goals, and objectives of the program moving forward. 

Once again thank you for your efforts in making the meeting a success. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Wednesday, October 7, 2009 8:47 AM 

’Benjamin Gra~iahik’ @gmml.com> 

RE: FW: Economic hnpact Calculator 

N~anks Ben. I am awaiting her reply, She said she should get ti~e numbers by the end of the week. 

Go MeSs, 

~ ~NC at C}~apS ~ 

9~98430336 

%’V~ek[y ~2e~rd Fact: Ev~yane in the Middg? Ages be[ieved - os Aristotie hod - thor th~ heart wos the s~at 

~= Benjamin @afchik [mailto: @gmail.com] 
8e~t: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 ~:0~ PH 
Te= Deborah Stroman 
8~ject: Re: ~: Economic Impact Calculator 

Dr. Stmma~ 

Do you have the final attendauce figures for the games? IfI can get that info, the calculations will almost be complete. I should have the rest of the data entered by this 
afternoon, a~d will have it to you by Wednesday at the latest. 

Ben 

On Tue, Sep 22, 2009 at 5:18 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroma@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

FYL We need to fi@sh the excel analysis. 

Go } :reel~;, 

Deborah Stroman, t-"t~.D., CI.U 

9 Ji 9 8 63 0,3,36 

Weddy Weird Fac~: ’~}~erc is a oily called Rome on e’,,eW cot~dnem, 

Frnm: Linda Smith@TownofCary.org [mailto:I~inda Smith@TownofCav¢.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2009 12:29 PM 

’re: dstrornan@ema iL unc. edu 
Snb, ieet: Fw: Economic Impact Calculator 

Deb, 

Herds all the information on the Economic Impact Study. Please be suer the students read through it bcfore coning to the Complcx. We will have some instructions on-site, but this is really 

detailed information on what needs to be done. 

If you could send me the schedule, along with cell phone numbers as soon as you have it ready, that would be great. I xvant to make sttre we have time to fill in any gaps if your students 

don’t end up covering all of the spots. 

Thanks! 

Linda 

Linda Smith 
Business Development Manager 
Cary Parks, Recreation and Cultural Resources 
PO Box 8005 
Capf~ NC 27512 
O:ffice: (919) 380-2765 
Fax: (919) 459-4344 
linda.smith@towno [ca~ org 

Selected as an "NCAA Championship Ci~", the Town of Cary is designated as one of six premier collegiate athletics host communities! 



Note: Emails sent to and from this address are subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 

..... Fop, yarded by ;,inda Smitb/~:aly on 05/19/2009 12:25 PM ..... 

Scott Dupree < N _u_ ~_r ~2a_ ! _e_~l_~_s_ p_ _qt_’t _s: _o_ _rg > 

05/13/2009 04:36 PM 

To <Linda.Smi/b@TownofCary.org> 

Subject FW: Economic Impact Calculator 

Linda .. Here are all the necessary docunrents. 

The atIachment entitled "instructions" conlains all the instrucI~ons ... and I mean LOTS of instructions. 

scott 

Frnm: Jennifer Mello [mai[to:jermy@perforrnanceresearch com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2009 11:31 AM 
’ro: Scott Dupree 
Cc: ’Clarke, Heidi’; ’Reis, 2.my’; ’Eiland, Mary’ 
Subject: Economic Impact Calculator 

Good Morning, 

Please find the attached components of the Economic N~pact Calculator, revised to reflect provision of attendance by ganre rather than by day. 

Please start by reading the instructions (the document called "Economic Impact Calculator Instructions - Version 5.doc) The?- should guide you ever.vthing you need to use this tool 

effectively. 

If you have any questions, feel free to e-mail me. 

Thanks very much, and best of luck with your NCAA events 

Regards, 

J enny 

Jeunil~r Mello 
Web: ._w_ 35_~2_~_:t?_g._~__T___o__r___m__a__tA _c__e__r_~Le_tLry_t_~_ .c_’ p! _r! 

Email: i e n n "/@_[!_c_’_r_ ~ _°_[_r_r_!!!_n___c2c_"! 2e_~__e__a_!ic_ ~ !:_c_’__°_ k~ ?. 

North America: 
Performance Research 
25 Mill Street 
Ne~vport, Rhode Island 02840 

Main: (401) 848-0111 

Direct: (508) 524 2638 

Fax: (401) 848-0110 

E-mail message checked by Spyware Doctor (6.0.0.386) 

Database versiou: 5.11990 
h~£p://www.pctuols.com/sp)~vare-dncA.or-antivirus/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, October 7, 2009 8:49 AM 

’Benjamin Gra~i:hik’ @gmml.com> 

RE: tWO: Economic hnpact Calculator 

Yes, We need to have ail the numbers first, Grek~t job! 

Deborah Stroman, t-"h.D., CI.U 

~ ~NC at C}~ape] ~ 

9~98630336 

W~ek[y ~qeird Fact: Ev~@,ane in the t~didd/e7 Ages be[loved - os Aristot/e h~d - thor th~ heart w~s the seat of inte/figence. 

~= Benjamin @afchik [mailto:_ @gmail.com] 
8e~t: Wednesday, Oc~ber 07, 2009 8:~ AN 
To= Deborah Stroman 
8~ject: Re: ~: Economic Impact Calculator 

Alight, not a problem...should I just wait to present the whole tNng ~ you after I get the num~rs? I feel like that would be a good idea, ~eing as the a~endance 

figures roll determine a majofi~ of the i~o~ation we ~e t~ing ~ gather. 

On Wed, Oct 7, 2009 at 8:46 AM, Deborah Stroman <daroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Thmlks ]Ben~ [ am awaiting her ~ply. She said she sh~tdd get the numbers b5, the er~d ~fthe ~eek. 

Deborah ;!%.roman. Ph D., (3I .U 
~ JNC at C:}~ape] ~ {ili 
}~xet’dse and Spc~t S, dcm:e 
929 84.3 0336 

}] t’~p:!///www.umz.edu/ clcpIs/%xercise// sport administration 

F~m: Benjamin @afchN [mailm: (~3gmai].com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 1:03 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: Economic Impact Calculator 

Dr. Stmma~ 

Do you have the final attendance figures for the games? IfI cau get that ilffo, the coJc@afions will almost be complete. I should have the rest of the data enteled by this 
aflemoou, mid will have it to you by Wednesday at the latest. 

Ben 

On Tue, Sep 22, 2009 at 5:18 PM, Deborah Stroman <daroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

FYI. We need ~o fi~ish the e’~cel analysis. 

Deborah S~:~om~, Ph 1~)., CLi i 

UNC at Chapel } iJll 

9 Z0.843.0336 

http:!///www.unc.edu/ depts/’exercise/’ sport administration 

Week1?, Weird Fa~x: ’~I~erc is a oily called Rome on e~,e~y continenf 

From: Linda.Smith@TownofCary.org [mailto:]Linda.Smkhr’~Towno£;arv.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2009 12:29 PM 
Tn: dstrornan(&email ~mc. edu 
Subject: Bv: Economic Lmpact Calculator 

Deb, 

Here’s all the information on the Economic Impact Study Please be suer the students read through it before coming to the Complex We will have some instructions on-site, but this is really 

detailed information on what needs to be done. 

If you could send me the schedule, along with cell phone numbers as soon as you have it ready, that would be great. I want to make sure we have time to fill in any gaps ffyour students 

don’t end up covering all of the spots. 



Thanks! 

Linda 

Linda Strdth 
Business Development Manager 
Cary Parks, Recreation and Cultuxal Resources 
PO Box 8005 
Ca~g, NC 27512 

Office: (919) 380-2765 
Fax: (919) 469-4344 
iinda sn~ith(&townofcaty.org 
www.townofcary.org 

Selected as an "NCAA Championship City", the Town of Cary is designated as one of six premier collegiate athletics host con~’nunities! 

Note: Emails sent to and from this address are subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 

..... Fom’arded by iAnda Smith/CaW on 05/19/2009 12:25 PM ..... 

Scotl Dupree <~h~ p~ ee@~’alei!~hspor ts.or .~> 

05/13/2009 04:36 PM 

To <Linda.Smith@ To~ nofCary.org> 

cc 

Sut~iect FW: Economic Impact Calculator 

Linda .. Here are all the necessary documents. 

The attachrnent entitled "irtstructions" contains all the instructions .. and I mean LOTS of instructions. 

scott 

From: Jemxifcr Mcllo [mailto:kcr~t’~(~i?erJk~rmanceresearch corr,] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2009 11:31 AM 
To: Scott Dupree 
Ce: ’Clarke. Heidi’; ’Reis, .~y’; ’Eiland, Mau’ 
Subject: Economic Impact Calculator 

Good Morning, 

Please find the attached components of the Economic Impact Calculator, revised to reflect provision of attendance by game rather than by day 

Please start by reading the instrucuons (the document called "Economic Impact Calculator Instructions - Version 5.doc) They should guide you everything you need to use this tool 

effectively. 

If y o u have any questions, feel :free to e-mail me. 

Thanks very much, and best of luck with your NCAA events 

Regards, 

Jenny 

Jennifer Mello 
Web: www.perl2m~n ancer esearch, c onr 

Email: jenny(d~pefformanceresearch com 

North America: 
Performance Research 
25 Mill Street 
Newport, Rhode Island 02840 

Main: (401) 848-0111 
Direct: (508) 524 2638 

Fax: (401) 848-0110 



~mail message checked by Spyware Doctor (6.0.0.386) 

Database version: 5.11990 

h~£p://www.pctools.con~/sp)~vare-doctor-antivirus/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Wednesday, October 7, 2009 8:53 AM 

’Benjamin Grati:hik’ ~gmml.com> 

RE: FW: Economic hnpact Calculator 

Yes. They are stiil interested in what I can do for ti~e FSU game. Thanks! 

Deborah 5tr,)man, Pt~-D,, CI.U 

~ JNC at C:}~ape] ~ 

9~98630336 

Weekly ~eird Fact: Everyane in the Middle Ages believed : o5 Aristotle hod - that the heart was the seat of inte/figence. 

~= Benjamin Grafchik [mailto: @gmail.com] 
8ent~ Wednesday, Oc~ber 07, 2009 8:S0 AM 
To= Deborah Stroman 
8~ject~ Re: ~: Economic Impact Calculator 

Than~...I will pre~nt what I have iu te~s of the DMsiou H ~ball tournament and how it pe~Jns k~ the FSU game. Is that still 

On Wed, Oct 7, 2009 at 8:49 AM, Deborah Stroman <d~roman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Yes. We need R) have ;all the uumbers final Great job’. 

Deborah S~£ornan. Ph D., (3I.U 
~ JNC at C:}~ape] ~ 
Kxet’dse am] Spo~t S, dcm:e DcpL 
929 84.3 0336 

}w~p:!///www.unc.ec]u/ clcpIs/%xercise// sport aclmmistration 

From: BenJamin @~fchik [mailto:          ~[bgmai].com] 
Sent: We~esday, October 07, 2009 8:48 ~M 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: Ecouomic Impact Calculator 
Alright, not a problem...should I j ust wait to present the whole thiug to you after I get "the humors? I feel like that would be a good idea, ~eing as the attendance 

figures will determine a majority of the information we aze trying to gather. 

On Wed, Oct 7, 2009 at 8:46 AM, Deborah Stroman <dstromaN~emaJl.unc.eda> wrote: 
Thanks Be~ I am awaiti~g Bcr reply. She said sl~e slK~uld get the n~m~bers by ~he end office ~eek. 

£)e~x~rah ~’,trolnan, P}~.12>,~ CLU 

l: JNC at C}~apd Mi]i 

9 J: 9 84.3 0336 

From: Benjam~ Gl-afch~ [mailto: ~2g~!!fiJ!=~9~!] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 1:03 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: Economic Impact Calculator 

Dr. Stmma~ 

Do you have the final attendauce figures for the games? IfI can get that info, the calc@a~ons roll almost be complete. I should have the rest of the data entered by this 
afternoon, and will have it to you by Wednesday at the latest. 

Ben 

On Tue, Sep 22, 2009 at 5:18 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroma@~email.unc.eda> wrote: 

FYL We need to fi@sh the excel analysis. 

Deborah ;!%£ornan. Ph D., CI .U 

919 84.3 0336 

Weird FacL ’~herc is a cily called Rome on e~,,e~T’ cot~dnent. 



From: Linda Smith@To~vnofCary. org [mailto: _LAI_E _d_~_: ~~ t~_l_ Z: 9__r_gj 
Sent: Tuesday, May 19, 2009 12:29 PM 
To: dstroman~email.unc, edu 
Subject: Fw: Economic hnpact Calculator 

Deb, 

Here’s all the irfformation on the Economic Impact Study Please be suer the students read through it before coming to the Comple× We will have some instructions on-site, but this is really 

detailed information on what needs to be done. 

If you could send me the schedule, along with cell phone numbers as soon as you have it ready that would be great. I want to make s~tre we have time to fill in an?" gaps if your students 

don’t end up covering all of the spots. 

Thanks! 

Linda 

Linda Sn’fith 
Business Development Manager 
CaD- Parks, Recreation and Cultural Resources 
PO Box 8005 
Cary, NC 27512 
Office: (919) 380-2765 
Fax: (919) 449-4344 
linda.smith~townofcary org 
www.townofcary.org 

Selected as an "NCAA Championship City,", the Town of Cary is designated as one of six premier collegiate athletics host communities! 

Note: Emails sent to and from this address are subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties 

......... l~oiwarded by Litlda SmithiCary on 05/19/2009 12:25 PM ..... 

To <Linda Smith@TownofCary org> 

cc 

Subject FW: Ecotlomic Impact Calculator 

Linda ... Here are all the necessary documents. 

The attachment entitled "instructions" contains all the instructions .. and I mean LOTS of instructions 

From: Jennifer Mello [mailto:jermy@pert)~rmanceresearch.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2009 11:31 AM 
Tn: Scott Dupree 
Cc: ’Clarke, Heidi’; ’Reis, Amy"; ’Eiland, Mary’ 
Subject: Economic Impact Calcu]atnr 

(food Morning, 

Please find the attached cornponents of the Economic Lmpact Calculator, revised to reflect provision of attendance by game rather than by day-. 

Please stalt by reading the instructions (the docmnent called "Economic Impact Calculator Instructions - Version 5.doc). They should guide you everything you need to use this tool 

effectively. 

If you have any questions, feel free to e-mail me. 

That~:s very much, and best of luck with your NCAA cvents. 

Regards, 

Jenny 



~ennifer Mell~ 
YVeb: ww w.i)er for m ancer eseat cl’t. c onl 

Email: i entw@peff{~rma nceresearch cora 

North America: 
Perfolrnance Research 
25 ivlill Street 
Newport, Rhode Island 02840 

Main: (401) 848-0111 
Direct: (508) 524 2638 

Fax: (dO1) 848-0110 

E-mail message checked by Spyware Doctor (6.0.0.386) 

Database version: 5.11990 

http://~’.pctools.co~/sp~ware-doctor -a ntivirus/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 10:24 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EDR NOLA Trip- More Intb 

Please do Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: EvelTone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had 
- that the heart was the seat of intelligence 

..... Original iViessage ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 7:49 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EDR NOLA Trip - iVlore Info 

Being a student organization and working with student fees, we do give 
preference to students first but if the trips still are not full then we 
open it up to the community and yes, you will be eligible to apply then! 

I can put you down on our EDR communi~ list if you want to receive 
updates on future trips[ 

Thanks, 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Thanks. I can’t make it on this trip, but I *wmted to kno*v if I was 
eligible 
> to apply for future ones I will definitely make note. 
> 
> Thanks 12~r all you do! 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 
> 

> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jttmps over the lazy 
> dog." uses evelT letter in the alphabet. 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: (d~,,email.unc. edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 5:58 PM 
> To: tmdisclosed-recipients: 
> Subject: EDR NOLA Trip - More 
> 

> Hevy! 
> 
> Thar~ks for your interest :) 
> 
> Faculty, staff and students all can sign up to be drivers if 25 or 
above. 
> 

> The trip will be leaving Wednesday ~ (depending on 
> class/work schedule of evewone) and returning on 
> Sunday (aiming before 7pro). 
> 

> The cost of the vans, gas, accommodations and all of your meals during 
> the trip (except for meals 
> while on the road to and from Chapel Hill) will be covered by us. 
> 
> There ~vill be total of 22 participants - 16 trip participants, 2 trip 
> leaders, and 4 drivers (2 per van!). 
> 

> The vans are from enterprise and are 2 of the 15 passenger vans 
> 

> Tl~ree days at work - Thursday, Friday and Saturday - St. BelTmrd’s 
Project. 
> 

> Let me know if the dates work for you and I’ll ad d you to the trip email 



listser~, to keep you updated! 

Thanks :) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:26 AM 

@kenan- llagler, unc.edu-~ 

RE: NBA China contacts 

It took a wbiie but here’s the contact. © 

lhe best person to contact is Dsvid Y~ng, who oversees ti~e NBA’s sponsorsMp efforts in CMna~ He spent some time in the NY office but ~s now bssed ~n 

Belj~n~, so e~ma~ wil~ be best bet -- he’s at dyan~@nba.com. 

Be polite and professiona~ 

We~k!y Weird Fact: Everyon~ in the Midd/e Ages believed - as ,4ristot/e had - that the heart :~as the seat of int~tifgence. 

F~m=, #kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 12:36 PN 
Te; Stroman, Deborah L. 
Subjett= NBA China con~c~ 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’m just following up with what we discussed at our meeting last week. Have you been aMe to find any email addresses for direct NBA China contacts? 

Thanks, 

BSBA Kenan-Flagler Business School 

BA Exercise and Sport Science - Sport Administration 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Women’s Club Basketball 

Sports Marketing Carolina Athletic Association 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

(c): 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:28 AM 

RE: Internship PrograJn Question 

Hi. Oazy day, �:ali me after 4:00 in the o[[ice, 

Ge "..’ "::e el~;, 

9T9 84.3 0336 

W~ek[y ~’eird Fact: Ev~ryane in the Adidd/e Ages be[ieved - as Aristot/e h~d - that the heart w~s the seat of inte/figence. 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 1.1:56 Alv~ 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
S,,bject: Internship Program Question 
Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I hope all is we|l! I have a couple quick questions about the internship program class you are piloting this semester. Please give me a call when you have an 
opportuni~. Thanks! 
Happy Monday, 

Direct 

Fo[Iov¢ us on twltX’r and become a fan on facebook[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:29 AM 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: advising meeting 

Hi I ~vill be at the M~ior Expo in Great Hall today from 12:30 - 2:00 
you want to stop by. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Evelyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had 
- that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~?email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:53 AM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Sut~iect: advising meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hey How are you doing? 

Im just writing to set up a time to meet with you about grad 
school/internships/my general life after graduation! 
When are your walk-in hours? 
Maybe I can make it to those. If not, I will make an appointment. Im 
j ust hoping to talk with you before gets up and running full 
speed 

Thanks!! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:30 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sl~m Dunk Contes~t 

Hi i Thanks for your communication The most important thing is to 
introduce yourself and empower people immediately with timelines Talk to 
your leadership team for ideas and begin to make assignments 
Research events and identify possible areas to add, if necessary. 
This contest is yours to manage I will be there to assist when you need me. 

Also, ask your new team for ideas and the best way to accomplish the task. 
UNC students are bright -- let them get involved asap[ 

Chat with you soon. Call me tomorrow if you have additional questions 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: F.veryone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat o17 intelligence 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:32 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Sut~ject: 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I am sorry it took me longer than expected to get my committee together, 
but I had a stretch of three test in three consecutive school days. With 
that being said I wanted to touch base with you and let you know that I 
have selected a team and will be contacting them soon I wanted to ask if 
there were any specific things that you felt I needed to cover in my 
initial email to the group In addition, I was wondering if there were any 
particular items in addition to operations, compliance, and sponsorships 
that this group will be responsible for in working on this event 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:46 PM 

~email.unc.e&~ 

RE: Friday’s ExaJn 

Hi No, just what I noted on Bb. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Evelyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had 
- that the heart was the seat of intelligence 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @emaihuaac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:44 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Friday’s Exam 

Will there be an?" excel tenninology/questions on Friday’s exams? 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:47 PM 

@kenan- llagler, unc.edu-~ 

RE: NBA China contacts 

Hi Just rnentior~ that your 3ro[essor is s forrner teammate of , who suppiied the contact information. 

Deborah Str,xnan, Ph.D,, CI.U 

~ ~NC at C}~apS ~ 

9~9 84,3 0336 

W~ek[y ~2e~rd Fact: Ev~@,ane in the Midd/e Ages beEeved - as Aristot/e h~d - that th~ heart w~s the seat af inte/fi£ence. 

From: :@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:~ PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L. 
$ubject: RE: NBA China contacts 
Thanks Dr. Stroman~ Just one LH#~8 ~efore ~ ema~ hh~l -- would it be helpf@ for me to mention the name of the person who 8ave me Ms contact ~nl:ormsdon? 

wo@d you be able to provide a name? 

Thanks aAsin; 

BSBA Kenan-Flagler Business School 

BA Exercise and SporL Science -Sport Administratkm 

University o1: North Caro]h~s at Chapel 

, Women’s Club Basketball 

Sports Market,n8 Csro~s AtMet~c Association 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

(c) 
F~m= Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday,               ~0:26 AN 

Subject= RE: NBA CNna contacts 

. ~t took a wM~e but here’s the contact. 

N~e best person to contact 

Beij~ng, so e-.ma~ w@ be best bet -- he’s at dvanR@nba.com. 

Be polite and professional~ 

Keq~ me 
t;}o } ic,’ls, 

lFS~,x’ah S:rom~n, PhD., 

Exerc:is~ anJ Sport Scienc~ Dept, 

Weekly Weird &xt: Everyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristode had - that the heart was the seat of intdfigence. 

From: :@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Seat= Wednesday, ~2:36 
Te; Stroman, Deborah L. 
SabjeCt= NBA China 

Dr. Stroman, 
I’m just folbwing up with what we discussed at our meeting last week. Have you been aMe to find any email addresses for direct NBA China contacts? 

Thanks, 

BSBA Kenan-Flagler Business School 

BA Exercise and Sport Science - Sport Administration 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

, Women’s Club Basketball 

Sports Marketing Carolina Athletic Association 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

(c) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~ema]l.uuc.e&p 

Thursday, 12:06 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: internship 

Hi      Your contact at UNC        is Coach     ~ He agreed to interview you to make sure that the internship is a "win-win" for VOU and his office. I know 

things are very busy right now, but if you left a vmsg and emaH msg --- he will get back to you. 

Thanks. 

9 2 9 84.3 03.3 (~ 

http:/’/www,unc,e~ui~epts/exe~cise/sporE administration 

Week@ We[rd ~ac~: ~vetyon£’ Jn ~he Middle’ Ages believed - ~s Aris~ode hod .- ~ha~ ~he hea~’~ wos the seat o/ in~elfigence. 

From= :@email.unc.edu _ :@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday,               ~1:08 AN 

Te~ dstro@unc.edu 
Su~jectl internship 

hey dr. stroman i wasjusl wondering if you by any chance knew when fl~e internship was going to sIart? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 12:09 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: internship - Business Etiquette 

Hi      I am not sure if you had any classes in this area or attended any workshops at Career Services, but I wanted to make sure that you knew about an 

important rule in writing to profess~ona~s~ 

Don’t address your eiders, peoph~ Vou respect or need something [ram w~th "hey" in an emaH. I1: is too h~formai ~nd can be v~e~ved as d~srespe(:tR~L ~ don’t want 

Vou to mM~e that m~sl:ake wRh future emph:~vers or the 

Hope that he~psl 

Let me know ~f you have any questions. 

Jil:t:p:/’//www,ur]c,e~Ju//(]epts//exercJse//sport a~JminJstrat{oi~ 

Weekly ~’Vehd ,~act: Everyone in the Midd/e Age~ bdieved - as Aristode had - that the ,~eart ~,as t,~e seat of intdfi~ence. 

F~m= :@email.unc.edu [ :@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,               ~:08 AN 
Te= dstro@unc.edu 
Subject= internship 

hey dr. stroman i was just wondering if you by any chance knew when the internship was going to slart? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:41 AM 

@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Interest in EXSS 

Intro.pdf 

Hi :        . Listen in on the recorded call Let me know if you have an?- 
additional questions Thales 

Free Conference Play Back 
Playback Number: 
(712) 432-1590 

Access Code: 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Evep)~one in the M~ddle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:14 AM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Interest in EXSS 

HirN. S~oman 

I am interested in taking the EXSS     class next semester but I would 
first like to know what the course is (lecture or online) and what it is 
about. If its not too much to ask, is there any way that I could see an old 
syllabus for the course? 

Thanks 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:56 AM 

Salyer, Sher~, L <saJyer@email.uuc.edu> 

FW: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 1581093 

Hi Sherry Please add me as an instructor for I will use the site for 
¯ Thanks¯ 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept¯ 

919¯8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Evel~-one in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had 
- that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: I~rNC-CH PTR [mailto:bbadmin@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 1581093 
hnportance: Low 

C]ient Information 
deborah I stroman, Location : 04 smith building cb 3182 chapel hi[], nc 
27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: exercise & sport science 

Phone: (919) 843-0336 and Email: dstro@unc.edu 
Short Description: Bb 02 Access 

Email Text : Deborah, 

’]7he requested course site is in Blackboard. To gain access, you will need 
the instructor to add you as an instructor or have the course register add 
you to the course as an instructor with 0% responsibility¯ 

Regards, 

ITS 
Blackboard Team 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:42 AM 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: advising meeting 

Hi Let’s pencil in 1:30 Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Evelyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had 
- that the heart was the seat of intelligence 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:40 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: advising meeting 

can do Wednesday the anytime after 11.. 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> tIi The week o17 the 

next 

> week Do you have an?’ time Tuesday ~ , or Wednesday 

> 

> 

> Go IIeels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 

> UNC at Chapel Hill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

> 

> 919843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Everyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle 

had - 

> that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

> 

> 

Origina[ Message ..... 

> From: ~lemail unc edu] 

> Sent: Wednesday, 1:52 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: Re: advising meeting 

> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> Sorry" I missed you today-. This is the illst time i have checked my email 

is best :[’or me as I am out of town most of 

afternoon? 

all day. Just trying to take advantage of a day without          , I 

was busy with schoolwork and working out. Maybe we can schedule another 

time? 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> Hi. I will be at the Major Expo in Great Hall today from 12:30 - 2:00 
if 

> you 
>> want to stop by. 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> L2,1C at Chapel Hill 
>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> http ://w~vw unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> Weekly Weird Fact: Evelyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle 
had 

>> that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: .... %email uric edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, 11:53 AM 



>> To: dstroman@email uric edu 
>> Subject: advising meeting 
>> 

>> Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> Hey How are you doing? 
>> 

>> Im just writing to set up a time to meet with you about grad 
>> school/internships/my general life after graduation! 
>> When are your walk-in hours? 
>> Maybe I can make it to those. If not, I will make an appointrnent. Im 
>> just hoping to talk with you before          gets up and r~mning full 

>> speed. 
>> 

>> Thanks[[ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:46 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: internship 

Okay. I will remind him to get back in touch asap. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Evelyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: :@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 2009 1:49 AM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: RE: internship 

Yes I sent him an emai[ also but during the intet-~,iew he said he needed to 
get in touch with you to see when you wanted him to start working with us 

On Thu,           00:05:51 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroman@emai]. unc edu> wrote: 
> Hi       Your contact at              is Coach He agreed to 
> interview you to make sure that the internship is a "win-win" [’or you and 
> his office ] know things are very busy right now, but if you left a vmsg 
> and emai[ msg - he will get back to you 

> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> Go Hee]s, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> 

> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> <http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration> 
> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Evelyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle 
had 

> that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

> From: @email.tmc.edn I (~,cmaihtmc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday,                11:08 AM 
> To: dstro@unc.edu 
> Subject: internship 

> he?" dr. stroman i was just wondering if you by any chance knew when the 
>         internship was going to start? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:51 AM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Advi~r Night 

Thanks again for ?’our leadership! I left him a vmsg 

Also, I would appreciate your reaching out to        as he may need 
assistance in forming his           committee and the necessary duties. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Evelyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat of intelligence 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: TueSday, 

To: Dr Stroman 
Subject: Advisor Night 

~email.unc.edu] 
9:49 PM 

HAPPY BELA’It~ID B-DAY[! 

Hope it was great. 

emailed me today wanting to confirm the date so that he can 
make sure he can make it. I’m not sure of the time, but his email is 

~aol.com and his number is            (in case you 
misplaced it). 

Let me know if I can do anything to help out with the Advisor night also. 

’]7hanks!! 

Ut~iversity of N()rth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Class of 
Exercise and Spor~ Science-Spor~ Administration 
Coaching Education 
Recreation Administration 



Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:07 AM 

~emaJl.unc.edu>; 

~emml.unc.edu>; 

@email. unc.edu>; 

ILE: updates 

@email. unc.edu>; @email .unc.edu-~; 

.~eraail.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; 
@eraail.unc.edu>; Stroma~L Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thanks for evewone’s haste attention to organizational matters and the 
t-shirt consideration I also appreciate the         greetings My day 
was great as I continue to try to stay young at heart. :) 

Brainstolrn - I was thinking about having a "Career Night" event in    . or 
¯ Instead of having potential employers, this event would focus on the 

necessary preparation such as interviewing, resume writing, etiquette 
(prufessional dress, speaking, writing), networking, etc I wuuld invite 
someune fi-om Career Services to assist. 

Your thoughts? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.eduidepts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Everyone in the M~ddle Ages believed - as Aristutie had 
- that the heart was the seat o17 intelligence 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~r!emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Munday, 7:49 PM 
To: 

Dr Stroman 
Sut~iect: updates 

hey everyone, 

i know- you are busy, but i do need some feedback from all of you. 

here are the key issues: 

1. thoughts on the t-shirts- ~$315 total for 50 t-shirts 
2. if you typed up inl’o sheets from the first meeting i need the info 

3. thoughts on 
4. getting bio and picture to beau for the website 
5.              dr. stroman :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 11:13 AM 

’JennitEr Eaddy’ ~@yahoo.com> 

FW: INFORMATIONAl,: Thursday, Oct. 22 Football Transportation aud Paxking 

It’s golma be ~vild’. [ 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: EvelTone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had 
- that the heart was the seat of intelligence 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify.unc.edu [mailto:nnbodv@notifv.unc.edul On Behalf Of 
noreply@unc.edu 
Sent: Monday, October 05, 2009 11:36 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Sutziect: INFORMATIONAL: Thursday, Oct. 22 Fuotball Transpurtatiun and 
Parking 

AT[IENTION UNC STUDENTS, STAFF, AND FACULTY: 

On Thursday, Oct. 22, 2009, the North Carolina Tar }{eels will host the 
Florida State Seminoles at 8 pm for a natiunally televised football 
game at Kenan Stadium Although this ~Ilqursday night game falls during 
UNC students’ Fall Break, large crowds are expected to begin arriving on 
campus late that afternuon and throughout the evening. 

]N HOPES T[tAT CAiVfPUS EMPLOYEES WILL EXPERIENCE LESS INCONVF.Nlt{NCE 

LEAVING CAMPUS, ’]"}]Iv. UNIVI{R SITY t I~.S ALR[iADY ANNOUNCED THAT EMPLOYEES’ 

REGULAR WORKDAY ttOURS WILL BE C[tANGED },ROM 8-5 PM. ’I70 8-3 P.]Vf ON 
OCTOB[gR 22 

Consequently, transportation and parking for this weeknight game will be 
slightly different than normal weekdaysiweeknights and different from 
typical Saturday J2~otball games. 

* Campus employees working regular day hours should plan un exiung 
parking luts by 3:30 pm Towing will commence in designated lots 
beginning 3:30 pro., 4:30 p.m. and 5:30 pro. Game operations WILL BEGIN 
at 3:30 pro. 

* Off-campus lots will open to game night patrons at 4:30 p.m. 

* On-campus lots will open to game night patrons at 5:30 p.m. 

* Chapel Hill Transit plans to adjust schedules accordingly (see 
website listed below for details) 

* Parking permit regulations will be enforced as normal in resident 
student lots. For example, most student lots require a campus weekday / 
weeknight permit, Monday-Thursday, 7:30 a.m. umil 9 p.m. and Friday, 
7:30 pan. - 5 p.m. These regulations will remain in effect dttring fall 
break, unless otherwise noted on our website or via special lot signs. 

For a complete listing of LMPACTED PARKING LOTS, TRAFFIC PATTERN’S, AND 
TRANSIT INFORMATION, please familiarize yourself with the information 
posted through a special Thursday-, October 22 Football Transportation 
and Parking link located on the main Department of Public Safety 
homepage: 

htt~://www.d~s.unc.edu 

Employees may contact their department Parking Coordinators for 
questions regarding the Thursday Night Football Website or to make 
special parking alwangements if they are considered critical employees. 
Questions regarding information on DPS Thursday Night Football parking 
and transportation operations may also be directed to L~,-C Public Safety 
at (919) 962-3951 during normal business hours. 

For information on other scheduled special events on campus, including 
remaining fbotball games, log onto the Public Safety website and visit 
the special events link 

Thal~k You, 
UNC Public Safety 

This email is sponsored by: Uik-C Public Safet?- 



"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ;vant to receive mass email. To set your reformational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directol)’ web site at 
https:i/dir.unc.edu/dir/update. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:17 AM 

~@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Advising 

Hi      I am not available next ~veek but during the ~veek of the 
fine. Wednesday afternoons and Thursdays are good. 

Are you available after 2:30 on the ? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Evelyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat of intelligence 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday: 7:14 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Subject: Advising 

Hi lay name is      and I am a in the Sports Administration track 
and I was wondering when you are available for advising about future plans 
such as grad school and other options 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:19 AM 

@emml .unc.edu> 

RE: study work 

Thanks for sharing     You are special person and I know you have lots 
to contribute to this world[ Keep shining[ 

I am in Smith Building (right where we saw each other), which is across 
from Swain parking lot. I hold office hours on Wednesday aRernoons and 
Thursdays 

Let me kno~v when you can stop by Pretty soon you will be a graduate! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNt2 at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Everyone in the ivliddle Ages believed - as Aristotle had 
- that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: ~r!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:55 PM 

Tu: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: study work 

Hello Dr Stroman, 

It was great running into you the uther afternoun and I hupe your semester 
is going well! My time abroad was utterly amazing and I can’t thank you 
enuugh :for writing me such a wonderful recummendation to make the whule 
experience possible. ! attached the beginning sections of my pur0k~liu 
that I compiled as a final prulect for my internship It gives a brief 
introductiun tu the urganization I wurked with, sume of the persunal guals 
I had when I began working for them, as well as a summary ufthe first 
week I spent in the office that uutlines some ufthe work I completed. I 
wuuld luve tu stup by and catch up further about my trip last spring as 
well as the beginnings to my      year here at Carulina (I can’t believe 
I’m a ) su when are your office huurs this semester and where are 
you [ucated? 

Thanks again su much fur yuur help in my ’,            experience, it’s 
added su much to my undergraduate educatiun and yuur recomanendation played 
a huge part in that[ 

Best, 

UNC 
Economics and Public Policy 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:24 AM 

@eraail.~mc.edw~ 

RE: advising for sports administratiou 

Hi ~ I will be in my office today after 2:00. Othelavise, I can meet 
with you tomorrow between 1 and 3 Let me know. Thales 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Evelyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat of intelligence 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~ 5:27 PM 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Subject: advising for sports administration 

Dear, Dr. Stroman 
N{y name is and I am a here at UNC I had talked 

to you at the EXSS group advising workshop about meeting sometime to 
discusss my registration individually. I was wondering if there was a good 
day this week to meet with you? I am flee every afternoon, except Friday, 
after 2pm. Thank you so much 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 11:28 AM 

Ondrak, Kristin S <koudrak@uuc.edu:~ 

RE: EXSS 276 tutors 

Thanks again for your follow up Kristin. If you can get the name of the 
athletic tutor, I ~vould be ve~z appreciative. Harold Woodard, dean of the 
Learning Center, suggested I connect with the Nursing School too He thought 
that they had physiology tutors in place 

I will continue to encourage the students to visit directly with you too 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Eve~-one in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat of intelligence 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Kristin Ondrak [mailto:kondrak(h~unc edu] 

Sent: Monday, October 05, 2009 3:45 PM 

To: Debby Stroman 

Subject: EXSS 276 tutors 

Hey Debby, 
I hope you had a great weekend. I’m sorry it’s taken me so long ~o get 
back to you regarding EXSS 276 and tutors. Just to make sure I’m 
understanding correctly, are students coming to you asking for 276 tutors’? 
If so, please emphasize to them that ! am more than happy to talk with them 
about any material that is unclear. In fact, I’d prefer tha~ they start 
with me since I’m the instructor! I announce this in class all the time 
and often have "takers" during office hours. 
If they would like additional help, I’m happy to help find tutors through 
the Learning (;enter. I’ve done in past semesters as there are a few 
individuals who specialze in A&P and I’ve gotten positive feedback from 
previous students. Also, I’m happy to help students form stu@ groups with 
others in the class. ’]7his often works great as students who do well pair 
up with students who haven’t done as well. Finally, there is a woman is 
tutoring several student athletes in 276 and she sits in on the 12 o’clock 
section of the class I think she was hired by the Athletic Department, so 
I’ru not sure if she is taking other students at this time. 
Thanks for your concern for the students! If you have any questions, just 
let me know. 

Thanks, 
Kristin 

Kristin S. Ondrak, Ph.D. 
Lecturer, Deptartment of Exercise and Sport Science 
CB # 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 843-4537 
Office: Fetzer 26F 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emal.uuc.e&~> 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 11:31 AM 

’Kuowling, Courtney’ <CKnowling@raycomstx~rts.com> 

RE: Internship Progran Question 

Hi, I left you a vsmg. Call me at the office later today. Thanks, 

Debora}~ S~:rom~n, Ph.D,, CL~ J 

9292~63.0336 

htt:p:iiwww.un c.e du i{]epts/%xerciseisport administratio~ 

F~m: Knowling, tourney [ma~lto:CKnowling@raycomspo~s.com] 
gent: Nonday, October 0S, 2009 11:56 AM 

T0: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Internship Program Question 
Hi Dr. Stromam 
I hope all is well[ I have a couple qt*ick qt*esfions about the internship program class yo~* are piloting this semester. Flease give me a call when yo~* have an 
opport~mi~. Than~[ 
Hapw 
Co~lrt 

Courtney A Knowli~g 
h4eineke Car Care Bow[ 
704-374- 3713F; Direct 
70~ -~74 38~9 Fax 
CK~ow] mg(,~ Raycov~ Spor~s corn 
Follow us om P~vJtk’r amd become a fm~ ot~ f~cebook~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 12:16 PM 

@email .unc.edu-~; ’ @eraml .~mc.edtr~; ~@email.unc.edu~; 

~email.unc.edtv~;’ " " "      " ;@email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>;’ 

@emaJl.m~c.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu> 

Southall, Richard Mich~xd <southall@email.unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte 

<cgcoope@email.unc.edu:>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu>; Southall, Deboral~ Joy--~dj sothll@email.unc.edu> 

ACC Opportunity! 

Hi Heels. The Atlantic Coast Conference provides our program with numerous opportunities to gain experience in operations and event planning. 

We have provided them with outstanding student leaders in the past. I recently received this ACC Soccer announcement. The relationships made 

at the ACC office are invaluable. If you are interested, please contact Ms. Francona to arrange your schedule. 

ACC Soccer Championships 
WakeMed Park (Cary, NC) 

ACC Women’s Soccer Championship - 

ACC Men’s Soccer Championship 

Contact: Alyssa Francona, Championships Intern 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
45 ~2 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

(336) 854-8787 x267 

afrancona@theacc.or~ 
Go Meels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administrat:ion Facult~ 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Si~a Npha Lambda (Leadership){onors Society) 
4 Srni’~h Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.ed~ 

We are all students and teachers, t @en ask myse@ "What did I come here to learn, and whot did t come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emafil.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 12:17 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

~unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu:~; 

@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: ACC Oppo~luni .ty! 

@email. unc.e&~>; ’~ 

@email.unc.edw~; 

~emml.~mc.edw~; 

~email.unc.edu.>; 

@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

@email. unc.edu>; 

FYI, 

Deborah St:roman, Ph.D., CLk i 

Exerci~e a~J Sport Scie~ce 

~’eek!y Wehd ,~act: E~,eryone in d~e Midd/e Age~ be!ie~,ed - as Aristode had - that the ,~eart ~,as t,~e seat of intetfi~ence. 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,               12:$6 PN 

Co= ’southall@email.unc.e~u’; ’spo~law@unc.edu’; ’Co~e Cooper’; ’Dr. Stroman’; DebOrah South~ll 
Subject-" ACC Oppo~uniN[ 
H~ Heels. The Atlantic Coast Conference provides am" program w~th numerous opportunities to gain experience ~n operations and event plannh]g. 
We have provided them w~th outstanding student leaders ~n the past. I recently received th~s ACC Soccer announcement. The relationships made 
at the ACC office are ~nvaluable. If you are h]terested, please contact Ms. Francona to re’range yam" schedule. 

ACC       Championships 
WakeMed Park (Cary, NC) 
ACC Women’s Soccer Championship - 
ACC Men’s Soccer Championship - 
Contact: Alyssa Francona, Championships Intern 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybddge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 
(336) 85~-8787 x267 
afrancona@theacc.org 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science DepL 
Sport Administration Facul~" 
E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Siena ?alpha Lambda (Leadership } tonors Society) 
4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

dstro@unc,edu 
htrp:/iwww,unc.edu/depts/excrcmL[sport administration 

We ore aft students aad teachers, I ofiea osk mysel~ "W~ot did f come ~ere to learn, aad wSat did I come to 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:56 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    Journals 

Thanks       Go to Blackboard (blackboard.unc.edu) and the    course 
site. There should be a tab for Digital Dropbox Use the add item to submit 
your journal 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

hope you are feeling ~vell and having a great day! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: EvelTone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 2a)email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:06 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: EXSS    Journals 

Dr. Stroman, 

In the attachments are my Journals I am not sure how to send them through 
black board. I hope this is not inconvenient [’or you. I am sorry if it ~s 
Can you emai l me with direction on how to send my journals through black 
board 

’]?hank you 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Thursday, 6:48 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

RE: EXSS Exam I s~tu@ questions 

EXS S Jeopardy Posted.doc 

@email.unc.edu:~ 

Thanks for the reminder! Thanks again for yotu- assistance. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC: at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Everyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat of intelligence 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: O~email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:29 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: EXSS    Exam I study questions 

Dr. Stroman, 

I was wondering if you could send me those study questions that we did in 
class on Wednesday. I think you had told me that you were going to send 
them to me Any help on this would be great. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:49 PM 

@eraaJl.unc.edu>; 

RE: EXSS Exam I - CONFIDENTIAL 

@email.unc.edu:~ 

Remember, this document is for your eyes only!! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Evelyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:29 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS    Exam I study questions 

Dr. Stroman, 

I was wondering i:[’you could send me those sturdy questions that we did in 
class on Wednesday I think you had told me that you were going to send 
them to me. Any help on this would be great 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 10:10 PM 

~eraail.unc.e&~ 

@eraail. unc.edu-~ 

~2xam Time 

EXSS 

Hi, 

possible, let me know by phone I 

THANKS! 

d 

Go DIeels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

U),IC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institut:e 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Ftonors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.ed~ 

http:///www.unc.edu/’depts/exercise/’sport administration 

We are all students and teachers, t often ask myself, "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 

Will you please make 55 copies (two-sided) of this exam for me tomorrow? I have a meeting at 9:30 in Fetzer and class begins at :1:1. if it’s NOT 
, and I will stop by immediately following my meeting to make them, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday               1:09 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

RE: Thm~k you and ~me background info 

H      ket this note serve as a learning opportunity. As opposed to ignoring your note, I am choosing to respond to help you. 

I do appreciate your reaching out to EXSS SA faculty. However, part of your job to help us know you and your capabilities is to do your OWN research, k is your 

respons~b~:y to find us as you have internet, campus maos, UNC webs~:es, telephone, etc. A~th.:)ugh ~ would k)ve to assist wRh your request, I ju~;t don"t have ~:~me 

to map my office w~:h respect to my duties as a professor, advisor and program coordit~t.:)r. To be qu~te frank, I am somewhat disapp.Nr~ted ~n your questions and 

requests that w~th carefu~ thought and p~snn~ng you could answer. Remember, our program ~s very competitive. We are ~ooking for the best of the best. We want 

students who are self-.starters and independent thinkers and doers. I hope this noLe assists you ~n thaL understanding. 

~ w~l~ review your resume for our short chat. 

Have a good weekend. 

Thanks. 

Exerci~;~" :~m~ Sport Sci~’m:~" l)~’p~:, 

htt}~:// /’www.unc.edu/~e}~tsiexercise/isport a~mmistration 

WeeMy i44d~d F~ct: Everyone )~ tt~e Midd/e Ages bdia’ved -. as AHstot~e had - t~ot the heart was the seat Cf inteifigence. 

F~m: @yahoo.corn] 
~ent: Friday, ~2:36 PM 
To: dstro@unc,edu 
Subject: ~ankyou and some background info 

Dr. Stmma~ 

That &re is fine, see you fl~en. A~hed is some b~kground intb~ation ofmyselftbr your rel~rence. Let me know if you aze unable m open the file. Where is your 

once located? 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Friday,               1:12 PM 

@email.unc.edu"~ 

RE: Advising 

Hi Meet me at my office at 3:00 p.m. Thalzks. Have a great weekend! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Everyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.u~c.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:52 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Advising 

I am available on the after 3’oclock 

---Lesly 

On Thu,           11:16:45 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dstroman@emai]. unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi      I am not avai]ab[e next week but during the week of the     is 

> fine Wednesday afternoons and Thursdays are good. 

> 

> Are you available after 2:30 on the ? 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

> UNC at Chapel Hill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> 919.8430336 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Week]y Weird Fact: Everyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle 

had 

> - that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: (~email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Monday, 7:14 PM 

> To: dstrornan@email.unc.edu 

> Subject: Advising 

> 

> 

> Hi my name is and I am a in the Sports AcLministration track 

> and I was wondering when you are available for advising about future 

plans 

> such as grad school and other options 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Friday,               1:12 PM 

,,@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Advising 

BTW - "¢~qaat is your full name????? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Everyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:52 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Advising 

I am availaNe on the after 3’oclock 

On Thu,           11:16:45 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dstroman@emai]. unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi I am not avai]ab[e next week but during the week of the     is 

> fine Wednesday afternoons and Thursdays are good. 

> 

> Are you available after 2:30 on the ? 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

> UNC at Chapel Hill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> 919.8430336 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Week]y Weird Fact: Everyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle 

had 

> - that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: ’(~email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Monday, 7:14 PM 

> To: dstrornan@email.unc.edu 

> Subject: Advising 

> 

> 

> Hi my name is and I am a in the Sports AcLministration track 

> and I was wondering when you are available for advising about future 

plans 

> such as grad school and other options 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,               1:21 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; 

~q3B News 

@yahoo.com> 

Hi. I am getting scared. Are you able to do this effort? If not, we need to pull back and go in another direction. Deadlines are critical and yesterday’s was a 

trial run. 
Your thoughts? 
Go 11eels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN-C Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Siena Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
4 Smidt Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel HffL NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

{1 [’~R;z(.(www.unc.e du / d(RD/’e ~rc i~[~!port admmist:ration 

We are ali students and teachers, t @en ask myse@ "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,               1:23 PM 

Salyer, Sheny L <saJyer@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [under,graduate] Upcoming emmls 

Super! Great initiative. 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Evel3zone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had 
- that the heart was the seat of intelligence 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: She~ Salyer [mailto:salver@email uric edu] 
Sent: Friday,                10:23 AM 
To:      Undergrad list 
Subject: [undergraduate] Upcoming emails 

Starting today and Monday, I will initiate two listserv features that I 
plan to use for the remainder of the semester 

One initiative will concern information on ~nteresung majors and minors 
on campus. Many of these will be ones which you may never have heard of 
or ones [’or which you thought would have little interest ]2~r you or 
little connection with       I suggest reading each carefully--who knows 
this might be a double m~jor, minor or even future graduate program for 
you. I will note these emailings in this manner: "Major/M~nor info #1 ." 

The second initiative will highlight careers on the Occupational Outlook 
Handbook published by the US Govermnent. I will pick one Career a we& 
and link you with the in[’ormation on the website Again, I will choose 
careers of which you may not be aware or don’t know much about. ~I1qe 
subject line for these emails will be "Career #1" 

We hope this will help you! 

Dr. Salyer 

Sherry" Salyer, Ed.D. 
Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetze* Gym 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-6947 
Fax: 919-%2-0489 

Assistant Dean 
The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and 
the General College 
CB # 3110,2017B Steele Building 
919-843-4481 

Advising Hours: 
TR: 2-d--in 2017-B Steele 

Departmental advising hours: 2-4 M~V 

--- You are currently subscribed to undergraduate as: dstro@unc.edu To 
unsubscribe send a blank 
email to 

leave-25537685-20725646 67d0660a634b 194ace5322a39307c2ff@listsel~’ uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Friday,               2:41 PM 

@email .unc.edu> 

Tuft~, Amy Z <atufls@email.unc.edu~ 

RE: EXSS Exam on Ffi,. 

Hi       . Please meet Am?- Tufts m F109 at 1:00 to take your exam. Leave 
the final exam scantron AND test ~vith her upon your completion. You have 50 
minutes to complete the exam 

Thank you 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Everyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat of intelligence 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~ (~r)email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, 9:27 

To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 

Subject: EXSS    Exam on Fri, 

Dr. Stroman, 

This is on the . I am aft-aid I’m going to 
miss the Exam on Friday because we have our Tar Heel 
Invitational starting that day Please let me know when there is a 
convenient time to make up the exam Wednesday is a possibility [’or me, as 
well as that Monday         Let me know what works. Thank you. 

EXSS 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,               3:58 PM 

~email. unc.edn> 

RE: Needing some assis~tance 

Hi Yes, I can get a ball signed by 
complete the form for donations 

¯ Go to Tar Heel BRae site and 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept¯ 

919¯8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Evelyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat of intelligence 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cagemail uric ectu] 
Sent: Sunday, 2:26 PM 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Subject: Needing some assistance 

Hey Dr. Stroman 

and I are working on the newsletter, so we should have that for you on 
Thursday >) 

But I have another question for you I’m with the          Marathon and 
we are going to have a shootout next week, and we need a prize¯ I wondering 
if you knew if any member or coach of the would be allowed to 
sign a ball¯ Thanks! 

University of North ~;arolina, 

Exercise and Sports Science major 
Recreation Administration minor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,               4:05 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: WBB News 

Looks great! Thanks I look forward to seeing the final first draft. Let’s 
get ready and make contact with        for her to get rea@ to begin her 
blogging. :      @email uric edu Let her know that we chatted 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Evelyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Friday 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: W[3B News 
Importance: High 

2:55 PM 
@email.unc.edu] 

Hey I’m ready and all aboard. I always meet my deadlines. But since     ~ has 
an actual job and night classes, doesn’t have as much free time as I do. 
And had computer troubles last night. But I think can get it done, if 

works way ahead of time. I am attaching the newsletter template and my 
entry. Hope you like it! 

On Fri,          13:21:28 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi I am getting scared Are you able to do this effort? If not, we 
> need 
to 
> pull back and go in another direction. Deadlines are critical and 

yesterday’s was a trial run. > 

> 

> 

> 

> Your thoughts? 
> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 

> UNC’ - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> Sport Administration Faculty 
> 

> EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 

> 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 919843.0336 
> 

> <mailto:dstro@unc edu> dstro@unc edu 
> 

> <http ://~vw~v.unc.edu/d epts/exercise/sportadministration> 
> http://www.unc, edu~’depts/exercise/sportadministration 
> 

> We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, %Vhat did I come 
here 



> to learn, and what did [ come to teach?" 

Universi~ of North Carolina, cio 
Exercise and Sports Science ma3or 
R ecreation Administration minor 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,               4:05 PM 

~email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: [iaarlist] Duke University Sports, Race and Power ContErence 

Thanks. I will add him to the list Great seeing you today-! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN(? at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Evel~-one in the ivliddle Ages believed - as Aristotle had 
- that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday-, 3:38 PM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Sutziect: RE: [iaarlist] Duke Umversity Sports, Race and Power Conference 

Thanks for the e-mai[ Dr Stroman. I wanted to let you know that ] 

hasn’t 

been on these emails, @email uric edu, but I will forward it along 

to 

him. 

Have a good weekend, 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday,                2:38 PM 

To: ’Barbara Osborne’; Coyte Cooper; ’Debby Stroman’; ’Deborah Southall’; 

’Ed Shields’; ’Richard Somhall’; ’Shelley Johnson’ 

Sutziect: FW: [iaarlist] Duke University’ Sports, Race and Power Conference 

FYI. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 
http:i/xvwxv.unc, edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Eveuone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had 

that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Tomeiko Asl-t[’ord Carter [mailto:tashford(~,email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday-,                1:42 PM 
To: Institute of African American Research 
Subject: [iaarlist] Dake University Sports, Race and Poxver Conference 

Sports, Race and Power Conference 

The conference will focus on the history of desegregation of 
intercollegiate 
and professional sports, Africa and the World Cup, the interplay between 
racial inequality in the society at large and in the arena of competitive 
athletics, and questions of authority and hierarchy in the management, 
administration and coaching of sports programs 

Please see attached poster. 

Learn more and register today! 

http ://thenetwork.ssri duke edu/newsevents.php 

The conference is free and open to the public. 

Tomeiko AsbX’ord Carter, Ph.D. 
Associate Director 



Institute of African American Research 
UNC-Chapel }{ill 
150 South Road, Suite 309 CB# 3393 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3393 

Phone (919)-843-2606 
Fax (919)-~g43-9407 

This email is being forwarded to the Listsev~ of the Institute of African 
American Research, located at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill. This listsel~" periodically lists infom~ation on upcoming IAAR 
programs, related organizations, and constituents. For more information, 
please contact the I.~X~R Prograrrm~ing Coordinator at 919.962.6810. 

--- You are currently- subscribed to iaarlist as: @email.unc.edu. 
To 
unsubscribe send a blare: email to 
leave-25539304-3137211 .a95c05406b0b8913c 148910a6a432b54@listserv.~mc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,               4:36 PM 

i@aol.com; @verizon.net; 

~verizon.net; @hnco.com; " 

@msn.com; @msn.com; 

Deborah Stroman Ph.D., CLU 

[@serco- na.com; @yahoo co n; @verizon net; 

~aol.com; @gmai com; @gmaJl.com; 

"@sa-techinc.com; @aol co n; @citi.com 

Hi New 

Greetings 

to you. 

Yes, we 

are 

almost 

ready to 

board a 

ship full 

of fun, 

food and 

fellowship 

-not to 

mention 

great 

music! 

FYI. We 

are 

meeting 

on 

Saturday 

at 4:30 

p.m. in 

the 

Conference 

Room. 

Stay 

tuned to 

your first 

day 

itinerary. 

Live Well, 

Debby 

Deborah 

Stroman, 

Ph.D. CLU 

www.dstroman.com 

www.soulfulgolf.com 

410.365.4920 

Go }~eels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
U2"4C Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 



Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~? 3182 
Chapel H~I, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

dstro(@mc,edu 
http:/ /’www,unc.edu/depts~/exercise,/sport administration 

We ore all stadeats aad teachers. I @ea osk mysel~ "WBat did I come ~ere to leor~, aad ~at did I come 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:19 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Podunk U 

Thanks! Recheck 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration - 04 Smith Building 
CB 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

"There are two ways to get to the top of an oak tree. One way is to sit 
on an acorn and wait; the other is to climb it." 

Quoting @email.uaac.edu>: 

Dr Stroman, 

Can you make sure the extra credit document is in the assignments page. I 

can’t seem to find it 

Thanks so much, 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 5:50 PM 

~gmml.com 

Re: FW: Economic Impact CaJculator 

Hi I am out of town until Satin-day. I will reply upon my return 

Thanks 

Dr. Stroman 

Dr. Stroman, 

Curious to see if you ever got those attendance figures? Everything is 
ready to go regarding the economic impact calculator, just need to plug 
those in. Also, how many letters of reccomendation are needed for the grad 
school program? I remember you telling me it was three, with one from a 
former professor... 

On Wed, at 8:53 AM. 
@gmail com>*vrote: 

Great, I think that will have huge implications for the Universi~ as 
well 

as the ACC Let me kno~v what comes about! Thanks again! 

On Wed,            at 8:52 .&M, Deborah Stroman 
< dstroman@email.unc.edu>wrote: 

>> Yes. They are still interested in what I can do [’or the FSU game. 
>> Thankst 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
>> 
>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> http ://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> *Weekly Weird Fact: Everyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle 
>> had - that the heart was the seat of intelligence.* 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> *From:* (£?gmail.com] 
>> *Sent:* Wednesday, 8:50 AM 
>> 

>> *To:* Deborah Stroman 
>> *Subject:* Re: FvV: Economic Impact Calculator 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Thanks...I will present what I have in terms of the 
>> tournament and hoxv it pertains to the FSU game. Is that still a go? 
>> 

>> On Wed, at 8:49 Ah4. Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 
>> 

>> Yes. We need to have all the numbers first. Great jobt 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
>> 

>> L~NC at Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 
>> 



>> 919.843.0336 

>>http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/e×ercise/sport administration 

>> *Weekly Weird Fact: F.veryone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle 
>> had - that the heart was the seat of intelligence.* 

>> *Sent:* Wednesday, 8:48 

>> *To:* Deborah Stroman 
>> *Subject:* Re: NvV: Economic hnpact Calct~lator 

>> Alright, not a problem.., shot~ld I just wait to present the whole thing 
to 
>> you after I get the numbers? I feel like that would be a good idea, 
seeing 

>> as the attendance figures will determine a majority- of the information 
we 
>> are trying to gather. 

>> On at 8:46 AM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 

>> Thanks    . I am awaiting her reply. She said she should get the nmnbers 
>> by the end of the week. 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
>> 

>> L~NC at Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

>> 919843.0336 

>> http://w~vw unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Everyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle 
>> had - that the heart ~vas the seat of intelligence * 

>> *From:* i~ @gmail.com] 
>> *Sent:* Tuesday, 1:03 PM 
>> *To:* Deborah Stroman 
>> *Subject:* Re: FW: Economic Impact Calculator 

>> Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> Do you have the :final attendance :figures for the games? I_t’I can get 
that 
>> info, the calculations will almost be complete. I should have the rest 
o[" 
>> the data entered by this afternoon, and will have it to you by Wednesday 
at 
>> the latest. 

>> On Tue,           ~ at 5:18 PM; Deborah Stroman 
--. dstrom an@email.unc.edu> 

>> FYI. We need to finish the excel analysis. 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>> L2qC at Chapel Hill 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 



>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> 
>> ht tp ://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on every continent. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> *From:* Linda.Smith@ToxvnofCary.org [l~ailto:Linda.Sl~ith~TownofCa~-.olg] 
>> *Sent:* Tuesday,              12:29 PM 

>> *To:* dstroman@email.unc.edu 
>> *Subject:* Fw: Economic Irnpact Calculator 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deb, 
>> 

>> Here’s all the information on the Economic Impact Study. Please be suet 
>> the students read through it before coming to the Complex. We will have 
>> some instructions on-site, but this is really- detailed irffom~ation on 
what 
>> needs to be done. 
>> 

>> If you could send me the schedule, along with cell phone nmnbers as soon 
>> as you have it ready, that xvould be great. I want to make sure we have 
time 
>> to fill in any gaps ifyo~ students don’t end up covering all of the 
spots. 
>> 

>> That,s[ 
>> Linda 
>> 

>> 

>> Lmda Smith 
>> Business Development Manager 
>> Cal~- Parks, Recreation and Cultural Resources 
>> PO Box 8005 
>> Cary, NC 27512 
>> Of*ice: (919) 380-2765 
>> Fax: (919) 469-4344 
>> linda.smith@townofcary, org 
>> ,a~’w.townofca~. org 
>> 

>> 

>> Selected as an "NCAA Championship City", the Town of Cary is designated 
as 
>> one of six premier collegiate athletics host communities’. 
>> 

>> 

>> Note: Emails sent to and from this address are subject to the North 
>> Carolina Public Records Law- and may be disclosed to third parties 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... For~varded by- Linda Smitl~’(?a~’ on 12:25 PM ..... 
>> 

>> *Scott Dupree <sdupree@raleighsports.org>* 
>> 
>> 04:36 PM 
>> 

>> To 
>> 

>> <Linda Smith@TownofCau.org> 
>> 

>> cc 

>> 

>> Sublect 
>> 

>> FW: Economic Impact Calculator 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Linda ... Here are all the necessary docmnents. 
>> 

>> The attachment entitled "instructions" contains all the instructions. 
>> and I mean LOTS of instructions. 
>> 

>> scott 

>> *From:* Jemxifcr Mcllo [l~ailto:ienn’g(&performanceresearch.com] * 
>> Sent:* Wednesday, i 11:31 AM* 
>> To:* Scott Dupree* 
>> Cc:* 
>> Subject:* Economic Impact Calculator 



>> Good Morning, 

>> 

>> Please find the attached components of the Economic Impact Calculator, 

>> revised to reflect provision of attendance by game rather than by day. 

>> 

>> Please start by reading the instructions (the document called "Economic 

>> hnpact Calculator Instructions - Version 5.doc). They should guide you 

>> everything you need to use this tool effectively 

>> 

>> Kyou have any questions, feel free to e-mail me. 
>> 

>> Thanks very much, and best of luck with your NCAA events. 

>> 

>> Regards, 
>> 

>> Jem~y 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> *Jermifer Mello* 

>> Web: ww~v.performanccresearch.com 

>> Email: *jenny*@perfom~anceresearch.com <jermy@performanceresearch.com> 

>> North America: 

>> Performance Research 

>> 25 Mill Street 

>> Newport, Rhode Island 02840 

>> Main: (401) 848-0111 

>> Direct: (508) 524 2638 

>>Fax: (,401) 848-0110 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> E-mail message checked by Spyware Doctor (6.00.386) 

>> Database version: 5 11990 

>> 

* *http://www.p c to o l s c om/spy~vare-do c t or-ant i virus/*<http://www p c to o l s. c o m/en/spvware-d o c tor-antivirusi> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:13 PM 

@email.unc.edu; 

ACC Opportunity! 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

Hi Heels. The Atlantic Coast Conference provides our program ~vith numerous 
opportunities to gain experience in operations and event planning We have 
provided them with outstanding student leaders in the past I recently 
received this ACC Soccer announcement. The relationships made at the ACC 
office are invaluable. If you are interested, please contact \is Francona 
to 
arrange your schedule. 

ACC Soccer Championships 

WakeIVled Park (Car?-, NC) 

ACC Women’s Soccer Championship - 

ACC Men’s Soccer Championship - 

Cuntact: Alyssa Francona, Championships Intern 

Atlantic Cuast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboru, NC 27407 

(336) 854-8787 x 267 

afrancona@theacc org 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UiX-C - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (,Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.8430336 

<mailto :dstro@unc.edu> dstro@unc.edu 

<http ://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration> 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

We are all students and teachers I often ask myself. "’¢,qaat did I come here 
to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emal.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:25 PM 

@ya]~oo.com> 
RE: WBB News 

Thanks      FYI --- Professionel etiquette would strongly suggest that you call instead of sending your derision by ema~l, @ 

Conth~ued success and thanks for your efford 

Stay ~n touch. 

Go 

Debon~h Stroman, PILl2)., 

1.]WC at Chapel Hill 
E:<ercise and Spo~:t Scbnce 

929 84,3 033 (~ 

h ttp: / /www.unc.edu / depts /ex e~cise /sport administration 

Week@ We[rd ~act: ~vergone Jn the Middle’ Ages befieved - os ArNtotA, hod .- that the he~’t wos the se~t 

F~m: @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, ~0:54 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman; 
Subject: Re: WBB News 

Dr. St~)ma& 

Thank you ibr ofl~ng me the op~unity to work with A,~B news. Un[o~una’~]y, the eflb~ does requi~ mo~ ibcus and attention than ~ have available at this time. I 

do £eel that is veo~ capable and able to sustain the eflbrt and make as great a contdbu~on as previously anfici~ted. Wising you the vei~ best Thm&s 

£or all your help. 

--- On Fri, , Deborah Stroman <d~troman@emaiL une edu> wrote: 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: WBB News 

To: @emal.unc.edu>, 
Date: Friday, .1:21 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Hi. I am getting scared. Are you able to do this effort? If not, we need to pull back and go in another direction. Deadlines are critical aid yesteiday’s was a 

Ilia] run. 

Your thoughts? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stron]an, Ph.D., CL[ ; 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 
EX~qS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research InstituLe 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma .Mpha Lamb& (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel tlilL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro~-~unc.edu 

http:i/www.unc.edu idepts/exerciseisport administration 

IT&) are all smdentx and teachers. / ofi~n ask ,o,se~< UVhat did] come here to learn, and what did] come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emM.unc.e&~> 

Sunda?,, 8:30 PM 

@gmail .com> 

RE: Capital Jazz 

Thanks! Miss, Activity --It was great seeing you too, © I am going to celebrate my BOth birthday on the ship so be ready to 

Hugs~ 

debby 

li),’~orab S~:~om~, PhD., CL~ Y 

http:/~iwww.unc.eduideptsf exercise//sport administration 

Wee,k@ i44drd Fact: Everyone #~ the Midd/e Ages bdia’ved -. as Aristotle had - thor the ~ear~ was ~e sea~ ~f in~elfigence. 

F~m: :@gmaiLcom] 
Sent: Saturday, 1:35 PN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Capital Jazz 

Great time aJ~d great gol£ See you next year. 

On Ffi,           at 4:35 PM, Deborah Stroman <dstroman([~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Hi New 

Greetings 

to you. 

Yes, we 

are almost 

read?, to 

boaM a 

ship fifll of 

fun, food 

and 

fellowship 

not to 

mention 

great 

m [ksic~. 

FYI. We 

are 

meeting 

on 

Sa~Nay 

at 4:30 

p.~n. in the 

Conference 

Room. 

SW tuned 

to your 

fi~t ~y 

ifinera~. 

Live Well, 

Debby 

Deborah 

Stroma~ 

Ph.D. 

CLU 

w~Y.dstl~man.com 

410.365.4920 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Uacuhy 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Npha Lambda (Leadership } tonors Society) 



Lomn Lemelle 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, ’ 9:06 PM 

@email .unc.edtr> 

RE: Hi Dr. Stromm~, I have some questions about Sports Admin. 

Hi       I have been out of town and just received your note Call me 
tonight up til 11:00. I will be in my office after 12:30 pm 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
LvqC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: EvelTone in the ix,fiddle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat of intelligence 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:40 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Sut~iect: Hi Dr Stroman, I have some questions about Sports Admin 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

I was j ust wondering what your office hours were and if you were available 
awtime tomorrow - Friday,             I am in the EXSS program and plan 
on majoring in Sport Administration. This is my     semester here at 
UNC, and I am having some difficulties so far this semester. I had some 
questions about the major and needed to make some important decisions 
regarding the pass/fail deadline on Mi~nday. It would be greatly 
appreciated if! could speak with you before I make those decisions with 
any of my classes because I think your guidance would definitely be of 
importance. Please let me know when you would be available, and I look 
forward to hearing back from your 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:10 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: course planning 

Hi . This week is very hectic, but I do have time after 4:00 on Wednesday~ Nease advise. 
Thanks. 

UNC ;~t Chz~pel } i~11 
}~xerc:[se and Sp(~t 
9Zq’ 843 033,’~ 

htt}%/iwww:~mc.e d u / de}~ts/’exercise / sport administration 

W~ekly We~:d ::~ct: E~:~:yone 1~’~ the M~ddle Ages believed -. a!; A:is~ot/e f~d - tSot tf~e 5eart w~s tSe seat qf inte/fige:~ce. 
F~m:    :@email.unc.edu @email,unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:10 PN 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= course Nanning 

Dr. Stmman, 

Cm~ I schedule an appointmeut with you for solnelime before 

should take. 

? That is the day I register for classes and I would jusl like to go over the classes that you think I 

Thm~k you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.edn> 

Sunday, 9:11 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Sports Business Club Weekly Update: ess.CarolinaSports Business Club.grp 

Great job    ! 

hl:t:p:/’//www,ur~c.e~Ju/~(]epts//exercJse/~sport a~JminJstrat{oi~ 

Weekly Weird Fact: l~ve~yone m t~e Middle Ages befieved - ¢~5 Arh;~ode hr~d .- t~l d?e ~eor~ ~¢~; ~e ~;eo~ of in~efligenceo 

F~m’, @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:23 AN 
T0: ess.Carolina_Spo~_Business_Club.grp : 

Subjeet: Spor~ Bus~ness Club Weekly Upda~: ess.Carolina_Spo~s_Business_Club.grp 

Hey eveuone~ I hoN you are staying somewhat du and out of the rain. Here is the ~cond edition of the Spots Business Club updates. 

Club Updates: 

We are in the process of planning a road-trip to a Charlotte Bobcats game in late or early . We have a few possible dates tl~at would work well, all of 

which are on the weekend to avoid conflicts with classes and other commitments. There are a few great packages we are looking into. ~Ve roll also get a tour of the 

Bobcats’ facilities and the arena. More information roll follow as the details get nailed down. 

The slam-dunk competition for the spring has received a ton of enthusiasm a~d support t?om club members and people outside the club. If you are interested in taking a 

leadership role tbr this awesome event, make sure you email       , who is coordinating the slam-dunk competition. We are encouraging club members to let us know 

ofa~y ideas and suggestions becau~ it is YOUR event to show to the outside comm~mity and students! ’. 

Our sports professional networking night is in tl~e works, but it looks like it will "take place toward to later part of tills semester in or ] . If you have 

a spo(ts professional who you think would be a great addition, please tell Dr. Stroman! ’. 

That’s all tbr our club updates for now... 

UNC Spo(ts Updates: 

The Thursday night game vs. Florida State is exactly 1 week away, so get pumped’.! Make sure you go buy one of the awesome shirts designed by ! 

for only $10. The shirts are really uNque mad do not look like all the other Carolina blue shirts on cmnpus. This game is a great opportuNU for our football team 

to make a statement on the national stage, so we need to support them in any way we can. 

Late Night mtl~ Roy is tomorrow night!! I will be there handing out the cool light-up things at the door all day, so come stop by! The doors open at 4, the volleyball 
game is at 5, m~d Late Night will follow, so get there early and claim your ~ats to see Stuart Scott up close! BOO-YA! ! ( In Stuart Scott’s catchy voice... ) 

Other Sports News 

So it is not the best of weather on the east coast for some playoffbaseball, but tl~e NLCS starts tonight a~d tl~e ALCS begins tomorrow night. My predictions: 

Yankees in 6, Dodgers in 7... Joe To,re co~nes back to New York and gets cheered by the fans for his aweso~ne mn as Yankees manage~; only to lose to the 

Yankees in the World Series in 6 games. (If you can’t tell already, I a~ a die-hard Yanks fan’.!) 

Cool asticles worth reading (trust me!): 

Who will be the ne~ NCAA President??: 

http:/,’clnr~nicle.com/aNcleiWho- Wfll-Be-the-Next-NC~A~V48569/ 
Banning Twitter?? 

http:/i~vw.google.com/hostednews/ap/axticle/ALeqM5h UP7YaJI~YgivMsQNDgOotM6 xwD9BOIKFG2 
Tim Tebow is seeing s~rs: 

http:,’i~ww~’.tmining-condifionl~g.com/ ,’10/05/concussions in tl~e headline~in&x.php 
Talk About Sports Legacies~ 

ht tp:i,’w~’.n~imea.com           ,’sv~a~14oaks.html? r=l&em 
CIL~CKER JACKS ~’. ’.- the key m happiness 

Thanks for reading my long email and (2;0 Heels! Enjoy Late Night, MLB playoffs, watching a ton of college football, NFL games (Giants vs. Saints!!), and whatever 

else you guys do on the weekends. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, ’ 9:12 PM 

@email.unc.edu-* 

FW: Clips weekly update 

Deborah 5tr,xnan, PI~-D,, CI.U 

9~98630336 

t~t~/’Iw~w.u~s~:~J~i&’~>f c~ki~i~port adminis~:ration 

Week& ~2eird Fact: Eve:yane in the A:IMd@ Ages believed - o5 ArLstotie hod - that the heart was the seat 

@collegeatNeticsclips,com] 
9:09 PH 

From: College Athletics Clios [ 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Clips weekly update 

Dear Deborah, 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. 

Have a good Monday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

nick@colle.qeat Meticsclips.co m 



Change your subscription 

Unsub~dbe ............................ 

About our webs#e: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured ate exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
www.collegeathleticsclips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
nick~, collegeathleticsclips.com or 90& 879.9978 

*To he removed from tiffs mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Change yore subscription 

[ nsuhscri be 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Sunday, October 18, 2009 9:18 PM 

’MARILYN MCCLA1N’-           .~bellsouth.net , Je~ ’ell, Ehzabeth A <ejewell@NCCU.EDU> 

FW: [stonelistserv] The Sonja Haynes Stone Center - Updates & Reminders 

ofriday.vcf 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: ]b;vep)~one in the M~ddle Ages believed - as Aristotle had 
- that the heart was the seat of intelligence 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Olympia Friday [mailto:ofrida~/@email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2009 5:53 PM 
To: Stone Center Ammtmcement 
Subject: [stonelistselv] The Sonja Haynes Stone Center - Updates & 
Reminders 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
for Black Culture and History 

October 14, 2009 
Program Updates & Reminders 

Undergraduate International Studies Fellowship (UISF) The Stone Center is 
accepting applications for its Undergraduate International Studies 
Fellowship (UISF). The application deadline has been extended to Thursday 
October 22, 2009. The UISF is open to L2X!C-Chapel Hill undergraduate 
students in good academic standing and emolled full-time. Full 
instructions and applications are available at the Stone Center, Ste. 215 
or on the Center’s Web site. 
htto:iibit.lv/3AEriD 

"Dislocation/Relocatiol~/Diaspora: The Art of Harold Kactm~ar" 
The exhibit, featuring work by- Moroccan-born Kacl~tmar, xvill run through 
Dec. 4, 2009 in the Center’s Robert and Sallie Brown Gallery and Musetan. 
Visitors may learn more about Kactlmar’s xvork through a free cell phone 
audio tour delivered by Guide by Cell. 
http://bit.l¥/vo0cR 

Hamid Kachmar’s Web Site 
http :/ /v,~vw.hamidkachmar com 

Thurs. Oct 15, 7 p.m: Los Pleneros de la 21 (LP21) PuNic Workshop Los 
Pleneros de la 21 will host a free public workshop on Thurs. Oct. 15 at 
the Stone Center Register for the workshop by calling 962-9001 or 
emailing Ursula Littlejohn at ulittlej@email uric edu 

Note: Tickets to see the Oct. 16 performance by LP21 are no longer 
available 

About LP21 

http://bit I¥/WN2bG 

LP21’s Web Site 
http ://w~vw losplenerosdela21 .or~i 

Thurs. Nov 5, 7 pm : Sonja Haynes Stone Memorial Lecture by Farai 
Chideya Author, journalist and cultural critic Chideya ~vill deliver 
"Digital Drum or Digital Divide: Race, Responsibili~z, and Representation 
in the New" Media Age." A reception will follow ~he free lecture 
http://bit ly/v, o86X 

Other programs and events of note: 

Thurs Oct 15, 12:30 prn.: MP3 Experiment Don’t miss out on the chance to 
be a part of the first-ever MP3 experiment in North Carolina! The UNC 
Office of the Executive Director for the Arts (Er)A) is partnering with UNC 
alumnus Charlie Todd, founder of New York-based improv group "Improv 
]b;verywhere," to conduct a UNC version of the famous "MP3 Experiments" that 
have taken place around the world. ~I1ne experiment will take place in Polk 
Place, at precisely 12:30 pm. and will last approximabely 45 minutes 



http ://eda.un c edu/MP3 

Fri. Oct 16, 4:15 p.m : UNC Music Department Lecture Ingrid Mi)nson of 

Harvard University wil[ deliver "Senufo Counterpoint: 

The Intriguing Music of Mall’s Neba Solo" in Person Hall on the UNC 

campus. Cal] the Music Department at 962-1039. 

http://music unc.edu/ 

Tues. Oct. 20, 5 p.ru. : "We Shall Not Be Mo’,~ed: African Aruericans in the 
South" 
A reception and exhibit viewing will begin at 5 p.m. in the Melba Remig 
Sal~arelli Exhibit Room on the 3rd floor of Wilson Library. The reception 
will be followed by a short program including nmsic, dance performances 
and dramatic readings. Call 962-1345. 

http :i/~vww.lib. unc. edu/mss/shc/ 

For additional irfformation about the Stone Center and upcoruing programs 
and cvents: 

Milestones Newsletter 
http:iibit.ly/2J02 i e 

Stone Center on Facebook 
htt’0://w~vw, fa cebook, com/stonecenter 

Stone Center on T~vitter 
http :i/w,~.twitter. cor~/UNCStoneCenter 

--- You are currently subscribed to stonelistserv as: 
dstroman@email uric edu. 
To u~subscribe click here: 
http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 10128912.57cec01b81c49b12c22f05c217bd31de&n T&I 
stonelistsel~’&o 25574440 or send a blank email to 
leave-25574440-10128912.57cec01b81 c49bl 2c22f05c217bd3 lde@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:21 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Exss 

Hi ~ The Sport Administration facul~z has not decided ~vhether we will 
make ) available to non-sport administration majors yet 
Please contact me in November. If it is possible, I will enroll you. Thanks 
for your inquiU. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNCl at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Eveuune in the ivliddle Ages believed - as Aristotle had - 
that the heart was the seat of intelligence 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: dstro@unc edu 

Subject: Exss 

~email.unc.edu] 
2:42 PM 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

My name is and I am emailing you about the Exss 
course. I received your information from I currently work 
with the        team, as well and she was telling me that she took this 
course for credit for her work with the team. ! am actually a journalism 
major but have exhausted all of my means for internship credit in the 

J-School. I would like to have this class for :      semester, if there is 
room I will still be working in the spring with the team during ,, 
training, as well as in the offices. ! am also attempting to work some with 
the         team 

My goal is to *york in sport cowanunication once I graduate in I am 
currently in the PR sequence in the J-School and taking the sports 
communication certificate. My other internships have ]2~cused around sports, 
as well. I have worked now with the UNC 

(non-profit), and a sports marketing firm in Raleigh. I am also taking 
the EXSS sports marketing class this semester. 

The EXSS    Experience in the Field would be a great addition to my 
schedule, in order to give me tirne to work xvith the and 
team next semester. 

Thanks for your consideration, 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Journalism/Public Relatiuns 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <ds~roman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:28 PM 

@med.unc.edu>; 

FW: travel to V Tech! 

@emaJl.unc.edw~ 

Interested? 

9119,843,0336 

http: //www.unc.edu/ctepts/exercise/sport admMistration 

Weekiy Wdrd Foc*: Everyone h} *he Middle Ages believed - as Aris*oUe had - tha~: the heort was the seot of inte,!figence, 

From= 3aimie Lee [mailto:iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10::1.4 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: travel to V Tech! 

Hello Miss Debbie!!! 

How are you? I hope all is going well. I just wanted to touch base about our travels to V Tech with the team. We do not have another guest coach, and Iwas wondering if you 

know of any faculty/staff who may want to join us?? ~ need to find one more person and am tapped out of ideas. 

If anyone comes to mind, please let rne know! I look forward to the trip! 

Take care, 
Jaimie 

J aknie Lee 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
(919) 843-6566 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday,, 10:28 AM 

@med.unc.edu-* 

RE: travel to V Tech! 

Football! keave Wednesday morning, return early in the morning on Friday, Will confirm, 

Go ~ ~rds, 

htt:p:/iwww,unc.edui~]epts/exerciseisport administration 

Week~V Weird gact: l~ve~yone m the Middle Ages befieved - (~5 Arh;tode h(~d .- th~l d?e he~r~ ~(~; ~he ~;e~ of in~efligenceo 

F~m: :@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~ 9:34 AN 
To: Debby Stroman 
Subject: Re: travel to V Tech[ 

Good morning Debby - 

How was the cruise? :) 

What are the travel dates? This is for women’s bball right? 

On 10/18/09 9:27 PM, "Debby Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

h~teresb:_~d? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC at Ci]apel Hiii 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

9:1.9,843,033(5 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sporL.administration <http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sporL.administration> 
Weekly Weird l:act: l~ve@,one :r~ the Middle Ages believed- r2s Ari~_;tode hr2d .- th~[ [i~e he~rt ~r2,.; ~he. ~_;e~ of intefligence~ 

From: Jaimie Lee [mailto:jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, , J.O: :t4 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: travel to V Tech! 

Hello Miss DebbieH! 

How are you? I hope all is going well. I just wanted to touch base about our travels to VTech with the team. We do not have another guest coach, and I was wondering if you know of 

any faculty/staff who may want to join us?? I need to find one more person and am tapped out of ideas. 

If anyone comes to mind, please let me know! I look forward to the trip! 

Take care, 

Jaimie 

Jaimie Lee 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

(,919) 843-6566 



Sadye Paez Errickson, PT, PhD 

Assistant Professor 

Division of Physical Therapy 

Department of Allied Health Sciences 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB #7135, Bondurant Hall 

93L9.843.8647 

Fax: 9:19.966-3678 

h t~_p:/iwwwmn ed.unc.edu/a hs/physical 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edn> 

Monday, October 19, 2009 1:25 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sporflaw@unc.edn> 

FW: CSRI intbramtion 

CSRI Internship Program 2.1 2009.docx; Membership Levels ~d Benefits 1.0.doc; Development and Member Relations Job 

Description.doc; southall.vcf 

Go tteels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Everyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle had 
- that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ri chard M. S outhall [m ailto:southall (@email un c edu] 

Sent: Thursday, October 15, 2009 1:20 PM 

To: Barbara Osborne; Deborah Stroman; Coyte Cooper; Ed Shields; Deborah 

Southal[ 

Cc: nagel@sc.edu 

Subject: CSRI information 

Wanted to pass along some information regarding some CSRI proposed 
projects/initiatives and get your feedback and input. Things have been 
extremely hectic this semester and we’ve not had much of a chance to visit 
about CSRI and incorporating institute activities and initiatives, but I 
really value your input and ideas on these and other things. 

Let rue know if you want to rueet (oh no, another meeting request!) and talk 
more. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Somhall 
Assistant Professor - Sport Administration Coordinator - Graduate 
Sport-Administration Prograru Director - College Sport Research Institute 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB 3182 Smith Building 06 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.962-3507 (office) 

(cell) 
919.962.6325 

Email: southall@email.m~c.edu 

* UNC Sport Admiinstration Program 
htt’0://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administratior~index.htm 
* College Sport Research Institute 
http://wxvw.unc.edu/csri 
* Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-jiia.org 

* Please join us April 21-23, 2010 for the 2010 Scholarly Conference on 
College Sport http ://w;vw csriconference, org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

Business 

Address: 

Richard M. Southall 

Southall 

Richard M. 

Director: College Sport Research Institute 

Campus Box 3182 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Business 919.962-3507 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-maih southall@email.unc.edu 

Please join us April 21-23, 2010 
http : !/www. csri conference, org 

for the 2010 scholarly conference on college sport 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:35 PM 

~email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Sick Student 

:( 

Stay tuned to Blackboard. Guest speaker on Wednesday is the ACC’s CFO, 
2viake sure you receive notes. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: L 2~email uric edu] 
Sent: iVlonday, 1:03 PM 
To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 
Sublect: Sick Student 

[)ear Professor Stroman, 

I just wanted to let you know that I *w~s ~                       this 
morning and thus will not be coming to classes the rest of the week That 
said if there is any vital information or assigmnents that you give us in 
class, please let me know 

Thank you veu much. I hope your conference went well 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:41 PM 

@med.unc.edu-~ 

RE: travel to V Tech! 

Next week -- L We have a BIG Thursday night game at VT, 

http:/’/www.unc.edu idepts./exe~ciseisport administration 
Week~V Weird Fc2d: Heroin w~s.fir~;t mc2rketed by the goye; Aspirin Comp~ny. 

F~m: @med.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, ~0:30 AM 
To: Debby Stroman 
Subject: Re: travel to V Tech~ 

Of this week? 

On 10:27 AM, "Debby Stroman" <d_s_t_fp_m_ %n_._@_e__m_.9!.[: .u_ n_c_ :_e_ .d_ u_.> wrote: 

Football! Leave Wednesday morning, return early in the morrfing on Frida% Wilt confirm~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hiii 

Exercise and 5port Science Dept. 

9:1.9.843.0396 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weeklv Wi:ird l:r~ct: Eve@’one :r~ the Middle Ages be, iew:,, ~2s Ari~_;tode twad th~ d~e heort ~,~a:; ~he ~_;eo~ of intel~igence~ 

From: ~med,unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:34 AM 
To: Debby Stroman 
Subject: Re: travel to V Tech! 

Good morning Debby - 

How was the cruise? :) 

What are the travel dates? This is for 

Sadye 

right? 

On         9:27 PM, "Debby Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Interested? @ 

Go Heeb, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph,D,, CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hiii 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

9:1.9,843.0336 

http:!/www.unc.edu!depts/exerdseisport administration <http:!/www.unc.edu!depts/exerdseisport...administration> 

~hr~t the. Weekly tAieffd Foal: Eve<Vone in d~e Middle Age.s beh’eved -. ~s ,4n~ot!e h~d - " heart w~s the seat qf Mteiiigence. 

From: _laimie Lee [mailto:iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:14 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: travel to V Tech! 

Hello Miss DebbieH! 



How are you? I hope all is going well. I just wanted to touch base about our travels to        with the team. We do not have another guest coach, and I was wondering if you know of 

any faculty!staff who may want to join us?? I need to find one more person and am tapped out of ideas. 

If anyone comes to mind, please let me know! I look forward to the trip! 

Take care, 

Ja[mie 

Jafimie Lee 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

(919) 843-6566 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 1:55 PM 

@med.unc.edu> 

Stat Question 

Call me if you can. Thanks! 

d 
Go 11eels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN-C Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" 
E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Siena Alpha Lamhda (Leadership Honors Society) 
4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel HIlL NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

http:!///www.unc.edu/ depts/~exercise// sport administration 

We are all students and teachers, t @en ask myse@ "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:32 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

~eraail.unc.e&~ 

RE: Hello-Interes~t in Spo(ts Busiuess Club 

Hi . Welcome to ChapelHill! I hope you are enjoying your new home. :) 

I will register you to the Club Blackboard site. Please take a moment to 
read the almotmcements and postings I post internship reformation on the 
site. I cc’d                 as she is the              . We have lots of 
activities for you to participate in to gain experience and information. 

I also suggest that you send an email to Dr. Salyer. She coordinates our 
listserv to the EXSS m~jors and interested students regarding our 
internships, career opportunities, and curriculum updates. She can add you 
to our listserv (salyer@email uric edu) 

tIope that helps! 

Go tteels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: tIeroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From (~r)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:38 PM 
To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 
Subject: Hello-Interest in Sports Business Club 

Hello Mrs. Stronran, 

My name is               and I ara a             here at UNC, nrajoring 
in Cormnunications. I ara also an Exercise and Sport Science rainor because I 
really xvant to work in sports, but don’t really knoxv what I xvant to do. 

refelwed me to you because he thought that you would be 
of great assistance to me. I really- want an internship in the sports 
industry this sutr~er so that I can gain necessalT experience and possibly 
figure out what direction I ara going to take career/job wise. He said 
there was a sports business club that would benefit me greatly, so I was 
wondering if you could give me some more information about it and possibly 
some internship recommendations. I look forward to hearing from you and I 
appreciate your time. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:34 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

@email.unc.e&~ 

I~W: Hello-Interest in Sports Business Club 

Hi. Please add to your e-newsletter. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin CompaW. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [(gr)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~ 3:38 PM 
To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 
Subject: Hello-Interest in Sports Business Club 

Hello Mrs Stroman, 

My name is               and I am a            here at UNC, majoring 
in Communications. I am also an Exercise and Sport Science minor because I 

really want to work in sports, but don’t really know what I want to do. 
referred me to you because he thought that you would be 

of great assistance to me. I really want an internship in the sports 
industry this sutmner so that ! can gain necessary experience and possibly 
figure out what direction I am going to take career/job wise tie said 
there was a sports business club that would benefit me greatly, so I was 
wondering if you could give me some more information about it and possibly 
some internship recowanendations. I look forward to hearing from you and I 
appreciate your time. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 5:19 PM 

Tufts, Amy Z <atuft~@eraail.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: FW: EXSS    --Enrollment 

Hi        told me that    is still not showing on her record. Please 
advise. Thanks’. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Tufts [mailto:atufts(~,email uric edu] 
Sent: Friday, 12:22 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: BV: i%V: EXSS    -Em-ollment 

This process could take awhile given the number of students submitting 
forms But once it gets to the registrar’s office it should only take 
3-5 days. I’d give until Monday and if it still doesn’t show up, we 
can try to call to see where the problem might be 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> She says she completed the form last week and it still has not processed 
> on Student Central. Would you please follow up with someone or advise as 
> to what I may do? Thanks. 
> 

>d 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> Weekly Weird Fact: There is a city called Rome on every conunent 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Amy Tufts [mailto:atufts(d?email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 1 9:27 AM 

> To: Deborah Stro~an 
> Subject: Re: FW: EXSS --Emollrnent 
> 

> We can no longer add on our computers, so if she has filled out the 
> add/drop form she’ll just need to take the signed copy to her advisor and 
> dean for signatures and then to the registrar’s office. 
> 

> Today will be a great day and your conrputer will be problem free. 
> proclam~ it! (: 
> 

> Arny 
> 

> Deborah Stronran wrote: 
>> Please add to    . I just signed her ADD form. Thanks. 
>> 

>> She is dropping another course. 
>> 

>> PIE) - 
>> 

>> Thanks. 
>> 

>> Note: My computer is out of the hospital The next 48 hours are 
>> critical :) 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: _ @email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Thursday, 9:48 
>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> Su’@ect: RE: EXSS .-E~ollment 
>> 

>> 



>> I will be at your office at 3:15pm See you then Thanks 
>> 

>> 

>> On Thu, 16:03:18 -0400, "Deborah Strom an" 
>> < dstroman@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>>> Hi        I teach at 11. We can meet at my office (near Swain and 
>>> across the street from Peabody/Phillips) tomon~ow at 1:30 or after 
>>> 2:30. N{y schedule fills up fast! 

>>> Please advise. Thanks. 

>>> Dr. Debby Stroman 
>>> Sport Administration 

>>> College Sport Research Institute 
>>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>>> UNC - EXSS - 4 Smith Bldg. 
>>> CB # 3182 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> dstro@unc.edu 
>>> theclub@unc.edu 

>>> httl~ ://www.unc.edu/del~ts/cxer cise/sl~ort a&ninistr ationiindex.htm 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: @cmail.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Thursday 10:09 AM 
>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>> Subject: RE: F~XSS -Enrollment 
>>> Importance: High 

>>> Thanks Dr. Stroman. \ly PID is           V~nere exactly is your 
>>> office/classroom located so we can meet tomorrow- Friday 
>> 

>> 

>>> at 11:00 am. I look fola~’ard to hearing from you. Thanks 

>>> Sam1W 
>>> 

>>> On Tue, 15:58:48 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
>>> <dstroman~emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> Hi i         What is your PID? Please listen to the recorded call 
>>>> (see other note) and theri we need to meet this ~veek Thanks. I 
>>>> teach MWF at 11:00. 

>>>> Go Heels, 

>>>> Dr Debby Stroman 
>>>> Sport Administration Faculty and F~XSS Academic Advisor 
>>>> 919843.0336 

>>>> College Sport Research Institute 
>>>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>>>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>>>: ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: , :~email unc edu] 
>>>> Sent: ~I1nursday, 5:26 PM 

>>>> To: dstro@unc edu 
>>>> SubJect: EXSS Enrollment 

>>>> tIi Dr Stroman, 

>>>> My name is : and I am currently a senior. ! work with 

in               She int’ormed me about the internship 
>>>> program and I was wondering if I could be added to the class. I am 
>>>> not a Sports Admin major, but ! am still interested in the Sport 
>>>> Admin field. ~I1nank 

>>>> and I look 12~rward to hearing from you. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 19, 2009 6:28 PM 

@aol.com 

RE: Invite letter tbr 10-27 

Hi JeIt’. Thanks for your follow up. I hope you can join us! 

Let this note serve as an official invitation to be a part of our Advisor 
Night Panel scheduled for this Tuesday, October 27, 2009 The event will 
begin at 6:30 pm. for Club Leadership and dues-paying members in Fetzer 
Hall 209. The official start, which is open to the entire student body, 
will begin at 7:30 and end at 9:00 We truly appreciate your time and 
talents, thus if you have a limited schedule that evening please consider 
joining us at 6:30 and stay as long as possible. 

This event is purposed to provide REAL WORLD insight in the ~vorld of 
advising to professional athletes. Man?’ of our students are interested in 
careers in financial management, law- or public relations/cormnunity service 
for athletes. Members of the Club have maj ors that vary from Exercise and 
Sport Science, Economics, Journalism and Business departments’. Regardless 
of their choice of curriculum, Club members are passionate about sports! 

I will forward you sample questions as the format will start with your 
introduction and a brief opening comment. ’]’hen, we will go into Q&A on 
various topics concermng advising athletes in the fields of law, finances 
and PR. Feel free to dress business casual 

Thank you very much for your consideration. 

Regards, 

Debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frolz ~aol.com [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2009 8:03 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Invite letter for 10-27 

@aol.com] 

Thanks again for the invitation to the panel on 10-27. I still need a 
letter of invite with all details to give to my company. If you could get 
it to me by tuesday that would be good. I will be out of the office 
begining on Wed. 

Thanks again, 
Jeffrey W. McLeod, Esq. 
Associate Commissioner 
CIAA 
7573443225 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.e&~> 

Monday, October 19, 2009 6:30 PM 

’Eric Montross’ @bellsouth.net> 

RE: eric montross 

Hi Eric. Thanks for your note. See the following information regarding the event. I hope you can join us as your perspective is invaluable! 

Let this note serve as an official invitation to be a part of our Advisor Night Panel scheduled for this Tuesday, October 27, 2009 in Fetzer ~09. The event 

will begin at 6:30 p.m. for Club Leadership and dues-pa~ing members. The official start, which is open to the entire student bod~, will begin at 7:30 and 

end at 9:00. We trul~ appreciate ~our time and talents, thus if ~ou have a limited schedule that evening please consider joining us at 6:30 and sta~ as long 

as possible. 

This event is purposed to provide REAL WORLD insight in the world of advising to professional athletes. Man~ of our students are interested in careers in 

financial management, law or public relations/communiW service for athletes. Members of the Club have majors that yaw from Exercise and Sport 

Science, Economics, Journalism and Business departments~ Regardless of their choice of curriculum, Club members are passionate about sportsl 

I will forward gou sample questions as the format will start with ~our introduction and a brief opening comment. Then, we will go into O&A on various 

topics concerning advising athletes in the [ields o[ law, [inances and PR. Feel free to dress business casual, 

Thank you very much for your consideration. 

919-S43-033(? 

https/’/www.unc,edu idepts/exe~ciseisport administration 

Weekly Weird Foct: H~’roin was firs~ mork~’ted by the B~ym Aspirin 

F~m= Eric Montross [mailto: @bellsouth.net] 
Sent~ Thursday, October 01, 2009 10:30 AM 

Te~ dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Su~jectl eric montross 

Deborah, 

I received the email you sent to Cynthia Stone in the MBB o~ce and would be interested in helping you on your panel. Feel free to contact me at this email 

address as it seems to be easier than catching voicemails. I am not certain as of yet that I would be available, but wanted to check if anyone else had responded 

thus far before I try to make this fit Thank you Deborah, I look forward to talking with you. 

Eric 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 19, 2009 7:28 PM 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr> 

UNC Event - Advisor Night 

Thanks John for the chat! Here is the official invite for the event: 
Let this note serve as an official invitation to be a part of our Advisor Night Panel scheduled for this Tuesday, October 27, 2009 in Fetzer :109. The event 
will begin at 6:30 p.m. for Club Leadership and dues-paying members. The official start, which is open to the entire student body, will begin at 7::30 and 
end at 9:00. We truly appreciate your time and talents, thus if you have a limited schedule that evening please consider joining us at 6:30 and stay as long 
as possible. 
This event is purposed to provide REAL WORLD insight in the world of advising to professional athletes. Many of our students are interested in careers in 
financial management, law or public relations/community service for athletes. Members of the Club have majors that vary from Exercise and Sport 

Science, Economics, Journalism and Business departments! Regardless of their choice of curriculum, Club members are passionate about sports! 
I will forward you sample questions as the format will start with your introduction and a brief opening comment. Then, we will go into Q&A on various 
topics concerning advising athletes in the [ields o[ law, ,finances and PR. Feel free to dress business casual. 
Thank you very much for your consideration. 
Regards, 
dehhy 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport A&ninistration Faculty 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel 1till NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 
http:/’/www.unc.edu fdepts//exercise/~sport administration 

We are aft students and teachers. ~ often ask myse@ "W,~ot did ! come here to learn, and what did ~ come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@ema]l.unc.e&~> 

Monday, October 19, 2009 7:35 PM 

’Piper Malone’ ~@gmail.com> 

Malone, Brenda Richardson <brenda malone@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Event 

Hi Piper’. I hope atl is well t:or you. 
FYI, I would like you to ioin us for the VlP reception, if possible, Your background and road to success perspective will be helpful to students interested i~ 
A~so, th~s event w/I be a good networking opportunity. During the regular session, I may ~sk you to comment from the audience if the s~tuat~on presents 
B~ess~ngs, 
d e b b V 

Let ~is note se~’e as an officiN invi~tion to be a pa~ of our Advisor NigN Panel scheduled for this Tnesday, October 27, 2009 in Fe~er 109. The event will begin at 

6:30 p.m. for Club Le~ership ~d dues-paying members. The official sm~, which is open to the entire student ~@, roll begin at 7:30 ~d end at 9:00. We 

appreciate your time and ~JeNs, thus if you have a limimd schedule that evening please consider joining ns at 6:30 and stay as long as ~ssible. 

TNs event is pu~d to provide REAL WORLD insigN in the world of advising to prot~ssional atNetes. Ma~y of our s~u&nts are intems~d in came~ in 

management, law or punic mlationffcommunity sewice for athlems. Mem~rs of the Club have majors that vaW t?om Exercise and Spo~ Science, Economics, 

JoumNism and Business depa~menks~ Regardless of their choice of cumculum, Club members are passionam aN~ut spo6s’. 

I will tb~vard you ~mple questions as the lb~at will s~a mfl~ your in~oducfion and a brief o~ning comment. The~ we will go into Q&A on various topics 
conce~ng advising aNletes in Ne fiel~ of Nm finances and P~ Feel free m dross business casuN. 

Thm~ ~u ve~ much tSr ?~ur consideration. 

WeeMy Weird fact: b~e~’oin wos fi~t ma~"keted by tt~e Bay~,r Aspifn Compony. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:41 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: [Fwd: Re: Video] 

An?- hope? :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @emaihuaac.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:20 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L. 
Subject: [Fwd: Re: Video] 

I am working with to get the video., here is her message to me. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 7:47 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

Stroma~L Deboral~ Lylm <dstro@~mc.edu~; 

Advisor Night - 

~email .unc.edu-~ 

Hi. We are set for Tuesday, 6:30 in Fetzer 109. 

Action Items: 

1. 

2. 

6. 

7. 

8. let me know if you want to be the moderator or 

Thanks fearless leaders! 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro~-~unc.edu 

http:/’/www.unc.edu/’depts/exercise/’sport administration 
VVe are all students and teachers. ~ @en ask myself, "VV,~ot did ! come here to learn, and what did ~ come to teach?" 

Food - Do we have the $ to offer something to the 6:30 crowd? © 

Thank You’s - Prepare thank you cards signed by all officers for six guests. Check with Football to see if they have any trinkets or small gifts we can 

give to them. I will check with Marketing. 

Have banner there and all officers at 6:00. Make sure        is prepared to take dues and record appropriately. 

Event Night - we will need officers to direct people in the lobby, escort guests, set up the table, make sure the mike works (if necessary), and take 

pictures. 

. can you work with the same dept. who filmed the Ackerman lecture to secure video? 

I will blast to UNCAA senior staff and ask them to invite student athletes too. 

Have each officer have three questions ready just in case the crowd is quiet. © 

can you recommend another officer? 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:40 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Steve Mills Lecture 

Thanks so much! Steve and I met many years ago and it will be great to 
reconnect 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday 1:29PM 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Sublect: FW: Steve Mills Lecture 

@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu] 

Dr. Stroman, 

I received this e-mail through the business school, but it may be of 
~nterest to sport admin students so I thought I would pass it along to 
you 

See you in class tomorrow, 

From: BSBA Kenan-Flagler Announcement Board 
Sent: Tuesday,                  7:26 AM 
To: Opt-in -Kenan-Flagler BSBA Announcement Board 
Sutziect: FW: Steve Mills Lecture 

From: Johnson, Jun 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:25:15 AM 
To: KFBS Faculty\Staff\Students 
Sutziect: Steve M~lls Lecture 
Auto forwarded by a Rule 

Colleagues and Friends, 

I ~vrite to invite to a lecture by Steve Mills, former president of Madison 
Square Garden Sports Teams and 2003 Black Enter?rise "Executive of the 
Year." Steve is currently a consultant to Magic Jotmson Enterprises. His 
visit to KFB S is sponsored by our Sports, Entertairwaent, and Hospitality 
Club and the Alliance of Minority Business Students. Stove’s is scheduled 
to speak to the KFBS cotlmmni~ on Wednesday-,           , from 12:30 to 
2:00 PM, in McColl 2650. The title of his talk is: "The Business of Show 
Business." 

I hope you are able to join us for Steve Mills’ talk. 

All the best, 

Jim Johnson 

James H. Johnson, Jr 

Kenan Distinguished Professor Entrepreneurship and Strategy 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Director, Urban Investment Strategies Center 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 



Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3440 

Chapel }{ill, North Carolina 27599-3dd0 

(919) 962-2214 (v)/(919) 9622-8202 (ll~x) 

AW 

¯ Kenan-Flagler Business School. University 
of North Carolina. (p) , (e) 

@unc.edu< (~)unc. edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, October 20, 2009 2:53 PM 

’Lynch, John D’ <john.d.lyncb@bankofamerica.com> 

RE: Contact 

Hi .John. I left you vmsg. 

Yes, please have a rep join us on Tuesday night 

Exercise a~J Sport Scie~ce Dept, 

WeeMy Weird Fact: Heroin wos fi~t marketed by the Bayer Asp#in Compony. 

From: Lynch, John D [mailto:john.d.lynch@bankofamerica.com] 
Sent: Monday, October ~9, 2009 5:15 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: Contact 
Sor~ I ame delayed. Let me run this up the flag pole. Let’s talk tomorrow afternoon. 

John D. Lynch 

Bank of America 
Healthcare & Institutions Banking Group 
421 Fayettevile Street; 17 Floor 
Raleigh, NC 27601 

919.829.6609 Office 
704.264.2305 Fax 

Cell 

john.d.lynch@bankofamerica.com 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To: Lynch, John D 
Sent: Non Oct 19 ~7:05:44 2009 
Subject: RE: Contact 

Hi John. ] am writing to follow up regarding our Carolb~a Sports Business Club request Please let me know when we can chat Thanks! 

Also, the Advisor Night is scheduled for this upcoming Tuesday. 

Re!$~rcls. 

Deborah Strornan. Ph D., (JI,U 

Kxerc[se a~;d Sp.~t Sdc~;ce 

9Zo.843.0336 

[lttp:!//%’ww.unc.ec]rl/clepts//exercise//sltx)rt aclministra tion 

Weekly Weird Fact: bieroin wr2s firs~ markeled by d?e Bai, er Asp#in O~mpr/ny, 

From: Lynch, John D [maito:john.d.lynch@bankofamedca.com] 

Sent: Monday, September 28, 2009 2:23 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Contact 

I am in the office all day tomorrow. I usually hit the door around 8am. 

Please feel free to call my anytime. 
John D, Lynch 
Senior Vice President 
Global Commercial Banking / Healthcare & institutions 
Bank of America Merrill Lynch 
421 Fayetteviile Street; 17 Floor 
Raleigh, NC 2760/. 
9/.9.829.6609 Office 
704.264.2305 Fax 

Cell 
john.d.lynch@bankofamerica.com 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@emai.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2009 6:39 PM 
To: Lynch, John D 
Subject: Contact 
~’mportance: High 
Hi John, Please Let me know a convenient time to chat with you about another student venture that may be a good fit for you, I teach MWF at 11:00. Thanks! 

Note: I am Patricia Brooks Nobles friend here at UNC. She e-connected us earlier this year. 

Regards, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.I), CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 



EXSS Academic Advisor 
College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lamhda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

http:,/ //www.unc.edu/ depts/’exercise// sport administration 

" A leader must have the courage to ack against an exl~ert’s advice." - 1. Callaghan 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 20, 2009 3:05 PM 

l@aol.com 

RE: Invite letter tbr 10-27 

Thanks! That was the email for tomorrow~ © 

Please forward your bio. I appreciate your participation! 

£)ebo~:~_~h Strolnan, PIdl),, CLU 

9 2 9 84.3 0336 

http:/’ /www.unc,edu /’ depts// exe~cise /%port administration 

Wee~@ Weird Foct Heroin was firs~ morketed by the B~ym AspMn Compang 

F~m: @aol.com [ @aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2009 M:53 AN 
To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: Invite le~r for ~0-27 
Do you have my bio? 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To:            l@aol.com 
Sent: M0n. Oct 19.2009 6:27 pm 
Subject: RE: Invite letter for 10-27 

Hi Jeff. Thanks for your follow up. I hope you can join us! 

Let this not:e serve as an official invitation to be a part o[ our Advisor 

Night: Panel scheduled for this Tuesday, October 27, 2009. The event 

begin at 6:30 p.m. for Club Leadership and dues-baying members in Fetzer 

Hall 209. The official start, which is open to the entire student body, will 

begin at 7:30 and end at 9:OO. We truly appzeciatze your time arid talents, 

thus if you have a limited schedule that evening please consider joining us 

at 6:30 and stay as long as possible. 

This event is purposed to pK)vide REAL, WORLD insight in the world of 

advising to professional athletes. Many of our students are interested in 

careers in financial management, law or public relations/community service 

for athletes. Hembers of the Club have          majors that vary fK)m Exezoise 

Sport Science, Economics,            Journalism and Business departments! Regardless 

of thei~ choice of curriculum, Club members are passionate about sports! 

I will forward you sample questions as the format will start with your 

introduction and a brief opening comment. Then, we will go into Q&A on 

various topics concerning advising athletes in the fields of law, finances 

Thank you very much for your consideration. 

Regards, 

Debby 

Deborah Stro’~’an, Ph.D., CLU 

HNC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 

http://w~,w.uno.eduidepts/exezciseisport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company. 

..... Oriqinal Messaqe ..... 

Fro’": .tom 

Sent: Honday, October 19, 2009 8:03 

To: (Jstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Invite letter for 10-27 

l@aol.com] 

Dr. Stroman: 

ThanKs again for the invitation to the panel on i0-27. I still need a letter 



of invite with all details to give to my company. If you could get it to me 

by tuesday that would be good. I will be out of the office begining on Wed. 

Thanks again, 

Jeifrey W. HcLeod, Esq. 

Associate C~xsrlis s iol~er 

CIAA 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:24 PM 

’Kelly, Michael’ <mkelly@theacc.org> 

RE: UNC - Project Touchdown! 

Hi Michaek 

certainly keeps the fan ~nterest up. 

Please g~ve a csl~ or ~et me ~now a cotwet~ient ~:~me to chat wRh you regi~rd~ng PI~ f am in my office todi~y until 6:00. 

MV request ~s for four students agsin. (ff you need more, let me know.) f be~h~ve      : told one of ~ast year’s studet~ts                   theft she could 

participate. Do know that ~ am NOT b~ favor o[: taMng one o[: d~e PT! slots. That is, the exper~enda~ education is for new students each year and they 

compete for the slot. Let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks 

919.843.033(? 

https/’/www.unc,edu/’depts/exe~cise/’sport administration 

Week~V Weird 

F~m= Kelly, Nichael [mailto:mkelly@theacc.org] 
8ent~ Wednesday, : 1:28 PN 
Te~ Deborah Stroman 
Su~ject~ RE: ~NC- Project Touchdown~ 
Thanks[ 
Michael Kelly 

Associate Commissioner 
Communications & Football Operations 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
336~54~787x270 

mkelly@~heacc 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, : ~ 1:29 PM 
To: Kelly, Michael 
Subject: UNC - Project Touchdown! 
Hi Michael. I am just checking in to let you know that I will start communicating with our students regarding the ACe Championship in, 

on the parameters and what we can and can’t do based on these recessionary times before I make any announcements. © 

I pray all is going well for you and yours! 

Hugs, 

debby 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spot[ Science Dept. 

Spore Administration FaculV 
EX~SS Academic Advisor 

College Spor~ Research Insdm:e 

Carolina Spor:s Business Club 

Sigma ?alpha Lambda (Leadership t tono~s Socie@ 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dsLto (2);unc.edu 

’. I will check with you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:59 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Hi Dr. Stroma~ 

Call me no;v. Thanks’. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:55 Pivl 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Subject: Hi Dr Stroman 

I hope that you are doing well[I! I have a couple of concerns and would 

I ust like to meet at your earliest convenience to chat Please let me know 
when you are available 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 4:07 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email. unc.edu>; 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gu@email.unc.edu:> 

The Club - GREAT News! 

@email. unc.edu>; @email .unc.edw~; 

@email.unc.edu~; @email.unc.edu>; 

@eraail.unc.edu>; Stroma~L Deborah Lynn <dstm@unc.edu> 

Congratulations! With your demonstration of unified leadership and inspiration to make this request, I was able to secure Bank of America as our 

champion sponsor. They will provide us with $500 this year and marketing collateral. We will be able to place their logo and information on our t-shirts 

and website. 

Again, I thank you for your hustle to my requests, especially the website upgrade. © 

You are winners and I appreciate you! 

We may have a rep at our meeting on Tuesday too. Let’s make sure we make them feel welcome and appreciative of their support. 
Go Heels! 

Witt~ a BIG smile, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administration FaculV 
E_Y-~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
4- Smith Bldg. CB# :3182 

Chapel H~I, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

dstro(@mc.edu 
http:/’ /’www.unc.edu/ depts/’exercise/sport administration 

We are all students and teachers. I often ask myse~5~, "~/hat did I come ,~ere to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:47 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: The Club - GREAT News! 

Thanks Nick! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.uaac.edu ] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:36 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: The Club - GREAT Ne;vs! 

Wow that is fantastic news!!!! I am really glad to hear that!! ’]?hat wil 
be vet,), beneficial for us this year in getting t-shirts and supplies [’or 
our meetings, and anything else we could use! That is excellent timing 
too, with our first major event coming next week I will include all of 
this new information in my email to the club on Mi~nday. Thanks again, 
and have a GREAT         ! :) 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Congratulations! With your demonstration of unified leadership and 

> inspiration to make this request, I was able to secure Bank of America 

> as our champion sponsor. They will provide us with $500 this year and 

> marketing collateral. We will be able to place their logo and 

> information on our t-shirts and website. 

> 

> 

> 

> Again, I thank you 12)r your hustle to my requests, especially the 

> website upgrade J 

> 

> 

> 

> You are winners and I appreciate you[ 

> 

> 

> 

> We may have a rep at our meeting on Tuesday- too. Let’s make sure we 

> make them feel welcome and appreciative of their support. 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels! 

> 

> With a BIG srrfile, 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

> 

> L~-C - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> Sport A&ninistration Faculty 

> 

> EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 

> 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 

> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smit2a Bldg. - CB# 3182 

> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 



919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu <ma lt~ dstro!~unc edu> 

http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

/We are all students and teachers. ! oRen ask mysell~ "What did I come 
here to learn, and ~vhat did I corae to teach?"/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday,, 5:00 PM 

@email.tmc.edu:~ 

@email.unc.e&~> 

Club Website Change’. 

Hi Please change the date on the advisory panel to asap! Thanks. 
Go ~eels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
I_I2",IC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Adnlinistration Faculty 
E~S Academic Advisor 
College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Siena Alpha Larubda (Leadership Honors Society) 
4 SmiOt Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel HffL NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

We ore a[/ studenrs and reachers, t often osk mgse/f; "Whor did f come here to learn, and wh~t did t come 



CAROLINA SPORTS BU-S NESS 
CLL  

~ October Club Meeting ~ 

Fall Advisor Night 
So, you ~r~mt to be ~ counselor’? Come l~esrprofessional sdv~rs 

sl~sre storie~ o£grow~ s.nd suttee! 

Tuesday, 
Fetzer lO9 

- 7:3o p.m. 

Open to UNC students, faculty, and staff 

Three Areas of Focus: 
Law, Financial Management, and Community/Public Relations 

This event ispu~osed toprodde REAL WORLD insight in the world of addsing toprojbssional 
athletes. Speakers will share their careerpaths, bestpractices, and tips for business success! 

Inviied guests include: Lids Freeman, CEO of 4 Our Fans, Inc., apr~’ssional aihlete 
commun@/public relations.f!rm; Jeff McLeod, Assoc. 6bmmissioner of the CLqA; Ron Peoples, CEO 

of Peopks Finandal Sen:ice, Inc.; John Spencer; agen~ to UNC/’~t~2xrBA player IvoO, Laura," and a 
~ecialJbrmer UI\7C7 men % basketball starplayer! 

Note: The event will begin at 6:30 p.m. for Club Leadership and dues-paying 
members. 

For more information on The Club: Visit http:i/smdentorgs.unc.eduicarsbc/, call 919.843.0336, or 
email president                  at         ~_~R:mail.unc.edu 



CAROLINA SPORTS BU-S NESS 
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~ October Club Meeting ~ 

Fall Advisor Night 

Tuesday, 
Fetzer lO9 

- 7:3o p.m. 

Open to UNC students, faculty, and staff 

Three Areas of Focus: 
Law, Financial Management, and Community/Public Relations 

This event ispu~osed toprodde REAL WORLD insight in the world of addsing toprojbssional 
athletes. Speakers will share their careerpaths, bestpractices, and tips for business success! 

Inviied guests include: Lids Freeman, CEO of 4 Our Fans, Inc., apr~’ssional aihlete 
commun@/public relations.f!rm; Jeff McLeod, Assoc. 6bmmissioner of the CLqA; Ron Peoples, CEO 

of Peopks Finandal Sen:ice, Inc.; John Spencer; agen~ to UNC/’~t~2xrBA player IvoO, Laura," and a 
~ecialJbrmer UI\7C7 men % basketball starplayer! 

Note: The event will begin at 6:30 p.m. for Club Leadership and dues-paying 
members. 

For more information on The Club: Visit http:i/smdentorgs.unc.eduicarsbc/, call 919.843.0336, or 
email president                  at         @email.unc.edu 



CAROLINA SPORTS BU-S NESS 
CLL  

~ October Club Meeting ~ 

Fall Advisor Night 

Tuesday, 
Fetzer ~o9 

- 7:3o p.m. 

Open to UNC students, faculty, and staff 

Three Areas of Focus: 
Law, Financial Management, and Community/Public Relations 

This event ispu~osed toprodde REAL WORLD insight in the world of addsing toprojbssional 
athletes. Speakers will share their careerpaths, bestpractices, and tips for business success! 

Inviied guests include: Lids Freeman, CEO of 4 Our Fans, Inc., apr~’ssional aihlete 
commun@/public relations.f!rm; Jeff McLeod, Assoc. 6bmmissioner of the CLqA; Ron Peoples, CEO 

of Peopks Finandal Sen:ice, Inc.; John Spencer; agen~ to UNC/’~t~2xrBA player IvoO, Laura," and a 
~ecialJbrmer UI\7C7 men % basketball starplayer! 

Note: The event will begin at 6:30 p.m. for Club Leadership and dues-paying 
members. 

For more information on The Club: Visit http:i/smdentorgs.unc.eduicarsbc/, call 919.843.0336, or 
email president                             :@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,, 5:14 PM 

’@email.uuc.edu> 

Club Meeting - Advisor Night 

CSBC        Advisor Night.pdf 

Hi , Please make sure that the knows about this event. Thanks! 

Go } {eels, 

Deborah Strornan, Ph.D., CL[ ; 

[dNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept:. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Si~ Npha Lambda (Leadership Honors SocietT) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

hi t p:/’,/wwwam ~.e,gu i~}epts/exercise/~spor~ adrnmistralion 

We are oil students and teachers, t O/:ten ask mysel~ "What did ~ come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



CAROLINA SPORTS BU-S NESS 
CLL  

~ October Club Meeting ~ 

Fall Advisor Night 

Tuesday, 
Fetzer lO9 

- 7:3o p.m. 

Open to UNC students, faculty, and staff 
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email president                  at         @email.unc.edu 
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CAROLINA SPORTS BU-S NESS 
CLL  

~ October Club Meeting ~ 

Fall Advisor Night 

Tuesday, 
Fetzer lO9 

- 7:3o p.m. 

Open to UNC students, faculty, and staff 

Three Areas of Focus: 
Law, Financial Management, and Community/Public Relations 

This event ispu~osed toprodde REAL WORLD insight in the world of addsing toprojbssional 
athletes. Speakers will share their careerpaths, bestpractices, and tips for business success! 

Inviied guests include: Lids Freeman, CEO of 4 Our Fans, Inc., apr~’ssional aihlete 
commun@/public relations.f!rm; Jeff McLeod, Assoc. 6bmmissioner of the CLqA; Ron Peoples, CEO 

of Peopks Finandal Sen:ice, Inc.; John Spencer; agen~ to UNC/’~t~2xrBA player IvoO, Laura," and a 
~ecialJbrmer UI\7C7 men % basketball starplayer! 

Note: The event will begin at 6:30 p.m. for Club Leadership and dues-paying 
members. 

For more information on The Club: Visit http:i/smdentorgs.unc.eduicarsbc/, call 919.843.0336, or 
email~                           at         @email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:21 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

~emml.unc.edu>; 

@email. unc.edu>; 

Tile Club - Advisor Night 

CSBC Advisor Night.pdf 

@email. unc.edu>; ~email .unc.edu-~; 

@email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; Stroma~L Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FYI. See and share attachment. 
Emails went to UNCAA staff, EXSS faculty and student listservs. 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration b’acuhy 
E~XZc, S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Npha Lambda (Leadership 1 tonors Society) 
4 Smith Bldg. CB~, 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
dstro(a),unc,edu 

We are all students and teachers. I o~en ask mysel[, "What did I come here to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



CAROLINA SPORTS BU-S NESS 
CLL  

Club Meeting ~ 

Advisor Night 

Tuesday, 
Fetzer lO9 

- 7:3o p.m. 

Open to UNC students, faculty, and staff 

Three Areas of Focus: 
Law, Financial Management, and Community/Public Relations 

This event ispu~osed toprodde REAL WORLD insight in the world of addsing toprojbssional 
athletes. Speakers will share their careerpaths, bestpractices, and tips for business success! 

Inviied guests include: Lids Freeman, CEO of 4 Our Fans, Inc., apr~’ssional aihlete 
communi~/public relations.f!rm; Jeff McLeod, Assoc. 6bmmissioner of the CLqA; Ron Peoples, CEO 

of Peopks Finandal Sen:ice, Inc.; John Spencer; agen~ to UNC/’~t~2xrBA player IvoO, Laura," and a 
~ecialJbrmer UI\7C7 men % basketball starplayer! 

Note: The event will begin at 6:30 p.m. for Club Leadership and dues-paying 
members. 

For more information on The Club: Visit http:i/smdentorgs.unc.eduicarsbc/, call 919.843.0336, or 
email                                       :@email.unc.edu 



CAROLINA SPORTS BU-S NESS 
CLL  

~ October Club Meeting ~ 

Fall Advisor Night 

Tuesday, 
Fetzer lO9 

- 7:3o p.m. 

Open to UNC students, faculty, and staff 

Three Areas of Focus: 
Law, Financial Management, and Community/Public Relations 

This event ispu~osed toprodde REAL WORLD insight in the world of addsing toprojbssional 
athletes. Speakers will share their careerpaths, bestpractices, and tips for business success! 

Inviied guests include: Lids Freeman, CEO of 4 Our Fans, Inc., apr~’ssional aihlete 
commun@/public relations.f!rm; Jeff McLeod, Assoc. 6bmmissioner of the CLqA; Ron Peoples, CEO 

of Peopks Finandal Sen:ice, Inc.; John Spencer; agen~ to UNC/’~t~2xrBA player IvoO, Laura," and a 
~ecialJbrmer UI\7C7 men % basketball starplayer! 

Note: The event will begin at 6:30 p.m. for Club Leadership and dues-paying 
members. 

For more information on The Club: Visit http:i/smdentorgs.unc.eduicarsbc/, call 919.843.0336, or 
email president,                 ~ at        ,.@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:41 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Schedule Change 

Hi    I apologize but I need to cancel and reschedule our appointment. Let me know if you are available at 3:30 or after 5:00 tomorrow. Otherwise, we 

need to look at another day. @ 

Thanks. 

Go ~eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN-C Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4- Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.84-3.0336 

http:/ /www.unc.edu/ depts/~exercise/ sport administration 

We are all students and teachers, t often ask myself; "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emal.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ) 6:04 PM 

@email .unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email,unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; i 

@email.unc.edu>; ] 

~email .unc.edu>: 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email. unc.edu>; 

@emal.unc.edu>; 

Cc: @entail.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 

] @unc .edu>; ~0) mnail .unc .edu>; @entail .unc.edu:>; 

@email.nnc.edu>; i@email.unc.edu>; - - " ~email.unc.edu>; 

~(~email.unc.edtc~ 

Subject: Carolina Sports Business Club 

Altach: CSB( Advisor Night.pdf 

Hi Heels! I took over as the faculty advisor of this group last year and welcome your participation,                      loaned their leadership skills 
and were very valuable to our reorganization last year. I encourage you to participate as a mentor and to gain additional sport management experience. 
Note: We recently secured corporate sponsorship (£ and marketing collateral) with Bank of America. 
Please note the following event related to professional sports. Obviously, the learning is most transferable. © 
Let me know if you have questions. 

Continued success! 

Go } {eels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administration Facuhy 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

We are aft students and teachers, t o!:ten ask mysel~ "What did * came here to learn, and what did t came to teach?" 



CAROLINA SPORTS BU-S NESS 
CLL  

~ October Club Meeting ~ 

Fall Advisor Night 

Tuesday, _ - 7:3o p.m. 
Fetzer ~o9 

Open to UNC students, faculty, and staff 

Three Areas of Focus: 
Law, Financial Management, and Community/Public Relations 

This event ispu~osed toprodde REAL WORLD insight in the world of advising toprojbssional 
athletes. Speakers will share their careerpaths, bestpractices, and tips for business success! 

Inviied guests include: Lids Freeman, CEO of 4 Our Fans, Inc., apr~’ssional aihlete 
commun@/public relations, f!rm; Jeff McLeod, Assoc. 6bmmissioner of the 6L4A; Ron Peoples, CEO 
of Peophs Financial Se~:ice, Inc.; John Spencer; agen~ to UN(,/ ~l~2xrBA player Ivory Laura," and a 
~ecialJbrmer UNC men % basketball starplayer! 

Note: The event will begin at 6:30 p.m. for Club Leadership and dues-paying 
members. 

For more information on The Club: Visit http:i/smdentorgs.unc.eduicarsbc/, call 919.843.0336, or 
email president                  at        @email.unc.edu 



CAROLINA SPORTS BU-S NESS 
CLL  

~ October Club Meeting ~ 

Fall Advisor Night 

Tuesday, 
Fetzer lO9 

- 7:3o p.m. 

Open to UNC students, faculty, and staff 

Three Areas of Focus: 
Law, Financial Management, and Community/Public Relations 

This event ispu~osed toprodde REAL WORLD insight in the world of addsing toprojbssional 
athletes. Speakers will share their careerpaths, bestpractices, and tips for business success! 
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commun@/public relations.f!rm; Jeff McLeod, Assoc. 6bmmissioner of the CLqA; Ron Peoples, CEO 

of Peopks Finandal Sen:ice, Inc.; John Spencer; agen~ to UNC/’~t~2xrBA player IvoO, Laura," and a 
~ecialJbrmer UI\7C7 men % basketball starplayer! 

Note: The event will begin at 6:30 p.m. for Club Leadership and dues-paying 
members. 

For more information on The Club: Visit http:i/smdentorgs.unc.eduicarsbc/, call 919.843.0336, or 
email president                  at         @email.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,, 6:22 PM 

@med.unc.edu-~ 

TtIANK YOU! 

I just received vour card. So cute, so talented! © 

I am okag with my star question. Thanks for calling back. Verv hectic time for evervone. 

Have a great trip! 

H ugs, 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLIo" 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration b’acuhy 

E~XZc;S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Npha Lambda (Leadership } toners Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(a),unc.edu 

hrrp /’ [’www.unc.eduideprs,~/excrc~s~’f sport administration 

We are all students and teachers. I o~en ask mysel~ "What did I come here to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:53 AM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: The Club - OFFICERS PAGE 

Mercy.. :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:55 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: The Club - OFFICERS PAGE 

1 sent mine to a few weeks ago and he never put it up.. 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Officers Page on the Website: 

> 

> 

> 

> Current Officers 

> 

> 

> 

> PDF <http://studentor~s.unc edu/carsbc/index.php/o fficers?format=pdf> 

> 

> 

> 

> Print 

> 

<http : i/studentorgs, unc edu/carsbc/index, php/officers ?tmpl=component&print 

= 1 &page=> 

> 

> 

> 

> E-mail 

> 

< http :/istudentorgs unc. edu/carsbc/index php/component/mailto/?tmp l=compon 

ent &lirtk=aHR0cDovL3N0dWRlbrtRvcmdzLn\ uYy51ZHUvY~Fyc2 JjL21uZGV4LaBoc ~gvZrr~ZpY 

2Vycw%3D%3D> 

> 

> 

> 

> Our leadership team for the school year include: 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Hi! My name is and I am from I 

> have lived in my whole life, graduating from 

> I am a at UNC, planning on majoring in 

> ...... I would like to pursue a career 

> related to sports business, but I am not sure exactly to what extent. I 

> am a huge spolts fan[ I root for 

>                             . Some of the hobbies I enjoy are 

> 

> 

> 



My name is              I am a          business major from 
I have been a Tar Heels fan for my entire life and 

I have wanted to attend I~YNC I would love to 
pursue a career in , and the CSBC has allowed me 
to gain some experience in the :field of athletics. It has been a great 
experience for me so fat-! At UNC, I am also a member of the 
team and the 

YVHAT’ S MISSING?????????? 

This is YOUR chance to tell people about yourself. Don’t sit on this 
opportunityt 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

L2qC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 

> http://www.unc.edtvdepts/exercise/s~ort administration 

/Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
Company. / 

*From:* Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
*Sent:* Tuesday, 4:07 PM 
*To:* ’ 

’Dr Stroman’ 
*Cc:* Kevin Guskiewicz 
*Subject:* The Club - GREAT Newst 
*Impoltance:* High 

C ongratu lations! With your demonstration of unified lea dership and 
inspiration to make this request, I was able to secure Bank of America 
as our champion sponsor. They will provide us with $500 this year and 
marketing collateral. We will be able to place their logo and 
information on our t-shirts and website. 

Again, I thank you for your hustle to my requests, especially the 
website upgrade J 

You are winners and I appreciate you[ 

We may have a rep at our meeting on ’l~uesday too. Let’s make sure we 
make them feel welcome and appreciative of their support. 

Go Heels! 

With a BIG smile, 

Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 

UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Spolt Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 



4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu <ma lt~ dstro@unc edu> 

> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 

/We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "What did I come 

here to learn, and what did I corae to teach?"/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~em~Jl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 9:55 AM 

@raycomspx~rts.com> 

Address 

UNC 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

E~XZc, S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Si~a Npha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

919.843.0336 

dstro(~unc.edt~ 

} ttp/./www un edu/dep s/’exercise/sport administ:r~tion 

We are all students and teachers, l @en ask myse@ "What did I come ,~ere to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:58 AM 

@emml.tmc.edu> 

RE: The Club - OFFICERS PAGE 

Hi Tuesday at 11 or after 2:30 p.m 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ’ 7:18 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sullject: RE: The Club - OFFICERS PAGE 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 
What does your schedule look like for when we get back from break? Monday 
or Tuesday?... I want to start doing what you and ] talked about regarding 
meeting with you with about club progress. 

Thanks, 

On Tue,            17:01:36 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dstroman@emai]. unc edu> wrote: 

Officers Page on the Website: 

Current Officers 

><http:/istudentor~s.unc.edu/carsbc/index.php/officers?format pd]5, PDF 

<http:i/studentorgs.uncedu/carsbciindex.php/officers?tmpl component&print 

&page > Print 

<http:/istudentorgs.unc.edu/carsbc/index.php/componentimailtoi?tmpl componen 

t&link aHR0cDovL 3i~’0dWRlbrtRvcradzLnVuYy51ZHL\~Y2Fyc2 JjL21uZGV4LnB ocC9vZn~ZpY2Vyc 

w%3D%3D> E-mail 

Out leadership team for the school year include: 

Hi[ My name is and I am from I have 

lived in my whole life, graduating from 

School in I am a at UNC, plamfing on majoring in 

I would like to pursue a career related to 

spolts business, but I am not sure exactly to what extent. I am a huge 

spolts fan[ I root for 

Some of the hobbies I eNoy are 



My name is , I am a major from 

>                    I have been a Tar }{eels fan for my entire life and I 
> have wanted to attend IjNC [ would love to pursue 

a 

> career in and the CSBC has allowed me to gain 

some 

> experience in the field of athletics. It has been a great experience %r 

me 

> so fart At ~C, I am also a member of the and the 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> ~T’S ~SS~G??????’.’??? 

> 

> This is YO~ chance to tell people about yourself Don’t sit on this 

> opport~ityt 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 

> I~C at Chapel Hill 

> 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> 

> 

> 919843.0336 

> 

> http://www.unced~depts/exercise/sportadministration 

> 

> We&ly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 

Company 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah S~oman [mailto :dstroman@email ~c edu] 

> Sent: Tuesday, 4:07 PM 

> To: 

> ; ’Dr. S~oman’ 

> Cc: Kevin Guskie~vicz 

> Sukiect: ~e Club - G~AT News~ 

> ~poltance: High 

> 

> 

> 

> Congratulations’. With yow demonstration of ~ified leadership and 

> inspiration to make this request, I was able to secure Bank of America as 

> our champion sponsor They will provide us with $500 this year and 

> marketing 

> collateral We will be able to place their logo and i~[ormation on our 

> t-shirts and website 

> 

> 

> 

> Again, I tha~ you lbr your hustle to my requests, especially the website 

> upgrade J 

> 

> 

> 

> You are winners and I appreciate you[ 

> 

> 

> 

> We may have a rep at our meeting on Tuesday too Let’s make swe we make 

> them J%el welcome and appreciative of their support. 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels~ 

> 

> With a BIG smile, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 

> L~-C - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> Sport A&ninistration Facul~ 

> 

> EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 



> 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> dstro@unc.edu 
> 

> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> We are all students and teachers. I often ask twself. %\~at did I corae 
here 
> to learn, and ~vhat did I come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Wednesdaw 10:01 AM 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Schedule Cha~ge 

Okay. Thanks. Complete this exercise for our discussion: 

1. If you want to attend graduate school, identiI}’ the "dream" or top five 
programs (consider your field of study and location) to apply to for next 
year. 
2. If you want to go to work, identiI}’ your top three strengths and three 
areas of improvement 
3. ll’you want to go to work, identify what three jobs you would be 
interested in doing for a living for three years 

Hope this helps with your career retreat over the :. :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [(~r!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:48 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sublect: Re: Schedule Change 

Dr. Stroman, 

I guess we should make it another day. Im bus?’ after 2:30 tomorrow. But 

thats fine Now I can take the break to get my thoughts together. With 

such a busy school week and the beginning of          I havent had 

much time to think about other stN’[~ I will get back to you a~ter fall 

break with a better idea of my schedule 

Thanks! 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> tIi     I apologize but I need to cancel and reschedule our appointment. 

Let me know if you are available at 3:30 or after 5:00 tomorrow. 
Otherwise we need to look at another day. L 

Thanks. 

Go Heels 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC’ - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Achrfinistration Facul~" 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~z) 

4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu <m ailto: ds tr o(~)un c edu> 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

/We are all students and teachers I often ask m>’self, "What did ! come 
here to learn, and what did I come to teach?"/ 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:20 AM 

To: ~. @emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Subject: Carolina 

@emaJl. unc.edu> 

Hi                 . As per my call, here’s the I                 project that I want the two of you to work together on... 

1. Research the strengths and weaknesses of having a one day vs. three day camp for UNC 

2. Competitor Analysis I- compile as much camp marketing collateral as possible from the ACC, Big East, Big Ten, and SEC. 

3. Competitor Analysis II - Identify the profitability of ACC (tough one!) 

Use your research skills -telephone, email, library resources, surveys, etc. 
Feel free to contact Coach Berry to schedule time to interview him or other staff members, as necessary. 
Summarize your information in one Marketing Strategy paper- first draft due Monday,             Final draft due Monday, 

Let me know if-you have questions. 
Go ][][eels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
IJNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Adnfinistration Faculty 
E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Siena Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
4 SmiOt Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel HffL NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

We ore all students and teachers, t often ask myself; "What did I come here to/earn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 10:21 AM 

mberry@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Carolina 

FYI, I know you spoke to about this work as weN, I wani to work together. Let’s see what they come up with. Chat with you soon! 

Deborah S~:rom~n, I~h.D,, CL~ J 

htt:p:/,/www.unc.eduf ~]eptsf exercisef sport administration 

Weekly Wdrd ~:’(2c~: l-l~’roir~ w~s.fir~;~ me2r;:et~d by type L-k~ye; Asphir~ 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Senti Wednesday,             ) 10:20 AN 

Su~ject~ carolina 
Impo~ance: High 

Hi . As per my call, here’s the project that I want the two of you to work tosether 

$. Research the strensths and weaknesses of havin8 a one day vs. three day camp for 

2. Comps~itor An~l~sis I- compH~ as much markedly8 coHatera~ as possibl8 from the A~C, BiB East, B~Ten, ~d 

~. ~ompe~itor A~al~sis II ~ Ide~Lif~ Lhe profi~abNiW of A~ camps {~ou~ o~8~) 

U~e your re~ea~h ~kHl~ -~elepho~e, email, Nbra~y ~e~our~e~, ~urvey~, 

Feel free to contacL Coach Berr~ to schedule Lime to ~nLerview him or oLher staff members, as necessary. 

Summarize ~our ~nformation ~n one MarkeL~n8 SLratesy p~per- first dr~ft due Monday, I            Final drafL due Monday, ~ 

Let me know if you have questions. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administrat:ion Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport ]Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Si~aa Npha Lambda (Leadership F7onors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(~unc.e&~ 

We are dl students end teachers, t @an ask myse@ "What did I came here to learn, end whet did t come to teach?" 



CAROLINA SPORTS BU-S NESS 
CLL  

~ October Club Meeting ~ 

Fall Advisor Night 

Tuesday, 
Fetzer lO9 

- 7:3o p.m. 

Open to UNC students, faculty, and staff 

Three Areas of Focus: 
Law, Financial Management, and Community/Public Relations 

This event ispu~osed toprodde REAL WORLD insight in the world of addsing toprojbssional 
athletes. Speakers will share their careerpaths, bestpractices, and tips for business success! 

Inviied guests include: Lids Freeman, CEO of 4 Our Fans, Inc., apr~’ssional aihlete 
commun@/public relations.f!rm; Jeff McLeod, Assoc. 6bmmissioner of the CLqA; Ron Peoples, CEO 

of Peopks Finandal Sen:ice, Inc.; John Spencer; agen~ to UNC/’~t~2xrBA player IvoO, Laura," and a 
~ecialJbrmer UI\7C7 men % basketball starplayer! 

Note: The event will begin at 6:30 p.m. for Club Leadership and dues-paying 
members. 

For more information on The Club: Visit http:i/smdentorgs.unc.eduicarsbc/, call 919.843.0336, or 
email president                  at         ~_~R:mail.unc.edu 



CAROLINA SPORTS BU-S NESS 
CLL  

~ October Club Meeting ~ 

Fall Advisor Night 

Tuesday, 
Fetzer lO9 

- 7:3o p.m. 

Open to UNC students, faculty, and staff 

Three Areas of Focus: 
Law, Financial Management, and Community/Public Relations 

This event ispu~osed toprodde REAL WORLD insight in the world of addsing toprojbssional 
athletes. Speakers will share their careerpaths, bestpractices, and tips for business success! 

Inviied guests include: Lids Freeman, CEO of 4 Our Fans, Inc., apr~’ssional aihlete 
commun@/public relations.f!rm; Jeff McLeod, Assoc. 6bmmissioner of the CLqA; Ron Peoples, CEO 

of Peopks Finandal Sen:ice, Inc.; John Spencer; agen~ to UNC/’~t~2xrBA player IvoO, Laura," and a 
~ecialJbrmer UI\7C7 men % basketball starplayer! 

Note: The event will begin at 6:30 p.m. for Club Leadership and dues-paying 
members. 

For more information on The Club: Visit http:i/smdentorgs.unc.eduicarsbc/, call 919.843.0336, or 
email president                  at         ~_~R:mail.unc.edu 



CAROLINA SPORTS BU-S NESS 
CLL  

~ October Club Meeting ~ 

Fall Advisor Night 

Tuesday, 
Fetzer lO9 

- 7:3o p.m. 

Open to UNC students, faculty, and staff 

Three Areas of Focus: 
Law, Financial Management, and Community/Public Relations 

This event ispu~osed toprodde REAL WORLD insight in the world of addsing toprojbssional 
athletes. Speakers will share their careerpaths, bestpractices, and tips for business success! 

Inviied guests include: Lids Freeman, CEO of 4 Our Fans, Inc., apr~’ssional aihlete 
commun@/public relations.f!rm; Jeff McLeod, Assoc. 6bmmissioner of the CLqA; Ron Peoples, CEO 

of Peopks Finandal Sen:ice, Inc.; John Spencer; agen~ to UNC/’~t~2xrBA player ¯ and a 
~ecialJbrmer UI\7C7 men % basketball starplayer! 

Note: The event will begin at 6:30 p.m. for Club Leadership and dues-paying 
members. 

For more information on The Club: Visit http:i/smdentorgs.unc.eduicarsbc/, call 919.843.0336, or 
email president                  at         ~_~R:mail.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:30 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

RE: WBB Newsletter 

Hi. Please add and send to me asap. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:12 PM 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Subject: ;VBB Newsletter 

Dr. Stroman 

Have you sent out the newsletter alrea@, because Coach Williams sent me 
her statement Should I add it to this one, or save it for the next one? 

Universi~ of North Carolina, cio 
Exercise and Sports Science major 
R ecreation Administration minor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 6:02 PM 

~uncbusiness.net; 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

KF- 

CSBC Advisor Night.pdf 

Hi      and      Thank you for your leadership in today’s event and your business club.       I will add you to The Club Blackboard site so you can 

share events that would be of interest to the KF students.      , let me know if you want to be listed as well.) In the future, we may be able to partner on 

an activity. We have some of our sport administration graduate students working with The Club as well. 

As I noted, attached find the flyer for Tuesday’s event. 

Don’t be a stranger- I am here to help all students succeed! 

- please forward the picture to dstro@unc.edu or debby@dstroman.com 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

L/iNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institut:e 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dst ro~-~unc.ed~ 

http:/’/w~wv.unc.e du/’depts//exercise/’sport administration 

We are all students and teachers. ~ often ask myself, "W,~ot did ! come here to learn, and what did ~ come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday,               16:32 PM 

@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

RE: KF - Steve Mills 

Thanks       Please let gg know that AtL are welcome. The Club is actually planning a road trip to Charlotte in Janizary or February to tour the arena and watch a 

game so the throng is great! 

Do sta y ~n tot~ch ~ 

Dr, Stroman 

UNC ~t C.h~pel } ~Jli 

}~xet’c[s~, and Spo~t Sdcnc," 

9 Z0.843.033,’~ 

http://’www.unc.edu ideptsiexercise/isport administration 
W~eMy We#d F~c~: Heroin w¢~5 fit~ m~rke~ed by ~i?e B~;yer Asp#in 

F~m: ;@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~ 6:~9 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L. 

@uncbusiness.net; Dr. Stroman 
$~bje¢t; Re: KF - Steve NiHs 

Hi Deboral~ 

ThaWs for coming to hear Steve speak. I’m glad yon all got a chance to reco~ect. 

TNs is A~SOME~ 

There is a ton that the Spo~ls. Ente~nment. Hospi~liU. Clnb can do ruth the ~C Spo~ Business Clnb. I will add the event to my calend~ and I can put it on 

our club website if it is oNn k~ the b- school students. Please let me ~ow m~d I’ll add it to~y. 

Take a peek at our website when you get a chance. We have a IEw upcoming events listed, bnt one event that we may wm~t to partner on right away is the Charlotte 

Bobcats Day. We roll be bringing in Fred Whitfield (President of the Charlotte Bobca’~s) to speak. We’d love ~ open this up to your club as well. 

Thanks ~ much’. 

On , at 6:02 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi      and      Thank you for your leadership in today’s event and your business club.      , I will add you to The Club Blackboard site so you can 
share events that would be of interest to the KF students.      :, let me know if you want to be listed as well.) In the future, we may be able to partner on 
an activity. We have some of our sport administration graduate students working with The Club as well. 
As I noted, attached find the flyer for Tuesday’s event. 
Don’t be a stranger- I am here to help all students succeed! 

please forward the picture to dstro@unc.edu or debby@dstroman.com 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Adn~inistrat:ion Faculty 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.ed~ 
hrrD!/’/ww~v.unczedu,ideDtsz’ exe~ciscisport administration 

We are all students and teachers, t often ask myself, "What did ~ came here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 

<CSBC Oct 2009 Advisor Night.pdf> 

¯ MBA Kenan-Flagler Business School. University of North Carolina. (p) (e) 
@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 6:34 PM 

~email.unc.edu-* 

~email. unc.edu>; 

FW: KF - Steve Mills 

@kenan- flaglerxmc.edu> 

FYI. 
Go 
Deborah S~r,~:nan, PI~.D., CI.U 

: ~NC at C}W~e] } 

9~98630336 

{][’q%~2/www.unc.edr:/dep:s/’e~rci~/~!port :administ:ra tion 

Week@ Weird ~:ct: Heroin was first ma~2ete6 by the Boyer Aspirin Company, 

F~m~ Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday,              ~ 6:32 PN 

Subject: RE: KF- Steve MiNs 
Thank~       Please ~et KF know Lhat ALL ~te welcome, The Cklb is ~ctuaNy @annMfi ~ road trip to Charlotte in        or to tour the arena and watch a 

game so the t~ming is gre~t! 

Do stay in touch[ 

Dr. Strom~;t~ 

E~er,;ise :~r:3 Spor~ Science Dept 

919.843.0336 

hltp:///www.unc.eSu//(]epts// exercise/spor~ adrninislralion 

Week~V Weird Foc~: H~’roM w~s.fir~;t morketed by the L-k~ye; AsphM 

F~m: ~kenan-fiagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 6:29 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L. 

@uncbusiness.net; Dr. Stroman 
Subject: Re: KF - Steve Mills 

ThaWs [or coming to hear Steve speak. Pm glad you all got a chance to reco~ect. 

TMs is A~SOMF. 

The~ is a ton that the Sports. Ente~inment. Hospitality. Club can do with the [~C Spots Business Club. J will add the event to m~ calendar and I can pat it on 

our club website i[it is o~n k~ the b- school students. Please let me know a~d I’ll acid it to~y. 

Take a peek at our website when you get a chance. We have a [~w upcoming events lisled, but one event that we may want to pa~ner on right away is the Charlotte 

Bobcats Day. We will be b~nging in Fred Whitfield (P~sident o[~e Charlotte Bobcat) to speak. Wdd love k~ open this up to your club as well. 

ThaWs ~ muclP. 

On at 6:02 PM, Deborah Strolnan wrote: 

Hi      and      Thank you for your leadership in today’s event and your business club. Aaron, I will add you to The Club Blackboard site so you can 

share events that would be of interest to the KF students, i      let me know if you want to be listed as well.) In the future, we may be able to partner on 

an activity. We have some of our sport administration graduate students worldng with The Club as well. 

As I noted, attached find the flyer for Tuesday’s event. 

Don’t be a stranger- I am here to help all students succeed! 

- please forward the picture to dstro@unc.edu or debb¥@dstroman.com 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@~unc.edu 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise//sport adn:inistration 

We are all students and teachers, t often ask myseb�, "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 

<CSBC Oct 2009 Advisor Night.pdf> 

¯ MBA . Kenan-Flagler Business School. University of North Carolina. (p) (e) 
@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturdav, 09 4:45 PM 

@eraail. unc.edtr~ 

RE: Carolina Football Internship 

Thank you Please get in touch with asap. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9 3:27 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Carolina Football Internship 
Importance: High 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for this great opportunity,. I am sorry I missed your call on 
Wednesday morning, I was in a class. ] look forward to working with you, 
Coach Berry, and       on this prqiect, tIave a great weekend. 

Thanks. 

On Wed,           10:20:12 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi and ~. As per my call, here’s the UNC Football Camp 

project 

> that I want the two of you to work together on 

> 

> 

> 

> 1. Research the strengths and ~veaknesses of having a one day vs. 

three 

> day camp for L~x.-C football. 

> 

> 2. Competitor Analysis I - compile as much football canrp ( or 

> ) 

> nrarketing collateral as possible from the ACC, Big East, Big Ten, and 

SEC. 

> 

> 3. Corapetitor .amalysis II - Identify the profitability of ACC 

football 

> camps (tough one!) 

> 

> 

> 

> Use your research skills - telephone, email, library resources, sur~,~cys, 

> etc. 

> 

> 

> 

> Feel free to contact Coach Berry to schedule time to intern, dew him or 

other 

> staffmembers, as necessaW. 

> 

> 

> 

> Summarize your information in one Marketing Strategy paper - first draft 

> due 

> Monday, Final draft due Monday, 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



> 

> Let me know if you have questions 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> 
> UNC’ - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> Sport Administration Faculty 
> 

> EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 

> 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> <mailto: dstr o@unc.edu> dstro@unc, edu 
> 

> <http ://;vw;v.unc.edu/d epts/exercise/sportadministration> 
> http://www.unc.edu~’depts/exercise/sportadministration 
> 

> We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "What did I come 
here 
> to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Saturday, 5:59 PM 

i@emml .unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lyun ~dstro@unc.edu~~ 

WBB Newsletter 

FCP 1.1.docx 

Hi 

student editors but just last week one informed me that he had too much on his plate¯ @ I am recruiting someone else to work with 

excited about this work and opportunity. The coaches and        are appreciative too, 

Also, let me know if there is anything you want to me to add. E.g. should we add ticket or parking information on each issue? 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institut:e 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel t ti11, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.ed~ 

http:///www.unc.edu/’depts/exercise/’sport administration 

We are all students and teachers. / often ask myself, "What did / come here to learn, and what did / come to teach?" 

Here is the first issue. Please forward to season ticket holders and/post on the WBB site, upon your review. I will send to- -. I did have two 

¯ She is very 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@email.uuc.e&~> 

Saturday, 8:46 PM 

’1 ,ivis Freeman’ < @4ourt?ms.com>; 
;outh.net> 

@email.m~c.edw-; 

The Club - Tuesday Night 

CSBC Oct Advisor Night.pdf 

t@aol.com; @540~.com; : 

@email.unc.edu> 

@ronpeoples.us; ’Eric Montross’ 

Thanks again for your participation in Fall Advisor Night. See attached flyer. We are excited about your participation. 

Please try to arrive in the lobby of Fetzer by 6:20 p.m. as we will begin with an informal session with Club members and dues-paying members. The 

students will network and engage you in a more one-to-one and small group atmosphere. (As always, parking at UNC is a challenge. Spaces should be 

available on South Road or Stadium Drive since it will be after 5:00 p.m.) A Club member will be in the lobby to escort you to Fetzer :109. We will have light 

munchies and beverages. 

At 7:30 p.m. we will begin our formal program. The Club , is the event facilitator and will introduce you and read part of your 

bio. He will begin the session with opening questions such as: 

1. Tell us how you got your start into your career. 

2. Who do you admire in your field and/or who serves as your business mentor and why? 

3. What is the biggest mistake you’ve ever made and how did you recover? 

The Q&A session is unscripted but expect questions that generate responses of business and career advice. Please share real world ideas and advice that 

assists the students as they pursue careers in your industry. The Club membership is ~ 150 students. However, we did not require RSVP for this event so 

the final numbers can go in either direction. © 

UNC Searchable Map - http://www.maps.unc.edu/MapBook!Index.asp 

Guests: John Spencer, Livis Freeman, Jeff McLeod, and Ran Peoples. Eric Montross and a rep from Merrill Lynch will confirm on Monday. 

Let me know if you have any questions! 

THANK YOU! 

Regards, 

Debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facuhy 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Npha Lambda (Leadership 1: {onors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919,843,0336 

We are all students and teachers, t ofien ask mysel~ "What did * come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Saturday, October 24, 2009 8:48 PM 

@aol.com 

RE: B~o-. eltrey ~. McLeod 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: .2~aol corn [mailto 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2009 9:56 AM 

To: dstroman@emaihunc, edu 
Sulzject: Fw: Bio-Jeffrey W McLeod 

@aohcom] 

Please find my bio attached. 

Also, please let me know what time I need to be on campus and where I 
should meet you on tuesday 

Thanks 
Jeff 

Sent from mY Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: X/iichael Williams 
Date: Fri, 23 Oct 2009 07:26:11 
To: JeffreyWMcLeod 
Subject: Bio-Jefl?ey W. McLeod 

~gmail.com> 

@aol.com> 

Michael O Williams 
www niadesign.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Saturday, 9:32 PM 

@emml.tmc.edu> 

RE: The Club - OFFICERS PAGE 

Hi Are you available at’ter 3:45 on Tuesday? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: _ @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:18 Pivl 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: The Club - OFFICERS PAGE 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 
What does your schedule look like :[’or when we get back from break? Monday 
or Tuesday?... I want to start doing what you and I talked about regarding 
meeting with you with about club progress. 

Thanks, 

On Tue,            17:01:36 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dstroman@em ai].unc edu> wrote: 

Officers Page on the Website: 

Current Officers 

< http :/istudentor<s. unc. edu/c arsbc/index, php/officers ?Ik)rmat=pdf> PDF 

<http :i/studentorgs.unc edu/carsbciindex.php/officers?tmp[=component&print= ] 

&page=> Print 

<http:/istudentorgs.unc.edu/carsbc/index.php/colnponentimailtoi?tlnpl=componen 

t &link=aHR0cDovL3N0dWRlbrtRvcmdzLnVuYy51ZHL\~Y=Fyc= JjL21uZG\ 4LnBocCgvZmZpY2Vyc 

w%3D%3D> E-mail 

Our leadership team for the school year include: 

Hi[ ~¥ name is and I am from . I have 

lived in my whole life, graduating from 

School in I am a at UNC, plam~ing on majoring in 

I would like to pursue a career related to 

spolts business, but I am not sure exactly to what extent. I am a huge 

spolts fan[ I root for 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Some of the hobbies I eNoy are 



> My name is , I am a from 
> I have been a Tar Heels fan for my entire life and I 
> have wanted to attend I_TNC [ would love to pursue 
a 
> career in and the CSBC has allowed me to gain 
some 
> experience in the field of athletics. It has been a great experience for 
me 
> so fart At UNC, I ara also a member of~ 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> \:Vffq~kT’S MISSING??????’."?’?? 

> 

> This is YOUR chance to tell people about yourself Don’t sit on this 
> opportunity[ 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 

> lJ2"qC at Chapel Hill 
> 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> 

> 

> 919843.0336 
> 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
Company 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto :dstroman@email unc edul 
> Sent: Tuesday, 4:07 PM 
> To: 
> ’Dr. Stroman’ 
> Cc: Kevin Guskie~vicz 
> Su~iect: The Club - GREAT News! 
> Impoltance: High 
> 

> 

> 

> Congratulations’. With your demonstration of unified leadership and 
> inspiration to make this request, I was able to secure Bank of America as 
> our champion sponsor They will provide us with $500 this year and 
> marketing 
> collateral We will be able to place their logo and m[’ormation on our 
> t-shirts and website 
> 

> 

> 

> Again, I thank you for your hustle to my requests, especially the website 
> upgrade J 
> 

> 

> 

> You are winners and I appreciate you[ 
> 

> 

> 

> We may have a rep at our meeting on Tuesday too I.et’s make sure we make 
> them feel welcome and appreciative of their support. 
> 

> 

> 

> Go ,’{eels! 
> 

> With a BIG smile, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 

> L~-C - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> Sport Administration Faculty 
> 

> EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 



> 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> dstro@unc.edu 
> 

> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> We are all students and teachers. I often ask twself. %\~at did I corae 
here 
> to learn, and ~vhat did I come to teach?" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, October 24, 2009 9:41 PM 

’Knowling, Courtney’ <CKnowling@raycomstx~rts.com> 

RE: Internship In[brmation 

327 Field Experience SA Guidebook.doc; 327 Field Experience SA Syllabus.doc 

FYI. 
Go 

9~98630336 

{][’q)i~I/www.unc.ec]u/dq):s/’e~:ci~/~!port :actminist:ra tion 
Week@ Weird ~:ct: Heroin ~,as first ma~2ete6 by the Boyer Aspirin Company, 

F~m~ Knowling, tourney [mailto:CKnowling@raycomspo~s.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, October 22, 2009 4:~3 PN 
T~ Deborah Stroman 
Subjeet~ In~rnship Information 

Hi Dr. 5troman, 

Do you mind forwarding the rubric!guidetines you are using for the Ntot ~5S internship course2 Thank you. 

Court 

Courtney A. K~ow{~ng 
Meineke Car Care 
704-374-3755 
704-374-3859 Fax 

Follow us on twkter and become a fan on facebook] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, ’ 9:56 PM 

@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Hepburn, Jasmine <hjasmine@email.unc.e&~> 

RE: KF - Steve Mills 

Hi      , I enrolled you in the Club Blackboard site. Please let rne know i[: you have any questions, I connected the president wiLh Aaron and ccd Jasmb~e Hepburn 

on this note. 

Please fee~ free to reach out to her regarding future joint partnershigs~ A~so, you and your membership are welcome to aub events. 

Regards, 

Dr, Stroman 

1: ~?.~C at C}~apd Hi]i 

9 2 9 84,3 033 (~ 

http:/’ /www.unc,e~u /’ ~epts// exe~cise /sport a~mmistration 

Week@ Weird Foct: Heroin was first morketed by the B~yet AspMn Compang 

F~m: [mailto: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:26 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L.; :@uncbusiness.net; aaron~atkins@unc.edu 
C¢: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: Re: KF - Steve Mills 
Impedance: High 

It was great to meet you yesterday and I am glad you could come over to the Business School and hear Steve talk. 

I attached the picture of the two of you, and please add me to the Club Blackboard site as well, as I am interested in the events going on and 

also Executive Vice President of the Alliance of Minority Business Students. We are always looking for new things to make available to our 

members and opportunities to partner with other clubs across campus. 

Look forward to working with you more in the future. 

MBA, Class of ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

cell ~_t_Ln__c___b__u___sj__n__e__s__s_.__n__e__t_ ¯ www. kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders J Driving Results 

4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu <mailto:dstro@ unc.edu> 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration <http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/spoQ.administration> 

We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "What did I come here to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Saturday, October 24, 2009 9:58 PM 

’Valerie AckermaJ~’ <vackennan@usabasketball.com> 

IV~ls 

Thanks again for your call. 

Much love, 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration b’acuhy 
E~XZc, S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Npha Lambda (Leadership } tonors Society) 
4 Smith Bldg. CB~, 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
dstro(a),unc,edu 

We are all students and teachers, I o~en ask mysel[, "What did I came here to learn, and what did I came to teach?" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Saturday, 10:03 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: meeling 

. I will be in my office from :[-2:4B. I am guest lecturing at 3:00. Let me know if that works. 

Debora}~ S~:rom~n, Ph.D,, CL~ J 

htt:p:iiwww.unc.edui{]epts/~exerciseisport administratio~ 

@email.unc.edu [mail~:    :@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~ 9:27 PN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: meeting 

Dr. Stroman I am so sony for missing our Ineeting today, yesterday was my bil!~hday and I had ~l exam physiology today and for some reason I just forgot abom our 

meeting. Then when i was walking out the door to leave for home I realized that I had missed our meeting. I am really sorry.. Is them anyway we can meet Monday? If 

not thaws fine but I just thought it could help. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Saturday, October 24, 2009 10:07 PM 

@aol.com 

RE: Tuesday Chat 

Hi JeItl Please let me know your availabili~z prior and post event. I ~vant 
to spend time with you to chat over mutual interests. 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

debby 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN(? at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @aol.com [mailto 
Sent: Friday, October 23, 2009 9:56 

To: dstroman@em aibunc, edu 
Subject: Fw: Bio-Jeffrey W. McLeod 

(~aol.com] 

Please find my bio attached. 

Also, please let me know what time I need to be on campus and where ] 
should meet you on tuesday. 

Thanks 
Jeff 

Sent fi-om my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Michael Williams 

])ate: [~’ri, 23 Oct 2009 07:26:11 

To: Je]TreyWMcl,eod~ 

Subject: Bio-Jefl?ey W. McLeod 

@gmail.com> 

@aol com> 

Michael O. Williams 
www.niadesign.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:10 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: A&Ti~r Night 

Hi        I will need your leadership to serve as the event coordinator 
that night Nick will be bus?- ~vorking on his notes as the facilitator. I 
would like for you to make sure the other officers are doing their job 

e.g escorting guests ti’om the lobby to the F109. 

Please check in with Jasmine to make stare she has everyone assigned and/or 
what you need to do as she will not be in attendance. Call me Monday 
aRernoon. Here’s my cell ifI miss you m the office... 

BIG thal~,;s [ 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto (~r) email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:19 AM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: Advisor Night 

Hoping you’re having a great day so far. Just wanted to el:nail you to see i:[" 
you needed me to do anything for next Tuesday’s Advisor night. ! remember 
you mentioning earlier that you might need someone to introduce the guests 
or proctor the question/answer session. I am aw~ilable if you need me Just 
let me know!! 

Thanks!! 

University of North Carolina a Chapel Hill 
Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:15 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

Hepburn, Jasmine <hjasmine@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Sports Business Club 

CSBC Advisor Night.pdf 

I have added you to the Club’s Blackboard site. Please take the 
time to review the many postings. We have a big night this Thursday and I 
hope you can attend See attached. 

I am also ccing our Club president, Jasmine tlepburn. 

Elope this helps! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Etill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc. edu/dep ts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:20 PM 

To: dstr Old,an@ eraail.~mc, edu 
Subject: Carolina Sports Business Club 

I’m a and was a little behind the curve in 
looking into some clubs to join. Dr. Lee May- told me to look into some 
clubs in the business field that sounded interesting to me and talk to the 
leaders, and after looking at the student organizations website I feel like 
the would be an incredibly fitting club to be a part of, seeing as I am 
vet5, interested in sports business. I was just wondering if you could 
provide me ~vith any irfformation on the club, such as if rm allo~ved to join 
at all and, if I can, what I have to do seeing as it is the raiddle of the 
semester. Any information would be much appreciated! 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:21 PM 

@email .unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS - Stx~rt Adrainistration Advising 

Hi. I am out of town on Wednesday and Thursday. Are you available on Tuesday 
from 11 - 12:15 or from 4 - 6? On Monday, I am guest lecturing that 
afternoon and may have time from 1:30 and 2:30. Please advise 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [_mailto @emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:13 PM 

To: dstroman@emaih unc. edu 
Subject: EXSS - Sport Administration Advising 

tIeHo Dr Stroman, 

]k/Iy name is . I am and I 
register for classes on Thursday, . I was just wondering 
if you were available at all for academic advising any time before that 
day. If’so, you can send me your availability and we can go from there. 
Thank you so much. 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Saturday, October 24, 2009 10:30 PM 

’Hecker, Brad’ ~theacc.org> 

RE: ACC ~q3B Twitter Account (@       i 

Hi Brad. It has been a little crazy for me. I was away on business when your note arrived. When I got back 

My faith is strong and I am okay though. Keep me and my family in prayer~ I will head up to PA on Friday for the services. 

If it:’s okay, I~:’t’s checl~ in the:" following week I~ ~ rny schedule perrn~ts~ ~ w~ ~:ry to (:all you this week ~:hough. 

Thanks, my friend, 

Hugs, 

d 

htt:p:iiwww.uncedui{]epts/~exerciseisport administration 

Weekly Wei:~ Fact: He:oin wos.f!:st ma:keted by the ~ayer Aspirin 

F~m= Hecker, Brad [mail~: }theacc.org] 
Seat= Nonday, October 19, 2009 10:03 AN 

Te= dstroman@email.unc.edu 
$~bje~t= ACC WBB Twiger Account (@, ,) 
Hello Debby~ How is the semester rolling along? 

I wanted to follow up on the conveBation we had at the 4Kay about "hoops groups" that you may know of who might enjoy following the ACC Women’s Basketball Twitter 

Account this year (@ 
Shoot me a reply or give ma a call at the office when you have a moment to expound upon the ~dea. 
Thanks and things are going well~ 

Brad llecker 

Assistant Director fi)r ACC Women’s Basketball 

4512 ~Veybfidge L~e 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Phone: (336) 854-8787 

l;ax: (336) 547-6267 

~theacc.org 

Follow ACC Women’s BasketbMl on Twi~er: @ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Saturday, October 24, 2009 10:31 PM 

’Jennit~r Eaddy’ ~yahoo.com> 

FW: FW: travel to V Tech! 

trawdlt.vcf 

IRB-- deep! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
\Veekly Weird Fact: tIeroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sophie Trawatter [maitto:trawaltO~email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 19, 2009 9:35 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Cc: sadye errickson@med.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: FW: travel to V Techt 

Thanks for the invite! Sounds fun 

Unfortunately, I’m giving a talk on Monday (at UVa) and another talk the 
following week. I’m swamped with meetings and I have to get manuscripts 
offmy desk. Otherwise, I’ll go crazy 

Btw, the IRB rejected my submission ]br research on the dehmnaniaition of 
black people. They straight-up rqjected it. They said it was too risky 
for my white participants. They’d get too upset Can you believe it?! 
So, I’m gonna have to fight that fight. I’m not looking forward to it. 
So fi-ustrating 

How was your trip, Miss Debbie?! Looking forward to hearing about it :) 

Sophie 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Interested? J 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 

> L2"qC at C’hapel Hill 
> 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> http://www.uncedu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
> 

>/Weekly Weird Fact: EveJj~one in the IVliddle Ages believed - as 
> Aristotle had - that the heart was the seat of intelligence/ 
> 

> 

> 

> *From:* Jaimie Lee [mailto:jaimielee@uncaa.tmc.edu] 
> *Sent:* Tuesday, October 13, 2009 10:14 AM 
> *To:* Deborah Stroman 
> *Subject:* travel to V Tech’. 
> 

> 

> 

> Hello Miss Debbie’.! ! 
> 

> 

> 

> How are you? I hope all is going well. I just ~vanted to touch base 
> about our travels to V Tech ~vith the team. We do not have another 
> guest coach, and I was ~vondering if you kno~v of any faculty/staff~vho 
> may- want to join us?? I need to find one more person and am tapped out 



of ideas 

If anyone comes to mind, please let me know! I look forward to the trip! 

Take care, 

Jaimie 

Jaimie Lee 

Academic Counselor 

Acaderuic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

(919) 843-6566 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Saturday, October 24, 2009 10:54 PM 

@aol.com 

RE: Tuesday Chat 

Let’s meet at 5:30 in Fetzer. I will meet you in the lobby. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company 

..... Original iViessage ..... 
From: ~aol.com [mailto 
Sent: Saturday, October 24, 2009 10:26 Pivl 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Tuesday Chat 

%aol.com] 

Sounds good I can arrive in Chapel Hill earl?’. Let me know 

Jeff 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 

To:              ~aol.com 
Sublect: RE: Tuesday Chat 
Sent: Oct 24, 2009 10:06 PM 

Hi Jefli Please let me know your availability prior and post event. I want 
to spend time with you to chat over mutual interests. 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

debby 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
h~p://w*vwunc.edu/depts/exerciseisport adminisgation 

Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Corapany. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @aol.com [mailto 
Scnt: Friday, Octobcr 23, 2009 9:56 A_’vl 

To: dstrolnan@email.unc, edu 
Subject: Fw: Bio-Jeffrey W. McLeod 

,@,aol.com] 

Please find my bio attached. 

Also, please let me know what time I need to be on campus and where I 
should 
meet you on tuesday. 

Thanks 
Jeff 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: _’vhchael Williams 
Date: Fri, 23 Oct 2009 07:26:11 
To: JeffreyWMcLeod 
Subject: Bio-Jefi?ey W. McLeod 

@gmail.com> 

@aol.com> 

Michael O Williams 
www niadesign.com 

Sent from 1;qy Verizon Wireless BlackBerO’ 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 26, 2009 10:00 AM 

’Saxah Humphfies’ <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: WBB Newsletter 

6o t 

Deborah Str.en:a~;, Ph.i2}, CLI.) 
1 ;?.C a;: Ct~apel 

Exercise and Spot’t Science Dept. 
9 I9.E43.0336 

http:/’iwww~unc~edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

F~m= Sarah Humphries [mailto:shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Senta Nonday, October 26, 2009 8:37 AN 
Te= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= Re: WBB Newsle~r 
Dr. Stroman, 
Hope you had a great weekend. I am meeting with Coach Hatchell this evening and want to see if there is any additional information I need to communicate to season ticket 
tnolders and I will send this newsletter out first thing tomorrow morning,just want to make sure I consolidate as much information as I can into each email to fine group. I think 
the newsletter looks great~ 
Ttnanks! 
Sarah 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > ?~0/24/2009 5:59 PM > > > 
Hi Sarah. Here is the first issue. Please forward to season ticket holders and/post on the WBB site, upon your review. I will send to TT. I did have two 
student editors but just last week one informed me that he had too much on his plate. ® I am recruiting someone else to work with Antoinette. She is very 

excited about this work and opportunity. The coaches and Martina are appreciative too. 
Also, let me know if there is anything you want to me to add. E,g. should we add ticket or parking information on each issue? 

Thanks. 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
U_"qC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administ:ratinn Faculty 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena/alpha Lambda (Leadership t tonors Society) 
4- Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
dstro (~)?mc.e du 

We ~re ~11 students ond teochers. ! often cask myself, "Whcat did I come here to [ecarn, cand whot did ! come to tecach ?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, October 26, 2009 10:21 AM 

~pti~-inc.us 

FW: The Club - Tue~tay Night 

CSBC Oct 2009 Advisor Night.pdf 

Thanks! Please cont:itm receipt. 

J)eborah Str,)man, t-"}~.l)., CI 

9~98~.3033d 

{] [’q~b~./www.unc.e drW dep! s/’e ~rc i~/~!port administ:r~tion 

F~m; Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Saturday, October 24, 2009 8:~ PN 
To; ’Livis Freeman’;             @aol.com’; ’john.spencer@540se.com’; ’ron@ronpeoples.us’; ’Eric Nontross’ 
¢¢= ’hjasmine@ema~Lunc.edu’; ’Nicholas Lennon’ 
Subject; The Club - Tuesday Night 

Thanks again for your participation in Fall Advisor Night. See attached flyer. We are excited about your participation. 

Please try to arrive in the lobby of Fetzer by 6:20 p.m. as we will begin with an informal session with Club members and dues-pa~ing members. The 

students will network and engage you in a more one-to-one and small group atmosphere. (As always, parking at UNC is a challenge. Spaces should be 

available on South Road or Stadium Drive since it will be after 5:00 p.m.) A Club member will be in the lobby to escort ~ou to Fetzer 109. We will have light 

munchies and beverages. 

At 7:30 p.m. we will begin our formal program. The Club vice-president, Nick Lennon, is the event facilitator and will introduce you and read part of your 

bio. He will begin the session with opening questions such as: 

1. Tell us how you got your start into your career. 

2. Who do you admire in your field and/or who serves as your business mentor and who? 

~. What is the biggest mistake you’ve ever made and how did you recover? 

The Q&A session is unscripted but expect questions that generate responses of business and career advice. Please share real world ideas and advice that 

assists the students as they pursue careers in your industry. The Club membership is ~ ~50 students. However, we did not require RSVP for this event so 

the final numbers can go in either direction. @ 

UNC Searchable Map - http:ffwww.maps.unc.edu/MapBook/Index.asp 

Guests: John Spencer, Livis Freeman, Jeff McLeod, and Ran Peoples. Eric Montross and a rep from Merrill Lynch will confirm on Monday. 

Let me know if you have any questionsl 

TH~NK YO[ J~ 

Regards, 

Debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administrat:k)n Facult7 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport ]Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Si~a Npha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Srnifl~ Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(~uncedu 

We are all students and teachers, t often ask myself; "Wh~t did f come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:04 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Advisor Night update 

Great call! I will pick up a veggie plate. Have Jasmine (or whoever did it 
last time) order the pizza. 

I really appreciate your help 1 lost my brother on Friday and I have a lot 
on my mind. Thal~,~s. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:52 PM 

To: dstroman@emaih uric. edu 
Subject: Advisor Night update 

Hope your Monday is going well so :[’ar. I’m getting the Thank-you cards 
today for our speakers. Do you have the names of Latta’s agent and the UNC 
player so that I can go ahead and :fill their card out as well?? 

Also, as :[’ar as the :good Mi~ybe like a fruit or vegetable tray?? I:[’not, 
maybe j ust like cheese and crackers or something Just throwing some ideas 
out there. Let me know what you decide and if you need me to bring it over 
to Fetzer. 

’]7hanks!! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(;lass of 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:04 PM 

To: ’@email. unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: RE: Newsletter 

Let’s interview each first year player over the next five issues. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~agemail nnc edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 2:51 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE:      Ne~vsletter 

I like it -5 

On Sat.            18:05:01 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi Attached find copy forwarded to Athletics. 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> F, xercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 919.8430336 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
Company. 

Original Message ..... 
> From: ~email mac edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 6:54 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Subject: RE: Newsletter 
> 

> Ok, it’s complete :-) I finally figured out how to make it look correct 
on 
> Word, woo hoot 
> 

> On Wed, 17:29:41 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
> <dstroman@eraail.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Hi. Please add and send to me asap. Thankst 

>> (fro Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> I~2xTC at Chapel Hill 
>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> http:i/www.unc.eduidet3ts/exercise/sport administration 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
> Conrpany. 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: . ~ @email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday 4:12 PM 
>> To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
>> Subject:      Newsletter 

>> Dr. Stroman 

>> Have you sent out the newsletter already, because Coach Williams sent 

>> me her statement. Should I add it to this one, or save it for the next 
>> one? 



> Universi~" or’North Carolina, c/o 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

University of North Carolina, c/o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Monday 2:23 PM 

~gmail.com> 

RE: Weduesday 

2:30, Thanks, 

htt:p: / iwww.unc.edu /~]epts/ exercJse /spor~: adminJstratio~ 

F~m= @gmail,com] 
Senti Monday, 2:21 PM 
To= Dr, Stroman 
Subject= Wednesday 

Dr. St~mm~ 

When would be a good time on Wednesday to come by your office and chat? 

UNC-Chapel t:till Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:22 AM 

@email.uuc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi, I will be in my office today from 2:00--4.:30. I have a few 20 minute appointments scheduled during that time. You may stop by and wa~t until ~ am finished is 

someone ~s meeting w~th me. Otherwise, ~et me know your availability on Wednesdag. 

7hanks, 

9 2 9 84.3 03,3 (~ 

http:iiwww,u.nc,eduideptsie~e~c~se ispo~E 

From: @gmail.com [mailto:i ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Monday, 3:58 PM 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: John Sho~ 

Hey Dr. Stroman~ 

I w~s just wondering i[you we~ going to be around your o[~ce at all Tuesday or ~rednes~y, I have a Jew questions in regards to classes, we talked a li,le bit at the 

caleer ~air. Pm pla~ing on a~eudiug file event on Tue~ay night also. 

ThaI~s, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:25 AM 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Cour~ Pla~ning 

Thanks for your note! I could tell that you have a passion for 
success and sel~ice[ I ~vould like to stay in touch with you and assist as 
best possible. I have a MAJOR program tonight (see attachment and join us 
if you are interested) as I am the faculty advisor. Thus, my schedule is a 
little crazy today. 

will be in touch though regarding your request. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, ’ 4:41 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Sut~ject: Course Planning 

Hi Dr. Strnman, 

I first wanted to thank you for your excellent presentation in class 
this afternoon. It was very insightful and engaging I wanted to 
follow up with you about possible investing courses that might be 
offered to undergraduates or see if you had any suggestions for ways to 
gain a better understanding of intelligent financing I am ve~ 
interested in [earning more about this topic and I would really 
appreciate any advice. Thanks again :[’or speaking in class and have a 
great day[ 

BS. Biology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:25 AM 

~yahoo.com~-- 

FW: Cour~ Planning 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 
From 2~email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:41 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: Course Planning 

Hi Dr. Strnman, 

I first wanted tu thank yuu for your excellent presentation in class 
this afternoun. It was vet5’ insightful and engaging I wanted to 
fullow up with yuu about possible investing cuurses that might be 
offered to undergraduates ur see if you had any suggestiuns for ways to 
gain a better understanding uf intelligent financing I am ve~ 
interested in learning more about this topic and I would really 
appreciate any advice. Thanks again :[’or speaking in class and have a 
great day[ 

BS. Biolugy 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:25 AM 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Course Planning - The Club 

CSBC Advisor Night.pdf 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:41 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: Course Planning 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I first wanted to thank you for your excellent presentation in class 
this aRernoon. It ~vas veW insightful and engaging. I wanted to 
follo~v up ~vith you about possible investing courses that might be 
offered to tmdergraduates or see if you had any suggestions for ways to 
gain a better understanding of intelligent financing. I am very 
interested in learning more about this topic and I would really 
appreciate any advice. Thar~ks again for speaking in class and have a 
great day[ 

B.S. Biology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:28 AM 

@mac.corn 

TONIGHT - HELP! 

CSBC Advisor Night.pdf 

Hi       , We met on a few occasions and I was wondering if ~’ou were available tonight. (See attachment) Last minute request as Eric Montross could not 

get childcare and he was scheduled to join us. @ I was "saving" you for the next event. Q 

If possible, please give me a call at 

Go Heels, 

debb7 

DeDorah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports B~smess Club 

Siena Alpha Lamhda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 SrniOt Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

h ttp:.//~www.unc.e du / clepts/~e xercise/~ sport administ:ration 

We are all students and teachers, t @en ask myself; "What did f come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:58 AM 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: EXSSI : Pera~ission 

Hi        Good to hear from you I ~vill make note and you will be 
accepted Thales 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:       ~email.unc.edu [mailto 
Sent: Tuesday, ~ 10:33 AM 
To: Dr. Stroman 

Cc:      @email uric edu 
Subject: EXSS : Permission 

@email.unc edu] 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am interested in ~king EXSS 
and I wanted to know if I could have your permission to 

take this class Whenever you get chance, can you inform me on the 
availabilit), of this course’? 

Thanks, 

@email.unc.edu 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:01 PM 

To: ~email. unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: RE: Newsletter 

Great concept and vely creative! You are good! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:42 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE:      Newsletter 

I just attached the questions I would like to ask the players. Do I actually 
go interview them, or j ust email them, asking for responses? 

On ?,/Ion,            14:03:30 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroman@email. unc edu> wrote: 

Let’s interview each first year player over the next five issues. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hil[ 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ,~email uric edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 2:51 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE:      Newsletter 

> I like it :-) 

On Sat,            18:05:01 -0400, "Deborah Stloraan" 
<dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Hi. Attached find copy forwarded to Athletics. 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> L~C at Chapel Hill 
>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 

Company. 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: ~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, ~6:54 PM 
>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> Sukiect: RE: Ne~vsletter 
>> 

>> Ok, it’s complete :-) I finally figured out how to make it look 
>> correct 

on 

>> Word, ~voo hoo! 
>> 

>> On Wed, ~ 17:29:41 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
>> <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> Hi Please add and send to me asap. Thanks! 



>>> Go Heels, 
>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>>> UNC at Chapel }{ill 
>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> 919.843.0336 
>>> http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
>> Company. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: ~email.~mc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Wednesday: 4:12 PM 
>>> To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
>>> Subject:      Newsletter 

>>> Dr. Stroman 

>>> Have you sent out the newsletter already, because Coach Williams 

>>> sent me her statement. Should I add it to this one, or save it for 
>>> the next one? 

>> Uni-,~ersity of Nolth Carolina, c/o Exercise and Sports Science 

>> m~ior Recreation Administration minor 

UniversiW of North Carolina, c/o 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:03 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Advisor Night Update 

Thanks! 

1. Pizza payment - I will call m. 
2. We can use paper to~vels. :) 
3. I secured a veggie, fluit and water for the speakers. 
4. The last time we didaa’t have drinks for the students. 

I will be m my office from 2 - 4:30 today. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: " [mailto: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, ’ 6:13 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman; Nicholas Lennon; Jasmine Hepburn 
SubJect: Advisor Night Update 

Quick updates![ 

I have the thank-you cards ~2~r tomorrow. All the officers can just get 
together before to sign them Not sure if we are doing other gifts or not, 
but they at least have thank-you cards. 

’]7he pizza has been order. F~ve cheese, five pepperoni. Total order is 65 65 
and will be delivered between 6:30-7 at Fetzer Dr. Stroman, you can call 
when you get a l~;ee chance tomorrow to give the credit card info Also, if 
you guys think we need to change the time (so that it will be hot once the 
program is over), that can be done also. 

Question, will there be drinks and napkins or plates for the pizza?? 

Let me know if I can help with anything else,. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:22 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi 

2. Your SA recB~irements vs, t:he 

Thanks~ 

9~98440336 

From:     @email.unc.edu [mailto:    @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:35 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: EXSS 

I.et’s chat later today. 

YoL~r section o[ 290 being calculated ~or your EE r~-’_~quirement ~    , ~:he same course, ~5 approved for }}E) 

new ~irst.-year stL~dent’s SA req{a~rements. 

Dr. Stroman, you were saying that I needed to take EXSS 
it being required for the SA major? 

and I was wondering what does that class fill because I don’t see 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 27, 2009 2:02 PM 

’Benjamin Gra]iahik’ < ~gmml.com> 

RE: Tonight 

Thanks Ben. Sorry about the conflict... 

All is well Just taking it one day at a time. 

Be Messed[ 

Go 

Deborah Strolnan, 

1.]]4C at Chapc] Hill 
E:<er<ise :rod 

929 84.3 03,3 6 

http:/’/www,unc.e~ui~epts/exe~ciseisporE administration 

F~m= geNamin 6ra%hik [mailto:_ @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, October 27, 2009 12:08 PN 
Te~ Deborah Stroman 
Su~jeet~ Re: Tonight 

I wish I coNd be them 

timing. Am you doing Nfight? Agm~ ifI can do an?d~ing m help you out, rm just a cNl away~ Have tgn this evening~ 

On Tue, Oct 27, 2009 at 12:04 PM, Deborah Stro~nan <St_~_t_r_~_?_tr_u_a;_)_@_e_~r_a_i_l_=_u_!)__c_=_e__d_t_q- wrote: 
Hi Ben. See you tonight’? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administration Facul~" 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Larnbda (Leadership Honors Society) 
4- Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.84-3.0336 

{]£[’q>;Z2/www.unc.e du / dep! sie ~erci~¢/.’!port administ:ration 

,~ e are all xtudentx and teachers. I q/mn axk mk’se{£ "}I/hat did I come here to learn, and what did I come to teach;)’’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:03 PM 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: EXSS 

Hi I ~vill add you. V~rnat is your PID? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:09 AM 

To: dstroman@emaihunc, edu 
Sulziect: EXSS : 

Dr. Stroman I tried to register for Exss    however I was not allowed to 
register. If there is anything ! can do to register for the class please 
let me know 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:08 PM 

@email. unc.edtr~ 

RE: EXSS    REGISTRATION - ALl ttlLL 

Hi . I will register you Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: l [mailtu: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:58 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: EXSS    REGISTP,~TION 

Professor, anuther quick question I apolugize 

When registering today... I punched in EXSS and it said "cuuld nut 
be added tu yuur schedule. Prufessur permlssiun is required." 

What dues this mean? Do yuu have a list that yuu add when the time 
comes? I am guing to be enrolled in this course fur 
semester, right? 

Thanks ]br all yuur help, louking Jbr~w~rd to meeting with yuu next week! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:24 PM 

.~email.unc.edu> 

RE: The Club - 6:15 

No problem. Thanks! 

Go } ::r els, 

D~ borah St:roman, Ph.D., CL~ 

htt:p:iiwwwamc.edui~epts/~exerciseisport administration 

@email,unc,edu [mailto:. @email,unc,edu] 
Nentl Tuesday, 2:2~ PN 
Te~ Deborah Stroman 
Subject= Re: The Club - 

Dr Stmma~ 

I have a recitation tonight at the business ,school so I can be at fetzer at 6:20 but I won’t be able to stay for veu long. 

Sent farm my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry, 

Froin: "Deborah Stroman" <~tstroma~@e,nail.unc.edu:> 

Date: Tue, 12:15:25 -0400 

To: ~email.unc.edu>; @email.unc 
Subject: The Club - 6:15 

Hi and Please meet me at 6:20 at Fetzer 109. Thanks. 
Go } {eels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UiNIC Exercise and Sport Science DepL 

Sport Administration Faculty 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Npha Lambda (Leadership { tonors Society) 
4 Smith Bldg. CB~, 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

We are all students and teachers, t o!:ten ask myself, "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:45 PM 

~email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: EXSS 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:37 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Thanks 

........ Original Message ........ 

SubJect: RE: EXSS 

[)ate: Tue,            14:02:46 -0400 

From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email unc.edu> 

To: ’           @email.unc.edu> 

Hi ’. I will add you. What is your 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://w*vw unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: o [mailto ~email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:09 AM 

To: dstrolnan@email.tmc, edu 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman I tried to register for Exss     however I was not allowed to 
register. If there is anything I can do to register for the class please 
let me know 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dshoman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:47 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Newsletter- FINAL 

Thanks      t:or your’ note and prayers, 

After you send the doc, please forward to me so I can send it over to TT later that day or the following morning~ 

Go 1 

D@orah St’:oma~, Ph.D.. CL~ ] 

oI9,843,0336 

bu:p:/ /www.unc.edu/depts/e:{ercise/sport administration 

Weekly We~?d ::~d; M~n h; the only ar)~mol ~ha~ sD~ps on i!s 

F~m: [mailto: @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:43 PN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Newsle~er - FINAL 

Dr. Stroman, 

rm so sor~ to hear about your loss, I will keep you and your family in my prayers, I’m going to send the newsletter to season ticket holders first thing in the momi~9 I am 

having issues accessing our WBBMARKETING account rigtnt now but it will be ready by the end of the day (or so they tell me..) 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > ,2:02 PM > > > 

Hi I will wait for your final copy before I send to TT, Th~nks 

Go t ~e~’is, 

Z)eborah Strornan, P}~.I})., CLI.) 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

9 I9.843.0336 

http:/’/’www~unc~edu/depts/exercise /spo~t administration 

F~m= [mailto: @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Santa Monday, 8:37 AN 
T~= Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Newsle~r 

Dr. Stroman, 
Hope you had a wear weekend. ~ am meetin~ with Coach Hatche[I this eveninG and want to see if there is any additional information I need to communicate to season ticket 

holders and I will send this newsletter out first thinG tomorrow morninG,just want to make sure I consolidate as much information as I can into each email to the Group. I think 

the newsletter looks Great~ 
Thanks~ 

>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu>            5:59 PM >>> 

Hi     , Here is the first issue, Please forward to season ticket holders and/post on the 

student editors but just last week one informed me that he had too much on his plate, ® I am recruiting someone else to work with 

excited about this work and opportunity, The coaches and Martina are appreciative too, 

Also, let me know if there is anything you want to me to add, E,g, should we add ticket or parking information on each issue? 

Thanks, 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

U_NC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena tdpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Srmth Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro (&),unc.e du 

We are all students and teachers. I often ask mysel.t; "What did I come here to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 

site, upon your review¯ I will send to TT. I did have two 
¯ She is very 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 3:57 PM 

@ema£unc.edu>; 
@emml.unc.edu>; 

@email. unc.edu>; 

~)Keuan- Flagler.unc.edu 

RE: The Club - Advisor Night 

McLeod Bio.pdf 

@email. unc.edu>; @email .unc.edu-~; 
~email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; Stroma~L Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

FYI. Paru:_~lisL firms: 

2, b_t__t__p__’._[Lw____w____w__:_p_f_s__£qc__:_u___d_!_n___d___e___x__:bLm__. 
3. http:i!4otfffa ns.com!ind ex.html 

4. McLeod Bio Attached 

Let’s h~;v,:_~ fu~l l:ot~igh[ Introduc,:_~ yot~rseff ~turit~g [he rece~:fl:k~n to the ~:~;t~el~sl:s and studet~[s. ]%ke i~dvi~ltage .:?~ this (me-ot~-orH~ t~r~le to ask questkms and 

insight Hease have your questions ready for d~e genera~ session at 7:30 p.m.! Thanks! 

U~[:ortu~ate~y, Eric Montross contacted me wkh a conflkt for tonight @ We wi~ ~nvite hh~l h~ the future though. 

C’ya soon) 

Go Meel~;, 

Deborah ;!%.ror~aan. Pb D., (3I .U 

~ fNC at C}~ape] ~ ii]i 

929 84.3 0336 

}w~p:!///www.unc.edrl/ clepls/%xercise// sport administration 

Week@ ~2eird Foot: Mort is ~he onlv animal that s!eep5 on it5 bocA. 

F~m; Deborah Stroman [mai]to:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, 5:2~ PN 
To: ’Dr. Stroman’ 
Subject: The Club - Advisor Night 

FYI. See and share attachment. 

Emails went to UNCAA staff, EXSS faculW and student listservs. 

Go t {eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CL[ J 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept:. 

g~ort Administration Facul~ 

E~S Academic Advisor 

Coliege gport ~esearch Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Si~a Npha Lambda (Lea&’rship Honors Societ:y) 

~ Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9~9.8~3.0336 

We are all students and teachers, t o!:ten ask mysel~ "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:58 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: exss 

Yes, I will add you to the    , What is your DID? 

hl:t:p:/iwww.unc.edui~}epts/exercise/~spor~: adrninistratio~ 

@email.unc.edu [mail~     @email.unc.edu] 
Nentl Tuesday, 3:3~ PN 
Te~ Deborah Stroman 
Subject: exss 

Dr. Stroman, the only course I could not get into was exss    and it said I needed special approval so I’m guessing that I need you to add me so I can be in the class. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@ema]l.uuc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 9:33 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Sports Business Club 

Hi    ~ I am SO sorry Vou missed this event. It was THE most powerful event I have ever administered! The entire panel was Black and the information shared was 

invaluable~ The panelists networked with each other and amongst the students. Many were brought to tears h~dud~ng a paneHst~ 

Beau taped the ew~nt and hopeh.El~y the ~tming was ~ine 

Do stay ~n touch and don’t rmss my erna~s~ ~ 

Hugs, 

Exercis~ anal Sport Scirnc~ Drift. 

Weekly i~4~,h/Fad: Man is the oniy animo/ !hat sleeps on it~ back. 

From: [mailto: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 7:24 PM 
To~ ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject~ RE: Carolina SporN Business Club 

Dr. Stroman, 

This ~s awesome. I hate that ~ could no~ attend th~s event. ~ ~e~ my emats get backed up ~as~ week bic of FaH Break, and didn’t see the notice about the even~ untt a 

renlb~der was sent out fast night. 

~ hope the event ~s go~ng well 

Wit cha~: soon, and h~d: me know ~f there ~s anytMng I can do for ~:he club. 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@emal.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, 6:04 PM 
To; 

@smtp.unc.edu 
C¢: ’ @emai.unc.edu; 
S~bject; Carolina Sports Business Club 

Hi Heels! I took over as the faculty advisor of this group last year and welcome your participation, and loaned their leadership skills 

and were very valuable to our reorganization last year. I encourage you to participate as a mentor and to ~ain additional sport management experience. 

Note: We recently secured corporate sponsorship (S and marketing collateral) with Bank of America. 

Please note the followin~ event related to professional sports. Obviously, the learning is most transferable. © 

Let me know if you have questions. 

Continued success! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

E_Y,2SS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4- Smith Bldg. CB# :3182 

Chapel lift], NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(@mc.edu 

http:/iwww.unc.edu ideptsiexercise.isport administration 

We are all students and teachers. I often ask myse,5( "What did I come ,qere to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 9:47 AM 

;@ahoo.com:~ 

RE: Job Well Done! 

Thank you      for your kind words~ I am so moved from I~,st night that I wish it were the weekend so ~ could I~e in bed and reflect~ I.ol 

The power of the panel w~s unique and I am so thankfu~ that God grm~ts ~s favoH 

As soon as the pictures are ~cc~m~ulated, ~ wi~ forward them to you. 

CorMnue to so~r and hopefully, wi~ v~s~: your cht~r(:h ~r~ the yew near K~ture. 

B~essings to You~ 

Gafat~ans 6:9 

W~:borah S~:rom~n, Ph.L~. CZA ~ 

9 Z").~43.0336 

~ttt:}?:/’/’www.unc.ecJu//(~e}?ts/exerc~se//s?o~t a~I~{rt~stral:{o]~ 

F~m: [mailto: @yahoo.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 12:~8 AN 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Job Well Done[ 

Hello Dr. S~oma~ 

I just wanted to congra~late you on a job well done with l~t ~ght’s progrmn. I ~w something ~at I have not seen that o~en in teaching es~cially ~om my ex~ence 

as a s~dent, and that is a teacher with a hea~ for the advancement of their s~dents. 

Mr. Peoples was "thoroughly impressed" with this event ~d he sNd that tNs w~ the Nghlight of his day~ My prayer is that God’s choice blessings would ~ yours 

~umbers 6:24-26). 

Since~ly, 

PS. Could you tbrward me the photos ti~)m last night’s event as well as any point’s of highlights that you may have (or maybe I could get a coW of the tape) because I 
am creating a newsletter for Mr. Ron Peoples? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, October 28, 2009 9:48 AM 

Watkins, Debra <~atkin~t@email.unc.edu:~; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.tmc.edu~; Elmira Mmagum@unc.edu; 

Ann Penn@tmc.edu 

Malone, Brenda Richardson --~brenda malone@nnc.edu> 

RE: Lunch today at 12noon 

Hi. I have a meedng~ @ 

Thm3ks Brenda for coming out last night! Mr. Peoples said it was the highlight of his day. PTI.! 

Debora}~ S~:rom~n, Ph.D,, CL~ J 

htt:p:/,/www.unc.edu/~]epts/exercise/sport adrninJstratio~ 

Weekly Weird ~oct: Mort fis the on@ onimol thor sleeps on its hock. 

E~= Debra Watkins [ma~lto:watkinsd@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t= Wednesday, October 28, 2009 8:45 AN 
Te= ’Cookie Newsom’; Elmira_Nangum@unc.edu; Ann_Penn@unc.edu; ’Deborah Stroman’ 
C¢; Brenda_Nalone@unc.edu 
Sabject= Lunch today at $2noon 
Hi ladies, 
If you would like to join Brenda and me for lunch today, please meet us at Top of the Hill at 12 noon. Seems like a good day to get togetheH 
email if you’re coming. 
Take care~ 
Deb~ 
Debra B. Watkins, Senior Associate Director 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Carolina Union 
3103C FPG S~dent L~fion, CB# 5210 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Office (919) 962-0291 
Cell 
Fax (919) 962-3719 
watkinsd@email.unc.edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:52 AM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gu@email.tmc.edu> 

FW: Job Well Done’. 

CSBC Advisor Night.pdf 

Hi Kevin. I want to express thanks again for your belief in me. Last night’s event was the nmst powerful gathering I have ever administered and it wou~d not have 

been poss~ble w~thout your support. The speakers were incredible and the ~earn~ng could not be duplicated h~ a lecture, journal or textbook. ~ thank God for the 

favor that was present ~n the room. The students and pm~Nists were inspked by the information shared.,J am on a h~gh, which ~s so he]pfu~ to me at th~s th~e~ 

Note: afternoon amt w~H return on early Sunday, 

f hope you haw~ a super day~ 

Hugs, 

Debor~h gtr,)man, P}~-I),, CI.U 

9~98~,30336 

~= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
8e~t~ Wednesday,              9:~7 AN 

8~ject~ RE: Job Well Done~ 
Thank you      for your k~nd words~ I am so moved from last rfight ths[ I wish ~t were the weekend so ~ could I~e in bed snd reflecL 

The power of the panel was unique and I am so thm~kf~] that God grants us favor~ 

As soon as the pictures are accumulated, ~ wi]~ forward them to you. 

Cot~t~nue to soar and hope[uHv, ~ wi]~ ~s~t your church ~n the very near future, 

Blessings to You! 

Ga~atians 6:9 

Deborah gtr,)man, ~"t~.D,, CI.U 

1: ~?.~C at C}~ape] Hi]i 

9 ~29 84.3 033 (i 

W~ekly ~teird Yuct: Man is the on/y ~nimo! that s!e~ps on it~ back. 

~=. [mailto: ;@yahoo.cam] 
8ent~ Wednesday, ~2:58 AN 
To= dstro@unc.edu 
$~ject~ Job Well Done! 

Hello Dr. S~oma~ 

I just wanted to congra~late you on a job well done with l~t ~ght’s program. I ~w something that I have not seen ~at often 

as a stadenL and that is a teacher with a hea~ fi)r the advancement of fl~eir students. 

Mr. Peoples was "thoroughly impressed" with this event a~d he said that this w~ the ~ghlight of his day’. My prayer is that God’s choice blessings would ~ yours 

~umbers 6:24-26). 

Sincerely, 

PS. Could you forward me the photos from last night’s event as well as an5’ point’s of highlights that you may have (or maybe I could get a coW of the tape) because I 
am creating a newsletter for Mr. Ran Peoples? 



CAROLINA SPORTS BU-S NESS 
CLL  

~ October Club Meeting ~ 

Fall Advisor Night 

Tuesday, October 97, 9009 - 7:3o p.m. 
Fetzer lO9 

Open to UNC students, faculty, and staff 

Three Areas of Focus: 
Law, Financial Management, and Community/Public Relations 

This event ispu~osed toprodde REAL WORLD insight in the world of addsing toprojbssional 
athletes. Speakers will share their careerpaths, bestpractices, and tips for business success! 

Inviied guests include: Lids Freeman, CEO of 4 Our Fans, Inc., apr~’ssional aihlete 
commun@/public relations.f!rm; Jeff McLeod, Assoc. Cbmmissioner of the CL4A; Ron Peoples, CEO 

of Peopks Finandal Sen:ice, Inc.;John Spencer; agen~ to ; and a 
~ecialJbrmer UNC men % basketball starplayer! 

Note: The event will begin at 6:30 p.m. for Club Leadership and dues-paying 
members. 

For more information on The Club: Visit http:i/smdentorgs.unc.eduicarsbc/, call 919.843.0336, or 
email president Jasmine ttepburn at hiasmine@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:54 AM 

@ema£unc.edu>; 
~emml.unc.edu>; 

@email. unc.edu>; 

I~B: The Club - Advisor Night 

@email. unc.edu>; @email .unc.edu->; 
@email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; Stroma~L Deborah Lynn <dslro@unc.edu> 

EXCELLENT! Congtats to ALL.,. I love working with you and appreciate your commitment, 

Keep the momentum going. 

Go 
Deborah ;!%.roman. Ph D,, CI ,U 
: ~NC at Cbapd ~ 

Kxerc[se a:ad Spa~t Sdc:ace 
929 84.3 0336 

h t’~p:!///www.unc.edrl/ clepIs/%xercise// sport administration 

F~m: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:57 PM 
To: 
C¢: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
SubjeCt: RE: ~e Club - Advisor Night 

FYI. Psnetist fim~s: 

1. http://www~S4@e.com/ 

2. http:!!www.pfs4 nc.usiindex.htm 

3, ht[p://4ourfans.comiindex.htrnl 

4, McLeod Bio A~:tached 

’Dr. Stroman’ 

Let’s have t:un tonight. Introduce yourself during the reception to the panelbts and students. Take advantage of this one--on-one dine to ask questions and gain 

insight P~ease have your questions ready for the general session at 7:30 p.m.] Thanks] 

UnfortunatebL Eric Montross contacted me w~th ~ conflict for tonight @ We wi]~ h~vite h~m h~ the future though. 

C’ya soon~ 

Go 

Deborah S::rom~n, Ph.D. CL~ F 

1.]NC at Chapel Mill 
E~e>:ise :~r:d Spor~ ScJer:ce Dept, 

919-843-0336 

https/’/www,unc,edui~epts/exerciseisport a&::mistration 

F~m: Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
$ent: Tuesday, 5:2~ PN 
Te: ’Dr. Stroman’ 
Subject: The Club - Advisor Night 

FYI. See and share attachment. 

Emails went to UNCAA staff, EXSS faculty and student listservs. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul7 

EBS Ace&talc Advisor 

College Sport Research Instit:u’~e 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Si~a ~pha Lamb& (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(@mc,edu 

h ttps////www.unc.e dr: / depts/’e xercise//sport administration 

We ere all students and teachers. I @an ask myse,5~ "What did I come ,~ere to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 1:08 PM 

@gmml .cam>; 

Meeting today - Out of Office 

@email .unc.edu"~ 

Hi. Raincheck? My schedule has changed and I won’t be back in my office until 4:30. I will try to call you. Thanks. 

Go ~eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 
E_X~qS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena Alpha Laruhda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(~unc.edu 

h ttp:!/,/www.unc.edu/depts/’exercise/’sport administration 

We are all students and teachers, l @en ask myse@ "What did I come ,~ere to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 28, 2009 1:10 PM 

@aol.com 

RE: Invite letter tbr 10-27 

Thank YOU! It was a true blessing to all, 

I will be in touch, 

1.]NC ar Chaps Mill 

929 84.3 0336 

http:/’ /www.unc.e~ui~epts// exe~cise isport administration 

Week@ Weird Foct: Mort 15 the on&’ anhnol that sleeps on 

From: @aol.com [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2009 22:26 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Invite le~r for 20-27 

Thanks again De~)rah~ ~ appreciat~ th~ invite aJ]d the great atmosphere last night. I wish you continued success at [~C and bt’s ~]k soon~ 

Stay well, 

Jeff 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBeny 

From: "Deborah Stroman" ~<tslroma~]@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 20 Oct 2009 15:04:30 -0400 

To: <              ~aol.com> 

Subject: RE: Invite letter for 10-27 

Thanks! That was the email for tomorrow. ~) 

Please forward your bin I appreciate Vo~r ~}arl:k:~pation~ 

<) [9.863.0336 

~:~ty,( /’www.unc.edu/’ dq~/ q[~G~L!’sport administration 

Week@ Wei~’d Fact: He~’oin was ]})st marketed by the Bayer Asphfn Com,oang 

F~m: @aol.com [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, OcMber 20, 2009 M:53 AN 
To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: Invite le~er for ~0-27 
Do you have my Mo? 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To:             @aol.com 
Sent: Man, Oct 19, 2009 6:27 pm 
Subject: RE: Invite letter for 10-27 

Hi Jeff. Thanks for your follow up. I hope you can join 

Let this note serve as an official invitation to be a part of our Advisor 
Night Panel sohedtlled ~or this Tuesday, Ootoher 27, 2009. The event will 
begin at 6:30 p.m. for Club Leadership and dues-paying members in Fetzer 
Hall 209. The official start, which is open to the entire student body, will 
begin at 7:30 and end at 9:00. We truly appreciate your time and talents, 
thus :if yOU have a limited sohedule that evening please oonsidez joini~zg us 
at 6:30 and stay as long as possible. 

This event: is purposed t:o provide REAL WORLD insight: in the world o[ 
advising to professional athletes. Many of our students are interested in 
careers in financial management, law or public relations!community service 
for athletes. Members of the Club have           majors that vary from Exercise and 

of their choice of curriculum, Club members are passionate about sports! 

I will forward you sample questions as the format will start with your 
introduction and a brief opening comment. Then, we will go into Q&A on 
various topics concerning advising athletes in the fields of law, finances 



and PR. Feel free to dress business caskH~I. 

Thank you very much for your consideration. 

Regards, 

Debby 

Deborah S hiEonan, Ph. D. , CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science DeDt. 

919.843.0336 

http:ii~,£ww.unc.edu/deDts/exercise/sDort administration 

WeeKly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin Company. 

..... Original Hessage ..... 

From:                      @aol.com [mailto: 

Sent: HiM]day, Ochobe~ 19, 2009 8:03 AM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 

Subject: Invite letter for 10-27 

@aol.com] 

Dr. Stroman: 

Thanks again for the :invitation to the pane] on 10-27. I shill need a ]ehher 

of invite with all details to give to my company, If you could get it to me 

by tuesday that would be good, I will be out of the office begining on Wed, 

Thanks again, 

Jeffrey W. HcLeod, Esq. 

Associate Co~srlissioner 

CIAA 

7573443225 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, October 28, 2009 1:12 PM 

’John A. Spencer’ <john.spence@540se.com>; ’Livis Freeman’ <livist?eeman@4ourfans.com>; ron@ronpeoples.us; 

@aol.com 

&nyel@pfs-inc.us 

Thank YOU! 

What a tremendous blessing! Thank you so much for your time and most valuable information. Our students are very fortunate to have spent quality time 
with you and I am VERY appreciative. I will forward pictures to you. 
Do stay in touch! 

Continued success, 
debby 
Galatians 6:9 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administration FaculD" 
E~c,S Academic Advisor 
College Sport IZesearch Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership } {onors Society) 
4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel Mill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

dstro(a),unc.edu 
http:/iwww.unc.edu/deptsiexercise//sport administration 

We are all students and teachers, I often ask mysel~ "VVBat did I come here to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 1:28 PM 

@gmail.com 

RE: Meeting today - Out of Ottice 

Hi Can we chat before class on Friday? Sorry again about the change, 

Go i 

Debora}~ S~:rom~n, Ph.D., CL~ J 

9 Z9.8~3.0336 

htt:p:/iwwwamc.edui~]epts/exerciseisport administration 

F~m= @gmail.com [mailto @gmail.com] 
Nentl Wednesday, l: ~7 PN 
Te~ Dr. Stroman 
Subject= Re: Meeting today - Out of ~ice 

No womes, Just let me lmow a difl~nt da?~/time that works for you, 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerE 

From: "Deborah Stroman" -<tstroma~]@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed,            13:08:11 -0400 

To:                            ’@gmaiLcom>;                       ~email.unc.e&~ 

Subject: Meeting today- Out of Office 

Hi. Raincheck? My schedule has changed and I won’t be back in my office until 4:30. I will try to call you. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CL[ ; 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports I~;usiness Club 

Sigm~ A]pha Lambda (Leadership Honors Societ:7) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel t ti11, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dst ro~-~unc.ed~ 

htt:p:/iwwwamc.edui~]epts/exerciseist)ort administration 

We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "W,~ot did I come here to lean% and what did I come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:34 PM 

~emml .unc.edtr~ 

RE: Missed Meeting 

Hi We can chat by phone in the evening or let’s wait until next week I 
have time on Tuesday or Wednesday afternoon. Let me know Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

..... Original NIessage ..... 
From: [.mailto: @email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                  1:21 PM 

To: dstroman@email.uaac, edu 
Subject: Missed Meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 
I apologize for missing our meeting yesterday. If you would please let me 
know of a time convenient 12~r you, I would still like to meet. 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill c/o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 1:35 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Scheduling ~m aptx~in’~nent tbr advising 

Hi        . I have availability on Tuesday or Wednesday afternoon ;Vhat is 
your availability on those days? Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
LPq(? at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                  1:26 Pivl 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Subject: Scheduling an appointment for advising 

Dr. Struman, 

Wanted tu tuuch base *vith yuu to see ifyuu have some time available next 
week su that we could get together to talk about my future I am currently 
a            - Sports Admin and Psycholugy duuble majur and am really 
unsure of what I would like tu pursue :[’or a career I know I want tu wurk 
in the spurts wurld but dun’t knuw much outside of that. I am hoping that 
you can give me some ideas and maybe help me narrow down the field some I 
louk forward to meeting with yuu and I will see you in class Friday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.e&p 

Wednesday, 5:06 PM 

@yahoo.corn> 

FW: The Club - Advisor Night 

6o 

Deborah Str,):nan, PI~-D,, CI.U 

~ ~NC at C}~apel ~ 

9~98630336 

t~t~/’lw~w.u~S~:M~i&’~f e~ki~i~port adminis~:ration 

Week@ ~2eird Foot: Mort is ~he on&’ animol that sleeps on it5 bocA, 

From: @gmail.com [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday,, 2:56 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: The Club - Advisor Night 

Good ~omoou Dr. S~oman: 

I hope this email finds you doing well after an amazing event last night! I jus~ wanted to sincerely thank you for allowing me the opporttmity to speak on the advisor fight 

panel last fight. It was an amazing experience and I had an absolute blast. Your students were great, the event was great, and you axe a fabulous advisor. Please let me 

know if there is anything you ever need me to do, and I would be more than happy to do it’. You are the best and I jusl wanted to let you know. 

I look forwaxd to speaking with you about the various organizations I need to join and the various contucts I need to maJae to "be in the know". Thank you again :-) 

With Much Gratitude, 

Sere on the Now Network from my Sprint,~3 BlackBerD, 

From: "Deborah Stroman" -<tslroman@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 15:56:54-0400 

To: @email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

’Dr. Stroman’<~lstro@unc.edu> 

Cc:            @Kenan- Flagler.unc.edtP 
Subject: RE: The Club - Advisor Night 

FYI. Panelist firms: 
L h t t~ L!]Www~B40s e .co m! 
2. http:!!www.pfs-inc.usiindex.htm 
3. ht~p://4ourfans.comiindex.htrnl 
4. Mckeod Bio M:tached 

@elnM.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edtp; 

@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edtp; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

C’ya soon! 

Debon_~h Strolnart, "PtI.12),, 

1.]NC at Chapc] 

919.843.0336 

http:/ywww,unc.eduidepts/exerciseisport administration 

F~m: Deborah Stroman [mailM:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
~ent: Tuesday,               5:2~ PN 

Subject: The Club - Advisor Night 
FYI. See and share attachment. 
Emails went to UNCAA staff, EXSS faculty and student listservs. 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administration Facul7 
EBS Academic Advisor 
College Sport Research Instit:u’~e 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Si~a ~pha Lamb& (Leadership Honors Society) 
4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3~82 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
9~9.843.0336 
ctstro@unc.edu 

’Dr. Stroman’ 

Let’s have t:un tonight. Introduce yourself during the reception to the panelists and students, Take advantage of this one--on-.one dine to ask questions and gain 

insight Please have your questions ready for the general session at 7:30 p,m,] Thanks! 

Unfortunately, Eric Montross contacted me with a conflict for tonight, @ We will invite him in the hJtute though. 



http /’ /www.unc.edu/ depts/’exercise:~ ~por~ ~ctmmistration 

We are all students and teachers, I o~ten ask mysel~ "What did I came here to learn, and what did I came to teach?" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:07 PM 

’@email. unc.edu> 

Awesome[ 

Also, you made an almouncement about a tv ??? show airing last nigN Tell 
me more so I can let people know. Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
I~vqC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:28 PM 
To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 
Sublect: :-) 

Just wanted to let you know that I received 2 emails from people saying 
the?’ loved the newsletter[![![[![![[[[ 

University of North Carolina, c/o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ’ 5:08 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: :-) Feedback 

Save those responses and build a portfolio. This feedback will be valuable 
when job hunting.. :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Lvx~C at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:28 PM 
To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Subject: :-) 

Just wanted to let you know that I received 2 emails from people saying 
the?’ loved the newsletter[![![[![![[[[ 

University of North ~;arolina, c/o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:17 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Scheduling m~ apv~in’nnent fi~r advising 

Sounds good. Meet me in my office at Smith. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:11 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Scheduling an appointment for advising 

tIow does Wednesday at 1:00 sound? 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Hi        :. I have availability on Tuesday or Wednesday afternoon What is 

> your availability on those days? Thanks. 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 

> UNC at Chapel }Jill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

> 

> 919843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: [rnailto: (@email unc edu] 

> Sent: Wednesday,                1:26 PM 

> To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 

> Sublect: Scheduling an appointment 12~r advising 

> 

> 

> Lvr. Stroman, 

> 

> Wanted to touch base with you to see if you have some time available next 

> week so that we could get together to talk about my future. I am currently 

> a                                      double major and am really 

> uns~e of what I would like to pursue l}~r a career. I know I want to work 

> in the sports world but don’t know much outside of that. I am hoping that 

> you can give me some ideas and maybe help me nat*ow down the field some. 

> look forward to meeting with you and I xvill see you in class Friday. 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:33 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

How are you involved? What do you do? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ,&)email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:25 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: :-) 

And STV airs un channels 33 un campus, and 4 uff campus 

On Wed,           17:06:55 -0400, "Deburah Stroman" 
<dstruman@email. unc edu> wrote: 

> Alsu, you made an announcement about a t’v ??? show airing last night. 
Tell 
> me inure su I can let peuple knuw. Thanks. 

> Gu Heels, 
> Deburah Struman, Phi)., CLU 
> UNC at Chapel }Jill 
> Exercise and Spurt Science Dept 

> 919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administratiun 
> Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the unly animal that sleeps un its back. 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [mailtu: @email uric edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday-, 3:28 PM 
> To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
> Subiect: :-) 

> Just wanted to let you kmow that I received 2 emails from people saying 
> they loved the newsletter[[tt tt [[tt tt [ 

University of North Carolina, c/o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:11 AM 

~@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: [Fwd: Re: Caxolina Sports Business Club Shirts] 

My vote is for one color. Did you all decide on how they would be 
distributed? Free to all dues-paying members? Discounted rate? 

I will be out of town tomorro~v afternoon Place the order to beat the Nov 
deadline if your officers agree 

Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto:i ~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, ] 2: ] 5 AM 
To: Dr Stroman; 
Sut~iect: [Fwd: Re: Carolina Sports Business Club Shirts] 

what do you think we should do about the logo? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:51 AM 

~@emml .unc.edtr~ 

RE: Missed Meeting 

Today after 4:30. If I miss you I will give you a call back. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [rnailto: @email unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,                10:43 AM 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Subject: Missed Meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 
I am sorry that I have been so sporadic with my emails, I am currently 
between computers. If you do not mind, what would be a good time to give 
you a call either today or tomorrow? 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill c/o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 29, 2009 6:22 PM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Brenda’s bi(thday celebration 

I am available that weekend. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Debra Watkms [mailto:watkinsd@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2009 10:11 AM 
To: ’Elmira Mangum’; ’Cookie Newsom’ 

Cc: ’Ann Penn’; ’Deborah Stroman’; Brenda Malone@unc.edu 
Subject: RE: Brenda’s birthday celebration 

It looks like the 13th and 14th are out How about the 20th or 21st? I’m 
searching for a Blues/Jazz Club. Am’ suggestions? 

Debra 

Debra B Watkins, Senior Associate Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Carolina Union 
3103C FPG Student Uninn, CB# 5210 
Chapel thH, NC 27599 
Office (919) 962-0291 
(;ell 
Fax (919) 962-3719 
watkinsd@email.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Elmira Mang~m [mailto:emangum~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 27, 2009 11:11 AM 
To: Cookie Newsom 

Cc: Debra Watkins; ’Ann Penn’; ’Deborah Stroman’; Brenda Malone@unc.edu 
Sublect: Re: Brenda’s birthday celebration 

The 13th works also for me. 

Cookie Ncwsom wrote: 
> I have a conference and a football game on the 14th. What about the 
> 13th’.’ Wayne will be here and he is a very good dancer so we will have 
> another dude to take to a dance j ointt 
> Debra Watkins wrote: 
>> Good Morning Ladies, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> It’s time to celebrate another posse birthday-. Brenda’s birthday is 
>> November 8~’th and we’re looking to dance the night away. Any 
>> suggestions for a dance club/restaurant? 
>> 

>> 

>> By the way, November 8~’th is homecoming weekend so we should look to 
>> celebrate the weekend of the 14~’th. Email conflicts and suggestions 
>> for another date. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah, we need to add you to the birthday list. We’re praying that 
>> God will have peace and mercy on your brother and that you take 
>> cotnfort in kmowing that God is with you and your family[ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Hope everyone has a great day-! 
>> 

>> Debra 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Debra B. Watkins, Senior Associate Director 
>> 
>> Uinversity of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> Carolina Union 



>> 

>> 3103C FPG Student Union, CB# 5210 

>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 

>> Office (919) 962-0291 

>> (;ell 

>> Fax (919) 962-3719 

>> 

>> watkinsd@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 6:24 PM 

@emaJl. unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    -Drop: EXSSI .FALL 

Hi You are enrolled and I recently had to complete verification rolls to ensure such. Please call me early next week to discuss Vm~r progress. Thanks~ 

91’).&~3.0336 

htt:p:/’//www.unce~u//(]epts!/exercJse//sport admmJstratioI~ 

F~m=: [ma~lto: @email.unc.edu] 
Nentl Thursday, ~1:25 AN 
T~ EXSS: .~ALL:    : 
Subject= EXSS -Drop: E~S .FAL[ 

Hi Dr. Stmmaa, 

EXSS    still does not appear on stt~dem central as one of the courses I am eraoiled in. Since the semester is already half way finished, I would just like to drop the 
class. Thank you for eveiTthing you have done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:26 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Podunk U Assigmnent 

Hi       . Yes, there is double-counting in many sports Good catch! 
Focus on finding equity for the program. Yes, you should consider the 
effects of Title IX ie. fairness and equality for both genders. 

Hope this helps! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [rnailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: Podunk U Assignment 

@email.unc.edu] 
1:13 PM 

Dr. Stroman, 

On the Podunk U assignment with the chart that lists the operating 
expenses per team, which numbers show the total number of players for 
each team? For example, with baseball there are 35 non-scholarship 
players and 6 scholarship players which means a team of 41 is how rm 
~nterpreted it. 

However, when you add those up you don’t get 220 non-scholarship 
players. I do understand that some may play two sports, but I’m a 
little confused. Also are we suppose to calculate Title IX when 
completing this assigr~nent? 

I apologize for the long e-mail and I may be reading a little too much 
~nto this, but I just wanted to double check before I uploaded it on 
Blackboard. 

Thanks! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 29, 2009 6:29 PM 

’Danyel McNeil’ <danyel@pfs-inc.u~* 

RE: Address & Cell infor 

Hi Danyel, Since we are meeting at the firm and then having lunch, I need to meet earlier in the day. Please confirm a time of 11:45 a.m. Thanks! 

htt:p:/,/www,unc.edui~]epts/exerciseisport administration 

F~m= Danyel McNeil [mail~:danyel@pfs-inc,us] 
$entl Thursday, October 29, 2009 5:29 PN 
Te~ dstro@UNC,EDU 

,@aol.com 
Subject= Address & Cell infor 

Peoples Financial Service, Inc. 

4000 Westchase Nvd. Ste ~50 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

Mr. Peoples Cell: 

Mrs. Stroman you are scheduled to meet with Mr. Peoples on 1~/5/09 at 1:00 pro. You are to meet at our office. 

Danyel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,                9:06 AM 

~email.unc.e&~ 

RE: Exam 1 Score 

Hi The bonus questions were worth 1 33 points on the exam You got one 
question correct. The extra credit points from quizzes and exercises are 
used when calculating final grades. I usually apply a cur~,e when calculating 
final grades. At this time, I guesstimate a B+ grade. 

Let me kno;v if you have an?- additional questions. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~ ~ [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: ])eborah Lynn Stroman 
Subject: Exam 1 Score 

@email.unc.edu] 
1 : 55 PM 

] am applying to the Kenan-F]agler Business School ]’or admissions in Spring 
and one of the things they ask :For is an update on my grades. I know 

that the exam scores are posted online, but ] was wondering if that 
included the bonus questions and extra credit points from the Jeopardy 
game. ]f not, could you email me my final score so I can pass it on to the 
Business School? 

’]?hank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,                12:34 PM 

@kenan- flagler, unc.edu-* 

RE: meeting next week 

Hi 

9 Z9.@~3.0336 

htt:p:/iwww,unc.eduidepts/exerciseispor~: adrninJstratio~ 

F~m=, [mailto: @kenan-flagler,unc,edu] 
Senti Friday, 12:01 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; meeting ne~ week 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I hope you’ve had a great weekl I was wondering if you’d be available on next Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday, 

the process is writing up my research methodology and I’d like to talk to you before I do this!~ 

Thanks, 

¯ Wednesday after 2:00 p.m~ We can discuss your approach with Mr~ Spencer too. Think "win-win." How can you best serve him so he can serve you? 

) after :1:45pm to meet. The next step in 

BSBA Kenan-Flagler Business School 

, - Sport Administration 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,                12:34 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: 2 quick questions 

Yes, send me your PID and I can enroll you. You will be with UNCAA Sport 
Marketing 

I will be in touch regarding SAL. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN(? at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto:    ’@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:24 AM 
To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 
SubJect: 2 quick questions 

Do you think writing the newsletter could be considered/filed experience 
for the EXSS    course? Just asking :-) 

And how does one receive an invitation for Sigma Alpha l,amba? 

THANK S! 

University of North Carolina, c/o 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 30, 2009 12:37 PM 

McMurray, Bob <exphys@email.unc.e&~ 

RE: Teaching eva]uation 

Hi Bob. I am about to leave for                           I feel good 
about Monday, but I do want you to kmow if things are more difficult than 
I expect, I may contact you to reschedule. I will let you know if I DON~T 
feel up to it either Sunday night or Monday morning. 

Thanks for understanding. 

Hugs, 

debby 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNCl at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robert McMurray [mailto:exphys(@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 8:16 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Teaching evaluation 

Deb, 
I am going to try for Monday the 2nd That leaves me the 9th if I 

need a back up. 
Bob 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Hi Bob. I am available on Monday, November 2 or Monday, November 9. I 
teach 
> at 11:00 in Fetzer 106. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
> l~2XlC at C’hapel Hill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin ~vas first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
Company. 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Robert McM~trray [mailto:exptws(~eraail.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 2:25 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Subject: Teaching evaluation 
> 

> Debbie, 
> Some time this month I am supposed to attend one of your classes and 

review your teaching. To avoid any exam dates, outside lecturers, etc, 
please provide some potential dates and times. I do teach 8-11 on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays as well as 9-12 on Fridays. Hopefully we will 
not have a scheduling conflict?’.’?? 
Bob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Friday,                12:42 PM 

Shuster, Elizabeth O <eshusl~er@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu~ 

~ema?,l.unc.edu-*; Salyer, Shem., L <salye@email.unc.edu-* 

RE: EXSS 

Beth. I received notice that    Special Topics courses (despite their being no dift:erence in curdculurn) csnnot be counted for EE. Thus, 

another EE course to fulfill his requirement. 

htt:p:i,/www.un c.e,~u id epts/exercise/sport admmis’~ratio~ 

Weekly W~drd F(2ct: Mort is ~he on!y~ ~nimal th~ sleeps on i~s back. 

F~m= Elizabeth Shuster [mailto:eshuster@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Se~tl Wednesday, 4:21 PN 
Te~ Dstro@unc.edu 

@emaJl.unc.edu 
Subject~ EXSS: 

Dear Deb~ 
I’m working with 
lge or lg9. Oan you shed some light on this? 
Thanks~ 
Beth 

Elizabeth O. 8buster, Ph.D. 
ph: (gl9) ~43-891~ 

fax: (91~) 
eshuster@email.una.edu 
A~ademi~ Advising, Assistant Dean 
Division of Natural 8~ien~es and ~athemati~s 
Oollege of A~s & 8~ien~es and General Ooliege 
OB ~3110 2002 Steele Building 
Univ. of North Oarolina, Ohapel Hill, NO 275~9-31 

a SPorts Admin student. He thinks that his EXSS 

rnust identify 

(section, 2) should count as EE, but Pm not seeing this on SIS screen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dslroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, ~                 12:42 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS 

, see me about this after class+ Thanks. 

hl:t:p:/’/’www,ur]ce~t]//(]epts// exercJse/~sport a~m~nJstrat~oi~ 

F~m= Elizabeth Shuster [mailto:eshuster@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Nentl Wednesday, 4:21 PN 
Te~ Dstro@unc.edu 
Co: @email.unc.edu 
Subject~ EXSS: 

Dear Deb, 
I’m working with ), a SPots Admin student. He thinks that his EXSS 
lge or lg9. Can you shed some light on this? 
ThankM 
Beth 
Elizabeth O. Shuster, Ph.D. 
ph: (919) 843-8918 

fax: (919) 962-6888 
eshuster@email.unc.edu 
Academic Advising, Assistant Dean 
Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 
College of A~s & Sciences and General College 
CB #3110 2002 Steele Building 
Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

, (section ) should count as EE, but I’m not seeing this on SIS screen 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 1, 2009 1 : 11 PM 

McMurray, Bob <exphys@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Teaching evaluation 

Hi Bob I am back home and doing welh 

Thanks for your note and I ~vill see you next Monday. 

Hugs, 

debby 

On Fri, 30 Oct 2009 13:48:01 -0400, Robert McMurray <exphys@email uric edu> 
wrote: 
> Debby, 
> You may not get this, but I understand. Let’s put this offuntil a 
> week from Monday (Nov 9th). 
> Bob 
> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> Hi Bub. I am about to leave fur                           I feel guod 
>> abuut Monday, but I do want yuu to knuw if things are inure difficult 
than 
>> I 
>> expect, I may contact yuu tu reschedule. I will let yuu know ifI DOlT 
>> feel 
>> up to it either Sunday night or Munday morning. 
>> 

>> Thanks for understanding 
>> 

>> Hugs, 
>> 

>> debby 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>> UNC at Chapel }Jill 
>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> ht tp ://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/spurt administration 
>> Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Robert McMurray [mailto:exphys(~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 8:16 AM 
>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> Subject: Re: Teaching evaluation 
>> 

>> Deb, 
>> I am going to try for Monday the 2nd. That leaves rae the 9th ifI 
>> need a back up. 
>> Bob 
>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>>> Hi Bob. I am available on Monday, November 2 or Monday, November 9. I 
>> teach 
>>> at 11:00 in Fetzer 106. 

>>> Thankst 

>>> Go Heels, 
>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>> UN-C at Chapel Hill 
>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> 919.843.0336 
>>> http://w~vw uric. edu/depts/exerciseisporta&ninistration 
>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin ~vas first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
>>> Company. 
>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Robert McMurray [mailto:exphgs@email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 2:25 PM 
>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>> Sulziect: Teaching evaluation 



>>> Debbie, 
>>> Some time this month I am supposed to attend one of your classes 
and 
>>> 
>>> review your teaching To avoid any exam dates, outside lecturers, etc, 

>>> please provide some potential dates and times I do teach 8-11 on 

>>> Tuesdays and Thursdays as well as 9-12 on }:ridays. Hope[’ully we will 

>>> not have a scheduling conflict???? 

>>> Bob 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Univcrsity of North Carolina 
EXSS Dcpartment - Sport A&ninistration Facult’3~ 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Sunday, 1:28 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Stx~rts Business Club Updates: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp 

Great win last night! I was with my family in Philadelphia and needless to 
say, I made a number of them upset wit2a my Go Yankee howling at the 
television :) 

As always, good communication to the Club. 

Dr. Stroman 

On Fri, 17:39:07 -0400 (EDT), 
@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

> Club Updates: 
> 

> Thanks to everyone who came out to the awesome Advisor Networking Night 
we 
> had on Tuesday. I really enjoyed listening to our guest speakers and 
> getting a chance to speak to them about their careers. The guest speakers 
> were very interesting and lcaowledgeable, so I hope you all got as much 
out 
> of the event as I did[ I saw a ]or of you guys exchanging business cards, 
> contact information, and resumes, so make sure you follow up with our 
> guests if you want to pursue a job or internship with them. ’]’he 
opportunity 
> to listen to these influential professionals definitely opened my eyes to 
> some of the lesser-known aspects of a career in the sports field. We will 
> have another advisor night in the spring, so if you couldn’t come to this 
> one, don’t ~w)rry. 
> 

> We are in the process of placing an order for our club t-shiest t We will 
> have more inKmnation on the t-shirts in the next few weeks 
> 

> Sports Updates: 
> 

> Last night was a GREAT night: we beat Virginia Tech in Blacksbwg and the 
> Yankees tied the World Series at 1 and beat Pedro Martinez. 
> This Sunday, November I st, is the first time ever in pro]~ssional sports 
> history that games will be played in all 4 pro]~ssiona[ leagues: 

> NBA, and the NttL 
> 

> Cool >Dtic[es: 
> 

> New YoN Times a~icles about marathons (New York City marathon is 
soont): 
> h~p://xv~v.ngt~es.cor~g2009ilO/27/healt~,’27xvell.html? r l&em 
> 

http://welhb~gs.nytimes.c~2~9/~/29/the-best-marath~n-adVice-~u~-everNet/?em 
> 

> ~L Facing Concussion Issues: 
> http://wumawtimes.cong2009/10/29/s ports/ibotball/29hearing.html?cm 
> 

> ESPN’s Best Playoff Baseball Players in History: 
>http:i/proxy.espn.go.com/sportsnatiorgpost/ /id/4608588/xvinners 
> 
> 

> Happy- 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Dcpartrnent - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 2, 2009 9:38 AM 

Aguilar, Alain J <aJaguila@emml.unc.edu’~; Marks, Bonita L <marks@email.unc.edu-~; Ondrak, Kristin S <kondrak@unc.edu:~ 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

RE: New Core for FP Students 

Hi Alain. Oh no, my first documented question from a faculty member!! :) 

Each entering class of students is provided a general curriculum That 
general curriculum is shared in the Undergraduate Bulletin Although there 
is a possibility of error and other documentation is provided throughout 
their progress to~vards a degree (eg. depaltmental websites, flyers, etc), 
the Bulletin is THE absolute final authority To that end, the new EXSS core 
requirements (when it goes into effect such as fall 2010) would only effect 
the entering class of that year Also, our new approved EXSS core 
requirements would be listed in that entering class’s Bulletin. It best that 
our current EXSS students follow the current EXSS core reqmrements. 

Now, the exception is that these current students COULD OPT to follow the 
expected new EXSS core requirements. However, that change is highly 
discouraged due to the possibility of upcoming changes to the core (since it 
is not approved yet at the College level), keeping up with Gen Ed curriculum 
requirements, and time limitations for graduation. If a student chooses this 
option, please have him/her work closely with a Steele Building advisor to 
ensure graduation progress. 

I hope this helps I do plan on being there this afternoon too. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 
http:i/xvwxv.unc, edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Alain J Aguilar [mailto:alaguila(d},,email.tmc. edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 02, 2009 8:02 AM 
To: marks@email.~c.edu; Kristin S Ondrak; Deborah Lyrm Stroman 
Subject: New Core for FP Students 

Hey Deb, 

I hope you’re well! 
I was wondering which students the new core (effective fall 2010) xvould 
effect. Will all students in EXSS need the new core classes regardless of 
when they graduate (i.e. December 2010 or May 2014) or will some students 
be held to the "old" core standard. 

I only ask because tonight we have our FP track interest meeting, and I’d 
like to give them that itfformation if we’re allowed to. 

Thanks! 

Alain 

Alain J Aguilar, MA, ATC, LAT, NASiVl CPT & PES, CSCS 
Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science 
Staff Athletic Trainer for iVlen’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
(o) 919-843-2044 
(c) 
(~) 919-961-0489 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, ’ 9:39 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Clips weekly update 

Deborah Sire:nan, PI~-D,, CI.U 

9~98630336 

t~t~/’lw~w.u~s~:~J~i&’~>f c~ki~i~port administration 

Week@ ~2eird Foot: Men is ~he on&’ animol that sleeps on it5 bocA. 

F~m; College Athletics Clips [mailto:nick@collegeatNeticsclips,com] 
9:32 PM Sent: Sunday, 

To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Clips weekly update 

the latest postings ..... 

One world for social networkinq? Tw~tMygaee! 

About our website: CollegeAtideticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics 
news and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured ate exclusive Clips Guest 
Commentaries, Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and the Clips Left Column. 

PLEASE NOTE: Anyone interested in subscription information should log on to 
www.colle.qeathleticsctips.com or contact Nick Infante, Clips Editor at 
ff i_c___k__@_c_,__o__l_l__e_~_e_.__a__t__h__Le__tj__c__s___ql_j£;~=_q_~! or 908. 879. 9978 

*To be removed from this mailing list or change the email thrmat please use file lii~ks below: 

Change yore subscription 
[ nsubscri be 



Change your aubscription 
Unsub~be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 2, 2009 9:51 AM 

Cannon, Carolyn C. <ccaJmon@email.unc.edu> 

RE: game on Saturday 

Good day. I want to check in ~vith you about lunch soon. Also, I want to 
ask about the football rain check for Duke this Saturday at 3:00. :) 

I teach at 11:00 and should be back in of*Ice this afternoon. Thanks 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN(? at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops grooving at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Carulyn Cannon [mailto:ccannon(@email unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Octuber 07, 2009 10:56 AM 
To: Deburah Stroman 
Sublect: Re: game un Saturday 

I hupe that I am kind most days :-) Let’s do lunch suon. I want 
to talk with you abuut gulfing lessons. 

CCC 

Carolyn C. Cannon 
Assuciate Dean of Academic Advising 
The College of Arts and Sciences and the General Cullege 
Campus Box 3110, 1011 Steele Builchng 
The Universib" of Nurth Carulina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
(919) 966-5116 

Deborah Struman wrute: 

> ’]’hanks! You are so kind! 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

> L2qC at C’hapel Hill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Evelyone in the Middle Ages believed - as Aristotle 

had - 

> that the heart was the seat of intelligence. 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Carolyn Caunon [mailto:ccannon(d~email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Friday, October 02, 2009 2:24 P_’vf 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: Re: game on Saturday 

> 

> I truly understand. I have season tickets so if there is a game that 

> you ~vant to attend, let me know. CCC 

> 

> Carolyn C. Cannon 

> Associate Dean of Academic Advising 

> The College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

> Campus Box 3110, 1011 Steele Building 

> The University of North Carolina 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

> (919) 966-5116 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> 

>> Thanks so much I have friends in town and won’t be able to join you. 



>> 

> Please 
> 

>> keep me in mind Jk~r the future! 
>> 

>> Have a wonderful weekend! 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Debby 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> L~C at Chapel Hill 
>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> http ://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> Weekly Weird Fact: The sentence "The quick brown fox jumps over the 
lazy 
>> dog." uses every letter in the alphabet. 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Carolyn Camion [mailto:ccam~on(~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2009 4:56 PM 
>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> Subject: garue on Saturday- 
>> 

>> Hello Dcbby, 
>> 

>> I have tickets and a "staff pass" for Saturday’s football game. Would 
>> you like to join rue for the Carolina VS Virginia game? Call rue on ray 
>> cell ( ’) and let me know. 
>> 

>> Best, 
>> Carolyn 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:33 PM 

@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: EXSS 

Hi       Yes, your work with     would be an acceptable internship 
Please read the attached. Send me your PID if you would like to enroll 
Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
LPq(? at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops grooving at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ’ 4:01 Pivl 

To: dstroman@emaihunc, edu 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am interested in taking EXSS     next semester. I was talking to 
about it last night, and he said that my involvement 

with might quali(y. ! was wondering if you could 
tell me if this ~w)uld work. 

Also-CSBC advisor night was great[ 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@email uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:37 PM 

.@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

EXSS i ~ FESA Overview.lxlf 

Hi      Yes, your work with                 ~vould be an acceptable 
internship. Please read the attached Send me your PID if you ~vould like to 
enroll Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: : [mailto: ~Zr)email.unc. edu] 
Sent: Monday,                 4:02 PM 

To: dstroman@em aihunc, edu 
Subject: EXSS: 

Professor Stroman, 

I am a senior here at UNC-CH and work ~k~r the team’s video crew. 
We :film all practices and games, cut and edit the film, and make highlight 
videos when needed. Next semester I will also be learning more about the 
administrative side of the        program. I have found out about your 
EXSS    class next semester through                and it is something 
that I am very interested in doing if there is any space left in the class 
Please let me know if there is anything else that I need to do to either 
get in or just be eligible Thanks so much [’or your help! 

Sincerely-, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 2:38 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

EXSS 

I guess I need to pay you a finder’s fee for getting students interested in the course. Thanks! © Maybe you should go into sales and/or your reputation 

and leadership is just that powerful. Congrats! 

Go 11eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" 

EXSS Academic A&mo~ 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena Alpha Laruhda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

ht’~p:!/,/www.unc.edu/ depts//exerc~se// sport admm~st:ration 

We are all students and teachers, t @en ask m~,self; "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:16 PM 

~emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Schedule Cha~ge 

:) 

Friday at 2:00? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly’ Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [.mailto [@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday-, 11:54 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sut~iect: RE: Schedule Change 

Dr. Strnman, 

Sorry I have waited so long, but I finally, feel like I have a good grasp on 
things that I want to talk to you about. With basketball the best times for 
me are early morning (8:00-10:00, MWF) and (8:00-9:30, TR) OR a]~er 4:00 
any afternoon. 

Game days will also work well These are the dates coming up: 

Thursday, early morning or after 1:45; 

Tuesday, early" morning or al~er 1:45; 

Friday, 1~ early morning or anytime after 11:00 

Sorry this is so complicated but if you could just see what may work for 
you best that would be great[ 

Thanks!! 

On Wed,            10:01:01 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroman@emaih unc.edu> wrote: 
> Okay-. Thanks. Complete this exercise for our discussion: 
> 

> 1. If you want to attend graduate school, identify" the "dreara" or top 
five 
> programs (consider your field of study and location) to apply to for next 
> year. 
> 2. If you want to go to work, identify your top three strengths and three 
> areas of ilnprovement. 
> 3. If you want to go to work, identify what three jobs you would be 
> interested in doing for a living for three years. 
> 

> Hope this helps with your career retreat over the fall break. :) 
> 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> L~C at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> 919.843.0336 
> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/soort administration 
> Weekly- Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
Company. 
> 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [rnailto @ ema ih uric. edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, ~ 6:48 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Sulziect: Re: Schedule Change 
> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> I guess we should make it another day Im busy after 2:30 tomorrow-. But 
> thats fine. Now I can take the break to get my thoughts together. With 
> such a busy- school week and the beginning of basketball, I havent had 



much time to think about other stul![~ I will get back to you after fall 
break with a better idea of my schedule. 

Thanks! 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>~ Hi     I apologize but I need to cancel and reschedule our appointment 

>> Let me know if you are available at 3:30 or after 5:00 tomol~ow. 
>> Otherwise, we need to look at another day. L 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Thaaks. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> 

>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 

>> Sport A&ninistration Faculty 
>> 

>> EXSS Academic Advisor 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 

>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> dstro@unc edu <mailto:dstro@unc edu> 
>> 

>> http://tvwtv.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>>/¥Ve are all students and teachers. I ot’ten ask myselt; "~at did I come 
>> here to learn, and what did I come to teach?"/ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:32 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Received. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Imailto:asreece@email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:01 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Here is my PID fur enrullment: ’]’hanks su much 12~r yuur help! 

Sincerely, 

On Tue,           14:36:31 -0500, "Deburah Stroman" 
< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrute: 
> Hi      Yes, yuur wurk with                 wuuld be an acceptable 
> internship Please read the attached. Send me your PID if you wuuld like 
to 
> enroll. Thanks. 
> 

> 

> Gu Heels, 
> Deburah Struman, Phi)., CLU 
> UNC at Chapel }Jill 
> Exercise and Spurt Science Dept 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administratiun 
> Weekly Weird Fact: ~I1qe human brain stups gruwing at age 18 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [mailto: ~&email.tmc. edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 4:02 PM 

> To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
> Subject: EXSS 
> 

> 

> Professor Stroman, 
> 

> I am a senior here at UNC-CH and work for the team’s video crew. 
> We fiN~ all practices and games, cut and edit the film, and make 
highlight 
> videos when needed. Next semester I will also be learning more about the 
> administrative side of the football program. I have found out about yottr 
> EXSS    class next semester through                and it is something 
> that I amveu interested in doing if there is any space left in the 
class. 
> Please let me know- if there is anything else that I need to do to either 
> get in or just be eligible. Thap2~s so much for your helpt 
> 

> Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:33 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

RE: EXSS 

EXSS Overview.lxlf 

, See attached. 

I am available on Mondw after 2:30 and Wednesdsy after l:O0, Please advise, 

Jttt:p:i,/www.un c.e,~u i~epts/exercise/sport adminis’~ratio~ 

Week[V Weird ~:’(2c~: "Ig~e human br~in st~g~s ~}~owinff at ~ge ;{8. 

F~m: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Senti Tuesday, 3:20 PH 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stmmm~ 

I ho~ you had a wonderful weekend. I was wondering if you had any time tNs week or early neg week to discuss your internship cl~s for ne~ semester. Plebe let 

me ~ow if~gu have a convenient time to meet tNs week or e~ly nexff week. 

ThaWs ~ much~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 3, 2009 4:03 PM 

Aguilar, Alain J <alaguil@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Tha~ks 

Thank YOU! You did great and I learn from eyeD’one 

Hugs, 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops grooving at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Alain J Aguilar [mailto:ala~uila(@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, November 02, 2009 9:33 PM 

To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 

SubJect: Thanks 

Deb, 

Thanks for coming to the meeting and thank you very much for your honest 
feedback, as it will help me grow. I appreciate you and the job you do! 

Alain 

Alain J Aguilar, MA, AT(;, LAT, NASM CPT & PES, CSCS 
Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science 
Staff Athletic Trainer for Men’s Soccer 
University’ of North Carolina - Chapel }{ill 
(o) 919-843-2044 
(c): 
(f) 919-%1-rN89 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:07 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Quick Questiou 

Hi     . Your questions aren’t geared for an email response. :) Call me or 
set an appointment. I have office hours on Wednesday afternoons and 
Thursdays Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops grooving at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto:, ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:20 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sublect: Re: Quick Question 

Thank you for your advice. I have moved my GRE to right after 
Thanksgiving. This is the earliest possible time I could take it ~[~ I 
may ask as well, what is your honest opinion. Do you think I have a 
chance if I apply for I~YNC’s program, even with a good GRE score? 

I am looking at a few other programs too, and I was wondering if you 
knew anything about them (if they’re good, how many people they accept, 
etc) I have emailed the program head ~2~r each school, but I thought an 
outside perspective might be usefah 

I am looking at University of Florida, Florida State University, 
University of Alabama, Umversity of Georgia, Universi~ of South 
Carolina and East Carolina University 

Thank you for all of your help. 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Hi ~I]aank you for your kind note. I am SO moved from last night; 
the 
> program was invaluable to evep)~one 
> 

> Yes, you are jeopardizing your application with a Janua~ GRE 
examination. 
> We review applications in January and it is highly- ~mlikely that we 
would 
> have your scores. Thus, we encourage students to have their GRE 
completed by 
> the end of Octobert Our program is ver~" competitive and I strongly 
suggest 
> that you raove your exam date or consider taking a year off and apply for 
the 
> Fall of 
> 

> Please contact Dr. Southall, our graduate program coordinator, if you 
have 
> any additional questions regarding our graduate program. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> L~’~C at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 
> 

> 919843.0336 
> http://www.unc, edu~’depts/exercise/sportadministration 
> Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [mailto: ~email.unc edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 9:55 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Sulziect: Quick Question 
> 

> Thanks for helping put together such an amazing sports business club 



meeting tonight I learned so much, and I met some great people. 

As soon as I got back though, I remembered a quick question that I had 
[’or you: 

I am applying :for the graduate program at Carolina and I saw that the 
priority deadline is I signed up to take the OR[g on 

and immediately aRer 1 did this I realized that this is three days 
later. I xvas wondering if this would have a negative effect on my 
application, and if I should tly to move my GRE testing date (which 
would cost $50). I plan to fill out ray application long before then 
(which I could send in whenever) and would be able to send ray ORE score 
ASAP following the test. 

I xvas wondering what you thirtk I should do’.’ Your input is vets, valuable 
to rue and I appreciate everything that you have done. 

Thanks, 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:34 PM 

’Lynch, John D’ <john.d.lynch@bankofamerica.com> 

RE: Bank of America / LQ’,IC Sponsorship 

Thanks ,John, I hope you are having a great day! 

htt:p:/iwww.unc.edui~]epts/exerciseispor~: adrninJstratio~ 

Week~V Weird Fr2c~: The hvmar~ ~min ~;to,os {~ro~s#~f~ at a{~e !& 

F~m= Lynch, John D [mailto:john.d.lynch@bankofameHca.com] 

Sent~ Tuesday, ll:4S AN 
Te~ dstroman@email.unc.edu 

Ce~ Carroll, Andrea S 
Subject~ Bank of America / UNC Sponsorship 

Impe~anee~ High 
Debby: 

In order to process the payment, I will need to you to complete the attached forms and mail / emai (scan) to Andrea Carroll in Raleigh. 

Once we get these, Andrea and I wll reach out to you with next steps. 
John D. Lynch 
Senior Vice President 
Global Commercial Banking ~ Healthcare & institutions 
Bank of America Merril Lynch 
421 Fayetteville Street; 17 Floor 
Raleigh, NC 27601 
919.829.6609 Office 
704.264.2305 Fax 

Cell 
john.d.lynch@bankofamerica.com 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email,unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:30 PM 
To: Lynch, John D 

Subject: RE: Contact 

Thanks again .Iohn! See attached. 

Let me know about the marketing collateral, 

9 Zo.843.033,’~ 

http:/ /’www.unc.ed,~/deptsiexerciseisport administration 

Weekly t4&,irc~ Fact: Heroi~ ~,os j})~t marke~ed by ~he Bayer Aspirf~ Com,oang 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, November 3, 2009 5:46 PM 

McMillam Tim <tjm 1 @email. unc.edu"~ 

Black aJ~d Blue 

Thanks again Tim for your excellent tour! I am following up regarding information concerning 

know how I may receive an update, Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

dehhy 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CL[ ; 

UiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro~-~unc.edu 

htt:p:/’/’wwwamc.edu/’~]epts/exercise/’sport a~Jrninistration 

We ore oil students o~d teochers. ~ often osk myse@ "W,~ot did ! come here to leorn, o~d wh~t did I come to teoch?" 

and that wonderful graduate student’s work. Let me 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:54 AM 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Quick Question 

Hi I have a 1:00 and a 2:00. I may be able to see you at 1:30. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops grooving at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [mailto @email unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,- 7:43 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Quick Question 

Thanks, I understand! I may be able to stop by tomorrow around 1:00, 
does that work? I have something going on tomorrow at 2: ] 5, but I am 
free li’om 1:00 until then. If some time then doesn’t work, it’s [’me and 
we can :figure something else out! 

Thanks, 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

>Hi . Your questions aren’t geared for an email response. :)(2all me 

or 

> set an appointment I have of [’ice hours on Wednesday afternoons and 

> Thursdays Thanks! 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

> UNC at Chapel Hill 

> F.xercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> 919.8430336 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: ~Ihe human brain stops growing at age 18 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: [mailto: (d~,,email.unc. edu] 

> Sent: Munday, 6:20 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: Re: Quick Question 

> 

> Thank you for yo~tr advice. I have moved my GRE to right aRer 

> Thar~ksgiving. This is the earliest possible time I could take it. I1" I 

> may ask as well, what is your honest opinion. Do you think I have a 

> chance ifI apply for UNC’s program, even with a good GRE score? 

> 

> I ara looking at a fe~v other programs too, and I was wondering if you 

> knew anything about them (if they’re good, how many people they accept, 

> etc). I have emailed the program head for each school, but I thought an 

> outside perspective might be useful. 

> 

> I am looking at University of Florida, Florida State University, 

> University of Alabama, University of Georgia, University of South 

> Carolina and East Carolina Universi~’. 
> 

> Thank you for all of your help. 

> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 

>>Hi Thank you for your kind note. I am SO moved from last night; 

the 

>> program was invaluable to evelyone 

>> 

>> Yes, you are jeopardizing your application with a Janualy GRE 

examination. 

>> We review applications in Janualy and it is highly unlikely that ~ve 

would 

>> have your scores Thus, we encourage students to have their GRE 

completed 



> by 
>> the end of October! Our program is very competitive and I strongly 
suggest 
>> that you move your exam date or consider taking a year off and apply 
for 
> the 
>> Fall of 
>> 
>> Please contact Dr. Southall, our graduate program coordinator, if you 
have 
>> any additional questions regarding our graduate program. 
>> 

>> Thankst 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> ljlxIC at Chapel Hill 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: [mailto: (~email.tmc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, 9:55 PM 
>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> Subject: Quick Question 
>> 

>> Thanks for helping put together such an amazing sports business club 
>> meeting tonight. I learned so much, and I met some great people. 
>> 

>> As soon as I got back though, I remembered a quick question that I had 
>> for you: 
>> 

>> I am applying for the graduate program at Carolina and I saw that the 
>> priority deadline is I signed up to take the ORE on 

>>    and immediately after I did this I realized that this is three days 

>> later I was wondering if this would have a negative effect on my 
>> application, and if I should tiN to move my GRE testing date (which 
>> ~vould cost $50). I plan to fill out my application long before then 
>> (which I could send in whenever) and would be able to send my ORE score 

>> ASAP follo~ving the test. 
>> 

>> I was wondering ~vhat you think I should do? Your input is ve~/valuable 

to me and I appreciate everything that you have done. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ’ 9:55 AM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Salyer, Sherry L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS Listserv 

Hi          I am ccing Dr. Salyer as she coordinates the EXSS listserv 
Thanks for your inquily! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc. edu/dep ts/exerciseisport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: 5gr)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:57 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS Listser~ 

I was told that you are the person to contact if I would like to be 
added to the EXSS listserv. If that is correct, I hope this suffices, if 
not, can you please put me in touch with who I need to contact? Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 10:01 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

RE: EXSS 

Hi’ , Let;s set an appointmet~L [:or next week. Wednesday a[:ternoot~ or Thursday. What is your availability? 

~ JNC at C:}~ape] ~ {ili 

9~9 84.3 0336 

{][’q%il/www.unc.ectr~/clcp!s/’e~rci~i~!port aclmmistr~tion 

Week@ Weird ~oct: The hun*an bn~in stop5 growing at a~e J& 

~mm: Deborah Stroman [maHto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Seat: Tuesday, 7:03 PH 
To: ’ 
C¢: ’Dr. Stroman’ 
Subject: EXSS 
1mpo~ance: High 

Hi        Sorry for the de~ay. 

PB~;e/- Research the types of law enforcement (federal, state and Ioca0 agencies in the Triangle (Raleigh, Durham and Chapel Hill) that provide youth atNetic 

seFvices. 

Write your findings in a document that lists the agency, the contact person, phone number and email address. 

From these findings, identify the top three (3) programs that interest you the most for either a ~) possible career, 2) research interview to learn more or 3) the 

most comprehensive and rewarding to youth from your initial perspective. 

Due:, ~ 2009 ~2:00 p.m. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Remember, to journal once a week in Blackboard Digital Dropbox starting next week. 

Go 

~ebor~h Strom~n~ Phil). CLU 

UNC Exerdse ~nd Sport Sdence L)ept 

Sport A~mm~str~ion E~cul~ 

E~S Academic A~v~sor 

College Sport Research In,mute 

C~rolm~ Sports Business Club 

S~ ~ph~ L~mb& @e~&rsh~p Honor~ Sodety) 

~ Smith Bl~g~ CB~ 

Chapel M~L NC 27~99 

dstro@unc.ectu 

http:/ywww.unc,edu/~depts//exe~cise/%port administration 

"A leader must have the courage to act against an expert’s advice." - I. Callaghan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:32 PM 

@emaJl. unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS -Drop: EXSS .FALL 

Okay. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://wwwunc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops grooving at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:    [mailto    @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, i 10:34 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: EXSS    -Drop: EXSS: FALL 

IIey Dr. Struman, 

I am nut enrulled in the class because in urder tu be enrolled I would have 
tu cumplete anuther course uverload form and an ADD/DROP form. I received 
an e-mail from the Registrar’s Office informing me that I would have to 
cumplete those forms Seeing that the semester is aheady more than hal:l" 
over, I would prefer to not have EXSS     added tu my Student Central and 
Ufflcially placed on my registered class list. Thank you fur all your 
help 

On Thu,            18:23:39 -0400, "Deburah Struman" 

<dstruman@em ail.unc edu> wrote: 

tIi        You are enrolled and I recently had to complete verificatiun 

rolls tu ensure such. Please call me early next week to discuss yuur 

progress. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deburah Struman, Phi)., CLU 

L2qC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 

<http:iiwww.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration> 

> htt p:iiwww.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

r Weekly ~2~ eird Fact: Man is the only anirual that sleeps on its back. 

From: [mailto:    ~,,eruail.tmc. edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 11:25 AM 

To: EXSS FALL: 

Subject: EXSS -Drop: EXSS: .FALL 

Hi Dr. Stroruan, 

EXSS     still does not appear on student central as one of the courses I 

am em-olled in. Since the semester is already- halfway finished, I would 

just like to drop the class. Thal~ you for every-thing you have done. 

University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill c/o 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesdav November 4 2009 12:47 PM 

JCE Jce < @yahoo.corn> 

FW: INFORMATIONAI ~: Does your child/teen soil or poop in their pants? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify unc.edu [mailto:nobodv@notifv unc.edu] On Behalf Of 
no reply@unc.edu 
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2009 8:27 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: INFORMATIONAL: Does your child/teen soil or poop in their pants? 

Does your child soil or poop in his or her pants? 

Soiling in children is a common condition that is difficult 12~r the 
child and the family. We are conducting a research sturdy to find out 
what parents think are the causes of soiling in their children and what 
kind of therapies and strategi es the?" use to help their children with 
the soiling. 

We are looking 12~r parents of children 4-18 years old who regularly soil 
or poop in their underwear. You will be asked to complete the same 
online questionnaire twice, 2 weeks apart. You will be paid $10 for 
participation. 

For more information please visit https://uncfunctional~i net/f i/ 

Miranda van Tilburg, PhD 
Assistant Professor of Medicine 
The University of Nnrth Carolina at Chapel ttill 
Center [’or Functional GI and Motili~ I)isorders 
4105 Bioinfonnatlcs Building 
T:919 843.0688 
CAMPUS BOX 7080 
F:919.966.6842 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7080 
Tilbttrg@med.unc.edu 

Biomedical IRB #: 08-1927 
Approved 10/20/2009 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Medicine 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
https:/idir.unc.edu/diriupdate. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 12:48 PM 

~email.unc.edu; 

UNC Event 

FYI. 

Climate Change: The Ultimate Threat Multiplier 

Film Screening and Forum on the implications of climate change on national security and geo-politicai stability 

Tuesday,            ] 7-9 pm I Friday Center 

This program, produced by Oxfam International and The Pew Charitable Trusts, offers a compelling look at the impact of climate change on 

national security and geo-political stability. The event features two powerful fi Ims that starkly illustrate the daily consequences and long-term 

implications of unabated climate change and concludes with a panel discussion featuring UNC and national experts who will further examine 

the relationship beh,veen climate change, national security, and geo-political stability and what it means for us. The program is free, but space is 

limited Please RSVP to <ClimateForum2009@gmail.com> to reserve a seat. Produced in conjunction with the Friday Center’s "What’s the Big Idea?" 

lecture series and in partnership with the UNC Institute for the EnvironmenL the UNC Center for Global Initiatives, the UNC Center on Poverty, Work, and 

Opportunit},; and the Carolina Women’s Center. 

Go 11eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Laruhda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4- Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

}lttp:////www.unc.ec]u/ depts//exercise// sport administration 

We are all students and teachers, t often ask myse@ "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:53 PM 

@emml .unc.edu> 

Call me 

Hi. Please call when you get a chance. Thanks! 

Go ~eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena Alpha Lamhda (Lea~]ership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(~unc.edt~ 

http:!///www.unc.edu/ depts/’exercise/’ sport administ:r~tion 

We are all student.~ a,~d teacher.~, l @en ask myse@ "What did I come ,~ere to learn, a,~d what did I come to teach ?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 4, 2009 2:11 PM 

’Jackie Lmnbertsen’ ~meridim~s.u~- 

RE: Full Court Press 

FCP 1.2 TT.docx 

See s[tached. Le[ me know if you have a particufar schedute...Otherwise, I witl keep forwarding them. 

Thanks. 

Go i ~’,,Js, 

919-S43-0336 

http:iiwwwamc,edui~epts/exercise/sport a&ninis’~ration 

F~m= Jackie Lambe~en [mailto:     ~meridians.us] 
Se~tl Wednesday, October 28, 2009 1:30 PN 
Te~ ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject= RE: Full tour Press 

~ w~l] be happy to include ~t h~ my newsJetter tNs afternoon~ Thanks for send~ng me an updated vers~on~ 

Hope to catch up w~th go~l at one of the games! These soc~aJ events are a n~ghtmare to try to ~nterface w~th someone else[ 

Jackie ~an~bettsen 

7624 ~ennebee 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mai~to:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 28, 2009 l:21 PN 
Te~ ’Jackie Lambe~en’ 
8u~ject~ ~ull Cou~ Press 

Hi Jackie. Here is the copg of the newsletter. You should have received it bg wag of the season ticket holder e-mailing. This version for gou to release to 

has a special update regarding Jessica. Please let me know 

version with more up-to-date news. 

Thanks for all gou do for 

Go t {eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport AJministration 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Si~a ~pha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

http:iiwwwamc,edui~Jepts// exerciseisport administration 

We are all students and teachers, t often ask mysel~ "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:13 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

@eraml.~mc.edu-~ 

RE: Quick Question 

FCP 1.2 TI’.docx; FCP 1 1 1 TT.docx 

Eli. See attached Contact Antoinette directly to get involved in some 
capacity. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: (h)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:43 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Quick Question 

Thanks, I understand[ I may be able to stop by tomorrow around l :()0, 
does that work? I have something going on tomorrow at 2:15, but I aru 
free from 1:00 mxtil then. If some time then doesn’t xvork, it’s fine and 
we can figure something else out[ 

Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emafil.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 3:56 PM 

@kenan- flagIer, unc.edu-~ 

RE: thank you! 

Thank YOU ! Your success makes me happy. 

htt:p:/’//www4mc,e~u/~(]epts//exercJse/~sport a~Jm~nJstrat~oi~ 

W~ek~v Weird F¢2c~: The humar~ br~in 

F~m: [mailto ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:~4 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L, 
S~bject: thank you~ 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thanks for meetin~ with me today. I really appreciate your encouragement and the time you’re willin8 to put into providin~ ~uidance to and advice for me. VII 

keep you posted with my thesis and postsrad plans prosress] 

Thanks asain, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill: 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:08 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

RE: first 

Thales Good jo!! Let’s meet Wednesday at 2:00 pm 

Here is Phase II - Interview. Due at 12:00 p.m. 

EXSS 

Intervie~v one person who holds a position at an executive or senior level of 
sport management. Students are encouraged to consult the organization’s 
organizational chart for clarification on the management structure of that 
organization. Students will be responsible :[’or asking questions that allow 
them to address the topics listed below In addition, students are 
encouraged to ask questions that deviate from what is outlined below: 

1) Describe your managerial responsibilities as a senior leader/executive? 
2) How are these responsibilities similar or dissimilar to other levels of 
managers at your organization? 
3) How do you coordinate the efforts of those who work in this program? 
4) What is the primary mission of the program? 
5) How do the pamcipants benefit from participation? 
6) What would you add or eliminate if there were an increase in funding? 

7) What professional credentials do you need to secure a similar position as 
yours? 
8) What professional experience do you need to secure a similar position? 
9) What advice would you give to be a successfal professional in this field? 

This interview should be no more than fi~ur pages (double-spaced typed) ~n 
length (not including any attachments). 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 
http:i/xvwxv.unc, edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The hunran brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [nrailto: &email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:23 PM 

To: dstr oman@ errmil.tmc, edu 
Subject: first part 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:10 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: 2 quick questions 

Call me about    . Need a 3.0+ GPA and be of good character I have the 
invitation and vouch for your goodness of spirit. :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: 
Sent: Friday, 1:09 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sut~iect: RE: 2 quick questions 

~)email uric edu ] 

Thanks[ 

OnFri,           12:34:21 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

< dstroman@emaih unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, send me your PID and I can enroll you. You will be with 

I will be in touch regarding 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [mailto: (&emaihunc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 11:24 AM 

To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 

Subject: 2 quick questions 

Do you think writing the nexvsletter could be considered filed experience 

for the EXSS    course? Just asking :-) 

And how- does one receive an invitation for ? 

THAix?KS! 

University of North Carolina, c/o 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:14 PM 

@emml.~mc.edu> 

RE: The Club - OFFICERS PAGE 

EXSS Overview.lxtf 

Hi Are you still interested in EXSS 
to enrollyou. See attached. 

If so, I need your PID asap 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 

http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: ’]"he human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (a)email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 7:13 AM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: RE: ’]"he Club - O[~]:ICERS PAGE 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 
’]7hat works! See you at 4pr!! 

On Sat,           21:31:57 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dstroman@email. unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi Are you available after 3:45 on Tuesday? 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

> L2"qC at C’hapel Hill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin ~vas first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 

Company. 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 

> From: "~email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Tuesday, 7:18 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: RE: The Club - OFFICERS PAGE 

> 

> 

> Hey Dr. Stroman, 

> \~"hat does your schedule look like for when we get back from break? Monday 

> or Tuesday?...I want to start doing what you and I talked about regarding 

> meeting w-ith you with about club progress. 

> 

> Thanks, 

> 

> 

> 

> On Tue, 17:01:36 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

> <dstroman@email unc edu> wrote: 

>> Officers Page on the Website: 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Current Officers 

>> 

>> <http://studentorgs.unc. edu,’carsbciindex.phpiofficers? format pdft> PDF 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

<http://studentorgs.uncedu/carsbc/index.phpiofficers?tmpl component&print 1 

>> &page > Print 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

<http://studentorgs.uncedu/carsbc/index.php/componentimailto/?tmpl componen 



>> 

> 

t&link =aHR 0cDuvL3N0dWRlbnRvcmd~rl .nVuYy5 [Z HUvY2Fyc2 JjL2 luZGV4LnB ucCgv’ZmZpY2Vyc 
>> w%3D%3D> E-marl 

>> Our leadership team for the schuul year include: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Hi[ My name is and I am from . I 
have 
>> lived in my whole life, graduating from 
>> I am a at UNC, planning on rtlajolitlg in sports 
>> administration and business. I would like to pursue a career related to 
>> sports business, but I am not sure exactly to what extent. I am a huge 
>> sports fan[ I root for 
> 
>> . Some of the hobbies I enjoy are 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

My name is . I am a from >> 

>> I have been a Tar Heels fan for my entire life and 
I 
>> have wanted to attend L~NC I would love to 
pursue 
>a 

>> career in , and the CSBC has allowed me to gain 
> some 
>> experience in the field of athletics. It has been a great experience for 
> me 
>> so far! At UNC, I am also a member of 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> WItAT’S MISSING?????????? 
>> 

>> This is YOI_YR chance tu tell people about yourself. Don’t sit un this 
>> oppurtum~ ! 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deburah Struman, } hi)., CLU 
>> 
>> UNC at Chapel }{ill 
>> 

>> Exercise and Spurt Science Dept 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> 
>> http ://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/spurt administration 
>> 

>> Week [y Weird Fact: tIeroin was first marketed b?’ the Bayer Aspirin 
> Company 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(~,email.tmc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, 4:07 PM 
>> To: 
>> ’Dr. Stroman’ 
> ~c: Kevin Guskiewicz 
>> Subject: The Club - GREAT News! 
>> Importance: High 
>> 



>> 

>> 

>> Congratulations! With your demonstration of unified leadership and 
>> inspiration to make this request, I was able to secure Bank of America 
as 
>> our champion sponsor. They will provide us with $500 this year and 
>> marketing 
>> collateral. We will be able to place their logo and information on our 
>> t-shirts and website. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Again, I thank you for yore hustle to my requests, especially the 
website 
>> upgrade. J 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> You are winners and I appreciate you[ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> We may have a rep at ore meeting on Tuesday too. Let’s make sme we 
make 
>> them feel welcome and appreciative of their support. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heelst 
>> 

>> With a BIG smile, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> 

>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 

>> Sport Administration Faculty 
>> 

>> EXSS Academic Advisor 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> 

>> Carolina Spolts Business Club 
>> 

>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Socie~z) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> 

>> dstro@unc.edu 
>> 

>> http ://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "What did I come 
> here 
>> to learn, and what did ! come to teach?" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:17 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Newsletter 

FCP 1.2 TT.docx 

Great work again’. Please connect with               to be your or 
. He is in the Journalism school and needs sport j ournalism 

experience. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: ’]’he human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: 
Sent: Friday, 8:33 AM 
To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Sut~iect:      Newsletter 

(~email unc edu] 

Newsletter 2 is complete on lay end. I’ll save Sunday’s scrimmage, so I’ll 
have something to write about 12~r the next issue 

University of North Carolina, c/o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 4:25 PM 

’Carroll, Andrea S’ <andrea.carroll@bm~kothmerica.com> 

RE: Bank of America / UNC Sponsorship 

Hi, Faxed. Thanks. 

Deborah St:roman, Ph.D., CL£ ~ 

929.863.0336 

htt:p:/,/www.unc.edui~]epts/exerciseisport administration 

Week&" Weird F’oc~: The humar~ brain s~ops growDf~ a~- age !& 

F~m= Carroll, Andrea S [mail~:andrea.carroll@bankofamerica.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:51 AM 
To= dstromanOemail.unc.edu 
Subje~t~ RE: Bank of America / UNC Sponsorship 
Debby, 
My fax number ~s 919.829,6604. or ema~l to andrea.carro~@bankofamer~ca,com 

Andre~ S 

Commerda] Bsnkin~ 

9~9,829,6582 

~= Lynch, ~ohn D 
$eBt~ Tuesday, ~:45 AM 
Te~ dstroman@email.unc.edu 
~¢~ Carroll, Andrea S 
S~ject~ Bank of America / UNC Sponsorship 
l~e~aBce= High 
Debby: 
In order to process the payment, I will need to you to complete the attached forms and mail / email (scan) to Andrea Carroll in Raleigh. 
Once we get these, Andrea and I will reach out to you with next steps. 
John D. Lynch 

Senior Vice President 

Global Commercial Banking / Healthcare & Institutions 

Bank of America Merrill Lynch 

421 Fayetteville Street; 17 Floor 

Raleigh, NC 27601 

919.829.6609 Office 

704.264.2305 Fax 

Cell 

john.d.lynch@ba nkofa merica.com 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:30 plvl 

To: Lynch, 3ohn D 

Subject: RE: Contact 

Let me know abou~ the marketin8 co~lateraL 

Regards, 

Deborah 5troman, Ph-D., CI.U 

~ ~NC at C:}~ape] ~ 

9~98630336 

{] [’q~bl/www.unc.e c]u / dq~! s/’e ~rc {~/~!port :actminist:ra tion 

Week@ Weird Foot: Heroin was first mo~2eted by the Bayer Aspirin Company, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:16 PM 

@emml.unc.e&~> 

EXSS    - Project 

Hi. Here’s a doozy. © Can you look at the students in    and check their schedules? I want to find the most convenient time for them all to meet as a 

group. If it means 8:00 a.m. so be it. © If you want me to be there as you research, let me know. 

BIG Tha nks. 

Go 11eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN-C Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Larubda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4- Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.84-3.0336 

[1 [’q)iZ!fwww.unc.e du / dep] sf’e Eerc i[~!/.~lport :admmist:ra tion 

We are alf students and teachers, t often ask m~,seff; "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:17 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: EXSS    - FESA: EXSS~ .FALLI 

Your call I thil~k Gallo is the most influential man in the depaltment (and 
arguably one of the tops in college sports) and knowing him is a MAJOR 
feather inyour cap. :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: mailto:: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                  5:10 PM 
To: Dr Stroman 
SubJect: Re: EXSS    - 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Do you suggest that I try to set up this interview with Mr. Gallo or Mr 
Grimsley? l wasn’t sure because the assignment asks to get a interview with 
someone who holds a position of "executive or senior [eve[ of sport 
management," Which to me would indicate Mr. Gallo, but because I am working 
with Mr. Grimsley more directly he might be the more approprmte choice 
Let me know you thoughts 

Thanks again for meeting with me this afternoon, l wil[ send you the 
i~[~ormation about Grassroots and the "Lose the Shoes Event" by the end of 
the week 

Sincerely, 

On Wed, 17:02:19 -0500 (EST), "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> Ill Iteels! I have el~ioyed reading your journals and seeing how you are 

> growing in knowledge and experience. You have demonstrated independence 

and 

> initiative, which will sep¢e you well in yo~tr future careers. 

> 

> It is amazing how- time is flying by and I want to make sure you are all 

> aware of this Interview assiglm~ent to be completed by 

at 

> 12:00 p.m. Submit to Digital Dropbox. (Posted in Course Documents too.) 

> 

> We will also meet as a group before the semester is over. I will armounce 

> the date shortly. 

> 

> Dr. Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:22 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: ess.CarolinaSports Business Club.grp: Project Touchdown! - Intbrmation is Posted! 

Glad to hear that you will apply 

As noted in the application, Thursday( ) - Saturday (). Most fly in on 
Thursday and leave Sunday morning 
We try to g~ve two weeks notice. Flexibility is essential ;vith this oiler! 

:) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN(? at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops gro;ving at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: a?emaikunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:17 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
SubJect: Re: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp: ProJect Touchdown! 

- Information is Posted! 

Dr. Stroman, 

I would really love to be a part of this program, I will send you my 
application ASAP. I just have one question, it says you are 
responsible for your transportatmn to        What dates do we need to 
be in       and what day will we be returning to Chapel Hill? Also, 
when will ! find out if! am accepted into the program, just so that ! 
can book a flight there (pending an acceptance) 

t@email.unc.edu 

On , at 4:46 PM, dstro@unc.edu wrote: 

> Interested in participaung in the    ACC Football Championship as 
> an a&ninistrator? Do you xvant valuable experience managing a major 
> sporting event? Consider applying for the PT! Experiential Education 
> program. See Course Documents. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, November 4, 2009 5:33 PM 

’MARILYN MCCLA1N’ < @bellsouth.net>; ’Jewell, Elizabeth A’ <ejewell@NCCU.EDU>; NikkJa Sheppard Lynch 

<nsheppax@email.unc.edu>; McKissick-Melton, Clmnnaine <cmmelton@NCCU.EDU> 

I:W: Stone Memoria] Lecture, ThuB. Nov. 5 at 7pm 

Hi, I witl be at this event (Stone Cerrter) and hope you can make 

FYI. WBB at Smith Center at 7:00, 

d 

919-843-0336 

https/’/www.unc,edu idepts//exe~ciseisport administration 
Week~V Weird Y(2c~: The human braun ~;t~g~s {)rowk~ff at oge ;{8. 

F~m: The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and HJsto~ [maHto:stonecenter=unc.edu@mcsvS.net] On Behalf ~ ~e Sonja Haynes Stone Cen~r for Black Culture 
and Histo~ 
Sent: Tuesday, November 03, 2009 ~:52 AM 
Te: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: S~ne Memorial Lecture, Thurs. Nov. 5 at 7pm 

EmeH not dispbying correcdy? View it in 7our browser 

Fatal Chideya to Deliver the Sonja Ha3q~es Stone 

Mem.or4al Lecture 

Author, journalist and ctdtural critic Farai Chideya will deliver the :[7th Annual Sonja 

Haynes Stone Memorial Lecture on Thursday Nov. 5 at 7 p.m, Chideya, who hosted 

the former itational Public Radio program News & Notes, will discuss Digital Drum or 

Digital Dlwde: Race, Responsibility and Representation in the New f4edla Age, The free 

pubNc taJk will be at 7 p,m, in the Hitchcock NuJtJpurpose Room of the Stone Center, 

A reception win follow the talk. The lecture will be streamed live on Ustreamtv,com, 

The Center’s fall exhibit, The Art of Hanlid Kachmar will be open for viewing before 

and following Lhe Lalk= The exhibit will be on display through Dec= 4= Regular gallery 

hours are Mon-Fd, 10 a.m= - 7 p.m.; closed University holidays= 

Noontime film series concludes Nov. ~o; Diaspora Film FesfivM 

on Nov. 1~ 

._P_#_[.f_£.r_ 

Tues. Nov. 10, Noon 

I.unch provided by the Stone Center; free and open to the public 

Rain 

Thurs, Nov, 1.2, 7 p,m. 

Free and open to the public 

Please help us suppori [he projects and programmhig of our paFiners: 

Tonques Untied Film Screening 

Tues. Nov, 3 at 5:30 p.m. 

Stone Center, Hitchcock Room 

Sponsored by LGBTQ 

Throuqh the Niqht - A Play About Black Men 

Fhurs, Nov. 5 at 7 

Duke University 



Reserve tickets online; or call 684-4444 

Lecture: An Afro-Colombian Perspective on the Human R~qhts Cris~s in Colombia 

Fri, Nov, 6 at Noon 

Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room 

A brown bag lunch event 

Sponsored by Insti[ute for the Study of the Americas 

Contact ~_O_lZ[#__z_£_o__r__@~Z_0_:a_j_LU_ZLC_’_:__e__d___u_. for more information 

At}’o-L aUno hfovements at the Oossroad.s of GIo-ca/ Cr~ses: 

H~storical Dilemmas and Pol~ticai PerspecBves 

Agust~n [.ao, UNass Amherst 

FIi, Nov, 13 at Noon 

Stone Center, Robe~ and Sa~lie Brown Gallery 

Sponsored by the Soda~ Novements Working Group 

Contact #A#_£9_#_ez#3ema~l,unc.edu for more ~nformat~on 

Afro-.Cuban Politics and Identity in New York City~ 1945 -. 1995 

Nancy Raquel Mirabal, San Francisco State University 

Non, Nov, 16 at 6 p,m, 

University Room, Hyde H~I 

Part of The [.atinaio Cultures Speakers Series 

Go Global - Get Your Passport Drive 

Tuesday, Nov, 17: FedEx Global Education Center, Room 4003 

10:00am - 3:00pro 

Wednesday, Nov. 18: FedEx Global Educa[ion Cen~er, Room 4003 

10:00am - 3:00pm 

~ Follow us on Twirler 
~ Become our fan on Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 5:36 PM 

~email .unc.edu> 

FCP 

FCP 1.2 TT.docx 

FYI. 

Go t teels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CL[ ; 

[diqC Exercise and Sport Science Dept:. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Si~ Npha Lambda (Leadership Honors Societ:7) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

We ~re aft students and ~eachers. t O/:~en ask mysel~ "Wha~ did / come here to learn, and what did t come to ~each?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:45 PM 

~emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Welcome to UNC! 

How are you doing? 

htt:p:/iwww.unc.edui~]epts/exerciseisport adrninJstratio~ 
Week~" ~¢~eir~ Fc2c~: The t~v~ar~ ~r~in ~;~~),t~s {~ro~s#~f~ a~- a{~e !& 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, 3:~ PN 
Te~ ’ @email.unc.edu’ 
C¢~ ’dstro@unc.edu’ 
Subject~ Welcome to UNC[ 
Hi       . As your C-Step mentor, I am writing to extend warm greetings to Chapel Hill As a transfer student, there is lots to do and learn so pace yourself. @ I am 
a resource for you, so please communicate early and often!! 
Let’s try to get together next week, if possible. I teach MWF at 11:00. My preference is Wednesday afternoon or Thursday. Let me know your availability. 
I look forward to meeting you! 

Go Heels, 
Dr. Stroman 
Exercise and Sport Science 
Sport Administration Faculty 
EXSS Academic Advisor 
Advisor- Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lamba (LeadersNp Honors Society) 
919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, November 5, 2009 8:56 AM 

@yahoo.com 

Fwd: INFORMATIONAL: Do you suffer ti-om a Premenstrual MoodDisorder? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: INFOPd~SkTIONAL : Do you suffer from a Premenstrual Mood Disorder? 
Date: Wed, 04 Nov 2009 20:46:59 -05~.) 
From: noreply@unc.edu 

To: dstro@unc edu 

Do you suffer from a Premenstrual Mood Disorder? 

If you suffer during the week before menstruation Iicom depression, 
anxiety, irritability or mood swings, and these symptoms are severe 
enough to interfere with normal functioning or intelToersonal 
relationships, then you may have severe premenstmal syndrome (PMS) and 
qualify for research studies conducted in the L~.-C Center for Women’s 
Mood Disorders (David Rubinow, M.D., Director). 

WE 5,~ED WOMEN WHO: 

1 ) have moud symptoms unly pre-menstmally but not a:[’ter the unset of 
menstruation 
2) are medically healthy and nut currently suffering from some uther 
chrunic psychiatric cunditiun 
3) are 18 - 50 years uf age with regular menstrual cycles 

Yuu may quali~ :[’ur research studies that give you diagnustic :[’eedback 
un your symptoms and medical ew~luatiuns You may alsu qualify :[’or 
treatment studies and studies pruviding up tu $420 in compensation 

Ifyuu would like to participate, call Mi)nica (919) 966-2547 

The research study is IRB #05-3000. This email was appruved by the 
UNC-CH Biumedical IRB on 6/5/07. 

This el:nail is sponsored by: Department of Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will unly be sent tu thuse who have indicated 
that they do want tu receive mass emaih To set your irfformatiunal mass 
email preference, logun to the on-line directury web site at 
https ://dir.unc. edu/dir/update. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Univcrsity of North Carolina 
EXSS Dcpartment - Sport A&ninistration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstru@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:58 AM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: ess.CarolinaSports Business Club.grp: Prqiect Touchdown! - Intbrmation is Posted! 

Definitely!!! 

On Wed, 19:05:58 -0500, 

< @email.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> Dr. stroman, 

> 

> do you think members who paid their dues should get preference? 

> 

> 

> 

> dstro@unc edu wrote: 

>> Interested in participating in the     ACC Football Championship as an 

>> administrator? Do you want valuable experience managing a major sporting 

>> event? Consider applying for the PT! Experiential Education program. See 

>> Course Documents. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 

EXSS Department - Spurt ANninistratiun 

919843.0336 

dstru@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:02 AM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: project touchdown 

I don’t thil~ that is a possibility CSRI and his classes have nothing to 
do ~vith PT[ You may want to check with the Dean of Student or Student 
Affairs offices. I would even speak to       or someone in football with 
discretional7 funds. For financial assistance you should oft?r some type of 
extra :) work over the holiday or spring semester. 

Hope that helps. 

Doc 

On Wed, 118:57:03 -0500, 

~email.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> dr. stroman, 

> 

> what do you think the probability of Dr Southall giving us money to go 

> towards our flights for project touchdown? 

> 

> 

Deburah Struman, Ph.D. CLU 

University ofNorth Carulina 
EXSS Department - Sport Adminis~ation 
919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align ?’our passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:50 AM 

~emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Welcome to UNC! 

Hi I should be m my office at 2:00. "¢,qaat is your cell number just in case 
my schedule changes? 

Dr.S~oman 

On Thu, 10:34:40 -0500, .2~email uric edu> 
wrote: 

> Hello Dr Stromar~ 
> 

> This is short notice, but I have time to meet ~vith you today tlcom 
> 12:30-3:00. Let me know if you have time today. I will like to show you 
my 
> schedule for next semester to see what you think. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> On Wed, 17:44:59 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
> <dstroman@email uric edu> wrote: 
>> How are you doing? 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
>> 
>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> 
>> ht tp ://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Front: Deborah Stroman [nrailto:dstronran(d~,,email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, 3:44 PM 
>> To: @email.ur~c.edu’ 
>> Cc: ’dstro@unc.edu’ 
>> Subject: Welcorne to 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Hi . As your C-Step mentur, I am writing to extend warrn greetings 
> to 

>> Chapel Hill. As a transfer student, there is lots to do and learn so 
pace 
>> yourself. J I am a resource for you, so please corrmmnicate early and 
>> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Let’s tly to get together next week, if possible. I teach MVVF at 11:00. 
> My 
>> preference is Wednesday afternoon or Thursday. Let me know your 
>> availability. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I look fol-,vard to meeting you! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 
>> 

>> 

>> 



>> 

>> 

>> t~xercise and Sport Science 
>> 

>> Sport Achninistration Facul~ 
>> 

>> EXSS Academic Advisor 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Ad’,dsor - Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lamba 
(Leadership 
>> Honors Society) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> dstro@tmc.edu 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Uni’,~ersity of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:37 PM 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Fxent Proposal 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ~,email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:46 AM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: Event Proposal 

[)ear Dr Stroman, 

Attached is the proposal fur the               event We wouldn’t hold the 
event until March or April of the spring, but j ust wanted to plant the seed 
of the idea early 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:38 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

@emml.unc.edu~ 

Event Proposal 

Grassroots Soccer Proposal.doc 

Please confirm if you are meeting on Monday I may not be here and that’s 
okay. tlere is an idea that may be a good partnership for the Club in the 
spring. 

Let me l<now what you think.. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: ’]’he human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ,~d)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:46 AM 
To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: Event Proposal 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Attached is the proposal for the               event. We wouldn’t hold the 
event until March or April of the spring, but just wanted to plant the seed 
of the idea early. 



Grassroots Soccer: Lose the Shoes Event Proposal 

I. Who GrassRoots soccer is: 

Mission: Using the power of soccer in the fight against HIV and AIDS, Grassroot Soccer 
provides youth worldwide with the knowledge, life skills and support to live healthier lives. 

How: Setting up and funding soccer tournaments in poor areas in Africa, and using these events 
as locations for HIViAIDS testing and education in the participating communities. 

Vision: A leader in sport-for-development and HIV prevention, Grassroot Soccer improves 
health among youth by continuously developing and improving their innovative educational 
tools and techniques, sharing their model effectively with like-minded partners, and tapping into 
the power and popularity of soccer to advance the global fight against HIV and AIDS. 

More Information: http://www.grassrootsoccer.org/ 

II. What the Lose the Shoes Event is 

The Lose the Shoes event is a 3 on 3 barefoot soccer tournament that is held at college campuses 
across America. All the money raised from team entry fees and sponsorship goes towards 
Grassroots soccer and their funding of soccer tournaments across Africa. 

Complete guide: http:iiv~,~w.grassrootsoccer.orgijoin-the-teamilose-the-shoesidownload- 
materials. 

III. When 

Sometime in the spring semester; either March or April when the weather warms up. 

IV. Benefits for Carolina Sports Business Club 

Chance to learn and practice the intricacies of running a sporting event. 
® Such as getting Campus Safety approval 
o Insurance requirements 
o Procuring materials for holding the sporting event 
~ Having enough volunteers to run the even smoothly. 

Chance to practice promotion skills. 
Chance for many inactive members to become more active in CSBC. 
Chance to hold a philanthropic event and know the joys of altruism. 

If you have any questions please contact me at either @email.unc.edu or l - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:39 PM 

@email. unc.edu-~; 

FW: One more ~lling tx~int 

@email.unc.edu> 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From:: [mailto: O~email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:50 AM 

To: dstroman@em aihunc, edu 
Subject: One more selling point 

[)ear Dr Stroman, 

Also here is a letter from the CEO of Grassroots for school officials in 
hopes of approving a               event. 
http ://www.arassrootsoccer. oraiwp-content/uploads/LTSLetterToSchoolOfflcials pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:45 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

Hi Thanks for following up. I teach at 11 and have meeting 
scheduled after that How is your schedule at 1:15 on Monday? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [.mailto: ’~email.unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:12 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 
I was wondering ifI could come by and talk to you sometime over the 
next few days. If you have any time tomorrow (Friday) I can meet 
anytime between 10:30 and 2:00. Or maybe sometime next week otherwise 
Let me know what you think. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:54 PM 

@email .unc.edu-~; 

~email.unc.edu~;’ 

@email.unc.edu>; 

:@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~t: Proj ect Touchdown! 

Attach: Project Touchdown Flyer pdf; Project Touchdown Application .pdf 

@eraail.tmc.edu~; 

@email.unc.e&~; 

@eraail.unc.edu>; 

@email.mac.edu>; 

~email. unc.edu>; ’ 

@eraaJl.unc.edu>; 

FYI. (posted to Carolina Sports Business Club site) 

interested in participating in the     ACC Football Championship as an administrator? Do you want valuable experience managing a major sporting 

event? Consider applying for the PT! Experiential Education program. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculb" 

E?X2~;S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership } tartars Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(a),unc.edu 

http / /’www.unc.edu,/ deptsiexercise // sport administration 

V~/e are all students and teachers. I often ask mysel~ "VChat did I come here to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emal.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:25 PM 

@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Welcome to UNC! 

Hi        I enjoyed chatting with you. Thanks again for stopping by! 
Don’t be a stranger. :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops grooving at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.uaac.edu [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 10:57 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. 
Subject: RE: Welcome to UNC! 

@email uric edu] 

My cell is . I am not really sure where your office is 
located 
Please let me know if you can if not I will find out where it is. 

Thanks, 

Quoting "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D." <dstroman,~email.unc.edu>: 

> 

> Hi. I should be in my office at 2:00. What is your cell number just in 
case 
> my schedule changes? 
> 
> Dr.Stroman 
> 

> On Thu, 10:34:40 -0500, 
> wrote: 
>> Hello Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> This is short notice, but I have time to meet with you today from 
>> 12:30-3:00. Let me know if you have time today I will like to show you 
>my 
>> schedule for next semester to see what you think. 
>> 

>> Thaaks, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Wed, 17:44:59 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
>> <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> How are you doing? 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 

>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> 919843.0336 
>>> 

>>> http://w~vw uric. edu/depts/exerciseisporta&ninistration 
>>> 

>>> Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops grooving at age 18 

>>> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Friday, 3:44 PM 
>>> To: @email.unc.edu’ 
>>> Cc: ’dstro@unc.edu’ 
>>> Subject: Welcome to UNC’. 

~@email.unc.edu> 



>>> tli As your (;-Step mentor, I am ~vritmg to extend warm 
greetings 

>>> Chapel Hill As a transfer student, there is lots to do and learn so 
> pace 
>>> yourself J I am a resource for you, so please communicate early and 
>>> oftent t 

>>> Let’s tr¢" to get together next week, if possible. I teach )~B!VF at 
11:00. 
>> My 
>>> preference is Wednesday afternoon or Thursday. Let me know your 
>>> availabilib’. 

>>> I look forward to meeting you! 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> Dr. Strornan 

>>> Exercise and Sport Science 

¯ > Sport A&ninistration Faculty 

>>> EXSS Academic Advisor 

>>> Advisor - Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lamba 
> (Leadership 
>>> Honors Society) 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> dstro@unc, edu 

> Deborah Stroman, PhD. CLU 

> University. of North Carolina 
> EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

> 919.8430336 

> dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:30 PM 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Hello! 

Hi     Thanks for your inquiry. Please feel free to give me a call or 
let’s set an appointment. I am available on Wednesday aI’ternoons and 
Thursdays 

Our major is very practical for those interested in allied health fields 
such as medicine, dentistly, and physical therapy. I would also encourage 
you to join the L~,-C PT Club. 

I hope to hear from you soon! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
h~p://*vw*v.uncedu/deptsiexercise/sport adminisgation 

Weekly Weird Fact: ’]’he human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Cookie Newsom [mailto:newsom(~r)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:06 PM 
To: 
Cc: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Hello! 

Hello 
I am taking this opportunity to cyber introduce to you my friend and 
colleague Dr. Deborah Stroman She is good people and a great person to 
know!    , Dr. Stroman, Lvr. Stroman,    t! :-) 

wrote: 
> Thar~k you for giving your time at the netwurking night! I ant the one who 
> was interested in physical therapy and considering Exercise and Sports 
> Science as a nrajor (in addition to Psychology). You racntinned an Exercise 
> and Sports Science professor? I would most appreciate the opportunity to 
> meet with him. 
> 

> Thanks againt 
> 

> Best, 
> 

> 

M. Cookie Ncwsom, Ph.D. 
Director of Diversity Education and Assessment 
Diversity and Multicultural Affairs 
CB#9125 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, Nolth Carolina 27599 
919-962-6962 

"Be ashamed to die until you have won sonre victory for mankind’,,,Hurace 
Mann 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:32 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS 

Attach: EXSS Overview.lxtf 

Hi      Please note the attached. If you are interested please send me your 
PID Thanks’. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [rnailto ~email.unc. edu] 
Sent: rfhursday, ~2:13 PM 

To: dstroman@em aibunc, edu 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

My name is            and i’m a Junior Journalism-PR and Sports 
Communication major here at UNC. I am interested in the EXSS 
class. I spoke to                , who is currently in the class and she 
told me what a great opportunity ~t is. I am a member of the 

program with        and starting in the Spring I will be a member of 
the        video sta:ff as well I love sports and spend a lot of’my rune 
working in the        Office, so I thought this class would be a good 
fit. I’m not sure what requirements there are to be placed into the class, 
but if you could just let rue l~mw if there is any possible way I could take 
this class this coming spring semester. Thanks so much. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Thursday, 2:35 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: One more selling point 

How about Tuesday? If you can’t meet at least empower someone to call the 
meeting for next week. Need to set a date for November’s monthly meeting. 
Invites are GaiN Sobba and Dwayne Ballen -- Sport Marketing Focus. 

~??? Set the date so the guests can check their calendars for 
availability 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNCI at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops grooving at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto 5~!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: ~Ihursday, 2:15 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: One more selling point 

I’m not sure I will be able to meet 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 
To: 
To: 
Sut~iect: FW: One more selling point 
Sent:             1:38 PM 

(io Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel ttill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc. eduidep ts/exerciseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From:     [mailto ,@,email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Th~sday, 11:50 AM 

To: dstroraan@email.~mc, edu 
Subject: One more selling point 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Also here is a letter from the CEO of Grassroots for school officials in 
hopes of approving a               event. 
http :i/www.gra ssroot soccer, org/wp-content&ploadsiLTSLetter ToSchoolOfficia 
ls.pdf 

Sent on the SprintR Now- Network from my BlackBerryR 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday 2:35 PM 

~gmml.com> 

RE: ess.CarolinaSports Business Club.grp: Project Touchdown! - Intbrmation is Posted! 

wish you could too. 

Go } ic,’ls, 

Weekly Weird Fact: The ,~umm~ brain stops growing at oge !8. 

~, [mailto: 9gmail.com] 
Se~t~ Thursday, 2:2~ PH 
Te~ dstro@unc.edu 
S~ject~ Re: ess.Carolina_Spor~_Business_Club.grp: Project Touchdown~ 

w~t to do k~’.~ loi 
¯ Information is Posted! 

On Wed,             at 4:46 PM, <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
Intemsled in participating in the     ACC Football Championship as a~ Mminislralx~r? Do you want vaJuable experience managing a major sporting event? Consider 
applying for the PT! Experiential Education program. See Course Documents. 

Universib~ of North Carolina, Class of 

@alumnLunc.e&~ 
(c) 

"Human beings, by chm~ging the inner attitudes of their minds, can change the outer aspects of their lives."--William James 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 2:58 PM 

@med.unc.edw~; 

FW: Friday Lunch with Coach Davis 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hi. It’s another INVITE~ @ Let me know if you can join rne [ornorrow. Grea[ food and fun [alk by Coach. 

Deborah 

9 i9,84&0336 

Wa’ekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age’ 18, 

F~m: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent." Sunday, ~:O1 PM 
To: undisclosed-recipients: 
Subject-" Friday Lunch with Coach Davis 

Hello! 

Just a reminder for Lunch with Coach Davis, this Friday, ~ at NOON. 

Please let me know if you are unable to make it from your previous RSVP. 

ALSO~ if you would like to bring fellow colleagues with you who would also enjoy the experience, please let me know no later than Wed. 

Lunch will be on the 5th floor of the Kenan Football Center. The best entrance is from the Hall of Honor on the 1st floor (Front of the Kenan Football Center by the Charlie 

Justice statue). Please take the elevator to the 5th floor, 
Any questions, please feel free to email or call me. 

I look forward to seeing you on Friday. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:21 PM 

@emaJl. unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lyun <dstro@unc.edtr"~ 

Project 

@em~Jl. unc.edu> 

Hi       and      . Another project!! Are you available on Monday, 
will meet at Kenan with Coach Berry. 
Let me know asap. 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administrat:ion Faculty 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Flonors Society) 
4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.ed~ 

We are ell students end teechers, t often ask myse~~, "Whet did I come here to learn, end whet did t come to teech?" 

between the times of ~0 - :l for one hour? Preferably at :10 or at noon. We 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:25 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

RE: - Sunday 

Hi         Time for more work! Are you available to do any painting this 
weekend? I am going to the football game on Saturday but have time that 
morning before 1:00 and on Sunday. 

Thanks 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops grooving at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [!nailto:: (@~mail com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ’ 11:17 AM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: R~kR - Sunday 

Deborah, 

It was good talking to you this morning. Thanks again for signing up 
for a we really do appreciate your support. Myself and 
another will be at your home 9am on Sunday morning prepared to 
paint and move boxes[ Just a reminder, you supply paint 
brushes/paint/tools/etc., and we’ll supply the labor. My contact 
in]f~rmation is below in case you have aW questions or changes. Please 
don’t hesitate to give me a call. 

Thanks agmn, 

@gmai[.com 
(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emafil.uuc.e&~> 

Thursday, 3:28 PM 

@med.unc.edw* 

RE: Friday Lunch mfl~ Coach Davis 

Tuesday after 5:30? 

http:/iwww,unc.edui~]epts/exerciseisport administration 

Week~V Weird Fc2c~: The humar~ broin ~;tops {~row#~g at age 

F~m: [mailto:: @med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,                3:22 PM 
To: Debby Stroman 
S~bject: Re: Friday Lunch with Coach Davis 

:( I have class every Friday at noon... 

and I would really like to meet with you -lunch? Dinner? Coffee? Please let us know... 

...miss you! 

On 2:57 PM, "Debby Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi. It’s another INVITE. @ ket me I<now if you can join me tomorrow, Great food and fun tall< by Coach. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph,D,, CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hiii 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept, 

93.9,843.0336 

htt p:!iwww.u nc.ed u!depts/exerdseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Yuct: The hum, on bn~in stop.~ growing at age 18. 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Sunday, 4:01 PM 
To: undisclosed-recipients: 
Subject-" Friday Lunch with Coach Davis 

Hello! 

Just a reminder for Lunch with Coach Davis, this Friday, at NOON. 

Please let me know if you are unable to make it from your previous RSVP. 

ALSO, if you would like to bring fellow colleagues with you who would also enjoy the experience, please let me know no later than Wed 

Lunch will be on the 5th floor of the Kenan Football Center. The best entrance is from the Hall of Honor on the $st floor (Front of the Kenan Football Center by the Charlie Justice statue). 

Please take the elevator to the 5th floor. 

Any questions, please feel free to email or call me. 

I look forward to seeing you on Friday. 

Beth 



Beth Brid~er 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 

, PT, PhD 

Assistant Professor 

Division of Physical Therapy 

Department of Allied Health Sciences 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB #7135, Bondurant Hall 

919.843.8647 

Fax: 919.966-3678 

h tt p:i!www, med:unc.eduia h si~hysica 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:35 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Newsletter DEADL1NE 

FYI Try to send me your newsletter by 12:00 noon on Tuesdays. That ~vay we 

ensure distribution in the TEAM TEMPO (fans of       listsel~’. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops grooving at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:33 AM 
To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Subject:      Newsletter 

Newsletter 2 is complete on my end I’ll save Sunday’s scrinnnnge, so 
have something to write about for the next issue. 

Universi~ of North Carolina, cio 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Thursday, 3:44 PM 

@emaJl. unc.edu 

Contact - 

Hi Please give me a call when possible. Thanks! 

Go ~eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena Alpha Lamhda (Lea~]ership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(~unc.edt~ 

http:!///www.unc.edu/ depts/’exercise/’ sport administ:r~tion 

We are all student.~ a,~d teacher.~, l @en ask myse@ "What did I come ,~ere to learn, a,~d what did I come to teach ?" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, ~:01 PM 

@med.unc.edu-* 

RE: Friday Lunch mfl~ Coach Davis 

Wednesday and Thursday of next week ~re not good for me. Maybe kmch on Friday? 

htt:p:/iwww,unc.edui~]epts/exerciseisport adrninJstratio~ 

Weekly Weird Fc2c~: The humar~ braun ~;tops {~row#~g at age !& 

F~m: [mailto: @med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,                ,3:4~ PM 
To: Debby Stroman 
Subject: Re: Friday Lunch with Coach Davis 

I have class until 9pro on Tuesdays...how are Thursdays? 

On 3:28 PM, "Debby Stroman" <dstrornan@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept, 

9~.9,843.0336 

htt p:!iwww.u nc.ed u!depts/exerdseisport administration 

Weekly Weird F~ct: 77~ humph bm:n ,s~op:; growing o~ oge 280 

From: [mailto: @med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,                3::[2 PM 
To: Debby Stroman 
Subject: Re: Friday Lunch with Coach Davis 

:( I have class every Friday at noon... 

and I would really like to meet with you -lunch? Dinner? Coffee? Please let us know... 

...miss you! 

On        2:57 PM, "Debby Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi. k’s another INVITE, @ {et me know if you can join me tomorrow. Great food and fun tall< by Coach, 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph,D,, CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept, 

9~.9,843.0336 

htt p:!iwww.u nc.ed u!depts/exerdseisport administration 
Weekly Weird Y~ct: The hum, an bn~in stops growing at age 28. 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:0:[ PP1 
To: undisclosed-recipients: 
Subject: Friday Lunch with Coach Davis 

Hello! 



Just a reminder for Lunch with Coach Davis, this Friday, at NOON. 

Please let me know if you are unable to make it from your previous RSVP. 

ALSO, if you would like to bring fellow colleagues with you who would also enjoy the experience, please let me know no later than Wed 

Lunch will be on the 5th floor of the Kenan Football Center. The best entrance is from the Hall of Honor on the 1st floor (Front of the Kenan Football Center by the Charlie Justice statue). 

Please take the elevator to the 5th floor. 

Any questions, please feel free to email or call me~ 

I look forward to seeing you on Friday. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(cl 

, PT, PhD 

Assistant Professor 

Division of Physical Therapy 

Department of Allied Health Sciences 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB #7135, Bondurant Hall 

919.843.8647 

Fax: 919.966-3678 

h__~_n__._ll_~_~_~:_m~__._~_~_:~_~J__~_h__U__~h_7_~_t~_! 

, PT, PhD 

Assistant Professor 

Division of Physical Therapy 

Department of Allied Health Sciences 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB #7135, Bondurant Hall 

919.843.8647 

Fax: 919.966-3678 

http:/iwwwmned.unc.edu/ahs/physical 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, November 5, 2009 4:03 PM 

McMurray, Bob <exphys@email.unc.e&~ 

RE: [peess- 1] 

Congrats to you too! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robert McMurray [mailto:exphvs@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2009 7:31 AM 
To: The peess-fmailing list 
Subject: [peess-f] 

When you see            , please congratulate him fur passing his 
doctural written and ural cumprehensive exams He cumpleted the process 
or the written exam, the grant proposa[ and the oral exam [ate yesterday 
afternuon. His committee was made of of myself, Claudiu and Terry Combs 
(a biuchemist from the Dept ufNutritiun) 
Bub 

--- Yuu are currently subscribed tu peess-f as: dstroman@emaikunc.edu. To 
unsubscribe send a blank 
emai[ to 
leave-25727(M6-9992594 dde434045d4b097c 867e66f85d5 bSa20@listserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:29 PM 

@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Thanks I ~vill be in touch 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: @email.m~c.eduj 
Sent: Thursday, ~ 3:59 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

I took a look at the attached sheet and I am very interested, what a great 
opportunity to gain hands on experience. My PID # is           . ~I1qanks! 

On Thu,            14:32:27 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroman@emaih unc edu> wrote: 

Hi Please note the attached. If you are interested please send me 
your PID Thanks! 

Go }]eels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: ~Ihe human brain stops growing at age 18 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: (~,cmail.unc. edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:13 PM 

To: dstr oman@emaihunc.edu 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Professor Stroman, 

My name is            and i’m a Junior Jottrnalism-PR and Sports 
Corrm~tmication major here at UNC. I am interested in the EXSS 

> class. I spoke to                , xvho is currently in the class and she 
> told me what a great opportuni~" it is. I am a member of the 
> program with and starting in the Spring I will be a member 
of 
> the video staff as well. I love sports and spend a lot of tW 
time 
> working in the        Office, so I thought this class would be a good 
> fit. I’m not sure what requirements there are to be placed into the 
class, 
> but if you could just let me kno~v if there is any possible way I could 
take 
> this class this coming spring semester. Thanks so much. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:35 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: FW: Ffday Lunch with Coach Davis 

Yes. I will see you there’. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto @email unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:18 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: Friday Lunch ~vith Coach Davis 

’]7his suunds great! Unfortunately I have lunch plans tumurruw 

Are you still planning on gulng tu the Stune (;enter talk this evening at 
7pro’? 

Deburah Struman wrute: 

tli. It’s anuther INVITE J Let me knuw ifyuu can juin me tumurrow. 

Great fuod and :gun talk by Cuach. 

>d 

Gu Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

/Weekly Weird Fact: The hmnan brain stops growing at age 18./ 

*From:* Beth Bridget [nrailto :bridgerb(d~,,anc aa.unc.edu] 

*Sent:* Sunday-, 4:01 PM 

*To:* undisclosed-recipients: 

*Subject:* Friday Lunch with Coach Davis 

Hello! 

Just a reminder for Lunch with Coach Davis, this Friday, 

at NOON. 

Please let me know if you are/unable/to make it from your previous 

RS~,’P. 

ALSO_ if you would like to bring fellow colleagues with you who 

would also enjoy the experience, please let me know / no later than 

Wed      / 

Lunch will be on the 5th floor of the Kenan Football Center. The best 



entrance is from the Hall of Honor on the 1st floor (Front of the 
Kenan Football Center by the Charlie Justice statue). Please take the 
elevator to the 5th floor. 

2my questions, please feel free to email or call me. 

I look forward to seeing you on Friday 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
Assistant Director/Learning Specialist Academic Support for 
Student-Athletes UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

bridgerb@uncaa.anc.edu <mailto:bridgerb(~uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 4:58 PM 

~)email .unc.edu>; 

@email .unc.edtv~; ’ 

@email.unc.edu>; 
@email.nnc.edtP- 

FW: ess.Carolina Sports Business Clnb.grp: Project Touchdown! 

@email.tmc.edtr>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edtv~; 

- Information is Posted! 

~)email.m~c.edu>; 

@email. unc.edu>; ’ 

~)emaJl.unc.edu>; 

FYI. Meeting date. 

D,’borat~ S~:roman, Ph,D., CL( i 

]Tttt:~)~/~2/www,unc.edu//de~)tsz/’cxercJse//~}>orI: ad~xlilTtJ strat{oi~ 

F~m= dstro@unc.edu [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:51 PN 
To~ dstro~unc,edu 
Subject~ ess,Carolina_Spo~s_Business_Club~grp: Project Touchdown~ 2009 - Information is Posted! 

Interesled in participating in the     ACC Football Championship as an adminislrator? Do you warn valuable experience managing a major sporting event? Consider 

applying for the PT! Experientia] Education program. See Course Documents. 

Update: Mandato~ ACC Meeting is Tuesday, - 9:00 - 12:00 p.m. 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:05 PM 

To: @email. unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Prqiect 

Excellent. Thanks! 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLI ~ 

9 Z9.@~3.0336 

http:/iwwwamc.edui~]epts/exerciseisport administration 

Week~" Weird F’c~c~: The humar~ broin ~;tops {Vow#~f~ at age !& 

F~m: ~email.unc.edu [mail~: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:58 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Project 

Hi Dr. Stmma~, 

I hope that you are well. I spoke with i . Noon works the best for the both of us. See you then. 

Sent via BlackBerry ti~om T-Mobile 

Frown: "Deborah Stroman" <Jstroma~@e~nail.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu,           15:20:52 -0500 

To:                 @email.uuc.edu>;                @e~naJl.unc.edtc, 

Co: ’Dr. Stroman’<dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Project 

Hi and Another project!! Are you available on Monda% 

will meet at Kenan with Coach Berry. 

Let me know asap. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institut:e 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(?~,anc.ed~ 

http:/’ /www.unc.edu /’ depts// exercise /’sport administration 

We are all students and teachers, t often ask myseb~, "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 

between the times of 10- 1for one hour? Preferably at 10 or at noon, We 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Friday, 9:32 AM 

@gmaJl.com> 

RE: - Sunday 

Hi Yes, next Sunday ~vill be fine. Thanks Have fun this weekend! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops grooving at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [rnailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sul~ject: Re:     - Sunday 

5:54 PM 

@gmail.com] 

Hey Dr. Stroman! 

We’ll actually be out o:[’town this weekend, racing in TN - should be a 
lot o:[" fun. What about next weekend? rm free on Sunday the and 
I’m sure I could round someone else up if’need be 

Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email unc edu> wrote: 
> tIi Time for more work! Are you available to do aW painting 
this 
> weekend? I am going to the J~otbal[ game on Saturday but have time that 
> morning be[ore 1:00 and on S~day 
> 

> Thanks. 

> I~ S~oman 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CI.U 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Spo~ Science Dept. 

> 919.843.0336 
> http://www.unc.ed~’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: ~e human brain stops growing at age 18. 

Original Message ..... 
> From:               [g~ailto: ~gmail.com] 
> Sent: We&~esday,~ ~ 11 : 17 AM 
> To: dstro@unc.edu 
> Subject: - Sunday 
> 

> Deborah, 
> 

> It was good talking to you this morning. Thanks again for signing up 
> for a , we really do appreciate your support. Myself and 
> another will be at yore home 9am on Sunday morning prepared to 
> paint and move boxest Just a reminder, you supply paint 
> brushes/paint/tools/etc., and we’ll supply the labor. My contact 
> itfformation is below in case you have any questions or changes. Please 
> don’t hesitate to give me a call. 
> 

> Thanks again, 

> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> @gmail.com 
> (c) 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@unc.edu 
(c) 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Friday, 9:36 AM 

~emml.unc.edu> 

FW: [nnde~raduate] Balance Study 

Balance Class Flyer .doc 

FYI. Get involved and get experience! :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sherry Salyer [mailto:salver~email uric edu] 
Sent: Friday, 6:35 AM 
To: EXSS Undergrad list 
SubJect: [undergraduate] Balance Study 

Attached is a wonderful opportunity to work on a study sponsored by the 
UNC Physical Therapy department. ’]7his study is an on-going one; I have 
sent this iN2~rmation in previous semesters too. 

If you are interested in PT, PA, OT, or any medical field, this sin@ will 
be very appropriate for you. 

Sherry Salyer, EdD. 
Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies Department of Exercise 
and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Gym 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-6947 
Fax: 919-%2-0489 

Assistant Dean 
The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and the 
General College CB# 3110,2017B Steele Building 
919-843-~1481 

Fall 2009 Advising Hours: 

TR: 2-4--in 2017-B Steele 

Departmental advising hours: by appointment 

-- You are currently subscribed to undergraduate as: dstro@unc.edu. To 
unsubscribe send a blartk email to 
leave-25736023-20725646 67d0660a634b 194ace5322a39307c2ff@listsel~,’ unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:38 AM 

~email. unc.edu> 

RE: Quick Question 

Good Please connect today. She told me she left you a message. Thales 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: @email unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:38 ~AzM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Quick Question 

]7hank you for the advice and information. I have emailed 
can’t wait to get involved. 

and 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Hi. See attached. Contact directly to get involved in some 

> capacity. 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

> UNC at Chapel Hill 

> F.xercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> 919.8430336 

> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: [mailto (@email.unc edu] 

> Sent: Tuesday, 7:43 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: Re: Quick Question 

> 

> Thar~zs, I understand! I may be able to stop by tomorrow around 1:00, 

> does that work? I have something going on tomorrow at 2:15, but I am 

> free from 1:00 until then. If some time then doesn’t work, it’s fine and 

> we can figure something else out! 
> 

> Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 8, 2009 7:30 PM 

McMurray, Bob <exphys@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr> 

Re: Teaching evaluation 

Hi Bob I overlooked a guest speaker I have scheduled for this Wednesday 
:( Is there anyway we can have the evaluation on Friday or anytime next 
week>? 

Debby 

On Men, 02 Nov 2009 08:31:37 -0500, Robert McMurray <exphys@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Debbie, 
> My flight back from Iowa has been shifted ~2~r next Mnnday We have 
> to re-schedule How about the Wednesday (Nov 1 lth) class’? 
> Bob 
> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D wrote: 
>> Hi Bob. I am back home and doing well. Spending time with my family, 
>> especially his children, really helped to ease the loss. 
>> 

>> Thanks for your note and I will see you next Monday. 
>> 

>> Hugs, 
>> 

>> debby 
>> 

>> 

>> On Fri, 30 Oct 2009 13:48:01 -0400, Robert McMu.rray 
>> <exphys@email.unc. edu> 

>>> Debby, 
>>> You may not get this, but I understand. Let’s put this of[’until a 
>>> *ve& from Monday (Nov 9th) 
>>> Bob 

>>> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>>>> Hi Bob. I ara about to leave for . I feel 
good 
>>>> about Monday, but I do want you to knoxv if things are more difficult 
>> than 
>>>> I 
>>>> expect, I may contact you to reschedule. I will let you knoxv if I 
DON’T 
>>>> feel 
>>>> up to it either Sunday- night or Monday morning. 

>>>> Thanks for understanding. 

>>>> Hugs, 

>>>> debby 

>>>> Go Heels, 
>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>> http ://wwwunc. edu/depts/exerciseisportadministration 
>>>> Weekly Weird Fact: iVlan is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: Robelt McMurray [mailto:exphvs@email unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 8:16 
>>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>>> Subject: Re: Teaching evaluation 

>>>> Deb, 
>>>> I am going to t~’ for Monday the 2nd. That leaves me the 9th if I 
>>>> need a back up 
>>>> Bob 

>>>> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>>>>> Hi Bob. I am available on Monday, November 2 or Monday, November 9 I 

>>>>> at 11:00 in Fetzer 106. 



>>>>> Thanks[ 

>>>>> Go Heels, 
>>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>>>>> }{xercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>>> 9198430336 
>>>>> http ://www.unc.edu/depts/exer ciseisport administration 
>>>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
>>>>> Company. 
>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: Robert McM~ray [mailm:exphs~s(~email.~mc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 2:25 PM 
>>>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>>>> Subject: Teaching evaluation 

>>>>> Debbie, 
>>>>> Some time this month I am supposed to attend one of yore classes 
>> and 
>>>>> review yore teaching. To avoid any exan dates, outside lect~ers, 

>>>>> please provide some potential dates and times. I do teach 8-11 on 
>>>>> Tuesdays and Thursdays as well as 9-12 on Fridays. Hopefully- we will 

>>>>> not have a scheduling conflict???? 
>>>>> Bob 

>> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Facul~z 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:36 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Feedback Needed 

Hi       You are the leader. Provide options but have a plan in place 
simultaneously. 

For example, provide them with THREE (no more, no less) concrete dates 
listing your preferences based on research (availabili~z, conflicts, etc.) 
Note: March Madness is basketball month so you have pros and cons Why not 
gear it arouaad a week where there are great basketball gaines for men’s and 
women’s teams? IF you ~vant this event to be the premiere student activity, 
promote it as such and don’t worry about other student events Now, I would 
not compete with Dance Marathon though because that is a major traditional 
event. :) 

Use this link as a guide - http:/itarheelblue cstv.comicalendar/events/and 
cross reference it with the university calendar - 
http://re~web.oit.unc edu/ca lendars/aca demic cal09-11 php 

Hope this helps! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc. edu/dep is/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:24 AM 
To: 
Cc: @kenan-flagler.unc.edu; 

; Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Subject: Feedback ~eeded 

Good Morning, 

We have a small conflict and I need some immediate feedback. So the 
original date we were looking at for our contest(       ) conflicts with 
Dance Marathon. So do we want to go with the very next week i        ), or 
a Sunday, or do we risk going March as interest in basketball in winding 
down and full of unpredictability, or going up a few weeks to the last week 
of       or the first week of l         A kcy thing to consider is 
working around the start times of our basketball teams and overcoming the 
obstacles that each possible date may present. 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:51 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Proj ect 

Great win and great seeing you! We are set for noon on ne×t Monday, 

project ~or the 

Debor~h S~rolnan, PI~.D,, CLU 

! ~NC at C}~apd Mi]i 

919 84.3 0336 

Weekly Weird Foct: The human brain stops g~owing at age 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday,                3: 2~ PN 

¢¢~ ’Dr. Stroman’ 
Subject: Project 
Impo~ance: High 

Hi ~nd Anothe~ project~ A~e 

will meet ~t Ken~n with Co~ch Berry. 

Let me ~now 

Go t ieels, 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC ExeKise and Sport Science Dept:. 

Sport Administration Pacuhy 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Si~a ~pha Lambda (Leadership Honors Societ:y) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.84&0336 

The students will meet us in the lobby and then to discuss the organizational 

between the times of 10- 1for one hour? Preferably at 10 or at noon. We 

We are all students and teachers, t often ask mysel~ "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, ~ 9:51 AM 

@emaJl. unc.edu>; 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE:            , Project 

~em~Jl. unc.edu> 

Hi. Meet on the at noon ii~ the lobby of Kenan. (C. Justice statute) ot,t front 

Deborah ;!%.roma::. Ph D., (31 ,U 
: ~NC at Chaps ~ 

Kxerdsa a:ad Spo~t Sdc:ace 
9 :qL8~3.0336 

}W:p:!///www.unc.ec]u/ clepts/%xercise// sport aclminisLr~tion 

Weekly Weird Fact: 77~e human bmm s~o#s growin9 a~ oge :& 

E~m= Deborah Stroman [mai~to:dstroman@ema~l.unc,edu] 
Seat= Thursday,                3:21 PN 

C~= ’Dr. Stroman’ 
Subject: Project 
Impedance= High 

Hi and Another project~ Are you available on Monday, 

will meet at Kenan with Coach Berry. 

Let me know asap. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.I), CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Adminis[rafion Facul~ 

~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport ~esearch Institut:e 

Carolina Sports I~usiness Club 

Si~a ~pha Lambda (Leadership ~onors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Mill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

htt£:/’/www.unc.e du/~de£ts//exercise/%?ort administration 

between the times of 10 - I for one hour? Preferably at 10 or at noon. We 

We are aft students and teachers. I often ask myself, "W,~at did ! came here to learn, and what did I came to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:06 AM 

’@email. unc.edu> 

RE: ~B Newsletter 3 

Excellent’. 

Remember Tarheels is incorrect. Tar Heels is the correct name for us. :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~ [mailto:    ~@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:33 PM 
To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 
Sublect: WBB Newsletter 3 

Newsletter 3 :-) 

University ufNorth Carolina, c/o 
Exercise and Spurts Science m~ior 
Recreation Administration minor 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:08 AM 

Williams- Johnson, Tracey D <twilliam @ uncaa, unc .edu> 

FCP Newsletter 

Hi Tracey. Can you give me one or two sentences on the status of explanation) and (something to 
bring closure to fans 
"Communication reduces stress" and I want to stop gossip and the inquiries. © Let me know if you want me to give a shot and then I will send it back to 

you for approval. 

Thanks. 
Go Heels, 
d 

Deborah Strornan, Ph.D., CL[ ; 
[diNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept:. 

Sport Administration Faculty 
E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Si~ Npha Lambda (Leadership Honors 
4 Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 
Chapel HIlL NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

h!i~p:f fwww.u*!c.e,~t~/’~Jept~!/exe r@~e/’sporI administration 

We ore aft students and teachers, t @en ask mysel~ "What did ~ came here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:13 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Nevermind! 

Hi I submitted ?,our name for enrollment Make sure your hours are okay so 
that the registration goes through. 

We will get more involved for EXSS    when this semester ends Focus on 
your current work If you have spare time, it would be prudent to learn more 
about              so you can be a valuable asset to their organization 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which the?, start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: [mailto: (~email uric edu] 
Sent: Sunday,                   ~ 4:41 PM 
Tu: Deborah Struman 
Subject: RE: Nevennind! 

Hi I)r Struman, 

I just wanted tu fullow up on this, what can I do to add this class and 
louk mure intu             ? 

Thanks, 

On Tue,            14:13:15 -0400, "Deburah Struman" 

< dstroman@emaih unc.edu> wrute: 

> Okay. I have friends uver at Check them out and let me know 

> if this ~pe uf experience wuuld be valuable to you. 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

> L2,1C at C’hapel Hill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 

> From: [mailto (~email.~mc.edu] 

> Sent: Tuesday,                 2:11 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: RE: Nevemaind[ 

> 

> 

> That sotmds great, thar~ks Dr. Stroman. I would definitely like to 

> register, my PID is After this surrm~er with the 

> I’ve decided to pursue a career in for now, so I will 

> look into local options (prirnarily            I guess). 

> 

> Thanks, 

> 

> 

> On Tue, 14:07:21 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

> <dstroman@email uric edu> wrote: 

>> I am making exceptions, so you don’t have to be an EXSS SA major. You 

can 

>~ be ¯ gin self-searching/researching organizations you are interested in. 

> Also, 

>> a few weeks prior to the semester, I also provide you with names of 

>> organizations Worst case scenario, I get students placed within the 

>> athletic department arid outside firms. 

>> 



>> Let me kno~v if you ~vant me to register you I need your PID. 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

>> UNC at Chapel Hill 

>> }{xercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> http ://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: [mailto ~,email.unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Tuesday,                  12:49 PM 

>> To: Deborah Stroman 

>> Subject: RE: Nevermind! 
>> 

>> 

>> I would definitely be interested in this class, but I ara not an EXSS 

> ruajor 

>> and have not taken all the requirements. However, I do feel I am 

> qualified 

>> to take this class if you can make an exception. If so, how could I 

find 

>> an internship’.’ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Tue, 11:47:29 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

>> <dstroman@email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Hi. Let me know what concerns you. I may be able to make an exception. 

>>> Thanks. 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 

>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

>>> 919843.0336 

>>> http:/i~vw~v.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sportadministration 

>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: [mailto: @email.unc.edu] 

>>> Sent: Monday, 9:26 PM 

>>> To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 

>>> Subject: Nevermindt 

>>> Sort?’ about the last email. The COlfference call was busy before, but 

> no~v 

>>> that I listened to it I don’t fit the requirements. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, ~ 10:14 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

Hi Let’s meet tomon-ow, Tuesday, at 11:00. Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [.mailto: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, ~4:31 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

I have class until 1:45 but then I have a break until I teach at 3 on 
Monday. If that time won’t work I have free t~me from 10:30 to I on 
Tuesday and Thursday Whichever of those works best ]2~r you just let me 

Thanks, 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Hi ;. Thanks for ~2~llowing up I teach at 11 and have meeting 
scheduled 
> after that ttow is your schedule at 1:15 on Monday? 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

> 919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [mailto: ~emaih unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 12:12 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroraan 
> Subject: Meeting 
> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> I was wondering if I could come by and talk to you sometime over the 
> next few days. If you have any time tomorrow (Friday) I can meet 
> anytime between 10:30 and 2:00. Or maybe sometime next week otherwise. 
> Let me know- what you think. 
> Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:19 AM 

@email. unc.edtr~ 

RE: Sunday 

Hi I am available after 2:00 tomorrow. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [~nailto: @email unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 1:50 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Sunday 

Dr. Stroman, could we please meet early this week? ttope all is well. I 
apulogize fur sending you all the emails, just want to fulluw up. 
Thank yuu! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:20 AM 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Interview Approval 

Good Note: We don’t make a substantial revenue profit. Creative accounting. 

:) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto 2~email uric edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 1:00 PM 
To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 
Sublect: ]merview Approval 

])ear Dr. Stroman, 

Mr. Gallo is ve~ busy the next couple weeks and has requested that we do 
the interview tomorrow. I have added six questions to the ones already 
suggested in the assignment, and am now just seeing your approval of them as 
required 

They are attached 

Thanks so much 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:21 AM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Quick Help 

Make sure you ask about his career path. "¢,qaat has enabled him to create and 
sustain relationships with his peers? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC a Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [mailto: @emaihunc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, 11:04 AM 

To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 

Subject: Quick Help 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to let you know that I have set up my interview with h/Ix. 
Ga]lo. I was curious if you had any specific advice or questions that I 
should direct towards him? 

Thank you so much :[’or your counsel I hope you had a nice weekend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:22 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: E- Joumal 

Great job’. Good seeing you yesterday too. :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto :@email uric edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:53 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: E-Journal 

Hi Dr. Strnman, 

I tried to post on blackboard and it wouldn’t let me last night. I alsu 
tried to email it to you, but for sumeone reason it gut returned to sender 
and I just saw it in my mailbox. Here is my journal though. 

This week has been a very busy week at the          . Tuesday we had 
our    annual curporate luncheon. Over 160 people attended. Tuesday I 
had to cume in early to finalize last minute duor prizes that came in, 
as well as seating assignments, and name tags. This luncheon allowed 
me to meet some players as well as many executives in uther compames 
that have been a proud sponsor for many years, some since the 

move to Raleigh 10 years ago. Today I began compiling all 
the tv affidavits from the month of October. They are then put intu a 
spreadsheet and recorded for their prospective sponsurs. Also today ! 
had tu organize the lottery prize pack give aways in preparation for 
the game tomun-ow night, which I have tu wurk. 

Again I am really surry, 

I also have a few questions about ff~e assigmnent. Could I talk to you 
after class Monday- for a few minutes! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:40 AM 

.~email. unc.edtr~ 

RE: Sunday 

Hi I am m t2ae Smith Building near Swain parking lot and New- East. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [~nailto: @email unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                  10:31 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Sunday 

Okay, so could we meet at two please? ls your office in fetzer? That 
is where my class is that ends at 1:45. Thank you! 

On , at 10:18 AM; "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroman@em ail.unc edu> wrote: 

Hi. I am available after 2:00 tomorrow. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Week]y Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter 
with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [_mailto (~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 1:50 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Sunday 

Dr. Stroman, could we please meet early this week? Hope all is well. I 
apologize for sending you all the emails, just want to follow up. 
Thank you! 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:04 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: The Club - EXSS 

EXSS Overview.txtf 

: ess.Carolin%Sports Business Club.grp 

Hi      Yes, your work with 4 Our Fans would be an acceptable internship 
Please read the attached. Send me your PID if you would like to enrolh 
Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which the?’ start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto (~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:49 AM 
To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 
Subject: Re: The Club - EXSS 

: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hello, my name is            I spoke briefly with you at the 
Networking/Advising Night last ~veek about the EXSS              course. I 
am planning on fulfilling this course by working with Livis Freeman, who 
spoke about his work with 4OurFans, Inc. 

What is the next step that I should take toward enrolling in the course, 
now that I have found my internship? 

Please respond at your earliest convenience. 

Thanks so much, 

P.S. I apologize if this is the second time that you are receiving this 
email, but ray email has been giving me trouble so I want to make sure that 
it gets to you. 

On SutL 23:15:27-0400 (EDT), "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@~mc.edu> 
wrote: 
>FYI - 
> 
> This spring EXSS ~vill be offered again to students interested in 
> receiving academic credit for a sport achninistration internship. This 
field 
> experience offers implementation of theory/and the practical application 
of 
> sport administration in a sport organization ~vorksite under the direct 
> supervision of a business professional. 
> 

> Course Rationale - 
> 

> As the sport industry expands and becomes increasingly more competitive, 
it 
> is crucial that students have tangible experiences to prepare them for 
> post-graduation employment. Field experience or internships in sport 
> administration provides students with the opportunity to apply academic 
> course work in the business environment This experiential education 
offers 
> rewarding practical management learning while supplementing classroom 
> knowledge and textbook studies. Also, students may "test" a given 
> occupation to further explore career options. 
> 

> Students may self-search lbr their own internship (within the UNC 
athletic 
> department or external to UNC). 
> 

> Credit varies from one to three credit hours 
> 

> Conference Call recording from fall semester (overview- of course): (712) 
> 432-1590, Access Code: 286316# 
> 

> 



Permission by Dr. Stroman required. Enrollment limited. 

dstro@unc.edu 

SPREAD riItE WORD[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emal.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:07 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Feedback Needed 

Good Now research eve~’thing that is happening the week before and after 
Then GO FOR IT’. Use the timeline for tasks I sent to you That 

way you won’t miss anything! :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: 9)email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:52 AM 
To: 
Cc: @kenan-fIagler.unc.edu; 

, Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Sut~ject: Re: Feedback Needed 

Hello once again. I met with     in Campus Rec to discuss facility 
options and availability It is there that I learned the %llowing: 

-every Saturday in the Spring Semester is taken with the exception of the 
last Saturday in April 
-most Sundays before spring break are taken making the ealiest 
available Sunday 
-Wollen gym will be closed in the spring 

Don’t worry we will figure this out and get back on track I am thinking 
we go with that            date, which puts us around the time of the elite 
8 of the NCAA tournament. So it fits perfectly 

On ]Vlon, 09:24:24 -0500, darrius <darrius@email unc edu> wrote: 
> Good Morning, 
> 
> We have a small conflict and I need some irmnediate feedback. So the 
> original date xve were looking at for our contest(       ) corfflicts with 
> Dance Marathon. So do xve want to go with the veu next week 
or 
> a Sunday, or do we risk going March as interest in basketball in winding 
> down and full of unpredictability, or going up a few xveeks to the last 
week 
> of January or the first week of FebrualN. A key thing to consider is 
> working around the start times of our basketball teams and overcoming the 
> obstacles that each possible date may present. 
> 

> Thank you, 
> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:41 AM 

@email. unc.edtr~ 

Re: Sunday 

Hi . I am sorly but I can’t meet you at 2:00 today. I may be available 
at 4:00 What is your cell number? 

Or call me at 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

On Mon.           10:30:49 -0500:                 .~email.unc edu> wrote: 
Okay, so could we meet at two please? Is your office in fetzer? That 
is where my class is that ends at 1:45. Thank you[ 

On at 10:18 AM. "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroman@email uric edu> wrote: 

>> Hi. I am available after 2:00 tomorrow. 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>> UNC at Chapel }{ill 
>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> ht tp ://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter 
>> with 
>> which they start. 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: [~_nailto: ~email uric edu] 
>> Sent: Sunday, 1:50 PM 
>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> Subject: Sunday 
>> 

>> Dr. Stroman, could we please meet early this week? Hope all is well. I 
>> apologize [’or sending you all the emails, just want to follow up. 
>> Thank you! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 

EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 10:26 AM 

,~email. unc.edu"~ 

Re: Sunday 

teach at 11:00 in F 106. Do you want to meet me at 10:30 tomolTow? I am 
sorW I woke up with a bad back and am trying to get emergency treatment. 

Dr. Stroman 

On Tue, ’ 07:50:11 -0500, ~email unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> I was just wondering if you were in fetzer an?’ time tomorrow bet~veen 8 
> am- noon? 
> 

> My last class is in fetzer today and it’s supposed to down pour this 
> afternoon so I was just seeing if you would be free tomolTow morning. 
> if not I will see you today at 2 in your ofi)ce’. 
> 

> On at 10:39 AM. "Deborah Stroman" 
> <dstroman@email uric edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi I am in the Smith Building near Swam parking lot and Ne~v East. 
>> 

>> 

>> Go tleels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>> UNC at Chapel }{ill 
>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> ht tp ://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/spurt administration 
>> Weekly Weird Fact: The cuntinents names al[ end with the same letter 
>> with 
>> which they start. 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: [~_naiItc ~email uric edu] 
>> Sent: Monday,                    10:31 AM 
>> Tu: Deborah Struman 
>> Subject: Re: Sunday 
>> 

>> ()kay, su cuuld we meet at two please? Is your Ufflce in fetzer? That 
>> is where my class is that ends at 1:45. Thank your 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On at 10:18 AM. "Deborah Stroman" 
>> <dstroman@email.~mc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi. I am available alter 2:00 tomorrow. 

>>> Go Heels, 
>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>> UNC’ at Chapel Hill 
>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> 919.843.0336 
>>> http :/iwww. unc. edu/deptsiexercise/sport acLministration 
>>> Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter 
>>> with 
>>> which they start. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: [mailto (~email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Sunday, 1:50 PM 
>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>> Subject: Sunday 

>>> Dr. Stroman, could we please meet early- this week? Hope all is 
>>> well. I 
>>> apologize for sending you all the emails, just want to follow up. 
>>> Thank you! 

>> 

>> 

>> 



Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. (TLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department- Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:28 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

I am sorry I woke up with a bad back and am trying to get emergency 
treatment I have to cancel today. "¢,qaat is ?’our cell number? Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

On Thu, ’ 12:12:14-0500, 
@email.unc. edu> 

wrote: 
> Dr Stroman, 
> I was wondering if I could come by and talk to you sometime over the 
> next few days. If you have an?- time tomorrow (Friday) I can meet 
> anytime between 10:30 and 2:00 Or maybe sometime next week otherwise 
> Let me kmow what you thil~ 
> Thanks, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department- Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:36 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

Thanks for understanding I will head back to the training room tonight 

for more treatment :) 

I will be in touch! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [rnailto: (a) email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:28 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. 
Sublect: Re: Meeting 

’]?hat’s no problem My number is             Hopefully your back 
will get better soon, I know that’s always a tough injury to have. 

Quoting "Deborah Stroman, FhD." <dstroman@emaibunc edu>: 

I am sorry ] woke up with a bad back and am trying to get emergency 
treatment I have to cancel today What is your cell number? Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

On Thu,             12:12:14 -0500, EIbert Hairston 
<hairstoe@email unc.edu> 

>> Dr. Stroman, 
>> I was wondering ifI could come by and talk to you sometime over the 
>> next few days. If you have any time tomorrow (Friday) I can meet 
>> anytime between 10:30 and 2:00. Or maybe sometime next week othe~svise. 
>> Let me know what you think. 
>> Thanks, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Universib" of North Carolina 
EXSS Depaltment - Sport AcLministration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:36 PM 

@email. unc.edu"~ 

RE: Sunday 

Thank YOU! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: @emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday-,                    10:39 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman, PhD. 
Sul~iect: Re: Sunday 

I’m sorry to hear that Yes, 10:30 tomorrow morning in fetzer works 
well ]2)r met Thank yuu again. 

On             at 10:25 AM, "Deborah Stroman, Phi)." 
< dstroman@emaiI.unc.edu 
> ~vrote: 

I teach at 11:00 in F 106. Do you want to meet me at 10:3O tumurro~v? 
>Iam 

surry I woke up with a bad back and am trying to get emergency 
treatment. 

I)r Struman 

On Tue, 07:50:11 -0500: @email unc edu> 
wrute: 

>> I was just wundering ffyou were in fetzer any time tomorrow 
>> between 8 
>> am- nuon? 
>> 

>> ~@ last class is in fetzer today and it’s supposed to down po~ this 
>> aRernoon so I was just seeing if you would be free tomorrow morning. 
>> if not I will see you today at 2 in yo~ officer 
>> 

>> On , at 10:39 A2~ "Deborah Stroman" 
>> <dstroman@emaih~c.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi. I am in the Smith BuilditN near S~vain parking lot and New East. 

>>> Go Heels, 
>>> Deborah S~oman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>> ~-C at Chapel Hill 
>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> 919.843.0336 
>>> htt p://www.~c, eduidepts/exer ciseisport a~inistration 
>>> Weekly- Weird Fact: ~e continems names all end with the same letter 
>>> wi~ 
>>> which they start. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: [mailto: ~email.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Monday,                    10:31 AM 
>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>> Subject: Re: Sunday 
>>> 

>>> Okay, so could we meet at two please? Is your office in fetzer? That 
>>> is where my class is that ends at 1:45. ~ank you~ 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> On , at 10:18 ~, "Deborah S~oman" 
>>> <dstroman@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> Hi I am available afar 2:00 tomon-ow. 



>>>> Go Heels, 
>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>>> UNC at Chape[ tli[1 
>>>> F.xercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>> 919843.0336 
>>>> http://www.unc.edu~,depts/e×ercise/sport administration 
>>>> Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same 
>>>> letter 
>>>> with 
>>>> which they- start. 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: [mailto: ~eruail.~mc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Sunday, 1:50 PM 
>>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>>> Subject: Sunday 
>>>> 

>>>> Dr. Stroman, could we please meet early- this week? Hope all is 
>>>> well. I 
>>>> apologize for sending you all the emails, just want to follow up. 
>>>> Thar~k your 

> Deborah Stroman, PhD. CLU 
> 

> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> EXSS Department - Sport A&ninistration Faculty 

> 919.8430336 

> dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, November 10, 2009 3:37 PM 

McMurray, Bob <exphys@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Teaching eva]uation 

Thank YOU! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robert McMurray [mailto:exphvs@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2009 12:20 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. 
Subject: Re: Teaching evaluation 

Debby, 
Friday at 11 am in Fetzer 106 it is. 

Bob 

Deborah Stroman, Phi) wrote: 

> Hi Bob I overlooked a guest speaker I have scheduled ~2~r this Wednesday. 

> :( Is there anyway we can have the evaluation on Friday or anymne next 

> week>? 

> 

> Debby 

> 

> On Mo~ 02 Nov 2009 08:31:37 -0500, Robert McMurray <exphys@email uric edu> 

> *vrote: 

>> Debbie, 

>> My Night back fi-om Iowa has been shifted for next Monday. We have 

>> to re-schedule. How about the Wednesday (Nov 11 th) class? 

>> Bob 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Phi). wrote: 

>>> Hi Bob I am back home and doing well. Spending time with my family, 

>>> especially his children, really helped to ease the loss. 

>>> Thanks for your note and I will see you next Monday-. 

>>> Hugs, 

>>> 

>>> debby 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> On Fri, 30 Oct 2009 13:48:01 -0400, Robert McMmray 

>>> <exphys@email.unc.edu> 

>>> wrote: 

>>>> Debby, 

>>>> You may not get this, but I understand. Let’s put this off ~mtil a 

>>>> we& from Monday (Nov 9th). 

>>>> Bob 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> Deborah Stroman wrote: 

>>>>> Hi Bob. I am about to leave for . I feel 

> good 

>>>>> about Monday, but I do want you to know if things are more difficult 

>>> than 

>>>>> I 

>>>>> expect, I may contact you to reschedule. I will let you know if I 

> DOiX’T 

>>>>> feel 

>>>>> up to it either Sunday night or Monday morning. 

>>>>> 

>>>>> ThaliiS tbr understanding. 

>>>>> 

>>>>> Hugs, 

>>>>> 

>>>>> debby 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> Go Heels, 

>>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 



>>>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>>> http ://www unc.edu/dep ts/exercise/sport administration 
>>>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Man is the only animal that sleeps on its back 

>>>>~" ...... Original Message ..... 
>>>>> From: Robert McMurray [mailto:exphs~s(&email.tmc.edu] 
>>>>> Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 8:16 AM 
>>>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>>>> Subject: Re: Teaching evaluation 

>>>>> Dcb, 
>>>>> I am going to t13~ for Monday the 2nd. That leaves me the 9th if I 
>>>>> need a back up. 
>>>>> Bob 

>>>>> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>>>>>> Hi Bob. I ara available on Monday, November 2 or Monday, November 9. I 

>>>>>> at 11:00 in Fetzer 106. 

>>>>>> ThaJaks! 

>>>>>> Go Heels, 
>>>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>>>>> L~C at Chapel Hill 
>>>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>>>> http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
>>>>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 

>>>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>>>> From: Robert McMun-ay [mailto:exphs~s@email.tmc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 2:25 PM 
>>>>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>>>>> Subject: Teaching evaluation 

>>>>>> Debbie, 
>>>>>> Some time this month I am supposed to attend one ofyotu- classes 

>>>>>> review yotu- teaching. To avoid any exam dates, outside lecturers, 

>>>>>> please provide some potential dates and times. I do teach 8-11 on 
>>>>>> Tuesdays and Thursdays as well as 9-12 on Fridays. Hopefully we ~vill 

>>>>>> not have a scheduling com~lict???? 
>>>>>> Bob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 3:39 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Will do. Have a safe trip! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:07 AM 
To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 
Subject: EXSS 

I just wanted to remind you to register me for the EXSS class My PID 
is 

Universi~ of North Carolina, cio 
Exercise and Sport Science major 
R ecreation Administration minor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3: 5 8 PM 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: INFORMATIONAL: Campus Sustainability Retx~rt relea~d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify unc.edu [mailto:nobodv@notifv unc.edu] On Behalf Of 
sustainabilits’@unc edu 
Sent: Monday, ’ 8:22 PM 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Sublect: IN[~’ORMATIONAL: ~;ampus Sustainability Report released 

Find out how departments across campus are integrating sustainability 
~nto their teaching, research, engagement, and operations in the 
Campus Sustainabili~ Report at http://sustainabilit’v.unc edu. Hard 
copies are available from the Sustainability Office, 
s ustainability@ unc.edu. 
Some of the highlights include: 

* A Climate Action Plan for achieving climate neutrality by 2050; 
* 44% of students and employees commute to campus via altemauves 
to 
the single-occupant vehicle; 
* 38% of campus discards are recycled into products of value; 
* 27% reduction in water consumption and 8% reduction in energy 
consumpuon per square ]2~ot since 2003; 
*    21% of food and beverages are purchased from producers within 150 
miles of campus; 
*    160 state-of-the-art stormwater management structures, including 
vegetated roofs, cisterns, and permeable pavement; 
*    A new reclauned water system replaces more than 200 million 
gallons of 
potable water annually; 
*    The Education (;enter at the N.C Botanical (]arden is on track to 
become the first public building in the state to be certified at the 
Leadership in Energy and Envirorwaental Design (LEED) Platimtm level. 48% 
fossil energy savings result from the use of geothermal energy for 
heating and cooling, photovoltaic cells for producing electricity from 
sunlight, and the use of daylight instead of electric lights; 
*    A sustainabili~" minor, more than 150 sustainabilitT--related 
courses, 
and a concentration in sustainable enterprise for business students; 
*    A new- Solar Energy Research Center and a stu@ on coastal wind in 
North Carolina that is leading Duke Energy to erect tl-tree cormnercial 
scale wind turbines in the eastern Pamlico Sound. 

Get involved. Get irffom~ed, http:/isustainabilit~.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Sustainabilit-y Office 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
htths :/idir.unc. edu/diriu~date. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:59 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Thanks for your cormnunication Continue to rest and get back on pace. I 
tlqast that you will recover fully! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: iVlonday, 5:49 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’m sorW ! havent put up e-journals from my internship for the past 
two weeks. 

When I get back to work, I will continue to put up my e:journals but I 
.just wanted to let you kno~v why I havent had any recently 

~email uric edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:13 PM 

~email. unc.edu-~ 

RE: Meeting--Futures Internship 

Hi I have appointments until 2:30. I will be in the oft~ce until 4:30. 
Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
I~vqC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 4:42 PM 

To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 

SubJect: Meeting--Futures Internship 

[)ear I)r Stroman, 
Would it be ok fur me tu stup in Wednesday afternoun to discuss the ACC 
Futures Internship prugram with yuu and the Finance Prqiect for class?? I 
know your uffice huurs are Wednesday al~emoon, but I just wanted to make 
sure yuu would be available. Thankst 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ’ 4:22 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: The Club - EXSS 

Thanks. I will have you era-oiled. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ?~email unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:15 Pivl 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: ’]"he Club - [{XSS 
Cuurse: ess Carolina Spurts Business Club.grp 

Dr. Struman, 

My P]D is           and I would definitely like to be enrolled. I am very 
excited, and I am alsu applying :[’ur Prqiect Tuuchdown! I will try tu get my 
application in by the end u:[’the day today. 

Thanks su much, 

On Mon,            13:04:02 -0500, "Deburah Struman" 

< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrute: 

> Hi Yes, your work with 4 Our Fans would be an acceptable 

internship. 

> Please read the attached Send me yuur PID ifyuu would like tu enroll 

> Thanks 

> 

> 

> Gu Heels, 

> Deburah Struman, Phi)., CLU 

> UNC at Chapel Hill 

> Exercise and Spurt Science Dept 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> Weekly- Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 

> which they start. 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: ,~,,email.unc. edu] 

> Sent: Monday, 10:49 AM 

> To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 

> Subiect: Re: The Club -EXSS 

> Course: ess.Carolina SpottsBusiness Club.grp 

> 

> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> Hello, my name is I spoke briefly with you at the 

> Networking/Advising Night last week about the EXSS internship course. 

I 

> am planning on fulfilling this course by xvorking xvith Livis Freeman, who 

> spoke about his wurk with 4OurFans, Inc. 

> 

> ~¢~q~at is the next step that I should take toward enrolling in the course, 

> now- that I have found my internship? 

> 

> Please respond at your earliest convenience. 

> 

> Thanks so much, 

> 

> 

> P.S. I apologize if this is the second time that you are receiving this 

> email, but my email has been giving me trouble so I want to make sure 

that 

> it gets to you 

> 

ess.Carolin%Sports Business Club.grp 



> On Sun, 23:15:27-0400 (EIDT), "I)r Stroman" <dstro@unc edu> 
> wrote: 
>> FYI - 
>> 

>> This spring EXSS will be offered again to students interested in 
>> recelvung academic credit Jbr a sport administration internship. This 
> field 
>> experience offers implementation of theory and the practical application 
> of 
>> sport a&ninistration in a sport organization worksite under the direct 
>> supel~’ision of a business professional. 
>> 

>> Course Rationale - 
>> 

>> As the sport industry expands and becomes increasingly nrore competitive, 
>it 
>> is crucial that students have tangible experiences to prepare them for 
>> post-graduation employment. Field experience or internships in sport 
>> administration provides students with the opportunity to apply academic 
>> course work in the business environment. This experiential education 
> offers 
>> rewarding practical nranagement learning while supplementing classroom 
>> knowledge and textbook studies. Also, students may "test" a given 
>> occupation to further explore career options. 
>> 

>> Students may self-search for their own internship (within the 
> athletic 

>> department or external to "trNC). 
>> 

>> Credit varies from one to ttuee credit hours. 
>> 

>> Cotfference Call recording from fall semester (over, dew of course): (712) 
>> 432-1590, Access Code: 286316# 
>> 
>> 

>> Permission by Dr Stroman required Enrollment lunited. 
>> 

>> dstro@unc edu 
>> 
>> SPREAD THE WORD! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:46 PM 

~email.unc.edw* 

RE: Interview Weekend - 

Hi My schedule is clear, Thanks. 

htt:p:/iwww,unc.edui~]epts/exerciseisport adrninJstratio~ 

Weekly W~drd ~:?;c~: 777e cor~dr~ents name~; aft end w~th ~he some [e~r wi~h which ~hey 

F~m: @email,unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:~9 PM 
To: spo~law@unc.edu; ’Coyte Cooper’; ’Deborah Stroman’; ’Ed Shields’; djsothll@email.unc.edu 
Cc: Richard Southall 
Subject: Interview Weekend - 

Hello SpAd Faculty, 

Hope you are all doin~well. As we approach the end of the semester, we wanted to look to see if Friday to Sunday 

for everyone to attend interview weekend for next year’s incomin~ ~raduate class. 

As we be~in to make preliminary plans, our thought is to have Saturday be our formal interview momin~. Please e-mail me back and let me 

know if this fits into your schedule. 

Once we have selected our date, I would also like to discuss with each of you, your thoughts on the weekend so that we can formulate the most 

successful and efficient evaluation of next year’s class. 

Thanks for your time. 

was available 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:50 PM 

~eraail. unc.edtr~ 

RE: Football Internship 

Hi        Thanks for your note. Depending on how- the back goes..I will be 
available on Friday. I teach at 11. I should be finished by 1:00 and back in 
my office. Feel licee to call me though. 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
h~p:~wwwunc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadminis~ation 

Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which the?, start. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: h?email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:24 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Subject: Football Internship 

Dr. Stroman, 

I j ust wanted to 
speak with you this a~ternoon about       and I setting up a meeting with 
you sometime this week to discuss our progress with the Football (;amp 
iN2~rmation. We are meeting again tomorrow night(Wednesday) and were 
wondering if you had time available on Thursday or Friday to meet with us 
for a few minutes. ~Ihanks for your help in this proj ect 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 10, 2009 5:55 PM 

.ICE Jce ’@yahoo.corn> 

FW: [bti~cdiscnssion] Minutes of November BFSC Meeting 

Deborah 5tro:nan, PI~-D,, CI.U 

9~98630336 

t~t~/’lw~w.u~s~:~J~i&’~f c~ki~i~port adminis~:ration 

Week@ ~2eird Fac~: The con~inenL9 names aft end wid? t,~e some ie~er wit~ whic,~ t~ey start 

F~m= Cookie Newsom [mailto:newsom@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November ~0, 2009 5:28 PN 

Te: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: [bfscNscassion] Ninutes d November BFSC Neeting 

Hello Marvelons Folks! 

If you were not at the BFSC meeting you missed a great one! 

Members present: Eileen Parsons, Josmell Perez, Ellen Donna Brooks, Nakenge Robertson, Diane Webster, Audrey Mclean Pottinger, Archie Ervin, Wayne Blair, 

Leslie Kennedy, Saunna Cottier, Deborah ttarris, Diane Baker, Devetta ttolman Nash, Debra Watkins, tterb Davis, Cookie Newsom, 

Treasurer Archie Ervin gave his report. We have $2797.00 and about forty dues paying members. Some of that money is encumbered. 

The Facnl~ event for this semester roll be held on December 10th for 12-1, location TBA. It will be a presentation by Dean Winston Crisp on different 

generational issues between Faculty and stadents. We are dlso planning events in the swing semester that will address conflict Inanagement for facul~ and conflict 

Inanagement for s~fl~ Wayne Blair is our point person for this. 

The holiday event dinner and dance roll be held the weekend of the 12th of December. The Social Committee is finalizing plans under the direction of Debra 

Watldns 

A discussion was held about potential Black Histo~ Month Events. The suggestion was made by Wayne Blair to hold a "Read-In." Various facnl~ and s~Jl’will 

read passages from works related to the African Diaspora. Wayne is taking the lead in this and his committee which consists ofDebm Watkins, Devetta Holman 
Nash and Herb Davis, will shaace information with the membership as details become established. 

All BFSC members are invited to the celebration for the launch of the Carolina Latina/a Collaborative. The event will feature music fio~n Cha~canga Carolina and 

refreslm~ents from Jibaro Latin Cafe. The event is Friday, November 13th at 6:45 in Kenan Rehemsal room in the new Kenan Music Building. RSVP to unc- 

clc@unc.edu. For ~nore mtbnnation contact Josmell Perez at jos~nell@nnc.edu 

BFSC member and EEO/ADA Officer Ann Penn will be tnaldng a presentation to the Black Student Movement tomorrow evening in Upendo Lounge. Cookie 

Newsom and Terri Phoenix roll also be leading the privilege walk activi~, for B SM members tomorrow at 5:30 in Upendo, join us if you would like to! 

All BFSC members are invited to attend the screeNng of the movie "The Divide" which will be held on Monday at 5 in Union 3203. This film is about racial 

tensions and alignments and realigranents in Siler City, North Carolina. For more information contact Cookie at newsom@emaila~nc.edu 

All BFSC members are invited to attend a session entitled "Title IX: Beyond Sports." This event will discnss the history of Tire IX, its present-day impact on 
salary, equib,, and the role gender plays in sala~ negotiation. An inspiring documentaxy on the work of Congresswoman Patsy Mink and her struggles to help 

craft Title IX will be screened. Immediately after the fihn there will be a panel discussion mad question and answer session thcilitated by Title IX experts. This will 

be lbllowed by breakout sessions on salad negotiation at three dittbrent career points: First Job, Promotion, Job Change. This event is relevant to anyone 

interested in learning about issues of pay equity and ma~xim~ing their negotiation skills. All are welcome to attend. Refreshments will be provided. 

Where: School of Public Health, Rosenau 133 
When: Friday, November 20 from 2-5 

RSVP to Jenna Gibbs at jagibbs@email.unc.edu. Please indicate which breakout session you would like to attend 
Sponsored by: Office of the Provost, (haduate and Professional Student Federation, Student Government, Association for Women and Facul~ Professionals, 

Diversity and Multicnltural Affairs, American Association of University Women and the Carolina Women’s Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:54 PM 

Shuster, Elizabeth O <eshusler@email. unc.edu~ 

RE: EXSS 

Hi, I told        to speak to his advisor in Steele about making the appeal He said that he would do so, Thanks. 

Is it best that I make the appeal instead? 

Deborah ;!%.roman. Ph D., (3I.U 

9Zq’ 843 0336 

htt}~///%vww.unc.e d u / de}~ts/%xercise//sport administration 

W~e):y We#d ::oct: The confine’his names a9 end wid? ~he same i~,tte: w~th which they start, 

F~m: B~zabeth Shuster [maHto:eshuster~ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                6:53 PM 

T~: ’Deborah Stroman’; Dstro@unc.edu 
~e: ’Sherry Salyer’ 
~bject: RE: E~S 

Deborah, 
TMs Game up ~n another oontext in our staff meeting today. Have you formally appea~ed this ruling to pointing out that this ~s the same oourse and a number 
of the students who took ff need EE to graduate in May? I know that the Offioe of UG Curricula is oonoemed about the number of graduating SRs who need EE. 
Beth 
Elizabeth O. 8huster, Ph.D. 
ph: (9i9) 843-89i8 

fax: (9i9) 962-6888 
eshuster~emaiLuno.edu 
Aoademio Advising, Assistant Dean 

Division of Natural 8oienoes and Mathematios 
College of Ads & 8oienoes and General College 
OB #3ii0 2002 Steele Building 
Univ. of Nodh Carolina, Chapel Hill, NO 27599-3i i0 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,,              :12:42 PM 

To: ’Elizabeth Shuster’; Dstro@unc.edu 
Co:        @email.unc.edu; ’Sherry Salyer’ 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

Hi B:_d:h. t rec:_dved notice that    S~)e~::ial Topics courses {des~)H:e their being no difference m curriculum) carmot be cotmted [or EE. Thus, 

another EE course to fulfill his requirernent 

929 8 63 0336 

http:/ywww.unc.edu idepts/exercise/%port administration 

Week& Weird Fuct: Mort 15 !he orHy an)no: that sleeps on it~ 

F~m: Elizabeth Shuster [mailto:eshuster@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:21 PN 

To: DstroCunc.edu 

@email.unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS 

Dear Deb, 
I’m working with a 
]ge or ]99. Can you shed some light on this? 

Thanks~ 

Beth 

Elizabeth O. ShuNer, Ph.D. 
ph: (919) 843-8918 

Nx: (9] 9) 962-6888 

eshuster~email.unc.ed~ 
Academic Advisin9, AssiNant Dean 

Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 
College of Ads & Sciences and General Golleoe 

CB #3]]0 2002 Steele Buildin9 

Univ. of Noah Carolina, Chapel Hill, NO 27599-3] ]0 

student. He thinks that his EXSS 

identify 

should count as EE, but I’m not seeing this on SiS screen 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~:dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:10 AM 

To: ~email.unc.edu-~ 

Co: @email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

@em~fil.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Meeting? 

@emaJl unc edt >; 
@etnaiknnc.edu>; 

~emaJl .unc.edw~; 

@etn~Jknnc.edu>; 

Let’s make sure we have a room resepCed!! 

Contact if you want to use Fetzer. 

On Tue, 20:05:47 -0500, @email unc edu> 

wro be: 

> I think that would work well, but we should make a definite decision 

> within the next day or two so we can get the word out to the club. I can 

> send out the in12~ if we have it finalized and everyone agrees. We would 

> also need to discuss what format we would want to have (have him talk, Q 

> &A, have him be part of the larger theme of sports marketing [’or the 

> night, etc.). So I am open to anything, but we should make a decision 

> relauvel’~’ soon. I think it would be great to get the meeting in before 

>             though Also,       , if you have any info about the Slam 

> Dunk Contest you want me to send out, I can do that (or if anyone else 

> has a message to go out.. ) Thanks guys!! 

> wrote: 

>> Hey All, 

>> ~,\~at’s anyone’s view- on the 

>> week from tonight)? I emailed 

>> and 

>> that really- worked for him. 

>> Any thoughts? 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Dcpartment - Sport A&ninistration 
919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace. 

meeting happening next (One 
with Tarheel Sports Marketing, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:20 PM 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting--Futures Internship 

Hi Let’s chat by phone or reschedule. I have 
this afternoon. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN(? at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:13 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting--Futures Internship 

tIi I have appointments until 2:30. I will be in the office until 4:30. 
Thanks. 

Go tteels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which the?’ start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:42 PM 
To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 
SubJect: Meeting--Futures Internship 

[)ear I)r Stroman, 
Would it be ok for me to stop in Wednesday afternoon to discuss the ACC 
Futures Internship progranr with you and the Finance Project for class?? I 
know- your office hours are Wednesday- afternoon, but I just wanted to make 
sure you would be available. Thaaks[ 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:20 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Meeting--Futures Internship 

Hi Let’s meet another day 
Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday: 4:13 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting--Futures Internship 

Hi. I have appointments until 2:30 I will be in the office until 4:30 
Thanks 

(io Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel ttill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:42 PM 
To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Subject: Meeting--Futures Internship 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
Would it be ok for me to stop in Wednesday afternoon to discuss the ACC 
Futures Internship program with you and the Finance Project for class?? I 
kno~v your office hours are Wednesday afternoon, but I just wanted to make 
sure you ~vould be available. Thartks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 12:20 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

On my way 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Spor~ Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Si~a Npha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(@mc.edu 

http:!///www.unc.edu/ depts/’exercise/’ sport administ:r~tion 

We are all student.~ a,~d teacher.~. I @en ask myse@ "What did I come ,~ere to learn, a,~d what did I come to teach ?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:11 PM 

~email.unc.e&~ 

Make handout version - 4 to a page 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" 
E_Y--~qS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4- Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel H~I, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(@mc.edu 

http:!///www.unc.edu/ depts/’exercise/’ sport administration 

We are all student.~ a,~d teacher.~. I often ask myse@ "What did I come ,~ere to learn, a,~d what did I come to teach ?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:36 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lyun <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Re: IL~’d~_ - Suuday 

Hi. Indoor The back room now needs painting. (The flooring has been put 
down) %vo people is perfect 

10:30 is okay 

Dr. Stroman 

On ;Veck 17:19:53 -0500, 

.~gmail.com> wrote: 

> ttey Dr. Stroman[ 

> 

> Vv’hat time on Sunday? I like ~ffer 10am or 11 am and before 6pro, but 

> whatever works ]2~r you Also, indoor/outdoor? Do you need someone else 

> or just me? 

> 

> Thanks again t 

> 

> 

> 

> On YrL 

> wrote: 

>> Hi 

>> weekendt 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 

>> UNC at Chape[ ttiH 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

>> 

>> 919843.0336 

>> http :i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 

>> 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: The h~an brain stops growing at age 18. 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: ~gmail.com] 

>> Sent: ~msday, 5:54 PM 

>> To: Deborah S~oman 

>> Subiect: Re: ~R - Sunday 

>> 

>> Hey Dr. Stroman[ 

>> 

>> We’ll actually be out of town this weekend, racing in ~- - should be a 

>> lot of f~. What about next weekend? I’m free on S~day , and 

>> I’m s~e I could ro~d someone else up if need be. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.~c.edu> wrote: 

>>> Hi Time for more work~ ~e you available to do any painting 

>>> this 

>>> weekund? I am going to the football game on Sat~day but have time that 

>>> morning before 1:00 and on S~day. 

>>> ThaWs. 

>>> Dr. S~oman 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> Deborah S~omun, PhD., CLU 

>>> ~’C at Chapel Hill 

>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

>>> 919843.0336 

>>> http://’~vw~v.~c.edu/deptsiexercise/sportadministration 

>>> Weekly Weird Fact: The hman brain stops growing at age 18. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: @gmaihcom] 

>>> Sent: ~Vednesday, 11 : 17 AM 

>>> To: dstro@unc edu 

>>> Su~iect: ~ - Sunday 

>>> 

>>> Deborah, 

at 9:31 AM; Deborah Stroman <dstroman@emai[.unc.edu> 

¯ Yes, next Sunday will be fine¯ Thanks. Have fan this 



>>> It was good talking to you this morning Thanks again for signing up 
>>> for a Rent-A-Rower, we really do appreciate your support Myself and 
>>> another rower ~vill be at your home 9am on Sunda’>’ morning prepared to 
>>> paint and move boxes! Just a reminder, you supply paint 
>>> brushes/paint/tools/etc., and we’ll supply the labor. My contact 
>>> inJk~rmation is below in case you have any quesuons or changes Please 
>>> don’t hesitate to g~ve me a call 

>>> Thanks again, 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Facul~z 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  12:52 PM 

~yahoo.com 

Toone, Dmnon E -~ttoone@admissions.unc.edu:~ 

UNC EXSS 

Hi        Thanks for your inquiry. I am an academic advisor for the Exercise and Sport Science department. Please feel free to contact me if you have any 

questions regarding our program. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena Alpha Lamhda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@~unc.edu 

http:!///www.unc.edu/ depts/’exercise/’ sport administ:r~tion 

We are all student.~ and teacher.~. I @en ask myse@ "What did I come ,~ere to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  12:54 PM 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: About Meeting 

:) 

I hope you did ~vell on your exam. Glad to hear your meeting with Mr Gallo 
went well 

Have a good weekend 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:47 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: About Meeting 

Dear Professor Stroman, 

I just wanted to let you know that the meeting with Mr GaHo on Mi)nday 

went yew welh He even agreed to meet with me again to answer the last 6 

questions that I created. 

I just wanted to tell you that before the week ended. UnJ2~rtunately I will 
not be able to do that in person today after class because I have a test 
the J2~llowing period, and the opportum~ cost of an extra hour of sturdy is 
too high for me to leave the library right now. 

Anyways I hope you are feeling better and have a nice weekend. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:20 PM 

@email. unc.edu-~ 

RE: ACC tbotball championship (project touchdown) 

Hi I will give you a call today or this weekend Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 2~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:16 AM 
To: theclub@unc edu; Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Sut~iect: ACC football championship (project touchdown) 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to follow-up from our discussion regarding the ACC Footbal l 
Championship I am definitely interested in going and would love for you to 
officially sign me up. I just wanted to go over a few details regarding 
meeting times. I see the meeting is set for Tuesday,                from 
9am-12pro Where is the location of the meeting (is this the one we need to 
attend in Greensboro?) 

Also, I am interested in mentoring students from the SBC. I have spoken 
about this briefly with            and will have if forward me information 
on the next meeting time/location ~,~nat else do I need to do/prepare :[’or 
in entoring ? 

If you would like I can set up a time to meet with you to talk a little 
more about these opportunities or emai[ will work :fine as well 

Thank you for your time and I will speak to you soon 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Celh 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 13, 2009 1:25 PM 

Salyer, ShelD’ L <saJyer@email.unc.edu> 

Battaglini, Rebecca L <bbat~email.unc.edtr~; ’Joy Faxley’~ 

RE: Teaching portfolio info 

~bell south.net> 

Thales! I hope your trip went welh 

Hugs, 

d 

Deburah Struman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Spurt Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/spurt administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The cuntinents names all end with the same letter with 
which the?’ start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sherry Salyer [mailtu:salver~email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 11,2009 5:39 PM 
To: Deborah Lynn Struman; Deburah Southal[; Deb Murray; Becca Battaglini; 
Kristin Sutika Ondrak; Meredith Busby Petschauer; Alain Aguilar; Jasun 
]Vhhalik 
Subject: Teaching portfolio info 

went to a (;enter for Faculty Excellence class last week on "Preparing 
Teaching Purtfoliu" It had some goud points. 

I copied the three handouts g~ven May be ufhelp to you in the future. 
When these articles appear in yuur mailbox in the murning, you’ll knuw 
what they are! 

SS 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 
Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergradnate Studies 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Gym 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 919-962-0489 

Assistant Dean 
The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and 
the General College 
CB# 3110,2017B Steele Building 
919-843-4481 

Fall 2009 Advising Hours: 

TR: 2-4--in 2017-B Steele 

Departmental advising hours: by appointment 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:28 PM 

~aol.com 

RE: Summer Internships 

Hi. Let’s chat by phone or in person. I have office hours on Wednesdays or 
Thursdays. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @aol.com [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:00 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Sublect: Summer Internships 

~aol.com] 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am actively searching 12)r sport internships in the law or agency fields 
for the summer of     Do you know of any people I should be in contact 
with to aid me in my search? Thank you for all of your help and I hope 
you feel better! 

Sent fi-om my Verizon Wireless BlackBeny 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:28 PM 

@emml .unc.edtr~ 

RE: PT application 

Yes Use Word Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:07 AM 
To: Dr. Deborah Stroman 
Subject: PT application 

Dr. Stroman, 
I am having a difficult time filling out the application. The pdffile 
will not let me type text into it Am I supposed to copy and paste from a 
word document? 

Sent on the SprintR Now Network from my Biacld3erryR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:36 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Finance Project 

Hi          You may recommend revenues to assist the universities. Make sure 
that you explain your rationale though. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which they start. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 6:15 PM 

To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 

Sublect: Finance Prqiect 

Dr. Stroman, 

When        and I were calculating the net values J2~r the revenues and 
expenses :[’or each school in the conference, most o:[’them are operating at a 
loss. We were wondering i:[’we could add in other revenues such as 
concessions, programming, and parking and third party revenues which aren’t 
listed on the assignment, but are on the :[inancial reports from the 
Indystar website. These revenues could potentially change some of these 
deficits I:[’not, is it okay lk~r them to operate at a loss? 

Thanks! 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  9:29 AM 

’Beth Bridger’ <bridgerh~uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Check in 

Hi BeLh. Thanks for’ checking in. 

speak to the recruits and then I left. 

All of the guys are passing (due to attendance and class participation) but 

front 

is consistently late, which is quite embarrassing for a 

Thanks. 

Go t teeis, 

ExcrcJse s_md Spo~’t k;cience 

919.843.0336 

htt p:/’iwww.unc.e du//depts/’exercise//spor t a~Jministration 

Week/y Wehd ~%Jct: The can, tin, ent5 homes aft end with the same letter with w,~;ch they start. 

F~m: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:23 PM 
To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Check in 

Hi Professor Stroman! 

I hope you had a great weekend. Not sure if you were at the game on Saturday, but how exciting! 

Iwas hoping you wouldn’t mind sharing how the guys are doing in your course so far this semester: 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

came over to Kenan [o 

and one who sits up 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@ema]l.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 9:30 AM 

~email. unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

Thanks! My cell is I will head over after my 11:00 class. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The continents names all end with the same letter with 
which the?, start. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu [rnailto 
Sent: Sunday, 9:35 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Meeting 

a)email.tmc.edu] 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
just wanted to give you a heads up. 

I contacted 
as well to let him l,mow. Worst case scenario I will email or call 

you both in the morning. 

Sent via BlackBerry fi-om T-Mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:24 AM 

@email. unc.edtr~ 

RE: 3 credits tbr past internship experience 

Waiting for a call back. "¢,qaat is your cell #? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 12:58 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman, PhD. 
Subject: 3 credits for past internship experience 

Dr Stroman, I hope you are having a nice weekend andyour back is 
feeling better I emailed you Wednesday as you asked me to do, giving 
you my pid so you could e~oll me into exss If you did not recieve 
that email...my PID is 

Also, regarding the 3 credits you were going to try to get me(so I did 
not need to pay/take this winter course through university of Arizona) 
so I could graduate ON TIME in may. Registration [’or Arizona is this 
Tuesday, so if you could let me know about those credits by the end of 
THIS MONDAY, I’d really appreciate it. this way, I don’t need to 
register for Arizona class and pay for the course. 

Thank you again for all your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:21 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Quick Question 

Hi Contact at @gmail.com lbr ECU assistance. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:31 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Quick Question 

Thank you [’or all of your help. ]n addition, if you could send me the 
contact info for the ECU individual I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thanks, 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Hi See attached Contact directly to get involved in some 

> capac~ 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 

> UNC at Chapel Hill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

> 

> 919843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> Weekly Weird Fact: ~Ihe human brain stops growing at age 18 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: t@email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Tuesday, 7:43 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: Re: Quick Question 

> 

> Thanks, I understand! I may be able to stop by tomorrow around 1:00, 

> does that xvork? I have something going on tomolwoxv at 2:15, but I ara 

> free from 1:00 until then. If some time then doesn’t work, it’s fine and 

we can figttre something else out! 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 16, 2009 3:26 PM 

Levy, JennitEr S <uncMax@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Call me - Thanks! 

Go }~eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" 

EXSS Academic A&,isor 

College Spor~ Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena Alpha Lamhda (Lea~]ership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(~unc.edt~ 

http:!///www.unc.edu/ depts/’exercise/’ sport administ:r~tion 

We are all student.~ a,~d teacher.~, l @en ask myse@ "What did I come ,~ere to learn, a,~d what did I come to teach ?" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 16, 2009 3:27 PM 

cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu 

Please call - Thanks! 

Go }~eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Spor~ Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena Alpha Lamhda (Lea~]ership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(~unc.edt~ 

http:!///www.unc.edu/ depts/’exercise/’ sport administ:r~tion 

We are all student.~ a,~d teacher.~, l @en ask myse@ "What did I come ,~ere to learn, a,~d what did I come to teach ?" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:15 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

RE: Newsletter 4 

FCP 1 1.3 TT.docx 

Ooops! See attached. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: i~email unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:18 PM 
To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Sut~iect: Newsletter 4 

Here it is! 

And you didn’t send me the final copy of Issue 3. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:17 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

RE: Project Touchdown’. - UPDATE 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Barbara Osborne [mailto:sportlaw@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:45 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Project Touchdown! -UPDATE 

Here are my rankings: 

Good luck! 

Barbara Osborne, JD. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 3182, Smith Building 03 (Basement) 
Chapel tti[1, NC 27599 

919,’962-5173 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:24 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Finance Project 

Hi      You and        have waited a long time to speak to me regarding 
your project. Please see me after class. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
LPqC: at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From:’ @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: iVlonday, 8:47 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Finance Project 

Dr. Stroman, 

I am sorry about sending this email so late, but        and I are having a 
very difficult time getting any information from Baylor Universi~ We 
have emailed them and there has still been no response from their end. We 
do have the information from ope ed gov website which gives us the expenses 
and revenues. While this breaks it down in terms of what sport the money 
comes from or is going to, it does not break it down into gate, student 
fees, etc We have done a lot of research, but it has not yielded many 
results Will this information be sufficient enough for our report? Also 
for parts 2 and 3 I am little confused about what schools we need to use. 
Is it all of the schools in the Big 12 or just our 3 schools in our group. 

Sincerely, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:27 PM 

~emml .unc.edu-~ 

RE: Sma~ Money 

Hi Please see me after class I will loan you a Smart Money CD. 

Presentations are not the same day. I will announce ;vho will present at a 
later date. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNCl at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From @ema il.unc, edu [ma ilto: 
Sent: Monday, 8:28 PM 
To: Dr Stroman 
Sutzject: Smart Money 

%email nnc edu] 

Dr. Stroman 

I am interesting in the smart money actlvl~ and was wondering a little 
more about it. (;an you explain to me a lit*le more what exactly it is? 
I also have a question about our projects Our papers are due next 
monday and 1 was wondering if we are going to be doing our 
presentations the same day or if we are doing them at a later time’? 
Thanks for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 17, 2009 1:43 PM 

’Boyce Watkins’ @twcw.rr.com> 

FW: Lapchick Study of Racia] & Gender Demographics of FBS Schools 

2009-10 FBS Demographics Study.pdf 

FYI, 

d 

9 [9.8~3.0336 

http:/iwww,unc.edu/deptsiexerciseisport administration 

From: Jessica Barrier [mailto:jbart-ter@bus.ucf.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 9:00 AM 
To-" Maria Molina 
Subject-" Lapchick Study of Racial & Gender Demographics of FBS Schools 

For immediate release: 

The Buck Stops Here: 
Assessing Diversity among Campus and Con~ference Leaders 

for Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) Schools in the 2009-10 Academic Year 
By Dr. Richard Lapchick with Derek McMechan 

Orlando, FL... November 17, 2009 -The key leadership positions at Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) schools and conferences remained overwhelmingly white and 
male even though there was a record number of nine head coaches of color in the 2009 college football season at the FBS schools (formerly Division IA) according 

to a new study released today by The Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at the University of Central Florida. 

For 2009, there were seven African-Americans (Turner Gill, University at Buffalo; Ran English, Eastern Michigan University; Kevin Sumlin, University of Houston; 

Randy Shannon, University of Miami (Florida), Mike Haywood, Miami University (Ohio); Mike Locksley, University of New Mexico; DeWayne Walker, New Mexico 

State University); a Latino (Maria Cristobal, Florida International University) and an Asian (Ken Niumatalolo, U.S. Naval Academy). 

Richard Lapchick, who is the primary author of the study as director of The Institute, said, "What is lost in the improvement in numbers is that three BCS jobs were 

lost in the Pac-lO, Big 12 and SEC. Adding positions at Miami of Ohio, New Mexico, New Mexico State and Eastern Michigan was important but it is very unlikely 

that they will ever get a shot at a BCS championship at those schools. America has its first African-American president. Yet our record for hiring football coaches of 

color is terrible. We do not have an African-American head football coach in the SEC, Big :12, Big Ten, Pac-:10, or Big East." 

The 2008 season was played with eight coaches of color, six of whom were African-American. At the end of the season, Ty Willingham (Washington), Ran Prince 

(Kansas State) and Sylvester Croom (Mississippi State) were gone. Four African-Americans were hired as head coaches after the season: Ran English at Eastern 

Michigan, Mike Haywood at Miami (Ohio), Mike tocksley at New Mexico and DeWayne Walker at New Mexico State. 
Lapchick continued, "Even with the record number of head coaches of color, college football is still far behind other college and professional sports." 

The Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at the University of Central Florida today released The Buck Stops Here: Assessing Diversity among Campus and 

Conference Leaders for Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) Schools in the 2009-10Academic Year. This study examines the race and gender of conference commissioners 

and campus leaders including college and university presidents, athletics directors, and faculty athletics representatives for all :120 FBS institutions. The study also 

includes head football coaches, offensive and defensive coordinators, assistant coaches, and football student-athletes. Finally, the faculty as a whole is examined. 

Lapchick added, "Women and people of color who seek leadership positions in American higher education and in college sport face enormous odds. The 

leadership in the power structure in college sport remains overwhelming white. In FBS institutions, this includes 100 percent of the conference commissioners, 

93.3 percent of the presidents, 86.7 percent of the athletics directors, 92.6 percent of the faculty athletics reps, 92.5 percent of the head football coaches, and 82.9 

percent of the faculty. Only 3.6 percent of the faculty are African-American and 3.7 are percent Latino." 

This year’s figures represent a slight change for people of color as presidents (down 0.8 of a percentage point) and head coaches (up 0.8 of a percentage point). 

During the past year the percentage of women serving as president increased by 0.8 percentage points, remained the same for athletic directors, and increased by 

:1.6 percentage points for faculty athletic representatives. An African-American woman was hired as chancellor. 

Lapchick went on to say that, "While the percentages are slightly better in some categories, the general picture is still one of white men running college sport. 

Overall, the numbers simply do not reflect the diversity of our student-athletes." 

Lapchick concluded, "Two years ago we noted a promising development when the Division IA Athletic Directors Association agreed to issue hiring guidelines for 

Division IA head football coaches that will include a commitment to diverse candidate slates. This was a very positive development since ADs, along with 
presidents, make the hiring decisions. The ADs seemed to be taking ownership over this issue. Yet we have only gone from eight to nine head coaches of color 

among the :120 FBS schools. Since :1982, there have been 477 head coaching vacancies at FBS schools. Coaches of color have been selected to fill just 29 of those 

openings. As the 2009 season ends, only seven of the :120 Football Bowl Subdivision coaching jobs are filled by African-Americans. That’s one less than :12 years ago. 

In the most recent hiring cycle, the 2009 BCA Football Hiring Report Card lists 22 openings with four African-Americans being hired, all at non BCS schools." 

Please note that a synopsis of findings is located at the end of this release; information is current as of October 22, 2009. 



Report Highlights 
As of August 15, 2009, Bernadette Gray-Little at the University of Kansas, became the only African-American woman President of an FBS school. 

Down from three in 2008, France A. Cordova at Purdue University is now the only Latina President of an FBS school. 

Renu Khator at the University of Houston is the only Asian President of an FBS school. 

All 16 Athletic Directors of color are the same as in 2008 with no new additions. 

There continues to be no African-American, Latina, Asian, or Native American women Athletic Directors at FBS schools. 
There continues to be no African-American, Latina, Asian, or Native American women as Faculty Athletic Representatives at FBS schools. 

According to the Chronicle of Higher Educotion, 9.4 percent of full-time faculty members at FBS schools are Asian, which is more than the combined 

percentage of African-American, Latino, and Native Americans (7.7 percent). 

All 11 FBS Conference Commissioners continue to be white men. 
With the addition of four new African-American head coaches at FBS schools (Ron English, Eastern Michigan University; Mike Haywood, Miami University 

(Ohio); Mike Locksley, University of New Mexico; DeWayne Walker, New Mexico State University), the overall number of African-American head coaches 

from 2008 increased from six to seven. 
The nine coaches of color in the 2009 season represent the highest number and percentage of coaches of color ever at an FBS school. 

What is lost in the improvement in numbers is that three BCS jobs were lost in the PAC-IO, Big 12 and SEC. Adding positions at Miami of Ohio, New Mexico, 

New Mexico State and Eastern Michigan was important but they are unlikely to get a shot at a BCS championship at those schools. 

Joker Phillips, an African-American, has been named the Head Coach in Waiting for the University of Kentucky. He currently serves as the Head Coach of the 

Offense. 
Only 11.2 percent of Offensive and Defensive Coordinators are African-American, and a total of only 14.6 percent are people of color. These are the two 

"feeder" positions most often looked at when promoting someone to head coach for the first time. 

The percentage of African-American student-athletes was 50.4 in the 2009 season. The percentage of whites was 44.5. 



Overall Findings 
Overall, whites hold 330 (91.2 percent) of the 362 campus leadership positions. White women hold 60 (16.6 percent) of these positions. There are 19 African- 

American men and one African-American woman in campus leadership positions. There are only seven Latino men and one Latina woman, one Asian man and one 

Asian woman, and two Native American men who hold campus leadership positions. Only 12 (3.3 percent) of the campus leadership positions were held by 

minorities other than African-Americans. 
White men held 93 (77.5 percent) of FBS school President positions and 99 (82.5 percent) of Athletic Director positions who oversee FBS football programs. White 

men also held 80 (65.6 percent) of FBS school Faculty Athletic Representative positions. 

The ~fol!owing are the only exceptions to white men in campus leadership positions at FBS schools ~found in this study: 

President {n=120) 
As of this publication, there were: 

IVlen 

¯ Three (2.5 percent) African-American men (Middle Tennessee State University, Ohio University, and Washington State University) 

¯ Two (1.7 percent) Latino men (University of Akron and Florida International University) 

¯ No Asian men 
¯ No Native American men 

Women 
Nineteen (15.8 percent) white women (University of Alabama at Birmingham, Ball State University, Bowling Green State University, Central Michigan 

University, University of Cincinnati, Eastern Michigan University, University of Hawaii, Manao, University of Iowa, University of Memphis, University of 

Miami (Florida), University of Michigan, Michigan State University, University of North Texas, University of South Florida, University of Southern Mississippi, 

Syracuse University, Temple University, University of Texas at El Paso,and University of Wisconsin, Madison) 

¯ One (0.8 percent) African-American woman (University of Kansas) 

¯ One (0.8 percent) Latina woman (Purdue University) 

¯ One (0.8 percent) Asian woman (University of Houston) 

¯ No Native American women 

Athletic Director- (n=120 Athletic Directors at FBS schools who oversee football) 
As of this publication, there were: 

Men 
¯ Eleven (9.2 percent) African-American men (University at Buffalo, University of Central Florida, Eastern Michigan University, University of Georgia, New 

Mexico State University, The Ohio State University, University of Southern California, Syracuse University, U.S. Military Academy at West Point, Vanderbilt 

University, and University of Virginia) 

¯ Four (3.3 percent) Latino men (University of California, Los Angeles, Florida International University, University of North Texas, and University of Wisconsin, 

Madison) 
¯ No Asian men 

¯ One (0.8 percent) Native American man (Tulane University) 

Women 
Five (4.2 percent) white women (Arizona State University, University of California, Berkeley, University of Maryland, College Park, University of Nevada, 

Reno, and Western Michigan University) are in charge of an athletics department that oversees football. The University of Tennessee, Knoxville and 

University of Texas at Austin have a woman director of only women’s athletics 

No African-American, Latina, Asian, or Native American women 
Faculty Athletic Representative (FAR) -There are 122 faculty athletic representatives in FBS schools since the University of Illinois, Champaign and the University 

of Minnesota, Twin Cities each have two. 
Starting the 2009 season, there were: 

Men 
¯ Five (4.1 percent) African-American men (Arizona State University, University of Michigan, Rice University, University of Utah, and Vanderbilt University) 

¯ One (0.8 percent) Asian man (Oregon State University) 

¯ One (0.8 percent) Latino man (University of Central Florida) 

¯ One (0.8 percent) Native American man (Brigham Young University) 

Women 
¯ 33 (27.0 percent) white women 

¯ Of the 33 women FARs in FBS schools, there are no African-Americans, Latinas, Asians, or Native Americans 
Faculty (n=222,383) 

Following are the faculty percentages at the FBS schools in this study. The data was accumulated using the Chronicle of Hiqher Education’s website on October 22, 

2009. 

¯ 82.9 percent white 

¯ 3.6 percent African-American 

¯ 3.7 percent Latino 

¯ 9.4 percent Asian 

¯ 0.4 percent Native American 

38.6 percent women 

Conference Commissioners (n=11) 
All (100 percent) of the 11 FBS conference commissioners are white men. Among these 11 men are those that head BCS Conferences and hold what are now 

considered to be among the most powerful and influential positions in college sport. 

Head Football Coach (n=120) 
Starting the 2009 season, there were: 

¯ Seven (5.8 percent) African-American men (University at Buffalo, Eastern Michigan University, University of Houston, University of Miami (Florida), Miami 

University (Ohio), University of New Mexico, and New Mexico State University) 

¯ One (0.8 percent) Latino man (Florida International University) 

¯ One (0.8 percent) Asian (Polynesian) man (U.S. Naval Academy) 

¯ No Native Americans 

Offensive and Defensive Coordinators (n=268 Offensive and Defensive Coordinators who are not also Head Coaches) 
Starting the 2009 season, there were: 

¯ 30 (11.2 percent) African-American men 

¯ Four (1.5 percent) Latino men 

¯ Five (1.9 percent) Asian men 

¯ No Native Americans 

Assistant Football Coaches (n=902) 
Starting the 2009 season, there were: 



,~ 306 (33.9 percent) African-American men 

14 (1.6 percent) Latino men 

¯ 9 (1.0 percent) Asian men 

5 (0.6 percent) men of other minority backgrounds 

Football Student-Athletes (n = 11,932) 
Starting the 2009 season: 

¯ 44.5 percent were white 

¯ 50.4 percent were African-American 

¯ 2.1 percent were Latino 

¯ 2.3 percent were Asian 

¯ 0.7 percent were individuals of other minority backgrounds 

The Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport (TIDES) serves as a comprehensive resource for issues related to gender and race in amateur, collegiate, and 

professional sports. TIDES researches and publishes a variety or studies, including annual studies of student-athlete graduation rates and racial attitudes in sports, 

as well as the nationally recognized Racial and Gender Report Card, an assessment of hiring practices in coaching and sport management. Additionally, TIDES 

conducts diversity management training in conjunction with the National Consortium for Academics and Sports. The Institute also will monitor some of the critical 

ethical issues in college and professional sport, including the potential for the exploitation of student-athletes, gambling, performance-enhancing drugs and 

violence in sports. 

The Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport is part of the DeVos Sport Business Management Graduate Program in the University of Central Florida’s College of 

Business Administration. This landmark program focuses on business skills necessary for graduates to conduct successful careers in the rapidly changing and 

dynamic sports industry while also emphasizing diversity, community service and sport and social issues. 



Synopsis of findings in The Buck Stops Here: Assessing Diversity among Campus and Conference Leaders for FBS Schools in 2008-09 

Data current as of October 22, 2009 
Total FBS Schools Presidents, Athletic Directors, and Faculty Athletics Representatives 

Total: 362 
¯ 330 (91.2 percent) whites 

¯ 20 (5.5 percent) African-Americans 
¯ 8 (2.2 percent) Latinos 
¯ Two (0.6 percent) Asians 
¯ Two(0.6 percent) Native Americans 
¯ 60 (16.6 percent) women 

FBS Schools Presidents 
Total: 120 

¯ 112 (93.3 percent) whites 
¯ Four (3.3 percent) African-Americans 

o Bernadette Gray-Little, University of Kansas 

o Sidney McPhee, Middle Tennessee State University 

: Rodedck McDavis, Ohio University 

o Elson S. Floyd, Washington State University 

Three (2.5 percent) Latinos 
o Luis Proenza, University of Akron 

: Manuel T. Pacheco (Interim), New Mexico State University 

o France A. Cordova, Purdue University 

One (0.8 percent) Asian 
o Renu Khator, University of Houston 

¯ Zero (0.0 percent) Native Americans 
¯ 22 (18.3 percent) women (19 white, one African-American, one Latina, one Asian) 

o Carol Garrison, University of Alabama at Birmingham 

¢~ Jo Ann M. Gora, Ball State University 

o Carol A. Cartwright, Bowling Green State University 

: Kathleen Wilbur, Central Michigan University 

o Monica Rimai, University of Cincinnati 

¢~ Susan W. Martin, Eastern Michigan University 

o M.R.C. Greenwood, University of Hawaii, Manoa 

o Renu Khator, University of Houston (Asian) 

o Sally Mason, University of Iowa 

o Bernadette Gray-Little, University of Kansas (African-American) 
¢~ Shirley Raines, University of Memphis 

o Donna E. Shalala, University of Miami (Florida) 

: Mary Sue Coleman, University of Michigan 

o Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, Michigan State University 

¢~ Gretchen M. Bataille, University of North Texas 

o France A. Cordova, Purdue University (I.atina} 
o Judy Genshaft, University of South Florida 

o Martha Dunagin Saunders, University of Southern Mississippi 

o Nancy Cantor, Syracuse University 

o Ann Weaver Hart, Temple University 

o Diana S. Natalicio, University of Texas at El Paso 

: Biddy Martin, University of Wisconsin, Madison 

FBS Schools Athletics Directors 
Total: 120 ADs who oversee FBS football programs (two schools have two athletics directors with a woman heading women’s athletics: University of 

Tennessee, Knoxville and University of Texas at Austin) 

104 (86.7 percent) whites 

11 (9.2 percent) African-Americans 
o Warde Manuel, State University of New York at Buffalo 

o Keith R. Tdbble, University of Central Florida 

~ Derrick Gragg, Eastern Michigan University 

: Damon Evans, University of Georgia 

~ McKinley Boston Jr., New Mexico State University 

¢: Gene Smith, The Ohio State University 

~ Michael Garrett, University of Southern California 

: Daryl J. Gross, Syracuse University 

~ Kevin Anderson, U.S. Military Academy at West Point 

¢: David Williams II, Vanderbilt University 

o Craig K. Littlepage, University of Virginia 

Four (3.3 percent) Latinos 
~ Daniel G. Guerrero, University of California, Los Angeles 

~ Pete Garcia, Florida International University 

¢: Rick Villarreal, University of North Texas 

~ Barry Alvarez, University of Wisconsin, Madison 

Zero (0.0 percent) Asian 

One (0.8 percent) Native American 
¢: Rick Dickson, Tulane University 

Five (4.2 percent) women (all white) 
~ Lisa Love, Arizona State University 

o Anne "Sandy" Barbour, University of California, Berkeley 

~ Deborah A. Yow, University of Maryland, College Park 

¢: CaW Sue Groth, University of Nevada 

~ Kathy Beauregard, Western Michigan University 



These women head a separate women’s department and do not oversee football: 
¢~ Joan C. Cronan (Women’s AD), University of Tennessee, Knoxville 

o Christine A. Plonsky (Women’s AD), University of Texas at Austin 

FBS Schools Faculty Athletics Representatives 

Total: 122 
¯ 113 (92.6 percent) whites 
¯ Five (4.1 percent) African-Americans 

o Myles V. Lynk, Arizona State University 

: Percy Bates, University of Michigan 

~ Alex Byrd, Rice University 

¢> William Smith, University of Utah 
c~ Lucius Outlaw, Vanderbilt University 

One (0.8 percent) Asian 
~ LJ. "Kelvin" Koong, Oregon State University 

One (0.8 percent) Latino 
c~ Consuelo Stebbins, University of Central Florida 

One (0.8 percent) Native American 
: Larry EchoHawk, Brigham Young University 

33 (27.0 percent) women (all white) 
FBS Conference Commissioners 

Total: 11 

¯ 11 (100 percent) white men 
¯ Zero African-Americans 
¯ Zero Latinos 
¯ Zero Asians 
¯ Zero Native Americans 
¯ Zero women 

FBS Schools Head Footbal~ Coaches 
Total: 120 

¯ 111 (92.5 percent) whites 
¯ Seven (5.8 percent) African-Americans 

o Turner Gill, State University of New York at Buffalo 

¢~ Ron English, Eastern Michigan University 

o Kevin Sumlin, University of Houston 

o Randy Shannon, University of Miami (Florida) 

o Mike Haywood, Miami University (Ohio) 

o Mike Locksley, University of New Mexico 

¢~ DeWayne Walker, New Mexico State University 

One (0.8 percent) Latino 
: Mario Cristobal, Florida International University 

One (0.8 percent) Asian (Polynesian) 
¢~ Ken Niumatalolo, U.S. Naval Academy 

Zero Native Americans 
FBS Schools Offensive and Defensive Coordinators 

Total: 268 coaches are considered either offensive or defensive coordinators. This number excludes seven offensive or defensive coordinators (Clemson 
University; Georgia Institute of Technology; New Mexico State University; University of South Carolina, Columbia; Texas Tech University; University of 

Virginia; Western Michigan University) who also serve as the head coach. 

¯ 229 (85.4 percent) whites 
¯ 30 (11.2 percent) African-Americans 

o Eddie Faulkner, Ball State University 

¢~ Brian Norwood, Baylor University 

~ Shannon Morrison, Bowling Green State University 

: Jamie Hill, Brigham Young University 

~ Danny Barrett, State University of New York at Buffalo 

~ Fred Reed, State University of New York at Buffalo 

~ Tim Banks, Central Michigan University 

o Charlie Harbison, Clemson University 

: Marion Hobby, Duke University 

~ Eric Lewis, Eastern Michigan University 

¢~ Charlie Strong, University of Florida 

~ Darryl Jackson, Florida Atlantic University 

: Jason Phillips, University of Houston 

~ Steve Brown, University of Kentucky 

¢~ James Franklin, University of Maryland, College Park 

~ Kenny Ingram, University of Memphis 

o Calvin Magee, University of Michigan 

~ Don Treadwell, Michigan State University 

~ Ronnie Lee, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities 

¢~ Tyrone Nix, University of Mississippi 

~ Nigel Burton, University of Nevada 

: Everett Withers, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

~ Corwin Brown, University of Notre Dame 

¢~ Jay Norvell, University of Oklahoma 

o Lorenzo Ward, University of South Carolina, Columbia 

~ Darrell Wyatt, University of Southern Mississippi 

~ David Shaw, Stanford University 

~ Ruffin McNeill, Texas Tech University 

¢~ Osia Lewis, University of Texas at El Paso 

~ Ivin Jasper, U.S. Naval Academy 



Four (1.5 percent) Latinos 
o Willie Martinez, University of Georgia 

o John Chavis, Louisiana State University 

o Manny Diaz, Middle Tennessee State University 

o Justin Fuente, Texas Christian University 

Five (1.9 percent) Asians 
o Robert Anae, Brigham Young University 

o Norm Chow, University of California, Los Angeles 

: Ron Lee, University of Hawaii, Manoa 

o Cal Lee, University of Hawaii, Manoa 

o Kalani Sitake, University of Utah 

Zero (0.0 percent) Native Americans 
¯ Joker Phillips, University of Kentucky, is the Head Coach in Waiting, and until he takes over as head coach he is currently serving as Head Coach of the Offense. 

This is a rare instance of a school naming ahead of time an African-American as their next head coach. 

¯ DeWayne Walker, New Mexico State University, is the head coach and defensive coordinator. He is the only African-American head coach to serve as his own 

offensive or defensive coordinator. He is also only one of seven head coaches that do their own coordinating. 

For more information, please contact: 

Media Contact: Maria Molina 

mmolina@bus.ucf.edu, 407-823-1516 
### 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:52 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Quick Question 

Hi. Did you connect with           yet? I was hoping to see an 
article/blurb from you by now-. Ho~v about a "~ere are they now?" section? 

Start with last year’s seniors.. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sut~iect: Re: Quick Questinn 

Thank you for the informatinn. 

@email unc.edu] 
11:11 AM 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 
> Hi Contact at ~gmail.com for ECU assistance. 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: @email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 5:31 PM 
> To: Deborah Stroman 
> Subject: Re: Quick Question 
> 

> Thank you for all of yore help. In addition, if you could send rue the 
> contact irffo for the ECU individual I would greatly appreciate it. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>> Hi. See attached. Contact directly to get involved in some 
>> capacity. 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> L~C at Chapel Hill 
>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> Weekly Weird Fact: The hnn~an brain stops growing at age 18. 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: @email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, 7:43 PM 
>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> Subject: Re: Quick Question 
>> 

>> Thanks, I uaaderstandt I may be able to stop by tomorro~v around 1:00, 
>> does that work? I have something going on tomorrow at 2:15, but I am 
>> free from 1:00 until then. If some time flaen doesn’t work, it’s fine 
and 
>> we can figure something else out[ 



Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emal.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:04 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ttello! 

Hi 2:30 on Thursday in my office. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:14 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Hello! 

Hellu again[ I wanted to contact yuu again tu hopefully set up an 
appulntment. I realize this must be a busy time fur yuu, as the semester’s 
end approaches I sent you an email nearly two weeks agu, and was 
wondering ifyuu got it. l have twu wurkshups after class this Wednesday 
but next Thursday this week I am free 11-3:30 I am usually :Free 3-7:30 un 
Wednesdays and my Thursday evenings are fi-ee. Or are mornings guod :[’or yuu 
on Wednesday and ~Ihursday? Please just let me know what time is most 
cunvenient for you I [uok forward to meeting and speaking with you! 

Thank You! 

Best, 

On ~I1nu.            14:29:48 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
< dstroman@emaih unc.edu> wrute: 
> Hi     Thanks for yuur inquiry. Please feel fi-ee tu give me a call or 
> let’s set an appu~ntment. I am available un Wednesday afternuons and 
> Thursdays 
> 

> Our malor is vePy practical for thuse interested in allied health fields 
> such as medicine, dentistry, and physical therapy. I would alsu 
encourage 
> you to join the UNC PT Club. 
> 

> I hope to hear from you soon! 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> l~2xlC at Chapel Hill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 
> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> Weekly- Weird Fact: The human brain stops grooving at age 18. 
> 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 

> From: Cookie Newsom [mailto:newsoln(~emaih~mc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 2:06 PM 
> To: 
> Cc: Deborah Stroman 
> Subject: Re: Hello! 
> 

> Hello 
> I am taking this opporttmi~ to cyber introduce to you my friend arid 
> colleague Dr. Deborah Stroman. She is good people and a great person to 
> know! Dr Stroman, Dr. Stroman, :-) 
> wrote: 
>> Thank you for giving your time at the networking night[ I am the one 
who 
>> was interested in physical therapy and considering Exercise and Sports 
>> Science as a major (in addition to Psychology) You mentioned an 
>> Exercise 
>> and Sports Science professor? I would most appreciate the opporttmi~ 
to 
>> meet witda him. 



>> 

>> Thanks again! 
>> 

>> Best, 

>> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Noveraber 18, 2009 9:57 AM 

Ga~ Sobba <gsobba@tarheelsports.com> 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’Lany Gallo’ <athga]lo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thanks! 

Hi Gary. Thanks again for taking the time to meet with The Club. As always, you were insightful and motivational. 

FYI- Did you see this clip on OTL this past Sunday? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch ?v=146AzdVshao 

Go Heels, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administrat:ion Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sporv P~esearch Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

We are afl students and teachers, t often ask myself; "’What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:30 AM 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: FW: Quick Question 

SAL meeting on Thursday 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:00 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: Quick Question 

emailed me, telling me he couldn’t make the time commitment on writing 
the newsletter this semester, but hopefully he can do ~t next semester. 

On Tue,            13:52:34 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 

< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(@email unc edu] 

Sent: Tuesday 1:52 PM 

To: 

SubJect: RE: Quick Question 

Hi. Did you connect with,         yet? I was hoping to see an 

article/blurb from you by now How about a "Where are they now?" section? 

Start with last year’s seniors... 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

L~C at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 

> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ,@,,email.unc. edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:11 AM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Re: Quick Question 

Thap2~: you for the itfformation. 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

>> Hi. Contact at ~gmail corn for ECU assistance. 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 

>> U2",IC at Chapel Hill 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

>> 

>> 919843.0336 

>> http ://~vw~v.unc.edu/d epts/exercise/sportadministration 

>> 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always tUlTI left ~vhen exiting a cave 



>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: ~a?email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 5:31 PM 
>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> Subject: Re: Quick Question 
>> 

>> Thank you [’or all of your help. In addition, if you could send me the 
>> contact irffo for the ECU individual I would greatly appreciate it. 
>> 

>> That~zs, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>>> Hi. See attached. Contact directly to get involved in some 
>>> capacity. 

>>> Go Heels, 
>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>> UNC’ at Chapel Hill 
>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>httr~:/iwww.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/s~ort administration 

>>> Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: ~email.m~c.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, 7:43 PM 
>>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>>> Subject: Re: Quick Question 
>>> 

>>> Thanks, I understand[ I may be able to stop by tomorro~v around 1:00, 
>>> does that work? I have something going on tomon-ow at 2:15, but I am 
>>> free from 1:00 uaatil then. If some tune then doesn’t work, it’s line 
and 

>>> we can figure something else out[ 

>>> Thanks, 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:47 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Class on Friday 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
h~p:~wwwunc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadminis~ation 

Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~)email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:23 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Class on Friday 

Dr. Stroman, 

I will not be in class Friday       because I will be taking the G]VI~.T. 
Accurding to the syllabus, we are going tu curer sponsurship 

partnerships su I am assuming this is correct I can prubably get the 
nutes frum group members, but I just wanted tu give you a heads up. 

’]7hanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:19 PM 

~eraail.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

~)em~Jl.unc.edu>; 

Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

RE: Brief Updates 

~enmAl.unc.edu> 

@eraail.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
@email. unc.edu>; 

@em~l.unc.edu>; Stroman, 

Thanks [’or your note 

1. Mtg. - Set a date and look at having the topic on "Business Success: 
The Little Things That Really DO Matter." (I can speak on communication, 
appearance, etc. We can do the bs cards and ask (UCS) to do 
networking and/or interviewing What do you think? 
2. Get the CSRI partnership request settled by . We want to move on 
one way or another and operate as an efficient leadership team. 
3 Slam Dunk         please call me. I am not sure on the :format Are you 
including a Three Point contest? Do we have an Event name yet? One day 
event, if so what is the time fi-ame? How many participants? How many 
flights? (age-based? UNC vs. outside schools?) Age-limit restriction? ttow 
many dunks (and shots) can you get in over ’x’ time period? :) I need this 
type of information to reach out to potential partners. 

Who, What, When, Where, Why and tIow questions. 

Suggestions: First Armua[ CSBC - Shooting and Slam Session??? Bailer 
Competition??? T&I) Explosion (Treys and Dunks)??7? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 
http:i/xvw-xv.unc, edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

Weekly V~ eird Fact: Bats always t~n left xvhen exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 
Cc: 

Dr. Stroman 
Subj ect: Brief Updates 

(&eraail.unc. edu] 
1 l:44AM 

Hey guys I promise I will make this email as quick as possible. 

1. As far as the CSRI partnership is concerned. I think that the days of 
this Club working and bending over backwards and getting nothing in return 
are O~ER!!’. I think that we should discuss ore- thoughts on the issue 
either via email or some meeting and schedule a time to meet with the grad 
students in which we should tell them that we need to get more out of this 
partnership than some "networking" and a thank you, especially given all 
that they want from us. 

2. Slam Dtu~ Contest. the date is                 , the location will be in 
Fetzer gym A We are right on shedule ~vith evewthing seeing as we are 
approximately 18 weeks away from that day We are a prelimina~- food 
sponsorship with Kraft Foods and we are working on other food and marketing 
sponsorships. 

As far as the celebrities and the charity aspect, Dr. Stroman would you 
prefer to contact ,41-. Freeman, or would you like for me to do so? 

The only detail that needs to be ironed out now is how to go about reaching 
out to participants outside the UNC campus, that is something that I will 
sit do~vn and talk to Mr. Dunlop in Campusrec and talk to him about 

My group is meeting Thursday at 7 pm. I am currently trying to get a 
classroom resettled but if not I will email you all ~vith the location of our 
meeting. 

3. [ think if*ve are going to get shirts we need to move for~wird with that 
fairly soon. I have been talking to       : about the design and taking 
advantage of the specials the company has and I think its something worth 
moving forward with        can get the percentages from fever about how 
many of each size to order and we can apply it here. 

4. I mentioned this last night, but I think we should have a resume and 



business card workshop in *vhich with work with U(2S to have some resume 
building tips and development. Also we can parmer with the UNC business 
card dept or Kinko’s to design business cards. I think we should have this 
meeting in a room with internet access so people can bring their own 
laptops, and we should have a registration process that way only people 
that want business cards sign up and that is what we are accountable for 
price wise 

If I don’t get a chance to see you guys belbre have a good 
break. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:20 PM 

@email. unc.edn> 

FW: SAL Meeting: Thurs. at 8pm 

Deborah 5tr,xnan, PI~-D,, CI.U 

9~98630336 

t~t~/’lw~w.u~s~:~J~i&’~>/c~ki~i~port administration 

From: [mailto: unc@salhonors.org] 
Sent= Wednesday, 2:27 PN 
To= dstro~unc.edu 
Subject= SAL Meeting: Thurs. at 8pro 

Having ~rouble viewing ~his email? Clink here 

Join us for our next meel:ing whk:h wilt take p~ace next 

g.gE~?~E?2..~?}2~.}2@.L[~¢~2~..~.9~2. At tNs meedn~ we wi[i. d~scuss our 
upcomh~8 community ser~ce project at the Ro~a~d 

Ptease read the fottow~n~ note fl’om for 

~ance Marathon. 

Dance Narathon wiil be recruitfn9 student dancers 

commitment to he~p better the li~es o.f the p~t~ents ~nd .fam~Ee~ o.~ 

/eos~ ,$150 ond stand on your .fee~: ~br 24 hours 

:;uppor~ .for the hospital ’7~h; year, ~he marathon w~ be held February 

~9-20. I would ~ike to encourage you to make a stand[or the children 

and [~mi~ies qf N.C. dhildren~ Hospital. While standing 

definitely a chalienge, the things you will experience at the m~ro~hon 

and the joy ,hat you wili fee~ at hour ~4 when the fina~ fundraisin 

sign up ~o dance, or re,g~;~er on our website a~ ~’w, uncmara~hon, or~. 

Fee~ ~ree to contact me with any questiend 

For The Kids, 

Thank you, and haw~ a great weeM Hope to see you aU. next Thursday, 

5~$ma A[pha Lambda 

Check us out on Tw~tter:SALHonors and read our b[o!4 on WordPress 

Here ~s the link to join our gacebook ~l’oup: 

Forward emai! 

iii~ Safe Unsubscribe 

This email was sent to dstro@unc.edu by .u___n__c_’_@__s_’_a_Lb__Q_r2_Q_LS_’_,_o__r2£t. 
Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 
Sigma Alpha Lambda I 501 Village Green Parkway I Suite 1 I Bradenton I FL I 34209 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:22 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS . Interview Questions 

Received. Thanks 

Let’s get together before you leave. Call me 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~d)email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:38 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: EXSS    - Intep~iew Questions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, November 18, 2009 1:43 PM 

.ICE Jce ~yaboo.com> 

FW: Project Touchdown! - UPDATE 

Compilation Apps PT 2009.docx 

If you have time pick your top two females. M ~ committee is stuck. 

Thanks! 

919-843-0336 

http:iiwwwamc,e,~ui~epts/exercise/sport adrnmis’~ration 

We~k~V W~ird ~:’oc~: B~s ~lw~vs t~;rn !c~:~ when exiting ~ 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mail~:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, November 16, 2009 2:50 PN 
Te~ Corey Holliday; claudio@email.unc.edu; Sherry Salyer; sportlaw@unc.edu 

¢¢~ ’Dr. Stroman’; Ed Shields 
Subject= RE: Project Touchdown[ - UPDA~ 
Im~e~anee~ High 

Us;e this (:omp~iatkm document [hanks~ 

SiX candids[es. 

Deborah Str.)man, ~"t~-D,, CI.U 

1: ~?.~C at Cbapd Hi]i 

9 ;29 84.3 033 (i 

Weekly Weird Fuct: Bats always ~urn !~t[t wl~en exiting a cure. 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [maiJto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, November 16, 2009 2:04 PN 
Te= Corey HoJliday (cholliday@unc.edu); claudio@email.unc.edu; Sher~ Salyer; ’spo~law@unc.edu’ 
¢¢~ ’Dr. Stroman’; Ed Shields 
Su~jectl Project Touchdown[- Help~ 
Impo~ance: High 

Hi Team. It’s time again to assist in the evaluation process of sending our students to the ACC Championship game. Please use the attached form to let 

me know your top three picks plus one alternate OR ranking of the five undergraduate candidates. {If it is easier, just send me your picks.) 

If possible, I would truly appreciate your answers by tomorrow at noon. I do understand 

THANK YOOOOOUUUUUU 

Attachments: PT Flyer, PT Evaluation form, PT Compilation of Applications 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport A(lrnmistrat:k)n Facult7 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College 8port Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena Alpha Larubda (Lea(]ership Honors Society) 

4 Smhh Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

We ere ell students end teachers, t often ask myse/f; "What did f come here to learn, end whet did t come to teechP" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 18, 2009 2:27 PM 

’Hecker, Brad’ <bhecker@theacc.org> 

RE: ACC ~B Twitter Account (@accwbb) 

Hi Brad. 1 am back at it, @ 

Let’s chat tomorrow about how I may assist, Thanks for your patience, 

£)ebon_~l:~ Stromart, "t:’tl.12),, CI_U 

9 2 9 84.3 03.3 0 

http:/’/www.unc,e~ui~epts/exe~ciseisporE administration 

Week@ Weird Foct: Bats always t~rn !~tft when exiting o cove. 

F~m= Hecker, Brad [mailto:bhecker@theacc.org] 
8ent~ Tuesday, October 27, 2009 10:~4 AM 
Te~ Deborah Stroman 
Su~ject~ ~E: ACe WBB Twi~er Account (@accwbb) 

Get with me at your convenience ...... no rush, but regardless keep in touch as we want to know how you are doing. 

Brad Hecker 

Assistant Director for ACC Women’s Basketball 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Phone: (336) 854-8787 

Fax: (336) 547-6267 

bhecker@theacc.org 

Follow ACC Women’s Basketball on Twitter: @accwbb 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, October 24, 2009 :t0:30 PM 
To: Hecker, Brad 
Subject; RE: ACe WBB Twitter Account (@accwbb) 

Hi Brad. It has been a little crazy for me. [ was away on business when your note arrived. 

If i~:’s okay, let’s che{:l~ in the following w~-_~ek I[ t my schedule permits, ~ w~H ~:ry to call you this week ~:hough. 

Thanks, my friend. 

Hugs, 

d 

Go } ie~’Js, 

h];~p:i/www.ullc.e&]/’(Jept~/exer@}c/’s}?ort adrninJstral:ion 

Weekly Weird Fact: Heroi~ wo~.first mo:keted by the Boyer 

F~m~ Hecker, Brad [mailto:bhecker@theacc.org] 
$ent~ Monday, October ~9, 2009 10:03 AN 
Te~ dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject= ACe WBB Twi~er Account (@accwbb) 
Hello Debby[ How is the semester rolling along? 
I wanted to follow up on the convemation we had at the 4Kay about "hoops groups" that you may know of who might enjoy following the ACC Women’s Basketball Twitter 
Account this year (@ac~bb). 
Shoot me a reply or give ma a call at the office when you have a moment to expound upon the idea. 
Thanks and things are going well[ 

Brad Ilecker 

Assistant Director for ACC Women’s Basketball 

4512 TVeybfidge L~e 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Phone: (336) 854-8787 

Fax: (336) 547-6267 

bhecker~theacc.orfl 

Follow ACC Women’s Basketball on Twi~er: @accwbb 



Figaro: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Thursday, 9:33 AM 

@emaJl. unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu>; 
@email.uuc.edu>; 

~z)email.unc.edu> 

Re: Brief Updates 

~emaJl.unc.edu~; 
~)e~no~l.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; 

~@email.unc.edu>; 

Thanks                [’or your well-thought out replies. How do the rest 
of you :tee[ on these important matters’? 

"Communication R educes S tress!" 

Dr. Stroman 

On Wed, 15:31:44 -0500, 
@emaiLnnc.edu> 

wro be: 

> RE: CSRI. 
> 

> They wanted us to apply for $12,5007! All we get is networking and a few 
> camp admissions to the Corfference? Not going to happen 
> 

> Seeing as our organization doesn’t even have $1,000 to its name - asking 
> student corfference [’or $12,50(i - a) won’t happen, b) the?" won’t give us 

> awwhere near that much (flaW). c) it wouldn’t benefit all of the 
members 
> of our organization. Seeing as we have to justify our requests - $12,500 
to 
> benefit less than or equal to 100 people ~von’t help our cause. 
> 

> Just ray two cents - depositing at SAFO tomorrow - will have an accurate 
> budget number then. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On YVed, 15:18:03 -0500, 
@email.anc.edu> 

> wrote: 
>> I like the idea of the December meeting with the Business theme. I have 
>> worked ~vith Jeff Sackaroff on resurnes and business-related material 
>> before, and I highly recommend him. He also gave a presentation in my 
>> EXSS    class on resumes and cover letters that he could easily- use for 

>> our meeting. We can discuss some good dates, but I ara thinking early 
>> December to avoid final exams. The first week of December might be a 
>> good time to look at. 
>> 

>> As for the CSRI people, ~ve told them ~ve would follow up within a fcw 
>> weeks. I agree that we should get something more in return. We can 

>> to meet ~vith them and work out a suitable deal, or we could say we do 
>> not have the time/resources to help out on a large-scale manner 
>> 

>> Thanks! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman wrote: 
>>> Thanks for your note 
>>> 

>>> 1. Dec Mtg. - Set a date and look at having the topic on "Business 
>>> Success: The Little Things That Really DO Matter" (I can speak on 
>>> communication, appearance, etc. We can do the bs cards and ask Jeff 
>>> Sacaroff (UCS) to do networking and/or interviewing. V~at do you think? 
>>> 2. Get the CSRI partnership request settled by We want to move 
> on 

>>> one way or another and operate as an efficient leadership team 
>>> 3. Slam Dunk -       please call me. I am not sure on the f,armat. Are 
>>> you including a Three Point contest? Do we have an Event name yet? One 
>>> day event, if so ~vhat is the time frame? Ho~v many participants? How 
many 
>>~-- flights? (age-based? UNC vs. outside schools?) Age-limit restriction? 
> ttow 
>>> many dunks (and shots) can you get in over ’x’ time period? :) I need 
>>> this type of irfformation to reach out to potential partners. 

>>> x,~’no, What, x,~’nen, Where, Why and How questions. 

>>> Suggestions: First Annual CSBC - Shnnting and Slam SessionT?? Baller 
>>> CompetitionT?? T&D Explosion                 ~???? 



>>> Go Heels, 
>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>>> UNC at Chapel }{ill 
>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>http:/iwww.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: (d},,eruail.~mc. edu] 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, 11:44 AM 

>>;’- Dr. gtroman 

>>> Subject: Brief Updates 

>>> Hey guys I promise I will make this email as quick as possible. 

>>> 1. As far as the CSRI partnership is concerned...I third: that the days 
> of 
>>> this Club ~vorking and bending over backwards and getting nothit~g in 

>>> are OVERt t t I think that we should discuss our thoughts on the issue 
>>> either via email or some meeting and schedule a time to rueet with the 
>>> grad 
>>> students in which we should tell them that we need to get more out of 
>>> this 
>>> partnership than some "networking" and a thank you, especially given 
all 
>>> that they want from us. 

>>> 2. Slam Dunk Contest. the date is the location will 
be 

>>> Fetzer gym A. We are right on shedule ;vith eve~zthing seeing as we are 
>>> approximately 18 weeks away from that day We are a preliminary food 
>>> sponsorship with Kraft Foods and ;ve are ;vorking on other food and 

>>> sponsorships. 

>>> As far as the celebrities and the charity aspect, Dr Stroman ;vould you 
>>> prefer to contact Mr. Freeman, or would you like for me to do so? 

>>> The only detail that needs to be ironed out now- is how to go about 
>>> reaching 
>>> out to participants outside the U%’C campus...that is something that I 
>>> will 
>>> sit down and talk to iVlr Dtmlop in Campusrec and talk to him about. 

>>> iVly group is meeting Thursday- at 7 pm. I am currently trying to get a 
>>> classroom reserved but if not I will email you all with the location of 

>>> meeting. 

>>> 3 I think if we are going to get shirts we need to move forward with 
>>> that 
>>> fairly soon. ! have been talking to about the design and 
taking 
>>> advantage of the specials the company has and I think its something 
> worth 
>>> moving ]2~rward ~vith. can get the percentages from fever about 
> how 
>>> many of each size to order and we can apply it here. 

>>> 4 I mentioned this last night, but I think we should have a resume and 
>>> business card workshop in which with work with UCS to have some resume 
>>> building tips and development Also we can partner with the UNC 
> business 
>>> card dept or Kinko’s to design business cards. I think we should have 
>>> this 
>>> meeting in a room with internet access so people can bring their own 
>>> laptops, and we should have a registration process that way only people 
>>> that want business cards sign up and that is what we are accountable 
for 
>>> price wise. 

>>> If I don’t get a chance to see you guy-s before Thanksgiving have a good 
>>> break. 



Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 

EXSS Department - Sport A&ninistration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:34 AM 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Questions regaJcding group project 

Hi                             yesterday -- 3:30. I will be in after 
1:30 today and tomorrow immediately following class is fine Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

On Wed, 15:39:18 -0500, @email.unc.edu> ~vrote: 

> Dear Dr. Stroman, 

> 

> I was hoping that I could meet with you sometime this week to ask a few 

> quick questions about the format of our group project. I must have just 

> missed you this aRernoon at your office Could we possibly meet before 

or 

> after class or after 2 pm on Friday? 

> 

> Thank you so much 

> 

> Sincerely, 

> 

> 

> 

> P.S. When I saw todays class announcement I thuught yuu possibly meant 

the 

> DENVER Bruncus and was just abuut ready tu sign intu my schwab accuunt 

and 

> start buying. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University’ of Nurth Carolina 

EXSS Department - Spurt ANniinstratiun 

919843.0336 

dstru@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:35 AM 

@emafil.unc.edu 

Re: Finance Project meeting 

Yes, I will be in my office. 

Dr. Stroman 

On ;Veck 15:43:11 -0500, ~email.unc.edu wrote: 

> Pro£ Stroman, 

> 

> Hello and I have some questions about the Spearman Rank 

> correlation and some other parts of the analysis We basically just 

> want to make stare we are on the right track. Is it possible for the 

> three of us to meet with you at 3:30pm tomorro~v? 

> 

> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Universi~z of North Carolina 

EXSS Department - Sport Administration 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:47 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: SAI~ Meeting 

I tbrwarded you the full announcement yesterday I will be in the office 
after 1:00. 

Dr. Stroman 
On Thu, 11:43:02 -0500, 

@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Dr Stroman 
> 

> You never told me ~vhen the SAL meeting was. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Facul~z 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:15 PM 

.~email.unc.edu 

Fwd: SAL Meeting Tonite Please Bring a Toy for a Tot! 

mmAttmnflTaaPK 

........ Original Message ........ 
Sublect: SAL Meeting Tonite Please Bring a To?" for a Tot! 
Dabe: Thu, 19 2:05:21 -0500 
From: <unc@salhonors.org> 

To: <dstro@unc edu> 
Reply-To: unc@salhonors org 

If you have trouble viewing this document, click or paste this link into 
your browser: 
http://mailm~r salhonorsor~/support/view emailasp?c dfdcdfdi&l dcdl’dgdl’dl’dg&s dgdedd&i dbdcdadeda 

REMIND[gR: A[.L-MEMBER SAL Meeting Tonight 

Just *wmted to remind evewone that we *vii[ be having our November meeting 
today, Thursday        in the Union room 3102 at 8:00pro 

Please do not ]k~rget to bring your to?" to donate to Toys For Tots[ 

Chapter email:unc@salhonors, org 

P.S. We invite all new members to join our SAL Facebook group: 
http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#/group.php?gid 30307810730 

If you do not xvish to receive emails from this company, go to this web 
address - 
htt’0://rnailm~r.salhonors.oraisul~l~ort&nsubscribe.as’0?c dfdcdfdi&l dcdfd~dfdfda&s dadedd&i dbdcdadeda 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Facul~z 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.e&~> 

Thursday 2:04 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

Scout Report on FCP 

Congrats! 
Go 11eels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administration Facul~" 
E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Siena Alpha Lamhda (Leadership Honors Society) 
4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel HIlL NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

http:!///www.unc.edu/ depts/~exercise// sport administration 

We are all students and teachers, t @en ask myse@ "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:10 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sigma Alpha Ulxtate 

Thanks. I will probably rest up this evening but do know that 
~vill be attending tonight Please try to meet her. Also, I am 

interested in speaking briefly about mentorship at a future meeting. 

Call me when you can. I am at the office until 5. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From (h?emaiL unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:35 AM 

To: dstroman@em ail.unc, edu 
Sublect: Sigma Alpha Update 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

I wanted to irfform you of a couple of updates Our 
chair is               and she is in charge of devising fun leadership 
programs for our honors :Fraternity. If you have any worksheets or any great 

ideas feel free to emai[ her at       @email.unc.edu and I have told her to 
contact you as well. Also, in an efl2~rt to recruit more members into our 
honors fraternity,               our                  has requested a list of 
potential candidates which only our adviser can obtain from the registrars 
office so we can email them. In conclusion, our November meeting is going to 
be in the student union on              at 8pm in room 3102 
Thank you so much and I am attaching my resume as well. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:25 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: questions 

Hi Please see me after class Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:45 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: questions 

Hellu Prufessor Stroman, 

My gruup and I got tugether un tuesday and we had a few questiun ]’or 

yuu regarding the pruject Hope:[’ully you can help us uut! ][’hat would be 

great 

1. Can we mix and match numbers from di:fferent sites’? Because in~dystar 
~s not up-to-date but the guv’t website doesn’t have al] the 
2. Spearman rank--> is it just fuotba[] ��’s? How du yuu do it’? 
3. What do yuu mean by uveraH and by sport fur the budgets? 

Thanks su much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:48 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

RE: RAR - Stmday UPDATE 

Hi I may be leaving out of town at 9:30 I will call you tomorrow- to set 
up how we can make it happen. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN(? at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 6:44 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D.; 
Subject: Re: RAR - Sunday UPDATE 

@gmail.com] 

tIey Dr. Stroman - Sunday at 10am ok for painting? 

On Thu,             at 3:41 PM; Deborah Stroman, Ph.D 

< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Hi. Let’s change that to the a:fternoon. How about 2:00? Thanks. 

> 

> On Wed, 17:19:53 -0500, 

> @gmail.com> wrote: 

>> Hey Dr Stromant 

>> 

>> What time on Sunday? I hke after 10am or 1 lain and before 6pm, but 

>> whatever works for you. Also, indoor/outdoor? Do you need someone else 

>> or just me? 

>> 

>> Thanks againt 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Fri, at 9:31 AM; Deborah Stroman 

<dstroraan@email.unc.edu> 

>> wrote: 

>>> Hi Yes, next Stmday will be fine. Thar~ks. Have ftm this 

>>> weekendt 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 

>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> http://www.unc.eduidepts/exerciseisport administration 

>>> Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: ~mail.com] 

>>> Sent: Thttrsday, 5:54 PM 

>>> To: Deborah Stroman 

>>> Subject: Re: RAR - Sunday 

>>> Hey- Dr. Stroman[ 

>>> We’ll actually- be out of town this ;veekend, racing in TN - should be a 

>>> lot of i~an. What about next ;veekend? rm free on Sunday the and 

>>> I’m sure I could round someone else up if need be 

>>> ~ Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Hi Time for more workt Are you available to do any painting 

>>>> this 

>>>> ~veekend? I am going to the football game on Saturday but have time 

that 

>>>> morning before 1:00 and on Sunday. 



>>>> Thanks. 

>77>> I:~-. Stroman 

>>>> Go Heels, 
>77>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>>>> UNC ~t Chapel tti[] 
>>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>> Ntp://~vw~v.unc.ed~,’depts/exerciseisport administration 

>>>> Weekly Weird Fact: The hmnan brain stops growing at age 18. 

>>>> ..... Oriffinal Message ..... 

>>>> From: ~gmail.com] 
>>>> Sent: We&~esday, 11 : 17 AM 

>>>> To: dstro@unc.edu 
>>>> Subject: ~R - Sunday 

>>>> Deborah, 

>>>> It was good talking to you this morning. Thanks again for signing up 
>>>> for a Rent-A-Rower, ~ve really do appreciate your support. Myself and 
>>>> another rower ~vill be at yo~ home 9am on Sunday morning prepared to 
>>>> paint and move boxest Just a reminder, you supply- paint 
>>>> brushesipaintAools/etc., and we’ll supply the labor. My contact 
>>>> itffonnation is belo~v in case you have any @estions or changes. 
Please 
>>>> don’t hesitate to give me a call. 

>>>> Thanks again, 

>>>> @gmail corn 

>>> ~)unc.edu 

> Deborah Stroman, PhD. CLU 
> 

> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

> 919.8430336 

> dstro@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:51 PM 

@email.uuc.e&t> 

RE: UNC Student Assignraent 

Hi Do you still need my assistance? Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:28 AM 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Subject: UNC Student Assignment 

Hello Ms Stroman- 

My name is                and I am a         here at UNC I am taking a 
first year seminar class called "The Changing American Job" and a big part 
of our class this semester is researching our ideal jobs I would love to 
be a part of the sports industry and came across your name through the 
Alumni I)atabase here at UNC I would really appreciate it if you could 
answer a few questions about your professional and educational background. 

What advice would you offer someone in my position hoping to enter this 
profession or career? 

What types of skills or qualifications will help me succeed in this career? 

What types of career development challenges and opportunities should I 
prepare Jk~r? 

How did your post-secondary education help them in your career development? 

What factors outside of your education were important for your career 
development and why? 

What type of company/organization do you ~vork for, how long have you 
worked in this sector and ~vhat is yore current status? 

Thank you veW much and I look fol~vard to hearing from you. 
Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:01 AM 

.~email. unc.edtr~ 

Re: 3 credits tbr past internship experience 

Okay. I will be in 209. Take your time. 

Dr. Stroman 

On Thu, 20:00:01 -0500, @email.unc edu> 

wrote: 

> I have physiology right in fetzer 9-950! I may be finished ~vith my 

> exam however by 930 I will search around fetzer for you once I’m done 

> physiology test! 

> 

> I have the ADD form! 

> 

> THANK YOU AGAIN, 

> 

> 

> On at 6:37 PM. "Deborah Stroman" 

> <dstroman@email unc edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Meet tomon-ow in Fetzer 209 at 9:30 Thanks. 

>> 

>> 

>> Go tleels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

>> UNC at Chapel }{ill 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> ht tp ://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave 

>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 

>> From: ~email unc edu] 

>> Sent: Tuesday, 12:48 PM 

>> To: Deborah Stroman 

>> Subject: Re: 3 credits :[’or past internship experience 

>> 

>> Any word from dr Salyer or if I could take EXSS twice’? 

>> 

>> Thank you again for this assistance. Hopefully it will work out. 

>> 

>> 

>> On at 4:19 PM. "Deborah Stroman" 

>> < dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi You need for me to sign an ADD/DROP form asap and thcn you 

>>> can take 

>>> that over to Steele (get 3 hr credit this semester for EXSS 

>>> Field 

>>> Experience in Sport Adm). Ncxt scmester I can add you to an 

>>> Independent 

>>> Study for 3 hours. (I haven’t heard back whether I can enroll you 

>>> for EXSS 

>>> again.) 

>>> Now-, ALL of this assistance depends on a recorrm~endation from Coach 

>>> Le’,~ or 

>>> an assistant. So I aru waiting for their return call. 

>>> Hope this helpst 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>>> UNC’ at Chapel Hill 

>>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>>http:/iwww.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

>>> 

>>> Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: ~email uric edu] 

>>> Sent: Monday, 3:50 PM 

>>> To: Deborah Stroman 

>>> Subject: Re: 3 credits for past internship experience 

>>> 

>>> Any word? 

>>> 

>>> Thank you for helpingt 



>>> On              at 10:24 AM, "Deborah Stroman" 
>>> <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Waiting for a call back. What is your cell #? 

>>>> Go Heels, 
>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>>>> UNC at Chapel Hill 
>>>> Exercise and Spolt Science Dept. 

>>>> 919.843.0336 
>>>> http:/iwww.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

>>>> Weekly- Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

>>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>>> From: ~email.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Sunday, 12:58 
>>>> To: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. 
>>>> Subject: 3 credits for past internship experience 

>>>> Dr. Stroman, I hope you are having a nice weekend and your back is 
>>>> feeling better. I emailed you Wednesday as you asked me to do, 
>>>> giving 
>>>> you my pid so you could enroll me into exss    lI’you did not 

>>>> that email...ray PID is 

>>>> Also, regarding the 3 credits you were going to tly to get me(so I 
>>>> did 
>>>> not need to pay/take this winter course through university of 
>>>> Arizona) 
>>>> so I could graduate ON TI2vIE in may Registration for Arizona is this 
>>>> Tuesday, so if you could let me kno~v about those credits by the end 

>>>> THIS MONZ)AY, I’d really appreciate it. this way, I don’t need to 
>>>> register for Arizona class and pay for the course. 

>>>> Thank you again for all your help, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Facul~z 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.e&~> 

Friday, November 20, 2009 3:55 PM 

adoughty@theacc.org 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Project Touchdown! Application 

Hi. Allison Note shirt sizes 

Stroman 

’]7hanks! 

On Fri, 20 Nov 2009 15:52:57 -0500, "Deborah Stroman, Ph D." 

< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Michael 

We’ve selected the following students and they will attend the meeting on 

Tuesday: 

Note: Three females wil[ share a room 

Thanks again :[’or this opportunity and your ongoing support ofUNC EXSS’s 

Sport Administration program 

We are so excitedt ! :) 

Go ACC, 

Debby 

On Thu, 5 Nov 2009 16:01:52 -0500, "Kelly, Michael" <rr~elly@theacc.org> 

wrote: 

>> The 24th at 9am 

>> 

>> Michael Kelly- 

>> Associate Commissioner 

>> Comm~mications & Football Operations 

>> Atlantic Coast Conference 

>> 4512 Wcybridge Lane 

>> Greensboro, NC 27407 

>> 336-854-8787~70 

>> mkelly@theac c. org<mailt o :rrkkellv (~theacc. or~> 

>> 

>> w~w¢.theACC.com<http:/iw~a~’.theACC.com> 

>> wuav.RepresentACC.com<htt,0 ://w~w¢.RepresentACC. corn> 

>> ~’w.TheRoadtoTampaBay.com<htt p://www.TheRoadtoTampaB av.com> 

>> 

>> 

>> [cid:iraage001 .j pg@01CA5E31.4A 1 CA480] 

>> 

>> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2009 10:25 AM 

>> To: Kelly, Michael 

>> Subject: Project Touchdown’. Application 

>> Importance: High 

>> 

>> Hi Michael. On the app last year, I ~Vl-ote: 

>> 

>> This experience requires participation at an ACC meeting to be held 9:00 

>> am. - 12:00 p.m. on Wednesday, November 19, 2008 in Greensboro, Nolth 

>> Carolina and to attend the Championship meetings and game Thursday, 

>> December 4, 2008 tl~rough Saturday, December 6, 2008 in Tampa, Florida 

You 

>> will be responsible for transportation to and from Greensboro and to and 

>> from Tampa. Project Touchdown! will provide housing and meals on Friday 

and 

>> Saturday in Tampa If selected, you agree to attend these mandatoW 

>> sessions. 

>> 

>> 

>> V~rb.at is the date of this year’s meeting in Greensboro? Thanks! 



>> 

>> 

>> Go }{eels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> Sport A~ninistration Facul~ 
>> EXSS Academic Advisor 
>> 
>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
>> 

>> 4 Smith Bktg. - CB# 3182 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> dstro@unc, edu<mailto:dstro(~,’unc.edu> 
>> http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 
>> We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "What did I corae 
> here 
>> to learn, and what did I corae to teach?" 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport A&ninistration 
919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 20, 2009 4:16 PM 

StromaJL Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Invoice t~om ttatper Arks:Paid Invoice 

Hi Ben I ~vould like to place the black long-sleeved shirt order $14 each. 
Do you have a mock shirt? 
Same art~vork using Carolina Blue and VVhite text. 24 min. 

6- small 
7 - med 
7 - large 
4- X-large 

I tried to reach you but got a fax dial tone. 

Home - 

Dr. Stroman 
On Thu, 5 Mar 2009 09:43:59 -0800 (PST), HalT)er Alts 
< @bellsouth.net> wrote: 
> Dear Customer : 
> 

> Your invoice is attached 
> 

> Thank you for your business - we appreciate it very much. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> Harper Arts 
> 

> To view the attached file, you must have Acrobat(R) Reader(R) installed 
> You can download Acrobat(R) Reader(R)from the Adobe(R) Web site: 

> http://www, adobe, com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html 

> You are viewing a text version o17 this message because your e-mail 
> reader doesn’t support HTML. We recommend using e-mail software 
> that supports W1Ek,fL or enabling this feature if it’s turned ofil 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 

EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.e&t> 

Sunday, 8:48 AM 

@email.unc.edu"~ 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Group Project 

Hi      Thanks for your note. Yes, proceed without          I will 
grade and monitor accordingly. Thanks for your communication. 

Dr. Stroman 
On Sat. 21:58:15 -0500, ~email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Good evening Dr. Stroman, 
> 
> ’]’his is                 from your EXSS 
> wil[ receive this in time but my group, SEC 4A West, wanted to bring 
> something to your attention. One of our group members, 
> not responded to any of our emails or met with us in class to discuss 
> and complete this assignment. We don’t know if      is still enrolled 
> in the course or otherwise but it doesn’t appear that we will have his 
> part of our project at this ume 
> 

> We should have told you earlier but we wanted to give every 
> opportunity to meet with us first. We apprecmte your understanding and 
> hope that you find the work that and I have completed to be 
> satisfactory 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 
> 

course I don’t l,mow if you 

has 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Adminis~ation 
919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:55 PM 

@email. unc.edtr~ 

Re: Rough Dral] Paper 

Hi Please email me the rough draft tomorrow as requested. Thanks 

Dr. Stroman 
On Sun, 22:03:34 -0500, ~email unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> I hope you had a good weekend. I just wanted to check in with you 
> regarding the rough draft of the Marketing Strategies paper that 
and 
> I have developed. Our rough draft is clue tomolTo~v and I was hoping to 
set 
> tap a time convenient for you to sho~v you the progress we have made on the 
> paper. I have contacted Coach and am planning to go in at 12:30 
and 
> put a couple hours in at the football office left yesterday for 
> the holiday so she will not be here this week 
> 

> Best, 
> 
> 

Deburah Struman, Ph.D. CLU 

University ufNorth Carulina 
EXSS Department - Sport Adminis~ation 
919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align ?’our passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:03 AM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Project Concerns 

Hi        Your email comes at a rather late time for this prRject See me 
after class if you would like to discuss this matter further 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
LvqC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~gemail uric edt~] 

Sent: Sunday, 5:57 PM 

To: Deborah Lyrm Stroman 

Sublect: Project Concerns 

Dr. Stroman 

After re-analyzing my paper and research I have realized I made a 
monumental mistake in collecting my data. I was using the www2.in~dystar.com 
database for my information regaring the University of Arkansas. I saw that 
the figures were a bit off from the other website that you provided and the 
inl2)rmation sent to me by the athleti director Come to :find out as I 
thought in@star was updated annually, it was only’ done 12~r the years 

~Ihis is where I gathered all of my data on the streams of 
revenue of the UniversiW and detailed expense report including travel and 
recruiting, etc. I have no idea where to find this inforamtion now as to 
the University only sent me the information that was detailed on the listed 
website you provided Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:36 AM 

~email. unc.edu-~ 

RE: Project Touchdown Travel Arrangements 

Hi Yes, we need to be there Thursday by 3:00 p.m. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:32 AM 
To: Deborah Lynn Stromun 
Subject: Project Touchdown Travel A1Tangements 

Professor Stroman, 

I wanted to thank you again for letting me be a part of Project Touchdown. 
This should be a great opportunity to network as well as gain valuable 
experience and I appreciate that you extended the invitation to us graduate 
students. 

I am all set for the meeting tomorrow but had a question about travel 
arrangements I was under the impression that we had to be down there on 
Friday by 4pm. ARer speaking with         she said Thursday at 4pm. I 
have already scheduled my flight and was wondering if it was necessary that 
I make a change. 

So sorry for the confusion and thank you ~2~r your help. 
Sincerely, 

(;ell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:30 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: first paxt 

Hi How is your Phase II going? 

Have a wonderful Thanksgiving 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:08 PM 
To: 
Cc: ’Dr. Stroman’ 
Subject: RE: first part 

Thanks Good job[ Let’s meet Wednesday at 2:00 pin 

Here is Phase II - Interview. Due at 12:00 p.m. 

EXSS 

Interview one person who holds a position at an execuuve or semor level o17 
sport management. Students are encouraged to consult the organization’s 
organizational chart for clarification on the management structure o17 that 
organization. Students will be responsible :[’or asking questions that allow 
them to address the topics listed below In addition, students are 
encouraged to ask questions that deviate from what is outlined below: 

1) Describe your managerial responsibilities as a senior leader/executive? 
2) How are these responsibilities similar or dissimilar to other levels of 
managers at your organization? 
3) How do you coordinate the efforts of those who work in this program? 
4) What is the primary mission of the program? 
5) How do the pamcipants benefit from participation? 
6) l~,’nat would you add or eliminate if there were an increase in funding? 
7) What professional credentials do you need to secure a similar position as 
yours’.’ 
8) What professional experience do you need to secure a similar position’.’ 
9) \Vhat advice ~vould you give to be a successful professional in this field? 

This intel~’iew should be no more than four pages (double-spaced ts~ped) in 
length (not including any attachments). 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 
http:iixvwxv.unc, edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: The human brain stops growing at age 18. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:23 PM 

To: dstroman@email.~mc, edu 
Subject: first part 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emafil.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 1:43 PM 

~gmail.com> 

RE: Interview Questions 

Received~ Thanks! 

htt:p:iiwww.unc:.edu i~epts/exercise/sport administratio~ 

F~ @gm~il.com] 
Serif ~londay, 1:40 PN 
T~ Dr. Stroman 
S~bje~t~ Inte~Jew Questions 

I have a.ached the questions that I plan to ask Director of Ti~ke~nB Tim Sabo dmi~ m~ imes,i~w o~m 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emal.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 4:08 PM 

@email.mac.edu>; 

@emal.unc.edt~; 

Stromo~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

PT! 

PT Interviews .doc 

@gmail.com>; ~email.unc.edu>; 
~eraail.unc.e&t> 

Congratulations on your selection to the     Project Touchdown! team. It is a little crazy time due to my setback but I am healing well and look forward 

to working with you on this unbelievable experience! As athletic administrators, one learns very quickly to be "nimble and quick." You must be ready for 

change and always be flexible! 

Here are some answers and requests: 
1. Address - Please send me home AND U NC. 
2. Phone - Please send me your mobile #. 
3. ACC Meeting Tomorrow- Business Casual dress (no sneakers or jeans!). Meet in lobby at 8:30 a.m. SHARP. will meet us there. If you 
need a ride, I will depart from Chapel Hill at 7:30 a.m. at the Timberlyne parking lot. Call me if you need a ride! 
4. Interview Project - Meet with each other individually (preferred) OR no more than three in a group. See attachment. 
5. Get VERY familiar with the ACC Website - Football section, RTTP, and the Football Legends for each school. (theacc.com) 
6. Learn the AD’s in the ACC. 
7. Learn about Mike Kelly, the ACC Football Commissioner. 
Let me know if you have any questions! 
Reminder- Be in Tampa by Thursday at 3:00 p.m. Depart after the game on Saturday @ or Sunday. 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
Sport Administration Facuhy 
EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
Sigma Npha Lambda (Leadership } {onors Society) 
4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

C- 
dstro(a)~unc.edu 

We are all students and teachers, I often ask mysel~ "What did I come here to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



PT Interviews 

This experience also affords you the opportunity to work closely with successful peers. In 
the future you may work with and/or for one another! You may need a peer 
recommendation or advice. Make 0~ot ~ake) time ~o connect and get to kn~, each 
other. 

Spend time together before and discuss the following: 

1. Hometown 
2. Career Interests 
3. UNC Major - best and worst academic experiences - lessons learned? 
4. Favorite foods, music, and movies 
5. Hobbies 
6. If you were president of the US, what would be your priorities? Why? 
7. What is right and wrong with college football today? 
8. What is right and wrong with sports in America today? 
9. Who is your hero/heroine? Why? 
10. If money and time were no issue, what would you be doing right now? 

(Opportunity cost) 

Dr. Stroman- e3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, ’ 4:21 PM 

@emml.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu~~ 

WBB Journalist Wanted! 

Hi.      It was great seeing you today. You are continuing to shine and your future is bright] 

Here’s the information that I would appreciate your forwarding to your classmates: 

The Full Court Press, an insider’s look at UNC women’s basketball, has been launched. The editor, is seeking a co-editor and/or writers. 

If you are qualified (writing background plus passion for success) and looking for marketing experience with the athletic department, contact Dr. Stroman 

asap with your resume. This communication is distributed to all season ticketholders, which are primarily Rams Club members, and other UNC women’s 

basketball support groups. 

Send 
your contact information and resume to: t__h_e__c_ju__b_._(£~__LLn_ .c__. .e_ d__u- 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, ~h.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors SocietT) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# :3182 

Chapel I till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.eJu 

http:/’ /’www.unc.edu/ depts/’exercise,/sport administration 

We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "What did I come ,~ere to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:25 PM 

@email. unc.edu> 

RE: PT’. 

Thanks’. Slow do~vn...we will cover # 4 and additional details Much of which 

we will learn about tomorrow Remember, this event is the ACC’s. :) 

Focus on your assignments 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
LWC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: 
hnportance: tligh 

hgemail uric edu] 
4:19 PM 

1. Home address: 

3. I’ll call you tomorrow morning, so I can meet you at the parking lot. 

4. Question: What hotel will we be staying in? What do we do after we 
arrive. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:37 PM 

~gmail.com 

Re: PT! 

Thanks’. See ya’ in the morning. 

Dr. Stroman 
On Mon, 22:18:41 +0000, @gmail corn wrote: 
> School address: 
> 

> Home address: 
> 

> Cell: 
> Sent t?om my Verizon ;Vlreless BlackBerry 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
> Date: Mon, 16:08:10 
> To: ~email.unc.edu>; 
> @emall uric edu>; 
> @email.unc.edu>; 

@email uric edu> 
> Cc: ’Dr Stroman’<dstro@unc.edu> 
> Subject: PT! 
> 

> Congratulations on your selection to the Project Touchdown[ team It 
> is 
> a little craW time due to my setback but I am healing well and look 
> forward 
> to working with you on this unbelievable experience! As athletic 
> administrators, one learns very quickly to be "nimble and quick." You 
must 
> be rea@ for change and always be flexible! 
> 

> 

> 

> Here are some answers and requests: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 1. Address - Please send me home AND UNC 
> 

> 2. Phone - Please send me your mobile # 
> 

> 3. ACC Meeting Tomorrow - Business Casual dress (no sneakers 
or 
> jeanst). Meet in lobby at 8:30 a.m. SFL~,P. will meet 
> us 

> there. If you need a ride, I will depart from Chapel Hill at 7:30 a.m. 
at 
> the Timberlyne parking lot. Call me if you need a ride! 
> 

> 4. Inter~dew Project - Meet with each other individually 
> (preferred) OR no more than three in a group. See attactm~ent. 
> 

> 5. Get VERY familiar with the ACC Wek~site - Football section, 
> RTTP, and the Football Legends for each school. (theacc.com) 
> 

> 6. Learn the AD’s in the ACC. 
> 

> 7. Learn about Mike Kelly, the ACC Football Corcanissioner. 
> 

> 

> 

> Let me l~mw if you have any questions! 
> 

> 

> 

> Reminder - Be in Tampa by Thmsday at 3:00 p.m. Depart after the game on 
> Saturday L or Sunday. 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> 
> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> Sport Administration Facul~ 
> 

> EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 

@gmail corn>; 



> 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

>C- 
> 

> <mailto: dstro(d)unc, edu> dstro@unc, edu 
> 

> <http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration> 
> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "V~nat did I come 
here 
> to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UlW,~crsity of North Carolina 

EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:39 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: invite 

Great! Thanks for your coordination. 

debby 
©n Mop. 17:18:01 -0500, 

@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Revisions made. Pls. review one last time. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Debra B. Watkins, Senior Associate Director 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Carolina Union 
> 3103C FPG Student Ul~ion, CB# 5210 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> Ofilice (919) 962-0291 
> Cell 
> Fax (919) 962-3719 
> watkinsd@email.unc.edu 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department- Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 8:40 PM 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: PT! 

Thanks See ya’ in the mornin!! 

Dr. Stroman 

On iVlon 17:16:19 -0500, 
wrote: 
> Dr Stroman, 
> 

> Here is my L,~IC address: 
> 

> 

> My Home address is: 
> 

> 

> iVly cell phone number is: 
> 

> If theres anything else you need please let me know. 
> Thank you and I will see you tomorrow-, 
> 

> 

> 

> On Mo~ 16:08:10 -0500, "Deborah Strom an" 
> <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Congratulatinns on your selection to the ProJect Touchdownt team. 
It 
>> is 
>> a little craw time due to my setback but I am healing well and look 
>> forward 
>> to working with you on this unbelievable experiencet As athletic 
>> aNniinstrators, one learns very quickly to be "nimble and quick." You 
> must 
>> be ready for change and always be flexiblet 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ttere are some answers and requests: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 1. Address - Please send me home AND UNC. 
>> 

>> 2. Phone - Please send me your mobile # 
>> 

>> 3. ACC Meeting Tomorrow - Business Casual dress (no sneakers 
> or 

>>jeans!). Meet in lobby at 8:30 a.m. SHARP. will 
nreet 
>> us 

>> thcre. If you need a ride, I xvill depart from Chapel Hill at 7:30 aan. 
>at 
>> the Timberlyne parking lot. Call me if you need a ride! 
>> 

>> 4. Inter, dexv Proj ect - Meet with each other individually 
>> (preferred) OR no more than tl-tree in a group. See attachment. 
>> 

>> 5. Get VERY l:amiliar with the ACC Website - Football section, 
>> RTTP, and the Football Legends for each school. (theacc.com) 
>> 

>> 6. Learn the AD’s in the ACC. 
>> 

>> 7. Learn about Mike Kelly, the ACC Football Corrmrissioner. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Let me know if you have any questions! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Reminder - Be in Tampa by Thursday at 3:00 p.m. Depart after the game on 
>> Saturday L or Sunday 
>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
>> 
>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> 

[~email uric edu> 



>> Sport ANninistration Faculty 
>> 

>> EXSS Academic Advisor 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> College Sport Research Institute 
>> 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 
>> 

>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> C - 
>> 

>> <mailto:dstro(~unc.edu> dstro@unc.edu 
>> 

>> <httr~:/iwww. unc. edu/del)tsiexercise/snort administration> 
>> httl~ ://www.unc.edu/de’ats/exercise/s’0ort administration 
>> 

>> We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "What did I corae 
> here 
>> to learn, and what did I corae to teach?" 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:41 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: PT’. 

Yes. We ~vill meet in the parking lot of the movie theatre I have a 
champagne colored Lexus SUV 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 
On Moil 16:29:24 -0500, 

@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> One last question, is the timberlyne lot off;veaver dairy? Thanks. 
> 

> On Mol~, 16:25:16 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
> <dstroman@email uric edu> wrote: 
>> Thanks[ Slow- down.., we ;vill cover # 4 and additional details. Much of 
>> which we will learn about tomorro;v. Remember, this event is the ACC’s 

:) 
>> 

>> Focus on your assignments. 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
>> UNC at Chape[ tliH 
>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 
>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> http :i/www.unc.eduidepts/e×ercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> Vrom: (h?email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, 4:19 PM 
>> To: Deborah Stroman 
>> SubJect: Re: PT! 
>> hnportance: High 
>> 

>> 

>> 1 Home address: 
>> 

>> 

>> 2 
>> 

>> 3. I’ll call you tomorrow morning, so I can meet you at the parking lot 
>> 

>> 4. Question: What hotel will we be staying in? ~,\~at do we do after we 
>> arrive. 

Deborah Stroruan, Ph.D. CLU 

Univcrsity of North Carolina 
EXSS Dcpartment - Sport A&ninistration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emal.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 9:40 PM 

~eraail.unc.edu> 

Re: PT! 

Thanks’. See ’ya in the morinng. 

Dr. Stroman 

On Mor~             20:57:46 -0500, 

~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dr Stroman, 

> 

> My phone number is: 

> My UNC address is: 

> 

> 

> On Mol~, 16:08:10 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 

> <dstroman@email unc edu> wrote: 

>> Congratulations on your selection to the Project Touchdown[ team. 

It 

>> is 

>> a little crazy time due to my setback but I am healing well and look 

>> forward 

>> to working with you on this unbelievable experience! As athletic 

>> administrators, one learns vepy quickly to be "nimble and quick" You 

> must 

>> be ready for change and always be flexible[ 

>> 

>> 

>> 

}{ere are some answers and requests: 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> l. Address - Please send me home AN[) UNC. 

>> 

>> 2 Phone - Please send me your mobile 

>> 

>> 3 ACC ?,/leering Tomorrow - Business Casual dress (no sneakers 

> or 

>>jeans!). Meet in lobby at 8:30 a.m SHARP. will 

meet 

>> there. If you need a ride, I will depart from Chapel Hill at 7:30 a.m 

>> the Timberlyne parking lot Call me if you need a ride[ 

>> 4.      Intcp,dew Project - Meet with each other individually 

>> (preferred) OR no more than three in a group. See attachment. 

>> 5.      Get VERY familiar with the ACC Website - Football section, 

>> RTTP, and the Football Legends for each school. (theacc.com) 

>> 6. Learn the AD’s in the ACC. 

>> 7. Learn about Mike Kelly, the ACC Football Conm~issinner. 

>> Let me know if you have any questions! 

>> Reminder - Be in Tampa by Thursday at 3:00 p.m. Depart after the game on 

>> Saturday L or Sunday. 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> Sport Administration Facul~ 

>> EXSS Academic Advisor 

>> College Spolt Research Institute 

>> Carolina Sports Business Club 



>> 

>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 4 Smith B[dg - CB# 3182 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> C - 
>> 

>> <mailto:dstro,@,unc.edu> dstro@unc.edu 
>> 

>> <htt p://www.unc, eduidepts/exer ciseisport administration> 
>> http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "What did I come 
> here 
>> to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Uni’,~ersity of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 24, 2009 2:02 PM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

Malone, Brenda Pdchardson <brenda malone@unc.edu-~; Ann Penn <Ann Penn@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: BFSC Membership List 

Hi Debra. Do ~ve kno~v the number of paid vs. non-paid/disc list members? 

d 
On Tue, 24 Nov 2009 10:01:17 -0500, "Debra Watkins" 
<watkinsd@email.unc edu> 
wrote: 
> Do you think ~ve should invite the 1400 black employees to the BFSC/Ehnira 
> celebration or send to paid members and Elmira’s guests? Please read 
> below 
> 

> Debra 
> 

> Debra B Watkins, Senior Associate Director 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Carolina Union 
> 3103C t:PG Student Uinon, CB# 5210 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> Office (919) 962-0291 
> Cell 
> Fax (919) 962-3719 
> watkinsd@email uric edu 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: newsom [mailto:newsom(@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, Nnvember 24, 2009 9:06 AM 
> To: Debra Watkins 
> Cc: Correnthia B Hill 
> Subject: Re: BFSC Membership List 
> 

> 

> Ill Debrat 
> I do not use a list of only paid members. If you want the list you 
usually 
> get announcements and things on it is a discussion list and goes out to 
> about 1400 black employees. If you hit "reply all" anything you send will 
> be sent to the list.Or, you can send it to Archie and he can send it out 
to 
> the list he maintains but it is not that up to date. Correnthia can get 
you 
> the list of emails of paid members only. Perhaps that is ~vho we need to 
> invite with some selected other folks from her office and family and 
> friends. I have copied Correnthia on this entail so if you ~vant only- paid 
> merabers just contact her directly. I ant going to Cleveland ~vith 
>                                       so will be away frora the 
> keyboard, but on blackberry, for most of the day. 
> On Tue, 24 Nov 2009 08:55:50 -0500, "Debra Watkins" 
> <watkinsd@email.unc. edu> 
> ~vrote: 
>> Good Morning Cookie, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Can sonreone from your office email me the BFSC membership list, and 
email 
>> addresses if they have them, so I can send out invitations? Thanks! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> debra 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Debra B Watkins, Senior Associate Director 
>> 

>> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 
>> Carolina Union 
>> 

>> 3103C FPG Student Union, CB# 5210 
>> 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> Ofiice (919) 962-0291 
>> 

>> Cell 
>> 

>> Fax (919) 962-3719 
>> 

>> ~vatkinsd@email unc.edu 



Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. (TLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department- Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 24, 2009 3:15 PM 

Watkins, Debra <wa’tkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

Malone, Brenda Pdchardson <brenda malone@unc.edu-~; Ann Penn <Ann Penn@unc.edu> 

RE: FW: BFSC Membership List 

If we can get a 20% response rate (without going over the Ackland capacity 
#) using the paid~’E’s guest list, my choice is to go that route That is, 
we need to have some type of incentive to be a paid member. :) If the 
incentive is not this event, then future event(s). Thanks. 

d 
On Tue, 24 Nov 2009 14:12:03 -0500, "Debra Watkins" 
<watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 
wro be: 

> N0, but I’m awaiting the list from Cookie’s assistant Will let you know 
> asap. 
> 

> Debra B Watkins, Senior Associate Director 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Carolina Union 
> 3103C t:PG Student Union, CB# 5210 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> Office (919) 962-0291 
> Cell 
> Fax (919) 962-3719 
> watkinsd@email uric edu 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Deborah Stroman, Phi). [mailto:dstroman(h)email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2009 2:02 PM 
> To: Debra Watkins 
> Cc: Brenda Malone; Ann Penn 
> Sut~iect: Re: FW: BFSC Membership List 
> 

> 

> Hi Debra. Do we know the number of paid vs non-paid/disc list members? 
> 
>d 
> On Tue, 24 Nov 2009 10:01:17 -0500, "Debra Watkins" 
> <watkinsd@email.unc. edu> 
> ~vrote: 
>> Do you think we should invite the 1400 black employees to the 
BFSC/Eh~a 
>> celebration or send to paid members and Elmira’s guests? Please read 
>> below. 
>> 

>> Debra 
>> 

>> Debra B. Watkins, Senior Associate Director 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Carolina Union 

>> 3103C FPG Student Union, CB# 5210 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> Office (919) 962-0291 
>> Cell 
>> Fax (919) 962-3719 
>> watkinsd@email.unc.edu 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: newsom [mailto:newsom@cmail.unc.edu] 
>> Scnt: Tuesday, November 24, 2009 9:06 AM 
>> To: Debra Watkins 
>> Cc: Correnthia B Hill 
>> Sulziect: Re: BFSC Membership List 
>> 

>> 

>> Hi Debra! 
>> I do not use a list of only paid members. If you want the list you 
> usually 
>> get announcements and things on it is a discussion list and goes out to 
>> about 1400 black employees. If you hit "reply all" anything you send 
will 
>> be sent to the list Or, you can send it to Archie and he can send it out 
> to 

>> the list he maintains but it is not that up to date. Correnthia can get 
> you 
>> the list of emails of paid members only. Perhaps that is who we need to 
>> invite ;vith some selected other folks ticom her office and family and 
>> friends. I have copied Correnthia on this email so if you want only paid 
>> members just contact her directly I am going to Cleveland 
>>                                         so will be away ticom the 
>> keyboard, but on blackberD’, for most of the day. 
>> On Tue, 24 Nov 2009 08:55:50 -0500, "Debra Watkins" 
>> <watkinsd@email.unc. edu> 



>> wrote: 
>>> Good Morning Cookie, 

>>> Can someone from your office email me the BFSC membership list, and 
> email 
>>> addresses if*they have them, so ! can send out invitations? Thanks! 

>>> debra 

>>> Debra B. Watkins, Senior Associate Director 

>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>> Carolina Union 

>>> 3103C FPG Stadent Union, CB# 5210 

>>> ChapelHill, i’~’C~ 27599 

>>> Office @19) 962-0291 

>>> Cell 

>>> Fax (919) 962-3719 

>>> watkinsd@email.unc.edu 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Universi~z of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday, 5: 5 8 PM 

~email.unc.edu>;                     ~email. unc.edu>; 
@eraail.unc.edu>; Stroraan, Deborah Lynn <’dstro@unc.edu>; 

IYI’! - Yes! 

@gmail.cora>; 

@email.tmc.edu> 

Hi Team. I hope everyone made it back to UNC/home safely. Today was a great day and just a preview of our big task in Tampa. 

Action Items: 

:1. Send your travel itinerary asap. 

2. Start your journal. 

3. Don’t forget the interviews. It REALLY makes a difference when we get to Tampa and we are in "full speed ahead" mode. (~ 

Please rest up and reflect on all the MANY things we have to be thankful for during your break! 

I look forward to seeing you next week. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institut:e 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.84-3.0336 

dstro@unc.ed~* 

http:/’/www.unc.edu/’depts/exercise/’sport administration 

We are all students and teachers. ! often ask myse@ "What did ! come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:16 PM 

~eraail.unc.edu> 

RE: PT’. 

Received. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
hrtp://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: 
Sent: iVlonday, 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: PT’. 
Importance: High 

~email.unc edu] 
9:01 PM 

Sorry! I accidentally just sent the email before I finished typing it, I 
hit the wrong button[ I’ll try this again. 

My phone number is: 
My UNC address is: 
My home address is 

See you tomorrow[ 

On Mon,             16:08:10 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 

< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Congratulations on your selection to the Project Touchdown! team It 

>is 

> a litde crazy time due to my setback but ! am healing well and look 

> ~2~r*vard 

> to working with you on this unbelievable experience! As athletic 

> administrators, one learns veW quickly to be "nimble and quick" You 

must 

> be tea@ for change and always be flexiblet 

Here are some answers and requests: 

> 1. Ad&ess - Please send me home AND 

> 

> 2. Phone - Please send me your mobile #. 

> 

> 3. ACC _Meeting Tomorrow - Business Casual dress (no sneakers 

or 

> j eans.). Meet in lobby at 8:30 a.m. SHAR2. will meet 

> us 

> there, lI’you need a ride, I will depart from C’hapel Hill at 7:30 a.m. 

at 

> the Tirnberlyne parking lot. Call me if you need a rider 

> 

> 4. Intervie~v Project - Meet with each other individually 

> (preferred) OR no more than three in a group. See attact~mcnt. 

> 

> 5 Get VERY familiar wit2a the ACC YVebsite - Football section, 

> RTTP, and the Football Legends for each school (theacc.com) 

> 

> 6. Learn the AD’s in the ACC. 

> 

> 7. Learn about ivlike Kelly, the ACC Football Con~missioner 

> Let me know if you have any questions’. 



> Reminder - Be in Tampa by Thursday at 3:00 pm Depart after the game on 
> Saturday L or Sunday. 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CI,U 
> 
> UNC’ - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> Sport Administration Faculty 
> 

> EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 

> 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> 

> <mailto:dstro@unc edu> dstro@unc edu 
> 

> <http ://~vw~v.unc.edu/d epts/exercise/sportadministration> 
> http://www.unc.edu~’depts/exercise/sportadministration 
> 

> We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, %Vhat did I come 
here 
> to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:23 PM 

To: @emaJl .unc.edu:~ 

Sublet’t: FW: PT! 

A~tacb: t~F Interviews .doc 

Still waiting for !# 1 and # 2[: 

Go 

Deborah Stroman, P}~-D,, CI.U 

9~98630336 

{] [’q)bl/www.unc.e du / dep! s~/e ~rc {~!’~!port :administ:ra tion 

Week@ ~qelrd /:act: A snail can sleep fl)r three 

F~m= Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                4:08 PN 

~email.unc.edu; 
~¢= ’Dr. Stroman’ 

~mpe~anCe= High 

Congratulations on your selection to the Project Touchdown! team. It is a little crazy time due to my setback but I am healing well and look forward 

to working with you on this unbelievable experience! As athletic administrators, one learns very quickly to be "nimble and quick." You must be ready for 

change and always be flexible! 

Here are some answers and requests: 

1. Address - Please send me home AND U 

2. Phone - Please send me your mobile #. 

3. ACe Meetin8 Tomorrow Business Casual dress (no sneakers or jeans!). Meet in lobby at 8:30 a.m. SHARP. will meet us there. If you 

need a ride, I will depart from Chapel Hill at 7:30 a.m. at the Timberlyne parkin~ lot. Call me if you need a ride! 

4. Interview Project - Meet with each other individually (preferred) OR no more than three in a group. See attachment. 

5. Get VERY familiar with the ACe Website - Football section, RTTP, and the Football Lesends for each school. (theacc.com) 

6. Learn the AD’s in the ACe. 

7. Learn about Mike Kelly, the ACe Football Commissioner. 

Let me know if you have any questions! 

Reminder- Be in Tampa by Thursday at 3:00 p.m. Depart after the game on Saturday @ or Sunday. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institut:e 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.84-3.0336 

C- 

dstro~-~unc.edu 

http:/ywww.unc,edu idepts//exercise/’sport administration 

We are all students and teachers. / often ask myse/.f, "W,~ot did ! come here to learn, and what did / come to teach?" 



PT Interviews 

This experience also affords you the opportunity to work closely with successful peers. In 
the future you may work with and/or for one another! You may need a peer 
recommendation or advice. Make 0~ot ~ake) time ~o connect and get to kn~, each 
other. 

Spend time together before and discuss the following: 

1. Hometown 
2. Career Interests 
3. UNC Major - best and worst academic experiences - lessons learned? 
4. Favorite foods, music, and movies 
5. Hobbies 
6. If you were president of the US, what would be your priorities? Why? 
7. What is right and wrong with college football today? 
8. What is right and wrong with sports in America today? 
9. Who is your hero/heroine? Why? 
10. If money and time were no issue, what would you be doing right now? 

(Opportunity cost) 

Dr. Stroman- e3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:26 PlVl 

@email.unc.edu>;                     ~email. unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu>; 

PT! Contact #’s 

~gmail.com-~; 

@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculD" 
E_Y--~qS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(@mc.edu 

http:/iwww.unc.edu ideptsiexercise//sport administration 

We are aft students and teachers. I often ask myse@ "What did I come ,~ere to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:36 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: How to register EXSS 

Hi     Thank you for your inquiry. The EXS S Field Experience in Spolt 
Administration course is designed to provide students with the opportunity 
to apply their theoretical learnings in a real world sport business setting. 
There are prerequisite course requirements that are generally not complete 
until the junior or senior year Thus, I encourage you to consider the EXSS 
Spolt A&ninistration track so you may gain familiari~ ~vith this field of 
stu@ and career option. You are eligible to declare this track now. 

As an EXSS academic advisor, I can assist you in this exploration Let me 
know- if you want to chat further. We can meet to discuss the curriculum 

Are you enjoying the Club’s activities? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto (gr) em ail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ] 0:47 PM 

To: dstroman@email.unc, edu 
Subject: How to register EXSS 

Hello Dr. Stroman: 

I am a first-year student, also a member of sports business club. I am 
interested in the course exss 
I wonder how to get the permit? 

Thank you 
Sincerely 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attadl: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@em~Jl.unc.e&~> 

Tuesday,                 ’ 6:58 PM 

~emaiLunc.edu> 

FCP 

FCP 1 1.5 TT.docx 

Go 1 teels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CL[ ; 

UiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept:. 

Sport Administration FaculV 

E~S Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Spo~ts N~smess Club 

Si~ Npha Lambda (Leadership Honors Societ:7" 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.84&0336 

hlt:p:///wwwamc.edu/’~]epts/exercise/’s~)ort administra~:io~ 

~e are all students and teachers, t o)en ask mysel~ "~t~ot did I came here to learr~, arid what did t come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 25, 2009 10:58 AM 

Soufl~a]l, Pdchm’d Micha~d <’.soufl~a]l@emml.unc.edu> 

Ed Shields <shields@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Tilne to meet re: EXSS 750-751 

Hi Richard FYI - I leave for Tampa on Thursday. :( 

Let me know if you can conference me in. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Spurt Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/spurt administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: suuthall@emaiLunc.edu [mailto:southall(@email unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2009 10:36 AM 
To: Shelley Johnsun; mas932@email.unc.edu 
Cc: Deborah Struman; Ed Shields 
Subject: Re: Time tu meet re: EXSS 750-751 

Hello again, 

Since we had communicated and I was able tu get in tuuch with Michael, 
Kevin’s calendar :filled up and all that was left was next Friday 12,’4 @ 
3:009m. 

Please disregard any uther times prupused. Sorry about clogging up 
mailboxes. 

See yuu then 

Richard 

Quoting Shelley Johnson <shelljo@ancaa.unc.edu>: 

For the week of November 30, the following days and tirues work for me... 

M 0800-900 hours 
T 1400-1500 hours (2-3pro) 
F 0800-900 hours 
F 1500-1600hours (3-~4pm) 
F 1600-1700hours (4-5pro) 

>>>> "Richard M. Southall" <southall@eruail.unc.edu> 11/24,’2009 11:40 AM 

Hello everyone: 

I hope you’re all looking folsvard to a great Tharf~sgMng. I know rm 
thankful for each day-, but it’s important to have a time for reflection 
on ottr blessings. Hope you and your family have a chance to share. 

I know this is a really busy time of the semester for all of us, but I 
want to set up a meeting next ~veek to discuss EXSS 751 (specific to next 
semester) arid EXSS 750-751 as a course moving forward. As two of the 
instructors who have delivered this course over the past few years, I 
thought it critical to revolve you in discussions surrounding these 
courses and how they fit into the SpAd grad program. 

To facilitate our meeting, I’ve gotten Kevin’s schedule from Michael and 
right now these are the times he has available and that don’t conflict 
with my schedule next week: 

MorF 0800-900hours 
iVI-F 1400-1600 hours 
M/T/R?F 1600-1700 hours 

We need at least a one hour block of time for our initial meeting, so 
let me know which specific time of listed above that just doesn’t work 
for you. From there I will simply choose a date and time that has no 
conflicts and get it scheduled asap. If you can let me know by tomon-ow, 
that would be a great help 

I really appreciate your taking the time to meet 



> Thanks 
> 

> Richard 

> Dr Richard M. Somhall 
> Assistant Professor - Sport Administration 
> Coordinator - Graduate Sport-Administration Program 
> Director - Col lege Sport Research Institute 
> The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> CB 3182 Smith Building 06 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919.962-3507 (office) 
>          (cell) 
> 919.962.6325 (fax) 
> Email: southall@email.unc.edu 
> 

> * UNC Sport Administration Program 
> http :i/www.~c.edu/depts/exercise/sport administr at ion/index, htl~ 
> * College Sport Research Institute 
> http://www.unc.edu/csri 
> * Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics 
> http:/icsri-iiia.org 
> 

> * Please join us April 21-23, 2010 for the 2010 Scholarly- Conference 
> on College Sport http://www.csriconference.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 25, 2009 11:11 AM 

’Maxgaret Jablonski’ <Margare~Jablonski@unc.edu> 

RE: Interview 

Hi. Are you gohsg to the WBB game at 17 

d 

Deborah ;}R~ornan. Ph D., (3I,U 

9Zq’ 8q3 0336 

htt}~///%vww.unc.e d u / de}~ts/%xercise//sport administration 

F~m: Nargaret 3ablonski [mailto:NargaretNablonski~unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, November 25, 2009 10:50 AN 
To= ’Cynthia Runberg’; ’Steve Reznick’; ’Nary Nurray’; 
Subject= Inte~iew 
Hello eye,one, 

@nc.rr.com; dstroman@email.unc.edu; ’Donna Bickford’; ’Salvador B. Mena’; ’Eddie Hull’ 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the mock interview on Monday, November 30 at 4:30 at the Runberg home at 506 E. Rosemary St, a short walk from campus. There is 
a long driveway so we should all fit in the driveway. 
I know that all of you have participated on search committees in the past. In this case, I am preparing for an interview for a president of a small/mid size(4700) public 
university. It will be a one hour interview. I hope to have one or two other interviews for small private college presidencies, so please consider questions that might fit the 
general role of being a college president from the perspective which you are assigned below. 
4:30-4:45 Welcome, introduction and instructions for the interview 
4:45-5:30/5:40 Search Committee Interview 
5:30/5:40-5 Feedback 
Following the interview Julie Mitchell, my "coach" will ask you to offer specific feedback about what worked well and where I might polish answers to the most challenging 
questions. The goal is for me to feel confident and comfortable going into my real interview a few days later. This will be very helpful to me, and I greatly appreciate your 
assistance! 
Roles: 
Steve- Chair of the Faculty; Director of Athletics 
Mary- Vice President for Development; Director of Alumni Relations 
Debby- Faculty member, EXSS and Business School 
Donna- Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, Faculty member 
Salvador- VP for Diversity, Chair of the Staff Council 
Cynthia- Trustee; Civic Background 
Julie-Trustee, Business Background 
Eddie- VP for Finance/Planning 
If you have any questions in advance, please feel free to email me, or Julie Mitchell 
Peggy 
Margaret Jablonski 
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 
University of North Carolina 

112 Carr, Box 5000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5000 
919-956-4045 

@nc.rr.com). I look forward to seeing you on Monday. Happy Thanksgiving. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:51 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Interview Questions 

Hi No attachment :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 6:00 PM 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Subject: Interview- Questions 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

I hope you had a great thanksgiving[ Here are the questions that I am 
pIarming on asking in my interview tomorrow! They are the ones that are on 
your sheet (a few have been combined) and I plan on asking more once I get 
there depending on his answers! 

See you in class on Monday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 1:49 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

RE: PT! - Yes! 

Received. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:54 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: PT! - Yes! 

Dr Stroman, 

tIere is my itinerary, J2~r lay flights: 

tIave a great break! 

On Tue,             17:58:22-0500, "Deborah Struman" 
<dstroman@email. unc edu> wrote: 
> Hi Team I hope eveuone made it back to UNC/home safely Tuday was a 
great 
> day and just a preview ofuur big task in Tampa. 
> 

> 

> 

> Action Items: 
> 

> 

> 

> 1. Send your travel itinerary- asap. 
> 

> 2. Start your j ournal. 
> 

> 3. Don’t forget the interviexvs. It REALLY makes a difference xvhen we 
> get to Tampa and xve are in "full speed ahead" mode. J 
> 

> 

> 

> Please rest up and reflect on all the MANY things xve have to be thartkful 
> for 
> during your break! 
> 

> 

> 

> I look forward to seeing you next week. 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 
> 
> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> Sport Administration Faculty 
> 

> EXSS Academic Advisor 
> 

> 

> 

> College Sport Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 



> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 
> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> <mailto: dstr o(~unc.edu> dstro@unc, edu 
> 

> <http://www.t~nc.edt~/depts/exercise/sport administration> 

> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> We are all students and teachers. I often ask twself. %\~at did I corae 
here 
> to learn, and ~vhat did I come to teach?" 

Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 1:50 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: flight itinerary 

Received. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
hrtp://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email.unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:34 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject:         flight itineraw 

Dr. Stroman, 

tIere are my flight details: 

I can’t wait for next weekend! I’m really looking folward to it! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 30, 2009 12:52 PM 

Soufl~a]l, RichaJcd Micha~d ~’.soufl~a]l@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 750 -751 meeting 

Hi Richard. Thal~ks for your note I am here today until 3:45 Tuesday - 
Free until noon Wednesday - Free until class at 11:00 and then after 
class 

Let me know. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ri chard M. S outhal[ [in ailto:southa[l (@email un c edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 11:21 AM 
To: Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Subject: EXSS 750 -751 meeting 

Debby, 

Is there a time that we might be able to meet with Kevin to discuss the 
EXSS 750-751 class before you leave [’or Tampa’? if you don’t have any ume 
prior we’ll keep the conference call set up, but I’d like to visit in 
person. Maybe you can look at Kevin’s availability in Amy’s emai[ re: 
Woolen and we can find a time to meet. 

ttope you’re feeling better and that you had a great Thanksgiving. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southal[ 
Assistant Professor - Sport Administration Coordinator - Graduate 
Sport-Administration Program Director - College Sport Research Institute 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB 3182 Smith Building 06 
Chapel tti[1, NC 27599 
919.962-3507 (office) 

(cell) 
919.962.6325 (lhx) 
Email: southall@email.~mc.edu 

* LrNC Sport Administration Program 

http://xvwxv.unc.eduidepts/exerciseisport administration/index.htm 
* College Sport Research Institute 
http : i/xvwxv, unc. ed~/ csri 
* Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-iiia.urg 

* Please j oin us April 21-23, 2010 %r the 2010 Scholarly Cotfference on 
College Sport http:/iwww.csriconference.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:55 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

RE: Sunday? 

congrats on your wonderful article’. So a TRErE student-athlete, 
huh?’.[ 

I am out of to;vn this Sunday until 8:00 p.m. I could have a friend open up 
for you though. ~at time is best? 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
h~p:~wwwunc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadminis~ation 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Deburah Struman; rmark 
SubJect: Sunday? 

11:58 AM 
Y@~mail com] 

Tu du tu touch ups and the stripes? Huw about aruund 11 or noon? 

?i)uncedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:13 PM 

@eraail.unc.edu> 

RE: Peer evaluation 

Hi There are no evaluations in my mailbox. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:04 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Peel- evaluation 

Dr. Stroman, 

dropped off my peer evaluations for my group, Pac-10 B, in your box 
in Smith Building I just wanted to co~firm that you received them. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 30, 2009 1:15 PM 

Soufl~a]l, PdchaJcd Micha~cd ~’,soufl~a]l@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 750 -751 meeting 

usually leave Smith at 10:35. So please meet me here. Is there anything 
in particular I should ponder? :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Richard M Southall [mailto:southall@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 1:13 PM 
Tu: Deborah Struman 
SubJect: Re: F.XSS 75(i -751 meeting 

Debby, 

Thanks fur your email Let’s try tu meet on Wed @ 1 (i: 15am. I can meet 
uver @ Fetzer ur Smith, whichever is easier [’or yuu 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M Southall 

Assistant Professur - Spurt Administratiun Coordinator - Graduate 

Spurt-Administratiun Prugram Director - College Sport Research Institute 

’]?he University of Nurth Carolina at Chapel till[ CB 3182 Smith Building 06 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.962-3507 (ulTice) 

(cell) 

919.9626325 (li~x) 

Email: southall@emaihunc.edu 

* UNC Sport Administratinn Program 

http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/spurt administratiun/index.htm 
* Cullege Spurt Research Institute 
http://www unc.edu/csri 
* Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-iiia.org 

* Please j oin us April 21-23, 2010 for the 2010 Scholarly Corderence on 
College Sport http ://www.csricorfference. or~ 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Hi Richard. Thanks for your note. I am here today until 3:45. Tuesday 

> - Free until noon. Wednesday - Free until class at 11:00 and then after 

class. 

> 

> Let me know. 

> 

>d 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

> l~2"qC at (~’hapel Hill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> 919.8430336 

> http://www.uncedu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: A snail cari sleep for three years 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Richard M. Southall [mailto:southall@emaihunc.edu] 

> Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 11:21 AM 

> To: Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

> Subject: EXSS 750 -751 meeting 

> 



> Debby, 

> Is there a time that we might be able to meet with Kevin to discuss 

> the EXSS 

> 750-751 class before you leave for Tampa? if you don’t have any time 

> prior we’ll keep the conference call set up, but I’d like to visit in 

person. 

> Maybe you can look at Kevin’s availability in Amy’s email re: 

> Woolen and we can find a time to meet 

> Hope you’re feeling better and that you had a great Thanksgiving. 

> 

> Richard 

> Dr. Richard M. Southall 

> Assistant Professor - Sport Administration Coordinator - Graduate 

> Sport-Administration program Director - College Sport Research 

> Institute The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB 3182 

> Smith Building 06 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 919.962-3507 (office) 

>          (cell) 

> 919.962.6325 (fax) 

> Email: southall@email.unc.edu 
> 

> * UNC Sport Administration Program 

> httl) :i/www.~xc.edu/de’0ts/exercise/s~ort administr at ion/index, htm 

> * College Sport Research Institute 

> http://www.unc.edu/csri 

> * Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics htt’0:/icsri-iiia.ora 

> 

> * Please join us April 21-23, 2010 for the 2010 Scholarly Corfference 

> on College Sport http:i/xa~’w.csriconference.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 30, 2009 1:24 PM 

Souflm]l, Richaacd Miclmacd qsouflm]l@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 750 -751 meeting 

Okay. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Richard M Southall [mailto:southall@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 1:21 Pivl 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS 750 -751 meeting 

I’ll get to Smith as soon as possible right after my class. No pondering 
necessary. As we’ll discuss in detail on Friday, I want to discuss the 
direction o17 the courses next semester and moving fopa, ard. Iql forward 
you some curricular elements that we’ll discuss more on Friday, so you 
have them in front of you during our meeting Friday. 

It sounds as ifweql probably have very little time on Wed. to talk, so 
mosOy we’ll need to plan on just having you set aside time for a 
conference call 

Thanks. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southal[ 
Assistant Professor - Sport Administration Coordinator - Graduate 
Sport-Administration Program Director - College Sport Research [nstitme 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB 3182 Smith Building 06 
Chapel tti[1, NC 27599 
919962-3507 (office) 

(cell) 
919962.6325 (l?x) 
Email: southall@email.unc.edu 

* UNC Sport Administration Program 
http://xvwxv.unc.eduidepts/exerciseispor t administration/index.htm 
* College Sport Research Institute 
http : i/xvwxv, unc. edu,’csri 
* Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-iiia.urg 

* Please j oin us April 21-23, 2010 %r the 2010 Scholarly Cotfference on 
College Sport http:/iwww.csriconference.org 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> I usually leave Sraith at 10:35. So please meet me here. Is there 

> anything in particular I should ponder? :) 

> 

>d 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

> U2"qC at C’hapel Hill 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

> 

> 919.8430336 

> http://www.uncedu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: A snail cari sleep for three years 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Richard M. Southall [mailto:southall@email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 1:13 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroman 

> Subject: Re: EXSS 750 -751 meeting 

> 



Debby, 

’]’hanks for your email. Let’s try, to meet on Wed. @ 10:15am I can meet 

over @ Fetzer or Smith, whichever is easier for you. 

Richard 

Dr Richard M. Southall 

Assistant Professor - Sport Administration Coordinator - Graduate 

Sport-Administration prograra Director - College Sport Research 

Institute The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB 3182 

Smith Building 06 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.962-3507 (office) 

(cell) 

919.962.6325 (fax) 

Email: southall@email.unc.edu 

* UNC Sport Administration Program 

> http :i/www.~xc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administr at ion/index, htl~ 

* College Sport Research Institute 

http://www.unc.edu/csri 

* Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http:/icsri-iiia.org 

* Please join us April 21-23, 2010 for the 2010 Scholarly Cotfference 

on College Sport http:i/xa~’w.csriconference.org 

Deborah Stroman xvrote: 

>> Hi Richard. Thanks for your note. I am here today until 3:45. Tuesday 

>> - Free until noon. Wednesday - Free until class at 11:00 and then 

>> aRer 

>> 

class. 

>> Let me lcaow. 

>> 

>> d 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

>> L~NC at Chapel Hill 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> http ://w~vw unc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

>> 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Richard M. Southall [mailto:southall@email.unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 11:21 AM 

>> To: Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

>> Sutzject: EXSS 750 -751 meeting 

>> 

>> Debby, 

>> 

>> Is there a time that we might be able to meet with Kevin to discuss 

>> the EXSS 

>> 750-751 class belk~re you leave for Tampa? if you don’t have any time 

>> prior we’ll keep the conference call set up, but I’d like to visit in 

>> 

person. 

>> Maybe you can look at Kevin’s availabili~" in Amy’s emai[ re: 

>> Woolen and we can find a time to meet. 

>> 

>> tlope you’re feeling better and that you had a great Thanksgiving. 

>> 

>> Richard 

>> 

>> Dr. Richard M. Southall 

>> Assistant Professor - Sport Administration Coordinator - Graduate 

>> Sport-Administration Program Director - College Sport Research 

>> Institute The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB 3182 

>> Smith Building 06 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>> 919.962-3507 (office) 

>>          (cell) 

>> 919.962.6325 (fax) 

>> Email: southall@eraail.tmc.edu 

>> * UNC Sport Adrainistration Program 

>>http:i/www.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administr atiol~’index.htra 

>> * College Sport Research Institute 



>> http :i/www. unc. edu/csri 

>> * Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-iiia.or~ 

>> 

>> * Please join us April 21-23, 2010 for the 2010 Scholarly Corfference 

>> on College Sport http:/iwww csricorfference.or~ 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:39 PM 

@gmail.com> 

RE: Peer evaluation 

I will walk upstairs to see if they are there Our boxes are downstairs 
next to our offices 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~)~mail com] 
Sent: Monday, 1:34 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Sut~ject: Re: Peer evaluation 

I was worried I put them in the wrong place Your box is in smith 
building ( on Cameron)just as you walk in the door on the right on 
the main floor, 3182, correct? I may have j ust missed it but I didn’t 
see where to submit anything in your box. I’ll redo them but want to 
make sure I put them in the right place next time. Sorry for all the 
trouble 

On             at 1:13 PM. "Deborah Stroman" 
< dstroman@emaih unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi There are no evaluations in my mailbox. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly- Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ’&email.tmc. edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:04 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Peer evaluation 

Dr. Stroman, 

I dropped off my peer evaluations for my group, Pac-10 B, inyour box 
in Smith Building. I just wanted to confirm that you received them. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:42 PM 

@gmail.com> 

RE: Peer evaluation 

Received. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
hrtp://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~mail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 1:34 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Peer evaluation 

I *w~s worried I put them in the *vrong place. Your box is in smith 
building ( on Cameron)just as you walk in the door on the right on 
the main floor, 3182, correct? ! may have just missed it but I didn’t 
see where to submit anything in your box. FII redo them but want to 
make sure I put them in the right place next time. Sorp)~ for all the 
trouble. 

On             at 1:13 PM; "Deborah Stroman" 
<dstroman@em ail.unc edu> wrote: 

Hi There are no evaluations in my mailbox 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:04 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Peer evaluation 

Dr. Stroman, 

I dropped offmy peer evaluations for ray group, Pac-10 B, in yottr box 
in Smith Building. I just xvanted to confirm that you received them. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 30, 2009 3:43 PM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

RE: BFSC Membership List 

Hi Debra. Thanks again for all your work on this important function. 

I don’t know if I can help you much here. I don’t know most of them, 

managerial/fac@tv wo@d be my first choice. Then, bwer ~eve~ supervisor or by departmen~:s that you know would be interested next. 

Hope that he~ps~ 

d 

9298630336 

W~ek[y ~qe;rd F~ct: A snail o7~ s/e~p for t~re~ 

F~m= Debra Watkins [mailto:watkinsd@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, November 30, 2009 ~0:M AN 
To= ’VC Malone’; ’Ann Penn’; ’Deborah Stroman’ 
Subject~ N: BFSC Membership List 
List of African American employees is attached. Let me know who should be invited. 
Thanks! 
Debta 
Debra B. Watkins, Senior Associate Director 
Unwersi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Carolina Union 

3]03C FPG S~dent Union, CB# 5210 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Office (919) 962-0291 
Cell 
Fax (919) 962-3719 
watkinsd@email.unc edu 

From: Correnthia Hill [mailto:hillcb@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, November 25, 2009 8::16 AM 
To: Debra Watkins 
Subject: Re: African American Employees List 
Same to you Debza! Please see attacnlllent. This is the latest one that I could find. Hope this helps. Let me know if you need an 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~email.unc.e&~> 

Monday, ~ 3:56 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp: The Club - Twitter 

HL I h~,ve ~, meeting after :[2:00 out of the office, I:[:007 

htt:p:/iwww,unc.edui~]epts/exerciseisport adrninJstratio~ 

W~ek~" W~hd gac~: A snail c~n sle~# for ~hn~ 

F~m~ @email.unc.edu [mailto: ~email.unc.edu] 
Senti Nonday, I 3:52 PM 
To= dstro@unc.edu 
Subject; Re: ess.Carolina_SporN_Business_Club.grp: The Club - Twi~er 

Hello, how was ~ur Tha~sgiving? I was wondering ifI could meet wifl~ you ~nowow. 

Sere on the Sprint@ Now Network from my BlackBeny@ 

From: dstro@unc.edu 

Date: Man, 15:36:08 -0500 (EST) 

To: ~’dstro@unc.edu> 
Subject: ess.Cmolina Sports Business Club.grp: The Club - Twitter 

I am reseaxching Twitter...ifyou ale using tiffs social medium m~d have the time - - please follow me at drs~mmm~,’aJlheels 

Hopefully. I wofft bore you! 

Dr. Stroman 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:59 PM 

@yahoo.corn> 

FW: EXSS FALL EXSS - The Research Continues... 

G(} 

1: ~?.~C a~: C}~apd Hi]i 

929 84.3 033 (~ 

} tt~ / / www u ~ e(lu£ d{’~ s/exeR~se, spo~t achnmis~ration 

Week@ Weird Fact: A snai~ c’~ sleep for three 

F~m= dstro@unc.edu [ma~}to:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Nonday, 3:35 PN 

T~= dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS FALL EXSS    - The Research Continues... 

As I mentioned in class today, research ca~ be fun a~d informative’. I am researching Twitter...ifyon are rising this ~}cial medinm and have the time -- please tbllow me 

at drstromarfsJlheels 

Hopefully, I won’t bore you. :) 

Dr. Stroman 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, ~ 3:59 PM 

~gmail.com> 

FW: EXSS .FALL EXSS    - The Research Continues... 

G(} 

1: ~?.~C a~: C}~apd Hi]i 

929 84.3 033 (~ 

} tt~ / / www u ~ e(lu£ d{’~ s/exeR~se, spo~t achnmis~ration 

Week@ Weird Fact: A snai~ c’~ sleep for three 

F~m~ ds~o@unc.edu [mai}to:ds~o@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Nonday, I 3:35 PN 

T~= dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS3 .FALL: EXSS    - The Research Continues... 

As I mentioned in class today, research ca~ be fun a~d informative’. I am researching Twitter...ifyon are rising this ~}cial medinm and have the time -- please tbllow me 

at drstromarfsJlheels 

Hopefully, I won’t bore you. :) 

Dr. Stroman 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:01 PM 

Salyer, Sherry I~ <salyer@email.unc.edu>; 

RE: summer oppo(mnities 

~email .unc.edu-~ 

Hi      Thanks for your inquiry Do stay on top of Dr. Salyer’s listserv 
postings and also consider joining the Carolina Sports Business Club 
Opportunities and activities are offered to students interested in careers 
in the sport industry. 

http ://studentorgs.unc edu/carsbci 
There is also a Facebook page. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 

http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sherry Salyer [mailto:salver~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:23 AM 
To: 
Cc: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Sut~iect: Re: summer opportunities 

Hi , I have et~ioyed ~witching your 

I have not heard of any specific internship opportunities for the 
summer, but ifI do I will post to the F.XSS [istserv. I also copied Dr. 
Stroman on this--possibly she has heard of some 

Take care. 

wrote: 

Hey Dr Sal?’er!! 

This is     from your EXSS    class from first summer session this past 

summer. I hope everything is going well for you this semester I had a 

questmn about opportunities :[’or internships or to stu@ abroad during the 

summer. I cant during the year because of             and other extra 

cun-icular activities, but I am really interested an gemng my feet wet 

in 

internships or stu@ abroad opporttmities during the surmner if their are 

any. I am going to be living in Chapel Hill again this sunm~er and I was 

wondering if you have heard anything in the area of Sports Administration 

or what the opportunities were for Sports Adrnin students. Email me back 

when you can. 

Thanks ! 

Sherry" Salyer, Ed.D. 
Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700,211Fetze* Gym 
UnNersib’ofNorth Carolina a Chapel Hill 
ChapelHill, NC 27599 
919-962-6947 
Fax: 919-%2-0489 

Assistant Dean 
The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and 
the General College 
CB# 3110,2017B Steele Building 
919-843-4481 

Fall 2009 Advising Hours: 
TR: 2-4--in 2017-B Steele 

Departmental advising hours: by appointment 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:28 AM 

@email.unc.edu-~; 

FW: 1NFORM_ATIONAL: USATF Officials Certification 

@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Please follow ~vith hdr. Parker to find out about ~vhat happened to us. 
Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify unc.edu [mailto:nobodv@notifv unc.edu] On Behalf Of 
aparker@uncaa.unc.edu 
Sent: Tuesday, December 01, 2009 8:23 PM 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: INFORM~*,.TIONAL: USATF Officials Cernfication 

’]7he Opportuni~ to Officiate and the Certification Clinic may be of 
interest to your readers 

’]7he UNC Track & Field Program is looking [’or individuals interested ~n 
becoming UNC Track & Field Officials. We host 6-8 track meets per year 
at the Eddie Smith Field House and the Fetzer Field-Belk Track ][]his is 
a great activity [’or all those who are interested in track and field We 
will provide the necessary training to become a certified USA Track & 
Field Official. Certified officials are compensated ]*or ~vorking our 
meets - generally $50 per meet -- and can choose to work as few or as 
many meets as desired. 

We will offer a certification clinic this year, to be held at the Eddie 
Smith Field House indoor track. 
For more information including date and time visit: 
http ://t arheelblue cstv.c om/sports/c-traclc, unc-c-track-bodv.htm[. 

There are two fees involved: USATF Membership ($3000 per year) and 
USATF Officials Certification ($25.00 good till 2012) Officiah who 
work a certain number of meets per year at I_YNC may be eligible to have 
the official’s celtification fee reimbursed. Questions can be 
forwarded to Anthony Parker at 843-8358 or at aparker@~mcaa.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Track and Field 

"INFORLlATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory ~veb site at 
https:i/dir.unc.edu/dir/update. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 9:38 AM 

~email. unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Yes. I ~vant to meet ~vith eve~’one one on one before Dec 1 lth. We will have 
a group meeting too 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN(? at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~,email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:26 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
SubJect: RE: EXSS 

Hey 

Sorry-I am .just getting to your email Would you like [’or me to still give 
you a call and set up a meeting? Also I am still working on the paper I 
.just got a chance to interview Robert Mercer 

On Wed,            13:22:04 -0500. "Deborah Stroman" 
< dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Received Thanks. 

Let’s get together before you leave. Call me. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CI.U 
UNC at Chapel IIill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 
> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Bats always turn left when exiting a cave. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: &email.mxc.edu] 
Sent: W~dnesday, 11:38 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: EXSS    - Intelwiew Questions 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:39 AM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: INFOR1MATIONAI ~: USATF Officials Ce¢tifica’6on 

Someone mentioned that they hadn’t heard back from Track regarding our 
participation in fundraising.           ??? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 3?email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:34 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: INFOR~IATIONAL: USATF Officials Certification 

Dr stroman, 

I’m not sure what you are asking. 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 
To: 
To: 
Subject: FW: INFORMATIONAL: USAT[~" Officials Certification 
Sent:            9:27 AM 

Hi. Please ]2~llow with Mr Parker to find out about what happened to us 
Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc. eduidep ts/exerciseisport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify.unc.edu [mailto:nobody(~notifs,.unc.edu] On Behalf Of 
aparker@uncaa.unc.edu 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:23 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: INFORIvfATIONAL: USATF Officials Certification 

The Oppoltunity to Officiate and the Certification Clinic may be of 
interest to your readers 

The UNC Track & Field Program is looking for individuals interested in 
becoming L~’C’ Track & Field Officials. We host 6-8 track meets per year 
at the Eddie Sruith Field House and the Fetzcr Field-Belk Track. This is 
a great activit’y for all those who are interested in track and field. We 
will provide the necessal?, training to become a certified USA Track & 
Field Official. Certified officials are corapensated for working our 
meets - generally $50 per meet -- and can choose to work as few or as 
many meets as desired. 

We will offer a certification clinic this year, to be held at the Eddie 
Smith Field House indoor track. 
For more information including date and time visit: 
http :i/t arheelblue cstv.c omisports/c-track/unc-c-track-bodv.html. 

There are two fees involved: USATF Membership ($3000 per year) and 
USATF Officials Certification ($25.00 good till 2012) Officials who 
work a certain number of meets per year at UNC may be eligible to have 
the official’s certification fee reimbursed. Questions can be 
fona, arded to Anthony Parker at 843-8358 or at aparker@uncaa.unc.edu 



This email is sponsored by: Track and Field 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, [ogon to the on-line directory web site at 
https://dir.unc.edu/diriupdate. 

Sent on the SprintR Now- Nctwork from my BlackBerryR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:55 PM 

~email. unc.edu>; 

The Club - Next Mtg. 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6-7:30 p.m. in F 104. Ok? Sackaroff is available. 

I will draft a blurb. Stay tuned. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul7 

E~SS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership } tonors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9 I9 £43.0336 

dstro(a)~unc,edu 

http://www.unc.edu/deptsiexercise//sport administration 

We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "What did I come here to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:51 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Crroup Evaluations 

Team Member Evaluation Fom~ .pdf 

Hi. The document was posted under Assignments. 

See attached. Due asap[ 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Group Evaluations 

1:05 PM 

~emaiLunc.edu] 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

I am sending this email as a reminder about the group evaluation. I 
found out about it being due today at 10:30 this morning but could not 
find it on Blackboard (which is why I came to class [ate). May I have 
access to the evaluation and I could either send it back via digital 
dropbox or put it in your box in the office. Thank you. 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel tliH cio 
Exercise & Sport Science Major; Sport Administration Concentration 
Women Studies Minor 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 2:35 PM 

~email.unc.edu>;                     @email. unc.edu>; 
~eraail.unc.edu>; Strora~, Deborah Lynn ~dstro@unc.edu>; 

Tampa - PT’. Here we come! 

~gmail.cora>; 

~email.~mc.edu:~ 

Oh yes! Sun and fun-well, there IS more to it than that- WORK! 

:l. Transportation - Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay Shuttle -Upon arrival at Tampa International Airport, proceed to your airlines baggage claim area. From 

there, utilize the direct hotel phone area to contact the Grand Hyatt Hotel. The Grand Hyatt will send a pick up shuttle and direct you to the specific 

pickup location outside of baggage claim.                            ~nd myself are all on the same Southwest flight arriving at 2::10~      - 

wait for us and we can go over together. Pringle - you can head over and check in. Thursday goal - Eat, if necessary, get your badge, and 

familiarize yourself with the hotel layout. Introduce yourself to people and learn names. Do any special project requests. We will meet for dinner in 

the lobby at 6:00 p.m. 

2. Dress-Jeans!Sweat suit on Thursday. Casual work clothes on Friday. Dress up for Friday night. Uniforms (shirt and black pants) on Saturday. 

Advice - Travel lightly. I will have my computer and you will have access to computers there. 

3. Bring your camera! 

Call me if you have questions! 

C- 

Go } 1eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CL[ ; 
[diqC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports N~siness Club 

Sigm~ Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Societ:7) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(~’.~unc.edu 

http:/,/wwwamc.eduf ~]eptsf exercisef sport administration 

We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "W,~ot did ! come here to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~ 5:20 PM 

@emml .unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS Field Experience: EXSS 

Thanks. 2:00 on Tuesday! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:21 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS - Field Experience: EXSS; 

I could meet either Tuesday the    after 1:30 or anytime on Thursday the 
Let me know which time will best fit your schedule. I have class 

from 8 am.-10 a.m. on Monday the    so ! will be attending the group 
meeung on Tuesday the 

I appreciate the opportunities and help you have given me over the past 
four years, 

On Wed, 15:09:34-0500 (EST), "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu> 
wro be: 

> Wow! Th e sere ester h as :flown by. 
> 

> 1. ! will be speaking with your site supervisor over the next two weeks 
to 

> complete evaluations of your performance based on your mutually agreed 
upon 
> goals. 
> 

> 2. Please schedule a one-on-one meeting with me prior to Friday, Dec 
llth 
> at 12:00 p.m NO [~XCEPTIONS. I teach M&~V next week at 11:00 a.m Bring 
your 
> portfolio. (See syllabus) 
> 

> 3. Group meeting - You have two options and you MUST attend one or the 
> other: 
> 

> Monday, - 8:00 a.m.- 9:30 a.m. 
> Tuesday - 8:30 a.m. - 10:00 aan. 
> 

> Be prepared to share your experience through your sunm~ar~’. (See syllabus) 
> 

> Let me know asap your request[ 
> 

> 4. Evaluate your Internship. Use Appendices E & F (Final evaluation) from 
> the Guidebook. Bring to your one-on-one appointment. 
> 

> Call me if questions. (note: I am out of town Thursday late murning - 
> Sunday night at the ACC Football Championship game in Tampa. 
> 

> Dr. Stroman 
> 

>c- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 5:22 PM 

~gmail.com> 

RE: EXSS    - Field Experience: EXSS 

Thanks! 10:15 on Friday is fine. 

htt:p:/iwww.unc.edu/~]epts/~ exercJse/spor~: adminJstratio~ 

F~m~ ~gmail.com] 
Senti Wednesday, 3:37 PN 
To= Dr, Stroman 
Subject: Re: E~S FieM Experience: E~S 

Dr. Stmmm~ 

Cotfld I schednle to meet ruth you at 10:15 on the ? Also, I wonld like to attend the fi~st gw~up meedng time on Monday the 

On Wed,             4 3:09 PM, Dr. Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
Wow’. The semester has flown by. 

1. I will be speaking with your site supervisor over the next two weeks to complete evaluations ofyonr pedbnnance ba~sed on your mutually agreed npon goals. 

2. Hease schedule a one-on-one meeting with me prior to Friday, 

portfolio. (See syllabus) 

at 12:00 p.In. NO EXCEPTIONS. I teach M&W next week at 11:00 a.In. Bring your 

3. Group meeting - You have two options and you MUST attend one or the other: 

Monday, - 8:00 a.m.- 9:30 a.m. 

Tuesday, - 8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. 

Be prepared to share yonr experience through your summa~. (See syllabus) 

Let me know asap your request’. 

4. Evaluate your Internship. Use Appendices E & F (Final evaluation) from the Guidebook. Bring to your one-on-one appointment. 

Call me if qnestions. (note: I am ont of town Thursday late morning - Stmday night at the ACC Football Championship game in Tampa. 

Dr. Stroman 

UNC-Chapel Hill Class of 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:26 PM 

~emml.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS ¯ Field Experience: EXS5 

Hi          Thursday in the afternoon is booked 
Group Mtg. - This meeting is mandatolSz. Make it work. 
Note: From your Guidebook - Procedures: The Internship Summal?- report will 
be no longer than 30 slides 

Call me if questions. Thank you. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
LrqC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Messaae ..... 

From ~)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:41 PM 
To: Dr Stroman 
SubJect: Re: F, XSS -Field Experience: EXSS 

Hey 

The semester has flown by! I would like to schedule my one-on-one meeting 
with you for Thursday         at lpm, if that is okay with you. As fi~r as 
the group meeting is concerned; I have class at 9 on that Monday, and work 
from 8-12 on that Tuesday. I can try. to get someone to work 12~r me, but I 
doubt if anyone can or I could just leave the session a little earl?" in 
order to make it to class on time Also, the summapi ~ha~ we are suppose 
to prepare for the group meeting, is it suppose to be in powerpoint or 
paper form? Thank you for your help! 

Best 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:52 PM 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Class Today 

Hi     Class was veiN informative. As always, get notes! Not just for exams 
but for your OVVN knowledge. :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:30 AM 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Subject: Class Today 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I am just writing to remind you I will be missing class today for a 
important meeting with ~. Grimsley. I was just curious if any of the group 
presentations information will be on the Final Exam? ]1" so I will get the 
notes from a friend. ~Ihank you! 

See you next Mi~nday. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:24 PM 

~emml.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS - Field Experience: EXSS 

Yes, ~ve can meet at 10:15 Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu [mailto ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday-, 5:43 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS - Field Experience: EXSS 

Well, I will see what I can work out. How bout Tuesday after the meeting 
fnr our one on one session? 

...... Original Message ...... 

From: Deborah Stroman 

To: 

Su[~ject: [rE: EXS , - Field Experience: EXSS 

Sent: 5:26 PM 

Hi          Thursday in the afternoon is booked 
Group Mtg. - This meeting is mandatory< Make it work. 
Note: From your Guidebook -Procedures: The Internship Summary report will 
be no longer than 30 slides 

(;all me if questions. ’]"hank you. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 

http:i/xvwxv.unc, edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (~email.unc.edn] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~:41 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXS~ - Field Experience: EXSS 

Hey 

The semester has floxvn by! I would like to schedule my one-on-one meeting 
with you for Thursday Dec. 10th at 1 pro, if that is okay xvith you. As far 
as 
the group meeting is concerned; I have class at 9 on that Monday, and work 
from 8-12 on that Tuesday. I can try to get someone to ~vork for me, but I 
doubt if anyone can or I could just leave the session a little early- in 
order to make it to class on time. Also, the summau that we are suppose 
to prepare for the group meeting, is it suppose to be in powerpoint or 
paper form? Thank you for your help! 

Best 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration 

Sent via BlackBerry’ by AT&T 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 6:30 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

New deadline 

Let’s shoot for 4:00 p.m. on Mondays. Thanks! 

Great jo!! 

Go 11eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena Alpha Lamhda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

http:!///www.unc.edu/ depts/~exercise// sport administration 

We are all students and teachers, t @en ask myse@ "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 



Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:59 PM 

~eraaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS ~roup Evaluation 

Hi The deadline has passed I am out of town tomorrow too 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Oriainal Message ..... 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:45 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: EXSS    3roup Evaluat~un 

Dr. Stroman, 

I’m sorry that I was unable to attend class today, I woke up not feeling 
too great                  I know the group evaluation was due today 
for the projects, but I was wondering if" I could turn it in to you 
sometime tomorrow since I was absent today Is that possible? 

Thanl<s so much for your time, 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, December 3, 2009 4:10 PM 

@yahoo.corn> 

FW: INFORMATIONAL: Do you waut to go AWOL? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify unc.edu [mailto:nobodv@notifv unc.edu] On Behalf Of 
mjjohnst@email.unc.edu 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2009 8:50 PM 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: INFOR2vIATIONAL: Do you want to go AWOL? 

Dear UNC Professors and Graduate Students, 

Another Way of Learning (AWOL) is a program designed to help students 
and teachers cormect outside the classroom. Simply put, we will give you 
money to pay for student-teacher interactions that you host outside of 
the classroom ! 

Events do not have to be explicitly academic in nature! We just want to 
help :foster personal connections between students and teachers, in 
whatever form that may be! A few examples from last year include: 

* A Southern-style BBQ dinner hosted a Physics Graduate student 
* Brunch in the arboretum for several First-Year Semrnars 
* An Asian Studies class learning to fold dumplings 
* A French class screening a movie at their professor’s home 

Request a funded event from AWOL! In your role as an educator, have you 
ever had to lead a class with over 30 students in the classroom? Did it 
feel like there were just too many faces and not enough time to get to 
know them all’? By using the resources of the new AWOL program, you can 
help combine the academic resources of a large universi~" with the 
"small school experience" that every student deserves. 

To submit an event request form or to learn more about AWOL, please 
refer to our xvebsite: 
<http://www. phs~sics.unc.edu/~ticestgi> 

Sincerely, 

David Ticehurst - ticesty@physics.unc.edu 
on behalf of the AWOL Board. 

Get ready to go AWOL! 

This email is sponsored by: Another Way of Learning (AWOL) 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
htt~s:/idir.unc.edu/diriu~date. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, December 3, 2009 4:52 PM 

’JennitEr Eaddy’ < ~yahoo.com> 

RE: INFORMATIONAL: Do you want to go AWOL? 

No~ Maybe when it eventually is "finished." Lol 

The offering is nice though. I am going to think creatively about a way to help YOUR students. 

91~).8~3.0336 

lKt}%/ /%vww,ulac.edu/ de}~t%/exercise// sport administration 

F~m: Jennifer Eaddy [mailto:           @yahoo.corn] 
Sent= Thursday, December 03, 2009 4:38 PM 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= Re: IN~RNA~ONAL: Do you want to go AWOL? 

I would uot have smdeuts at your home. 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

To: JCE Jce <           ~yahoo.com> 

Sent-" Thu, December 3, 2009 4:10:11 PM 

Nubject," FW: INFORMATIONAL: Do you want to go AWOL? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.843.0336 
http://t~w.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport_administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

.... Original Message .... 
From: nobody@notif¥.unc.edu [mailto:nobody@notif¥.unc.edu] On Behalf Of 

miiohnst@email.unc.edu 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2009 8:50 PM 

To: dstmC~,unc.edu 
Subject: INFORMATIONAL: Do you want to go AWOL? 

Dear UNC Professors and Graduate Students, 

Another Way of Learning (AWOL) is a program designed to help students 
and teachers connect outside the classroom. Simply put, we will give you 
money to pay for student-teacher interactions that you host outside of 
the classroom! 

Events do not have to be explicitly academic in nature! We just want to 
help foster personal connections between students and teachers, in 
whatever form that may be! A few examples from last year include: 

* A Southern-style BBQ dinner hosted a Physics Graduate student 

* Brunch in the arboretum for several First-Year Seminars 
* An Asian Studies class learning to fold dumplings 
* A French class screening a movie at their professor’s home 

Request a funded event from AWOL! In your role as an educator, have you 
ever had to lead a class with over 30 students in the classroom? Did it 
feel like there were just too many faces and not enough time to get to 
know them all? By using the resources of the new AWOL program, you can 
help combine the academic resources of a large university with the 
"small school experience" that every student deserves. 

To submit an event request form or to learn more about AWOL, please 
refer to our website: 
<http://vcww.physics.unc.edu/~ticesty/> 

Sincerely, 

David Ticehurst - ticesty@physics.unc.edu 
on behalf of the AWOL Board. 

Get ready to go AWOL[ 



This email is sponsored by: Another Way of Learning (AWOL) 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, Iogon to the on-line directory web site at 

https ://dir.unc.edu/didupdate. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~ema]l.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:53 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

RE: Suuday? 

Hi Hold off this weekend. Thanks though 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
hrtp://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original blessage ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Suaaday? 

) 2:17 

~gmail com] 

Thanks Dr. Stroman! rm glad you liked it! 2pm on Sunday works best, 
thanks! 

On Mon,             at 12:54 PM. Deborah Stroman 
<dstroman@email. unc edu> wrote: 

congrats on your wonderful article! So a TRUE student-athlete, 
huh’?[[ 

I am out of town this Sunday until 8:00 pro. I could have a friend open 
up 

[’or you though. What time is best? 

Thanks t 

Go }]eels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
F.xercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snai] can sleep :[’or three years 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, i [ 1:58 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman; rmark 
Subject: Sunday? 

To do to touch ups and the stripes? How- about around 11 or noon? 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Journalism and Political Science 

~unc.edu 
(c) 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Journalism and Political Science 

~unc edu 
(c), 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, Deceraber 3, 2009 4:56 PM 

’Jennit~r Eaddy’ < @yahoo.corn> 

FW: Chair 

Yes[ So no stupid talk abot~t footprints and being dt~mb. © 

E~,’r,-ise :~r,d ~o~’t: Scier, ce Dep~. 

htt:p:/’/’www.unc.edu/’~]epts// exercise/%port a~}rninistration 

f~m~ J~cobson, Vic~ria (E~viro~me~ HeNth E Safe~) [m~ilto:V~J~COBSON~ehs,unc,edu] 
Sen~l Thursdty, December 03, 2009 12:21 PM 
ToI Deborah Stroman 
Sobjectl RE: Chair 
That is terrific! I also want you to be very conscious abot~t your upper body postures all the time (and that does mean some movement too --but within very low 

pain thresholds). I have also had this type of injury and it takes a while to recover+ Stress also makes pai~ more intense so practice deep breathi~8 and mindfulness 

of your body position. I will send yotsr report today too. 

Cheers~ 

Vlckl 

V~ct:oria 
Dept. EmdronmeBt. Health & 

1120 Estes Drive ExL CB¢�1650 

~,,..9 Chapel ttill~ NC. ~<~ 9 ~ ~ ) 

~N~ Latin Seal El 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 02, 2009 5:09 PM 
To: 3acobson, Victoria (Environment Health & Safety) 
Cc: Smith, Michael A. (Exercise & Sport Science) 
Subject: Chair 

Hi. Don just delivered the chair. It is too tall, but he said he will be back on Mondavto adjust the cylinder. I will keep you posted on the demo use. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facult?" 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lamb& (Leadership Honors Society) 

4- Smith Bldg. CB~ 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro ,(@un c.edu 

http:/!/www.unc.e& ideptsiexercise/isport adn~inistration 

We are aft student.~ and teacher.~. I often ask myself, "What did I come ,~ere to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:45 AM 

~email.unc.edu>; ’                       @kenan- flagler, unc.edu-~ 

FW: INFORMATIONAl,: Nominate a Faculty or StaffMember as Honorary Coach 

FYI Sure ;vould be nice. :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv@notifv.unc.edu] On Behalf Of 
noreply@unc.edu 
Sent: Thursday, 8:32 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Sut~ject: INFORMATIONAL: Nominate a Faculty or StaffMember as Honorary 
Coach 

Nominate an outstanding UNC faculty or staffmember (UNC Hospitals 
included) as the Honorary Coach at the UNC vs Wake Forest Men’s 
Basketball 
Game on Do you know a member o:[’the UNC Commumty that 
goes 
above and beyond the call of duty? If so, this is your opportunity to 
recognize this individual 

What does becoming the Honorary Coach of the UNC vs. Wake Forest game 
mean? 
[[’he Honorary Coach will receive 2 tickets to the UNC vs. Wake Forest 
game, 
the?" will be recognized at the game, and they will be highlighted 
on www. TarHeelBlue corn 

How do you nominate someone or find out more information ? Visit 
www.TartteeIBlue.com, go to the men’s basketball page, and click on the 

Coach of the Game button on the right hand side of the page 

Just :[’or nominating an outstanding individual, you too could win prizes! 

Visit wa~a~’.TarHeelBlue.com to learn how. 

The nominated party will be notified by January 13th. 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Athletics 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
https:/idir.unc.edu/diriupdate. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 4, 2009 10:46 AM 

’JennitEr Eaddy’ < @yahoo.con~> 

FW: INFORMATIONAL: ONL1NE Diarrhea Prevention Study 

Aaawwv~v .... 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv@notifv.unc.edu] On Behalf Of 
mtum@med.unc, edu 
Sent: Thursday, December 03, 2009 9:01 PM 
To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: INFORMATIONAL: ON’LINE Diarrhea Prevention Study 

’];he Center ]2)r Functional GI and Motili~" Disorders invites you to 
participate in an online research study on the symptoms of diarrhea. 
The purpose of the stu@ is to learn whether a person can predict when 
they" are going to have an episode of diarrhea. 

The stu@ will involve filling out several questionnaires online about 
your bowel symptoms 

To participate, you must be 18 years of age or older and have daily’ 
access to the internet You must also have experienced diarrhea for at 
least the last 6 months, and you must have had at least one mushy or 
water?, stool per month ]2)r the past 3 months. 

If you are eligible, you may" also be invited to participate in an online 
diary study which involves keeping track of your diarrhea symptoms by 
logging into a secure website each day. You will have a unique stu@ ID 
and password to ensure your responses are anonymous and confidentiah 
There are no visits to UNC required The study lasts ]2)r 60 day’s (2 
months). You will receive $60 each month ][~r completing the study. In 
addition, if you complete your diaries without skipping any days, you 
will receive an additional $60/month ’]2aerefore, you may receive up to 
$240 for participating in this study 

To determine if you are eligible, please click on the following link and 
respond to the screening questions: 
https:i/uncfunctionalgi.net/dipstudy.html 

If you have any questions, please contact Marsha Turner 919-%2-9787. 

Thank you for your interest in our study. 

Study #09-0506 was approved by the Biomedical IRB 3/30/09 

This email is sponsored by: Dept of Medicine 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated 
that they- do want to receive mass emaih To set your informational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line director?" web site at 
https:i/dir.unc.edu/dir/update. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:48 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

FW: INFORMATIONAl,: Nominate a Faculty or StaffMember as HonoraW Coach 

:) Would be nice... 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv@notifv.unc.edu] On Behalf Of 
noreply@unc.edu 
Sent: Thursday, 8:32 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Sut~ject: INFORMATIONAL: Nominate a Faculty or StaffMember as Honoraty 
Coach 

Nominate an outstanding UNC faculty or staff member (UNC Hospitals 
included) as the Honorary Coach at the UNC vs Wake Forest Men’s 
Basketball 
Game on Do you know a member of the UNC Commumty that 
goes 
above and beyond the call of duty? If so, this is your opportunity to 
recognize this individual 

What does becoming the Honorary Coach of the UNC vs. Wake Forest game 
mean? 
The Honorary Coach will receive 2 tickets to the UNC vs. Wake Forest 
game, 
the?" will be recognized at the game, and they will be highlighted 
on www. TarHeelBlue corn 

How do you nominate someone or :find out more information ? Visit 
www.TartteeIBlue.com, go to the men’s basketball page, and click on the 

Coach of the Game button on the right hand side of the page 

Just :For nominating an outstanding individual, you too could win prizes! 

Visit wa~a~’.TarHeelBlue.com to learn how. 

The nominated party will be notified by 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Athletics 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your irfformational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
https:/idir.unc.edu/diriupdate. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 5, 2009 10:41 AM 

Jablonski, Margaret A <mj ablon@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Ultimate Sports Insider: Athletic Budget Update #55 

Project Touchdown Flyer 09.pdf 

I am down in Tampa at PT! (see attached}. We have rainy weather but, prayerfully it w@ be gone by game time tonight sL 8:00 p.m. Yes, NY ~s I~ke Ca~iforrfia now .-- 

great to v~sk but not the place to ]~ve. ~) 

Glad to hear about the Peace-UNC connection. Your journey ~s unfoldh~g rather dearly; ~ know you w~l~ ~and softly~ I th~nk ~,our attitude has a lot to do w~th a~ of 

~:hese [avorable happenings. 

f do pDn on coming on Thursday too. I certain~v need the R&.R day. 

Have fun[ 

d 

Deborah ;!%.roman. Ph 

UNC ~t Chapel } iJll 

Kxet’dse and Spo~t 

9 Z~).8~3.0336 

}lttp;!///www.ui~c.ec]u/clcpts//exezdse//sport aclminist:ra tion 

F~m: Peggy Jablonski [mailto:mjablons@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, December 0~, 2009 4:26 PN 
To= Deborah Stroman 
Subject= Re: Ultimate Spots Znsider: Athletic Budget Update #55 

Hi. ThaWs [or t~s m[o~afion. Pm now in Ny waJtJn~ [or my ~sl fiiend since }~h ~hoo]. ~t Js supped to snow a bit ~mo~w and be nasbd Shoppm~ and a museum 

and a show at night. ~ can’t see my~][iJvm~ he~... 

A pazent at UNC I a~ ~ood ~ends wJ~ happens to ~ow the chair o[the search at Peace and spoke with her last ~ht. That wJ]J ~ V~ hdp~] ~ Barbara Js a bJ~ 

donor at Carolina and Js connected to the other top ]00 women at UNC caJJed the Women’s CeadershJp GounciJ who ~ have spoken to ma~y times. We need to ~et 

you to meet them. 

Take care 
Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 4, 2009, at 3:45 PM, "Deborah Stroman" <_d_~tj_;_o__r_n_.gr_~;~ie_!n__a_i_l_=_ur_~_c_:_e_~t.u_> wrote: 

Peggy. FYI- This update has been helpful to keep the concerned knowledgeable about collegiate budget cuts. 

Ub:rC at C}~apS t ti]l 

Exerc:se ~;~d Sport: SserK:e Dept 

Weekiy Weird Yoc~: A snarl c~n s/eep fo: three 

F~m~ norepl~+feedpro~@goog~e.com [mailto:noreply+feedpro~@google.com] On Behalf ~ ~ltimate Spo~ Insider 
$ent~ Nonday, November 16, 2009 S:10 AN 

$ubject~ ~ltima~ Spo~ Insider: Athletic Budget ~pda~ 

Athletic Budget Update #55 

Posted: 15 Nov 2001) ,.:7:’2’~ PM PST 

New Orleans Chancellor Timothy P. Ryan indicated the University is evaluating the possibility of the moving from Division I 

to Division III due to their dire institutional and athletic budget situation. 

Boise State has announced that they are selling shares of stock that provide ownership in Boise State Athletics, Inc. The non- 

profit corporation will allow shareholders to vote for board members and provides an influx of financial support similar to what the Green 

Bay Packers experienced in the 1997 when they went public. Shares are 81oo each and 1,2oo have already been sold. 

Boise State’s football team is also seeking a home and home series to fill out its schedule, but having little success finding a game. They are 

also willing to accept $900,000 to $1 niillion to play a guarantee game. 



The Chair of New Mexico’s Student Fee Review Board intends to reconsider the $1,5 million the athletic program receives in light 

of a number of recent high profile incidents surrounding the program. 

Stanford’s continuing budget situation has reached the stage where there is dialogue about the possibility of cutting sports on 

The Farm, although it is still considered a last resort. 

California Chancellor Robert Birgeneau indicated that he will be working to develop a plan that removes all institutional 

support for athletics. 

USA Today has done an in depth series of articles about the salaries of college football coaches. A database of the salaries was 

developed as well as a number of articles. Inside Higher Education has also looked at the issue. 

Alaska Anchorage’s attempt to increase their student fee was rejected by the student government in a lO-1 vote. 

Media guides have yet another twist. Jayda Evans who writes the women’s hoops blog for the Seattle Times posted a fascinating article 

about Florida State women’s basketball in which "Players are depicted in silky, metallic-colored, sleeveless dresses 

either stepping out of a limo or leaning beside one in artistic glare shots." It’s an article that is sure to spark discussion about 

the depiction and approach. The Florida State site can be accessed here. 

[ ii"~ Limited Time Offer: FREE$1OOnlineGiftCertificatewith$1OOGiftCardPurchase! ] 

You are subscribed Lo email updaLes from Ultimate Sports Insider 

To s,:ep receiving these emails, you may unsubscfibe now. 

Erneil delivery powered 

Google I nc, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago I L USA 60610 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 5:13 PM 

@email. unc.edu-~ 

RE: exss 

H:      I am on my way back to ChapelHill Use PPT I ~vill be in touch 
regarding our meeting. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:04 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: exss 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Hope you had a good time at the ACC Championship game, it was a really 

good one to watch. ] just had a question for you about about the 

internship summary. ]’m a little corffused as to whether it’s supposed to 

be a written document or a powerpoint presentation Also, when would 

be a good time ]’or you ]2)r our meeting this week? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:09 PM 

~email. unc.edu-~ 

RE: exss 

Hi Wednesday afternoon between 2 and 4. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~)email unc.edu 
Sent: Sunday, 5:04 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: exss 

Hi I)r Struman, 

Elope you had a goud time at the ACC Championship game, it was a really 
good one to watch. I just had a question :[’or yuu abuut abuut the 
internship sun~nary I’m a little confused as to whether it’s suppused to 

be a written document or a powerpoint presentation. Also, when would 
be a good time fur you :[’or our meeting this week? 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:11 PM 

~emml .unc.edu:~ 

RE: EXSS    - Field Experience: EXSS 

Wednesday at l:O0 [~.m, in my office. Tllanks! 

htt:p:/iwww,unc,edui~]epts/exerciseispor~: adrninJstratio~ 

F~ @email.unc.edu] 
Serif Wednesday, 11:~ PN 
T~ Dr. Deborah Stroman 
S~bjeet~ Re: E~S 

Dr. Stmmm~ 

I can meet you an~me ~er 12 on Wedne~lay. 

Tha~ 

Sere on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBeny® 

From: "Dr. Strolna~l" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 15:09:34 -0500 (EST) 

To: "EXSS :;<Invalid addiess> 
Subject: EXSS :EXSS 
Wow! The semester has flown by. 

1. I will be speaking with your site supervisor over the next two weeks to complete evaluations of your performance based on your mutually agleed upon goals. 

2. Please schedule a one-on-one meeting with me prior to Friday, at 12:00 p.m. NO EXCEPTIONS. I teach M&W next week at 11:00 a.m. Bring your 

pordblio. (See syllabus) 

3. Group meeting - You have two options and you MUST attend one or the other: 

Monday, - 8:00 a.m.- 9:30 a.m. 

Tuesday, - 8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. 

Be prepared to share your experience through your summary.. (See syllabus) 

Let me ki~ow asap your request! 

4. Evaluate your Internship. Use Appendices E & F (Final evaluation) t?om the Guidebook. Bring to your one-on-one appointment. 

Ca]l me if questions. (note: I a~n out of town Thur~ay late morning - Sunday night at the ACC Footba]l Championship game in Tampa. 

Dr. Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:14 PM 

@eraail.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    - Field Experience: EXSS 

Hi Thursday at 10:00 a.m. in my office. Thales! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ?~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:45 PM 
To: Dr Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS - Field Experience: EXSS 

tIi Dr. Stroman, 

It was good to see you at the last home game, I hope you have had a 
great semester Does Thursday, work :For a one-on-one 
meeting? Let me know! 

Enjoy the game in Tampat 

> Wow! The semester has :flown by. 

> 1. ! will be speaking with your site supervisor over the next two weeks 
> to complete evaluatinns of your performance based on your mutually 
> agreed upon goals 

> 2. Please schedule a one-on-one meeting with me prinr to Friday, 
>     at 12:00 pm NO EXCF.PTIONS. I teach M&W next week at 11:00 am 
> Bring your portfolio (See syllabus) 

> 3. Group meeting - You have two opuons and you MUST attend one or the 
> other: 

> Monday, - 8:00 am.- 9:30 am. 
> Tuesday, - 8:30 a.ru. - 10:00 aan. 

> Be prepared to share your experience through your sunm~ar~’. (See syllabus) 

> Let rue know asap your request[ 

> 4. Evaluate your Internship. Use Appendices E & F (Final evaluation) 
> from the Guidebook. Bring to your one-on-one appointment. 

> Call rue if questions. (note: I am out of town Thursday late murning - 
> Sunday night at the ACC Football Championship game in Tampa. 

> Dr. Stroman 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~ema]l.unc.e&~> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:16 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: RE: EXSS EXS8 .FAI,I~ 

Hi         We can meet tomorrow at 12:00 in my office The group meeting 
tomorrow- is m my oftice Thanks’. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~?email unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:30 PM 
To: Dr Stroman 
SubJect: Re: EXSS EXSS 

Dr. Stroman, 

I will come to the meeting on Monday from 8 am-9 pro. 

Also, if at all possible I would really prefer to meet with you from 
12-12:30 tomorrow morning because that is really my only free time this 
week If that does not work I could come Tuesday at 11 am. 

wrote: 
I)r Stroman, 

! can meet with you next monday. I am free after 1 

] have class during both of those times, so ! cannot make it to either 
one. 

Dr. Stroman wrote: 
>> Wow[ The semester has flo~vn by 
>> 

>> h I will be speaking with your site supervisor over the next two 
>> weeks to complete evaluations of your performance based on your 
>> mutually agreed upon goals. 
>> 

>> 2. Please schedule a one-on-one meeting with me prior to Friday, 
>>     at 12:00 p.m NO EXCEPTIONS. I teach M&¥V next week at 1 h00 a.m 
>> Bring your portfolio. (See syllabus) 
>> 

>> 3. Group meeting - You have two options and you MUST attend one or the 
>> other: 
>> 

>> Monday, - 8:00 am.- 9:30 am. 
>> Tuesday, - 8:30 am. - 10:00 a.m. 
>> 

>> Be prepared to share your experience through your surmnaW. (See syllabus) 
>> 

>> Let me know asap your request[ 
>> 

>> 4. Evaluate your Internship. Use Appendices E & F (Final evaluation) 
>> from the Guidebook. Bring to your one-on-one appointment. 
>> 

>> Call me if questions. (note: I am out of town Thursday late morning - 
>> Sunday night at the ACC Football Championship game in Tampa. 
>> 

>> Dr Stroman 
>> 

>> c- 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:17 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS    - Field Experience: EXSS: 

Hi Thursday at 11:00 a m. in my office Thanks’. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
hrtp://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:       ~email.unc.edu [rnailto:       @email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:31 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS ~: EXSS 

Dear Dr Stroman, Soil3’ for the conl~asion next thursday 
11-2 works :[’or me. thank you so much for all your help. 

Quoting "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu>: 

> Wow! The semester has :flown by. 
> 

> 1. ! will be speaking with your site supervisor over the next two 
> weeks to complete evaluations of your performance based on your 
> mutually agreed upon goals 
> 

> 2. Please schedule a one-on-one meeting with me prior to Friday, 
>     at 12:00 pm NO EXCF, PTIONS. I teach M&W next week at 11:00 am 
> Bring your port[‘olio (See syllabus) 
> 

> 3. Group meeting - You have two opuons and you MUST attend one or the 
other: 
> 

> Monday, - 8:00 am.- 9:30 am. 
> Tuesday, - 8:30 am. - 10:00 a.m. 
> 

> Be prepared to share your experience through your summary. (See 
syllabus) 
> 

> Let me know asap your request[ 
> 

> 4. Evaluate yottr Internship. Use Appendices E & F (Final evaluation) 
> from the Guidebook. Bring to your one-on-one appointment. 
> 

> Call me if questions. (note: I am out of town Thursday late morning - 
> Stmday night at the ACC Football Championship game in Tampa. 
> 
> Dr. Stroman 
> 

>c- 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:18 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: RE: - Meetings 

Hi Wednesday at noon in my office. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:02 AM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: i       - Meetings 

Dr. Stroman, 

-I’ll be attending the (Monday, - 8:00 a.m.- 9:30 a.m) session. 

-My meeting with you on Wednesday the at 12. 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, i 10:19 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu"~ 

Subjet’t: RE: EXSS EXSS 

Hi Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. in my office. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: b~email uric edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:21 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS : EXSS: FALI 

[)ear Dr Stroman, 

I hope you are having a nice time in Tampa. I was hoping we can meet for 
our individual meeting either before or right after our 11:00 EXSS class on 
either Monday or Wednesday? I can also do either of the Group meetings, but 
prefer the Tuesday slot. 

have also used the digital dropbox tool and submitted my summary 
powerpo~nt report 

Have a great weekend! 

Sincerely, 

On Wed, 15:09:34-0500 (EST), "Dr Stroman" <dstro@unc edu> 
wrote: 
> Wow! ~£he semester has fio~vn by 
> 

> 1 I will be speaking with your site supervisor over the nex~ two weeks 
to 
> complete evaluations of your performance based on your mutually agreed 
upon 
> goals. 
> 

> 2. Please schedule a one-on-one meeting with me prior to Friday, 

> at 12:00 p.m. NO EXCEPTIONS. I teach M&W next week at 11:00 a.m. Bring 
your 
> poltfolio. (See syllabus) 
> 

> 3. Group meeting - You have two options and you MUST attend one or the 
> other: 
> 

> Monday, - 8:00 a.m.- 9:30 a.m. 
> Tuesday-, - 8:30 aan. - 10:00 a.m. 
> 

> Be prepared to share your experience through your surmnatTi. (See syllabus) 
> 

> Let me know asap your request[ 
> 

> 4. Evaluate your Internship. Use Appendices E & F (Final evaluation) from 
> the Guidebook. Bring to your one-on-one appointment. 
> 

> Call me if questions. (note: I am out of town Thursday late morning - 
> Stmday night at the ACC Football Championship game in Tampa. 
> 

> Dr Stroman 
> 

>c- 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:20 PM 

To: @em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS : EXSS 

Hi . Tuesday at 10:00 am. is fine. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email uric edu [mailto ~email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:43 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS EXSS: 

Well, I will see what I can work out ttow bout Tuesday after the meeting 
for our one on one session? 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 
To: 
SubJect: RE: EXSS 
Sent:            5:26 PM 

EXSS 

Hi         . Thursday in the afternoon is booked. 
Group Mtg. - This meeting is mandatory. Make it work. 
Note: From your Guidebook - Procedures: The Internship Summap)~ report will 
be no longer than 30 slides. 

Call me if questions. Thank you. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919.843.0336 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/exerciseisport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for three years. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ’&,’eraail.m~c. edu] 
Sent: Wednesday-, 3:41 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS ~: EXSS: 

Hey 

The semester has flown by! I would like to schedule my- one-on-one meeting 
with you for Thursday at 1 pm, if that is okay with you. As far 
as 
the group meeting is concerned; I have class at 9 on that Monday, and work 
from 8-12 on that Tuesday. I can try" to get someone to work for me, but I 
doubt if anyone can or I could just leave the session a little early in 
order to make it to class on time. Also, the SUlrm~ary that we are suppose 
to prepare for the group meeting, is it suppose to be in powerpoint or 
paper form? Thank you for your help! 

Best 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration 



Sent via BlackBe~r~ by AT&’I 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:21 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeling Times 

Hi YVednesday at 10:00 am. in my ofi)ce. Thal~ks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:11 PM 
To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Subject: Meeting Times 

Hi Dr. Strnman, 

I know your probably in Tampa now but I wanted to give you my meeting times 
for next week I will be attending the group session on ’]Tuesday,       at 
8:30am. 2rod would like to meet with you Wednesday before class if thats 
possible? Let me know whut works for you! 

Thank you, 

PS. Enjoy the Game!l! 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:22 PM 

~email.unc.edu"~ 

RE: EXSS EXSS FALl 

Yes~ Bring your su~mary on ppt, 

Debora}~ &~:roman, f~h,D,, CLL ~ 

htt:p:iiwww,unc,edui~epts/~exerciseisport administration 

~email.unc.edu [mailto:      Nemail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 10:13 PN 

To: Or. Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS EXSS .FALL 

Hdlo, I have to come tomo~ow am, ~cause I have a class Tues morning. Is this ok7 

Sere on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBeny® 

From: "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 22:06:22 -0500 (EST) 

To: "EXSS ":;<Invalid address> 
Subject: EXSS : EXSS 

Hi. I did not hear from you iegarding the mandatory group meeting so I will see you on Tuesday at 8:30 a.m. 

Meeting place - ’IP, D 

I mn meeting a small group tomorrow in my office at 8:00 a.m. 

Thank you. 

Dr. Sta~man 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 9:33 AIvl 

~email.unc.edu"~ 

NCAA Issues 

Hi . Great job today. Make sure you look at the issue of SBJ. Your essay topics are there in the cover story. © 
Go ~eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul7 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Siena Alpha Lamhda (Lea~]ership Honors Society) 

4 Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel HIlL NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstro(~unc.edt~ 

http:!///www.unc.edu/ depts/’exercise/’ sport administ:r~tion 

We are all student.~ and teacher.~, l @en ask myse@ "What did I come ,~ere to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:42 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS internship class 

Hi         I will enroll you. Please make sure you have the appropriate 
credit hours to make EXSS    fit your limit. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1 : 10 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: EXSS internship class 

Hey Dr. Stroman! 

Wanted to touch base with you about enrolling in the EXSS internship 
class like we had talked about when I meant with you in your office a 
while ago I double checked with my                     and I will be 
working with them again next semester Just let me know what I need to 
do to become a part of this class. Thanks[ 

Sincerely, 
(PID - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 2:25 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS : EXSS: 

Yes. We can meet at 10:00 a.m. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: .~email.m~c.edu [rnailto ?~email uric edu] 
Sent: iVlonday, 2:00 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: EXSS : EXSS: 

Dear Dr. Struman, 

Is there awway *ve could muve my clusing evaluatiun to 10 am un 
Thursday? Thanks :[’or aH yuur help. 

Quuting Deburah Struman <dstruman@email unc.edu>: 

> Hi ~Ihursday at 11:00 a.m in my office. Thanks! 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/spurt administration 
> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: An ustrich’s eye is bigger than his brain 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From:       })}email.unc.edu [mailto:       ~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 3:31 PM 
> To: Dr. Stroman 
> Subject: Re: EXSS EXSS 
> 

> Dear Dr. Stroman, Sorry for the confusion next thttrsday frora 
> 11-2 works for me. thank you so much for all your help. 
> 

> 

> Quoting "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu>: 
> 

>> Wow[ The semester has floxvn by. 
>> 

>> h I will be speaking xvith your site supervisor over the next two 
>> weeks to complete evaluations of your performance based on your 
>> mutually agreed upon goals. 
>> 

>> 2. Please schedule a one-on-one meeting with me prior to Friday, 
>>     at 12:00 p.m. NO EXCEPTIONS. I teach M&¥V next week at 11:00 a.m 
>> Bring your portfolio. (See syllabus) 
>> 

>> 3. Group meeting - You have two options and you MUST attend one or the 
> other: 
>> 

>> Monday, - 8:00 a.m.- 9:30 a.m. 
>> Tuesday, - 8:30 am. - 10:00 a.m 
>> 

>> Be prepared to share your experience through your SUlnma~-. (See 
syllabus) 
>> 

>> Let me know asap your request! 
>> 

>> 4. Evaluate your Internship. Use Appendices E & F (Final evaluation) 
>> from t2ae Guidebook Bring to your one-on-one appointment 
>> 

>> Call me if questions. (note: I am out of town Thursday late morning - 
>> Sunday night at the ACC Football Championship game in Tampa. 
>> 



>> c- 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:26 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    -Update 

Ooops! 10:30 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: .~email.unc.edu [rnailto ?~email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~ 2:00 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: EXSS - Field Experience: EXSS FALl_ 

Dear Dr. Struman, 

Is there anyway we could muve my clusin~ evaluatiun to 10 am un 
Thursday? Thanks for aH yuur help. 

Quuting Deburah Struman <dstruman@email unc.edu>: 

> Hi ~Ihursday at 11:00 a.m in my office. Thanks! 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> 919.8430336 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/spurt administration 
> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: An ustrich’s eye is bigger than his brain 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: ~)~email.unc.edu [mailto: ~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 3:31 PM 
> To: Dr. Stroman 
> Subject: Re: EXSS : EXSS FALl_ 
> 

> Dear Dr. Stroman, Sorry for the confusion next th~trsday frora 
> 11-2 works for me. thank you so much for all your help. 
> 

> 

> Quoting "Dr. Strornan" <dstro@unc.edu>: 
> 

>> Wow[ The sernester has flo~vn by. 
>> 

>> h I will be speaking ~vith your site supervisor over the next two 
>> weeks to complete evaluations of your performance based on your 
>> rnutually agreed upon goals. 
>> 

>> 2. Please schedule a one-on-one rneeting with rne prior to Friday, 
>>     at 12:00 p.m. NO EXCEPTIONS. I teach*i&¥V next week at 11:00 a.m 
>> Bring your portfolio. (See syllabus) 
>> 

>> 3. Group meeting - You have two options and you MUST attend one or the 
> other: 
>> 

>> Monday, - 8:00 a.m.- 9:30 a.m. 
>> Tuesday, - 8:30 am. - 10:00 a.m 
>> 

>> Be prepared to share your experience through your summary. (See 
syllabus) 
>> 

>> Let me know asap your request! 
>> 

>> 4. Evaluate your Internship. Use Appendices E & F (Final evaluation) 
>> from t2ae Guidebook Bring to your one-on-one appointment 
>> 

>> Call me if questions. (note: I am out of town Thursday late morning - 
>> Sunday night at the ACC Football Championship game in Tampa. 
>> 



>> c- 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:29 PM 

~email. unc.edtr~ 

RE: Group meeting 

Hi     I don’t want you to miss class. Come for as long as you can I 
think the sharing will be beneficial. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: %email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:29 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Sut~iect: Group meeting 

Dr Stroman, I am aware you wanted me to attend a group meeting. I 
have class during your scheduled slots ,and could not miss class today 
for the group meeting, however, seeing that I M2JST attend one, I will 
leave my 8 am class early tomorrow morning, but will need to leave the 
group meeting by 9:15 since I have class again at 9:30 and he is 
reviewing ~2~r our final and a paper is being turned in. I am 
absolutely coming, however, I do have class and with it being the last 
day, I don’t know if you would prefer me going to class or the full 
group meeting. I will do whatever you say, I just wanted to ask 
your advice. 

Thank you I will turn in the assignment you gave me by the 14th too! 
I am wofldng on it now[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:50 PM 

.~email. unc.edu"~ 

RE: Group meeting 

No, don’t miss an?- classes. We can review them one-on-one before next 
semester or later this month. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNCl at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:46 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Group meeting 

Well I have 4 classes back to back on Tuesdays I begin at 8. So I 
will have to miss class I absolutely can’t afford to miss the group 
meeting, but I don’t want to miss any class tomorrow either since it’s 
last day (reviewing [’or finals). So if ! go to group meeting,I have to 
miss sociology( class is 8-9:15). Sorry, maybe I did not explain that 
before. Again, I’ll do whatever you suggest. 

On 

wro be: 

, at 2:29 PM; "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Hi I don’t want you to miss class Come :[’or as long as you can. 
! think 
the sharing will be beneficial Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (&emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:29 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Group meeting 

Dr. Stroman, I ara aware you wanted me to attend a group meeting. I 
have class during your scheduled slots ,and could not miss class today- 
for the group meeting, however, seeing that I MUST attend one, I xvill 
leave tW 8 am class early- tomorrow morning, but will need to leave the 
group meeting by 9:15 since I have class again at 9:30 and he is 
reviewing for our final and a paper is being turned in. I am 
absolutely coraing, however, I do have class and with it being the last 
day-, I don’t know if you would prefer me going to class or the full 
group meeting. I will do whatever you say, I just wanted to ask for 
your advice. 

Thank you. I will turn in the assigl~ent you gave me by the 14th too! 
I am working on it nowt 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:53 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS    -Update 

Did you not receive the email? Smith Building 107. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.uaac.edu [rnailto 
Sent: Munday, 2:47 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: EXSS -Update 

@email unc edu] 

Sounds great. Where is our mandatory meeting tomorrow morning at 8 30 
am? thanks 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email unc.edu>: 

©oops[ 10:30. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 

http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~?)email.unc.edu [_mailto ~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 2:00 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: RE: EXSS - Field Expcrience: EXSE 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Is there anyway we could move tW closin~ evaluatiun to 10 am on 

Thursday? Thanks for all your help. 

Quoting Deborah Stroman <dstloman@un~ail.unc.edu>: 

>> Hi Thursday at 11:00 aan. in my office. Thanks[ 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>> L2,1C at Chapel Hill 

>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> http:i/www.unc.eduide~ts/exercise/sport administration 

>> 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... ©riginal Message ..... 

>> From: ~email.unc.edu [mailto ~email.uaac.edu] 

>> Sent: Thursday, 3:31 PM 

>> To: Dr. Stroman 

>> Subject: Re: EXSS EXSS 

>> 

>> Dear Dr Stroman, Sorry for the confusion next thursday 

>> 11-2 ~vorks for me. thank you so much for all your help. 

>> 

>> 

>> Quoting "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu>: 

>> 

>>> Wow{ The semester has flown by 

from 



>>> l I will be speaking with your site supep~isor over the next two 
>>> weeks to complete evaluations of your per]k~rmance based on your 
>>> mutually agreed upon goals. 

>>> 2 Please schedule a one-on-one meeting with me prior to Friday, 
>>>     at 12:00 p.m N© [~XCEPTIONS. I teach M&W next week at 11:00 a.m 
>>> Bring your portfolio. (See syllabus) 

>>> 3. Group meeting - You have two options and you 2~ft2ST attend one or the 
>> other: 

Monday, - 8:00 a.m.- 9:30 aan. 
Tuesday, - 8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. 

>>> Be prepared to share your experience through your summary. (See 
syllabus) 

>>> Let me know asap your request[ 

>>> 4. Evaluate your Internship. Use Appendices E & F (Final evaluation) 
>>> from the Guidebook. Bring to your one-on-one appointment. 

>>> Call me if questions. (note: I am out of town Thursday late morning - 
>>> Sunday night at the ACC Football Championship game in Tampa. 

>>> Dr. Stroman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emM.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:05 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    - Field Experience: EXSS FAI,L 

Yes, I looked at your class schedule and know that you have conflicts with 
the group meetings. That is okay. 

We can meet tomon-ow at 3:00 p.m. Please advise. Thales. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN(? at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~)email uric edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:14 PM 
To: Dr Stroman 
SubJect: Re: F.XSS ¯ Field Experience: [gXSS FALL 

Dr. Stroman, 

Im sori3’ it took me so long to get back to you, I have been very busy 

Can you meet after 2 oclock on Tuesday? If not, I can meet any time 

after 12 on Wednesday. I also have a small problem with the group 

meeungs I have a class at both o:[’these times. Is there anything 

else I can do. 

On at 3: 09 PM, Dr. Stroman wrote: 

Wow! Th e sere ester h as :flown by. 

1. ! will be speaking with your site supervisor over the next two 
weeks to complete evaluations o:[’your performance based on your 
mutually agreed upon goals 

2. Please schedule a one-on-one meeting with me prior to Friday, 
at 12:00 pm NO [{XCEPTIONS. I teach M&W next week at 

11:00 a.m. Bring your portfolio. (See syllabus) 

3. Group meeting - You have two options and you MUST attend one or 
the other: 

Monday, - 8:00 a.m.- 9:30 a.m. 
Tuesday, - 8:30 a.m. - 10:00 aan. 

Be prepared to share your experience through your suramat?,. (See 
syllabus) 

Let me know asap your request[ 

4. Evaluate your Internship. Use Appendices E & F (Final evaluation) 
from the Guidebook. Bring to your one-on-one appointment. 

Call me if questions. (note: I am out of town Thursday late morning 
- Sunday night at the ACC Football Championship game in Tampa. 

Dr. Stroman 

c- Field Experience SA Guidcbook.pdlL- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 3:10 PM 

~gmail.com> 

RE: Project Touchdown Recap 

Great summary! Good feedback too. 

htt:p:/’//www.ur]c.e~u//(]epts!/ exercJse//sport 

Weekly W~drd Fact: Ar~ os~rh2~’s ~’ye is big{~’r than his 

F~m: ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Sunday, 4:50 PN 

T0: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: Project Touchdown Recap 

UNC-Chapel Hill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:23 PM 

;@eraml.unc.edu> 

RE: Question 

No. We will discuss them in the one-on-one meeting though. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 9)email unc.eduI 
Sent: Monday, 3:08 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Question 

Hey 

I have a quick question. Should we included our Appendix E, F, and D inside 
of our portfolio? Thanks for your help! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Adaninistration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:28 PM 

~email.unc.edu"~ 

RE: EXSS    - Field Experience: EXSS: .FAI,L 

PPT received Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: b~email uric edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:21 PM 
To: Dr. Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS - Field Experience: EXSS: TALL 

[)ear Dr Stroman, 

I hope you are having a nice time in Tampa. I was hoping we can meet for 
our individual meeting either before or right a]~er our 11:00 EXSS class on 
either Monday or Wednesday? I can also do either of the Group meetings, but 
prefer the Tuesday slot. 

have also used the digital dropbox tool and submitted my summary 
powerpo~nt report 

Have a great weekend! 

Sincerely, 

On Wed, 15:09:34-0500 (EST), "Dr Stroman" <dstro@unc edu> 
wrote: 
> Wow! ~£1ne semester has flown by 
> 

> 1 I will be speaking with your site supervisor over the nex~ two weeks 
to 
> complete evaluations of your performance based on your mutually agreed 
upon 
> goals. 
> 

> 2. Please schedule a one-on-one meeting with me prior to Friday, 

> at 12:00 p.m. NO EXCEPTIONS. I teach M&W next week at 11:00 a.m. Bring 
your 
> poltfolio. (See syllabus) 
> 

> 3. Group meeting - You have two options and you MUST attend one or the 
> other: 
> 

> Monday, - 8:00 a.m.- 9:30 a.m. 
> Tuesday-, - 8:30 aan. - 10:00 a.m. 
> 

> Be prepared to share your experience through your surmnatTi. (See syllabus) 
> 

> Let me know asap your request[ 
> 

> 4. Evaluate your Internship. Use Appendices E & F (Final evaluation) from 
> the Guidebook. Bring to your one-on-one appointment. 
> 

> Call me if questions. (note: I am out of town Thursday late morning - 
> Stmday night at the ACC Football Championship game in Tampa. 
> 

> Dr Stroman 
> 

>c- 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 3:36 PM 

Jablonski, Margaret A <mj ablon@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Ultimate Sports Insider: Athletic Bndget Update #55 

Thanks, 

d 

U~C ~t Chq)el } 

}~xer(:[se and Spa~t S, dcnce 

9 Zo 843 033,’~ 

httpV~iwww.unc.edu ideptsiexercise.isport administrauon 

F~m: Pe~g Jablonski [ma~to:mjablons~ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 04, 2009 4:26 PN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: Oltimate Spots Insider: Athletic Budget Opdate 
Hi. ThaWs for tNs info~ation, l’m now in Ny waiting for my ~s~ friend since lfigh ~hool. It is supped to snow a bit mmo~w and be nasDd Shopping and a museum 
and a show at night I com’t see my~Ifliving hem... 
A pa~ent at UNC I a~i good ~ends wi~ happens to ~ow the chair of the search at Peace and spoke with her last mght. That will ~ VERY helpi~l ~ Barbara is a big 
donor at Carolina and is connected to the other top 100 women at UNC c~1led the Women’s Leadership Council who I have spoken to m~my times. We need to get 
you to meet them. 

Take care 
Peggy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 4, 2009, at 3:45 PM~ "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.anc.edu > wrote: 

Peggy. FYI - This update has been help~:ut to keep the concerned knowiedgeabie about collegiate budget cuts~ 

Go Hecls, 

UY.:rC at C}~apd t ti]l 

f) I9.84.3 033S 

ht:tp:/:/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport ~ dminisI:rat:ion 

F~m: noreply+feedpro~@~ooq[e.com [mailto:noreply+feedpro~O0ooole.com] On Behalf ~ ~Itimate Spo~ Insider 
Sent= Nonday, November ~6, 2009 5:~0 AN 
To: dstroOunc.edu 
Subject= UIt[ma~ Spo~ Insider: ~th[et[c Bud0et Upda~ #55 

Athletic Budget Update #55 

Posted: ]5 Nov 2009 ’.:7:’2’~ PM PST 

New Orleans Chancellor Timothy P. Ryan indicated the University is evaluating the possibility of the moving from Division I 

to Division III due to their dire institutional and athletic budget situation. 

Boise State has announced that they are selling shares of stock that provide ownership in Boise State Athletics, Inc. The non- 

profit corporation will allow shareholders to vote for board members and provides an influx of financial support similar to what the Green 

Bay Packers experienced in the 1997 when they went public. Shares are $1oo each and 1,2oo have already been sold. 

Boise State’s football team is also seeking a home and home series to fill out its schedule, but having little success finding a game. They are 

also willing to accept 8900,000 to $1 million to play a guarantee game. 

The Chair of New Mexico’s Student Fee Review Board intends to reconsider the $1.5 million the athletic program receives in light 

of a number of recent high profile incidents surrounding the program. 

Stanford’s continuing budget situation has reached the stage where there is dialogue about the possibility of cutting sports on 

The Farm, although it is still considered a last resort. 



California Chancellor Robert Birgeneau indicated that he will be working to develop a plan that removes all institutional 

support for athletics. 

USA Today has done an in depth series of articles aboat the salaries of college football coaches. A database of the salaries was 

developed as well as a number of articles. Inside Higher Education has also looked at the issue. 

Alaska Anchorage’s attempt to increase their student fee was rejected by the student government in a lO-1 vote. 

Media guides have yet another twist. ,Iayda Evans who writes the women’s hoops blog for the Seattle Times posted a fascinating article 

about Florida State women’s basketball in which "Players are depicted in silky, metallic-colored, sleeveless dresses 

either stepping out ofa limo or leaning beside one in al~tistie glare shots." It’s an article that is sure to spark discussion about 

the depiction and approach. The Florida State site can be accessed here. 

Limited Time Offer: FREE $10 Online Gift Certificate with $100 Gift Card Purchase! ] 

Yo{i are subscribed to emaii updates from LJItimate Sports insider 

To step receivin9 these emails, you i~qay unsubscribe now 

Email delivery powered 

Google Inc, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago IL USA $0810 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:46 PM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: FW: Clips eFLASH: Comcast buys NBC, ESPN watch out? 

Hi Don’t forget your reminder. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:34 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: Clips eFLASH: Comcast buys NBC, ESPN watch out? 

Wow!! That is a MAJOR deal in the world of sports business I will send 
out a reminder email before the meeting on Tuesday and include these 
clips and articles, along with any updates the club needs sent out. 
Thanks! Glad to hear about the definite meeting date on Tuesday night. 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
> 
> UNC at Chapel Hill 
> 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

> 919.843.0336 

> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

>/Weekly Weird Fact: A snail can sleep for ttuee years. / 

> *Frora:* College Athletics Clips [ruailto:nick(~collegeathleticsclips.com] 
> * Sent:* Tuesday, 7:26 
> *To:* Deborah Stroman 
> *Subject:* Clips eFLASH: Comcast buys NBC, ESPN watch out? 

> e Ne~vsletter 

> e Newsletter 

>1 

> Dear Deborah, 
> 

> Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. 
> 

> Today’s earl?’ AM scan of Ne~v York Times online yielded a ne~vs gem with 



large rami:fications in sports media: Comcast already the wurld’s 
largest media company will expand its sports business by buying NBC 
frum General Electric. 

The big get bigger. And why nut? In media, big is guod. And bigger is 
better. 

From the media capital of the world (no, not LA, but New- York of 
course) comes the breaking news that Comcast, the nation’s largest cable 
operator, has reached a tentative agreement with the French media 
conglomerate Vivendi that clears the way for the sale of NBC Universal, 
including the flagship i’~C network, to Coracast. 

This could allow the deep-pocketed Coracast ($29 billion in revenues in 
2008) to develop the first serious sports rivah~ with the juggernaut 
ESPN, which, along with ABC network, is owned by Disney ($18.6 billion). 

The deal would incorporate the Versus and Golf Channel cable-sports 
networks and multiple regional sports networks with NBC Universal’s 
broadcast-sports operation. This would give Comcast the rights to maj or 
sports events, including a Super Bowl and two Olympic games. 

Under tetras of the deal, G.E. will buy Vb,~endi’s 20% stake in NBC 
Universal for about $5.8 billion. The Vivendi deal clears the way for 
General Electric yup, /that/ General Electric, the one that makes 
refrigerators, industrial generators, jet engines, clock radios and 
locomotives to sell control of its television and movie division to 
Comcast in a $30 billion agreement that reflects the changing landscape 
of broadcast television 

In its size and melding of distribution of content and distribution, the 
proposed deal resembles the takeover of Time Warner by A©L 

The expanded ix,’BC Universal would combine both companies’ rights to 
college football, hockey and gol£ It tvould have NBC’s rights to the 
Olympics in 2010 and 2012 and NFL games through 2013. A deal could also 
give NBC Sports access to cable subscription fees, which would put it in 
a better position to keep up with growing sports-rights costs. 

Comcast’s Versus and Golf Charmel alrea@ receive about $400 million in 
yearly subscription fees In addition, Comcast could try to push paid 
distribution for NBC’s fledgling Universal Sports charmel 

Amung the pussibilities for the cumbined company would be J2~r Comcast to 
air fuotball games simultaneuusly on multiple channels, with each 
ofl’ering different camera angles. Comcast could also put large swaths of 
©lympics ~2~utage in its video-on-demand service 

ESPN is the duminant J2~rce in nationally televised sports, and it would 
be hard ~7~r Cumcast tu match them, even with NBC Universal Owned 80% by 
Disney and 20% by Hearst Corp, ESPN and its sister operatiun ABC Spurts 
span seven TV outlets in the US and hold the rights to air many 
baseball, fuotball and basketball games. 

Wirming new spurts rights would cost muney on top ofNBC Universal’s 
already hefty commitments, including more than $600 milliun a year fur 
~ts NFL games, and the $2 billiun it has committed [’or the next two 
©lympics. 

Versus is in 75 milliun homes and averaged 125,000 viewers this year 
through Oct. 4, up 17% frum a year earlier. Still, Versus’s average 
number of viewers is less than a seventh of ESPN’s, and just over a 
third of that on ESPN2. 



~’rom today’s New York Times article: 

"G.E.’s decision to sell NBC Universal reflects the shifts in lk~rtune 
that are battering the media business, especially network television." 
/[Ed.-See (;lips 10-5-09 summary of an Advertising Age feature "U.S. 
Media Revenue Set for Historic     Decline" below.]/ 

"Many others however said the deal is less about synergy than other 
media raergers. At least in theory, Comcast-i’~BC Universal will be a 
company separate fiom Comcast’s cable assets. ’This deal is not about 
that,’ said Leo J. Hinders/, ~e former chief executive of TCI, once the 
nation’s largest cable company, refcmng to synergies. ’That Chinese 
wall is going to be built pretty thick.’ " 

"Instead, the deal is a bet by Comcast on how- it can grow its business. 
It could use its power in film, with Universal Studios, to expand 
video-on-demand ofl;erings by altering movie release windows to make 
movies available on demand the same day they are released on DVD, noted 
Craig Moffctt, an analyst at Sanford C. Bemstein." 

This isn’t rabbit ear antennas, three-network dominance, Mel Allen and 
Howard Cosell and one-camera game coverage anymore ...... 

More later ..... 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

908 879.9978 

TO ACCESS THE CL]I~S HOME PAGE: 
*Click Here* <http://www.co[le~eathleticsclips corn> 

* FR~)M A POSTING ONC()LL]~K~]~; A’I~]L]~;TICS CMPS * 

*Comcast becoming ESPN’s potential new rival ~* 

/Comcast looks to expand the sports business by creating a partnership 
with N[3C. / 

’ Step out of the way Disney Corp. because Comcast is ready to start a 
sports rivalry on cable television. Coracast is looking to settle a 
contract deal with NBC, which would incol~orate the Versus and Golf 
Channel cable-sports networks and multiple regional spolts networks with 



NBC Universal’s broadcast-sports operation. This would give Comcast the 

rights to major sports events, including a Super Bowl and two Olympic 

games 

The talks seek to create a TV and movie company that would be 51% owned 

by Comcast, with GE holding the remainder, giving Comcast a bigger slice 

of a large sports TV market. 

The expanded NBC Universal would corabine both companies’ rights to 

college football, hockey and goli~ It would have NBC’s rights to the 

Olympics in 2010 and 2012 and ~L games ff~rough 2013. A deal could also 

give NBC Sports access to cable subscription fees, which would put it in 

a better position to keep up with growing sports-rights costs. 

Comcast’s Versus and Golf Channel already receive about $400 million in 

yearly subscription fees. In addition, Coracast could tly to push paid 

distribution for NBC’s fledgling Universal Sports channel. 

Among the possibilities for the combined company would be for Coracast to 

air football games simultaneously on multiple chatmels, with each 

offering different camera angles. Comcast could also put large swaths of 

Olympics footage in its video-on-demand service. 

ESPN is the dominant force in nationally televised sports, and it would 

be hard for Comcast to match them, even with NBC Universal Owned 80% by 

Disney and 20% by Hearst Corp, ESPN and its sister operation ABC Sports 

span seven TV outlets in the US and hold the rights to air many 

baseball, football and basketball games. 

Winning new sports rights would cost money on top of iX~C Universal’s 

alrea@ hefty commitments, including more than $600 million a year for 

its NFL games, and the $2 billion it has committed lbr the next two 

Olympics. 

Versus is m 75 million homes and averaged 125,000 viewers this year 

through Oct. 4, up 17% from a year earlier. Still, Versus’s average 

number of viewers is less than a seventh of ESPN’s, and just over a 

third of that on ESPN2 

More later ..... 

/~iInis 363 word summary was deftly distilled by (;lips’ Assistant Editor 

Alyson Cohen fi-om a 892 word article entitled "Comcast Seeks N’[~(2 Sports 

Muscle" from the Wall Street Journal of 10-12-09/ 

* FROMA 10-5-09 POS’I]~NG ON CO] L[{GEATItLET]CSCLIPS: * 

*Media companies: Going Negative?* 

/After years of go-go growth US media companies are on track to show 

their first decline since Advertising Age began ranking top media firms 

>in 1981./ 



*It’s not just *CBS, ABC and NBC anymore. Antennas are passS, black & 
white is ancient history and wireless is de rigueur. This isn’t your 
~ther’s media any more. 

Since so much of the revenues generated in college athletics is derived 
from media investments, we figured that Clips subscribers would have an 
interest in which media companies are the biggest. 

Of particular interest to college athletics media rights people (listed 
by ranking and 2008 revenues): 

1 st.... Comcast ($29.0 billion) 
3rd ... Walt Disney, parent of ESPN ($18.6 billion) 

6th ... News Corp., parent of Fox Sports ($14.9 billion) 

10th ... CBS (11.0 billion) 

69th ... i’~’L Media: ($495 tmllion) 

75th ... Major League Baseball ($450 raillion) 

87th ... Westwood One ($404 million) 

Belo~v we have captured a portion of a giant table from the latest issue 
of Advertising Age listing all the details of who makes what, and in 
which medium Not surprisingly, many of the revenues are dominated by TV 
sub-categories associated with TV: networks, cable networks, cable 
systems, satellite TV, etc. The other big sub-categories are newspaper, 
magazine, digital, movie and TV production, etc. [see pie chart below] 

Also not surprising is that media companies have been hit by the Great 
Recession; they are on track to sho~v the first decline since Adveltising 
Age began ranking top media firms in 1981. 

Further, 11 of last year’s Media 100 firms have plunged into bankruptcy 
reorganization, as Ad Age described, "over~vhelmed in most cases by 
shrinking revenue and debt loads taken on during the blind optimism of 
the boom." Print media dominate the bankruptcy list (surprise!): six 
newspaper companies, two magazine publishers and two yellow-pages 
publishers 

Interactive is a mixed bag ofhype and hope, with media revenue surging 
in 2008 at Google (up 23 2%) and flagging at Microsoft Corp. 2rod when it 
comes to revenue, Said Ad Age, "Facebook and Twitter aren’t worth 
Twittering about at this stage." 

Five of the 10 largest media firms are cable/satellite players: Comcast, 
DirecTV Group, Time Warner Cable, Cox Enterprises and Dish Network In 
2008, the sector accounted for one-third of media revenue lbr the Media 
100 

?,/lore later ..... 

/This 364 word summary with attendant "media is the message" 
commentary was distilled by Clips Editor Nick Infante from a 984 word 
article entitled "U. S. Media Revenue Set for Historic     Decline" by 
Bradley Johnson from the        issue of Advertising Age/ 

>// 



*SOI~YRCE ARTICLE:* i"Wifl~ Deal, G.E. Clears Pafl~ to Sale of NBC," by Tim 
Arango and Bill Carter, New York Times, ,1,225 words. To 
access this article in its entirety/*/click here/* 

><http://~w.n,~times.com/2OOgi12iO1ibusiness/media/Oldeal.html? r l&hp &adxtml l&a&xnnlx 1259662854-L01HrDhsAuJQqOQc~ocxw> 

TO CONIMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 
> <rrlailto :nick(d~,,c ollegeathletic sc lip s. c orrl ?sub i ect Latest%20eFlash> 

TO ACCESS THE C’Lg)S WEBSITE: www.collegeathleticsclips.com 
<http ://www.collegeathleticsclips.com> 

*/Clips/*/*eFLASH*es are items of particular interest that are either 
time-sensitive or of appeal to only a portion of Clips’ sage & sa~’y 
subscriber base. *eFLASH*es are emailed directly to specially- selected 
Clips subscribers. This particular Comcast challenges ESPN *eFLASH* has 
been sent to Clips subscribers ~vho are astute & fastidious trackers of 
global commumcations, broadcasting, online video, multi-media 
synergies, narrowcasting, YouTube, development folks, WiFi applications, 
Dick Tracy wrist radios and other as-yet undeveloped audio / visual 
delivery methods; ADs; SIDs; Big Ten Network execs; The Mountain execs; 
early- adopters; hand-wringers; technophobes; acrophobes; the "Agony of 
Defeat" generation; Marshall McLuhan acolytes; Madison Avenue Mad Men; 
Herman Hesse Madmen; 4-door Porsche eschewers; Ho~vdy Doody SEC separated 
at birth face recognizers; Sparrows Point retirees; MAC, MAAC and 
subscribers; BE, B 12, BT, Big South and Big West readers; St Louis 
Browns nostalgics; Pfizer analgesics users; Arbitron analytics persons; 
Weis frenzied finger pointers; Travis’ Fox; Sue’s Rob; Rob’s Sue; Marko 
in Hyattsville; M-B in Berkeley Hghts; Baggoots in Avon; Anita in 
Simsbury; Vince V; Tony T.; DGG; Anucha; JeffH.; Nikole (w a "k"); 
Bjork (LA) & Bjom (RI); Bernie; the five Halls; the one and only 
D’Argenio; the Dominicks (~vith "k" and without); new A10 AD trial 
subscribers; beer snobs; nattering nabobs; Board 168 refs; Board 33 
refs; bored refs; bored pistons; Mendham rec refs; playoff pushers; BCS 
status quo don’t fix it types; vigilant & protective presidents; 
undecided voters; believers in normal cyclical economic adjustments; 
advocates of privacy rights; Cisneros apologists; pre-war Packard buffs; 
sullen & subdued Irish fans, etc/// 

/About our website: *CollegeAthleticsClips.com* provides executive 
summaries uf college athletics news and issues with value-added 
commentary. A[su featured are exclusive (;lips Guest Cummentaries, Clips 
Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips I,eft Column. We also issue the 
eclectic, thought-pruvuking, infunnational and occasionally humorous 
*Clips* *et~’LA StI*es (like the une abuve), which are award-worthy e-items 
that range far and wide tu delve into the periphery and soft underbelly 
uf uur modern day sports/entertainment culture tu define the essence of 
the passion and emutiun su unique tu college athletics.i/ 

/*Tu be removed l~um this mailing list ur change the email format please 
use the links beluw: 

Change your subscription 
><http://www.co[le~eath[eticsclips.cum/index.php?optiun corn acaioom&Itemid 99&act change&subscriber 269&cle a9863c526ad39d57baf58861ef7b6940&listid 7> 

Unsubscribe 
><http://www.colle~eathleticschps.com/index.php?optiun corn acaloum&Itemid 99&act unsubscrlbe&subscriber 269&cle a9863c526ad39d57baf58861ef7b6940&listid 7> 

>1 

College Athletics Clips 
a division of InfaMur I,LC 
16 EN~ Street 
Chester, NJ 07930 
908.879.9978 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:01 PM 

To: ~emaJl .unc.edu-~ 

Subject: RE: EXSS Spring 

Hi         Please call me or let me know your phone number. I decide who 
is allowed to take the Field Experience course. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:42 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS Spring 

Professor Stroman, 

I forgot to mention that one of the requirements for submitting a 
petition is a valid syllabus from the course, a photo copy of the 
catalogue course description (which I will provide), and materials and 
ideas for exams and papers I was hoping you would be able to provide 
me with these items. ! would really appreciate it. Once again, I look 
forward to hearing from your 

Thank you, 

Universdy of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
C]ass of 

wrote: 

Professor Stroman, 

I was signed up to be a part of this course :[’or the current Fall 
semester, however it would have exceeded my workload. I would like to 
take the course for next semester, however Student Central has not 
allowed me to enroll. I was wondering if you had any control over who 
gets in, and if you could sign me up. I already have a current 
internship that ~vill continue into the spring that I would love to use 
to~vards this course. I am also petitioning Academic Advising and 
Services for it to fulfill the Experiential Education general 
requirement. I hope that I can get it to pass as I believe tW 
internship is very valuable to my learning experience and forwarding my 
career after graduation. I look forward to hearing froln you. 

Thank you, 

Universi _ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 4:04 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Southa]l, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy 
<djsotNl@emml.~mc.edu> 

Hi. made a very different type of request for 

my classes. Thanks. 

Go ~eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN-C Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

College Sport Research Institute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

4- Smith Bldg. CB# 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.84-3.0336 

http:/ /www.unc.edu/ depts/~exercise/ sport administration 

We are all students and teachers, t often ask myself; "What did I come here to learn, and what did t come to teach?" 

I am now doing a background check on Any feedback? I haven’t had her in any of 



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact: Dr. Debby Stroman 
Tel: 919.843.0336 
Mobile: 
Email: dstro@unc.edu 

December 7, 2009 -- The Exercise and Sport Science Department (EXSS) of the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill parmered with the Atlantic Coast Conference and the Carolina Sports Business 
Club ("The Club") to offer the unique 2009 Project Touchdown! experiential learning experience, which 
was held at the ACC Football Championship in Tampa December 5, 2009. 

iProject Touchdown! is a hands-on learning activity focused on the practical application of sport marketing, 
event planning, and operations of a major college football game. Five students in the EXSS Sport 
Administration specialization and members of The Club were selected to participate in business meetings 
held at the ACC office prior to the championship game. Championship Game responsibilities include 
assignments in the areas of game operations, media and communications, and special events such as ACC 
FanFest yonth outreach, ACC Night of Legends, ACC Coaches and Awards Luncheon, and the 
Channelside community outreach. 

"Providing opportunities for students to shadow leading athletic administrators as they develop and deliver 
a first-class sporting event is tremendous! Our students now have the unique chance to apply management 
theories and concepts from the classroom to a major real-world business sport setting," Dr. Debby 
Stroman, Project Touchdown! coordinator and UNC-Chapel Hill EXSS Sport Administration lecturer and 
internship coordinator, states. "The ACC is a wonderful partner and our passion for the league is 
showcased as we work hard and smart to bring value to the ACC and Mr. Kelly’s team of professionals." 

Project Touchdown! participants chosen after an extensive application process were EXSS undergraduate 
students: Antoinette Lecky, Adrian Pringle, and Chris Weatherly. The Sport Administration graduate 
students were Danielle Gaynor and Elizabeth Lancaster. Michael Kelly, ACC associate commissioner of 
football operations, states "This is the fifth year of the game and it has become our mini-super bowl. We 
are always fired up -- working with the Tampa Bay Sports Commission and Raymond James Stadium 
people - the ontreach to the community is phenomenal. I fully support getting students involved in all 
aspects of our Chmnpionship." 

The Carolina Sports Business Club is a student-run organization that is purposed to "connect and 

collaborate" students interested in business careers in sports. Members coordinate and participate in 
lectures, workshops, sport facility tours, UNC sporting events, and fundraising activities. Club member 

Weathefly adds, "Project Touchdown! provided an incredible in depth look at the planning and 

implementation of a BCS conference championship as well as invaluable networking opportunities, lit was 

a great experience." 

For more information contact Dr. Debby Stroman at dstro@unc.edu. For more information about the ACC 
Football Championship, please visit www.theroadtotampabay.com 

Presented by the iExercise and Sport Science department in partnership with... 



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact: Dr. Debby Stroman 
Tel: 919.843.0336 
Mobile: 
Email: dstro@unc.edu 

December 7, 2009 -- The Exercise and Sport Science Department (EXSS) of the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill parmered with the Atlantic Coast Conference and the Carolina Sports Business 
Club ("The Club") to offer the unique 2009 Project Touchdown! experiential learning experience, which 
was held at the ACC Football Championship in Tampa December 5, 2009. 

iProject Touchdown! is a hands-on learning activity focused on the practical application of sport marketing, 
event planning, and operations of a major college football game. Five students in the EXSS Sport 
Administration specialization and members of The Club were selected to participate in business meetings 
held at the ACC office prior to the championship game. Championship Game responsibilities include 
assignments in the areas of game operations, media and communications, and special events such as ACC 
FanFest yonth outreach, ACC Night of Legends, ACC Coaches and Awards Luncheon, and the 
Channelside community outreach. 

"Providing opportunities for students to shadow leading athletic administrators as they develop and deliver 
a first-class sporting event is tremendous! Our students now have the unique chance to apply management 
theories and concepts from the classroom to a major real-world business sport setting," Dr. Debby 
Stroman, Project Touchdown! coordinator and UNC-Chapel Hill EXSS Sport Administration lecturer and 
internship coordinator, states. "The ACC is a wonderful partner and our passion for the league is 
showcased as we work hard and smart to bring value to the ACC and Mr. Kelly’s team of professionals." 

Project Touchdown! participants chosen after an extensive application process were EXSS undergraduate 
students: Antoinette Lecky, Adrian Pringle, and Chris Weatherly. The Sport Administration graduate 
students were Danielle Gaynor and Elizabeth Lancaster. Michael Kelly, ACC associate commissioner of 
football operations, states "This is the fifth year of the game and it has become our mini-super bowl. We 
are always fired up -- working with the Tampa Bay Sports Commission and Raymond James Stadium 
people - the ontreach to the community is phenomenal. I fully support getting students involved in all 
aspects of our Chmnpionship." 

The Carolina Sports Business Club is a student-run organization that is purposed to "connect and 

collaborate" students interested in business careers in sports. Members coordinate and participate in 
lectures, workshops, sport facility tours, UNC sporting events, and fundraising activities. Club member 

Weathefly adds, "Project Touchdown! provided an incredible in depth look at the planning and 

implementation of a BCS conference championship as well as invaluable networking opportunities, lit was 

a great experience." 

For more information contact Dr. Debby Stroman at _d__~_ty__o__@___u_~__c___.__e_d__~. For more inforn~ation about the ACC 
Football Championship, please visit www.theroadtotampabawcom 

Presented by the iExercise and Sport Science department in partnership with... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 4:29 PM 

’John McC~n’ < ~vefizon.net> 

RE: have a look - oops! 

PT 2009 Press Release.pdf 

Happy Holiday Season! 

Hi lohn~ I hope all is well for you, 

FYI. This program is in its second year and I make sure that OUR young people are ~nvolved so they get the exposure and opportunity._ 

http://!%vww.ui~c.e d u ideptsiexercise//sport administration 

Wee,k~y We#d ::oct: An o.s~nd?’s eye h; b~gf#~r ~har~ 

From: John McCann [maH~: ~vedzon,net] 
Sent: Thursday, Februa~ ~2, 2009 ~:05 PN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: have a look - oops~ 
~ot it. no proNem. 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To: John M¢Cann <           ~verizon.net> 
Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2009 7:4-5:2:1 Plvl 
Subject: RE: have a look - oops! 

]just caught this o~e. {[it is too late, that’s okay. 7;~e smdenL~ acma@ wo*~ed the game. 

OLD go~ students from UNC’ s spoXs adn~mstmfion program and membe~ from the Carolina SpoXs Business Club were selected 
to paXicipate in business meetings and game &y operatiom p~or to the champiom~p game. 
New - Four students from UNC’s spoXs admmistralion program and members from the Carolina SpoXs Business Club were selected 
to paXicipate in business meetings and assist with game ~y operations for the champiom~p game. 
Dr. Debby Stroma*~ 

Spc rt Ad r r ~strat~or / -ollege Sport Research Institut:e 

Carolina S[ orts Business Club 
UNC EXSS 4Smi@ Bldg. 

CB 8 3182 

Chapel } till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

From: John McCann [mailto           ~verizon.net] 
Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2009 5:52 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: have a look 

thanks for this. 

FYI, we leave off "Dr." unless it’s critical to the story, just a journalistic-style thing, no disrespect at all toward your accomplishments when 

you don’t see "Dr. Stroman" in the paper. 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To: John McCann <          ~verizon.net> 
Sent: Thursday, February 12, 2009 4:03:14- PM 
Subject: RE: have a look 

Debby Stroman, a visiting assistant professor in UNC’ s Department of Exercise and Sport Science Department, was the 
key player in a partnership between the Atlantic Coast Conference and the Carolina Sports Business Club that yielded 
2008 Pr@ect Touchdown! We’re talking about a hands-on learning activity that took place in December at the ACC 
Football Championship in Tampa, Fla. Four students from UNC’ s sports admilfistration program and members from the 
Carolina Sports Business Club were selected to participate in business meetings and game day operations prior to the 



championship game. The focus was the practical application of sport marketing, event pla~ming and operations of a major 
college football game. 
What it did was give students % chance to apply some of those theories they’ve been learning in school," said Dr. 
Stroman, Project: Touchdown! coordinator. A former ACC athlete and assistant coach, Dr. Stroman stays in close 
contact with the ACC Office and reached out to the associate director of football operations, Michael Kelly, to make this 
happen. 

"Providing opportunities for students to shadow leading athletic adlmnistmtors as they develop and deliver a first-class 
sporting event is tremendous!" Dr. Stroman said. 
These Proiect Touchdown! ~artici~ants were chosen after an extensive application process: 

1-1i John. Unbelievably, ou r se*~rer was down the past hour. Thanks!’. Use this copy. 

I owe you a meal! 
dehhy 
Dr, Debby St:roman 
Sport Administration/’College Sport R.esearch Institute 
Carolina Sports Business Club 
L>{C E~9S 4 Smith Bldg, 
CB # 318fi 
Chapel Hi~, NC 27599 
919,843,0336 
dstro(a~unc:,edu 
O~eclub(~l~unc,edu 
http:/*/www,mc,edu/*depts/exercise/*sport admimstravion/mdex,h~n 

::~:: 

From: .lohn McCann [mailto           ~verizon.net] 
Sent= Thursday, February 12, 2009 2:23 PM 
To= dstro@unc.edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: have a look 

IS THIS OK and ACCURATE: 

ALSO, SEND ME YOUR HEAD SHOT, PLEASE? 

Debby Stroman in UNC’s Department of Exercise and Sport Science Depamnent was the key player in a partnership 
between the Atlantic Coast Conference and the Carolina Sports Business Club that yielded 2008 Project Touchdown! 
We’re talking about a hands-on learning activity that took place in December at the ACC Football Championship in 
Tampa, Fla. Four students from UNC’ s sports administration program and members from the Carolina Sports Business 
Club were selected to participate in business meetings prior to the championship game. The focus was the practical 
application of sport nmrketing, event plamfing and operations of a major college football game. 
What it: did was give students a chance to apply some of those theories they’ve been learning in school, said Stroman, 
Project Touchdown! coordinator, and she’s a visiting adjunct assistant professor in the Department of Exercise and Sport 
Science. 
"Providing opportunities for students to shadow leading athletic administrators as they develop and deliver a first-class 
sporting event is tremendous!" Stronmn said. 
These Project Touchdown! participants were chosen after an extensive application process: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:35 PM 

~email.unc.edu"~ 

RE: NCAA Issues 

Ok. See you then. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:      ~)email unc.edu [mailto:      ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: blonday, 4:27 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: NCAA Issues 

That’s fine 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman 
To: ’ 
Subject: RE: NC~A Issues 
Sent:            2:27 PM 

:) He is a good man and great coach. 

I have a meeting at 9:30 a.m. I can do 10:30. Let me know. 

Go tteels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http:/i*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday-, ’ 1:47 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: NCAA Issues 

That,as for the timely email! Ironically-, ray txvo intercollegiate athletics 
issues that i highlighted were a playoff system and the new academic 
refoml 
policy. Also, would you like to meet torrlorrow at 9:30 for octr one on one? 

Please call Coach London and tell him I’m interested to work with the 
Cavaliers! 

On Mon,           09:32:50 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
dstrolrian@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Great job today. Make sure you look at the 

SBJ. 
Your essay topics are there in the cover stol7. J 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UN-C - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty 

EXSS Academic Advisor 

issue of 



> College Sport Research Institute 

> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 

> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg - CB# 3182 

> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> <mailto: dstlo~d?~c, edu> dstro@unc, edu 
> 

> <http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration> 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> We are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "\Vhat did I come 

here 

> to learn, and what did I come to teach?" 

Sent on the SprintR Now Network from tW BlackBerryR 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:46 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

RE: WBB Newsletter 

Okay :) That is, you really stung that yello~v jacket in 
the football uniform lol 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: hgemail uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:37 PM 

To: dstroman@emaihunc, edu 
Sut~iect: W[3B Newsletter 

Dr. Struman, I’m waiting [’or Coach’s wurds and then I’ll send this week’s 
issue to you 

Universi~ ofNurth Carulma, ciu 
Exercise and Sports Science majur 
R ecreation Administration minur 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 4:48 PM 

’Jennit~r Eaddy’ < ~yahoo.com> 

IagT: INFORMATIONAL: ONL1NE Diarrhea Prevention Study 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC ~t Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notil},.unc.edu [mailto:nobodvO~notil\,.unc.edu] On Behalf()f 
mturn@med.unc.edu 
Sent: Thursday, December 03, 2009 9:01 PM 
To: dstro@unc edu 
Subject: INFORMATIONAL: O]x,~LINE Diarrhea Prevention Study 

The Center 12~r Functional GI and Motili~" Disorders invites you to 
participate in an online research study on the symptoms of diarrhea. 
The purpose of the study is to learn whether a person can predict when 
the?" are going to have an episode of diarrhea. 

The study will involve filling out several questinnnaires online about 
your bowel symptoms 

To participate, you must be 18 years of age or older and have daily 
access to the internet. You must also have experienced dialwhea for at 
least the last 6 months, and you must have had at least one mushy or 
watery stool per month for the past 3 months. 

If you are eligible, you may also be invited to participate in an online 
diary study which involves keeping track of your diarrhea symptoms by 
logging into a secure xvebsite each day-. You will have a unique study ID 
and password to ensure your responses are anonymous and confidential. 
There are no visits to LrNC required. The study lasts for 60 days (2 
months). You will receive $60 each month for completing the study. In 
addition, if you complete your diaries without skipping any day-s, you 
will receive an additional $60/rnonth. Therefore, you may receive up to 
$240 for participating in this study. 

To determine if you are eligible, please click on the following link and 
respond to the screening questions: 
httl)s:i/uncfut~ctional~i.net/dir~studv.html 

If you have any questions, please contact Marsha Tutner 919-%2-9787. 

Thank you for your interest in out study. 

Study #09-0506 was approved by the Biomedical I]4B 3/30/09 

This email is sponsored by: Dept of Medicine 

"INFOR~4ATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?- do ;vant to receive mass emaih To set your informational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directolTy’ web site at 
https:i/dir.unc.edu/dir/update. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 5:06 PM 

~gmail.com> 

RE: exss 

2:30 or 3:007 

htt:p:iiwww.un c,e du/~epts/exercise ispor~: administratio*~ 

F~m: N~mail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:52 AN 
To= dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: exss 

I am good for the Tues~Ny time period to Ineet a~d I was aim wondering if it would ~ ~ssible for me to schedule my oue-ou=oue time for later ou that &y wheuever 
you are available. Let me ~ow if that could work. Than~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:30 PM 

~gmail.com> 

RE: exss 

4:00 is fine. Th,~nks! 

9 P.).863.0336 

htt:p://www.unc.edu/~]qHs/~ exercJse/sport administration 

F~m: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 5:24 PN 

Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: exss 

Sol~" this is the first chaace I have had m emM1 you to&y. WoNd it ~ possiNe m meet a line later on Wednesday around 4:00 for ~e one-on-one meefiiN? 

On Mon, at 5:05 PM, Deborah Stroman ~<lslmmm~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 
2:3(! ~r 3:00? 

£k: Meels, 

~ JNC at C}~ape] ~ {ili 

9~98630336 

t~t~W’lw~w.u~s~m J~i&’~ ~f c ~ki~i~port adminis~:ration 

Sent: ~sday, 10:52 ~ 
To: dstro(fi~unc ed~ 

Subject: cxss 
Dr. Stmma~ 
I am good for the Tues~y time period to meet m~d I was al~ wondering if it would ~ ~ssiNe for me to sclmdNe my one-on-one fi~ne for later on fl~at ~y whenever 

you are avmlable. Let me ~ow if that could woN. Thanl~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:55 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Full Court 

Great’. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: b~email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:51 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Full Court 

He?" Dr. Stroman, 
I have talked to and I will start the "Where Are They Now 
Segment?" for next week. rl]aank you for the opportunity. 

On Mon,            16:34:17 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 

<dstroman@email. unc edu> wrote: 

> Thanks[ Follow up with to get started 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 

> UNC at Chapel 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

> 

> 919843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: ~,,email.~mc.edu] 

> Sent: Monday, 9:34 PM 

> To: theclub@unc.edu 

> Subject: Full Court 

> 

> Hello Dr. Stromar~ 

> My name is~ and I received the e-mail that you sent to 

> about the Full Court Press Women’s Basketball opportunity from the 

Carolina 

> Week Sports listsev~. I am interested in helping with this and I have 

> enclosed my resume in this e-mail. Please let me know if you need 

anything 

> else. Thap2~: you. 

> 

> Sincerely, 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 7, 2009 6:24 PM 

john@johmnccaJm.net 

RE: have a look - cops!~ 

Thanks, I.et’s chat soon, 

http://www,unc.e&~/~]epts/exerdse/sport administration 

Weekly W~Hrd l:act: ~r~ os~:t’k:h % ~’y~’ is big{~’r thon his broin, 

F~m~ john@johnmccann.net [mail~:john@johnmccann.net] 
Sent~ Nondag, December 07, 2009 5:43 PN 
T~ Deborah Stroman 
Subject= RE: have a look - oops[ 
hey, Professor-- 
m job duties have changed, so i’ll get this into the hands of someone who can see about it getting handled 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: have a look - oops~ 
From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, December 07, 2009 4:28 pm 
To: "’John McCann’" <             ~verizon.net> 

Happy HoNday Season! 

Hi John. I hope ~1] ~s wen for you, 

FYI, This program ~s in ~ts second ~e~r and Imake sure that OUR young people are involved so they get the exposure ~nd opportunity,.. 

(30 ~ 

~;NC at Chapel ? till 

919.843.0336 

tAte~’kly Weird Foc~: An os!-r/ch% eye is b/{7{ler thun his groin, 

F~m: John NcCann [p~aHto ~verizon.net! 
Sent: ~ursday, ~brua~ 12, 2009 15:05 PN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: have a look - cops[ 
got it. no problem. 
blog.john~cann.net 

From= Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To: 3ohn McCann <           ~verizon.net> 
Sent= ~ursday, February 12, 2009 7:45:2~ PM 
Subject= RE: have a look - oops~ 

o~,o 7ouF students fPom ~NO’s s~oPts administFation ~PO~Pa~ a~ membePS fPom tho OaPoli~a 
S~OFtS gusiness Club weFe selected to ~artici~ate in business meetinos and Oame da7 
~PiOP tO tho cham~ionshi~ 
NOW - [O~P S[~dO~[S fPOm ~NO’s s~oP[s administFation ~PO~Pam a~ members fPOm tho OaFolina 
S~orts gusiness Club ~ere selecte~ to ~artici~ate in business meetinos and assist ~ith ~ame 
o~erations for the cham~ionshi~ ~ame. 
FM Debby Stromas~ 

Spore Administration/College Sport Research Institute 
Carolina Spot*s Business Club 

UNC EXC~ 4Su~thBldg. 
CB # 3182 

Chapel t till, NC 27.599 
919.843.0336 

dstro@m~c.edu 

theclub@m~c.edu 

http:/’/w~.unc.edu/d~ts/’exerdse/spof, ad~finistralion/index.hrm 

::N:: 

F~ml John NcCann [maii~ ;~ver zon net] 



Sent: Thursday, February 12, 2009 5:52 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: have a look 
thanks for this. 
FYI, we leave off "Dr." unless it’s critical to the story, just a journalistic-style thing, no disrespect at all toward your accomplishments 
when you don’t see "Dr. Stroman" in the paper. 

From: Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
To: John McCann <           ~verizon.net> 
Sent-" Thursday, February 12, 2009 4:03::14 PM 
Subject: RE: have a look 

Debby Stmman, a visiting assistant professor in UNC’ s Department of Exercise and Sport Science Department, 
was the key player in a partnership between the Atlantic Coast Conference and the Carolina Sports Business Club 
that yielded 2008 Project Touchdown! We’ re talking about a hands-on learning activity that took place in 
December at the ACC Football Championship in Tampa, Fla. Four students from UNC’ s sports adnfinisWation 
program and members from the Carolina Sports Business Club were selected to participate in business meetings 
and game day operations prior to the championship game. The focus was the practical application of sport 
marketing, event plamfing and operations of a major college football game. 
What it did was give students "a chance to apply some of those theories they’ve been learning in school," said Dr. 
Stroman, Project Touchdown! coordinator. A former ACC athlete and assistant coach, Dr. Stroman stays in 
close contact with the ACC Office and reached out to the associate director of football operations, Michael Kelly, 
to make this happen. 
"Providing opportunities for students to shadow leading athletic admilfistrators as they develop and deliver a first- 
class sporting event is tremendous!" Dr. Stmman said. 
These Prqiect Touchdown! participants were chosen after an extensive application process: 

Hi John. Unbelievably, our se~:er was dowla the past hour. Thanks!’. Use this copy. 

I owe you a mea]l 

debby 
Dr, Debby Strom~n 

Sport Administration/College Sport ~<esearch Insthute 

Carolina Sports Business Club 

UbIC EXSS 4 Smith Bldg. 
CB # 3182 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 

dstro[,~l~unc.edu 

theclub@unc.edu 

n~tp://www.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/spor~ administration/index.hEm 

From: John McCann [mailto          @verizonmet] 
Sent-" Thursday, February 12, 2009 2:23 PM 
To: dstro@unc.edu; dstroman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: have a look 

IS THIS OK and ACCURATE: 

ALSO, SEND ME YOUR HEAD SHOT. PLEASE? 

Debby Stroman in UNC’ s Department of Exercise and Sport Science Department was the key player in a 
partnership between the Atlantic Coast Conference and the Carolina Sports Business Club that yielded 2008 
Project Touchdown! We’re talking about a hands-on learning activity that took place in December at the ACC 
Football Championship in Tampa, Fla. Four students from UNC’s sports adininistration program and members 
from the Carolilm Sports Business Club were selected to participate in business meetings prior to the 
championship game. The focus was the practical application of sport marketing, event plmming and operations of 
a major college football game. 
What it did was give students a chance to apply some of those theories they’ve been learning in school, said 
Stroman, Project Touchdown! coordinator, and she’s a visiting adjtmct assistant professor in the Department of 
Exercise and Sport Science. 
"Providing opportmfities for students to shadow leading athletic administrators as they develop and deliver a first- 
class sporting event is tremendous!" Stmnmn said. 
These Project Touchdown! participants were chosen "after an extensive application process: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:08 AM 

~emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Quote mad Powerpoint 

Thanks’. Options: Go to ITS or Fetzer 209 and ask for assistance or save it 
on a CD. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:49 AM 
To: Deborah Lylm Stroman 
Subject: Quote and Powerpoint 

Hey 

Thank you for all of your feedback[ I look ]br~w~rd to reviewing the 
documents that you are going to send that could help improve communication 
skills, and further career e×ploration. A Quote that could sum up my 
internship would have to be "You have to go beyond what is expected of you, 
and show yourself worthy in order for doors to be open unto you" Webmai[ 
would not let me attach my powerpoint due to its size Let me know how you 
would like for me to deal with this matter Again, Thank You! 

Best 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 8, 2009 2:53 PM 

Soufl~a]l, Pdchaacd Michaacd qsoufl~a]l@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 322 materials 

Received/Thanks’. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Richard M. Southall [mailto:southall@email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2009 12:15 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Cc: Deborah Southall 
Subject: EXSS 322 materials 

Debby, 

Here are several documents pertinent to EXSS 322 Look forward to meeting 

on this and to working to make sure the class is a great experience for 

the students. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M Southall 
Assistant Professor - Sport ANninistration Coordinator - Graduate 
Sport-Administration Program Director - College Sport Research Institute 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel till[ CB 3182 Smith Building 06 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.962-3507 (o]Tice) 

(cell) 
919.9626325 (liax) 
EmaiI: southaIl@emaihunc.edu 

* UNC Sport Administration Program 

http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration/index.htm 
* College Sport Research Institute 
http://www unc.edu/csri 
* Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics http://csri-iiia.org 

* Please j oin us April 21-23, 2010 for the 2010 Scholarly Cortference on 
College Sport http ://www.csricorfference. ora 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:39 PM 

@email.unc.edu~~ 

RE: Budget Project 

Received. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~,email.unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:03 PM 
To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 
Subject: Budget PrRiect 

Dr. Stroman, 

These are the spreadsheets that we created to go along with our finance 
project Again, we were the SEC WEST Ole ]Vhss, LSU, and Mississippi St. 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 8, 2009 9:25 PM 

’Courtney A. Knowling’ < ~gmail.com> 

RE: [Fwd: Mr. John Spencer] 

Hi Couatney Tell him ~ve chatted. Thanks! 

John Spencer 

Cell: 
Fax: 1-919-449-0419 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Courtney A. Knowling [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2009 8:40 PM 

To: dstroman@em ail.unc, edu 
Sublect: [Fwd: iX/Ix. John Spencer] 

Hi I)r Stroman, 

An?" updates on Mr. Spencer’s contact 

Thanks, 
Courtney 

Courtney A Knowling 
Universi~ of North Carolina, (;lass of 2009 Exercise and Sport 
Science-Sport Administration 

caknowling@alumni.unc.edu 
~c) 

"Human beings, by changing the inner attitudes of their minds, can change 
the outer aspects of their lives."--William James 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:25 AM 

~email. unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi        As today is the last day of classes, I have been swamped with 
meetings and student appts Friday will be best between 10 and 12 Let me 
know Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:55 PM 
To: Dr Stroman 
SubJect: Re: EXSS 

Eli I)r Stroman, 

I first *wmt to apologize about this morning Can you send me some umes 
that you are free to meet this week? 

Again SOlTy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, i 9:27 AM 

Wood, Martina <woodl @email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS - Field Experience: EXSS FAI,L 

Hi         The last appt. I can take on Thursday is at 11:00 or 11:30. I 
have availabili~ on Friday though tap until 2:30 p.m. Please advise. Thanks 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:33 PM 
To: Dr Stroman 
SubJect: Re: F.XSS -Field Experience: EXSS FALl 

Dr. Stroman, 

I need to reschedule my meeting with you tomorrow. (;an it be changed to 

Thursday @ 12’? 

On Wed, 15:09:34-0500 (ES]7), "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu> 

wro be: 

> Wow! The semester has :flown by. 

> 

> 1. ! will be speaking with your site supervisor over the next two weeks 

> complete evaluations of your performance based on your mutually agreed 

upon 

> goals. 

> 2. Please schedule a one-on-one meeting with me prior to Friday, 

> at 12:00 p.m NO EXCEP]TIONS. I teach M&W next week at 1 ] :00 a.m Bring 

your 

> portfolio. (See syllabus) 

> 

> 3. Group meeting - You have two options and you MUST attend one or the 

> other: 

> 

> Monday, - 8:00 a.m.- 9:30 a.m. 

> Tuesday, - 8:30 a.ru. - 10:00 aan. 

> 

> Be prepared to share your experience through your sunm~ary. (See syllabus) 

> 

> Let rue know asap your requestt 

> 

> 4. Evaluate your Internship. Use Appendices E & F (Final evaluation) froru 

> the Guidebook. Bring to your one-on-one appointment 

> 

> Call rue if questions. (note: I am out of town Thursday late murning - 

> Sunday night at the ACC Football Championship game in Tampa. 

> 

> Dr. Stroruan 

> 

>c- 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 10:02 AM 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Office Hours tomorrow 

Hi. I have one opening at 11:30. Please advise. 

UJ:qC at Cha?ei } till 

9119.843.0336 

http: //w~w.,~c.d,/d~pts/’~rc~s~/sport admimstr~tion 

Weekly W~@d F~c:t:,4n ostrich ~ eye is bigge~ than his brain, 

F~m= ~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 9:~ AN 
Te= dstro@unc.edu 
$ubjett= ~ice Hours tomorrow 

Dr. Stroman, 

Could I swing by your office tomorrow morning sometime? 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919.962.5675 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:14 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS    - Field Experience: EXS~ FAI,I~ 

Yes. Thanks’. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:09 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: EXSS Field Experience: EXSS 

Friday 10:30? 

On Wed,          09:27:16 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 

< dstroman@emaih unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi        The last appt I can take on Thursday is at 11:00 or 11:30 l 

have availability’ on Friday though up unti[ 2:30 pm Please advise 

Thanks. 

Go }]eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

F.xercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 

http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain 

..... Origina[ Message ..... 

From: .;r!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday~ 11:33 PM 

To: Dr. Stroman 

Subject: Re: EXSS - Field Experience: EXSS: ;.FALL 

Dr.Stroman, 

I need to reschedule my meeting with you tomorro~v. Can it be changed to 

Thursday @ 127 

On YVed, 15:09:34 -0500 @ST), "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu> 

~vrote: 

>> Wow! The semester has flown by. 

>> 

>> 1. I ~vill be speaking with your site supervisor over the next two weeks 

to 

>> complete evaluations of your performance based on your mutually agreed 

upon 

>> goals. 

>> 

>> 2. Please schedule a one-on-one meeting with me prior to Friday: 

>> at 12:00 pm. NO EXCEPTIONS I teach M&W next ;veek at 11:00 a.m. Bring 

your 

>> portfolio. (See syllabus) 

>> 

>> 3 Group meeting - You have t;vo options and you MUST attend one or the 

>> other: 

>> 

>> Monday, - 8:00 a.m- 9:30 a.m. 

>> Tuesday, - 8:30 a.m - 10:00 a.m. 

>> 

>> Be prepared to share your experience through your summary (See 

syllabus) 



>> 

>> Let me know asap your request[ 
>> 

>> 4. ]E*;vaIuate your Internship. Use Appendices E & F @’ina[ evaluation) 
fi-om 
>> the Guidebook. Bring to your one-on-one appointment. 
>> 

>> Call me if questions. (note: I am out of town Thursday [ate morning - 
>> Sunday night at the ACC Football Championship game in Tampa 
>> 

>> ~. Stroman 
>> 

>> C- 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stmman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 10:15 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Ofl]ce Hours tomorrow 

Okay~ Thanks. 

9119,84-3,0336 

http: //www.,mc.ed~/depts/’exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Wa’ird Y~ct: An ostrich ~ eye is bigger than his brain. 

F~m= }uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~0:05 AN 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: Office Hours tomorrow 

I’ll swin~ by then and lust get a few of your thoughts. Thanks. 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919.962.5675 

> > > "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu > 

Hi. I have one opening at 11:30. Please advise. 

UJiqC a~. Chapd. t 

9119.84.3,0336 

; ................................... 

Weekly W~@d F~ct: An ostfich ~ eye is bigger than his brain. 

F~m= @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 9:~ AN 
To= dstro@unc.edu 
Subje¢t= ~ice Hours tomorrow 

Dr. Stroman, 

Could I swing by your office tomorrow morning sometime? 

i0:01 AM > > > 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919.962.5675 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:57 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: One on One Meeting 

Hi We need to meet before Sunday I have t~vo openings tomorrow- at 9:30 
and at 11:00. (30 min. blocks) 

Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: One on One Meeting 

?~email uric edu] 
12:16 PM 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to email you in regard to our meeting I have a little 
bit of time on Thursday but I will be pretty bus?" stu~dying for my two 
finals on Friday and two on Saturday if our schedules do not work 
out, I would love to meet with you when we return from Winter Break to 
go over everything that I did so far Let me know what works for you. 

~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 2:05 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

~emaJl. unc.edu> 

RE: Jeopardy Score Keeper 

EXSS Jeopardy Final Posted.pdf 

Thank you [’or your kind words. I tried to make Econ and Finance as fun as 
possible. :) 

See attached for your eyes only. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://*vw*v.unc edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 
Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:        ~email.tmc.edu [mailto        ~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:54 PM 

To: Deborah Stroman 

Subject: Jeopardy Score Keeper 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Just sending a reminder to entail the Jeopardy score keepers the special 
study guide. Thank you! 

PS. I really enjoyed your course this semester and I look folsvard to 
contacting you for future connections lob 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill c/o 
Exercise & Sport Science Major; Sport Administration Concentration 
Wonren Studies Minor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 2:10 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <saJyer@email.unc.edn> 

FW: EXSS    Spring 

Hi. As per my vmsg. Let’s discuss Can she petition this course? Why don’t 
we do it for all the students then? 
I asked my SA colleagues and no one really knows her. I haven’t had her in 
any of my classes. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: EXSS Spring 

~email uric edu] 
3:42 PM 

Professor Stroman, 

I forgot to mention that one of the requirements for submitting a 
petition is a valid syllabus from the course, a photo copy of the 
catalogue course description (which I will provide), and materials and 
ideas ~2~r exams and papers I was hoping you would be able to provide 
me with these items. I would really appreciate it. Once again, I look 
forward to hearing from you! 

Thank you, 

Universdy of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 

wrote: 

Professor Stroman, 

I was signed up to be a part of this course for the current Fall 
semester, however it would have exceeded my workload. I would like to 
take the course for next semester, however Student Central has not 
allowed me to emoll. I was wondering if you had any control over who 
gets in, and if you could sign me up. I already have a cutrent 
internship that will continue into the spring that I would love to use 
towards this course. I am also petitioning Academic Advising and 
Set’,dces for it to fulfill the Experiential Education general 
requirement. I hope that I can get it to pass as I believe my 
internship is very valuable to ray learning experience and forwarding my 
career a~er graduation. I look forward to hearing frora you. 

Thank you, 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:11 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: One on One Meeting 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://wwwunc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc. edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:07 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: One on One Meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 

11:00 will work better for me. See you then 

at 1:57 PM, Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi. We need to meet before Sunday. I have two openings tomorrow at 
9:30 and 
at 11:00. 30 min blocks) 

Thanks 

Go Heels 
Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ,@,email.unc.edn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:16 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: One on One Meeting 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to email you in regard to our meeting. I have a little 
bit of time on Thmsday but I will be pret)- busy studying for my two 
finals on Friday and two on Saturday. If our schedules do not work 
out, I would love to meet with you when we return from Winter Break to 
go over everything that I did so far. Let me know what xvorks for you. 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

}email.tmc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 9, 2009 2:34 PM 

.ICE Jce < @yahoo.corn> 

FW: Diversity Outreach tbr Study Abroad 

Building bridges... © 

D~ bora}~ St:roman, Ph.D., CL(~ 
(.rN< at (2~ap~l 

htt:p:/,/www.unc.edui~]epts/exerciseispor~: administration 

F~m: Kath~n Gofo~h [mailto:kgofo~h@ema~].unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2009 S:45 PN 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Co: Bob Miles 
Subject: Diversi~ Outreach for Study Abroad 

Dear Deborah, 

Thank you for your feedback last week at the advising training. I apologize for taking a few days to get back in touch with you, but I’ve been out of the office and I also 

waated a chance to discuss the importaut issues you raised with Dr. Bob Miles, Director for Stu@ Abroad. We would both like to meet with you sometime in January 

when the new semester starts to get more ideas t?om you and to ~e how you could help us with our plans tbr reaching out to various communities here at UNC. Please 

let me know if this sounds like a way tbrward tbr you, and we can perhaps go from there in terms of setting up the meeting. 

Thank you again, and I hope to hear from you soon. 

Best, 

Kathryn 

D. Kathryn Gotorth 

Associate Director, Advising 

Office of Study Abroad 

UiliversJty of Nerth Carolina at Chapel 
FedEx Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
CB #3]30 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516-2911 
Emaii : ]~gefer tb@~ m~ i 1 . :no. edu 
Phone: 919-962-8319 
Fax: 9] 9-962-2262 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 2:35 PM 

~gmail.com> 

RE: Internship Summary Powerl~int 

Received, Thanks! 

htt:p:i iwww.un c:.e du i~epts/exercise ispor~: administratio~ 

F~m: Ngmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:35 PM 
To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
S~bject: Internship Summa~ Powerpoint 

The internship summa~ powerpoint is attached. 

Best 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:35 PM 

@emml .unc.edu> 

RE: Internship Summaxy a~d quote 

Received. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:32 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: Internship Surmnary and quote 

See attached 

"V~nat is seen on Saturday is a week long process, and it goes beyond the 
players and coaches. The administration is similar to the team in that each 
person has their own duty and must depend on one another in order to to put 
the actual team on the field so that the?" can compete." 

Also, my parents were wondering if there is going to be a department 
graduation ceremony separate from the main one 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emM.unc.e&~> 

Wednesday, 2:38 PM 

~emml .unc.edu> 

RE: Graduation 

Yes, stay tuned for graduation details. It is usually held -- 30 minutes 
after the big one and lasts for an hour Otu- event is great! :) I look 
for~vard to meeting your parents 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: @email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:32 PM 

To: dstro@unc.edu 

SubJect: Internship SutmnaW and quote 

See attached 

"What is seen on Saturday is a week long process, and it goes beyond the 
players and coaches. The administration is similar to the team in that each 
person has their own duty and must depend on one another in order to to put 
the actual team on the field so that the?" can compete." 

Also, my parents *vere wondering if there is going to be a department 
graduation ceremony separate from the main one 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:42 PM 

@email .unc.edu> 

RE: exss in the spring 

Hi What one hour course? 

No, I haven’t met Dr. Robinson. Sounds like you are receiving great 
experience in the sport industly. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: We&aesday, 
To: dstroman@emaih unc. edu 
Subject: exss in the spring 

~)email.unc.edu] 
3:35 PM 

Hello Dr Stroman, 
I have signed up for your one hour sport adminstration class next 
semester and I was just curmus as to what topics we were going to be 
covering. Also, I have been in contact with a Dr Matt Robinson at the 
Umversity of Delaware about going there for my M[3A. I was wondering if 
you had met him at any conferences. We have been working together for 
the past month on a prc~iect to help soccer teams become more efficient 
when drafting players. Hope you are doing well. 
Thanks 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:44 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS 

10:30 is already taken now-. Let’s shoot for 11:00 Thanks’. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:19 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

tli Dr. Stroman 

10:45am on Friday will be great for me. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:46 PM 

~email. unc.edu-~ 

RE: powerpoint and quote 

Received. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 9)email unc.eduI 
Sent: Wednesday, ~ 4:41 PM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: powerpoint and quote 

"I was able to learn the in’s and out’s of a complex sports management 
department and become part o17 a team By taking advantage of 
opportunities, I was able to earn my supervisor’s respect and a part-time 
j ob for the following semester." 

I hope that’s what you were looking for ]l’not just let me know and i’ll 
fix it. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, December 10, 2009 10:40 AM 

JCE Jce < @yahoo.corn> 

FW: [undergraduate] Saturday exams and the CH ttoliday parade 

:) I know ho~v you love parades... 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNCl at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sherry Salyer [mailto:salger(h)emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2009 8:40 AM 
To: EXSS Undergrad list 
Sutziect: [undergraduate] Saturday exams and the CH Holiday parade 

If you have a Saturday exam at 8 or 12, you may want to check out 
potential conflict with the annua[ Chapel Hill Holiday parade. 

The parade will begin at East Franklin Street at the Morehead 
Planetarium in Chapel Hill and end at the Carrboro Town Commons East 
Franklin Street between BoundalT and Columbia Streets will close at 8 

am When the parade starts at 10 am., all streeks from Raleigh Street 
towards Carrboro will be closed until the last float passes each 
~ntersection. 

http://www.ci.chapel-hillnc.us/index.aspx?page 22&recordid 1230&returnURL 

%2 fmdex aspx 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D 

Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Gym 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-6947 
Fax: 919-%2-0489 

Assistant Dean 
The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and 
the General College 
CB # 3110,2017B Steele Building 
919-843-4481 

Fall 2009 Advising Hours: 
TR: 2-d--in 2017-B Steele 

Departnmntal advising hours: by appointment 

--- You are currently subscribed to undergraduate as: dstro@unc.edu To 
unsubscribe send a blank 
email to 
leave-26020093-20725646 67d0660a634b 194ace5322a39307c2ff@listsel-~’ uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:43 AM 

Salyer, Shen?, L <saJyer@email.uuc.edu> 

RE: FW: EXSS i Spring 

She is t~’ing to be in the spring 
EE credit. I haven’t even enrolled her! 

and petition for 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UN(? at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

919.8430336 
http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 
Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original NIessage ..... 
From: She~ Salyer [mailto:salver@email uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:36 AM 
To: Deborah Stroman 
Subject: Re: FW: EXSS Spring 

What is she trying to do? She hasn’t transferred in any classes She is 
an SA m~ior and has completed 

Deborah Stroman wrote: 

> Hi As per my vmsg. Let’s discuss. Can she petition this course? Why 

don’t 

> we do it [’or all the students then? 

> I asked my SA colleagues and no one really knows her I haven’t had her 

in 

> any of my classes. 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 

> UNC at Chapel Hil[ 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

> 

> 919843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: ~email.mxc.edu] 

> Sent: Wednesday, 3:42 PM 

> To: Deborah Stroraan 

> Subject: Re: EXSS 3pring 

> 

> Professor Stroman, 

> 

> I forgot to racntinn that one of the requirements for submitting a 

> petition is a valid syllabus from the course, a photo copy of the 

> catalogue co~se description (which I xvill provide), and materials and 

> ideas for exams and papers. I ~vas hoping you would be able to provide 

> me with these items. I would really appreciate it. Once again, I look 

> forward to hearing from you[ 

> 

> Thank you, 

> 

> 

> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> Class of 

> 

> 

> wrote: 

>> Professor Stroman, 
>> 

>> I was signed up to be a part of this course for the current Fall 

>> semester, however it would have exceeded my workload. I ~vould like to 

>> take the course for next semester, however Student Central has not 

>> allowed me to enroll. I was wondering if you had an?- control over who 

>> gets in, and if you could sign me up. I already have a current 

>> internship that will continue into the spring that I would love to use 

>> towards this course I am also petitioning Academic Advising and 

>> Ser,Aces for it to I~alfill the Experiential Education general 

>> requirement. I hope that I can get it to pass as I believe my 

>> internship is velT valuable to my learning experience and forwarding my 

>> career after graduation I look forward to hearing from you. 
>> 



>> Thank you, 
>> 

>> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel tli[l 
>> Class of 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 
Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetze~ Gym 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-6947 
Fax: 919-%2-0489 

Assistant Dean 
The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and 
the General College 
CB # 3110,2017B Steele Building 
919-843-4481 

Fall     Advising Hours: 
TR: 2-d--in 2017-B Steele 

Departmental advising hours: by appointment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:48 AM 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: appointment 

Hi Today is booked. I will have a sm,~ll opening at :[:1:45 until :1.2::1.0, Friday is better between 12 and 2, 
Go } 

htt:p://www.unc.edui~}epts/exercise/~sport adrninistratio~ 
W~?ek~V W~#d gact: Ar~ os~rich ’5 ~’y~" is bi{~{~’r ~ha~? his bro)L 

F~m: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:07 PN 
To: dstro@unc.edu 
Subject: apOointment 
Or. Stroman, 
Could [ stop bg sometime tomorrow to look over m~ first exam? What time(s) would be the most convenient for 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, December 10, 2009 10:48 AM 

JCE Jce < .~yahoo.com> 

FW: INFORMATIONAL: Does, our child soil or poop iu his or her pants? TaJae this quick online survey. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv@notifv.unc.edul On Behalf Of 
noreply@unc.edu 
Sent: Wednesday, December 09, 2009 9:31 PM 

To: dstro@unc edu 
Sut~iect: INFORMATIONAL: Does your child soil or poop in his or her pants? 
Take this quick online supCey. 

Does your child soil or poop in his or her pants? 

Soiling in children is a common condition that is difficult for the 
child and the family. We are conducting a research study at UNC to find 
out what parents think are the causes of soiling in their children and 
what kind of therapies and strategies they use to help their children 
with the soiling. 

We are looking for parents of children 4-18 years old who regularly soil 
or poop in their underwear You will be asked to complete the same 
online questionnaire twice, 2 weeks apart. *You will be paid $10 for 
participatinn.* 

For more information please go to: 
https://uric functional~i net/f i/ 

Thank you ~2~r your interest! 

Miranda van Tilburg, Phi) 
Assistant Professor of Medicine 
The University of Nnrth Carolina at Chapel ttill 
Center for Functional GI and Motili~" Disorders 
4105 Bioitffotmatics Building 
Campus Box 7080 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7080 
T:919.843.0688 
F:919.966.6842 
Tilburg@med.unc.edu 

Biomedical IRB #: 08-192.7 
Approved 10/20/2009 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Medicine 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your itfformational mass 
email preference, logon to the on-line directory web site at 
htt~s:/idir.unc.edu/diriu~date. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:49 AM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: EXSS    Course Next Semester 

:) Thanks. 

Yes, you can enroll. Just show up on the first day! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:35 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L. 
Subject: EXSS :    Course Next Semester 

Dr. Stroman, 

I was on the wait{ist {’or the EXSS    course you are teaching next 
semester at 11 AM (M-W-F), but I only made it down to #3 on the waitlist 
before they dropped everyone. So, I was j ust wondering if it would be 
possible to be enrolled in the class I was hoping to take your class 
because I love the way you teach, and the timing fits perfectly [’or the 
new job that I am accepting :{’or next semester Thanks for your time 

Sincerely, 

P.S- notice how I did not start my email with "he?’".. I learned a lot 
[’rom your presentation at the meeting[! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:51 AM 

~email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: CSRI Decision 

Excellent’. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 
http://www u nc. edu/depts/exercis e/sporta dministration 

Weekly Weird Fact: An ostrich’s eye is bigger than his brain. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: @emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:52 PM 
To: 

Dr. Stroman; 
Subject: CSRI Decision 

Hello everyone, 

If you could just take 1 second and vote on one of the following opuons 
and email me back. 

These are the three choices: 

1. Participate in CSRI with more :financial benefits 
2. Participate in CSRI with only networking and e×posure benefits 
3. Not participate m CSRI at all. 

every could j ust respond with a "1 ", "2", or "3" by friday that would 
be great. 

thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday~ 10:17 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Contact 

Hi Make sure you call Dean Crisp today. Thanks! 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Facul~z 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emal.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 14, 2009 10:43 AM 

Tufts, Amy Z <atufk~@email.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 324 Final Exam 

lol 

On Mon, 14Dec 2009 10:32:51 -0500, Amy Tufts <atufts@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

Amy 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D wrote: 

>> Thanks! I just left you a vmsg. You the womant 

>> 

>> d 

>> On Mon, 14 Dec 2009 09:02:22 -0500, Am?’ Tufts <atui’ts@email uric edu> 

>> wrote: 

>>> got it girl, no worries[ 

>>> Deborah Stroman wrote: 

>>>> tti Am?’. Thanks againt Please make 58 copies (2 sided). I will stop by 

>>>> 11:30. Please let me l~ow that you received this emai[. 

>>>> Go tteels, 

>>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>>>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept 

>>>> Sport Administration Faculty 

>>>> EXSS Academic Advisor 

>>>> College Sport Research Institute 

>>>> Carolina Sports Business Club 

>>>> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership Honors Society) 

>>>> 4 Smith Bldg. - C~3# 3182 

>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

>>>> 919.843.0336 

>>>> dstro@unc.edu <mailto:dstro,@,unc.edu> 

>>>> http://~vw~v.unc.ed~,’det~ts/exerciseisport administration 

>>>>/¥Ve are all students and teachers. I often ask myself, "\Vhat did I 

>>>> here to learn, and ~vhat did I come to teach?"/ 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Universi~z of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 



dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:22 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: newsletter 

Great! Thanks. 

Men5’ Christma s! 

Dr. Stroman 

On Mon,            16:45:39 -0500, " 
<     ~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> { won’t be back in town until the semester starts, but        and { are 
> still going to try and work on the newsletter. I’ll let you know if any 
> problems arise 
> 

> 

> On Sun~ 22:10:48 -0500, "Deborah Stroman" 
> <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Hi~ Yes, I would like to keep the FCP going over the break, 
if 
>> you are available Let me kno~v, l£not, that is okay. l£you are in 
town, 
>I 
>> want to set a time to chat with you. 
>> 

>> Thanks 
>> 

>> 

>> Go }{eels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
>> UNC at Chape[ t{i[1 
>> Exercise and Sport Science Dept 
>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> http :i/www.unc.eduidepts/e×ercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> Happy Holiday Season! Share a smile 
>> 

>> Weekly Weird Fact: Our eyes are always the same size from birth, but our 
>> nose and ears never stop growing. 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: ~email uric edu] 
>> Sent: Sunday, 2:59 PM 
>> To: Deborah Lynn Stroman 

>> Cc: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
>> Subject: newsletter 
>> 

>> 

>> Hey- Dr. Stroman 
>> 

>> Did you send out last week’s newsletter, because { did not receive it? 
> And 
>> are we still doing a newsletter for the next two weeks, evun though 
> school 
>> is out? Thanks! 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 

EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 11:02 AM 

@yahoo.corn 

Fwd: Documentation of Service on 12/14/09 

l~mAttmntcSaJzE; rcn~_ttmntdSaizE 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Fwd: Documentation of Sel~ice on 12/14/09 
Date: Wed, )6:15:39 -0500 
From: ~email.unc edu 
To: dstro@unc.edu 

Prof Stroman, 

Hello and Happy Holidays I apologize ifI am contacting you at a time 
of inconvenience. I noticed I received an AB as a result of missing the 
final exam I emailed you on the day o17 the exam to explain the 
situation. ’]?he towing company has sent me documentation but I never 
heard from you or got a response to my email about scheduling a 
make-up. [s this something I should do with a Dean or do I need to 
schedule with you? I have spoken with my advisor and she irfformed me to 
provide documentation ]2)r my absence to my professor. 

..... I%)rwarded message from 

[)abe: Tue,            08:08:21 -0_~00 
From: Dave’s Tow-A-Way < 
Reply-To: Dave’s Tow-A-Way 
Sublect: Documentation of Service on 

:@email uric edu 

.9)nc.rr.com ..... 

(~nc rr.com> 

~nc.rr.com> 

’]?his document is l~rovided to show services received on 

Call Received 12:53 

Ser, dce Provider Arrival 13:23 

Vehicle Under Tow 13:35 

Service Coraplete 13:35 

I hope this is the information you requested. If you are in 
need of anything further, please call our office at 919-541-7152. Again, 
that’: you for using AAA and having us at Dave’s Tow-A-¥Vay, Inc. provide 
your 
set.ice. 

..... End forwarded message ..... 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Univcrsity of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 10:31 AM 

~vzw.blackberry.net 

Re: EXSS    - Current Event: EXSS 

Yes. Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 
On Tue, 01:28:08 +0000, ~vzw blackbero, net ~Vl-Ote: 
> Hello, 
> Please correct me if rm ~vrong I need to share the illfolTnation of an 
> article that pertains to the chapter I’m assigned, which is chapter 3 
Then 
> prepare critical thinking questions for class. I should also bring in a 
> copy of the article for you to have. Does that sound complete? 
> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerO, 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc edu> 
> Date: blon, 15:45:40 
> To: "EXS S ’:;<Invalid address> 
> Subject: EXSS Ctm*ent Event: EXSS 
> 

> Hi Heels’. 
> 
> Your presentatiun (Chapt. 3) is scheduled for this Wednesday, 
Let 
> me knuw if you have any questiuns 
> 
> I)r Struman 

Deburah Struman, Ph.D. CLU 

University ufNorth Carulina 
EXSS Department - Sport Adminisgation 
919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align yuur passiun and purpose tu create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:43 AIVl 

~kenan- tlagler, unc.edtr~ 

Re: ACC Women’s Basketball Tournament Internship Application 

Hi Allison The outline is clear. (e.g. means ’for example’) There is 
PREFERENCE to those who can work "back-to-back." Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

On Mon. 20:23:07 -0500, "Gee, Allison" 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Dr. Stroman, 

> 

> I’d be honored to have the privilege of interning at the ACC Women’s 

> Basketball Tournament. 

> 

> I am available to work Thursday and Friday of the tournament. I’d just 

> like to clarit~ and confirm that the Thursday/Friday combination is 

> available - it is stated in the explanation of the internship, but in the 

> required email description, the only combination of days that are offered 

> are Tuesday and Wednesday- or Tuesday and Saturday. 

> 

> 

> Thanks, 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu< mailtu ~kenan-fla~ler.unc edu> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University’ of Nurth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Spurt A~ninistratiun Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 12:30 PM 

bhecker@theacc.org 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

ACC T Interns 

Hi Brad Here are the interns: 

I will for~vard you their contact information on Monday. I ~vill h~ve to do 
another request and possibly use shifts I understand that and 

are also requesting participation again. Thanks. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University’ of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport A~ninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, Febma~ 18, 2010 9:04 AM 

@aol.com 

Re: ACC Mens BBall T 

Okay. Chat with you soon 

d 
On Thu, 18 Feb 2010 02:28:48 +0000, ~aol corn wrote: 
> I ~vill buy 1 ticket at least. Waiting on my uncle tor the 2nd ticket. 
> Sent ftom my Verizon ;Vlreless BlackBerry 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@emaihunc.edu> 
> Date: ;Ved. 17 Feb 2010 14:49:34 

> To:              @aol corn> 
> SubJect: ACC ~Iens BBall T 
> 

> Hi Jeff Tickets need to be ordered and purchased by Friday noon. Let me 
> know Thanks. 
> 

> 

> 

>d 
> 

> 

> 

> Gu Heels, 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> 

> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> Sport Administration Faculty - e~ 
> 

> EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
> 

> 

> 

> Cullege Spurt Research Institute 
> 

> Carolina Sports Business Club 
> 

> Sigma Alpha Lambda (Leadership ttonurs Society) 
> 

> 

> 

> 4 Smith Bldg. - CB# 3182 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> <http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration> 
> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> We are all students and teachers. I often ask twself. %\~at did I corae 
here 
> to learn, and what did I come to teach’."’ 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 

EXSS Department - Sport Adrainistration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 9:06 AM 

Knox, Anthony <kzanthon@email.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS    - Class Updates: EXSS; 

Yes, the timing is quite appropriate having discussed his situation in 
class. Have a great day! 

Dr. Stroman 

On Wed, 18:31:16 -0500, ~)email uric edu> 

wrote: 

> Pretty good time to sit back and listen to what Tiger has to say on 

> Friday at 11 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On at 5:01 P2~L "Dr Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Heels’. 

>> 

>> 1. Remember Friday. 

>> 

>> 2 For discussion on Monday in your teams: 

>> 

>> The Men’s ACC Basketball Tournament 

>>. What is the face value of tickets? 

>> ¯ How much are the tickets being sold for through alternative avenue 

>> S? 
>> ¯ What can you conclude about supply and demand ~2~r this event? 

>> 

>> 3 Exam I - Wednesday, 

>> 

>> Keep up with your readings We LEARN by observing, researching, 

>> listening, discussing, sharing, and readingt 

>> 

>> Let me l~ow if you have any questions 

>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration 
919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <’dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:29 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

~emml .unc.edu 

Re: The Club - Updates: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp 

Hi Glen I am not coordinating their visit I would recommend that you give 
UCS a call ESPN is coming to share about jobs and career opportunities. 

Dr. Stroman 

On Mon, 23:56:31 -0500, {~emaihunc. edu> wrote: 
> Dr Stroman, 
> 

> ttello, I have a question about ESPN being here tomorrow I’ve checked 
the 
> UCS database and I see the two entr~es they have posted, but nothing 
> mentinns being on campus tomorrow Could you tell me ~vhat their visit is 
> in regards to? Thank you 
> 

> 

> 

> On Mon, 16:07:49 -0500 (EST), "Dr Stroman" <dstro@unc edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Hi Heels! 
>> 

>> Club Updates: 
>> 1. Reminder - ESPN is here tomon-ow...5:30 p.m. in 239B Hanes Hall (Log 
>> into the UCS job search database) 
>> 

>> 2. Interested in Sport Psychology? Dr. Silva, fonner EXSS facul~, is 
>> speaking at 6:30 pm in 112 Davie Hall. 
>> 

>> 3. ttusky Internship - Facilities and Operations at the University of 
>> Connecticut - Posted in Course Documents 
>> 

>> 4. Stay tuned - ACC Fan Fest Internship Opportunity at the ACC Men’s 
>> Basketball To~trney Thursday - Sunday, . Help 
coordinate 
>> and promote the upcoming ACC Football Chanrpionship in Charlotte! 
>> Details conring soon. 
>> 

>> 5. Save-the-Date! Sonny Vaccaro is coraing back -- Tuesday 
>5:30 
>> p.m. Fetzer 109 
>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Dcpartment - Sport A&ninistration 
919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~:dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:04 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

~emaJl. unc.edu> 

Re: Thesis Proposal 

Hi After 2:00 is fine for me Thanks 

Dr. Stroman 

On Wed, 20:51:35 -0500, .2~email uric edu> ~vrote: 

> Would Tuesday work for either of your schedules? 

> 

> 

> 

> Please let me know at your convenience. ’]’hanks 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> (~,unc.edu> @unc.edu, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration 
919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:03 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Thesis Protx~l 

She is referring to our SA graduate selection meeting. If we finish on 
time, then I can meet at 10:00. 

Dr. Stroman 
On Wed, 21:55:39 -0500, ~email uric edu> ~vrote: 
> Okay. 
> 

> Professor Osborne said there is a meeting from 8-10 on Tuesday, and she 
is 
> only free at 10:00 a.m. Otherwise, she can’t do it until after Spring 
> Break 
> 

> I may have to wait until then, ~vhich is not a pleasant feeling. 
> 

> Side note: I haven’t gotten a chance to read your ~vrite up on Tiger. Had 
a 
> pret~z hectic day. I will though..and will shoot you my opinion. Thanks 
> for sending it to me 
> 
> We’ll have to have some more discussions on leadership. I owe you I unch 
or 

dinner one day over Spring [3reak. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Str(~m;m Ph ~3 rmnilto:dstro(~unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:04 PM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Thesis Proposa[ 

tlJ After 2:00 is fine for me. Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

On WecL 
wro be: 

>> Would Tuesday 

>> Please let rae know at your convenience. Thar~ks. 

,20:51:35 -0500, 

work for either of your schedules? 

@email unc edu> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

>> 

>> 

>> @uncedu~     @unc.edu 



Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Adminis~ation 
919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~dstroman@email.unc.edu-~ 

Friday,                ~ 9:58 AM 

@unc.edu> 

EXSS 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Facul~ 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:21 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Raw,king Sheets 

Thank you for your extra effort on this project 

Dr. Stroman 

On Sat. 15:51:26 -0500, 

~a/emall uric edu> wrote: 

> Hello all, 

> 

> 

> 

> Thali,: you all again for a great morning of intervie~vs. Attached is the 

> ranking sheet, that we ask you to please send to Dr. Southall by Monday 

> morning. 

> 

> 

> 

> We’ll debrief at 8:00 am in Stone Center Room 200 on Tuesday 

> 

> 

> 

> Enjoy your weekend, 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. (TLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department- Sport Administration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:45 AM 

Pierce, Kris <kpierce@theacc.org> 

Subject: Re: FW: ACC Baseball Championship 

Thanks Kris. I will make sure this opportum~ goes out to our EXSS 
undergraduate listserv and the Carolina Sports Business Club. 

Go ACC, 

debby 

On rf]au 09:27:24 -0500, "Pierce, Kris" <kpierce@theacc org> 
wro be: 

> Please feel free to forward this email on to any groups or persons that 
> would be interested in volunteering for the ACC Baseball Championship, 
held 

~ at NewBridge Bank Park in Greensboro. 
> 
> Thanks ! 
> t0n-is 
> 

> Kris W. Pierce 
> Assistant Commissioner, Championships 
> Atlantic Coast Conference 
> P.O. Drawer ACC 
> Greensboro, NC 27417 
> P - 336.854.8787 ext. 240 

F - 336.369.1203 

kpierce@theacc.org<mailto:kpier ce(~,theacc.org> 

From: Francona, Alyssa 

Sent: Thursday. 9:05 AM 

To: 

> Cc: Pierce, Kris 
> Subject: ACC Baseball Championship 
> 

> Attached is a copy of the volunteer registration fom~ for th~ ACC 
> Baseball Championship. If you are interested in helping ~vith this year’s 
> championship please fill out the attached form and send it to Alyssa 
> Francona at afrancona@theacc.org<mailto:afrancona@theacc.org>. Thartks 
for 
> your interest in the ACC Baseball Championship. We look forward to 
working 
> with your 
> 

> Alyssa Francona 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Universi~z of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:07 AM 

~emml.unc.edu> 

Re: The Club - Updates: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp 

Hi i will take that recon~aendation to the Club leadership. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

On Thu, 22:56:37 -0500, @email unc edu wrote: 
Dear Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you for the email about the new- postings. I wanted to write 
to ask if it would be possible to remove old eventijob/oppoltunity 
postings on the Blackboard page? I personally think that it makes the 
club page feel very cluttered, and believe that members would benefit 
more if the old stuff was just removed or put into a dated archive 
folder by semester or year I understand if this is not r~ossible 
however. Thank you for your time and help, 

Quoting "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc edu>: 

>> Hi Heels! 
>> 

>> Visit Blackboard to get information on the following opportunities: 
>> 

>> 1 Finley YMCA - Aquatics Director 
>> 2. ACC Football Marketing (work at the 2010 ACC Men’s Basketball 
>> Tourney - Deadline Saturday morning t 
>> 3. Carolina Hurricanes 
>> 

>> Let me know if you have questionst 
>> 

>> Have a wonderful, relaxing, and fun spring breald 
>> 

>> "If it’s not fun, you’re not doing it right." B. Basso 
>> 

>> Dr Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 

EXSS Department - Sport ANninistration 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:11 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

@unc.edu-~; 

Re: Rough Drafts 

~email.unc.edw~ 

Hi Thanks for your draI’ts Please cc the Club Leadership ~vhen you 
send the note out to the sponsors Use the following versions: 

Sponsors: 

The Carolina Sports Business Club would like to thank you for your support 
of our King of the Court Challenge. Despite the enthusiasm generated and 
organizational planning, there was not sufficient interest to justify 
hosting the event. Thus, the Club leadership had decided to cancel the 

event. It is our hope to administer the event next spring 
though. We truly appreciate your assistance and encourage your continued 
support of our organization as we approach our Club Celebration Week in 

Please address any quesuons or concerns to at 
{i)em aihunc, edu 

Respec fful [y, 

Chairperson, KOC Challenge 

President, Carolina Sports Business Club 

Leadership: 

I hope you all are doing well. I would like to inform you that the King of 
the Court Challenge scheduled [’or           has been cancelled. Please 
relay this m[’ormation on to any contacts (sponsors or potential 
participants). I would like to thank you all J2~r your support throughout 
this entire process. Please contact me directly, if you have any questions. 

please remove the event from our Club website and make a note that 
the event has been cancelled. 

On Fri, 20:39:29 -0400, @email.unc.edu> ~vrote: 
> Good evening, 
> 

> Attached are rough drafts of emails to be sent to both the rest of the 
> leadership and to our supporters. Would you like nre to draft a nressage 
for 
> the general club population, or would you rather leave that to : since 
> he has been the recognizable voice of the club? 
> 

> Thank you, 
> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Univcrsity of North Carolina 
EXSS Dcpartment - Sport A&ninistration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:13 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.e&~ 

Re: Rough Drafts 

Thanks Jasmine. I just read your note after reading 
agree and would like to see those edits as well 

rough draiL I 

Dr. Stroman 

On Sat. 00:12:30 -0400, .~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Thank you for your feedback. I ~vill make the necessary adjustments and 

> have it ready for your revie~v. 

> 

> -Darrius 

> 

> On Fri. 22:dg):21 -0400, Jasmine Hepburn 

> @email.unc.edu> 

> wrote: 

>> 

>> 

>> i thought a key part of this was that we were having an event with the 

>> donations that the sponsors agreed on the email needs to market more 

>> toward the fact that we still *wmt them to donate for the club gathering 

>> during the very near future, you should talk about how the event would 
>> reach a greater number of partimpants and is an even better way to 
>> market their o*vn product the email you sent just seems too generic and 

>> doesn’t really push to keep the sponsors involved :[’or celebration *veek 
>> or the clubs upcoming events. 
>> 

>> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University’ of North Carolina 
EXSS Depaitment - Sport Administration 
919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:22 PM 

Salyer, ShelD’ L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: interesting article 

Thanks for sharing! Reminds me o5               and all the pub he received 
with his academic advsior, Mary Fenton, ~vay back when 

d 
On Fri, 23:02:44 -0400, Shelry Salyer <salyer@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> 

http://www.ngtimescom/2010/O3/16/sportsincaabasketball/16nun.html?emc eta1 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Universi~z of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration 
919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Sunday, 1:46 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Thesis DefEnse Documents 

Thesis Final DS.docx; Ford Thesis Final DS.docx 

I left you a vmsg Here are my final edits on your doc. Please 
confirm receipt. 
Great jo!! 

Dr. Stroman 

On Tue, 14:16:41 -0400, @gmail.com> 

wrote: 

> Hello! 

> 

> ’]’hank you all ]k~r getting back to me about your availability ]k~r my 

thesis 

> defense. I have booked Fetzer’s 2nd Floor Conference Room 201 at 9am on 

> Tuesday, for my defense. 

> 

> Attached are my thesis, defense presentation, and references 

> 

> If you have an?’ questions, please let me know. I look 12~rward to seeing 

you 

> all next Tuesday! 

> 

> Thank you! 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 

EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Sunday, 6:03 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

Re: Thesis Committee 

Smith Thesis Proposal DS.docx 

Hi I hope you are enjoying the    run through March Madness :) 

Attached find my proposal edits. Hats aftra you J2)r a veW good thesis 
proposal draft Let me know if you have any questions 

Dr. Stroman 

On Man, 13:07:28 -0400, " @gmai[.com> 

wro be: 

> Thank you. It will be 8am in the Fetzer Conference room (201, I think?). 

> 

> I have attached a copy of my first three chapters if you have a chance to 

> scan through them 

> 

> Thanks again 

> 

> On Man, at 12:41 PM, Deborah Stroman 

> <dstroman@em ail.unc.edu>wrote: 
> 

>> Hi . Yes, I can make it. J Thanks :[’or the opportunity to serve. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> 

>> *Explore. Engage. Empower.* 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> 

>> http://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

>> 

>> *"**V~nen nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 

>> yardstick." (B. Lemley)* 

>> *From:* [mailto: (~mail.com] 

>> *Sent:* Monday, 11:25 AM 

>> *To:* Stroman, Debby 

>> *Subject:* Thesis Cormnittee 

>> Dr Stroman, 

>> I apologize f,ar the extremely late notice, but you would be able to sit 

>> my thesis cormnittee? I am actually proposing tomorrow, Tuesday, morning 

>> 8am. \~z third conm~ittee member informed me over the weekend that the?’ 

>> would 

>> be unable to attend the proposal. Please let me know if you will be 

able 

>> attend 

>> Thanks, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Universi~z of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:11 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

RE: ]hesis 

OUTLINE FOR MY THESIS DS.docx 

See attached 

Dr. Stroman 

On Sun, 17:00:29 -0400, " @email.unc.edu> wrute: 

> I will certainly clean up the uutline. 

> 

> Cuuld you resend the attachment? I did nut receive it for sume reasun. 

> Thanks, 

Original Message ..... 

> Frum: Deburah Struman, Phi). [mailtu:dstroman(~emaikunc.edu] 

> Sent: Sunday, 4:56 PM 

> To: 

> Cc: dstruman@email unc.edu 

> Subject: Re: Thesis 

> Hi    . ! like your thuught process here and the research on develuping a 

> theory from your data evaluation. ! think it wuuld be helpful to clean up 

> this outline and start using appropriate names consistently, e.g. 

> fun&aising manual or polices and procedures manual or guidebook. :) 

> 

> Then, I think it is appropriate to share xvith Prof. Osborne. 

> 

> I found the attached article ~vhich you may find beneficial. Use the 

library 

> to receive the full article. 

> Dr. Strolnan 

> On Mor~ 17:32:14 -0400, " @email.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

>> Dr. Stroman, 

>> I have to go teach a class, but if you give me a call and I can answer 

> the 

>> phone then I will. 

>> Could you look at the txvo page "outline for my thesis" as xvell as the 

> first 

>> eight pages of the updated "proposal" I have sent you? I found some 

>> research 

>> which discusses finding an emergent theoW by doing a qualitative 

> analysis 

>> of material I found that some researchers come up with an emergent 

> theolT 

>> when they are working on a topic which no one has ever researched before 

>> and 

>> there is not a lot of theoretical framework which has proven sufficient 

> to 

>> &-a~v a conclusion from 

>> Considering the narro~v scope of my study, I realized I could build an 

>> emergent theolT from my review of "similar" ACC manuals The most 

> difi~i cult 

>> part of the research will be to define "similar" and coming up with base 

>> ’constructs’ that reappear in each manual. However, I believe with some 

>> help 

>> and discussion it won’t be too difficult ( you will see what I am 

talking 

>> about if you look at the 8 pages of the proposal. I thil~ I have changed 

>it 

>> enough to so you can see how it is a much smoother transitions. I HAVE 

>> HIGHLIGHT[gI) the S[iVffLAR part that I am having difficulty deciding on IN 

>> GREEN]. 

>> Please let me know ifyuu are familiar with this theory and/or if you 
> think 

>> it is something I can du 



I look forward to talking with you. 

Best, 

>> Jmis Doctor Candidate, 
>> 

>> University of North Carolina School of Law 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> University of Nolth Carolina 
>> 

>> 

> 

>> 

>> 

>><mailto: @uric edu> @unc.edu, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Universi~z of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:16 PM 

@unc.edu> 

Article Link 

http :/i~v,aav.j stor org/pss/258557 

Building Theories from Case Study Research - Kathleen Eisel~ardt (Stanford) 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Facul~z 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 23, 2010 11:29 AM 

Daly, Jack <jrdaJy@email.unc.edu> 

Schwarzber, Ross <rschwarz@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Rolmie Ra~os 

Hi. I have a meeting in Fetzer at 2:00. If’you can catch me at 1:50 in 
Fetzer 209.. 

Dr. Stroman 
On Mon, 22 Mar 2010 20:07:06 -0400, Jack Daly <jrdaly@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Dr Stroman: 
> 

> 

> It sounds like Ronnie Ramus will be able to make it down to the 
cunference 
> Ross and I were huping to meet with yuu briefly this week tu gu over a 
> cuuple ufthe logistics with his visit. Will yuu be in Fetzer at any 
time 
> Tuesday frum 1:20-2 p.m. ? If not, we could try tu meet Wednesday It 
> shouldn’t last longer than 10 minutes. 
> 

> 

> Jack 
> 

> On \Ved, 17 Mar 2010 10:28:53 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
> <dstruman@email mac edu> wrote: 
>> Hi Jack Thanks ~2~r yuur fulluw up. I think Ramos will be beneficial tu 
> the 
>> panel 
>> 

>> Ronnie Ramus 
>> NCAA 
>> Managing Director of New Media Strategies & Cuntent Development 
>> NCAA.org 
>> Phune: (317) 917-6659 
>> Cell: 
>> Twitter: RonnicRamos 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
>> 919.843.0336 
>> http:i/www.unc.eduidepts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
>> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jack Daly [mailto:irdaly(~eraail.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 7:25 PM 

>> To: dstroman@email.unc.edu 
>> Cc: Ross Schwarzber 
>> Subject: Rom~ie Ramos 
>> 

>> 

>> Dr. Stroman: 
>> 

>> 

>> I hope you’re well. 
>> 

>> I wanted to touch base to see if you had the contact infolanation for 
> Ronnie 
>> Ramos so I could contact him about possibly serving as a panelist at the 
>> Scholarly Conference on College Sport 
>> 

>> 

>> Jack 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Universi~z of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:59 AM 

@email. unc.edu> 

Re: 

Yes. A challenge but we are working together. :) 

d 
On Tue, 11:51:49 -0400, 
wrote: 
> Just checking to see that 
> credits of ?? 

@email.unc.edu> 

is still ~vorking with you %r 3 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Facul~z 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:56 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

@eraail.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Rough Drafts 

Social is Monday or Thursday? 

On Wed, 

Also, it should be has decided to .... 

Other than that it works with me 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: Re: Rough Dra[’ts 
Sent:              8:42 PM 

’]’hanks It is okay by me. 

Dr. Stroman 

On Tue, 18:21:01 -0400, 
wro be: 

>> Good evening, 
>> 

00:46:43 +0000, " 
@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
now- you can add the date in- that meeting with mr baddour 

@email uric edu> 

>> Attached is a revision that includes a few sentences describing the 
>> upcoming social event 
>> 

>> 

>> On Sun, 12:11:05 -0400, "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D." 
>> <dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> Hi That,s for your drafts. Please cc the Club Leadership when 

>> yOU 

>>> send the note out to the sponsors. Use the following versions: 

>>> Sponsors: 

>>> The Carolina Sports Business Club would like to that~ you for your 
>> support 
>>> of our King of the Court Challenge. Despite the enthusiasm generated 
> and 
>>> organizational planning, there was not s~ffficient interest to justify 
>>> hosting the event. Thus, the Club leadership had decided to cancel the 
>>>            event. It is our hope to administer the cvent next spring 
>>> though. We truly appreciate your assistance and encourage your 
continued 
> 

>>> support of our organization as we approach our Club Celebration Week in 
>>> . Please address an?" questions or concerns to at 
>>> @email.unc.edu. 

>>> Respectfully-, 

>>> Leadership: 
>>> 

>>> I hope you all are doing well. I ~vould like to inform you that the 
King 
>> of 
>>> the Court Challenge scheduled for has been cancelled. 
Please 
>>> relay this information on to any- contacts (sponsors or potential 
>>> participants). I would like to thank you all for your support 
throughout 
>>> this entire process. Please contact me directly, if you have any 
>> questions 
>>> , please remove the event from our Club website and make a note 
that 
>>> the event has been cancelled 



>>> On Fri, 20:39:29 -0400, ~email unc edu> 

>>>> Good evening, 

>>>> Attached are rough drafts of emails to be sent to both the rest of the 
>>>> leadership and to our supporters. Would you like me to draft a 

>>>> the general club population, or would you rather leave that to 
>> since 
>>>> he has been the recognizable voice of the club? 

>>>> That’: you, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lyun <dstroman~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:00 PM 

@emaJl. unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

Hi I ~vill have a window between 9:30 and 10:30 tomorrow. My next 
window is after 4:30 p.m. (There is a chance I ~vill have an opening from 
2:00 - 2:30, but please call my office first) 

Dr. Stroman 

On Thu, 12:27:15 -0400, @email uric edu wrote: 

> Dr Stoman, 

> 

> Would you be able to meet sometime tomon-ow? My father will also be 

> coming do~vn from new york tomorrow and it would be great if we could 

> all talk Please let me know Thank you. 

> 

> Sincerely, 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Quoting "Deborah Stroman, Phi)." <dstroman@email.unc.edu>: 

> 

>> 

>> Hi I should be in my office by 1:30 until 3:00. Please call first 
>> ig 

>> you come be[~ore 2:00. ’]’hanks. 

>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 

>> 

>> Smith Building - # 4 (lower level) 

>> Near Swain and New East 

>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> On Thu, 08:28:32 -0400, Shel~y Salyer <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

>> wrote: 

>>>    , I am ~able to meet today and all ray appointments are full in 

>>> Advising. See me other hours below. I have also copied Dr. Stroman who 

>>> can also meet with you. 

>>>         @email.~c.edu wrote: 

>>>> Dear Dr. Salyer, 

>>>> 

>>>> Hi. My- name is . I was just accepted into the business 

>>>> school, but I’m realizing now- that excercise science is much more 

>>>> interesting to me. I wanted to know if you can help me ~vith this 

>>>> decision. If you can meet sometime tomorrow (thursday the ) I 

would 

>>>> appreciate it greatly. Please let me know. Thanks in advance. 

>>>> Sincerely, 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

>> University of North Carolina 

>> EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> dstro@unc.edu 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Facul~z 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 3:12 PM 

@email.unc.e&~> 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtv~ 

Re: Practitioner Interview Report 

Hi You can prepare your questions and submit your report the 
following ~veek Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 
On Sat. 12:40:37 -0400, @email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Hi Dr Stroman, 
> 
> I need to stop by to review the sample Internship PortJ2~lios from last 
> semester. When I spoke with you this past Thursday, ! told you that me 
and 
> Mr Bryant’s next meeting was scheduled for       Should ! schedule it 
> for this week so I will have the Practitioner ]merview Report finished 
by 
> this Thursday? 
> 
> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carnlina 

EXSS Department - Sport ANninistration 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.e&~> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:52 AM 

To: @email. unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: EXSS - Updates: EXSS SPRING 

Hi You may leave the SBJ WD m my mailbox in Fetzer. Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 
On Thu, 07:06:21 -0400, @email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Hello Doctor, 
> 

> Will you be checking your folder in the EXSS office today for SBJ drills? 
> Or should we email them in? I just ~vanted to be clear, because of the 
> awkward timing of the holiday in regards to how we would normally submit 
> them. 
> 
> Thanks and Happy Easter 
> 
> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Adminisaation 
919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align ?’our passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:56 PM 

@emml .unc.edu-~ 

Re: EXSS 

Hi . Yes, please submit within 48 hours aI’ter your final event. 

Dr. Stroman 

On Thu, 09:49:47 -0400, @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dr Stroman, 

> 

> I wanted to ask you about the possibility of extending the deadline for 

my 

> internship summaW and portfolio These items are due on the but 

my 

> event is not until . I want to be able to include all 

pictures, 

> and materials and be able to fully evaluate my event success for these 

> assignments. If it is possible for me to turn these in sometime later 

that 

> week, please let me know 

> 

> Have a good weekend, 

> 

> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 

EXSS Department - Sport Administration 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 6, 2010 11:30 AM 

Eric Montross < @bellsouth.net-~ 

RE: eric montross 

Okay. Thanks for ?’our consideration. I will keep you in mind for next ?’ear 

The game was great AND disgusting lol 

Debby 
On Tue, 6 Apr 2010 10:38:41 -0400, "Eric Montross" 
< @bellsouth net> 
wrote: 
> Deborah, I meant to email you earlier today, but have been washing the 
> Butler paint offmy face. 
> 

> 

> 

> I have a baseball game that night at 6pm Since I am the Head Coach of 
the 
> kids it ;vould not do for me to be absent. The game schedule arrived 
> yesterday- evening after we spoke, so I can only- apologize. I hope it will 
> work out next time. Thanks Deborah. 
> 

> 

> 

> Eric 
> 

> 

> 

> Eric Montross 
> 

> mobile 
> 
> @bellsouth.net 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(a)email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, April 05, 2010 10:30 AM 
> To: ’Eric Montross’ 

> Cc: dstro@unc.edu 
> Subject: RE: eric montross 
> Importance: High 
> 

> 

> 

> Hi Eric. I know you are busy today and tomorrow. Any thoughts on this 
> invite?! Thanks. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 

> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> http://www.unc.edv.’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> 

> 

> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroruan [mailto:dstroman@email.tmc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday-, March 29, 2010 9:50 AM 
> To: ’Eric iMontross’ 

> Cc: dstro@unc.edu 
> Subject: RE: eric montross 
> Impoltance: High 
> 

> 

> 

> Hi Eric I can’t believe that time has flown by and we are closing out 
> another year of Carolina Sports Business Club. 
> 

> 

> 

> I haven’t forgotten you - especially- since your stellar performance 



during 
> the 100 year celebration game J - and want to invite you to join us as a 
> panelist on Monday, Apri[ 19th at 5:30 p.m. We are hosting our annual 
> Celebration Week and on that Monday we are having "NCAA Night." Two reps 
> (New Media and Enforcement) will be in town to discuss their career path 
> and 
> job opportunities at the collegiate level As a former NCAA athlete, your 
> pamcipation would be great as it would add to the experience of what 
> former college athletes can dn with their skills in the job market. 
> 

> 

> 

> Please let me l~mw and I will add you to the conm~unications. 
> 

> 

> 

> I appreciate your careful consideration! 
> 

> 

> 

> See attached flyer. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 

> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> http://www.unc, edu~’depts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> 

> 

> "When nobo@ around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 
> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Eric Montross [mailto: @bellsouth.net] 
> Sent: Monday, October 26, 2009 5:17 PM 
> To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
> Subject: RE: eric montross 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah, 
> 

> 

> 

> I am sorry for the late notice, but I am unable to attend 
> tomorrow- evening I had hoped it would work, but I am unable to find 
child 
> care I hope I have the chance to help in the future. 
> 

> 

> 

> Eric 
> 

> 

> 

> Eric Montross 
> 

> mobile 
> 
> @bellsouth.net 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(a)email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2009 9:52 AM 
> To: ’Eric Montross’ 
> Subject: RE: eric montross 
> 

> 

> 

> Thanks Eric. See attachment. 
> 

> 

> 

> There is a chance we may also have a rep from Bank of America/Merrill 
> Lynch. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> I hope you can participatet 



> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> 
> lJ2"qC at C~hapel Hill 
> 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport adrainistration 
> 

> Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
Company. 
> 

> 

> 

> Front: Eric Montross [mailto: @bellsouth.net] 
> Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2009 11:04 PM 
> To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 
> Subject: RE: eric montross 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah, I am out of toxvn without email for the rest of 
the 
> week. I hope to be able to corae, but xvill have to confirm Monday. Who 
else 
> is attending? Thanks. 
> 

> 

> 

> Eric 
> 

> 

> 

> Eric iVlontross 
> 

> mobile 
> 
> @)bellsouth.net 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@emaihunc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, October 19, 2009 6:30 PM 
> To: ’Eric ~/iontross’ 
> Subject: RE: eric montross 
> Importance: High 
> 

> 

> 

> Hi Eric. Thanks :[’or your note See the following information regarding 
the 
> event. I hope you can jo~n us as your perspective is invaluable! 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Let this note serve as an official invitation to be a part of our Advisor 
> Night Panel scheduled [’or this Tuesday, October 27, 2009 in Fetzer 109 
The 
> event will begin at 6:30 p.m. for Club Leadership and dues-paying 
members 
> The official start, which is open to the entire student bo@, will begin 
at 
> 7:30 and end at 9:00. We truly appreciate your time and talents, thus if 
> you 
> have a limited schedule that evening please consider joining us at 6:30 
and 
> stay as long as possible. 
> 

> 

> 

> This event is purposed to provide REAL WORLD insight in the world of 
> advising to professional athletes. Many of our students are interested in 
> careers in financial management, law or public relations/community 
service 
> for athletes. Members of the Club have majors that vary from Exercise 
and 
> Sport Science, Economics, Journalism and Business departnrents! 



R egardless 
> of their choice of curriculum, Club members are passionate about sports! 
> 

> 

> 

> I will Jk~rward you sample questions as the format will start with your 
> introduction and a brief opening comment. Then, we will go into Q&A on 
> various topics concerning advising athletes in the fields of law, 
finances 
> and PR. Feel free to dress business casual. 
> 

> 

> 

> Thank you very much for your consideration. 
> 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Debby 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> 

> lJ2"qC at (-’hapel Hill 
> 

> Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> http:i/www, unc. edu/del~ts/exercise/sl)ort administration 
> 

> Weekly- Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
Company. 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Eric Montross [mailto: @bellsouth.net] 
> Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2009 10:30 AM 

> To: dstroman@email unc edu 
> Subject: eric montross 
> 

> 

> 

> Deborah, 
> 

> 

> 

> I received the email you sent to Cynthia Stone in the MBB 
> office and ~vould be interested in helping you on your panel. Feel free to 
> contact me at this email address as it seems to be easier than catching 
> voicemails I am not certain as of yet that I would be available, but 
> wanted 
> to check if anyone else had responded thus far before I try to make this 
> fit Thank you Deborah, I look for~vard to talking ~vith you. 
> 

> 

> 

> Eric 
> 

> 

> 

> Eric Montross 
> 

> mobile 
> 
> @bellsouth.net 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University’ of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport A&ninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:25 AM 

Lynch, John D <john.d.lynch@bankofamerica.cora:~ 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Bank of America / UNC Sponsorship 

Club Celebration Week.pdf 

Hi John. I hope all is well for you and yours. The pollen has certainly 
made everything yellow and green. :) 
Our Club Celebration Week is            Attached find the general flyer. 
Let me know if you (or your team) wants to participate in an?" way on any 
mght. eg introduce your services, introduce the speakers, handout 
collaterals, tchotchke or trinkets 

As per our initial discussion of your support, our request ]2~r Celebration 
Week is [’or BofA to pay for our pizzas on Thursday. That night is the 
official last Club meeting and the speaker is our athletic director, Dick 
B addo ur 

Please let me know if that is possible. Investment -, $75. :) 

Also, we are in the process of ordering the new Club t-shirts and will 
place "Bank of America" on the back Let me know if that is okay or if you 
prefer different wording. 

Thanks again for your support! 

Debby 

On We&            09:20:07 -0500, "Lynch, John D" 
<j ohn. d.lynch@bar~zofamerica, corn> wrote: 

Ha ha. My wife would say my brain stopped growing at 8, not 18 ..... 
Just kidding... 

John D. Lynch 

Senior Vice President 

Global Conm~ercial Banking / Healthcare & Institutions 

Bank of America Merrill Lynch 

421 Fayetteville Street; 17 Floor 

Raleigh, NC 27601 

919.829.6609 Office 

704.2(~ 2305 Fax 

Cell 

j ohn.d.lynch@bankofamerica.com <mailto:j ohn.d.lvnch@bankofamerica.com> 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto :dstroman@email uric edul 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:34 PM 
To: Lynch, JohnD 
Subject: RE: Bank of America/UNC Sponsorship 

Thanks John. I hope you are having a great day’. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 

UNC at Chapel Hill 



]E*;xercise and Sport Science Dept 

919843.0336 

http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: tithe human brain stops growing at age 18 

From: Lynch, John D [mailtoljol-m.d.lynch(~,bap2Kofarrlerica.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:45 AM 
To: dstr oman@email.unc.edu 
Cc: Carroll, Andrea S 
Subject: BaP2K of A~nerica /LTNC Sponsorship 
hnportance: High 

Debby: 

In order to process the payment, I will need to you to coraplete the 
attached fom~s and mail / email (scan) to Andrea Carroll in Raleigh. 

Once we get these, Andrea and I ~vill reach out to you with next steps. 

John D Lynch 

Senior Vice President 

Global Commercial Banking / Healthcare & I~stitutions 

Bal~ of America 2vlerrill Lynch 

421 Fayetteville Street; 17 Floor 

Raleigh, NC 27601 

919.829.6609 Ofi~ice 

704.2(->42305 Fax 

Cell 

iohn.d.lynch(~banko t’america.com <mailto:iohn.d.lynch(~bankofamerica.com> 

From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(@email unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:30 PM 
To: Lynch, John D 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Contact 

Thanks again John! See attached. 

Let me know about the marketing collateral 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

1~24C at d’hapel Hill 

Exercise and Sport Scicnce Dept. 

919.843.0336 



> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

Weekly Weird Fact: Heroin was first marketed by the Bayer Aspirin 
Company 

[Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Uni’,~ersity of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Join us as we commemorate our Club! 

Carolina Sports 

All events at Fetzer 109 

Celebration Week Events: 

Thursday~_ 5:30 p.m.: Mr. Dick Baddour, UNC Athletic Director 
and Club Meeting 

Monday~_       .6:00 p.m.: "NCAA Night" Mr. Dave Didion, NCAA 

Director of Enforcement and Mr. Ronnie Ramos, NCAA Director of 
New Media - Come learn about their fascinating career paths and gain 

insight on employment in the world of college sports! 

6:30 p.m.: Back by popular demand! Mr. Sonny 

Vaccaro, former Nike, Adidas and Reebok Marketing Executive and 

current sport activist. 

Attend aii three events to have your name placed in the Club 
raffle for an iTunes $25 gift card! 

CAROLINA SPORTS BUSINESS CLUB 

Contact: 

COLLA~ O~ 4 7f J ON, COJVJVI~ (~7"J ON3~ 

THE Club for students interested in careers in the sport industry. 

htt ://studentor s.unc.edu/carsbc/ 

@email,unc.edu for more information 
or call Dr. Stroman at 919.843.0036! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday. April 8, 2010 11:42 AM 

Lynch, John D <john.d.lynch@baml.com:~ 

Re: 

Thanks. I will check with the leader working on the t-shirt project. 

Debby 

On Thu, 08 Apr 2010 10:57:08 -0400, "Lynch, Jolm D" <jolm.d.lynch@baml corn> 
wrote: 
> Deborah 
> 

> Can you use the attached logo? 
> 

> John D Lynch 
> Senior Vice President 
> Global Commercial Banking / Healthcare & Institutions 
> 

> Bal~ of America Merrill Lynch 
> 421 Fayetteville Street; 17 Floor 
> Raleigh, NC 27601 
> 

> 919.829.6609 Oftice 
> 704 2(~.2305 Fax 
> Cell 
> 

> j ohn. d.lynch@ baml corn 
> Please note my new email address. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University’ of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday. 11:54 AM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: BoI~A logo 

BOA inline logo CMYK Convertedsm~Jl.JPG 

........ Original Message ........ 
Sub3ect: 
[)ate: Thu,             10:57:08 -0400 
From: "Lynch, John D" <j ohn.d lynch @baml.com> 

To: "Deborah Stroman, Phi)." < dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Deborah 

(;an you use the attached logo? 

John D. Lynch 
Senior Vice President 
Global Comanercial Banking /Healthcare & Institutions 

Bank of Alnerica Merrill l,ynch 

421 t:ayetteviHe Street; 17 Floor 

Raleigh, NC 27601 

919.829.6609 Office 

704264.2305 Fax 

Cell 

j ohn. d.lynch@baml, corn 
Please note nry ne~v email ad&ess. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Univcrsity of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Facttlty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday. 11:55 AM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

T- shirts BofA 

BOA inline logo CMYK Convertedsmall.jpg 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University’ of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport A~ninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:10 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Thesis Infonna’6on 

Hi     I spoke with Pro£ Osborne earlier today. Prayerfully, let’s move 
forward. :) Remember to revie~v the IRB requirements 

http ://research.unc edu/ohre/guide~o irb.php 

Dr. Stroman 

On Thu, 02:19:13 -0400, " @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dr Stroman, 

> 

> 

> 

> Here is the inibrmation you requested I am scheduled to meet with 

> Professor 

> Osborne at noon on Friday. 

> 

> 

> 

> Thank you ibr our conversation and all your help I look iblavard to 

hearing 

> back from you. 

> 

> 

> 

> Best, 

> 

> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. (TLU 

University of North Carolina 
BXSS Department- Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 5:22 PM 

@email .unc.edu> 

Re: advising 

Smit2a Building - lower level # 4 
Near Swain 

Dr. Stroman 

On Thu, 15:57:25 -0400, ~email.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> Dr Stroman, 

> 

> Wednesday at 2:00 ~vill work. ;Vhere is your office? 

> 

> 

> 

> On Thu, 11:48:29 -0400, "Deborah Stroman, PhD." 

> <dstroman@email uric edu> wrote: 

>> Hi . Wednesday afternoon? 2:00? Please advise. 

>> 

>> Dr. Stroman 

>> On Thu, 10:36:10 -0400, @email.unc.edu> 

>> wrote: 

>>> Hi Dr. Stroman, 

>>> My name is             and I am a freshman interested in the EXSS 

>>> department here at UNC. A few weeks ago I attended the Careers in 

Sports 

>>> panel with Career Sep¢ices and spoke to you about Physica[ therapy. I 

am 

>>> planning on shadowing someone in the PT department soon, but in the 

>>> meamime ! was wondering if" ! could meet with you and plan out my 

>> schedule 

>>> for next year. If you could meet sometime next week, that would be 

> great. 

>> 

>>> Thanks, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University’ of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport ANninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edn> 

Thursday, 6:09 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS - Current Event: EXSS SPRING 

Hi Yes, that topic is veQz appropriate as it involves 
decision-making by a governing body. I look for~vard to hearing your 
presentation[ 

Dr. Stroman 
On Thu, 17:14:02 -0400, @email uric edu> 
wrote: 

> Dear Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> Thank you for the reminder. At first I ~vas hesitant on choosing a topic 
> because I had never done research on Sport Governance. However, after 
doing 
> some research it ~vas not as difficult as I thought it would be. I ended 
up 
> choosing the recent change of the ix,~L playoff overtime rule by the i~7~L 
> Competition Committee. \~z understanding of Sport Governance is that part 
of 
> it does involve the changing of rules and policies, but if this does not 
> qualify I will do my project over See you tomorrow in class 
> 

> Sincerely, 

Deburah Struman, Ph.D. CLU 

University ofNorth Carulina 
EXSS Department - Sport Adminis~ation 
919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:00 PM 

@kenan- flagler.nnc.edu> 

RE: EXSS Question 

Yes, please send your PID. 

Thanks 

On Fri, 11:19:00 -0400, " 
< @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Thank you so much Dr. Stroman I will let you knaow if I was able to get 
in 
> the class or if I need to be put on the waiting list. Did you need my PID 
> or anything? Thank you again 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman@email uric edu] 
> Sent: Friday, 9:27 AM 
> To: 
> Subject: RE: EXSS    Question 
> 

> Hi . Yes, you will be able to participate Enrollment fills up fast 
so 
> I will put you on my waiting list if you are not able to register We 
> always have many K-F students in our classes. © 

> Thanks for the communication. 

> Have a great day! 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> E×plore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.8430336 
> http://www.unc edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> "When hobo@ around you seems to measnre up, it’s time to check your 
> yardstick." (B Lemley) 
> 

> From: [.mailto: ~k enan-fIa~ler.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Fri~day, 2:00 AM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science) 
> SubJect: F, XSS    Question 
> 
> tleHo Dr Stroman 

> My name is            , and I am junior here at the UNC Kenan-Flagler 
> Business School. I took part in the Carolina Sports Business Club last 
> year, and I was a part of the     Leadership Institute w-ith whom you 
> played We had conversations about me being frora if that 
can 
> help you reruember rue. I am sending you this ruessage because my Anea of 
> Emphasis is Marketing in the Business School, and I had a particular 
> interest in Sports Marketing. I was wondering if a student like me with 
no 
> prerequisite courses in EXSS would be able to participate in a course 
like 
> this if open because I aru vcry interested in this particular subject 
> matter. Thank you, and I hope you have a great weekend. Take care. 

> [cid:image001.jpg@01CAD7D6.74063EE0] 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Universi~z of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:02 PM 

@emml .unc.edu> 

Re: LI Golf Sessions 

Hi . Yes, please join us tomon-ow. 

Dr. Stroman 
On Fri, 11:40:25 -0400, 
< @email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hello Mrs Stroman, 
> 

> My name is and I am a participant in the Leadership 
> Institute program. Unfortunately, I have an interview during the time of 
> the first part of the golf session which will take place today from 
> 3:30-5:00 pm in Fetzer; therefore, I will be unable to be in attendance. 
> However, I was wondering ifI would still be allowed to attend part t~vo 
of 
> the golf session held on Saturday- from 9am-lpm? If you would allow me to 
> attend part two of the session held on Saturday, I ~vill be sure to get 
> notes from one of my fellow LI scholars who will be in attendance. I 
hope 
> to hear from you soon. Thanks for your time and consideration. 
> 

> Best, 
> 
> 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University’ of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport A~ninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 9, 2010 3:09 PM 

@sprint.blackberry.net 

Re: Special Invita’fon 

Received Thanks. :) 

Dr. Stroman 

On Fri, 9 Apr 2010 16:13:19 +0000, @sprint.blackbero~ net ~vrote: 

> Hey Dr Stroman, 

> 

> We wanted to personally invite you to a ve~z special AKAsion this Sunday 

at 

> 708 in front of the Morehead Planetarium If you are able to attend we 

> would be GRF~ATLY appreciate it’.! Hope to see you Sunday!! 

> 

> "4"rom, 

> E,~3~onne Greene 

> 

> AND 

> 

> The Sweet 16, 

> Ricki Dean 

> Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBe~® 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. (TLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 9, 2010 10:17 PM 

~mac.com 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

UNC Visit 

2010 Club Celebration Week.pdf 

Eli Hubert (We met through golf as I attended one of your golf events and 
through hoops. I am also a close friend of Elizabeth Jewel[ and Marilyn 
McClain ) Last minute request but IF you are available I would love to have 
you join us Mi~nday, April 19th at 6:00 pan. ~I]ae Carolina Sports Business 
Club is having its annual Celebration Week and on that Monday we have NCAA 
Night. See attached. Ramos (New Media) and I)idion (Enforcement) will be in 
to share with students their career backgrounds and give advice. Your 
participation would make the evening complete! The students would love to 
hear of your transition from student-athlete to successful businessman. 

Please call me or letme know -- if you can only stay for an hour -- that 
would be great! Eric Montross has to coach his son’s game. :) 

As the faculty advisor, I truly appreciate your consideration. 

Continued success! 

Debby 

P.S. You were great dtaing _March Madness. :) 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 

EXSS Department - Sport Administration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 9, 2010 10:18 PM 

White ttarfs, Carla Y <carla whiteham@unc.edu> 

UNC BFSC - New Officer 

Hi Carla. Please give me a call Thanks. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nolth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Sport Administration Facul~z 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emal.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 12:56 PM 

Ondrak, Kristin S <kondrak@unc.edu> 

RE: FW: Internship 

On Mo~%            11:36:59 -0400, Kristin Ondrak <kondrak@unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 

> Ok, sorry, I was overthinking it[ Yes, the only way that a student can 

> receive credit for doing an internship at a PT clinic is to take . I 

> hope that helps, thanks[ 

> Kristin 

> 

> On Mon, 10:28:01 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 

> <dstroman@email unc edu> wrote: 

>> PT - Physical Therapy 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, PhD., CLU 

>> Explore. Engage Empower. 

>> 919843.0336 

>> http ://~vw~v.unc.edu/d epts/exercise/sportadministration 

>> 

>> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 

>> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Kristin Ondrak [mailtu :kondrak(~unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Monday, 9:34 AM 

>> To: Deburah Stroman 

>> Cc: Ashley McCullen 

>> Sutzject: Re: FW: Internship 

>> 

>> 

>> Hey Deb, 

>> I’m not sure what you mean by PT. I called Ashley to try to figure out 

> the 

>> answer to this question and she suggested that I direct yuu to her 

> (I’11 

>> cc her un this email). I’m sorry rm nut much help! I’m starting to 

>> educate myself regarding the academic worksheets %r students in the FP 

>> track but I dun’t have it all figured out just yet. 

>> 

>> Thanks, 

>> Kristin 

>> 

>> On Thu, 19:07:39 -0400, "I)eborah Stroman" 

>> < dstroman@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Hi Kristen The only way tu receive academic credit for PT is thruugh 

> the 

>>> practicum comse, correct? SA uses as well as out internship 

course. 

>> Do 

>>> you all use    ? That~ts. 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> Deborah Stronran, Ph.D., CLU 

>>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>>http:/iwww.unc.edu/deptsiexercise/sport administration 

>>> "¥Vhen nobo@ around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 

>>> yardstick." (B. Lemloy) 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: [mailto: (a)email.unc.edu] 

>>> Sent: Thursday, 3:55 PM 

>>> To: dstrol~xan@craail.unc.edu 

>>> Subject: Internship 

>>> Hello, 
>>> 

>>> My name is arid my major is Exercise and Sports Science to 

>>> pursue a career in Physical Therapy. This summer I will be doing an 

>>> internship with a physical therapy clinic and I ~vas wondering if there 

>>> was a way to get academic hours? I ~vas informed that this department 

>>> does that and I was to contact you. 

>>> Thal~ you so much, 

Thanks[ I discussed this matter with Ashley too. 



You all are TOO smart. :) 

d 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 
dstro@ul~c.edu 

"Align your passion and yotu- purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 12, 2010 12:59 PM 

Tutts, Amy Z <at ufk~@email.unc .edu> 

Fwd: FW: watkins documen~00000.pdf 

watldns document 00000.pdf 

Hi. Please turn into a word doc. 

’]7hanks! 

d 
........ Original Message ........ 
Sut~iect: FW: watkins document 00000.pdf 
[)ate: Mtm, 12 Apr 2010 09:57:36 

From: "Debra Watkins" <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 
To: "’Deborah Stroman’" <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Debby, attached is a copy of the BFSC bi-laws Please let me know if 
you need anything else. 

Deb 

Debra B Watkins, Senior Associate Director 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Frank Porter Graham Student Union, CB# 5210 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Office (919) 962-0291 

Cell 

Fax (919) 962-3719 

watkinsd@email.unc.edu 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Facult7- 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:04 AM 

@email.unc.e&~> 

Re: EXSS - Field Experience: EXSS SPRING 

On Tue, 00:09:07 -0400, @email unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Hi Dr. Stroman, 
> 

> I need to meet with you soon to look and discuss the portfolios. When 
> would be a good time to meet with you? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> On Mort, 
> wrote: 
>> Hi Heels’. 
>> 

>> Your internship sunmaa~ and portfolio are due this Friday at noon. See 
>> Syllabus. 
>> 

>> Since the portfolio is a "hard binder," one can’t submit the assigmnent 
>> through Digital Dropbox Please put them in my mailbox in Smith or 
Fetzer 
>>209. 
>> 

>> However, the summary must be submitted in the Digital Dropbox. 
>> 

>> Please complete Appendix E and F (See Guidebook) and submit to my 
mmlbox 
>> in Smith by at 12:00 p.m. 
>> 
>> We will meet at the end of the semester to share our learnings. The 
> meeting 
>> time will be determined this week. 
>> 
>> Dr Stroman 
>> 8430336 

15:52:24-0400 (EDT), "Dr. Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Hi I will be in my office after c]ass tomorrow from 1:30 until 5. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:05 AM 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: EXSS - Fall EXSS SPRING 

On Mor~ 21:36:27 -0400, @email uric edu> 

wrote: 

> Hi, Dr. Stroman. Attached is my po~verpoint presentation per your 

request. 

> 

> 

> 

Thanks ¯ I enjoyed your presentation and class discussion. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Struman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:06 AM 

@emml.~mc.edu> 

Re: Doctor’s appointment Wednesday 

On Mor~ 21:25:51 -0400, " 

@email.uaac. edu> wrote: 

Shelley and Debby; 

I wanted to let you know I have a doctor’s appointment Wednesday 

morning The only time I can get in to see my doctor is during class 

Not too excited about possible knee surgew, but part of the process. 

Wow[ SorW to hear that.. 

I hope all works out for your LONG-TERM best interests. :) Stay encouraged! 

d 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Universi~z of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Achninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 13, 2010 9:12 AM 

Jennil~r Eaddy <            @yahoo.com> 

Re: FW: [undergraduate] Interesting axticle about master’s degrees 

On MoIL 12 Apr 2010 18:11 : 13 -0400, "Jemaifer Ead @" 
<             ~)yahoo.com> wrote: 
> My sentiments exactly. I’ve always felt like it would be a waste for 
> me to go to grad school ;Vfll I really make more than I make now? No! 
Then 
> what will I do with all of that new so-called knowledge Absolutely 
> nothing! 

> -- Sent Iicom my Pahn 
> On Apr 12, 2010 4:50 PM. Deborah Stroman <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 

> Go Heels, 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> 

> Explore. Engage Empower. 

> 919.8430336 
> 

> http:i/www.unc, edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 

> "When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check your 

> yardstick." (B Lemley) 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Sherry Salyer [mailto:salyer@email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Monday, .april 12, 2010 11:06 AM 
> 

> To: EXSS Undergrad list 
> 

> Subject: [undergraduate] h~teresting article about master’s degrees 

> Interesting short article debating the value of pursuing a master’s 
> 

> degree. "Valuing Another Degree" by- Jonnelle Matte in the Wall Street 

> Journal. 

htr~://online.wsi.con~Yarticle/SB 127094290515175393.html?~YVVORDS Valuinp.+ano 

> ther-degree 

> Shelry Salyer, Ed.D. 
> 

> Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

> Depaltment of Exercise and Sport Science 

> CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Gym 

> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



919-962-6947 

}"ax: 919-962-(M~89 

Assistant Dean 

The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and 

the General College 

CB# 3110,2017B Steele Building 

919-843-4481 

Spring 2010 Advising Hours: 

Steele Building Advising Hours: 

Mondays 1 : 15-4:15 and Thursdays 11 : 15-1:15 2017-B Steele 

Departmental advising hours: Mondays 10:00-11:00 and Wednesday-s 

1:00-3:00 in 211 Fetzer 

--- You are currently subscribed to tmdergraduate as: dstro@unc.edu. To 

unsubscribe send a blank 

emai[ to 

leave-26789127-20725646.67d0b60a634b194ace5322a39307c 2ff@)lis kserv, uric edu 

One has to have a clear goal for grad school If one wants to improve their 
career/job with the degree, they need to do the research to make sure the 
degree will make a difference. If one wants to seek knowledge for 
"knowledge sake," (like me) the journey is well worth it. :) 

I need to show you an article about me I found last night A sports 
reporter intepdewed me when ! was in my 2nd (?) year at UVA. I mentioned 
that one day ! would like to teach, lol 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Facul~" 

919843.0336 

dstro(~unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~:dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:45 AM 

~emaJl. unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 

On Tue, 11:29:46 -0400, kgrich <kgrich@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Hi Dr Stroman, 
> 

> I would like to take the EXSS class that you are teaching in the 
fall, 
> but I kno~v that I need permission in order to take it Please let me know- 
> if there is anything I have to do in order to enroll. Thank you! 
> 

> 

What year are you and are you an EXSS major? Thanks 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 13, 2010 12:37 PM 

Ramos, Ronnie <rramos@ncaa.org> 

Stroman, Detx~rah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu:~ 

RE: 2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport 

On Tue, 13 Apr 2010 09:27:59 -0400, "Ramos, Rolmie" <rramos@ncaa org> 
wrote: 
> Hi. I am working on my- trip for next week and had a couple of questions: 
> 

> For your class on Monday at 11 a.m., do you want me to talk about the 
same 
> subject as my convention presentation (how media is changing and how 
sports 
> personalities and universities are eliminating the "middle man" that is 
> daily newspapers)? And if so, did you show them the 3-minute powerpoint 
> intro I used? Also, I need a location! 
> 

> For the Carolina Sports Club, what time is that meeting and what would 
you 
> like for me to talk about? 
> 

> Just wanted to be prepared 
> 

> ’]’hanks so much, I am looking forward to it. 
> 
> RR 
> 

> Ronnie Ramos 
> NC2~ 
> Managing Director of New Media Strategies 
> & Content Development 
> NCAA.org 
> P: 317-917-6659 
>C: 
> F: 317-917-6856 
> Twitter: RonnieRamos 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Deborah Stroman [mailto:dstroman(d~,,email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Stmday, March 28, 2010 5:00 PM 
> To: Ramos, Rotmie 
> Subiect: RE: 2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport 
> 

> Great Romfie[ I am glad how one "chance" encounter translated into a new 
> friendship and possibilitiest 
> 

> Enjoy- the rest of March REAL Madness. :) 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.843.0336 

> http:i/www.unc.edu/del~ts/exercise/sport administration 
> 

> "~2~rlen nobody around you seems to measttre up, it’s time to check your 
> yardstick." (B. Lemley) 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Ramos, Rormie [mailto:t*arrlos@ncaa.urg] 
> Sent: S~day, March 28, 2010 2:53 PM 
> To: Jack Daly; Deborah Stroman 
> Subject: RE: 2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport 
> 

> I will send it to you tomorrow, but wanted both of you to kno~v I booked 
the 
> trip. I will be there April 19-21. Thales again for the invite. I look 
> forward to the panel Dr. Stroman, I will call you next week to discuss 
> what you want me to cover/speak about with your class and at the iVlonday 
> night club meeting. 
> 

> Rolmie Ramos 
> NCAA 
> Managing Director of New iVledia Strategies 
> & Content Development 
> NCAA.org 
> P: 317-917-6659 
>C: 
> F: 317-917-6856 
> Twitter: RormieRamos 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 



> t;rom: Jack Daly [mailto:irdal¥(~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 2:46 PM 
> To: Ramos, Ronnie 
> Subject: RE: 201 () Scholarly Conference on College Sport 
> 

> 

> If you want to forward me your itinerary (it usually has the price on 
it), 
> that should be good enough We know what the price is at the Courtyard, 
so 
> I third: that’ll be all I need. 
> 

> 

> Jack 
> 

> On Tue, 23 Mar 2010 10:18:29 -0400, "Ramos, Rotmie" <rramos@ncaa.org> 
> wrote: 
>> Hey there. So do I just book the flight and keep the receipts for after 
> the 
>> trip (which is fine)’.’ 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jack Daly [mailto:irdal¥(~err~ail.tmc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, March 22, 2010 7:46 PM 
>> To: Ramos, Rotmie 
>> Subject: RE: 2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport 
>> 

>> Ronnie: 
>> 

>> 

>> That sounds great. We’re excited to have you on board. 
>> 

>> A couple of housekeeping things: 
>> 

>> 1 I’ve attached a W-9 form you’ll need to fill out so we can reimburse 
>> you for expenses. Once you’ve done that, you can either email it back 
to 
>> me or Michael Smith (michaelsmifl~@unc edu), or you can fax the 
completed 
>> form to iVhchael Smith at 919-962-0489 
>> 

>> 2. If you wanted to book a room at the Marriott Coul~zard Chapel Hill, 
>> you’ll need to contact Amy Struble at astruble@winstonhospitality com. 
> The 
>> rate is $109 per night. 
>> 

>> We’ll send you some of the questions for the panel in a couple ~veeks to 
>> help facilitate a hvely discussion. 
>> 
>> YVhen you get your itinera~z, feel free to tbrward it along so we can 
>> coordinate rides to and from the airport (we’ve arranged for a shuttle 
>> service so that panelists won’t have to rent cars if they don’t ~vant 

to). 
>> 

>> Let me know if you have any questions. 
>> 

>> I look forward to meeting you in April. 
>> 

>> 

>> Jack I)aly 
>> 2010 Scholarly Corfference on College Sport Co-Director 
>> http://www.csriconl’erence.orvi 
>> 

>> On Mon, 22 Mar 2010 15:58:58 -0400, "Ramos, Ronnie" <rramos@ncaa org> 
>> wrote: 
>>> This sounds good and I think I can make this happen. My plan is to fly 
>>> in Monday mormng, speak at Dr. Stroman’s class and then speak to the 
>> Carolina 
>>> Sports Business Club. I would then be on the panel Wednesday and leave 
>>> Wednesday afternoon 

>>> Would that work for your purposes? 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> t~’rom: Jack Daly [mailto:irdaly!~email unc edu] 
>>> Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2010 9:20 PM 
>>> To: Ramos, [Zonnie 
>>> SubJect: 2010 Scholarly Corfference on College Sport 

>>> Rotmie: 

>>> I wanted to follow up on ore conversation from this afternoon. 

>>> The panel you’d potentially be a part of is entitled "Thou Shalt Not 
>> Txveet: 
>>> Athletes’ Social Networking Legal Rights vs. Institutional Control" 



>>> and will feature ESPN legal analyst Lester Munson; UNC associate 

>>> athletics director [’or athletic communications Steve Kirschner; Sports 

>>> Media Challenge president Kathleen Hessert and I_7NC football player 

>>> Marvin 

>> Austin. 

>>> The thrust of the conversation will be what schools are doing as far 

>>> as advising student athletes on what the?’ can or canm~t put on their 

>>> Twitter or Facebook pages From there, we’ll explore any legal issues 

>>> that may 

>> pop 

>>> up from schools trying to control the message; what student-athletes 

>>> like about using Twitter or Facebook pages; how student-athletes can 

>>> best harness sites such as Twitter, etc, etc. As I said this 

>>> afternoon, we’d 

>> be 

>>> excited to have you on the panel if you feel it would be a fit. I 

>>> thitf~ 

>> it 

>>> would be worthwhile to get the NCAA’s perspective. 

>>> The panel will take place on April 21 from 8:45-10 a.m. The schedule 

>>> for the day- can be found here: 

>> http://www.csriconference, orgiWed%20sched.html. 

>>> There’s a lunch we’re providing from 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m. that we’re 

>>> hoping most panelists will join us for -- we certainly- understand, 

>>> however, it" 

>> it 

>>> doesn’t xvork into yo~ schedule. 

>>> As far as expenses, we can offer to cover airfare and two nights at 

>>> the Marriott Courtyard Chapel Hill, which is right across the street 

>>> from the Friday- Center (the site of the conference). 

>>> Let me know if you have ariy questions. 

>>> Jack Daly 

>>> 2010 Scholarly Conference on College Sport Co-Director 

>>> http://www.csricunference.org/index.html 

>>> This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and 

>> privileged 

>>> information. Kyou are not the intended recipient, please notii}’ the 

>>> sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy 

>>> any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person 

>>> other 

>> than 

>>> the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal 

Hi Rounie. 

Class - 11:00 a.m. Fetzer 106 (I was planning on checking your schedule 
with Dave Didion and looking at breald’ast together, if possible.) 
Yes, I did show the video but you can show it again and use your 
presentation at the NCAA Convention I also want you to discuss some of 
your learnings since joining the NCAA e.g. YVhat do schools need to do (or 
stop doing) to be more effective? Focus on career advice that evening We 
will have Q&A after your presentation. Class is for 50 rains. 

Club - 6:00 p.m. Fetzer 109 Your background and journey, tips :[’or success, 
and I think it is helplS1 to show the video again. Dave will do the same. [ 
would like you to share irfformation regarding your learnings l~;om life at 
the Journal too 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks again! 

debby 
[Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University’ of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport ANninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <~dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 13, 2010 12:58 PM 

Ramos, Ronnie <rramos@ncaa.org> 

Re: UNC trip 

On Tue, 13 Apr 2010 12:45:58 -0400, "Ramos, Rolmie" <rramos@ncaa.org> 
wrote: 
> Thanks for the iN’o below 
> 

> I arrive Suaaday evening at 6 p.m. and am free 2vlonday morning. Let me know 
> what time works when you know because I did want to meet up with an old 
> college friend, Balay Leffler, who now owns a radio station t2aere in 
Chapel 
> Hill Is Dave speaking at both things also? Just want to know how long to 
> speak/present so there is time for everything. 
> 

> 

> 

> Thanks 
> 

> 

> 

>RR 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> (;lass - 11:00 am. Fetzer 106 (I was planning on checking your schedule 
> with Dave Didion and looking at breakfast together, if possible ) Yes, I 
> did show the video but you can show it again and use your presentation at 
> the NCAA Convention. I also want you to discuss some of your learnings 
> since j oimng the NCAA. eg. What do schools need to do (or stop doing) 
to 
> be more effective? Focus on career advice that evening We will have Q&A 
> aRer your presentation. Class is for 50 mins 
> 

> 

> 

> Club - 6:00 p.m. Fetzer 109 Your background and journey, tips for 
success, 

> and I think it is helpful to show the video again Dave will do the same 
I 
> would like you to share information regarding your learnings from life at 
> the Journal too. 
> 

> 

> 

> Let me know if you have an?’ questions 
> 

> 

> debby 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> 

> 

> 

> University of North Carolina 
> 

> EXSS Depaltment - Acaderuic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 
> 

> 

> 

> 919.843.0336 
> 

> dstr o@unc.edu<ruailto :dstro(~unc. edu> 
> 

> 

> Rormie Ramos 
> NC~ 
> Managing Director of New Media Strategies 
> & Content Developruent 
> NCAA.org 
> P: 317-917-6659 
>C 
> F: 317-917-6856 
> Twitter: RomaieRamos 
> 

> This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and 
privileged 
> information If you are not the intended recipient, please notit) the 
> sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 
> copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other 
than 
> the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



Great! Dave is only speaking Monday night. 

debby 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~:dstro@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:11 PM 

To: ~emaJl. unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: Re: EXSS 

On Tue, 13:52:10 -0400, @email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi Dr Stroman, 

I am a major 

On Tue,             11:44:35 -0400, "Deborah Stroman, PhD. CLU" 
<dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

>> On Tue, 11:29:46 -0400, ~,email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> Hi Dr. Stroman, 

>>> I ~vould like to take the EXSS class that you are teaching in the 
>> fall, 
>>> but I know that I need permission in order to take it. Please let me 

know 
>>> if there is anything I have to do in order to el~roll. Thali; you’. 

Okay. Send me your PID and I will enroll you. 

Stay tuned for more details. 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Achninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:28 PM 

Meeghm~ Ford < ~gmail.com> 

Re: Class Tomorrow? 

On Tue, 15:09:16 -0400, @gmail corn> 
wrote: 
> Hey Dr Stroman, 
> 

> Would you mind sending evelyone an email about details for tomorrow’s 
> class? 
> Some of my classmates have been asking me ~vhat the deal is and I really 
> don’t know for stare, so if you get the chance, it would be great if you 
> could email us. I think we were just uaasure of *meeting time* (7:30 or 
8am) 
> and *place *(I’m assuming Finley...) 
> 

> You may have alrea@ told us this and ;ve missed it, so I’m sorry if 
that’s 
> the case[ 
> 

> Look forward to hearing from you soon and seeing you tomorro;v for class[ 
> 

> 

Will do. Thanks 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport ANninistration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:29 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Class k~morrow? 

Thanks A note is going out.. 

7:30 at Finley 

On Tue, 15:25:09 -0400, ~,gmail corn> 
wrote: 
> Are ~ve meeting at the goLf" course tomorro~v? Normal time of 7:30? 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:47 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Class 

On Fr~, 03:21:27 -0400, @gmail corn> 
wrote: 
> Hello, 
> I sincerely apologize for my lack of communication this past week. A lot 
> has been going on in the last weeks and it has been coming upon me rather 
> quickly Last week you are aware that I was m New York City with the 
> playing for the In,mediately following, 
> and I let’t at the beginning of this week in order to attend the 
> Th~ is a tournament of 8 teams, 
8 
> players a piece, all seniors, and invite only. We play in Iicont of the 
> general managers/high executives of evel5’      team, dozens of European 
> scouts and countless scouts and agents. Needless to say this is an 
> essential "job interview-" for me and is the reason I have not been here 
> this 
> week. Again, I apologize for the lack of communication on my behal£ 
> Please let me know if there is anything I can do to make this right 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

Hi Please give me a call. 

Thanks 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of Nurth Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Spurt A~ninistratiun Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align yuur passiun and yuur purpuse tu create and sustain peace." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:49 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

S. Vaccaro 

Hi      Please call him asap He has been inquiring about Monday and what 
to do .thanks. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919.8430336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn ~:dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:26 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

RE: Case Study Compelition 

On Moil 17:39:43 -0400, ~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Dr. Stroman, 

> I thought you might enjoy looking over our final edit of the case stu@ 
for 
> the CSRI competition. I sent it to for one final review and he 
will 
> submit it before the deadline tonight 

> On Fri,          09:39:26 -0400, "Deborah Stroman" 
> <dstroman@email unc edu> wrote: 
>> Let’s Go Heels! Here is the case. please provide your 
>> guidance as members of last year’s team. 

>> Have fun, learn, and collaborate! 

>> Dr Stroman 

>> Attached is ~he case study for the CSRI Case Study Competition. 
>> Please 
>> follow aH directions and submit all de[iverables by the deadlines 
> listed. 

>> Also attached is the presentation schedule for Wednesday night, April 
> 21 st 
>> at Fetzer Hall on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus. 

>> Dr. Eric C. Schwarz 

>> Associate Professor of Sport Business 

>> Department of Sport Business and International Tourism 
>> 

>> School of Business 
>> 

>> Saint Leo University 
>> 

>> 33701 State Road 52 
>> 

>> PO Box 6665/54(2 2067 
>> 

>> Saint Leo, Florida 33574 
>> 

>> Office Phone: 1-352-588-7326 
>> 

>> Fax: 1-352-588-8912 
>> 

>> Email: eric schwarz@samtleo.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 



>> 

>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> 
>> http://www unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administration 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> %\~en nobody around you seems to meas~tre up, it’s time to check your 
>> yardstick." (B. Lemlcy) 

Thap, ks. I saw-         earlier this evening at the Club rueeting. I 
appreciate ALL of your efforts to learn and experience case study 
corupetition. Your paper is ver~" good. 

Thanks for yo~tr leadership and participation! 

Dr. Stronran 
Deborah Stroruan, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Acadenric Advisor and Sport Achninistration Facul~ 

919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and purpose to create and sustain peace." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah Lynn <dstroman~emaJl.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 11:30 PM 

White ttarfis, Carla Y <carla whiteharri@unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Charter write-up 

On Fri,           14:56:32 -0400, Carla White-Hart-is 
<carlawhiteharris@unc.edu> wrote: 
> Ok .what floor alrd room number? 
> 
> Thanks and hope you have a great weekend 

> Deborah Stroman wrote: 

>> Hi Carla Can you come by my office? Smith Building near Swain and New 
>> East I have some updates so we may chat before then. J 

>> THANKS! 

>> Go Heels, 
>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>> 

>>/E×plore. Engage. Empower/ 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 

>> http :i/www.unc.eduidepts/e×ercise/sport administration 

>> */"/**/When nobody around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check 
>> your yardstick" (B Lemley)/* 

>> *From:* Carla White-Harris [mailto:carla whiteharris(a)unc.edu] 
>> *Sent:* Wednesday, 1:58 PM 
>> *To:* Deborah Stroman 
>> *SubJect:* Re: Fwd: Charter write-up 

>> Hi I)ebby, 

>> How about Tuesday- at 3:00pro. Would you like to come to the pharmacy 
>> school, your office or another place in mind? 

>> All the best, 
>> Carla 

>> Deborah Stroman wrote: 

>> Hi Carla. Do you have any time between 2 and 4:30 on Tuesday’.’ I have a 
>> confurence Wednesday Friday (unless we meet after 7). 

>> debby 

>> Go Heels, 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

>>/Explore. Engage Empower./ 
>> 

>> 919843.0336 
>> 

>> http ://w~vw unc.edu/depts/exercise/sportadministration 

>> */"/**/~,~en hobo@ around you seems to measure up, it’s time to check 
>> your yardstick." (B. Lemley)/* 



>> 

>> *From:* Carla White41an-is [mailto:carla whiteharris(a)unc.edu] 
>> *Sent:* Tuesday, 6:54 PM 
>> *To:* Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. 
>> *SubJect:* Re: Fwd: Charter write-up 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Eli Deborah, 
>> 

>> Great speaking with you today. Please let me know- when you are 
>> available to meet next week. 
>> 

>> All the best, 
>> Carla 
>> 

>> 

>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> ........ Original Message ........ 
>> Subject: Charter write-up 
>> Date: Tue, 14:57:01 -(NO0 
>> From: ~email.~mc.edu <mailto: ~,,email.~mc.edu> 
>> To: dstroman@emaihunc.edu <raailto:dstroraan(~eraail.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> Hi Dr. Stroman[ 
>> I retyped the Charter that you had requested be put into a pd£ Let me 
>> know- if this looks okay-- I tried to make it as close to the original as 
>> possible[ That,s[ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Carla White Hart-is 
>> Director, Recruitment and Diversity Initiatives 
>> Director, L~NC-Chapel Hill-ECSU Pharmacy Partnership Program 
>> Clinical Assistant Prol~ssor 
>> The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Eshelman School of Pharmacy 
>> 100R Beard Hall, Campus Box 7566 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7360 
>> 919.966.7571 (t) 
>> 919966.6919 (l) 
>> carla whiteharris@unc edu <mailto:carla whiteharris@unc.edu> 

>> Carla V~Unite Hal~is 
>> Director, Recruitment and D~versity Initiatives 
>> Director, U%!C-Chapel Hill-ECSU Pharmacy Paltnership Program 
>> Clinical Assistant Professor 
>> ’l’he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Eshehmm School of Pharmacy 
>> 100R Beard Hall, Campus Box 7566 
>> (Napel Hill, NC 27599-7360 
>> 919.9667571 (t) 
>> 919.966.6919 (f) 
>> carla whiteharris@unc.edu <mailto:carla whiteharris(~r!unc edu> 

Hi Carla. Cra~), busy! :) 

I look forward to our meeung Lots of research completed on our decision. 

:) 

Smith Building - lower level # 4. 

debby 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

University of North Carolina 
EXSS Department - Academic Advisor and Sport Administration Faculty 

919843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

"Align your passion and your purpose to create and sustain peace" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, July 9, 2011 5:33 PM 

Weight, Erianne Allen <eweight@email.unc.edu> 

Contact 

Can’t find your mobile number. ;( Call when you can. 

Go Heels, 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

www.exss.u nc.edu 

9:[9.843.0336 

"My part is to improve the present momenL" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 3:32 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Do you have ~me "time to meet ruth me? 

Thursday at 1:00 pm. in my oftice (Woollen 315) Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

www.exss.unc edu 

919.8430336 

"My part is to improve the present moment." 

On 8:21 PM. @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

>What great news! Are yuu free this Thursday afternoon? 
>Best, 
> 

> 

>On Fri, 18:03:14 + 0000, "Stroman, Deburah L" <dstro@ unc.edu> 
>wrote: 
>> Hi Yes, I am on campus this sumaner. Let me know your 
>>availability 
>> uver the next week or two. Tuesday - Thursdays are goud. 
>> 

>> Thanks. 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
>> Explure. Engage. Empuwer. 
>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>http :/iexss unc. edu/undergraduate-program/ba-in-e× ss/sport-administration/ 
>overview/ 
>> 

>> "Each day coraes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Atm 
>> Schabacker) 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: (~emaiLunc.edu] 
>> Sent:Friday, 12:11 PM 
>> To: Stroruan, Deborah L 
>> Subject: Do you have some tirne to rueet with rue’.’ 
>> 

>> 

>> Good ruorning Dr. Stroruan, 
>> I hope you are having a i~antastic surmner! I am writing to ask whether or 
>> not you are on campus for this sutr~aer, and if you have some time to meet 
>> with me in the next couple of weeks so that I ruay ask you for some 
>>advice 
>> and counseling. I absolutely love ray major , and 
>I 
>> know that there are so 
>> many different exciting directions that one ruay go with such a major. I 
>was 

>> hoping to talk to you about course plarming for tW junior and senior 
>year, 
>> as well as possible outlets and paths for ruajors. 
>> Thank you for your timer 

>> Best, 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <?O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:27 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

1~9;: Do you have some time to ~neet with me? 

1:30 is fine. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 10:15 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: Re: Do you have some hme to meet with me? 

Thank you[ But is there an?" way we could meet after lpm? I teach a group 
fitness class from 12:15-1 on Thursdays at the SRC I 
could be there by 1:30 though! Or really anytime after 1:30 If not, I 
could always meet with you sometime next week. Thank you again ~k~r your 
time! 

On Sun, 19:31:35 ~ 0000, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

wro be: 

> Thursday at 1:00 p.m. in my office (Woollen 315) ’l’hanks! 

> 

> 

> Go Heels, 

> 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 

> 

> Exercise and Sport Science Department 

> Sport Administratinn Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 

> www.exss.urlc, edu 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> "My part is to improve the present moment." 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On 8:21 PM, ~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> 

>>What great news! Are you free this Thtasday afternoon? 

>>Best, 
>> 

>> 

>>On Fri, 18:03:14 +0000, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc. edu> 

>>wrote: 

>>> Hi Yes, I am on campus this summer. Let me know your 

>>>availability 

>>> over the next week or two. Tuesday - Thursdays are good. 

>>> 

>>> Thanks. 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Go Heels, 

>>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 

>>> Explore. Engage. Empo~ver. 

>>> 919.843.0336 

>>> 

>>http ://exss unc. edu/und ergraduate-program/ba-in-exssisport-administration/ 

>>overview/ 

>>> 

>>> "Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 

>>> Schabacker) 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: %email uric edu] 

>>> Sent: Friday, 12:11 PM 

>>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 



>>> Subject: Do you have some time to meet with me? 

>>~ Good morning Dr Stroman, 
>>> ! hope you are having a fantastic summert I am writing to ask whether 

>>> not you are on campus for this summer, and if you have some time to 
meet 
>>> with me in the next couple of weeks so that I may ask you Jk~r some 
>>>advice 
>>> and counseling. I absolutely love ray major, 
and 
>>I 
>>> know that there are so 
>>> many different exciting directions that one may go with such a major. I 

>>> hoping to talk to you about course planning for my- junior and senior 

>>> as well as possible outlets and paths for majors. 
>>> Thartk you for your timer 

>>> Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, July 11,2011 11:37 AM 

success <nicolespmell@med. unc.edtP 

1~: CBC Golf Clinic 

Hi Nicofe~ Thanks for your note. The garne can be very challenging as a beginner, so iL is so importanL to have fun as your skill ~eve~ ~ncresses. ;) We W~LL have fun~ 

~ wH~ be ~n touch with more detaUs regarding our event, 

debby 

ht~p://exss~unc~ed~/undergraduate.pr~gram/ba4n.exss/sp~rbadm~n~s~rati~n/~verV~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," {R,Ann Schabad(er} 

F~m: success [mailto:nicole_spruell@med.unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, July ~, 20~ ~0:4~ AN 

To: cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: CBC Golf Clinic 

Hello, 

I am very interested in the golf clinic you are holding on July 22nd. I started going to the driving range last year and learned a little bit, but have been out of practice 

for a while now. I need to learn the basics and build on what little I did learn last year. I hope to take part in this great opportunity. 

Nicole Spruell 

Thanks so much, 
Nicole D. Spruell 
Regulatory Document Specialist 
Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
450 West Drive, CB# 7295 
Protocol Office ~ 3rd Flr Admin Tower 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
(T) 919-966-4432 
(F) 919-962-2621 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday, 11:43 AM 

Morgan, I,isa G <Imorgan@NCCU.EDU>;                            ~nc.rr.com>; Chase, Kaye Watts <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Patience Vm~derbush < ~frontier.com> 

I~NV: Gifts’/women’s pick-up basketball at CFS the next 3 Wednesdays 

I-{i Patience. Please add Lisa, ~(aye, and ernail addresses to your list. Thanks! 

d 

929 84.3 0336 

htt~//e~‘unc‘e~u/un~ergrad~ate-~r~gram/~n-e~/~p~rt-adm[n~trat~/~verv~e~/ 

"Each day comes ~earing ~ts own g~fts. Untie the r~bbons~" {R,Ann Schabacker} 

From= Patience Vanderbush [mailto: }frontier.com] 
Sent; Nonday, ~0:47 AN 
To; ’Patience Vanderbush’ 
Subject= Girls’/women’s pick-up basketball at CFS the next 3 Wednesdays 
Just a reminder that our weekly summer girls’/women’s pick-up basketball game at the Carolina Friends School continues this Wednesday, from 6:~0~:00 p.m. I will 

open the gym at 6:00 p.m. for any CFS girl who wants to work on her individual skills from 6:00-6:30 p.m., before the pick-up game begins. ~omen who want to shoot around 
during that time are welcome as well.) 
Please let this note seHe as your reminder for the following two Wednesdays as well:             I’ll be out of town on those Wednesdays, and Justine will be overseeing 

the pick-up game on my behalf. I won’t be sending out any more pick-up game remindem until August, but the Wednesday evening game will go on[ Come on out and play[ 
Thanks, 
Patience 
Patience Vanderbush 
Carolina Friends School Vamity Girls’ Basketball Coach 

wri~e.patience@fronfier.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 1:41 PM 

McMurray, Bob <exphys@email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu> 

Article of Interest 

In case you missed it... 

Americans continue to pack on the pounds 

People may still be tightening their belts because of the economy, but too many continue to let them out because of weight gain. 

The percentage of obese adults increased in 16 states over past year and didn’t decline in any state, a report says. In addition, the number of adults 

who say they don’t do any physical activity increased in 14 states this past year. 

"The bad news is the obesity rates are really high," says Jeff Levi, executive director of the Trust for America’s Health, a non-profit group that 

prepared the report along with the Robert Vdood Johnson Foundation. 

"But if you are looking for a silver lining it’s that only 16 states showed an increase this last year, and in the past, more states had increases," he 

says. 

The South still has the highest percentage of people who are too heavy. Nine of the 10 states with the highest obesity rates are in the South, the 

report says. 

Mississippi continues to be the state with the highest level of obesity at 34.4%; Colorado has the lowest rate at 19.8%. 

The South may be hit hardest by obesity because of high rates of poverty and a traditional diet that is unhealthy, Levi says. 

This report is based on state-by-state obesity data from Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in which people self-report their height 

and weight. Because people tend to underreport their weight, the percentage of people who are obese is probably higher than the statistics indicate. 

CDC data from studies in which people are weighed and measured indicate that about 34% of U.S. adults, almost 73 million people, are obese. A 

person is considered obese if roughly 30 or more pounds over a healthy weight. Extra weight raises the risk of diabetes, heart disease, cancer and 

other problems. 

"If you lose 10% of your weight, we know you dramatically improve your health, even though technically you may still be classified as obese," Levi 

says. 

Other findings of the report: 

¯ About 33% of adults who did not graduate from high school are obese compared with 21.5% of those who graduated from college or technical 

college. 

¯ Nearly 34% of adults who earn less than $15,000 a year are obese, compared with 24.6% of those who earn more than $50,000 a year. 

¯ States with the highest rates of obese 10- to 17-year-olds are Mississippi, Georgia, Kentucky, Illinois and Louisiana. 

¯ States with the lowest rates of obesity for 10- to 17-year-olds are Oregon, Wyoming, Washington, Minnesota, Iowa and Hawaii. 

¯ Obesity rates by state, at yourlife.usatoday.com 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science De-pc. 

Sport AdmJnJsrxadon Faculty e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chaix, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, College Spore Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spores Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 ~&:oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hi]l, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

Twiuer drs~roman 

htwt):///www.u~c.edu//dq)rs/exercise//sporLadminisu’afion 

"Just beceuse it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t meen that it cen’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <WO UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 1:56 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu~~ 

Salyer, Sheny L <sg~ye@email.unc.edu> 

RE: A&ice for a new EXSS major 

Hi Thanks for your inquiry and ~velcome to EXSS! Feel free to contact me if you wish to set an appointment her,are school starts 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http ://exss unc. edu~under~raduate-pro~ram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~ve~iew/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 

Sent: Monday, 12:07 PM 

To: 

Cc: Stroman, Deborak L 

Subject: RE: Advice for a new EXSS m~tior 

glad you are with us{ ! will be happy to talk with you, but ! am not in much this summer. If you need to talk with someone right away, then Dr. Stroman is on campus and will be happy 
to talk with you. 

What EXSS classes have you alrea@ completed (Besides what are you registered ]2)r in the fall? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday-, 1:34 AM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: Advice for a new EXSS major 

Dr. Salyer: 

Hi. My narae is and I am a rising at UNC. I was 
proviously a but recently changed to EXSS. I took my first 
EXSS class this surmner as a first s~mamer session with Zinder and 
received an I would like to meet with you for advice on how- to complete 
my major in two years and if I should chose a specific branch of EXSS. I 
also arn thinking about                 and I would like to discuss this 
possibility,          said I should contact you to discuss my new major. 
I look forward to hearing from you. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, July 11,2011 2:07 PM 

@gm~Jl.com:~ 

FW: Find Ideal Prospects Online ] Social Media Funding Surging 

http~//ex~s‘unc‘edu/undergraduate~pr~gram/ba4n~exss/sp~rt~administratf~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each day cemes bearing ~ts own g~ts. Untie the r~bbons/’ {R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: NarketingProfs Today [mail~: NarketingProfs@marketingprofs.chNh.com] 

Sent: Monday, July ~, 20~ ~:33 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Find Ideal Prospects ONine ~ Social Media Funding Surging 

~ How to Find and Target Your Ideal Prospects 

on the Web 

~PRORight Seminar: Getting Your Website Strategy 

Your \~7(,bs[t.e Sfl~te{!y R~{~hf ~s ~(4 just a PRO sem~r~:....[t;s tb(, first ::~ 

L ] 

Social Media Venture Funding 
Surging 
Ver~iu~e cspit~_:l (VC) u d ~g of soc~a~ med~a 



Six Tips for Presenting a Social 
Media Strategy to the C-Suite 

~Tou may b;~vo to 

~ B aby, We Were Born to Market: Springsteen 
on Social Media Marketing 

~:~:~::~ Today’s Question 

July 12 

July 14 

July 14129 

July20 

July21 

Aug 12 



Feb 16-17 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 2:10 PM 

@imgwofld.com> 

l~E: Practitioner Interview Report 

Hi        The question, s are good. Tha~ks. Yes, continue to snail mail me any documents. 

Dr, Stroman 

http:~exss.unc.edu/undergradua~e~pr~gram/baqn~exss/sp~rt-administrat[~n/~ve~v~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: :@imgworld.com] 
Sent: Nonday, 9:37 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Practitioner Interview Repo~ 
Forgot to attach the questions H Here they are. 
Hope you are having a great summeN 

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachmenLs) 

contains information that may be confidential, may be protected 

by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may 

constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed 

only to the designated recipJenL(s) named above. If yOLI are not: 

an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender 

by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it 

from your coraputer sysLem. Any use, dissemination, distribution, 

oz reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not 

authorized and may be unlawful. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 2:49 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~£,: Advising Appointment 

Hi 

FYI -- From my admin, assistant: "1 can’t add her right now as she has a waitlisted class counting towards the max of ;[7 hours they can register for. After 

I can add her as the limit: ~s increased t.a 18. Thanks/’ 

Mrs. SouthaII h~s been cont:acted. We won’t: know her fina~ answer until 

Let me know if you have any other questions. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go } h’eJs, 

0 L 9 84.3 033 (~ 

htt~£e~‘~n~‘e8u/~ndergradUate-~r~ram/b~-~n-e~/~p~rt-adm[~trat~/~ver~e~/ 

"Each day comes bea~ing ~ts own g~fts. Untie the r~bbons~" {R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: ,@live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, 4:50 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Advising Appointment 
Dr. Stroman, I just wanted to remind you ~ ~lk to Mrs. Southall about adding me to her Facilities and Event Management class. I looked on my Connec~arolina page and I’m 
not enrolled in that class at all because it was closed. Also, I waned to double check that you added me to your class because it hasn’t shown up on my page yet and I 
wasn’t sure if it was supposed to. 
Than~ 

From-" 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:59 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject; RE: Advising Appointment 

rll see you then. 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:23 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" RE: Advising Appointment 

HI. I (:an meet: you at 1:00 tomorrow in my office. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB~,’ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.84&0336 

Twitt:er clrst:roman 

"Just because it hasn’t: been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, L 2:30 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
S..bject; RE: Advising Appointment 

Dr. Stroman, I apologize for taking so long to respond. Are you available any this week after 1:00 to meet? 

Thanks, 

From: Stroman, Deborah Lynn [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 6:16 PM 
To-" 
Cc; Stroman, Deborah 
Subject; RE: Advising Appointment 

Hi          I arn sorry I am just findirtg this not~:_~. I rnigrated to a new serw:,r and missing emaiB keep pop0mg up[ ;) 

Wek:ome to SA. You wHI enjoy the currk:uk~m and learning. ~ am out of the office next week. Let’s schedule a tm~e to cha~: after 

Dr. Stromsn 

Go Heel~;, 

Deborah Str,)man, PI~-D,, CI.U 

Explore, J:.~gage. Empower, 

http://exs~.unc.edu/undergradu~te~p~gr~m/ba-~n~ex~s/~p~rt-~dm~nistrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

,@live.unc.edu] 

. Thanks! 



Sent; Friday, 10:13 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject-" Advising Appointment 

Dr. Stroman, 
I am on the verge of changing my concentration to Sport Administration and I would like to set up a time to talk to you about my schedule and any advice you have for me. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday, 3:00 PM 

@imgwofld.com> 

l~B: Practitioner Interview Report 

Hi         I have been having tech issues since I was transferred to another UNC server. ;( Thanks for d~e folfow up~ 
I will probably not v~s~t but ~f tMngs change ~ w~ let you know. 

Stay cool~ 

Dr, S[roman 

9i9-E43-0336 

http://exss‘unc‘edu/undergraduste-pr~grsm/b~dn-exss/s~rt-sdministra~n/~vew~ew/ 

"Each day comes bear{rig ~ts own gifts~ Untie the ribbons/’ (R.Ann Scbabacker} 

F~m: @imgworld.com] 
Sent: Monday, 2:36 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Practitioner In~iew Repo~ 

Okay g~eat, thanks! 

~ was wondering ~f you received my ema~l a few weeks ago about an on-ske v~sk? k sa~d that you were out of town so ~just wanted to make sure you got iN 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:10 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Practitioner Interview Report 
Hi The questions are good, Thanks. Yes, continue to snail mail i11e any docui51ents. 

Dr, St:roman 

91%843-0336 

http://exss~nc~edu/un@rgradua~e-~r~gram/badn-exss/sp~rt-a~m~n~strat~n/~v~rv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ffs own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,An~ Schabacker} 

F~m: @imgworld.com] 
Sent-" Monday, 9:37 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; Practitioner Intewiew Repo~ 
Forgot to attach the questionsH Here they are. 
Hope you are havin~ a great summed 

The preceding e-maii message (including any attachments) 

contair?s information thaLmay he cor?fJdential, may be protected 

by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may 

constitute non-public infor’~’ation. It is intended to be conveyed 

orSy t:o the designated reeipJenL(s) named above, if you are not: 

an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender 

by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it 

from your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution, 

cx reproduction of this message hy ur?JnLended recipJenLs is not? 

authorized and may be unlawful. 

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachmenLs) 

eoz]tlaJris Jnfcxmation thaL may he cor~fJdential, may be protected 
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, or may 
constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed 
only to the designated recipJenL(s) named above. If you are not: 
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender 
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it 
fro~’ your computer system. Any use, dissemination, distribution, 
or reproduction of this message by ur~intended recipients is Not: 
authorized and may be unlawful. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 4:06 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Salyer, Sheny L <sa]ye@email.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS Coaching Minor 

Hi        Thanks for" inquiry and welcome to EXSS! I have cc’d Dr. Salyer as she coor’dir~ates the Coaching minor. Please reach out to her" for more details on the 

application process~ 

Please ~et me know if you have any questions regarding your transition. Stay tuned for ~nformation on our EXSS Trm~sfer Student meeting ~n August 

Dr. Sl:roman 

K~tio~e. E~gage, Empower. 

http://exs~.unc.edu/unde~graduate-p~gram/ba~n-exs~/sp~rt-admfn~trati~n/~ver~ew/ 

"Each day comes bea~i~g ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbo~sJ’ {R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m= @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 12:38 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS Coaching Ninor 

I am a transfer student starting this fall with 

declared as my major. I have always been involved in sports and have given 

lessons te a few people in eJthe:t i was a big high 

school player; I w(K]id love t) 

coach                                      and I believe this minor would give me a 

step in that direction.           What do I need to do to be considered fo~ the 

ceachJ [~g mi no:? 
Thank you for your time, 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 4:08 PM 

dj sothll <dj ~thll@email.unc.edu~> 

’Debby Stroman’ <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS    ADD 

Hi Deb. Steele and I have a student that will need enrollment in your fall EXSS    . She is a new "transfer" to sport administration and has to finish her 

classes in one year. She will take two SA courses this fall and three in the spring. 

Let me know if you need more details or have questions, Thanks. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Go t teels, 

Deborah S/roman, Ph.D. CLU 

U.NC Exercise and Sport Science Depr~ 

Sport AdminisLradon Faculty e3 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chaix, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chaix, College Sport Research Insdmte 

Faculv Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & } {onors Organization) 

315 \Voollen CB# 8605 

Chapel }1iJl, N(7 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

Twitre~ &sLroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been dane -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 4:16 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu~~ 

ILb;: Advice for a new EXSS major 

2:30 on Thursday. Woollen 315. Please advise Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~email un c edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:41 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Advice for a new EXSS major 

Dr. Stroman: 

I would love to meet with you any time that you are available[ I also 
wanted to talk to someone about the possibilities of majoring in EXSS and 
then going to PT school but I don’t know who I would contact :[’or that or if 
you would have advice ~2~r me. 
Thank you for contacting me[ 

On Mon, 17:55:44 ÷ 0000, "S troman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
wro be: 

> Hi Thanks for your inquiry and welcome to EXSS! Feel free to 
contact 
> me if you wish to set an appointment before school starts. 
> 

> Dr. Stroman 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

http ://exss. unc. edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-a&ninistrati~n/~verview/ 
> 

> "Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 
> Schabacker) 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Salyer, Sherry" L 
> Sent: Monday, 12:07 PM 
> To: 
> Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: RE: Advice for a new- EXSS major 
> 

> glad you are with us[ I will be happy to talk with you, but I am 
not 
> in much this sun~mer If you need to talk ~vith someone right away, then 
Dr 
> Stroman is on campus and will be happy to talk with you. 
> 

> "¢~at EXSS classes have you already completed (Besides ~vhat are you 
> registered for in the fall? 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: ¢~ email uric edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, 1:34 AM 
> To: Salyer, Sher~ L 

> Subject: Advice for a new EXSS major 
> 

> 

> Dr. Salyer: 
> 

> Hi. My name is and I am a rising at UNC. I was 
> previously a : but recently changed to EXSS. I took my first 



> ][~;XSS class this summer as a :first summer session with Zinder 
and 
> received an I would like to meet with you Jf~r advice on how to 
complete 
> my major in two years and ifI should chose a specific branch of EXSS I 
> also am thinking about Physical Therapy and I would like to discuss this 
> possibility, said I should contact you to discuss my new 
major 

> 1 look forward to hearing from you 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 4:36 PM 

South~Jl, Pdch~d Mich~cd ~south~Jl@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: 1 st year orientation schedule 

Hi Richard, I had a chat with Please add him to Day I with me under University Tour. We will have a session of "Grad School Life Lessons" wkh 

[et me know ~f you have questions. 

£)eb( r; h ~troman Pt~.12),, CI_L~ 

K~iio~e, E~gage, Hmpowe~. 

929.843.0336 

ht~p~//e~un~edu/und~rg~adu~t~-pr~gF~m/ba4n-e~s~b~dm~nis~Fati~n/~v~r~w/ 

"Each day ~omes ~eafi~g ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbons." {N,Ann 5ehabad~er} 

F~m~ Richard Southall [mailto:southall@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday,           l: 27 PN 
Te~ Cooper, Co~e~ Osborne, Barbara 
Subject= 1st year orientation schedule 

Hello 

Hope the "dog-days" of summer are going "dandy as candy)" and that you’re looking forward to a great academic year. ~ know ~ am@ 

I’m attaching a final draft of our scheduled ~st year orfentatfon schedule for everyone. If ~ou could all look k over and let me know [f there are any 
addk~ons, deletions, or edks that you identify, ~ have tried to ~nclude everyone in the process and look forward to gMng our new students a great kick-off. 

~’d Hke to send the schedule off to the students within the next few days, so ~f you could get back to me asap, that would be much appredated, 

Cheers, 

R~chard 

Dr. Richard M~ Southal~ 

Associate Pro[essor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Ha~l 203C 

Office .- 919.962-.3507 

Cel~ 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI webs~te: www,unc,eduic:;ri 

CSR~ Conference on College Sport websike: www,c~rk:on[erence.on~ 

Office Hours: T/R--- ~:OOam-l:OOpm; W---9:~dO:3Oam and by appt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 4:47 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

1~: Internship credit 

Hi Yes, there is a way provided you successfully complete your current work. ;) 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: (~email unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:28 PM 
Tu: Stroman, Deborah Lyrm 
Subject: Internship credit 

Hi Dr. Strnman, 

Quick questiun, I was wondering if there was any way to get mure than 3 credit huurs fur my internship because it cuntinues until December? 

Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <:/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 11:53 AM 

Tanner, Beth <btam~er@email.unc.edu>; Knight, Ira <iknigh@emaJl .unc.edu-~; registrar s office <academicdata@list~rv.unc.edu>; 

~sigmaalpha] amlxta.org 

1~: Data Request Form Spring 

Thanks for the resend and follow up! 

Dr, Stroman 

Gc 

ExpJ.ore. fmgage. Empow~:r~ 

9 P’).863.0336 

http://~xss.unc.edu/undergraduate"pr~gram/baqn~exss/s~rt-administrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes beari~8 ~ts ow~ 8~s, U~tie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schaba¢ke~} 

~= Tanner, Seth 
Seat= Tuesday,           8:25 AN 
To= Knight, [ra; registrar’s office; @sigmaalphalambda.org 
~¢= Stroman, Deborah L 
$~bject= RE: Da~ Request Form Spring 

Rob, 

~ sen~ ~he ~:~ached 

Thanks, 

Beth 

Beth 
Report 
Office of the U~versity Registrar 
Suite 3100, SASB North, CB 

E-maiR btanner~emaikunc.edu 
Phone: 9&9-962-985Y 

E~= Knight, Ira [mailto:iknight@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t= Tuesday, 7:37 AN 
Te= registrar’s 
C¢= Stroman, Deborah L; registrar’s office 
S~bject= RE:[academicdata] Data Request Form Spring 

Debon~h, 

~ hsve co@ed Lhem o~ th~s ema~l. 

. I’m gl:~d you checl~ed back becaase I thought ~:he report had been r~-_~ceived, f a~x~logize [or th~-_~ confuskm. 

Going forward, you can direct emaits to the reporting team at: academicdata@listserv.unc.edu 

Beth!Gina, 

Will yoa check the s~:atus of att~;ched request 

Th a n ~ yo u. 

F~m~ @sigmaalphalambda.org] 
$ent~ Nonday, 4:37 PN 
Te= Knight, Ira 
¢¢= Stroman, Deborah L 
$u~ject~ Da~ Request Form Spring 
Dear Ira, 
~ work ~n suppo~ of our campus adviser, Dr. Stroman and this request was submitted v~a fax a few month ago. 
Do you have ay record of this request? 
Thank You 

Sigma Alpha Lambda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 1:21 PM 

@em~l.unc.edu~> 

Graut Source - Today at 2:30 

Hi. We have a 2:30 p.m. appointment. I can meet you in the library at 2:15. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

U_NC Exercise and Spore Science Dq_,u 

Sport Admmistratinn FacultT e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

FacuhT Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Sig=~a Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 "vVoollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twi~ter drstroman 

ht~p:/’iwww,unc,edu/’deprs/exercise/’spork=administ~;uinr~ 

"Just because it hash ’t beet~ dot~e - doesn’t mean that it cat~’t be dot~e." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 1:27 PM 

~em~l.unc.edu> 

1~: Sports Business Club Involvement 

Hi I show you listed as enrolled on the blackboard site. You need to go to blackboard.u~ac edu and look for the Club listing. 

The OTHER site is the Club website at http://studentorgs.unc.eduicarsbc/ 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/under~raduate-pr~ram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:16 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~iect: RE: Sports Business Club Involvement 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I have tried several times to get on the Club Blackboard site but am having 
a difficult time actually doing so Is the Iogin done on the club website 
where it says "[ogin with your onyen?" I have tried this and put in my 
onyen and password and the page is taken back to the club homepage instead 
of a blackboard page Any help with this issue would be great! ~I1nanks so 
much. 

Kind Regards, 

On Tue, 18:56:50 ~0000, "Stroman, Deborah Lynn" <dstro@unc.edu> 
wro be: 

> Hi The Carolina Sports Business Club is a great student-run 
> organization for all students (regardless of major) interested in careers 
> in the sport industly. YVhether its youth, interscholastic, college, 
> international or professional The Club seeks to connect you to 
> information and experiential education. We try to create or find out 
about 
> activities and events to help you get more prepared for a career in this 
> very competitive industry, http://studentorgs.unc.edu/carsbci 
> 
> and I have ccd hint about yonr interest. 
> 

> I will add you to the Club Blackboard site. Please take time to rcview 
all 
> the events, announcements, and activities. You can connect w-ith your 
fellow- 
> students at Fall Fest too. 
> 

> Dr. Stroman 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

http ://exss unc. eduAmdergraduate-pr~grana/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 
> 

> "Each day comes bearing its o~vn gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R ~amn 
> Schabacker) 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: @email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 2:13 PM 

> To: theclub@unc.edu 
> Subject: Sports Business Club Involvement 
> 

> 

> To whom this may concern, 
> 

> My name is I am a rising at UNC and would like to 
> gain more ilfformation on the Sports Business Club and how I can become 



involved for the next academic year. Any information ~wmId be usefa[, ! 
look forward to your response 

Kind Regards, 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 

@cmail.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 1:33 PM 

@ema~l.unc.edu 

Deborah Stroman <dstromm~@email.unc.edu> 

EXSS Academic Advising 

Hi        Please let me know your availability to discuss EXSS curriculum and careers this week on tomorrow or Thursday. 

Wednesday: Between 12 and 5 tomorrow, Thursday: 9:30 - 4:00. 

I am in my office now if you are available too, 

Thanks! 

Dr, Stroman 

Go t teels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dep~ 

Sport Adminisrxadon Faculty e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chaix, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spores Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

31S \Voollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

Twitter drs~roman 

h twt): // / www.u*~ c.ed u // d q) ts/e x er cise // sporr_admin is t~’a ~inn 

"Just because it hash ’t been dane -o doesn’t mean that it can’t be dane." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 1:34 PM 

Myers, Joseph B <joemyers@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Meeting 

Thanks Joe. I sent the note requesting a meeting today, tomorro~v or Thursday. 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From:Myers, Joseph B 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To:       @email unc edu 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: RE: Meeting 

1:28 PM 

I just met with academic advising about your situation. My preference would be that you meet with Dr. Deborah Stroman in academic advising first I am sure she wi ll be contacting you 
about a meeting very soon. ] copied her on this emai]. Please meet with her as soon as possible. 
’]?hank you 
Joe 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @emai].unc.edu 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:17 PM 
To: Myers, Joseph B 
Sut~iect: Re: Meeting 

~email.unc.e~] 

Professor Myers, When are you available to meet? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:37 PM 

Anderson, Victor L <techguy@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

’Debby Stroman’ <dstro@unc.edu> 

EXSS Website 

turner180.jpg 

Hi Victor. Changes: 

1. Home --~ Admissions: How to Apply (Goes directly to the Graduate program. Incorrect. If you can’t change the template, just use the bold as noted 

below to show undergraduate particulars). 

NEW: 

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION TO THE UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM 
Thank you for your interest in the EXSS undergraduate program. If you are a prospective UNC student, you must FIRST gain admission to the 
university and THEN you may declare the EXSS major by visiting an academic advisor in the Steele Building. (http://admissions.Lmc.edui) If you are 
a student interested in transferring to UNC from another institution, please visit the Admissions/Transfer Students website at 
http:iiadmissions.unc.edu/Apply/Transfer Students/Transferring Courses.html {This page also has information on which courses - including NC 
Community Colleges - will transfer to UNC.) The EXSS department is a part of the Natural Sciences Division of the College of Arts and Sciences. 
Thus, prospective students will find value in successfully completing courses such as Algebra, Calculus, Anatomy, Biology, Health, Emergency 
Care!First Aid, Physiology, and Research/Statistics prior to admission to UNC and the EXSS department. In addition, prospective students interested 
in Sport Administration will find value in successfully completing courses such as Sport Management, Sport Administration, and Economics. 

Undergraduate Program --~ Faculty (Add Erianne Weight) 
I will be in touch with her information. 

3. Home --~ Graduate Programs --~Sport Administration --~ News 
Add             See attached photo. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UMC Exercise and Spor~ Science Dc~p~ 

Spore AdmhfisLradon FaculV e-~ 

E~SS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chai~, Cazolh~a Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Spor~ Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolhm Spor~s gushaess Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Marl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 \Voo~en CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, MC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twi~ter drsrroman 

’Tust becouse it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean thor it con’t be done. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:47 PM 

~livexmc.e&P 

l~E: Case Outcome 

Thanks      I enjoyed meeting you and I KNOW you will be successful in fife. Continue to learn, explore, b’ave[, and bold true to your values. 

Wishing you the best, 

Dr. Stroman 

ht~p://exss.unc.edu/undergrad~ate.pr~gram/ba4n.exss/sp~rbadm~n1s~rati~n/~ver~ew/ 

"Each day comes bea~i~g ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbons." {R,Ann Scl~abacker} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, .8:09 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Case Outcome 
Dr. Stroman, 

I really enjoyed working with you. Thank you again for your participation in these proceedings. 

Have a I’~ice sumrf’,~r, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:49 PM 

@PANTHERS.NFL.com> 

1~92: 

Love it! ;) 

http://~xss.unc.edu/undergraduate~pr~gram/baqn~exss/s~rt-administrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes beari~8 ~ts ow~ 8~s, U~tie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schaba¢ke~} 

F~m: @PAN~ERS.NFL.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:57 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

I wanted to upload this video with my blo8 this week but I couldn’t fisure out how. 

Enjoy~ 

@panthers.nfl.com 

logo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:55 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: repol~ting back! 

YES! Thanks for the great news. Continue to learn, explore, and make a difference 

Let’s connect again before classes start. 

Tell evewone how EXSS is the best’, lol 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http :i/exss.unc edu/under~raduate-pro~ran~,ba-in-exss/spor t-administration/overview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:53 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~iect: reporting back[ 

Dr. Stroman! !! 

This is              and l am giving you that update[ All thanks to you, 
I am having the internship of a lifetime! 

I cannot 
even begin to express my gratitude and thanks towards you. You went out of 
your way for me and ! thank you so so so much I only have the rest of 
this week and next week and then summer school is over, but this might be a 
position that I’m able to intern with in the coming fall[ I’ve only been 
three days but I am LOVING it Thank you again Dr. Stroman, so much (: 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 10:54 AM 

Myers, Joseph B <joemyers@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

Y. Will call u. 

DLS iicom my iPhone 

On , at 10:47 AM. "Myers, Joseph B" <joemyers@email uric edu> ;Vl-ote: 

> Hi Debby 
> Any luck with 
> Thank you 
> Joe 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Sent: Tuesday, 1:34 PM 
> To: Myers, Joseph B 
> Subject: RE: Meeting 
> 

> Thanks Joe. I sent the note requesting a meeting today, tomorrow or Thursday 
> 

>d 
> 

> 

> Go }]eels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.8430336 
> http://exss unc. eduiunder~raduate-pro~ram/ba-in-exss/sport-administration/overview/ 
> 

> "Each day comes bearing its own gifts Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [\/{yers, Joseph B 
> Sent: Tuesday, 1:28 PM 

> To:       @email.unc.edu 
> Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: RE: Meeting 
> 

> 

> I just met with acaderaic advising about your situation. My preference would be that you meet with Dr. Deborah Stroman in acaderaic advising first. I am sure she will be contacting you 
about a meeting very soon. I copied her on this eraail. Please meet with her as soon as possible. 

Thank you 
Joe 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 : 17 PM 
To: Myers, Joseph B 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

Professor _Myers, YVhen are you available to meet? 

~email.~mc.edu] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesday, 11:40 AM 

Faryn Roy <t?oy@sportsproperties.co n> 

l~B: Spoils & Properties, Inc. Fall Internship 

Hi Faryn. Thanks for your’ note. I w/I let our’ students know of the internship again. 

Stay cool! 

Dr, 

9 Z~).843.033~’~ 

ht~:~exss~unc~e~u~un~er~ra~a~e~r~ram~a~n~exss~s~r~a~rn~r~s~rati~n~verv~ew~ 

"Each da~ ~omes ~eafing Rs own gi~s. Untie the ribbonsJ’ ~,Ann 

~ Faryn Roy [mailto:froy@spor~properties.com] 
$e~t~ Wednesday, ~0:~3 AM 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah L 
$~ject~ Spots ~ Prope~ies, ]nc, Fall Internship 

Dr. Stroman, 

I wanted to pass along information on our upcoming Fall Internship program. We have thoroughly enjoyed having 

summer~ 

A full description of the internship can be found at http:iiwww.sportsproperties.corn!spiiS1/95!Internshipsi. 

Any interested students should send a cover letter and resume to froy@sportsproperties.com as soon as possible. 

In the fall we accept both full and part time interns. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Best regards, 

Faryn Roy 
~’ ary~ R~y 
S]?ods ,k k’roperles, 
919.d78 1652 
9ig.67t~.id55 thx 

in our office this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 11:43 AM 

@gmaJl.com> 

ILE: Find I&al Prospects Online ] Social Media Funding Staging 

¢ood.,Aet’s connect by phone d~is week. I will try to call you soon. 

d 

D~:borah &:roman, Phil CLL ~ 

929 84.3 0336 

htt~//e~‘unc‘e~u/undergrad~ate-~r~gram/~h~-e~/~p~rt-adm[n~trat~/~vew~e~/ 

"Each day comes bea~ing ~ts own g~fts. Untie the r~bbonsY {R,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:29 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: N: Find Ideal ProspecN Online ~ Social Hedia Funding Surging 

Thm~s tbr sending tNs~ Hope eve~Nng’s going well on your end. 

On Mon,           at 2:07 PM, Stromm~, Deborah L <_d__~_t£o_@__u__%c2_e_d_q> wrote: 

Deboral:~ >;tr,mrar~, t-"t~.D., CI .U 

919.843.0336 

http://e:~ss.unc.eduh~nde~mduate- progrmn,’ba- m- exsffspo~l- adminislafion,’overview,’ 
"Each day cemes bearia~. Rs mv~ gifts. Untie ~he riMmns." (R.Am~ Schabacker) 

Fn~m: MarketingProJ~ Today [maiho:MarketingProJ~@marketingproJ~ch~ah.cora] 
Sent: Monday, 11:33 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Su~iect: Find Ideal Prospects Online I Social Media F~ding SuNing 

Error~ Fflename not specified. 
V¢[ :: ",h:. 

Error~ Fflename not specitied. 
Error~ Fflename not specitied. 
Error! 

Filename 

specified. 

Error! 

Filename 

specified. 

Error! 

Filename 

l|ot 

specified. 

Error! 

Filename 

specified. 

Error! 

Filename 

l|ot 

specified. 

How-To: Fred and Tar~_et Your Ideal }~-ospects on the Web 

PRO Seminar: Getting, Y our VYebsite Strategy Kight 

Smwey Says: Social Media Venture FundJr~g Suraing 

Qmck Take: Tips for Presgnting a Social Media Strategy to the C-Suite 

ivly View; S2nngsteen on Sodal Media Matkehng 

Error! Filename not spedfied. 
Error! Error! Error! Error! 

Filename Filename Filename Fflename 

not not not not 

specified.specified.specified.specified. 

Error! Filename 
not specified. 

Spare vs. Your Brand: Simple Steps in Spam Moderation 
Social Spam is everywhere these days, but learning how to moderate spare is easier than you 
think. We’ll show you simple steps based on detailed research to better manage and moderate 
your Social Spam. Download Vitmds latest Whitepaper on Spare Moderation. 

En’or! How to Find and Target Your Ideal Prospec[s or~ 
Filename the 
not 

spedfied. 

By John LeaD, 

Wouldn’t it be good to know who your ideal prospects are before sending out 

emails, newsletters, tweets, or Facebook fan-page invites? Learn how to identil}~, 
]5nd, and market to the right customers. R ead More 

Error! Fflename not 

specified. 

Error! En’or! En’or! Erro!! 

Filenam e Filenam e Filenam e Filenam e 

not not not not 

spedfied.spedfi ed.spec~fied.specified. 



Error! Error! PR() Seminar: Getting Your Website Error! Hlenamenot 
Filename Filename Strategy Rig~ 

specified. 
not not 

Error! Error! Error! Error! 
specifi ed.specified. 

Filen ame Filen ame Filen ame Filen ame 
(3 etting Your Website Strategy Right is not just a PRO seminar it’s the [’lrst class in llot       Ilot       Ilo~t       rlo~t 
our all-new MarketingProfs University Websites That Work, a live, 15-class 

specified.specified.specified.specified. 
workshop devoted to honing your Web skills. Read More 

Error’. Iqlename 

not specified, 

Join Ann ttandley and C.C Chapman, authors of Content Rules for Content Rules: Hnw tu 
Create C¢)ntent that Ignites Your Business, a FREE webinar sponsored by GoToWebinar 
Learn how to create valuable online content that is customer-focused, ~nteresting, and 
compelling to your audience Don’t miss out on this one register today! 

Error!~ Filename not spedfied. 

Social Medbt Ven~m~ Ftmdmg Surging 

Venture capital (VC) I~ding of social media companies 
reached $2.23 billion m the second quar~r of2011, 
roughly 3.5 times the $643 million raised by social media 
companies one year earlier Read More 

Error! Error~ Error~ Error~ 

l;flen~e Filenmne F~en~le l;flen~le 

not not not not 

specified, spedfied, specified, specified. 

Error! Filename not specified. 

Error! Filename not specified. 

Six Tips f~r l?re~entmg a Social Media 
Strategy to the C-.SNte 

[f you are rockin’ the social sphere, at some point you 
may have to presemyour work to higher-ups No 
pressure. Follow these presentation tips to get the C- 
suite on board with your strate~’. Read More 

Error~ Error~ Error~ Error~ 

Fflenmne F’flenmne F~en~e Fflenmne 

not not not not 

specified, specified, specified, specified. 

Error! Filename not specified. 

Error! Baby. We Were Born ~o Marke~: Spri~gs*eer~ o~ 
Filename Social Media Marketing Error! FOenmne not 

not specified. 

specified. Ermr~ Error~ Error~ Error~ 

By Steve OIem’ki 
Fflen~e Filenam e Filenmne FRenam e 

Longtime member of Bruce Springsteen’s E Street Band, saxophonist Clarence not not not not 

Clemons, passed a~vay a few ~veeks ago. ~ honor of ~e Big Man’s passing, I give specified.specified.specified.specified. 
you... Springsteen on Social Media Marketing. Read Mitre 

Error! Filename not specified. 

(~)amandamaks How to Set up a Content Marketing 
Program With Influence in Mind ht~p:i/co~ agiqaoa5v 

Error! Filename not Error! Filename not 

specified, specified. 

Error! Today’s Q*.~esfion 
Filename 
not 

spedfied. 

By marketgir176 at 10:30 

I am leading a pi-oduc~ latmch stralegy ~fiscussion for a new 
product. Cmi yon recommend agenda it~ts I sho~fld cover in 
~tle meeting? Go To~lueslion 

Error~ Error~ Error~ Error~ 

FOen~e Nlename Filename Nlename 

not not not not 

specified, specified, specified, spedfied. 



Error! Filename not specified. 

Error! Filename not specified. 

Error! Filename not spedfied. 

Questions’? Cormnents? Suggestions? Leads’? Contact us: 

ChiefConlent Officer: Ann Haudley 

Director of Publications: Vahe Habesl~Jan 

Advertise with us: Download ore- Media Kit 

or call (866) 557-9625 

Daiiy Editor: Bib/Wardak 

Research Writer: Lerma Garibian 

Contributors: Claire Coyne, Ken Gordon, Christian Gnlliksen, 

Veronica Jarski, and Angela Natividad 

Error! Filename not specified. 

Error! Filename not spedfied. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Wednesday, 12:30 PM 

Anderson, Victor L <techguy@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~E;: EXSS Website 

Hi. There is curr’ently ZERO regarding Admissions for undergraduates on the HOME page. Thus, we need to either’ fix the template to add Undergraduate OR lust 

add what I sent to you (my preference). The remaining blurb on Graduate can stay there. 

As for the linl~ you sent me-Yes, you can replace the informatkm on that page with the following: 

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION TO THE UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM 
Thank you for your interest in the EXSS undergraduate program. If you are a prospective UNC student, you must FIRST gain admission to the 

university and THEN you may declare the EXSS major by visiting an academic advisor in the Steele Building. (http:/iadmissions~unc.edu/) If you are 

a student interested in transferring to UNC from another institution, please visit the Admissions/Transfer Students website at 

http://admissions.unc.edu!ApplyiTransfer....Students!Transferring. Courses.html (This page also has information on which courses - including NC 

Community Colleges - will transfer to UNC.) The EXSS department is a part of the Natural Sciences Division of the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Thus, prospective students will find value in successfully completing courses such as Algebra, Calculus, Anatomy, Biology, Health, Emergency 

Care/First Aid, Physiology, and Research/Statistics prior to admission to UNC and the EXSS department. In addition, prospective students interested 

in Sport Administration will find value in successfully completing courses such as Sport Management, Sport Administration, and Economics. 

I AM A CURRENT UNC STUDENT - HOW DO I APPLY FOR ADMISSION TO THE UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM? 
Undergraduate students may declare EXSS as their major through an Academic Advisor in Steele Building. 

For more information please contact the .E___X___S__,_%__A__c__a___d__e___m___[c____A___d_’_fj:s___o__r_s__. 

"Eaeh day comes bea~ing its own gifts° Untie the ribbons°" {R,Ann Schabacker} 

From: Anderson, Victor L 
Sent; Wednesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: EXSS Website 

12:24 PM 

Debb¥, 

1. Do you wahl this inf:orrnation Lo replace the currenL Undergr’ad/Sport Admin Adrnissions inf~.h-t.t.£:j../.£.x.~%s.~..u-n.£..£.d.~.u.~u.~.n.~.d-e.£Kr..a...d...u..a...t..e..:R.r..~.Kr..a....m..~£~.~1!.~i~ 

3. Sent to Amy for News Update, 

Thanks, 

Victor 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 20:tl 5:37 PM 

To-" Anderson, Victor L 
C:¢-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; EXSS Website 

Hi Victor. Changes: 

1, Home -~ Admissions: How to Apply (Goes directly to the Graduate program. Incorrect. If you can’t change the template, just use the bold as noted 

below to show undergraduate particulars). 

NEW: 

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION TO THE UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM 

Thank you for your interest in the EXSS undergraduate program, If you are a prospective UNC student, you must FIRST gain admission to the 

university and THEN you may declare the EXSS major by visiting an academic advisor in the Steele Building, (http:!/admissions,unc,edui) If you are 



a student interested in transferring to UNC from another institution, please visit the Admissions/Transfer Students website at 

http://admissions.unc.edu!Applyiq-ransfer.._Students!Transferring. Courses.html (This page also has information on which courses - including NC 

Community Colleges - will transfer to UNC.) The EXSS department is a part of the Natural Sciences Division of the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Thus, prospective students will find value in successfully completing courses such as Algebra, Calculus, Anatomy, Biology, Health, Emergency 

Care/First Aid, Physiology, and Research/Statistics prior to admission to UNC and the EXSS department. In addition, prospective students interested 

in Sport Administration will find value in successfully completing courses such as Sport Management, Sport Administration, and Economics. 

Undergraduate Program --* Faculty (Add Erianne Weight) 

I will be in touch with her information. 

Home --~ Graduate Programs --~Sport Administration --~ News 

Add             See attached photo. 

Deborah S/rornan, PhD. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Depr~ 

Sport Administration Faculty e3 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolix~a Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Insdmte 

Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Spo~ts Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (N!atl Leadership & } tono~s Organization) 

315 ~A,~oollen CB,i,/ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27S99 

919.843.0336 

Twkwr drs~roman 

ht~:i/www.m~ c,ed uidq~ts/exer ciseisporr_administ~’afion 

"Just because if hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 12:31 PM 

@em~il.unc.edu~> 

I~E: Gm~t Soume - Today at 2:30 

Gceat meeting yesterday. I am in the process of working with the Postdoc ot:fice and others to establish a resource/training session on budget p¢oposals. Stay 

tuned~ 

d 

9 Zo.843.033,’~ 

ht~://exss~unc~e~u/un~er~ra~uate~r~ram/~a~n~exss/s~rba~rn~r~s~rati~n/~verV~e~/ 

"Each day comes bea~i~g its own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," {R,Ann Schabacker} 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:52 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Grant Source - Today at 2:30 
Pe~ect. rl see you at 2:15. Thank you for se~ing this up. 
RT 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, :t:20 PM 
To: 
Subject: Grant Source - Today at 2:30 

Hi. We have a 2:30 p.m. appointment, I can meet you in the library at 2:15, 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science D~pc 

Sport Administration Facuky e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chai~, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, College Sport Research Institute 

Facuhy Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 \Voollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0 ~36 

Twitter drstxoman 

bE}~:////www.unc.edu//depts/exe~clse//spo~t_admmtstratlo~ 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 12:32 PM 

South~J1, Pdch~rd Mich~d ~south~Jl@emaJl.unc.edu> 

EW: Grant Source - Today at 2:30 

FYI, I took to Grant Source yesterday and we had a very informative two hour meedng~ 

d 

Deloorah ;}~.roman. P}~ D., (3I .U 

9i’),863,0336 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake~programibaqn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, ~2:31 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Grant Source - Today at 2:30 

Great meedng yesterday, ~ am in d~e process of working with the Postdoc office and others to establish a resourceitrainb~g session on budget proposals, Stay 

tuned~ 
d 

DeDorah ;!%.roman. P}~ D., (3I .U 

9i’),863,0336 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake~programibaqn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:52 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Grant Source - Today at 2:30 
Perfect. rll see you at 2: ~5. Thank you for se~ing this up. 
RT 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, .t:20 PM 
To: 
Subject: Grant Source - Today at 2:30 

Hi. We have a 2:30 p.m. appointment. I can meet you in the library at 2::[5. 

d 

Go t teels, 

Deborah S~rornan, Ph.D, CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~t Science Depu 

Sport AdminisL~afion FaculV e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chak, Carol~ta Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chaiz, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spo~ts Business Club & Siena Alpha Lambda (Mad Leadership & } tono~s O~gan~afion) 

315 XVoo~en CB~ 8605 

Chapel H~, NC 27S99 

919.~3.0336 

Twitm~ d~s~oman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:44 PM 

Anderson, Victor L <techguy@email.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS Website 

Looks great! Thanks. 

I am in Steele how. I have my MacPro and using that Outlook vs. the Steele computer. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

www.exss.u nc.edu 

919.843.0336 

"My part is to improve the present moment." 

From: Victor Anderson <techguy@ernail.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed,          13:15:06 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <_d_.s_t__r_o.__@___u_._n_.£._..e_d__u.> 

Subject: RE: EXSS Website 

Debby, 

I posted as per our conversation. 

Let me know if you need more changes. 

Thanks, 

Victor 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:30 PH 
To: Anderson, Victor L 
Subject; RE: EXSS Website 

Hi. There is currently ZERO regarding Admissions for undergraduates on the HOME page. Thus, we need to either fix the template to add Undergraduate OR just 

add what I sent to you (my preference). The remaining blurb on Graduate can stay there. 

As for the link you sent me -Yes, you can replace the information on that page with the [oNowing: 

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION TO THE UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM 

Thank you for your interest in the EXSS undergraduate program. If you are a prospective UNC student, you must FIRST gain admission to the 

university and THEN you may declare the EXSS major by visiting an academic advisor in the Steele Building. (http:/iadmissions.unc.edu/) If you are 

a student interested in transferring to UNC from another institution, please visit the Admissions/Transfer Students website at 

~.~t..t..~..:./Z#~@..~i~.s.p..~.n.~u..~n..~c..:~e...d...u.j~.A..~..P..!y£f.~r..#~[#~[-~[3~/~E&Q#[~££j.~g" Courses.html (This page also has information on which courses - including NC 

Community Colleges - will transfer to UNC.) The EXSS department is a part of the Natural Sciences Division of the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Thus, prospective students will find value in successfully completing courses such as Algebra, Calculus, Anatomy, Biology, Health, Emergency 

Care/First Aid, Physiology, and Research/Statistics prior to admission to UNC and the EXSS department. In addition, prospective students 

interested in Sport Administration will find value in successfully completing courses such as Sport Management, Sport Administration, and 

Economics. 

I AM A CURRENT UNC STUDENT - HOW DO I APPLY FOR ADMISSION TO THE UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM? 

Undergraduate students may declare EXSS as their major through an Academic Advisor in Steele Building, 

For more information please contact the EXSS Academic Advisors. 

9Z9 84,3 0336 

’>Each day comes Bearing ~ts own glfts~ Untie the rlbbons$’ {R.A~ Schabacker} 

F~= Anderson, Vicar L 
Sent= Wednesday, $2:24 PN 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sabje~t= RE: EXSS Website 

Debby, 

~. Do yo~ want this ~nforn~st~on to re@ace the current Under~adiSport Adnl#~ Adnliss~ons ~n~:o: 

~. Sent to Amy for News Update. 

Thanks, 

Vk:tor 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 



Sent; Tuesday, 5:37 PM 
To: Anderson, Victor L 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS Website 

Hi Victor. Changes: 

1. Home---* Admissions: How to Apply (Goes directly to the Graduate program. Incorrect. If you can’t change the template, just use the bold as noted 

below to show undergraduate particulars). 

NEW: 

APPLYING FOR ADMISSION TO THE UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM 

Thank you for your interest in the EXSS undergraduate program. If you are a prospective UNC student, you must FIRST gain admission to the 

university and THEN you may declare the EXSS major by visiting an academic advisor in the Steele Building. (http://admissions.unc.edui) If you are 

a student interested in transferring to UNC from another institution, please visit the Admissions/Transfer Students website at 

http:iiadmissions.unc.edu/Apply/Transfer Students/Transferring Courses.html (This page also has information on which courses - including NC 

Community Colleges - will transfer to UNC.) The EXSS department is a part of the Natural Sciences Division of the College of Arts and Sciences. 

Thus, prospective students will find value in successfully completing courses such as Algebra, Calculus, Anatomy, Biology, Health, Emergency 

Care!First Aid, Physiology, and Research/Statistics prior to admission to UNC and the EXSS department. In addition, prospective students 

interested in Sport Administration will find value in successfully completing courses such as Sport Management, Sport Administration, and 

Economics. 

2. Undergraduate Program ~ Faculty (Add Erianne Weight) 

I will be in touch with her information. 

3. Home ~ Graduate Programs --~Sport Administration ~ News 

Add             See attached photo. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spore Science Dc~pr~ 

Spore AdminisLradon Facuhy e~ 

E~qS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Cha~, Carol~xa Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, Co~ege Sport Research Ins6m~e 

Facul~ Advisor, (Tarol~a Sports Bus~xess Club & Si~a Alpha Lambda (NaO Leadership & Honors Organ~a6on) 

315 NVoollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hffi, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

T~vi~rer drsrroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:57 PM 

Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

I left her a vmsg. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

www.exss.u nc.edu 
919.843.0336 

"My part is to improve the present moment." 

From: Sherry Salyer <salyer@ernail,unc.edu> 

Date: Wed,          13:40:42 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" < .d_s_.t_r_._o_ ._@._.u__o_c__,_e_._d_ .u_> 

Subject: RE: 

Can you c~ll She l’H~d I~-’_~f[ a phorH-:~ mess:~ge ~or me back e~rl~er in the month~ Com~n~ to towf~ to visit tomorrow; 

th~nk~Rg of com~ng~ AT k~terest. 

~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Wednesday, 12:20 PN 
To; Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject= RE:      visit 

Depends oe the t~me. ~ haw~ three student ~ppts. tomorrow. 

E~:piore, E~gage, 

9 ~9.8~3.0336 

http:/~exss’unc’edu/undergraduate-pr~ram/ba~n-exss/sp~rt~administrat~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes beari~g ~ts own g~fls. Un~:~e the r~bbo~s." (R,Ann Sch~backer} 

F~: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Wednesday, ~2:~9 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

visit 
Are you able to visit for student visit on Thursday 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 

Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 222 Fetzer Hall 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

929-962-6947 

Fax: 929-962-0~9 

Assistant Dean (on leave for Spring semester) 

The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 

CB# 3220,2027D Steele Building 

929-962-3~7 

Spring 2022 Advising Hours: 

Fetzer Hall Advising hours: 

Tuesdays 22:00-12:25; Wednesdays 20:00-20:45 and 2:30-3:~ 

Steele Building Advising Hours: 

(on leave for Spring 2012 semester) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:11 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

UNC Psych 

Hi. I don’t see anything related to 

will check with another friend in the dept. 

in their graduate programs. You may want to review the programs and see if you see anything you are interested in though. 

http://Psychology.unc.edu/graduate/admissions.html 

Go Heels, 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

www.exss.u nc.edu 

9].9.843.0336 

"My part is to improve the present moment." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:27 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

UNC options 

Just spoke to a friend in Psych...she thinks maybe 

programs. 

Let’s chat later. 

¯ Their Psych dept¯ focuses on research and clinical (esp. with serious stuff like schizophrenia). No 

Go Heels, 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

www.exss.u nc.edu 

9].9.843.0336 

"My part is to improve the present moment." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:33 PM 

@mms.mycingular.com> 

UNC System Counseling programs 

http://education-portal.comiarticlesiBereavement Counseling_Training and Education Program Options.html 

Charlotte and G’boro-http:iieducation-portal.comiwhat are some grad schools in north carolina with a counseling..program.html 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

www.exss.u nc.edu 

919.843.0336 

"My part is to improve the present momenL" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:44 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

FW: UNC System Counseling programs 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

www.exss.u nc.edu 

919.843.0336 

"My part is to improve the present moment." 

From; Deborah Stroman <dstroman~email.unc.edu> 

Date; Wed, :1_4:32:58 -0400 

To: @mms.mycingular.com> 

Subject: UNC System Counseling programs 

http:!!education-portal.com/artides!Bereavement Counselin~ TraininE and Education Program Options.html 

Charlotte and G’boro-http:/!education-portal.com!what are some ~rad schools in north carolina with a counselin~prosram.html 

Go Heels, 

d 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

www.exss.u nc.edu 

929.843.0336 

"My part is to improve the present moment." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Wednesday, 5:26 PM 

,@live.nnc.edu-* 

ILE: Possible Meeting Time 

Yes, I am here on carnpus. How is your" schedule next week on Wednesday at:ter 1:00 p.rn.? 

929 84.3 0336 

htt~//e~‘unc‘e~u/un~ergrad~ate-~r~gram/~n-e~/~p~rt-adm[n~trat~/~verv~e~/ 

"Each day comes #earing ks own gifts, Untie the ribbonsY {R,Ann Schabad{er} 

From= @live.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, 3:42 PN 

To= Stroman, De~rah L 
Subject= Possible Hooting Time 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I hope you are enjoying your summer and t~ing ~ avoid the heat. Are you by any chance still on campus this summer? I waned to stop by and chat with you about some 
plans that I have be considering for my future and to get your input. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email unc.edu> 

’Wednesday, 8:48 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Cooper, Coyte <cgcooper@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Southall, Deborah Joy 

<djsothll@email.unc.edu>; Ed Shields <shields@email unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shj@email.unc edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; Weight, Erianne Allen <eweight@email unc.edu> 

FW: Carolina Blues - - SI Vault 

Article of Interest. In case you missed it... 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

www.exss.u nc.edu 

9:~9.843.0336 

"My part is to improve the present moment." 

From: Debby Stroman <debb¥@dstroman.com> 

Date: Wed,          17:44:52 -0700 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Blues -        - SI Vault 

Please note, the sender’s email address has not been verified. 

::::::::::::::~::::::::~::~::::::~::::::~::::~]~]i~::~i~::~::~::~~::~::~::~================================================= 
Click the following to access the sent link: 

..=.~.N~.~.* 

Get your ENAIL THIS Browser Button and use it to email content from 
any Web site. Click here for more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Thursday, 10:59 AM 

StromaJ~, Deborah L <dstm@unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu 

Pd:;: EXSS Acade~nic Advising 

Hi. I hope all is well t:or you. What is your decision? I need to know asap. Thanks. 

Go } 

929 84.3 0336 

htt~//e~‘unc‘e~u/un~ergrad~ate-~r~gram/~n-e~/~p~rt-adm[n~trati~/~verv~e~/ 

"Each day comes ~ea~ing ks own gifts, Untie the ribbons," {R,Ann Schabacke~} 

From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Nent= Tuesday,           2:33 PN 

@email.unc.edu 
~¢= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= EXSS Academic Advising 
lmpo~anee= High 

Hi         Please let me know your availability to discuss EXS5 curriculum and careers this week on tomorrow or Thursday. 

Wednesday: Between ~2 and 5 tomorrow. Thursday: 9:30 - 4:00. 

I am in my office now if you are available too. 

Thanks~ 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

U~C Exercise and Spo~ Science 

Spot: AdmJnJsr~a:ion Facul~ e~ 

E~S Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coo~dmaco~ 

Chaiz, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Cha~, Co’eye Spo~ Reseat& Institute 

Facuhy Advisor, Carolina Spo~cs gush~ess Club ~ Siam Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership ~ Honors O~gan~adon) 

315 ~&:oo~en CE# 8605 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 
9 ~9.843.0336 

~i’wiu~t d~s~toman 

]~>://www.unc.edu/d~>rs/exe~cise//spo~LadminJsu’arion 

"Just beceuse it hos~ ’t been done - doesn’t meen that it ¢en’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 11:00 AM 

Myers, Joseph B <joemyers@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Ivieeting 

Hi Joe. I left you a vmsg. Call me when you can. Thanks! 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~grar~ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Myers, Joseph B 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Hello Debby 
Any news on this? 
Thank you 
Joe 

10:41 AM 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: X/{yers, Joseph B 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

10:54 AM 

Y. Will call u. 

DLS from my iPhone 

On , at 10:47 A,N{ "Myers, Joseph B" <joemyers@email uric edn> wrote: 

Hi Debby 
An?" luck with 
Thank you 
Joe 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:34 PM 
To: Myers, Joseph B 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Thanks Joe. I sent the note requesting a meeting today, tomorrow or Thursday. 

>d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 

http ://exss. unc. edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-achninistrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 5,4yel-S, Joseph B 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:28 PM 

To:       @email uric edu 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

> I just met with academic advising about your situation IVly preference would be that you meet with Dr Deborah Stroman in academic advising first. I am sure she will be contacting you 
about a meeting ve~- soon I copied her on this email Please meet with her as soon as possible 
> Thank you 
> Joe 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 



F’rom: @email.unc.edu (~emai unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:17 PM 
To: M?,ers Joseph B 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

Prot’essor M?’ers When are you available to meet? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 11:05 AM 

@live.nnc.edu-~ 

l~g: PossiNe Meeting Time 

Hi, LeL’s meet earlier’ then. How about 1:1:00 a,m,? Woollen 315 

Go } i~’,,Js, 

929 84.3 0336 

htt~//e~‘unc‘e~u/un~ergrad~ate-~r~gram/~n-e~/~p~rt-adm[n~trati~/~verv~e~/ 

"Each day comes ~ea~ing ks own gifts, Untie the ribbons," {R,Ann Schabacke~} 

From= @live.unc.edu] 
Nent= Thursday, 8:43 AN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Possible Meeting ~me 

Hi Dr.Stroman, 
I am normally at my in~rnship with 
to meet after l:00 pm on Wednesday? 

However, since that is the day before my final exam I will be leaving early to study. What time would you like 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 5:25 PM 
To= 
Subject= RE: Possible Meeting -time 

Hi Yes, I am here on campus. How is your schedule nexL week on Wednesday after 1:00 

~) [9.863.0336 

http://exs~.unc.edu/undergradu~te~pr~gr~m/ba4n~exss/sp~rt~dministrat~n/~verv;ew/ 

"Each dav comes beadt~g ~ts own gills, Un~:~e the ribbons," (N,Ann 5chabacker} 

F~: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:42 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Possible Meeting Time 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I hope you are enjoying your summer and t~ing to avoid the heat. Are you by any chance still on campus this summer? I wanted to stop by and chat with you about some 
plans that I have be considering for my future and to get your input. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 11:17 AM 

@yahoo.corn 

I~E: Deborah 

Hi Is this note spam? I hope you are doing well 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @yahoo.com 
Sent: Thursday, 1:06 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Deborah 

(a)yahoo.com] 

Deborah After realizing the potential of this all my family is on board http://wwwnbcnewsreport tk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 3:47 PM 

~ema:il.unc.edu~~ 

PJ~: 

Thanks for sending me [his outline (again}. ;) 

liust sent a note to Dean Rimer about you. I will contin~e to stay active for that mentor for this important project, 

d 

t~pio~e, E~gage, Empower. 

ht~p://exss.unc.edu/undergrad~ate.pr~gram/ba4n.exss/sp~rbadm~n1s~rati~n/~ver~ew/ 

"Each day comes bea~i~g ~ts own gi~s. U~tie the ribbo~sJ’ {R,Ann Schabacker} 

Sent: Thursday, 2:15 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~: 
H~llo Deb5y: 
I appreciate your willingness ~ help ~e ide~ti~ a potential ~en~or. As previously ~entio~ed, I was recently selected ~ pa~icipa~e in ne~ round of ~he co~pe~i~iw proposal 
process for                                           The ~ri~f proposal I su~i~ed was found ~ haw po~n~ial ~o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 5:17 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Checking-In 

Hi Great to hear from you! Aren’t you still waiting to hear from I~,~’C Law? I sent a message to the Assistant Dean of Admissions. ;) 

All is well here. Let’s do tly to chat before the end of next week. 

Hugs, 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http :i/exss.unc edu/under~raduate-pro~ran~,ba-in-exss/spor t-administration/overview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.ed~] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:01 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sutziect: Checking-In 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

I hope this message reaches you in good spirits after your adventure to 
China. Hopefully one day I will have the opportunity to travel abroad too. 
Last Thursday, I stopped by your office around 3:30; however, I missed you. 
Hope[’uHy, I will get to see you one last time be[ore I leave Chapel Hill 
[’or good I hope to hear from you soon 

Best Regards, 

The Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill cio 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 5:28 PM 

States, Michael James <mstates@email.~mc.edu-~ 

Deborah Stroman <dstromm~@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Law Admissions 

Hi Dean States. I am writing to express my most sincere letter of support for a waitlisted student, Professor Dave suggested that I send 

you a note. 
was one of my best students and volunteered as this past year. He was instrumental in 

helping our organization connect with students to serve their academic and personal needs. He is very focused and determined to be a sport and 
entertainment lawyer. I am certain that          will continue to succeed in his endeavors. Success in the EXSS department 

requires extensive research, dedication to complex business concepts, and written and oral skills, which possesses. I 
confidently trust his ability to further demonstrate his academic capability in law school. He is a dedicated student who is outgoing, organized, and 
always seeks to make all classmates welcome. It is for these reasons that I offer a high recommendation for          without reservation. I consider him 
one of the top 15% of all student leaders I have ever worked with at UNC. His love for people, his character, and his research abilities will truly be an asset 

in UNC’s law school. 
Please let me know if I can provide any additional feedback for 
Respectfhlly, 
Deborah Srroman, Ph.D, CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Admmis~adon FaculV e~ 
E2r, kqS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chai~, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chaix, College Sport Research Institute 
FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Sig=~a Alpha Lambda (Nail t,eadership & Honors Organization) 
315 "vWoollen CB*~ 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twitter drstroman 
ht~p:,i /%ww.unc.edu /’deprs / exercise /’spo~h~administ~;uinr~ 

"Just because it hash ’t been done - doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 5:37 PM 

States, Michael James <mstates@email.unc.edu-~ 

ILS: UNC Law Admissions 

Thanks so much for your careful consideration! 

Stay cool, 

D(bora6 S~:rom~n, Ph.J_%, CLI ~ 

919 84.3 0336 

htt~//e~‘unc‘e~u/un~ergrad~ate-~r~gram/~-e~/~p~rt-adm[n~trati~/~verv~e~/ 

"Each day comes ~ea~ing ks own gifts. Untie the ribbons." {R,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: States, Michael James 
Sent: Thursday, 5:36 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: UN¢ Law Admissions 
Hi Deborah. t will upload your email to 

Best wishes, 

Michael 

Michael .I, States, 

Assistant Dean for Admissions 

The Uniw:’rsit¥ o[ North Carofina School of Law 

Van Hecke-Wettach Ha~] 

CB 3380 

Chapel H~, NC 27599--3380 

9:1.9-962-67:1.9 

sls-.~:~-?9:~9 
F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Thursday, ~:28 PN 
Te~ States, Michael James 
~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje¢t~ UNC Law Admissions 
lm~e~anee~ High 

file. I’ve met with and he is indeed a nic¢_~ young man. Thanl~ you for recomnlendatkm. 

Hi Dean States. I am writing to express my most sincere letter of support for a waitlisted student, Professor Daye suggested that I send 

you a note. 

was one of my best students and volunteered as this past year. He was instrumental in 

helping our organization connect with students to serve their academic and personal needs. He is very focused and determined to be a sport and 

entertainment lawyer. I am certain that          will continue to succeed in his endeavors. Success in the EXSS department 

requires extensive research, dedication to complex business concepts, and written and oral skills, which possesses. I 

confidently trust his ability to further demonstrate his academic capability in law school. He is a dedicated student who is outgoing, organized, and always 

seeks to make all classmates welcome. It is for these reasons that I offer a high recommendation for          without reservation. I consider him one of 

the top :15% of all student leaders I have ever worked with at UNC. His love for people, his character, and his research abilities will truly be an asset in 

UNC’s law school, 

Please let me know if I can provide any additional feedback for 

Respec6flly, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spore Science 

SporLAdministration FacuRy es 

E2x~qS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board (7hair, College Spore Research InsdmEe 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spor~s Business Chub & Sig~]a Alpha Lambda (Marl Leadership & Honors OrganizaLinn) 

315 \Voollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.~43.0336 

TwiEter drsrroman 

hE}~:///ww~v.unc.edu//depEs/exe~c~se//spo~Ladmmts~rauon 

"Just because it hash ’t been done - doesn’t mean that it can 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 5:42 PM 

@microsoft.corn> 

I;W: UNC Law Admissions 

;) 
I hope you are doing well. 

Hugs, 

d ~-_~ b b ¥ 

919-g43-O33& 

http://exss‘unc‘edu/undergraduste-pr~grsm/b~dn-exss/s~rt-sdministra~n/~vew~ew/ 

"Each day c~mes beating ~ts own gifts~ Untie the ribbons/’ (R.A~ Schabacker} 

From: States, Michael James 
Sent: Thursday, 5:36 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: UN¢ Law Admissions 

Hi Deborah. 1 will upload your erflail to 

Best wishes, 

Mich,;el J. Stat~-_~s, 

Assistant Dean for Adnlissions 

The Un~vers~W of North Carolina Schoo~ of Law 

Va~ Hecke-Wettach Hall 

CB 3380 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599.-338{} 

919-962-6719 (Q 

919-&%3-.7939 (f) 

F~m: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 5:28 PM 
T~: States, Michael James 
¢¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: UNC Law Admissions 
~mpo~ance: High 

; file, I’ve met with and he is indeed a nice young man. Thank you for recommendation. 

Hi Dean States. I am writing to express my most sincere letter of support for a waitlisted student, Professor Daye suggested that I send 

you a note. 

was one of my best students and volunteered as this past year. He was instrumental in 

helping our organization connect with students to serve their academic and personal needs. He is very focused and determined to be a sport and 

entertainment lawyer. I am certain that          will continue to succeed in his endeavors. Success in the EXSS department 

requires extensive research, dedication to complex business concepts, and written and oral skills, which possesses. I 

confidently trust his ability to further demonstrate his academic capability in law school. He is a dedicated student who is outgoing, organized, and always 

seeks to make all classmates welcome. It is for these reasons that I offer a high recommendation for          without reservation. I consider him one of 

the top :1_5% of all student leaders I have ever worked with at UNC. His love for people, his character, and his research abilities will truly be an asset in 

UNC’s law school. 

Please let me know if I can provide any additional feedback for 

Respectfully, 

Deborah S~roman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport AdminisLradon FaculV es 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chaiz, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, ColJege Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Busi~aess Club & Sig,ma Alpha Lambda (Mad Leadership & Honors Organ~adon) 

315 %Voollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hffi, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

T~vicrer drs~oman 

k~z~z_~__?z:~c~::!~z~£:£~z_d~:_£~_~s~£z_;~=~ & n m ~ u~ a. o n 

’3ust because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 10:14 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Fwd: UNC Law Admissions 

:) 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frora: ~microsoft.com> 

Date: 5:53:56 PM EDT 

To: "Stmma~, Deborah L" <dstro~,unc.edu> 

@mNl.com"                 @msn.com> 

Subject: RE: UNC Law Admissions 

God Bless you Fm so thmfld~l that y~m have come into not on]?, 

k~ow flaat it is God’s pla~a. 

’I’hanklid P~r<:nts~ ].’miy yo~ are a GIl’"It 

lflb bt~t ou~s r~oo. We are so appreciative and no matter what happens we 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:42 PM 
To: 
Subject: FW: UNC Law Admissions 

I hape you are daing well 

debby 

Go:, } 

919,8~:.3 0335 

http:i/exss.unc.ed¢undergmd~- program/N- ~- exsgsport- admi~afion/ov~ie~s’~ 

From: States, Michael James 
Sent: Thursday, 5:36 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: UNC Law Admissions 

Hi Debarah. I wiJ~ upland yaur emai~ to 

Bes~ wishes, 

Michael J~ Statcs~ J~D. 

Assismn~ Dean tbr Admissio~as 

The Uni~rersk? of North Cam~ina School of Lax~ 

Van t [ecke- Wettac~ t:~N~ 

fi]e. I’ve me~ with and he is in&ed a ~ice young man. Thank you t~r recommendation. 



CB 3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.33F~(I 

919-962-6719 

919- 84.3 -’7939 (f) 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-¯ Thursday, 5:28 PH 
To; States, Michael James 
C¢-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject," UNC Law Admissions 
Importance," High 

Hi Dean States. I am writing to express my most sincere letter of support for a waJtlisted stadent, 

send you a note. 

Prot}smr Daye suggested that I 

was one of my best students and volunteered as this past year. He was infftrumenta2l in 

helping our organization connect with students to serve their academic and personal needs. He is very focused and determined to be a sport and 

entertainment lawyer. I an~ ce~n that          will continue to succeed in his endeavors. Success in the EXSS depart~nent 

, requires extensive research, dedication to complex business concepts, and written and oral skill~ which possesses. I 

confidently trust his abilily to further demonstrate his academic capability in law school. He is a dedicated student who is ontgoing, organized, and always 

seeks to nmke all classmates welcome. It is for these reasons that I offer a high recommendation for          without reservation. I consider him one of 

the top 15% of all s~udent leaders I have ever worked with at UNC. His love for people, his character, and his research abilities will truly be an asset in 

UNC’s law school. 

Please let me know ifI can provide may additional t~edback tbr 

Respectfifll7, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

U1N-C Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor m~d Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Adviso*T Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Facul7 Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Siena _Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & } tonors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstrornan 

ht:tp://www.unc.edu/depts/exerctse!/sport a dministrat:ion 

"Just because ff hash ’t been done -- doesn ~t mean that it can’t be done. " 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Saturday, July 16, 2011 9:54 AM 

Ingrahmn, Kearston L <kears~ton iugrahaJn@med.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Golf Workshop 

Hi Kearston. Thanks! I will be in touch. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Jul 15, 2011, at 2:06 PM, "Ingraham, Kearston L" <kearston ingmham@med.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Hello- 

I would love to pa~icipate in the upcoming golf workshop. Cam you please include me on the RSVP list? Below- is the information you requested in the CBC 
newsletter regarding the golf workshop registration: 

Name: Kea~ston L. Ingrmham 

Mobile Number: 

Personal Golf Goal: Would like to be able to co~nplete 1 game of golf I have only gone to the range once to hit balls © 

~[lqanks, 

Kea~’ston 

P.S 

When is the last day someone can register for the class? One of my friends on campus is interested and I’m not sure if she received your newsletter or not. 

Keasston L. Ingzaham, HPH 

To~acco Prevention and Evaluation Program 

UniversJ ty Of Nxth Care] i na at Chapel Hi ~ ~ 

Departmer’t of Family Medicine 

590 Manning Drive, CB# 7595 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

T: 919-843-6328 

F: 919-966-9435 

Supporting healthy cona~unities through evaluation and service. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 10:51 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

1~;: Questions about Independent 

Hi         Thanks for your follo~v up. Yes, you may begin contacting organizations. Let them know that you will receive academic credit for your internship Share your interests and goals 
for contacting their organization. 

Keep me posted[ 

I am available to meet this sun~mer as I am in town. The best days are Tuesdays through Thursdays 

Stay cool, 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http ://exss unc. edu~under~raduate-pro~ram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~ve~iew/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (&email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:55 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: Questions about Independent Stu@ 

Dr. Stroman, 
I met with you last month and we discussed doing an independent sin@ this 
coming semester. You had told me to email you back about it around the 
middle o[     I am definitely sull very interested in doing the 
independent study and have been looking and lk~und several organizauons 
that I am interested in possibly volunteering with Would it be ok if I 
schedule an appointment with you to discuss some ideas about the 
organizations as well as the sturdy? A]so, should I begin contacting the 
organizations myse]f? I know you are probably very bus?’, I just want to 
make sure I am on the right track. I really appreciate all your help Dr. 
Stroman[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Tuesday, 10:52 AM 

@imgwofld.com> 

1~I:;: Intel,Aew Summmy 

Received. Thanks 

D~ bora}~ S~:roman, Ph.D., CIA J 

Explo~c, E~gag~ Empower, 

929 84.3 0336 

htt~//e~‘unc‘e~u/un~ergrad~ate-~r~gram/~n-e~/~p~rt-adm[n~trat~/~verv~e~/ 

"Each day comes ~earing ~ts own g~fts. Untie the r~bbons~" {R,Ann Schabacker} 

From= @imgworld.com] 
Sent; Nonday, ~:44 AN 
To; Stroman, Deborah L; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= InteNiew Summa~ 
Once again, I forgot to attach the document. Here it 
The preceding e-mail message (]ncl’iJiz]g ariy attachments) 
contains information that may be confidential, may be protected 
by the attorney-client or other applicable privileges, o< may 
oonstitute non-public ini[ozmation. It is intended to be conveyed 
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not 
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender 
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it 
Iron your computez system. Airy use, dissemJ~ation, distribution, 
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not 
authorized and may be unlawful. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 11:01 AM 

@gmsJl.com> 

l~JE: Advising 

Hi Thanks for your inquiry, We can chat by phone it: it is easier for you, The EXSS gener’al major is the curriculum should follow, 

The ~re op~-_m right now but subject to ch~nge, 

Please advBe 

919 84.3 0336 

htt~£e~n~e8u/~ndergradUate-~r~ram/b~n-e~/~p~rt~adm[~trat~/~ver~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own g~ts, Untie the r~bbons/’ {R,Am~ Schabacker} 

F~: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, ~0:4~ AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Advising 

Dr. Stmma~ 

I receufly decided late spring/early summer that I fl~i~ i ~ intemsled in applying to PT school a~er i gmd~te. I was hoping to speak to ~gu about what tNngs i need 

to be doing ~ny                year to prepare and be competitive for admission. Do you have any oNu times                                             i 

was hoping ~ ~ out somethings N[bm aJl the c~iness in 

ThaWs ~ much’. 

UNC Chapel tlill Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 11:05 AM 

Guskiewicz, Keviu M <gus@email.~mc.edu> 

FW: EXSS 

111 .docx 

Hi Kevin. FYI The "pain" of the honor stuff is lessened with this note. ;) 

Stay cool, 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http :i/exss.unc edu/under~raduate-pro~ran~,ba-in-exss/spor t-administration/overview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: i~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:16 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

[)ear Dr Stroman, 

First of all, I hope your surmner is going ve~ well. To me, this is first stmKner in Chapel Hill. I really like this weather here. 

Second of all, I do really appreciate evelything you’ve done for rue to learn. I really learned so many things. I guess I don’t have to express how much I loved the class anymore. Especially, I 
really enjoyed                                                    That was fantastic and you gave rue that opportunity. Thank you so much. 

Third of all, I rewrote the assignment for the group project. 
I went through the whole process of honor code violation hearing successfully and also learned lots stuffs. I believe those are whole processing of education. 

Last, as I ruentioned already, the restaurant is opened. You should come and enjoy the Korean food and culture. More than 70% of customers had absolutely no idea what the Korean food 
is like and left with a great satisfaction. Please let rue know before coraing. 

ThaJo, k you veW much, Dr. Stroman. 

Have a great day-[ 

Sincerely-, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 11:07 AM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

1~: EXSS 

Hi Ed. Thanks so much for your note. I appreciate your feedback and commitment to the assignment You have a bright future and it alrea@ seems that you have mastered this small hurdle 

I am interested in having you do an independent study- ~vith me this fall or spring semester. You pick a sport topic you are interested in and let’s chat. 

Yes, I will come by your restaurant. I am an entrepreneur too and I know how much effort it takes to keep a business open. 

Continued success to you and stay cool! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http :i/exss.unc edu/undergraduate-progran~,ba-in-exss/spor t-administration/overview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:16 AM 
To: Stroman, Deb~rah L 
Subject: EXSS 

[)ear Dr Stroman, 

First of all, I hope your summer is going very well To me, this is :first summer in Chapel Hill I really like this weather here. 

Second of all, I do really appreciate everything you’ve done :[’or me to learn. ! really learned so maW things. ! guess I don’t have to express how much I loved the class anymore Especially, I 
really enjoyed volunteering :[’or                                     That was fantastic and you gave me that opportunity. Thank you so much 

Third of all, I rewrote the assignment for the group project 
I went through the whole process of honor code violation hearing successfully and also learned lots stuffs I believe those are whole processing of education. 

Last, as I mentioned already, the restaurant is opened. You should come and eNoy the Korean food and culture. More than 70% of customers had absolutely no idea what the Korean food 
is like and left with a great satisfaction. Please let me know before coraing. 

Thar, k you vein much, Dr. Stroman. 

Have a great day-[ 

Sincerely-, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 11:40 AM 

@emaJl.unc.edw~ 

I~W: COS Fuudiug Alert for Deborah Strotnau 

FYI. 

Deborah Strom~n, Ph.D,, CLL ~ 

92984.30336 

htt~//e~unc~edu/un~ergrad~ate-~r~gram/~h~-e~/~p~rt-adm[n~trat~/~verv~e~/ 

"Each day comes ~eafing its own g~fts, Untie the ribbons/’ {R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~= fundingale~@cos.com [mail~:fundingale~@cos.com] 
Sent= Sunday, 12:~8 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= COS Funding Ale~ for Deborah Stroman 

Having trouble viewing this ale~? View it on your COS Workbench 

If you wish to receive future Alerts in the former text-only format, click here. 

NCOS Funding AlertTM for Deborah Stroman 

modify current alerts 
o add ne~v alerts 

.qo to workbench 
g__e_t _C__,__O___S___#__a___s__s_’__w___o__r__d_. 

deactivate FA emails 
¯ ~ 

Your personalized results for the week of 

COS username:dstroman 

Your COS username:dstroman 



Forgot your password? 
Send my password to the email address in my COS Expertise Profile. 
To update your COS Funding Alert 

]. Access your COS Workbench at www,cos.com. 
2. Scroll down the center section of the page to "Your Saved Funding Searches." 
3. Click "Edit" on the search you wish to update. 

Receive your COS Funding Alert as plain text. 

New ReflNorks4~OS Website! 

RefVVorks-COS has a just launched a new website, www,refworks-cos,com which includes links to Training schedules and a NEW Resource 
Center. Exp ore t today 

Keep Up wi~h Trends i# Funding 

COS Funding Opportunities has been improved with several enhancements to make your funding search easier and more convenient. Take a look / 
today, or _s___e___e___t___h___e___! _s__t____o___f___e___n___h___a___n___c___e____m___e___n__t___s_, / 
Training At Your Cotwet~ie~ce 

.r__[t _o__d__[[y__#__u_Ee__L~_t___a__t#_r_!~ 
° add new alerts 

,qo to workbench 
g__e_LC__,__O___S___#__a___s__s_’__w___o__r__d_. 

deactivate FA emails 
¯ ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMrNISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 11:52 AM 

GaD’ Moore <gary@mme-llc.com> 

RE: Cou~act 

Thanks. I will be in a meeting at noon. I]:1 miss your call, I will calf you back asap. 

J.het)orah :.’;tr,)man, t-"}~.l)., CI 

~) [9.863.0336 

http://exs~.unc.edu/undergradu~te’pr~gr~m/ba4n’exss/sp~rt-~dministrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

F~m: Ga~ Moore [mailto:ga~@mme-IIc.com] 
N~Bt: Tuesday, July ~9, 20M 8:29 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Contact 

Tha]~ks Deborah. I will ~ cMling you today. Thm~s. If you waB[ please call me wheu you am available after 10AM at 

On July 18, 2011 at 8:53 P~ "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Gary. Hi. i saw you: wor] with AI on ’i’witte:. i would like to discb~ss a business opportb~nity of 

mb~tual benefit. I am a former bbail player at UVA and current sport administ:ation professor at UNC. 

Thanks for all you do to help young people. 

> 

> I am locking forward tc chatting with you. 

> 

> Regards, 

> 

> Debby 

> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

> Exercise and Spo:t Science Depa:tment 

> Sr~ort Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

> 

> %e,~~. exss . unc. edu 

> 

> 919.843.0336 

> 

> "My part Js to improve the present moment." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 1:56 PM 

Johnson, Shelley tt <shj@email.unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michaxd <southall@email.unc.edu>; 

I~E: 1st year orientation schedule 

~email.unc.edu> 

Hi Shelley. That’s a winner to me[ Let me know the next steps. I can make a calf/write an emait to make it happen, as necessary. 

d 

9 P’).843.0336 

http://~xss~unc~edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-~n-exss/s~rt-administrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes beari~8 ~ts ow~ 8~s, U~tie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schaba¢ke~} 

~= shj [mailto:shj@email.unc.edu] 
Seat= Tuesday, 3uly ~9, 2055 $:07 PN 

To= Southall, Richard Nichard; Stroman, Deborah L; 
Sabject= Re: [st year orien~tion schedule 

Dr.s Southall and Stromm~, 

A thought about orientation... 

I recently went on a historic campus tour of[}md by the [INC Visitors Center. The Director of the Visitors Center was my guide. I had tagged along on an tour geared 
tou,ard grad students. The Director/tour guide yew thoughtfully compiled a fol&r of materials to help the grad stadents get settled in the aacea. The folder contained all 
so~ls of goodies - goodies I don’t remember receiving as a grad student. Granted, grad students attend Carolina, but they also "live" in Chapel Hill. These sorts of 
materials would help them do just that - live a~d enjoy the local community. At any point, do we provi& the following sorts of materials to our grad students? Map of 
downtown Chapel Hill (dining & nightlife); a cheat sheet on housing, town & cmnpus activities, local msoumes~ news; UNC Visitom’ Gui&; Orange Coun~ mc map; 
Chapel Hill with Carrboro & Hillstx~rough Official Visitors’ map & guide. Them are a few other msoumes which I would add to the mix but these are a groat s, art. 

That said, I know that Debby provides a campus tour, but ifI am not mis~ken, it is morn along the lines of academic resources/buildings rather than hislofical 

significance. What if we contact the Director to see if she would be rolling to provide a tour for our grad students? The way I see it - the two tours would complement 

each other. I have included Natalie on the email because I happened upon her M~ile this was rolling around in my head a~d ran this by her as fiar as redundancy and 

usdulness. Our though was that once "the firs1 years have the resources in their possession, the second years then could flip through the materials with them providing 

their own commenta~. 

In the mea~lime, I will pull together si,nilax materials for Eria~ne and Robert as a welcome gesture. Let me know your thoughts on the materials as well as the historic 

campus tour. 

- Shelley 

On Thu, 7 Jul 2011 13:26:50 -0400, "Richard Southall" <southall@emall.unc.edu> wrote: 

tMlo all: 

Hope the "dog-days" of summer a~ going "dandy as candy’." mad that you’re looking forward to a great 2011-2012 academic year. I know I am© 

st I’m attaching a final draft of our scheduled 1 year orientation schedule for eveuone, If you could all look it over and let me know ifthem am any additions, 

deletions, or edits that you identi~. I have tried to include eveuone in the process and look forward to giving our new s~dents a groat kick-of[: 

I’d like to send the schedule off to the students within the next few days, so if you could get back to me asap. that would be much appreciated. 

Cheers, 

Richard 

Dr. Richa~’d M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Pro~am Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Reseazch Institnte 

Woollen Hall 203C 



Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

h~iu:~e:.~ss.u~c.edu~g~adt~a~:c~pro~r:m~st~echi~iza~i<~ns~s~rt~a&ninistra~ie~os erview," 

CSRI website: www,u~c,edu c,~r[ 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: a~,a,a esrieonlt, rence.ot’~ 

Office Hours: TiR 11:00am- 1:00pm; W 9:00-10:30am ~d by appt. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 1:57 PM 

Barbara Osbx~rne <sporflaw@unc.edu>; Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.uuc.edu:~; Debby Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; Deborah 

Southall <dj ~thll@email.uuc.edu>; Ed Shields ~shields@email.~mc.edu:~; Jolm~n, Shelley H <shj@email.unc.edu>; Richard Southall 

<southall@e~na~l.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edt~>; Weight, Eriatme Allen <eweigh@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: ESPN.co~n:Wilbon: Pay (some of) the players 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http ://exss unc. edu~undergraduate-prograrn/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~ve~iew/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ann Schabacker’ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: debby@dstroman.com [mailto:debby(&dstroman.com] 
Sent: Monday, 11:44 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ESPN.com:Wilbon: Pay (some of) the players 

You have received this ESPN.com mail from: 

debby@dstroman.com 

The "Wilbon: Pay (some of) the players" stoW is located at http:i/espn.go.comicollege-sports/stor~’/ /id/6778847/college-athletes-deserve-paid 

I thought you might enjoy this story from ESPN.com. 

MyESPN Today 
To receive a personalized daily (M-F) update on your favorite teams, sports, colunmists and other great ESPN content, sign up here: 
htt~s:i/r.esl)n.~o.con~Jmembers/modifvNewsletters?pa~eName ESPNNewsletterPaae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 10:13 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Questions about Independent Study - 

Hi         I went to the site and saw my name listed, https://apps2.oasis.unc edu/advsched/app 
Please let me know what link you did not see my name so I can forward this error to Academic Advising 

I am available tomol~cOW after 12:00 p m Please advise. 

Thanks’. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http :i/exss.unc edu/under~raduate-pro~ran~,ba-in-exss/spor t-administration/overview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 5@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:06 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
SubJect: RE: Questions about Independent Study 

Hey" Dr. Stroman, 
I tried to schedule an appointment with you on the academic advising 
website but I did not see your name under the list of available advisers 
Is there a time either tomorrow or next Tuesday that you are available to 
meet. I know you said Tuesday and Thursday were the best days 12~r you I 
just want to run some ideas by you if that is ok. 

On Tue, 14:51:27 ~0000, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> 
wrote: 
> tli Thanks for your follow up. Yes, you may’ begin contacting 
> organizations Let them know that you will receive academic credit for 
your 
> internship. Share your interests and goals for contacting their 
> organization. 
> 

> Keep me posted[ 
> 

> I ara available to meet this surmner as I am in town. The best days are 
> Tuesdays through Thursdays. 
> 

> Stay cool, 
> 

> Dr. Stroman 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.843.0336 
> 

htt~ ://exss. unc. edu/under~raduate-~r~ram/ba-in-exss/s~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 
> 

> "Each day- comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 
> Schabacker) 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: @email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 11:55 AM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Questions about Independent Study 
> 

> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> I met with you last month and we discussed doing an independent stud,v 
this 
> coming semester. You had told me to email you back about it around the 
> middle of     I am definitely- still ve~- interested in doing the 
> independent study and have been looking and found several organizations 
> that I am interested in possibly volunteering with. Would it be ok if I 
> schedule an appointment with you to discuss some ideas about the 
> organizations as ~vell as the stud?-? Also, should I begin contacting the 
> organizations myself? I know you are probably ve~- busy, I just want to 



> make sure I am on the right track. I really appreciate all your help Dr 
> Stroman[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 10:56 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: In Regards to a class for next semester 

Hi Please schedule an appointment with me ~vhen you get back to school. Thales 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: i~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:12 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sutzject: Re: In Regards to a class ]2~r next semester 

Dr. Stroman, 
I am so sonT to get back to you so late. I am not a sports administration m~jor but i am a general EXSS major. 
Again I am so sorp)~ to respond to your emai[ so late in the summer 
Thank you, 

On at 12:5 8 PM. Deborah Stroman wrote: 

Hi Are you a declared EXSS Sport A&nmistration malor? 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Phi)., CLU 
Explore. Engage Empower. 
919843.0336 
http ://exss.un c edu/un dergraduate-program/ba-in-exss/sport-a&ninistration/ov 
ervie~v/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 
Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (&email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:45 AM 

To: dstr oman@email.unc.edu 
Subject: In Regards to a class for next semester 

Dr. Stroman, 
My name is I was informed that I may be able to get credit 
hours for working I 
was wondering how- i could get this opportunity? 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 11:04 AM 

Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu> 

1~: CC 

P,S. Remember to add me to your fistserv for a~y and all mentor communications to Thanks! 

d 

9 P.).~%3.0336 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake~programibaqn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Anderson-Thompkins, Sibby 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:~7 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
¢¢: Prui~, Jennifer; Meters, Jane 
Subject: New Postdoc Orien~tion Panel 

Dear Debby, 

’I’hmk you for meeting today aaad for agreeing to serve on a Faculb" Mentor Panel during the 

, 1:00 2:00 pm, MBRB 2204 (Auditorium). 

Fall New Postdoc Orientation, scheduled for Wednesday, 

As you may know, New Postdoc Orientation is m~ oppo~lunity for new postdocs (aJad returning) to be introduced to the professionaJ staff’and ihcul .ty advisers in the 

Office of Postdoctoral Affairs (OPA) and gather information about health insuralce, benefits, and other campus services. It’s also a time when we have faculb~ share 

their insights and advice on "Making the Most of your Postdoc." 

Past speakers have included Drs. Bernadette Gray-Little, Tony Wa]drop, Robert Lowmm~, Douglas Cyr, Manzoor Bhatt, Charles Price and Va]erie Ashby. As the 

moderator, I will tbrward a set of questions to assist you in yonr preparation for the hour-long session. And though there is a general theme tbr the panel, you are 

encouraged to personalize and cra£t your own message as a scientist, scholar, and faculty mentor to poadocs. 

Again, thank you tbr supporting postdocs! 

Warm regards, 

Sibby 

Sibbv Anderson-Thompkins, Ph.D. 

Director of Postd.:_~ct.:_~ral Affairs 

Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 

30:1 B Bynum Hall 

Campus Box 4100 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ H~I[ Chapel Hill NC 27599-4:k~ 

Office: (919) 962-9982 

Voice: (9:19) g4:~-4:169 

FF, c (9:19) 962.-6769 

httD~i![~st d ocs.tmc.edp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 12:21 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

l~E: ’I’ho~k You 

Thank YOU. I enjoyed our chat. You have a ver’y bright future and wilt do well. Stay t:ocused and don’t let negadve people or activities steer you off track. 

Keep me posted! 

Stay cool, 

D~. S[roR~a~l 

~;}o } ic,’ls, 

919-843-0336 

http://exss4~nc‘edu/under~r~duste-pr~sm/baqn-exss/ss~rt~sdministr~t~n/~verv~e~/ 

"Each da~ comes bear{rig its o~n g~Xs~ Untie the r~bbons/’ (R,A~ Sd~abacker} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~2:~3 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~ank You 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Thank you so much for taking the time out of your schedule to meet with me this morning. After speaking with you, I have go~en even more motivated to pursue my dream 
a~ending law school. I realized that although I may not be the best student academically, I do have leadership experience and other strong poinN that would make me a 
competitive law student. I will be taking your advice on going "deeper" in the programs that I am currently involved in, in order to ~ke on more challenging roles and Ns~. 
Since Summer School will be over after this week, I will definitely brainstorm ideas and topics that I would be interested in researching for an independent study. I look 
fo~ard to ~lking to you again. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, July 20, 2011 12:23 PM 

Jackson, Fa’dm~h L.C. <lhtimahj@email.unc.edu:~ 

I~E: CBC - Golf and Welcome Social 

Hi Fatimah. I am here. Let me know a convenient time ;) 

Mobile - 

d 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/under~raduate-pr~ram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Aun Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From:    ~@hotmail corn           (~hotmail.com] On BehalfOfFatimah Jackson 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 12:19 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: CBC - Golf and Welcome Social 

tIi [)ebb?’, 

If you have a moment can we meet? I have an assortment of options in front of me and I’d appreciate some advice. Thanks so much, 

Fatimah 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 

On Jul 20, 2011, at 12:16 PM; "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi Caucus Friends. 
> 

> b~{IEN[N~Y KEM[NDER We still have slots available for ’]’IllS Friday Come learn a great sport for LIFETIMt~; fitness! 
> 

> 

> 1. CBCGolfClinic 
> 

> 2. [cid:irnage002.jpg@01CC46D6.F3B98870] [cid:image004.jpg@01C~6D6.F3B98870] 1. We heard you! A beginner/advanced golf clinic will be held Friday, July 22. The clinic will be 
from 3:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m. Do you desire to learn a lifetime sport that is often the easiest subject to begin a conversation at a networking event? Do you know why golf is considered the 
"sport of business"’.’ To ensure learning and furl the enrollraent will be limited. © An cmail will be sent (right of first refusal) to those who initially responded to the interest note. This clinic 
will review course ftmdamentals, etiquette, and equipment in the classroom. The group will then have a CBC private lesson at the UNC Chapman Center (varsity golf facility at Finley) with 
UNC assistant golf coach, Patricia Earley. \Vhat to wear? Dress comfortably. Recormnended: Sneakers or golf shoes; Collared golf shirt or fitness shirt; Shorts or pants; No denim, Limited or 
no jewelw; golf or baseball hat and sunglasses to block the sun, if necessary. ~,~rr~at to bring? Your smile; golf questions, water bottle; business cards; one golf joke; golf clubs and a glove, 
if you own them and/or want to pick them up for the first or second time. You will leave this itlfo13ilative clinic with new friends, more smiles, and ready to attackt No equipment is necessary. 
Rain or shine. Registration fee is $49 (CBC) and $69 (non-CBC members). Questions? Rea@ to secure your spot’.’ Send an email to cbcchair@unc.edu<mailto :cbcchair~d~,,unc.edu> with your 
name, mobile nurnber, and your personal golf goal. 
> 

> 

> 

> 2. SAVE-THE-DATE! CBC Welcome Social Friday, August 26 5:00 p.m. @ The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and Histocy. Don’t miss this annual gathering of all Black 
employees, university administrators, and guests! Pass the word. 
> 

> 

> 

> 3. SAVE-THE-DATE! Frest~man/Faculty Mixer (The Mu Zeta Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.) Tuesday, August 30th. 
> 

> Harambe, 
> 

> debby 
> 

> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> 

> Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
> www.unc.edu/cbc 
> 

> Exercise and Sport Science Department 
> Sport Administration 
> 

> CB 8700 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919.8430336 
> 

> [Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag.jpg] 
> 

> <image001 prig> 
> <image003.png> 
> <image007.jpg> 
> <image002.jpg> 
> <image004.jpg> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, July 20, 2011 12:26 PM 

’Ed Shields’ <shields@email.unc.edu> 

Gusldewicz Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; S~]yer, Sheny L <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

IFNV: Office lbr Undergraduate Rese~xch 

FYL I am going to meet with him to learn more about the program ]:or EXSS. Let me know if you have any part~cuiar questions or topics to address. 

919 843 0336 

http://~xss~unc~e~u/und~rgraduat~pr~g~am/ba~in~exss/s~rt~adm~n~strati~W~v~w~w/ 

F~m= Fox, Kevin 
Nentl Sunday, July 17, 2011 ~:0~ PN 
T~= Hunziker, S Brandon; Stroman, Deborah L; Lich-Tyler, S~phen W; Shi, Wenhua; Weiler, Jonathan D; @hotmaiLcom; hmann@unc.edu; AustelJ, Todd L; Jordan, 
Elizabeth A 
Subject= ~ice for Undergraduate Research 
Dear Lecturer-Advisors: 
I hope this note finds you well and enjoying the summer. I am writing to follow up on Gidi Shemer’s introduction last week (see below). I have recently taken a position with 
the ~Jce for Undergraduate Research (OUR) here at UNC. I will be managing ~o programs: the Carolina Research Scholars Program (CRSP) and the Carolina [Summer] 
Research Fellowship (CR@. These programs are discussed in detail on OUR’s website. The success of these programs lies in the support of facul~, post-docs and graduate 
studenN working in the different areas of Jnqui~ across campus. I want to t~ ~ meet with you all ~ discuss OUR and continue ~ build OUR’s relationship with your different 
depa~menN. I also want to discuss the possibili~ of formalizing a relationship with OUR as an OUR Liaison. 

Please let me know if you are available to speak. I think it will take around 30 minutes (max) to discuss OUR and the CRSP program. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 
Kevin S. Fox 
OUR 

OUR Website: _h_~;jZ_vg___w£_=u__n___c_=e__d___u_Zd_e_p__t__s_!p_u_y_Z 
CRSP: hf£p://www.unc.edu/depts/our/students/students crsp.html 

From: Shemer, Gidi 
Sent; Monday, July 11, 2011 3:09 PM 
To; Hunziker, S Brandon; Stroman, Deborah L; Lich-Tyler, Stephen W; Shi, Wenhua; Weiler, Jonathan 
Elizabeth A; Shemer, Gidi 
l:::c; Fox, Kevin 
Subject; Lecturers-advisors and research at Carolina 

@hotmail.com; hmann@unc.edu; Austell, Todd L; Jordan, 

Dear all, 

Kevin Foxjust started his new position as coordinator of the Carolina Research Scholar Program (CRSP) in the Office of Undergraduate Research. 

He is very enthusiastic and we had a great conversation today about the OUR, the CRSP program and the interactions with the Biology department. 

The CRSP is involved with research in the entire university and Kevin asked me for your contact info for further discussion. I am copying Kevin on this email, so you 

all have each other’s email addresses. Feel free to introduce yourselves and to interact. Todd and Beth, I added you to this correspondence. I know you are not part 

of the official group of lecturers-advisors, but I think there is no real difference between our positions, especially when it comes to student research. 

Have a great day, 

Gidi 

Gidi Shemer, PhD 

Lecturer 

Advisor for undergraduate biology majors 

Director of Undergaduate Research in 

Office: Wilson I-ta~ 

Phone: (9J9) 9{522436 

"~There is ~ cr~ck in everything. 

7"h:~t’s ho~: ~he /ight g~s in~’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, July 20, 2011 12:28 PM 

FoN Kevin <ksfbx@email. unc.edu> 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu>; Aguilar, Alain J <aJaguila@email.unc.edu>; Petschauer, Meredith A <mbusby@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Office for Undergraduate Research 

Hi Kevim Thanks t:or your introduction. I am very interested in chatting with you regarding EXSS. Le[ me know your availability tomorrow or Monday. Thanks! 

debby 

919 84.3 0336 

http://~xss~ur~c~edu/und~rgraduat~pr~g~am/ba~in~exss/sp~rt~adm~n~strati~n/~v~w~w/ 

F~= Fox, Kevin 
Senti Sunday, July 17, 2011 4:0~ PM 
Te= Hunziker, S Brandon; Stroman, Deborah L; Lich-Tyler, S~phen W; Shi, Wenhua; Weiler, Jonathan D; @hotmaiLcom; hmann@unc.edu; AusteH, Todd L; Jordan, 
Elizabeth A 
Subject= ~ice for Undergraduate Research 
Dear Lecturer-Advisors: 
I hope this note finds you well and enjoying the summer. I am writing to follow up on Gidi Shemer’s introduction last week (see below). ] have recently taken a position with 
the ~Jce for Undergraduate Research (OUR) here at UNC. I will be managing ~o programs: the CarNJna Research Scholars Program (CRSP) and the Carolina [Summer] 
Research Fellowship (CRy. These programs are discussed in detail on OUR’s website. The success of these programs lies in the support of facul~, post-docs and graduate 
studen~ working in the different areas of Jnqui~ across campus. I want to t~ ~ meet with you all ~ discuss OUR and continue ~ build OUR’s relationship with your different 
depa~men~. I also want to discuss the possibili~ of formalizing a relationship with OUR as an OUR Liaison. 

Please let me know if you are available to speak. I think it will take around 30 minutes (max) to discuss OUR and the CRSP program. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 
Kevin S. Fox 
OUR 

OUR Website: h__~EjZ_~___w~___=u___n__c__=_e___d__u__Ld__e__p__t__s_!_o___u__r_L 

CRSP: http:!/www.unc.edu/depts/our/students/students crsp.html 

From: Shemer, Gidi 
Sent; Monday, July 11, 2011 3:09 PM 
To; Hunziker, S Brandon; Stroman, Deborah L; Lich-Tyler, Stephen W; Shi, Wenhua; Weiler, Jonathan 
Elizabeth A; Shemer, Gidi 
~c; Fox, Kevin 
Subject; Lecturers-advisors and research at Carolina 

@hotmail.com; hmann@unc.edu; Austell, Todd L; Jordan, 

Dear all, 

Kevin Fox just started his new position as coordinator of the Carolina Research Scholar Program (CRSP) in the Office of Undergraduate Research. 

He is very enthusiastic and we had a great conversation today about the OUR, the CRSP program and the interactions with the Biology department. 

The CRSP is involved with research in the entire university and Kevin asked me for your contact info for further discussion. I am copying Kevin on this email, so you 

all have each other’s email addresses. Feel free to introduce yourselves and to interact. Todd and Beth, I added you to this correspondence. I know you are not part 

of the official group of lecturers-advisors, but I think there is no real difference between our positions, especially when it comes to student research. 

Have a great day, 

Gidi 

Gidi Shemer, PhD 

Lecturer 

Advisor for undergraduate biology majors 

Director of Undergaduate Research in Biology 

Office: Wilson Hall G41 

Phone: (919) 9£~22436 

"~There ;s o crock in everything. 

7"h:~t’s ho~: ~he fight g~?~s in~’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 12:29 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

ILE: Deborah 

’,-1tl is well Hot summer hurts my golf game. ;) 

Dr, Debbg 

9i’).863.0336 

http://~xss.unc.edu/undergraduate~pr~gram/baqn~exss/s~rt-administrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," ~,A~ S~habacke~} 

~= @yahoo.coral 
Se~t~ Sunday, 8:24 AN 
Te= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject~ RE: Deborah 

Yes ma’m I am doing well, thanks. How are you? 

Sent ~4a MO TOBLURTM on Verizon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: @yahoo.com" 
Sent: Thu,. 15:35:51 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Deborah 

@yahoo.com> 

Hi Is this note spmn? I hope you are doing well. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

http:i/e~ss.uuc.edu/unde~rad~xate- program,’ba-in- exs~sport- administra~on/overview/ 

"Each day comes beming its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: @yahoo.corn 

Sent: Thursday, 1:06 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Deborah 

@yahoo.com] 

Deborah After realizing the potential of this all nay fiamily is on board http://www.nbcnewsreport.& 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <:/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 12:49 PM 

Rimer, Barbara K <brimer@unc.edu~~ 

Beale, S. Mae <maebeale@etnail.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Diversity Posiion 

Hi Barbarm Thanks for" your reply. Yes, please do move forward and connect wkh Dianne Ward. Hopefully, we will be able to find the righL person to collaborate in 

this vahJable research~ 

debby 

Go 

K~tio~e. E~gage. Empower. 

~t~:~exss~unc~e~u/un~ergra~uate~r~ram~a~n~exss/s~r~a~m~s~ra~i~n~verv~ew~ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts, Untie the ribbons," {R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m= Rimer, Barbara K 
Sent; Thursday, 6:23 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Beale, S. Mac 
Subject-" RE: 

F~m~ Stroman, ~eborah k 
Sent; Thursday, 4:22 PN 
To= Rimer, Barbara K 
Subject= ~: 
Hi Barbara I hope all is going well for yo~ and you are s~:aymg cool. 

FYI on the         position (see aLtachment and forwarded emat). ~ derided Lo go forth and wanted to share with you rny leLter. Thanks again for yo~r friendship. 

A~so, our new postdoc ~s here,              and he is making an el:fort to work wkh a member(s) of your faculty,       was recently selected to parddpate in 

the next round of the competitive proposal process for His prooosal was fotmd to have Ootentia~ to 

contribt~te to the programming of 

f[ you know o[ a partk:@ar [ac@Ly men]bet who rT~ay be interested in worMng wRh him, please 

Have a BiG Friday and re~axb~g weekend. 

Hugs, 

debbv 

De~)orah ;!%’roman.~ P}~ D., (3I ,U 

"Each day comes bearing its own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday,           2:26 PN 
To= Penn, Ann E; Elmira Nangum; John Swofford 0swofford@theacc.org); Boxil, Jeane~e N; Angela Davis (amd@virginia.edu) 
Subject= 



Go ACC, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science De-pc. 

Sport Administration Faculty e3 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chaix, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sig-ma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organ~ation) 

315 ~&:oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hi]l, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twmer drskroman 

h~cp;/’/’www.tmc.edu/’dq~ts!/exercise/’sporr~_admi~ist~’a~ion 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t ~e done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, July 20, 2011 1:14 PM 

FoN Kevin <ksfi)x@email. unc.edu> 

l~E: Oltice for Undergraduate Research 

Great - tomorrow at 10:30. Can you come to my office? Woollen 315. 

debbg 

9i’).863.0336 

http://~xss~unc~edu/undergraduate~pr~gram/ba~n~exss/s~rt-administrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes beaH~8 ~ts ow~ 8~s, U~tie the Hbbons," (R,A~ Schaba¢ke~} 

~= Fox, Kevin 
Seat= Wednesday, ~uly 20, 20M $2:59 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sabject= RE: ~ice for Undergraduate Research 
Hi Debby, 
Than~ for the emaiH [ hope your summer is going well. [ am excited to ~lk with you about the great things going on for Undergrads at E~S. Tomorrow wor~ for me. 
An~ime, really. How about $030am? 

Best, 
Kevin Fox 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 12:28 PM 

To: Fox, Kevin 
Cc: Osborne, Barbara J; Aguilar, Alain J; Petschauer, Meredith A 
Subject: RE: Office for Undergraduate Research 

Hi Kevin. Thanks for your introduction~ I am very interested in chatting with you regarding EXSL Let me know your availability tomorrow or Monday. Thanks! 

debby 

Debora}~ S~:rom~n, Ph.D. CL[ J 

919 84.3 0336 

ht~://e~u~c~edu/u~dergraduate-~r~gram/~a~n-e~s~/sp~rbadm[r~rati~n/~erv~ew/ 

"Each day ~omes ~ead~g ~ts own gi~s, ~ntie the ribbo~sJ’ {N,Ann 5d~abad~er} 

F~m: Fox, Kevin 
Sent: Sunday, July 17, 2011 4:0~ PM 
Te: Hunziker, S Brandon; Stroman, Deborah L; Lich-Tyler, S~phen W; Shi, Wenhua; Weiler, Jonathan D; @hotmaiLcom; hmann@unc.edu; AusteH, Todd L; Jordan, 
E~izabeth A 
Subject: ~ice for Undergraduate Research 
Dear Lecturer-Advisors: 
I hope this note finds you well and enjoying the summer. I am writing to follow up on @di Shemer’s introduction last week (see below). I have recently taken a posit~on with 
the ~ice for Undergraduate Research (OUR) here at UNC. I will be managing ~o programs: the Carolina Research Scholars Program (CRSP) and the Carolina [Summer] 
Research Fellowship (CRy. These programs are discussed in detai~ on OUR’s website. The success d these programs lies in the support of facul~, post-docs and graduate 
studenN working in the different areas of ~nqui~ across campus. I want to t~ ~ meet with you all ~ discuss OUR and continue ~ build OUR’s relationship with your different 
depa~menN. I also want to discuss the possibili~ d formalizing a relat~onsNp with OUR as an OUR Liaison. 

Please let me know if you are available to speak. I think it will take around 30 minutes (max) to discuss OUR and the CRSP program. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 
Kevin S. Fox 
OUR 

OUR Website: http://www.unc.edu/depts/our/ 
CRSP: .h..~p.2L~#.~zc..~.e..~d...ui d...e..p..t..s.L~.~u..d.s...t.~u.d.~e..~N~t~i~t~1 

From: Shemer, Gidi 
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2011 3:09 PM 
To: Hunziker, S Brandon; Stroman, Deborah L; Lich-Tyler, Stephen W; Shi, Wenhua; Weiler, Jonathan 

Elizabeth A; Shemer, Gidi 
l::c: Fox, Kevin 
Subject: Lecturers-advisors and research at Carolina 

@hotmail.com; hmann@unc.edu; Austell, Todd L; Jordan, 

Dear all, 

Kevin Foxjust started his new position as coordinator of the Carolina Research Scholar Program (CRSP) in the Office of Undergraduate Research. 

He is very enthusiastic and we had a great conversation today about the OUR, the CRSP program and the interactions with the Biology department. 

The CRSP is involved with research in the entire university and Kevin asked me for your contact info for further discussion. I am copying Kevin on this email, so you 

all have each other’s email addresses. Feel free to introduce yourselves and to interact. Todd and Beth, I added you to this correspondence. I know you are not part 

of the official group of lecturers-advisors, but I think there is no real difference between our positions, especially when it comes to student research. 

Have a great day, 



LecLurer 

Advisor for undergraduate biology majors 

Director of Undergaduate Research in Biology 

Office: Wi~sor~ HalJ 

Phorte: (9g.9) 9(~22436 

bishemer@email.unc.edu 

Th~t’~ how the [~ht 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, July 20, 2011 1:15 PM 

cbcchai@unc.edu 

Campbell, Lany <lec~np@em~l.unc.edu:>; Ande~son-Thompkfins, Sibby <sibby@email.unc.edu>; Blake, Jo-Ann A ~o- 

Ann Blake@dentistry.unc.edu~>; success <nicole spmell@,ned.unc.edu~>; DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu~>; Nakeuge Robe~son 

<nakenge.robertsou@uuc.edu>; O.J. McGhee <oj mcghee@uuc.edu>; Shandra Jones <Shandra Joues@unc.edu> 

CBC Golf 

Hi Most Enthusiastically Interested Golfer! You h’~ve questions? I h’~ve answers... 

What to wear? Dress comfortably. Recommended: Sneakers or golf shoes; Collared golf shirt or fitness shirt; Shorts or pants; No denim, Limited or no iewehs~ golf or 

baseball hat and sunglasses to block the sun, if necessatN. 

What to bring? Your smile; golf quest:ions, water horde; business cards; one golf joke; golf elubs ~nd a glove, if you own ti~em ~ndior w~nt to piek thetn up £or ti~e first: or 

second fime. © 

Where do I go? Meet at: Woollen Gym (Room 205) 2:55 p.m. We will s’mrt: in the el~ssroom ~nd 1hen t:r~vel to Finley’s Chapman Cent:er (Home of fl~e varsit:y Boll- te~ms) 

for skills work. 

"I still have questions!" 
Golf related: Contact me at 843.0336 or or by email until Friday at 2:45 p.m. My office is Woollen 315. 

We will finish by 6:15 p.m. unless YOU choose to stay as the golf addiction will h~ve be~n. ;) 

We still hnve a few slots left so let me know if you can round up another friend. 

I look fot"~card to meeting you and h’~ving a great fime learning THE Sport of Business: Golfi 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu!cbc 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration 

CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

i~:+:;:: Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, July 20, 2011 1:21 PM 

FoN Kevin <ksfi)x@email. unc.edu> 

l~E: Oltice for Undergraduate Research 

Thanks! 

929 84.3 0336 

htt~//e~‘unc‘e~u/un~ergrad~ate-~r~gram/~n-e~/~p~rt-adm[n~trat~/~verv~e~/ 

"Each day comes ~earing ~ts own g~fts. Untie the r~bbons~" {R.Ann Schabacker} 

From= Fox, Kevin 
Sent-’ Wednesday, July 20, 20M l:16 PN 

To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: ~ice for Undergraduate Research 
Of course[ See you in WoNlen 3~5 at 10:30am. 

Thanks, 
Kevin 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 1:13 PM 

To,, Fox, Kevin 
Subject-’ RE: Office for Undergraduate Research 

Great -- tomorrow at 10:30. Can you come to my office? Woollen 315. 

debby 

Debora}~ S~:roman, Ph.D. CL~ J 

929 84.3 0336 

ht~://e~u~c~edu/u~dergraduate-~r~gram/~a4n-e~s~/sp~rbadm~r~rati~n/~er~ew/ 

"Each da~ ~omes ~ead~g ~ts own gi~s. ~ntie the ribbo~sJ’ {N&nn 5d~abad~er} 

F~m: Fox, Kevin 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 ~2:59 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: ~ice for ~ndergraduate Research 
Hi Debby, 
Than~ for the emaiH I hope your summer is going well I am excited to ~k with you about the great things going on for ~ndergrads at E~S. Tomorrow wor~ for me. 
An~ime, really. How about 1030am? 

Best, 
Kevin Fox 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-’ Wednesday, July 20, 2011 12:28 plVl 

To: Fox, Kevin 
Co-" Osborne, Barbara J; Aguilar, Alain J; Petschauer, Meredith A 
Subject-’ RE: Office for Undergraduate Research 

Hi Kevh~. Thanks for your introduction. I am very interested in chatting with you regarding EXSS. Let me know your availability tomorrow or Monday. Thanks! 

debby 

9 P’).863.0336 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake~programibaqn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons/’ (R,A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: Fox, Kevin 
Sent: Sunday, July ~7, 20~ ~:0~ PM 
Te: Hunziker, S Brandon; Stroman, Deborah L; Lich-Tyler, Stephen W; Shi, Wenhua; Weiler, Jonathan D; @hotmail.com; hmann@unc.edu; Austell, Todd L; Jordan, 
Elizabeth A 
S~bje¢t: ~ice for Undergraduate Research 
Dear Lecturer-Advisors: 
I hope this no~ finds you well and enjoying the summer. I am writing to BIIow up on GiN Shemer’s introduction last week (see below). I have recently taken a position with 
the ~ice for Undergraduate Research (OUR) here at UNC. I will be managing ~o programs: the Carolina Research Scholars Program (CRSP) and the Carolina [Summer] 
Research Fellowship (CRy. These programs are discussed in detail on OUR’s website. The success of these programs lies in the support of facul~, posbdocs and gradua~ 
studen~ working in the different areas of inqui~ across campus. I want to t~ to meet with you all ~ discuss OUR and continue to build OUR’s relationship with your different 
depa~men~. I also want to discuss the possibili~ of formalizing a relationship with OUR as an OUR Liaison. 

Please let me know if you are available to speak. I think it will take around 30 minutes (max) to discuss OUR and the CRSP program. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 
Kevin S. Fox 
OUR 



OUR Website: http://www.unc.edu/depts/our/ 

From: Shemer, Gidi 
Sent: Monday, 3uly 11, 2011 3:09 PM 
To-" Hunziker, S Brandon; Stroman, Deborah L; Lich-Tyler, Stephen W; Shi, Wenhua; Weiler, .~onathan D; 
Elizabeth A; Shemer, Gidi 
Co: Fox, Kevin 
Subject: Lecturers-advisors and research at Carolina 

@hotmail.com; hmann@unc.edu; Austell, Todd L; .~ordan, 

Dear all, 

Kevin Fox just started his new position as coordinator of the Carolina Research Scholar Program (CRSP) in the Office of Undergraduate Research. 

He is very enthusiastic and we had a great conversation today about the OUR, the CRSP program and the interactions with the Biology department. 

The CRSP is involved with research in the entire university and Kevin asked me for your contact info for further discussion. I am copying Kevin on this email, so you 

all have each other’s email addresses. Feel free to introduce yourselves and to interact. Todd and Beth, I added you to this correspondence. I know you are not part 

of the official group of lecturers-advisors, but I think there is no real difference between our positions, especially when it comes to student research. 

Have a great day, 

Gidi Sherner, PhD 

Lecturer 

Advisor for ur~dersraduat~-:~ biology majors 

Director of Undergaduate Research #~ Bh:~k~gy 

O]:fice: WHson Hail G41 

Phone: (919) 96224g~ 

bishemer@email.unc.edu 

http:www,Mo,unc.edu/FacultyiShemer! 

7"hc~":~ how !he fi~Th~ ge!~; in" 

- Leonord Cohen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, July 20, 2011 3:52 PM 

Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu-* 

I~E: CBC Golf 

4. ;) I was hoping for 12. Keep hope alive! ;) 

919 84.3 0336 

http://~xss~ur~c~e~u/und~rgraduat~pr~g~am/ba~in~exss/s~rt~adm~n~strati~W~v~w~w/ 

F~m= Jones, Shandra [maJlto:Shandra~ones@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, July 20, 20~1 l:31 PN 

T~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: CBC Golf 
How many have registered fo~ [:he event to date? 

Associate Dfrector, MBA Adn-liss]o~s 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, July 20, 2051 l:15 PN 
To= cbcchair@unc.edu 
Subject: CBC Golf 

Hi Most Enthusiastically Interested Golfer’. You Mve questions? I Mve answers... 

What to~ear.~ Dress corn£[>r~bly. Recommended: Sneakers or golf shoes; Collared golf shirt or fitness shirt; Shorts or p~nts; No denim, Limited or no iewehT; ~>lf or 

baseball hat and sunglasses to block the sun, if necessary. 

%~hat to b~ng~ Your smile; golf questions, water botl]e; business cards; one ~lgjoke; ~lgcIubs and a g]ove, if you own them and/or want to ~ ick t~ en ~p ~k r the ~rst or 
second time. ~ 

Where do I go? Meet at Woollen Gym (Room 205) 2:55 p.m. We will s~rt in the classroom and then travel to [4inlets Chapman Center (Home of the varsi~ golf reruns) 

for skills work. 

"I still have questlonsF’ 
Go]5 related: Contact: me at: 843.0336 or or by em~il until Friday at 2:45 p.m. My offlee is Woollen 315. 

We will finish by 6:15 p.m. unless YOlr choose to stay as the golf addiction will h~ve be~n. ;) 

We still h~e a ~)w slots left so let: tne know if you c~n round up another fi:iend. 

I look fot~vard to meeting you and having a ~eat time learning THE Sport of Business: Gol~ 

Hurambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu!cbc 
Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration 

CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

::X:: Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, July 20, 2011 3:57 PM 

Shields, Edgar W <Ed.Shields@unc.edu:~ 

I~E: Thin,ks... 

Tha n k YO 

FYI --- I spoke to Robert Mercer on another matter today and he mentioned his request contact with you regarding an EXSS "lntro" to our student athletes. As a dept. 

academic advisor, f told h~m ~ can coordinate tha~: as ~ have already done so f.ar other umts .an campus, ~ will ask the appropriate fo~ks ~:o j.a~n me (e,g,, Sherry, 

Mered~:h, Alain, ~Jarbara), as necessary We genera~lv use the ppt designed by Sherry and me [or Expk)re E:arolma or Project: Uplift 

Let me know ~f you want to ~o in another direction though. One ~ess task on your desk removed. ("That was easy/’ Staples) 

d 

o L 9 84.3 033 (~ 

htt~£e~‘~n~‘e8u/~ndergradUate-~r~ram/b~-~n-e~/~p~rt-adm[~trat~/~ver~e~/ 

"Each day comes bea~ing ks own g~fts. Untie the r~bbons/’ {R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m= Shields, Edgar W 
$ent: Wednesday, July 20, 20~ ~2:~ PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Than~... 

Deh, 
Tha]~ks for h:~rward~ng the info about undergrad research. But, ~ write prk~arHy to tha[~k you for the phone call .af a couple .af days ago regardk~g me assuming the 

Chair posk~on for a semester._ thanks for a~l your very k~Rd corn~T~ents, and offer of help. I may very well need [he ~atter at some poker, so be prepared~ 

Aga b~._ ths n ks very m uch ~ 

Edgar W. SbieMs, J~r., Ph,Do 

~nterim Chair, Department of Exercise & Sport Science 

Director of G~aduate Studies & Admissions 

University of North Carolina - Chapel 

CB# 8709, 292 getzer Hall 

Chapel H~I NC 27~99-87{~ 

Telephone: 919-962-335~ 

FAN: 919-9~-~9 

Emaih Ed,Shields@un~,edu 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
$entl Wednesday, July 20, 201~ ~2:26 PN 
Te~ ’Ed Shields’ 
~ Guskiewicz, Kevin N; Salyer, Sher~ L 
Subje~t~ ~: ~ice for Undergraduate Research 

FYI. I am g.Nng to mee~: with hkn to ~earn more about the program for EXSS. Let me know i[ you have any par~:~cu]ar ques~:~ons or topics ~:o address. 

d 

G(~ 

Debor~l:t gtr,)mar~, P}~.I),, CI .U 

htt~://exss.unc.edu/undergraduate~r~gram/baqn~exss/sp~rt~administrat~n/~verview/ 

"Each daV comes beadt~g ~ls own gills, lJ~:~e the ribbot~s," {N,Ann 5chabacker} 

F~m: Fox, Kevin 
Sent: Sunday, July 17, 2011 4:0~ PM 
To: Hunziker, S Brandon; Stroman, Deborah L; Lich-Tyler, Stephen W; Shi, Wenhua; Weiler, Jonathan D; ,@hotmail.com; hmann@unc.edu; Austell, Todd L; Jordan, 
Elizabeth A 
Subje¢t: Office for Undergraduate Research 
Dear Lecturer-Advisors: 
I hope this note finds you well and enjoying the summer. I am writing to follow up on Gidi Shemer’s introduction last week (see below). ~ have recently taken a position with 
the ~ice for Undergraduate Research (OUR) here at UNC. I will be managing ~o programs: the Carolina Research Scholars Program (CRSP) and the Carolina [Summer] 
Research Fellowship (CRy. These programs are d~scussed ~n detail on OUR’s website. The success of these programs lies ~n the support of facul~, posbdocs and graduate 
studenN working in the different areas of inqui~ across campus. I want to t~ to meet with you all to discuss OUR and continue to build OUR’s relationship with your different 
depa~menN. I also want to discuss the possibili~ of Brmalizing a relationship with OUR as an OUR Liaison. 

Please let me know if you are available to speak. I think it will take around 30 minutes (max) to discuss OUR and the CRSP program. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 
Kevin S~ Fox 
OUR 

OUR Website: http://www.unc.edu!depts/our! 
CRSP: http://www.unc.edu/depts!our/students/students crsp.html 

From: Shemer, Gidi 
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2011 3:09 PM 



To-" Hunziker, S Brandon; Stroman, Deborah L; Lich-Tyler, Stephen W; Shi, Wenhua; Weiler, 3onathan D; 
Elizabeth A; Shemer, Gidi 
~:c; Fox, Kevin 
Subject-" Lecturers-advisors and research at Carolina 

@hotmail.com; hmann@unc.edu; Austell, Todd L; 3ordan, 

Dear all, 

Kevin Fox just started his new position as coordinator of the Carolina Research Scholar Program (CRSP) in the Office of Undergraduate Research. 

He is very enthusiastic and we had a great conversation today about the OUR, the CRSP program and the interactions with the Biology department. 

The CRSP is involved with research in the entire university and Kevin asked me for your contact info for further discussion. I am copying Kevin on this email, so you 

all have each other’s email addresses. Feel free to introduce yourselves and to interact. Todd and Beth, I added you to this correspondence. I know you are not part 

of the official group of lecturers-advisors, but I think there is no real difference between our positions, especially when it comes to student research. 

Have a great day, 

Gidi 

Gidi Shemer, PhD 

LecLurer 

Advisor for undergraduate biology majors 

Director of Undergaduate Research in B~ology 

Office: Wi~on Ha~l G4~. 

Phone: {91.9) 96224:¢5 

bishemer@email.unc.edu 

~’There is ~ cr~k in everytJ~ing, 

Tibet’s how the fight get~ in" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, July 20, 2011 4:00 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

I~W: [Madison Avenue] Richaxd LaNhick sludy "White Men Continue to Dominate Adve~lising Agencies: a Study of the Super Bowl 

2011 Ads" 

~) ~9.863.0336 

htt~//exss.unc.edu/undergraduute~r~grum/baqn~exss/sp~rt-udministrat~n/~verv~ew/ 
"Ead~ da~ comes beadt~g ~ls own gills. Un~:~e the ribbot~s." (N,Ann 5chabacker} 

F~m= bingram@uptown-magazine.com [mail~:bingram@uptown-magazine.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, July 20, 201i 3:57 PN 
Te~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjeet~ Re: [Madison Avenue] Richard LapcNck study -"White Men Continue to Dominate Adve~ising Agencies: a Study of the Super Bowl 201l Ads" 
Hey Debbie, 

At WDLS pla~ing ~ssion with Doug a~d ~e gang. Tha~s tbr tNs. 

Bob 

Sent from my BlackBer~’® by Boost Mobile 

From: "Stroma~, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.e&~ 

Date: Wed, 20 Ju12011 19:46:19 ÷0000 

To: Mark Szollar (Szollma@n~dmes.com)<Szollma@nytimes.com>; djones@usafootball.com<djone@usatbotball.com>; 

deedee.mill@panthe~.~N.com~ee&e.mills@pan~ers.nfl.com>; kblacMstone~)j~nail.umd.edu<kblac~smne@mml.umd.edu>; bingram@uptown- 

mag~ine.com<bingmm@up~wn- mag~ine.com>; aubreyc@mj .co~n<aubre~@tnj.com> 

Subj~t: FW: [Madi~n Avenue] Richard Lapchick sin@ "Wlfite Men Continue m Do~ninate AdveNsing Agencies: a Sin@ of the Su~r BoM 2011 Ads" 

And the beat goes o~.., 

Hope al~ ~s we~l for you and Vours~ 

d e b b V 

919-843-0336 

~ttp://~xss~c~du/~de~gradu~te~pr~gr~m/baqn~xss/s~rt~dministrat~ri/~erv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearh~g ks own g~s. Untie the r~bbons." (R.Ann S~habacker} 

~= madisonavenue-bounces@europa.bus.ucf.edu [mailto:madisonavenue-bounces@europa.bus.ucf.edu] OB Behalf Of kelvinangjy@knights.ucf.edu 
Seat= Wednesday, July 20, 20[[ [:03 PH 
To= madisonavenue@europa.bus.ucf.edu 
Sabject; [Madison Avenue] R~chard Lapchick study -"White Men Continue ~ Dominate Adve~ising Agendes: a Study d the Super Bowl 20M Ads" 

~or ~mmed~ate re~ease: 

Attached is "White Men Continue to Dominate Advertising Agencies: a Study of the Super Bowl 2055 Ads/’ a study issued by The Institute for Diversity and 

Ethics in Sport (TIDES) at the University of Central Florida. This is its second annual study on the racial and gender makeup of creative directors 

responsible for the advertising spots aired during the Super Bowl. The report has been compiled at the request of the Madison Avenue Project, a 

partnership between the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) and Mehd & Skalet, PLLC. 

Once again, there was a lack of diversity represented in the creative directors of the game’s advertisements. While the creative directors makeup again 

reflected a vast underrepresentation of women and people of color, it also reflected an improvement from last year’s study. The number of advertisements 

featuring a person of color as creative director went from zero in 20~0 to four (representing 7 percent) in 205L The gender breakdown of creative directors 

remained the same from last year at 94 percent male, 6 percent female. 

Dr. Richard Lapchick, director of TIDES and principal author of the study, said, "This yea r’s Super Bowl study continues to underline that there is so much 

room for improvement in the hiring of women and people of color as creative directors in Madison Avenue agencies. It is heartening to see that there has 

been an increase in the number of people of color who are creative directors in this year’s Super Bowl ads. However, there was no change in the number 

of women who are creative directors. These ads also show that having a woman or a person of color as the creative director does not guarantee that the 

content will be free of stereotypes and negative images. Nonetheless, the record shows that it is likely to be an improvement in the content in both racial 

and gender images if there is a woman or person of color in charge." 

Cyrus Mehri, founding partner of Mehri & Skalet, PLLC, said, "We applaud Dr. Lapchick and his graduate students. By keeping the spotlight on Madison 

Avenue’s Super Bowl ads, the industry has made a small step from zero black, Latino or Asian creative directors of Super Bowl ads to four in one year. 

While we are pleased that the industry has picked itself up from the ’inexorable zero,’ the spotlight on the industry must continue so more progress can be 

achieved in the years ahead." 

Kim Keenan, general counsel for the NAACP, added, "Despite the overwhelming diversity of Super Bowl viewers, the advertising industry continues to turn 

a blind eye to both creative and on-camera diversity. The 20~ report illustrates the glacial pace of equal opportunity in advertising." 

The content of the ads represented another area that proved to be quite revealing. In addition to the continuing use of gratuitous sexual content, this 

year’s bundle of ads managed to depict some women in an antagonistic manner featuring a number of ads portraying men attempting to appease their 

overbearing girlfriends. There was also a lack of people of color featured as main characters in the advertisements. Of the 66 ads, only eight featured a 

person of color in the lead role. According to Nielsen demographic data, there were ~2.5 million African-American viewers and ~0 million Latino viewers of 

the 2055 Super Bowl, up from ~$.2 million and 8.3 million, respectively, in 2050. Also, there were 5~.2 million female viewers, up from 48.5 million female 

viewers in 2050. 



In addition, the study flagged the five most offensive ads: Groupon’s "Tibet," Teleflora’s "Faith Hill," Sketchers’ "Kim Kardashian," GoDaddy’s "Danica 

Patrick" and Pepsi’s "Can Thrower." 

The study was done by Dr. Richard Lapchick and a team of graduate students at the request of the Madison Avenue Project, an initiative of Mehri & Skalet, 

PLLC, and the NAACP. In 2009, the Madison Avenue Project uncovered a decades-long pattern of racial discrimination in New York City’s major advertising 

agencies. 

For more information, contact Kelvin Ang at 315-450-1420 or .K___#j_v__j__n___a__n__gj_y__@_~r_3!g_h___t__s__:_u___c__f__,__e___d___u__, 

Kelvin Ang 
Graduate Assistant, Dr. Richard Lapchick 
DeVos Spor~ Business Nanagement Program, University of Central Florida 
Syracuse University alumnus, Class of 2008 

C: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 5:07 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: ’I’h~ you for meeiing with ~ne today! 

Hi The weekend ~vas wonderful and happened all too fast. ;) 

Thanks again for the chat. I enjoyed meeting you. Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Stay cool, 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
http ://exss unc. eduAmder~raduate-pr~ran~/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: i~emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: ~Ihursday, 6:21 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sublect: Thank you :[’or meeting with me today! 

Good evening Dr Stroman[ 
Thank you for your time today. ! am relieved and happy to l~ow that ! am on 
the right track! I will be sure to check in with you throughout the year! 
Also, ! look forward to seeing you in the Sports Business meetings and 
class! ~I1nank you for adding me to your roster lk~r the fall! 
See you soon! 
Have a wonderful weekend at the reunion, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 5:09 PM 

ashley mccullen@unc.edu 

EXSS    - ADD 

Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and SporcScience 

Sport Admmis~atinn FacultT e~ 

E2r~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chaix, College Sport Research Institute 

FacuhT Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Sig=~a Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 \Voollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drsrroman 

ht~p:!’iwww,unc,edu !’dep rs / exercise!’spor k=adminisura/inrt 

"Just because it hash 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 5:22 PM 

.~ em ~il .unc.edu~> 

SouthaJl, Richard Micha~d <southaJl@em~l.unc.edu> 

Research Budget Prep 

Hi       Please contact Sohini Sengupta to receive assistance with your grant proposal. Timing does not afford us the opportunity to offer the 

appropriate workshop in the next few weeks. 

Sohini works in the Center for Faculty Excellence and she provides research support. I met with her yesterday and she asked that you have the proposal, 
budget, and budget justification ready for her to assist with!review. 

sengups@unc.edu 
9:19.966.174:1 
Keep me posted! 
d 
Go t teels, 
Deborah S/roman, Ph.D, CLU 
UNC Exercise and Spore Science DepL 

Sport AdminisL~acion FaculV e~ 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chair, Carolirta Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Spore Research Institute 
FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spo~Es Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Marl Leadership & } tono~s Organization) 
315 \Voollen CB# 8605 
Chapel }{iJd, N(7 27599 
919.843.0336 
Twi~re~ d~srtoman 

"Just because it hash ’t been dane -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, Jnly 21,2011 11:58 AM 

ttarvey, Matt~hew North <mnh@email.unc.edu>; Salyer, Sherry L <salyer@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Meetin~%unch Meeting 

Hi. I just finished a meeting, I am wide open until 3:00. 

debbg 

]~)eDorah ;:;t~oman. Ph D., CI ,U 

htt~://~xss~unc~edu/unde~gra~ua~e~r~gram/ba4n~exss/s~rt-a~ministrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ~ibbons." (N.Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: Ha~ey, Ma~hew Noah 
Sent: Thursday, July 2~, 20~1 8:30 AM 
To: Salyer, Sher~ L; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Meeting!Lunch Meeting 

Yes, the first-year student sessions. Debby, are you avaHabte today or tomorrow? Mat~ 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 201~ 7:~4 AM 
To: Ha~ey, Ma~hew No~h; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Meeting/Lunch Meeting 

Hi Matt. As [t stands r~gh~: now, ~ will be out of state t~ex~: Wed, 27th, ~ couhJ meet tomorrow~maybe ew?t~ ~:odav, ~]ust routed out [ am supposed to be on campus for 

a 9-$~ meet~n~ today that 

Lime and location. 

The sessions ~n the past (~ th~nk Sarah Howard did the h~tia~ o~e; Laura M-E last year’s) were ~ood. You are mean~n8 the F~rst year student sessions?? I assume they 

shared the 

E~= Ha~ey, Na~hew Noah 

Se~t= Wednesday, ~uly 20, 20~ ~:~6 AM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L; Salyer, Sher~ L 

Sabjett= Meeting!Lunch Meeting 

Dear Debbie and Sherry, 

I’ve been asked to orsanize pre-resistration workshops for EXSS this fall. If you’re able, I thought it would nice to meet up for lunch or quick meeting. Maybe next 

Wednesday, 12:30 at the Carolina Coffee Shop? Let me know if this could work, or other times. 

Best, 

Matt 

PS 

If this isn’t possible, that’s okay too. I’m sure we could work out Iosistics via email. 
................................... 

Matthew Harvey, Academic Advisor 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Collese of Arts & Sciences and General Collese 

Academic Advisin~ Prosram, Campus Box 3~0 

2~4 East Cameron Road, 2006 Steele Buildin8 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3~0 

(9~9) 843-66S9 

m_~_b_~_#.~_#_[k#_e.£,.~.~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 12:13 PM 

ttoward, Sarah J <howardsj@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: Questions about Independent Study 

FYI. ;) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, July 20, 2011 10:14 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Questions about Independent Stu@ 

Hi         I went to the site and sa~v my name listed https:/iapps2.oasis.unc.edu/advsched/app 
Please let me know what link you did not see my name so I can lk~rward this error to Academic Advising. 

I am available tomon-ow after 12:00 p.m. Please advise 

Thanks! 

Go tteels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

Explore Engage Empower. 

919.8430336 

http ://exss unc. edu~under~raduate-pro~ram/ba-in-e×ss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~ve~iew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ,~,,email.tmc. edn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:06 AM 
To: Stroraan, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Questions about Independent Stu@ 

Hey- Dr. Stroman, 
I tried to schedule an appointment with you on the academic advising 
website but I did not see your name ~der the list of available advisers. 
Is there a time either tomol~ow or next Tuesday that you are available to 
meet. I know- you said Tuesday and Thursday were the best days for you. I 
just want to run sorae ideas by you if that is ok. 

On Tue, 14:51:27 +0000, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Hi Thanks for your follow- up. Yes, you may begin contacting 
> organizations. Let them know that you will receive academic credit for 
your 
> internship. Share your interests and goals for contacting their 
> organization. 
> 

> Keep me posted! 
> 

> I am available to meet this summer as I am in town. The best days are 
> Tuesdays through Thursdays. 
> 

> Stay cool, 
> 

> Dr Stroman 
> 

> 

> Go Heels, 
> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D, CLU 
> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
> 919.8430336 
> 

http ://exss unc. eduAmdergraduate-pr~grana/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 
> 

> "Each day comes bearing its o~vn gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R .~Xmn 



> Schabacker) 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> [~’rom: !~email unc edu] 
> Sent: Mi)nday, 11:55 AM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Su~iect: Questions about Independent Study 
> 

> 

> Dr. Stroman, 
> I met with you last month and we discussed doing an independent study 
this 
> coming semester. You had told me to email you back about it around the 
> middle of     I am definitely- still very interested in doing the 
> independent stu@ and have been looking and found several organizations 
> that I ara interested in possibly volunteering with. Would it be ok if I 
> schedule an appointment with you to discuss some ideas about the 
> organizations as well as the study? Also, should I begin contacting the 
> organizations myself? I know you are probably very busy, I just want to 
> make sure I ara on the right track. I really appreciate all your help Dr. 
> Stroman[ 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 12:14 PM 

@ema~l .unc.edu:~ 

I~E: Georgetown Request Information 

Hi      Change your non-waive to review. I ~vant you to check the waive the review so I can complete your recommendation. Friendly advice: Never ask your recommenders to complete 
their review ~vith a non-waiver 
check. Can be viewed as insecuri~z or lack of a relationship by employers and educational institutions 

If you want to see what your evaluators say about you, ask them directly. :) 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/under~raduate-pr~ram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:33 PM 
To: Struman, Deburah Lynn 
Subject:             Request [nfurmatiun 

Dr. Struman, 

I have sent the information yuu will need to cumplete the letter uf 
recommendatiun for            The notificatiun emails will indicate 

as the sender but will 
cume :[’rum                     . It may appear as spam su please check your 
spare folder ifyuu have nut received it yet. Also, what number would be 
best to reach you at so we can talk? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 22, 2011 10:59 AM 

Aguilar, Alain J <alaguilad~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Acad Adv Meeting - 8.3.11 

Thanks! 

Beat the heat, 

Debby 

Deborah Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 
Sport Administration Faculty and EXSS Academic Advisor 

www.exss.unc.edu 

919.843.0336 

"My part is to improve the present moment." 

On 7/22/11 10:56 AM. "Alain J Aguilar" <alaguiia~emaii.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 
>Debby, 
> 
>Looks great. 
> 
>Alain 
> 
> 
> 
>On Thu, 21 Jul 2011 20:49:45 +0000, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~unc.edu> 
>wrote: 
>> Hi. Attached find the ppt for the meeting. (An edit of the Explore 
>Carolina 
>> ppt) 
>> 
>> Please review and let me know if you want to add/delete, make changes. I 
>> put a name with each slide. I am thinking that the presentation should 
>end 
>> in 45 mins. I can then take anyone who is interested on a tour of the 
>> buildings. You are welcome to join us or get back to the cave. ;) 
>> 
>> Thanks again! 
>> 
>> d 
>> 
>> Go Heels, 
>> 
>> Deborah Strornan, Ph.D., CLU 
>> UNC - Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 
>> Sport Administration Faculty - eD? 
>> EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
>> Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
>> Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
>> Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda 
>>(Natl 
>> Leadership & Honors Organization) 
>> 
>> 315 Woollen - CB# 8605 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 919.843.0336 
>> Twitter - drstrornan 
>> http://www.un c. eduideptsiexercise/sport_administration 
>> "Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be 
>>done." 
> 
>-- 
>Alain J Aguilar, MA, ATC, LAT, NASM CPT & PES, CSCS 
>Lecturer and Director of the Fitness Professional Track 
>Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
>Staff Athletic Trainer for Men’s Soccer 
>University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
>Woollen Gym 314 
>(o) 919-843-2033 
>(c) 
>(f) 919-962-6325 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 2:01 PM 

~med. unc.edu> 

1~9;: CBC Golf 

Thanks for your note. Have a great weekend! 

debby 

Deloorah ;!%.roman. P}~ D., (3I .U 

http://~xss~unc~edu/undergr~du~te~pr~gr~m/baqn~exss/s~rt-~dministr~t~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes beari~8 ~ts ow~ 8~s, U~tie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schaba¢ke~} 

Seat= Friday, £48 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sabject= RE: CBC 6olf 

Hi DebMe, 

~ appredate rece~v~n~ your call today, but unfortunately I will no[ be able to attend Loday’s session. ~ was taMn~ s fina~ exam for s class Lhat ~ took thb summer 

session whe~ you called, ~ really hope you aH do th~s aAa~n ~n the f~H and ~ would be thrilled to take ~t then, ~ hope you a~ have fun tNs afternoo~ and stay cooH 

Thanks 

[.ir..eberger £omprchens~ve £ar..cer Center 
¯ t50 We s t [} ~ive, {] B # 7295 
Protoco~ Of~?ce - 3rd Fh’Admia Tower 
[:hape] Hill, N(] 27599-7295 
(T) 919-966-4432 

0") 919 -962-2 o21 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:15 PM 

Te: cbcchak@unc.edu 
Subject: CBC Golf 

Hi Most Bnlhusi~sfically Inmrest:ed Golfer’. You have questions? I have ~nswers... 

What to wear? Dress comfortably. Recommended: Sneakers or golf shoes; Collared golf shirt or fitness shirt; Shorts or pants; No denm% Lhnimd or no iewehN ~lf or 

baseball b~t ~nd sunglasses to bloek d~e sun, if neeess~@. 

What to bfinS? Your smile; golf questions, water bo~le; business cards; one plfpke; plfclubs and a glove, if you own them and/or want to pick them up for the first or 

second time. @ 

Where do I go? Meet at Woollen Gym (Room 205) 2:55 p.m. We will start in the classroom and then travel to Finlefs Chapman Center (t tome of the varsiV golf warns) 

for skills work. 

"I still have questions[" 

Gol~related: Contact me at 843.0336 or 410.206.2939 or by email until Friday at 2:45 p.m. My office is Woollen 315. 

We will finish by 6:15 p.m. unless YOI J ehoose to stay ~s the golf addietion will h~e beam. ;) 

We still h~ve a few slots left so let me know if you can round up another friend. 

I look tb~ard to meeting you and having a ~eat: time learning THE Sport of Business: 

Horambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration 

CB 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:1.9.843.0336 

::.~.i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:06 PM 

@gmml.com> 

1~3/,: Advising 

Please call me today betwee~ 1:00 and 3:00~ If I miss you, I will call you right back. 

Thanks. 

9 P’).863.0336 

http://~xss.unc.edu/undergraduate~pr~gram/baqn~exss/s~rt-administrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes beari#8 ~ts ow~ 8~s, U~tie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schaba¢ke~} 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, ~2:05 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Advising 

Dr. Stmma~ 

That would acmNly be greafi When a~e t1~e best times ruth you? I am in the process of moving out of my aNament for the snmmer and traveling but a phone 

conversation would ~ thnmstic. 

Than~ a loft 

On Tue, at 11:01 AM, Stroman, Deborah L <_d__._s_t!:_o_£~__u_%c_:__e_d_u_> wrote: 
Hi Th;mks for yore" inq@~%’. We can cha~ by phone if it is easier tbr you. The I-;XSS general m~jor is ~he cmiculam should tbllo~. 

The are opea right now but sN).iec~ to chaage. 
Hease ~dvise. 
Dr~ Stroman 

£k: Meel~;, 
DeboraI:t 

919.843.0336 

h~p://e:~ss.unc.eduh~Memmd~te- progrmn/ba- m- exsffsport- admimsl"afion/ovendew,’ 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 10:41 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Advising 
Dr. Stmma~ 
I recently decided late spring/early snmmer that I ~i~ i mn interested in applying to PT school after i gmd~te. I was hoping to speak to ~u about what tNngs i need 

m be doing my jtmior and senior year m prepare and be competitive for admission. Do yon have any oNn times Wedne~ay or Thur~ay ’? i 
w~s hoping to ~ out somefl~ings ~tbm N1 the c~iness in 

Thanks ~ much’. 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of: 

Bachelor of Arts in Exercise and Sports Science 

== 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 

Bachelor of Arts in Exercise and Sports Science 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday, 12:50 PM 

@live.nnc.edu-~ 

I~E: Independent Study 

Hi       Yes, you may still do an independent study with me. 

Keep focused and smiling! 

9 P’).863.0336 

htt~://exss.unc.edu/undergra~ua~e~r~gram/ba4n~exss/sp~rt-a~ministrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts o~n gi~s, Untie the ~ibbons," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: [mailto: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~2:20 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Independent Study 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I have a question regarding the independent study course. I ended up geeing a in my course for last summer session so my cumulative GPA is a      I noticed that on 
Connect Carolina it sNtes that for "required preparation, any ~o EXSS courses with B or be~r and a cumulative grade point average of 3.0Y Is there any way that I would 
still be able to do an independent study in Fall although my GPA is not a 3.0 or would I have to wait until the Spring semester? 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
BA Exercise and Sport Science-Sport Administration 

Office: 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 1:20 PM 

@live.nnc.edu-> 

l~E: Independent Study 

You too! 

929 84.3 0336 

htt~//e~‘unc‘edu/un~ergrad~ate-~r~gram/~-e~/~p~rt-adm[n~trat~/~verv~e~/ 

"Each day comes ~earing ~ts own g~fts. Untie the r~bbons~" {R.Ann Schaback~r} 

From= [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, ~:~2 PN 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Independent Study 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
Great[ rm e~remely exci~d to know that. I have been brainstorming ideas so ~ will definitely send you an email ne~ week so that we can possibly set up a time ~ meet again. 
Thank you so much and enjoy the rest d your Monday. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
BA Exercise and Sport Science-Sport Administration 

Office: 
Cell: 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 22:49 PM 
To= 
S..bjeet= RE: Independent Study 

Hi      Yes, you may still do an independent study with 

Keep focused and smiling! 

Go } 

919 84.3 03,3 6 

ht~p://exss~unc~edu~undergradu~te-pr~m/baqn-exss~s~rt-~dm~n~s~rati~n/~verv~e~/ 

"Each day comes Bea~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbons~" {R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m= [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, ~2:20 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Independent Study 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I have a question regarding the independent study course. I ended up geeing a in my course for last summer session so my cumulative GPA is a      I noticed that on 
Connect Carolina it s~tes that for "required preparation, any ~o EXSS courses with B or be~er and a cumulative grade point average of 3.0." Is there any way that I would 
still be able to do an independent study in Fall although my GPA is not a 3.0 or would I have to wait until the Spring semester? 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
BA Exercise and Sport Science-Sport Administration 

Ottice: 
Cell: : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, July 25, 2011 5:29 PM 

Wanda Tyler < @gmail.com> 

l~E: Wm~da D. Tyler visit 

Hi, I expect to be here on the :1.:[th between :[ 1:00 and 2:00. Feel free to give me a call the week of the 8~h to confirrn~ Thanks. 

Kxtio~e~ E~gage. Empower. 
929 84.3 0336 

ht~://e~u~c~edu/u~dergraduate-~r~gram/~a-~r~-e~s~/sp~rbadm~r~rati~n/~er~ew/ 
"Each day comes ~ea~i~g ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbo~sJ’ {R.Ann 5chabacker} 

From= Wanda Tyler [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, July 20, 2011 5:20 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Wanda D. Tyler visit 
Good afternoon, Dr. Stroman, 
Dr. Peggy Jablons~ just informed me that you may ~ avNlable k~ meet with me ne~ month m ~lk about diversib,-Mated iNfiafives at ~C-ChaNI Hill. My 

un&mtanding is fl~at you aze scheduled k~ ~ in the office between August 6 mid 11; I roll be in the s~te t?om Thumday, A~Nust 11 fl]rough Tuesday evening, August 

16 so it appears "that August 11 is our best bet. Please let me know your avmlability on fl~is date. 

I look tb~ard m hea~ng th~m you. 

Sincerely, 

Wan& Tyler 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday, 5:31 PM 

@gmail.com> 

1~:;: Advising on Graduate Programs 

Hi How is your schedule on Wed~]esday at 2:00 

Go } 

929 84.3 0336 

htt~//e~‘unc‘edu/un~ergrad~ate-~r~gram/~n-e~/~p~rt-adm[n~trat~/~verv~e~/ 

"Each day comes ~earing ~ts own g~fts. Untie the r~bbons~" {R.Ann Schabacker} 

From= @gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, ~:06 PN 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Advising on Graduate Programs 

Hi Dr. Stroma~, 

I took the GRE yesterday, and ~ was hoping we could meet to discuss some options lbr graduate ~hool tbr me. I’ve decided that I reaJly want to do something 

uses exercise ~ the treatment for eating disorders aid depression. Unfo~unately, I have no clue how to go aNut fl]is right now. I’ve been looking into different 

counseling, heaJfl] psychology, MPtt, and spots psychology majors. ~ was cnfious ~s to what all you might recommend or have a~]y ide~ on what would ~ a good 

way to enter the field/c~vate ifi 

I’m veo~ open ~ meet an~ime ne~ Tues-Ffiday, a~d I’ll ~ around [br &e rest of&e summec ~ I’m e~Jvmely available~ 

Thank you for your helg ~d I ~ook fo~,ard to meeting with you~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, 5:46 PM 

~gmaJl.com 

I~E: Advising on Graduate Programs 

Meet me in Steele Building 2017D. 

Thanks! 

Dr, Strofrum 

ht~:~exss~unc~e~u/un~er~ra~ua~e~r~ram~a~n~exss/s~r~a~m~r~s~ati~n~ver~ew~ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gi~s, Uncle the ribbonsJ’ {R,Ann Scbabacker} 

From: @gmai.com [mailto: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, 5:46 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Advising on Graduate Programs 

That woNd be peffecf! 

I’ll see yon then~ 

Tha~ 

Sent farm my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@nnc.edu> 

Date: Mon, 21:31:08 ~ 0000 

To: @gmaJl.com> 
Subject: RE: Advising on Graduate Programs 

, How is your schedule on Wednesday at 2:00 p.m.? 

DeboraI:t 8troman, Ph-D., CI.U 

htt~://exss.u~c.edu/u~dergradu~te’~r~gr~m/baAmexss/sp~rt-~dministrati~n/~verv~ew/ 
"E~ch d~y comes bearing ts o~n gifts, Unl:~e the ribbot~s," (N,Ann 5chabacker} 

F~m: [mai~: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday,           1:06 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Advising on Graduate Programs 
tti Dr. Stroman, 
I took fl~e G~ yesteNay, and I was hoping we could meet to discuss some options for graduate ~hool for me. I’ve decided that I mNly w~t to do something that 

uses exercise ~ the trealnent for eating disoNers a~d depression. U~o~nately, I have no clue how to go a~ut this fight now. I’ve been loo~ng into different 

counseling, heNth psychology, MPH, and spots psychology ~nqiors. I was curious ~ to what N1 you migN recommend or have ~y ide~ on what woNd ~ a good 

way to enter the fiel~cmate ifi 

I’m ve~ open ~ meet an?~ime next Tues-Ffiday, m~d I’ll ~ amuM for fl~e rest office snmmec ~ I’m e~remely avNlable~ 

Th~k you for your helg ~d I look fo~vaN to meeting with you~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, July 25, 2011 6:38 PM 

Turner, Robert Winston II <r~vtume@emaJl.unc.edu~~ 

1~;: Appt 

Also, you should rnake sure you add EXSS {or’ spell k ou0 on your" IJNC signatur’e~.. 

e.g., EXSS --- College Sport Research Institute 

Remember, the politics are crH:ical to success. ;) 

919-843-0336 

http://exss4~nc‘edu/under~r~duste-pr~sm/baqn-exss/ss~rt~sdministr~t~n/~verv~e~/ 

"Each da~ comes bear{rig its own g~Xs~ Untie the r~bbons/’ (R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: Turner, Robe~ Winston II 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 20~ 6:35 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Appt 
No problem, rll have things ready for the RW3 proposal by ~ursday. rm sure that Richard and I will touch base on the Knight Commission by tomorrow. 

Robert W. Turner PhD. 
Sociology 
College Sport Research Institute 
Postdoctoral Research Associate 
Carolina Postdoctoral Program 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

The Difference Network Series: Marquette University 
.l:~_~p_; j_ j_~=__E~__a___r_g_u___e__t__e___e_=__e__d___ui_dj__ff__~ ~_~ ~ £t~9£~ f e a t u r e turner&h_~_ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:32 PM 

To: Turner, Robert Winston II 
Subject: RE: Appt 

Okay. I set this process up such that Sohini’s expectations are that you are coming to her for a review of your budget work thus far. Richard said that he would work 

with you on the deliw:_~rables (as nol:ed in my prevR)us ema~i) She ~s wH~ing to [urther advise ar@ provide feedback. 

Please only contact her when you both are ready.., 

Thanks, 

d 

Go MeSs, 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake~programibaqn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: Turner, Robe~ Wins~n II 
8ent: Monday, July 25, 20~ 6:30 PM 

Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bje¢t: RE: Appt 
Richard didn’t make it to the office today. I was under the impression that we were going to work on the budget numbers today. I also need ~ speak with Sohini about my 
budget for RW3. Hopefully Richard will set that up ~o. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:27 PM 

To: Turner, Robert Winston II 
Subject; RE: Appt 

(:)kay. Did you and Richard do the budget prep yet and/or mee[: w~l:h 

~:1o } ic,’ls, 

919-843-0336 

ht~p://exss4~nc~edu/under~duste~pr~sm/baqn~exss/ss~t~sd~inis~t~n/~verv~e~/ 

"Each da~ comes bear{rig its own g~Xs~ Untie the r~bbons/’ (R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: Turner, Robe~ Winston II 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 20~ 6:~5 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: RE: Appt 
rll come to your office at 4:00 ~ give us a bit more breathing room. 
Than~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 



Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:13 PM 
To: Turner, Robert Winston 11 
Subject: RE: Appt 

f have a 5:30 ag)pt, off campus, it we (:an make our me~-:d:ing v~-_~ry efficient, t:hat’s a go~ ;) 

~ wHI be here .... 

Thanks. 

http~/~xs~unc~du/underg~:du:te~pr~g~:m/ba"~n~xss/sp~t":dm~n~st~:t:~n/~ve~:e~ 

"E~ch d~y comes bea~ing its o~ g~s, Untie the Hbbons," {~,~ S~h~backer} 

F~m: Turner, Robe~ Wins~n II 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:~3 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: RE: Appt 
Hello Deb: 
Can we meet about 4:30 ~morrow? That would give me a bit more time to work on my application and have something prepared for our meeting. I’ll come up to your office 
since there is 0 space in mine :-) 
Cheers 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 4:36 PM 
To: Turner, Robert Winston 11 
Subject: Appt 

Hi Robert. I am available tomorrow after 2:30 p.m. Please advise. 

My meeting with Dean Gil is Wednesday morning. 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UN(7 Exercise and Sport Science Dc~pc 

Sport Administration Facuky e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chai~, Carolhla Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, College Sport Research Institute 

Facuhy Advisor, Carolina Sports Busisxess Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nat] Leadership & Honors Organization) 

3IS \Vool]en CB# 860S 

Chapel HiLl, NC 27S99 

919.843.0 ~36 

Twitter drsLroman 

b ~cpv//ww~v.unc.edu//depts/exer clse//spor L_adm m tstratlo~? 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can °t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, July 25, 2011 6:42 PM 

Turner, Robert Winston II <r~vtume@email.unc.edw~ 

1~: Appt 

;) 

92984.30336 

~tt~//exs~ur~c~e~u/underg~ad~ate-~r~gram/ba~-exs~/s~t~adm[n~t~at~n/~ve~v~ew/ 

"Each day comes ~ea~ng ~ts own giftso Untie the ribbons$’ {R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m= Turner, Robe~ Winston II 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 20~1 6:39 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Appt 
Good look. ~an~ 

Robert W. Turner PhD. 
Sociology 

College Sport Research Institute 
Postdoctoral Research Associate 
Carolina Postdoctoral Program 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

The Difference Network Series: Marquette University 
http: //www.marquetee.edu/differencenetworWfeature torner.php 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:38 PM 
To: Turner, Robert Winston II 
Subject: RE: Appt 

Abo, you sho@d make sure you add EXSS (or spell it out) on your UNC signature... 

e.g., EXSS---Cotlege Sport Research Instkute 

Remember, the politics are critical to success. ;} 

d 

Go M~.Js, 

Debora}~ Strom~n, Ph.D. CL[ J 

9Zo.843.0334 

ht~p://exss.unc.edu/undergrad~ate.pr~gram/baJn.exss/sp~rbadm~n1s~rati~n/~ver~ew/ 

"Each day comes bea~i~g ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbons/’ {R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m= Turner, Robe~ Winston II 
Sent= Honday, July 25, 2011 6:35 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Appt 
No problem. I’ll have things ready for the RWJ proposal by ~ursday. rm sure that Richard and I will touch base on the Knight Commission by tomorrow. 

Robert W. Turner PhD, 
Sociology 
College Sport Research Institute 
Postdoctoral Research Associate 
Carolina Postdoctoral Program 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

The Difference Network Series: Marquette University 
http: //www m~arquetee.edu/differencenetwork/feature turner@hp 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:32 PM 

To: Turner, Robert Winston I1 
Subject: RE: Appt 

Okay. I set this process up such that Sohini’s expectations are that you are comh~g to her for a review of your budget work thus far. Richard said that he would work 

with you on the deliverables (as noted in my preqous ema~). She ~s w@ing to further advise and provide feedback. 

Please .anly contact her when y.au both are ready.. 

Thanks. 

d 

Go } 

DS~.x’ah S~:rom~n, PhD., CL[ ~ 

919 84.3 03,3 6 

http://exs~unc~edu/under~radu~te~pr~m/ba4n~exs~/sp~rt~dm~n~trat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bear{ng its own giXs, Untie the ribbons," {R,Ann Schabacke~} 



From: Turner, Robert Winston II 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:30 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Appt 
Richard didn’t make it to the office today. I was under the impression that we were going to work on the budget numbers today. I also need to speak with $ohini about my 
budget for RWJ. Hopefully Richard will set that up too. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:27 PM 

To: Turner, Robert Winston IT 
Subject: RE: Appt 

Okay, Did you and Richard do the budget prep yet and/or meet with Sohini? 

Debor~h S, troman, H~.I~),, CLU 

http~//ex~s~unc~edu/undergraduate~pr~gram/ba~n~ex~/~p~rt-adm~i~trati~n/~ver~e~/ 

"Each da~ ~omes ~ea~ing ffs own gi~s, Untie the ribbonsY ~,Ann $d~abad~er} 

~: Turner, Robe~ Wins~n H 
$e~t~ Monday, July 2~, 20~ 6:~ PH 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~}ject: RE: Appt 
TII come to your office at 4:00 to give us a bit more breathing room. 
ThanB 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:13 PM 
To: Turner, Robert Winston 11 
Subject: RE: Appt 

I have a 5:30 appt, ot:f campus. It: we can make our meeting very efl:icient, that’s a go! ;} 

I will be here.,. 

Thanks, 

d 

L Mx~rah :S:.~ornan. Ph D,, CI ,U 

E~pk~r,,, Engage. Empow~q:, 
9i9.843.0336 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiunder~rad ua~e-pro~ramibaqn-exssisport~administrat~onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearin8 ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," {R,A~ S~habacke~} 

From= Turner, Robe~ Winston ~ 
Sent= Monday, July 25, 20~ 6:~3 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject= RE: Appt 
Hello Deb: 
Can we meet about 4:30 ~morrow? That would give me a bit more time to work on my application and have something prepared for our meeting, rll come up to your office 
since there is 0 space in mine :-) 
Cheers 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 4:36 PM 

To: Turner, Robert Winston II 
Subject: Appt 

Hi Robert. I am available tomorrow after 2:30 p.m. Please advise. 

My meetin~ with Dean Gil is Wednesday morning. 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spore Science Dq_,u 

Sport Administration Facuky e~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, CoLlege Sport Research Institute 

Facuh7 Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 \Voollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drsrroman 

hup:/’/%,ww,unc,edu/’dep [s / exercise/’spor t adl~inisuratinr~ 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 10:32 AM 

< @gmail.com> 

Re: Practitiouer Inte~wiew Report EXSS 

Hi Feel free to interview- the GM 

DLS Ii’om my iPhone 

On , at 7:39 PM, ’ ’ < @gmail corn> wrote: 

> Hi Dr. Stroman, 

> Hope your surmner has been ~vonderful so far It’s winding down and so 
> it my internship here I read the syllabus and saw that 
> the practitioner interviewee had to be an executive for the team, but 
> could not be the intern supervisor In my situation, our owner and GM 
> are both intern supervisors, but I had the GM sign all of my papers 
> for the class I would just interview the owner, but he is going 
> through some personal issues at the moment and I don’t feel very 
> comfortable doing so. Would it still be okay to interwew the General 
> Manager? 
> 

> Thanks! 

> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>      @email unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Tuesday, 12:22 PM 

Oh, Tamara <warguska@email.unc.edu> 

- Please disregmd earlier em~Jls 

Thanks. 

929 84.3 0336 

htt~//e~‘unc‘e~u/un~ergrad~ate-~r~gram/~n-e~/~p~rt-adm[n~trat~/~verv~e~/ 

"Each day comes ~earing ~ts own g~fts. Untie the r~bbons~" {R.Ann Schabacker} 

From= Oh, Tamara 
Sent: Tuesday, ~:35 AN 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
C¢= Barker, Robe~ A 
Subject= RE: - Please disregard earlier emails 

Dear Professor Stroman, 

~ have the grade you wanted me to report: for from our telephone d~scusskm on 

Best Regards, 

Tamara Oh, JD 

h~terim Judidaf Programs Officer 

University of North Carolina 

450 Rk~ge Road, Suite 1:106 

Campus So’.4 5100 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599--51~ 

Phone: (919} 962-0485 

Fax: (919) 843-9778 

EmaH: toh @unc.edu<mai~to:toh @unc.edu> 

. Please disr,-_~gard the last ,-_~mail I sent you. 

Corffich:_mtiality No~:ice: This e--m~ii message, including a~:~:achments, is for the soh:_~ use of the inb:_mded recipient(s) and may con~:ain confidential information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibit~:_~d. If you ar~-_~ not the inb:_mded recipient, please con~:ac~: the sender by r~-_~pl¥ e-mail and destroy all 

copies o1: the original message. 

From: Oh, Tamara 
Sent: Tuesday, :t0:58 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Barker, Robert A 
Subject: RE: 

Dear Professor Stroman, 

This email is a follow u~ regarding my email below. This Friday is my last day as the in~:erin~ Judicial Programs Officer. If you need to r~-_@or~:         grade aft:or 

please submit: ~:he grade to Rob,:_~r[: Barker, the Judk:ial Pr,:_3gr~ims Coorditl~itor. For your convenience I haste cc’d him on this email I[ you haw:, any 

questions about reporting grades or the Honor System he should be able to help you. Thanks again for your help. 

Best Regards, 

Tamara Oh, JD 

Interim Judicial Programs Officer 

Universi~:y of Nor~:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

450 Ridge Road, Suite :1:106 

Campus Box 5:100 

Chapel Hill, NC 2759.9-5:1@? 

Phone: (9:[9} 962-0zNS 

Fax: (919) 843-.9778 

Email: toh @unc.edu<mailto:toh @unc.edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e--maif message, indudir~g a~achrnents, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohihited~ If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy aU 

copies of the original message~ 

From: Oh, Tamara [mailto:warguska@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:00 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: 

Dear Professor Stroman, 

I am writing to confirm completion of the Honor Court case involving               a student in your           EXSS    class. 

Honor Court case was heard on . In an Expedited Hearing Panel of the Undergraduate Honor Court pied guilty to plagiarism. After 

receiving evidence and deliberating, the Honor Court recommended the following sanctions: one semester of academic probation for Fall , a written letter of 

warning, and a failing grade on the assignment in question. 

In light of the Court’s determination, a final course grade can now be assigned. The final grade should be computed based on the student’s academic performance, 

while incorporating a failing grade on the assignment in question. The final grade may be reported directly to the University Registrar or you may furnish the grade 

to me and I will ensure it is reported to the Registrar. Please notify me of the grade you will be issuing and whether you will be reporting that grade 

directly to the University Registrar or if you would prefer that I report the grade. 

On behalf of the Honor System, I thank you for your support of academic integrity. Should you have any questions about the case or the sanction, please feel free 

to contact me. 

Best Regards, 

Tamara Oh, JD 

Interim Judicial Programs Officer 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 1106 

Campus Box 5100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5100 

Phone: (919) 962-0485 

Fax: (919) 843-9778 

Emaih toh~unc.edu<mailto:toh ~unc.edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 

copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCI~NGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, July 26, 2011 12:25 PM 

Weight, Erimme Allen <eweight@emml.unc.edu> 

l~E: IMG 2011 Fall Internship 

Thanks. We have s[udents working as interns at IMG, As per my vmsg, you can always forward these notices to me. 

Have a great day! 

t:~tio~e, E~gage. Empower. 

9Zo.843.0334 

ht~://exss~unc~e~u/un~er~ra~uate~r~ram/~a~n~exss/s~rba~rn~r~s~rati~n/~verV~e~/ 

"Each da~ ~omes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," ~,Ann $chabad~er} 

F~ Weight, Erianne Allen 
$e~t~ Tuesday, July 26, 20~ ~:24 AM 
Te~ Cooper, Co~; Osborne, Barbara ]; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Richard Michard; Southal, Deborah Joy; rayschn@bgsu.edu 
~¢~ jessica.jackel@imgworld.com 
$~ject~ ~: IMG 20~ Fall Internship 
Hi Eye,one, 
~ received an email from one of my former students who is working for ~MG in Charlo~e. She is looking for a top tier intern who really wan~ ~ learn. The initial applicant pool 
was disappointing, so she is hoping to get a few hand-selected applican~ via a recommendation. Do you have any students who might be interested? ~f you could fo~ard the 

info to them, that would be wonde~u! 
The position announcement is a~ched - some key info is below. 
lBtemshi~ Be~ri~ti¢~ Intern will assist IMG Charlotte Branch office’s New Business Development division and IMG Consulting division on day to day projects, which 
includes conducting market research, brand tracking, client program management, creation of PowerPoint presentations and updating marketing materials. 
The IMG Charlotte Branch Office 2011 Fall Internship Program begins in late August and lasts until mid-December. 
-Edanne 

~]tlanne A. ~leJ~}tt, Ph.D.~ M.B.A. 

Assist:ant Progessor, Sport Administration 

The University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919.448.4870 

From: Jackel, Jessica [Jessica.Jackel@imgworld,com] 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 5:21 PM 
To: Weight, Erianne Allen 
Cc: Bryan, Janna 
Subject: IMG 2011 Fall Internship 

Hi Edanne, 

I have attached the IMG Fall internship announcement. I cannot thank you enough for spreading the word. I have also copied Janna Bryan, our internship 

coordinator on this email, any questions or resumes can go straight to her. 

Thanks so much again] 

Jessica 

The pr>sedinq e-mail messaqe (inciul:ing ar~y aLt:achments) 
contains information that ma~" be confidentia~ may be protected 

by the attorney-client or otPer applicable p£ivileges, o~ may 
constituLe non-public ]nfoiLmation. IL is :[nt~z]ded to be oM]veyed 
only to the designated recipient(s) named above. If you are not 
an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender 
by replying to this message and then delete all copies of it 
Iron your compuLez system. Airy use, dissemJ[~aLion, distrJbuLion, 
or reproduction of this message by unintended recipients is not 
authorized and may be unlawful. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Wednesday, 10:51 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

l~E: EXSS 101 Hopeful?? 

Welcome [o LiNC! Feel free [o give me a call or set an appointment to discuss our major. Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

9 P.).863.0336 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake~programibaqn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Tuesday,           9:37 PM 

¢¢: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EgS ~0~ Hopeful?? 

k:eep trying       maybe something wH~ 

As a sophomore~ Vo~ wH~ not need I01 (jrs and srs on the EXSS--S~x~rt Admin track do, bt~t sophs and r:VS don"t}. I s~ggest you l:a~k w~:h Dr. Stroman. ~ hsw? copied 

her on this emaiL She is an advisor for the spor’~ admin track and a pro[:essor ~n the department. Have you had anatomy and physiology? What EXSS classes are you 

register’ed [:or ~n the fall? H: you don’t get ANY, you wH~ be okay. 

F~m: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~:26 AN 
Te: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: EXSS 101 Hopeful?? 
Dear Ms. Salyer, 

I am an incoming                student from UNC          and I am very interested in Exercise and Sports Science. I have not officially declared my major to be 
EXSS because I have not been able to take a class in that field yet. I looked up your classes and found that there are currently no openings. I was wondering if you would be 
kind enough to allow me to take one of your classes? I am a hard-working student and I am seriously thinking about declaring my major to be EXSS-Sports Administration at 
the end of this semester but I feel I need to know the Foundations of my intended major before I actually declare. 

Thank you for your consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 10:53 AM 

@gmail.com> 

IrE: Practitioner Interview Report EXSS 

Hi Great questions’. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ,(a)~m ail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:02 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Practitioner Interview Report EXSS 

Okay, great Here are my interview questions for review. 

Thanks! 

On Tue, at 10:32 AM. Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Feel free to interview the GM. 

> 

> I)LS frommy iPhone 

> 

> On at 7:39 PM, .... < @gmai].com> wrote: 

> 

>> Hi ]Dr. Stroman, 

>> 

>> Hope your summer has been wonderful so far. It’s winding down and so 

>> it my internship here I read the sy]labus and saw that 

>> the practitioner intelwiewee had to be an executive for the team, but 

>> could not be the intern supetwisor. In ray situation, our owner and 

>> GM are both intern supervisors, but I had the GM sign all of my 

>> papers for the class. I would just interview the owner, but he is 

>> going through some personal issues at the raoment and I don’t feel 

>> very corrffortable doing so. Would it still be okay to inter,,iew the 

>> General Manager? 

>> 

>> That.s[ 

>> 

>> L~-C-Chapel Hill 

>>      @emaihunc.edu 

LrNC-Chapel Hill 

@emaihunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, July 27, 2011 11:10 AM 

Turner, Robert Winston II <r~vtume@ema:il.unc.edu~~ 

1~: Appt 

Eli Robert, Dean Gil is willing to write the recommendation~ She expressed concern as to whether VC [intwisle should be the person though. Wei~ need to 

understand ~f your RWJ research ~s SPONSORED research that w~l] be processed through that office. 

~ w~l he over ~n S~:eele ~:h~s af~:ernoon, text rne and ~ w~l g~ve you a caJl. Thanks~ 

ht~p://exss.unc.edu/undergrad~ate.pr~gram/ba4n.exss/sp~rbadm~n1s~rati~n/~ver~ew/ 

"Each day comes bea~i~g ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbo~sJ’ {R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: Turner, Robe~ Winston II 
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 20~1 5:19 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Appt 

Than~ for checking in with me today. I really appreciate you speaking with the Dean on my behalf. 

Cheers 

RT 

Robert W. Turner PhD. 
Sociology 
e.g., EXSS - College Sport Research Institute 
Postdoctoral Research Associate 
Carolina Postdoctoral Program 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(Mobile) 
The Difference Network Series: Marquette University 
http://www.ma rquetee.edu/differencenetwor k/featu re torner.php 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2022 6:42 PM 

To: Turner, Robert Winston II 
Subject: RE: Appt 

;) 

IDebo~:;_d:~ gtroman, Ph.D,, CLU 

http://exs~.unc.edu/unde~graduate-p~gram/ba~n-exs~/sp~rt-admfM~trati~n/~ver~ew/ 

From= Turner, Robe~ Wins~n II 
Sent= Monday, July 25, 2022 6:39 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: Appt 

Good look. ~an~ 

Robert W. Turner PhD. 
Sociology 
College Sport Research Institute 
Postdoctoral Research Associate 
Carolina Postdoctoral Program 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

The Difference Network Series: Marquette University 
[E~£L~].~:~t.n.~a..r.~u-e..t..e-e.=e.~.u.j~L~-e..~t~e..~Ec..~e-n.~.e.~v..~feature tu rner ~p___h_p. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2021 6:38 PM 

To: Turner, Robert Winston II 
Subject: RE: Appt 

Also, you should make sure you add EXSS (or spell it out) on your UNC signature~,. 

e,g,, EXSS- College Sport Research h~sl:itul:e 

Remember, the politics are crit~caf to success, ;) 

d 

Deborah gtr,)man, PI~-D,, CI,U 

http://exs~.unc.edu/undergradu~te~pr~gr~m/ba~n~exss/sp~rt~dministrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 



From: Turner, Robert Winston I3[ 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:35 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Appt 
No problem. I’ll have things ready for the RWJ proposal by Thursday. 3[’m sure that Richard and 3[ will touch base on the Knight Commission by tomorrow. 

Robert W. Turner PhD. 
Sociology 
College Sport Research 3[nstitute 
Postdoctoral Research Associate 
Carolina Postdoctoral Program 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

The Difference Network Series: Marquette University 
http: //www.marquetee.edu/differencenetwork/feature turner.php 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:32 PM 

To: Turner, Robert Winston 3[3[ 
Subject: RE: Appt 

Okay. I set this process up such d~at Sohini’s expectations are that you are coming to her for a review o1: your budget work thus far. R~chard said that he would work 

with you on the de~verab~es (as noted ~n my previous ema~f)~ She ~s wH~ing to further advBe and provide feedback. 

Please only contact her when you both are ready.,. 

Thanks. 

g~piorq gng~ge. 

919-8~3-0336 

h~p:!iexsswnc~edu/under~r~duste-pro~sm/b~dn-exss/s~omsdminis~r~t~on/ovew~ew! 

F~m: Turner, Robe~ Winston II 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 20~ 6:30 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bje~t: RE: Appt 
Richard didn’t make it to the office today. I was under the impression that we were going to work on the budget numbers today. I also need to speak with Sohini about my 
budget for RW1 Hopefully Richard will set that up too. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:27 PM 

To: Turner, Robert Winston 3[3[ 
Subject: RE: Appt 

Okay. Did you and Richard do the budget prep yet and/or meeL with Sohini? 

o ;: 9 84.3 033 (~ 

~tt~£e~‘~n~‘ed~/~ndergradUate-~‘~ram/b~Jn-e~/~p~rt~adm[~trat~/~er~ew/ 

"Eaeh day ~emes ~ea~i~g ~ts own g~fts, Untie the r~bbe~s$’ (~,Ann Sc~abad~et} 

~= Turner, Robe~ Winston H 
$eBt~ Monday, July 25, 20~ 6:~5 PM 

Te~ Stroman, Deborah L 
$~ject~ RE: Appt 
I’ll come to your office at ~:00 to give us a bit more breathing room, 
Thanks 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:13 PM 

To: Turner, Robert Winston 1I 
Subject: RE: Appt 

I have a 5:30 appt. off campus. If we can make our meeting very efficient, that’s a go! ;) 

I will be here .... 

Thanks, 

d 

Ga 

9 [9.8~3.0336 

http://exss’unc’edu/unde~graduate’pr~ram/badn’exss/sp~rt-administrat~n/~verv;ew/ 

"Ead~ day c@mes bearing its own gifts. Un~:~e the ribbings." (8,Ann S~h~backe~} 

F~= Turner, Robe~ Wins~n H 
~ent= Monday, 3uly 25, 2022 6:23 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bje~t= RE: Appt 
Hello Deb: 
Can we meet about ~:30 tomorrow? That would give me a bit more time to work on my application and have something prepared Br our meeting. ~’11 come up to your office 



since there is 0 space in mine :-) 
Cheers 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 4:36 PM 
To: Turner, Robert Winston 11 
Subject: Appt 

Hi Robert. I am available tomorrow after 2:30 p.m. Please advise. 

My meeting with Dean Gil is Wednesday morning. 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Y)~borah S~rornan, PhD., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spore Science D~ 

Sport Admmis~acion FaculD, es 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Cha~, Carolhla Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Cha~, Co’ego Spor~ Research Institute 

Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Siena Alpha Lambda (NaO Leadership & t tonors Organ~ation) 

315 Woo~en CB# 8605 

Ch&el Hill, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 1:40 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILS: Website 

EXSS    FESA    Syllabus.pdf 

Hi       Thanks for the link. I just want to remind you of the requirements due for your internship (see attached). All the other "sununer" enrollees are 

eomplet:ing their assignments *~o’~v so that: they won’t [-otget them durir~g the fall semester. 

The most: import:ant assignruertts that are best suited for eompletlon during your int:ernship are the ]Inters’Jew and the journal suhmlssions. 

Let me know if you have any questions’. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter clrstrom~n 

http:/iexss.unc.edu/ 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:49 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Website 

Good Morning Doc 
I trust all is well with you. I just wanted to share this link with you and update you on how my summer has been going! 
Enjoy-- http://www.nba.com/bobcatsl     au hoo~)tee.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, July 27, 2011 5:24 PM 

@email .unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS SA Orientation 

~ Let rne know what you think._ 

We can make it an assignment to be completed by %’ date or I can chat wkh Richard about changh~g the sched@e~ ??? 

Your thoughts~ 

Go } ic,’ls, 

9i9-843-0336 

http://exss4mc~edu/under~duste~pr~sm/badn~exss/ss~‘sdm~n~st~n/~verv~e~/ 

"Each day comes bea[{ng its own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbons/’ (R,Am~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: Julian-~x, Missy 
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 5:20 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bje~t: RE: EXSS SA Orientation 

Deborah, 

The time frame - and soooooo much a~ready sched@ed - does present a challenger I think Jt best this time to provide packets of information for 

each student with an invitation to join one of our tours designed for graduate students. We offer these tours several times a week and during 

orientation week before classes. Here Js the schedule: 

For N~W FALL 2011 Graduate Students: 
Please cam or emaJ] UNC Visitors’ Center (919-962-~630 or mjfox@unc.edu) to request to tour wJtb us on one of the following dates: 

Wednesday, A~st ~7, at 3 pm 

~onday, A~g~st 22, at 3 pm 
T~rsday, August 25, at 3 pm 
Our grad tours last 1-1.5 hr. and are desired to share the culture and resources of our campus and comnmnJ~ ~th helpN] Jnforma~on about li~ng, na~dgatJng 

and enjoying this area. Family and significant others are cer~inly encouraged to join 

~ am indeed exalted we have connectedH ~d certainly hope to pro~de a ~]] wonderful special JndJ~duahzed tour for your next class of incoming grad s~dents[[ 

We’ll assemNe the packets and they ~d]l be ready for pick-up on Friday, ok?? Please let me know if ] can help 

~1 the best[ 

Missy 
Missy ]~Jiau Fox 
D~ector. UN{ Visitors’ (enter 
M.:>rehea d P~a~aeta~im~ 
Camlms Box 
Chapel }ti]]. NC 27599-5~75 

::N:: UNCLogo 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Monday, July 25, 2011 5:58 PM 
To; Julian-Fox, Missy 
(::c-" Strornan, Deborah L 
Subject-" EXSS SA Orientation 

Hi Missy. Thanks again for your assistance. 

We will have orientation for our nine Sport Administration (~Lt.-t£~/-/-.~.-x-£s--.--u----n--c--.--e---d---u-ig-r-~-a---d--~-.-a--t-.--e-~£9g~-E~£~-~!~-k@-~-!~i[~-~-[~!-~[!~-~!~-~E~E~!.~.~) 

graduate students on Monday, August 15th, Their lunch is scheduled from 12:00 - 1:00 at Woollen. The university tour that I am hosting begins at 1:00 and 

ends at 2:30. I need to have them at Odum between 1:20 and 1:45. The other time is spent "roaming" and pointing out Davis Library and buildings near 

the heart of campus (e.g., Lenoir, Davis, Student Union, etc.) 

Let me know how we can utilize your wonderful service (including the goodie package) between 12:45 and 2:30. This request requires that we spend at 

least 30 mins. with Odum. 

Call me back, as necessary. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science De-pc. 

Sport Adminisrxadon Faculty es 

EBS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chaix, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spores Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 ~&:oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

Twiuer drsLroman 

h~cp://www.u~c.edu/dq~rs/exercise/sporr_adminisr~’afion 

"Just because it hash ’t been done - doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:04 PM 

@gmail.com> 

l~L: The Club - August is here!: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp 

Yes, just cornpleted~ Thanks! 

Go } 

929 84.3 0336 

htt~//e~‘unc‘e~u/undergrad~ate-~r~gram/~Jn-e~/~p~rt-adm[n~trat~/~vew~e~/ 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Nonday, ~2:02 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
$ubject: Re: The Club - August is herek ess,Carolina_Spo~_Business_Club,grp 

Hi Dr. Stroman~ 

I recently ~raduated~ ~ could you ta~e me offthJs ]Jst? 

Thanks~ 

On Mon,           at 12:00 PM, Dr. Stroman <dstro~unc.edu> wrote: 
Wow! The summer is rending down and the NFL is back...check out these latest postings (under Course Docs): 

1) Sport Management & Networking Seminar - Learn about the business of sports fi~om the professionals! Tuesday, and Durham Bulls vs. Gwim~ett Braves 

game. Many local sport orgs will be there to discuss job opportunities. 

2) Article - Interview Questions Candidates Should Ask 

Remember, Fall Fest is Sunday, We need Club members to work and/or stop by the table to welcome first yem students and network with one another. 

Look for an email frotn in the next few weeks. We have a BIG year planned and want to get offto a strong sta~l. 

FYI - EXSS Sport Administration students can get EE credit and three academic credit hours for approved internships in the fall or spring semester. Independent stud?’ 

is also available for those students seeking to research and/or complete a special project in the world of sport business. 

Let me know if you have any questions! 

Stay cool! 

I_INC School of Journalism and Mass Communication, Class of 

’~)gm~Jl.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday, August 1,2011 2:02 PM 

Niki Black- Cheek @hotmail.com> 

1~I:;: Attn: Sports Department - Speakers for your events @ UNC at Chapel Hill 

Hi Niki. Is there a fee charged t:or your speaker’s? 

Thank 

W~ borah 

929 84.3 0336 

htt~//e~‘unc‘e~u/undergrad~ate-~r~gram/~h~-e~/~p~rt-adm[n~trati~/~vew~e~/ 

"Each day comes ~ea~ing ~ts own g~fts. Untie the r~bbons$’ {R.Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m= Ni~ Black-Cheek [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, July 27, 20M ~2:05 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= A~n: Spo~ Depa~ment - Speakers for your even~ @ UNC at Chapel Hill 
Good Norning Dr. Debbie Stroman, 

My name is Niki Black-Cheek and I am with Ascendant Strategy - ,7,~lw,ascendantstrategy.ne~. 

I am contacting you today to see if I can be of assistance to your Sports Department at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. I manage very influential speakers such as 
VP and Associate General Counsel for the Niami HEAT and the American Airlines Arena - Eve Wright (please review Eve Wright’s profile @ ~;~,~,~.rn_’tf;u!)l!cs1>e.~ke!s?.:o!n ) 

My client and I would love to setup a speaking engagement and / or workshop that will provide your students with resourceful tools that will help them to attain as well as 
maintain a successful professional life along with a healthy lifestyle. 
Therefore, once you have been able to review your 2011 / 2012 calendar please give me a call or send me an email so that we can setup a speaking engagement and / or 
workshop for your students. 
I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Sincerely, 
Niki Black-Cheek 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, August 1,2011 2:04 PM 

Tu[ts, Amy Z <atufks@email.unc.e&~ 

EXSS Student 

Hi Amy. Video board news? 

is one of our students, 

d 
Go Heels, 
Deborah ~qrroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and £porcScience 

Spore Administration Facuky e3 

E~S Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory goa~d (Tha~, Co~ege Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Si~a Alpha Lambda (Narl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 V¢oo~en CB# 8605 

Chapel Hffi, NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

Twi~rer drsrroman 

h~>a,//www.~mc.edu,/d&ts/exe~cise,/spo~admints~raUon 

"Just because 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, August 1,2011 2:55 PM 

Tufts, Amy Z <atufks@email.unc.edu> 

Ema~ling: unc - Google Search.jpg 

unc - Google Search.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday, 2:56 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu>;                        ~yahoo.com> 

ILE: Club speaker 

Excellent! Let’s make it happen. 

Remember to include at least one junior on your higher level communications this year~ We want to "teach" as we build, ;) 
£3o } 

htt~://exss.unc.edu/undergra~ua~e~r~gram/ba4n~exss/sp~rt-a@ninistratbn/~verv~ew/ 
"Each day comes bearing ~ts o~n gi~s, Untie the ~ibbons," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: [mailto: Oemail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:24 PM 

¢~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Club speaker 
Hi 

Thanks for the update! Yea sum~ner is flying by! We roll be back at school real soon. 

Yes~ I think it would be great to have Steve Maxtin t~ik to our club. I think if we have the meeting mid-a£ternoon on a Friday (like 3-5PM), people roll still come out. 

That would be great! If you can ask him officia2lly, and figure out a time that works well for him, that would be awesotne. 

I will be sending out some emails later this week with updates on Fall Fest and the start of the semester. 

Thanks for keeping in touch! See you in a few weeks. 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 

Kenan-Flagler Bus ~ hess School 

Cell : 

Ema i i : 

On         2:13 PM,               wrote: 
Good afternoon Dr. Stroman and 

I hope you’re both having a great smnmer! 

I’ve been interning with the Bobcats, and it’s been a great experience so t:a:r! As part of the internship, we are able to hear from staffmembers in various depaxtments. 

Steve Martin, a radio and TV broadcaster for the Bobcat~ spoke to the interns a few weeks ago. He has a lot of interesting stories and important advice for students 

iuterested in the sports indnstry, and I think he’d be a great speaker for the club’. 

Steve also works in broadcasting for ACC football, and he’ll be in Chapel Hill for the Rutgers game I asked him if he would be interested in speaking 

at a club meeting, and he is! He would be able to come speak at a meeting on Friday, I know we don’t usnally have meetings on Fridays, but I think 

he’d be a great speaker, and it wonld be an iuteresting perspective to hear from a sports broadcaster. 
Let me know what you think! Thanks! 

See you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Tuesday, 12:11 PM 

Shuster, Elizabeth O <eshus~ter@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: NSM- Summer meeting ruth EXSS 

Thanks! How many are expected to attend? 

d 

9i’).863.0336 

htt~://exss.unc.edu/undergra~ua~e~r~gram/ba4n~exss/sp~rt-a~ministrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts o~n gi~s, Untie the ~ibbons," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Shuster, Elizabeth O 
Sent: Tuesday,              9:42 AN 

Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: NSM-Summer meeting with EXSS 

REMINDER: 

NSM meeting with EXSS tomorrow (Wed, 

Seth 

Elizabeth O. Shuster, PhD 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 27599-3:1:10 

eshuster@email.unc.edu 

ph: 919-843-89:18 

fax: 9:19-962-6888 

at 9 am in rm 30:1 Woollen Gym. Tour afterwards. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, August 2, 2011 12:37 PM 

Turner, Robert Winstou II <r~vtume@emaJl.unc.edu~~ 

I~E: New Co~mections letter of support info 

Thanks for the update. Yes, I needed that inl:or’madon to forward to Dean Gil. 

d 

£}o } 

Deloorah ;}~.roman. Ph D., (3I .U 

9i’).843.0336 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake~programibaqn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Turner, Robe~ Winston II 
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 20~ ~2:36 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: New Connections le~er d suppo~ info 
Hello Debby: 
The New Connections proposal is coming along pre~ well. I do not remember if I provided the forwarding information for the le~er d suppo~. 
Instructions for the le~er d support are sparse. ~e websi~ indications that the le~r of suppo~ must be on institution le~erhead, should not exceed 2 pages, and must be 
emailed to New Connections national program office at info@rNbnewconnections.org by August % at 3:00 pm ~. 
Hope your day is going well. 
Robe~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:42 PM 

To: Turner, Robert Winston II 
Subject: RE: Appt 

;) 

919-843-0336 

~ttp://~ss~nc~du/~nderg~adu~te-pr~gr~m/baqn-~ss/sp~t~dminist~at~r~/~ver~v~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearh~g ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons/’ {R,A~ Schabacker} 

F~m: Turner, Robe~ Winston II 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:39 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje¢t: RE: Appt 
Good look. ~an~ 

Robert W. Turner PhD. 
Sociology 
College Sport Research Institute 
Postdoctoral Research Associate 
Carolina Postdoctoral Program 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

The Difference Network Series: Marquette University 
http:!/www.ma rquetee.edu/differencenetwor k!featu re turner.php 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:38 PM 

To: Turner, Robert Winston II 
Subject: RE: Appt 

Also, you should make sure you add EXSS (or spell it out) on your UNC signature... 

e.g, EXSS --- College Sport Research Institute 

Remember, the politics are cd~:ica~ to s~ccess. ;) 

919 84.3 033 6 

http://ex~unc~edu/undergr~du~te-pr~g~m/b~qn-ex~/~s~r~dmIn~tr~n/~ve~v~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes bear{rig its own g~Xs~ Untie the r~bbons/’ {R,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: Turner, Robe~ Winston II 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 20~ 6:35 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Appt 
No problem, rll have things ready for the RW3 proposal by ~ursday. rm sure that Richard and I will touch base on the Knight Commission by tomorrow. 

Robert W. Turner PhD. 
Sociology 



College Sport Research Institute 
Postdoctoral Research Associate 
Carolina Postdoctoral Program 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

The Difference Network Series: Marquette University 
http: //www.marquetee.edu/differencenetwork/feature turner.php 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:32 PM 

To: Turner, Robert Winston TT 
Subject: RE: Appt 

Okay. I set this process up such d~at Sohini’s expectations are that you are coming to her for a review o1: your budget work thus far. R~chard said that he would work 

with you on the de~veraMes (as noted in my previous ema~l). She is w@ing to further advise and provide feedback, 

Please only contact her when you both are ready.,. 

Thanks, 

Go } 

o ;: 9 84.3 033 6 

http://ex~‘un~‘edu/under~du~te-pr~m/ba4n-ex~/~s~dm~n~t~n/~verv~e~/ 

"Each da~ com~s b~a~{ng its own g]Xs~ Unti~ the ribbons/’ {R,Ann Schaba6ke~} 

F~m: Turner, Robe~ Winston II 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:30 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje{t: RE: Appt 
Richard didn’t make it to the office today. I was under the impression that we were going ~ work on the budget numbers today. I also need ~ speak with Sohini about my 
budget for RW3. Hopefully Richard will set that up too. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:27 PM 

To: Turner, Robert Winston II 
Subject: RE: Appt 

Okay. Did you and Richard do the budget prep yet and/or meeL with Sohini? 

d 

Go M~x is, 

9~9 84.3 0336 

ht~://e~u~c~edu/u~d~rgrad~at~-~r~gram/b~n-e~/~p~rbadm~r~rati~n/~er~e~/ 

"Eaeh da~ ~emes ~ea~ing ~ts own g~fts. Untie the r~bbe~s/’ (~,Ann Sc~abad~et} 

~: Turner, Robe~ Winston H 
$eBt: Monday, July 25, 20~ 6:~5 PH 

Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
$~}ject: RE: Appt 
I’ll come to your office at ~:00 to give us a bit more breathing room. 

ThanB 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 6:13 PM 

To: Turner, Robert Winston II 
Subject: RE: Appt 

f have a 5:30 a~pt, oil carnpus, f[ we (:an make our meeting very efficient, ~:hat’s a go~ ;) 

~ wdl be here .... 

Thanks. 

d 

Go M,Ms, 

9 P£863.0336 

http://exss.unc.edu/unde~gradu~te~pr~r~m/badn~exss/sp~rt-~dministrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own giSs, Untie the ribbons," (~,A~ S~habacke~} 

From= Turner, Robe~ Wins~n H 
Sent= Monday, 3uly 25, 20~ 6:~3 PM 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Appt 
Hello Deb: 
Can we meet about 4:30 ~morrow? That would give me a bit more time to work on my application and have something prepared Br our meeting. ~’11 come up to your office 
since there is 0 space in mine :-) 
Cheers 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 4:36 PM 

To: Turner, Robert Winston 11 
Subject: Appt 



Hi Robert. I am available tomorrow after 2:30 p.m. Please advise. 

My meeting with Dean Gil is Wednesday morning. 

Thanks. 

d 
Go ~ 
D~borah S,rornan~ PhD~, CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~t Science Dep~ 

Sport Admmis~adon Facuhy e~ 

EXSS Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coordinator 

Cha~, Carol~m Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chab, College Sport Research Insdm~e 

Facuhy Advisor, Carolina Spores Bush~ess Club & Siam Alpha Lambda (NaO Leadership & Honors Organkadon) 

31S ~,rooHen CB# 860S 

Chapel H~, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twk~e~ &s~oman 

"iu~ because i~ h~n ’t bee~ done - doe~n’~ mean ~h~t 1~ can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, August 3, 2011 4:42 PM 

JeffCannon ~j c~non@cwlawgroup.com> 

I~E: Thaxtk you 

Welbwdtten, Thanks! 

d 

’Go } 

J_se[xx’ah S~.~o~nan. Ph D. CI ,U 

Expior,’. Ertga g~’. 

~ttp://~xss~unc~edu/unde~graduate~pr~gram/baqn~exss/s~rt-administrat~n/~verv~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes beating ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," ~B,A~ S~habacke~} 

~= Jeff Cartoon [mailto:jcarmon@cwlawgroup.com] 
Se~t~ Wednesday, August 03, 20~ [[:~2 AN 
Te= holden@unc.edu 
S~ject~ ~ank you 

Chancellor Thorp, 

As an Alumnus I want to thank you for your bravery and commitment to restoring the integrity of our university, both academic and athletic programs. I appreciate 

your taking the time to gather all necessary information before making your decision and totally understand that matters regarding employees require a certain 

level of confidentiality. 

Two quotes ~mmediately come to mind and I feel are most appropriate because they describe your actions. They are: 

"Quick decisions are unsafe decisions." By Sophocles 

"A wise man makes his own decisions, an ignorant man follows public opinion" A Chinese Proverb 

I just wanted to take the time out to let you know you do have supporters in the midst of all the scrutiny of your decisions. 

~ar~ne st re~a rds) 

T. Jefferson Cartoon, III, Esq. 

The CW La~v Group, PC 

3622 Lyckan Park~vay 

Suite 5006 

Durham, NC 27707 

(919) 926-178~ ext I telephone 

(919) 2~1-66~0 facsimile 

Website: www.c wlawgroup.com 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that aW tax advice contained in this comm~mcation (o~ m aw attachmen0 is not 
intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding tax related penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any t~x related matter 
addressed in this co~rmmnication or m any attachment he~em. 
"itxis e mail trmxstrassion, md any documents, files or previous e ,nail messages attached to it, may contain confidential mtbrrnation that is leg’aIIy priwleged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a 
person responsible fbr delivering it to the intended recipieng you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copyin~ distfibufion or use of any of the information contained in o~ attached to this messa~,~ 
is smctly prohibited 
If you have ~eceived this transmission in e~ror, please immediately notify us by reply e mail or by telephone at (919) 926 1785, and destroy the original transmission ~a~d its attachments without 
reading ~hem or saving ~hem to &sk. "l.t~,ank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 4:46 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

ItS: Verizon Wireless Bra~d Ambassador 

Hi     Great job in doing your research first. The only thing I suggesL is that you slay mindful of opportunities that take us away from the world of sport As long as 

the marketing job is related to athletics -go for it! If they later switch up and want our students to market on Crank]in Street, Un~’ers~t,¢ Ma~ or e]sewhere~..I don’t 

flm~k we hm~e a match ;) 

A~so, see ~[ you can negotiate a b.:~nusicornmission to the Ch.@ based on how many members we s~gn up on our team, ~ ~mag~ne ~:hey are sendk~g this no~:e out to 

many UNC orgmJzadons. 

Keep me posted[ 

Dr, Stroman 

Go Meel~;, 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake~programibaqn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, M:~ AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fwd: Verizon Wireless Brand Ambassador 

Hi Dr. Stroma~, 

I received this email today t?om a Verizon representative about a~ opportunity tier club members tier the thll. I checked out the link a~d all the info, and it seems like a 

legitimate opportuni~’. I just wrested to check with you betbre I send this along to club members. If you approve, I will send it out this week aJong with an update on 

upcoming club stufli 

’][’hanks, 

HniversJty of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 

Exercise and Spo~t Science- Sport Administration 

Kenan-Flagier Business School 

Ceil: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Verizon Wireless Brand Ambassador 

Date:Wed,           09:56:55 -0500 (CDT) 

From:Kendra Ninaltowski <kninaltowski(i~marketingwerks.com> 

To 

Hello 

I hope yoffre having a relaxing summer and gearing up for a great fall semester! 

I came across your contact information on the University. of North Carolina’s website for the Caxolina Sport Business Club and wanted to reach out regarding a 

Maxketing position we have open at your campus. This semester-long Verizon campaign offers unique resume-building opportunities for s~udents looking to gain hands- 
on experience. 

These opporttmities include: 

- Using campus relationships to build mad execute a weekly event ~hedule 

- Connecting with tbotba]l th~s by demoing s~tate-of-the-art Verizon products 

- Measuring success on campus by tracking weeHy results 

Here are some of the progranfs parameters: 

- Dates:             at all Universib’ of North Cmolina home tbotball games 

- Team of 3+ Student Brand Ambassadors and Market Mmmgers (currently eraoiled at Sophomore to Senior level) 

- 8 hours per week 

- Training and weekly pay, with opportunity for bora~s 

- Experience in promotions and/or tJ~e service industry, is strongly preferred 

Please pass along the above information, as well as this link UNC Verizon Brand Ambassador to the Job Description, to all members of the Carolina Sport Business 

Club at UNC Chapel Hill you think may be interesled. We’re also happy to answer any questions you may have! 

Thanks so much for your consideration, 

Kendra 



Kendra Ninaltowski 

MARKETING WERKS 

Ext’Jerience Counts 

30 Montgomery St, Suite 1210 

Jersey CiW, NJ 07302 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 5:06 PM 

@em~l.unc.edu> 

ILE: Exercise Science Major 

Hi Thanks for your note. I hope you are enjoying the last bit of summer! ;) 

As a first-year student, you ~vill probably NOT get into an?- EXSS classes. The major is very popular but don’t worl3z. You will have plenty of time to complete the major. Focus on your 
general education courses and electives. 

BIO vs CHEM - You ~vill need them both for medical school. Attend the first day of class for Chemist~z and you will probably gain admittance. You can start the BIO track in the spring, 
summer and/or next fall terms 

We don’t recommend more than two math and sciences (with a lab) in your first semester though. Currently, you may end up with Physics and Chemistry. That is a lot for a first-year 
student. 

You can go to Chemist~z and Physics classes to get a I~el for the coursework. Remember that you have until 
minimum though. 

Send me an email when you can get tu tuwn so we can discuss yuur uptions in person 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Dr. Stroman 

to drop either/both classes You must stay with at least 12 credit hours 

Gu Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explure. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http :i/exss.unc edu/under~raduate-pro~ran~,ba-in-exss/spur t-administratiun/uverview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailtu (@email unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                 3:47 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Exercise Science Major 

Dr. Stroman: 

My narnn is                   I attended the second orientation session on June 7-8, and ~ve spoke about the possibility- of majoring in Exercise Science and then moving on to nredical 
school. I have decided that if nredical school is the route I choose in the future, I would like to declare Exercise Science as my major. Ho~vever, I am still unsure if I ~vill choose nredical school 
or business school, so I would like to set up a schedule that allows me to be tea@ for either of these choices. I do not believe nry current schedule is ideal for my situation. In the first year 
guide, BIO 101i101L and EXSS 175 or 188 are required/suggested fLrst year courses, neither of which are in ray fall semester schedule. The first year guide requires/suggests ECON 101 and 
STOR 155 as first year courses for business. 
Of these courses, I have only been able to register for ECON 101. 

In addition to the aforementioned classes, I would also need CHEM 101 during nry first year to be on the right path for pre-nred. I ara currently on a waiting list for Chemistry. 

I ara planning to corae speak with you or anothcr advisor personally as soon as possible after moving in, but I decided it nray be helpful to email you beforehand to see if I could address any 
of these issues before I arrive in Chapel Hill. 

have attached a weekly view- of my schedule in case you wanted to see my classes. 

Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <WO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 5:30 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~91: Exercise Science Major 

Excellent’. Great Keep me posted on your progress. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day- comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [mailto (~r! [ive.unc. edu] 

Sent: Wednesday,                5:29 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: Exercise Science Major 

Thank you for the quick response. Fortunately, I was just able to add Chem to my schedule M~VF at 8am, which I think is perfect. If I can’t get any EXSS classes this year that’s fine with me; 

I just wanted to quit stressing about not taking any required :first year courses Right now I’m sitting at 11 hours, but I’m number 5 on the waiting list for SPAN which would put me right 

at 15 hours. 

Thank you for your help, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday’: 2:06 PM 
To: 
Subject: RI~: Exercise Science Major 

Hi Thanks for your note. I hope you are enjoying the last bit of summer! ;) 

As a first-year student, you will probably NOT get into aW EXSS classes. The major ~s very popular but don’t worpZ. You will have plenty of time to complete the major. Focus on your 
general education courses and electives. 

BIO vs. CHEM - You will need them both for medical school. Attend the first day of class fi~r Chemist15~ and you will probably gain admittance. You can start the BIO track in the spring, 
surrm~er aneW’or next fall terms. 

We don’t reconm~end more than two ruath and sciences (with a lab) in your first semester though. Currently-, you ruay end up with Physics and Chemistly. That is a lot for a first-year 
student. 

You can go to Chemist15~ and Physics classes to get a feel fi~r the coursework. Remember that you have until 
minimum though. 

Send me an email when you can get to town so we can discuss your options in person. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Dr. Stroman 

to drop either/both classes. You must stay with at least 12 credit hours 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empoxver. 
919.843.0336 

http :/iexss. unc. edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-adrainistrati~n/~ve1~’iexv/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Atm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                 3:47 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Exercise Science Major 

Dr. Stroman: 

My name is                   I attended the second orientation session on         and we spoke about the possibility of magoring in Exercise Science and then moving on to medical 
school. I have decided that if medical school is the route I choose in the Ihture, I would like to declare Exercise Science as my major. However, I am still unsure if I will choose medical school 
or business school, so I would like to set up a schedule that allows me to be ready for either of these choices. I do not believe my cun-ent schedule is ideal for my situation. In the first year 
guide, BIO 101i101L and EXSS 175 or 188 are required/suggested first year courses, neither of which are in my’ fall semester schedule. The first year guide requires/suggests ECON 101 and 
STOR 155 as first year courses for business. 
Of these courses, I have only been able to register for ECON 101. 

In addition to the aforementioned classes, I would also need CHEM 101 during my first year to be on the right path for pre-med I am currently on a wa~ting list for Chemistry 



I am plalming to come speak with you or another advisor personally as soon as possible at’ter moving in, but I decided it may be helpful to email you beforehand to see if I could address an~v 
of these issues before I arrive in Chapel Hill. 

I have attached a ~veekly view of my schedule in case you wanted to see my classes. 

Thank you Jk~r your ume, 

PID# 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, August 5, 2011 10:59 AM 

Jennil~r Eaddy @yahoo.com> 

I~W: FORMAL NOTICE: Football Update 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http ://exss. unc edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba-in-exss/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notil},.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv~notil\,.unc.edu] On Behalf Of no reply@UNC.EDU 
Sent: Thursday, August 04, 2011 1:33 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: FORMAL NOTICE: Football Update 

Dear Carolina Colleagues and Students: 

My decision last week to ask head football coach Butch [)avis to step 
down was difficult I think it was the right decision, and I wanted to 
let you know why I made that call. 

Throughout the NCAA investigation of our football program, I said that 
we would take all accusations seriously and that we ~w)uld face issues 
head on. We apologized, and we pledged that the athletic department and 
the University would be stronger as a result of the invesugation. We 
have cooperated :tully with the NCAA and we have moved deliberately, 
resisting the urge and pressure to make snap judgments. 

Early on, I thought that it was important to support Coach I)avis and to 
allow time for improvements in the football program. But in the past few 
months, I became increasingly concerned about the damage being done to 
our University’s integri~. When we received the NCAA letter of 
allegations a month ago, I began to think about the need to make a 
change After 50 years without any major violations, we are now facing 
nine allegations And there are persistent questions about our 
coramitment to academic integrity. In the final analysis, there wasn’t 
any one thing that tipped my decision. It was the cumulative effect of 
the football-related events of the past year on the University’s 
reputation. The only way to move forxvard and put this behind us was to 
make a coaching change to restore confidence in the University as xvell 
as our football program. 

The difficulty of ray decision was compounded by cost (up to $2.7 million 
under the terras of Coach Davis’ contract - all of xvhich will corae from 
the athletic department) and tiraing (just before the start of training 
camp for the team). But the reputation of this University and the 
integrity of our football program have a value beyond any dollar figure 
or any timeline disruption. I am cormnitted to maintaining our standing 
as one of the top public universities in the nation - both in academics 
and in athletics. 

Athletic Director Dick Baddour and I named Everett Withers, a member of 
the CUl~ent staff, as the interim head football coach. His top priority 
is to help our student-athletes succeed on and off the field and in the 
classroora. Dick also atmounced his decision to step down as athletic 
director before his planned retirement later this year. He offered to 
leave his job sooner because he feels strongly that our abili~ to 
recruit a new head coach depends on having a new athletic director in 
place to make that hire. I agree with that and reluctantly accepted 
Dick’s offer. He will serve out his contract through next June, but will 
step aside and assume other duties when a new athletic director arrives. 
Right no,v, ~ve’re putting together our response to the NCAA that’s due on 
September 19. Then we’ll go before the N(~AA infractions committee on 
October 28. We need Dick Baddour with us when we go to Indianapolis to 
meet ~vith the NCAA. There is no other person I ~vould rather have by my 
side than Dick. 

One additional issue requires attention this year. I’ve talked to 
several faculty members recently, including new- Faculty Chair Jan 
Boxill, about the role of the Honor Court. Jan has agreed to pull 
together a group of respected faculty members ~vho will help us consider 
changes or improvements to the honor system. We have a long tradition of 
a strong student-ran Honor Court, and of course, we’ll involve students 
and Student Government representatives in our analysis Regardless of 
the situation with football, it just makes good sense to seek ways to 
improve our commitment to honor and integrity. 



I hope you’ll continue to support our student-athletes and the Tar Heel 
football team. r,[lqey will play their hearts out, just like last year. 

Thanks to those of you I’ve heard from on this issue since it began. 
I’ll share more updates as developments warrant. In the meantime, best 
wishes for a great ]’all semester 

Sincerely, 

Holden 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Friday, 11:08 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Battaglini, Claudio Luiz <claudio@em~l.unc.edu:>; Grofl] Diane G <groff@email.unc.edu:> 

RE: EXSS 

Hi          Thanks for stopping in to ask about EXSS and EXSS    Unfortunately, I do not have the ability to accon~modate your request at this time. It appears that we may offer EXSS 
in the spring term though. Please consider the course in the spring or next year 

Your contacts for EXSS faculty combining cancer and exercise science research are associate professors, Dr. Battaglini and Dr. Grofl~ 

http ://exss.unc.eduifaculW-and-staff/overview/ 

’]?hey may need volunteers and/or research assistants 

Let me know if you have any additional quesuons. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
[Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http :i/exss.unc edu/under,raduate-pro,ran’~,ba-in-exss/spor t-administration/overview/ 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Stroraan, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

@email unc. edu] 
2:29 Pl’vi 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 

My name is              , a rising junior majoring in Chemistry and 
Biology. I spoke with you earlier today about the possibility of me 
enrolling in your EXSS    class this upcoming semester. I have provided t 
PID# if you are able to add me into your class. Also, you mentioned some 
faculty in the EXSS department who work with spolts treatment for cancer 
upon hearing my research in the Molecular and Cellular Biology depaltment 
that deals with cancer. 

I want to thank you for all of the help and the nice chat we had earlier. I 
hope the rest of the summer finds you well and again, thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, ll:16AM 

,~email.unc.edu:~ 

~email.unc.edt~- 

CSBC 

Hi     . i am the faculty advisor for the Club and want to have this site (http://www.unc.edu/sbci) removed. Please contact me as soon as possible. This 

link is causing confusion with the current Club site and activities. 

http:/istudentorgs.unc.edu/ca rsbc/ 

if you are not the contact person, please advise. 

Thankyou. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go t teels, 

Deborah Srroman, Ph.D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Depc 

Sport AdminisLradon Facuhy e3 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chaix, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chaix, College Sport Research Insdmte 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spores Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 \5,;oollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, N(7 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter &sL~oman 

h!:~p;f)/ww ............. Juf’d ep !~’!2 ....... :isef’sl:,or k__adminJst~a don 

"Just because it hash ’t been dane - doesn’t mean that it can’t be done," 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, ll:18AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

l~E: Question about EXSS 

I am available Lo chat with you by phone or in person about SA. LeL me know if you are on campus. 

As per Dr. Salver’s note, you have plenty of t~me to get the SA track completed. EXSS 22I w@ be available ~n the spr~ng term and in your sen~or year. ~ w~l~ strongb/ 

suggest, if you haven’t already,, that you start building your resume oF experience, fnternsMps, vo~un~:eer work, experient~a~ educatkm ~s cd~:ica~ h:~r the sport 

business ~ndusl:ry SA faculty also share opporturdties in class. 

~f you aren’t a member, consider getting ~nvo]ved with the Carolina Spo~ts Bus~ness Clu~ [oo~ As [he fac@ty advisor, I pos[ opportunities on [he Blackboard s~te for 

the @ub. 

http:i!studentorgs.unc.eduicarsbc! 

Dr. Stroman 

929 84.3 0336 

ht~://e~u~c~edu/u~dergraduate-~r~gram/~a4n-e~s~/sp~rbadm~r~rati~n/~er~ew/ 

"Each da~ comes ~eari~g ~ts own gi~s. ~ntie the ribbo~sJ’ {R&nn 5chabacker} 

F~m: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: ~riday,              7:42 AN 

~c: Stroman, Deborah L 
Su~ject: RE: question about EXSS 

I ~v~l not be ~n unti~ right before ~:he s~:art of school ~ w~l~ be happy to meet then, but Dr. 5troman 0 have cop~ed her on ~:h~s ema~l) ~s a~a~lable now (and 

during d~e semester too). 

You are on d~e o~d curriculum, unless you go ~o Steele B@ld~ng and declare the new. 

What you have a~ready taken----terrific, with one exception: The 220 wi~ not cotlnt as your m~nagement course ~n SA and you’l~ have to take 22:L The 385 wil~ be 

your "one from category." What you ~re registered for the f~l~---drop ~76 and 

Even ~[ (and tMs ~s a ~ely possiMl~ty) ~’ot~ do not get ~nto ANY EXSS5 classes th~s [MI, you w~l~ be OKAY. 

Hope th~s he~ps 

F~m: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
$ent: Thursday, 2~:50 PN 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 

Subject: Question about EXSS 
Dr. Salyer, 
I’m going into my junior year at UNC. Prior to this summer, ~ have been in the EXSS major - Fitness Professional concentration. However, after evaluating and researching 
several careers!postgraduate education, I am thinking about making the switch to the Spo~ Administration concentration. I do not know how much you will be able to help me 
over email, so ~ would love if I could make an appointment to meet with you ~ discuss my possible concentration switch. Currently, I have completed E~S 220, EYNS ~75, 
EXSS 276, EXSS 385, and E~S 326, and this semester I am signed up to take EXSS ~88, E~S 376, and EXSS ~8 (the la~er of the ~o I added before I planned the swish). 
Any advice on what I should do with these classes I have scheduled for this semester? 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday, 1:21 PM 

@gmail.com> 

1~: Interesting.. 

Wow! Thanks for sharing, Le(s connect tomorrow. 

Doc 

9 P.).863.0336 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake~programibaqn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, i:Ii PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Interesting.. 

Dr. Stmma~ 

I hope aJl is well. I thought that t~s was an interesting a~icle: 

htlp:i/no~lhcarolina.rivals.com,’content.asp?CID=1248757 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 1:36 PM 

~live.~mc.edu:~ 

I~E: internship for credit 

Hi        EXSS    is a major required course; thus, you must euroll this fall. Your internship is not a substitute. I ~vill talk to Dr Mahalik regarding your enrolhnent. 
your receiving academic credit through EXSS     for your       cormmtment 

I will be in touch 

Dr. Stroman 

and I discussed 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
http :i/exss.unc edu/under~raduate-pro~ran~,ba-in-exss/spor t-administration/overview/ 

"Each day" comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (i~live uric edu] 

Sent: Saturday, 12:23 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Sutziect:       internship for credit 

Dr. Stroman, 

It is my understanding that you have spoken with                                       and my direct supervisor as the       intern, about establishing my internship with him as a 
course I can take for credit hours. I am writing to inquire about those credit hours counting as the Research in Exercise and Sport Science class I don’t know if      has discussed this with 
you alrea~dy, but that class is one required for graduation for my track as an EXSS major I’ve taken the course already, but it was during a semester from which I retroactively withdrew, rm 
currently waitlisted for Dr. h/hhalik’s 12:30 T/~fh section, but he has made it clear that there is ve~ little room and I also am scheduled to work at my other job during that time frame. 
Obviously, I am willing to change that since I need this class this fall in order to graduate in December as planned However, I figured it would be easiest on everyone to have this internship 
count as that class,       is part of a research study that the                            is conducting with regards to youth health and acuvib" over time. I am willing to write whatever 
reports or papers necessary for this to work, and      has agreed to be a faculty super~dsor. If it helps, I was required to be IRB Certified in order to be a part of this research study, so I am 
able to report and conduct any necessary research Let me know if this can be worked out as soon as possible because I’d really like to graduate in December, and this seems like the best 
solutinn. If you need any more information, feel free to write me back or ask      Thank you so much for all your help, and I hope your summer isn’t coining ~o a close too fast 

Regards, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, August 8, 2011 3:59 PM 

holden@unc.edu 

Strotnan, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Follow Up 

Hi Holden. Thanks again for the chat last week. I hope you had a restful weekend. Rest wishes for a productive and informative conference in Indy. 

1. Friendly Reminder- Thanks for the financial support ($8000) this year. As I shared with you, I am very pleased with our vision and activities to 

create a warm community and to improve communications across campus. 

2. Reception at the Chancellor’s home - Suggested dates: November 10, 11 or 17. Early start between 4:30 and 5:30? {IF you don’t travel with the 

football team to VT on the 17th.) Please advise. 

3. I know     was already asked to be a dancer but please consider {    too!) being a judge for the Boys and Girls Club fundraiser, Dancing with 

the Stars. http:!!www.dancingwiththestarsofcarolina.com!index.html Saturday, August 27 at 6:00 p.m. - Carolina Inn. 

Believing in the LIGHT on the Hill, 

Debby;) 

I)eborah Srroman, Ph.]D., CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dep~ 

Sport Administration Faculty e~ 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chaix, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, College Sport Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spores Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 \Voollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, _’N’C 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

Twirler drsuroman 

hrcp://www.u~c.edu/dq~s/exercise/sporr_administ~’a6on 

"Just because it hash ’t been dane -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be dane." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday,. 4:41 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu> 

RE: Question about EXSS 

Hi Yes, please t:eel free to email me for an appointment~ 

I cc’d so you can reach out to him about getting hwo~ved. Look for the @ub at F~H Fest too~ 

Dr. Stroman 

9i’).843.0336 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:5~ PM 
Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Question about EXSS 
Dr. Stroman, 
Than~ for your advice[ rm currently not on campus. I have a leadership retreat for our 
be aNe to move in until the     Can I email you sooner ~ that time to set up a day!time ~ meet with you? 
Also, I was planning on geeing involved in the Spo~ Business Club this yead I’ve heard nothing but great things about it from my friend 
with it. 
Best, 

chapter and a friend’s wedding to attend so I will not 

who has been involved 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 21:18 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Question about EXSS 

Hi I am available to chat with you by phone or in person about SA. Let me know if you are on carnpus. 

As per Dr. Salyer’s note, you have plenty of time to get the SA track completed, EXSS    will be ave, liable in the spring term and in your senior year, 1 will strongly 

suggest, if you haven’t already, that you start building your resume of experience, h~ternsMps, vokmteer work, experient~a~ education ~s crkica~ for the sport 

bt~siness ~t~dus{ry. SA [acul{y a~so share opportt~t~ties in c~ass 

~[ you aren’t s member, consider ge~:tmg itwo~ved with the Carolina Sports Busk~ess CMb too. As the fac@ty advisor, I post opportt~n~[:ies on the Nackboard s~te For 

d~e 

h ttp ://st uden torgs.u nc:edu/ca rsbci 

Dr. Stroman 

9i’).843.0336 

http:ffexss.unc.eduiundergrad uake~programibadn~exssisport-administrat[onioverv~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schabacke~} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <VO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, August 8, 2011 4:53 PM 

Turner, Robert Winston II <r~vtume@emafil.nnc.edu.~ 

EW: Grad progr~n i~ffo~mation: 

1 st year orientation 2 0 2011 .pdf; EXSS 750 Calendar Fall 2011 2.1 .docx 

Hi Robert, Le(s check in on Wednesday about your inLegration on Day One with me. As we chatted, ] hope Lo have you provide your insight on navigating grad 

schoo~ (e,g,, Robert’s Ru~es) as we walk through campus. 

]~)eDorah ;:;t~oman. Ph D., CI ,U 

Expior,,, Eng;~g~-. 

From= Richard Southall [mailto:southall@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, August 08, 2011 4:29 PM 
To= Osborne, Barbara ]; Cooper, Co~e; Weight, Erianne Allen; Stroman, Deborah L; Shields, Edgar W; Turner, Robe~ Winston II 
Subjett= Grad program information: 

Hello alh 

JLlSt wanted to pass along some information. 

Grad Program informat;on: 

The grad p~og~am orientation is set fo~this coming Monday, in Woollen 205. May have to b~ng ~n a third fan, but shouM be n~ce to have it in the SpAd 

office suite. We wHI have PPT capabilities, if any DE you have PPTs for anything you ate covering, 

F~rst-years will also be taking pa~t in the event-ops orientation tNs Friday, Cat Greene w[H be conducting the program. 

Edanne will be serving as internship supervisor this year. We have been working on things and she’H be briefing students on the minor changes at the [i~st 

EXSS 750 semYnar meeting, 

CSRI updates: 

Jus[ a ~eminde~ this comYng year’s CSRI conference dates are April 18-21. The 18th w]l~ be the case-study compe[it~on and the welcome soc[N, w~th ~he 

conference i[self running [rom the 19th-21st. 

Weql be announdng a new sponsor for ~he case-s~udV compe[it[on la[er ~h[s month, 

In addition, we’~e completing a new promo[Yonal v~deo For CSRL We have been workYng on archiving 4 years’ worth DE presen~a[Yons, {hal content w[H be 

available later this fall. 

The new AGG Report will be released r;ght around Labor Day. Interesting results again th~s year. 

Look forward to seeing everyone Sunday at the BBQ. 

Cheers, 

R~chard 

Dr, Richard M~ SouthaH 

~ssociate ProFessor - Sport ~drninbtration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 

OfFice .- 919.962-.3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919,962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSal wehs~te: ww,x,,unc,eduicsri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 

Office Hours: T!R - 1].:OOam-J.:OOpm; W - 9:~-10:30am and by appt. 



EXSS 2.0 

DATE WEEK 

1 

2 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

TOPIC 

Course Introduction 

O 

O 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Thesis Proposal Workshop 
Issues in College Sport 
Seminar #1 
Internship Panel- 
Discussion: What have I 
learned so far? 
Topic TBD 

Fall Break- No Class 

Topic TBD 
Topic TBD 

NO CLASS - 
THANKSGIVING 

End of Semester Summary 
Internship 
Thesis Proposals 
Looking ahead to next 
semester 

FACULTY 

Dr. Southall 
Dr. Weight (Intern Supervisor) 

Dr. Southall / Dr. Turner 

Dr. Weight 

Dr. Stroman 

Prof. Osborne 
Dr. Cooper 

Dr. Southall / Dr. Weight 

Topics/Faculty: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, August 8, 2011 5:00 PM 

Mbn-Fox, Missy <mjtbx~unc.edu> 

I~B: EXSS SA Orientation 

Thanks! 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= 3ulian-~x, Missy 
Sent: Monday, August 08, 20~1 5:00 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS SA Orientation 
~8SOLUTELY~! ~ wil~ not be here on "Fht~rsday but my student staffer, 

A~f the besN! 

M bsy 
Missy,J~an Fox 
I)~~ ~ot) UNC Visitors’ Center 
Mo~eBead Pbndxrhm~ Bmbfmg 
Ca~Nms Box #3~75 
Chapd H~, N C 27599.@t75 

~.8.~ UNCLogo 

will be ready and on the lookout for ¥o(N 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Monday, August 08, 2011 4:54 PM 
To: Julian-Fox, Missy 
Subject: RE: EXSS SA Orientation 

Hi Missy. I will be out of town on Friday. May 1 pick them up on Thursday? Thanks. 

debby 

9 P.).&~3.0336 

"Each day comes bearhsg ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schabacker} 

F~= Julian-~x, Missy 
Sent; Wednesday, July 27, 20M 5:20 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; RE: EXSS SA Orientation 

Deborah, 

The time frame - and soooooo much already scheduled - does present a challenge[ I think it best this time to provide packets of information for 

each student with an invitation to join one of our tours designed for graduate students. We offer these tours several times a week and during 

orientation week before classes, tlere is the schedule: 

For NEW FALL 2011 Graduate Students: 
Please call or emafl UNC Visitors’ Center (9~9-962 d630 or m~fox@unc.edu) to request to tour ~th us on one of the following dates: 

Wednesday, Au~st 17, at 3 pm 
Monday, A~g~st 22, at 3 pm 
T~ursday, August 25, at 3 pm 

Our grad tours last ~ 4.5 hr. and are desired to share the culture and resources of our campus and cotnmuni~ ~th he]pN] informa~on about ]Mng, navigating 

and enjoying this area. Family and significant others are cer~inly encouraged to join 

I am indeed excited we have connected[[ ~d cer~inly hope to pro~de a ~1] wonderflfi special indMduahzed tour for your next class of incoming grad s~dents[[ 

We’ll assemble the packets and they will be ready for pick-up on Friday, ok?? Please let me know if I can help ~rther[ 

~1 the best[ 

Missy 
Missy J~£a~ Fox 
I)hectm% UNC Vtsitors’ 
Mo~et~ead P[anetmi~m~ Building 
Camlms Box ~’34’75 
CSap~] HJR, NC 27599<~675 
9194X~2-16{~} 

i:g~ UNCLogo 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2011 5:58 PM 
To: Julian-Fox, Missy 
Co: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS SA Orientation 

Hi Missy, Thanks again for your assistance. 



We will have orientation far our nine Sport Administration (http://exss~unc~edu/graduate-pr~grams/specia~izati~ns/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/~ 

graduate students on Monday, August :!.5th. Their lunch is scheduled from ~_2:00 - ;kO0 at Woollen. The universiW tour that I am hosting begins at ~_:00 and 

ends at 2:30. I need to have them at Odum between ~_:20 and ~_:45. The other time is spent "roaming" and pointing out Davis Library and buildings near 
the heart of campus (e~g., Lenoir, Davis, Student Union, etc~) 
Let me know how we can utilize your wonderful service (including the goodie package) between ;12:45 and 2:30. This request requires that we spend at 

least 30 rains, with Odum~ 
Call me back, as necessary. 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D., CLU 
UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Admh~is~ation FaculV e~ 
E~SS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chai~, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chai~, College Sport Research Institute 
Faculty Advisor, Carolh~a Sports Bushaess Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nail Leadership & Honors Organization) 
315 Woollen CB# 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.~yt-3.0336 

Twitter drstroman 
}ttt}~://www~unc,edn/dc~ks~ exerctse/spor~admtn~sCrarton 

’~ust because it hasn’t been done - doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 5:31 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~W:                                                   .g~p 

Verizon Marketing Job for UNC Football.pdf 

Hi See attached. 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:02 PM 
Subject: grp 

Hello Club, 

I hope everyone is having a great summer vacation. I just wanted to send out a few quick updates because the fhll semester is coming up quick. 

First, there is a new job opportunity ruth Verizon to work on marketing tbr UNC Football fbr the fall semester. Please ~e the attached document (which is also 

available on our Blackboard site under "Internships"). I would sugges~t researching the position, applying early, and con "tacting the Vefizon repre~ntative with any 
questions you may have. 

Second, Fall Fest is coming up on Sunday           from 9PM-2AM. We roll have a table for the club and would like club member support to help run the table’. If 

you would like to volunteer at our table, please ema~l ~ne at       @live.unc.edu. You can volunteer ibr a few hours or the whole time if you are really ambitious. 

Third, we will be having our club kickoff meeting in early          once eve ~r~thing gets s~ttled. We roll be following up with more details once school starts. ~Ve 

would love to hear your ideas for club events and speakers, so let us know your thoughts! 

Finally, if you would like to join the leadership team or take a more active role on the club, we can definitely accommodate you’. Let us know what interests you and we 

will maJae it a great experience! 

Have a great rest of the summer, and see you in a t~w weeks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 6:49 PM 

~gmaJl.com 

FW: CBC Welcome Back Social 

Hi, Please share with the Grad Student Association, As a research or teaching assistant, alt Nad< graduate students are el~g~Ne to join the Caucus. Thanks! 

let me know ~f you h~ve any questions. 

Dr, Stroman 

Ge i hds, 

K~tio~e, JMgag~-, 

929.843.0336 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [maH~:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Nonday, 6:25 PN 
To= cbccha~r@unc.edu 
Subject= CBC Welcome Back Social 

The Carolina Black Caucus hosts its second annual "Welcome Back Social" for members and special guests. RSVP required. Details forthcoming. Please 

send note to cbdnfo@unc.edu if you know of a new Black hire{s) in your department since May. We wish to welcome them to the campus. Thanks! 

Save-the-date~ Friday, - 5:00 
H~rombe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

3:15 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

x:: Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 4:01 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: Summer Reading Discussion Room Confirmation 

Hi        I hope you are doing well, Will you still join me on the      It’s okay if you haven’t had a chance to read the book yet, I have a copy for you in my 
office, Call me when you can, 
Dr, Strorn~m 

9i9.843.033& 
"Each day �ames bearh~g ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbonsY (R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: Jordan, Scarle~ L 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:3~ PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Summer Reading Discussion Room Confirmation 
Dear Deborah Stromm~ 
Once again, thane you for volunteering to lead a Carolina Summer Reading Discussion Session wi~ our first-year ~d transfer students, 
I w~ted to confi~ that you w~ be Bcifitafing a Smlner ReadMg Discussion Session on Monday froln lpm - 3pm ~Jth M 
Pl~fips 222. 
The Carolina Summer Reading web site, h~p://w~v.unc.edt~/sip, has been up,ted and will continue to be up,ted with re~urces and information that will help you 

pre~re ibr the discussion ~ssions. You are also highly encouraged ~m attend one of two discussion lemter ~ainings~ fl~e first of which will rake place on Sunday~ 

~rom 1:00p.m. 3:00p.m. and the second will ~mke place on Monday, t~om 10:00a.m. 12:00p.m. ~th in Mu~hey Hall room 116. 

Also, fl~e Office of New Student & C~yolina Parent Programs is pleased to mmounce that Jonathan Safran Foer is p~senfing a lecture and question and answer ~ssion 

on Thurs~y,          at 7:30pm in Memofi~J Hall. The lectu~ is a ~ee, ficke~d event. Tickets may ~ picked up at the Memofi~J Hall Box Office. Box Office 

Hours are Monday through Friday, 10:00am -6:00pm. On Thursday          the Box Office will ~ open fiom 5:30pm 8:00pm. 

Thmik you ~aAn for volunteering ~ lead one of ~e~ discussions m~d be a pa~ of the Umversi~’s efib~s to engage new students in the Carolina communiW. Please 

do not hesitate to contact our oi~ice at 919-962-8304 or e-mail Shandol Hoover at ~hooveI~gmail.unc.e&t if)~u have any questions. 

Since~ly, 

O~ce of New Students & Carolina Parent Programs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Tuesday, 4:09 PM 

Jordan, Scarlett L <scarlett@unc.edu:~ 

Pd:;: Summer Reading Discussion Room Confirmation 

Yes, I witl be a Summer Reading discussion leader’. Thanks. 
Go } 

Debord~ 8~:rom~.~, Ph.D C:LL ! 

929 84.3 0336 
"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= Jordan, Scarle~ L 
$ent: Tuesday, 3:3~ PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Summer Reading Discussion Room Confirmation 
Dear Deborah Stromaa 
Once again, tha~ you fi)r volunteering to lead a Carolina S ummer Reading Discussion Session wifl] our first-year and transfer students. 
I w~ted to confim that you wit be facilitating a S~mer ReadMg Discussion Session on Monday, grom lpm - 3pm ~4th in 
PMllips 222. 
The Carolina Summer Reading web site, http:/iwwwamc.ed~/s~% has been up,ted and will continue to be up,ted with re~urces and Jnibmmfion fl~m will help you 

pre~re for the discussion ~ssions. Yoa ~e Mso highly encoaraged ~ a~end one of~vo discassion leader a’ainings, file first ofw~ch will take #ace on Sunday, 

fl’om 1:00p.m. 3:00p.m. and the second will m~e #ace on Monday, from 10:00a.m. 12:00p.m. ~fl~ in Mu~hey HM1 room 116. 

Also, the O~ce of New Student & Coyolina Parem Programs is pleased to a~ounce thin Jonathan Safi~ Foer is p~senting a lec~re and question and answer ~ssion 

on Thursday,         m 7:30pm in Memofio~ HM1. The lecmle is a flee, ticketed evem. Tickets may ~ picked up m the Memofio~ HM1 Box Office. Box 

Hours are Monday’ through Friday-, 10:00am -6:00pm~ On Thur~a)          the Box O~ce will [~ open from 5:30pro 8:00pm~ 

Thank you again for volunteering ~ lead one of~e~ discussions and be a pa~ of the U~versi3,’s efibl~s to engage new s~dems in the Carolina commtmi~,. Please 

do not hesitate to contact our o~ce m 919-962-8304 or e-mMl Shandol Hoover at ~hoovel~email.unc~edu if you have any queslions~ 

Since~ly, 

Office oI’New Students & Carolina Parem Programs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)9 

Tuesday, 4:26 PM 

@alumni.unc.edu 

ILE: Meeting Totnorrow? 

Hi       I expect to be here from :1:30---4:00. 

Anything could happen between now and then though~ ;) I look forward to seeing you, 

Dr, 

t:xpio~e~ g~gage, Empower. 

9 Zc).843.033,’~ 

F~m: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2~:46 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject: Meeting Tomorrow? 

Dr. St~mm~ 

I hope this email finds you well. I know this is late notice, but I mn going to be in Chapel Hill tomorrow afternoon and was wondering if you’d be around? If you get a 

chance, please let me k~ow either way. 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, 4:26 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: F~ll Fes~t 

Thanks I will let know. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ama Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sutzject: Fall Fest 

@email.unc.edu] 
11:07 AM 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

Just wanted to let you know if the sports business club needs help working 
the booth for fall [’est, I will help! Also I know I’m not an undergrad 
anymore, but if the club needs any help please let me know because I will 
have a lot more time on my hands this year! 

Hope you’re e~i~uing the rest of your summer! 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 
Communications Studies 

@email uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, 4:29 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: Fall Fest 

Hi     . Here’s a great vol to assist with Fall Fest. Give her one of your bigger assignments to take some of the weight of£ E.g, creating a master list of who is volunteering at what times or 
coordinating the road trip to Charlotte. ;) 

Make sure she has a "junior" leader assigned to her to ensure that he/she learns from skill set 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Aun Schabacker) 

..... ©ri~inal Message ..... 

From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:07 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fall Fest 

He?" Dr. Stroman, 

Just wanted to let you know if the sports business club needs help working 
the booth Jk~r fi~ll fest, ! will help! Also I know I’m not an undergrad 
anymore, but if the club needs any help please let me know because I will 
have a lot more time on my hands this year[ 

Hope you’re enjoying the rest o:[’your summer! 

UNC Chapel Hill Class o:[" 
Communications Studies 

))email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 4:31 PM 

@gmail.com> 

ILl:;: 

Hi      I would love to n~eet with you. How is your schedule on Thursday, the    ? 

Dr, Strorn~m 

9i9.843.033& 

"Each day �ames bearh~g ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbonsY (R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Monday, 7:2~ PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: 

I mn the school year and I w~ted to reach out to you and introduce myself. My name is 

and I was previously the I look fortran to wor~ng ruth you throughout this year and would love m~y advice concerning 

my new position. I have been i~om~ed that I roll probably need ~me infommtion ~om you in order to re-register the organization on campus, so plea~ be on the look 

out for that. If you would like to meet, I am alma@ ~ck in Chapel Hill and would e~oy the opp~ni~. 

Thank~ 

University of North Carolina c/c 

B.A Economics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, August 9, 2011 5:16 PM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

ILB: Friday Center Newsletter 

Hi Debra, Yes, I did send this save-the-date to your director’. He will get the formal invite, 

I am not sure if       will be i~ town He does know about the event though. 

Let’s s@e each other" soo~ 

d 

9i9.S43.033& 

F~m: Watkins, Debra 
Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 20~1 5:07 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje{t: N: Friday Cen~r Newsle~er 
Hi Debby, 

My director sent this to the staff and asked me ~f he could i~t[:end, He’sgoodpeopJe, f’ve~:ok~himi~boutyou, wil~ attend? 

Debn~ 

Deb~a B. Ws[k~ns 

Assodate D~’ec[or ~:or Confe~’ence Services 

WHl~arn and ~da FrMay Center for Continuing Education 

Campus 8ox :~020 

UniversK:y of Nor~:h Carolina at (:h~pel H~H 

Chapel H~], NC 27599.-~.020 

Telephone: 9~9-962-,259I 

Fax: 919 962-206I 

~ Madill, Valerie S [mailto: madill@email,unc,edu] 
SeBtl Tuesday, August 09, 20~ 3:0~ PM 
Te~ ~riday Center Division Staff 
S~bjeCt~ [fridayctrsta~ Friday Center Newsle~er 

From Rob: 

~B~ Welcom~ B~ck 5oriel 

The G~oli~a Blac~ Caucus hosts its second annual "Welcome Back ~odal" that wHI be ope~ to aH Black e~ployees and special guests. RSVP ~equired. 

Details forthcoming. Please send note to cbcinfo@unc.edu i~ you know of a new Black hire(s) in you~ department since ~ay. We wish to warmly welcome 

them to the campus. Thanks~ 

5~ve-the-d~te~ Frid~y, Auqust 26~h - 5:00 p.m. 

Where: The Sonja H~ynes Stone Cente~ ~or N~d< ~ul~u~ ~nd Hi~o~ 

<ul> 

~di:> - = You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
fridayctrsqbafl’as: "-~a hre~"ma~lto:watkdnsd~email~unc~edu’~>watkinsd¢~email.unc.edu<)’a>. To unsubscfibe send a blank <br> 

email to <a hre~" mailto:leave-29628677-37989359.85d 124277edc21 bc 1 aiD863bdfT., 7719b,@,li stserv, u nc .edu ’~.deave-29628677- 
37989359.85d 124277edc21 bc 1 aiD863 bd fT., 7719b,@,listserv.unc.ed u --?’a~; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 11:03 AM 

@alumni.unc.edu 

ILE: Meeting Totnorrow? 

Hi I am having compuLer problems and may be at the IT center’, You can text me if I am not in my office. I will be in the lower level of the Under’grad Library. 

Go } 

Debord~ 8~:rom~.u, Ph.D C:LL.r 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:29 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~e: Neeting Tomorrow? 

Okay, I can be there around 3:00. 

Thm~ 

On 16:25, Stroman, Deborah L <_d__[_t__r~!~£_u__%cz_:_e_d___u_> wrote: 

tie I expec~ to be here t}’om 1:30 4:00. 

Anyfling could happen between now and flaen though. ;) I bok fi~rwa’d to seeing you. 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah ;!%.roman, P}~ D. (2L,I ~ 

919,843,0336 

"Each da~ comes bearin~ i~s own ~it~s, [r~tie ~he ribbo~sd~ (R, Ann Schabacker) 

F~m: (/3gmai].com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:46 AM 
To: Stroman, D&orah L 
Subject: Meeting Tomorrow? 

Dr. StmmaK 

I hope this email finds you well. I know this is late notice, but I am going to be in Chapel Hill tomorrow afternoon and was wondering if you’d be around? If you get a 
chance, please let me know either way. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 3:33 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Prig: Question about EXSS 

Hi       FirsbYear students (and all students thereafter) enrolling at LiNC for the         term are required to comply with the new curriculum. All other 
students (h~dud~ng current junior and senior transfers) have the option to choose which of the two curricula they w~H complete, 
Thus, you have your choice~ ;) 

"Each day comes bead~g ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbo~sJ’ {R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:07 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: question about EXSS 
Dr. Stroman, 
Quick question...I asked Dr. Salyer as well but I think she might be away from email. Since rm going into my junior year, I am still allowed to be on the old curriculum for 
Spo~ Administration correct? That’s the one I have been planning for. No worries if you’re not sure about the answer, I was just curious since I needed to swap out classes. 
Best, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:40 PM 

To: 
C¢: 

Subject: RE: Question about EXSS 

Hi Yes, please feel free to email me for an appointment. 

f cc’d so you can r~-:~ach out to hirn about ge~:ting revolved Look for 

Dr. Stroman 

DeboraJ:t Str,)man, Ph-D,, CI,U 

"Each dav comes bearit~g ~ls own gills, Un~:~e the ribbons," (N,Ann 5chabacker} 

F~: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:5~ PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Question about EXSS 
Dr, Stroman, 
Than~ for your advice[ rm currently not on campus. I have a leadership retreat for our 
be able to move in until the     Can I email you sooner to that time to set up a day!time to meet with you? 
Also, I was planning on geeing involved in the 
with it. 
Best, 

at Fall Fest too! 

chapter and a friend’s wedding to attend so I will not 

this year! I’ve heard nothing but great things about it from my friend who has been involved 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:18 AM 

To: 
Subject: RE: Question about EXSS 

f am availaM,:_~ to chat with you hy phone or in person ahou[: SA I_et rne know ff you are on campus. 

As per Dr. Sa~ver’s note, you have plen~:y of tkne ~:o get the SA track completed. EXSS    wil~ be aw~i~ahle ~n the spring term and in your senk~r year, ~ w~ strongly 

suggest, if you haven’t already, that you start building your resume of expedence~ k~ternsMps, vo]unLeer work, experient~a~ education is cHLica~ for the sport 

business ~ndustr% SA faculty a~so share opportunities in class. 

ff you aren’t a member, consider getting ~nvo]ved with the 

the ChJb. 

http:iistudentorgs.unc.eduicarsbc! 

Dr. Stroman 

DeboraJ:t Str,)man, Ph-D,, CI,U 

http://exss.unc.edu/undergraduate-pr~gram/ba~n-exs~/sp~rt~adm~n~trati~n/~ver~ew/ 

"Each day comes bearing ~:s ~wn gift:s, Untie the ribbons," {N,Ann Schabacker} 

too. As the faculty advisor, I post opportunities on the Blackboard site for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 3:57 PM 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@emml.unc.edu> 

Pal:;: Boys and Gifts Club 

Thanks[ I have your ticket. ;) are atso joining 

d 

De~)c~rah ;!’;~.roman, P}~ D. (2L.I ~ 

9 i’).~43.0336 

F~m: Penn, Ann E 
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 3:00 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Boys and Girls Club 

Deb: 

ShouM I just go ondine to buy the ticket or should ~ ge~ ~t from you? 

Ann E. Penn, Dhector 

Equa~ Oppo~tuniW/ADA Of Sce 

University o[: North Carolina a~ Chape~ I-HH 

100 East Franklin Street, Unit 110 

Campus Box 9160 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tek 919.96{5 357(~ 

Fa’.c 919962.2562 

This message is intended only for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed and may 

contain information that is sensitive and!or confidentiak If you have received this 

con~munk:ation ~n error, p~ease corn:act me knmediately at 919--9(~-3576. 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 

Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 4:42 PN 

To= Penn, Ann E; Malone, Brenda Richardson; Watkins, Debra; Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Boys and Girls Club 

l~p~aBee= High 

;) http://www,dancingwiththestarsafcaralina.com/index~html 

I recently joined the board. I hope you all can join me, Let me know if you are willingto buy a ticket(s) at S~25. Lots of fun and a GREAT cause. 

d 

Why we need a Boys ~ G~rls Club 

~ thkik everyone has heard of The Boys & G~rls Clubs of America, especially ff you waLch sports programs where Denzel Washington Frequently promotes the 

clubs~ ~ can’t remember a t~me ~ didn’t know about them. So why isn’t there one ~n Chape~ HHI or Carrboro or aH of Orange County? 

One day a friend told me we needed one here and that 52 percent of people who had been members of a dub growing up said it "saved their lives." That got 

my attention! The chJb members didn’t just say, "Oh, it was an interesting experience" or "I made good friends." No! They said something much more profound 

about their experience. 

They said that without the dubs, they might have been in serious trouble, in jail or even dead. ][ never heard people talk like that about other childhood 

experiences and ][ began to wonder what makes Boys & Girls Ck~bs experiences so different and have such a long-lasting impact. 

The clubs started in 1860 when two housewives invited some street boys in for milk and cookies. Since then, Boys & Girls Ck~bs have developed tailor-made 

programming specifically designed to help schoobage chi[clren from "challenging circumstances" (or as they now say, "children who need us most") 1o realize 

their full po{ential as productive, responsible and caring ci{izens. 

These dubs are unique .- open every day after school, aH summer and on weekends. They are a[fordable, so that children [rom low-income families are able to 

attend, Chapel Bill has wonderful programs for children, but they are e×pensive, short term and many have waiting lists, A child enrolled in a Boys & Girls Club 

may attend every day, including summers, for the duration of his schooling, And the summer program assures that children will not lose the academic gains 

they have made during the year, 

Boys 8{ Girls Clubs provide structured programming in five core areas: leadership and character development, the arts, health and life skills, spo~¢s, fitness and 

recreation. But the main focus is on academic success - tutoring, setting goals and getting kids through each grade and graduated from high school. 

Is there a need in Chapel HIll for a Boys & Girls Club? 



The Chapel Hill Carrboro School system has worked hard for years to close the achievepqent gap between black and white students, with little success. A Boys 

& Girls Club in Chapel Hill will have a direct impact on these problems, Studies show that Club members ipqprove their grades, are n-~ore likely to graduate from 

high school and are more likely to stay away frol~’] gangs and drugs, Boys & Girls Clubs are good preventive medicine, providing stFuctured programming by 

professional staff, 

]t can also be imagined that the recent murders in Chapel Hill might never have occurred if a Boys & Girls Climb had been in existence when the perpetrators 

were youngsters, As Judge Joe Buckner, (Orange-Chatham District Court) told me the other day, "[here is no greater need," 

that whal we want for our town, to be known as a place that serves all our children? 

We have made progress. Our board has identified a site in Chapel Hill and we are working 1hrough the town’s approval process to open in 20~_.But we must 

raise $200,000 to n-~ake this drean-~ come true for our children, Currently, DSI Comedy Theater in Carrboro is helping us by donating $2 of each ticket sold 

duFing .July. This is a full-of-laughs way to support our vision, and SatuFday performances are kid4riendly so you can the whole fan-~ily! 

I invite anyone interested in helping, either by donating or by Se~lvirlg orl OU~" b O a ~1 ~, t o contact me at 

privilege it would be to be a founding member of the very first Boys & Girls Club in Orange County! 

.,.3yahoo.com or 967-4264. What a great 

Donations may be sent to Boys & Girls Clubs of Eastern Piedmont - Orange County Club, PO Box 2201, Chapel Hill, NC 27525. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science De-pc. 

Spor~ Administration Faculty es www.exss.unc.edu 

E~XSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chai~, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chaiz, College Sport Research I*~stimte 

Facul~- Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (NaO Leadership & Honors Organ~ation) 

31.5 ~&,~oolJen CB# 860.5 

Chapel Hi)d, NC 27.599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <WO UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 5:33 PM 

Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@email.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: Lunch m~d FY1 

Wow! Thanks for sharing. I really enjoyed our lunch escape. ;} 

Friendly reminder --. Please send your great diversity report for the College. 

I will k~-:~ep you posl:ed on Nfe in my "neck .af the woods." (not including my golf ban shots) 

Hugs to y.au and "I’HANt(5 for all you do! 

You are VERY appreciated, 

d 

’>Each day comes ~ea~ing ks own gifts~ Untie the ribbons2’ {R,Ann 

From= Ashby, Valerie S 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:12 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= ~: Lunch and ~I 
FYI. You ne~er know who ~s watching you! 

Thanks so much for an enjoyable lunch. 

Valede 

From= Ashby, Valerie S 
Nentl Wednesday,              4: lI PN 

Subject= RE: 

Thanks for the note~ My coNeague and I did stop, and she made a donation. I would be g~ad to hear more about the experiment. My schedule is pre[ty 

unpredictable until classes beg~n, but please feel free to g~ve me a can 

Best, 

VSAsbbv 

Sent= Wednesday, 2:56 PN 
Te= Ashby, Valerie S 
Subject: 
Hi Professor Ashby, 
Hy na~e is and a~ a UNC nursing ~uden~ and work for 
ri~ of ~o~less~ co~uRi~ of Chapel Hill a~d ~ur~a~. 
was one of ~hose girls and I would love ~o ~ell you ~ore a~ou~ our experi~en~ and wh~re your ~on~y is going if you did ind~ed dona~. 
I’~ w~ sor~ if r~ completely ~is~ak~n and it wasff~ you who donated! I ~hough~ I r~cognized you and wan~ed ~o ~hank you personally if i~ was you. 
Have a wonderful Wednesday, rm sor~ if rye caused you any inconwnience! 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, ~ 6:17 PM 

@southeastpsych.com) 

FW: Article - Student-Athlete Equation 

Student-Athlete Equation - NY Titnes.lpdf 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbo~s," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:49 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Article - Student-Athlete Equation 

Amen. 

From the In case gou missed it file... 

d 

Go t {eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.I), CLU 

U~-C Exercise and Spo~ Science 

Spo~Admh~is~afion Faculv es ~.~,w.exss.uncedu 

E~SS Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coordinator 

Chaff, Ca~olma Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chaff, Co~ege Spo~ Research Institute 

Faculv Advisor, (;a~olh~a Spo~s Bushaess Club & Si~a Alpha Lambda (Narl Leadership & Honors O~gan~afion) 

315 ~roo~en CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, N’C 27599 

919 ~3.0336 

Twkter drs~roman 

"Just because 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, August 11,2011 12:38 PM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

ILl:;: Friday Center Newsletter 

Hi Debra. I saw       yesterday and he said he would be in attendance. 

Any word on video insight? 

F~m: Watkins, Debra 
Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 20~ 5:~8 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Friday Center Newsle~r 
absoh~tely[ the reason ~ asked about ~s because he’s on our bosrd and i~ would be a gres~ opportunity for he and to meet. 

Debra B. Watk~ns 
Assodate D~rector for Conference SatyR:as 

WHl~am and Ida FrR~i~y {::enter for Con~:~t~u~ng 

Campus Box ~020 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolina at Chapel 

Chapel H~H, NC 2759%:[020 

watMnsd @email.unc.edu 

Telephone: 919-.962-259I 

Fi~’.4:9~.9 962-206I 

F~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 20IE 5:~6 PN 
To: Watkins, Debra 
Subject: RE: Friday Caner Newsle~r 

Hi Debra. Yes, ~ dhJ send tMs save-~:he.-da~:e ~:o your director. He wH~ get the Formal kwite. 

~ am not sure i[ wi~ be in ~:o~,n. He does know ~bout ~:he event though. 

Let’s see each other 

d 

F~m= Watkins, Debra 
Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 20~ 5:07 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: N: Friday Center Newsle~er 
Hi Debby, 

My dir’ector seRt this to the staff and asked me ~f he could at[end. He’s good people. ~’ve [o]d him about you. wH~ attend? 

Debra 

Debra B. Watk~ns 

Assodate Dh’ector for Conference Services 

WHl~am and ~da Frk~i~y Center for Con~:~numg 

{::amens gox 1020 

UniversiW of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-:[020 

watMnsd @email.unc.edu 

Telephone: 919-,962-259I 

Fi~’,4:9~,9 962-206I 

~entl Tuesday, August 09, 201~ 3:0~ PN 
Te~ Friday Center Division Staff 
Su~jeCt~ [fridayctrsta~ Friday Center Newsle~er 

CBC Welcome Back Social 

The Carolina Black Caucus hosts its second annual "Welcome Back Social" that will be open to all Black employees and special guests. RSVP required. 

Details forthcoming. Please send note to ~,[E[9_~_U_E~:_~_M. if you know of a new Black hire(s) in your department since May. We wish to warmly welcome 

them to the campus, Thanks~ 

Save-the-date] Fridoy. August 26th - ~:00 p.m. 

Where: The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 
</ul> 



fiidayctrs~ffas: <a href"mailto:watkinsd,@email.u~ac.edu’?~watkin~t(i~emaila~nc,edu~/e~~. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emafil to <a href "mailto:lcave- 29628677- 37989359.85d124277edc21 bcl afl)863bdf77719b(tblistserv,mac,edu">lea~ze-29628677- 

37989359.85d124277edc21 bcl afl)863bdf77719b(tblistserv,mac,edu~-~/~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, August 11,2011 12:49 PM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

Prig: Friday Center Newsletter 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes ~e~i~g ~ts o~n g~s. Untie the r~bbo~sJ’ {R,A~ Schab~d<er} 

From: Watkins, Debra 
Nent: Thursday, August ll, 201~ 22:41 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Friday Center Newsle~r 

Thanks, FH let know. ~s thb Lhe d~gkal video rnanagernent system you spoke to my tech foH~s ~bout ? 

Debra B. Watk~ns 

Assodate Okector for Conference Secvkes 

Wil~am and ~da Frk~ay Center for <:of~mumg Educatkm 

{::arn~ms [~ox 1020 
Universky of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

watk[nsd @email.unc.edu 

Telephone: 919-962-259I 

Fax: 919 962-206I 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Senti Thursday, August ll, 2Oil ~2:38 PN 

Tot Watkins, Debra 
~ject: RE: Friday Cen~r Newsle~r 
Hi Debrm I saw       yesterday and he sam he would be in attendance. 

Ar~y word on vhg~o insight? 

d 

Go Meel~;, 

9Zo.843.0336 

"Each dav comes bea~i~g ts own gifts. Unl:ie the ribbons." (l,Ann 5ch~back~r} 

F~m= Watkins, Debra 
Sent= Tuesday, August 09, 20::[2 5:28 PN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: Friday Cen~r Newsle~r 
absoh~tely~ the reason ~ asked about ~s because he’s on our hoard and k wo@d be a great opporttm~ty for he and 

Debra !. Watt, ms 

Aasodate O~rector for Conference 5ervk:es 

to nleet. 



William ~nd Id~ Friday Cenl:er for Cor~tiru.dng Educal:ion 

Campus Box 1020 

University o~: North Carolina 

Chapel H~, NC 27599~1020 

watk~nsd ~emaiLunc.edu 

~elepbone: 919-962-.2591 

Fax: 9Z9 952-.206~ 

F~: Stroman, Deborah L 
~e~t= Tuesday, August 09, 20~ 5:[6 PH 
To: Watkins, Debra 
~ubject~ RE: Friday Center Newsle~er 

Hi Debris. Yes, ~ dk~ ~end th~ save.-the-date to your director. He w~ get the form~ invite. 

~ am no[: sure ~f       ~,¢i]~ he h~ town. He does ]~now about the ew~mt thot~gh, 

Let’s see each other soon[ 

d 

"Each day comes beating ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (~,A~ S~habacke~} 

From= Watkins, Debra 
Sent= Tuesday, August 09, 20~2 5:07 PM 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
S~bject= ~: Friday Center Newsle~er 
Hi Debhy, 

My director sent this to d~e staff and asked me i~: he could attend. He’s~oodpeople. l’ve toM him about you. wil~ 

Debra 

Debra B. Watkh~s 

Associate Director for Conference Services 

Will,am ~nd hJ~ Fddav Cent:er for Cor~t~ru.dn~ Educst:~on 

Campus Box 2020 

University o~: North Carolina st Chape~ H~fl 

Chapel H~ll, NC 27599-1020 

watkinsd @email.unc.edu 

3elepbone: 919-962-.2591 

Fax: 9~9 962-.2061 

F~m= Madill, Valerie S [mailto:madillCeemail.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, August 09, 20~2 3:02 PM 
To= Friday Center Division Staff 
S~bject= [fridayctrsta~ Friday Center Newsle~er 

From Rob: 

CBC Welcome Back Sociel 

attend? 

The Carolina Black Caucus hosts its second annual "Welcome Back Social" that will be open to all Black employees and special guests. RSVP required. 

Details forthcoming. Please send note to cbcinfo@unc.edu if you know of a new Black hire(s) in your department since May. We wish to warmly welcome 

them to the campus. Thanks! 

Save-the-date! Friday, August 26th - 5:00 p.m. 

Where: The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

fridayctrstaB’as: <a hre~"mailto:watkin~;email.nnc.edn’~>~ atkha~(a)eraaiI.mac.edu<, a>. To unsnbscribe send a blank <br> 

em~fil to <:a hre~" m~J]to:leave-29628677-37989359.85d 124277edc2 ] bc I atl)863bdt77719b~’~ilistserv .unc.edu’~>leave- 29628677- 

,s__?_9_._s_ %_S_2_:.%_d_! .2_ 4__2_._7_ .7_e_.~ _c_2_! .b_ c_La_{~%~ bd_!7_7_7_~ 9__b_~a2~ i_~_t.~ e__r ::: .u_ n__c_:_e_ ~%’__/__~_~?, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, August 11,2011 2:01 PM 

Reese, Erroll <erroll@ewitech.com> 

LASER brochure 

LASER Brochure FINAL.pdf 

Hi Erroll. I hope to see you tonight. Here is the e-copy of the brochure. Please share with brothers that you know are struggling with their transition. 

FYI - I won’t be at     event...he forgot to add me to the tourney roster. ;( 

So I will see you on Sunday at the Combine. 

H ugs, 

d 

Go t teels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Adnfinistration Faculty e3 www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisor/Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB#, 8605 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just becouse it h~sn ’t been done - doesn’t mean that it c~n ’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 2:04 PM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: 

Hi 11:00 a.m. in Wootlet~ 315. Yhanks! 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:59 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: 

So~ ~or th~ d~ay ~n~ back to you, I had ~ find out my work schedule. I am fr~ any tim~ ~for~ 2 that day. Plca~ l~t mc ~ow what works for you. 

On Tue, at 4:30 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <__d_[_t__r!~!~£_u___n__cL:_e_d___u_ > wrote: 

Hi I would love ie meet wifl~ you. How is your sc[~e&fle on ’Ilmrsda?, ihe ? 
Dr. Stroman 

Deborah ;!%.roman, P}~ D. (2L.I ~ 

919.843.0336 ................................ 

Sent: Monday, 7:21 PM 
To: Stroman, D&orah L 
Subject: 
Hi Ms. Stmman, 

I ~ ~e school year aM I wrested to roach out m you m~d introduce myself. My name is 

and I w~ previously tim I look fern, toO to worMng mfl~ you fl~roughout this year and wend love ~y advice concerning 

my new position. I have been i~om~ed that I roll probably need rome infommtion ~om you in oNer to m-register the organization on campus, so plea~ be on the look 

out for that. If you wo@d like m meet, I am Nmady ~ck in Chapel Hill and would e~oy the op~ni~. 

Tha~ 

University of North Carolina c/o 

B.A Economics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, August 11,2011 2:36 PM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

l~J[:;: dimmer tonight 

I am waiting to hear back from Ellen Culler. 

d 

De~x~rah ;3u’oman, Ph 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gifts, Untie the ribbons," {R,A~ Schabacker} 

F~m: Watkins, Debra 
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2011 2:32 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: dinner ~night 
Hi Oebby, 

Who should ~ contac~ ~o ~ake on a tour of Carm[chsN? 

thanl<s! 

Debra 

Debra B. Watt, ms 

Assocbte O~rector for Conference Servk~ss 

WHlim~~ and Ida Friday Center for ~ondnu[ng Education 

Campus Box 1020 

Univers~tv of North Carolina 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-1020 

wa ~k~nsd @email.unc.edu 

Telephone: 919-.962-2591 

Fax: 919 962-2061 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Thursday, August ll, 201I 12:45 PN 

Te= Penn, Ann E; Watkins, Debra; Nalone, Brenda Richardson 
Subjeet~ RE: dinner tonight 

Work~ng~ate and goMgto fina~ NC Pro Am game. ;{ 

d 

919 8 %3 03.36 

"Each day comes Bearing ~ts own g]fts~ Untie the r]bbons~" {R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~= Penn, Ann E 
Sent; Thursday, August ll, 20ii 12:45 PN 

Te; Watkins, Debra; Nalone, Brenda Richardson; Stroman, Deborah L 
SubjeCt= RE: dinner tonight 
Sorry, ~ have a [~ee[:#~g at 6pfr~ so ~ can"t make it, 

Ann 

Ann E. Penn, Director 

Equa~ Opportunity/ADA Office 

Univers~tV of North Carolina 

100 Easd: }:rankl~t? Street, Urdt 11{} 

Campus Box 916{} 
Chapel H~H, NC 

Tek 9:[9.9663576 

Fax: 919~962.2562 

This message is intended only for 1:t1{? u~.m~ of the individual to whom ~t b addrem;ed and mav 

contain ~n[orrnation {hat is sensitive and/or confidential. If you have received this 

comrnun~cation M error, p~ease contact me #nmediately at 919-965--357& 

F~m= Watkins, Debra 
Sent~ Thursday, August ~1, 201~ ~2:42 PN 
Te: Nalone, Brenda Richardson; Penn, Ann E; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: dinner tonight 
anyone available for dinner/set tosether around 5ish today? 

Debra B. Watkins 

Associate Director for Conference Services 

William and Ida Friday Center for Continuin8 Education 

Campus Box ~020 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

~_~.[~_~#_ @_#_~ ~_[L~_~_~:_~.U 
Telephone: 919-962-2591 
[ax: 919 962-2061 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 2:48 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Freshman Faculty Mixer 

Hi       . Yes, we witl forward Lhe note to our mernbership. Thanks. 

I look forward to meeting you. 

Dr. Sl:rofrH~t~ 

"Each da~ ~omes ~earing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," {~,Ann 5d~abad~er} 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:S8 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Freshman Facul~ Mixer 
Good Afternoon Dr. Stroman, 

My name is            and I am the                                                      One of        staple programs every fall semester is the 
freshman faculty mixer. The purpose of £he mixer is to provide Africah-Americ~n student~ at UNC witl~ the opportunity to network with the African-American staff and faculty 

members on campus. As the chairperson for the Black Faculty and Staff Caucus, I was wondering if you could forward this email into the Caucus’s listserv in order for the 
African American faculty and staff to save the date and be present at this event. The mixer will take place Thursday,           from S:30-7:00pm in the Sonya Haynes 
Stone Center in the in the Hitchcock Multipurpose room. As mentioned earlier, if you could forward this to the rest of the African American faculty and staff, it will be greatly 
appreciated. Thank you in advance and T hope to see you at the mixer. 

Kind Regards, 



~nte; your TiN in the approp~ate box. The TIN provided must match t~ name given on the ~Narne~ ~ine 
~o avoid backup Withholding. For ~ndiv~duals, this i$ your social s~ufity numbe~ (S~N). Nowaver, for a 
resident alien, ~ole proprietor~ or disregarded entibt~ ~ee the Pa~ ~ inst~uction~ on page 3. Fo~ other 

TLN on page 3. 

No~e. If ~he ac~odnt ~s in mo~e than one ns.me~ see the char[ on page 4 for gugds~ines on whose 
number to enter. 

~ Ce~tificatio# 
:Jnds{ penakies of ,~>:~d~/, I cert.i~ that: 

TL.~ number shown on this form is my co~e~ tax~y~ identification n~mber (or ~ am waiti~ for a number to be issued to me}, a~ 

~ am not subie~t to backup wlthl3oldk~g because: (a) I am exempt from backuo withhoJding, or (b) J have not been notified by the In~emal Revenue 
Service ORS) that I am subject to backup w~hhoiding as a result of a failure ~o ~e~#~ all ~nt~e.st or dividends, or (c) the InS h~s notified me that 1 am 
no ~ouger sab~ct to backup wignhoidi[~, and 

3. I am a U.S. citizen or ethe;- l.LS. pe.~\eon ~’de~ned 

ce~ifioa~o~ in~tu~e~s, You must cr~s ou~ item 2 above if you have been notified by ~he ins tha~ you a~e currently subject to ~ckup withholding 
because you hav~ failed to ~epo~i all i~terest and dMdends on your ta~ return. Fo~ re~l estate transactions, item 2 does uot ~ply. For mortgage 
interest paid. acqa~si~on o~ abandon~nt of secured pro~y, c~ncel~agon of d~t con~ibutions to an individual retirement a~angement 0~A}, and 
generally, payments oth~ ~han ~nterest ~d d~vidends, you are not ~uired to sig~ rne c~r~iF~tion, b~ you must provide your correct 
instna~ions on page 4, 

Genera~ instructions ....... - ~o~e. If a reque~er giv~ you ~fom~ other than Fom~ W-9 to request 
your TiN, you must use the ~qu~er’s form ff it {s 

Section ~f~cee e~e to the internal Revant.~e Code unless othe~*~kse 
no~ed. 

A carson who is r~quired to fi~e an information rel~om w~th the InS most 
eb~oJ~, yotJ~ cotre~ t~xpayer id~t~fication number ~lN} to repoA, for 

yo~ paid, acquisition or aband~qment of s~ured property, cancellation 
of debt, o~ contrigations you made to ah iRA. 

Use Fo~ W-9 Only if you a~ a U.S. person 0ncluding a ~esident 
alien}, to provide yo~ coffee� ~lN to the person ~u~ing 

1. OeRif-~,, that t~ T~N yoLI are gMng is correct {or you 
number to be issued), 

2. Certi~ that y0~ are not subje~ to backup withholding, 

pays, ff applicable, you are also o~i£fing t~t as a U,S, parsers, your 
allocable s~are of any pa_~ne[ship ~ncome from a U.S. t~de or b~_~iness 
is no~ subject to the withhoid~n~ t~ on foreign canners’ share 
effect ve y connected income. " 

to this Form W-9. 

Def ~ ~n of a U.8. pe~son, For federal tax purposes, you are 
considered a U.S. person if ~ou are: 

~ An k~dividual who ~s a U.S. citizen or U.S, r~ident ~ien, 

~ A pa~ne~hip corpora~on, company, or as~a~ion create~ or 

~ An ~tate (other than a foreign estat@, or 

~ A domestic trust (as defbled in Regulations section 301.7701.7), 

S~at r~i~ ~ p~e~fiips. Padne~hips th~ conduct ~ trade or 
bus~ness ~n 1he Unit~ States are gene~lly r~uired to pay a withholding 
%~: on any foreign par~he~’ share of income from such busine~. 
Fu~her, ~n certain eases w~re a Fot~ W--9 has no~ been recek~, a 
paRnersh~p is required to presume that a pa~ner is a foreign person. 
and pay the w tr he d ng t~. Tl~refore, # yo ~ are a U.S. pe~on that ~s a 

s~atus ~ avoid wi~hol~in~ oh your share of pa~ne~h~p income. 

Cat No. 10231X Form~-~ (Rev, 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 12:43 PM 

@live,unc.edu> 

1~92: Spanish 

Please contact Prof. Cowefl, the director of the Spanish language program, to discuss gout foreign language request. Let me know if you have any 

questions or arer~’t makh~g progress, 

?h a n ks. 

Profl Cowe~l - gscowell(i~unc.edu 919.9 6 2,0156 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbo~s," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, ~0:~7 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Spanish 
Dr. Stroman: 
I ended up not geeing Spanish    since the waitlisN were purged. I added a class on my schedule just so I would be technically a full time student, but rd ideally like to get 
Spanish and drop the class I added. Do you have any recommendations for how to go about geeing into a Spanish class despite not being able ~ enroll in it at this time? 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Friday, August 12, 2011 1:24 PM 

Jones, Shandra <Shandra Jones@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu-~ 

;) 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R.A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= Jones, Shandra [mailto:Shandra~ones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
$ent: Friday, August 12, 2022 2:24 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: 

I could not recall his name nor access my older emNIs. Thanks. 

Shandra Jones 
Associate Director, MBA Admissions 
UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School 
(919) 962-0558 



EXSS _2.0 

DATE WEEK 

1 

2 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

TOPIC 

Course Introduction 

O 

O 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Thesis Proposal Workshop 
Issues in College Sport 
Seminar #1 
Internship Panel- 
Discussion: What have I 
learned so far? 
Topic TBD 

Fall Break- No Class 

Topic TBD 
Topic TBD 

NO CLASS - 
THANKSGIVING 

End of Semester Summary 
Internship 
Thesis Proposals 
Looking ahead to next 
semester 

FACULTY 

Dr. Southall 
Dr. Weight (Intern Supervisor) 

Dr. Southall / Dr. Turner 

Dr. Weight 

Dr. Stroman 

Prof. Osborne 
Dr. Cooper 

Dr. Southall / Dr. Weight 

Topics/Faculty: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 9:06 PM 

Jones, Shandra <Shandra_Jones@unc.edu>; Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Watkins, Debra 

<watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

Hi. 

Stay in prayer. 

No news on arrangements yet. 

debby 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromaaa@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 7:30 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS 

Hi       . The EXSS    class is full. We will probably offer the course in the spring or you may look to enroll in your senior year. As you know, the department is trying to keep 

class sizes smaller and we also now have seat limitations in the Woollen rooms. 

Let me know if you have any questions~ 

Dr. Stroman 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: .@live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, :16:57:09 +0000 

To: "Stroman, Deborah" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: EXSS 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 
I am an EXSS Sports Administration major going into my junior year and need to take your exss    class on T wanted to know 

if there was any advice you could give me on entering the course, do you allow students to sit in on the first day? Any useful information would be greatly appreciated. Thank 
you for your time. 
Kind Regards, 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 14, 2011 8:43 PM 

Julian-Fox, Missy <mjfox@unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS SA Orientation 

Hi. Sorry I didn’t get by the office. I will stop in tomorrow between 11:30 - 12:30. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enoughl we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J Goethe) 

From: "Julian-Fox, Missy" <mjfox@unc.edu> 

Date: Mort, 8 Aug 2011 16:59:35 -0400 

To: "Stroman, Deborah L" <_d_s__t_r__o_.~9_.n__q_._e__d__u_> 

Subject: RE: EXSS SA Orientation 

ABSOLUTELY[] I wilt not be here on Thursday but rny sLudent stat:fer, 

Atl the best[] 

M issy 

DhccI~or, UNC ~%J~o~s’ Cen~er 
Morehead Pla*~etam*m BuJJdLng 
(2~npue; Box ~3475 
(~apel tIi[[, NC 275994->~Z5 

~X~ UNOLogo 

will be ready and on the IookouL ]:or you! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Monday, August 08, 2011 4:54 PM 
To; Julian-Fox, Missy 
Subject: RE: EXSS SA Orientation 

Hi Missy. I will be out of town on Friday. May I pick them up on Th~rsday? Thanks. 

debby 

"Each day comes #earing ~ts own gifts. Untie the ribbons." 

E~m: 3ulian-~x, N~ssy 
Seat: Wednesday, July 27, 20~ 5:20 PN 
Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS SA Orientation 

Deborah, 

The time frame - and soooooo much already scheduled - does present a challenge[ I think it best this time to provide packets of information for 

each student with an invitation to join one of our tours designed for graduate students. We offer these tours several times a week and durin~ 

orientation week before classes. Here is the schedule: 

For N~ FA~ 2011 6radRate StRde~ts: 

Please call or email UNC Visitors’ Center (919-962-1630 or mjfox@unc.edu) to request to tour ~qt~ us on one of the follo~qng dates: 

Wednesday, AR~st 17, at 3 pm 
~onday, August 22, at 3 pm 

Thursday, August 25, at 3 pm 

Our grad tours last I-1.5 hr. and are desired to share the culture and resources of our campus and communi~ x~th help~l informa~on about 1Mng, na~gating 

and enjoying this area. Family and significant others are cer~inly encouraged to join us~ 

I am indeed excited we have cmmectedH ~d cer~inly hope to pro~de a ~11 wonderful special indMdualized tour for your next class of incoming grad s~dentsH 

We’ll assemble the packets and they will be ready for pick-up on Friday, ok?? Please let me know if I can help further[ 

~1 the best~ 

Missy 
Missy hfl~an 
Dhec~or, UNC VJsJto*s’ Ceuter 

(.t~apel tIi[[, NC 27599-8#75 



From= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent= Monday, 3uly 25, 2011 5:58 PM 
To= .Julian-Fox, Missy 
Co= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= EXSS SA Orientation 

Hi Missy. Thanks again for your assistance. 

We will have orientation for our nine Sport Administration (http://exss.unc.edu/graduate-pr~grams/speciaiizati~ns/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/) 

graduate students on Monday, August 15th. Their lunch is scheduled from ~2:00 - ~:00 at Woollen. The university tour that I am hostin8 besins at $:00 

and ends at 2:30. I need to have them at Odum between ~:20 and ~:45. The other time is spent "roamins" and pointin8 out Davis Library and buildinss 

near the heart of campus (e.8., Lenoir, Davis, Student Union, etc.) 

Let me know how we can utilize your wonderful service (includin8 the 8oodie packase) between 12:45 and 2:30. This request requires that we spend at 

least 30 rains, with Odum. 

Call me back, as necessary. 

~eborah Srroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dq~ 

Sport Admmis~adon Facul~ es 

E~S Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coordinator 

Cha~, Ca~olff~a Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Cha~, Co~ege Spor~ Research Institute 

Faculg Advlsor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & S~a Alpha Lambda (NaO Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 TVoo~en CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, N-C 27599 

919.~3.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

ht~p:iiwww.unc.edu id& rs / exercise/spot L=admhag~;uiort 

"Just beceuse it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t me#n that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, August 15, 2011 8:35 AM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

1~I:;: 

Okay~ 

d 

F~m: Robe~on, Nakenge 
Sent: Nonday, August 15, 2011 7:48 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: 
Oh no[ I am so sorr’y to hear’ that. Please ~et me know more ~nl:orrnat~on when you find out. 

Thanks, 

Nakenge 

~ Stroman, Deborah L 
~ent~ Friday, August ~2, 20~ 9:06 PN 
To~ 3ones, Shandra; Robe~son, Nakenge; Watkins, Debra 
Subject: 
Hi. No news on arrangements yet. 

Stay in prayer. 

debby 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday: 10:43 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1~3~,: Fish 

Th~nksN! 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, 9:41 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Fish 
Your fried fish will be in the fridge in the GSRI office~ 
Enjoy[ 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 
Communication Studies 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 11:15 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: i can’t believe it s~tarts up again next week! 

Okay. Yes, I can take two. I will free up after Wednesday. Let’s calendar! 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On , at 11:08 AM, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb(~uncaa.unc.edu;, wrote: 

Dr. Stroman 

I have called a few times to reach you, not qnite sure ifI left messages or not, just wanted to tD’ to catch you! 

I would love to get together if we can--possibly betbre school starts (there is a request on a wing and a prayer! ) 

As for the class request...I was wondering if you could possibly do 2?           and            both need a 1 credit course. If not possible for 

both than definitely jus~t I appreciate your help ruth this. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

(c; 

bridgerh~uncaa, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 3:58 PM 

@email .unc.edu> 

ILE: EXSS 

Hi         EXSS is one of the most popular majors on campus and the    class is fulh We will probably offer the course in the spring or you may look to em-oll in your junior or senior 
year As you may know, the department is trying to keep class sizes smaller and we also now have seat limitations in the Woollen rooms 

Let me know if you have an?’ questions I will be happy to discuss the EXSS - Sport Administration major with you too 

Best wishes on your internship with football! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
"Each day cumes bearing its uwn gifts. Untie the ribbuns " (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~£~email un c edu] 
Sent: Munday, 3:12 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS 

Professor Stroman, 

I am very interested in taking yuur 
class at 11 MoWeFr in the fall. I am a sophomore currently wurking fur the 
video department for the foutball team and am very interested in a majur in 
Spurts Administratiun. I’ve been told that this class is great ~2~r deciding 
if this is a major I want to pursue. (;an yuu give me any recommendatiuns un 
what [ can du tu get intu your class this semester? Thank yuu[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN ~DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, 4:02 PM 

@gmail.com~ 

I~E: ’I’ha~k you for your time! 

You are most welcoRleJ Do stay in 

Dr, Stroman 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, ~2:49 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~ank you for your time[ 

Dr. Stmma~ 

I wanted to thank you for ~ng the time out of your busy day k~ speak with me a~ut the S~ls AdminisWation Program. I h~ a lot ofresen, ations prior to our 

meeting but a~er s~a~ng with you I am a lot more confident with grad ~hool in general. I will defimtely ~ keeping in con~t wifl~ you. Tha~ you once agaJn~ 

~gmal.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 5:35 PM 

Watkins, Debra <watkinsd@email.unc.edu> 

C~m~ichael Tour 

Hi Deb. Have (or yourself) contact , I spoke to him today. 

d 

._@. _u___n_£a_. _a_:. _u_ .q c_.: e__d__.u_. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Strom~n, Ph.D. CLU 

UiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculb" e3 www.exss.unc.edu 

E_Y--~qS Academic Advisor ~nd Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisor" Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha L~mb da (Mad Leadership & } tonors Orgm~ization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel } till, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstrornan 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 2:17 PM 

@bell~uth.net 

Deborah Stroman <dstromm~@email.unc.edu> 

VC Invite 

Hi Ann. Please forward this note to Vincent to request his participation on a panel on Monday, September 12th at 6:30 p.m. at UNC. We will have dinner 

for the speakers prior to the event. 

Topic: "The Respect and Revolution of the Black Athlete." I am the facilitator. 

The confirmed speakers include: Jerry Stackhouse (UNC!NBA), Dwight Hollier (UNC/NFL), and LaChina Robinson (WFU WBB/ESPN color analyst). 

Thanks for the consideration. 

He can reach me at the office or mobile at 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Strom~n, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul 

EXSS Academic Advisor mid Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black C~ucus 

Advisoo" Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha L~mb& (Natl Leadership & } tonors Orgm~ization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chap{’1 Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstrom~n 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 4:09 PM 

South~Jl, Pdch~Jcd Mich~cd ~south~Jl@ema~l.unc.edu> 

172;: office hours aud class schedule 

GREAT jo!! 

luesday    2:00 p,m. - 4:00 p,m, 

Wed~esday 1~:00 p,m.--4:00 p,m. (Steele C~01150) 

~hursday 9:30 a,m. - ZO:30 a.m, and i:30 p.m. - 3:30 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons,’> (N,Ann 

From: Richard Southall [mailto:southall@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August ~6, 20~ 4:05 PM 
To: Osborne, Barbara 3; Cooper, Coyte; ’Erianne Weighf; Southall, Deborah Joy; Stroman, Deborah L; Johnson, Shelley H; Turner, Robe~ Winston II 
Subject: office hours and class schedule 

Hello everyone, 

Thanks for a great orientation for the grad students, I really appredate everyone p~tch~ng in and contributing. ~ am very excited about tMs year’s group and 

really appreciate the coordination and support Iron everyone. 

~ wanked to ask a [avor,..as you [orward Ashley your office hours, could you also forward me your office hours and also your c~ass schedule, so ~ can build a 

maste~schedule so we sork of know where we all are du~ng the day. 

~ really appreciake ~t~ 

Thanks, 
Rgchard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordi~ator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director -- College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 9~9.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 9~9.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration webs~te: 

CSRI Conference o~ College S~ort website: 

Office Hours: T/R- J.:[:OOam-~:OOpm; ~V- 9:~-J.O:.~Oam and by appt, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <YO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 4:09 PM 

South~]l, RJch~Jcd Mich~d ~south~]l@ema]l.unc.edu> 

I~E: office hours aud class schedule 

EXSS 221 --. I1:00--- 11:50 a.m. MWF Woollen 303 

919 84,3 0336 

F~m= Richard Southall [mailto:southaN@email,unc,edu] 
~ent= Tuesday, August 16, 2011 ~:05 PN 
To= Osborne, Barbara 3; Cooper, Co~e; ’Erianne Weigh[; SouthaJJ, Deborah Joy; Stroman, Deborah L; Johnson, Shelley H; Turner, RobeR Winston 
Subject= office hours and class schedule 

Hello everyone, 

Thanks for a great orientation for the grad students. I really appreciate everyone pitcNng [n and contributing, J am very exalted about this year’s group and 

reaNv appredate the coordination and support from everyone, 

~ wanted to ask a favor_.as you forward Ashley your office hours, could you also forward me your office hours and also your class schedule, so ~ can build a 

master schedule so we sort of know where we all are during the day. 

I really a~preciate 

Thanks, 

R~chard 

Dr. Richard M. Southal~ 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The UNversity of North Carolina at Chapel 

Director - CoNege Sport Research institute 

Woollen HaN 203C 

CeN - 

Fax- 919.962.-6235 

southaH@en~m~ unc.edu 

UNC Sport AdmiNstration webs~te: 

CSRJ ~onference on CoNege Sport webs~te: www.csr~conference~or~ 

Office Hours: Ti8 - 11:00am--l:OOpm; W - 9:~- lO:30am and by appt. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 4:34 PM 

Jackson, Fafimah L.C. <lhtimahj@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: National Evaluation of BodyWorks Funding Opportunity 

debbv 

F~m: Jackson, Fatimah L.C. 
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 ~:34 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~: National Evaluation of BodyWor~ Funding Oppo~uni~ 

From: Fatimah Jackson i @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 3:26 PN 

To: Jackson, Fatimah L.C. 
Subject: FW: National Evaluation of BodyWorks Funding Opportunity 

send to Debby S. 

Date: Mon, 15 Aug 2011 19:44:04 -0400 

From: @earthlink.net 
To: ~earthlink.net 

Subject: Nalional Evaluation of BodyWorks Funding Opportunity 

FYI. Tha,~ks Cynthia. 
"Ih is mere Jmpc:rt,an~ te LH~dersh,an:l than te he un:l~-rsteed." (Bii] Russell) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Please see attached funding opportuni~" through the Depaxtment of Health mad Human Services (HHS), ONce on Women’s Health (OWH). 

If you would like to submit a proposal for the National Evaluation ofBodyWorks: A Toolkit for Healthy Teens m~d Strong Families funding opportunity, 
please complete the forms in the attached Request for Proposals (RFP) and e-mail to John Snow, Inc. (JSI) at owhapplicatiou~{isi:corn by September 9, 
2011 at 5:00 p.m. Mountain Time. 

Please note, proposals will be not be accepted by the ONce on Women’s Health. 

For help with this RFP, please e-maik owhapplication~isi.com or call toll-free: 1-866-224-3815. 

Tha~k you. 

John Snow, Inc. 

John Snou,, Inc. 

o’~happlicat~ou@isi.com 
866-224-3815 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, 4:43 PM 

South~]l, Pdch~Jrd Michard ~’.south~]l@emaJl.~mc.edu> 

k~v~: EmaJl 

Hi Pdcha[d. The university is rea~y trying to stop ot:ficia~ U N¢ students from using non--U NC ?~ccoun~s [e.g, emergencies, unNersiW announcemen[s, spare and virus 

protection, etc.) for un~versity-rNated communications. 

Are you ok~;y w~:h ~:[~ese non--UNC ema]l accoun[:s? I wouM h~;[:e for us to get ~%urned" or ~;dmon~shed later... 

Your 

d 

~) [9.843.0336 

"Each daV comes beadt~g ~ts own gills, U~:~e the ribbot~s," (N,Ann 5chabacker} 

F~m: @gmail,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~: ~6 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subje¢t: Email 

tli Dr. NtromaB, 

My emml is ~rnail 

Tha~s, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 6:14 PM 

.~live.unc.edu> 

Pan Center Lunch & Learn 

Received. Thanks. 

Go } 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the 

F~m @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:05 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: ~: September Parr Center Lunch ~ Learn 

Dr. Stroman, 
This is my email address. .~9_~_~l:_~_~g:_~_~ 

Than~. 

From: Richard Southall [southall@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, .3:53 PM 
To: ’Deborah Stroman’ 

Subject: FW: " Parr Center Lunch & Learn 

Hello everyone, 

This is a test. 

Can you please forward your email address to Dr. Sir@man, so we know that you are all receiving emails from the distribution list. 

Thanks, 

Dr. S 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

southail(~emaii.unc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

h tt p:i! e ~.-;s. ~ t: c. e d u / ~;~ r~ d ~ ~ t e- p r o f[r~ m ais p e d ~ ~ z ~ tk~ n a is p@ r t .. a ~i m~ n ~ s~ t r~ t ~ o n / o v e r vie w! 

CSRI website: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 

Office Hours: T!R - 2I:OOam-2:OOpm; W - 9:~dO:3Oam and by appt. 

From= Richard Southall [mailto:southall@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, IO:~ AN 
To= ~live.unc.edu); ~@email.unc.edu); 

~email.unc.edu); @email.unc.edu); @gmail.com); 

Subject: FW:          Parr Center Lunch & Learn 

Here’s the information on the Lunch and Learn with Professor Osborne and myself. 

Dr. S 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

southail@emaii.unc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI website: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 

Office Hours: T!R - 11:OOam-l:OOpm; W - 9:00-10:30am and by appt. 

From: Schaefer, Adam R [mailto:adschaefOemail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,             ll:09 AM 
To: Southall, Richard Michard; Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: RE:          Parr Center Lunch & Learn 



Thanks I:o both of yo{~...f’ve creat~-:~d the webpa~e for l:his, an{:~ will be~r~ p~.~b]ic~zmg ~:he event next: week whef~ peo~)~e sl:ar~ arriv~n~ b~c]~ of~ ca[T~p~s 

Please invite anyone you ~ike to attend --our L~mch & Learns are open to everyone. We do ask that everyone re~ster, so we know how much food Lo get. There’s 

I~nk to the reg~str’ation pa~e on the event ~isting here: 

https:/!parrcenter.unc.edu!events!         -eventsiJunch-learn-southalJ-osborne 
Thanks again, and ~et me know if you have any q~est~ons in the ~eanth~e. 

Best, 

~dam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 6:18 PM 

@live.unc.e&~ 

Prig: Enrolhneut in EXSS    MWF @ 1 lam 

Hi EXSS is one of the most popular major’s on campus and the . class is fuk We will probably offer the course in [f~e or you may look 1o enroll ir~ 

your year. As you may know, the department is trying to keep class s~zes smaller and we a~so now have seat Hm~tat~ons k~ the Woo~en rooms~ 

Let me know ~f you have ar~y quesl:bns. [ wH~ be happy to d~scuss the EXSS- Sport Adm~t~sl:rat~or~ m@~r wRh you too, 

Dr, Strorn~m 

1}}~’8orah S~roma~, Phi). CLU 

9i9-843-0336 

F~m: ~l~ve.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 4:22 PM 
To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject~ Enrollment in E~S    NWF 
Hello Professor Stroman, 
My name is and I am a raising     who is a recently declared E~S: Spots Administration and Management N Socie~ double major and I would love to be in 
enrolled in your EXSS    class held on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at iI:00am. I recently checked the Connect Carolina system and the class is unfo~unately closed, 
so I need ~ know whether I need to come ~ your section on the first day of class or whether you will be able to enroll me in the E~S before . I will be in 

con~ct soon. 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 6:18 PM 

@gmail.com> 

l~E: Pictures from the Pro-Am and Camp 

Thanks I(evin! I enjoyed meeting you. 

debbv 

Debord~ 8~:rom~.~, Ph.D C:LL.r 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R.A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= K NAC ~gmail.com] 
$ent: Tuesday, August 26, 20:1.2 2:50 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L; @aaglobaltech.com 
Subject: Pictures from the Pro-Am and Camp 

Hi Deborak 

Here a~e a few of the pictures l}om the Pro-Am I thought you may like to have. 

Thanks 

KMac 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 5:48 PM 

Castillo, Antonio ~acas@email.unc.edu> 

EXSS 

Hi Please go by Dr. Salyer’s office asap to complete an ’ADD’ form. 

Thanks. 

Dr, Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

[5NC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty e3 www~exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair. Carolm a Black Caucus 

Advisor~ Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor. Carolina Sports Business Club & Si~a .~pha L~mbda (Natl Leadership & Honors Org~ntzation) 

315 Woollen CB~.’ 8605 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.84&0336 

T~vitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t l~e done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 6:01 PM 

~email .unc.edu> 

1~1: Sport Ad~ninis’tration - Internship Credit I          ) 

Okay. Enjoy ?’our evening! 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:00 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~ject: RE: Sport Administration - Internship Credit ( 

3:30 sounds great. See you then! 

On Wed, 21:45:12 + 0000, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
wro be: 

3:30? 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
E×plore. Engage. Empower. 
919.8430336 
"Each day comes bearing its own giRs. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 
Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
Vrom: ~a)email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:37 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Sport Administration - Internship Credit ( 

Hey Dr. Stroman, 

I have class until 3:15 tomorrow! Anytime aRer that would be great if 
you’re free. If not, anytirae after 12 on Friday! 

Thanks, 

On Wed, 
wrote: 

>> Hi 
>> 

>> 

>> Go Heels, 
>> Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>> Explore. Engage. Empower. 
>> 919.843.0336 
>> "Each day coraes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Atm 
>> Schabacker) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: @email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 1:37 PM 
>> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
>> Subject: Spolt Administration - Internship Credit ( 
>> 

>> 

>> Dear Dr. Stroman, 
>> 

>> I hope you had a great Labor Day weekend. That’s alright about the 
>> internship, I’m going to start looking for an opportunity for next 
>> semester. Could I come in at some point this week to talk to you about 
>> graduate school? I would really appreciate your time and advice! I know- 
>> you’re veW busy but if you could let me know when you get a chance it 
>> ~vould be greatly appreciated 

21:34:12 +0000, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tomorrow at 2:30? 



>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:13 PM 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

Re: Meeting Today 

Hi       Thanks so much for ?’our note. I enjoyed meeting you and our 
discussion You have a vely bright Ii~ture and I look forward to working 
with you’. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:/iexss unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." 
(J. Goethe) 

On 7:58 PM, ~live.uncedu> ~ote: 

>Dr. Stroman, 
> 

>Thank you again for taking time to meet with me to talk about Sports and 
>Business. You really opened my eyes to the available resources here on 
>campus that can help me achieve the goals I have for myselt~ I look 
>forward to staying in contact with you in the future, and seeing you 
>again Friday and/or Monday. Thanks. 
> 

> 

> 

>Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 12:17 PM 

Salyer, Sheny L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

l~g: EXSS ADD 

I wilt work with him. Thanks. 

d 

Deborah ;}Rroma~, Ph D. (2L.I ~ 

F~m: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:27 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS ADD 
Do you want to work with hh~l ? if: not we can drop Mm----espeda~y ff he presented Nmself under somewhat ~:alse~y 7777 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent{ Wednesday, 5:24 PN 
T~= Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject= RE: EXSS ADD 
Understood. ~g~;in, my underst~;nding ~s that he was ALREADY enrolled. 

d 

l)S~,x’:6 S~:ror~m~, PhD- CL{ r 

9 2 9 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes bearing ~t~ own gfft~. Untie the r~bbon~/’ {R.Ann Schabacke~} 

F~: Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent: Wednesday,                 ~:05 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; McCullen, Ashley D 
S~bject: RE: EXSS          ADD 

and f did talk and I do ask if they have me~: the req@rements, hu~:we always check too. Yes, ~ do ~:eH them to find a fac@tv w~]Hng ~:o work with them~ 

kmda puts ~:he res~x~nsff)i~ity on them. 

Sh~ce ] am the instrucLor of record, I [:ee~ k ~s my respons~b~ky (albe~t w~th Ashley checkk~g) to monkor it. Debby, you can certainly check too. 

~: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:30 AN 
To: Salyer, Sherry L; NcCullen, Ashley D 
~ubje~t: RE: EXSS          ADD 

f can do these checks w~tb.au~: addk~g more work for Ashley. A~so, k)ld me tb~H: you hind ~)lFeadv spoken to him ~md ~:hat you tok~ bkn to ’%ast find a 

professor to work wRh." 

d 

Go } ic,’ls~ 

9 J: 9 8 63 0336 

"Each day comes ~ea~ng its own gifts~ Untie the ribbons/’ {R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~= Salyer, Sherry L 
Sent," Wednesday, 8:43 AN 
To= NcCullen, Ashley D 

~¢= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: EXSS ADD 
~ know we can add e~ectron~cal]y now, but p~ease ~et me know if        meets the criteria. Debby, Ashley w~l] let us know ~f he does meet the 

and ~f he does, @ease ask him to come by myoffice and pkk up m~d add form. 

s 

I assume you added him to 

From: McCullen, Ashley D 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:29 AM 
To: Salyer, Sherry L 
Subject: FW: EXSS ADD 

Ashh?y blcE:ullen 

Administrative Suppor[ Specialist 

Exerdse and Sport Sdence 

University of North Carolina 

~= Stroman, Deborah L 
$e~t~ Nonday, 6:~ PN 
Te~ McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: E~S ADD 

requirements 

- 3 hours 

- 2 hours 



Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !_~t_.t_p_~/_./_e_.x_s_.s_._~ .n_ _c_ :. _e_ ~_ _L] i 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough~ we must do" (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 3:01 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS advising 

12:30 at Steele 6015D. 

D( bor£~ St:rom~< 

Explo~:, E~g~g~ Empower, 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= ~live.unc.edu] 
$ent: Thursday, 2:26 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: EXSS advising 
I can meet at 12:30 as long as I can get to my class at 

F~om: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 12:13 PN 
To-" 
Subject; EXSS advising 

Hi Emily. I have a conflict with meeting you on Wednesday, . Are you available at 12:30 or on another day? Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stromml, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~ Science Dep~ 

Spor~Adminis~afion FaculV es 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chaix, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chaix, College Spor~ Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spor~s Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & } tono~s Organization) 

315 \5,;oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel HiJd, N(7 27599 

919.~:M-3.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 3:05 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~; ~live.unc.edu:~; 

~live.unc.edtp- 

Caucus - MONDAY Night 

Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer .pdf 

@live.unc.e&~> 

Hi      Can you take the lead working with 

Try to arrive by 6:15 p.m. Let me know if you need anything. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Strom~n, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administratinn Facuhy e~ www.exss.unc.ed~ 

E,NLc~S Aca~temic A~tvisor m~t Internship Coor~tmator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

A~]visory Boar~] Chair, CoLlege Sport Research Instimt:e 

b’a cuh:7 Advi sor, Carolin a Sports Business Club & Si~a ,Alph a Lmnb ~]a (Natl Lea~tership & Honors Organ ization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919,843,0336 

Twitter clrstrom~n 

to make sure we videotape on Monday night? You know the routine,..Thanks! 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 4:33 PM 

mberry@uncaa.unc.edu 

UNC Intern 

Hi Marcus. I hope all is well. 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Oept:. 

Sport Administratinn FaculV e3 www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor ~nd Internship Coordinator 

Chair, C~rolm a Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, CoLlege Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor. Carolina Sports Business Club & Si~a .~pha L~mbda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB~i 8605 

Chapel HiE, NC 27599 

919.84&0336 

T~vitter drstroman 

will contact you regarding an internship this fall. Feel free to reach out to her too. 

"Just because it hash ’t been dane -- doesn’t mean that it can’t l~e dane. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN}’- 

Thursday, 4:40 PM 

mberry@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~E: UNC Intem 

d 

Deborah ;3~.roman, P}~ D. (2L.I ~ 

F~m: mberry@uncaa.unc.edu [mailto:mberry@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, ~:39 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: UNC In~rn 

Hallo Doc~ 

Do you know 

care and GOD BLESS! 

? I just interviewed her and she roll be joining us. What year in school is ? It was good seeing you last Wednesday! Take 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBeny 

From: "Stroman, Detx~rah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Thu,           20:32:53 +0000 

To: mberry@uncaa.unc.edu<mberry@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: UNC Intern 

Hi        I hope all is well.               will contact you regarding an internship this fall. Feel free to reach out to her too. 

Thanks. 
d 
Go }][eels, 
Deborah Strom~n, Ph.D. CLU 
UMC Exercise and Spot[ Science 

Sport Admmis~afion Faculty e~ www,exss.unc.edu 
EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 
Chai~, Carolina Black Caucus 
Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 
FaculV Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Sig~a Alpha Lambda (Marl Leadership & Honors O~ganizatinn) 
315 "VWoollen CB*~ 8605 
Chapel Hill, MC 27599 
919.843,0336 

Twitter dtstromm~ 

"Just because it hash ’t been dane - doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 4:42 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. ~athgallo@email.unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <beth@email.unc.edu> 

EXSS    Students 

Hi Larry and Beth, This semester we have the following students completing internships with UNCAA: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Let me know if you have questions, Thanks! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Debor.qh Strom~n, Ph.D. CLU 

UiNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration FaculV e3 !*_,:?_v_!*_,i:!i!5_s_:i~t_!£k_e_~!L~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor mid Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black C~ucus 

AdvisoV Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lmnbda (Natl Leadership & t tonors Organizatinn) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitt:er drst:roman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done - doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 4:58 PM 

Jennil~r Eaddy < ~yahoo.com> 

I~W: Membership Payment 

20110908125224527.pdf 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Aun Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Th~sday, September 08, 2011 4:49 PM 
To: Daye, Charles E.; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth; ’harold woodard@unc.edu’ 
Cc: Robertson, Nakenge; Jones, Shandra; McGhee, O j; Mmrill, Vcrita L 
Subject: FW: Membership Payment 

Hi Friends. Do you know if we have ever had a non-Black meraber of the Caucus’.’ If not, here’s ottr first -- R. Bruce. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Explore. Engage. Empoxvcr. 

919.843.0336 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Atm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Clemons, Rondie L [mailto:clemons(&email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thttrsday, Septcraber 08, 2011 1:21 PM 

To: cbcchair@unc.edu; cbcitffo@unc.edu 

Subject: Merabership Payment 

Please see attached Membership Applications for Robert Brace and Debra Watkins 

To pay their memberships I will need to prepare a paper AJ-1 to transfer funds. 

In order to do so I will need the following information: 

Contact Name 
Dept Number 
Telephone # 
Credit Account Nunaber 

thanks 
Rondie Clemons 
Business Manager 
Friday Center 
962-2596 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN);, 

Thursday, 5:12 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Caucus/Parr Center Event - "Respect and Revolation of the Black Athlete" 

LASER Brochure FINAL.pdf 

Tha~ks[ I had a brief chat with Mia at the drivi~g range about my work hefpi~g athletes transitio~ if’ore their sport. (after college or pro) 

See attached. Please fee~ [ree to for’ward to p~ayer’s you may know who need d~e ass~stance~ 

Cheering ifore the Mescher’s for’ you, 

debby 

l)~’Borat~ Strc:,m:m, P}~.J). CLL: 

9 

F~m= Anson Dorrance [ma~to:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Thursday, 5:09 PN 
Te= Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject= Re: Caucus!Parr Center Event- "Respect and Revolution of the Black Athlete" 

Debby, 

I will copy my kids on it~ 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu > 
Friendly Reminder of this important event on Monday, 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

3:11 PM >>> 

at 6:30 p.m. We hope you encourage your student athletes to be in attendance. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

www.unc.edu/cbc 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

3~5 Woollen CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843,0336 

[Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag~ipg] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 5:17 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Caucus/Parr Center Event - "Respect and Revolation of the Black Athlete" 

Th a n ks ! 

919.843.033 

day ~.omes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." {R.Atm Schabacker} 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5::t6 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
~¢_, 

Subject: RE: Caucus!Parr Center Event - "Respect and Revolution of the Black Athlete" 

I will copy thern on this as well! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 5:$Z PM >>> 

Thanks! [ had a brief chat with Mia at the driving range about my work helping athletes transition from their sport. (after college or pro) 

See attached. Please feel free to forward to players you may know who need the assistance. 

Cheering from the bleachers for you, 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Explore. Engage, Empower. 
919.843.0336 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:09 PM 

To: Strornan, Debc~rah L 

Cc: 

Subject: Re: Caucus/Parr Center Event "Respect and Revolution of the Black Athlete" 

Debby, 

~ will copy my kids on it! 

AnSQR Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu > 
Friendly Reminder of this important event on Monday, 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

3:11 PM >>> 

at 6:30 p.m. We hope you encourage your student athletes to be in attendance. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
www.unc.edu/cbc 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 



Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

[Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag~ipg] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thnrsday, 5:17 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

FW: Caucus/Pan Center Event - "Respect and Revolution of the Black Athlete" 

Yes! 

919.843.033 

day ~.omes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." {R.Atm Schabacker} 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5::t6 PM 
To; Stroman, Deborah L 
~¢_, 

Subject: RE: Caucus!Parr Center Event - "Respect and Revolution of the Black Athlete" 

I will copy thern on this as well! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 5::Z:L PM >>> 

Thanks! [ had a brief chat with Mia at the driving range about my work helping athletes transition from their sport. (after college or pro) 

See attached. Please feel free to forward to players you may know who need the assistance. 

Cheering from the bleachers for you, 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Explore. Engage, Empower. 
919.843.0336 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:09 PM 

To: Strornan, Deborah L 

Cc: 

Subject: Re: Caucus/Parr Center Event "Respect and Revolution of the Black Athlete" 

Debby, 

~ will copy my kids on it! 

AnSQR Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9::[9 962 4::[00 

> > > "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu > 
Friendly Reminder of this important event on Monday, 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

3:11 PM >>> 

at 6:30 p.m. We hope you encourage your student athletes to be in attendance. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
www.unc.edu/cbc 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 



Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

[Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag~ipg] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN);, 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 5:17 PM 

Jan Mann <janmmm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Caucus/Parr Center Event - "Respect and Revelation of the Black Athlete" 

Thanks Jan. You are doing such an incredible job with our golf team. Do you wahl Lo be our head l:ootball coach?!! ;) 

Have a super tourney, 

debby 

Deborah ~,~roma~, P}~,~), CLL7 

c) I9,843,0336 

"Each day comes bearing its ow~ g~s, U~t~e the ~bbons," {R.Ann Schaba~ker} 

F~m= Jan Nann [mailto:janmann@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, September 08, 201I 5:16 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
$ubje¢t= Re: Caucus!Parr Center Event - "Respect and Revolution of the Nack Athlete" 

SorW, we will be at a tournament. Good luck. 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 

PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 

Office: 919 962 4273 Tarheelblue.com 

Cell."            Fax." 919 843 4062 

>>> "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 9/8/2011 3:11 PM >>> 

Friendly Reminder of this important event on Monday, Sept. :12th at 6:30 p.m. We hope you encourage your student athletes to be in attendance. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:19.843.0336 

Ni Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 12:08 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

1),22,: Blog 

Hi        Call Coach Berry asap. Also, conLact ITS to fix your Sakai problems. 

Dr. Stroman 

De~)orah ;!g~.roman, P}~ D. (2LI ~ 

91’.).~43.0336 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: @email.unc.edu @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, ~:3~ AM 
Subject: Blog 

To: SWomm~, Deborah 

Dr. Stroman, 

This message is in reference to my blog. I’m still not able to send "the blog and my email is not working tbr some rea~)n right now ~ would you like tbr me to send my 

latest blog to you through this site? Also, since my email has been down I haven’t been able to contact MaJ~cus BarD’ abont the internship but, I will do so as soon as it 

staxts back working. 

This forwmded message was sent via The University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS 

site. To reply- to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, 12:19 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.~mc.edu>; @gmail.com>; 
@gnmil .corn>; ,~!liv e .unc .edu>; 

Special Event - "Respect and Revolulion of the Black Athlete" 

Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS .pdf 

~email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

@em~l.unc.edu> 

Friendly Reminder... see attached. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administrat:k~n Faculty e~ www.exssamc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisor/Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

:315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.84-3.0336 

Twitter drstroman 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 12:41 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

I~JE: Chip Smith visit 

Thanks! I thi~k I was in the class (or two) before him. @ 

For some reason I remember him. 

d 

"Each day comes bea~i~g ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbo~sJ’ {R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: Osborne, Barbara J 
Sent: Friday, ~2:37 PN 

To: 

~:c: Southall, Richard Michard; Weight, Efianne Allen; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L; djsothl@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Chip Smith visit 

Chip Smith, the Athletics Director at Western Carolina University and an alumnus of our graduate program, will be on campus on Friday, He would 

love to meet the current graduate students and talk about career plans, being an AD at a mid-major, and any or all of the current NCAA hot topics you all would like 

to discuss. Please put the following information into your calendars: 

Friday, 

:lO:OOam 

Sport Administration Conference Room, Woollen Gym 

Have a fantastic weekend! 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 12:42 PM 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

I~E: Chip Smith visit DATE 

The (Friday} or Thursday, the ? 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes ~ea~i~g ~ts own g~s. Untie the r~bbo~sJ’ {R,A~ Schabad<er} 

F~m: Osborne, Barbara 3 
Sent: Friday,                 12:37 PM 

Cc: Southall, Richard Michard; Weight, Erianne Allen; Cooper, Coyte; Stroman, Deborah L; djsothl@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Chip Smith visit 

Chip Smith, the Athletics Director at Western Carolina University and an alumnus of our graduate program, will be on campus on Friday, He would 

love to meet the current graduate students and talk about career plans, being an AD at a mid-major, and any or all of the current NCAA hot topics you all would like 

to discuss. Please put the following information into your calendars: 

Friday, 

lO:OOam 

Sport Administration Conference Room, Woollen Gym 

Have a fantastic weekend! 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Friday, 4:08 PM 

@ema£unc.e&~ 

1~I:;: Reminder: Meeting today at 5:00!: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.glp 

Thanks I have the parking pass. I am in my o[:fice now. 
Go } 

Debord~ 8~:rom~.~, Ph.D C:LL ! 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= @email.unc.edu] 
Merit: Friday, 3:08 PN 
Subject: Reminder: Meeting today at 5:00[: ess.Carolina_Spo~s_Business_Club.grp 
Hi eve~one, 
Just wanted to remind you that we’ll be having our first meeting this afternoon at 5:00 in Fe~er 109. Come to learn more about the club ~d to hear ~om Steve Mmtin, 

ChafloEe Bobcats and ACC broadcaster~ 
There will be five pkza for members, and you can pay your dues at the meeting if you’re interested injoi~ng. 
Hope to see you all there’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 4:19 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

1~;: EXSS    resume and cover letter 

Thanks ! Have s great weeker~d~ 

Dr, 

De~)orah ;3~.roman, P}~ D. (2LI ~ 

F~: @live.unc.edu] 
~ent: Friday, ~:06 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: EXSS    resume and cover le~r 
Hey Dr. Stroman, 
Sor~ I ran into you right before your 11:00 class today, but this is the electronic copy of my resume and cover le~er for the E~S 
insurance coverage the other day so that should be good, and the Appendix B and Appendix C sheet I filled out with 
soon. I think thaws all you wanted for now, but let me know if I missed something. 

ThanB, 

class. Also, I sent my check for the 
yesterday, and we’re finishing that up together 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Friday, September 9, 2011 4:20 PM 

White, Carla <carla whitehams@unc.edu> 

I~E: CAUCUS - REMINDER- TUESDAY MTG. 11:30 a.m. 

Hi Calla, Yes, the meetings are at 11:30 a,m. No need to RSVP for the Chancellor’s reception. 

d 

De~)c~rah ;3~.roman, P}~ D. CL.I ~ 

F~: White, Carla 
~ent: Friday, September 09, 2011 ~:06 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
~ubject: RE: CAUCUS - REMINDER - TUESDAY NTG. 11:30 a.m. 

Hi Deborah, 

Thanks so much for sending. I miss you guys as well. I will try and attend the remaining fall meetings and checking on the chancellors reception. If I can attend, should I RSVP 
or would I be duplicating efforts? 

Also, I am assuming all the meetings are at 11:30am. Is that correct? 

Warmest regards, 

Carla 

Carla White 

Director, Recruitment Development and Diversity Initiatives 

UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy 

IOOR Beard Hall 

301 Pharmacy Lane, CB 7566 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7566 

Office: 919.966.7571 

Cell: 

Fax: 919.966.6919 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 2011 5:53 PM 

To: White, Carla 
Subject: RE: CAUCUS - REMINDER - TUESDAY MTG. 11:30 a.m. 

Hi Carla, We rrdss you! 

See attached. (The latest communication with the schedule.) 

~ hem a spot fo~ you for the Chancellor’s ~eception too. 

Hugs, 

9i9.843.0336 

"Each day ¢~mes bearh~g ks own gi~s. Untie the ribbonsl’ (R.Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: White, Carla 
Sent: Wednesday, September 07, 20~ 8:03 AN 

Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: CAUCUS - REMINDER - TUESDAY MTG, 1~:30 a,m, 

Deborah, 

I am traveling.....so sorry that I will miss this meeting. Has the next meeting been scheduled? 

Hope you are doing well! 

Carla 
Carla White 

Director, Recruitment Development and Diversity Initiatives 

U NC Eshelman School of Pharmacy 

IOOR Beard Hall 

301 Pharmacy Lane, CB 7566 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7566 

Office: 919.966.7571 

Cell: 

Fax: 919.966.6919 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, September 05, 2011 7:51 PM 
To: CBC 
Subject: CAUCUS - REMINDER - TUESDAY MTG. 11:30 a.m. 



Hi. We hope you had a relaxiug holiday weekend. 

Gentle Reminder: Carolim~ Blacic Cc~ucus fi~:s’t monthly meeiing Tuesd~:9’ ~:~t 11:30 ~:~.m. ~/nion 3102) 

A~enda #tclu~s import~mt ~£,s’cus,s’io~t and updates o~t B/~ck ~#ir.s" on ccm~pus. Your voice is cri~c~l lo lhis dia/~gue. 

Lunch is se~ed.., bfng your own ~verage or water ~tfle. ;) 

’I’h~ 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - ~[~£~_~:_££~_:#_~#./ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Ch~r. Carol{aa Blac~ Caucus 
£acul~ Advisor, Ca~ol{~a S~s Bus{~css Club a~d S{~a ~pha Lamb& 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, September 9, 2011 4:42 PM 

Carney, Bruce William <bruce@unc.edu> 

1~2: Dinner Invite: Monday, 4:30 p.m. 

debby 

Go } 

9 2 9 84,3 03,3 (~ 

"Each day comes Bearing ~ts own gifts. Untie the ribbons." {R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~: Carney, Bruce Wil[iam 
Sent: Friday, September 09, 2052 2:$6 PN 
To; Stroman, Deborah L; Gil, Karen N; 3ordan, 3oseph F 
Subject: RE: Dinner [nvite: Nonday, 4:30 p.m. 

.... Br[K:e 

Frora: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Thursday, September 08, 2051 5:04 PM 
To-" Carney, Bruce William; Gil, Karen IVl; Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject: Dinner Invite: Monday, 4:30 p.m. 
Importance: High 

Hi Karen, Bruce and Joseph. "Blame the head and not the heart policy" in effect for the late notice. ;) We decided to take the panelists to dinner at 4:30 

p.m. prior to the event instead of a post-event reception. 

PLEASE feel free to join us at the Carolina Club. Jan Boxill, Caucus leadership, and the panelists will chat and break bread until 6:15 p.m. 

Thanks for your support. We hope to have a strong turnout of students across campus for this important discussion. 

Let me know if you have questions. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CI.U 

UNC Exercise and Spo~E Science Dep~ 

Spore A&ninisL~adon Facul 

E~S Academic Advisor and Internship CoordinaEo~ 

Chaix, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai£, College Spore Research InsdmLe 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina SporEs Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors OrganizaEion) 

315 \VookIen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hidd, ~-(7 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

Twitter drstrornan 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 4:44 PM 

Carney, Bruce William <bruce@unc.edu> 

ILE: Dinner Invite: Monday, 4:30 p.m. 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= Carney, Bruce William 
Sent: Friday, September 09, 20M 4:~ PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Dinner Invite: Monday, 4:30 p.m. 
Thar~ks very rm~ch, Debby. t’rn gettk~g be~:ter and ~m optkn[stk:. 

Of co~rse, I tend to be that way Friday afternoons. 

.... Bruce 

F~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Friday, September 09, 20M 4:42 PN 
To= Carney, Bruce William 
Subject= RE: Dinner Invite: Monday, 4:30 p.m. 

D,’bor~h S~:roma~, t)hD. CLU 

E:@c:,re. Engage, 

9 2 9 863 0336 

"Eaeh day comes bear{rig Rs own gi~ts, Untie the ribbons/’ {R,Am~ Sd)abacker} 

F~m= Carney, Bruce William 
~ent= Friday, September 09, 2011 2:16 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Gil, Karen N; Jordan, Joseph F 
Subje{t= RE: Dinner Invite: Monday, 4:30 p.m. 

Deb - 

.... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2011 5:04 PM 
To: Carney, Bruce William; Gil, Karen M; Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject: Dinner Invite: Monday, 4:30 p.m, 
Tmportance: High 

Hi Karen, Bruce and Joseph. "Blame the head and not the heart policy" in effect for the late notice. ;) We decided to take the panelists to dinner at 4:30 

p.m. prior to the event instead of a post-event reception. 

PLEASE feel free to join us at the Carolina Club. Jan Boxill, Caucus leadership, and the panelists will chat and break bread until 6::15 p.m. 

Thanks for your support. We hope to have a strong turnout of students across campus for this important discussion. 

Let me know if you have questions. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Strom~n, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and SporE Science 
SporEAdmmisr~aEion Facul~ es www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and InLernship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black (Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Spore Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina SporEs Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (NaE1 Leadership & t tonors Organization) 

315 "VWoollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, N(7 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter &stroman 

"Just because it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Friday, 4:47 PM 

Tufts, Amy Z <atufks@email.unc.edu> 

1~9;: Work Study Work Request Forms 

I want to be a regular, ket’s chat after you finalize their schedule for the semester, ;) 

d 

F~m: Tu~, Amy Z [mailto:atu~s@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:03 PN 
To: ~e peess-f mailing list 
Subject: [peess-~ Work Study Work Request Forms 

If you need work study student assistance this semester with any project be it photocopying, scanning, nametags, filing, on campus errands, data entry, special 

projects, etc. please fill out a p~n~< work request form located in 209 Fetzer Hall or 215D Woollen offices. Please be specific in your request and make sure to 

indicate deadline dates if any. I have attached a copy of what the form looks like here. For bigger projects please plan ahead accordingly. 

This semester we welcome back                             and welcome new...                                 I will be sending out their finalized 

schedule or their work hours next week. We want to keep them busy so please utilize this system to get extra help when needed. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Qul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</u17 

peess-f as: <a href "mailto:dstroman@email.unc.edu">ds~troman@email.unc.edu~’a7. To unsubscribe send a blank <b~ 

email to <a href "mailto:leave-29852627- 9992594.d4e434045d4b097c867e66f85d5b8a20@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29852627- 

9992594.d4e434045d4b097c867e66185d5b8a20@listserv.unc.edu</a;~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 9, 2011 9:03 PM 

Jeff Carmon <jcarmon@cwlawgroup.com>; 

FW: Faculty & Staff Tailgate @ UNC vs. Rutgers 

@yahoo.com> 

Hi Jeff. I can meet you at the Top of the Hill. I plan on arriving ~ 10:45 a.m. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss~unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do/’ (J. Goethe) 

From: Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 6 Sop 2011 14:08:41-0400 

To: Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Faculty & Staff Tailgate @ UNC vs. Rutgers 

Thank you for your RSVP to attend the Faculty & Staff Tailgate at the Top of Lenoir, scheduled for this Saturday, September 10th. 

Check in for the tailgate will begin at 10:30am. Brunch will include a variety of options for all dietary needs. We will be distributing tickets to the UNC Football vs. Rutgers 

game at check in. [f you do NOT need tickets to the football game, but will be attending the tailgate, please let me know. 

A brief program, featurin9 Head Women’s Soccer Coach, Anson Dorrance, is set for 11:15am. The program will also include members of the Athletic Department Senior 

Administration, a student athlete speaker, a private pep band performance, and more! The tailgate is set to conclude at 11:45am. 

Prior to the tailgate, feel free to take in all that game day has to offer starting with the opening of Tar Heel Town at 9:30am. Tar Heel Town is open 3 hours prior to every 

home football game and includes food, kid friendly inflatable games, and goodies! Also, grab a good seat as the players head to Kenan Stadium for the game during 

the Old Well Walk at 10:15am. 

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10th 
Tar Heel Town 

Polk Place 
9:30AM 

Old Well Walk 
Old Well - Kenan Stadium 

10:1SAM 
Faculty Tailgate 

Top of Lenoir 
10:30AM - 11:45AM 

11:15AM 
Progrorn ~fe~t. Co~ch Anson Dorr~nce 

UNC Football vs. Rutgers 
Kenan Stadium 

12:30PM 

For football game day parking information, please visit: http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/auto...pdf!p..hotosis..~hools/unc/sports/m footbl/auto..pdfi08 parking into 

If you can no longer attend this event, please let me know at your earliest convenience. 
See you on Saturday! 

Rachel Penny 

Assistant Director of Marketing 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

rfpenny@uncaa.unc,edu 

(919) 962-5499 

@rfpenn¥ 

Become a Facebook Fan! 

@UNC Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:23 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Caucus - MONDAY Night 

Excellent. Thanks. Let me know if you need more help as may not be back in time for the event. 

I did speak with Dr. Petschauer and we do have time albeit limited. Another option is to go through the Office of Undergraduate Research. I need to confirm whether OUR is a 

standalone from the EXSS senior honors program. OU R’s deadline is not until        Let’s talk early next week. Tuesday afternoon? 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - !)_t__t_p__j__/__e___x__s__s_:_g_n___c_:_e___d__L_]/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J, Goethe) 

From: . _@_[! .v_e_:_ u__n_ .c__..e_ d__u_ > 
Date: Fri, 20:51:16 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Caucus - MONDAY Night 

Dr. Stroman, 

Hello! 1 have a video camera and tri-pod rented for Monday. 1’11 talk to              about helping with the recording ! See you Monday! Also, I wasn’t sure if it was too 

late to set up an Honor’s thesis? I just wanted to check back about that idea and if it is still possible. Maybe we can meet sometime next week if you aren’t too busy? Let me 

know. Thanks! 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 

Sent; Thursday, 7:05 PM 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: Caucus - MONDAY Night 

Hi      Can you take the lead working with 

Try to arrive by 6::25 p.m. Let me know if you need anything. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Ad*nirfistration Facuhy e~J www.exss.m~c.e&~ 

E~qS Acade*nic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolin a Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Instimt:e 

Faculty Advisor. Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma .Qpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel t till, NC 27599 

919.84-3.0336 

Twitt:er drst:roman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 

to make sure we videotape on Monday night? You know the routines= hanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:54 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Blog 

Call the football office. Do your research! ;) 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we rr~ust do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 116:52:42 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" < .d_s_.t_r__o_ ._@_u__9_c__._e_._d_ .u_> 

Subje~: RE: Nog 

Hello, 
Ok I will do that. Do you have a number that I can contact him with? 

From= Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 12:07 plVl 

To= 
Subject= RE: Blog 

Hi        Call Coach Berry asap, Also, cont~(:t NS to fix your Sal~ai problems. 

Dr. Stroman 

O Z 9 84,3 0336 

"Each day comes Bearing its own g~fts. Untie the r~bbons." {R.Ann Schabacker} 

F~= @email.unc.edu @ema~Lunc.edu] 
Seat= Friday, $1:34 AN 
Subject= Blog 

To: S~oman, Deborah 

From: 

Dr. Stroman, 

This message is in retErence to my biog. I’m still not able to send the blog and my email is not working for some reason right now ~) would you like for me to send my 
latest blog to yon through this site? Also, since my email has been down I haven’t been able to contact about the internship buk I will do so as soon as it 

sta~s back working. 

This forwarded message was sent via The UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS 

site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11, 2011 8:40 PM 

@hotmail.com 

Monday’s Event - Black Athlete 

Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS 9.12.11.pdf 

Hi Daniel. I hope you can make it... 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’: (J, Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11, 2011 9:01 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

Monday Event - Black Athlete 

Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS 9.12.11.pdf 

FYI. I hope you can attend. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:19 PM 

CBC <cbcchair@unc.edu> 

@nccu.edu>; ad min @dclconsulting.com; 

@NCCU.EDU>;        @nccu.edu; 

Monday Event - Black Athlete 

Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS ,pdf 

@NCCU.EDU; 
@nccu.edu; 

@yahoo.com; 

@nccu.edu 
@NCCU.EDU; 

FYL I hope all is well for you. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss~unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Kr~,:)wing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we n’~ust ~Jo~" (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11, 2011 9:47 PM 

@gmail.com>; Charles Blackmon <cblackmon@tuggleduggins.com>; Dwight Hollier 

<dhollier@southeastpsych.com>; @gmail.com; @me.com> 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>; Jones, Shandra <Shandra_Jones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; McGhee, Oj 

<oj_mcghee@unc.edu> 

Monday Event - Change of Meal Location 

HI All. We will meet in the lobby of Lenoir at 4:30 p~m. instead of the Carolina Club~ Let me know if you have any questions or need directions. 

Lenoir is located in the central part of campus across from the Bookstore and Student Union (South Road). 

I look forward to seeing you! 

Regards, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Mobile - 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss~unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we r~’~ust do~" (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11, 2011 9:48 PM 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Monday Event - Change of Meal Location 

Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS 9.12.11.pdf 

Hi Karen. I hope you can join us for dinner and/or the panel discussion. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D." <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 11 Sep 2011 21:46:29 -0400 

To:                                @gmail.com>, Charles Blackmon <cblackmon@tuggleduggins.com>, Dwight Hollier <dhollier@southeastpsych.com>, 

@l~mail.com>, @me.corn> 

Cc: Nakenge Robertson <nakenl~e.robertson@unc.edu>, "Jones, Shandra" <Shandra Jones@kenan-fiagler.unc.edu>, OJ McGhee <oj mcghee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Monday Event - Change of Meal Location 

HI All. We will meet in the lobby of Lenoir at 4:30 p.m. instead of the Carolina Club. Let me know if you have any questions or need directions. 

Lenoir is located in the central part of campus across from the Bookstore and Student Union (South Road)~ 

I look forward to seeing you! 

Regards, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Mobile - 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11, 2011 10:28 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

Re: Monday’s Event - Black Athlete 

Thanks. 

d 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - ~ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: @hotmail.com> 

Date: Sun, 11 Sep 2011 21:52:47 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject; RE: Monday’s Event - Black Athlete 

I’m going to try~ I’ll be late, though~ 

i.~.i L°g°WM234x60 ko i.~ Bed, Bath & Linens up to 70% OFF, at 
Overstock.com[ (234x60) 

From: dstro@unc.edu 

To: @hotmail.com 

Subject: Monday’s Event - Black Athlete 

Date: Men, 12 Sep 2011 00:39:49 +0000 

Hi Daniel. I hope you can make it... 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss~unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we rr~ust apply. Willing is not enough; we must do~" (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11, 2011 10:41 PM 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Monday Event - Change of Meal Location 

No problem. I ended up meeting Evelyn Huber at a Poll Sci reception on Thursday. She is very kind and engaging. ;) I think her leadership will prove most helpful. 

Thanks again. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do" (J. Goethe) 

From: "Gil, Karen M" <kgil@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 11 Sep 2011 22:29:04 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Monday Event - Change of Meal Location 

Debby 

Thank you for the invitation but I am unable to attend. Sorry I did not get back to you before now. 

Karen 

Karen M. Gil, Ph.D. 

Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

Lee G. Pedersen Distinguished Professor of Psychology 

CB # 3100 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-3082 

919-962-1165 

919-962-2408 fax 

kgil@email.unc.edu 

On Sep 11, 2011, at 9:47 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Karen. I hope you can join us for dinner and/or the panel discussion. 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must: apply. Willing is no[ enough; we must do." (J. Goe[he) 

From: "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D." <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 11 Sep 2011 21:46:29 -0400 

To: @gmail.com>, Charles Blackmon <cblackmon@tuggleduggins.com>, Dwight Hollier 

<dhollier@southeastpsych.com>, @gmail.com>, Jerry Stackhouse, ~me.com> 

Cc: Nakenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu>, "Jones, Shandra" <Shandra Jones@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, OJ McGhee 

<oj_mcghee@unc.edu> 

Subject: Monday Event - Change of Meal Location 

HI All. We will meet in the lobby of Lenoir at 4:30 p.m. instead of the Carolina Club. Let me know if you have any questions or need directions. 



Lenoir is located in the central part of campus across from the Bookstore and Student Union (South Road). 

I look forward to seeing you! 

Regards, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Mobile 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edui 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply, Willing is not enough; we must do." (J Goethe) 

<Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS 9.12.11.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:55 PM 

Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbc_exec_board@listserv.unc.edu> 

Gusldewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; Ed Shields <shields@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [csbc_exec_board] CSBC is rolling!! 

CONG RATULATIONS ON AN EXCELLENT START TO THE YEAR! I am so very proud of your leadership. Continue to be kind to one another and the new members. Invite them to Club 

events and non-Club events. Network like crazy!!! Thanks again Jen for the Steve Martin connection. His engaging message touched on the politics, economics, sociology, and 

marketing of sport. Home run! (Please make sure I get his snail mail address to send a thank you note~) 

I established the Club Sakai site and am working to migrate the Blackboard information over next week. The Sakai will give us so many more options such as polling members and 

posting secure documents. 

and I will be meeting soon to review the Club calendar for the year and strategic planning. 

Continued success, 

Dr. Stroman 

"Full House" - CSBC First Meeting of the Academic Year - 9.9.11 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - hLtp://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we must do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbc exec board(n31istserv.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat,           00:22:13 +0000 

To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbc exec board@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [csbc_exec_board] CSBC is rolling!! 

Hey guys, 

Thanks for all your help tonight! I will be honest- I did not expect such an awesome crowd, especially on a Friday] To let you guys know, we had 61 members join, 

for a total of 5715 in dues money. That is by far a record number for the club. We have a lot of potential this year for the club, and I think we all saw that in person 

tonight. 

Attached is our list of new members. I added everyone to Blackboard already. We will use this as our master list for the rest of the year and keep adding to it at 

future meetings. At our next exec board meeting, we will discuss how to setup the new Members Only listserv and what to send out specifically to them. 

I also attached my little presentation from tonight in case you weren’t at the meeting. Maybe we should do that more often_. 

Let’s meet again within the next week or two. I will send out some info on that next week. 

Enjoy the game tomorrow!! 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 

Cell: 

Emaih @live.unc~edu 

You are currently subscribed to csbc exec board as: dstro[’.~, unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:!!lists.unc.eduiu?id=40250297.Se7659302e283ed4bb9119539336gd31&n=T&l=csbc exec board&o=29853675 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29853675-40250297.5e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d31@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:55 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 16 great iPhotos 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowir~g is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D." <debbv~dstroman.com> 

Date: Sun,           20:19:04 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: 16 great iPhotos 

100_2923 



100_2924 

100_2925 



100_2926 

100_2927 



100_2928 

100_2929 



100_2930 

100_2931 



100_2932 

100_2933 



100_2934 

100_2935 



100_2936 

100_2937 

100_2938 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, September 12, 2011 12:19 PM 

Webster, Linwood <lwebster@email.unc.edu:~ 

PJg: Caucus Event 

Hi Linwood~ Please consider joining the Caucus~ Lots going on 

I am in Steele on Wednesday afternoons, I teach ~4WF at 

Let me km)w your scheduie t~ex~: Wednesd~y, 9.21 ~n the ~fternoon. 

debby 

F~m: Webster, Linwood 
N~Bt: Monday, Sep~mber ~2, 20~ ~0:S9 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Caucus Event 

Debo~ah, 

Hello. How i~re you? How are thk~gs ~n your nec]~ o~ ~:he woods? Ho~)e this finds you doing well. 

Thanks for [h~s and other info~ ~ would like to ta~l( w~th you about some stuff ~n the very near future~ Whs[ ~s your availability for the Rext few weeks? P~esse ~et Rle 

know so I can plan accordingly. 

Thank again for the info and reaching out, 

Have a gr~?~t d~l¥ arid 

[.iriwood 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Friday, September 09, 201~ 4:34 PM 
T~ Webster, Linwood 
S~ject~ Caucus Event 

Hi Linwood. I hope you get involved with the Caucus. See attached event. 

Join at www,unc.edu!cbc 

d 

Go t teels, 

Debornh Strom~n, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~E Science 

Spo~E Adm~ismado~a Fac~lv es ~.~,w.exss~unc~edu 

E~S Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coo~dmaEo~ 

Chai, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai, College Spo~E Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spo~Es Business Club ~ Si~a Alpha Lambda (Marl Leadership ~ Honors O~gan~aEion) 

315 Woollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.~3.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday, September 12, 2011 12:29 PM 

LaChina Robinson, @gmaJl.com> 

ILB: Monday Event- Change of Me~J Location 

Eli LaChina, 

1. 40 East 

2, Exit Hwy 5’4- Chapel Hill 

:-}. 54 turns into South r~oad (Welcome to UNC sign on the r~ght, Left side - artificial ~:ud ~ields, CarmichaeJ arena, Woollen and Fetzer b@idings, Right side - 

Student Un~on and Studen[ Stores) 

Ca~ or text me when you get on 54. You can fook for a park on South Road or~ can secure a pass for you beNnd our b@Ming --- Fetzer. 

Lenoir is in the Student UI1~OI1, Student Stores area. 

debby 

Go 

D~:bord~ 8~:rom~, Ph.D C:LL J 

K~tio~e. E~gage. Empower. 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m: LaChina Robinson [mailto: bgmail.com] 
Sent: Nonday, September 12, 201~ 10:36 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Nonday Event - Change d Neal Location 

Th~ks beb, Z would love some directions comin9 40 east if you don’t mind! 

See you soon! 

LaChina 

On Sun, Sep 11,2011 at 9:46 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

HI All. We will meet in the lobby of Lenoir at 4:30 p.m. instead of the Carolina Club. Let me know if you have any questions or need directions. 

I_enoir is located in the central part of campus across from the Bookstore and Student Union (South Road). 

I look forward to seeing you! 

Regards, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Mobile - 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goel:he) 

LaChina Robinson 
Sports Television Analyst 
CEOiPresident of Stretch Beyond LLC 
wwwoLaChinaRobinson,com 
www.twitter,com/Lives2Inspire 

@qmailocom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:31 PM 

,@live.nnc.edu-~ 

l~E: Follow up email: Independent Study Update 

Parr RR oftl~e Black Athlete Flyer DS .pdf 

I-{i      Yes, I received your emait. I hope to see you tonight! 

Let’s schedule a chat as soon as Vou finish vour initial research. 

Go ~ 

Debord~ 8~:rom~.~b Ph.D C:LL,r 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, 9:59 AM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Follow up email: Independent Study Update 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I am just sending you a follow-up email regarding my independent study. I know that you are probably e~remely busy; however, I just waned to make sure that you did 
receive my first email. If you did n@ then you can also find it below. Enjoy your day[ 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

From; 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: Independent Study Update 

2:31 PM 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I just wanted to email you with an update. I will be purchasing the subscription to the tomorrow morning since I get paid tomorrow :-). Also, I have 
done some research over the past week and found two really good articles 

I also attended the Parr Luncheon on Wednesday and Dr. Southall and 
Professor Osborne discussion also gave me some insight on my project. Over the next week I will be coming up with my questions for my survey as well as mapping out which 
female sports I will be targeting and what connections I will be trying to make. Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 12:33 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: 16 great iPhotos 

Yes, we need a photographer that focuses on getting more pictures for each event 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sutziect: RE: 16 great iPhotos 

@live.unc.edu] 
9:02 AM 

Great photos!! We definitely need to do this for every meeung 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro(a)unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:55 PM 
To: 
Sutzject: FW: 16 great iPhotos 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc edu/Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D." <debby@dstroman.com<mailto:debby(&dstroman.com>> 
Date: Sun,            20:19:04-0400 
To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc. edu<mailto:dstro(~,unc, edu>> 
Subject: 16 great iPhotos 

[ cid:07A3421 A- 8EC6-4EFC-BDC1-541325FY)F6"F7] 

100 2923 

[cid:5F3D2F6E~lP~i8413A-9659-63A689525E43] 
100 2924 

[cid:BF056g68-ACF6-4434-A641-F6978ABgD1DS] 
100 2925 

[cid:689860CB-16F9-4E89-AOD5-7DF2ECB1FEY)E] 
100 2926 

[cid:2FF2F677-262C-4633-97EA-68FFx53A2C1E1] 
100 2927 

[cid:34A32837-E350-4D28-BD73~S25D9B477E23] 
100 2928 

[cid:6FAD7B82-0A5B-4A6C-SC28-EA79B94B711D] 
100 2929 



[cid:A1B1ADES-5BS1-4632 -B 52A-4ED(~7C516C] 
100 2930 

[cid:F5427B03-35[X)-478D-B30C-C3C91 C7DD97C] 

100 2931 

[cid:67F3A 141-I)CF5-45E2-[MDB-2E73At~’49D2B2] 

100 2932 

[cid:4t~’ACC00 B -t~’58B -4D7E-9D[~8 -CE93A43843 [~’4] 

100 2933 

[cid:CC6821.’9D- 841~’9 -42B8 -9FA7-ADD71 B6E(2(2[vC] 
100 2934 

[cid:4}{ 8B6I.’(34-6[~B6-4<504-949C-9008 AA581{959] 

100 2935 

[cid:7FOEE7F7-3FB5-41CA-A88F-73B84AEDED5B] 
100 2936 

[cid:A994D778-93F3 4256-ACC5-SA0367891 B5C] 
100 2937 

[cid:7EBTE296-EA91-433C-A153-0C7F65A0619A] 

100 2938 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, September 12, 2011 12:37 PM 

@gmail.com:~ 

ILE: Caucus - MONDAY Black Athlete Panel Event 

Thanks      I appreciate your assistance. We should be d~ere by 6:20. I arn hoping we can all fit in Hitchcock. We d~d make arrangements to move into the 

auditorium, if necessary. 

d 

"Each day comes bea~i~g ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbo~sJ’ {R,Ahh ScHabacker 

@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, September ~2, 20~ 8:30 AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Caucus - MONDAY Mack Athlete Panel Event 

Hi Deb, 

I’ll definitely ~ t~ere’, get me how if yon need any help today wi~ any pin,ration. My cell is 

See you tonite, 

On Sun, Sep 11,2011 at 10:11 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro(a;unc.edn> wrote: 

Hi Members. Thanks again for your commitment to CBC as demonstrated by your attendance at last week’s first monthly meeting. We certainly survived the meeting logistics due 

to the inclement weather and had a very productive and rich discussion. Trust and open communication across campus is critical during this time period of change. 

FRIENDLY REMINDER (as noted in the last e-newsletter): Monday, 9~12.11 at 6:30 p.m. (Stone Center) - "Respect and Revolution of the Black Athlete/’ A most timely panel 

discussion for all those interested in the academic and athletic experience of the Black athlete on college campuses and beyond. Please encourage students to attend this event. 

There’s lots going on this week so stay tuned for another communication this week. 

As always, feedback is welcome and encouraged! 

Harambe, 
Debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - htt:p://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 12:38 PM 

@gmail .com> 

Prig: class today 

Hi     I hope you are feetiRg be[ter. Thanks for your Rote. 

Dr. StromaR 

De~)orah ;!g~.roman, P}~ D. (2LI ~ 

91’.).~43.0336 

"Each day comes bearing ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: :@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 7:49 AM 
Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: class today 

Professor Stroman, 

I will be unable to attend class today due to coming down with strep throat. If there is anything you need for me don’t hesitate to ask. 

Sorry for the inconvenience. 

My best, 

On Wednesday, ~<lstro~unc.edu> wrote: 

> To: All Participants 
> 

> From: Deborah Stroman 
> 

> If you attended the Parr Center "Lunch & Learn" today with EXSS professors Osborne and Southa),l, please send me an etnail. In the subject line, write 

"ATTENDED. HC." (This mea~s that on your honor you attended the event for at least 30 minutes.) 
> 

> Thm~ks. 
> 

> Dr. Stroman 

> This forwarded message was ,sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill Messages th)m the "EXSS 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS 

46M-9e6e-2dal b1364bd8>. 

" site. To reply to this mes~ge click 

<https://sakai.unc.edu/portal/si~e/7999264b-218a-4145-a739-159ct:1d182b7/pagei94570243-a319- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, September 12, 2011 12:43 PM 

ttugh smith @ahoo.com> 

Prig: Monday Event - Black Athlete 

Thanks Hugh, I look forward to seeing you too! 

Go } 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= Hugh smith @yahoo.com] 
Merit: Sunday, September li, 201~ li:~ PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Monday Event - Black Athlete 

Dr. Stroman 

Tha]]k you Br the invitation. I look ~oBvard to seeing you 

HuN~ Smith 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: CBC <cbcchair@unc.edu> 
Sent: Sunday, September 11,2011 9:18 PM 
Subject: Monday Event - Black Athlete 

FYI. I hope all is well for you. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough~ we must apply, Wiiling is not enough~ we must do." (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Monday, September 12, 2011 12:44 PM 

McGhee, Oj <oj mcghee@unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Monday Event- Change of MeaJ Location 

Hi OJ. I got someone else to do photos so don’t "sweat," I would rather have you come and reta×. ;) 

Yes, we start at ~:30 p.m, 

F~m: McGhee, ~ 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 2:11 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Co: Robe~son, Nakenge; Jones, Shandra 

Subject: RE: Monday Event - Change of Meal Location 

Debbie, 
I have an all-day videocon%rence that wil last until a~er 5 PN. I will a~empt ~ come to the panel discussion later at the Stone Center and bring a camera for photos. 

DepenNng on the duration, I may have ~ leave early however. ~e event begins ~ 6:30 PM right? 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Sunday, September 11, 2011 9:46 PM 
To: LaChina Robinson; Charles Blackmon; Dwight Holier; 

Cc: Robertson, Nakenge; Jones, Shandra; McGhee, Oj 
Subject: Monday Event - Change of Meal Location 

:@gmail.com; Jerry Stackhouse 

HI All. We will meet in the lobby of Lenoir at 4:30 p.m. instead of the Carolina Club, Let me know if you have any questions or need directions. 

Lenoir is located in the central part of campus across from the Bookstore and Student Union (South Road). 

I look forward to seeing you! 

Regards, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Mobile - 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough~ we must apply. Willing is not enough~ we must do." (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday, 12:50 PM 

Barbara Osbx~rne <sporflaw@nnc.edu>; Coyte Cooper <cgcooper@email.unc.edu,*; Debby Stroman <dstro@nnc.edu>; Deborah 

Southall <dj ~thll@email.unc.edu>; Ed Shields ~’,shields@email.~mc.edu,% Jolm~n, Shelley H <shj@email.unc.edu>; Richard Soufl~all 

<southaJl@e~naJl.unc.edu>; ’ ~email.unc.edtp; Weight, Erimme Allen <eweigh@email.unc.edu> 

FW: [csbc exec boardl CSBC is rolling!! 

Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS pdf 

FYI the @ub is off Lo a great start. 

I know sorne ot: you can’t make it tonight but I tr’us[ you w@ be there in spirit. We wit~ ,ddeo[ape the event. (I was [aid that Coach Wkhers and Coach Wit~iams 

asked their p~ayers to attend.,,) 

d 

Go 

Debord~ 8~:rom~, Ph.D C:LL J 

K~tio~e. E~gage, Empower. 

929 84,3 0336 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Senti Sunday,                 15:55 PM 
To= Carolina Spots Business Club Exec Board 

Co; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Ed Shields 
Subject-" Re: [csbc exec board] CSBC is rolling!~ 
CONG RATULATIONS ON AN EXCELLENT START TO THE YEAR! I am so very proud of your leadership. Continue to be kind to one another and the new members. Invite them to Club 

events and non-Club events. Network like crazyH! Thanks a~ain    ~or the Steve Martin connection. His en~a~in~ message touched on the politics, economics, sociology, and 

marketin~ of sport. Home run! (Please make sure I ~et his snail mail address to send a thank you note.) 

I established the Club Sakai site and am workin~ to migrate the Blackboard information over next week. The Sakai will ~ive us so many more options such as pollin~ members and 

postin~ secure documents~ 

and I will be meetin~ soon to review the Club calendar for the year and strategic planning. 

Continued success, 
Dr. Stroman 

"Full House" - CSBC First Meeting of the Academic Year - 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:iiexss.unc.edu! 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowi~g is not enough; we must apply. W~Jlir~g is not enough; we mus[ do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbc exec board@listserv.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat,           00:22:~3 +0000 

To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbc exec board@~is[serv.unc.edu> 

Subje~: [csbc_exec_board] CSBC is rollingH 

Hey guys, 

Thanks for all your help tonight~ I will be honest- I did not expect such an awesome crowd, especially on a Friday! To let you guys know, we had 6~ members join, 



for a total of 5715 in dues money. That is by far a record number for the club. We have a lot of potential this year for the club, and I think we all saw that in person 

tonight. 

Attached is our list of new members. I added everyone to Blackboard already. We will use this as our master list for the rest of the year and keep adding to it at 

future meetings. At our next exec board meeting, we will discuss how to setup the new Members Only listserv and what to send out specifically to them. 

I also attached my little presentation from tonight in case you weren’t at the meeting. Maybe we should do that more often... 

Let’s meet again within the next week or two. I will send out some info on that next week. 

Enjoy the game tomorrow!! 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 

Cell: 

Email: ~)live.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to csbc exec board as: . _d_ s_ _t_ _r. _o_ .C__~___~]n__c_:._e_cl__u_. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=4~25~297.5e7[-~593~2e283ed4bb9].19~3933~8d31&n=T&~=csbc exec board&o=29853~75 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ernail to leave-29853675-40250297.Se7659302e283ed4bbg:].195393368d3:[@ listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to csbc exec board as: . _d_ s_ _t_ _r. _o_ .C__~___~]n__c_:._e_cl__u_. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=4~25~297.5e7[-~593~2e283ed4bb9].19~3933~8d31&n=T&~=csbc exec board&o=29862284 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ernail to leave-29862284-40250297.Se7659302e283ed4bbg:].195393368d3:[@ listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, September 12, 2011 12:51 PM 

Daymond Lindell @hotmail.com> 

I~E: Monday’s Event- Black Athlete 

Hi Daymond. We don’t have a fistserv or mailbag for non-Caucus members. ;( 

You can always check-in with me directly or visit the website at www.unc.edu!cbc 

~’al~e (:are and hope t:o see you soon~ 

~;}o } ic,’ls, 

1}),’borah S~:roma~, PieD. CLU 

9i9-843-0336 

"Each day comes bear{rig its own giXs, Untie the ribbons," {R,Ann Sd~abacke~} 

F~m: Daymond Lindell @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, September ~, 20M ~:02 PM 

To: Daniel Brown; websl@ils.unc.edu; Webster, Linwood; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Monday’s Event - Black Athle~ 
Tric~ than~ for the info., I definitely remember Deb from back in the day and it is good ~ know she is doing great as Dr. Stroman at UNC. I will t~ and make this in,resting 
event. Dr. Deb, feel free to add me to your mail list for all your events!information. Linwood, our boys stunk it up Sat and the heels are on a small roll, we need to turn it 
around. Peace and Blessings to you and yours always. Daymond 

From:     @hotmail.com 
To: websl@ils.unc.edu; Iwebster@email.unc.edu; 
Subject: FW: Monday’s Event-BlackAthlete 
Date: Sun, 11 Sep 2011 21:38:05 -0400 

@hotmail.com 

Hello Day, Linwood, 
This is an event I found out about this weekend. Linwood, this is an event sponsored and facilitated by Dr. Stroman, the person about whom I was speaking. Day, You may 
know her from back in the day. She is a Zeta. It is tomorrow evening. 
Dan 

iNi Logo WM234x60 ko >(i Bed, Bath & Linens up to 70% OFF, at 
¯ Ovelstock.corrl! (234x60) 

From: dstro@unc.edu 
To:     ,@hotmail.com 
Subject: Monday’s Event - Black Athlete 
Date: Mon, :1.2 Sep 2011 00:39:49 +0000 

Hi Daniel. I hope you can make it... 
d 
Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 
"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (3, Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, September 12, 2011 1:11 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu-~ 

PJ~: Panel 

Hi Coyte. The requesL is for you OR Erianne not boLh. I ar~? asking you first. ;) 
!et me know if you have q~estions~ Thanks. 

"Each d~v comes tearing its own airs, Untie the ribbo~sY iN,Ann 5chabacker} 

F~m: Cooper, Co~e 
Sent: Nonday, September 12, 20II 12:53 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: Panel 
This ~mNs like a groat idea~ I will mn it by Efianne to see what her &ougNs are on it. I ~ very comfo~able with the topic area and u, ould ~ willing to help though. I 
@preciate you keeping us in mind D ;-) 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor in Sport Administration 

Universi~ of Noah Carolina - Chape~ Hil 

Chapel Hil, NC 27713 

cgcooper@emai.unc.edu 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (R. Sharma 

On Sep 12, 2011, at 12:35 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Thanks Co~e. I spoke ~o Jan and she wants to another "Lunch & Learn" on pro stadiums and financing. I think this opportunity would be good for you or Erianne to 

get exposure and showcase our specialization. You would work with a good friend of mine, Rita Balaban, who is a lecturer in Economics. She teaches the Economics 

of Sport course. 

Let me know. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stro~nan, Ph.D. CLU 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Unlie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Coyte Cooper [mailto:cgcooper@email.anc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 8:56 AM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Panel 

Hi D! I wanted to write to let you that I will be unable to attend your event this evening. 

I am son?, I will not tnake it. I hope it goes great! 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor in Sport Administration 

UNC-Chapel Ill 

(919) 962-0959 

£gcooper@gmail.nnc.edu 

Sent frown my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, September 12, 2011 1:43 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

Fwd: Monday Event- Black Athlete 

Parr RR of the Black Athlete Flyer DS 9.12.11 .pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Frown: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro(a)unc.edu> 
Date: Septetnber 11,2011 9:18:52 PM EDT 

To: CBC <cbcchai~(~unc.eda> 

Subject: Monday Event - Black Athlete 

FYI. I hope all is well for you. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Wiliing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, 2:09 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Re: Event Tonight 

Okay. Tks! MBB & FB will be there too. 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On at 2:01 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sure thing. All I need is a quote from you to use. Anything about the event. 

From; Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, .t:08 PM 
To." 
Subject-" Event Tonight 

Hi Do you think you can write a summmy article about this event? 

Dr. Stroma~ 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty e3 www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

AdvisorT Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma _Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & } tonors Orgm~ization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mea,~ that # can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 2:29 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Re: Event Tonight 

Yes. That will work. Call me tomorrow. Stop by if you can. We will be there until 8:00 at leas~t. :) 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On , at 2:15 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Oh crap! I misread your email. I will not be able to attend the event as I have to do some on campus interviews tonight with Coach Shelton. Is there any way I 
could write about it after the event? Maybe I could stop by and talk to you about it tomorrow and get your thoughts on the event? 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edul 
Sent-" Monday, 2:08 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" Re: Event Tonight 

Okay. Tks! MBB & FB will be there too. 

DLS from ,ny iPhone. 

On at 2:01 PM, (~live.unc.edu> w~3te: 

Sure thing. All I need is a quote from you to use. Anything about the event. 

From-" Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday,                 1:08 PM 

Subject-" Event Tonight 

Hi Do you fl~ink you can write a summary axticle about this event? 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

U_~C Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Faculty e~ www.exssunc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coor~]inator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Nlsiness Club & Sigma Alpha I_ambda (Nail I_eadership & Honors Organizat:kx~) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

".lust because it hasu ’t bee~ do~e -- doesu ’t mean that it cau ’t be done. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Monday, 3:20 PM 

Carolina Sports Business Clnb Exec Board <csbcexecboard@listserv.unc.edu> 

ILE: [csbc exec bo~:rd] CSBC is rolling!! 

Thanks 

919 84.3 0336 

F~m= @gmaiLcom .@gmaiJ.com] On Behalf Of 
Senti Nonday, 3:17 PN 
T~= Carolina Spots Business Club Exec Board 
Subject= Re: [csbc exec board] CSBC is roJling[[ 

Hey everybody, there is a panel di~ussion on the s~te of the black atNete tonight at 6:30 in the stone center, p~dists include our ve~~ own dr. stmm~ and 

s~ckhonse, i’m plmming to go at 6:30 if a~yN~dy’s interested 

here is the l~ceN~ok event: htIp://w~ w.fiacebook.com/event.php%id=256681607698995 

On Sun,            at 11:54 PM, Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@~unc.edn> wrote: 
CONG RATU~ATIONS ON AN EXCELLENT START TO THE YEARI I am so very proud of your leadership. Continue to be kind to one another and the new members. Invite them to Club 

events and non-Club events. Network like crazyHl Thanks again    for the Steve Martin connection. His engaging message touched on the politics, economics, sociology, and 

marketing of sport. Home run l (Please make sure I get his snail mail address to send a thank you note.) 

I established the Club Sakai site and am working to migrate the Blackboard information over next week. The Sakai will give us so many more options such as polling members and 

posting secure documents. 

and I will be meeting soon to review the Club calendar for the year and strategic planning. 

Continued success, 

Dr. Stroman 

"Full House" - CSBC First Meeting of the Academic Year = 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowh-~g is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: .@_~]_g~:_~.G.E~ > 

Reply-To: CarNina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbc exec board@listserv.unc.edu> 

Date: Sat,           00:22:13 +0000 

To: Carolina Sports Business CJub Exec Board <csbc exec board@Jistserv.unc~edu> 

Subje~: [csbc_exec_board] CSBC is rollingH 

Hey guys, 

Thm~s tbr all your help tonigN[ I will ~ honest- I did not exact such an awesome crowd, especially on a Friday[ To let yon gnys know, we had 61 members join, tbr 

a to~l of$715 in dues money. That is by far a record number for the club. We hmze a lot of ~tential ~is year lbr the club, and I tNnk we all saw that in person tomght. 

Attached is our lis~ of new mem~rs. I added eve~one to BlackN~ard aJrea@. We will use tNs as our master list tbr the rest of the year and keep adding to it at fntum 

meetings. At our next exec board meeting, we will discuss how to setup the new Mem~rs Only list~rv and what to send out specitically to them. 



I also attached my lit’tie presentation from tonight in case you weren’t at the meeting. Maybe we should do that morn often... 
Let’s meet again within the next week or two. I will ~nd out ~me info on that next week. 
Enjoy the gmne tomorrow!! 

University of North Cmolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 

Email: ~i>live.ut~c.edu 

You are currently subscribed to csbc_exec_board as: dstro@unc~edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=40250297.Se7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d31&n=T&l=csbc exec board&.o=29853675 

{It may be necessary to cut and laaste the above UR[_ if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to le~ve-29853675-40250297.SeY{-;59302e283ed4bb91"l.95393368d31@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to csbc_exec_board as ~’~emaikunc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu!u?id=40250299.de8bc6cgd6f33539~:cfbdlYb58cc5393&n=T&l=csbc exec board&.o=29862284 

{It may be necessary to cut and laaste the above UR[_ if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to le~ve-298e;2284-40250299.degbc{-;cgd6f33539’icfbd17b58cc5393@listserv.unc.edu 

You are cunently subscribed to csbc exec board as: @__r92{&~i_t_t_n_._c_:.e_¢_t_U.. 

To unsubscribe clickhem: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 40250297.Se7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d31&n T&I csbc exec board&o 29868488 

(It may be necessaU to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-29868488-40250297.Se7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d31 (?.~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Monday, 3:57 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Meeting 

Go } 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes Bearing ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbons~" 

F~m= ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, 3:49 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Neeting 

Dear Dr. Stroman, 
This is just a reminder that we agreed ~ meet at 2:30pro tomorrow. I look fo~ard to meeting with you. 

Than~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 10:07 PM 

Cooper, Coyte <cgcoope@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Panel 

2nite was great! Let’s chat 2mar. I have the date options. Tks 4 stepping up. I want 2 get u more exposure. ;) 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On Sep 12, 2011, at 9:44 PM, "Cooper, Coyte" <cgcooper~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi D! I would be interested in helping out with this :-) Do you know the date on the talk? What axe the other requirements. I hope tonight was great 

you! 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor in Sport Administration 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27713 

cgcooper@email,unc.edu 

Blog Website: http://elitelevelsportmarketinq,wordpress.com/ 

"Success is the masterful application of the fundamentals on a daily basis" (R. Sharma) 

On Sep 12, 2011, at 1:11 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi Coyte, The request is for you OR Eriarme not both, I am aski~g you first, ;) 
[.eL me ki~ow if Vo~ have questions, Thanks~ 
d 

Explore-, Eng~gc Empower. 
9 I9.84.3.0.3.3 
"Each day comes bearing its own g~s, Untie the r~bbons," {R,A~n Schabacker) 

F~m= Cooper, Coyte 
Sent: Honday, September ~2, 201~ ~2:53 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Re: Panel 
TNs rounds like a great idea~ I will mn it by Eda~e to ~e what her &ougNs ~e on it. I mn ve~- comfortable with &e topic area and would 
be willing to help &ough. I appreciate you keeping ns in mind D ;-) 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor in Spo~ Administration 

UniversiW of Noah Carolina - Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27713 

cgcooper@email.unc.edu 

Blog Website: hRp:i!elitelevelspo~marketing.wordpress.com! 

"Success is the masterNI application of the Nndamentals on a daily basis" (R. Sharma) 

On Sep 12, 2011, at 12:35 PM, Stro,nan, Deborah L wrote: 

Thanlcs Coyte. I spoke to Jan and she wants to another "hmch & Learn" on pro stadinms and financing. I think this opportuni~ would be 
good for you or Erianne to get exposure and showcase our specialization. You would work with a good friend of mine, Rita Balaban, who 
is a lecturer in Economics. She teaches the Economics of Sport course. 

Letmeknow. 

Go Heels< 



Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Each day comes beating its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Coyte Cooper [mafilto:cgcooper@email.unc.edn] 

Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 8:56 AM 

To: Strotnan, Deborah L 
Subject: Panel 

Hi D! I wanted to write to let you that I will be unable to attend your event this evening. 

I am sor~ I will not make it. I hope it goes great! 

Coyte 

Coyte Cooper, Ph.D. 

A ssis~an’t Professor in SIyort Administration 

UNC-Chapel 

(919) 962-0959 

cgcoope~)email.unc.edu 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 2:05 PM 

DL Stroman <dstro@unc.edu>; NaJaenge Robertson <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu-~; O.J. McGhee <ojmcghee@unc.edu-~; Shandra 

Jones <Shandra Jone@unc.edu>; Ursula Lirtlejohn <ursula littlejohn@unc.edu>; Verita Murrill <verita murrill@unc.edu> 

Black Athlete Event 

Success! Thanks for your support (near and far). I think everyone learned and reflected on the status of Black athletes at UNC and beyond. 

We look forward to seeing the photos. I hope to get the students to post the video on our website or Sakai too. I may ask another student to join the 

ambassador team. is a go-getter and I am very impressed with his organization, follow up, and kindness. 

Onward! 

Harambe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chai~, Carolina Black Caucus 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

315 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:19.843.0336 

.~i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, 2:55 PM 

Robertson, Nakenge <nakenge.robertson@unc.edu> 

I~E: Black Athlete Event 

Thanks. As mentioned over and over...we need to do beLter wid~ preparation. Let’s chat about how FPG cart get involved #~ this dialogue. Our young people’s 

(elementary, middle, and Ngh school) education and college-prep is crucia~ to making a difference. 

F~m~ Robe~on, Nakenge 

Sent~ Tuesday, 2:07 PN 

To~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Subjeet~ RE: Black Athlete Event 
That ~s great Debby! ~ heard some great feedback from some attendees. They said you were awesome and d~at discussion was great. Congra~s on a success[:ul 

event, 

N a ker~ge 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Tuesday,                 2:05 PM 
T~: Stroman, Deborah L; RoberNon, Nakenge; McGhee, Oj; Jones, Shandra; Li~lejohn, Ursula Eunice; Murril, Veri~ L 
Subject: Black Athlete Event 

Success~ Thanks for your support {near and far). I think everyone learned and reflected on the status of Black athletes at UNC and beyond. 

We look forward to seeing the photos. I hope to get the students to post the video on our website or Sakai too. I may ask another student to join the 

ambassador team. is a go-getter and I am very impressed with his organization, follow up, and kindness. 

Onward~ 

Harombe, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Department 

Sport Administration Specialization 

3:15 Woollen - CB 8700 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

.~i Carolina Black Caucus 542 with tag.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, 3:32 PM 

Russell, Kresha <kamssell@aux- services.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Student Interns 

Hi Kresha. Thanks again for maki~g things happen [:or the Caucus (and Parr Center}. 

I just spoke to a student, about your ~ntern pos~t~on, He wit g~ve you a call 

~lebby 

F~m: Russel, Kresha (Carolina Dining Services) [mailto:~RUSSELL@aux-serv[ces.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:14 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Student In,ms 
Hello Deborah, 
Whenyou visited sometime ago, Iremember you mentioned you could provide Interns. Ho~vwould Igo aboutthat? I~vouldpay a $10hourly rate for 15 20 hours a week. Ineed oneintem 
mainly to support my sales office. 
Kresha Russell I Director 
Carolina Catering [ [Tmversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone 919962.05541 Fax 919.843.~38 
100 Friday Cen~r ~ive, CB # 1020 [ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

karussell~ux-services.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Tuesday, 4:32 PM 

Russell, Kresha <kamssell@aux- services.unc.edu-~ 

l~B: Student Interns 

I just passed your inl:orrn~tior~ to too. 
Go Jr 

Debord~ 8~:rom~.~ Ph.D C:LL,r 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= Russell, Kresha (Carolina Dining Services) [mailto:~RUSSELL@aux-services.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 2:24 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: Student Interns 

Hello Deborah, 

When you visited some ume ago, I remember you mentioned you could provide Interns. How would I go about that? [ would pay a $10 hourly rate l~r 15 20 hours a week. I need one intern 

mainly to suppoA my sales office. 

Kresha Russell I Director 

Carolina Catering ~ Unwersky of Nor~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ph~)ne 919 962.05541 Fax 919.843.~38 

100 FridW Cen~r £Nive, CB ~ 1020 ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

karussell(~a~x-ser vices.un c edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN=DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 4:43 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

PJ~: Class Tomorrow 

Awesome! Listen carefully a~d think critically. 

Enjoy. 

Dr, Sl:rof~at~ 

"Each day comes bea~i~g ~ts own gi~s. Untie the ribbo~sJ’ {R,Ann 5chabacker} 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:42 PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Class Tomorrow 

Dr. Stroman, 
I have been given the opportuniN to go see President Obama speak at NC State tomorrow afternoon and have chosen to a~end this rare occurrence. ~us, I will not be in 

class tomorrow morning. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT" JCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:04 PM 

~email.unc.e&~ 

ILE: ACC Leadership Assignment 

Received. Tha~ks! 

Dr. Stroman 

F~m: ~email.unc.edu @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:39 PN 
Subject: ~: ACC Leadership Assignment 

To: S~omm~, D~borah 

From: 

This forwmded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS .002.FA " site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXS S .002.FA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:08 PM 

@gmail.com> 

I~B: First SAL Meeting! 

Hi The is great. ¢’¥a then! 

Dr. 

919.S43.033& 

"Each day comes bearh~g ks own giRs, Untie the ribbons," (R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Se~t: Tuesday, 2:19 PM 

Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: First SAL Meeting[ 

Onr first meeting has been finalized m~d will ~ ne~ Thur~a%                 at 7pm in Pea~@ 218~ l’d love it if you would be able to come to the meeting 

and do the ice breaker activib~ ~d sNak for a few minutes. Let me ~ow if you will be able to a~end~ 

Tha~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:16 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

l~E: Follow up email: Independent Study Update 

Excellent! That’s the way to be proactive. 

Wednesdav after 2:00 in Steele G0:].SD. 

Del.)orah ;!g~.roman, P}~ D. (2L.I ~ 

91’.).~43.0336 

"Each day comes bearh~g ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~2:06 PM 
Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Follow up email: Independent Study Upda~ 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I really enjoyed the event last night and all of the great insight it had to offer. I actually had a chance to introduce myself to LaChina Robinson and she interested in le~ing me 
inte~iew her for my project. Are you available an~ime ne~ Monday or Wednesday for me to stop by your office? 

Best, 

The Universily of North Carolina al Chapel tlill, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:31 PM 

To: 
Subject: RE: Follow up email: Independent Study Update 

Hi      Yes, I received your emait. I hope to see you tonight.! 

Let’s schedule a chat as soon as you finish your initial research. 

Go ~ 

O 19 84.3 03,3 (~ 

"Each day comes Bearing ~ts own gifts~ Untie the ribbons~" {R.Ann Schabacke~} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 9:59 AN 

To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Follow up email: Independent Study Update 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I am just sending you a follow-up email regarding my independent study. I know that you are probably e~remely busy; however, I just waned to make sure that you did 
receive my first email. If you did not, then you can also find it below. Enjoy your day~ 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

From: 



Sent: Thursday, 2:3:~ PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah 
Subject: Independent Study Update 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I just wanted to email you with an update. I will be purchasing the subscription to the tomorrow morning since I get paid tomorrow :-). Also, I have 
done some research over the past week and found two really good articles 

I also attended the Parr Luncheon on Wednesday and Dr. Southall and 
Professor Osborne discussion also gave me some insight on my project. Over the next week I will be coming up with my questions for my survey as well as mapping out which 
female sports I will be targeting and what connections I will be trying to make. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 5:18 PM 

Brian French <bt?ench@taxheelsports.com> 

l~g: Tar Heel Spoils Properties 

Hi Brian. I did receive your message. I am interested in having our students do more than hand out product. Let’s chat about ideas on sponsorship research that wi]~ 

go in conjunction with their g~me d~y work. 

Thanks, 

f have class tomorrow at 11:00 Pk~ase set~d me details on where/when ~or this weekend 

Dr, Stromsn 

"E~ch d~V comes bearit~g ~ls ow~ gifts. U~:~e the ribbons." (N.Ann 

F~m: Brian French [mailto:bfrench@~rheelsporN,com] 
N~Bt: Tuesday, September ~3, 20~ ~:4~ AN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Tar Heel Sports Properties 

Hello Dr. Stroman, 

I left you a message earlier about the possiNlity of having some sports admin, students helping us out with sponsor giveaways, promotions, etc. tNs year. We’re 

doing a big giveaway for Hardee’s at the Virginia football game this Saturday and could use some volunteers to help distribute coupons. 

Please let me knowif you think the students would be interested in helping and how we can get the word out to them. I can send you a more detailed email for 

you to forward if that would help? 

Thank you, 

Brian French 
Account Executive 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 
6350 Quadrangle Dr. 
Suite 135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919~19~100 ext. 2072 (Phone) 
(Mobile) 

~.leatfieldspo~s.com 

l~ h~p:// .... learfield ] 

A property of Learfield Sports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:23 PM 

@email.unc.edu-~ 

1~: Exss 

EXSS FESA Guidebook.pdf 

Hi. Thanks for your note. You may want to contact ITS regarding the printingivie~ving error because no one else is having a problem ;) 

See attached. 

Recipe or receipt?’? 1o1 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore Engage Empower. 
919.8430336 
"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gifts. Untie the ribbons" (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:20 Phi 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Exss 

Hey Professor Stroman, 
I sat down with and tried to bring up the guidebook online to print out and 
have coach P sign but the page keeps saying error 404 and that the page is 
no longer available. I was wondering if there was another place I can find 
it? I have also sent in my check and for the insmance and will forward you 
my recipe as soon as I get it. I arm t¢’ing to get a time to get my resume 
and cover letter reviewed by- the career selwices this week and will drop it 
off this week. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 5:24 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

VW: Congratulatio!s! 

;) 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= Shields, Edgar W [mailto:Ed.Shields@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 20~1 9:22 AN 
To: ~e peess-f mailing list 
~c: Currin, Denise C; Tu~, Amy Z 
Subject: [peess-~ Congratulations~ 

Our own Dr. Deborah Stroman... was the moderator for "Respect and Revolution of the B~ack Athlete" - a presentation by the 

Pharr Center for Ethks at UNC that was hem yesterday evening h’~ the Sonja Haves Stone Center. A great panel of athletes 

responded [nkia]ly to questions by Dr. Stroman and then to questions from the audience. This was a very we,d-done and thought- 

provoking event 

Congrat@at~ons to Debb~ 

Edgar Wo Shields, Jro, Ph,D, 

Interim Chair, Department of E×ercise & Spo~ Science 

Director oI~ 6raduate Studies & Adm~ssions 

C~# 870% 202 Fetzer Hat~ 

Telephone: 919-962-3951 

Emaik Ed,Shields@unc,edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<iul> 

peess-f as: <a href "mailto:dstro@~mc.edu">dstro@~mc.edu~a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a h~e~"mailto:leave-29874355-41233373.29baead768351481a635991ba203d664@listserv.unc.edu">leave-29874355- 

41233373.29baead768351481 a635991 ba203d664@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Tuesday, 5:28 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

ILE: [csbc exec boa:rd] CSBC is rolling!! 

Thanks 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R,A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:17 AN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: [csbc exec board] CSBC is rolling[[ 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 
I’m glad Steve was able to join use I knew he’d be a great speaker, and I’m glad that eve~one one enjoyed hearing from him and getting to know him as much as I did[ 
Here is his snail mail address: 
Steve Ma~in 
Bobcats Spots & Ente~ainment 
333 East Trade Street 
Gharlo~e, NG 28202 
I can’t wait for our next meeting[ This is going to be a great year for GSBG~ 

Thanks, 

From: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu> 
To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbc_exec_board@listsew.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Guskiewicz, Kevin M" <gus@email.unc.edu>; Ed Shields <shields@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Sunday,                  11:54 PM 
Subject: Re: [csbc_exec_board] CSBC is rolling!! 

CONGIL&TULATIONS ON AN EXCELLENT START TO THE YEAR’. I am so ve~ proud of your leadership. Continue to be ldnd to one another and the new 

members. Invite them to Club events and non-Club events. Network like crazy!!’. Thanks again for the Steve Martin connection. His engaging message touched on 

the politics, economics, sociology, and marketing of sport. Home run! (Please make sure I get his snail mail address to send a thank you note.) 

I eslablished the Club Sakai site and am working to migrate the Blackboard information over next week. The Sakai will give us so many more options such as polling 

members and posting secure documents. 

and I roll be meeting soon to ~eview the Club calendar for the year and slrategic planning. 

Continued succes~ 

Dr. Stroman 

"Full House" - CSBC First Meeting of the Academic Year 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CI_U 
Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Cancus 



Facult.~, Advisor, Carolina Slyorts Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not eaough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we mus~ do," (J. Goelhe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbc exec board@listserv.unc.edu> 
Date: Sat,           00:22:13 +0000 
To: Carolina Sports Business Club Exec Board <csbc exec board@lis[_serv.unc~edu> 
Subject: [csbc_exec_board] CSBC is rolling!! 
Hey guys, 

Thanks for all your help tonight! I roll be hones~t- I did not expect such an awesome crowd, especially on a Friday! To let you guys know, we had 61 members join, for 

a total of $715 in dues money. That is by far a record number for the club. We have a lot of potential this year for the club, and I think we aJl saw that in person tonight. 

Attached is our liszt of new members. I added eve~)~one to Blackboard already. ~Ve will use this as our master list for the reset of the year and keep adding to it at future 

meetings. At our next exec board meeting, we roll discuss how to setup the new Members Only listserv and what to send out specifically to them. 

I aJso attached my little presentation t]com tonight in case you weren’t at the meeting. Maybe we should do that more often... 

Let’s meet again within the next week or two. I will send out ~me intb on that next week. 

Enjoy the ga~ne tomom~w! ! 

University ofNortfi Caxolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 

Email: ~live.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to csbc exec board as: dstro(tbunc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ht~p:/,lists.unc.edu/u?id=40250297.5e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d31&n=T&l=:csbc exec board&o 298536:5 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29853675-40250297.5e7659302e283ed4bb91195393368d31 (~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to csbc exec board as: 

(It may be necessm3~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-29862284-40250296.ddfTt2b41 a0cb0c3cc05719bdcfTab98,@]istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:49 PM 

,@yahoo.com> 

EW: Interesting article regarding pay for college athletes. 

I guess this note explains why I do what I do,,, 

d 

De~)c~rah ;!g~.roman, P}~ D. (2L.I ~ 

9 i’).@~3.0336 

"Each day comes bearh~g ks own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," {R,A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:~7 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: In,resting a~icle regarding pay for college athletes. 

Dr. Stroman, 
I just wanted to also just thank you for leading that discusion tonight. I a~ended with minimal expec~tions but left ve~ surprised by the information that was shared and 
discussed. I hope ~ possibly discuss these issues further with you in a one-on-one se~ing as I really feel inspired to find ways to make a difference in the education process 
that our young people venture through. I did not get a chance to speak with Jer~ due to a prior commitment but I really wanted to speak with him regarding how he is helping 
those cNIdren that he took and what he see as some other possible avenues of improvement in terms of changing the way that young children, minori~ or not, learn and 
grow. 
My ultima~ career goal is to work in college athletics in a roll that allows me to work with the players on a personal level. Being able to guide and build relationships within the 
realm of athletics has always been an intrest. Until today, I thought that intrest was an overlooked field. After si~ing in that discusion today, it really inspired me to see what 
kind of steps I can take now to get me where I want to go. I hope that we can find some time to sit down and ~lk about some different options that I have available ~ me and 
some help on how I may go about accomplishing those goals. I feel inspired a~r toNght and in many respects, I would have never guessed that it would be a se~ing like 
tonight, would be able to motivate me like it has. Thank you again for making me aware of this event. I am ve~ much looking fo~ard to having the oppo~uni~ to speak with 
you. 

uNc-chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:00 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Interesting article regarding pay for college athletes. 

Thanks I appreciate your research on issues facing college sport today. 

D~’, S{roman 

,,;’.,o } 

919.843.0336 

"Each da~ comes bear{rig its own g~Xs~ Untie the r~bbons/’ (R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:~8 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Interesting a~icle regarding pay for college athletes. 

Dr. Stroman, 
Good afternoon, I am looking fo~ard to the discussion tonight involving 3er~ S~ckhouse. I just wanted to pass along a a~icle that I found to be very interesting and thought 
paired well with our discussion earlier in the year about if college athletes are compensated fairly. I will include the a~icle link below. I just though you may like to read as 
well. Thank you, and I will see you this evening. 

h~p:!/espn.go.com/college-spo~!sto~! /id!6962151!advocacy-group-says-top-college-athletes-wo~h-six-figures 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 5:55 PM 

@live.~mc.edu 

I~E: Atten&d.hc 

Thanks Continue to listen and learn. You have a veW bright futtu-e! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @hve.unc.edu 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Attended.hc 

5:35 PM 

~live uric edu] 

Hello Dr Stroman, 
I enloyed the presentation last night very much It was interesting and very cool to hear from professional athletes. 
Thank you for setting it up [’or us! 

Sent from mY Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 6:00 PM 

~email. unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Resume and Cover Letter 

Hi Contact Jeff" Sackaroff in UCS and ask for his assistance 

Complete appendices B & C in the Guidebook. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Arm Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:59 Phi 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sutzject: Resume and Cover Letter 

Dr. Stroman 
I attached my resume and sample cover letter. Ire been searching the career sep¢ices website to see how to get them approved by them but wasn’t about to find any information on how to. 
Also, for the document about my goals in the guidebook, are you talking about the thing on page 16’? I know when I met with you you said something about the appendix but this was the 
only thing i could find about that. 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Tuesday, 6:25 PM 

JERRY STACKHOUSE @mac.com> 

Re: Interesting ariicle regarding pay tbr college athletes. 

No. I wanted you to see the great feedback I have been receiving. ;) Thanks again! 

DLS from my iPhone. 

On , at 6:23 PM, "JERRY STACKHOUSE" 

Hey Deb, 

I "think this message was mi~tirected. 

Enjoyed yesterday! ttave a great week! 

Jeny Stackhouse 42 

On 

(~mac.com> wrote: 

@me.corn 

at 5:54 PM, "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro~,~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi     I am moved by your words. Yes, h~d:’s chat soon. I arn SO g~ad that you ~st:ened ~md learned. You h~ve a very bright [uture and ~ k~ok 

forward to exploring the options w~[f~ you. 

This week is crazy, but leL’s chat after class to~T~orrow and set an sppo~nLrnent. 

Thanks for sharing and CARING~ There is so much work to be done. 

Dr. Stroman 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9::t7 PM 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject-" RE: Interesting article regarding pay for college athletes. 

Dr. Stroman, 

I just wanted to also just thank you for leading that discusion tonight. I attended with minimal expectations but left very surprised by the 
information that was shared and discussed. I hope to possibly discuss these issues further with you in a one-on-one setting as I really feel inspired 
to find ways to make a difference in the education process that our young people venture through. I did not get a chance to speak with Jerry due to 
a prior commitment but I really wanted to speak with him regarding how he is helping those children that he took and what he see as some other 
possible avenues of improvement in terms of changing the way that young children, minority or not, learn and grow. 

My ultimate career goal is to work in college athletics in a roll that allows me to work with the players on a personal level. Being able to guide and 
build relationships within the realm of athletics has always been an intrest. Until today, I thought that intrest was an overlooked field. After sitting in 
that discusion today, it really inspired me to see what kind of steps I can take now to get me where I want to go. I hope that we can find some 
time to sit down and talk about some different options that I have available to me and some help on how I may go about accomplishing those 

goals. I feel inspired after tonight and in many respects, I would have never guessed that it would be a setting like tonight, would be able to 
motivate me like it has. Thank you again for making me aware of this event. ~ am very much looking forward to having the opportunity to speak 
with you. 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 



From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:00 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Interesting article regarding pay for college athletes. 

Thanks I appreciate Voter research on iasuea t:acing cotlege aport toc’~ay. 

Dr. Strornan 

"Each day ~omes bearing its own gif~s~ Un~e #%e ~bbonsd {KAnn Scbabacker} 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:18 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Interesting article regarding pay for college athletes. 

Dr. Stroman, 

Good afternoon, I am looking forward to the discussion tonight involving Jerry Stackhouse. I just wanted to pass along a article that I found to be 
very interesting and thought paired well with our discussion earlier in the year about if college athletes are compensated fairly. I will include the 
article link below. I just though you may like to read as well. Thank you, and I will see you this evening. 

http://espn~~~~c~m/c~~~eqe~sp~rts/st~ry/-/id/6962151~adv~cacy-qr~up-says-top-col~eqe~ath~etes-w~rth-six~~qures 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 8:44 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS - Current Event 

Hi        Yes, please be prepared for Friday. Thanks. I hope you feet better. 

Dr, Stroman 

De~>orah ;!~.roman, Ph D. (2L.I J 

92’.).843.()336 

"Each day comes bearing Rs own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," {R,A~ Schabacke~} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
~ent: ~ednesday, 8:~8 AM 
T~: Stmman, Deborah L 
~ubject: RE: EXSS - Cu~mnt Event 
H~ D~. Stmman, 
Thg ~s             Last Nght I ~as s~ck but I d~d not tNnk ~t ~ou~d last through the NghL I ~oke up tNs mo~Nng about ~ h~s ago and have been geeing sick fo~ the past 
hour. I think I m~ght have earn sometNng bad at the d~Nng haH~ I kno~ I am scheduled to p~esent my cu~mnt event ~day and have submi~ed my ~d~n assignment fo~ my 
p~esen~t~on through SakaL ~ould ~t be possible fo~ me to p~esent on friday? If I must ~edeve a lo~e~ g~ade I understand. Please ~et me kno~ ~hen you get a chance. I ~I~ 
be checking my ema~l tNs morning. 
Thank you, 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:39 PM 
Subject: EXSS ¯ Current Event 

To: 

From: Deborah Stroman 
Hi                You are scheduled to present your current event tomorrow. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 
this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS       .FA 

FA ’ site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 10:34 AM 

South~Jl, Pdch~Jrd Mich~rd ~south~Jl@emaJl.unc.edu> 

l~E: Taylor Brm~ch’s Atlantic article "The Shatne of College Sports." 

I read this earlier and am stitl reflecting... ;) 

Go } 

Debord~ 8~:rom~.u, Ph.D C:LL,r 

929 84.3 0336 

F~m= Southall, Richard Nichard 
Sent: Wednesday, ~0:26 AN 
To: Cooper, Co~e; Osborne, Barbara J; Stroman, Deborah L; Southall, Deborah Joy; Weight, Erianne Allen; 

@email.unc.edu); @gmail.c~m); 

Subject: Taylor Branch’s Atlantic article ’~he Shame of College Spots." 

Hello all: 

Here’s a link to Taylor Branch’s article in The Atlantic. This mornff~g Frank Deford on NPR had an interesting review of k: 

h tt p :/iw v,,w,t i~ a t:: a t-:tic comim the--sham,>of coll~ 

Dr. Richard M. Southa~ 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The tJn[versity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 9~9.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

so~t ha~l@)ema~ ~mc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSS~ Conference on College Sport webite: }t~.}t~.}t~.6:}.r.~.~2~]~.r.~]£~,D.[~ 

office Hours: T!R - ~l:OOamd.:OOpm; W - 9:~dO:~Oam and by appt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 12:29 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS advising 

On my way! 

D~boral~ 8~:romP< Ph.D CL(.r 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes Bearing ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbons~" {R,A~ Sc~abacker} 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday,                 3:03 PN 

Subject: RE: EXSS advising 

12:30 at Steele G(}ISD. 

Go } icds~ 
1}}~’8ora[~ S~roma~, PhD. CLU 

929 863 0336 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Nent: Thursday, 2:26 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: E~S advising 
I can meet at 12:30 as long as I can get ~ my class at 1[ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:13 PN 
To: 
Subject: EXSS advising 

Hi      I have a conflict with meeting you on Wednesday, the :    Are you available at :]L2:30 or on another day? Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go }][eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science 

Sport Admmis~afion FacultT e~ www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

ChaR, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chaix, College Spor~ Research Institute 

FacuhT Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Sig=~a Alpha Lambda (NaO Leadership & Honors Organiza~inn) 

315 "vVoollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 12:29 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: EXSS advising 

On my way! 

D~boral~ 8~:romP< Ph.D CL(.r 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes Bearing ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbons~" {R,A~ Sc~abacker} 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday,                 3:03 PN 

Subject: RE: EXSS advising 

12:30 at Steele G(}ISD. 

Go } icds~ 
1}}~’8ora[~ S~roma~, PhD. CLU 

929 863 0336 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:26 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: E~S advising 
I can meet at 12:30 as long as I can get ~ my class at 1[ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:13 PM 
To: 
Subject: EXSS advising 

Hi      I have a conflict with meeting you on Wednesday, the    . Are you available at 12:30 or on another day? Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go }][eels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dep~ 

Sport Admmis~afion FacultT e~ www.exss.unc.edu 

E2r~S Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

ChaR, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chaix, College Spor~ Research Institute 

FacuhT Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Sig=~a Alpha Lambda (NaO Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 "vVoollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been dane - doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <’/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesday, 1:47 PM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@em~l.unc.edu> 

Stroma~, Deborah Lynn <dstro@unc.edu> 

Student Advising 

Hi Lee. I hope all is well for you. I met ~vlth a red shirt student athlete tod’~y in Steele and need your feedback. In her folder there is a copy of your letter that 

out:lines that: this f~ll semester is her last: ninth. She is under the impression that: she will h~ve another aeaderuic semest:er and eonsequently, did not enroll in 

the neeessary eourses to graduate. 

I discussed options with her and also told her that I would speak with you regarding the 10th semester. 

Please call when you can. 

Thanks. 

dehhy 

Deborah St:roman, Ph.D. CLU 

;315 Woollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter clrstroman 

htto://exss.unc.edu/ 

"dust because it hosn’t been done ~- doesn °t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 5:24 PM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@ema~l.unc.edu> 

I~E: Student Advising 

Thanks! 

debbv 

9292~3.0336 

F~m: Nay, Lee Y 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:19 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Student Advising 

She will be eligible for the 10th but must apply for that one specifica~ly~ Not nil athletes t~eed a 10th depending on thek sport and primary season. 

Hope all ~s we~l with you[ 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent; Wednesday, 1:47 PN 
Tot Nay, Lee Y 
C~= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Student Advising 

Hi Lee. I hope a]] is wc]] for you. I met with a red shirt student athlete tod~y in Steele and need your f~edback. In her folder there is a copy of your letter that 

outlines that this fall semester is her last ninth. She is under the impression that she MI] have another academic semester and consequently, did not enroll in 

the necessats~ courses to graduate. 

I discussed options ~vith her and also told her that I xvould speak with you regarding the 10th semester. 

Please call when you can. 

Thanks. 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB~,’ 8605 

Chapel t ti11, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

"I~witt:er clrst:roman 

hltp://exss.m~c.edu,’ 

"Just because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Wednesday, 5:26 PM 

~yahoo.com>; @live.unc.edu> 

I~E: Club speaker (Eric Douglass) 

you are TOO much! Yes, let’s move forward. 

Wednesday for Deep Alliance Marketing~ 
Dr, StFof’qa t~ 

9 Zo.843.033,’~ 

"E~ch d~v comes tearing its own giIs. Untie the ribbo~sY (t.Ann 5chaback~r} 

F~m: @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:24 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L; 
Subject= Club speaker (Eric Douglass) 
Hi Dr. Stroman anc 
I wanted to let you know about a possible club speaked Eric Douglass came to speak to my 
hearing from him[ 

, let’s try to fit him in based on his schedute~ Earlier the better. Also, check your emait regarding next 

class (JOMC ~, and I really enjoyed 

I got in contact with him (our email exchange is below), and he’s interested in speaking to the club. I tht~w out a few dates that we can start talking about with him. 
Mr. Douglass and his company put together sponsorship deals and events in the sports and entertainment industry. As you can see below, some of his current clients are the 
Super Bowl and the Grammy Awards. He has a very interesting perspective on the industry, and he has been involved with some great, creative promotions! 
I’ll keep you posted on this. Let me know if there are any dates that would work best for both of you! 

Thanks, 

.... Fowvarded Message .... 
From: @yahoo.com> 

To: "eric@aesconsultantsllc.com" <eric@aesconsultantsllc.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:20 PM 
Subject: Re: Sports Marketing class 

Mr. Douglass, 
The club usually meets Thursday or Friday afternoons around 5:00. We have about two meetings a month, so any date that works for you usually works for us. Do you have 
any availability during the last week in          or the first week in 
I’d love to talk with you about your upcoming projects and possible volunteer work. Would you be free to get coffee next Tuesday or Wednesday morning? I have class at 
11:00, so I could meet any time before that. 
I look ronsard to meeting with you! 

Thanks, 

From: Eric D. <eric@aesconsultantslc.com> 
To: @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Wednesday 11:28 AM 
Subject: RE: Sports Marketing class 

Thanks £~r your note and offer to speakto the Carolina Spo~ts Busk~ess Club. I’d be happy to do so. ~,&#~at days (evenings?) do yo~ meet? Let me know 

and we’l coordinate. 

Wou~d also be happy to speak w~th you further about our work, speclficaty upcoming projects w.,’S~per Bow~ and Grarnmys, and if you’d tke [o do some 

volunteer work as an intern, possibly for school credit? (I’ve done th~s for a few b~z majors at UNC the last 2 years.) Let’s meet up for coffee one mornh~9 

and we can discuss k~tther. I’m aval mos[ days, wi[h the exceplon of Mondays. 

Thanks and talk soon. 

Eric D. 

AES Consultants, LLC 
Arts, Entertainment & Spor~s 
Strategic Marketing & Sponsorship Consultants 
510 Meadowmont Village Circle 
Suke 272 
Chape] ttiH, NC 27517 
(919) 360-46~ (phone) 
(919) 94?-3;r~4 ~J;3x> 
eric@aesconsultants]lc.corn 

Save pat)on Do you need to p~Hnt this email? 

The preceding e--maJ_], message (:tnc_’.’_~ding any atl:achments) .::onl:aJ_ns irWormat2ton that: may be confident:[a1, may be prot:ected by 

the attorney-client or other appZ2cable pr2v~leges, or ~’~’~sy constitute non--publ£c £nf:ormat2on, It £s 2ntended to be conveyed 

only t:o !:he designated recJ_pJ.ent(s) named above, I~ yoa are not an ~tnl:ended re.:::[p~tent of this message, please nol:J.fy the 

sender by replying to this message and then delete all copies of: it -fr’om your computer system. Any use, dissemination, 

distribute.on, or Pep~oductJ.on of this message by un~.ntended recip~.ents ~s not authorJ.zed and may be 

From: I@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:31 PM 
To: edc@aesconsultantsllc.com 
Subject: Spods Marketing class 
Good afternoon Mr. Douglass, 



I wanted to thank you for speaking to our sports marketing class on Thursday! I really enjoyed hearing about your career and learning about the sponsorship aspect of the 
sports and entertainment industry. 

I’m a _. . My past internships 

but I haven’t had many opportunities to work on event sponsorships 
and corporate partnerships. Your lecture was interesting and informative; I especially enjoyed hearing about the creative promotions and partnerships that you’ve been involved 
with. 

In addition to my classes and my current internship with I’m also the Carolina Sports 
Business Club on campus. The club hosts networking events and holds meetings with professionals in the sports industry. If you’d b~ interested in speaking to a group of 

students about your career, we’d love to hear from you! 
Feel free to reach out if you’d be interested in speaking to our club or if you could use a student volunteer. I’d love to learn more about your work in the sports industry. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Wednesday, 5:29 PM 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Meeting Today 

Hi Please call me whenyou can Thanks. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 
Sut~ject: Re: Meeting Today 

8:13 PM 

tIi       Thanks so much for your note I enjoyed meeting you and our 
discussion. You have a very bright future and I look forward to working 
with you! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc edu/ 
Sport Administration Pro:[’essor and Academic Advisor 

(;hair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." 
(J. Goethe) 

On 7:58 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Dr. Stroman, 
> 

>Thank you again for taking time to meet with me to talk about Sports and 

>Business. You really opened ray eyes to the available resources here on 

>campus that can help me achieve the goals I have for myself. I look 

>forward to staying in contact with you in the future, and seeing you 

>again Friday and/or Monday. Thanks. 

> 

> 

>Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Wednesday, 5:32 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

@em~l.unc.edu> 

Club Speaker - Wednesday?? 

Hi    , Do you think we can pull this meeting off? 

My hometown friend, Dave Paro of http://www.deep-alliance.com/?page id=2 

will be in town on the 

I want him to speak to my ::!.1:00 a.m. class and/or the Club. 

5:00 p.m. start? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stromml, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administration Facul~" e3 www.exss.tmc.edu 

E~c~S Aca~lemic A~lvisor m~(t Internship Coor(lmator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, CoLlege Sport R.esearch Instimt:e 

Facuh:7 Advi sor, Carolm a Sports Business Club & Si~a .A]ph a Lmnb (ta (Natl Lea~lership & Honors Organ ization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstrom~n 

because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 12:03 PM 

May, Lee Y <mayl@em~l.unc.edu> 

CaJl when you can - Thanks! 

Ge i ieels, 

Expiore, Engage. Empower~ 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ~ibbo~s," (N,Ann Schabacke~} 

From: May, Lee Y 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:~9 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: Student Advising - 

She will be eJigibh~ for the 3.0th bu[: rT~ust ~ipp~y for [:hat one specifically, No~: aJl athle~:es r~eed a 3.0th dependirlg on theh" sport and primary 5;easor~, 

Hope aH is well with you! 

Bests, 

Lee 

F~m= Stroman, Deborah L 
Nent= Wednesday, ~:47 PN 
Te= Nay, Lee Y 
Ce= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= Student Advising - 

Hi Lee. I hope ~]1 is well ~br you. I met with ~ red shirt s~dent athlete tod~y in Steele and need your ~edback. In her ~blder there is ~ copy of your letter that 

outlines that this @]] semester is her last ninth. She is under the ~mpression that she will have another academic semester and consequently, did not enroll in 

the necessa~T courses to graduate. 

I discussed options with her and also told her that: [ would speak with you ~egmding the ]0th semester. 

Please call ~vhen you can. 

Thanks. 

PID 

debby 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

315 Woollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919,843,0336 

Twitter drstroman 

because it hasn’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 12:13 PM 

@em~l.~mc.edu> 

EXSS Visits 

Hi 

Let me know the best day(s) before 

Note: I am available the 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Adnfinistratinn Faculty e~ www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisou~" Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter &stroman 

As per Sherry’s notice in the faculty meetings, I am scheduled to do the EXSS Academic Advising presentation for your 

at :11:00 a.m. 

"Just because it hosn ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done," 

course, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 12:25 PM 

~@email.unc.edu> 

EXSS Visits 

Hi 

course, 

Let me know the best dav{s) before 

Note: I am available the at 2:00 p.m. 

Thanks! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Adnfinistratinn Faculty e~ www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisor/Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter &stroman 

I hope you are doing well. As per Sherry’s notice in the faculty meetings, I am scheduled to do the EXSS Academic Advising presentation for your 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 12:31 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

EXSS Visits 

Hi 

Let me know the best day(s) before : 

Note: I am available th~ 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept. 

Sport Administrat:inn Faculty e~ www.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisou~" Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter &stroman 

As per Sherry’s notice in the faculty meetings, I am scheduled to do the EXSS Academic Advising presentation for your 

at 9:30 a.m, 

"Just because it hosn ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done," 

course, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 12:33 PM 

@em~Jl.~mc.edu> 

I~B: EXSS Visits 

Hi The is fine. I will show up at 9:00 a,m, and it wil~ take ~ 12 minutes, 

Thanks, 

Go } {eels. 

12)eborah Strorna~l, PhD. CLU 

919.S43.0336 

"Each day comes bearh~g ks own giRs, Untie the ribbons," (KAnn Schabacker} 

F~m: 
Sent: Thursday, ~2:~7 PM 
Te: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: EXSS Visits 
lm~e~an~e: High 

Hi Dr: Stroman~ We had our first exam today so any time ~fore the would work. I teach EXSS in Fe~er 104, so let me ~ow what ~y works 

best for you. In ~ur email you mentioned that you were free on the t at 11. I am not sure if you w~ted to meet with me before you c~e to class and 

wm~ted me to schedule aflme. Let me know if fl~ere is something that I need to do. Thanks~ 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

On , at 12:12 PM, Stromm~, Deborah L wrote: 

Hi , As per Sherry’s notice in the faculty meetings, I am scheduled to do the EXSS Academic Advising presentation for your 

Let me know the best day{s) before 

Note: I am available the at 11:00 a.m. 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Sport Science Dept:. 

Sport Administration Faculty es www.exss.unc.e&~ 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Sport Research Institute 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & t {onors Organization) 

315 Woollen CB#, 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done - doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

course, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 1:10 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

~!e~n~Jl.unc.edu> 

RE: Club Speaker - Wednesday?? 

We are set! Go ahead and pull Mr. Paro’s bio and pic from Lhe website and creaLe Lhe flyer. 

The time is 5:30 p,m, on Wednesday, Two great speakers to open up the year!! 

~.et’s do something creative to engage the members too~ A contest? Raft]e? Work w~th Rickv about the wristban&s.mavbe a "name the writing on the band~’ 

contest:??? 

A~so, ~ got a~ the B~ackboard does m~grated to our Saka~ sRe. I am working on moving al~ the members over now, You owe ME kmch[ ;) 

Dr. Sboman 

9 [9.843.0336 

"Each daV comes beadt~g ~ls own gills, Un~:~e the ribbons," (KAnn 5chabacker} 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:53 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 

Subject: RE: Club Speaker - Wednesday?? 

Hi Dr. Stroman and 

~ w~l~ respond to both emai~s s~mu~taneouMg to avoid clutterh~g your inbox! Yes, I tMnk we can definkelV pul~ off the meeting w~th Dave Paro, I checked out their 

webs~te and ~: ~ooks great~ ~ wouM ew?n be ~nterested m ~earnmg more about their company from a career perspective (sports rnarke~:~ng is right up my alley}. 

tMnk we should set the meeting [:~mes for 5:30PM whenever we can so people can park on campus and gel: [:o Fetzer eaMer, 

~ wil~ emai]               and put in a room request for 5-.7PM on Wednesday. First choice ~s FeLzer 109, second is Fetzer ~06. We can keep our executive board 

meeting set for Tuesday at 3:30PM, ] w~l] send out that h~fo to the I~stserv ~ater tonight. 

¯ vour speaker also b:>:~ks awesome[ I wou~d suggest ~:he dates of                                         anytime between 5 a]id 7PM Once we have ~:he 

Iog~sl:k:s set for bo~:h of these rneet~ngs, would you rn~nd rnaking up flyers for them? Your awesome [lyer recruited 100 people to come out to our first meeting~ 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:32 PM 
To: 

Subject: Club Speaker - Wednesday?? 

Hi Nick. Do you think we can pull this meeting off? 

My hometown friend, Dave Paro of -h--t--t-p-.-.~j--w----w-----w--:--d--:e--~R--.-a--!!-!-a---n---c--~:--c--~---~--~---a--&e--~d---=--~-2-- 

will be in town on the 

I want him to speak to my ~L~L:O0 a,m. class and/or the Club, 

5:00 p,m. start? 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~ Science Depu 

Spot: AdmJnJsrxa:ion FaculV es www.exss.unc.edu 

E~S Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coo~dina:o~ 

Chaix, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chaiz, College Spo~ Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spo~s Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors O~ganiza6on) 

315 \VookIen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, _’N’C 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

Twitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 1:25 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

1~: EXSS Visits 

Hi :1.2 minutes. I can meet you at 9:30 or ~[0:30 on the Where is your class located? 

ihank~. 

9i9.843.033& 

F~m: 
Sent: Thursday, 1:22 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: E~S Visits 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank yOtl, 

sound? How long will yot~r presentati.:_~n be? [ would like ~:o plan my I~-_~cture accordingly. 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 12:31 PM 
To: 
Subject: EXSS Visits 
Iml}ottance: High 

Hi    . As per Sherry’s notice in the faculty meetings, I am scheduled to do the EXSS Academic Advising presentation for your 

Let me know the best day(s) before 

Note: I am available the at 9:30 a.m. 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spot[ Science DQ~u 

Spor~ Adminisrra6on Faculty es ~vw.exss.tmc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and Internship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, College Sport Research Ins6mce 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Chub & Signora Alpha Lambda (Narl Leadership & Honors Organiza~inn) 

315 \Voollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hi]l, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

Twitter drstrom~n 

"Just because it hash ’t been done - doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

course, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 1:42 PM 

~@email.unc.edu-~ 

1~: EXSS Visits 

Thanks. See ya’ then[ 

D~bor~l~ S~:rom~.u Ph.D CL(.r 

929 84.3 0336 

Sent: Thursday, 1:27 PN 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: RE: E~S Visits 
Hi Debby, 

No problem. How about the We meet in Fetzer 109. 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

~ -@email.unc.edu 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: 
Subject: EXSS Visits 

12:25 PN 

Hi 

course. 

Let me know the best day(s) before 

Note: I am available the at 2:00 p.m. 

Thanks! 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spo~ Science Dep~ 

Spo~ Adminisrxadon FaculV es www.exss.unc.edu 

E~S Academic Adviso~ and Internship Coo~dina~o~ 

Chaix, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chai~, College Spo~ Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spo~s Bush~ess Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Natl Leadership & Honors O~ganiza6on) 

315 ~:oollen CB~ 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.03 ~6 

Twitter drstrom~n 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

I hope you are doing well. As per Sherry’s notice in the faculty meetings, I am scheduled to do the EXSS Academic Advising presentation for your 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)> 

Thursday, 1:42 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: EXSS Visits 

Thanks Eric! 

G~; } 

Deborah St:romm~, Ph.D C:L(.r 

929 84,3 0336 

Sent; Thursday, 1:27 PN 
Te; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: E~S Visits 

Dr, S[:rornarb 

LeL us plan on 9:30 on the class ~s in Wollen 301. 

See you them 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent-" Thursday, 1:25 PN 
To; 
Subject: RE: EXSS Visits 

Hi ~2 minutes. I can meet you at 9:30 or :1.0:30 o~ the 

Thanks. 

£)eb@:;~l:~ S,t~:oman, Ph.1}) 

9Z0.843.0334 

Sent; Thursday, 1:22 PN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= RE: E~S Visits 

Dr. 

How does 

Tha~lk you, 

Where is your class located? 

How bang will your presentation be? f wo@d like to plan rtW lecture 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Thursday, 12:31 PM 
To; 
Subject-" EXSS Visits 
Importance: High 

Hi     As per Sherry’s notice in the faculty meetings, I am scheduled to do the EXSS Academic Advising presentation for your 

Let me know the best day(s) before 

Note: I am available the at 9:30 a.m. 

Thanks! 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

UNC Exercise and Spor~ Science De-pc 

Spot:Administration FaculV e~ ~,~vw.exss.unc.edu 

EXSS Academic Advisor and In:ernship Coordinator 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Advisory Board Chair, College Spor~ Research Institute 

FaculV Advisor, Carolina Spor~s Business Club & Sigma Alpha Lambda (Nad Leadership & Honors Organlzadon) 

315 ~&:oollen CB# 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

T~vitter drstroman 

"Just because it hash ’t been done -- doesn’t mean that it can’t be done." 

,course. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 6:57 PM 

Salyer, SherO’ L <sa]yer@email.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edtp- 

I~NV: Club Meeting ruth Sport Mmketing Veteran David Proo: ess.Carolina Spo~ts Business Club.grp 

David Pare Biography.pdf 

Hi Sherry. PJe~s~-_~ forward to olaf lists~-’_~rs~ Thanks. 

d 

"Each day comes bearing ~ts own gi~s, Untie the ribbons," (R,Ann Schabacker} 

F~m: ~@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 6:55 PN 
Subject= Club Meeting with Sport Marketing Veteran David Paro: ess.Carolina_Spo~_Business_Club.grp 

The Carolina Spog Business Club is happy to announce that our ne~ club meeting will be on Wednesday~ at 5:30PM in Fe~er 109. Our guest speaker 

will be Mr. David Paro from Deep Alliance, a spo~ marketing and s~nso~hip company. Regarded as a top sponsorship-marketing strategist, Mr. Paro was n~]ed to 

the Spots Business JoumaJ’s Fo~ Under 40 list in 2000, honoring top spots executives. He has su~rvi~d sport sponsorship po~£)lios Ibr clients including the NFL, 

NB& Olympics, and World Cup, and for companies like S’mples, Hershey, and McDonald’s. Please see the attached biography tbr more intb~ation on Mr. Paro’s 

career. You can aJso check out their website at htN:/,’www.deep-alliance.conr’ 

If you are not yet a club member, you can join at this :neeting. We roll be sending the event flyer out in the next few days. Come ready ruth questions to lem~: from Mr. 

Paro’s expense in the sport tnaxketing-sponsorship industry! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGEIOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Thursday, 6:58 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~W: Club Meeting with Sport Ma:rlceting Veteran David P~mo: ess.Carolina Sports Business Club.grp 

David Pare Biography.pdf 

Hi Please tweet [his event every day. 

Thanks, 

Debord~ 8~:rom~,~, Ph.D C:LL ! 

929 84,3 0336 

F~m= ~@email.unc.edu] 
Senti Thursday, [ 6:55 PM 
~bje~t= Club Meeting with Sport Marketing Veteran David Paro: ess.Carolina_Spo~_Business_Club.grp 

The Carolina Sport Bus~noss Club is happy to announc~ that our n~xt ~lub moetin~ will ~ on W~dn~sday at 5:30PM in F~r 109~ Our ~uost speakor 

will bo Mr~ David Paro from Doep Allia~ce, a spo~ markotin~ ~d s~nsoBhip ~ompany. Re~ardod as a top sponsorsh~p-mm~ofin~ strategist, Mr~ Paro was nmned to 

the Spots Business JoumaJ’s Fo~ Undor 40 ]~s¢ in 2000, hono~n~ top spots ~xocutiws. H~ has su~d spo~ sponsorship ~o]~os for clients ~ncludin~ the 

NB~ Olympics, and World Cup, and ~or ~ompanios ]ik~ S~plos, Hershey, and McDonald’s. Please se~ tho a~chod biography ~or more in~om]ation on Mr. Paro’s 

career. You can also check out their website at 

If you are not yet a club member, you can join at this meeting. We will be ~nding the event flyer out in the next Ibw days. Come ready with questions to learn from Mr. 

Paro’s expertise in the sport maJcketing- spon~)rship industry! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <-~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)-’- 

Thursday, 7:05 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L ~dstro@unc.e&~>; .@em~il.unc.edu-~; ~em~l.unc.edu~~; 

@email.unc.edu-~; ~ema~l .unc.edu~; ~ema~il.~mc.edu:~; 

~,@email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edtc,; @e~nail.unc.edu:> 

I~E: Sport Administration This Week 

Thanks again for [he opportunity [o share. I hope you take the lime to reflect on the leadership assessment this weekend. 
AgairL remember to breathe during th~s thesis~ourney. We are here to assist and encourage you~ ;) 

"Never Jose sight of the fact that the most ~mportant yardstick of your success will be how you treat other 

Bi~Fbar~ Bush 

Dr. Stromar~ 

9 Z~).843.033~’~ 

~’E~ch I~V comes bea~i~g ts ~wn BitS. Unl:ie the ribbons." (l,Ann 5ch~backer} 

F~m~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Sunday,                 10:35 PN 

Subjeet~ Sport Administration ~is Week 
Hi Heels. I hope you had a productive weekend. 

Monday: 6:30 p.m. at the Stone Center. "Respect and Revolution of the Nack Athlete" See attached. Not sure if you had been informed about this important event. The subject is 

very timely and wll provide additional insight. 

Wednesday: 7:30 a.m. EXSS 

I look forward to seeing you. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Sdence Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing ~s ~ot enough; we must ap~ly~ WtlMg is not e~ough; we must do’~ (J. Goethe) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMAN)~ 

Thursday, 7:05 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Interview 

Thanks I know you will do well. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower 
919843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (a)~m aik coral 
Sent: Thursday, 12:22 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~iect:           Interview 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Her name and title are: 

Communi~ Relations Coordinator 

Have a great day and I will see you tomorrow in class :) 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

,@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN DEBORAH LYNN STROMAN (DSTROMANp 

Thursday, ,2011 7:16 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

l~E: David Pare ema~l 

dpsr’o@deep-atliance.com 

929 84.3 0336 

"Each day comes be~ng ~ts own g~fts~ Untie the r~bbo~s~" {R.A~ Sc~ab~cke~} 

F~m= @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7: ll PN 

To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: David Paro email 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

Can you possibly pass along Mr. Paro’s email address to me? I would like to introduce myself to him before the meeting on Wednesday. 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 

Email: @live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:22 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Free Ben and Jerry’s for Carolina Sport Business Club 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://e×ss.unc.edu! 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: CampusCred <su ort cam uscred.com> 

Reply-To: CampusCred <support@campuscred.com> 

Date: Thu,           20:02:01-0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman, Ph.D." <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Free Ben and Jerry’s for Carolina Sport Business Club 

Ca mpusCred 

Free Scoop at Ben and #erry s for Carolina 
S#o t Business C[ b  4embers  

thought that free ice c~eam a.t Ben and 3erry’s would be a great s~ay ~or you and your member’s to get 

F¢ee Scoop, A.."4"{ Flavor! 

Claim and Use Ari}<ime! 

Right next .to Campus, o~ the cot°ne~ of 

F~anklin and Columbia 

t been to the Ben and Jerry’s in Chapel 

Hill you haven’t lived.., amazing ice 

cream, awesome shakes ice cream 

cakes and so much more! What could 

be be~er? Only the fact that it is right 

next to campus on Franklin! When you 

qo, be warned, with so many unique 

flavors and corky names (Cherry Garcia? 

Chunky Monkey?) you will be hard 

pressed to make a decision on which 

ones you want the most! ... T~ I~ar~ 



Use It 

~i CampusCred Cash 

~i CampusCred Promise 

happy when yo~’re happy..’.:f you%-~ ~-~v~-~r 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:24 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Sport Business Club 

;) Agreed. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we rr~ust do." (L Goethe) 

From: ~live.unc,edu> 

Date: Fri, 00:56:43 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" < .d_s_.t_r_._o_ .@,_.u__o_c_:_e_._d_ .u_> 

Subject: FW: Carolina Sport Business Club 

< !--[if mso 9]-->< !--[endif]--> 

Amy Hen’nan suggests that we put off her speaking with the club until the Sounds like a good idea 

From= Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 8:53 PN 
To= 
Subject= Re: Carolina Sport Business Club 

Thanks for your email, 

[ actually think it would be best for all involved for us to wait until we have resolution to our NCAA issues. As you likely know, our hearing date is set for the end of 

,, and it will then be a couple of months before we will have the Committee on Infractions’ decision. [ promise that I’m not intentionally putting you off! 

just think it would be better for all of us if [ had the ability to speak openly about the stuff that will, by that point, be public information. So the spring semester might 

make more sense. 

[ hope that works for you? 

Amy 

Associa[e AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> 

Amy, 
@ veunceJJ> 8:43 PM >>> 

I hope everything is going well for you. I wanted to reach out to see if you would like to speak with the Carolina Sport Business Club this I know we tried to 

connect last semester and decided it would work best if we pushed it back to the . We are very flexible in scheduling a date and time, so just let me know 

what would work best for you! We normally have our club meetings on weekdays between 5PM and 7:30PM. Would sometime in "work for 

you? 

I hope everything is going well with your ] By the way, if this is too busy to come speak with all the NCAA stuff going on, we can 

definitely leave it until the 

Go Heels, 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill, Class of 

Email: ,@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:34 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: here is your feedback! 

Received. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we r~ust do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 14:21:05 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: here is your feedback! 

Good Morning Dr. Stroman! 
See you in class! 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, 9:42 PM 
Subject; EXSS - Research Feedback 

To: All Participants 

From: Deborah Stmman 

Hi Heels. Please complete this request by m~swering the questions on the attachment. This information is related to our dialogue of Chapt. 2 and 3. Thanks! 

Send your responses back to dstro@unc.edu by Wednesday at 3:00 p.m. 

Note: This assignment is OPTIONAl. 

Tha~ks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Questions.doc 

This forwmded message was sent via The University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS: 
this link to access Mesmges for this site: EXSS 

site. To reply to this message click 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:37 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Re: EXSS - Research Feedback 

Received. Thanks 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/exss.unc edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
FaculW Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply Willing is not enough; we must do" 
(J. Goethe) 

On 

> 

9:49 AM, ’ ~@live uric edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:40 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: ATTENDED. HC 

Hi . I am glad you enjoyed the panel discussion. Continue to stay engaged and think critically. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willir~g is not enough; we m~st do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 01:48:07 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: ATTENDED. HC 

Good evening Dr. Stroman, 
I found it to be very interesting and encouraging! 
Best, 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:3~. PM 
Subject: EXSS - Extra Credit 

To: All Participants 

From: Deborah Stroman 

If you attended the Parr Center and Carolina Black Caucus "Respect and Revolution of the Black Athlete" yesterday, please send me an emafil. In the subject line, 
write "ATTENDED. HC." (This mea~s that on your honor you attended the event tbr at least 30 minutes.) 

Dr. Stroman 

’][’his forwarded message was sent via The Universib~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS: 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS 

’ site. To reply to this ,nessage click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Th u rsd ay, 11:43 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS - Research Feedback 

Received. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowing is not enough; we must aF~ply. Willing is not enough; we r~ust do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 00:~}0:0:1 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS       - Research Feedback 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:43 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS Research Feedback 

Received. Thanks! 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"~nowing is not enough; we must aF~ply. Willing is not enough; we ~’~ust do." (J. Goethe) 

From: r@live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 23:47:29 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS       - Research Feedback 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:43 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: ATTENDED HC 

Hi Would love to know your thoughts on the discussion. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Wi[lir~g is not enough; we m~st do.’~ (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 23:36:05 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject; ATTENDED HC 

On Sep 13, 2011, at 5:32 PM, "dstro@unc.edu" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

To: All Participants 

From: Deborah Stroman 

If you attended the Parr Center and Carolina Black Caucus "Respect and Revolution of the Black Athlete" yesterday, please send me an email. In the subject line, 

write "ATTENDED. HC." (This means that on your honor you attended the event for at least 30 minutes.) 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS "site. To reply to this message click this 
link to access Messages for this site: EXSS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:44 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: ATTENDED. HC 

Hi . Would love to know your thoughts on the discussion. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we r~ust apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 23:22:29 +0000 

To: "Deborah St~oman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: ATTENDED. HC 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, .5:31 PM 
Subject; EXSS - Extra’Credit 

To: All Participants 

From: Deborah Stroman 

If you attended the Paar Center and Carolina Black Caucus "Respect and Revolution of the Black Athlete" yes~terday, please send me an ema~l. In the subject line, 

write "ATTENDED. HC." (This meaJ~s that on your honor you attended the e~zent for at least 30 minutes.) 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

This forwarded message was sent via The UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS: 

site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:45 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: ATTENDED. HC 

Thanks I am glad to know that you enjoyed the discussion. Continue to think critically on these issues. 

Dr. Stroman 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 

Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we r~ust apply. Willing is not enough; we m~st do.’; (J. Goethe) 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 22:19:47 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: ATTENDED. HC 

Dear Professor Stroman, 
I attended the "Respect and Revolution of the Black Athlete" last night. I really enjoyed the information which was presented. THank you! 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:3~1 PM 
Subject: EXSS - Extra Credit 

To: All Pm~ticipants 

From: Deborah Stroman 

If you attended the Parr Center and Carolina Black Caucus "Respect and Revolution of the Black Athlete" yesterday, please send me an emaAl. In the subject line, 

write "ATTENDED. HC." (This means that on your honor you attended the event for at le&st 30 minutes.) 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

This tbrwarded message was sent via The Unixzersib~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages t?om the "EXSS 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS: 

’ site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:46 PM 

;@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS - Research Feedback 

Received. Thank you. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D~ CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:!!exss.unc.edu/ 

Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we r~ust do." (L Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 22:18:19 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: EXSS       - Research Feedback 

Dear Professor Stroman, 
Attached are my respones involving Chapter 2 and 3 

Thank you! 

From: dstro@unc.edu [dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, 6:42 PM 
Subject: EXSS: - Research Feedback 

To: All Participants 

From: Deborah Stroman 

Hi Heels. Please co~nplete this request by ~swefing the questions on the attachment. This information is related to our dialogue of Chapt. 2 m~d 3. Thanks’. 

Send your responses back to dstro(~unc.edu by Wednesday at 3:00 p.m. 

Note: This assignment is OPTIONAL. 

Thanks. 

Dr. Stroman 

Questions.doc 

This forwarded tnessage was sent via The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "EXSS 

this link to access Messages for this site: EXSS 

" site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:55 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Extra Credit questions 

Received. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: ’ @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 00:32:30 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Extra Credit questions 

UN~-ChaDel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:56 PM 

@tive.unc.edu> 

Re: Survey 

Received. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, : 03:23:26 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Survey 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:58 PM 

[@live.unc.edu-~ 

Re: response to chp. 2 and 3 questions 

Received. Thanks 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:i/exss.unc edu/ 
Sport Administration Prot?ssor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Facul~ Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply Willing is not enough; we must do" 
(J. Goethe) 

On 11:50 PM, @hve.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Hello! Here are the responses you asked J2~r. Very thought provoking 
>questions! 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:59 PM 

,@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Questions Assignment Answers 

Received. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: ’@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, .00:47:08 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Questions Assignment Answers 

Dr. Stroman, 

Attached are my answers to the questions assignment. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:00 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: questions 

Received. Thanks. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss.unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 12:33:56 +0000 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: questions 

attached are the questions you sent 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deboral~ L <dstromaa~@email.unc.edu~; 

Friday, 12:02 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: rematch assignment 

Received. Thanks 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman. Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:/iexss unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." 
(J. Goethe) 

On 10:06 AM. .2))gmail.com> wrote: 

>Hi Dr Stroman, 

>I attached the questions you sent out. 

>Thanks! 

>UNC-Chapel Hill 
@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stronmn, Deboml~ L <dstromma@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:03 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Questions 

Received. Thanks 
Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - http:/iexss unc.edu/ 
Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 

Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
Faculty Advisor, Carolina Sports Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." 
(J. Goethe) 

> 

10:5 7 AM, @email.unc. edu> wrote: 
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